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PURITANISM,

a term with a wide variety of
applied most often to those
group movements of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in England and the United
connotations,

States

is

which attempted

to arrive at a purified

version of Reformation teaching. The core of
Lutheran doctrine had been insistence on immediate contact

between the individual soul and
to remove all hin-

God. Puritanism endeavored

drances to this contact. It distrusted hierarchical

and elaborate ceremonies and vestments, and was disposed to seek
guidance solely in the teaching of the Bible and
to deny the value of ecclesiastical tradition.
The term Puritan first appeared in England
about 1566. In 1567 a secret conventicle met at
Plumbers' Hall in London to use the Genevan
ecclesiastical organization

order of service instead of the Book of Common
Prayer. A foreign observer wrote from London
in 1568 that there had been discovered "a newly
invented sect, called by those who belong to it
'the pure or stainless religion.'

"

The

Puritans

began by criticizing ecclesiastical vestments and
ritual and by expressing a preference for Cal-

dogma. They then passed to a criticism
of the existing system of church government.
During the session of 1576 the House of Comvinistic

mons, which was becoming Puritan in sympathy, considered an abortive scheme for transferring ecclesiastical authority from the crown

and bishops to more democratic bodies. After
1580 Presbyterian organization increased, and
the units known as "classes" were established
in various parts of the country. There occurred
also a growth in the numbers and pretensions
of the Independent sects. In 1575 the Spanish
ambassador referred to the presence of Anabap-

and "many other sects" in London, and in
Browne and Harrison set up an independent, self-governing congregation at Norwich.
Opposition to the bishops became more violent
and in 1588 the scurrilous Martin Marprelate
tracts were published. By the end of the sixteenth century the main lines of the historical
development of English Puritanism were laid
down. In comparison with its continental and
tists

1581

Scottish prototypes

it

implied rather a way of life

and habit of mind than a fixed and definite docand system of church government. Presbyterianism and Independency, the latter itself a
trine

comprehensive term, counted among their adherents only a part of the total

number

of

English Puritans.
By the end of Elizabeth's reign it had already
become apparent that Puritanism had special
affinities with certain sections of the community.
It struck its deepest roots among the rising
middle classes, who were conscious of their

growing importance in the state and eager to
remove whatever barriers stood in the way of a
full

development of their powers. The reason

for this affinity is not easy to discover or define.
It was due possibly to the attraction felt between

broadly similar ideals and interests. Puritanism,
with its insistence on the importance of the
individual and on the expression of faith through
a righteous and industrious way of life, found
a natural home among those classes which were

engaged in carving out an improved position for
themselves. Again, the affinity may have been
due to the fact that Puritanism was to them an
enchanted mirror, in which they saw an enhance-

ment of

their

own

particular virtues.

the cause of the connection,

were

its

Whatever

consequences

far reaching.

The importance

of this connection

became

in the political sphere. During
Elizabeth's reign it was noticeable that the most

apparent
stalwart

first

champions of parliamentary rights were

the Puritan

members of the House of Commons.

This was partly because the Puritans hoped to
introduce a reformed religious polity by means
of parliamentary legislation. In 1576 Peter
Wentworth, one of the Puritan members, was
committed to the Tower by order of the House

making a too outspoken plea for freeof speech in Parliament and for criticizing
the power of the bishops. In 1587 he again spoke
itself for

dom
on

similar lines in support of the proposals for

book brought forward
by another Puritan member, Cope. As a result
of an interview with the Privy Council, Wentworth, Cope and three other members were
ordered to the Tower. The House of Commons
alteration of the prayer
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as a whole began to

show

itself increasingly

vanced area of the southeast and midlands,

Puritan in sympathy. In 1584 it drew up a petition for ecclesiastical reform which revealed

showing its greatest strength in the weaving
towns. This statistical evidence is confirmed and

Presbyterian tendencies and which questioned
the legality of the proceedings earned on by the
Court of High Commission against Puritan

supplemented by contemporary opinions Freeholders and Tradesmen," said Richard Baxter,

the beginning of James I's reign
the connection between Puritanism and parliaoffenders

By

mentarianism was widely discernible
greatly increased both his religious

The

king

and

his poby adopting an intransigent
attitude toward the Millenary Petition and the
Hampton Court Conference. Parliament suplitical

difficulties

ported the petitioning ministers in 1604 and
in 1610 reiterated its request for a purification
of religion and the abolition of the Court of
High Commission. When James turned a deaf

by refusing or stintbishops, already criticized in

ear, Parliament retaliated

ing supplies.

The

their ecclesiastical capacity, now became doubly
hateful as champions of the royal prerogative

' '

.

"are the Strength of Religion and Civility in the

Land; and Gentlemen and Beggars and Servile
Tenants are the Strength of Iniquity." The
course of the civil wars in England made it
unmistakably clear that Puritanism was strongest among the middle classes, especially in the

London supported the parliamentary
known as "the
rebellious city." The clothing towns of Lantowns.

cause vigorously and became
cashire

were Puritan and parliamentarian, de-

spite the existence of a surrounding

ham and

Leicester; in the west, Gloucester,

Taunton and Exeter, were all Puritan strongholds. Puritanism was therefore strongest among
those classes which for economic reasons ob-

in opposition to parliamentary claims During
the eleven years of personal government discontent with the government's ecclesiastical policy

jected to the restrictions imposed

spread Using the weapons of the Court of High
Commission and the Metropolitical Visitation,
Laud endeavored to enforce complete religious

forced each other

conformity. In doing so he frequently violated individual liberties and roused indignation

among men

outside the Puritan ranks.

The

fusion of political and religious grievances did
much to precipitate the civil war.

In the social and economic sphere the affinity
between Puritanism and the middle classes was
particularly well marked and significant. While
Puritanism was widely diffused and was not
peculiar to any one class or locality, it is evident
that its most numerous and enthusiastic ad-

among the middle trading classes.
Roland Usher in The Reconstruction of the EngChurch (2 vols., New York 1910) has conherents were

lish

ducted a statistical inquiry into the distribution
of Puritan ministers in England in the first

decade of the seventeenth century.

Of

the 281

whose names are known 35 belonged
to London and Middlesex, where a very large
proportion of the middle trading classes were
ministers

congregated; 96 to the important manufacturing
counties of Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex; 29 to
Northamptonshire, a county of prosperous farm17 to Lancashire, which was becoming
increasingly important as a center of the clothing
industry; and only 104 to the rest of the country.
ers;

Usher

also estimates that the
strength of the
Puritan laity lay chiefly in the economically ad-

Roman

Catholic countryside. In Yorkshire, Bradford,
Leeds and Halifax; in the midlands, Birming-

by monarchiand Anglican rule. Thus spiritual conviction
and economic interest reacted upon and reencal

Puritanism was a factor

common

to the

most

vigorous opponents of prerogative power in
politics, religion and trade. Its binding influence

helped to unite the different parties and interests against a
zeal which

common

foe

and to give them a

they might otherwise have lacked.
Broadly speaking, the ideal of the Stuart government rested on a conception of divinely appointed kingly power, exercised arbitrarily for
the good of the state
all
departments of life.

m

To

Puritanism opposed the ideal of vigorous, untrammeled individualism, expressing
itself freely in the House of Commons, throwing
this,

off restrictions in trade

and commerce, and

dis-

pensing with traditional forms of authority in
religion, although the conception of full religious
freedom was not to develop until later. The
whole theory and practise of monopolistic power
was criticized, but the sphere in which it was
attacked most vigorously was that of industry
and trade. The custom of granting monopolies
in the manufacture or sale of commodities was
an important part of Stuart economic policy.
While the grants were made with varying intentions, some of which were good, the economic
consequences were nearly always disastrous.
When the Long Parliament met these monopolies were attacked, some of them were called in

and the system never regained

its

old vigor. In

Puritanism
the concentration of power in the hands
of the ruler and a small circle of advisers had to
give way before the claims of a partially representative Parliament, and some of the paper
politics,

constitutions of the Interregnum attempted to
diffuse the powers of government even more

widely. In religion, the powers of the bishops
were attacked by Puritans of all shades of
opinion. John Lilburne in England's Birth-Right
Justified
in

(London 1645)

ant^ London's Liberty

Chains Discovered; a Postscript Written

in the

Tower of London (London 1646) traced a direct
connection between the three mam types of
monopoly that of the trading concerns, the
Anglican church and the Stuart government
and declared that each bolstered up the others.

In 1649 Puritanism triumphed Until then it
had been concerned mainly with the work of
destruction and had been able to unite various
elements within itself Now it became apparent
that it was not homogeneous At one end of the
scale was Presbyterianism, which represented
stringent control on a democratic basis. At the
other was Independency, which stood for individualism in

were

men

all its

various forms

In between

of a Puritan trend of opinion

who

refused to group themselves definitely under
either party, but who would be influenced by

whichever group gained the strongest position
Because of uncongenial features in English social
stratification

and

political

development Presby-

terianism failed to establish

itself,

despite the

Independency, on the other
hand, attained a wide and enduring influence.
Although the monarchy and the Anglican church
efforts of the Scots.

were restored

in 1660, Independent Puritanism
persisted as a religion and still more as a way of
life and type of outlook. In the political sphere

main influence was ended It had helped to
bring about a rebellion whose chief objectives
were successfully obtained and retained Future
its

lines of political development owed little to the
direct influence of Puritanism. In the religious

combined with other factors to secure
greater toleration. In the economic and social
sphere its influence was exceedingly important.
A particular type of character and way of life
sphere

it

received a powerful stimulus. Puritanism now
gave an unqualified blessing to the middle class

and economic virtues. The attraction already felt between Puritanism and the
middle trading classes increased after the victory
individualistic

of Independency, despite a temporary democratic outburst during the Interregnum on the
part of some of the more extreme sects. An

way of life and devotion to a "calling"
which should be crowned with moderate worldly
success became at once the ideal and the hallmark of Puritans and of many others who
adopted their view of life. The reverse of this
ideal was an attitude of stern reprobation toward
those who failed to achieve such success. Poverty and failure, like frivolity and idleness,
appeared the outward manifestations of an unaustere

regenerate soul. It is not surprising that in the
eighteenth century many of the pioneers of the
industrial revolution were nonconformists.
The influence of English Puritanism was not

confined to England. In the early seventeenth
century the colonization of America was carried
out mainly by Puritan settlers. The motives for
colonisation were mixed, the economic motive
playing an important part. Following upon the

economic changes of the sixteenth century a
had taken
place, particularly in the more advanced economic areas, where Puritanism was strongest.
As in England, it was the role of Puritanism to
act as a binding force and motive power among
the settlers. In New England, it was possible
certain displacement of population

for the Puritans to develop their ideals unhindered in a peculiarly favorable environment

which put a premium on the Puritan virtues.
The soil was hard to cultivate but moderately
fertile, \he climate fairly severe. To the west
lay a great continent with vast resources to be
discovered and exploited. In such an environment the skilled and strenuous workman who
represented the Puritan ideal would flourish,
while the idle or incompetent would go to the
wall. In later years unfettered individualism
carried

before

all

it,

but in the early period of

New

England settlements the side of Puritanism which favored stringent control was
dominant. This was aue partly to the exigencies
the

of the situation, partly to the religious zeal of
the leaders. For a small band of settlers in un-

known territory surrounded by enemies it was
expedient to pool resources and set limits to individual enterprise. Membership in the state was
synonymous with membership in the church,
and

in his

double capacity as citizen and church

member every individual was criticized and conIndustry was enforced upon all settlers,
but it had to be earned on for the good of the
whole. Acts regulating wages were to be found
trolled.

in almost all the Puritan colonies. In Boston
markets and sometimes gristmills were publicly

regulated. The Massachusetts government attempted to impose a just price for all essential
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commodities. But from the first such regulations
were difficult to enforce; and theocracy in Massachusetts was weakened by the terms of the
new charter of 1692, which substituted a property qualification for church membership as a
basis for the franchise.

As in England the aspect of Puritanism which
encouraged individual freedom triumphed. In
the religious sphere this triumph was marked
by the spread of Congregationalism. In the social
and economic sphere it was marked by the development of economic individualism, backed
consciously or unconsciously by religious sanctions and fostered by a growth in economic
prosperity and general security which decreased
the necessity for collective control. The representative attitude is illustrated in the works of

Benjamin Franklin, the son of a zealous Puritan
and himself influenced by the general Puritan
outlook. Franklin lays down a series of maxims
stressing the importance of profitable industry,

and when asked why money should be so important replies with a Biblical quotation: "Seest
thou a man diligent in his business? He shall

The Founding of New England (Boston 1921); SchneiH. W., The Puritan Mind (New York 1930).

der,

PUTNAM, FREDERIC WARD
American anthropologist. With

(1839-1915),

practically

no

formal academic background, Putnam came
under the influence of Aga&siz, from whom he
learned his methods of thorough inductive research. His interest shifted

from ichthyology to
American archaeology and ethnology and in
he
became
curator
of the Peabody Museum
1874
at Harvard
University, where he remained for
There
he
revolutionized
American
forty years.
museum methods by inaugurating scientific expeditions; he emphasized that the methods of
these expeditions should be determined not by
the quantity of specimens to be secured but by
their scientific objectives. The excellent museum
collections which he assembled manifest the

variety of his interests in the history of mankind.
Among the most outstanding are those on the

antiquity of

man

in America: materials

from the

mound and

village sites in Ohio and Wisconsin;
extensive collections from Mexico and Central

of assurance and stimulus

America; and archaeological and ethnologica 1
New England. Putnam was
appointed professor of American archaeology
and ethnology at Harvard in 1886. In 1891 as
chief of the ethnological section of the World's

cised an important influence

Columbian Exposition

stand before Kings" (Advice to a Young Tradesman, Philadelphia 1748; also Autobiography, ed.
by F. W. Pine, New York 1912). This religious
sanction of profitable industry, with the feeling

men and

activities

which it gave, exeron entirely* secular
and may be reckoned as one

of the formative influences in the development
modern American conception of business.

of the

M.JAMES
See. REFORMATION, PROTESTANTISM; SECTS; RELIGION;
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS, CHRISTIAN, QUAKERS, RELIGIOUS FREEDOM, INDIVIDUALISM; CAPITALISM; ASCETICISM, BLUE LAWS, CENSORSHIP, LEISURE.
Consult: Tawney, R. H
Religion and the Rise of
Capitalism, Holland Memorial Lectures, 1922 (London 1926) ch. iv; Weber, Max, "Die protestantische
Ethik und der Geist des Kapitahsmus" in his Ge,

sammelte Aufsatze zur Rehgionssosnologie, 3 vols. (and
ed. Tubingen 192223), vol. i, tr. by Talcott Parsons

(London 1930) p. 95-128, James, Margaret, Social
Problems and Policy during the Puntan Revolution,
1640-1660 (London 1930); Niebuhr, H. R., The Social
Sources of Denomtnationalism (New York 1929), especially ch. iv; Select Statutes and Other ConstituDocuments Illustrative of the Reigns of Elizaand James l, ed. by G. W. Prothero (4th ed.
Oxford 1913); Gardiner, S. R The History of the
Great Civil War, 2642-1640, 4 vols. (new ed. London
1893) vol. i, p. 9-1 1, vol. 111, p. 203, and History of
the Commonwealth and Protectorate, 1640-1656, 4
vols. (new ed. London 1903) vol. ii, ch xviii; Neal,
Daniel, The History of the Puritans, 5 vols. (new ed.
by J. Toulmm, Bath 1793-97); Doyle, J. A., The English in America, * vola.
(London 1887); Adam*, J. T.,
tional

beth

,

collections of old

in Chicago

he was

in-

strumental in founding the Field Museum of
Natural History and stimulated other institutions to carry on intensive field work among the
American Indians. After the exposition he or-

ganized the anthropological work of the American Museum of Natural History, where between

1894 and 1903 he extended field investigations
beyond the limits of North America and developed a comprehensive program of active scientific research. He was
largely responsible for the
foundation of the department of anthropology
at the University of California,

fessor

seum

and

becoming pro-

director of the anthropological

mu-

hi 1903.

Putnam's

scientific activities

were not con-

fined to anthropology. As permanent secretary
for twenty-five years, beginning in 1873, of the

American Association for the Advancement of
Science and as president of this organization in
1898 he played a significant role in shaping the
policies of the association and in promoting the
influence of science in the United States.
ALFRED M. TOZZER
Consult-. For complete bibliography of Putnam's
works, Mead, France* H., in Putnam Anmveriary

Puritanism

Putting

Volume Anthropological Esiayi (New York 1909) p.
601-27 See also Kroeber, A L, in Ameruan Anthrovol xvn (1915) 712-18, Tozzer, A
pologist, n s
,

,

M

,

,

in Massachusetts Historical Society, Proceedings, vol.
xhx (1915-16) 482-87, Boas, F in Saerue, n s vol.
,

xlii

,

(1915) 330-32.
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accomplishments must be added his practical
work and his lectures at the University of
Gottingen, which contributed to its glory and
brought him a circle of pupils of unusual
importance.

ERNST VON HIPPEL

PUTTER, JOHANN STEPHAN (1725-1807),
German

jurist. Putter is undoubtedly the most
important expounder of the public law of the old
Reich With almost unbelievable energy Moser
had not long before assembled and organized the
mass of legal material, but in this form it remained hardly more than laboriously hewn
cyclopean blocks In the work of Putter, on the

other hand, the law appears disentangled from
its difficulties, in a form which by virtue of its
grace, rationality and elegance rises above the
ponderous structure of the old Reich Certainly
by virtue of his spiritual depth, the firmness of
his Christian faith as well as his saturation with

the ideals of the old liberties

Moser

is

closer to

Chief works Nm>a epitome processus Imperil (Gottingen
*757> 5th ed
1796), Institutions juris publui germumci (Gottmtfen 1770, 6th ed 1802), Tentsche
Reichsqesihtchte

in

ihren

Hauptfaden

entwickelt

1778, 3rd ed
1793), Ilistoruche Entwukelurttf der heutigen Staatsverfa^untf dcs Teutschfn

(Gottinqen

(Gottingen 1786-87, 3rd ed 1798-99),
Dornford, 3 vols (London 1790), Uber
Missheirathen teuhther Fursten und (Jrafen (Gottingen
3 \ols

Reuhs,
tr
by

J

1796),

Litertitur

des teutschen

Staatsrechts,

3

vols.

(Gottin^en 1776-83)
Comiilt Putter's Selbstbtograplne, 2 vols (Gottingen
1798), Mohl, Robert \on, Die Geschichte und Liter atur
tier

StuutsKissemchaJten, 3 vols

vol

n,

p 425-38, Stinumg,

R

(Erlangen 1855-58)
von, and Landsberg,

Ernst, (jesihithte dcr deut alien Rethtsicissenschaft, 3
\ols (Munich 1880-1910) vol HI, pt i, p. 331-53.

the mediaeval foundations of the Reich. But
since these
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state, in

is

had been displaced in the territorial
which princely absolutism, imbued with
utilitarianism, had undermined antiquated institutions, it is Putter not Moser who seems to
have been the true oracle of the times.
In the field of public law, in which he made
his chief contribution, Putter had separated
constitutional from administrative law and then
had treated the particular branches of administration as parts of a highly lucid system. In
his method he became the founder of juristic

dogmatism, which later had its positivistic echo
in Laband, and thus represents the beginning of
modern theory. In the field of the private law of
the princely houses, which interested him particularly,

Putter's

strict

conception

of

the

is the term which
be used by economic historians to
designate that stage of economic organization

coming

to

commonly known as the domestic system, or m
German and French Haustndustne and Industrie
a domicile As descriptive of a stage of economic
organization, these terms have long been regarded as unsatisfactory, since they stress one
feature, work at home, which likewise characterizes all the stages of economic development

except the factory system German writers,
following Karl Bucher's initiative, therefore
substituted Verlag for Hausindiistne, while
lish and American writers are adopting the

Engterm

"putting out," which formerly was in common
those districts of England where this

usage

m

principle of equality of birth had important
influence. His description of the imperial law of
procedure, the hopeless impotence of which he

type of organization \vas prevalent.
Following Liefmann's acute analysis, his
emphasis upon the character of the labor con-

demonstrated, was definitive. Finally, Putter's
works on imperial history, which he treated by

tract

to the public law of his time,
are noteworthy not only because of their complete mastery of the material but also because

way of introduction

of their literary quality.
In the field of civil law Putter rendered a

on a clear separation of
Germanic and Roman elements, the confusion of which he deplored. In natural law he
appears more as a follower of Wolff than as a
philosophical thinker but again shows that ability
to draw distinctions which lends value to his
service in his insistence

its

juristic encyclopaedia.

To his wealth of scientific

may be accepted as basic to the history of
the confusmgly varied forms of this industrial
institution The self-direct ing worker of the
putting out system agrees to do, or to have done
by those he hires, work which has been en-

him by one who plans to sell the
product This distinguishes him from the handicraftsman, who makes his product for sale or to
trusted to

the order of a consumer. It also distinguishes his
liberty of economic action, even if he becomes
increasingly dependent upon one employer,
from the lack of economic self-direction of the
worker subordinated to factory discipline. In
theory it is immaterial whether the industrial

.
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producer to
single

whom

workman

work

or one of

is

put out be only a

many

or a great

mod-

ern concern, such as a bleachery or a dyeing or
cleaning establishment working on material en-

by a trader. The size of capital employed, whether by the putter out or by the
trusted to

worker,

it

is

though in

also immaterial to the definition, alits historical

development the

rise

and

spread of the system may be attributed largely to
the rotative wealth of the merchant industrialist
who employed, and to the poverty of the majority of

workers

who competed

for

employ-

ment. In fact, however, some of the modern
forms of the system where conditions are most
unfavorable for the workers, such as the sweat-

shops of the clothing trade, are precisely those

which require but a minimum of capital.
That the work should be carried on in the
worker's

own

or rented

home

or workshop

is

characteristic of the putting out system, as it is
of the handicraft and country household systems

which

historically

growth. But

it is

preceded and accompanied

its

not a necessary characteristic;

especially in the later period, it was not uncommon for putting out workers to rent a seat

or the use of a machine, not only in shops erected
for the purpose by those outside the industry or

by another worker but even in the employer's
or factory. Such cases as those

the wholesalers soon

came

tc

some market town

convenient to the handicraftsmen, who could
then congregate for sale of their staple wares at

and hours. This was longthe custom
Leeds, the market for the West Riding woolen
makers, the picturesque description of which by
Defoe has so colored subsequent English writing
on the "domestic system." A similafr long maintenance of the wholesale handicraft astern, with
handicraftsmen dependent upon their regular
stated days

at

sales to merchants, characterized the gradual

emergence from the guild system in a number of
England and ort the continent
When, however, as was the case as early as the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in the southern Netherlands and northern Italy, the high
industries both in

development of certain luxury trades made
necessary considerable trading capital and expert knowledge, the function of the merchant or
market specialist was greatly enhanced. Or when
the refinement or changeability of demand Called
for elaboration of existing patterns or introduction of new wares, as ultimately occurred in the
Yorkshire woolen industry, or when the substitution of a wage payment to putting out workers

instead of a price to a handicraftsman promised
greater profit, the trader tended to become also
an employer. The pressure for control over the

own workshop

industrial process

described in the parliamentary reports of 1806

new system and

and 1840, in which hand loom weavers working
in the owner's premises were free to "come and

ment.

go when they like," or those reported from the
Swiss embroidery industry, where machine
workers in the employer's factory were bound
by no factory discipline or factory legislation, or

in manifold adaptations of form. There was opposing guild legislation, but in the main the new

the sub-contracting system within the factories
of the English metal industries, were (and perhaps are) probably more frequent than inade-

quate observation has recorded.
The distinction between workers under the
putting out system and handicraftsmen

is

of

particular importance for an understanding of
the later periods of the handicraft system, when,

with the widening market and the increasing
surplus of handicraftsmen, they turned in larger

The

marked the inception of the
whole subsequent develop-

its

transformation took place gradually and

system seems to have become ensconced, in
and places, without at first
seriously upsetting the established order. Alsuitable industries

of initiative, risk taking and
was alien to the social ideals of
subsistence, security and equality of economic
opportunity which animated the craft guild, ana
although ultimately, from both within and without, it was to be largely instrumental in undermining and destroying the guild system, in its

though

its spirit

profit seeking

first

beginnings

it

appeared to contemporaries to

into the existing economic and social situation. It used the traditional technical methods; it
fit

numbers from production primarily for local
consumers to regular production for the outside
market, selling their wares to merchants or their

employed handicraftsmen already habituated
both to work to the order of local consumers and

agents. Such handicraftsmen to whose appearance the term "wholesale handicraft" applied by

and

N. S. B. Gras to the entire stage here under discussion should properly be narrowed might
for a period seek out the wholesalers by long
journeys toa distant market. Ordinarily, however,

to seek the merchant's skill in outside marketing;
it relieved the
growing pressure upon poor

workers, craftsmen or others pressing into the
towns, who found themselves unable to wait

from one uncertain market day to another. The
new contract frequently assumed the old form;

Putting
indeed

it

often continued in

Germany

Out System

to be

called a Kauf. The putter out might sell the raw
material, as if it were a sale to a handicraftsman,
but with the condition that the worker must sell

the finished -product exclusively to him, presumably at a price specified in advance. Fre-

quently the raw material was sold at a price to
be paid by the worker as a deduction from the

for

an export trade under typical guild regulaappeared among the craftsmen, early

tions, there

in the sixteenth century, a gifted

innovator

named Hans Scher His invention of hollow
boring brought him more orders than he could
fill.

When

he began on a considerable scale to

fellow craftsmen as putting out
workers, he was banished; but when he set up a
rival establishment in a neighboring village, his

employ

his

when he returned

recall to

verted a handicraftsman's price into the equivalent of a putting out wage payment, is found in

the

Freiburg resulted in the acceptance of
industrial form and the decay of the

predeterrained price of the finished product
it. This
practise, which con-

one of the earliest cases of putting out to be recorded in detail that of Jehan Borne Broke at
Douai, active between 1270 and 1300.
The merchant often penetrated into the shell
of the guild system, and there used a dominant
position to subordinate and integrate the formerly independent crafts. Such was the history of
one of the greatest of the Florentine craft guilds,
the arte della lana, in which the woolen masters,
probably, as Davidsohn suggests, rising from
the status of weavers to that of entrepreneurs,

managed by the putting out system all the interlocked processes in the industry Such was also
the final outcome of the long struggle whereby
the merchants at Lyons in the seventeenth cencury secured the control of the silk weavers'

In other cases the entrepreneur dealt
with the guild from the outside Craft guilds
made collective bargains with the putter out,
such as the series of contracts in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries between the merchant entrepreneurs of Nuremberg and Leipsic
and the linen weaver guilds of towns in eastern
Germany, where the putters out (named as
Verleger in the contracts) agreed with the guild
to take the total annual production of its memguild.

bers or a certain stipulated quantity, at a price
fixed for the year, and to make a cash advance to

enable the poor weavers,

was divided,

among whom the order

raw materials, the
weavers pledging themselves to work for no
other merchants.
to

buy

their

It is proper to speak of these organizers of
industry as merchants, since that was their
essential function, But the impetus to the estab-

new

guild

The

diffusion of the industrial population
to the countryside with the de-

from the towns

cline of the feudal system

and the growth of state

protected security brought a wide extension both
of wholesale handicraft and of the putting out

system. Since any quantitative evidence is aband much of the descriptive material is

sent

vague, the relative importance of these two
groups in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries
cannot be determined. They overlapped and
intermingled.

There were marked regional
Germany, because of its

differences; notably in

slower economic development after the sixteenth
century, the handicraft system and its protective
institutional framework, the guild, remained

strong while they declined elsewhere. Generally
speaking, the handicrafts persisted in the industries

tion

The

concerned primarily with local consumpin those marketing certain staple goods.
appearance of new industries with no guild

and

new requirement of industries, like
mining, for large capital investment; the industrial employment of the country workers and
especially the unprecedented call upon the labor
of women and children; the pressure for large
tradition, the

governments engaged in frequent wars, a factor noted by Sombart; and
above all the enormous rise in prices, rapidly
mounting for nearly a century after 1550 in central and northern Europe and seriously depressing wages and the condition of labor, all these
changes were elements which favored the spread
scale deliveries to

of the putting out system.

The

lishment of the putting out system and the sub-

outstanding characteristic of the system
expansion is the tendency toward increasing control over the worker Since he is ordi-

sequent recruiting of its leaders came largely
from the more energetic and ambitious crafts-

narily working outside the employer's premises,
his work cannot easily be supervised, and the

men. An interesting case is that reported fully by
Gothein from Freiburg i. Br. Here in the midst
of a busy community occupied in the cutting and
polishing of semiprecious stones, in which the
small handicraftsmen were strongly organized

employer's losses, by waste and embezzlement
of materials, are the subject of perennial com-

in

its

Since he is self-directing, he is free to
from employer to employer at the conclusion of any specified task, and within certain
plaint.

shift
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technical limits he can

work when, where and

how he pleases conditions highly regarded by
workers in a period of growing individualism

of employment. There were relaxations of pressure during the prosperity phases of business
fluctuations In the countryside or even in the

The competition among employers for workmen

spreading towns, until population grew, there

was on the whole outbalanced by the competition among workers for employment. The result
WAS a readily explicable effort to keep the
worker in dependence Holding him in a chain
of debt was common At Lyons, for instance, the
municipal regulations held that a silk weaver

was often a bit of land with the laborer's
cottage, which added somewhat to income and
to change of occupation, there was also a chance

could not change to a new employer unless his
debt to the old was paid or transferred with the
old employer's consent.

The

worker's tools had

usually been his own property, but later he
found himseif tied to the employer by rented
tools or machines or even a rented house. Because of the increasing economic pressure all his
family had to work long hours No social condemnation or public regulation checked child

labor

On

the continent as well as in England
amount of legislation on wages,

there was a fair

which appears, however, to have been largely
ineffective; and the legislative prohibition of
truck payment, which gave the employer an
opportunity for a double profit, was only
sporadically effective Josiah Tucker, comparing
in 1757 the condition of the putting out workers
in the woolen industry of southwestern England

with that of the handicraftsmen of Yorkshire,
declares that the southern system tempts the

master "to consider his people as the scum of the
earth, whom he has a right to squeeze whenever
he can, because they ought to be kept low, and
not to rise up in competition with their superiors." To the hopeless situation of the workers ("they shall always be chained to the same

of extra earnings at harvest time.

deep rooted desire for economic

Above

all,

liberty,

the

how-

ever illusory, survived the attacks upon the
worker's independence. The artisan was ex-

tremely loath to endure the iron discipline of the
factory and strove bitterly, as the long and persistent

struggle

showed, against

of the
its

hand loom weavers

encroachments.

To the entrepreneur the system gave wider
scope than had before been possible, even under
the wholesale handicraft system, for the profits
of a relatively

more coordinated

industrial or-

ganization It offered opportunity to men of
small means, and for a placement of capital, for
the most part circulating rather than fixed,

which was comparatively safe at a period when
capital was timorous and credit poorly organized
in the greater part of Europe This was especially
pertinent m the frequent and serious business
depressions, the burden of which could to a
large extent be thrown upon labor. But with the
growth of business security and opportunity the
disadvantages inherent in the system became
obvious. The wastes of time, with the
carriage back and forth of materials through the

more

successive steps of manufacture, and of materials
entrusted to scattered, careless and pilfering
workers, were distressing; the difficulties of

supervision, despite

all efforts,

were

great;

and

their drunkenness, their proclivity to mobs and
noting and their belief that it is no crime to cheat

the obstacles to the introduction of new methods,
such as the subdivision of labor, or of new machinery seemed practically insurmountable.

the master, their common enemy. The regime
of the putting out system brought no golden age.
It inaugurated the widespread employment of

Furthermore, the expansion of demand for industrial products both in quantity and quality,
which marked the advance of the eighteenth cen-

women and children in industry; it helped to
strengthen the mercantihstic predilection for

tury, made increasingly evident the serious limitations upon the growth of enterprise. Attempts

grinding work and low wages for "the laboring
poor"; and it was largely accountable for the

were made to seek new supplies of labor farther
afield, with branch depots under factors or sub-

growth of conscious opposition of class
as between employer and employed.

Against these disadvantages for the laborer
some attractions which the system
offered him. Entrance to employment became

putters out, or to concentrate the putting out
workers in the employer's workshop and even to
equip them with power and machinery. These
efforts succeeded in maintaining the declining
system in some regions and industries; indeed in

easy as apprenticeship regulations relaxed or dis-

a

oar and never be but Journeymen") he traces

interests,

there were

The

family could work and live together. There were possibilities of removal to
better paid branches or to more inviting regions

appeared.

few

cases,

such as the Swiss embroidery in-

dustry and the Crefeld silk manufacture, it has
won ground back from the factory. The ma-

chines in these instances have been

moved to the

Putting
workers'

homes or workshops, and

Out System

in consider-

able measure the control of hours and conditions

of labor has bettered the present day lot of the
putting out worker. But in the last half century

m

the putting out system, except
India and
China, where it remains strong, has given way
to the superior discipline and efficiency of the

modern

factory. In European countries and in
the United States it has survived in the form of

sweated industries, such as the clothing and
needlework trades, chiefly in the slums of great
cities, or in processes ancillary to factory production which employ town and country workers, mainly women and children. With the
utilization of electrical power, however, and the

consequent decentralization which that makes
some revival of the putting out system
may be attempted. If one of the major stages of
industrial organization should thus receive a new
possible,

lease of life, it will demand close study to insure
the provision of adequate social safeguards

which

its

history

shows to be
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PYM, JOHN (1584-1643), British parliamenPym sat in Parliament from 1614 until

tarian

his death and during the Long Parliament
played a conspicuous part as unacknowledged
leader of the House of Commons Both in his

parliamentary speeches and in his actions Pym
displayed a firm belief in parliamentary sovereignty based on popular consent and in the
liberties of the subject

Despite his support of
bid for Scottish
cooperation he preferred a moderate Erastian
church policy with Parliament rather than the
the Root and Branch

bill as a

king in control As a trained lawyer he helped to
maintain the authority of the law of the land as
administered by the courts of common law.
Pym's comictions not only forced him into
direct opposition to the early Stuart system of
royal absolutism, \vhich he wished to reduce to
a limited monarchy, but threw upon him the

burden of constructing a machinery of parliamentary government to take the place of the
existing system dominated by the king. In both
tasks he was successful.
From 1621 onward he took the lead in organ-

,

Se, Henri, devolution commerciale et industndle de la
France, sous Vancien rtgime (Paris 1925), Tarl, E.
,
L'industrie dans les campagnes en France cl la fin de
Vancien regime (Pans 1910), Davidsohn, Robert, Ge-

V

von Florenz, 4 vols. (Berlin 1896-1927),
Doren, A. J., Studien aus der florentiner Wirtschaftsge-

schichte

parliamentary resistance to the royal
He saw the necessity of controlling the
king's advisers as key positions of the executive
and had an active hand in all the important imizing

power.

peachments of the period, notably that of
Stratford. He insisted on redress of grievances
before supply. By the abolition of the courts of
Star Chamber and High Commission in 1641 he

deprived the king of his most effective ad-
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But

greatest

the peculiar dress which was characteristic ot

achievement was in forging a parliamentary
executive machinery based on the committee
system. He developed this hitherto desultory
procedure to a high degree of efficiency, constituting committees both during and between
sessions. This innovation and the bill forbidding
the dissolution of Parliament without the con-

Quakers as well as their "plain speech," that is,
the use of "thee" and "thou" in place of the
more formal pronoun Insisting on one standard

instruments.

ministrative

his

members provided

the continuity
which was essential to a supreme executive

sent of

its

body. Pym's genius for administration was responsible for the creation of the

first

executive of

parliamentary sovereignty, which
veloped into the cabinet system.

later

de-

PHYLLIS DOYLE

R History of England from the
Outbreak of the Civil War,
(new ed London 1893-95), and
History of the Great Civil War, 1642-1649, 4 vols.
S.,
(new ed. London 1893-97), Holdsworth,
History of English Law, lo vols (3rd ed. London
1922-32) vol vi, p 108-40, Tanner, J R Enqhsh
Consult Gardiner, S.
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,
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,

Constitutional Conflicts of the Seventeenth Century,

G

P
1603-1689 (Cambridge, Eng. 1928), Gooch,
English Democratic Ideas in the Swenteenth Century
ed
Marriott,
Eng
Cambridge,
1927);
(2nd
The CVmv of English Liberty a History of the Stuart

,

JAR,

Monarchy and

the Puritan Revolution (Oxford 1930)
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QUAKERS.

Applied at first as an epithet of
contempt evoked by manifestations of religious
ecstasy, the term Quakers has become the accepted designation for members of the Society
of Friends. Quakerism arose in England in the

middle of the seventeenth century under the
leadership of George Fox. In contrast to contemporary dissenting sects, its emphasis was not
of theology and doctrinal interpretation but rather upon divine guidance in the
the "inner light," or
of
individual
life
the

upon matters

"Christ within." Quaker reaction against sacerdotalism and formalism found its expression in
worship based on silence, the meeting of a group
for divine communion without prearranged program, sermon or observance of outward rites.
Holding that the will of God for the individual
must take precedence over state laws, Quakers
refused to pay tithes for the support of a state
church because they considered the gift of God
to be free, not mediated through a privileged

of truth in everything, speech as well as action,
they refused to take even a judicial oath. For
upholding such principles many thousands were

imprisoned; yet their uncompromising stand
was an important factor in the struggle for
religious freedom in England Despite persecution and oppression Quaker doctrines spread

throughout the British

Isles,

reached

New Eng-

land as early as 1656, and other parts of the

American colonies soon after.
This early period of intense religious activity
lasting until about 1690 was followed by an
interval of quietism, during which, although no
formal creed or confession had been developed,
rigid adherence to Quaker principles was expected of members. Those whose lives were not
in accordance with the "discipline" of the society were "disowned," that is, denied the rights

of membership. Nineteenth century Quakerism
witnessed a relaxing of the discipline, followed

by a gradual revival, a reaflirmation of practical
mysticism and an increasing sense of the social
implications of religion with emphasis upon
organized philanthropy.
Before 1670 George Fox planned a democratic organization for the Quakers, which has

been little altered. One or more congregations
form a Monthly Meeting, which is the unit for
managing the society's affairs in any one district Several Monthly Meetings form a Quarterly Meeting and a number of Quarterly Meetings a Yearly Meeting, usually the national or
state unit. Each Yearly Meeting, of which there
are over thirty in the world, calls itself a Society
(or Religious Society) of Friends. In the meetings for church affairs the clerk, who combines

the offices of chairman and secretary, may be
either a man or a woman (women share equally

men in all community activities, and have
always taken an important part in the ministry
of preaching). There is no voting, the meeting
with

attempting by deliberation rather than debate
to find the will of

God

in

any matter. Within

own

Society Quakers, or Friends, as they
call themselves, care for their poor and needy
their

They met to worship in their own way,
although such worship was forbidden by law.
They protested against luxury as oppressive to
the poor and appealed to all to live simply for
the sake of their less fortunate brethren. This

bers through educational institutions of various
grades. Formerly they exercised a stringent su-

desire for simplicity underlay the adoption of

points of doctrine

class.

and supervise the education of

their

mem-

pervision over the personal, social and business
of each member. Variations in emphasis on

life

and

in organization occur

Pym
among the branches of Quakerism

in the United

where a pastor and arranged services,
with voting in business meetings, often replace
the historic Quaker procedure.
Like other religious and reform movements,
Quakerism was both an expression of the broader
humanitarian tendencies of the eighteenth cenStates,

tury and a factor in the resolution of those
tendencies into concrete social reform. In the
abolition of slavery, the protection of Indians
and other backward races, the improvement of

Quakers
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brought them popularity with their customers
and constantly increasing trade; but if wealth
came, it was used for the building up of larger
businesses rather than for luxurious living.
Their freedom from convention and stress on
personal responsibility produced among them
experimenters and inventors: in the iron in-

m

dustry, the Darbys;
pottery, Cookworthy;
in science, Dalton and
Eddington. The persona)
interest of Quaker employers in their employees

and of traders

in their customers arose

from

conditions in prisons and insane asylums, antimilitarist agitation and reconstruction work fol-

their belief in the spiritual value of each individual. In early Quaker households

lowing wars as well as in general philanthropic
endeavor Quakers have been pioneers.
On the American continent William Penn
founded Pennsylvania as a refuge against per-

and servants were considered part of the family.

While the Quaker regime in that colony
endured, Indians were paid for their lands and
received fair and equitable treatment at the
hands of the whites. Quakers also took a promisecution.

nent share in the administration of Rhode Island
and of New Jersey, and liberty of conscience
and democratic institutions were characteristic
of their rule. But the Quaker would not force
his beliefs upon others; when the majority became non-Quaker, Quaker administrators usually either

compromised

in matters relating to

the military defense of the country or withdrew
from the government.

Quakers were among the

earliest

opponents

of slavery. By patient personal work, by appealing to the good in the oppressor as well as caring
for the oppressed they eliminated slaveholding
from among their own groups before the end of
the eighteenth century and sought to influence

public opinion in this direction. Many Quaker
names are connected with the antislavery cause,

notably that of John

Woolman, who labored

who were

oppressed by the
economic system, Anthony Benezet, who influenced Clarkson to make the abolition of the
slave trade his life work, and later the poet
untiringly for

all

Whittier.

Until one hundred years ago Quakers were
middle class farmers and traders, most
professions and the fine arts being closed to

chiefly

either by law or by conviction. As shopkeepers they tended to engage in business relating to food, clothing and other essentials

them

rather than in "luxury" trades. Believing there
could be but one true price for an article, they
refused to bargain. Hence there arose in England

the custom of adhering to a set price for retail
goods. The honesty and integrity of the Quakers

apprentices

Later, as big business concerns developed, pracwas given to the welfare of em-

tical attention

ployees Bournville, near Birmingham, England,
built for the employees of Cadbury Brothers is

one well known example. Quakers have also

made experiments

m corporate undertakings for

community welfare John Bellers, "the pioneer
of modern Christian socialism," published his

Coiledge of Industry (London 1695, new ed 1696; reprinted as Industry
brings Plenty, 1916). Out of his suggestions grew
Quaker experiments in industrial education at
Clerkenwell and Bristol During the next century William Allen, editor of the Philanthropist,
a magazine devoted to social welfare, founded
an industrial training colony for laborers at
Proposals for raising a

Lindfield, Sussex. Together with several other
Quakers Allen also participated in Owen's ex-

periment at New Lanark. At the present time
Quakers are engaged both in England and in

America

m

allotment and other schemes for

helping the unemployed.
Other causes which early enlisted Quaker
support were the education of the poor, as in
the Lancastrian schools; penal reform, led by
Elizabeth Fry and Peter Bedford, both of whom

were opposed to

capital

punishment; humane

treatment of the insane, as in the York Retreat
in 1796 by William Tuke, and temperance reform. For the last two generations
Quakers have carried on foreign missionary
which they have recognized the place
work,

founded

m

of the educational and medical missionary alongside that of the evangelist. Formerly debarred

and most public offices by
an oath, they played little
part in politics in England until the nineteenth
century. In public life they have figured chiefly
as pacifists and social reformers; among these
Joseph Sturge and John Bright were outfrom the

universities

their refusal to take

standing.
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Opposition to war has always been a distincQuaker doctrine, and in every war members
of the sect have suffered for their refusal to fight
tive

During the World War many Quakers were
some accepted alternative non-combatant service, while others who
took an absolutist position went to prison under
conscription laws A number of nominal Quakers
conscientious objectors;

who did not hold the peace principles of the
society became soldiers. The Quakers' traditional peace testimony has, however, rested not
merely on negative war resistance but also on
an active promoting of reconciliation at all times
and on the relief of distress attendant upon war.
During the years 1914-18 Quakers cared for
enemy aliens and their families, organized ambulance units, carried relief to civilians in war
zones and as soon as

it

was

feasible undertook

reconstruction work in devastated areas
the

war they assumed, with generous public

work

in

France,

Poland and

Russia.

Because of prevailing conscription laws under
most governments Quakerism failed to gam any
considerable following in Europe At the present
time

it

is

estimated that there are fewer than

500 adherents of the

on the continent.

faith

Quaker membership in the

is

Despite this numerical insignificance Quakerism
has exerted a potent influence throughout the
Christian world. Its strength has lain in the

by thousands of ordinary men and
women, who, in spit.e of many failures in pracset

obedience, have sought to follow the "light
within" in their daily occupations As a body

tical

they have been distinguished by their long tradition of religious tolerance and humamtanan-

and many of the causes in which they were
pioneers have become world movements.

ism,
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Quakers in Action

QUANTITY THEORY OF MONEY.

See

MONEY.

QUARRYING Stone production, one of the
most widespread of industues, present m every
country in the world and
every btate of the
United States, is described incompletely by the
term quarrying, which originally was applied to
the production of s>tone blocks from surface

m

opeiations, the principal activity a century ago
earlier, as distinguished from the shaft oper-

and

ations of metal mines

Today dimension stone
obtained from both open pits and slopes and
shaft mines. Moreover mechanized production
of stone for crushing with high explosives and
power shovels at surface operations is similar to

open pit mining of iron ore, the recovery of coal
by stripping and the production of copper ore.

The average annual

output of stone of all kinds,
including slate, in the United States for the

five-year period 1927-31 was more than 176,000,000 short tons with an average annual value

exceeding $216,300,000. The production of unfinished stone alone
1929, excluding noncommercial stone and stone used
the manu-

m

m

facture of lime

,
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Friends tn America (6th ed Philadelphia 1930);

Em-

and cement, ranked

fifth

among

the mineral producing industries in total value
of products and third in the number of wage
earners employed, the tonnage was

more than

twice that of iron ore or of anthracite coal. This
in

indicative of the important part stone plays
the world of raw materials. Dimension

,

M
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British Isles

approximately 22,000; in the United States 110,ooo; and in other parts of the world, chiefly
Madagascar, Australia and New Zealand, 8000

example

W

(Earlier Periods}

After

assistance, the burden of feeding the destitute
children in Germany and Austria and of much

reconstructive
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is used not
monuments and as a
only
premier facing material for modern steel skyscrapers but in a wide variety of fields, such as

stone

electrical, lavatory and laboratory equipment;
roofing; blackboards; art goods; decorative in-

teriors;

and road and bridge construction. In

Quakers
crushed form, however, stone attains

its

Quarrying
amounts of limestone, one of the essential
raw materials of the new hydraulic cement.
These two developments stimulated and im-

greatest

large

utility, the largest quantities finding
cutlets in road building, as concrete aggregate
and as railroad ballast. The delivery of enormous
tonnages of quarry products to markets is an

costs

important transportation item involving rail,
water and truck haulage. Coal and oil used

stone became more general, through the mechanization of the industry. At the same time stone

cement plants and limekilns

acquired new uses Limestone is used not only
because of its bulk, but also for its desirable
chemical and physical properties, which make

economic

m

quarries,

mills,

account for an appreciable part of the total fuel
supply, and the machinery and explosives required provide an outlet for factory goods
Unlike most of the non-metals, stone has an
important ancient history Its use identifies a

man's development, the stone
age, when it served as material for tools and
weapons It provided man's earliest construction
material, crude domestic equipment and ornaments, and upon it were recorded legal documents and artistic impressions Stone was to the
ancients what metals and fuels are to modern
industry; it was the boast of a Roman emperor
that he found the Eternal City brick and left it
marble. Granite and sandstone and some limestone were quarried as well as rarer stones, such
as alabaster and marble, which were used to
make statues, cups, bowls, vases and other

whole epoch

in

At

their apexes the significant
ancient civilizations showed a high degree of
artistic objects.

proved crushed stone quarrying Production
were diminished, and the employment of

it an
important raw material, particularly m
cement and lime manufacture Indeed in chemi-

cal industries lime is

bases

"

known

Crushed limestone

as "king of all the
employed also in

is

metalluigy as furnace flux, in sugar refining, in
rubber, paper, glass, mineral, wool and refractory manufacture and in many other ways, as in

mine dusting and as fertilizer.
There is an abundant variety of stone

coal

m

the
United States. In the Appalachian district from
r
to Georgia a e crystalline
marbles, slates, unaltered granite, sandstone and
in
the
limestone,
region between the Appa-

Maine and Vermont

lachians and the Rocky Mountains limestone
and sandstone are the characteristic commercial
stones, although isolated areas of granite occur;
in the Rocky Mountain belt both igneous and

in palaces, pyramids, temples,

metamorphtc stones are abundant and accessible
and marbles are of commercial importance, in the Pacific coast region are to be found

statuary, tombs, fortresses, amphitheaters, aqueducts and roads. Since it was too costly to hew

granite, basalt, marbles, slates, unaltered limestones and sandstones and various forms of vol-

rock from

canic rocks.

skill in

stone working and construction, which

found expression

its

hand
and saws
it could be

native beds with the crude

tools then available, such as drills

made of copper and later of iron,
used only for major public works. The production process was slow and laborious and the
structures

the efforts over

represented
long
periods of years of innumerable slaves and conof
who
labored
under
conditions
the
victs,

utmost cruelty and degradation (see MINING)
Hand methods and forced labor employed by
the ancients were modified but slightly during
the epoch of fortress and cathedral construction
in the Middle Ages.
The importance and utilization of stone were
greatly augmented by the economic and social
changes wrought by the industrial revolution.
Increasing urbanization required more stone for
building and street paving and incidentally for
public monuments. The growth of commerce

made better highways imperative, and the macadamizing method of road construction created
a great demand for broken stone. The increasing
use of Portland cement after the i88o's required

granites

The

exploitation of stone

is

under-

taken wherever markets exist sufficiently close
to desirable stone deposits Favorable endow-

ment of resources permits most communities
from relatively nearby sources local
requirements for the ordinary rough uses of
to satisfy

stone.

Early colonization in the United States took
place in New England and the middle Atlantic
where rock was abundant, so that stone

states

was the most widely used mineral
part of the nineteenth century.

in the first

Many

quarries
supplied granite for houses and public buildings;
in 1833 a number of structures in Boston, in-

cluding the courthouse and several churches,
were built of granite, which was a 'so used in

Monument. Several marble,
sandstone and slate quarries were in operation
in Vermont, Pennsylvania and Connecticut. The
principal equipment of these early quarries conthe Bunker Hill

wedges, sledges, crude windand horse drawn carts. By 1880 the annual
value of stone, which consisted mainly of dimensisted of crowbars,
lasses
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sion products,

was $22,000,000. There was

a

fluctuating although gradually expanding use

during the succeeding twenty years. After 1900
the development was more rapid; the value of
output of limestone, granite, sandstone, basalt,
slate

and marble rose from $75,992,000 in 1909

to $101,685,000 in 1919. Virtually the entire
increase was in limestone, which rose in value

from $29,832,000

to $52,944,000.

The stone industry of the United States since
World War has been characterized by a

the

slowly rising

demand

for dimension products

and by a very rapidly growing demand for
crushed stone. The use of crushed stone was

concrete construction.

last. Its

rials

and methods which promise

output of crushed and broken stone was smaller
in volume than that of dimension stone, while
in 1930 the tonnage of crushed stone was 30
times larger than that of dimension stone. In

1929 the sales of limestone exceeded the sales
of any other stone, while sales of stone in crushed
form exceeded the sales of any other form.

Total sales of stone other than slate in 1930

amounted to $178,948,611 (Table
slate amounted to $7,91 1,618.

TABLE

i);

sales of

I

SALES OF STONE BY VARIFTIES AND USES, UNITED
STATES, 1930
VARIETIES

Limestone

$100,002, 1 14
30,423,853
17.053,031
12,905,596
10,285,391

Granite
Basalt

Marble
Sandstone
Other

8,278,626
178,948,611

Total
USBS

Crushed stone

TABLE

(In short tons)

Concrete aggregate and railroad ballast
56,775,060
Portland cement, including "cement rock" 40,500,000
Fluxing stone
17,021,350

Lime
Riprap
Agriculture
Refractory stone (dolomite)

Asphalt filler
Sugar refineries

Calcium carbide works
Natural cement ("cement rock")
Paper mills
Glass factories
Road base

Carbonic acid works

111,740
64,850
59,57
47,75
45,92
30,860
30,35
12,240
2,290

Roofing gravel
Other uses
Total limestone

310,260
134,425,430

Coal mine dusting
Poultry grit
Filter beds
Mineral food
Fertilizer filler

I

Industrial*

17,686,433

Granite
Sandstone
Miscellaneous stone
Total other crushed stone

cement, lime,

etc.

f Limestone
Source Compiled from United States, Bureau of Mines,
Mineral Resources of the United Stales, igji (1933) pt 11, p 298.

The

dimension stone to show subpurposes is due both
to the relatively high cost of stone and to the
time saved by the speedier type of steel and
failure of

stantial gains for building

I39,3
U9,35

Whiting substitute
Magnesia works (dolomite)
Mineral (rock) wool
Stucco, terrazzo and artificial stone

Basalt

18,129,418

6,780,000
4,436,160
2,918,110
2,542,100
453,35
430,290
414,340
364,750
341,000
248,790
224,180

Alkali works

I3, I 5755

Other

II

OUTPUT OF CRUSHED LIMESTONE AND OTHER CRUSHED
STONE, UNITED STATLS, 1930

87,554,354
39,111,527

* Limestone and
marble, includes furnace flux but not limestone used in the production of Portland cement, natural

com-

(Table n).

Monumental

3,39,329

earlier

tition from other industries; natural roofing slate
competes with manufactured roofing materials,
building stone with brick and soapstone toilet
basins with colored ceramic basins. The dominance of crushed stone production is due largely
to the numerous uses to which limestone is put

Building stone

Agricultural!

income from

In addition to the time element various
dimension quarry products meet sharp compe-

phenomenal advance accompanied the

spectacular rise of Portland cement, for which
it
supplied the principal constituent and with
which it was used as aggregate. In 1886 the

loss of

pletion.

confined almost exclusively to road building
until 1898, when larger quantities began to be
utilized for concrete aggregate and railroad bal-

The

m

funds tied up
large building projects on valuable city real estate is often the determining
factor against the use of stone in favor of mate-

74

OTHER CRUSHED STONK

Grand

and

related rocks

total

crushed stone

16,045,091
6,989,334
2,770,908
7,594,704
33,400,037

167,825,467

Source Compiled from United States, Bureau of Mines, MinUnited Stales, jtpjo (1933) p 355, 360

eral Resources of the

Dimension stone, including slate, and crushed
stone operations constitute two sharply defined
branches of the stone industry, differing in technology, types of products,

management

require-

17

Quarrying
merits, location

and marketing processes. For

quarrying dimension stone explosives are used
very sparingly as the integrity of blocks must
be maintained Cuts are made with channeling
machines or wire saws or rock masses are separated by wedging, whereas in quarrying crushed
stone heavy charges of explosives are used. Similarly all subsequent steps in the preparation of

the two products for market differ The producer of dimension stone uses saws, planers,

age charges represent a large part of the delivered price and limit the potential marketing

area. A survey made in 1926 indicated that
crushed stone shipments by rail ranged from 20
to 300 miles, 80 miles being about the
average;
boat hauls were from 20 to 350 miles, and motor
truck shipments were from i to 25 miles With
the extension of hard surfaced highways and the
development of motor trucks capable of hauling
heavy loads at speeds of 35 to 50 miles an hour,
rail
shipments declined from 57 percent of the

"carborundum" machines, rubbing beds and
polishers; the producer of crushed stone em-

total

ploys churn

The dropping

power shovels, crushers,
screens, elevators and belt conveyors. Dimension stone is sold chiefly by the cubic foot, and

much

of

it

drills,

commands

a price sufficiently high

to give it a nation wide market Crushed stone
is sold by the ton and ib so low priced that it
will not bear heavy transportation expense Raw
materials for crushing are available in many
places; quarries are numerous and are scattered

The dimension stone
centralized in a much smaller

m

production in 1926 to 39 percent
off in rail transport is

1931.

due to

several other factors, such as increased use of
local sources of supply in road work and the
activity of small portable plants. These tendencies have increased the volumes handled by

truck,

and

at the

same time trucks have com-

peted more effectively in transporting the product of the large centrally located plants.

The

dimension stone industry in the United

composed of a number of subdivisions,

throughout the country.

States

industries are

each practically an industry itself, organized
around a specific product with individual prob-

number

of localities. This

marble and

is

true particularly of

slate.

As stone suitable for crushing is obtainable
in many places, it is practically impossible for
an operator to monopoh/c available deposits.

The producer

usually faced with competition
from nearby quarries, from natural gravel and,
in the vicinity of smelters, from crushed and
is

granulated slag. Assuming reasonably favorable
natural conditions with reference to depth of

overburden and distance from markets, success-

management eliminates competitors through
corporate consolidations and by maintaining low
ful

prices through mechanized production and low
cost transportation. Thus in the vicinity of large

consuming centers ownership of plants shows a
remarkable degree of concentrated control. In
the United States in 1929, 7 of the 1453 companies producing concrete aggregate, road metal

and

railroad ballast accounted for

more than

15

percent of the national production; 84 companies produced more than 50 percent of the
output; and 869, or 60 percent of all the companies, produced less than 7.5 percent of the

country's

total.

Because of the need for heavy machinery to
facilitate mass production of a low value product
about 85 percent of the investment of crushed
stone companies is in plant and equipment, ihe
remainder representing the value of the land and
mineral. Markets are chiefly local in character
and transportation is of vital importance. Haul-

is

lems, corporate structures and specialized marketing techniques. The most significant are the
limestone industry, principally in Indiana; the
granite industry, with important producing
areas in Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, North

Carolina, Georgia, Minnesota, New Hampshire
and Wisconsin; the marble industry, centered
in Vermont, Georgia, Missouri and Tennessee;

the sandstone industry of Ohio; the soapstone
industry of Virginia; and the slate industry of

New York and Pennsylvania. Indiana
limestone is by far the most used building
stone; its annual production represents about
45 percent of all kinds of natural building stone
Vermont,
oolitic

and about 85 percent of all dimension limestone
in the United States. Because of the ease and
cheapness of quarrying and finishing it could
compete with more favorably situated building
stones and those previously more extensively
used, and its light buff and gray colors provided
relief and contrast from the somber browns and
reds w Inch had formerly been the vogue.
In the struggle to lower costs many forms of
machines have been adapted to quarrying dimension stone, but the high degree of mechanization prevailing in crushed stone production is
not possible in the more delicate art of hewing

dimension blocks. Here the principal mechanical
advances followed the change from steam to
electricity and compressed air, which permitted
the powering of

hand

tools requiring

more or
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human

direction in accord with the peculiarities of nature and the possibility of fracture.
less

Manual exertion has been greatly reduced by
the use of power shovels, drag line excavators
and hydraulic methods for overburden removal
and of the air

drill, electric channeler, wire saw,
steam hoist and power haulage in the
aciual quarrying process. The trend toward the
machine has been accelerated in recent years;

electric or

the total rated horse power of power equipment
at quarries almost doubled over the decade ending in 1929. There are tasks, however, in which
the lever, sledge and wedge are still essential,
as in the removal of key blocks, and considerable

human

required where the machine
fails or is inadequate. In the milling and finishing plants, where rough standard sized blocks
labor

is still

from the quarry undergo further preparation,
powered diamond and gang saws, planers,
lathes, cranes and polishing machines aid in the
finishing; but carving is usually done by hand,
sometimes with the aid of pneumatic tools. Finishing quadruples the value of the raw blocks.
With the exception of the wire saw, which was
not widely used until 1928, mechanical equipment has not reduced the enormous waste
incident to dimension stone production. Bowles
has estimated that not more than 40 percent of

m

the Indiana
the rock stripped and blocked out
limestone quarries is recovered in usable form,

m

addition mill wastes

amount

to

10 to 20

percent of the gross footage entering the mill.

waste

is limited
by the consuming capacity of
areas adjacent to the quarries, since the low
value of the material precludes long hauls.

Companies producing only standard sized
quarry blocks and slabs are at a disadvantage in
marketing; for while off-size blocks may be
utilized with judicious management, they are
not readily disposed of and can command only
a low price. A second and larger group of companies,

which includes most of the large

.pro-

ducers, quarry and manufacture stone into finished products. The affiliated mills are located
either at quarries or in nearby towns, the latter

usually being preferred because the labor requirement is large and living conditions are more

A third group of companies buy
sawed or rough stock and manufacture products
but do not operate quarries. In the Indiana
limestone industry from two thirds to three
favorable.

fourths of building stone is normally sold as
rough or sawed blocks and slabs to mills situ-

ated in large cities, where it is fabricated chiefly
for small or moderate sized building contracts.

The

balance of the production

is

manufactured

in the mills operated in connection

with quar-

These

mills, supplied with shop drawings,
cut the stones to exact dimensions for distant
ries.

construction projects. The smaller limestone
quarries in various states sell much of their

product directly to builders and contractors for
local use.

The

task of marketing dimension stone is

In the sandstone industry the volume of finished
products represents less than one half of the
quarry output; in the slate industry, where

primarily one of supplying a quality market with
a raw material for special purposes. Desired
building effects and other artistic considerations

wastes arc particularly large, the salable material

are determining factors rather than distance

probably amounts to not more than 10 percent
of the slate quarried. Every branch of the dimension stone industry is affected similarly. While

from source, as is illustrated by the broad distribution of Indiana limestone. Records of shipments

some

that this stone is used in 43 states as well as in

loss is unavoidable, the portion of the
the use of explosive
waste due to carelessness

m

and

m

the sizing of blocks is preventable.
Efforts to utilize quarry waste
the form of

m

crushed stone have not been successful as a
solution of the waste problem Promising attempts to market the unusually pure and useful
Indiana limestone waste as by-product stone
fell

far short of expectations, the material dis-

posed of representing only a fraction of the
thousands of carloads discarded. Insufficiently
large nearby markets are the chief difficulty
encountered in attempts to dispose of large
quantities of by-product stone; dimension stone
quarries are located without reference to large
crushed stone outlets, and the tonnage of salable

m the

United States since 1917 indicate

Canada, which consumes about 2 percent of the
output.
In the past

40 years bankruptcies and receiverships have been common in the American
stone industry and there has been a dominant
trend toward consolidation and concentration.
In 1886, 33 companies operated marble quarries
in Vermont. At present only 4
companies are
in existence, and one of them controls more than
90 percent of the state's output and about one
third of the marble production of the country
as a whole. One marble company, which in
1916
absorbed all competitors in the Georgia marble
district, supplies roughly one fifth of the national
total. In the granite district at Barre, Vermont,

Quarrying
8 or 9 companies operate and i company accounts for about 25 percent of the district's
output. Considerably more than 50 percent of
the production of dimension granite in North
Carolina comes from plants of a single corpora-

A quarrying company, formed in 1929 by
merger with other producers in Ohio, controls
about 5 percent of the country's dimension
sandstone output, and there is only one producer of dimension soapstone in the United
tion.

a

States.

The most

spectacular effort toward concen-

tration in the stone industry was the combination of 20 quarrying and 6 independent milling

companies (out of a total of 36 companies) as
the Indiana Limestone Company in 1926 At the
outset the consolidation controlled more than
one half of the production of the BedfordBloomington district, an advantage which was
not maintained, as output dropped to one third
of the district total in the next five years. While
the new company was not effective in checking
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are readily available either for purchase or for
leasing on a royalty basis.
Royalties, although paid frequently, are not
either
very important economic considerations
the dimension or the crushed stone industries.

m

They are commonly charged as a fixed sum per
ton or cubic foot of material sold and vary
considerably with the size of operation, value of
products and other factors. Royalties range from
10 percent of the net selling price of slate to
4 to 10 cents a cubic foot on Indiana limestone
sold as cut stone for $2 to $3 or from 2 to 5
if the limestone is sold as
rough building

cents

stone Royalties for crushed stone vary from I
to 10 cents a ton depending on local conditions.

Whcie

exploitation

is

undertaken on the public

domain, prevailing leasing provisions prescribe
a

minimum

royalty of 5 percent of the net value
Most private owners require a

of the output

minimum

average daily or monthly production
as a condition of the royalty agreement.
About 100,000 \vorkers arc employed in the

the growth of competitors, as the outstanding
producer its prices tended to set the tone for

quirrv/mg and finishing of stone products. For
the quarrying of dimension stone the largest

quotations by other operators While there was
always a tendency toward a single price scale

which amounts to
raw products. The
proportion of wages to value is much lower in
crushed stone production because of the higher
degree of mechanization In the manufacture of
marble, granite, slate and other stone products
in 1929, 37,805 wage earners were employed,
recei\ mg total wages of $63 ,057,000, or an aver-

for the district, this tendency was stronger after
the formation of the Indiana Limestone Com-

pany. Beneficiaries of the changing production
ratio were the independent quarrying and mill-

ing companies some of them the outgrowths
of earlier and smaller consolidations who after

the consolidation of 1926 organized the Building
Stone Association of Indiana as an independent
information and service bureau In 1932 the

single cost is the wage bill,
one third of the value of the

age of $1669; this comparatively high wage
indicative of the great

amount of

is

skilled labor

Limestone

employed. Such figures as are available on employment show that quarry emplo>ees work an
average from 48 to 60 hours per week, with

Corporation. In the first half of 1933 the new
corporation and the independent companies

considerable variations in length of the working
day among individual plants Adverse weather

joined in the formation of the Indiana Limestone
Institute, the early efforts of which seem to have

conditions in

Indiana Limestone

Company was

refinanced

and reincorporated

as the Indiana

been directed toward sales promotion.
Trends toward corporate concentration in
important producing districts have never attracted much public concern, as profits were
not sufficiently spectacular to command attention. While operations
a single district might

m

be consolidated, other producing areas and even
different stones

Moreover the

provided active competition.

relative

abundance of stone

re-

v\

inter

and seasonal demand

effect

m

working time. While somesharp reductions
what less than a third of the quarries operate on
virtually a full time basis, the

much

remainder work

Operations producing the
porous dimension stones, such as sandstone and
Indiana limestone, are normally idle from three
to four months during freezing weather, as frost
has a deleterious effect on unseasoned stone.
less steadily.

Naturally a larger potential working time presouthern quarries as compared with

vails for

sources limits the effectiveness of corporate con-

those in colder areas. Data as to accidents to

an instrument of control even in

limited areas. Independent operations usually
continue and often increase in size at the ex-

quarry workers indicate that the hazards are
about double those in the stone finishing trades
although fewer than in metal mining (see MINING

pense of the combination, as unworked deposits

ACCIDENTS).

solidations as
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The

quarrying branch of the stone industry
is characterized by almost
complete lack of trade
union organization, and wages are usually at the
scale prevalent for

common

labor in the locality

of the quarry This is generally true of the entire
crushed stone industry and of most dimension

stone quarries, with the exception of certain
parts of New England. In the Barre district of

Vermont and

in certain parts of

Maine and

Massachusetts the Quarry Workers' International Union of North America, with a reported
total membership of 4000, has enrolled quarry
workers and has become an active factor in
collective bargaining Local affiliates of this organization are reported in many other districts.

The

important and strategic task of milling,
is handled

produced 4,760,000 tons of stone, mainly granite
and limestone. Some colonial countries produce
small amounts of stone for export; of 198,000
tons of limestone produced in the Congo, only

tion of 39,500,000 tons, of
resented 16,000,000 tons;

and sandstone;

national Association of America; the InternaMarble, Stone and Slate

tional Association of

Polishers, Rubbers, and Sawyers, Tile and
Setters' Helpers, and Terrazzo Workers'

Marble

Helpers; and the International Paving Cutters'
Union of the United States of America and

These organizations are firmly intrenched, and with only a few exceptions their
members handle the milling and finishing of
stone at quarries and nearby milling plants and
Canada

at

the finishing plants located in almost every
The importance of the latter is appar-

large city.

when

recalled that about

two

a con-

produced over 15,000,000

Italy

stones, sandstones

Inter-

which limestone rep-

Germany had

tons, including limestone, marble, sandstone and
lava stone. Every nation has adapted locally

available stones to

North America; the Granite Cutters'

Nearly

siderable production of basalt, granite, limestone

almost entirely by union labor. There are four
unions, all affiliated with the American Federa-

of

locally.

every country produces several varieties of the
more important stones. In 1929 the United
Kingdom produced 14,614,000 tons of limestone, 3,100,000 tons of sandstone and 305,000
tons of slate; France had a total stone produc-

cutting and finishing dimension stone

tion of Labor, active in this branch of the industry: the Journeymen Stone Cutters' Association

was used

a small proportion

varieties

its
peculiar needs. Limeand granites are the chief
in general use, while Italian and African

marbles serve special purposes
The foreign stone trade of the United States
not significant, exports seldom exceed $3,000,-

is

ooo in value, and during the five-year period
1927-31 imports about equaled outgoing shipments Exports of stone, sand, lime and cement

m

averaged $5,537,000
1921-25, rising to $6,819,000 in 1929, imports averaged $5,906,000 in
1921-25, rose to $10,708,000
1928 and de-

m

clined to $7,377,000 in 1929. International trade
in stone is confined to requirements for particular varieties or

short distance

highly desired types and to the
of crushed stone to

movement

nearby destinations across international boundaries.

thirds of

O. E. KIESSLING

the Indiana limestone leaves the producing district as rough block and is finished at its desti-

MINING, MINING ACCIDENTS, CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY, CEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, LOCATION
OF INDUSTRY, COMBINATION, INDUSTRIAL.
Consult Eckel, E C Building Stones and Clays (New
York 1912), Howe, J A Stones and Quarries (London
1920), Hies, H Economic Geology (New York 1912)
ch in, Dussert, Desire, and Better, G Les mines et

ent

it is

nation. In certain instances some of the finishing
trades, possibly with the assistance of other
factors, apparently enforce conditions to the

which affect the
marketing of stone There seems to exist, for
example, an understanding that only rough
stone is to be shipped into the New York City
interest of certain local unions

district for

finishing within the metropolitan

area at such plants as those located in the vicinity
of Long Island City.

In general aspects the quarrying industries

m

all the highly indusare practically the same
trialized nations. Quarrying is usually carried on

for small local markets in economically back-

ward countries; primitive methods of production
prevail, although mechanization makes steady
progress.

Some

of these countries have a fairly

large production; thus British India in

1929

See

,

,

,

,

carrteres en Algerte (Pans 1931), Fitzler, Kurt,
Stembruche und Bergwerke im ptolemaischen und romischen Aegypten, ein Beitrag zur antiken Wirtschaftsgeschichte (Leipsic 1910), United States, Bureau of
Mines, "Mineral Production of the World 1924Jones, in Mineral Resources of the
1929" by L
United States, IQJO (1933) pt. i, p 859-962; Hughes,
le>>

M

H H

"The Soapstone City" in Rock Products, vol.
xxxv, no. 3 (1932) 25-28, United States, Geological
Survey, "Slate Deposits and Slate Industry of the
United States" by T. N. Dale, E. C. Eckel, W. F.
,

A T Coons, Bulletin, vol. cclxxv,
no 63 (1906), United States, Bureau 6f Mines,
"The Technology of Marble Quarrying," "Sandstone Quarrying
the United States," "Rock Quarrying for Cement Manufacture," and "The TechHillebrand, and

ser A,

m

Quarrying
nology of Slate" by Oliver Bowles, Bulletin, nos. 106,
124, 160, and 218 (1906-22), and "Economics of
Crushed-Stone Production" by Oliver Bowles, Economic Paper, no 12 (1931), and "Granite Industry,
Dimension Stone" by Oliver Bowles, Information
Circular, no. 6268 (1930), and ''Economics of New
Sand and Gravel Development" by J R Thoenen,
Economic Paper, no 7 (1929), "Crushed and Broken
Stone" by J R Thoenen in Minerals Yearbook (1933)
P- 595-6 QI "Study of Quarry Costs" by J R Thoe-

-
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Quental

Perthes, to take a

prominent part in the great
controversy over white and colored races in the
Socie^ d'Anthropologie de Pans and to parfounding and maintenance of

ticipate in the

learned societies, such as the Societe de Geographic de Paris. He was an able critic who held
closely

to

facts,

invariably

scientific adversaries

generous to

and never

his

belittled their

,

nen, Report of Investigations, Serial no 2911 (1929),
"Study of Quarry Costs- Trap Rock, Sandstone,
Granite" by J. R. Thoenen, Information Circular,
no. 6291 (1930), and "Quarry Problems in the Lime
Industry" by Oliver Bowles and W.
Myers, Bulletin, no. 269 (1927), and "Marble" by Oliver Bowles

M

and D.

m

Geology and Natural Resources, Annual Report, IOO?
(Indianapolis 1908) p. 299-460, United States, GeoF.
logical Survey, "Indiana Oolitic Limestone" by
Loughhn, Bulletin, no. 811 (1929), United States,
Bureau of Mines, "Quarry Accidents in the United
States during the Calendar Year 1931" by W. W.

G

Bulletin, no. 375 (1933).

QUATREFAGES DE BREAU, JEANLOUIS ARM AND DE (1810-92), French
physical anthropologist. Quatrefages was professor of natural history at the College Henri

Quatre from 1850 to 1855 and professor of
anatomy and ethnology at the Museum of
Natural History in Pans from 1855 to 1892.
After obtaining doctorates in mathematics, in
medicine and in natural sciences, Quatrefages
enlarged his studies under Milne-Edwards. His
study of man as an individual became an investigation of man as a species. His medical training
in the processes of growth and repair favored a
freshness of interpretation of morphology apparent in his Metamorphoses de I'homme et des

animaux (Pans 1862; tr. by Isabella Innes, London 1872). Although its underlying hypothesis,
geneagenesis, or the production of several generations through the medium of a single germ,

has been invalidated, it led Quatrefages to examine critically the zoological theories then
current. His most mature work is Uespece

humaine (Paris 1877; English translation, New
York 1879). Here he defends the hypothesis of

He

deplored the political use of
observations as a dangerous

anthropological

practise which is almost always conducive to
error. The secret of his influence lay in his
scientific

M

Banks, Information Circular, no. 6313
(1930), Blatchley, R. S , "The Indiana Oolitic Limestone Industry in 1907"
Indiana, Department of

Adams,

contributions.

honesty and generosity.

T. WlNGATE

TODD

Consult- Cartailhac, Emile, in Anthropologie, vol. ni

(1892) 1-18, with complete bibliography, "Preface"
by Edmond Perner, and "Notice sur la vie et les
M. de Quatrefages" by E T. Hamy in
Quatrefages, A. de, Les emules de Darwin, 2 vols.

travaux de

(Pans 1894) vol.

i,

p. v-c, ci-cxl.

QUENTAL, ANTHERO TARQUINIO DE
(1842-91), Portuguese poet and philosopher.
Quental was born in the Azores of a noble family

with traditionalist views and studied law

at

the

University of Coimbra. Possessing adequate

means, he spent much of his time in travel. He
never held public office, nor did he engage in
private business enterprises. Philosophic meditation, poetic idealization and socialist propaganda among the working classes were his
favorite occupations. Possessed of an incomparable facility for self-expression and powerful
personal magnetism, he exerted a great poetic,
philosophic and politico-social influence. As a
poet he was the leading spirit in the revolt

against the romantic school in Portugal. He did
not consider poetry an end in itself, being more

concerned with its use as a medium for attacking
moral and social problems. Quental is
a representative of the late nineteenth century
pessimism which followed the so-called "bankdifficult

ruptcy of science," and his Hymno da manha
of the morning) is the finest poetic ex-

(Hymn

pression of that pessimism. His philosophic influence was directed against the positivist approach introduced into Portugal by Theophilo

human species and discusses
migrations, race crossing, acclimatization, fossil races, together with the physical and
psychological characters of contemporary hu-

Braga. Quental took up and in turn rejected
various creeds and systems Catholicism, mate-

man

called "optimistic psychism."

the unity of the

human

races so far as these were

known

at that

His politico-social influence, which he com-

date.

Quatrefages' enthusiasm for original observation and for constant revision of accepted
doctrines led

Buddhism, Hegelianism and finally
formulated a philosophy of his own which he
rialism,

him

to

champion Boucher de

pared to that of a "minor Lassalle," was spread
through journalism, lectures and organizing
activity. He was one of the first to introduce the
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ideas of

Proudhon and Marx into Portugal, and
his work forms part of the spiritual background
of the revolution of 1910 which abolished the

Quesnay's ideas are presented most comprehensively in his Tableau e"conomique (Versailles

monarchy.

which has long
FlDELINO DE FlGUEIREDO

Works Obras de Anthero de Quental, vols i~\ a (Coimbra 1924-33), Anthero de Quental Si\ty-Four Sonnets, tr by E Prestage (London 1894)
Consult Anthero de Quental In Memonam, eel by

M

Lugan (Porto 1896), Sergio, Antonio, Notas sfibre
sonetos e as tendencias geraes da philosopfna de
Anthero do Quental (Lisbon 1909), Figueiredo, Fidelino de, Jhstona da htteratura realista (1871- lyoo)
(2nd ed Lisbon 1924) p 39-85, Carvalho, Joaquim
de, A evolupao espintual de Anthero de Quental (Lisos

bon

1927).

QUESNAY, FRANCOIS

(1694-1774), French
physiocrat. Quesnay, a doctor of medicine by
profession, had become physician to Pompadour
and subsequently court physician when he began
to publish the first elements of the economic and
social system which from 1767 was known as
physiocracy (for a detailed analysis, see Eco-

NOMics, section on PHYSIOCRATS) His

important disciple, Mirabeau the elder, was converted in 1757, in the course of the next decade
he also gained the adherence of Dupont de Nemours, Mcrcier de la Riviere, Le Trosne, Samtfirst

Roubaud and other less well
Under Quesnay's leadership this

Peravy, Bandeau,

known

figures.

group became welded into a closely knit

sect or

school, maintaining close contacts with the disGournay and supported by several of

ciples of

the provincial agricultural societies and parlements as well as by certain governmental officials.

Although

all

the

characteristic

doctrines

of

physiocracy were inspired by Quesnay, his subordinate if not equivocal position at court made

him a discreet influence rather than a recognized
authority outside his own group. The extreme
compactness of his scattered writings also helped
to restrict his fame.

Quesnay's rural background sheds light on the
central position accorded agriculture in physiocratic doctrine.
man of exceptional strength of
character, he retained even at court the manner-

A

isms and interests inherited from his early

on a small farm. His
two articles published

life

first economic writings,
in the Encyclopedic, were

"Fermiers" (vol vi, 1756) and "Grains"
vu, 1757) In insisting upon the unique
capacity of agriculture, when pursued under
entitled

(vol.

1758, reprinted by H. Higgs,

London

1894),

and the

baffled commentators,

Philosophic rurale (Amsterdam 1763), written by
Mirabeau in collaboration with Quesnay, which

became the "Pentateuch of the sect." The former work, like the article "Impots" (written in
1757) and Theone de Vimp6t (Pans 1760), also a
joint product of Quesnay and Mirabeau, was a
direct response to the financial crisis of the

French government

was Quesnay's conten-

It

tion that public finance could be restored only
through a revival of agriculture, which would

thus be enabled to support property taxes high
to cover the major portion, if not all, of

enough

the government's expenses. He WAS here setting
himself not only against industrial and commercial mercantilism but against the multiplicity of
taxes and loans, the latter system, he insisted,
benefited only pecuniary fortunes, which "know

neither king nor country." His condemnation of
the populationist theory of national wealth was

expounded

in his article

"Homines"

(written in

1757)-

In his general outlook Quesnay was essentially
a simple surgeon, constrained by the practise of
an art still held in slight esteem to observe
nature with deference.

The

faith in the healing

power of nature, which is a recurrent theme in
his Essai physique sur V economic animale (Pans
1736; 2nd ed
3 vols
1747), he transferred
with the aid of the philosophy ot Malebranche
to the social sphere, and in "Droit naturel"
,

,

(published in Journal de I' agriculture
1765)
he postulated the existence of a natural order
.

.

.

,

spontaneously able to harmonize individual interests,

was

provided they were allowed free rein

It

for this reason as well as for the mainte-

nance of the "good price" that he demanded
economic freedom As a political theorist he also

depended upon the

free play of natural laws to

limit the sphere of the monarch Yet despite
his intractable temperament Quesnay was a pro-

ponent of "legal despotism." The essential elements of the latter doctrine, including the exaltation of public opinion

and the notion of the

coownership of land on the part of the sovereign,
were first formulated in Quesnay's "Despotisme
de la Chine" (in Ephemendes du citoyen, 1767)
and developed by Mercier de la Riviere in collaboration with Quesnay in L'ordre naturel et

favorable conditions, to yield a produit net he
referred to large scale enterprise backed by

essentiel des socidtts
pohtiques

abundant capital such as he had observed during
his youth in the rich canton of !le-de-France.

Works.

(London 1767).
G. WEULERSSE

"Hommes" and "Impdts"

are available in

Quental
Revue d'htstotre des doctrines economiques et sociales,
vol 1(1908)3-88,137-86 The most complete collecis Ouivres
Qut'wav, cd by

tion

eionomi<jiic<i

et

philosophiques de

Auustc Oncken

(

F

Frank! oit iH88)

Consult Schelle, Gustave, Le docteur Qucsnay (Paris
1907), Weuleisie, G Le mnurement phwocratique en
France de 1756 a 1770, 2 vols (Pans 1910), and Lo
phv\ionate\ (Pans 1931), Hi^'s, II The Pfnuoirat!,
(London 1897), Gale, Charles, and Rist, ( harles,
,

,

Histoire des dottrmes ecotiomicjucs depuis les pl^siocratcs ju^qu'a ;roi jours (5th cd Pans 1926) hk i, eh i,
See, Henri, TSevn/utton de la pemee politiqtic en France
an x\ /if siulc (Pans 192=;) pt i\ ch i, Gunt/her^,
B, Die Gcscllu hafts- und~Staat<If hre der Phisiokra,

und \olkerrechtlichc Ahhandlunytn, vol
(Lupsic 1907), Ilashach, Wilhelm, Die allgcmeinen philosophic hen (j'rutul/agtn der Ton Fian^on
Qucsnay und Adam Snnth beqrundeten pohtisc/ien
Okonnmie, Staats- und sot iah\issensc.hafthche l<orschungen, \ol xlm (Lcipsir 1890)
ti>n,

Staats-

M, pt

in

QUEThLET, ADOLPHE

all

for his conception of the

He was

appointed professor of mathematics at
the Brussels Athenaeum in 1820 and later \\ent

Pans to study the methods of practical
astronomy There he received instruction from
Laplace in the theory of probability. On bis
return to Belgium Quctclet, although continuing
his career in astronomy, became gradually more
and more interested in statistical problems and
the field which they ottered for the application
of the theory of probability In 1826, upon the
formation of the statistical bureau of Holland,
Quetelet became correspondent for Brabant and
to

assisted in formulating plans for the census of

1829. After the revolution of 1830 he became
the supervisor of statistics in the Belgian ad-

ministration and in 1841 he was instrumental in
the organization ot the Commission Centrale de

which he was president until his
on statistics came
first of all from his practical \vork in census
taking, the practical rules developed by him
still forming the basis of modern census work.
In addition he was largely responsible for the
extension of statistical study from such physical
facts as population, economic resources and the
like to the wide field of "moral statistics," which
includes the whole realm of acts determined by
moral or psychological factors. lie was exStatistiquc, of

death. Quctclct's influence

tremely active in promoting international cooperation with respect to uniformity and comparability of statistical data, and it was through
his leadership that the first International Sta-

Congress was convoked in Brussels in
1853. In the field of theory Quetelet is known

homme moyen,

average man, a conception which

01

in

its

positive contribution represents the application
of the Gaussian normal law of error to the

analysis of distributions of data 011 human
characteristics. As a pioneering conception,

however, Quetelet's doctrine was inevitably
couched in metaphysical terms as a theory of
social determinism through an hypostatized abstraction

cism by

It

thus laid

statisticians

itself open to valid
and philosophers

criti-

Quetelet was led to his theory of the average

man by his observations on the distribution of
human statures The curve representing this
distribution

was

in fact

none other than that

given by the theory of probability for the distribution of accidental

From this he
man may be con-

errors

concluded that the average
Bel-

(1796-1874),
gian astronomer and statistician Quetelet was
the son of a minor muniup.il oHicial in Ghent

tistical
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(Quetelet
above

sidered as the basic type, and the differences
between this type and the various mdrviduals as
so many accidental errors made in the multiple
reproduction of the type He believed that there
actually existed in nature fixed types which are

preserved despite differences in climate, environment, habits and institutions, and applied
the title of social physics to the science which

should determine these types
sort

of explanation to

man

Extending this
a moral and

as

he declared that everything
which concerns the human species considered
en masse is of the nature of physical facts The
intellectual being,

greater the number of individuals, the more the
free will of the individual effaces itself in favor

of "the seiies of general facts which proceed
from general causes as a result of which society
"
Thus not only the
exists and is preserved
average length of life and the sex ratio at birth

but also the annual number and age distribution
of marriages and the proportion of suicides and
crimes appeared to him to result from laws as
rigorous as those in the physical sciences Despite the criticism which the theory of the

average

man provoked

it

none the

less exercised

a great influence and helped to spread the conviction that there exists a determinism in social

phenomena.

MAURICE HALBWACHS
Sur Vhnmme, 2 vols (Pans 1835),
tr hy R
Knox (Edinburgh 1842), Physique saunlc
ou Essai sur le dt-veloppement des faiultts de V homme,
Important

zuorks-

y

z vols

Sur

(Brussels 1869), comprising a
T homme with much new material.

new

edition of

Consult Mailly, Edouard, "Essai sur la \ie et les
ouvratres de
Academic Royal des
Quetelet"

m

Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique,
,
Annuatre, vol xh (1875) 109297; Hankins, Frank

H
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sity,

no

Statistician,

Columbia Univer-

Studies in History, Economics and Public Law,
84 (New York 1908); Lottin, Joseph, Quetelet

stattsticien et sociologue

(Louvain 1912); Halbwachs,

La

throne de I'homme moyen Essai sur
Quetelet et la statistique morale (Pans 1913), Knapp,
F., "Bencht uber die Schnften Quetelet's zur

Maurice,

and economic problems which France of
day was really facing, seems heavily over-

social

his

balanced with emotion and suggests that the
cultural implications of "Victorian" may profitably be extended outside England.

G

Socialstatistik

und Anthropologie," and "A Quetelet

als Theoretiker" in Jahrbucher fur

Natwnalokonomte

und

Statistik, vol. xvu (1871) 160-74, 34 2 ~58, 427and vol xvia (1872) 89-124, with bibhography of
Quetelet's numerous minor writings.
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QUINET, EDGAR
torian

and man of

Consult Qumet, Hermione, Edgar

Qumet

depuis I'exil

(Pans 1889), Faguet, E , Pohttques et -morahstes du
dix-neuvieme siede, 3 vols (Pans 1891-99) vol 11, p.
Miscellaneous Essays (Lon175-227; Samtsbury,
don 1892) p 274-99, Seilhere, E Edgar Qmnet et le
mystuisme democratique (Pans 1919), Steeg,
, Edgar

G

,

,

(1803-75), French his

letters.

The

devotion of a

Protestant mother, a stay in Heidelberg, a German marriage and the friendship of Michelet

helped to make the imaginative, conscientious,
verbally facile young Qumet into one of the most
ardent and uncritical defenders of the resound-

democracy, progress,
God which were common coin of the western
world in the nineteenth century. Qumet wrote
and lectured on many subjects. With Michelet
and Mickiewicz he turned the College de
ing generalities

CRANE BRINTON
Works- Oeuvres completes, 30 vols. (Paris 1857-95).

liberty,

T

Qumet (Pans

1902).

RABANUS MAURUS, MAGNENTIUS

(older

forms: Hrabanus, Rhabanus) (c. 776-856), German churchman, teacher and author. Rabanus

Maurus, teacher and abbot of Fulda and later
archbishop of Mainz, his native city, was easily
the most learned man of the ninth century, far

agitation, or rather into a temple of republican
worship, for the proceedings were on almost too

surpassing in erudition and wisdom his better
Alcuin. His numerous writings,
which reveal a profound knowledge of ancient
and patristic authors, surveyed the whole field
of sacred and profane knowledge. Designed to
inform laity and clergy alike, they were mostly

sublime a plane for true propaganda. Qumet 's
works are all sermons and all reflect the belief

chiefly compilations is

FYance of the 1840*3 into a center of republican

that ideas,
society.

and especially

Thus

religious ideas, create

the diversity of the

Hindu pan-

theon produced a caste society and the oneness
of Jehovah was reflected in the unity of Hebrew
social organization. Qumet 's major emotional
attachments were to the Protestant church
(which he did not formally join), democracy,
freedom of conscience and of expression and
humanitarianism. For the Catholic church he

had a ceaseless hatred, and his ablest polemics
are those against the Jesuits His intellect could
never quite reconcile his various loyalties, and
this difficulty is> clear in his work on the French
Revolution, the only one to survive. He was a
democrat, a well known party leader, a sentimental lover of the under dog and thus bound to
enlist himself on the side of the great revolution;
yet, impelled partly by doubts as to the love of

by a democracy which had estabNapoleon in by plebiscite, he wrote a
history of the French Revolution more bitterly

known master

author admitted.
his

form of compendium and commenRabanus was the first great teacher and
founder of schools in Germany and seems to

have deserved the appellation primus praeceptor
Germamae While in charge of the abbey school
at Fulda, from 803 to 822, he infused a more
liberal spirit into the study of the arts and sciThe restrictions placed upon grammar,

ences.

and dialectic by Boethius, Gregory the
Great and Alcuin gave way before his humanistic
viewpoint and his clear perception of the utility
rhetoric

of these disciplines in the pursuit even of divine
knowledge. After the example of Alcuin in

France, he did much to introduce the ancient
learning into Germany. Most of his active life
was devoted to the task of raising the intellectual

and cultural

of

Qumet 's work seems

far

The body

removed from the

as

to all in the

glossaries of

did not bedome a Protestant nation.

them

tary.

lished

government of the Terror than
many a royalist history. His grand conclusion
was that the French Revolution failed because it
was not a religious revolution, because France

He

characterize

merely to repeat what the
was convinced that it was

duty to make his vast knowledge available

liberty felt

hostile to the

To

didactic in character.

level of the German people. His
German words, together with his

sermons preached
the

in the vernacular, constituted

important contributions to the enlargement and refinement of the German language.
In order to revive the study of the Bible he
first

introduced into Germany instruction in Greek.
His Biblical commentaries, compiled from earlier

writers as aids for his students a"nd the clergy

Race
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generally, represent a valuable chapter in the
history of Scriptural exegesis. Later and more

trology. In educational theory he insisted that
education be viewed as a preparation for life,

commentators owe much to his voluminous and searching compilations. Perhaps his

the natural sciences and in particular was the

original

best

known work is the De clencorum instttuttone,

a complete manual based on the best authorities
of the past, for the education and training of the
clergy; this work was widely used for several
centuries. The whole range of his wide reading

and study

summed up

most comprehensive encyclopaedia of the Middle Ages, the
De umverso, a somewhat larger treatise than the
great synthesis of Isidore of Seville, after which
it was
patterned.
ROBERT FRANCIS SEYBOLT
is

in the

Works: Rabanus' works are reprinted in PaTrologiae
latinae,

ed.

by

J.

P.

Migne,

vols.

cvn-cxu

(Paris

on physical training In political
he at first expounded the
Platonic conception of kingship, demanding of
the ruler not only virtue and enlightenment but
first

to insist

and

social matters

also familiarity with the practical needs of his
land. Later he became more conservative but

repeatedly deplored all wars and denounced
evils as the covetousness common to all

such

classes, in

which he saw

a

major cause for the

corruption of law, marriage and other institutions In the character of Bndoie he castigated

incompetence; in the Chats fourres am-

legal

bition, in Entelechie social uselessness

On

the

he emphasized the vital interdependence of rich and poor and insisted that
privilege, "taking and receiving," should be suppositive side

1864-78).

Dahl, J C Leben und Schriften des ErzRabanus Maurus von Mainz (Fulda 1828),
Spengler, T , Leben des heihgen Rhabanus Maurus,
Erzbtschofs von Mainz (Regensburg 1856), Turnau,
Dietrich, Rabanus Maurus, der Praeteptor Germamae
(Munich 1900), Bach, J N Hrabanus Maurus, der
Consult

stoutly advocated the necessity of instruction in

,

btschofs

,

Schopfer des deutschen Schuhvesens (Fulda 1835).

RABELAIS, FRANCOIS

(c.

1495-^. 1553),

French romancer, physician and thinker. After
abandoning the monastic life Rabelais, a native
of Tourame, passed into the service and under
the influence of the liberal minded du Bellays.
Although he was concerned primarily with
scientific knowledge rather than with language
and philosophy, the great French realist speaks
gratefully of his debt to Bude and Erasmus. As
a link between mediaeval and modern literature
his importance cannot be exaggerated. In addition to his enormous influence on French
humorists from Moliere to Anatole France as
well as on foreign humorous literatures, he
played an outstanding part in the general diffusion of the critical spirit which distinguishes the
France of the seventeenth century from that of

the sixteenth.
In the religious disputes he anticipated the

by adopting a middle course. Parting
with Calvin on the question of man's innate
corruption, he always claimed to be sincerely
Catholic despite the Protestant tone of Gargantua. Yet he stoutly demanded church reform
from within and attacked the idleness, ignorance
and bigotry of the church and the Sorbonne with
the same vigor that he manifested in excoriating
politiques

contemporary superstitions, particularly divination by witches, Vergihan lots, dice and
in this
respect almost unique in his generation as-

planted as the guiding social principle by serv"
Finally, the old
"imparting and giving

ice,

Utopian dreamer of Gargantua and Theleme
prophesied the rise of a new spirit of inquiry,
inspiring the resolute exploration of truth, both
absolute and scientific, and the building up of a
real knowledge, which would condition

body of

the conduct of

human

to

power.

ummagmed

affairs

and

A
Works Gargantua and Pantagruel
best

modern

exalt

mankind

F. ClIAPPELL

are included in the

edition, Oeurres, ed

by Abel Lefranc

For detailed in\ ols i-v (Pans 1912-31)
formation concerning editions see Boulenger, Jacques,
Rabelais a tr avers les ages; compilation suivie d'une
bibliographic sommatre (Pans 1925).

and others,

Consult
1907),

Tilley, Arthur, Franfois Rabelais

Nock,

A

J

,

and Wilson,

C R

,

(London

Francis Rabelais

(New York

1929), Plattard, Jean, Vie de Franfots
Rabelais (Pans 1928), tr by L. P. Roche (London

1930); Chappell, A. F., The Emgma of Rabelais (Cambridge, Eng. 1924), Gebhart, Emile, Rabelais, la
renaissance et la reforme (Paris 1877), Gmelm, Hermann, "Rabelais und die Natur" in Archiv fur

Kulturgeschirhte, \ol xxiv (1933) 71-89, Compayre",
tr by W. H.
, Hivtoire de la pedagogy (Paris 1884),
Payne (Boston 1885) ch. v. See also articles in Ret<ue

G

des etudes rabslaisiennes, published quarterly in Pans
from 1903-12 and continued as Revue du setzilme
sitcle,

1913-31,

RACE. The term

race is often used loosely to
indicate groups of men differing in appearance,
language or culture. As here understood it
applies

human

to the biological grouping of
account of the lack of sharp

On

demarcation the attempts at classificabased on varying characteristics, have not

lines of

tion,

solely

types.
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led to a generally accepted system. Early attempts at a systematic arrangement of human

ticipate, are determined not anatomically, but
by the isolation of the inhabited area in which

were made in the eighteenth century.
Linnaeus included under the general order of
primates the genus homo sapiens, which he

ancient animal forms occur and

divided into six subgroups, homo ferus, ameri-

classification. Klaatsch also is interested in the
establishment of a phylogenetic order of existing
and prehistoric races. The most recent attempt

races

canus, europaeus, asiaticus, afer, monstrosus.
first

the

The

of these groups may be disregarded,
non-existent, the last as pathological.
others are representative of the human

and

last

first as

The

types inhabiting the four large continents, described according to outstanding traits of a num-

ber of extreme forms. This procedure, on which
the whole Linnaean classification is based, was
in his case unavoidable because of the lack of
detailed

knowledge of the distribution of human

is interesting to note that in the description of each race mental traits are included
as biological characteristics. Buffon considered

types. It

the

human

races as varieties derived

from an

original white form and developed under the

influence of climate.
five races of

man

Blumenbach distinguished

Caucasian (European),

Mon-

golian, Ethiopian, American and Malayan. His
divisions are based on distinction of color, hair

and descriptive features of skull and face. Later,
form of hair, color, form of nose and shape of
skull became the primary criteria by which
races of man were distinguished The number of
races so obtained varies from three or four to
Huxley distinguished five races
Austrahoid, Negroid, xanthochroic, Mongoloid,
melanochroic Deniker established seventeen
groups subdivided into twenty- nine races. By a
thirty-four

similar

method Duckworth derived seven

prin-

cipal races. The types of Europe have been
described in particular detail Ripley's division
in the blue eyed, tall Nordic; the darker, short

headed Alpine; and the short, long headed Mediterranean

is still

much

used; although later at-

been used by
Deniker, Hans Gunther and many others.
In more recent times attempts have been made

tempts

at finer

divisions have

by the low

cul-

tural level of the people. The intermingling of
biological and cultural viewpoints vitiates this

at a detailed

phylogenetic classification

von Eickstedt.
These attempts

at classification are

is

that of

based on

purely anatomical characteristics, except in so
far as mental traits are sometimes brought in as

secondary features. Friednch Muller, on the
other hand, classified races first of all by form of
hair, then by language. The intermingling of
anatomical and linguistic traits cannot result
in an understanding of the biological relation of
races.

Equally remote from biological interpretation
of racial forms are the attempts at classification
based on cultural conditions, from which certain

On a purely
deductive basis Carus posited the existence of
four races, those of day, night, eastern dawn and
kinds of racial mentality are derived.

western

dawn; that is, Europeans, Africans,
Mongoloids and Americans. Klemm divided
mankind into an active (male) and a passive

(female) group, the latter containing

all

human

forms except the Europeans and west Asiatics.
His anatomical characterization of the two
groups is altogether inadequate. In recent times
the belief in a close interrelation between mental
behavior and bodily build has come to be a
matter of great social importance Positive evidence for such relation has never been given.

The similarity of form of closely allied races
early led anthropologists to introduce quantitative values in place of vague verbal descriptions.
Thus Daubenton and Camper introduced measurements of angles. Later linear measurements,
particularly of the skull,

came

into general use

and in 1842 Retzius utilized as a distinguishing

to place races in definite order, either phylo-

criterion the so-called cranial index

genetically, by trying to show that one type gave
rise by diversification to a new type; or by

head expressed in percentage
of the length. This procedure, which gives not
only the absolute dimensions of body parts but
also some indication of form, has been applied

investigating whether some types have retained
in their adult forms earlier stages of individual
development. Fritsch distinguished three fun-

the rela-

tion of breadth of

to

numerous other

ratios

on the

skull as well as

damental races and derived from these meta-

on the skeleton and has since become a dominant

morph, or mixed, races. Stratz distinguished
protomorph, archimorph and metamorph races.
The protomorph races, that is, those remaining

feature of anthropological research.

on a very primitive level with specializations in
which the large archimorph races do not par-

The method

being applied not only to skeletal material
but also to the living, and anthropometric descriptions of types have become the rule.
is

The

length-breadth index has a great taxo-

Race
nomic value in distinguishing local varieties of
man; it can be determined with great accuracy
on the living, and the values obtained on the
living and on skeletal material are nearly identical. For this reason this index has gained particular currency as an identifying mark of racial
types. It gives a numerical value for striking
differences in the appearance of head or skull as

seen from above.
Since the numerical values, including the
indices, range almost continuously from certain

minimum

to

maximum

values in individuals of

each local type, it has been found convenient to
form three groups one including the lowest
values, another the middle values, the last the
highest values

and

to classify individuals acthe cephalic index particularly a

cordingly. For
division has been

made into dolichocephalic
(long headed), mesocephalic or mesaticephalic
(middle headed) and brachycephalic (short
headed) individuals or groups. The demarcation of such groups is necessarily arbitrary.
Nevertheless, anthropological classification has
long been dominated by the concepts of doli-

of races by Deniker, in which
and cephalic nasal and facial index are
prominent features. It is not known to what
extent any of these traits can be considered as
stable or subject to fluctuations caused by outer
classification

stature

conditions which, in conjunction with genetic
determinants, result in observed forms. If these
fluctuations are considerable and conditions

change, they may modify more or less fundamentally the taxonomic classification.

Races have been considered as well defined
units. Actually the picture of the race has been
constructed as that of an individual who possesses all the most pronounced traits of the

group considered or, in the case of metrical
values, who shows the most frequent value,
which is assumed to be the average value of the
measures. It has been recognized more and
more clearly that this view involves an inadequate simplification of the actual conditions.
it has been understood that

Ever since Quetelet

the type represented by the average value of
descriptive or metric values is a fiction and that

chocephalic, mesocephalic and brachycephalic
races and the types have been defined further by

in every case the race must be described by a
statement of the distribution of the multiplicity
of forms occurring within it. A statistical method

other measures and indices; such, for example,
are those determining the height of the head (the
distance of the vertex from a line drawn from ear

ceiving increasing attention.
It has become customary to

to ear or the distance from vertex to base of skull)

and its relation to the length of the head; or measures and indices of the face, such as the distance
from the root of the nose

to the chin in

its

rela-

tion to the greatest transversal diameter of the
face; or those of the body, like that of the length

of limbs in relation to length of trunk.
These numerical values give an inadequate

impression of form, because in every case only

two measures are used to identify a complex
form. Heads or skulls with the same cephalic
index or the same height index may differ materially in form. This inadequacy of the purely
metrical method was felt by investigators thoroughly trained in anatomy, and in recent times
there have been an increasing number of attempts to base the characterization of races on
morphological traits. Sergi classified skull form
according to general form rather than according
to index values.

of description

is

therefore required

and

is

re-

assume that indi-

viduals representing a race are distributed approximately according to the law of chance (the

exponential law) or

some other law

closely re-

and to describe the measurements
occurring in a type by their average and their
lated to

it,

standard variability; that is, the average of the
square of all individual deviations from the
average. Races differ not only when their averages differ but also when their variabilities
differ.

On

this basis there

have been drawn

geographical distributions of average values and
of variabilities of local types, which demonstrate

the gradual transitions between

Maps

also

local

types.

have been prepared, showing the

frequency of certain selected forms, like the distribution of tall or short, long headed or round

headed sections of

a population.

These are

of

doubtful value, since the limits of these classes
are arbitrary and the erroneous impression is

Many special investigations of
skeletal forms, teeth, hair, soft parts of the body

conveyed that they represent distinctive

and blood are based on these

The study of averages and variabilities has
proved that human populations inhabiting adjoining territories overlap in regard to most
features, so that it is not possible to assign with
certainty any one individual to a definite group.

principles.

On account of the lack of information regarding the degree of hereditary fixity of the traits
dealt with, classifications based on them have
no genetic value. This is true of the elaborate

racial

types.
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It is

only

when

races of widely separated areas
that there is no overlapping. Cri-

are compared
teria of fundamental races are valid only when
they are common to all individuals of the race

and are not found

in other races.

Thus the dark

pigmentation, the frizzly hair, the broad nose of
the true Negro are racial characteristics as contrasted with the slight pigmentation, blond,

wavy

hair

and narrower nose of the north Euro-

pean. Keith calls such races pan-diacritic. There
are no races of man in which no overlapping
occurs in regard to all the traits examined.

Negroes and Europeans may be tall or short,
round headed or long headed, large or small
brained. The averages and variabilities of these

may differ, hut the distributions are such
many if not most values are common to both
races. Nevertheless, human types which are

however, few populations
so low that the type is ever
reason the selection of typical
always be ascribed largely to a
are,

is

The problem

racial

form.

The hereditary, environmental (per-

and selective influences which determine
racial forms must be considered. Hereditary
traits in man have been studied not so much
from the racial point of view as from that of
hereditary traits in given families. Besides eye
color and a few other traits pathological phe-

nomena have

peculiarity as well as what they have in common
with other groups deserves special attention.

however, be

istatic)

relative

and the origin of their

of race must,

attacked not only as a taxonomic question but
also from the point of view of the genesis of

that

as distinctive genetic lines

must

individuals

subjective, selec-

tive process.

traits

fundamentally distinct in regard to any one hereditary trait must be considered in this respect

whose variability
realized. For this

received particular attention.

The

importance of environment and heredity
has been analyzed by means of investigations of
identical twins.

The value of these investigations

of heredity in individual lines must not be
underrated, but the results should not be ascribed directly to the hereditary behavior of

races with the same values, they must be regarded as late developments. The dwarfish stature of the Bushmen and of other pygmy tribes
is an instance in which stature becomes a dis-

races. These may be homogeneous and heterogeneous in two ways. A group descended from
a small group of ancestors of the same hereditary form will be uniform throughout, as, for
example, the Eskimo of north Greenland, who
represent remarkably uniform measurements.
In these cases both the averages of the family
lines and the members of a fraternity will be
alike. In the case of descendants of ancestors of
distinct form who have been inbred for many

criminatory character.
Exact descriptions of

generations the averages of the family lines will
also be uniform, but ordinarily the members of

It

follows from these observations that stature

and cephalic index can be considered as fundamental racial criteria
exceptional cases only,

m

notwithstanding their value as characterizing
local varieties. Since they occur in almost all

human

types are based
on the observation or measurement of many
traits.

lation)

On the whole the interdependence (correbetween

individuals

traits is

not very great. Thus the
to the combination of

who conform

the most frequent

traits are actually very few.
In a population consisting of varying individuals
those who deviate too much from the middle
group are liable to be excluded as atypical and
the "pure" type may perhaps be defined as including only individuals of the middle group.
Then only one half of the population would have
one typical trait, one fourth would have two
all

typical traits

ten typical
unrelated.

but

and only one

in 1024 would have
provided the selected traits are
type, therefore, has no reality

traits,

The

derived subjectively from the impression of the observed forms. When the variability
is

of the group is very small, the individual differences permit the grouping of many more than
one half of the series as true to type which
will then come much nearer to reality. There

each fraternity will differ considerably among
themselves, because in regard to certain traits
they will revert to the ancestral forms. The family lines will be uniform and each a good representative of the

viduals

may

homogeneous

whole population, while

differ greatly.

The

indi-

population

is

as to family lines, heterogeneous

as to descent. Finally, there are populations in
which the family lines are very distinct and in

which the fraternities may be uniform or heterogeneous, according to the descent of the family
line. These differences are obscured in the usual
descriptions of the variability of populations,

which actually consists of two parts, the variability of family lines and also of fraternities;
these must be separated. Even in the most rigidly inbred communities considerable differences in family lines have been foimd, differences
which are much larger than t'.ose between
neighboring groups each taken as a whole.
the distinct family lines,
Heredity exists solely

m
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not in the racial group, and the genetic analysis
must be founded on a study of the behavior of
the component family lines.
If the family lines were identical and derived

tary stability cannot be proved. One of these is
the value of stature. There is ample proof that
stature has been constantly increasing among

from a single morphological source, selective
mating could have no influence upon the racial
type; if the origin of such a population is diverse

since the middle of the past century. It must be
understood that modifications in metric values

vestigators are those for

which

sufficient heredi-

west European and North American populations

do not mean that these measures are entirely

and there is a tendency to preferential mating
between certain forms, the family lines may
become distinct. If the family lines are diverse
and there is no preferential mating, they will
become more uniform during a period of con-

tion

tinued inbreeding If there is preferential mating, the diversity may even increase. Differential

variations are called paravanations; those genetically determined, idiovanations. When stature

mortality, fertility or differential tendency to
migrate may also influence the distribution of

is

types and the taxonomic appearance of the general type. Johannsen calls the population consisting of a multiplicity of family lines a pheno-

non-hereditary. It merely signifies that they are
subject to outer influences, whose extent should

be known

if they are to be used for a classificawhich has a genetic value. Non- hereditary

used as a criterion and

it

increases

by reason

of outer conditions, a people may pass from a
type characterized as of medium stature to one
of

tall

stature.

The same may

occur in regard to

other characters. There are clear differences in

type, while the family lines would correspond

head form between wild animals and their de-

to his genotypes. The term phenotype is also
used to designate the modification of the geno-

scendants born in captivity; these find expression in the proportions of the skeleton and

type due to peristatic causes, and some confusion

particularly in those of the skull. The evidence
showing analogous changes in head form among

between these two meanings is not kept in mind. In the latter sense every
individual is a phenotype, and genotypes per se
are non-existent beca'use all individuals are subarises if the distinction

ject to

peristatic

influences.

A

genotype not

subject to peristatic influences does not exist.
On account of the overlapping distribution of

European immigrants in the United States has
never been disproved. It is not definitely known
to what extent these measures may be modified.

The value

of measures, as genetically significant,

forms types characterized by the same morphological traits may be found in populations representing different types. The mere fact that
certain traits of such individuals are identical
must not be interpreted as meaning that they

depends upon knowledge of the degree to which
they may vary under changing conditions. The
cephalic index of east European Jewish immigrants who came to the United States between
1870 and 1909 was a little over 83. That of their
own children born more than twenty years after
the immigration of the mother is a little below

are genetically identical; children of like pairs
which belong to different populations will have

a taxonomic class

unlike descendants, for these will tend to revert
to the general type of the population to which

Thus

children of mesocephahc
they belong.
Bohemians will be on the average more brachycephalic, while children of mesocephalic Sicilians will tend to be more dolichocephalic than
their parents.

The taxonomic classification

of

mankind does

80.

Thus the descendants may

Changes like those here discussed are
probably not far reaching, although they render
a taxonomic grouping of closely allied forms,
like those of Europe, of doubtful value as genetically determined types.
Even more important is the problem of the
interpretation of the difference in form of fundamentally distinct races, like Europeans and
Hahn was the first to point out that

the

For an understanding of the significance of

animal. Since

racial characteristics

the question of the heredi-

recognized by Meigs, who tried to show by
comparative studies the stability of cranial
forms.

Among

the metric values used by most in-

easily fall into

from that of the

parents.

not answer the question as to whether the form
is determined by heredity or by environment.

tary stability of traits selected for taxonomic
description is all important, a fact which was

distinct

Negroes.

mode

of

life

of

man is that of a

fire

and

domesticated

were in use in
may even be said to be
tools

quaternary times, man
the oldest domesticated form. Anatomically the

analogy between human races and domesticated
animals has been substantiated by Fischer and
Klatt. Man shares with domesticated animals
great variability of bodily traits, while the features of wild animals are much more uniform.
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Such
size

traits as

form of

hair,

which show increased

differ in

pigmentation and
variability likewise

domesticated amrnals.

The

spiral hair
hair of the

of the Bushmen and the smooth
Mongol, the blond hair and blue eye of the
north European and the deep pigmentation of
the Negro, the tallness of the Scotsman and the

dwarfish stature of the pygmy, are paralleled by
analogous phenomena among domesticated animals, while they are absent among wild animals.
It is conceivable therefore that the differentiais not as ancient as might be supposed from the contrast of existing forms.
It has been pointed out also that races conform more or less to the constitutional types
found in one's own population. It has been
shown by Weidenreich that thin, elongated

tion of races

types (leptosome) and heavy set (eurysome, pyk-

and that
nic) types occur in every population
the attempt to analyze a race as derived from
a
is
based
on
elements
distinct
two
subjective
on genetic evidence The distinctive constitutional forms are due rather to
the relatively close interrelation between all
linear measures among themselves and all transclassification, not

versal measures

among

themselves, while the

correlation between the

two types of measures

slight Furthermore the apparent constitutional type depends upon use of the muscular

is

system and upon age. Active exercise of the
muscular system stimulates the growth of bones
in thickness but not in length, so that energetic
muscular activity in youth increases the number
of eurysome individuals Age also has a decided
effect; middle aged persons are on the whole
more eurysome than the young and the very
old. It has been observed that city children are
on the average more leptosome than children
brought up in the country. It must be recognized that there are certain middle values in
each race which according to standards of one
race may be leptosome or eurysome, but which
form the central point from which more slender
or more heavily set individuals deviate. Observations as to constitution in one race cannot be
transferred directly to another.
The activity of the endocrine glands has a
decided influence upon the development of the

body of an individual

Removal of

testes or

ovaries leads to disturbances of growth. The
secretions of the thyroid and pituitary glands

Their role in the differentiation of races has not
been determined.
It seems quite certain that such differentiation
of fundamental forms as now exists must have
developed during periods of isolation of small
groups Such periods must be quite remote in
time, for there is clear evidence of constant
migrations and intermingling of peoples. For
Europe the example of the history of Spain, at
present a part of the continent least affected by
migration, is instructive. In early times it was
inhabited by Iberians whose racial affiliation is

not determined in detail; later Phoenician colowere founded along the coast. During the

nies

era of Celtic migrations waves of these people
entered Spam from France. Then followed

Roman

colonization. Still later

Germanic

tribes

invaded the peninsula and remained for a long
time the governing class Invasions from north
Africa brought a large part of Spain under

Moorish dominion Large numbers of Jews
tled in

Spam during

set-

the early centuries of the

modern period and intermarried with other

ele-

ments of the population.
The Celtic tribes s\v armed southward, northward and eastward. The^ occupied the British
Isles, entered Spam and Italy and finally one
of their groups even established itself in Asia
Minor. The Germanic tribes, which had formerly lived in the area extending from tne Black
Sea to the North Sea, migrated westward and
southward, deserting their eastern homes and
invading western and southern Europe, they
even reached north Africa. Their former homes
were largely taken over by Slavs who expanded
northeastward from their home somewhere in
southeastern Europe, intermingling particularly
with Finnish tribes. Later the Germans reoccu-

pied part of the territory they had given up
earlier and assimilated the people east of the
Elbe. While these migrations can be followed
historically, others may be inferred from evi-

dence of prehistory. Thus the people speaking
Italic and Greek languages must have superseded previous occupants of the southern peninsulas of Europe.

The same

on other conMalays of south-

conditions prevailed

tinents. Peoples related to the

eastern Asia migrated eastward, inhabited the
islands of the Pacific Ocean and reached west-

they might bring about

ward Madagascar on the east coast of Africa.
The Turkish peoples expanded from central
Asia into Siberia and southward into Europe.
In America the Athapascans extend from the

modifications of bodily form in local groups.

Arctic coast into northern Mexico, the larger

and of the adrenals have a

upon bodily form.
to

local

distinct influence

If the secretions

influences,

were subject

Race
m
the
subarctic
area
from
Hudson
groups living
assumption
and

Rio Grande region,
while small groups are found in many localities
near the Pacific coast In South America the
Carihs are scattered over a vast territory The
relations between these groups have been deter-

Bay

to Alaska

in the

mined by linguistic comparisons, but since languages spread only by personal contact and
almost always by intermarriage they are satisfactory proof of migration.
Even in earliest prehistoric times migrations
must have occurred. The sudden change from
the Neandcrtal type prevailing at the end of the
older palaeolithic period to the new type of the
later palaeolithic can be explained only by migration, for there is no ground for assuming that

the

new

type developed suddenly in Europe.
of the greatest early migrations must have
been the invasion of America, which may have
occurred toward the close of the ice age Since
no predecessor of man has been found in America and there is a close relation between the
American Indian and the Mongoloids, it must
be assumed that there was an immigration from
Asia, early enough to have allowed for a gradual
movement of bands which spread from the
Arctic through the tropics to the extreme southern part of South America and which became

One

differentiated during this migration
The period of isolation must ha\e

ceedingly remote and

it

will

form, would have to be considered as varying
under external conditions Genetically groups
of this kind are unstable. They contain only
extreme constitutional forms in a mixed series
and the children of parents of extreme form tend
to revert to the middle forms of the population.
For this reason also their value as primary racial
groups cannot be accepted.
In a number of cases it can be shown that a
population is actually mixed. In a homogeneous
population all the measures of an individual will
increase simultaneously. For instance, length
and breadth of head will both increase with
increasing stature This would be expressed by
a positive correlation between these two head
measures. When the population is descended
from one ancestral group, a part of which has
long and narrow heads, and from another with
short and broad heads, the longer heads will
have less breadth than the shorter ones. There
will be a strongly diminished or even negative
correlation due to mixture Conversely, if one
type has small measurements and the other large
measurements, there v\ill be an increase in the

value of the correlation

been ex-

may be expected

an intermingling of types

that every one of these arbitrarily
constructed primary races would occur in almost
all parts of the world, and by necessity other
characteristics, such as pigmentation and hair

that

be found almost

normal

Such disturbances of

reveal the intermingling
of types, although the components, unless acrelations

may

some

cannot be reconwould be necessary
to know the purely biological relation between
tually

found

in

Even

locality,

everywhere. It is therefore particularly important that the effect of intercrossing be under-

structed

stood Even

linguistics regarding the early migrations of
man be set aside, the degree of variability of
most local types has led to the impression that

the measures, before the attempt at determining
the degree of mixture could be made For these
reasons attempts to analyze populations according to the racial descent of the component

in most populations several types are present
which have to be segregated Such segregation
presents serious difficulties arising from the

elements have not been very successful, and the
manner in which bodily traits are transmitted
makes it very doubtful whether it will ever be

subjective character of the type The previous
experience of the person who establishes the

possible to segregate the constituent parts out
of a population of mixed but unknown descent.

type concepts will to a certain extent determine
the types recognized.
The analysis of a population has been at-

It is essential to know the exact laws of inheritance in mixed forms, a subject about which
knowledge is still inadequate although the prob-

if

the evidence offered by prehistory

and

tempted from the point of view that certain of
the arbitrarily selected groupings of measures
have been assumed as characteristics of primary
races, so that, for example, the combination of
low cephalic, facial and nasal index would characterize a primary race and the number of races
would be determined by the eight possible combinations of these features.

On

account of the

great variability of racial forms this leads to the

in this case

it

lem has received some attention According to

Mendehan
teristics

laws a splitting up of racial charac-

may be expected

in certain cases.

This

simple form of effect of continued crossing between distinct types has not been observed very
often

Even before the rediscovery of the laws of
inheritance von Luschan had ob-

Mendehan

served a reversion to parental types in the head
index of the population of Asia Minor, which
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he considered

as descendants of a very early

obtained. It would

seem according to Lattes

mixture of the round headed Armenian and the
long headed Syrian type. The clearest case is the

that in closely inbred groups characteristic distributions of blood groups develop, while no

splitting

up of the descendants of blue eyed and
brown eyed parents, who follow very closely the

appreciable differences are found between more
widely scattered groups, such as the Jews of

simplest forms of Mendelian inheritance. No
absolutely certain cases of brown eyed descendants of pure blue eyed parents are known, while

Berlin and Poland, when compared with the
remainder of the population of the same places,
or between Lapps and Swedes of adjoining
territories. In all races, except perhaps among
pure American Indians, who may have only one
of the recognized blood groups, all groups occur
in varying frequency. It seems doubtful whether

crosses between heterozygous brown eyed parents, that is, descendants of parents who each

had one blue eyed and one pure brown eyed
parent, have nearly 25 percent blue eyed and
75 percent brown eyed children. For the head
index an increase of variability has been shown
with increasing difference between the corresponding indices of the parents. The width of
the face of half blood Indians shows a decrease
in variability and at the same time apparently
two maxima of frequency, one corresponding
nearly to the white, the other nearly to the
Indian ancestry. The stature of white-Indian
half bloods

greater than that of either ancestral form. Herskovits has shown that for many
traits of the mulatto variability is not increased,
while according to Barnes the variability of skin
color is greatest for quarter Negroes It has also
been shown that the fertility of white-Indian
half bloods is greater than that of pure Indians.
Evidently the laws of inheritance of different
is

are varied and for this reason also a purely
statistical analysis of the distribution of traits
traits

A

comin a given population cannot be made.
parison of races must therefore be based on the
genealogical study of the component family lines
of populations, and the more this is done the
fundamental the difference between racial

less

types appears to be. When racial types like
Negroes, Mongols and whites are compared, a
purely morphological basis may be used in which

the distinguishing characteristics of the race
may be discerned; but whenever the features over-

becomes indispensable.
been laid upon the
possibility of analyzing races by means of blood
groups. Bernstein derives from the behavior of
lap genealogical study

Recently

much

stress has

heredity of blood groups the existence of three
fundamental racial types, the mixture of which

has resulted in the distribution of blood groups
in

modern populations. The

striking difference

between the blood groups of the American Indians and the races of the Old World is in
curious conflict with the morphological similarity between Indian and Asiatic racial types.
The fullest material is available from Europe,
where curiously contradictory results have been

it is
justifiable to claim that every racial type
containing the various blood groups must be a
mixture of distinct races. So far attempts to

correlate blood groups and morphological form
have not led to any positive results. The state-

ment of Lattes that the blood group is a charsame order as pigmentation or shape

acter of the

of the skull

is

probably a correct

summary

of

present knowledge of the problem.
In a comparison of man and the anthropoid
forms a number of striking resemblances are

found which indicate the direction in which man
has diverged and specialized. The special forms
developed in the various races do not show that
one can be considered as more advanced from
the prehuman type than another. The divergences are rather in different directions. Thus
the Negro is most divergent in the increased
length of legs and in the strong development of
the

lips;

the Mongoloid in the loss of hairiness;

the European in depigmentation, reduction in
the size of the face, elevation of the nose and
increased size of the brain.

The

last

of these

might perhaps be considered as the
most important deviation from lower types, but
features

it is

not the sole property of the European.

largest brains are

probably foilnd

among

The
the

Eskimo. The Australian represents perhaps the
only racial type characterized by less specialization in specifically human traits than others,
but even in this case the divergences from animal
forms are in such directions that he can hardly
be placed on a lower evolutionary level as compared with other human races. It must also be
remembered that the reduced size of the face of
the European and the projection of the face of
may be due to influences of domesti-

the Negro

cation, since these

forms occur among domestiwould have to be

cated races, so that they

considered as secondary modifications rather
than as evolutionary stages.
The racial differences in average size of brain
are slight as

compared with the individual varia-

Race
which occur

in each race, so that a conof overlapping occurs. Ex-

there are differences in the time of dentition and
in the climactenum. In a number of cases the

tremely large values may be rare or absent in
one race, extremely low ones in another, while
in the bulk of the population the same middle
forms will occur. It is not justifiable to identify

same environmental conditions may emphasize

tions

siderable

amount

size of brain and intelligence. The size of
the brain depends not upon the number of
nerve cells and fibers and their connections, but
to a much greater extent upon tissue which has

nothing to do with nerve activity. The configuration of the sulci of the brain is also so variable
that nothing definite can be inferred therefrom.

There are relations between the form of the
and the configuration of the brain, but the
observation of artificially deformed heads suggests that there is no functional relation. The
skull

existence of fundamental structural differences
likewise has not been proved.
The general question of the cultural significance of race hinges upon the problem of the

functioning of the body. While the anatomical
form of the adult is almost stable until the time

when

senility sets in, the functions

depend upon

varying conditions to such a large degree that a
constant, typical value for a measurable function

can be given only with great difficulty. The
metabolism of the body may be cited as an

example. In order to obtain results
any way comparable it is necessary
sufficient time elapses after the last
there is no exertion of any kind in

that are in
to see that

meal, that
the period
preceding the test and that body and mind are
completely relaxed. Unless these conditions are
fulfilled

the results of the test will differ greatly.

Similar conditions prevail in regard to the functioning of the heart. Exercise and excitement
accelerate the heart beat, and the amount of
available oxygen also has an influence It follows

that

an individual who lives in a temperate zone
and leads a quiet inactive life will

at sea level

when taken

differences of type; for instance, in the effect of

sunburn, which darkens darkly pigmented types
while it reddens those of light complexion.

What
equally

is
if

true of physiological functions is
more true of mental reactions.

not

Even such a simple psychophysical phenomenon
is
subject to enormous fluctua-

as reaction time

tions according to the presence or absence of
distractions.
certain minimum value may be

A

found for each individual, but the slightest diversion of attention brings about a rise in the
reaction time.

The

variability of the emotional

tone of the individual

is

so obvious

tliat it

does

not require experimental proof. The differences
between mental tone in fatigue and after rest are
also obvious.

In the study of anatomical form of the adult
only the serial variability must be taken into
consideration, for each individual remains stable.

In the study of function recognition must be
given to a high degree of variability in the individual which is added to the purely structural
determinant.

It is therefore

individuals of the

not surprising that

same descent

react differently

under varying outer conditions.
Because of the

difficulties of precise

tative determination of

mental

traits

it

quantiis not

easy to give satisfactory data in regard to all
mental traits. The dependence of such reactions

measured by vauous types of intelligence
answer to mental
phenomena which can be reached by these
methods. Thus Brigham found that among
groups of Europeans who had immigrated at
various times and had been subjected to intelligence tests those who had stayed longest in the
United States gave the best results. While originally he ascribed this to the immigration of more
as are

tests offers a fairly satisfactory

where he has to do strenuous work.

poorly equipped stock in later years, subsequently he withdrew this conclusion It seems

Within limits the organism is perfectly adjustThere is a margin of safety within the
limits of which the organism is adjustable to a

gradual assimilation to American speech and
customs. Khneberg found this to be the case

variety of conditions. It follows conversely that
in many cases representatives of different races

to cities.

react quite differently

altitude

to a high

able.

living

under similar outer conditions

will

appear

functionally alike, while individuals of the same
race living under different conditions will appear

more

plausible that the

improvement

among Negroes migrating from
The evidence in regard

is

due to a

rural districts

to mental dif-

ferences between races has been assembled

Garth,

by

who reaches the conclusion that no essen-

Phenomena of this kind have been

been proved.
The attempt has also been made to evaluate

observed in the development of the individual.
Thus the period of sexual maturity of the well

the functions of individuals of different racial
types living in the same geographical and social

to do

environment. While

quite distinct.

is

accelerated as against that of the poor;

tial

differences have

it is

exceedingly difficult to
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an absolutely equal social environment, it
may be assumed that it exists approximately in
groups living socially on equal terms. The attempt to find definite correlations between
European types and their mental performances
have not shown any such relations; on the contrary, the only constant difference found is that
between rural and city populations.
It would be rash to infer from these observations that there are no differences whatever in
the distribution of biologically determined intellect or personality; if exactly the same conditions
could be attained for a sufficiently large number
find

of individuals, biologically determined differ-

ences might be found, but it seems impossible to
sameness of conditions The only safe

attain

conclusion to be drawn

is

groups. The limits of distribution of cultural
types are also not distinct and do not conform
to the limits of racial types. The type of one area
is defined by its main features, and the culture

of the same area

is also

characterized by

its

chief

the geographical grouping is made by
racial types, there must result a corresponding

traits. If

grouping of cultural

traits

which

is

due

to the

selection of areas (or sections of a population)
without any necessary causal relation between

the two groups of traits. A positive answer to
the claim that racial descent determines mental

would require proof that without
regard to cultural environment and to location
the same type must always produce the same
characteristics

mental characteristics.

that careful tests re-

If there is

any truth in the fundamental gen-

Mendehan

marked dependence of mental reactions
upon conditions of life and that all racial differences which have been established thus far are
so much subject to outer circumstances that no

eralizations of

proof can be given of innate racial differences
Just as in consideration of bodily form individual heredity has to be emphasized as against

new combinations
been proved that form
of the head, color of hair and form of nose have
any intimate association with mental activities.
Karl Pearson has followed a rigid method in
investigating such possible correlations and his
results are entirely negative Unless such proofs
can be given, the interpretation of character by
bodily form remains as imaginary as that of the
phrenologist. The weak correlation between
constitution and pathological conditions, and
particularly mental diseases, might be brought
forward as indicating the possibility of such
relations, but even here no one would claim that
every person of leptosome type must be manic
depressive and one of pyknic type schizophrene.
It must be emphasized that no proof has been

veal a

the fictitious heredity in a large group consisting
of many distinct lines of descent, so the same
distinction has to
traits.

The

be made in regard to mental

tenets of the behavionstic school of

psychology, in so far as they deny all influences
of bodily build upon mental activities, can
hardly be maintained The contrast between the
extremes, between idiot and genius, contradicts
their assumption; if these are dependent upon
bodily build, then lesser differences also will find
expression. It is intelligible, perhaps demonstrable, that identical twins or members of a

family
in

show

similarities in

behavior that are,

In a

larger, not

many

differences

all

probability, hereditary.
inbred group there must be so

be expected that various

it must
body which

inheritance,

traits of the

are not intimately associated are inherited independently of one another, so that in the inter-

mingling of genetic lines ever

will arise. It has never

not possible to

given that the distribution of genetic elements
which may determine personality is identical in

speak of racial heredity.
The observation which has given particular
strength to the assumption that bodily form and
mental characteristics are closely correlated lies

ences of this kind, provided the anatomical
differences between the races are sufficiently
fundamental. On the other hand, the study of

between family

lines that

it

is

in the peculiar distribution of human types and
of cultures. In each area a certain type and a
certain culture are found locally associated. Similar conditions may
prevail in social strata of the

same population, and from this the inference is
drawn that they must be causally related in the
sense that bodily form determines the culture.
Such an inference is admissible only if it can
be substantiated by biological evidence.
limits of racial types are not clean cut,

The

different races. It

cultural forms

likely that there are differ-

shows that such differences are

altogether irrelevant as compared with the powerful influence of the cultural environment in

which the group

may react

in his

lives.

While each individual

own way to the culture in which

he lives, the behavior of the whole group conforms to its standards. This conclusion was expressed by Waitz as early as 1858 and is the basis
of

all

serious studies of culture.

FRANZ BOAS
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superiority

and of political

capacity.

The mem-

bers of the ruling or conquering race, who had
the opportunities for social and cultural de-

all

velopment which they denied to the members of
the conquered race, came to think of themselves
as alone capable, by nature or by the will of God,
of providing political and social leadership in the
interests of the lower races themselves.

The

attempt to justify the vested interests of racial
exploitation in terms of a mythology of racial

found

its classical expression in
sophists had taught that the
differences between free men and slaves were set

superiority
Aristotle.

The

by human convention, that slavery had been esby force and was therefore unjust.
Aristotle, on the contrary, maintained that the
differences between free men and slaves were
set by nature, that some races are destined to
mastery and others to slavery, involving a
burden for the master and a benefit for the
tablished

slave.

In the Aristotelian view racial conflicts are

not historical or sociological phemonena but belong to an eternal order of God or nature: there
is no hope of changing racial inequality into
equality

by

patient educational

and

social

work

or by revolution; race conflicts can be avoided
and a natural harmony arrived at only if the inferior races accept the status

imposed upon them

eternal law. This school of thought regards
racial prejudice as a fundamental human in-

by

stinct.

Class differences have been explained in terms
of racial differences by such writers as Henri ae
Boulainvilliers, who conceived of the French
aristocracy as Franks, or Germans, who had subdued the native French Gauls, or Celts: the

and economic inequality of the
France was thus justified by and

political, social

classes

in

based upon irreparable

RACE CONFLICT.

Race

conflicts are

among

the most important factors of political and social
unrest in the contemporary world and their

racial inequality. Siey&s,
in his Qu'est-ce que le tiers ttat? (1789), explained the French Revolution as the effort of

grows in

the conquered race to expel the ancient conquerors and thus to right a historical wrong by

emotional intensity. Historically such conflicts
had their origin in the migration of races and in

restoring the third estate to the noble rank it had
held before the invasion of the Franks. Gobi-

the conquest of territories already inhabited by
other races. Sociologists like Gumplowicz and

neau, in his Essai sur Vintgaliti des races humaines (4 vols., Paris 1853-55), ne
tnat tne

Oppenheimer hold that states were founded
upon conquest and migration and that in organ-

Germans, whom he identified not with contemporary Germans but with the French aristocracy, were the supreme race and the initiators of
all human progress. Houston Stewart Chamberlain and his German followers have ascribed all
civilizations in the history of mankind to the influence of conquering German tribes and attrib-

significance increases as racial feeling

izing society the conquering race constituted

the ruling class, while the conquered were
relegated to servant status. Race therefore became a factor of social superiority, and the
itself

philosophers of the ruling race soon made it appear to be a factor of moral and intellectual

^

uted the decay of those civilizations to the

Race

Race Conflict

'ntermarriage of these tribes with the native
races. All civilization was considered the work of

an aristocratic

elite

which belonged to

races

with creative faculties, while other races were
purely recreative or even destructive; the domination of the world

by the

creative elite

was

therefore held to be in the interest of the backward races and of humanity as a whole. The

colored races and the Jews were described as
outstanding examples of races with purely destructive

and imitative

capacities

and thus

unfit

work. With the ascent to power of
in 1933 this
theory became the official doctrine of the Gerfor cultural

Hitler's

man

government in Germany

state

and of German

science;

it

has stirred
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cessity of obedience and promising the consola
tion of a better world after life. Subject races in

their

efforts

to

rationalize

and

justify

their

misery may arrive at a theology or folklore which
embellishes their pauperized lives by attributing

some particular moral genius to it. They may accept the prestige of the superior race and may
try to imitate it; dominated by self-pity, they
may take over not only the rule but also the

standards and the tabus of the master race. But
in the theology with which they support their

misery there

is

almost always a messianic ele-

ment of hope, which under favorable circumstances may develop into self-consciousness and

The submissive panah is in
even sometimes patronized by
the master, but the pariah's claims arising out of

the spirit of revolt.

racial

pride and prejudice to feverish heat and
has become an obstacle to a peaceful and

good favor and

progressive solution of race conflicts
The suppressed races and classes have pointed
to the philosophy of equal rights in protest

his ne\\ly won self-consciousness are actively
resisted. Any attempt at change provokes active

against the theory of permanent race inequality.
Indeed the doctrine of human equality and of

the natural or divine rights of man, often decried by the racialists as anaemic and purely
intellectualistic

and which seems

rooted in man's mental

make up

as

as
is

deeply
the "we-

group" of the racialists, has repeatedly been
taken up by intellectual members of the ruling
races and has influenced their actions Alexander
the Great,

who

treated Greeks

against the advice of Aristotle

and barbarians

alike

and had

them intermarry, introduced the age of Hellenism; the Roman Empire gave the concept of
racial equality its political

form with the broad-

ening of Roman citizenship; the Stoa formulated
its philosophy; early Christianity contributed its
religious fervor. Phil-anthropia and humamtas
factors of human group

became the regulating

The doctrine of equality and frawas taken up in secularized form by the
age of rationalism and by the French Revolution
of 1789 and the Russian Revolution of 1917,
both of which had their deepest roots in the same
intercourse.
ternity

soil

as primitive Christianity

the messianic

hope that oppressed races and classes will
change the present order of society into one
granting equal rights for every human being and
thus,

among

other results, eliminate race con-

flict.

As long as the lower races accept their position
by God, as long as they
do not feel the humiliation and discomfort of

is

measures of suppression The powerful races,
fearing that they will lose their superior economic and social position or be obliged to share
with the exploited, often have employed coercive measures, which have merely increased the
militancy of rebellious races. Often oppressed
races are apt to become, after their liberation,
oppressing races, and to show in then turn
prejudices and insistence on privileges not unlike those

under which they themselves had

formerly suffered.
Racial contacts and therefore racial conflicts
became more general with the approach of the

age of imperialism.

The

tendencies of restless

growth and expansion inherent in industrialism
and capitalism soon led Europeans to seek raw
materials and new markets all over the world.
They brought with them the products and the
methods of a higher civilization, and the nature
of the ensuing conflict was determined by
whether the European conquerors met peoples
with a highly developed civilization and with
indigenous political organizations or
primitive tribes. In the first case, as illustrated
by China or India, the net result of the contact
strong

may

in the long run prove favorable to the nathe second case, as
North America,

m

tives; in

and the

Pacific islands, it has been
irreparably detrimental; in Africa, which occupies an intermediate position in this respect, it

Australia

as natural or as ordained

ultimately strengthen the Negro race. In
any case the conflict of races created by the in-

their status, race conflict is not acute. Official re-

vasion of a territory by a stronger or more advanced race has tended to intensify the struggle

ligions often help to prolong the established
order by preaching to the lower races the ne-

ize its culture

may

for existence of the

and

weaker race and to disorgansocial structure.

The

nature
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of the race conflicts also has depended upon the
economic conditions and the cultural back-

ground of the conquering race. In North America, where the invaders were animated by an
intense race superiority complex, the Indians
were driven into the less habitable areas or were
exterminated, whereas in the plantation regions
of Latin America, where a more humane attitude prevailed, the Spaniards allowed the Indians to remain on the land and forced them to
work for their new masters, thus preserving

problem; and the Indies and Africa. As the
Negro race is the most numerous of all the backward races and apparently the only one capable
of resistance and survival, the result of ita
struggle for emancipation will determine to a
large extent the future nature of race conflict and
race prejudice all over the earth. In India the
caste system has long been built upon racial differences and conflicts and has been perpetuated

their slow adaptation to the superimposed civilization. Generally the more warlike and the more

by religion. But only in recent times has the system of capitalistic exploitation introduced by the
whites made race conflict a universal phenomenon The migration of races, caused by
overpopulation and economic want and at-

highly developed agricultural tribes have shown
the greatest power of survival in contact with
Europeans; governments have always treated the

tempts to escape from exploitation and persecuwidening of the area
of conflict. The Indian migration to south and

their

means

of subsistence

and allowing

much more

for

tion, has led to the further

favor than the

east Africa led to typical race conflicts; Japanese

complaisant ones. In Africa, partly because of
climatic conditions, white settlement was much
more restricted than in America or Australia and

and Chinese immigration to the Pacific coast
of North America and to Australia provoked a
vehement outbieak of antagonisms and restric-

the Negroes have proved to be a stronger race.
But the slave trade, forced labor and imported

Australia based

militant tribes with

tive

immigration laws.

The

policy of white

on the

fear of competition may
be considered as part of a policy of compulsory
segregation on a world wide bcale Sometimes

diseases, like syphilis, have led to depopulation
in many parts of Africa and have destroyed
Negro civilization and tribal structure. The

immigration of backward races

adaptation to new conditions and to
forced labor brought about by the imperialist

capitalists to obtain cheap or docile labor to
break strikes or to counteract trade unionism;

penetration of Africa since the abolition of the

such importation of alien races, vehemently opposed by white labor, sharpens race conflicts and

difficult

slave trade has not given
tunity to recuperate.

The

Negro

period after the World

society oppor-

War

has been

marked by a world wide effort of oppressed or
backward races to change their status. The
awakening of the masses throughout the East,
the Bolshevik educational efforts on behalt of the
racial minorities, the activities of the Republican
regime in Spam, the agrarian unrest in southeastern Europe, the new spirit everywhere
among the Negroes, the revolts of the long
suffering Indians of Central and South America,

arc all movements involving dynamic change in
race relations. Liberalism in its original meaning
is

spreading

its

influences over

all parts of the
victory in Europe in the
nineteenth centuries. The ra-

earth untouched by

eighteenth and

its

tionalist gospel of Europeamzation unites with
the Christian gospel of missionaries and the
socialist appeal of revolutionaries in creating 2

new

self-consciousness

backward

among

the oppressed or

promoted by

sometimes leads to race riots.
The economic roots of race conflicts arc cer
tainly strong; but there is also an irrational element, the belief in the superiority of chosen
races, which cannot be explained in economic
terms. Although, bound up in many ways with
economic consequences, race prejudice and
racial feelings prove more significant and more
persistent than economic considerations and at
times even operate counter to economic selfinterest. In the antisemitism of Hitlerism the
desire to dispossess Jews from positions coveted
by Aryans constitutes a very strong economic
motive, but other and stronger motives are also
involved. In the interests of their racial aims
men often override their class interests and violate their class solidarity; this fact is regularly

manifested in the attitudes of workers of the
advanced races in areas where there is conflict
with backward races. The members of the white
race in the south of the United States feel their

races.

The major contemporary arenas of race conflict are now the Pacific
regions, where the
white and the yellow races are struggling for

supremacy; the United States with

is

its

Negro

racial

supremacy threatened and have therefore

presented since 1860 a united front which has

surmounted all class and party distinctions and
has been bent upon maintaining race domina-

Race Conflict
tion.
ality

In South Africa all differences of nationor class among the whites recede quickly

and completely into the background when the
native problem is discussed. There all economic
measures are related to race conflict; the inis maintained in the status of an inferior class, and therefore racial and class conferior race

flicts

Class conflicts are aggravated when racial conare involved by strong emotional resentments, which tend to persist even after the apparent cause has disappeared. Outwardly calm

flicts

relations

may suddenly become

trans-

formed into overt conflict, whereas changes
toward the better proceed slowly and the remembrance of past or supposed wrongs shows
astonishing powers of survival Race prejudice
and the desire of the stronger or more advanced
races to maintain their status debar the inferior,
or backward weaker, races from attaining equal

opportunities in the social and economic field.
The color line, which is to be found in varying

degrees wherever different races live side by
side, prevents the weaker races from realization
of a fuller

life,

political

rights.

Racial conflict leads to strong discrimination
members of the weaker races in the

against

struggle for

in industry and in the
are excluded from higher

employment

professions.

They

paid positions and from skilled occupations with
social prestige is connected. The workers
of the more progressive or powerful races often

which

often coincide.

racial
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power by depriving their inferiors of all

cuts off from

them

all possibilities

of rising and makes both races permanently
conscious of their differences. In racial conflicts the individual plays no role; the most

exclude members of the underprivileged races
from the trade unions and bar them from apprenticeship.

The

latter are forced to

work

at

lower wages and are therefore sometimes solicited by employers who can exploit them more
easily than the organized and better educated
workers. Excluded from the trade unions and

from the protection and possibilities which such
organizations offer, members of the oppressed
races often become strike breakers as the sole

means of entering certain occupations. During
the steel strike in the United States in 1919
many Negroes obtained responsible and highly
skilled positions and carried out their tasks with

when

the strike ended they were
by white workers. Although the
exclusion of the oppressed races from the trade
efficiency,

but

largely replaced

between individuals

unions ultimately works to the detriment of the
privileged workers, race prejudice has been
stronger than economic interest. This policy of

of different races, but the color bar acts always to
deter members of the lower race from the

exclusion tends to maintain and to perpetuate
the differences in the standard of living, in the

struggle for higher qualification and efficiency.
Sooner or later it leads to a policy of racial segre-

wages and in the training of the two
widens the gulf between them and embitters their relationships. Workers of different
races receive unequal pay for equal work and
are employed under diverse working conditions,

friendly relations

may

exist

gation designed to retard the progress of the
natives and to continue their exploitation.

At the root of race prejudice is an aversion to
strange appearances and ways of life which are
often held to be proof of inferior standards; such
attitudes are strengthened by the desire of the
dominating group to maintain

its

solidarity.

scale of
races;

it

members of the underprivileged races being
obliged to accept the dirtiest, most dangerous
and most difficult jobs. The prestige of the
dominant race

is

strengthened by better housing

Intermarriage and social intercourse are legally
or tacitly prohibited, and the superior race

conditions, while debased standards of living
arc often forced upon the suppressed races.

generally asserts

Thus the

tact of races in different stages of agricultural

races are kept distinctly apart and cannot arrive at the degree of mutual esteem and
self-esteem necessary for the establishment of

development has led, wherever conditions have
been conducive to the settlement of members of

friendly relations The cleavage is aggravated by
the fact that faults of individual members tend

the stronger race, to the concentration of the
best lands in their hands at the expense of the

be ascribed to the entire race and repressive
measures affect not only the guilty or suspected
but the whole group.

its

superiority by reserving all
to its members. The con-

economic advantages

natives,

who

are sometimes left without suf-

good land to yield even a precarious
living. The native must then be content to be allowed to work at a very low wage and under
most exacting conditions for the members of the
dominant race, who try to perpetuate their
ficient

to

Race

conflicts lead easily to race riots; either

the despair of the backward race finds no outlet
other than desperate resort to violence or the
dominant race resents the efforts toward emancipation of the backward race

and avenges any
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act of revolt.

The

hostile

and brutal atmosphere

of race riots and of lynching (q v.)
fined to a few cases of violence but

is
is

not conthe basis

The help given to backward races by communists emanates not only from their identification of racial and class conflicts and from an

of the unequal treatment before the law meted
out to the different races. Not only are judges
and courts dominated by passion, but there are

powers but

varying standards of judgment and punishment
for the different races; the judiciary is often
composed entirely of members of the ruling

and secularized form, the stand of primitive

and offenses are punished according to the
race of the defendant and of the plaintiff. Racial

alliance against the capitalist and imperialist
also from the fundamental policy

against race discrimination within the Soviet
Union. Bolshevism continues, in a rationalized

Christianity against race discrimination; but the
Soviet theory goes farther than

races

equalitarian

inequality is thus conducive not only to the destruction of democracy and liberty but also to

most Christian agencies in tackling not only the
psychological and emotional causes of race conflicts but also their economic roots. The Soviet

the undermining of justice and law.
In many countries there is a tendency to

many

minimize the importance of racial conflict in the
interests of the ruling races and frequently there
is hypocrisy about the benefits accruing to the
backward races by their cohabitation with more
progressive races. While a semblance of tranquillity can be maintained by armed superiority
the problem is ignored. But with the growing
world wide insurgence among the backward
races and with their more articulate expression
of resentment the policy of drift becomes impossible. Then, often under the cloak of humam-

Union now

is

the only large area inhabited by

races, free, as far as

cies are concerned, of

governmental agenany form of race prejudice.

tarianism or science, a policy of repression by

The growing acuteness of race conflict has
recently attracted the attention of religious and
humanitarian bodies. Islam in theory as in
practise has never known a color bar, which
largely explains the appeal it has exercised
among African races; but Christianity has not
as a rule lived up to its precept of the brotherhood of man. Of late, however, Christian and
humanitarian bodies have begun to recognize
the necessity of a definite stand on the race
question. The conference of the International

racial segregation is frequently undertaken. Racial integrity is protected by laws
forbidding interracial marriages; benefits derived

Missionary Council in Jerusalem, for example,
in 1928 that "any discrimination
against human beings on the ground of race or

from government are reserved for the dominant
races; participation in government is denied to

colour, any selfish exploitation and any oppression of man by man is a denial of the teaching of

compulsory

the oppressed

races,

who

are discriminated

against in all phases of social life and receive not
only different but definitely infenor education

and

living quarters and a disproportionately
small share in public services.
On the other hand, the awakening of under-

stimulated by the equalitarian
and humanitarian policies of the Soviet Union,
privileged races

is

where a determined stand has been taken against
race discrimination.

The

rational belief in the

complete equality of all races has become the of-

and energetic educational efforts are
being made to raise the social and economic conditions of the underprivileged races. Whereas in
ficial

creed,

declared

Jesus."

The Commission on

Inter-racial

Co-

operation, founded 1918 in Atlanta, Georgia;

the American Interracial Peace Committee, established 1926 with headquarters in Philadelphia; the Commission on the
Race Relations of the Federal

Church and
Council

of

Churches of Christ in America, are just beginning to explore the field of peaceful race relations. Christian missions in Africa and Asia,
often in the face of opposition on the part of
settlers and colonial governments, have
imbued the natives with a spirit of self-consciousness and individual human dignity, have

white

helped to develop leadership

among

the back-

many parts

ward races and

alist

branches of social and economic activity.
A peaceful solution of racial conflicts de-

of the world ruling classes or imperigovernments instigate or refrain from sup-

pressing race conflict for reasons of hegemony or
exploitation, communism helps to organize

backward races in their struggle for political and
economic advancement and liberation. This
assistance contrasts with the attitude of many
white labor and socialist groups among whom
race interests are stronger than class interests.

mands equal

to train natives in different

opportunities for

all

races in

all

occupations and professions and equal rights in
the exercise of citizenship. It cannot be attained

without vastly increased

facilities for

the back-

ward races in education, in capital equipment
and in the development of resources in their

Race Conflict

Race Mixture

relations than

any other point of

conflict

Louis

C

No-

Fortoul, Josd, El hombre y la histona (Madrid I9i6 ? ),
Gulick, Sidney L., American Democracy and Asiatic

where are mob passions, prejudices and fears so
easy to evoke and so difficult to check. If they
are to be prevented from crystallizing into custom and sometimes even into law, there must
be a conscious and persistent effort by all religious and rational forces which subscribe to the
idea of equality of men and of races Unless
decisive changes are made in the attitudes and
practises of dominant toward backward races
and such changes are not now in prospect outside of the Soviet Union wars and revolts must
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Lewmson,
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Robert E., Race and Race Relations (New York 1924),
The Clash of Culture and the ConPitt- Rivers, G
,

hybrid character of

present day human physical types is the result
of a process of racial crossing \\hich has confor countless generations. With the
possible exception of a few highly inbred groups
of an originally homogeneous stock whose mem-

tinued

,

Mankind (Oxford 1902),
Boas, Franz, The Mind of Pnnntn c Man (New \ ork
Modern
and
and
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bers, because of geographical isolation, have had
no contact with outsiders, there are no human
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ton 1925).
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in
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E B The Negro
(New York 1930), Du Bois,
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inevitably result.

See. RACE;

V

Un programme de politique coloniale; les
,
questions indigenes (4th ed Pans 1919), Chollet,
,
Problernes de races et de cmileurs (Pans 1929"), Gil

Racial relations today present more
dangerous features in the field of interhuman

interest.

^

beings whose genetic composition is such as to
fulfil the requirements of the biological
concept
of the pure strain. This conclusion is not only
supported by the testimony of historic fact

where

available,

but

is

also to

be inferred from

the degree of variation which marks most existing
populations, and \\hich indicates that sexual attraction is no respecter of racial lines, that where
any tuo human groups meet, crossbreeding
results even where the most rigorous social
restrictions are

imposed

Human

hybridization is thus universal; certain populations, however, represent crossing to
a greater degree and between more divergent

tact of Races (lx>ndon 1927), Hert?, Fnednch O
Rasse and Kultur (3rd ed Leipsic 1925), tr by A. S.
Levetus and W. Entz (London 1928), Michels, Roberto, "Wirtschaft und Rasse" in Grundrit* tier

types than others Examples of these extremecases
of race mixture have been studied in the Boer-

Sozialokonomik, pt. n, vol. i (and ed. Tubingen 1923)
The Racial Basis of Cinhp. 97-102; Hankins, F. II
zation (rev ed New York 1931), Goldstein, Julius,
Rasse undPohtik (4th ed Leipsie 1925), Kohn, Hans,
Orient and Occident (New York 1934), and Der Na-

European mestizos of Kisar, the PolynesianChinese-European hybrids of Hawaii, the offspring of Indian-north European matings in the
United States, and the Nepro- white- Indian
crosses of the islands of the Caribbean Sea and
of North America. In recent years, these have
been made the subjects of special investigation

,

,

tionalismus in der Sotvjetumon (Franktort 1932), tr. by
W. Dickes (London 1933), Oldham, J. II Chris-

E.

,

Race Problem (New York 1924), International Missionary Council, The Jerusalem Meeting of
the International Missionary Council, March 24-April
8t 1028, 8 vols. (New York 1928) vol. iv; Vignon,
tianity

and

the

Hottentot crosses of South Africa, the IndianSpanish mixtures of Yucatan, the Indonesian-

by those concerned with the problems, both
and practical, involved in the study

scientific
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human biology and of the relation between
human physical type, intellectual capability and
of

cultural behavior.
It

is

logical that

these

mixed populations

should have been made the subject of special
study, for although the investigation of problems
concerning human beings ideally demands a
methodological rigidity attainable only under
laboratory control, it is only in such racially

mixed groups that approximations of the

labora-

tory situation are to be found. Where the racial
derivation of the ancestral stocks is a known
quantity,
types,

if

it is
possible to study the parental
not the individual ancestors, of the

mixed breeds; by means of recorded genealogies,
where these are available, or of genealogical
statements given by the persons studied, where
records of matmgs cannot be had, it is possible
to determine to

some extent the

ancestral racial

composition of the several members of the
mixed group.
Practically every investigation of a racially
mixed population which has been made during
the present century has been focused on the
question of the extent to which Mendelian ratios
a re

discernible in

human mixed

offspring, a

question which, because of the small size of human families, turns largely on the matter of the
comparative variability of the traits measured.

Mendelian heredity determines the

If simple

physical

white hybrids, where several thousand individuals were studied Shapiro's investigation of
number of white-Polynesian crosses

the limited

characteristics

of crosses,

then the

mixed population, in those traits
where the parent stocks differ from each other
to a significant degree, must exceed that of
variability of a

show any impreswhen the mixed bloods

in Pitcairn Island also fails to
sive increase in variation

are

compared to the parental stocks. Neither
Sullivan's study of Sioux- white crosses, Rodenwaldt's measurements of the mestizos of Kisar,
nor Dunn's analysis of mixed Hawaiians answers
this question decisively.
As a result there has

been in recent years a
revaluation of hypotheses concerning the importance of homogeneity as an index of racial
purity. Since it was assumed that a hybrid population

must exhibit greater

variation in physical
parental types, it followed that low
variability was an index of racial purity. However, the studies of racially mixed types have
traits

than

its

forced the conclusion that, given an initial
mixture and consequent inbreeding, there is an
intensification of the resulting hybrid traits and
the formation of a new homogeneous type. This

what has apparently occurred in numerous
m a large percentage of traits measured
it has been substantiated in the case of the
Negro-vvhite-lndian crosses of the United
States, the Bastards of South Africa, the Mayais

regions;

Spanish crosses of Yucatan, the city populaand the mestizos of Kisar. In
the case of the first group, who have been the
most carefully investigated from this point of
tions of Italy

view,

it

has been seen that in comparing the
samples taken at random from the

variability of

not this increased variability marks the hybrid
groups which have been subjected to study.

white and Negro populations of the United
States, it is the Negroes who, in a majority of
traits, show the greater homogeneity. This was
shown in studies made by Todd and Lindala,
by Davenport and Love (measurements of army

Fischer's classic analysis of the Rehoboth Bastards (Dutch- Hottentot crosses) shows that the
population had achieved a relatively great degree

ther, the study of these American Negroes har
indicated that the mean values of the traits

either of the parental types. The available evidence is far from clear in indicating whether or

of homogeneity through inbreeding several
generations after the initial crossing had occurred, although the numbers of cases were not
as great
large enough to make these results of

work.
significance as other phases of this
port

and Steggerda, whose

Daven-

investigation

of

Jamaican Negro-white crosses contradicts those
findings, also draw conclusions after studying a
individuals which is too small to

number of
allow

much weight to be attached to the results.
who measured larger numbers of

Williams,

Spanish-Maya crosses in Yucatan, found relalow variability, and these findings are

tively

comparable to those of Herskovite

for

Negro-

Negroes and whites) and by Herskovits. Fur-

measured he between the means of those north
European and west African ancestral populations for which comparative data are available.

Thus the

investigation of the physical characof racially crossed groups indicates a
process by means of which the present day
"pure" races may have attained their homoteristics

geneity after an original cross or series

of

crosses.

Whether crossed types are better or worse
is another moot question. The
concepts of "harmonic" and "disharmonic"
than pure bloods

crosses have been applied to those individuals
where the crossing has resulted happily or un-

Race Mixture
happily; the difficulty in the use of words bearing evaluative connotations such as these lies

m

the definitions behind them.

As

far as has

ascertained, there are no crosses between

groups which carry

been

human

lethal determinants for the

offspring. It is maintained, however, that decreased efficiency results from crossing; that

there

is

where "hybrid vigor" is to be
two generations after the
after which debility sets m; that

a period

seen, perhaps in one or
original cross,

Rachel
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ing in Jamaica, Carnegie Institution of

Washington,

Publication no

395 (Washington 1929), Williams,
Maya-Spanish Crosses in Yucatan, Harvard
Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Papers, vol xui, no i (Cambridge, Mass 1931), Herskovits,
J The Anthropometry of the American Negro, Columbia University,
Contributions to Anthropology, vol. xi (New York
1930), and "Variability and Racial Mixture" m The
American Naturalist, vol Ixi (1927) 68-8 1, Shapiro,
H. L Descendants of tiie Mutineer? of tlie Bounty,
Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Memoirs, vol. xi (Honolulu 1929) no I, Sullivan, L R
Anthropometry of
the Siouan Tribes, American Museum of Natural
History, Anthropological Papers, vol xxm (New York

G D

,

University, Peahody

M

,

,

,

fertility is lost as a result

of racial mixture; that

internal disorganization comes to the hybrid in
consequence of the inheritance of mutually

incompatible

Neither these claims nor

traits.

their opposites have been satisfactorily established by objective investigation; furthermore

the same assertions

may be matched by

similar

statements applied to inbred populations of
racial stock. Whether or not there is

"pure"

hybrid vigor in

man

is still

debatable, although

Boas' pioneer study seemed to show its presence in
the case of the stature and fertility of 1 ndian-\\ hite
crosses. That there is no loss of fertility, at least
in the offspring of a Boer- Hottentot hybrid, has
been amply demonstrated by Fischer's average

of 7.7 children per family in the
after the original cross.

No

fifth

generation

greater unanimity of opinion exists re-

garding the psychological and social results of
racial mixture. Although some disagree, the majority of those

who have

studied the social and

psychic traits of mixed bloods hold that the undesirability of crossing cannot be substantiated

19*9) pt. 3, Rodenvvaldt, Ernst, Die Mestizen auf
Kisar, 2 vols (Batavia 1927), Dunn, L C , An Anthropometnc Study of Hauanans of Pure and Mixed
Blood, Harvard University, Peabody Museum of

American Archaeology and Ethnology, Papers, vol.
M, no 3 (Cambridge, Mass 1928), Todd, T. W., and
Lmdala, Anna, "Dimensions of the Body; Whites
and American Negroes of Both Sexes"
American
Journal of Physical Anthropology, vol xu (1928) 35C
B
and
F
H
19, Davenport,
Damclson,
Heredity
f Skin Color in Negro-White Crosses, Carnegie Insti-

m

,

,

ution of Washington, Publication no. 188 (Washingon 1913), Barnes, Irene, "The Inheritance of Pignentation in the American Negro" in Human Biology,
ol i (1929) 321-81, Wagner, K, "The Variability
of Hybrid Populations" in American Journal of Physical Antlnopoloqy, vol. xvi (1932) 283-307, Boas,
Fran/c, "The Half-Blood Indian, an Anthropometric

Study" in Popular Science Monthly, vol xlv (1894)
761-70, Khneberg, Otto, An E\peumental Study of
Speed and Other Factor* in "Racial" Differences,
Archives of Psychology, no 93 (New York 1928);
Race Psychology (New York 1931);
Garth, T. R
Peterson, Joseph, The Comparative Abilities of White
and Negro Children, Comparativ e Psychology Mono,

by objective

proof. There is no reason to suppose
that such deficiencies as are seen in some hybrid

graphs, vol i, ser no. 5 (Baltimore 1923), Hankms,
F. II
The Racial Basis of Civilization (New York
1926), Hooton, E. A., Up From the Ape (New York

populations cannot be referred to the social
situation in which these people are found, especially since there are as many successful hy-

Young, D. R., American Minority
Peoples (New York 1932).

brid groups as there are those held to be desuch as Garth and Kline-

RACE PREJUDICE.

berg, maintain that studies made of racially
crossed folk have failed to show lack of intellectual capability on their part, while sociologists,
of whom Young may be cited as an example,

rist.

ficient. Psychologists,

it is more
satisfactory to regard the
behavior of hybrid populations as reflections of their cultural milieu than to refer the

find that
social

matter to biological causes.
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RACHEL, SAMUEL

(1628-91), German juRachel, who was a native of SchleswigHolstein, studied at the universities of Rostock,

later at Helmstedt, where
he became professor of moral philosophy in
1658. When the University of Kiel was founded
in 1665 he was appointed to its chair of natu
law and of international law. After 1678 Rach<
became active in politics and diplomacy. I

Jena and Leipsic and

served as a councilor of Duke Christian Albrecht

Uonsult: Fischer, Eugen, Dtc Rehobother Bastards und
das Bastardierungsproblem beim Menschen (Jena 1913);

of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp, in whose service
he remained until his death; he was the duke's
ambassador at the peace negotiations of Nij-

Davenport, C. B., and Steggerda, Morns, Race Cross-

megen.
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During Rachel's
scious trend in
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was a conRACHFAHL, FELIX (1867-1925), German

lifetime there

Germany away from

scholastic-

Romanistic training toward scientific legal study,
which concentrated especially upon natural law
and Germanic elements. Aristotelian moral philosophy was the basis of Rachel's philosophic
and of his fundamental conception of

ideas

natural law, while the latter dominated his theories of civil and criminal law, as it did those of

Grotius, Pufendorf and

was born in Silesia, studied
at Breslau and Berlin under Roepell, Caro, Lenz
and Schmoller and taught at the universities of
Halle, Konigsberg, Giessen, Kiel and Freiburg.
A meticulous and profound scholar, he was exhistorian. Rachfahl

traordinarily versatile, excelling particularly in
critical research and polemic. He began his work

in the fields of constitutional, economic and

Connng. In internalaw, however, Rachel showed a decidedly

administrative history with Die Organisation der

original approach. In the formative period of
international law he was the first prominent

sigjahren Kriege (Staats- und socialwissenschaftliche Forschungen, vol xiii, pt. ii, Leipsic 1894).
His "Der dualistische Standestaat in Deutsch-

tional

protagonist of a positivistic attitude, in conscious opposition to Pufendorf, who had sub-

merged the law of nations
stated his position in

in natural law.

De jure

naturae

et

Rachel

gentium

Gesamtstaatsverwaltung Schlesiens vor dem dreis-

land" (in Schmollers Jahrbuch, vol. xxvi, 1902,
and his writings on the begin-

p. 1063-1117)

nings of

modern

administrative organization in

Jus gentium, he held,
is a system of law independent of jus naturae
and is based only upon agreements express or

Burgundy, the Netherlands and Austria and on
the Prussian-German question during the nine-

implied. Its rules arc either general, those which
are accepted by most civilized nations, or par-

to

dissertationes (Kiel 1676).

ticular,

treaty

those which have been established by
a limited group of nations.

among

Rachel endeavored to free his system of
international law from theological, moralistic
principles and to introduce utilitarian ideas. His
theory of customary and conventional internalaw substituted the inductive for Pufendorf's deductive method. He realized that the

tional

principles of international law are arrived at
experimentally and that they may contradict the
rules based upon speculative reasoning. He considered the principles of natural law as models
for international law, without, however, acknowledging the norms of the former to be the

norms of jus gentium.
Rachel was the first

to establish the signifi-

cance of international law as a separate science
and to stress clearly its legally binding character.

Moreover he formulated decisively the principle
that not only subjective but also objective law
may arise from the contents of treaties. He

teenth century have served as a strong stimulus

German

historical

writing.

Rachfahl was

keenly interested likewise in the theoretical and
philosophical problems of historiography. Un-

der the influence of Max Lenz and the historical

Ranke he took an active part in the
polemic against the theories and practises of
Karl Lamprecht and in his later years against
the newer sociological tendencies. He had a prowritings of

found antipathy to all categories and concepts
which were not empirically grounded. In his
Staat, Gesellschaft, Kultur und Geschichte (Jena
1924) he proclaimed the dictum: "not political
or social and cultural history but rather social
and cultural history embraced within the higher
unity of the history of the state." Rachfahl's
most important work dealt with the age of the

Reformation and Counter- Reformation. His
Wilhelm von Oranien und der mederlandische Aufstand (3 vols., Halle 1906-24), which unfortunately remained unfinished, is a most comprehensive and objective presentation of the period,

unencumbered by ecclesiastical or confessional
Born a Catholic, he nevertheless maintained

ties.

stands out as the precursor of the eighteenth and
nineteenth century positivist movement in inter-

complete objective impartiality. He considered
William of Orange the first prominent and suc-

national law.

cessful apostle of the idea of religious toleration
among European statesmen. Among his works

CURT RUHLAND
Consult. Ruhland, Curt, "Samuel Rachel, der Bahnbrecher des volkerrechtlichen Positivismus" in Niemeyers Zeitschnft fur Internationales Recht, vol. xxxiv
(1925) 1-112; Bar, L. von, "Introduction" to Rachel's
De jure naturae et gentium dissertationes, vol. n, tr. by
J.

P. Bates, 2 vols.

i6a;

(Washington 1916)
Stintzing, R. von, and Landsberg,

der deutschen

Rechtstvissenschaft,

1880-1910) vol.

in, pt.

i,

p. 37-39.

3

vol. a, p. 73

E., Geschichte
vols. (Munich

on the nineteenth century the most important

is

Deutschland, Konig Friedrich Wilhelm iv und die
Berliner
arzrevolution (Halle 1901), which oc-

M

casioned

much

critical discussion.

He published

numerous essays on the Bismarckian era, took
issue with Max Weber's thesis on the origins of
modern capitalism, and with his Deutschland und
die Weltpolitik

first

volume, Die bismark'sche

Rachel

HERMANN ONCKEN
Rachfahl, F., Autobiography in Die Geschichtstvissenschaft der Gegenwart in SelbstdarstellunConsult:

gen, vol.

n (Leipsic 1926) ch. vn, Oncken, H "Felix
em Nachruf" m Archivfur Politik und Gevol. iv (1925) 579-85, Meyer, A
O., in
,

Rachfahl;
schichte,

Gesellschaft fur Schleswig-Holstemische Geschichte,
Iv (1926) i-xvm, Below, G. von, in
Schlensche Lebembtlder, vol. 11 (Breslau 1926).
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RACKETEERING,

a term loosely applied to a
variety of criminal schemes, has not yet received
exact legal definition. It usually designates, however, the activity for profit (in connection with
the sale of goods and services) of an organized

group which

relies

upon physical violence or an

use of group pressure to accomplish its
end. It thus applies to the operation of an illegal
business as well as to the illegal operation of a
illegal

legal business. It cannot be confined to extortions in business alone, for it includes the use of

violence to enforce the rules of illegal activities,
such as distribution of narcotics and prostitu-

In common parlance also the term is often
applied broadly to organized crime or to any
easy way of making money.
tion.

The word gained currency
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Racketeering

Aera (Stuttgart 1923) which remained unfinished at his death, he was one of the first historians to start work on the collection of German documents published after the World War.

The

practise of extortion by officials and private citizens has been recorded
many civili-

m

zations, although perhaps
organized as it is under

was never as well
modern condition?

it

Whenever evidence

of organized extortion .s
found, historical analogy exists. Pertinent instances are the practises of the Greek sycophants

and the Roman

delators,

who, in systems where

a private citizen could prosecute for crime, extorted money from guilty and innocent alike

under pain of exposure (see EXTORTION). The
Rhine and Danube barons in mediaeval times,
the Barbary pirates, the African and Asian chieftains who preyed upon caravans, the Scotch and
English outlaws described in the Waverley novels, the Mafia in the agricultural regions of

were virtually racketeers The levying
own depreda
tions marks their status.
Coercion and insistence upon cuts in profits
through threats of violence were fully estabSicily

all

of periodic tribute against their

lished in the late nineteenth century, as indicated by the practise of "protecting'' small storekeepers and peddlers from visitation by the gang
itself Gambling houses and brothels were long
subject to extortion by gang leaders, and many
murders were traced to disputes over an un-

earned cut in stuss and other games of chance

The

business racket was

known

early in the

The first instance

century; a study in Chicago in 1904 indicated
several rackets in the trucking and clothing in-

use has been ascribed to "Big Tim"
Murphy of Chicago. Another theory holds that

dustries and during the incumbency of Mayor
Mitchel in New York rackets in the foodstuffs,

first employed about 1885; two
Chicagoans had organized a teamsters' union in
New York and an official investigating it is supposed to have said, "This is not a noise but a
racket." According to a third theory, racket has

building and clothing industries were exposed.
But it was not until the close of the World War

but
of

its

in the early 1920*8,

origin remains obscure.

its

the term was

entered the

modern vocabulary by way of the
it means the type of

vaudeville stage, where

entertainment in which

a performer specializes,

and hence a

and the beginning of national prohibition that
the rackets, as they are now known, became
widespread.

The

racket pattern

is

not the same in

all

The

industries.

a

monopoly

is

simplest type is that in which
set up by the racketeers with no

special method, generally an easy
one, of getting along in the world. There is still
another explanation, which is perhaps the most

other aid than protection by politicians. Illus-

plausible. The word racket has long been used
to describe a loud noise and hence a spree or
party or "good time." In the 1890*5 social clubs

tailers

of

young men

in

New

York

City, under the

auspices of political leaders, gave affairs called
rackets; since among their number there were

members of neighborhood gangs,

it

was found

easy to coerce local tradesmen to buy tickets.
Local gangsters soon improved upon the idea

and formed "associations" for the
of selling tickets in this manner.

sole

purpose

tration is

found in rackets in some perishable
where the technique is to coerce re-

foodstuffs,

through suggestion or ready example of
violence to cease buying from the wholesalers
and to buy from a new and unnecessary middle-

man

the racketeer himself. In this type of
numbers are few and the investment

racket the

small, as credit

is

easily obtained

from the whole-

salers.

Almost as simple a type of racket is found in
the direct association racket, where tradesmen
in a market or neighborhood are given "protection" against violence to person and property in
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return for the payment of "dues" to an "association" organized by the racket. Failure to pay

control over the union democratic processes are
destroyed. Sluggers are brought into the union

dues results in visitation by a henchman of the

to keep elections from getting out of hand; soon
local elections are abolished and a supervisor
responsible only to the international president is

The more complex

rejected "protector."

industry, the

more

racket, functioning

the

intricate is the association

through collusive agreements

between business men, racketeers and labor
leaders. In such rackets the primary object is
usually price fixing and the elimination of undercutting; the racketeer is initially called in to
enforce the sanctions which under the antitrust

could not lawfully
refuses to join finds
subjected to physical violence

laws the association
assert.

itself

The tradesman who

not only that he is
but that his laborers are "pulled" from the job
or assaulted, the movement of his wares is

stopped and often his offers to buy goods are

New York and
Chicago has shown. In some industries the coland ingenious,
rejected, as explicit testimony in

lusive agreements are detailed

involving the cooperation of a number of labor
leaders and of both wholesalers and retailers;
the associations have boards of directors, systems of fines and carefully formulated rules.

Certain of the labor rackets are not operated
as part of an association, but the prime movers
are the labor leaders themselves. Violence in

appointed.

Not

all

such appointments are to

foster corruption, but the method is adaptable
to such a purpose. Union funds dwindle away

on "swindle sheets" which record their payment
merely for "the good of the local."
The technique of enforcement in racketeering
is familiar
personal violence including murder,
destruction of goods and premises, kidnaping,
bombings and incendiary fires. The methods
employed by the Black Hand have been accepted
and modernized. The use of bombs is alarmingly great; according to one estimate, in Chicago from the period from January i, 1928, to
October i, 1932, 500 bombs had been planted,
resulting in more than $1,000,000 damage. By
underworld gossip there are set scales of fees for
bombing; the Illinois Crime Survey in 1929
reported an interlocking system for bombing in
different fields and in the case of one bombing
crew in Chicago the fees were actually revealed.

Although gangs are employed for special

acts

not new; at times as a matter of self-

of violence, including professional killings, the
racket itself must be distinguished from the old

preservation it has been essential in the struggle
of labor for survival, particularly where labor

fashioned gang. Even the terminology of the
underworld makes the distinction: a group of

unions

is

has been rendered powerless by sweeping in-

racketeers

junctions. Since the use of force by both sides
at the time of the famous Molly Maguires in the

The

is

called a

mob

rather than a gang.
many instances

older racketeers were in

unions.

former members of old neighborhood gangs.
earlier gangs were much larger than the
mob; some of the famous neighborhood gangs
of New York and Chicago mustered hundreds
and even thousands of adherents. The modern

Strictly speaking, this is gangsterism rather
than racketeering; on the other hand, the "shake-

racket is generally smaller for a number of
reasons. Since it exerts pressure where resistance

post-Civil War period the resort to violence in
labor disputes has resulted in the hiring of professional

gangsters

by both employers and

down" racket developed by some labor delegates
comes close to official extortion. Money payments are demanded and received on threat of
pulling jobs for fancied minor grievances or of
"breaking"

new unions struggling for a foothold

But the

weakest, it does not need mass demonstration
of strength: its power is not often challenged.
The code does not require that a victim be met
is

face to face, any

more than a

legally

condemned

prisoner is expected to seek vindication by ordeal
of battle; there is greater safety from the police

men who

or of sending back to work, in breach of trust,
have legitimate cause to strike or of

in smaller

permitting organized laborers to work at a lower
wage scale. From the laborers a "kickback" is

tion of a limited kind applies to the beer and
liquor rackets. In these the syndicate managers

exacted for the privilege of working, and condelegates have working arrangements with companies selling construction machines or mate-

and "front men" have been comparatively few
but the employees of the racket, if truck drivers^
brewers and salesmen are included, are many*,
In some of the rackets there are hangers on

and strikes to combat

who render important service without sharing in

tumacy

rials,

is

met with

fine

and suspension. Some

resorting to sabotage

sales resistance; at times the
delegate himself is
a,contractor ^MI- the side. In order to insure iron

and more trusted numbers.

An excep-

management.

The modern

racket as distinguished

from th*

,
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scarcely a neighborhood affair, for the
territories covered are much larger; and with

gang

is

few exceptions (notably
the

members

in specialized rackets)

of the racket do not seem to be

racially homogeneous. In the type of racket,
'however, which preys largely upon businesses
owned by a particular ethnic group, the racketeers are themselves almost exclusively of the

same group. Examples are found in certain fresh
vegetable rackets which prey largely upon Italians, in the

Jews and

kosher poultry racket directed against

also in certain labor rackets

aimed

pri-

marily at Irishmen.

where its interstitial growth is easiest.
Chicago and New York City have held the limelight, but rackets are operated in other large
cities as well. Detroit and Kansas City and
Cleveland with its lugubrious "funeral racket"
have been exposed as racketeering centers. The
farmer too is often a victim of the racketeering,
cities,

city.

"Legs"

campaigns

directly,

and

also indirectly

through distribution of foods to the poor of a
neighborhood under the auspices of a district
leader. Often the real appointing power, the district leader, is in politics for

reasons of business,

and mutually advantageous alliances are part of
the game.
The relation between politics and racketeering, although difficult to prove, has been revealed
in important instances. The Illinois Association
for Criminal Justice reporting on the Municipal
Court of Chicago found, for example, "a defi-

between the underworld and some feudal lords." The Magisnitely established relationship

The focal points of racketeering are the larger

for his goods

political

pay tribute as they come into the
Diamond, for example, operated a

beer racket in a rural county of New York and
in his sales arguments included some of the
more refined forms of torture.
The general inactivity of police and prosecutors in the face of racketeering is unquestionably related to connections between politics and

the underworld, although

some

part of the

laid to inefficiency. The difficulties confronting honest and efficient law

trates' courts inquiry in

the

New York City exposed

common

practise of intercession by district
leaders on behalf of criminals and the acceptance
of a large loan by a magistrate, later removed,
from a notorious leader of the underworld. The

murder of an

assistant district attorney in Chiits
subsequent exposure of close
connections between officialdom and racketeers,

cago, with

as well as the use
district

by professional gamblers of
New York furnishes other

clubhouses in

striking evidences.

Amazing too are the criminal

records of notorious racketeers

discharge after
discharge by the lower courts for "lack of evidence" as are the astonishing "leaks" of information from the offices of prosecuting attorneys.

But it
due

is

unlikely that

all

the political "fixing"

breakdown may be

is

cannot be overlooked, for
extortion is more difficult to prove than holdup,
and witnesses are reluctant to testify because of
fear, satisfaction with the racket or lack of con-

but politically crooked." In the practise of
this official immorality the release of no single

enforcement

officers

fidence in police and district attorney; in order
to secure convictions of racket leaders great
energy and a persistent use of the John Doe

grand jury investigation are required of the

dis-

trict attorney.

The connection between politicians and the
underworld is old; in New York the alliance goes
back at least to two decades before the Civil
War. The use of gangs for election frauds and
intimidation of voters, in return for which "protection"

is

given by politicians, has never ceased,

particularly

where

elections

and primaries are

closely contested, as exposures in

New

York,
Chicago and Cleveland have dramatically shown.
But it is probably a mistake to attribute the rise
of the racket in Chicago to intense political

assume that the
disrupted when one political machine

factionalism in that city or to
alliance
is

is

firmly intrenched; racketeers contribute to

Some,

to outright corruption of public officials.
as Molcy has recorded, are "money hon-

est

considered a menace to society.
was greatly stimulated by
federal prohibition. The public conscience was
softened by widespread opposition to the at-

criminal

is

Political corruption

tempted regulation of personal habit, and large
sums came into the hands of bootleggers. The
step from political protection of an illegal traffic
in liquor to protection for other crimes was but
a short one. Many former gangs were absorbed
into the beer and liquor rackets, as pre-prohibition criminal records disclose.

The illegal nature

of the enterprise itself compelled violence and
murder. As the sanction of force became routine
it

was an easy

transition to find subsidiary
example, where the anti-

fields of action, as, for

trust laws barred legal attempts to combine.
Because of a general disrespect for law the

racket found its respectable partners in crime,
business men, prepared for the partnership.
From the functional point of view the wholly
parasitical racketeer

must be distinguished from
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who performs

a

measure of service

acting as a stabilizing force in industry. The
parasitical racketeer is big brother to the juvenile
gangster, who in return for tribute refrains

by

from stealing from the pushcarts and stores of
the neighborhood, and whose services are valuable merely to the extent of the self-restraint he
His contemporary counterpart injects
himself into the economic scene in the same
exercises.

tribute can

be passed on to the consumer the

extortion is not inherently wrong. Some long
for freedom of action, but many covertly approve methods that bring greater stability to
their own businesses. Certain commission merchants, for example, have admitted that sellingdirectly to a racket monopoly instead of to many
retailers is a

boon because

it

eliminates

many

detailed bookkeeping entries.

On

fashion but on a larger scale. Choosing a weak
spot in the industrial structure he proceeds to

the other hand, the stabilizing racketeer,
while he is in purpose and method a criminal,

occupy the point of vantage to his own profit.
His operations are most likely to begin where
the victims are of foreign origin and ignorant of
the laws and where small capital is required.
Fruit dealers, cleaners and dyers, truckmen, fish,
vegetable and fresh poultry dealers, are the most

an illegal police force. He
injunctions and suits for
damages; he executes the mandates of his associates with dispatch and by direct methods.
These associates are legitimate business men,
and the racketeer's problem is often a sensible
limitation of production. His methods, however,
are violent, and the power he wields is uncontrolled, for he has no concern with the tests by
which his victims are selected. This alliance
between business and the underworld is attrib-

likely subjects for exploitation.

The field is more

when

the supply of the product is relatively small and easy to monopolize or where
the time element is essential to the victim, as in
fertile

the "shakedown" of building contractors working under heavy contractual penalties for delay
or as in "loading" and trucking rackets, where

movement

the

of perishable foodstuffs

is

essen-

to prevent decay.
The racketeer as a type is a natural evolution-

tial

ary product of

strict laissez faire.

Society lays

is

in function perhaps

is

more powerful than

utable in substantial respects to the antitrust
laws; yet the entire burden cannot be made to

upon these laws, for even if voluntary combination for price fixing were legal, the recalcitrant individualist would still be a problem for
discipline and the cost to the consumer, perfall

upon the number of middlemen
who may enter a field. There is no challenge to
the middleman to prove his economic usefulness; no certificate of convenience and necessity

haps, would remain equally high.
The racketeer sometimes called in to organize
an association often remains to head it by intimi-

asked or given. The parasitical racketeer, no
more or less useful than many jobbers and
wholesalers, personifies economic individualism

and with a reputation

no

restriction

is

dating his employers.

With armed
it is

force at

hand
him

not difficult for

new spheres of influence. As the activities
of the rackets are broadened, large sections of
to find

in its farthest reach. He grows in a porous economic organization, giving no reason for his
being except that he is a seeker after gain. For

unofficial sales tax to

the ethics current during the era of prosperity
was almost excuse enough. The American

to Chicago through his own police methods, to
protect a labor union against parasites and to

that

scene, in broad perspective, showed tolerance
toward the acquisition of riches at the expense
of moral restriction. In an era of unrestrained
competition the touchstone of morality was success. The pegged market in stocks, the manipu-

of subsidiary companies, the reckless
puffing of securities, the taking by corporate
managements of inordinately large bonuses, the
lation

rather widespread evasion of taxes, the easy connivance of politicians in grabs are a few illustrations of the

temper of the times which furnish

a key to the parasitical racketeer.
The attitude of the typical victim
lated.

there

underworld

A Capone is able to offer civic peace

break a powerful association racket by the prestige of his name.
invisible government

An
is set up, linked to
the invisible government of the political machine. Its existence, like that of lynch law, is
inimical to government, for the reservation of

the exclusive use of force

by the state is fundamental to an ordered political society. Sharing
with the state the use of force the illegal organization also
for

it

becomes a coordinate taxing agency,
upon sales and services.

levies a tribute

Estimates as to the cost of racketeering are
is

not unre-

Even though the motive of fear is primary,
is

the community thus find themselves paying an
powerful lords of the

often the feeling too that

when

the

more than guesses. Many direct payments
can never be determined; losses by extortion are
not reported to the police as are thefts. The
little
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in higher prices
association dues are difficult to assay, for

indirect costs to the

and

community

the higher prices are sometimes partially compensated for by the saving of marginal entre-

preneurs from costly bankruptcy or by the prevention of forced liquidations Accurate comparison of average prices before and during the
advent of the racketeer is a complicated task,
since

many

other market factors

Added elements

of cost

which must

may
be'

enter.

consid-

been toward an expanding view of the constitution in the designation of new federal substanis clear moreover that since the

tive crimes. It

government is legally entitled to share in the
profits from many forms of criminal endeavor,
a separate crime

has acagainst the revenue
been committed. Again, the danger that
prosecutors will have too free a hand in the

tually

selection of defendants, although it is in theory
disturbing, has in practise been found illusory,

m most income tax prosecutions commission

ered of course are increased insurance rates for

for

plate glass; arson, burglary and bombing risks;
as well as the expense involved in added police

of other crimes

protection and prosecuting expenses. The New
York State Crime Commission in 1931 reported
that racket costs to the nation were estimated to
range between $12,000,000,000 and $18,000,-

been incidentally proved.

000,000 annually, while the attorney general of
the United States stated
1933 that the national
tribute to racketeers amounts to $1,000,000,000
As
the
Wickersham
commission conannually.

sures, but the

m

cluded, 'the data prerequisite to any estimate of
racketeering losses are non-existent."

In the face of the challenge of racketeering
must take action by direct police meth-

society

ods and perhaps by a reappraisal of

The

legislation.

duct of

extortion, bribery and the conhas in point of fact

business

illegal

Not only does the success of the federal prosecutions demonstrate the possibilities of action by
local agencies

when

freed from political presmethods of federal investigation

themselves should foreshadow the technique to
be followed by local authorities. The tracing of
criminal relationships by means of bank accounts, often under fictitious names, and the
close scrutiny of corporate books are important
features.

The

Doe grand jury
known to exist but

use of the John

investigation where crime
where the racket leader

is

is not yet definitely
linked to any provable conspiracy is valuable.
The application to duty which calls for the

already accomplished, and proposals to repeal the antigambling laws and to modify the rigors of the

summoning

antitrust laws are being discussed. Public opinion must be made to feel that the dispensation

industry, sometimes for merely informal preliminary conversation, points the only way in

of favors through political "pull" is vicious. The
press and the bar must exert pressure for the

which the few good witnesses competent
prove cases of racketeering will be found.

appointment of able men to prosecutors' staffs
and for the disbarment of lawyers who grow

eral attack

repeal of federal prohibition

is

rich as advisers to the underworld.

While the problem of law enforcement as such
essentially a local matter, the federal prosecutions of racketeers are also important. The
federal government has followed t\vo principal

is

methods, that which makes use of the income
tax and that which relies upon the antitrust laws.

A

third method coming into increasing use is
applicable where extortion is attempted through
use of the mails. Violation of the antitrust laws
clearly subject for federal action since interstate commerce has been restrained, the mailing

is

cases likewise are properly federal. But the use
of the oblique attack of the income tax law has

met with some

upon

The

objection based
constitutional demarcations in the field of
criticism.

criminal jurisdiction is, however, only theoretically applicable, for the complexities of modern
conditions were not foreseen by the founders,

and the tendency of Congress and the courts has

of hundreds of witnesses from an

to

Recent legislation has strengthened the fedon kidnaping and the powers of state
officials to proceed against business racketeering.
The immediate remedy, however, is to be sought
not so

much

in

new

able enforcement

laws as in the selection of

officials,

divorced from politi-

The

repeal of prohibition has
already caused the liquor racketeer to turn to
new fields, but adequate defense ought to come
cal

pressure.

from a change in the public attitude toward lawbreaking and from the pressure of lower standards of living, impelling political revolt against
"unofficial sales taxes."
fearless and free offi-

A

cialdom

is

the preliminary answer to the chal-

lenge.
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natural

necessity to unite the Serbs and Croats and, in a
broader sense, all the South Slavs including also
the Slovenes and the Bulgarians. Racki thus
became the most prominent apostle and formulator of the

South Slav idea and he cultivated the

ground for the subsequent Jugoslav
His thorough acquaintance with
the national and historical development of the
South Slavs and his accurate knowledge of the
differentiating and unifying forces and tendenintellectual

political union.

cies in this process of development provided him
with a solid foundation for his political views

and were responsible
fluence
cist

As a

for

his

enormous

and orgam/er he represented the view that
and political unity could be brought

national

about only through consciousness of a common
national culture, a common South Slav literary
language and a literature and learning with a

South Slav orientation. This consciousness of a
culture, he held, would overcome all
the difficulties and contradictions which had

common

arisen as a result of different historico-political
development, religious divergences and alien

Romanic, German and Byzantine-oriental

RACKI, FRANJO

(1828-94), Croatian his-

and nationalist leader. Racki
was trained originally as a Catholic theologian
and professor of theology. His three-year stay
torian, politician

Rome

(1857-60), during which he devoted
himself to studies in palaeography and diploin

macy and gathered

in-

scientific historian, political publi-

fluences. Racki

worked unceasingly

in-

in this spirit

as the first president of the Jugoslav Academy of
Sciences and Arts, founded in 1866. His nation-

alism represented a peculiar combination of
Croatian patriotism and South Slav pan-Slavism.

As

a historian he

was conscientious and

scientific

from various archives, provided him with a
and methodological equipment for his

with the sources and the auxiliary sciences. He was the author of numerous
fundamental studies and edited historical source

historiographical work. After his return to
Croatia he dedicated the rest of his life to the

Vatican

Croatian national
tional

historical source materials

movement

as scientist,

na-

mentor and aid to Bishop Strossmayer

in the organization and upbuilding of Croatian
scientific institutions.
active politician and

An

political publicist,

he took a leading part in the

and propagation of a national and
cultural South Slav program and in the investigation of Croatian and South Slav history.
His political and historical articles exerted a far
reaching and fundamental influence on Croatian
national political thought and movements.
Racki was a prominent member of the Croatian
diet from 1861 and a Croatian representative in
ihe Hungarian parliament from 1865, particicreation

pating in the discussions of all the important
constitutional and national problems. Politically,
he favored an autonomous Croatia with a unified

administration within a federal Austrian

mon-

critical, familiar

materials from various archives, particularly the
His special field of research was the

period of the national Croatian dynasty (ninth to
eleventh century) and the general political,
social and cultural history of the South Slavs

during the Middle Ages. Through his investigaand source editions in the Monumenta of

tions

the academy he laid the foundations for the
study of older Croatian and South Slav history
and made available to European scholarship the
older history of the South Slavs.
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(Pans 1909), Novak, V., Franjo Racki u govonma i
razpravama (Racki in his speeches and writings)
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(Stuttgart 1919).
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RADIC, STJEPAN

(1871-1928), Croatian nationalist and agrarian reformer. Radic succeeded
in obtaining an education, despite great financial
difficulties, at Zagreb, Prague and at the Ecole

des Sciences Pohtiqucs in Paris. His political
into well denned periods: as a
student he took an important part in the youth
movement which aimed at a South Slav union;
from 1902 he was the secretary and the chief
activities fall

propagandist of the Croatian opposition parties;
in 1904 he organized the Croatian Peasant party,
which after the World War became the domi-

nant party in Croatia, and was its leader until
his death. During the thirty years in which he
was one of the outstanding personalities in South
Slav politics he endured imprisonment, exile

oder

into

tr.

Programm der

German

as Grundlehre

kroatischen repubhkanischen

Bauern-Partei, Zagreb 1923), which adapted the
earlier program to changed conditions. Before

the

World War Radic advocated not a dual but a

triune system for Austria- Hungary, in which
Croatia would be the third state. After the

formation of Jugoslavia he insisted that historical
conditions required its decentralization and that
it should be transformed
into a democratic
federate republic with various instruments of

popular control, such as the referendum Except
in 1925, when Radic was minister of education,
and for a short time thereafter, the parliamentary group of the Croatian Peasant party
(Hrvatska seljacka stranka) under his direction
either abstained from participation in the

and incessant persecution, first from Magyars
and later from the pro-Serb group in Jugoslavia.
But he never ceased his work of organising the
Croatian peasantry and his propaganda for their
cause and for Croatian nationalism, his devotion

government or formed an

made him the

He broke the economic and spiritual
domination of the city over the country and
brought the peasantry to its important role in

peasants' idol.

Influenced by contact with western capitalistic individualism and by western ideology,
especially by the writings of Tolstoy and the

French democrats, and in nationalist doctrine by
Racki and Masaryk, Radic was nevertheless
deeply rooted in the patriarchal family, village
of his homeland, his
doctrines reflect this dual background. His aim
was a peaceful state in which the dominant or

economy and culture

rather the controlling influence would be the
peasantry. His program called for a struggle by

means for the emancipation of Croatia,
which Radic pointed out was conditioned by the
spiritual awakening and strengthening of its
agricultural population. These ends would be
legal

achieved by education, by raising the general
cultural, and especially the economic level of the
people. Tending more toward messianism than

toward the rational and systematic, Radic saw
the complete regeneration of mankind in a new
social order based on the peasant family homestead as an economic and cultural unit. The
number of such homesteads must be increased
and improved by the break up of large landed
estates

and the

abolition of sale for debt of

peasant farms and
pacifist

he opposed

as well as national

their appurtenances. As a
the idea of the class struggle

all

and

imperialistic wars.

of Radic 's Peasant party is con
tained in his pamphletSj Najjafa stranka u

The program

effective opposition

bloc

A

of

pioneer

the

subsequently powerful

international," Radic developed the
peasant movement in Croatia and formulated its

"green

ideology.

the nationalist movement, which had previously
been supported and controlled exclusively by
the urban intelligentsia.

Radic was a prolific journalist, and the historical significance of his work has not yet been
fully appraised. His social and economic ideas
are to be found especially in Hrvatska misao
(Croatian thought). He was the author of a

of books, including La Croatte actuelle
Slaves du Sud (Pans 1899), Moderna

number
et

Ies

kolonizaaja i Slavem (Modern colonization and
the Slavs, Zagreb 1904) and Savremena Evropa

(Contemporary Europe, Zagreb 1905).
JOSEF

MATL

Consult "Autobiojrraphy of Stephen Raditch with an
Beard" in Current HisIntroduction by Charles

A

xxix (1928-29) 82-106, tr from Boztcmca
(1926) 55-84, Beard, C. A., and Radin, G., The
Balkan Pivot Yugoslavia (New York 1929) p 133Aus der Welt der Sudslazven (Berlin
44, Wendel,
1926) p. 21-26, 36-40; Holzmann, Hugo, in Oestertory, vol

H

,

reichischer Volksunrt, vol.

RADICALISM

is

xx (1928) 1303-05.

currently conceived as a

complex sentiment with three major components. Of these, the first and perhaps most
basic

is

a conspicuously stressed attitude or

frame of mind toward one particular institution
of society or toward the social order as a whole.
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An

individual

may be

a radical with respect to

sible" constant

companions of radicalism and

religion but not with respect to art; with respect
to science but not with respect to religion or the

radical.

economic establishment; with respect to politics
but not with respect to sex; with respect to the
economic establishment but not with respect to

their first. They are comparatively recent developments, and have spread most markedly
since the World War. Radical and its derivatives
came into effective use in the eighteenth century,

the family. Conversely a person's radicalism
may envisage the entire complex of a society or a

and apply to each and every one of its
component institutions; and it is observable that
radical attitudes toward any one institution tend
to expand in scope until their field is coincident
culture,

with the entire setup of a society.

These connotations of the terms were not

comcidentally with the spread of democratic
ideas. Lecky says that English radicalism was

born with the attempt to reform Parliament in
1769 and to make the members "habitually
subservient to their constituents."

A quarter of a

for

James Fox, aiming at this same,
still unattamed goal, spoke of the necessity of
"radical reform." But it was in the years between
the end of the Napoleonic wars and the adoption
of the First Reform Bill that the term came into

practise untrue, unbeautiful, unfair, unjust, exploitative, and the like. This emotion tends to

widespread use in England as the designation of
a specific attitude, especially in politics. In the
course of time a European consensus became

Attitudes are identified as radical

century

when

their

prevailing emotional tone is one of moral indignation, often rising through anger to hatred

some existing and powerful institutional arrangement which is evaluated as in principle and

express itself in a specialized and appropriate
vocabulary which, figuring in the mind of the
radical as an objective designation of what he
hates, operates in fact as a dialect of value-

later,

manifest concerning the import of radicalism.
Herbert Spencer described it in his Social

judgments whose every term carries moral condemnation. Examples of such dialects may be

Statics as endeavoring "to realize a state more in
harmony with the character of the ideal man."
It had attained a comparative identity of meaning in all lands where the humanitarian and

observed in the special vocabularies derived

democratic

from Karl Marx or from Henry George or from

French and English writers became the points
of departure for principles and programs of
social change. Thus, Bentham and his followers,
whose views dominated the greater part of the

Thorstein Veblen.
The second major component of radicalism
is a distinct philosophy and program of social
change looking toward systematic destruction of
hated, and its replacement by an art, a
faith, a science or a society logically demonstrated as true and good and beautiful and just,

what

is

or at least

more

so than the

condemned

estab-

lishment or society.

terms. Its indignation is directed against the
classes in behalf of the masses, against the
privileged in behalf of the unprivileged, against

owners in behalf of the propertyless.

many

It favors

over the one.

In the nature of things, the more conspicuous
of the three components are the emotional tone

and its vocabulary of misprision and
These spread by a kind of induction that
people to the radical cause
feel

assault.

attracts

when they themselves

grievances which are by

socialized

it rationalized and
and that repels them into a counter-

anger and hatred

if they feel that it assaults their
persons, their privileges, their interests or their
possessions. For this reason usage tends to

make "dangerous," "subversive,"

"irrespon-

era,

With

are

of

the

called

pre-revolutionary

the

philosophical

deep resentment of the inequities of society, their active sympathy for the
oppressed and the poor, their enthusiasm for
"the greatest good of the greatest number," and
radicals.

their

Finally, radicalism tends to define its aims

and methods in democratic and humanitarian

the

Victorian

ideals

itself

demand
on

their

that a political creed shall base
knowledge of nature and

scientific

human nature, the philosophical radicals provided the classical material for the idea of
radicalism evinced by later generations. As this
and that item of the Benthamite program was
enacted and yet left its goal unattained, the
"scientific" and doctrinal component of radicalism changed, without altering the emotional
and the moral. Later, philosophical radicals
were succeeded by scientific socialists. Today, in

many quarters, radical is practically synonymous
socialistic or one of its many variants, such

with

communist, Bolshevik, and the
same animus attaches indifferently to all.
Radical is the bad name which opponents of
a* syndicalist,

any plan of social change give to

more

it

with a view to

Intrinsically a plan may propose no
drastic and extensive a change when it is

defeating

it.

Radicalism
called radical than

Thus, Fascism
and Leninism

when

it is

called conservative.

in Italy, Hitlerism in Germany
in Russia involve no less far

reaching alterations of polity in one case than in
the others. All three alike were animated by
intense hatreds for the regimes they overthrew,
and each proclaimed social salvation to be ex-
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World War
more conspicuous, and the

conservatism. But events since the

have rendered it
convention of the times has apportioned to it,
falsely, the more significant role among the
components of the sentiment of radicalism. As
a result of the insurgence of the Freudian psy-

clusively the consequence of the regime it set up.
Yet usage would reject radical as an altogether

chology at a period when, because of the Russian
Revolution, radicalism was in the air of many
lands, the sentiment was made a theme of psy-

inappropriate description of Mussolini or of

chological

and would accept it as quite suitable to
Lenin and his followers. There were those who
called William Jennings Bryan radical, and to
whom Theodore Roosevelt was reactionary. An
influential class of Americans
financiers and
Hitler,

and pseudo-psychological inquiry. It
was studied by means of questionnaires, intelligence tests, rating scales and the other

thread

implements of post-war psychology. Some investigators found radicals to be repressed people
whose blocked impulses turned back on themselves, taking the form of anger and pugnacity,
which then flowed outward against the characteristic obstructions to freedom and happiness in
the social order. Economic security, a happy
marriage, a hobby, were declared often to
deradicalize the radical so made. Other in-

of continuity amid all this variation of meaning
is the common recognition among the different

vestigators, using other methods, revealed that
radicals have a quicker reaction time than con-

evaluators that radicalism

servatives; that they are not so set in their ways
and break habits more readily; that they are
more self-conscious, more retiring, more sensi-

are reported to consider as radthe modifications of the industrial and

industrialists
ical

United States which
were initiated by law in 1933. A less influential
but more numerous class progressives and
financial structure of the

find

socialists

them

conservative.

The

is intrinsically

consti-

humanitarian and democratic intent.
When a program or an ideology is called radical
by one group and conservative by another, the
first sees it as an instrument for the liberation
and improvement of the lives of the masses, the
tuted by

its

other as a hypocritical or insufficient instrument.
a measure or a man is to be designated

How

depends on who does it and from what position.
The difference is one of purpose and perspec-

tive

and more humane than conservatives; that

they are less amenable to contagion from majority opinion; that they have a higher intelligence quotient. Still others found them to be
neurotic, envious, anti-social and the like, and
in need of treatment as cases for mental hygiene.

Whether these psychological

tive.

facts or fictions is irrelevant.

Considerations of this order suggest that in
themselves plans of social change are no more

from the point of view of

radical or conservative than locomotives

are

discoveries are

They

are vitiated

social science in that

they are attributed to a type of personality,
attitude and behavior conditioned by the fact
it is in a combative situation, and that its

capitalist or wheat is communist. A radical intent
accrues to any plan of economic or political
reconstruction if it is directed toward the distributive freedom and well being of men. With a

that

simple alteration in the incidence and distribupower from the few to the many, the
corporative state of Mussolini and his dogma-

phase which develops out of liberalism in
consequence of successful obstruction to the
graduated c hangings of the past in which liberalism consists and which it carries on. This obstruction intensifies liberal resistance. It ends by

tion of

tists and the totalitarian state of Hitler and his
confabulators could be as radical as the socialist

state of Stalin and his planners. In point of fact,
the actual democratic incidence and distribution
of power are not needed. As the situation in

Soviet Russia amply proves, the belief and the
hope that they will take place are enough to
command the eulogium, or opprobrium, of
radicalism.

As
it

is

to the passional component of radicalism,
no more pronounced or intense than in

manifest qualities are functions of this situation.
In terms of the processes of social change, the
frame and attitude of mind called radicalism is a

generating a powerful antagonism which culminates in a break with the past in both feeling

and plan. Radicalism in the current sense of the
word originates at the breaking point. If the
successful obstruction to the radical

program
becomes indistinguishable
from intransigence (q.v.). The blocked emotions
and energies of the radicals are redirected, and
take form as verbalizations. They develop
persists, radicalism
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elaborate dialectics of social change, sometimes
of astounding ingenuity. These dialectics be-

come "systems" and
faith of a cult.

Such

constitute the deposit of
cults have been described,

in the racy expression of the late Theodore
Roosevelt, as "the lunatic fringe" of the radical
movements. Their adherents are as a rule not

numerous, and are far more eager to make converts than to win power. They are marked by a
tendency to gravitate into the orbits of other
as the Single Taxers and so many

movements,

others gravitated into the Bull Moose movement
in the United States in 1912. It is in this regard

from another
species of the genus radical, which may be
called revolutionary. The revolutionary movement tends to retain its autonomy and to seek
that they distinguish themselves

power

in order to set

templates. Although

up the changes

it

blocked, in the long

con-

run

it

functions, in common with all radicalisms, as a
point of reference, if not a gradient, for the
direction

and pattern of social change. The

his-

1870 of the socialisms, orthodox,
heterodox, true and perverse, in various parts of
the world, provides a rich example of the rule.
tory since

Bismarck drew upon socialism at least as much
Ramsay MacDonald. Fascism, Nazism, proposals of "planned economies" in the United
as

States,

revolutionary

programs

in

Mexico,

China, Spain, Japan all exhibit components
drawn from the socialist ideology, their sponsors
believing themselves to gain strength

from the

radical contamination.

HORACE M. KALLEN
CHANGE, SOCIAL; CRITICISM, SOCIAL; COLLEC-

See.
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RADIO
HISTORY AND ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION.
CULTURAL ASPECTS
LEGAL ASPECTS
HISTORY AND ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION. The
radio industry embraces the manufacture of
transmitting and receiving apparatus, the broadcasting of programs

messages.

and the transmission of

The three branches are not only inter-

.

HOWARD T. LEWIS
WILLIAM A. ORTON
HARRY SHULMAN

. .

Two

years later the British Admiralty insystem on 32 warships and war stations, and a French gunboat was equipped with
wireless. In 1900 the first German commercial

navy.

stalled the

wireless station

was opened on Borkum Island;
Marconi spanned the Atlantic

dependent but frequently interlocked under

in the next year

common

Ocean from Cornwall, England,

corporate control by means of holding

companies and similar devices. The radio industry has not the same direct economic importance
as other great industries, but

it

transcends

them

by its significance as a means of entertainment
and communication.
In 1896 Guglielmo Marconi,

land.

to

Newfound-

The value, both commercial and

military,

of wireless telegraphy was promptly recognized

and

utilized.

Developments in the United States did not
lag far behind. The Marconi Wireless Telegraph

utilizing the

Company of America, a subsidiary of the British

work of Hertz, Branly, Lodge and
others, secured in Great Britain a patent for

company, was formed on November 22, 1899.
The British interests realized from the beginning
that the commercial development of wireless
telegraphy was dependent upon adequate and

scientific

wireless telegraph circuits and apparatus. He
realized from the outset that the future of radio

depended upon

its

being endowed with com-

mercial value. Because his experiments had
demonstrated the possibility of transmitting

strategically located shore stations quite as

messages by wireless telegraphy between ships
at sea and the shore, there was organized in
Great Britain, on July 29, 1897, the Wireless

at sea over a distance of

Telegraph and Signal Company (subsequently
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd.),

tions

which acquired the title to all Marconi's patents
throughout the world except in Italy and its dependencies. In the same year the first Marconi
station was established on the Isle of Wight and
the Marconi system was adopted by the Italian

much

upon well equipped ships. The American
Marconi Company erected and operated 60 land
stations, including a high power station on Cape
as

Cod

capable of transmitting messages to ships
2000 miles. Until 1912,
however, it did not operate any high power stafor

the

transmission

of

transoceanic

messages.

Meanwhile a complicated patent situation had
arisen, involving a struggle of rival corporate
interests. American inventors were actively at

work. By 1908 Lee

De

Forest had secured a

Radio

Radicalism
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number of patents covering a three-element tube

sent

by adding the grid to the filament and plate already covered by an earlier patent of J. Ambrose
Fleming. Following a court action brought by
American Marconi in 1917, which successfully

rights to the Alexanderson alternator and its
accessories in exchange for $5,000,000 worth of

alleged infringements of the Fleming patent it
had acquired, De Forest sold his rights to the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
which could use them in long distance telephone
communication without infringing on the Fleming radio patent.

The De

Forest interests con-

fined themselves to the manufacture

and

sale of

component parts used in assembling
radio sets. The Marconi Company was unable
to manufacture three-element tubes and could
get them only through the Western Electric
Company, a subsidiary of American Telephone
and Telegraph. The United Fruit Company also
various

had secured important radio patents of its own
and the right to use others from the Marconi

Company;

in

1912

it

acquired the Wireless

Specialty Apparatus Company, the principal
manufacturer of crystal receiving sets, and in

1913 established the Tropical Radio Telegraph
Company as a subsidiary to conduct its radio
operations. The situation was further complicated by xhe fact that the Federal Telegraph

Company owned the important Pederson and
Poulsen patents. Thus a considerable number of
inventions covered by patents of great value to
radio were controlled
which refused to license
provement was effected
when the United States

by opposing interests
one another. Some imduring the World War
government persuaded

the concerns involved to disregard patent rights
in so far as governmental requirements were
concerned, in return for a guaranty of protection
against infringement suits.
Another factor entered the situation.

The

Marconi Company had spread its interests all over the world by means of subsidiaries
and interlocking directorates. This quasi-monopoly was threatened by an American invention. The American Marconi Company had not
been able to render reliable transatlantic radio

representatives to the United States to
negotiate with General Electric for the exclusive
its

contracts with General Electric.

The

negotia-

concluded when Rear Admiral Bullard of the United States Navy approached the General Electric Company, stating
that the value of the Alexanderson alternator
tions

were

virtually

and

its accessories in rendering reliable transoceanic radio service had been demonstrated;
that it was without doubt the best system in

existence;

and

that

if

the

General Electric

sold these rights to British Marconi, it
be possible for British interests, in view

Company
would

of their domination of the cable situation, to
obtain a monopoly of world wide communications for an indefinite period. Negotiations were
dropped and General Electric found itself without an outlet for the invention in which it had
made a heavy investment. Under Bullard's
guidance a plan was evolved by which a new

company was

to

be organized, controlled en-

tirely by American capital The first step consisted of the purchase of the block of stock

owned by

British

Marconi in

its

American

subsidiary. In 1919 the General Electric Company was instrumental in the organization,

under the laws of the

company known

state of

as the

Delaware, of the
Radio Corporation of

America.

The new company purchased

all

the patents,

goodwill and physical assets of the American
Marconi Company and then entered into an

agreement with General Electric, whereby the
two companies exchanged rights to use each
other's patents and agreed to sell exclusively to
each other the radio apparatus which they made
under these patents. As a result Radio Corpo-

British

ration obtained control of practically every high

service because of faulty apparatus at both transmitting and receiving stations. E. F. W. Alex-

power station in the United States together with
a number of important radio patents. Further
control over patents was secured in 1920, when
an agreement was reached between General
Electric, Radio Corporation, Western Electric
and American Telephone and Telegraph to
allow one another the right to use all of the

anderson of the General Electric Research
Laboratory succeeded in building a high frequency alternator which corrected some of these

The

value of this improvement was
recognized immediately by the British Marconi
Company, and in 1917 it tried to secure excludefects.

sive rights to the machine. Although unsuccessful at the time, British Marconi in 1919 again

A

radio patents belonging to each company.
similar arrangement was made by the Radio

Corporation with the United Fruit Company in
1921. In the same year the new company acquired the ra/iio interests of the Westinghouse
Electric

and Manufacturing Company. The

International Radio Telegraph Company, controlled by Westinghouse, sold to the Radio Cor-
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poration its patents which applied to the manufacture of practically all receiving apparatus

using vacuum

tubes, and Westinghouse agreed

to manufacture apparatus exclusively for the

Radio Corporation.
The development of broadcasting opened a
new period in the history of radio. Although as
far back as 1907 De Forest had equipped a
number of vessels with radio-telephonic apparatus, it remained for the Westinghouse Com-

pany on November 20, 1920, to put into operation the first permanent radio broadcasting station. At the beginning of the new period the
radio companies were of two typ^s: those interested primarily in radio, such as the De Forest
company and the Radio Corporation; and those

concerned chiefly with outside interests and only
incidentally with radio, such as Westinghouse,
General Electric and several others. These
firms, all operating before 1922, had an average
capitalization of $6,000,000 and followed conservative policies, their only problem being one

did not, however, meet the claims
manufacturers.
The result of the

boom was

made by the

overexpansion

and excess capacity, whose costs kept down
profits and in many cases turned them into
losses Competition was intensified in spite of
the increasing public demand for sets. The capacity of two or three companies was more than
enough to meet the existing demand. During the
period from 1919 to 1925 the number of companies increased very rapidly and, while the
earnings of the radio industry as a whole increased, the average earnings of individual companies from radio sales dropped noticeably. The
boom collapsed in 1925-26, preparing the conditions for a general stabilization of the radio
Of the 188 companies existing in 1925

industry

only 73 were doing business in 1926, a drop of
6 1 percent in one year through failure or withdrawal; only 26 of these companies existed in
1932 Of 40 firms reporting in 1925, 6 failed

of expanding production. By 1921 a radio boom
was in full swing; many new interests were at-

percent); of 43 in 1926, 4 failed (9 percent);
of 44 in 1927, 3 failed (7 percent.) The figure for
failures in all manufacturing industries has

by what they believed to be opportunibig and rapid profits New companies
sprang up overnight, with an average capitaliza-

never deviated far from i percent. This collapse
of 1926 also affected radio stock values, which
had been rising. In 1924 there were 12 stocks

tion of only $950,000. In the month of April,
1922, the state of New York chartered 56 com-

listed for trading at a boom value of $147,041,634; in 1926 the value was $58,678,456, a net
loss of 60 percent. There was a noticeable effect

tracted

ties for

panies whose business in one way or another was
to be concerned with radio and whose capitalization averaged $31,500. The output and sales
of radio receiving sets increased tremendously
(see

accompanying

ANNUAL RADIO

table).

SALES,

The

increase in sales

UNITED STATES, 1920-31

YEAR
1920
1921
1922

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
Soune The Market Data Book,

SALF

s

on corporate earnings For 1925, 32 companies
reported average earnings of $536,142; in 1926,
28 reported an average of $553,196; in 1927, 28
reported an average of $589,049. Earnings rose
very slowly because of the basic changes which
were taking place in the structure of the industry.

$ 2,000,000
5,000,000
60,000,000
136,000,000
358,000,000
430,000,000
506,000,000
425,600,000
650,550,000
842,548,000
500,931,500
309,270,000
for 1928, i9-'9, 1931

(11;

and 1933

(Chicago 1928-33)

The

personnel of the industry was shifting

new companies were formed and old
companies were liquidated. Of those which
rapidly;

withdrew during 1925-27 the average capitalization was only $700,000; of those which were set
up during 1926-27 the average was $1,500,000.
Throughout this period the Radio Corporation of America extended its control over the
industry, in spite of the complaints of the
smaller producers against the "Radio Trust."

By 1930

the Radio Corporation was a dominant

factor in

communication, manufacturing and

RCA

from 1921 to 1922 amounted to noo percent;
from 1922 to 1923, 127 percent; and from 1923
to 1924, 163 percent. Total sales rose from
$2,000,000 in 1920 to $358,000,000 in 1924 and
$842,548,000 in 1929. The majority of sets
placed on the market during this boom period

Communications, Inc., enbroadcasting.
gaged in the handling of international communications, while the

Radio Marine Corporation

specialized in ship to shore and airplane business.
Victor, Inc., produced radio cabinets

RCA

and phonograph records and absorbed
Photophone, Inc., while RCA Radiotron,

RCA
Inc.,-,

,

Radio
manufactured radio tubes and has since absorbed the Cunningham Tube Manufacturing
Company. The Radio Corporation has full
ownership of the National Broadcasting Company. In addition the Radio Corporation is
interested in the development of television
through its control of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corporation. The company also has a 27 percent
stock interest in Electric and Musical Industries,
Inc., which is a merger of the Columbia Graphophone Company, Inc., and the Gramophone
Company, Ltd. In the speculative boom which
collapsed in October, 1929, Radio Corporation
stock rose to fantastic heights.
As a result of the prosecution of the Radio

Corporation under the antitrust law a consent
decree was signed on November 21, 1932, by
virtue of which General Electric, Westinghouse,
American Telephone and Telegraph and certain
other companies were required to divest themselves of all stock interest in the Radio Corporation.

The

latter

company

retained the right to

grant licenses to manufacturers whether of its
own patents or of those acquired under the

57

052 accounted for receiving sets and $82,012,807
(17 71 percent) for radio tubes. In 87 manufacturing plants, specializing in the production of
radio receiving sets to the extent of 90 percent or
more of their business, the selling value of their

products was 63 6 percent of the total value of all
receiving sets produced in 1929. Of the total
distributed sales made by these 87 manufacturers 80.2 percent was transacted through
wholesalers, 7 3 percent

was

direct to industrial

consumers, 6 8 percent was direct to retailers
and 5 3 percent was through wholesale outlets
owned by manufacturers Of $47,928,000 of
sales

made by manufacturers

of radio tubes in

was through wholesalers
and 318 percent through manufacturers' wholesale outlets. This surprisingly large distribution
that year 55 9 percent

of

tubes

through

manufacturers'

wholesale

branches, as contrasted with receiving sets, is
perhaps explained by the fact that radio tubes
are now produced by large scale electric lamp

manufacturers, who have utilized the wholesale
branches originally established because of the

same

need for special care in testing and handling
their fragile product.
Other figures are equally significant. It was

terms and conditions. In addition the Radio
Corporation is permitted to license, manufac-

estimated that, in 1932, 16,125,000 families in
the United States owned receiving sets, out of a

ture and

world

patent pool. It
licenses to

all

is

obligated, however, to grant

applicants and this under the

the transmitters and transmission

sell

tubes, which it was formerly obligated to buy
from either General Electric or Westinghouse.
It is permitted to

facturing

go into the business of manu-

selling radio sets with the Radio
licenses and to operate outside the

and

Corporation

total

estimated at 20,000,000. If an aver-

age sized family of 3.3 persons is assumed, over
50,000,000 people were presumably reached by
this means of communication. On June 30,

American broadcasting
Federal Radio Commission in

1933, there were 598
stations.

The

radio field.

193 1 estimated the gross receipts of broadcasting

In the ten-year period 1920-29 radio became
definitely an industry of first magnitude. Estimates indicate that in 1930 the industry employed about 110,000 wageworkers. Labor conditions are about the same as in other branches

stations

and networks

758,000.

From

of the electrical industry, except that a larger
number of women are employed, and the work is
highly seasonal. Experience during 1926-29 has
indicated that employment is more unstable in

the manufacture of radio sets than in the vacuum

tube factories; in the former from one third to
fifths of the workers employed at the peak

two

of production in

summer and

early

fall

were

re-

tained in the recurring spring "depression,"
and in the latter about one half. There are no

unions in the industry.

Of the total radio output of $463,109,235 in
1929 (20.1 percent of the whole output of electrical manufacturing) $381,096,428 represented
the value of radio apparatus, of which $253,260,-

as approximately $77,1927 through 1932 the sums expended for time alone and only over the two
great national networks increased each year over

the preceding year; the figure had risen to
$39,106,766 by 1932. A reliable estimate placed
the total investment of the radio industry in
plant facilities for manufacturing, distributing

and broadcasting at $175,000,000 in 1932; other
estimates are even higher.
Radio services can be grouped roughly into
two major divisions: commercial communications and broadcasting. Within the former division particular mention may be made of fixed,
maritime, police and aviation services. The fixed
services relate to radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony. They include the transmission not
only of messages but also of photographs, documents and the like. In 1933 there were in the

United States 310 point to point telegraph

sta-
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and 34 point to point telephone stations at 6 locations, which were
licensed by the Federal Radio Commission to
tions at 28 locations

render fixed public service, including press, over
international circuits; the stations were operated

the station is in operation. Another important
series of problems has developed as a result of
the attempt on the part of the chains to secure
the greatest possible advantage in the various
competitive areas. This effort has resulted not

by 1 1 companies. Communication between the
United States and 53 foreign countries was
possible by radiotelephone stations and wire line
extensions which provided facilities for the in-

in a shifting of the stations from one network to
another. In an effort to control the situation

terconnection of 92 percent of the telephones of
the world.

evitable trend toward ownership of individual
stations by the chains, particularly in the more

The maritime services are those established
between ships and shore stations or between
vessels. On June 30, 1933, there were 1997 ship
stations licensed by the Federal Radio Commission on vessels of American registry. The use of

important receiving areas.

radio

by

since

its

police departments has grown steadily
establishment by Detroit in 1927. In

Michigan, Pennsylvania, Iowa and
Massachusetts a state police radio service is
maintained. On June 30, 1933, there were 123
radio stations licensed for police use. The use of

only in a widely varying rate structure but also

more

effectively there has

The
States

come about the

in-

broadcasting structure in the United

dominated primarily by commercial

is

The

motives.

and the

stations are operated for profit,

cost in the first instance

is

paid by a

private business seeking to sell goods or service
Sustaining programs are provided for the time

four states

which

radio in aviation service

is

not sold for commercial purposes.

no small measure

Roughly 64 percent of broadcasting time is utilized by such programs. It is claimed that the
average commercial program today is one fifth
sSales talk and four fifths entertainment. These

responsible for the increased safety and reliability of air transportation.
After a period of rapid growth the number of

facts help to explain the rise of the chains, since
the national advertisers not only can afford to
pay for chain service but also desire the maxi-

broadcasting stations in the United States defrom a peak of 68 1 in 1927 to 598
1933.
One reason for the decline is the Federal Radio

mum

is

in

m

clined

Commission's policy of licensing only those stawhich operate for "public convenience and
necessity." Another reason is the high cost of
installation and operation, a cost which poorly
managed or poorly located stations have been
tions

unable to meet.
in the

On

the other hand, the decline
has been compensated

number of stations

by the improvement in their transmitting faciliand power. The individual station moreover

ties

has become of relatively less importance with
the growth of regional and national networks.
The first of these, the National Broadcasting
Company, controlled by the Radio Corporation

of America, was formed in 1926; the Columbia

Broadcasting

Company was organized two years

Although the relationships existing between a chain and the individual stations vary
considerably, in the main it may be said that
the former pays each station for the use of its
facilities for purposes of commercial broadcasting and is in turn paid for sustaining programs
for which the individual station contracts Out
later.

of this relationship many problems arise. Most
of them center around the amount of payment
to

be made by the one

to the other

and around

the distribution or use of the hours during which

coverage for their investment.

The

federal government operates no public
broadcasting stations but exercises comprehensive regulation of broadcasting stations through
the Federal Radio Commission, which was

created in 1927.

The commission consists of five

members appointed by

the president for a term
and has four divisions: legal,
engineering, examiners and field operations. It
has power to regulate the use of air channels, to
assign wave lengths, to control the increase of
facilities and the establishment of new stations
and to determine engineering regulations governof

six

years

ing the transmitting apparatus. It has practically

no control over the programs presented (see section on LEGAL ASPECTS).
Radio is also regulated in all other countries,
the tendency in Europe being toward stricter
government control. In Great Britain broadcasting is a monopoly under control of the British

Broadcasting Company, with a royal charter
is not transferable and may be revoked.

which

Regulatory powers of a very stringent kind are
vested in the postmaster general. The French
government operates a chain of stations, while

Japan operates its foreign radio communication
system. In most European and in some Latin
American countries broadcasting is supported
in large part by taxtes; annual license fees are

'

Radio
ranging from five
cents in France to eighteen dollars in San
Salvador. In the Soviet Union the whole indus-

imposed on receiving

sets,
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patent owners and the equipment manufacturers

political as-

The original incentive to broadcasting was the
obvious consideration that unless something
was "on the air" the public would have no

marked significance. The Radio Corporation of America
came into existence as a result of an effort to
prevent British interests from gaining the same

inducement to buy radio receiving sets. But as
were being received and accepted from commercial concerns willing to
supply program material in return for the chance

measure of control over world radio that they

A rapidly growing source of revenue was thus discovered, and the hire of broadcasting facilities by advertisers became the
financial mainstay and eventually the raison

under governmental control.
The international economic and

try

is

pects of the radio industry are of

exercised over cable

facilities.

The

contest be-

tween the United States, China and Japan over
radio operation in China is indicative of the political and military importance attached to radio.
A similar struggle has been going on in Latin
America between American and British radio
interests

As

a result of the Imperial

cations Conference in 1928 Imperial
national Communications, Ltd was
,

establish in the British

Communiand Interformed to

Empire a system of wire-

communications under joint control Closely
related to the political and military aspects are
less

the commercial. Control of the instruments of
international

communication

able asset to

all

foreign

this strategic advantage,

siderable

is

in itself a valu-

commerce Aside from
however, there

is

a con-

volume of foreign trade in radio equip-

ment, supplies and accessories. The export of
radio equipment and supplies from the United
States increased from $8,794,453 in 1926 to approximately $23,000,000 in 1929, 1930 and 1931
but declined to $13,312,166 in 1932. Of the total
exports in 1932 only 5 percent of the dollar
volume consisted of transmitting equipment,
whereas receiving sets, tubes and accessories

early as 1920 offers

to advertise

of the vast majority of stations. The
prospect of increasing advertising revenue by
enlargement of the service area led to constant
d'etre

demands

for higher power per station and to the
development of interstation hook-ups. The
culminated in the formation of chain or
network systems, which by means of leased telephone wires and simultaneous rebroadcasting
from a number of scattered stations could offer
nation wide coverage, charging as much as
$15,000 per hour The National Broadcasting
latter

Company was

established to act, according to a
statement of Merlin Aylesworth, its president,
"as an indirect sales promotion agency for the
radio manufacturing industry." The result has
been that the cultural possibilities of radio have
been limited by the pressure of business interests.

No

real

use of radio

is

being

made

in the

American school system. Rural areas are

vir-

except for broadcasting of
go\ernment crop reports. In the cities the radio
is mainly a substitute for the motion picture
tually

neglected,

constituted 95 percent. Imports of radio apparatus into the United States have been negli-

theater.

gible from the beginnings of the industry and
since 1929 have declined steadily.
HOWARD T. LEWIS

by the White Act in 1927, has taken the view
that "advertising must be accepted for the
present as the sole means of support for broad"
It has ruled moreover that "a broadcasting
casting station engaged in general public service

CULTURAL ASPECTS Broadcasting constitutes
the cheapest, speediest and most ubiquitous
mode of communication achieved by mankind.

An

instrument with immense educational and

possibilities, modern broadcasting is
essentially a collective phenomenon, and its
utilization has therefore presented new prob-

cultural

lems to the individualist creed of western capitalism. Yet in this matter as in others the United
States has not worked out a body of thought or
opinion adequate to control the results of modern science in their application to the collective
life.

The development

of broadcasting was left

primarily, although not without protests, to the

The

Federal Radio Commission, established

has ordinarily a claim to preference over a

propaganda station," interpreting the term
propaganda to include "every school of thought,
religious, political, social and economic." The
commission has no power over program content
or sequence, save the authority to revoke a
license in cases of obscenity or other obvious
abuse. Regulation has always been strenuously
combated by the broadcasters, who claim that
their business

is

analogous to newspaper pub-

lishing in that the provision of non-commercial
matter to the public is dependent on the advertising revenues.

As a

description of the existing
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is on the whole correct.
American radio programs are of two kinds, as
described in a report of the Radio Commission

situation this analogy

for 1932.

"A

commercial program

is

a

program

presented by the station for profit It is sponsored usually by a person or corporation engaged
in either wholesale or retail [sale] of merchandise
with a view of gaining the good will of listeners
and of making direct sales. The program content

The

prior claim of commercial interests on

broadcasting time and facilities, recognized by
the Federal Radio Commission, is resented by
various groups, those concerned with education
being the best organized. In the early years of
broadcasting nearly 100 educational institutions
established broadcasting stations, only 44 of
which had survived by 1932. These were all of
relatively low power and in many cases operated
on restricted time. In terms of the composite

usually consists of either orchestra, song, drama,
symphony, opera or variety, interspersed with

units used

sales talks or a description of the

they comprised

advertised.

A

sustaining program

is

commodity
a program

presented by the station without compensation
and at its expense. Its purpose is twofold, (i) it
serves as one method whereby the station can
qualify under the public interest clause contained in its license and (2) it serves as a

by the commission
less

for classification,

than 7 percent of

While

all

broad-

casting
generally admitted
that most of the original enterprises in this field
facilities.

were

initiated

it is

too hastily, without adequate
problems involved, educators

realization of the

in recent years have been vigorous in asserting

news, sports,

more consideration Conferences
were held in 1929-30, from which two principal
groups emerged The first, organized as the
National Committee on Education by Radio,
and supported by the Association of LandGrant Colleges and Universities, the National
Education Association and other influential

or special events." A specimen survey at the
close of 1931 showed that of 582 stations report-

bodies, demands of Congress legislation for the
exclusive reservation of not less than 15 percent

commercial programs accounted for 36 14
percent of broadcasting time These furnish the
sole source of revenue for the sustaining pro-

stitutional educational agencies.

method by which the station seeks to enlarge
and hold its audience and thereby increase the
value of time available for commercial programs.
The program content usually consists of either
orchestra, song, drama, symphony, opera, variety, literature, science, politics,

ing,

grams; any decline in advertising is therefore
to affect the non-commercial service,
much of which symphony concerts, opera
broadcasts, international news events and the

their claim to

public and inThis demand is
strenuously opposed by commercial broadcasters. A second group, formed as a result of a
of

all

broadcasting

made by

facilities for

the American Association for

liable

study

like

Adult Education, became organi/cd in 1930 as
the National Advisory Council on Radio in
Education, financed by Carnegie and Rocke-

is

very expensive.

While the great majority of programs to
which any cultural value can be assigned are of

feller

the sustaining character, certain advertisers have
at times contributed musical, dramatic and semi-

would be

educational material of merit. Inasmuch, however, as the advertiser necessarily strives to reach
the widest possible public, the cultural range of

commercial programs is narrowly restricted.
Furthermore local stations associated with the
chains are under no obligation to rebroadcast
sustaining programs and usually do not if they
can sell such hours on their own account. With
occasional exceptions stations use sustaining
program material only in default of paid adver-

funds. Since the National Broadcasting
proclaimed that broadcasters

Company had

willing to donate time to educational
purposes as soon as an authoritative body of
educators could agree on matters of program and
policy, the National Advisory Council set out
to organize such a body and to draw up an experimental program. The chains then complied
with their offer to donate time, with the result
that since the fall of 1931 series of lectures have
been broadcast over nation wide networks in

economics, psychology, government and kindred fields. The lectures have been supple-

which the more valuable evening hours

mented by reprints and pamphlet material made
available at low cost through the University of

primarily are devoted.
While the principal stations, especially those
of the chain networks, have shown in recent

Chicago Press. The policy of the National Advisory Council has been to cooperate with rather
than to combat the dominant interests.

years an increasing sense of public responsiof the American system has like-

The Federal Radio Commission in 1932, in
reply to a congressional inquiry, declared that
"the present attitude of broadcasters . . justi-

tising, to

bility, criticism

wise become more widespread and emphatic.

.

Radio
the Commission in believing that educational programs can be safely left to the volunfies

tary gift of the use of facilities by commercial
stations." It is doubtful, however, whether even
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restricting the free space given to radio

program

announcements, on the ground that these are in
the main advertising items which should be paid
for as such, the associated

newspapers adopted

if

they were willing commercial broadcasters
could afford to donate much more time than

in April, 1933, a policy of stringent limitation in
regard to the broadcasting of general news items,

they do at present for an extension of the very
limited educational facilities now olTered. The
costs are heavy, and in some cases the two na-

while the Associated Press has imposed on

tional broadcasting systems have appealed for
voluntary financial support for educational pro-

grams. The group favoring approp native legislation holds that it is in principle undesirable for
education to depend on the good will of commercial broadcasters or private advertisers

Under such circumstances,

claimed, there
can be no assurance that suitable material will be

made

it

is

available at the right time without risk of

displacement by revenue yielding items; and
several cases of such displacement lend color to

To date, however, the record of institutionally owned or operated radio stations is
open to grave criticism. The distribution of

this view.

broadcasting time by 71 institutions using radio
thus summarised in a 1933 report entertainment, 44 6 percent; general information, 23 6,
farm and home information, 204, formal inis

struction,

7

5;

commercial programs,

must be pointed out, however,
ally

owned

3 9.

It

that education-

stations arc in danger of losing then

licenses unless they operate full time, although
seem to be no inherent necessity for

members

still

more

its

definite limitations as to the

use by broadcasters of copyright news material
limitations which the courts appear willing to
support.
The use of radio for political or governmental

purposes
aspect.

is

probably

its

most important

social

The extent of this use is indicated

in part
principal net-

by the fact that in 1931 the two
works devoted 528 hours without compensation
to speeches by national, state or city officials, the
estimated commercial value of the lime being
approximately $3,000,000 Since that vear such
use of radio has beei, rapidly on the increase,
apart from the broadcasting paid for by political
groups and parties in the campaign of 1932 and
to a lesser extent continuously It has been suggested that the type of leadership so developed
may become to an undesirable degree emotional
rather than rational

Safeguards would seem to

he, first, in the supplementary consideration of
issues in the press and, second, in the impartial

allotment of radio

facilities to

various schools of

opinion While cases of discrimination have not
been lacking, American broadcasting cannot be

more than other systems,

there would

attacked on this score

requirement beyond the attitude of the
Radio Commission The problem of financing
further educational use of radio is also likely to
become urgent, even if broadcasting time and
facilities continue to be donated in sufficient
measure. Yet, as a former member of the Radio

particularly if the economic and strategic influence of the various schools seeking publicity
is taken into account It is of course inevitable,

this

out, although Amerioverwhelmingly commercial
in aim, no payment has been asked of broad-

under a s\stem of private ownership and commercial hire of facilities, that groups which can
command large sums of money, directly or in-

Commission has pointed

directly,

can broadcasting

nate groups.

is

casters for their license to use public channels.

Included

m

the activities classified by the

broadcasters as educational are the dissemination of
issues.

news and the discussion of political
About both these activities perplexing

have a basic advantage over less fortu-

The most serious charge which may be advanced against the American system is concerned with the general cultural level of the
great mass of broadcast material. That level is
indicated in the dictum of the president of the
National Broadcasting Company, uttered during

service for

on education, that "in broadcasting we
are dealing with a mass message, and the material delivered must be suitable for mass con-

hand, the practise of commercial broadcasters of
using current news items as part of their program material has recently encountered serious

This conception of the mass, taken
sumption
over from salesmanship, sets rigid limits to the
possibilities of advance and experiment and disregards all minorities possessed of more than
the most rudimentary intelligence or education

opposition from the newspapers In addition to

in

problems havearisen. The efforts of certain newspapers in

192830 to

organize their

own wireless

news gathering purposes met with
very serious obstruction from the principal
patent owners in the industry. On the other

a speech

"

any of the

special fields served

by radio

else-
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the musical, literary and educational efforts of the broadcasters, who fear that

lie

they may lose their public if they pay attention
to the needs of groups whose cultural level is in

odicals, in

where.

It colors

any marked degree above the average. Among
the latter dissatisfaction with American broadcasting is acute and increasing; but such groups
are not numerous enough to exert economic
pressure, which alone can evoke response from a
commercial system. To the minority it appears
that, no matter what steps in this direction be
taken, there is an inherent contamination of

experimental work, the balance going in
funds. The publications of the British

Broadcasting Corporation include three periwhich commentaries, program notes,
and other matter supplement the

illustrations

The proportion of jazz in program
much lower, and special types of
audience, those interested, for example, in modbroadcasts.

material

is

ern poetry, music and literature, are regularly
catered to. The conduct of the system is under
constant criticism in both press and Parliament,
but all parties have united in preferring it to any

musical, educational, religious and all
other material involved in the close association

other. It has contributed not merely to the political and cultural education of the people but

with commercial advertising. Since nearly

notably to the maintenance of orchestral music
and the opera, which would otherwise have had
to depend mainly, as in the United States, on the

literary,

all

American broadcasting stations are profit seeking institutions, programs selected purely on
their merits have necessarily a subordinate claim
to programs selected for their advertising appeal.
Further the competitive nature of the business

has precluded the development, not only of any
intelligent planning of radio offerings but even
of any such general and classified description of
them as would enable a listener to make an ad-

vance selection of the material now offered.

There

prospect of improvement. There are no grounds for assurance that
is,

however,

little

uncertain patronage of a wealthy minority. The
recent decision of Canada to reconstruct its

broadcasting system on a nationally owned and
controlled basis, in which advertising shall be

permitted under prescribed limitations as a contributory source of revenue, is of especial interest and significance, inasmuch as it follows four
years of deliberation and a thorough experience
of the commercial system.
Recent events in Europe have demonstrated

advertising revenues will increase in such measure as to permit much advance in either quality
or quantity of the sustaining programs; nor does
the evidence warrant the supposition that drastic

character; but there

curtailment of advertising would prove feasible
financially. It is generally conceded that the

circumstances privately owned systems would
enjoy a special immunity from such subversion.

prestige and popularity of American radio are on
the decline. According to the best expert opinion
there is no probability that television will come

This development is a step backward in comparison with the formation in 1930 of the Inter-

commercial or general use in the near future
to reanimate the radio industry; nor can such
use be desirable culturally before some intelligent form of social control is devised.
In no other country does the conduct of
broadcasting depend so completely on advertisement as in the United States. In England,
the Soviet Union and Austria no advertising is
into

permitted.

Where

it

is

allowed, as in France,

Italy, Brazil, Mexico and
Spain, it is under the supervision of some responsible authority and usually subject to limitation with regard to amount as well as to character. The British system constitutes the most

Canada, Australia,

thoroughgoing attempt to render broadcasting a

publk service of cultural value. It is financed
from an annual license fee of ten shillings levied
on each receiving set; a little over half of this
revenue

suffices to sustain all services, including

that non- democratic

governments can direct

their radio facilities to partisan purposes, national and international, of very questionable
is

no assurance that in such

national Broadcasting Union, representing 330
transmitting stations in 21 European countries;
the members of the union have agreed to co-

operate on programs and to abstain from propaganda against one another. The development of
the collective

life

of democratic societies calls

increasingly for publicly responsible bodies of a
non-political character; and the association in

the American

mind

deliberately fostered

by

of public responsibility with popartisanship now constitutes perhaps the

certain forces
litical

most formidable of the many obstacles to

cul-

tural advance.

WILLIAM A. ORTON
LEGAL ASPECTS. Legal development in the
more than in most others, is
based on its peculiar technology. Notions of
radio industry,

sovereignty, states' rights, property, laissez faire,
developed by land and commercial economies,

Radio
are belied by the scientific facts of this novel
method of communication.

make

special regulations with respect to chain

of usable or dependable

broadcasting and promulgate regulations to prevent interference. It is required to allocate

wave lengths

available in the present state of the
art, the inability to construct apparatus of sufficient selectivity to receive the desired wave and

broadcasting licenses, frequencies, station power
and time as equally as possible among the five
zones into which the country is divided and

exclude

equitably

The

limited

number

others, the resulting interference in

all

reception by transmissions on the same or adjacent frequencies and the extensive geographic
all combine to make laissez
communication impossible All

area of interferences,
faire in radio

countries consequently control radio

communi-

among

the states according to popula-

This restriction, frequently criticized as
too rigid and out of harmony with scientific
developments in radio, is an attempt to cope
with the universally admitted need of equitable
tion.

distribution of the scant facilities for broad-

cation, either

through government ownership
of transmitting stations, as in Europe, or through

casting.

government regulation of privately owned and

areas of radio cannot be confined by state
boundaries makes control by the individual

operated stations, as in the United States.
Regulation began in the United States with
the enactment of the federal Radio Act of 1912.

Broadcasting was then unknown, and the act
was passed primarily with reference to \vireless
telegraphy.

It

prohibited radio transmission

without a license from the secretary of commerce and incorporated the regulations of the
London International Radio Telegraph Convention of 1912. The secretary attempted to keep
up with the developing use of radio and broad-

The

fact that the service

and interference

and requires either federal control
or no radio communication at all. The necessary
states futile

constitutional basis for this federal

"found" therefore in the
clause. Broadcasting
telligence, ideas,

is

interstate

power was
commerce

"the transmission of in-

and entertainment.

course and that intercourse

is

It is inter-

commerce," even

though of a "new species" [United States v.
American Bond and Mortgage Co., 31 F (zd)

frequencies to stations, refusing licenses \\hich
he thought should not be granted and specifying

448 (1929)]. Since it is also interstate, Congress
has full power to regulate. In any event commercial point to point telegraphy or telephony is
clearly interstate commerce. In order to permit
the efficient use of radio for these purposes by

the time in which individual broadcasting stations could operate. Two decisions of lower

gress

casting

national radio conferences,
detailed regulations, assigning

by holding

promulgating

and an opinion of the attorney
1926, holding that the secretary had

federal courts

general in
no discretion to refuse licenses or to prohibit
broadcasting on frequencies or at times not pro-

the elimination of destructi\e interference Con-

may and must incidentally regulate all
broadcasting. It h.is been suggested also that
since radio communication involves international agreements, federal regulatory authority
may be based upon the power to make treaties

hibited by the act, virtually ended his control.
resulting bedlam following the scramble
for broadcasting and "wave jumping" led to the

and

Radio Act of 1927.

tion, statutes

The

It set

up the Federal Radio Commission

to

bring order out of the chaos and, after one year,
to act as an appellate body over the secretary of

commerce, to whom the power of regulation was
then to be restored. After continuing this temporary arrangement for two years, Congress
finally made the commission a permanent body,
to which the Radio Division of the Department
of Commerce was transferred in 1932. The
commission is empowered among other things
to classify radio services, assign frequencies to
the services and the individual stations, grant
and revoke licenses for stations, determine their
location, regulate the apparatus and power to be
used by them, determine their time of operation,

and proper means
While no state has at-

to provide the necessary

for their observance.

tempted to

set

up complete system of regulaand municipal ordinances have
a

imposed a variety of lesser regulations. Many of
these have been impulsive and ill advised; others
are reasonable local police or tax measures. In
the working out of the necessary adjustments
there is danger that constitutional logomachy
influence decisions beyond the requirements of the technological facts which have
fashioned it. Thus a state tax upon the owners
of receiving sets was invalidated by a lowei
federal court on the absurd ground that it was a
direct burden upon interstate commerce, which

may

exclusively within the regulatory
federal government.
is

More

difficult

problems

tion of the limited

power of the

arise in the distribu-

number of

available fre-
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quencies

among

Radio Act
licenses

The

the numerous seekers.

the commission to issue
"public convenience, interest, or

directs

when

thority to delete stations, in view of the limited
radio facilities available and the confusion that

would

result

from interferences,

is

not open to

little

question. Those who operated broadcasting stations had no right superior to the exercise of this
power of regulation. They necessarily made their

fore not simply whether a particular applicant

investment and their contracts in the light of,
and subject to, this paramount authority"
[Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson Bros.
Bond and Mortgage Co., 289 U.S. 266, 282

necessity will be served thereby." While this
the law of public utilities,
standard is hoary

m

analogy can be found therein for radio. The
possible types of radio service are comparatively
unlimited. And each type has numerous supporters The commission must determine therewill service the public convenience, interest or
necessity, but whether he will do so above all

other competing applicants. It must therefore
make a choice of public policy as to the various
types of services preferred dance music, religious talks, political discussions and a host of

(1933)].

The determination of public interest, convenience and necessity rests largely with the
commission. Judicial review is limited to ques-

improvement care must be

and "findings of fact by the commission, if supported by substantial evidence,"
are conclusive unless clearly "arbitrary, or
capricious." In the exercise of this review in

taken to guard the limited available facilities
against complete appropriation by present users.
For this reason unique limitations have been

to support the commission's determination. The
Radio Act contains another safeguard in the

variations.

Furthermore

desirable change or

in order to provide for

tions of law;

recent years there has been a decided tendency

imposed on the broadcaster's "property rights."

provision denying the licensing authority the

The

power of censorship and prohibiting interference
by it with the right of free speech. The provision

act recites that

it is

intended

among

other

things "to provide for the use of such channels
[of interstate and foreign radio communication],

effectively prevents previous censorship of in-

time, under licenses granted by Federal au-

dividual programs, and the commission has not
attempted it. But general censorship inevitably
arises when the commission determines, on the

thority, and no such license shall be construed
to create any right, beyond the terms, condi-

basis of past or promised programs, which of
several applicants shall be awarded an available

but not the ownership thereof, by individuals,
firms or corporations, for limited periods of

and periods of the

tions,

dance of caution

it

license."

directs that

Out of abun-

no license shall be

granted "until the applicant therefor shall have
signed a waiver of any claim to the use of any
particular frequency or wave length or of the
ether as against the regulatory power of the

United States because of the previous use of the
same, whether by license or otherwise." The

maximum term
tions

is

of licenses for broadcasting stafixed at three years, but the commission

has limited

its

licenses to six

months, after

first

having fixed even shorter periods. The commission has also exercised its power to reallocate
frequencies, change or reduce the time of oper-

and refuse renewal of licenses in order to
what it deemed undesirable services.
While prior use and station investment have
been weighty factors in the determination of
ation

delete

public interest or convenience [General Electric
Co. v. Federal Radio Commission, 3 1 F (zd) 630
(1929)], they have not always deterred the commission from eliminating stations or curtailing
their privileges To the claim of deprivation of
property the Supreme Court answered: "That
the Congress had the power to give this au-

Until radio technology discovers an
abundant supply of facilities, the ancient freedom can be protected only by the wise selection
license.

of administrators.

The lack of facilities has been advanced also as
the conclusive answer to the suggestion that
broadcasting stations be placed under the public
utility obligation of

making

their services avail-

able to all applicants on equal terms. The Radio
Act requires that a licensee who has permitted
one political candidate to broadcast through his
station must afford equal opportunities to the
opposing candidates for the same office. But it
does not require that the initial use be permitted.
Licensees who engage for hire in the telegraphic

or telephonic transmission from point to point
however, required to serve all applicants on

are,

equal terms and along with telephone and telegraph companies are subject to the regulatory
powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission
in the matter of rates. Proposed legislation placing all methods of communication under the
unified control of a single commission on communications will doubtless effect desirable results,

although

it

cannot avoid the discrimina-

Radio
tion necessitated

by the limited broadcasting

facilities.

Private law too has felt the detonation of
radio

Whether

a person

who

has been defamed

in a radio speech may ha\e redress against the
several broadcasting stations, whether one

broadcasting station has recourse against another
which picks up the former's program and makes
it; whether copyright owners have rights
against the several broadcasting stations in a
chain, against a station which broadcasts an un-

use of

authorized public performance and against the
hotel keeper and restaurateur who by means of

loud speakers bring the programs to their pawhich land law as de-

trons, are all questions to

veloped provides no leady answer [Ruck v.
S 191 (1931);
Jewell-La Salic Realty Co 283
Sorensent' Wood and KFAB Broadcasting Co
1
1 23 Neb 348
I n. Europe c\ en more than
( 932)]
,

U

,

United States these and other problems
of private law have arisen in troublesome comin the

plexity (see especially Neugebauer's discussion)
International agreement is almost as important as national control, not simply to promote
international communication but to avoid destructive interference by foreign tiansmissions
with radio communication \\ithin the individual
nations International cooperation began with a

conference at Berlin in 1903 A second conference in Berlin in 1906 resulted in the first
international radio treaty. Successtvcl)

seding treaties were signed at

London

super-

in 1912,

Washington in 1927 and at Madrid in 1932.
The Madrid convention amalgamated the theretofore separate telegraph and radio conventions
into one International Telecommunication Convention. But separate regulations are provided
for radio and telegraph, and adhering nations
may choose to be bound by only one of the sets
of regulations. There are also supplementary
at

radio regulations, designed primarily for the

American Radio Conference, and legional or bi
lateral agreements, such as that between the
United States and Canada, are encouraged. The
Bureau of the International Telecommunication
Union at Berne is made the clearing house for
Claims of frequencies for
must be filed with
the bureau, although no provision is made as to
the effect of priority of claims The bureau must
be notified also of the employment of frequenradio

information

transoceanic communication

cies, in

any service, which may interfere with

in other countries
Arbitration is
recognized as the method of settling disputes.
Probably more than any othc industry radio
has been built on patents Thousands of patents

reception

on basic instruments or improvements have been
issued to diverse persons. The manufacture or
use of radio apparatus has consequently been involved in a mac of patent litigation, in which
judges, whose knowledge of radio has been acquired only in the course of the litigation, have
been called upon to decide the issues of invenpriority and infringement. The handmaiden of the patent, monopoly, was found to be
the logical means of resolving the struggle for
patent supremacy. When wireless communication was still confined to the transmission of
messages between ship and shore, the British
Marconi Company, which owned or controlled
tion,

a majority of the world's shore stations, refused
communicate with stations equipped with

to

other than Marconi apparatus. The partial prohibition of this practise by the Berlin com ention
of 1906 and the further prohibition by the London convention of 1912 were the principal
achievements of those treaties. In the United
States the concentration of patents in the Radio

Corporation of America, coupled with devices
which required patent licensees to purchase certain unpatented parts from the corporation, was
alleged to have created a virtual monopoly in
radio manufacturing. Enforcement of these

European countries and those in which transmitting stations are government owned. The
United States delegation has accepted only the
convention and the principal radio regulations.

license prov isions was finally enjoined as \ iolative of the Clayton Act [Lord v. Radio Corporation of America, 24 F (2d) 565 (1928), 28 F

The treaty allocates the radio frequencies among
the several services, such as broadcasting, commercial, maritime, aeronautic and police, but

(2d) 257 (1928), 35 F (2d) 962 (1929), 47 F (2d)
606 (1931)], and a government prosecution of
the corporation under the federal antitrust laws

attempts no distribution among the signatory
nations. Each nation may allocate frequencies as
it desires; but if interference in other countries

resulted in the entry of a consent decree calculated to break up the concentration [United

made only
among the

23 (1933)] The Radio Act requires the
commission to refuse licenses to any person con-

services specified in the regulations. Regional
international conferences, such as the North

victed of " unlawfully monopoli/ing or attempting unlawfully to monopolize, after February 23,

should result, the assignment must be
in accordance with the allocation

States v. Radio Corporation of America, 3 F.

Supp
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." or of having
1927, radio communication
''been using unfair methods of competition" and
.

.

authorizes the courts, in suits under the federal
antitrust acts, to revoke the licenses of guilty

defendants.

It

further prohibits

the unified

ownership, control, operation, "directly or indirectly," of public, point to point radio and wire
or cable communication systems, if the "purpose

and/or the effect thereof may be to substancompetition or to restrain" interstate or foreign commerce "or unlawfully to
create monopoly in any line of commerce."
The peculiar characteristics of radio have thus
evoked a distinct radio law. But the legal conis

tially lessen

have been shaped largely by the state of the
and require continual revision if they are to
keep pace with its progress.
trols

art

HARRY SHULMAN
COMMUNICATION; ADVER USING; PUBLICITY,
PROPAGANDA; EDUCATION, AMUSKMENIS, PUBLIC,
ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY, TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH, COMBINATIONS, INDUSTRIAL, PATENTS; COPYRIGHT, LIBFL AND SLANDER, GOVERNMENT
REGULATION OF INDUSTRY, COMMERCIALISM.
See:
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Business Administration
Paul,
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on the
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.
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.
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RADISHCHEV, ALEXANDR NIKOLAEVICH (1749-1802), Russian philosopher of the
Radishchev received his early

Enlightenment

home of his father, a
humane treatment of his

education in the

landlord

known

serfs.

for the

At

the age of seventeen young Radishchev was sent by

n

to the University of Leipsic, where
besides preparing himself for an administrative

Catherine

career in accordance with the wishes of the

em-

press he eagerly absorbed the ideas of Rousseau,
Helvetius and Mably Upon his return to Russia

Revolution,

and

arrest

ordered Radishchev's immediate

trial.

He was condemned

tempted to disprove the materialistic thesis of
Holbach and Helvetius with the aid of arguments drawn from Mendelssohn's Phadon\ he
himself wavered between deism and materialism, leaning more markedly toward the former.
Radishchev was permitted to return to his
estate in 1797 by Paul i and was completely rehabilitated with the accession to the throne of

Alexander

i.

Not only was he allowed

with the task of introducing the regime of
legality in Russia. Sharing the general expectawould upon his coronation
decree a constitutional regime Radishchev at
the suggestion of Count Vorontzov, who retion that Alexander

mained
czar's

in close contact with the circle of the

young

Petersburg.

materialize, however,

Radishchev continued his
Enlightenment; he

stitutional

drew up a remarkable conproject which incorporated the ideas

outlined in his

over

its failure,

interest in the ideas of the

translated Mably's Observations sur Vlmtoire de
Grece and contributed to a periodical pub-

la

working for reform in a

friends,

private committee,

office

to return

to St Petersburg, but he was even called upon
to serve on the commission which was charged

he served successfully as an official in the senate
and in the College of Commerce and was finally
appointed head of the customs office of St.

While in

to death,

but the sentence was commuted to ten years of
exile in remotest Siberia As an exile Radishchev
continued his literary activity and among other
publications wrote an essay in which he at-

mam work. The project

did not

and its author, despondent
committed suicide.
PAUL MILIUKOV

Works. Sobranie ostavshiksya sochtneny (Collection of
remaining works), 6 vols. (Moscow 1806 n, new ed.
by V. V. Kallash, 2 vols Moscow 1907); Puteshestvte

by Novikov, \vith vvhose Masonic circle
he maintained friendly contact. Under the immediate stimulus of Raynal's works he wrote in
1781-83 his ode, Volnost (Liberty), with its
eulogy of Cromwell and Washington, and in

iz Peterburga v Moskvu (St. Petersburg 1790; new ed.
with introductions by N. P. Pavlov-Silvansky and P.
E Shchegolev, St Petersburg 1905), tr. into German
by Arthur Luther as Reise von Petersburg nach Moskau

1785-89 his chief work Puteshestvie is Peterburga
v Moskvu (A journey from St. Petersburg to

Consult.

lished

Moscow). The

latter

in a

work, composed
borrowed from Sterne and consisting of a

form
series

of descriptive sketches of everyday life in Russia,
constitutes one of the first and most eloquent
attacks on the lawless regime, the corruption of
the ruling classes and the ruthless exploitation
of the peasantry by a greedy gentry Radishchev
appealed to the Russian rulers to establish a

constitutional regime based on equality of rights
and pleaded above all for the emancipation of

,

(Leipsic 1922).

Sukhomhnov, M.

I

,

A. N. Radishchev, Im-

peratorskaya Akademiya Nauk, Otdeleme russkago
yazika i slovesnosti, Sbormk, vol. xxxn, no. 6 (St.
Petersburg 1883), Singer, Eugenie, in Jaiirbuc her fiir
Kultur und Geschtchte der Sloven, n.s vol. vu (1931)
1 13-62; Myakotin, V. A., Iz tstoni russkago obshchestva
(From the history of Russian society) (2nd ed St.
,

Petersburg 1906) p. 167-225, Semenmkov, V. P.,
Radishchev: ocherki i issledovamya (Studies and investigations)

(Moscow

1923).

RADOWITZ, JOSEPH MARIA VON

dicted a bloody revolt of the oppressed masses.
Catherine n saw in his book a picture and criti-

(17971853), Prussian statesman and political thinker.
Radowitz, a descendant of Hungarian nobility,
was born in Blankenburg. After serving under
Napoleon and the Hessian government he entered the Prussian general staff in 1823 and rose

cism of her own regime and, still under the fresh
impression of the developments of the French

to distinction in Berlin court circles, particularly
in the so-called "crown prince group" of the

the peasants by free consent of their masters.
Should such consent be denied, Radishchev pre-
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later king Frederick

William

iv,

whose most

intimate friend and counselor he became. He
was the cofounder of and from 1831 to 1835 the
leading contributor to the Berliner pohtisches

Wochenblatt, the first journalistic vehicle for
conservative thought. During this period he fol-

lowed Haller in advocating the restoration of the
feudal and patriarchal corporate state of the
Middle Ages. Gradually Radowitz abandoned

Even

greater restlessness characterized Rae's

intellectual life.

tory of

A

projected "philosophical his-

humanity" led him into

history, physiography, economics, sociology and philology.
But "adverse fortune" dogged his steps. His

work on the resources of Canada went unpubNew Principles of Political Economy
was virtually stillborn; his essays on the Polylished; his

the Christian Germanic ideas of this group of
Prussian Protestant nobles, especially after he
became active as military attach^ at the federal

nesian language, although praised by J. S. Mill,
were dismissed by Max Miiller as unimportant.
Time has abundantly increased Rae's intellectual stature. Later investigations have

diet in Frankfort in 1836. He then turned toward
constitutionalism and, as Bismafck later did,
attempted to bring together conservatism and

formulating a gesture theory of language; while
both the similarities and the differences between

the national idea, which in his time was championed chiefly by the liberals; as the king's inti-

mate counselor he came out
and federal reforms. These

for constitutional

efforts, however,
were swept aside by the Revolution of 1848. In
of
the Frankfort Assembly
1848 Radowitz was
the leader of the Catholic Right. In 1849 he was
entrusted with the leadership of Prussia's German policy and became the prime mover and

director of the Prussian policy of unification of
Germany without Austria. When with the Ol-

mutx agreement of 1850

came

to

politics.

In

this policy

naught, Radowitz abandoned active

his later years he came to view the social question as the central problem of the state and

championed an
workers.

He

alliance of the state with the

developed some ideas tinged with
such as state protection of labor

state socialism,

and
and

profit sharing. Both in his social thought
in his national policy he is the most promi-

nent precursor of the later policy of Bismarck.

SIGMUND NEUMANN
Works- Gesammelte Schriften, 5 \ols. (Berlin 1852-53);
Gesprache aus der Gegenwart uber Staat und Kirche
(Stuttgart 1846, 4th ed 1851); Neue Gesprache aus
der Gegenwart uber Staat und Kirche, 2 vols (Erfurt
1851); Nachgelassene Bnefe und Aufzeichnungen, ed.

by Walter

Mormg (Stuttgart

1922).

Consult. Hassel, Paul, Joseph Maria von Radowits
(1797-1848) (Berlin 1905), Meinecke, Frieclnch,
Radoivitz und die deutsche Revolution (Berlin 1913).

RAE,
gist

JOHN

(1796-1872), economist, sociolo-

and

philologist. After studying at Aberdeen
Edinburgh, Rae emigrated to Canada, where

and
he became a schoolmaster. Dismissed for alleged inefficiency in 1848, he began his wanderings to Boston, New York, California and finally
to the Sandwich Islands, floundering "on from
one instability to another," unsuccessful alike at
teaching, medicine, business and farming.

made

it

clear that

Rae preceded Wundt

Bohm-Bawerk and Rae have

in

led to a favorable

reappraisal of Rae's economics. One of the first
to perceive the strategic role of producers'

goods, Rae expounded what Mixter aptly designated a "sociological theory of capital." All
future goods Rae styled instruments. While a

high "effective desire of accumulation"

in-

creases the time span between "formation"

and

"exhaustion" of instruments, invention reduces
this time span and quickens the flow of present

goods Since invention, including the translation
of foreign "art," can be hastened by the legisla-

community," Rae vigorously
opposed the nihilism of Adam Smith and intor "acting for the

that, as private wealth and national
wealth have different origins, the legislator
whose economic function should be to increase

sisted

national wealth
faire,

must

must

act contrary to laissez

translate foreign arts, further ac-

cumulation and repress luxury.
Rae's sociological interpretation of the "effective desire of accumulation" was worked into
J. S. Mill's Principles

of Political Economy his
reproduction cost theory of value reappeared in
the writings of H. C. Carey; his insistence on
\

generating national productive "powers" fore-

shadowed

List's National System of Political
Economy, his condemnation of "conspicuous
consumption" anticipated Veblen.
E. A. J. JOHNSON

Important works: Statement of Some New Principles on
the Subject of Political Economy (Boston 1834, new ed.
by C. W. Mixter as The Sociological Theory of Capital,
New York 1905), "Polynesian Language" in Polynesian (Sept 27, Oct. 4 and n, 1862), reprinted as
Appendix vin
Paget, Richard, Human Speech
(London 1930); "Fragment of an Unpublished Manuscript by John Rae" in Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. xvi (1901-02) 123-25; "Letters of Rae to
Mill"
Economic Journal, vol. xn (1902) 111-20.

m

m

Consult: Mixter, C.

W.,

"A

Forerunner of B6hm-

Radowitz
Bawerk," and "Bbhm-Bawerk on Rae"

in Quarterly

Journal of Economics, vol. xi (1896-97) 161-90, and
vol. xvi (1901-02) 385-412, Bohm-Bawcrk, Eugen,
Gvschichte und Kritik der Kapitalzms-Theonen, his
Kapital und Kapitalzms, vol i (3rd ed Innsbruck
1914) p. 378-433, Mill, J S Principles of Political
J. Ashley, London 1909) bk.
Economy (new ed by
,

W

i,

ch. xi,

North American Review,

vol. xl (1835)

122-41.

RAFFI, HAKOP MELIK HAKOPIAN (183788),

Armenian writer and

national leader. Raffi

was born in Salmas, Persia; his family were merchants and he received his secondary education
at the Tiflis

Gymnasium. A

visit to

the eastern

towns and provinces of Turkish Armenia, during which he observed the hie and sufferings of
the Armenians under Turkish rule, had a decisubsequent career. He
his business and went to the Cau-

sive influence

on

Raffi 's

abandoned
where he turned

casus,

all his

energies toward

development of the Armenian national
movement. Under the stimulus of the famous
Armenian journalist G. Ar/rum he developed
his literary talents. In his numerous noxels,
short stories and articles he portrayed \\ith
glowing ardor the heroic past of the Armenian
people and the political oppression of the Armenians in his own day. Turkish Armenia he
considered to be the Armenian fatherland, which
was to be freed only by an insurrection against
the Turks. Raffi's political aim was the creation
of an independent and democratically governed
Armenia. His writings contributed greatly in
rousing the national feeling of the Armenians
both in Russia and in Turkey; and, with Abovian and Arzruni, Raffi ranks as one of the most
important of the early leaders of the Armenian
revolutionary movement.
the

V. TOTOMIANZ
Consult: Boyajian, Zabelle C
"Raffi the Armenian
National Writer" in Contemporary Rwiew, \ol CK
,

(1916) 223-28, Burchardi, Gustav, "Raffi, der SchoGeist des
pfer der neuarmenischen Literatur"

m

Ostens, vol.

i

(1913) 167-69.

RAFFLES, SIR

THOMAS STAMFORD

(1781-1826), British empire builder
nial administrator.
Having entered
India

Company's service
Raffles was sent in
1805

at

and

colo-

the East

the age of fourteen

as assistant secretary
to the newly created
presidency of Penang in
the Strait of Malacca and in 1811 was
ap-

pointed lieutenant governor of Java after its
capture from the Dutch. When Great Britain
relinquished Java, Raffles was transferred to
Benkulen on Sumatra. His continued interest

Raiffeisen

m

the British control of the Strait of Malacca
as a corridor to the trade of the farther East led
to his suggestion that
Singapore should be made

In 1819 ne to k it for the company and it was retained despite strong opposition on the part of the home authorities. It
proved to be a perfect site, according to Raffles,
for a "great commercial
emporium, and a ful."
crum, whence we may extend our influence.
a British post

.

By

.

virtue of his insistence that Singapore be a

free port it soon became the most
important
center of the eastern trade.

As an administrator Raffles was a better
master than a servant -impetuous,
insatiably
ambitious, in constant trouble with the company
o\er financial matters. In Java, Benkulen and

Singapore he did much for the natives, introducing a new system of land tenure and abolishing mutilation and torture, tax farming, compulsory cultivation, gaming farms and the slave
trade.
Raffles took a great interest

m

the culture,

and natural history of the Malay
region. Sympathetic concern for the Malays led

antiquities

him

to

establish the Singapore

Institute for

name

education. His History of Java (2 vols.,
London 1817, 2nd ed 1830), for which he was
knighted, contains considerable first hand infor-

mation concerning Java. His
contemporary scihas been somewhat eclipsed,

entific reputation

however, by the phenomenal growth of his
Singapore.

political child,

HOWARD ROBINSON
The Life of Sir Stamford
Raffles (London 1897), Coupland, R
Raffles, 17811X16 (London 1926), Egerton, H E Sir
Stamford
Raffles
England in the Far East (London 1900);
Wright, Arnold, and Reed, Thomas H
The Malay
Peninsula (London 1912) p 98-119, Mills, L.
A',
"British Malaya, 1824-1867"
Rojal Asiatic Society, Malayan Branch, Journal, \ol m (1925) pt. n,
especially ch. m, Swettenham, Frank A , British
Malaya (rev ed London 1929) ch iv.
Consult

Boulger,

I).

C.,

,

,

,

m

RAI,

LALA LAJPAT.

See LAJPAT RAI, LALA.

RAIFFEISEN, FRIEDRICH WILHELM
German agricultural cooperative
The son of a village burgomaster, Raif-

(1818-88),
leader.

feisen after being trained for the
military

appointed

in

was

1843 regional secretary in Mayen.
Between 1845 and 1865, when he resigned because of illness, he served as
burgomaster of a
number of small German towns and villages
around Neuwied. After his retirement from
public service he conducted a small business estab-
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lishment but devoted most of his energies to the
cooperative movement.
The famine years of 1846-47 brought to
Raiffeisen's attention the plight of the poor
peasants and

villagers, who even after the eman-

cipation of the peasantry suffered

rance and poverty which

from igno-

made them the prey

of

usurers. In 1846 Raiffeisen founded and expended a large part of his modest personal for-

soundness of his understanding of the basic
needs and character of the German peasantry.
Despite some deviations and improvements
which must be credited to the able work of his
early collaborator, Wilhelm Haas, the vast majority of German societies which still bear the
name of Ratffeisenvereine and the spread of similar societies in

other countries bear testimony

to the significance of his program.

ERNST GRUNFELD

tune upon the Weyerbuscher Konsumverein, a
welfare society which by its cooperative mill and
bakery effected a drastic reduction in the cost of

In the succeeding years he established in
several villages and towns a number of Htlfsvereine and loan banks, which he subsequently

Consult: Krebs,

W., Aus dem Leben Friedrich Wilhelm

Raiffeisens (and ed.

Neuwied

1925).

living.

transformed into agricultural credit cooperatives, having become convinced that personal

RAIKES,

was the outstanding need of the poorer

files

peasantry. Like Schulze-Dehtzsch and other
cooperative leaders of his time, Raiffeisen envi-

ests

credit

sioned cooperation not only as a method of
immediate material needs of indi-

satisfying the

vidual communities or occupational groups but
as the vehicle of popular education and moral
renaissance.

His theory and program were elaborated in
Die Darlehnskassen-Vereine als Mittel zur

his

Abhilfe der Noth der landlichen Bevolkerung
(Neuwied 1866-87), which went into five editions during his lifetime and was reprinted in

by the general union of the German
cooperative societies. In 1872 he
founded the first regional central cooperative
bank; in 1876 he organized a national central
agricultural bank and the following year he
united all the societies which adhered to his pro1923

Raiffeisen

gram. The movement spread rapidly after 1880.
Although they were based in many respects
on Schulze-Delitzsch's plan of credit societies
for urban artisans and tradesmen, Raiffeisen's
societies introduced innovations to meet prevailing conditions

among backward

rural

com-

munities; thus he emphasized the philanthropic
aspect and the authoritative and conservative

character of the cooperatives. Because of these
features it may be questioned whether he

bridged completely the step from welfare to

A

pious evangelical
organizations.
Christian, Raiffeisen laid great stress upon the
of
societies
and won for
these
religious aspect
self-help

them the cooperation of

religious leaders

and

although they were never confessionally restrictive. His remarkable personality
and complete devotion to the movement won
institutions,

it

many

friends, but its success

was due to the

ROBERT

(c.

1735-1811), English

promoter of Sunday schools. At the age of
twenty-one Raikes succeeded his father as owner
and publisher of the Gloucester Journal, and the
of the paper reflect his philanthropic interduring the years of his management. He
was particularly active in efforts to improve conditions in the jails of Gloucester and of England
in general. The work for which he is held in

remembrance, however, is his early participation
in the Sunday school movement. A chance visit
to the slums of Gloucester called his attention
to the "misery and idleness" of the children at
play in the street, and further inquiry elicited
a story of especial license on Sundays. Raikes
was at once convinced "that it would be at least
a harmless attempt, if it were productive of no
good, should some little plan be formed to check
this deplorable profanation of the Sabbath."
this end he employed four schooldames, at a

To

shilling a

Sunday, to receive such children as

came to them and to instruct them in reading
and the church catechism. Thus two old factors,
the schooldame and a religious subject matter,
united with an element of novelty, namely, a
Sunday session maintained by philanthropy, to
form the Sunday school. The first school in
Gloucester was established in 1780, and because
of the publicity Raikes was able to give it in the
columns of his paper the movement spread
rapidly. Within three years some two thousand
poor children were enrolled in similar schools in
Leeds and Yorkshire, and by 1818 a parliamentary return showed that nearly a half million
pupils in England and Wales were attending

Sunday schools. The effort at popular education
England by this means gave way at the close
of the century to the more comprehensive program of the National Society and the British and
Foreign School Society, which provided day
schools for the children of the poor on the basis
of a monitorial plan of instruction. That Raikes
in
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Raiffeisen
was not the

first to

arrange free instruction for
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well authenticated,

of railway accidents in relation to railway accident exposure, is required. This is not available.

but it is equally true that his experiment in
Gloucester was the starting point, not only of
Sunday schools for the poor on an extensive
scale but of the entire system of philanthropic

In pre-war Austria, for example, governmental
reporting included two measures of risk' accidents per 1,000,000 tram kilometers and casualties per 1,000,000 train kilometers for all
persons

school societies which laid the foundation of the

only (train employees not separated). No indices
for post-war Austria have been computed. In
France the measures of risk have been accidents

poor children on Sunday

is

English elementary and infant school system.
EDWARD H. REISNER
Consult I larns, J Henry, Robert Raikes, the Alan and
His Work (London 1889), Massey, J.
Robert
Raikes, a Pwneer of Education (Reading, En^. 1930),
Wodehouse, Helen, A Surrey of the History of Edu-

W

cation

,

(London 1924) p 144-46

RAILROAD ACCIDENTS.

Accidents asso-

ciated with railroading are of two types, those
in which employees are killed or injured and
those in which other persons, that is, the travel-

ing public and trespassers, are involved.
risk to

The

employees corresponds to the industrial

accident risk in other industries, while accidents
to other persons con&utute a non-industrial or
public risk, a type of hazard peculiar to the

transportation industry.
dent, in
is

which

damaged but

railroad

A

third type of acci-

equipment or property

withoiit loss of

life

or injuries to

persons, is of relatively less importance and
not be discussed here.

\vill

The

non-industrial or public risk attracted
early attention because of the interest of the
public in the safety of its means of transporta-

Heavy damages assessed for injuries suffered by passengers led the railroads to take
special precautions to prevent accidents. Almost
equally important from the point of view of
tion.

arousing public interest in the problem of accident prevention were the grade crossing acci-

which caused many casualties to persons
using other means of transportation.
Most civilized nations today have governmental agencies for the supervision of safety
dents,

devices on railroads and .he investigation of
accidents as well as for the collection of statistics
relating to the latter. But because of varying
requirements for the reporting of railroad acci-

dents, statistics are not internationally comparable. In some countries railroad accident
figures are available for only the state railway
systems; in others only the great trunk lines are

per 1,000,000 tram kilometers and casualties to
railway men per 1000 railway men. In Germany
the measures of risk have been accidents per
i ,000,000 tram kilometers and
per 1000 full time
workers.

The United States, since 1910, has had the
most complete system of railroad accident reporting in the world Its measures of risk are the
following: passenger casualties (killed and injured separately) per 1,000,000 locomotive miles
and per 1,000,000 passenger miles; trespassers

and injured separately); employee casualand injured separately) per 1 ,000,000
man hours, by occupations and also by roads
and occupation for freight and passenger tram(killed

ties (killed

men separately The composite index of safety
used by the committee of a\\ard of the E. H.
Harriman Memorial Medals may be noted
this connection. The record for each railroad is

m

summarized in a single figure in \\tuch fatalities
are given the \\eight of five non-fatal injuries;
also casualties to passengers in tram accidents
are rated per 100,000,000 passenger miles, those
to passengers in tram service accidents per
i ,000,000
passengers carried, those to employees
per 1,000,000 man hours, and those to other
persons (except trespassers) injured at protected
grade crossings or as a result of a vehicle or

pedestrian running into the side of a tram per
50,000 locomotive miles.

Because of incomplete and non-comparable
returns it is impossible to present the
record of the fight against railroad accidents on
an international basis. This article will therefore
statistical

be concerned largely with the United States; it
pointed out, however, that American
progress in coping with railroad accidents ha."
been duplicated in considerable degree in other

may be

The increasing safety of passengers
in railroad transportation in the United States
is shown in Table i, which
gives annual average

countries.

covered; in still others statistics do not include
all accidents resulting in injury.

casualties for five-year periods from 1888 to
1931. Casualties to railroad passengers in non-

Again, to permit of comparison between the
experiences of different countries a common
measure of risk, based upon comparable figures

tram accidents are not included.

The decided improvement in passenger safety
as indicated in

Table

I is

relatively greater

than
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TABLE

INJURED

washouts also are responsible for accidents of
this kind. In order to cope with problems presented by these types of accident railroads have
inaugurated systems of track inspection; loco-

2,582

motives also are inspected so that dangers from

2,86l

defective boilers

I

NUMBER

01 PASSENGERS KILLED OR INJURED IN RAILROAD TRAIN AND TRAIN SERVICE ACCIDENTS
ANNUALLY, UNIIED STATI-S, 1888-1931

PERIOD*

KILLED

1888-1892
1893-1897
1898-1902
1903-1907
1908-1912
1913-1917
1918-1922
1923-1927
1928-1931

316
239
267
460
308
266

276
140
78

4,437
10,321
12,260
10,931
6,820
4,901
3,021

* Figures up to 1515 are for fiscal years ending June 30, for
1916 to 19 Ji they are for calendar years
Source Compiled from United States, Interstate Commerce
Commission, Bureau of Statistics, Accident Bulletin, jpjj, no,
100 (1932) p. 103

would appear from

this series of absolute fig-

ures, since the decline in passenger casualties
has been attained in face of an increasing total

of train and passenger miles of transportation.
If the year 1900, for example, is compared with
193 1 , the number of passengers killed per i ,000,000,000 passenger miles decreased from 15 to
2.1, a reduction of 86 percent; while the total
number of passenger deaths fell from 249 in
the earlier year to 46 in the later year, or a

reduction of 81.5 percent. It is true that during
the last two years of the series, 1930 and 1931,
part although not all of the decrease in accidents

was due to a decrease in transportation during
the depression.

Accidents in 1931 in train and train service
which proved fatal to passengers were as follows:
i due to collision, 3 to derailments, 19 to getting
on or off cars or locomotives, 9 to being struck
or run over, 6 to suicides and 8 to miscellaneous
causes. The injuries were distributed among

these causes as follows: collisions 244; derailments 232; getting on or off cars or locomotives

843; struck or run over 13; attempted suicide 2;
miscellaneous 744. Noteworthy is the relatively
small number of casualties in recent years resulting

from

and derailments. In the
have been caused largely by
such as errors of train

collisions

past collisions

failures of personnel,

A

and the like may be eliminated.

second major constituent in the risk of
accident to the traveling public is to be found
in the hazards at grade crossings. Of the 1811
persons killed at grade crossings in the United
States in 1931 only 191 were pedestrians; 1331
in automobiles and 239 in motor

were riding

Of the 4657 persons injured only 148
were pedestrians, while 3583 were in passenger
automobiles and 721 in motor trucks. Accidents
of this type showed a steady increase from 730
killed and 1294 injured in 1900 to the peak of
2568 killed in 1928 and 6804 injured in 1929.
Since these years the numbers killed and injured
have declined slightly, no doubt as a result of
the decrease in railroad and highway traffic
trucks.

The marked rise m highby motor vehicles is directly respon-

during the depression.

way

travel

sible for the significant increase in this type of

and despite employment by public
authorities of safety posters, signposts and signal
devices to warn the motor traveling public of
accident;

the presence of grade crossings and their dangers
the hazard continues to be a serious one. It can

be eliminated only by the removal of grade
and the depression or elevation of
motor highways at points of intersection with
railroad tracks. While a few such crossings are
removed annually, the great cost attending such
crossings

a program on a wholesale scale stands in the
way of the abolition of the risk. Nevertheless,
the growth in the absolute number of casualties

grade crossings should not be accepted as
proof that the problem is beyond control; the
ratios of deaths and injuries from this type of
accident to total automobile registrations have
shown marked declines in recent years. In 1917,
at

2.17 persons were killed per 10,000 automobiles
was 0.61. In the

registered; in 1931 the ratio

inability of engineers to

persons were injured per 10,000
automobiles registered as compared with 1.68

control trains.

The early and general adoption
of the block signal system, which provided a
continual check upon the movements of trains,

persons injured in 193 1 An analysis of fatalities
by type of vehicle involved shows a somewhat
higher rate for motor trucks than for passenger

and the increasing use of automatic train control

vehicles. It

devices, particularly during the 1920*8, materially reduced the danger to passengers from

Derailments are due for the most

protection of crossings does not altogether eliminate this risk, for, in 1931, 37 percent of the
accidents occurred in spite of the presence of

part to failures of track or equipment, such as
broken rails and defective switches; floods and

closed gates, watchmen and various types of
visible or audible signals. In 1932 there were

dispatchers, disobedience of orders

and conductors and

this source.

by engineers

earlier year 6.02

.

is

interesting to observe that the

Railroad Accidents
237,035 highway grade crossings on the Class i
the United States, of which fewer
railroads

m

than one seventh (30,809) were protected; during the year 1447 were eliminated and 815 were
added, making a net reduction of 632.
Accidents to trespassers represent a third type
of railroad accident involving the public. In
1900 the

total

number

of trespassers killed in
number of

the United States was 4346; the total

injured, 4680. The maximum number killed was
reached in 1907 when the total was 5612; by

1931

it

number
in 193

1

had dropped to 2489. The maximum
of trespassers injured was 6488 in 1915;
the number of injured was 2977. In this

type of accident the very high proportion of
killed among the total casualties is noteworthy,
for nearly half result in fatalities. This is no
doubt due to the fact that these casualties in-

clude so many cases of vagrants who are overtaken while walking the tracks or killed while

"bumming"

a ride

on moving

trains.

Measures

for reducing this type of accident are exclusively
within the province of the railroads and consist
in a more vigilant policing of the tracks and
trains to prevent unauthorized persons from

trespassing.
The industrial risk to employees in railroad
transportation is of no less importance than the

casualties suffered in the

INJI

tram and tram service

accidents, casualties suffered in non-train accidents; namely, in maintenance of way and structures and maintenance of

The number

of

killed decreased

equipment operations.
American railroad employees
from an annual average of 3273

during the five-year period 1911-15 to 1446 in
1921 and to 677
1931. This last marked a
decline of nearly 80 percent during the whole
period and of over 50 percent during the later

m

ten-year period.

The

decrease in the

locomotive miles in 1925 to 037 in 1931, a
decline of nearly 50 percent. For purposes of
comparison with other industries exposure to

measured m man hours. Fatalities
on duty per 1,000,000,000
man hours decreased from 362 in 1922 to 212
risk is best

to railroad employees

in 1931, a drop of 41 percent, as

compared with

II

RED ON

DUTY BY CAUSES OF

ACCIDENTS, UNITED STATES,

1931

Source; United States, Interstate

number of

employees injured was almost equally
striking, dropping from an annual average of
148,640 during 1911-15 to 104,530 in 1921 and
to 23,358 in 1931. The low figures for 1930 and
1931, however, were due in part to the falling
ofi in traffic during the depression. In terms of
locomotiv e miles, as a measurement of the incidence of casualties among railroad employees,
fatalities decreased from 0.70 per 1,000,000
railroad

TABLE
NUMBER OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES KILLFD OR
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risk to the public. It includes, in addition to

Commerce Commission, Bureau of Statistics.

Accident Bulletin, 10.
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a drop of 68 percent over the same period for
ill employees in industry It is abundantly clear

miles of track and 9318 locomotives have been
equipped for automatic control.

from these

The efforts of the railroads themselves to
lower accident rates have included the establishment of safety divisions and the inauguration of

figures that a remarkable decrease

m

accident hazard to railroad employees has been
achieved during the past decade in the United
States. The causes of accidents to employees on
duty on American railroads in 1931 are given in
Table n

The prevention of accidents has long occupied
the attention of both the railroads and the public
Governments

authorities.

in

particular

have

taken steps to safeguard passengers and employees. In the United States regulation was at
first

wholly in the hands of the states, v,hich
laws requiring signboards at public

safety contests

between the

and insistence upon abstention from alcoholic
beverages, were early adopted as routine procedures. The favorable result of all these measures taken as a whole is shown in the statistics
already presented.

ROBERT M. WOODBURY

passed

crossings, limiting the speed of trains and prescribing the use of bells, lights and the like In

1882 Connecticut enacted a measure regulating
and New York followed in
1884. With the passage of the federal Safety
Appliance Act of 1893 the federal government
safety appliances,

entered this field, laying down requnements for
the use of power brakes and automatic couplers.
Other important milestones in federal safety
legislation were the following: the law of 1910,
requiring efficient hand brakes and sill steps; the
Accidents Reports Act of 1910, providing for a
report by the railroad, under oath, of the cause

of each accident as well as for an investigation
by the Interstate Commerce Commission wher-

ever necessary; the Hours of Service Act of
1907, limiting the hours of consecutive duty of

any employee to sixteen, except in cases of
emergency; the Ash Pan Act of 1908, stipulating that locomotives be equipped with automatic devices for emptying and cleaning the ash
pans and thus eliminating a type of accident
which often occurred during cleaning; the Boiler
Inspection Act of 1911, which was later extended to cover all defects in locomotives; and
the Transportation Act of 1920, by which the
Interstate

Commerce Commission was

author-

ized after investigation to require the installation
of automatic tram control and stop devices.

As

a result of these laws the

ceives reports

on

all

commission

re-

railroad accidents, inspects

different roads. Per-

sonnel policies designed to prevent accidents,
for example, the elimination of color blind persons from employment as engineers or firemen

See ACCIDFNTS, ACCIDENTS, INDUSTRIAL; MOTOR VEmc'iE ACCIDENTS, SAFETY MOVEMENT; RAILROADS;
ROADS, EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY.
Consult United States, Interstate Commerce Commisbion, Accident Bulletin, nos i-ioo (1902-32), and
Bureau of Safety, Report of the Director, 1913/14-

1932/33 (1914-33), Great Britain, Ministry of TransRailway Accidents, published quarterly since

port,

1870, International Labour Office, "Methods of Compiling Statistics of Railway Accidents," Studies and
Reports, Ser N, no 15 (Geneva 1929), Hsieh, W. L
Railroad Safety Problems, Federal Safety Legislation
and Administration (Shanghai 1930), Wilson,
R,
,

H

The Safety of British Railways (London 1909), and
Railway Accidents, Legislation and Statistics, 1825 to
1924 (London 1925), Patterson, F D "The Accident
Problem of the Railroads" in International Congress
on Hygiene and Demography, isth, Washington,
1912, Transactions, 6 \ols (Washington 1913) vol v,
pt i, p. 149-64; Stockert, I/udwig von, Eisenbahnunfalle em Bettrag zur Eisenbahnbetnebslehre, 2 vols.
(Leipsic 1913), and n s 2 vols (Berlin 1920), Grub,
Anton, "Zur Psychologic der Eisenbahnunglucke und
Eisenbahnunfalle" in Archiv fur die gesamte Psycho,

,

logic, vol

Ixix (1929) 207-82.

RAILROAD RATES.

See RAILROADS.

RAILROADS
GENERAL. Among modes of transport, as seen
in the perspective of history, the railroad is conspicuous by virtue of its conjunction of exceptional technical merits with the

lution.

unique service

by the industrial revoCanals and improved roads served toler-

opportunities afforded

it

locomotives and cars, investigates the causes of
all major accidents and publishes accident statistics. The annual reports of the Bureau of

ably well the youth of modern industry during
the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth century, but speed, cheapness and ubiquity unat-

Safety, which is responsible for inspection, indicate the results of its inspections of railroad

free

equipment and the progress of the work of
installing automatic train control devices. According to the report for the fiscal year ended

markets required by the matured transformation
of industrial processes. In Great Britain the successful experimentation with steam tractive

June 30, 1932, 11,538 miles of road, 20,562

power during the 1820*8

by these means were essential to that
movement of materials and that expansion of

tainable

elicited

an eager

re-
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operations. The other, the application of steam power to road vehicles, dates
from
the
probably
appearance of Nicolas Cug-

sponse; numerous bills authorizing railroad construction were speedily presented for parliamentary action, and the British railroad net was

mine and quarry

shortly in course of development. On the European continent the lag in industrial change was

steam carriage on the streets of Pans in
1769, the year of Watt's successful stationary
engine. The rails, originally made of wood,

reflected in a qualified enthusiasm for the

new

transport agency; but with a larger measure of
state participation and with greater regard for
the railroad's significance as an instrument of
political strategy

and national defense, extensive

railroad construction also followed without long
delay. But the role of the railroad as handmaiden

of the factory system in the older countries was
than its use in the exploitation of

less striking

vast undeveloped areas throughout the world.
The early successes in England exerted their

strongest influence in the United States A
substantial westward movement to the fertile

lands of the interior began before 1800 and grew
rapidly after the War of 1812. To weld the

economy of the

frontier

and of the developed

coastal areas into effective unity, however, was a
task made formidable not alone by distance but

by mountain barriers as well. Turnpike conunder the stimulus of federal aid,
could provide no economical outlet for the bulky

struction, even

products of the west. The Mississippi-Gulf
route was long and hazardous, and the Appalachians were not to be traversed by

artificial

The one

not's

underwent numerous modifications through the
addition of wear resisting plates and of flanges to
keep wheels in place, the flanges being transferred in due course to the wheels; from 1767
they were extensively made of cast iron and from
1800 of wrought iron, which proved able to
sustain the impact of steam locomotives, al-

though in America, well into the railroad era
proper, reasons of cheapness led to the use of
wood and even of granite rails stripped with
metal. Vehicles on the early railroads or tramways were pulled by horses, or the loaded movement was by gravity with the return effected by
stationary engines; but from 1800 there began
experiments to adapt steam driven vehicles to
rail use. During the first quarter of the century
a solution was found for such elementary problems of locomotive construction as the main-

tenance of adequate boiler pressure and the adhesion of wheel to rail without the use of cogs;
and some use vas found in colliery service for
the low speed locomotives that were built.

But

rails

and steam do not make a

railroad.

In

direct sea level route, exploited through completion of the Erie Canal in

a functional sense the railroad originated only
when the physical instrument was employed as

1825, demonstrated by its success the importance of western commerce; and the rise of New

an agency of public transportation service and
not as a mere plant facility. A tramway was

York challenged such rival centers as Baltimore
and Philadelphia to establish western connec-

chartered for public use
England as early a
1801; and before it was clear what the motive

tions. An extraordinary opportunity existed for
the railroad to show its worth. Of the early con-

power would be, a number of railways designed
for general use were under \vay both in England
and in America. Of these the English Stockton

waterways.

struction projects the majority were modest in
purpose; only a few embraced this larger vision.

m

and Darlington Railway employed a Stephenson

But as the practicability of rail transport was
established, no undertaking was too grandiose
to claim support, and the railroad became the

locomotive in 1825 to haul thirty-four cars at a
speed of fifteen miles per hour; it undertook the
general carriage of coal for a group of neighbor-

major instrument in subduing the continent.
thus set in North America was

ing collieries and derived some additional business in moving merchandise and passengers.

The example

followed, in a

manner hardly

less striking, in

opening to commerce vast areas in Asia, Africa,
Australia and South America.

The assignment of any date to mark the beginning of rail transportation must be arbitrary.
In a technical sense the railroad sprang, during
the first third of the last century, from the union
of two fairly distinct lines of development. One
of these, the use of rails to ease the

movement

of

wheeled vehicles, had been proceeding in England for two hundred years in connection with

But it was the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, after conducting the Ramhill competition
of 1829 won by the "Rocket," George Stephenson's great engineering success, which dramatized the promise of the steam railroad as a

general transportation agency. That same year
the first British built locomotives tried out in the

United States were found to be excessively
heavy for the light track construction. But locomotive building was under w'ay in America and
from the successful demonstration of Peter
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Cooper's "Tom Thumb" in 1830 proceeded
rapidly, with a considerable export movement
by the end of the decade. The Baltimore and

Ohio

Railroad, chartered in 1827 an<^ opened
line in 1830, which ex-

with thirteen miles of

perimented at the outset with horses and even
with sails as means of power, was shortly committed to the steam locomotive; while the

These qualitative changes surrounding the infancy and youth of rail transport were fully
matched as to quantity by the spectacular spread
of railroad lines, first in Europe and North
America, then throughout the world. The
growth of line mileage by thirty-year periods,

on the basis of continental areas, is
shown by Table I. It is apparent that during the

classified

Charleston and

Hamburg Railroad, opened in
was expressly designed for steam power.
With the basic features of rail transportation
thus established, progress along technical and
operating lines was rapid In America the weight
of locomotives was doubled during the first
decade, and the distribution of weight was
1831,

greatly

improved

during

succeeding

TABLE

I

THE GROWTH OF RAIL LINE MILEAGE, BY CONTINENTAL AREAS

years.

Speed increased from the phenomenal twentynine miles per hour of the "Rocket" to sixty
miles by mid-century. Cars were specially designed for rail service; and the passenger carriage
in particular lost

its

early stagecoach characin the direction of the

teristics

and evolved

modern

vehicle, with

its

improved springs,

couplers and comfort
yielding accommodations. In the roadway corretrucks,

axle bearings,

sponding developments occurred Grades were
reduced, curves flattened and flimsy structures
replaced, although in these respects the standards maintained in America were behind those

and on the European continent. Rails were increased in weight
and improved in design, especially in the
manner of their attachment to ties, or sleepers,
and toward the end of the century came predominantly to be made of steel. The multiplicity of gauges which appeared with the early
established in Great Britain

construction of disconnected lines was gradually
reduced, although it required the Civil War in

America

to

demonstrate the supreme impor-

tance of a standardized gauge and a free interchange of cars. Similar progress was made in the

handling and dispatching of trains, as required

early decades the settled nations of Europe
engaged in railroad construction to about the

same aggregate extent as the people of North
America, but that the rest of the world was
scarcely touched by rails until 1870. In Asia,
Africa, Australasia and South
of growth since that time has

America the rate
been rapid, with

more than half the mileage appearing since 1900.
But in absolute amount the greatest construction, at least until quite recently, has continued
to occur in Europe and North America, leaving

the former with 33 percent and the latter with 40
percent of the world's mileage in 1930.
Despite that larger hope of penetrating the
interior

which inspired the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad

project,

early

construction

in

the

United States consisted mainly of small, detached segments of line intended chiefly to supplement water routes and to connect nearby
towns. The railroad's transition from a modest
adjunct of coal mining to the instrument of a
comprehensive transport system was not abrupt.
The network grew at first by small accretions of
limited purpose. In England the proximity of

Numerous experiments in
by growing
signaling intervened between the man on horseback who preceded the trains of the Stockton and

major

Darlington Railway and the block system of the
i86o's. Telegraphic dispatching was a revolutionary innovation about 1850; and the automatic air brake, introduced in 1872, contributed

Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool; and by
1850 the principal routes of the present day were
well established. In similar manner a network of

traffic.

and effective handling of
heavy trains. Along with marked improvements
in recent years in the
efficiency of steam locomotives has come a substantial use of electric
greatly to the safe

traction, especially in congested areas,

but to

some extent also under mountainous conditions.

cities led as early as 1840 to the completion of lines between such centers as London,

lines

developed in the more populous eastern
United States at an early date, and

states of the

soon after 1840 Albany was united with Boston
east and Buffalo on the west by series of

on the

short lines. But to build railroad^ into the thinly
settled areas west of the Appalachians
to con-

Railroads
struct lines in the

hope thereby of attracting the

population and the industry necessary for their
support involved great daring; the extension of
the rail network in a few decades over the entire

American continent must be regarded as one of
the outstanding examples of human enterprise.
By 1850 much building had occurred in the
middle west, and soon thereafter Chicago was
connected with the Atlantic seaboard; while in
the south lines reached from Atlanta to the Ohio,
the Mississippi and the Atlantic. Construction
continued into the farther west, and in 1869
occurred the most spectacular single event in
American railroad development the joining
near Ogden, Utah, of the Union Pacific and the
Central Pacific to form the first transcontinental
route. Progress had gone far; but to the 53,000
miles of line built in the United States during
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backward section of the earth, supplying much
of the capital invested in the United States and
actively undertaking construction

m

Canada,
northern and southern Africa and South America. India was given one of the great railroad
systems of the world; the Trans-Siberian Railacross the vast expanse of
northern Asia to connect Europe and the
Pacific; and the Berlm-to-Bagdad Railway was

way was pushed

built into the Near East. With China's permission Russia constructed the Chinese Eastern
Railway across Manchuria; while Japan not only
built a large mileage at home but also entered

China by constructing the South Manchuria
Railway to connect the Chinese Eastern with
Port Arthur. Table n indicates the line mileage
of the principal countries of the world for 1930.

first forty years of the railroad era there were
added 200,000 more during the next half cen-

the

tury, the zenith of construction activity being
reached during the i88o's. Six more transcon-

two in Canada, were
western plains and through the

tinental lines, including
built across the

Rockies; while further construction in the east
all useful

and south afforded access to nearly

portions of those areas. From 1910 the construction of new lines subsided, and after 1920

abandonments exceeded new construction,

al-

though the capacity of existing lines continued
to expand to meet the needs of traffic.
If economic immaturity hampered railroad
enterprise in America, in

Europe the obstacles

sprang from established usages, vested interests,
high land values and the conservative temper of
an older community and business life. Less
stirred than England by the industrial revolution, Germany and France proceeded somewhat
more slowly with railroad construction; but the
mileage in these and in a number of other
European countries was considerable by 1850,
although at that time the ultimate framework of
their rail systems was less clearly indicated than
in Great Britain. When comparison is made, on

the basis of their present development, between
the railroad network of these old and densely
populated European areas and that of the United
States, it is apparent that the line mileage of the
latter

country (and likewise of Canada, Australia

and Argentina)

much

greater in relation to
population served than is the case in Europe, on
the other hand, the European network covers

with a

much

is

finer

mesh the

wise

projected

area

it

serves.

in railroad building likeitself into every industrially

European enterprise

Such evidence of continued
tion suggests

how eminently

railroad construc-

successful a trans-

port instrument the railroad proved to be. In
view of the part it played in the great economic
developments of the nineteenth century the
traffic
traffic

which
not

it

came

to carry

previously

was mainly new

moved by any

other
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method. At the same time the railroad largely
displaced such other transport agencies as were
not effectively protected from its competition.

During the eighty years following 1750 the turnpike had assumed an important commercial role;
but as rail lines were built, road transport came

A

to possess a purely local significance.
rivers, like the Rhine, retained their worth,

few
and

by heavy subsidies and protective legislation
France and Germany were able to maintain the
use of their canals. But the United States, despite large outlays on canals and the apparent
success of some of them, turned as early as 1840
to the railroad as its most promising means of

For some time traffic continued to
grow moderately on the Erie Canal and the
Mississippi, and not until about 1880 did an
absolute decline set in. But by 1870 the railroads
of New York state had passed the canal in
tonnage carried and by 1900 had outstripped it
ten times over; and a substantially parallel shift
transport.

in traffic

occurred in the Mississippi valley.

Water transport except on the Great Lakes and
in coastwise vessels became negligible. There
was thus established for the railroad a position
of dominance which remained unchallenged
until the i92o's.

To

bring about so striking a development, at

time so short, private enterprise however dynamic was not enough; in most countries
government in one way or anothef lent its active
least in a

Such was the case

in the

United

States.

De-

spite the opposition of persons

and water transport

activities

engaged in road
and accessory oc-

cupations, a powerful popxilar enthusiasm for
railroad construction led, from the first decade

of the railroad era, to extensive governmental
Towns and counties donated sums of

aid.

money, provided terminal

sites

and made other

land grants in addition, to guaranteeing railroad

bonds or exchanging

their

own

for them. States

subscribed to the stock of railroad enterprises,
guaranteed their bonds and made liberal loans in
addition to allowing tax exemptions, providing
convict labor and contributing millions of acres
of land. Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina,

Georgia, Michigan, Illinois and Indiana engaged
directly in the construction and operation of
lines,

although subsequently they withdrew in
The federal govern-

favor of private interests.

ment had contributed extensively

to internal

improvements during the first quarter of the
century, but no substantial aid was given the
railroads until after 1850 From that time and
until 1871 federal land grants were made to the
railroads, both directly and through the states,
which totaled over 150,000,000 acres. Not all of
these grants were taken up, because of failure to
meet attached conditions; and the roads receiving land assumed obligations to carry government troops and supplies and mail at reduced
rates. Direct financial aid of substantial

amount

support to railroad building. England alone
seems to have depended wholly on private capital and private initiative. In France the govern-

was

ment provided rights of way, guaranteed interest
on railroad obligations and undertook some

subsidy received by American railroads or to appraise the extent of the responsibility of subsidy

direct construction
built their

own

Many

lines,

of the

German

states

and private undertakings

were often subsidized. The

first

railroad build-

ing in Belgium was a state enterprise. In Austria
at the beginning the government opposed rail-

extended to the early transcontinental

also

lines.
It is

not feasible either to estimate the total

for their development. Certainly government aid
accounts for only a very small fraction of the
total investment to date, although in offsetting
the early hesitancy of private funds its importance was great. On the whole it seems proper to

road construction, but it was shortly subsidizing
private roads and building lines itself. The outlays of European capital in establishing railroads

despite public aid the difficulties faced

in the

Latin-American countries were largely
encouraged by public subsidies and guaranties.

assumed were exceptional.
side there have been few more

Early construction in India was similarly promoted, although here, as in Australia and South
Africa, rail lines have largely resulted directly

plishments than the construction of railroads
across the plains and through the forests and
mountains of North America; and on the finan-

from state enterprise. The unique relation of
transport development to the total economic
structure as well as its bearing on political

cial side

cohesion and military need served in practically
every country to induce a generous collective
interest in railroad building.

regard the railroads of the United States as an
impressive product of private enterprise, since
risks

the

and the

On the physical
striking

commitment of vast sums

accom-

for serv-

the emergence of which was largely
dependent upon the railroad itself, constituted
enterprise of the most speculative type. During
ing

traffic,

the early decades of railroad construction private
was accomplished mainly through the

financing

Railroads
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sale

of securities to persons, often of small
means, living in the immediate localities to he

development, since all ambitious planning has its
dangerous side and since the magnificent energy

served. But from about 1860 railroad finance be-

and adaptability of private enterprise offset its
limited outlook But it must be recognized that
early construction provided merely the raw
material -and often a highly resistant raw material with respect to both location and technical

gan to assume those more spectacular features
which made it the dominant element in the
operations of the larger financial centers From
the time when railroad construction began
seriously to penetrate the western portion of the
country, to assume proportions beyond the
scope of local resources and to attract millions of

and with the appearance of
by Vanderbilt, Drew, Fisk, Gould and other so-called
magnates the financing of railroads began to
color the whole of the nation's financial life. It
is anomalous that the scores of individuals who
pioneered, along engineering and business lines,
to spread the railroad net and establish effective

European

capital,

large dealings in railroad securities

service

who, by

roads possible

made the railknown than the

their enterprise,

are less well

outstanding manipulators of share control in the
security markets But in considering the second

major phase of railroad development, the combination into systems of the scraps of line
originally built, it is not improper to assign the
magnates a prominent if not always a creditable
place.

However admirable the

enterprise of early
often ill suited to the

builders, their efforts were
broader needs of national

and international

commerce. The connection of widely separated
producing and consuming areas was at first the
incidental result of the joining of intermediate
it is not
surprising that private builders,

points;

whether or not they envisaged the potentially
profitable traffic between remote termini, should
have laid their plans with reference mainly to the
more certain traffic near at hand. Nor can it be

said that the influence of

government generally
and local sub-

reflected a broader vision. State
sidies in the

to secure a

promoted
activities

United

States, stimulating efforts

maximum

of public aid, definitely

irregularity of layout.

of the

small

German

The

railroad

states

were

features
for the creation of larger systems designed to meet the broader needs of commerce.
By the process of combining binall railroads into
large there were developed not only the great
private systems of Great Britain and the United
States but also the public systems of Germany
and India

In the United States the process whereby the
disconnected short lines of the mid-nineteenth

century came to form the large systems of the
early twentieth was extremely varied in motive,
result. At a time when potential
end-to-end connections were often dissimilar in

method and

gauge and when, even if they were not, there
existed a complete absence of those inter-system
arrangements necessary to effective through
sen-ice, the obvious way to improve operations
over a series of lines was to bring them under
common ownership. Opposing influences were
the hostility of local producers to competition
from a distance and the early difficulty of

managing successfully a road more than one
hundred miles long. But cnd-to-end combinations had been proceeding inconspicuously before the formation in 1853 of the New York Central, which brought together the lines between
Buffalo and Albany, and it is probable that by
1870 as many as fifty combinations, each comprising from two hundred to one thousand miles
of line, had been organized. By that time the
construction of western lines was proceeding in
original segments of substantial length. These
combinations were accompanied by the longer
distance movement of traffic, which in turn
introduced a degree of competition not previously present. Small local roads might have a
fairly

complete monopoly; but as important

governed by strictly local interests. The elementary essential of gauge uniformity was over-

centers were connected by more than one combination of roads, there arose a competition

looked in the construction of state systems
France alone seems to provide a clear

which was often

m

Australia.

example of railroad development in conformity
with an early plan of national scope, although in
many countries the later construction, whether
directly by government or with public aid and

bitter

and destructive.

It is a

curious fact that the end-to-end combinations

productive of this competition were themselves
it. As
long distance traffic increased, a road, to possess any sense of security,
had to be assured of a share of interchange

promoted by

junction points; and where there were
such security could

guidance, disclosed broad visioned economic or
political design. A highly critical view need not

traffic at

be taken of the more spontaneous sort of railroad

come only through

rival claimants to this traffic,

control of the connection.
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A false impression of the

today a leading consideration,
more potent than reasons of service and operation, in promoting the combination of connecting lines; and it also accounts for that frantic ex-

course of railroad
combination would be gained, however, if it
were viewed wholly in the light of operating and
competitive considerations. This was the period

tension of lines to tap every important source of
traffic which characterized competitive railroad

when the goals of power and

construction well into the present century.

recognized, and to this field were attracted some
of the most ambitious and dynamic personalities

is

Under such

pressure, however, railroads were
combined not only so that they might be more
effective competitors but also in order to reduce
the severity of competition. To the ruinous rate

cutting which accompanied bitter rivalry for
limited traffic the natural response was for
act in concert. During the
parallel roads to
1870*8 and i88o's, when competition was most
severe, this reaction manifested itself less in an

endeavor to effect unification under common
ownership than in agreement by independent
lines to refrain from destructive rivalry. Rates
were maintained by cooperative action; and in
order to remove the incentive to rate cutting
pooling arrangements were established, definitely fixing the respective shares of rival roads

in competitive traffic or revenue.

The

principle

sometimes to specific traffic movements and sometimes, as in the case of the Southern Railway and
Steamship Association, to wide areas. A genuine
need was met; but in the power thus to maintain
rates on a compensatory level lay the possibility
of exacting extortionate charges, and the public,
traditionally hostile toward every form of monopoly, protested. In consequence the Act to

was applied

in all parts of the country,

Regulate Commerce, passed in 1887 in response
to a swelling spirit of indignation against railroad
abuses, not only provided for federal regulation
of rates but declared unlawful the formation of
pools, which were deemed to be a fruitful source
of excessive charges Pooling arrangements were
thereafter largely terminated, but the cooperative determination of rates by traffic associations

In 1897, however, the Supreme
Court construed the Sherman Anti-Trust Law
continued.
as

prohibiting

railroad

combinations of this

were to remain independent from the standpoint of ownership, were thus deprived of any lawful means of
reducing the excesses of competition. But since
the belief was widely held that they might accomplish by corporate combination what was
character;

and the

railroads, if they

denied them through loose association, there
occurred during the two decades following 1887,

first

clearly

in the business world. Railroads provided es-

pecially attractive opportunities for their operations. Despite its speculative and often fraudulent aspects the financing of

new

construction

was fairly prosaic compared with vast dealings in
the securities of roads already built, the purchase and manipulation of control of large mileages and the creation of ever expanding railroad
systems. In the railroad field as throughout all

industry the combination

movement gained

sharp momentum toward the end of the century,
and there developed a popular faith in the magic
of large corporate aggregates which was but
loosely related to any technological considerations which might justify them. During lean

years competition for traffic was most severe and
combination had most to contribute; but it was
in such periods, as after the collapse of 1893,
fell apart. When prosperity
prevailed and confidence was high, on the other
hand, securities were readily sold in enterprises

that railroad systems

of every sort, and dreams of railroad empire
were consummated with amazing ease by the
leaders in railroad finance Railroad combination

must be viewed therefore in terms not only of the
economics of the industry but of the outlook, the
ethics

and the psychology of the period of

its

development.

Under these several influences, variously
operative in connection with particular combinations, the railroads of the United States during the

more

first

decade of this century approached

nearly a condition of territorial

monopoly

than at any time in their history. The Pennsylvania system achieved great size while retaining
solidity and developed a compact structure both
physically and financially. Similarly the New
York Central system was shaped as an excellent
service medium, although some of its elements
were for some time held together rather loosely.
After 1900 these two systems attained a working

control of the other important lines in the eastern trunk line territory. By a purchase program,

which, however, turned out to be disastrously
New Haven for a time came to

for purposes of effecting concentration of control, transactions of enormous magnitude in the

extravagant, the

ownership of railroad

New

securities.

profit attainable in

the field of corporation finance were

dominate

all

transportation, rail

and water, in

England; while in the south a chaotic col-

Railroads
was brought through Morgan
leadership under the control of two Urge and
closely allied systems. In the northwest James
J. Hill, both a builder and a financier, first
brought the Great Northern and the Northern
lection of lines

Pacific together through common ownership of
the Chicago, Burlington and Qumcy Railroad
and then effected their complete control through

the organization of the Northern Securities
Company. This move was fought vigorously but
unsuccessfully by E. H. Harriman, who, after
acquiring and rehabilitating the

Union

Pacific,

complete monopoly in the west.
Harriman did succeed, however, m extending
his sway over the central and southern transcontinental lines; and even without including a
large mileage, especially in the east, in which the
Union Pacific obtained substantial minority
interests, he controlled at the time of his death
aspired to

in 1909 a railroad

empire approaching

111

extent

A

collection
the 25,000 miles of the Hill domain
of properties in the southwest, including the
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lumber, produced under their control; and the
more direct instances of such relationships have
disappeared. Likewise in 1912 the Panama Canal
Act required the removal of railroad control
over shipping lines competing with the railroads
through the Panama Canal, and in other places
where the effect of the control was markedly to restrict competition; and provisions were included
calculated to strengthen water competition.
As for the movement toward monopoly

among the

railroads themselves, a decline set in
during the early years of the century. The decision of the Supreme Court in the Northern

Securities case in 1904 that corporate combination,

even through the holding company device,

was subject
paring
in

down

parallel

to the

Sherman Law

lines.

An

tion

cases

anticipated judicial procedure in other
Not only was the public aroused by the

menace of monopoly

ing nearly from coast to coast, which quickly fell
of
apart under the impact of the depression

sition to assist in

'

Among

the important combinations in which
been involved are those connect-

railroads have

ing them with traffic producing industries and
with other transport agencies. Many railroads

have been built as part of lumbering and mining
and a few important carriers, as, for
example, the roads owned by the United States
Steel Corporation, continue to be run by entersuch
prises which they largely serve. But
activities,

m

relationships the carrier has more commonly
been dominant; and in the outstanding instance

of anthracite coal a group of railroads, in quest
of traffic control and later of excessive

first

a situation
profit in selling the product, created

which has figured prominently in the records of
industrial monopoly. The movement toward
monopoly in transportation led to railroad investment in canal routes, to extensive ownership
of Great Lakes shipping and to control of coast-

More recently the railroads have
been entering the fields of air and highway transportation. Except in the latter instances the
public has generally been hostile toward extensions of the railroad sphere, and legislation nas
been enacted to curtail them. In 1906 the "commodities clause" of the Hepburn Act forbade
the carriers to transport revenue traffic, except
wise services.

unfavorable judgment

brought the dissolution of the Union PacificSouthern Pacific relationship; and voluntary ac-

Missouri Pacific, long subject to the depredations of Jay Gould, became the sickly nucleus of
a loose aggregate of 19,000 miles of line, stretch-

I007

led to the

of systems and the sale of equities

in all fields, but adverse

business conditions undermined fair weather
financial

arrangements and there was no disponew financing Despite the

alliances that had prevailed railroad rivalries
were pronounced. Within the limits set by public regulation of rates the struggle for traffic was
severe, and an individualistic spirit characterised railroad management, which precluded
even such joint action as might have been lawful

more highly cooperative and systematic conduct of transportation In the emergency created by the World
War the attempt at voluntary cooperation under
in the direction of effecting a

War Board proved inadequate;
was deemed necessary at the end of 1917
to establish complete unification under federal
control For twenty-six months the carriers were
operated as a single system by the United States
Railroad Administration, rolling stock and other
the Railroads'

and

it

facilities being used \\ithout regard to ownership
and the movement of traffic being controlled in
the public interest. Because the increase in rates
fell short of the increase in costs, the Railroad
Administration failed to earn the rental guaranteed the owning corporations; but the prime

purpose of achieving a free movement of traffic
was successfully accomplished. I* was thus
demonstrated that a degree of unity and system
might at times be required in the railroad industry

greatly

surpassing

the

results

achieved

through the adaptations of private enterprise
within the restrictions set by law; and for normal
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appeared to many that a radical
modification of the older arrangements was de-

companies

sirable.

sion of

In spite of some effort to retain the railroads
in public hands as a nationalized industry the

control over carriers. In the matter of outright
consolidation little progress has been made, al-

times as well

it

political sentiment favoring a return to private
ownership and operation was dominant, and the
Transportation Act of 1920 so provided. At the
same time provisions were adopted looking
toward a more effective organization of rail

service, in the interest primarily of solving the

problems of the weak roads and achieving
economies. The past insistence upon competition was modified to the extent of allowing the
Interstate

Commerce Commission

to authorize

pooling arrangements and under emergency
conditions to require the common use of facili-

The commission was also granted comprehensive powers of supervision over more permanent mter-carrier alliances. Combinations
through purchase of securities or lease of lines
ties.

were to be carried out only upon the commission's approval; and combinations involving the
outright consolidation of properties were to be
undertaken only in accordance with a comprehensive plan to be prepared by the commission.
In this plan the roads were to be assigned to
systems of substantially equal strength, and
wherever practicable the existing channels of
trade were to be maintained On the basic issue
of competitive relationships Congress saw fit to
maintain its accustomed position, the systems
proposed by the commission were to preserve
competition as fully as possible

The preparation

was an undertaking of overwhelming difficulty, and relief from the duty
was vainly sought by the commission. In a
somewhat halfhearted manner and merely as a
procedural step a plan was published in December, 1929, which called for consolidation of
of such a plan

the railroads of the United States into twenty-

one systems.
Following 1920 there were numerous instances in which systems were extended or
rounded out or rearranged through acquisitions
of control; and in some cases the inclusion of
weak lines was made a condition of such acquisitions. The most spectacular episode of the decade was the creation by the Van Sweringen
brothers, largely through a succession of holding

the restriction of
its

a

gap

its

jurisdiction to operating
1933 by the exten-

filled in

authority to all

methods of

effecting

though the commission has consented to the
modification of

its plan for eastern territory
along lines upon which it seems that the railroads may agree. Any public plan of system
formation which relies on voluntary action for

its achievement must necessarily be slow of
execution, since on the whole the motives which
lead carriers voluntarily to combine do not
correspond closely to public aims. Improved

and general prosperity during the 1 920*3
obviated serious criticism of system organization; but with the railroads largely dependent
service

upon public funds during the ensuing depression agitation was resumed, emphasis being
placed more definitely than before on matters of
economy, for an extensive reorganization of the
railroad system. As an emergency measure the
president was authorized in 1933 to appoint a
federal coordinator of transportation to assist the
carriers in the cooperative attainment of econ-

omies

The movement toward more comprehensive
units, as thus traced

United

States, has

in

made

some

detail

for the

itself felt in all

other

In Russia, Germany, India, Australia, Union of South Africa, Canada, Mexico,
Italy and elsewhere much or most of the mileage
has been combined into state systems. Outside
the United States nearly 60 percent of the
world's mileage is state owned. In some cases
state lines have been leased to private companies
to operate. Public
ownership moreover may
countries

mean, as in Germany since 1920, a single unified
system or, as in Australia, a collection of provincial monopolies or, as in Canada, a public
enterprise in competition with private companies. In France the early policy of territorial
monopoly has been continued, with public provision of roadways and structures and a guaranty
of operating returns. In Great Britain railroad systems grew, as in the United States,
through private action; but because of

less re-

requirements, a greater density of
and the more settled temper of the busi-

strictive legal
traffic

ness

community competition never

attained the

companies, of effective control over about
25,000 miles of line. The combination lacked

violence or produced the abuses prevalent for
some time in the United States. During the war

official
approval and, along with other instances of holding company control, revealed
a gap in the commission's power arising from

the British government assumed a close control
over the railroads, and in 1921 Parliament pro-

vided for a complete consolidation of lines into

Railroads
four systems laid out on a territorial basis. As
the new arrangement was compulsory it was

consummated

speedily; but despite the contrary
inter-system competition has continued to be a potent influence in matters of

intention

rates

and service

The

paucity of records of actual investment

American railroads and the lack of connection
between capitalisation and investment render
uncertain, except for recent years, the amount of
capital by which the profitableness of railroad
investment may be tested. Without allowance
in

In the course of both their original construction and subsequent combination into systems
railroads have disclosed financial features which,
while seemingly related to the strictly private
sphere of the investor, have nevertheless evoked
great public concern. Their capital arrange-

for overcapitalization then persisting it appears
that the net capitalization of American railroads

ments and

cases of the

ices

which surround construction
account for important differences, as do also the
widely dissimilar traffic conditions to be met;
but varying degrees of recklessness and conservatism in issuing securities and in actual ex-

financial policies influence the servthey furnish; and the very magnitude of
these transactions renders them a substantial

element in the
world.

The

total structure of the business

carriers of the

United States orig-

inated largely under conditions militating against
subsequent financial health. Under prevailingly
loose corporation laws roads could be and often
were built and operated in a manner imperiling
their solvency

and the position of their investors,

while enabling a few individuals to reap great
fortunes. Railroad building was commonly
undertaken not by the railroad companies themselves but

by separate construction companies
formed by those in control of the railroads,
under contracts strikingly profitable to the insiders In the case of the most notorious of these

in 1906
line.

was approximately $58,000 per mile of

Among

individual carriers the correspond-

ing figure ranged from about $30,000 for a number of western roads to nearly $170,000 in the

Erie and the

Reading. Unlike

physical conditions

penditures are quite as important factors. The
average capitalization per mile of line at this time
may appear low when it is noted that in Gerit was twice as
great, in France two and
one half times as great and in Great Britain four
times as great But in these European countries
a different type of construction had been
warranted, and \\hile, if one can judge from
earnings records, the outlay there may have
been somewhat too heavy assuming no over-

many

capitalization

still

the greater density of

traffic

ventures, the Credit Mobilier connected with
the building of the Union Pacific, $i 1 1 ,000,000

seems

of securities was issued, according to W. Z
Ripley, "in order to raise $74,000,000 of cash, to
construct a railroad which actually cost about

United States sprang mainly from the belief that
rates were fixed to yield a return on a grossly inflated volume of securities; and the Interstate
Commerce Commission, without further facts

$60,000,000." Thus a railroad might arise
through the operation of motives largely unrelated to the social purposes which might justify
it and enter life borne down
by the millstone of
obligations it could scarcely hope to meet Once
under way, it might be administered not primarily to yield service and reali/e income but, as
in the case of the early history of the line, to
enhance the profitableness of speculation in its

Reports might be falsified, capital
and current expenditures juggled, capitalization manipulated and funds gravely needed
securities.

largely to have justified the difference.
Popular criticism of railroad finance in the

as to the value of properties, felt itself seriously
handicapped in determining the reasonableness

In consequence Congress, by passing
the Valuation Act of 1913, imposed upon the
commission the prodigious task of inventorying
of rates

railroad properties and fixing a so-called
physical valuation for each carrier, an undertaking which has since absorbed the greater part of
the appropriations Since 1906 capitalization per
all

outlays

mile of line has increased by about 33 percent.
Whatever its past significance as the device

for upkeep diverted to other ends. By such circumstances the unavoidable obstacles to railroad
prosperity in a new country were greatly enhanced; and while it must be recognized that the
industry was not as a whole subject to abuses of
the grosser sort, there has nevertheless been
great difficulty in throwing off the legacy of un-

and symbol of loose and corrupt financing, the
"watered" aspect of the railroad capital structure is of less present importance than the
character of the securities which make it up.
While British railroads incurred debts to the
extent of about one fourth of their capital and
private lines in South America, Egypt and else-

sound finance and the suspicious popular
tude generated by it.

where

atti-

capital

largely follow the British pattern, the

of American roads has

come mainly
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through

sale of bonds.

In the top heavy struc-

tures of early roads bonded indebtedness often
equaled or exceeded actual investment; and

while the building up of properties has reduced
the fractional importance of bonded debt in relation to values, about 60 percent of the net
capitalization of all roads continues to be in that
form. Less than one third of the

total consists of

common stock, while the small remainder is pre-

has been enormous. During the forty years
following 1875 the mileage falling into receivers'
hands approximated the total mileage of the

United States; some roads escaped but others
repeated the experience with each decline of
business In 1932 the aggregate of carriers, while
showing a substantial net operating revenue
after taxes, failed by a wide margin to earn their

ferred stock, largely of a non-cumulative type,
which appeared in place of bonds in the process

and only the availability
of hundreds of millions in public funds averted
widespread default. It is true that this record

of financial reorganization. Bonds have revealed
the infinite variety of which corporate financing

does not constitute without qualification an indictment of the present capital structure of the

is capable, and the names assigned to issues have
often been designed to conceal their decidedly

roads. Early failures were caused chiefly by overbuilding and by the assumption of excessive
obligations in comparison with the slight volume

junior status The debenture, secured merely by
a carrier's general credit and earning power, is
the principal encumbrance of British railroads,

but in the United States the practise has been to
secure bonds by hens on specific properties.
About four fifths represent mortgages on road-

ways and structures, either general or divisional;
and the next most important class of bond is the
equipment obligation, secured by cars and locomotives.

Out

of the intricate interrelationships

of railroad corporations has come another important type, the collateral trust bond, representing a lien

on the

securities of other roads.

The income bond, an anomaly whose

claim to

interest requirements,

of available

traffic. Competitive rate cutting, in
part the result of legislative prohibition of cooperative action, produced a drain on revenue

in

no way inherent in the

railroad situation.

Mushroom

combinations, created often by the
sale of bonds to the public for the purchase of
stocks

m

other carriers, represented a passing

condition, induced largely by an unreasoning
wave of optimism. Certain notorious failures

may be

attributed directly to incompetent

and

corrupt management. Moreover it may be said
that railroad capitalization need not normally be

interest is contingent upon the realization of
earnings, is another offshoot of the reorganiza-

constituted with an eye to such devastating
catastrophes as the collapse following 1929.
Despite these considerations, however, the debt

tion process. While the extent of fixed obligations is a vital factor in the financial stability of

of the carriers seems a proper object of serious
criticism. In view of the specialized nature of

the private company, the capital structure is of
importance where railroads are a state

railroad property, which precludes its use for
other purposes, the practise of pledging assets to
secure bonds is of slight significance; financial

slight

enterprise, even when in form a separate railroad
department or corporation is created, since the
treasury is finally available to support them.
Likewise it is of slight significance that French
railroads are capitalized almost wholly with

integrity depends wholly on earning power.
Since railroad traffic reflects a cross section of

general business conditions,
that revenues are protected

it

cannot be said

by an exceptional

bonds, in view of the government's guaranty of
revenue to meet interest and dividend

stability of

requirements. In

Certain railroad expenditures are fairly inflexible
in the face of declining traffic; although after
1929, with a substantial postponement of up-

sufficient

was created

a unique situation
under the Dawes plan of

Germany

in 1924,

international settlement, when the previous debt
of the state railroad system, wiped out by

was replaced by a special
bond issue of 11,000,000,000 gold marks whose
service was to be on account of reparations. The
Young plan of 1929 removed this obligation.
Superficially at least it appears that American
railroads have been unwise in the extent of their
reliance on bonds for the provision of funds.
The amount of insolvency, produced mainly by
failure to meet interest and principal payments,
currency

inflation,

demand, such as may justify the large
funded debt of some of the local public utilities.

keep, expenditures paralleled revenues quite
But even if the ratio of expenses to

closely.

revenues did not increase with falling
absolute difference between

traffic,

the

them must con-

and with taxes a large and rather inflexible
item, debt obligations easily become embarrassing. For the carrier whose capital structure intract;

volves the average amount of indebtedness and
whose earnings are no better than average, some

retirement of bonds

is

plainly desirable.

While

Railroads
railroad capital

was greatly increased during the

1920*8 without appreciable increase in
indebtedness, sound policy would seem to require a definite reduction of debt when earnings
make possible repayment at maturity either from

anty, rail transportation has often

dram on the public

been a sub-

latter

stantial

revenue or from sale of stock; and when re-

In the United States the roads' financial status
and policies have been touched at many points
by the hand of government. Following the subsidies of early decades federal rate regulation

organization is undertaken, a drastic curtailment
of fixed obligations is indicated.

But

financial strength is a matter not only of

capital structure but also of earnings through
good years as well as bad. Indeed indebtedness

often results from lack of earnings.

The view has

been widely circulated that repressive regulation, involving a restrictive rate policy, has been
a major ailment of American railroads. It is not
easy by factual means to evaluate this view; but
on the whole it seems ill founded. It is true that
after 191 o in the face of rising prices the carriers
found difficulty in convincing the Interstate

Commerce Commission

that rates should be

treasury.

was inaugurated in 1887 and strengthened in
1906 and 1910, with the aim in part of preventing excessive carrier incomes; and this is still the
most significant form of control bearing on rail-

The close supervision of railroad
accounts, instituted in 1906, with the enforcement of a high degree of publicity respecting
railroad affairs, has served primarily as a tool of
road finances.

rate regulation but incidentally has

checked un-

scrupulous speculation in securities based on
manipulation of accounts and reports. From
1907 the Interstate Commerce Commission

recommended
subjected to

that railroad security issues be
control, both as an aid to rate

its

their credit doubtless suffered someconsequence But in most years from
1900 to 1929 more than 6 percent, often substantially more, was earned on the stockholders'
equity by all carriers; and after 1920, while the
rate of return was only slightly improved, the
railroads were able on favorable terms greatly to
increase their capital and to command their due
share of new savings seeking investment. Because of peculiarities of the railroads' earnings
comparisons between them and other industries
have slight significance. Unlike manufacturing
enterprises, the several railroads do not cooperate in supplying a single market with their
services and by competition weed out the least
effective of them; instead each earner has its
unique area which it must serve and upon whose
traffic it must depend. Under these circum-

means of protecting the
and the investors in their
securities from unsound financial practises; such
authority was granted in 1920. As a further
means of insuring financial stability power was
given the commission to veto proposed line extensions which might prove wasteful or destruc-

stances aggregate or average earnings figures tell
little about specific roads. Probably despite low

bution in 1931 in the absence of much evidence of forthcoming economic betterment of

general earnings all roads with any just claim to
additional capital could get it favorably. It is

sums

true that, while certain carriers have been exceedingly remunerative investments, the buyers

however, not through their organization and
finance but through the specific services they
render shippers and travelers and the rates they

raised,

what

and

in

of equities in railroads as a whole have not
realized the extensive returns that have come to
investors in

some other

fields.

came from construction
in securities.

But

Railroad fortunes

activities

this result

and dealings

may be

explained
not only by the regulation of earnings but by the
excessive investment in an industry given artificial

public stimulus. Moderate earnings seem

to have characterized the railroad industry in
most countries; and where state ownership prevails,

and in France under the system of guar-

regulation and as a

credit of the carriers

tive in effect, although a corresponding authority
was also granted to prevent abandonment where

carrier losses

were outweighed by counter con-

siderations of public convenience and necessity.
With the extensive control established over the

combination of carriers into systems railroad
finance has been brought very largely under
public supervision, except in the matter of
dividend policy; but

it

may be noted

that in this

respect too sharp criticism has been directed at
the carriers, particularly in view of their distri-

vastly in excess of current earnings.
Railroads touch the public most intimately,

charge for these services. There is no pricing
problem more complex than that involved in the
sale of rail transportation of freight.
railroads recognize some twenty-five

American

thousand
any item of which conceivably may move from any one to any other of
many thousands of stations. The possible number of rates required is of astronomical propordescriptions of

traffic,

No simple principle, as that of applying
the same rate per hundred pounds to all the
tions.
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commodities and the same rate per mile
to all the different hauls, would be theoretically
or practically acceptable. Even if there were no
different

other consideration involved than to spread the
costs of service as evenly as possible over all

the weight mileage basis would be bad.
Early railroads took over from wagon transportation the practise of charging on a space basis
for carrying low density commodities; and in a
much more discriminating fashion it is now
traffic,

recognized that loading characteristics are as
important as weight in assigning charges. Shipments in less than carload lots amount to less

on profits was
as high rates as feasible
on traffic not easily discouraged. If peculiarities
of the industry provided the incentives to disget traffic as long as the effect
positive

and

to

impose

criminatory charging, they also supplied the
conditions which made it possible. The great
cost of railroad construction, and the necessity
of physical contact of the railroad plant with the

area served

by

it,

established a position of

nopoly with respect to a large part of the

and the

fact that rail service is not a

on

homogene-

sold to buyers who can be
the basis of goods shipped and

ous commodity, but
classified

mo-

traffic;

is

than 2.5 percent of the tonnage of American
railroads, but they account for 25 percent of the
loaded cars, and they involve a disproportionate
part of clerical expense and terminal handling
Coal moving at extremely low rates is one of the

routes shipped over, afforded a further condition
of discriminatory pricing. As between types of
traffic, the value of the commodity has long been

Commodi-

presence or absence of competitive rail, water or
other carriers, whether directly parallel or serv-

most remunerative forms of

traffic.

widely in the special services they
require and the loss and damage claims they
occasion. In the treatment of different hauls
ties differ

rates proportional to distance received early apand are still employed in passenger

plication

transportation, but they depart widely from the
cost principle. Heavy terminal costs necessitate
rates tapering with distance, but to a diminishing extent as the haul lengthens. Unequal
traffic densities

and widely

different capital

and

operating costs on different routes likewise call
for recognition. Thus cost factors alone account
for a high degree of complexity in the rate structure; but despite their importance there are con-

siderations of another sort, springing from the
met in getting and

conditions which must be

holding

traffic,

which have been of major

sig-

nificance in the evolution of freight rates.
The outstanding characteristics of a railroad

from the

rate standpoint are two- the

customary

presence, especially when historically regarded,
of unused capacity in some or all of its facilities

and the large outlays involved

in

providing that

Not only did the

superiority of rail
over other transport agencies justify construction for relatively light traffic, but the overhead
capacity.

costs

occasioned by even a

minimum

plant

proved relatively heavy as judged by most other
businesses. In early decades at least such costs
increased much less rapidly than traffic; and
many operating costs, such as are involved in a
minimum of maintenance and of train service,
were likewise capable of being spread over more

There thus existed the strongest possible
inducement to depart from a cost basis of rate
fixing: to impose charges as low as necessary to
traffic.

recogm/ed as a rough gauge of rate paying
while as between different hauls, the

ability;

ing alternative sources of supply for important
markets, induced a nearly complete departure
from that consistent relation of rates to distance

which a cost basis would impose.
Freight classifications and tariffs are the evolutionary product of such cost and traffic factors
as have been mentioned, modified by regulation.
A score or so of classes seem adequate to recognize the peculiarities of the thousands of commodities and forms of shipment. Classification
was first undertaken by individual roads, then
carried on by traffic associations; and, in the
interest of obvious elements of economy and
convenience, it has evolved in the United States
under the encouragement and guidance of the
Interstate Commerce Commission into a Consolidated Freight Classification by which a single
volume gives in parallel columns the class ratings for

all

descriptions of traffic in three classi-

fication territories, the so-called Official,

ern and Western.

South-

The

percentage relations between classes vary considerably, but to a large
extent railroads believe it necessary to depart

from the system of class rates, especially where a
commodity moves in large volume over a given
route or where some special competitive factor is
present.

Thus

in the

United States

fully

80 per-

cent by weight of all freight traffic moves at exceptional or commodity rates; and in Great
Britain a similar situation prevails despite an
attempt, through complete overhauling of the
rate structure, to accommodate the bulk of traffic

in the regular classes.

With mileage
on

fixing rates

relegated to a minor role in
specific hauls the relation of

Railroads
charges as between different points of origin and
destination developed without any systematizing
factor; the result is a confusing maze of charges
that almost defies description, one which makes
the practical task of quoting rates to shippers

enormously difficult and cumbersome. The
United States is divided into a larger number of
territories for tariff purposes than for classification, and innumerable tariff publications are
issued by individual carriers and small or large

growth of abuses and of the problem's
complexities led to the establishment of administrative commissions. In part the purpose
tions; the

of rate control was to prevent a monopolistic
The Granger legislation of the

level of charges.

1870*3 was designed chiefly to meet the evils of
exorbitant rates, and this purpose was also in-

cluded among the objectives of the original
federal statute of 1887. In the control of rates

cooperating groups of lines, covering rates to
and from specified points and areas for one or a

from this standpoint the requirement that rates
be "just and reasonable" has necessarily been
construed with reference to broad segments of

few or a great

the rate structure; for

many commodities

or for

all

when

the propriety of

moving on the classified basis On branch
lines and non-competitive hauls a mileage basis
may prevail, but to a dominant extent competi-

carrier earnings is questioned, it is the general
rate level and not individual charges which is at

remain

character have been determined, especially since
1910; and the commission's responsibilities

traffic

tive relationships, often of long standing,

influential, despite resulting disparities as judged

by

distance.

On

long routes between points

by water competition, especially in the
south and west, rates were at one time commonly
lower than on the shorter hauls between included points on the same lines; but under the
favored

pressure of regulation prejudicial relationships
of the grosser sort have been largely eliminated.

More generally there have been created rate
groups within which all points are treated
equally for hauls of any length. Such groups
have been as large as the entire territory east of
the Mississippi and even larger for Pacific coast
shipments. Competitive equality has been maintained for the several combinations of roads
meeting at junction points along the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers; and on export and import
traffic the carriers serving the various ports have
had their position maintained by a system of
So important is transportation cost
market price of many commodities that
the survival of producing centers and areas, and

differentials.

in the

of the carriers serving them, is greatly dependent upon the relationship of rates; and altL >ugh
a master critic of

American economic arrange-

ments might not wholly approve the existing
channels of commerce and localization of production, actual commitments are properly the
weightiest consideration in judging proposals for

change.

Of

all

features of rail transportation

fixing of rates

regulated.

For

it is

the

which has been most extensively
this

purpose primarily the elabo-

rate regulation machinery typified by the Interstate Commerce Commission was created. Even

in the earliest days of rail transport some effort
was made to control rates, mainly through

charter provisions and general legislative limita-

issue.

Many

important controversies of this

toward carrier revenues were given fuller and
more affirmative expression by Congress in
1920 and again in 1933. But quite as important
in accounting for rate regulation were abuses
connected with specific charges and their relationship. Of these the most obviously obnoxious
was the favoritism extended individual shippers,
especially those controlling large traffic, in order
to get their business This evil was met by the

enunciation in 1887 and the workable formulation in 1903 of the elementary rule of equality of

treatment of shippers of the same commodity
under like circumstances. Another and similarly

elementary objective of regulation was the removal of business uncertainty incident to frequent and sudden changes in rates. But more
serious than these abuses, especially when judged
on the basis of the continuing activities of the
commission down to the present, have been the
unfair relationships of rates, as between different
commodities and different routes and hauls,
produced by the broad latitude within which the
carriers

have fixed rates according to the

of traffic to bear them.

The

ability
justification of de-

parting from the principle of even cost distribution has been noted; and it was never the purpose of Congress or of the commission to prevent the roads from so fixing rates as to utilize
their capacity and spread their overhead.
Neither was the public alarmed by that larger
economic waste which might be induced by the
rate structure in stimulating unduly remote producing areas and excessive lengths of haul, especially since it was at all times anxious to have

maximum number of sources of supply
competing in each market. In the scramble for
traffic, however, charges were often imposed
the
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which were grossly unreasonable as judged by
other comparable charges; and where commodity movements were competitive, such seri-

the charges of alternative agencies are subjected
to the same control accounts in part for efforts

ous prejudice often resulted that

it
appeared that
the fate of industries and areas rested with the

to establish a

caprice of railroad traffic officers. Such power
over a nation's economy could not properly reside in an uncontrolled private industry. In

adjust rates unfairly varies with the extent of
unused capacity, the problem is most serious

rates cannot

be controlled

satisfactorily unless

more extensive regulation of motor
and water transportation. As the temptation to

when

railroad construction outstrips the

growth

1854 the British Parliament had declared against
undue prejudice in the treatment of patrons, and
in 1873 a tribunal was established to administer

of tonnage, when the appearance of new agencies
threatens the loss of traffic and when a generally

the principle of reasonable rate relationships.

demand

The congressional mandate that rates be just and

No less important than the charges which railroads exact are the character of the services

reasonable has been as applicable to individual
rates as to the general level of charges; and other
provisions have declared explicitly against un-

duly discriminatory and prejudicial rate relaThe authority accorded the Interstate

tionships.

Commerce Commission in 1887 has been extended by successive amendments, so that complete

to control individual rates

power

now

is

Thousands of

specific cases have
decided; and, especially in recent years, the

vested in

it.

been
commission has been frequently concerned with
comprehensive proceedings, designed to bring
about such readjustments as would render the
total rate structure more rational and more
coherent.
It is

apparent that the

difficulties of rate

con-

trol are directly related to the organization of the
rail system and that these difficulties have at-

low

state of business activity reduces the total
for service.

which they render and the operating practises on
which both rates and service depend. If revenue
receipts are taken as a rough measure of the
services performed by American railroads, it
appears that the carriage of passengers is a
relatively minor function for the average road,
accounting for about one seventh of its revenue.

About four fifths comes from freight, and of the
minor items making up the remainder the most
important are the mail and express services. Individual carriers of course depart widely from
the average. In Great Britain passenger service
yields more than a third of rail revenue, and the
proportion is similar in much of western Europe;
while in Japan it accounts for more than half of
the

total.

Travelers resort to the railroad less

With a

frequently in the United States than in a number
of other countries, a condition prevailing even

of companies of widely unequal
earning power it is impossible to adjust rates so
as to sustain the weak without unduly enriching

before the present wide use of automobiles; but
the usual journey is relatively long, averaging
now, with commutation traffic excluded, more

the strong. Moreover with an area occupied by a
number of competitive carriers the likelihood of

than seventy-five miles, an average whose 40

tained a
large

maximum

in the

United

States.

number

improper relationships

is

greatly increased. It

is

inaccurate to say that competition is responsible
for discrimination; but the presence of competition at

some

at others,

is

points,

combined with

its

absence

productive of prejudicial relation-

ships. Where railroads are combined regionally,
as in Great Britain and France, a symmetrical
rate structure

is

facilitated;

accomplished, since
petitive services

but

by no means
still enjoy com-

it is

many cities

and non-parallel

lines serving

rival producing areas continue to compete. A
complete railroad monopoly, when governmentally operated or stringently controlled, is freest
from the economic influences making for bad rate
adjustments. But whatever the state of railroad

organization, rate adjustments are affected

by

the competition of other carriers, either by water
or on the highways; and the belief that railroad

percent increase in ten years reveals the greater
of motor competition on the shorter

effect

journey. But the relatively great importance of
freight service in the United States is due in the

main not

to a smaller passenger traffic but to a
and to a

larger per capita production of goods

long average haul exceeding three hundred
miles.

Ton

mileage per capita in 1929 exceeded

35The growing importance

of the railroad as a

means of passenger

transport, from its supersession of the stagecoach to the rise of the auto-

mobile, was paralleled by a striking improvement of service. Out of the early springless
vehicles whose occupants were showered with
engine soot there evolved comfortable coaches,

supplemented by sleeping and dining facilities,
which made travel less an ordeal and to many a
pleasure. A speed of fifty miles an hour includ-

Railroads
ing stops became feasible; and at the same time
accidents to passengers fell to negligible proportions. But the generally high level of performance attained was by no means adequate to

withstand the devastating competition after 1920
of the automobile. Low rate commutation, or

suburban service, and high rate Pullman service,
which accounted for half the total passenger
mileage, could not do much more than maintain

and commanded

early attention. Organized co-

operation in the United States in the latter
direction began during the i86o's when the

Master Car Builders' Association was formed.
Along with technical cooperation numerous
business arrangements are necessary to
effective handling of interchange traffic.

the

The

through billing of freight must be provided for,
and with the quotation of joint rates machinery

must

their absolute position until the depression; but
from 1923 to 1929 day coach travel in the

for their division

United States decreased by more than 40 per-

owning road, arrangements must be entered
into for compensation for their use, for their
repair, both ordinary and extraordinary, and for

cent.

With the sharper

declines after 1929 the

passenger revenues of few roads covered even
those operating expenses which could be allocated, much less any return on capital devoted
to passenger facilities. In response to this condition many services have been abandoned, rail

power units have been
substituted for regular trains, and to an increasing extent special excursion or round trip rates
have replaced the regular fares; but more drastic

cars with self-contained

measures appear necessary. Incipient technical
developments include the air conditioning of
coaches and the designing of lightweight and
streamlined trains capable of zoo-mile speeds,

which may revolutionize the quality of

service.

General reductions in basic fares appear

and an increasing cooperation of

likely;

com-

among connecting

be established As cars move

lines

off the lines of the

a reasonable promptness of return. Great

diffi-

culty has been experienced in providing adequate incentives for the "homing" of cars, with-

out creating an excess of empty running. In the
United States many of these activities are directed by divisions of the American Railway
Association, an organization which originated in
the conventions held for standardizing railroad

time, but which later turned

its

attention to

formulating rules respecting demurrage, signals
and safety matters generally; it now includes the
Freight Claims Association and sponsors the
research conducted by the Bureau of Railway

Economics

In addition sectional groups of

elimination of

earners conduct, by means of traffic associations,
the preparation and publication of tariffs and

duplicated services.
While less manifest to the casual observer, the
evolution of freight service, through improved

police the weighing and billing of shipments.
Interline routing of freight and exchange of
equipment take on a political aspect when na-

construction of roadways and structures, the
better design and greater size of cars and locomotives, the speeding up and regularizing of
operations and its closer adaptation to the pe-

Thus most of the
European governments signed the Convention
and Statute on the International Regime of Railways of 1923; and the League of Nations has

culiarities of traffic, outweighs in economic importance the changes in passenger transport.
Although essential similarities exist in the developments in different countries, there have

promoted

likewise been

assume direct responsibility for rail
services and facilities. At the outset it was
thought that only the roadway should be provided and that it should be made available to
various users as canals and turnpikes were; but
the danger and confusion of such an arrangement were quickly apparent. With tractive power

panies will probably bring

some

railroad

striking differences, as in the
in Great Britain on the timely move-

emphasis

ment of small consignments

in small capacity

and the opposite emphasis in the United
States on low cost bulk movements. Much

cars

progress, especially in freight transportation, has

depended on inter-company cooperation; and
in this respect have reached a high
level, despite opposition, as in the United States,
developments
to

drastic

reduction of railroad competition.
often international, was

Early

cooperation,

aimed

at

gauge uniformity; but for free

inter-

change of traffic the standardization of equipment and repairs was scarcely less important

tional boundaries intervene.

railroad cooperation.

An issue in the organization of railroad service
which has always been present
is

the extent to

\v

in various guises

hich the railroad

company itself

should

provided by the railroad, however,

it

is

still

possible for the several services to be conducted
independently. There were, for example, the

independent freight lines which after the middle
last century provided through interline

of the

services

on American

railroads, prior to the es-

tablishment of effective cooperative arrange-
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and on the same prinand express services have been
independently supplied. Moreover for services
under direct railroad control cars have often
been provided on a rental basis by shippers or
car owning companies In Great Britain private
cars are common; while in the United States the
majority of tank cars, many refrigerator cars and
some coal and livestock cars are separately
owned. When cars are owned by shippers, technical progress may be impeded and empty car
ments between

carriers;

ciple sleeping car

mileage increased; but when, as in the case of

Pullman cars, specialized equipment is made
freely available wherever a demand exists, a
more economical utilization is attained than

would be possible through direct railroad ownership and the administration of car service
rules. To an important extent and m a manner

what; but both are recognized, with probably a
on the latter in the larger
American systems. In view of the importance of
training and experience on the part of workers

greater emphasis

operating trains railroad labor enjoys an exceptionally strong bargaining position;

and

this

circumstance, combined with the public stake
in continuous rail service, has given unusual
prominence to labor relations in the conduct oi:

the industry.

Numerous

features

make

for ^

performance, a condition
which has led to the observation that the indusroutinized

highly

one peculiarly fitted for government operaBut on this ground it seems equally pertinent to observe that the industry is one in which,
because of a strong tendency toward inertia and
try

is

tion.

routine, exceptionally dynamic leadership is required if it is to move forward in the changing

productive of serious abuses freight forwarding
companies stand between shipper and carrier in

realm of transportation. The likely source of
such leadership, whether private or public, is

their capacity of consolidating small consignments into carloads. These companies often

another matter.
On the whole the character of service and the
manner of providing it in the United States have

undertake the collection and delivery of freight,
a function long performed by the railroad itself
in Great Britain and a number of other countries.

Under

the spur of motor competition

m

American

manner

railroads are beginning
a tentative
to extend their services to the shipper's

door in the handling of less-than-carload freight.
In several instances, notably with regard to ex-

American

own

the companies
performing separate services; and the general
press,

tendency

is

railroads

toward a more inclusive conception

of the function of the railroad company.

From

a more strictly managerial standpoint
rail transportation has revealed
unusual
many
aspects. Besides the peculiarities
as to financing and pricing which have been
noted special significance attaches to the wide

the provision of

ramification of the physical plant and the exceptional problem of supervision created thereby
in the proper maintenance of roadway and rolling stock, the operation of trains and the control
of labor. The hazards of the industry necessitate
large outlays, otherwise unremunerative, in the
interest of safety; and the continuous flow of loss

and damage claims and the innumerable conwith regulative authorities require almost
as extensive participation of the legal as of the
tacts

engineering profession. For the specialized performance of functions it is necessary that man-

agement be departmentalized; but it is equally
necessary that it be organized territorially for the
recognition of local needs. These two principles,
the departmental and the divisional, clash some-

been left to private management. The leading
exception has been the stringent safety regulations, the influence of which has been most
praiseworthy. But after 1900, as

traffic

caught

up with carrier capacity, there were frequent and
serious car shortages, which impeded the conduct of business. Responsibility may be assigned
to inefficient operations, poor credit or ineffective inter-carrier arrangements; but whatever
the cause, the World

War brought a crisis in rail

transportation which led the federal government
to operate the roads as a single system. Before
this time the only action of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission in matters of car service had
been directed at abuses growing out of the assignment of private cars to mines; but in 1917
and 1920 authority was granted it to supervise
and enforce adequate car service rules, to require

the

facilities,

common

provision

of

reasonably adequate

and

in emergencies to compel their
use, as well as to establish priorities and

direct the routing of traffic.

Whether or not be-

cause of the mere presence of these powers, for
they have been little exercised, the carriers

managed

in the ensuing decade to carry a

grow-

with almost complete freedom from
congestion and car shortages and with conspicuous expedition of service. A more credible
ing

traffic

explanation may be found in the prevailing
sentiment that private operation was on trial and
in the emerging fear of road and water competition.

The

establishment of machinery through

Railroads
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with
shippers' advisory boards to cooperate
shippers in anticipating car requirements con-

adequate provision and systematic arrangement

one of the more concrete evidences of

sometimes contended, the direct
an altered
popular attitude were slight; but within a decade
two developments served to crystallize a more

stitutes

the

new

service
tion, as

spirit of enterprise

Improvements

in

were paralleled by economies in operashown by most of the so-called indices

of efficiency.

One of the more

inclusive of these,

60 pergross ton miles per tram hour, advanced
cent in eight years. These results were made
possible not only

by an energetic managerial ap-

proach but by generous capital outlays.
It may well be that rail transportation, like
other basic constituents of social living, is not
accorded in popular thinking a just measure of
its significance; but, on the other hand, it is

of railroad

facilities.

Perhaps, as

is

results of this legislative expression of

sympathetic public response to the problems of
the carriers. The first of these was the growth of
rival transport agencies, especially

on the high-

way, which undermined railroad monopoly and
aroused concern over the future of the industry.
The second was the general business breakdown
after 1929, which greatly increased the sense of
social dependence upon the railroads On the

business interests the railroad passed through
four decades of almost unqualified public en-

account the fear was not merely that finanembarrassment would impair operations but
that extensive defaults on railroad obligations
would shake the entire financial fabric of the
United States, in view of holdings totaling perhaps $7,000,000,000 of railroad bonds in the
hands of insurance companies, savings banks

thusiasm and support, in which it was identified
with revolution in industry and exploitation of

tance. It

through the century of its
development the industry has seldom failed to
keep itself squarely in the public eye. From the
early and unsuccessful opposition of intrenched
strikingly true that

territory.

It is

true that charters imposed re-

during this early period mildly
and
regulatory acts were passed in Great Britain
that the French system of close governmental
United
supervision was beginning; but in the
strictions, that

States the

menace of railroad favoritism and mo-

latter
cial

and other institutions of great public imporwas realized also that inactivity in steel,
lumber and other basic industries was much

by the impoverished state of the railFor these reasons railroads, next to banks,

intensified

roads.

were the principal beneficiaries of emergency
credit extended by the government through the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

nopoly provoked serious popular alarm and action only after 1870. From then on, through
state legislation and the enactments of Congress

and 1933 too pessimistic a view was taken of the

in 1887, 1903, 1906 and 1910, there was established a machinery of regulation, concerned
with rates, whose nature and intent

to the competitive factor

primarily

reflected the widespread conviction that so inan
subject to so many actual

dispensable

agency

Doubtless during the depression years of 1932
railroads' position, because too large a responsiwas attributed
bility for their immediate plight

and too

little

to the

supposedly temporary general breakdown. It is
but necessary to recall that in 1929, despite
financompetition, the railroads were in a strong

and to recognize that only a slight
fraction of the decline in traffic since that year is
by the further diversion to rival

and potential abuses must be closely restricted
and controlled. But prevention of abuses was not
enough; it became increasingly apparent that
aim of
public policy should embrace the further
promoting positively a vigorous and effective
railroad system. To this end it was never

cial position

seriously considered that restrictive regulations

other means of transportation. The operation of
millions of motor vehicles over paved highways

should be relaxed; indeed a strong sentiment
had developed, reaching its height following the

end of the World War, that the government
should assume complete responsibility for rail
transportation through public ownership and
operation. This view did not prevail; but in 1920
Congress rewrote the Interstate Commerce Act
to the end that the commission thenceforth
should be definitely concerned with promoting a
sound financial condition in the industry and the

performance of a high

level of service

through

explainable
of the
agencies. Nevertheless, the future position
railroads must be considered largely with reference to the grovvingly serious competition of

has cut deeply into the passenger and less-thancarload freight traffic of the railroads and with
carload
greater menace into certain types of
freight,

such as cotton and livestock. Most of the
motor fuel moves by pipe line,

vast traffic in

while the railroad movement of coal is affected
by the long distance piping of natural gas and
transmission of electric power. The intercoastal

movement through the Panama Canal and the
operation of barges on rejuvenated waterways
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while com-

service once undertaken has diminished force

mercial air transport is seeking high class passenger, mail and package business. The combined attack of these rivals has led to predictions

from a broad social viewpoint when the traffic
producing power of an area has declined or when

go the way of the stage-

which are able, without disastrous consequences,
to supplant the railroad. There are many
thousands of miles of line in the United States
whose continued use must burden the remaining
mileage and the traffic which it serves; and
despite the hardships to communities sometimes
occasioned by abandonment any doubt regard-

have become substantial

that the railroad will

factors;

coach and early canal boat. Foreseeable developments, however, afford slight basis for
such an expectation. The position of the railroad, strengthened by measures quite free of the
taint of artificial resuscitation,

seems secure.

Such bolstering of the
occur

railroad's position may
along three lines: restriction of competi-

removal of burdens and improvement of
most obvious and
operations. Of these the first is
tion,

most open to abuse in view of the danger of
denying the public the full advantage of prog-

is

ress in transportation. Whether competition is
restricted by the licensing system usually apthe size and
plied to motor carriers, by limiting

weight of road vehicles or by permitting railroad
control of rival agencies, there may easily be a
sacrifice of beneficial

developments through un-

for the railroad viewpoint. But where
loss of revenue from a limited range of traffic

due regard

weaken the railroad in serving traffic for
which the rival provides no adequate substitute,
will

the balance of public advantage may warrant
restriction. Nor does public gain accrue from

competitive services offered at unremunerative
rates or at rates made remunerative by an artiof truck
ficially low level of costs. The economy

and barge operations results in part from inferior
labor standards and in part from indirect public
subsidies. It is debatable how adequately motor
transportation pays for the use of public roads,
in addition to a reasonable general tax contribution, although rt appears that in some jurisdic-

tions the levies are sufficient.

The availability of

free waterways obviously subsidizes the
water carrier. It is only reasonable to allay such
toll

fears for the railroad's future as are

due to a

competition unable fully to pay its way.
Doubtless also the railroads have been subject
to a variety of burdens and impediments which

can be lessened

if

their continued

health

is

genuinely at stake. Property taxes, for example,
weigh exceptionally upon an industry of such
extraordinary capital requirements that it takes
the revenue of four normal years to equal the

value of
of tax

its

property. Whatever the expediency
there seems only a sterile legal

relief,

reason for requiring railroads to make 'arge unremunerative outlays foi highway grade separations, the occasion for which is the growth of

road transport. Similarly the duty to continue a

traffic

has to some extent passed to rival agencies

ing the general integrity of the rail system argues
the reasonableness of that expedient. But very
railroads
largely such embarrassment as the

may be explained

only in part
even more directly attributable to the attempted support of a capital
structure, a burden of fixed obligations, im-

have experienced

by

loss of traffic;

it is

proper in an industry subject to marked fluctuaWhere this is the case the remedy raises no
fear as to the patient's life. The view is a common one also that the railroads have been most
tions.

weighted down by the very regulation to which
they have been subject; but few convincing considerations can be adduced in its support. While
some changes in regulatory policy would doubtless prove helpful, particularly through an increased emphasis upon coordination of transof
portation agencies, any far flung relaxation
the impact of government control would prob-

ably be opposed by the carriers themselves.
Adaptation of the railroads to new conditions

must come mainly through

their

own

efforts.

remain of improving service and
reducing cost. Recent technical developments

Possibilities

suggest that passenger transport may become
much faster, cheaper and more comfortable than
the railroads now provide, although reasons of

must prevent any sudden general replacement of existing facilities. With productive accost

the United States devoted increasingly
to manufacturing and the distribution of manufactured goods and, in agriculture, to the growtivity in

must
ing of fruits and vegetables, the railroads
still further their traditional emphasis on

modify

slow quantity movements.

While any great

effort to retrieve certain parts of the traffic lost to
would be ill advised, a full readiother

agencies
ness to make feasible changes seems necessary,
whether in methods of service or in those rate
relationships which derive from a monopoly
situation. If

one

may judge by

the resistance to

trucking competition offered r. British railroads, despite a typical length of haul and size of
consignment within the range largely usurped

Railroads
in the United States, the combinafast scheduled freight services and

by the truck
of

tion

prompt

collection

and delivery by

railroad ve-

hicles is an effective competitive weapon, although one properly limited to routes where the
movement is substantial. It seems that the employment of road vehicles, freight and passenger, in both line haul and terminal operations,

affords the railroads

many
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movement of fuel. With the

railroad

restoration

of a higher level of general business and a fair
public attitude in formulating relevant policies,
it seems that with
ordinary enterprise the railroads should retain their dominant position in
transportation.
I. L. SHARFMAN
SHOREY PETERSON

opportunities to cut

obtained only through a lessening of duplication
in service and through a modification of the
competitive organization of systems, a course

LABOR. The public has a direct interest in the
between railroads and their employees,
since it demands continuous and uninterrupted
operation and efficient and safe transportation.
The public is concerned also with the question

justification

dependent in part on legislative changes. No
remains for conducting competi-

of remuneration, because railroad wages constitute the major portion of operating expenses,

tively the

which

and improve service. But undoubtedly
some of the most important economies are to be
costs

enormously expensive less-than-carit has been suggested that the

relations

upon rates. Whether the
owned by the government or by
private companies, the labor problem is bound
sooner or later to become an object of public
in turn react

load service, and

railroads are

owned Railway Express Agency, Inc.,
might expand to perform this function. The
pooling principle may also be applied more extensively, especially in the passenger field. But

strictly labor

jointly

much

scrutiny

and

magnitude

in

terms can be realized from the

fact

regulation.

Its

competitive incentives are a luxury which can no
longer be afforded by an imperiled railroad industry. Thus estimates of annual savings all the
way up to a billion dollars or more through a

United States,
Great Britain, Germany and France, the railroads in 1929 employed over 3,500,000 persons.
The vv ide array of crafts encompassed by the
industry may roughly be divided into four

drastic reorganization of American railroads into

classes.

it is

possible to go

further, particularly

regional systems have been

if

made by persons

whose views may not lightly be dismissed.
But while the way seems open to considerable
strengthening of

transportation in its relation to competitors, the need for action, alrail

though great, is less imperative than may appear
in the gloomy half light of a prolonged economic depression Given a substantial recovery,
most rail carriers should not suffer, despite
competition, from lack of traffic. Where cost is a
consideration, air transportation offers no serious threat in the foreseeable future; nor does the
waterway, except through a determined policy
of governmental support. Because of highway
competition the place of the railroad in passenger transport in the United States seems destined to be a limited one, unless drastic changes
are effected, but fortunately the chief dependence of the railroad, especially in the United
States, is freight. The minimum cost per ton
mile in motor trucking seems certain to remain
several times the average cost by rail where
quantity shipments are extensive and average
hauls are long. The greater availability of energy
resources by wire and pipe line is in important

competitive factor, but it probably does not
threaten any serious absolute reduction in the

that in four countries alone, the

The highest degree of selection and skill
represented among the men engaged directly
in the movement of trains: engineers, firemen,
is

conductors and brakemen. These workers in
addition to their skill must possess physical endurance and mental alertness. Next in importance are the

shopmen employed

in the

building and repair of equipment: machinists,
blacksmiths, boiler makers, electrical workers,
sheet metal workers, firemen, oilers, carmen and

Both types of work invohe a skill acquired only after years of apprenticeship. The
greatest number of unskilled workers are to be
others.

found among those engaged in the maintenance
way and structures, where, outside of a rela-

of

tively small group of supervisory officials and
skilled persons, there is a large body of section

men and common
services include a

varying

skill,

laborers.

The

miscellaneous

number of occupations

of

principally those of station agents,

baggagemen, telegraphers, flagmen and
gatemen.
For many years the railroad industry showed
a steady increase in the number of employees,
but during the past decade the trend has been in
clerks,

the opposite direction. In the United States the
decline in all carriers was from 2,075,886 in 1920
to 1,902,222 in 1923

and 1,694,042 in 1929, a
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year of peak prosperity; at the end of 1932 railroad employees numbered fewer than 1,000,000.
In Great Britain the reduction was from 736,000

up with safety laws. The workers have been
trying to achieve extra pay for overtime and the
recognition of the principle of seniority in pro-

in 1921 to 616,000 in 1931. There have been
similar decreases in other countries. Although
in the United States the drop since 1929 has
been largely a result of the temporary effects of

motions and employment, but in neither case
have far reaching results been attained. Considerable progress has been accomplished,
notably outside of the United States, with re-

the economic depression, much of it may be
traced to the permanent changes in the industry
before 1929; of these the most important are

gard to pensions and other insurance benefits.
In the United States the organization of
workers in the industry has been almost entirely

technological advances, which have increased
efficiency without enlarging the volume of busi-

on a

and competition from motor transportawhich has taken business away from the
railroads. In lesser degree these developments
ness,
tion,

affect

the industry in other countries.

The

workers have been the chief sufferers, as a result
of losses in

employment opportunities.

There is considerable variation in wages,
hours of labor and other working conditions
among railroad employees, according to the
nature of employment, skill and bargaining
power. Railroad wages reached their peak during
the

World War, but

since then they have been

subject to a gradual deflation; and very rarely
has their level exceeded those of similar skills in

other industries. Because of the decrease in employment there has been a substantial decline in
from $3,681,000,000
total wages and salaries
in 1920 to $3,004,000,000 in 1923 and $2,896,000,000 in 1929. Average yearly compensation
has risen only slightly. In some places, especially

European countries, the regular rates of pay are
supplemented by extra payments and other
allowances. For many years the railroads were
notorious for their long hours of work, a situation that has been remedied to a large extent in
recent years, mainly by

means of legislation

tied

WAGES AND SALARIES OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES AND
RATIO OF OPERATING EXPENSES TO REVENUE,
UNITED STATKS, 1920-29*

craft basis. There are at least 23 unions.
trainmen's brotherhoods, the most powerful group, include the Brotherhood of Locomo-

The

Order of Railway
Conductors (1868), the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen (1873) and the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen (1883).
There are nine unions affiliated with the American Federation of Labor as members of the
tive Engineers (1863), the

Railway Employes' Department: the InternaBrotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders and Helpers (1880), the Brotherhood of
Maintenance of Way Employees (1886), the
International Association of Machinists (1888),
the Sheet Metal Workers' International Association (1888), the International Brotherhood of
Blacksmiths, Drop Forgers and Helpers (1889),
the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen (1891), the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(1891), the Switchmen's Union of North America (1894) and the International Brotherhood of
Firemen and Oilers (1898) Other railroad
workers' unions affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor are the Order of Railroad
Telegraphers (1886), the Brotherhood of Railtional

(1898), the Order of Sleeping Car
Conductors (1918) and several locals of Pullman
porters not yet united into a national body.
There are also the Brotherhood of Railroad

way Clerks

Signalmen (1901), the American Federation of
Railroad Workers (1901), the American Train
Dispatchers' Association (1917), the Brother-

hood of Dining Car Conductors (1918), the
Railroad Yardmasters of America (1918) and a
few minor organizations covering agents, station
employees, colored workers and a rival group
of yardmasters.

The powerful trainmen's brotherhoods include the great majority of all persons engaged
in those occupations. Their members occupy a

*
Except for ratio of operating expenses to revenue, the figures
are for Class I railroads
Source United btates, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Staltstical Abstract oj the United States (1932) p. 371, 380.

strategic position in the movement of trains and
can be replaced only with difficulty in case of
strikes. So strong are these unions, which have

measurable control over wages and working conditions, that they have throughout most of their

Railroads
from the other organizations
and have refused to join the A. F. of L. The
history kept aloof

unions of boiler makers, machinists, sheet metal
workers, electrical workers and firemen and
oilers have members both inside and outside the
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Erdman Act;

covered only employees engaged
directly in the movement of trains and provided
for mediation and conciliation, upon application
of either side to the controversy, to be followed
it

railroads

and together with the carmen cooperate in collective bargaining through a scheme of

in case of failure by an offer for arbitration by a
board of three members. The Erdman Act was
not used until 1906, after which it played a very

system federations. Outside the Railway Employees Department of the A. F. of L., the most

important part in the settlement of a number of
controversies. In 1913 it was replaced by the

of the teleg-

Newlands Act, which created a permanent
board of mediation and conciliation with the

is

important organization
raphers, which

is

that

sometimes classed with the

Nearly all of the
unions belonging to the A. F. of L. control only
a portion of the workers in their respective
fields, having written agreements with a limited
trainmen's brotherhoods.

power of taking the initiative in adjusting disputes; the membership of the board of arbitration was increased to six in order to lessen the

number

influence of the neutral representatives upon the
decision. The Newlands Act was instrumental

way

in the settlement of a

of roads; this is also true in a general
of the chief miscellaneous organizations, of

which the American Federation of Railroad
Workers is unique by virtue of its being an industrial union. In recent years most of the
unions have been united as the Railway Labor
Executives' Association

gether on legislative and

mon

and

are working toother matters of com-

Although there were a number of railroad
during and after the 1850*8, it was not

strikes

until the depression of the iSyo's that the spirit

became widespread because of severe
reductions in wages. In 1877 there were strikes
on the most important railroads in the eastern
states, which led to violence in various cities and
of unrest

suppression of the strikes by troops. During the
i88o's the shopmen, under leadership of the

Knights of Labor, conducted several successful
western lines; but the last one in
1886 ended in defeat and disrupted the organization. An important strike was that participated
1888
in by engineers, firemen and switchmen
on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad; although this strike failed, it brought such
strikes against

m

extensive financial loss to the
thereafter

risk a strike, a factor

company

that for

most lines did not dare to
which led to the gradual

recognition of the trainmen's brotherhoods. The
Pullman strike of 1894, involving the shopmen

around Chicago who belonged to the American
Railway Union organized by Eugene V. Debs,
was lost largely because of the opposition of the
federal

and the

government through a court injunction
calling out of troops.

The frequency of strikes soon created a demand for legislation to aid in the settlement of
labor disputes; the
1888, but

Ten

was

first

such law was passed in

rarely brought into operation.
years later this law was superseded by the
it

number

of disputes, until

ceased to function at the close of 1917.
An interesting development during the

the

Erdman and Newlands

acts

life

of

was the use by

the trainmen's brotherhoods of the concerted

movement, whereby one or more of the organcollective bargaining with all
a given territory or throughout
the country. The chief objects of the concerted
movements were to increase the bargaining

izations

engaged in

the railroads

interest.

many years

it

m

power of the men by more united action and to
bring about uniformity
wages, hours and
working conditions over a wide area. All concerted movements prior to 1916 involved only
the engineers and firemen or the conductor?

m

and trainmen, covering merely
In that year, however,

all

a single territory.
four brotherhoods

united in a single concerted movement and deof all the railroads the establishment of

manded

the eight-hour day with the same pay and time
and a half for overtime. The unions rejected

and threatened to call a general strike
demands were not granted. President

arbitration
if

the

Wilson succeeded in persuading the brotherhoods to give up the idea of punitive overtime,
provided the eight-hour day was established. As
the railroads refused to accept the compromise,
a strike was called for September 4, 1916, and
was averted only through the passage of the

Adamson Law, subsequently upheld by the
United States Supreme Court, establishing
the eight-hour day for all employees engaged in
the movement of trains.

The brief period of government operation of
the railroads from the close of 1917 to the early
part of 1920 marks a new era in the industry's
Whereas prior to this time the
of the powerful trainmen's brotherhoods had been the only railroad workers to

labor relations.

members
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much

consideration, the government now
adopted the policy of treating all workers alike;
and an attempt was made to narrow the gap

lost so

between the wages and working conditions of
the men of various skills. One of the first acts of
the Federal Railroad Administration was to remove ail former restrictions as to membership
in labor organizations, which brought about a
the
rapid unionization of the industry. Next,

son-Parker Act.

receive

workers were given a number of wage increases
in order to meet the constantly increasing cost of
was established
living. At the same time there
the general eight-hour day with time and a half

accompanied by various other
improvements in working conditions.
With the return of the railroads to private
of
operation on March i, 1920, the adjustment
their emdisputes between the companies and
the
of
newly
ployees was placed in the hands
created Railroad Labor Board, composed of nine
and
the
members appointed by
reprepresident
the roads, their
senting on an equal basis
to
were
functions
Its
and
the
workers
public.
hold hearings and hand down decisions relating
to wages, hours and working conditions. The
board granted varying increases in wages to
for overtime,

prestige that both the railroads

and

the employees began to make demands for its
abolition. It was abolished in 1926 by the Wat-

The Watson-Parker Act

in effect marked a
method of settling grievances as
the old Newlands Act. The new

return to the

outlined in

measure provided for a Board of Mediation,
which was to act in all controversies not settled
within the individual roads or by bipartisan
boards of adjustment, and in case of failure it
was to induce both parties to submit the case to a
court of arbitration of three members (or six by
agreement). In case the dispute could not be
settled by these methods, thereby threatening
an interruption of traffic, the president of the

United States was empowered to set up an
emergency board to report within a specified
period. The workers were not denied the right
to strike.

The

chief obstacle to the proper

functioning of the Watson-Parker law has been
the refusal of the railroads to set up bipartisan

boards of adjustment, so that too great a burden
has been placed on the Board of Mediation and
the settlement of disputes has consequently

been delayed.

The

1920*8 witnessed the launching of several

persons in the employ of the railroads
because of the rising cost of living. However,
even before this decision had been announced,

interesting experiments by the organized workers on the American railroads. One of them was

the period of post-war depression had already
set in. The railroads now came forth with de-

try, a

nearly

all

mands not only

for reductions in

wages but

also

for the abrogation of the national agreements
and reconsideration of the rules concerning

hours and working conditions put into effect by

their advocacy of the

Plumb Plan

for the indus-

form of guild socialism based on public
ownership and operation by representatives of
employees, including supervisory officials, and
the government, accompanied by an excursion
into the field of independent political action,
its climax during the La Follette

the Federal Railroad Administration Both requests were granted by the Labor Board to take

which reached

wide dis1921, thus creating
the ranks of labor. In 1922,
satisfaction
the mefollowing another wage reduction in
chanical departments, the shop unions went out
on a general strike, which was defeated with the
an inhelp of the federal government through
the opposijunction. This experience increased

although most of the unions would probably
still favor government ownership, only a very
few of them have retained the idea of inde-

pendent political action. Another experiment
was in the field of banking and investment; this
was undertaken by several organizations, esbut
pecially that of the locomotive engineers,

tion of the workers to the board, and soon the
trainmen's brotherhoods began to disregard its

there

effect

on July

i,

m

and to deal with the
The board became involved

existence

railroads directly.
in a controversy

with the Pennsylvania Railroad, which in spite
of the former's decision insisted on dealing with
its own company union instead of with the bona
fide organization of labor. The case was taken to
the United States Supreme Court, which decided that the powers of the board were merely
advisory and not mandatory. Finally, the board

presidential

campaign of 1924. At present,

ended disastrously

in nearly all cases. Lastly,
union management
the experiment
cooperation, first introduced on the Baltimore
is

m

and Ohio Railroad in 1923 after the shopmen's
strike. According to this plan, which now extends chiefly to the mechanical departments of
several large railroad systems, both the men and
the companies work together for improved
efficiency, the

former being given a share of the

gams.

The

chief problem with

which

railroad labor

Railroads
the present time is that of employment stabilization, involving a reduction in
the weekly hours of labor with no decrease in
is

concerned

at

pay and the placing of competitive forms of
business under government regulation. The
workers are also demanding, in the case of
railroad consolidations, compensation for any
consequent losses in employment and removal
of homes; certain provisions to this end have
been made in the Emergency Railroad Trans-
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crafts in the industry.

Two craft unions survive,

the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers
and Firemen (1880) and the Railway Clerks
Association (1897).

One of the first steps taken by the newly
formed National Union of Railwaymen was to
join with the miners' and transport workers'
organizations in forming the "Triple Alliance."
Having gained recognition from the companies,
it

now began

to

demand

nationalisation of the

portation Act of 1933.
In general contrast to the situation in the

railroads

United States the railroad workers of most

rising cost of living, the men received, with the
aid of the government, successive bonuses ap-

countries have

shown a strong tendency

to

group themselves into industrial unions. Trade
unionism on British railroads dates back to 1865.
The progress of these unions, however, was very
slow at the beginning, chiefly because of strong
opposition from the companies. In 1890 the
of Railway Servants led
an unsuccessful strike on the Scottish lines over
the question of excessive hours, but the struggle

Amalgamated Society

helped to focus public attention on the subject
and even led to some abortive legislation. An
attempt in 1896 by one of the companies to dismiss from its employ all members of unions
served only to swell the membership of the
Amalgamated, so that in the succeeding year it
felt sufficiently strong to undertake a concerted

movement

for higher wages and shorter hours;
the railroads, however, refused to deal with the
union In the meantime the Amalgamated be-

came involved

in the famous Taff Vale Case,
according to which the courts held the union
liable for the acts of its officials in a local strike.

In 1907 the men renewed their
ment, but this time the refusal of the companies
to deal with them led to a threat of a strike The
concerted move-

government promptly intervened and persuaded
the railroads to accept a system of conciliation

and a share in their management
During the World War, in order to meet the

plied uniformly throughout the country Early
in 1919 the government granted to all workers

the eight-hour day without reduction in pay.
There still remained, however, the problem of
combining the varying basic rates of pre-war

days with the uniform war bonus, so that uniform pay might be established on a national
basis. Instead the government, while satisfying
the locomotive engineers and firemen, surprised
the other workers by ordering a reduction in pay
to take effect on January T, 1920 Evidently the

government was determined to make a stand
against the National Union of Railwaymen, but
the latter organization went out on a general
strike and was promptly joined by the Associated
Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
but not by the miners and transport workers in
the Triple Alliance. The struggle lasted for
nine days, a settlement being reached through

the mediation of other trade union leaders.

The

settlement brought about a solution of the wage
qxiestion and a little later the establishment of
national

and

local

machinery for

settling dis-

putes. Since then the only other stoppage participated in by the railroad workers occurred in

boards. Largely because of sabotage by the
companies, it became almost impossible for the

1926, as part of the general strike in support
of the miners affecting all labor in the country.
All three unions joined in the struggle; and,

unions to obtain anything through the boards.
Growing dissatisfaction among the men finally

to

led to a general strike in 191 i, in which four of
the principal unions participated. Through

government efforts a settlement was reached,
which modified the work of the conciliation
boards to provide for more rapid settlement of
grievances and resulted in improved working
conditions. Yet far more important than the

outcome of the

strike

was the fusion

in 1913 of

three of the associations, including the Amalgamated, into an industrial organization called the

National Union of Railwaymen, embracing

all

although the strike was not a success, it served
show the solidarity of the railroad workers.
During the past few years the chief concern of
the workers, as in the United States, has been
the stabilization of employment.
In Germany in 1929 the railroads had 729,838
employees. Prior to the Hitler upheaval the
principal labor organization was the German
Amalgamated Union of Railwaymen, an industrial body with a large membership; but there
were also minor Christian, liberal and communist organizations. The chief craft union \\a?
that of locomotive drivers, which at times co-
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operated with the other organizations. With the
removal of the anticombi nation rules on railroads soon after the revolution of 1918, the
membership of the unions increased by leaps

and bounds

which the unit embracing railroad labor, an
autonomous body, is the most important. Most
of the railroad unions belonging to the International Transport Workers' Federation are

1922, when there set in a
The unions are now practically

located in Europe. In general the federation has
been very active in advancing the cause of
workers on railroads in various lands, a striking

until

steady decline

non-existent. Even during the republic the right
of the upper grades of railroad workers to strike
was virtually prohibited by the government,

illustration

being

its offer

although the shopmen, maintenance of way men
and others retained the right to quit work.
In France, where with the exception of one

ize, participation in

large system private ownership prevails, the
railroads in 1926 had 524,713 employees. At

reforms.

working for nationalization, freedom to organmanagement, the eight-hour
day, installation of safety appliances and other

JACOB PFRLMAN

present the workers are not very well organized.
There is an important union comprising the

majority of locomotive engineers; the rest of the
are organized only partially into two competing industrial unions, the French National

men

Federation of Raihvaymen and a rival radical
organization. In 1910 there was a general strike
on the French railroads, which was put down by
Premier Bnand through the novel means of
calling the strikers to the colors. About that
time a number of organizations were in exist-

ence, but in 1917 they all amalgamated into one
union. The latter grew rapidly in membership
until May, 1920, when another general strike

ended

in failure,

and soon afterward the

split

occurred. Since that time, however, the French
National Federation of Railwaymen has been

making steady progress

at

the expense of

its

Important unions of railway workers exist in
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Holland, India, Mexico, Poland, the
Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland,
although in some of these countries the right to
strike
prohibited or subject to limitations.
Their problems in general are similar to those in
is still

international

organization of railroad labor began in 1893,
when a conference was held at Zurich and a

committee appointed to inquire into conditions
in various countries. In 1898 the workers on
railroads combined with those engaged in water
transportation to form the International Transport Workers' Federation, which showed a
steady growth until 1914. During the war the
federation was entirely disrupted, but in 1919 it
was reconstituted with headquarters in Amsterdam. It is now one of the secretariats in the
International Federation of Trade Unions and
is
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RAMABAI, PANDITA

(1858-1922), Indian
feminist and social reformer. Contrary to ortho-

dox Hindu customs, Ramabai was taught Sanskrit and was educated to look forward to the
emancipation of Hindu women, a cause which,
as she grew older, became the great passion of
her life. After the death of her parents in 1874
she and her brother traveled through India as
caste
pilgrims, advocating education for high

women. In Calcutta she was received with great
honor by the leaders of the Brahmo Samaj, who
had already begun to work for social reform and
women's emancipation. In 1880 the Pandita, a
Brahman, married a Sudra, thus completely
breaking

all

caste regulations.

When

was formed in the United States to sup-

port her social work in India.
On her return to India, the Pandita estab-

Khedgaon, near Poona, Mukti Sadan,

lished at

her famous widows' home, in which industrial
and teachers' training schools were set up. At

she enjoyed the backing of Hindu reformsuch as Ranade; but when her Christian
missionary zeal became manifest, this was withfirst

ers,

drawn. Yet her social work won their highest
regard and she remained the acknowledged
leader of the early period of the women's emancipation

movement.
C. F.

,

A

Legislation

ciation

her hus-

ANDREWS

M., in Women in Modern India,
Choksi (Bombay 1929)
ed. by E C. Gedge and
Pandita Ramabai
Clementina,
p. 14-24, Butler,
Saraswati (New York 1922), Macmcol, Nicol, Pandita
Ramabai (Calcutta 1926).
Consult;

Nikambe,

S.

M

RAMBAUD, ALFRED

(1842-1905), French

Rambaud was professor of history at
University of Nancy and professor of mod-

historian.

the

ern history at the University of Pans; he finally
entered politics under the influence of Jules
Ferry,

whose trusted

collaborator he became.

of the Senate and from 1896
to 1898 minister of public instruction. It is his
historical work above all which merits attention.

He was

a

member

Rambaud was one of the first among his French
contemporaries to become interested in the long
neglected history of Byzantium. His L'empire
grec au dixieme sitcle; Constantin Porphyrogenlte
of its penetrating insight
(Paris 1870), by reason
into historical problems and lucidity of presen-

remains one of the most remarkable
works on Byzantine history. Several supplemenare
tary articles by Rambaud on this subject
tation, still

collected in his Etudes sur I'histoire byzantine
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(Paris 1912, 3rd ed. 1922). Rambaud soon turned
his attention to the Slavic world. In La Rustic

productiveness of industry. The importance of
time in production and in the determination of

ipique (Paris 1876) he presented an interesting
study on the heroic songs of Russia, and his brief

value

Histoire de la Russie (Paris 1878, 7th ed. 1918;
by B. Lang, 2 vols., new ed. New York 1904)

against any

model of clarity and precision. With Ernest
Lavisse he directed the publication of the

tages which must, with the rise of manufacturing competition in the United States and else-

du iv<> siecle a nosjour* (12 vols.,
Paris 1893-1901), to which he contributed several excellent chapters on the Byzantine Empire,

also of several

on southwestern Europe and on Russia. All his
works, which include several volumes on the
history of French civilization, on the colonial
expansion of France and on African problems,

Consult Sehgman,
York 1925) p 106-11.

tr.
is

a

Histoire genirale

bear witness to an almost boundless energy, a
and remarkable his-

truly superior intelligence
torical talent.

CHARLES DIEHL
Consult

Monod,

G m Revue htstonque, vol
,

xc (1906)

344-48.

RAMSAY, SIR GEORGE

Ramsay's work \vas lacking in
nor was he successful in synthesi/ing
the often new and important ideas eclettically
borrowed from others He \%as without apeconomist.

preciable contemporary influence

and has

re-

subsequent notice. He is significant, however, as one of the first English
writers to grasp the \alue of certain concepts
employed by continental economists especially
Destutt de Tracy, J. B. Say and Storch and to

ceived slight

attempt, laudably although unsuccessfully, thentransplantation to England as supplements to

and improvements upon the

views,

of

the

Ricardians. In his Essay on the Distribution of
Wealth (Edinburgh 1836) he emphasized the

conventional French distinction

but recently

by Tooke, Read and Scrope between
capitalist and entrepreneur (called by Ramsay
the "master"), between interest ("the net profits
of capital") and profit ("the profits of enterutilized

He analyzed the functions of the
"master," a species of labor and risk bearing,
prize").

and

stressed the pivotal position occupied by
him in the productive and distributive processes.
According to Ramsay a wage element, a reward for risk bearing, certain monopoly elements and "surplus gains" are the component
parts of "profits of enterprize." Wages vary
directly as the demand for, inversely as the

supply

of, labor.

Rent

distributive

is

emphasized

originally the effect but

cause of high prices.

The

whole depends ultimately upon the

particularly.

policy that

prosperity dependent

In a shrewd

Ramsay warned
would make British

upon

industrial

advan-

where, prove temporary. Ramsay was the author
unimportant works on politics,
philosophy and psychology.

KARL W. BIGELOW

ERA, Essays in Economics (New

RANADE, MAHADEV GOVIND

(1842-

1901), Indian nationalist and social reformer.
Ranade was one of the earliest graduates of
Bombay University, where he later served as
syndic and dean of arts After holding a number
of lower positions m the judiciary he was ap-

pointed judge of the
(1800-71), English

originality,

later operates as a

is

passage at the close of his Essay

Ranade taught

High Court.

that the essence of India is the

continuity of its traditions and forms of thought
and that the true reformer must not destroy but
fuliil their promise. Reform, he held, meant
improvement in every aspect of life. In 1867 he
formed the Prarthana Samaj, a liberal religious
society similar in its theism, rationalism and

eclecticism to

Ram Mohun

maj although

it

,

older society

Hindu

Roy's Brahmo Sa-

was more nationalistic than the
and more deeply rooted in the

tradition.

He

also participated in the

movement and was one of the foundthe Indian National Congress. As an

nationalist

ers of

educator he tried to introduce vernacular languages into the university curriculum and he
sponsored the translation into Marathi of standard English works. His Rise of the Mardthd
Power (Bombay 1900), which deals with the first
national

I

hndu empire, is written from a nation-

point of view and shows marked scholarly
attainments.
alistic

Ranade's name

is

linked especially with social

and with the introduction of European
ideas m this field. He was the founder of the
Indian social conference movement and wrote
on India's economic and agricultural problems,
the significance of which he fully appreciated.
service

He

devoted considerable attention to the social

and educational problems of \\omen and with
his wife, Ramabai Ranade (1862-1924), carried
on agitation against child marriage and in favor
of the remarriage of widows; he likewise advocated female education and the abolition of caste.
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Ramabai Ranade was educated by her husband to take part in the work of social reform.
She established at Poona the Seva Sadan (Home
of Service), an institution for Hindu women
which provided religious, literary, medical and
industrial educational facilities and functioned
as a center for social service work. She was
actively associated

with the

woman

suffrage

campaign and is known as one of the pioneers
in the women's movement in India.

HANS KOHN

He remained free, however, of its
relativism, because of his firm faith in Providence
in an absolute system of ethical values. As

toricism.

and

a non-dogmatic,

open minded and almost supra-

confessional Lutheran he also avoided Hegel's
historical

pantheism and idolization of the state

as well as Schlosser's moralistic or Heinrich

Leo's theological historical writing.

He

strove

apprehend historical phenomena "as they
actually were" without any preconceived inclinations or evaluations and with the greatest posto

sible objectivity. He thus sought to gauge with
equal fairness the historical significance of the

Mankar, G. A Justice M. G. Ranade (Bombay 1902), Andrews, C. F., The Renaissance in India
(London 1912) p. 135-42. For Ramabai Ranade see
Sorabji, S in Women in Modern India, ed by E. C.
Gedge and M. Choksi (Bombay 1929) p. 25-37.

papacy and of the Reformation.

RANKE, LEOPOLD VON

individuality of the "great powers," each of
which realizes an "idea of God." Ranke there-

Consult-

,

,

man

(1795-1886), Gerhistorian. Ranke was trained in the school

of classical philology and, deeply influenced by
Niebuhr's critical reconstruction of Roman his-

was the first to apply this method of studying sources to the modern history of almost all
the important Romano-Germanic peoples and
of the papacy. In his historical seminar in Berlin,
tory,

m

and

works of his most
prominent pupils (Waitz, Giesebrecht, Jaffe and
was
to
extended
mediaeval history.
Sybel) it
Ranke's philosophy of history is to be derived
a
of
all
his work and not
survey
only from
merely from his theoretical essays, for he expressed his philosophic ideas better when he
wrote history than when he wrote about history.
He was opposed to the tendency of Hegel and

founded

1833,

in the

his disciples forcefully to

fit

facts into a philo-

The dominant

forces in the course of history are revealed,
according to Ranke, in the national and political

fore applied himself to the study of the leading

powers of the Romano-Germanic world He laid
most stress, however, on their universal aspects
and proceeded genetically and not in a teleological dialectic manner, like Hegel. In his Welthe tried to present a harmonious gen-

geschtchte

eral picture of

human civilization

Nevertheless,

occupied the most prominent
place in Ranke's works, while cultural and economic history remained in the background.
Ranke's political views were influenced above
political history

all by GenU They were definitely conservative
and based on the concept of a national state and

the idea of the continuity of cultural tradition.
Through his work in connection with the organ-

work on a national
Commission m Mu-

ization of scientific historical
basis, as in the Historical

system With Savigny and Schleiermacher he was one of the pioneers of the historical school and he recognized the values of
the separate empirical disciplines. Although he
freed himself from his youthful Pietistic lean-

nich and the Allgemeine deutsche Biographic, he
contributed to the growth of spiritual national

ings, historical development always appeared to
Ranke as a revelation of God lie sought neither

bourgeoisie over the growing consciousness of
the industrial proletariat, he showed no under-

to experience this revelation mystically nor to
construct it philosophically, believing that man

standing of the social question and he greeted
the events of 1870-71 as the victory of conserva-

could merely have a presentiment of the intervention of "God's finger" into his destinies. He
looked for the general "ideas" or "tendencies"

actively in politics only

sophic

of historical epochs not transcendentally "behind" the world of appearance but rather panentheistically within the fully developed individual forces themselves. With the doctrine of

the irreducibility of individuals or of collective

unity. He did not, however, work in any way
for the more strictly political unity of Germany
before 1866. Sharing the anxiety of the cultured

tive

Europe over the

revolution.

He participated

on two occasions, both

times to counteract preceding revolutions. From.
1832 to 1836 he directed the Historisch-pohtische
Zeitschrift, which stood midway
ideals of French constitutionalism

for absolute

and

between the
with its claim

international value

and those

individuals, as expressed in his .dictum "every

of the extreme Prussian right. After March,
1848, he wrote various memorials for Frederick

epoch stands in immediate relationship with
God," Ranke became the father of modern his-

William iv of Prussia to strengthen the latter's
resistance to the demands for popular sover-

Ranade
The Young Germany movement

eignty.

con-

him a reactionary and the Prussian
school of historians looked upon him as too relasidered

and restrained

judgment and

Rasin
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regarded himself as a JefFersonian Democrat,
Rantoul, witnessing the rapid growth of American competitive capitalism, soon found himself

tudes. For these reasons his scientific influence

as a legislator and lawyer actively
industrial and financial practises

was for a time curbed. During the period between 1850 and 1880 he enjoyed a lesser renown

of the poor man's brow."

than the more decidedly

manded

tivistic

in his

political

atti-

historians,

Duncker, Droysen, Sybel, Treitschke and
Mommsen. Later, however, despite the emphasis of Lamprecht on cultural history, Ranke's

like

was generally

prestige

restored, as

is

evident

m

Max

Leny, Hermann Oncken and
Friedrich Memecke. Outside of Germany too

the works of

Ranke became the model for scientific historians.
ERNST SIMON
Works. Sammtluhe Werke, 54 vols. (Leipsic 1867-90),
new critical edition \Mth excellent introductions to
each work is in process of publication ed by Paul

a

work vn,
ist ser
(Munich 1925-30)

Joachimsen and others,

work

ix,

vols

i-iii

,

vols

i-vi,

,

E

,

(Jescfnchte

der neuercn Historiography

Ilandbuch der rnittelalterhchen und neueren Ge
schichte, vol. i (Munich 1911) p 472-85, Gooch,
G P History and Historians in the Nineteenth Century
(London 1913) chs \i-\n, Croce, B , Teona e stona
,

ed

dilla stonografia (jrd

Ban

1927), tr

G

by

D

Amshe

Rankes Begriff der
Weltgesthichte, Histonsche Zeitschrift, supplement
no 6 (Munich 1926), Simon, Ernst, Ranke und Hegel,
Histonsche Zeitschnft, supplement no 15 (Munich
Wcltburgerthum und National1928), Memecke, F
staat (7th ed Munich 1928) bk i, ch \u, Diether,
Otto, Leopold von Ranke als Pohtiker (Leipsic 1911).

(London 1921) ch

vn, Masur,

,

man's

fields

by the sweat

He

therefore de-

checks on "accumulated masses of
he opposed the increasing power and
privileges of corporations and insisted that their
abuses of the credit system and their irresponsible speculation be curbed; and he won the first
victory in the courts of Massachusetts for the
state

capital";

legal right of labor to organize [Commonwealth
v. Hunt, 45 Mass,
(1842)] In defending

in

Dorr Rebellion

leaders of the so-called

in

Rhode

Island in 1842 Rantoul upheld the rights of his
clients to secure elementary justice through the

only channels open to them.

He

also

cham-

human

as against property rights by
securing the condemnation of a ship engaged in
the slave trade and the conviction of its master

pioned

Consult. Gugha, Eugen \on, Leopold von Rankes
Leben und Werhc (Leipsic 1893), Helmolt, II F
Leopold von Rankes Leben und Wirken (Leipsic 1921)
Dove, A Ausxemahlte Schnften (Leipsic 1898) ch

Fueter,

"fertilizing the rich

opposing the
which were

and by courageously opposing the Fugitive
Slave Law. For this last he was read out of the
Democratic party.
Rantoul's career, however, embodied the
characteristic contradictions of middle class reformers of his age. Although he inveighed
against the social irresponsibility of corporahe was not above seeking to build up his

tions,

much the same way. From 1845 to
1850, in association with other Bostomans, he
tried to obtain valuable lumbering and mining
fortune in

,

RANTOUL, ROBERT, JR

(1805-52), Ameri-

can reformer and politician. Rantoul served with
intelligence and zeal various humanitarian causes
as a practising lawyer, lecturer and writer, as
United States attorney for Massachusetts and

Democratic member of the Massachusetts
legislature and of the United States Senate and
House of Representatives. A Unitarian, he was
an ardent defender of Catholics against Protas a

estant bigotry. He was a pioneer in the movement for better public support of the common
schools, a friend of lyceums and mechanics institutes and a valuable advocate in the causes of

and temperance. His report
punishment (1836) influenced reform
penal legislation in several states and was

international peace

on
in

capital

widely cited abroad.
Although he was an adherent of the creed that
the best government governed least and always

rights to the lands

around the headwaters of the

m

1851, as representative
Mississippi River; and
of a group of Boston and New York capitalists,

he gained from the Illinois legislature a charter
for the incorporation of the Illinois Central
Railroad Company, to which also a great federal
land grant was to be turned over.

MERLE E. CURTI
Works Memoirs, Speeches and
Hamilton (Boston 1854).
Consult: Rantoul, Robert

S

Writings, ed.

,

by Luther

Personal Recollections

(Cambridge, Mass 1916), Curti, Merle, "Robert
New EngRantoul, Jr., the Reformer in Politics"
land Quarterly, vol v (i 932) 264-80, Sumner, Charles,
Complete Works, 20 vols. (new ed. Boston 1900) vol.
in, p. 246-52.
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RASIN, ALOIS

(1867-1923), Czechoslovak
statesman. Ragi'n was born in Bohemia and pre-

pared for the bar in Prague. As a young man he
took part in the secret political movement, the

Omladina (Youth
led to his being

association), an activity which
to two years' penal

condemned
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servitude (1893-95). In 1911 he became a
member of the Reichsrath, representing the
Young Czech party. After the outbreak of the

World War

a military court sentenced

him

to

death for high treason but this punishment was
commuted to imprisonment, and
1917 he was
granted amnesty. After the post-war collapse
RaSin became the dominating figure of the

m

Revolutionary Committee and the
minister of finance of the new Czechoslovak
Republic. He was assassinated by a Communist
National

1918-30 (Financial policy of Czechoslovakia 1918-30)

A

(Prague 1932); Chanal,
tionals en Tchtcoslovaquie

,

Monnaie

et

tconomie na-

(1918-1928) (Pans 1929).

RATE REGULATION

in the

common

of the term in the United States

is

usage
concerned

with the fixing of prices to be charged by public
utilities. Usually these are enterprises furnishing
transportation, communication, heat, light,
power, water and the like and it is with such

first

businesses that this article deals.

in 1923.

The English common law, perhaps continuing
familiar church doctrine regarding the just price,
gave ample recognition to the power of the state

As the first minister of finance of the new republic RaSin had to organize a financial and
currency system, since as a territorial fraction of
Austria-Hungary it had no central departments
of its own. Here he proved his great organizing
the
ability. He made the banking office of
Ministry of Finance the central bank of the new
state and effected monetary separation by
stamping the old Austrian banknotes circulating
in the republic. At the same time one half of the
banknotes presented were withdrawn from

by means of a forced government
percent. Provision was made for the

circulation

loan at

i

substitution of state obligations by the imposition of a capital levy in 1920. In this way the

was diminished and the currency
revalued. RaSm introduced the first budget of
the republic and provided for the first home
credit (liberty loan) and the first external credit
for raw materials and food imports
circulation

Strongly individualistic, Rasin believed in
personal responsibility and, as an adherent of a
productive system dominated by the entre-

preneur 'opposed

all

reliance

upon the state.

He

separated government enterprises from the state
administration and insisted upon economy.
Ras"fn

was a man of iron determination and was

distinguished by candor and audacity, although
his views were sometimes too narrow. The persecution he suffered during Austrian hegemony
led

him

to

employ harsh

death by violence

and

saint

and

political

methods. His

made him

a national martyr
elevated the idea of well balanced

finances to the status of unwritten law.

CHARLES ENGLI
Works;

Muj financnt plan (My

financial plan) (Prague

a hospoddrskd pohtika ceskoslovenskd
do konce roku IQZI (Prague 1922), tr. as Financial
Policy of Czechoslovakia during the First Year of Its
History, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
1920), Ftnancnt

Economic and Social History of the World War,
Czechoslovak series (Oxford 1923).
Consult:

Kozak,

J.,

Ceskoslovenskd financni politika

generally to control prices in the public interest.
late as the eighteenth century virtually any

As

which a man pursued for profit was concommon calling and treated as public
in a sense akin to the modern. All such callings
were under duty to serve the public at reasonable rates, and from time to time they were subcalling

sidered a

jected to price fixing either by Parliament directly or through the delegated authority of the
justices of the peace. English example crossed
the Atlantic. Statutes in colonial America es-

tablished prices for

many of the staple comAs the economics of
way in the congenial men-

modities and services.

Adam
tal

Smith won

its

climate of the nineteenth century American

law, however, this long experience was discredited when not forgotten, and the assumptions upon which it rested were in great part

repudiated. Ultimately this reversal of opinion
into state and federal constitutions

was written

by the lawyers and judges of the

latter

part of the

century. The resultant contemporary separation
of industry into businesses that are "public,"

and hence susceptible to manifold forms of control, of which price supervision is one aspect,
and all other businesses, which are private, is
thus a break with history. But it has built itself
into the structure of American thought and law;
and while the line of division is a shifting one
and incapable of withstanding the stress of economic dislocation, its existence in the last half
century made possible, within a selected field, a
degree of experimentation in governmental direction of economic activity of vast import and

beyond any

The

mon

historical parallel.

survival of a

few of the

comfrom which

traditional

callings provided the nucleus

developed by enlargement the modern category
utilities. Chief among them was the

of public

common carrier,

given new form and acquiring
new importance with the perfection of the steam
engine. The growth of railroads compelled legis-

Rate Regulation

Rasin

lative protection of the public against extortion-

ate tolls.

This purpose was commonly given

effect in conditions attached to the grant of the

privilege of incorporation, following the method
employed in the case of the familiar bridge, canal

and turnpike companies. Thus the charter itself
frequently fixed specific tolls or reserved power
in the legislature to change those fixed by the
carrier or, often, provided limitations upon net
earnings. But such methods of control were at
once too tenuous and too inflexible to meet the
exigencies of a transportation system fast outgrowing all possible anticipations of the incor-

porating legislatures.

Even before the

Civil

War

paved the way to subsequent development by experimenting with rudimentary
forms of continuous administrative supervision.
After the war both agrarian and industrial presseveral states

sures

made

the problem of control acute. In the

1870*8 legislation growing out of the Granger
movement and in 1887 the creation of the Interstate

Commerce Commission served to establish
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exercising over the utilities broad powers with
respect to rates, accounts, conditions of service,

finance and management.
The legal conception of a public utility was
established and applied to an ever widening

group of services in the face of powerful currents
of both thought and action, tending to the insulation of business from government. In a
society committed to the general principle of
free competition the economic justification of
rate regulation in particular industries has
naturally been framed in terms of the exceptional conditions prevailing in those businesses.

Public

utilities as

to such

a class lend themselves readily

On

an

argument

the affirmative side the
analysis.
of free competition as the automatic

price regulator and public protector has not even
doctrinaire validity; on the negative side the

which ordinarily surround
the enterprise of governmental price fixing are
of greatly diminished force. The factors limiting

practical difficulties

the effectiveness of competition as a normal
regulator of prices are cumulative Fundamental

beyond controversy the principle of railroad rate
regulation and to fix the administrative as the
normal method of giving effect to it, definitely

the

superseding rate fixing by charter or statute.
Other utilities from another beginning took a
different course to a similar end Water com-

nomic order as a whole. Transportation, communication, light and power are the keystones
of an integrated industrial structure, control of

panies and light companies, first gas and then
ciectricity, requiring franchises for the use of

which

were originally regulated through
franchise grants. Since their activities were confined in the beginning to individual communicity streets,

ties,

regulation

by

such

localities

sufficed.

Gradually, however, the extension of the area of
service by the utilities, their grow ing importance

is

the peculiarly functional relationship which
utilities characteristically bear to the eco-

is attended by extraordinary economic
power. Such power lends itself to abuse and
tends to be concentrated in relatively few hands.
For the utilities as a group are either enterprises

which move toward monopoly or those whose
highest efficiency may be reached under monopolistic operation. This characteristic may be
due to a variety of reasons, such as the necessity

in economic life and the enormous power both
economic and political which they exerted combined to create the necessity and the demand for
more effective regulation. Meanwhile new forms
of analogous public services, like pipe lines and

of unitary management for adequate service, as
in the case of telephones and telegraphs, or
the limited capacity of city streets, as in the case

electric power, patently beyond the reach of any
but state authority, were coming under legisla-

ment

tive scrutiny. Under these conditions the movement to establish public service commissions

with state wide authority over all classes of
utilities grew into one of the most significant
legislative

developments of the twentieth cen-

The issues were early made vivid by
Theodore Roosevelt in the nation and such men
tury.

as La Follette of Wisconsin, Hughes of New
York and Dolliver of Iowa in the states. In 1907
Wisconsin and New York led the way in adopting legislation. Today tribunals of like character
exist in all the states

but Delaware, commonly

utilities. Most strikingly and
grows out of the huge invest-

of most municipal

most generally

it

in plant required in proportion to current
income, the operation of that plant largely at
joint cost and the consequent necessity of a large
and steady volume of traffic to maintain the investment. These circumstances render complete

competitive duplication of facilities improbable
or impossible and make duplication, so far as it
exists,

wasteful and uneconomic.

New com-

petitors are slow to enter and old ones slow to
leave an industry in which participation involves
so large a stake. Monopoly once secured thus
itself; while competition, if
only the alternatives of combina-

tends to perpetuate
it

exists, offers

tion or of destructive price cutting, designed to
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maintain volume at any cost. The experience of a
century with railroads, and for shorter lengths
of time with other utilities, attests the abuses of

and waste, of alternating high rates
and ruthless price cutting, of inadequate service
and discrimination, which follow from a regime
instability

of unregulated competition.
Similar factors create conditions especially
favorable for regulation. Competitors are few;
and heavy expenditure together with the usual

"
By reading into this colorless statement
a negative principle justified neither by history
nor by the context, decisions of the last twenty
only.'

years have
for which

made Waite 's opinion serve a purpose

legislative

power

it
plainly was not intended, have
authoritatively set up the verbal canon of affectation with a public interest as determining

business.

traced

to fix prices in a particular
history of this development is
Justice Brandeis in his dissenting

The

by

New

necessity of governmental permission to engage
in the business prevents mobility of entrance

opinion in the

and exit from it. The problem of supervision
and control of investment is thus simplified.

The words themselves are palpably empty.
Chief Justice Taft essayed definition by classifying types of enterprise within their ambit: first,

Because the businesses consist typically in the

Liebmann

[285

State Ice

U S. 262 (1932)].

Company

v.

dispensing of services which are not, like tan-

businesses "carried

gible goods, susceptible either of being withheld
from the market or of flooding it, private manipulation of prices through control of supply is

public grant of privileges which either expressly
or imphedly imposes the affirmative duty of

difficult

or impossible. Hence an area

is

marked

out in which governmental price fixing

may

operate effectively even in the context of an

on under the

authority of a

rendering a public service demanded by any
of the public"; secondly, "certain occupations, regarded as exceptional, the public

member

interest attaching to which, recognized

from

Supreme Court on the conpower of the states and the federal

has survived the period of arbitrary laws by Parliament or Colonial legislatures
for regulating all trades and callings"; and,
finally, as a catchall, "businesses which though

government to regulate rates, but the reasoning
has seldom been explicit. This is due partly to

not public at their inception may be fairly said to
have risen to be such and have become subject

economy

basically laissez faire.

Some such economic

earliest times,

considerations underlie

the decisions of the
stitutional

the relative novelty of the problem.
decision upholding a state's

power

The

earliest

to regulate

under appropriate circumstances is scarcely
half a century old; and the legal basis
for denying it under any circumstances is only
eight years older. In 1876, when the potential
breadth of impact of the Fourteenth Amendment upon restrictive state legislation was as yet
scarcely imagined, statutes of middle western
states regulating the rates of grain elevators and
of railroads were attacked under the due process
rates

more than

v. Illinois, Chicago, B. & Q.
Iowa, Peik v. Chicago & Northwestern Ry. Co 94 U.S. 113, 155, 164 (1876)].
Chief Justice Waite's judgments sustaining the
measures rested heavily upon the practical circumstances of monopoly and the inadequacy of
normal competition to protect the public; in
none of the cases did he make serious effort to
mark out the limitations upon state power. But
in justifying a conclusion otherwise arrived at he
quoted a passage from Lord Chief Justice Hale's
essay on the ports of the sea: "Looking then,"
Waite said, "to the common law, from whence

clause

[Munn

R R.Co.

v.

,

came the

we

right which the Constitution protects,
find that when private property is 'affected

with a public interest,

it

ceases to be juris privati

consequence to some government regulation"
[Wolff Packing Co. v. Court of Industrial Relations, 262 U.S. 522 (1923)]. Into the third
in

category the court has received the businesses of
insurance and of livestock and insurance brokit has in
specific instances excluded that of
vendors of gasoline, of theater ticket brokers and

ers;

of employment agencies, as not then "affected
with a public interest" [Tagg Bros. v. United

280 U. S 420 (1930)]. The category is still
may it be expected soon to become
closed. For in essence the futile efforts at dogStates,

open; nor

matic statement of doctrine cover a clash of
opinion on a far reaching issue; namely, to what
degree free competition is so complete a protection to the public interest as to render arbitrary

any governmental departure from it. That issue
remains open and will call for continuing accommodation so long as our politico-economic
system is based on individualism.

The controversy over new admissions into the
magic

circle of public utilities is

an aspect of the

general problem of price regulation. Within the
circle the critical issues are different. Like every

other aspect of expanding governmental activity
in the United States, rate regulation has pre-

sented for preliminary determination manifold

Rate Regulation
questions involving the harmonious adjustment
of power within the federal system. The most
intricate of these

have been concerned with

rail-

development most palpably
transcended arbitrary state lines and abstract
conceptions of state and national authority Here
too, where experience has been longest and
pressure for effective action most insistent, the
adjustment has been worked out in greatest detail. Originally the Supreme Court appeared to
roads,

for

their

sanction state regulation of interstate rates in the
absence of congressional action [Peik v Chicago,

Northwestern Ry. Co., 94 U.S. 164 (1876)] In
1886 by repudiating this construction of its decision (Wabash, St. L. & P. Ry. Co. v. Illinois,
8 U.S. 557, 567, 569) it gave effective impetus
to the passage of the Interstate Commerce Act of
11

1887. The movement finally culminated in the
curtailment of state power even over intrastate
rates. The court began by upholding in sweep-

ing terms the states' authority to establish intrastate rates in the absence of federal action

[Minnesota Rate Cases, 230 U S. 352 (1912)].
But thereafter it upheld successively the power
of the commission, under the original act, to set
if they discriminated unduly

aside such rates

or places in interstate
against particular persons

commerce [Shreveport Rate Cases, 234 U S. 342
(1914)] and the extension of its authority in 1920

to prescribe intrastate rates in lieu of existing
ones discriminating against interstate or foreign

commerce
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465 (1931)], but over wholesale distribution it
has been definitely denied [Public Utilities
Comm v. Attleboro Steam & Elec. Co 273
U.S. 83 (1927); Missouri v. Kansas Natural Gas
,

Co

,

265 U.S 298

(1924)].

Meanwhile

effective

exercise of authority has been hampered by
multifarious difficulties in obtaining adequate
information and enforcing decisions, arising especially from confusion of intercorporate rela-

In Smith v. Illinois Bell Tel. Co. [282 U.S.
133 (1930)], however, the court indicated how
intercorporate interests might be divided for the

tions.

purpose of bringing them under different regulative authorities. Control by the Federal Power

Commission reorganized in 1930 is confined to
licensees of federal power sites, and the provisions of the act of 1920 looking toward federal
and state cooperation have yet to bear substan-

Legislation is bound to enmore comprehensive control.

tial fruit in action.

ter this field with

Of a wholly

different nature

jurisdiction but of

no

less

from problems of

moment

are the issues

of constitutionality centering around procedural
and substantive aspects of the rate fixing process

These are

issues of conformity to whatever
the requirement drawn from the due
process clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth
amendments and they exist only because of the
itself.

may be

decisions of the

Supreme Court. The

earliest of

concern with such
questions. If the rate "has been improperly
fixed," said Chief Justice Waite, in first sustaining railroad rate regulation, "the legislature, not
these decisions disclaimed

all

generally [Wisconsin Rate Case, 257
U.S. 563 (1922)]. The ultimate adjustment,
however, has been achieved, not by the general
terms of congressional legislation or in occa-

(Peik v

sional explosions of litigation before the court
but by the day to day work of the commission,

this judicial self-abnegation did not long survive
the pressure of distrustful property holding

which on the whole has exercised

groups

the courts, must be appealed to for the change"

Chicago, Northwestern Ry. Co). But

hand, for the necessities of a national transpor-

soliciting protection from unrestrained
legislative action. There were several warnings
of a different view, and in 1890 the court

on the other, for the desiraharmonious cooperation between the
Interstate Commerce Commission and state
regulatory bodies, with a minimum of encroach-

adopted the position that "if the comdeprived of the power of charging reasonable rates for the use of its property, and such
deprivation takes place in the absence of in-

ment upon the

vestigation

its

plenary

power with statesmanlike regard, on the one
tation system and,
bility of

latter 's authority.
Effective collaborative action between federal

definitely

pany

is

of the

by judicial machinery,
use of

it

is

deprived

and

state administrative agencies is still unrealized in other fields. Particularly in respect to

property, and, thus, in
substance and effect, of the property itself, with.
." (Chicago, M.
out due process of law

interstate

power, where the situation is of comparable gravity, the utilities have for some time
eluded control. The jurisdiction of the receiving
state over retail distribution has apparently been

Ry. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U.S. 418).
This step was scarcely less important in procedural than in substantive law. The court did
not stipulate, and it never has stipulated directly,

recognized [Pennsylvania Gas Co. v. Public
Serv. Comm., 252 U.S. 23 (1920); compare East

any particular procedure in the fixing of a rate as
an essential of due process. But it was indis-

Ohio Gas Co.

pensable to the success of the administrative

v.

Ohio Tax Comm., 283 U.S.

lavs

ful

its

.

.

&

St. P.
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method that the party demanding "investigation
by

judicial

machinery" should not be able to

compel every step in the administrative process
to be retraced afresh in court. Questions of law

must be reexamined by a judicial tribunal.
Questions of fact, the Supreme Court holds,
need not be so reexamined if, but only if, the
administrative procedure conforms to elementary fairness, without which judgment becomes
arbitrary. The tribunal must grant a proper

hearing to the parties affected: it must decide
upon the evidence presented at the hearing, and
there must be evidence in the record to support

In the enforcement of these standprimarily the Supreme Court
have at once strengthened the essential administrative arm of government and protected
its

findings.

ards the courts

private individuals against its arbitrary conduct,
besides having evolved empirically a body of
administrative law relevant in other fields of

governmental activity. In one important group
of cases, however, the court seized for the judiciary power that plainly belongs to the administrative experts, if they have any ration
d'etre.

In Ohio Valley Water

Avon Borough

U

Company

v.

Ben

S. 287 (1920)] it decided
[253
that in rate controversies involving the issue of
confiscation due process of law required that

administrative findings of fact be open to independent reexamination in a court. This doctrine

may be accounted

by judicial distrust of the
non-judicial determination, even indirectly, of
issues of constitutional right; by the extent to
which in rate proceedings questions of law turn
upon questions of fact; and above all by the vast
interests that are at stake and the distrust of
for

nished no canons for determining when the rates
which a utility was permitted to charge had been
reduced to the point of confiscation. The opinion
in the famous case of Smyth v. Ames [169 U.S.

466 (1898)] gave the first indication of how the
court was going to attack the task of formulating
such canons. The court undertook to measure
the reasonableness of rates to be charged by a
utility by inquiring into the return which they
yielded; and it set out to determine the fairness
of the return

by inquiring

into the value of the

property which was used to earn

it. Later dehave brought into sharper focus another
element of the decision, have made clear that in
speaking of "the fair value of the property being
used for the convenience of the public" the
court meant the present value of that property.

cisions

Out

of this effort to tie rate regulation, as a

matter of constitutional right, to a perennially
shifting and inherently unstable rate base have
flowed the most troublesome of the problems

which ever since have beset the courts and the
commissions. By a process of self-delusion not
to judges when casting grave issues
of public policy into the mold of law, the court
seemed unaware that it was trying to formulate

uncommon

into legal principles and doctrines what were
really determinations resting largely in opinion

quite outside the orbit of judicial insight or experience.

whose concurring opinion
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
case [262 U S. 276 (1923)] is the classic refutaJustice Brandeis,

in the

tion of the doctrine of present value, explained
its emergence in terms of the conditions follow-

ing the panic of 1893.

"Watered

stock, reckless

governmental curbs to big business at the time a
divided court rendered the decision. In practise

financing, and unconscionable construction contracts" had created fictitious capital values far in

a genuinely independent judgment by the court
almost impossible by reason of the multi-

excess of those on which the shippers believed
the railroads should be permitted to earn a re-

tudinous details and their recondite significance;
yet the Ben Avon case remains a sword of

turn. At that time supervised accounting and
financing had not yet been introduced to provide reliable proof of actual cost and investment.

is

Damocles hanging over the regulatory systems,
especially those of the states.
But it is in giving content to the substantive

limitation

announced

rate cases that the

in the early

Minnesota

Supreme Court has most de-

Smyth v. Ames, William Jennings Bryan as counsel, representing shippers in
agricultural communities, urged upon the court
estimates of the present value of the railroad
Accordingly, in

time of low prices were

cisively influenced the course of rate regulation.
By that decision the court projected into every

estimates of reproduction cost.

rate proceeding, state or federal, a potential issue

planation, however,

must be sought

for the

due process of law as guaranteed
by the Fifth and Fourteenth amendments. The
issue was of a character unfamiliar to the courts;

Supreme Court's continued adherence

to a rule

of the denial of

save for the simple and scarcely adequate concept of reasonableness, the common law fur-

properties,

which

in a

A

different ex-

thus established under conditions which no
longer obtain. Basic was the conviction, rooted
in attitudes toward the social justification of the
stimulation of investment through

its

amplest

Rate Regulation
protection, that utility investors should not be
deprived of the benefit from appreciation of
capital incident to investment in all other enter-

The

no other reality than that of compromise, reenforced partly by the superior advantage of the
utilities in litigation.

test of present value has been deas a flexible instrument of accommoda-

Actual cost, capitalization, prudent investment, cost of reproduction either of the existing

tion to changes in the price level, doing equal

plant in present use or of a modern plant giv ing
equivalent service, these and many other elements have been pressed for consideration in

prises.

fended

justice to the public

making possible the

and the

utility

attraction of

owners and

new

capital

The

determination of utility rates and the ascertainment of the rate base are essentially eco-

nomic problems But no judicial pronouncements upon matters fundamentally economic run
so counter to the views of economists as do the
predepression utterances of the Supreme Court

upon present

value.

The

theoretical unfairness

diverse cases involving rate bases, and in various
situations the propriety of all of them has been

recognized. Necessarily the formula depends
particular conditions the past, present and

upon

probable future level of prices, the history of the
the conditions of its property No
formula can survive serious changes in these ele-

company and

of the doctrine has been repeatedly pointed out,
for common stockholders benefit out of all pro-

ments of the problem

portion from increases

series of decisions antedating 1932, must normally be given to reproduction cost To ascertain

in the price level ap-

preciating the value of the entire property,
whereas holders of bonds and preferred stock

bear the risk of decreases without corresponding

Most conclusively, however,
condemned by experience; the
thirty-five years has powerfully demon-

possibility of gain.
is

the doctrine

test of

strated

its

unworkabihty.

The Supreme Court

itself has as yet been able to furnish no calculus
of present value; and it becomes increasingly
clear that none can be furnished, for uncertainty
inheres in the standard.

The consequence

has been, in every impor-

tant rate fixing proceeding, a preoccupation,
lasting sometimes for years, with contention
over fanciful elements in quest of a rate base;

that

is,

a supposedly objective mathematical

ascertainment, in fact illusory, of the amount on
which the allowable rate of return must be fixed.

Dominant

effect,

the court has indicated in a

the expense of constructing a railroad, a power
plant or a telephone system in the midst of a

community which could have no existence without them is to operate on an unreal In pothcsis
and

requires calculations upon assumptions
foreign to human experience It is not surprising
therefore that the Supreme Court has ne\ er pro-

vided the commissions with workable intellectual tools for making the determination The socalled rules constitute a ma/e, their operation in
practise descends into a process of economic

legerdemain whereby those who control utilities
through narrow equities are enabled to seek constitutional sanction for speculatne gams.
Nor has it pro\ed to be true that the rule of
present value proudes

a

means of

flexible ad-

m New

justment to changing price le\els The process
of valuation is too ponderous to permit flexiIn practise
bility under any circumstances
moreover initiative in rate proceedings is more
often taken on behalf of the utilities than of the

York over telephone rates the litigation began
before a commission in 1920 and went its snail-

public, the hands of the commissions are variously stayed in beginning actions for reduction,

like pace through the federal court until 1930.
Half a dozen estimates of value by the commission, the master appointed by the court, the
court itself and the company's experts, all purporting to apply the Supreme Court's formula

by

This procedure has entailed an incredible waste
of time and money and inevitably embittered
relations between the utilities and the public.

Thus

in a leading valuation controversy

ranged between $366,000,000 and $615,000,000.
A similar case in Chicago was in the federal
courts for more than ten years and had not been
concluded at the end of 1933 In the latter case it
.

cost $25,000 to print the record of the proceed-,
ings for review by the Supreme Court. The

lack of time,

money,

will or authority.

More

important still, in times of depression the doctrine of present value will not bear a rigid application in favor of the public. A deflated price
structure is not responsive to the assumptions of
a theory sedulously cultivated by the utilities
during high prices; it produces a theoretical base

too low to permit fixed charges, assumed at
higher levels, to be met the more so because

decreasing

traffic

raises

operating costs and

whole process

earnings shrink even under existing rates. Thus
while, obedient to theory, rates may rise with

fiction.

prices

is fundamentally an elaborate
In the end rates are fixed which reflect

when

business

papers <nd

profits swell

no
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under opposite conditions
rapidly or not at all.
these reasons the practical result of the

with heavier
they

traffic,

fall less

For

all

control evolved

by the Supreme Court over

rate

regulation has been to put the constitution behind the right to earnings on utility investments,
to an extent that contradicts the very basis on

Indeed
the judicial doctrine of valuation sanctions what

which governmental intervention

rests.

utilities themselves, as a matter of business,
cannot practise. As a matter of "good business
judgment" utilities commonly charge rates
which, if established by the commissions and
attacked in the courts, would be declared con-

the

fiscatory and unconstitutional under the doctrine of a reasonable return on present value. On

has contributed also to their willingness to permit adjustment of the rate base to serve in part
the function of adjustment of the rate of return.

The two problems are inextricable; a workable
technique for computing fair return must await
satisfactory determination of the elements to be
considered in computing fair value.
The importance of the constitutional aspects
of rate regulation is the greater because they in
effect control proceedings not only in the courts
but before the commissions. In theory the duty

of a commission under the statute

is

to set a

and between the statutory
standard of reasonableness and the constitutional one of confiscation there may well be a
reasonable

rate,

substantial margin. In practise, however, the
is likely to be so high that the

the other hand, as the point of confiscation drops

line of confiscation

with falling prices, utility rates habitually lag far
above it, subject only to delayed and intermittent

pressure of circumstances, and not least the desire not to run foul of the judiciary, will be to set

by public authorities, the basis of which
to be destroyed at any time by price

the rate as near that line as possible.
But the problem of confiscation has only to do
with the general level of rates. That level being

attacks

is liable

recovery.
is

The

depression which began in 1929

replete with proof of this experience.
The difficulties with the method of determin-

ing the rate base, as developed under the rule of
Smyth v. Ames, have their counterpart in the

attempt to determine what is a reasonable rate of
return. For by similar reasoning the utility is entitled to a return at a rate determined by the
present condition of the money market, without
regard to the price actually being paid for
capital already invested.

Hence common

stock

dividends, already swollen by inflated valuation,
may benefit doubly from allowance of a higher
rate of return. Similar uncertainty too beclouds

method of computation. Although the Supreme Court has indicated that the rate should
the

be that generally ruling investments of comparable risk at the same time and place, the usual
practise in rate cases is to submit opinion testi-

mony by bankers or

other persons as to the rate
currently necessary to attract new capital, a test
which in times of business stress may lead to an
altogether different result. Since 1929, however,
several federal district courts have upheld rate

reductions ordered by commissions, holding
that a fair return in times of depression should
be calculated at a lower rate than in periods of

prosperity.

Questions concerning the rate of return are,
however, overshadowed in practise by controversies about valuation and the rate base, where
the opportunity for inflated claims is greater.
The reluctance of courts to recognize directly
the necessity of a relatively high rate of return

on the property as a
whole, administrative considerations have freer
play in the determination of particular rates. It
fixed to allow a fair return

is here that rate regulation has achieved its most
substantial accomplishment and has amply justified itself. Particularly in the case of railroad

rates,

which have been regulated

far

more

minutely and effectively than those of other
utilities, the most intricate problems concern the
adjustment of tariffs for different commodities
and hauls. In the making of these adjustments
the Interstate

Commerce Commission and

the

several state commissions exercise vast powers
over the development of communities and industries.

To a lesser degree similar problems and

similar interests attend the adjustment of differentials in telephone and telegraph rates and rates
for light and power. Joint costs being high and
accurate allocation of costs to particular services

impossible, the controlling considerations tend
to be the assurance of adequate service through-

out the area as a whole, without regard to loss at
and the fullest possible promotion of the economic development of the entire community. Moreover the constitution canparticular points,

not be invoked against state policy in treating a
localized part of a larger system as the unit in
determining the rate base [Wabash Valley Elec.

Co.

Young, 287 U.S. 488 (1933)]. In such
among groups of consumers the inclination of the courts has been strongly toward
v.

conflicts

accepting the administrative judgment. And
while discrimination in rates was originally a

Rate Regulation
dominant

factor in the

movement for regulation,
to railroads, similar com-

particularly in respect
plaints are now of comparatively
tance.

minor impor-

The

adoption of the modern machinery of
during the decade prior to
the World War was accomplished upon a wave
of popular enthusiasm In the post-war decade,
however, skepticism and discouragement tended
utility rate regulation

to supplant the earlier feeling of hope. Particularly in the leading industrial states criticism

joyed by judges in the United States.

III

A few men,

like John M. Eshleman of California, George W.
Anderson and Joseph B. Eastman of Massachusetts, Milo R. Maltbie of New York and
David E Lilienthal of Wisconsin, vindicated
that hope. But in the main the public interest has
suffered from too many mediocre lawyers ap-

pointed for political considerations, looking to
the Public Service Commission not as a means

failure of utility rates to

for solving difficult problems of government but
as a step toward political advancement or more
profitable future association with the utilities.

reflect

decreased operating costs due to technological improvements, against the costly fu-

As a result there has been inequality in expertise,
in will and in imagination between the utilities

of rate proceedings and against failure of
the commissions to exercise skilled initiative in
the promotion of the public interest. Conviction

and the regulatory bodies. Thus, with only a
few notable exceptions, the utilities have com-

was voiced against the

tility

has been gathering that the regulatory systems
do not realize but even operate to defeat the aims
for which they were designed. This change of
temper is no doubt partly a reflex of the different
price levels obtaining before and after the war.

When

the commissions began to operate, rates
were widely believed to be unreasonable; some
measure of success at first attended the efforts
to secure their reduction.

prices after the

With the

great rise in

war the commissions became

more often instruments

for

the increase of

than for their decrease. Dissatisfaction with the workings of the system, however,
has still deeper roots. In a wide variety of con-

utility rates

crete instances the

machinery of

utility regula-

shown

increasing strain. Revealed
shortcomings in administration and legislation
and in the judicial doctrines to which they are
tion

has

required to conform have been accentuated by
the stress of new economic forces and by the in-

genuity of the utilities in devising unanticipated
means of eluding effective control. Beyond question successful regulation cannot be achieved

upon

various directions: they cannot enforce proper
accounting methods, initiate proceedings for
rate regulations, compel disclosure of essential

information, inquire into the hide and seek
mysteries of intercorporate relations. Especially
have the efflorescence of the holding company

and the organization of auxiliary companies for
management, construction, purchase and finance
created intricacies of technical ownership and
practical control before which the investigating
authority has often been helpless. Yet these very
devices serve powerfully to sustain schemes for
inflated values. These difficulties have been
further enhanced by expansion of activity across
state lines, so that effective legal control falls too
frequently between the two stools of state and

and incalculable

inherent in the methods im-

suggest return to unregulated private enterprise;
rather it has contributed to the impulse in quite

a permanently unstable
difficulties

Nor has legislation been adequately responsive to the shifting exigencies of the problem.
Many commissions lack adequate authority in

federal authority.
Pessimism as to the future of rate regulation,
however, has nowhere been so profound as to

rate base.

The

manded the services of the best of the engineering profession on those technical issues which
are so central in valuation controversies.

the opposite direction, that of public ownership.
To be sure, this development, even in the face

posed by the judiciary upon administrative
agencies have been intensified by the quality of
their personnel. Almost everywhere the commissions have been inadequately staffed, overburdened by detail, denied necessary technical
aid, dependent on meager salaries and without
security of tenure. The hope behind public
utility legislation during the era of Theodore
Roosevelt was a body of administrators intellec-

Valley Authority.

tually as well equipped as the higher officials in
the British Civil Service and exercising inde-

government enterprise upon electric rates of
pnvate companies has already made itself felt.

pendence and authority comparable with thaten-

To

of grave abuses and growing discontent, encounters the obdurate and stimulated traditions

of the United States against government in
business. On the other hand, government ownership as a yardstick gives every assurance of

being powerfully promoted by the Tennessee
The reactive effect of this

the extent that public opinion will not be
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won

to public ownership strengthening of the
existing regulatory system is plainly indicated.

Another mode of accomplishing the old objecis by contract arrangements between municipalities or states and
grantees of public franchises. Whatever the
forms of the attempted solutions, problems of
tives of utility regulation

so long as private enterare at once the epitome of
prise survives
crucial and characteristic issues of contemporary
utility rate regulation

government and the
until

test of its resources.

those resources,

as

both

to

method, have been explored

far

more

Not

men and
patiently,

persistently and imaginatively than they have
been, will anything approximating a final verdict

upon the undertaking be

New York 1913), Sharfman, I. L., The Interstate
Commerce Commission; a Study in Administrative Law
and Procedure, vols 1-11 (New York 1931- ); United
States, Congress, Senate, Select Committee on Interstate Commerce, Report, 49th Cong ist sess., Senate
Report no. 46, 2 vols. (1886) vol i, p 40-137, Electrical Utilities; the Crisis in Public Control, ed. by
W. E. Mosher (New York 1929), Pennsylvania, Giant
Power Survey Board, Report (Harrisburg 1925); New
York State, Commission on Revision of the Public
Service Commissions Law, Report, Legislative Document no 75 (Albany 1930), Barnes, I. R., Public
,

Utility Control in Massachusetts, Yale Publications in
Economics, Social Science and Government, no 2
(New Haven 1930), especially chs m-vi, Los Angeles
Gas Co v R. R. Commission, 289 U. S. 287 (1933);
Wilcox, D. F., Municipal Franchises, 2 vols. (Rochester, N. Y. 1910-11).

feasible.

FELIX FRANKFURTER

HENRY M. HART,

RATHENAU, WALTHER

(

1

86 7-i92 2 ), Ger-

JR.

man statesman and social philosopher. Rathenau

See-

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF INDUSTRY, PRICE
REGULATION, PRICE DISCRIMINATION, PUBLIC UTILIMONOPOLY, PROFIT, FAIR RETURN, VALUAIION,
JUST PRICE, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, Dut PROCESS OF
LAW; RAILROADS, TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH, ELECTRIC POWER; GAS INDUSTRY, MUNICIPAL TRANSIT,
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION, GOVERNMENT
OWNERSHIP.

was the son of the famous German-Jewish industrialist, Emil Rathenau, the founder of the

TIES;

Allgemeine Elektnzitats-Gesellschaft (A.E.G.)
Although he was active in business and succeeded his father as head of the A.E.G , he is

H

"Affectation with Public
Consult. Hamilton, W.
,
Interest" in Yale Law Journal, vol. xxxix (1929-30)
1089-1112; Adler, E. Q, "Business Jurisprudence"
in Harvard Law Review, vol xxvm (1914-15) 135-62,

Dickinson, John, Administrative Justice and the Supremacy of Law in the United States, Harvard University, Studies in Administrative Law, vol u (Cambridge, Mass. 1927) ch. in, especially pts v-vi, ch vi,
Social Control of
and ch vn, pts n-iu, Clark, J.
Business (Chicago 1926), especially chs xvm-xxvi;

M

of Citizenship (New Haven 1930) ch. m, Clay,
C. M., Regulation of Public Utilities, a Crucial Problem
in Constitutional Government (New York 1932), Bauer,
John, Effective Regulation of Public Utilities (New
York 1925), Public Utility Regulation, ed by M. L.
bilities

1924), Smith, Nelson L The Fair
Rate of Return in Public Utility Regulation (Boston
, Theory and Practice of Public
1932); Maltbie,

Cooke (New York

,

W

H

(New York

1924), Dorety, F.

"The Function of Reproductive Cost

G

,

m

Public Utility
Harvard Law Review,
Valuation and Rate Making"
xxxvn (1923-24) 173-200, Richberg, D. R "The
Supreme Court Discusses Value," and "Value by
Judicial Fiat" in Harvard Law Review, vol xxxvn
(1923-24) 289300, and vol xl (192627) 567-82;
Powell,
R, "Protecting Property and Liberty,

m

vol.

,

T

Political Science Quarterly, vol. xl
E , "Regulation of Pub(1925) 404-13, Lihenthal,
lic Utilities during the Depression" in Harvard Law
Review, vol xlvi (1932-33) 745-75; Henderson, G. C.,

1922-1924" in

primarily as a social theorist and political

leader. In the early days of the

World War he

foresaw the possibilities of a long struggle and
was entrusted with the organization of the supply of raw materials. He was opposed to Germany's surrender in 1918 and favored a call for a
levee en masse as a last stand against the Allies.

After the founding of the republic, however, he
became the leading exponent of the so-called

,

Shchter, S II , Modern Economic Society (New York
1931) chs. xvii-xvin; Frankfurter, Felix, The Public
and Its Government, Yale Lectures on the Responsi-

Utility Valuation

known

D

"Railway Valuation and the Courts" in Harvard Law
Review, vol xxxiu (1919-20) 902-28, 1031-57; Ripley, W. Z , Railroads; Rates and Regulation (new ed.

"policy of fulfilment" according to which Germany should comply with the reparations obligations of the Versailles Treaty but continue to
expose the utter impossibility of carrying out
the treaty in its entirety. Rathenau occupied

high

under the republic, represented

posts
at

Germany

various

important international

conferences, negotiated the important Rapallo
Treaty with Russia in 1922 and greatly increased

German

prestige during the post-war period.

But his personality as well as his success brought
him dangerous enemies, and he was assassinated
on June 24, 1922, by members of a nationalist
terrorist organization.
As a social theorist

Rathenau was interested

in problems of foreign and domestic policy, of
economics and of social development, and was

profoundly concerned about the dangers to

European culture entailed in
ment. Like

industrial develop-

many of his generation he developed

a skeptical attitude toward progress and an opposition to the mechanization of labor. He de-

plored this mechanization with

its

specialization

Rate Regulation
abstraction, stereotyped thinking and complicated uniformity as the characteristic mark of

and

A

second point which dominated his
thought was the problem of selection. Rathenau
was of the opinion that the economic system
under high capitalism was becoming sterile because it was dominated by an oligarchy, even
more exclusive than the older aristocracy, which
did not understand how to recognize and utilize
the age.

Rationalism

"3

and receptive groups, as may be ob-

creative

served, for example, in Soviet Russia or in a
comparison between feudal and bourgeois society.

Rathenau was a man of many contradictions.
attracted toward the simple, instinctive
"
and non-intellectual the "Prussian
Essenhe
was
a
subhowever,
intellectual,
tially,
typical

He was

jecting

all his

observations to his reason.

He was

the talents inherent in the people.
Rathenau's social theories represented a mixture of conceptions of a new social order with
certain romantic notions; he believed that im-

never

provement in general welfare was to be achieved
by means of efficient economic organization. He
was a leading exponent of economic planning to
be carried out by the common action of the
various economic organizations. His views were
a reflection of the economic organisation developed during the war and were influenced in
large measure by von Mollendorf At the time he
could not envisage the enormous potentialities
of modern technical advancement and therefore

tendencies of the troubled age in which he lived.

.

considered socialism as identical with general
poverty, although he conceded that its principle
of equality had a high ethical value He held that
the distribution of well being was a matter for
social legislation. Redistribution, which would
restrict private property only to consumers'

goods, was to be carried out by taxation and
radical reform of the inheritance laws. A logical

consequence of

this

demand was the removal

of the entrepreneur. According to Rathenau's
later views industry was to be administered by

which all groups of producers and consumers were to be represented. The aim of this
economic system was to increase responsibility
guilds in

at

peace within himself but always at the

mercy of

his desire to

"be

different."

These

contradictions, however, were due mainly to his
sensitive nature, which reflected all the vital

To do

full justice to his rich personality

would

really require the full analysis of the history of
this period.

EMIL LEDERER
Works' GesammeHe Schnften, 6 vols. (Berlin 191829);
Gesammelte Reden (Berlin 1924); Von kommenden
Dingen (Berlin 1918), tr. by E and C Paul as In Days
to Come (London 1921), Die neue Gesellschaft (Berkn
1919), tr. by A. Windham as The New Society (Lon-

don

1921).

Consult
Kessler, Harry, Walther Rathenau; setn
Leben und sein Werk (Berlin 1928), tr by W. D.
Robson-Scott and L Hyde (London 1929), Schcler,
Walther
Heimann, E , and Baumgarten, A

M

,

,

Rathenau (Cologne 1922), Mohnen, C G La soctologte economiquf de Walther Rathenau (Pans 1932),
Fuchs, E Das tvirtscfiaftspohiische System Waltlier
Rathenaus (Leisnig 1926), Re\6sz, Imre, Walther
Rathenau und sein tvirtschqftlichfs Werk (Dresden
,

,

1927)-

RATIONALISM

is

a

comprehensive expres-

sion applied to various theoretical and practical
tendencies which aim to interpret the universe

By the

purely in terms of thought, or which aim to
regulate individual and social life in accordance

elimination of the entrepreneur and the establishment of guilds for the individual branches

with principles of reason and to eliminate as
far as possible or to relegate to the background

of the economic system a solidarity, a feeling of
achievement and a sense of responsibility for the

everything irrational. Rationalism has played a
fundamental role in the rise of general philoso-

by

instilling a

new

spirit into labor.

general welfare could be attained which would
compensate for egotistic instincts and the despair

which resulted from the absence of spiritu-

work.
Rathenau's social philosophy was thus essentially pessimistic. What he pictured was the
same social set up without the rich: a society of
sorrowful monotony with no cultural productivity or intrinsic value. Since there would no
ality in

phy, which, as expressed in the great metaphysical systems, represents an effort to conceive the
world as a coherent structure analyzable by

human

reason. Rationalism has also exerted a

decisive influence

upon the development of

sci-

ence by establishing the logico-mathematical
approach to nature and by setting up the problems whereby this approach could be carried
through rigorously in all fields In individual

longer be any wealthy upper class, art would
disappear. Rathenau did not perceive that a
radical reconstruction of society would also in-

versal

and

lation

of

volve the transformation of the relation between

signifies the effort to rationalize life.

and

social life rationalism seeks to establish uni-

self-evident principles for the regu-

human

behavior.

Rationalism here
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Rationalism always takes its starting point
from the fact that in our original intuition of
things and events reality presents itself as something irrational. What confronts us at first is the
sense intuition, the chance alternation of impressions and events, the natural and instinctive
manifestation of life It is against this original
intuition that the rational approach to reality

has to assert itself. Of course it is not given to
reason to eliminate the irrational altogether. The
task of rationalism

is

rather to be always re-

commencing the
that

is

struggle against everything
recalcitrant to reason. In the realm of

theory rationalism rejects "the appearances of
the sense world"; in the realm of practise it
seeks in various ways to grapple with the ele-

ments of chance and
life

fate in individual

by combating the

instinctive in

and

social

man and

submitting to criticism everything in social life
bearing the character of mere custom and tradition

and

recalcitrant to generalizing, rational

social

and

historical life the

power of

ra-

tionalism derives from the confidence which
individuals and societies place in reason. This
is an
experimental confidence born
of the success or failure of human beings in their
efforts to arrive at a rational knowledge of the

confidence

universe and a rational regulation of individual
and social life. Sometimes the irrational forces
displayed in nature and life give the impression
of omnipotence and human reason becomes conscious of

hand,

its

man

is

manifests in

Sometimes, on the other
struck by the power which reason
scientific knowledge and in the
frailty.

ordering of the various relations of human living,
and he becomes permeated with the feeling that
the

human mind

is

sovereign In the course of

history the relationship of the rational to the

or superrational undergoes various
transformations. The irrational which reason
irrational

has to conquer manifests itself now preponderantly in the world of sense, now in the forces of

chance and fate displayed in individual and
interindividual

and now

life,

now

in

human

nature

itself

in the

sequence of historical events.
Rationalism, even though it starts out from uni-

and immutable principles, must therefore
its attitudes and methods,
modifying
its tactics in accordance with the various forms
which the irrational assumes.
Greek rationalism was directed above all
against the sense world. In contradistinction to
the world of changeable appearances, reason was
supposed to attain to true being by means of
versal
also

change

grasped the objective

and thinkable elements of the cosmos. In this
way metaphysics assumed the form of a rational
science, a science dealing with everything that
remains self-identical throughout all temporal

changes. Aristotle developed in his logic the
forms of thought which were to enable man to
arrive at this rational

of reality.

Human

and objective knowledge

reason and world reason

found their unity in divine reason, which was
the origin of both. In this scheme there remained outside the pale of reason only the world
of change, which included also all individual
differences. Since reason was confined to the
sphere of the typical and the recurrent selfidentical, it was regarded as incapable of extending its sway to the multitude of events that take

place in individual and social life. Human life,
its individual significance, could not

especially

be deduced from
not

reflection.

In

immutable concepts. Reason and being became
parallel terms, for reason

life.

mean
For

rational regularities. This did
had no voice in human

that reason

in addition to theoretical reason there

also for Aristotle a practical reason. None
the less, Aristotle was always concerned with a

was

knowledge of what ought to be rather than with
an attempt to bring about a rationalization of life
itself The Socratic ethical rationalism, which is
typical of the rational attitude of the Greeks
toward life, centered in knowledge rather than
in the will.

was only under the influence of the Roman
reason and will became
possible. In the Roman world view reason became a force in individual and political life.
The objective and contemplative rationalism of
the Greeks now gave way to a rationalism of the
will that was oriented in practise. Reason beIt

spirit that a synthesis of

for the control of life. Of
foremost significance in this connection was the

came an instrument

theory that moral and rational insights were
all human beings. These
insights, or

natural to

judgments, were supposed to meet with the
approval of every thinking being; they were

and all nations. This theory
was the souice of the idea of a universal legislation conceived as the basis of a political and
social world order. Popularized and
passed on
valid for all times

by Cicero, such conceptions continued

to sup-

until far into the eighteenth century
the
basis for a practical rationalism which found its

ply

expression in social life.
Side by side with the Greek idea of a cosmos
subject to rational conceptualization

we

thus

have here the view of a divine world empire

Raw

tatzinger
"funding system" on theund that

impossible by borrowing too\* a real burden
on to posterity,
although admitted that the
taxation

accompanying

it is

(sisted in

it

Materials

sense the term
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applied also to commodities
which have undergone one or more manufacis

turing processes but are still in a relatively crude
form, being the raw materials for a more ad-

breaking
up large landed estates; in sinking funds
j
he saw only a device
the
wealth
whijilarged
and power of the
financierfthe expense of the

vanced process. Many foodstuffs are not typically raw materials, as the characteristic of a raw

productive workers.

process before being used. Coal, however,

j

More widely

read

thai^st

of his contem-

poraries, either orthodox critical, Ravenstone's chief contnbutiojrose from a more
realistic

material

is

that

definitely a

raw

fibers, dyes)

in the past, to ofter
guidai for the future.

they

The

nation of the conditions

'

human

led

fertility

Ravenstone to regard Maus' fears as groundalthough his furthcitmtention that popu-

less,

same

rate

went beyond the evidce he
presented.

An

lation progressed
every\i're at the

increase of population, Jheld, increases
promore than pn|>rtionately in that it

ductivity

makes possible further

vision of labor, with
attendant economiesjid stimulates discovery. He denied the hen* theory of inventions,
its

regarding them as
society's practical
in dense than in

aribij

cumulatively out of

need^nd

as

more probable

fats, leather,

is

material.

tanning materials, lumber, woods,

and inorganic (minerals,

may be

metals).

Or

classified as reproducible, replace-

able, genetic materials which can be produced
over a comparatively brief period by cultivation

or breeding or through technical processes (most
vegetable products); non-reproducible but in
part recoverable (certain minerals and metals,
most products of extractive industries); and non-

reproducible and

non- recoverable (abrasives,
Some materials, such as

magnesite, graphite).

manganese and tungsten, are recoverable under
certain conditions; under others, as in the manufacture of steel, they are not recoverable. Still

another classification differentiates between materials of which stocks tend to accumulate (iron,
copper) and those used but once (coal,

oil,

pot-

ash, coffee).

Some raw

sparse rfpulations.

must undergo a manufacturing

Raw materials may be divided into organic
(vegetable products, animal and some other
foods, beverages, spices, drugs, plant juices, oils,

grasp of history.fe viewed social development as a dynamic j)cess and expected
political economy, by mtej-etmg social change

two chief
motivating f<s underlying economic and social
are the growth
develoj'ent
of populations and
invents A shrewd exami-

it

materials are considered "stra-

tegic," "basic" or

"key" resources because they

are of vital importance in the economic and
political life of nations and play an important
role in shaping commercial policies. For the

United States raw materials may be divided into
three categories. First, there are those of which
there is an adequate domestic supply and in

some

cases an exportable surplus

reproducible

raw materials (cotton, cottonseed

oil)

and non-

reproducible materials (forest products, earths,
bismuth, lead, cadmium, phosphates, metallic

magnesium, molybdenum, alumina,
sulphur,

have been his ideal

society, a

community

of

small peasant
proprietors and handicraftsmen.

PERCY FORD
Consult. Beer,

M

,

(London 1919-21)

A

,

History of P
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Essays in Economics (Ne

RAW

'tsh

Socialism, 2 vols.

-58, ScliKinan, E. R.
>rk 1925) p. 98-100.

for

commonly

to matertf

unwrought,

state:

agriculture,

mining

tf
,''

term

zinc, silver,

copper, petroleum, coal and iron

which there

outside

supply

is

virtually total

reproducible

dependence on
raw materials

(shellac, quinine, natural camphor, copra, jute,
sisal, manila, silk, flax and rubber) and non-

reproducible raw materials (quebracho, potash,

sodium

MATERIALS,

salt,

ore). The second group consists of raw materials

nitrate,

tin

ore,

platinum and

allied

natural crude, or

metals, nickel ore, antimony ore, cryolite, asbestos and monazite). The third comprises those

diate products of
(.try. In a broader

not produced in sufficient quantities to satisfy
domestic demand: reproducible raw materials

is

restricted
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and skins, certain vegetable oi-, e.g. coconut, olive, linseed and peanut
oil, tobacco, hemp and wool) and non-reproducible raw materials (arsenic, manganese, chro-

(citrate of lime, hides

mite, tungsten, rnagnesite, abrasives, barites,
vanadium, fluor spar, mica, quicksilver and nat-

Prior to the

ustrial

i

evolution the

self-

economy produced and consumed the lim number of raw materials
required for foo< liment and shelter, mostly at
home. An exten raw materials market, with
sufficient, isolat

I

j

special trade o nization, interrelated price
levels and mutu ion-acquaintance of produc-

ural graphite).
Changes take place in the character of some
raw materials, largely as a result of technical and

artisan, limited

scientific progress, so that a commodity classed
as a raw material at one time may be considered

time.

as a finished product at some other time and
vice versa. Natural camphor and mdigo were

a fundamental
In the
eightejh century
change in the ecoinic importance of raw mate-

formerly classed with raw materials. Their synnow considered as finished

rials

thetic substitutes are

products. Coal tar, formerly a finished product,
is now a raw material for numerous chemical

manufactures.

The

total net

value of the annual material

production of the world in recent years has been
roughly estimated to approximate $ 140 ,000,000,000, of which foodstuffs (not all necessarily
raw materials) constitute about $59,000,000,000;
primary products more than $83,000,000,000;
non-metallic raw materials $10,500,000,000;
fuels and other sources of power $10,000,000,ooo; metals $3,500,000,000. The United States'
share of the world total of all material production amounts to 26 percent; of its own total,
foodstuffs account for 19 percent, non-metallic
raw materials 26 percent, fuel and other power
resources 40 percent, metals 42 percent, primary
products 23 percent to 24 percent. Value added
by manufacturing in American industries has
averaged 28 percent in recent years.

The raw materials industries

represent a large
capital investment, which tends to grow with
increasing demand for materials. According to

an analysis by the Federal Trade Commission
in 1922, American corporations represented a
wealth of $102,000,000,000 (nearly one third the
estimated total wealth of the United States), of
which $10,100,000,000, or 9.8 percent, was
owned by corporations in raw materials industries;

$33,600,000,000, or 32 9 percent, by man-

ufacturing corporations; and $27,300,000,000,
or 26.7 percent, by transportation and other
utilities. To this must be added $61 ,454,000,000 for agriculture, nearly one half of its
products being used for industrial raw materials.

public

Fixed assets (land, buildings and equipment)
ranged from 54.5 percent in manufacturing, 68.2
percent in agriculture, 84.2 percent in mining
and quarrying, to 86.4 percent in transportation
and other public utilities.

and consumeflid not exist. The handicraft
ital and absence of division
of labor charact^ted the economic life of the
ers

came about^ a result of the industrial
revolution and t^ spread of capitalism. Me-

chanical energy a^ ed to large scale production
rise to an eiimous demand for the ever

gave

increasing numbei f raw materials required by
the machine age. i>roved methods of mining,
]

agriculture, transpdation, financing
tific

and

d research

management

facilitated the ajuisition

and

made

scien-

available

and more

efficient

exploitation of net and continuous domestic
and oversea sourcetof supply of saltpeter, copper, petroleum,
raw materials.

iroj.

cotton and other leading

of production
Cap^ist methods
and distribution, inkidmg the growth of modern speculation, tq'led to produce a world
market for raw mateils and problems of international scope. The ^nificance of raw materials
reflected in sucfohrases as "coal and iron

was

rule the world"

The huge
industrial

and fung cotton."
world demand

increastin the

raw mateifls

in

for

modern times may

be illustrated by the >llowmg production data:
the total world prodction of coal and lignite
rose from approximately 207,000,000 metric
tons in 1868 to
1932; pig iron
1,25^00,000

m

from 18,500,000 metic tons in 1880 to 39,800,ooo long tons in I932betroleum from 5 ,799,214
barrels in 1870 to 1,311,377,000 in 1932; cotton
from 12,200,000 bales in 1891 to 24,000,000 in
in 1895
1932; sugar fron[jio,ipij>,ooo short tons
States
to 26,821,000
1932, In the United
ii|'
alone the total value of mineral products in-

creased from $403, i20,()oo in 1881 to $4,764,total production of lumber

800,000 in 1930, the

from 12,755,543
886,032,000 in
tons in 1810 to

.-o

>r*

board feet in 1869 to 36,iron from 54,773 long
in 1930; cotton from

^ pig

y ^,846
(

in 1932;
2,097,000 balei
r^> to 13,002,000
barrels in 1861
crude petroleu^ ^
e 113,609
10785,159,000 a tn\ ne Jhere has been a steady
in the quantities of
and
1

phenome^e

raw materials

,

rea

a j con<;
,

w

O f #>y the manufacturing

Raw
industries (Table

with

try,

its

Materials

indus-

Mode^ait s<^le
great masses fijil capital and
i).

increasing productivity of pr requires
and more raw materials,
i
I

more

TABLE
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sumption of copper by the automobile industry
averages 250,000,000 pounds.
Notable progress has been made moreover in
the utilization of raw materials through technical improvements in both extraction and manufacturing. Among the outstanding earlier inventions of this type may be mentioned Eh

Whitney's cotton gin in 1793 and the extraction
of sugar from beets by Marggraf in 1747 and

by Achard in 1809. Justus von Liebig's discovery of the importance of mineral substances
as plant food led to a systematic commercial
exploitation of mineral raw materials for the
industry The Thomas and Bessemer
processes revolutionized the iron and steel industry, the electrolytic refining process the copper industry and the Gill kiln and Frasch process
fertilizer

the manufacture of commercial sulphur. The
by-products coke oven and modern industrial
chemistry made possible the production of im-

new natural and synthetic raw materials.
exrecently the Haber-Bosch process of
tracting nitrate from the air and that invented
portant

The growing demand

lustnal raw mate-

rials is closely interrelate

and

h technical prog-

economic u
of vulcanizing rubber am

ion..

from 67,000 long tons

07

ress

its

The

process

subsequent application of the internal cor .ion engine to the
automobile had a direct ing ton the world
which increased
production of crude ru
1930.
tific

The

820,000 in

ensjve and sciensulted in a greatly

introduction

methods of

to

agriculti

increased demand for mi
the fertilizer industry In
value of fertilisers produ<

raw materials for
United States the
isejfrom $891,344

More

by Bergius for extracting petroleum from coal
have opened up practically unlimited new
sources of essential industrial raw materials.
The growing importance of raw materials and
the tendency to combination in general led tc
the concentration of control of raw material pro
a few hands. This assumed two
duction
forms, control by corporations interested exclu-

m

sively in a particular

raw material and control

since the beginning of

by manufacturing corporations as a result of
a continuous
integration and the desire to assure
supply of raw materials. Other forms (in the
United States) weie control of forests and mineral reserves by railroads, which secured grants
of public lands from the government, and control of coal mines by railroads eager to monopo-

short tons in 1899 to ^,000 in 1926. The
wide use of artificial sil Js created a growing

lize shipments. Concentrated corporate control
of available key reserves of raw materials has
advanced greatly during the past fifty years in
all major industrial countries. In the United

in 1860 to Si 77 ,226, 967

9213

Particularly

wentieth century
woodpulp has been in e^ eater demand for
the manufacture of pap
\ the United States
the domestic consump jrof mechanical and
chemical woodpulp in fed from 1,147,000

m

demand for such raw
|als as cotton hnters,
lead and various forms (Cellulose. The large
current consumption o lined foods resulted
in increased requiremei >' tin. The introduction of the telegraph, t
the expanduig use of el

tnbuted markedly to th
which approximately 29

rkone

and radio and

appliances connand for copper, of
cal

L

c

,000

pounds

are re-

quired annually in the jjo uction of new radio
sets in the United Stats, It is estimated that
more than ioo,ooo,oooliii :s of copper wire are
in service for
more than 30,000
telephon( ^d
miles for submarine foks. The annual con-

States, according to the Federal Trade Commission, 8 companies in 1922 owned three quarters of the anthracite coal reserves; 6 companies
controlled about one third of the total developed
water
30 companies over a third of im-

power;
mediate reserves of bituminous coal; 2 com-

and
panies (United States Steel Corporation
Bethlehem Steel Company) well over half of the
iron ore reserves; 4 companies nearly half of
the copper reserves; and 30 companies over 12
percent of the petroleum res, ves. Concentration of control is increased x d strengthened
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through financial community of interest, through
production and price agreements and through

have
1890 or the lr wheat corner of 1898,
been sporadic short lived. The importance

interlocking directorates.

of control anbnopoly in the raw materials
industries es hole is still largely relative.
subCompetition, ice, diminishing demand,
and legal
stitutes, nevhcovered resources

Concentration

is

particularly intense in non-

reproducible raw materials, like minerals and
The nitrate industry of Chile is controlled by a compulsory cartel in which the
metals.

government

participates, the Chilean Nitrate

Producers' Association. Prior to the commercial
manufacture of synthetic nitrate in 1913, the
Chilean cartel had a world monopoly in this key
raw material. Another basic raw material of the
fertilizer industry, potash, the production of
which prior to the World War was a natural
monopoly of Germany, has been controlled by
the Franco-German International Potash Cartel

The world supply of brimstone suldominated almost completely by the
sulphur syndicate and by two American
concerns, the Texas Gulf Sulphur Company and
since 1924.

phur

is

Sicilian

the Freeport Sulphur
ating

under a

Company, all three operand territorial agree-

joint price

The production of bauxite (aluminum)
throughout the world is controlled by a combiment.

nation of Swiss,

German, French and American

producers, dominated by the Aluminum Company of America. Coal and iron production in
European countries is completely controlled by
local cartels, some of which are united in international cartels. The Swedish GrangesbergTrafik A.-B., in which the Swedish state participates, controls the extensive

high grade iron

ore deposits in Kirunavara. Of important raw
materials for drugs, the Kina Bureau in Amsterdam has a monopoly of the cinchona (quinine)
supply source in the Dutch East Indies.

The nickel resources of Canada are in the
hands of a small number of concerns. Pulpwood
supplies are dominated by great corporations in
most countries. A score of large corporations in
the United States, England and Belgium control
the world's supply of copper, and the industry
has a world cartel. This is true of all metals. The
available petroleum resources of the world are
to a large extent controlled by the Royal Dutch
Shell concern, the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company
and several American concerns, especially the

Standard Oil

There

interests.

however, certain raw materials
(wool, cotton, hides, sugar) which do not lend
themselves to this type of control but are usually
are,

subject to cartel agreements, governing prices,
standards, credit terms and marketing practises.
Attempts to corner the supply of certain raw
materials, such as the Secre'tan copper corner of

restraints

havnded

to

check and destroy
world

monopolistic fts, particularly where
all controls there
cartels are
conpd. Despite
are periodical Production and disastrous declines in price^

Geographic 'icentration, an outstanding
feature of

mosV materials

industries, facili-

Of

of

supply.
acqu^n and control
the important lizer raw materials commerare located
cially workabl^osits of potash
natural
principally in rmany and France,
and phosphate rock is
nitrate
tates the

depositaChile

to

be found

Of important

and northern Africa.
used in the steel industry

ilorida

i

India

manganese is lized mainly in Russia,
and Brazil; chrum in New Caledonia and
Rhodesia; vjman in Peru and the United
States; anting rh China; nickel in Canada.
is mmec
nly in the Malay Peninsula,
in
Bolivia and tl e ,ch East Indies;

Tin

platinum

Russia and C
posits of the
tion of

Penns

anthracite coal den: States are located in a secvaand coking coal is localized

The

>lcia.

Birmingham areas,
Europe are confined
Ruhr and Upper Silesian
issia to the Donetz basin,

in the Conne! sviand the

The coal depc

sitjfcentral

primarily to t
districts; thos

Of the

,

textile

iterials

cotton

is

produced

belt of the United States,
mostly in the
China and
India and
yr latural silk in
and the
Japan; jute in 'jiomd sisal in Mexico
rubber
Philippines. The tk of the world's
Dutch
supply comes fron tritish Malaya, the
l

East Indies and Bria

.

The production of coffee

concentrated in ^tral and South American
and
countries, that of c*a in the Philippines
is

the Far East.

r

Geographic con( ^ration of raw materials
has a vital bearing.'! the problem of supply,
industries.
transportation and t location of
With the exception.^ the United States most
l(

depend on outside
of their raw material

industrialized natioiHmust

sources of supply

f<

requirements. In

of such important

industrial

raw mat
leum, hides and ferti
distance oversea and

cotton, wool, petrothis necessitates long

so that transportatioi
factor in the cost of pi

jes

ital

shipments,

become a

HI

decisive

of manufactured

aw Materials
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gocds as well as in the location of mdfacturing
industries. Some raw materials,
and
hjiron
steel, whose transportation costs anmportant

Industrial Recovery Act, 1933, is designed to
regulate production and distribution, including
raw materials, through trade associations and

primarily because of the relative dfoportion
of bulk, weight and value, tend tovll concentration of manufacturing. This
s in large

groups functioning in accordance with codes of

accqr

measure for the

and

localization of the

steel

ij

industry of the world in the Urtd States,

England and central Europe. Othaaw matelike cotton, silk, tobacco ai cellulose,

rials,

with relatively low transportation Its,
ally favor manufacturing dispersioi

The marketing

gener-

of raw materials teents cer-

vjiout

of an intervening
manufacturing fcess. It is
relatively difficult to apply standarjof grading
to some raw materials, such as wo but grades

have been established for the prmc 1 ommodities. In general the market dei id for the

raw materials

is

estabh d, so that

is of relatively min
nportance;
indeed advertising is clearly waste
the case
of products difficult to identify. C rol and risk
are important factors
raw matemarketij

advertising

m

m

rials

Wide fluctuations in output al prices, due

to labor, crop

and climatic condins, form a

frequent disturbing factor in the c/L oil, wheat,
cotton, sugar and tobacco mduslf j>. Overproduction and disastrous price dc^es are frequent. Efforts at stabilization h^~bcen made
different times, chiefly throj
joint producers' agreements to curtail pro^ .ion. On the
at

largest scale this has been atto ted by the
copper and sugar producers of j world since
1931 (Chadbourne plan) and by , wheat producing countries under a joir wreement to
restrict acreage, signed at Lor II in August,
1

,

1933l'\

m

The financing and

rolved in the

speculatior

carrying over of accumulated

st4 s*

of raw

ma-

"

have given rise to dif? It economic
connection with a ^mber of national industries, such as coffee )r Brazil, sisal
in Mexico, sugar in Cuba, whe^ t the United
States and rubber in Malaysia-nd the East
Indies. In recent years
competjUe conditions
obtaining in the United States il/he marketing
of such raw materials as lumber^'al and petroterials

problems

m

ji

leum, where numerous produce^ompete in a
glutted market, have resulted in w inous prices,

dumping and various unfair tjie practises.
Under the Sherman Anti-Trust t t and similar
,

laws various stabilization plans VT& held illegal.
new policy inaugurated ond^the National

A

competition.
The principal spot markets for raw materials
are situated at the financial centers which were
originally most closely related to the points of

assembling and primary distribution. London
was long the predominant market for most of
the raw materials of international trade. It

still

an important market for wool, cotton, metals,
rubber and rice New York has become a leading
market for cotton, sugar, coffee and metals;
Santos, Hamburg, New Orleans and Le Havre
for coffee; Liverpool for gram and cotton; Chiis

tain peculiar characteristics. The iat bulk of
raw material arrives at its market
much

essential

fair

cago for grain. Organized exchanges for hedging
and trading in futures have been established for

such raw materials as gram, cotton, sugar,
coffee, cacao, rubber, copper, lead

and other

metals.

In the course of modern industrial developincreasing pressure has been exercised on

ment

the available sources of raw materials and on the
search for new sources of supplies. This tend-

m

part to the fact that
may be ascribed
of
large scale industry, in the face of depletion
available stocks, needed an assured, unified and

ency

increasing supply of raw materials. Other factors
include military, naval and merchant marine
requirements of oil, coal and steel; the search
for foreign investments; the pressure of population on food supply; and the endeavor of states
to become economically self-sufficient. British
efforts to secure oil concessions

and

m Mesopotamia

to pipe the oil to the Palestinian coast

and

m

ManJapan's acquisition of raw materials
churia are recent examples The general result
have
countries
has been that the major industrial
and
largely importers of raw materials
Before the
exporters of manufactured goods.
World War this \vas true of the United States,

become

England, Germany and France. More recently
a similar trend has been apparent in the foreign
trade of Czechoslovakia and Japan. Other counRussia, the Balkan and the
tries,
principally

Latin American states, have been primarily exporters of raw materials and importers of manufactured goods.

The tendency to import raw materials and to
export manufactured or partly manufactured
goods developed in the United Kingdom long
it appeared elsewhere. It became most
pronounced during the second half of the nineteenth century, when England was the workshop

before
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of the world. In 1913 the value of raw materials
imported (chiefly cotton, wool, wood, oilseeds,
oil and rubber) amounted to
269,940,000, or
3<; i

percent of the value of total British imports;

by 1932 it had fallen to 164,462,000. The value
of raw materials exported from England (approximately half of which consisted of coal) for
the same years amounted to 66,173,000 and to

r

an important factor in

imports; the value in 1929 was

,000, or 35.4 percent of all imports.

In 1866^

413,-

)

cent of alj

e

only 22 2 percent of all exports
the same time the value of exports

000,000,^
(Table i;^

its

in 1913 to
cent of the value of its total reexports; and in
1928 to 66,494,000, or 55 3 percent.

of finish/

of

all

the average annual value of raw
was $178,000,000, or 57.6 perwas $i ,142.ports; the value in 1929

x>rts

material]

oversea trade; it
63,699,000, or 58.3 per-

amounted

all

percent

820,000, or 78 8 percent of the value of its total
exports; and in 1932
275,602,000, or 75 percent. England's reexport trade in raw materials
is

advancecjmd agriculture is more active.
In the'CJnited States the progress of industrializatifa has been accompanied by a steady
increase i the imports of raw materials and a
steady r' tive decrease in exports. In 1866-70
the aver/ yearly value of raw material imports
c
(excludir foodstuffs) was $48,000,000, or n 7
1

43,626,000 respectively. In England's export
trade manufactured goods dominated. In 1913
the value of exported manufactures was

Sotial Sciences

case in Jrance, where industrialization is less

,t
*

e? s

manufactures rose from 14.9 percent
ts to 49.1 percent, while imports

declined

Germany since the founding of the empire
become an importer of raw materials

TI

ports bej

a

*

41

.3

percent to 22 6 percent. Eximports of raw materials

to outstrip

ar

has rapidly

in 1915,
exported manufactured goods rose
above im ie ts of this type from 1898.
.

and an exporter of manufactured goods. The
value of raw materials imported rose from
1,675,600,000 marks in 1872 to 6,242,300,000
marks in 1913 and to 7,243,700,000 marks in

TABLE

il

YEARLY iMt

m

NiTto STATES, 1866-1929*

y

1928;
1931 it dropped to 3, 477, 900 ,000 marks,
or 51 7 percent of the total In 1911 raw materials imported constituted 527 percent of total

II

AND EXPORTS OF RAW MATERIALS,

RTS

imports. At that time the German texindustry procured nine tenths of its total
supply of raw materials from abroad. While the

German

tile

value of manufactured goods exported from
Germany in the period 1874-77 amounted to

about 37 percent of the value of its total exports,
it had mounted to
65 percent.
In France the annual average value of raw

m 1907-10

matenals imported from 1909 to 1913 was 4,548,000,000 francs In 1923 it amounted to
20,959,000,000 francs, in 1926 to 40,435,000,000
francs, or 67.8 percent of the value of total

.

imports, and in 1932 to 13,231,919,000 francs,
or 44.36 percent of total imports. On account
of the general shrinkage in value the following
figures giving the imports of raw materials in
better picture of the steady

volume furnish a

increase in French imports of

from 1909

raw

materials:

to 1913 they averaged 32,845,000
metric tons, and
1931 they had risen to 46,-

m

930,000 metric tons
In the case of England and

nomic

crisis

which

continu<
j

mass produc
and efficient
plies of raw r
ductive capit'

Germany the eco-

set in after the

World War

has been aggravated by dependence upon imports of raw materials and exports of manufac-

tured goods, partly because of increasing world
industrialization and the trend toward economic
national self-sufficiency.

A

a necessary

This has not been the

facturing or
finished gooc

ganizational

is

flow of raw material supplies

is

erequisite to large scale industry,
on, rationalized plant equipment
larketing methods. Irregular supterials are likely to render unpro-

investments in industries manunsuming semimanufactured and
The superior financial and orivantages of large capitalist pro-

nanufacturing concerns and of
ducing and
organized gro ips like cartels, in the acquisition
of their own i iw material supplies, have tended
to decrease tk
importance of independent and

Raw

Materials

small unit entrepreneurs in raw materials in-
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establishment of foreign branch plants, inter-

raw material

dustries.

national cartel agreements covering

This need of industrial nations for raw materials and their increasing dependence upon for-

supplies, scientific research to provide substitutes, development of new sources of domestic

eign sources of supply have

m

national self-sufficiency
sible. The distribution of
trial

raw materials

is

and their occurrence

so

made complete

this respect imposmany essential indus-

uneven the world over

so highly localized or
unevenly distributed with respect to national
industrial requirements that reliance upon imis

supply and economic penetration of foreign
countries.

The

total

value of the raw materials imports

and exports of the world

in 1930 amounted to
$19,500,000,000 (Table in),
which was 34.1 percent of the total world trade.
Europe is mainly an importer of raw materials.

approximately

ports of raw materials is universal. Even those
countries with the richest and most varied natural resources are dependent for certain essential
raw materials upon outside supplies. The United

TABLE

III

WORLD IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

OF

RAW

MATERIALS,

1930

States, for example, is obliged to import large
quantities of rubber, nickel, tin, platinum, anti-

mony, chromite,

cobalt, tungsten, quicksilver,

manganese, vanadium, magnesite, asbestos, potash, nitrate, iodine, quinine, jute,
rattan,

spices,

silk,

wool, hides,

chicle,

hemp,

coffee,

tea,

sisal,

cacao,

and woodpulp. The
wholly dependent upon

bristles

United Kingdom

is

oversea supplies of cotton, petroleum, aluminum, lead, arsenic, copper, zinc, fertilizers, rubber,

woodpulp, tobacco,

tea, spices,

drugs and

Since about the turn of the present century,
but especially following the World War, inter-

copra. Germany relies largely upon foreign
sources for its supplies of cotton, copper, nickel,
petroleum, manganese, rubber, coffee and cacao.

ferences with the free

Japan imports iron ore, wood, petroleum, copper
and cotton Italy, Denmark, Sweden and Swit-

tant role in international trade. Export duties,
which more generally than import taxes are

likewise lean heavily upon outside
sources for various essential raw materials Economic dependency of this type is especially bur-

associated with

densome in the case of countries without colonial
possessions, like Germany, Czechoslovakia and
Switzerland. International interdependence may

developed industrially. They are applied for
purposes of revenue, in order to conserve domestic resources and to protect domestic
industry.

be illustrated also by the fact that Germany and
France control most of the world supply of

tax

zerland

potash, while Canada has a virtual monopoly of
nickel

and asbestos, Mexico of chicle, Brazil and

movement of exports and
imports of raw materials have played an impor-

raw materials, and constitution-

prohibited in the United States, are used
today mainly by countries which are not highly
ally

Among

the

more important are

Chile's export

on

nitrate (1879), the Brazilian export tax on
coffee (1905), an export tax on tin ore by the

Federated Malay States (1903) and the British
on rubber exports (rubber restriction act of

the Latin American countries of coffee, Argentina of quebracho.
National insufficiency of raw materials may

tax

seriously handicap domestic industrial development and is apt to lead to loss of trade, unemployment and a lower standard of living. In
Great Britain efforts to overcome some of its
economic consequences have resulted in the

countries import duties on raw matenals required by domestic industry are generally of

establishment of a preferential policy within the
empire since the Ottawa Conference of 1932.
Elsewhere there has been a tendency to intensified rationalization of industry:

avoidance of

industrial waste, recovery of scrap iron, utilization of lumber, greater technological efficiency,

1922).

In the

tariff

laws of modern industrialized

minor importance. On competitive raw materials they may be restrictive. The policy of industrialized countries on the whole is to levy
tariffs on manufactured goods but not on raw
materials. Embargoes and licensing systems
were applied freely during the World War for
the purpose of preventing raw matenals from
reaching enemy countries. In the United States
they were administered by the War Trade
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Board. Canada since 1900 restricts the exports
of pulpwood from crownlands by means of an

viously could shape its price policy so as to
obtain large profits. The Franco- German potash

embargo and license system. Japan prohibits
exports of crude camphor for refining purposes.

who

Discriminatory export duties in favor of the
in common use

mother country have long been

in colonial countries. Portugal makes wide use
of this policy. Other instances are the export
duties on tin ore in the Federated Malay States
and Nigeria and on untanned hides and skins

in India in favor of British industry.

More

syndicate, composed of the German producers
are organized in a compulsory syndicate
and the French producers dominated by the

French government, controls about 95 percent
of the world output of oxide of potash. The
average rate of earning in 1928 amounted to
from 12 to 22 percent of the total investment.

The

Brazilian coffee control

grew out of an

stabilize that country's chief export

effort to

recently export and import quotas and restrictions through foreign exchange control have

industry. In 1905 a policy of restricting production was initiated and a valorization scheme

interfered seriously with the movement of
materials in international trade.

For several years a fairly high level
of prices was maintained, but in 1929 a serious
crisis developed in the market, resulting in de-

raw

These restrictive measures on the free movement of raw materials assume a more menacing
aspect as an expression of commercial rivalry in
the direct intervention of governments. Control

of exports of raw materials by government
monopolies or agencies under government control or regulation has increasingly been established in various countries. Their object has
been to obtain public revenue through export
taxes, to maintain or

augment the

profits of the

producers of the raw materials and to foster and
extend the domestic manufacturing industry.
The outstanding examples of such monopoly are
the Chilean control of sodium nitrate, the Japanese camphor monopoly, the Franco- German

potash combine, the Brazilian agency for valorization

and control of

coffee

and the

British

export restrictions on rubber Acting through
the Association of Producers of Chilean Nitrate,
a corporation approved and participated in by
the Chilean government, a heavy export tax has

been imposed since 1897 on nitrate shipments,
ranging generally from a third to a half of the
export value; the tax has supplied a large part
of the state's revenue. The association, membership in which is compulsory, fixes prices and
otherwise controls output. While the industry
formerly gave Chile a world monopoly of the
nitrogen market, keen competition has develin recent years with the European producers of synthetic nitrate. The association from

oped

1920 to 1921 set prices much above the level
which would probably have prevailed under
competition and in some cases made profits
to 50 percent of the capital. The Japanese camphor control is a state monopoly,
which controls the collection and sale of raw
camphor; sales prices are fixed by the govern-

amounting

ment. The competition of synthetic camphor has
limited the power of the monopoly, which pre-

established.

moralization of prices.

The

British restriction of colonial

rubber ex-

ports (Stevenson plan), established November i,
1922, contemplated the raising of prices through
limitation of production. Technically only the
exportation of rubber was restricted by means of

a sliding export tax. The increase of the world
output of rubber was temporarily checked and
prices rose from an average of 27 cents per
pound to as high as 95 cents, but the scheme had
to be abandoned in 1928. It resulted in large

rubber producers mainly at the expense of American consumers In the cases of
Brazilian coffee and British rubber control speculators took advantage of market fluctuations.
Both schemes aroused much opposition and ill
feeling abroad and were discontinued largely as
a result of failure to control and adjust market
profits for

forces.

During the present century the struggle for
raw materials has assumed international proportions, and the number of claims on the
world's supply of raw materials has increased
greatly. Competition has been intensified by the
recent rapid industrialization of countries like
Japan, Italy, France, the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Canada. This post-war pace of

economic national
cases been systematically promoted by state subsidies and simindustrialization,

aiming

self-sufficiency, has in

at

some

ilar aids.

The growing world wide demand

for

raw

tendency of
large manufacturing corporations and large producers of raw materials to acquire control of

materials

is

reflected also in the

sources of supply in foreign countries through
ownership or concessions, supplementing their
control of domestic sources. For example, the
Anaconda Copper Mining Company has ac-

Raw

Materials

quired valuable zinc and other ore deposits in
Upper Silesia and Chile, the Guggenheim inter-

own

extensive nitrate deposits in Chile, the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation owns iron ore re-

ests

serves in Chile, the

Aluminum Company

of

America controls the world's major sources of
bauxite, English textile manufacturers have acquired a large acreage of cotton in the United
States, American manufacturers of chewing gum
control chicle resources in Guatemala and British Honduras. The Bethlehem Steel Company
has reserves of iron ore in Cuba and Chile; the
United States Steel Corporation owns foreign
sources of manganese. The International Har-

Company obtains its supplies of sisal
directly from its own foreign sources of production. The Firestone Tire Company acquired and
vester

developed large rubber holdings
eral large

in Liberia.

in the

Sev-

United

13*
on the part of low cost and
plants have resulted in making agree-

nation to cooperate

high cost

ments of this type relatively short lived. In order
to counteract such producers' combines cooperative buying organizations have been formed,
especially

by the cooperative wholesale societies
Germany and the Scandinavian

of England,

countries; but they are not very successful because of the enormous economic and financial

power of monopolist combinations.

The increasing aggravation of the problems
involved in the international distribution and
supply of raw materials became a matter of
universal importance because of the effect of

the overproduction of raw materials on the world
depression.

The enormous surplus stocks which

accumulated in the post-war period and the
failure to stabilize supply and demand are re-

States own pulp and paper mills in Canada. This

flected in the chaotic conditions prevailing in the
raw materials industries and markets. As a result

general among monopolistic combi-

the wartime controls and their abandonment

the highly industrialized countries.

have acquired especial significance, and renewed
attention has been devoted to economic planning. The measures initiated under the United
States National Industrial Recovery Act for the
purpose of controlling and regulating production and distribution of basic industrial raw
materials and agricultural staples are paralleled
on an international scale by the recent agreement
among the wheat producing countries of the
world to reduce the world acreage of wheat, and

newspaper publishers
is

tendency
nations in

all

The

infiltration of foreign capital into raw
material countries frequently results in political

disturbances and government intervention. The
Mexican constitution of 1917, amplified by sub-

sequent government decrees, reserves subsoil
rights to the state. In 1920 the United States
government protested against certain petroleum
provisions inserted into the San Remo agreeBritain and France. Inability of

ment by Great

imperialist nations to assure national self-suffi-

ciency in raw materials through colonial imports
has still further complicated the modern struggle
for

raw

materials, as

is

illustrated

by recent

events in Japan and the Far East.
At the present time private corporate combinations, the international cartels, control the

supply of some of the world's most essential
raw materials. The copper export cartel, in
which are affiliated all of the leading copper
producing interests of the world, controls about

95 percent of the world's output of copper.
international cartel centering

An

around the British

firm of Lever Brothers, Ltd., manufacturers of
soaps and margarine, controls about 80 percent
of the production of copra and whale oil. The

bismuth

cartel,

combining

British,

German,

French, Italian and Dutch producers, in recent
years controlled about 90 percent of world output and the international zinc cartel about 97

and
percent. Through agreements to curtail
regulate production a measurable degree of stabilization has been achieved, although internal
dissension over allotment of output and disincli-

by a growing number of international private
agreements among producers of raw materials
to control output.

The probability of an increase

in synthetic products

and substitutes in the

future gives added impetus to efforts at systematic control of the raw materials industries.

Overtures with a view to international coopera-

have been made in 1909 by President Theodore Roosevelt, more recently by the
League of Nations but they have been nullified
tive control

national self-interest and imperialist rivalry.
But the problem must inevitably be met; it is

by

intimately

bound up with the future

of the

world.

WILLIAM

F.
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Final Report of the Trade Barriers Committee, League
of Nations, Publications, 1926 a 62 (Gene\a 1927),
League of Nations, Provisional Economic and Financial Committee, Report on Certain Aspects of the Raw
and

cuneiform. In 1827 he became connected with
the East India service in a military capacity, for
which he was fitted both by his social background and by his education. Possessed of an

uncommonly
possible

active

mind, he made the best

use of his years

in

India,

Persia,

Afghanistan and Iraq, devoting himself equally
to the geographical exploration of the country,
to the study of its antiquities and to his military

and

political duties.

During

five years in Persia,

occupied in training the native Persian army, he
became interested in the cuneiform inscriptions
found in that country. He deciphered Persian
cuneiform independently of Grotefend, of
whose work he had no previous knowledge, and
copied the great trilingual inscription of Darius
at Behistun After deciphering the Persian part
he used the latter as a key to the Babylonian
script,

which was

more

far

difficult

to

de-

cipher since the cuneiform characters represented ideograms and not alphabetic signs. His
memoirs on the two versions (the third, in the

Susan language, he left for others) appeared in
1847 and 1850 and established knowledge of
these important but completely forgotten ancient tongues, the clue to the reconstruction of
several thousand years of ancient history, on a
solid basis

("The Persian Cuneiform Inscripand "On the Inscriptions of

tions at Behistun"

Assyria and Babylonia" in Royal Asiatic Society,

Materials Problem, Publications, 1922.11 4, 2 vols.
(Geneva 1921-22), United States, Bureau of Foreign

Journal, vols.x-xi, 1847-49, and vol. xu, 1850, p.
these
401-83). As a result of his later work

and Domestic Commerce, "Foreign Combinations

fields

to

Raw

Materials," Trade Information
Bulletin, no. 385 (1926), United States, Congress,
House of Representatives, Committee on Interstate

Control Prices of

and Foreign Commerce, 6gth Cong., ist sess Hearon House Report 7.0. 5y Crude Rubber,
ings
(1926), and Preliminary Report on Crude
Coffee,
Rubber, Coffee, House Report, no. 555 (1926), Leith,
C. K World Minerals and World Politics (New York
and Edrrunster, L R Inter1931), Wallace, B. B
national Control of Raw Materials (Washington 1930),
Anderson, C. P "International Control and Distri,

.

.

.

.

.

.

m

he published his great edition of the
Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia in five
folio volumes (London 1861-84). Rawlmson's
brilliant

mind,

at

its

best in decipherment,

lacked the patience and the scholarly training to
continue with the painstaking linguistic analysis

required in order that the study of cuneiform

,

,

,

,

bution of

Raw

Matericils" in American Journal of

Law, vol xix (1925) 739-42, Bachfeld,
H and Cahnmann, E "Die Entwicklung der Weltvorrate an Rohstoffen in den letzten Jahren" m Wirtschaftskurve, vol. xi (1932) 130-35; Hermberg, Paul,
Der Kampf um den Weltmarkt (Jena 1920); Denny,
L America Conquers Britain (New York 1930);
Moon, Parker T Imperialism and World Politics
(New York 1926).
International

,

,

,

,

might progress beyond

his

beginnings.

His

geographical work, scattered through many
volumes of learned journals, was also of very
great value. In political and diplomatic life, to
which he devoted most of his later years, he won
many laurels; he held a prominent place in the

India council and in other administrative departments. His views on the struggle between
England and Russia in the Near and Middle
East are presented in England and Russia in the

East (London 1875).

RAWLINSON, SIR HENRY CRESWICKE
(1810-95), English diplomat and archaeologist.
Rawlinson was distinguished as an army officer
and diplomat in the Middle East and as the
principal decipherer of Persian and Babylonian

W.

A

F.

ALBRIGHT

Consult Rawlmson, George,
Memoir of MajorGeneral Sir Henry Creswicke Rawlinson (London
1898); Cust, R. N., in Royal Asiatic Society, Journal,
vol. xlvu (1895) 681-90; Goldsmid, F. J., in Geographical Journal, vol. v (1895) 490-97.

Raymond De Pennafort
church, which proclaimed it as of divine right,
the conquest of liberty was predicated upon the
destruction of Catholicism and of all other doctrines which admit a supernatural order. The
irreligious and anticlerical spirit of the Histoire
des Indes had a direct influence in inspiring the
sectarian policy of the French Revolution, which
Raynal, incidentally, was one of the first to denounce in a celebrated Adresse written to the
Assembly on May 31, 1791 (English translation,
London 1791) In this manifesto he showed himself quite disconcerted over the fact that the
sovereign people was revealing itself in the name
of the great liberal principles an accomplished

tyrant, terrorizing its

organ of

its

own members through the

representatives.

ANATOLE FEUGERE
Consult

Grimm,

G T

F "Nouvelles htt6raires" in
Raynal,
F
von, Diderot, Dems, Raynal,

F.

M

and Meister, J

,

sophtque et critique,

,

Correipondam e Ittti'raire, philoed by Maurice Tourneux, 16

(Pans 1877-82) vol i, p 65-502, vol n, p
1-225, Lunet, B Biographic de I' abbe Raynal (Rodez
1866), Salone, Emile, Guillaume Raynal, fmtonen du

vols

,

Canada (Fans

1906), FeuRere, Anatole, Unprtcurseur
de la Revolution I' abbe Ray nal (Angouleme 1922), and

Bibhni>raphie tntique de I' abbe Raynal (Angoule'me
1 92 2],
Morley, John, Didciot and ttie Encyclopaedists,
zvtls (new ed London 1886) vol n, ch xv.

Not only were all

title

early forms of
in many

cumbersome, but

periods transfers other than by conquest were
virtually impossible. While transfer of real estate
still remains complicated, alienation
(the right
to transfer) has been greatly facilitated. Primoand
have
their
entail
lost
geniture
importance,

and the principle of

free alienation

tinctly a part of the

modern property system

that contracts or laws in

its

is

so dis-

restraint are con-

condemned as contrary to the public
With increasing ease of transfer and

sistently
interest.

with greater variety in the uses of land there developed an organized market for real estate; and
as the number, character and value of the units

became more varied, an ever larger number of
middlemen began to find employment in the
real estate business.

While the

modern

See TEXTILE INDUSTRY; SILK IN-

real estate business is essentially a

activity,

its

Greek and Roman ante-

cedents are not \\ithout interest In Greece the
city was almost the exclusive property owner,

but private agencies were established to manage
properties, collect rents, plan and erect buildings
and carry out similar tasks. The rent collector,
however, performed a function different from
that of the present real estate operator, whose

major role

RAYON.

title.

of

transfer

,

G T

H

Real Estate

transfer of

is

to convince prospective purchasers

that real estate values are about to rise or that
real estate is a desirable or useful investment.

The Roman

REAL ESTA1V, if defined as land and the imconstitutes nearly half the
entire wealth of the United States The term is

provements upon

it,

ordinarily restricted, however, to urban land and
its improvements, and the major portion of the

following discussion will center about urban
land development and transactions Real estate
as a business comprises the activity of those
persons who engage directly or indirectly in the

property system probably repre-

opportunity for real estate business activities at all similar to those of modern
sented the

first

times Private property and individual initiative
were part of the Roman philosophy. Investments in lands and buildings were held
high

m

A

rather complicated legal system with
respect to land titles required the services of
men with legal training for the transfer of land,

regard.

and

all

these factors combined to initiate a sys-

development, merchandising or management of
this commodity. Predominantly a personal service business, it affords a field of activity for an

tem of

ever shifting group of men and women whose
income in the United States alone certainly ex-

the profound changes in economic life generally
and
the uses of land
particular resulting

ceeds several billions of dollars annually. According to the 1930 census over 240,000 persons
in the United States earned their livelihoods in

from the industrial revolution. Urban living
tended to sever people's attachment to the land.
As money incomes increased, real estate in the
rapidly growing cities was found to be a logical

transactions in real estate.

The real estate business became a reality only
when property rights in land and its improve-

real estate sales

promotion.
Further development in this direction came
of
the feudal system and
with
the
decline
only

m

m

place for the investment of surplus funds.

A

ments became

prosperous man might own several buildings,
but he held them primarily as investments and
had little time co devote to finding tenants, col-

primitive origins, they are connected with the

trades

clearly defined and subject to inheritance, sale, lease and other forms of transfer.
In so far as the real estate business has any

and repair. As sales and
became more frequent, people from all

lecting rents, financing
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walks of life found opportunity to engage in such
work. Legal training was necessary for those
responsible for the technicalities of transfer, hut

with this exception no qualifications were expected or required of operators in this field.
However, in England the barristers and in other
countries the notaries were the prominent figures in real estate transactions. The problems of

describing and measuring the land soon became
associated with its transfer, and the surveyor
also

became

active in this connection. In fact

today many participants in English real estate
transactions are spoken of as surveyors, and the
oldest leading professional society in the business is known as the Chartered Surveyors' Institution.

The

colonization of

North America created

opportunities for frequent land sales and vigorous settlement activities. While the initial allot-

ments of territory were not the

result of sales or

promotional efforts, land sales and speculation
grew more and more important as the country
developed. The settling and selling of land in the
United States were stimulated by growth of
population and by European demands for foodstuffs and raw materials and were further en-

couraged by constantly rising land values. The
latter created a real estate market activity
characterized

speculative excesses.
The depression of 1837 was essentially a reaction from hectic land speculation in which real
estate

by frequent

boomers

sold land of

all

in top hats

and frock coats had

descriptions, completely bogging

an immature and inadequate banking system
with real estate paper. All of the elements necessary for a vigorous real estate business were
early present, especially in the northern and
middle western sections of the country. Hold-

across the continent, accompanied by almost
successive waves of rising land values and real
estate activity.

The modern real estate business in the United
States

is

carried

on under a

variety of forms of

business organization. On the one hand, thousands of individuals conduct such business with-

out office organization or capital. At the other

extreme are individuals and organizations with
elaborate business quarters and large sales and
clerical forces, often including several hundred

persons.

As in other enterprises there has been a

trend toward specialization of functions, although the single handed broker or the small
partnership has not hesitated to carry on any
phase of real estate activity in which ingenuity

or effort could

make a commission or profit. The

nature of the business

is

best indicated by an

analysis of the different types of activity it involves, but it must be remembered that while

scattered individuals or firms confine themselves

exclusively to one type of activity, it is more
common for individuals and organizations to

perform several functions.
Earlier activities were concerned almost exclusively with brokerage and land development.
And at the present time most persons in the real
estate business are brokers

or brokers'

em-

The primary

concept behind such activities is that of agency for a fee or commission.
Transactions ranging from the sale of valuable
ployees.

business properties to the sale of homes and
vacant sites are included under the category of
general brokers' business. Indeed the varieties
of brokerage activity almost defy classification.

Even here a degree of

specialization exists:
certain brokers give their principal attention to
long term leases; some to industrial property

ings were comparatively small, and ownership
by the user was the rule. In the south, where the

where peculiar problems of building construc-

plantation system prevailed, opportunities for
real estate activity were restricted to a few

limited

The

"real estate man" in early American
was usually a northerner. It should be
remembered, particularly in connection with
homestead laws and other governmental land
cities.

history

tion or railroad facilities are involved; others to a

downtown

central business district;

and

others to small residences, apartment properties, and even location and leasing of chain
still

store units. Brokerage is the predominant acand the only so-called specialized function

tivity

in

which almost every person engaged

in the

policies, that

"go west" movements, while a part
of national policy, were to a substantial extent

business pretends to participate.
There has been much discussion as to the extent

the result of private enterprise, of land agents
and their organized propaganda about the

to which dealings in the real estate market have
been augmented and stabilized and a beneficial
transfer of property has been developed as the
result of brokers' activities. While undoubtedly
substantial services have been rendered, there is
no question but that the charges per unit of

golden opportunities of the west. Individual
states and later the railroads joined in land

booming, in their

efforts to dispose of their

large subsidies from the several government
agencies. As a result the frontier moved quickly

real

estate

transaction are very considerable.

An odd

prac-

Real Estate
tise prevails in the United States, where it is the
seller
pays the commission and theoretically

who

interesting phase of specialization, growing out of a combination of brokerage and building, has been the construction and sale of co-

represented by the broker. In fact, however,
the broker is essentially a salesman, a gobetween without special interest
either party,

cities

seeking only to arrange a sale.
Of more recent importance as a type of real

in the

is

m

is
property management. Steel
construction and the elevator have encouraged

estate activity

concentration of residential as well as business

accommodations within a small
for

management of

area.

office buildings,

The need
apartment

houses, hotels and various types of rented business property has resulted in the development of
specialists qualified to rent

and manage this kind

of real estate. For such specialization technical
knowledge and ability are more important than
the sales capacities so fundamental in brokerage.
As a result the training and capacities of persons

engaged in property management are probably
superior to those of other groups in the real
estate business. Property management activities
are also better adapted to large organizations,
which are less subject to the vicissitudes of varying business conditions It is probable that an
increasing proportion of the individuals engaged
in the real estate business will concentrate in
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An

operative apartments in a number of the larger
of the country, particularly New York and

Chicago. In these buildings the property is held
name of a corporation, while the apart-

ment occupant

virtually owns the space he
occupies under a long term lease through stock
ownership in the corporation proportionate to

the equity value of his apartment.
Another major type of activity is that of subdividing 01 purchasing acreage tracts of land,
usually on the fnng ,s of cities, cutting them into
lots suitable for home sites and selling these lots

with or without such improvements as streets,
sidewalks, sewers, water and other utilities. For
such activities subdividers have been praioed, on
the one hand, as pioneers and city builders and
denounced, on the other, as land scalpers and
exploiters of uninformed people. Undoubtedly
considerable subdivision activity has been pred-

based only upon seemingly plausible
arguments about land value increment to come
from a hypothetical city growth and ultimate
utilization of the land In the sale of subdivision
atory,

property some of the least commendable sales
the United States have been em-

this field as the industry becomes more mature.
third type of real estate activity is that of the

activities in

While the bulk of the construction of
large properties is in the hands of specialised
construction firms and under architectural
supervision, a very substantial amount of the
building activities of the United States is carried
on by persons considered to be in the real estate

men" and

A

builder.

business, often spoken of as operative builders.
In larger cities they build, sell and operate
apartment properties. Much home building is
also carried on in connection with the real estate
business, and many large real estate firms, particularly those engaged in land development,

have building departments.

Many single family
dwellings, often in operations involving tens or
hundreds of homes, have been built by persons
in the real estate business, although as a rule the
economies possible in large scale production
have not been realized. With some outstanding
exceptions builders from within the ranks of the
real estate business have not been associated
with programs for better or lower cost housing
or community planning. In the main they have

operated within the general standards of building ordinances and must take the chief responsibility for row houses and many of the jerry built
structures of the country.

ployed.

chariots," "bird dogs," "pitch
a galaxy of high pressure sales tactics
used. Properties have been sold as city

"Chump

have been
while even the farm fences remained standing. In contrast to such activities are projects
lots

that include development of the land and preparation of real home sites which are immediately

usable and whose value
increasing

extent

is

established.

To

an

subdividers are combining

home

building with development work, saving
purchasers the risks and inconveniences attendant upon individual home planning and
construction.

Nevertheless,

some of the outstanding

invest-

ment

tragedies suffered by individuals in the
United States have occurred in the vicinity of
large cities, where the subdivider (the modern
version of the old land boomer) has laid out lots
in home sites far beyond the needs of the city for

decades to come. There
estate business

is

where the

no phase of the

real

results of unbridled

acquisitiveness are so permanent, for it is in the
planning and sale of individual home sites that
the almost final pattern of housing and community building is determined. Although subdivision development is a large capital operation
requiring an unusual combination of creative,
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planning, architectural and sales capacities as
well as financial strength and operators on a

other type of real estate financing is one which
has not yet been met adequately in the United

subdivision development basis are therefore not
numerous, subdividers* operations have generally not covered sufficiently large areas for the

States. Before 1929 large unit financing handled
through real estate organizations was tending
more and more to take the form of the sale of
real estate bonds. But this tendency has come to
be discredited because of the inflated appraisals
on which the loans were based and the resultant

voluntary development of adequate and coordinated street layouts, lot sizes and other items
essential to

community planning. Here more

than in any other phase of real estate activity
there should be coordination with city and
regional programs and a vigorous regulation of
activities from a physical and an economic point
of view.

Since 1900 there has been, a rapid develop-

ment of property

valuation as a specialized

branch of real estate activity in the United
States. In the past brokers almost without exfelt themselves qualified to earn apcommissions, but appraisal is clearly
the work of a specialist Although the standards

ception

praisers'

receiverships and bond depreciation.
Most individuals and firms in the real estate

business participate in a variety of collateral
For example, practically without ex-

activities.

ception insurance is written by real estate brokers In contrast to English custom real estate is

bought and sold for quick turnover by persons
and firms otherwise engaged as agents or brokers. Some persons and groups sell vacant land
on a speculative basis through what is termed
syndicate participation. Some act as administrators or executors of estates which consist largely

of efficiency attained in rating and valuation
work in England have not yet been reached in

amateur law firms in connection with contracts,

the United States, the results of this type of
specialization should be very significant in the
development of sound building and land pur-

deeds, mortgages, notary services and the like.
Others serve small community home financing
institutions, such as building and loan associa-

chase policies and in the placing of real estate
investment on a less speculative and haphazard
basis. Many students of land values and real
estate investment are convinced that in the past,

tions

with notable exceptions, investments in real
estate have produced much lower yields than is
generally supposed. Considerable attention has

been given to

real estate appraisal in

some

uni-

of real property.

Most

real estate offices act as

and mortgage companies.
In the past the bulk of the real estate business

in the

United States was sustained by interest in

speculative gains, by residential development
and by other situations resulting from the
shift of population and a long, continued upward trend in the price level. These
conditions and many of the business opportuni-

growth and

growing out of them are perhaps phenomena

versities as well as in the real estate trade asso-

ties

ciations.

of the past, and

Real estate financing presents another problem. Many individuals and organizations in the

transfers

real estate business negotiate

mortgage loans. In
some cases the mortgages are made and sold to

the business.

private investors among the clientele of the real
estate or mortgage broker; on other occasions

Up to the present moreover the real estate
business has been distinctly episodic. Since it requires little capital, the numbers engaged in it

the mortgages are negotiated on behalf of some
large institutional lender often located outside
the community. The more recent tendency in
the placing of mortgage loans has been to
eliminate the commissions and participation of

men

in the general real estate business.

Com-

munity financing institutions have found such
services to be merely an added cost to the
borrower. In the case of smaller mortgages the

monopoly of the

ment

it is
likely that non-speculative
intelligent utilization and manageof real estate will come to form the bulk of

and

have multiplied rapidly in prosperity periods'

and since the income is dependent upon commissions and transfers rather than on week to
week or month to month services, a major exodus has taken place in depression periods. It is
estimated that the number of persons engaged in
the business either full or part time at the beginning of 1933 was approximately one half the

number

participating in 1927.

The volume

of

by real estate
short term loans, which

sales clearing through general brokers' offices
and sales of subdivision property probably has

increase the frequency of renewal commissions,
rather than long term amortized loans suitable

a wider swing in the transitions from prosperity
to depression and back to prosperity than is true
of general business activity.

virtual

interests has resulted in

field

to the needs of the borrower.

The need for some

Real Estate
Impatience with the promotional and speculative activities of the real estate industry is in-

creasing.

Chicago

While
in the

1

it

Berlin and
Los Angeles and other

may be argued that

890*3 and

more

recently were examples in part of the
pioneering and vision of the real estate man, the
public has paid pretty dearly for this phase of
cities

private initiative and individualism. Growing
recognition of the public interest and the need
for public control over building and land development as well as over the personnel may be
expected to result in decreased emphasis on
qualities of salesmanship and more on essential
business judgment, training and capacity, while
the adoption of national housing and planning
policies will stabilize the conditions under which
the industry must operate.

Specialization not only offers opportunities
for developing technique, but it encourages the

more

successful

men

in a business to establish

standards of practise and ethics which will bring
public approbation and protection for themselves against border line or substandard conduct There has already been a groping for semi-

professional status among the members of the
real estate business in the United States But it
is

in

England that the business has reached

Its position is maintained
through education and apprenticeship and the

greatest maturity.

establishment of ethical standards by professional societies.

The

English professional real
estate societies stand out as models for the rest
of the world to follow.

There are four

principal

societies- the Chartered Surveyors' Institution,
the Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' Institute of

the United Kingdom, the Land Agents' Society
and the Incorporated Society of Auctioneers and

Landed Property Agents. The

oldest

and most

advanced is the Chartered Surveyors' Institution, which was granted a royal charter in 1881;
in the same year the examination system for admission to membership was introduced. Out of
the more than 20,000 candidates who presented
themselves for the professional examinations be-

tween 1 88 1 and 1930 about 12,500 were successful. Moreover the institution disciplines its
members and expels those who do not live up to
requirements. In 1933 there were approximately
8000 members. The Auctioneers' and Estate
Agents' Institute, with a membership of over
6000 in 1928, ranks next in importance. Since
1921 it has also had compulsory examinations

membership. While voluntary sale of real
estate by auction has never been popular in the
United States, it is carried on extensively in
for

England and to a lesser degree in some of the
other European countries, notably France,
where it is felt that auction of property, after
advertisement by a reputable firm, will bring
the highest possible price. The institute has its

headquarters in London, where a palatial building houses the staff and library. Branch offices
cities, where they can
more effectively with matters of local interest. The institute provides a mart which may be
used upon payment of a fee by members who

are located in the various
deal

have lived up to rules pertaining to the advertising of the property to be sold. All transactions
are recorded and are open to inspection by all
subscribers. The other two societies are organized

and work along much the same

lines

All

encourage professional education in the universities, sponsor helpful legislation and through
membership restrictions maintain a high standard,

which results in a very definite benefit to the

public.

In the United States the National Association
of Real Estate Boards has made substantial
efforts to improve the standards of conduct in
the real estate business The term realtor is
owned by the association and may be used only
by members. Membership and use of the trade

name

are conditioned upon agreement to abide
by the rules and code of ethics of the organization.

The control here exercised is largely volun-

tary

on the part of the individual, although some

of the constituent boards have maintained very
high standards of business conduct and responsibility.

The

national organization has en-

couraged education and the extension of public
licensing as a supplement to its own self-

imposed standards.
In Europe the real estate business is in general
less well organized than in England or even in
the United States. In most European countries
the transfer of real property is less frequent and
the procedure more cumbersome. The notary
public is a much more important personage than
in English speaking countries; he is often appointed by the government and is the agent
through whom the bulk of real estate transactions is made. Most countries have laws requiring a public record of documents affecting the
transfer of real estate In France the law stipulates that all property sales shall be published in
official

journals and that no sale can be con-

summated

until at least forty days after

The

first

notary prepares the deed,
registers the sale and attends to all legal matters
in connection with the transfer. There are a
publication.
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considerable

number

of persons

who conduct

and brokerage businesses; many sales
moreover are made, as in England, through public auction, and real estate men rather than
notaries usually advertise and conduct such
sales. But the high cost of transfer and relatively
stable land values lessen the number of sales and
trades as compared with the United States. In
Switzerland property seldom changes hands.
Transfers when made are cumbersome and rerental

quire expert legal talents. In another country a
purchaser must hold a property approximately
twenty years before he can receive a final docu-

ment evidencing ownership.
In the United States public control of the
estate business has tended to concentrate

real

on

regulating the conduct of the persons in the
business through license laws. More than half

the states have provided by
licenses: real estate brokers and salesmen in

statute for real estate

employ must have licenses before they may
accept commissions to act as agents in real estate
transactions. This type of control therefore
covers only the agency aspects In some states a
their

not granted unless the applicant has
passed a more or less difficult examination designed to test his technical knowledge or compelicense

is

tence; but in
virtually to all

most

states licenses are granted

who apply,

provided they pay the
required fee, usually ten dollars or less per year.
Universally, however, the laws stipulate that the
licensing authority may revoke or refuse to re-

new licenses, if upon a proper showing it is
demonstrated that the licensee has violated cerWhile establishing certain minimum standards of conduct and thereby eliminating the most vicious procedures, such public
control cannot hope to improve practises above
tain standards.

those already common to a substantial majority
of the business. It may be expected that as
general business standards are raised through
education and directed effort of the trade associations, those of public regulation will follow.

But major dependence in this type of control
must rest upon voluntary action.
Land planning and restrictions on land utilization exert a different form of control on the real
estate business.

One

of the results of such ac-

efforts in this direction were the zoning laws,
which sought to eliminate conflicts of real estate
uses in adjacent areas and required approval before recordation of subdivision plats. More re-

cently community and regional plans have come
into prominence and in a few places into opera-

Programs for public housing and long time
planning of land utilization point the way to
possible future developments.
tion.
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REAL ESTATE TAXATION.
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REALISM. The
realism
as

is

original intention of the term
to assert the existence of real things

opposed to the products of the mind, which,

tivity is

the stabilization of land values as well as
of land uses and thereby the elimination, to a

in so far as they are fancies and imaginations,
are considered not to be real things. It is, how-

certain extent, of speculative possibilities. The
more far sighted members of the real estate

ever, a word which has been used with a considerable variety of meanings.

business have welcomed such measures, recognizing their own dependence in the long run on
satisfaction of the public interest.

The

earliest

The term

is

first

applied in philosophy to

Plato's theory of forms. Socrates is credited with
the doctrine that universab possess a more real

Real Estate
existence than physical things. What Socrates
chiefly had in mind, it seems, was mathematical

concepts, such as

Plato's celebrated

mon

do things come to exhibit qualities which
they had not before or to lose qualities which
they had? The answer is that they exhibit or

Why

such qualities because of the presence in or
absence from them of certain non-material
forms. For example, a thing becomes beautiful
lose

because the form of beauty is present in it; it
ceases to be beautiful because the form is withit.

The forms were conceived by Plato to constitute the real world, a world of immaterial logical
entities,

permanent, perfect and changeless,

standing in immutable relations to one another.
The forms are not only not thoughts in a mind
but they are independent of any mind, human
or divine. For this reason the use of the

word

highly misleading. For
this reason also Plato's doctrine may be said
ideas to denote

them

is

to constitute the earliest

form of what

is

known

as conceptual realism. Conceptual realism not
only makes the negative assertions common to
all

forms of realism, that
minds or a mind,

clusively

minds or a mind and
existence

is

reality
is

is

not ex-

not thoughts in

not dependent for

its

upon being thought about by minds or

a mind, but positively asserts that reality includes certain immaterial entities, sometimes
called universals, such as humanity, whiteness,
triangularity, justice and so on.
It is this second positive assertion

which

constitutes the distinguishing tenet of scholastic
realism. Scholastic realism, of which the most

prominent exponent was William of Champeaux
1070-1121), maintains, following Plato, the
independent reality of essences, potentialities,
principles, causes, which are conceived not as
(c.

ways of representing

facts or as the properties

of things, but as independent agencies which are
responsible for the occurrence of the phenomena
they are invoked to explain. Because a stone fell
to the earth

when dropped,

by the nom-

criticized

inalists, who maintained that universals, essences or forms were nothing but the general
names by means of which we denote the com-

theory of forms, or ideas. The question which
the theory is primarily designed to answer is:

drawn from

141
were

triangularity,
justice and virtue.

number and

and moral concepts, such as
This view is the basis of

Realism
scholastic realism

realist

philosophers

were inclined to say that it possessed a "principle of gravity" which caused it to seek the

qualities possessed by different objects.
in the nominalist view no

There were therefore

such independent entities as "whiteness" or
agencies such as "cause," "whiteness" being
simply the common quality of cream and snow,
"cause" a relation between events.

With the decline of scholastic philosophy at
the close of the Middle Ages the center of
philosophical interest shifted. There began the
vogue of idealism, first subjective and subsequently objective; and, if
the Scottish philosopher

we except the work of
Thomas Reid (1710-

who maintained

a realist theory of knowlurge the claims of common
sense, idealism may be said to have held the
96),

in order to

edge

philosophical field practically unchallenged until
the end of the nineteenth century Thus it is not
until comparatively recent times that realism
reappears in a new guise as a specifically modern theory. The starting point of the realist revival

to

is

Moore

be found

in

two

articles

Mind

which G. E.

the beginning of
the twentieth century ("The Nature of Judgment" and "The Refutation of Idealism" in
contributed to

at

n.s., vol. viii, 1899, p. 176-93, and vol.
1903, p. 433-53); the first deals with the
theory of perception, the second with that of
concepts. These two theories, \\hich constitute

Mind,
xii,

modern realism, may be
most conveniently considered separately. Common to both is acceptance of the maxim enunci-

the two main strands of

ated by the Austrian philosopher Meinong
(1853-1920). "That there cannot be an act of
knowing without something to know, or more
generally that there cannot be an act of judging,
even an act of apprehending at all, without

something to judge, something to apprehend,
is one of the most self-evident propositions
yielded by a quite elementary consideration of
these processes."

The

application of this

maxim

to the

theories

which have

little

in

problem

number of

of perception has resulted in a

common

except

their affirmation of the independent existence of
the perceived object. As soon as the questions

are raised,

"What

sort of object

is

the object

of a "cold-forbidding essence," which would be

perceived?" and "What is the nature of the
mental activity by which it is known?," wide
divergencies of view are apparent. Perhaps the

thought of as a form with which the material
of quinine had combined. The doctrines of

asserts that the objects

earth's center; the fact that quinine prevents a
cold would be explained as due to its possession

best

known

of the various views

known

is

that which

in

immediate
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sensory experience are sense data, or sensa. This
view has been put forward at different times in

activity of the mind in constructing not only the
scientific but the familiar world. Thus Kant has

England by G. E. Moore, Bertrand Russell,
P. T. Nunn, C. D. Broad and others and in the
United States by the contributors to The New
Realism. Sense data are defined by Bertrand

taken the place of the realists as the philosopher
most congenial to modern physics.

modern realism has taken the form of a con-

Russell as "the things that are immediately
in sensation: such things as colour,

ceptual realism, not unlike the Platonic theory of
forms. In Pnncipta Ethtca G. E. Moore con-

known

sound, smell,
so on."

hardnesses,

roughnesses

and

In

its

application to ethics and aesthetics

an ultimate and objecwhich cannot be further
intuitively perceived; he also

tended that goodness

is

tive subsisting entity

The view of the external world as consisting
of independent entities (sense data) which are
revealed to the mind of the perceiver exactly

analyzed but is
made the same claim for the subsistent truth.
The result is a utilitarian ethic, so far as means

as they are has afforded a philosophical backis in the main congenial to the

are concerned, a right action being defined as
one that has the best actual consequences on the

the part played by the
knowledge of the external

to ends, the best consequences being defined as

ground which

natural sciences.

knowing mind

If

in our

world is merely revelatory, it follows that problems of epistemology may be ignored by the
scientist. "Out there" in space is a directly revealed world of external fact; all that the
scientist has to do is to explore it. Realism has

whole, and an mtuitionist conclusion in regard
those which contain the greatest quantity of such
ultimate goods as virtue, truth, beauty, which
are intuitively perceived to be valuable. An
analogous doctrine has been suggested in aes-

problems singly. It is not the case, as idealists
have supposed, that it is necessary to know the
whole truth about everything in order to be able

by Roger Fry and developed by Clive
and others. Bell in his book Art contends
that "significant form" is the distinguishing
characteristic of a work of art. It is, he holds, in
virtue of their possession of significant form
that we experience aesthetic emotion in contemplating such works. The doctrine implies

to assert some true propositions
regard to
with
particular problems. Refusing therefore
one or two exceptions, such as Professor Alex-

implication) the metaphysical conception of an
absolute and objective beauty, whose presence

borrowed in its turn from the natural sciences
certain mental habits. In the first place, it has
adopted from science the method of tackling its

m

ander, to commit themselves to all-embracing
metaphysical systems many realists indeed
have denied the possibility of such systems in
the old sense realists have isolated their prob-

lems and tried by careful

logical analysis to find

out exactly what could and what could not truly

be said on particular issues.
In recent years, partly on account of the
epistemological difficulties which realism has
experienced in defining the relation of sense
data to physical objects, partly on account of the
changing trends of physics, the alliance between
science and realism has tended to break down.

Not only is the relation of sense data to physical
objects obscure, but sense data are completely
foreign to the world affirmed by modern physics.
Moreover the world of modern physics
directly perceived; hence
the conclusion that it is

from the world which
there

is

a

new

is

insistence

it is

difficult to

somehow

is

not

avoid

constructed

perceived. As a result
on the activity of the

mind in scientific thought. This has Jed to a wide
acceptance of idealist views by contemporary
who have not hesitated to acclaim the

physicists,

thetics

Bell

(although Bell does not explicitly draw the

in the object confers significance upon it.
It is largely through its alliance with the

an alliance which, as has
continued until the rise of the new
physics and which indeed is still operative on the
scientific

been

outlook

said,

cultural levels of thought that philosophical
realism has had any direct bearing upon the

formed part of the general
from objective idealism, which has led

social sciences. It has

reaction

to the decline of the Hegelian view of the state
and has contributed to the growth of political
pluralism, which involves the affirmation of the
independent integrity and real rights of bodies r
such as corporations and trade unions. Just as
realism affirms the reality of things apart from
minds and of parts independently of wholes, so
political pluralism affirms the reality and the

rights of bodies within the state independently

of the state.

C. E.

M. JOAD
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This faith he shares with
classical antiquity, with Plato, Aristotle and
Cicero. Built as it was upon the three ideas of
pagan virtue, or manliness ,fortuna and nece\si(a
it made a
rationally coherent whole in the mind
of Machiavelh and in those of his contemporaries who had lost faith in the teachings of
tion of

all

good

life.

t

Christ as interpreted by the church. To those
not thus lost faith it was shocking
heresy. But some of the latter, like Botero, attempted to salvage the "truth" contained in

who had

Machiavelli 's passionately detached analysis regarding the conditions of successful political
action

So

far reaching was its influence that
anti-Machiavellian writers, like the

strictly

Calvmist Johannes Althusms, became deeply
concerned with these problems. Memecke, in
his magistral volume on reason of state, while
protesting that "the rich content of the idea of

reason of state cannot be enclosed

REASON OF STATE

is

one of the more im-

portant of the concepts which have contributed
to the building up of a rationale of the absolute
First widely used in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries to rationalize the ruthless
employment of political power, it was taken over
state.

into the theories of nineteenth century nationalism and imperialism and has a current impor-

tance with the ascendancy of
and new absolutisms.

new

dictatorships

rationality in political behavior. Political behavior is objectively rational (Max Weber's

Zweckrational) when it is adapted to creating,
preserving or expanding a configuration of social
relationships in terms of power; subjectively rational behavior, on the other hand, is rational in

terms of ideas or values. To be sure, actual behavior will rarely be objectively rational unless
there is a conviction that the object to be attained
is valuable. There is nevertheless ai important
difference between a study of ideas, values or
norms and one of the means employed in their
realization.

Machiavelli, who is often but incorrectly
regarded as the originator of the concept of

reason of state, affords in his writings a striking
confirmation of this distinction as well as an inits

limitations.

For

his ideas not only

revolve around the problem of the necessary
conditions of successful political action but tend
to confirm his (subjectively rational) faith that

the state, or organized political community, is
the highest of all goods, because it is the condi-

vuthm the

what is
commonly understood by the term, it is the
of
of
motion of
principle
political action, the law
limits of a definition," indicated

the state

It

furnishes the guiding principle for
fulfilling his function of main-

the statesman in

and strengthening the commonwealth,
Memecke an organic configuration
whose full strength is maintained only if it can
taining

according to

somehow continue
It is

The concept is the historical root for the
fundamental category of purposive or objective

dication of

narrow

to

grow

evident that the specific content of the

any particular time must be affected
of the scate or government involved Machiavelli and his followers, Hobbes,
concept

at

by the nature

for instance, \\ere inclined to look upon government as a mechanical system applied to human

beings molded according to unalterable natural
laws. Others, like Bodm and Althusius, who
clearly perceived the inapplicability of Macluavelh's generalizations to local conditions as they

knew them, attempted to

analyze regional or na-

tional variations affecting not only individuals
but the system of rule to \\hich they might suc-

cessfully be subjected As against such internal
variations Richelieu and Putendorf stressed the

variety of external conditions
tain actions rational for one
irrational

for another.

Such

which make cergovernment and
differentiation

is

indeed not entirely lacking in Machiavelli and
Botero, who were concerned, for example, with
differences between the policy of large and
small states. But

it is only with the increasing
nationalism of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries that reason of state comes to be con-

ceived as strictly limited to one national state
and its peculiar genius. The pinnacle of tins
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implied abandonment of valid
generalizations, is reached with Hegel and the
historical school for which he provided the impetus. Curiously enough Marx* use of Hegelian
dialectics provided the most effective challenge

with bibliography p 427-56; Montesquiou, Leon de,
raison d'etat (Pans 1902); Barthelemy SaintHilaire, Jules, "Raison d'etat" in Diet wnnaire general
de la politique, ed by M. Block, 2 vols (new ed. Paris
i 8 73-74) v lP 765-66, Troeltsch, Ernst, Der
Histonsmus und seine Probleme, Gesammelte Schriften,

to this individualizing trend. The broad generalizations of the Communist Manifesto forced those

vol. in

interested in combating its political implications
to seek more accurate generalizations about the

REBELLION is frequently used in a broad
sense almost interchangeably with such terms

conditions of successful political action. In this
endeavor they were met by those whom the

as insurrection

trend, with

its

random generalizations of Rousseau's political
gospel, as applied in the French Revolution and
Napoleonic aftermath, had aroused from
their dogmatic slumber. There resulted during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries a rising
its

more or

inquiry into objectively rational political behavior, which crystide of

tallized into

less serious

modern

political science.

groupings has never become established in
Anglo- American thought. On the other hand,
the policies of both countries provide many illustrations of that subordination of other ends to
the maintenance and expansion of the state

which are the essence of the concept. The phrase
manifest destiny embodies a less scholarly appreciation of reason of state which uses indi"
viduals as mere agents in the inevitable" forward thrust of political power.

More

t

(Tubingen 1922).

and

Statutes

revolution.

objectively viewed, these principles of
become raw material for the

political action

Whether or not such inquiry

can be divorced from a belief or faith in the state
as the highest good depends upon whether its
conclusions are presented in definitive terms or
as conditional hypotheses. Perhaps the greatest
risk in such inquiry is that of becoming absorbed
in the state or the church or the trade union or

and

courts of law do not generally distinguish a
specific crime of rebellion but punish all uprisings as

forms of treason. Such indiscriminate

usage, however, fails to recognize significant
variations in the causes and motivation of uprisings. It therefore

the term rebellion

seems desirable to employ

m its narrower sense to denote

an uprising of more or

less significant

tions intended to effect territorial

In spite of its importance in European literature the concept of reason of state has played a
negligible role in English and American political
theory. This is largely because the concept of the
state as a corporate entity above other social

science of politics.

La

propor-

autonomy or

independence but not complete overthrow of the
central government.

This was its meaning in the Roman Empire,
where the word rebellare was used to refer to
the renewal of war by peoples which had been
subdued. Rome conquered a world but failed
to find a political system which would reconcile
the traditions of a city-state with the military
exigencies of holding down conquered provinces and defending far flung frontiers.

of the

Roman Empire might be

The

fall

described as a

series of rebellions in the provinces brought
about in varying degrees by the ineradicable
faults of military despotism, the collapse of the
administrative and financial machine as a result

of underlying economic causes as yet undetermined, the pressure of the barbarians outside

and within the frontier and the very traditions
Rome which created within the provinces a
tradition of their own. Before Augustus the
provinces were regarded as the estates of the
of

Roman

people (praedia populi romanf).

They

any other concrete configuration of power, and

were ruthlessly exploited by governors, who had
absolute power for one year. A system of money
lending and tax farming developed with the con-

thus transforming a study of the conditions of
successful political action into a social philoso-

tions

phy claiming ultimate value for such action.
CARL JOACHIM FRIEDRICH
See: POWER, POLITICAL; STATL; ABSOLUTISM; STATESMANSHIP, OPPORTUNISM; NATIONALISM, POLITICAL

SCIENCE.

The emperors proved incompetent not only in
governing the empire but also in defending it.
Neither the reforms of Diocletian, the division
of the empire into east and west nor Constanacceptance of Christianity could arrest

tino's

Consult Meinecke, Friedrich, Die Idee der Staatsrdson
in der neueren Geschichte (3rd ed.

nivance of the Senate; many punitive expediwere little more than debt collecting affairs.

Munich

1929),

and

review by C. J. Friedrich in American Political
Science Review, vol. xxv (1931) 1064-69; Ferrari,
Giuseppe, Histoire de la raison d'ttat (Paris 1860),

the forces of disintegration. As pressure on the
frontier grew, self-protection drove some of the
provinces to organize into independent king-

doms. Finally the empire

split

up

in the

west

Reason of State
into separate

kingdoms under the leaders of

revolting or immigrating troops: the Visigoths
in Gaul and Spain, the Vandals in Africa and
the Ostrogoths in Italy. What little is known of

the administrative and military structures of the
empires which preceded Rome suggests the

same problems of
like

Rome

illustrates

War in Germany.

A new

pattern of rebellion was produced by
the relation, which began with the discovery of

one of the funda-

America, between the Old World and the New.

revolting troops (see EMPIRE).

China

Thirty Years'

and

rebellious vassal states

mental patterns of rebellion

Rebellion

lems as to the nature of obedience. These conditions gave to western thought Machiavelh in
Italy, Bodm in France and Hobbes in England;
they caused the disintegration of Italy, the revolt
of the Netherlands, the Fronde in France and the

the collapse of a

The problem

was more

raised

Rome and

difficult

and

and bureaucratic imperial machine under the pressure of internal corruption and the
impact of unexpected forces on the frontier. The
conditions which had secured the acceptance of
China were destroyed by the
thirty dynasties

subtle than that of

impact of Europe in the nineteenth century. The
leader of the Taiping Rebellion of 1853, TienWang, received from an American missionary

made solution by military
power, bureaucracy or the apotheosis of an
emperor alike impossible. The rebellion of 1776
which created the United States testified to the

military

m

a version of the doctrine of the Trinity in which
he found a place for himself; his rebellion, aim-

ing at the control of the entire empire, succeeded
in ruling over the southern portion of the empire
for eleven years and was subdued only with the
assistance of western troops and guns under

General Gordon As the central government at
Poking was weakened by the influx of western
ideas, it was inevitable that the economic differences of regions whose centers were far apart
should take on a political form A China in
contact with western ideas can be controlled
only from Nanking, in the valley of the Yangtze,
where the two civih/ations meet. Attempts to

Communications were
they had been by

its

less effective

Roman

provinces.

by sea than

road There v\as not

one empire but many: Spain, Portugal, France,
Holland and England. Commerce and the beginnings of science

failure to combine representation at the center
at the periphery of a commercial empire. The colonial assemblies overcame the arbitrary power of the local executives

with self-government

in the persons of royal governors only to find
themselves face to face with the sovereignty of
Parliament. The compromises of constitutional

monarchy were not adaptable

to the conflicting
diverse an empire.
Since then the United States and the British

economic

interests of so

Commonwealth

of Nations have each attempted

maintain such control from Peking have proved

same problem (see IMPERIAL
UNITY). Incidents in the experiments have been
the American Civil War, the Canadian rebellion

unavailing The Chinese empire has become a
loose federation of quasi-autonomous provinces,

of 1837 which led to the Durham report, the
Irish rebellion of 1916 and the establishment of

governed by military tuchims giving only a nominal allegiance to the central government. Some
sections have become practically independent,
among them areas under governments which are
termed communist. The communist rebellions
in China are peasant revolts rather than uprisings of an urban proletariat such as are contemplated by theoretical communism, but these
elemental attempts to escape from an oppressive
economic and military system have been seized
upon and given form by political missionaries

the Irish Free State.

imbued with the communist ideal.
The reformation and the growth

of nation-

confused pattern of rebellions by
reason of the fact that religious beliefs did not
coincide with national or dynastic boundaries.
ality led to a

The growing power

of the commercial classes

challenged the arbitrary claims of kings, while
the conflict of religious doctrines raised within

each unit of government

m Europe acute prob-

solutions of the

In the empire of Spain the theory of colonial
administration for three hundred years was that
of centralized control by the government

m

The

Creoles and Indians were practithe governmental structure,
cally disregarded
which was in the main administered by a buSpain.

m

reaucracy sent out from Spain but possessed of
considerable independent control by virtue of

the great distance from the home country. There
were bloody Indian uprisings, such as that of
Tupac Amaru (1780-83), which blindly sought
by destruction of white property and lives to
drive back the frontier and retrieve the land
from white control. The rebellions which ultimately, in the first quarter of the nineteenth
century, established the independence of the
Spanish colonies in the New World were ru wever, almost entirely the work of the Creoles
dissatisfied with their subordinate social and
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economic position and with the economic subservience of the colonies to Spain under the
dominant colonial system.
The clash of economic interests which found
its expression in the wars of independence was
revealed also in rebellions attributable in a

In the empires of the ancient world before
moral justification for rebellion could be
found in the claim that the terms of submission
had been violated. Priests or soothsayers could
no doubt find imperfections in the ceremonies
of submission whenever successful revolt seemed

measure to the question of slavery The American Civil War may be considered an attempt by

possible Under feudalism the relation of ruler
and ruled was based on the idea of a reciprocal

a section of the country which had its basis in
an agrarian slave economy to secede from a
nation which was becoming increasingly domi-

contract.

nated by a manufacturing free labor economy.
In French Haiti the planters' unwillingness to

nationality in western Europe and the long tradition of unity, temporal and spiritual, that was

abide by the action of the revolutionary National
Assembly in France in abolishing slavery led to
the slave uprising which succeeded in setting

the legacy of Rome and Christianity necessitated
a justification for rebellion in the later Middle
Ages and in the sixteenth century which was the

up a black Haitian republic under Toussamt
L'Ouverture.
The most important cause of rebellion during

beginning of the modern theories of the
and the nature of individual rights.

the nineteenth

and twentieth

centuries,

how-

ever, has been the rise of nationalism and the
principle of national self-determination. Under
their powerful

impulse formerly independent
units attempted to free themselves from sub-

Rome

There was a right of dijfidatw, or of
formal renunciation by a vassal of his allegiance
to his lord,

and of rebellion. The development of

state

The justification for rebellion did not stop at
the case for secession but went on to question
the nature of communities among men. The
very forces

commerce

the development of industry and
which brought different communi-

servience to other political units and to reestablish their independence.
long array of nation-

such close contact that they could not
but face the question of the causes of their
difference were found to be themselves a great

characterizes the period since the
French Revolution. Many of these were success-

that behind the legalized rebellion of barons

A

alist rebellions

such as that of Greece in 1829, of Belgium
and of Bulgaria in 1878; others, such as
the Polish rebellions of 1830-31 and 1863 and
ful,

in 1830

the Italian rebellion of 1831, failed, at least for
the time being. In the case of Italy a series of
rebellions reestablished small independent units,

which were ultimately unified
tional state

The

into a

successful rebellions

always carried through by

new

na-

were not

the rebel state itself;

ties into

factor in those causes. It

had long been

realized

was another re"base and abject routs" of boys and
beggars described by Shakespeare (Henry iv:
Pt. 2, Act iv, Sc i). The economic interpretation of history marshaled the "base and abject
routs" scattered through history into an advancing army. The proletariat soon loomed as large
against an arbitrary king there
bellion, the

in political speculation as had the state of nature
social contract. For the industrial revo-

and the

often intervention

by one or more of the great
powers decided the outcome of the rebellion
Mention might be made of the role of imperi-

lution, by accelerating economic change, revealed the influence of that change on the fate

alist

aspirations in the fostering of rebellions.
This appears perhaps only as a strong under-

the theory and practise of rebellion began to
pass into the theory and practise of social revo-

current in the rebellion which in 1836 converted
Texas from a state of Mexico into the independ-

lution.

"Lone

Star State," to be incorporated into
the United States nine years later It is much
more obvious in the uprising in Colombia in

ent

1903, which quickly, under the helpful eye of
the United States, created an independent Pan-

ama and paved the way for the construction of
the Panama Canal. In the case of the setting up
of the puppet state of Manchukuo in 1932, the
hand of Japan was so obvious that no attempt
was made by the central Chinese government to
contest the claim of independence.

of nations

With

that increased rate of change
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Recall
decisions.

recall is a political device de-

signed to enable the electorate, through a special
election, to replace a public official before the
normal expiration of his term of office. It differs

from removal by judicial process, impeachment
or executive action in that the decision emanates
directly from the electorate, thus, in theory at
least, affording a

The

more effective popular

control.

which seems

to have originated in
recall,
certain Swiss cantons, appeared in America in
the Articles of Confederation and was discussed
in the Constitutional Convention. Nevertheless,
its present use in the United States, where it has

been of greatest significance, is the result of an
entirely independent political movement.
Originally introduced in the Los Angeles
charter of 1903, the recall, with the initiative
and the referendum, soon rose to prominence
in the program of the "progressive movement,"
which reached its height in Theodore Roosevelt's campaign for the presidency in 1912 Its
spread was accelerated by the nation wide attention it attracted when it was successfully invoked
to remove a conniving politician from the Los

Angeles city council shortly after the prowsion
had been introduced. It has been adopted in
somewhat varying forms to apply to state officers
in twelve states and to public officials in well
over a thousand local governmental agencies
In addition to the constitutional provisions a
number of states have statutory provisions applying the recall to local officers. Such provisions are common in legislation regarding the

last, particularly

as applied to

decisions holding statutes unconstitutional, is
aptly classed as a form of referendum (see

more

INITIATIVE

AND REFERENDUM).

The

only type which has been used extensively is the retail of elective officials other than
judges Lending itself easily to political controversy, it became one of the chief issues during
the progressive period Its opponents charged
that the device would be abused for personal,

and

partisan

RECALL. The
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The

factional ends, that

it

would destroy

independence and that it violated the
American form of representative government.
official

Its advocates

looked upon

it

as a

means of

free-

ing the officeholder from dependence upon
bosses and special interests, of giving the public
continuous control of all officials and of making

those
vull

constantly responsive to public
they felt, it would increase the

officials

As

a result,

interest of the citi/ens in their government and
would, at the same time, permit the necessary

concentration of authority and responsibility
and lengthening of terms of office. They believed that it \vould not be necessary to employ
the recall very frequently; its mere presence as
a "gun behind the door" would be sufficient in

most cases

The

recall

of appointive officials has been

adopted only in Kansas and in a small number of
local governmental units Many of the exponents
of the recall principle have opposed its application to administrative officers

on the ground

requires of the electorate a technical
knowledge which the electorate generally does

that

it

not possess.

The

proposal to permit the recall of judges
most violent conflict of opinion.

precipitated the
It

was

assailed

on the ground that

it

nullified

the independence of the judiciary and was bitterly opposed by most judges and by those who

saw

in it a threat to the privileges of property.
defenders based their argument not upon the
ability of the electorate to pass upon the correctness of technical legal decisions but upon the
Its

commission and commission-manager forms of
government. The movement for its extension
reached a halt in 1920, but there has been no
concerted effort toward the abandonment of the
recall and not infrequently it is still included in

people's right to control certain acts of the judi-

new municipal charters.

sented blind adherence to outworn economic,
political and social dogmas. Since in most states

Five different types of recall have been instituted in the United States: the recall of elective
other than judges, the recall of appointive officials, the recall of judges, the advisory
officials

recall

of federal

officials

and the

recall

of judicial

ciary which were termed essentially political
rather thanjudicial. Such, they claimed, were the
acts of judges in declaring laws unconstitutional
on grounds which to the progressives repre-

the judges secured their office through election,
they were susceptible to the same influences as
other elective

officials

and should be subjected

likewise to continuous popular control. Despite

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
which raged about it the judicial recall appears to have been used not more
than a half dozen times, in Ariyona, California
and Oregon. In practically all of these cases its
use was based not upon specific technical judicial decisions but upon dissatisfaction with the
performance of certain administrative duties and
the

terrific battle

the lax application of certain criminal laws.
Two states have attempted indirectly to apply
the "advisory" recall to certain federal officials,
are not directly subject to state law. In

who

Arizona candidates for Congress are given an
opportunity in advance of the election to agree
to abide

by

a vote for their removal.

That

state

provides further that the people may vote to
advise the resignation of a federal judge having
jurisdiction within the state and may at the

in 1922 against two members of the Public
Service Commission of Oregon. It has been

and

applied occasionally to state legislators and to

judges of county courts. Its principal application, however, has been to elective officials in
local

governmental units.

gation in California,

An

where

extensive investiit

has apparently

been employed more widely than in any other
state, showed that from 1903 to 1928 a total of
208 recall petitions were filed, involving 434
officials, and 155 elections were held, of which
72 were successful in removing a total of 130
officials. It is

of

some

significance that the

num-

ber has tended to increase in recent years. From
this limited investigation and others it is esti-

same time recommend a successor. North Dakota by an amendment which was adopted in

mated that throughout the United States as
as 400 recall elections have been held,
involving the removal of perhaps 300 officials,
or an average of 10 each year.

1920 also attempted to apply the recall to congressmen.
Recall procedure in the United States, al-

would involve consideration of the underlying motives, impulses and frictions which in-

though subject to considerable

fluence the functioning of

variation, in-

volves the securing of a valid, or "sufficient,"
petition which must state the charges against
the official, the holding of an election to deter-

mine whether the

official shall

the choice of a successor.
voters are called
recall

upon

be removed and

Most commonly

the

to vote for or against
ballot, to

and separately, but on the same

A second arrangeincumbent shall on the

select a possible successor.

ment provides

that the

filing of a valid recall petition

become

a candi-

date to succeed himself in competition with
other candidates; a third limits the election to

many

adequate discussion of the causes of

Any
recalls

ment.

Officials

all democratic governhave been removed for such

causes as the use of profanity in a public

trivial

meeting and on such serious charges as connivance in the letting of public contracts. Recalls
have been sponsored variously by political reformers, disgruntled taxpayers, opposing politiunderworld interests, moral cru-

cal factions,

saders and even rival paving companies seeking
business privileges. In the formal

exclusive

statements of the grounds for recall the most
frequent charge has been "general incompetency

and inefficiency," and an almost equally popular
avowed charge has been "wastefulness and ex-

the question of removal from office, with provision, should the recall succeed, for filling the
vacancy by the usual method or by a second

travagance in the expenditure of public funds";
but these perfunctory declarations often fail to

election. Certain safeguards for the benefit of

disclose the real motivating forces

the

recall

official

are usually provided. Recall petitions

may be prohibited for a certain period of grace
at the beginning of the term or for a second
time during a single term. The official is usually
permitted to place on the ballot or the petition
a formal statement in his defense A few states
refund the cost of the campaign to the official

behind the

movement.

The

disquieting problems brought to light in

the operation of the recall are mainly those
generally related to the operation of democratic
government. Unnecessary political turmoil has

defeated in the

sometimes been aroused, needless election expenses have been incurred, and competent officials have been seriously embarrassed by short-

The predictions of the originators of the recall

sighted criticism and self-seeking factionalism.
There is a growing tendency, however, for the

where the move

for recall

is

election.

would be used sparingly have been borne
two instances has it been successfully employed against officials elected by an
entire state: in 1921 against Governor
Lynn J.
Frazier of North Dakota, the attorney general
and the commissioner of agriculture and labor;
that

it

out. In only

own weaknesses; in those
has been too lightly applied

recall to correct its

areas in

which

it

sentiment has developed against
except as a

The

its

employment

last resort.

has been invoked effectively in
several instances to remove officials whose conrecall

Recall

its

most

satisfactory application, however, in

permitting the removal of elected officials who
have arbitrarily run counter to the wishes of the
electorate.

The most

more

than general appraisal. It has permitted lengthening of the terms of office and shortening of the
ballots without incurring the risk of the establishment of arbitrary bureaucracies. It has established the principle of responsibility and responsiveness to the extent that the public is
capable of understanding it and of benefiting
thereby. Finally, it has helped to maintain public

knows

many, the only European country in which it
has actually been used.
FREDERICK L. BIRD
See INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM, DEMOCRACY; MUNICIPAL GOVERNMFNT, IMPEACHMENT.
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constructive and significant advan-

tages of the recall arc too intangible for

interest
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duct was so subject to suspicion as to undermine
public confidence in their integrity and services,
while there was no possibility of legally proving
official turpitude or malfeasance. It has found

and confidence, because the public

it possesses a potential weapon for
controlling the government.
Outside the United States recall provisions

that

have been marked by two outstanding characteristics. Aside from the Union of Soviet SocialRepublics, where the constitutions of the

A

107-12, Wells,
p. 97-102.

R H German Cities (Princeton
,

RECEIVERSHIP.

1932)

In Anglo-American law a

defined as an indifferent person between the parties who is appointed as a ministerial officer of a court to collect and hold rents,
receiver

is

profits or

and

finally

ship

proceeds of land or personal property
them to the party or parties

to distribute

is

found to be entitled to them. Receiveran ancient device worked out by the

Court of Chancery in England when
clesiastical in personnel. Its

it

was

ec-

function was to

constituent republics provide that representa-

provide for such purposes as carrying on the
estate of a dead man or administering the prop-

may be recalled by their conany time, European constitutions

erty of an infant, except in cases where the receiver was a mere stakeholder, holding a fund

generally provide for the recall of the entire
legislative body rather than of individual legis-

or piece of property until interests were adjudicated. The old institution is still occasionally in-

ist

tives to the soviet

stituencies at

lators. The first recall provisions in Swiss cantons were of this type, and even now this form
exists in some cantons which do not provide for

ceiver

the recall of the executive There is no record
of any use of the recall in Switzerland. At least

or where a creditor asks that a receiver be appointed to realize assets of his debtor; or where

German Lander provide for recall of the
Landtag and nine for recall of municipal councils. The former provisions have been invoked
eight times, and although no Landtag has actually been dissolved by a recall election, three have
resigned with such elections impending. Wells
lists twenty attempts to recall municipal councils, at least four of which succeeded. The second feature of the recall outside the United

a receiver

twelve

States is the provision for its application to the
president; such a clause is found in the Weimar
constitution, in the Austrian constitutional revi-

sion of 1929 and in the Latvian constitution. In
of these instances the recall of the president

all

has been automatically and inversely connected
with the recall of the lower house of the national
assembly. In no case have these recall provisions
been invoked. The National Socialist dictatorship has completely vitiated any significance
which the recall may have possessed in Ger-

voked for these modest ends, as where a mortgage

foreclosed

is
is

and during foreclosure a

re-

appointed to collect rents and hold them;

is

appointed pending dissolution of a

partnership. But the major significance of receiverships today lies in the field of enterprises
which are embarrassed financially. In reality
receivers, particularly in the United States,
have become operators of large business enter-

prises

including

industrial

corporations

and

such major public utilities as railroads.
The importance of receivership in the United
States may be gauged from the fact that at
various times nearly 25 percent of the entire
railroad system of the country has been in receivership,

the

receivers

becoming

virtually

operators of this large fraction of the transportation system. Since 1870 there have been over

one thousand railroad receiverships. The institution of receivership has been greatly extended
in times of depression or shortly after. To the
receiverships of railroads and large industrial
enterprises must now be added large real estate
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ventures.

From January

i,

1917, to

December

i, 1923, the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York, which is the
leading eastern forum for equity receiverships,

The historical origin of the institution of
receivership has embarrassed its further development. Receivers are supposed to be "in-

appointed receivers for 233 corporations with
nominal assets above $750,000,000.

different"; yet the practise of securing a
"friendly receiver," an individual chosen by the
corporation which flees to an equity court or

There are two types of receivership in the
United States: bankruptcy and equity receiverships. A receiver may be appointed in bank-

creditors, has too often resulted in causing the
receiver to be an individual who is expected to

ruptcy pending the appointment of a trustee.

Not infrequently the person appointed by the
court as receiver
to act as trustee

is

chosen by the creditors
bankruptcy, virtually con-

later

m

tinuing the same function. The bankruptcy act
apparently contemplates the appointment of a
receiver as an exceptional procedure, but the
practise has grown nevertheless to great proportions

Bankruptcy, however,

is

best adapted to

the purpose of effecting liquidation, while the

equity receivership is invoked when the objecis reorganization. This is facilitated
by the
fact that the American test of bankruptcy is not
tive

the inability to meet maturing obligations but
liabilities over assets. The equity
receivership is thus suited to the situation of a
concern in temporary financial difficulties and

an excess of

has become the favorite form of receivership.
It was the only resort in the case of railroads,

which were debarred from the benefits of bankruptcy proceedings

The operating receivership in equity may be
of either state or federal origin, but in large
enterprises the federal court is the usual forum.
The federal equity receivership is usually a
"consent" receivership. Because of the diversity

of bondholders, creditors and
corporation entry into the federal courts is easy.
In a formal sense the procedure is collusive.

of citizenship

Receiverships have been sustained which have
been instituted on the bill ot the insolvent cor-

bankruptcy court for protection against

its

carry out the wishes of a dominant group of
stockholders or creditors, as the case may be.

Since the appointment of receivers is one of the
important bits of patronage which a court can
dispense, not infrequently a co- receiver is appointed, sometimes a friend of the judge or a
political ally

A

receiver succeeds to

all

of the rights of the

corporation or estate for which he is appointed;
his first task is to ascertain claims against the
property; he may pay certain claims as preferred
under highly technical rules; he may be called
upon to segregate the income, in case any part
of the property is mortgaged, so as to assure
to the mortgagee the income arising from the
mortgaged property, he may bring suits for
against previous officers, and
while he is in possession, as a general rule, no
claims may be brought against the property

mismanagement

except through him, and they may not be enforced except by a specific order of the court.
Contempt procedure is available for the protection of the property in the hands of a receiver.

Before the labor injunction was fully developed
it was invoked in two instances to curb strikes
against railroads in receivership
The primary duty of the receiver

is

of course

manage the property and safeguard the
funds. The management of the property can be
to

and often

is

manipulated in such a direction

of a simple

as to give emphasis to the claims of one or
another group of contending creditors or stock-

The operating consent rethe towering exception to the
ceivership
normal rule that apart from statute an msecured

properties. Particularly where a railroad goes
into receivership and the friendly receiver is the

itself

poration

judgment

or upon the

bill

creditor.
is

creditor

who

has no judgment

is

the appointment of a receiver.

not entitled to

The

consent

which was regarded as revolufirst employed but now hardly
excites comment, has been traced back to the
Wabash receivership which arose in 1884. The
consent receivership was finally directly sustained by the Supreme Court in 1908, when it
receivership,

tionary

when

passed upon the validity of the equity receivership of the New York City transit lines (Re Metropolitan Railway Receivership, 208 U.S. 90).

holders seeking

ultimate

domination of the

former president of the railroad, there is a
tendency for him so to handle affairs as to
safeguard the stockholding interests as against
the creditors; although of course any combination is possible. Courts
such cases have taken

m

the position that they were neutral adjudicators
in the ensuing struggle to determine which

should come out best on reand receivers in theory take the

class of claimants

organization;

same attitude. In practise some judges have
insisted that the receiver should take a real
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part in

making sure that the reorganization
fair and that the properties are main-

plan is
tained in a state permitting a fair reorgan-

but

i^ation;

view

this

is

still

regarded

progressive and has not been accepted by

as

many

courts.

liquidated, shrinks enormously in value, the
property virtually must stay
receivership until

m

a plan of reorganization has been worked out.
Reorganization involves scaling down the debts,

perhaps wiping out the junior
the enterprise

m

tional

capital

working

interests, putting

condition to

command

and then turning

it

addi-

back

some or all of its former owners and creditors.

This is effected by the receiver through a
foreclosure sale to the creditors or mortgage

new

who

in turn resell the property
corporation, taking in payment securi-

bondholders,
to a

own

claims for fees. In this

respect receiverships do not differ from other
cases in which claims are assessed against property

and there

is

no one present
economy a

assert the desire for

effectively to
situation like

which exists when a trust estate or an
under a will is finally settled.
A factor which has added materially to the
cost and cumbersomeness of reorganization
under receivership procedure is the necessity of
that

Where, as is usually the case with railroads
and frequently so with large corporations, the
enterprise cannot be sold or liquidated or, if

to

objection to their

of that corporation and distributing them
according to the prearranged plan of reorgani-

estate

appointing ancillary receivers when the receivership property lies in several jurisdictions. Even
a federal receiver may ordinarily sue only in
the district where he has been appointed. The
rule was laid down in an early case [Booth v.

U

S 322 (1854)]. In the case of railClark, 58
road receiverships its effects have been mitigated
by a provision of the federal judicial code which
provides that where land or other property
of a fixed character extends as a unit into
different

districts

within the same state or

same

ties

different states within the

zation.

the jurisdiction of the federal court shall be
extended accordingly. A plan has been spon-

may

In this case the process of receivership

last for a

Because of

long time.
this,

where the enterprise

is vital

to the public, as in the c<ise of a railroad, the
receiver has certain unusual powers. He may,
for instance, issue, with the approval of the
court, "receiver certificates" in return for borrowings, which are first liens on the property

federal circuit,

sored to expand the principle so as to make it
apply to the w hole country and to all types of
r

receivership.
Another factor in the cost of receivership
which has been the subject of much comment is

the necessity for the foreclosure sale as a step
in reorganization. The foreclosure is usually

even ahead of mortgage obligations; but in

initiated

theory these are limited to cases where, without
such borrowings, the public interest would
suffer. In any case he has the right to hire
counsel and, with the approval of the court, to

holder, whereupon the receiver offers the property for sale. But in fact the sale is a mere

hire and discharge employees necessary for the
safeguarding of the property and the carrying
on of the enterprise.

railroad or large industrial corporation except
the old security holders. Cash is necessary only
for the purpose of paying off security holders

Receiverships have been attacked as being
costly. Unquestionably there has been a

unduly

legitimate basis for complaint in this regard,
particularly where the receiver is either an oper-

man

attached to the property, giving his
primary loyalty to some group within the embarrassed concern, or where he is purely a
ating

patronage employee, who merely collects his
fees and relies on the former operating staff to
run the concern. There have been, however,
instances of conspicuously able receivers; and
the complaint of undue expense is perhaps more
properly leveled at the attorneys in the case, who

by the

trustee for the mortgage bond-

form of reorganisation, for there are normally
no purchasers for the properties of an insolvent

who do

not assent to the plan of reorganization and for the expenses of administration.
The expense of foreclosure would be less of a
if thereby the court could finally
dispose of the equities. But dissenting minority
interests remain the bane of any reorganization;

consideration

the court's normal means of curbing them is
to fix a low upset price, i.e. the minimum
price at

which

it

will confirm a sale.

A

low

upset price naturally operates to force a recalcitrant minority into line. Despite the decree
of

sale,

however, reorganizations are not even

quite frequently assent to very large claims for
on the part of receivers and their attorneys,

from the danger of subsequent attack, for
in the much discussed Boyd Case a simple contract creditor was able to prevail on equitable

make no

grounds against a reorganization of many years

fees

feeling that thereby the receiver will

free
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standing [Northern Pacific

U.S 482

(1913)].
available

There are

Ry. v. Boyd, 228

some

instructive figures
as to both the duration and cost of railroad

receiverships.

The more than 600

receiverships

between 1870 and 1894 lasted between two and
three years. But the 222 receiverships between
1894 an d I 93 I f r ads operating more than
100 miles approximated an average duration of
three and one half, and those of roads operating
more than 1000 miles had a duration in excess
of four years. There are

now pending about 50

receiverships (over 30 were begun after the
close of 1929), and these have been pending for
an average period of approximately five years.

The

duration of receiverships has thus been

steadily increasing.
The cost of these railroad receiverships is
very great The expense of reorganization of

that a

manager will be appointed over the under-

taking of an ordinary limited company on the
application of mortgagees or debenture holders

whose

securities include the goodwill, the de-

velopment is comparatively recent, for the power
was denied in Makins v. Percy Ibotson & Sons,
[ i Ch. 1 3 3 ( 1 89 1 )] Moreover the manager may be
.

appointed for a brief period only, and a special
application must be made to the court if it is
necessary to continue the appointment. Where
the liquidation of a limited company

available

under a so-called Arrangements Act a

the consent of a three- fourths majority in amount

of the various classes of creditors has been obtained.

ooo; that of the Western Pacific (1915-16) as
record cost was reached in the
$2,000,000.

upon the agreement of a

A

reorganization of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul, the expense of which was over $5,000,000.

In this case the attempt of the Interstate

Com-

merce Commission to control reorganization expenses was invalidated by the United States
Supreme Court [United States v. Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Co., 282
U.S. 311 (1931)]. In the Transportation Act of
1920 the commission had been given a share of

power

in railroad reorganization by a provision
its
approval of the issue of railroad

requiring

desired

reorganization procedure which enables the
court without any necessity for a judicial sale
to approve a plan of reorganization to which

the Wabash (191 1-16)
reported as $3,449,500;
that of the Pere Marquette (1912-17) as $2,679,is

is

a special "winding up" procedure exists. Where
a company is only temporarily in straits there is

A

similar plan of reorganization by decree
stated majority of

been urged for adoption
There are indeed some
who urge that courts of equity already have the
power despite American constitutional limitations to effect such reorganization, and a few
courts have actually ventured to dispense with
the meaningless formality of sale. The most
classes in interest has

in the United States

notable case is Phipps v. Chicago, R. I. & P. Ry.
Co. [284 Fed. 945 (1922)], a decision of the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit,
which, however, the Supreme Court was pre-

vented from reviewing.

from the

A new era in railroad reorganization may date

Supreme Court's opinion whether it held merely

from the amendment of the Bankruptcy Act of
March 3, 1933, which for the first time has

securities. It is not absolutely clear

commission had acted

that the

more

upon

ultra vires or

seriously that Congress could not confer
the commission the authonty to fix re-

organization expenses.
Some of those who urge the reform of existing
receivership procedure look to English example.
In England the extension of managing re-

ceiverships of corporate enterprises has been
slow. A distinction between a receiver and a

manager

is still

maintained and the courts have

shown themselves
gerial

functions.

loath to

The

embark upon mana-

general rule

is

that a

manager may not be appointed in the case of
"statutory" undertakings. It took a special statute to enable the courts to appoint a manager
for a railroad (Railway

Companies Act, 1867,
perpetual by the act 38 & 39 Viet.
31), and the suit can be brought only by a

sect. 4,
c.

made

judgment

creditor.

Although

it is

now

settled

made
roads

a bankruptcy procedure available to railThe act seeks to eliminate most of the

the equity receivership. It dispenses with
ancillary receiverships and judicial sales and
provides that a plan of reorganization when conevils of

firmed shall bind
class of

all

security holders of each

which two thirds in amount

accepted

its

terms.

shall

have

The scrutiny of the reorgani-

zation plan is entrusted to the federal district
whom the proceedings have been

judge before

commenced and to the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The act thus contemplates the
and commission, but the
plan must in the first instance be formulated
and approved by the commission. The new procollaboration of court

cedure has been criticized on several grounds:
for the duplication of function on the part of
court and commission; for the extremely liberal

Reception

Receivership
right to be heard which it gives to dissenting
interests; for the retention of the upset price

device when the majority agreement required by
the act cannot be achieved; and for its inconclusive provision with respect to the fixing of
reorganization expenses

by the commission

Experience with the act has of course been too
brief to permit a judgment of its operation.
Certain modern commentators had long insisted that the institution of receivership was

outgrown. They favored a government bureau
acting as liquidator or operator as the case
might be. In the case of railroad reorganization

the administrative ideal has only been partly
realized. In the case of other enterprises the

problem still remains unsolved. The choice of
an efficient legal technique is important, but it
must not be forgotten that the problem is
conditioned also by the nature of American
economic organization.
A. A. BERLE, JR.
See BANKRUPTCY; CORPORATION FINANCE; CORPORATION, EQUITY.
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RECEPTION. When

the term reception

used without further qualification,

is

usually refers to the reception of the Roman law in
mediaeval Europe. The theoretical reception of

the

it

Roman law is sometimes distinguished from
The former represents

the practical reception.

assimilation, while the latter imactual application in legal practise.
the particular is sometimes also differ-

its intellectual

plies

Again

its

entiated

from the general reception of the

Roman law. The former refers to the infiltration
of specific rules of Roman law, while the latter
designates its adoption as a whole as the basis of
the jurisprudence of a particular country.

The gradual assimilation of Roman legal ideas
by the Germanic peoples who came

into contact

with the superior Roman civilization is readily
understandable and is already evidenced in the
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various leges barbarorum. The revival of the
scientific study of the Roman law did not come
until the time of the Italian glossators, who
flourished in the twelfth century. But it is not

necessary to accept the so-called continuity

theory of Stintzmg and Fitting that a direct line
of legal scholarship may be traced from Justinian
to Irnerius in order to understand the survival

of the

Roman law, which

like

Roman civilization

whole never "collapsed" entirely. A debased
law continued to be applied in practise
in Italy, even if it was not the subject of learned
development and treatment, although schools
of both Lombard and Roman law seem to have
as a

Roman

and the degree of completeness of the break
with previous development represented by the
reception, the phenomenon has been the subject
of almost endless speculation and controversy
and has become virtually a test of party regularity. Romanists have tended to accept the reception as a matter of course, while Germamsts have
tended to regard it as nothing short of a miracle.
It is almost forgotten that the law books of
Justinian were received only as they had been
reworked by the Bartolists, who had already

existed

adapted them to the needs of mediaeval Italy.
Indeed the rule was quod non agnoscit glossa non
agnosctt forum. The Roman law moreover was
received, at least at first, only as a general sub-

Roman

sidiary, or

codification of Justinian

derogation of it or where contrary
customs could be proved, they prevailed.
Economic, political and religious causes for

before the school of Bologna. The
law was known first in the form of the
Theodosian code, and then in the form of the

In other countries the persistence of the
law was aided by many factors the political ascendancy of Rftne, the inherent excel-

Roman

lence of the

Roman law;

its

role in the formation

of the canon law; its Latmity, which made it the
natural preference of the learned, and, finally,

the regime of the personality of laws, which
everywhere entitled Latins to be judged by their

own

law.

The

facilitated the

absence of strong national feeling
acceptance of the claim of the

Roman law to authority. In the Middle Ages the
Roman law was even regarded as ratio scrtpta,
With the revival of learning
influence was greatly extended.
Thus it is not surprising that the reception of
what was more or less Roman law should have

passed

the reception of the

were

Roman law

in

Germany

it is based
upon the assumption that the native
law was inadequate to meet the new needs of the
German towns. In the second place, it is not in
accordance with the facts, for it was in the towns

or written reason.

that there
tive law.

taken place almost throughout western Europe.
Scandinavian countries alone remained

statutes

have been listed by many historians. According
to the economic argument, with the growth of
commerce and the development of a money
economy a more highly developed legal system
such as the Roman law became imperative This
theory involves two difficulties In the first place,

its

The

common, law Where

m

was

least dissatisfaction

The law

with the na-

of the important commercial

Lubeck, for instance, remained comparaunromanized Moreover the heyday of the
German commercial cities preceded the recepcity of
tively

in northern France,

tion. Politically the reception is supposed to
have been facilitated by the absolutistic claims

the region of unwritten law, the supposedly
Germanic coutumes were greatly adulterated

of the princes. The Digest contained such bits
of precious doctrine as princeps legibus wlutus

relatively

immune Even

Roman

law Not even England escaped its
influence As Zulueta has put it, England really
had a glossator in Vacarius and a post-glossator

with

m

Bracton. Maitland in his celebrated essay
Law and the Renaissance suggested that

English

English law in the sixteenth century was in
danger of being displaced by Roman law. In any
event England like France received Roman law
in homeopathic doses, which made possible its
assimilation as an organic part of the native legal
system.

A

general reception of the Roman law, however, took place in only a few countries, notably
Italy

and Germany. The Roman law was

ceived in

Germany

in

re-

complexu as late as the

fifteenth century. Probably because of this fact

and quod princtpi placuit, legis habet vigorem y
which seem to have been of obvious serviceability in strengthening the hands of the princes.
But there is no particular evidence that the
jurists were pressed into service for this purpose, and German absolutism at any rate did not
flower until well toward the seventeenth century. The scraps from the Digest were no doubt
valuable as window dressing, but they had to
become known before they could be invoked As
for the Reformation itself, it had no immediate
connection with the reception. In the triad of
Renaissance, Reformation, Reception the last
earliest. The law against the church had

came

already developed in the era of the hegemony
of the church. At any rate the jurists, who by the

Reception
were almost always doctores
utriusque juris, doctors of canon as well as of
civil law, took sides and could quote the Scripfifteenth century

tures as well as the pagan Digest for their purposes. The same had been true earlier in Italy,

where

jurists could be found in the camps of
both the Guelphs and the Ghibellines.
According to the most orthodox theory, the

decisive cause of the reception lay neither in
these external causes nor in the inner condition

of the Germanic law but in the prevailing posystem. The absence of a strong central

litical

power made

it

impossible to establish a strong

central court to administer a unified legal system
or a legislative organ to help in its creation The

disunity in

German law

scientific cultivation.

in turn discouraged its
in the

Those Germans

fifteenth century who wished to study jurisprudence had to turn to the Italian schools, and

there the study of jurisprudence meant the
study of the Roman law. The acceptance of the

Roman law was made to seem natural by the socalled

theory of continuous empire.

It

was

generally held indeed in the mediaeval world
that all political theory emanated from the old

Roman Empire. The Carolmgians after their
conquest of the Lombards had regarded themselves as Roman emperors, and later the title
became attached to the German crown. When
an imperial court, the Reichskammergencht, was
established in 1495, it was commanded to determine causes according to the common law of
the empire, which meant the Corpus juris civilis.
The reception was completed in the local codes
of the fifteenth and the sixteenth century, in
which the doctors of the civil law took an active
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But the importance of the Volksgetst in
shaping a nation's law lias been exaggerated.

stood.

The

peasants who said Die Juristen sind bose
Christen had in. mind the doctores utriusque
juris, but the reason for this dislike could hardly

have been that the latter were familiar with
Roman law Popular suspicion of jurists of all
persuasions has been all but universal. It was a
widespread belief some decades ago that the reception was one of the important causes of the
Peasants' War, but more recent historians have
exploded the legend There is no good evidence
that the jurists of the period of the reception did
not distinguish the peasants' tenurial rights
from the more absolute forms of ownership of
the Roman law; but even if this had been true,
the Roman law would have been no more than
an excuse for dispossessing them. As a matter of
fact the discontent of the peasants was due to
unfavorable economic conditions; for instance,

the

fall

Next

of agricultural prices.
to the German the most celebrated

general reception in the history of western law is
the reception of the English common law in the
United States. Here there were after the revolu-

and general courts,
there was an almost negligible

tion both legislative organs

even

if at first

number of law schools. Yet common law was

re-

ceived despite the fact that there had been during the revolutionary period a general suspicion

of English law and the lawyers French influence
after the revolution was so considerable that it

borne out by

if books of the
law had been available in adequate translation the Roman law would have had another
wonderful conquest. But the issue was never
really in doubt. English law was a part of English culture which the colonists could not do

English legal history. It was the existence of the
King's Court in England that created a national
common law and a national jurisprudence,
which flourished in the Inns of Court. To a

country was ended. Emotionally at least there
was "a continuance empire." The late colonists
drew upon English law as needed, adapting it to

part.

This view of the reception

is

lesser degree this was true in France with its
parlements and in Germany itself, in Saxony,
where the native law had found literary statement in the celebrated Sachsensptegel. Yet it is
difficult to

escape the impression that the his-

torians are attempting to make a process appear
inevitable which to some extent at least involved

elements of accident, will and choice.
There has been a tendency in Germany to
regard the reception as catastrophic. No doubt
Germanic legal ideas were submerged and the

Roman

which replaced them were often
imperfectly absorbed and improperly underideas

has even been pretended that

civil

without even after the hegemony of the mother

American conditions. Mechanically the most
important factor in the reception was the fact
that the books of the common law were written
in the English language. Yet even so it was not
always understood. It need merely be recalled

how

Coke's doctrine of the supremacy of law

became American

constitutionalism.

Moreover

as a result of the leaning

upon English precedent
native reforms were often delayed, and when
secured were sometimes perverted. There was
indeed nothing wrong in the looking to English
example. But in this form of comparative law
there was only one standard of comparison.
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The general study of the role of the process of
reception in the development of legal systems
has yet to be pursued. The concept of reception
has been applied increasingly to other bodies of

law than the Roman. Thus there has been traced
the influence of cuneiform law upon the law of
the Bible. The Roman law itself probably
borrowed from more ancient systems. There is a
legend of an embassy to Greece in connection
with the compilation of the Twelve Tables.
Mitteis has shown that the Roman Empire had
to recognize the popular local law of the east,

which in the post -classical period not only borrowed from the Roman law but before long repaid the debt. While Riccobono accounts for
the changes represented by Justinian law by a
process of internal development, Collmet argues
that they had a Hellenistic origin In the mediaeGerman town laws as well as the

val period

cities were copied by the
borrowed extensively from the

laws of the Italian
Slavs,

who

also

canon of the Eastern church. In modern times
there has been in many civil law countries an
almost literal reception, first of the French and
then of the German civil codes, and institutions
of the common law have influenced the public
law of many western countries. Such a common
law institution as the jury has become virtually
a world institution. Outside the orbit of western
law there was a reception of ancient Chinese law
in old Japan, and now both of these oriental
countries have borrowed from the French and

German civil codes.
The controversies

over legal reception are
strongly reminiscent of the diffusionist controversy
anthropology. In the spread of legal as

m

of other ideas there must be considered the
possibility not only of diffusion but of parallel

development. But the problem should not be
posed in the alternative. As always in the development of a culture both diffusion and
parallel development must be taken into account. Given contact in a historical period, diffusion cannot be doubted, particularly since law
in mature civilizations is the product of scientific cultivation.

In the encounter of two bodies of law the more
highly developed has the better chance of
victory. It has an immediate advantage in the
superior excellence of its rules.
said of the Roman law that

Thus
it

it

has been

prevailed non

common

law, "is tough law." Perhaps a third
and most important factor is the tie of political
allegiance. It is not necessary to accept the view

of the analytical school that law is only the
creature of the state to concede the ultimate con-

nection between the fortunes of a legal system
and state power. The political might of Rome
and England supplied the prestige which made

but inevitable the great careers of their legal

all

systems.

Apparently the type of law most suitable for
reception

is

in the field of private law.

highly developed

Roman

The

law of obligations

al-

most completely displaced that of the Germanic
law. The reception of criminal law seems to be

much

less intensive.

The Roman

criminal law

was

in large part quickly set aside by imperial
legislation, and in the United States common

law crimes were at once abolished. Here political

and powerful. Specific
law are even less likely to
theory rather than

factors are too pressing

institutions of public

be received.

It is political

public law that makes headway.
It seems remarkable at first sight that even
private law institutions should be so adaptable.
The pagan Digest apparently suited Christian

Europe well enough, and the monarchic comlaw received a welcome in democratic

mon

America. Perhaps part of the answer
Europe really never was Christianized

is
it

that

has

been said that the first and last Christian died on
the Cross and that the effects of the democratic revolution in the United States were moderated by the fathers of the constitution. But
part of the answer is also that the sociological
basis of private law has been exaggerated. The
primary function of a system of private law is to
provide fundamental forms for business enterprise, and its excellence lies after all in the state
of

its technical development.
Above all the reception of legal ideas has been
aided by the tendency of certain systems or
branches of law to develop upon an international
basis. The strength of the Roman law lay precisely in the fact that it had absorbed so many
elements of the laws of other peoples that it was

particularly suited to

become a world

law. In

mediaeval Europe the feudal law was a common law and the canon law was a universal law.
Always maritime and commercial law have
passed across national frontiers.

Today an

inter-

ratione imperii sed imperio ran'onis. The scientific
cultivation of a body 01 *aw is perhaps an even

national assimilation of private law is being
actively promoted by a science .' comparative

greater advantage in the struggle for survival.
"Taught law," as has aptly been said of the

process of fusion which has been proceeding for

law.

As a

result of this

and

as an

outcome

ot

me

-

Reception
centuries a system of western law

have

may be said to

arisen.
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Recidivism

318-24, Smith, G. Elliot, and

'57

males and females were 29.2, 35 55 and 38.23
respectively. In France in 1926, 35 7 percent of
convicted criminals were recidivists. In Italy in
the same year the percentage was 72. In the
Soviet Union in 1930 it was 61 In Norway and

same year

it

was 47

in 1928

and in Sweden in the

38.6.

Thus a large proportion of the inmates of
penal institutions in most countries are "repeaters," persons who have been committed to a
penal institution after having served one or more
terms. While available data do not warrant very
definite conclusions, it appears that larceny and
the related offenses, burglary and robbery, in
the order named, are the most frequent recidivistic crimes Women on the whole are much

than men.
For the entire United States the

less recidivistic

largest male
group of recidivists in 1929-30 ranged from 18
to 24 years of age and the next largest group
from 25 to 34 In New York state in 1931 the
median age group for adult recidivists was 25
(27 for first offenders) and for youthful recidivists 19 years (20 for first offenders).

Of

the

youths sentenced to imprisonment in England
1931 those 19 and 20 years old had the
greatest number of previous convictions. In

m

the largest recidivistic group falls between 30 and 40, the second largest between 25
and 30 and the third largest between 21 and 25

Germany

years of age.

The American

reformatories,

which were

originally established to provide special facilities
for reforming youthful first offenders, evidently
fail

of their purpose. In 1929

and 1930 only

149 percent of the males committed to reformaUnited States were reported as
having no previous known sentence to any penal
institution. In 1931 in the New York State
tories in the

Reformatory in Elmira, to which may be sent
any youth between the ages of 16 and 25 who
"has not theretofore been convicted of a crime

York

punishable by imprisonment in a state prison,"
78.6 percent of the inmates had previous criminal records.

RECIDIVISM. The problem

of recidivism, or
relapse into crime, looms very large in modern
penology. In the United States from 1926 to

Moreover the statistics are probably an understatement of the extent of recidivism. There
are a considerable number of prisoners concern-

1930 recidivism of male prisoners in state and
federal prisons

ing whom no definite report as to previous commitments can be obtained Payment of fine,

England in 1931 the percentage of recidivism
was 69 for males and 72 for females. In Germany
in 1927, 1929 and 1930 the percentages for both

suspended sentence or probation for a previous
conviction imposed in place of an institutional
sentence may not be entered on the record of
prior commitments. Furthermore, at least in the
United States, where central identification

others, Culture, the Diffusion Controversy (New
1927) See also the bibliography under LAW.

and reformatories increased from
45.1 percent to 55.5 percent and of female
prisoners from 31.8 percent to 32.7 percent. In

I5 8
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bureaus have been established only recently, the
information, furnished by the inmates, is probably not altogether reliable. Again, many crimes
are not reported, or

if

reported the offenders are

is becoming pronounced, in the United States
under the influence of "functional" psychology

environmental rather than hereditary factors are
increasingly stressed in the attempt to account

criminal law as well as in the procedural codes of
the various countries. Thus, for example, liquor

The work of the various
European investigators may be criticized on the
ground that the possible effects of sociological
factors on the lives of the criminals studied have
not been adequately eliminated. Furthermore
the initial assumptions used in the investigations,

United States and drunken-

namely, the Kraepelmean schematizations or the

not apprehended.

There

for careers of crime.

which limit the
comparative value of statistics on recidivism.
Among the most important are differences in the
are also

law violations

many

in the

factors

ness in England account for

much

recidivism.

Again, one country may make extensive use of
probation while another may impose fines in

most

cases. In 1930, for example, two out of
every three convictions in Germany's criminal
courts were disposed of by money fines. In one

country fines

may be paid in instalments, in

other countries

commitment

to a penal institu-

non-payment of a fine. In
where probation or fines or other noninstitutional types of sentence are employed
recidivism, which is always based upon commitments to penal institutions, would appear to
be less prevalent than in countries where the
first offense resulted in imprisonment. Moreover
tion follows the

countries

in the absence of knowledge of the difference in
the ratios of crimes committed to crimes re-

ported and to criminals apprehended and convicted, the significance of recidivism remains

unknown.
Since Lombroso's inauguration of the study
of criminal anthropology some progress has been

made in the identification of recidivistic types.
The wcrk of the "crimmo-biological" laboratori^s in Italy, Austria, Germany, Belgium,
Portugal, Spain and the Soviet Union has been
of particular importance in this connection. The

conclusions of Kretschmer, who maintains that
body build is correlated with psychic disposi-

and psychoneuroses, although based upon

Kretschmer body types, may be

invalid.

Unfortunately little is known about general
crime causation and less about the causes of
recidivism While the latter are to be sought for
for

crime gener-

special factors
into recidivistic careers.

which enter

in the causative factors
ally,

there

making

may be

Conceivably the administration of penal instiand the type of offender in the institution
play their part in confirming criminal habits. In
tutions

New York state during 1931 of 3415 men
sentenced to correctional institutions 2703, or
80 percent, had known criminal records These
2703

men had been

arrested at least

10,766

times, an average of over 3 previous arrests for
eachman. In 1929,79.7 percent of the population

of the Massachusetts State Prison at Churlestown

were

recidivists.

Approximately one

fifth

of the

prison population had between 5 and 9 convictions. Of the 2703 individuals 1786 had been
previously confined in institutions. Just what
effect these inmates had on the other 20 percent

and upon one another

is

not known.

The

large

percentage of adult state prisons which possess
records of each inmate's commitments in
juvenile correctional institutions reveals that the
institutional treatment did not check careers

of crime and

may have been one

of the factors

in their continuation.

his study of insane Swabian peasants, have
been applied to recidivists. The Deutsche For-

Inefficiency or corruption in the administration of criminal law may encourage further
criminal acts. The lack of integrated aftercare to

schungsanstalt fur Psychiatric, which, among
other projects, is engaged under the direction of

his release, especially in times of

tions

adjust the discharged prisoner to society

upon

widespread

Rudm and

Viernstem in a most extensive inquiry into the relations between psychiatry and
criminology, has made an attempt by means of

unemployment, undoubtedly contributes to the
persistence of property offenses.

the Kraepelmean system to ascertain the degree
of inheritance of psychic anomalies in the fam-

tion of criminal types, students agree upon
three general classes of recidivists. There are,

ilies

ot recidivists in order to determine

which
and

criminals should be permanently segregated

which could be rehabilitated.
While on the continent the tendency to seek
for the roots of recidivism in
hereditary "traits"

While there

first,

is

no unanimity on the

classifica-

the pathological cases, the definitely insane

and mentally defective; second, the "habitual
criminals," the mentally weaker and suggestible,
emotionally unstable characters who drift into
crime because they are unable to cope with the

Recidivism
of life; and, third, the "professional"
group, the relatively strong characters who deliberately choose a life of crime. Among these
difficulties

groups of recidivists a great number, perhaps
the majority, specialize (special recidivism) in a
particular offense, such as smuggling, burglary,

larceny, arson, robbery, counterfeiting or for-

gery.

On

the other hand,

many

recidivists turn

from one type of offense to another (general

of sentence only in cases of special recidivism;
no longer true under the new code of
1931, but the punishment is still severer in the

this is

case of special recidivism. England's Habitual
Criminals Act of 1869 (32 & 33 Viet., c. 99) and

Prevention of Crime Act of 1871 (34 & 35 Viet.,
112) gave the police more extended powers of
supervision over discharged prisoners. The

c.

present English Prevention of Crime Act, 1908
Edw. vii, c. 59), gives the courts power to

recidivism).

(8

In the application of the criminal law recidivism has long been recognized as an aggravating circumstance. In the Roman law and in
the mediaeval German law a second offense led

impose a sentence of preventive detention of
from five to ten years, in addition to the ordinary
penalty, whenever it is shown that the defendant
has been convicted and sentenced to penal

to an increase of the penalty in the case of certain enumerated offenses, especially theft. The

servitude three times since the age of 16.
An almost unparalleled degree of severity has

Italian criminalists recognized recidivism {consuetudo delinquent}', iteratto delicti) as a general
aggravating circumstance; this doctrine was ap-

been adopted toward

plied

subject to

exceptions in

the

German

common

law and under most of the German
codes of the nineteenth century.
During the Middle Ages a second offense was
often ground for extreme punishment, even if
the crime itself was not serious. In England a
statute enacted in 1535 in the reign of Henry

(27 Henry vni, c. 25) provided that for a
second offense of vagabondage "the upper part
of the gristle of his right ear" should be lopped
VIII

off,

and

for a third offense hanging

was

inflicted.

Recidivism, however, could have only a limited
application

when most

offenses

were

visited

with capital punishment.
The Code Napoldon sanctioned capital punishment in the case of recidivists who had committed a crime punishable by penal servitude for
In 1854 France enacted a law whereby

life.

criminals sentenced to penal servitude for terms
of eight years and more were, upon expiration of
their term, forced to reside for life in the colony

New Caledonia. In 1885 another law decreed
internment for life in a colonial possession even
in the case of the less serious offenses whenever
the number of previous convictions exceeded a
fixed minimum varying with the type of offense.
In France between 1886 and 1900 no fewer than
15,837 habitual criminals were banished for life.
of

The present German imperial code, despite
the predominant tendency of the earlier regional
codes, recognizes recidivism as a ground for increased severity only for such crimes as theft,
receiving stolen goods and fraud.
Moreover a statute of limitations runs against
cognizance of the repetition of the offense. The

robbery,

Italian Penal

Code of 1889 increased the severity

recidivists in the

United

States in recent years Some states had long had
statutes applicable to habitual criminals. The

Baumes law of New York state, enacted in 1926,
was distinguished, however, by its mechanical
cruelty. An earlier New York statute of 1907
had given power to the courts to sentence to life
imprisonment any person convicted of 4 felonies.
law now made the sentence mandatory; the courts were given absolutely no discretion. In the case of a second offense of
felony, aimed especially at burglary and robbery

The Baumes

in the first degrees,

for the court to

it

\\as also

impose not

less

made mandatory
than the longest

term prescribed upon a first conviction In 1932
as a result of widespread protest against the
hardships of the law the mandatory provisions
were revoked. The example of the Baumes law
has been followed with variations in Oregon,
California, New Jersey, North and South
Dakota, Kansas and Vermont.
Since the middle of the nineteenth century
recidivism has increased in almost

all

countries.

Although its extent has generally been regarded
as a measure of the failure of penological
methods and viewed with gro\ving alarm, there
have been a few optimists who have taken it as
an indication of an ingrown criminality in a
steadily narrowing criminal class. Thus Garofalo, one of the leading positivists, remarks that
it is
precisely in the most civilized countries that
the largest

amount of recidivism

exists.

classical penologists who have applied
their premises to the full logical extent have

The

been forced into a position which makes
possible for

them

it

im-

to consent to really effective

measures for dealing with

recidivists.

To be

sure, the classical penologist believes that the
gravity of an offense should be met by a pro-
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portionate severity

of punishment, but

this

severity must necessarily be confined to the
individual offense. Once the penalty has been

paid the offense has been discharged and must
not be reckoned against the offender. Moral
a
responsibility cannot be applied upon cumulative basis. The positivists, on the other hand,

who have achieved a reputation for leniency by
virtue of their recommendation of the individuahzation of punishment, show themselves
to be much more realistic in their attitude
toward repeated offenders. Regarding punish-

ment merely as a matter of social defense, they
can logically urge the greatest severity toward
repeaters. Since the criterion which determines
the application of measures of social defense is
no longer the kind of crime committed but the
type of social menace manifested, the professional,

habitual and pathological types of

cidivists are dealt

re-

with as especially dangerous.

As the review of the provisions of the criminal
codes has already made apparent, the measure
of social defense which has received primary
support in legislation is the term of preventive
detention. The discharge of the recidivist from
the institution of prevention should depend
upon whether social dangerousness has ceased
to exist. Penal transportation

is still

practised in

France, although opinion against it is crystallizing. On the continent there has been much discussion concerning the sterilization of recidivists,

but

little

advance in this direction has

been made. Compulsory
vistic sexual offenders

sterilization for recidi-

has been introduced in

Germany. In the United States California has
enacted a series of sterilization laws since 1909,
which provide for compulsory sterilization of
certain types of recidivists and moral degenerates; but only seven vasectomies have been per-

formed

in the California state prisons. Similar
laws have been enacted in many other states, but

most of them have been held unconstitutional.
Recently, however, the United States Supreme
Court has declared such laws constitutional.
Without a knowledge of the factors causing recidivism, treatment of prisoners, even when
directed toward their rehabilitation, must re-

mam a

matter of

trial

and

error.
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RECIPROCITY See COMMERCIAL

TREATIES.

RECLAMATION. In nearly every country of
the globe reclamation of land has been a major
factor in the advance of civilization. Although
widely divergent in processes, standards and
results it has everywhere had in view increase in
land resources and therefore enlargement of
the opportunities for the people to gain a livelihood from the soil. In every country it has

Reclamation

Recidivism
been recognized as promoting the

state or na-

tional welfare.

Perhaps the best technical definition of reclamation is that it consists of "the operations and
process of bringing to a high grade of usefulness
in crop production lands which at the inception
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made up

of the clearing of cut over lands, as in
portions of the south, the northern lake states
and the Pacific northwest of the United States.

Then

reclamation by drainage, washing
or
combination, of
the vast alkali areas distributed throughout the

and

there

is

soil correction, singly

m

produce." Projected to

and semi-arid portions of the earth. Finally,
one of the most impressive kinds of reclamation
involving unwatering is the recovery on an ex-

definition

tensive scale of lands

of the undertaking are either in an unproductive
state or are of inferior or limited capacity to
its full meaning this
would include establishment on the
land of "a full complement of adequate farm
homes and well-planned farmsteads, with the
ownership on a secure financial and economic
basis." This represents the most advanced aim
of reclamation in the modern world and in some
countries is being carried through, from con-

struction of the necessary works to organi/ed
development or settlement of the land, by the
agency undertaking the reclamation. In New

South Wales, Australia, for example, the Murrumbidgee irrigation project included not only
a storage dam, a movable diversion weir, a main
canal, branch canals, subsidiary distributing
channels, bridges, checks, regulators and the like
but also the laying out of towns and villages
and a complete system of roadways In addition, provision was made for a general surface
drainage system.

More

generally, however, reclamation

is

con-

sidered as comprehending only the actual land
improvement or the construction of the physical

works required to make the land productive. In
such cases the various subsequent steps in the
process, such as obtaining, financing and advising settlers and developing cropping programs, may be unrelatedly carried out and
motivated by perhaps different purposes. The
benefits of reclamation may be state or country
wide or merely local or individual.

Reclamation

ment

may involve merely the improveof lands requiring some degree of meliora-

tion to

fully useful. The lands may
for satisfactory cultivation and there-

make them

be too wet

arid

from the

sea, as in the

fens of eastern England and the Zuider Zee of

Holland.

While available data do not warrant an approximation of the world area in the above
categories already reclaimed, they indicate that
it is
very large; in the United States over 70,000,000 acres have been reclaimed by drainage
alone Furthermore there are still extensi\ e areas
which require reclamation by some form of
unwatering, and the economic and social effect

of making these lands valuable for agriculture
would be far reaching. It is, however, in irrigation, which now extends to some 200,000,000
acres throughout the world, that reclamation as

an economic and social institution is most fully
exemplified. This is largely because of the wider
and more complex human relationships involved
in irrigation and because the problems connected with the ownership, distribution and use
of water far transcend those concerned vuth the
construction of physical works. For any specific
reclamation by irrigation rights to water must
be acquired and defended in the courts where
public administration

fails to

provide security;

and regulations insuring equitable apportionment and prompt delivery of the water must
be set up and enforced; there must be managerules

ment capable of

forestalling or adjusting differences with or between water users; there must

be

effective cooperation between landowners.
In the modern world, as was the case in
governments are concerned with
reclamation on an extensive scale. Financial aid

earlier times,

fore, prior to reclamation, of

marginal or submarginal utility or even entirely waste In such
cases the chief need is for drainage. Large areas

ranges from bearing the entire cost of comprehensive works of reclamation to subsidizing
individuals by meeting part of the cost of land

in humid countries have been subjected to this
type of reclamation, notably in England, Ger-

improvement. Government participation in reclamation is not confined, however, to direct
financial aid. Even where governments do not
extend such assistance they are concerned \\ ith
investigating opportunities for and the best
means of carrying out reclamation, with the
framing and administration of reclamation laws,

many, France and Italy; similar projects have
been carried out in the upper Mississippi valley
and the Great Lakes regions of the United States.
Another category would cover reclamation of
swamps, which before improvement have practically no human value. Examples can be found
throughout the world.

Still

another category

is

with land settlement projects, with the types

and practises of agriculture to be adopted and
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with the social and cultural factors of
reclamation. Principles of ownership of water
have to be established and laws enacted which

The

finally

government works was 2,790,856

carry these principles into effect

greatest of these schemes is the Boulder Canyon
project on the Colorado River, begun in 1930
and to be built at a cost of $165 ,000,000 The

and

No more

diffi-

problems have confronted the governments and legal tribunals of
the world than the framing and interpretation
of laws to govern the acquisition and administration of water lights
state, interstate and
international In countries of recurring droughts
and famines and teeming populations, such as
India and China, no graver responsibility has
been forced upon those charged with state
affairs than the creation of opportunities for
living through reclamation of waste lands and
cult legislative

judicial

increasing the available water supply for irrigaIn such cases the measure of government

tion.

aid required is the number of persons dependent
upon the products of the reclaimed land.

More

generally,

however, the reclamation

problems of governments relate to the normal
development of resources. The impelling motive
is

thus more likely to be one of the following:

acres.

waters of the reservoir will reach in excess of
,000,000 acres of irrigable land.
In Canada dominion assistance covers only
research, supervision and settlement. Through
the National Commission of Irrigation the govi

ernment of Mexico has built a number of irrigation projects and others are under consideration; payments for reclaimed land do not always
entirely reimburse the

government for

ment In France government grants

its

invest-

are

made

and to commercial irrigation
companies, generally up to one third of the cost'
and in some cases the government has guaranteed interest on the bonds of the commercial
to farmers' societies

companies Subsidies are also granted for drainage and protective works, and substantial sums
are appropriated for research. In Italy the government either builds the more important reclamation works or guarantees the financing pro-

building up of the national position in the matter
of agricultural production; provision of land for

grams of associations or consortia of landowners.

an increasing population; assistance to private
landowners or cultivators to carry out needed
improvements; breaking up of large landed

in 1928 a royal decree authorized the formation

estates

in

the

interest

of closer settlement;

strengthening and sometimes rehabitation of
community reclamation enterprises; opening up
of unused public lands for settlement; pushing
out of the frontier, particularly in newer coun-

Claims in

justification of

government aid
on the principle that part
of the wealth resulting from exploitation of the
tries

are sometimes based

nation's natural resources lying in areas susceptible of reclamation should in all justice be
devoted to the material upbuilding of those
areas.

In the United States the Bureau of Reclama-

Department of the Interior builds
and in some cases operates federal reclamation
tion of the

projects in the seventeen western states, the
entire cost being repayable by the water users,

without interest, now usually within forty years.
Generally only the larger and costlier projects

which cannot be financed except through government aid are undertaken by public authority.
From the passage of the Reclamation Act of
1902 to the end of the fiscal year 1930-31 the
Bureau of Reclamation has spent for surveys,
construction, operation and maintenance $263,400,000 in the development of thirty-four projIn 1930 the area irrigated with water from

ects.

In order to stimulate

activities of the latter

type

Land Improvement and
Consortia and this body proceeded

of the Association of

Irrigation
to make arrangements with the larger credit and
thrift organizations for a credit of 5,000,000,000
lire

The sum was

to be

made

available

m

ten

equal annual instalments In the past the Italian
government has also made large expenditures

and extending irrigation projects
under private auspices, notably in the
valley of the Po In Egypt with a few exceptions
all dams, barrages and main canals are built at
government expense and are under government
control. In India all important irrigation works
are planned, constructed and maintained by the
government and financed with provincial or
imperial funds. The income goes entirely to the
government and some of the works return a
large profit. Works to protect districts from crop
failure and famine are not intended to be finanin acquiring
initiated

cially

remunerative, while loans are

made

to

private landowners and cultivators for land improvements In Australia the states in which
irrigation

is

important devote

much

attention to

construction of irrigation works and closer settlement In Victoria and New South Wales,

which have the largest irrigated areas, important
works are built at state expense, the cost being
repaid over long periods at low rates of interest.
In several countries taxes are remitted on reel?

Reclamation
The accompanying

mation works or on land reclaimed by individuals. These examples of government aid, while
by no means complete, illustrate the nature of

in acres of irrigated areas in the nineteen irrigation states of the United States (Arizona, Ar-

the procedure.

kansas, California, Colorado, Idaho,

Important as is the part of governments in reclamation, private commercial companies, communities operating through irrigation, drainage
or reclamation districts and cooperative associations and individuals, all are concerned with it
to a large extent. In the older countries the
cooperative community associations are numer-

ous and of long standing and many have been
developed to a high degree of efficiency. In the
United States the district form is most impor-

The district (partaking of the characterof a public or quasi- municipal corporation)
nearly always has the authority to finance
tant.

istics

through bonds as well as the right to levy assessments or taxes. In the United States cooperative

companies are usually those whose
capital has been subscribed in cash or labor by
The so-called mutual irrigashareholders.
the
irrigation

tion

company

generally originates as a subsidi-

m

time
ary of a land development company and
passes over to control of the land buyers. On
some of the United States government reclama-

table indicates the extent

Kansas,
Louisiana, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington, Wyo-

ming) served by the various types of agencies
above mentioned.
Economic feasibility is one of the fundamental
considerations in reclamation, especially as costs
have mounted. While large numbers of projects

have been highly or moderately successful, both
financially and agriculturally, losses have been
all types and in all countries. Delayed settlement of the reclaimed land has been
the most frequent cause of difficulty in such
countries as the United States, Australia and

incurred in

the

Union of South

Africa.

Other causes of

tress or loss include excessive costs,

dis-

unsound

financing, conflicts over water rights, engineer-

ing mistakes, poor soil or changing market conditions for the crops grown. Losses resulting in
abandonment of works are rare.

In recent years in the United States, most

tion projects water users' associations represent

notably in the great Boulder Canyon project,
economic feasibility has been dependent fre-

the landowners

when dealing with the government and eventually take over maintenance and
operation. Commercial irrigation companies fur-

quently upon the supplemental income from
hydroelectric power generated as a by-product.
On the other hand, some reclamation project*

nishing water for irrigation were at one time
an important factor in the United States but are
decreasingly relied upon. An additional type of
private irrigation enterprise in the United States
is the Carey Act
project, under which private
capital constructs irrigation works on public
lands ceded to the states by the federal government.

from which the combined income from agriculture and hydroelectric power is not likely to be
sufficient to return the capital

investment are

being seriously contemplated in the United
States This involves the question as to how
much of their equitable share of the cost will be

borne by the industries or non-agricultural interests which will be directly or indirectly benefited by the reclamation; or, as an alternative, if
the works are to be built, whether increased
government subsidies, which mean some redistribution of wealth, are to be provided. This is
perhaps one of the most important of the social

m

aspects of modern reclamation, especially
countries like the United States, where the desire for

development rather than the land and
is the main motive

food needs of the population
for reclamation.

Because of its effect in extending the usable
land resources and as a result of its influence
Total

19,547,544

19,191,716

i

9

* Does not include other lands
partly served by government
works. The outside areas thus partly served
ipap totaled
1,234,210 acres, in 1910, 900,000 acres
Source United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Fifteenth Census of the United States, igu>. Irngakan, Summary for the Untied States, IQXQ and 1930 (193 J) p 3.

m

on the movement and distribution of populations, on the growth of industry and commerce
in the arid and semi-arid regions, on the food
supply and on the general material and human
welfare of

many

countries reclamation will a)-
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ways stand out as a basic activity of the governments and peoples of the world, and the best
statesmanship will always be demanded for the
its problems. As has been shown,

solution of

these problems, especially in reclamation by
of physical
irrigation, go far beyond the building
works. While individual work will continue in

importance, has been shown through centuries
of experience in older countries as well as shorter
experience in the Americas, Australia and the
it

Union of South Africa

that the great tasks of

Water-Courses and Waters in France, Italy, and
Spain (Sacramento 1886), "The General Scheme of
Land Improvement in Italy" in International Review
of Agriculture, vol. xx, pt n (1929) 167-72; Mead,
Elwood, Irrigation Institutions (New York 1903);
Thomas, George, The Development of Institutions
under Irrigation (New York 1920) For more general
tions,

references see International Engineering Congress,
1915, Transactions, vol 11 (San Francisco 1916), PanPacific Conference of Education, Rehabilitation, Reclamation and Recreation, ist, Honolulu 1927, Report

of the Proceedings (Washington

1927) p. 187-364;
1929, Proceed-

World Engineering Congress, Tokyo,
xi-xn (Tokyo 1931), United

ings, vols.

States,

Bureau

reclamation can be accomplished only through
the cooperation of a large number of people,
requiring in many instances substantial partici-

of Reclamation, Reclamation Record, published from
May, 1908, to February, 1924, and New Reclamation
Era, published monthly since March, 1924.

by governments. Reclamation then may
be expected increasingly to take on the aspects

RECLUS, JACQUES ELISEE

pation

of a national public question, especially
the chief argument advanced in its favor

when
is

not

addition to the food supply but the encouragement of community building.

FRANK ADAMS
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,
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mation, What It Should Include, by Elwood Mead
A., "Mutual Irrigation Com(1926), Hutchms,
panies," "Commercial Irrigation Companies," and
"Irrigation Dibtncts, Their Organization, Operation
and Financing," United States, Department of Agri-

W

Technical Bulletin, no 82 (1929), no 177
and no 254 (1931), United States, Bureau of
Reclamation, Report of an Economic Survey of Certain
Federal and Private Irrigation Projects 1929 (1930);
culture,

(1930),

Engineering News-Record, A

How the Great Government
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Adventure in Irrigation of
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Accomplished (New York 1923); Davis, A. P Irrigation Works Constructed by the United States Government (New York 1917), United States, Bureau of
,
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French geographer and anarchist. Originally
trained for the Protestant ministry, Reclus soon
turned to the study of geography and affiliated
himself with the revolutionary movement. He

coup d'etat of 1851 but in
1857 returned to France, where he remained
he
was
until
again banished after the fall of the
was> exiled after the

Pans Commune in 1871. He lived for many
years in Switzerland, later in close association
with Kropotkin. From 1894 to 1905 he served
as professor of comparative geography at the
Universite Nouvelle in Brussels, where he established a geographical institute.

Reclus' geographical work, written in the traand Humboldt, is centered in

dition of Ritter
his

comprehensive works La

terre (2 vols.,

Pans

1867-69; tr. by B. B. Woodward, New York
1871), Nouvelle geographic universelle (19 vols.,
Paris 1876-94; tr. and ed. by E. Ravenstein and
A. H. Keane, London 1878-94) and Uhomme
et la terre (6 vols., Pans 1905-08; new ed. by
Paul Reclus, G. Goujon and others, 3 vols.,
1931), which describe physical milieu and phe-

nomena, the distribution of mankind and the
history of human institutions and their interrelations. He worked with his brother Elie, who
is

best

known

for his Les primittfs, Etudes d' eth-

nologic comparee (Paris 1885; English translation,

London 1891).
As early as 1851 Reclus concluded

that an-

archy, or the absence of government, was la plus
haute expression de I'ordre. His anarchistic views

found their

fullest expression in L'foolution, la
revolution et Vidfal anarchique (Paris 1897). He
believed that human progress develops higher

forms of freedom and solidarity, voluntary cooperation and free or communist-anarchist types
of distribution; to initiate the coming anarchy
resolute

and courageeus elimination of such

Reclamation

Recognition, International

and obedience, monopoly
imperative. He was a militant

obstacles as authority

de facto existence of the government, the

and misery,

mist contending that an immutable legal character has been bestowed upon the de facto

is

member of Bakunin's secret international broth-

legiti-

erhood and of other anarchist and republican
groups, but was never a party man or a fanatic.
A person of engaging charm and one who always

new

preserved his own independence in the controversies of the diverse anarchist schools, Reclus

organism. In short, the line of demarcation between defactoism and legitimacy must in the

exercised wide influence

final analysis

in anarchist circles

regime and the defactoist maintaining that a
set of facts over a period of time bestows

a truly legal character

be a

upon the new

political

relative one.

MAX NETTLAU

Although recognition does not bring into existence a new state and although a state possesses

Works Correspondance, 3 vols (Pans 1911-25)
Consult Ehsee and Ehe Ret Ius, In Memonaw, ed by

the attributes of sovereignty independently of
recognition, the state is assured of exercising

M

these attributes only after recognition. Recognition may be either tacit or express and either

throughout the world.

Joseph Ishill (Berkeley Heights, N J 1927), Nettlau,
Ehste Reclus, Anarchist und Gelehrter, Beitra^e
zur Geschichte des So/iahsmus, Syndikahsmus, Anar,

chismus,

vol. iv (Berlin 1928),

tion ab Eliseo

enlarged Spanish edi-

Redus La znJa dc un sabwjutto y

2 vols (Barcelona 1929), Kropotkin,
cal Journal, \ol xxvi (1905) 337-43.

P

,

rebelde,

in Geographi-

conditional or unconditional. It

recognition

RECOGNITION, INTERNATIONAL.

Rec-

is

absolute and

irrevocable, although the recognized state may
refuse to accept it To be definitively effective

which
bound

must be granted by

itself

is

recognized.

No

a

government

state is legally

to accord recognition, although there

ognition, "the assurance given to a new state
that it will be permitted to hold its place or

may be a moral obligation to do so Recognition
may be granted by a state acting alone or by a

rank, in the character of an independent political
organism, in the society of nations" (Moore,
J B Digest of International Law, vol i, p. 72),
is a recent concept in international law. If the

group of

,

principles of independence and equality of states
formed an early theoretical basis for the doctrine

states acting in unison. Examples of
the latter are the recognition of certain Balkan
states in 1878 and of Belgium in 1831. While

there arc no absolute rules governing the recognition of new states, the new political com-

munity must

at least possess the essential charof a state. Premature recognition,

of recognition, the identification of sovereignty

acteristics

and personality prevented its appearance until
a later date. From this identification arose the

granted while a bona fide contest between a

theory of legitimacy, which was principally responsible for the lack of a doctrine of recogni-

This theory is seen first as one which
upheld the hereditary right of a dynasty against
any rival claimants. Transformed later into a
theory which posited the better right of monarchic government as compared with other
forms, it became eventually an assertion of the
tion.

legitimacy of the existing government. It is in
this latter sense that it appears "as a counter-

theory to the doctrine of recognition." It was
not until the concept of sovereignty was divorced
from personality, until the idea of popular sovereignty had made some headway, that there
was any need or justification for recognition.
Today legitimacy has been reincarnated in the
form of the better legal right of the existing
government and stands in conflict with defactoism, which insists that a break in the legal
order may be healed by "the normative power
of facts and the transformance into political
reality of abstract legal principles." But in both
cases there

is

a necessary emphasis

upon the

parent state and belligerent insurgents is still
in progress, constitutes an act of intervention,

which may possibly lead to war. As the term is
used here, the recognition of belligerency and
insurgency is excluded from consideration (see
BELLIGERENCY; INSURRECTION).
In international law states have a continuing
personality which is not affected by changes in
their governments. The duties of the state are
not altered by internal political changes, which

represent breaches in constitutional law alone
and not breaks
the "legal continuity of international relationships." For this reason the rec-

m

ognition of a new state may be considered as an
act of deep legal significance, whereas the recognition of a

new government may be regarded

as

In both cases, however, it is
organism of the state with which

a question of policy.

the political

the recognizing powers must deal, and the same
methods of recognition are applicable.
The methods of according recognition are
varied. It

may be granted by a formal declaration
and independent document or by
on such negotiations or entering into

in a separate

carrying
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such relations as exist only between independent
states. Diplomatic intercourse and treaty negotiations may be conducted in such a way as to
result in recognition. The dispatch of an accredited representative, the reception of accredited

diplomatic agents or the issuance of an exequatur to a consul would have this effect. However,
the mere conclusion of a treaty between the
recognized and the recogni/mg state or the signing of a collective treaty between the recogni/ed
state and the recognizing states does not neces-

mean complete recognition. Two governments, one of which does not desire to recognize
the other, could nevertheless regulate certain
sarily

matters by treaty.

And

after the conclusion of a

multipartite treaty it need not be said that each
of the signatory governments recognizes each

other government except for the purposes for
which the treaty was concluded. The United
to the Paris Peace Pact of
10,28 along with Russia, did not recognize the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics except for
the one purpose involved. It follows that mere
admission to an international congress would
not constitute a general recognition. Further the
holding of certain kinds of intercouise with a
foreign government, as with the agents of a
revolutionary body, does not necessarily signify
States,

by adhering

the according of recognition. The nature of the
the circumstances and the intention of the

act,

recognizing state

The

must

recognition of a

all

be considered.

new

state or

government

generally regarded as an act of the executive.
Although it has been asserted from time to time

As early as 1792 political changes in
France necessitated the formulation of an Amer-

concept.

ican policy;

and Gouverneur Morns, minister

of the United States to France, was accordingly
instructed that "it accords with our principles

any government to be rightful
formed by the will of the nation substantially declared." Later pronouncements were
phrased in similar language, and their application has given rise to the view that Jefferson's
was a policy of pure defactoism; indeed, with
the exception of two periods in American history, it has been traditional to characterize the
entire American policy as being one of de facto
recognition. The two exceptional periods were
from 1 86 1 to 1869 and from the inauguration
of Woodrow Wilson in 1913 almost to the present time Dui ing these years the United States
to acknowledge

which

is

said to have reverted to the principles of
legitimacy and by the positing of certain requirements to have reapphed the old doctrine
is

through an insistence upon "constitutional gov"
ernment
Even if the tenuous line which
divides defactoism and legitimacy be ignored, it
cannot be held that the recognition policy of the
United States has ever been characterized by
the application of principles of pure defactoism.
It has been rather a policy marked by an insistence

upon the popular support

of the gov-

ernment in the state, a support or approval
which has been satisfactorily evidenced at times
by mere de facto control and at other times,

when

United States that a concurrent power of

special reasons presented themselves, by
the requirement of more formal evidence, such
as is afforded by plebiscites or constitutional

recognition or a voice in the granting of recognition is vested in Congress (see Resolution of

conventions. Consequently the insistence upon
the present and the future stability of the gov-

the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House
on Dec. 15, 1864), the power of the president
has been exercised, as it could be, in an almost

for granting recognition was from the beginning
and has remained incidental to the requirement

is

in the

exclusive

fashion.

Some

of the

methods of

according recognition are completely in his control, ^nd the extent to which Congress or the

Senate plays a part depends in the

last analysis

upon the methods employed and considerations

ernment

to

be recognized as one of the

criteria

A demand for popular
acquiescence might have been expected from a
of
government
revolutionary origins, presumof popular sanction.

ably based

upon the "consent of the governed"

and possessing

Jefferson, the first secretary of
States, may be attributed the

a missionary zeal to further the
establishment of republican governments in a
period when they were the exception rather than
the rule. Secretary Stimson's reestablishment of

institution of the concept of recognition in international law. If his theories of popular sover-

the "sensible practice of our forefathers" represented then no fundamental break with the

eignty and the right of revolution formed a
necessary predicate for the inception of recogni-

policies of his predecessors.

tion, the fact that Jefferson was in a position to
give his ideas practical application makes him a

ognition which find expression in communications from the Department of State is the ability

significant figure in the origin of the recognition

and willingness to

of expediency.

To Thomas
state in the

United

The second

of the criteria for according rec-

fulfil

international oblig?.

Recognition, International
Although probably implied from the beginning, this requirement did not find formal
announcement until the annual message of
President Hayes on December 3, 1877. As the
interests of the United States in foreign states
have expanded, greater and greater emphasis has
been placed upon the second of these criteria.
At the same time the "international obligations" have been colored by American selfinterest and since 1900 have offered ample
tions.

February

18, 1932, followed a public statement

by Secretary Stimson on January 7 to the

effect

that the United States "does not intend to rec-

ognize any situation, treaty or agreement which
may be brought about by means contrary to the

covenants and obligations of the Pact of Pans
of August 27, 1928, to which treaty both China

and Japan,
the

new

as well as the

United States, are

The

formal request on March 14 of
state of Manchukuo for recognition was

parties."

opportunities for the fulfilment of conditions or
the granting of privileges as prerequisites for
recognition In 1904 recognition was secured by

ignored by the United States. The assertion in
the report of the Lytton Commission that the

the Morales regime
Santo Domingo at the
price of acquiescence in all of the engagements

would not be "compatible with the fundamental

m

previously entered into between the Dominican
Republic and the American legation. Recognition of the

Obregon government

m

and containing

stipulations for the safeguarding of "American
property rights in Mexico." Hasty recognition
of new states and governments, as in the case of

Panama

m

1903, has been a factor in their preservation; and the non- recognition of de facto
the case of Huerta in Mexico
governments, as

m

in 1913-14, has been a factor in their downfall.
so exercised the power of recognition

When

comes to have a
in

form which, at
the case of Latin American states, has a

effect

constitutive

Manchukuo

is

apparently accepted by the Department of

State of the United States.

Such concerted

international action in refus-

ing to recognize a new state is hailed in some
quarters as a new instrument of international
law. Professor

Quincy Wright has declared that

these principles "were really made effective,
international law would be revolutionized. Vioif

lence and war would cease to have value in
advancing the legal position of states." Critics
of this so-called doctrine of non- recognition
assert,
is

however, that mere refusal of recognition
its ends and may result

unlikely to accomplish

in

positive

harm by encouraging China to
lost territory by force

attempt to recover her

vital

and by generally weakening confidence in the

political vagaries.
recent cases of the failure to recognize

preventive value of peace machinery.
Within recent years some efforts have been

new states or new governments are those involvUnion of Soviet Socialist Republics and

made

Manchukuo. President Wilson's

can Jurists, which met

ing the

refusal to rec-

ognize the Soviet government was not altered
during the administrations of Presidents Harding,

in

least

upon their

Two

new regime

principle of existing international obligations"

Mexico was

delayed from November, 1921, to August 31,
1923, because Obregon refused to sign a treaty
drafted by the State Department

recognition of the

Coolidge or Hoover. Secretary Hughes'

insistence in 1923 that the United States would
not recognize the Soviet government until it

"acknowledged

its liability

for the debts con-

by previous governments of Russia,"
agreed "to make restitution to American citizens
whose property was confiscated" and "ceased

to standardize the rules governing recogThe International Commission of Ameri-

nition.

recommended
when certain

met. In the future, however, little uniformity of
may be expected in the matter of accord-

action

ing recognition, even should there be an acceptance of general principles.

TAYLOR COLE

tracted

revolutionary activity in the United States"
represented the reasons officially given, and subsequently repeated, for its failure to act. After
the inauguration of President Roosevelt
1933,
its

m

however, this policy was reversed, and the
United States followed the precedents set previously by all of the world powers
recognizing
the Soviet Union.
The formal declaration of independence from

m

China of Manchuria and Inner Mongolia on

m

at Rio de Janeiro
1927,
that recognition be granted only
stipulated conditions had been
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that

he was an outsider

who

did not understand

northern opinion. He did not hold the reins of
the dominant party; indeed he was
power
not even a member. Aligned against him were

m

all

the

men

in the Republican ranks

who had

attacked Lincoln bitterly, even during the war.
Lincoln would have had great advantages of

and experience that Johnson lacked,
must not be forgotten that the same forces
which ruined Johnson might have destroyed
Lincoln, had he lived.

personality

but

it

In pursuit of the principles laid down by
Lincoln, Johnson on May 29, 1865, announced
his program in two proclamations. The first
granted amnesty with restoration of property,
except slaves, to all but fourteen excepted
classes of former Confederates, conditional upon
their taking

an oath of future

loyalty.

To

indi-

program

from amnesty he issued pardons freely when they were asked In the second

speedy restoration of the southern states;
this program was based upon the belief that

proclamation, soon followed by others for various states, he appointed a provisional governor

of the defeated foe
leniency and fair treatment

for

RECONSTRUCTION.
death

Shortly

before

Abraham Lincoln inaugurated

a

his

for the

would most

effectively reestablish "the

of the
practical relations"

proper

union and secure to

the Negro the rights necessary to his development. Under this policy any seceded state or
in the
portion of a state was to resume its place
union whenever one tenth of the voters who
1860 and who had taken the
were
eligible

m

oath of loyalty should set up a government; by

were

functioning
April, 1865, such governments
in Tennessee, Louisiana and Arkansas, while a
had been recognized in
loyal

rump group

his organization of these governVirginia. In
ments, in the Hampton Roads Conference, in
his second inaugural and in a carefully prepared
speech made three days before his assassination
Lincoln gave abundant evidence of his desire for
the prompt reconstitution of the seceded states.

unjustly blamed
for the failure of the moderate program of
restoration. The Radical Republicans attacked

Andrew Johnson has been

his policy

by calumniating him, and so success-

ful were they that only a caricature of him has
been handed down to posterity. The fact is that
Johnson had more than average abilities, high
devotion to duty and to the union, perseverance,
and an
industry, integrity, indomitable courage,
almost religious faith in democracy and the good
judgment of the masses. In a day when passions
ran high he had the understanding and calm
judgment to formulate and pursue unwaveringly

a southern policy that posterity generally regards as wise. His greatest weakness was the fact

viduals excepted

North Carolina and turned over to those of
who had taken the oath full
power to reestablish a loyal government and
normal relations in the union. Johnson refused
the voters of 1860

to permit
office.

unpardoned rebels to vote or to hold
three positive demands- repeal

He made

of the secession ordinances, ratification of the
Thirteenth Amendment, and repudiation of
rebel debts, Confederate

and state. He urged the
Negroes and

states to protect the civil rights of

would have favored limited Negro suffrage, but
refused to impose these measures upon states
were
against their will. His provisional governors
wisely chosen and he himself worked tirelessly
and patiently under extraordinary difficulties to
restore the southern states and to insure their
future loyalty.

Southern society was chaotic. The whole
and economic order had collapsed. A war
for which many of its leaders had been eager had

social

the South impoverished and exhausted,
its means of production destroyed. In this
condition it had to make social and economic
adjustment to a new order. It was torn by disleft

with

sension between its moderate leaders, who
wished to accept defeat and emancipation and
as possible to
adjust themselves as speedily
and extremists, who, unconsequences of defeat,

existing conditions,
willing to face the

of
sought to restore the old order in defiance
northern opinion and grim reality. Many states
elected their old leaders to office, often before

they were pardoned. This was

human and un-

Recognition, International
derstandable but patently unwise. Extremists
opposed repeal of secession ordinances already
nullified

by the inexorable verdict of war. They

objected to repudiating their Confederate debts.
looked like

They enacted "Black Codes" which

reenslavement of Negroes. These codes, like
many other impolitic acts, resulted in part from
stubborn effort to restore the status quo ante, in
part from an honest effort to work out a modus
Vivendi under extremely trying and unaccus-

tomed conditions of

life amidst newly freed
Negroes unused to freedom. But southern actions put a powerful weapon into the hands of
northern enemies of restoration.
Northern opinion itself was divided The
large but discredited minority which had opposed the war now sought to restore the South
at once and on almost any terms. Many War
Democrats and Lincoln Republicans also
favored magnanimity and speedy restoration,
but on Johnson's terms. On the other hand, a
Radical minority were determined to keep the
South out of the union or under military control until, through white disfranchisement and
Negro suffrage, it could be "remade on a
northern model" and permanent rule of the
nation by the Radical faction could be assured.
When Lincoln died, a great majority of northerners favored his and Johnson's policy. The
Radical leaders, realizing that they were in a
hopeless minority even in their own section,
sought delay while they "educated" the people
to extreme measures; and so successful were
they that between April, 1865, and November,
1866, they were able to win over a group of ad-
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combination of southerners with northern Conservative Republicans for the purpose of breaking the Radical control over Congress The

much

discussed question of the dangers at-

southern

tending

restoration

was

in

reality

therefore only a political device designed to keep
the Radicals in power. The same was true of the
question. Men like Charles Sumner were
sincerely interested in the Negro's welfare and
determined to protect him against reenslave-

Negro

ment, for the most part, however, Radical
concern over the Negro because
he would vote Republican. Radical leaders were
determined from the first to stiy in office by
politicians felt

Negro the ballot, but too much
Negro equality existed in the
permit this to become an avowed issue

giving the

opposition to

North

to

of the congressional campaign of 1866
The Fourteenth Amendment contained four

measures incorporated by the Radicals
one protected the civil rights
of Negroes Section two provided that if the
Negroes were not allowed to vote, southern
representation should be reduced according to
distinct

into one. Section

the proportion of Negroes to the total populaSection three disqualified from holding
public office all persons who, having held any
tion

or military office, however petty, under the
United States or under any state, had then

civil

violated the oath of allegiance required for that

by voluntarily supporting the Confederacy Congress alone by a two-thirds vote had the
po\\er to remove such disability Section four
office

repudiated the Confederate and guaranteed the
federal debt.

herents large enough to give them two-thirds
control of a Congress from which southerners

The punitive section of the amendment was
calculated to leave the South leaderless in the

were forcibly excluded. This change of popular
heart was accomplished by a campaign of misrepresentation and vituperation which blinded

most trying period of

the public to the vital problems confronting the

Johnson Conservatives in the North who
might have accepted the other sections. The
Radicals, however, refused to allow the different
measures in the amendment to be presented separately; they were thus able to claim that Conserv-

nation.

Indeed behind the smoke screen of Radical
rodomontade were concealed issues whose solution would determine the fate of the United
States for decades to come. The first of these
was whether southerners could be trusted to
return to participation in the union. While

many

northerners honestly believed that the

former slaveholders were inherently wicked and
that allowing

them

to regain political

power
would destroy the union, the Radical Republicans were more realistic. They opposed restoration of an unreconstructed South largely because they realized that

it

made probable

a

table that

its

amendment

its

history;

inclusion should

it

was

inevi-

make the whole

intolerable to southerners as well as

to

atives

who

objected only to the punitive clause

were opposed to the more moderate portions.
Bondholders, for instance, were convinced that
the repudiation of the federal debt could be prevented only by the election ot Radicals.

By

introducing a bill guaranteeing restoration upon
ratification the Radicals led moderates to believe
that the

amendment embodied

their definitive

terms to the South, while, by failing to pass the
bill, they left the door open to complete subjuga-
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when they had obtained a two-thirds control of Congress. Thus
the Fourteenth Amendment played an importion of the southern states

tant but purposely confused part in the Radical

which ordinarily he would have accepted; it
explains also his refusal to advise the South to
ratify the Fourteenth Amendment. But Johnson
committed an unfortunate blunder when he

with

victory.

failed to oust all the Radical officeholders,

Economic questions, which really were at the
heart of the Radical attack on the South, were
kept in the background. The real danger from
"the return of rebels to power" was not the

the result that the Radicals were able to wield
the great patronage power against him. He erred

overthrow of the union but the ousting of the

new

industrial forces

from control

in

Washing-

ton by a renewed combination of southern
planters and western farmers. Significant economic policies of the day still to be determined
in

permanent form were the questions of con-

gressional extravagance, the incidence of taxation, contraction or inflation of the currency,

m

the payment of federal bonds
gold or depreciated greenbacks, the role of the new na-

banks and
government's attitude
toward the monopoly practises and corrupt
methods of big business and toward the spoliathe

tional

further in permitting the Radicals to confuse and
conceal the really important issues of the day,
for his own position on these, particularly the

economic ones, would have obtained majority
support even in the North. The moderate third
party movement, which could have swept the
North, failed because the Philadelphia Convention of 1866 did not create a new party with
party machinery and candidates; Conservative
Republican voters in November, 1866, were
therefore faced in most cases with the dilemma
of choosing between Radical and Copperhead
candidates. In spite of all this the Radical victory
in 1866 in many states was won by only a slight

before the war. After the southerners withdrew

By no stretch of the imagination, then,
be construed as a verdict in favor of
Radical reconstruction. It was this election, however, which gave the Radicals the two-thirds
majority in Congress which permitted them to

from the union, they were able to obtain tariffs
high enough not only to offset huge war taxes
on industry but to afford additional protection

carry out their southern policies unopposed.
The momentous Reconstruction Act, embodying the Radical program, was passed on

against foreign goods as well. Then, by keeping
southern representatives out of Congress and
winning western farmers with a wool tariff, the

March

were able to retain the war duties
war taxes which they offset had been
repealed. These were the economic issues upon
which Radicals did not dare permit the "unreconstructed" South to pass judgment. Indeed

readmitted into the union) into five military

tion of the public lands for private gain.
ticular
tariff

importance was the

men had been

tariff

Of par-

question.

High

in a hopeless minority

protectionists

after the

northern opposition to the position of the
Radicals was so keen that these questions were
persistently excluded from political discussion.
For years all criticism of the Radical program

which meant governmental support of big
business was effectively silenced by appeals to
mob hysteria, such as the "waving of the
bloody shirt" or the invoking of the sectional
loyalties.

Radical leaders outgeneraled Johnson suThe president saw that the Radicals were

perbly.

majority.

could

it

2,

federate

ratified the

districts,

1867. It divided the former Con(save Tennessee, which had
Fourteenth Amendment and been

states

where martial law was to

prevail. It

established provisional state governments, which
could be abolished or changed at the will of the
federal government. It ordered the election of

delegates to constitutional conventions, with all
adult males participating, regardless of color,
except the southern leaders disqualified from
officeholding by the Fourteenth Amendment.
Upon the framing of constitutions which in-

cluded provision for Negro suffrage and upon
the ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment

and the approval of the new constitutions by
Congress, the seceded states would be ready for
readmission; but no person could be elected to
Congress who could not take the "ironclad oath"
he had never fought or held office under the
Confederacy or in any way supported it. By 1868

determined from the beginning to proceed to
extreme measures. Believing that to yield or to

that

compromise on any point would mean ultimate
defeat, Johnson refused to approve important
matters concerning the South until southern
states were permitted to participate in their
enactment. This explains his opposition to bills

Tennessee, had been readmitted after meeting these onerous terms.
As late as the presidential campaign of 1868
the Republicans had not dared to include Negro
five states, besides

suffrage for the

North in the party platform. But
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soon after their victory in the election they
passed the Fifteenth Amendment, which provided that the right to vote should not be denied
"on account of race, color, or previous condition

union by the theory that the constitution was a
compact between sovereign states, which any

The amendment was ratified by
March, 1870, but like the Fourteenth could not
have been ratified at all except by forced rule of
the South. As southerners became more and
more restive under Radical rule, Congress enacted more extreme measures during 1870-72:
laws to enforce the Fourteenth and Fifteenth

North justified its going to war to force unwilling

of servitude."

state could abrogate when it ceased to serve the
purposes for which it had been drawn up. The

southerners to stay in the union by the theory

fringements of rights by individuals as well as
by states; to grant jurisdiction to the federal

United States was an indestructible
union of states no longer sovereign, from which
no state could secede since every citizen of every
state was also a citizen of the United States and
owed supreme allegiance thereto. With the war
ended, Johnson sought to restore the seceded
states on the basis of the indestructible union
theory; but this no longer served the purposes

courts in cases involving racial equality; to
provide federal supervision of elections; to em-

of the Radicals. Some of them now espoused a
"conquered province" doctrine which denied

Amendments;

to protect Negroes against in-

power the use of

military

force to

protect

Negroes; to legalize suspending the writ of
habeas corpus; and to penalize heavily the
activities of the Ku Klux Klan. Just before they

House in March, 1875, the
Republicans enacted a new civil rights law.
But the end was near. The excesses of the rule
of carpetbaggers, "scalawags" and Negroes,
lost control of

the

most of the last as yet unfitted for public office,
threatened to complete the ruin of the South.
The old governing class of the tidewater and the
small fanners of the up-country areas, whose
relations

had

traditionally

been

hostile,

now

joined hands to combat the common foes, the
enfranchised Negroes and their northern carpetbagger friends. Nor could a military dictatorship

be maintained permanently over a whole people;
and, as soon as northern troops were withdrawn, southern whites, by open disregard of
laws and the constitution, by intimidation of the
Negroes and mob violence, took po^er back
into their own hands. Northerners too had
grown tired of trying to rule the South by force.
They became eager to decide the vital economic
issues which reconstruction politicians had
evaded. It therefore became increasingly diffi-

that the

southerners

all

rights save those the victors

wished to grant; others reconciled their 1861
claims that states could not secede with their

1865 desire to deny them statehood by insisting
that the southern states through rebellion had
lost their status as commonwealths and had
reverted to a territorial condition. Southerners,
for the

on the other hand, argued vigorously

unimpaired rights of states Actually, constitutional arguments were merely rationalizations of
the economic and political desires which determined the respective programs. It was not
constitutional precedent therefore but force of
arms \vhich led the Supreme Court to rule in
Texas v. White [74 U. S. 700 (1869)] that the
ratification of the constitution in 1788 had
solemnized an indestructible union and that
Congress had the power to approve or reject the
governments of the southern states.
In discussions of constitutional precedents to
support or deny the right of secession or the
of southern states, the attempt
of Radicals to overthrow the traditional form of
American government has often been overterritorial status

looked.
centrate

The

Radicals actually sought to conin the national government by

power

cult to mobilize public opinion in support of the
drastic measures necessary to keep the South

substituting close centralization for the existing
federal system and by transforming the states

Republican. In 1871 the "ironclad oath" was

into

repealed; in 1872 Congress granted a general

amnesty; and in 1877 President Hayes removed
the last of the federal troops from the South.
With northern support gone, the RepublicanNegro governments were captured by the whites

and

for fifty years the

South continued

solidly

Democratic.
Constitutional questions bulked large in the
discussions over reconstruction. The southern
states

had

justified their

withdrawal from the

mere administrative subdivisions. In place
of the federal checks and balances they wished

to set

up a parliamentary system with executive,
and the constitution itself subordinate to

courts

an omnipotent Congress. For three years President Johnson was kept helpless not only by the
fact of a two-thirds majority which could always
override vetoes but by specific legislation which
took administrative power out of his hands, even
to the extent of forbidding

own

him

to dismiss his

appointees without congressional consent.
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Had

the Radicals succeeded in removing Johnson, the president would have become a puppet
in the hands of Congress; indeed the Supreme

Court might

As

easily

have been the next victim.

was, the court was for years cowed into
avoiding decisions which would offend Conit

gress While exparte Milligan [71 U. S. 2 (1866)]
did declare military tribunals unlawful even in

war time when the civil courts were functioning,
this decision was not handed down until the
Civil War had been safely over for two years.

When the constitutionality of radical reconstrucwas brought before it, the court dodged the
and in Georgia v, Stanton [73 U. S. 50
(1867)] and Mississippi v. Johnson [71 U.S. 475
(1867)] it found reasons for refusing to assume
jurisdiction In Texas v. White in 1869 it merely
registered the result of the war and the will of
the Radicals. It was not until public opinion had
turned and the Radicals had lost control of
Congress that the Supreme Court dared place
tion

issue;

its stamp of unconstitutionally upon Radical
reconstruction in United States v. Cruikshank

U. S. 542 (1876)], United States v. Reese
U. S. 214 (1876)], the Civil Rights Cases
[109 U. S. 3 (1883)] and United States v. Harris
[92

[92

[io6U. 8.629(1882)].
Reconstruction

bequeathed

an

important

heritage to the South. Here it brought years of
suffering, the decline of the old aristocracy, the

power of the white masses from
the up country and the social and economic
revolution which has created the "new South."
Slavery was destroyed, but reconstruction did
rise to political

not solve, indeed

it

actually complicated, the

and economic problems of ignorance, inefficiency and racial differences that had existed under slavery. In spite of the presence of
the easily circumvented post-Civil War constisocial

tutional

amendments reconstruction

From

the

reconstruction the

To the South
meant that its attitude toward national
problems has been completely dominated by the
nation inherited a "solid South."

this has

necessity of maintaining a united front against
the Negro; to the Democratic party it has meant

the presence of a bloc of conservative votes great
to prevent the party from becoming a

enough

truly liberal organization; to the nation

meant
ability

it

has

derangement caused by the inof various groups in the south to join

political

to the North.

left

common

an important heritage

The Fourteenth Amendment,

presumably passed to protect the Negro, has been
utilized by the Supreme Court to prevent the

enactment of

social

legislation

opposed by

property interests and the public regulation of
business practises. Also by a clever use of
popular shibboleths northern industrialists,

working through their allies, the leaders of the
Republican party, succeeded in focusing na
tional attention for almost a dozen years on the
single question of reconstruction, while by preventing the union of the South and West, they
were able to overpower the agrarian forces, the

dominant

really

the

new

class in the country.

industrial forces

In 1865

would have been easily

outvoted. But during the long years of reconstruction a new economic and social order was

being nurtured to maturity by tariffs and other
governmental favors and special privileges. By
the time reconstruction ended and the South and
West were permitted to combine politically once

more, modern industrialism was too strong to be
The age of big business had dawned.
Radical reconstruction did not cause mdustnali/ation, but these years of undisturbed business
control of the government molded its course.
controlled.
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This was further

history.

and

social

institutional

intensified

by the

development of new sciences in the nineteenth
century which opened the eyes of historians
to new types of materials for the study of man's
past, of which for the most part they had hitherto
been unconscious. Among these archaeology
has made the most interesting contributions;
but ethnography, anthropogeography, philology
and iconography have also greatly enriched the
concept of history In 1837 Thomsen, a Danish
scholar, gave great impetus to the scientific
study of archaeology; he set out to make a

careful

and

collection

classification

of tools,

with a \\ide variety of uses
and physical remains of primitl\e man and to

weapons,

artifacts

relate them to the geological strata m which they
were embedded and to the flora and fauna vuth
which they were found. Already a generation

earlier the scientific study of

RECORDS, HISTORICAL.

According to the

English Public Record Act of 1838 records include "all rolls, records, writs, books, proceedings, decrees, bills, warrants, accounts, papers,

"

and documents whatsoever of a public nature
Some archivists, like Hilary Jenkmson, find even
this definition too general and all inclusive and
would restrict the term to certain types of
While this
legally authenticated documents
position deserves recognition, there does seem
abundant justification for the use of the term
in its wider acceptance as including all forms
of data, whether written or unwritten, that may
be employed as sources for the reconstruction

of the

life

this sense

m

the past In
activity of man
will be employed in the present

and
it

of historical records will thus be

as broad as any particular definition of history.
On this question there is no concensus of

opinion. In general the dominant interests of
any age will condition the scope and content

which will then be given to the history of past
ages, and this in turn will determine the type of
materials to be employed as historical sources.
In an age when history is looked upon as a
branch of literature the historian may be almost
solely

dependent upon

literary records; that

is,

annals and chronicles This view was long prevalent prior to the eighteenth ccnturv, and for

some generations
the written record

The

pre-Greek ciulizaand Tigris-Euphrates valleys

had been initiated Since that time there has
been gathered, classified, studied and interpreted an ever growing body of such materials
from all over the world; while they are incomplete because the written record is lacking, they
have been of immense value to the historian,
assisting

him

to

reconstruct the outlines

industrial

unwritten.

Among

remains, both

the latter are the physical
hair, bones, and the like

human

records

of

the

earth's

and fauna,
character, waterways, mountain barriers,
and
deserts
in
woodlands;
short, all those
plains,
geographical agencies which operate as conditioning factors in the life of man and as such
must be given due consideration in the treatment
crust, its climate, topography, flora
soil

of any historical question.
Material remains, archaeological and

monu-

mental, are probably the most important of the
unwritten records by virtue of their abundance

and also, in primitive or early classical civilizations, because of the scarcity or entire lack of
other contemporary records

Among

these are

dependence upon
remained predominant.

to be mentioned, clothing, tools and weapons;
coins, medals, seals, heraldic devices; objects

of the
political res olutions

of art and luxury, including jewelry, carvings in
wood and enamel and sculptures in stone; metal

thereafter
still

and

of

man's past extending back hundreds of thousands of years and thus enabling him to secure a
better perspective on the few thousand years for
which written records exist.
The more obvious types of historical records
fall roughly into two mam classes, written and

and geographical

discussion.

The concept

tions in the Nile

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries challenged
the dominant position of the ruling class and

work

in all

its

variety

and

intricacy, glass

and
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textiles of various sorts; burial

mounds, menhirs

and dolmens, temples or shrines; theaters,
colosseums and triumphal arches; town halls,
and the humbler dwellings of burgher
and peasant. The value of this type of material

castles

for the reconstruction of the life of primitive
man is now fully recognized, but historians are

not always alive to its significance for a period
which written records have become relatively

for

abundant. Rostovtzeff has emphasized its worth
as an aid in interpreting life in the classical
period of Greece and Rome; Alfons Dopsch
in his
der

Wirtschaftliche

und

soziale

Grundlagen

Kulturentwtcklung (2 vols.,
Vienna 1918-20) has illustrated its use in reconstructing economic life in Europe in the
europaischen

torial

and sound records are

steadily

becoming

significant. Graphic and pictorial records,
such as charts, maps and portraits, have long
been utilized as important sources by the historian; but the perfecting of the camera and the
combination of photography and sound reproductionhaveintroducedan entirely new element.
It is necessary only to mention the still and mo-

more

tion pictures taken during the operations of the
World War and the so-called "record of events"
daily exhibited upon cinema screens to indicate
the tremendous significance of this type of
record for the student of contemporary history.

of history expands and the popreoccupations of historians give way to
interest in cultural aspects of man's past, these

As the concept

litical

various types of record take on new meaning and
But after due consideration is given

early Middle Ages; and within the last few years
historians of art, by relating their materials to

significance.

other types of historical sources, have contributed greatly to contemporary knowledge,

them, the chief reliance of the historian must
still be upon the written record.

particularly of the Middle Ages. There is more
history in a Gothic cathedral than in many

These written records are of many kinds.
They may be graven on stone, pressed in clay or
written on papyrus, parchment or paper. They
may employ pictorial characters, symbols or

tomes of written records.
On the border line between unwritten and
written records are the linguistic and the ethnic
records. At the opening of the last quarter of the
nineteenth century the philologists claimed to
hold the key to the explanation of virtually all
history. Further study has modified these extreme views considerably, but the record of

language can by no means be ignored. Especially
in the scientific study of place names much
light is being thrown upon obscure pages of

alphabet, requiring tools of different sorts in
their writing and demanding various skills, such
as epigraphy, papyrology, palaeography and diplomatic, in their deciphering and interpretation.
It

must

suffice here

merely to name some of

the more important. First come inscriptions, of
which valuable and convenient collections have
been made from classical times the Corpus in-

study of surnames in certain

scriptionum graecarum (Berlin 1873- ) and the
Corpus inscrtptionum latinarum (Berlin 1863- )

periods of the Middle Ages may reveal much
of the development of industry in a given region;
while phrases, proverbs, names of common

and of which perhaps the two most notable
examples are the Behistun rock and the Rosetta
stone, although their importance is by no means

things of everyday use, may provide a clue to the
cultural affinities of a people and thus to their

and preclassical age,
Second come annals, chronicles and histories,
of
brief
the first consisting
jottings year by year,

history.

A careful

history. Such evidence must be used with caution, since nothing is more easily adapted and

adopted than language, but in the hands of a
carefully trained philologist it may be of great
historical value. Much the same is true of myth,

legend, folklore, ballad, epic, anecdote and tradition. There was a time when these were dis-

carded as useless for historical purposes, but if
scientifically studied and sifted they may yield
valuable data, especially where they are controlled

by other types of sources. This has been

strikingly evidenced, for example, in the substantiation of Greek myths by excavations at

Troy and Crete.
With the rapid development of photographic
and cinematographic processes, graphic, pic-

limited to the classical

the second at its worst barely distinguishable
from the annals and at its best shading into the

Third, poems and songs, epic, lyric or
didactic, historical or imaginative, may be of
great historical value. Fourth, there are docuhistories.

ments of an official or quasi-official character,
by which the narrative sources mentioned above
must be supplemented and corrected; these include laws, decrees, all types of legally authenticated papers, municipal, manorial or corporation records, tax and rent rolls, census and othe*
court records and notarial
There was great dependence upon this

statistical materials,

registers.

type of record during the latter half of the nineteenth century especially, and they must always
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be employed to afford the framework for any

and from which students in

historical synthesis. It is now realized, however,
that even legally authenticated documents may
be tendential and either wilfully or negligently

well profit.
No discussion of historical records

erroneous. Historians are coming more and
more to realize that they need to be vivified by a

more vital type of record. Fifth, letters, diaries
and memoirs constitute a group of materials
ranging all the way from semi-official papers to
the untrustworthy and hazy recollections of old
age; the former two may be of extreme value as
reflecting the

men

day by day impressions of

in

significant positions in political or civil life of
may have been chief actors.

events in which they

Sixth, newspapers, periodicals and pamphlets
also afford living records of the trends of

thought

and opinion regarding

matters

of

timely interest.
In a broad view of history the historian is
thrown into close association with and often de-

pendence upon associated disciplines or sciences,
both for the collection and for the interpretation
of data of which he must make use. Traditionally there have been enumerated certain
techniques, or "sciences," "auxiliary" to history: epigraphy, or the deciphering of inscriptions; palaeography, or the science of old

hand-

writing; diplomatic, the science of the analysis

and interpretation of documents, involving
knowledge of the different methods of reckoning
time, of the formulae employed by various chancelleries at different periods and of the conventions used in the authentication of documents;
numismatics, sphragistics and heraldry. While
knowledge of these techniques is indispensable
in the handling of certain types of historical
records, the relation of the historian to workers
is of even greater significance. His
dependence upon the geographer, the geologist,
the archaeologist and the philologist for the
gathering and interpretation of certain types of
sources has already been commented upon. But
no less close are his contacts with the sociologist,

in allied fields

allied fields

might

would be
complete without some reference to the work of
scholars in collecting and editing sources. A
beginning in this direction was made, even before the invention of printing, in the Specula,
most notable of which was that of Vincent of

Beauvais in the thirteenth century. Very soon
became established, the collecting

after printing

and editing of records began on a large scale.
Much of this work was done hastily and uncritically, with little or no attempt to collate
manuscripts, to discover the best manuscript of
a given work or to furnish adequate apparatus
in introduction or notes. Such were the Monarchia Sancti Romani Imperil of Melchior Gold-

Hanover and Frankfort 1611-14)
and the Maxima bibliotheca veterum patrum of
ast (3 vols.,

Margarinus de La Bigne (8 vols., Paris 1575;
enlarged ed., 27 vols
Lyons 1677). Most
notable in the early work of editing texts was
,

that of the Congregation of Benedictines of St.

Maur and of the Jesuits under the leadership of
Jean Bolland. From the former, commencing
with the early seventeenth century, has proceeded a number of important collections of
sources and critical studies. Jean Mabillon's De
re diplomatica (Paris 1681), which initiated the
study of palaeography and diplomatic,
indicative of the critical scholarship which
went into their work. Best known of their collecscientific
is

tions of sources is the Rerum gallicarum et
francicarum scriptores, or Recueil des historiens des
Gaules et de la France. The plan of this work

was conceived by Andre du Chesne in the
seventeenth century, but he died when it was
only begun. In the following century it was
taken up by the Benedictines and under the editorship of Dom Martin Bouquet the first eight
volumes of the Recueil appeared (1738-52). After

Dom Bouquet's death his colleagues took over
the work and several additional volumes were

the anthropologist, the social psychologist, the
economist and the statistician. The more he is

published. Following 1796 publication was continued under the auspices of the Academic des

concerned with man as a social being, the closer
are these lines of contact drawn; and, despite the
efforts of those who would attempt clearly to

completed (1904) in twenty-four volumes, com-

methods and objectives of each and
thus to differentiate between them, it seems clear
that the drift is toward a synthesis of the so-

together with some sampling of official documents in the later volumes. The great accomplishment of the Bollandist fathers has been the

define the

called social sciences.

The

contribution of the

would then be in the method of
approach and the perspective which the discipline of his subject matter imposes upon him,
historian

Inscriptions et Belles Lcttres

and the work was

prising a valuable collection of narrative sources

and editing of the lives of the
Acta sanctorum the first volume of which

collecting, sifting
saints,

,

was published by Bolland in Antwerp hi 1643;
this work is still in process of publication. These
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must serve as illustrations of what is best in the
editorial work of ecclesiastical foundations. Ob-

much

viously

of

it,

in

especially

the early

is far from
perfect. But the men who
worked upon it were gradually perfecting techniques by which their successors and those
engaged in similar enterprises have greatly

volumes,

or editors

who made

the selections or of the

group under whose auspices a given collection
has been published. They are conditioned also
by the quality of the workmanship which has
gone into the collecting and collating of manuscripts and the preparation of the text. The
personal equation will always remain, but with

comprises the

progress in technique, especially through the
training of competent scholars by such an insti-

great national collections, born largely of the
desire to emphasize the importance of national

tution as the Ecole des Chartes, the accuracy of
the text and the quality of the critical apparatus

profited.

Another

and

class of publication

enhance the nation in popular
the Monumenta Germaniae historica, begun in 1826 by G. H. Pert/ and still not
completed, which attempts to collect the sources
for German history from 500 A D. to 1500. Much
history

to

esteem. Such

is

of the critical work in this series

some has needed

new knowledge

be redone

to

or

new

is

m

admirable;
the light of

manuscripts.

On

the

model for this type
whole, however,
of collection. England in Renim bntannicarum
medii aevi scrtptores, or Chronicles and Memorials
of Great Britain and Ireland (1858-1911), published under the auspices of the master of the
it

Rolls;

serves as a

France in the Collection de documents inde France (1835- )> published

edits sur Vhistoire

under the auspices of the Minister of Public
Instruction; Spain in Coleccion de document os
ineditos para la historia de Espana (1842-95);
and Italy in Rerum italicarum scnptores (172351), now in process of reissue in an enlarged edition, have similar series. The Italian collection
is notable as the firbt undertaking of its kind and
also because it represents the work of a single
editor, L. A. Muratori.
There are also important collections of materials for local history, such as that of the Surtees Society (Publications, vols. i-cxlvii,

Dur-

ham 1835-1932); of special types of documents,
such as the publications of the Pipe Roll Society
(Publications, vols. i-xlvu, London 1884-1932)
or the Selden Society (Publication*, vols. i-1,
London 1888-1930);

of town

or

industrial

records; and, of recent date, great collections
of materials on contemporary diplomacy de-

signed to substantiate the position of one or
another of the participants in the World War,
best illustrated perhaps
vols., Berlin

by Diegrosse

Politik (40

1922-27).

With possible rare exceptions none of the
collections of materials can be more than selecfrom the mass of historical data. Much of
been collected with a special end in
view, and all of it reflects either consciously or
unconsciously the point of view of the editor
tions

this has

have also greatly improved. The Corpus scriptorum ecclenasticorum latinorum, for example, is
a

model of careful and scholarly editing.
AUSTIN P. EVANS
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RECREATION. The

,

recognition of recreation

problem is largely the result of forces
set in motion by industrial developments. Public
as a social

entertainment of the spectacle type

elaborate

pageants, athletic contests, chariot races and
fostered by governments
gladiatorial combats
in classic times partly as a

means of

allaying so-

languished during the Middle Ages,
chiefly because of the disapproval of the Christian church and also because of social cleavages
cial unrest,

under which formal recreation became for the
most part an upper class prerogative. The coming of industrialization with its concentration of
population in urban centers brought recreation
into

new

focus.

The

benefits of shorter

working

hours made possible by the introduction of the
machine were offset by the high degree of fatigue
resulting from mechanized, routinized occupations that inhibited not only physical activity
but the exercise of creative capacity, which had

Recreation
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been possible to some extent under the craft
system. It was this situation which drew atten-

ported. Only scattered statistics exist, however,
as to the total expenditures for commercial rec-

tion to the importance of recreation as a community need and led to the development of the

intricate character of

two major aspects of the recreation problem in
its modern sense: commercial recreation and
organized community recreation, or what might
be called the recreation movement.
Commercial recreation owes its rise to the

case of those subject to taxation. In 1923-24,
when federal taxes levied on practically all com-

laissez faire system of the nineteenth century,
which, in England and the United States, apart

from sporadic philanthropic

efforts

failed to

make necessary

provision for the increased
leisure of large sections of the population. The

consequent assumption by private and commercial interests of the provision of recreation
for financial profit rapidly developed into a large
scale business enterprise, which at the present
time represents millions of dollars in investment
and in annual receipts. The description of commercial recreations as those in which a fee is

charged is not altogether accurate, for not infrequently small fees are charged for public recreation facilities in order to pay for maintenance. A
more accurate designation of commercial recreations would be those not provided and operated

by publicly financed or philanthropic agencies
but run primarily for profit. In addition to the
traditional amusement enterprises commonly
classed as commercial the theater, including
vaudeville and burlesque shows, motion pictures, billiard and pool rooms, street carnivals
and amusement parks, dance halls, cabarets,
night clubs and road houses recent years have
witnessed the development of swimming pools,

summer camps,

golf courses, tennis courts and

operated for financial gain. The
commercialization of the public demand for recskating rinks,

all

This

and
commercial amusement
and
because
no
centralized
enterprises
partly
method exists for reporting amounts paid for admission to places of amusement except in the
reation.

is

partly because of the varied

mercial amusements during the World War were
still in effect, the total amount paid by the public
of the United States for admission to places sub-

was more than $768,000,000.
Since all commercial amusements charging an
admission of 10 cents or more were included,

ject to this tax

moving picture and
other theaters, concerts given for financial profit,
baseball and football games, dance halls and

this figure probably covers

parks. On the basis of 85,000,000
admissions per week at an average admission
price of 30 cents the amount spent in 1930
by the American public on motion picture entertainment has been estimated to be $1,326,-

amusement

000,000.

Computed from

by dance

halls,

night clubs, the

the federal tax paid
roof gardens and

cabarets,

money

spent on this type of

commercial amusement for the year ending in
June, 1930, amounted to approximately $23,725,000 Another form of commercial entertainment which forged to the front during the
1920*3 is the radio. In 1930 the total retail sales
of radios and radio parts reached $500,951,000,
apart from an estimated $45,000,000 paid to

broadcasting stations by advertisers. Pool, billiards and bowling have declined in recent years,

but in 1920 the number of tables and alleys was
278,216. The attendance for a single day at the

Coney Island amusement park

in

New

York

further exemplified by professional
baseball and football and by certain other sports,

often 800,000. An estimate of the annual
expenditures for a restricted group of commer-

such as prize fighting and horse racing.

recreations in the United States for the
decade ending 1930 was attempted by the
President's Research Committee on Social
Trends. The total arrived at was $2,214,725,000,
a figure probably far below the actual amount
spent, inasmuch as there are numerous forms of
commercial amusement for which no satisfactory
estimates of expenditures can be made.

reation

is

While recreation

in general is to

some extent

correlated with the economic level of a population,

this

relationship applies particularly to

commercial recreation. In the United States
during the prosperous years following the World
War commercial recreation in variety and extent

probably surpassed that of any other country.
Quantitatively commercial amusements are the
most popular resource for the leisure time of the
American people. In most cities where recreational surveys have been made it has been shown
that with regard to volume of service commercial
amusements are far more important than those

which are privately endowed or publicly sup-

City

is

cial

The unwholesome character of certain types
of commercial recreation, their alliance with organized crime and vice, and their tendency to
contribute to juvenile delinquency, have caused

widespread popular agitation, which has resulted
in varying fo ms of covernmental regulation.
The basis of such regulation is usually a sys-
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tern of licensing and inspection, which in addition to restricting admissions, applies to physical

conditions, including sanitation, ventilation, fire
hazards and safety of buildings, and to the

type of offering and the general conduct of the
enterprise. In most communities this control is
exercised through local municipal ordinances,
although in some states there are laws governing

amusements and public exhibitions. Occasionally a government goes even further than supervision and makes an effort to suppress commercial amusements which violate the social code or
are considered a menace to public morals. Prohibitive legislation of this type has been applied
gaming devices, to gambling in connection

to

with legitimate amusements and to dance halls
or resorts fostering vice. Within recent years
commercial interests have begun to exercise a
voluntary control, endeavoring to improve the
character of their enterprises as a means of courting public favor and attracting patronage In

managers or owners of dance halls and pool rooms
have taken steps to set up standards and to bring

many

cities,

for example, associations of

times state and national auspices. In most American cities provision is made not only for sports,
athletics, swimming, boating and general out-

door recreations but for pageants, festivals,
community music, dancing and similar
activities. Through the cooperation of the community center and the adult education movements civic and educational features are emphaplays,

by means of debates, lectures and moving
picture exhibits. Schools have extended their
legal function to include equipment and leadersized

ship for

many

types of

community

cleared for

all

kinds of social occasions, evening

and crafts for adults are provided
many cases and neighborhood clubs are in-

classes in arts

m

vited to use the facilities of the building for their
activities As public provision for recreation has

developed, certain types of sport which because
of their costly equipment were formerly available only to wealthy classes have been included

m park planning. Golf links, tennis courts, polo

pressure to bear within the trade to insure con-

fields, bridle trails as

formity to these standards. Motion picture producers are undertaking to exercise similar con-

taining bowling alleys

well as field houses con-

and pool and billiard
rooms have become common in public parks.

The War Camp Community

trol nationally.
Growing realization

recreation.

School auditoriums have been supplied with
stages for dramatics, portable school furniture
has been installed so that classrooms may be

Service organ-

of the importance of
wholesome recreation led in the twentieth cen-

ized during the World War helped greatly to
accelerate the recreation movement, demon-

tury to the development in the United States of
organized community recreation as a public re-

recreation in terms of

sponsibility.

Somewhat

earlier, in

an

effort to

mitigate the evils resulting from urban conges

humanitarian and social reformers had
sponsored the children's playground, the first
type of organized recreation. During this same
tion,

strating as

morale.

it

did the beneficial effect of organized

The

community health and

National Conference on Outdoor

Recreation called by President Coolidge in 1924
drew attention to the numerous forms of outdoor
recreation available in the United States and en-

period the function of public parks, hitherto
largely aesthetic, was widened to include pro-

deavored to coordinate national, state, county
and municipal agencies in providing recreational
facilities. One of the most important agencies in

games and other forms of outOut of these scattered begin-

the development of a public opinion favorable to
community recreation is the National Recrea-

vision for sports,
door recreation

nings arose a concerted community effort to
provide recreational facilities for all classes and
ages. Private

and philanthropic agencies were

promoters of recreation, and such organizations as the Young Men's Christian Association, the Young Women's Christian Assothe

first

ciation, social settlements, women's clubs and
parent-teacher organizations as well as industrial and labor groups lent their support to the

movement and urged

development by governmental authorities The extent to which the
latter aim has been realized is apparent in the
enormous range of recreational facilities which
today are provided under municipal and someits

tion Association, organized in 1906 as the Play-

ground Association of America. Through its
monthly journal, Recreation, its pamphlets,
handbooks and numerous other publications, its
field workers who assist communities with their
programs, and its studies and surveys it has
given both impetus and direction to organized
recreation. It has been active in encouraging the
provision of recreational facilities in rural communities where until recently, because of isolation

on the one hand and the high per capita cost
on the other, the movement had

of leadership

made

little

progress.

In the development of recreation as a new

Recreation
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by some 400 educational

form of public service varying types of administrative machinery have appeared. In several

and the National Recreation Association con-

states early legislation authorized the expenditure of funds for play and recreational purposes

High standards

by school and park boards. Since 1917 an

in-

creasing number of states have passed home rule
recreation bills permitting cities to carry on year

round municipal recreation programs under the
direction of trained, salaried leaders. In some
cases this legislation has provided for the administration of the work by a recreation com-

mission, a

method which

is

being applied in a

variety of combinations with park boards, school

boards or other municipal departments Because
of the range of functions which an administrative body must necessarily carry on, the majority of recreation leaders favor the coordination of

recreational activities, excluding the
supervision of commercial recreation, in a single
all

body with

legal standing in the

community and

offered

ducts a special school for recreation executives.
are set for scholarship, technical

information, personal ability, leadership and
character Advanced study courses are required,

and staff conferences are held at regular intervals
to report upon and discuss recreation problems
and programs designed to meet growing community needs.
Organized community recreation exists in
only a few places in Europe, and where it does
it may be said to imitate American methods.
Theaters, opera houses, botanical and zoological
gardens, art galleries and museums, which in
most continental cities are municipally owned or
subsidized, are customarily regarded as educational rather than recreational services. Further-

more, while

it is

true that since the

Europe,

legislation empowering municipalities to create
recreational departments as integrated elements

labor organizations have

states

had such laws.

Some

notion of the extent of public recreation

United States may be gained from the
1933 Yearbook of the National Recreation Association, according to which in 1932 there were
6990 outdoor playgrounds, 770 recreation buildin the

exclusive of schoolhouses, 2052 indoor
recreation centers, 1629 athletic fields, 4161
baseball diamonds, 472 bathing beaches, 374
ings,

golf courses, 1659 ice skating rinks, 108 stadia,
1094 swimming pools, 9267 tennis courts, 816

handball courts and 271 toboggan slides A total
of 12,684 separate play areas was reported, and
554 of these were opened for the first time in
1932. It

was reported

likewise that 1012 cities

provided leadership for supervised facilities:
2 3>37 were paid and 9280 were volunteers.
These cities voted bonds for recreation purposes

amount of $1,167,497.26, and budget expenditures for the year for public recreation
to the

$28,092,263.09, only about 3 percent
emanating from private sources. In contrast

it

has been concerned chiefly with
Trade unions and other

workers' recreation

made an attempt

to

organize leisure time activities for their members. Class divisions are everywhere apparent

and many of the youth movements, with their
emphasis on sports and physical activity, are religious or political in origin and are designed to
ser\e only restricted groups. In countries where
a dictatorship exists recreation is likely to consist
of a superimposed program of activity with military preparedness as its dominant motive. This
is largely true of the Italian Dopolavoro, insti-

tuted in 1925 primarily as a leisure time movement, and embracing nation wide educational

and

cultural as

activities

VN ell

and recreational
it is an
technique and is not

as physical

Although admirable

in scope,

integral part of a political
an expression of popular interest, as
is the case with public recreation in the United

essentially
States.

Following the war an enormous increase in
voluntary organized recreation, particularly in
the field of sports, occurred in Germany. Nearly

every large city boasted

totaled

Sportplatz and

with this record, figures for 1912 show that only
285 cities were maintaining supervised play-

astically

grounds and recreation centers, employing only
5320 workers and expending a total of $4,020,-

World War

interest in recreation has greatly increased in

with adequate funds appropriated by the municipality. In 1915 only two states had enacted

of the city government. In 1927 twenty-one

institutions,

its

athletic

stadium or

sorts of organizations, reas the numerligious, political and social as well
all

ous branches of the youth movement, enthusiespoused recreation. The state lent its
encouragement by granting subsidies to certain

121.79.

workers' sports federations. Hitler's accession to
power, however, greatly altered the situation in

In the administration of recreation, both puband private, a new profession has developed.
Training courses for recreation workers are now

Germany, and brought about a reversal to government imposed programs of recreation.
In Norway and Sweden, because of climatic

lic
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conditions,

community

recreation finds

its

best

expression in winter sports. Aside from this emphasis, recreation in these countries has to some
extent been circumscribed by the deeply intrenched system of formal gymnastics which
dominates Scandinavian physical education and
athletics. In Denmark recreation is promoted for
the most part through the well established system of folk schools, while in Czechoslovakia it is
centered in the Sokols, a nationalistic movement

founded in 1862 which combines educational
and cultural activities with organized sport,
athletics and games. In the Scandinavian countries as in central Europe recreation has been
receiving increased attention in connection with
city planning, and in a number of towns provision has been

made

space and sports

for

new and

enlarged park

fields.

one of the few countries on the
Belgium
continent where an attempt has been made at
official provision for leisure and recreational activities. Before the eight-hour day became genis

erally effective in 1921, the public authorities of

several highly industriali/ed provinces appointed committees to formulate programs of
recreation for workers and to provide facilities
for their execution.

tem known

as

The result

loisirs

has been the sys-

des ouvriers,

which

fosters

playgrounds, community gardens, music, games,
sports, gymnastics and educational lectures.

Complete indifference to recreation as a problem of public concern and conspicuous lack of
recreation and leisure provision either official or
unofficial have until recently been characteristic
of France, where a tradition of individuality has
frequently hampered the development of mod-

or employer to provide recreational opportuniworkers as part of a general welfare

ties for his

service. Recreational practise in English colonies
for the most part follows that of the mother

country and consists almost wholly of sports and
competitive play.
The most significant example of a changed
attitude toward recreation

is

to

be found in

Soviet Russia, where a comprehensive program

including sports, athletics and cultural activities
has been put into execution under government

In Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev and

auspices.

other large cities parks of culture and rest have

been established, equipped with playgrounds,
athletic stadia and facilities for various sports.
In addition a program of physical and recreational activity is offered
connection with

m

schools, political organizations, labor unions,
rest homes, sanatoria, organizations of young

Communists and
Recreation
worker's

is

life

a great variety of other groups.
considered an integral part of a

and

essential to his health

physical fitness.
Until the advent of

and

American teachers and

missionaries organi/ed community recreation in
the Orient was practically unknown. In recent

governments of both Japan
and China have taken steps to provide public
playgrounds of the type familiar in America and
have been active m educating native teachers as
recreational supervisors. In the case of the
Philippine Islands and Hawaii American rule
has been accompanied by the introduction of an
educational and recreational program in which
organized play for both adults and children has
years, however, the

situation

a prominent place. In Turkey notable changes
have occurred since the World War with regard

has prevailed
Spain and Portugal and in the
Latin American republics. In the case of the
latter English and American immigrants have

to the public attitude toward recreation. With
the emancipation of women and the extension of
educational and welfare activities under the

within recent years introduced golf, baseball,
soccer, tennis, cricket and other games, which
are becoming popular among the natives. Public

Turkish Republic, adults as well as children are

ern social welfare services.

The same

m

playgrounds modeled after those in the United
States have been established under private
auspices in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro.
In England a traditional play spirit, largely
spontaneous, offers
vised

recreation.

little

opportunity for super-

What

organized

recreation

depends almost wholly on private initiative and backing and finds its expression through
school and university organized sports, through
the adult education movement and through inthere

is

dustrial welfare.

The

last,

rooted in a belief in

the paternalistic method, enables a factory owner

participating in increased numbers m community sports and recreational activities. In
April, 1930, under the auspices of Himayei
Etfal (National Child Welfare Association) and
the American Friends of Turkey a playground
was opened in Angora designed to serve as a
demonstration center and a model for the Turkish nation. In addition the Ministry of Educa-

tion working in conjunction with the National
Education Society has formulated a recreational

program

to

meet the needs of

adults.

Education of the public for leisure and provision of adequate community facilities for recreation constitute a question

which in

all

countries

Red Cross

Recreation
has taken on added seriousness with the eco-

nomic depression. The enforced leisure resulting
from unemployment has become one of the most
urgent problems in industrial nations. It is
aggravated by the fact that since 1930 there has
been a decline in the expenditures for most

forms of commercial amusement, an indication
that increasing numbers of people who formerly
relied upon commercial amusements for their

entertainment are turning to public recreatime when funds for its support are
being curtailed. In some American cities the
problem has been met by the use of unemployment relief funds for the construction of intion, at a

creased park and playground facilities. The
scope of activities has been fxirther enlarged by
the recruitment of playground and recreation
leaders from the ranks of the unemployed This

only a temporary solution, however, and the
planning of a systematic, permanent program of
community recreation, based on a recognition of
is

and economic importance and of the
close correlation between participation in recreation and the economic level of the people, is
one of the vital responsibilities of society.
LFF F HANMER
its

social
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RED CROSS. Of the wide flung
movements which have

humanitarian

arisen during the past

m

century the Red Cross is the most extensive
its reach and probably the most popular in its
appeal.

To

its

founders

its

present scope would
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have seemed an impossible ideal. Their purpose
was to ameliorate the sufferings of war, and
that alone was an undertaking of great difficulty
and complexity. They were by no means the
first

to

attempt the protection of wounded

sentatives of governments that signed the Geneva
convention, have supplemented and made more
explicit the provisions of the original treaty. By

the end of 1864 the Geneva convention had been
signed by nearly all the great European powers.

commanders had made agreements with one another; medical services of a
kind had been instituted; a few idealists had
sought to improve sanitation and to transform
carelessness and ignorance into merciful competence. But the results were sporadic and unreliable For the most part what meager medical
services existed were considered a conventional
part of the regular military organization and thus

ship of about twenty million persons. In Turkey,
Egypt and part of Russia a red crescent has been

the rightful target of the enemy. Before reform
could become widely effective the world had to

substituted for the red cross,
of the Red Lion and Sun

be awakened to humanitarian sentiment and
scientists had to be regarded as essential as

equivalent in Persia.

soldiers.

tremely decentralized.
Cross Committee is the

soldiers. Military

The

which the French defeated the
Austnans at Solfenno on June 24, 1859, ^ur "
nished the immediate conditions for the origin
of the Red Cross. The suffering of the men on
that day made a deep impression on Henri
Dunant of Geneva, who was helping to care for
the wounded. Three years later he published a
little

battle in

book,

1862), in

Un

souvenir de Solfenno (Geneva
for official recognition

which he called

of the neutrality of

wounded

soldiers

and advo-

cated the formation of international organizations trained in times of peace for the relief of

men wounded

in battle.

Dunant's book aroused

considerable interest, was translated into several
languages and impressed particularly the Societe" Genevoise d'Utihtc Publique. As a result of
the efforts of the society a conference, attended
by representatives of sixteen European states,

in 1863. The conference
that relief societies be formed in

was held in Geneva

recommended

each country, to be authorized by the national
governments to cooperate with the army medical

The

following year a diplomatic conference, convoked by the Swiss Federal Council, signed a convention in which the governservices.

ments represented agreed

to sanction the formaof relief societies, to acknowledge the
neutrality of wounded men and of all persons

tion

and services engaged in

their

relief

and

to

The United States, occupied at the time with
War and impeded later by official de-

the Civil

and indifference, did not sign until 1882,
becoming thereby the thirty-second nation to
ratify the convention. In 1930 there were fiftylays

seven

officially

The

it

organization of the

has no

The

and the emblem
is

recognized as

Red Cross

is

International

ex-

Red

official central body, but
governing functions. Its twenty-five
five of them honorary, are all Swiss

members,
citizens, and they serve without remuneration,
assisted by a secretariat and by special delegations. Expenses, amounting to about 150,000
gold francs a year, are covered by subventions
from the national societies and by the income
from an inalienable capital fund. The international committee supervises a vast amount of
miscellaneous research and case work. It has
founded in Geneva an international institute for
the study of ambulance material and has sponsored regular international meetings, including
of army medical services, to

representatives

consider the problems of standardizing ambulance services. By means of commissions of
experts and research activities it has attempted
to devise ways of protecting civilians from the
effects of chemical warfare, and it has also been
active in the campaign for its abolition. During
after the World War the committee was
concerned especially with the question of war

and

prisoners, inaugurating visits of inspection to
camps and administering aid to prisoners

prison

and their families. After the war the League of
Nations turned to the International Red Cross

work of repatriating 650,000
on enemy territory. Various
legal and procedural questions which confront
the Red Cross, such as communication with the
Committee

for the

prisoners of war

recognize the emblem of a red cross on a white
ground, to be used not only by army medical
services but also by official organizations assisting them. The principles of the Geneva convention were extended to naval warfare in 1899.

citizens of a

Other

tional

diplomatic conferences, attended by
delegates of the national societies and by repre-

recognized societies, covering
with a total member-

practically the entire world,

still

blockaded country, protection of
territories, administration of

civilians in

enemy

Red Cross

relief in naval

warfare and interna-

organization of relief for disasters at
sea, are also considered by the international

Red Cross
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committee, and where necessary its recommendations are submitted to diplomatic conferences

Turkish Red Crescent became a member, all
the national societies had joined. The purpose

for decision.

of the league is to afford a central organization
for the humanitarian activities, both national

Shortly after

its

formation the

committee began the publication <tf a bulletin,
and in 1925 the Annuaire de la Croix-Rouge
internationals was inaugurated. Since 1929 this
has been published jointly by the committee and
the League of

The

Red Cross

Societies.

separate national societies are entirely

free in their organization

each of them, whatever

and administration, but

its

internal organization,

headed by a central committee which represents it in all its international relations. There
are a few principles enunciated by the international committee to which all subsidiary
societies must conform. In any country there
can be only one official Red Cross society; this
society must be recognized by its government
as an auxiliary to the army medical service and
its government must have accepted the Geneva
convention; membership must be open to all
is

nationals,

without discrimination as to sex,

religion or political opinion; the scope of its
activity must include the entire national terri-

must embrace all appropriate aspects of
military medical service.
The work of the Red Cross during the World
War brought it dramatically to the focus of
tory and

and

Red Cross

international, of the

discrimination. Its expenses are met by voluncontributions from the constituent so-

tary

The

cieties.

league cooperates with the In-

Red Cross Committee,

ternational

especially
in the administration of relief work, and also
maintains close relations with other welfare

organizations.
The relief division of the league was formed
in 1924 to organize and coordinate Red Cross

and to serve as a bureau
and information. In times of famine,
epidemics, cyclones, earthquakes and floods,
the Red Cross has proved such a reliable instrument for prompt and effective assistance that its
service in disaster relief has developed into one
of its most important functions. In 1921 Senator
Giovanni Ciraolo, honorary president of the
activities in this field

for research

Italian Red Cross, suggested the formation of
a federation for the administration of interna-

tional

disaster relief.

tional

Relief

The

projected Internafor the

Union would provide

agencies in times of

attention. Membership, contributions
and enthusiasm for its program increased so
greatly that it took on the nature of a public
trust; and when active hostilities were over, its
services were found to be even more essential

representatives of their respective
in the union, they undoubtedly

than before. Starving, disease ridden popula-

this function in

needed supplies and care; disabled men
needed homes and training; regions devastated
by the war and torn by civil strife needed help
as sorely as had the forces in international conflict. Even before the war the necessity of Red
Cross services in peace time had been discussed
and some societies, especially the American,
had extended their activities to include relief in
time of disaster. But now the abstract principle
was vitalized by urgent demands. Henry P.
Davison, the chairman of the war council of
the American Red Cross, led the way in forming
an organization to cope with the situation.
Early in 1919 a committee of representatives
from the Red Cross societies of France, Great
Britain, Italy, Japan and the United States
was formed to consider plans, and on May 5,
1919, the League of Red Cross Societies was

the

public

tions

up in Paris. All national societies are eligible
membership in the league, but their affiliation is entirely voluntary. By 1930, when the
set

for

in times

of peace, and one of its fundamental principles
is absolute freedom from political and religious

coordination of

all relief

While the national Red
would not necessarily be the

international disaster.

Cross societies

Red

many

cases;

governments

would

fulfil

and in any event

Cross, which has so distinguished

itself

in this work, would have an essential position
in administration and execution. Under the

auspices of the League of Nations a convention

providing for such an organization was signed

by thirty governments in 1927. It will become
effective when ratified by twelve governments
and when the subscription of 420,000 gold
francs has been guaranteed.
In the

field

of public health the League of

Red Cross

Societies cooperates with existing
institutions and serves as a center for informa-

and propaganda. It publishes World's
Health, a quarterly review in English, French
tion

and Spanish, and

also a

monthly Information

Bulletin. It maintains a close relationship with

the public health organizations of the League
of Nations. A Nursing Division was formed in
1919, which advises the national societies in
problems concerning the training and activities

of nurses.

Two

international courses designed
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meet the needs of Red Cross nursing have
been established in London.
About three fourths of the national societies
to

have regular provisions for children's membership, and the League of Red Cross Societies
maintains a separate Junior Division to coordinate this work. The Junior Red Cross teaches
school children the elements of healthful living

and attempts to inculcate

in

them a sense of civic

responsibility. In a majority of the countries
which have a Junior Red Cross special children's

magazines are published. There are over eleven
million junior

members

in

the various

Red

Cross societies; nearly seven million are in the
United States and there are another million or

more

in Japan.

In the 1920*8 there was a growing conviction
that some kind of central supervisory body was
needed to coordinate representatives of the
various organizations of the Red Cross. For this
purpose an agreement was reached in 1928 to
institute an International Red Cross Conference,
which should be the supreme deliberative body

Red Cross, composed of the
Red Cross Committee, the nasocieties and the League of Red Cross

of the International
International
tional

Societies. It was decided that the conference
would meet every four years, at shorter intervals
when desirable, and would be convoked by the
central committee of a national society, by the
international committee or by the league. By
this means the single, loosely connected societies
have become united in an international federation, which will give them the benefit of inter-

relationship without in any

way impairing

their

independence.

Some

Red Cross peacetime

activities

may

be gained from a survey of the expenditures on
disaster relief by the American Red Cross Society between the years 1881 and 1931. During
this period a total of over $94,000,000 was
spent for the relief and rehabilitation of victims
of more than a thousand disasters in the United
States and abroad Conspicuous among them
were the following: San Francisco earthquake
and fire (1906), $9,720,131; Messina earthquake
in Sicily (1908), $1,012,000; Ohio River valley
floods (1913), $2,472,287; influenza epidemic
(1918), $1,680,000; Chinese famine (1920-21),

$1,234,696; Japanese earthquake (1923), $11,768,802; Florida hurricane (1926), $4,485,604;
Mississippi River floods (1927), $17,498,902;
Indies hurricane (1928), $5,933,726;
United States drought (1930-31), $10,894,836.

West

*

particularly in rural communities and small
towns devoid of other organized welfare agencies By acts of Congress in 1932 the Red Cross

was authorized

to distribute a total of 85,000,000
bushels of government owned wheat to needy
families in the United States and its territories.

In 1932 and 1933 Congress assigned 844,000
Red Cross for the same

bales of cotton to the

purpose.

The

into flour

conversion of this raw material
and clothing and the administrative

costs involved in the distribution to over 25,beneficiaries entailed an outlay of

000,000

$735,000 on the part of the Red Cross.
The World War of course marked a high point
in Red Cross expenditures in both neutral and
belligerent states. Exact statistics are difficult
to obtain because of the diversity of activities

undertaken by the Red Cross and the overlapping or coordination in certain types of service
with other social and welfare agencies The
record of the American Red Cross is, however,
indicated in reports compiled shortly after the
war In addition to $28,978,000

close of the

spent in the United States the American society
extended war relief to twenty-five foreign countries, disbursing a total of over $120,000,000.
Chief among these countries with approximate
expenditures for each were: France $57,207,003;

Belgium, $3,875,161;
Isles,

$11,267,304;

Italy,

$11,972,819; British

Switzerland,

$5,972,777;

Russia, $2,240,167; Siberia, $8,225,769; Balkan
countries, $4,569,868; Palestine and the Near
East, $8,320,211.

notion of the extent and financial im-

portance of

Since the beginning of the economic depression in 1929 the program of the Red Cross has
been extended to include unemployment relief,

Equally impressive was the contribution of
Red Cross Society, which, working in
conjunction with the Order of St. John of Jeruthe British

war relief expenditure of more
20,000,000 between October 20, 1914,

salem, reported a

than

and June 30, 1920. This figure, which is exclusive of the separate amounts spent by each sobetween August 4 and October 20, 1914,
comprised funds for the provision of hospitals,
medical and surgical equipment, transportation
of the wounded, inquiries for injured and missing men, services in connection with prisoners of
war and grants toward the aftercare of sick and
disabled ex-service men. British Red Cross activities were extended to Egypt, the Balkan
countries and Russia as well as to France and
Belgium. Mention should be made also of the
operations of the other Red Cross societies
ciety

within the British dominions, especially those of

Red Cross
Canada, Australia and South Africa. These organizations, although nominally branches of the

Red

Cross, functioned as separate units
with respect to their activities, revenues and
British

expenditures

Funds

for the support of

Red Cross

are in most countries derived from

societies

membership

and from popular subscriptions In 1906
the American Red Cross had 9262 members and
in May, 1917, immediately after the United
States entered the war, it had nearly 500,000
adult members. Before the year was over membership had increased to 22,000,000 and toward
the end of the war it reached a total of 35,000,ooo, or approximately one third of the population
of the country. There are various classes of
membership ranging from the payment of one
dollar annually to one hundred dollars. Money
fees

realized through certain of these types of membership is set aside as a national endowment,

while the remainder is utilized for current requirements With the lessening demands made

upon the Red Cross for war and post-war activities, membership in the majority of countries
declined during the decade following the World
War, a reduction which was of course accelerated
by the economic depression beginning in 1929.
In that year the American Red Cross reported
slightly

more than 11,000,000 members,

includ-

ing adults and children. In Japan the figure was
approximately 4,000,000. The Italian and German Red Cross societies had memberships of

over 1,000,000 and a dozen other societies reported more than 100,000 members each.
In time of war, disaster or other emergency

popular subscriptions are usually called for to
finance Red Cross undertakings. In the United

During the World War,

in addition to the

regular annual membership roll calls,
drives were held to raise funds for

The

two special

Red Cross

appeal made in 1917 for
$100,000,000 was oversubscribed by nearly $15 ,000,000; a second drive the following year for
activities.

first

$100,000,000 resulted in a total subscription of
$182,000,000 Altogether, through membership
campaigns and special emergency appeals, the
American Red Cross collected nearly $400,000,-

000 to carry on its war activities.
In England more than 20,000,000 was raised
for the Red Cross war work, which included

some 17,000,000 reah/ed through donations,
organized collections and gifts of supplies and
approximately 618,000 in government grants.
The campaign for Red Cross contributions was
conducted largely under the auspices of the
London Times, which for over four years opened
its columns to the society's
propaganda and
supervised the collection of funds.
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enterprise
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REEVES, WILLIAM PEMBER

from 1919

1914).

(1857-1932),

social economist.

Reeves

was born in New Zealand; after studying for the
bar he turned to journalistic activities and later
to politics. Both as a practical politician and as
a descriptive writer he was the leading exponent
of the state socialism of New Zealand. His
socialism was drawn partly from his study of
Utopian experiments, which he described in
Some Historical Articles on Communism and Socialism (Christchurch 1890). It was based even
more upon the empirical necessities of a young
country: in the i88o's New Zealand was suffering a severe depression, aggravated

by land

monopoly, unregulated immigration and the
aftermath of a borrowing boom; and unemployment, low wages, sweatshops and labor abuses
were rife. Reeves entered the New Zealand
Parliament in 1887, in 1891 became minister of
education and justice and the following year

REFERENDUM.

See INITIATIVE AND REFER-

ENDUM.

REFORMATION
LUTHERAN. In many respects the Reformation
said to mark the beginning of a new era
in the history of the European church and of

may be

European culture in general. It destroyed the
monopoly of the mediaeval ecclesiastical hierarchy headed by the pope at Rome (see RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS, CHRISTIAN, section on
ROMAN CATHOLIC; PAPACY) and thereby reduced
the Catholic church to the comparatively modest
status of one among many confessions (see RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS, CHRISTIAN, section on
PROTESTANT; PROTESTANTISM). But at the same
time it should be emphasized that in its attacks
on Roman papalism and traditional church institutions the

Reformation constitutes in a very

minister of labor in the newly formed LiberalLabour cabinet. He was instrumental in shaping

sense the climax and convergence of a
number of older forces which may be traced far

the experimental legislation of the period both
in its general trend toward state socialism and

back into the Middle Ages For many generahad been groups, clerical as well as
secular, which were antagonistic to the system
of ecclesiastical centralization dominated by the
papal Curia and outspoken in their opposition

in the various specific

measures which resulted

in the building up of a most comprehensive and
effective labor code. The most discussed item

in this code, establishing the system of compulsory arbitration, was introduced by Reeves
in 1894.

From 1896, when he went to London as agent
general, Reeves resided in England. In 1898 he
published The Long White Cloud (London, 3rd
ed. 1924) and in 1902 State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand (2 vols., London). He
active also in the Fabian Society and wrote
several of its early tracts during the period in

was

which the apparent success of the
experiments in

New

state socialist

Zealand exercised consid-

real

tions there

to the extravagant claims of the

Roman

popes.

During the bitter fight between church
and state which had flared up intermittently
throughout the Middle Ages from the time of

Henry n to Louis of Bavaria, the German emperors, as professed heirs of the Caesars and
as exponents of the ambitious doctrines of
Caesaropapism, had repeatedly challenged the
theory of Roman supremacy expounded by the
popes. A long line of publicists in the service of
the various emperors had not only helped to
weaken the faith of many believers as to the

erable influence

omnipotence of the pope but had served, even

cialist

after the

upon the development of sothought in England. In 1908 he became
director of the London School of Economics and
Political Science, a position which he retained
until 1919; his main influence was in the broadening of teaching and research, especially in
applied economics, and the closer interrelation
of the various social sciences. In 1917 he became
chairman of the directors of the National Bank

dwindling of imperial power in the
fourteenth century, to keep alive the tradition
of an "Emperor-Redeemer," who should as-

sume

his rightful place as spiritual and temporal
leader of the universe. The significance of this

imperial, antipapal tradition as a factor in preparing the way for the Reformation is indicated

by the

fact that

when

in 1519,

on the death of

Red Cross
Maximilian I, his grandson Charles v ascended
the throne with the declared intent of reasserting
and reestablishing imperial primacy, he was
overwhelmingly acclaimed by those insurgent
groups which sought to reform the abuses arising out of excessive papalism. In his inaugural
Wahlkapitulation he pledged that no German
should be delivered over to the Roman tribunal
without first being tried in Germany a pledge
which allowed Luther to stand trial in his native

Although subsequently Charles himself
proved to be a vigorous if unavailing antagonist
of the Reformation movement in its later stages,
the subversive forces of antipapahsm and antiRomanism in Germany drew strength from the
traditional associations clustering around his
office as Germanic head of the Christian world.
In drawing up his epoch making manifesto of
land.

1520, On the Christian Nobility of the German
Nation, Luther not only invoked the sentiments
of German nationalism aroused by Charles'
recent accession but also built

upon a tradition
which inside the church itself had for more than
been combating with increasing vigor
the claims of the popes to unqualified supremacy. The conciliar ideal of rooting out papal
a century

abuses had continued to inspire various schools
of ecclesiastical reformers long after the leaders
of the conciliar movement (q v ) proper had been

manoeuvred

into

of papalism.

The desirability of convoking a

compromising with the forces
free

council was advanced in nearly all the pamphlets
and tracts of the fifteenth century and there was

argument as to whether the new council
should be summoned by the emperor or by the
pope, whether its personnel should include laymen and whether it should aim merely at correction of manners or at a reconstitution of the
prolific

entire church.

Similarly the autonomous national church,
which has frequently been pointed to as the particular creation of the Reformation, traces its
origins to the later mediaeval period.

As a means

of repressing the democratic and regionalistic
forces withm the church the popes of the fif-

teenth century had entered into a number of
concordats with the various national monarchies.
Their main purpose was achieved but at the

same time the new arrangement served to bring
under the sway of the
newly consolidated temporal powers. As the
prince assumed ever greater control over the
monasteries and churches in his realm, imposing
heavy contributions and nominating bishops and
ecclesiastical institutions

priests,

the framework of a purely national

Reformation
church, independent of the pope, began to
emerge. This national church therefore was essentially a mediaeval creation and merely supplied one of the foundations for the Reformation.

The Reformation movement

in the towns
conformed to older patterns, particularly in respect to social alignments. For at least
a century there had been developing an antagonism between the patricians and the commune,
which was generally organized into guilds of
handicraftsmen; in other words, between the
conservative financial interests and the democratic artisanry This social and economic alignment was paralleled by a cleavage between cleric
and layman. With practically no exceptions the
Reformation recruited its adherents from the
guilds and the laymen, while the forces supporting the ecclesiastical status quo were concen-

likewise

trated to a very large degree in the aristocracy of

wealth and the priesthood. In Basel, Munster,
Constance, Strasbourg and other metropolitan
seats the Reformation finally effected a solution
of the old struggle over the rights and privileges
of the burghers. The administrative organization

adopted in the Reformation towns followed a
more or less uniform pattern: at the head a
magistrate; assisted by Protestant ministers who
were intent upon checking magisterial arbitrariness and upon preserving the rights of the
church; and, finally, charitable works to prevent
poverty and beggary. The truth of the popular

mediaeval saying, "Urban air is free air," drew
into the tolerant atmosphere of the towns such
freethinkers and nonconformists as Sebastian
Franck, Kaspar von Schwenkfeld and David
Joris.

In any analysis of the forces which were preparing the way for the Reformation considerable
weight must be given to the piety prevailing

among the masses of the people. When measured
by popular standards of devoutness, the immorality, the mercenary greed and above all the
hypocrisy of large numbers of priests seemed
particularly unforgivable. "Once we meet God
face to face

we

shall

lament to

Him that we are

not permitted to kill the parson," sang the troop
of pilgrims at Niklashausen on Tauber. But the
\\idely current image of a papal Antichrist,
wallowing in luxury and debauchery at Rome

and draining the resources of the faithful,
aroused such hatred on the part of the people
against the head of the ecclesiastical system that
the shortcomings of his priestly subordinates

seemed comparatively

trivial.

Here

again,

how-
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ever, the Reformation in revolting against the
decadent luxury of the papal Curia and in point-

ing out by way of contrast the purity of the
primitive Christian church was essentially a

continuation of certain older currents in the
mediaeval church. The Amalncians, the Joachimites, the Waldenses and numerous other
heresies during the Middle Ages had deplored

the abandonment by the pope of the ways of
simplicity and Biblical purity and
dreamed of a return to the golden age of the
church as it was supposed to have existed in the
days before Constantme, allegedly, had corapostolic

rupted the papacy by endowing it with terriholdings. Even in mediaeval monastic
communities, such as the Brethren of the Comtorial

mation. Erasmus* translation of the

New Testa-

ment (1516), conceived as both a philological
work and a document of moral reform, proved
an invaluable aid to Luther and other Reformation leaders, who in general drew upon the editorial and exegetic work of the scholars Furthermore with the spread of a scientific outlook the
increasing heterogeneity of religious beliefs be-

gan to be accepted as the natural process
whereby the one divine Logos revealed itself in
manifold forms. This type of humanist tolerance
spread if not to Luther himself at least to such
freethinkers as Melanchthon, Zwmgli, Hutten
and Franck as well as to the Anabaptists and the
Socinians.

Begumes and Beghards and the

But however great a role broader historical
and cultural developments may have played in

Bursfeldian congregation, which did not reach
the stage of open heresy, piety, free from materialistic greed, was zealously cultivated. In the

preparing the way for the Reformation, the
purely individual and spiritual factors as personified in the restless monk of Wittenberg must

mon

Life, the

more

abstract field of dogmatic theology the

Thormst realists had gradually been leavened with the postulates of the
nominalists so familiar later to Luther as to
the awe inspiring holiness of a divine will which
rationalism of the

man in his separate earthly sphere could glimpse
only through revelation. For many generations
in fact the Catholic
spirit,

and the

ready for a

soil

church had been troubled in
of the Christian faith was

new sowing.

Although the Reformation may thus be said
to have carried to completion the ecclesiastical
and theological work of the mediaeval insur-

gents, it was also heavily conditioned by the new
cultural and economic forces which were rapidly

ushering in the modern system of capitalism.
of natural economy, the expansion of commerce, the discovery of unknown

The transformation

had generated a new mobility in the economic sphere. The great banking houses of
Fugger and Welser were taking the lead in accumulating capital wealth. A new and more
energetic way of life was introduced, which even
lands,

when

not explicitly antipathetic to the church
was on the whole indifferent to ecclesiastical

be recognized as the immediately detonative
Luther's emphasis on justification by
be sure, numerous im-

force.

faith alone contained, to

plications as to the proper regulation of state,

church and

society; but Luther himself, confronted throughout his active career with an
ever shifting set of problems, was in no position
to work out these implications systematically.

In the mam it was left to his adversaries to trace
the ultimate consequences of his thought. Thus,
it clung
consistently to a few basic essuch as free preaching of the gospel of
justification by faith and the holding of sacraments in the manner prescribed by Christ
Himself, the Lutheran Reformation, in striking

although

sentials,

contrast to the Calvimst, was essentially a process of flexible adaptation to new situations as

they arose.
In 1517 Luther published his ninety-seven
theses repudiating the mediaeval sacrament of
penitence and the sale of indulgences as pracby the representatives of the pope. In 1519

tised

in the course of the Leipsic controversy with
Eck he denied the jus divinum of the papacy as

well as the infallibility of conciliar decrees and
proclaimed as the only true authority Holy

problems. Flourishing schools grew up in the
towns, and in the higher spheres of thought and
creative art the humanist scholars and the
painters of the Renaissance were evolving a
culture which by recapturing the spirit of pagan

festo

antiquity sought to restore man to a more cenplace in the universe. The scholarly re-

Nation, which sketched a comprehensive agenda
to be taken up by a free council composed of

tral

searches no less than the general temper of the
Renaissance humanists exerted a marked influ-

ence on the ideology and program of the Refor-

Scripture interpreted by faith. In 1520, stimuby the outburst of national enthusiasm for

lated

the

new emperor, he issued his famous maniOn the Christian Nobility of the German

princes

and laymen and presided over by the

emperor. As spokesman of the German nation
he protested against the tyranny of pope, cardi-

Reformation
and bishops, against the superstition of the
people as manifested in pilgrimages and veneration of relics and against the celibacy of priests.
He called upon the civil power to assume responsibility for prohibiting luxury, brothels and
usury and upon the towns to set up boards of
nals

although deploring this confusion of religious
and economic issues, was anxious for a peaceful

believers. In

and therefore urged the landlords to
remedy the abuses cited by the peasants in their
Twelve Articles of grievance. But once the
peasants had resorted to violence and arson, he
issued his vehement pamphlet Against the
Thieving and Murderous Bands of Peasants,
which authorized the magistrates to use whatever force might be necessary in subduing the
rioters. Luther was not inclined to be subser-

the priest, the elimination of a professional
priesthood, as Luther recommended, implied

vient to princes, but he exacted strict obedience
to those in authority, both in this world and in
the next.

charity.

But the most far reaching and influential of
was the strictly religious procla-

his utterances

mation as to the universal priesthood of all true
view of the fact that in the Catholic
church all avenues of salvation are controlled by

the end of the Church itself. At an earlier stage
Wychffe had championed the ideal of a priestless church, but he had been unable to transform
this ideal into reality. Luther,

however, ruling
out the conventional forms of mediation between
God and man, succeeded in establishing the
autonomous parish with a vicar elected and if
necessary deposed by the parishioners. On De10, 1520, Luther, in the act of burn-

solution

The

rapid spread of the Reformation movein the period after

ment throughout Germany
1525

may be

attributed in large part to the con-

new and dynamic religious enthusiasm and faith. But at the same time it was
forwarded by incidental factors of a more negative and secular character. In the first place, the
emperor Charles v, \\ho as claimant of universal
tagiousness of a

cember

supremacy

ing the papal bull of excommunication and the
books of canon law, broke categoi ically with the

poral spheres would naturally be opposed to a

mediaeval church In the course of his

church, was preoccupied during the early years
of his reign with international and domestic

following year at

the Diet of

Worms he

trial

the

pleaded

for the rights of the individual conscience as

human

against all

authorities,

and although he

himself repeatedly emphasised that this liberty
of conscience was to operate only within the
limits of the truth as contained 111 the Scriptures,
a great stride

freedom of

had been made toward genuine

belief.

By 1525 the attempt of the fourth estate to use
the ideology and dynamic of the Reformation as
a means of improving its own social and economic fortunes had come to a head in the Peasants' War. Although the Reformation cannot be
said to have caused this revolt, it was beyond
doubt a contributing factor, as can be seen from
the change undergone by the peasants' program
after the outbreak of the Reformation Their

radically

in the spiritual as well as the

tem-

regionalize movement within the

complications of a strictly political and diplomatic nature. It was not until the 1540*8 that he

was

in a position to concentrate on stamping out
the forces of religious heresy in the German
sections of his extensive empire, and by that

tune the Reformation movement had taken such
firm hold that he was powerless to eradicate it.
Similarly, although for a different reason, the
electors who headed the various

princely

Lander in Germany could

offer

but feeble re-

sistance to the subversive forces of insurrection.

In the great majority of cases the territorial
prince was at the mercy of his estates, which
controlled the territorial finances and used this
control as a

means of enforcing

their

demands

and

thoroughgoing ecclesiastical reform. This
antagonism between the regional prince and the
regional estates was in fact one of the most

pasture in the name of Chribt the Redeemer,
was in part a reflection of Luther's teaching and

powerful factors contributing to the progress of
the Reformation. Even when the entire ma-

part a misreading of the new religious
formula, "freedom of the Christian individual."
Luther had denned religious liberty as the

chinery of the Holy Roman Empire was brought
into play, as in the case of the diets, the standing
orders were so stilted and involved that there

later insistence

dom from

on

free election of vicars, free-

taxation, free fishing, free forest

in

mastery of the true Christian over

all

things; the

for

was almost invariably a

As

fatal

delay in their exe-

a result the diets of

Worms, Nurem-

peasants interpreted this definition as implying

cution.

that they were no longer compelled to perform
the services imposed by clerical and lay land-

berg, Augsburg, Regensburg and the others

lords.

In the early days of the revolt Luther,

which punctuated the Reformation movement
were more in the nature of breathing spells than
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compromise and

pacifica-

Philip n, in France under the Guises or in

organization of territorial churches, as
provided by the Diet of Speyer in 1526, was

England under Mary Tudor and Scotland under
Mary Stuart, the work of such Catholic reformers as Julius Echter von Mespelbrunn, founder

effective agencies of
tion.

The

by Philip of Hesse, who likewise
served as head of the political league of Protestants set up by the Second Diet of Speyer three
carried out

years later. At the Diet of Augsburg in 1530 the
Lutherans drew up their first confession. Fol-

lowing the defeat of the Schmalkalden the Peace
of Augsburg in 1555 transferred the jus reformandi to the sovereigns, who pronounced themselves adherents of the Augsburg Confession of
1530. Henceforth the principle of cujus regio
ejus religio left the matter of religious control to

the University of Wiirzburg, Cardinal
Truchsess von Waldburg at Augsburg, Balthazar von Dernbach at Fulde and Stanislaus
Hosius at Ermland went a considerable distance
toward restoring in modified form Catholic cult
of

and

institutions.

W. KdHLER
NON-LUTHERAN. While the forces leading to
the non-Lutheran Reformation movements were
same as those operative in GerScandinavia, their configuration dif-

in general the

the discretion of the regional princes. Although
as a result of the Peace of Munster and Osna-

many and

bruck in 1648 Lutherans, Calvinists and Catholics were eligible for toleration, the more spiritualistic religious sects, such as the Anabaptists,
were excluded, chiefly on the ground of their

tions in the character of existing institutions
modes of life, in the quality of leadership

belief in free will.

The chief centers of Lutheranism in Germany
were Saxony in the north, Hesse in the center,
Nuremberg in the southeast and Wurttemberg
in the southwest. Outside Germany Lutheranism gained its strongest foothold in Denmark,
Sweden and Norway, among the German popuof Hungary, Transylvania, Carniola,
Corinthia and Styria and in the German towns
in Poland and along the Baltic. It also recruited
lation

a following among many groups in Bohemia and
to a far less degree in France and England,

where it was overshadowed by other types of
reform movements.

As

a

result

of the

Counter-Reformation,
which under the leadership of the reform papacy
(q.v.)

many
later

succeeded to a large extent in eradicating
of the extreme abuses prevailing in the
mediaeval church (see RELIGIOUS INSTI-

TUTIONS, CHRISTIAN, section on
OLIC), a

number

of

ROMAN CATH-

German

territories, notably
the Palatin#e-Neuburg, the Palatinate superior
and the margraviate of Baden were recatholi-

cized.

Other

territories,

such as Bavaria under

the Wittelsbachers and Austria under the Hapsburgs, which had stood out against the forces of
the Reformation, cooperated fully in the strenu-

ous counteroffensive directed by a variety of
newly created ecclesiastical agencies and religious orders (q v.) under the leadership of the
Jesuits (q v.). Although the Counter-Reformation in Germany was in the nature of the situation much less concentrated than the analogous
movements in Spain and the Netherlands under

fered from country to country. Regional varia-

group

initiative, in relations to

in the rate of

the

Roman

and
and
See,

economic change and in the chron-

ological order in which the movements manifested themselves gave a particular stamp to the
Reformation in each of the countries.

Next to Germany, Switzerland soon came to
be the main fountainhead of reform. The sources
of the Swiss

movement

lay first of all in the

and safeguard independence
from the empire or from foreign rule; in the
democratic spirit and constitutions of the commercial towns, especially Zurich and Geneva;
effort to establish

in the conflict of municipal with episcopal authority over the control of the church; and in
humanism. The Helvetic Reformation began in

the imperial, guild governed and commercial
town of Zurich, which since 1483 had become
both increasingly democratic in constitution and
increasingly powerful over ecclesiastical affairs
in its jurisdiction. Zwingli, a patriotic priest,

new vigor to the movement thus begun,
under humanist and later more under
Lutheran auspices. His reforms were directed

gave
first

first

of

all against indulgences, non-voluntary
the episcopal government of the church,
the ornateness of worship and the mercenary

tithes,

Swiss military policy. Opposition to the papacy
and the clergy, to monasticism, to confession
and invocation of saints and finally to the mass
and the use of images and music in the churches
gradually developed, while upon the positive
side the function of preaching was exalted and

the sole authority of the Bible maintained. Yet
the reform was political and social in the first
instance and had less the character of a revival

of religion than had been the case in the Lutheran

Reformation
The

areas.

overt break between Luther and

Zwingli on the subject of the sacrament was
indicative of deeper causes of division: of the
democratic and nationalist nature of the Swiss
reform on the one hand and of its humanism on
the other. Yet Zwingli 's relations with the Anabaptist and peasant
to those of Luther.

The Reformation

movements were analogous
in

Geneva, although similar

become far more
important than the Zwinghan movement in
Zurich. The constellation of social forces was
similar: the movement began with the assumpin

its

origins,

was destined

to
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particularly toward the reform of

manners and

morals not only of priests and monastics but
of the people in general; and although Calvin
was unremitting in his attacks on the Catholic
church, his energy was devoted more to the
positive task of organizing Protestantism than
toward that of destroying Catholicism. As a second generation reformer he carried on the work
for

which Luther, Zwingli and

had

laid the foundations.

their associates

By reason

of

its rela-

tion to the municipal government and its fear
of the abuses to which unchecked power might

lead the Calvmist reform allowed for a certain

power over the church by the council in
opposition to a bishop of Italian nationality and
with a protest against clerical abuses and ecclesi-

degree of popular participation in government,
but on the whole it subordinated liberty to a

proceeded to a second stage,

was extended over the sphere of economic
affairs, where it was probably more effective,

tion of

astical wealth; it

namely, the simplification arid popularization of
worship and the rejection of hierarchy, mass and

Moreover in both centers the
Reformation drew its primary support from the
commercial classes, the country cantons remaining Catholic, and resisted the Anabaptist attempts at separation of church and state and
radical reform of economic and political life.
The differences which developed were largely
due to the leader of the reform in Geneva,
Calvin, who combined with humanist training
and interests a more profound religious and
monasticism.

moral passion as well as legal and governing
ability. Far closer to Luther than Zwingli had
his conception of the Christian life as
been
based upon salvation by faith and the election

m

of God, far more deeply stirred by the Bible
and the deterministic doctrine of divine sovereignty, Calvin directed his reforms not so

much

toward the elimination of abuses and the substitution

of state for hierarchical control as

toward the positive program of developing a
holy community. The early negative steps toward reformation had been taken by the citizens
of Geneva under various leaders prior to the
arrival of Calvin. With his advent and as a result
of his activity civic government of the church
was practically replaced by a theocracy in which
the ministers or presbyters became the rulers of
the state. Calvm gave precision and form to the
theocratic rule through the measures which he

adopted in the organization of church and state
and through the highly logical and incisive development of his system of thought in the Institutes

more

the Christian Religion, a book which
than any other became the definitive guide

/

of the churches of the Reformation.

The

theocratic rule in

Geneva was directed

strict

principle of authoritarianism. Its rigid

rule

during Calvin's lifetime at least, than Catholicism had been. In many respects, however, particularly in its antagonism to luxury, its demand
for thrift and diligence, its exaltation of secular
work as divine vocation and its recognition,
however grudging, of the principle of usury, it

represented the interests of the commercial
classes of

Geneva, who \\ere

its

primary sup-

porters. And after the death of Calvin in 1564
these interests contributed to the gradual modification of the

extreme authoritarianism of the

theocratic regime.
In contrast to Lutheranism,

whose permanent
main to Germany
and Scandinavia, Calvinism became increasingly
significant in the reform movements of other
influence

was limited

in the

countries, particularly of France, the
Netherlands, Scotland and England. In France
one aspect of the Reformation had been antici-

European

pated in the Pragmatic Sanction of 1438 and in
the Concordat of 1516, which together gave to
the French king a power over the church and a
share in its wealth \vhich German and English
princes and Swiss cities gained only by means

of separation from Catholicism. As a humanistic

and individualistic movement, however, the Reformation in France began with the writings and
preaching of Lefevre and the growth of popular
interest in the Scriptures. After 1536 under the
leadership of Calvin, who remained constantly
in close touch with the French Protestants, it

took on a more definitely Protestant content*

With some minor vacillations, which may be
main to shifts in foreign policy,
the monarchy was vigorous in its prosecution
of Protestantism. Yet the movement gained adattributed in the

herents throughout France, particularly in the
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commercial cities and among the artisans; and
after the middle of the century Protestant
churches, organized on the preshyterian plan,
were established in many places. The increasing
adherence of members of the nobility to Protestantism was greatly expedited after the death
of Henry n (1559) and the passing of the abso-

monarchy into the hands of unpopular
During the next forty years Protestantism was involved in the succession of civil
wars, which while nominally wars of religion
were largely dynastic and social in character.
Thanks to the terms of the Concordat of 1516
Francis I and most of his successors remained
lute

regents.

loyal Catholics. The masses of peasants, who as
usual identified their interests with the king,

forwarded by the growing antagonism of the
people to foreign rule and increase in taxation.
Because of its readiness to resist aggression,
its

principle of organization

middle

and

its

attraction of

groups which had been untouched
either by Lutheranism or by Anabaptism, Calvinism developed a strength which the other
Protestant movements had lacked. The war
which ensued had the combined characteristics
of a war of independence, a civil war waged in
class

the interests of constitutional and republican
government and of national unity, and a religious

war. The lines of cleavage varied: large sections
of Catholicism supported the war for independence, but on the whole the Protestant, middle

and urban,

class

nationalistic

and republican

did not offer a congenial soil for the growth of
the Reformation movement. As a result Protestantism in France, although well represented

interests coincided, while leadership came from
a few families of the nobility Calvinism was as

the feudal nobility and the bourgeoisie,
never became a popular movement, since the
former group was declining in power and the
latter was never sufficiently strong at this period

movements

to exert a decisive influence.

Catholic, Spanish Netherlands,

among

The

salient features in the social

background
of the Reformation in the Netherlands were the
with
the moof
the
feudal
nobility
struggle
narchical absolutism of Charles v and Philip II,
the rise of a strong middle class in towns which
had become the commercial capitals of sixteenth
century Europe, the efforts of the guilds to
maintain their ancient privileges in the face of

monarch and
toward

rising capitalist, the tendency
the national unification of independent

provinces, insistence

upon home

rule

and revo-

lutionary temper on the part of the poor The
humanism of Erasmus inaugurated the Refor-

mation, for which the mediaeval Brethren of the
Common Life with their mysticism and work
m popular education had prepared the ground.
The Dutch towns, being closely related to Germany by commerce and language, were so receptive of Lutheran ideas that by 1527 two thirds
of the population were said to "keep Luther's
opinions." Persecution was constant, but no

open resistance developed until the Anabaptists,
combining political and economic with religious
ideas, attracted

many among

the lower classes

and rose

in revolt. After their sanguinary defeat
this movement was guided into pacifist and sec-

tarian channels

by

Menno

Simons.

Lutheramsm and Anabaptism were succeeded
by Calvinism

Its

dissemination in the Nether-

lands, coinciding with the abdication of Charles

V and the accession of the Spanish Philip n, was

much

the source of the political and economic
as it was their reflection. In the final
Netherlands were divided into the

result the

northern, independent, Protestant and semirepublican United Provinces and the southern,

which had

also

gained autonomy although dynastically they
were united with Spain.

The

progress of the Reformation in England

was due primarily

to

more obviously

political

The separation of the Church of Engfrom Rome under Henry vm was not dis-

interests

land

similar to the separation of the Gallican church,

which had remained Catholic
ritual Political and economic

in doctrine

and

interests played

the chief role; the separation was part of the
program of political absolutism whereby both

the influence and the wealth of the church were

put at the disposal of the monarch. The Reformation as a religious movement was too slight
in sixteenth century England to force upon the
separated church a decisively Protestant character. Nevertheless, Protestant ideas penetrated

not only into the ranks of the clergy but also
into the urban and merchant groups on whose

support the programs of Henry and Elizabeth
were forced to rely, while under the weak regencies which ruled for Edward vi these groups
exercised an even larger influence. As a result
the doctrines and rites of the separated English
church reflected, while they did not wholly represent, the current Protestant ideas and practises.

The

coincidence of the Catholic reaction

under Mary with a foreign policy which seemed
to subordinate England to Spain identified Protestantism more than ever with nationalism,
while the Protestant use of the native language,

Reformation
particularly in the Scriptures and the Book of
Common Prayer, associated the religious move-

ment with the

rise of

the national culture.

On

principle of individual experience or reason as
the necessary concomitant authority. Redistiibution of wealth through the acquisition by

the whole therefore religious interests were secondary to political and national interests in the

courtiers

sixteenth century Reformation in England The
religious revival and the middle class revolt

banking and trade, which had a moral rather
than a direct effect, and the Protestant doctrine
of vocation contributed considerably to the rise

against

political and ecclesiastical absolutism
much later and combined forces in the

appeared

Puritan and parliamentary

movement

(see

PLRI-

TANISM)
In Scotland, on the other hand, the Reformation appeared as a reaction not so

much

sovereignty, Biblical authority and the decisive
importance of the Protestant doctrines for eternal salvation were effective at an early stage. On
its political side the Scottish Reformation repre-

sented the desire for national self-determination
against France and England rather than against

movement was

carried on not under the auspices of an absolute
monarch but under those of the lower nobility

and of the merchants The weakness of the
monarchs and their dependence upon foreign
support, the strength of the Protestant leader

John Knox, imbued with Calvmist doctrines
and bearer of the Calvmist system of organization, were of primary importance m the devel-

opment of the highly Protestant character of the
Scottish church.

Although

it is

ment so diverse
that

its

results

difficult to

summarize a move-

as the Reformation,

were

it is

and middle

classes of the

evident

fairly consistent

despite
individual differences in the various areas One

consequence was the redistribution of power to
the monarchy and the bourgeoisie, at the expense of the feudal nobility and the priestly
hierarchy associated with it. Another common
product of the movement was the establishment
of political, religious and cultural autonomy in
the various sections of Europe, even in regions,

such as France and Belgium, where the Protcome to prevail. Furthermore the Reformation broke up the mediaeval

estant religion did not

system of authority, for although it supplanted
the old authorities with new ones, the latter were

church prop-

the relaxation of mediaeval restrictions on

of modern capitalism. In these respects chiefly
the Reformation laid the bases of the modern
nationalistic,
tures.

democratic and capitalistic cul-

H

against

the papacy as against the local Catholic churches
and their priests, while Calvmist ideas of di\me

the papacy, and this phase of the

erties,
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ciative relation

provement of

The

\vill

bring about a general im-

society.

reformer operates on parts where the
on wholes. The reformer

revolutionist operates

direction of trends, arrest or reversal of

move-

ments and mutation of principles. To the reformer the status quo is essentially healthy but a
little

out of gear in this spot or that.

To

the

quo is unhealthy and no
part of it is good. Both reformer and revolutionist differ from the liberal in that they are
concerned with complete and cataclysmal
changes; the one in some determinate item, the
revolutionist the status

other in the social whole.

To

the liberal, social

change proceeds continuously, from next to

Reformation
next. Its
definite

tempo

varies,

and

its

consequences are

though gradual alterations of the instiwhich together compose society.

Reformism
It

this

is
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insistent

which distinguishes

exclusive particularism
the reformer from the

tutional forms

revolutionary as a psychological type.

Since the liberal looks upon society as a historical and mobile growth, he regards the processes and means of change as more important

former might be described as a fetishist, the
revolutionary as an apostle of a new faith. The

than the results of change. But to the reformer
and the revolutionist, society is essentially
structural rather than confluent; and they regard
the social order as a necessary pattern, composed
of parts, each and all of which may be more or
less successfully set up, remodeled and maintained. Reformers seek the construction of the
patterns necessary to the right form for this or
that situation. So, such a concept as ballot re-

form assumes that manhood suffrage

is right,

a necessarily correct way of exercising the right to vote, and seeks to define and to
implement this correct way. The steps leading

that there

is

to the ordination of the Australian ballot,

and to

The

re-

Fabianist or the single taxer regards some parcomponent of the existing establishment
as of paramount importance in the well being of
ticular

the entire structure.

The champion

of the

new

faith desires to abolish established faiths alto-

The

reformer does not quarrel with the
mores He merely wishes to make
some individual component of them dominant.
The revolutionist aims to transform the mores in
gether.

totality of the

toto.

Instances of sheer reformism may be found
but on the whole reformism is usually met
either as an incidental accompaniment of other
attitudes,

such as the conservative, the liberal
as a distortion of them.

and the revolutionary, or

supplementation by voting machines, are
reforms. Similarly, civil service reform regards
the existing patterns of administrative organi-

When it appears as distortion, it goes, as a rule,
with psychopathic traits of the personality, of
the kind commonly to be observed in official and

zation as good, but endeavors so to reorder the
administrative machinery as to inhibit patronage

fessional

its

spoils system and to take officeholders
out of politics by means of competitive examinations, security of tenure and the like "Reform"
schools are postulated on the constancy of
human nature and operated with the purpose of

and the

volunteer censors, in spelling reformers, in propatriots, and in similar riders of

hobbies which give the impression of being
compulsive. In the young, reformism of this
type is often no more than a phase of adolescent
and post-adolescent conflict projected outward.

redirecting human habits. Tariff reform has
analogous attitudes and premises with respect

In the mature it may be the stereotypy of the
youthful condition, or the defensive projection
of an unwonted inner urge.

to markets. So have spelling reform and
temperance reform regarding their respective

of social

fields.

Some ostensibly revolutionary movements
may have reformist programs while many reformist movements may have revolutionary
implications. Such, for example, are the single
tax movement in the United States and Fabian-

ism in England. Fabianism has been
distinguish in

from

liberalism,

difficult to

and goal
and indeed the Fabian Society

its

essential direction

always numbered a great many liberals among
its members. The single tax is declared by its

champions to have revolutionary implications.
What would make a reformer of a single taxer or
a Fabian would be staking the solution of all
social problems and the remedying of social
evils exclusively on some one specific individual

Within the context of the aggregated totality
life, reformers and revolutionists are

simply names for the different focahzations of
the process of social interaction. Reformers
serve as points of division for social forces, now

them, and again damming them up.
They appear al\\ays to function as dynamic and
not inert members of any given social situation
in which they figure. They enter into that
liberating

situation as correctives or adjustors,

prohibiting the
production and consumption of alcoholic beverages as a social cure-all. Single taxers treat their

They advocate

proposed method of taxation in the same way.

their

have planned. The cases of ballot reform, civil
reform and prohibition present outstanding instances of this ambivalent in-

service

adequacy.

doctrine or measure. Prohibitionists are reformers of this order.

and

consequences are very rarely congruous with
their powers and intentions. As a rule, the consequences fall far short of, and sometimes, tremendously exceed, that which the reformers
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REFRIGERATION.

While the use of natural
and snow for the preservation of meat and
fish has been employed sporadically ever since
prehistoric times, the origins of the modern industry of refrigeration may be assigned to
seventeenth century England, where natural ice
obtained from nearby ponds was being hawked
from carts by London fishmongers. In Pans also
toward the end of the same century snow and ice
were being sold regularly. By the beginning of
the nineteenth century natural ice had come to
be regarded as an established article of commerce and supplies were steadily acquired by
butchers, fish dealers and confectioners.
The natural ice industry was first developed
in the United States and Norway. The pioneer
in the American ice trade was Frederick Tudor
ice

who began

of the nineteenth century food preservation by
dehydration, heat sterilization and chemical* was

being more widely used than refrigeration by
natural ice. Tinned, or canned, meat and beef
extract

were made available

for

commercial

exploitation as a result of the inventions of

Nicolas

Appert,

Augustus

de

Heine,

the

brothers Pelher and Justus von Liebig during
the years 1809 to 1863 In fact by 1880 England

was importing 8000 tons of canned meats from
Australia.

Even

prior to the application of mechanical
the search for some means of

refrigeration

transporting and storing fresh mecits, fish, fruits
and other perishables without change in their
taste or texture led to

experiments with

re-

frigeration systems using natural ice or brine

8,000,000 tons for actual consumption. A large
export trade in ice, with the United Kingdom
and the West Indies as the chief markets,

Crude refrigerator cars,
and cooled by tanks or
and salt, were used in
experimental shipments of meat and fruits in the
United States as early as 1868. Shipments of
chilled and frozen beef from the United States
to England were made in 1874. arid 1875, one of
them using blocks of natural ice in a container
which occupied 25 peicent of the refrigerated
chamber space and another using brine circulated in pipes, cooled by a mixture of ice and
salt. Cold storage warehouses, cooled by blocks
of natural ice or by ice and brine pipes, were in
operation at Boston, Chicago and London by
1875. However, the use of natural ice was limited
by the expense and uncertainty of procuring and

flourished from 1870 to 1890; in 1872, 53,553
tons of ice were exported, but by 1900 the total

preserving an adequate supply, particularly at
points far distant from the source. It was only

had dropped to 13,720 tons. The European trade
was almost completely monopolized by Norway,
which supplied Germany and the United Kingdom, for the most part for their fishing trade.
It is interesting to note that whereas the
Jnited States by the end of the nineteenth
century was a large consumer of ice, in Europe
ice consumption had not yet made any real
progress Natural ice had never been used ex-

when mechanical ice making machines gradually
came into use that a supply of ice was assured for

of Boston,

his business in 1805

by

catering to local needs and by making shipments
of ice to the West Indies and the southern states.

Before very long he had exhausted the possibilities

of neighboring ponds and rivers and was
Maine for shipment to the Boston

cutting ice in

The advent of brewing, particularly in the
middle west, gave a further impetus to the industry, with the result that m the post-Civil War
period ice making became an important activity
in middle western centers. The census of 1880
area.

estimated that the natural ice harvest, after due
allowance for waste, probably yielded more than

tensively for refrigerating purposes, while such
artificial refrigeration as was being practised

was applied chiefly to perishable articles in
wholesale quantities; that is, in the cold storage
industry. Indeed today, even after the great
advances made in mechanical refrigeration, the

United States
refrigeration

is

the only country where
generally known and more or less
is

still

widely used both for household and for
mercial purposes.

From the second decade

com-

almost up to the end

mixed with natural

heavily

ice.

insulated

cylinders of crushed ice

refilling the

bunkers of railroad refrigerator cars

on 3ooo-mile journeys across the American
continent.

The physical foundations for the present
systems of mechanical refrigeration were laid in
the first quarter of the nineteenth century. The
discovery by physicists of the dependence of
temperature upon pressure provided the theoretical basis for experiments with compression
and absorption systems using air or a volatile
liquid as the refrigerant. The inventor of the
forerunner of the modern compression apparatus, his model being patented in 1834 with
ether as the refrigerant, was Jacob Perkins, an
American then residing
England. Many of

m

the earlier commercial machines introduced by
John Gorrie in the United States and by J. J
Coleman, A. S. Haslam and T. B. Lightfoot in
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England

also

depended upon the expansion and

compression of air. The first successful shipment of meat from Australia to England arrived
in 1880 on the Strathleven, which was equipped
with a Bell-Coleman cold air machine. During
the 1890*8 the dry air machines for reasons of
economy gave way in importance to those based

upon the compression and expansion of a
volatile liquid, such as ammonia, carbon dioxide
or sulphur dioxide. These had been developed
J. C. De la Vergne in the United States,
Charles Telher and Ferdinand Carre in France,

by

James Harrison and T. S. Mort in Australia and
Carl von Lmde in Germany between 1850
and 1880.
By 1890 the new methods of refrigerated
storage and transport were well established. The
Mechanical Refrigerating Company began operation in Boston in 1881.

A

Chicago

ice cooled

shifted to mechanical installation in

warehouse
1886 In 1882 on the Victoria Docks in London,
London and St. Kathcnne Docks Company
installed a cold air machine in a small underground chamber with a capacity of 500 sheep
the

carcasses

Transatlantic ships, beginning \vith

m

1879, were rapidly fitted with
mechanical refrigeration. American railroads
were hauling meats to eastern markets in. refrigerator cars, mostly owned by the meat
fruits
packers, and were building up a traffic

the Circasiia

m

and vegetables from California and Florida to
New York City.

The

stimulus afforded by refrigeration to the

transportation industry was startling The transcontinental movement of fruit from the west
coast of the United States to

New

York City

grew from one experimental shipment m 1889
to 4000 carloads in 1900 and 65,000 carloads in
1927. Deliveries of fruits and vegetables from
the south and west by the Pennsylvania Railroad
at its New York City terminals increased from
7000 packages in 1890 to over 500,000 in 1927
Imports of fresh beef, frozen and chilled, into
the United Kingdom grew from 55 tons received from the United States in 1874 to
483,000 tons received in 1910 from South
America, the United States, Australia and New
Zealand. From 1874 to 1910 nearly 5,000,000
tons of fresh beef alone were shipped to Great

from overseas.
The urban consumer was no longer compelled

consumption of beef, mutton and pork, which was limited to 72 pounds
in the decade 1851-60, expanded to 1 10 pounds
by 1882, 43 pounds being furnished by imports.
By the 1930*8 the Fruit and Vegetable Trade
Journal of the Covent Garden (London)
Market was able to report that English tables
were being supplied with peaches, plums and
apricots from South Africa; apples from Nova
Scotia and various sections of the United States;
pears from California; grapefruit from the West
Indies; oranges from Java, Spam and California;
and lettuce, asparagus and cauliflower from
France. In 1932 the fresh fruit and vegetable
supply of the New York market was drawn from
43 states and 23 foreign countries at an average

Kingdom per

haul of over
fresh fruits

1

capita

The yearly shipments of

500 miles

and vegetables

in the

United States

now

exceed 1,000,000 carloads, approximately
80 percent of which is under refrigeration.
The rise of refrigerated transportation brought
fundamental changes in the geography of production.

Meat and

lish packers, fruit shippers,

manufacturers and poultry dressers
hastened to establish operations in far away
producing sections where supplies were cheap
and abundant but hitherto una\ ailable to world
markets The herds of cattle and flocks of sheep
in Australia and New Zealand and on the Argen-

butter

tine

multiplied, \\hile those in

England
Zealand butter
r
captured the English market. Vast tracts o
territory, such as the Imperial Valley in southern California, were developed under irrigation

pampas

declined

Danish and

New

to produce cantaloupes, watermelons, lettuce,

asparagus and tomatoes for consumers nine days
distant by the fastest freight tram. The face of
the production map was altered beyond recognition

by

refrigerated transport.

The

cold storage industry was another offspring of mechanical refrigeration. In the
United States the space in cold storage ware-

houses is estimated to have increased from
approximately 100,000,000 cubic feet in 620
plants in 1904 to nearly 700,000,000 cubic feet

m

1363 plants in 1927. In the latter year about
400,000,000 'cubic feet were located in public
and combined public and private warehouses

handling

all

manner

of perishables,

the re-

Britain

mainder was

to

primarily those of the meat packers. The growth
of the cold storage industry brought with it

depend upon seasonal supplies of perishable
produce obtained only from local sources. In
their History of the Frozen Meat Trade Critchell
and Raymond estimate that the annual United

in private storage establishments,

important improvements not only in the technique of mechanical refrigeration but also in
that of humidity control, protection of products
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by glazing or wrapping, and other measures
which reduce deterioration from desiccation,
oxidation,
flavors,

rancidity,

of

absorption

foreign

and molds and other contaminations.

Cold storage warehouses

act as reservoirs to

that year there were approximately 100 plants
with a combined daily capacity of 16,335 tons,

which were manufacturing and

annum

tons per

selling

of artificial ice in

i

,800,000

New

York

City.

carry surpluses of seasonable produce commodities over into the period when consumption
exceeds production. Thousands of tons of

The corporate history of the ice business in
recent years has followed the familiar course of
other industrial activities. Consolidations and

apples, pears, poultry, fish, eggs, butter and
cheese are held in terminal warehouses from a

mergers of companies have taken place and the
appearance of public utility companies in the ice
manufacturing field has been of particular
interest. However, plants have not increased in
size and the ice business still seems to be largely

few days to many months. Cold storage warehouses are not confined to terminal consuming
areas, many being located in producing areas
and at intermediate transit points. At producing
points they are used for temporary storage and
for precoolmg of fruit to be shipped in refrigerator cars. Storage houses at transit points are
used t'> hold products destined for wide distribution and also often form an important adjunct
to the transportation systems in the manufacture

of

artificial ice for re-icing

of refrigerator cars.

The growth

of the cold storage industry was
accompanied by public complaint against the
sale of cold storage products without proper
identification

as well

as

against the

alleged

and the

localized Freight rates

and handling charges are

high, and there is considerable loss of weight and
deterioration of quality when ice is kept in
freight cars. In order to protect itself from competition the industry, through trade associations,

has worked out informal agreements, combinations of delivery systems and consolidations of
local

companies. As Mr. Justice Brandeis in his

dissenting opinion in

New State Ice Company v,

Liebmann

[285 U. S. 262 (1932)] has pointed
out, the ice business in the United States has
acquired many of the attributes of a monopoly.

pearance of legislative and administrative reguconduct of the industry and the
sale of cold storage products. As a rule the basic
laws provided that cold storage plants should be

In Europe and elsewhere, because the consumption of ice is not nearly so common, the
industry is relatively unimportant. The maximum daily output of ice in London was estimated in 1923 to be about 2000 short tons, as
against 1 6 ,000 tons in New York City as of 1 9 1 8
Ice production and consumption in tropical

placed under the inspection of state authorities,
that cold storage goods should be marked as such

size in the

and that goods could be retained in cold storage
for limited periods only (6 to 10 months). In
recent years there has been a tendency to repeal

tion 968,000) was estimated at 150 tons per day;
in Havana (population 585,000), 700-800 tons

monopoly of

channels

distributing

manipulation of prices. In the United States
this resulted, beginning with 1911, in the aplations of the

such laws and to substitute

minimum

quality

such as eggs,
regardless of the length of time held in refrigeration. The alleged monopoly features of
specifications for certain products,

the cold storage business have been generally
met by laws placing warehouses under the
regulation of public

The manufacture

officials.

of

artificial ice

was another

development of mechanical refrigeration. The
manufacturing industry in the United States
increased from 775 plants in 1899 to 41 10 plants
in 1929, employed 6880 wage earners in the
earlier years as compared with 32,184 in the later
year and manufactured 4,000,000 tons of ice in
1899 as compared with 44,000,000 tons in 1929.
ice

the production of artificial ice in New
York City exceeded the receipts of natural ice

By 1918

harvested from the upper

Hudson

River.

By

.

cities are

much

during the

lower than in

United

States.

cities

of similar

In 1923 the output

warm season in Mexico city (popula-

per day. In a number of European cities ice
plants are owned and operated by municipal
authorities.

A

recent development of great potential
significance in the preservation of foodstuffs by
refrigeration is the so-called quick freezing (less

than i hour) of fish fillets, cut meats and fruits
and vegetables. The process of freezing whole
fish has been known and practised for more than
60 years, but the earlier methods required a
period of from 10 to 48 hours. In the decade
before the World War German experiments and
small scale Danish and Norwegian commercial
activity in freezing fish by direct immersion revealed that quick freezing resulted in a superior
product in that the flesh of fish frozen in this

manner

much

retained

better

its

upon

juices, flavor

and texture

defrosting than did the slow
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Authorities are not in entire agreeas to the explanation of this phenomenon.

frozen

ment

fish.

Some advance

the theory that the smaller ice
crystals formed in the tissues by quick freezing
are more easily contained in the elastic cell wills

and do not rupture the membranes or allow the
juices to flow out upon defrosting Others call
this physical, or mechanical, explanation errone-

new

price

making

factors into being

by conserv-

ing and carrying over seasonal supplies
Outside offish distribution quick freezing has

made but limited progiess
number of products, including

An

impressive

steaks,

chops and

peaches, cherries, peas, beans
and spinach, have been frozen and offered for
sale to the consumer at certain retail markets and
berries,

roasts,

ous, as evidenced by experiments which show
that destruction of cell structure in fresh fish by

in hotels, restaurants

mechanical means results in very

solved before these products can be said to have
achieved a significant position
the food trades

little loss

of

juice These authorities seek the explanation of
the superiority of quick freezing in colloid

chemistry
At all events the introduction of quick freezing
began
1924 to revolutionize the fish industry

m

United States and has since made some
progress m the meat, fruit and vegetable indusIn
tries
1929 a total of 120,000,000 pounds of
fish was reported as frozen by the various warehouses and free/ing plants in the United States.
The more modern methods of quick free/sing
substitute indirect contact for dneet contact with
brine by immersion or spray. Fish fillets, cut
meats and packages of fnuts are placed in metal
plates or pans \\luch are immersed or iloated m
of the

sprayed by brine solutions, ranging in
50 Fahrenheit actemperature from o to
cording to the process employed.
The quick f to/en product is packaged either
or

before or after free/mg, stored at a low temperaand distributed in insulated cartons by re-

ture

frigerated freight cars

and trucks.

Among

the

advantages claimed for quick frozen products, in
addition to the palatabihty, attractiveness and
convenience to the consumer, is the reduction,

and institutions. There are
numerous problems and difficulties yet to be

m

or the family diet.
Some of these are production problems related to the quality and cost Much remains to be

done in the field of production research The
high cost of fixed plant installations combined
with the seasonal character of supply, particu-

and \egctable

larly in fruit

facilities are

not alwajs available

Nor is the consumer prepared to accept
frozen foods on a large scale Fewer than 20 percent of the houses wued with electricity in the

and container accompanied every 40 pounds
fish. Now the 40 pounds are
shipped in attractive, branded packages, selfrefrigerated, and the inedible portion is con-

creased from 4000

verted into useful by-products at the packing

ever,

plant.

Extreme price fluctuations and glutted wholemarkets have largely been eliminated m the
fish industry by the new methods of distribution, founded upon the quick freezing process.
sale

On the other hand, it is now
nore or

less

possible to build up
surpluses of cold storage

permanent
warehouse stocks, which may affect the long
time trend of prices. In this respect the fish
industry may be following the meat, butter,
cheese, egg and poultry trades, where refrigeration and cold storage warehousing have brought

ordinary

equipment.

United

of edible fresh

The

market or grocery store is ill equipped to
store or display goods at lo-v temperatures A
number of companies are now engaged in the
manufacture of refrigerated display cabinets,
but the cost is such that the retailer with little
capital must be financed in his purchase of this,
retail

in wastage. For example, under the old method
of distribution 185 pounds of inedible portions,
ice

areas, presents diffi-

may perhaps be met by

the use of
mobile equipment. Distribution problems are
equally important. Quick fro/en foods must be
stored and handled at lower temperatures than
other products Adequate low temperature rail
and tiuck transposition and cold stoiage

culties \\hich

systems

have automatic refrigeration
Sales of electric household uruts in-

States

m

m

1921 to 965,000
1931.
Total installations were estimated at the close of
as
obstacle
over 4,000,000 The principal
1932

to the spread of fro/en food

consumption, how-

the availability of fresh, unfrozen produce at all seasons of the year, transported under
is

refrigeration at relatively low cost.
The growing importance of perishable foods,

whether fresh or frozen,

At

reflects the

triumph

75 percent of the
family food purchases of the urban consumer
the United States fall within the perishable
of refrigeration.

class

least

m

fresh meat, poultry, milk, butter, cheese,

and vegetables, fish. It is common
observation that this portion, particularly milk,
fish, fruits and succulent vegetables, has been
eggs, fruits

growing, while the consumption of cereals and
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of dried

and canned products

is

increasing less

rapidly or actually declining.

W.

P.

HLDDEN

David and of Coriolanus

it

has been

common

for a prince or pretender, worsted in his home
country, to find welcome and support, alone or

See

with his adherents, at the court of some neigh-
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This situation

still

recurs

(as

and will continue so long
which are anxious to exploit the
embarrassments of their neighbors. At the present time, when politics are based less on dynastic
considerations and more on broad social tendpower

"The Tenth Anniversary

of Ice and Refrigeration," "Historical Review of the Rise of Mechanical Refrigeration," and "Ice Making and Refrigeration Industries" in Ice and Refrigeration, vol xxi
Consult'

state.

boring

in Jugoslavia)

as states exist

encies,

it

has

become common

for a state to

welcome the victims of a social regime dissimilar
to its own. Thus the non-revolutionary counEurope sheltered the emigres of the
French Revolution, and states with liberal institutions, such as England and Switzerland, have
often harbored refugees from the rule of autocracies. Mazzini, Karl Marx, Lenin and Trotsky
stand out as famous examples of refugees of this
type. Many countries make it a point of honor
to grant an unrestricted right of political asylum,
tries of

although this has often involved them in diffiwith the governments concerned. In fact

culties

many
soil

revolutions have been hatched

on

foreign

On the other hand, the part played by refu-

ist-5th Congresses (1908-28), International Institute
of Refrigeration, Monthly Bulletin, published
Pans
since 1910, National Association of Ice Industries,

gee movements in keeping alive the national
a country oppressed by a foreign
spirit of

Annual Convention, published in
Chicago since 1919, Ice and Refrigeration, published
monthly in Chicago since 1891.

cases are those of the

m

Proceedings of the

REFUGEES. Any

person

who under the

stress

of force majeure has left his home and become
dependent on the hospitality of others is a
refugee. For the purposes of the present discussion, however, the designation may be restricted to persons who have left the territory

of the state of which they are or were nationals
and no longer enjoy the effective protection of
that state.

Even this definition covers a wide variety of
There is the individual political refugee

cases.

who

is

still

legally able to return to his state

but does not do so because return would expose
to disagreeable consequences. There are
cases in which some of the inhabitants of a

him

country, including at times the government,
have fled across its frontiers before invading
forces.

In older days

it

was not uncommon

for

an entire national community to migrate, abandoning its former territory to an enemy.
The individual political refugee has been a
familiar figure in history. Since the days of

autocracy has often been very important; notable

Magyar emigration after
1848 and the Polish exodus after 1863. Since
1919 Pans and Vienna have been the main centers for political refugees. Some of these settle

down permanently abroad, but most of them
hope and many are able to return eventually to
their homes. Their numbers are generally few,
and if their political importance has often been
very great, the economic problem which they
is small,
particularly when they are
supported either by comrades at home or by
sympathizers, private or official, in their place
of refuge. As a rule they consist chiefly of the

present

intellectual class,

which requires

little

capital to

establish itself.

The problems presented by large scale refugee movements vary widely. In earlier days,
when the prevailing mode of life was still largely
nomadic, it was quite common for whole nacommunities to become refugees. Refugee
movements are indeed difficult to distinguish
from simple migrations or wars of conquest, and
tional

such distinctions as can be made are often
blurred by later events; but it may be fair to
treat as refugee cases only those in which the

It

is

at

the mercy

more than give extype of movement. For some

impossible to do

amples of

this

centuries the

Roman Empire

received innumer-

able national communities of refugees, mainly
of Germanic or Turki origin. When few in num-

were usually drafted with the army;
they were given the status of
foederati\ that is, they were left under their own
chiefs, given lands, generally on the frontier,
and employed on frontier defense. In an age in
which land was plentiful, population sparse, the
standard of living low and its manner simple the
economic problem involved by this process was
not at all complex; a grant of vacant land and
perhaps a supply of one harvest's seed corn
bers, they

when numerous,

commonly
lief

sufficed

was given; the

when promised

Occasionally emergency refailure to

supply such

to an exceedingly powerful

relief

body

of refugees, the Visigoths, and attempts by the

population and officials to profiteer at their
expense led in 378 to one of the decisive battles
of the world, that of Adnanople. Outbreaks of
local

plague, cholera and similar epidemics were apamong the refugees, and those

parently frequent

who had no military value were often enslaved.
The ethnographical and political consequences
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persons involved were more or less
of those receiving them.

was not unmixed. The wild immigrants solved
their own econornw problem by plundering the
local peasants; while, since man power was valuable, the loss of it was resented by the ruler
from whom the refugees had fled. The Mongol
khan used the pretext that the king of Hungary
was sheltering his fugitive slaves (the Cumans)
to invade and practically destroy Hungary. A
similar complaint by the Turkish khan with
regard to Justinian's relations with the fugitive
Avars in 558 had led to the first diplomatic

between Europe and central Asia.
by refugee movements in
spreading knowledge has often been important.
relations

The

part played

The

manuscripts brought to western Europe by
Greek monks after the fall of Constantinople gave an immense impetus to the revival
of learning and arts known as the Renaissance;
fugitive

and knowledge of other types was widely spread
by the religious refugees who were so numerous
in a somewhat later age when, as condition;, of
life became more settled, national migrations
ceased to be frequent (although they occurred
up to quite modern times m central Asia and
Africa)

From the sixteenth century to the eighteenth
the commonest type of refugee was the reli
gious. It is hardly necessary to stress the part

of the large scale admission of these communiues were very great, for w hen the central authority weakened they recovered their independence
and formed national states in their new homes.
Similar movements went on throughout the

States If some of the earlier American colonists
were adventurers, many were true religious refugees, such as the Pilgrims of the Mayflower and

Middle Ages, particularly in the countries bordering on the great and ever unquiet Eurasian

the earlier inhabitants of Pennsylvania, which,
founded as a Quaker colony, afterwards became

steppe A variety of tribes took refuge with the
various Russian princes or the kings of Hungary. They were usually granted land for settle-

a

ment and certain economic and social safeguards
(eg. self-government, exemption from taxation), in return for which they had to perform
military service whenever required. The famous
Cossack bands of south Russia originated with
Turki hordes who had taken refuge from
stronger nations in the steppe, being reenforced

by Russian and Ukrainian runaway serfs and
masterless men, who preferred dangerous liberty to tilling the land under a Polish or a
Russian lord. In 1239 Hungary received 200,000
Cumans, the survivors of a great battle with the
Mongols on the Volga, and later Hungary and
Austria gave shelter to many Serbian and other
fugitives from the advancing Osmanli Turks. In

doing so they provided themselves with sorely
needed military reenforcements: but th^ benefit

played by such refugees in many events of world
importance, such as the formation of the United

home of refuge
Land was

faiths.

for dissidents of
still

plentiful,

many

other

and many of

these refugees had time to make their preparations and to take with them the supplies necessary for their establishment. The American
colonists moreover retained the protection of
their

governments and were not altogether

in a

friendless condition.

Far worse of course was the case of victims
of fanaticism, such as the Moors expelled from
Castile in 1502 or the Moriscos driven out in
1609, who were given only three days to embark
and allowed to carry only their personal property with them; the sale of their immovable
property was expressly forbidden.

No provision

was made for their reception in Barbary, and
most of the half million or more victims perished.

The story of the Protestants expelled from
various Catholic countries during the Counter-
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much

They were usuboth out

Jewish Colonisation Association was concerned
principally with agricultural settlement. It

of religious solidarity and for their useful virtues;
and while their expulsion nearly always impov-

founded colonies as far apart as Russia and
Brazil, Palestine and the United States. The

Reformation
ally

welcome

is

happier

in Protestant countries,

erished the country which they

left,

their recep-

later

emigrants generally enjoyed the help of
who had preceded them. Thus the Jews

which they entered. English
weaving, water engineering and finance owe
much to the Dutch merchants, weavers and
artisans who fled from the terrorist rule of the
duke of Alva and to the later Huguenots; and
Prussia had no more useful colonists for the

to tide over the transitional period.
Refugee movements of the old type still
occurred in the Balkans, particularly in Mace-

waste spaces of the present Polish Corridor
than the Austrian Protestants expelled from

gars, Serbs

tion enriched that

Salzburg.

A

and important place in the history
of the movement is held by the Jews, who may
be called a nation of refugees. In the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance their experience was
parallel to that of other religious refugees. In the
fourteenth century masses of them fled from
Germany before the crusaders and Flagellant
friars but were received hospitably by the kings
of Poland and Lithuania, who granted them
substantial privileges and assigned them the role
of a middle class. Since there had hitherto been
virtually no middle class in eastern Europe, the
influx caused no grea* dislocation of the economic life, particularly as the Jews were denied
admission to existing guilds and industrial corporations Likewise the professed Jews expelled
from Spain in 1492 were well received in the
Ottoman Empire, which saw the benefit of introducing an intelligent middle class. The individual loss and suffering attendant on these large
special

scale migrations were, however, very great. The
German Jews were fleeing for their lives; the

Spanish Jews had received four months' notice
but had no adequate means of disposing of their
property or collecting debts due them.
In the late nineteenth and the early twentieth
century a steady stream of Jewish refugees from
actual or threatened persecution in Russia and

Rumania poured westward
the United States For the

into

first

England and

time these refu-

gees had to face the modern problem of

fitting

into a social organization already highly developed. As, however, the labor market was still in

general expanding, the difficulties could be met
by transitional assistance and relief. To this end
the great Jewish associations were formed; the
Alliance Israelite Universelle, for example, carried through remarkable work in assisting migration, organizing emergency relief, advancing
settlers the means to establish themselves, main-

taining schools

and

assisting

poor scholars. The

relatives

led the

way

settlement

donia,

in organizing the essential of refugee
provision in advance of the means

where at least four nations Turks, Buiand Greeks were contending for

mastery, each taking every opportunity to destroy all members of the exceedingly mixed
population which did not belong to its own
nationality.

Each bout of fighting or change of

sovereignty thus gave rise to large refugee
movements, the members of the defeated nationalities fleeing to their kinsfolk. It

has been

estimated that in Macedonia alone, in the short
period from 1912 to 1925, seventeen migratory

movements took

place,

hundreds of thousands of

Bulgaria alone received
to 1912.
All Balkan countries were affected, and a

persons being affected

some 250,000 immigrants from 1878

rough and ready exchange of population took
incoming refugees driving out earlier
inhabitants of a hostile nationality and settling
on their lands. In 1913 the idea arose of organizing this exchange. Meanwhile various west
European and American committees helped to
place, the

relieve the distress. Charitable bodies, like the

Quaker

societies,

began to organize emergency
the world for refugees who

relief in all parts of

hoped to return to their homes when the crisis
was past. The foundation of the International
Red Cross Society was also of inestimable value.
The importance of modern organization was

m

tested
the World War, when the governments
and considerable fractions of the populations of
Belgium, Serbia and Montenegro fled from their

homes before the armies of the Central Powers.
hundred thousand Belgian refugees entered France, and an equal number took refuge
in England. The latter were received and cared
for by the War Refugees Committee headed by
Lord Hugh Cecil, financed by voluntary subscription with government assistance and facili-

Two

After a transitional period the refugees were
absorbed into the economic life of the country
ties.

and after the war were repatriated. The Serbian
government was established in Corfu and the
refugees, after transportation in allied vessels to
that city, were distributed throughout Europe
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although largely in France, being supported by
voluntary effort and by the allied governments.
Although the mortality among the refugees was
high, the organization for dealing with them
was certainly more efficient than any which had

preceded

it.

After the war there was an influx in the

opposite direction, from the succession states
into the territory of the Central Powers. The

governments concerned were usually prepared
to receive and to grant nationality to refugees
of their

own

race.

The German

Fluchtlmgsfur-

sorge maintained concentration

ing

offices.

posts in

camps and placHungary gave many Magyar refugees

its

administrative services, thus gravely

burdening the national budget. The fate of
unwanted elements, however, was tragic These
were too often refused naturalization and were
relegated to the ranks of the stateless.
far more serious problem was created

A

by

the exodus from Russia. As a result of the
Russian Revolution and subsequent crvil wars
millions of Russians

had been uprooted, and of

these about 1,500,000 members of the former
ruling class or of counter-revolutionary armies

were

clearly unable to return to their native
country In 1919 and 1920 about 100,000 of

Manchuria, from 300,000 to
400,000 in France and Germany each and the
remainder in eastern Europe. The sudden arrival
of General Wrangel's counter-revolutionary
these were

army

in

in Constantinople

made

that city a special

center of congestion and extreme misery.
The allied governments, the charitable organ-

and the east European states were
spending large sums on relief; but this could not
continue indefinitely, particularly as the last
named were themselves very impoverished It
was urgently necessary to relieve the congested
izations

Besides the Russians Nansen subsequently
took charge of the 200,000 to 250,000 Armenians

who had

survived the war and the massacres in

Turkey and had

Greece, Bulgaria or
territory of Syria,
with some smaller groups of Assyrians, Assyro
fled into

new French mandated

the

Chaldeans and a few Turks

who

likewise had

protectors. The League has refused,
however, to take over the "stateless persons" of
central Europe or such political refugees as the

no natural

Ruthenes and Montenegrins. These remain
dependent on chance or charity.
The work was carried on first by Nansen,
then, under his supervision, by the International
Labor Office and after Nansen's death by the
Nansen International Office for Refugees, an
international bureau under the auspices of the
League, which contributes toward its upkeep
The office is assisted by an Inter-Governmental
Advisory Commission, on which the chief governments interested are represented, and an
Advisory Committee of private organizations.
The center is in Geneva, and many governments
help the office to maintain local representatives.

The office acts as the agent for the distribution
of certain relief funds; but its functions are not
to supply relief, which if given At all is administered by governments or private societies. Its

object
in

is

to enable the refugees to

normal economic

solution

is

clearly

life.

be absorbed

The most

repatriation.

desirable

Nansen suc-

ceeded in negotiating the unmolested return of
several thousand Russians. A plan to irrigate a
tract around Erivan in the Soviet Republic of
settle there 50,000 Armenians fell
through because governments would not supply

Armenia and

money

or accept the security for a loan offered

centers and place the refugees throughout the

by the Soviet government Recently, however,
the government of Erivan itself has undertaken
the cost of the scheme, and 20,000 Armenian

world where they could find work. For this purpose an international authority was indispen-

refugees are to be settled there. Some thousands
are returning annually to Erivan. For those

many refugees had no
identity papers whatever and governments were

definitely unable to return, "Nansen passports"
for Russians and Armenians respectively were

sable, particularly since

often extremely suspicious of Russian refugees
as possible Bolshevik agents.

In 1921 the International Red Cross and other
great charitable societies requested the League
of Nations to appoint a high commissioner to

supervise the work in connection with the

Russian refugees, define their

introduced; these were accepted by many govlieu of ordinary passports. Subse-

ernments in

legal

position,

organize their employment and repatriation and
coordinate the efforts of the charitable organizations. In August, 1921, Fridtjof Nansen was

appointed League high commissioner.

quent intergovernmental arrangements have
enabled the holders of these certificates to enjoy
certain rights usually granted to foreigners by
treaty. They are thus no longer entirely defenseless,

although their rights

still

lag far

behind

their needs.

The Nansen passports have proved a great
help in the work of settlement. The relief of the
congested areas was carried through with con-
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siderable success, the office acting as organizer
and intermediary. It soon became clear that the

work was one of detailed placing in a labor
market which was overcrowded in most countries. France and Belgium, however, absorbed
large numbers for several years, and some
refugees were successfully placed in oversea
countries.

The

office

still

deals with several

thousand cases annually. The economic depression which began in 1929, however, hit the
refugees severely. They were usually the first to
be discharged from employment and were sometimes expelled from their countries without a
horn* to receive them. In 1933 nearly 150,000

who were able to work were unemployed.
The office proposes to wind up its work by
December 31, 1938. It has done invaluable
service at a cost which has never exceeded a few
thousand pounds annually; but
the only

it

is

clear that

final solution lies in repatriation

or

nationalization, and the latter is growing increasingly difficult in modern times.
A special settlement scheme was carried

through in Syria by the mandatory government
with the help of the Nansen office for the Armenians, thousands of whom had spent years
camps, foci of misery
and disease. New urban quarters and some
village settlements were constructed, and the
camps were to be closed at the end of 1933. In
this way about 40,000 Armenians were definitely
in malarial concentration

settled.

Somewhat

different

problems arose in con-

houses have been built and about 170,000 agrifamilies and 25,000 urban families
and maintained through their initial

cultural

established

an average cost of ^i .4.0 per perappalling mortality of the first period
has been checked, and the refugees have been
difficulties at

son.

The

turned into self-respecting and self-supporting
members of the world community. The face of

Macedonia has been reconstructed, drainage and
'rngation have been carried through and a new
source of wealth has been added to the world.
Similar work on a smaller scale was accomplished in Bulgaria, where out of the 220,000
refugees who had entered Bulgaria between 1913
and 1925 about 30,000 families, or 120,000 individuals, needed help. The task was begun in
1926 and almost completed by 1933. A loan of
.2,400,000 and $4,500,000 was raised under
League auspices. The land was surveyed and
allotted, houses were built and drainage and
improvement works were carried out. Incidentally the general health and agricultural standards had been greatly improved, both in Bulgaria
and in Greece.
It is clear that the refugee problem has been
affected profoundly

by modern conditions of

In the increasing complexity of present day
society a man is less easily able than ever before
to dispense with the normal protection of his
state; and the delicate relations of economic life
are more easily dislocated, and with more disastrous effects, than the cruder conditions of the
past. Greece and Bulgaria were still exceptional
life.

nection with Greece and Bulgaria. In the autumn
of 1922, after the crushing defeat of the Greek

cases, since the recent

army by the Turks in Anatolia, over i ,000,000
destitute and panic stricken Greek refugees
poured into Greece from Anatolia and Thrace.
Greece was willing to receive them and to grant
them nationality, but the task was far beyond
its powers. Nansen was empowered to deal with
the emergency and to distribute relief and

whom

medical aid. Afterward an exchange of population between Greece

This raised the

some

i

final

,700,000 but

and Turkey was arranged.

number

left a

of immigrants to
amount of

reasonable

land available for their settlement.

The League

of Nations gave its authority for the raising of a
loan of 12,300,000, which was administered by

Commission consisting of
representatives of the League and of the Greek
government. The work was handed over to the
Greek government on December 31, 1930. It
has been brilliantly successful. Over 50,000
agricultural houses and some 30,000 urban
d Refugee Settlement

had made land
the

new

movements of population

available for the immigrants,
countries could regard as a

source of strength and wealth. Even so there
was much ill feeling between the immigrants and
the other inhabitants; and while the help of the
League enabled the settlement to be carried out

with comparative ease, the process was basically
uneconomic, since subsequently neither country

was able to meet the full service of the settlement
loans. The position of the refugee who has no
mother country to receive him is miserable
indeed. Modern organization of charity and
relief and advanced medical knowledge may relieve the acuteness of the first crisis. But the
ultimate absorption of the refugee who is unable
ever to return to his home has become increasingly difficult.

The

nately complicated

question has been inordiby the excessively difficult

economic conditions of the post-war period.

On

the other hand, it is only in times of difficulty
and unrest that refugee movements on a large

Refugees
scale are likely to occur.

repatriation has
proved impossible, naturalization is the only
final solution. The countries which are reluctant

might well reflect on
historical evidence, which indicates that while
refugee movements have usually occasioned

to facilitate this solution

great suffering among the refugees themselves,
they have often enriched the countries which

have granted hospitality and have almost uniformly impoverished those from which they fled.
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Where

A MACARTNEY

typical of urban communities in other countries as well. The chief causes

ulation distribution

is

of this spread of population in suburban areas
beyond the city limits are to be found in the

modern

science and transmotor vehicle, the increasing tendency toward industrial decentralization and the growth of residential suburbs.
Because the extension of the city limits has not

rapid development of

portation, especially the

kept pace with the spread of population, grave
problems of municipal administration have re-
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them new and difficult
and taxation. In an effort

meet these problems the movement

for re-

grown up, sponsored both
and unofficially by municipal and

gional planning has

French,

Walloon, Dutch and Other Foreign Protestant Refugees
Settled in England, from the Reign of Henry

to

city finance

officially

industrial engineers, architects, housing experts,
economists and rural and town planners. In most
cases the regional plan docs not correspond in
area with any single administrative unit. There
is no government organization ready to approve
and execute the plan, which moreover usually
has no legal sanction The chief value of regional
planning is that it takes care of problems which
are dependent upon the consideration of two or
more communities, thus providing a method of

action without annexation or actual

amalgamaAlthough cities and their suburbs have
remained politically separate, the city and its
tion.

surrounding areas are becoming more and more
interdependent. This interdependence is evident
in the public utilities, in provision for education,
in recreation facilities, in land uses, in the trans-

action of private business and in the social and
economic life of the region as a whole. The

limited plans which have been made heretofore
for the metropolis or for the surrounding com-

munities have proved inadequate usually because they have not been comprehensive in
character or well coordinated. They have been
sporadic and timid, often limited to one subject,
such as thoroughfares or parks, or else they have

1926).

REFUGEES, POLITICAL.

See

REFUGEES;

POLITICAL OFFENDERS.

been concerned with only a single suburb or
an area too small in extent to meet the requirements.

REGIONAL PLANNING. The
gional planning

is

need for

re-

evident in the growth of the

modern metropolis beyond its officially designated city limits. During the decade from 1920
to 1930 the increase in population of the 85
largest cities of the United States was 5,622,986,
a rise of 19.4 percent; but the growth in the

population of the areas in the metropolitan
regions surrounding these cities was 4,362,936,

amounting to 39.2 percent. This change in pop-

There are in the United States nearly a hundred regional planning commissions or organizations. These include unofficial organizations
which act m a voluntary advisoiy capacity with
a view to bringing about adherence to the regional plan, and official commissions created
under the authority of a legislative act. Nineteen
states and the District of Columbia are repre-

sented

York,

m the

Illinois,

among them California, New
New Jersey and Pennsylvania. In

list,
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Illinois the State

Chamber

of

Commerce

has

made

sented for civic centers,

new railway stations and

studies to determine the advisability of
forming A unified, systematic plan for the devel-

airports, waterfront improvements and pleasure
resorts. The plan is advisory in character. It

In Iowa the

has been prepared to give guidance to over 400

State Board of Conservation and the State Fish

municipalities in 3 states Its scope in time extends to thirty-five years. Many of the proposals
the plan have already been adopted and in

opment

of the state's resources

Game Commission

have issued a report on
a twenty-five-year conservation plan In New
York state studies of widespread scope were
made as early as 1925 by the Bureau of Housing
and Regional Planning Impetus is being given
to the movement for non-urban planning by the

and

National

activities of the

Land Use Planning

Committee, composed of representatives of various federal departments and the Land Grant
colleges, the purpose of which is to determine a

m

part executed.

A

regional plan association has

been formed to promote the carrying out of
projects and to keep the plan up to date.
A group of business and civic organizations
of the regions contiguous to and including Philadelphia, Wilmington, Trenton and Camden in
1928 raised a fund of approximately $600,000
to cover the cost of surveys, studies and prepa-

To

plan for the suitable use primarily of rural land

ration of a

areas

administer this fund the Regional Planning Federation of the Philadelphia Tri-State District

Good
United

examples of regional planning in the
States are the Boston Metropolitan

Planning Division of the Metropolitan District
Commission; the Chicago Regional Planning
Association; the Regional Planning Commission
of Los Angeles County; the Milwaukee County
Regional Planning Department; the Regional

New York

and Its Environs; the Niagara
Frontier Planning Board and the Niagara Frontier Planning Association, the Regional Planning

Plan of

Federation of the Philadelphia Tri-State District; the Santa Barbara County Planning Commission; and the National Park and Planning

Commission
official

<it

Washington, D, C. The

metropolitan regional planning in

first

Amer-

was carried out in Boston with the appointment of metropolitan commissions for sewerage
in 1889, parks in 1893 and water in 1895 These
commissions were highly successful from both
technical and administrative aspects In 1919 the
three commissions were combined as the Metropolitan District Commission In 1923 regional
ica

planning received recognition in the appointment of the Metropolitan Planning Division.

Other special Boston metropolitan commissions
were appointed later.
The most notable metropolitan regional plan
in the United States is that of the Regional Plan
of New York and Its Environs undertaken in
1924 under the auspices of the Russell Sage
Foundation.

It presents a

graphic plan of

ways of communication and land

all

uses, indi-

cating the areas best suited for business, industry, residential

are

made

use and open spaces. Proposals

as to express routes,

other major

comprehensive regional plan.

was incorporated in May, 1928 The directors
established as a governing principle that the
federation should not concern itself
any of its

m

boundaries or governmental technique, but should confine its investiactivities

with

political

gations and recommendations to the physical
needs as related to growth and distribution of

population in the area as a whole.

The federation

principle the
policy of acting in a purely advisory capacity.
Its objective was to indicate the present and

adopted as a corollary to this

first

probable future social, economic and physical
requirements of the region as a whole through
planning technique. In order to assure faithful
adherence to these policies the federation obtained the service of leading planning consultants, employed a staff of technical assistants and

appointed a representative Technical Advisory
Committee comprising about 200 of the chief
engineering officials of the counties, cities, townships and boroughs of the region.
The program for the Tennessee valley is the
first deliberate
large scale effort in the United
States to inspire a systematic and balanced development of the social and economic life of a
given community. The act of Congress sets up
the Tennessee Valley Authority, a corporation

reporting to the president. Under his direction
function is to insure the emergence of a
smoothly operating and well matured program.
its

The

act provides for the

proper use, conserva-

and development of the natural resources
of the Tennessee River drainage basin and of
such adjoining territory as may materially be
tion

regional routes, important connecting routes,
new railway belt lines, suburban rapid transit

affected

and parkway systems. Specific plans are pre-

and

pose

is

by the development. The general puran orderly and proper physical

to foster

social

development of the Tennessee valley
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area.

The

authorized in making
surveys and plans to cooperate with the several
states affected The act contains a provision for
the building of transmission lines as a "yaidpresident

is

>tick" of public transmission of power by which
the effectiveness of the power industry may be

measured The authority is empowered to assist
in moving families from abandoned mining and
lumber camps to new communities, planned and
built to combine agriculture and industry
Throughout England and Wales more than a
hundred regional plan committees of different
kinds are at work, covering an area of over
10,000 square miles. Most of these schemes,
however, while regional in scope, are ically
extended joint town planning schemes and are
largely advisory in character. The regional plans
are intended as an ideal goal rather than as a

working program for immediate execution They
endeavor to secure the most suitable use of land,
adequate means of communication, ample open
spaces, the control of building development and
the protection of the cultural and aesthetic
amenities of the countryside. Among the many

English regional plans the following selected
examples may be mentioned west Middlesex
(suburban); mid-Surrey (semirural), Manchester (industrial), southeast Essex (rural); the

Thames valley (preservation of amenities).
The Ruhr regionarplanmng federation (Siedlungsverband-Ruhrkohlenbezirk)

is

the

most

notable illustration in Germany, arid perhaps in
the world, of a statutory bodv authorized to act

by controlling and coordinating or by
actually carrying out plans which will serve the
advance of regional planning in an industrial
either

district

The planning legislation was established

by the Prussian

act in 1920. In the area

under

the authority of the federation, about 1500
square miles, there are 20 important towns and
10 rural district councils, the latter containing
17 small towns and 259 smaller rural communities. The federation is controlled by an assembly,

an executive and a

director. Fifty percent of

the representatives to the assembly come from
the county boroughs and rural district councils,
the rest being delegates of industry, representing

employers and employees equally. The principal
work of the federation as fixed by law comprises
the drafting of comprehensive plans for the

and care of large open
and construction of the main

entire district; reservation

spaces; planning

roads; determination of traffic routes for the
future development of railways, tramways and
other forms of tiansit and transportation; selec-

tion of industrial sites,

of the

Ruhr

and housing. The work

regional planning federation

is

sup-

plemented by the Ruhrverband, which deals
with

regional matters pertaining to sanitation.
National planning is an attempt to coordinate
all

regional planning, just as regional planning coordinates city planning. It should follow broad
lines and take into consideration the requirements of the country as a whole, including open
spaces, distribution of population, location of
industries, public utilities and provision for

Good examples

various forms of circulation

of

national planning are to be found in Scotland,
Holland, Italy, Eg)pt, Soviet Russia and Mexico

National planning sometimes extends into

international planning, as in the case of the
navigable canals between Holland and Belgium,

the proposals for the Danube River, the St.
Lawrence River project for the United States

and Canada, the Niagara Frontier Regional Plan
and the plans for the Rio Grande River, involving joint action of the United States and Mexico.
Rivers and \alle\s are units for planning and
not natural frontiers

The

natural frontiers are

the sea, the desert and the mountains.
The best European example of national planning is that of Bomfica Integrale, launched in
Italy by the law of 1928 as a regional planning
program of national scope The Siban project
is one of the most significant of its undertakings In the watershed of the Crati and Siban

rivers the Fabeibt

diversified

regime

is

program designed

engaged upon a

to restore the rich-

ness and glory of the region v\hich flourished
500 H.C but which has for centuries remained

in

,

desolate.

The Bomriea

Integrale has as

its defi-

nite objective the stabilization and betterment
of rural life in all its aspects through the execu-

tion of a program of planned land utilization
embracing the whole of Italy It is a compre-

hensive and far reaching enterprise of social
usefulness The improvement \\orks comprise
the construction of arterial highways to afford

an adequate transportation system connected
with the railhead at the new village of Siban.
This village is one of eight model rural centers,
each housing 500 inhabitants, and intended
first to accommodate the workers on the project

and

later as

homes

for the settlers.

The

cost of

the Siban project, which is scheduled for completion by 1943, is estimated at $12,500,000 and
to be shared largely
interested landowners.

is

state

and by the

The complete program

which has been adopted
expenditure of $500,000,000.

for the national plan
calls for a capital

by the
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Giprogor, the Soviet state commission for
planning cities, is entrusted with city and re-

Town

taken some 60 projects, ranging from Leningrad
to Sakhalin island in the Pacific and to Tims in
Transcaucasia and is designed to apply to a total
population of 35,000,000. Planning in the U.S.

Planning Congress, Amsterdam, 1924, InterTown Planning Conference, vols. (Amster1924) vol. i, p. 1535, Bettman, A., "How to
Lay Out Regions for Planning" in National Conference in City Planning, I7th, 1925, Proceedings (Boston
1926) p. 287-312; Hubbard, T. K., Manual of Planning Information, Including Manual of Information on
City Planning and Zoning (Cambridge, Mass. 1928);
Adams, Thomas, and others, Recent Advances in Town
Planning (New York 1932) ch v, Hubbard, Theodora

S.R. begins with the largest elements, the
proper placing of industries and transportation
for the state or nation. This leads logically to
regional planning of large economic units. Two

K. and Henry V Our Cities To-day and To-morrow
(Cambridge, Mass. 1929) ch. iv, City Planning, ed. by
John Nolen (2nd ed. New York 1929) ch. xx; McKenzie, R. D., "The Rise of Metropolitan Communities"
in President's Research Committee on Recent Social

factors of great importance require mention:

Trends, Recent Social Trends, 2 vols. (New York
1933) vol i, p. 443-96, Adams, T., "Regional Planning in Relation to Public Administration," and "The
Social Objective in Regional Planning" in National
Municipal Review, vol xv (1926) 35-42, 79-87, Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs, Regional

Soviet Union,
gional planning throughout the
with the exception of the Ukraine. It has under-

the public ownership of

first,

means that cities may be

all

land,

which

built according to plans

that utilize the land to the best advantage;
second, the size of cities, which in all other coun-

an uncontrollable factor. In the U.S.S R.
element is officially controlled in connection
with all new cities and regions. Even in the older
tries is

this

cities

tions

the planners search for permanent soluwill not breed new difficulties for

which

the future. Stalingrad is a good example of
regulation of the size of cities on the basis of

economic and industrial

social,

efficiency.

A

National Planning Board for the United
States has recently been appointed. Its duties
will include studies of long

effects

of

range
public works and low cost housing from the
social

and economic

concern

and

all

aspects.

The

inquiries will

types of public works, federal, local
In an effort to enlist interest in the

private.

broader implications of regional planning the

Harvard Graduate School of City Planning has
introduced a course in national and state planning, designed to acquaint students with the
changing social and economic needs of American
life and to show the importance of long range
planning in the physical development of the

nation.

JOHN NOLEN
METROPOLITAN AREAS; CITY; SUBURBS; GARDEN
CITIES; CITY AND TOWN PLANNING, HOUSING, LOCASee-

TION OF INDUSTRY, Civic CENTERS, ZONING; LAND
UTILIZATION, PARKS, PLAYGROUNDS, ADMiNisrRAiivE
AREAS, COUNTY-CUT CONSOLIDAHON, COMPACIS,
INTERSTATE, INTERNATIONAL WATERWAYS, ELECTRIC
POWER; TRANSPORTATION; MUNICIPAL TRANSIT;
TRAFFIC REGULATION.

McLean, W. H Regional and Town Planning (London 1930); Kehr, Cyrus, A Nation Plan
(New York 1926), James, Harlean, Land Planning in
the Umted States for the City, State and Nation (New
York 1926) ch. xv; Beard, C. A., "Some Aspects of
Consult

,

Regional Planning" in American Political Science ReView, vol. xx (1926) 273-83; Unwin, R., "The Need
for a Regional Plan" in International Housing and

national

-2,

dam

,

Survey, vols. i-vtu (New York 1927-31), and Regional
Plan, 2 vols. (New York 1929-31), New York State,
Convention of Housing and Regional Planning, Re-

E

Smith, May 7, 1926, by
port to Governor Alfred
Clarence S. Stein (Albany 1926), Iowa State Board of
Conservation, Report on the Iowa Twenty-Five Year
Conservation Plan, by Jacob L. Crane, Jr (Des
1933), Regional Planning Federation of the
Philadelphia Tn-Sute District, The Regional Plan of
the Philadelphia Tn-State District (Philadelphia 1932);
Outlines of the Law of Housing and
Clarke, John J
Planning (London 1933), Purdom, C B , The Building
of Satellite Towns (London 1925), Brun, Charles, Le
rfytonahsme (Pans 191 1), Ringland, Arthur C "Musxxxix
solini's Sybarites" in American Forests, vol

Momes

,

,

(1933) 291-97, 334, Crane, J , Nolen, J and Whitten,
"City Planning in the Soviet Union' in Economic
Review of the Sm'iet Union, \ol. vu (1932-33) 3639;
Schmidt, R "Country Planning in the Ruhr Dis,

R

,

,

Town Planning Institute, Journal, vol xiv
(1927-28) 47-52; Stadt- und Landesplanung Bremen
1926-30 (Bremen 1931), Elshoff, F Das Umsiedlungsproblem, Miinster UmveiMtat, Forschungsstelle
fur Siedlung und Wohnungswes>en, Veroffenthchungen, vol. u (Berlin 1931), United States, Bureau of
Standards, Division of Building and Housing, Survey
of City Planning and Related Laws, compiled by
Lester G. Chase (1930, rev. ed. 1931).
trict" in

,

REGIONALISM. The term regionalism is of
comparatively recent origin and has not yet acquired any accepted precise definition. \t was
first used in 1874 in the works of the Prove^al
poet de Berluc-Perussis but did not come into
wide currency until the i89o's!\Regionahsm has
been called a manifestation or "world federalism" and an intermediate stage between administrative decentralization and federalism. It
involves such diverse problems of modern political and cultural life as those of minorities,
administrative decentralization, local self-gov-

ernment and autonomy, the cult of homeland
and earth and local patriotism. It is most

Regional Planning
intimately

particularism and opthe charge that it leads to separa-

related

ponents make

to

Regionalism

political unity;

they went further and broke up

into small dfyartements the old provinces which,

tism. In a very general way regiomahsm may be
defined as a counter movement to any exagger-

although no longer possessed of any administrative unity, had still preserved their own his-

ated or oppressive form of centralization. It
must not, however, be considered solely from

torical

the viewpoint of political control or governmental administration. Regionahst problems
arise only where there is a combination of two

Europe the administrative centralization
inaugurated by the Constituante developed into
an all embracing revolutionary dictatorship and
made the way clear for Napoleon's dictatorship

or

more such

independent

chical

factors as geographical isolation,

and

historical traditions, racial, ethnic

or leligious peculiarities and local economic or
class

interests.

Regionalism must be distin-

cultural, traditional or linguistic peculiarities,
which provide a basis for what is often termed a

subnationahty Because of the wide ramifications
of the subject regionalist problems may be dis-

covered in any of the countries of Europe and
America. But France as the classic land of political

unity and administrative centralization is
and the

centralization.

The

law of Pluviose of the

year VIII (February 17, 1800), whereby the prefects, subprefects and mayors in the departe-

and municipalities were to
be appointed by the first consul, marked the
completion of French centralization.)

guished from nationalism in that it recognizes
a higher national unity and superior national
interests transcending the attachment to the
local region It must be distinguished also from
mere sectionalism in that it is not based exclusively on regional economic or class interests
but involves certain ethnic factors, such as

and cultural individuality.

As France became engaged in war with monar-

ments, arrondissements

Cultural centralization accompanied this ad-'
A national system of'

ministrative centralization

education from the village school to the highest
/

[

was created by Napoleon
and received the misleading appellation of Unior
Umversite de France.
Imperiale,
Napoleon's system of higher education has been
institutions of learning

versite

compared to a strongly knit army. A grand
master appointed by the emperor exercised
supervision over the entire educational system,
and

all

the provincial institutions and their
were dependent on him. It was not

also the classic land of regionalism,

faculties

French regionalist movement may be used as a

until 1896 that the academies

paradigm

for regionalist

movements of other

lands.*

On

became modern

with corporate
This cultural centralization may be considered one of the leading causes of the spiritual
poverty characteristic of the French provinces.
The intellectual life which \vas still flourishing
in the provinces at the time of the revolution
universities,

juristic

persons

rights.

the eve of the revolution France was a

territorially unified

and centrally governed

state,

thanks to the long established policy of its
rulers. It was not, however, administratively
centralized in the modern sense of the term, for

was neither legally nor economically unified.
It was divided into the pays defections, with a
royal financial administration, and the pays
cTetats (Brittany, Provence, Languedoc, Dauphine, etc.), where a strong local consciousness
it

prevailed despite the fact that the historical
rights of the estates to levy taxes no longer

played any important role. The revolution of
1789 accomplished the great historical feat of
welding the nation into a unified state. July 14,

was almost completely

stifled

during the follow-

ing period. Everything worked toward making
all of France a suburb of Paris, as Octave
Feuillct wrote to

This

Napoleon in

rigid centralization has

in 1867.

continued to the

present despite changes in forms of government
and since the Restoration has met with much
opposition and criticism. Politicians and parliamentarians, from Villele, the royalist conservative deputy and minister of Louis xvm, to

monarchy

Clemenceau, Bnand and Pomcare, have put
forward various proposals to counteract centralization. Writers and philosophers like Auguste
Comte and Alexis de Tocqueville have attacked
it in their works. Such
radically different waters
as the Catholic conservative economist Le Play,
in his La rtforme sociale en France (2 vols., Pans
1864), and the bold anarchist and feder.jst

Not only
did they retain the monarchy as the guaranty of

Proudhon, in his Du principe ftdfrattf (Paris
1863), were vigorous opponents of centralization.

1790, the day of the great federation, was truly
epochal because on that day small local defense

groups and federations of national guards from
cities and countryside merged together to form
a self-conscious French nation. The leaders of
the Constituent Assembly, headed by the aboe
Sieyes, followed the tendencies of the
in their drafting of the constitution.
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The vague

desires for decentralization during

the i86o's found expression in the then popular

"Nancy Program," which demanded that communal matters be regulated by the commune,
regional affairs by the region and national by the
nation. The works of two Orleamsts, PreVostParadoFs La France nouvelle (Pans 1868) and
Due de Broghe's Vue sur le gouvernement de laFrance (written in 1861 but not published until
1870 in Paris), received wide attention. Both
writers

demanded

local self-government.

Due

de Broglie advocated the reestablishment of the
provinces, while Prevost-Paradol was the first
French writer to introduce the concept of
"regional assemblies," to be formed from the
consuls generaux of several departements and to
be based on geographic and economic considerations.

The law of 1871 concerning departements and
the municipal laws of 1884 ant^ iSgo marked
steps toward decentralization. Paul Deschanel
in his

La

made

a

who soon became the leader of this group,
succeeded in creating a new Proven9al literary
language based on the dialect of the lower
tral,

Rhone valley. He compiled a large dictionary of
the Proven9al language, founded a museum in
Aries and sought to widen the movement to include

of southern France. Gascony,

all

Limou-

Auvergne and Dauphme kept aloof from the
movement, however, and its center remained in
the valley of the Rhone.
sin,

Thefetibrtstes, looking upon themselves as the
heirs of the troubadours, sought to restore the

entire mediaeval culture

which had flourished

in

the southern provinces and was now forgotten.
They revived the singers' competition, chivalry,

the jeux floraux and the cours d'amour\ every
seven years they chose a queen of the Felibrige,
who placed a silver crown on the head of the
master of the gai savotr, the gaya scienza, the

"happy

science," of the troubadours.

mantic strain was at

first

The

ro-

predominant in the

and the

(Pans 1895)
plea for the transformation of the French
bureaucratic communal administration into cor-

statutes of 1876 distinctly
Felibrige,
prohibited "political and religious discussions"

manner of the English

and German systems, and for the "replacing of
the activity of the officials by that of the citi-

The recognized master, Mistral, did, however, introduce a political note in his Calendau,
which appeared in 1867. In a famous note to this

zens."

poem he lamented

decentralisation

porate form, after the

The

cultural reaction against the domination
of the French capital set in at a comparatively
early date. There were many groups which
lamented the disappearance of picturesque folk

at meetings.

federattf.

idioms, local industries and other provincial
peculiarities and which aimed to reawaken the

with

slumbering spiritual and cultural

modern

life

of the

various provinces. These currents are related to
the movement to revive the various dialects of

Provence, Brittany, Alsace and Flanders, the
patois which for many decades had been very
effectively counteracted by the centralized
school system.

Many

independent local

news-

In another place Mistral declared his
France to be an etat federal

all

the modifications

not against France or against unity but "rather
the system of extreme centralization
on by the state officials with such shock-

ing rigidity."

The

Felibrige

became

increasingly political.

An

m

Paris.
Ecole du Felibrige came into being
fehbristes (Frederic Amouretti,
Charles Maurras, Auguste Marin) issued a dec-

laration

pendent stand. The Pro\eii9al cahiers in 1789
had pledged its representatives to demand the
right of self-government for Provence. This
spirit animated the seven Avignon poets who
followed the summons of Roumanille in 1854
and, calling themselves felibres, formed a union
of poets with the clearly formulated purpose of
reviving the Proven9al language. Frederic Mis-

necessary by
was directed

against
carried

century.

important regionalist movement
against Pans, however, arose in Provence. Provence had always maintained a proud and inde-

made

conditions. His position

The young

first

much

political ideal for

papers and periodicals of an outspoken regionahst character began to appear at the turn of the

The

the subjection of the

more cultured south by the "barbarians" of the
north and above all the fact that this fusion of
north and south went beyond the stage of an etat

on February 22, 1892, in which they
demanded "freedom of the communes" and
declared their aim to be "the liberation of the

soul of the provinces from their departmental
are autonomists, we are federal-

prison."

"We

they announced, "and

if any people of
Northern France want to go along with us, we
stretch out our hand to them. ..."
Similar movements soon arose in other regions of France. In Besan9on, Franche-Comte,
Charles Beauquier in 1869 founded a weekly,

ists,"

the Doubs.

He

published a dictionary of the
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provincialisms of his homeland in 1 88 1, issued a
collection of folk songs in 1894 and undertook

homogeneous regions which were to be administrative and judicial districts, economic provinces

the larger task of publishing a collection of the
popular traditions of Franche-Comte\ Beau-

with regionahst universities as the seats of a
regional intellectual and cultural life. Jean Hennessy, who has been president of the Ligue de
Representation Professionelle et d'Action Re-

quier also

made many

proposals during the years
for a new administra-

between 1890 and 1910
tive division of France.

Le Goffic was the leading spirit in the
founding of the Union Regionaliste Bretonne.
Charles

Vdme

bretonne (Pans 1902) he revivified
the customs, songs and legends of Brittany and
its ancient historic traditions
Maurice Barres

In his

became
for

as

famous

Provence

for Lorraine as Mistral

The most

was

powerful source of na-

tional energy, according to Barres, was to
found in the local homeland, the "region."

gionahste since its formation in 1913, has been
active in behalf of economic, political and administrative regionalism.
The success of the movement
fact that the service

is

attested in the

branches of the mines, the

water supply and the forest administration and
of the postal system are today regionalized. The
administrative reform of 1926 replaced the

be
In

arrondissement courts by 131 departement courts,
the jurisdiction of each comprising several ar-

he presented a
development of these ideas. He called
and for a system of elementary education which would be expressive

One hundred and six subprefects
were removed; the prefect councils of the dpartements were abolished, being replaced by 22
regional administrative courts, small state councils which may be called upon for judicial advice.
An interesting and important decree was that of
November 5, 1926, which permitted the dtpartements to form yndicats, or corporations,

his Les deracinh (Paris 1897)
brilliant

for regional universities

of the individual character of the various re-

"There are," he said, "Lorraine, Provenand Breton truths." An opponent of division
into de"partements, he demanded the reorganization of France into larger administrative units,

gions.
cal

either regions or provinces. lie called for "re-

gional assemblies" and local parliaments which
would regulate the details of local administra-

rondtisements

created for specific purposes, with more far
reaching powers than those possessed by the

influence of the geographer Vidal
Blache a series of doctoral dissertations on
the different regions of France were published.
The Revue de synthese histonque put out a series

Commission Departementale set up in 1871.
The importance of French regionalism today
lies chiefly in the economic sphere Lc Play had
based his proposals for social reform on economic considerations and had laid great stress
on the agricultural and industrial homogeneity
of the new administrative units which he pro-

of studies, Les regions de France Similar regional
monographs were published in the Annales de

posed to create. In a similar way Vidal de la
Blache undertook to work out a plan for seven-

geographic and in the Bibhotheque regionahste of
Frederic Charpin.

teen industrial regions In 1898 Jean Jaures declared that "the growth of Pans would be il-

In 1900 all the currents opposed to excessive
centralization in France were united and organ-

lusory or dangerous unless the economic activity
were diffused all over the country." Men of all
parties have pointed out the general neglect of
the economic needs of the provinces. Charles
Maurras showed that Paris received the best
agricultural and industrial products from all
over the land. The French railway system no

tion.

Under the

de

la

ized in the Federation Regionahste Francaise
(F. R. F.). Charles Brun, one of the leaders of
this organization, has declared on numerous occasions that its aim was a federal state. Since the

time of the Girondists, however, the word
federalism had acquired a disreputable connota-

Proudhon pointed out, became almost synonymous with treason. It was for this

tion and, as

reason that the founders of the F.

R

F. did not

dare to commit themselves openly to federalism,
preferring to call their paper Action regionaliste.

The F. R. F. soon went beyond the sentimental regionalism of the poets. It sought to
replace the artificially constructed departements.

which had become outmoded in the new age of
the railroads and the automobile, by larger

longer

fills

modern requirements.

All the lines

converge to Paris and there are no adequate connections between the provincial systems. There
are no fully developed ports, because the hinterland is not organized sufficiently. Before 192425 there were no industrial and agricultural

chambers.

most

all

book

Du

The Bank

of France has collected al-

the savings of France in Paris and a
large part of this capital is invested in foreign
enterprises. Hennessy and Jean Buffet in his
rdgionalisme

au nationalisme financier
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(Paris 1917) call for regional banks to supply
capital for great economic enterprises, which in

turn will improve the existence and enhance the
value of the regions.

With the World War the regionalist problem
emerged from the sphere of congresses and debates into reality. The burning questions concerning the destroyed but once most productive
regions of the northeast, the amalgamation of
Alsace-Lorraine and the whole problem of eco-

nomic reconstruction all pressed more urgently
and regulation. \
Henri Hauser, in his excellent study Le probleme du regionahsme, points out the amazing and
significant contrast of the war situation with that
for solution

of the period of the revolutionary wars or of the
War of 1870-71 During the World War, despite
the need for the most intense concentration of all
.

powers and notwithstanding certain forms of
economic dictatorship, there was a recrudescence
of local initiative and independent activity which
France had not seen for a long time. Whereas
during the years 1870-71, at the time of the
invasions, the prefects, mayors and local

enemy

assemblies hardly dared to act without instructions from Pans, the situation in the fall of 1914

was quite

different.

Apart from the occupied

areas the natural connections between

many

parts of France and the capital were destroyed,
and Paris itself faced the danger of enemy oc-

cupation.

The

various regions,

left to their

own

resources, engaged in spontaneous and effective
activity; they cared for the needy, sheltered the

wounded and

fugitives

and created jobs

unemployed. Municipalities,
all

local

for the

boards and

kinds of organizations shared the responsialmost equally.

made practical and successful contributions during the war to land cultivation, transportation
and problems of food and coal supply. So well
did they preserve their status, although they
varied in significance and degree of influence,
that there was a strong tendency to retain them

even after 1918.
This tendency paralleled the movement led by
the minister of commerce, Etienne Clementel,
which aimed to divide France into economic
provinces. This plan was related to the law of
1898 regulating the powers of the chambers of
commerce. The all too numerous and often
feeble chambers of commerce were to be
grouped anew on a regional basis. On February
28, 1919, when their activity was about to cease,
the economic councils were transferred from the
supervision of the War Ministry to that of the
minister of commerce. On April 5, 1919, a decree empowered the chambers of commerce to
set

up seventeen chambers of commerce

dis-

or economic provinces (regions e'conomiques). The chief cities of these regions were
tricts,

Amiens, Rouen, Caen, Nantes, Rennes,
Limoges, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Montpelher,
Marseille, Grenoble, Lyons, Nancy, Paris (with
two regions) and Clermont-Ferrand. The economic committees were incorporated into the
Lille,

regions dconomiques

on April

6, 1919.

The economic committees indeed
lost the significance

gradually

they had possessed during

the war. In every economic province a Comite
Regional des Chambres de Commerce was set

up over the existing advisory committee. This
became the actual economic organ of the region
and

it

pushed the older

The new

institutions into the

regional committee and

bility

background.

On October 25, 1915, the premier, Viviani,
and the war minister, Millerand, issued a decree
authorizing the establishment of a Comite Con-

its general secretary acquired far reaching rights
of economic initiative. Together with the cen-

sultatif d' Action

Economique in every army
corps region of the inner zone; such committees
were to function during the whole war period.
This innovation was along the lines of the reforms long urged by the advanced regionalists,
notably Jean Hennessy. These economic committees had a double task. Their military function was to keep the war administration informed of the conditions of production in the
various regions. In addition they were to use all
available

means

to

increase

production and

counteract the tendency toward increased prices.
This development was, as Hauser says, only a

"timid regionalism," but the committees advanced definitely toward independence and

tral

government such committees were to

at-

tend to such questions as the building of harbors, canals and local railroads, the utilization of
land, the betterment of working conditions and
the like.

This reform in the

classic land of administra-

tive centralization signalized a decisive victory
for the regionalist idea. The socialist Georges

Renard expressed the hope at the time that
new regions would become "organic elements of national existence" and that no longer
would important matters of local concern, such
as the construction of branch line railroads or
provision for filtered drinking water, be decided
by a few deputies in the Chamber, quite ignorant
these

of the problems involved.

The overburdening of
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the French

Chamber

of Deputies with detailed
and local questions has often been lamented and
constitutes one of the motives behind many of

was encouraged

the proposals for regionalist reforms.
Regionahst tendencies are to be found in the

In 1710 the Decreto de nueva planta did away
with the special privileges accorded to the
Catalan language in the law courts as well as with
many other privileges of the Catalans.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century
Catalan national consciousness was virtually extinct. Catalan criminal law had disappeared in

most varied

camps of contemporary

political

France. Clementel once said that "regionalism
is the organization of
democracy," but men

whose

ideal is quite removed
also subscribe to it.

democracy

from bourgeois

On the one hand

there are the revolutionary syndicalists who, reProudhon and the bold experiment of the

calling

Commune of 1871, wish to organize new
regions out of the federation of communally constituted syndicats. On the other hand there are
Paris

the monarchist leaders of the Action Francaise,
such as Charles Maurras and Leon Daudet, who

an independent policy.
The treaties of Utrecht and Rastatt (1713-14),
however, put an end to Catalan independence.
to follow

1822, the Catalan language had been abolished
in the schools in 1825, the commercial law was
discarded in 1829, separate courts in 1834, coin-

age rights in 1837 dnt^ regional administration
in 1845. In 1834 Spain was divided into fortynine provinces, each with a civil governor at the
head, after the fashion of the French de'parte-

all the reactionary, militaristic and
ultranationalist tendencies and who find the

ments, so that the old historical provinces lost all
significance. The constitution of 1845 then com-

form of government for France in a ro-

pleted the process of centralization after the
French model. The crown, the ministries and

embody
ideal

mantically transfigured ancien regime with a
"free church" and free communes and provin-

The
some

regionalist

stir in

movement has

Corsica, in Bcarn

and

also caused

particularly in

Brittany; this last region has at times tended
toward the development of a rather ridiculous

separatism.

The

language question also plays

some

role in various districts, as, for example, in
French Flanders. The most difficult situation
exists

in the three

departments of Moselle,

Haut-Rhin and Bas-Rhin and particularly in the
two latter, where, according to Gooch, "sentimental" and "administrative" regionalism, especially as related to the language question, are
closely linked. The Alsatian autonomist move-

ment, based on strong

local feeling, is directed

manner in which the
French language has been introduced in the
schools and for official usage. It represents a type
chiefly against the rigorous

of cultural regionalism, although in Alsace there
also a strong desire for self-government and

is

seems particularly oppressive.
Next to France, Spain is the land in which

centralization

regionalism is of the greatest moment, especially
in Catalonia. Catalan regionalism goes back to

the period between noo and 1162 when Barcelona was a city-state similar to the Italian repub-

This

of significance only
as a historical tradition. During the reign of
lics.

the state council

exercised

virtually

all

the

power and they named the provincial and mu-

cial estates.

fact,

however,

is

Philip iv (1621-65) there was a separatist revolt
in Catalonia, which recognized the sovereignty
of Louis xin of France. During the wars of the

Spanish Succession the old desires of republican
independence were again revived and Barcelona

nicipal administrative bodies.

In 1833 there developed the movement which
sought to bring about a renaixenga of Catalan
culture. It began with an insignificant episode:
Anbau, a Catalan employee of a Madrid bank,
wrote an ode in the Catalan language in honor
of his employer's birthday. This ode was published in the Barcelona paper Vapor which together with Europeo became the organ of the
romantic regionalist movement in Spain. Its
leaders sought to revive Catalan culture, but
,

they did not believe in the possibility of reviving
the Catalan language. The revival of the Catalan
language must be credited chiefly to the work of
the scholar Rubio y Ors, who occupies a role in
Catalan regionalism similar to that of Mistral in
the Fehbrige movement.
In 1859 tne town council of Barcelona revived
the old festival of jocks florals. In the i86o's a
Catalan press was inaugurated with the publication of Un trof de paper and a literary review,

Gay

saber.

At the same time Frederico Soler

sought to restore the Catalan theater. Paralleling
the development in France, Catalan cultural regionalism paved the

way

for a political

move-

ment. According to Salvador de Madariaga,
Rubid y Ors did more for the "political rebirth"
of Catalan nationalism than any other individual.
It is difficult to draw the line here between
regionalism and federalism. According to Madariaga, Catalan regionalism is "in the narrower
political

sense" an "offshoot of federalism,"
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Spanish Republic of 1873-74
federalist problems played an important role.
The Cortes of 1873 elected as president a
federalist, Orense, who proposed a federal constitution like that of the United States, which
In the

first

was to divide Spain

into

autonomous

The

states

federalist delegates could not, however, agree on
the size of these states. The majority wanted to

reconstitute the old provinces as states, while
the minority held out for smaller states consisting of only one city or canton The prime minis-

y Margall, was a disciple and translator of
Proudhon and therefore inclined toward the
idea of cantonal autonomy. His followers were
mostly urban workers who were either socialists
ter, Pi

or anarchists.
Pi y Margall himself was a Catalan and a representative of the union of Catalan regionalism

more general federalist tendencies
which have appeared m Spanish history. Valenwith the

tin Almirall, originally a follower of Pi

y Mar-

gall, departed from his mentor in laying greater
stress upon the development of a regionalism
which should be specifically Catalan, divorced
from the more general Spanish federalist movement With his book Lo catalanisme he became

fhe founder of the

republican wing of the
Catalan regionalist movement. He edited the
newspaper Estado cataldn, which was published in Spanish, in 1879 he followed with Diari
left

Catald and in 1882 he founded the Centre
whose purpose was to further the Cata-

Catald,

lan idea

and whose membership was drawn from

the most diverse political tendencies.
The regionalist movement in Catalonia

is

as

variegated as that of France. "Clericals and antiand free thinkers, men of the

clericals, catholics

right

and

men

of the left

.

.

reactionaries

and

liberals
"according to Madanaga are participants The bishop of Vich, Torras y Bages,
with his Tradicio catalana (Barcelona 1892),
represents the Catholic right wing For Almirall
.

.

.

,

Catalonia signified " progress, free thinking and

democracy," for Torras y Bages, "faith, order
"
and above all tradition Neither of them, however, has regarded Catalonia as a nation.
Enrique Prat de la Riba represented a decided

step in this direction. To him Catalonia was a
nation. His ideal was a federation of all Catalan

speaking regions Valencia, Balearic Islands and
Catalonia proper. Although his ideas marked an

he desired an Iberian federation with greate?
Catalonia, Castille and Portugal as the confederate states. Until his death Prat was the undisputed spiritual leader of Catalonia; the present leader, Cambo, is his disciple.

The Centre Catala, founded by Almirall in
1882, could not permanently hold together the
entire Catalan regionalist movement. Another
branch of the movement developed, more modfrom the Catalan
question; it founded the Lliga de Catalunya in
1887 and a newspaper, Renaixenfa. The Lliga
became the most important instrument of the

erate in political outlook aside

Catalan movement.

In 1892 the assembly of Manresa was convened and a list of Catalan demands was drawn
up, which has come to be known as Las bases de
Manresa, Spain was to be reorganized on a
federative basis and Catalonia was to retain con-

branches of internal administration,
including the right of coinage and military

trol of all

powers. The federal government was to direct
matters common to the federal states: de-

all

fense, foreign policy, interstate

and

The expulsion

tariffs

communications

of non-Catalans from

public offices in Catalonia was also demanded.
While theoretical questions and programs of
action which could scarcely be reah/ed at the
time were being discussed at the assemblies of
Reus (1893), Balaguer (1894) and Clot (1895),
Catalonia was shaken between 1892 and 1896 by
a series of anarchistic outbreaks. Furthermore
all

with the signing of the Peace of Paris in 1898
Spain lost the remainder of its colonial posses-

Out

sions.

of the crisis which followed this de-

feat all the political parties

emerged

in different

forms.

At the turn of the century Catalan regionalism
entered a new stage. The Centre Nacional
Catald and the Unio Regionalista combined,
scored a victory in the elections of 1901 and soon
thereafter
gionalista.

were amalgamated into the Lliga Re-

The

were Prat de

la

Camb6. The

leaders of this important Lliga

Riba and the jurist and

politician

"radical," anticlerical, bourgeois

revolutionary and republican forces in Catalonia
were headed by Alejandro Lerroux.
In the new Spanish Republic the demands of
the Catalans, Galicians and Basques for autono-

mous administration of their affairs in the fields of

advance over the older romantic regionalism,
Prat did not abandon romantic dreams completely; indeed he hoped for the inclusion of the

tion, justice

Catalan speaking districts of France, For Spain

inally

culture and education, public works, transportaand police have played a significant

role.

The

Catalan state president, Macid, origseparatist, toned down con

an extreme
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siderably his earlier bold demands for independence. The "Catalan Statute" put through by him

In economic circles too this nationalism arouses
almost no respect, although one of its most

1932, is very moderate. The
Catalan republic was proclaimed a few hours before the Spanish Republic. But the Generahdad

energetic benefactors is a well known steel
nate of Bilbao. The desire for autonomy,

in September,

maghowand
the
are
ever,
recognized
responBasques
sible for the creation of the most progressive
communal and provincial administration in
is

de Cataluflya, which has been called "something
between a state and merely a functional league of
provinces" or a "sort of glorified county council," is really no state at all, despite the fact that
it entered into an agreement with the Spanish
state as an independent party. According to the

The Galician movement represents primarily
a revival of a forgotten language and culture.
Galician is closer to Portuguese than to Spanish.

statute, Catalonia may regulate its own educational system; it also possesses certain civil legislative powers and its own municipal administra-

Castihan poets, up to the fifteenth century, often
chose the Galician language for their lyrics.
Galician was discarded then as was the Catalan

tion.

Spanish and Catalan are both recognized

Spain.

it became the
language of the lower
Today, on the other hand, the Galician
verse of Rosalia Castro and the Catalan poetry

tongue, and

on

a basis of equality as the languages to be used
in the schools and in the administration Cata-

classes

lonia

is to carry out the laws of the central government, which retains command of foreign
policy, defense, the right to declare war, as well

of Maragall represent the best lyric expression
of nineteenth century Spain. At the opening of
the twentieth century language societies, such as

as the imposition of indirect taxes and duties.
The Basque inhabitants of the provinces of

the Irmandadedes da Fala, \\ere formed with a
view to reviving Galician as a cultural tongue A

Alava, Vizcaya and Guipiizcoa, like those of
Navarre, have maintained a separate existence

ence.

Spanish monarchy for a long time The
king was only the seigneur. The Basques governed and administered their own affairs and
did not pay taxes or render military service;
in the

their country lay outside the Spanish customs
border These privileges were known as the
Basque/wmw. During the Carlist War (1834-39)

the Basques in their struggle for the absolutist
ruler rallied to the cry, Paz y fueros. The tem-

perament of the people, the topographical peand the influence of the church have

culiarities

served to preserve the inclination to separatism;
the local church was not in the least anxious for
the spread of the Castihan language.

At the beginning of the twentieth century,
the Catalan movement had just reached
its apex, an enthusiastic Basque student, Sabino
Arana-Goin, was studying in Barcelona When

when

Seminario de Estudios Gallegos

Some

of the leaders look

is still

in exist-

upon the old

University of Santiago de Compostela as the
future center of a new Galician culture.

In Italy regionalism has played a modest role.
it often
appears as a mild form of

Here too

federalism.

Thus at the time of the Risorgimento

the neo-Guelphian school represented by Gioberti maintained that Italy should be a federation of states headed by the pope. Cattaneo,
elaborating on the ideas of Dante, looked toward
a strong federation (lega di stati) under the

presidency of an emperor, while the revolutionary republican Ferrari advocated a loose republican federation. Mazzini in 1861 published a

pamphlet, L'unith itahana, in which he advocated the formation of twelve regions. Montanelh followed with DeWordinamento nazionale

(Florence 1862). In these and similar writings of
republicans the discussion no longer centers

he returned to Vizcaya he sought to arouse a
particulanst movement in his homeland. He

about the creation of a confederation, but rather
the establishment of local administration in a

wrote Bizcaya par su independencta (in Spanish,
Bilbao 1892) but died at an early age in 1903
without having attracted any appreciable following. Three years after his death the nationalist

unified Italy.

Basque party was founded in Bilbao. It declared itself for "the tradition, the church, the

When

in 1859 the Sardinian

monarchy

as-

sumed the

administrative organization of the
newly won territories (Lombardy, Emilia,
Sicily, Umbria), powerful voices were raised in

behalf of administrative regionalism, and legislative measures to that effect were introduced

ancient laws and institutions of the land, language and art of the people." Spanish industry,

into Parliament.

banking, the technical world and particularly the
professions are rilled with men of Basque origin

Farini, entertained such plans and his successor,
Minghetti y was strongly in favor of such ideas

who

A.n

consider Basque nationalism an aberration.

The

minister of the interior,

opponent of French centralization, although
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also to imitation of the

American

or Swiss constitution, he advocated the combination of a strong unitary policy with good
local administration.

He

thought that self-sus-

taining regions should hold the balance between
the old historical provinces and the new territorial entities created

should assume

by the government and
reaching powers of self-

fairly far

government.
Despite Minghetti's proposals and others a
system of centralization, modeled on the French,
made headway. Such a system, it was hoped,
would be better able to consolidate the union

and overcome the particulanst aspirations in the
annexed regions. The fifty-nine after the acquisition of Venetia and Rome sixty-nine
provinces were fashioned along the lines of the
French departements. The local officials, governors and syndics, appointed by the central
government, correspond to the French prefects
and mayors.
Centralization remained practically unchanged
in Italy until the late nineteenth century. With
the advent of the left to power in the i88o's and
1890*5 individual proposals like those of Crispi

were put forward. These also dealt with the
problem of a new grouping of the provinces, but
they had no concrete results. Many scholars and
politicians of the period, such as Bertolini,
Marchetti and Calenda di Tavani, published
monographs on the problem of regionalism.
Saredo, in his commentary to the communal and
provincial law (6 vols., Turin 1890-98), recommended the creation of regions based on geographic, historic and social factors.

The problem of regionalism did not come to
the fore again until the eve of the World War,
when the voice of a republican was raised in its
favor. In his Decentramento politico e amministra(Rome 1914) Macaggi introduced the proposition that the Italian Parliament was over-

ttvo

burdened with questions of detail. Like many in
French democratic and republican circles, he
declared the monarchy, hampered as it was by
historic tradition, to be incapable of decentralization. He was aware of the fact that even republican France also suffered from an overdose
of centralization, and he cited the reform projects of Leroy-Beaulieu and Bnand. His own
regionalist proposals were more emotional in
character and were not elaborated in any detail.
There was a revival of regionalist feeling in
Italy after the World War. This was partially a
reflection of the fact that the newly annexed
regions, which under Austrian rule had en-

joyed a marked degree of self-government, did
not allow themselves to be incorporated without
friction into the centralized system. Two tendencies may be distinguished during this period.

One was

represented by a Catholic peasant
which maintained that agricultural intercould best be preserved in a regionally ad-

party,
ests

ministered system. Traces of the neo-Guelph
party were continued in this party, although a
strong regionalist program was never formulated.

Much less significant was the second tend-

ency, called "insular" or "Sardinian," which
created a stir for a short period. It was a sort of
reactionary federalism similar to that in Brittany
and the Basque provinces.
population cut off
from the great stream of modern ideas by its

A

geographical position desires to preserve

physiognomy and hopes

its

old

to realize this in a re-

gion with a definite political status. When the
proponents of such theories were reminded that
these far from economically prosperous regions

could not exist without the help of the central
government, they reduced their demands, advocating merely an administrative regionalism

which would divide the tasks of state and region
somewhat along the lines of the old program of
Saredo. Later these demands were still further
modified; the object now was decentralization
rather than regionalism. In the parliamentary
debates of February 26, 1921, a demand was

made for local officials with the necessary powers
to maintain a system which may be designated
as dcconcentration. In the completely central-

ized Fascist system, however, there

is

no room

for true regionalism.

The United Kingdom has had to face problems which have been considered as aspects of
federalism: the Scottish

and the

autonomy movement

On

the other hand, cerproblems have been compared to those
of French regionalism. Here the prime desideratum was to lift the burden of government from
the central Parliament. This problem had already occupied public attention at the time of
Gladstone, who, in inaugurating the so-called
committee system, had transferred certain
powers from the plenum to committees. In the
Irish question.

tain of its

meantime another solution was proposed. The
Irish, seeking to utilize the separatist tendencies

of the Welsh and the Scotch for their
rule,

issued

the slogan of

own home

"Home

rule

all

round." According to this plan certain functions of the central Parliament were to be transferred to the nationally constituted governments
of Ireland, Scotland, Wales and England. Had
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system been realized, the United Kingdom
would have been transformed into a confedera-

He

even went so

At the Conference on Devolution of 1920
Murray Macdonald represented the system of

"economic
interests are sectionalized." Aside from a small
southern literary coterie, which has sought to
redirect southern life into the old and abandoned
pre-Civil War channels, there has been but

which was

devolution, or complete devolution,
identical with that of "home rule all

slight substantiation of Turner's prediction.
The new state of Poland has also been con-

round." Separate parliaments, to be elected in
England, Scotland and Wales, were to be "subordinate to, but separate from the parliament of

problems. The present day administration of
Poland with its wojewodztwa, starostwa, mayors

this

tion of states

national

A counter proposal was
by Lowther, who advocated the

the United Kingdom."

presented

far as to say that

fronted with what

may be termed

regionahst

and communal representatives is very similar to
the centralized system of France. The provisions
for the autonomous administration of the wo-

up of grand councils in England, Scotland and Wales "consisting of a Council of
Peers and a Council of Commons, the latter to

jewodztwa, districts, towns and village communities have not yet been made uniform. The

be composed of all the members returned to the
House of Commons to sit for the constituencies

Polish regionahst movement, like that of France,
is of romantic
origin and goes back to Adam

setting

in that area."

Herman

Finer subsumes under

Mickiewicz (1798-1855) and the Philo mates,

the problem of devolution the narrower one of
regionalism as "devolution to locally elected

that

bodies, in large, non-national areas, coincident

Witkiewicz and Kasimir Tetmajer, on
hand, sought to make Podhale, the
slope of the Tatra Mountains, into
"
r
"Provence
Tetmajer 's A a skalnem

with

certain, districts

on which

industrial,

com-

mercial, agricultural, transport and social factors
impress an unity of interests." Finer holds that

no appreciable diminution of the burdens of
Parliament would result ,"for the services which
could be regionalized would save practically no
time, while those which would save time could
not possibly be regionalized."
In the United States regionalism has really
never appeared. Such sectional manifestations
as have occurred in the history of the country
from time to time the threat of
England

New

away from the union

in 1814, the secession of the southern states in the Civil War, the

to break

alignment of the agrarian west and south against
the industrial east in 1896 were the results of
economic antagonisms rather than consciously
held regionahst philosophies. Certainly as far as

and language are concerned, if
the small, occasional and temporary islands of
immigrant settlement are excepted, the United
States has always presented the aspect of a unitradition, culture

fied

nationalist

grouping.

Efforts

have been

made, however, to foresee the future development of the United States along regionahstic
notably by the historian Frederick J.
Turner, whose theory of sectionalism is in effect
a regionalist approach. Thus in 1925 Turner
lines,

wrote:

"The

significant fact is that sectional
and sensitiveness is likely to

self-consciousness

be increased as time goes on and crystallized
sections feel the full influence of their geographic
peculiarities, their special interests,

developed

ideals, in a closed

and

and

their

static nation."

enthusiastic

Vilna,

circle

which flourished

in

Nowogrodek and Lithuania. Stanislaw
the other

northern
a Polish

Podhalu

(In rocky Podhale, 5 vols Warsaw 1904-10)
and Witkiewicz' Na przefyczy (On the pass,
Warsaw 1891) are the classic expressions of this
Tatra regionalism Cultural regionalist demands
,

analogous to those of Mistral and Barres are also
to be found in contemporary Poland The school

should cultivate the characteristics of the narrow
regional homeland and direct its efforts toward
the development of a natural patriotism rooted
in the soil. Art and science are to draw their
sustenance from the locality A Bibljoteka Re-

and regional museums are valued
highly. In Poland too a regionalism with administrative and economic aims has developed
gionalna

out of this cultural regionalism Zborowski, director of the Tatra museum in Zakopane, has
set

up

a

program

\vhich, \vhile

it

does not in-

upon the unity of the state administration,
demands decentralization and self-government
at least with regard to cultural and economic
activities and the administration of justice. The
fringe

problem of the revision of the map has also
emerged in Poland in connection with changes
in district boundaries. Since 1926 there has been
a demand for economic regions differing in type
according to their location, population and culRegional commissions of wojewodzttoa
have studied in detail the possibilities of regionalist reforms and have become particularly active
in Lublin and Warsaw.
In Germany the movement which has been

ture.
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called regionalism during the last decade had
still another orientation. Here the aim was not to

minimize the

effects of state centralization

Germany on

rather to reorganize

new

a

but
eco-

nomic, geographical, cultural and social basis,
without too much concern over the boundaries
of the old federal states.

movement sought

man

The German regionalist

to pave the

unified state. This

is

way

for the

Ger-

evident in Apelt's

book Vom Bundesstaat sum Regtonalstaat, in
which the regional state is depicted as an intermediate stage between the federal and the unified state In 1926 the national committee of the
Republikamscher Reichsbund convoked a congress of leaders and issued a noteworthy memorial entitled

Wekhe Wege fuhren sum deutIn German republican and

schen Einheitsstaat?

.

democratic circles as well as in the columns of
the Sozialistische Monatshefte the question of
state regionalism was connected with that of the
organization of Balkamzed Europe into a cusa community of nations. These

1915); Prat de la Riba, E., Nacionaltsma (Barcelona
1918); Vila Serra, Jose", El regionahsmo en Espana

A

El nacwnalismo
(Valencia 1919), Rovira y Virgili,
Catalan (Barcelona 1917), Fernandez Almagro, Melchor,

Catalamsmo y

la

V

Repubhca

,

(Madrid

espaftola

Una punta de Europa (Ma1932); Garcfa Martf,
drid 1928), Gotcoechea y Cosculluela, A., El proyec to
de estatuto regional y las asptraciones autonomistas
(Madrid 1919);

,

Vitta, Cino, II regionahsmo (Florence

C B Provinces of England (London
Wan-IIsuan, Devolutwnin Great Britain
F J The Significance of
Sections in American History (New York 1933), reviewed by L. M. I lacker in Nation, vol. cxxxvu (1933)
108-10, /'// Take My Stand, by Twelve Southerners
(New York 1930), Hallcr, Johannes, Partikulansmus
Vom
und Nationalstaat (Stuttgart 1926), Apelt,
Bundesstaat zum Regwnalstaat (Berlin 1927), Deut1923); Fawcett,

,

1919), Chiao,

(New York

1926), Turner,

,

W

,

scher Repubhkamscher Reichsbund, Reichsvorstand,
Welche Wege fuhren sum deutsihen Einheitsstaat ?
(Frankfort 1927), Patkowski, Aleksander, "Regjonalizm"
Dziesiectolecie Polski odrodzonej (Ten years
of Polish independence) (Cracow 1928).

m

REGISTRATION.

See STATISTICS.

toms union and

projects together with the proposals of French
regionahsts like Jean Hennessy, Charles Brun,
Lucien Coquet and the European aspirations of

the Alsatian Rene Schickele justify Gooch's
characterization of regionalism as a manifestation of world federalism.

HEDWIG HINTZE
See.

TRADITIONALISM, PATRIOTISM, NATIONALISM;
MINORITIES, NATIONAL, IRRHJFNTISM, ETHNOCENTRISM, ETHNIC COMMUNITIES; ISOLAIION, LANGUAGE,
DIALECT, DECENTRALISATION, AUTONOMY; FEDERATION, FEDERALISM, ADMINISTRAIIVE ARFAS, MINORITY
RIGHTS, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, GEOGRAPHY.
Consult Brun, Charles,

Le regtonahsme (3rd

ed. Paris

REGISTRATION OF TITLES.

LAND

See

TRANSFER.

REGISTRATION OF VOTERS.The purpose
of registration of voters is to prevent voting
frauds The requirement that all electors wishing
to vote shall be registered prior to the election
makes it possible for party workers or, if the
state

laws so provide, for election

officers to

investigate their residence and other necessary
qualifications. In rural communities and small

municipalities, where the election officers are
usually acquainted with the voters, there is little

need for registration; but in large

where

cities,

Regions de France, 1911-1916
Le problcme du rtgionahsme,
for International Peace, EcoEndowment
Carnegie
nomic and Social History of the World War, French

the election officers cannot be expected to know
all the residents of the
precinct, it is essential.

(Pans 1924), Prevet, F Le regionahsme economtque (Pans 1929), Hintze, Hedwig, Staatseinhett
und Foderahsmus tm alien Franhreich (Stuttgart 1928),

cities

1911); Hennessy,

J.,

(Paris 1916), Hauser,

series

H

,

,

"Der moderne

franzosische Regionalismus

und seine

Wurzeln" in Preussische Jahrbucher, vol. clxxxi (1920)
347-76, and "Der franzosische Regionahsmus" in
Volk unter Volkern, ed by K C Loesch, Deutscher
Schutzbund (Breslau 1925); Gooch, R
Regionalism in France, University of Virginia, Institute for
Research in the Social Sciences, Institute Monograph
no. 12 (New York 1931), Hayes, C. J
France, a

K

H

,

,

Nation of Patriots, Columbia University, Social and

Economic Studies of Post- War France, no. 5 (New
York 1930) ch. xi, Madariaga, Salvador de, Spain
(London 1930) p. 246310, Pi y Margall, Francisco,
Las nacionahdades (3rd ed. Madrid 1882), Almirall,
Valentin,
Villanova,
1908),

Lo catalamsme (Barcelona

1886);

Royo

Antonio, El problema Catalan (Madrid
F., Actuaci6 regtonalista (Barcelona

Cambd,

In the United States

it

was

common

in

some

before the adoption of registration systems
for corrupt party organizations to employ "repeaters," who on election day went from precinct to precinct voting

and sometimes from

under

fictitious

names

fictitious addresses.

The first registration law in the United States
was enacted by Massachusetts in 1800. The
assessors were required under this act to prepare
a list of qualified electors, which was posted and
revised prior to each election. Other New Eng
land states adopted registration laws within a
few years, but most of the states elsewhere did

not provide for registration until after 1850. New
York, for example, enacted a registration law in
1840 applying to New York City, but repealed
it two
years later and did not again require

Regionalism

Registration of Voters
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registration until 1859. Pennsylvania enacted a
registration law for Philadelphia in 1836 and

election bureau

for the entire state in 1869. Most of the early
laws were defective and did not put a stop to
voting frauds. In Pennsylvania, for instance,
gross election frauds prevailed in the large cities

kept up to date through information obtained
from the police, reports of deaths and marriages

prior to the adoption of a compulsory, personal

garding the

registration law in 1906.

At present only two states, Texas and Arkansas, do not provide for registration; they do,
however, require the payment of a poll tax for
voting, and the lists of poll tax payers are sent
to the polls and serve somewhat as a registration.

In many of the other

states registration is not
required for rural districts and cities with less

than a designated population. In some there is a
special registration law with a simpler procedure
applicable to rural districts and small cities
Registration systems in the United States
differ widely from those in other countries. In
the former the work is ordinarily performed by

special election officers, often by a special registration board for each voting precinct, to which
is required to apply in person; in other
countries registration lists are customarily compiled by some public officer or committee, from

the voter

assessment and police records, and without personal application by the voter. In England the
registration lists are compiled annually by the
assessing officers and after being duly published
by the town clerk are corrected by the revising
barrister of each of the electoral districts, who
holds hearings for this purpose. In the domin-

ions in general, however special election officials
prepare the registers of voters. In France (except
v

Paris,

the

which has a somewhat

lists

are prepared

commune
is

by

different system)
a special board in each

(or in each election district, if there

more than one

in the

commune),

consisting

of the mayor (or, if a district, an adjoint designated by him), a member selected by the municipal council and a third member appointed by

the prefect. The necessary information concerning the residents is secured from the perpetual
census which every commune maintains. After

from the elaborate

records maintained by the police.

registration

The

list

is

and court decisions involving
Provision

is

made

disqualification.
for hearing complaints re-

and

also, under exceptional
circumstances, for allowing persons to vote even
though their names are not on the register. Such
lists

permission, evidenced by a Wahlschem, is sparingly given, normally amounting to much less
than i percent of the votes cast Munich employs an elaborate system of self-registration
which does not involve personal appearance but

managed through the distribution of blanks
by the owners and superintendents of dwellings.
The voters' returns, however, are checked
against lists obtained from police records.
Registration laws in the United States are of
several types. They may be classified as comis

pulsory or non-compulsory, depending upon
whether or not a person may vote even though
he has not been duly registered prior to election

day Registration laws are usually compulsory,
but in a number of states a qualified elector who
has neglected to register may register and vote
on election day. Ordinarily he is required to
produce two or more witnesses to swear to his
qualifications

Non-compulsory registration laws

have been made necessary by court decisions
holding compulsory registration invalid. The
experience in several states indicates that this

type of registration
C9ntested elections.

is

subject to abuse in hotly

Registration systems may also be classified
as personal or non-personal, depending upon
whether the voter is reuuired to apply in person
for registration. In large cities personal registration is the rule, but in a number of states the

registration officers of each precinct are authorized by law to meet on a designated day and

prepare a list of qualified electors of the preIn actual practise they usually copy the
register used at the previous election, with the
cinct.

many names
moved out of the

result that

of persons

who have

has been posted, a communal (or district)
court of revision, composed of the registry board
with the addition of two members selected by

on the registers for years. Non-personal registration leads to padded lists and instead of pro-

the municipal council, hears and decides protests against the omission or inclusion of par-

viding a protection against voting frauds actually
encourages them. It is supposed to be the most

the

list

ticular

names. Appeal

is

sion of these courts and

precinct are continued

who

allowed from the deci-

convenient type for the elector,

may be

tered without hav ing to bother about it himself,
unless he moves from one precinct into another,

carried as high

as the Court of Cassation; actually, however,
few appeals are taken. In the German cities the
justs

died or

of voters are compiled

by the municipal

in

it is
necessary for him to ascertain
name has been placed on the list.

which case

that his

is regis-
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may be permanent

or

land and San Francisco have adopted permanent

periodic, depending upon the frequency with
which a new, general registration is required.
Under a periodic system the existing registration

registration since these cost statistics were computed The high cost under periodic systems is

Registration systems

lists

are discarded and

all

voters are required to

register again periodically (annually, biennially
or quadrennially) The principal criticisms of
this system arise from its cost and bother to the

caused by the necessity for carrying on a general
registration of all voters every year or so, with
a large

number

of precinct registration officers
costs as rental of regis-

and with such incidental

and printing.
registration usually results in the

tration places, records, advertising

Within recent years there has been a
considerable movement toward permanent registration, under which the voter, once registered,
remains so as long as he continues to reside at
the same address. The voter is usually registered
upon an individual record, consisting of a card
or loose leaf form; if he changes his address
within the same city he is permitted to transfer

of the percentage of eligible electors registered

his registration to his new address, with less
bother than a new registration would involve.
The movement for permanent registration is

under each system in comparable large cities
shows that under permanent registration from 5
to 15 percent more voters register than under

Permanent

voters.

by the following list of states which
have recently adopted it. Minnesota in 1923;
Wisconsin and Iowa in 1927; New Jersey in
indicated

1928; Michigan and Ohio in 1929; Kentucky and
California m 1930; Washington in 1932; Indiana
in 1933 Permanent registration bills have been
.

number of the other states within
and the movement will probably

introduced in a
recent years,

continue ID spread.
A great deal of criticism has been raised
against the existing periodic registration systems, which are expensive, unduly troublesome

and unsuccessful in preventing
voting frauds The annual cost of registration
per voter in some cities with such systems aver,to the voters

ages nearly one dollar, while under permanent
registration the cost has been about thirteen

registration of a somewhat higher percentage of
electors than do periodic systems.

qualified

Other

factors,

however, such as the closeness of

elections, the strength of party organizations

and

popular interest, are equally or more important
in this connection. A detailed statistical study

periodic systems.

Another criticism of existing registration laws
that they have proved ineffective in preventing
voting frauds. Some of the most striking cases
is

of frauds within recent years have taken place
in Chicago, Philadelphia

and Pittsburgh, each

with expensive and cumbersome registration
systems. On the other hand, cities with permanent registration, such as Milwaukee, Omaha,
Boston, Minneapolis and Portland, Oregon,
have had no election scandals for years. The
most expensive registration systems may be the
least effective in avoiding voting frauds. Many
of the existing periodic registration systems are
too well controlled by the precinct party organization; the voter is not identified at the polls by

means of the signature; and the means for investigating and keeping the lists corrected are

cents per voter in Milwaukee and only slightly
higher in other cities. The average annual cost

often defective.

of registration per voter in some of the larger
of the United States has been estimated as

The features which have been commonly
adopted with recently enacted registration laws,

cities

and which may be looked upon

follows:

New York
Philadelphia

Chicago
Boston
Detroit
Baltimore
Cleveland
St. Louis

Milwaukee
Kansas City
San Francisco

Omaha

9 .7"
.840
.646

554
.223

.637
.763

.580
.137
i. 080

423
.260

throughout the year; individual card or loose
leaf records for each voter; provisions whereby
the voter may send in a signed request for transfer;

correction of the

and

failure to vote over a

lists

for deaths, transfers

two-year period, with
resort to a house to house check up when necessary; identification of the voter at the polls by
his signature;

and permanent

registration.

JOSEPH P. HARRIS

Portland, Orego^
See: ELECTIONS;

Boston, Milwaukee, Omaha and Portland have
permanent registration, while Detroit, Cleve-

as essential to

a sound system, include the following, central
registration at the election office of each city

VOTING; PRIMARIES, POLITICAL; COR-

RUPTION, POLITICAL, MACHINE, POLITICAL.
Consult: Harris, Joseph P., Registration of Voters in

Registration of Voters
United States, Institute for Government Research,
Studies in Administration (Washington 1929), with
the

bibliography, Seymour, Charles, and Frary, Donald

How

World Votes, 2 vols (Springfield, Mass
1918); National Municipal League, Committee on

P.,

the

Election Administration, "A Model Registration System" in National Municipal Review, vol xvi (1927)
A Brief Digest of the Laws
45-86, Rocca, Helen
Relating to Absentee Voting and Registration (Washington 1928), Munro, William B The Government of
European Cities (rev. ed New York 1927), Wells,
R. II , German Cities (Princeton 1932) p 75-82.
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REHABILITATION
to have a specific

in recent times has

meaning which

relates

come
it

ex-

clusively to disabled persons. In this sense it
refers to the occupational reestablishment, with
a view to complete or partial economic inde-

pendence, of the physically handicapped and
covers measures of every kind which tend to
bring this about, whether they be therapeutic,
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methods
war victims to economic

in all countries led to the inference that

which could restore

efficiency would prove equally effective in the
case of victims of industrial accident and disease.

In the United States the result of these various trends was the passage of the vocational rehabilitation act of 1920, which established for
first time a nation wide governmental service

the

for the

economic reclamation of the physically

handicapped Prior to the federal act twelve
states had on their own initiative enacted legislation providing for the vocational rehabilitation
of civilians, but in only six had the laws begun to

The

function.
service

and to

federal act created

an advisory

engaging in rehabilitation
work furnished aid in proportion to the population and contingent upon the expenditure by the
state of

private

states

an equal amount from public funds or
funds cleared through the public

The amount

psychological, educational or socio-economic.
The movement for rehabilitation has taken

treasury.

largely within the present century. For
generations the attitude toward the disabled had
been one of aversion and neglect or of pity with

tion

attendant almsgiving. With the increase
the number of disabled following the industrial
revolution and the widespread introduction of

expended for administration, for
and supplies and in certain cases for
artificial limbs or appliances where such are
essential to rehabilitation These funds cannot
be spent for personal maintenance of the dis-

form

m

its

machinery, social forces were called into being
which undertook to cope with the problem. As
early as the 1 890*8 agitation on the part of the
charity organization societies resulted in the establishment of a number of special bureaus for

is

of federal aid authorized

$1,000,000 per year, but the actual appropriaand expenditure have never exceeded

$979,000 in any one year. The federal aid and
sum appropriated or raised by the

the equal
are

states

tuition

abled during their period of training or for
physical restoration or permanent equipment.
Within a year after the passage of the federal act

the employment of handicapped persons. Modern social work, an outgrowth of the charity
organization movement, has through its case
work approach continuously emphasized the

additional unit.

policy of enabling the handicapped and dependent to become self-supporting. Other factors

In the majority of states the administration of
the rehabilitation program is lodged in a di-

which hastened the development of a rehabilitaprogram were the rise of modern orthopedic
surgery and the care of crippled children, which,
by the first decade of the twentieth century had
advanced considerably on the hospital side and
somewhat on the educational and vocational

vision or bureau of the state board for vocational

tion

side.

Workmen's compensation
which had

for industrial

origin in Germany in
1884 but did not take root in the United States
until 1911, likewise directed public attention to
accidents,

its

the problem of the disabled.

One

of the second-

ary objectives ot this movement was the search
for methods of "reeducation" of injured work-

men. The

final influence serving to

bring about

program was the World War.
The attention given to the physical and vocational restoration of disabled soldiers and sailors
a rehabilitation

twenty-five states had accepted its terms and by
1933 the number cooperating had risen to
forty- five, with the District of

Columbia

as

an

education, which quite generally is affiliated
with or identical with the state department of

The

administrative agency on the
is the Federal Board for Vocational
which
had been created earlier by the
Education,
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. The execution of
the work is left to the individual states. In the
District of Columbia a later act of Congress authorized a direct service by the Federal Board

education.

federal side

for Vocational Education. The scope of activity
permitted the states by the act of 1920 is very
broad. Those eligible for rehabilitation are

"persons disabled in industry or in any legitimate occupation," a phrase which has been construed to mean "any person who, by reason of a
physical defect or infirmity, whether congenital
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or acquired

injury, or disease, is, or
to be, totally or partially in"

by accident,

may be expected

accident victims. In the report of the Federal
Board for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1932,

who

This
capacitated for remunerative occupation
definition includes victims of industrial and all

they comprised 1709 out of the total 5550

other accidents; the victims of disease, such as
children crippled by infantile paralysis; the

The

tuberculous; the cardiac; the blind and the deaf;

assured of medical care and have an income

as well as persons suffering from congenital disabilities, such as club feet and spastic conditions.

which

Rehabilitation work is largely in the hands of
persons drawn from the vocational education
field who in addition have had training or ex-

perience in vocational guidance and placement
in social case work. Unlike the educational

and

not accomplished by
clients in groups. Each case re-

program of a
working with

state,

it

is

and a large amount
of personal supervision. Sometimes physical

ceives individual treatment

the chief end, while again the
aim is the restoration of morale. But at all times
expert guidance is essential, for the training of
reconstruction

is

the

physically handicapped presents special
problems in addition to the general requirements of vocational preparation. As a rule the
staff

member

to

whom

a disabled person

is re-

ferred retains charge of him until final occupational adjustment has been effected He makes a

diagnosis of the case, plans and supervises the
vocational training, arranges any incidental or

supplementary services which may be necessary
and attempts to find remunerative employment
for the disabled person. After placement a certain

amount of follow up work is usually
As the rehabilitation program has

necessary.

proceeded, increasing stress has been laid upon
vocational training. Instead, however, of direct
provision for this training by the state rehabilitation bureau, the accepted practise is to make
contracts with existing training agencies. These
include public and private vocational schools
as well as

many

business and industrial es-

had been successfully restored
explanation

genital conditions 399.

When

the type of injury is considered, leg
found to be the most numerous,

disabilities are

number of cases in
numbered 569 and arm

constituting 2328 ot the total

1932.

Hand

disabilities

disabilities 419, or a total of 988 for the upper
disabilities as contrasted with a total of

limb

2640 for the lower limb disabilities, the latter
figure representing the 2328 leg disabilities and
the 312 foot disabilities. These statistics confirm
the experience of rehabilitation workers as to the
readiness with which the vocational adjustment
of the various types is secured. Hand and arm
disabilities are found to be the greatest handicap.
For the blind and the deaf separate activities
have existed for many years. Rehabilitation
work has therefore been of help to these groups
chiefly through its flexibility of training and its
readiness to experiment along new lines. The
number of totally blind clients rehabilitated

during the year ending June 30, 1932, was 104,
of partially blind 277. There were 151 deaf and
155 partially deaf. Although the tuberculous are
included in the definition of disabled persons,
number treated thus far has been negligible.,

the

Likewise cardiac cases while considered eligible
have been represented to only a small degree.
Because the scope of the program, both federal
and state, has been restricted to permanent
physical disabilities, the mentally handicapped
have not been taken into consideration except in
affliction.

Federal Board for Vocational Education pubit was found that 628 different

the fact that compensa-

year reported numbered 2159, those disabled by
public accidents 1283 and the victims of con-

cases

possible In the only
comprehensive study made of the occupations
followed by rehabilitated persons, that of the

earning.

is often sufficient to assure the disabled
person of maintenance while he is being trained.
Of this total those disabled by disease during the

number

is

wage

tion cases are reported promptly, are usually

tablishments where so-called "employment
training," or training on the job, may be arranged. In this way training for a considerable
of occupations

lies in

to

where a neurosis accompanies the physical
Rehabilitation of war victims was in
the hands of a special agency of the government
under the Veterans' Bureau until 1926. Since
that time any disabilities which persist or re-

lished in 1925,

appear are referred to the agencies serving

occupations had been utilized in rehabilitating

civilians.

6097 persons.
Because of the close cooperative arrangements
with industrial commissions enjoined by the

Occupational therapy, which has many points
of contact with rehabilitation, has been valuable

federal act a large proportion of those helped by
the official rehabilitation agencies are industrial

as a special service in reclaiming the victims of
industrial accidents. Its usefulness was demonstrated during the

World War, when disabled

Rehabilitation
were provided with
hght manual occupation, such as basketry,
weaving, rug making and other forms of handicraft. This work, carried on under medical
supervision, was at first diversional in character
and later developed a practical prevocational
soldiers in

army

hospitals

significance Although occupational therapy has
a therapeutic rather than a directly economic
it has been of value in restoring the
morale of disabled persons, in effecting func-

objective,

m

orthopedic cases and in
discovering aptitudes which could later serve as
the basis for economic rehabilitation.
tional

improvement

With the advent of the

official federal-state

service there arose a strong tendency to centralize all rehabilitation work in public agencies In

some

instances private placement bureaus working for the rehabilitation of the crippled were
discontinued. In others coordination \vith the

As rehabilitation work
increased in volume, the movement for local
participation by cities and counties gained considerable support. Under this plan rehabilitation
state service

was

effected.

workers are engaged by the cities or counties,
usually with some financial assistance from the
state, and the program is conducted under the
general supervision and with the cooperation of
the state. Thus it has been possible to enlist the
aid of a greater variety of cooperating agencies

and to increase the number of disabled persons
who are given care. In addition to the industrial
commissions which refer the compensation
cases the most active participating agencies in
this local rehabilitation
pitals

movement

are the hos-

and schools for crippled children, which
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In the early years leaders of the rehabilitation
movement believed that the increasing mechanization of industry would open up many new
opportunities for the physically disabled Ex-

periments by a few large factories proved that
in the limited operations favored by modern
industry the handicapped could succeed quite
as well as the able bodied In general, however,
employers hesitated to hire disabled workers

because of the additional hazard to which such
persons were exposed and also in most states
because of the employer's liability under the

workmen's compensation laws

for

complete

disability benefit in the event of further injury.
That rehabilitation is closely related to social

insurance developments in the United States as
in other countries is shown by its place in the

workmen's compensation movement and particularly by the references to it in the compensation acts of
York, Minnesota, Wisconsin,

New

North Dakota and other

states as well as in the

Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers'
Compensation Act. Experience has shown that

federal

rehabilitation
states

where

is

it is

generally more effective in
correlated with the workmen's

compensation acts. In New Jersey, for example,
the permanent disability award is discontinued
after four hundred weeks if the worker declines
to submit to such treatment as has been recom-

mended by

the state rehabilitation commission.

In Oregon rehabilitation

is

made

available to a

number

of industrial accident victims by
the provision, under the workmen's compensation law, of living expenses for the injured
larger

person and his dependents during his period of
New York, Wisconsin and Minnesota

report their patients as rapidly as they reach
vocational age, public health nurses, family
welfare organizations and associations for the

training

care of the tuberculous.

urged and supported
continuance of the federal participation is the
National Rehabilitation Association, an organ-

When a handicapped worker is considered
with a view to placement, attention is given to
his general qualifications, the nature of his
handicap, his physical condition in other respects and his age. Another important factor is

whether he is entering an occupation in which
he has had previous experience or a new field for
which he has been retrained. In some states placement is handled through the regular public em-

ployment offices, while in others it is a distinct
service performed by the rehabilitation agency.
Both methods are still in the experimental
stage, and the results thus far obtained have

also provide special retraining benefits for the

industrially injured.
The force which has

ization of professional and lay persons interested
in the vocational restoration of the disabled of

types. An active ally has been the International Society for Crippled Children. Other

all

groups which have done effective work in promoting rehabilitation and government administration of programs include war veterans' organizations, trade unions and labor groups.
Definite statistics as to the exact

the disabled for
is

to the Federal

number

victims

the

number
of

number of

vocational rehabilitation

feasible are quite generally lacking.
Board for Vocational

supported the principle of treating the rehabilitation problem as a unit rather than as a
of separate services.

whom

According
Education

in the United States, including
both accident and disease, ap-
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proximates 84,000 annually. The total number
actually rehabilitated by the official service since
the beginning of the work is said to be about
55,000. It is evident therefore that unless a very
considerable group are given care by private

is to induce
many cripples who might otherwise
remain pensioners or become public charges to

take

advantage

eventually

of

become

vocational

training

and

self-supporting.

The organization which

who have
been made self-supporting are between twenty
and thirty-five years of age. In the experience of

has general charge of
England is the Central Council
Care of Cripples. Assistance from public
funds is available for training under the
Education Act of 1921. In the Scandinavian
countries the existing system was brought about
largely through the efforts of the Danish clergy-

rehabilitation workers, while

man Hans Knudsen, who in

agencies or unless many more than generally
supposed are able to make their own adjustment,
a large
is

number

are

still

in

need of

assistance. It

significant that the majority of those

for a

person

who

is

it is

not impossible

disabled at

be

fifty to

re-

trained, his chances of success are less than
those of a younger man. Perhaps the best

indication of the success of a

program

is

rehabilitation

a comparison of rehabilitated and
workers in terms of their

non-rehabilitated

earning power. That the former group has a
distinct advantage over the latter is evident from
the following table, which is a summary of a
nation wide study of 6400 rehabilitation cases

made by

the

Federal

Board

for

Vocational

Education in 1927-28:

rehabilitation in
for the

1872 began a movement which embodied all of the recognized
principles of modern rehabilitation. Today these

have well organized rehabilitation
which for the most part are in the hands
of private organizations and institutions subsidized by the government. Before 1914 Germany, like Belgium and Sweden, had already
countries
services,

made

considerable progress in the development
of a system of vocational training for the disabled. The pressure of the war and the need for

caused the movement to
become coordinated with
rehabilitation. At the present time

civilian

Average wage before disabled
Average wage after disabled
Average wage in rehabilitation job

Skilled

Unskilled

$28X5

3*1971

492

515

26 6 1

22 10

In general the difference between the system
of rehabilitation prevailing in the United States

and the system in European countries is that the
American plan contemplates governmental action and administration with incidental cooperation from private agencies, while m Europe the
method followed is work by private agencies
with governmental subsidies.

The

first

country
to adopt a policy of rehabilitating cripples under
public auspices was Belgium. A school opened
at Charleroi in 1908 was doing effective work
when the World War broke out. In 1914 a
similar institution, the Ecole Joffre, was established in France at

Lyons and

later

became

the model for other schools in that country and
elsewhere on the continent. At the present time

France is the only nation that has followed the
United States in establishing a governmental
agency for rehabilitation the Ecole de Reeducation Professionelle des Mutiles operating under the Ministry of Pensions, which has charge
of the war disabilities. An interesting feature of
the French law

is

that

it

makes vocational

train-

ing compulsory for any persons who have suffered amputation and who are also eligible for a
military pension.

The

soldiers

retraining

expand rapidly and

effect of this

requirement

to

Germany

has the advantage of a statute which

makes

compulsory

it

for

employers to hire a

percentage of physically handicapped
workers, a system which of course presupposes
and is based upon a careful plan of vocational
fixed

guidance and training.
Rehabilitation depends for its successful accomplishment upon public support. Together
with accident prevention and workmen's compensation it is an essential factor in overcoming

the disabling effects of modern industry. The
future of the movement, however, rests not so

much upon its own expansion in terms of
government expenditures and successfully rehabilitated cases as

larger

upon the

solution of the

problem of unemployment.

OSCAR M. SULLIVAN
See: ACCIDENTS, ACCIDENTS, INDUSTRIAL, INDUSTRIAL

HAZARDS; MOIOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS, DISASTERS AND
DISASTER RELIEF, BLIND, DEAF, CRIPPLES, VETERANS,
UNEMPLOYMENT, BOOING, CHARITY, SOCIAL WORK;
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION; WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION; SOCIAL INSURANCE.
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REICIIENSPERGER,
and
olic

(1808-95)

in

leaders.

August Reichensperger
Coblenz, served as provincial judge

political

Like his brother he was an opponent of economic and political liberalism but an advocate of
personal freedom based upon a Christian moral
order.

The Reichensperger

brothers

stemmed from

the upper liberal Catholic bourgeoisie of western Germany, which was influenced by the

temporary French annexation of the Rhineland
and by close contacc with the west. Despite this
liberal aspect, however, the Reichenspergers
preserved

the conservatism

characteristic

of

hidebound Rhenish Catholicism, which determined their political philosophy as well as
economic and social ideas.
G. BRIEFS

their

PETER FRANZ (1810-92), German Cath-

was born
in

AUGUST
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member of the Prussian state assembly and for
twenty-one years as a member of the Reichstag.

a

Cologne and Trevcs and in 1849 was ap-

m

Cologne. As a mempointed appellate judge
ber of the Frankfort National Assembly in 1848

he attacked the revolution on the ground that

its

L

Consult. Pastor,
,
August Reichensperger, 2 vols.
(Freiburg i Br. 1899), Oncken, Hermann, Histonschpohtische Aufsatse und Reden, 2 vols (Munich 1914)
vol n, p 303-21; Schmidt, Franz, August Reichenxxiv (Munchensperger, Fuhrer des Volkes, vol
Gladbach 1918), Bachem, Karl, VorS schuhte, Geschichte und Pohtik der deutschen Zentrumspartei, 9
vols

(Cologne 1927-32), especially vol

11,

p

37-38

and 76-77.

recognition would result in <i permanent state of
revolution. He defended the fundamental law of

REICHSRAT.

See LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLIES.

personal freedom but was opposed to unlimited
freedom of occupation and uncompensated
peasant emancipation and agrarian reform. As a
Catholic he advocated freedom for the church
and the clerical order. For several years he was a
member of the Prussian assembly and leader of
the Catholic deputies. He played an outstanding
role in the establishment of the Catholic Center
party, which he and his brother Peter along with
Mallmckrodt led during its early years In the
Reichstag he fought against the growing military
appropriations and in 1879 advocated universal
disarmament. Originally he opposed the antisocialist law of 1878 but defended it later because of the radicalism of the Social Democrats.
He advocated the independence of federal from

REICHSTAG.

See LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLIES.

WHITELAW

(1837-1912), American
newspaper proprietor and diplomat. Reid acquired his early newspaper experience chiefl)
on the Cincinnati Gazette, for which he was
correspondent on the Civil War battlefields and
in Washington. In 1868 Horace Greeley persuaded him to join the staff of the New York

REID,

Tribune and in 1869 made him virtually managing editor. After Greeley 's death in 1872 Reid
acquired a controlling interest in the paper and
for the next thirty-three years, except for short

m

played a major
always

its
intervals, was actively engaged
management. Under his ownership the Tribune became
was
converted
from
the perit
institutionalized;
sonal organ of an editor into a great newspaper
property, and as such its ties with the prevailing
order of things became closer and closer

emphasizing the necessity of a Christian basis for
the political order and for personal liberty. Al-

Following Greeley's candidacy for the presidency in 1872, for which Reid was largely re-

though he was a supporter of monarchical government, he believed it should be founded on

sponsible, the Tnbmie for several years steered
an independent course, but by 1876 it was back
in the Republican ranks and thereafter was

state finances as a

means of safeguarding the

Reich's federal constitution.
role in

German

social

He

reform

legislation,

democratic institutions.
Peter Reichensperger was born in Coblenz. In
1850 he became appellate judge in that city;
from 1859 to 1879 he was counselor to the higher
tribunal in Berlin. For four decades he served as

generally regarded as a party organ. Nevertheless, Reid preserved a considerable degree of

independence. While he could close his eyes to
the weaknesses of Blaine, he consistently fought
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the sUte bosses

Conkhng and

Platt

and

freely

Republican administrations when he
considered them blameworthy. On economic
questions, however, the Tribune never deviated
from the paths of regularity: it was a stanch
defender of protection and sound money; it

criticized

fought efforts at government regulation of industry and also labor's right to unionize; and
the violence of its attacks on Bryan in 1896 (he
was likened to Benedict Arnold, Aaron Burr and
Jefferson Davis) had much to do with making
that presidential campaign a bitter class contest.

In the 1890*8 Reid,

in

company with Captain

A. T. Mahan, Albert Shaw, Theodore Roosevelt
and Henry Cabot Lodge, became an ardent
oversea expansionist, although he was by no

A

conception of Jesus as "armed prophet" was of
the highest importance for the development of
political thought: as Reimarus presents the
story, Jesus desired to establish secular rule

under the cover of religious phrases, at the head
of a devoted following somewhat in the manner
of Savonarola, the Munster Anabaptists or the
English Fifth Monarchy Men. Only after an
abortive rebellion did the apostles perpetrate a
sort of "spiritual coup d'etat" by dressing np
the messianic myth in imaginative form. It was

through their "communistic" welfare organization that the apostles

fight for

prophets as leaders of a band of "saints" in a
power, booty and wealth. Notwithstanding the extreme nature of his conclusions

of the entire Philippine archipelago. In writings

and despite

and addresses thereafter he defended the con-

ness, Reimarus'

stitutionality of expansion bvit opposed all plans
for making states out of the new possessions. He

influence

two capitals was marked by success in cultivating
cordial relations rather than by any outstanding
concrete achievements. In

London

particularly

his Anglophilism and his personal charm promoted the growth of a friendly understanding
between Great Britain and the United States.
JULIUS W. PRATT

Worki: After the War, a Southern Tour (Cincinnati
1866), Problems of E\panswn (New York 1900)
Consult- Cortissoz, Royal,
2 vols (New York 1921).

The Life of Whitelaw Reid,

a political following.

of primitive Christianity as a
communist rebellion has its source in Reimarus,
as have also modern judgments of the chiliastic

means a jingo.
member of the peace commission following the war with Spain in 1898, he
was the leading advocate of American retention

supported warmly Roosevelt's policy in Panama
and the Caribbean, predicting an American protectorate over all that area. Reid was minister
to France during 1889-92 and ambassador to
Great Britain during 1905-12. His career in the

won

The modern view

on

all

his one-sidedness

a stimulating
the study of the life of Jesus,on the

recognition of the eschatobgical element in
primitive Christianity and on the historiography

of chiliastic social movements.

Reimarus was a confirmed opponent of the
materialism of the French encyclopedistes. His
Wahrheiten der naturhchen Religion^ an almost
classic

German

expression of deism, played a

role in the history of

German

German

historian

He

in-

monism God, according to Reimarus, created an
entirely reasonable

world which has no need of

miracles, revelation or redemption. The basic
religious truths are contained in the "eternal

evangel" of reason and are not tied up with any
particular historical revelation in

(1694and philosopher. Reiof
ancient
languages and
professor
philosophy in his native city of Hamburg, lives
1768),

idealism.

corporated the idealistic German trend of the
philosophy of the Enlightenment as well as the
later socio-philosophical optimism and eudae-

corner of the earth's surface.

REIMARUS, HERMANN SAMUEL

and shallow-

work exercised

any particular

Man is destined for

happiness Everything in the world has its purpose and is arranged for the use of living crea-

marus,

tures God's providence is revealed even in the
folds of the rhinoceros' skin. Evil in the world is

in history primarily as the author of the Fragmente, which Lessmg, against the author's wish,

but an appearance and, as in later classical eco
nomics, becomes the cause of good through an
"unseen hand." "It constantly points the course

published as a supposed find in the Wolfenbuttel library.
Under the influence of Voltaire, Bolingbroke,
Collins, Toland and Mandeville, Reimarus in

to the good."

the

Reimarus was also of great importance as a
pioneer in animal psychology and animal sociology. He originated the concept of instinct.
Praised as the founder of modern animal psy-

chronique scandaleuse of the Old Testament. He
transformed the history of religions into a his-

chology, he stood in reality with Aristotle and
the scholastics. He opposed ascribing intelli-

tory of clerical deceit, greed and ambition. His

gence to animals and thereby humanizing them.

the Fragmente attacked passionately
religion.

He

related in his

all

revealed

own language

Reid

Reinach
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Consequently, he attacked Rousseau's "human
animals," as he called them, living without

preted the findings of field workers and made
available to other scholars vast stores of museum

morality or society in a state of nature. He likewise attacked the pessimistic conceptions of
human nature and society held by Mandeville

material.

and Machiavelh. "Reason, freedom and perfectibility" were for him the criteria of humankind and of human society.

MICHAEL FREUND
Works: Wolfenbuttel Fragmente, ed. by G. E Lessmg
(Brunswick 1774-78), later ed as Fragmente des
ivolfenbuttel'schen Ungenannten (Berlin 1784), tr by
C Voysey (London 1879) The Fragmente can also
be found
Lessmg's collected works, vols. xi-xn of
the Lachmann ed (3rd ed. Berlin 1886-1924) The
Fragmente is part of a larger work, "Apologie oder
Schutzschrift fur die vernunttigen Verehrer Gottes,"
not completely published, parts of it appeared as
Ubrige noch ungedruckte Werke des ivolfenbuttel'schen
Fragmentnten, ed by C A E Schmidt (n p 1787),

m

and

xx
xxn

in Zeitschnft filr die hittorische Theolngie, vol.

(1850) 519-637, vol. xxi (1851) 513-78, and vol.
(1852) 380-494 Die vornehmsten Wahrheiten der naturluhen Religion (Hamburg 1754, 6th ed by J

AH

Reimarus, 1791), Die Vernunftlehre (Hamburg 1756,
1790), AUgemeiw Betrachtungen nber die
5th ed
Tncbe der Tfuere (Hamburg 1760, 4th ed. by J. A. II.

Reimarus, 2 vols

,

,

Br 1877) ch vm, Engert, J Herno. 11 (Freiburg
mann Samuel Reimarus als Metap/iysiker, Studien zur
Philosophic und Religion, no 2 (Paderborn 1908),
i

,

in der Religions-

und Offenbarungs-

kntik des Hermann Samuel Reimarus, Theologische
Studien det osterrcichischen Leo-Gesellschaft, no 22
(Vienna 1916), Fittbogen, G Die Religion Lessings
Darstellung der
(Leipsic 1923) ch n, Richard t,
,

H

,

Anschauungen des Pfnlosop/ien
Hermann Samuel Reimarus (Leipsic 1906), Scherer,
K C Das Tier in de, Philosophic des Hermann Samuel
Reimarus (Wurzburg 1898), Schettler, R Die Stelhmg
des Phtloiophen Hermann Samuel Reimarus zur Relimoralphilosaplnsctien

,

,

gion (Leipsic 1904), Schweitzer,

A

,

Geschichte der

Leben-Jesu-Forschung (2nd ed. Tubingen 1913), tr.
by W. Montgomery as The Quest of the Historical
F., Hermann
Jesus (London 1910) ch n, Strauss,
Samuel Reimarus und seine Schutzsthrift fur die vernunftigen Verehrer Gottes (Leipsic 1862).
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REINACH, SALOMON

(1858-1932), French
Reinach came of a prominent
Jewish family which had moved from Germany
to France early in the nineteenth century. He
archaeologist.

did active archaeological work in the Greek
islands, Asia Minor and Tunis but his great
contributions were made through his writings,
which cover philology, archaeology, art, philosophy, anthropology, history and religion. In
nearly a hundred books and more than five
housand articles Reinach reported and inter-

one of the

first

to apply an-

the

explanation of
archaeological data. Influenced by Frazer and
Robertson Smith, he read signs of totemism and
theories

tabu into

all

in

the cultures of classical antiquity.

After 1900 he turned to the scientific study of
religions not only because of an interest in religious origins and history but because he felt
that scientific understanding opened the way to

popular emancipation from the thraldom of religion, which he defined as "a sum of scruples
which interfere with the free exercise of our
faculties." In reconstructing the origins of religion he drew materials from prehistory, preHterate cultures, survivals in modern cultures

and the psychology of the higher animals,
children and contemporary primitives He concluded that the earliest elements in the religious
complex were tabu and animism, the one

result-

ing in social codes, the other peopling the environment with spirits in varying ramifications

of fetishism, polytheism, ancestor cults and

monotheism.

1798)

Consult Baumgartner, A I,essinffs rehgroser Fntzvifklungsgang, Stimmen aus Maria Laach, supplement

and Der Deismus

He was

thropological

men
own

The

animistic element also led

animal and plant species in their
group, while tabu protected the members
of these species Totemism thus established was
to include

an important phase of early cultures leading to
the domestication of animals and to agriculture.
The host of spirits was controlled by magic, "the
strategy of animism," which was the mother of
the true sciences The priesthood then organized
the unwieldy and non-rational mass of tabus and
so took the first step toward the emancipation of

man from
will

religious scruples

which rationalism

some day complete.

A better understanding of the materials formerly classified under totemism has negated many
of Reinach 's interpretations During the last two
decades both anthropology and the science of
religion have abandoned schematic theories of
religious origins as well as the idea of a unilinear
law of religious evolution, and they now tend to

supplement the psychological approach with the
findings of all auxiliary sciences. Reinach 's reconstruction of religious origins, like those of all
the pioneers, is outmoded but still retains the
charm of a work of art.
For thirty years Reinach was joint editor of
the Revue archeologique. As editor, professor at
the Ecole du Louvre and director of museums

was devoted to scholarship. He took no
active part in politics. The Dreyfus affair moved
him to translate Lea's History of the Inquisition
his life
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During the World War
he interpreted American opinion in a fourvolume work, and in his Paix precaire ou paix
(3 vols., Paris 1900-01).

durable (Angers 1916;

published in English
in Nation, vol. cii, 1916) he suggested a plan for
disarmament
and an
permanent peace through
first

international police.

A. EUSTACE

HAYDON

all phases of Greek
numismatics, epigraphy, papyrol-

traordinary competence
civilization;

ogy, philology, musicography, archaeology,
science, law and history. He threw new light on
Minor by his studies on

the dynasties of Asia
their coins.

His L'histoire par

les

monnaies (Paris

1902) as well as his courses at the Sorbonne and
at the College de France contributed greatly to

Important works' Manuel de philologie classique, 2 vols.
(Paris 1880-84, 2nd ed. 1883-84), La necropole de
Mynna, 2 vols. (Paris 1886-87), in collaboration with

stimulate the study of numismatics. Reinach
also devoted himself to ancient music. He re-

E. Pettier; Repertoire des vases peints grecs et Brusques,
2 vols. (Pans 1899-1900, 2nd ed. 1922-24), Repertoire
de la statuaire grecque et romaine, 6 vols. (Pans 18971930, new ed. 1913-31), Repertoire de peintures du
moyen age et de la Renaissance, 6 vols. (Pans 1905-23);

Delphic inscriptions and
papyri, collaborated with Henri Weil on a study
of a hitherto obscure treatise of Plutarch on
music and published a more general study, La
musique grecque (Paris 1926). In the field of

Repertoire de reliefs grecs et romains, 3 vols. (Paris
1909-12), Repertoire de I' art quaternaire (Paris 1913);
Cultes, mythes et religions, 5 vols.

(Pans 1905-23, vols.
1922-28), abridged translation in i vol.
by Elizabeth Frost (London 1912}; Apollo; hiitoire
gtnerale des arts plastiques (Paris 1 904, I ith ed 1926),
tr by Florence Simmonds (New York 1907), Orpheus;
hist oire generale des religions (Pans 1909, new ed. 1926),
tr. by Florence Simmonds (New York 1909, rev. ed.
i-n, 3rd

ed

New York

,

1930); Lettres d

Zoe

sur Vhistotre des philosophies, 3 vols. (Paris 1926), Chronologic de la guerre,
10 vols. (Paris 1915-19), Histoire de la Revolution russe

(19051917)

(Paris 1917), Amalthee, melanges dParche-

ologte et d'histoire, 3 vols. (Paris 1930-31).

Edmond, in Revue archeologique, 5th
xxxvi (1932) 137-54; Ricci, Seymour de, in
des etudes juives, vol. xclv (1933) 2-28, with

Consult- Pettier,
ser

,

vol.

Revue

constituted the musical notations of the

preserved

in

hymns

the

archaeology his studies of the sarcophagi of the
royal necropolis at Sidon demonstrated the fact
that Hellenism had penetrated into Phoenicia

before the Macedonian conquest. Reinach collaborated in the publication of the Recueil des
inscriptions juridiques grecques

and was editor of

the Revue des Etudes grecques and the Gazette des
beaux arts.

GUSTAVE GLOTZ
Consult. Glotz, Gustave, in Academic des Inscriptions
et Belles Lettres, Cotnptes rendus des shames (1928)

331-26, Ricci, S de, "Ecrits> de Th. Reinach relatives
au judaisme" in Revue des etudes juives, vol. Ixxxvr
(1928) 113-30.
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REINACH, THEODORE (1860-1928), French
historian.

Theodore Reinach was the youngest

of the famous three Reinach brothers. His scien-

were concentrated mainly upon the
Greece and the Hebrews.
He was active in Jewish communal affairs and
was editor of the Revue des Etudes juives. He
contributed many short studies and articles on
various aspects of Jewish history and culture and
wrote a popular survey of Jewish history,
tific

interests

civilizations of ancient

Histoire des Israelites (Paris 1884, 5th ed. 1914),
which was translated into several languages. His

most important work in this field, however, was
concerned with the history of the Jews in
classical antiquity. His Textes d'auteurs grecs et
romains relatifs au judaisme (Paris 1895) is an
important source for the study of the Jews in this
period and his translation of and commentary
upon the works of Flavius Josephus (vols. i-x,
Paris 1900-29), which remained uncompleted at
his death, are the standard authority for the life
and works of this author.
Reinach 's work was even more significant in
the field of Greek history. He studied with ex-

definitions of religion are

advanced from the point of view of some particular religious creed, usually the Christian,
and as a result fail to isolate the more universal

essence of religion proper. In the search for a
generally valid definition the etymology of the

term

itself is illuminating.

The two most

gen-

erally accepted derivations are those given

by

Cicero and by the "Christian Cicero," Lactantius, a teacher of Latin rhetoric in the first half
of the fourth century. While the former derived
the term from the verb religere, i.e. to execute
painstakingly

by means of repeated

effort,

the

latter derived it from religare, to bind together,
and interpreted religion as essentially a "bond
of piety." These two interpretations suggest the

twofold aspect of religion. On the objective side
religion involves the recurring performance of

human activities and thus belongs to the
realm of external phenomena; on the subjective
side it is part of the hidden experience of the
psychic life. Although such a dichotomy is to
certain

a certain extent unrealistic, since the external
manifestations of religion are organically rooted
in the inner experience, an inquiry, such as the

Reinach
present, undertaken primarily
logical point of

from the

view must presuppose a

objective phase of religion and throw

sociostrictly

its

major
emphasis
The problem of defining precisely the scope
of religion is complicated by the fact that the
more primitive the culture under consideration,
there.

the

more pronounced the tendency

of the reli-

gious sphere to absorb objects and activities
which according to modern ways of thinking

have no relation to religion. But however shifting the border between the religious and the
non-religious, the consciousness of such a border
usually exists* thus even in the Polynesian and

Melanesian cultures, a distinction is made between noa the ordinary or the profane, and
tabu, the unusual and the mysterious The bort

der

is

sufficiently clear cut for

man

to

become

aware of the impact of an "otherness," of the
presence of some power or powers which are
superior to him, intrench upon his life and must

be compounded with if he is to ward off the
dangers emanating from them and receive the
assistance they can bestow Thus it is possible
to arrive at a preliminary definition of religion
as the complex of man's interrelations with the

superhuman powers Such

a definition implies
the fundamental truth that religion, as defined

A

Bernoulli in Theologie und Wissenschaft
(Basel 1933), is "not an autonomous activity of
man or a unilateral manifestation of the human

by C.

and reciprocal interplay" between the human and the
spirit,

but involves a process of

vital

In analyzing more precisely the concept "sua dichotomy must be estabbetween the purely impersonal-dynamntype and the personal This fundamental

perhuman powers"
lished
tic

being and accessible to human influence. Quite as clearly as the rock of Madagascar
represents a purely dynamistic conception, Jacob's dream typifies a personal or what might

be called anirmstic-demomstic construct. The
notion of the holiness of water is likewise capable
of two distinct explanations. Sometimes water
is invested with direct supernatural power: thus
the Zoroastnans,
ent

upon water

distinction, although not invariably clear cut,
well illustrated by the contrast between the

is

cult

and Jacob's dream, both of

Madagascan
which are concerned with the supernatural
power of a particular rock. In the former the
rock, which, according to tradition, must be
ascended by the chieftain before he is popularly
recognized as the incumbent of power, is thought
to be itself imbued with force and capable of
communicating this force by an impersonal
automatic process to any individual coming into
contact with it. In Jacob's dream, on the other

hand, the rock harbors a divinity and owes its
sacredness to the fact that it is a dwelling place
of God (Beth-el), containing within itself a superhuman essence which is conceived as a person, subject to the variations and

moods of a

who were completely dependfor their agricultural pursuits,

believed it to be replete with the mysterious
fructifying substance, hvarenah. "O water, bestow thy glory upon him who sacrifices to thee,"
is the Zoroastrian's prayer in the Avesta. At
other times, however, the sacredness of water is
attributed to the presence of a particular deity.

According to the report of the missionary
Spieth, \vhen a farmer among the Ewe tribe of
southern Togoland found crimson water suddenly and mysteriously spurting out at him from
a hole which he had made in the earth, he believed that a tro, the native term for demon, had
been revealed to him, and accordingly there

grew up
spirit in

a cult concerning the presence of a

the water.

In general it may be said that the dynamistic
idea tends to accompany magic, whereas the
idea of a personal God, or some derivative form
of that idea, is associated with religion in its
purer sense But the exclusion of magic from

the general field of religion can hardly be justiinasmuch as magic is more or less clearly

fied,

the corner stone of every historical religion.

Early

supernatural.
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Religion
spiritual

Brahmamsm, and Buddhism in

its

original

atheistic form, are typical examples of religions
which at their inception conceived the super-

natural

power merely

and only
development became

as abstract force

in the later stages of their

concerned with the idea of a personal God. The
attributes and deeds ascribed to gods and sometimes incorporated into the cult, as illustrated

by certain purification rites in the cult of Apollo,
are often pure magic. In general, however, a
distinction within the larger category of religion
between magic and pure religion holds

The

valid.

essential difference consists in the fact that

the former, in keeping with its purely dynamistic character, involves an essentially automatic process, while the latter must reckon with
the good or evil will of the divinity as an autonomous factor. The contrast emphasized by some
sociologists

between magic as an

antisocial

and

egocentric force and religion as a social, collectivistic force usually takes into consideration

only black magic to the exclusion of white.

And
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yet

it is

undeniable that black magic, in so far

shrinks from the light of day, deviates from
genuine religion, which has a public organizaas

it

and practises cults recognized by all.
The problem thus raised as to whether

tion

reli-

gion in general centers about the individual or
the collectivity is an extremely complex one, and

ures of a family or group as they have been
assembled through decades, centuries or millennia.

As the

cult of the family or sib evolves

into a cult of the tribe or primitive state, the
religious fate of the individual remains closely

interwoven with that of the

ample of

this is furnished

collectivity.

An

ex-

by the ancient Hebraic

must be emphasized once again that the socioapproach may often fail to do justice to
the inner experience of the individual. Attempts
have been made to derive the origin of religion
from clan or tribal consciousness; in accordance
with this view the Semitic God, for instance, has
been interpreted as merely the personification
of tribal unity. But if as denned above religion

2, although both prophets took personal issue
with its implications.

something more than a unilateral construct
human spirit, its origins cannot be deduced exclusively from group experiences. The
experiences from which religion springs are, as

private affair is on the whole foreign to primitive
and ancient cultures, there is usually present a
recurring clash between individual and institu-

it

notion that the sins of the fathers are visited

logical

upon the

children's teeth are set

down

Hauer has

rightly emphasized, essentially ec-

character and the subjects of such experiences are in the great majority of cases single
static in

individuals.

men
the

And

unless

it

is

recognized that

are unequal as regards their capacity for
religious experience, it is impossible to

understand the actual history of the origin and
evolution of religion Superior capacity inheres
not only in the priesthood (q.v.)> an institution
which derives from the abnormal endowments
of certain individuals, but also in founders of
eligion and in all religious reformers. In this
respect religion may be compared with art, a

which a differentiation between the layman and the artist is taken for granted. Similarly
in religion certain men have the charismatic
ability to see and hear with their inner eyes and
-ars what the ordinary man does riot see and
field in

_iear until it is

revealed to him.

and fourth

on edge," is handed
and in Ezekiel xvnr

in Jeremiah xxxi: 29

While the conception of

is

of the

children, even to the third

generation (Exodus xx: 5). A similar proverb,
"The fathers have eaten a sour grape, and the

religion as a purely

tional elements. This is best typified by the
deep seated antagonism between the prophe*and the priest, although even the Hebrew prophets, who epitomize in its extreme form the personal union between man and ^od, never freed
themselves from the collectivistic attitudes in
all religion. The unequal struggle ot
individualistic against collectivi.stic forces is

hcrent in

clearly manifested in the religion of Greece,

where the relations between the political and the
religious were particularly close. What the state
demanded of the individual was strict fulfilment
of the requirements of the publ'c cult. On the
other hand, with the spread of the Orphic mysteries, religion had come to revolve around the
sin

and atonement of the individual. The o"t-

come of the tension which

inevitably developeu,
consciously or unconsciously, between the individuahstic-universalistic elements and the purely

Y et despite the fact that this cleavage between
individual and community is already apparent
even in the lower stages of culture, primitive

civic and local aspects was determined to a large
extent by broader historical factors. The era of
peace and consolidation following the Persian

The

wars, by strengthening the power of the state,
bolstered the official cult at the expense of indi-

religion

is

predominantly

collectivistic

more

primitive the culture, the greater the solidarity of the individual with the social group.

modern period man is regarded
an individual who, although bound to his

Whereas
as

in the

kinsmen, constitutes the basic unit of existence,
human personality in the primitive world is
completely identified with the group. In such
a world the content of religion tends to be identical with the sensus communis. The importance

It was only in the late Hela result of the dwindling of
state power, that the latter gained the ascendancy. That religious individualism usually appears at a time when the power of the collectivity

vidual

communion.

lenistic period, as

has been shattered

day events;

Even

foi

in the

of ancestor worship for cultural development
consists in its being the most primitive and

there

is

energetic attempt to preserve, with the aid of
rigid ritual, the spiritual and intellectual treas-

ency

may be

is

a fact borne out by present

example, in China.

most highly personalized religion

present, however veiled, such a powerful
drive toward institutionahzation that this tend-

teristic

regarded as an essential characof religion itself, a tendency which for
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Religion
complete realization, however, presupposes a
fairly stable social system. Although some religions lay down a way of life, which, like the
Hindu jnana-marga, can be pursued only by the
individual, the forces making even here for
its

organized association are well illustrated by the
Buddhism. The congregation of
the faithful, which arose in the earliest stages of
Buddhism, was included, alongside the person
of Buddha and the teaching, as the last of the
''Three Gems" in the declaration of faith of the
typical case of

catechist; while as a result of the

reform thejnana-mdrga element

Mahayana

itself

tended to

give way to bhaktt-mdrga, the original element
of which was the communal worship of God.

A

similar evolution

may be

traced in the his-

tory of Christianity Although Jesus has been
regarded as the outstanding exponent of indi-

church
body of Christ is present even among the
early apostles The pronouncement of Cyprian
that no one could claim God as a father who
vidualistic religion, the conception of the

as the

growing out of the need impelling the religious
zealot to seek isolation as a

is

infinitely

more

significant

gulfed in the

all

inclusive godhead.

numerous modifications of traditional
doctrines regarding the church and the sacraments, to perpetuate the older faith in a community of saints, whether in the form of the
spite of

church

its

visible,

the church invisible or merely

the predestined band of the elect. The emphasis placed by Pietism on the more restricted
religious sodalities within the church is often
encountered among Chnstian sects and free
churches. Despite its origin as a schismatic
movement against a larger ecclesia the sect usu-

sponding resurgence of individualism in the
sphere of religion; but even here it is true that
the extent to which religion has been a vital
force in the community has been determined by
the degree of its effectiveness in establishing a
solidarity between the religious individual and
the religious collectivity.
In analyzing the individualistic elements in
it

should repeatedly be borne in mind

work of the charismatic

religious leader

heavily conditioned by the milieu in which he
operates. It is conditioned in two ways: first,
is

own spiritual equipment; and, again, the milieu determines the
manner in which his message is received and
perpetuated. Since no religious innovator can
defy the ethos of his native culture, his reforms
must to a certain extent keep within the limits
of a certain traditional continuity. For the masses
of the people are capable of assimilating at bes^
only those elements of his gospel which represent a grafting of the new on to the old. This
conditioning influence of the milieu is no less

m

the conceptual realm than in the
important
sphere of ritualistic practise. Just as the magician
of the hunting tribe in introducing an innovation
in magic technique must of necessity make use
of the technological resources at the disposal of
his people, so the general conceptions of magic

collec-

from which he proceeds are part and parcel of
common fund of beliefs. In the Mosaic code
there are a number of commandments, such as
that regarding the Sabbath, which by reason of
their patent incongruity with the nomadic culture in which Moses lived can be understood
only as the expression of that later, and much
more stabilized, Hebraic culture when the oral
tradition was converted into scripture.

tendencies of religion are shown even
strikingly. To be sure this phenomenon,

The religion of Zoroaster is particularly illuminating as a reflection of the culture from

adopt rites which express the
idea of unity and to stress the deliberate act of
association into a narrower unit performed with
ally continues to

a view to displacing the older superpersonal
"organization" by the "fellowship" of kindred-

minded

souls.

In the history of monasticism the
tivistic

more

The political

and economic individualism of the modern
period has of course been reflected in a corre-

the milieu determines his

estantism, definitely repudiating the individuprinciple of the Anabaptists, served, in

historical

sonalized variety of religious experience, the
individual personality soon tends to become en-

dependent upon his baptism into the one holy
Catholic and apostolic community (see RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS, CHRISTIAN, section on RO-

alistic

from the

than as an individual unity. Even in mysticism,
which represents perhaps the most highly per-

religion
that the

CATHOLIC). The Reformation, it is true,
through its doctrine of justification by faith
established an immediate relationship between
the individual and his Creator; but official Prot-

freeing

point of view, the underlying principle of monos
is conceived and applied as a collective rather

did not accept the church as a mother, adequately epitomizes the subsequent attitude of
Catholicism, according to which the adherence
of the individual to the Chnstian religion is

MAN

means of

himself from worldly entanglements, may culminate in the extreme individualism of the anchorite. But in the form of monasticism, which

the
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sprang. It could have grown up only
at a time when the neighboring tribes were con-

temple towers with their spiraled approaches
suggest that the Sumerians, the progenitors of

scious of undergoing a transition from the nomadic to the settled stage Agricultural and
became identified
pastoral pursuits therefore

this entire culture,

which

it

is apparent in such sacred
aphorisms as "He who sows corn, sows holiness," and "When corn is ground, the Daevas

with religious duty, as

of the holy
[devils] groan." The injunction
Avesta to "lay an abundance of fodder before

the

cow"

is

a familiar

way

of

recommending the

fulfilment of obligations in general, similarly the
acquisition of a cow symbolized the attainment

of heavenly

bliss,

while to the slaughter of the

primeval ox Iranian cosmology attributes the
creation of the entire plant and animal world
The dog as guardian of the herd is venerated
as a virtually sacred animal, and for his mistreatment the religious law prescribes extremely
severe penalties. But the influence of the milieu

goes even deeper The rigid dualism in the
Zoroastrian religion between light and darkness
was a direct reflection of the struggles of the
inhabitants against a bleak climate and the vicissitudes of wringing a meager existence from the
barren steppes and mountain lands.

This

raises the question of the extent to

which

topographic and climatic factors in general may
be said to condition the forms of religion From

view the break up of the original
branch and an
Indian branch is particularly illuminating. For
while the Hindus at one time undoubtedly
shared in that characteristically Aryan zest for
deeds and human activity which is reflected in
this point of

Aryan

religion into a Persian

Persian Zoroastrianism, they lost these qualities
as a result of their migration to the tropically
luxuriant lands along the Ganges and in an
enervating atmosphere of ease and abundance

sought in the plains of Babylon to honor their gods in the same manner as
in the mountainous homeland from which they

had migrated. Maritime peoples, on the other
hand, invest their deities with the attributes of
the sea and of seafaring activities and consider
the future state of bliss as an endless expanse of
water abounding in fish On the other hand, a
great catastrophe on the sea may give rise to the

notion of a universal flood, which is projected
backward into the remote past or forward

either

to the end of the world, while the dread rigors
of an arctic climate may give rise to the expectation of a fimbul winter to come at the end of

time
Natural human sympathies and antipathies
are likewise transposed into the religious sphere,
the foes and friends of the group becoming the
foes and friends of the gods. The problem thus

by human
upon the development of religion may
be followed step by step, inasmuch as each
raised as to the influence exerted

society

transformation of the culture produces a corresponding modification of the religion. Even the
effective use of a new tool requires the introduction of appropriate ritual ceremonies in order
that spiritual mastery over the object may be
established Every step in cultural progress ex-

tends the sphere of the existing gods or creates
new ones. For it widens the range of human
turn call into being
needs, and human needs

m

gods who can

satisfy

them With the spread of

artisanry and trade new types of gods appear;
and where trade reaches into foreign lands, alien
deities are often assimilated into the native

pan-

theon, as the Phrygian divinity, for example, was

taken over into Attica.

gradually surrendered themselves to a type of

Similarly the natural evolution toward social

speculation and brooding which came

differentiation produces a corresponding differentiation in the supernatural world
the

quietistic
to color their entire religious outlook.
In fact the determining influence of natural

environment

may be repeatedly detected not
only in the general religious temper of a people
but
the details of their theology, mythology

m

and eschatology Thus the preeminence of the
m most of the Semitic religions is to
be ascribed to the nomad's preference for the
coolness of the night when he may wander in
comfort and ease, free from the blazing sun.

moon god

How

increasing rigidification of class structure is reflected in the characteristics of the gods is well
illustrated

by the Edda, Hdrbardsljod, which

depicts the antagonism between the crude peasant god, Thor, and the more refined god of the

Odin. In taunting Thor, Odin's trump
the jibe, "Odin is master of the nobles
fall on the field of battle. Thor is master

nobility,

card

who

is

m

The Babylonian

designation of the king of the
gods as "Great Mountain" and the characterization of his temple as "Mountain House" to

only of slaves." Likewise the differentiation
occupation has its counterpart in the religious
sphere. In India the god Agni tended to take

on more and more the

say nothing of the entire architecture of the

priestly caste, as Indra did of the warrior caste

characteristics of the
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and the close connection between Mithras and
the mercenary soldier has often been noted. In

likewise clothed with the judicial function and
vested with the final decision as to human guilt

Max

or innocence The belief arises therefore that the
gods are the natural avengers of human trans-

the Orient as well as in the Occident

as

m

Weber

connection with the
has pointed out
Kablr-Panthis sect of India, which was founded

by the weaver Kabir and recruited
the weavers

among

its

following

the textile crafts, being

home, were conducive to private
meditation and therefore seem to have generated a type of worship practically free from
limited to the

ritualistic

elements.

The

process whereby the

gression. Juristic conceptions of this type, which
emphasi/e the deity as pumsher and judge,
occupy a central place in the religious outlook

not only of Judaism but also of Christianity and

Islam An interesting correlation might likewise
be made between the prevalence of male gods

and the patriarchal form of

social organization

modified as a result of the

on the one hand and between the female god,

breaking up of the monopoly exercised by narthe
row professional groups is clearly revealed

which is common in the religions of Asia Minor,
and the matriarchal society on the other.

Upantshadi,, which echo the sentiments of hitherto excluded and inarticulate types
kings as

The even more pronounced tendency for
changes in the political fortunes of a city, a
province or a section to find a reflection in a
corresponding rise or decline of the patron
deities may be observed not only in the Egyptian and Babylonian pantheons but also among
the Athenians Thus the myth of Triptolemus
a name meaning literally "the plowman who

form of

is

religion

m

women and

well as

persons \vithout established

lineage.

With the progress

of urban culture those

reli-

gious festivals which were built around agriculture tended to dwindle in importance or to
accrete

new symbolisms. At

the same time, as a

result of

growing precision in the calendar, festivals came to be held at definitely fixed intervals

Supremely important in the development of
were the discovery and dissemination of
writing This is reflected not only in the express
religion

delegation of the guardianship of Avritmg to such
gods as the Egyptian Thoth, the Babylonian
Mebo and Beht-sen, the Japanese Tenjm-Sama,
the Celtic Ogma and the Norse Odin but also

momentous consequences

plows three times a year" was evolved by tb*
Athenians as an expression of their own dominant position in Greece
Religious development may be conditioned
also by the broader impact of neighboring cultures. The classic example of the \\orking of
such influences from abroad is the gradual onentahzation of the religions of antiquity as a
phase of the general process whereby the cul-

one based on codified scriptural law.
was merely the ultimate conclusion of such
logic, in which both Christianity and Islamism

under the
impact of oriental infiltrations. Similarly in the
history of the expansion of Christianity it is
significant that whereas the English and most
of the continental tribes, having been rapidly

followed Judaism, when the Hebrew rabbis portrayed God Himself as poring night and day over
the Torah.
The development of religion is also perma-

Romanic culture, adopted the
of Christianity with little modification, the Scandinavian tribes, \vhich by comparison had clung jealously to Nordic ideals and

nently influenced by political and civic forces.
It is always instructive to study the terminology

Nordic \vays of life, carried over into the new
religion most of the crucial religious forms of

and

the old.

in the

attendant

upon

the transformation of Judaism from a prophetic
religion to

It

linguistic

symbolism of a religion, in \iew
power exercised by concep-

of the tremendous

tual associations over the inner religious sense
of the individual. The attributes and the names

bestowed upon the gods automatically change
in accordance with the form of the state. The
is merely a transposition of the
as king, the divine kingdom merely a
transposition of the earthly kingdom. The char-

god as king

human

acteristically

divine might

Aryan

Aryan conception of the asuras as
is an expression of the ancient

political

prince or king

system. Moreover, since the
supreme judge, the deity i?

is

tures themselves \vere transformed

drawn

into the

Roman form

In

all

cases the process of transplanting a.
an alien environment brings into

religion to

sharp relief the dependence of religion on culThe change
the character of Hebrew

ture.

m

which resulted from the migration of
the nomadic Israelites from the desert to the
arable lands of Palestine may be paralleled by
that which took place in the case of Babylonian
religious attitudes and practises as a result of
contact with the culture of the Sumenans. This
process of transformation is all the more manireligion

fest

m the spread of the world religions. It may
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even go to almost grotesque lengths, as when
the Buddhist monks in the intensely militaristic

by heroic champions of humanity, who seek to
wrest from them cultural elements denied to

atmosphere of tenth and eleventh century Japan
so far lost sight of the essentially pacifistic nature

man. Instances may be multiplied to show that

own

religion as to allow themselves to
be exploited as an agency of war, whether defensive or offensive. Naturally enough the strong

of their

influences of the local cultures encountered

by

an expanding religion are to no small extent
religious in themselves. For example, the development of an Islamic mystic sect in Persia could
not be explained without reference to certain
religious currents already existing in Persia. The
way in which local cults preserve a certain iden-

own, even after their assimilation
and thereby change the
is most clearly revealed
in the incorporation of local saints, with their
attendant cults, into the professedly monotheistic ritual of Christianity, Islam and Buddhism.
For the local saint is very often nothing more
than an older local deity purified of his "heathen" attributes through "baptism." This perpetuation of the indigenous numina is an extity of their

into a higher religion,
character of the latter

pression not only of the conservatism inherent
in the religious process itself but of a widespread
popular yearning to establish immediate con-

with some deity less remote than the supreme God of Christianity or Islam and less
tacts

impersonal than the almost atheistic spirit originally proclaimed by Buddha.
The progress of culture in general is accompanied by a gradual refinement and spiritual ization of religious and ethical concepts as well
as of ceremony. The demomstic powers, whose
actions are as a rule unpredictable, are either
gradually replaced by friendly deities or the evil
spirits are reduced to a position of malicious,
but in the last analysis impotent, antagonists As

the primitive codes based on blood vengeance
way to a more orderly and peaceful legal
system, the older notions of divine vengeance

give

are displaced by a conception of divine law
which throws its emphasis on the moral distinction between right and wrong.
It is true of course that in numerous regions
which are more or less isolated as a result of

topographical barriers or other natural factors
the general backwardness of the culture is re-

religion h.is repeatedly set itself across the path
of cultural progress. In fact religion by its very
nature develops in time a cult which zealously

perpetuates older usages long since obsolete in
daily life and in the performance of its religious
rites, such as sacrifice and circumcision, still
frequently makes use of instruments deriving
from a past era of culture. The pronouncement

from the powers that be in the Islamic church
under no conditions may a phonograph be
used in summoning the faithful to daily worship
is not to be dismissed as
merely an instance of
reactionary conservatism. For noted Christian
ritualists have likewise opposed recourse to certain mechanical devices of the modern era on
that

the historically plausible ground that these devices operate against the attentiveness and devotion essential in all ritualistic ceremony.

But by and large it is readily apparent, on the
basis of the preceding analysis, that religion, in
its more formative stages, is heavily conditioned
by the society and culture from which it springs.
It remains to be shown that religion is an equally
powerful force in molding that society ana cmture The further back one goes into the history

of

human

which the

culture, the greater the degree to
life of human society, even in its

purely external aspects, seems incased in the
magico-rehgious. On every hand the primitive

man comes

which he
mana; so perilous do
such contacts seem to him, that in trying to
avoid them he forges an entire chain of tabus
and with this chain imprisons himself. This
into contact with objects

believes to be laden with

conception of mana is so universally shared by
the entire primitive community that no one
would think of trying to escape from its sway.

At
is

this primitive stage therefore religious belief

a powerful sanction in the

standardized

community

enforcement of a

discipline, particularly

from a negative point of view. Thus places which
have been visited by a mana man are forbidden
to other members of the tribe; just as food
which he has left unfinished must not be eaten,
since mana, like its counterpart tabu, is thought
to have a contagious force, comparable in its

And only too often there

dangers to a high tension electric wire. On the
other hand, the individuals who are tabu are

may be encountered what is apparently a cleavage between culture and religion. The Promethean myth is clear enough evidence that under

subjected to strict regulations. Lest harm befall
the group, women in childbirth and at the time
of their menstrual periods, young people passing

flected in the persistence of primitive religious

attitudes

and

practises.

certain circumstances the gods

may be

set

upon

through puberty as well as the victims of certain
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diseases are isolated

stringent tabu
tact

is

with which

from

society.

An

especially

associated with the corpse, conis
supposed to cause infection

from the mysterious poison which it exudes.
By these and similar customs the primitive
group regulates not only biological processes,
particularly in the critical stages of physical
change, but also diet, choice of clothing, economic activity, use and distribution of property
and relations between the sexes. In some ex-

treme cases certain types of persons are forbidden to meet; for instance, on the island of
Santa Cruz a man and the wife of his mother's
brother are not allowed to see each other, and
in case they should accidentally violate the tabu
the man must break some of his arrows and the
woman smash one or two of her water bottles.
The extreme lengths to which the systematic
elaboration of tabus

may

lead are typified in the

remarkable regulations of the Australian totem
tribes for enforcing their rules of exogamy.
Alongside such restrictions on the relations

between the sexes there are also certain other
types of tabu which relate to particular occupational groups; caste cxclusiveness is an expression of such a type, despite the fact that caste

does not invariably coincide with occupation.
As the tabu idea extends to the categories of
space and time, it leads to conventions which

may
The

exert a wide influence
limits to

which

on human

society.

magical faith in the
occasionally extend are

its

utilization of space may
evident in the Chinese feng-shui, a geonumtic
system based on a duahstic view of cosmic forces

which dominates

all

of Chinese architecture; as

well as in Zoroastnamsm, which through fear
of polluting the elements enjoins tiavelers to
take a land route, even though it might be longer,
so as to avoid going

extent

human

by

sea.

To

activity is aftected

a

still

greater

by the

belief

in the case of a people engaged in cattle breeding
may determine the selection of animals for do-

mestication. Ritual prescriptions with regard to
the treatment of animals have had still more far

reaching consequences. So strictly did the Jamas
observe the prohibition (ahimsa) against killing

animals that they refused to go through water
for fear of killing insects, and because a Jainist
king refused to let his army march during the
rainy season he lost his crown and his life. The
also, by excluding the laity from certain
occupations, was responsible for the increasing
number of Jainas \vho turned to mercantile and

ahimsa

other lines of business activity.

The awe

with

which the Buddhistic formula of confession surrounds all tilling of the soil and, on the other
hand, the glorification by Parsnsm of the industrious pursuit of agriculture offer striking evidence of the influence which religion may exert
on social activities. In a similar vein the Old

Testament urges, "Be fruitful, and multiply,
and replenish the earth, and subdue it" (Genesis
i.

28).

The Indian

Kabir, in protest against the
cued out in the name of

prevailing ritualism,
religion: "Better

than statues are the millstones

which grind the corn", and Luther declared
that the "btroke of a thresher in the granary was

more acceptable than a psalter sung
thusian."

by

a Car-

The social incidence of religion may be said
to continue the tendency observable in the most
primitive stages of magic, where certain rituals
employed to \vrcst from nature the blessings
necessary for mankind. This is the meaning of
the sun, rain and fertility rites As soon as the
powers invoked for this purpose are personified
are

as gods,

time
the

all

way

who control first agriculture and in
the other spheres of cultural activity,
is open to the development of a cult

which may exercise the most profound influence

human

The bond

that at particular times it is unpropitious to
enter upon certain undertakings. This involves
the broad question of "lucky days." The high

upon the structure

attaching from a social point of view
to Sunday as a day of rest reveals how age old
usages may be perpetuated over thousands of

the dissemination of a cult the locality in which
it has its center may acquire increased political

value

still

years, having lost nothing but their original reli-

gious meaning.
Similar variations may be noticed in the reasons lying behind tabus on certain foods: the
eating of certain meats may be forbidden in one
cult merely by way of protest against the veneration in which the animal had been held at

an

earlier stage of the religion or in which it is
held by another cult considerations which

still

of

society.

vvhich unites the adherents of a cult

is

stronger

than any other tie c \cept that of blood Through

of the cult of Astarte,
prestige, as in the case
v>hich raised the city of Sidon to a position of
such preeminence as a religious capital that
Sidonian came to designate all Phoenicians.

The inner workings of ritual and cult
ha\c even more significant ramifications.

may
The

more complex its structure the more imperative
becomes the need for specialization on the part
of its administrators, and in response to this
requirement a professional class of clerics

is
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called into being and consolidates its position.
The zeal to please the gods, by stimulating the

obey

most patient craftsmanship and endless
ment of technique and by contributing

that "it is the will of

refine-

to the

aesthetic education of the devotee, has enriched
architecture, the plastic arts, music, dance and
poetry. The beginnings of science are likewise

to be traced to cult ceremonial.
sire to

hold the ceremonial

From

the de-

at certain specified

times arose precise computations of the calendar,
which in their turn presupposed astrological ob-

its

precepts with meticulous care but to
The stanch faith

risk their lives in its defense.

God" has dispatched
armies across angry seas; the harsh doctrine of
and
the
predestination
promise of immortality

were decisive

factors, if not the basic motive
force, in the expansionist policy of the Islamic

conquerors, while analogous tenets impelled the
Christian Protestants toward an ascetic thriftiness which

made them

cial clearing

servations. In India the laying out of the sacrifigave an impetus to geometry; while

tireless and daring busithe other hand, through its
emphasis upon the special divine grace visited
upon the poor and weak Christianity as well as

from the inspection of the slaughtered animals
were gained the first ideas about anatomy The
priest was originally a medicine man; from

also given a tremendous impetus to
betterment in the name of fraternal love.
Very often, as in India and in the territories

his alchemistic speculations chemistry evolved.

affected

Concern for the correct pronunciation and use
of words in sacrificial incantations and cult songs

made

of the early Brahmans the first phonetiand grammarians Since the temple was
the earliest seat of law, the priests became jurists
and their practises left an indelible impress on
the science of law Economic life was stimulated
by the fairs which grew up in connection with
cists

while the origin of money
is closely linked to the cult of the gods, described
by B. Laurn (Heihges Geld, Tubingen 1924)
as the "creator of standardized media of exthe

sacrificial festivals,

"

change

The temples were

the oldest banks,

On

men.

ness

Judaism has
social

by the Hellenistic mysteries, religion
has helped to redress the balance of social inequality: moreover some slight and imperfect
solution of the social problem is offered by the

doctrine

of metempsychosis
its adherents to

counseling

Buddhism, by
"conquer their

thirst," undoubtedly has had a civilizing effect
upon the peoples under its sway

One

of the most powerful and enduring as-

pects of the influence of religion upon human
the sphere of ethics. The process
society lies
is one of interaction rather than of unilateral

m

causation- cultural progress by stimulating the
introduction of ethical standards in society con-

serving not only as places of deposit but also,
as
the case of the early Chinese temple, as

tributes to the

lending agencies. Equally important from an
economic point of view was the endowment of

in turn intensifies the social concern for morality.
so far
The codification of religious sayings,

m

the temples with landed property.
relation

The

between religion and economic

close
life is

further illustrated by the recurring tendency of
economic groups to become associated with a
particular cult center, as did a merchants' guild

with the temple of Mercury in Rome or the
Hindu trading and banker sects (Vallabhacharya, or Maharaja) with one of the Krishna
cults. Because of the aversion of the Moslem

tion of

development of an ethical concep-

God, and the more exalted idea of God

m

makes them more binding, operates m the
same direction. The more anthropomorphic the
conception of God, the more man will be constrained to pattern his life on the model of the
deity: the idea of the imitatio Christt is only one
manifestation of a normal trend. Thus the
monotheistic cult of the sun in the Roman Empire was not merely a reflection of oriental
as

it

religion to nudity Islam made contributions of
the first importance to the development of the

imperialism but also a powerful factor in building up the imperialism of Rome itself. Herodotus' famous statement concerning the inculca-

textile industry, at least in so far as it provided
a market for textile products; conversely, the

best explained against the background of a reli-

Old Testament by banning the worship of idols
served to impede the progress of Hebrew art
As soon as the adherents of an evolving reli-

tion of truthfulness into the Persian youth is

gion which views the
and the evil deities

conflict

between the good

gion attempt to stay the processes of change by

essentially as a struggle
against deception. Religion was also the mainspring in bringing about that economic well

formulating a rigid body of dogma, that religion,
reenforced by the pervasive power of doctrine,

being and prestige which the Parsis in the
course of their historical development came to

has the capacity to inspire in the faithful a
which impels them not only to

achieve.

fanatical zeal,

It

should by

now be

evident that religious
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devotion as the ultimate motive power of activity has contributed to the development of hu-

man

The

society

antithetical role

wherein

reli-

gion, as already noted, has blocked the path

of progress and has even adopted deliberately
retrogressive

and

antisocial attitudes is to

be

explained by the fact that socio-cultural prog-

and religion come gradually to operate on
this sense religion
different planes. Although
may be viewed as a world unto itself, any atress

m

tempt to

isolate its essential, universally present

element tends to be thwarted by the presence of
irrational factors which defy reasoned analysis.

Moreover it is impossible to construct any convincing typology, since in any one religion there
are at least as many variants as there are social

and perspective, their
manifold differences may ultimately be reduced
to the fundamental conflict between two opposing approaches: the one which assumes God to
be an objective essence, and the one which regards religion merely as one aspect of the psychic life of man. At the one extreme stands
Hegel's conception of religion as a process workin intellectual orientation

ing itself out within the being of God; at the
other, Feuerbach's conclusion that it is an illusion spun by man. Any intermediate view is at

bottom either a modification of one of these
extremes or a conscious synthesis of the two.

The

difficulties of attaining a

comprehensive

folding of a religion in time. Religion, however
conservative in nature, has a history; and that

and balanced view arc emphasized by Joachim
Wach, who
confessing the weaknesses 01 religious sociology acknowledged the intangible
elements in the nature and purpose of religion,
and the inevitable loss or distortion resulting
from the translation of the idea into sociological
forms as well as from the historical unfolding of

history, as fluid and protean as human life itself,
cannot be reduced to the inflexible categories

mysterious forces

layers participating in it. In addition to simultaneous variations it is necessary to reckon with
variations which arise from the dynamic un-

exacted by the typological method of inquiry
investigation of this kind can therefore

An

achieve at best only a partial validity.
The overabstraction inherent in all such typological classifications may be exemplified by the

which C P. Tiele dnms between the
theocratic and the theanthropic religions. In the
theanthropic category, in which he brackets
those religions which lack the conception of an
omnipotent and transcendent God and tend

m

religion in society. In the presence of these
w Inch ha\ e played sucl a tre-

mendous

role in social evolution, the true student of religion, resisting the temptation to
dismiss the entire problem \\ith an indulgent
smile for the limitations of the human mind,

adopt instead an attitude of becoming

will

distinction

humility.

toward a more or less mystical apotheosis of
mankind, he includes the Indian religion on the

CHRISTIANITY, BUDDHISM, ISLAM, BRAHM\NISM
AND HINDUISM, JLDAISM, CONI LCI \NISM, TAOISM,
RFLIGIOI s
SHINTO,
PRII-STHOOD,
INSTITUTIONS,
CHRISTIAN, M\ si FRIES, M\c,ic, ANIMISM, TAI?U, ANCESTOR WORSHIP, FETISHISM, DHHOLISM, TOTI.MISM,
CM is, RIILAL, SACRIFICE, IDOLATRI, FESTIVALS,
FERIILITY Rirrs, CFRFMON^
DVSCF, THEAitR,
MYTH, DOGMA, S \CRED BOOKS, HOIY PLACES, HOLI-

strength of the doctrine of jndna-marga, or the
idea of salvation through the avenue of knowl-

edge. In so doing he entirely overlooks the fact
ih-dtjndna-marga constitutes but one of the three

ways of salvation oifered by the Hindu religion.
Similar pitfalls beset every attempt to confine
the historical manifestations of religion in a neat
system of rubrics, whether the classification be

constructed on the basis of the personality or
impersonality of the supernatural power; of the
variations of the theistic conception; of the natural or ethical, popular or revealed, local or
universal character of religion; of the degree of

intimacy conceived as existing between man and
the forces \\hich he worships; or of the changing
forms assumed by the ideal of piety

While the

striking lack of unanimity

among

modern students of comparative religion regarding the nature of the concept under analysis is
a natural consequence of their wide divergence

ALFRED BERTHOLET
Sec

,

Bum, CONMRSION, RELIGIONS,
PROSILMISM, MISSIONS, MON\SIICISM, ASCI-TICISM;
MESSIANISM, MYSTIC ISM, CIVILIZ\TION, CULTURE;
DAYS, CONIISSION,

TRADITION, S \\CIION, SOCIAL, SOCIAL PROCESS;
LA\\ PHILOSOPIE\, SCIINCF, ETHICS, MORALS, SrcuL \RISM, RAIIONALISM, Di ISM, Arm ISM, FREETHINKERS, HIGHLR CRITICISM, COMP\RATI\E RELIGION.
,
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equal solicitude for the souls of all races and
nationalities, will look upon all creeds as its

A

church which conceives human
competitors.
nature to be irremediably sinful and which
claims to possess supernatural powers for binding and loosing will display greater intolerance

than a church which has higher respect for
human nature and human strength. Again, a
rigidly monotheistic church will be less receptive than one professing polytheism; a church
with a well defined and highly involved creed
will be more exclusive than one with a vague and
fluctuating creed. But whether manifested in an
intense and uncompromising form or accom-

rather extensive category of terms which, in the

panied by mitigating restraints, these diverse
examples of what might be called ecclesiastical
intolerance are not necessarily inconsistent with

lost
process of gaining popular currency, have
it is confused
precise scientific meaning. Usually
with one or another of a number of distinct but

subjects himself to the religious authority of his
own volition and by an exercise of his liberty to

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

belongs

to

that

not unrelated concepts, such as freedom of
thought, although here the difference should be
obvious as soon as it is remembered that many

religious liberty, provided that the individual

choose. Religious liberty
clesiastical institution

enforce

is

violated

when

only

it

by an

ec-

attempts to

of the so-called freethinkers were far from will-

intolerant prescriptions by invoking
the sanctions of the civil power, either through

coning to grant full autonomy to the religious
science. Whereas freedom of thought is a philo-

the authority which
theocratic form of

its

merely a juridical

it
may itself possess under a
government or through an
external secular government.
From the point of view of its historical evolu-

the external relations
principle concerned with
of individuals and groups. Another common

tion the doctrine of religious liberty is the result of a reaction against such intolerance exer-

sophic creed claiming an absolute and exclusive
validity, religious liberty is

source of confusion
ligious liberty

with

is

the identification of re-

ecclesiastical or,

more gener-

in this
ally speaking, theological liberty;

category

may be subsumed a broad range of problems
varying from the doctrinal question of free will
to the more concrete issues centering about the
internal constitution of an ecclesiastical body,
as in the struggle of the Galhcan church for local

autonomy.
It is of first importance that the concept of
religious liberty, as here understood, should be
differentiated from the attitudes of the different

members or toward
humanity as a whole. Intolerance is of the essence of every church, an immediate conseconfessions toward their

quence of
effective

its faith

that

it

possesses the only

means for the salvation of the soul. The

degree of intolerance depends, it is true, upon
the configuration of environmental factors and
doctrinal tenets determining the structure of the
particular religious institution. A purely national
church, while jealous of any force threatening to
diminish its prerogatives within the nation, will
remain indifferent to the faith of peoples outside.

A universal church, on the other hand, with an

cised

by the

civil

power

m

clesiastical. If its antithesis

union with the ec-

may be

defined as a

condition where a certain political community
protects a religious institution as the dominant
or official church and extends sufferance to other
religious

communities only with grudging remay be said

strictions, if at all, religious liberty

to inhere in the impartial treatment of all confessions by the state upon the theory that the

individual has a right not only to choose for himbut to be safeguarded against potential
coercion by any group. According to Ruffini, the
self

purpose of religious liberty

is

to maintain such a

condition in society that every individual will be
able to pursue the highest spiritual aims without
hindrance.

Thus

gence include,
civil

the prerequisites for

its

emer-

m addition to the coexistence of a

power and one or more

ecclesiastical

powers, a sufficiently developed moral culture so
that the individual personality may be conceived
as capable of exercising control over his

own

destiny.

Thus defined the phenomenon of religious
liberty manifests three aspects: individual autonomy in the choice of creed, the autonomy of
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the religious society in the pursuit of its collective activities and the legal equality of the different confessions before the state To insure such

two competing solutions have been
developed, junsdictionalism and separatism. According to the former system, which has prevailed chiefly on the European continent, the
equality

aims to maintain equal status for the confessions withm its dominion by exercising vigistate

lant supervision of their activities. Separatism, a
system of which America has been the typical
example, aspires to attain the same end by relegating all religions to the sphere of private
interests, to be invaded only when public safety
appears to be involved Each of them is supported by valid historical and doctrinal argu-

ments and

if

broadly applied

is

adequate to sus-

Neither present day jurisdictionalism nor
separatism was evolved without a long and
arduous historical transition through successive
stages of that partial or defective liberty which is
tion,

known

as religious toleration. Toleraliberty connotes that

which in contrast to

whatever immunity is enjoyed is regarded
merely as a revocable concession rather than as a
defensible right, implies not only the existence
of an established church but the denial of complete equality to certain or all of the dissenting
religions. It may be restricted to the mere suffer-

ance of the dissidents as individuals provided
that they abstain from worship, public or private; or it may permit worship but inflict civil
penalties, such as the English tests, which debarred from public office

The more adaptable cults with which
Romans came into contact as they extended

citizens.

the

their domination over the ancient world were
accorded a tolerance sufficiently indicated by the

many deities of the subject peoples were
peacefully admitted into the Roman pantheon.
The Jewish religion, by virtue of its strict
fact that

monotheism and theocratic institutional organihad a peculiar basis for intolerance but,
although its adherents from the earliest times
carried on an assiduous offensive against the
rival cults of Palestine and Syria, Assyria and
zation,

Babylonia, it remained a strictly national renever pursuing a sustained or official

ligion,

policy of proselytism.

Of the world

tain religious liberty.

generally

external imperial ntes which were considered an
element in the civil obligations of all

essential

all

who

refused to take

may, on the other

religions Buddhism, with its
world view and ethical passivity, has
been conspicuously free from intolerance, alnihilistic

though on rare occasions in the course of

tion of this policy

was

entirely civil

Hebraic traditions and the militant proselytism
of its first adherents. In point of fact, however,
Islam was never able to expand beyond the

Moreover

bounds of a national

religion.

Mohammed

belonging to specified confessions.
No conspicuous examples of religious intolerance are to be found in antiquity In Greece the
absence of a rigid theology and of a distinct

the

and the comparative vagueness and

instability of the popular religion combined with
the prevailing critical and philosophic temper to

prevent the rise of religious fanaticism

Rome

remained equally aloof from the spirit of intolerance because of the purely ritualistic, institutional

and

civil

character of national religious

As has

frequently been pointed out,
the persecution of Christianity during the first
chree centuries arose far less from any antipathy

practises.

on the part of the pagans to the new religion as
such than from the unwillingness or inability of
the Christians themselves to participate in the

political,

In Islam religious persecution was a far more
important element, as might be expected from
the monotheistic and theocratic character of its

as the lifetime of

priestly caste

and

deriving chiefly from fear of the disruptive
effects of the activity of Christian missionaries.

hand, be interpreted so liberally as to protect
from discrimination all dissenters except those

certain Anglican oaths. It

its

protean evolution its very adaptability has enabled it to become involved in a program of persecution. Thus in seventeenth century Japan it
was decreed that the entire populace should
profess some form of Buddhism; but the inspira-

initiated

as early
a policy was

whereby non-Islamic peoples withm

Moslem empire were allowed to
own religion at the price of paying

retain their
tribute.

So

lucrative was this policy from
of view that not infrequently the conversion of
non-Arabians was frowned upon rather than

a financial point

solicited.
lier

The

centuries

pire,

precedent established in the ear-

was followed by the Ottoman Em-

which in the fourteenth century proclaimed

a regime of religious toleration but, while exempting Christians from military service, sub-

jected them to certain legal inequalities and to
the payment of an onerous poll tax, calculated to

keep them, unless they lived in

cities, in

eco-

nomic dependence upon the Moslem landowners. With the conquest of Constantinople in
1453 the Greek church was officially placed

under the protection of the Ottoman authorities

Religious
and granted not only wide

liberties in religious

matters but extensive civil control over Christian
subjects.

In the nineteenth century, however,

when the Ottoman Empire began

to feel the full

force of internal disintegration and external interference from European powers, its previous
religious policy rapidly decayed, leaving the way
clear

publicised persecutions and
Christian subjects.

for widely

massacres of

its

The

antagonist in the major struggle of mankind for religious freedom has been Christianity,

which accentuated the elements of intolerance
included in its Hebraic heritage and supplemented them by the introduction of new and
potent incentives: the idea of a universal mission, a rigid dogma, the conception of the church
as an indispensable mediator between God and

man. The process by which these
for intolerance were recnforced

intrinsic bases

by an external

Freedom
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and Pope Lucius in, a series of enactments in all
the principal countries of Europe gave the sanction of the secular

arm

to the Catholic principle

must be imposed at any cost.
Notwithstanding the seventy of the methods of

that religious unity

persecution devised in their typical mediaeval

form by Innocent in, Gregory ix and Innocent
iv, the complete denial of religious liberty
aroused little concern because it was not confronted by any appreciable attachment to indiAmong the few more sensitive and

vidual values

profound mediaeval spirits who did rebel perhaps the most prominent was Marsihus of
Padua, who in the first half of the fourteenth
century tried to show that Scripture exhorted
the faithful not to coerce dissenters but to instruct them and on the basis of this doctrine

demanded the
tion

from

elimination of the secular sanc-

ecclesiastical censure.

legal sanction was begun in the fourth century
when, with the adoption of Christianity as the
official religion of the Roman Empire, the

The reawakening of individualism accompanying the rise of humanism, the Renaissance
and the Reformation exerted a decisive influence

church entered upon that phase of its evolution
which ended in its attainment of a preponderant

upon the genesis of religious

liberty in the

ern world.

secular values hu-

western politics and civilization. So
long as the classical Roman Empire lasted, the
function of the church remained somewhat re-

manism and the Renaissance helped to undermine the theocratic and conformist attitudes of
the Middle Ages; even the most devout among

succeeded in insinuat-

their representatives, such as Erasmus, being
believers by virtue rather of innate religiosity

position

m

stricted,

but gradually

it

the political and administrative
affairs of the empire and
educating the ruling

ing

itself into

m

new

classes in its

principles. Eventually

it

ac-

quired sufficient strength to withhold from
pagans and heretics the religious liberty which a

few centuries before it had vociferously demanded from its own persecutors. Augustine, a
supporter of religious liberty so long as heretics
Africa, bent
enjoyed a position of hegemony
all of his energies thereafter to the consolidation

m

Appealing to the text compelle
23, he developed the definitive doctrinal foundations for all subsequent
of orthodoxy

tntrare in

Luke xiv

name

By emphasizing

mod-

than of subservience to ecclesiastical authority,
furthered the cause of tolerance. The Reformation, on the other hand, could hardly be described as a liberal force on the basis of

ITS

actual

and institutional development. But, as
Laboulaye has correctly pointed out (La hberte
religieusfy 5th ed Pans 1875, p. 81), religious
historical

liberty received a powerful

impetus through the

formulation and dissemination of the underlying
principles of the Reformation, such as the right
to rebel against an established ecclesiastical authority and to examine the truths of religion

of Christianity. As
summarized by Bluntschh, the Augustmian doctrine holds that "when error prevails it is right

without restriction and the idea of a direct relationship between God and man obviating the
necessity of mediation by A charismatic church.

when, on the
just to use

true that the larger reformed confessions,
driven by their struggles with the church and the
Catholic states to counteract the disintegrating

evoked from Augustine's con-

force inherent in the doctrine of free examina-

temporary, Maximus of Madaura, and others,
sporadic outbursts of dissent, some of which

tion by imposing inflexible standards of conformism, were hardly less intransigent and inclined toward persecution than the orthodox
church. But it is also true that the force of the

persecutions in the

to invoke liberty of conscience; but

contrary, the truth predominates,
coercion."

Although

it

it is

indicate a highly developed conception of true
religious liberty, this doctrine came to dominate
the em re policy of the church during the medi-

aeval period. Beginning with the

Verona agree-

ments of 1184 between Frederick Barbarossa

It is

Reformation, fir from being

dammed up

in

.wo

or thref great dogmat) confessions, o\e--flov'ed
into a thousand channels of heresy, some of
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which preserved the initial impulse in purer
form. It should be noted moreover that the
mere establishment of the reformed churches,
by rupturing the previous politico-ecclesiastical
equilibrium and plunging Europe into a century
of impassioned wars, transferred the problem of
religious liberty from the sphere of pure theo-

Social Sciences

preceding centuries With Locke liberty of conscience and of worship were natural rights and
had not been surrendered by the social contract,
which withheld religion from the sphere of the
magistrate. However, by cautiously excluding
from such freedom individuals or sects who pro-

fessed either politically subversive doctrines or
atheism, he left considerable scope for state

one of practical urgency.
Since neither side was willing to yield, the inevitable outcome was a series of transactions and
compromises between the fanatical antagonists,
which ended in the return of peace on the basis
of the more humanitarian norms of toleration.
The intellectual advance in the direction of
religious liberty under the immediate inspiration
of the Reformation may best be illustrated by
the Socimans, a sect which had its chief center in
Poland, although its founders, Lehus and Faustus Socmus, were Italians. Since the Socimans

broader sense by Bodin, was prevented by the
highly authoritarian policy of the seventeenth

rejected the Calvimstic dogma of predestination
in favor of free will, they found it possible to set

century monarchy. The first impetus came from
a source hardly associated with the direct stream

retical discussion to

a higher value

upon the individual personality
and consequently upon freedom. At the same
time, however, they showed sufficient deference
to the political authority so that at a later date

intervention in ecclesiastical affairs. Despite the
implications of his conception of the church as a

voluntary association, his thought seems to have
anticipated jurisdictionalism rather than separatism.

In France the emergence of a strong

stricted sense

by the monarchomachs and in a

of French culture, the tracts of Bayle postcollected and published under the

humously
title

Traite de la tolerance umverselle (Rotterdam

1713) Here heterodoxy was defended from the
syncretistic standpoint as a stimulus to emula-

trine

they could be charged with Erastianism, a docwhich derived its name from the German

tion in the search of

doctor Erastus, and which eventually became a

propriate, although

generic term for state supremacy in ecclesiastical
In Holland the principal supporters of

affairs.

religious liberty

were Coornhert, who attacked

of original sin and the legitimacy of
persecution; Armmius, who gave his name to the

the

dogma

sect of the

Armmians (called also Remonstrants,

from the protest issued by them

in 1610 against
Calvinistic intransigence); and, finally, the great
jurist Hugo Grotms, who inspired the first edict

of toleration promulgated in 1614 by the Dutch
States General. In England the outstanding

Robert
Browne, the founder of Congregationalism, who
from
church
derives
Christ
solely
taught that the
and that the state, when it attempts to intervene
in church affairs, is Antichrist; the poet Milton,
theorists of religious liberty included

who

favored toleration for

Protestant sects,
although not for Catholics; the latitudmanan,
Jeremy Taylor, who believed that Christianity
all

could be reduced to a few universal principles
dictated by reason or by nature and constituting

intellec-

tual tradition in favor of religious liberalism,
although apparently foreshadowed in a re-

good and

still

as the

most ap-

inadequate, expression

of the infinite being, whose grandeur could be
represented only in partial degree by any one
religion In contrast to Bayle's liberalism, which
rested on an essentially religious appreciation of
the positive and complementary value of all
cults, the fulmmations of the eighteenth century
deists

and

arose from

encyclopedistes against intolerance
religious indifferentism. Yet the

burning irony of a Voltaire, sometimes rising
to impassioned denunciation, as on the occasions
of the Calas and Sirven affairs (the pertinent

documents are included in his Traitt sur la
Geneva 1763), was of immense im-

tolerance,

portance in furthering the progress of religious
liberty.

The tardy appearance of a liberal school of
thought in the German speaking countries may
be attributed to the fierce religious struggles of
the seventeenth century in Germany and to the
success of the Counter-Reformation in Austria.

agree;

Only the natural law school of Wolff and
Thomasius ventured to present a theoretical
defense of religious liberty. It was not until the

celebrated Letter concerning Toleration (London
1689) summarized and systematized the argu-

enlightened despotisms of the eighteenth century succeeded in restraining religious fanaticism that the environment became propitious for

ments forged in the

the development of an extensive liberal litera-

body of doctrine on which all men could
and the eighteenth centuy deists, conspicuously represented by John Locke, whose
a simple

bitter controversies 01 the

Religious
ture.

Among

the notable documents of this

period may be mentioned Lessmg's drama
Nathan der Weise (Berlin 1779) and Justmus

Febronius'

De

Freedom
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what less liberal form in 1787 on the eve of the
French Revolution. More permanent was the
regime of toleration established with a similar

statu ecclesiae et Icgihma pntestate
romant pontificis (Frankfort 1763), a combined

objective in seventeenth century Holland, which
became not only one of the foremost centers for

plea for episcopalism and toleration which presented a liberal version of Erastianism and

the

defined the basic principles of jurisdictionahsm.
Spain and Italy, more firmly bound to the
Counter-Reformation because of the activity of

countries.

the Inquisition within their borders, remained
outside the arena of conflict Italy, \vhich in the
sixteenth century had been in the vanguard of
the European intellectual renaissance, in the
seventeenth contributed two great figures

Bruno and Galileo

to the martyrology of re-

ligious intolerance. In the eighteenth century,

however, under the influence of the French Enlightenment, it began to resume its liberal
function.

The practical realization of religious freedom
in Europe, in the face of the resistance of established churches and of states interested in their
perpetuation, lagged far behind the proclamations of the intellectual aristocracy. With the
consolidation of the national states in the opening centuries of the modern era the mediaeval

conception of the necessity of religious unity
was incorporated in modified form into the

grammar of

statecraft,

where

it

became

indis-

sociably linked with internal political unity. The
basic premise that civil cohesion could not exist

without religious unity, which received its clasalthough tardy expression in Hobbes, was
implicit in the Peace of Augsburg of 15=55,
sical

whereby Catholics and Lutherans in the German states effected a compromise according to
the formula cujus regio^ ejus rehgto, it was still
discernible in the subsequent Peace of Westphalia of 1648, although the lattei extended the
formula to the Calvinists and mitigated some of

the harsher practical measures of the Peace of

Augsburg. Only gradually was this idea undermined by the more realistic theory, represented
for instance by the French politiques, that an
attempt to enforce religious unity would end not
in political cohesion but in political disintegration. When in 1598 Henry iv of France issued
the Edict of Nantes, which, although sanctioning the dominant position of Catholicism in the

diffusion of liberal propaganda but an
asylum for the persecuted of all European

In England religious freedom underwent a
vicissitudmous career.

The

Erastian policy of

Elizabeth established a temporary settlement by
permitting recusants to indulge in private worship but deprived them of certain civil rights.
With the heightening of religious animosities in
the seventeenth century, however, both Roman
Catholics and nonconformist Protestants came
to be looked

upon with increasing suspicion, not
only as opponents to the established Anglican
church but as a menace to the political order by
reason of the alleged papalism of the former and
the anti-absolutistic doctrines of the latter. An
important milestone was the constitution established by Cromwell in 1647, which, within the

framework of junsdictionalism, granted full liball Protestant cults, while denying the

erty to

slightest

modicum

of toleration to Catholics.

The

obsolescence of the theory of persecution
was further foreshadowed by the Declaration of
Indulgence issued by Charles II in 1672, benefiting

and

both Catholics and Protestant dissenters

testifying to a

growing conviction that a

cessation of religious oppression was necessary
both for internal peace and for the interests of
affiliation of a large
section of the trading classes with nonconformism. The logical outcome of this conviction was

commerce, because of the

the Act of Toleration issued by William III in
1689, which established a dc facto toleration on
the basis of junsdictionalism for

all

except

Catholics.

The enlightened despotism of Joseph II gave
to the Austrian dominions, including the Austrian

Netherlands and Lombardy, the Patent of

Toleration of 1781, which while maintaining
Catholicism as the official religion granted
limited rights of worship and full civil liberties
to adherents of the Augsburg and Helvetic confessions

and of the Uniate Greek church. In

Prussia the freethinking Frederick n introduced
a regime of extensive toleration, which prepared

assured the Huguenots of security, free-

for the territorial law of 1794, guaranteeing

dom of conscience and admission to public office,

equal and full civil privileges to the Reformed,
the Lutheran and the Catholic religions but

state,

it

was

ciple.

in recognition of this opportunistic prinedict was, however, revoked in 1685

The

by Louis

xiv, to

be revived in a new and some-

withholding from other religious bodies the right
to public worship

and

legal personality.
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European currents under the changed

tween church and state. With Mirabeau as its
spokesman the French Revolution, in its first

conditions offered by a new continent produced
a unique result. The Calvmist traditions of the

liberal phase, rejected the absolutistic principle
of toleration in favor of complete freedom and

Puritan settlers encompassed the two contradictory principles of theocracy and separatism,

equality of worship.

In America the convergence of the various
liberal

the choice between which had been conditioned
by circumstances in the history of Calvinist

In Geneva, where the church had been
able to attain an assured ascendancy, it had embraced the former principle; while in England
sects.

under the tyranny of the Anglican church and in
Holland, where they were confronted by more
powerful native churches, Calvmist dissenters
had renounced an impossible theocratic ideal for
the independence inherent in separatism. Once
in the comparative security of New England,
however, the Calvmist fathers abandoned the
liberal traditions of their immediate ancestry and
instituted a regime of theocratic intolerance

seldom paralleled

It

remained for the more con-

vinced apostles of liberty to revive the separatist
doctrine The first propagandizers of religious
liberty in America were the Armiman Baptists,

headed by Hanserd Knollys More decisive was
the work of Roger Williams, the indefatigable
preacher and author of Tlie Bloudy Tenent, of
Persecution (London 1644), the most important
separatist tract to appear in America. Providence, which Williams founded, became a ref-

The

Declaration of the

Rights of Man provided that no man should be
molested because of any opinions, religious or
otherwise, which he might express, provided
such expression did not disturb public

that

order. In the later stages of the revolution, however, the absolutistic tradition was revived, at

the form of the Civil Constitution of the

first in

Clergy, which carried Erastianism to its extreme
conclusion, and during the Terror by the establishment of the hJbertiste lay religion and the

Robespicrrian cult of the Supreme Being and

by the persecution of

all

who remained

faithful

to the old religions.
The Restoration at the beginning of the nineteenth century signified the rise of the Catholic

church, still preserving the intolerance of the
Counter- Reformation, to a new if transient

ascendancy In the course of the century a series
of papal encyclicals were launched against the
of liberalism. Gregory xvi's enMtrari vos of 1832 declared freedom of
conscience
the lay sense to be freedom of
rising

tide

cyclical

m

error, Pius ix's

Quanta

euro,

of 1864 defined

it

as

The

uge for

Syllabus of 1864 condemned religious freedom with the greatest
trenchancy. In somewhat more reserved phrase-

complete toleration for

ology, but without modifying the purport of
these proclamations, Leo xin's encyclical of
1888, Libertas proestantisstmurn, acknowledged

all victims of religious persecution. In
1663 the colony of Rhode Island was able to
obtain from Charles n a charter sanctioning

Christian,

and

all religions,

even non-

full civil liberty for all Christians.

Another center radiating the spirit of religious
liberty was the Quaker sect, founded by George
Fox, whose doctrines were finally fulfilled m the
colony of Pennsylvania by William Penn. Hardly
less significant was the example of the Catholic
colony of Maryland, which in 1649 issued the
famous act of toleration, the first decree granting
complete religious liberty to emanate from an

The American and French revolutions shifted
the emphasis from the principle of mere toleration under the aegis of enlightened despotism to

more

freedom of speech, writing and instruction but
only when exercised for the furtherance of truth,
which, it goes without saying, meant the truths
of the Catholic religion.

The growing inflexibility of the Catholic
church accelerated rather than retarded the
movement
tion and

for a complete emancipation

from

religious beliefs. By the creaconsolidation of the constitutional states

restrictions

upon

during the nineteenth century religious liberty

assembly.

that of a

libertatem perditioms.

effective

freedom and equality of

worship. Article VI of the Constitution of the

United States guaranteed that no profession of
should be required for any public office or
charge, and in the First Amendment Congress
was denied the right to pass any law curtailing
faith

freedom of worship. Thus was cemented the
American tradition of complete separation be-

was everywhere transformed from a mere concession which could be revoked at will by the
prince into a solemnly guaranteed and inalienable right secured by charters and by
parliaments; and although in some states the
statutes granting religious freedom were not
radically different from the older concessions,
the constitutional and parliamentary practises of
these same states tended in time to endow them
with permanence. Under the German Empire
became a fundamental law that while the

it

Religious

Freedom

Evangelical church remained the official church
of Prussia and of the dynasty, full rights should

is

be accorded to Catholicism in Prussia and each
of the other states should be entitled to make its
own laws regarding the relations of church and
state. In Austria, following the creation of the
Dual Monarchy, complete liberty of belief was

liberty as

individuals, although Catholicism
retained as the official religion and certain

enjoyed by

all
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rather a race than a religion, it nevertheless
remains true that the principle of religious
it

affects

both individuals and associ-

ated groups has in general resisted not only the
clericalism which has cropped up in the postwar policies of many countries but the advent of
dictatorial

governments which have destroyed
modern liberalism and con-

the foundations of

recognized.

No more eloquent testimony of
the strength of religious freedom can be advanced than the fact that the Fascist government

Throughout Europe the old political disabilities
based upon confessional affiliations such as
those inflicted upon the Catholics in England
and upon the Jews in certain continental coun-

of Italy, despite its pro-Catholic policy, has improved the status of dissident religions by substituting for the mere toleration which they
formerly enjoyed an explicit recognition of their

was

restrictions
activities

tries

were preserved upon the

of

not

sects

officially

gradually disappeared

stitutional guaranties

collective

The external

were supported by

a

concon-

more vigilant consciousness of the values
which they aimed to secure; thus liberalism, with
its respect for individual autonomy, and destantly

its unwavering concern for jugave substance to religious freedom. So long as the genuine liberal mentality
lasted, jurisdictionalism sincerely aimed to restrict interference to an external guardianship of
the public order and peaceful relationships of

mocracy, with

dicial equality,

the various cults.
With the triumph of democracy in Europe
in the second half of the nineteenth century
there was a powerful recrudescence of anticlerical

sentiment

as

an

inevitable

reaction

against the clericalism of the deposed governments of the Restoration By placing a premium
upon disbelief anticlerical policy often violated
religious freedom.

This was particularly true in

France, where the anticlerical movement culminated in 1905 in the separation of church and
state.

The

junsdictional

principle

\vas

also

abandoned for separatism in Wales by the acts
of 1914 and 1919, in Spain by the new constitution of 193 1 in the German Republic (1919-33)
and, likewise under the influence of Social
,

Democracy, even in post-war Austria. In England a periodic clamor and an imposing polemical literature in behalf of disestablishment
have failed to accomplish their purpose.
But although the many variations of modern
European policy have not infrequently cast a
shadow upon religious liberty, they have on the
whole failed to compromise any of its more
fundamental bases. If the exceptions to this
generalization include such flagrant examples as
the antireligious intolerance of Bolshevik Russia
and the persecution of the Jews
Hitlerite

m

Germany, where, however, the immediate target

stitutionalism.

liberties.
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PROTESTANT

ROMAN CATHOLIC. The

Catholic church, as

used by theologians, a monarchy headed by the

theologians, is the Christian society founded by Jesus Christ and governed
after His death by the apostles and their suc-

pope. This monarchy is absolute in so far as
papal authority is derived solely from Christ,
but at the same time it is limited, to the extent

defined by

its

pope must govern with the assistance

cessors. It is a society of the faithful organized

that the

under the authority of pope and bishops. The

of Christ and of the bishops. This organization
is adapted to the peculiar purposes of the church.

authority of the church, unlike that of civil soand of other religious associations, is de-

ciety

fended not on the principles of natural law but
rather on the basis of its supernatural origin,
both in revelation and in the fact of its foundation by Christ. It does not represent a delegation
of authority, either express or implicit, on the
part of the Christian people; it derives from
Christ through the mediation of the apostles.
In the Middle Ages the bishops who exercised
this authority were elected by clergy and people
in certain states at the present time they are

and

appointed by the government; but neither procedure involves the conferment of ecclesiastical
investiture. The latter can come only from consecration

by another bishop, who alone

is

quali-

powers essential to the funcand the divine mission received from
Christ. Nor can any individual become a mem-

fied to transmit the

tion

ber of the ecclesiastical body except through

baptism performed in the name of this authority.
So long as the faithful remain in the church,
they are subject to this authority, and they cease
to belong to the church as soon as the authority
excludes them. In brief, while the church is
composed of two elements, the hierarchy and
the laity, the latter are really part of the church
only to the extent that they are admitted and
maintained in this position by the pope and the

whom the sovereignty of the church
exclusively vested.
Such are the fundamental principles on which
the constitution of the Catholic church rests and

The church

considers

tion

The church aims to transmit divine life to human beings by assuring their admission into a
state of grace

with the aid of the sacraments

which Christ established
cannot therefore admit for
origin

It claims to

hold

for this purpose. It
its
its

authority a

human

power from God

through a regular succession going back to the
apostles and through them to Christ. "As the
Father hath sent me, I also send you," Christ
had said to His apostles; in their turn the latter
sent out their

own

disciples,

and

it is

this trans-

mission of the divine mandate from generation
to generation which constitutes the basic justification of the constitution of the church.

The

Catholic church therefore believes itself to be

perpetuating in a real sense the presence of
Christ throughout the centuries; and the pope,
head, is only the vicar of its invisible

its visible

head.

Hence the
lic

religious institutions of the CathoIt is not a voluntary asso-

church are unique.

many

of the ancient sects or like

modern Jewish

or Protestant groups, in

ciation like so

the

according to the terminology

by

possible to maintain the purity of its doctrines
unless the hierarchy were sheltered from the
vacillations and inconstancy of human opinion.

is

it,

the depository of a

Christ, and this
must be preserved from contaminaby any alien influence. It would be imit

revelation

bishops, in

which make

itself

revelation entrusted to

which the adherents of a certain

faith deliber-

ately create a group organization and delegate
power to certain of its members. Similarly it

Religious
must be

Freedom
from the

Religious Institutions, Christian
or
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state

type of religion, such as the primitive
oriental religions and the cult of imperial Rome.

century the orgamzatioa of the college of bishops
and priests, although preserving its essential
characteristics, became more clearly defined and

Precisely because it considers itself the depository of the divine revelation transmitted through

simplified. In the first Christian churches, as is
manifest from the epistles of St. Paul, the

Christ at a particular historical moment, it must
be universal; herein lies an additional

apostle who founded the community continued
to supervise its activities from a distance. But

fundamental characteristic, although essentially
it is a derivation from those previously enumertegrity of

While maintaining assiduously the inits doctrines, the church at the same

the expansion of Christianity and the constantly
growing demands upon the time of the apostles
soon necessitated the creation of a permanent
local leadership: hence one of the members of

time attempts through its missionaries to diffuse
them throughout the whole world in. order to
assure to all men the benefits of divine life. In

the college of elders, the bishop, was authorized
to govern the church, while the other members,
priests and deacons, became his councilors and

such circumstances the church cannot be identified with any state or with any political power;

under

differentiated

official tribal

necessarily

ated.

to the latter

it

leaves temporal power, while for

demands the plenitude of spiritual
power unlimited either hy geographical frontier
or by political authority.
These characteristics have been present in the
itself

it

constitution of the church from the very be-

ginning The framework which supports the
Catholic edifice has never changed, it has merely
been consolidated by the addition of certain
materials

which have

essentially intact.

the primitive structure
distinction between the

left

The

two categories of Christians, the clergy and the
laity, or the church governing and the church
governed, constituted the basic principle of
organization in the earliest Christian communities. In its statements regarding the primitive

his

authority

exercised

more or

less

powers in the spiritual and the
temporal sphere. Because of the scantiness of
documentary evidence it is impossible to trace
the stages of this development, which came to an
end in the middle of the second century. In the
letters of St. Ignatius each church is represented
specialized

as being governed by a bishop, assisted by priests
and deacons. By the third century the priests
had come to concentrate chiefly on spiritual
duties, while the deacons

had charge of temporal

administration. In the large churches there also
existed at this time certain inferior classes of
clergy: lectors, subdeacons, acolytes

and

osti-

anes.

As the numerous

individual Christian

com-

munities established relations with one another,
certain churches began to assert their hegemony.

community at Jerusalem The Acts of the Apostles

In Africa, for instance, the church of Carthage

shows very

acquired undisputed supremacy, as did that of
Alexandria
Egypt. Sometimes such suprem-

clearly

the juxtaposition of the

twelve disciples, whose group was soon enlarged
by the inclusion of the deacons and the elders,
and the lay brethren, who were subject to the
authority of the former. The same two fundamental elements are found in the communities

created by St. Paul; here control over the laity
was vested in the bishops or the priests \\ho
performed the function of instructing and protecting the orthodox doctrine Moreover the
oldest Christian documents, notably the letter
sent by Pope Clement I to the church of Corinth
in the closing years of the first century, authorized the bishops or priests to exercise their

powers as the successors of the apostles by
divine transmission; although they were elected
by the communities, it was not from the community that they derived the authority which
was inherent in their functions but from God
Himself.

grew up merely because the church was located
in the capital of a Roman province. By the fifth
century the hierarchy of churches had become
the east. There the
clearly outlined, at least

m

bishoprics or dioceses were grouped into provinces,

which

in their turn

patriarchates:

those

were united into fout

of Alexandria,

AnUoch,

Jerusalem and Constantinople. Constantinople
became preeminent among the other oriental
patriarchates because of its position as the "new
Rome." The west developed no real counterpart
of the patriarchs or even of the primates, but the

same

division into provinces prevailed.

process by which the Roman church established its primacy over all other ecclesiastical

The

dignitaries, including the bishops, the

These are the most remote
clesiastical hierarchy.

m

acy was defended on the ground that the church
had been founded by an apostle; at other times it

origins of the ec-

In the course of the second

politans

and the

apostolic period.

During

had

metro-

origins in the
the closing years of the

patriarchs,

its
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century Clement (92-101), bishop of Rome,
intervened to end a dispute among the members

time priests entrusted with temporary missions

At the beginning

evangelization proved inadequate for the purpose of coping with a persistent paganism, there
was gradually created in the country areas a

first

of the

community

at Corinth.

of the second century St. Ignatius of Antioch
referred to the Roman church as "the church

which presides over the brotherhood of love,"
is, of the faithful. About 180 St. Irenaeus
declared that the Roman church possessed
potentior prindpalitas, because it had been
founded by the apostle Peter, and he advised the
other churches to follow its leadership This
that

assertion anticipated the decision of the council
of Sardica (343), which vested in the Roman

in the rural districts.

But since

this

mode

of

permanent clergy subordinated to the bishop.

The

city itself, the capital of the diocese, redirect authority of the bishop

mained under the

urban revival of the tenth and eleventh
when it became subdivided into a
number of parishes, each administered by a
until the

centuries,

priest.

The

organization of the church in both the
period and the Middle Ages was

bishop the right to ratify or veto ecclesiastical

primitive

pronouncements.
While the various branches of the ecclesiastical hierarchy were thus developing, another

adapted to the functions which it sought to perform and conditioned by certain recurring or
acute problems which it faced
the performance of those functions. The primary objective
of the church was the instruction and guidance
of the faithful in the path of salvation. This it

essential

came

into existence, the
may be denned as an

institution

council or synod, which
assembly of the heads of the church, convened
for the purpose of deliberating and legislating

on religious affairs. It was only after the Edict of
Milan and the official recognition of Christianity by the Roman Empire in 313 that the
institution became well established. After that

date in addition to provincial councils, made up
of the bishops of the particular province, and

general councils, either Latin or Greek, there
began to emerge universal, or oecumenical,
councils, such as those held at Nicaea in 325 and
at

Constantinople in 381, which included the

bishops of

all

lands.

The rise of these assemblies

closely related to the great doctrinal controversies and schisms, which made it necessary for
is

the church to define

its

beliefs in order to

main-

tain the purity of the dogma.
The last of the ecclesiastical institutions to

m

attempted to accomplish through preaching and
the administration of the seven sacraments
baptism, communion, anointment or confirmation, ordination into the clergy, marriage, ex-

treme unction and penance all of which were
based on the desire to perpetuate the teaching
of Christ and to maintain among the faithful
the moral discipline prescribed by the Gospel.
At the same time it vigilantly guarded the traditional faith and discipline against innovation
or non-conformism. Heresy, in the form of

gnosticism, Marcionism, Montariism and Arianisrn, held far more peril for the early church than

the imperial persecutions; and one of the gravest
problems of the mediaeval church was its periodic rcemergence, under the guise, for instance,

Although rural churches

of Cathansm, Waldensianism, Albigensiamsm,
Hussitism, Wychffism and countless less famous

are occasionally mentioned in documents of the
third century, they failed to become numerous

or less widespread movements.
In addition to heresy the church was con-

emerge was the

parish.

until after the Edict of Milan.

The

reason for

their tardy appearance is obvious, it was in the
great municipal centers that Christianity first

gained a foothold, and each one of these centers
was originally organized into a bishopric in such
a way that church and diocese coincided. But
when other communities began to develop out-

fronted by the problem of schism, which involved the withdrawal of certain Christians
its communion for reasons of discipline
rather than of dogma. In the early centuries
schisms were rife in Rome, Carthage and Egypt,

from

side the municipality

but with the exception of the Donatist schism all
were of brief duration. Far more serious consequences resulted from the permanent schism

it

between the church of

where the bishop resided,
became necessary to provide them with an

Rome and

that of

Con-

The

origins of the eastern schism
traced to the Council of Chalcedon in

organization. Apparently the first solution attempted was the installation of a bishop in each

stantinople.

community, but the excessive parceling of
authority involved in such a system had serious
disadvantages. It therefore became the custom
for the municipal center to send out from time to

45 1 Although recognizing the primacy of Rome,
the council justified it on the basis of Rome's
position as the capital of the empire; whereas the

rural

may be
.

papal theory, as defined for instance

by Pope

Religious Institutions, Christian
Leo the

Great, based the primacy on the descent of the Roman bishopric from St. Peter.

After 476,

when Constantinople became

clusive capital of the empire,

its

the ex-

patriarchs,

supported by the Byzantine emperors, quite
naturally cited the

Chalcedoman doctrine

to

prove their succession to the primacy formerly
enjoyed by the fallen capital of the west In the
course of the protracted quarrel which followed
between the churches of Rome and Constantinople, the Roman primacy was on several occasions confirmed by oecumenical councils,
notably that held at Constantinople in 680 Yet
the church of Constantinople obstinately clung
to its aspirations for independence The progressive orientahzation of the By/antmc Empire
and the Islamic conquests of the Mediterranean

by erecting further impediments to economic traffic between the two sections of the
basin,

Christian world, ultimately prepared the east
for ecclesiastical separation The schism, effected for a brief time by Photius during the pontifI
(858-67), was consummated
1053 under the leadership of the patriarch
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Lombards, who had ranged themselves with
heretics, the church set out to proselytize pagan
peoples like the Franks. The difficulties which
they encountered in the east obliged the popes
to place increasing reliance on the west; during
the pontificate of Gregoiy the Great (590-604)

Roman church resolutely grasped
the leadership of tLc missionary movement,
which until that time had lacked method and
therefore the

coordination

The

apostles

who

converted the

English in the seventh century and the Germans
in the eighth remained in constant touch with
the papacy

The

Slavic peoples were at

first

proselytized by both east and west, but after
the eleventh century the work of evangelization
in these legions was carried on exclusively by the

German church

in cooperation v/ith the

Holy

See In the thirteenth century the Christianuation of Europe was completed and in the fourteenth the mendicant orders, the Dominicans
and the Franciscans, having penetrated into
Asia, won Georgians, Persians and Chinese for

icate of Nicholas

the Christian faith

m

The most far reaching of the changes which
took place in ecclesiastical structure under the
impact of these various factors was the extension

Michael Caerulanus
In breaking away, the church of Constantinople took \vith it all of the other eastern
churches grouped about it As a result of the
first crusade the patriarchate of Jerusalem was
drawn under the sovereignty of the Latin
church, but after the fall of the Holy City in
1187 and particularly after the Moslem conquest of Acre, the

Holy Land,
empty title

this

A

last

Christian salient in the

amounted
similar

to

fate

no more than an
befell

the other

end of the thirteenth cen-

of the papal authority on which the constitution
of the church rests The Roman church had

however, to secure its own independence
by freeing papal elections from any interference
on the part of the temporal powers (see PAPACY).
Deferred for many centuries in the face of opposition from the Roman, the Byzantine, the
Carolingian and the German emperors, who
first,

successively

controlled

appointments

to

the

Em-

papacy, this objective was finally accomplished
in the coxirse of the reform movement of the

pire in Constantinople destroyed the last vestiges
of western influence in the east During the

eleventh century Through the decree whereby
Nicholas ii in 1059 definitively transferred the

succeeding centuries several attempts were made
to reestablish unity between east and west, but

none of them met with more than ephemeral

right of papal election to the College of Cardinals,
the Holy See gained the freedom from lay society which enabled it to consolidate its power

success.

over the universal church. Yet the succeeding

patriarchates at the
tury,

when

the disappearance of the Latin

The problems

of heresy and of schism together with the struggles between Rome and the
Byzantine and Germanic empires go far to ex-

the various modifications which were
introduced into ecclesiastical institutions during
the Middle Ages, not by way of altering the
plain

essential features of the primitive strxicture but

by way of clarifying and enriching it The procdevelopment was also conditioned by the

development toward ecclesiastical centralization
was but a continuation of a previous trend, it is
in fact the dominant feature of the whole period
between the sixth and the fourteenth century.

From the sixth century on, the expansion of
Christianity was accompanied by the progressive
accentuation of the tendency on the part of the
various churches to consult the pope with regard
and

to abide

ess of

to their problems

expansion of Christianity in the west. Not satisfied with winning back those German tribes,
such as the Goths, the Burgundians and the

Justinian himself recognized that the
church was head of all churches (capui
ecclesiaruni)

by

his decisions.

Roman
omnium

and the source of the sacerdotal
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power (fans sacerdotii). Thus decisions emanating from the Roman pontiffs became the law of
the church and in the canonical collections, such
as that

made by Dionysius

decretals

the Little, papal

were vested with an authority equal

to

that of the concihar canons.

These papal prerogatives antedated the False
which merely served to reenforce
them by documentary material previously un-

tive provinces, to

the Holy See and the office of metropolitan
became an insignificant cog m the ecclesiastical

machinery.

The

Decretals,

known

or at least to provide the Holy See with
an arsenal of trenchant formulae well adapted to
aid it in the arrogation of power. The movement toward ecclesiastical centralization was
foreshadowed under Nicholas I (858-67) and
began to proceed with rapidity and intensity

during the pontificate of Gregory
After proclaiming that the

vn

(1073-85).

Roman church had

been founded by "the Lord alone" and invested
in the person of Peter with power to "bind and
loose" and with infallibility, the Dictatus papae

by Gregory in 1075 asserted in principle
the immunity of the pope to earthly criticism,
issued

the finality of his decisions and the absoluteness
and universality of his power over the church
and Christendom. Further it set forth the right
of the pope to organize the dioceses in whatever

way the enforcement of these principles seemed,
in his opinion, to require: without recourse to a
council the pope could depose bishops on his

own

authority, while the bishops were forbidden to render judgments on general matters

except in the presence of the pope or his legates
really contained a com-

Thus the Dictatus papae

plete theory of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. In
contemporary collections of canons, notably

those

made by Anselm

ciliar

canons and the False Decretals.

of Lucca and Deusdedit,
this theory was buttressed by a series of documents taken from the church fathers, the con-

The

officials

immediately subordinate to the

pope were the patriarchs in the east, so long as
the pope retained control in those regions, and
the primates in the west. In the western church
the only patriarch was the bishop of Aqmleia,
who retained his title until 1751 but enjoyed no
power. Although the office of primate exthe powers accompanying the dignity
never became clearly defined. From the pontifireal

isted,

cate of Gregory

vm

on, both the patriarchate

and the primacy were purely honorary. Beginning with the eleventh century the authority
of the metropolitans also declined. The com-

convene and preside over

provincial synods, to censure the suffragans and
to hear appeals. At the end of the eleventh century all these prerogatives were transferred to

real intermediaries

between

Rome and

the local churches were henceforth the legates,
who acted as the plenipotentiary representatives
of the pope. The origin of the legate goes back to
the earliest times, for popes had always been accustomed to appoint members of the clergy as

emissaries to distant lands or to select bishops,
called in this capacity apostolic vicars, as the
local representatives of the Holy See. In the

eleventh century the enforcement of the reform
decrees necessitated the more extensive use of
legates. After the

time of Gregory vn the

insti-

was expanded

to include, in addition to
temporary legates appointed ad hoc for a particular mission, permanent legates who were

tution

chosen from the episcopate of a realm and took
over the authority formeily exercised by the
metropolitans. In the thirteenth century a distinction grew up between three types of legates:
legati a latere, who were usually selected from
the cardmalate and sent from Rome to direct
important business in the
legati missi,

name

who were generally

of the pope; the
recruited

among

the bishops and acted as permanent delegates of
the Holy See; and the legati nati, purely honorofficials

ary

Not

attached to

satisfied

some

particular place.

with supplanting the metropoli-

tans, the papal legates played a crucial part in

the progressive weakening of episcopal authority
between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries.
As head of the local administrative unit, or
diocese, the bishops, who represent the successors of the apostles, are, next to the pope, the
officials in the church: the old

most powerful

adage In episcopo

ecclesia est

does not over-

The

bishop has exclusive right tc
ordain the clergy, to administer the sacrament of
confirmation, to bless the sacramental oil and to
state the case.

consecrate churches. In addition he serves as

diocesan administrator and judge of ecclesiastical
cases,

and

he

entitled to instruct

is

struction,

incumbent of thcputestas magisterii
and to supervise inalthough he usually delegates this

as

function to a special official.
While by law the bishop

is

elected

by the

paratively extensive powers previously enjoyed
by the metropolitans or archbishops included

clergy and people of his diocese, confirmed by
the king and consecrated by the metropolitan

the right to confirm bishops within their respec-

this procedure has not always

been followed

ir.

Religious Institutions, Christian
practise.

As soon

as the temporal powers recog-

nized the church, they claimed the right to appoint bishops and were more and more successful in imposing their demands until the tenth
century,

when

the consolidation of the feudal

regime throughout the west led to the alienation
of this prerogative along with the other regalia.

The

inevitable effects of the incorporation of
episcopal appointments into feudal procedure
became apparent with the spread of simony and

of Nicolaitanism, or moral laxity

among

the

directly from simony. To
eliminate these abuses and to raise the caliber of
clergy,

which sprang

the clergy ecclesiastical reformers began to insist
upon a return to the canonical modes of election.
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m

suited

the diminution of conciliar activity.
Although the long interlude following the Council of Constantinople in 870 was
interrupted by
the convocation of the First Lateran Council

which confirmed the papal reform legisboth the Lateran Council and the seven
oecumenical councils which followed it in the
course of the next two centuries were summoned
and directed exclusively by the papacy and had
to be satisfied with affixing their seals to the de(i 123),

lation,

cisions of the

Roman

church.

The

provincial

councils, generally convoked by the papal legates, were restricted to promulgating the rules
laid

down by

the Curia and providing sanctions
and the insurgent.

against the refractory

on

Although the popes of the thirteenth and

lay investiture of 1075, forbidding any bishop to
receive investiture from a layman and any tem-

fourteenth centuries had exclusive control over
the general policy of the church, the bishops

poral prince to invest with a bishopric or abbey.

continued to wield considerable power as the
undisputed heads of the local diocesan administration. In addition to the bishop the
diocesan governmental machinery consisted of
the canons, whom he usually nominated and

Such was the

intention of Gregory's decree

The resulting investiture conflict (q v ) produced
in the

end

a

more

precise definition of the re-

spective rights of spiritual and temporal power.
According to the terms of the concordats negotiated in the early years of the twelfth century be-

tween the church and the various European
states, clergy and people retained the right to

who

constituted his advisory council, and of

subordinate

charged

officials,

whom

he named and

dis-

The most

important of these
posts was set up about 1180, the

at will.

elect bishops, while the metropolitans consecrated them and the king or lord invested them
with the temporal property attached to the

minor

bishopric. Subsequently the laity \vas divested
of any share in episcopal appointments, which

episcopal tribunal. The diocese was subdivided
into archdeaconries and the latter
turn into

passed exclusively into tne hands of the canons.
As early as the time of Gregory vn the place of
the metropolitan as consecrator of episcopal
elections was frequently taken by the pope or

deaneries.

one of his

legates.

Such

intervention on the part

Holy See led gradually to a far more profound modification of the electoral system. The
popes assumed the right to decide between rival
candidates in the case of contested elections and
to nominate a bishop in any city which they
happened to visit while the office was vacant. In
1
265 Clement iv arrogated to himself the right
of the

of conferring those benefices

during their

visits

whose bishops died

a d limen or within two days'

journey from the city where the pope was at the
moment residing. In the course of the fourteenth
century the Holy See acquired control of episcopal appointments throughout most of the west
and in addition nominated many of the subordinate officials within the dioceses. On the eve
of the Great Schism the local authorities hi the
church had become closely dependent upon the

Roman Curia.
The rapid progress

official

chief duty of the incumbent being to take charge
of certain judicial affairs and to preside over the

m

A

local priest entrusted

with the task of transmitting his orders to a
definite group of parishes, the dean supervised
other local priests and periodically convoked a

synodus decanalis, or rural chapter. The institution of the deanery was not, however, universal,

and some parishes stood under the direct control
of the bishop.
In the case of the parishes, which were the
basic units within the diocese, a distinction must

be drawn between those located
those

m

the rural districts.

in the cities

The growth

and

of the

urban parishes began with the economic renaissance and the attendant development of
in the eleventh century. Since the cathedral could no longer adequately supply the
religious needs of the community, subsidiary

towns

places of worship were established: the collegiate

churches administered by the canons and

the district churches, whose priests were appointed by the bishop with the consent of the
municipality,

if

commune. The
of centralization had re-

by the bishop

the town was organized as a
rural parishes, on the other

hand, were descended from the old private
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churches.

With the development of feudalism

their patrons, the landowners, who had formerly
reserved to themselves the right of naming the
priests,

adopted the custom of granting

this

right as a benefice along with other seigniorial
rights. Thus the rural churches became fiefs ex-

empt from all but very limited episcopal control.
It therefore became one of the important objecof the protagonists of the investiture
struggle to free the rural parish from lay jurisdiction. Their efforts were crowned with suc-

tives

churches which they
had usurped and renounced their former extensive right of domimum, except in the very attenuated form of jus patronatus, which allowed
them at the most to recommend to the bishop
cess: the laity restored the

the nomination of a certain priest. During this

period also, new rural parishes, distinct from
those which had grown out of the old private
churches, began to spring up; here either the
bishop or the chapter or one of the chapter officials

acquired the undisputed right of nomina-

tion.

The functions of the parish priest included

not

only the celebration of mass, the administration
of the sacraments and preaching but the main-

tenance of order in the church and the parish,
the latter involving certain judicial and policing

He enjoyed no fixed salary, deriving
income rather from the ecclesiastical revenue
associated with each church and from certain
extraordinary and variable emoluments The
tithe which was established to aid in his support
was often alienated by mfeudation, and the laity
activities.

his

struggled vigorously before they surrendered
after the close of the investiture conflict.

A

it

through the mortification of flesh and spirit was
supplanted by that of service in lay society. The
Dominicans, as preachers and educators, and
the Franciscans, primarily through their dissemination of the spirit of Christian charity, became valued lieutenants in the service of the
papacy and were of tremendous assistance to the
church during the period of its most profound
influence

upon

secular

life.

In the Middle Ages the two major problems
with which the church had to contend were the
preservation of internal unity and the opposition
of the temporal powers. After the consummation

of the eastern schism in the eleventh century the
problem came to revolve chiefly about the

first

maintenance of the traditional dogma and

disci-

pline against the threat of innovation or nonconformism in the west. In the earliest centuries

the church had developed the custom of punishing the repudiation of a fundamental dogma as
well as the infraction of Christian morality with
exclusion from the Christian community. Out of

the primitive systems of punishments and censures there grew up the mediaeval institutions
of excommunication (q v.}, which amounted to
from the Christian world, and of interdict,

exile

which suspended the performance of all religious
rites in a specified region, sometimes an entire
kingdom. Excommunication and interdict were
employed against heresy, while transgressions
of discipline on the part of the clergy were
punishable only with suspension or removal

from

office.

Because spiritual sanctions did not suffice to
prevent heresy, the church early had recourse to
temporal sanctions. As early as the fourth cen-

Roman emperor intervened to enforce
conformity and Constantine, Valentmian I and

pyramid controlled enby the Holy See, the organi2ation of the
secular church became constantly more cohesive
and closely knit between the eleventh and the
fourteenth century. The social influence which
radiated with increasing intensity from the
church may be ascribed in part to these qualities,
but in part also to the monks. At the beginning

today appears entirely foreign to it. According
to the theory of the "secular arm," which was

of the thirteenth century, when the expansion of
Christianity and the progress of urbanization

generally accepted throughout the mediaeval
period, the emperor or king, in his capacity as

found the secular clergy unable to perform

protector of the faith against error, was required
to inflict corporal punishment upon those heretics turned over to him by the spiritual power,

rigid hierarchical

tirely

adequately the apostolic function of the church,
the Benedictine ideal, which had fixed the pattern of western monasticism (q v.] since the
was superseded by that of the

sixth century,

mendicant orders, Dominicans and Franciscans.
The prescription of stability and isola 'on gave

way to that of constant mingling with the masses;
the ideal of personal holiness to be attained

tury the

Theodosius issued a number of edicts against
doctrinal rebels.

The social radicalism associated

with certain heresies served as an added stimulus
to the civil power to intervene in a sphere which

since a cleric himself

is

forbidden to shed blood.

Greater regularity and system were introduced
into the practise in the thirteenth century with
the creation of the Inquisition (q v.)
While the theory of the secmar arm assumed
cooperation between church and state, there

Religious Institutions, Christian
were other forces making for a far less amicable
relationship. The collision between the interests
of the church and those of the state was an inevitable consequence of Catholic doctrine and
institutional organization and, more immediately, of

the circumstances accompanying the

ofKcialrecogmtionofChristiamtyunderConstantme. The precept of Christ "Render to Caesar
the things that are Caesar's, and to God the
things that are God's" implied that the church
was to exercise its power only in the spiritual

realm; but the very exercise of such power raised
questions to which the temporal authorities could
not remain indifferent. At the very outset the

simple fact of Christian monotheism provoked a
Roman Empire The stubborn

conflict with the

refusal of the Christian cult to

into the

Roman pantheon

set

it

be assimilated
off from other

it
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to enter into relations with the barbarians. In

the east, however, the Roman Empire persisted:
the Byzantine bastleus became the direct heir of
the Caesars and perpetuated their ideas as to

In the manner of Constantme and Theodosuis, Justinian placed at the
ecclesiastical politics

disposal of the Christian faith the imperial
authority as well as the agencies and institutions
it
operated. But if he showed
himself respectful and deferential toward the
Roman church, whose assistance was useful to
him in the realization of his project for a terri-

through which

torial reestablishment of the

empire, he

made

it

plain that he intended to dominate the church
and subject it to his absolutism. Regarding him-

"emperor and priest," "vicar of God"
and "supreme master of beliefs," the emperor
self as

felt

free to intervene at will in ecclesiastical

empire and brought upon it official
persecution. Furthermore Christian ethics involves a social ethic (see CHRISTIANITY), which
inevitably has had repercussions in the political
domain. Finally, the insistence of the church
on the supremacy of the spiritual power over
the temporal was a serious threat to established

affairs,

while the organi/ation of
the Christian empire itself contained germs of
incurable dissension.

to sanction the enforcement of their decisions,
although the papal legates, who occupied a

sects in the

political institutions,

After the recognition of Christianity by Constantme the church became a state institution,

he promulgated laws governing the elec-

tion of bishops and clerical ordinations, regulated the organization of convents, supervised

the maintenance of discipline and even took part
doctrinal controversies It was the emperor
who convoked the oecumenical councils, deter-

m

mined

their

agenda and sanctioned or refused

conspicuous place at every concihar meeting,
also confirmed the decisions and tried to see
that

no one except the bishops meddled in ques-

and the emperors in exchange for their protection assumed a right to interfere in ecclesiastical
affairs and to act as judges in controversies, even
of a doctrinal nature, which arose among the

tions involving doctrine

bishops. During the period after the Council of

fifth century The conflict was precipitated
by the so-called "affair of the Three Chapters,"
in which Justinian set himself up as judge between the conflicting doctrines of the AIonophysites and the Nestonans In order to break
down the opposition of Pope Vigihus the emperor made him a captive, had him conducted to
Constantinople and in 548 forcibly wrung from
him the Judicatum^ a statement which gave ap-

m 325

Caesaropapism became more and
more firmly established At this stage, because
the emperors held the Christian religion and the
Nicaea

ecclesiastical

hierarchy in high respect, har-

monious relations generally prevailed between
church and state and the transient conflicts were
resolved m a manner which left intact the rights
of the spiritual authority But at the same time
a precedent had been established which in the
future was to exert an increasingly formidable
and less beneficent influence upon the relations
between ihe spiritual and temporal powers.
In the course of the fifth century the Roman

Empire in the west virtually disappeared, the
church had done little to save it In spite of the
benefits which had accrued to it from the protection accotded by the empire, the church had
been compelled to set out upon an independent
course of development. The work of evangelization, which was its chief preoccupation, forced

Such far reaching claims resulted inevitably in
a conflict with the papacy, which had been
steadily gaining in power since the early )ears of
the

proval to the imperial decree. Thus dramatically
placing himself above the Roman church, the
emperor set out to subordinate it to his sovereign
authority and manifested his determination to
be the supreme head of Christianity in the
spiritual as well as the

temporal realm

The

successors of Justinian maintained the
claims, but they came into conflict w ith a

same
^^^ determined papacy, which, thanks to the
more
work accomplished by Gregory the Gieat, had
at its disposal in the west new and valuable supports. Eventually the

Holy See emerged

vie-
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torious in the violent conflicts which were

waged

Rome and

Constantinople during the
seventh and the first half of the eighth century.
The fall of Byzantine domination in Italy put an

between

end

to this

first

phase of the fight between

sacerdotium and imperium.
The restoration of the Western Empire by
Charlemagne in 800 revived Caesaropapism

and thus restored the relations of church and
state to the situation which prevailed in the days
of Constantine, Theodosms and Justinian. In a
famous letter addressed to Leo in shortly before
800 Charlemagne denned his conception of the
reciprocal role of the two powers: the pope, he
said, "will raise his hands toward God in order
that

by

his intercession the Christian people

be victorious in every quarter and at all
times over the enemies of His Holy Name." By
thus minimizing the role of the Roman pontiff
Charlemagne felt himself free to assume many
of the traditional papal functions; he drew up
shall

laws regulating the administration of sacraments,
presided over the synods and imposed his own
doctrinal definitions. In short, the

emperor

di-

rected the church as he did the state.

when

the Carolingian Empire,
disintegration, was revived by Otto

After 962,

following its
the Great, Caesaropapism again made its appearance. At times, as in the case of Otto ill

(983-1002), it might take a conciliatory form; on
the other hand, as under Henry in (1039-56), it
might be vigorous and aggressive, invading the
rights of the church to the point of provoking a
reaction on the part of churchmen. The action

of Henry in in 1046 in deposing the three popes
provoked Wazo, bishop of Liege, to remind the

emperor that no one had ever enjoyed the right
to depose the pope, since "the writings as well
as the words of the Holy Fathers stipulated that

Roman supremacy.
between sacerdotium and impe
rium, which was to last for more than two centuries, was merely a continuation of the struggle
the antithetical doctrine of

The

fight

by the Dictatus papae. The German
emperor Henry iv, refusing to recognize the
doctrine of Roman supremacy postulated by
Gregory vn, forced the German bishops assembled at Worms in 1076 to depose the pope;
the pope in return formally deposed and excommunicated the emperor. The famous denoueprecipitated

ment
rarily,

at

Canossa, although significant tempodid not resolve the basic antagonism

which had arisen between the doctrines of imperial Caesaropapism and those of Roman supremacy.
This antagonism was reflected in the realm of
ideas as well as in the sphere of action. In a
variety of intellectual quarters the two divergent
theses as to the relation between church and

were bolstered with the appropriate theoand legal arguments. The imperial thesis
rested primarily on the formulae of Roman law
which exalt the absolute power of the prince, as,
state

logical

for example, Quidquid princtpi placuit lex esto.
Since, however, this argument was not sufficient
to justify the imperial claims against the church,
the theory of divine right was formulated on the
basis of St. Paul's statement, Omnis potestas a
Deo. Attributing to the imperial power divine
origin, the theory concluded that the sovereign,
holding his power directly from God, could not
be subordinated to any other authority, even to

that of the

Holy See.

In opposition to the imperial doctrine of divine right the doctrine of Roman supremacy,
first outlined in the Dictatus papae was further
t

except by God." New ideas were emerging as to
the relations between the Roman church and the

developed by the canonists during the late
eleventh and the early twelfth century with the
aid of texts culled from the writings of the
church fathers, from the conciliar decrees and
from the False Decretals. According to the

empire. Soon these ideas were systematically
articulated and transformed into action. In the

canonists and the polemists the absolute power
of the Roman authority to bind and to loose

the Sovereign Pontiff can be judged by no one

Dictatus papae Gregory

Roman

vn proclaimed

that the

pontiff was authorized, by reason of his
to bind and to loose, to deprive emperors

powers
and kings of their crowns and to release their

subjects from the oath of allegiance. It was no
longer a question simply of the independence of
sacerdotium from imperium, but rather a question

of the subordination of the empire and other
Christian kingdoms to the sacerdotium. Imperial

Caesaropapism, determined to preserve its prewas confronted henceforth with

rogatives intact,

extends to the

laity as well as to clerics, to

as well as to bishops.

kings

They maintained that since

excommunication involved the cessation of all
relations with the excommunicated person, the
excommunication of a temporal ruler must of
necessity imply his deposition.
Although the doctrine of Roman supremacy
rested primarily on a canonical type of argument, the Holy See also affirmed its power by
making use of feudal law. From the second half
of the eleventh century a certain number of
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states

which had no suzerain,

as, for

example,
the king-

Norman states of southern Italy,
dom of Aragon, the principalities of Kiev and

the

Croatia and the seignior}' of Barcelona,
vassals of the

Holy See and

became

m recognition of this

feudal relationship contributed a census. With
the spread of this practise in the twelfth century
the majority of the smaller states of Europe
placed themselves under the suzerainty of the
Holy See. Even some of the great kingdoms,
such as England, proclaimed themselves, either
willingly or unwillingly, vassals of the pope.

The pseudo-Donation

of Constantine was simused as a means of extending the temporal
authority of the Holy See, which found solemn
expression in the vvritings and acts of Innocent
in and his successors. "I received from Rome,"
wrote Innocent, "the mitre, symbol of my religious function, and the tiara which confers
upon me earthly domination." Pope Gregory ix
reminded Frederick n in 1236 that by reason
of the Donation of Constantire the pope not
ilarly

only exercised unlimited power over the souls
of men, but that he had also obtained throughout the entire world rerum et corporum principatum, a temporal domination which made the
emperor merely the delegate of the pope. The
idea of papal supremacy quickly permeated
mediaeval theology. Thomas Aquinas held that
the "secular power should be subordinated to

the spiritual power, as the body is to the soul."
more explicit terms,
Humbert of Romans,
declared that the emperors "receive from the

m
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Innocent arrogated to himself the
right to act as arbitrator between the two princes
then disputing the German crown and made it
stract theses,

plain that the pope, being commissioned to consecrate the emperor, must satisfy himself as to

the qualifications of the candidate.
Following the death of Innocent in the Ro-

man supremacy

suffered another rude assault,
time from Emperor Frederick n, the most
redoubtable adversary encountered by the pathis

pacy during the Middle Ages. Drawing upon
such students of Roman law as the legists Peter
de Vmea and Thaddeus of Suessa, Frederick
formulated a program of dominium mundi still
more far reaching than that of Frederick Barbarossa in the preceding century. As Roman
legal ideas fused with conceptions of oriental

despotism, the emperor was led to consider himwhom the entire world

self a priestly ruler before

should bow, one commissioned by God to lead
the church
both the temporal and the spiritual

m

spheres.
It is

ness

easy therefore to understand the bitterfight between saccrdotium and

of the

imperium during the second quarter of the
thirteenth century. After several severe clashes
the papacy attained the most complete triumph

which

it

has ever enjoyed over the temporal
at the very moment when imperial

power; but

Caesaropapism seemed definitely crushed, the
papacy found itself in conflict with newly
formed national monarchies, which in their turn
were loath to admit the doctrines of Roman

Church the honor of their dignity"; and St.
Bona ventura, after having recalled that the
popes had deposed kings and emperors, con-

supremacy.

cluded that the latter were merely auxiliaries of
the Holy See in the administration of temporal

minium mundi was no longer involved; henceforth the pope claimed control over the king as
well as over the emperor, ratione peccati. The
new argument ran as follows: all kings, whoever
they may be, are Christians, and as Christians
they are called upon to submit to the orders of
the church and to accept without question the

affairs.

The

fortunes of the struggle between church

back and forth. Under Urban
(1088-99) the papacy appeared to have conquered when the invasion of Italy by the Ger-

and

state shifted

II

man emperors was
Occident

checked and the Christian

rallied enthusiastically to the pontifical

appeal for the first crusade. Two later offensives,
one by Henry v (i 106-25), tne ther by Frederick Barbarossa (1152-90), began successfully

but finally ended in defeat. The Roman power
emerged from this latter crisis, which had
seemed for a time to imperil its very existence,
with greater strength than ever; and under the

Innocent in

(1198-1216) the
claims of the papacy were imposed with unprecedented vigor. Not content with affirming abpontificate

of

The conflict with the national monarchies was
of a different nature. The question of the do-

authority of the universal pastor. As a corollary
the pope felt justified in intervening in various
ways in both private and public law. The church

condemned the French kings Philip I (10601108) and Philip Augustus (1180-1223) for
having presumed to dissolve their marriages.

It

also stepped in to make the princes respect the
peace, in accordance with the Peace of God as

promulgated in the tenth century; in the twelfth
century at a time when the newly consolidated
national monarchies were seeking to liquidate
their quarrels through war, the papacy either
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tried to prevent the conflicts or, as in the case of
several clashes between France and England,

served as arbiter.

But the issue which

still

continued to provoke

the great majority of conflicts between church
and state involved the question of what imany, was to be accorded ecclesiastical
persons <md property. Since the fourth century
the clergy had been exempted by the Christian

munity,

if

emperors from the obligation of performing
municipal services and of paying extraordinary
taxes, they had in addition the privilege of being
tried only before ecclesiastical tribunals and of
being exempt from lay jurisdiction of any kind.
This privilege was carried over into the barbarian kingdoms, and in addition churches and

which once again posed the question of
the respective rights of church and state. In dethe
traditional immunities of the clergy
fending
conflict,

Boniface vin reformulated, in even more trenchant terms, the doctrines of his predecessors as to

Roman supremacy.
The bull Unam sanctam
fact a theory of direct

of 1302 contains in

power more aggressive

than that advanced by the popes of the thirteenth
century. Boniface forcefully affirmed that the
church controlled both swords, the spiritual and
the temporal; and that if the civil power was distinct

from the ecclesiastical power,

theless subordinate to

it,

since

it

was neverwas derived

it

from the church. Boniface did not confine the

monasteries received the right of imposing dues
and taxes upon the inhabitants of exempt lands.

power to the function of supervising
the exercise of royal authority, ratione peccati.
The state, he contended, was an organic part of

Thus the church was

the church and

it

Christ that

of

freed from

all

obligations

its personnel and its property
the same time retained complete inde-

as regards

both

and at
pendence in matters of jurisdiction.

When

in

the twelfth century the national

monarchies developed into absolutistic states,
systems which needed ever

sacerdotal

all

theologians as
Viterbo likewise proclaimed according to the
formula ad nutum, non ad usum that the temporal
power, even though it may not rest in the hands

\vith administrative

of the pope,

greater financial resources, these privileges of
the church began to appear unreasonable. The

orders.

courts of the king, having absorbed the various
local courts of the older seigniors, set out to sup-

sistance.

plant the ecclesiastical courts.

Thus

in

England

Henry n, by the Constitutions of Clarendon in
1164, ordered the clerics to appear when sum-

moned
flict,

before the royal judges. After a long conhowever, the church succeeded in main-

taining all of its claims, and in 1172 Henry n
was forced to annul the act by which he had

sought to suppress the privileges of the clergy.
Other conflicts broke out in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, notably in the financial
sphere. The tithes for the crusades were strongly

opposed by certain rulers, notably by Edward I
of England. In 1294 Edward ordered a subsidy
equivalent to half of the ecclesiastical revenue;
and in the same year Philip the Fair of France,
in order to meet the expenses of his campaign

was from the pope as vicar of
its powers proceeded. Such
Aegidius Colonna and James of

is

at least

dependent upon his

Such doctrines
legists

naturally aroused violent reIn the face of the papal theory the
of the Capetian king took over from the

Holy Roman Empire the theory of
absolutism based on divine right. At the beginning of the fourteenth century the two theses

jurists of the

which had been arrayed against each other uninterruptedly since the time of Gregory vu were
still in conflict; but the
sphere of the debate had
become enlarged. While the Holy See maintained its right to govern the world in both the
spiritual and temporal spheres, the absolutistic
national mona Denies were seeking to emancipate
this
themselves from its supervision, and
endeavor they were to be aided by historical

m

conditions. During the Avignonese period
(1305-78) the only positive success registered by
the nationalistic antagonists of the papacy was

the Golden Bull, which freed the empire from
interference on the part of the popes. But the

against England, received from the bishops of
the realm authorization to levy tithes over a

all

period of two years to be used as he might see
fit. A
part of the clergy appealed to Rome;
Boniface vm, by the bull Clench laicos of 1296,

a crisis of unprecedented gravity. This schism
was basically responsible for the conciliar move-

ment, which for a time seriously threatened the

vigorously reminded the rulers of the privileges
of the church and forbade such subsidies with-

efforts of

out the approval of the Holy See. The bitter
fight which resulted between the pope and the
king of France degenerated into a more general

Great Schism of the west involved the papacy in

papal institution, as well as for the successful
many temporal sovereigns to place the

national churches

under their

strict supervision.

The origins of this crisis are to be traced to the
double election in 1378 of Urban vi and of

Religious Institutions, Christian
Since it was impossible to establish
in canonical terms the legitimacy of either of
these claimants, there followed throughout the

Clement

viz.

Christian world a period of grievous uncertainty. Inasmuch as the two pontiffs consistently
refused to abdicate simultaneously, a number of
theological leaders decided that the only way to
restore unity was by means of an oecumenical

recommendation to this effect,
although patently contrary to canon law, which
recognizes no oecumenical council unless presided over by the pope and no concihar decisions
council. Their

unless promulgated by him, resulted in the
Council of Constance (1414-18) and theelection

who was accepted by the entire Chriscommunity. The pontifical authority, already weakened by these prolonged disturbances, was further threatened by other factors,
particularly the spread of heresy, which was
of a pope

tian

particularly aggressive in its antipathy to the
papacy. Wycliffe, for example, advocated the

suppression of the Apostolic See, repudiating its
infallibility and advocating the substitution of
the authority of Scripture.

The conciliar movement became increasingly
strong during the years which followed the
Council of Constance. The Council of Constance,
adopting the principle that oecumenical
councils should be held at stated intervals, in
itself represented a limitation on the exercise of
papal discretion; and had gone even further in
proclaiming the superiority of the general counin

over the pope. The Council of Basel (143149) attempted to carry over into practise the
principles adopted at Constance. It soon became
cil

involved

Eugene

in

iv,

a

stubborn conflict with

who finally

dissolved the

Pope

now openly

schismatic assembly. Although orthodoxy was
finally restored, the effect of this bitter contro-

versy had been distinctly injurious; the temporal
powers quickly took advantage of it to usurp
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which confirmed the decrees of Basel and declared that it saw no good reason why the king or
the princes should not occasionally interfere in
episcopal elections "through tender prayers or
well mtentioned recommendations."

The

deci-

sions of the assembly, promulgated as the Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges, remained in effect,

despite Louis xi's formal annulment in 1461,
and paved the way for the increasing

until 1516

of the temporal power in the
of the church, notably in the matter of

participation
affairs

episcopal elections.
similar evolution

A
may be traced in Germany
and in England. In Germany the convention of
Vienna in 1448 limited to six months of the year
the power of the pope to dispose of benefices
which had been vacated by bishops who had
died while making a visit to the papal court; and
at the same time ratified the usurpations made
by the princes during the crisis. In England the

papacy was likewise forced to accept the king's
incursions into the sphere of ecclesiastical property. Throughout Europe centralization declined; and as royalty extended its jurisdiction,
the authority of the pope over the local churches
became perceptibly weaker

At the beginning of the sixteenth century this
power of the Holy See became
even more marked. The prestige which the
decline in the

Catholic church had enjoyed throughout the
Middle Ages was seriously undermined by the
nepotism which prevailed under Alexander VI
(1492-1503), Julius ii (1503-13) and Leo x
(1513-21), by the pagan atmosphere which often
saturated the pontifical court during the High
Renaissance and by the reappearance of older
abuses. The situation was greatly aggravated by
the Reformation (q v ) and the attendant defection of a

huge number of the

faithful.

Accord-

from Rome a goodly measure of the control of

ingly the pontiffs beginning with Adrian VI
(1522-23) made a vigorous effort to regenerate
the church. In the thorough overhauling of

the national churches.

ecclesiastical

During its final sessions the Council of ConStance had approved various concordats de-

formed, the cardinals and the bishops were recruited with much greater care and instructed

signed to regulate the position of the church in
Italy, Spain, France, Germany and England.
In every case a part of the revenue and of the

to take

prerogatives of the Holy See had been turned
over to the temporal princes. Although originally
concluded for only five years, these concordats
their general tone became
increasingly antipapal. In 1438 the French king
Charles vn, profiting by the crisis at Basel, convoked at Bourges a large assembly of the clergy,

were renewed and

institutions

the

Curia

was

re-

up actual residence, and the itinerant
monks were ordered to return to their convents.

The

Council of Trent (1545-63) completed the

work of the popes by introducing a standardized
dogma and inaugurating a general reform of the
church. According to the decrees of this famous
assembly the bishops were instructed to maintain strict residence, to have themselves conse-

crated during the
their election, to

first

three

months following

pay regular

visits

to

their
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and to supervise the benefices belonging
to exempt chapters. Diocesan synods were to be
summoned annually; seminaries were to be
dioceses

created for the education of young clerics;
plurality of benefices was prohibited; and a

goodly number of taxes which had led to abusive

modes of collection were suppressed. As regards
the regular clergy the council forbade monks to
have any property, prescribed an investigation
into the condition of monasteries and decreed
that abbeys should not be given in commendation. The regeneration of existing religious

orders

for instance, the reform of the

Carmel-

ites by St. Teresa de Avila
and in particular
the foundation in 1534 of the militant Jesuit
order (see JESUITS) were of tremendous impor-

tance for the prosecution of the work of the

Counter- Reformation

.

Although a new and more

vital

period in the

churches, but it did forcefully affirm that it was
the pope who conferred the episcopal office. Al-

though it has been decided, as, for example, in
such concordats as those of 1516 and 1801 with
France, that this right of nomination under
certain circumstances can be delegated, neither
nomination by secular officials nor election by
the local clergy has been a normal practise in
recent times. Today the great majority of
episcopal seats are filled by free pontifical collation; the concordats of the twentieth century

have made it plain that the right of the national
governments extends only to review, that is, to
the expression of a demurrer in the case of a
nominee who for political reasons may be unacceptable. This system, which obtains prac-

everywhere at the present day, has made
the bishops more dependent upon the Holy See.
the government of the local
Papal intervention
tically

m

is far more extensive than in the
Middle Ages: the bishops are required to present

history of Catholic religious institutions was
thus ushered in by the Protestant Reformation,

churches

no essential element of the constitution of the
church was changed and the authority of the
papacy was fully restored. The Council of Trent,
before adjournment, submitted all of its decisions to Pope Pius iv for his approval and turned

themselves at regular intervals at the papal court
in Rome and every five years they must furnish
a detailed report as to the situation in their

over to the papacy the task of settling any quesmight arise in the execution of the
conciliar decrees. More than ever the church

dioceses.

The Holy See

exercises an even

more

direct authority in countries recently won to the
Catholic faith through missionary enterprise,

organized and administered under the

tions that

which

preserved

jurisdiction of the Congregation of Propaganda.
Thus the church is a spiritual monarchy of

its

character of a highly centralized

monarchy; and as the administrative and judicial machinery set up in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries became antiquated, new
chinery was constructed which fortified
further the authority of Rome.

mastill

The most striking

is

is absolute sovereign. But inasas Catholics are also subject to national
states, which arc in a position to grant or withhold religious liberty, and since these states have

which the pope

much

become progressively

secularized, the

papacy

characteristic of Catholic religious institutions
in the modern period is the appearance
along-

has been forced to erect machinery for regulating its relations with the political powers. One

side of the Consistory, the body of cardinals
serving as advisers of the papacy of Roman
congregations which tended more and more to

ern period has been the existence of a pontifical
diplomatic corps, closely resembling those of the

take over the actual administration of the church.

secular states.

A

congregation

may be

defined as a group of

cardinals designated by the pope to supervise a
particular branch of ecclesiastical administration

and

to serve as specialized heads of the administrative bureaus. In general the organization is

analogous to that of a ministry in a modern
state. The effect of the Roman congregations,
which number eleven at the present time, has
been to accentuate centralization.

During the modern period therefore even
more than in the Middle Ages the church exists
only as a reflection of the Holy See. The Council
of Trent introduced no modification in the relations existing

between the pope and the

local

of the distinguishing characteristics of the

mod-

The secretary of state, an office
created in the sixteenth century, heads the corps
and supervises the activity of the nuncios,
permanent ambassadors who have superseded

the mediaeval legati a latere.
Since this double organization, at once religious
sults,

and

political,

has produced happy remade notable

the Catholic church has

progress during the modern period. The various
clashes which have inevitably arisen with the
nation states have been neither as bitter nor as

prolonged as those of the Middle Ages.
first

of these conflicts

Council of Trent

itself,

The

was fomented by the
which through its de-

crees reestablishing the Catholic discipline ap-
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peared to encroach upon the authority of the
state. Although accepted without difficulty in
Italy, Poland, Spain and the other countries
subject to Philip 11, these decrees aroused opposition elsewhere. In Germany, where a counter offensive against the Reformation was particularly imperative, the Catholic rulers were
acquiescent enough but the bishops themselves
resisted the orders, which bade them renounce
temporal interests in order to identify themselves with the intellectual and moral elevation

assembled bishops. During this same period
Emperor Joseph n sought to detach the Austrian church from pontifical authorky with a
view to bringing it under his own control, and
Pope Pius vi was unable to suppress these
measures, which were so manifestly directed
against his position. Tendencies similar to

of the clergy. The greatest opposition to the decrees of the Council of Trent emanated from

the bishops from corresponding with Rome.

Gallicanism and Josephism appeared also in
Spain, in Portugal and in the Kingdom of
Naples, where the rulers attempted to supplant
the pope as head of the church and to prohibit

France, where the clergy, supported by the
king, charged that the decrees were contrary to

Under Grand Duke Leopold an attempt was
made to introduce Josephism into Tuscany.
The offensive against ultramontanism is in-

The papacy
with a rather vague, and never

timately related to the spread of religious skepticism. In seventeenth century England the

the liberties of the Gallican church.

had

to

be

satisfied

promulgated, promise of conformity on
the part of the assembly of the clergy in 1615.
The Galhcamsm which prompted the French

deists

opposition to the decrees of the Council of Trent
was developed into a systematic theory at the

the continent these anti-Christian ideas eventu-

end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the
seventeenth century by Pierre Pithou, Edmond
Richer, Pierre and Jacques Dupuy. The formulation of such theses was appreciably forwarded

logians as Le Franc de Pompignan and St.
Alphonsus de Liguon attempted to defend the
position of the church in the fields of philosophy,
history and exegetics, the clergy itself was not
sufficiently enlightened to help and the episco-

officially

by the progress of monarchical absolutism,
which was consistently hostile to ultramontanism In 1682, under Louis xiv, an assembly of
the clergy in order to comply with the wishes
of the king, who had had difficulties with the

Holy See, adopted the Declaration of the Four
which proclaimed the superiority of the

Articles,

council over the pope and the independence of
the French clergy from the Holy See. Gallican
doctrines eventuated in a genuine schism. Although in the end Louis xiv had to give in to

Rome and
spirit

still

the schism was healed, the Gallican
continued to animate the French

monarchy. Traces of

it

may be

detected in the

deny the supernatural character
and to formulate a religion based
exclusively upon human reason. In crossing to

began

to

of Christianity

ated in pure atheism. Although such theo-

pate, controlled by the great families, was not
equal to the task. The controversy against the
atheists

was carried on

far

more

effectively

by

the religious orders. Dominicans, Benedictines,
Oratorians and Jesuits rivaled each other in the
intensity of their counter offensive. But even so
the church was not able to forestall the crisis.

The French Revolution wrought serious
havoc on the religious institutions of France. On
the night of August 4, 1789, the Constituent
Assembly by abolishing feudal rights suppressed
the tithe; and on

November

ecclesiastical properties,

2 the remaining

upon the proposal of

controversy over Jansenism, which, having been
condemned by Rome, gave the French government the opportunity of attacking the papal

Talleyrand, bishop of Autun, were nationalized.
In 1790 the religious orders were suppressed.
The Civil Constitution of the Clergy adopted the

authority without adopting an altogether clear
position. The suppression of the Jesuits in

France in 1762 was the result of pressure which
was exerted by the Jansenists in alliance with

same year recast the ecclesiastical map of France
and gave the electors the power to choose the
priests and bishops, who in addition were forbidden to receive canonical investiture from the

the parlements.

pope.

A
be

similar opposition to ultramontanism may
traced in the other Catholic states. At the end

of the eighteenth century the German bishops
came under the influence of Johann Nikolaus

von Hontheim, more
tinus Febronius,
tical

who

known

as Jusmaintained that ecclesias-

familiarly

authority inhered not in the pope but in the

The resulting overthrow of canonical law
precipitated a civil war which lasted until 18
Brumaire.

The

revolutionary crisis broke out
overrun by the French

also in the countries

revolutionary armies, particularly Germany,
where the church was despoiled through the
secularization of ecclesiastical property com-

pleted in 1803.

The invasion of the Papal

States
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by the French armies

in 1796 resulted in further

loss of papal properties

Although the papacy itself suffered a serious
crisis under the later Napoleonic empire, a
settlement of most of the major issues was
reached by the Concordat of 1801 between
Napoleon and Rome. By guaranteeing state
support for the secular clergy in return for the

hardships of the working classes, issued his
encyclical Rerum novarum (1891), which denounced "the new forms of usury" and advised
the workers to organize into trade unions in

order to obtain fair salaries, Sunday rest and
other advantages demanded by justice and
charity. The same pope advanced the interests
of science by founding the Biblical

Commission

renunciation by the church of its ecclesiastical
properties the concordat facilitated the resump-

for the study of Holy Scripture, by opening the
Vatican for general research purposes and by

between church and

numerous chairs of philosophy. The
and intellectual reforms of Leo xm were
carried further by the work of Benedict XV
(1914-22) and Pius xi (1922- ) in promoting

tion of amicable relations

A similar solution was reached in the con-

state.

cordats with other countries: with Bavaria in
1817, the Kingdom of Naples in 1818, and
Russia, Switzerland and most of the German
states during the course of the nineteenth century.

In general the effect of the concordats was
highly beneficial. Momentary misunderstandings of various kinds subsequently arose with
Catholic as well as with Protestant countries,
but invariably, after a few years of tension, a
satisfactory solution

On

was evolved.

several

occasions such difficulties appeared in Germany,
notably the affair of the mixed marriages in

creating
social

international

good will. Benedict, after making
repeated attempts to act as arbitrator during the
World War, issued the encyclical Pacem Dei in
1920, which pleaded for reconciliation between
the Christian nations of the world a goal which

Pius xi has of late been zealously pursuing. In
the intellectual realm Benedict was responsible
for the

Codex juris, canomcts of 1917 and

for the

creation of the Congregation of Seminaries and
Universities. Pius xi has given a powerful im-

petus to missionary work; the fact that the pope

Prussia during the reign of Frederick William
in, and the Kulturkarnpf, which broke out after

personally consecrated six Chinese bishops in
1925 is indicative of a new trend in this respect.

the proclamation of the German Empire in
1871. As a result of the revolutionary movement
of 1848 certain Italian states imposed limitations

The Catholic church has thus become a
powerful influence in the present day world.

and suppressed
congregations. The entrance of King

versal church, its influence obviously varies in
different regions. In Italy, where the population

upon

ecclesiastical jurisdiction

religious

Victor

Emmanuel

into

Rome

created a delicate

which continued down

1929. In
France by way of reaction against certain royalist
demonstrations and the coup d'etat of May 16,

situation

to

1877, the republican government adopted an

which found

most

Although

it is

in fact as well as in

name

a uni-

almost entirely Catholic, Catholicism is the
state religion and, particularly since the entente
is

of 1929, enjoys a most privileged position. Religious instruction is given in the schools, and
since 1921 there has been a Catholic university

striking

in Milan. In Spain also, at least until quite

law of 1901 relating to religious congregations, in the severance of diplothe Holy See and in the
relations
with
matic
separation of church and state in 1905. Diplomatic relations were resumed in 1921 and an ac-

immense majority of the population had received baptism. The recent revolution, however,
was anticlerical in temper, and a number of

ceptable modus vivendi was established under
the separatist system.
In spite of these conflicts with the various

which

national governments the power of the Holy
See has increased during the course of the nine-

opening years of the twentieth century, has preserved an intense religious vitality The gener-

anticlerical policy,
expression in the

teenth and twentieth centuries.

its

The

proclama-

tion of papal infallibility by the Vatican Council
in 1869-70 strengthened its religious authority,

while

its

attitude toward contemporary social,
and international problems has

intellectual

served to augment

its

general prestige.

xin (1878-1903), in an

Thus Leo

effort to mitigate

the

recently, Catholicism

was the

state religion

and

the

convents and churches were burned. But at the
present time there are prospects of a new statute
for all

will guarantee religious liberty. France,
its
aggressive anticlericalism during the

osity of the Catholic laity not only assures the
support of the secular clergy, who no longer enjoy state support and at the same time are deprived of the revenues deriving from pious

foundations, but also maintains charitable and
apostolic organizations. There are few countries
in

which Catholic

societies are

more prosperous.
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In Belgium, where the majority of the populais Catholic, Catholicism exerts a political
influence greater than
any other country. An
extensive program of social legislation, incor-

tion

m

porating Christian ideas, was sponsored and
passed through the efforts of the Belgian Catho-

The

Catholic University of Lou vain
party.
since its reopening in 1834 has rendered imlic

mense

services to science, particularly in the

philosophy and history.
western Europe except in
Portugal, where the church has suffered as a result of the revolution of 1910
Protestantism is
fields of religious
Elsewhere in

m

the population is still predominantly Catholic.
In 1925 Latvia and Lithuania were erected into
ecclesiastical provinces; while Finland and Estonia as well as the overwhelmingly Protestant

Scandinavian countries are administered

by

and treated as missionary areas.
In the New World the Dominion of Canada
has a large proportion of Catholics in the French

apostolic vicars

speaking provinces. Catholic schools are particularly prosperous and Laval University at
Quebec and Montreal is a famous center of
higher Catholic culture. In the United States,
where the constitution prescribes religious lib-

in the ascendancy; but even
Protestant countries Catholicism as a rule enjoys real liberty of

erty, the actual legislation

action.

In the Netherlands, since the law of 1853
inaugurating complete religious liberty, the
Catholic hierarchy has become reestablished and

tremely liberal temper. Freedom of instruction
is universal, and the state recognizes the degrees
conferred by Catholic universities. As a result

the security of ecclesiastical property has been
guaranteed. Catholicism may be taught in the
schools, and in recent years a Catholic university

of this tolerant regime the number of Catholics
has grown from 40,000 in 1790 to around 20,000,000 in 1934.

has been founded at Nijmegen. In the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland the posi-

has recently

tion of Catholics has gradually improved. The
Catholic hierarchy was restored in England in

protests Similarly in the other Latin American
countries the recurring revolutions during the

1850 and in Scotland in 1878; but since the law
forbade the presence of a Catholic bishop in the
cities where Anglican bishops were already in
residence, the Catholic archbishops have been

nineteenth and twentieth centuries have hin-

located in the

newer urban

centers, such as

Liverpool, Birmingham or Cardiff. The dioceses
are divided not as formerly into parishes but
into missions, the clergy of which, regular as
well as secular, are appointed by the bishops.
Catholics are allowed to have the so-called "in-

corporated schools," three quarters of whose expenses are paid by the government in exchange
for

governmental control. Ireland has

remained

predominantly Catholic and its dioceses are divided into parishes.
In Germany the majority of the inhabitants

states,

which

as a rule

is in the hands of the
have manifested an ex-

The situation in Mexico is quite different and
moved the Holy See to vigorous

dered the progress of Catholicism, although in
certain countries, notably Brazil,

it is still

fairly

with the exception of French
north Africa, and most of the islands of the
Oceania archipelago fall within the category of

alive. Asia, Africa,

missionary regions.

m these areas

The work

of proselytization

being earned on with extreme
vigor (see MISSIONS), although because of the
tremendous obstacles in its path the numenca 1
is

results are not uniformly impressive.

Missionary activity is only one manifestation
of the vitality of the Catholic church at the
present time. Catholic societies of all kinds were
never so numerous or so active as in the twen-

in the

tieth century. Charitable organizations deserve
especial mention because they embody the es-

Silesia

sential precept of Catholicism.

Rhineland provinces and in Westphalia,
and Bavaria are Catholic. Formerly each
of the states determined its own religious organi-

The

Saint Vincent de Paul, founded

Society of

by Ozanam

in

zation, but, as a result of recent

developments
consecrated in the Concordat of 1933 between

now extending throughout the world,
has done much to improve the lot of the workinfe

the Hitler government and the Holy See, a striking unification of religious institutions has been

classes.

brought about. In Switzerland each canton is
free to adopt whatever religious organization it
may prefer, although it must accord at least a
minimum degree of liberty. The religious situation in most of the succession states as well as in
Rumania and Poland is regulated by recent concordats. In Austria. Czechoslovakia and Poland

1833, and

In addition there are the Association of

the Holy Childhood, which cares for 500,000
children annually; numerous organizations for

the moral and social training of youth and for
the furtherance of education; press associations;
and professional organizations, such as the
Christian trade unions; as well as the huge
propaganda societies and the various associations for religious

and pious purposes.
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In recent years the Catholic church has made
conciliatory overtures both to the Greek Orthodox and to the Anglican churches. These efforts,
however, have as yet proved abortive. The great

stumbhngblock in the way of all reconciliation is
the theory of Roman primacy, which the Catholic church cannot sacrifice, even in the smallest
degree, without endangering the entire ecBut this doctrinal intransigence does not prevent the church from collaborating for humanitarian and cultural purposes,
both with other Christian churches and with lay
institutions which are interested in the preservaclesiastical structure.

cial prerogatives

As

mark of

appointed

all

bishops as well.

was
pope and judge of the world, while the
exarch of Antioch had the title of patriarch, the
name which was later to be assumed by the
bishops who headed the most important autoa

special respect this exarch

called

cephalous churches of the

east.

The

rapid political rise of Constantinople,
however, soon brought to an end the regime of
tne five exarchs, which was eventually replaced
patriarchates: Constantinople, AlexanAntioch and Jerusalem. Asia, Pontus and
Thrace became part of Constantinople; Antioch

by four
dria,

tion of peace or in the improvement of the lot
of the working classes. By its cooperative spirit
it has won the
respect of many non-believers;
and if today, as a result of past revolutions and

Alexandria alone was powerful enough to stand
out against the aggressive patriarch of Con-

the confiscations which not infrequently accompanied them, the material position of the

stantinople. After a protracted struggle,
involved such distinguished hierarchs as

weaker than it once was,
fluence has perceptibly increased.
church

moral in-

rapidly lost power, particularly after the separation of Jerusalem; and by the fifth century

which
Greg-

AUGUSTIN FLICHE

ory of Nazianza, John Chrysostom, Nestonus
and Flavian, the patriarchs of Constantinople
emerged victorius and by the provisions of the

EASTERN ORTHODOX. Byzantine. In the east
the organization of the primitive church followed the administrative divisions of the Roman

jurisdiction throughout the Eastern church.
From the sixth century on the patriarch of Constantinople like the pope of Rome began to

Empire even more closely than it did in the
By the end of the third century every community which was accorded the status of a town
(civitas) under the Roman administrative system
was served by a single bishop, who acted as head

advance claims to hierarchical primacy.
After the conquest of Alexandria, Antioch
and Jerusalem by the Arabs in the seventh century and the consequent elimination of all rivalry

is

its

canons of Chalcedon were accorded concurrent

west.

of the one local church; independent churches in
all other communities were suppressed, along
with the bishops (episcopal) in charge. In further
conformity with the principle of adaptation to
existing administrative divisions ecclesiastical

provinces were set up which corresponded exactly to the political. The oecumenical and local
councils of the fourth century decreed that the
various episcopal seats in the province should be

represented in a synod and that the bishop of
the capital city, under the title of metropolitan,

should preside over the new unit.
With the establishment at a somewhat later
date of larger administrative areas within the

empire there grew up in the east

five ecclesias-

tical divisions (called dioceses):

Egypt, Orient,
Asia, Pontus and Thrace. At the head of these
dioceses stood the bishops of the respective chief
Alexandria, Antioch, Ephesus, Caesarea
(in Cappadocia) and Heraclea. These bishops,
or "exarchs," as they were called, summoned
and regulated the local councils in addition to
appointing and consecrating the metropolitans.
cities:

The

exarch of Alexandria by reason of his spe-

in the east, the chief opposition to the claims
of the patriarch of Constantinople came from
the west. The bitter controversy between Rome

and Constantinople, which goes back to the days
of Pope Leo the Great (440-6 1), and which from
484 to 518 created an open schism between the
Western and Eastern churches, failed to weaken
the power of the patriarch. During the iconoclast struggle he even profited by the opposition
of Rome, since it provoked Emperor Leo the

Isaunan (717-41) to transfer to him the dioceses
of Illyricum, Calabria, Sicily and Crete previously under papal control. The same emperor
detached Isauria from the jurisdiction of the
and subordinated it to the
patriarch of Constantinople. He further decreed
patriarch of Antioch

that all churches in territories whose inhabitants
had recently been converted should be subject
to the authority of the patriarch of Constanti-

nople. Yet, while he was undeniably the most
powerful religious leader in the east, the patri-

arch of Constantinople held, even in theory, a
less exalted position than that of the
pope. Aspiring only to primacy in the east, he was willing
to grant, in the event of union between the two

Religious Institutions, Christian
branches of the church, the papal pretensions
to primacy over both east and west, although he
interpreted the latter as a primacy of rank and
not of jurisdiction.

Nor did the patriarch ever acquire* the actual
authority over the other eastern churches which
the pope exercised in the west. None of the
other autocephalous churches was subject to his
direct superior jurisdiction, and at best he was
allowed merely concurrent jurisdiction. Whereas
no other ecclesiastic or body of ecclesiastics

was

entitled to judge the actions

and

dicta of
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doctrine, became firmly intrenched. Following
out a precedent established as early as the Arian

and Monophysitic controversies, Justinian asserted his authority over doctrinal questions by
condemning the Ongemsts and the "three chapters" in a series of edicts, which were provided
with a thoroughgoing theological rationale. The
system of Caesaropapism was completely formulated in the Ecloga of the eighth century. One

of the lawgivers who compiled the Ecloga referred to himself as king and priest, identifying
his will with canon: in the introduction to the

the pope, the patriarch of Constantinople like
other patriarchs could be judged by a council

work

consisting of the dignitaries of his own territory
together with the other patriarchs. In general

enjoined him through the medium of Peter to
tend the flock entrusted to him. The learned

the supreme organ of the Eastern church was
the council, not the patriarch Even in its> juristic-

commentator Theodore Balsarnon, writing in
the twelfth century, ascribed to the emperor
sacerdotal and doctrinal authority, carrying with

power of the patriarch of Constantinople was less exalted than that of the pope. In
contrast to the papal authority, which was butbasis the

tressed by divine law the priority of the patriarch rested only on human law and was defended
r

,

on the basis of the political importance of the capital city, in which the seat of
in the canons

his office

In

its

was

located.

relations with the state the Byzantine
in. its characteristic
theory and in

practise, aimed at coopeiative harmony, so interpreted that normally no line of demarcation
existed between the sphere of the ecclesiastical

power and

that of the political.

At various

peri-

ods the Byzantine emperors not only supervised
the maintenance of ecclesiastical discipline but
even controlled matters of church doctrine. In
addition to the emperors the various subordinate civil officials participated in the direction

of ecclesiastical

atfairs,

while on the other hand

purely political functions were performed by
the bishops.

This overlapping of the two spheres did not
remain, however, entirely free from criticism.
Particularly at the beginning of the Byzantine

was affirmed

that the emperor derived
power from God, who had also

it the
duty to safeguard the souls as well as the
bodies of his subjects and the right to reform

the canons by law.
Even before this extreme statement, however,
the sjstem of Caesaropapism had been chal-

lenged by a

number

of apologists of the church,

group of writings represented principally by the tenth century Epaiiagoge, had gone
so far .is to deny to the emperor any participation
whatsoever in the formulation of doctime. After
establishing the principle that both patriarch
and emperor \\ere representatives of the one
supreme and universal ruler, Jesus Christ, the

who,

church, both

it

his imperial

in a

Epanagoge attributed

to the patriarch exclusive

power to interpret the canons, on the basis of
which he ruled the cnurch. While the formulation and interpretation of the laws of the state
rested entirely \\ith the emperor, these laws,
according to the Epanagoge, should not conflict
with the canons. The patriarch, who should be
the visible symbol of Christ, should not hesitate
to defend the

dogmas and the truth before the

emperor. Apparently the Epanagoge represented
merely an unofficial proposal for reform, but
their prescriptions were included in all the juristic compendia from the tenth to the fifteenth

epoch, various eminent hierarchs, such as Chrysostom and Gregory of Nazianza, insisted upon
the superiority of the sacerdotal power over the

centuries

But, although Arcadius and Honorius as well as many other early emperors did in

the dissolution of the Byzantine Empire. As a
result of their insistence upon the subordina-

renounce their right to interfere in purely

emperor to the canons a series of
between patriarch and emperor, such as the clash precipitated between
Leo vi, the Wise, and Nicholas Mysticus, after
the former had contracted his fourth marriage.

political.

fact

ecclesiastical affairs, at a later period disturb-

ances arising from the prevalence of heresy
impelled the emperors to revive the practise of
intervention. Thereafter the system of Caesaropapism, characterized by the dominance of the
emperor in both ecclesiastical discipline and

and had a decisive influence down to

tion of the

conflicts occurred

Yet, so far as matters of ecclesiastical discipline were concerned, the ultimate authority of
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the emperor was never questioned in the east.

By summoning and dissolving synods he wielded
considerable influence on their activity, he was
also empowered to issue laws regulating ecclesiastical conditions, to supervise the

execution of

and to pronounce the church
the tenth century on he
regularly filled the bishoprics and could promote
ecclesiastical rules

autocephalous.

From

The patriarch of
Constantinople was customarily selected by the
emperor from a list of three candidates proposed
the bishops to metropolitans.

by the synod of metropolitans, if he so desired,
however, the emperor could reject the entire
list and present his own candidate for ratification by the synod, which naturally followed his
wishes. After the final consummation of the
schism between east and west in 1054 under the
patriarch Michael Cerulanus and Pope Leo ix
the emperor encountered

still

less resistance to

his policy of intervention in the church. What
opposition persisted gradually came to emanate

not as formerly from the episcopate but from
the monasteries and such monastic leaders as
Theodore of Studium; for the monasteries were
the centers of religious life.
For its financial resources the early church
depended upon an annual allowance first granted

by Constantme the Great. After the

final aboli-

tion of the state stipend by Justinian the parish
priests derived their support from voluntary
gifts on the part of the laity and from periodic
obligatory collections, supplemented by the fees
which they collected for official services and

by the income from the immovable property
donated to the church. The bishops tapped the
t

stantme Armenopoulos are also essential docuin eastern canon law.
The organization of the church underwent

ments

considerable modification as a result of the

fall

of the Byzantine Empire in 1453 and the disappearance of the imperial office. With the subjection of the Christian population to Turkish
domination the patriarch came to assume leader-

ship over his people in the secular as well as the
religious sphere. By the newly installed Turkish

government he was given extensive authority
over the administration of civil and criminal law
and held responsible for the policing of his followers. The other patriarchates, which had likewise been overrun by the Turks, were made
subordinate to the patriarch of Constantinople,
who was to act as mediator between them and
the Turkish authorities. The Christians were

accorded full freedom of belief and worship,
even to the extent of indulging on certain of
their holy days in anathemas against the
Moslems. The clergy were exempt from state
taxes, but the normal taxes within the church
itself, which flowed from the lower clergy to the
higher and finally to the patriarch, were enormously increased. At this period the patriarch
was elected by an ad hoc assembly of clerical and
lay leaders. In making his decisions the patriarch
was in many cases forced to secure the approval
of a synod, which sat permanently and which
had the right to depose him. During the patriarchate of Samuel I in the eighteenth century a
special body, called the Gerusia and composed
of four laymen and eight metropolitans, was set

in addition enjoyed
taxes, levied on the laity and

for the purpose of supervising secular affairs.
In the i86o's the holy synod was reorganized
and the Gerusia replaced by a council consisting

From the name embaliterally entrance fee; later used
with
interchangeably
emphyteusis), by which the

of four bishops and eight laymen.
In Alexandria most of the native Copts were
Monophysites; in Antioch the Syrians were in

priests came to
clear that the bishops of this
as
the
lessors of the
themselves
period regarded
parish posts. Analogous taxes were imposed

the majority, and in Jerusalem the Arabs. All
these patriarchates were Greek, however, in the
sense that all the higher offices in the church

same sources of income and
the yield of church
the parish priests alike.

toikion

(meaning

taxes imposed

be known,

it

upon the parish

is

upon the bishops by the metropolitans and patriarchs

The

who installed them.
sources of ecclesiastical law in the east

are the canons of the apostles, of synods

and

of the tenth century church fathers. Among the
canonical collections the most important is the
or, as it is called, the Nomokanon
of Photius; while the commentaries on the No-

Nomokanon,

mokanon by Aristinus Zonaras and Balsamon,
the subsequent collections of the Syntagma by
Matthew Blastaris and the Hexabtblos of Con-

up

were monopolized by Greeks. It was not until
1899 that an Arab became patriarch of Antioch.
The ancient heresies, such as the Nestonan,
the Monophysite and the Monolite, were perpetuated in six patriarchates, which are united
with Rome: the Coptic, the Cihcian (i.e. the
Armenian Catholic), the Chaldean, the Melchite, the Maronite and the Syro- Jacobite. As a
result of the territorial principle operating in the

Eastern church the creation of

new independent

usually nations led to a corresponding number of autocephalous churches. In
political units
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L

he nineteenth century, when this tendency was
at its height, there were fifteen such churches.
At the present day the most important auto-

factor in welding together the scattered population and
breaking down the regional divisions
which were so characteristic of the period prior

cephalous churches in the east are the Serhian,
the Greek, the Rumanian, the Orthodox church
in Poland and the Russian.
V. LEONTOVICH

to the sixteenth century

Russian.

As

early as the ninth century the

m

The new

Holy Scriptures had been translated by two
Macedonian Slavs of Salomca and m that form
had passed over into Russia. But Christianity
did not become the official religion until 988,
when the grand duke Vladimir of Kiev, otherwise known as "the Saint," introduced from
Byzantium the doctrines and institutions prevailing in the Eastern branch of the Christian
church Under the leadership of Vladimir and
his successors churches and monasteries were
built, schools and libraries were founded in the
chief towns and pagan idols were destroyed In

Assuming the Byzantine

the main, however, the new faith did not spread
beyond the ruling classes The clergy, being exclusively Greek, had few points of contact with

to

who

continued for the
most part in their pagan ways; and, since the
monks were mostly illiterate and unversed in
the masses of the people,

uocinnal matters, worship seldom amounted to
more than performance of the simplest rites.
In the course of time, however, particularly in
the period after the fourth crusade, the patriarch
in Constantinople gradually lost control over the
iiiore and more of the clergy
recruited from the nati\ e population
Beginning with the fourteenth century Christianity began to take firmer root among the

Russian church and

came to be

masses, and with the decline of learning among
the clergy the gap between priesthood and congregation became rapidly less pronounced. As a
result of this transformation there emerged the
ideal of a Holy Russia, and from the fifteenth to
the seventeenth century a wave of Christian en-

ideal of a uni-

was symboh/ed in the person of the
metropolitan, who was located first at Kiev and
then successively at Vladimir and Moscow.
The work of actual unification, however, was
carried out by the grand dukes of Moscow.
fied Russia

title

of czar the

new

"autocrat of all the Russias" claimed recognition
from the church as the supreme head of Russian
Christianity. Before such claims could be established the relationship between church and state
had to become far more intimate. The oppor-

came with the fall of Constantinople in
Shortly after that event a delegation of
Bulgarian and Serbian clergy, seeking assistance

tunity

1453

in their efforts to throw off Turkish domination,
exhorted the czar to assume the role of universal

leader of the Orthodox church, which, according

them, the Byzantine bastleus had surrendered
by his action, of 1439 in acceding to the Catholic

schism. The theory of the universal leadership
of the Russian church was given concrete form
a century later by the creation (1589) of a new
patriarch, specially assigned to the nationalized
Moscow was hailed as a

church of Russia

"Third Rome," destined to carry on the work
abandoned by its two corrupted predecessors.
In return for its acquiescence in these new claims
of the Russian czar the church was guaranteed
the inviolability of its goods and estates.
Since the Byzantine church was now looked

down upon as tainted \\ith heresy, those elements, however insignificant, in the Russian
ritual

which deviated from the Greek were de-

emphasized as proof of the greater
antiquity and purity of the Russian religion. But
although an independent national church naa
liberately

the upper classes, prolonged fasts. Although the
masses of the people still remained ignorant of
even the most elementary forms of prayer and
sacrament, the church served as a humanizing

been created, religious worship in Russia still
remained at a rather low level. Even as late as
the seventeenth century most of the candidates
for the priesthood were not only illiterate but
barely able to recite the services which they had
memorized, \\hile the masses of the people had
no acquaintance whatsoever with religious books.
In the seventeenth century a profound schism
took place in the Russian church. In spite of

relationships,

the sphere of personal
influence, particularly
such as those between husband

from the west Protestant

and wife, father and children, master and slave.
Byzantine canon exerted a marked influence on
the development of Russian law. Moreover the
existence of a common faith and cuH was a major

ually filtered into Russia As a result it became
apparent to the more educated leaders that the

m

the eager performthusiasm manifested itself
ance of ritual, the building of churches, the
ringing of bells, the worship of saints and, among

m

strenuous efforts to keep out heretical influences
Biblical criticism grad-

Russian Bible and prayer books were filled witn
glaring deviations from the Greek originals. Not-
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withstanding the insistence of the patriarch of
Constantinople that these deviations did not
affect the essentials of the faith, the Russian
patriarch Nikon and the czar Alexis MiLhailovich forced through a rather drastic revision,

which was officially approved by the Councils of
the czar in 1666 and
1667. These councils were attended by the patriarchs of Alexandria and Antioch, who acknowledged the leadership of Moscow. The "old be-

Moscow summoned by

who

out of a feeling of nationalistic
pride refused to abandon the traditional texts
were proclaimed schismatics and severely perselievers"

cuted by the government. Since the masses
aligned themselves with the "old believers," the
official

clergy lost

all

contact with the people and

their erudite theological treatises written in Latin

With the reforms of
Peter the Great the cleavage between the educated upper classes and the masses became comexerted

little real

influence.

plete. Since the official church had lost its vitality, the czar's work of Europeamzation encountered but little opposition. His first and perhaps

most important reform was the abolition of the
office of patriarch, on the ground that a
strong
patriarch, like Nikon, for example, who championed the superiority of the spiritual power
over the temporal, constituted a threat to the
state and a dangerous rival to the emperor for
the allegiance of the people. In the place of the
patriarch the czar substituted a Protestant type
of collegiate body, called the Holy Synod, and

under the supervision of a secular
as procurator general, who was
chosen from the military caste; this secular suwas
pervisor
gradually transformed into a minister of cult. The subordination of the church to
the state was facilitated by the fact that since the
decisions of the Seven Oecumenical Councils
were accepted as a rigid and unchangeable body
of dogma little need was felt for a legislative
organ. In the Eastern Orthodox churches generplaced

it

official,

known

the administration of the ecclesiastical system by the national state has come to be acally

cepted as the most convenient arrangement.
Peter's reforms did not succeed, however, in
restoring the inner vitality of the Russian church.

The

parish gradually abandoned the practise of
choosing its priest and with a feeling of relief
considered itself freed from the obligation of
supporting him. In general the parishioners did
not look upon the priest as an authority on

doctrine or as a guide in matters of Christian
conduct; their only concern was "that the
churches should not remain without singing and

the deceased without burial."

Hence

priests

were selected from the lower classes and enjoytd no social standing. Eventually the priesthood developed into a caste, the office being
transmitted from father to son or to son-in-law
Deeper religious feelings were preserved only
the "old believers" or among the new
types of evangelical, mystical or rationalistic
sects (q v ) which in the face of severe official

among

persecution began to spring up around the end
of the seventeenth century The
widening breach

between the educated

classes

and the church was
and

reflected in the rapid spread of secularism
rationalism. In the period after 1700

attempts at

reintcrpretation and refinement of dogma were
limited to secular philosophers like
Khomyakov,

Vladimir Solovev and Berdyaev. Under the influence of romantic currents from western Europe during the years from 1830 to 1850 the
Slavophiles initiated an intellectual and religious
revival, and in the period of political reaction
at the end of the nineteenth
century there was a
similar spiritual ferment, which extended also
to the more educated clergy.
In the revolution of 1905 and again in 1917
attempts were made to reestablish the office of
patriarch as a symbol of the independence of
the church. In August, 1917, a council was sum-

m November a patriarch was elected.
But the Bolsheviks were already in power. Although their constitution provided for the separation of church and state and freedom of
moned and

religious teaching, their distrust of religion as

the "opiate of the people" led them immediately
to launch a campaign of extermination. When
the council and the patriarch urged the faithful
to resist to the utmost, Tikhon was arrested and
severe limitations were imposed on freedom or

worship. Tikhon's opponents within the church
were protected by the government and were

permitted to summon a council. This council deposed Tikhon, pronounced capitalism a "deadly
sin," recommended communism as a realization
of Biblical teaching and declared that it was the
duty of every Christian to obey the Bolsheviks.

Eventually a compromise was reached with Tikhon, who after declaring himself loyal to the

government was released from prison and reinaugurated a persecution of the Old Church.
Exile and imprisonment were
frequently resorted to. Subsequently permission was given to
organize a temporary Holy Synod, but the Com-

munists through their representative Tuchkov'
strict control over nominations ot

exercised

bishops and priests

Once again

the church

wis
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made completely dependent upon

the

state.

In carrying through their program of exterminating all religion the Communist leaders
urged the people to demand the destruction of
churches and the burning of icons. Most of the
churches were converted into museums, clubs,

motion picture houses and the like The performance of religious ceremonies was made increasingly difficult and the very existence of the
clergy became precarious. Atheism was officially
taught in the schools. Millions of children and
adolescents were organized into a Union of
Atheists, and any kind of celebration of religious
feasts was rigorously discouraged Propaganda
of this type has been on the whole successful,
although in secret many of the people cling to
their religion. Gradually official persecution has
been extended to Catholics, Protestants, Jews,

Moslems and to Russian sectarians who proved
more steadfast mtheir belief. The pacts with Ger-

many and

the United States have tended to re-

store religious liberty to the nationals of these two

countries

m the Soviet Union.

PAUL MILIUKOV

simplicity

The

Protestantism (q.v

)

religious

institutions

of

are less readily identifiable
is the case in Roman or

with the churches than

Greek Catholicism. Protestant
less in

religion centers

the ecclesiastical establishment than in

the Bible and the proclamation of its message
and in the personal religious experiences and
attitudes of

its

adherents. In addition to Bible

and preaching ministry the religious

institutions

or sacraments,
especially baptism and the Lord's Supper, the
observance of Sunday as the Sabbath, the cusof Protestantism include

rites,

tomary meeting for worship or instruction, the
ministry, the discipline, the propaganda, the
modes of worship, educational establishments,

apparent
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first

Catholicism, Protestantism acknowledges
and observes only two, baptism and the Lord's
Supper, although occasionally other ancient rites
are perpetuated
modified form The organi-

m

zation of the clergy is equally simple, since in
general, aside from a few vestiges of gradation

remaining in some of the churches, only one
grade of orders is recognized. The number of
holy and festival days observed in older forms
of Christianity has been greatly reduced and the
Sabbath, or Lord's Day, has been singled out
one significant religious institution in the

as the

calendar.

The

tant churches

simplicity characterizing Protesmay be explained as a reaction

against the overdeveloped institutionahsm of the
mediaeval church, as an expression of the customs and tastes of those middle classes which
\vere attracted to and supported the Reformation
movements and, finally, as a reflection of the
fact that many spheres of social life were excluded from ecclesiastical sanction and control.

the Baptists, Quakers and the other

branches of Protestantism u Inch represented the
the
religious interests of the lower classes

m

economic scale this simplicity has been carried
to even greater lengths.

A second feature which, except for the Anglican establishment and a few sects, is typical of
Protestant institutionahsm

m

replacing the entire ecclesiastical establishment
by the simple preaching of the "Word of God."

In other quarters of Protestantism the doctrine
of the invisible church represented a similar
desire for a wholly spiritual society, whose memunknown to one another, owned a common

and His revelation.
Although the necessity of formulating and enforcing a common interpretation of the Scriptures led inevitably to the creation of other
institutions, the dominant position of the Bible

churches as the religious institutions proper.

as the

There

Word

is

common

to all the Protestant churches, but
there are characteristic features which distin-

guish them and the institutions of which they
are composed from other forms of Christianity.

A primary feature of the religious institutions
of Protestantism is their comparative simplicity,
both taken singly and in their syntheses. This

the predominant

by the

allegiance only to Christ

no one pattern of organization that

is

Scriptures. In his early days
Luther was interested not only in substituting
the Bible for the hierarchy and the pope but
role played

bers,

is

in the small

number of rites which are accepted and pracOf the seven sacraments observed m Ro-

lished relations of the religious institutions to

religious customs into synthetic wholes is itself institutional and forms the pattern of the

all

man

creeds and confessions of faith and the estab-

the political, economic and educational forms of
social life. The organization of these diverse

of

tised.

Among
PROTESTANT.

is

Word of God or as the vehicle of the
11
continued to be recognized by almost a

sections of Protestantism. In this respect the
movement reflected an actual social

Protestant

change which had taken place during the later
Middle Ages when, in many sections of Europe
and among many social groups, reliance upon
the Bible had replaced dependence upon the
church and its officers. This far reaching trans-
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may be

attributed to a variety of
factors: theological developments, as in nominalism; certain sectarian movements, as represented by the Waldenses and Lollards; the wider

formation

distribution of the text made possible by the
development of printing; and the revival of
Greek and Hebrew studies. The substitution of
the Scriptural sermon for the Mass, the reinterpretation of the sacraments in conformity with

and Quakers were highly individualistic; while
Calvinism occupied an intermediate place.

The multiplicity of institutional systems is
another striking characteristic of the Protestant
churches. This tendency toward pluralism is
attributable in part to the individualism noted
above but even more to the national, cultural
and

racial sources

of the Protestant movement.

In the course of the

movement religious

institu-

the doctrine of the Scriptures, the organization
of the churches along supposedly New Testament lines and in general the effort to make all

tions

religious practises and beliefs contribute to the
end of teaching the Bible gave to the Protestant

ognition. The question at issue for the Protestant
churches has never been whether universal uni-

churches

much

Another

of their peculiar character

characteristic of Protestant institu-

tions as distinguished from Roman Catholic is
their greater subordination to the reason, con-

science or desire of the individual.

The

spirit-

and revolutionary sects representing the extreme left of the Protestant
movement developed a contract theory of religious institutions and tended to make individual
ualist,

rationalist

inspiration or conviction the basis of religious

And

which developed in more or less isolated
societies under the general influence of the
Scriptures were often successful in gaining rec-

formity should be established throughout the
Christian world but only whether uniformity

should be established within a nation. The religious institutions of Protestantism are often, in
this sense at least, national as well as Biblical;
in

many

cases,

however, they are merely local

and do not become national or international
until a

homogeneous culture

is

evolved.

The

pluralism of Protestantism is evident in
creeds. Although the Apostles' Creed is

its

although Anglicanism, Lutheranism
and Calvinism continued to regard both reli-

widely accepted as a ritual form and although
the Nicene and Athanasian creeds are received

gious and secular

by the Lutheran and Anglican churches, there

life.

institutions

as

possessing

supenndividual and non-utilitarian character,
they were forced, in so far as they placed the
Bible in the position of ultimate authority, to

make some concessions to

the right of individual

interpretation and to allow considerable freedom
in spheres where Biblical authority was not

is

no

are

common

Protestant creed; instead there

numerous confessions of

faith representing
the convictions or the doctrines prevailing in

certain regions at certain periods. In polity as
well as in belief diversity is the rule. Since the

primary authority of most forms of Protestantism, the Bible, offers no developed system
of church organization, the tendency has been
to recognize both local custom and reason in the

Furthermore the importance of the
all religious processes was
subjective element
recognized. Institutions were regarded as deriving their effectiveness not solely from their
own inherent power but in some degree from

construction of church governments, either with
clear recognition of the silence of the Scriptures

the attitudes of the individual participants. The
Word must be heard in faith; sacraments are

or with the attempt to deduce the desired system
from the acknowledged authority. Thus Prot-

available.

m

dependent

for their efficacy

upon

the individ-

mmd; when

the authority of the
Bible gives no clear direction the forms of
church government and non-sacramental rites
ual's state of

are subject to the common reason. It was natural
that at this point marked divergences should

estant institutions

may be

regarded as the prod-

ucts of the principle of individuality whether
in interaction
personal, cultural or national

with the principle of Biblical authority.
resulting diversity

some of the

is

illustrated

The

by reference

to

mam

promise between the institutional and authori-

types of Protestant institutional systems which have emerged since the
Reformation.

tarian principle on the one hand and the individual principle on the other inclined more to
the side of objective authority or to the side of
subjective interpretation. The differences be-

mediaeval religious institutions Lutheranism began by eliminating the Mass, the observance of
numerous holy days, monastic institutions, the

enter into Protestantism, according as the

com-

came

In so far as

it

was a negative reaction against

especially apparent in the theory and observation of the sacraments. Lutheranism took

minor customs.

the most conservative position; the Anabaptists

the authority of the Scriptures, not as a book of

celibacy of the clergy, the hierarchy and many
On the positive side it exalted

Religious Institutions, Christian
tews but as the revelation necessary for the
spiritual salvation of man. It retained the traditional Catholic creeds

and

beliefs

but subordi-

nated these along with the two sacraments to
the doctrine of the Word of God. Its conception
of the church was primarily that of a congregation in

which the Word was preached and the

internal
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government of the church, the former

being entrusted to the civil power, the latter
being subject to the Word of God. In fact the
political power not only regulated the organization of the church but also came to decide, in
accordance with the principle cujus regio, ejus

tended to replace the
clergy by teachers or preachers who were empowered to administer the sacraments but were

upon the creed of the state church.
In several respects, however, the autocratic
principle was modified as a result of Luther's
interest in a wholly spiritual conception of the

not set apart from other men save as they exercised their special function.
Yet this essentially non-institutional tendency

church and of his insistence on the primacy of
the Word of God. For example, where the episcopacy was maintained it functioned only as a

eventuated, under the impact of various needs
and influences, in the development of a number

was exalted and given considerable freedom

sacraments observed.

of institutions.

The

It

confession of faith which

was designed merely to serve the Lutheran cause
at the Diet of Augsburg became the authorita-

reltgio,

supenntendency, while the preaching ministry
the exercise of

in

"spiritual" function. Efforts
on the part of the state to infringe upon the
latter function have frequently provoked, as in
its

extent those of Luther's catechisms which were

1817 and in 1933, determined resistance from
the Lutheran church. Because of its political

written to instruct the people of his generation
in the Christian faith. As a result of conflicts

principles Lutheranism has been divided into
many provincial churches in central Europe and

with

spiritualist and revolutionary groups
which in addition to sharing Luther's hostility
to Roman Catholic institutions were also antagonistic to the civil powers and sought to organize
religious life on the basis of personal inspirations Lutheranism tended more and more to

Scandinavia. Despite modifications of the state
church principle which were introduced after
the German revolution of 1918 and the attempted separation of political and ecclesiastical
institutions, the church continued dependent
on the state for financial support, for the educa-

emphasize the objective, non-personal elements
in the Christian life, particularly the Bible and

tion of

tive creed of later generations, as did to a lesser

the sacraments.

The fact

to the reformation of the

Roman church

German government

but to

of church affairs imperative and therefore forwarded the establishment of creeds, the recognition of certain forms of worship and the organization of the preachers.
But of greatest importance for the formation

of Lutheran institutions was the part played by
the civil power in the reform. Lutheranism had
interest in the divorce of the

church from

the political state. Sharing the Catholic conception of religion as an inclusive and uniform

did not seek to establish the church as
an independent society. Moreover it drew heavaffair, it

ily

upon the widespread

desire for

home

rule

in political as well as in religious matters and
received its most important support from the
princes. Under these circumstances the ambition of the princes and the antagonism of lower

clergy

and

laity to hierarchical

urally to the

ministry in st^te controlled universi-

that the revolt led not

the separation of the churches in many parts of
Germany from Catholicism made the regulation

no

its

and

in part for the general administration of
its affairs. The nationalist reorganization of the

control led nat-

development of the

state

church

with the prince as its recognized head. In theory
there was a distinction between the external and

ties

in 1933 nullified to a large

movements toward separaof the two institutional systems and sub-

extent the tentative
tion

jected the church to a larger measure of civil
control than prevailed even before the revolu-

The migration of German and
Scandinavian Lutherans to America has led to
the development of independent Lutheran

tion of 1918.

churches with voluntary membership but with
otherwise characteristically Lutheran attitudes
of submission to the civil power and allegiance
to the Word of God interpreted through the

Lutheran creeds. These two principles form the
poles of the Lutheran institutional system.
In comparison with the Lutheran church the

Church of England
structure to the

is

Roman

far

more

Catholic.

similar in

its

The process of

institutional simplification was not carried to the
same lengths as in Germany. The English Protestant movement was first of all political and

The substitution of the English king
Roman pope as the supreme head of the

economic.
for the

church and the confiscation of ecclesiastical endowments led to the nationalization of the insti-
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tution, while the ceremonies, the hierarchy

and

the creeds remained essentially unchanged. In
the course of time, however, reform influences
from the continent, combining with English
movements and the anticlerical ism of the emer-

gent middle class radicals who constituted the
backbone of the Puritan movement, brought
about various modifications of the mediaeval
system. The Catholic creeds were supplemented
a mildly Protestant creed, the Thirty-nine
Articles; the sacraments were reduced to two;

by

the vernacular was adopted in the services of the
church; and the marriage of priests was permitted. But the principle of the institutional

church was maintained and the Scriptures

re-

mained subordinate to the church; episcopacy
and apostolic succession also continued to be

The

types of organization, and both Scriptures and
ministry function differently in Calvinism than
in Lutheranism.

The

presbyterian organization

may be traced to the persisting
influence of the conciliar tradition (see CONCILIAR MOVEMENT), to the character of political
of the church

organization prevailing in the free cities in which
Calvinism arose, to a widespread interest in

jurisprudence and to Calvin's

own

legal training

and administrative genius. The presbyterian
type of Protestant religious institution

by

as the Word of God regarding salvation
but rather as the revelation of the will of God
and therefore as the fundamental constitution of

much

both

and civil government. This
formed not only by the Bible but

ecclesiastical

constitution

seventeenth century, and with the development
of religious toleration the dependence of the
church upon the state instead of being dimin-

natural law; whichever approach is
will of God is no unknown quantity.

ished was increased.

The

substitution of Parlia-

ment

for the king as the actual head of the
church meant in theory self-determination for
the church, in view of the identification of
church and state. But the secularization of the
state and the admission of non-Anglicans to
Parliament and cabinet left the church dependent upon a rulership which it could elect only
in part. Furthermore in structure the church
remained monarchical, the initiative in government coming in theory not from members of
the church which is not a society but from

char-

its

organization of the church remained monarchical even after the storms of the
recognized.

is

constitutionalism and parliamentarism. It looks upon the Scriptures not so
acterized

by the

is

will of

God

Church and

revealed to

human

reason as

made the

state are therefore set alongside

each other as equal powers with different functions, and their cooperation is insured by their
common allegiance to the same constitution.
While Presbytenamsm maintains the doctrine
of obedience to civil power, it qualifies that
obedience by appeal to the superior constitutional principle and has frequently brought
pressure to bear upon the state to acknowledge

and put into

effect the clergy's interpretation

of this constitution. If mediaeval Catholicism

for a national assembly entrusted with ecclesi-

tended to subordinate the state to the church
and Lutheranism and Anglicanism subordinated
the church to the state, Calvinism was enabled
by reason of its attitude toward the Scriptures
and the will of God to seek a correlation of the
tvvo powers. In fact, however, the theocratic

astical legislation but reserving to Parliament
ultimate control of church affairs; the prayer
book controversy of 1927 and 1928 indicated

conception led to various efforts on the part of
the clergy, notably in Geneva and in New England, to control civic affairs. In Geneva the

The migra-

municipal council, initiating the work of reformation, displaced the bishop and undertook to
appoint pastors and reform the rites. After vari-

the supreme head, the king or the king in Parliament. In 1919 an enabling act was passed to
deal with the anomalous situation. It provided

that this control remained effective.

tion of Anglicans to countries in which church
and state are separated has led, as with the

Lutherans, to the adoption of

new

principles of

organization. Although the episcopacy is maintained, the church is constituted as a society

whose

by the members. The
Church of England re-

officers are elected

other institutions of the
ain their effectiveness

under the new conditions

which have arisen.

As

in the case of

Lutheranism the Calvinrstic

Reformed) churches are built primarily upon
the Scriptures and the preaching ministry. But
there are significant differences between the two
(or

ous

conflicts the

moral and religious guidance

of the city was entrusted to a church organization headed by a congregation, consisting of all
the clergy, and a consistory, appointed by the

congregation and the civil council.
recognr/ed the parity of church and

Thus was
state,

or of

clergy and municipal councilors. The ascendancy of the clergy and their interest in moral

guidance and discipline brought about the development of a church-state. This pattern greatly
influenced the attempts to establish Calvinist
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Protestantism in Scotland, England and New
England. While theocracies of the Genevan type

as a society rather than as a public corporation,
and all religious institutions are interpreted as

have been short

being contractual in origin and essence Neither
the state nor the Bible but the religious society

God
state

as the

lived, the

common

and of the Bible

will of

and

as the revelation of the

make Presbyor Reformed churches more independent

will of

terian

God

view of the

constitution of church

has continued to

in their relations to the state than Lutheranism

and Anglicanism have been.
The church itself under this constitution was
regarded not only as a place or group in which
the Word of God was preached but also as a
society governed by the will of God. Hence
under Calvinism the church became not only an
institution of worship and of the preaching of
the gospel of salvation but an agency of moral
instruction and control, while the ministry exercised not only a teaching and preaching but also
a ruling function Discipline no less than doc-

became

a primary consideration. In conformity with the theocratic idea the ministry
was regarded as deriving its rights and powers
not from the citizens or church members but

trine

from the declared

will of

God. The

central

agency of Calvmist churches was the teaching
and ruling ministry or eldership. In accordance
with the anti-hierarchical doctrine of the equality of all presbyters and with the constitutional
idea, these churches were organized on concihar
lines with delegated synods or general assemblies as the highest governing agencies. Because
of the close relation of Presbyterian churches to
the states no general assembly of all Presbyterian churches has been possible; yet they are
not so greatly limited by the civil powers as

is

the case with Lutheran and Anglican churches.
The constitutional theory of the church, combined with the interests of that burgher class

which furnished the bulk of

its adherents, impelled the Calvinist reformers to deal more
with
the institutions of the mediaeval
radically

church than was the case in the other great
Protestant

movements The elimination of holy

days, special vows, ornate ceremonies, episco-

pacy and hierarchy was carried on with unusual
on the positive side the observance of the Sabbath, moral and religious instruction and church attendance were established by an equally rigorous insistence on the
part of the clergy.
Still another type of institutional system was
vigor. Similarly

icpresented in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries by such minor protestant groups as

the Ariabaptists, the Quakers and the Independents. This type of Protestant church is regarded

organized by its members is the primary religious institution, while the ultimate source of
authority is the individual religious experience.

The activity of God is thought of as direct and
spiritual rather than as confined to the Scriptures or to the clergy or to the state Emphasis
is

placed upon the qualifications for memberthe society, which may be interpreted

m

ship

in moral or more in religious terms. The
task of the society lies in the instruction, edification and discipline of its members and
the

more

m

gaining of

new

converts

It rejects all institu-

and creeds as such. In so far as old
customs are maintained they are reinter-

tional rites
ritual

preted as initiations into the group or as reaffirmations of loyalty, although some of the
older institutional overtones doubtless remain,
particularly where such groups are surrounded
by other types of Protestantism and by Catholicism Creeds are statements of conviction on the
part of the society and may therefore be readily
amended.
Each local society is a self-governing unit

own officers, including the clergy,
arc simply leaders appointed by the group
reason of their superior qualifications. The

choosing us

who
by

central institutions of the society are the meeting
for mutual instruction and edification, the rite

of reception of new members- frequently by
baptism and the rite of fellow ship in the I Cord's
Supper In its relation to the state such a society

conceived

itself in

extreme cases as an alterna-

tive to the political unit, which likewise was
regarded as contractual in nature The society,
assuming responsibility for disciplining its mem-

bers
state

own

\\

ithout appeal to the police powers of the
for settling intramural disputes in its

and

courts, forbade lecourse to state courts as

well as participation in the military, judicial or
administrative functions of the state In such
radical societies there has also been manifest a
tendency toward an independent economic organization, which sometimes has taken a communistic form. These extreme features appeared

not only among the sixteenth and the seventeenth
century revolutionary groups but also, with
modifications, among eighteenth century Moravians and nineteenth century Mormons. In

general the influences which have played upon
this type of Protestantism have been the eco-

nomic and

cultural character of

its

adherents,
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usually proletarian, the appeal of the New Testament ideal of the church and the revolutionary
hope of the establishment of the Kingdom of

sequence of the later development of societies
and the readjustment of the churches. The most
important of these intermediate forms are Con-

God.
While the extreme forms of voluntary,

gregationalism, which is a product of Presbyterianism and the societal form, and Methodism,
in which episcopalism united with the volun-

Protestantism have had

lay
a short history, their

general pattern of organization has exerted a

more enduring influence, as, for example, in
Methodism and in those branches of the LuAnglican and Presbyterian churches
which operate in countries where there is a
separation of church and state. Even such groups
theran,

as the Anabaptists and the Independents after
abandoning their more radical principles have

been perpetuated in modified form as effective
churches (Baptist and Congregational). In these
cases the practical interest of the religious society in politics has been directed toward the
elimination of state control of religious functions

tary principle. In European countries as well as
in the United States the transformation of

churches into religious societies has proceeded

and is being accelerated at the present time.
While the Pietist movement with its interest in
religious experience, and idealistic theology with
its emphasis on religion as a concern of the
inner life, have played their part in this trend,
the separation of church and state, whether on
the initiative of the church or the state, has been

an even more important factor.
Because of the growing discreteness of Protestantism as a result of the spread of the voluntary societies, and in view of the increasing

and, by necessary implication, toward the guaranty of general tolerance in religion. The broader
interest of the members in political or economic

intercourse between national groups in the modern world, repeated efforts have been made,

affairs

has led to the formation of additional
associations, more or less loosely connected with

particularly in the twentieth century, to organize
the denominations into effective unions. The

the church, such as societies for the abolition of
slavery, for temperance, for prison reform or

Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America (uniting twenty-five groups with 21,000,000 members), the National Council of
Evangelical Free Churches in England and,

for the promotion of education. The religious
society as such tended to concentrate upon the

narrower functions of religious and moral instruction, worship and the stimulation of religious experience. With the rise of new generations which were not parties to the original
contract constituting the church, these societies
have necessarily taken on more of an institutional character.

Conversion was established as

a custom, confessions of faith became creeds for
testing the qualifications of applicants for mem-

bership and the lay leadership assumed a professional character. Yet the basic pattern of the
voluntary association persists,
The highest development of Protestant

reli-

gious societies has taken place in the United
States, where it was furthered by the modifica-

which the presbyterian Protestantism of
the early Puritans underwent as a result of the
influence of sectarians and the conditions of
settlement in small towns. Other contributing
factors in this process of modification were the
influx of Baptist and Quaker elements, the separation of church and state and particularly the
tion

necessity of developing religious organizations

on new frontiers. The society form of organization was best adapted to these conditions. Intermediate forms between the institutional church
and the voluntary association have arisen in con-

German Evangelical Church
Federation represent relatively loose organizations. The tendency toward organic unification
of churches across national boundaries has been
prior to 1933, the

markedly on the increase since the World War.
International conferences of Presbyterians, Luand many of the other Protestant

therans

churches have been held in recent years, but no
effective international organization has been
achieved. In special areas or tasks, particularly
in the foreign mission enterprise,

which

it

has

promoted with great energy, Protestantism has
been able to gain some measure of unity, partly
no doubt as a result of economic pressure. A
further result of the growth of the societal principle in Protestantism has been the multiplication of national and international societies,

which although not organically connected with
the churches are loosely associated with them,
for the promotion of political and social ends.
Young Men's and Young Women's Christian
associations, the International Missionary Council, the World Alliance for International Friendship through the Churches, are representative
of a large number of such agencies.
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FOR GENERAL TRFATMFNTS OF BOTH ROMAN
CATHOLIC AND PROTLSTANT CHURCHES Moller,
E

Consult

W

Lehrbutfi

tier

Kirchengeschichte, 3 vols (Freiburg

i

,

Br.

1889-94), tr by A Rutherford and J H Frecse
(London 1892-1900), ScharY, Philip, History of tfie
Christian Church, 7 vols (new ed New York 18821910), Hergenrother, Joseph, Handbuch der allgenieinen Kirchengeschichte, 4 vols. (6th ed. by J P.
Br 1924-25), Muller, Karl, KirKirsch, Freiburg
i

Grundriss der theologischen Wissenschaft, ist ser pt 4, vols 1-11, 2 vols. (Freiburg i. Br.
1892-1919), Troeltsch, Ernst, Die Soziallehren der
chnstlichen Kinhen und Gruppen, his Gebainmelte
Schriften, vol i ( 3 rd ed Tubingen 1923), tr. by Olive
che,ii>e^chichtc,

,

Wyon,

2 vols

Carl>le, A J
Allen, A.

,

(London

1931); Bartlet, J.

V, and

Christianity in History (London 1917),
Christian Institutions (New York

V G

,

Hobhouse, Walter, The Church and the World
in Idea and in History, Oxford University, Bampton
Lectures, 1909 (London 1910), Brunhes, Gabriel,
Chnstiamsme et cathohcisme (2nd ed Pans 1924),
Rcalencyhlapadie fur protestantische Theologie und
Kirche, ed by J J I lerzog, 24 v ols (3rded by Albert
Hauck, Leipsic 1896-1913), Dictwnnaire dc thMogie
cathohque, ed by J. M. A Vacant and Eugene Mangenot, vols i-xi (Pans 1908-33), Catholic Emydopedia,
ed by C G Herbermann and others, 17 vols. (New
York 1907-22)
FOR ROMAN CATHOLIC Funk, F. X von, Kirchengeschichte, 2 vols (8th ed by Karl Bihlmeyer, Paderborn 1926-30), tr by C L. Dessoulavy (London
1897),

1910), Mourret, Fernand, Histoire generate de I'e'glise,
8 vols (Pans 1920-21), tr. by Newton Thompson,

vols

H

i

and v

(St Louis 1930-31), Guignebert,

C

A.

Le christiamsme antique (Paris 1921), and Le
chnstiamsme, medieval et moderne (Pans 1922), tr. in
i vol
as Christianity, Past and Present (New York
,

1927); Dictionnaire d'htstoire et de geographic ecclhiBaudrillart and others, vols. i-vu
astique, ed by
(Pans 1912-33), Thomassm, L., Ancienne et nouvelle

A

discipline de I'egltse,

7 vols (new ed Bar-le-Duc 1864-

Harnack, Adolf von, Entstehung und Enttvickelung
der Kirchenverfassung und des Kirchenrechts in den zwei
ersten Jahrhunderten (Leipsic 1910), tr. by F L. Pog67),

son and ed. by H. D A Major (London 1910), and
Die Mission und Ausbrntung des Christentum in dm
2 vols. (4th ed. Leipsic
1923), tr. and ed by James Moffatt (2nd ed London
KtrchenreJit
1908), Sohm, Rudolph,
Systematlsches
Handbuch der deutschen Rechtswissnschaft, pt. 8,
ersten ^irei Jahrhunderten,

,
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(Munich 1892-1923), and "Wesen
und Ursprung des Kathohzismus" in K. Sachsischc
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipsic, Philolovols. i-n, 2 vols.

gisch-Histonsche Klasse, Abhandlungen, vol xxvu
(1909) 333-90, Batiffol, Pierre, L'eghse naissante et
le cathohcisme (nth ed, Paris 1927), tr as Primitive
Catholicism (New York 1911), La piu\ constantinunnc
(4th ed Paris 1929), Le cathohcisme de saint August in
(4th cd Paris 1930), and Le siege apostolique (350-451)
Histoire ancienne de
(Pans 1924), Duchesne, L
,

(4th~5th ed Paris 1911), tr and ed.
by Claude Jenkins (London 1909-24), and L'dghse
au vie siecle (Paris 1925), Zeiller, Jacques, L'empire
remain et /V^'/nc, Ilistoire du Monde, vol v, pt 2
The Church and the
(Pans 1928), Lindsay, T

I'eghse, 3 vols

M

,

Ministry in the Early Centuries (London 1902), Boissier, Gaston, La fin du pagannme, 2 vols (6th ed.
Pans 1909), Baynes,
Constantine the Great and
the Christian Church, British Academy, Raleigh Lecture on History, 1929 (London 1931), with extensive

N H

bibliographical note,

and Nationalism

,

Woodwaid, E L

in the Later

,

Christianity

Roman Empire (London

1916), Fhche, Augustin, La chretiente mcdievale (3951254), Histoire du Monde, vol vn, pt 2 (Pans 1929);

Tunnel, Joseph (Andre" Lagarde), The Latin Church
in the Middle Ages, tr from French ms by A Alexander (New York 1915), Cambridge Medieval History,
ed by H. M. Gwatkin and others, 7 v ols (Cambridge,
An Economic and
Eng. 1911-32), Thompson, J
Social History of the Middle Ages (300-1300) (New
York 1928), and Economic and Social History of
Europe in the Later Middle Ages (1300-1530) (New

W

York

,

1931), Stut/, Ulrich, Geschichte des kirchhchen

K

Benefiziahvesens (Berlin 1895), Hefele,
Histoire des conciles, enlarged tr. from 2nd
ed.

by Henri Leclercq, ed

vols. (Paris 1907-21), Lea,

by J
H. C

,

J

\on,

German

Hergenrother, 8
History of the
York 1906-07);

A

Inquisition of Spain, 4 \oh. (New
Luchaire, Achillc, Manuel des institutions frattfaises

(Paris 1892) pt i, Imbart de la Tour, Pierre, "Les
paroisses rurales dans 1'ancienne France du iv au
in Revue histonque, \ol Ix (1896) 241-71,
vol Ixi (1896) 10-44., vol. bun (1897) 1-41, vol Ixvu

M e siccle"
(1898)

1-35, and vol

xnc

Ixvin (1898)

dans

eleitions Episcopates

I'eglise

de

1-54,

and Les
ix<? au

Frame du

(Pans 1890), Fourmer, Paul, Les offuialites
au moyen age (Pans 1880), Hauck, Albert, Kircliengeschichte Deutschhinds, 5 vols (2nd~5th cd Leipsic
1911-29), Wermmghoff, A Verfassungsgeschuhte der
deutschen Kirche tm Ahttelalter (znd ed. Leipsic
Die Kinhengeschichte von Spa1913), Gams, F B
men, 3 vols (Regensbuig 1862-79), History of the
R W. Stephens and
English Church, ed by
William Hunt, 8 vols (London 1899-1910), Dresdner,
Albert, Kultur- und Sittengeschichte der itahenischen
sjcile

,

,

W

im 10. und u. Jahrhundert (Breslau
1890), Mollat, Guillaume, Les papes d* Avignon (1305J3?8) (Pans 1912), and La collation des btntfices

Geistlichkeit

ecclesiastiques sous les

d''Avignon

(1305-1378)
et le grand
(Paris 1896-1902), and La
rehgieuse du x v< siecle, 2 vo s (Pans 1909); Volpe,

(Paris

1921); Valois,

papes
Noel,

La Frame

schisme d' Occident, 2 vols
crise

G., Movimenti 'ehgiosi e setti ereticali jiella societd
medievale itahana, secoli xi-xiv (Florence 1922), Coul-

G

Five Centura of Religion, 2 vols. (OmG.
bridge, Eng. 1923-27), Gasquet, F. A., 7 he F- e of the
Reformation (3rd ed. London 1927), Gothem, Eberton,

,
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hard, Schnften zur Kulturgeschichte der Renaissance,
Reformation und Gegenreformation, 2 vols. (Munich
1924); Pastor, L von, Geschichte der Papste sett dent
Ausgang des Mittelalters, 16 vols. (yth-iath ed Freiburg i. Br. 1926-33), tr. and ed by F. I Antrobus
and R F. Kerr, vols. i-xxiv (ist-5th ed London 192233), Bury, J B History of the Papacy in the igth CenMurray (London
tury (1864-1878), ed by R.
1930), Alartin, Victor, Les cardmauz, et la Curie (Pans
1930), and Les congregations romaines (Paris 1930);
Die rdnnsche Rota, GorresSchneider, Franz E
Gesellschaft zur Pflege der Wissenschaft im kathohschen Deutschland, Sektion fur R cents- und Sozial,

H

,

wissenschaft, Veroffentlichungen,

derborn 1914-

),

no

Goyau, Georges,

22, vol i-

L

(Pa-

Allemagne

hgieuse, le cathohcisme (1800-1870), 4 vols

re-

(3rd~5th

ed Pans 1909-^0), Phillips, C S , The Church in
CarFrance, 1780-1848 (London 1929).
A History of Mediaeval Political
J
lylc, R W. and
vols.
the
West, 5
(Edinburgh 1903-28),
Theory

A

,

m

Mcllwdin, C H The Growth of Political Thought in
the West (New York 1932) chs iv-vi, Gierke, Otto F.
von, Deutsihes Genossenscliaftsrecht, 4 voh (Berlin
Maitland as
1868-1913), vol in partly tr by F
Political Theories of the Middle Age* (Cambridge,
Eng 1900), Schnurer, Gustav, Kirche und Kultur im
,

W

(Paderborn 1924-30), Pullan, L
From Justinian to Luther, AD $18-1517 (Oxford
1930), The Legacy of the Middle Ages, ed. by C G.
Crump and E F Jacob (Oxford 1926), The Social
and Political Ideas of Some Gteat Mediaeval Thinkets,
ed. by F. J C Ilearnshaw (London 1923), Poole,
R L Illustration-; of the History of Medieval Thought
and Learning (and td. London 1920), Endemann,
Wilhelm, Studien in der romamsih-kanom\tischen
Wirthschaft!,- und Rechtslehre bis gegen Ende des siebenMittelalter, 3 volb

,

,

zehnten }ahrhunderts, 2 volb. (Berlin 1874-83), AshW. J , An Introduction to English Eirmornu History and Theory, 2 vols (4th ed London 1906-09),
The Political Aspect* of St Augustine's
Figgis, J
"City of God" (London 1921), Smith, Arthur L
Church and State in the Middle Ages (Oxford 1913),
ley,

N

,

,

Schubert, Hans von, Der Kampf des geisthchen und
welthchen Rechts (Heidelberg 1927), Hauck, Albert,
Der Gedanke der papstlichen Weltherrschaft bn> auf

A

La reforme
(Leipsic 1904), Fliche,
gregonenne, 2 vols (Louvam 1924-25), Mirbt, Carl,
Die Pubhzistik im Zeitalter Gregors V 11 (Leipsic 1 894),
Voosen, Ehe, Papaut6 et pouvoir civil a Vepoque de
Bomfaz vin

,

Gregoire vif, Universitas Cathohca Lovamensis, FaConsequendum Conbcnptae, Dissertationes, 2nd ser , vol. xx (Gembloux 1927);
cultate Theologica

The English Church and the Papacy
Brooke, Z. N
from the Conquest to the Reign of John (Cambridge,
Eng. 1931), Boehmer, Hemnch, Kirche und Staat in
England und in der Normandie irn XI. und XJI Jahrhundert (Leipsic 1899), Loserlh, Johann, "Studien
zur Kirchenpohtik Englands im 14. Jahrhundert" in
Akademie der Wissenschatten, Vienna, PhilosophischHistonsche Classe, Sitzungsberuhte, vol cxxxvi (1897)
,

no

i,

and

vol

clvi (1908)

no

vi,

Riviere, Jean,

Le

probleme de I'tghse et de Vetat au temps de Philippe le
Bel, Spicilegium Sacrum Lovamense, Etudes et
Documents, no. 8 (Louvam 1926), Scholz, Richard,

Die Publiststik sur Zeit Phthpps des Schonen und
Bomfaz' vui. (Stuttgart 1903), Poschl, Arnold, Die
Regalien d** mtttelalterhchen Kirchen (Graz 1928);

Riezler, Sigmund von, Die hterarischen Wtdersachei
der Papste zur Zeit Ludwig des Baters (Leipsic 1874);
Muller, Carl, Der Kampf Ludwtgs des Baiern nut der
romischen Curie, 2 vols (Tubingen 1879-80), Finke,

Hemnch, Welhmpermhsmus und nationale Regungen
im spateren Mittelalter, Freiburger wissenschafthche
Gesellschaft, no. 4 (Freiburg i. Br. 1916), Wallach,
Das abendldndische Gemeinschaftsbeiwsstsein

Richard,

im

Mittelalter, Beitrage zur Kulturgeschichte des
Mittelalters und der Renaissance, vol. xxxiv (Leipsic

1928), Fntzemeyer, Werner, Chnstenheit und Europa,
Historische Zeitschrift, Beiheft 23 (Munich 1931);
Studies in Political Thought from Gerson
Figgis, J

N

to

Grotius,

1916),

,

1414-1625 (2nd ed Cambridge, Eng.
Political Theories of the Early

and "On Some

Jesuits" in Royal Historical Society, Transactions,
n s vol
Church and
(1897) 89-1 12, Galton,
State in France, 1300-1007 (London 1907), Debidour,
Histoire des rapports de I'tghse et de Vetat en France

M

,

A

A H

,

,

de 1789 a 1870 (Paris 1898), and L'eghse cathohque
et Vetat sous la ttoisieme Repubhque (1870-1006), 2
vols. (Pans 1906-09), Mathiez, Albert, Rome et le
clerge francais sous la Constituante (Pans 1911), Gurian, Waldcmar, Die pohtischen und sozialen Ideen des
franzosischen Kathohzismus, 1780-1014 (MunchenGladhach 1929), Barbier, E , Histoire du cathohasme
liberal et du catholuisme social en France (18701914),
S vols (Bordeaux 1924), Weill, Georges, Histoire du
cathohctsme liberal en France, 1 828-1908 (Pans 1909);
Kirche und Staat, ed. by Eduard Eichmann, Quellensammlung zur kirchhchen Rechtsgeschichte und zum

Kirchenrccht, vols. 1-11, 2 vols. (Paderborn 1912-14);
Denifle, Ilemricb, Die kathohsche Kirche und das Ziel
der Menschheit (2nd ed by R.
Schultes, Gtaz

M

1906); Leman, Auguste, L'eghse dans les temps ntodernes (Paris 1928), tr by R. Cowell (London 1929).
I OR PROT LS i AN i Tschackert, Paul, Die Entstehung
der luthenschcn uiid refornnerten Kirchenlehrc (Gottingcn I9io\ Sehlmg, Emil, Geschichte der protestantischen Kircherwerfassung, Grundriss der Geschichtswissenschaft xur Emfuhrung in das Studium der
deutschen Geschichte des Mittelalters und der Neuzeit, scr. 11, pt. via (2nd ed Leipsic 1914), Holstein,
Die Grundlagen des evangelist hen Kirchenrechts
des Luther(Tubingen 1928), Elert,
, Morphologic

G

,

W

(Munich 1931-32), Foerster, E., Die Entstehung der preussischen Landeskirche, 2 vols. (Tubingen 1905-07), Das religiose Deutschland der Gegenturns, 2 vols

zvart, ed by Carl Schweitzer, 2 vols. (Berlin 192829), Troeltsch, Ernst, Die Trennung von Staat und
Kirche, der staathche Rehgionsunterricht und die theo-

logischen Fakultaten (Heidelberg 1906); Pfannkuche,
Augubt, Staat und Kirche in ihrem gegenseittgen Ver-

hallms

seit

der Reformation (Leipsic 1915), Jordan,

Hermann, Luthers Staatsauffassung (Munich 1917),
Schulthess-Rechberg, G. von, Luther, Zwingh und
Calvin in ihren Ansichten uber das Verhaltnis von Staat
1 909), Haussherr, Hans, Der Staat
in Calvins Gedankemvelt, Verein fur Reformations-

und Kirche (Zurich

geschichte, Schnften, no. 136 (Leipsic 1923); Baron,
Hans, Calvins Staatsauffassung und das konfessionelle

Historische Zeitschrift, Beiheft i (Berlin
1924); Frohlich, Karlfned, Gottesretch, Welt und
Kirche bei Calvin (Munich 1930); Cardauns, Ludwig,
Die Lehre vom Widerstandsrecht des Volks gegen die
rechtmassige Obngkeit im Luthertum und Calvinismus
Zeitalter,

des id.JahrhunderU

(Bonn

1903);

Doumergue, Emile,

Religious Institutions, Christian
Jean Calvin, 7 vols. (Pans 18991927)

vol. v,

La-

garde, Georges de, Recherches sur I'esprit pohtique de
fa reforme (Pans 1926), Romier, Lucien, Le royawne

de Cathennt de Medicts, 2 vols. (Pans 1922) vol n,
chs. vi-vn, Marcks, Erich, Gaspard von Cohgny, sein
Leben und das Frankreich seiner Zett (Stuttgart 1892),

Dedieu, Joseph, Le

r&le pohtique des protestants fran-

fais (1685-1715) (Pans 1920),
des protestants francais, 2 vols.

(Pans 1925), Chastaau\ mtnontes

aspect des lots relatives
L'etat cnnl des protestants

mer, Roger,
religieuses.

Un

and Histoire pohtique

(15501792)

(Nimes 1922), Benoist, Charles, Condition jundique
des protestants sous le regime de Vedit de Nantes et
De la
apres sa revocation (Paris 1900), Anger, II
,

condition jundtque des protestants apres la revocation

H

E von,
de Vedit de Nantes (Pans 1903), Hoffmann,
Das Kirchenverfassungsrecht der mederlandischen Reder
sum
Dordrechter
Nationalbis
Beginne
formierten
synode von i6i8-iQ (Leipsic 1902), Bibhographv of
British Histoty. Tudor Period, 1485-1603, ed by
Conyers Read (Oxford 1933) ch \i, Bibhnxrapfiy of
British History. Stuart Period, 1603-171 /, ed by
Godfrey Davies (Oxford 1928) oh iv, A Dictionary
of English Church History, ed. by S J , Ollard and
G. Crosse (London 1912),
History of the English
R. W. Stephens and William Hunt,
Church, ed by
8 vols. (London 1899-1910) \ols iv-vm, Gwatkm,
Church and State in England to the Death of
H.
,
Queen Anne (London 1917) chs xv-xxx, Sykes, Norand State in England since the RLformaChurch
man,

A

W

M

(London 1929), Mako\\cr, Feh\, Die Verfassung
der Kirche von England (Berlin 1894), tr as The
tion

Constitutional History

of England

(London

and Constitution of the Chunk
Mason, A. J Churih of

1895),

,

England and Episcopacy (Cambridge, Eng. 1914),
Schutz, Paul, Religion und Politik in der Kirche von
England (GothA 1925), Usher, Roland G The Reconstruction of the English Church, 2 vols (New York
1910), and The Rne and Fall of the High Commission
S History of English
(Oxford 1913); Holdsworth,
Law, 10 vols. (3rd ed London 1922-32) \ol. i, p
588-632, Church Problems, ed. by H. II. Ilensun
(London 1900); Pearson, A F Scott, Church and
,

W

,

State, Political Aspects of Sixteenth Cintuty Puritanism (Cambridge, Eng. 1928), Belasco, P S Authority
in Church and State (London 1928); Gouch, G P
the Seventeenth Century
English Democratic Ideas
His(2nd ed Cambridge, Eng. 1927), Clark, H.
,

,

m

W

,

tory of English Nonconformity from Wiclif to the Close
of the Nineteenth Century, 2 vols (London 1911-13),

W. S "The

and Religious Nonconformity; an Historical Retrospect" in Law QuarHoldsworth,
terly

,

State

Reinew, vol. xxxvi (1920) 339-58, Burrage,

C

,

The Church Covenant Idea, Its Origin and Its Development (Philadelphia 1904), and The Early English
Dissenters in the Light of Recent Research (1550-1641),

2

(Cambridge, Eng. 1912), MacGregor, Janet
G., The Scottish Presbyterian Polity; a Study of Its
Origins in the Sixteenth Century (Edinburgh 1926),
vols.

Clark, I. M., A History of Church Discipline in Siotland (Aberdeen 1929); Moffatt, James, The Presbyterian Churches (New York 1928); Figgis, J. N.,
Churches in the Modern State (London 1913); American Church History Series, ed. by Philip Schaff, H. C.
Potter, and S. M. Jackson, 13 vols. (New York 18931901); Niebuhr, H. R , The Social Sources of Denominattonaltsm (New York 1929); Goodloe, Robert W.,
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The Principles and Development of Church Government
(Nashville 1932); Zollmann, Carl, American Civil
Church Law, Columbia University, Studies
History, Economics and Public Law, no. 181 (New York
1917), Keller, Adolf, and Stewart, George, Protestant
Europe; Its Crisis and Outlook (New York 1927).
FOR EASII-RN OKIHODOX BYZANTINE LangfordJames, R L A Dictionary of the Eastern Orthodox
Churih (London 1923), Fortescue, Adrian, The Orthodox Eastern Church (2nd ed. London 1908), Scott,
S. H
The Eastern Churches and the Papacy (London
1928), Brehiei, Louis, L'eghse et V orient au moyen
les
croisades (4th ed Pans 1921), and "The Greek
dge
Church Its Relations with the West up to 1054,"
and "Attempts at Reunion of the Greek and Latin
Churches" in Cambridge Medieval History, vol. iv
(Cambridge, Eng 1927) chs ix and xix, Bulgakov,
S N., L'orthodo\ie (Paris 1932), Zankov, Stefan, Das
orthodo\e Chnitentum des O/env (Berlin 1928), tr by
1). A Lowrie (London 1929), Bon\\etsch, N
"Gnechisc h-orthodoxes Chnstentum und Kirche im Mit-

m

,

,

,

und Neuzcit"
ed by P Hmneberg,

Die Kultur der Gegemvart,
sect i, \ol iv, pt i (2nd ed.
164-87, Lubeck, Konrad, Die chnst-

telalter

in

Berlin 1909) p
Kin hen di* Orients

hchen

A D
sol

,

m

(Kempten 1911), Kynakos,
Ekklaiai,tike histona, 3 vols (Athens 1881-98),
tr by E Rausch as Geschichte der orient ahschtn

Kinlien Ton

i /5J-7<S'<?

htornn nizdehmyti

A

S'
(Leipsic 1902), Lebedev,
,
i \i vv
tserkre\ r /v,
(History
(

X

of the separation of the churches in the ninth, tenth
and ele\enth centimes) (2nd ed St Petersburg 1905),

Odietki inutrcnmv istoni iiztirtfnsko-i ostothnoy tseri< ix, X i v/ T t'kakh (Outlines of the internal
history
of the Byzantine Eastern church in the ninth, tenth
and eleventh centuries) (2nd rev ed Moscow 1902),
htoruhe\kie ocherki i\toru rtxanttysko-rostochnoy tserki ot hontsa A / 7 do polm'im XV (Histoncal outlines
of the history ot the B>zantme Eastern church from
the close of the eleventh century to the middle of the
fifteenth) (2nd rev ed Moscow 1902), and Istony a

kn

i

(rreko-Tostothnoy tserki ipodrlastiyu turok ot padeniya
Konstantinopolya do nastoyashchago rrement (History
of the Greek Eastern church under the Turkish
po\\cr from the fall of Constantinople to the present
time) (2nd ed St Petersburg 1904), Suvorov,
,
Uchebmk tsetkwnai>o prara (Manual of ecclesiastical
law) (4th ed Most cm 1912), Kattenbusch, Ferdinand,

N

Lehtbuch der verzleirhendin Confessionskunde, vol i
Das Kirchertrecht
Br 1892), Milasch,
(Fieiburg
der motgenlandischen Kirihe (2nd rev. ed Mostar
1905), Schwarzlose, Karl, Grundsuqe des deutsche^Wlt>ell*chen Kirchtnreiht* und des ort hodox-morgenlandischen Kirchenrechts (Bonn 1924), Gelzer, Heinrich, "Das Verhaltnis von htaat und Kirche in

N

i

Byzan/."
1

93-252

m

,

Histortsihe Zeitschnft, vol. Ixxxvi (1901)
RLSSIAN Re>burn,
Y., The

H

Story of the Russian Church (London 1924), Heard,
F., The Russian Churih and Russian Dissent (New

A

York 1887), The Patriarch and the Tsar, 6 vols. (London 1871-76), tr. from Russian by William Palmer,
BonwetscK G N KirchengesJnchte Russlands (Leipsic 1923), Schaeder, H
Kfoskau, das dntte Rom,
Osteuropaische Studien, vol i (Hamburg 1929);
Golubmsky, E. E Rukovodstro k russkoy tserkovnoy
istorn (Manual of Russian church history), 2 vols.
(Moscow 1901-11); Dobroklonsky, A., Rukovodstvo
po istom russkoy tserkvi (Manual of the history of the
,

,

,
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berg,

E

V.

,

tsarskoi vlasti

vols.

(Moscow

1889),

Walden-

Drevnerusskiya uchemya o predelakh
(The old Russian theories on the limits

of the czar's powers) (Petrograd 1916), Znamensky,
P., Prtkhodskoe dukhovenstvo v Roistt s Petra Vehkikago (The clergy of the parish in Russia after Peter's
reform) (Kazan 1873), and Polozheme dukJiovenstva v
t
Parla i (The clergy's
tsarstvovame Ekatenm
situation under Catherine II and Paul I (Moscow

n

1880), Blagovidov, F., Ober-prokuron sryatago sinoda

v

XV ill v.

v pervoy polowne xix

v.

(The obcr-procurators of the Holy Synod in the xvinth and in the
first half of the xixth century) (and ed. Kazan 1900),
Ocherki po istoni russkoy kultun
Miliukov, P N
(Outlines of Russian civilization), 4 vols. (new cd.
Paris 1930-31), Spinka, Matthew, The Church and the
Russian Revolution (New York 1927); Hecker, Julius
F., Religion under the Soviets (New York 1927).
i

,

RELIGIOUS

ORDERS. As closely integrated
associations of likermnded individuals religious
orders represent a manifestation of the collectendency inherent in all religions. Their
premises are derived ultimately from the most
tivistic

primitive conception of religion: the view that
the supernatural is essentially a force in either
an active or a passive sense and that once an
is possessed by this force, he beappointed instrument Because of the
contagious quality of this force its full potency
can be realized and communicated only through
association. To the member of the order the

individual

comes

being bound by an abstract rule the member
must usually surrender himself also to the
personal authority of the order's directors.
The type of association represented by the
religious order is deeply embedded in the es-

The dim outlines of its strucmay be discerned even in primi-

sence of religion.
tural features

tive secret societies.

Although the

tion of these societies

initial

func-

is

frequently obscured,
Melanesian and African

particularly among
peoples, in the subsequent course of their de-

velopment, they often originate as associations of
the guardians of certain magical or religious
rites. The more advanced civilizations of ancient

Mexico and Peru developed

religious orders
similar to the familiar Christian type In Mexico
and particularly among the adherents of the cult

of Qucualcoatl there were cloisters for both
children were en-

men and women, and even

rolled in them either temporarily or for life.
Those who had been admitted were distinguished by a special mode of dress and observed

an

ascetic

diet.

Their services consisted in

nocturnal vigils, the singing of sacred hymns,
penitential exercises, the upkeep of the temple

force seems to emanate from a sphere entirely
distinct from the profane realm of civil society.

and exacting toil. In Peru the members of the
Order of the Virgins of the Sun were also immured in cloisters, where they guarded the
sacred flame in addition to weaving and embroidering for the temple and the Incas. Like
the Roman vestal virgins, they were buried alive

Hence most

religious orders

when they

monasticism

rest

Because of the Hindu propensity for the contemplative life India has offered a particularly
propitious environment for the development of

its

and all forms of
on a duahstic world view and
are characterized by more or less rigorous ascetic
tendencies. At any rate they aim to withdraw
into a world apart, where their members may
enjoy the greatest possible degree of freedom
from earthly interests and pursue a life of renunciation and sacrifice.
With respect to internal organization a typical
feature of the religious order is the rigid standof all activity, in some cases so

ardization

from the individual
complete self-abnegation. This is perhaps the
essential distinction between the priesthood and
thoroughgoing as to require

the religious order, for the priest, being the
chosen mediator between God and man, is a
charismatic personality and, by the premises of
his office, remains conscious of his individual

and functions. The way of life

violated the

vow

of chastity.

religious orders. Both Jainism and Buddhism
are in reality nothing but huge religious orders,

preserving in however modified form the vestiges of age old usages and ideas. In the passage
in which the Rigveda (x: 136) refers to the long

who "wear the yellow dirty (vestments of bark)" and "follow the course of the
wind when they have assumed the power of
haired zealots

gods," Oldenberg long ago detected a reference
to a self-contained association possessing carefully guarded secrets.
prominent place in both

A

religious organizations is accorded to the lay

brethren, although the relationship of the latter
monks is less intimate in the case of

to the

of the order subjects himself is patterned upon a particular religious ideal, finding
its prototype
perhaps in the life of the founder

Buddhism than in Jainism. The lay brethren
are expected to provide for the material necessities of the monks, but they themselves assume only a part of the obligations of the monas-

of the religion: thus the Franciscans sought to
But in addition to

ingly limited religious rewards.

role

to

which the

member

imitate the poverty of Christ.

tic

way

of

life

and therefore

attain correspond-

The

Christian

Religious Orders

Religious Institutions, Christian
Premonstratensian and mendicant orders similarly adapted their rigorous ideals to the needs
of daily life by constructing Third Orders of
laymen, which complemented the first orders of
regular monks and the second orders of nuns.
Each of these lay associations was subject to the
authority of the order concerned; and its mem-
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under the influence of neo-Platonism, Chnatianity and Hinduism, there emerged those intense mystics whose classic centers were the
monasteries of the Persian Sufis (so-called because of their woolen vestments). The Kadiriya,
the oldest of these orders, was founded in 1166
by 'Abd al-Kadir al-Djilam and from its center

Bagdad spread as far as China and Morocco
Subsequently numerous other orders came into

bers, while remaining in the world, obeyed a
rule, based on an ideal of relative perfection.

at

The Hebraic nebiim mentioned in the Old
Testament were fundamentally similar to the
Hindu zealots; this group, which certain modern
scholars have described as an order of the faith-

existence, including the Rifa lya ("the howling

devotees of Yahweh, consisted of fanatics
organized into rigidly exclusive societies with
ful

own

their

subject to

and settlements; they were
a definite code of rules and particileaders

pated in the political as well as the religious life
of the people. The Rcchabites and the Nazantes,
other associations of ancient Israel which fall

under the category of religious orders, were in
accord in their condemnation of the civilizing
process which Judaism had undergone in the
land of Canaan. Reacting against the corruption
which they attributed to this cultural advance,
they sought to realize the original nomadic ideal
of primitive Judaism by abandoning the domestic life and the pursuit of agriculture and viniculture In the more advanced religious culture
of Palestinian Judaism the outstanding secret
order was that of the Kssenes, who practised
agriculture and the handicrafts but proscribed
trade. Although organized according to the hierarchical principle, they lived a communal
nastic life and satisfied their material needs

moby a

mode

of prodxiction and distribuobservance of sacred fasts and the

c

dervishes"), the Badawiya, the Shadhiliya, the
'Isawfya, the Bektashiya and the Sanuslya.

The Islamic orders characteristically require
unconditional obedience to the head of the
order.

The

latter

claims to have derived his

authority through an unbroken tradition going

Ah and Mohammed

back through

to Gabriel
but actually the rule or way
which he imposes is determined
by his personal outlook and predilections. For
this reason the attitudes of the Islamic orders

and
of

finally to Allah,

life (tarika)

politics and other quesconsiderable degree of diverIn general, however, the central practise

toward the Islamic law,
tions reveal
sity.

of the orders

a

is

the dhtkr, or the repetition of the

sacred formula in chorus and to the accompaniment of rhythmic bodily movements until a
state of hypnotic ecstasy is attained. The observance of such customs establishes the con-

between the early Hebraic nebiim and, for
instance, the dancing dervishes. But while certain Islamic orders place exaggerated emphasis
tinuity

on a

fantastic occultism not easily distinguishable from pure charlatanism, others are explicitly missionary and philanthropic in tend-

pursuit of purity through frequent bathing were
typical of the Essenes Their orientation, how-

ency and by such pursuits enhance the popularity which accrues to them through the supposed miraculous powers of their individual
members. Usually membership in an order does

ever, was not strictly Hebraic, since in keeping
with the syncretistic tendencies of the time they
incorporated foreign elements into their doc-

purpose of supplying the material needs of the
order, although genuine mendicant orders also

trine.

exist.

While the Koran attributed to Mohammed
the saying that "there is no monasticism in

The Catholic church, on the basis of the
nature of the vows required, draws a distinction

Islam, the monasticism of this

between strict religious orders, congregations
and societies. In the case of the first, vows are
public and solemn: public and simple in the
congregations and non-public in the societies.
The official categories run parallel to the varying
degrees of asceticism; thus the solemn vows re-

collectivistic

The

tion.

community

is

the

religious war," the religious order was nevertheless to play a great role in the history of Islam.

The

existence in 1929 of 275,800

members

of

religious orders in Algiers out of a total Moslem population of 5,174,000 testifies to the often

underestimated capacity of Islam as well as of
other religions to adapt itself to changing circumstances. Partly through the development of
intrinsic elements in the Islamic religion, partly

not preclude activity in

civil

society for the

quire the complete renunciation of property,
sometimes merely on the part of the individual

members,

at

other times, as in the case of the

mendicant orders, on the part of the order as
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well as of

members. The

its

line of differentia-

tion between the monastic type and such nonmonastic associations as the canons regular and

the Third Orders depends also upon the lengths
to which asceticism is carried. But even the

monastic orders are far from uniform in struc-

and the history of religious orders is
characterized by oscillation between the rigorous
pursuit of extreme asceticism and a more easily

an increased stress upon propagandistic activity
in the lay world but in the accentuation of
personal piety or of asceticism. This latter
tendency was the dominant note in the reforms
within many of the older orders, such as the
Carmelites, the Cistercians and the Franciscans,

some of the totally new associations,

ture,

as well as in

attainable

such as the Congregation of the Oratory and the
Theatine Hermitesses. Since the CounterReformation the subordination of Catholic re-

way of

life

Some

orders, such as

those under the Benedictine Rule, have stressed
silent contemplation and piety and, while allowing their members to perform manual labor for
the maintenance of the order, have enjoined
strict stability and permanent seclusion within

the cloister

The

isolated pursuit of self-perfec-

ligious orders to papal control

a relationship

foreshadowed in the military orders and promoted successively by the friars and Jesuits
has been far more marked than before. Similarly
the fortunes of the orders have in general, al-

preachers, con-

though not uniformly, paralleled those of the
church. Rationalism, revolution and anticlencalism have led to suppressions of the orders and

fessors, teachers, sponsors of the poor, nurses of
the sick, foreign missionaries, scientists, public

confiscations of their properties, as they have to
warfare against the church as a whole. But at the

servants and even commercial entrepreneurs
members of the Christian religious orders have

present time throughout most of Europe and
America the Catholic orders are free to pursue
the various ideals by which they were originally

tion

is,

however, only one aspect of the

of Christian religious orders

played and continue

As

activities

to play a role of decisive

social significance.

Some
tion, the

inspired.

of these functions, particularly educacopying of manuscripts, the dispensa-

tion of chanty, missionary work, the maintenance of a refuge for travelers and in the case
of the Cistercians the development of trade, were

performed more or

less

incidentally

by the

monasteries subject to the Benedictine Rule.
But, if the military and hospitaler orders be left
out of account, it was not until the thirteenth

century

when

the

new orders

of friars reacted

against the Benedictine ideal, which had previously dominated western monasticism, that
active service in lay society

became

a

paramount

objective of the religious life The Dominicans
and Franciscans, the Augustinians and Carmel-

together with other minor mendicant orders
paved the way for the clerks regular, notably
ites

represented by the Society of Jesus, which without abandoning ascetic practises definitely
adapted its way of life to the purpose of enabling
its

members

to

make a

militant assault
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enemies of the church in every sphere of secular
An outgrowth and at the same time one of
the most successful agents of the Counter-

RENAISSANCE. No historical epoch

Reformation, the Jesuit order produced preachers, confessors to princes, royal councilors, edu-

so difficult to characterize or has given rise to
such extensive controversy as the Renaissance.

on political theory,/ historians,
natural scientists, missionaries and organizers of
economic enterprise. The resurgence of re-

Vasari in the sixteenth century referred to a
renascita of art, but it was not until the nine-

life.

cators, writers

ligious

vitality

Reformation was

accompanying
reflected,

the

Counter-

however, not only in

has been

teenth century, especially in the writings of
Stendhal and Michelet, that the period between
the thirteenth and seventeenth centuries came

Religious Orders
to be regarded widely as a distinct cultural
epoch Burckhardt must be credited primarily

with the spread of the idea of the Renaissance as
an age of liberation from the shackles of mediaevalism and as the beginning of the modern era
of individualism. As a reaction to the views of

Michelet and Burckhardt came the works of
such writers as Emile Gebhart, Henry Thode,
Paul Sabatier and Louis Courajod, who tended
to demolish the lines of demarcation between
the Renaissance and the Middle Ages and who
brought out the lyric, subjective and individualistic

Some

tendencies in the late Middle Ages.

writers, notably Carl

Neumann, turned

to a

study of the Byzantine roots of Renaissance art.
In the light of these conflicting opinions it is best
to characterize the period of the Renaissance not
as a wholly distinct cultural epoch, but rather as
a transition period between the mediaeval and
religious and
profane, authoritarian and individualistic principles and concepts existed side by side, while at

modern ages in which old and new,

the same time certain marked transformations
and changes in ideas and ways of living took

Renaissance

fact

representation without reference to the Christological concepts of the Middle Ages The ex-

perience of a soul, still essentially Christian,
finds its expression without consideration of sin
or merit. To represent the human moods of

and joy, yearning and love, and to
them into poetic form are sufficient.
This immediate interest followed another approach in the work of Boccaccio, whose main
theme was the manifoldness of human life and
suffering

transfigure

human

existence regardless of any religious significance or evaluation The sovereign force in
this

world

is

not divine Providence but Fortuna
for the poets and thinkers of

The background

the trecento emerged largely from mediaeval
constructions The only solutions possible for
the individual

who

sought an explanation of his

who searched for some ultimate goal were
those represented by the traditional religious
fate or

The present world had meaning
only in terms of the world to come. Such explanations, however, no longer forced themconceptions.

on the mind. Man could now live and
understand himself without recourse to the tra-

place in Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, France,
Germany and England. Politically the Renais-

selves

sance saw the rise of the modern national state;
in the economic sphere it witnessed the development of early capitalism and the emergence of a

ditional religious concepts.

new leisure class. These political and economic
changes were a part of the general transformation and at the same time served to inaugurate
and intensify certain other aspects of the general
cultural and intellectual change. The transformations during the Renaissance did not find expression in definite theories or firmly established
values They manifested themselves much more
as shifts of emphasis, on the basis of which certain evaluations and concepts were found insufficient to interpret the changes brought about

and individual life, whereas others acquired an independent significance. This was
characteristic above all of thirteenth century
Italy. For the problem here was not one of new
systems or even of a conscious negation of
mediaeval Christian Values. The fact was that
the traditional mediaeval ideas no longer gave
in social

Men now attempted

satisfactory meaning to life.
to represent and understand

their

existence

without recourse to a concept of God or a given
world view, holding that it was unnecessary to
go beyond the view of life as autonomous and

humanly

constituted.

Secular

human

values

were accorded an independent interest for their
awn sake. Petrarch affords an outstanding illus-
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mind; for him the decisive
was the individual experience of life and its

tration of this turn of

later period, and primarily
the Florentines, did there develop a new
conception of the world and man independent

Only during the

among

The

of the Christian mediaeval world view.

cleavage between this world and the next was
obliterated, the other world was in a measure

absorbed into the present. Through beauty the
higher world is revealed on earth. The transcendent world is now posited in the soul of
man, expressing itself in man's ceaseless striving. This striving, it was held, particularly by
Ficino and Pico della Mirandola, represents the
dignity of man.

The school of Padua, on the other hand,
looked to those elements which were by nature
to all as a key to man's worth. The
question was not to sublimate man but to determine the essential character of the genus

common

Homo. Man cannot go beyond

himself.

He

is

bound by the world which surrounds him.
is but a
part of a higher huturn a part of the universe, all embracing and definitely ordered. This approach
was characteristic especially of Pomponazzi and

Every individual

manity, in

its

Cremonim.
Man's return
also of the

to himself was characteristic
development of the Renaissance in

the other lands.

Thus Erasmus became

the
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representative of a

new humanity. The

personal

and human were divorced from the cosmic, and
the immediate experiences of life were no longer
subject to speculation Man turned away from
all problems transcending the human Permanence and stability were found in human factors
apparent to man. A conscious worldhness
posited upon man's own purposes thus developed and humanism was transformed into a
feeling of humanity, self-sufficient and without
need of appeal to specifically religious Christian

who still remained in the realm of the sensual
and corporeal. When aesthetic values were associated with this aristocratic cultural ideal, there
arose the concept of the intellectual, spiritual
and aesthetic type, representing the superior
type of man as opposed to the mass of people.

At the same time the mediaeval hierarchical
and lay was also ma-

classification of priestly
terially

modified. In place of the ascetic divorced
life there emerged the

completely from worldly
intellectual

and secularized man who

concepts.

himself with this world and

In this development of new conceptions there
were certain transformations and revaluations

No

which were of decisive
an

significance for the crea-

social types. The Florentine idea of
intellectual and spiritual superman led to a

tion of

new

new

ideal of education.

Men

looked to a sort of

whose
claims to social primacy were no longer based on
but
rather
on
feudal sovereign rights
superiority
intellectual

and

spiritual

aristocracy,

There was an

earlier

and more effective fusion

communes of the duoThe nobles who had come

cento than elsewhere.

became in turn the representatives
of the new urban spirit, and the distinction between burgher and aristocrat became less sharp.
into the cities

Nobles also engaged in trade, investing it with
dignity and wealth. In time there emerged a new
upper stratum of society founded on acquired

The educational ideal of the

Renaissance

contributed to the process of consolidation and
legitimization of this new upper class/It was not

because of their wealth but rather by reason of
their culture, made possible by their material
well being, that its members enjoyed a natural

superiority over the uncultured toiling masses.

Humanism supplied the material basis for this
new educational ideology. The educated were
r
distinguished f om the uneducated by their
classical languages and by the

knowledge of the

acquisition of a certain erudition.
The new educational ideal found

its highest
expression in the Florentine Renaissance. Here
the doctrine of cultural superiority, based on the

ideas of Plato,

was metaphysically and cosmi-

grounded. In a sense

it

represented the

legitimizing of a natural cultural aristocracy conditioned by the psychophysical character of man

and the

it.

longer was the problem one of overcoming
the nature of man but of developing it to the
highest degree within a secular society. Spiritu-

and corporeality were no longer distributed
between two worlds but were together conceived

ality

as providing the principle of orderly classification within a unified profane world. In place of

the saint there appeared the philosopher in
whom, as the representative of pure spirituality,

contemplative

relative values of soul

and body as

representative of human nature. Just as the spirit
was placed above the body, so the man who rep-

resented the highest development of the intellect
and the spirit was more highly valued than he

life.

The emphasis upon

of classes in the Italian

cally

identified

place in

mankind reaches the highest achievement of the

of culture.

wealth.

filled his

posed

leisure.

Those

intellectuality

presup-

individuals therefore

who

are occupied with the economic aspects of society are from the start excluded from this educational ideal.

few.

Opposed

The
to

intellectuals are the

chosen

them stand the uncultured

masses, the people. Since the intellectual and
contemplative life was considered superior to
the manifold duties of everyday existence, there

developed the principle of social

stratification,

whereby the non-laboring intellectuals enjoyed
a natural preeminence over the uncultured
working masses.
The Florentine ideal of education was distinctly individual and aristocratic in character.
There is an ideal type of intellect representing
the peak of man's development. This ideal type
is

of decided significance for the development of

the idea of pure intellect and beauty as expressed
in the works of the poets and artists. The possibilities, on the other hand, of setting up educational

norms which would serve

to

determine

the intellectual standard of an entire class, particularly of the bourgeoisie, were limited. The

emphasis on the value of the contemplative and
aesthetic served to lower the value of the everyday

activities of

therefore

the burghers.

The cultural ideal

must ultimately lead

to the formation

of a limited circle of intellectuals from which

not only the masses but also the burghers were
excluded (Castiglione).

In the Netherlands there arose a different
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Renaissance
form of culture, rooted in the bourgeoisie and
adapted to the middle classes. The Platonic and
neo-Platonic sublimation of the intellectual and
spiritual life and the development of a learning
oriented toward antiquity found here a counterpoise in the rational and practical spirit of a
rising bourgeoisie which discovered in the traditions of antiqviity rules of conduct for its own
use and which thus established the foundations
of a morality at once Christian and free, in large
measure, from dogma., The everyday life of the
bourgeoisie here came into its own and was exemplified above all in Erasmus.
In France the new ideal of culture led to the
evolution of a

new

aristocratic type

having

its

foundation not in a recently arisen upper layer
of society, as in Florence, but in the existing
social order. In the ruling upper class there de-

veloped in time a definite worldly

and a regulated

mode

of

life

which reached its
apogee in the seventeenth century and which,
borrowing from the classical tradition, led to the
concept of the cultured and aristocratic honnete
homme.
In Italy too a reaction soon set in against the
social culture,

exclusive character of the Florentine cultural

The

stamp on the individual, which turns him
away from the development of general human
istic

values.

Thus both

the Florentine intellectual aristo-

and the Paduan moral bourgeois stood in
opposition to the mass of the working people.
The recognition by the Paduans of generally apcrat

plicable moral values altered nothing in this
respect In fact it was rather among the Florentines that tendencies toward the recognition of

human activity developed. This did
not, however, take the form of an appreciation of
manual work, but was here likewise related to
the value of

the problem of the intellectual superman This
superman is not a being who strives toward pure
contemplation. His intellectual supremacy gives
him power over nature as well. It is the task of
the

human

spirit to create

order everywhere and

to reveal man's power in everything The onesided character of pure contemplation was thus
overcome, and the concept of creative activity,

invention and control of the material world by

the intellect received independent significance.
Assumption of power over the earthly world was

viewed cosmically as an essential function of
man.

Paduan school

Recognition of free creative activity by the

taught that moral worth and not intellectual

Florentines was restricted, however, only to the
intellectual ideal type. The superman is the in-

ideal.

representatives of the

superiority was all important. They were interested not in speculations of man but in his actions. It is interesting in this

connection to note

the contrast between the Platonic-aristocratic
intellectualism of the Florentines

and the Aris-

totelian-bourgeois conception of the Paduan
school, which received their full development

only later in the humanist philosophers of the
EnlightenmentXThe decisive consideration for
the evaluation of
ent not only of

man was

all

a morality independreligion but also of all meta-

dividual

who

excels

all

his fellow

men

in their

daily material functions. His value rests in his
universality and intellectual superiority as revealed in all spheres of human activity ( Alberti).

His own consciousness of power is of greater
significance than his actual activity, since he incorporates in his person the symbol of the intellectual

man

and

spiritual superiority of the free

over nature.

In Germany the problem of the value of

physical speculation. In contrast to the intellecand aesthetic Florentine type appeared the

general activity assumed a different form. Here
the principle of the differentiation of an intellec-

normal man whose significance was measured by
his moral accomplishments.
This transfer of values from the aristocratic
intellectual to the moral bourgeois did not, however, lead to the recognition of the worth of
human activities as practised by the mass of
people. For the Paduan school man's value

tual

tual

inhered in his very nature. Proceeding upon this
premise Pomponazzi held, however, that the individual who devotes himself to a definite ac-

no longer reveals his nature as a man. He
pursues particular aims which divert him from
what is purely human. The division of labor
involved in daily activity impresses a particulartivity

upper

class

from the mass of people on the
development

basis of divergences in cultural

found only incomplete expression. The artisan
spirit was not displaced by the ancient ideal of
the purely intellectual man. The creatively active

man,

as Paracelsus conceived

him to

be, did

not, like the Florentines, look upon his activity
as a means of self-glorification.
was a Christian wizard in the service of

lated to all
It

who

carry

on

He
God and man,

re-

in the world below.

was in the English Renaissance alone, how-

ever, that

human activity in the modern sense of
The intellectual

the word attained recognition.

superman seeking

to

express

his

individual
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superiority gave rise to the conception of the
philosopher, as Bacon saw him, who grasps the
entire relationship of human achievements and
who as leader and organizer opens new vistas

and

sets

up new

tasks.

The

type of the great

periences.

At the same time there were

certain

forms, such as letters, orations, dialogues, essays, in which man could express himliterary

self.

Not

certain fixed theories but primarily
were applied according to the

free variable ideas

entrepreneur directing the differentiated functions of all other men supersedes the isolated,

circumstances; these are reechoed in philosophy
and literature, in political addresses and his-

whose goal is the many
sided development of his own talents. In this
way the active man as such received a new evalu-

torical presentations.

Greco- Roman philosophy thus transmitted to
the Renaissance a comprehensive and thor-

ation. In place of contemplation primacy was
accorded to human capabilities and achieve-

oughly secularized view of life. This fact must
be borne in mind in any attempt to determine

ments and

concrete ac-

the relation of the Renaissance to antiquity. The
man of the Renaissance should not be conceived

new con-

simply as an independent and self-determining
individual who displaced the mediaeval belief in
authority with the principles of autonomous

self-sufficient individual

scientifically regulated

tivity.

In

all

these forms there emerged a

man which was represented in the
manifold aspects of human life. The Renaissance
sciousness of

did not, however, bring about a

man

in any real sense. Far

new

the development of
art,

myths,

stories,

sophical reflections,

all

new

science of

more important was
Works of

standards.

autobiographies, philoserved to arouse the self-

consciousness of man. In no other epoch was the

He was always
which he could call upon
thought.

views

in search of evidence

for support of his

He did not therefore attempt to

anything new but continued
tion of the ancients

He felt the

need of tradition

and authority. In a certain sense he merely substituted one tradition for another. But the tradition of antiquity which he invoked did not

demand "know thyself" of such fundamental
significance as in the Renaissance period, during
which man looked to himself for the answers to

present a unified system of doctrine

questions which tradition no longer served to

exercise his choice as determined

explain.

needs and inclinations

It

would be

incorrect, however, to under-

own

proclaim

to value the sanc-

He

could

own
He looked to the thinkers
by

his

which
under very

of the past for a reply to his questions,

estimate the importance of tradition in the development of the Renaissance spirit. Of basic

were those of a modern man,

importance in this connection was the relation
of the men of the Renaissance to antiquity. It is
indeed false to reduce the Renaissance simply to

Thus there was no merely passive reception
of tradition. In the colloquy of the modern man
with the figures of antiquity, which was con-

a rediscovery of antiquity. Classical ideas and
theories had wielded a steady influence all

tinued throughout the Renaissance period, modern man found an outlet of expression He dared

through the

Middle Ages.

A

continuously

living

different circumstances.

not speak only for himself.

He

did not have

progressive

separation of classical traditions
from their mediaeval Christian context was al-

sufficient assurance to give independent expression to his own experiences of life.
sought to

ready apparent toward the end of the mediaeval
period However, the classical traditions which

integrate them and anchor his ideas in tradition.
But in so far as he exercised choice and applied

persisted during the Renaissance must be
treated separately.
Of crucial significance is the Greco-Roman

the tradition to his own experience he preserved
a certain independence toward traditional culture. He thus made use of antiquity for his own

philosophy of life. The influence of the works of
Cicero and Seneca made itself felt from Petrarch

purposes, ordered the learning of antiquity in
accord with his own problems, and his own individual bent became the deciding factor (Pe-

to Bacon.

The man

of the Renaissance found

available in ancient philosophy a secular

view of

independent not only of religious preconceptions but also in a large measure of all metaphysical ideas. Here was a combination of views
life

He

trarch, Erasmus, Montaigne).
In this way the foundations

for

a

secularized

were established

self-consciousness

oriented

toward the philosophic views of antiquity in
place of the Christian view of life. The Renais-

on life, as well as of certain ever recurring themes
susceptible of numerous variations, a ready

sance development of Platonic and neo-Platonic

made vocabulary whereby the individual could
put a purely human construction upon his ex-

ideas presents a different problem. The Platonic
and neo-Platonic values and concepts represent

Renaissance
a continuously active factor in the development
of mediaeval Christianity itself. The ancient idea
of the soul as found in Plato and Plotmus asserted itself always anew against the specifically
Christian conceptions of a personal God, of the
concrete form of Christ and of the Christian

account of the redemption as an actual historical
event. This idea of the soul attained independent development in the Renaissance and led to
a total transformation of the specifically Chris-
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Man

no longer wondered whence he
came and whither he was going. He sought to
look at the world itself and to find his place in it.
This view of the universe does not belong
particularly to any Greek system. It was characground.

teristic

of

all

antiquity. In

came of fundamental

modern times

it

be-

significance for scientific

thought. During the Renaissance there was a
new realization of the concrete multiplicity of

tian values

things. The thought of antiquity was not sufficient for this view. The ancient philosophers

of guilt, rose to higher ascendancy. Human consciousness of power replaced Christian humility,

versal order, but it was the possibility of applying this idea of a general orderliness to individual

The human soul, no longer burdened with sm or repressed by the consciousness

human

indeed subscribed to the conception of a uni-

the consciousness of sin and trust in the dynamic power of the soul itself replaced the grace

phenomena which constituted modern scientific
thought. The preparatory work of the Renaissance in the direction of explaining concrete in-

God. God was no longer conceived as a
personal being but as simply the infinite and
absolute. The highest ideal of man was pure

dividual phenomena in their general relationships was brought about by the artistic perception of the concrete and its descriptive presenta-

eros took the place of cantas,

dignity of

of

intellect

and

spirit, in

which he found the

ful-

filment of his destiny.

There thus developed an independent secularized ideal, finding support in the Platonic and
neo-Platonic philosophy, in which the ideal

spheres were liberated from the mcdide\al counterpoise of Chnstological principles and were to a
certain degree secularized. The world of man

became transfigured A new cult of beauty
arose which for a long time stood in contrast
to the values and concepts of Christianity.
itself

There was another series of ideas from antiqwhich had a marked influence on the
thought of the Renaissance^ and \\ Inch led to a
uity

tion. Nevertheless, the

Renaissance was unable

harmonic

these two ideas, the traditional,
carried over from antiquity, of a general order;
to

and the new sense of the individual and concrete.

The man

of the Renaissance looked

sance substituted a general belief in wonders,
which did not exclude Christian miracles. The
world of the miraculous was merely expanded
into infinity and the miraculous conceptions
were decentralized. The Renaissance man con-

change in the relation of man to the world. The
mediaeval Christian looked upon this world as a
transitory one that had to be extinguished before
man could reach any immediate relation to God.
In the Renaissance the cosmological conceptions

various religions are only

of the ancients received independent signifi-

revelations (Pico della Mirandola,

cance. *The classical affirmation of the world, of
its spatial form, of its order and system, became

dominant.

Man

belongs to this world, is a part
an integral element of the whole.

it and is
Such a cosmological view had been a continuous
factor during the Middle Ages, but the religious
feeling of the dependence of man on a personal
God had remained supreme. In the Renaissance
the world was simply taken for granted and

of

looked upon as all embracing. Man considered
himself essentially a creature of nature. The idea
of divine creation, the question of the religiously

determined meaning of the structure of the
world, the conception of the world as the scene
of the redemption, all receded into the back-

upon the

world as a vast complex of phenomena. In this
world, which appeared to him as more or less
chaotic and miraculous and \\hose laws were unknown to him, nothing seemed impossible In
place of the faith of the Middle Ages the Renais-

ceived of a universal magical tradition embracing
the ancient peoples and ages, of which the

more

or less partial

Bodm, Cam-

panella).

The break up of the mediaeval Christian
world in the Renaissance therefore did not
signify the development of a secular view of the
world in the modern sense, for which the scientific conditions were as yet non-existent. It is
likewise incorrect to assume that within the Renaissance there was a progressive development
of a scientific spirit bent on creating these conditions. In fact the trecento, during which a
secular conception of the world, to a certain degree excluding the miraculous from its sphere,
developed alongside the religious view of the
wonder world, was more modern than either the
quattrocento or cinquecento, during which all
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those wonder concepts hitherto related to the
Christian other world penetrated into the life of
man and developed freely outside the bounds of

any divine world order within the spheres of the
astrological and magical concepts of the Renaissance. The general credulousness of the Renaissance must, however, be distinguished from the
dogmatic faith of the Middle Ages. The mysteries of the world which the man of the Renais-

sance sought everywhere did not represent a set
of facts that could be definitely determined. The
mediaeval faith became transformed into a more

which was founded upon the insight into the
necessary and mathematically deducible order
of reality (Galileo).

The new scientific spirit progressed but
The Counter- Reformation led to a re-

slowly.

organization of the world upon an ecclesiastical
Christian basis. On the other hand, the relation
of fiction to reality became identified with the
problem of life as presented in Torquato Tasso

and Cervantes.

Finally, in England the Renaisinto conflict with the newly

came

sance spirit

developed Protestant religious consciousness.
individual concerned with the salvation of

The

or less vague perception of secret forces at work
throughout the world. It is also quite possible
that here too man was eclectic, deciding in favor

his soul could not feel content with mere existence in the world of possibilities and a purely

of one form of belief in miracles as against another, rejecting one miracle while recognizing

speculative and imaginative relation to the complexity of things. He searched through faith for

another.

The man

of the Renaissance

would not

and

security

stability,

which the Renaissance

him (Greene, Dekker, Donne).

deny the possibility of any imaginable phenomenon. This possibilism is one of the most

could not offer

essential characteristics of the Renaissance. Al-

of the Renaissance in the history of European
cultural development. The Renaissance represents a peculiar stage in this development which

though no one can know

known phenomenon

definitely that an un-

actually exists,

no one can

deny the possibility of itsexistence(Ficmo, Pomponazzi, Cardano, Montaigne, Shakespeare).
Reflecting upon his own life from these aspects the man of the Renaissance felt that he
lived in a world ruled by chance where everything was in a continuous state of flux. He
sought security in himself in order to

resist

the

unforeseen. This idea of the ancient sages was
revived in a variety of forms. Alberti as a bourgeois thinker sought to escape the dangers of
chance by clever calculations. Machiavelli pro-

vided the statesman with rules whereby he could
up the struggle with Fortuna. Out of the

take

vast multiplicity of historical events, in

which

It is a difficult task to

distinguishes it from the Middle Ages as well as
from the modern period. The man of the Renaissance lived, as it were, between two worlds.
The Christian world of the Middle Ages, in
which the significance of every phenomenon was
ultimately determined through uniform points
of view, no longer existed for him. On the other
hand, he had not yet found in a system of scientific concepts and social principles stability and
security for his life. He was suspended between
faith and knowledge. The Renaissance may be
different ways, depending on
interpreted
whether this epoch is more closely associated
with the world of faith of the Middle Ages or

m

there was no rational order, he sought out
instances that he thought were typical and re-

with the

current in order to determine the political conditions of the time and the possibilities for effec-

that the Renaissance

by the intelligent mar. Man can
never master Fortuna, but he can adapt himself

tive action

to her.

In the background there always remained the

unknown world, immense in the complexity of
its phenomena and possibilities. This world
could be comprehended only in the multiplicity
of the phenomena which present themselves to

man as seen by the artist (Leonardo da Vinci)
and not as a methodical and rational whole. A
new

conception of the

modern

wo

Id

came only with
which marked

scientific consciousness,

out a clear line of demarcation between reality
and fiction.
new conception of truth arose

A

appraise the significance

modern

scientifically

times^In

grounded approach of

the same

way

was not a

it is

apparent

definitely fixed

and circumscribed epoch. The retrogression of
Christian ideas and values in the actual interprewas a gradual process which set in
toward the end of the Middle Ages and whose
results cannot be determined unequivocally.
For it was a matter not of conscious negation
tation of life

but rather of transformation in the relations be-

tween the religious and the secular spheres of
life brought about by experience. Nevertheless,
it must not be assumed that the Renaissance had
no historical originality. Its characteristic realm
was that of perception and the lingering with the
object peiceived, the sense of the, multiplicity
of phenomena coupled with the free develop-

ment of the imaginative powers.

Renan

Renaissance
This explains the cultural significance of art
and poetry in the Renaissance. Only in poetic
and artistic representation and invention could

man

realize the multiplicity of phenomena not
yet subjected to systematic knowledge. Poetry
and art were conceived as the actual organs of

world understanding. The artist or the poet of
that interthe Renaissance found his world
mediate realm of potentiality which was limited
neither by a dogmatically determined faith nor

m

by the

The

rigid systematization of scientific data
preliminary conditions for the modern
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Italian Renaissance, in
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world were not created until the postulation of
certain methodological fundamentals on the
basis of which a realm of knowledge secure unto
itself was made possible. The vanetas rerum of
the Renaissance then reverted to certain fundamental laws. In place of the world of fantasy

came a world which could be comprehended and
calculated. In the same way life itself appeared
something which could be regulated and conThe Renaissance concept of Fortuna
was discarded. Man from now on put his trust
as

trolled.

in reason, in the political field this led to a
thoroughly developed political system and a
rational

view of

society.
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RENAN, ERNEST
braist,

(1823-92), French Heand philosopher. Renan was
the priesthood, but partly through

historian

educated for

philosophical skepticism, although more fundamentally as a result of his philological studies,

he was forced to

reject ecclesiastical

dogma He

therefore left the seminary and completed his
training at the University of Paris. His doctoral
thesis, Averroes et

Averrotsme (Pans 1852, rev.

ed. 1861), a study in mediaeval skepticism, re-

amalgam of scholarship and artistry
typical of his literary production. His Htstoire
generate et system* compare des langues semitiques
vealed the

(Paris 1855, 3rd ed

1863)

made him

the fore-

most Semitic scholar of France and opened the
doors of the Academic des Inscriptions et
Belles- Lettres, for which he later founded and
edited the Corpus inscripttonum semiticarum. In
1862 he was appointed professor of Hebrew in

the College de France; his course was closed
almost immediately, but he was reap pointed
after the fall of the empire and retained the chair
until his death.

Renan's Vie de Jhus (Paris 1863, new ed.
tr. by C. E. Wilbour, New York 1864),

1870;
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once scandalized the orthodox and
made its author an international literary figure,
was written among the Syrian hills, to which he
had repaired after a visit to Palestine. An imaginative portrait based on extensive scholar-

which

at

ship, the Vie de Jesus rejected completely the
supernatural elements in the traditional narra-

and treated Jesus as a merely human but
exalted personality, whose innocent joy during
His early ministry in Galilee was transformed as
tive

a result of the opposition of Jerusalem into

somber vehemence. The book became the
of the eight volumes making

up

first

Ihstoire des

du chrtstianisme (Pans 1863-83; English
London 1888-90), in which
Renan traced the vicissitudes of the church
down to the death of Marcus Aurehus and the
triumph of Roman discipline and organization
over theological irregularities and heresies.
Turning to the origins of these origins he produced Histoire du peuple d' Israel (5 vols., Paris
1887-93; tr. by J. H. Allen and E. W. Latimer,
Boston 1886-96), an independent interpretation,
although founded on German Biblical criticism.
Here Renan's central interest lay in the developorigines

translation, 7 vols

,

ment of the

and virtue the four great human follies because they are the four great negations of calculating egotism

was a poetic rendering of his
instinctively for the ends

man works

thesis that

of the universe, for the unfolding of the human
consciousness, hoping that God is good. He

conceded that God and immortality might perhaps exist beyond the boundaries of the finite;
but irrespective of that possibility religion, not
as abstraction but as image and symbol, was an
essential human need. It is thus obvious that in
Renan's unsystematic and often elusive philosophy positivism was fused with an evolutionary
idealism.

Renan's characteristic deprecation of dogmatic finality is apparent also in his numerous
political writings, some of which are included in
r^forme intellettuelle et morale (Paris 1871),

La

Questions contemporaries (Pans 1868) and his
While admitting the

earlier collection of essays.

theoretical tenability of socialism he insisted
that in practise it was incapable of reforming

could not be
and economic measures.

society, since universal happiness

based

on

political

Democracy and

social

democracy served,

in his

religious idea by the prophets, of
regarded Jesus as the last.

only to generate materialistic selfinterest, individualism and mediocrity and constituted a menace to the state, which could never

much of his hope for human salvation to science.
Although his youthful L'avemr de la science remained unpublished until 1890 (Pans; tr by A.
Vandam and C. Pitman, London 1891), its
message, implicit in numerous articles, such as

attain greatness, that is, could never contribute
to the divine aim of humanity, without indi-

whom

he
In repudiating Catholicism Renan transferred

those collected as Etudes d'histoire rehgieuse
(Paris 1857; tr. by O. B. Frothmgham, New

York 1864) and Essais de morale et de critique
(Paris 1859), was of tremendous importance in
the diffusion of the cult of science. His philos-

ophy

is

well

summed up

in his

"Examen de

conscience philosophique" (in Revue des deux
mondes, vol xciv, 1889, p. 721-37). Accepting
the relativity of human knowledge but stressing
the practical adequacy of the maximum degree
of probability, he viewed the universe as a process of becoming, in which no transcendent will
intervenes to disturb the course of internal de-

velopment. While he looked upon science and
reason as the implements of progress, the in-

which he stressed was

opinion,

vidual sacrifice and discipline.

Renan would

have preferred government by an elite of intelligence or an aristocracy of competence,
aware of its obligation to protect and guide the
masses. In place of universal suffrage, he proposed that the senate be elected by national
groups and corporations. In his famous lecture,
Qu'est-ce qu'une nation? (Paris 1882), he analyzed
the nature of the national group and concluded
that the bond of union was moral and spiritual
consciousness rather than race, language or
boundaries.

Much

of Renan's mature thought

allegorical

form

in the

is

found in

Drames philosophiques

(Pans 1888). In his late writings the strenuous
Renan seems to have become an interested observer of the world. This attitude, superficially
interpreted, enabled certain youthful admirers to

less

invent what was called Renamsme, a pose of

the conquest of inorganic nature thar the
knowledge of the gradual evolution of the human

sophisticated indifferentism toward everything
serious which was utterly alien to the character

in any case he was acutely aware of
the irrational elements in progress. His reference to a voice from the other world that speaks

of the master himself.

terpretation of science

mind; and

to

man

in the accents of love, religion, poetry

LEWIS F. MOTT
Lewis Freeman, Ernest Renan (New
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"Ernest Renan et la philosophic
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RENAUDOT, THEOPHRASTE (1586-1653),
founder of French journalism and of various
institutions for social betterment. After graduating from the medical school at Montpelher
in 1606 Renaudot entered the king's service first
as a historiographer.
of paupers \vho infested
Pans after the wars of religion, he opened the
as

a

physician,

later

Touched by the hordes

employment agency. In 163 1 he established
what is generally regarded as the first French
first

newspaper, the Gazette, later called Gazette de
France, which appeared weekly up to 1914
Both Louis xm and Richelieu, realizing the
power exerted by the press upon public opinion,
contributed to the Gazette, and Richelieu
granted Renaudot a news monopoly. Later the
paper served the cause of Mazann Its "extras"
are historically valuable, since they were devoted
to official documents and to important current
events;
rately.

advertisements were published sepaalso conceived the notion of

Renaudot

public auction sales and founded a pawnshop in
imitation of those started by the pope in Italy.

His other innovations included a dispensary,
where more than 20,000 received medical treatment, and, in anticipation of the Academy of
Sciences, a learned society, whose purpose was
to give a weekly lecture, followed by a symposium, on any subject other than theology and
politics. In applying chemistry to medicine and
in opposing clinical pedagogy to scholasticism
he aroused the ire of the University of Pans.

After the death of his protector, Richelieu, all
his "innocent inventions," with the exception
of his newspaper, were suppressed by the

Parlement of Paris, but they exerted a lasting
influence upon the institutional development of
France.

RAPHAEL LEVY
Consult: La vie de Theophraste Renaudot, by members
of the "Jury Renaudot" (Pans 1929), with bibliog-

raphy;

Ha tin,

E.,

A propos

de Theophraste Renaudot

Renault
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.
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RENAULT, LOUIS

(1843-1918), French
Renault taught at Dijon and at the University of Pans, where he was professor of international law from 1881 until his death. He lectured also at the Ecole Libre des Sciences Politiques, the Ecole Supeneure de Guerre and the
Ecole SupeVieure de la Marine.
Renault is regarded as the most important
figure of the French school of international law,
the founder of international law as a legal science
in France. In his teaching he developed a position midway between the extremist views of
Pufendorf, who regarded international law as a

jurist.

simple application of the principles of natural
law to the relations of states, and of Moser, who
conceived of
necessarily

it

solely as positive

from customs and

law arising
Taking

treaties.

account simultaneously of both the realistic and
ideal elements Renault leaned toward the
former, holding that abstract notions of justice
should be invoked only as a basis for criticizing
or evaluating positive international law. International law thus becomes variable and uncer-

but on the other hand

it remains alive and
which was to be pursued
must also, according to Renault, be realizable
and founded upon social necessity.
Renault's teaching by virtue of its quality and

tain,

practical.

The

ideal

variety exerted a unique influence upon the development of international law and gave a tremendous impetus to French studies in this field.
He divided his attention between general problems of foreign relations, such as neutrality, and
studies of contemporary situations, such as
French relations with oriental countries. His

covered subjects more narrowly juridnature, including industrial property and
international penal law.

work

also

ical in

In 1890 Renault became counselor to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He concentrated his
attention upon the actual constitution of inter-

from 1893 to 1912, through
consultation and active participation in international conferences involving questions of both
national law and

private and public international law, he contributed to positive diplomatic achievements. He

served as arbitrator in a

number of international

disputes, notably in the case of the "deserters of
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Casablanca" (1908-09), and was awarded the
Nobel peace prize in 1907.
Renault was the author of a great number of

developpement de la civilisation europtenne tel
qu'il n'a pas etc", tel qu'il aurait pu tre, explains
clearly the guiding idea. Renouvier imagined

monographs, doctrinal studies and reports,
on international law. Many of these were

that the Roman Empire from the time of Marcus
Aurelms had attained, under a series of enlightened emperors, a better government than was
actually the case; that it was thus able to avoid
military anarchy and to absorb little by little the

largely

published in the Recueil de jurisprudence de
Sirey, the Journal de droit international pnve the
',

Revue critique de legislation et de jurisprudence
and the Reime de droit international et de legislation comparfe. His Precis de droit commercial (2
vols., Paris

1884-85), written in collaboration

with Charles Lyon-Caen, was a study of all important aspects of commercial law and met with
such success that the authors prepared from it a
Manuel de droit commercial (Paris 1887, I5th ed.
1928) for student use and a Traite de droit commercial in eight volumes (Pans 1889-99, 4th5th eds. 1914-32).

JEAN DEVAUX
Consult- Fauchille, Paul, Louis Renault (1841-1918)

barbarian peoples as well as to assimilate the
ideas of Christianity in short he eliminated

from the course of history both the great invasions and the Middle Ages. By thus drawing in
his imagination a picture of continuous develop-

ment of a completely rationalistic and antimystifrom antiquity to modern times

cal civilization

Renouvier sought to emphasize the essential
contingency of historical and social facts. The
Introduction a la philosophic analytique de Fhis-

(Pans 1864, new ed. 1896), which is part
of his Essais de critique genfrale (4 vols., Paris
toire

1854-64; rev. ed., 13 vols., 1875-97), an^ tater
work on the Science de la morale (2 vols

(Pans 1918), with bibliography p. 238-53, LyonCaen, Charles, in Revue des sciences polittques, vol.
xxxix (1918) 321-32, Lyon-Caen, Charles, and others,
."in L'oeuvre inter"Inauguration du monument
nattonale de Louts Renault 1843-1018, ed by A. de )a

principles in

Pradelle, 3 vols. (Pans 1932-33) vol. in, p. 615-44.

the attack on the idea of a

.

.

his big

,

Paris 1869;

new

ed. 1908) developed the same
abstract form and continued

more

fatalistic

evolution of

humanity.

RENOUVIER, CHARLES BERNARD

(1815-

French philosopher. After writing several
youthful essays inspired by a sort of Hegelian
pantheism Renouvier soon adopted a different
type of philosophy, based on the idea of freedom
of belief and judgment and on the arbitrary
1903),

The power

of free will Renouvier did not

regard as extending without limit: there are
necessary laws of solidarity solidarity of the
individual with himself, solidarity of

men

with

organization of this philosophy, from which
Renouvier's conception of social facts and his-

from example, from imitation, they are perpetuated by habit, for there is
a sort of "mental vertigo" which drives men
toward the most intense or most familiar sensations. But there is also present in man and con-

tory followed directly, the starting point was the
law of contradiction and the inconceivability of

sequently in the social groups a power of freedom which, in the voluntary act of attention,

an existential or actual infinite. From this he
proceeded to deduce the existence of disconfirst beginnings as regards
tinuity in nature
both the origin and the course of phenomena
and the freedom of the will as the indispensable
condition not only for ethics but also for any

fixes certain

choice of rationalistic principles. In the logical

rational conception of society
lution.

and human evo-

Thus, contrary to the rest of his generation,
whose tendencies were on the whole expressed
by Spencer's system, Renouvier declared himself in

opposition to the notion of a necessary

evolution, of a progress assured in advance independently of individual wills. As early as 1857
he published a sort of philosophical novel,

U

Revue philosophique et religieuse,
2nd ed. Paris 1901), a Utopia as
du
applied to history. Its subtitle, Esquisse
chronic (in
vols. vii-viii;

.

.

.

one another;

arising

images or ideas by preference to
and can tbus hold the passions in

certain others

is above all unwillingness, a power
of restraint, of doubt and criticism in the intellectual sphere, of deliberation and self-control

check. Will

in the practical. Through this power man is able
to resist within certain limits the pull of the

passions, both individual and collective, is capable of recognizing reason and desiring it; ethics
thus retains both its autonomy and its right to

judge history.
This does not mean, however, that ethics

may

and the part of
from them, if it is to
be both equitable and practical. Indeed after
having laid down on the basis of Kantian principles an ethics of pure justice and pure reason
Renouvier recognized that such an ethics preneglect the conditions of fact
necessity

which

results

Rent

Renault
supposes the existence of mutual good will and
peace, while history, on the other hand, is above
all the theater of egoisms and of war. To demand
under such a state of war an absolute mor?lity
would be to render life impossible; it would
mean imposing sacrifice upon the good only and

leaving the field free for the wicked, thus abandoning the cause of justice and increasing the
amount of injustice and disorder in the world.
It is

necessary therefore that evil be resisted by

and punishment be employed and that there be put at the service of
justice means that are partially unjust. Always,
however, the ideal of peace and of reason must
remain the ultimate goal, which is to be apforce, that constraint

proached in practise as closely as possible.

Such
as to

a realistic attitude poses the question

why there should be any suffering, injustice

and evil in the world. Even if ethics accepts what
Renouvier calls the postulate of the moral order
the existence both in man and in the universe
of a deeply rooted will for justice }et the fact
of the freedom of the will presupposes the possibility that

through the very existence of

and consequently disorder and

man
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de Renouvier (Paris 1937); Mony, P Videe du proi>res
dans la philosophic de Renouvier (Pans 1927), Cornwell, Irene, Les pnncipes du droit dans la philosophic
de Cliarles Renouvier (Pans 1922)
,

RENT. The word rente occurred in old French
of the twelfth century, derived from the vulgar
Latin rendtta, from reddtta, meaning return or
yield. In the same century it occurred in English
in the sense of an item of revenue or income

(Oxford Dictionary). With varied spellings and
shades of meaning it has been used in all the

modern European languages ever

m

since.

Still

the law "the word
may be genertoday
ally defined as a compensation or return"
.

.

.

(Corpus juris). In popular speech it is now, and
possibly always has been, used generally as the

sum

paid for the hire of anything to be returned
same physical form, as tools, machinery,
houses and so forth. Both
economics and
in the

m

m

law, however, the word has been most frequently associated with the payment for the use

of land, especially of agricultural land; and
Alfred Marshall's basic definition is representative of widespread economic usage "the

be

income derived from the ownership of land and

introduced into the divine plan of the world and
will accumulate their disturbing effects. This
theory of the fall and the complementary possi-

other free gifts of nature is called rent." It is true
that Marshall adds, "the economist must stretch

the rise and redemption through the
effort of good will provided the basic theme of

to his exact meaning. In law the technical sense
of the word is said to be "the compensation re-

Renouvier's Philosophic analytique de Vhistoire
v of Essais de critique generate, 4 vols., 1896-

(Corpus juris).

error

evil will

bility of

(pt.

97).

It

is

also reflected

m

the eschatological

it

much

further," leaving the reader in doubt as

ceived by a landlord for the use of land leased"

This association, both

m

economics and

m

hypothesis which he elaborated in his latter
works, particularly in the Nouvelle monadologie

law, of rent with income derived from land
resulted from the shifting of a more generic

(Pans 1899) and Le personahsme (Pans 1903).
Renouvier's social and historical ideas, his
moral individualism and his doctrine of the contingency of historical events have exercised an
unmistakable influence on the cultural thought

meaning to a specific use which happened to be
most frequent m practise. Throughout the
Middle Ages the cases of fixed contractual income which most often came before the courts
in such matters as settlement of estates, and m
modern times those which have attracted the
attention of economic students were derived
from landed property. A similar result of habit
seems to account for the more recent peculiar
use of rentes in French m the sense of incomes
from investments in the consolidated govern-

of his time. They are closely tied up with the
fundamental philosophical principles of his doctrine, which in turn have had repercussions in

the field of pure philosophy. As the philosopher
of liberty, of the discontinuous and the finite

Renouvier may indeed be regarded as the precursor both of pragmatism and of the various
pluralistic doctrines of the present day.

D. PARODI
Jthcr important works' Esquisse d'une classification
vstematique des doctrines philosophtques 2 vols (Paris
,

885-86); Les dilemmes de la metaphysique pure (Pans
1901).

Consult. Seailles, Gabriel,

Renouvier (Paris 1905);

La

philosophic de Charles

Hamelm,

Octave, Le systeme

mental debt,

rentier thus

denoting a person

who

from the proceeds of coupons on public
bonds. The use of rent in the special sense of an
income derived from land while the more
lives

general meaning has persisted still contributes,
no doubt, to the confusion of the whole concept.

English writers from the sixteenth to the
eighteenth century used the word rent as
meaning "interest" on a loan which is "only
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for

Stock," as Sir Dudley North said

(Discourses upon Trade, London 1691), and also
in the more special sense of an income from
land. Repeatedly too they touched

upon the

relationship between commerce and land values
and the rents of agricultural land. The history of

modern

rent doctrine, however, as essenconnected with land may be said to begin
midway in the eighteenth century. Although the
French physiocrats centered their whole system
of the ordre naturel about land and its peculiar
powers, they preferred to call the yield, or the
income, from land not rent but the produit net,

the

tially

the "disposable revenue" or "the current price
of leases." But the physiocratic conceptions of

mam

the three

classes in the nation, of the

of their superiority over Smith and to confirm
their belief in their own false views of land rent.

Adam

Smith's inexact ideas of a bare subwage and of the power of
land ordinarily to "produce a greater quantity of
food than what is sufficient to maintain all the
labour necessary for bringing it to market"
bloomed into the Malthusian principle of population near the close of the century (1798). The
peculiar circumstances of the next two decades,
with continued war, excessive taxation, curtailment of food imports, unprecedented prices for
sistence as the natural

wheat

in

England and

inflated agricultural rents,

served to magnify to abnormal importance the
subjects of population growth and land rents.

The

so-called Ricardian doctrine of rent

was

supposed exclusive power 01 land to yield a
surplus above labor costs and of the assumed

independently formulated by several other
writers West, Malthus, Torrens and others

non-shifting quality of taxes on cultivated land
doubtless influenced English economic thought
in the period of Ricardo and subsequently.
Adam Smith's views on rent were far less

between 1813 and 1815 when wheat prices
were at their peak. It was destined to play a
dominant role in economic theory until after the
middle of the nineteenth century and thereafter

affected by his physiocratic contemporaries than
were those of English economists a generation
later, for Smith saw in the magic power of

gradually to lose its prestige.
It is not possible accurately to compress into
a single proposition the whole Ricardian rent

division of labor rather than in the

doctrine for in

powers

of land the bountiful source of the wealth of
nations. His preliminary analysis of the price
of commodities into its "component parts" of

wages of labor, profits of stock and rent of land
was much in the spirit of the psychological
school of a century later. His further treatment
of rent nevertheless was the most confused and
unsatisfactory part of his imperfect scheme of
value and distribution. He groped for a "natural
rate" of rent as well as of wages and of profits
but got no further than the suggestion that it is
the "ordinary or average rate of rent, which is
regulated
partly by the general circumstances of the society or neighborhood in which
land
is
the
situated, and partly by the natural or
.

.

.

it several criteria of rent were
combined and confused. Even the following
analysis does not exhaust the minor details and

differences. In the first place, the source of rent

was deemed to be distinctly and peculiarly land,
used as a mere geographic or geological term.
Along with labor and capital land was one of the
three factors of production, paralleled by the
three incomes rent, profits (including interest)

and wages
receivers

This

and by the three
landlords,

tripartite

classes of

capitalists

and

income

laborers.

arrangement corresponded

fairly

well with the main divisions in politics and in
English society at that time. Secondly, land was

regarded as unproduced, it being conceived as
essentially a natural not an artificial agent,

the improved fertility of the land" a solution
satisfying to the most eclectic mind. He then

having therefore originally no psychic cost,
in contrast with the psychic sacrifice involved in

attempted to find a line of distinction between
one class of "produce of land (food) which
always affords and necessarily affords some rent
to the landlord," and other sorts of produce
which sometimes may and sometimes may not,

making, improving and modifying other things,
which were thought to be ruled by the labor
theory of value. Again land, even agricultural
land, was considered as durable by its very
nature, and its useful and fertile qualities were
taken to be permanent. As a corollary the rent
income was assumed to continue without limit
and without impairment of its source, in contrast with physical capital. Land was looked

according to circumstances (mentioning as examples fur, wool, stone, coal, wood and a
variety of other natural materials). He glimpsed
the

modern conception of marginahty

latter case

but ignored

it

in the former.

in the

The easy

disproof of this hazy doctrine of the two classes
of products helped to convince the Ricardians

upon as peculiar in that it alone among economic agents was subject to the law of diminishing returns, a doctrine which confused the idea

Rent
of proportionality between two or more complementary agents with the idea of a historical
trend toward less productive land and land uses.
Further, land rent was assumed to be of a
peculiar residual, or differential, nature, in
contrast to wages, profits and interest, in which

no

differential quality

was seen

at that time.
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society.

He then hopefully set forth still another

property of land as "the ultimate cause of the
distinction
between
and
other
land
things"; that is, the attribute of extension, or its
.

.

.

geometric relations. Not satisfied with this, he
further suggested making the distinction be-

tween rent and

interest (and

between land and
period which

Closely related was the idea that land rent was
peculiarly a surplus above cost (practical

capital) turn "on the length of the
we have in view."

business cost), and moreover the one income

Since the word rent etymological ly means any
income or yield from an economic agent, its
limitation to a more special sense involves something of the arbitrary. This can be justified

"formed no part of price." This was a mere
play on words and was not meant to deny that
the actual prices of all products where scarce
land was used contained rents as well as wages
and profits, or that rent formed part of the
that

necessary competitive expenses of the enterpriser. The phrase involved a garbled rnarginahty theory, which amended the words "formed

no part of price" by the addition, of that portion
of the supply which fixes (or determines) the
price of the whole. Recent cuticism has pretty
eifectually disposed of the fallacious idea of a
certain marginal unit fixing the price of the

whole or of the other units
sort of

any

Land

in the marketing of

goods or uses.

rent

in

the Ricardian doctrine was

m

further regarded as peculiar
that taxes on
land, agricultural as well as other, were not
shiftable. Land being deemed to be not only

unproduciblc but indestructible, it was concluded that the quantity of usable land and the
mode of its use could not and would not be
altered in any degree through the taxpayers'
choice as a result of changes in land taxes.
Finally, all land values

and

all

rents were held to

be of a monopolistic nature, no matter

how

widely distributed landownership might be; this
was palpably a confusion of the idea of "natural"
scarcity and that of monopoly in its proper sense
as control and artificial manipulation of supply
and of prices through unified ownership or by

ultimately

only

by

a

general

consensus of

opinion and usage Modern theoretical criticism
has not only quite effectually invalidated the
crude tripartite division of the economic factors
(based on the labor theory of value) which linked
rent with land but has also in varying degrees

exploded all of the other supposed peculiarities
of land and of land rent Proportionality, for
example, varying on either side of an optimum,
the use of
is seen as a universal phenomenon
all kinds of goods, whereas a historical law of
actual
diminishing returns finds no support

m

m

conditions or in statistical trends in any of the

advanced countries.

To the writer it seems that the most useful
and tenable definition of the word rent today
must turn upon the one economieo- legal criterion of the nature of the contract by which the
uses of any

duction

more or

less

may be bought

durable agent of proThe content of

or sold.

such a concept would include nearly all of the
cases which in practise have ever been included
under rent, but the concept would be essentially
different. Capital in the financial sense and its
yield

profits

and

interest

arc fully within the

price system, both the principal sum and the
amount of the income being expressed in
monetary terms; rent is ordinarily only halfway

m

and of the

within the price system, that is,
respect to the
periodic payment; whereas the borrowed agent
is returnable in kind or as nearly as may be
identical form (i.e. the criterion is physical or

attempts of Ricardian apologists, such as J. S.
Mill, J. E. Cairnes and others of the neo-

technological rather than financial). Indeed
some cases of rent contracts, as, for instance,

and evade

renting on shares, retain the still more primitive
form of contract in which both the borrowing

agreement.
The subsequent history of the rent doctrine is
largely a record of hostile criticism of these inconsistencies in the Ricardian theory

classical school, to qualify, reconcile
its

logical consequences.

Most ingenious and

elusive of the attempts of this sort were those of
Alfred Marshall. He conceded that the distinc-

between land (natural) and other wealth
must be abandoned from the point of view of the

tion

individual investor (the original problem) but
suggested retaining it from the point of view of

m

and lending and the payment are "m kind";
Rent
is, not expressed in monetary terms.
would thus be defined as: the amount paid by
that

contract for the use of the dur ative (separable)
uses of a more or less durable ag'ent (use bearer),

entrusted by an owner to a borrower for a
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limited period, to be returned in equally good
condition except for ordinary wear and tear.
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RENT CHARGE. The term rent charge in the
mediaeval law of the various European lands
defined untechmcally as the grant by a
landowner of a rent to be paid out of the income
from his lands. In English common law it was

may be

accompanied with the power of

distress in favor

of the purchaser of the rent charge and was distinguished by certain legal details
service and a rent seek.

from a rent

At least as early as the twelfth century the
purchase and sale of rent charges were used in
northern Europe as devices for borrowing by
landowners and for the investment of (money)
capital by the burgher class. The development
until the sixteenth century was therefore contemporaneous first with the crusades and the
growth of towns through the purchase of
charter privileges from neighboring feudal landlords, and later with the growing use of money
and credit and with the steady decline in economic importance of the feudal classes relative
to that of the merchant capitalists. In financial
markets in the commercial towns fixed incomes
in the form of rent charges were exchanged for
capital sums involving a time discount rate and
rate of yield quite as in a modern bond market.
In the earlier period the yield was as high as 8 to
Io

percent, but in later centuries it sank to about
and at times to even less. Unlike an

5 percent

ordinary "loan of money" secured by a mortgage
estate, the rent charge escaped the
disapproval of the church as a device for invest-

on a landed

ing capital to obtain a fixed income without
labor. The feature deemed of greatest impor-

tance in distinguishing technically the economic and therefore the ethical nature of the
rent charge from an ordinary loan of capital was
that the borrower (seller of the rent charge) did
not contract ever to repay the sum; that is, it

was a perpetual rent, without maturity date, although usually he had the option of redeeming it
at will.

The

rent charge, while

it is still

a legal

form of contract, has largely fallen into disuse
with the development in the financial markets of
other more convenient forms of investment
sanctioned by both church and state.
FRANK A. FETTER

wirtschaftliche

rente

See:

LAND TENURE; REAL ESTATE; RENT.

Consult Ashley, W. J., Introduction to English Economic History and Theory, 2 vols. (4th ed. London
1 906-09) vol. i, pt. 11.

Rent
RENT REGULATION.

Rent Regulation

In the normal law of

landlord and tenant dwellings are let according
to the rules of property and contract. The landlord as owner of the dwelling can fix the rent
of his property at whatever figure he chooses.
If a tenant does riot pay his rent, the landlord

has such remedies as distress and eviction. Upon
the expiry of the lease the landlord can take
possession of his property, refusing to renew
the lease for any or no reason.

between landlords

is

The competition

supposed to protect the

tenant against the charge of extortionate rents.
In fact, however, the rental market has never

been

a free market.

The

difficulties tenants face

complete information of competitive
offers, the custom in many communities of terminating leases and moving on one particular
in securing

day a year, the segregation of races, nationalities
and income groups in certain localities, create
quasi-monopolistic conditions. The rental market is one of inequalities, frictions and lagging
adjustments, in which the lower income groups
in the large urban centers are provided with
substandard housing in obsolete structures

at a

high cost, despite legally prescribed
standards of sanitation and safety.
While the history of western nations records
relatively

many

instances ot far reaching governmental

interference with relations between landlords

and tenants, the intervention has generally been
on behalf of the landlords, as m the case of the

m

duced rent control by governmental authority
not only in the countries at war but generally
throughout the world Moreover the conditions
which made rent control necessary during the
war continued and became more acute in the
following years, resulting in the extension of
rent regulation during the post-war period.
The first governmental intervention was the

moratorium on rental payments declared by the
French government on August 14, 1914, and
extended m three-month periods to March 31,
1918, when the moratorium was superseded by
a general act controlling leases and rents. This
moratorium in France was followed by legislation in many parts of the western world Great
Britain, New South Wales and Russia passed
rent control measures in 1915; Italy declared a
partial moratorium in 1916; the Netherlands,
Switzerland, Sweden and Germany enacted rent
legislation in 1917. By the end of the war practically all countries in Europe had laws restricting landlords from raising rents and evicting
tenants Shortly after the close of the war the
acute housing shortage and the rising unrest and
mass protest of tenants led to additional control
in the European nations and to new legislation
m countries formed by the peace treaties and in
India, the Latin American states and the United
States.

In the United States the most elaborate legisthe
was put into effect

various enclosure acts in Great Britain. In Ireland, however, in the early i88o's the government did intervene to protect the tenant farmers
fixing their rental

by

payments on more favor-

able terms than the landlords had been willing
to grant.

The

situation

is

explained, however, by other

factors than the relationship of landlord

and

tenant, particularly by the absentee ownership
of the British landlords, who were regarded as
alien masters
latter,

by

who had

rents.

Columbia m 1919 and in the state
York in 1920. In some other states

District of

of

New

municipalities set

up

the

The

to-

some circumstances

Rents were established either by volun-

federal

soldiers'

had power under

The circumstances which provoked

Once

number of

behalf of tenants against landlords occurred
during the World War in the field of urban

also

to control the eviction of
also

to requisition buildings for the latter
lation

The most striking, certainly the most extensive intervention of governmental authority in

government

dependents and war workers and

tary agreement between the landlord and tenant,
the agreement having the force of law, or, in
default of such an arrangement, by a court.
fixed the rental figure was to remain stationary for a period of fifteen years.

rent control commissions

with powers to investigate rents and to mediate
between landlords and tenants, and in varying
degrees with powers of coercion. They were
largely limited, however, to the use of publicity
in securing a reasonable adjustment of rentals.

When

gether to resist eviction with violence, the British
government was forced to aid them by fixing

m

lative control of rents

banded

their Irish tenants.
fallen into arrears,
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housing. The outbreak of the war precipitated
a situation which
a relatively short time pro-

rent regu

changed in character from the earlier
period of the war to the late and post-war periods.

At the outbreak of the war, although the

vacancies increased because of the
break up and amalgamation of many households
and the decline of marriages, many tenant families with their men gone to war could not pay
their rents.

dwelling

But as the war progressed, existing
the urban and industrial

facilities in

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
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centers were rapidly filled with workers and
their families who had migrated to the city to

new jobs and higher wages in the war
industries As vacancies disappeared, landlords
pressed vigorously to get higher rents The re-

secure the

turn of soldiers to

civil life at

the end of the war

further accentuated this shortage. Marriages in
all countries increased
enormously, particularly

uiban centers, tn addition many of the
which had abandoned separate households when their men members had been called
in the

families

into service sought again to set

establishments.

up separate

The workers who

war had migrated

during the

to the cities did not return to

the farms.

Accompanying

this

sudden increase

in

the

lower wage levels looked with favor upon rent
control as a factor which would eliminate one
element of pressure for high wages when the
expected and hoped for decline in prices should

occur.

The

purposes of the rent control measures

were to prevent unfair

and to probecause of inability
to pay the current rent or the increases demanded by the landlords. In one manner or
another they interfered with the rights of private
property and with the freedom of contract. They
rises in rent

tect tenants against eviction

secured the tenant occupancy of the dwelling
even though the lease had expired and prevented
the landlord from taking possession of his property. They denied the landlord the right to exact

need for new dwelling units, during the \var and
for several years after the war construction of
new dwellings suffered a decline amounting

all the rent the traffic would bear. They prevented mortgage holders from charging more
than a prescribed rate of interest and deprived

almost to complete cessation. This decline was
where the

them of the right of foreclosure, and in some
countries where the housing shortage was unusually severe they restricted the tenants from

greatest in the belligerent countries,
all

other considera-

governments, subordinating
tions to military necessity, mobilized

all

available

man

power, including skilled building laborers,
and permitted new dwelling construction only
by license Tn all countries moreover building
costs rose rapidly because of the competing demand for labor and materials in industries

supplying military requirements, and capital
loan funds sought the more profitable war investments rather than the slower returns on
dwelling investments After the war building
costs rose even more rapidly as a result of inflation.

The

rent

and mortgage

restriction acts

were an additional limiting factor, although it is
doubtful whether they contributed materially

moving and rationed dwelling premises.

The system of rent

control varied with differ-

ent countries and was conditioned by a variety
of factors, including the extent of monetary
inflation, the political philosophy controlling the
government, the severity of the effects of the
war, the difficulties of post-war readjustments

and the political power of tenants. The degree
and severity of control ranged from restrictions
which were deliberately confiscatory and intended as devices for the socialization of housing
to the mild control by those cities in the United

to the stoppage of building. Taking advantage
of the acute housing shortage, owners of dwell-

which relied merely upon conciliation.
In most European countries, particularly in
the belligerent states, the rent base was fixed by
legislative decree as of a given pre-war date In

ing accommodations sought to raise rents and
to evict tenants who could not or would not pay

New

the higher rents. In these communities or states
where no rent restrictions existed the number

mounted rapidly.
resulting plight of the tenants could not

of evictions

The

be ignored. During the war military necessity
required the maintenance of civil stability and
morale; and after the war mass unrest was no
less disturbing to the political governments
undergoing or threatened with revolutionary
overturn. Political expediency required that the
owners of dwellings remain a subject class until

States

the United States the rent law of the state of

York forbade extortionate and unreason-

able rents, declaring a 25 percent increase in
rent as presumptively extortionate but leaving
the determination of "reasonable" rent to the

municipal courts; in the District of Columbia
left to a rent commission.

the fixing of rents was

In New South Wales a formula of "fair rent"
was prescribed.
In the post-war period the governments in
countries with extreme monetary inflation prescribed various multipliers of pre-war rents as
the basis of the new rents. Landlords in the

the

new housing provided by government financing and direction could establish rentals at

post-war decade were generally permitted to
increase rents to cover various classes of money

a level against which tenants would not protest
'oo violently. Moreover employers hoping for

outlay, such as repairs, maintenance and alterations for accommodation of additional families.

Rent Regulation
In some European countries rents were indirectly raised by a tenant's tax, which, however,
was appropriated by the government for new
buildings designed to compete with the existing
privately owned dwellings.
There was considerable variation likewise in
the control of lease expiry. During the period of
the moratorium in France leases were automat-
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Supreme Court hinted that such legiswould be valid only as long as the emer-

case the
lation

gency lasted [Chastleman Corp. v. Sinclair, 264
U. S. 543 (1924)] The decision rendered rent
control in the District of Columbia impotent by
1925 In the state of New York rent control was
not withdrawn completely until 1929.
.

Although the history of the

last half

of the

extended, while the landlord was completely deprived of his rights of possession. In

post-war decade is one of gradual and progressive removal of control, in many countries rent

other countries, as also in France under later

control of

legislation, repossession was subject to various
conditions, such as failure of tenants to pay

rent, misuse of the property by the tenant or
the owner's direct personal need for and use of
the property.

permanent part of the general system of social
control. The Housing Act of 1930 in Great
Britain, for example, contemplates permanent
control of low rent housing. Rent control in
European countries moreover is an integral part

The extent of the coverage of tenants enjoying
protection varied from complete coverage of all
tenants regardless of income and military service
to a system of classified protection under which

of the administration of government subsidized
and owned dwellings, in which an increasing
percentage of the lower income groups live.
Since the effects of rent control have been uni-

ically

maximum

protection was given to tenant
whose heads were in military service
and to lower income groups, leaving the class of
rich tenants unassisted. Protection was defined

the

formly to

some

fix

sort promises to

remain

as a

rents in the controlled area consid-

families

erably below the level which would have obtained in a free market, the private construction
of new buildings has been discouraged and gov-

terms of classes of buildings, those constructed after a given date being exempt, or in
terms of specified localities or size of the munici-

ernments have been practically forced into some
form of social housing.
Finally, the economic depression which began

town. In general the scope of protection

new phase of rent regulaBecause of the deflationary trend of this
period rents under existing leases often became
oppressive and when interest was reduced by

also in

pality or

was broadened in the years immediately following the war, while limitations were progressively
narrowed during the latter half of the post-war
decade.

In a few countries and

cities control

of rents

was withdrawn in large part by the middle of
the post-war decade. In Norway, Denmark, the
Netherlands, Switzerland and Italy rent control
was either abrogated entirely or almost entirely

by 1930. For instance, in Italy moral suasion
may be exercised by the Fascist corporation of
house property owners. But rent control, although progressively liberalized as to increases
of rents and the classes of protected dwellings

and tenants, still existed by 1934 in most of the
principal European nations; namely, in Great
Britain, France, Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland.
In the United States the termination of rent
control was hastened by the fear of adverse
action by the courts. In a case arising under the
rent law of the District of Columbia the Supreme Court of the United States by a five to
four decision upheld the constitutionality of rent
regulation upon a theory of emergency [Block
v. Hirsch, 256 U. S. 135 (1921)].
few years
later, however, in a second District of Columbia

A

in 1929 introduced a

tion.

legislation seemed particularly unjust. At least
three Australian states, Queensland, Victona,

New

South Wales, and New Zealand have already intervened by passing rent reduction acts.
Enacted since 1931, the statutes are scheduled
to remain in effect for several years. They either
reduce existing rents by a fixed percentage or

leave

it

to the courts to determine the extent of

reductions.
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RENTENM ARK
tional

was the unit of the

currency instituted in

Germany

transiat

the

close of the post-war period of extreme inflation.
The value of the Rentenmark, available in the

form of notes issued by the Rentcnhank beNovember 15, 1923, was set at one gold

ginning

(or pre-war) mark both for domestic purposes
in terms of the United States dollar, the

and

only important gold standard currency at the

The Rentenbank notes, however, were
redeemable not in specie but in 5 percent gold
mark bonds which represented a first hen imposed on all agricultural land (except that with
a pre-war assessed value of less than 2000 marks)
time.

arid

on

all

business enterprises (except those

employing no outside help after September i,
1923); furthermore they were not legal tender,
although government offices were compelled to
accept them The new currency was eagerly received by the population, which had no stable
money for hand to hand use and was suffering
from an acute currency shortage notwithstanding the enormous circulation of the old paper
money and the "emergency money" issued by
public and important private bodies. The stability of the Rentenmark hung in the balance for

some months but was assured by the middle of
1924. With the reorganization of the
Reichsbank under a new charter, which was
connected with the Dawes reparations settlement of August 30, 1924, a gold bullion standard currency was introduced and the retirement
of the Rentenmark was begun.
April,

Several factois contributed to "the miracle of

the Rentenmark"
circle of inflation

the breaking of the vicious

presumably through the

intro-

duction of a new currency without gold backing.
This currency was apparently based on real
values and therefore enjoyed the confidence of
the masses, particularly in agricultural sections.

The reform was moreover supported

alike

tion of the central banking functions of the
Reichsbank and wished to leave a loophole for
the remtroduction of the gold standard. The
deciding factor was probably the absolute restriction of Rentenbank note issue, and the
measures of the currency commissioner, invested with dictatorial powers, which made it
feasible. The issue was limited at the outset to a
maximum of 3,200,000,000 gold marks, the

value of the capital and surplus of the Rentenbank Of this amount the sum of 1,200,000,000
marks was allocated to the government to enable
it to meet its current
expenses and to pay its
debt to the Reichsbank; an equal sum was to be
employed in financing business and agriculture
through the Reichsbank and other banks of
issue. Since treasury bills could no longer be
discounted with the Reichsbank, a rigid limit
was set to the spending power of the government, whose budgetary deficits were the immediate cause of ever mounting printing press
inflation. It was also necessary to impose a strict
rationing of credit to business, whose dependence for working capital upon the Reichsbank
was one of the major consequences of inflation.
An important supplementary measure was the
control of the foreign quotations of the Rentenmark through reduction of the supply of Ger-

man currency in foreign markets. The strain of
extreme deflation, which might easily have become

was somewhat relieved by
available through the Gold
Discount Bank organized in April, 1924. But
the danger to the whole Rentenmark scheme
intolerable,

foreign credits

made

implicit in the reparations obligations of the
German government was not removed until the

experiment was brought to a successful conclusion with the adoption of the

See-

MONETARY

Dawes plan.
HAROLD L. REED

STABILIZA i ION; INFLATION AND DE-

FLATION, DEVALUATION, REPARATIONS,

LAND BANK

SCHEMES.
Consult.

Mark

Die Stahilisierung der
by Ralph Butler (London

Schacht, Hjalmar,

(Stuttgart 1927), tr

1937), Germany, Knegslastenkommission, Germany's
Economv, Currency and Finance (Berlin 1924) sect. B;
"Currency Reorganization in Germany" in Federal
Reserve Bulletin, vol. x (1924) 636-37, Elster, Karl,
Von der Mark zur Retchsmark (Jena 1928) chs. vi-viu.

by

currency linked to some basic agricultural com-

RENTIER, meaning originally simply a holder
of rentes, or certificates of the French governmental debt, has come to signify anyone living

modity and divorced from the control of the
government and the Reichsbank; and it was
satisfactory to those who opposed the emascula-

primarily upon the return from fixed monetary
investments. The rentier is a passive income
receiver, one whose stake in the system depends

conservative and liberal political parties. It appeared to meet the clamor for a purely national

Rent Regulation
upon p;ist rather than continuing economic activity. He is thus to be distinguished on the one
hand from the individual living on an income
from a privileged position, such as the slave
owner or member of a landed aristocracy, and
on the other hand from the finance capitalist,
whose income is derived from promotion and
speculation although in the form of investment.

The classic picture of the
provincial
fortune, to

rentier is that of the

Frenchman, inheritor of a modest
which he may have added by hard

work and

frugality, spending his later if not his
earlier days in the leisure of an assured income,

shrewd, critical of new fads, well acquainted
with at least the simpler pleasures of living As
an outline picture of the most characteristic type
of rentier of a particular civilization this description is true enough. It would have to be
altered in important details to fit other times

and

cultures.

For the rentier does not constitute

a class or represent an organic social grouping;
neither birth nor education nor position is necessarily his He is distinguished solely by the
source and character of his income in a money

economy.
In general two chief types of rentier
recognized
ordinarily

modest

in

social ties

The

may be

true, or lifelong, rentier must
inheritor of wealth, however

be an
amount. With the dissolution of older
the second type, what may be called

the dependent rentier the widow \vith her savings account or insurance money, the maiden
aunt with her small inheritance, the retired business

man with

his annuity designed just to carry

him through the remainder of his years has
become probably more important numerically.
There should perhaps be included as a third
type, come into existence largely in the twentieth century, the institutional rentier the foundations and endowments deriving their income

from fixed investments, cooperative societies and
educational institutions which seek security of

income from

their investments.

One

thing

all

three groups have in

common, their independence of continuing productive activity and, correlatively, their dependence on the stability of
existing property relationships.

Security of income has been most

commonly

associated throughout history with the owner-

ship of land; in theory

matter

how

function by

it is

being absorbed, no

inadequately, as a governmental
modern states, through old age

pensions, social insurance and unemployment
schemes. But the rentier differs essentially from

both the landowner and the pensioner.

The large

Rentier
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landowner represents the apex of a feudalized society; the rentier, not the apex but a
kind of rootless offshoot of a money economy.
The holder of government securities is completely absolved from all interest in production,
a remoteness never achieved by even the completely absentee landowner. The pensioner, on
the other hand, has security of income only on
condition of continuous labor; only in his latest
years can he hope for the freedom of choice of
scale

activity of the rentier.

Historically,

however, there

is

a close rela-

tionship between the large landowner and the
rentier. For it was the manners and perquisites

of the landed aristocracy which furnished the
pattern for the newly wealthy of the se\ enteenth

and eighteenth centuries

In England, where
circumstances offered frequent opportunities to
the city man for the purchase of old estates, this

was

largely absorbed into the landed genwas, as Sombart says, feudalized. In
France, where such opportunities were rarer and
the ideal was not the country squire but the
class
try.

It

Parisian courtier, the tax farmer or the mer-

chant looking about for a place to put his accumulated wealth preferred to seek out monetary

Such investments, ho\\ever,
rare throughout the eighteenth century.
investments.

were

Most

large trading adventures were financed by active
participants, and save in the Netherlands gov-

ernment finance was on a completely unstable
basis before the nineteenth century. In Holland
an important rentier class came into existence
in the course of the eighteenth century, as the
opportunities for mercantile activities were cut
oft by the loss of empire, and the bourgeois

turned from acti\e trading to living on his revenues.

The

first real

opportunity for the rentier and

the continuing symbol of his power came with
the growth and stabilization of national debts.

In England Pitt placed public credit on a solid
basis during the Napoleonic wars, in France the
constitutions of the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury, in reaction against the preceding chaos of

bankruptcies and repudiations, declared the
public debt sacred. Throughout the nineteenth

century there was an enormous expansion of the
public debt of all the western countries. The
bonds of some of the smaller states might go

through default after default, but the French
and the English consols justified the faith

rentes

they inspired as symbols of all the solidity and
self-assurance of the middle class of the times.

With the

increasing penetration of the

money

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
into all fields of activity the demand
for safe investments for surplus wealth ran ahead

economy

of the supply of government bonds, and

first

foreign governmental debts, then railroad securi-

and mortgage securities came to be sought
by the rentier. But such investments are always
in danger of becoming speculations, and the
ties

public debt has remained his chief support.
It was above all in France that the public debt
came to be held primarily by actual or potential

not through financial inbut directly to the public through
comptoirs set up in every town, it was easily
acquired in varying amounts. Indeed the general reliance on public credit was one cause of
the slow development of private corporate finance in France; again and again throughout

from the more general Marxian position as to
the exploitative nature of pure interest.
The sphere of activity of the rentier is that of
consumption. But what the quality of that consumption will be is determined not by his character as rentier but by the cultural atmosphere
in which he lives. It may be conspicuous and
wasteful, but to assume that it is always so is to
confuse the rentier with the plutocrat.

One

of

the distinctive features of the rentier class at the

end of the nine-

rentiers. Distributed

apex of

stitutions

teenth century was the fact that it included so
many small and middling fortunes. The spend-

the nineteenth century the government was
forced to guarantee the interest on borrowings

such as the railroads, in order
market for their bonds. In England,
where the rentier was also important by the latter
of public

utilities,

to create a

its

importance

at the

ing of the rentier, as distinguished from that of
the capitalist or speculative owner of securities,
is marked by restraint rather than by abandon.
In a new and rapidly changing economy it may
constitute an unstable, luxury demand, a source
of friction in the system. Where traditions are

few, the rentier group is probably exceptionally
inclined to faddism of all kinds. Being mobile
geographically, it can easily congregate in resorts
tourist centers given over to frivolity and

and

part of the nineteenth century, the earlier development of private financial institutions pre-

glitter.

vented any such dominance of public credit.
Safe investment opportunities alone do not
produce a rentier class. Except for the depend-

development of expatriate colonies of artists,
such as those in Paris. But in older societies,
where the arts of consumption have been longer

ent rentier,

who

is

for

most of

his life not a

The same

mobility makes possible the

cultivated, the purchasing

power of the

rentier

rentier but a producer, representatives of the
group have never been numerous either in Ger-

group may be exerted in quite different directions It may well be a definitely stabilizing

many or in the United States until very recently.
The psychology of a nation "on the make" is

demand for customary
goods and services that keeps alive a whole series
of local industries and thus restricts the sphere
of capitalist encroachments. It is in such a soci-

inimical to the enjoyment of a fixed income.
California and Florida, havens for the rentier,

by their very character
American society.

testify

in

The

to his uneasiness

rentier, like all non-producers, is made
by a complicated social organiza-

A

phenomenon of capitalism, he appears
in numbers only in certain of its stages or forms.
In a period of active advance the surplus wealth
of society finds its way largely into the hands of
the manipulator, whether merchant, manufacturer or banker. The rentier can exist at such
a time, indeed it is largely in these periods that
the surplus funds necessary to his growth are

accumulated; but he flourishes best, the atmosphere is more congenial to his temper, in the

when economic activity is stabilized or
declining. Some writers, notably N. Bukharin
lulls,

(The Economic Theory of the Leisure Class,

ety that the rentier exerts the greatest cultural
through his contribution to the art of

influence,

possible only
tion.

factor, providing a steady

New

York 1927), concentrating upon the parasitic
character of the coupon clipper, regard the existence of a large rentier stratum in a society as a
sign of decadence. This interpretation follows

But in general the tone of a society is
by the upper class, not by the rentier group.
In any society, however, the rentier group

leisure.

set

constitutes a solid
kinds.

body opposed to change of all
rentier, free from the outset

The lifelong

to choose the pattern of his life, whether it runs
in terms of idleness and travel, amateur scholar-

ship or a completely professional devotion to
science or art, is inclined to be strongly individualistic in his attitudes.
life

are personal

and

The

pressures of his

self-applied, the limitations

moral and customary and not primarily economic. Separated from the necessity of active
participation in the economic struggles of his
time, he is likely to develop an aloofness varying
from the philosophical to the unrealistic or

purely callous. Politically he is apt to be inactive
when the status of his income is imper-

except
iled.

Unlike the small business man, the pro-

and the artisan, he is a potential
adherent of either fascism or communism only
in most unusual circumstances. For he is essentially a lover of the status quo, and his interests
fessional

are those of the maintenance of property rights,
especially the value of money.
The rentier group before the

World War ex-

erted a greater influence than its mere numbers
would imply, for the rentier status constituted

the goal of so large a section of the population.
It was a curiously static kind of influence. The
opposition of the rentier to social legislation, for
instance, was never active as was that of the
employer; indeed it was in many cases almost

non-existent.

The

rentier

everywhere

insists

sanctity of debts; his voice is always
raised against repudiation, a factor which has

upon the
had

international repercussions where a rentier
group has been a large holder of foreign invest-

ments. Where the rentier represents an important part of the population, as in France, he is
able to exert considerable political pressure and

up

to a certain point can secure respect for his
But where those interests come into

interests.

conflict

with the interests of the active business
rentier is well nigh helpless, for while

man, the

the business

man may make

his greatest gains

p

Source
18

Keynes, J

M

,

Monetary Reform (New York 1924)

War fixed incomes had

lost about one half their
England, seven eighths in France,
eleven twelfths in Italy and virtually all value
Germany, in the succession states of AustriaHungary and in Russia. The world wide depression which began in 1929 increased the real
value of the incomes of some rentiers through
the fall in prices but wiped out the entire value
of the investments of others.

real value in

m

The rentier owes his position to saving,
own or that of someone else. A change in
attitude toward thrift or

his

the

m

through disturbances in the economic system,
the rentier depends upon stability and equilibrium. This divergence of interest can be seen in

the opportunities for
saving therefore may determine the increasing
or waning importance of the group. Throughout

the case of the promoters as opposed to the
investors in any modern corporation or better
any holding company. In another sphere it ap-

the nineteenth century the ranks of the rentier
were constantly augmented by the accumulated

pears in the differing interests of rentier foreign
bondholders and active business imperialists.

funds of one middle class family after another;
and as the tempo of capital building slowed
down, particularly in England, many of the most

In times of prosperity the rentier is easily
on the tide of economic advance.

wealthy families contributed of their members
to the group. But the very multiplication of the

carried along

time creates for

Such was the case throughout the nineteenth

rentier

century. But when the national income shrinks,
as it did everywhere after the World War, the

situation. First, in so far as the rentier's influence helps shift the dominant ideal from that of

claim of the rentier to a fixed share of that inextortionate and intol-

possession to that of consumption, it helps create an attitude inimical to further saving. In the

erable to the producing classes. Since his claims
can be honored only through the deprivation

second place, the rentier inevitably comes to
represent the "dead hand of the past," the cred-

(by means of increased taxation in the case of
public debts) of everyone else, in a really critical

itor

come may come

to

seem

he must give way. His defeat is accomplished through repudiation and currency desituation

group

in

it

a critical

whose demands press so hard upon the
economically active that they are finally repudiated, by violence if necessary. Such repudiation
does not kill the desire to save, but it does give

of British consols, from 1815 to 1922. Using
1914 as a base year he measures the real income

a demonstration of the insecurity of savings that
cannot be immediately forgotten, at the same
time that it makes thrift more difficult for the
great majority. The rentier has by no means
disappeared. But recent circumstances raise the

of the consol owner in several ways (see table).
In 1924 Keynea estimated that since the World

question as to whether he is not destined to be
absorbed either into the ranks of the worker

preciation.

M. Keynes

has compiled a rough index of
the fate of the rentier, in the person of the holder
J.
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with a

modicum

security or at

of publicly assured income
the upper end back into the ranks

of vested interests based on other forms of property control.

ID*

CRAVEN MERRIAM

MIDDLE CLASS, BOURGEOISIE, PLUTOCRACY,
LANDLD ESTATES, INVLSTMENT, PUBLIC DFBT, MORI-

See:

GAGE, ANNUIIIES, BONDS, SIOCKS, INHERITANCE,
SAVING, THRU i, FORTUNES, PRIVATE, DEUI, MONEY,
INFLATION AND DEFLATION; CONSUMPTION, LEISURE,

levies to these limits alone. At the Paris Peace
Conference, however, where war psychology
and the quest for vengeance were still inevitably
dominant, it was sought to override these limits
and to include among the sums demanded of

Germany not merely damages but, pursuant to
the earlier extravagant demands of the allied
statesmen, direct war costs as well. Only after a
bitter struggle were war costs excluded from the

INDIVIDUALISM

charges to be levied; on the other hand, capitalized war pensions and also separation allowances

REORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATIVE.

were eventually added to the damage categories,
despite their remoteness from that conception
of reparation for direct injury to civilians on
which Germany's acceptance of the Armistice
terms had rested. In the light of events, even

See ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATIVE.

REORGANIZATION, CORPORATE.

See

CORPORATION FINANCE; RECEIVERSHIP.

REPARATIONS. The term reparations was
selected by the statesmen of the Allied and
Associated Powers after the World War to deand kind demanded
payments
of the vanquished nations The demands were
based in part on the conception of simple restitution of physical objects, in part on that of
compensation for injury done; but the older
term indemnity, which had fallen into some
disrepute at the end of the nineteenth century,
was intentionally avoided (see INDEMNITY,
MILITARY) All the defeated powers were subjected to reparations demands, but only the
payments required of Germany will be considered here, since they constitute the most important and the controlling case.
The foundation from which the reparations
clauses of the Treaty of Versailles were developed
was President Wilson's Fourteen Points, prein cash

scribe the

sented January

8,

1918, as a basis for peace

negotiations, and his subsequent elaborations of
this document. Wilson's original relevant proposals were concerned chiefly with evacuations
and territorial changes, but he later added that
"there shall be no ... punitive damages."
Lloyd George had similarly and previously disclaimed any attempt to obtain a war indemnity

or to shift the cost of military operations. In the

pre-Armistice negotiations, however, the demand for mere restitution of destroyed property

gave way to that for compensation for all damage
done to the civilian population of the Allies and
their property by German aggression. The
Armistice itself contained extensive provisions
for the restoration of physical objects and for
deliveries of goods and equipment, and in ad-

though not of strict legal interpretation, it is
hence more realistic to regard the actions of the
Allies in dealing with

German

reparations as

having been controlled by the conceptions of
military victory and military indemnity rather
than by the original conceptions of war guilt and
reparations literally understood. Indeed the entire question of war guilt (q v ) was irrelevant
to the reparations problem as it was actually
treated.

The
a

history of

German

number of major and

In the

first,

reparations falls into
quite dissimilar chapters.

which runs from the Armistice to

the end of 1923, political and psychological
forces operating in utter disregard of current

economic

realities

were dominant. This

first

extremely complex and includes
nearly a score of major international conferences. In it at least three mam phases may be
chapter

is

distinguished. In the first the Allies attempted,
of the treaty procedures, to

independently

negotiate directly

Germany

among themselves and with

in order to establish the size

and

character of Germany's reparations obligation,
beginning with the allied proposals made to

Germany on June 16, 1919, before the treaty
had been signed. These efforts were wholly unsuccessful and were abandoned after the breakdown of the London Conference of February
and March, 1921 This breakdown was followed
.

by the first large scale application of the military
and economic sanctions provided by the treaty,
including a tax on German exports measures
which proved to be only a forerunner of the

Ruhr occupation. Germany thereupon asked

in

dition reiterated the principle of reparation for

April, 1921, for mediation by the United States
and then offered, in order to satisfy its reparations obligation, either a capital sum of 50,000,-

damage done, but confined the prospective

000,000 gold marks at present value or annuities

Rentier
totaling 200,000,000,000.

The

figures are esthey are sub-

because
above the sums later accepted under
the "final" Young plan settlement. But the
United States refused to mediate, the Allies
rejected the new offer, and the first phase ended
without conclusive results m this direction.
This first period was not, however, wholly
pecially

interesting

stantially

devoid of progress. As early as May, 1920 (at
Hythe), tentative proposals had been advanced
for setting a minimum total for the German
obligation, for relating this total to Germany's

capacity to pay and for connecting reparations
with the interallied debts. The Brussels Conference of Allied Prime Ministers was held in
July of that year; and also in July, at Spa, the
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gold marks ($31,500,000,000), in addition to
certain smaller items, and on May 5 it notified
Germany of the corresponding Schedule of

Payments Three series of bonds to this total
amount were to be issued by Germany and
might be sold by the creditor powers in the
market (none was ever actually floated); two sets
of annuities were stipulated to provide the funds
for the service of the bonds, one fixed at 2,000,000,000 gold marks and one, variable, at 26 percent of Germany's exports; customs and other
revenues were to be assigned as additional security; and under the British Reparation (Recovery) Act of 1921, and later under similar
legislation in France, Germany was to reimburse
its exporters for levies on imports into those

between the creditors was established France 52

countries, made by the respective governments
and credited to reparations account. These

percent, British Empire 22 percent, Italy 10 percent, Belgium 8 percent, others 8 percent. Like-

were

percentage distribution of reparations receipts

wise there was arranged at Spa a coal protocol,
which provided in its terms, for the first and last
time, a direct incentive to induce the German

miners to produce instead of merely trying to
force them to work.
In the second phase, beginning in March,
1921, the Allies reverted to the basis of action

provided by the peace treaty itself, which had
come into force January 10, 1920. The scope of
the methods which the treaty provided for the
exaction and securing of payments from Ger-

many

is

somewhat remarkable. They were

occupation of territory, coercion by financial,
economic and other measures and reprisals;
provision for

bond

issiies;

pro\ ision of a general

charge" on the assets and revenues of the
German Empire and states this has been of
uncertain meaning and ceased to have effect

"first

with the Young plan; deliveries in kind, of goods

and of labor; and restitution of physical objects
removed by German forces. The treaty had

terms provoked an acvite crisis in Germany but
finally accepted The first billion was to be
paid over in cash within twenty-five da\s. The

procedure of the Reparation Commission in
dealing with the claims for damages submitted
by the several creditor powers and with Ger-

many's counter presentations and in subsequently assessing Germany's total obligation is
of some interest The claims were presented m
terms of many different currencies and were so
numerous that detailed examination of each was
The commission tried
wholly impossible
sampling but found it hopeless; at the er d it
made no pretense at apportioning the assessed
total either between different classes of claims or
even between countries The figure finally
reached was simply that sum to which the different members of the commission found it possible

As shown by the commission's own

to agree.

statements this figure had no direct relation to
the claims presented, and hence none to the
original damage as such Its lack of meaning in

terms

of

economic

specified ten categories of reparations damages,

demonstrated.

including pensions and separation allowances
and had provided for 100,000,000,000 gold
marks in German bonds as a guaranty It had

almost

also

stipulated large deliveries in kind, par-

and dyestuffs; these had
But it had left the determination of the total amount of the reparations obligation and of the manner of payment
to the new Reparation Commission which it set
up. Acting under the treaty procedure the
Reparation Commission accordingly announced
on April 27, 1921, that Germany's reparations
liability had been assessed at 132,000.000,000
ticularly of coal, timber
already been initiated.

possibilities

was

soon

under the new regime developed
The mark began a new depreciation, partly in consequence of the frantic efforts
of the German government to buy foreign exchange for transfer purposes; the real yield of
taxation in Germany dwindled rapidly, so that
ever larger borrowing was necessary to keep the
government going; and by the end of 1921, in
Difficulties
at

once.

consequence of an ine\ i table prospective default,
a partial moratorium had to be granted. The
Wiesbaden Agreement reached on August 27

and signed October

6, 1921, providing for direct
reconstruction of the devastated areas in France
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with German labor and materials, was
ineffective in alleviating the situation

was quite incapable of yielding any
contributions to reparations

French

industrialists

relatively

and indeed

large flow of

partly because the

and workers themselves

objected to the resulting reductions in their
markets Conditions in 1922 were no better.

own
The

Social 'Sciences

recovery of all western Europe had been gravely
retarded. Even the immediate net financial yield
of the

Ruhr occupation was relatively small. The

French claimed for the period, from the Ruhr
and Rhineland combined, a net profit of
479,000,000 francs on gross expenses of twice
that sum, but these figures have been challenged
by foreign economists and seem to have been

mark fell still more swiftly, and the payments
from Germany inevitably shrank. The French
then became impatient, and Poincar^ began to
talk about "productive guaranties." Finally, on
January 9, 1923, the Reparation Commission

much too high. The 1923 coal receipts, for
example, were admittedly only 25 or 30 percent
of those of 1922.
In this first main chapter of reparations his-

in default, with France,
combining to override the

tory, which closed with 1923, the actual course
of events was largely the result of a series of

again declared

Germany

Belgium and

Italy

persistent

the conflict between

were at once applied, and
on January n the French and Belgian troops
moved into the Ruhr basin; the British took no
part in this action. These measures ended the
treaty sanctions

procedure laid down in
the peace treaty as interpreted by the Reparation
Commission and opened a phase of direct
effort to act within the

action.

The

struggle in the Ruhr lasted from January
September 27, 1923. In everything but
it was a renewal of war between France
and Belgium on the one side and Germany on
ii to

name

the other.

The

primarily

on the

Germany by
respect

to

aggressors based their action
defaults declared against

the Reparation Commission with
and timber deliveries. The

coal

Mission Interallied de Contrdle des Usines et
des Mines (the MICUM), a body of engineers,
was therefore established to superintend such
deliveries and, supported

by

large bodies of

extended its scope to cover
nearly all the economic life of the Ruhr. The
local population replied with so-called passive
resistance
sabotage, neglect of French orders
troops,

and the

rapioiy

like.

To this the

Berlin government lent

support both by its orders and by subsidizing all
those whom the French dismissed or banished.

For a time the passive resistance campaign was
successful, but at the end of six months the depreciation of the mark had reached astronomical
heights, the country was utterly exhausted, and
on September 27 the German government in
effect
surrendered. Passive resistance was
stopped, working agreements with the MICUM
were negotiated, and by the beginning of 1924
the struggle of wills was over. France was once
more victorious; yet the victory was once more
of uncertain value. The franc had itself depreciated by a quarter, French credit was
seriously impaired, and the post-war economic

conflicts. One was
Germany and the Allies

and fundamental

strenuous opposition of the British to this step.

The

themselves, which did not cease with the
Armistice and which for certain of the Allies is
hardly stilled even today. Another was the
between Great Britain on the one side,
and France, Belgium and in lesser degree Italy

conflict

on the other. Great Britain was in the main attempting to face the economic and political
facts as they actually existed, to negotiate and,
being chiefly interested in commerce and industry, to accelerate the world's recovery from the
war. France was concerned with security and
with the emasculation of Germany on the one
hand and with its own distorted budget on the
other, whereas the recovery of world trade was
of only secondary interest. As a result France
was determined to uphold the peace treaty and
the subsequent stipulations without modification, as though they were divine revelations. The
treaty was of course legally valid, yet as time
went on its utter irreconcilability with the actual
facts and possibilities became ever more conspicuous and its effects ever more vicious.
France sought every opportunity to enforce the
letter of the treaty and twice resorted to the ex-

treme sanctions it provided. England, although
unsuccessfully, fought this policy throughout
the whole period, believing that it could only
defeat

its

own

end, at least in the economic

sphere, and that it would plunge Europe into
new chaos. Belgium sided with France; and
Italy,

on

while less aggressive, voted with France
questions. In this struggle the

all critical

United States had no formal part. It had failed
and although its

to ratify the Versailles Treaty;
unofficial observer

on the Reparation Commishe neces-

sion usually sided with the British,
sarily had little influence on events.

A

more imwas the conflict between the

third conflict, ultimately even

portant than

these,,
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Germany make reparapayments and their own utter unwilling-

obtained at all. Accordingly on November 30,
1923, the Reparation Commission announced

ness to receive these payments. France especially
was urgently in need of money to balance her

that it had decided to appoint two committees
of experts, one to deal with German currency
stabilization and the budget, the other with

Allies* insistence that

tions

ordinary budget and to recoup her enormous
outlays in rebuilding the devastated areas. Yet

German

capital abroad. The committees were
set up, with American participation, went
to work at once and reported in April, 1924. The

the history of the negotiations over deliveries in
kind, of the various reparations recovery acts and

soon

much of the post-war tariffs of the Allies
themselves is little more than the history of the

resulting proposals took their name from the
chairman of the first committee and were known
as the Dawes plan. They were accepted by the

of

efforts to prevent Germany from
paying in the only forms which were permanently possible goods and services. The source

creditors'

of the difficulty lay in the fact that both the
debtor and the principal creditor powers were

highly industrialized societies, producing much
the same general sorts of things. If the creditors
allowed Germany to pay them in coal or ma-

several

governments in the London Agreements

of August 30, 1924, the necessary steps for enforcing them were soon taken, and the Ruhr

was thereupon evacuated.
The Dawes plan was a remarkable document.
It combined a thorough appreciation of existing
economic

kind

realities with a skilful handling of the
profound political and emotional forces involved
on both sides. In particular it recognized that
the economic rehabilitation of Germany was the
essential first step, and it provided means for

actually

went to Jugoslavia, an agricultural
country which could absorb them without dis-

effecting this rehabilitation. Instead of attempting to re-assess Germany's total reparations

advantage.
These various conflicts dominated the history
of reparations from 1919 to 1923, until Ger-

it set
up a schedule of annuities
running for an indefinite term and thus sidestepped the flat refusal of France to reconsider
the global charge established in 1921. These

chinery or even many chemicals, they were reducing pro tanto the home markets for their own
producers of these same things. Until 1923 the
lion's

share

many, caught

of

German

full

deliveries

between them

all,

in

was well

nigh crushed out of existence; the reparations
problem, gradually spreading its tentacles over
nearly the whole of European politics and
economics, at the end became the crucial
problem of western society. The experience of
these years showed conclusively the virtual
impossibility of carrying out successfully international transactions of such complexity and

duration without arbitral or judicial machinery.
With the year 1924 the Reparation Commission, the total obligation it had established and
even the Treaty of Versailles itself receded into
the background of the reparations problem and
a new chapter began. As early as December,
1922, Secretary of State Hughes had proposed
that reparations be taken out of politics, and
what had indeed been suggested as early as
1920 that they be submitted to an inquiry by
experts. The proposal was reiterated by President Coolidge in October, 1923. Meanwhile the
utter collapse of Germany after the abandon-

ment of

passive resistance and the sheer irrelevance to existing facts of the reparations

charges as set in 1921 made it obvious even to
the most stubborn that a new course of action

was imperative, and that Germany must be put
on its feet if any further reparations were to be

obligation

annuities represented, for the

first

time, a sincere

attempt to estimate Germany's internal and
external capacity to pay and to adjust the required payments accordingly. The annuities
began in 1924-25 at 1,000,000,000 gold marks,
whereof 800,000,000 were to come from the proceeds of a new German external loan, and rose to
2,500,000,000 in 1928-29; the total for the five
was 7,970,000,000. Thereafter, using
1928-29 as the standard year, the annuities were

years

to vary with changes in the value of gold of 10
percent or more and were to increase with an

index of prosperity; an index of poverty was
The funds were to be obtained

not provided.

specified sources in specified ways, and
elaborate security provisions were established.
In largest part the plan simply created a system

from

of taxation and transfer, under foreign superand at certain points under foreign con-

vision
trol;

but the

German government

as well as the

creditor powers was to participate in the proceeds.
large bonded obligation was placed on

A

the railway system, another on industry, the
Reichsbank was reorganized, and a Transfer

Committee was created to protect the currency
and the foreign exchanges. These measures,
promptly supplemented by the necessary Ger-
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man

legislation,

thus recast at least the outward

form of a considerable part of German economic life. But the changes were accomplished
with little disturbance, and the subsequent
administration of the plan seems to have been as
nearly fnctionless as possible. At the same time
the measures taken gave Germany an essential
breathing spell and kid the foundations for its
economic recovery.

The details of the operation of the Dawes plan
have been described frequently and need not be
recapitulated here. The mortgages on the
railways and on industry gave rise to little or no
difficulty. They merely replaced a part of the
pre-war debt which the inflation had wiped out,
and the charges involved were not found excessive. The burden placed directly on the
German federal finances was also moderate and
even in the standard year amounted to less than
a fifth of the federal budget. At the same time
the provisions of the plan had both compelled

Germany to put its finances on a strong basis,
thus greatly increasing its governmental income,
and had enabled it to benefit largely from the
reorganization. The total internal burden established was one which Germany proved able
to carry without serious internal strain. In addi-

tion

Germany was

placed

in

a

protected

international financial position by the Dawes
plan, for the Transfer Committee was obligated

priorities, especially the service

of the external

loan of 1924, substantially the Spa percentages
of distribution were retained. The United States
received, against awards, claims and army costs,
nearly $24,000,000 in the last year of the plan
but did not share in reparations proper.

The inauguration of the Dawes plan was
followed by a gradual reversal of the whole trend
of German economic life. The currency, which
had already been precariously stabilized on the
basis of the Rentenmark, rapidly found a firm
footing; general business, after an initial poststabilization crisis, began first to revive and then
to expand; and a growing volume of foreign
loans made good the capital losses of the war and
inflation periods and permitted new growth. By
the end of 1928 Germany had regained in most
directions the economic strength and the general
levels of current material welfare which it had
had in 1913. This remarkable and rapid recovery
was in very large part attributable ultimately to
the conditions which the Dawes plan set up and
to the new internal developments which it
stimulated, especially to

its

modification of an

impossibly large and arbitrarily enforced reparations burden. The extent to which recovery was
built on unstable foundations will be considered
presently.

powers only in
such times as would not

Before the end of the first Dawes plan
standard year, 1928-29, however, still another
chapter of reparations history had begun. The
plan had worked so well that many of the states-

endanger the stability of the new currency. The
factors which had contributed so largely to the

men of the creditor powers thought a permanent
and final settlement could now safely be sub-

pressure by the German
foreign exchange for reparapurposes, and the continuous

stituted for the transitional arrangement. At the
same time they were anxious to "commercialize"

to allow transfers to the creditor

such amounts and

at

preceding collapse

government
tions

to

transfer

buy

and unexpected additional
demands from the creditor powers were thus
eliminated. Moreover for the period 1924-29 as
a whole more than half of the payments credited
threat of arbitrary

Germany were made

form of deliveries
in kind or of other payments in marks. These
large operations in themselves exerted no pressure on the foreign exchanges, although diffito

in the

culties over the unwillingness of the creditors to

receive

payment

were chronic and
period. But the plan

in goods

serious, as in the earlier
as a whole worked well.

Germany made pay-

ments promptly and in full, and the international political forces which had so disastrously
wrecked the previous endeavors to obtain
reparations were kept in check. Nor did the

a substantial proportion of Germany's payments; that is, to receive bonds which they could
sell

in the market, thus getting possession of
sums at once, in place of their

large capital

existing right to variable annuities. These suggestions aroused both opposition and fear in
Germany. It was pointed out that if Germany's
existing obligation to make merely an indefinite
series of annuity payments to the creditor

powers were replaced by obligations of fixed
amounts and terms owed to foreign private
investors, it would be necessary to abolish the
transfer protections and also the clauses permitting variations (after 1928-29) in the pay-

distribution of the proceeds

ments with the value of gold and the index of
prosperity; and it was asserted that these surrenders of safeguards would of necessity require
a large reduction in the amount which Germany

give rise to trouble.

could safely undertake to pay.

among the creditors
With allowance for certain

The

creditor
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powers nevertheless went ahead and convoked
the conference, held in Paris in the spring of
1929, from which the short lived Young plan
finally

emerged.

operation by the

and was made

September

The Young
tion;

it

still

plan was put into

retroactively

effective

from

1929.

i,

and duration

The new

Hague Agreements of 1929-30

plan set a definite total amount

for

Germany's reparations obligafurther reduced the size of the

obligation itself; it provided for commercialization of part of the payments; and it abolished

most of the Dawes plan machinery of superand control within Germany by the

vision

($146,000,000) was not postponable under any
conditions. Also non-postponable in effect was
the service on the German external loan of 1924,
to 61,800,000 marks a year. The
portion of the annuities could therefore
be commercial i/ed by the issue of bonds,

amounting
latter

now

to a total of about 12,600,000,000 marks
($3,000,000,000); but only $200,000,000 of these
bonds were actually issued. Of the non-post-

ponable portion of the annuities 500,000,000

marks a year or the equivalent in bonds was
assigned to France. In the distribution of the
total proceeds among the creditors the Spa
percentages were modified, to the disadvantage
of Great Britain, but at the first Hague con-

did away with the
value-of-gold provision and the index of prosperity contained in the Dawes plan; and it

what Deliveries

removed much, although not

so

creditor powers.

transfer

It

also

protection.

all,

Finally,

of the previous
the

abolishing

for es-

Reparation Commission,
provided
tablishment of the new Bank for International
it

Settlements, eventually placed in Basel, to
collect and disburse Germany's payments and
to serve as a center for international financial

coordination (see

The Young
fifty-nine

CENTRAL BANKING).

plan annuities were to run for

years, until

1988. Their total

was

121,000,000,000 marks ($28,800,000,000), a sum
actually far less than the figure of 132,000,000,-

ooo set by the Reparation Commission in 1921,
because the latter was a principal sum. The
''present value' of the annuities was only about
37,000,000,000, a figure also somewhat less than
the final German offer of 1921. The annuities,

on a slowly rising scale, began at only
thirds of the standard Dawes plan annuity,
set

two
and

the average (2,000,000,000 marks) was only
four fifths as large. Until 1965-66 the annuities

not only were to cover the aggregate payments
which the reparations creditors as a whole were
in turn obligated to make to the United States
on interallied debt account but would leave a
substantial disposable surplus in addition, equal
to some 35 percent of the total annuities for

the fifty-nine years. After 1965-66, however,
the annuities would drop to approximately the
level of the debt payments alone and the surplus
would disappear. It was further provided that if
the United States later reduced its claims on the
Allies, the annuities should be diminished by
two thirds of the reduction to 1965-66 and

thereafter

by all of it. The

larger fraction of each

annuity was given limited transfer protection,
entailing postponements when necessary up to
two years; but 613,000,000 marks a yeav

ference the British share

much

was increased some-

in kind, hitherto the source of

difficulty,

were

carefully regulated.

A

diminishing scale was established which provided for their complete disappearance after ten
years

Indeed Great Britain refused to accept

any payments at all in this form, preferring cash
transfers and the Reparation (Recovery) Act
levies on commodities such as would normally
be imported from Germany.
The Young plan constituted an advance over
the Dawes plan in certain important respects,
particularly in that it set a definite amount and
time for the German reparations obligation, in
that it permitted the commercialization of at

the payments and in that it gave
burden to carry on its own responsibility, with little or no foreign supervision
or assistance. Moreover the first charge on
German government assets which the peace
treaty had created was abolished in effect, if not
in law, as was the priority given reparations over
least a part of

Germany

a

private payments abroad; the possibility that the
creditor powers might once more resort to the
treaty sanctions, in consequence of an asserted
default, seemed to have been

reparations

permanently ended; and
provided.

The abolition

arbitral

machinery was

of most of the previous

and other protections can perhaps be
regarded as a fair price as, it was an inevitable
one for these gains. But in certain other
directions the advance offered by the Young
transfer

plan was less clear. There is little to show that
those who framed it made any serious and im-

attempt to assess Germany': true, long
run capacity to pay or even to take detailed
account of its contemporary economic situation;
chiefly they were trying only to obtain a? m^ch
as possible above their own debts to the United
States. The figures finally established were
partial
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reached by a process of sheer compromise reminiscent of the pre-Dawes plan era and had little
standing on any other grounds. Indeed agreement on them was reached only at the very end
of the Pans Conference, when it became clear
that failure of the conference might precipitate
an international financial crisis. Moreover subsequent events showed that one of the chief
merits of the Young plan, its substitution of a
fixed

obligation

for

variable

and protected

payments, was also one of its chief defects.
Withir two years of the ending of the Paris
Conference the operation of the Young plan had
been suspended, and at the end of another year
the plan had in effect been abolished. This rapid

change in the situation was not the direct consequence of anything inherent in the reparations problem as such, however, but was the
product of that world depression and crisis
which began in 1929 and reached such acute
stages in 1931 and 1933. In these developments
reparations were of course a contributing factor
but they were not the chief cause, at least in any
immediate sense. The crisis of 1931 was precipitated rather by the proposal for an AustroGerman customs union made in the spring of
that year and by the opposition of France.
Austria collapsed; and Germany, subjected to
severe withdrawals of funds, was compelled to
adopt stringent emergency measures, including
among others control of the foreign exchanges
and the enforcement of standstill agreements on
its short term obligations abroad As one means
to stem the crisis President Hoover thereupon
proposed a year's moratorium, from June 30,
1931, on both reparations and the interallied
debts. The moratorium was agreed to, but the
end of the moratorium year found the world in
an even more critical state Many countries had
been forced off the gold standard; world trade
had shrunk steadily; and Germany, still forced
to protect itself
in no position to

by standstill agreements, was
resume reparations payments.

In consequence a new conference composed of
Germany and the principal reparations creditors
was summoned at Lausanne to reconsider the
reparations question, and reached an agreement
July 9, 1932.

The Lausanne Agreement terminated the
Young plan and the subsequent Hague Agreements. It substituted for the Young plan
annuities a new set of obligations on a greatly
reduced scale, themselves subject to cancellation
under certain conditions. Germany was to
deliver to the

Bank for International Settlements

bonds for a total sum of 3,000,000,ooo marks ($714,000,000), which might be sold
and which were to be substituted
5 percent

in the market
for all

previous obligations of
account except the

reparations

Germany on
Dawes and

loans; but the bonds were not to be
sold for three years from the signing of the
agreement and any unsold after fifteen years

Young plan

were

to be cancelled. Deliveries in kind disappeared, and allocation of the proceeds of the
sale of bonds was left unsettled. But ratification

of the Lausanne

Agreement was not to be
had made satisfactory

effected until the creditors

settlements with their own creditors that is,
with the United States on interallied debt account; and if such settlements were not obtained, the legal position

was

to revert to that

existing before the Hoover moratorium. At the
end of 1933 the situation was still completely
in suspense The United States had undertaken
no definite steps looking to a reduction of the interallied debts to it, and the questions at issue,
on the request of the United States, had even
been debaned from the agenda of the World
Economic Conference of 1933.
Such was the history of German reparations
from 1918 to 1933. Until the end of 1923 the
problem was handled as primarily a political
and even a military issue, its treatment at first
dominated by war hatreds, war blindness to
current realities and the simple desire for

vengeance; later, among certain of the creditor
powers, urgent budgetary needs on the one hand,
and the desire to insure military security by

permanently crippling Germany through repa-

on the other, came to control
But after 1923 wiser counsels
prevailed In the Dawes Committee proceedings
economic fact was made the touchstone, and a
reasonable current modus was worked out.
With the Young plan an attempt was made to
capitalize the economic progress of the prerations exactions

their actions.

ceding years, to transfer as

much

of the repara-

problem as possible to the realm of private
international finance and to establish a definitive
settlement which should place reparations forever beyond the reach of politics. That the
attempt failed was due in part perhaps to defects
of the Young plan itself, but the chief immediate
cause was the world depression, the causes of
which lay for the most part quite outside the
tions

sphere of reparations as such. At the close of
1
93 3 the whole question was once more unsettled.

The

total

reparations

payments made by Germany on
account

cannot

be

established
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definitely.

The

made

size of those

before the

inauguration of the Dawes plan on September i,
1924, are a matter of extreme disagreement. The
Reparation Commission admitted payments for
this period of

but
its

its

only 10,426,000,000 gold marks,

methods of valuation were debatable and

accounts incomplete.

The German

govern-

ment claimed 42,059,000,000. Two independent
unofficial estimates, one by Professor J M.
Keynes and the other by the Institute of Economics, later came to a fairly close agreement at
about 26,000,000,000 marks ($6,200,000,000)
for the period prior to 1923, although this sum
represents the estimated value to Germany of
the payments, deliveries and cessions rather than
the cash gain to the allied treasuries. The pay-

ments and

receipts since the inauguration of the

Dawes plan are, however, accurately known.
Under the Dawes plan the sum actually paid by
Germany and made available for distribution
was 7,949,000,000
marks; under the Young plan, up to the cessation of payments under the Hoover moratorium,
the amount was 2,871,900,000. In addition the
to the reparations creditors

received

creditors

the

net

proceeds

of the

plan loan, while Germany also met the
service charges on this and the Dawes plan loan.
The total payments by Germany on all these

Young

counts in the period from September

i,

1924,

June 30, 1931, amounted in round numbers
to some 11,000,000,000 marks ($2,600,000,000),
and the actual reparations receipts of the creditors to a little more.
to

From

their very inception the reparations
Germany have in fact been inti-

charges on

mately associated with the sums owed by the
creditors to one another and especially to the
United States on interallied debt account (see

LOANS, INTERGOVERNMENTAL). The connection,
was stressed as early as 1920 and was also the
basis for the Balfour note of 1922, but it proved
impossible to secure any formal arrangement to
which all the governments concerned would

agree as is evidenced by the fruitless attempts
of France and other continental debtors to make

payments to the United States contingent
on their own reparations
receipts. The association was emphasized still
more strongly in the Young plan annuity and
their

in whole or in part

reduction arrangements; at the time of the
Hoover moratorium the total payments sched-

uled to be
to

made to the United

$20,823,000,000,

those

amounted
be made by

States

to

Germany to $25,610,000,000. As these figures
suggest, the reparations creditors as a whole

have in point of fact made their net payments to
the United States entirely out of reparations
receipts, not from their own internal resources;
and it is doubtful if the one set of payments
could have been effected without the other. But
the United States government has persistently
refused to admit the connection either in law or

and

there, despite the further implica-

tions of the

Lausanne Agreement, the matter

in fact;

still rests.

It is extremely difficult to estimate the aggregate real burden of the reparations payments
and still more its distribution. The attempt to

squeeze reparations from Germany was a
major cause of that country's post-war inflation
and collapse, but it is impossible to separate out
the burden of reparations alone. For the more
orderly period from 1924 to the 1931 moratorium a clearer picture can be obtained. In

1928-29 the reparations charges constituted 12.4
percent of the total cost of government in
Germany and absorbed 3.4 percent of the
estimated national income. This does not seem

unbearably severe, and comparison with the tax
burdens of other formerly belligerent European
countries suggests that at that time Germany,
although paying reparations, was really taxed
but little more heavily than the principal receiving countries. Nor are there other evidences
to show that reparations as such were then a
source of dangerously severe internal strain in

Germany; on the contrary, in 1928-29 the
country was at or above the 1913 levels of
production and general welfare.
But this is by no means the whole story. Two
other major elements must be taken into account.

First,

the continuous effort to force

German goods on

foreign markets, which the
transfer of reparations entailed, undoubtedly
distorted world trade channels and depressed

and living standards both in Germany
and abroad. For the creditor powers there was
an offset to this in that they were getting the
goods free; but, since the commodities involved
were largely in competition with their own products, the short run disturbance and depression
felt by their own producers were frequently
very substantial. It is impossible to isolate and
to measure these adverse effects, but their
reality is attested by the tariffs and other devices
which the creditors set up to check the inflow
prices

German goods.
Second, although from the internal point of
view the necessary sums came exclusively from
domestic taxation, from the point of view of
of
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its

Germany

really

made all
more

reparations payments by borrowing

than equivalent sums abroad, not by producing
a true export surplus. From 1924 to 1930
Germany borrowed abroad some 18,000,000,000

marks net and 25,000,000,000 gross ($4,300,000,000 and $6,000,000,000, respectively), while
its total
reparations payments in this period were
under 11,000,000,000. These borrowings made
possiblethe phenomenal recovery after 1924, and
gave Germany the internal strength as well as
the external capacity with which to pay reparations. The fact that the borrowings exceeded the

meant, incidentally, that Gerin point of fact never compelled to
face that true transfer problem in connection
with reparations about which economists have
debated at such length. Since it was currently

payments
many was

also

borrowing the necessary sums, in this period the
pressure to make reparations payments did not
force Germany to effect such internal readjust-

would increase its ordinary commodity
exports apart, that is, from deliveries in kind
relative to its imports. But the fact that as much
as 40 percent of the money borrowed was obtained at short term actually placed Germany in
ments

as

an extremely precarious international anancial
position; how precarious was made only too
clear in the summer of 1931. It would again be

erroneous, however, to make reparations the sole
villain in the piece; in recent years many other
countries which were not reparations debtors
have encountered analogous difficulties. Had the

world depression not supervened, Germany
could probably have rectified its position in due
course unless the view is adopted that repara-

flotations or otherwise, are treated as

economic

rather than as political questions. Such seem to
be the permanent lessons of the history of

German

reparations.
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self-interest to

capacity to pay nor in terms of the creditors'
endeavor to exact reparations in
the amounts and by the methods established in

German lay judge. Little information is available

the earlier years.

as to the story of Eike's life; the year of his birth
and the year of his death may only be surmised.

tions

The enormous sums which

and finance make it
from a
defeated first class power can be obtained continuously only if the sums demanded are in
reasonable relation to the debtor's economic and

modern

international trade

possible to extract over a period of time

political capacity; only if the debtor itself, like
the fabled goose with the golden eggs, is allowed

to retain

its

and
the payments, through bond

economic and

probably only

if

political health;

W

Latimer,

H

,

,

(London

REPGOW, EIRE VON

(c.

ii8o-c.

1250),

The home

of his family was Repgow (or Repthe Elbe, near Magdeburg.
Eike was a knight and vassal of Count Hoyer of

pichau) at

Aken on

Falkenstem.
last
flict

It is

supposed that he passed the

years of his life in holy orders. In the conbetween the empire and the papacy he

loyal to the empire. Eike's chief work
the Sachsenspiegel, a law book in which he
recorded the ordinary and feudal law of his east

remained
is

Reparations
Saxon home; although originally composed in
Latin, the book was translated by Eike himself
into Low German. Even if it is not, as until
recently supposed, the oldest German law book
(the Muhlhauser imperial law book is somewhat
older), it is nevertheless the most important.
Since Eike had almost no knowledge of the
Roman law but knew the German law intimately as a result of his experience as a lay
judge, his work, apart from some traces of the

canon law, is purely Germanic in all its parts
and the most valuable source of the German law
of the Middle Ages. Despite the fact that it was
only a private work the Sachsempiegd achieved
almost the force of law in lower Germany; it was
considered

"common" law

in

Saxony

until the

Thunngia until 1900, when the
German Civil Code went into effect In upper
Germany it formed the basis of the Schwabenspiegel and the Deulschenspiegel, and it may
year 1865, in

therefore be said that the legal reasoning and
idiom of the Sachsemptegel constituted a model

whole area of Germanic law. Besides a
High German version it was translated into

for the

Dutch, Polish and Czech. In the east the
Sachsensptegel penetrated as far as the Ukraine.
Of the many copies the four richly illuminated

manuscripts dating from the fourteenth century
are of great value for historical, aesthetic and
archaeological reasons Eike also wrote the first

book of history m the German language, the
Saxon world chronicle; this is not at all a mere
learned compilation ot older sources but an
independent account marked by great discern-

ment and keen judgment and intended
for the

especially

educated layman of knightly rank.
EBERIIARD VON KUNSSBFRG
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Eckhardt, K. A., Die Entstehungszeit der Sachsenspiegels und der sachsischim Weltchromk, Gesellschaft
der Wisbenschaften zu Gottingen, Philologibchhistonsche Klasse, Abhandlunyen, n.s., vol xxm, no.
2 (Berlin 1931), Schroder, Richard, Lehrbuch der
deutschen Rechtsgeschichte (6th ed by E von Kunss
berg, Berlin 1922)

p 719-25

REPRESENTATION. Any corporate groupchurch, business concern, trade union, fraternal
order or state that is too large or too dispersed
in membership to conduct its deliberations in an
assembly of all its members is confronted with
a problem of representation, if it purports to act
in any degree in accord with the opinions of its

members. The idea of political representation is
Almost universally, political
rulers have been regarded as m some important

as old as the state.

aspects the spokesmen or agents of the people.
Even during the most autocratic periods of Ro-

man imperial rule authoritative jurists described
the emperor as entitled to exercise his vast
powers only in his capacity as representative of
the Roman people. In the later Middle Ages this
conception of representation appears in a general theory of the supremacy of the group, secular

or ecclesiastical, over

its

m

corporative head.
the

It is frequently asserted
writings from
eleventh to the fourteenth centuries that

the

but the whole community
of citizens, and the church is not the pope or
any other prelate but "the whole congregation
state is not the prince

of the faithful"; that the "group as a whole"
therefore has in either case basic rights and
interests which limit the legitimate powers of its
rulers;

and

that the latter exercise their func-

tions only as representatives of the corporate
social body. Some of the writers ascribed spe-

powers of great practical significance to the
group certain writers contended that the general
cific

council of the church, in its capacity as representative of the whole congregation, had the
right to determine the fundamental constitution
and policy ot the church and even to sit in judg-

ment upon a criminal or

heretical pope; others
held that cardinals in choosing a pope acted as
representatives of the entire ecclesiastical com-

munity, and that the princely electors in choosing the Holy Roman emperor represented the

Savtgny-Stiftung fur Rethtsgeschichte, Gerniamsttsche
Abtnlung, vol xxxvn (1916) 131-260; Mollenberg,
"Eike von Repgow"
Ihstonsrhe Zettschnft, vol.
CXVH (1917) 387-412; Roethe,
Die Reimrorreden
des
Sachsenspiegels,
Konighche Gesellschaft der
Wissenschaften zu Gottmgen, Philologisch-histo-

people of the empire.
There were no necessary democratic implications in this older idea of representation. The

nsche Klasse, Abhandlungen, n s , vol n, no 8
(Berlin 1899), Voltelint,
Forschungen su den
deutschen Rechtsbuchern, Akademie der Wissenschaften
Wien, Philosophisth-histonsche Klasse,

Roman jurists did not mean that the people
should choose their emperor; and not all the
mediaeval writers who spoke of pope, king or

iv-v (Vienna 1924);

emperor as representative of and thereby limited

W

m

,

G

H

,

,

m

Sitzungsbenchte, vol.

cci,

pt.
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by the congregation of the
or
politic of citizens

faithful, the

body

the whole folk of the empire

governmental policy. In

summoned

Norman times the king

knights of the shire to assist his

held that the group in whose behalf the rulers
were limited had properly anything to do with

itinerant judges in arranging for jury service or
to aid the royal collectors in assessing taxes, and

designating the ruler as their representative,
with laying down the policies he was to follow

occasionally to come to Westminster to defend
lawsuits involving their shire Here again there

or with defining and enforcing the limits to his
authority. Various historians have cited isolated

are no signs of an appointment by election or of
an assignment to any legislative function. Still

instances of an elective representation, actual
or proposed, in ancient times. They point to the

other writers have held that the political representation which appeared in the thirteenth century was copied mainly from systems of eccle-

Athenian Council of the fifth century B c., composed of 500 members chosen by lot from a list
of candidates elected on a proportionate system

by the hundred odd "peoples" (demoi) that made
up the entire citizenry of the Athenian state.
The cities composing the Achaean League were
probably represented in such fashion in the
assembly of the league. A Roman imperial rescript in the early fifth century A D. proposed a

siastical

representation familiar at that time,

particularly in the three great councils of the
church and in the representative bodies of the
orders of friars. As early as 1221 a constitution

of the Dominican order provided for a central
assembly to which the several provincial chap-

should choose representatives
to take part in deliberations which,

ters

empowered
by majority

scheme, never put into operation, to set up a
Gallic parliament to be composed of deputies
from the various districts and municipalities of

vote,

Gaul. Generally, however, the principle of derefermocracy appears in ancient times only

national governmental policy in some measure
practicable for communities too extensive for

m

ence to a community small enough for

its

body

would bind the various chapters.

The modern system
tion, a device for

of political representa-

making popular control over

direct democracy, does not appear to

be either

directly.

a continuation of any ancient or early mediaeval
institutions of popular government or a copy of

There was a common theory among English
and American historians of the nineteenth cen-

ecclesiastical representative arrangements of the
later Middle Ages. The system evolved grad-

of citizens to exercise their political functions

tury that the modern system of elective representation is a development of a well established
system of popular government that had existed

ually,

without deliberate plan or imitation. The
is a phase in the evolution of the

development

modern

national

state,

associated

essentially

among primitive Germanic communities as early
as the fourth century, when assemblies including

with the decay of the feudal order, the formation

ranks met periodically to decide important matters of public

and a general movement from autocracy toward

policy. The Anglo-Saxons, it was said, brought
into Britain this system of direct democracy for

and in time extended

Throughout most of the Middle Ages the
only regular deliberative or consultative bodies
in the central governments were the councils

popular government a stage higher by having
the village associations send their reeve and

composed generally of greater vassals, higher
ecclesiastics and royal officials, many of them

several others to represent them in shire and
hundred courts. Thus by the time of the Nor-

serving only at the king's pleasure. In the later
Middle Ages the monarchs began to consult

man Conquest there was already established the

other groups, notably the lower nobility or
landed gentry (knights of the shire in England)
and the townsmen. This was done, for example,
in Castile in 1169, Languedoc in the early thir-

the male inhabitants of

their local village affairs

model

all

for the

system of national representation
inaugurated in Simon de Montfort's Parliament
of 1265 and Edward I's model Parliament of
1295. This "Teutonic" theory of the origin of
elective representation is now generally
discarded. There is no evidence of a regular

modern

of political nationality, the rise of middle classes

democracy.

teenth century, England in 1264 and 1295,
France in 1302 and the Netherlands, Sweden
and Hungary in the fifteenth century. Since the

representation of the villages in the shire and
hundred courts of Anglo-Saxon times or that the
delegates, when they did appear, were elected

gentry and townsmen could not assemble en
masse, the representative device was employed.

or that they appeared to transmit to the central

spokesmen not of a whole nation or of a
segment of a consolidated people but of a

government any

local

community opinion on

The

representatives

appeared,

however,

as

local

hith-
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erto unrecognized "estate of the realm." Thus
the typical form of a central parliament in early

of grievances, statutory enactments, polemical
pamphlets and philosophical treatises of a per-

modern times was an estates general, usually a
meeting of three autonomous estates nobility,
clergy and townsmen. This form continued in
France until 1789 and in other countries until

manent right, founded on both legal precedent
and the essential nature pf man and human

the nineteenth century;

theoretically in

government. In some other countries, notably

operation in Hungary In Sweden from the seventeenth century until 1866 there were four

Sweden and the Netherlands, representative assemblies likewise obtained, during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, a regular part in the

it is still

nobility, clergy, burghers and peasants.
In England, on the other hand, a bicameral system developed in the course of the fourteenth
century, the high prelates merging with the
nobility in a House of Lords and the landed
gentry with the townsmen in a House of Commons. The summons for the English Parliament

estates

society, of the people, through their chosen representatives, to control the form and policy of

enactment of

legislation.

In most of the conti-

nental states, however, the significant development of representative government came only

French Revolution. In general it may
be said that bodies which, in the earlier stages
of their existence, were not intended to repreafter the

of 1295 called for election of the representatives
of the knights and burgesses, the delegates of
the third estate in France were elected from the

sent any popular or national will or to take any
part in the enactment of laws acquired grad-

beginning; and this process appears to have become regular in the other countries by the end
of the fifteenth century In all countries the

in the several countries, a legislative function
and a democratic structure.

summoning of these bodies

times, has contained relatively little discussion
of the specific question of representation
few

chief occasion for the

was the king's need

for additional funds

difficulty of raising

them without the consent of

and the

the group that was to bear the burden of the
Through this control over the purse the
new representative bodies gradually built up

ually, in different periods

and

The literature of democracy, until very recent

A

mediaeval writers had considered the question
chiefly in relation to the proper constitution of

n

tax.

the church. In book

their legislative power.

(written in 1324) Marsihus of
a system of representation to

This process, whereby a body representing a
lower economic class, on a matter of assenting
to a tax on that class, became a national representative body playing an active part in all legislation, stands out in clearest outline in

England.
In the course of the fourteenth century the
knights' and commoners' representatives began

make their grant of aid conditional upon the
redress of stated grievances. By the end of the
next century the Parliament, composed of House
of* Lords and House of Commons, had become

to

an established

at different paces

of the Defensor pacts

Padua proposed

make

it

possible

whole body of the Christian believers to
exercise their rightful powers over church polfor the

icy.

The author

sketched a plan for a general

composed of representatives elected by
regional groups of the faithful and apportioned
council,

among

the regions according to the

"number

and quality" of the believers. William of Ockham a few decades later worked out a somewhat
more detailed scheme, with representatives to
the general council chosen by elective assemblies in the several provinces, dioceses and king-

and the advice and

doms, these assemblies being composed in turn

consent of both bodies was regularly recognized
as necessary in the enactment of legislation. In
the succeeding century Parliament surrendered

of delegates elected by the faithful in the various
parishes. Until the later nineteenth century most

institution

a vast discretionary authority to the Tudor monarchs; but the surrender appeared to be a voluntary concession of emergency powers to efficient
and public spirited rulers who preserved gener-

formal recognition of the Parliament's
legislative function. During the seventeenth cenally a

when

the menace of foreign invasion had
disappeared, the assertion, by the inefficient and

tury,

doctrinaire Stuart kings, of a formal right to
disregard Parliament brought forth the classic

English statements

m

petitions,

statements

of the advocates of democracy assumed, without any specification of details of the structure
that the people, grouped regionally, would exercise their political

powers by choosing persons

to speak for them in constituent and legislative
assemblies. Rousseau in the later eighteenth

century repudiated altogether the representative
which he held to be inconsistent with
popular sovereignty. The people, he said, may
principle,

properly select agents to discharge tasks of execution, clearly specified in direct expressions of
the general will; they cannot depute to their
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agents the function of formulating that will.
Whether the representatives exercise their own
as to

what the general

judgment
mands or attempt
tive

interest de-

an imperapopular mandate, they actually and inevi-

tably

come

to execute literally

to conclusions essentially different

from what the people would decide directly.
Since no one can actually represent the will of
another, the general will of the people can be
reliably expressed only in primary assemblies.
Sieyes a few years later held that in large states

tween governing and governed but deny that
undiscnminating popular election secures these.

The democratic system, they say, tends to select
man who has the capacity and disposition

the

for discovering only the manifest and transitory
popular opinion; either he does not understand

the real or rational will of the people or he feels
impelled, by the conditions of his official tenure,

what he knows to be the ultimate

to contravene

popular will and follow instead

its

rapidly vary-

the formulations of the general will, on matters
of both constitutional and legislative policy, may

ing impulsive and inexpert expressions. The
true representative obeys the people by doing
the things he knows they would want done if

safely and must be entrusted to assemblies of
elected representatives. This has been generally

they possessed his knowledge, insight and experience as a physician, when he prescribes

assumed

in the

modern democratic

theory.

Something of Rousseau's idea appears, however,
in the requirement, which obtains in Switzerland, Latin America and the commonwealths of
the United States, for direct popular ratification
of constitutional changes as well as in the initiative

and referendum

(q.v

)

for ordinary legis-

lation.

The democracy

modern world

realized through a

government by kings and

and of Burke and Disraeli, when they
argued for the truly representative position of
a hereditary House of Lords and of a House of
nobles,

Commons chosen only by the landed gentry.
The constitutional systems of certain Euro-

which the politically qualified members
community meet together to discuss and

pean dictatorships carry to an extreme this idea
of a representation of a national popular will
secured through a system of selection which

racy, in

decide public questions, is suitable only for
small communities with simple collective needs;
it has never
widely existed and functions now
(see POPULAR ASSEMand referendum can, even
under the most favorable conditions, be employed for relatively few questions. Furthermore
they provide no opportunity for the essential
function of deliberation. The most fundamental

only in a very few places

BLIES).

well This was generally the idea of Hegel, when
he spoke of the sovereignty of a general will

is gendemocracy. Pure democ-

of the

erally representative

of the

things disliked and opposed by his patient, nevertheless represents the patient's real will to get

The

initiative

accords only a minor part to popular choice. In
both Fascist Italy and National Socialist Ger-

many

the entire country constitutes a single
The function of the electorate

electoral district.
is

confined to passing

upon

a single complete

slate of representatives prepared by the central
organizations of the dictatorial parties, in the

case of Italy on the basis of nominations made
by the national economic and professional con-

problem in organizing modern democracy is
that of securing a system of selection which

federations (see

insures the choice of representatives who reflect
as completely as possible the varieties of interests and opinions among the people

Popular approval is assured both by the governmental control over the agencies of public opinion and by the clear assurance that in any event

Some modern writers have

denied that popuall adequate as a
means of securing a representation of the popular will They have set forth the merits of a
lar election is

necessary or at

virtual as contrasted with a literal representation

of the people

They

attack the prevailing

demo-

cratic theory, not

by controverting its basic creed
that a government should serve the constant
needs and obey the ultimate and enduring opinions of the people, but by challenging the democratic hypothesis that popular election secures
a faithful reflection of those needs and

opinions.
They acknowledge that there should be a communion of interests and a basic agreement be-

GOVERNMENT, section on ITALY).

no representatives not fully approved by the
government can be chosen. No attempt is made
to secure any real popular representation. The
schemes function essentially as parts of generally hierarchic and absolutist political regimes.
The Austrian constitution adopted in 1934 went
even further in the same direction and completely abolished the elective parliament, substituting five appointed bodies with advisory

powers only.

The typical

democratic doctrine

is

that

popuany other
system in securing representative leaders and
serves better than any other system in confining
lar election serves at least as well as
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the latter to their function of leadership. The
doctrine holds, on the one hand, that the rank

and

file

are generally competent to

tively intelligent discrimination

dates

who

make

a rela-

between candi-

intend to further the public interest

and others motivated by individual or group
self-interest; and, on the other hand, that no
individual is ever so superior in wisdom and
self-control that he does not constantly need
both the enlightenment and the restraint which
come from the necessity of persuading the minds
and wills and maintaining the confidence and
respect of the masses

whom

Even among those who

he seeks to lead
insist

upon

election

as essential to representation opinions differ as
to the nature of the representative's responsibility to his constituents.

Should he decide mat-

ters only according to his

own judgment

or

should he obey literally the wishes of his constituents? In forming his independent judgment
should he take into consideration the interests
of his particular locality or of the people of the
entire nation? There are historic instances of
representatives bound by the instructions of
their constituents. This was the case in the

Cortes of mediaeval

Spam and

in the

Nether-

opinions and interests of his particular constituency are given due weight in the general deliberations on legislation intended to meet the
needs and desires of a consolidated people.

The most variously debated issues in the
recent discussions of the organization of democratic representation relate to the proper grouping of the people for purposes of representation
and to the possible devices for secui ing a some-

what proportionate representation for the sevfractions, minority as well as majority,
within the several basic representative groups
The traditional and still prevailing system of

eral

voting for representatives is by territorial groups.
Although in the early parliaments of modern
states the several estates
nobility,
\vere represented in sepaclergy, commoners
rate houses, the commoners' representatives

European

were always chosen from territorial districts
There was no explicit theory behind the first
appearance of this system. It was simply the
most natural and convenient method of grouping the large body of common people The later
theoretical justification rests upon the assumption that interests within any given region are

fundamentally unified and that they vary from

lands from the fifteenth century until 1814 On
the other hand, the French revolutionary assem-

region to region.

bly of 1789 proclaimed that its members, representing the entire nation, could not be bound by

in recent years. It is argued that the traditional
system of representation falls needlessly short of

instructions from their particular constituencies;
and a similar principle of free representation
was embodied in the mid-nineteenth century
constitutions of France, Prussia and Italy. Most
later constitutions are silent on the issue. It is
sometimes contended that the usual requirement, as in the United States and France, that
the representative must reside in the district he
represents encourages a narrow localism in his
point of view. In England there is no such re-

the democratic ideal of government in two ways:
it represents the voters in groups that are rarely

quirement of residence, although the represenexpected to maintain special contacts
with the people of his district
This problem is not capable of precise solu-

tative is

tion

by either a

legal

requirement or a rule of

Students of politics incline generally
toward a somewhat intermediate position. A reppractise

The assumption

homogeneous in political needs and opinions;
and it represents only majority or plurality fractions of the several groups, leaving substantial
minorities without any voice in government.

To remedy

the

territorial district

be fused out of them; consequently what he
represents is only one or several minority groups,
or

no group

being those

is

represented, the persons chosen
are facile in the elaboration

who

plicit

a view to the interest of the whole

embraces such various, often

conflicting, economic and social needs and views
that no clear mandate to the chosen delegate can

than in submission to the indicated views of

nation rather than that of his constituency; but
he has a peculiar responsibility to see that the

and more fundamental

many

any group. Some

ment with

first

publicists have ad\ ocated recently
a radically different grouping of voters for purof
poses
representation. They contend that a

defect

resentative, they say, ought to make his final
decision according to his own judgment rather

either his particular constituency or the people
of the entire nation; he should form his judg-

has been widely challenged

of principles so vague as to avoid offense to
critics have proposed the ex-

representation of economic or occupationa'

groups (see FUNCTIONAL R* PRESENTATION). People engaged in the same kind of work or owning
the same kind of property have, it is said, more
in common than people living in the same district.

Moreover the chief

political issues

are
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economic

and each economic group has
rights or interests upon which

issues,

conducive to an excessive number of parties,

certain specific
its members are peculiarly informed. The specific proposals are generally somewhat vague in

which necessitates cumbersome and uncertain
compromises among blocs and factions in the
legislature. These objections together with the

defining the composition of the groups, in fixing
the distribution of representation among them
and in arranging the interrelations of the occu-

superficial simplicity of the territorial system,
the force of inertia behind the latter and the

among themselves and with

pational bodies

the

consideration that the underrepresentation of

some districts may be offother districts
by an overrepresentation

certain minorities in

m

if these latter
territorially representative bodies,

set

are to be retained.

are chiefly responsible for the fact that the older
system is retained in most countries, despite the
demonstrable evidence that many of the objec-

on the
economic or occupational groups point
out that such groups are indefinite and imperCritics of the plan of representation

basis of

manent

in their composition. Many essential
occupations form no distinct interests in relation
to fundamental political questions. It is difficult
both to define the groups and to distribute indi-

viduals

among them

properly.

Even where

groupings fairly definite and stable in composition can be identified, their interdependence
makes it fallacious to regard their real political
interests as either conflicting or separable. Basic
interests in the way of safety, order and health

are

common to all

groups; where these interests

newer systems have not been supported by actual experience.
In some countries with bicameral legislatures
the composition of the smaller or upper chamber
tions to the

affords extra representation to select cultural,

professional or economic groups. There is, howno agreement as to the proper way to con-

ever,

an upper house so as to make it really a
more competent political opinion of a nation. Writers generally acknowledge
stitute

reflection of the

that accession
basis, if

it

by birth no longer supplies a valid
They have more confidence

ever did.

vary in the specific requirements for their protection, the variations generally follow territorial

in the possibilities of either executive appointment from special categories men of experi-

rather than vocational lines. Finally, vocational
is not the only and not always the chief

ence in high offices of state or church or of distinguished achievement in science, literature,
or indirect election
art, invention or business

interest

determinant of social alignment;

and

racial, religious
sectional features also serve to unite or dif-

and

members having

of

special qualifications

and

more favor upon proposals

serving for long terms of office.
For certain countries that are chronically disturbed by sharp racial or religious conflicts spe-

ferentiate citizens, emotionally

practically.

Contemporary opinion generally looks with
for minority and

proportional representation, for the latter sys-

cial

tems retain the territorial constituencies, which
do correspond to actual unities of interest, but
remedy in some measure the inadequacies of

of affording representation for the apparently
irreconcilable or unassimilable factions in the

territorial representation.

representation, such as that adopted for Palestine in 1922 but never put into operation and

They permit

political

groupings on occupational or other lines but do
not require any legal definition of the groups.
distributing votes rather than voters they
secure an alignment on the basis of any con-

By

sideration that

of the voters

is

actually

when

dominant in the minds

they mark their ballots.

The

schemes in varying forms are in operation for
the election of national parliaments in a dozen
or more European states and of the councils of
a number of cities in the United States, Canada,
South Africa and several European countries
(see PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION) The ob-

consideration has been given to the problem

population.

Thus under systems

of

communal

that proposed for India in the constitution of
1919, representation is arranged so as to give

group adequate protection. No effort
to apportion representation according
to population, and the scheme appears as a syseach
is

rival

made

tem of

deliberately created estates.
advocates of guild socialism proposed a
combination of functional representation with a

The

limited application of the territorial system to

systems of

common consumers'
In general plurahsts, guild socialists
and various proponents of national economic

proportional and minority representation have
been chiefly of a practical sort. They have been

councils agree that the essential principle of
democracy demands more than a popularization

stacles to the further extension of the

criticized as mysteriously complicated,

ent

upon highly

depend-

centralized party disciplines or

provide representation for

interests.

of the structure of formal government.

propose to recognize the

political

They

importance

o/

Representation
occupational groups by devolving important
social functions upon them. The modern state,

they maintain, is made up essentially of groups
rather than individuals, and the latter can be
organically linked with the community only
through the various intermediate associations
into

which any individual's more immediate
draw him.

interests naturally

Even these advocates of group autonomies
recognize, however, that there are general as
well as special interests within the community

and that the
into

special interests have to be directed

many carefully contrived coordinations and

compromises. They generally agree also that a
national state is the proper agency of these adjustments and that it successfully discharges this
function of integration only if it is constituted
so as to represent the community as a whole.

The problem
tion therefore

of a general political representahas to be solved.

still

James Mill, in his famous article on "Government," written in 1814 for the Encyclopaedia
Britanmca, called representation "the grand discovery of modern times," supplying the key to
"the solution of all the difficulties, both spiritual
and practical," in the way of organizing "good

Government."
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loosely to describe a variety of practises. In the
technical language of modern international law
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Reprisals
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property or the territory of another state or of
its citizens to be held as a pledge or in lieu of
compensation, in order to satisfy a claim based

upon an unlawful

act of such other state or

its

thus affords a legal foundation for
acts which would otherwise be illegal. In its

citizens. It

common

but inaccurate use

it

connotes and

is

applied frequently to measures of "retaliation"
(the return of like for like) or "retorsion" (any
action by one state in response to the disap-

,
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A

Political Theories of the

Middle Age (Cambridge, Eng.

proved act of another

state

whether for com-

pensation or to deter future acts of a similar
nature).

The term has no equivalent

in classical Latin,

although it appears in Middle Latin in a form
akin to the French, Spanish and Italian variations. The later practise of reprisals, as Grotius
noted, was foreshadowed in the Athenian cuscalled androlepsia, whereby the relatives of

tom

an Athenian murdered by a foreigner might
murderer in

seize three fellow citizens of the

order to secure compensation or to impose upon
penalty. Similar customs prevailed among other ancient peoples and were

them the death

one manifestation of a principle, prevalent

in
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Europe through the early Middle Ages, whereby
the group and each of its members were held
of any one member.
responsible for the wrongs
With the gradual emergence of the modern state
became a form of international redress
reprisals
short of war.

In their fully developed form reprisals were
used to secure private indemnification rather
than to inflict injury upon a public enemy. As a
legitimate

form of

means

of quasi-judicial execution this
by the king but exe-

redress, regulated

cuted by the injured private citizen, appears
well developed at the end of the thirteenth cen-

m

taking property from aliens
tury. It consisted
to satisfy claims arising usually from the unlawful acts of fellow citizens of the

persons against

whom the reprisal was executed
were exceptions,

letters

Although there
of reprisal were gener-

the petitioner proved a
claim for a sum certain arising from an unlawful
act; after the fourteenth century reprisals were
for the collection of a
rarely authorized merely
unless
ally not issued

commercial debt. The claimant also was

re-

quired to show unsuccessful attempts to secure
redress through judicial or diplomatic channels
(dini de justice).

The

letters issued

by proper

state authority usually confined seizures to the
goods of a specified body or group of persons

and

to

an amount

sufficient to satisfy the

claim

plus costs. After seizures had been made, the
holder of the letters had to give an accounting
to state authorities and any excess value was

reprisals. In the middle of the seventeenth cen
tury the English admiralty judges advised the
Council of State that the right of public reprisals

in law and practise. A cause
middle of the eighteenth century
was the action of Frederick the Great in withholding payments on the Silesian loan due to
British subjects because of alleged unlawful
interferences by the British with Prussian merchantmen (Satow, E. M., The Silesian Loan and
Frederick the Great, Oxford 1915). Reprisals in
the form of seizures of vessels, customhouses,
ports or territory have been frequent in modern
of equal
history. Between two major powers
strength such a step is usually a prelude to or

was soundly based
ctfebre in the

the signal for the outbreak of war. As practised
by a strong against a weak state, it is usually a
measure short of war designed to compel compliance with some demand for compensation for
private citizens or for satisfaction for some public wrong It has not infrequently been used by
a strong state as a pretext for advancing imperialistic aims, as have also acts of retorsion

and

retaliation.

commonly used

The

last

named term

is

the one

to designate non-forcible

meas-

ures, such as tariff increases, embargoes and the
like, when used by a state in response to some

unfriendly act of another state.
Unquestionably the use of forcible reprisals
is not regarded favorably in modern times.
Nevertheless,
is

it is

preferable to

argued that any such measure
itself. The difficulty with

war

On

argument is that between states of more or
equal power the use of reprisals is an almost
certain prelude to war. Where forcible action is
taken by a strong state against a weak state, it

at

makes

practise called forth vigorous protests. Private
reprisals were not considered acts of war al-

declared, as was well exemplified in the threepower blockade of Venezuela in 1902, which
was begun as a pacific blockade but changed to

returned to the owners.

Some

letters

of re-

the inhabitants as
prisal were directed against
well as the citizens of the wrongdoer's country.

the other hand, it appears that letters were
times given by a king to aliens who invoked
his assistance against other aliens, although this

though their abuse sometimes led to counter
reprisals, or letters of contremarque In early
documents the word marque is frequently used
in conjunction with or in substitution for re.

prisal.

letters

By the seventeenth century, however,
of marque commonly refer to the authori-

zation given privateers to operate against an
enemy in time of war. Private reprisals gradually

disappeared as the central authority of states
practise was sub-

grew stronger and by 1800 the
stantially at

an end.

Public reprisals executed by state authorities
in satisfaction of a public claim were also practised from an early time. In general they followed the forms and requirements for private

this
less

little

difference whether or not

war be

a belligerent blockade in order to meet protests
States regarding the effect of a

by the United
pacific
States.

blockade upon vessels of the United

There are
strictions

at present certain conventional re-

upon the use

of reprisals.

The Hague

Convention of 1907 respecting the Limitation
of the Employment of Force for the Recovery
of Contract Debts limited the sphere in which
these various measures of self-help might lawfully be utilized. Further limitations were introduced by the provisions of the Covenant of the
Leagw of Nations. Probably f provision in
article 10, requiring League members to respect
the territorial integrity of their fellow

members
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Republicanism

Reprisals

against "external aggression/' does not exclude
the use of reprisals or retorsion, since such

against the

measures are frequently accompanied by a denial of any design upon the territory or sover-

little military
justification because of the vicious
circle of atrocities which it is likely to introduce.

eignty of the state affected The general obligafor pacific settlement as embodied in

To

.

tions

the Covenant and in the BriandKellogg pact should limit the use of force by
way of reprisal, retaliation or retorsion. However, the Corfu incident in 1923 indicates that
the provisions of the Covenant are ambiguous.
On that occasion the Italians bombarded and

article 12 of

occupied the Greek island of Corfu to bring
pressure upon the Greek government to comply
with the Italian ultimatum demanding apology
and reparation for the murder of the Italian

members

of the Greco- Albanian Frontier

Com-

The Committee

of Jurists appointed
by the Council of the League to report whether
such coercive measures were permissible under

mission.

in return for his previous
supportable in law but usually has

enemy

use thereof is

strike back "through the sides" of a neutral,
however, at an enemy who has violated neutral
rights is of dubious validity. It has often been
attempted ever since the seventeenth century,

particularly in the Napoleonic and World wars
despite neutral protests. The English Orders in

Council and Napoleonic decrees all purported
to be responses to prior illegal acts of the enemy*
Closely identical situations developed during the
of submarines, mines

World War when the use

and other interferences with neutral commerce
were justified on the ground that they were a
response to prior unlawful acts of the enemy.
it has been maintained that neutrals

Although

are protected

the Covenant concluded rather enigmatically
that such measures short of war "may or may
not be compatible" with the Covenant depending upon the circumstances of each case [League

by the prize courts against the
improper use of reprisals, the remedy seems to
be illusory, even in England, since the court will
not go behind an affirmation by the crown regarding the action of the enemy which is
advanced as legal justification for the retaliatory

of Nations, Official Journal^ 4th year (1923)

acts.

PHILIP C. JESSUP
FRANCIS DEAK

1276-82, 1412-14; 5th year (1924) 523-27].
President Roosevelt's declaration to the heads
of the governments of the world on

May

16,

1933, in which he suggested an agreement that

should be deemed an aggressor which
Bent an armed force of whatsoever nature across

any
<ts

state

frontiers,

would probably,

nate the use of

many

if

adopted, elimi-

of these measures of self-

See PRIVATEERING; EMBARGO; BLOCKAnr, INIERVFNIION, AGGRESSION, INTERNATIONAL, MARITIME LAW;

WAR, WARFARE.
Cumult. Legnano, Giovanni da, Tractatus de
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Law, no 8 (Oxford 1917), Del Vecchio, A and Casanova, E Le rappresaglie net comuni medierah (Bologna 1894), Mas Latne, RenJ dc, Dit drott de marque
,

,

help.
Irrespective of the exact legal interpretation
of these various documents there is evident a

tendency to supplant individual measures of
self-help by the joint action of the international
community. The dawn of such a system represents an extraordinarily interesting step in the

(Pans 1875), Clark, Grover, "The English Practice
with Regard to Reprisals b> Private Persons" in
American Journal of International Law, vol xxvii
and Maccoby, S ,
( I 933) 694-723,
Butler, G. G
,

use of

Development of International Law (London 1928) p.
1 73-85, De la Briere, Yves, "Evolution de la doctrine
et de la pratique en matiere de repre'sailles" in Acaddrme de Droit International, Rccucil des cours, \ol.

private reprisals whereby the individual resorted
to force under authority of his king in order to

x\u(i928)pt 11, p 241-94, H>de, C C International
Latv, Chieflv as Interpreted and Applied by the United
States, 2 vols. (Boston 1922) vol. n, p. 166-86, 327-

development of a

legal institution.

The

damages gave way to a period in which
the state itself employed force to collect damages
or to secure atonement for an injury; this has
collect

led finally to the suggestion that such processes
should be undertaken only by the international

community

,

30,

Hindmarsh, Albert

E., Force tn

Peace (Cambridge,

Mass. 1933).

REPUBLICAN PARTY, UNITED STATES.
See PARTIES, POLITICAL, section on UNITED
STATES.

as a whole.

The

use of public reprisals, stricto sensu,
against a public enemy in time of war is not
unknown, but most of the cases frequently

licanism in the western world

placed under this head should be classified as
retorsion or retaliation. In land warfare the use

extricably with the Greek and Roman republics.
For centuries the tradition of the struggles of the

of an otherwise illegal

method or instrument

REPUBLICANISM The

Greek

concept of repub

city-states for freedom,

is

bound up

in-

on the one hand

3 i8
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and on the other against
the oriental despotism of the Persian kings, kept
the republican idea alive. In an age when Latin
was the language of all cultured people, the example of the Romans had even greater effect:
their legendary conflict with a kingship which
against their tyrants

finally degenerated into tyranny; their heroic
devotion to the salus publica\ their desperate

attempt to stave off Caesarism. Even the period
of complete absolutism did not succeed in obliterating the republican idea.
The interest of the mediaeval political theorist
in Rome, however, was far more in the imperium,
the combination of emperorship with world

domination, persisting at least as a theoretical
claim among the German emperors of the

Middle Ages. The mediaeval doctrine of the
state was inherently monarchic. The thesis of a
natural right of resistance was not strong enough
seriously to endanger the fundamental mediaeval
conception of "one flock and one shepherd,"

even for

political theorists

who,

like

Marsilius of

Padua, based the authority of the state upon
popular sovereignty and conceived of the ruler

mandatary of the ruled. Political thought
in this epoch centered not in the opposition between monarchy and republic but in that between sacerdotium and imperium. Even though
as the

Dante's Divine Comedy consigned Caesar's
murderers to the deepest abyss of hell, mo-

the republic.

Most of the humanists, however,

disregarding political reality, espoused a republicanism which did not shrink even from the

demand

for tyrannicide.

The Reformation was

far

more important

for

the revival of the republican ideology than the
Renaissance. Luther, in accordance with his

purely religious position, disregarded the question of state form and recommended passive

obedience to his followers. But in addition to
Zwingli, a republican both because he was a
Swiss and because he was a humanist, Calvin

and the

radical Protestant sects,

such as the

Anabaptists, were essentially republicans. The
determining factor was not the fact that Calvin

Roman

birth and training belonged to the
tradition or that by accident the city-

state of

Geneva became the

by both

focal point of his

campaign, but the thoroughly activistic character of Calvinism itself. The Calvinist wanted to
reform the world; even in his political activity

he fought "for the greater glory of God."
Calvin himself cannot be characterized unconditionally as a republican. Although he accepted the right of opposition by subjects, he

held that this right should be exercised not by
the people as such but by their corporative
organs. Whenever Calvinism encountered governmental opposition, however, the limits he set

up were soon forgotten. Thus Theodore Beza

in

and republican elements could exist
peacefully side by side in the mediaeval state.
Only the break up of mediaeval universalism
opened the way for a republicanism which, like

so far as to subscribe to unqualified popular
sovereignty, with all its implications, such as the
contract character of the state and the right of

that of the ancient world, bore distinctly antimonarchic features. Characteristically it was in

the people to revolt. In their contract theory the
Calvinistic monarchomachs agreed with the

the Italian city-states that the ancient tradition
was reborn. The struggle which the Florentine
republicans carried on against the Medici is a
case in point. It is true that the final results

and Mariana. Both parties sought
by means of this theory to weaken the state as
opposed to the church. For the state, they
taught, rests only on a human compact while the

were negative. For from the ruins of mediaeval

church

narchic

universalism there arose a

monarchies, to whose

number

of powerful
rivalry the majority of the

soon fell prey. Neverthethe republican interlude remains of interest
because it was accompanied by a literary moveItalian city republics

less,

The chief spokesmen of the republican
ideology were the humanists, who reversed the
mediaeval valuation of Caesar and his opponents: to them Caesar appeared as a tyrant,
Brutus and Cassius as the great heroes of freement.

dom. Even the great realist Machiavelli was unable entirely to shake off this attitude. His
reason told him that Italy needed a ruler who
would

force

it

to unite, but his heart

was with

France and John Knox in Scotland went almost

Jesuits Suarez

From

is

this

supported by divine manifestation.
it

followed that the true Christian

might take up arms against a heretical ruler. The
Calvinist and Jesuit monarchomachs differed
as to what constituted true belief; they agreed
only that the heretical ruler was to be considered a tyrant.

These confessional antimonarchic doctrines,
which led up to tyrannicide in France and in
England, resulted in the establishment of actual
republics in only two great powers, the Netherlands and England. In both cases the republic

was of short duration. In the

aristocratic

repub-

of Holland the States General, which represented only the patricians, consistently in time
lic
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Republicanism
of danger had to give way to the stadholdership
of the House of Orange, which had far more

ism, without which the ideas of 1789 are inconceivable, does not, however, lead to democracy.

masses. In England the

For the philosopher of the eighteenth century
was no patriot; he was a citizen of the world, and
his preoccupation was not with a particular nation but with mankind as a whole. The repub-

support

among the

Commonwealth, subsisting only in the form of a
protectorate whose chief support was the Ironsides of

Cromwell, disappeared shortly after the
death of the Lord Protector. Neither of these

republics,

whose ideology would be incompre-

hensible without the confessional element, had

any appreciable influence upon the development
on the continent, where absolute monarchy
steadily advanced.

Numerous republican strains,

however, may be traced from the English
Puritans to the American Declaration of Inde-

pendence of 1776, which heralded the establishment of the first powerful and enduring republic
since the ancient world.

Of course

the Declaration, like the Constitu-

United States, was based as much
on philosophic as on religious ideas. The con-

tion of the

lican-democratic element, as it first emerged in
Europe in the French Revolution, had its roots

elsewhere, in the doctrine of Rousseau. Rousseau felt himself in the first place a citizen of

Geneva; and his experiences in that city-state
together with lessons derived from ancient history gave rise to his feeling of strangeness in the

French society of the expiring ancien regime.
Rousseau's fundamental thesis is that society
distorts man. But since man cannot return to a
state of nature, only one choice lies open to him:
he must turn all his efforts toward the achieve-

ment of complete democracy.
Rousseau is still realist enough

possesses certain inalienable

to appreciate
the fundamental difference between ancient and

rights would be inconceivable without the
philosophy of the eighteenth century. Most of

modern democracy, something which the humanists never clearly grasped. Ancient de-

the eighteenth century philosophers did not
concern themselves about the question of the

mocracy rested on slavery. Modern democracy,
on the other hand, stands or falls on the question
of how the modern gainfully employed man can
function as a citizen. Thus Rousseau arrives at
the antithesis between the bourgeois and the

man

ception that

form of the

beyond advocating a Utopian
which implied rule by the philos-

state

rule of reason

ophers themselves. They demanded only freedom of thought but differed widely as to how
this could best

be assured. Locke had already

urged that the best protection to individual
freedom lay in the limited monarchy. His
French pupil Montesquieu was in agreement on
this point, although he conceded the theoretical
moral superiority of the republic because it rests

on the

virtus, the patriotism of the citizens.

Montesquieu too regarded the Romans as the
original republican type. It was because he had
no confidence in the Roman virtue of his contemporaries that he advised them to content
themselves with the limited monarchy, which
appealed only to the "prejudice" of honor. Other
philosophers of the eighteenth century were even
moreresigned. Voltaire, with

all his

high esteem

of republicanism and Rome in theory, contented himself in practise with enlightened despotism. This admiration of the encychpddistes

The former

belongs to the volontt parhe attends to his own affairs and works
for himself Pie did this in the state of nature and
he continues to do so after the establishment of
the community. But as a private person man is
not a political being. He becomes such only
when he appears in the forum to take a stand on
citizen.

ticuhere;

questions affecting the community. It is at this
point, according to the democratic doctrine, that

he should forget his existence as a private individual and identify himself with the will of the
people and the demands of the common weal.
Rousseau's theory is thus entirely oriented on
the city-state, where the people actually assemble
the market place. His democracy is

m

direct democracy; the representative system is
completely disregarded. Rousseau's citizens
elect officials,

but these

may be

recalled at

any

To

time. For the volonte generale is inalienable; the
people remains sovereign, the final legal resort

the philosopher the primary thing is progress; he
is not essentially concerned with the means

even when temporarily it entrusts one of its
members with the exercise of its sovereignty.

for the enlightened

monarchy

is significant.

whereby this progress is to be achieved.
What bound the people of the Enlightenment
together despite all divergences was the love of
mankind, the affirmation of the preeminent
human being. This diffuse human-

value of the

Thus democracy

leads logically to the republic,

no room for a representative in
Rousseau's city-state, there can certainly be no
justification for a monarch with hereditary
for if there

functions.

is
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Nothing was further from the thoughts of the
men of 1789 than to make France a republic.

The

Constituent Assembly sought only to limit
the power of the king by means of a constitution,

rise

of socialism. It

is

true that socialism did not

from the

first take a unified
position toward the
problem of state form. English socialism did not
attack the frame of the parliamentary monarchy.

or, in

Even the

rfyubhcaine.

the franchise, and to this day leaders of the
Labour party have accommodated themselves to

against the third estate and threatened to treat
with foreign nations in order to effect a counterrevolution did the revolution turn against the

court forms.

monarchy and abolish the kingship in France.
And the more the Convention entangled itself

place "government over persons" by "administration of things." Louis Blanc, going back to

in the struggle with the other European powers,
the wider became the rift between monarchists

Babeuf, again made French socialism political,
teaching that political democracy is a prerequisite to a social revolution. Since 1848, when

Mably's phrase, to set up a monarchie
Only when Louis xvi sided with the
privileged classes, the nobility and the clergy,

until the Jacobin Terror made
the concept patriot synonymous with republican. The nineteenth century, by excluding all

and republicans,

intermediate forms, such as the parliamentary
monarchy of Louis Philippe and the democratic

Caesansm of Napoleon

HI, intensified the differ-

ences, until for the French masses also the question of what form the state should take finally

became

a matter of choice

between republican-

ism and absolutism. This

antithetic attitude,

however, did not spread to other western nations, although the "ideas of 1789" claimed
universal validity. In the United States the lack
of alternative was due to the absence of the
monarch. As soon as British rule was shaken off,
the republic became self-evident; and the few
loyalists

were

far too

weak

to threaten

it

seri-

ously. Similarly all the South American states
except Brazil set up republics as soon as they

achieved independence On the other hand,
England had progressed in the direction of democracy without destroying the monarchic
frame. Toward the end of the Victorian era certain radicals, like Dilke and the elder Chamber-

ists

Chartists sought only an extension of

The attitude of the French socialwas divided. Saint-Simon took no interest

in the question of state form.

He

sought to re-

the proletariat demanded the establishment of
the republic, the French working class has held

obdurately to the republican ideology. The attitude of the German socialists too was uncertain.
Lassalle could still think of a social monarchy

which should combine with the working class
against bourgeois liberalism. Karl Marx, undoubtedly under the influence of the French example, first oriented German Social Democracy
toward the republican side, with the argument
that socialism can attain its goal only if it at
first fights shoulder to shoulder with the most
radical elements of the bourgeoisie. Bismarck's
socialist laws sharpened the antimonarchic attitude of the German Social Democrats, but the
question of state form never became acute in

Germany before the World War.
The war once again brought the problem to
the fore. The western European democracies
and the United

States, although they were allied
with Russian czarism, claimed to be fighting for
national freedom and the right of national self-

determination.

The Hapsburg monarchy

dis-

lain, theoretically advocated republicanism; but
once they achieved power, they changed their
attitude. In the middle European states the opposition of the multiplicity of dynasties to both
democracy and national unity should have
favored the spread of republicanism. But here
the inability of the democrats of 1848, who were

placed far
than upon

only

revolution transformed most of the states of

m part republican, to achieve unity worked

when Italian unity was
made possible by Piedmontese monarchy and
German unity by Prussian monarchy, the
against republicanism;

liberal bourgeoisie, most outspoken in their advocacy of national unity, very quickly came to
terms with the fait accompli.

Behind the struggles concerning the form of
the state there were also of course social conflicts,
but these did not become crystallized until the

solved into a series of republics which, like their
predecessor, were not national but nationality
states.

The German Reich

also

became a

re-

public in 1918. The Soviet Union, on the other
hand, found the republic already at hand and

Europe

less
its

emphasis upon

its

republican

proletarian character.

into republics.

War and

But the very victory of

new phase of the
problem. If Ranke characterized the political
history of the nineteenth century as the struggle
republicanism introduced a

between the divine right of kings and popular
sovereignty, then the World War indeed brought
that century to a close. For even the monarchist

no longer seeks to justify monarchy with transcendental arguments. No one any longer denies

Republicanism
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the legal base of all
sentiment has thereby,

without denial of the validity of the contract and
which implies simply an inability to carry out its
terms. In some cases, however, the default takes
the form of repudiation and the distinction be-

between monarchy or republic resolves itself
into the question as to which is more opportune.
Italian Fascism, for example, which in its first
phase was still republican, has easily compromised with the existence of the monarchy, while

tween the two disappears. Repudiation must be
distinguished also from the non-assumption of a
debt by a successor state, particularly when it
succeeds to the territory or part of the territory
of another state. In such cases the extent of the

German

obligation descending

that the popular will

Republican
lost both its opponents and its sigTo the post-war generation the choice

politics.

however,
nificance.

attacks

is

National Socialism

is

vigorous in

its

upon monarchist propaganda. What

now

debated

but

how

is

no longer the idea of democracy,
be realized. In place of the
antithesis between monarchy and republic has
appeared that between parliamentary and authoritarian democracy.
PFTER RICHARD ROHDEN
it
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REPUDIATION OF PUBLIC DEBTS
cludes the voidance by a state of

its

in-

obligations

unilateral action, and refusal to admit the validity of a presumed obliga-

toward

its

creditors

by

may be complete, partial or concealed.
Complete repudiation is a legislative act whereby the state refuses explicitly to recognize an
tion. It

outstanding obligation. Partial repudiation is a
unilateral modification by the debtor of any
material term of the loan contract. Concealed
repudiation is an indirect scaling down or voidance of the debt or of the interest payments on
it by
monetary depreciation or by the imposition
of a special tax on coupons or by some other

action.

from

Repudiation should be distinguished

which may be defined as any
deviation from the terms of the loan contract
default,

on the successor state is
not clearly established, so that it is difficult to
determine whether or not the refusal of the suc-

cessor state to assume this or that debt or share

of debt constitutes repudiation. While most
writers are too prone to apply to public debts the
principles of private law and to treat repudiation
as state bankruptcy, repudiation does not always
involve inability to pay as implied in insolvency

and is not infrequently motivated by major
considerations of a political and social nature.
Repudiation is an act of sovereignty which
can be exercised only by an authority possessing
sovereignty. The device is as old as is the practise of public borrowing. It was resorted to in

and became
under feudalism; one of its
earliest and most frequent forms was the debasement of coinage. Since the debts of the
feudal lords had a private or personal character
and were incurred from professional money
lenders at usurious rates of interest, the nonpayment of a debt was not looked upon as a
contemptible deed, especially in view of the
antiquity, usually following a war,
especially prevalent

general prohibition of usury by the church. With
the establishment of national states and the
separation of public property from royal private
property, debts contracted by the government

assumed a public character. Loans were now
obtained by popular subscription and the nonpayment of a debt came to be regarded as dis-

became more
and governments which were unable or
unwilling fully to meet the terms of the lending
honorable. Outright repudiations
ra^e

agreement began to resort to concealed or partial
repudiation in the form of compulsory conversion of a high interest bearing debt into a low
interest bearing one or of payment of a debt in
paper assignats instead of in coin.

As the sanctity of contracts constitutes a
cardinal principle of capitalistic society, complete repudiations became still more rare during
the era of capitalism and constitutionalism.

There have been altogether fewer than

a

dozen

cases of complete repudiation during the past
130 years. One took place in Spain in 1823 and
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another in Portugal in 1832. In both cases the
debts eventually were recognized because of
pressure from the creditor states. More im-

or cheaper metal for the required payment in
by the act of the Russian

gold, as exemplified

of Mexico, of the loans raised by the latter in
France with the active assistance of the French

government in 1839 which substituted payments
in assignats for those in silver on all domestic
debts, and by the act of the Congress of the
United States in 1933 which abrogated the gold
clause in all public and private contracts and

government, which sought to promote the
French adventure in Mexico. In the 1840*3 and

substituted payments in paper; payment of the
debt in an almost completely valueless currency,

again the iSyo's and i88o's several states of the
United States either repudiated some of their

as in

portant was the repudiation by Juarez in 1867,
following his overthrow of Emperor Maximilian

debts outright, as did Mississippi and Florida,
or else, like Alabama and others, defaulted. Al-

though some of these repudiations had a legal
foundation in that some of the bonds had been
issued in an irregular manner, the main considerations were political and social, growing out
of a revolt of taxpayers against acts of corrupt
and irresponsible government. In 1868 the

United States declared, in an amendment to
constitution, that

all

its

debts contracted by the

southern states during the rebellion and any
debts that might be incurred at any time in aid
of an insurrection against the United States were

A question may be raised as to
was a repudiation, but its propriety has never been questioned. The most
colossal repudiation, however, was that pronounced by Soviet Russia in 1918, involving
illegal

and void.

whether

this act

over $19,000,000,000 of government and gov-

ernment guaranteed debts. The

Germany, and

in a devaluated

monetary

unit, as in France, after the World War; imposition of a special tax on coupons, as in Austria in

1868 and in Russia in 1885; and withdrawal of
the security pledged for the service of the debt,
as in

Greece in 1893.

Repudiations are generally due to extraordinary circumstances. Most commonly they follow
upon the collapse of government finances and of

an entire national economy resulting from war,
revolution or severe economic crisis. They are
caused also by unwise borrowing under usurious
terms or borrowing for unworthy purposes.
are also quite generally the result of pochanges giving rise to provisional governments, as in Spain in 1823 and in Portugal in

They

litical

1832; in these cases the succeeding governments
refused to be held responsible for debts contracted

by

their predecessors. In

many

cases

they are due in no small measure to the avarice
of bankers, who are ever ready to help a govern-

act of repudiaallowed for some exceptions in the
case of domestic debt but was later extended to

ment to float a loan because of the profits involved in the business, and to the ignorance and
credulity of the investors who accept in good

include all debts. The general debts were repudiated on the ground that they had been "contracted by the government of Russian landowners and Russian bourgeoisie" and were a
part of the capitalistic system of private property

faith the representations

tion at

first

rights repugnant to the new socialist order;
while the debts to the allied governments were
repudiated on the special ground that they had

been incurred for the financing of a war in which
these governments had much more at stake
than had Russia.
Partial or concealed repudiations have been
resorted to since the

dawn

of the nineteenth

century by almost every country in the world.
They have taken several forms, the requisite
action being unilateral in every case: reduction
in the rate of interest, a procedure followed re-

peatedly in Spain and Colombia and as late as
1933 in Argentina; postponement of the date of

repayment of the principal; scaling down of the
principal of the debt, as in Turkey in 1881;
substitution of payments in paper money, scrip

made to them. Repudi-

ations are particularly prevalent in backward
countries, for it is here that less responsible

governments are to be found and unscrupulous
financiers can reap their heaviest harvest.

An

extensive repudiation of a domestic debt

affects the entire national

economy.

It has

a

particularly severe effect upon small investors
their savings into government

who have put

bonds either directly or indirectly through bank
deposits and life insurance, and indirectly it hits
all creditors,

since each creditor

who finds it

is

usually also a

pay what he owes
if denied payment of what is owed him. Thus
repudiation precipitates a chain of private bankruptcies and a dislocation of commerce. Business
in other countries having commercial and
financial relations with the country in question
and with one another is likewise affected. An
debtor

difficult to

extensive repudiation of a foreign debt also
reacts upon foreign creditors, while the citizens

of the repudiating state gain, through the avoid-

Repudiation of Public Debts
ance of taxation, at the expense of the lending
country.

Repudiation generally results in a temporary
inability of the

government

to secure

new

loans

except under very onerous terms and on a pledge
of a security or submission to international

Sooner or

financial control.

state is able to obtain

normal terms,

new

later,

loans,

not in the same

if

however, the
once more on

money markets.

The repudiation of the old debts may in the long
run help the

new

loans, since it
releases funds hitherto designated for the paystate to obtain

ment of old debts

for use in the

payment of new
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or possibly by arbitration, which may be
offered by either party and accepted by the other
either voluntarily or under pressure. The last
tries;

method

is of recent origin and has been
applied
few cases Apparently before arbitration
can be an effective method rules of international
financial law must be arrived at to guide the
tribunal. In order to protect their interests more
effectively foreign creditors form protective as-

in very

sociations; the British Council of the Corporation of Foreign Bondholders and similar associa-

tions in other countries have
this purpose.
Small states

been organized for

obligations. If, however, the conditions responsible for the last repudiation persist or return,

coercion

as frequently happens, another repudiation
becomes necessary.
this time of the new debt

consistently contended that the failure of a state
to pay its debts to citizens of another state is not

Thus

a proper reason for military action. This contention was supported by Lord Palmerston, who
declared that British investors in foreign govern-

in

many

countries there

is

a train of suc-

cessive repudiations at irregular intervals.
In the case of a domestic debt the state's

power of repudiation is almost absolute; the state
has the right and power to abolish those very
property rights of its subjects which it has itself
sanctioned.

The

tain limitations

constitution

upon the

may impose

cer-

exercise of this right

or power by the authorities, but a government
will not necessarily be restrained by constitutional restrictions.

Domestic creditors are there-

fore without a legal remedy against repudiation.
The courts generally vv ill not entertain a suit by

a private citizen for the recovery of a state debt
without the government's consent; and the government, determined to carry the repudiation
through, will of course withhold consent unless
it

is

sure of being sustained. Thus the only
available to domestic creditors is of a

which have been subjected to

upon either repudiation or default have

ment bonds must assume the risk involved in
such investments and in case of repudiation or
default could invoke only the unofficial and
moral support of their government. Writers on
international law have likewise been inclined to
uphold the view that military intervention in
such cases is improper. The most uncompromising expression of this view is embodied in the
so-called Drago Doctrine, named after its author,
the foreign minister of Argentina, who declared
that public debts are not contractual in charac-

money, acts of sovereignty which
repudiated at any time and are not subject to any court of competent jurisdiction;
Drago's contention, however, is not supported
ter, but, like

may be

remedy

by modern juridical opinion.

political nature.

At the Hague Conference of 1907 an attempt
was made to substitute the device of compulsory
arbitration for that of armed force for the recovery of debts claimed to be due from one government to the subjects of another. A pact was
drafted prohibiting resort to armed force by any

They may bring pressure to
bear upon the members of the legislature in opposition to the proposed repudiation, or they
may seek to overthrow the government and to
substitute a regime

which

will recognize their

claims.

In the case of foreign debts the state's right
and power of repudiation are more limited. The
government of the foreign creditors is likely to
contest the act of repudiation of the debtor government. Both states being sovereign, the issue

between them may be settled either by diplo-

signatory in such a case except "when the debtor
state refuses or neglects to reply to an offer of
arbitration, or after accepting the offer, renders
the settlement of the compromise impossible, or,
after the arbitration, fails to submit to the

award." Only a few states ratified this pact
without reservation, however, and it has been
of no great consequence. The establishment of
the Permanent Court of International Justice
has somewhat broadened the possibilities of
arbitration of these issues. In 1927 the Institute

matic negotiations; by the exercise of superior
force on the part of the creditor state in the form
of military intervention, as in the case of Venezuela and Nicaragua; or by economic boycott or
the establishment of financial control over the
affairs of the debtor, as in Egypt, Turkey,

of International

Greece. Tunis, Liberia and other smaller coun-

considered the question of the responsibility of a

Law, meeting

at

Lausanne,
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federal state in case of a default or repudiation

by any one of

its

component states. The institute

drafted a rule for the international consideration

according to which the federal state is responsible for the financial conduct of its separate

and cannot escape such responsibility by

states

property of its own citizens by a government
during a military emergency, a practise usually
coupled with just compensation. Thus during
the World War practically all the belligerents

had emergency

legislation legalizing

such use of

private property.

pleading that its constitution does not empower
it to enforce the obligations of the latter.

The origins of requisitions, in the international sense, are to be traced to the rule that war
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no

distinction

was drawn between military

occupation and conquest. Down to the seventeenth century, says one authority, "armies
lived wholly upon the countries which they invaded, and swept away what they could not eat
by the exercise of indiscriminate pillage" (Hall,

W.

Law, 8th

E., International

ed,

Oxford 1924,

p. 508).

With the

during the seventeenth and

rise

eighteenth centuries of modern armies, paid and
supplied by their governments, the old practise
of pillage was relaxed. The disorder attendant
its use was destructive of strict military

upon

discipline,

and the devastation of a

made later provisioning of armies more

territory
difficult.

Considerations of military efficiency therefore as
well as of humanity led to the substitution of

,

rtate credit obligations)

m Fmansovaya entsiklopediya

(2nd ed. Moscow 1927) cols. 44-53, Kuzovkov, D
"Gosudarstvennoe bankrotetvo" (State bankruptcy)
,

in Dolshaya sovetskaya entsiklopediya, vol. xviu (Moscow 1930) cols. 372-76. See also Corporation of

Foreign Bondholders, Annual Report of the Council,
published in London since 1874.

contributions and requisitions as more effective
methods of compelling a conquered territory to

bear the cost of the war. This inaugurated the
practise which is largely responsible for the
increasing respect shown private property
land during time of war.

The beginning
tive to the

REQUISITIONS, MILITARY.

Military req-

of this change from the primiof warfare is clearly

modern method

seen in the Thirty Years' War when Gustavus
his well disciplined Swedish

according to modern usage, are those
levies of commodities and services useful to the

Adolphus forbade

army which are forced by an invading power

what was included in

from the peaceful population. The term is distinguished today from "contributions," which
cover only levies of money above the normal

Towns agreed

uisitions,

An

invader usually resorted to both
to supply his army, and often the term
contribution was used to include both kinds of
taxes.

methods

payments. It is to be distinguished also from the
rather vague term angary, usually denned as the
case of necessity to seize
right of a belligerent
or destroy property, especially vessels, of neutrals provided full compensation is made.
The term requisitions is applied in municipal
law to the regulated seizure and use of the

m

on

army

to take anything from the peasants except
his orders of contribution.

to

provide the armies with

and of money in return for
immunity from pillage. By the end of the century
another practise had developed by which
generals of opposing armies would enter agreements as to the amount of contributions to be
collected, the districts to be assessed and the
manner of collection.
The military systems of Europe had become
quantities of supplies

so well organized by the eighteenth century that
armies depended for supplies to a great extent

on magazine and provision

trains.

regulations of Frederick the Great

The army

seem

to have
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restricted requisitions to supplies for his army
and exacted them with strict regard for the needs

ligerents differed in their treatment of invaded
territories. Requisitions were used by both side-

of the civilian population. The methods of warfare in this period therefore showed a high de-

Prussians in the Seven Weeks' War. In the

gree of respect for private property. The treaty
of friendship between the United States and

made near the end

of the century (1785)
provide (art. 23) that in the
event of war between the two countries requisi-

Prussia

went so

far as to

tions should be paid for.

The eighteenth century saw

also,

through the

Montesquieu and Rousseau, the
advent of a new theory of war. These men maintained that war was a contest between states
rather than peoples, a view which was accepted
rather generally by writers and jurists on the
influence of

European continent. The logical implication of
view would be to exempt the peaceful
population, but on the theory of military ne-

this

cessity it continued to be subjected to these
forced levies. In fact modern international law

gave legal sanction to the right of a belligerent
to all the possessions of his conquered enemy,

and contributions and requisitions were assessed
entirely at the discretion of the invader

ceipts

No

re-

were given and no payments made for the

levies.

Under Napoleon the rule chat war should
support war was developed and practised on a

The

long distances traversed
by Napoleon's armies and the economic drain
on the country made it difficult to rely for
systematic scale.

on maga^mes and provision trains.
Contributions and requisitions were therefore
supplies

means of saving France from
Leipsic, for instance, Napoleon
in 1806 imposed requisitions for 150,000 cloaks
resorted to as a

fresh taxes.

On

and 150,000 pairs of shoes; on Berlin for 100,000
cloaks, 100,000 pairs of trousers and 100,000
pairs of shoes. His requisitions were not, however, limited to necessaries for the army but included everything of military value. In his

War forced requisitions were used to
such an extent &nd the excesses committed
by his men were so great that he attributed his
defeat partly to the hostility of the population
aroused by these forced exactions. Where discipline could be maintained, however, his generals
forbade pillage. Napoleon seems also to have
Peninsular

initiated the practise of giving receipts for con-

and requisitions. This was done not
with the thought of payment, for there was as
yet no obligation to pay, but in order to prevent
tributions

abuses.

In the wars of the nineteenth century bel

duiing the American Civil

War and by

the

Franco-German War of 1870 the Germans

at

resorted to large scale requisitions, giving
receipts which provided for payment by tne
first

French or German government as might be
agreed upon at the end of the war. Under the
kaiser's orders requisitions were to be limited to
the needs of the

army

of occupation, but in the

bitterness of the struggle this policy broke down
and anything of military value was taken. The

of goods requisitioned was put at
francs exclusive of 101,889,814
francs for boarding and lodging of troops, also a
total value

134,100,746

form of requisition.
But the Germans soon learned that

it was
more advantageous to buy provisions than to try
to raise them by requisitions and icsorted to

purchase instead. This method, which had been
used by the United States in its war with Mexico
and by Great Britain in the Crimean War, was
later employed in the Smo-Japanese and the

Russo-Japanese war and down to the World
tending by reason of its greater effec-

War was

tiveness to displace forced requisitions.
At the beginning of the twentieth century,

however, the right to use requisitions was still
generally recognized. An attempt to formulate
rules of requisitioning had been made as early as
1874 in the Declaration of Brussels, but it was

Hague conferences of 1899 and
1907 that anything significant was accomplished
in this direction. The Hague convention of 1907
on the laws and customs of war contains the
not until the

generally accepted rules governing requisitions

under modern conditions By

articles

46 and 47

of these regulations private property

respected and pillage

is

to

be

formally forbidden.
Requisitions (art. 52) in kind or services are to be
restricted to the needs of the army of occupation,

must be

is

in. proportion to the resources of

the

country, can be demanded only by the commander in the locality occupied and must if

be paid for in cash; "if not, a receipt
be given and the payment
made as
soon as possible." This last clause does not
possible
shall

specify

.

who

is

to

.

make payment and

much as

.

leaves the

was

before. Other provisions also are vague. Requisition of services
is limited
article 44 to those which do not re-

question very

it

m

quire "the population of occupied territory to
take part in military operations against its own

country"; but authorities differ as to types of
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work which the invader may require. According

to practise the requisitions are levied usually
through the local civil authorities and the in-

vader

may

use whatever force

compel obedience.
During the World

necessary to

War these rules were

strued hlerally, especially
allies.

is

con-

by Germany and

its

On entering Belgium the German military

authorities ordered individuals and business
concerns to declare their stocks of commodities

useful for military purposes

and then placed

embargoes on the export of such items, except
Germany. Both contributions and requisitions were used on a large scale to secure quantito

of foodstuffs for daily consumption by the
army and of raw materials, machinery, livestock

ties

effective stipulation

by

is

the

a manufacturer of the

prices at which goods manufacture*! by him are
resold by wholesalers and retailers. Although

a resale price maintenance program necessarily
involves the cooperation of wholesalers when

the merchandise passes through their hands, the
problem is primarily one of maintaining stipulated retail prices.

The purpose

of resale price maintenance

to prevent merchants

is

from using goods bearing

the manufacturer's trademark as "price leaders." The price cutting against which the prois directed does not ordinarily
represent
reductions merely commensurate with economies achieved by the price cutter in operating

gram

On the contrary, prices frequently
are cut to the cost of the merchandise or even

and other things useful for military operations,
which were sent to Germany. On Antwerp were

his business.

imposed requisitions valued at 85,000,000
francs, consisting of cereals, oil cakes, nitrates,

The purpose of such price cutting is
ordinarily to give a general impression of low
prices or to lure customers into a store in the

wool, cotton and

animal and vegetable oil,
rubber. At Brussels 116,000 kilos of wheat,
meat, rice, sugar and oats were exacted daily.
The Germans were accused of seizing milch

cows and

draft horses in large quantities

and

sending them to Germany. For these, payments
were usually not made, it was alleged, and authentic receipts often not given. Extensive requisitions of services of the inhabitants

exacted, to dig trenches,
build huts and the like.

work on

were also

below.

expectation that while there they will

it is

be recognized by the public. Widely advertised products of standard quality, articles in
popular demand at customary prices, are therefore the ones commonly chosen for price cutting.
its

requisitioned. In the Treaty of Versailles (pt.
annex i, par. 10) one of the items of repara-

viii,

imposed on Germany was for "damage in
the form of levies, fines, and other similar
tions

essential that the bargain character of the

offer

fortifications,

The Germans generally gave receipts and in
some cases made partial payments for the things

buy other

goods yielding the retailer a full margin of profit.
In order that such price cutting may be effective,

The problem of resale price maintenance in
modern form has arisen since 1900. Price

such as sugar in the grocery trade, were
in marketing practise before that
date, but branded merchandise was utilized inleaders,

not

unknown

frequently for bargain offers. The rapid development of the sale of merchandise in packages,
trademarked and widely advertised, provided a

exactions imposed

much broader opportunity for price cutting than
existed when the same sort of goods was sold

WAR

At the same time the growth of department
stores and later of chain stores led to frequent
use of cut prices as a means of attracting patronage. Vigorous price cutting has been one of the

by Germany or her Allies
upon the civil population."
E. G. TRIMBLE
ECONOMICS; INDEMNITY, MILITARY; REPRISALS; REPARATIONS; MILITARY OCCUPATION; MOBILIZATION AND DEMOBILIZATION; PROPER IY; ALIEN PROPERTY; CONFISCATION; ANGARY.
See-

WARFARE;

Consult: Ferrand, Georges, Des requisitions en matiere
de droit international public (2nd ed. Pans 1917); Pont,

Charles, Les requisitions militaires (Nancy 1905);
Keller, Eugen, Requisition und Kontributton, Schweizensche Monatsschrift fur Offiziere aller Waffen, nos.
v-vi,

supplement (Frauenfeld 1898); CdzeVac,

Mau-

Les requisitions et contributions allemandes en
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(Montauban 1918); Requisitions militaires et mart times,
rice,

formalites, reglements, reclamations ft jurisprudence, ed.
by Henri Fougerol (and ed. Paris 1917); Gregory,

Charles

N

,

in Columbia

"Contributions and Requisitions in War"
Law Review, vol. xv (1915) 207-37.

in bulk, often without standardization of quality.

outstanding accompaniments of the revolution
which has been occurring in retail trade in the
twentieth century.

The

question naturally arises as to

why

?

manufacturer should concern himself with the
prices at which retailers sell goods which he hap
made but for which he has received payment.
On the face of it, an acceptance by retailers of
lower margins of profit on his product should
stimulate sales for a manufacturer.

The

case

is

not so simple, however, for as with other de-

Resale Price Maintenance

Requisitions, Military
oauches price cutting by
after effects.

When

retailers

has serious

price cutting of a particular

product has become rampant, numerous retailers, antagonistic toward goods which have be-

come

a price football, prefer to sell other goods;
the sale of private brands of merchandise is

promoted and thus the manufacturer encounters
increasing sales resistance and finds that it is
more difficult for him to maintain his expected
distribution. For example, prices on a well
known brand of sheets have been cut so frequently and so severely over a period of years
that numerous department stores seek to sell
Instead other manufacturers' or their

own

pri-

A

stock of the price ridden brand
may be kept under the counter for sale to those
insistent customers who will accept no other,
but through the hostility of the retail stores the
vate brands.

ment with a

retailer to

whom

he
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sells directly.

Such agreements are enforceable as

contracts.

When a manufacturer sells to a wholesaler under
such an agreement, however, he has no ground
for action against a retailer buying from the
wholesaler if the retailer cuts the price. Nevertheless, the resale price of widely advertised

branded merchandise is usually maintained in
England. This result is achieved not by legal
action but through trade associations which
threaten and enforce merchandise boycotts
against ottending price cutters. Associations are
active in securing the maintenance of resale

prices in the drug, publishing, stationery, automobile, grocery, tobacco and other trades. The

most common type of

association

is

one which

includes manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers, such as the Proprietary Articles Trade As-

manufacturer concerned loses many sales to
which the reputation of his product entitles him.
The question of icsale price maintenance has
become a matter of public interest, instead of

sociation. The organization and methods vary
between trades, but in general the method of
enforcement is to cut off supplies of goods from
any merchant who fails to observe the stipulated

remaining merely a problem in business policy,
as a result of its legal aspects and of concerted
efforts in some countries to secure the observ-

minimum resale prices The Proprietary Articles

ance of such a plan. In all countiies outside the
United States, except Argentina and Norway,

agreements are permissible and in
violations of such agreements
constitute breaches of contract and can be remedied by legal action Price maintenance contracts are widely used in France, Belgium, Gerresale price

most countries

many and other countries in continental Europe.
In Germany they were for some years subject
to review by the cartel courts In Norway the
is prohibited by law but "the
whether such agreements are to be
considered contrary to law is apparently found
in the determination whether the profit is reasonable rather than in the mere existence of an
agreement" (United States, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, "Exclusive Sales
Agreements in Foreign Trade," by Bernard A.
Kosicki, Trade Promotion Series, no. 45, 1927,
p. 47). In Argentina such agreements are unlawful but are frequently made In Canada they

fixing of prices

test as to

are permissible so long as they "do not operate
against the interests of the public," and the

Combines Investigation Act of 1923 provides
machinery for investigation as to whether any
particular agreement is against public interest.
In England a manufacturer may enter into
an agreement with a wholesaler whereby the
undertakes to maintain resale prices. A
manufacturer may likewise make a price agreelatter

Trade Association, which was formed in 1896,
included in its membership in June, 1930, 436
manufacturers, 63 wholesalers and 8706 retailers
dealing in proprietary drugs and other goods
sold m what the English term chemists'
shops. Periodically a "stop

list"

is

issued

or?

which are stated the names of wholesalers and
retailers

who have

violated their price agree-

ments and from whom supplies are consequently
to be withheld by all members. The association
prohibits the sale of goods on its "protected
list" to any cooperative society which pays dividends to members m proportion to their purchases. A committee of investigation appointed
by the Board of Trade came to the conclusion
in 1931 that the law should not be changed to
force a modification of existing practises.
In the United States resale price maintenance

This situation

is

the re-

sult of a series of court decisions rather

than of

agreements are

illegal.

definite legislative enactment.

When

the Sher-

man

Anti-Trust Act was passed in 1890, resale
problem of no apparent
consequence and it was not one of the practises
at which the law was aimed Nevertheless, in
price maintenance was a

later years agreements to effect resale price
maintenance were brought under the ban of the
Sherman Act and subsequent antitrust legis-

lation.

The

first

important price maintenance case
United States was Bobbs-

to be decided in the

Mernll Company

v.

Straus [210 U. S. 339

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
(1908)], in which the Supreme Court held that
a publisher could not compel the maintenance

its salesmen or
sought to learn through other
sources from what wholesaler the goods had

of the resale price of a copyrighted book by
virtue of the copyright law. In 1911 in Dr. Miles

been bought by the retailer. To that end the
identification marks on the packages were espe-

John D. Park and Sons
Supreme Court
Sherman Anti-

additional supplies of merchandise to any distributor who furnished Beech-Nut goods to

Medical Company
held

it

v.

U.S.

373) the
to be illegal under the

Company

(220

Trust Act for a manufacturer to attempt by
agreement or contract to compel the maintenance of resale prices by merchants who had
taken title to the goods. In stating the opinion
of the court Justice

Hughes

"The com-

said:

plainant [Dr. Miles Medical Company] having
sold its product at prices satisfactory to itself,

the public is entitled to whatever advantage may
be derived from competition in the subsequent
traffic."

The decision in the Dr. Miles case is the chief
in a long series of legal decisions on
the subject of resale price maintenance. Althe
decision established a precedent
though
which has strongly influenced all subsequent

landmark

decisions, the court

was not unanimous. In

his

dissenting opinion Justice Holmes stated: "With
regard to things like the latter [Dr. Miles' medi-

me

that the point of most
cines], it seems to
profitable returns marks the equilibrium of social desires and determines the fair price in the

only sense in which I can find meaning in those
words. The Dr. Miles Medical Company knows
better than we do what will enable it to do the

We must assume its retail price
be reasonable, for it is so alleged and the case
is here on demurrer; so I see nothing to warrant
my assuming that the public will not be served
best business.
to

best

by the company being allowed

to carry out

its plan. I cannot believe that in the long run
the public will profit by this court permitting
knaves to cut reasonable prices for some ulterior

purpose of their own, and thus to impair, if
not to destroy, the production and sale of articles

assumed to be desirable
public should be able to get."
which

it

is

that the

Following the Dr. Miles case a number of
decisions of the

same tenor were rendered. One

of especial significance was that in the BeechNut Packing Company case [Federal Trade

Commission v. Beech-Nut Packing Co., 257
U. S. 441 (1922)], brought under the Federal
Trade Commission Act. That company sold its
products chiefly to wholesalers,

who

in turn re-

sold to retailers. The company placed identifying marks on every package of goods which it
shipped, and when it learned that a retailer was

cutting prices

it

had an

investigation

made by

cially useful.

dealers

on

The company

its list

than refused to

of price cutters. In

its

sell

decision

Supreme Court ruled that although the company entered into no agreements and contracts
the

regarding the maintenance of resale prices,

its

methods of regulating the distribution of

its

products enabled it "to prevent competition in
their subsequent disposition by preventing ah
who do not sell at resale prices fixed by it from
obtaining its goods."
The net result of the rulings of the United
States Supreme Court on this subject is in 1933
that a manufacturer cannot legally force wholesale and retail distributors of his products to

maintain suggested resale prices, provided the
title to the goods. A manufacturer is permitted to name standard resale prices

merchants take

for his products and he may attempt by argument to persuade the distributors to refrain from

price cutting. The Supreme Court also has
stated that a manufacturer has the right to refuse
to sell to any party for any reason or for no
reason. The manufacturer may not, however,
state that in the future

he

will refuse to sell

unless prices are maintained; the acceptance of
an order cannot be made conditional upon

assurance that prices will not be cut. The legal
status of the use of moral suasion for securing
the observance of stipulated resale prices is
therefore highly uncertain, and unless new legislation is enacted the Supreme Court presently

be compelled either to modify its reasoning
regarding the rights of a manufacturer to take
steps to secure observance of resale prices or to
will

prohibit the suggestion of resale prices

by a

manufacturer.

During the entire period since the decision
in the Dr. Miles Medical Company case in 191 1
Congress has had before it almost constantly
one or more bills to authorize the effective control of resale prices by a manufacturer. In years
when the trend of prices has been downward and
price cutting therefore especially prevalent the
interest in these

proposed measures has been

greater than in periods of rising prices. After the
passage of the National Industrial Recovery

Act in 1933, provisions for preventing merchants
from selling goods below cost, with certain necessary exceptions, were incorporated in several

Resale Price Maintenance
"codes," but during the first year no attempt
was made to compel the observance of stipulated
resale prices.

From

the standpoint of public interest the

problem of resale price maintenance involves
two important questions. First, is a practise of
resale price

ploitation of
ties

who

maintenance likely to result in exconsumers? Secondly, are any par-

deserve public protection injured by

price cutting?
As to the

one may observe that the
by manufacturers must
be reasonably fair or the merchandise will not
be purchased by consumers. The goods for
which manufacturers typically desire to have
resale prices maintained are in competition with
other merchandise of the same sort and with
various substitute articles. There is no serious
dang er that consumers will be exploited by any
such scheme. They would merely be prevented
from securing the benefits of extreme and often
predatory competition. In numerous cases manufacturers now succeed in obtaining observance
of stipulated resale prices and consumers continue to buy the goods without complaint.
The second question, concerning those interfirst,

resale prices stipulated

ests adversely affected

up a wide

field.

Much

by price cutting, opens
of the demand for main-

tenance of resale prices during the last twentyhve years has come from small merchants who

have sought thereby to avert the competition
of large retail establishments, such as department and chain stores. A revolution in the organization of retail trade has been taking place
akin to the industrial revolution in manufactur-

and price cutting has been one of its accompaniments. Although the price cutting frequently has been excessive, the legalization of
resale price maintenance would not have stopped
he revolution. Similar changes in retail _rade
tiave taken place in England despite the measing,

jres tor control of resale prices adopted in that
:ountry, and in the United States the enactment
)f resale price

maintenance legislation would not

lave given and will not give effective protection
o small retailers against types of organizations
tfhich

Even

have inherent competitive advantages.
be desirable to protect by legislation

if it

me

type of business organization against some
xwnpeting type, in this case measures far more
extensive than the legalization of resale price
naintenance would be needed to perpetuate the
existence of certain types of retail estabhsh-

nents.

From a business policy standpoint the -serious
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could in numerous in
stances be largely averted by the manufacturers
themselves if they handled their marketing
evils of price cutting

plans in

more orderly

fashion.

One manufac-

turer, for example, will sell directly to large
retailers and also to wholesalers. The whole-

compete with the manufacturer's
salesmen, cutting prices to secure orders. The
retailers who benefit from the cut prices in purchasing are thereby tempted to cut prices in
selling. Such a company has an incongruous
salers seek to

distribution program. Another rather common
is that in which a manufacturer induces 01

case

permits too large a

number

of wholesalers

and

retailers to carry his product in a particular
market; he intensifies his distribution to a point

inevitable

The

of manufacturers which most

com-

where severe competition
practise

is

price cutting by distributors
that of granting extra allowances or discounts

monly encourages
is

to large or favored buyers It obviously is illogiand unsound for a manufacturer to attempt

cal

to standardize the resale price on his product
first standardizes his own selling price.

unless he

Until such disorderly and inconsistent marketing practises as these are corrected, the legalization of resale price maintenance is not warranted.

From a broad economic point of view the
question of resale price maintenance illustrates
the concomitants of revolutionary changes in
methods of marketing It is even more significant
in

emphasizing the

ditions business

is

fact that

under modern con-

a continuous series of trans-

actions rather than a succession of isolated
trades.

This concept of business as a continuous
and the effects of

series of related transactions

current happenings on future patronage are
matters to which insufficient attention has been

given by various economists and by the American courts in dealing with the question of resale
price maintenance.
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RESEARCH

as defined

by Webster's

New

In-

ternational Dictionary consists of "careful or
critical inquiry or examination in seeking facts

or principles; diligent investigation in order to
ascertain something." This definition would in-

clude not only the investigations of the physicist

and the philosopher but those of the physician
attempting to diagnose a disease or of a mechanic
tinkering with a car. More narrowly and for
present uses more pertinently defined, research
the manipulation of things, concepts or symbols for the purpose of generalizing to exis

tend, correct or verify knowledge, whether that
knowledge aid in the construction of a theory or
in the practise of

an

art.

The mechanic

or the

a research worker only

periment, by
fact that

statistics

or by

common sense. The

experiment cannot be performed in a

given case does not eliminate the possibility of
scientific study,

although

it

does put a

premium

on the ingenuity of the student.

The

worker

a solitary
individual devoted to the discovery of truth for
its own sake. If there is a tendency to depart
traditional research

is

'from that tradition today, it is in part because of
a change in the conception of the investigator's
function. Thinking can be carried

on best

in

solitude; and in so far as researchers think, it is
just as necessary as it ever was for them to work

alone.

As

the emphasis shifts from the rational

to the experimental or observational aspect of

research, however, economies of tune and
checks to avoid error can be introduced by co-

operation

The

increasing complexities of data

and the development of technique and knowledge make such cooperation essential; and thus
there

is

attracted to research a

more normal

individual,

more

who

gregarious,
as a result of

shared activity is less intellectually responsible
than his traditional, solitary ancestor.
While the pursuit of truth for its own sake is
still

asserted to be the primary

aim of

all re-

search workers, there remains a sharp distinction
between students of pure and students or applied science, the former receiving

much of their

honor, the latter in cash. Actually, exceptin the physical sciences, the distinc-

remuneration

in

tion is in attitude

and pay rather than

in

method

or result In fact a candid recognition of the irrelevance to the social sciences of the ideal of acquir.

ing knowledge for its own sake would release a
of paralyzing intellectual inhibitions.

number

Although research organization has grown
rapidly since the World War, it has a long history. The ancient schools and the universities
that followed
craft unions.

them were company

The tendency toward

rather than
craft organi-

zation appeared with the formation of the PrusAcademy of Sciences in 1700. By the close

sian

when he attempts

of the eighteenth century there were scientific
societies in most of the major countries of west-

mobiles or all
If Webster's definition is too inclusive, the
opposite is true of a recent tendency to identify

Philosophical Society was organized in 1743 and
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in

physician therefore

is

to generalize about all autopatients of a given class.

research with a particular method of investigabecause through a misconception of scien-

tion,
tific

method

it

sets

study

is

up a criterion which excludes

A

contributions to knowledge.
scientific when its data are subjected to

many important

logical analysis resulting in the development of a
theory, whether those data '\re secured by ex-

ern Europe, while in America the American

1780.

Even these societies were not

strictly craft

associations, because their membership was as
diverse as the sciences. Increasing specialization

during the nineteenth century led to the formation of bodies representing smaller branches of
knowledge, divisons based not only on subject

matter but also on technique. This

may have

Resale Price Maintenance
promoted the development of techniques and
the addition of facts to the
data; but

for

it

its

made

if it

possible,

educated research

The

sum total
was

general effect

situation

the universities.

of available

disintegrating,

did not create, the un-

specialist.

was somewhat ameliorated by
In the middle of the nineteenth

century the German universities replaced the
lecture with the seminar as a means of teaching
graduate students, thus turning to the accumu-

Research

industrial units have discovered research

than competition to be the

life

no

less

of trade and have

associated themselves for the carrying on of
joint research projects too expensive for any
single unit to support. Such associations undertake not merely basic and technological research

but investigation of marketing problems as well;
competitive units thus combine in order to learn

how

better to compete.
Research has also become a province of gov-

most modern countries. Such

lation as well as to the transmission of culture.

ernment

In the United States a movemeni to make universities centers not only of instruction but also
of research began with the founding of Johns
Hopkins University at Baltimore in 1876. The
growth of this movement became an important

vestigation often borders upon fact reporting,
although it may involve pure scientific research

American

The

all

in

aimed

Both
States

in-

at the public welfare as a whole.

in the state universities of the United

and

in the great

government supported

uni-

universities in the rest of the world research of

versity gave to the scholar the congenial environment and the economic security essential

the highest order is supported by taxpayers.
The research tends, in the United States at least,

factor in

intellectual life.

to uninterrupted work, but

it

also forced

him

to

associate with his colleagues in other fields and
prevented him from becoming as narrow a
specialist as technical

development alone would

have permitted.
If the universities tended to counteract

some

of the bad effects of research specialization, industry accentuated them. The industrial revo-

and

lution started with a few basic inventions

the resulting interaction of industry and applied
science greatly accelerated the growth of each.

An

activity as profitable as research

taken under the

was soon

wmg of the corporation it bene-

and organized for very practical ends. Had
it been
possible to produce inventions to order,
pure science might have been neglected. But
since they were frequently accidental and came
so often from a laboratory devoted to knowledge
for its own sake, pure science was supported by
fited

industry as being at least potentially profitable.
That support has been chiefly through gifts to

to

be practical

in aim.

organizations maintain research workers in

trial

government

laboratories.

Specialization might have continued to dominate research for a long time had it not been for

the

World War. The problems

difficulty

was not new; ever since the middle of

medicine and biology had been recognized and
had led to the creation of institutes for investigation. But the need during the war was unprecedentedly great. In the United States the
first; in 1916 the
National Research Council for the promotion
and integration of research in the physical and

natural sciences responded

biological sciences

laboratory.

arts
is

not

amount of
money expended upon it annually was estimated
twenty-five years old, the

in 1930 to be between $100,000,000 and $200,000,000. The industrial research organizations

spending this money vary in size from a small
and inadequate laboratory manned by a single
chemist or engineer to the Bell Telephone
Labosatones, which in 1934, with about 4000
employees and an annual budget of approxi
mately

$15,000,000,

was

one of the

^est

equipped laboratories in the world. Competitive

by that

the nineteenth century a need for integration in

and institutes or the occasional employment of the pure scientist in the industrial
Although organized industrial research

raised

catastrophe required a rapid integration of the
results of thousands of specialized studies. The

universities

more than

Government research

bureaus usually cooperate closely with industry
and the universities, in the interest not merely of
economy but of an interchange of point of view.
In the United States and notably in Japan indus-

and their application to engineering, agriculture, medicine and other useful
was formed as a war body, and in 1918 it be-

a permanent organization. A few years
two other great councils, the American
Council of Learned Societies (1920) and the
Social Science Research Council (1923) were

came
later

organized, the former to deal largely with cultural studies, the latter to promote and integrate
the social sciences and the related useful arts of
industry, government and public vsclfare. The
councils soon took an active part in the stimulation of research, attempting to

map

out fields of

study growing out of current problems rather
than out of traditional disciplines; to act as clear-
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ing houses for projects and personnel; to encourage young men and women to broaden their

backgrounds by giving fellowships to the most
brilliant; to facilitate the interchange of ideas by
calling and financing conferences; and, finally,
to maice accessible to the public the significant
results of research.

development

and committees
whose purpose was to guide and coordinate research locally. Their most important contribution has been to break down artificial intellectual
university councils, institutes

by setting up problems that cross several
disciplines. If the resulting cooperation has been
more educational to the cooperators than probarriers

new knowledge,

that is because the
been overemphasized.
Until theoretical integration is accomplished the
quantity of work turned out by the institutes,
councils and committees will continue to exceed

ductive of

collection of data has

Even in their present state the cooperative studies are of use, however, in policy
making and educational planning.
Support for research, outside of government
its quality.

and industry, comes from individuals, university
endowments and increasingly from foundations. In 1932 there were in the United States
about 125 foundations with a combined capitalization of almost $1,000,000,000 and an annual

and educational statesmanship
their executives make them a more
means of support than capricious
or changing legislatures. But the
that makes them stable creates po-

scientific

exercised

by

satisfactory

individuals

very factor
tential

and

in part stimulated by the
of the national councils appeared

Parallel with

The financial stability of the great foundations
and the

problems.

Thus

tions account for over
capital of the

the 20 largest founda70 percent of the total

whole group; almost half of all the

foundations, with an aggregate capital of over
$650,000,000, are located hi New York. Further-

more the

national councils have their offices in

New

York and Washington. While such geographic proximity makes possible a very close
coordination of activities,

it

to undesirable domination.

nation has not

The

become

also

opens the way

The

possible domi-

actual.

foundations have not confined them-

selves to the financing of projects. Through
their executives they have performed another
valuable service arising more from the nature of
their jobs

than from their financial power.

Traveling all over the country in search of talent,
the executives have functioned as well in the
cross fertilization of research. Outside their field

of specialization

and many of them have been

generally rather than specially educated they
have absorbed plausible ideas more or less uncritically in

another.

one institution and carried them to

A more critical or expert attitude would

expenditure of well over $50,000,000. It is not
surprising in view of the history of philanthropy

not have been advantageous, for unconventional

and public health the chief
beneficiaries, followed closely by general education. The natural and social sciences together
receive considerably less than the amount de-

seems misguided, often

to find medicine

voted to general education. It is significant that
since 1931 the total grant from foundations for
research in the social sciences has exceeded the

intellectual

approach, although
results in

it

sometimes

new and useful

integrations.

Research abroad does not always follow the

American pattern. In England, where there are
no large foundations and few institutes, the
solitary worker and the talented amateur with
private means are not unusual. The government
through its Department of Scientific and Indus-

amount spent for physical sciences. The accompanying table shows the distribution of

trial

foundation gifts during 1931.

investigation

Research, established in 1917, encourages

by granting funds to

TYPES OF ACTIVITY SUPPORTED BY FOUNDATIONS

universities

Research
and individuals and maintaining several
tutes.

The

total

insti-

expenditure of the department

in 1932 was ,534,700. The older universities
seem to stress education rather than research,

although they contain research institutes of
various sorts. Canada, Australia and other dominions follow the British plan of centralized
administrative control of research, assisted, however, by boards or councils which advise the

government

and
Germany, where the

in the formulation of projects

distribution of funds. In

university ideal has been the advancement of
knowledge rather than the training of teachers,
both individual and organized research has been
encouraged, as a rule by state support but
also

institutes

by

butions

maintained by private contriand business research has

Industrial
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one hand, many groups were calling

for a halt in

research leading to industrial invention.

And

although research in social science might be
expected to accelerate social invention to the
point of equality with mechanical invention,
conservatism and fear led to recommendations
it too be curtailed. A more serious
danger
than temporary curtailment lies in the attitude
some
social
scientists
toward
disdeveloped by
interested work. Discouraged by a world that
has not grown better with recent social dis-

that

coveries and inventions, they are willing to present social studies as propaganda for what they

consider at present the good life. While the
humanitarian attitude is commendable, its ac-

ceptance would eclipse social research for a
generation. At the same time the depression
itself has made the support of research difficult

been well developed, largely by industry itself but with some assistance from government institutes In France there are special institutes both within and without the universities,
supported sometimes by the government and
sometimes by private contributions. The government maintains several industrial research

try research has been curtailed as the necessity
for reducing costs has become more pressing.
far that reduction has gone is difficult to

laboratories.

estimate, and

The Japanese

organization

of research

is

American except that the work
and institutes is largely
state supported. There are learned societies in
all the sciences and there is a National Research
Council. The best work is practical and plays a
similar to the

carried

on

in universities

national self-preservation. Soviet research is practical, but from a rather different
part

in

point of view. Its importance in the eyes of the

Communist government which supports it is
evident from the fact that between 1929 and
1933, when the world was in the economic
doldrums, the number of research institutions in
Union increased from 400 to 840. In
1933 the 840 comprised over 35,000 workers.
Pure science is avoided as capitalistic, but, as has
the Soviet

been pointed out, the

line

between the pure and
to draw.

applied science

is difficult

new departure

in Soviet research

A

is

radically

the abso-

lutely unrestricted social utilization of all scientific discoveries.

Considerable work toward coordination in research has been done by the League of Nations
through a number of organizations which are
directly or indirectly under its patronage. The
International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation,

an auxiliary body, has since 1925 contrib-

much to coordinative research.
The world wide depression following

uted

placed research in a curious situation.

1929

On

the

not impossible. In the universities where a
choice has been presented education has been
maintained at the expense of research. In indusif

How

is

its effect on the future of research
impossible to conjecture.
Support for research may be expected to in-

crease with returning economic order. The
organization for research has been created; the
vital problem is that of adequate personnel to

make use

of the administrative organization.

That it does not exist at present is largely due to
two factors In the first place, the need has developed more rapidly than facilities for training.
Since problems were pressing and society was
willing to pay for an attempted solution, untrained men and women were drawn into research. In the second place, the shift of emphasis
from thinking to the collection of data has resulted, in the social sciences at least, in

misplaced

effort. Statistical

much

method has supple-

mented and replaced experimentation, but because of the pressure of demand few statistical
workers have acquired the theoretical background necessary for an understanding of the
significance of the formulae with which they
work. Since anyone can learn a correlation
formula and how to run an adding machine, the
qualifications for research have been reduced to
a point where little more than high school education

is

required.

The

result has

been a selec-

tive lowering of the type of intelligence attracted
to the social sciences and thus a serious danger

to their

advancement.

The

depression may have
some of these less

a salutary effect in cutting off
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intelligent fact finders and in forcing the surviving workers to think more about the material in

hand and

new

to collect

material in terms of

specific problems. When the next crisis occurs,
the scientist may be able to confront a condition

with a theory.

DONALD SLESINGFR
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ally accepted curative properties of the variou .
waters. This in turn laid the foundation foL

modern balneology.
As an additional inducement
cratic clientele

to the aristo-

who from earliest times had bf^ea

the chief patrons at baths and health resorts
various forms of entertainment were pro nled
1
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for the diversion of patients
during the course of
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The discovery of min^si springs at Spa,
Belgium, resulted in the development of one of
mitted.

the most celebrated health and pleasure resorts
in Europe, and the name Spa was soon applied
all similar CvStablishments. Until the French
Revolution Spa was the favorite resort of the

to

royalty

The

RESORTS. Although knowledge of the healing
properties of certain springs was fairly common
in ancient times, health resorts were not widespread until the period of the Roman Empire.

nobility of

many

countries.

seaside watering places as health and pleasure
Europe along the coasts of Normandy

resorts: in

and Brittany, the North Sea, the Baltic Sea
and the Mediterranean and m North America
along the Atlantic seaboard. At the same time
under the influence of modern medico-climatology climatic or atmospheric health resorts were
introduced, among which mountain and winter
resorts, stimulated

by the development

of winter

sports, became exceedingly popular. An important factor in the increasing patronage of all

types of health and pleasure resorts was the
extension of transportation facilities. The rail-

road especially enabled larger numbers of people
to visit distant baths. In Germany Baden-Baden,

m

had 391 patrons in 1800, 33,623
1850, 48,842 in 1860, 47,682 in 1880 and 62,601
in 1890. The decline between 1860 and 1880
for example,

may be
RESERVES.

and

nineteenth century witnessed the rise of

attributed to the fact that in 1872

gam-

bling was forbidden and visitors who had come
to gamble were thus eliminated. Since 1933
gambling has again been permitted at several
resorts in the Reich, including Baden-Baden.
Other familiar health and pleasure resorts which

Numerous architectural remains extending from
the British Isles to Asia Minor and northern

for over a century have been patronized by
thousands of visitors annually are Wiesbaden,
Nauheim, Aachen, Kissmgen and Ems in GerCzechoslomany; Karlsbad and Manenbad

Africa testify to the importance of bathing resorts in Roman society. The custom of bathing

and Villach
Austria;
Vichy, Aix-les-Bams and Evian-les-Bams in

in medicinal waters fell into disuse
during the
Middle Ages and was not revived until the Ren-

With the development of science in
the eighteenth century, some knowledge was
aissance.

attained of the chemical basis of the tradition-

m

vakia; Gastein,

Bad

Jschl

m

France; Montecatini di Val di Nievole in Italy;

m

and Bath, Harrogate and Buxton
England
Mention should be made also of such Mediterranean resorts as Nice, Cannes, Menton and
Monte Carlo, whose warm climate has attracted

Research

Resorts
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increasing

numbers of visitors during the winter
months and whose natural advantages have been

Austria, Poland and Rumania, is reflected in the passage of so- called health resort

exploited chiefly for pleasure purposes
In the United States health and pleasure re-

laws regulating such enterprises The legislation
usually contains provision as to the conditions

sorts

were developed shortly after the War of
when hotels were built at Saratoga and
White Sulphur to accommodate the growing

under which

1812

resort

numbers

by the restorative
vogue for surf bath-

of visitors attracted

A

properties of the springs
ing and the popularity of the seacoast in

summer

gave new impetus to the development of fashionable watering places, which by the end of the
century extended from Maine to Florida. The
increasing wealth and leisure of large groups of
the population led to the erection of pretentious
villas at Bar Harbor, Newport and other points
in New England and along the coasts of Florida
and California The social prestige of these resorts was enhanced by the introduction of polo,
regattas, horse racing and other leisure class
sports which served as an added attraction to
visitors.

Germany,

The

a place may call itself a health
health resort laws usually require the

presence of natural, locally fixed curative properties

whose

facilities

for

efficacy is officially recognized;
the utilization of these curative

agencies, including lodgings for travelers and
adequate medical sen ices; and a high develop-

ment of

sanitation.

As

a rule the imposition of

m

a Kurtaxe is provided for
the grant to a municipality of the title of health resort. At the

same time

it is
stipulated that the receipts from
the tax shall be applied only to the improvement
and expansion of the establishment and to oper-

sometimes including advertising
In order to safeguard their mutual interests
most European health resorts have formed associations In France there are the Federation des
Stations Thermales et Clunatiqucs de France,
ation,

The economic importance of health and pleas-

the Union des Groupernents Scientifiques et

modern organization into
and investments In coun-

Techniques du Thermalisrne et du Climatisme
and the Union des Etabhssements Thermaux
et des Stations Chmatiques de France In addition there is under the Ministry of the Interior
the legally created Commission Permanente des

ure resorts

lies in

their

large scale industries

where bath or watering places are operated
by the municipality or state they are the source
of considerable public revenue, even in cases
where patronage is largely seasonal and where
tries

maintenance costs including expenditures for
Frepublicity and entertainment are high
quently some form of luxury or sojourn tax is
imposed upon visitors In Italy, for example, the
receipts from sojourn taxes in 1929
to 31,600,000 lire.

amounted

The form
siderably

of operation of baths varies conIn 1905 in Germany of 261 curative

springs 37 were public property (25 publicly
operated, 12 rented out), 6 \\ere crown property,

36 were municipal property, 62 \\ere held by
stock companies and 120 were privately owned.
Although these figures have been somewhat
altered since the World War, they may be considered indicative of prevailing types of operaUnited States pleasure and health

tion. In the

most part privately owned and
operated, subject only to certain taxes imposed
upon commercial amusements. In all countries
resorts are for the

tourist traffic generally

is

augmented by the

presence of popular baths, mineral springs,

Stations

Ilydrommcrales

France, which

et

Climatiques

de

entiusted with the study of
questions relating to the discovery and development of such places In Germany organization
is

has been in charge of the national government.
The baths hav e represcntativ es of their interests
in the bath division of the Bund Deutscher
Verkehrsverbande und Bader, which is a constituent member of the Reichausschuss fur
Fremdenverkehr, under the Minister fur Volks-

aufklarung und Propaganda Under the national
committee are the state tourist travel associations, with which regional bath organizations are
affiliated.

In addition there are

scientific asso-

ciations, balneological and chmatological societies whose purpose is to further the development

of health resorts generally.
The provision of health resort facilities for

people of the middle and lower economic levels
ha? received increasing attention since the World

War. In England and

m

Germany

public and

private welfare agencies have stressed the value
of medicinal springs as a public health measure

watering places and pleasure resorts and indirect
profits to hotels, restaurants, pensions and sana-

and have

toria are greatly increased.

of

The importance of medicinal springs and
baths in European countries, notably Fince

terms of the prevailing social insurance systems

actively

promoted the establishment

priced sanatoria and ''cure homes"
in connection with existing baths Under the

medium
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in certain countries

it is

possible for

war victims

and subscribers to

sick benefit funds to visit
health resorts. In 1929 in Germany 20,000 such
treatment.
In Soviet Russia
were
persons
given

all

health and pleasure resorts are state propand form an important part of the nation

erty

wide public health and welfare program.

ADOLF GRUNTHAL

arises when the arrangements at the place of
shelter or the home do not permit or encourage
the preparation and consumption of food on the
premises; the resident in a lodging house or the

equipped to serve meals
must perforce look elsewhere for food. With increasing urbanization and participation of
traveler at a hotel not

women

See:

HOSPITALS AND SANATORIA; HOTELS; TOURIST
TRAFFIC, AMUSEMENTS, PUBLIC.

in industry this group is augmented by
apartment hotel dwellers who have little time or
inclination to prepare three meals daily. It is

Consult: Creyke, Caroline, "Spa and Its English
Associations" in Nineteenth Century and After, vol
hi (1902) 656-64, Brown, E , "British Spas" in Na-

supplemented further by those who find it
cheaper or more convenient to eat out than to
manage domestic servants. Another large group

Review, vol. Ixxiv (1919-20) 22024; Clunn,
Harold P., Famous South Coast Pleasure Resorts Past
and Present (London 1929), "British Winter Resorts
in the Mediterranean" in Crown Colonist, vol. n
(1932) 270-73, "Holiday Towns and National Finance"
Municipal Journal and Public Works Engitional

m

neer, vol. xli (1932) 557,

W. E

,

559-60, 563-65, 567, Fitch,
Mineral Waters of the United States and

American Spas (Philadelphia 1927) ch xv, Krout,
A., Annals of American Sport, Pageant of America
series, vol. xv (New Haven 1929) p. 298-305, Schott,
Morns, Health and Pleasure Resorts of Central Europe
(New York 1928), Bensusan, S L Some German Spas
(London 1925), Sauvaire- Jour dan, F., "La place du
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RESTAURANTS. The term

restaurant

m

its

most general sense means simply a place where
refreshment or meals are sold. Derived from the
Latin restaurare and the French restaurer meaning to restore, it did not come into use until the
latter part of the eighteenth century.

The development of restaurants or public eating places may be viewed as the transfer of the
eating function outside the home or the separaand the sleeping place. In
primitive and simple societies the two activities
characteristically were carried on under one roof,
tion of the eating

often in the

and

same room. With increasing mo-

of restaurant patrons comprises those whose occupational tasks take them out of reach of
their homes for the noonday meal. The increase
in this group, with the growing size of cities and
the lengthening of commuting distances, has
formed the basis of an extensive mass feeding
industry. There are also large numbers of per-

sons who by way of variety or amusement
choose occasionally to eat outside the home. It is

group which provides the clientele for what
have traditionally been recognized as restaurants
per se; that is, establishments presided over by

this

trained chefs, catering to fashionable patrons.
There are besides many who, although they take
their meals at

tion

and

home,

find their ordinary recrea-

social or business contacts in cafes

and

sidewalk restaurants, particularly on the continent of Europe.
Until the seventeenth century, eating outside
home occurred primarily in inns, hotels
(q v ) or monasteries which provided food and
lodging for travelers. Gradually the tavern, or
the

that part of the inn where food was served, developed as a separate institution, serving local
residents as well as travelers. With the jntrothe
ductior of coffee and tea into Europe
seventeenth century there appeared the coffee-

m

houses of England and the cafes of France,

which performed the important function of communication and social and mental stimulation
the days before newspapers, wireless and steam
engines were commonplace. Inns and taverns on
the English model were established in America
during colonial times, soon becoming meeting
places for the transaction of business by sea
captains and merchants as well as social and

m

political centers for leading citizens.

conjunction with a night's shelter some distance
from home, a demand which has continued in

The term restaurant was first applied in the
United States and in England to the dining
rooms of large hotels and to a few high class

importance into modern times, especially in the
hotels of small towns. A second scrt of demand

separate establishments serving meals a la carte,
0s distinguished from the more ordinary tavern,

bility

travel there arose a

need for food in

Resorts

Restaurants

coffeehouse or chop or steak house. Toward the
end of the nineteenth century there was a considerable development of the former type of
business to meet the demands of fastidious

diners and theatergoers, the nouveaux riches of a
The need for foods served at low
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pensions or boarding houses. In France theprix
fixe restaurants serve a cheap table d'hote for

working men, and the

still

cheaper bouillon

restaurants provide ror semiservice; in Germany and Austria there are some municipally

releases the desired food,

into the appropriate slot
was introduced first in

establishments. But typically the
European working and middle class family still
eat at home. In the past thirty years, but primarily since the World War, an increasing number of factories both in Europe and the United
States have provided lunch rooms or latterly
cafeterias for their employees. Such lunch rooms
are ordinarily not profit making and seldom indeed make expenses The new organization of

Germany, but had its greatest success in New
York. Cooperative restaurants, which have at-

society in Soviet Russia has resulted in the development of communal restaurants for a large

gilded age.

without the necessity of tipping, for those
of modest purses has been met in a number of
ways. The American cafeteria dates back to the
prices,

Exchange
for

Buffet,

opened

in

New

York

in 1885

men customers

only, where patrons helped
ate standing
The automat,

themselves and

where a nickel dropped

tained

some success

in

European

countries, are

of negligible importance in the United States.
Prior to prohibition, the saloons with their free

lunches were an important factor in meeting the
working man's food needs. The peculiarly

American contributions to restaurant types are
establishments meeting the demand for speed
combined with economy, the cafeteria, automat,
fountain lunch, sandwich shop and drug store
counter. The "speakeasy" of the prohibition era

was

in a class

by

itself.

The

tea

room and

neighborhood restaurants operated near or in
conjunction with apartment hotels have in many

become

increasingly a permanent substitute for the home kitchen. The prominence of
cases

the tea

room

in the

United States

closely associated with the advent of prohibition, for with
is

operated

urban population. In 1931 the
Soviet Union Review reported that 31,500,000
were
persons
eating in community restaurants.
section of the

Detailed statistics for the restaurant industry
are available only for the United States. The
United States Census of Occupations shows an
increase in restaurant, cafd and lunch room
keepers from 60,832 in 1910 and 87,987 in 1920
to 165,406 in 1930, a rise of 88 percent for the
latter decade, in contrast with a population increase of 15 7 percent for the same ten-year
period. Official figures for the actual number of

eating places and restaurants are available only
for 1929, when the Census of Distribution

showed 134,293 establishments, or approximately one for every 900 inhabitants. These are
divided into the following classifications:

the disappearance of liquor as a stimulus to
appetite patrons became more critical of food

The entrance of women into the field, at
through tea rooms of their own and more

quality.
first

recently as

managers in other types of

res-

taurants, generally raised standards of cleanliness and daintiness of foods served.

In Europe the combination of beverage with
food dispensing has always influenced the type
of establishment.

On

the continent cafes and

NUMBER

SALES

OK STORES

IN 1029

Restaurants with table service (including tea

rooms)

Lunch rooms

36,214
57>6i2

$988,472,912
541,701,515

Cafeterias (including auto-

mats)

Lunch counters

3,124

272,738,813

17,119
1,906
7,764
io,393
161

162,180,671
64,564,785
46,004,898
42,891,927
6,334,934

134,293

$2,124,890,455

(including

sandwich shops)
Fountain lunches
Refreshment stands
Soft drink stands

restaurants frequently supply only incomplete
food service, specializing in beverages and ices.
They remain places for leisurely social gather-

Box lunches

ings, the reading of newspapers, writing and
political discussion rather than for dining. Com-

In addition to the above establishments, allowance should be made for the sales of sandwiches,
meals or both by 34,844 drugstores with fountains, 2234 cigar stores with fountains, 60,607
confectionery stores with fountains and an un-

plete restaurants, catering to the epicure, are

found par excellence in Paris but also in other
continental cities. Dining out still remains in
western Europe large y a social occasion of tr usua' significance. Students and individuals un1

actached to family groups frequently find thai
*he most satisfactory arrangement is to eat in

Total restaurant group

known numbei
department

figure for the
hotels, b"t

of fountains

stores.

The

and restaurants

census does not

in

gi> ^ *

number 01 eating establishments in

shows a

total seating capacity of
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610,762 in dining rooms of hotels open all year
and 274,571 in resort hotels open from two to

the processing from the serving expense. If th^.
latter could be separated, it would probably be

A trade association esti-

around 15 percent. In the successful, well managed establishments food expense accounts for
40 to 50 cents per dollar of sales, wages 25 cents,
rent 3 to 7 cents, other operating expense 8 to 13
cents and gross profits 10 to 15 cents. The

eight months per

year.

mates that when corrections are made for restaurants and food counters in other types of establishments than those classed in the restaurant
group by the census, and for lunch carts and
wayside stands which failed to send in reports,
the total number of food serving outlets in 1929
approximated 250,000, or one per 480 inhabitants. It should be borne in mind that besides
meals restaurants sell bakery products, candy,
ice cream, fountain drinks and tobacco products
in increasing degree.

There are many reasons

for this increase in

eating places in the United States Urbanization
augments distances from home to work, draws

women into industrial occupations and results in
smaller families and increased numbers of inde-

pendent individuals unattached to families In
addition to the decreased time of working
women for housework the relative scarcity of
domestic service in the United States has thrown

more

families into the class of restaurant pa-

The noted mobility of the American
population, shifting about in search of jobs and
other advantages, and the spread of tourist
travel consequent upon the wide use of the
trons.

automobile have contributed to restaurant patronage. The increased real wealth of the postwar period was apparent in the shift from lunch
sandwiches carried from
mercial

and

factory

home by many com-

employees

to

regular

patronage of commercial restaurants or lunch
rooms.
Viewed as an industry the restaurant trade
presents many peculiar problems. Successful

management

requires not only ability to prepare

and serve food

efficiently

but expert knowledge

wages percentage does not increase notably in
establishments providing elaborate service, tips
being relied upon to furnish the additional

compensation. According to figures in the
United States Census of Distribution 19 percent
of all eating places were responsible for 69 percent of the total volume of sales. Among the

remaining group food and operating expense
ratios are highei and the mortality rate is tre,

mendous.

roughly estimated that of four
undertakings only one succeeds.
It is

new
The development

chains, or 2 5 percent of the total number, accounting for 14 percent of total restaurant sales.
But the greatest success with chain restaurants

has been achieved in Great Britain.

The types of labor used in the restaurant industry vary widely with the nature of the eating
place. In the United States the formal dining
rooms of large hotels and the pretentious fashionable restaurants of the larger cities are
usually managed by a chef of French, German,
Swiss or Austrian nationality, trained under the

European apprentice system. Under him are one
more highly skilled and specialized cooks.
Bus boys and dish washers are usually transient
and unskilled. Waiters in the more pretentious
establishments are usually men; in more modest
restaurants women are frequently waitresses and
or

of food buying, dietetic science, careful cost accounting and pricing, correct judging of clientele

are increasingly being

demands and the adjustment to seasonal, holiday
and weather fluctuations so crucial to an indus-

a field for

try handling perishables. Experimenting with

prices

is

hazardous, as a general upward or
will bring an almost com-

downward change

plete change in clientele and patronage must be
built up all over again. Pricing of individual por-

tions frequently spells the difference between
profit and loss. The restaurant industry is

by an unusually high expense ratio
compared with other retail industries. The

of restaurant chains has

been slow, largely because of the perishable nature of restaurant products. In the United States
in 1929 there were 3392 restaurants belonging to

The

tea

employed

room and coffeeshop

women

also as cooks.

particularly offer

cooks

Union organization has not made much headway in the restaurant field. The Geneva Associaan international guild of trained waiters
formed in 1877, includes only a small group of
professional waiters. In the United States the
Hotel and Restaurant Employees' and Beverage
Dispensers' International Alliance, an organization affiliated with the American Federation of
tion,

characterized

Labor, originated in 1891; in 1932

as

membership of 28,000. The organization lost
membership heavily during the prohibition era
but along with other unions showed signs of renewed activity under the National Industrial

reasons are that operating expenses include the
raw materials into a differ-

cost of preparation of
ent product, and that

it is

impossible to separate

it

reported a

Restaurants

m

Hotel-, Restaurant- und Cafe-Angestellten has
exerted some influence on conditions since its

formation in 1878, although in 1927 it reported
a membership of only 18,500. The conditions
prevailing in the industry have not been conducive to successful union organization The
highly transient character of most dish washers
and kitchen helpers has made conditions among
them particularly bad. Hours of labor in the
restaurant business as a whole are usually long
and most often broken. Dish washers frequently
work 78 or more hours per week, although some
of those hours are spent in relative idleness during the slack periods
Tipping as a means of remuneration for labor

more important in the occupation of waiting
than in any other field A few restaurants have
successfully abolished tipping by adding a flat i o
percent to the bill, which is turned over directly
to the waiters, but the practise has not been
is

An

alternative system

is

for the

widely copied
entrepreneur to pay the employee the competiwage rate with the understanding that the
former shall receive all the tips. A notable rethat
gressive aspect of the custom of tipping is
tive

the persons eating the cheapest meals pay relahave
tively bigger tips La\\s forbidding tipping
long been on statute books, but with little effect.
Government regulations affecting the conduct
of restaurants have been concerned chiefly with
sanitation.

In most

states

and many

cities

there

are minute regulations covering sanitary and
safety requirements. The law generally holds
that the restaurant

is

a vendor as well as a server

of food and hence is liable for any injury caused
by harmful or unfit foods. In England sanitary
exercised through the requirement
that every restaurant have a government license.
On the continent restaurants typically come
control

is

under the regulations for liquor dispensing establishments. Very few states in the United
States have laws covering restaurant employees
as such. General workmen's compensation laws
and legislation restricting hours or establishing a minimum wage for women have included
the restaurant industry within their scope.
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RESTRAINT OF TRADE,
legal

phrases,

Historically
to compete.

its

like most general
a term of inexact meaning.
use originated with contracts not
is

m

the main six types
There were
of such contracts: a promise by a worker not to
compete with his employer after the termination
of the

employment; an agreement by the

seller

of a business not to compete with his buyer; a
covenant by a lessee not to engage in a particular

upon the leased premises; a covenant by
a purchaser not to dispose of the goods pur-

trade

chased in competition with the seller; an agreement by partners not to engage in a competing
venture during the partnership or not to compete with the firm after their retirement.
In the early common law contracts not to
compete were regarded with hostility by the
courts.

The

earliest reported cases

were con

cerned with engagements by apprentices or
craftsmen not to exercise their trades In a

Encyclopaedk of the Social Sciences
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society of restricted opportunity in which men
were trained for a definite occupation such cove-

nants either deprived the worker of the means
of livelihood, reducing him to a state of idle-

competition of a former laundry driver is evidently a danger to be avoided; but not the transfoundry worker from the plant of the

fer of a

United States Steel Corporation to that of Bethlehem Steel.

"the mother of all evil, otium omnium
vitiorum mater," as it was said in the Tailors
of Ipswich Case (n Coke 533), or promoted

be contrasted with these ancillary restraints of trade are the familiar agreements

change, which was equally abhorred. With the
transformation of the structure of English society in succeeding centuries a recession by the

directly and exclusively designed to eliminate or
limit competition
agreements to fix prices,
divide territories, apportion customers and re-

ness,

courts from this extreme view became inevitable.

The break came first in the case of agreements
not to compete which were ancillary to the sale
By the eighteenth century

To

strict

production.

A

question

much mooted

in

judicial opinion is whether restraints of trade
and restraints of competition constitute two

origin in the leading case of Mitchel v.
Reynolds [(1711) I P. Wms. 181]. Reasonable-

separate categories or whether the latter are
embraced by the former, being the species of
which restraints of trade are the genus. According to the one view all restrictions on competition, whether or not in the form of agreements

ness was tested by the effects of the restraint
upon the parties to the covenant and the public.

straints of trade

of a going business.
restraints

permitted

upon employees as well
if

reasonable.

as sellers

were

The rule of reason finds

its

If broader in space and time than the situation
demanded or if its tendency was to establish a

condition of monopoly, the contract was invalid.
dental apprentice could agree not to compete

A

with his master in Nottingham; a covenant as
broad as the realm was not allowed. Rules of

thumb developed.

Partial

restraints,

that

is,

agreements limited in area and time of operawere lawful; general restraints, or agreements unlimited in time and space, were forbidden. But commerce proved to be no respecter
tion,

of local or national boundaries.

A

partial re-

was scarcely adequate for the purchaser
of a concern doing business throughout the
realm or upon the continent. Even a general
straint

might under certain circumstances be
reasonable, a fact which many courts finally
came to recognize. Since the Nordenfelt Case
[(1893) i Ch. 630; (1894) A. C. 534], the spatial
and temporal criteria are, by themselves, no
longer controlling in England and in some states
of the United States.
restraint

The
fairly

rule of reason as applied was thus a
objective standard. By examining the

major engagement to which the covenant was
ancillary and the situation of the parties it was
not difficult to appraise the restriction and to
determine its necessity and probable effects.
In the field of employment restraints there
has been a further shift in recent years. The rule
of reason has been redefined.

A

restriction will

be enforced only in cases where the employee
has become acquainted with vital trade secrets
or, through contact with customers, has become
identified with the goodwill of the business.

The

not to compete, are restraints of trade. As rethey are governed by the rule

and may be enforced if reasonable.
According to another view restraint of trade is
a term of art, signifying agreements not to comof reason

pete. All agreements falling outside the sixfold
classification of the common law are to be re-

garded as restraints on competition and thus are
unlawful per se. Many courts, however, have
paid little attention to these refinements of language. The terms restraint of trade and restraint
of competition have been used interchangeably.

To

such courts the only issue to be considered
the applicability of the rule of reason. Most
courts in the United States, regardless of the
terminology adopted, have consistently held
is

that

all

agreements not embraced by the

six-

fold classification are unenforceable.

The same

divergence of opinion continued

after the passage in 1890 of the Sherman AntiTrust Act. This statute declared illegal "every

contract, combination in the form of trust or
otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or

commerce among the several States, or with
foreign nations." By a process familiar to judges,

who desired to uphold contracts not to
compete while outlawing restrictions upon competition found the wording of the statute sufficiently flexible for the one purpose and adethose

quately unqualified for the other. On the other
hand, those who were suspicious of the allegedly
beneficent effects of competition and were desirous of adopting the minority view of the
common law were able to develop an elastic

meaning of the term

restraint of trade to

accom-

plish their ends. By expanding the scope of the
doctrine of restraint of trade they succeeded in

Restraint of Trade
extending the field of application of the rule of
reason. Both views were accompanied by an
enviable display of erudition and both were

equally unconvincing. For judges to pass upon
the reasonableness of agreements directly re-

might have filled the same role, but some such
measure was indispensable. Whether judges are
equipped by outlook or training to be entrusted
with the responsibility for developing and passing judgment upon the rules governing industry
of course another and by far the more inter-

straining competition was, to Judge Taft, to set
sail upon a sea of doubt. He could discover no

is

instrument, save the subjective reactions of the
individual judge, for measuring their legality.
The formula which had been developed with

been

almost mathematical precision for covenants not
to compete could not be employed or duplicated
in this alien field [United States v Addyston
Pipe and Steel Co., 85 Fed. 271 (1898)]. Chief
Justice White had no such yearning for certainty.
He believed devoutly in the ability of judges to

pass judgment

upon the more novel

restraints.

Outvoted by his colleagues in the earlier decisions under the statute, he adhered to his views
until 1911 when the Standard Oil case afforded
him an opportunity to endow them with the
sanctity of law (Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey v. United States, 2zi U. S. i).
Since 1911 the Supreme Court has purported
to apply the rule of reason to all types of restraints. But Chief Justice White's victory re-

mained Pyrrhic for almost two decades. The
restrictions to which the rule of reason had been
inapplicable before 1911 were denounced as
unreasonable thereafter. As one writer has put
it, "the net effect of the rule of reason has been
to

add one sentence to every

judicial opinion"

(Columbia Law Review, vol. xxxii, 1932, p. 312).
But at the hands of Justice Brandeis and Chief
Justice Hughes the rule has been given a factual
content and transformed into living doctrine
[Chicago Board of Trade v. United States, 246
U. S. 23 (1918); Standard Oil Company (Indiana) v. United States, 283 U. S. 163 (1931); Appalachian Coals, Inc., v. United States, 288 U. S.
344 (1933)]. The standard enunciated will alits nature, be
incapable of exact definiBut unless the law of the present is to be
confined to the predetermined molds of the past,
some such instrument of growth is imperative.
Like all legalistic debates, the real issues have
been obscured by verbalisms and sophistic arguments. Agreements and transactions affecting
competition may assume a multitude of forms.
To permit only those restraints which were upheld in the nineteenth century would be to shut

ways, by
tion.

the avenues to further development without
necessarily promoting the social welfare. The
rule of reason provided the flexibility essential
for the further

growth

of doctrine.

Another rule

esting question, but curiously enough it has
least discussed in the literature on the

subject.

In continental countries the rules regarding
compete are not very dissimilar
to Anglo-American law. The principle of freedom of trade, which was given currency by the
French Revolution, has not deterred the courts
contracts not to

from recognizing the
straints of trade

legality of ancillary rereasonable as to time,

when

The attacks upon such
have usually been predicated upon the
of
the civil codes denouncing
general provisions
place and circumstance.
restraints

obligations against "good faith" or "good morand a considerable body of case law has

als,'*

developed. Employment restraints, because of
the omnipresent danger of overreaching, have
often been subjected to separate statutory regu-

amendments of 1893 and 1914
Code of Commerce, the proviof the Swiss Code of Obligations or the

lation (see the
to the German

sions

Austrian Handlungsgehtlfegesetz of 1910). This
separate treatment parallels the recent development of the law in England and the United
States.

Few

civil

or criminal restrictions are

imposed by continental countries upon the creation of industrial combinations, as

by the great growth of
Penal Code is exceptional

cartels.

in that

is

evidenced

The French

it still

contains

provisions against combinations to raise prices,
but even these have been emasculated by judicial decision.

The

present continental tendency

is toward the regulation rather than the
prohibition of industrial combinations.
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Cendnei, (J Le fonds de commerce (4th ed Pans
1926) p 106-20 For the German law on the same
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(jewtzf>ehunfien (Crefeld 1913) For the law on cartels

and

trusts, see the bibliography

under these

titles

RETAIL CREDIT
mean

is
usually considered to
the creditor-debtor relation arising from

specialized service adapted to particular credit
needs and credit risks. In the typical case the
consumer does not choose between borrowing
cash and buying on time; if possible he makes
his purchases on credit and when necessary
seeks cash loans in order to pay overdue bills.
Two types of retail credit are usually dis-

tinguished. One is known as credit on open or
charge account; the other, designated in retail
practise by a variety of names, may be described
as instalment credit In the case of open account
credit the only evidence of debt is an entry
the

m

books; generally no agreement is made
as to the date of payment for each purchase, the
seller's

buyer being expected to observe the customary
trading terms, which may require settlement of
the account at the end of each week, fortnight or

month

or at other specified dates throughout the

year In most instances no charge is made for the
credit service; the credit customer purchases at
the same prices as the cash customer, and the
latter is

not allowed a cash discount In the case

the sale of merchandise by a retailer on a de-

of instalment credit the buyer

is

This definition must be
payment
interpreted broadly. The "merchandise" sold
on credit refers not only to tangible goods but
also to service jobs, such as auto repair or home

tion to repay the debt in a fixed

number of more

ferred

basis.

renovation, as well as to professional services of
physicians, lawyers and the like. Nor is the credit
necessarily granted by the retail seller; the real
creditor may be a third party, for example, a

finance company, which reimburses the retailer
in full as soon as the sale is made and undertakes

the work of collection; the retailer may or may
not assume a contingent liability to make good
default by the purchaser. It should be
noted also that while the great majority of the
retailer's customers are ultimate consumers, it

upon

is

not

uncommon

fessional

for small business

and pro-

people to buy on time from

retail

and store equipment, materials
and supplies. Credit purchases by farmers from
local dealers in machinery, feed and so on as
well as from general stores also come under the
dealers office

heading of

retail credit

Retail credit represents for the most part
credit extension to ultimate consumers As such
it is and always has been the major portion of
consumers' credit. It is more easily accessible

under obliga-

or less equal instalments at regular intervals.
The credit is protected not only by a written

promise to pay but in many instances also by a
to effect the speedy repossession of the

power

article sold on instalment if the obligation becomes delinquent or certain other terms of the

is

A

part of the purchase
as a rule paid in cash or its equivalent

contract are violated
price

when the buyer obtains

possession of the article;
financing and subsidiary charges are
added to the balance The charge account is
special

based on the assumption of a more or less enduring relationship between the customer and
the store, but it calls for fairly frequent clearance
of the accumulating debit balances.

An

ment account, on the other hand,

is

instal-

usually
opened in connection with the sale of a single
for
article which may not be replaced
years, but
it

involves credit extension with a typical mafrom 6 to 24 months. The instalment

turity of

form of retail credit is best adapted to the
marketing of expensive durable goods, which,
however, may also be sold on open account to a
selected clientele.

While instalment credit began to

attract

pub-

and more acceptable socially than cash credit for
consumption; and in most instances its cost to
consumers is less than that of borrowing from
small loan institutions. Yet commodity and cash

farther back. It

credit are complementary rather than competing
forms of consumers' credit; each provides a

part of the mechanism of commodity circulation
in the agrarian stage of economic development.

notice only in the nineteenth century and did
not come into real prominence until after the

lic

World War, open account

credit dates

much

seems to have been an integral

Restraint of

Trade

when the bulk of the population realized income
only once a year. Thus the mediaeval guild

Retail Credit
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statutes

and house furnishings concerns and by
firms selling machines to industrial homeworkers which through agents and canvassers

selling

extended their operations also to country dis-

and city ordinances suggest that retail
on open account had wide currency in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and that even
then measures were necessary to prevent its
abuse It did not abate appreciably thereafter,
for a majority of the consumers continued to
draw a living from the soil and city workers were
paid at infrequent and irregular intervals. At
the close of the seventeenth century Marperger,
a German writer on trade, expressed alarm over
the extension of retail selling on credit; and in
1673 a French edict required that bills be

rendered by merchants and artisans within one
year after sale

A century and a half later a Select

Committee on the Recovery of Small Debts in
England and Wales held that the great extension
of credit was "an evil of considerable importance" (p. 9) and that, since tradesmen usually
rendered their bills at the end of the year, it
would not be unreasonable to refuse recovery of
debts under ^15 which had been outstanding
two years or longer. Testimony before the committee indicated that selling on credit was more
prevalent in smaller towns and among the
smaller stores in large cities. The incipient
differentiation between cash and credit retailing

furniture

it was
apparently these establishments
were responsible for the early legislative
regulation of instalment selling on the continent.
Development in the United States followed

tricts;

that

similar lines

In the early stages, when

little

ready cash circulated in rural localities, when
craftsmen and laborers in towns were paid no

more frequently than once a month and even
then in scrip or store orders more often than in
cash, trading on account appears to have been
widely prevalent As late as 1838 H. C. Carey
found that there were "few circumstances connected with the American Union more worthy
of remark" than the "extensive and universal
.
.
system of credit" (The Credit System in
the United States, Philadelphia, p. 25) which
and
regoverned the trade between wholesalers
.

and of the latter with their customers.
But already in the 1850*8 Horace Greeley adtailers

vised that "the true

man

of business" should

"inflexibly set his face against any system of
loose, general credit on goods purchased for
Practical
,
consumption" (Freedley, E.

T A

in the course of the

Treatise on Business, Philadelphia, 1855, p 159),
on the ground that it led to extravagance. Re-

following century. This was connected with the
successful establishment of consumers' coopera-

curring crises compelled the abandonment of
long credits in wholesale trade with the conse-

tion, which regarded selling on credit as injurious to the interests of the working class, and
with the later growth of capitalistic large scale

quent contraction of

retail credit

ment was

by the expansion and im-

became more clearly marked

retailing
at

which emphasized price competition

the expense of collateral services to customers

including the credit service. But neighborhood
store keepers, small manufacturers and artisans
who could not meet the prices or standards of

and more

competitors were compelled to extend even more credit in order to
retain patronage. At the same time the instalment business was established as a specialized
larger

efficient

although rather unimportant branch of retail
One type of instalment business was

trade.

represented by stores which carried a wide assortment of goods for sale to working class
housewives. These existed in London and the
larger provincial cities of

England as

early as the

quarter of the nineteenth century; similar
institutions, which, however, enjoyed a better
first

reputation, were organized in France in the
middle of the century and in central European
countries two or three decades later. Another

type of instalment business was carried on by

facilitated

This develop-

provement of monetary circulation following the
California gold discoveries and the establishment
of the national banking system and by the adoption of weekly or semimonthly wage
in cash. In 1887 a committee of the

Economic Association concluded
experienced retail dealers were
to a cash basis, but this

payments
American

that the

more

settling

down

judgment was probably

too optimistic. Data furnished by national banks
a few years later indicate that only in 17 out of 37
states were average credits in retail trade shorter
than two months, and that even in the 23 largest
cities the average maturity for different branches

of retailing ran from i i to 1.4 months. It is
clear nevertheless that the volume of retail credit
relatively if not absolutely. The
Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor,
which in the 1870*3 fought against the evil of
store credits for workers, observed in 1906 that

was declining

credit in ordinary retail establishments was extended almost entirely to the well to do. It reported also the appearance of instalment stores,
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which

in the

United States followed the estab-

m

the sale of
lishment of the instalment system
furniture and sewing machines. It is uncertain
whether selling on open account sustained a
relative increase after the

World War, but

it is

generally agreed that there was a large and
spectacular expansion in instalment credit particularly during and immediately following the
industrial depression of 1920-21. Retail credit
reached its greatest volume in 1929, when sales

on open account amounted to $10,300,000,000
and instalment sales exceeded $6,500,000,000.
According to the census of retail distribution 65
percent of the total retail business was transacted by stores which permitted credit sales;
these constituted 52^ percent of their total sales.

was estimated that at the end of 1929 the consumers owed the retailers $5,220,000,000, of
which $2,280,000,000 represented a debt on
It

open account.
Differentiation between cash and credit selling
and the establishment of large business units in
retail trade has been accompanied by the rationalization of retail credit practise. For the rule
of

thumb judgment about

prospective credit
risks by the head of the store or its sales manager
there has been substituted the specialized skill

of the credit manager.

He

receives

and

solicits

the National Retail Credit Association, through
facilities of every

whose Service Department the
bureau are put
throughout

at

the

the disposal of the membership
country Unlike mercantile

credit agencies, retail credit bureaus do not as a
rule issue rating books but operate on the principle of individual reports incorporating the

most recent information supplied by members.
In addition to this primary duty the bureaus
have assumed a number of other functions: they
are probably the most important instrumentality
in

suppressing credit frauds;

many

of

them

collection service; in some
communities they arrange for joint action in
adjusting particularly bad cases of overindebted-

furnish

ness;

some type of

and

in others they have featured educa-

tional

campaigns urging "prompt pay."
Little is known about the total cost of retail
credit extension. While the cost of credit to the
instalment purchaser can be measured by the
financing and other charges imposed on him,
the open account buyer is generally treated in the
same manner as a cash customer; the cost of the

which he obtains is included in the
mark up and thus diffused among the en-

credit service

price

tire clientele.

This cost comprises three

elements: the cost of
ables, the loss arising

tied

money

up

distinct

in receiv-

from bad debts and the

applications for credit, investigates the ability
and willingness of applicants to meet their obli-

expense connected with credit extension.
While the first two can easily be ascertained

and handles overdue accounts. In the final count it is the efficiency
of the credit manager and of the department
which he directs that determines whether the

from ordinary accounting records, it is difficult
to deal with the last item because in many es-

gations, supervises collections

store obtains as

much

credit business as

it

can

carry safely and whether the losses inevitably
connected with it are reduced to a minimum.

Thus he contributes

substantially to the success

or failure of the establishment, which, under
modern conditions with a considerable proportion of the expenses represented

by overhead,
depends largely upon the volume of business.

The

office

tablishments

all

of

it

and

in all

some of

it

is

treated as part of the general overhead. In the
United States data bearing on the first two have

been made available for various

retail

branches

by trade associations, bureaus of business research and similar bodies. In 1928 a national retail credit investigation was carried out by the
Department of Commerce;

it

covered a sample

of stores in 27 retailing lines and furnished, in
addition to other information, collection and bad

work by

debt loss percentages for open and instalment

outside agencies which collect information bearing on the credit standing of applicants for
charge and instalment accounts. Although the

credit accounts. Beginning in 1930 the department has conducted semi-annual surveys on a

oldest of such retail credit information bureaus

credit

manager

is

assisted in his

somewhat abridged program

for a

much smaller

been established in London in

coverage (7 lines through the first half of 1932,
and 8 lines thereafter). The data thus obtained

1803, their development has been particularly
marked in the United States beginning with the

on the average maturity of retail credits and
losses connected with them are summarized in

i88o's. At the present time such bureaus are
found in practically every town with a popula-

the accompanying table.
Retail credit has been criticized both as a form

tion of 25 ,000 or over; most of them are owned
and controlled by merchants in the communities

of consumers' credit, encouraging extravagance
and overindebtedness and accentuating the am-

in which they are located

plitude of cyclical fluctuations, and as credit

is

said to have

and are

affiliated

with
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issued by retailers, who do not specialize in
granting it and may be tempted to sell credit
terms rather than merchandise quality or price.
It should be observed, however, that up to a
certain point retail credit

is

properly articulated

with the mechanism of income circulation; as
long as the flow of incomes to consumers is not
continuous but occurs at weekly, monthly or
quarterly intervals, it is to be expected that the

disbursement of income by consumers will
follow a similar pattern* Again, to the extent that
retail credit is used to reduce customer turnover
it

promotes

retail trade.

efficient

And

and

rational organization of
merchants are not as

if retail

careful as small loan institutions in the investigation of risks and the proper allocation of costs,

failed to take root in the short

and merchant credit

term credit

field,

prevalent in certain
sections, particularly in the south. In emergencies caused by bank failures, crop failures or
is still

poor prices it becomes indeed the major form of
farm credit. Merchant credit imposes a severe
penalty on the borrower who meets his debts
because indirectly he pays the bad debts of
others; and it encourages careless financial management on the part of both the farmer and the
merchant. But, as a recent study suggests,
graduation from store to bank credit requires
not merely a change in financial practises but a
reform in the type and methods of farming less

this is

reliance upon a single cash crop, diversification
with a view to making the farm more selfsufficient or an increase in the size of the farm

risks

unit.

accounted for in part by the fact that both
and costs are on the average much smaller

W.

in retail credit than in cash credit to consumers.
credit," or "store credit," to
farmers is quite distinct from retail credit to

"Merchant

urban consumers. It is largely production credit
and its primary function is the financing of agriculture. The cost of such credit is usually high,
in the United States no less than 15 or zo percent per annum. It is used by some farmers
able to borrow elsesolely because they are not
where. They require a credit service which
banks are not prepared to provide or cannot
supply profitably at the rates of interest usually
charged by such institutions. In European counnotably Germany, Italy and Ireland, the
acuteness of the situation has been mitigated by

tries,

the establishment of rural credit cooperatives.
Although some effort has been made to trans-

plant this system into the United States,

it

has

C.

PLUMMER

INSTALMENT SELLING; RETAIL TRADE, LOANS,
PERSONAL, SMALL LOANS, AGRICULIURAL CREDIT;
CRFDIT COOPERATION.
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and ornaments, known from their raw material*
to have come from very limited areas, have been
discovered over entire continents; such distribution could be accounted for onlv by pillage

and war or more probably by some form of
peaceful exchange or trade.
In the earliest known historic periods, 2000
B.C. or earlier, there was a well denned retai'
trade; towns were
and traders were

full

of shopkeepers; peddlers

movement from
community. Back of such retail
trade there must have been some sort of wholesale, import and export trade as well. Despite
the importance of trade shopkeepers were as a
rule held in low repute Traders were lower in
community

in constant

to

the social order than those occupied with polimilitary life or even agriculture.

tics, religion,

Moreover traders and shopkeepers were generconsidered dishonest and immoral Indeed
the Greek and Roman deity of trade, Hermes, or
Mercury, was likewise the god of thieves and
pirates. There are students who believe that this
points to the origins of trade in piracy and loot.
ally

In

all

probability

many

of the early traders

ed by Evans Clark (New York 1933) ch. xi,
United States, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, "Survey of Retail Management Practices," by
F K Hall, Domestic Commerce Series, no 81 (1933),
Retail Credit PracBartlctt, J. T and Reed, C

were not above making a profit through sharp
or shady deals, but there are many accounts and
descriptions of business carried on at high

(New York 1928); Bnsco, N. A
Procedure (New York 1929)

Retail Credit

During the periods of prosperity and power
of the Greek city-states and later of the Roman
Empire retail trade, in common with commerce

Retailing is that phase of
to the distribution

in general, developed to a very high point, not
only as to forms and types of shops and methods
of trading but also in extent and volume. Small

States,

M

,

,

tice

RETAIL TRADE.
general

and

,

commerce devoted

sale of

goods

to ultimate

consumers.

It

includes the sale not only of merchandise but
also of services incidental or necessary to the use
of such goods.

The term

is

not usually applied,

however, to businesses engaged in selling nothing but services, such as public utilities, or to
such businesses as laundries, barber shops and
undertaking establishments or to the professions
that serve consumers, such as banking, pawnbroking, dentistry, medicine and law. The distinguishing feature of the retail trade is that its
business consists in selling merchandise to ulti-

mate consumers.

Its transactions

fected in the consumers'

business,

monly,

by

may be

homes or

ef-

places of

by telephone or, most comshops or stores.
certainly the most widespread and

mail,

in retail

Retailing

is

probably the oldest form of trade. It existed in
one form or another in every ancient tribe or
nation of which there is any record and must
have been important even in prehistoric ages.
Artifacts of these ages, such as tools,

weapons

levels of morality.

shops were the rule Goods were offered for sale
in booths, on porches or in outer rooms facing
the streets. The arrangements and displays of
goods were probably much like those found in
the shops or bazaars in the Orient today. The
shopkeeper usually lived in the room or rooms
back of his shop or on the floor above. The shops
themselves were presided over by the proprietor
and his wife, with the occasional help of children
or of a slave or two. There was certainly a well
established consumer interest in shopping, and
retail trading sections of the larger cities must
have had their daily crowds.
Men's and women's apparel, millinery, footwear, jewelry, perfumes and home furnishings
were subject to fashion changes, and Rome in
the days of the empire was the center of the
fashion world. People of the most distant lands
followed these fashions as closely as they could
through the reports of travelers and couriers.
Indeed there seems to have been a trade by

Retail Credit
messenger and post comparable to the present
mail order business. Professional shoppers residing in Rome served wealthy clients living in
other parts of the empire by making purchases
for them in such lines as apparel, jewelry and
furnishings It is difficult in fact to point
type of retail institution or service chain
department stores or specialty shops
did not have more or less well defined

to

which
begin-

nings in ancient Greece and Rome.
During the fourth and fifth centuries,

the

Roman Empire went

declined along with

any

stores,

when

to pieces, retail trade

commerce of all kinds From

perfumes and

spices, in packs on
their backs or secreted in their clothing and thus

traveled from castle to castle.

By the tenth century regularized channels of
trade again appeared, particularly in the growing
towns of Italy. The old market places were reopened, periodical fairs came into existence,
shopping centers began to be established and
traders dealing in consumer goods multiplied.
fourteenth century trade had become a
highly important activity in nearly every western
nation Societies of traders as well as of crafts-

Trade
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These multitudes

of small shopkeepers no
longer themselves made the goods that they
offered for sale but purchased them from whole-

who in turn bought and gathered them up
from small hand producers scattered all over the
country and transported them by pack trains
and wagons to great city warehouses, where
they were again sold and shipped to the resalers,

tailers.

selling

500 to 900 A.D. such trade as existed in western
Europe was carried on by barter, through fairs,
in primitive market places and by travelers and
itinerant peddlers, generally without the protection of law. Many of the traders of this period
carried their wares, such as eastern made fabrics,
laces, jewelry,

Retail

Traveling salesmen, then called chapmen,
from sample, found their place in the

commercial system. Credit terms were standardized and retail resale price maintenance seems
to have been in effect in many lines. Even the
fixed, or one-price, system, believed

by many to

be of recent origin, was employed by English
retailers as early as the first quarter of the
eighteenth century. Another phase of the art of
shopkeeping that characterized this remarkable

period was the development of a distinctive re-

shop architecture, including very attractive
store fronts, effective window displays, highly
artistic signs and clever use of lighting by the

tail

means then available.
In North America the evolution of trade in
general and of retailing in particular followed of
necessity somewhat different lines from those of
Europe. The prehistoric Indian trade which
existed before the arrival of white

men

gave

to the trading post period, in which commerce was carried on between white traders and

By the

way

men had

the native Indians, generally on a basis of barter.
With the beginning of white settlements there

appeared and mercantile institutions
assumed important places in economic life. As a
consequence the merchant and trader began to
rise in social as well as economic standing. Re-

arose a type of retail trading establishment, the
general merchandise store, which carried a wide
variety of

all

sorts of simple necessities for the
This in turn slowly gave way to

trade expanded in number of shops, in
number of persons employed, in volume of

early settlers.

business and in importance The primitive
forms of trading with consumers gave way to
modern forms; peddling and periodical fairs

England and other European countries
throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries From this stage onward the development
of retail trade in America has been similar to
that of other and older countries. Within the

tail

were gradually displaced by established, per-

manent

retail shops.
eighteenth century saw the peak of the
development of the small retail shop, specialized

The

goods and desigthere were
fruiterers, greengrocers, butchers, wet sa)ters,costermongers, cheesemongers, fishmongers,

to handle individual lines of

nated by the lines carried.

Thus

drapers, mercers, tailors, cobblers, hatters, ribboners, perfumers, jewelers and so on. By 1725
there were said to be more than 6000 retail shops

London alone, and in 1727 Daniel Defoe estimated that not fewer than 2,000,000 people in
England were either directly or indirectly dein

pendent upon

retail trade for their living.

single line shops,

much

like those that existed

in

new factor has appeared in reeverywhere but particularly in the United
States; namely, the growth of large scale enteiprise involving the use of extensive capital and
exemplified in such institutions as department
stores, mail order houses and chain stores.
past generation a

tailing

Each of these

early developments of trade has
impress on present day institutions.
There are still trading posts in the wild, unsettled regions of the northwest. There are still
thousands of general merchandise stores, The
left

its

is still the dominant form of
United States as well as in most

small specialty shop
retailing in the
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other countries of the world. The place taken by
the newer forms of retail organization, the de-

partment stores, the mail order houses and the
chain stores, will be discussed in further detail.

consumers' requirements without actually forcing any of the older forms of institutions out of
business.

The

extent of retail trade and the

amount

Altogether the consumer is served today by a
greater variety of shops and a greater diversity

secured by department stores, by chains and by
cooperatives in each of the four largest western

of methods of selling than ever before.
Retail establishments may be classified in

countries are

various ways. Thus a classification may be made
according to the principal line of goods carried,

only figures available are more or less rough

such as food, general merchandise, automotive

shown in the accompanying table.
For countries other than the United States the
approximations.

The

completion of the United States Census

supplies, apparel and others. Each of these
classes may again be subdivided; thus food

of Distribution for 1930 makes it possible to
present a detailed picture of retail trade in that

and

country. In 1929 there were, in round numbers,
1,500,000 retail establishments with total annual

stores include groceries,

meat markets,

fruit

vegetable markets, delicatessens, dairy product
stores, confectioneries, bakeries and so on.
Classification

may be based on services rendered,

these ranging from automatic vending through
self-service, cash and carry, limited service and
full service. A classification by type of ownership
or control would include the independent unit
stores owned by individuals, partnerships or

corporations, branch store systems conducted as
subsidiaries to parent retail stores, manufacturers' outlets, industrial stores conducted as
conveniences for industrial employees and their
families, chains, or multiple stores, and consumers' cooperative stores. One of the in-

teresting variations of the chain store method of
control is the so-called voluntary chain, most

frequently an organization of retailers combined
by contract or understanding with a wholesaler
to carry on more or less in the same way as a
regular chain. There are also groups of reeither with or without wholesale re-

tailers,

sources, functioning as independent groups in
competition with the regular chains. If interest

centers in the territory served, retail stores are
usually classified as metropolitan, suburban,
neighborhood, village and country crossroad
stores

and

new

types of

stantly

and
under constant change and

also curbside or roadside markets

stands. Retailing

coming

is

retail

establishments are con-

into existence, while others are

passing out. Often the

new

factors serve

new

sales for the

year of almost $50,000,000,000.

There were more than 6,000,000 people engaged
as owners or employees in the retail business,
amounting to 4 9 percent of the total population,
or approximately one eighth of the total number

The total annual
pay roll amounted to more than $5, 000,000,000
and the average annual salary per full time emof persons gainfully employed.

Of the total number of
persons engaged in retail trade an average of
about 14 percent were part timers. The proployee was $1312.

portions of

men and women employees were

and 32 percent of the
but varying from about 50 percent and
50 percent in apparel shops to 93 percent and 7
percent in the automotive trades. Retailers
owned the premises occupied by their businesses
in only 28 percent of the retail establishments of
respectively 68 percent

total,

the country. Nearly half of

all

the

retail stores

were on a strictly cash basis, but their sales
amounted to but slightly more than a third of
total sales. In this characteristic, as in most
others, there was a wide variation among stores
and particularly according to goods handled.
Credit sales were far above the average in automotive goods, home furnishings, lumber and
building materials and generally below the
average in lines of low unit sales values.
As already indicated, one of the striking characteristics of retail trade is

the large proportion of

RETAIL TRADE BY COUNTRIES AND TYPES OF CONCERN, 1929
COUNTRY
Ei

United States
Great Britain*

Germany
France*
* For 1928.
Source For the United States United States, Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth Census, 1930, Retail Dtsbtbunon, Summary fo
the United States (1933) For other countries estimates revised and adapted from International Chamber of Commerce, EuropeUnited States Committee, Europe-United Slates of Amirtca. 7 vols (Pans 1931) vol v, p 93, and from Hirsch, Julius, and Brandt,
Karl,
Hamdtlsspannt. Forschungstelle far den Handel, Schriftenreihe, no i (Berlin 1931).
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years later in 1855 the Louvre, the second department store, was established, and in 1865 the

amounted to $32,000. Only 22 percent, however,

Pnntemps was founded. The

establishments in the country
enjoyed sales of as much as or more than this
amount. Less than 25 percent of all the stores in

tention of ambitious retail executives in

of

all

the

retail

the country did more than 75 percent of the
total retail business, while i percent of the
stores, including the largest establishments,

with sales amounting to more than
$300,000 annually, had 25 percent of the total
business of the country. Half of the stores had
sales of less than Si 2,000 annually, with an
those

average of only $5500. There were in 1929 only

spectacular prog-

ress of these establishments attracted the atall

parts

of the world. Retail institutions that had been
dry goods or other types of stores took on more

and more

lines

partment

stores.

and in a few years became deThis appearance of the large

entrepreneur in a field so generally regarded as
that of the small merchant aroused hostility

and opposition, particularly in Germany, where
one of the demands of the middle class movement of the late 1890*8 was for legislation to curb

2059 stores which had sales volumes of more
than $1,000,000 a year. Indeed small retail es-

the growth of department stores. Opposition,

tablishments constitute the majority of retail
institutions the world over. In spite of the trend

Department stores in the United States appeared in the 1860 's. A. T. Stewart & Company
of New York was probably one of the earliest to

toward large scale retailing there is little to indicate any real decline in numbers of small
dealers or in the actual

volume of business they

transact.

large scale forms of retailing the

the department store. The department
store is usually defined as a retail establishment
carrying many lines of merchandise, including
is

apparel and accessories for women and children,
small wares, usually dry goods, and often home
furnishings, each of these lines segregated and

departmentalized not only in location within the
store but also in operations and records. The
department store is literally an organization of
several shops, or stores, carried

on under one

roof and under one management. The stocks of
each department are handled as if each were a
separate store, but the operations of accounting,
advertising,

delivery,

personnel and general

management are usually carried on in a centralized way for all merchandise departments.

The department
tinctly

many

store of this kind

is

of dis-

modern origin. There were, to be sure,
previous instances of the operation of
under one roof. During the eight-

several shops

eenth century and earlier there were in various
European centers buildings fitted up to hold
several shops, but in all of these cases, so far as

known, the building was operated by

a landlord

who merely leased space to independent shopkeepers. The department store with its shops
integrated under one ownership and management appeared almost simultaneously in several

western countries shortly after the middle of the
nineteenth century. The Bon March6 of Paris,
generally credited as being the first, was founded
in 1852

department store organization
and operation. Others followed so quickly, howinstitute definite

ever, that

Of the new
oldest

however, was in vain.

by Jacques Aristide Boucicaut. Three

it is

difficult to

determine their order

of precedence. Department stores spread and
grew rapidly throughout the late 1890*3 and the
early years of the 1900*5, but more slowly from

1908 down to 1914 or 1915. With the impetus
given to trade by the World War they again
pushed forward. There was some check in

growth during 1920-21 because of the business
depression, but from 1922 department stores
continued to grow until 1926 and 1927. Prior to
1929 there began to be indications that department stores, taken as a class, had almost reached
a point of maturity. During the five years ending
in 1930 very few new establishments came into
existence and many if not most of the older concerns experienced a slowing up of sales increases. The business depression beginning in

1929

drove their sales volumes

down

pre-

cipitously.
total number of department
United States, according to the
of
Census
Distribution, amounted to 4221, less
than .3 percent of the total number of retail
establishments; and their sales volume for the

By 1929 the

stores in the

peak year of 1929 amounted to $4,350,097,000,
or just under 9 percent of the total retail trade
of the country. In arriving at these figures, however, the Census of Distribution arbitrarily
limited the term department stores to retail es-

tablishments with annual sales of $100,000 or
more exclusive of food departments and in-

cluded only those that carried men's goods,
furniture and house furnishings as well as

women's and

children's goods. Clearly

many
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establishments counted by their owners
or managers as well as others as department
retail

were not included. A more liberal application of the term in accordance with popular
usage would have included all departmentalized
dry goods stores, general merchandise stores and
general stores. The combined volume of these
classes of stores with those actually counted
would probably have amounted in 1929 to as
stores

much

as 14 percent of the total trade of the

country.

While there are great differences between
them, department stores usually exhibit certain

common

characteristics.

They

are ordinarily

centrally located in the retail trading or shopping
districts of large cities. They sell merchandise of
many kinds and at price lines appealing to the

masses rather than the classes, with highly developed services for consumers, such as free deliveries, the utmost liberality in exchange privileges and guaranties of satisfaction; with a few
notable exceptions most department stores accord charge account privileges to their customers. Department stores are nearly everywhere large users of advertising. In the United
States the daily newspaper
medium for such publicity.

is

the customary
store

Department

advertising has contributed in large measure to
the successful development of the modern daily
press,

and

correlatively the existence of

news-

papers with large but concentrated circulation
has made the department store possible. De-

partment store operation is usually characterized
by high operating expenses, as for rent, advertising and delivery over a wide area. The

modern department

store has carried the prin-

ciple of division of labor,

specialization

and

organization farther than has any other type of
retail establishment.

Mail order retail trade is as old as the postal
systems of the world. Well known retail es-

specializing in mail order selling of novelties

Chicago by A. Montgomery Ward in 1872.
purpose seems to have been to attempt to supply the merchandise requirements
in

Its original

of the rapidly spreading farmers' cooperative organizations. Shortly thereafter Ward set out to
develop a direct mail order business with

farmers and small town people throughout the
United States and succeeded in building an
organization which was for many years not only
the

first

but also the largest retail mail order
is today the second largest

business and which

concern in this
Sears,
retail

came

field.

Roebuck

& Company, now the

largest

mail order concern in the United Sutes,
into existence in 1886 in Minneapolis,

Minnesota. Richard

W.

Sears, a railroad station

m

a small village in the northern
agent located
part of the state, had sold a few watches during
time
and
saw the possibilities of expanding
spare

a watch
living

and jewelry business

for customers

m the country and in small towns far re-

moved from
tablished his

the large trading centers. He esventure as a mail order watch

first

A year later he was joined by A C.
Roebuck, a watch repair man In 1890 the firm
moved to Chicago and shortly thereafter sold
business.

out

Three years

later

the same partners es-

new concern
number of other

tablished a

in Minneapolis, but

added a
and published

lines of

various goods.

merchandise

a large catalogue describing these
These catalogues, issued twice a

year, were for some time successfully sold at a
dollar each to farmers and villagers throughout

new
The A. C. Roebuck

the middle west. In 1895 this

concern

moved

share in

to Chicago.

the business was taken over by Julius Rosenwald, who later became the president and directing genius of the

company.

Numerous

of trade with out of town customers. But it was
not until after the rapid expansion of population

other mail order concerns, not
only in the United States but elsewhere, sprang
into existence during the decade preceding 1900.
The T. B. Eaton Company of Canada started

over widening territories in the United States,
Canada and other new countries that the mail

as a small store in 1869 and gradually expanded
not only into a chain but also as a great mail

order business as such began to be capitalized

order house, so that by 1929 it had become the
largest retail mercantile establishment of the
British Empire. The mail order method also

tablishments, located in important retail trading
centers, have always enjoyed a certain amount

,

books, pictures and so on. The first general
merchandise mail order concern was established

and established on its own basis. The earliest
extensive, wide scale purely mail order developments in the United States seem to have resulted
from experiments with advertising placed in the

a specialized way
came into increasing use
the sale of many classes of goods, particularly

popular magazines that began to appear in the
period from 1850 to 1875. During the late 1860 's
and early 1870*8 a number of concerns appeared,

books, periodicals, pictures, music and musical
instruments, jewelry, nursery stock, educational
correspondence courses and so on. For a number

m

m

Retail
of years preceding the World War period the
mail order method was successfully used by
many of the leading department stores Large
catalogues were regularly issued and a considerable volume of business was transacted

The exclusively mail order
retail institution

seems

establishment as a

to thrive best in

new and

rapidly developing countries It was particularly
effective during the late nineteenth and the early
part of the twentieth century in the United
States, the Dominion of Canada and Australia.

While a considerable volume of mail order trade
exists and has always existed in the older countries, particularly in Great Britain and France,
this trade developed as a part of the business of
well established retail stores and not as an ex-

clusively mail order business

During the years following the World War
department stores found increasing difficulty in
conducting a mail order business. Consumers'
requirements, particularly for style goods, had
become more exacting than in pre-war years and
the costs of operation exceeded any possible
gross profits attainable. Department stores
generally discontinued the issuing of catalogues,

and many mail order
of existence.

specialty houses passed out

By 1929

had become but a

the mail order business

fraction of

what

it

had been

in

earlier years.

have greatly changed.
of good roads and the in-

facilities,

The development

creased use of automobiles have given hundreds
of thousands of families access to towns and
stores Despite the efforts made by the mail
order concerns to render a continuing satis-

good

factory service the desire of consumers to shop
actual goods before purchasing has

and see the

led to the decline of the mail order trade

an increase

establishments combined and operated under
one ownership and management. Chains differ
from branch store systems in that in the chain
each unit, entirely apart from every other unit,
is conducted from a central office, while branch
stores are stocked and operated from a central or
parent store which serves as headquarters.

Technically there

the beginning of a chain

is

whenever two or more stores are united under
one ownership and management in the manner
indicated above. Characteristic chain store operations do not appear, however, until there are a

considerable

number

of units.

The Census

of

Distribution of the United States, faced by the
necessity of distinguishing chain stores from

ordinary independent stores and branch systems, arbitrarily set a limit of four stores as a
minimum number for classification in the chain
store group. All groups of four or

more

stores,

excepting branch systems, were classified as
chains.

The
many

chain store type of operation has had
forerunners There are records indicating

central ownership

and management of

retail

shops in ancient Greece and Rome For example, an inscription which was evidently a
poster or advertisement, appearing on a wall of
a building in Pompeii, destroyed by Vesuvius in
79 A D offered a five-year lease on property including 900 retail shops There are said to be
,

The factors that contributed to the early
success of the mail order business, such as a
widespread country population without adequate shopping

Trade

and

to

in the regular retail trade in large

shopping centers. To meet this decline the
larger mail order concerns, more particularly
Montgomery Ward Company and Sears, Roebuck & Company, began some years ago to
establish chains of regular retail outlets. At the
present time both organizations have so many
retail stores as to rank well up among the largest

records of a Chinese business man, On Lo Cass,
who owned a chain of a great many units in the
Celestial

Empire

as early as 200 B c Jacob
in the fifteenth

Fugger of Augsburg, Germany,

century established a chain of industrial entereven retail shops.
In 1643 the well known Mitsui organization of
Japan began as a chain of apothecary shops. In
prises, including wholesale and

1670 the Hudson's Bay

Company was chartered

crown and

it continues today as
the oldest existing chain store organization in
the western world, with more than 250 trading
posts and 10 modern department stores scattered

by the

British

through the Dominion of Canada. Somewhat
more than a hundred years ago a well known
chain of shoe stores in Brazil, the Campanhia
Calcado Clarke Company, came into existence.

Throughout the nineteenth century there was

chain store organizations of the country. More
than half of the sales now reported by each of

considerable chain activity. It was not at all
uncommon for wholesale houses during the
1840*3, 1850*8 and i86o's to own and control

these two concerns are from their retail stores

retail outlets either secretly

rather than from their mail order trade.

New York wholesalers of that period who owned

The term chain stores, or multiple shops as
known in England, is applied to retail

they are

retail stores

or openly.

Among

were A. T. Stewart and Lord

&

Taylor. During the 1870*3 John Wanamaker,
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with his large department store in Philadelphia,
attempted to conduct several men's clothing
shops in various other cities H. B Claflin &
Company and Carson, Pine, Scott & Company,
both dominant wholesalers, at one time had
several retail outlets.

Of the
Atlantic
It

definite retail chain store systems

now

existence in the United States the Great

in

&

Pacific

was established

Tea Company is the oldest.
and has functioned as

in 1859

a chain store organization throughout the entire
intervening years; it now has more than 15,000
unit stores scattered over the country, with total
sales approximating $1,000,000,000 or more per

year-

While many chain systems came into existence prior to 1900, the major development took
place in the years immediately following the
World War. Large scale enterprise, the fashion
in every line of industry and finance, showed
itself, in the field of distribution, in chain stores.
In the ten-year period ending in 1929 retail

trade increased probably 40 or 50 percent, but
chain stores spread so fast that their sales must

have quadrupled in these same years. Cham
store organizations have appeared in nearly all
parts of the world There has been a marked
development in Great Britain, in the Dominion
of

Canada and

in other parts of the British

Empire. Their growth was particularly rapid in
the German Reich prior to 1929.
By 1929 about 10 percent of all the retail outlets in the United States were chain stores, using
the term in the restricted sense employed by the
Census of Distribution. According to that census
there were more than 7000 chain store organizations with total sales for the year 1929 of
$10,740,000,000, amounting to 21 9 percent of
the total retail sales of the country. Out of a total
of 159,638 chain store units, 52,465 were classias local chains with aggregate sales of

household appliances exclusively, chain store*
accounted for slightly more than 50 percent of
total sales; similarly, in stores selling

only foot-

wear chain stores enjoyed 45.7 percent of the
total volume In other lines, however, such as
motor vehicles, restaurants and lunch rooms,
hardware, jewelry and many others, the chain
store volume fell below 15 percent of total sales.
In the food group chain store sales amounted to
29 percent of total retail sales, in general merchandise 33.5 percent and in apparel 28.2 percent. These wide variations and uneven developments may be explained partly by the recency of
the movement but perhaps better by differences
in the difficulty of operation of chain store systems in these different fields. It remains to be

seen whether chain store operation

may be

ap-

of retailing.
The business depression beginning in 1929
checked the sales progress of chain store organplied with equal success in

izations as well as of

all lines

independent and other

types of retailing. It quite definitely stopped the
rapid growth of chains through mergers and

other methods of accretion. It also remains to be

seen whether the chain store idea

may again
develop at the rapid rates of the years preceding
the depression.
Chain store operation has shown several advantages as well as some weakness, as compared
with other systems of retailing. Some of the
advantages, such as multiplied buying power,
systematized standards and consequently econ-

omized operations and also the employment of
the most expert overhead management, are inherent in the chain store method of operation.
In many respects the chain stores prospered
because of their prompt adoption of effective
operating policies which, although open to other
retailers, had not been generally applied The
chain stores were very prompt in seeking the
generally offered goods

fied

best locations.

$3,293,890,000, amounting to 6.7 percent of
retail sales. Sectional chains
operated

with limited services and consequently lower
prices. They specialized on the most wanted and

stores, with sales of $2,191,000,000,
equivalent to 4.46 percent of total retail sales.
National chains operated 51,058 stores, with
sales of $3,960,000,000, equivalent to 8.06 per-

most popular

total

41,083

cent of total retail sales of the country. The
total of 21.9 percent was made up by the addition of other chain store systems, including

manufacturer controlled outlets,

utility

operated

organizations and leased departments.
The proportion of chain store sales to total

retail

retail sales

business.

varied greatly according to kinds of

For example, among

stores handling

They

lines of goods.

They

instituted

better lighting and higher standards of cleanliness than were commonly found in most retail

establishments.

On

the other hand, chain store systems un-

doubtedly have had certain disadvantages. They
are faced with the difficulty of securing flexible
operation to meet the practical requirements of
individual communities and customers; there

has been lack of local management interest such
as arises from individual ownership; there has
always been and there still exists a strong an-

Refcul
tipathy

toward chains among

local

business

interests
wholesalers, manufacturers, newspapers and others as well as retailers who
resent the intrusion of a chain operated from
some distant headquarters; there is the growing
competition of chains with chains; and, finally,

the difficult problem of meeting antichain feeling in the form of adverse legislation, especially
differential tax legislation.

Consumers' cooperative stores are

distin-

guished from other forms of retail enterprise
by the fact that their ownership is vested in a
society, association or corporation made up of
customers, or consumers, rather than of private
business individuals or groups. Consumers' or-

ganizations are usually incorporated, but in
accordance with certain well known principles
of cooperative management the distribution of

based on the amount of purchases
on the amount of stock owned or
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and other Mediterranean countries. Its highest
development is to be found in Soviet Russia,
where cooperatives constitute the principal
channels of consumer trade.
The objects of consumer cooperation are
usually to reduce the costs of distribution and to
save the profits of the retailers for the benefit of
the consumers themselves. Consumers' cooperatives have in some countries been instrumental
in securing honest weights and measures. They
have often led in attacks on burdensome trade
regulations and have invariably appeared when-

ever monopolies threatened in the distribution

In consequence consumers' cooperatives
have made the most rapid strides in communities in which the older forms of retail trade have
been backward, burdensome or arbitrary They
stand in most western countries as a potential
field.

on by

rather than

challenge to ineffective retailing carried
other types of organizations.

capital contributed. Membership is usually open
to all consumers by payment of a small fee,

One aspect of the retail trade, as of marketing
in general, which has attracted increasing at-

profits is

which constitutes each member's contribution
to the capital of the concern. Consumers'
cooperative retail establishments have generally
found it wisest to sell their goods to their members as well as to others at current market
prices, rather than to attempt to sell at cost or at
cost plus expenses. Most consumers' cooperatives are also

conducted on a cash and limited

services basis, and consequently expenses of
operation are kept down by the elimination of

charge account and delivery operations.

tention in

all

countries of the world in recent

years is the increasing costs of operation. For
the United States expenses of retail operation,
taking an average of

all lines,

account for close

to a fourth of the sales price to the consumer.

Expenses of operation within the various types
of retail establishments vary considerably as a
result of differences in the amount of handling
required, in

amounts of capital invested,

in risks

The

lowest

involved and in other services.

has
usually been found necessary, as a means of
keeping enthusiasm and participation alive, to
conduct for the members a more or less con-

handling the goods with the most rapid turnover
and with the lowest capital investments. Es-

tinuous education in the principles of and the

tablishments

It

necessity for cooperation.
There are many forms of consumers' cooperative retail establishments. They vary from

temporary buying clubs, organized to make
group purchases or to secure discounts, to well
established retail stores. In several countries
these local groups are still further organized for
the ownership and control of wholesale societies

and even of manufacture.
Consumers' cooperative retail establishments
may be found in nearly all countries in the
world but have been most strikingly successful
in England, Scandinavia, Germany and Russia.

The consumers' cooperative movement has
made many beginnings in the United States and
Canada but has so far not been able to obtain
any large percentage of total retail trade. The
movement is particularly weak in Italy, Spain

operating expenses are as a rule to be found in
those types rendering the fewest services and

handling staple, non-perishable
food products, purchased constantly by the consuming public, are of this kind. It is not unusual
to find retail establishments in the food field

successfully operated on expense margins of 10
percent or less of their retail sales. The highest

operating expenses are to be found in retail
establishments required to render a great deal
of service, as, for example, in organizations

handling jewelry, automotive supplies,

fitted

home

furnishings requiring careful
selling, optical supplies, cut flowers and similar
goods and in prescription departments in drug
apparel,

Department stores and other general reestablishments which carry many lines of
goods incur the expenses of each, so that the
overall operating expenses of such establishments are in most cases simply averages of the
stores.

tail

operating expenses of the various departments
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included, ranging from 25 percent to 36 percent
of sales.

The

principal items of expense in retail operation are salaries and wages, rents, advc-tising,
supplies, fuel, water, power, light, taxes

and

and communication. Of
and wages are by far the most important, making up more than half of average

insurance, traveling
these, salaries

Rental approximates a
sixth of total expenses of operation, while the
remaining third goes for all of the other expenses
total

retail

expenses.

listed above.

The

expenses of operation in retailing have

undergone and are still undergoing marked
changes There are at th'e present time several
fairly distinct
sizes, selling

trends In

retail stores of

various

the same kinds of merchandise and

offering about the same kinds of service, expenses of operation tend, up to a certain point,
to decline on passing from very small to larger
stores Thereafter on passing to larger and
larger stores there is a definite tendency for
expenses to increase This is quite contrary to
popular views that increases in sales tend to

reduce operating expenses. As a matter of

followed by increases in expenses, not only absolutely but relatively as well. Retail operating
expenses in the same type of stores, offering the
same services, are generally lower in smaller

towns and higher in larger cities Similarly,
operating expenses tend to increase on passing
from stores m neighborhood and suburban
centers to central locations in the

same

There are

m operating

cities.

expenses in various geographical centers Generally speaking, in the United States the lowest
are found in the south and middle west, the
agricultural areas, while the highest are found
in the east and northeast, the industrial and

commercial centers of the country.
Retail operating expenses have shown a rising
tendency over a period of many years. For
example, department stores in the United States
maintained operations in the iSgo's at expense
rates amounting to less than 20 percent of net
sales. This expense rate had increased to 25
percent by 1914. During the

World War period,

from 1914 through 1918, operating expenses
either remained the same or actually declined.
Following the World War an upward trend of
expenses again occurred, so that by 1929 the
average expense rate in American department
stores

had passed 30 percent.

The

ment stores, resulting in an average of 26 74;
the figure of 32 8 percent compiled by the
Harvard Bureau of Business Research is more
nearly representative. Following 1929, through?
out the business depression, expense rates increased still more Intensive efforts have been
made for years to curb these increases in operat-

ing expenses but without avail It is probable,
however, that if the efforts had not been made
the expenses might have gone considerably
higher. It seems likely that the predepression
expense rates may again be established, but
is nothing to indicate as
yet that the end of
long term trend of increasing retail expenses
has been reached.

there
this
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fact

in retailing, after certain sales levels have been
reached, increases in volume apparently are

fairly definite differences

the Census of Distribution figures of reports
from many small establishments disguises the
extent of the lise in expenses for typical depart-

inclusion in

H
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similar rectitude. In English law,
ment is avowedly not restricted

where

m

its

Parlia-

power

to

pass retroactive legislation, the judges have for
centuries reiterated that no legislation should be
interpreted retroactively "unless the intention
of the legislature that it should be so construed
is

expressed in clear, plain, and unambiguous

language."

The United

States

Supreme Court,

in its first

case interpreting the term ex post facto law,
held that it was used in a technical sense em-

bracing only retroactive criminal or penal laws
S 386 (1798)] and was
[Calder v Bull, 3

U

intended as protection against bills of attainder
and similar legislation with which the framers
were familiar not only from English but also

See REPRISALS.

from recent colonial history. This restrictive
interpretation has been consistently followed
with regard to both federal and state constitutions. Its accuracy, however, has been ques-

RETROACTIVE LEGISLATION. The prin-

tioned by some, who cite instances prior to the
constitution of a broader use of the term. It has

RETALIATION
RETORSION.

See REPRISALS; TARIFF.

ciple that laws should not apply to events which
occurred before their passage dates at least from

Roman times

Cicero berated Verrcs for making

retroactive a provision of the

Lex vocoma and

Code repeated

a prohibition of

the Justinian

retroaction as settled law (bk i: 14, 7). Bacon
(Maxims, Reg. 8) and Coke (2 Inst. 292) established it as an ancient maxim of the English
common law long before Blackstone wrote his
condemnation of ex post facto laws.
The provisions in the United States constitution forbidding both federal and state governments to pass any ex post facto law (art. i, sects.
9, par. 3, and io,par. i) had indigenous precedent
in the Maryland, North Carolina and Delaware
constitutions of 1776 and the Massachusetts
constitution of 1780 At the Constitutional Convention many delegates believed such provision
unnecessary; but caution triumphed over faith,
and the prohibition of retroactive laws has become a standard clause for constitutions. In the
United States almost all state constitutions ban
ex post facto laws, as do the constitutions of
France, Mexico, Norway, Portugal, Chile and
Brazil.

The German

constitution of 1919 con-

tains a similar clause; but this did not prevent
the National Socialist government
1933, in
the famous Van der Lubbe case, from retro-

m

been suggested moreover that in inserting this
provision into a constitution otherwise barren of
a bill of rights the framers were thinking "more
of contracts and paper money" than of oppressive criminal legislation The records of the
Constitutional Convention yield little evidence
however, upon which a confident opinion may
k

be based.

The
by the

controversy has been rendered academic
later development of the due process

clause to prohibit all "unreasonable" retroaction. The more limited ex post facto or contract

may now be regarded simply as encyclopaedic subdivisions of the due process clause.

clauses

Eight state constitutions expressly prohibit retroactive civil laws as well as ex post facto laws,
but there is no evidence that private property is
safer

from

legislative

impairment in those

states

than in the others.

Not

all

retroactive civil legislation

is

invalid,

however, either under the express constitutional

under the amorphous due process
clause. Change is inevitable and cannot be made
interdict or

without upsetting some interests, plans, expec
tations or inchoate transactions. Characteristically, the courts have not developed any acid

civil

the permissible from the
non- permissible retroactive laws. The latter are
condemned as "arbitrary" interferences with
"vested rights," as "unreasonable" impositions
of duties and obligations on the basis of past

tor, if

events, as "unjust" deprivations of substantial

actively changing arson from a non-capital to a
capital crime. Since the Code Napotton, codes in

law systems admonish the law administranot the lawgiver, that laws are to have only
a prospective effect. The canon law boasts of

test for differentiating

defenses which had fully matured under the
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previous law. Those which are given judicial
sanction are termed changes of legal remedy,
not right; changes in procedure, not substance;
"curative" of "technical defects," "informalior "innocent mistakes"

ties," "irregularities"

.spect.

The

rights against arbitrary and oppressive legislaand "not to limit the legislative control of

tion,"

remedies and modes of procedure which do not
matters of substance.
Just what changes
"of procedure will be held to be of sufficient
' '

which fortuitously created rights or defenses
under the prior law contrary to the "justice and

affect

equity of the case"; or "reasonable" exercises
of the "police power" to prevent injurious future
consequences of past conduct.
Retroactive criminal legislation has been vir-

moment to transgress the constitutional prohibition cannot be embraced within a formula or

tually unknown in the United States since the
adoption of the constitution. In the Supreme
Court only two cases under the ex post facto

clauses have involved political legislation directed definitely toward the oppression of a class

of people for their past conduct. Both were concerned with legislation enacted in the passion
of the Civil

War period and calculated, by means

of a prescribed test oath, to deny to sympathizers
with the Confederacy access to a large number
of occupations. In both cases the legislation was
invalidated, but only

four

[Cummings

v.

by a majority of five to
Missouri, 71 U. S. 277

(1866); exparte Garland, 71 U. S. 333 (1866)].
All other cases under these clauses have dealt

with attempts by individual defendants to take

advantage of the fortuitous fact that their offenses, crimes when committed, occurred prior

some legislation which was concededly reasonable for criminal law administration. Such,
for example, are laws changing the number of
to

jurors required on a grand or petit jury or the
requirement of unanimity in jury verdicts; or
making competent as witnesses persons there-

held incompetent; or effecting other
changes in the method of trial; or modifying the
tofore

form of punishment. Occasionally defendants
have been successful, as in cases where the number of jurors necessary to convict had been
reduced; more frequently the attacks have failed.
In Calder v. Bull the court attempted to be
within the constitutional interdict,

stated in a general proposition.
is
(

1

The due

believe that all persons always act in reliance
all the laws that may affect their conduct.

upon

The assertion that persons who act in ignorance
of the law, or under what is subsequently labeled
a mistaken view of it, have their own ignorance
blame for their plight can scarcely be held to
meet the challenge of the underlying notions.
to

m

The truth is that
private litigation courts are
constantly making retroactive law, not simply
because new and undecided issues are continu-

edge of

such action,
makes it greater than

at the

.

it was, when committed,
changes the punishment, and inflicts a
than
the law annexed to the
greater punishment
crime when committed,
alters the legal rules
of evidence, and receives less or different testimony than the law required at the time of the
commission of the offense, in order to convict
the offender." The court is now more circum.

.

.

.

.

all

do not "pass" laws, but merely
"apply" them to specific cases; that the overruled decision was a mistake as to the law and
consequently never was the law; that the overruling decision is not a new law but an application of what is, and theretofore had been, the
true law. Doubtless there are better reasons.
The antipathy to retroactive laws is founded
on the notions that persons act in bond fide
reliance upon the law existing at the time of
their conduct and that security as to the consequences of their conduct is distinctly desirable. Even the credulous, however, can hardly

them

.

held to restrain

that courts

was innocent when done, criminal, and pun.

is

in retroactive operation [Ross v. Oregon, 227
U. S 150 (1913)]. The doctrinal reasons are

ally arising

ishes

process clause

governmental agencies, judicial as well as legislative. But the ex post facto clause, like the contract clause, does not restrain the judiciary from
changes in judicial decision even when resulting

courts after

aggravates a crime, or

distinction

9 2 5)]-

it

stated, is

The

one of degree" [Beazell v. Ohio, 269 U. S. 167

"every law" that "makes an action
done before the passing of the law and which

specific:

.

"constitutional provision," it states,
to secure substantial personal

"was intended

its

but because conduct reviewed by
completed and with full knowlconsequences can hardly appear to
it is

same light as to the parties involved
time of the conduct. The process is
deemed fair because courts, unlike legislatures,
deal with individual cases and can shape their
in the

decisions to avoid the hardships of general retroAlthough some retroactive legislation

action.

appears likewise to be fair and necessary in the
light of experience and social change, a universal
stigma attaches to abstract retroaction in the law.
"Circumlocutions" and "forms of words'* de-

Retroactive Legislation
signed to distinguish the fair from the unfair
have been developed in abundance. As a con-

sequence logomachy has sometimes triumphed
over wisdom or substance Courts have differed
with legislatures and with each other on the
issue of fairness. But generally in times of calm
legislatures, like courts, entertain the human
feeling that ex post facto laws are "oppressive."

And

in times of strife or excitement judges, like

legislators, are only
stitutional mandate

may have a

human, although the concoupled with judicial habit

mollifying influence.

HARRY SHULMAN
See:

CRIMINAL LAW, JUSTICE, ADMINISTRAIION OF;
Dut Puociibs 01- LAW, RULL OF LAW;

CIVIL LIUERIIES,

Reuter

biological relationships. The facial angle
has not proved to be as important in describing
human types and subtypes as Retzius considered
it, largely because of the difficulties involved in

upon

obtaining accurate measurements; but in spite
of the fact that it is methodologically unsatis
factory

it

is

frequently employed today.

nique of combining head measurements into
indices has been extended so that indices of face,
nose and ear forms and of body dimensions are

now

common

in

use.
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ADOLF

,

vol.

xxix

(1796-1860),

Swedish anthropologist. Retzius became interested in anthropology through his father, Anders
Jahan Retzius (1742-1821), who was piofessor
of natural history at Lund and was regarded by
Linnaeus as one of the foremost of his followers.
The younger Retzius was professor at the
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm from 1824
until his death and founded there an anatomical
museum. His system of classifying human types
according to head form and facial angle, first
put forth in 1842, constitutes his most impor<.ant

methodological contribution to anthroHe formulated the concepts of dol-

The

terminology proposed by Retzius has not only
persisted but is approved in contemporary
anthropological nomenclature, while his tech-

CONSTIIUTIONAL LAW, CONTRACT CLAUSE, ATTAINConsult. Roubier, P Les conflits de lots dans le temps,
F , Teona ddla
2 vols (Pans 1929-33), Gabba,
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wide variety of measurements before deciding
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REUTER, BARON VON, PAUL

JULIUS (1816-

99), founder of the British telegraphic news
agency which bears his name. Born in Cassel of

Jewish parents, he became interested in experiments with the telegraph during his early years.

The opening

in 1849 of the first telegraphic line
that from Berlin to Aix-la-

on the continent,

Chapelle, gave him an opportunity to set up an
organization which, using couriers, railways and
carrier pigeons as well as the telegraph, was
successful in transmitting

news of the

financial

markets much more rapidly than the regular
methods. But he was hampered by governmental
censorship, and when the Dover-Calais cable
was completed in 1851, he moved his headquarters to

London and became a British citizen.

pology.

At

ichocephaly and brachycephaly, prognathism
and orthognathism, and believed that these

even before the Crimean

measurements formed the basis for a systematic
and scientific classification of all human types,
a view long popular but more recently regarded

developed press agency, however, dates from
1858, when after a difficult task of persuasion he
secured a number of the London papers as his
customers. From this point "Renter's" rapidly

as untenable by anthropologists

who

require a

first

his service

was purely commercial, but

information appeared in

War

a

little

of his

some newspapers. The

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
became in England "synonymous with foreign
news" and within fifteen years was able to
annual service. The
charge
business was incorporated in 1865 and Reuter

1000 for

retired

its

full

from artive management in 1878
's success was in the first instance due

Reutci

where government offices were positions of
honor assigned by rotation to all free men. As
the officials were not trained in financial matters,
they inevitably assigned the collection of customs duties and other fiscal levies to wealthy
who advanced the funds to the treasury

citizens

to h's capitalization of the opportunity offered

and employed commercially trained slaves to

by the untried telegraphic system, which grew
up very rapidly. Newspapers could take advan-

collect the taxes.

tage of this only through the organisation he
offered them His agents and correspondents

were everywhere and were trustworthy, his
was absolute and he con-

In the Greek

cities and in the early period of
Republic the results -were not unsatisfactory; the amounts involved were not
large and the compactness of the state made

the

Roman

which pre-

political impartiality

possible effective public control

tributed a good deal to actual cable laying. He
founded and accelerated the development of the

vented the tax farmers from reaping huge piofits
at the expense of the
taxpaying citizenry. But
with Rome's territorial expansion the fiscal

world organization of communications, which
still

H
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H

M
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REVENUE FARMING

the practise of assigning public revenue to private individuals or
institutions in return for the payment of a lump

sum

is

to the public treasury.

The

difference be-

tween the amount paid and that actually colconstitutes the profit of the revenue
farmer. The practise may be applied to revenue
derived from public property or from taxation.
While the farmer of revenue from public property may derive his return from the application
lected

of improved

became increasingly compliFarming of taxes and of the rents and
taxes to be paid by tenants of the agerpublicus in
the provinces involved large funds of capital and
serious financial risks. Pledges had to be given
to the treasury for the sums due to the state In
administration

persists.

methods

in the utilization of the

specific property, thereby creating the source
of his profit, the tax farmer as a rule secures his
profit by increasing the collections at the ex-

pense of the taxpayer Fiscal opinion generally
regards tax farming as a wasteful form of
revenue administration which has no place in a
modern system of fiscal organization. A method
intermediate between direct collection of taxes
by government organs and revenue farming is
the device, employed in several countries, of entrusting the collection of revenue, particularly
of taxes, to private individuals who act on ac-

count of the fisc and receive a definite percentage of the receipts as commission.

Tax farming is an ancient practise. It arose
whenever the growth of public revenues was not
accompanied by the development of a permanent and salaried body of government officials
equipped for the complex task of assessing and
collecting taxes. This was the case in Greece and
in the early period of the

Roman

Republic,

cated

order to raise the necessary capital tax farmers
united into companies (societates publicanorum),
which secured profitable contracts to supply thv,
materials for public works and also engaged in
usurious lending to provincial municipalities.
The increasing si/e of administrative areas and

the growing economic and political power of the
tax farmers prevented an impartial control of
the provincial magistrates in checking the manifold abuses of the tax farmers.

With the inauguration of the empire certain
reforms were initiated: the farming of direct
taxes was abolished and an impartial adminisby permanent and well trained officials
was attempted although never fully realized.
The emperors continued to farm indirect taxes,
especially customs duties, but provided some
measure of supervision to counter? "t the high
profit and other abuses of the tax fai.ners. After
the first century of prosperity, when tax
were
tration

>

relatively low, the position of the taxpayer in the

Roman Empire became progressively worse and
from the time of Diocletian Roman subjects
were no better off than under thepubhcani. Collection of direct taxes in the provinces was more
and more entrusted to the municipal authorities.
The municipalities, however, were in such bad
financial shape that they were unable to guarantee the public revenue as the tax farmers had
done during the republican period. In order to
protect the treasury against financial losses the
Roman government finally adopted a system in

which the wealthier

citizens

were made to

Revenue Farming

Reuter

answer for the taxes owed by all inhabitants; the
ten or twenty wealthiest members of the local
communities were forced to make up any deficit
in the amount assessed to their district. This
system could have no other effect than to deter
people from saving and investing.
Difficulties also multiplied in the administra-

As the government tightened the control over the activities of the farmers of customs duties and other indirect taxes,
the profits tended to decline and there was no
tion of indirect taxes.

incentive for private capitalists to bid for tax
farming. Consequently the government resorted

compulsory methods; the person designated
was obliged to assume the task of tax farming
and was personally responsible for the delivery
of the assessed amount. Nominally farmers of
to

taxes, these persons became in reality
general
badly paid state officials.

A

despotic

compulsion

prevailed

unpaid or
system of

first

in

the

oriental provinces and from the third century
A.D. in the other parts of the empire. The posi-

tion of the tax receiver, whether or not he was a
tax farmer, was universally dreaded. That of the

taxpayer was

still

worse, for non-payment of

The

practise

359

may have been

further suggested
theprevStes collected the

by the custom whereby
and taxes from the king's domain. The

rents

farming of special forms of revenues, such as

was resorted to as early as the thirteenth
and the fourteenth century. Whatever the origin
of the different forms of revenue farming in
fees,

France, there is general agreement that the retention of tax farming long after the development of a permanent bureaucracy as an instru-

ment of public administration was due to bribery of prominent members of the court and to
the chronic financial difficulties of the treasury

Turgot could not abolish tax farming, because
the government was never able to repay the advances of the farmers when they became due. As
late as 1706 out of 150,277,8^4 hvres of public
revenue farmed revenue amounted to not less
than 59,520,000 livres.
Similar conditions and abuses existed in
mediaeval and postmediaeval Spain and Portugal. For a short time tax farming was tried in the

Germany and in the
was resorted to at Bagdad during
the decay of the Arabian empire and continued

taxes involved not only confiscation of property

Netherlands, in England, in

but also corporal punishment. The emperor endeavored to check the harsh methods employed

Italian cities. It

m

the collection of taxes by appointing pro-

>

which came to depend largely upon the advances
of the wealthy tax farmers. Even such honest
and able financial administrators as Sully and

into the

modern period

in

curatores to supervise the activities of the tax
collectors; but from the third century abuses

taxation of alcoholic drinks

continued to multiply.
In the later period of the empire the big land-

features characterized

Turkey. In Russia

was farmed out from

Two

the time of Peter the Great until 1861.

many of these tax farming

to the

experiments: foreigners figured prominently
among the revenue farmers, and the accumula-

treasury the taxes due from their possessions in
return for their right to collect taxes from their

tion of vast fortunes by the tax farmers provided
a stimulus to the development of modern capi-

This system was still more pernicious
than tax farming, since it favored the spread of
feudalism. In the cities the corporations of
artisans and of small traders were held respon-

talism.

lords offered to deliver in a

lump sum

tenants.

sums imposed upon them and inwere not allowed to leave their trade or

sible for the

dividuals

to relinquish their membership in the corporation. The failure of the Roman Empire to de-

velop an effective and impartial tax administration undoubtedly contributed greatly to the ruin

not only of private households but finally also of
the public finances.

Another instance in which long retention of
the system of tax farming ended in abuse and
financial disorder is to be observed in the history

of the French kingdom.

The

early resort of the

French kings to revenue farming was probably
due to the general absence of a permanent body
of government officials in the early Middle Ages.

While tax farming assures the government a
income and thus enables it to plan the

fixed

budget, the abuses attendant upon the device of
farming and the dangers inhering in the existence of a wealthy group of tax farmers, whose
interests frequently conflict with those of the tax-

paying citizenry and of the state, outweigh the
possible benefits of the system. Fiscal doctrine
and practise in modern times regard the collection

and administration of taxes as a

direct

public authorities. Turkey, for
instance, abolished tax farming as soon as modernization of its political and fiscal system perfunction

mitted.

of

The

collection of indirect taxes of

mu-

nicipal bodies

by farmers against payment of

lump sum

not generally held as dangerous
at the present time. Special

a

but

is

is

uncommon

forms of collection by private individuals on
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government account, against the payment of a
commission, are in use in Italy; and a somewhat similar measure (the "tax ferrets" system)
whereby percentage rewards are given to private

m

tracking down tax depersons instrumental
linquencies has been used in the state of Ohio in
the United States
In the administration of public revenue other
is likewise toward
management. With the exception of
public farm lands, which are generally let to

than taxation the tendency
cirect state

tenants for private utilization in return tor fixed
rental, other forms of public property, such as
utilities, mines, forests and mints, are ad-

ministered in most countries directly by public

Frequently such enterprises adopt
the form of joint stock companies, whose shares
are owned by public authorities In recent years
some countries in search of credit have resorted
to a form of revenue farming; for example, the
authorities

revenue from the match monopoly was assigned
Swedish match concern of Ivar Kreugcr
in return for a loan secured by the latter. Considerations of state prestige probably account
to the

for the retention of the practise of farming

revenues from gambling establishments.

W. LOTZ
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REVENUES, PUBLIC.

Public revenue com-

different periods, although at all times they hare
been fairly closely adapted to the prevailing
economic and political structure and to the current objectives of government itself. As the term
implies, there should be an element of publicpurpose in the collection and application of

public revenues; the source of the authority

which defines the puouc purpose has, however,
differed with the type of government. Under the
feudal system the source was the feudal over
lord, who traced his authority to a divine right
of rulership; in the democratic state the people
are the constitutional source of all authority; in

the autocratic state might makes right, and expropriation of personal and political opponents
becomes a method of providing public revenue.

One

of the

modern

most

significant characteristics ot

the slow but steady
emergence of popular government Accompanythis
evolution
there
has
been, on the fiscal
ing
side, an increasing emphasis upon the obligation
of the people to support their government. This
political history is

obligation

now

cratic state,

clearly depends, in the

upon the

demo-

right of the people to

its imposition. Rulers have always
derived their sustenance and the financial sup-

consent to

port of their regimes from the territories over
which they rule and the people therein or from
the conquest of other groups But governmental
income and revenues so obtained have acquired
a full and complete status as public revenues

only in proportion to the acquisition by the
people of the right of participation and finally
of that of determination of their amount, their
character and the purposes for which they are
to be spent.

The development

of the public aspect of
the emer-

fiscal relations is illustrated clearly

m

gence of taxation as the principal form of public
revenue Although various kinds of taxes were
known and used both in ancient and in mediaeval times, taxation occupied on the whole a
minor position in the ranking of public revenues
until well into the modern period of democratic
national development.

The

"readiest

means"

available co the ancient or the mediaeval state

were obtained by other methods than taxation,
The fiscal policy of such states was shaped m
accordance with the current economic situation
and the demands of political expediency, and
an extreme reliance upon the taxing power was

prises the receipts and income by which the
agencies and services of government are sup-

inconsistent with the basic objectives of govern-

ported. This revenue is always drawn in some
manner from the people, but the particular

the later cameralist writers and

methods by which

placed upon canons or principles of just taxation

it

xs

obtained have varied in

mental policy and method.

The emphasis which

Adam

Smith

Revenue Farming
dangers which inhered in an arbitral y and unrestricted exercise of this power,
uninfluenced by those considerations of public
refleccs the

welfare and public purpose which are

now

ac-

cepted as fundamental.
A survey of the attempts at formal classification of public revenues reveals the changing
emphasis upon different revenue sources. Jean

Bodin in 1576 (Les six hvres de la repubhque,
bk. vi, ch n) wrote that the following seven
ways of raising revenues "include all that may
be thought of": the landed domain, conquests,
gifts, tributes, public trading, customs, taxes.
Of these he regarded the first as the most just
and certain, while the last, taxation, was to be
used only if all other means were insufficient

and an urgent necessity existed The emphasis
upon the landed domain, the property of the
prince, was natural in the sixteenth century, for
princes then owned large estates. The
revenues from these private sources and those
obtained from the subjects in various ways were

many

not segregated. There was no fundamental distinction between public revenues and the private revenues of the sovereign, nor was there
between the expenditures for

clear distinction

public purposes and those for the private, personal purposes of the ruler.

Bodin's

list

of revenues omits one group

which was certainly important in his time and
which was stressed by later cameralist writers
the regahan revenues. Von Justi, a German
camerahst, writing in 1758 (Staatswirthschaft,
2 vols Leipsic, vol. n) classified the revenues
,

of the state according to their chief sources as
follows: from the crown estates, or the domain;

from the regalia, or royal privileges; from taxation; from miscellaneous sources. It is significant that as late as the middle of the eighteenth
century taxation was considered by the trusted
financial advisers of the

German

princes as of

importance than the domain and the rega
lian rights carried over from the feudal regime.
less

Adam

Smith shifted the emphasis which had

formerly been given to the sources of revenue
and put taxation in. the first place. By his time
the English crownlands had been alienated in
by a succession of extravagant monarchs, and the public character of government
large part

finance had definitely been established under the
English constitution. Parliamentary control over

taxation

was assured, although

mean popular

control

in

this did not yet

the

fullest

sense.

Smith's primary classification of public reveiues distinguished that obtained from some

Revenues, Public
fund which belongs peculiarly to the sovereign
or commonwealth and that drawn from the
revenue of the people. Since public stock, or
capital, and public lands, the two important
sources of revenue under the first category, were
at once improper and insufficient sources for
defraying the expenses of any "great and civih/cd state," Smith concluded that the greater
part of these expenses must be met from the
revenues of the people by taxes of one kind or
another, "the people contributing a part of their
own private revenue in order to make up y
public revenue to the sovereign or

common-

wealth" (Wealth of Nations, bk v, ch n, pt i)
In fact Smith stressed the costliness of the
revenue from the crownlands and advised their
sale,

suggesting the application of the proceeds
payment of the public debt.

to the

Taxation has continued to b

^

the most im-

portant source of public revenue an d the public
domain has dropped well to \\ard the bottom of

the list. During the nineteenth century there
was some reaction against Adam Smith's extreme conclusions regarding the public domain,

although not until extensive, costly alienation
had occurred, both
the United States and in
Europe In particular the existence of valuable

m

natural resources

and the

possibilities of their

conservative exploitation through a controlled
leasing system were overlooked in the United
States until the richest stores of such \\ealth in

the public domain had been wasted or alienated.
At present some states are once more building

up their public land domain, but the motive
conservation rather than direct revenue.
Public trading, approved by Bodin,

was better for a prince to be
than a tyrant and better for him to
that

it

who

is

said

a merchant*
traffic

than

to steal, but disapproved by Smith, who thought
that no two characters seemed more inconsistent

than those of trader and sovereign, grew in
popular favor during the later nineteenth century, especially in the field of municipal ownership. This extension of the public domain into
the industrial

field,

often characteri/ed as the

domain, was not infrequently
inspired and induced by other motives than
revenue. Indeed some of the most costly of these
ventures, such as the state owned railway systems, have only the remotest prospects of overindustrial public

coming the deficits which their operation incurs.
In many individual instances, however, municipally owned industries have consistently returned a profit which has been available for the
reduction of local taxation. Much depends of
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course upon the policy of prices and management. The federal post office in the United

proposed a threefold classification: direct, de
rivative and anticipatory, relating respectively to

were

the revenue from industry and the domain, from
taxation and from public loans. E. R. Seligman's

States could

no doubt yield a

profit if it

operated on the basis of a strict cost principle
on that of supplying an essential

rather than
service.

At the other extreme stand

certain in-

dustrial monopolies, such as those of salt, to-

bacco and matches, which have been operated
primarily for fiscal advantage, with quality and
service as secondary considerations.

The weight of taxation and the extension of
governmental services into many activities in
which the special benefit to individuals tends to
overshadow the general public benefit have led
some emphasis upon prices or specharges, as against general taxation, to provide the necessary funds for construction or
recently to

cific

operation. Fees have long been used to cover
the cost of certain types of special service of an

administrative nature. Special assessments have
been levied quite commonly for the improve-

ment of streets. Tolls, once generally relied upon
to finance roads and bridges, are being restored
after a period of disuse. Service charges for the
expense of sewer operation are likewise gaining
in favor. Tuition charges for higher public education may be instituted in the near future. It

quite unlikely that these developments, in the
aggregate, will ever supplant taxation as the
is

major source of public revenue. They constitute
an effort to correct the defects and shortcomings
which are encountered in even the most carefully worked out system of taxation, and within
reasonable limits they are useful and important
devices for securing public revenue.
Public borrowing may be viewed, as of the

time of issue, as a source of public revenue.
Public loan proceeds increase the government's
spending power at the time and thus either
augment or replace the revenue, otherwise derived from taxation. In the end, assuming that
the loan is repaid in something like the same
monetary unit as that current at the time of
issue, the process becomes simply a device for
rearranging the time distribution of the burden
of taxation.

The developments

in public revenue in

mod-

ern times have naturally influenced the treatment of revenue classification in fiscal literature.
Bastable suggested two main divisions: revenue
obtained by the state in its various functions as
a great corporation or "juristic person" operating under the ordinary conditions which gov-

ern individuals or private companies, and revenue taken from the people. H. C. Adams

is also threefold: gratuitous,
referring to gifts donated to the state; contractual, covering the whole range of payments for

major grouping

services supplied by public property and government owned industries; and compulsory
revenue, derived by the state by virtue of its
taxing power. The last category also includes
income received by the state by virtue of its
right of eminent domain and its power to impose
fines and penalties. Continental writers generally have sought to distinguish between ordinary
and extraordinary revenue, placing in the former
category income from the domain and other
property, fees and taxes and in the latter such
items as the profit from the sale of state property, public loans, the profit from forced or
debased currency and so on. The primary distinction between ordinary and extraordinary

revenue

is

obviously difficult to maintain in

all

cases.

The essential thing about a scheme of revenue
classification is that

it

should be

logical,

appro-

and reasonably
of the schemes mentioned above

priate to the subject matter
realistic.

None

distinguishes adequately between those revenues obtained from the conduct of some economic activity and those received as an incident
to the

performance of routine administrative

Seligman's suggested treatment of gifts, or
gratuitous revenue, as coordinate with contractual and compulsory revenue is logical bur
acts.

unreal. In any tabulation of public revenues b)
governmental units there would be far morfc
blanks than entries under this head.
A workable compromise classification which
appears to meet the requirements reasonably
well is the following: commercial revenues; ad-

ministrative revenues; tax revenues; public loan
revenues (viewed as of the time of issue); book-

keeping revenue transactions. The extent of
governmental agency transactions in modern
times calls for bookkeeping revenues, which
represent amounts collected or handled for or

on behalf of other governmental

units.

This

is

especially important as between the states and
their inferior jurisdictions, such as counties,

municipalities

and school

districts.

In each country the public revenue system is
a product of local developments and conditions,
and international comparisons are of small sig*
nificance. Taxation provides the bulk of centra)
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revenue everywhere, although the proportion obtained in this way vanes, being small-

FARMING; FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION, PUBLIC Fi*
NANCE, BUDGET.

which have important
monopolies. The revenue derived from
state lands and other capital investments, aside

Consult Seligman, E. R.
Essays in Taxation (roth
ed New York 1925), especially ch. xiv; Lutz, H. L ,
Public Finance (2nd ed New York 1929); Bastable,
C F Public Finance (3rd ed London 1 903), Adams,

est

local

in those countries

fiscal

from

fiscal monopolies, is insignificant in all
national budgets. In nations under a federal
government, such as the United States, there

tends to develop, especially during periods of
fiscal strain, a certain rivalry

between federal

in tapping the more productive tax sources, with the result that the tax

and

local

governments

concentrated heavily on certain
classes of taxable objects. The problem of alloload

may be

cating or sharing revenue sources among different grades of governmental units, all of which

must be supported from the same fund of
wealth and income, is seldom approached in
such cases from the standpoint of equalising and
allocating financial burdens and responsibilities
as well as revenues.

The

result has

been an

extensive development of aids, subsidies and
grants from superior to inferior units, with little
or no regard for the capacity of the beneficiary
units to perform efficiently the services in aid

of which the grants are given.
Viewed from the time aspect, public borrowing acquires special significance as a means of

providing public revenue. Emergency public
financing, whether occasioned by war, by disaster, by the desire to promote industrial recovery after a depression or by the need of making
extraordinary improvements, has usually involved strong reliance upon public loans. As a
device for equalizing the financial burden of an

emergency in time the loan policy

is

defensible,

although the all taxation policy has not lacked
ardent supporters. What is commonly overlooked in the loan policy, however,

emergency may
recurring.

The

is

that

no

safely be regarded as nonfew cases in which a reliable

judgment on this point would be extremely

diffi-

cult have served as a general excuse for the
failure to make drastic provision to repay, before

the next recurrence, the loans issued to finance

an emergency. Unless vigorous efforts are directed toward this end the augmentation of
public revenues by borrowing may lead to an
insupportable burden for debt service. Repudiation, direct or Indirect, is the usual avenue of
escape under such circumstances.

HARLEY L. LUTZ
TAXATION; PUBLIC DOMAIN; GOVERNMENT
OWNERSHIP; MONOPOLIES, PUBLIC, PUBLIC DKBT;
CUSTOMS DUTIES; TRIBUTE; LOTTERIES, REVENUE
See:

A

,

,

C

H.

,

The Science of Finance (New York 1898);

Eheberg, K. T von, Finanzwissenschaft (i8th-i9th
ed Leipsic 1922), Lotz, Walther, Finanzwissenschaft

(2nd rev. ed. Tubingen 1931), Nittt, F., Pnncipi dt
scienza dellefinanze (sth rev. ed. Naples 1922), Small,
A.
, The Cameralists (Chicago 1909).
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REVILLAGIGEDO, CONDE DE, JUAN VICENTE DE GUEMES PACHECO Y PADILLA (174099), Spanish colonial administrator. After a
military career Revillagigedo was appointed to
the viceroyalty of Mexico in 1789 and until 1794
occupied this office, which had been held by
his father from 1746 to 1755.
Revillagigedo was the greatest of the eighteenth century viceroys honest, energetic, statesmanlike and, for a Spanish administrator of
his period, a wise economist
Sympathizing

thoroughly with the reforms projected by Jose
de Galven he tried to check abuses, improve
viceregal administration and promote industry.
He assisted in installing the intendant system

and was interested in education and the founding of schools Under his rule finances were
reformed and the public revenues reached the
highest figure in colonial times. The administration of justice was also improved and the
secretariat systematized so that documents be-

came more

accessible.

He caused

a census to be

taken, aided the construction of bridges, roads
and canals and attempted to prevent the spread

of epidemics by enforcing sanitary rules. Measures were taken to improve coast defense, and
subsidies were sent to border provinces. Mexico
city

was particularly benefited by

Revillagigedo

left

his regime.

for his successor a

entitled Instruction reservada

.

.

.

document

(Mexico 1831),

which shows a remarkable understanding of the
machinery of Spanish colonial government.
LILLIAN ESTELLE FISHER

A

El gobierno del
Consult: Astieros de la Portilla,
,
Conde de Revillagigedo (Mexico 1911); Bancroft,
H., History of Mexico^ 6 \ols (San Francisco 1883-

2

II.

478-84, Fisher, L. E Viceregal Administration in the Spanish-American Colonies (Berkeley 1926).
88) vol. in, p
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REVIVALS, RELIGIOUS.

In

its

broadest

sense the term religious revival includes
religious practises involving

all

mass enthusiasm or

group excitement. Mass excitement, ranging
from collective dread or joy to hysteria, is one
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most primitive and pervasive aspects of
religion. Typical forms are found in the corrob-

sense the term signifies the phenomena and
methods of modern evangelism (revetl> Er-

of the

tive,

oree rites of the Australians, the shamanistic
performances of the Siberian tribes, the Peyote

wecku?ig), directed as a rule to the founding of

cult of the

modern

of bhakti in

Buddhism

Indians, extreme forms
Hinduism or of Shinran

Wmnebago

maenads

in Japan, the frenzy of the

Dionysiac mysteries and Chassidism
among the Jews. To these random examples
from various religions might be added a few
in

the

illustrations

from the history of

Christianity:

evangelistic churches or societies.

The

charac-

teristic features

of such evangelism are itinerant

preaching and

camp meetings; extreme emo-

tional appeals

and

religious demagogy; public
confession, conversion and more or less permanent reform of personal conduct; fixed seasons

for revival meetings when whole congregations
or communities are organized for a period of
intense emotional stimulation and of concerted

first Pentecost, the crusades, occasional outbursts at the shrines of healing saints and regular
demonstrations at seasonal celebrations, such as

appeals to the "unregenerate."
The rapid spread of this type of revivalism

the exuberance of a Russian Easter or the pilgrimages of Holy Year.
In a second and more restricted sense the

modern period had been forwarded in
by the fact that religious forms of
excitement and enthusiasm in which even the

designation is applied, particularly by Christian
theologians, to periodic awakenings of religion
over large areas and in connection with more

humblest and most abject could participate
effectively offered a convenient form of relief
for the growing monotony and misery of the
proletarian classes. A second factor in the spread
of modern revivalism has been the wide prevalence of frontier conditions, the hardships and
isolation of which demand simple forms of en-

the

general social movements. According to certain
schools of theology religion naturally obeys a
periodic law, stagnation and decline being fol-

lowed by more or less sudden and unforeseen
waves of "spiritual awakening"; but it is evident
that social processes and transformations throw
more light on these revivals than the mere formulation of a periodic Liw. Of many such waves
in the history of Christianity only a few of the
most significant may be singled out. The activities of the mediaeval friars, especially the Franciscans, began a revival and led to such reform
movements as those of WyclifFc and Savonarola.
In general they were occasioned by the growth
of town life and the concomitant decline or
corruption of the feudal aspects of ecclesiasticism. Later the growth of nationalism sometimes

took the form of religious revivals, as in Bohemia
in the fifteenth century, Scotland in the i^xteenth and seventeenth centuries, Norway and
Denmark in the eighteenth and nineteenth. The

and economic upheavals of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were especially
fruitful in stimulating revivals, notably in the
social

case of the Quakers and Anabaptists,

whose

prophetic warnings and extreme observances

were protests against growing poverty and oppression, and of the Pietists, who attempted to
reform society by cultivating personal piety,
engaging in elaborate devotional exercises and
promoting missions and other philanthropic
enterprises. The Oxford Movement and the
recent Catholic "renewal" are spoken of as revivals in this sense.

In

its

third,

and most technical and

distinc-

in the

large part

and imaginative
escape to larger issues and wider communities.
Another factor has been the exploitation by
skilled leaders of adolescents, of the uneducated,
tertainment, popular worship

of "primitive" peoples or of other groups readily
subject to emotional disturbances. At times all
of these factors may be operative, as in the case
of certain Negro communities in the United
States

whose contacts with modern

civilization

subject them to extreme social tensions. Revivalism still has its strongest hold among the
Negro congregations of the evangelical churches,

whereas otherwise it fell into disuse when the
social conditions conducive to it ceased to prevail.

Especially

prevalent

are

the

hypnotic

rhythms and cadences of the Negro spirituals,
the enthusiasm of the "experience meetings,"
violent "mourning" over sin, "falling out" under
the conviction of sm and hysterical dancing,
shouting and rejoicing. Other instances of the
flourishing of revivalistic religion as a result of
Christian impact on primitive cultures are: the

new

religion

of northern

which spread among the Indians
York early in the nineteenth

New

century as a result of the revelations of the Great
Spirit to Handsome Lake, a Seneca medicine
man; the naked "shakers" among the Puget

Sound Indians; the Peyote cult among the
Wmnebagos, which combined the effects of
eating the narcotic cactus (peyote) with the exand ecstasy of Christian mysticism; and

altation

Revivals, Religious
Dance religion, which spread about
1890 among the Plains Indians as a result of the
prophecies and visions of Wovoka and Sitting

the like

The mission field in general affords numer-

Charles

the Ghost

Bull.

ous illustrations of similar phenomena. Revivalistic

methods were commonly applied by the

early evangelical missionaries, but as a rule such

have been largely displaced by educational methods. The most recent revivahstic
movement in the Orient was the Shanghai Retactics

vival of 1925,

promoted by the World Wide

Revival Prayer Movement. In general the decline of revivals may be explained not so much
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Other revivals were led by Loren7o
Dow, a Methodist itinerant, by Asahel Nett'eton
among the northern Congregationahsts and by
last

G Fmney

named

of

all

the evangelists, however, \\as Dwight L.
in the United States,

Moody, whose campaigns

Perhaps equal

by

1

of Jonathan

hymns and

methods

m

to a

power

somewhat higher \ lane.
to his oratory were the

singing of his partner, Tra D Sankey.
contributed to revivalism a

Moody and Sankey

pervasive literature, a technique for conducting
highly orgam/cd campaigns and several enduring educational institutions Of the succession

Edwards and the popular belief that
was being poured out and

of evangelists since their day who have conducted similarly orgaru/ed campaigns B Fay

by both,

as, for

the Spirit of Grace

was working regeneration by supernatural and
drastic means in the face of ecclesiastical decline.
The financial panics of 1837 and 1857 were
accompanied by similar

revivals in

many

of the

larger cities. The southern armies during the
Civil War underwent numerous revivals, al-

though as a general rule war time
second type centers about the

itinerant evangelists.

Mills,

Sam

Jones,

Chapman, William

R A

A

Torrey, J Wilbur
Sunday and Gipsy Smith

are worthy of mention.
The third type of revivalism

is

promoted not

merely by itinerant individuals but by organized

not favor-

churches, sects or other religious bodies About
the middle of the nineteenth century the evan-

activities of

gelical churches began to lay less stress on
revivalistic methods Minorities, however, espe-

is

able to revivalism.

A

Great Britain and Ireland between 1857 and
1899 not only influenced millions but also raised*

example, the
734-40 centering about the preaching

social crises or

revivals of

The

to legal minds and his famous Rochester revival of 1842 was noteworthy for its lasting effects on the adult population The greatest

revivalistic

In the history of American revivals three
may be distinguished. Local outbursts
may be caused by unconventional preaching or

York.

of especial significance

argument

and

types

is

emotional appeals and was

less

successful in converting mature men. A lawyer
with almost hypnotic pouer, he appealed by

by the disappearance of conditions promoting
them as by the appearance of secular forms
of diversion and secular movements of revolt
collective action.

New

in central

evangelist

because he used

The first movement of this

cially

among

the

Methodists

and

Baptists,

kind was the Great Awakening, beginning in
1740 with the preaching of George Whitefield
in New England and spreading over the whole
Atlantic seaboard in the following decades. In

organized to maintain the emphasis on "perfect
love" or "holiness" and to continue itinerant

and the Methodist pio-

the Church of the Na^arene, the
Churches of God, the "full gospel" churches
and certain branches of the fundamentalist
movement. For the most part, however, revivals
were promoted within the older denominations

addition to Whitefield

neer itinerants, the outstanding preachers of this
movement were Gilbert Tennent and James
Davenport, whose highly emotional appeals

marked a new epoch in homiletic oratory. After
the American Revolution there was a revival of
religion in the colleges, students being

swayed

from the prevailing rationalism by the preaching
of Timothy D wight, Lyman Beecher and other
educational leaders. In 1800, under the influence
chiefly of James McGready, the Kentucky re-

Logan county, which
was notoriously peopled by reprobates, and
spreading over a large area, chiefly among the
Scotch-Irish settlers. It was characterized by
many so-called physical symptoms of supernatural grace, the "jerks," "singing ecstasy" and
vival began, centering in

evangelism and revivalistic camp meetings.
From such groups several distinct churches
arose, as

by interested minorities. Among the Methodists
and Baptists revivalistic efforts were confined to
certain seasons, usually midwinter. Since the

days when Horace Bushnell's Christian Nurture
launched the first effective attack against the
conceptions of sudden regeneration and conversion, revivalistic methods have declined steadily
in these churches as well as in other organizasuch as the Salvation Army and the Young

tions,

Men's Christian

Association,

which

originally

devoted a large share of their energies to
vivals-

re-
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In England revivalism began with the Wesleys in 1743. While John Wesley was in some
respects a social reformer, his chief social sigthe fact that he gave the English
nificance lies

m

urban proletariat a democratic religion and an
effective emotional outlet. The religious experience of mass emotion and collective action by
working men contributed indirectly to the labor

movement, although in
economic program or

its

inception

application.

it

had no

Moody *s

Ulster revival of 1859, his Edinburgh revival of
1873 and his various English revivals, on the
other hand, had

little if

any

effect

on the labor

movement and found their chief stronghold in
the middle classes. The Welsh revival of 190406 had an effect on the miners of Wales similar
Wesleyan revivals on English
workers, with two additional features: it stimulated a religious nationalism and it generated

to that of the

an

interest in occult

phenomena. The Scottish

revival of 1843, led by Thomas Chalmers,
marked the founding of the Free Church of
Scotland. In Geneva, R. Haldane had begun
evangelistic efforts as early as 1816 and after

the revival there in 1828 the Societ6 Evangehque
was founded in 1831 and the Eglise Evangehque

Libre de Geneve in 1849. In France similar
movements led in 1833 to the founding of the
Soci^te Evangelique de France, which in 1910

became the Societ^ Centrale Evangelique.

The

nineteenth century revivals in Germany
historical connection with eighteenth

had some

love, while among the
was a general

upper bourgeoisie there
turning from worldliness to
philanthropy. Laymen and laywomen took a
prominent part. Politically the revival encouraged liberalism. Ecclesiastically it led to the
founding of German Baptist churches (Hamburg, 1834) and German Methodist "missions"

(Bremen, 1849). Many who participated in the
revival remained Lutherans, notably Spitta and
Petri of Hanover.
The contemporary southern revival was definitely Old Lutheran, antifederationist and on
the whole confined to the intellectual classes.

Among its leaders was the philosopher Schelling,
and

its

chief organ

was the noteworthy Zeit-

schriftfur Protestantismus und Kirche.
The revival in the northeast was politically
and socially conservative. It began in Berlin in
1 8 10 with the
founding of the Christlichdeutsche Tischgesellschaft among the aristocracy, which culminated in the fashionable Pietism of Frederick William iv and of Bismarck.

Klopstock, Gerlach and others were encouraged
to cultivate a Pietistic learning, while the nobility
organized missions, Bible societies and other

the peasants.

religious philanthropies

among

The middle

from writers and pas-

tors,

classes, apart

were scarcely touched by the

revival.

The

government appointed only "awakened" pastors, thus forming a strong evangelical wing in
the Lutheran church, which eventually came
into conflict with the Old Lutherans of the

century Pietism through the continued activities
of Spener's Sullen im Lande, of the Moravians

south.

and of the Methodists, but they were caused
primarily by the romantic reaction against the
Enlightenment and the belief in Germany's
providential deliverance from Napoleon. Of this

approximating evangelical revivalism are those
of the missions, which are in the hands of various orders. Chief of these are the Society of
St. Vincent de Paul, which in addition to its
philanthropies has promoted the practise of

general revolution in religious sentiment Schleiermacher was the theological spokesman. In
addition, however, the

movement

in

some of its

aspects had economic causes and consequences.
Socially speaking, there were three contrasting
revivals. In the

northwest during the years 1814

to 1836, coincident with the industrial revolu-

appeared the religious phenomena
typical of the Wesleyan revivals in England.
The most influential leaders were Krummacher,
tion, there

pastor

at Elberfeld;

Weisgerber, a converted

shoemaker; Tersteegen, an itinerant evangelist;
and J. H. Volkening, whose hymnal, Kleine
Missionsharfe, set the mode for revivalistic singing in

Germany. This

revival

was characterized

by a general interest among the laboring classes
in otherworldly salvation and rejoicing in divine

Among

Catholics the activities most closely

general confession, the Brethren of the Common
Life, the Capuchins, the Lazansts, the Redemptorists, the Passionists and the Paulists.

These have

been

active in reviving religious
the lower classes, while the
Jesuits as a rule have worked among the wealthy.
But the work of these orders is seldom similar to
interest

all

among

the methods of evangelical revivalism.
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REVOLUTION AND COUNTER-REVOLUTION. The

term revolution, outside the
natural sciences, connotes a sudden and far

reaching change, a major break in the continuity
of development. Its application is often specifi-
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modern

times, a far more important
characteristic of revolutions than a change of the
least in

political constitution or the use of violence in the
attainment of this end. This aspect of revolution

distinguishes

and

it

also

from coup
which

insurrection, with

d'etat, rebellion
it

is

sometimes

confused. In the present discussion therefore
the social aspects of the revolutionary process
will receive particular emphasis.

The quality of the change characterized as
revolution cannot be grasped without consideration of the type of society in which it occurs.
This may be described in highly simplified
terms as a society torn by an internal antagonism
between a small upper class which by virtue of
its

proprietary claims to certain sources of in-

come Deceives a considerable portion of the social
product and a large lower class which performs
the manual, routine labor and subsists in
relative poverty. The conditions of existence of
the two classes present a sharp contrast and
all

their interests are directly opposed; for, ceteris

partbus, the greater the share of the propertied
class in the national dividend, the smaller is
that of the laboring class. It need not be assumed
that the upper class is entirely sterile or parasitic. The full fledged citizen of the Greek citystate cultivated the arts

and

sciences; the cives

so closely connected. For no political system is
so flexible as to be susceptible of fundamental

romani built and ruled a world empire; British
landed aristocracy in the course of centuries
developed an amazing skill in statesmanship;
Prussian junkers supplied the Hohenzollern
monarchy with many efficient army officers and
civil administrators. In capitalist societies the
economic tasks
upper class is even engaged
not in subordinate manual duties, to be sure,
but in organization and management. Yet the

change by "legal" means; and

income of the

cally indicated

by a qualifying

adjective, as in the

expression cultural revolution or industrial revolution. In nineteenth century political science

the term

when used

alone was meant to refer to

political revolution. It is for this reason that the

ideas of revolution

resort to force

and violence appeared to be

by the

illegality

implies

revolutionist as well as

by the state which he attacks. To a modern student of social science the identification of revolution with political upheaval and the consequent
emphasis on violence
appear misplaced.

as its salient characteristic

The government

does not

function in vacuo\ its personnel, organization and
policies reflect the correlation of forces in the
society

which

it

rules. It is

unnecessary to argue

a perfect correspondence between state and somajor change in the
not merely a shift in the perpolitical order

ciety to maintain that a

sonnel of the government or a reorientation of
its concrete policies
must be preceded or ac-

companied by a

drastic

change in the relations

among the different groups and classes in society. Thus a recasting of the social order is, at

m

capitalist entrepreneur, like that
of the slaveholder of antiquity or of the feudal
lord of the Middle Ages, is based exclusively

on the

right of ownership.

This becomes abun-

dantly clear with the spread of the corporate
form of business organization; despite the fact
that the functions of production and business
management pass to salaried employees, the

income claims of capitalists and entrepreneurs
remain unimpaired. In addition to the mutually
antagonistic upper and lower class such societies
comprise a number of intermediate strata. While
the relative weight of these middle groups, their
traditions, political orientation and cultural make
up have a definite bearing upon the origin and
development of revolutionary processes, the dynamic factor of revolution is always the tension
generated by the conflict of interests of the
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upper and lower

class.

This holds true even in

those situations where by various devices of

propaganda

political

an

attack

from

below

against the social position of the upper class is
made to appear as an offensive imperiling the
status of the intermediate groups.
The significance of a revolution lies in the
fact that

it is

not merely a violent and profound

modification of the social organi2ation but a
major shift in the relations between social classes

whereby the dominance of the upper class is
destroyed and the lower class emancipates itself
from economic exploitation buttressed by politiIn the process the old social
discarded and a new one erected in its

cal subordination.

order

is

place. Bourgeois revolutions, as illustrated par
excellence in the French Revolution, signify the
social emancipation of the bourgeoisie and the

displaced by the revolution. Yet a counterrevolution seldom resuscitates the regime over-

thrown by a revolutionary onslaught; and the

more

intelligent advocates of counter-revolution

never propose a faithful restoration of the old
order. This would scarcely be conceivable in
theory or desirable in practise. Revolutions are
not undertaken lightheartedly to please the fancies of idealistic youth or to sate the fury of
revolutionary agitators; a great revolution occurs
only

when

social

the disintegration of the dominant

system has reached an advanced stage

stultifying effect
become intolerable.
its

ar.d

progressive forces has
revolutionary trend there-

upon

A

be neutralized by a return to the
very conditions which produced it. A counterrevolutionary movement will look back with
fore cannot

recasting of the feudal corporative regime into a
capitalist bourgeois social system. In a socialist

longing upon the old system, but the conception
of the past from which it derives its goal for the
future is a refined and idealized version of the

revolution the proletariat rises to the position
of a ruling class and destroys capitalism by so-

historical reality. Moreover, since it must operate in a revolutionary environment, it is virtually

cializing the means of production.

compelled to accept many current ideas and
methods; it must learn at least to couch its

The

and psychological aspects of a
revolution are emphasi/ed when it is regarded
political

as an uprising of the many against the few, the
subjects against the rulers. For some time before

proposals in the popular phraseology of revoluIn word and in deed counter-revolution is

tion.

the outbreak of a revolution the upper class
finds itself in the position of a minority isolated

thus an ambiguous mixture of the old and the
new. It dare not preach a pure and simple return
to the past lest it jeopardize its success with the

from the rest of society; and the old order is
overthrown by the aroused majority be-

and

finally

cause

it

the few

appears to serve only the interests of
the top. A revolutionary outbreak is

at

likewise preceded by a decline in the

power and

prestige of the political authority; simultane-

ously there develops among broad masses of
people a consciousness of separation from and
opposition to the state. Weighted by

its

own

masses affected by the revolutionary ferment;
it cannot adopt a clear cut revolutionary
program if it is to remain true to its historic

mission.

A revolution occurs, as Lenin observed, when
the upper class cannot and the lower class will
not continue the old system. The period leading
up to a revolution is marked by increasing inability at the top to maintain the status quo and

weakness and the growing resistance of the pop-

by growing unwillingness

ulace, the machine of the state gives way at
various points, until a concerted attack by revolutionary forces results in its complete break-

ate

down. Then, as the political system is changed,
power passes from the last legitimate to the first
revolutionary government; thus the gulf between
the rulers and the ruled is, at least for the
moment, bridged. In the typical bourgeois democratic revolution this reunion of the people
with the state is formalized through the convocation of a constituent assembly which embodies the principle of popular sovereignty.

A counter-revolution

is

an attempt to reverse

the transformations effected in a revolution; its
success signalizes the triumph of the upper class,

which has been endangered and temporarily

it.

The

at the bottom to tolerbourgeois revolutions in western

society, for instance, were preceded by an epoch
of economic and social change extending over

several centuries during
capitalist bourgeoisie

feudal nobility.

which the power of the

grew

at

The stage for

the expense of the
revolution was set

when

capitalist enterprise had spread from trade
to all the important branches of production and

when

the feudal nobility had been transformed
into a class of absentee landowners living on
tribute exacted from the peasantry and on

bounty from the

state treasury. Similarly a procomes at the close of a fairly

letarian revolution

prolonged development which culminates

in

the

creation of a proletarian mass conscious of its
own power and in the concentration of produc-
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few large plants controlled by private
monopolies or by the state.
The maturing of new and potentially revolutionary forces within the old social framework is
at first so slow and gradual as to be imperceptible. So long as the new appears to be closely
bound up with the old and permeated with the

important than organization or that the former
precedes the latter; social ideation and social
volition do not work independently of each
other, nor does organization represent merely a

characteristic elements of the traditional ideol-

more or

tioa in a

ogy, the dynamic character of this development,
the fact that it must ultimately transcend the

bounds of the

existing society, is scarcely intelli-

gible either to the potential advocates of change
or to the future partisans of conservatism. In

eighteenth century France, for instance, the rise
from ourvrier to maitre ouvrier and thence to

entrepreneur was still so common that it would
have been difficult indeed to perceive in worker
and entrepreneur the two antithetical poles of
fully developed capitalism,
the conflict between capital

of

and to foresee that
and labor was to be

much

greater historical significance than the
opposition between the privileged and the third
estates,

which was the avowed motivation of the

French Revolution.

When

the

new

forces have developed to a

certain point, their essential difference from the
old must be recognized if they are to continue
to

grow.

its

A

bourgeoisie which

specific characteristics,

is

unconscious of

which does not

rise

to the

conception that the third estate is nothing
and should be everything (according to the bold
formulation of
to

Abbe

Sieyes),

which

is

content

permit the feudal nobility to assimilate

its

wealthiest and most

distinguished members,
cannot attempt the reconstruction of state and
society. If it is to undertake such a venture it

must become aware of

itself as

an element alien

to the established system and develop the courage to fashion the world after its own image. In
more general terms, an effective revolutionary

ideology must reveal to the rising social class
it is and
why it is a class distinct from the

that

it

are evident

it

A

less accidental juncture of the two.
thinker in isolation does not evolve a really revo-

lutionary ideology unless his ideas move toward
the type of solution being worked out in the
world of action. Ideology does not create organi-

merely recnforces and broadens the

it

zation;

process of organization by clarifying
and aims.

Not

its

causes

revolutionary organizations are set

all

up

ad hoc. In many instances organizations integrated with the existing regime become revolutionized and help to destroy it. The village, the
factory, the tenement, the proletarian quarter,
develop into active units in a revolutionary

struggle. Even the armed forces of the state are
revolutionized army
subject to transformation.

A

strikes, or in military

terminology mutinies, sig-

its

dissolution as a fighting

nalizing thereby

body. The revolutionary service which it renders
is not the active one of supplying the revolution
with a military instrument, but the purely passive one of leaving the tottering regime defenseless. Refusal to obey the old command, abandon-

ment of

discipline, is all that may be expected
of a fatally diseased military organism. For the
armed force of the state a revolution never means
simply a change of battle standard; no revolu-

tionary regime inherits

army whose

from

fighting strength

its

is

predecessor an
not thoroughly

undermined.
Revolutionized organizations operate alongwhich have been revolutionary from
their inception. Even among the latter, however,
side those

there are

some which have been

nor maintained for

political

neither formed
purposes; these have

was born; it must otfer a
of the existing order and draw the gen-

nevertheless a definite political orientation which
colors and invigorates their activities. An out-

The present

standing example of this type of revolutionary
organization was the salon of eighteenth centuryPans, in which liberalized aristocrats and athe-

society into

which

it

critique
eral outlines of the ideal substitute.

and the future must be contrasted

only that
the claims of the present to absolute validity
may be denied.

Even

becomes the basis of
an organized movement. It would nevertheless
be a mistake to assume that ideology is more
in

if

conceived in the study of a solitary
thinker, a revolutionary ideology cannot for long
remain isolated from practical life. It must seek
if

istic

clergymen foregathered with bourgeois inThe salons had been social meeting

tellectuals.

places for the aristocracy long before the power
of the ancien regime was at all shaken But with

to materialize itself; that

the approach of the revolution they underwent

t^

a complete transformation: they

is, to arouse the masses
the pitch of enthusiasm requisite to the triumph of a major social interest. The transformations thus effected through the ideology and

m

m
grew in
were no longer exclusively aristocratic
and tK y adopted, an equivocal attitude, deber, they
j
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nouncing the government in theory and supin practise. It is initially the revolutionists who set up political organizations only

porting

it

;

later

do those

whom

the revolutionists attack

Under peaceful conorganized as the state

establish rival institutions.
ditions the ruling class

and needs no other

is

specifically political associa-

tions; the lower class, on the other hand, must
strive to consolidate itself on both the economic

and the

political front.
role of organization is likely to be more
important in a proletarian than in a bourgeois

The

revolution.

The

transition

from capitalism to a
more radical

classless socialist society involves

and far reaching changes than supersession of
the feudal order by the bourgeois system, both
of which are marked by an internal antagonism
between an upper and a lower class. The social
status of the banker, the manufacturer and the
highly paid professional prior to a bourgeois
revolution is much superior to that which any

element of the proletariat can hope to achieve
under capitalism; for many bourgeois groups
their revolution simply confirms an accomplished change The proletariat, on the other
hand, must organize in order to overcome its
sense of subjection and to prepare for the seizure
which represents merely the

of political power,
first

decisive step toward

its

social

emancipation

Nor is the socialist movement as limited

in deal-

ing with the problems of organization as is
bourgeois liberalism Groups professing a belief
in the beneficence of free competition in all

spheres of social life will be somewhat averse to
rigidity and centralized control in politics, while
those whose aim is a planned society will naturally favor the highest degree of organization
The importance of organization in the achieve-

ment

of socialism

may be

illustrated

by a com-

parison of the Russian Revolution of October,
1917, with the German Revolution of 1918 In
Russia the Bolshevik party at the head of the

With regard to legality of revolutionary organization there are certain theoretical differences
between the situation confronting revolutionary
and that which socialism must face
Whereas the former attacks a state which does
liberalism

not in principle tolerate any association with
political aims, the latter arises under conditions

more or less developed political democracy
In practise, however, the distinction is not as
sharp as these formal considerations suggest.
of

For

it is unwise to assume that a bourgeois state
permit revolutionary socialist parties to develop to the point where they can command the
allegiance of an electoral majority and can grasp

will

political

power by parliamentary means, on the

other hand, it is a matter of historical record
that for some time before its final collapse absolute

monarchy was

too

weak seriously to combat

revolutionary agitation and propaganda Despite
its essential "illegality" the revolutionary party
or bloc may, in a situation where the disintegration of the old political system is far advanced,

arrogate to itself a great many governmental and
administrative functions thus competing with
the lawfully constituted authorities (parliament
with the crown, soviet with the democratic legislature)

Revolutions are often preceded by public ca-

and wars, which shortsighted observers incorrectly regard as causative.
Their true significance from the standpoint of
lamities, such as famines

the revolutionary process lies in the fact that
they serve to spread and to intensify the incli-

nation to revolutionary action Such events
weaken the loyalty of the intermediate strata to
the existing order and assure their neutrality if

not their active cooperation in the
a revolution

first

stages of

The approach of a revolutionary storm is heralded by growing restiveness of the masses and
increasingly frequent outbursts of violence on a
local scale: assassination of

prominent leaders of

masses of peasants, workers and soldiers overthrew capitalism, which, it should be noted, was
still rather weak In Germany the predominance
of a nominally socialist but in fact petty bourgeois reformist party helped to save capitalism.
The German experience has shown that, just as

the government or of government parties

some organizations of non-revolutionary origin
become revolutionized under certain circum-

effect of

stances, associations founded for essentially rev-

olutionary purposes may develop an antipathy
to revolutionary action and indeed, without for-

mally disavowing their revolutionary past,
turn into counter-revolutionary bodies

may

;

bomb-

ing of important buildings in the city and firing
of landlord mansions in the country burning of
,

court records and mortgage deeds; strikes of

producers of essential foodstuffs, mass demonstrations and workers' strikes The immediate

each of these occurrences taken sepa-

rately may be virtually nil, but in the aggregate
they indicate that the revolutionized strata are

no longer content to remain passive Any incident, however petty, is apt to set off the actual
revolution; the Revolution of 1848 in Bavaria
seems to have begun with the dropping of a
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student's cane from the balcony into the orchestra pit of a Munich theater.

a fact which in

When a great revolution finally breaks, it encounters virtually no internal opposition; it
appears to unite the people rather than to sepa-

tively regard as his natural enemies.
Yet in the last analysis psychological factors

rate

them

into

hostile

camps

Psychological
drives, such as suggestion and imitation or fear,
in
this
a
play part
process, although it cannot be
entirely reduced to these simple terms Nothing
is more contagious than success in politics as
in

every other

field of

human endeavor The

explains the amazing professions of revolutionary sympathy on the part
of those whom the revolutionist would instincitself

are merely the superficial manifestations of more
fundamental forces While the upper class indi-

vidual plays dead, the class as such does not
disappear. If at a later stage it is to become the
core of the counter-revolutionary movement, it
must go along with the revolution in its early

phases In so doing

it

will

attempt to

restrict

fact that a revolutionary attempt has succeeded
that under pressure from below the governing

the scope of the revolutionary transformation
and to forestall the ascendancy of revolutionary

machinery of the state has collapsed, seems to
put the adherents of the old order in the wrong
Few of them have so clear a conviction and so

role, since the counter-revolution,

,

fervid a faith in the correctness of their prerevolutionary ideals as to persist in their old

extremism, a task quite consistent with its future

however

re-

actionary, will accept some of the changes introduced by the revolution

Upper class participation in revolution is faby the fact that the revolutionists them-

beliefs

under such circumstances Most of the
former conservatives adopt to a varying extent

cilitated

the philosophy of the victorious revolution The
swing in political opinion is so abrupt and so

When

wide that it results in a glaring inconsistency
between present professions and past perform-

long and vigorous but futile struggle has previously been waged The psychological value of
these victories is not as great as that of far less

Many converts seem entirely to forget
their past; some may see it in a new light as a
state of delusion caused by ignorance and abetted

ances

by the misleading propaganda of the old regime
Fear is just as universal a drive as suggestion
and imitation If a revolution fails, few will
admit having instigated it, but if it succeeds
almost everyone will claim that he worked for
and participated in it In a revolutionary situais a particularly important factor, because revolutions are always movements of the
lower class against the upper class It would be

tion fear

maintain that the under dog is by nature
more courageous than the top dog, but it is not
unreasonable to assume that such differences
develop because of the conditions under which

silly to

the two classes live

The atmosphere

of upper
class existence tends to favor delicacy and sensitivity and to discourage self-assertiveness, while

survival in a lower class environment

tioned

is

condi-

upon physical endurance and

fortitude

Furthermore the upper

spiritual
cla^s is not

selves are divided into

moderates and radicals

a revolutionary outbreak occurs, the
ruling group grants many demands for which a

important concessions won by peaceful methods
for the occurrence of a revolution and the apparently weak resistance with which it meets raise
,

the hopes and expectations of the revolutionary
stratum But the practical influence of such
achievements can scarcely be overestimated,
since they lead to a division in the revolutionary
camp, previously united in the fight against the

common enemy For

the revolutionary mass is
never a homogeneous whole, it consists of a

large number of groups and subgroups, some of
which even before the revolution were not far
removed from the level of complete social emancipation while others have still a long way to go

In general the closer a social group is to its goal,
the less likely it is to undertake revolutionary
action and the

revolution for

more eagerly
its

it will exploit a
exclusive benefit. After the

first concessions have been gained, the groups
which have thereby achieved emancipation

the bourgeoisie proper in a bourgeois revolution, the labor bureaucracy and the proletarian

habituated to protecting itself by its own efforts,
for in normal times this duty devolves upon the

elite in

police and the courts. But when the old guardians of law and order are replaced by the agen-

draw from the revolutionary struggle and to
constitute themselves a new party of law and

mass, the upper class
exposed and must seek to protect itself.
Indeed it stands to lose a great deal unless it
can find some way of safeguarding its interests,

order.

cies of the revolutionary
is

left

a proletarian revolution

The split between

tend to with-

who have had enough
who would continue it

those

of revolution and those

leads necessarily to a programmatic

and prac-
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rapprochement between the moderate revolutionists and the prerevolutionary conservatical

The groups whose

tives.

sented by the moderates

interests are repreare now forced to shift

their position; they discard their general antigovernment attitude and develop a sympathetic

tionary

wing
too

wave will long

retain control.

Their right
left wing

too close to reaction and their

is

much

inclined to radicalism to permit a
rigorous exercise of authority against either ex-

treme

Their revolutionary past

will

prevent

them from attempting

in their efforts to build

to restore the old order,
and they cannot establish the new one on firm
foundations because their fear of the left com-

up

a strong governmental apparatus which will
defend the new regime against reaction from

pels costly commitments to the right. The weakening of the middle groups, the strengthening

the right and radicalism from the left, the moderates are compelled to seek the aid of officers of

of reaction and radicalism and the intensification

understanding of the benefits of peace, order

and authority. Moreover

the old

army and of the

of the old government, thus reviving the sense of importance
and power of the latter elements. The converted
officials

revolutionists and the moderates form the bloc
which supports the first revolutionary govern-

ment.
It is of decisive importance for the further
development of the revolution that the new alliance does not endure for long, because its right
and left wings gain in strength at the expense of
the center. This phenomenon is entirely consistent with the typical conditions of a revolu-

tionary situation. So long as the new government
has not consolidated its power and does not

of social conflicts into a bitter struggle between
the right and the left justify the belief that a
great revolution culminates not in u free, libertarian regime but in either a "white" or a "red"

Although similar in externals, these
dictatorships move toward fundamentally different and mutually opposed social systems.
dictatorship.

The growth of the right wing of the moderate
party signifies ipso facto an increase in the
strength of reactionary groups not included in
the government bloc and paves the

way

for

counter-revolution. In a bourgeois revolution,
counter-revolution is the concern of royalty,
nobility,

clergy

and

aristocratic

officers

and

enjoy the prestige of legality, the relations among
the conflicting social forces remain fluid. Both

while in a proletarian-socialist revolutionary attempt it is the function of the capitalist

reaction and radicalism have a better chance to

its following. The fundamenproblem which counter-revolution
must seek to solve arises from the fact that the
groups which stand to benefit by it are too weak

gain their ends before the compromise between
the middle groups is finally settled and normal
conditions are resumed, they will therefore at-

tempt to prevent stabilization and will push
vigorously ahead while it is not too late. The
growth of extremism is traceable also to economic factors. Although revolutions are not deliberately planned to provide an immediate cure
lor economic ills, economic disturbances serve
to release revolutionary energies. It is important
therefore that in its early stages a revolution
aggravates rather than mitigates economic diffi-

culties Revolutionary strikes of workers and
food producers, disruption of communication

and transportation, destruction wrought by
armed conflicts between loyalists and revolutionists, the sudden and complete impoverish-

ment

of

many

formerly prosperous families,

disorganization of state finances, growing insecurity of property all these make a bad eco-

nomic

situation worse; the material losses thus
inflicted constitute the more or less fixed eco-

nomic

cost of a revolution.

In a situation so beset with difficulties there
likelihood that the moderates who have

is little

risen to

power on the

crest of the first revolu-

officials,

bourgeoisie and

tal practical

numerically to carry

unaided

it

through by their

efforts, especially since

own

the revolution

much of the prestige and
which they enjoyed under the
old regime But, as history has shown, those who
are outspoken in demanding restoration aristocratic emigres during and after the French
Revolution, the Russian anti-Soviet White guard
organizations, the monarchist unions and offido aot
cers' leagues in Germany after 1918
has deprived them of

social influence

succeed in enlisting popular support. To fulfil
its historic mission reaction must become plebeian; it must devise a program appealing to those
elements which in their social background and
outlook are but remotely related to the central

group of original counter-revolutionists. These
volunteers in a cause essentially alien to their
interests must be kept ignorant of the fact that

they are organized and directed by reaction;
otherwise they will not join or will refuse to act
after they have been recruited.
Difficult though it is, the practical

confronting counter-revolution

is

problem

not inso'uble.

Revolution and Counter-revolution
In the period of preparation for a decisive
struggle between reaction and radicalism
under the government of the moderates the
former ruling class is still in possession of considerable economic and political resources; the
influence of wealth, authority, tradition, repuand personal connections does not evap-

tation

orate overnight i.i a revolutionary uprising By
such means reaction succeeds in winning the

support of those elements which never had a
strong attachment to the revolution and did not
expect much from it; while they may have been
affected by the enthusiasm evoked by its early
victories because these were immediately beneficial

to their interests, they are vigorously opto any attempts to carry the revolution

posed

On
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mines the old structure

at the really decisive
that even at this time there

points. It is probable
exists a small group of

convinced admirers of
the old order; but in so far as they frankly
advocate restoration they do not count politically. The outstanding leaders of the class en-

dangered by the revolution understand clearly
that at this juncture intransigence means political suicide. In the second stage the division
between moderate and extreme revolutionists
leads to armed encounters; the economic situation does not improve but grows worse; the
popular prestige of the revolution

is

impaired;

and broad masses of people begin to experience
an essentially passive yearning for a return to
the old. Only then does counter-revolution,

m

the other side reaction makes an
appeal to the disillusioned revolutionists, those
to whom the revolution seemed to promise a

numbers and drawing its support from a broader social base, begin to give
articulate expression to its true program. No

who fought its heaviest battles and
thus far gained very little or nothing
typical example of the first group is the

longer promising to respect the gains made in
the first period of the revolution, it sets as its

further.

great deal,

who have
at all

A

mass of the middle and petty bourgeoisie in the
German Revolution of 1918 These elements
supported or tolerated the revolution so long
and in so far as they saw in it a movement to
end a war which had degenerated into senseless
butch< ry. But in the face of attempts to shunt
the revolution from the democratic reformist
to a socialist-proletarian track they immediately flocked to the counter-revolutionary

rut

on

standard which proclaimed the defense of property rights. Reactionary appeal to the other
extreme was illustrated in the nineteenth century by the overtures of feudal elements toward
the proletariat, the latter was to be won over by
the promise of social and political reforms to the
side of the royalty, nobility and clergy in opposition to bourgeois liberalism. The position of

bourgeois counter-revolutionists is more diffibecause there are no classes lower than the

cult,

proletariat to

whom they can appeal. The expe-

rience of National Socialism in

Germany has

shown, however, that counter-revolution

in a

radical socialist disguise can attract the support
of the unemployed, the youth and the unskilled

more

readily than that of skilled labor organized
in free trade unions and educated in the traditions of Social

Democracy.
There are two distinct stages in the develop-

ment of a counter-revolution. In the first the
groups with which counter-revolutionary tendencies originate recognize the necessity of accepting the achievements of the revolution in

order that

it

may be stopped

before

it

under-

strengthened

goal the reestablishment of a refined and ideali/ed version of the old order, a sort of Zukunftsstaat in reverse.

of a counter-revolutionary
implies the weakening of the revolutionary class and its ultimate defeat. Historically,

Development

movement

however, no reaction has ever expunged all traces

The destruction of the existing
order by the revolution, the defeat of the revolutionary groups by the counter-revolution, the
of the revolution.

apparent freedom with which the reactionary
leadership proceeds against various classes after
it attains to power, the fact that the counterrevolutionary regime can be identified neither
with the prerevolutionary system nor with that
envisioned by the revolution, all these developments lend plausibility to the notion that counter-revolution instead of merely restoring the
old in a new disguise actually creates a new order
in which the antien regime and the revolution
are negated and transcended in a dialectic synthesis.
It is far more difficult to construe types of
counter-revolution than to classify revolutions.
A revolution, whatever the obstacles it encoun-

and the sacrifices it demands, can settle the
which provoked it;
this respect a
counter-revolution necessarily and inevitably
fails. The reactionary waves released by bourgeois revolutions have retarded but not stopped
ters

difficulties

m

the victorious march of the bourgeoisie, of capitalism and of parliamentary democracy. Ultimately the antibourgeois forces of the past conic'
reassert themselves only

by entering the

service
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of the bourgeoisie in the support of imperialist
expansion and the suppression of the revolu-

movement

the policies of finance
and monopoly capitalism.
counter-revolution
tionary labor

A

whose practise comes closest to its theory, which,
in other words, most nearly achieves restoration,
always in danger of succumbing to a new
revolutionary onslaught. On the other hand, a

set free: they tend either to remain loyal to their
old masters or to waste their newly found

strength in riot and debauch.
To overcome these difficulties a strong and
militant radical organization is of course essential.

In addition radicalism must strive to neu-

is

tralize certain

groups and to secure the active

counter-revolution which deviates farthest from

cooperation of others, especially from the ranks
of the moderate revolutionists. This latter ob-

the prerevolutionary order, which makes large
concessions to the defeated class, in effect re-

jective is not impossible to attain, since most of
the radicals come from a social milieu close to

establishes the old system on a more stable basis;
such a counter-revolution marks the opening of

not identical with that of the adherents of the
moderate party, and since the concrete program
of radicalism represents the most straightforward and logical application of the general principles of the revolutionary ideology to which
both radicals and moderates adhere. Radicalism

a

new

era

whose outcome

is

altogether unpre-

dictable.

The situation which results when the revoluits first stage and runs into political
and economic difficulties may be represented as
a race between reaction and radicalism. The nattion passes

ural reservoir of radical revolutionary strength
is to be found in those strata which are farthest

removed from social emancipation, which participate most actively in the revolutionary struggle and gain least by its early achievements. An
objective consideration of the various forces at
work would seem to indicate that at this point
reaction stands a better chance of victory. "The

revolution

finished," chant the conservatives

is

in revolutionary disguise in

unison with the new

advocates of order, the former revolutionists
whose ardor has cooled. These groups are united
in the desire to prevent the complete materiali-

zation of revolutionary potentialities; and in
impetuously pushing forward radicalism is la-

boring under a tactical disadvantage, for it is
made to appear subversive of peace and normalcy. A more important handicap is the composition of the radical camp. While the central
body of reactionaries includes the stratum habit-

uated to the idea and practise of state power,
the radical forces are rooted in the lower class,
people who have never had an opportunity to
wield any sort of authority. The radical pro-

gram, which

a complete reversal of the
between the upper and the

calls for

traditional relations

lower class, now encounters the resistance not
only of the propertied classes but also of large
groups of professional people and petty bourgeois who believe themselves better fitted to

if

is

favored also by the dynamic character of the
it is not
easy to move

revolutionary situation;

large masses to action, but it is equally difficult
to stop them once they have been set in motion.
Desertions to the radical camp weaken the

moderates and leave them oscillating helplessly
between the right and the left. The growth of
the extreme left appears to force the moderates
into closer union with reaction, the traditional
guardian of law and order; but a move to the
right threatens further to disorganize and reduce
the ranks of the moderate party. For the moderates fear the friendship of their old enemies
even more than the enmity of their old friends;
on the whole they regard the radical as a brother
in arms who must be convinced of his errors
rather than as a foe to be destroyed an emotional handicap of which radicalism is entirely
free.

As radicals seize power they have to contend
with a strengthened and unified opposition. All
those who fear the loss of privileged or preferred
status are now joined in the fight against the

common enemy. In

this antiradical

differences among the various groups

camp the
the ultra-

reactionaries, the revolutionists by adoption and
the moderates now tend to disappear. Fur-

thermore there

is

the potent threat of interven-

tion

by foreign powers. Under such conditions

it is

fatal to falter

or to hesitate. If the radicals

are to retain control of the situation they must
at once secure an organized force capable of

radicals aspire to
social scale the idea that they are
to occupy the seat of power appears strange.

defending the revolution: a Committee of Public
Safety, a Cheka, a New Model Army that can
combat the armies of foreign states ruled by
reactionary governments and break up the dangerous alliance between domestic and foreign

Their nature response

counter-revolution.

on whose behalf the
power. Even to those at the

rule than the lower strata

bottom of the
!

is

that of slaves suddenly

Revolution and Counter-revolution
These developments will

necessarily influence
the outlook of revolutionary radicalism. Im-

by the dynamics of struggle, not by opcompromises as in the case of the
moderates, radicalism temporarily moves away
from its final goal of a classless and harmonious
society. At this point there is need of a theory
of "the transition period" which will reconcile
the contradictions between the final goal and
the means used to attain it. Such, for example,
was Robespierre's doctrine that "the despotism
pelled

portunistic

of liberty against tyranny" is necessary in order
to prepare the ground for a free egalitarian
society.

The dictatorship of the proletariat is,
Marx and Lenin, the inevitable link

according to

between capitalism, a society in which antagonistic forces reach their highest development,
and socialism, the first social order based on
principles of solidarity.

Even more

significant

are

the

structural

changes in a country where a radical revolution
has achieved victory. While the elements which
constituted the old society have disappeared,
the groups which have been in the ascendant

have become exhausted by their prolonged
struggles in the defense and consolidation of the

A

condition develops which is not
unlike that produced by a victorious counterrevolution.

revolution- it appears that an enormous and
powerful state machine is now free to disregard
the interests and wishes of society or of any
groups within it. In control of such a machine
the conservative landlord Bismarck could create
the German Empire and the communist revo-

lutionary Lenin introduce the

New Economic

A

m human life and suffering; but the transforma-

tions

it

effects are

more fundamental and per-

manent than those achieved at smaller cost under
the leadership of moderates Neither the Thcrmidor reaction nor the Bourbon Restoration
modified in any important particular the structure of French society as established by the
revolution; and that social system might not

have been so firmly intrenched if the Jacobin
dictatorship had not saved the revolution from
the cul-de-sac into which it had blundered.
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American statesman. In 1837 Rhett, dropping
his parental name of Smith, assumed the name
of a colonial ancestor whose male line had become extinct. When in the same year he entered
Congress as representative from South Carolina,
he had completely formulated the political creed
to which he adhered steadfastly during the rest
of his life. He was devoted to the older variant of
the doctrine of states' rights which in emphasiz-

there for several years and later
tary to the hospodar. While

ing the sovereignty of the state repudiated both
the legal hegemony of the union and the ethical

organized a group to promote a Greek revolt
against Turkish absolutism and in order to

hegemony of a

South
which

was designed

attitude, essentially nationalistic,
to draw all the southern states into

further the movement went to Austria, where
he won the support of many of the Greek merchants m Vienna and Trieste. During this
period he had his revolutionary poems and

a close association and to determine the policy of
each by the welfare of all. His opposition to all

writings distributed secretly throughout Greece.
Rhigas was greatly influenced by French revolu-

centralizing tendencies whether on a sectional or
on a national scale is reflected in the important

tionary doctrines and was negotiating with
Napoleon for assistance m the Greek cause
when, together with several friends, he was
arrested by the Austrian government. He was
handed over to the Turks and put to death.

section. Rhett's aggressive local-

ism coincided with the emergence
of a

new

events of his

life

m the

Shortly after entering Congress
secessionist. The "Bluff-

he became an avowed

ton Movement," precipitated by a speech which

he made

at Bluffton,

by Calhoun,

was an attempt,

frustrated

to argue his state out of the union

as the first step toward a southern confederacy
which would include Texas. Following the

Compromise of 1850 Rhett

eagerly participated
in another attempt to break the union. The
"Southern Nationalists" withdrew from this

movement when they found

that the South as a

whole was not ripe for secession, but Rhett stuck
guns to the bitter end. Soon after the
failure of this movement he retired to private
life; he issued forth again, however, as the secessionist leader of South Carolina in 1860, and
considerable efforts were made to elect him
to his

president of the Confederacy.

When

his suc-

P

,

RHIGAS, KONSTANTINOS
Greek

nationalist

and poet. Very

(c.

1757-98),

little is

known

of Rhigas' life until about 1790, when he left his
native land for Bucharest. He was a student

m

became

secre-

Bucharest he

Rhigas played a preeminent part in developing an ideological basis for the Greek revolutionary struggle. His works were read extensively

and stimulated a

revival of nationalist

sentiment. His purpose was the liberation not
only of Greece but of the entire Levant from
the sultan's yoke. In this connection he gave
expression for the first time to the idea of a
Balkan league, which was to include the Levant

of Asia Minor. All Rhigas' writings, with one
exception, have a socio-pedagogical and political
content.

Of special importance are his celebrated

of Freedom, which sought to incite to
revolution not the Greeks alone but all the
Song'

subjects of the sultan,

and

his Proclamation on

work of
administrative centralization, Rhett became his
bitter opponent. During the remainder of Con-

Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, which contained a detailed plan for the constitution of the

federate history he took part in every effort to
limit the power of the administration and to

chiefly

cessful rival, Davis, entered

upon

his

exalt that of the separate states. After the downfall of the
Confedeiacy he lived in retirement.

N. W. STEPHENSON

A

Consult. White, L.
Robert Barnwett Rhett, Father
of Secession (New York 1931), Boucher, C. S., "The
,

Annexation of Texas and the Bluffton Movement in
South Caiolma" in Mississippi Valley Historical Re-

new

state.

The

Proclamation was influenced

by the French

constitution of

1793,

although many of its precepts are reminiscent of
the constitutions of 1791 and 1795 as well as of
those proposed by Sieyes and Condorcet. It is
distinctive, however, because of its deliberately
cosmopolitan point of view: it speaks only of
"the rights of man" and not of the "rights of

citizens," for in the

new state citizenship was

to

be a necessary qualification only for positions in

Revolution and Counter-revolution
the public administration and otherwise
to enjoy equal rights

and

all

were

privileges.

PANAJOTIS KANELLOPOULOS
Consult.

Edmonds, E.

1890), Nicolapoulo,
Merits

M

,

C A

Rhigas Pheraios (London
Notice sur la we et les

,

de Rhigas (Pans 1824).

(1853-1902), Engempire builder and colonial statesman As a
Rhodes
went
to
south
Africa for his
man
young
health and became interested in the diamond
diggings at Kimberley. His business career
culminated in the consolidation of these diamond fields in the hands of the De Beers Mining
Company Rhodes had already entered political
life at Cape Colony, had aided in establishing
British power in Bechuanaland and, like others,
had foreseen eventual expansion of British
power to the north. In 1889 he organized the
British South Africa Company, chartered by the
crown, which with De Beers funds undertook to
establish a British colony in what is now Rholish

desia, anticipating apparent Boer,
and German aims in this direction

Portuguese

Meanwhile
Rhodes became prime minister of Cape Colony
and also began the development of deep level
mines on the Rand through the Consolidated
Gold Fields Company His native policies both
at the Cape and in Rhodesia have been much
criticized. With respect to the Boers he advocated a South African policy which would promote a federal union of all states with unified
railway and tariff control Impatient to achieve
his ends, he planned a revolt at Johannesburg

against

Boer

rule,

sustained

by Rhodesian

The

abortive Jameson raid brought his
program to a sudden end in 1896. Rhodes continued to wield power unofficially in his northern
forces.

domains, aided in suppressing a serious Matabele uprising and projected telegraph lines and
railways along the Cape to Cairo route. At the

Cape he was leader of a pro-British

party,

which

greatly exacerbated Dutch-English relations and
strengthened the resolution of the Boer republics to resist British encroachments. The Boer
War curbed his independence of action and his
influence upon the course of events.

Despite numerous biographical works by asthe personality of Rhodes remains

sociates

something of a mystery.

He was clearly a man of

mystical temperament, with few close friends,
attached to mediocrities, more captivated by a
South African than by a British view of empire
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methods Rhodes symbolizes
business practise and
ambition which characterized the ex-

ruthlessness of his

the mixture of sharp
political

RHODES, CECIL JOHN

Rhodes

scholarships at Oxford for British, American
and German students encouraged the rapid rise
of Rhodes legends which serve as a gloss for the

pansion movement of the last quarter of the
nineteenth century. His fortune arose from

shrewd exploitation of native labor and his
power was a function of the expansion movement itself, which shaped his personality and
made him its boldest and most imaginative
leader.

LELAND H. JENKS
Consult Cenl Rhodes, Ilts Political Life and Speeches,
ed by "Vmdex" (F Verbthoyle) (London 1900),
Michcll, Lewis, Life and Times of the Right Honourable
Cecil John Rhodes, 2 \ols (London 1910), Williams,
Basil, Cecil Rhodes (London 1921), Millm, S
Cecil Rhodes (London 1933), Plomer, W. C.
Cecil Rhodes (London 1933), Hams, John II

Chartered Millions (London 1920), Hole,
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RHODES, JAMES FORD (1848-1927), American historian. Rhodes, after having spent a year

each

at

New York

University and Chicago Uni-

versity, returned to his native city of Cleveland,
Ohio, to enter the coal and iron business which

his father

had

built up.

For the next

fifteen

years he was associated with his brother-in-law,
Mark Hanna, and succeeded in collecting a comfortable competence. In 1885 he was able to
retire, and after more than a year spent in Euro-

pean travel he

set

about his

life

work, residing

in Cleveland, then in Cambridge,
chusetts, and after 1899 in Boston
first

Massa-

Selecting the Civil War period as his field
in 1893 the first two volumes

Rhodes published

of his History of the United States from the

Compromise of 1850 (7 vols., New York 18931906; new ed 9 vols 1928) The year 1877 had
been set as the original goal of his history, but
,

,

Rhodes published also the History of the
United States from Hayes to McKinley, 1 8771896 and in 1922 The McKinley and Roosevelt
Administrations, 1897-1 QOQ. In 1917 there appeared his one- volume History of the Civil War,
which Rhodes called "not an abridgement
but a fresh study of the subject." Between 1885
and 1927 he wrote various short essays on historical subjects, some of which were incorpoin 1919

.

.

.

rated into his later books.

Rhodes' fame as a historian rests upon his

and desirous of wealth as a means of power. The

original volumes, especially the first five.

iDublication of his will with its provision for

are not so

much

These

a history of the United States
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as a chronicle of the slave struggle
larly of its political aspects.

and particu-

Despite the fact that

he was a northerner and a Republican in politics
and had been brought up in a section where
abolitionist sentiments had been pronounced,
he gave a remarkably unprejudiced presentation
of the southern position. Rhodes had a real flair

and spectacular, and his
pages abound in graphic descriptions of some
of the more sensational events of the period he
was treating; his pen portraits of political and
military personages are also noteworthy. His
earlier work was built up painstakingly on dilifor the picturesque

remained for two years.

education, until at fourteen his father began to
in the brokerage business. Soon

employ him

after attaining his majority Ricardo married
Priscilla Anne Wilkinson, a non-Jewess. Whether

consequence of this step or in general reaction against the rigid orthodoxy of his father's
religious practise, a rupture occurred between
in

and son extending even to business affairs.

father

Thrown upon

him.

conclusions, his history still stands as the best
single, detailed study of the political and mili-

minerals.

while he scarcely noticed the
influence of the west in the shaping of the politics
leading up to the Civil War. The diplomatic,
capitalistic class;

naval and general social aspects of the Civil

War

period were slighted also. His two volumes covering the years 1877-1909 are generally unsatis-

and they prove that Rhodes in his own
times was quite at a loss as to the true significance of industrial and financial growth and
organization, the rise of labor groups and
struggle, and agrarian discontent.
factory,

L. B. SHIPPEE

resources, Ricardo dis-

first to have interested
one of the original members of the
Geological Society and made a collection of

natural science seems at

He was

The

from 1850 down to the close of reconstruction.
For example, he showed no awareness of the
nature of the economic antagonisms between the
southern slavocracy and the growing northern

own

himself securely. Outside of business affairs

tary events of the years 1850 to 1877.

prevent his history from being a true record of
all the main currents of American national life

his

exceptional capacity in the money
market and within a short time had established

played

gent study of the sources with much utilization
of the newspapers; and although later scholarship has succeeded in questioning some of his

Rhodes' lacunae were serious, however, and

Upon his return to Engcommon school

land he continued to receive a

sensational events

which

led

up

to

and

followed the Bank Restriction Act of 1797 and
the ordinary happenings of his everyday life on

the Stock Exchange could not have failed to
interest Ricardo in general financial principles.
Yet the determining impulse to economic specu-

came from almost chance acquaintance in
1799 with Adam Smith's treatise. Ricardo's debut as an economic writer took the modest form
of an unsigned paper on the bullion controversy,
lation

contributed in 1809, at James Milt's instance, to
the Morning Chronicle and subsequently expanded into a forceful pamphlet, The High

(London 1810) It led to intimacy with Malthus and upon the incorporation

Price of Bullion

of

its

substance into the bullion committee re-

port of 1 8 10 established Ricardo as a convincing
exponent of monetary principles and an authoritative

champion of "the true doctrine" against

Consult: Howe, M. A. De W., James Ford Rhodes,
American Historian (New York 1929); Adams, C. F.,

contemporary attack.
The corn law controversies of
brought Ricardo again to the fore,

"Mr

pamphleteer advocate of free trade principles

Rhodes's Fifth Volume" in Massachusetts His-

311-56; Shippee, L.

B,

2nd

xix (1905)
"Rhodes's History of the

torical Society, Proceedings,

ser., vol.

United States," and Miller, R C
"James Ford
Rhodes, a Study in Historiography" in Mississippi
,

Valley Historical Review, vol

and

vol.

vm

(1921-22) 133-48,

xv (1928-29) 455-72; Lynch, J. R., Some
Ford Rhodes (Boston 1922).

Historical Errors of James

RICARDO, DAVID (1772-1823), English
economist. Ricardo was born in London of
Anglo-Jewish parents. He passed his childhood
world of civic security, material

in a restricted

well being, religious orthodoxy and social exclusion. Destined for a financial career, he was sent
as a

young boy

to a school in Holland,

where he

1813-15
iirst

as a

in opposition to the protectionist leanings of

Malthus, and later as an author of a systematic
theory of economic distribution and tax incidence. Greater intimacy with James Mill, active
correspondence with Malthus, Trower, McCulloch and Say and retirement from the stock
exchange to the tranquil ease of a Gloucestershire country seat in 1814 tended to broaden the
range of Ricardo's economic thinking and
culminated in the publication of his On the
Principles of Political Economy and Taxation
(London 1817, 3rd ed. 1821). In 1819 Ricardo
entered the House of Commons as member for

Portarlington, an Irish pocket borough,

and

Rhodes

Ricca-Salerno

parliamentary issues became his prime interest.

Formal duties were supplemented by participation in current discussion: resumption of specie
payment, bank practises, tax proposals, sinking
fund policy, Owen's schemes, savings banks and
popular education projects.
Much of present day wisdom with respect to
currency, taxation and international trade is
based upon Ricardo's analyses. In the matter of
currency Ricardo's service was not merely to
confirm and amplify earlier opinions but to co-
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Critics differ as to the validity of Ricardo's
doctrines. There is little dissent as to his high

service in establishing the concept of political
economy as a body of uniformities dealing with

the phenomena of wealth. His data

been incomplete,

his

method

may have

in part defective,

his conclusions at times misleading, but Ricardo's great contribution lay in his definitive

conversion of economic speculation from detached inquiry or specific theorization into an
integrally related

body of

principles.

To

this

ordinate them with actual monetary practise. He
inspired the bullion committee report of 1810;

extent Ricardo

advocacy of disassociating issue from discount functions foreshadowed the bank act of
1844; and his "economical and secure currency"

spect to particular principles the theory of
money, the laws of fiscal incidence, the scheme

has become the monetary system of enlightened
states. In the field of taxation Ricardo must be
credited with the current acceptance of the prin-

were important. But it is in the large influence of concept and method that the explanation
of his dominance is to be found.
JACOB H. HOLLANDER

his

ciples that the social utility of

termined not by

its

any tax

is

productivity but by

ultimate incidence and

deits

that this effect is gov-

erned by the laws of economic distribution;
these considerations have become the fundamental criteria of all modern testing of tax proposals.

The

theory of international trade as

left

by Ricardo and expounded but not substantially
altered by J. S. Mill has furnished the scientific

widespread opinion that the economic radicalism of the nineteenth century is an emanation of
the Ricardian economics. Socialism, both in its
English phase and as developed by Rodbertus and Marx, rests upon the assumption that
value is "embodied labor"; the appropriation by
the state, wholly or in part, of economic land
earlier

rent, either as a social

panacea as urged by
Henry George or as a fiscal device as contemrecent
tax
reforms, is based upon the
plated by
differential theory of rent formulated by Malthus and accepted by Ricardo. Careful students
have, however, distinguished between Ricardo's
opinions and the misinterpretation or outright
perversion of them. Ricardo accorded a place to

"embodied labor" not as the cause but as the
measure of value. So too in the matter of economic rent he insisted that with the progress of
society capital tended to increase, and in conse-

to

be regarded as the true

founder of the science of economics. With

of economic distribution

re-

Ricardo's contribu-

tions

Works- Works of David Ricardo, ed by J. R. McCulloch (London 1846) For Ricardo's letters to J. B.
Say, see "Correspondance avec David Ricardo" in
Say's Oeuvres diverse* (Pans 1848) p. 406-29, Letters
of David Ricardo to Thomas Robert Malthus, iSiO1823, ed by James Bonar (Oxford 1887), Letters of

David Ricardo to John Ramsay McCulloch, 1816-1823,
ed by J. H Hollander, American Economic Association, Publications, vol x, nos. 5-6 (New York 1895);
Letters
fc Hutches Trover and Others, 1811-1823,
ed. by J. H. Hollander and James Bonar (Oxford
.

basis for the practical rule of free trade.
There is a certain superficial warrant for the

is

.

.

1899), Three Letters on the Price of Gold, Contributed
to the

Morning Chronicle in August-November l8op
(Baltimore 1903), Notes on Malthus' "Principles of
Hollander and
E.
Economy," ed by J
Gregory (Baltimore 1928), Minor Papers on the Cur-

T

H

Political

rency Question 1809-1823, ed. by J. H. Hollander
definitive edition of Ricardo's
(Baltimore 1932).
writings is in preparation by the Royal Economic
Society.

A

Consult McCulloch, J. R "Memoir" in his edition
of Ricardo's Works; Hollander, J
David Ricardo,
,

H

,

a Centenary Estimate, Johns Hopkins University,
Studies in Historical and Political Science, 28th ser.,
no. 4 (Baltimore 1910), Diehl, Karl, Sozialwissenschafthche Erlautemngen zu David Ricardos Grundgesetse der Volkswirtschaft und Besteuerung, 2 vols.
(2nd ed. Leipsic 1905) For excellent bibliography

H

of Ricardiana, see Biaujeaud,
Essat sur la throne
,
ncardienne de la valeur (Pans 1934).

RICCA-SALERNO, GIUSEPPE (1849-1912),
Italian economist. Ricca-Salerno

was professor

pacity of the soil profits tended to fall and rents
to rise; but he maintained that these phenomena,

the University of Pavia and later
taught economics at Modena and Palermo. His
early works, notably Sulla teoria del capitale
(Milan 1877) and Teoria generate dd prestiti

from betokening any social injustice, were
the most unequivocal truths of wealth and

pubblici (Milan 1879), attracted attention for
their remarkable critical insight. In his mono-

quence of limitation upon the productive ca-

far
*

prosperity."

of finance

at

graph "La teoria del valore nella stona delle
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economic!" (in R. Accademia
dei Lincei, Classe di Scienze Morali, Memorie,
5th ser vol. i, Rome 1893, p. 137-305) Riccadottrme e dei

fatti

,

Salerno attempted to integrate the value theory
of the Austrian school with that of the classical
economists and contributed original observations

on monopoly

portance

is

La

value.

Of fundamental im-

teoria del salario

(Palermo 1900),

presenting a most effective combination of deductive reasoning and factual analysis, in which
he applied the doctrine of reciprocal demand to

and
capitalist exchange between entrepreneurs
workers and treated the problem of distribution
of wealth in its general and particular aspects.
Ricca- Salerno is to be remembered also for his
contributions to fiscal science. His "Stona delle
dottrine finanziane

m

Italia" (first published in
R. Accademia dei Lmcei, Memorie, 3rd ser., vol.
ix, Rome 1881; and cd. Palermo 1896) is outstanding for its scope of analysis, its coordination of doctrine and fact and its comparison of

Italian with foreign fiscal doctrines

No

less

im-

the Scienza delle fnanze (Florence
1888, 2nd ed. 1890), valuable for its economic
analyses of fiscal in relation to political condiis

portant

which he departed from the concepts of
Emil Sax and modified some of the latter's
tions, in

propositions; this study contains also a critical,
synthetic exposition of the tax systems, pointing

out their essential tendencies and principal renumerous eco-

lationships. Ricca-Salerno wrote

nomic and fiscal monographs, most of which
have been published in Italian and foreign reviews. His more general essays "Le entrate
ordmarie dello stato" and "Fmanze locali,"
published in Primo trattato complete di dtntto
ammtnistrativo itahano (ed. by V. E. Orlando,
vol. ix, Milan 1902, p. 1-386 and 685-899),
treat the

problems of

fiscal

jurisprudence in the

light of the general principles of fiscal science.

AUGUSTO GRAZIANI

Peking (1601), where he resided until his death.
In order to gam a foothold for Christianity in the
country he addressed himself primarily to the
dominant scholar-official class, winning their
respect by showing that he possessed greater
knowledge than they in mathematics and astronomy, subjects in which he had specialized
in Europe. With the same end he made himself
expert in the Chinese language and literature.
Desiring to avoid antagonizing this ruling class,
he adopted the garb of a Confucian scholar,
employed in his translation of the word God the

terms T'ien, Shang-ti and T'ien chu, which he
found in the ancient classics, and decided that
such ceremonies as those customarily employed
in honor of ancestors could consistently be

engaged in by Christians. It was his approach
which most Roman Catholic missionaries in
China were to adopt for more than a century
after his

death. After prolonged controversy

some of his adaptations to Chinese customs and
terms were forbidden by Rome. His appeal to
the governing groups through western science,
however, continued until early in the twentieth
century. The precedent which Ricci set for
missionaries in studying Chinese lore laid the

foundations for European Sinology.

K.

S.

LATOURETTE

Opere stonche del p Matteo Ruci, ed. by P.
Tacchi Ventun, 2 vols (Macerata 1911-13), SainteFoi, Charles, Vie du R. P Rictt, apatre de la Chtne,
Consult

K

2 vols. (Tournay 1860), Latouiette,
of Christian Minions in China (New

S A History
York 1929) p.
,

91-98, 133-55.

RICHARD, HENRY

(1812-88), the foremost

figure in the nineteenth century British peace

movement. The son of a Welsh Calvimstic
minister, Richard in 1835 became pastor of
Marlborough Chapel in London. For almost
forty years he served the London Peace Society
as its most active and responsible officer. With
(q.v.) he organized a series of
popular peace congresses in Great Britain and
on the continent. As editor of the Herald of

Elihu Burritt

MATTEO

(1552-1610), Italian Roman
Catholic missionary. Ricci was born in Macerata. As a young man he entered the Society of

RICCI,

Jesus and in 1 577 was sent to the Jesuit missions
in the east of Asia. After about four years in

Peace (1848-84) and the Morning Star and
Evening Star, the former of which contains his
most important writings, he vigorously exposed

India he was assigned to China, reaching there
1582. During the preceding thirty years
courageous but largely ineffective attempts had
been made to renew Roman Catholic missions
in the Middle Kingdom, where they had lapsed

"war scares" and professional patriotism, denounced the Crimean War and condemned imperialism. As a Liberal member for Merthyr
Tydfil (1868-88) he was the leading exponent of
the peace movement in the House of Commons.

in

for

more than two

centuries. It

was due

to Ricci that these efforts succeeded.
stages covering

many

years

largely

By slow
he made his way to

His program included the reform and

codific?-

tion of international law, parliamentary control
over the declaration of war and the reduction of
5

Ricca-Salerno
rmaments. The heart of his proposals, however,
was the establishment of a general and permanent system of arbitration, and to this he committed the House in 1873 notwithstanding the
opposition of Gladstone His influence also led
directly to the adoption of similar resolutions in
several continental legislative bodies. Despite
the Christian inspiration of his thoroughgoing

pacifism he did

ment

much

less religious

to make the peace moveand sentimental and more

political in character.
In his associations with revolutionary liberal-

ism of the continental type Richard insisted that
the Christian principle of non-violence was even
more applicable in civil than in international
war. His middle class point of view also made
him unsympathetic with various revolutionary
movements which appealed dramatically to the

masses of Europe in the name of "peace and
An outstanding mediator between
Wales and England, he won the admiration of
Welshmen for his stanch defense of nonconliberty."

formist interests, religious liberty and popular
education in the land of his birth.

MERLE

E. CURTI

a Lecture Delivered 5th
Works Defensive War
February, 1845 (London 1846, 2nd ed 1890), On
Nations
and
Their
Standing Armies,
Influence on
(London 1868), On the Application of Christianity to
Politics (London 1877), Letters on the Social and
.

.

.

.

.

of

of

hegemony over Europe. This twofold

objective explains his policy of subjugating the
nobles and removing them from the government, as well as the fact that he suppressed the

Huguenots as a political party while he made no
attempt to encroach upon their liberty of conscience or worship. He developed the institution
of intendants and augmented their powers, abolished a large number of local privileges and
contributed more than any other individual to
making France a centralized state under royal
domination. He has been criticized very severely,
failure to correct the faults of
the financial administration. In foreign affairs

however, for his

Richelieu's policy was to remove the Hapsburgs
their position of supremacy
Europe. He

m

from

supported the Protestant princes of Germany
in the Thirty Years' War and assured for France
the definite conquest of Alsace, Artois and Roussillon. His designs in the colonial sphere were
no less grandiose Aiming to vest in France
control of the seas he created numerous commercial companies in Senegal, Madagascar and

Canada and encouraged emigration and colonieconomic policies he followed the

zation. In his

Henry Richard, M. P. (London

outstanding patron of art and literature; the
founding of the Academic Francaise
1635

R T

The Story

him

Wales (Lon-

1889), Appleton, Lewis, Memoirs of Henry Richard,
the Apostle of Peace (London 1889), Davies,
,

(Wrexham

and he always persevered in his endeavors
regardless of the obstacles in his way. He had
two chief aims, to make the king of France
actual master of the entire realm and to assure

doctrine of national interests in espousing the
cause of mercantilism. Richelieu was also an

Political Condition of the Principality of
don 1866, 2nd ed. 1884).

Consul: Miall, C. $.,

.

Richelieu
tions

Henry Richard, a Welsh Apostle of Peace

m

depended

in large

measure upon his support and

cooperation.

PAUL HARSIN

1925).

PLES-

Works. Memoires, ed by J Lair and others, Socit6
de 1'Uistoire de France, Publications, nos 335, 340,

(1585-1642), French cardinal and
statesman. Richelieu was born in Pans, took
holy orders and in 1607 was made bishop of
Lu9on. lie was a member of the clerical estate

358, 389, 399, 410, 413, 416, 420, 426, vola i-x (Pans
1907-31), "Maximes d'etat et fragments politiques,"
ed by G I lanotaux in Melanges Initonques, choix de
documents, Collection de Documents Indits sur
1'Histoire de France, vol
(Paris 1880) p 705-822;

RICHELIEU, ARMAND-JEAN
SIS

DU

DE

in the Estates

ConcmTs
state in

General of 1614 and through

intercession

1616.

He

was made secretary of

received the protection of

Mane

de Medicis and was elevated to the rank
of cardinal in 1622. In April, 1624, he became
a

member of the council of state;

here, thanks to

the unwavering confidence of Louis xin, he
remained in unchallenged primacy until his

V

d'Avenel, Collection de Documents In^dits sur
1'Histoire de France, 8 vols (Pans 1853-77).

by

U

administration en France sous le
Consult. Caiilet, J
mimstere du cardinal de Richelieu, 2 vols (new ed.
Paris 1861), Hanotaux, G., Histoire du cardinal de
Richelieu, vols 1-111 (Pant, 1893-1933); Palm, F C ,
The Economic Policies of Richelieu, University of Illinois, Studies in the Social Sciences, vol ix, no. 4
,

R

death.

Richelieu has been recognized unanimously
as one of the most extraordinary political geniuses the

m

Lettres, instructions diplomatiques et papiers d'ttat, ed.

world lias known. His policies often
he knew how to avoid extreme solu-

varied, but

Richelieu (London
,
(Urbana, 111. 1920), Lodge,
1896); Carlow, Georg von, Richelieu als merkantihstischer Wittschaftspolitiker und der Begriff des Staats-

merkantihsnms, Beitrage zur Geschichte der National-

6konomie, vol vi (Jena 1929); Federn, Karl, Richelieu
(Vienna 1926), tr. by Bernard Miall (London 1928);
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Perkins, J. B., France under Maxarin, with a Review of
the Administration of Richelieu, a vols. (New York
1886) vol. i, chs. i-vi.

RICHMOND, MARY ELLEN
American

The professional life
represents in epitome the

social worker.

Mary Richmond

of

(1861-1928),

history of the charity organization

movement

and the establishment of social case work technique in the United States. When Miss Richmond assumed the general secretaryship of the
Baltimore Charity Organization Society in 1891,
movement was well under way, but it
reached its full development in the course of

that

the next two decades and largely under her
leadership.

Miss Richmond's work and writings went

sulted in the publication of Child Marriages
1925) and Marriage and the State

(New York
(New York

1929), both written in collaboration
with Fred S. Hall.
In 1909 after having served nine years as
general secretary of the Philadelphia Society for

Organizing Charity (now the Family Society of
Philadelphia)

Miss Richmond went to

New

York, devoting the remaining years of her life
to research under the auspices of the Russell
Sage Foundation.
Although she was largely self-educated, her
intellectual

powers, imagination and philosophi-

cal grasp placed her among the leading contemporary social scientists. She was among the
first

to advocate the establishment of profeswork and taught in the

through three distinct although overlapping
social work and parstages, each decisive for
case work. The
ticularly for the field of family

sional schools of social

first of these centered on the promotion of the
charity organization program as a whole, in
which the coordination of charitable efforts in

Richmond, Mary E The Long View, Papers
and Addresses, ed. by Joanna C Colcord and Ruth
Z. S. Mann (New York 1930), with bibliography p.
621-23; Colcord, Joanna C., and others, in Family
vol. ix (1928-29) 31959; Klein, Philip, "Mary RichMethods
mond's Formulation of a New Science"
in Social Science, ed. by Stuart A. Rice (Chicago

community occupied at least an equal importance with the individualization of service.
The second stage was devoted to social case
the

work, its formulation, elucidation and development. This stage reached its fruition in Social
Diagnosis (New York 1917) and ended with the
publication of What Is Social Case Work? (New
York 1922). The former is significant for its
emphasis on multiplicity of causation of social
problems in the community, the need for investigation

and

well as for

its

critical

use of social evidence, as

insistence

on the

scientific

method

and on a practical appreciation of the fact that
the individual case reflects dynamically the entire
social environment. In the latter book the concept of social case work

is focused
increasingly
aspects, in contradistinction to
of
the
earlier
view.
the sociological emphasis
Social case work is here defined as consisting

on psychological

"of those processes which develop personality
through adjustments consciously effected, individual by individual, between men and their
social environment." At this point social case

work development received a fresh impetus from
the new movement of mental hygiene and from
the emerging theories of psychoanalysis, and
Miss Richmond shared leadership with these
influences. The third stage of her interests a
concentration on the family as a cultural unit

and as a social institution requiring protection
and enrichment was reflected in her study of
marriage laws and their administration from the
viewpoint of safeguarding family life and re-

earliest of

them

in

New York.
PHILIP KLEIN

Consult:

,

,

m

A

Changing
1931) p. 95-106; Robinson, Virginia P.,
Psychology in Social Case Work (Chapel Hill, N. C.
1930), especially chs. v-vi; "Mary E.Richmond, 1861

1928" in Survey,

vol. Ixi

(1928-29) 69-70.

RICHTER, EUGEN

(1838-1906), German
Richter was born in Dusseldorf
His bold criticism of the Prussian administrapolitical leader.

.

tion during his youth brought him into conflict
with the government and as a result he was cut

from a career

in the government service.
1864 his election to the office of burgomaster failed to receive official confirmation, he
decided to become a political publicist. In this
capacity he exerted a powerful influence in Germany for many decades, more as a result of his
critical objectivity than because of the brilliance
off

When in

of his literary style. During his early years he
took an active part in the founding of many
social, political and educational organizations of

the Prussian liberal opposition. In 1867 he was
elected to the Reichstag, where together with

Windhorst, the leader of the Center party, he
became the most consistent and obstinate opponent of Bismarck in matters of domestic, financial and economic policy. Richter took very
little interest in
questions of foreign policy,
concentrating most of his attention on domestic
affairs. He was the
spokesman of determined

liberalism, advocating cooperative self-aid and
bourgeois laissez faire as opposed to state inter-

Richelieu

mercantilism he came into open hostility to the

Democratic movement. His historical
German history is based on his inexorable and expert criticism of etatism. He was
Social

position in

his diligence in mastery of
detail, his quick wit as an orator, his untiring
persistence in attack and his vigorous defense of

distinguished

383

Ridgeway

vention in economic matters and a state system
of social welfare work. As a determined opponent of every form of state socialism and national

by

bourgeois liberalism. His influence on the gendevelopment of the liberal parties in Ger-

eral

many was negative. With all his devotion to the
cause, he was thoroughly authoritarian, mistrustful and harsh. The divisions in the German

tried to

show

that happiness can prevail even in
that whereas the lesser joys available

poverty and
to the poor are genuine and valuable, riches and
luxury usually bring discontent and unhappiness. He demanded that the harmless pleasures
and occasional excesses of the lower classes

should not be limited or misjudged and that they
should not be hindered by narrow censorship

measures and petty bureaucratic methods in
their attempt to gain access to the treasures of

and opportunities of advancement. It
one of the many contradictions characteristic
of Jean Paul that despite his friendliness toward
the lower classes his works are quite the reverse
culture
is

liberal parties are partly the result of his lack

of folk literature; because of his heavy style
burdened with learned technical expressions and

of conciliatory spirit. Had he not remained in
the opposition, he might have achieved positive

allusions his writings appeal only to the educated. Also in his chief pedagogic work, Levana

results

his excellent plans

through

financial

for state

and administrative organization instead

of being overshadowed

by the

more

illustrious

Bismarck.

Although he was

classes.

THEODOR HEUSS
Consult Rachfahl, F.,

"Eugen Richter und der Lmks-

hberahsmus im neuen Reiche" in Zeitschrtft fur Poltv (1911-12) 261-374; Ullstem, L, Eugen
tik, vol
Richter als Pubhsist und Herausgeber, Das Wesen der
Zeitunp, vol.

11,

pt.

i

(Leipsic 1930); R6ttger,

H

,

Bismarck und Eugen Richter im Reichstag 1879-90
(Munster 1932).

RICHTER, JOHANN PAUL FRIEDRICH
(Jean Paul) (1763-1825), German author. Richter was the son of a poor village preacher and
was brought up under conditions of extreme
poverty.

He is practically the only great figure in

classical

German

literature in

whose works the

lower classes play a significant
idyllic tales (Schulmeisterlein
lein,

vols., 1807; English translation, London
1848), unlike his contemporary Pestalozzi, he
directed his attention chiefly to the uppei

(2

role.

In his

Wuz, Qutntus Ftx-

Ftbel and others) he portrayed with intimate

and kindly humor the

and pur-

later years

he enjoyed

familiarity with

them. His

profound sympathy and feeling of social responsibility, as expressed, for example, in his
Leichenrede auf den Bergmann Zaus (1796) and
Leichenrede auf die Jubelmagd Regina Tanzberger
in Lukas-Stadt (1822) led Borne to call him the
"advocate of the poor and poet of the humble."
Richter did not, however, conceive it to be his
task to inspire among the lower classes dissatisfaction with their lot. On the otfier hand, he

hailed

from mutual understanding and sympathy. The
"young Germans" were therefore only partly
justified when they set him up as the "democrat''
against the "aristocrat" Goethe. With all his
to encroachments by the upper
he retained for the most part the social

opposition
classes

Werke, ed.

particularly of the court and nobility. These he
treated with biting satire, even though in his

He

abolition of material or political inequalities as

novels he wrote of the

of the upper classes,

respects a

he was not of a
the French
Revolution at first with enthusiasm but, like
most Germans of his time, he later turned away
from its extreme manifestations. He took for
granted for the most part class differences as
well as the cleavage between educated and uneducated and hoped that a more equitable adjustment would come, not so much from the
revolutionary nature.

attitudes of his time.

life

many

whom he venerated

familiarity
suits of the small schoolmasters, village clergy
and petty bourgeoisie. In his more ambitious

life

in

faithful disciple of Rousseau,
both as a man and as a writer,

EDUARD BEREND
Works:

2nd

1879);

SSmthche

by Eduard Bercnd, ist ser.,
vols. 1-111 (Weimar 1927-33).

vols. i-ix,

Werke,

ser.,

60

vols.

(Berlin

Consult. Berend, Eduard, Jean-Paul Bibliographic
(Berlin 1925); Alt, Johannes, Jean Paul (Munich
1925);

Hanch, Walther, Jean Paul (Leipsic 1925),
Jean Paul und seine Bedeutung fur die

Miiller, Josef,

Gegenwart (2nd rev. ed. Leipsic 1923).

RIDGEWAY, SIR WILLIAM

(1853-1926),
Ridgeway, who was born in
King's county, Ireland, was educated at Trinity
College, Dublin, and at Gonville and Caius
Irish archaeologist.

College,
fessor of

Cambridge. He was appointed proGreek in Queen's College, Cork, in
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Kingdom of Italy. The

1883 and Disney professor of archaeology in

Tuscany and

Cambridge in 1892. His The Origin of Metallic
Currency and Weights Standards (Cambridge,
Eng. 1892) combined a grasp of detail and an

author of some four hundred pamphlets and
articles, he was not a theoretical economist but
a statesman with a clear program of economic

erudition remarkable even

This program, deriving from Sallustio
Bandini and the Tuscan tradition of agricultural
free trade and linked with the
post-Smithian

among classical scholamong them.

ars with a breadth of interest rare

In refusing to reason as though Greece were a
province set in a vacuum apart from the civilization of the world he put himself in advance not
only of his own generation of classicists but even
of later ones. He did not despise light shed upon
Greece even by the culture? of peoples generally
regarded as barbarous and beneath notice. His
weakness, common to archaeologists, was that
he relied too much on direct evidence, eking out
its blanks with conjectures often based on a false

psychology of primitives In 1901 he embarked
with increased power on a larger task, the reconstruction of prehistoric Greek culture (The

Early Age of Greece, 2 vols., Cambridge, Eng.
1901-31) The Origin of Tragedy (Cambridge,
Eng. IQIO) was followed by The Dramas and

Dramatic Dances of Non-European Races (Cambridge, Eng. 1915). In the latter volume he
contended, after a vigorous critique of conflicting theories, that totemistic beliefs are

de-

pendent on the primary belief in the immortality
of the soul, that men first pray to the dead and

later of the

policy.

which Ridolfi knew intimately,
literature,
stressed the importance of agriculture for the
attainment of Italian economic prosperity. As
an agronomist he helped in the perfecting of the

method of

cultivation called the colmata

di

monte; this technique of piling up the earth in
terraces for the purpose of reclamation has been
of great importance to Tuscan agriculture.

JACOPO MAZZEI
Important works Prolustone alle leztont di agronotma e
pastonzia (Florence 1843), Leziom orah di agrana in
Empoli, 2 vols (Florence 1857, 3rd ed 1869), Annunzio delta fondazione di una scuola di integnamento
reciproco; utihtd e piano delta medisima (Florence
1819); Sulla Itbcrta del cornmcri to frument ario (Florence 1825), Rendiconto econonnco rurale dell' Istituto
For complete
agrario dt Meleto (Florence 1841)
bibliography see Ferrari, Prospero, Scntti del Marchese Costmo Ridolfi (Florence 1899).

Consult Ridolfi,

L

,

^osttro Ridolfi e gli tstttuti del suo

tempo (Florence 1901), Serpien, A and Oliva, A in
dei Georgofih, Attt, vol. xxix (1932)
401-17, Baldasseroni, Francesco, // nnnovamento
civile in Tosiana, Bibhoteca Stonca Toscana, vol vi
K Rtcasoh and the
(Floience 1931), Hancock,
,

,

Accademia

not to abstract spirits for ram and good crops;
and that tragedy, including Greek tragedy, arose
out of dramatic dances in honor of the dead.

Risorgimento in Tuscany

Ridgeway turned research into a battle
ground, his combative spirit made enemies but

RIEGER, FRANTISEK LADISLAV

and placed the Cambridge Department of Archaeology and An-

1903), Czech nationalist leader Rieger is a representative of the transition period in the evolu-

it

vivified his vast learning

thropology

in

the

forefront

of

A.

275-76, Conway,
ings, vol

A C

M. Hoc ART

a literary revival in the early nineteenth century
to its culmination in a fully developed national
life toward the end of the century. He first came

in Nature, vol cxvm (1926)
R. S., in British Academy, Proceed-

MARCHESE COSIMO

methods of cultivation and in

He

improved

beginning as

his

prominence as one of the leaders in the
movement of 1848 and acquired
wide renown as orator while serving as member
of the Austrian parliament in Vienna and Kromerfz. When the parliament was suppressed in
into

revolutionary

Mcleto, early interested himself

cation

its

,

(1794-

1865), Italian agriculturist and statesman. Ridolfi, who was a noble Tuscan landed proprietor
at

Czech nationalism from

(1818-

tion of

xu (1926) 327-36.

R1DOLFI,

,

1926).

adventurous

research.

Consult Haddon,

W

(London

own

m scientific

agricultural eduestates,

founded

the famous agricultural school at Meleto in 1834
ana the Istituto Superiore di Agraria at Pisa in
'842, was professor of agronomy at the Uni~
veisity of Pisa from 1840 to 1845 an ^ was out
standing in the activities of the Accademia dei

Georgofih for half a century. Ridolfi also took a
prominent part in the liberal nerht politic of

March, 1849, by the reactionary government
which shut the door to all liberal and democratic
policies for a decade, Rieger visited France and
England, studied economics and after his return
to Bohemia undertook in 1858 the editing of a
Czech encyclopaedia, Slovnik naucny. He organized the Czech national theater in Prague and

many other cultural institutions of the reawakened nation but devoted his attention mainly
to politics. In 1859 he wrote in Nice a pamphlet,
Les slaves d'*Autnche

et les

Magyars

(Paris 1861),

Riesser

Ridgeway
to inform
tria

and
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masses were the decisive factors in history. From
the romantic movement he derived his view of

European statesmen concerning Aus-

its nationalities.

With the

resurrection of parliamentarism in
Austria in 1860 Rieger again resumed the politi-

the nation and the ''immutable" national spirit
as the basic elements in historical
development.

cal leadership of his people. The difficult position of the nation, which since 1620 had been
forcibly deprived of political independence and

While he often hinted at laws of history and
spoke of his desire to establish the natural laws of
the life of a people as determined by the struggle
between necessity and freedom, he never developed these ideas in full His specialized fields

but slowly achieved modern political consciousness during the nineteenth century, along with
the mighty political pressure of the absolutist

of study were folk life, the plastic arts and music;
but even in these fields he never investigated the

dynasty, the feudal lords and the pseudo-liberal
Germans and Magyars of Austria combined to

him on many

more general

relationships.

He was at his best in

undermine

describing the conditions in the German local
states of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

when

turies.

defeat

occasions and finally to

his once enormous popularity. Yet,
in 1891 his party was wiped out by the
radical Young Czech party, the general political,

Riehl's significance is perhaps more important in connection with the development of

economic and cultural position of the nation had
advanced markedly from the beginning of Rie-

sociology. By virtue of his studies of German
society in the middle of the nineteenth century,
based on personal observations and a thorough

ger 's career.

EMANUEL CHALUPNY
Consult Traub,

H F L
,

study of the family, Riehl must be considered,
with Lorenz von Stem, as the founder of so-

Rieger (in Czech) (Prague

1922), Prisperky k httdh Dra Frantiska Ladislara
Rtegra (Contributions to the Betters of F L Rieger),

compiled by Jan Heidler, Ceska Akademie Vcd a
Umenf, Histoncky Archiv, vols xliv-xlv, 2 vols.
(Prague 1924-26), Leger, Louis, in La renaissance
tchdque au dix-neuvi&me siecle (Paris 1911) p. 160-205

ciology in Germany Stein excelled in his general theories of philosophy of history, Riehl in
his description of customs
within a limited region.

and

institutions

WALTER GOETZ

RIEHL, WILHELM HEINRICH (1823-97),
German historian and sociologist. Riehl began
his career as a journalist but was appointed professor at the University of Munich in 1854, first
to teach political science and in 1859 to teach

Kulturgeschichte. His studies in folklore

and

cul-

have ranked him with Jakob Burckhardt and Gustav Freytag as one of the chief
tural history

representatives of that field in nineteenth century Germany. Riehl was not a systematic

worker and he never developed a definite methodology. His information was for the most part
gathered on numerous travels through southern
and central Germany.
Riehl 's concept of cultural history was that of
the "history of the entire civilization [Gesamtgesittung] of nations as revealed in their art,
literature,

science

and economic,

social

and

He

often spoke of a "universal
cultural history of mankind" and of a "recognition of the Spirit in history" and he also called
political life."

cultural history the true philosophy of history.
Riehl's own works, however, reveal a preoccupation only with the static elements and not with
the movement of events and the interrelation-

ship of all life throughout history. He opposed
the use of the statistical method because he believed

that

great

personalities

and not the

Kulturstudien aus drei Jahrhunderten
(Stuttgart 1859, 7th ed 1910), Kulturgeschichthche
Charakterkopfe (Stuttgart 1891, 3rd ed 1899), Frete

Chief ivorks

Vortrai>e 2 vols (Stuttgart 1873-85), Musikalische
Chatakterkopfe (Stuttgart 1853, new ed., 2 vols.,
1899), Die Pfalzer (Stuttgart 1857, 3rd ed. 1907), Die
Naturgesrhichte des Volkes als Grundlage eincr deutschen Sozial-Pohtik, 4 \ols. (Stuttgart 185 1-64, newed.
t

1881-92)
Consult Simonsfeld, Henry, Wilhelm Heinnch Riehl
als Kulturhistonker (Munich 1898), Stemhausen,
,
"Freytag, Burckhardt, Riehl und ihre Auffassung der
Kulturgeschichte" in Neue Jahrbi4cher fur das klassische Altertum, Gesdnchte unddeutsche Litteratur, vol.

G

in Preusnsche jahr(1898) 448-58, Gothem, E
P, History
(1898) 1-27, Gooch,
and Historians in the Nineteenth Century (London

i

bilcher, vol. xcii

,

G

1913) P- 574-77-

RIESSER, GABRIEL

(1806-63),

German-

Jewish liberal leader and protagonist of Jewish
emancipation. Riesser was born in Hamburg.
He studied law but as a Jew was refused a
lectureship in Heidelberg and admission to the

bar in his native town. In 1830 he published
Uber die Stellung der Bekenner des mosatschen
Glaubens in Deutschland (Altona, 2nd ed. 1831),
demanding for the first time full emancipation
for the Jews; this pamphlet was followed by
other writings and by the publication of Rei-
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periodical Jude (Altona 1832-36). He
carried on widespread activity on behalf of
ser's

Jewish rights in

German

states, insisting

upon

complete emancipation without any preliminary
conditions of renunciation of the

Talmud

or

orthodoxy, and became the moral and intellec-

contemporary German Jewry.
Riesser also participated wholeheartedly in
the general liberal movement in Germany. He
tual leader of

was an ardent German

patriot

imbued with the

best heritage of German enlightenment and
idealism. In 1848 he was elected to the Frankfort

Assembly, where he became its second vice
president, sitting with the left wing of the liberal
center. He supported the idea of a constitutional
monarchy under the leadership of Prussia and

was a member of the deputation sent to offer to
King Frederick William iv the imperial crown.

The

year 1848 brought greater liberties to the

Jews and gave Riesser a wider field of activity.
In 1850 he was elected to membership in the
German Union Parliament at Erfurt and in 1859
he became judge at the new Upper Court of

Hamburg, the first Jew to hold such
Germany. He served for two years
president of the

Hamburg

office in

as

vice

parliament.

HANS KOHN
Works: Gesammelte Schnften, ed. by M. Isler, 4 vols.
(Frankfort 1867-68), with a life of Riesser by Isler in
vol. i (and ed. Frankfort 1871).
Consult: Fnedlander, Fritz, Das Leben Gabriel
Riessers (Berlin 1926), Femer, Joseph, Gabriel Riessers
Leben wnd Wirken (3rd ed Leipsic 1911); Dubnow,
S.
Novetshaya istonya evreiskago naroda, 3 vols.
(3rd ed. Berlin 1923), tr. into German by A. Ehasberg
as Dte neueste Geschichte des jtidischen Volkes (Berlin

M

,

1920-24) vol.

11,

cial disease as

disorder.

The

pain

is

a

symptom

of biological

efforts of

governments to suppress great popular riots without removing their
causes have in the long run failed.
In the Greek city-states riots were a feature of
the class warfare which finally destroyed them.
In the Roman Empire riots of slaves often
passed into servile wars; there was a continuous
social struggle between the plebs and the patricians; in the provinces there was resistance to
the plundering administrative methods of the

Roman

governors; in Asia

Minor

city

mobs

at-

tempted something like a social revolution; in
Alexandria there were Jewish pogroms; while in
general there was always a fear of riots from a
rabble population when there were breakdowns
in the supply of bread or a paucity of games. IP
Byzantium the games acquired such a political
significance that the hippodrome was the scene
of political demonstrations and riots which
shook the throne. In Rome itself the emperors
had no cause to fear the "rabble" as long as the
praetorian guard was loyal.
In feudal society the settlement of private
quarrels between the armed retainers of great
lords could not be suppressed completely. A
right of private war had to be allowed to those
whose arms were the only force behind the state.
But while the Middle Ages tolerated private war,
peasant riots which threatened the social order
were regarded as treason. After the middle of the
fourteenth century peasant uprisings throughout Europe became inspired by a spirit half religious and half socialistic. In the sixteenth

century in England they ranged from mere colbetween angry mobs and the gentry to
small civil wars suppressed only with the aid of

lisions

p. 35-44.

RIOT
GENERAL AND HISTORICAL ASPECTS.
an outbreak of temporary but

A

riot is

mass

foreign mercenaries. The riots which occurred
in the mediaeval European towns were partly

dis-

the result of the struggles of political factions,

directed against a particular
private individual as well as against public
it
involves
no intention to overbut
authorities,

partly the disorders inherent in early town life
and partly the outcome of guild disputes.
The industrial revolution changed the problem of riot. In the country instead of risings of
well to do peasants, which were not unlike a
combination of May Day demonstration and
successful strike and which when serious some-

order. It

violent

may be

itself. In this respect riot
stops short of insurrection or rebellion, although
it
may often be only a preliminary to the latter.

throw the government

The American, French and Russian revolutions
were preceded by persistent rioting. Riots are an
index of social unrest. Although their character
has varied greatly in different civilizations and
historical periods, those which have been truly
symptomatic have directly reflected their chief
foci of conflict. The most significant types of
riots have been religious, political, economic and
racial.

Such

riots are as

much

a

symptom

of so-

times cost the government a military campaign,
there was the sporadic violence of starving

Some of the early industrial riots were
directed against machines rather than men. In
the towns instead of the brawls and riots belaborers.

tween

rival families, rival guilds,

town and town

or natives and foreigners there was a social
problem threatening the state itself. In the

Riot

Riesser
country a riot might be checked by the local
gentry and their retainers peasant and agricultural laborers were averse to senseless destruction. But in the towns there was a class of
criminals with nothing to lose but their chains.
By the seventeenth century the condition of

London was

There were gangs which
names of Muns, Tityre Tus, the
Hectors, the Scoureres, the Nickers and the
Mohawk. Their gang ruffianism was a symptom
of the breakdown of the traditional administranotorious.

rejoiced in the

tive system for keeping the peace, which, ac-

cording to Macaulay, had become utterly contemptible. The judicial Silences and Shallows
were unable to deal with the Falstaffs, Pyms and

Bardophs when they became gangsters. With
the breakdown of the police system the government had to use the military. But these often
feared the verdict of a jury should they

fire.
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Philadelphia rejoiced in che Blood
Cubs, the Rats and the Schuylkdl Rangers,
while New York had the Bowery Boys and the

the

1 850*3

Dead

Rabbits. In many cities street fighting was
the only Sunday recreation. Preceding tne Civil
War there were the abolitionist riots In the
1870*3 the great railroad strikes were known as
riots"
uprisings of jobless and

the "great

hungry men. In 1886 the Haymarket not in
Chicago, in which a bomb was thrown, led to the
execution of four of the participants, who were
charged with murder. Race riots have frequently become local wars against Negroes. One
of the worst occurred in East St. Louis,
in 1917. Strike riots have
tween strikers and armed

become

men

Illinois,

battles be-

hired by em-

New

York police departployers. In 1914 the
ment found that arson, riot and murder were
committed by

guerrilla

bands hired by

strikers

"The

magistrate," said Dr. Johnson, "dare not
call the guards for fear of being hanged. The

or employers. In 1922 a massacre at Hernn,
Illinois, arising out of a mining strike caused

guards will not come, for fear of being given up
"
In 1780
to the blind rage of popular juries
there occurred the famous Gordon anti-Catholic
riots and London was in the hands of the mob

twenty-five deaths and led to no convictions for
murder. Since the beginning of the economic

Newgate was burned; a camp was
formed, cannon were drawn out in Hyde Park
and people trembled at the rumor that the lions
in the tower and the lunatics in Bedlam were to
be released. In 1819 a not broke out in Man-

there occurred in the national capital the "bonus
riots," as a result of which war veterans were ex-

for a week.

chester at a meeting of some 50,000 people assembled to demand parliamentary reform.
Charged rather precipitously by cavalry, the riot

has gone down in history as the "Manchester
Massacre." In the Bristol riots in 1830 nearly a
hundred were killed and wounded The Chartist

riots of

1839 were controlled only by the

skill

tact of Sir Charles Napier, who concentrated his 6000 troops and 18 cannon at strategic

and

points, ignoring the clamor of every mayor and
master that his own town and factory should be

garrisoned. Subsequent riots in England, such
as the Trafalgar Square riots in 1888, and the
Featherstone riots in 1893-94, have not been of

comparable seriousness.
There were few riots in colonial America

A

depression in 1929, there have been many riots.
In the last year of the Hoover administration

pelled from the city by the federal forces. In the
middle west there have been riots against

mortgage foreclosures.

Mob

violence in the United States

is

ex-

plained by many factors. There are the tradition
of the frontier and the violence of the mining

camps. There

is the geographical isolation of
great industries. There is the fragmentation of
political power before powerful economic forces,

which
litical

results in the utilization of the local pomachinery as a tool in the economic

struggle. The police are often employed on behalf of employers when they should not have

been used

at all.

There are the obvious

racial

clashes arising from a problem of racial heterogeneity unlike anything in Europe. Many Amer-

ican cities are a mosaic of alien populations each
the size of a European city, and in addition there
is

the Negro problem.
Riots in continental European countries since

until the revolutionary period.
violent outbreak in Baltimore in 1812 is mentioned by de

the French revolutionary period have been not

Tocqueville. But in the 1830*3 a series of mob
riots swept the country. There was a fight in

and syndicalism have

Boston in 1837 between the fire companies and
the Irish, involving 15,000 persons. Negro riots
in Philadelphia in 1838 resulted in the burning
of Pennsylvania Hall and many deaths. In 1844
native American riots lasted three months. In

infrequent. Anticlericalism, royalism, anarchism
all been the occasion of

rioting. Militant labor movements have precipitated great industrial riots, such as the Ferrer
riots in Spain in 1909, the labor riots in Sicily

in 1893-94 or those in Milan in 1898. But since
the revolutionary period of 1848 the great riots
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have had a markedly poand have been only the preludes to

in continental countries
litical tinge
revolution.

The

Spartacist

riots

in

Germany

World War were revolutionary in
nature, and the contentions of private armies
since then have been skirmishes in a political
after

the

The instigation of riots
definite technique by the German

battle rather than riots.

was used as a

Nazis in their march to political power. In 1934
one of the greatest riots in the history of Paris
followed the Stavisky pawnshop scandal involving many government officials. It was followed

when the government in a
German Nazi infiltration allied
itself with the native fascist Heimwehr and attempted to outlaw the Socialist party. The
by

rioting in Austria

last effort to halt

In western countries the development ot
problem ot ordinary riots. Sometimes special not squads exist.
Tear gas, very effective in dispersing mobs, has
been added to the weapons of the police since
the World War. Fire hose has long been used.
In the case of serious and persistent riots troops
are called out. Nowadays no dangerous riot can
occur unless the rioters have secured the possession of plentiful arms and are prepared to use
them. But an effective use of modern arms can
be made only by those who have the resolution,
organization and resources to turn a riot into a
police systems has solved the

revolution.

K, SMELLIE

on

LEGAL ASPECTS. Fundamentally two legal con-

the aspect of civil war.
In the East riots arise from religious, racial
and economic conflicts, which the presence of a

ceptions of not may be distinguished; in both
the mob character of the offense is recognized,

armed

resistance of the Socialists rapidly took

ruling foreign power restrains but cannot entirely eliminate. In a conquered country forces

which are powerless to seek a political outlet
erupt in sporadic social violence. The governing
power has imposed an order from above for

which the general
unprepared.

traditions of the country are

An imperial American power estab-

Europe might be able to prevent a
Franco-German war; it would, however, have to
face serious communal riots on the Francolished in

German

frontier, just as the British

government
had to face the communal riots of
Catholics and Orangemen. The peculiarity of
in Belfast

the

communal

riots in the

East

is

that to eco-

added the power of rumor acting
upon racial and religious fanaticism. There are
usually no organizations to be broken or recognized leaders to be held responsible. The nots
are followed by furtive and indiscriminate
murders by individuals after the actual mobs
have been dispersed.
The police system in British India, which has
been copied in other British possessions in the
East and also in Africa, has been especially designed to meet the threat of frequent noting.
Organized upon a military basis and subject to
military discipline, the police have been able to
maintain order in the most warlike Indian prov-

nomic

stress is

than i police5000 inhabitants. While the lower ranks
of the police hierarchy have even more opportunity for oppression and graft than in western
inces, although the force has less

man

to

countries, the force is effective in dealing with all
disturbances except those which arise from the
will for political

independence.

but under one riot is an aggravated form of
breach of the peace, the aggravation lying in the
character of the breach, while under the
other riot is an aggravated form of resistance to

mob

or attack upon public authorities, the aggravation lying in the mob character of such resistance
ox attack. Under either conception the offense

may be qualified by
are involved or
as

the

number

of persons

by the possession of arms

by other circumstances. The law of

who

as well

riotous

name they appear really
foims of attack upon the

offenses under whatever

comprises

all

those

public tranquillity or integrity of the state which
stop short of treason. Indeed in the critical

periods of the rise of organized states there is a
tendency to confuse the two and to treat not as
treason, at least as regards the instigators or
ringleaders.

The crime
sources of the

of riot

is

characterized in tne

Roman law as seditio, but the exact

nature of the concept remains obscure, a fact
which is not surprising in view of the turbulent
history of the

Roman

state. Seditio

included not

only the instigation of an insurrection against
public authority, which was a crimen laesae
majestatis, but also participation in a riotous assembly directed against either public authority
or private persons, which in the first case appears to have been regarded as a vis publica
and in the second as a vis privata, although the
distinction does not seem always to have been

held tenaciously.

on

The

law of majestas was based
than the law of DM, which
and in application the two

earlier legislation

supplemented it,
were doubtless confused.
The law of not in the early Middle Ages was

Riot
comparatively mild. In the Germanic codes
even the leaders of a riot were punishable only
by monetary fines, as in the Lex Baiwariorum or
the Lex Vtsigothorum. Because of the turbulence
of tne Germanic tribes the offense probably did

not normally seem heinous. In most of the
German as well as the Italian town laws of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the fines

were even

lighter, a fact

which may be attributed

perhaps to the degree of constitutional appeasement which had been achieved within the town
walls. The possession of arms and the number

389

the reading of the riot aci, which had to be read
in the exact form prescribed by the statute.

Apart from the Norwegian law, which is
closely allied to the English, most of the continental codes are said to treat not not as an
aggravated form of breach of the peace but as an
aggravated form of attack upon the public
authorities. Two subgroups among the continental codes may, however, be distinguished; in

one the example of the German and in the other
that of the French law

is

followed.

The German

of participants played a particularly great role in

law requires no fixed number of participants for
Aufruhr, which it regards simply as a mob crime

the Italian

town laws. The later law, which drew
on the sources of the Roman cnmen majestatis,
became much more severe. The extremely in-

against public authority, although it recognizes
that the leaders and the actual perpetrators of
violence should be punished most severely. All

fluential Cotistitutio cnminalis Carolina subjected
the instigators of riots to the sword; and German
common law doctrine, while it assimilated the

the individuals comprising the mob become
guilty as soon as at least two of the members act

Roman

crime of resistance to public
crime or delict deauthority.
pending on various combinations of fixed numbers and arms. The mob character of the crime
is here
really recognized only to the extent that

crimen majestatis^ recognized the possi-

English

state,

which was mak-

ing the king's peace the fulcrum of a growing
public criminal law, certainly was not hesitant in
treating riot as treason A statute of 1549-50
punished certain forms of not as treason According to Coke it was resolved by the English
judges in the reign of Henry vm that "an insur-

rection against the statute of labourers, for the
enhancing of salaries and wages, was a levying
of war against the king" (3 Inst. 10). As late as

1675 some of the judges thought that a not of
weavers for the purpose of destroying looms
was treason (Hale, P C. i, 143-46) Even in
1710 it was actually held to be treason to precipitate a not to destroy all dissenting meetinghouses (15 HoweU's State Trials 522).

As now
after

settled at the English

common
the

in

law,
Star

development
misdemeanor which consists
of a tumultuous disturbance of the peace by an
assembly of three or more persons. It must employ such a show of violence that at least one
preliminary

Chamber,

a riot

is

a

person of reasonable firmness is put in fear. A
"rout" is said to exist when the assembly has
taken the first steps to put its purpose into exe-

A

mere unlawful assembly

an
meet not
one that
will cause fear of violence. The Riot Act of 1715,
passed in consequence of riots in many towns
cution.

The French law treats not as a

is itself

ofiense, but 't is now held that it must
only for an unlawful purpose but for

following the accession of George I, made a
riotous assembly a felony instead of a mis-

demeanor when twelve or more persons were involved and failed to disperse within one hour of

quali-

fied case of the

Thus

bility of scditio simplex.

The powerful

in concert.

rebellion is a

the punishabihty of any one of the individuals
engaged in rebellion depends upon the numbers
and arms of the others But the Belgian law is
even more individualized, for the possession of
arms by some of the rioters does not affect the

punishabihty of the unarmed; on the other hand,
the punishment of all is more severe when the

pursuance of a previous understanding, an aggravating circumstance also
under other codes.
riot takes place in

Indeed the continental codes, apart from their
agreement on the conception of riot as an
offense against the public authorities, vary considerably in their determination of other constit-

uent elements of the cnme.

The Austrian law

is

peculiar in attempting to grade the punishments
in accordance with the intensity of criminal will
revealed by the rioters, somewhat in the fashion

of the English law, by distinguishing various
stages in the evolution of the riot. In addition

under the Austrian code Aufstand is an ordinary
riot, while Aufruhr is a riot which the authorities
could disperse only by the use of special force.
If martial law has to be declared, the rioters

become subject to capital punishment.
But in truth even in fundamental conception
the continental codes cannot be entirely set
apart from the English law, for in cases in which
twelve or more persons are involved (as is the
case in most riots) the reading of the riot act
introduces the element of resistance to public
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authority,

even though the

riot

is

directed

A

few of the
against private persons or property.
continental codes further approach the English
law by creating a separate although lesser offense
of "breach of the peace," which is not as in
English or American law tumultuous conduct

by an individual but rather

riot directed against
private persons or property. This is true of
German law, which, unable to free itself from

the double influence of the Germanic concept of
Friedensbruch and the Roman concept of crimen
vis, regards breach of the peace as an attack upon
the public order. French law, however, recognizes no such general concept of breach of the
peace but only the more limited crime of violent
attack

upon property by

While the Dutch law

is

a

band of persons
German,

similar to the

the Austrian law resembles the French.
Provision is also commonly made on the
continent for "reading the riot act"; but this
in the sense of a warning to

must be taken only

disperse, since the command of the authorities
need follow no set form. Moreover many con-

do not require that a public assembly be riotous or dangerous to the peace to
be subject to dispersal. In other words, the dispersal provisions may not be specifically attached to the crime of riot although they may be
applicable to it. The order to disperse may be a
constituent element of the crime of riot; or it
tinental codes

or third

command; whether the authorities had

to resort to the use of force.

In accordance with the tendency to regard
even American criminal law as only a variation
of English law, the law of riot hi the United
States is often stated to be similar to that of
England. Nothing could be further from the
truth, for the American law reveals at least as

much

variety as the continental European and
it at least as much as it does the Eng-

resembles

lish. It is true that about a third of the states,
although they depart from the English law in
other respects, follow the tripartite division of
English law by making unlawful assembly, rout
and riot separate offenses. These states include

Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Kentucky, Montana, Nevada, North
Dakota, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Utah,
Virginia and West Virginia. Other states, however, dispense with either rout or unlawful assembly. The single crime of unlawful or riotous
assembly alone is recognized by Arkansas, Dela-

Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Vermont and
Washington. About half of the states follow the
ware,

Illinois,

New

English common law in requiring a minimum of
at least three rioters. But in a group of states, the
majority of which significantly are western, two
persons may be guilty of a riot. These states are
Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho,

Nevada and Utah. Moreover

those

may simply act as a bar to prosecution as regards
who are not ringleaders or who have

six states,

themselves as yet committed no act of violence;
or it may serve merely to create a separate crime

South Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia,
have no requirement of numbers, and in five

of refusal to disperse in obedience to the comof authority. Thus in German and Dutch

Illinois,

Massachusetts, Michigan, New HampNew Jersey and Rhode Island, a riotous as-

shire,

law members of any assembly become guilty of

sembly

Danish law

also requires three warnings, but

rioters

may escape punishment by withdrawing.
The Austrian law requires only one command to
disperse. The French law, in which obedience
to a dispersal order acts as a bar to prosecution,
is peculiar, however, in having different provi-

sions for dispersal in case of rebellion from those
the case of an assembly quipourra.it troubler la

m

tranquillity publique.

In the former case

rioters

who are unarmed and have as yet committed no
act of violence are given the opportunity to disperse upon a single command. In the latter the
punishment in case of refusal to disperse de-

pends upon a variety of circumstances: whether
it was nocturnal; whether it dispersed upon first, second
the assembly was armed; whether

Kentucky, Montana, Pennsylvania,

states,

mand

the crime ofAuflaufif they fail to disperse upon
the thrice repeated command of authority. The

Indiana,

is guilty of no crime until it has failed to
disperse in obedience to the command of the
authorities; in other words, the reading of the

not act

is

here a constituent element of the

crime. In addition, in these states as well as in a
few others, the riotous assembly must be com-

posed of at least twelve armed persons or thirty
unarmed. Again there are six states, Minnesota,
New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Texas and
Washington, which closely approach the fundamental concept of riot of most of the continental

much heavier penalties in a
of instances in which resistance to or

codes by inflicting
long

list

attack

upon public

authorities

is

involved.

few southern states, Maryland, Mississippi and North Carolina, where
lynching riots occur not infrequently, which
curiously have no criminal provisions at all
Finally, there are a

against riot, although the last named state as well

Riot
Alabama, Indiana, Kansas, Ken-

as five others,

39*

of the

communes

antedates the revolution; but
a development from the revo-

tucky and Virginia, have special antilynching

the

statutes.

lutionary statute of 10 Vendemiaire, year iv,
which created almost absolute liability for in-

The mere

statement of the law of

riot

should

suffice to exhibit the unsatisfactory state of the

law in

The

great variation in
existing provisions itself betrays the difficult
character of the underlying problem, which is

many

respects.

bound up with the free

exercise of civil liberties.

When a

not occurs, speech has passed over into
At least an overt manifestation of violent intention; but it still may not be necessary for the
authorities to intervene. Certainly the authorishould not be allowed to disperse assemblies

ties

upon the mere

threat of disorder Likewise

it is

an absurdity as well as a violation of popular
speech to make the crime of riot apply to disturbances involving only two individuals Even
the presence of three armed individuals is
hardly a threat to the existence of a powerful
state It must not be forgotten that the use if not
the possession of arms is itself a crime and that
acts of violence are punishable under the provisions of the ordinary criminal law. The exist-

ence of the law of not often serves merely to
possible the punishment of individuals

make

modern law is

juries to persons

and property

period after the World

law had

riot is as plainly

an

inheritance from imperial Germany as the law
of France is a reflection of more republican
ideals. The discrepancies are to be accounted for

behind political
changes. Recent criminal codes have wrought no
great innovations, but many continental jurists
urge the adoption of the broad unified concept
in terms of the usual lag of legal

of riot of the English law. It
this has virtually

is

interesting that

been accomplished by the

Soviet Penal Code.

Either absolute or fault

liability for injury to
persons or property has been imposed in many
European countries upon governmental units in

whose jurisdictions

have occurred. In Engproperty was
imposed upon the hundreds by a statute of 1714,
but under a statute of 1886 it now rests upon
boroughs and counties. In France the liability
land absolute

riots

liability for injury to

of the

Sixteen other states, California, Con-

in 1835

necticut,

Illinois,

Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,
Nebraska, New Hamp-

Missouri, Montana,
shire,

New

Jersey,

New

York, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, South Carolina and Wisconsin,
now have liability statutes. In all but a few of
is absolute; but in only
Kansas and Wisconsin, is

these states the liability
three, Connecticut,

the liability extended to cover injuries to persons
\\ell as to property It seems strange that the

as

less

should be regarded as of
consequence than the destruction of

property.

WILLIAM SEAGLE
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some

law of

liability

upon the states and the national government. In the United States the earliest
statute seems to have been enacted in Maryland

loss of life in riots

The German

the

the burden

much

state.

War

so staggering that a national
to be enacted in 1920, which put most of

have neither committed nor intended violence.
In normal conditions the state can afford to be
generous. In revolutionary riots all law tends to
become an irrelevance The recognition of a
mob crime is a contradiction of the principle
that guilt must be intentional and personal.
While there is no exact correspondence, there
relationship between hbertarianism and
the outlines of the crime of riot in a particular

law of 1884,

communes became

who are seized on the scene of a tin moil but who

is

A

however, put the liability upon a fault basis, and
a law of 1914 shifted part of the liability to the
central government In Germany communal
liability was variously regulated in the several
states, but as a result of the disorders of the
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MARTIAL LAW.

RIPARIAN RIGHTS.
RISK.

It is a

See

WATER LAW.
that life in

its

aspect

liability to error.

perfectly allowed for,

is

ordinarily expressed by
The sources or
kinds of error are numerous and difficult to
classify. Sense perception itself is presumably
more or less inaccurate; nor does the individual

men

guarantee a return to the various productive
resources and would own merely the resulting
product. In modern competitive society since
the individual or group entrepreneur almost

always owns and supplies to the enterprise a
considerable fraction of the resources used, the
return to the resources hired at contractual rates

guaranteed effectively only through an intencontingency in the return to those belonging to the owners.
is

sified

In a highly changeable or "dynamic" society
the most unpredictable element in the situation,
or the greatest risk, has to do with price changes
rather than with the physical results of produc-

In some industries, agriculture above

tion.

risks,

This liability, interpreted to include the occurrence of
results entirely unforeseen as well as those imthe remark that

spectively to future prices and to the physical
results of operations. In a pure form of enterprise economy some individual or group would

all,

the unpredictability of the course of nature
introduces serious technological risks. Such

commonplace

of action involves a

have to be "committed" for a considerable time
in advance, often irrevocably. Such commitments involve two main sets of predictions in
the large, highly interdependent relative re-

take risks.

know

accurately his ends. But the more important errors arise from the fact that virtually all
behavior looks to the future and from the noto-

however, tend to cancel out in the course

of time or can be largely eliminated by some
form of insurance. Risks of price changes arise

from three main sources: changes in the attitudes of consumers; changes in the supply of
the commodity in consequence of the behavior
of "other" producers; and a miscellaneous, practically unlimited list of contingencies in other
industries,

which may act through either the
incomes of consumers. All such

tastes or the

risks

tend to increase in importance, some very

rapidly, with the economic advancement of
society. Risk is a phenomenon of change; and

rious difficulty and uncertainty of prediction.
This has a particular bearing on economic the-

progress, which is cumulative change, makes
economic society more subject to capricious
fluctuations. Technological advance is inher-

ory, because the generalizations of theory relate
to conduct which completely achieves an in-

ently unpredictable, since anticipating a particular invention would mean making the invention

tended aim. Such conduct would constitute
perfectly economic behavior. Indeed the basic
conception of economy or efficiency has meaning
only with reference to an end more or less completely realized, and economic theory must abstract from the element of error
a process

itself; and progress alone, in so far as it follows
a regular trend, does not create risk. The great
source of risk is the increasingly capricious char-

acter of consumers' wants as

economic

moves from elementary needs

into the "higher"

forms of satisfaction. This

is

activity

indeed largely

Riot- Risk
caused or

aggravated by the activities ot
producers themselves who introduce changes
and push them for competitive advantage, until
what is called a high standard of living means
at least
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particular risk bearer depends
his operations. Wide and

on the scope of

unpredictable fluctua-

tion in connection with an individual event or

case tends to

become uniformity and constancy

that wants center largely in social competition

in the large group. Since the eftect of a
large loss

and love of variety for its own sake.
Economic risks or contingencies impinge on
the producer in an enterprise economy in con-

to

sequence of the characteristic fact that entrepreneurs competitively undertake, first, to produce goods in anticipation of demand rather
than upon order and, secondly, to pay the

example is insurance. The principle is
same whether carried out by mutual association or by a separate business unit,
and there are other methods besides organized

and property owners, who supply productive resources at fixed rates regardless of
either the amount or the value of the product

insurance of securing the same results. Risks
which would be dangerous to producers on a

although in practise there are many exceptions
to both these conditions. Economic risks would

large scale enterprises; or specialization of a distinct unit in a particular type of operation may

be present in any different type of economic
organization* their magnitude depending chiefly
on the technological system, which determines
the extent to which productive commitments
are made in advance of actual consumption. If
production were carried out only on orders from

reduce risk, as in the transfer of the risk of price
changes in certain raw materials to professional
speculators through hedging.

laborers

responsible consumers, the
wants and the resultant loss

duction would naturally

fall

risk of

change of
readaptmg proon the consumers

in

themselves. But in most fields of

modern

life,

m

railroad transportation, producfor instance,
tion on this basis would be quite impossible.

Natural contingencies will always cause loss to

someone, although the "risk" to the individual
may be reduced by grouping under the principle

and new inventions

an individual

is

disproportionately greater

than that of a similar gain, there is a tendency to
reduction of risks by organized grouping. The
familiar

of course the

small scale

may

lose their serious character for

There is a serious theoretical difficulty in the
problem of risk resulting from the wide differences in conditions affecting its elimination by
grouping of cases. Arrangements for meeting
risks are likely to change the risk itself, favorably
or unfavorably; and all specialization in risk
assumption brings into play another factor, that
of special competence to meet a particular type
of risk, which may mean competence in either
foreseeing or controlling a course of events.
to force several dis-

Moreover experience seems

which

tinctions in regard to contingency

system destroy

highly unsatisfactory from a logical point
view. At one extreme occur cases of pure char

pacity.

in

of insurance;

will in

any

much individual productive caThe one important source of risk which

might be eliminated by a change in the form of
social organization is that which arises because
individuals make commitments without knowledge of the contemporaneous plans and commitments of other individuals. In a centrally
regulated or socialistic economy, not only would

through distribution, but an
important source of loss in the system as a whole
would be eliminated to the extent that the centhis risk disappear

organization functioned effectively. Operation of an entire economic society as a single
unit would also serve to eliminate risks in the

tral

ultimate degree possible through cancellation
or reduction to uniformity through the law of
large numbers. The distribution of the remain-

in the system,

on the

amount of

risk

be calculated by mathem?
from the nature of the situat
throwing a die or spinning a wheel
In the other no such calculation can
and knowledge of the probability invol
be derived from observation and s
analysis, as in the case of the chance th
bihties can
ciples

<

ning will strike any particular tree in a
type of hazard against which insur.
generally available approximates the t

The

con-

borne by any

cases of pure chance, for the event is not entu
beyond control or entirely uninfluenced by

political forces

rolling managerial policies.

In general the

probability class. Of this ideal situat'
are two important subtypes. In one t

But it is clear both that statistical <_
mination of a probability ratio would itself
tain a probable error and that such conting
cies as chance of death or of fire loss are

ing contingency in the results would depend,
like the entire distribution of burdens and benefits

which there is no possibility of predic
the individual event and in which a large
ber of individual instances form a homog

type.

ar
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fact of provision against loss

through

its

occur-

most attention in connection with trie

It receives

rence.

theory of profit.

These considerations shed light on the problem of business risks For while the principles

See

of canceling and of insurance do apply widely,
there is no possibility of making any substantial

provision against the major risks of a business.
Business decisions embody an effort to predict

and control the course of events in a particular
case, and the liability to error in foresight and
in action differs in principle trom the ideal of
a probability situation. Not only is it impossible
group such decisions into classes approxi-

to

mately alike from the probability standpoint,
but they are subject to a complicated and vital
"moral hazard." In large scale business organizations the decisions of the ultimate managers
relate chiefly to the selection of persons who

make more concrete decisions of policy and

shall

to the definition, of their

powers and duties The

motivations involved in making commitments
on the basis of an exercise of one's own judg-

ment

are very different from those involved in
gambling on a mechanical probability. Actual

of course be connected with an

may

gambling

exercise of judgment, real or supposed, as when
one picks the winner of a horse race; but the

motives are
himself

is

still
very different when the bettor
the runner. Similar considerations

apply when personal relations are involved, as
when, one "bets" on his judgment of collabo-

an enterprise, selected and directed
himself. It becomes therefore quite irnpose in the case of business risks to assert on

itors in
'

objective ground that there is even approxiV a certain fractional "chance" of any
lar result;

an assertion

in this

form merely

a certain degree of confidence or belief
t of the person who makes it and rather
y resembles a statement of a certain
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RITCHIE, DAVID

GEORGE

(1553-1903),
philosopher. Ritchie led an
uneventful and academic life, whether as sucScottish

political

cessful student at

Edinburgh and Oxford or as
Oxford and St. Andrews.

successful teacher at

His

an excellent barometer
change in the climate of opinion of Eng-

political ideas are

for the

lish liberalism at the

turn of the century. Ritchie

was born a "liberal" in the profound sense of
that word put forward by the guardsman in
lolanthe. But he arrived at the conclusion that
two of the leading ideas of nineteenth century
liberalism had by 1890 ceased to work towaid
had inliberal, progressive, democratic ends
deed become means of obstructing the attainment of such ends. His written work is almost
wholly devoted to attacking these two ideas, the
doctrine of natural rights and the transfer to
politics of the biological theory of the survival
fittest. In Natural Rights (London 1895)
Ritchie brings his somewhat donnishly logical
mind to play on the assumptions of eighteenth

of the

e probability.
he sense of an indeterminate discrepeen results and intentions enters also

century political abstractions and pulls them
apart; but his chief objection to the theory ot

discussion of economic behavior in

men

natural rights is that it has given even Englisha sentimental belief in an abstract right of

The chief problem has to do
between incentive and act when
entive is an anticipated result and the

liberty and has become embodied in fundamental laws which prevent state or group intervention in economic life. Useful once in over-

ation is affected by uncertainty. Under
;onditions uncertainty adds interest and
j action, while under others it creates re-

throwing feudal privilege, this theory is now the
bulwark of a new privileged capitalist class. In
Darwinism and Politics (London 1889) and The

motive.

relation

iance.

This

is

a profoundly important factor

Principles of State Interference (London 1891)
Ritchie attacks the political Darwinists and espe-

etermming the remunerations of practically
y employment of labor and other resources,
ias been recognized since Adam Smith's

cially

3us discussion of "the lottery of the law.*'

he maintains, allowed old fashioned radicals

Herbert Spencer. False analogies between

organic

life

and human

social

and

political life,
like

Risk
Spencer to maintain that science the highest of
authorities for most contemporary Englishmen
sanctioned unlimited economic conflict. Actually Darwin himself modestly refused to apply
his theories to politics, and Spencer's logic and

biology are both at fault. What separates men
from animals is the fact that men can practise
artificial selection.

Government can and must

between employer
and employed, a struggle from which, if nature
interfere in the cruel struggle

to itself, the fittest perhaps but certainly
not the best will emerge victorious. Only the
is left

Ritter
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on human groups. With deep piety

influences

he regarded the earth as planned to provide
differing habitats for peoples. His definition of
natural regions was based not on interest in the
genesis of physical land forms but on a desire

human progress
a knowledge of the physical world he
proceeded to his ultimate theme, the relation or
value of the earth to man. Some of his most
to discover the potentialities of

From

familiar conclusions deal with the superior design of the European continent, especially as to
its

and the smallness of

coast line

its

natural

Tories can find consolation in Spencer's defense
of laissez faire. Ritchie's positive doctrines are

regions, and with the barrier of highland
desert in inner Asia.

less important. He was fond of classing himself
as a socialist and, like his master T. H. Green,
he defended state intervention as consistent with

and Strabonic view of environmental influence

and

Ritter redefined for his time the Aristotelian

individual liberty properly understood through

as determining the course of history. Among his
many followers were Buckle in England and

idealist metaphysics.

Guyot, who

CRANE BRINTON
Cnnsutf Latta,
sophical Studies

R

,

"Memoir"

(London 1905)

in Ritchie's Philo-

for decades set the form in public
school instruction in the United States Ritter's

influence on schoolmasters

devised no

RITTER, KARL

(1779-1859),

German

geog-

rapher. Ritter was tutor for nearly twenty years
to the family of Bethmann-Hollweg; he thus
became acquainted in 1807 with Alexander von

Humboldt, who had just returned from his New
World travels. Through Humboldt, Ritter found
the objective henceforth to occupy him, which

m

was greater than on

he made no
new method of

scholars, since

p. 1-65.

field observations,

gathering and inspecting data and reformulated an age old problem without serious analysis of its component

His enormous industry in combing
lends some bibliographic importance to his volumes on Asia, but he is now rarely
read; whereas Humboldt, who ranks with him as
a founder of modern geography, remains an
elements

literature

still

the title of his major work, Die
is expressed
Erdkunde tm Verhaltnis zur Natur und zur Ge~
Berlin 1817-18;
schichte des Menschen (2 vols
2nd rev. ed., 21 vols., 1822-59). * n I ^ 2 ne

"Der getfemvartise Standpunkt
der Methothk der Eidkunde" in Geographisches Jahr-

became professor of geography at the University
of Berlin, where he remained until his death.
Prior to Ritter geographic treatises had been

and vol. MU (1880) 523Zeitstromutigen in der Geographic
chs
v-vi, Ho/.el, K Emil, Das geo(Leipsic 1897)
graphische Individuwn bei Karl Ritter (Leipsic 1896).

,

mainly compendia of data selected because they
might be useful. Against this utilitarian political

geography the status of
an independent discipline. He thought of the
earth as a unitary organism, divinely planned,
role Ritter asserted for

created for

man and

human

life.

conditioning
Peschel has clearly defined Ritter's views as
has
Wisotzki
traced the connections
teleologic;

between them and Schelling's transcendental
idealism and the teachings of Fichte. Ritter was
significant for his period as an exponent of
theistic environmentalism; he considered the
earth as "the preparatory school of the human
race."

Two

kinds of inquiry were indicated by Ritter's general thesis; that which sought to determine the content of regions and that which noted
the recurrence or permanence of environmental

important source of contemporary knowledge.

CARL SAUER

H

Consult Wanner,

,

buch, \ol MI (1878) 550-636,
98, Wisot/ki,

E

,

RITTER, MORIZ

(1840-1923),

German

his-

torian. Ritter, the son of a professor of classical
attended the
philology, was born in Bonn.

He

in his native city and from 1857 to
1862 studied history at the universities of Bonn,
Berlin and Munich In 1862 he took his doctorate

Gymnasium

in ancient history, but thereafter as a collaborator of the Munich Historical Commission he

devoted himself chiefly to modern history. In
the service of the commission he compiled three
volumes of documents on the antecedents of the
Thirty Years' War, and on this foundation he

composed

his Geschtchte der deutschen

Union

(2 vols., Schaffhausen 1867-73). Finally, on the
basis of these researches and numerous detailed

investigations he produced his Deutsche Ge~
im Zettalter der Gegem eformation und dei

schichte
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bury under the house posts or to
ceremonies that employ the symbolism

dreisstgjahrigen Krieges (3 vols., Stuttgart 18891908). His last big work was his Die Entwicklung

slaves to

der Geschichtsvnssenschaft an denfuhrenden Wer-

of eating or of impregnation to further the
growth of the fields.

ken betrachtet (Munich 1919).
All Ritter's writings are

grounded

in

unusu-

and shrewd

investigations, while at
the same time they unfailingly build up to a
general viewpoint. Originally a pious Catholic
ally careful

and

later a supporter of the old Catholic

move-

ment, he did not permit his religious views to
influence his historical writing. He was a model
of the objective research worker. Following the

Rankian tendency in
sharing

historical research

without

Protestant bias, he surpassed most
of this school in the impartiality of his

its

members

conception of history. For him as for Ranke the
state was the core of historical life and only that
which directly concerned it came within the
scope of his historical writings. That Ritter had

an open mind toward other conceptions of history

is

shown by

his

work on

historical writing.

Although he rejected the idea of cultural history, which he considered a menace to historical
science, he evaluated Karl Lamprecht with more
understanding than did most of his rivals He
found it sufficient to sketch the cultural life of
an epoch with quick strokes, but he never
claimed for historical

independence of cultural developments. Within his narrower conception of history he was a master in portraying
the political and religious forces of an epoch and
in bringing into relief its dominant characterlife

fertility

Ritual therefore

WALTER GOETZ

W

Consult- Goetz,
W., in Htstorische Zeitschrtft, vol.
cxxxi (1925) 472-95, Dove, Alfred, Ausgervahlte Aufsatze, ed by Fnednch

Memecke (Munich

1925).

RITUAL
form of prescribed and elaborated
behavior and occurs both as the spontaneous
is

a

invention of the individual, especially of the

compulsion neurotic, and as a cultural trait. In
both cases there is similar symbolism and compulsive elaboration; the symbolism

employed as

the basis of the ritual throws light in the one case
on the psychology of the patient and in the other

on the behavior patterns of the

culture. Ritual

according to the accepted usage of the term does
not include acts of routine provision of physical

ways of building a house
or of grinding and leaching acorns may be
elaborate and exacting, but they are techno-

prescribed formal behavior

and has even been considered the origin
it is by no means a
phenomenon
peculiar to religion. The occasions which are
ritualistically elaborated are usually solemn and
are often therefore religious; but many secular
religion

of religion, but

occasions are similarly elaborated. The formal
traditional procedures of the council of elders in
Samoa, built upon the theme of gracious hospitality

and homage

to chiefs, or that of affinal

exchange a lifelong exchange of goods governed by arbitrary traditional forms between the
family of the husband and the family of the
wife in the Admiralty Islands are examples of

which are thoroughly secDurkheim and many
others that religion arises from ritualism as such
must be challenged, for the most extreme ritualelaborate ritualisms
ular.

istic

The

contention of

formalism does not convert the council of

elders or affinal exchange into an aspect even of

the already existing religious complexes. Durkheim's theoretical position is untenable once it is

recognized that ritual may surround any field of
behavior and of itself does not give birth to religion any more than it gives birth to art or to
social organization.

The view

istics.

is

for occasions not given over to technological
routine. It is ordinarily discussed as an aspect of

had its origin in ritual was
by Jane Harrison, who was
impressed by the early and significant development of ritual behavior in Greek life, a development underlying Greek art, and who generalized
that art

set forth especially

this fact into a theory of the origin of art. Her
theory that art arose out of religious ritual ignores the vast field of non- representative and

geometric art and the whole field of secular art
and, when it is rephrased to refer only to the rise
of a religious art out of a religious ritual, throws
little light on the origin of art. Even this specific
relationship

many cases.
The most
discussion

is

between

art

and

ritual is lacking in

valuable part of Jane Harrison's
which reiterates the primacy

that

of ritual in relation to other culture traits that
in different civilizations. Re-

necessities. Traditional

grow up around

logical not ritualistic. Ritual is always extra-

many ritualistic acts, and its
themes may be intelligible only in the light of
such acts. On the basis of Semitic studies W.
Robertson Smith pointed out that ritual likewise underlies myth and that a comprehen-

necessitous from the technological point of view;
has reference, for example, to the act of killing

it

it

ligious art preserves

Ritter
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sion of

Hebrew ritual is essential to an understanding of Hebrew mythology.
The rite is similarly more stable and more

most

fundamental than the rationalizations that universally accompany it. As soon as it receives
itself
traditional form the ritual
becomes

theme that life can be maintained
only through death and portrayed it through the
repeated sacrifice of victims at the hands of the
priests. These victims were often given the
honors of deity before the sacrifice, and later
their flesh was divided
among the people and

a standard of reference; "from it proceed the
random whys, and to it return the indeterminate
therefores."

These whys and therefores include

the symbols that are employed and the purposes
for which the rite is performed. Ceremonial

symbolism is fluid rather than
ties of meanings are attached

fixed,

and

varie-

in different cul-

same ceremonial. The rite of the
Last Supper is a universal Christian ceremony,
but the symbolism of the Protestant and the
tures to the

Catholic rite is differently interpreted. The symbolism of the primitive ritual dance which
whirls nearer and nearer to the altar and finally

tramples and destroys the

altar itself

may

be

carried out to the last detail to indicate the

with the gods. In
Mexican tribes of the Nayarit plateau the
dancer at the culmination of the dance is beside
himself and falls unconscious and foaming at the
identification of the ecstatic

mouth upon the trampled altar. This dance form
by no means limited, however, to the regions

is

where

this

symbolism

applies.

Among

the

Pueblos, for instance, the final dance upon the
altar is as formal as the final round of a Morris

dance and there is no idea of reaching an ecstatic
height as symbolized by the dancer's daring to
profane the sacred altar. In the rituals that have
been studied most thoroughly the instability of
the associated symbolism is as striking as the
stability of seemingly arbitrary ritual acts. In the
sun dance of the Plains Indians the act of scout-

ing for the center pole of the lodge and dragging
it to the camp in triumph like the body of an

the most constant feature of a widely
distributed ceremony; the purposes for which it

enemy
is

is

performed and even the symbolism of

its

civilizations certain

dominant themes are

repetitiously elaborated in ritual after ritual.

Thus

the melodramatic ritual of the Aztecs

carried out the

their flayed skins

were worn to clothe the

of certain dairies with extreme punctilio, for it
is believed that as the milk issues from the
sacred cattle it is of an impossible sanctity and
has to be rid of its dangerous quality and brought

down to the level where it can be handled by
human beings On the other hand, Australian
religious ceremonial symbolically presents the

theme of the perpetuation of the food supply by
totemic groups identified with the animals and
plants for which they are responsible; this theme
is elaborated
by sex symbolism and by various
mimetic performances which represent the life
history of the plant or animal.
The beliefs and ideals of different civilizations
are often formulated in their general rituai

more

explicitly than in other cultural traits, and this
fact gives to the study of ritual a significance that

has as yet scarcely been touched upon Comparative studies of these intensively developed
themes of ritual in various cultures can be of
great importance in social psychology. They can
make use of an explicit body of poetry and song

and behavior which throws

on the basic
Such inquiries

light

attitudes of different cultures.

have a more significant aim than the usual
studies of ritual devoted to illustrating the widespread occurrence of similar formal traditional

modes of behavior, such

as divination or sacra-

mental eating.

RUTH BENEDICT
MAGIC; MYTH; SYMBOLISM, CEREMONY; RELIGION; CULTURE, ETIQUETTE, TABU; SECRET SOCIETIES, TOTFMISM, ANTHROPOLOGY.
See-

drastic torture rites are extremely varied. Even
such a transparent symbolism as death and re-

which Frazer has made the subject of
sometimes associated and at
other times has no connection with a given rite.
It may arise locally and as a late development in
a ritual otherwise organized on other themes,
and it is therefore methodologically unsound to
argue that the origin of the ceremony is to be
sought in the theme of rebirth.
Comparative study of ritual makes clear that a
large number of themes nave served in different

W.

birth,

Consult Smith,

investigation, is

of the Semites (jrd ed by S A. Cook,
especially lectures vi-xi, Tylor, E.

cultures as the basis of the ritual complex.

living.

The elaborate rituals of the Todas treat the milk

Iii
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236-52, vol. vu, p. 14-34, 168-70, vol viu, p. 325-39,
and vol ix, p 394-96, Spencer, Baldwin, and Gillen,
F J The Native Tribes of Central Australia (London
R
1899) chs in, vi-ix, Appendix B, Rivers,
The Todas (London 1906) ch. xi, Mead, Margaret,
Social Organization of Manua, Bernice P. Bishop
,

W
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,

Museum, Bulletin 76 (Honolulu 1930), especially p.
53-64, 102-12, Spier, Leslie, The Sun Dance of the
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BLOOD ACCUSATION

RIVADAVIA, BERNARDINO (1780-1845),
Argentinian statesman Like the other criollo
leaders of the movement for Argentinian independence, Rivadavia. imbibed the doctrines of
Rousseau and admired the American and French

He voted

in favor of the revolution

of 1810 and distinguished himself as secretary
and subsequently as a member of the first
triumvirate (1811-12). From 1814 to 1820 he
served on a diplomatic mission in Europe; dur-

ing this period he

made

a careful study of

French and English philosophy and

institutions,

devoting particular attention to the theories of
Bentham He was chief minister under Governor Rodriguez of Buenos Aires province from

1820 to 1824 He democratized the government
and at the same time sought to consolidate its
powers over the other provinces. Among his

many

reforms were the establishment of a sta-

bureau, general archives, numerous
schools and libraries, a department of engineering in the government, premiums for literary
tistical

achievement, the Sociedad de Beneficencia (a
sort of early relief organization), the home for
foundlings and the University of Buenos Aires.
He also introduced the Lancaster system of

pedagogy.
better
fessors

He modeled

forms failed to survive the Rosas dictatorship.
His most enduring influence rests upon his cultural innovations and his campaign for Europcanization.

L. L. BERNARD

(New York

RITUAL MURDER ACCUSATION.

revolutions.

in Europe. Returning in 1834, he was formally
expelled by the Rosas government, ard the rest
of his life was spent in exile. Many of his re-

the university after the

European universities, imported profrom Europe and sent Argentinian

youths to study abroad. After a brief period as
minister to England during the presidency of

Las Heras he returned to Buenos Aires in 1826
and vras elected president of the republic as a

He continued his reforms and attempted especially to establish a
system of emphyteusis with periodical revision
of rates as the exclusive policy regarding public
lands; but he was opposed by the Federalists,
Unitarian, or centralist.

who desired a weak central government and
were antagonistic to agrarian reforms. He went
into voluntary exile in 1827, hoping to
prevent
civil strife, and
again studied the social sciences

Consult Lamas, Andres, Rivadavia, su obra politico y
cultural (Buenos Aires 1915), Capdevila, Arturo, Rtvadttvia y el espanohsmo liberal de la revolucwn argentina
(Buenos Aires 1931); Coirea Luna, Carlos, Rivadainc
y la simulation mondrqutia de 1815 (Buenos Aires

Com, Etnilio A La verdad sobre la enfiteusts
Rwadana, University of Buenos Aires, Facultad

1929),

de

,

de Agronomfa y Vctennaria, Pubhcacion i (Buenos
Aires 1927), Rivarola,
A "El regimen juridico
de la ticrra pubhca" in Revtsta argentina de ciencias

M

y wuales,

vol

,

xi

(1915-16) 112-27, 233-46,
349-67, and \ol xn (1916) 43-48, Ingemeros, Jos,
La evolucion de las ideas argenttnas, 2 vols. (Buenos
Aires 1918-20).

politicas

RIVERS, WILLIAM HALSE RIVERS (18641922), English psychologist and anthropologist.
Rivers was appointed university lecturer

m

and experimental psychology at
Cambridge m 1897 and in 1907 lecturer m the
physiology of the senses, a position which he

physiological

held until shortly before his death.

On the Cam-

bridge expedition to Torres Straits he made his
important researches which revealed that there

were no significant sensory differences between the Melanesian natives and a group of
white college students. He then became absorbed in a series of investigations dealing with
the social organization and relationship systems
of the natives, in which he introduced the genealogical method which has since been wide'y
adopted as a valuable means of collecting data

and of controlling the

conflicting statements of

informants. Rivers proceeded to apply this new
tool in an ambitious study of the Todas of

southern India; his elaborate description of
their highly complex ceremonial organization
has become a classic.

from the
and
mental alertness, the entire subject of the meaning of relationship systems and terminologies.
Without endorsing the thesis of Lewis H.
Morgan in its entirety, he supported the latter's
contention that kinship terms were causally related to forms of social organization in general
and forms of marriage in particular; he held also
that social systems and terminologies together

Upon

Todas he reopened, with

hi? return

characteristic zest

with underlying ideas about kinship represented
the most stable elements in a culture and could

Ritual
therefore be utilized for purposes of historic
reconstruction.

In 1908 Rivers joined the staff of the Percy
Sladen Trust Expedition to Melanesia, which
led to his major work, History of Melaneuan

Rivier
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Rudorff and Heffter and taught Roman and
French law at the University of Berne In 1867
he replaced the eminent Romanist, Charles

Maynz,

at the

Umvcrsite Libre in Brussels.

He

for

served also as Swiss consul general for Belgium
and the Congo Free State and became a member

evolution and the principles that useful arts may
disappear and that small numbers of immigrants

of the Conseil Superieur of the latter state.
Rivier participated in international conferences

His conception of diffusion as a lever

Society.

could under favorable circumstances work great
cultural transformations are admirable as heuristic tools, but he applied them uncritically and
failed to support them adequately by the safe-

at Berlin

and Brussels

arid

was one of the

Shortly before his death he was chosen sole

guards of historic evidence. Although too good
a psychologist to endorse the mechanical dif-

arbitiator in the Russian-British

fusionism of Graebner, he became an enthusiastic protagonist of G. Elliot Smith's theory of

de droit international

the Egyptian origin of

human

civilization.

While engrossed in anthropological studies,
Rivers continued his work in psychology. During the World War he did clinical work in >\ar
neuroses.

He

rejected in part Freud's theory of

dreams and substituted a theory of conflict for
the theory of wish fulfilment. In his systematic
treatise on the concept of the unconscious he
attempted with indifferent success to prove
that there was a biological foundation for the
unconscious psyche. At the time of his death he

was becoming increasingly interested
psychology of
Works

ies dispute.

Behnng

fisher-

editor in chief of the

Revue

dc legislation comparee
from 1878 to 1888 and president of the Institute
of International Law from 1888 to 1891.
Rivier,

who was

et

a prolific author

and con-

tributed to many legal periodicals, first achieved
a respected position as a Romanist, his most
significant works in Roman law are Introduction

au droit romain (Brussels 1872, 2nd ed.
1881), Traite elenientatre dc\ wcccsMons a cause

historique

de mart, en droit romain (Brussels 1878) and
Precis du droit de famille romain (Paris 1891).

Although he never completely abandoned
field of study,

it

this

\\as in international law that

he

acquired his greatest renown. Rivier was above
all a man of his own time, and while he did not

ALEXANDER GOLDFNWFISFR

despise historical study he felt that in international law there \vas more vital constructive

politics.

Anthropological Expedition to
Torres Straits, Reports, 6 \ols (Cambridge, Eng.
and
vol v, chs 11-111, ix and xm,
vol
11,
1901 10)
and vol \i, chs ii-iv, vn, x, "The Genealogical

Method of Anthropological Inquiry" in Sociological
Review, vol 111 (1910) 1-12, The Toda* (London
1906), Kinship and Social Organisation, London
School of Economics, btudics in Economics and
Political Science, no 36 (London 1914), History of
Melanesian Society, 2 vols (Cambridge, Eng 1914),
Conflut and Dream (London 1923), Imttnct and the
UntonsdoHS (Cambridge, Eng. 1920, 2nd cd 1922);
Psychology and Politics and Other Essays, ed by G. E.
Smith, International Library of Psychology, Philosophy and Scientific Method (London 1923); Psychology and Ethnology, ed by G. E Smith, International Library of Psychology, Philosophy and

Method (London

10.26).

Consult Haddon, A. C , Bartlett, F. C., and Fegan,
E. S in Alan, vol xxn (1922) 97-104, with bibliography, Myres, J L in Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Journal, vol 1m
,

,

(1923) 14-17; Ginsberg, Morris, "The Sociological
Work of the Late Dr. W. H. R. Rivers" in Psyilie,
vol v (1924-25) 33-52.

work to be done. Beginning

ALPHONSE-PIERRE-OCTAVE

(1835-98), Swiss jurist. Rivier studied in
Switzerland and in Germany under Keller,

in

1

864 he published

writings on international legal questions. The
Progtamme d'un conn de dtoit des gens pour
semr a V etude
ee et uiix lecons unwersitaircs

pm

(Brussels 1889) and the Leh bitch des Volkerrcchts (Handbibliothek des oiTenthchen Rechts,
iv, Stuttgart 1889, 2nd ed. 1899) contained
methodical, rational plans of study and condemned the traditional division of international

vol

law into the law of peace and of v\ar. Rivier
wrote for the first volume of von Holuendorff's
Handbuch des Volkerrechts an outline history of
the literature on systems and theories of international law since Grotius (Berlin 1885, p.

393-523).
Rivier 's concept of international law was determined by his general training and especially
by his knowledge of Roman law. It was based on
respect for individual liberty and the sovereignty
of the state, tempered, however, by the idea of
solidarity,

RIVIER,

He was

in the

Cambudge

Scientific

arbi-

trators in the dispute between France and Great
Britain concerning the Newfoundland fisheries.

among

essential

solidarity

among

in

his

work.

Solidarity

m

the state;
developed
nations will be reah?ed in its

fellow citizens

is

turn in a superior, international form of social
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organization which will guarantee state sovereignty and the freedom of the individual. The
Principes du droit des gens (2 vols , Paris 1896),
Rivier's chief work, is inspired by these prinrules of
ciples. Stressing those

law which are

universally respected, he emphasized the existence of what he termed "the juridical conscience
of the society of nations" and showed that inter-

national law, so often ridiculed,
on facts
positive law founded

is

a system of

and principles

recognized by the states. To assign to international law the passive role of recording and
classifying international facts was, Rivier believed, to degrade its standing as a science.

JEAN DEVAUX
Consult Nys, Ernest, "Alphonse Rivier, ba vie et ses
oeuvres" in Revue de droit international et de legislation
comparee, 2nd sen, vol. i (1899) 415-31, Lehr,
Ernest, in Institute of International Law, Annuatre,

xvn (1898) 342-47; Errera, Paul,
d'Alphonse Rivier (Brussels 1900).
vol.

A

la mdmotre

it consisted of a foundation of bricks
covered with asphalt and surfaced with limestone and red breccia. From ancient times

Marduk;

through the Middle Ages sacred routes were
maintained for criminals fleeing to sanctuaries.
The rise of empires, with their needs for
administrative and military supervision, were
the most effective stimuli for the building of
ancient highways. Three great roadways radiated forth from Babylon. The extension of the
Persian Empire from the capital city Susa

through the Tigris-Euphrates basin and the Nile
valley required improved highways for the
chariot riding messengers carrying the letters of
the king. Troops marched to enforce the king's
law, and inspectors followed to report how his
will

had been carried

ancient royal

On

this road

relay posts

ANCIENT, MEDIAEVAL AND EARLY MODFRN.
Roads are means of overland communication;
they include paths and highways but exclude
streets, which run within the limits of cities,
towns and villages. The first roads were probably the beaten paths leading to food and water,
where animal trails led through the underbrush
and to the water holes. Many followed the ridges
where forest growth was lightest and drainage
was good, where winds cleared away the leaves
or snow and signal fires could be seen. Movements of population did much to create pathways through the wilderness, which in turn
stimulated migrations.

The

were in resting places,
and garrisons. There was a similar
development of highways in ancient India and
miles.

ROADS

out.

road led from Ephesus to Sardis and thence
through the Cilician Gates and across the Euphrates to Susa, a journey of more than 1500

The localization of scarce

and desirable goods, such as the yellow amber
of the Baltic or the infrequent deposits of tin
and copper in Spain, Cyprus and elsewhere in

the Near East, led to definite long distance land
routes through Europe before 2000 B.C., extending from the Danish peninsula down the Elbe

China.

The administrative and military genius of the
Romans

is revealed most impressively in their
highways. Military leaders followed their conquests with extensive road building. From the

Rome the great highthe farthest frontiers like

administrative center at

ways extended

to

spokes of a giant wheel, through Gaul to Holland and Britain; from Genoa to Marseille and
into the rich Spanish province; along the Appian

Way, the most celebrated of Roman roads, begun in the third century B.C., and through
southern Sicily; from Carthage westward to
Mauretania and Numidia and southward to Byzacium to join the caravan trail to Alexandria
and the ports of the Red Sea. An eastern road
led to Thessalonica and Byzantium, across Asia
Minor to Tarsus and Antioch and through Pal-

by the Cartha-

estine to Egypt. The Itineraries of Antoninus,
probably compiled in the third century A.D.,
enumerated 372 roads in the empire with a total
of over 52,000 miles.

of roads developed with the
rise of urban civilization. Herodotus tells of a

Roman roads have never been surpassed from
the standpoint of solidity of construction. Many
still remain in actual use or as foundations for

and through central Europe to the Rhone or to
Italy. Commerce was the most important factor
in the development of routes
ginians.

The construction

new

To

build a surfaced highway two
first dug and the cleared

causeway built for hauling blocks for the Great
Pyramid. Similar tracks were built at the palace
of Knossos in Crete, at Cyrene and elsewhere.
In the Assyrian Empire roadways were main-

course was firmly packed. Next came a layer of
stones on which the rudus, or concrete, was laid.

tained for messengers and the transportation of
produce for the imperial household. Nebuchad-

nucleus, of fine

nezzar built a sacred route for his favorite god

ment, or dorsum of flat stones, cambered to shed

roads.

parallel ditches

On

were

top of this was spread the bedding, or
cement, which grasped the pave-

Riviet
The highway,

thus raised above the
land surface, was strengthened by a stone edging
and frequent curbstones. Where a solid foundathe rain.

was already present, some of the preliminary steps were unnecessary. Less important
roads were of gravel or merely of leveled earth.
The pavement was usually from 8 to 16 feet
wide and remarkably straight. A considerable
amount of forced labor was used to build and
tion

maintain the roads. Garrisons of soldiers policed
the highways. Along the routes were numerous
milestones, resting places and posting houses

where horses and vehicles could be obtained.
Senators and others wishing to gain favor used
their private wealth for the extension and improvement of the highways, but increasingly the
populations living near the roads were expected
to maintain them Even the forwarding of state
.

messengers and the conveyance of state officials
were maintained by frequent requisitions from
the surrounding territories.
On the highways messengers rode night and
day on state business. Officials went on horse-

back

or

drove

in

carriages. Troops
with their wagonloads

heavy

marched on the pavement
of impedimenta and supplies creaking behind.

Peddlers, with their long lines of heavily laden
donkeys, moved by the side of the road. Chariots

were small, with about a three- foot track, but
most of the carts and wagons were wider, the
parallels of deep worn ruts measuring 4 feet,
8 inches, or roughly the present standard gauge.
In the towns it was usual to walk the narrow
streets or to ride in litters,

wheeled

traffic

often

being restricted to special streets and certain
hours of the day.

Merchants in Alexandria, Lyons, Treves,
Arelate or Narbo, great commercial centers,
collected supplies for Rome and other cities.

Even before Roman times the

freighters of
Egypt, organized into guilds, had been required
to haul public goods, and the Romans continued

the practise. Elsewhere draft animals, carts and
supplies were requisitioned, often without pay-

ment.

The

security of travel, the low customs

good roads were particularly
encouraging for commerce. Roman citizens received their silks from the Syrian, Greek, Jewish, Arabian or other intermediaries, who went
as far as Merv or Samarkand in Turkestan, to
India through the Khyber Pass, or to Kandahar
in Afghanistan and o^er the royal road across
north India to the Ganges. The Chinese traders
brought their silks on the paved steps and roadduties and the

way of the Long Road through

Sianfu, the

Roads
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ancient capital of China. Over hard packed
camel trails caravans brought African ivory,

Arabian gums and spices, and pearls, cotton and
from India. Gaul sent lead, tin, cattle, corn
or horses; its pottery, in imitation of the Arrentine ware, even invaded the Italian market.
From Spain came minerals and agricultural
produce. The bulk of the trade around the
Mediterranean moved by road to and from navigable water, but there was more through traffic
by pack animals than conventional history would
silk

suggest.

After the decline of Roman control in the west
the construction of roads virtually ceased and
many of the older roads fell into a state of disrepair In addition, without effective police protection from garrisons, journeys were hazardous.

Merchants traveled in groups for protection,
and lone peddlers often went as pilgrims. On
approaching strangers the traveler prepared for
Frequently he left the mam road, particularly where it was fringed with forests or bushes

fight

which might conceal outlaws. Moreover there
were troublesome and onerous tolls (passage
portage, charriage, pfage), and special taxes on
wines and other goods. If any merchandise
fell from the pack or cart the lord claimed
it (Grundruhrrecht). Long distance trade was
reduced to a minimum, and feudal warfare still
further hampered easy communications. Maintenance of highways depended upon chance o
the good will and piety of those to whom the
,

adjoining lands belonged.
Outside of western Europe the state of the

highways and traffic was somewhat better. In
the Byzantine Empire the traditional Roman
scheme of frontier defense was continued. Caravan trade with the East flourished. The new
imperial power at Bagdad gave the Moslem
world good roadways, equipped with hostelries and relays for traders and pilgrims as well
as for official couriers. In India and China this
period was marked by great activity in the construction of highways.

Although Charlemagne built military roads
and instructed the monasteries to maintain the
highways, little was done to preserve the pave-

ment of Roman construction. The old highways
were expensive to build and required constant
maintenance. Without care the cemented slabs
sank unevenly, as they did in the narrow Chinese
roads; peasants sometimes removed rock or clay
from the very center of the road. After the u h
century draft animals came into more General
The ancient world knew nothing of the

use.
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modern type of harness or horseshoes and did
not use the tandem hitch. Except for yokes of

carriages took people over the roads, and the
Dutch fashion of riding in coaches spread even

oxen,
advantage of animal power could not
be taken. By the twelfth century there was wide-

the country. In 1669 the Flying Coach
brought passengers from Oxford to London in
a day; but the danger of highwaymen, the deep

full

spread use of the heavily padded horse collar,
fitted to the shoulders and with the traces attached to the whiffletree instead of the wagon.
Nailed iron horseshoes were used. To get away

from the stone surface of the old roads as well
as to avoid tolls and thieves many travelers left
*he Roman highways to create new even if very
poor dirt or gravel roads. For comfort women as

men

well as

rode horseback, although horse

and sometimes elaborate wagons also were
used. Pack animals generally carried merchandise over long distances; sturdy carts, their broad
fellies studded with nails, were widely employed
litters

for local traffic.

tions

By

the twelfth century condi-

were improving. The Truce of God re-

strained the more rapacious nobles. The increase
of commercial life and the profits to be obtained

and markets resulted in measures
increased safety. At the close of the thir-

from the
for

fairs

teenth century Rudolph of Hapsburg made
nobles responsible for robberies in their terri-

where the roads had
remained good, roadside dwellers were required

tories.

In north

Italy,

to go to the assistance of attacked travelers.
Commercial centers contracted with lords for

the protection of those going to the

fairs.

There was also great progress in the maintenance of roads. In 1285 an English statute
required that highways connecting towns should
be cleared of woods and bushes for 200 feet on
either side of the road. Lords moving to their

to

rutted or miry roads, the frequent detours, made
conditions of travel most arduous. Turnpikes,
toil roads, first appearing at London in 1346,
spread to the principal thoroughfares of England in the seventeenth century, although there

or

was no immediate improvement in road surAs early as 1737 Robert Phillips recommended to the Royal Society an improved roadway of gravel laid on a well drained foundation
but little was done until the latter part of the
faces.

century. Only a small proportion of the roads
were turnpikes; and until 1835 statute labor,
grudgingly given and directed by unskilled parish appointees, was the chief means of road

maintenance.
France, largely because of the greater importance of its land traffic and the greater degree of centralization, achieved the best roads
among the great nations of Europe. The Roman

system had fallen into desuetude, and winding
dirt tracks cared for, or rather neglected, by the
adjoining proprietors were frequently so covered with bush that travel was almost impos-

Richelieu made out budgets for bridges
and roads, regulated the corve"e, or compulsory
labor service, on the roads and improved the
sible.

postal system. Colbert, in his struggle for a
national economy, instituted the most extensive

reforms.

He

developed the royal roads from

made

scattered riefs required the villeins to repair the
roads through and between the estates. Reli-

plans for highways and bridges and
compelled the provinces to construct and maintain the roads. Turgot, also concerned with ex-

gious orders maintained the routes and bridges
and offered shelter to the many travelers.

tensive road systems, abolished the corvee, although it was remtroduced after his fall in 1776.

With the rise of strong national governments
there was a recrudescence of central rather than

built

local control of roads, marked by the development of systems of postal couriers and the im-

blocks, raised at the center to parallel the road
surface of broken stone. But late in the eight-

provement of highways to meet the needs of
growing commerce. These developments were

eenth century travelers still complained of the
hazardous and expensive journeys. Elsewhere
there was little attention to road building; as a

strengthened by the rise of the absolute monarchies. In England an act of 1555 required each
parish to maintain the roads within its area.

U

nder two ap pointed su rveyors every man was required to work four days in the year or to pro vide
a substitute. Those who owned horses or ox

Pans,

He

employed Pierre Tr^saguet, who in 1764
highways on a set foundation of solid stone

"means of increasing the national occupation"
was advocated by the German cameralists.
Off the main thoroughfares the roads were extremely bad, particularly in wet weather.
it

When

the European nations began to expand

send them with "one wain or cart."
With the dissolution of the monasteries and the

overseas, they often found satisfactory road systems. In India routes of beaten earth for pil-

increased commerce, the condition of the highways became worse. After 1564, however, public

grims, traders, armies and elephant caravans
supplemented the great river routes, In Peru

teams had

to

Roads
over 4000 miles of Inca highways zigzagged to
altitudes of 15,000 feet or crossed over deep
abysses and rivers. Many of these roads were
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TABLE

THE WORLD'S ROAD MILEAGE,
COUNTRY

TOTAL

paved. Tunnels, retaining walls or causeways

United States

were constructed at the most difficult places.
Over these highways the llamas carried ores and
produce and relays of runners bore messages
and lighter goods. The first routes in New
France were by water. In the eighteenth century
a road from Quebec to Montreal was built along
the north shore of the St. Lawrence with
branches westward. Each person was required
to build and maintain the section bordering on
his property. In the other American colonies the
early routes were uniformly bad. In the high-

Canada
Mexico

lands the settlers followed the Indian

Chile

trails

for pack animals. Each town was usually required to construct a road to the nevt

widened

town; but road building meant simply clearing
fallen timber, chopping stumps and blazing or
notching trees. In swampy spots logs were

thrown down

to

form corduroy roads, and

I

1930
PRR 1000
SQUARE MILKS

3,024,233
390,060
62,137
192,278
405,028

United Kingdom
France

Germany

217,479
776,712
114,129
18,894

USSR.
Italy

Belgium

Spam

54,iH

Poland
Chechoslovakia
Argentina
Brazil

China
Japan

Turkey
Algeria

Moiocco
Union of South Africa
Australia

World Total*

141,040
44,830
131,697
75,497
24,414
34,8io
659,215*
19,500
21,753
3*914
85,598
329,662
7>959>i93

1017

no
81

2039
1903
1

201

94
953
1607
2?8
940
827
122
23
85
18

4470
66
98
24
181

no
l$5

wooden bridges or barges were maintained
rivers could not be forded Biaddock and
Blake had built military roads to the west over
which settlers and traders could haul their supplies in heavy wagons or on pack horses.

trial

Oversea expansion was accompanied by increasing commercial and industrial activity in

versed by England's rapid economic progress.
English roads were incredibly bad on the eve of

the more progressive nations of Europe. These

the industrial revolution. Little attention had

developments, particularly in their expression

been paid to the art of road building and maintenance. Engineers believed such work was not

where

in the industrial revolution, led directly to the

modern era.

NORMAN LEON Goi D
MELVIN M. KNIGHT
MODERN. The modern highway had its beginning in the economic and social changes wrought
by the industrial revolution. Because of the

growth of trade and a consequent increase
the requirements for better transportation
ties,

in

facili-

governments were compelled to develop a

better system of highways and highway surfaces
to accommodate the vehicles used in the trans-

United States, Department of Co

revolution, the situation

was thereafter

re-

within their calling In repairing roads it was
the custom to spread stones obtained from a
nearby quarry over the road in a more or less

hapha7ard manner and to leave them to be
cnishcd into position by the wheels of passing
vehicles Roads were often mere tracks, unusable
in bad weather. The first great improvement
came toward the close of the eighteenth century
in the work of Thomas Telford, who emphasized
two objectives in road building: to make the
road as level as possible and to give it a surface

portation of goods and persons. Highway construction and improvement expressed the prog-

capable of bearing without injury the heaviest
weights likely to pass over it. Telford 's method
of construction consisted of building the road

ress of industrialization, both in the demand for
roads and in the adoption of more efficient con-

made out

struction methods. The highway mileage of the
world today is a fairly accurate index of the use
of industrialization (Table i), although it is far

from

infallible, as is indicated in a

comparison

of the British and Japanese figures.

Although France surpassed England in the
scope and quality of its roads up to the indus-

surface in

set

by

two

layers.

The bottom

layer

was

of stones, about seven inches in depth,
hand with their broadest ends downward.

The space between these stones was rilled with
smaller stones packed by hand so as to produce

On this lower layer was
second course, about seven inches in
depth, of hard broken stone. On top of this was
placed a binding of gravel, about an inch thick.
a firm but even surface.

laid a
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A

somewhat

and improved method of
known as macadam surfacing,

different

construction, later

was developed during the early iSoo's by John
McAdam. He laid great stress on making the
surface of the road waterproof: in the older
became water logged and conse-

roads the clay

quently was unable to sustain the weight of the
during the wet winter months. McAdam 's

the turnpike system was based was that of transfrom the parishes to the users
of the road, the parishes were obliged to meet
the deficiencies and to keep up repairs, while
ferring the cost

had to pay toll. Furthermore the
bondholders had the right of foreclosure, under
which many of them seized the roads and approtheir citizens

the collections to their

own

traffic

priated

method consisted of laying down an improved
surface of granite and other hard stones and
flints, which were broken into small angular
pieces, welded together into a compact mass by
pressure and the use of water and mud. Modern
macadamized roads consist of a lower layer of

the expense of maintenance to the
parishes. The oppressive burden of paying excessive tolls and taxes to maintain the roads

broken stone, well rolled with a layer of broken
granite and consolidated with sand, gravel and
stone chips This type of road was considered

leaving

all

use,

all

produced great discontent, and

riots

occurred in

An

inquiry resulting from these
disturbances showed that a real and serious

many

sections.

grievance existed, and steps were taken to relieve
the distressing situation. Parliament made ap-

the highest type of surfacing until the appearance of rigid pavements. In 1930 the world

propriations to help in maintaining the roads
and authorized local borrowings to pay off the
debts of the trust, so that by the end of 1896

mileage of macadam roads was 664,321 of which
99,426 miles, or 15 percent, were in the United

The

,

States.

The

construction and maintenance of roads

in eighteenth century England was largely in
the hands of local authorities, who depended on

compulsory labor. The principle of maintaining
important roads through the collection of tolls
came into being quite early, but very few turnpike acts were passed up to 1760. From then
on to 1774 Parliament passed hundreds of acts
creating turnpikes. A turnpike trust was created
with jurisdiction over a certain stretch of road
and with authority to borrow money on the
security of the tolls, which were to furnish the
funds for the maintenance of the road and repay-

the last turnpike had vanished from British

soil.

abolition of turnpikes in effect meant a
reversion to the old principle of local liability
for road maintenance, except that the charges

were borne by the taxpayers as a body and not
by the landowners alone. Meanwhile in the
midst of all these difficulties there was steady
progress in the milerge and quality of British
roads.

The

status of roads in the early years of the
is revealed by a classification of

United States

the general ideas or principles underlying legislation on the subject: there were laws dealing

for a

with single roads, legislation for separate counties, general legislation for the state and the
legalization of the turnpike system. The first
three classes were largely restricted to the latter

limited period, usually about twenty years, and
if the loan was not repaid in that time it had to

part of the eighteenth century; turnpike legislation was most prevalent in the first half of the

be renewed. Invariably the debt on the road
was not cleared and the need for toll collecting

nineteenth century. There was no
struction in the modern sense.

ment of the

still

loan.

remained.

The

trust

was created

The tolls collected

yielded barely

enough to maintain the road in satisfactory condition, and in relatively few instances were they
sufficient to pay interest on the loan. After 1830
competition of the railroads created a desperate
situation for the toll roads. In 1838 there were
in England and Wales 1 1 16 turnpike trusts con-

trolling

22,000 miles of roads; their borrowings
to over
9,000,000, and in addition
i ,000,000 of unpaid interest. In their

highway conRoads were
largely the result of chance and evolved from
paths and trails which were gradually widened
for vehicle use. Each community shouldered its
own responsibility and solved the problem of
land transportation as best
labor, as in

it

could.

Compulsory

England, was the means by which

road repairs were made.

As

civilization

pushed toward the west across

meet increased expenses the

the mountain ranges the need for roads became
imperative. At the same time there was a rapid
increase in the use of wheeled vehicles and a

trustees not only sought authcrity to collect
higher tolls but of their own accord erected

growing demand for more adequate postal services. Travel between important centers of popu-

amounted
there was

frantic attempts to

additional tollgates to the

maximum

allowed.

Although the fundamental principle on which

lation developed on a considerable scale. As the
back country was settled, freight traffic by means

Roads
c>5

wagons assumed great proportions. This new

situation,

connected with the

which would sustain wagon

demand

for roads

traffic at all

seasons
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road mileage. During the 1830*3 canals and
railroads demonstrated so conclusively their
superiority over turnpikes that both public and
toll

of the year, led state legislatures to seek means
and methods to improve the roads. At the close

communication,

of the eighteenth century the condition of all
the roads in the newly formed states was de-

turnpike projects were built almost exclusively
as feeders to the newly constructed canals and

plorahle The system of compulsory labor by
which the roads were theoretically kept in repair
had in many instances failed, and the tax plan
for road repairs was not much more effective.
Labor supply was insufficient, and there were
no adequate revenues for permanent improvements or skilled overseers who understood the

railroads.

principle of road construction. Settlers in west-

New

private capital

chises for a definite period of years, in some
instances in perpetuity, and to award them also

made of their local roads, which formed
a connection with the country across the moun-

companies to

which contributed

by through
nothing to their maintenance. Stage lines, professional wagoners and groups of immigrants
moving westward constituted the major portion
tains,

of the traffic.

The roads had been built originally

by the local people and were maintained by
them, and they regarded it as unjust that a highway connecting important centers of population
and commerce should be maintained at the expense of the local communities.

The general movement for improved internal
communication and the growing feeling that the
users

of the

more important thoroughfares

should contribute to the costs of construction
in proportion to their use led,
as in England, to the development of the turn-

and maintenance
pike system.

The

first

pany was organized

American turnpike comin

1792 in Pennsylvania

following prolonged agitation for the improve-

New

railroads.

turnpike roads. It was the policy from the beginning to grant such companies exclusive fran-

virtual

traffic

particularly

In order to obtain the required capital state
legislatures were compelled to grant liberal concessions to the corporations desiring to build

ern Pennsylvania and
York, in petitioning
their respective legislatures for highway improvements, stressed the fact that increasing

use was

was diverted to new means of

monopoly of the particular routes they
occupied. Legislatures conferred the right of
eminent domain, which made it possible for the
routes.

The

details of

the most

select

advantageous

and various other

rates of tolls

management were

specified in letters

of incorporation. From a financial point of view
the turnpikes were not successful. Even the best
of

them paid only limited returns. As business
were poorly organized and

enterprises they

managed. The funds obtained through the
of stock were in

sale

instances inadequate to
cover the costs of construction. This resulted

many

in the creation of debts

and forced the com-

panies generally to divert current revenues derived from toll collection to pay interest charges

and to forego adequate maintenance. Another
prevalent cause of failure was the building of
roads in sparsely settled regions in anticipation
of

traffic

rather than for needs already existing,

which was also the case later in the construction
and bankruptcy of many railroads. Although the
turnpikes were unprofitable as an investment,
they rendered great service in speeding up
and in reducing the hazards of travel.

ment of the roads leading from Philadelphia

traffic

westward to Lancaster, 62 miles distant. The
project was completed two years later; the paving
was stone overlaid with gravel. Construction
costs amounted to $465,000, an average of $7500

vast majority of the turnpikes had been abandoned by their operators and control had been

per mile.

The American

turnpike companies,
unlike the turnpike trusts of England, were joint
stock companies, the forerunners of the corporation type of business organization. In the state
of

New

York

in 1821 there

were about 4000

miles of turnpike roads capitalized at $11,000,ooo. By 1832 there were in Pennsylvania about

2400 miles of turnpikes in operation. Subsequently the abandonments exceeded new construction. This condition was prevalent in practically all of

the eastern states with a fairly large

Before the present era of road construction the

acquired by towns and counties.
From 1840 to 1860 there was considerable

enthusiasm in isolated cases for the construction
of plank roads. Before this

by the panic of 1857,

movement was ended

New

York had chartered

352 such companies, Pennsylvania 315,
Jersey 25 and Maryland 13.

Not

all

New

of the con-

templated projects were completed, but in these
four states alone approximately $10,000,000 was

expended in the building of plank roads. They
were constructed by toll road companies and
were designed to serve as branch lines to other
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forms of transportation rather than as routes for
through traffic. They were the smoothest roads
built prior to the hard surfaced road or the rigid
pavement type. The weakness lay in the material
used, for the planks constituting the road surface
soon wore out and the cost of maintaining a

In the prerailroad era the stagecoach was the
means of travel between important comThe rapid development of commerce after the revolution led to considerable
urban growth and augmented travel for business
chief

mercial centers.

reasons. Regular stagecoach routes developed

The

made

usable surface was excessive.

on a

While the states were chartering turnpike
companies and in some cases even investing

whose number increased greatly.
Ownership of taverns and stagecoaches was frequently combined. High profits in the operation
of stagecoaches invited competition and resulted

public funds in them, the federal government
was urged to provide a highway between the
seaboard and the region beyond the Alleghenies.
The project was approved in 1806 and construction was begun five years later The road, which
came to be known as the National Pike, or the
Cumberland Road, was open for traffic as far

Wheeling in 1818 The average cost for the
130 miles from Cumberland to Wheeling was
nearly $13,000 per mile. From the very beginning the road carried a tremendous amount of
as

and there were demands for its extenCongress in successive acts provided for
continuation westward as far as Jefferson City,
Missouri; but the road was never completed
beyond Springfield, Ohio, although some work
was done as far as Vandalia, Illinois. Despite
opposition on the ground that construction of
the road was not within the constitutional power
traffic,

sion.

body came to accept the view
and maintenance of a highway of this character could be regarded as one
of its "implied powers" under the constitution.
Such a road fitted into the scheme for a national
system of internal improvement and also possessed considerable value from a military point
of Congress, that

that the construction

of view. The total appropriations for the road,
covering the period from 1806 to 1844, when
Congress made its last contribution, amounted
to $6,824,000. Funds from the sale of public
lands in Ohio, of which 2 percent was earmarked
for construction of the road, were wholly inade-

at

large scale.

stagecoach

its

stops

taverns,

in disastrous rate wars.

The triumph of the

rail-

road abolished both the stagecoach and the
tavern and marked the end of one of the most
colorful aspects of early American life.
From 1850 to about 1890 little was accomplished in the way of highway construction or

improvement

in the

United

States.

Because of

the development of railroads and waterways
there was no demand for through highway
routes. The public generally failed to appreciate
the social, commercial and economic value of

improved local roads. Farmers, upon whom
would fall the burden of constructing and maintaining high type roads, at first opposed them
through fear of increased taxation. The system
of payment of road taxes in labor was wasteful
and inefficient. The country road tax was for the

most part paid in labor but bridge taxes, usually
levied on all taxable property in the rural districts,

were paid in money. Road supervisors,

responsible for maintenance, were elected regardless of their fitness for the work. There was
a dearth of practical knowledge of the engineering aspects of road construction and maintenance, since almost no progress had been made
in that direction since the days of Telford and

McAdam. But

as the situation

grew

relatively

worse, the public, particularly the farmers, who
were developing a keen sense of their economic

and

social disqualifications,

began

to appreciate

quate to meet the expenditure: by 1840 there
had been credited to the fund only $972,978,
or about one seventh of the sum actually expended on the road. The large additional funds
required and the controversies over location of
the various sections were among the reasons
which led Congress to abandon the National
Pike in 1856. Of still greater importance was
the rapid development of the railroad, which was

that

proving its superiority for long distance traffic.
In the subsequent development of the centra'

vised to bring about an improvement. Resolu
tions were adopted which caused the legislacure

and western

an act the next year providing that county
boards might levy a tax to create a county road
fund, that township trustees might consolidate

structed

states the

many

United States army conand highways which

local roads

were of considerable value

to settlers.

the necessity of

more and improved roads.
roads" movement may be

The modern "good
said to have

been started by the

first state

road

convention, held in 1883 in Iowa City. The
deplorable road conditions in that state were
discussed fully. People living in the rural sections realized that they needed better roads leading from the farms to the market centers and

means and methods would have

to pass

to

be

de-

Roads
the several road districts of their township into
one highway district, that the township highway
tax might be paid in money and that highway
construction work might be let by contract to

the "lowest responsible bidder." Throughout
the whole act the word "may" was used instead
of "shall" because

were

still

violently

many

of the rural districts

opposed to such a change in

This measure, although optional in charan entering wedge for development along sound lines. In the following years
policy.

acter, served as

similar legislation was enacted by many states
which began to take active interest in road im-

provements.

Another great influence in the revival of intergood roads during the 1890*8 was the
bicycle. Men and women of all stations in life
were riding bicycles, in cities, villages and rural
districts. The League of American Wheelmen,
organized in 1880, began an active campaign for
est in

better roads. It published a magazine, Good
Roads, which had wide circulation and which
through its articles and pictures stressed the

value of improved rural roads. Newspapers
throughout the country reprinted these articles

and others which dwelt on the benefits of good
roads and the methods of building and maintaining them As a result of these campaigns the
states again

turned their attention to the

utility

of highways and to the problems associated with
their construction and maintenance. A national

road conference, the

first

of

in 1894, with representatives

its

kind,

was held

from eleven

states.

Resolutions were passed calling on the state
legislatures to create temporary highway commissions to consider legislation and methods of

road improvements.

It

was

also

recommended

in these resolutions that each state should set

up a

limited system of state roads or establish

a system of state aid as the first step toward a
comprehensive system of road improvement. As
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tem of main roads could be solved only if the
state assumed full control and financial responMassachusetts was the first state to
sibility
accept this principle. Perhaps the most fatal
defect of the state aid system as a means of
developing connected main roads was that the
counties could not be depended
tain the roads after completion.

upon

to

main-

This trend toward state control of road conand maintenance was strengthened by
the growing use of the automobile, which gradually fostered a vigorous popular demand' for
improved and interconnected highway systems.
Between 1921 and 1929, when the automobile
really became a mass mode of travel in the United
States, the total road mileage rose only from
2,941,000 to 3,024,000; but the mileage of surfaced roads, including macadam, asphalt and
concrete, increased from 387,760 to 662,435.
At about the time that the policy of state aid
was being urged the federal government began
struction

to interest itself again in the

problem of

rural

road improvement. In 1893 a small Office of
Road Inquiry was created
the Department of

m

Agriculture, with an annual appropriation of
$10,000, to study the existing highway situation

and report upon the best methods of road construction and maintenance. As the years went
by the appropriation was increased to enable the
government to publish and distribute information regarding the best methods and practises
of road building and maintenance. Laboratories
were set up to test road building materials.
Later the Office of Road Inquiry was expanded
into the Bureau of Public Roads, which, with
increasing appropriations, promoted road improvements through demonstrations in various
sections of the country. The local communities
furnished the material and labor, and the bureau
sent its engineers and experts to design and

a result states began to create agencies, which
at first confined their activities to investigation

superintend the construction of "object lesson"
roads. By 1916 the government was expending
about $300,000 a year on this type of educational

and the giving of free advice to counties on

and research work.

highway problems. New Jersey, by its act of
1891, was the first to provide state aid for the

relatively

construction of surfaced roads through financial
assistance to the counties. Most of the other

maintenance. In 1904 only $79,623,000 was
spent for this purpose. Progress thereafter was

which obligated the state to
shoulder a part of the cost burden incurred in
the construction of high type road surfaces by
the counties or other municipal units. After the
adoption of the state aid principle the several

more

states enacted laws

states

soon came to realize that the problem of

constructing and maintaining a connected sys-

Nevertheless, the United States remained
backward in road construction and

rapid, expenditures in 1914 amounting to
$240,263,000. Growing demands for a unified
national policy of road building led the federal

government to act. The passage of the Federal
Aid Act of 1916 provided for the resumption of
active federal participation in road construction
in every state of the union. Within the limits of
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and a portion of the

the appropriations the act authorized the secretary of agriculture to participate in the improve-

and reach

ment of post roads up to 50 percent of the im-

or

provement, provided that the aid granted to a

marked off on each
side, it would include the homes of 90 percent
of the population. Those roads which constitute

particular project did not exceed $10,000 per
mile. In 1919 the maximum limit was raised to

$20,000 per mile, but in 1922 it was reduced
again to $15,000 per mile. For 1917 the total
appropriation was $5,000,000. One of the most

important and far reaching provisions of the
law was the requirement that states desiring to
receive federal aid would first have to create a

highway department which could coopgovernment and assume
responsibility for the immediate supervision of
construction. This legislation accelerated the
tendency toward state control, which experience
had already proved to be the wisest course. An
state

erate with the federal

interstate roads

more

state roads

directly nearly every city with

5000

inhabitants; they are so chosen that if

a zone 10 miles wide were

the state highway systems are sometimes called
state roads and include all the roads of the

Federal Aid highway system. All roads other
than those included in the Federal Aid highway

system or in one of the state highway systems
are county or local roads, which comprise 90
percent of the

total.

The

several types of roads may be divided
into three classes and rated as high, intermediate

and low. The high types, with a

total mileage
of 91,463, are bituminous concrete, Portland
cement concrete and vitrified brick; the surfaces

amendment

in 1921 authorized the secretary of
agriculture, in cooperation with the state high-

of these roads are of the rigid pavement type
and have been used as rural road surfacings only

way departments, to designate a system of main
interstate and intercounty highways, limited in

since the advent of heavy motor traffic. The
intermediate types are bituminous macadam,

each state to 7 percent of the state's total mileThis system of roads is known as the Federal
Aid system. It was further stipulated in the

water bound macadam and gravel, with a mileage of 514,441. In the days of horse drawn
vehicles such surfacings were considered as the

age.

amendment

that the roads

must be maintained

in satisfactory condition by the state highway
departments and that if a state should fail to do
this the federal government must maintain the
road and charge the cost against the state's appropriation fund. Although the initial appropria-

tion for federal aid was small, the several states
were eager to cooperate to such an extent that

substantial increases in the federal appropriations were demanded. By 1933 Congress had

highest type.

The low

types are sand clay and

graded and drained earth. The choice as between the several types within a group remains
largely a matter of availability of material and
relative cost under particular circumstances.
These types of road bear a large and increasing
portion of traffic. In addition there are 2,315,507
miles of earth roads, wholly unsurfaced, con77 percent of the total mileage.
building and maintenance of roads has
in recent years accounted for a considerable part
stituting

The

appropriated $1,240,000,000 for rural road construction purposes. The annual appropriations

of total construction in the United States. Dis-

were apportioned among the states in accordance
with a formula prescribed by the original act of
1916: one third on the basis of area, one third
on the basis of population, one third on the

bursements rose from $240,263,000 in 1914 to
$1,718,000,000 in 1929. For the five-year period
1925-29 disbursements amounted to $7,415,000,000. Disbursements rose to $1,991,000,000

basis of rural road mileage.

in 1930, although they declined in the subsequent years of crisis. Of the total in 1930, 16
percent went for debt services; the balance was
spent on construction and maintenance (Table

In 1930 there were approximately 3,024,000
miles of roads in the United States. AH roads

by virtue of the traffic they carry belong to one
of four classes, which may be called interstate
roads, state roads, county roads and local roads.

The more important of the first two classes are
included in the Federal Aid highway system,
which forms a connected system and has at

state

highway departments are

re-

outlays.

government in 1931 had expended FedAid funds on 88,713 miles of the system.
roads thus officially designated comprise
main all the roads referred to above as

(Table in). The gasoline tax is in reality a species of toll charge and represents a reversion to

The

federal

The

Although

sponsible for only 10 percent of rural road
mileage, they disbursed 57 percent of the total

In 1930 approximately 43 percent of the total
income for purposes of road construction and
maintenance was derived from motor vehicle
fees and gasoline taxes paid by users of the roads

present a total length of 200,013 miles.
eral

n).

in the

Roads
TABLE
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II

EXPENDITURES FOR HIGHWAYS AND ROADS BY STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES, 1930

Source Compiled from United States, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
partment of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture (1932) p 935

TABLE

Statistical Abstract (1932) p. 350,

and De-

III

SOURCE OF INCOME FOR ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE, UNITED STATES, 1930

the old turnpike principle of compelling highway users to pay for improvements. About 16

percent of the year's income was supplied from
borrowings. Most of the remainder was raised
from taxes. There has been considerable agitation in favor of a special tax on buses and motor
trucks because of their use of public highways
for business purposes and because of the extra

wear and tear they cause.

less

than 140 miles per day and that 4 percent
400 miles or more per day. In a survey of

travel

traffic

conditions in Michigan in 1930

of service which the highways
render in carrying traffic of all kinds cannot

be determined. During 1929 and 1930
a comprehensive survey of traffic conditions and
road uses was made in eleven of the western
states of the United States, including the Pacific
coast states. It was shown that the annual use
of the Federal Aid highway system was approxidefinitely

was

was

1
144 vehicles per day, on the county roads
190 vehicles per day and on the township roads
22 vehicles per day. This general distribution of

traffic is

The amount

it

indicated that the average density of traffic on
the roads comprising the state highway system

more or

noted in surveys in other states of a
In Michigan for

less similar character.

the year 1930-31 the highway expenditures on
city streets amounted to 0.78 cents per vehicle
mile,

on

state

highways 1.05 cents, on county

roads 2.37 cents and on township roads 1.29
cents.

mately 8,400,000,000 vehicle miles, that approx-

Road building in the United States in recent
years has not spread into new or undeveloped
territories. The emphasis has been on extensions

imately 57 percent of

and improvements, on better planning and on

all

passenger cars travel
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more efficient cooperation among local authorities. There is still much room for development,

of extreme cruelty. France in north Africa has
been especially active in the construction of

although progress has been considerable. Inspectors and supervisors are better trained.
Since 1922 there has been a small but significant

pines.

growth of road construction under the supervi-

traffic.

sion of regional planning bodies. The higher
type of concrete road is increasing; and there is
more careful planning, stimulated by advancing

Highways and highway transportation have
attained ever greater significance during the last
two decades. Improved highways and the use of

research, of types of surfacing and subsurfacing
in relation to the amount and nature of traffic.

the economic and social conditions prevailing in

In the more industrialized nations, particuin the United States, road b.uilding is
highly mechanized. The mechanical equipment

and urban areas. Recent developments
have increased the economic importance of road
building. In the United States the federal gov-

includes plows and scrapers for loosening the
preparatory to building, sprinklers to
moisten earth and stone, rollers to pack the

ernment, as part of

larly

earth

roads, graders to loosen earth and dump it and
crushing and grinding machines to break stone
and prepare concrete. Equipment has been

greatly improved in recent years: for example,
the power shovel, using electric or gasoline

motors,

is far

more

efficient

roads, as has the United States in the PhilipThese colonial roads are as a rule of high

quality because of the importance of

the motor vehicle have wrought vast changes in
rural

its

17.7 lineal feet in 1928; despite the increase in

road building there was practically no rise in
the number of workers employed From 1923 to

1929 the hourly wage of common labor engaged
in road building was practically stationary, rising

from 38 to 39 ceitfs; hourly wages in 1929
ranged from 26 cents in the east south central

program

to stimulate

industrial revival, appropriated in 1933 the sum
of $3,300,000,000 for a program of public works,

which includes many projects

for the construc-

new primary highways. In other counparticularly in Italy and Germany, road

tion of
tries,

is

building

"make work"

being consciously developed
for the unemployed.

to

HFNRY R TRUMBOWER

than the old type

and can be converted into a crane or drag line.
Other improvements involve better preparation
of materials and laying of road The result has
been a great increase in productivity. In the
United States the daily output per worker rose
from 4.7 lineal feet of road surfacing in 1919 to

motor

See TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION, COMMERCIAL ROUTES, MOIOR VFHICLE TRANSPORTATION,
AUIOMOHILK INDUS IKY, CORVTT, FORCED LABOR, GASOLINE TAX, GRANTS- IN- AID, PUBLIC WORKS; TRAI-HC

RFGULATION,
ACCIDENTS.

MOIOR VEHICLE

ACCIDENTS, RAILROAD
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Consult. GENFRAL Gregory, J
The Story of the
Road (London 1931), Anderson, R.
C The Roads
of England (London 1932); Briggs, M. S Rusticus,
or, the Future of the Countryside (London 1 927), Gotz,
,
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,

,
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,

states to 53 cents in the Pacific states.

Although

the trade unions have long opposed the custom,
convict labor is still employed in road building

by many

states, particularly in the

vict chain

form of con-

gangs in the southern

states;

the

abuses of the contract system are notorious.
Road building developments in the industrialized nations of Europe have in general been
similar to those in the

United

States. Military

roads have played a tremendous role in European road building programs. Other important
influences have been the attempts to stimulate

domestic agriculture, the advent of the automobile and the increase in tourist travel. The
colonial nations of

Europe have developed road

construction on a large scale in their colonies,

which military and commercial motives have
been of about equal importance. Usually native
forced labor is employed, often under conditions
in

the

Roman Empire (2nd

ed.

Cambridge, Eng. 1926);
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1926), Thompson, James
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ROBERTSON, JOHN MACKINNON (18561933), British rationalist

son was horn on the

and

politician.

Robert-

of Arran, on the west
coast of Scotland, and left school at the age of
thirteen.

and was

He

isle

entered newspaper work in 1878

for a time associated with Charles

Bradlaugh on the

latter's

paper, the National
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Reformer. Active as an author and lecturer, he
stood for Parliament and was member for

Tyneside, Northumberland, from 1906 to 1918.
In politics Robertson was for long classified by
the British

Museum

authorities as a socialist;

yet in his later years he

became increasingly

dis-

trustful of socialism, mainly because of his overriding concern for individual rights and liberties,

which, he felt, might be menaced in the course
of the establishment of a socialist regime. As
undersecretary of the Board of Trade (1911-15)

government he was known
uncompromising advocacy of free
trade views, but he specifically discountenanced
in Asquith's Liberal

chiefly for his

the extremer laissez faire doctrines of English
liberalism.

Robertson was active for many years
and during the latter part of

in rationalist circles

was the recognized leader of the rationin Great Britain. He was widely
respected both within and outside the rationalist movement, to which his death was an
irreparable loss. In his extensive writings on
his life

alist

movement

sociology Robertson's chief concern (see his
Celt and Teuton, London 1897) was to combat
the fashionable contemporary interpretation of

the events of national history and the traits of
national chaiacter in terms of innate racial
differences.

of

His view was that while differences

individual

differences

character

m the physical

are

correlated

make up

with

of the total

organism, differences in national character are
deducible from political or social circumstances
rather than from bodily or racial variations.

Robertson's interest, however, lay less in
philosophy and in the abstract sciences than in
what might be termed the word was his own
the "humanistic" implications of science; that is
to say,
the effects of natural law upon the

m

events of

human

history

and the

lives of

human,

beings Thus he was a professed materialist, not
in the sense of endorsing T.
Huxley's conception of man as a conscious automaton, which

H

he explicitly disavowed, but in his disposition to
interpret the evolution and development of
human ideas and beliefs for example, the
movement from Catholicism to Protestantism at
the time of the Reformation in terms of underlying economic causes.
Robertson was perhaps best known for his
works on comparative mythology, which were

made

the basis of a sustained criticism of the

Christian religion. In Christianity and Mythology
(London 1900, 2nd ed. 1910) he startled his

contemporaries by denying not only the divinity
but the historicity of Christ. In its sequel, Pagan
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(London 1903, 2nd ed. 1911), he distinguished as a phenomenon that arises in the
Christs

history of religion the appearance of mediator
gods between man and the cosmic process.

These gods are

at the

same time victims and

their existence is multiplied in the hosts of
human victims actually sacrificed who are supposed to represent them. Jesus Christ, he held,

was a god-victim of this order, a composite
myth, combining and concentrating in his own
all the historical victims of the Jews.
Inevitably such a view aroused opposition. But
its uncompromising character at least did not

person

lay Robertson

against

open to the charge, justly brought

many contemporary

ing religion

by reading

critics,

of moraliz-

into the utterances of

Jehovah and Jesus Christ the refinements of
nineteenth century humanism.

C. E.

M. JOAD

Other important works: Essavs towards a Critical
1889); Modern Humanists' Socio-

Method (London
logical

Studies of Carlyle,

Mill, Emerson,

Arnold,

Ruskin, and Spencer (London 1891, new ed. 1901);
Modern Humanists Reconsidered (London 1927);
Buckle and His Critics, a Study in Sociology (London
1895), A Short History of Christianity (London 1902,
2nd ed 1913), Essays in Sociology, 2 vols. (London
1904), Courses of Study (London 1904, 3rd ed. 1932),
Pioneer Humanists (London 1907), The Evolution of
States (London 1912), A Short History of Free
Thought, 2 vols. (London 1915), The Historical Jesus
(London 1916), A Short History of Morals (London
1920), The Jesus Problem (London 1917), Jesus and
Judas (London 1927), A History of Free Thought in
the Nineteenth Century (London 1929).
Consult- Gould, F. J , The Pioneers of Johnson's Court
1929), "In Memonam. J. M. Robertson" in
Literary Guide (1933) 35-39, 47, 53-54, 74, 123-24.

(London

ROBERTSON, WILLIAM

(1721-93), Scot-

and historian. The high esteem
in which Robertson was held by his conboth
at home and abroad, was
temporaries,
tish ecclesiastic

shown by

his

appointment as historiographer

royal of Scotland in 1763 and by the honors
showered upon him by the academies of Madrid,

Padua and

St. Petersburg; his popularity as a

Voltaire, the philosophic

depth of

Hume

and

the extensive learning of Gibbon; but he is more
accurate than Hume and Voltaire and the
sobriety and purity of his style contrast strongly

with the meretriciousness of Gibbon.

He keeps

close to his authorities, strives painfully after
correctness of fact and on the whole achieves a

praiseworthy objectivity in the presentation of
His introduction to his History of the
Reign of the Emperor Charles the Fifth remained
history.

for a long time a model analysis of the developing structure of mediaeval civilization.

In some respects Robertson differed from the
He believed hi the

other historians of his school.

"dignity of history" by which he meant that
history should not only be written in a dignified

manner but should concern

itself solely with
dignified subjects. His books are never overburdened with circumstantial detail, nor is the

march of the

narrative interrupted by learned
ought to be relegated to an

disquisitions that

appendix. He was also fairly conscious of the
importance of climatic, geographic and eco-

nomic

factors in the interpretation of history,
it is evident that he did not rationalize

although

his position satisfactorily in these matters.
J.

B.

BLACK

Works. The History of Scotland, 2 vols (London 1759;
1 9th ed
3 vols , 1812); The History of the Reign of
,

the

Emperor Charles

the Fifth, 3 vols. (London 1769;
Kirk, Philadelphia 1902); The History
of America, 2 vols. (London 1777, I4th ed., 3 vols.,
1821 ), An Historical Disquisition concerning the Knowledge Which the Ancients Had of India (London 1791;
6th ed. 1812).

new ed. by J. F

Consult- Black, J. B., The Art of History (London
1926) p. 117-41; Fueter, Eduard, Geschichte der neueren Historiographie, Handbuch der mittelalterhchen

und neueren Geschichte,

vol.

i

(Munich 1911)

p.

367-69.

EUGENE DE

ROBERTY,
(1843-1915), Russian-French sociologist. De Roberty, who was
born in Podolia, studied at the German universities and St. Petersburg. He taught at the
College Libre des Sciences Sociales at Paris, at
the Universal Libre de Bruxelles, and after

evidenced by the unprecedented
profits that accrued from the sale of his books.
Critically considered, Robertson like Hume
and Gibbon was a product of the eighteenth

1909 he was professor at the psychoneurological
In 1906 he proposed
the abolition of the privileges of the nobility at

century Enlightenment and a disciple of the new
school of historiography, of which Voltaire was

the Assembly of the Nobility of Tver, in which
province he resided and was later murdered.

historian

is

the pioneer. In his pragmatism, historical
skepticism, distrust of "cuJiusiasm" and hero
*
worship, and his contempt for the mere an-

tiquary" he displays the characteristic bias of
As a writer he lacks the brilliance of

his age.

institute in St. Petersburg.

De Roberty may be classed as an independent
of Auguste Comte, whose doctrine he
completed and corrected by ref. -ung to explain
the evolution of society solely through the evolution of philosophy (La philosophic du stick;
discir. le

Robertson
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Robespierre

critictsme, positivisms, foolutionisme, Paris 1891;
2nd ed. 1892).
could claim legitimately in the

unprepossessing complexion explains his retiring
taciturn nature and throws light upon his efforts

preface of Soctologie de Faction (Pans 1908) to
have initiated discussion on a number of themes

to find consolation in faith in the

He

subsequently developed by sociology, such as
the essential relation between the social and the
mental and the necessity of completing physiological explanations of human behavior with
sociological explanations.

He believed

that ethics, in so far as

it

develops

from a normative to an explicative science, can
be nothing else than a sociology of action and
thus can be only the application of a theory of
knowledge; every sociology is therefore at
bottom a knowledge of knowledge, a gnosiology
Forms of conduct are essentially a translation of
social

.

the progress of thought first analytical and
hypothetical, then synthetic and finally symbolic. Moreover the interaction of one con-

,

Supreme Being
and in the disinterested loyalty to principles
which won him the epithet "incorruptible." He
was a fairly well known provincial lawyer at his
birthplace, Arras, when he was elected deputy
to the Estates General. In the Constituent Assembly he champione'd democracy and universal
suffrage against the moderates; during the Legislative Assembly he evinced his practical political
insight by his vain denunciation of the Girondin

war

policy.

August

Member

10, 1792,

National

of the

Commune from

and deputy from Paris

Convention,

he

participated

in the

with

Marat and Danton in the bitter conflicts between
Mountain and Gironde, favoring the death
penalty for the king and taking part in the revolution of

May

31, 1793.

sciousness

upon another explains the formation
of a superorganic world. De Roberty thought

After July 27, 1 793 when Robespierre entered
the second Committee of Public Safety, his

that through this theory, which binds together
the intellectual and the social, he had found a
satisfactory

merged with that of the revolutionary
government. His steadfastness and shrewdness
in defending the policy of this government be-

school, with

fore the Convention soon

compromise between the materialist
its view of psychology as a simple
chapter of biology, and the idealist school,
which would make of psychology an abstract
science. It also enabled him to react against the
various pragmatist tendencies, whose origin he
traced not only to Kant and his primacy of
practical reason and to Nietzsche and his exaltation of the will but also to Comte's theories of
subjective synthesis and the supremacy of the
moral fact and to Marx' view of the domination
of the economic fact. By leaning upon sociology
and insisting upon the importance of the collective ideas manifested by social practises he
sought to limit the excess of pragmatism in
sociology.

C. BOUGLE
Important works La sodologie (Paris 1880, 3rd ed.
1893); Uancienne et la nouvelle philosophic (Pans
1887); L'tnconnaissable (Pans 1889); Agnosttctsme
(Pans 1892, and ed. 1893), La recherche de VunM&
(Paris 1893, and ed. 1894); Auguste Comte et Herbert
Spencer (Paris 1894, 2nd ed. 1895), L'frhique, 4 vols.
(Paris 1896-1900), Frederic Nietzsche (Paris 1902),
Nouveau programme de sociologie (Paris 1904); Sociologte de V action (Pans 1 908); Les concepts de la raison
et les lots

de I'univers (Paris 1912).

Consult:

Worms, Rene,

sociologie, vol.

in

Revue

Internationale de

xxin (1915) 313-16.

ROBESPIERRE, MAXIMILIAN

(1758^94),

French statesman. Robespierre's early maladjustment due to a poverty stricken youth and an

,

activity is

made him

its

ostensi-

ble head. But while he undoubtedly exercised
great influence in the committee, he was not its

president nor had he appointed its members; all
its measures, including the arrest of Hebert and

Danton, the establishment of the cult of the
Supreme Being and the law of 22 Prairial, were
decided upon collectively. After Thermidor his
former colleagues imputed to him the entire
responsibility for their policies, but his dictatorship is a legend. Nor did he succeed in
subordinating the Committee of General Se-

Committee of Public Safety, an
objective which he pursued for the broader
of
purpose
unifying the government and perhaps
curity to the

also of limiting the Terror.

extreme

terrorists

who

At any

rate

it

was the

assured Robespierre's

downfall.
It is far from simple to discern Robespierre's
personal preferences through the maze of responsibilities which he assumed. The cult of the

Supreme Being was undeniably his work. No
one displayed a more fervent attachment to the
notion that the man in public life must symbolize "virtue"
patriotism and civic devotion.
His social ideal was a republic of small independent producers and he perceived that it could
never be realized except by state intervention: it
was his friend Saint-Just who defended the decrees of Ventdse, the most extreme form of social
democracy instituted by the Mountain. In the
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major aspects of Robespierre's
cial

outlook

mendous

political

and so-

possible to perceive the treinfluence exercised upon him since
it is

early youth by Rousseauism. His execution on

the tenth of Thernndor, 1794, signified the
termination of the revolutionary government

and of the democratic republic. Thereafter his
memory became the object of antithetical cults,

tially

with the condition and status of the work-

ing class in

modern

society.

While the

eight-

eenth century, with its humanitarian theory of
personal freedom, established the formal legal
equality of the workers, the economic system of
free competition condemned them to a bare
minimum existence. It was necessary to effect a

the anti-Robespiernst myth being fostered not
only by conservatives but by orthodox liberals

better distribution of the products which machine industry turned out in increasingly larger
amounts; this was to be achieved by the sub-

and by such socialists as Blanqui, while the
Babouvists and their successors prior to 1848

and

venerated

him

lution. In the

as a precursor of proletarian revo-

modern

scientific historiography

of the revolution the problem of interpretation
was given particular emphasis by the controversy between Aulard and Mathiez, the latter of
whom saw in him a realistic statesman alive to

stitution of "state direction" for natural liberty
free competition. Rodbertus regarded posi-

reform by the state as the best safeguard against deflection of the reform movement
into anarchistic channels. His socialism, which
tive social

in contrast to that of

struggle,

was

historically

to

Marx

repudiated the class

be realized in the concrete,

developed

state,

meaning

in fact

the primary importance ot the social problem
and dedicated to the cause of the sans-culottes

the Prussian monarchy. It was the essential
function of the monarchy, the living bond be-

under the inspiration not of the idea of the
struggle, but of justice.

tween "Prussianism and socialism," to abolish
economic and social antagonisms. Rodbertus was
in no sense a republican; by democracy he
understood a liberal monarchy ruling for the

class

G. LEFEBVRE
Works Oeuwes

completes, ed

by E De>rez and E

Lesueur, 2 vols (Pans 1910-13), Correspondance de
Maximilian et Augustin Robespierre, ed by Georges
Michon (Pans 1926).
Consult Hamcl, Ernest, Hutotre de Robespierre, 3
vols (Pans 1865-67), Mathiez, Albert, La Revolution
francaiie, 3 vols (ist~3rd ed Pans 1927728), tr. by

C A

Phillips, i vol (New York 1928), Etude* robespiernstes, 2 vols (Paris 1917-18), Robespierre, terrortste (Pans 1921), Girondtm et Muntagnards (5th ed.

1930), and Autour de Robespierre (Paris 1925),
The Fall of Robespierre and Other Essays (LonLes orateurs de VA\semblee
1927), Aulard,
comtituante. (Pans 1882) bk vm, ch n, and Le culte
de la raiwn, et le culte de I'Etre supreme (2nd ed

Pans

tr as

don

A

,

public welfare. Particularly in his attitude to-

ward trade unions and cooperatives he was much
less liberal than Bismarck and much more an
intellectual descendant of Frederick the Great.

He was the German or at least the Prussian type
of radical Tory.

The

socio-philosophical basis of Rodbertus'
an a priori, metaphysical collectivism,
which, like every consistent doctrine of a similar
kind, was in final analysis theologically orienideas

is

tated.

But

rationally

God

can

through the

at

times be sublimated

state, biologically

through

and

culturally or politically through the
This conception, like the opposite indi-

Paris 1904), Schatz, Richard, J. J Rousseaus Einfluss auf Robespierre (Leipsic 1905), Kerr, W. B
The Reign of Terror (Toronto 1927) See also articles
Annales revolutionnaircs, published quarterly in
Paris from 1908 to 1923, and in Annales histonques

society
nation.

de la Revolution francmse, organ of the Socidtd des
Etudes Robespierristes, published bimonthly in Reims
since 1924

particular interpretation natural right applied
not to the individual but to mankind in its

,

m

RODBERTUS, JOHANN KARL
German

social theorist

(1805-75),

and economist. Rodber-

tus was the grandson of Johann August Schlettwein, the leading German physiocrat, and the

vidualistic-atomistic view, is based on the philosophy of natural right, although in Rodbertus'

development and striving toward perfection.
Society is not an aggregate of separate economic
parts or individuals but an independent organism. The state is not to serve the well being of
the separate parts or individuals; the latter are
to serve the spiritual, moral and economic well
being of the state. The essence of this type of

son of a professor of Roman law. As a liberal
landowner he sat as a left center member of the

thought

is

Prussian National Assembly in 1848 and urged

the will

and

constitutional reform
political

movement

and national unity. The

influenced

him profoundly

and deepened his interest in the social question,
which Rodbertus believed was concerned essen-

a consistent anti-individualism^ Only
realization of the whole, not those

of the parts and individuals or their groupings, have creative force and assure cultural continuity

Poverty and cyclical crises Rodbertus con-

Rodbertus

Robespierre
sidered the two main evils of contemporary
society. They have a single cause: an unjust

which deprives the workers of the
product of their labor. All commodities are
economically only the product of labor; they
cost nothing but labor. The workers therefore
have a natural right to the whole product or the
distribution

full

whole value of the product The intermediate
workers, those who perform socially useful service other than manual labor, can receive their
remuneration only in a derivative or secondary

415

has no causal influence upon the rent obtainable. A simultaneous rise in both forms of rent
or a rise in one without a corresponding decrease

can take place only at the expense of
increase or decrease
productivity
raises or lowers ground rent; but the profit of
in the other

wages.

m

An

capital is not affected, because profits are calculated on a larger or smaller capital, while ground

goods."

distribution, not in the "original distribution of
The workers, however, receive in wages

is based on a constant area of land There
no material value in the agricultural capital,
which draws ground rent. Despite its penetration the Rodbertian theory of rent is erroneous,
as it is based on a number of false or unproved

only a part of their product, the rest accrues to
the owners of land and capital as rent, which is

premises It is not true, for example, that the
value of raw materials or of finished products is

income obtained by other means than per-

determined by the amount of labor embodied in
them. Nor is it true that agricultural capital has
no material value or that no costs are attached

all

sonal labor. Rent owes

its

nomic

produces more than

fact that labor

receives for

its

existence to the ecoit

perpetuation and to the legal fact

that institutional arrangements (private owner-

ship of land and capital, exercising the same
compulsion that slavery did in earlier systems)

deprive the workers of part of the product of
The rise in the productivity of labor

their labor

redounds not to the benefit of the workers
but to the benefit of the recipients of rent, as
the workers receive only a subsistent wage ("iron
law" of wages) Unlike Bastiat, Carey and others,

Rodbertus believed that labor's share in the
product

is

constantly diminishing, not increas-

ing. Poverty, overproduction and crises necessarily arise from the fact that the purchasing

of the working masses is constantly limited because they arc deprived of an important

power

and increasing part of the product of industry,
which accrues not to the workers but to the
recipients of rent, so few in number that they
cannot consume their share of the goods produced This theory is similar to Sismondi's
interpretation of crises and bears some resemblance to that developed by Marx.
Rent, which under primitive conditions is
a single entity, Rodbertus differentiates into
ground rent and capital rent, which have their
origin in the social division of labor. The former
accrues to the owner of raw materials, the land-

owner; the latter to the owner of the capital with
which the raw materials are transformed into
finished products.

The

division of rent into

its

separate forms is determined by the labor costs
in the two branches of production; that is, by

the relation of the value of the raw material to
the value added to the raw material by the labor
of manufacture (increment of the value product).

According to this theory the amount of capital

rent

is

to the share of wealth

it

represents.

Despite his conception of rent as a form of
exploitation Rodbertus ascribed an important
social role to capital income and landed property
and did not urge their immediate abolition. He

pleaded for a compromise between the existing
order and the demands of socialism The prices
of labor and commodities should not be left to
free competition; anarchy

is

to

be displaced by

state regulation of prices and a comprehensive
system of taxation as a means of checking in-

equalities in the distribution of wealth. This
would stop the downward trend of labor's share

and eliminate poverty and crises Rational, just
wages are such as neither endanger production
nor condemn the workers to a minimum existence. Rodbertus opposed the maximum working day on the ground that it would not abolish
the limitations upon the workers' share of the
national income or prevent the consequent crises.

Like Robert Owen, he proposed that

all

prices, including wages, be fixed in terms of a
labor currency to be issued by the state, with
an equal exchange value for products of equal

labor time. Prices and wages should be revised
periodically by the state, by reason of changes
in the productivity of labor and for the purpose
of increasing labor's share in production Rent
must be limited to a fixed amount, so that it
will not

only

fall relatively

to the increase in

m

productivity but tend gradually to disappear
an absolute sense. In the field of agrarian reform
Rodbertus condemned the domination of landed

property by money capital and suggested the
transformation of mortgage debt into a form of
yearly rent which would set the landowner free.
His basic conception was that land should nor
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be treated as a form of investment for money
capital, but must be considered by its very nature as a perpetual source of rent. This Rodbertian principle had a considerable influence on
inheritance rights, the system of holding land
in perpetuity against payment of a fixed rental

and other agrarian institutions.
Although Rodbertus was essentially a social
reformer, he made some important contributions to the economic history of antiquity (agrarian development in the Roman Empire, the
Roman system of taxation and the value of

money): his study of the

otkos, considered as

an

independent, self-sufficient economic form under which production was carried on by specialized slave labor,

was

particularly suggestive.

His

in the history of the Roman Empire contributed to his conclusion that the new social

work

order would be established by a

modern form

of Caesansm, which would insure social peace,
centralized state power and unqualified acceptance of that power by the working class. There
is
nothing more conservative, he said, than reform which reconciles classes and strengthens
the state power. Rodbertus had some influence
upon state socialism in pre-war Germany, and
many of his ideas may be discerned in contem-

porary National Socialism.

ARTHUR SALZ
Important works' Schnften von Dr. Carl Rodbertus,
4 vols. (new ed. Berlin 1899); Soctale Briefe an von
Kirchmarm (Berlin 1850-51), tr. by Julia PYanklm as
Overproduction and Crises (2nd ed. London 1908),
Zur Erklarung und Abhulfe der heutigen Creditnoth des
Grundbesitzes, 2 vols. (Jena 1869, 2nd ed Berlin
1893); Neue Briefe uber Grundrente, Rentenprinzip und
soctale Frage, ed by Roberto Michels, Bibhothek der
Sociologie

und

Pohtik, vol.

H

i

(Karlsruhe 1926).

Karl Rodbertus, 2 vols. (Jena
Rodbertus (Stuttgart 1899);
1886-88), Jentsch, E.
Rodbertus
Kozak,
,
Jagetsow's socialtikonomische
Ansichten (Jena 1882), Adler, Georg, Rodbertus, der
Consult. Diet/el,

,

G

,

T

Begrunder des tuissenschaftlichen Sociahsmus (Leipsic
1884); Truer, E Rodbertus, Lassalle, Adolph Wagner
(Jena 1930); "Die Schnften des Nachlasses und der
Bnefwechsel mit Karl Rodbertus" in Lassalle, Fer,

dinand, Nachgelassene Briefe und Schnften, ed. by
Gustave Mayer, 6 vols (Stuttgart 1921-25) vol. vi;
Sultan, H., "Rodbertus und der agransche Sozialkonservatismus" in Zeitschnft fur die gesamte Staatsvnssenschaft, vol. Ixxxu (1927) 71-113; Corne"hssen,
C., TMone de la valeur, avec une refutation des theories
de Rodbertus, Karl Marx, Stanley Jevons et BohmBavierk (2nd ed Pans 1913); Conner, E. C
The
Social Philosophy of Rodbertus (Ixmdon 1899).

K

RODO, JOSE ENRIQUE
guayan philosopher and

,

(1872-1917), Uru-

literary critic.

Rod6 was

professor of literature at the University

of

Montevideo from 1898 to 1901 and was also
and politics.
He first attained fame by a short work, Ariel

active in journalism

(Montevideo 1900, new ed. Barcelona 1925; tr.
by F. J. Stimson, Boston 1922), in which he
urged the youth of Latin America to dedicate
itself to creating an ideal civilization. Social
progress, he believed, consists of the sum total
of the progress of the individuals in society;
individual advancement in turn depends upon

the fullest spiritual and moral development, to
which modern materialism constitutes a serious
threat. The ideal social order would be a democracy in which the forces of Christianity and
Hellenism were coordinated; it would assure
equality of opportunity but would also encourage the growth of an intellectual and moral
aristocracy with a definite position in the democratic system. Rod6 urged the South American
countries not to imitate the United States but

own genius, based upon their
Spanish cultural heritage. The United States,
he held, had made tremendous material strides
but was characterized by an equahtarian mediocrity. Although Ariel was Rodo's most popular
book, Motivos de Proteo (Montevideo 1909, 6th
ed. Barcelona 1930; tr. by A. Flores, New York
1928) is more fundamental. Without definite
to realize their

arrangement it develops the thoughts of the
author as they occur to him, upon the central
theme that "self-renewal is life." His thesis concerning vocations, however, becomes obscured
in the

mass of categories

into

which he analyzes

the subject.

Although Rodo became the most powerful
Latin America, in recent
years his philosophy has been severely criticized
as being merely eclectic and containing nothing
intellectual influence in

original or creative. Ariel is considered only a
rationalization of a contemporary situation, the

apparent inability of Spanish America to attain
the material development of North America. Its
gospel, so negative in character, is questionable;
the cultivation of the beautiful cannot be a norm

of life in countries such as those of South Amer-

which are backward culturally and in immeeconomic and social advancement.
There are no advocates of the "ferociously
equalitarian" democracy which Rod6 opposed,
and he failed to realize that no country in Spanish America could compare culturally with the
United States, which had made important contributions to science, art and philosophy.
Rodd's essays on Montalvo, Bolfvar and Juan
Maria Gutierrez and his literary criticisms,
ica,

diate need of

Rohde

Rodbertus
especially of Rube"n Darfo,

show penetration and

judgment, although they lack the profundity
and scope of his philosophic writings. These
essays are contained in the first edition of El
mirador de Prospero (2 vols., Montevideo 1913;
3rd ed. Barcelona 1928).

ALFREDO COLMO
Consult,:

P6rez

Petit, Victor,

Rodd (Montevideo

m Revue

1919);

htspamque, vol xliu
"An Intellectual
(1918) 205-307; Umphrey,
Breviary for the Youth of Spanish America" in Pacific
Review, vol n (1921-22) 427-43; Felde, Alberto zum,
"Jose" Enrique Rod6- His Place among the Thinkers
of America" in Inter-America, English edition, vol.
vii (1923-24) 261-74; Nosotros, vol. xxvi (Buenos
Aires 1917), special number 97 devoted exclusively
to articles on Rod6, Scarone, Arturo, Bibhografta de
Jost Enrique Rodd, 2 vols (Montevideo 1930), with
bibliography of Rod6's works and of works on Rod 6.
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RODRIGUEZ FRANCIA, JOSE CASPAR.
See FRANCIA, JOSF CASPAR RODRIGUEZ.

ROGERS, JAMES EDWIN THOROLD
(1823-90), English economic historian. Rogers

King's College, London, and
at Magdalen Hall, Oxford. He was ordained and
held curacies in and near Oxford, but having
abandoned his High Church position he divested
himself of orders under the terms of the Clerical
Disabilities Relief Act of 1870. Although by
training he was a classical scholar, his interest
was directed increasingly to the study of political
economy. He was professor of statistics and economics at King's College, London, and at Oxford. He was also active in politics and served
in Parliament for several years. Rogers was a

was educated

at

firm free trader, a supporter of the cooperative
movement and a follower of Gladstone on the
Irish

home rule

issue.

man

of great industry and
strong opinions. While the many controversies
in which he took a vigorous part are now for-

Rogers was a

gotten, the History of Agriculture and Prices in

England (l^p-i/pj) (7 vols., Oxford 18661902), which he compiled so assiduously from
a vast collection of original sources, remains as
his permanent achievement. Even his severest

express admiration of his scholarly labors
in extracting prices from such sources as the
critics

accounts of the property held by the
colleges of Oxford and Cambridge and the great
monastic corporations of the Middle Ages. It is
bailiff's

the interpretation of these figures, particularly

more popular works Six Centuries of
Work and Wages (z vols., London 1884; nth
ed., i vol., 1912) and The Economic Interpretain his

(London 1888) which is open to
question and correction. His contention that
money payments in the Middle Ages were made
tion of History

by weight and not by

tale

has been proved un-

tenable. His assumption that
regular led him to identify

employment was
wages rates with
and
thus
to
earnings
exaggerate the purchasing
power of wages. The "golden ages" for the
agricultural laborer, which Rogers detected in
the fifteenth century and in the early eighteenth, probably arise out of this confusion. His
prejudices often led him to ignore important
parts of the evidence. It is generally admitted

he seriously antedated commutation and
put forward a reason for the Peasants' Revolt of
1381 by alleging that the landlords provoked it

that

by going back on their bargains and again demanding the performance of actual services at
a time when the Black Death had given labor a

He

scarcity value.
Artificers (1562),

also regarded the Statute of
with its provision for the

assessment of wages by the justices of the peace,
as definitely devised and subsequently operated
to degrade and impoverish the English laborers.
Similarly he misconceived the nature of the
confiscation of guild property in the reign of

Edward

vi,

representing the loss of

by the guilds

money

held

in trust for religious purposes as

the destruction of the guilds themselves. These
views, popularized both by his own writings and
by those of his disciple Henry de B. Gibbms,

were naturally acceptable in political disputaBut they served to disguise the real value

tion

of his contribution to the elucidation of English

economic history.

How admirably Rogers could

present his conclusions when his temper was
not aroused by the detection of the tyranny of
landlords or of the governments they dominated
demonstrated in his First Nine Years of the

is

Bank of England (Oxford

1887).
J.

Consult. Ashley,

W.

J

,

An

F. REES

Introduction to English

Economic History and Theory, 2

vols. (4th

ed London

1906-09).

ROHDE, ERWIN (1845-98), German
philologist.

classical

his student days in Leipsic
into a close friendship with

During

Rohde entered

Friedrich Nietzsche and later he

became an

intimate friend of Richard Wagner. With them
he dreamed of a regeneration of the German
similar to Greek art. But
spirit through an art
although Rohde was wont to express his reflections on philosophic and aesthetic matters in
aphorisms, his life work was of a strictly philo-
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logical character.

Of Rohde's

Roman und

griechische

i.

Br.

seine Vorlaufer (Leipsic

His fame, however,

1876, 3rd ed. 1914)
to his scholarly

Freiburg

philological writis his Der

and most remarkable

ings the largest

due

entitled Psyche (2 vols ,
1890-94, loth cd. Tubingen

from 8th ed by W. B.

1925; tr

is

work

Hillis,

London

1925), dealing with the cult of the souls and the
belief in immortality among the Greeks It is the

Dionysiac aspect of the Greek religion which is
emphasized; the legahsm, protected by Apollo,
recedes into the background In this ecstatic
kind of religion, in which the human soul
entered into communion with the divine, Rohde
found the origin of the belief in immortality

Despite his erroneous view that this belief
originated in the cult of Dionysus, Rohde's work
was epoch making and has had a lasting in-

Rohde was not an

anthropologist but he
had a clear understanding of the importance of
fluence

primitive religion and folklore in any explanation
of the phenomena of Greek religion. He con-

humanized and rationalized Homeric
be a side branch of the Greek, while
the older and more crude beliefs still remained
dominant in the mother country. This view has
since been corroborated repeatedly.
MARTIN P. NILSSON
sidered the

religion to

Consult

Crusius,

O

,

Errotn

Rohde (Tubingen

1902).

ROLAND DE LA PLATIERE, MARIE

formed into the militant polittque. Nothing now
concerned her hut the sacred revolution, which
even from the provinces she could see was being
betrayed by timid and corrupt men. In Pans
(1791), deprived of a settled income by the
abolition of the inspectorships, she did much
through her friends Lanthenas, Bosc and Brissot to

advance the

Roland.

political fortunes of

After his appointment to the ministry in 1792
her apartment was frequented by the Girondist
leaders, whom she attracted by her charm and

helped to orient by the dogmatic clarity of her
Judging men by the "purity" of their
principles and the "loyalty" of their conduct,
identifying opposition to the Girondists with
crimes against liberty, the impassioned lover of
mankind helped to destroy the party she served
ideas

by the embittered
against men. Her
revolution ended
1793.

Sitting

shadow of the

rectitude of her animosities
brief adventure in political
with her arrest on June i,

helpless

in

prison

under the

watching the Jacobins
"betray" the sacred revolution, she recalled 'the
death of Socrates, the exile of Anstides," understood that heaven had destined her to be "a
guillotine,

witness to crimes similar to those of which they
to participate in the glory

were the victims, and

of a persecution of the same kind" (Memotres
ir 104). In this mood she wrote her famous

Appel a

rimpartialeposte'rite (Pans 1795; English
2 vols., 2nd ed. London 1796),

translation,

French philosophe and
Reading everything, the preearly abandoned the Catholic

transporting her "existence elsewhere" (Memoires n: 2), projecting it into history, where her

creed to become a disciple of Rousseau. She
withdrew into the bookish, ideal world of the
philosophes, where others could see her as she

miraculous preparation, could be regarded as an
event of universal significance which posterity

would record

saw herself, drinking the hemlock with Socrates,

martyrdoms. Thus

returning with Regulus to Carthage. In 1780
under pressure of realities she managed to
Roland de la Platicre, inspector of
marry J
manufactures at Amiens, an austere philosophe
superior in birth if inferior in worth to herself.

November

unfaltering courage and died, as she had lived,
in a world of semblance less ignoble if perhaps
less real than the world of "perishing occasions."

Thus provided with

Works

JEANNE

(1754-93),

revolutionary.
cocious child

M

a career she

became the

goodwife, managing her house, aiding
her husband in his work, actively furthering his
advancement in a worldly way. Upon the mature

efficient

cherishing the ideal world but resigned to making the best of the existing one, the
revolution, quite unforeseen, had the effect of a

woman,

still

Here and now the promised land of
her youthful dream lay before her. No longer
revelation.

need she envy the ancient republics, since an
even "purer day" had dawned. The typica
philosophe and practical goodwife was trans1

expiation, for

which her whole

8,

life

now seemed a

humanity's great book of

in

fortified

Madame Roland on

mounted the
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scaffold with
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(1761-1835), Italian jurist, criminologist and
sociologist After serving as civil magistrate and

lawyer at Trent Romagnosi taught law at the
universities of Parma, Pavu and Milan He was

imprisoned twice by the Austrians because of
his liberal principles Romagnosi achieved lasting fame with his Genesi del dintto penafe (Pavia

new

ed.

Milan 1857),

important additions in 1825

to

which he made

One

of the found-

modern criminology, he was concerned
particularly with the more constant causes of
ers of

crime Indirect prevention, he held, was the
great task of society, punishment being merely
a counteragent In addition to important work in
mathematics, geology and physics (in 1820, beOersted, he conducted experiments in

fore

electromagnetism) Romagnosi formulated independently of Kant the doctrine which, superseding sensationalism, stressed the potentialities
of human consciousness Intensely interested in
the practical application of ideas he worked out

what he

called a "civil," or social, philosophy,
related to sociology but founded on
philosophical premises and directed toward the
closely

He was one of the first to
understand the importance ot statistics; economics he defined as the doctrine of "the social
order of wealth." While he advocated the dis"art" of civilization.

tribution of wealth

among the greatest number,
economic matters he favored a
government which would interfere least with a
society performing "the greatest function." In
as a liberal in

the field of jurisprudence (Introduzione allo
del dintto pubblico universale, 2 vols

studio

,

Parma 1805; and Assunto primo

delta sciensa del

Milan 1820) he held that natural
not absolute and' immutable, but flexible

diritto naturale,

law

is

and changeable, responding to varying conditions of social existence.
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G

vol. vi (Florence

in the strict sense is the law

state

from

inception (754 B c

its

)

to the death of Justinian I (565 AD). While it
may be considered to embrace also post-Jus-

tiniaman, or Byzantine, law the law of the
Eastern Roman Empire from the time of Justinian until the capture of Constantinople by the

Turks

in 1453

inasmuch

as

it

represents the

direct evolution of the older legal system, this

branch is omitted from the present discussion
because of its minor import as regards western
European civilization It is entirely erroneous to
designate as Roman law the mediaeval renaissance of the older law in Italy and its subsequent
reception throughout western Europe, nor is it
correct to include the present national continental legal systems (see CIVIL LAW).

The Roman political state took successively
the form of a kingdom, a republic, a prmcipate,
or limited monarchy; and a dominate, or absoAlthough to some extent Roman
development was affected by the various

lute empire.
legal

political structures,

it

is

preferable to divide

it

into three successive periods,

marked by

t\\c

significant social and
led to a change from

crises.

The

first

economic

an agricultural militaristic
culture to one of a mercantile nature following
the Hannibahc wars, and the second resulted
in a defensive alignment of Hellenistic east and
Latin west against the inroads of the less civilized peoples of the north The legal periods so
delimited may be designated as those of ancient

law (754-200 B c ), classical law (146 B c -235
and Roman-Hellenistic, or post-classical,
law (305-565 AD).

AD)

The

question of the authenticity of the tradi-

tional accounts of legal history must continually
be kept in mind in any treatment of the earliest

period of
lic

and

Roman

law. Writers of the late repub-

early prmcipate referred to enactments

of the kings, leges regiae\ but it is hardly likely
that these were actually statutes approved by a

popular assembly, even though there existed
also a tradition of a compilation of these leges,

the sQ-CA\\edjuspapirtanum.

They probably rep-

resented, however, genuine sacral tradition.

The

history of the sources of the

B.C.).

Roman

law

with the Twelve Tables (450-449
These represented a great victory of the

really begins
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struggle with the patricians, a
struggle that was to continue for a number of
The
centuries.
plebs had already secured the

written interpretation of the learned" (Pomponius, Dig. 1.2.2.12) and the legis actiones, or

appointment of the tribune, a purely plebeian
magistrate. The reduction of the law to written
form was a second victory of the plebs, which

a patrician

plebs in

its

hoped through

this

means

to insure respect for

its rights.

Although two modern scholars, Pais and Lamdeny the credibility of the traditional accounts, the former relegating the Twelve Tables
to the time of Gnaeus Flavius, and the latter
holding the Twelve Tables to be a purely private
bert,

procedural remedies.

The college of the pontiffs,

body supreme in religious matters,
represented at the same time the "learned" and
the custodians of the legis actiones, and the significance of this

body

in the

development of

early Roman law by means of the interpretatio
of statutes and the gradual extension of proce-

dural forms of actions cannot be over

emphaThere seems, however, to be a definite
connection between the Lex ogulma noted above
and the partial destruction of the juridical mosized.

compilation of the jurist Sextus Aehus Paetus
190 B c.), the traditional view is commonly

nopoly of the pontiffs by reason of the publica-

accepted. The Twelve Tables, which represent
in great part the written codification of existing

300 B.C.), the second step in the
process of making the law common property, a
process which had begun with the Twelve
Tables and which ended with Tiberius Coruncanms (c. 250 B.C.), who made known to all the
secrets of "interpreting" the law and thus

(c

customary law, were a decisive step in Roman
legal development. Although they may contain
traces of Greek law, little credence is to
be given to the story of an embassy to Greece

some

tion of the legis actiones

Flavius

on the part of Gnaeus

(c.

preceding their enactment. The field of private
and public law covered by their provisions, as
far as they can be reconstructed from later refer-

brought about the replacement of pontifical by

ences,
quite extensive. The individual legal
institutions portrayed, however, are exceedingly

shadowed by the creation of the

is

lay jurists.
The classical period of

Roman

law was fore-

office of praetor

nature and retain this character

peregrinus, chief judicial magistrate for foreigners, in 247 B.C. The praetor urbanus, or Roman

for a

number of centuries.
The prime source of early Roman law was the

praetor, had then been in existence for some
time. The Roman people were discovering that

a statutory enactment which was proposed
by a magistrate and voted upon by one of a
number of popular assemblies (comitiae). The

they had to provide legal protection for the

formahstic

m

lex,

enactment

(plebiscituni) of the

assembly of the

plebs (concilium plebis] was only made the equivalent of a lex, and thus applicable to both patricians

and plebs, by means of a Lex

hortensia of

287 B.C. Besides the famous Lex duodecim tabularum(Lavf of theTwelve Tables), the significant
leges were in the main of a public law nature,
often reflecting further victories of the plebs;
such are the leges licmiae sextiae (367 B.C.) pro-

other things for the admission of
plebeians to the consulate; the Lex Pubhliae Philonis (339 B.C.), creating plebeian censors and
viding

among

providing for senatorial approval of popular
legislation before rather than after the vote of
the people; and the Lex ogulma

(c,

300

B.C.)

permitting plebeians to be augurs and pontiffs,
few statutes were of import
priestly officials.

A

law situations, such as the Lexpoetelia
papiria (326 B.C.) mitigating the severities of
debt servitude, or nexum, and the very important Lex aquilia (c. 286 B.C.), which settled the
law of damage to property upon a new basis.
Further sources of kw were "the mere unin private

increasing numbers of foreign merchants and
travelers within their realm. The remedies of

the ancient jus civile, the law peculiar to the
Romans themselves and made up of leges, interpretatio and legis actiones, would not suffice, for
these foreigners possessed their

own

legal insti-

more formal
jurists came to

tutions, often at variance with the

Roman

types. In fact, the later

recognize a body of law known as the jus gentium
(q.v.) which was considered common to the

peoples of the eastern Mediterranean world,
whether or not a particular part of it had its

counterpart in the Romanjus civile. As the result
of modern research the existence of any such
formulated body of law is doubted, just as skepticism is expressed as to the practical significance
of the more tenuous jus naturale. The former is
recognized as the font from which the Romans
drew legal elements foreign to their ancient
system, and the latter as a theoretical concept
enabling them to formulate a superficial legal

philosophy.Inafewinstances,forexample,inthe
consensual contracts, elements of the jus gentium became part of the jus civile. A greater

number

of foreign and, in this respect,

newer

Roman Law
commercial ideas were introduced by the praetor
through his edict and thus came to be known
as the jus honorarium, the law of the praetorian
office.

Tne

praetor would, at the beginning of

his term, specify

what

legal principles

he would

recognize during his office. But the greater part
of the existing legal material was transferred

from the edict of one praetor to that of his
successor by means of theEdtctum translaticium,
and thus the novel principles occasioned by the
expanding

legal activity of the

Romans

grad-

became incorporated into the corpus of
Roman law. It was not until the time of Hadrian
(c. 125 AD ) that the edict was formulated in
final form, the so-called Edictum perpetuum, and
ually

ceased to be a structure of vital importance in
the development of legal ideas.

The

praetor,

as

chief judicial

magistrate,

played an equally significant role in the development of civil procedure The Roman trial until
the close of the classical eppch was divided into

two successive
issue

by the

up to joinder of
under the control of a judi-

stages' the first

parties

cial magistrate;

and the second, through judg-

ment, before a private person acting as arbiter,
thcjudex. Naturally enough it was the praetor
who often officiated in the first half, even to

some extent in the old legis actio procedure. By
a Lex aebutta of unknown date (200150 B c.)
there was established, as an elective mode of
procedure, the so-called formulary procedure,
designed to handle litigation under the jus civile
as well as under the newer law. By means of
fiction or action upon the case (actio in factum)
the praetor was enabled to give relief in controversies arising from novel legal situations.
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popular assembly in capital cases an accusatorial procedure which remained practically unchanged during the empire. Because of the continual intervention of the magistrate or emperor

whole
and never

in criminal cases, however, the law as a

was rather neglected by the

jurists

attained the degree of perfection of the civil law.
The establishment of the principate by Au-

gustus had

little

repercussion in the field of

private law. On the other hand, it was natural
that such constitutional changes as did occur
reflected in the domain of public law. The
emperor became the font of legislation; and even
though Augustus utilized the popular assembly
and its enactments, such as the Lexjuha et papia
poppaea, to bring about social and demographic
reforms, his immediate successors favored the

were

politically controlled utterances of the Senate,

senatus consulta. Because of

its control of public
the Senate, from the
practical point of view, had been supreme in
dictating policies during the republic but had

and foreign

finance

affairs

not engaged in true legislative activity. There
early developed, however, a third type of legislation in the principate which soon eclipsed both

and senatus consulta the imperial constiThese were wont to be classed as edicta
deereta, rescnpta and mandata, and all were charleges

tutions.

t

acterized as utterances of the

emperor or of

his

imperial service. Despite the fact that there was

no constitutional

basis for attnbuting legislative

emperor, the constitutions were
recognized by the jurists as having the force

power

to the

of law.

Edicta were true legislative enactments, in the
concerning novel matters and generally

mam

The

broad in scope. Decreta were the judgments

tnat the leges juliae judicianae

or

advantages of the formulary system had
been so appreciated by the time of Augustus
were passed,

transferring practically
praetor's court with

all civil litigation to

the

its

formulary procedure.
In addition the praetor was accorded the use of
special, summary process, of great import in the
rapid development of the law.
The enormous advance in private law during
the first half of the classical period is paralleled

by the emperor in cases of first instance
on appeal. Rescripta were answers to petitions

delivered

of litigants or magistrates involving disputed
points of law; they thus were decisions of the

emperor, or rather of the imperial

offices

ab

(handling petitions from magistrates) or
a libellis (handling petitions from private persons), upon questions of law but not upon quesepistulis

tions of fact.

Mandata were orders

issued to

changes introduced into the
criminal law during the dictatorship of Sulla
(82-79 B -c.). A whole system of leges corneliae

provincial governors for their guidance in pro
vincial affairs. Except for mandata and rescripta

instituted regular criminal courts, quaesttones

were valid

perpetuae, clearly defined the particular crimes
within the jurisdiction of each and fixed the

legal

by the

striking

penalties to be adjudged. Thus there was substituted for the older uncertain pronouncement

by a magistrate with

possible appeal to the

specifically delimited, constitutions apparently
until repealed.

The Roman law was
system in the

developed into a great

classical

epoch. This was

primarily the work of the jurist, the constant
adviser of the praetor and of the emperor. From
the time of Tiberius Coruncanius until the close
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of the classical period there was an ever increasing number of legal scholars who engaged in
juristic activities of

a varied nature.

They

acted

as the legal advisers of the judicial magistrates,
the praetor and his successor, the praefectus
urbt, thejudcx or arbiter, they directed the conduct of lawsuits, advising the practising attor-

neys, the so-called oratorcs, from
classical jurist is sharply to

be

whom

diffei

the

entuted;

they were also called upon by pi ivate individuals
to draft legal documents, such as contracts and
wills, as well as the contractual joinder of issue

(formula) in the ordinary civil tii.il; these three
lines of activity were characterized lespcctively

and (avcre.
Moreover, since the jurists argued hypothetical or actual cases and general legal problems
publicly, there gathered about them auditors,
who in course of time became students or even
disciples of individual jurists; and thus the jurists
as respondere, agcre

correspond to modern professors of law Shortly
founding of the empire, peihaps even

after the
earlier,

there giew

up

t\\o distinct schools or

Sabmians and Proculuns;
the names of these schools were not, however,
derived from those of the founders-- LI the case
of the first school, Ateius Capito, and m the case
sects of jurists, the

of the second, Antistius Labeo. Although the
number of con-

extant sources reveal a great
flicting

views between the schools, no definite
disagreement can be posed; perhaps

criteria of

the differentiation was due to the fact that the
particular teacher selected

by an individual

stu-

dent was himself a disciple of the original Sabiman, and thus teacher, student and the latter's
successors became Sabmians or Procuhans as
the case might be.
A further and quite significant activity of the
jurists was the production of literary works.
Systematic treatises on numerous phases of the

law were written by republican jurists, but few
of them are now extant. In the empire numerous
elementary handbooks (inslitutiones or enchiridia), and commentaries on individual leges or senatus consulta were written. More important are
the treatises on thejus civile, often systematically
arranged on the basis of the early works of Q.
Mucius (c. 100 B c ) or Massurius Sabmus (c
30 A D.) on the civil law and thus termed libri

The

single most significant activity of he
was the jus respondendt, the later public
limited
to jurists patented by the emright
I

jurist

peror of preparing the opinion for a particular
case (responsuni), which upon request of the
litigant or

the judge would be delivered as the

judgment (sententia) of the latter The lay jurists
had taken over from the pontiffs the duty of
interpretatio^ the application of established rules
of law to particular cases significant where a
novel situation had arisen; and it was chiefly by

means of the respoma that the legal principles
envisaged by the jurists became pait of the law.
Precedent must have played a more importantrole in classical

wont

law than modern scholars are
though a definite formu-

to believe, even

almost entirely absent. Roman
practical lawyers rather than legal
philosophers Their activities embraced a field
lation of

jurists

it

is

were

today divided between the law professor, the
practising attorney,, the notary, the judge (for
the later jurists often occupied the magisterial
offices) and the legal scholar. The names and
personalities of Labeo,

anus,

Sabmus, Celsus, JuhGams, Papiman, Ulpian and Paul are the

high lights of the Roman law.
Jolowicz has enumerated three general tendencies in the evolution of the classical law which
occurred under the influence ot juristic interpretation

and the praetorian system In the

first

place, there was a substantial diminution of the
formalistic elements of the law. Although classes

of property and formal means of transfer of the
ancient juf civile continued to subsist, the praetorian law

broadened the

classes

and introduced

informal means of tradition. While the jurists
still reckoned with the strict minutiae of legacies, there were developed at the same time the
wholly informal fidetcommissa. Accompanying
the decline of formalism was a corresponding
increase of flexibility in the application of legal

principles. The Greek philosophical interpretative doctrine of scriptum et voluntas, writing ver-

sus intention, pervaded juristic thinking and was
applied in such a way as to guarantee justice
in the difficult individual case. The same result

treatises or

was accomplished by the flexibility of legal rules;
there was a corresponding broadening of standards, of bona fides and dolus. In the second place,
there was in classical law an increasing tendency
toward abstract methods of thought. Classifica-

made

tion according to remedies was to a certain extent
replaced by classification according to rights.

ad Mucium or libri ad Sabinum, as well as the
commentaries on the edict of the
praetor, libn ad edictum; in addition the jurists
collections of hypothetical or actual cases

(disputationes, quaestiones, responsa)
tated works of earlier jurists (notae).

and anno-

The classification of things was based on general
characteristics; res corporales

wer~ distinguished

Roman Law
from

res incorporates,

and ownership was con-

ceived as an absolute right. Obligatto, originally
the concrete bond of one person to another,

came to be conceived
from the

as a

res,

and thus an

asset,

In the third
law was marked by an increased

creditor's point of view

place, classical

use of writing. The reception of a number of
institutions of the jus gentium led to an extension

number

of dispositive instruments of the
law. In the jus civile only the literal
contract and the mancipatory will were considof the

Roman

ered to be the expressed intention of the parties
or the testator, and hence dispositive; all other
writings were merely evidentiary in nature In

times the document evidencing a
became conclusive of the existence

late classical

stipulation

of the stipulation, while the Hellenistic chirographum and syngraphe^ written acknowledg-
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former correspond in the main to the edicta of
the time of the principate and become the cus-

tomary type of

legislative activity.

Such rescripta

as are of a general character are to be identified
with the edicta in the group termed leges gene-

while those of a temporary nature may be
considered unimportant as sources of legal doctrine. A middle ground between the rescripta
rales y

and

leges generates is

occupied by the sanctiones

pragmaticae^ or pragmutica, restricted legislative
enactments but often not to be distinguished
from leges generates. In the formulation of all
this legislation

a.

major position was taken by the

consistorium, council of the emperor, a development of the constlium of classical times, the ad-

visory council of magistrate orjudex.
The remarkable exaltation of the works of the
classical jurists as legal sources has as its correlative the absence, or at least the obscurity, of

ments of debt, became binding The Hellenistic
view was not accepted in entirety, however, for
the peculiar exceptio non numeratae pecumae was
provided, by which the debtor could force the

comes a highly organized one, and

creditor to prove the existence of the loan

by

perhaps to be assigned the scholastic develop-

means other than the mere document itself.
The reorganized and altered absolute empire
which dates from the reign of Diocletian (284305), and which came into existence after great

ment and some of the juridical \\ ntings of this
epoch But it is the great personalities ef Pa-

and economic disturbances, presents an
entirely new picture of both public and private
law. The incursion of the state into what had
formerly been private activities, namely, oversea commerce and organization of commercial
guilds, as well as the new economic status of
colonus (serf) was reflected, in the extant matesocial

rials of post-classical times, by the less frequent
discussion of private fields of law, such as commercial obligations, and the extended presenta-

tion of such subjects as ecclesiastical law, public
offices, fiscal law and the status of the various

newly arisen

social classes

Even such an

insti-

tution as the formulary procedure, the very
backbone of the classical law, disappears and is

replaced by magisterial procedures, which, beginning with the so-called cogmtio procedure of
late classical times and ending with libellary

procedure of Justimaman times, converted the
bipartite civil trial into one of a completely
stereotyped public nature, destroying its effectiveness as a means of developing legal institutions.

The sources of law of the dominate take on
new aspect. Leges, senatus consulta, decreta and
mandata fall into desuetude. The enactments of
a

the emperor (leges) and the writings of the classical jurists (jura] occupy the chief positions. The

contemporary juristic thinkers. Practising attorneys flourish, the law teaching profession beto

it

are

pinian, Gaius, Ulpian, Paul, that share with the

emperors the lawgivmg attribute. Various imattempted to evaluate the
writings of the jurists, the most famous is the
perial constitutions

so-called law of citations (Cod. theod.

I. 4. 3),

which placed the writings of Gaius, Papiman,
Paul, Ulpian and Modestmus on the highest
plane and advised the judge, vvhen the authorities were equally di\ ided, to follow the rule laid
down on the side upon which Papiman stood.
With the growing number of imperial enactments collections of them naturally were made
for the guidance of judge and attorney; the socalled Codex gregorianus and Codex hermogenianus of the close of the third and of the first quarter of the fourth century were among the first of
the private compilations. The emperor Theodosius II, however, ordered that the edicta and leges
generates enacted smce Constantine be collected
into an official compilation, and that the commission appointed introduce such changes as
were necessary to condense or supplement the
constitutions for current use.

The completed

code, Codex theodosianus, was published in 438
and went into effect in 439. It was not until the
early years of the sixth century that further
official compilations were made; these were executed at the behest of the Germanic kings of the
west and are known as the Lex romana Visigothorum, the Edictitm Theodorici and the Lex
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romana Burgundionum. Much less extensive than
the Codex theodosianus, they contain excerpts
from late classical and postclassical editions of
as from the earlier codes,
juristic works as well

pleted its work and published the Digesta. To
these were subsequently added the Institutiones,
an introductory legal textbook, based on a similar work of Gaius, and the reedited Codex and

complex of Roman law for the use of the
in the kingdoms ruled by Germanic

the Novcllae, representing the legislative activity
of Justinian and his predecessors. Together the

a

Romans

overlords.
Juristic writing, as far as extant sources show,
was far less frequent than in classical times. The

empire into east and
west is reflected in the works which have survived In the east scholastic tendencies came
decidedly to the fore and e\en writings upon
the Roman law had a Hellenistic flavor. Most
political division of the

important are the so-called Scholia sinaitica to
Ulpian's Libri ad Sabinum and the various recensions of the Syrian-Roman law books. The
is presumably derived from one of the

former

eastern law schools

which flourished

in this

epoch, Alexandria or Beirut, while the latter is
a private compilation of Roman interspersed
with Hellenistic law, presumably for the benefit
of the clergy. In the west juristic writings consisted of private compilations of isolated fragclassical jurists and imperial constitu-

ment* of

such as the Fragmenta vaticana^ the Collatio legum mosaicarum et ramanorum and the
Consultatio vetens cuiusdam tuns consulti.
tions,

Justinian almost immediately upon his accession set out to reestablish the Roman law over

an empire which, through the able efforts of his
exmilitary aids, more nearly approximated
tent that of the early pnncipate than the realms
of any of his immediate predecessors Following
in the footsteps of Theodosius, a new code was
to be prepared, superseding all previous codes
and containing within itself all enactments of
previous emperors which were still valid. The

m

commission appointed on February 13, 528,
completed its work on April 7, 529. Almost
immediately Justinian or more probably Tribonian, one of the commissioners, conceived the
idea of the compilation of the^wra, the writings
of the classical jurists. By order of a constitution
of

December

15, 530,

an extensive commission

was appointed, consisting of imperial officials,
law professors and prominent advocates, and a
list of significant writings of the jurists was prepared (Index florenttnus). The commission was
given a free hand to select from this extensive
index such extracts as it saw fit but was, however, required to reconcile inconsistencies and
by means of omission, insertion or substitution
to bring the old writings up to date. In the short
space of three years the commission had com-

four parts of Justinian's compilation have beas the Corpus juris civilis (q.v.).

come known

remained for present day students of Rolaw to appreciate to the full the significance
of Justinian's remarks upon revising the writings
of the jurists If the commissioners acted upon
It

man

his order, and there is ample evidence that they
did so act, then despite the fact that the name

and work of a

classical jurist are prefixed to each
extract in the Digest, the language therein may
not be that of the original. Eisele and Graden-

were the founders of what
has become the most important twentieth century contribution to Roman law the science
and technique of interpolation. The aim is the
witz, in the iSSo's,

reconstruction of the original classical text, for

only then can the legal institutions of classical
times, the apogee of Roman law, be defined

and only then can the development of
the law in the postclassical epoch be realized.
The identification of some conjectured interexactly;

polations may, in the case of a few scholars, have
exceeded the bounds of reason; but that there is

a basis for

much

of this study cannot be denied.

Definite criteria for the discovery of interpolations may be postulated. Direct comparison of

Digest passages with other extant materials or
with passages unchanged in the Digest itself,
because of the hurried pace of the compilers, is
one method. Historical anachronisms are often
to be found. There may be illogical reasoning
within an extract (inelegantia juris), the legislative nature of the compiler's work often im-

pinges on the true juristic material and the
methodological reconstruction of the works of
the jurists leads to the discovery of matter inby the compilers. Most fre-

serted or omitted

quently used and yet most hazardous is the
philological criterion. The grammar, style and
language of the sixth century compilers were
radically different

from those of second and third

century jurists. The jurists used a living tongue;
the compilers unavoidably employed Grecisms.

The style of the jurists was clear, simple, elegant,
superior to that of contemporaries of the silver
age of Latin Ikerature. In the sixth century the
style was inelegant, metaphorical, redundant
with superlatives and full of abstractions. By
these methods and others

modern

scholars dis-

Roman Law
cover interpolations, and today no one may discuss classical Roman law without taking them
into account. It should be noted finally that

some changes may be antecedent
pilers, the so-called glosses,

to the

com-

and that both

inter-

polations and glosses exist in the Codex justinianus.

Roman law in Justinian's time was a universal
system. Consequently the distinction between
jus civile

jus civile

andjus gentium had disappeared, in fact
and jus honorarium had become one

There was therefore a still greater decrease in
formalism and rigidity than in the classical law.

The principle ofaequttas,

in the sense of abstract

justice, came into prominence as contrasted with
the classical identification of this term with the

process of interpretation and the acceptance of
such a principle was perhaps due to the influence
of Christianity on the postclassical law, revealing
itself in the protection of the weak against the
strong, wife against husband, guardian against
ward. Indeed an appreciable portion of the sub-

and the family became
with Christian views of morality and

stantive law of persons
infiltrated

ethics.

Another factor of importance is the increased
use of writing as contrasted with classical times.
Since as a result of the amalgamation of civil
and praetorian law the classical categories of
contracts

had bioken down,

to separate contracts arising

those without consent.

became necessary
from consent from

it

The

categories "quasi

contract" and "quasi delict" were invented, and
the sphere of contract was greatly enlarged by

means of the actio praescriptis verbh Since intent
(animus) was vital in contract, the subjective
element became the prime factor in liability.
.

Whence do these
The expansion of

novel characteristics derive?
the

Roman

state over the

greater part of the civilized world was inevitably
reflected in the Roman law. The subject peoples

of the empire, particularly those of the East,
were cultured races possessing very definite legal

systems of their own. It was long assumed that
the Roman law, as the law of the conquering
race, simply superseded the native law. But, as
Mitteis has shown, the Roman administration
was forced to recognize the local law even after
citizenship had been granted to all the peoples
of the empire by a constitution of Caracalla in

212. Indeed the popular local law influenced as
much as it was influenced by the Roman law.

This was true especially in the postclassical
number of works has at-

period. Collinet in a

tempted

to

show the Hellenic

origin of post-
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and Justinianian law. Certainly written
instruments were well known in the popular law
classical

of the East, but Collinet has further shown r
number of institutions which can definitely be
traced back to the eastern provinces. The law
schools, particularly that at Beirut, were influential in this respect, training

and dispersing

throughout the known world practitioners imbued with scholastic and neo-Platomc ideas of
justice and well acquainted with the centuries
old legal institutions of the native populations of
Egypt, Syria and Asia Minor. Although the
majority of present day scholars concede the

widespread influence of the eastern popular law
on Roman law, this view is entirely opposed by
Riccobono, who recognizes bin two periods of
Roman law, that of the ancient epo h and that

from the Pumc Wars
as occurred in the

to Justinian. Such changes
development of the universal

system of Roman law were, he holds, internal:
during the classical age they were due to the
during the postclassical era to the pracand judges, particularly in Italy. Alascribthough Riccobono seems to go too far
ing all development in postclassical times to
practise, nevertheless he has called attention to
the fact that the West may also have contributed
to the development of Roman law Perhaps a

jurists;

titioners

m

compromise between the views of Collinet and
Riccobono is possible: the law was neither Helnor the mechanical development of pracbut a mixture of the two.
A. ARTHUR SCHILLER
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which did not conform to classical canons. At
the outset such terms were in the nature of a
compromise, having neither the contemptuous
associations of the more polemic epithets Gothic
and barbarian nor the approbation implicit in
classic:

avoiding a four-square definition, they
at an atmosphere of sensitive-

merely hinted
ness.

Around the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury, with the growing infiltration of continental
criticism into England, the term romantic began

to gain currency as a rough equivalent of "freely
imaginative," "extraordinary" or "visionary"

and by the time of the Augustans had established itself as a fairly familiar category. In the
process, however, not a few peculiarly English
associations had grown up around it; and when
in the eighteenth century, as a phase of the more
general spread of Anglo-Saxon ideas and institutions to the continent, the terms romantic
and romanticism began to serve as points of

reference in European critical thought, these
English overtones were frequently audible.
By an extension of its aesthetic connotation*

romantic came

m

the course of the eighteenth
century to designate a group of emotions and
sentiments which, although neither peculiarly
characteristic of modern man nor absent from
literature, had at least been
by the canons of orthodox

Greek or even Latin
rigidly

restrained

classicism: exalted fantasy, unrepressed passion,
depth of feeling, whether canalized into enthu-

siasm or into melancholy, became the typical
ingredients of the romantic temper. At the end
of the century German authors and thinkers

attempted to give the term scientific standing
as the general characterization of modern and
Christian culture as opposed to paganism. Al-

though the

refusal of

Goethe

to accept their

thesis as to the superiority of the romantic fortified the monopoly of the term classic over per-

manent

ROMANTICISM.
mantic, which

Paradoxically, the term rotraces back to the Latin Roma,

was first used to designate a mood and temper
of literary and artistic composition which by
reason cf the predominance of spontaneous and
fanciful elements did not

fit

into the

tradition of aesthetic criticism.

As

Roman

a means of

attention to the numerous traces of
mediaeval popular romances (romans, romanze)
which had persisted into the Renaissance, the
orthodox Horatian and Aristotelian critics of
Italy and France, and to a lesser degree of Gercalling

many, employed the terms ramanzesco, romanesque and romanhaft to designate those writings

aesthetic and moral values, the term
romantic came to be applied to the school of
philosophy headed by Fichte and Schelling and
in a broader sense to a large group of thinkers,

who

sought to carry its premises into every
branch of culture, art and thought.

The expansion

of the anticlassical

movement

from a mediaeval tendency, represented almost
exclusively by popular literature and art, into
a comprehensive vindication of modernism was
conditioned by the spiritual revolutions of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Protestant reformers Luther, with his substitution
of justification by faith for good works, and
Calvin, with his dogma of the predestined ekt*

Roman Law
paved the

way

for the romantic doctrine of

and for its more extreme variant,
demonic frenzy. Transposed into the aesthetic
sphere grace became genius; classical canons
became the equivalent of good works, as powerless to produce a masterpiece as were good works
inspiration

to save the soul.

The

scientific innovations of

the following age, by outmodmg geocentric
astronomy and Christian cosmogony, inspired a
belief in the artistic infinite,

beyond the compass

of rhetorical rules, and in the idea of incessant
evolution and revolution in cosmos and mind.

As

early as 1688

Dryden manifested

his aware-

ness of the relationship between astronomic

conceptions and literary taste when he drew an
analogy between "the under-plots or by-concernments" of the English drama as contrasted

with the French neoclassic play, and the multiple motions of the planets. The English political revolution of the seventeenth century, apo-

theosizing the birthright of the individual to
freedom, gave a somewhat more tangible impetus to the revolt against authority.

The

ramifications and reverberations of these

Romanticism
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the authority of the neoclassical pattern was
bound to dwindle. At the same time in learned
circles growing familiarity with the Greek language and direct contact with Greek literature
enabled scholars to differentiate between Greek
and Roman and to uncover the romantic elements in Greek poetry: Homeric naturalness and
pnrmtiveness were thus set against Vergilian

the genius of the tragedy against the
rhetoric of the orators. Similarly in architecture
and sculpture the archaeological findings in
finish,

Sicily and southern Italy, the rediscovery of
Greece by travelers from the seventeenth century to the time of Chateaubriand and Lord
Elgin and later the infiltration of archaic, oriental
and primitive styles liberated the West from the
conventional canons of proportion and balance,

turning attention to the elements of color, fitness
for the landscape and personal invention in the
case of Greek building, and
sculpture to indi-

m

vidual expression or exoticism. The development of baroque, the use of shadow by Leonardo

and

his followers, the sacrifice of

by the Venetian and Dutch

form

to color

painters, the bour-

major contributions and of other contemporary
developments reenforced the incipient trend
toward romanticism. While the Protestant Reformation and systems of instruction broke the
hold of the traditional poetic genres by popu-

geois Klemmalerei, the transmission of nature
worship into landscape painting and English

larizing the

subservience to the prescriptions of the aris-

Catholic

rhythmic prose of the Bible, the
Counter-Reformation produced an

tocracy, allowing Bach to appeal directly to
aesthetic and religious fervor and Mozart to
introduce vital contemporary problems into

analogous effect either by prescribing that the
art be found in Christian, that is,
modern, sentiments and truths rather than in
pagan myths or, as in the Jesuitical tendency,
by striving to direct poetry and art into the
innocuous channels of fanciful decoration, thus

themes of

unconsciously furthering the free play of imagination. As a result of the diffusion of printing
the older declamatory rhetoric with

its

emphasis

on form tended increasingly to give way to a
more realistic and at the same time more sentimental portrayal of life itself. The new middle
class reading public, composed largely of women
and remote from esoteric culture, turned to art

and

literature for a reflection of its daily strug-

and economic and sentimental interests.
Universal Latin was replaced by the spoken
language as the literary medium, and in the
process local traditions and color as well as local

gles

natural gardening, the enthusiasm for mediaeval Gothic architecture, the emancipation of

music from

ecclesiastical

conventions and from

opera, the exploration of folklore by both musicians and poets: all these factors in their various

ways furthered or expressed the

cultural revo-

lution.

In philosophy Locke and Berkeley broke a
path that led away from Cartesian rationalism,
and their successors without entirely abandoning Descartes' methods plunged more and more
deeply into the exploration of the hidden life of
nature and the spirit. Irrational and superrational, mystic, occultist and magic currents of
speculation arose. Philosophers and men of letters in constantly increasing numbers turned for
inspiration to Spinoza's pantheistic system,
which to most of them seemed to demonstrate

vernacular passed into the fabric of literature.
Once the native literary products in countries

the infinite reach of intuitive feeling but which
eventuated in such divergent views as the enthusiastic preromantic optimism of the Urfaust and
the self-indulgent romantic pessimism of Scho-

which had more or less successfully resisted the
were crowned by the achievements of Shakespeare, Calder6n and Cervantes,

pretation of the infinite likewise exerted a widespread influence. In religion a wave of unbridled

classical tradition

penhauer. Leibniz' contributions to the inter-
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emotionalism and enthusiasm engendered a

mate. In isolation from the main currents of

variety of

new sects, exemplified particularly by
English Methodism and German Pietism; Johann Hamann and Swedenborg typify the union

European thought he formulated the theory of
the natural poetic genius of primitive peoples
and emphasized the incompatibility of reason

of mystic fervor and theoretical aspiration. On a
antagonism that France

and fantasy Even writers who continued to uphold classical measure showed a tendency to
interpret perfection as the restrained expression
of intuitive communion with the transcendent:

less exalted plane the

aroused, especially in Germany, by reason of its
hegemony was transferred to French

political

predominance and therefore to the neoand rationalistic thinking of which
Pans and Versailles were regarded as the strongholds. The cult of Teutonism, which had manifested itself sporadically since the time of the
German humanists and which had gradually
become directed against the French brand of
classicism, was powerfully stimulated by the
victorious wars of Frederick 11 and the rise of
the Prussian state to a position of power. Lescultural

classicism

thus both the Prometheanism of Shaftesbury and
the apparently orthodox classicism of Winckel-

mann were strongly tinged with that neoPlatonism which exerted so powerful an influence on the German romantics.

The first document signalizing the fact that
new temper and outlook had ripened into a

the

movement was Lessing's Laokoon
(1766), written in refutation of Winckelmann.
self-conscious

sing, a typical spokesman of Prussian pretensions, in his ambition to foster an indigenous

Foreshadowing the Nietzschean dichotomy between the Dionysian and the Apollonian elements in the Greek mind, Lessing conceded the

Protestant literature exalted the free genius of
the English theater above the French neoclassi-

correctness of the neoclassical position in the
plastic arts but insisted that the Greek epic and

drama and demanded an independent interpretation of Aristotle and Greek poetry.
Even in France, however, the general acceptance of Boilcau's standards of reason and bon
tens had failed to extinguish completely the
revolutionary aesthetic taste which had lingered
on since the Middle Ages and which was to

tragedy had been, as all true poetry must be,
the free and creative expression of passion and

cal

serve as the subsoil of romanticism.

The

long

between ancients and moderns
which in England took the form of the Battle
of the Books had clear romantic implications,
particularly in its relativistic and environmenliterary skirmish

talist formulae. The comedie larmoyante, akin to
the English sentimental novel, the exotic novel
of the type of Manon Lescaut, the use of the

grotesque ir Voltaire's Candide, all point to the
inroads of romantic influences. In Italy Gravma
stressed the unreality of the abstract conventional literary type when measured against the

complex variety of concrete

life

and personality,

while Muratori analyzed the social and historical
conditioning of literature. Emanating from the
perception that literature and therefore literary
standards must vary in different environments
ages, this latter concept, which had found
of increasingly systematic exponents
since the days of Erasmus, Huarte and Samuel

and
a

number

Daniel, was of tremendous importance in discrediting the rigid and unalterable rules decreed

action.

But although

it

was Lessing who

defini-

tively established the aesthetic premises of literary romanticism, the real apostle of the romantic

was the Swiss born Calvimst Jean-Jacques
Rousseau. Rousseau's heritage of Protestant enthusiasm and individualism coalesced with the
sentiments impressed upon his memory by the
scenic grandeur of a land where the worship of
era

nature and the defense of fantasy and of the

marvelous in poetry claimed in the same century
such literary and aesthetic critics as Gessner,
Haller, Bodmer and Breitinger. His confused
theory, a thoroughly romantic compound of
nervous intellectuahsm and lyric power, was to
a large extent a reflection of the erratic yet demiurgically creative temperament which made him
the first clearly etched symbol of the romantic
life. His mam idea was the goodness of nature
and the original virtue of the human heart. Convinced that the golden age was not a poetic
fiction but a "state of nature" from which man
had actually fallen, he attributed fear and wick-

edness to the misinterpretation of the control
and believed that happiness and salvation

social

could be recaptured only by a return to natural
freedom and innocence. Fusing such varied elements as the Arcadian and pastoral strains in

by neoclassic authority. The Neapolitan scholar
and philosopher Vico, although a Catholic and

classical

a conservative, presaged more clearly than any
of his contemporaries the coming aesthetic cli-

of primitivism, which was the offspring of natural philosophy and sciences and of the ideali-

Christ's

and

Italian art, the religious ethic of

Sermon on the Mount and the new cult

Romanticism
zation of the "noble savage" in travel
ful literature,

and

fanci-

Rousseau's conceptions articulated

scattered romantic tendencies

into

a

dogma

ready for popularization Jf Rousseau might be
called its Robespierre, the intellectual revolution
had also its Danton in the person of Diderot,

who

with a more limited audience extolled senfor the rebarbanzation
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rounded form. Thus the seemingly bewildering contradictions which repeatedly crop up
in the course of the spread of romanticism as an
international movement are in the main reflections of the process of evolution which the philosophy had already undergone at the hands of
fully

timentahsm and pleaded

the various schools of romantic thought in
Germany. In the sphere of literature, for in-

of poetry.

stance, romantic aesthetics in

The

first collective

manifestation of the ro-

Germany ranged

from the mystic proto-symbolism of Novalis,

mantic movement appeared, however, in Germany, where in the early 1770*5 a group of
youthful adherents of the cult of genius rallied

with

to the slogan of Sturm und Drang. The most
clearly discernible ingredients in the new doc-

defense of involved metrical experimentation as
a challenge to individualistic virtuosity. In the
light of such disparities it is not surprising that
outside Germany a romantic like Coleridge, in

were a vulgarized Spinozism, mtuitiomsm
and mysticism, the new humanism of Herder
exalting originality and power wherever they
might be found, the concept of Shakespearean
"nature," Lessing's critical expressionism and
trines

subordination of rational content to
melopoeic phonetics, to Uhland's cult of the
mediaeval ballad technique and to Ruckert's
its

defending a finely wrought poetic diction, should
find himself in fundamental disagreement with
another romantic like Wordsworth,

who

traced

religious free thought, hatred of the Franzoschen

the springs of true poetic diction to the half

(the pygmy French) and Vcrnunftelei (sterile and
sophistical rationalism) and the vindication of
childhood as preached by Rousseau and other
pedagogists. The writers of the Sturm und Drang

articulate peasants and shepherds of rural England; or that the romantic Parnassians, deploring

the sentimentality and lack of form in the poetry
of earlier French romantics, like Hugo and

variously canalized their worship of insurgent
energy and spontaneity into a deification of
crime, as in Schiller's Die Raiiber; of polygamy;

Lamartine, should have repudiated their spiritual sires In music and painting as \\ell as in
literature this protean quality of romanticism

of ecstatic insanity, as shown later in Holderlin;
and of exalted self-destiuction. Although young

was revealed under a multitude of disguises
the sentimental Lteder of Schubert, the Prome-

Goethe's Werther, whose hero commits suicide
in protest against the social hierarchy and socially controlled love, most adequately typifies

thean sonatas of Beethoven, the grandiloquent
motifs of Wagner, the restless tury of Delacroix,

the Sturm und Drang, the Olympian detachment
of the author already foreshadowed the subse-

quent reversion of both Goethe and Schiller to
a modified form of classicism In Wilhelm Meister Goethe formulated an ideal of social education far removed from the unbridled expressionism of the Sturm und Drang. But at this very
moment romanticism proper in the persons of
the Schlegels, Tieck, Novalis, Schleiermacher,
Schelling and others gained its first firm foothold
in

Germany.

The

variety of forms

which romanticism

as-

sumed during the next few decades, both
Germany and abroad, may be accounted for

in

in

large part by the multiplicity of tendencies and
attitudes which had gone into the making of the

romantic Weltanschauung. When in the early
nineteenth century the romantic movement beto other European countries, most
of the potential derivations inhering in the original philosophic and aesthetic nucleus had al-

gan to spread

ready manifested themselves in more or

less

the calm balance of Ingres or the pale pseudopnmitivism of the pre-Raphaehtes. For in spite
of the multiplicity of forms which romanticism
may assume in the aesthetic realm it is possible
to detect beneath all of them a common characteristic feature: a

sense of tension and stress

toward creation and renooften have to be
sought out along the path which stretches into

and a

spiritual drive

vation, although the

new may

the past.

The element of contradiction and opposition
which is encountered in romantic philosophy
and aesthetics is even more pronounced in the
sphere of romantic political and social theory.
Not only was there a wide variety of social and
political doctrines as between different schools
of romanticism, but the same individual might
in the course of his intellectual development
embrace a succession of apparently antipodal
points of view. First m Germany and later in the
other nations of Europe romanticism drew to
itself representatives of many shades of political
opinion: impressionable humanitarians like the
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youthful Schiller and Fichte, who lamented
with the revolutionary Rousseau the unfortunate plight of the common man born free but

everywhere in chains; Olympian minded aesthetes like Tieck and the Friedrich Schlegel of
the 1790*8,

who

repudiated

all civic

and

interests;

in the

name

of their sacred art

or political responsibilities
irascible regionalists like Karl
Haller, who in the tradition of

in

its

name

for the

accents. Building

most part in romantic

upon the

half articulate social-

program of the revolution, Saint-Simon, who
in addition had been considerably influenced by
ist

the organismic theories of German romanticism,
enunciated a new gospel of social integration and
collective responsibility, which for a time caught
the imagination of Victor Hugo and his fellow
romantics during the stirring days of 1830 when

Ludwig von
Justus M6ser sought escape from the bureaucratic centralization of the modern absolutistic

thetic freedom.

state in a return to the self-sufficient patriarchal

trines of collectivism

localism of the feudal economy; champions of
totalitarian hatisme like Adam Muller, Friedrich

petuated in a variety of quarters with a variety
of modifications. Through the agency of Heine

von Gentz, von Arnim and the Schlegels, who,
under the spell of Burke's and Schellmg's organicism and Novalis' romanticization of the

they reentered Germany, leavening the moribund reactionism of the romantic epigoni and

advocated the restoration of the integrated
culture that they identified with the Holy Roman
state,

Empire
tarians,

in

its

prime; cosmopolitan humanithe international ele-

who emphasized

idealists

foresaw a new era of political and aesThese essentially romantic doc-

and

solio!arity

were per-

forwarding both the Young Germany movement
and socialism proper, which ranged from Mario's
and Rodbertus' reinvocation of the mediaeval
guild system to Marx' scientific socialism with
its

typically romantic logical device of dialectic

ments

in Herder's system of thought; defiant
nationalists like von Kleist, Arndt and the ro-

through opposition to reconciliation. With Mazzini the system of Saint-Simon underwent a

mantic patriots who rose with them against the
tyranny of Napoleon; devout Protestants like the
East Prussian Pietists; aggressive Catholics like
Gorres, Baader and Brentano; and in the final
stages of German romanticism the groups at

still more striking modification, in the course of
which a new philosophy of integrated nationalism was developed. Although Mazzmi himself

Heidelberg, Berlin and Vienna which in more
or less Hegelian terms assumed that the age old
process of social change had at last come to a

clung to the ideal of international solidarity, his
doctrine of a homogeneous national population
served, like the more immediately romantic and

same time more

at the

individualistic national-

ism of Byron, to engender and stimulate that
of nine-

halt.

nationalistic fervor so characteristic

Since the same complex of broader political
and social forces which had more than once
changed the basic trend of German romanticism

teenth century Europe.
Although it is thus apparent that romanticism
in France and Italy like its prototype in Ger-

was operative with equal if not greater force in
number of the other European countries, similar shifts in the character of romanticism may be
traced there. In the days of their youth, when
"bliss was it ... to be alive," Wordsworth and
Coleridge like Fichte and Schiller had thrilled
to the doctrines of Rousseau and the rights of
man. But they were soon caught up in the wide-

many was

a

spread reaction against the democratic rationalism which was held responsible for the tragic
excesses of 1793: the reaction which Germans
like Haller, Adam Muller and the Schlegels had

shared with Burke and which found repeated
the writings of emigres, like Boexpression
nald and de Maistre, who gazed nostalgically at
the departed days of legitimacy.

m

Like romanticism itself the French Revolution was capable of a variety of interpretations,
and in the half century which followed Thermidor various schools of political thought spoke

istic

repeatedly conducive to a collectivit frequently manifested itself in

outlook,

a highly individualistic

The

if

not anarchistic guise.

Godwinism of

a Shelley was parby the bitter anarchism of a Stirner or a
Bakunin; and once the first flush of SaintSimonianism paled in France, the romantic
lyrical

alleled

Flaubert appeared with a gospel of the amorality
civic irresponsibility of the artist even more

and

extreme than those of the early romantics hi Germany. In fact during the century since Flaubert
romanticism, with its emphasis on subjectivism

and the sovereign rights of the individual genius,
has been a powerful factor in undermining those
authoritarian standards which are a prerequisite
of collective solidarity in any form.
It is by a process of generalization from such
anarchical and individualistic strains in roman-

most systematic and sustained
has been constructed. Just as in

ticism that the
attack

upon

it

Romanticism
the eighteenth century the conflict of preromanticiam with neoclassicism often took the form of
rivalry between the Germanic and French cultures, the most intransigent modern critics of

romanticism, whether scholars and historians,
like Seilliere, Reynaud and Lasserre, or reactionary publicists, like the

spokesmen of the

Action Fran9aise, have been Frenchmen

reflect-

quently helped to generate a constructive force,
exemplified not only by the work of Coleridge,
Carlyle and T. H. Green and his successors in
stemming the tide of utilitarianism and imposing
a new interpretation of English liberties but by
the ethical socialism or enlightened humanitariamsm of Kmgsley, Ruskm, Morris, Emerson, Whitman and Thoreau. Italy also, at least
during the nineteenth century, proved to be an
uncongenial environment for the violent roman-

ing a persistent nationalistic antipathy to a typically German intellectual and artistic creed,
which had received its official formulation dur-

ticism of the

ing the period of open hostility between Germany and the Napoleonic empire. As stated by

manticism of the Manzoman school, aiming to
indoctrinate the masses with a moderate Cath-

Madame

de

Stael,

who

principally through

De

I'Allemagne (Paris 1810) was the chief mediator
between German romanticism and the Latin
countries, the conflict resolved itself into the
struggle of German spontaneity, sentimentality
and piety against French conventionalism; that

of the free nations against tyranny. To
and kindred critics, on the other hand,
romanticism appeared as a disintegrating force,

olic

Italy

German

type.

The

restrained ro-

and

patriotic fraternahsm to the end that
might be delivered from oppression and

allowed to take her rightful place in a family of
free,

peaceful

and God fearing

nations,

had

important consequences for the Risorgimento,
as did various other elements of northern ro-

through such proponents of
Mazzini and Gioberti. But as a

is,

manticism

Seilliere

Italian unity as

reducible to solipsistic individualism and in its
dangers more or less analogous to a barbarian

mild form represented by Manzom and his
group, was unable to dissolve the prevailing
loyalty to classical values. At the turn of the
century, however, under the influence of a medley of factors, including de Sanctis' aesthetics,
the disintegration of the neoclassic school and

invasion.

For such a view they could find a

amount of documentation

in the history
of literary romanticism in nineteenth century
France, where the steady succession of ingeniously contrived cults of anarchism or irrationalcertain

ism, from de Vigny's melancholy worship of the
solitary poet martyr to the eloquent exoticism

of the Parnasse, Baudelaire's imitation of Edgar
Allan Poe and finally to the complete abnegation
of logical content

by the decadents and sym-

interwoven with the catalogue of hypersensitive or even degenerate personalities like
GcVard de Nerval and maladjusted geniuses like
Rimbaud. In America also under the stimulus
bolists, is

of the French critics the nihilistic subjectivism
in

which

literary and artistic romanticism cullate nineteenth and the early

minated in the

twentieth century produced a vociferous reacon the part of the humanistic group led by

tion

Irving Babbitt and Paul Elmer More.
On the whole, however, the United States like

Anglo-Saxon countries was little touched by
the extreme varieties of continental romanticism. The empirical and flexible temper which
had cushioned the impact of sentimentalism,
mediaevalism, irrationalism and nature worship
all

in early English preromanticism served also to
restrain the effects of German romantic philoso-

phy as imported and popularized by Coleridge
and Carlyle. Thus guarded against its excesses,
romanticism in England and America not infre-

literary

filtered

and

artistic

creed romanticism, in the

various foreign currents, there arose a new Italian school of romantics, which helped prepare

the cultural foundations of Fascism.

The

Slavic

nations, unlike Italy, were comparatively free
from the classical tradition and, unlike the

Anglo-Saxon countries,
tive to the

\vere emotionally recepof German

more intemperate forms

and western romanticism. Poets like Pushkin
and Mickiewicz came under the spell of Byronism and similar vogues, while Tolstoy revived
Rousseauistic natural religion as Christian prim-

More significant perhaps in their immediate repercussions were the restatement of the

itivism.

theory worked out by Lessing, Herder and
Fichte regarding the primacy and divine mission
of the German nation and the conversion of this

theory into Slavophilism and a
Slavism or Russian nationalism.

By

dogma

of pan-

the end of the nineteenth century the
and artistic potentialities of romanticism

literary

had been

virtually exhausted;

and in the

inter-

vening period the philosophic, social, political
and even technically economic implications of
the term have come to receive primary emphasis.
At the end of the previous century Kant, drawing upon a store of personal wisdom somewhat
akin to Goethe's, had achieved a balance be-
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tween

radical subjective criticism and the requirements of a stable intellectual, moral and

aesthetic order.

But within

idealism had overrun

all

a short time absolute

obstacles.

The Fichtean

deification of the Ich led to the deification either

German nation, as in Fichte's system, or
of the Prussian state, as in Hegel's. Similarly
Schopenhauer's Will eventuated in a Will to
of the

Power and, as the final step in this process,
Nietzsche substituted Dionysian frenzy for Lespassion and the beautiful savage, or
superman, for Rousseau's good savage. While
sing's

in the following decades the original formulaGerman writers in the literary and

tions of

were

aesthetic field proper

far less significant

than during the foregoing generations, and while
some of the most prominent German poets and
theorists

were under the direct

spell of

French

postromanticism, the creative contribution of
Germany to political and social life continued
to spread.

Marxian

socialism, with

reliance

its

on the

sciences

bineau with his theory as to the inequality of
races and the superiority of the German, and

Wagner, whose struggle against Jewish and
Latin music, combined with his overpowering
expression of mediaevalism and barbaric heroism, condensed and popularized the atmosphere
of German nationalism. Similarly the Gaulois,
the Saxon, the Roman, the Slav and all the
other racial abstractions underwent the same
process of sentimentalization.
The critique of the humanitarian and Utopian
side of preromanticism had started, from premises not less romantic, as early as about 1760
with Moser's pessimistic objections to Rousseau.
The idea, substantially new to western civilization, of war not as an evil or a necessary evil
but as a creative element had been advanced

Sturm und Drang and had
found a degree of acknowledgment even at certain stages of Kant's thought and of Goethe's
poetry. The military epic of the French Revolution and the myth of Napoleon increased the
explicitly since the

romantic technique of dialectic, and nationalism, with its romanticized version of the earlier

strength of this idea. The hero of Carlyle and
the representative man of Emerson contributed

conceptions of the chosen people, both these

to this development,

movements, although mutually antagonistic in
their aims, are comparable in so far as they both
inherit in varying degrees the substance of the
preromantic age and belong in the bulk of their

mature conformation primarily to German ro-

upon the preromantic conception of the bourgeoisie and of
manticism. Socialism

its class

arose

first

struggle against privileged groups, upon
common ownership of land

the supposition of a

and upon the
Rousseauian but more specifically Herdenan
idea of the equality of men. Nationalism is a
deduction from "nature," a worship of the nat-

and

tools in primitive society

ural development of

mankind

in the concreteness of

its

as

it is

revealed

group formations, a

superindividual extension of the cult of individual genius According to the formula of the
Italian nationalist Gioberti,

autonomy

who shows unmis-

German

influence, "the inward
of a nation is a function of the spon-

takable traces of

taneity of its character."

consciousness of national genius leads
inevitably to claims of superiority. German pre-

romanticism, notably in the person of Klopstock, had delineated the image of the primitive

German

valiant, truthful, pure, indomitable,
a fantastic idealization derived chiefly

from the half political,
tus.

Then

half lyrical tract of Taciafter Fichte's Germanism and Scho-

penhauer's Aryanism came the Frenchman

natural selection

and of the struggle

for existence

gave to the theory of national conflict the im-

prmt of objective scientific authority. Shortly
had invested this theory with
emotional values Sorel announced the formulae
of general strike and of violence, mixing the
seeds of radical revolution and of reactionary
involution The Italians Mosca and Pareto elabafter Nietzsche

orated the Machiavellian, aristocratic, pessimisimplicitly heroic theory of the elite. In Ger-

tic,

many during

the romanticism of the Holy

Alliance there had been outlined, notably by
Adam Muller, a particular theory of the national
it constitutes an eternal
and future generations. To Muller the proper economic foundation of the national state was represented by the mediaeval

state,

according to which

alliance of past

structure of the functional groups or guilds;
thus arose the mediaevalistic ideal of the corporate state. Certain currents of socialism,

The

blond

however unintentionally.
Tendentious interpretations of Darwinism, of

Go-

as the organismic socialism of

such

Mario and Rod-

bertus and, more popularly, syndicalism, converged toward conceptions more or less similar;
the cult of mediaevalism sponsored by the followers of Ruskin, by the aesthetes and the

neo-Catholics added the

charm of

lyrical

picturesque appeal. In

Germany

before the

and

World War Othmar Spann, inspired chiefly by
Adam Muller, built a complete theory of organ-

Romanticism
ismic society and romantic economics. Toward
the close of the war the radical revolutionary

outbreak in an orthodox Marxian direction
swept Russia. Shortly afterward Italy, under the
spell of the romantic and German interpretations of its own traditions and impelled by the
Italian neoromantics,

made

the

first

attempt

toward a romantic synthesis, which should include both socialism (or corporatism) and, to a
greater degree, nationalism; this synthesis moreover was designed to include the Nietzschean
ideal of individual Titamsm, which in this case
found expression in the cult of Caesar. This large
experiment was called Fascism. The same movement, reverting to its German sources and find-

more

or less different support in the
romantic myth of Aryanism and Kaiserreich,
assumed the name of National Socialism.

ing there a
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and may soon erase the derogatory connotations which at the outset surrounded and
which of late have tended, as a consequence of
classic

the recent reactionary tide, to surround again
the word romantic. The present age is in search
of a superior synthesis that may comprise and

and finite in astrophysics, moand matter in physics, anthropomorphism
and pantheism, immortality and death in religion, instinct or subconscious and repression in
psychology, individualism and socialism, freedom and organization in politics. Such is the
trend in romanticism, whether literary and artistic or universally spiritual, toward something
reconcile infinite

tion

that

neither imitative repetition nor lawless

is

and aimless wandering. The driving force

is

romantic, the goal is classic: the result is, or
aims to be, classic, the creative act is romantic.

the Rousseauian and Her-

G. ANT. BORGESE

derian hate of the actual state and the Hegelian
deification of it Kant, characteristically, touched

See: LITERATURE; PHILOSOPHY; ART; ARCHITFCTURE;
HISTORY AND HISTORIOGRAPHY, ECONOMICS, section

when he

said that "Utopias

on ROMANTIC AND UNIVFRSALIST ECONOMICS, POLITI-

are sweet dreams, but to strive with all power
towards them is the duty of the citizen and of

CAL SCIENCE, CLASSICISM, ENLIGHTFNMIIN r, IDEALISM; RATIONALISM, INDIVIDUALISM, COLLECTIVISM;
HUMAN NATURE, PRIMIITVISM, NATURALISM, TRADITIONALISM, TRADITION, CONSERVAIISM, TRANSCFNDtNTALisM; NATIONALISM, NATIONAL SOCIALISM,
GERMAN, FASCISM; SOCIAL ORGANISM.

Midway between

the correct balance

the chief of state." In Kant as well as in the

Goethe are still to be found the
most authoritative signposts on the road to the
real synthesis and rehabilitation of romanticism.
For romanticism cannot be reduced to an idea
of decadence or, as in the formula of Seilheres
and others, to an idea of decadent individualism.
universal ism of

Romanticism, properly understood,
cal consciousness in

modern man

feeling of the contrast

between

is

the

criti-

of a strong
infinite

and

movement and stability, creation and
standard. Hence arises the Protean and harassing
finite,

Consult. Lempicki, Sitjmund von, Geschichte der
deutschen Literatunvissenschaft bis sum Ende des 18.

Jahrhunderts (Gottingen 1920), Folkierski, Wladyslaw, Entre le classicisms et le romantisme, et sur
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,

multiplicity

of

its

phenomenal appearances:

ranging from anarchic individualism to herd
collectivism, from brutal vulgarity to vicious
aestheticism, from reactionary idolatry to wild
destruction. Equidistant from both extremes

stands the constructive energy of romanticism,
that is, of modern mind in its self-knowledge

and purpose. The essential romantic conquests
have not lost, and indeed do not seem bound
ever to lose, their permanent validity: in natural
sciences and philosophy the idea of evolution;
in social life the will to progress; in the aesthetic
field,

where the romantic consciousness

manifested

itself,

first

the passionate discovery, or at

least decisive rediscovery, that art

are not ornaments extraneous to

and poetry

but a dt?} <ly
spiritual faculty synonymous with life itself.
The clearest minds of today are quickly ou*
growing the crude contrast of romantic and
life

U
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ROMILLY, SIR SAMUEL (1757-1818), English

lawyer and criminal law reformer. Romilly's

untiring industry, sound legal scholarship

and

powers of advocacy made him one of the leaders
of the chancery bar. Visits to Paris during his
early years brought him into contact with liberal

and with leading Frenchof the period, including Diderot, d'Alembert, Rochefoucauld, Condorcet and the ill fated
Malesherbes. In 1784 he formed a friendship
continental thought

men

with Mirabeau and later became intimate with

Bentham and Lord Lansdowne,

all

of

whom

influenced materially his political and social
beliefs In a pamphlet published in 1790 Romilly

predicted that the French Revolution would
have a beneficial effect on English institutions.
Stimulated by the works of Rousseau, Beccana and Bentham, Romilly early became interested in alleviating the rigors of the English
criminal law, which at that time punished with
death a large number of comparatively minor
offenses.

by

His penal philosophy was dominated
punishment should be rea-

utilitarian ideals:

sonable, adequate, proportioned to the gravity of
the offense and certain of application; mild
penalties put into effect were more efficacious
than threats of severe penalties which were not

carried out.

Romilly's advent into politics in 1806 as a

member of the House of Commons and solicitor
general in the ministry of "All the Talents"
marked the beginning of his indefatigable labors
in behalf of legislative reform of the penal code.

The immediate

results

of his parliamentary

were not impressive; the forces resisting
change were too strongly intrenched. He succeeded in abolishing the death penalty in cases
of private stealing from the person but failed
to secure the enactment of similar reforms in
efforts

of shoplifting, stealing in dwelling
houses and on navigable rivers. He substituted
respect

transportation for death in cases of stealing from
bleaching grounds and repealed a statute making
it a
capital offense for soldiers or seamen to be
found vagrant without passes. Because of nis
efforts the severities of the law of treason and
attainder were mitigated. Romilly's career was
brought to an untimely end by suicide, as a

result of grief over the death of his wife. Al-

was not rewarded with the success it
Romilly's pioneer and courageous
work demonstrated the futility and stupidity of
the old barbarous punishments and made it
though

it

deserved,

possible for the succeeding generation to effect
genuine liberalization.

PENDLETON HOWARD
Works. Besides numerous pamphlets and other works
Romilly published: "Thoughts on Executive Justice*
'

Romanticism
1786), Observations on the Criminal Law of
England, as It Relates to Capital Punishments, and on
the Mode in Which It Is Administered (London 1810,

(London

3rd ed 1813); Objections to the Project of Creating a
Vice-Chancellor of England (Ixmdon 1813).
Consult The Speeches of Str Samuel Romilly in the
House of Commons, ed by William Peter, 2 vols
(London 1820); Memoirs of the Life of Sir Samuel
Romilly Written by Himself, with a Selection from
His Correspondence, ed by his sons, 3 vols. (London
in Huguenot Society of
1840), Collins, William J
London, Proceedings, vol. via (1905-08) 310-39, Phillipson, Coleman, Three Criminal Law Reformers:
Beccana, Bentham, Romilly (Ixmdon 1923).
,
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whose germs

at least are to

be found

in

Roncali 's works.

BENVENUTO GRIZIOTTI
Other economic works- La imposta personale sul reddito
nelle moderne nfornie tnbutarte (Genoa 1892), Sunto
di pohtica commerciale (Florence 1916)
Consult Gnziotti, B in Giornale degli economists, 3rd
vol. Iv (1917) 29-30, and Primi hneamenti delle
dottnne finanziane in Italia neU'ultimo cinquantenmo
,

scr

,

(Padua 1930).

THEODORE

ROOSEVELT,
(1858-1919),
president of the United States. Sometimes condemned by

RONCALI, ANGELO

his contemporaries as a radical,
Roosevelt was basically conservative in his po-

(1845-1917), Italian
writer on public finance. Alter obtaining his
Padua
Roncah began teachdoctorate in law at

to preserve the existing

the age of twenty-two. He subing languages
sequently became professor of public finance at

organization, but he thought this could be done
only through moderate change. Although as a

the university and the Scuola Superiore di Studi

young man he had believed

Commerciali of Genoa and was

Roosevelt gradually came to advocate a larger
measure of control by the federal government.

at

director of the latter school.

for

many

years

Roncah devoted

himself to the study of theoretical questions of
tax policy and commercial legislation His three

works Morale
1887),

net

Teona

sistemi finanziart (Bologna
stato in rapporto colla

dello

finanza (Bologna 1890) and Cor so elementare
di scienza finanziana (Parma 1887) are of particular importance in the history of fiscal doctrine in Italy.

Roncah opposed

decisively the contemporary
current of economic thought in Italy which by

ignoring the state failed to comprehend the
phenomena of public finance, considering it

simply an appendix to political economy. He
emphasized the ethical, political element in
public finance rather than the economic. He

compared the duty
military service

applying

the

phenomena

of pacing taxes to that of
Roncali stressed the need of

historical

method

to

political

in order to derive therefrom the

laws of public finance, which is closely related to
politics generally and to administration in par-

He determined to break away from the
vogue of those ideas of narrow individualism
which are openly contradictory to the basic
principles of a strong and vital state; as a result
ticular.

the idea of anti-individualism runs through all
his works. Roncah must be considered one of the
characteristic precursors of the political trend
the science of public finance which has ac-

m

quired particular importance in Italy since
about the beginning of the World War, and
which, in the restoiation of the state as the sub-

and in its criticism of the
economic school of public finance, developed

ject of fiscal activity

litical

philosophy. Behind his actions was a desire

economic and

in

social

laissez faire,

This was to apply to business and to social conditions; it was also to mean an increasing participation by the United States in international

growing economic strength Roosevelt did not accept fully,
particularly as president, the traditional American doctrine that the executive, legislative and
relations as befitted the country's

judicial branches occupied equally important
places in the governmental scheme; the nation,

he thought, required a dominant chief executive.
Born into the mercantile middle class which
had built up New York City, Roosevelt was left
with an adequate competence on his father's
death. He was educated at Harvard College,
abandoned an original plan to study law and
went into politics because he "intended to be
one of the governing class." His training for
public affairs followed the customary American
pattern. Joining the Republican party and becoming in effect a party stalwart, he climbed the
ladder of political preferment and from 1882 to
1909 was never out of public life except for a
single interval. He was a member of the New

York assembly for three terms (1882-84); m
1886 he campaigned unsuccessfully for the New
York mayoralty; during 1889-95 ne was a member of the federal Civil Service Commission;

he was head of New York
from 1897 until the outbreak of the war with Spam he was assistant

from 1895

to 1897

City's police board;

secretary of the navy. Throughout his early
public career Roosevelt evinced, with one or two

exceptions, the utmost regularity in his alle
giance to party chiefs and principles and beyond
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reform, for which he
had crusaded, advocated no new departures in
government. He was elected governor of New
York in 1898 on the strength of his war record,
and two years later was nominated and elected
to the vice presidency of the United States. On
September 14, 1901, he became president fol-

an interest in

civil service

tions, antagonized Latin

Americans. In his for-

eign policy Roosevelt was inclined to distrust

Europe, particularly Germany and its monarch
William n. He brought the Russo-Japanese War
to a close, because he believed that the Far East
was a potential area of danger and that American
safety lay in the

maintenance of a balance of

lowing the assassination of McKmley.
As president Roosevelt based his corporation

power between Russia and Japan. When the
World War broke out Roosevelt approved of

they had been first developed in 1899
forced the New York legislature

President Wilson's proclamation of neutrality;

policies

when he had

on disagreeto pass a corporation franchise tax
ment with the prevailing assumption that congovernment by large business internecessarily beneficent. But he was never
the foe of corporations and never actually a
trol of the

ests

was

"trust buster." His greatest achievement was in

persuading large corporate and banking groups
that strict

government supervision was

inevi-

table unless they mended their ways. His viewpoint was moral rather than economic, and most

of the specific measures he

recommended, such

as his railroad legislation, were compromises
with the more radical positions held by La
Follette,

Bryan and

others.

He

was a vigorous

advocate of the conservation of natural resources
and, believing that the United States would
a food shortage, he
supported his departments of Agriculture and
Interior in ambitious farm expansion and irrishortly

be threatened by

gation projects.
Greatly influenced by Alfred T. Mahan's
writings, Roosevelt was an oversea expansionist
from the start. In 1886 he talked about possible

war with Mexico; in 1894 he demanded the
annexation of Hawaii. As the war with Spain
approached, his public utterances reflected with
great accuracy the viewpoint of those Americans
who believed that any war was a good war.

When

major and aggressive role in world affairs was
basic to his demand for the building of an
isthmian canal by the United States; it influenced his action in encouraging the revolt of the
Panamanians against Colombia; and it was behind his continuous agitation for a big navy.
His imperialistic leanings were particularly apparent in his attitude toward South and Central
America; and the so-called Roosevelt corollary
to the Monroe Doctrine enunciated in 1904,
which held that the United States could intervene in the countries of the western hemisphere
if

League of Nations.
In 1912, on the ground that Taft had been
unfaithful to the Rooseveltian principles, he forsook party regularity and organized the Progressive party. In the ensuing presidential campaign he moved farther toward radicalism than
before or after. He called for greater control of
business, easy amendment of the constitution,
recall of judicial decisions, the direct primaries,

woman

suffrage, social insurance laws to protect
workers against sickness, unemployment and old

farm

age,

relief

women and

and

social welfare legislation for

children.

These were the

they did not keep order and pay their obliga-

tenets of

New

Nationalism, whose coming he had
heralded in 1910. With his defeat in the election
the

Roosevelt abandoned the Progressive party and
passed out of existence.

it

HENRY

F. PRINGLE

Works, 24 vols (memorial ed by Hermann
Ilagedorn, New York 1923-26), Presidential Addresses
and State Paper*, 8 vols (New York 1910); Theodore

Works

(New York 1913); Selecfrom the Correspondence of Theodore Roosevelt
and Henry Cabot Lodge, 1884-1018, 2 vols (New York

Roosevelt- an Autobiography
tions

1925)

was

over, Roosevelt energetically supported the acquisition of the Philippines. The
same desire to see the United States play q.
it

he became ardently pro-ally and demanded
by the United States. In May,
1910, he had urged a "league of peace" to prevent war, by force if necessary. His hatred of
Wilson caused him, however, to oppose the
later

participation

Consult. Pnngle,

Henry

F.,

Theodore Roosevelt

(New

1931), Bishop, J B Theodore Roosevelt and His
Time, 2 vols (New York 1920); Hill, H. C., Roosevelt
and the Caribbean (Chicago 1927).

York

ROSAS, JUAN

,

MANUEL DE

(1793-1877),

dictator of Argentina. Rosas came of a disBuenos Aires, where
tinguished Creole family

m

he received his limited education. For about
twenty years he ranched successfully to the
south of the capital and became noted for his
progressive methods. During internal struggles
he won fame as commander of federalist troops
and in 1829 was elected governor and captain
general of Buenos Aires province. In 1835 ne

was again made governor of Buenos Aires,

this

Roosevelt
time with dictatorial powers. From then until
1852 he was complete master of the country.

Members

of the Unitarian opposition, which
included most of the cultured element of the

country, were exiled, imprisoned or murdered.

Bold and aggressive in foreign policy, Rosas
tried forcibly to extend his political control to
Paraguay and Uruguay, made war against the
Bolivian-Peruvian confederation and quarreled
with France and England over his relations with
Uruguay. In February, 1852, however, he was
defeated by an army composed of Brazilians,
Uruguayans and Argentineans from the provinces of Entre Rios and Corrientes and led by his
former lieutenant Urquiza. He fled to England,
where he spent the remainder of his life.
Rosas has been known chiefly as a brutal
despot. Recent writers, however, have emphasized his genuine contributions to Argentinian
development. He broke the power of the provincial caudilloS) made the rural masses more selfassertive, carried out an energetic foreign policy

and fought vigorously against opposition at
home, thus unquestionably helping to create
sufficient national solidarity to
litical

make

real po-

federation possible in Argentina.
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once more opposed to the "naturalistic" ways
of western "classical" economics and more akin
to their theoretical and practical aims, Roscher
had absorbed the "objectivist" spirit of Ranke,
conceiving of economic development as a great
"physiological" phenomenon and believing that
practical conflicts could be solved by a closer,
especially a statistical,

knowledge of

facts

This

did not, however, prevent him from making
original contributions to economic theory, such
as the paper in which he opened up the important subject of the location of industries. With

the same alertness with which he took up the
"social question," on which he continued to
lecture even after his retirement, he presented
an important theoretical guide to the new German colonial policy and to colonial questions
in general. His history of economic doctrines in
Germany shows him perhaps in the least advantageous light. Although his wise middle course
between one-sided political and one-sided theoretical schools very often made him
Roscher will perhaps eventually

eclectic,

ognized as a forerunner of

modern

appear
be rec-

mstitution-

alism, largely through the many American econwho were trained in his school.

omists

MARY WILHELMINE WILLIAMS

CARL BRINKMANN

Marfa, Rosas y su tiempo,
3 vols. (znd ed. Buenos Aires 1907), Sarmiento,
Facundo
(new ed. Madrid 1924),
Domingo F.,
Pelhza, Mariano A., Histona argenttna, 2 vols
(ist-znd ed. Buenos Aires 1888-1910) vol 11, Garcia
Calder6n, F Les democrattes latines de VAmenque
(Paris 1912), tr byB Miall as Latin America (London

Important works* Roscher's fundamental treatise is
the System der Volksmrthschaft, which comprises 5

Consult:

Ramos

Mejfa,

Jose"

,

191 3) p. 140-46.

ROSCHER, WILHELM GEORG FRIE-

DRICH

(1817-0,4), German economist. Descended from a venerable family of officials and
Roscher
typified German economic
judges
thought as it grew out of administrative and
historical problems. He is commonly linked
with Knies and Bruno Hildebrand as founder
of the "older historical school" of German economics, but the peculiar method of his economic

research ought rather to be traced to the historical training he received in Gottingen under

Dahlmann, Gervinus and K. O. Muller and
under Bockh, Karl Ritter and
Ranke. His Grundriss, which led to his promotion in 1843 from Privatdozent to professor
later in Berlin

extraordinary at Gottingen, laid the foundations
for what was to be his famous System der Volkswirthschaft after he had become full professor
at Gottingen in 1844 and at Leipsic in 1848. In

rather

marked

distinction to Knies,

who was

at

as follows (Jrundlagcn der Natwnalokonomit
(Stuttgart 1854, 26th ed by Robert Pohlmann, 1922),
from 1 3th ed by J J. Lalor as Prim iples of Political

volumes
tr

Economy, 2 \ols (New York 1878), Natwnaldkononnh
des Ackcrbaucs iirul der rertvandten Urproductionen
(Stuttgart 1859, I4th ed by Hemnch Dade, 1912);
Natwnalokonomik des Handels- und Getverbfleisses
(Stuttgart 1881, 8th ed by Wilhelm Stieda, 2 pts ,
1913-17), System der Fmansuissenschaft (Stuttgart
1886, 5th ed by Otto Gcrlach, 1901), System der
Armenpfiege und Armenpohtik (Stuttgart 1894, 3rd ed.
by C J Klumker, 1905) Other important \vorks are:
Gmndriss zu Vorlesungen uber die Staatsti-irthschaft,
nach geschtchtlicher Methode (Gottingen 1843), Ansichten der Volknvtrthsiluift (in* dem geschichtltchen
2 vols, 1878);
Standpunkte (Leipsic 1861, 3rd ed
,

Kolomen, Kolontalpohtik und Attsicanderung (Leipsic
1856; 3rd ed. with Robert Jannasch, 1885), pt. 11,
ch i tr. from 3rd ed. by E. H. Baldwin and E. G.
Bourne as The Spanish Colonial System (New York
1904), Geschichte der Nattonalbkonomik in Deut*chland, Akademie der Wissenschaften, Munich, Geschichte der Wissenschaften in Deutschland, Neuere
Zeit, vol xiv (Munich 1874); Geisthche Gedanken eines
Natwnalokonotnen (Dresden 1895) For a bibliography
of Roscher's works see K. Sachsische Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Leipsic, Philologische-Histonsche
Classe, Benchte, vol xlvi (1894) 222-26.
Consult: Weber, Max, "Roschers historische Methode" in his Gesammelte Aufsdtze zur Wissenschofts*
(Tubingen 1922) p. 3-42, Schmoller, Gustav,

lehre

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
Zur

Litteraturgeschichte der Stoats-

und Sozialwisien-

1888) p. 147-71, Huter, Margret,
Die Methodologie der Wirtschaftswissenschaft bet Roscher undKmes, Beitrage zur Geschichte der Nationalscfiaften (Leipsic

Okonomie, no 5 (Jena 1928), Hmtze, O "Roschers
Entwickelungstheone" in Schmollers Jahr,

politischc

btch, vol. xxi (1897) 767-811.

time of his death He was actively interested in
Jewish philanthropies and was one of the most
prominent supporters of Jewish colonization
work in Soviet Russia. Without regard to race or
creed he furthered enterprises in higher education,

science,

religion,

social

relations,

city

planning, scientific agriculture and library ex-

ROSEN WALD, JULIUS

(1862-1932), Amer-

ican merchant and philanthropist. Rosenwald
was born in Springfield, Illinois, the son of a
Jewish shopkeeper. At the age of seventeen he
went to New York to work in his uncle's wholesale clothing company From 1885 to 1906 he
headed a Chicago clothing firm bearing his
name; meanwhile in 1896 he had assumed the
post of vice president and treasurer of Sears,
Roebuck and Company, pioneer mail order
house, which had become indebted to his concern. By 1910, when Rosenwald became its
president, the business of Sears, Roebuck and
Company had grown to over $60,000,000 a year,
a figure more than quadrupled when Rosenwald
became chairman of the board fifteen years later.

tension.

IRVING BILLIARD
Embree, E. R in Julius Rosenwald Fund,
Review for the Two- Year Period, 1931-33 (Chicago
*933) P II 4> Angell, Pauline K in American Jewish
Year Book, 5693, 1932-33, vol. xxxiv (Philadelphia
"A Re1932) p. 141-76, Washington, Booker T
markable Triple Alliance" in Outlook, vol. cviii (1914)
Consult.

,

,

485-92.

ROSMINI-SERBATI,

were to include popular preaching, education
and welfare work. He won great fame in learned

Building and leasing factories, which he equipped
with labor saving devices, establishing his

cile

in

the

revolutionary

money-back-if-not-satisfied

he reduced costs, reached an undeveloped
market and quickly won its approval As the
automobile and hard roads opened up rural life,
he met the change in buying habits with a national retail chain. Rosenwald was a firm believer
in welfare capitalism; among other things he set
up a profit sharing system for his workers and
made generous use of bonuses and anniversary
checks. When the stock market collapsed in
1929, he pledged $5,825,000 to guarantee the
plan,

brokerage accounts of those of his employees
who had been trading in the company's stock.
Rosenwald's benefactions, which totaled be-

tween $60,000,000 and $70,000,000, set n^w
standards in philanthropy in that he left the use
of his donations to the institutions receiving
them and stipulated that the principal as well as
the income of the Julius Rosenwald

Fund, incor-

porated in i9iy"for the well-being of mankind,"
should be expended within twenty-five years of
his death.

A

friend of the

Negro

race,

he

also

(1797-

and in 1828 founded a new order, the Institute
of the Brethren of Charity, whose functions

delle

an institution
small town and farm homes and introducing

ANTONIO

1855), Italian philosopher. Rosmini, who came
of a wealthy noble family, was born in the
Italian Tyrol. He entered the priesthood in 1821

Rosenwald's policies in the handling of the
company were largely responsible for the phenomenal growth of merchandising by mail.

store's encyclopaedic catalogue as

,

with his Nuovo saggto suU'origine
idee (1830; English translation, 3 vols.,
London 1883-40), in which he strove to reconItalian circles

the subjective and phenomenal elements in
knowledge with the objective and transcendental. His philosophic bent and his receptiveness to the liberal influences of the Risorgimento
him to take part in the neo-Guelphian move-

led

ment not only as a philosopher but also as a
statesman. In 1848 he was invited to Rome by
the Sardinian government to discuss the question of Italian federation with the pope, and he
succeeded in furthering the formation of a
liberal ministry under Pellegrino Rossi in the
papal state. After the assassination of Rossi and
the unfortunate ending of the Guelphian Utopia

Rosmini lost favor with the exponents of clericalism. In addition to this unpopularity in politics
he provoked a violent theological battle with his
Delle cinque piaghe della Santa Chiesa (1848), in

which he lamented the wide gulf between the
educated class and the clergy, the inadequate
education of the lower clergy, the aloofness of
the bishops and the interference of the secular
government in ecclesiastical appointments. The
book was placed on the Index in 1849 together
with Rosmini 's La costttusione seconda la giustizia sociale con un'appendice sulVunita a"Italia

m?de

(1848), in

of approximately 650,000

princes and peoples of Italy under the leadership of the pope, elective assemblies for the in-

possible the establishment of some 5300
schools in the south, which had a total enrolment

Negro pupils

at the

which he advocated a confederation of

i
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dividual states, a general assembly for the confederation and a supreme political tribunal of

In 1863 he founded the Bollettino de
archeologia cristiana, which he published as sole

judges elected by universal suffrage to insure
equal justice for all citizens. He affirmed the
necessity of distinguishing between secular and

contributor and editor until 1894.

ecclesiastical

power and of regulating

their rela-

through the use of concordats.
After the condemnation of his writings Rosmini sought seclusion at Stresa on Lago Maggiore where he devoted himself to pure philotions

dures.

PIERRE DE LABRIOLLE
Principal works La Roma sotteranea cristiana, 3 vols.
(Rome 1864-77), tr. by J S. Northcote and W. R.
Brownlow (new ed. London 1879; vol i, new ed.
1922), Inscrtptiones chnstianae urbis Romae septimo
saeculo antiquiores, 2 vols. (Rome 1857-88), Inscrtp1

W

tiones urbis Romae latinae, ed by Rossi,
Henzen
and E. Bormann, Corpus mscnptionum latinarum,

sophical speculation. Before his death, however,
his works were "dismissed" by decree. The use

vol

word dismissed later aroused further controversies, and in 1887 Pope Leo xm confirmed

Rossi

of the

the condemnation of the forty propositions contained in Rosmmi's writings.

GUIDO DE RUGGIERO
Works' Opere, 14 vols. (Naples 1842-45), with a. supplement, Opere postume, 5 vols. (Turin 1859-74).
Paoh, Fr

Consult

,

Delia rnta di Antonio Rosmini-

Serbati, 2 vols. (Tuiin 1880-84), Lockhart, William,
Life of Antonio Rosmtm Serbati, 2 vols (2nd ed Lon-

don 1886), Spaventa, Bertrando, Scnttt fihsofict (Naples 1901), and La filosofia itahana nelle sue relaziom
con la filosofia europea (jrd ed. Ban 1926), Gentile,
Giovanni, Rosnnni

e Gioberti (Pisa 1898),

G.

de,

La

A

II.

Hannay and R G. Colling ood

filosofia

Ruggiero,

contemporanea (Ban 1912),
as

tr

by

Modern

Philosophy (London 1921) p 305-07; Cavighone,
Carlo, Bibhografia delle opere di Antonio Rosmim

(Turin 1925)-

ROSSI,

GIOVANNI BATTISTA DE

(1822-

94), Italian archaeologist. After studying at the
Collegio Romano and at the Sapienza, Rossi was

appointed scnptor in the Vatican, a post which

he retained

until his death.

He became a disciple

of the Jesuit numismatist Padre Marchi, under
whose influence he developed an interest in

vi,

pts i-v (Berlin

Consult.

187694)

Baumgarten, P. M., Giovanni Battista de
Revue archeo1892), Le Blant, E

(Rome

,

m

3rd ser vol xxv (1894) 145-51, Duchesne,
L in Revue de Pans, vol v (1894) 7 I 9~3I Muller,
Nikolaus, in Realencyklopadie fur protestantische Theologie und Kirche, ed by J J. Herzog, vol. x (jrd ed.
Leipsic 1901) p 799-802.

logtque,

,

,

ROSSI,

PELLEGRINO LUIGI EDOARDO

(1787-1848), Italian economist, jurist and political figure. Rossi was a revolutionist in his
early youth and minister under Murat in 1815.
Fighting for Italian unification, he was exiled

became professor of law and of poat the Academy of Geneva in
1819, deputy from Geneva to the federal diet

from

Italy,

litical

economy

and reporter to the commission charged with the

new Swiss constitution in 1832.
In 1833 he accepted Guizot's invitation to succeed J. B. Say as professor of political economy
at the College de France; in the following year
he became professor of constitutional law at the
drafting of the

m

the
Sorbonne. Appointed to membership
Institut de France, elevated to noble rank and to

membership in the upper house of parliament,
and subsequently French ambassador to the
Holy See, Rossi was entrusted with the task of

By the application of new

forming the cabinet of Pope Pius ix after the

methods Rossi revived this subject and gave it a
tremendous impetus. Concentrating his researches in Roman territory he conceived the

July revolution but died by the dagger of a

idea of reconstructing the topography of the
catacombs by utilizing the ancient itineraries

a poet

written for the use of the pilgrims of the seventh

later
a unitary regime and finally reformist
minister in the most autocratic of states, a man

Christian archaeology.

to the ninth century as indicated in early manuscripts. Aided by his brother, a distinguished

he was able to determine the history
and successive development of these subterranean cemeteries. His profound knowledge of
primitive Christian literature was of vital assistance to him in his difficult research on early
geologist,

revolutionary on

November

15, 1848.

Politician, diplomat, publicist

even at times

by turns revolutionary minister, legislator in a federalist and democratic republic and

m

who belonged
nationalities

Rossi offers

at various

times to three different

but remained an Italian at heart,
a striking example of an interna-

tional career in the nineteenth century, inspired
by the ideas of the great revolution. In politics

mediaeval inscriptions. Important discoveries,
such as those of the suburban sanctuaries in the

as in his scientific works Rossi followed the
golden mean: he was a skilful diplomat, an
ardent defender of reforms but an opponent of

cemeteries of St. Callistus and Praetestatus, confirmed the excellence of his technical proce-

his writings

any

sort of extremist innovation. Eclectic also in

and receptive to diverse

scientific
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he rarely attained originality. In his
juridical works as well as in his writings on
political economy it was not so much the novelty

der Staatslehre, vol. i, Leipsic 1857), the first
part of a projected but unfinished system, which
shows him to be a conscious follower of Hegel

of his theories as the art of evaluating those best

and

known

tion of history, as

theories,

in

his

time which gave his works a

didactic value quite considerable for the period.

Continuing and commenting upon the authors
of classical political economy, he was eclectic
likewise in his method and may be considered
as the precursor of the historical school. As a

he considered moral

criminalist

as the basis of

responsibility

punishment but tempered

its

ap-

plication by the admission of the principle of
social utility,

L.

LEDERMANN

Important works. Traitt de droit pjnal, 3 vols. (Pans
1829), Couri de droit constituttonnel, 4 vols (Pans
1866-67), Cours d'tcononne pohtique, 4 vols (vols.
1-11,

Paris 1840-41,

2nd

ed. 1843, vols

54); Melanges d'economie polttique,
philosophic, 2 vols. (Paris 1857).

L

in-iv,

d'histoire

1851et

de

Pellegnno Rossi, rhomme et
"Fonti per la
V economiste (Paris 1929); Sforza,
biografia di Pellegrino Rossi" in Risorgimento itahano,
vol. xv (1922) 1-24, Biggini, C A "Rassegna bibhoNuovt studt dt
grafica intorno a Pellegrino Rossi"
Consult

Ledermann,

,

G

,

,

m

dintto, economia, e politico, vol.

111

ROSSLER, CONSTANTIN
man

publicist

and

(1930) 140-52

(1820-96), Ger-

politician. Rossler's long life

spanned the emergence and triumph of Prussianism. As a publicist he played an influential
role in the rise and subsequent glory of the

A

as

such a defender of the
is

indicated

idealistic

by

concep-

his moralistic

justification of the state as "the realization of
the whole nature of man." All other bodies,
including the church, are assigned their proper

spheres by the state.

Thus

a theocracy

is

a con-

tradiction in adjecto. This philosophy contains
the germs of his later political aims: the creation

German national church free from the pope
and the formation of a powerful German state
dominated by Prussia.
Prophetically Rossler saw in Bismarck the
man who could build this state, and as early as
1862 he called for eine Diktatur fur einen
Mann. The articles, often anonymous, which
he published constituted so powerful an advoof a

cacy of Bismarck's policy that many regarded
as Bismarck's own pronouncements or at

them
any

by him. The explanation,
rather in an unusual concurrence

rate as inspired

however,

lies

of ideas, fortified by Rossler's peculiar need for
a prop. Nevertheless, in the last years of his life
Rossler opposed Bismarck as vigorously as he
had once championed him When the latter

abandoned the

ill

fated Kulturkampf, Rossler

disagreed with him: he had fought for a strong
evangelical mission and a resurgence of the

church and he saw his hopes destroyed by Bis-

young friend of Rossler, Hans Delbriick, who later became the well
known historian, called him "the German

marck's shift in policy. It seemed to him that
mutual object the Little Germany solution, a German empire without Austria and

scholar as professional politician."
Born at Merseburg of a family with a clerical

under Prussian Protestant leadership
consequence become devoid of sense.

tradition and destined for theology, Rossler soon
turned to the study of philosophy and social
science at Halle. He began to teach at Jena in
1848, but the revolution caused him to abandon
his academic career for politics. As a member of
the editorial staff of the Leipsic Grensboten he

Works- Studten xur Fortbildung der preusstschen Verfassung, 2 pts (Berlin 1863-64), Das deutsche Reich
und die kirchhche Frage (Leipsic 1876), Ausgewahlte
Aujsatze, ed by Walter Rossler (Berlin 1902).

Bismarckian empire.

worked with Gustav Freytag, the well known
German writer, who was his intimate friend.
After the collapse of the revolution he returned
to Jena, where in 1857 he became professor of
philosophy; in 1860 he finally abandoned academic life to become a free lance journalist. In
1877, however, he became director of the Literary Bureau, a sort of press agency of the Bis-

their

had

as a

ARTHUR SALZ

Max, in Allgemeine deutsche Biogra1m (Leipsic 1907) p. 514-22, and bibliog-

Consult' Lenz,
phie, vol

raphy there

cited, Delbrtlck,

Hans, in Rossler's Aus-

gewahlte Aufsatze, p. xm-xxxiu.

ROTHSCHILD FAMILY, international bankers.

The

first

Rothschild of importance was
of a small

Mayer Amschel (1743-1812), the son

trader in the ghetto of Frankfort. Starting as a
dealer in old coins, money changer and mer-

marckian government. Under Caprivi he was

chant he established connections with Land-

also counselor of legation in the foreign office,
serving from 1892 to 1894.

grave Frederick n of Hesse-Cassel and his son
William ix and occasionally arranged loans from
the Hessian state treasury to needy states and
princes. The disposal of English bills of ex-

The

chief

activity is

monument

of Rossler's academic

his Allgemeine Staatslehre

(System

Rossi

Rothschild Family

change, representing part payment to the Hessian landgraves for the mercenary soldiers they
hired out to England, was managed by Frankfort
bankers; Mayer Amschel secured an increasingly

and eventually domiby bribery of important state
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a rapid and dependable news service by which
they kept track of and exploited events the Rothschilds,

on

to

dominated by Nathan, forged steadily
financial power. After the peace

supreme

London became more than

larger share of the business

of 1815

nated

great market for the credit needs of the Euro-

it.

officials

Partly

but mainly through his

ability,

he be-

came indispensable to the landgrave in financial
matters and in 1801 became the court agent
The enormous sums which William deposited
at interest with him increased Mayer Amschel's
credit and reputation and permitted a constantly

ever the

and the Rothschilds devoted themcredit transactions At first,
especially in London, they seem to have continued to engage in speculation in government
bonds floated by other banking houses; but later
pean

states,

selves

to

these

they undertook large scale bond flotations of
own, the first a loan to Prussia in 1817.

greater participation in the flotation of loans,
including foreign loans. The economic basis of

their

Mayer Amschel's

ments of Austria, France, the German states,
Belgium, Russia and the Kingdom of Naples.
A loan to B rax II broadened the scope of the

success v as essentially the
exploitation of feudal wealth through more modern forms of financing and investment.
r

While Napoleon 's advance into Germany seriously limited the business activities of

Mayer

Amschel and his princely client, it marked the
rise of Nathan Mayer Rothschild (1777-1836),
the third and ablest son of the founder of the
house of Rothschild
a

young man,

He

at first

settled in England as
occupying himself with

trade but gradually acquiring considerable financial interests.

For ten years he was engaged

in

supplying England's subsidies to Napoleon's
continental enemies, an enormous task in which
his talent for financial manipulations in the

grand manner found expression. His resources
were greatly increased when William of Hesse,

Then

followed a series of loans to the govern-

Rothschilds' international operations.

was considerably indebted

to

them

for

London
its

un-

disputed position as the world's leading financial

market They enhanced the popularity of foreign loans in England by making interest payable in sterling coin, thereby avoiding fluctuations in exchange. At the same time the Rothschilds, especially Nathan, dealt extensively in
stocks, but unlike modern investment bankers
they avoided any considerable permanent connections with corporations. The brothers were
equally intrenched in the continental capitals,
acting as bankers for the governments, partici-

pating in intrigues and exploiting politics and

fleeing from Napoleon, entrusted to him part of
his treasury (not all of it, despite a legend to the

wars for financial gains, particularly in France
and Austria. They were Mettermch's financial

contrary started by the Rothschilds) In cooperation with his four brothers in various European

agents By 1836, when Nathan Rothschild died,
the family had surpassed the older banking
houses, the Barings, the Hopes, the Goldsmids

capitals Nathan cannily and daringly
lated all the technical financial means

manipuwhereby

foreign money might be obtained in exchange
for English currency or credit; he understood
of
perfectly how to offset all pressure on the rate

exchange for English money. According to Commissary General Hernes, Nathan Rothschild's
political chief, it was only with the Rothschild
help that these financial operations essential to
the defeat of Napoleon could be carried out
successfully.

and others, as earlier they had eclipsed the
Bethmanns, the Ruppells and Harmers in Frankfort; they were the world's financial leaders and
among the wealthiest of men. This power was
in some cases used to mitigate the political disadvantages of the Jews.
Thereafter the house of Rothschild, dominated by Lionel Nathan Rothschild (1808-79),

monopoli/ed the flotation of large government loans and frequently affected political

virtually

After the Napoleonic wars the house of Rothin the

events decisively. Although at first skeptical,
they early realized the importance of railways

Nathan

and took an active part in their promotion They
backed railways in England, the first railway in

schild gained increasing prominence
circles of international high finance.

Rothschild held sway in London, where he dominated the stock exchange; the four brothers
in Frankfort, Paris, Vienna and Naples were
powerful in their countries. By means of an

Austria, the largest railway in France, the great
network of Belgian railways and were identified
with railway financing in Brazil and the United

unshakable family unity, constant exchange of
opinions before any important transaction and

Crimean War, of the Papal

States.

They

participated in the financing of the
States, of Italian
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Rothschilds were displaced as the
leading bankers in France by the organization
of the Credit Mobiher in 1852, which was aimed
unity.

directly at them, but upon its collapse a few
years later their power was restored and even

increased.

large commercial insouthern states of the United

They acquired

terests in the

DECKER VON
and

(1775-1840),

German

poli-

was born in Freiwas a professor of medicine
burg
raised to the nobility by Emperor Joseph II, and
his mother was descended from an old titled
family of French Lorraine. Rotteck was thus
tician

i.

historian. Rotteck

Br. His father

States and were consequently pro-Confederate;
but this did not prevent them, in alliance with
Jay Cooke, from taking part in the United States

twice

government financing of 1871. The Rothschilds
were an important factor in the European export
of capital to the United States and through their
American representative August Belmont they

of Freiburg by the teaching of Johann Gcorg
Jacobi. Appointed to a chair of history in this

participated in extensive financial transactions,
including the Morgan loan to the Cleveland

Allgemeine Geschichte (9 vols., Freiburg i. Br.
ii vols., Brunswick 18661812-26; 25th ed
67), which together with the later works of

administration in 1895.
At the outbreak of the
schild family

was

still

World War the Roth-

financially powerful, im-

mensely wealthy and socially important (the
family had acquired nobility). But their strength
was on the wane; the earlier supremacy was no
longer theirs, partly because of changes in investment banking and partly because they were

unable to adapt themselves to an age in which
more important than

corporate financing was

governmental. Their family cooperation moreover was far less intensive. The French and
English branches of the house of Rothschild
profited greatly

from the war, but the Austrian

branch was almost ruined.

The

latter

recouped

fortunes, however, through speculation in
foreign exchange based on inside knowledge of
its

the financial operation intended to bolster the
French franc in 1924; in this venture the English
and French Rothschilds participated with the

house of Morgan.
In addition to the external historical factors

which determined the financial success of the
Rothschilds there was another factor, which
Gentz, the great publicist of the Napoleonic
period, designated as "the traders' instinct"
that native, unacquired, inimitable instinct
which makes choice of the commercially sound

a matter 6f course.

JAKOB STRIEDER
Der Aufstieg des Houses
Rothschild, 1770-1 8j o (Leipsic 1927), tr. by Brian and
Beatrix Lunn (New York 1928), and Das flaus
Rothschild in der Zeit seiner Blute 1830-1871 (Leipsic
1928), tr. by Brian and Beatrix Lunn (New York
Consult:

Corti,

Egon

C.,

Ehrenberg, Richard, Grosse Vermogen, ihre
Entstehung und ihre Bedeutung, 2 vols. (vol i 3rd ed
vol. ii 2nd ed Jena 1925) vol. i; Ravage, M. E., Five
Men of Frankfort; the Story of the Rothschilds (New
York 1929), Sauer, J,, Finanxgesckafte der Landgrafen
von Hessen-Kassel (Fulda 1930).
1928),

,

,

heir to the traditions of HapsburgAustrian Josephinism, and these were confirmed
during his student years at his native University

university as early as 1798, he laid the foundations of an immense popularity by his great

,

Gervmus and Hausser helped to train
German bourgeoisie to liberal and constiGerman history. Rotteck was

Schlosser,

the

tutional views of

indeed the chief

political

mentor of south

Germany. Under the first constitution given to
Baden by Grand Duke Karl Fnednch, his
career became definitely political when he assumed a professorship of political science and
natural law and when he represented his university in the first, or upper, chamber of the
grand duchy. In 1831 he exchanged this mandate for that of a deputy in the second chamber.

Here he fought for a radical abolition of feudal
services and tithes, for freedom of the press and
parliamentary responsibility of the executive,
to this end he took over the publication of
the Allgemeine pohtische Annahn (vols. i-xi,

and

Munich 1830-32) and with Wclckcr founded
the newspaper Freisinnige (1831-32), both of
which created a favorable name for German
liberalism throughout the century. The StaatsLexikon (15 vols., Leipsic 1834-43; 3 r ^ e(*-,
vols., 1856-66), which he likewise founded with

H

Welcker, was the first publication of its kind in
Germany and may be said to have been the bible
of the revolutionary

movement culminating

in

1848. Dismissed from his chair in 1832, Rotteck
was at once elected mayor of Freiburg but was

prevented by government veto from taking this
office. Nevertheless, his enthusiastic adherents
spread his fame over the country by a campaign
for planting Rotteckseichen in every

community,

Rotteck's later books, chief of which was the
Vernunftrechts und der Stoats-

Lehrbuch des

wissenschaft (4 vols., Stuttgart 1829-35;

2nd

ed,

1847-48), did not even approach the success of
his universal history, perhaps because of his
rather uncritical

condemnation of the British

Rothschild Family
a heritage of Napoleonic times.
Characteristically Rotteck opposed the accession

aristocracy,

German Zollverein, toward
government, led by Nebenius, showed
deeper understanding.

of Baden to the

which
a

his

much

CARL BRINKMANN

R

Consult: R6pell, R., Karl Wenceslaus
von Rotteck
(Breslau 1883), Canter, Emil, Karl von Rotteck als
Geschichtschreiber (Freiburg i Br 1908), Gerlach,
Hermann, Die polttische Tattf>keit Karl von Rottecks

Jahren 1833-40 (Jena 1919), Schib, K Die
staatsrechthchen Grundlagen der Pohttk Karl von Rottecks (Mulhouse 1927), Wilhelm, T., Die enxhsche
Verfassung und der vormarshche deutsche Liberahsmus
(Stuttgart 1928), Zehnter, Hans, Das Staatslextkon
von Rotteck und Wclcker, List-Studien, vol in (Jena
"Badische Staatsrason und Fruh1929), Gauer,
hberahsmus um die Juhweiide" in Zeitschnft fur die
in den

,

W

,

Geschichte des Oberrheins, vol Ixxxiv (1932) 341-406,
C. v Rottecks gesarnmdte und nachgelassene Schnjten
nut Btographte und Briefzvechsel, ed. by H. von Rotteck, 5 vols. (Pforzheim 1841-43).

ROTTEN BOROUGHS. The corrupt borough
constituencies characterizing the English parliamentary electorate before 1832 from which the

term "rotten borough" is derived resulted from
various causes. Apart from the universities the
electoral

units represented in

House of

the

Commons were the counties and the
towns. The franchise in both was

corporate
originally

democratic, although in the boroughs there was
no uniformity. The Tudors and Stuarts doubled
the

number of borough members, but

thereafter

until 1832 English representation remained
fixed at 80 county and 405 borough members,

and

the only change being the transfer of Grampound's two seats to Yorkshire in 1821. The

decay of once prosperous towns in the centuries
following their enfranchisement accounts for the
earliest of the rotten boroughs. This was a continuing factor, creating

new Gattons and Old

Sarums in each generation. Another crop of
rotten boroughs resulted from the enfranchise-

ment by the Tudors

of

mere

villages in order

to insure the crown's control of Parliament.

The

Rotten Boroughs
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Early in the sixteenth century when seats in
the House of Commons began to be
prized, the
wooing of borough electorates by courtiers,
lawyers and landowners began. The residence
requirement for representatives was generally
disregarded for over a century before its repeal
in 1774. The payment of members,
although
never abolished by statute, disappeared as soon
as candidates offered to serve unpaid. After the

member came the patron, acquiring local property and influence and bestowing
local favors in return for the right to nominate
the borough members. The patron appears in
non-resident

embryo

in Elizabeth's reign,

but the heyday of

the boroughmonger was the eighteenth century,
when the greatest of them controlled half a

dozen seats apiece and Sir James Lowther

re-

turned 9 members, known as Lowther 's ninepins. The degree of the patron's control and the
means of establishing it varied with the popu-

and franchise of the particular borough.
In small hamlets ownership of the bulk of the

lation

property gave the patron full control. Most
"pocket boroughs" were of this type. In corporation boroughs the corporation might be
packed with dependents. Where freemen voted,
the corporation might be persuaded to restrict
them to a manageable number or to create
enough non-residents to swamp the resident
vote.

The larger the electorate the more recourse

treating, bribery or intimidation and
the greater the expense of elections. Patronage
was the government's chief reliance in winning

was had to

elections,

even church preferments being used

for electoral purposes.

The evil increased rapidly during the eighteenth century in spite of the efforts of reformers.

The reasons were threefold: expanding wealth,
a phenomenal shift in population and the determination of the landed class to balance the
unfair county representation by controlling the
smaller boroughs. Grey stated in 1793 that 157

members were returned

directly by 84 indiand that the majority of the House were

narrowing of the franchise by corporate action,

viduals,

royal charter or the decisions of parliamentary
committees facilitated the subjection of borough

chosenbyconsiderablyfewerthani5,oooelectors.
Croker reckoned that in 1827, 276 seats were

Of the 203

controlled absolutely by patrons. Boroughs were
bought, sold and inherited. The reformers' de-

elections to royal or private influence.

English borough constituencies, 59 had a resident householder franchise; in 39 the vote was

mands

for disfranchisement

were denounced by

attached to certain parcels of land called burgages; in 43 the corporation, i.e. the mayor and

patrons as confiscation.
The evil effects of boroughmongering were

had exclusive right of election; and in
62 the vote was vested in the freemen, but as the

manifold.

corporation admitted the freemen,
large measure of control.

patrons.

council,

it

exercised a

A majority of the House were returned

directly or indirectly

by a couple of hundred

Members so returned were seldom
independent. Some patrons sold their seats out-
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right but most bartered the votes of their members for places or peerages. By his manipulation
of this corrupt regime George in threatened to
restore to the

crown the independence lost
life was contaminated by

1688. Municipal

m

its

connection with the corrupt electoral system.
The electorate was so demoralised by bribery
that the evil survived until the establishment of

Acheul, Rouge" was trained for a juristic career;
but he applied himself to the study of Semitic
languages as an avocation and in 1839 began the
study of Egyptian, which had just been deciphered In 1849 he was appointed curator of
the Egyptian section of the Louvre and in 1860

he became professor of Egyptology

in the Col-

lege de France.

the ballot in 1872 and the passage of the Corrupt
Illegal Practices Prevention Act of 1883.

Rouge" was, with the German Lepsius, the
founder of the second phase of Egyptology, in

Although the costliness and inefficiency of government services under the spoils system were
notorious, most of the nineteenth century passed
before the country was rid of that incubus. By

which precise

means of the

ogy, he introduced sound linguistic method into
the study of hieroglyphic and especially of

and

rotten boroughs the landed class
was able to dominate Parliament and to dictate
its legislation. The industrial towns of the north
were unrepresented until 1832, and not until
1885 was the balance righted between land and
industry. It required the three franchise acts of
1832, 1867 and 1884 to restore the democratic

character of the franchise.

oughs disappeared m 1832

Many
56

rotten bor-

lost their repre-

sentation entirely while 31 were deprived of one

logical method replaced the brilliant conjectures and approximate interpreta-

tions characterizing the period of discovery and
decipherment. Well trained in Semitic philol-

He was

hieratic texts.

rectly the then

mid
and

the

first

to classify corof the pyra-

known monuments

age. His treatment of Egyptian phonology
his defense of the Egyptian origin of the al-

phabet were of fundamental importance. Roug
and published a great many Egyptian monuments and texts. Nearly all more
recent French Egyptologists weie his immediate
also collected

member each

but some survived until 1867
and a few until 1885. Both in 1885 and in 1918

pupils or studied under them.

in the ettort to equalize electoral districts the
memlarger boroughs were divided into single

Important works. "Mdmoire sur I'mscnption du tornbeau d'Ahmcs," and "Recherches sur les monuments
qu'on peut dttnbuer aux six premieres dynasties de
Institut de France, Academic des InManethon"

ber districts while

many

small boroughs lost

The

their separate representation.

which had favored the knded

plural vote,
was abol-

class,

ished in 1918 Efforts to secure proportional
representation failed in 1918 as in 1885; no provision was made for periodic reapporttonment.

EMILY ALLYN
See- REPRESENTATION; APPORTIONMENT; LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLIES, section on CHEAT BRITAIN AND DO-

MINIONS, CORRUPTION, POLITICAL.
Consult. McKisack, May, The Parliamentary Representation of the English Boroughs during the Middle
and Ste,
(Oxford 1932), Merewether,

Ages

H A

A

The History of the Boroughs and MuniciJ
phens,
pal Corporations of the United Kingdom, 3 vols.
, The Unreformed
(London 1835), Porntt, E and A.
House of Commons, 2 vols. (Cambridge, Eng. 1903),
at the AccesPolitics
The
Structure
B
L.
of
Narruer,
sion of George in, 2 vols (London 1929), Morris,
L Parliamentary Franchise Reform in England from
1885-1918, Columbia University, Studies in History,
,

G

,

H

,

Economics and Public Law, no, 218 (New York 1921),
Seymour, Charles, Electoral Reform in England and
Wales, 1832-1885 (New Haven 1915), and How the
World Votes, 2 vols. (Springfield, Mass 1918) vol. i.
cha. iii-viu, with further bibliography there cited.

ROUGE, VICOMTE OLIVIER CHARLES

EMMANUEL DE
ologist.

Educated

(1811-72), French Egyptthe College de Saint-

at

W.

F.

ALBRIGHT

m

scriptions et Belles-Lcttres, Memoires, ist ser., vol 111
(1853) 1-196, and vol. xxv (1866) pt u, p. 225-375;

Le poeme de Pen-ta-our (a translation) (Pans 1856);
Rttuel funeratre des anctens Egyptiens, 4 vols (Pans
1861-64), Chrestomathie egyptienne, 4 vols (Pans
1867-76) The following were published posthumously by his son, Vicomte Jacques de Roug6. Memoire sur Vongine egyptienne de I'alphabet phtmtien
(Pans 1874); Inscriptions hieroglyphiques lopiees en
Egypte, 4 vols (Pans 1877-79), Inscriptions
recueilhes d Edfou, 2 vols (Pans 1880).

H A

Consult Wallon,
travaux de M.

,

et notices

Notice historique sur la vie

et

le Vte, Emmanuel de Rouge (Paris
Maspero, G., "Notice biographique du Vicomte Emmanuel de Rouge" in Rouge, O. C. C. E.,
Oeuvres diverges, 6 vols. (Pans 1907-18) vol. i, p.
les

1873),

i-clvi.

ROUND, JOHN HORACE (1854-1928),

Brit-

and genealogist. Round was one of
the most prominent of the scholars who founded
ish historian

the

modern study

of

Anglo-Norman

history.

Although he never held an academic appointment and had no ambition to found a school of
has
histcsy, his influence on younger workers
been great. He was a strict and ery outspoken
critic of inaccurate scholarship, and his own
writing set a

new

standard of exactitude in

Kotten Boroughs
genealogical studies. Although most of his work
bore a technical character, its results became

known through his relentless exposure of
many famous but spurious pedigrees; and he
may be said to have opened a new period in the
well

study of family history in England. His strength
ky not in any power of continuous historical

which he rarely attempted, but in the
originality and precision of method with which
he approached the investigation of individual
problems. All his books are in reality collections
of essays. The most important for general
writing,

purposes are Geoffrey de Mande-ville
1892), Feudal England (London 1895),
The Commune of London, and Other Studies

historical

(London

(London 1899), Studies in Peerage and Family
(London 1901), The King's Serjeants
and Officers of State (London 1911) and Family
Origins, and Other Studies (ed. by William Page,
London 1930). In all these books the interest
History

centers around questions of Anglo-Norman
government and family history. They deal with
an extremely varied range of subjects, among
which may be mentioned the nature of the

assessment underlying the Domesday Book, the
early government of London, the household
organization of the Anglo-Norman kings and the
condition of England in the reign of Stephen.
Probably Round's most important single conto

tribution

historical

knowledge

was

his

demonstration that the system of knight service
on which English feudalism rested was established by William I. Here Round was challenging the opinion held by many eminent historians
that knight service was gradually developed on a

by the pre-Conquest distribution
of landed estates; and his conclusions, which
have not been seriously attacked, have proved of
basis supplied

the

first

importance for the study of old English

Anglo-Norman history. The
definite results reached by Round would of
themselves entitle him to a high place among
as

well

as

of

English historians, but his greatest achievement
lies in his establishment of the principle that the
detail of Anglo-Norman topography and family
history

is

the only sure foundation for the

general history of England of that period.
F. M. STENTON
Consult.

"Memoir" by William Page

in

Family Ori-

Rousseau
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music gained entree into the circle ot Diderot,
d'Alembert and other philosophes, the circumstances of his life had implanted in him a tendency to vacillate between respect for order and
discipline and impatience with any form of restraint. His childhood and early youth, passed
in the Calvmistic atmosphere of the

Genevan

theocracy, where the welfare and, on the whole,
the happiness of the people had been

promoted

by an extremely

rigid social organization, left a
lasting impression on his thought. Many critics,
emphasizing this aspect of Rousseau's heritage,

have tried to explain the Contrat social as an
expression of admiration for the political wisdom
of Calvin. But with equal justification his Genevan background can be presented in terms of
the psychological maladjustments resulting from
his frail health, the absence of parental sympathy and his distaste for the duties of an engraver's apprentice, aggravating his egoism and

hypersensitive

these influences
the age of sixteen a restless
were interspersed with

intractability,

made him from
vagabond, whose

travels

periods of domestic service, protracted and
sometimes idyllic sojourns with his patroness,
Madame de Warens, and an interval of feverish
self-instruction

Although Rousseau had already contributed
to the Encyclopedic several articles on music and
a very important essay on political economy, he

did not become a celebrity until the publication
of the Discours

.

.

sur

.

.

.

les sciences et Ics art?

(1750), containing the well known "paradox"
that mankind deteriorates as civilisation ad-

vances In his subsequent Dtscuurs sur Vorigine
de rinegahte purnn les hommes (1755) he
devoted considerable space to showing that the
misery which has imariably accompanied the
progress of civilization is absent
primitive life,
but he pointed out also that primitive peoples
.

.

.

m

are incapable of positive happiness /Despite the
thousands of statements to the contrary he never

recommended an
nature.

He

actual return to the state of

more the corrupting
upon the masses in his

stressed once

influence of civilization

.
sur le projet d'etablir un theatre
.
(1758), which denounced Voltaiie's project to
three
Geneva.
His
a
in
establish
regular theater

Lettre

.

.

.

major works were written

after his rupture

.

with

Studies, p. ix-xlvui, Tait, James, in
English Historical Review, vol. xlm (1928) 573-77.

the encyclopc"distes, vigorous advocates of the
civilization which he scorned The first of these

ROUSSEAU, JEAN-JACQUES

writings, La nouvelle Heloise (1761), was quite
as responsible as his posthumously published
Confessions (1782-89) for his reputation as the

gins,

and Other

(1712-78),

French social and political philosopher. When
Rousseau came to Paris and as a student of

father of romanticism. Yet this novel w^s in fact
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a vehement plea against surrender to passion or
love marriage and a defense of social convention

more conducive to enduring happiness. Emile
(1762), his revolutionary treatise on education,
represented to a large extent a synthesis and
as

continuation of Montaigne and Locke. The attack launched upon it by church and state centered, however, not about Rousseau's pedagogi-

but about the religion naturelle which
he proposed to substitute for the dogma of

cal theory

revealed religion. Rousseau's best

known work,

Contrat social (1762), aroused comparatively
little comment at the time in France. In Geneva,

between the

interests of the state

and those of

the individual, although he offered no more satisfactory solution than the suggestion that laws
be made to enforce the laws. In a first draft of
the Contrat social he explicitly criticized Diderot
for his apparent conviction that the natural

goodness of man assured the invariable observance of the laws. He then proceeded, it is true,
to develop, in the doctrine of the volontt gtnt-

own conception of a force which would
impel individuals to desire the common good,
since they themselves would be beneficiaries.
But, as Rousseau clearly realized, this was
rale, his

in conflict with the aristocratic government,
Rousseau's advocacy of popular sovereignty met

merely a theory and in view of human fallibility
in fact all, of the citizens might be
unable to discern what was best; in other words,
the volonte de tous might easily fail to coincide
with the volontt generate. Hence the state must
place its trust in the capacity of the lawgivers

with a fervid response. The official condemnation of the book was defended by a member of

trates to

on the other hand, where the

issue of the rights

of the individual conscience against authority
had flared up periodically since the Reformation

and where the bourgeoisie was

at the

moment

the Magnifique Conseil in a pamphlet which
evoked Rousseau's fiery Lettres tcrites de la Montagne (1764). The controversy between Rousseau and Geneva, which became known as the
affaire J.-J. Rousseau, was a faint adumbration

of the French Revolution.

In

his various political writings

Rousseau was

not primarily concerned with demonstrating
anew the century old theory of popular sovereignty based on a social contract. The more profound problems which he faced were these: once
the social contract has been accepted and every
individual has completely alienated all his rights

tothecommunityasawhole,fromwhatsourcewill
the newly constituted state derive its laws; and
further what reason is there to expect that these
laws will be observed? As regards the first question, Rousseau recognized that each state must
perforce rely on wise lawgivers like Moses, Lycurgus and Solon to provide a code appropriate
a task which for perfect realito its conditions
zation would require the talents of omniscient
deities. The second question involved this fundamental difficulty: since it was left to the free
will of the citizen to accept or reject the laws,

what guaranty has the state that he will observe
them when they happen to conflict with his
interest? Rousseau might have answered either
that the people would obey spontaneously because they were the source of the laws and had
voluntarily adopted them, or that some means
of coercion would be necessary. In the article
"Economic politique" for the Encyclopedic (vol.
v, 1755) he indicated his awareness of a conflict

many, or

make the

best laws and in that of the magisuphold them. Even Rome, which Rousseau regarded as the most perfect state ever
constructed, was not entirely proof against lawlessness and disorder. In the end Rousseau deto

cided that the only absolute guaranty reposed
in the citizen's inner sense of obligation to obey
the laws, and that such a sense could be derived
of
only from religion/Thus in the final chapter
the Contrat social he advocated as essential to
the absolute security of the state the exclusion

of

all

who

refused to subscribe to the seven

dogmas of the religion civile. Apart from this
creed, which centered chiefly about the belief
in a God of justice and in an after life, Rousseau
was an eloquent foe of intolerance.
In reviewing the much mooted question of
Rousseau's relation to the revolution Vaughan
came to the conclusion that Rousseau's influence

was most

when

clearly discernible in the brief period

two professed disciples, Robespierre
and Saint-Just, were in power and in the four
constitutions promulgated between 1791 and
his

the
1799. In all probability he helped to inspire
Declaration of the Rights of Man. The idea of
a civil religion and the strenuous defense of
toleration as well as the doctrines of
religious

popular sovereignty and the separation of the
seem to have
legislative and executive powers
but it is
gained momentum from his writings,
not possible to trace definitively the lineage of
less
concepts which were current in greater or
of the upheaval.
degree among other forbears
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RAM MOHUN (1772-1833), Indian reand

ligious reformer

nationalist.

received

Roy

the education customary to a Brahman and in
addition learned Arabic and Persian. He trav
eled through India for a number of years and
in the employ of the British East Indiu

was

Company from 1804 to 1814.
Roy was the pioneer of the renaissance movement

in India, the first

Hindu

to break through

the barrier between the ancient East and the
modern West. He advocated that India adopt

European
further

intellectual

its

achievements in order to

own development. His numerous

had but one objective, to arouse India's
and to free it from the deadening stupor
of mediaevalism Through Roy's influence European thought and social standards began to
activities

spirit

penetrate, to a limited extent, the circles of the
high caste Hindus. He created a vernacular

press and together with John Hare established
the Hindu College in Calcutta, the first educa-
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While Caesar's successor, Augustus, professed
ROYAL COURT. Although the concept of
courtesy (HBflichkeit, courtoisie) dates only from
the Middle Ages, the cultural influence of the
In the Old
royal court goes back much farther.

Kingdom (c. 2980-2475 B c ) of ancient Egypt
was concentrated in
political and cultural life
the court of pharaoh, who was regarded as a god
around whom the important figures of the empire giouped themselves in strict hierarchical
order. This rigid centralization was replaced
toward the end of the Old Kingdom by a feudal

system, but the courtly culture of the Middle
and New Kingdoms never equaled that of

the old.

Far

less is

of the court
pires.

known concerning the importance
in the other ancient oriental em-

Among

the Babylonians the king seems

to have been primarily a lawgiver, like Hammurabi; among the martial Assyrians he was

above all a military leader, like Sargon n. Similar
elements prevailed in the court culture of the
Persian Empire, especially under Darius I. In
all

these cases the cultural influence of the courts
far more than in Egypt upon the

was dependent

personality of the ruler. These ancient court
cultures exerted some influence upon European

courts through the Hebrew kingdom, which
gave to modern kingdoms the idea of the

"anointed of the Lord.'*
In Greek history the court was important

m

Mycenae. Not
only in the early period, as
until the rise of the Alexandrianism of the Ptolemaic empire did the entire intellectual culture
of the eastern Mediterranean area again acquire
a thoroughly courtly stamp. Ptolemy II attracted learned

men from all over the world and

founded the famous library at Alexandria, while
his wife and sister Arsinoe was a patron of the
poets. Mention should be made also in this
period of the courts of the Seleucids in Antioch
and of the Attalids in Pergamum.
Because of disputes over favorites and dynastic struggles this Hellenistic world soon became
ripe for the attack by the Roman Republic,
which was steadily becoming monarchical as a
result of contact

with the East. Even then the vic-

Roman

military leader was surrounded
by his cohors praetorta, a group of friends suggesting almost a courtly retinue, while a few

torious

great men played the role of patrons of letters,
as, for example, the younger Scipio toward

himself content with the principate, he was
clever

enough

to utilize his republican magis-

tracy and the assistance of his friend Maecenas
to control the intellectual development as well.

He encouraged Vergil and Horace and banished
Ovid, whose frivolity appeared to him to endanger the work of his moral restoration. Under
Augustus this relation was still essentially personal, but with the later emperors it steadily
became institutionalized, although no clear relationship

developed between intellectual and

political life.

Only under the adopted emperors of the second century A D. did there arise a type of enlightened monarch who, like Hadrian, encouraged the philosophers or, like Marcus Aurelius,
was himself philosophically disposed. In the
great politico-social crisis of the third century
this entire culture, strongly colored by court

was threatened with extinction; it was
saved, however, first by Diocletian's reforms and
later by Constantine's capitulation to Christiinfluence,

which gave
anity. In the late Roman Empire,
rise to that of Byzantium, there again developed
a pronounced court culture leaning heavily on
Ceremony was regulated to the

oriental forms.

minutest details, and everything connected with
the emperor was considered holy (sacer).
In the Germanic military kingdoms of the
with the
period of the great migrations the tie
ruler was originally based not on religious or
institutional

grounds but solely on a personal
The court offices which slowly

relation of trust.

developed marshal, seneschal and lord high
steward at first embodied only a relationship
of personal service, which in the Germanic and
unlike the ancient conception appeared honorable. Despite the attempts of certain important
Germanic rulers, like the Vandal Gaiseric or the

Ostrogoth Theodoric the Great, to develop an
absolutist power, cultural life was never centralized in the royal court, for their centralized

power did not endure. Outstanding personaliCharlemagne were, it is true, able to
influence intellectual life. But the church remained the characteristic center of such activity,
which furthermore was determined far more by
knightly influences than by royal courts, even
after the renewal of the emperorship under
ties like

defeated by a final flicker of the republican

Otto I Although it is in this very period that the
expression courtly behavior originated, this referred not to the emperorship or to the various
royal courts but to the encouragement of cultural

spirit.

life

Polybius Caesar's attempt to bring this monarchical development to a logical conclusion was

by the

local

dynasts. Enlistment in the

Royal Court
service of a lady love, the lyrics of the trouba-

dours and the songs of the minnesingers were
cultivated
the courts of southern France,
which Babenberger and the landgrave of Thu-

m

first

ringia attempted to emulate on German soil, as
the Wartburg Sangerkneg shows.
A pronounced court culture, in which the
center of political power was at the same time

the core of social and intellectual

life, first

ap-

peared in the late Middle Ages, although in
competition with the culture of the cities The
lead in this new development was taken by the
papal Curia, which in the Renaissance was the

foremost protector of artists and scholars. The
significance, for the intellectual life of Italy, of
Julius n and the Medici popes who followed him
is

generally

known. The

city-state of Florence,

however, competed successfully with the Curia
from the beginning In Florence Cosimo de
Medici and his son Loren/o the Magnificent,
paralleling the example of Augustus, retained
the republican form but constructed a ceremoni-

ous principate and established a broad cultural
patronage, which reached its height in its cultivation of Platonic philosophy The greater and
smaller dynasties of Italy emulated the Medici.

Out of

this atmosphere, in

which the noble-

women

played a decisive part, arose the ideal
type of the courtier, a dilettante who is master
of or at least conversant with all the arts and
sciences.

At the same time,
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stepped into the foreground on the Protestant
side; while among the Catholic countries, even
after the miscarriage of the universalistic plans
of Charles V and his son Philip n, Spain re-

mained the leading power, attaining with Cervantes, Calder6n and Velasquez its highest intellectual

development under Philip in and

Germany receded far into the background, while France recovered with surprising
Philip iv.

rapidity from the effects of the religious civil war
and under Henry iv was again able to play the
role of a great power. Institutionally strengthened by Richelieu and Mazarin, the French

monarchy

successfully

Burgundian kingdom

of Philip the Good and Charles the Bold, there
flourished a courtly culture which, despite its

up the

struggle

supremacy as well, retaining this
lead for almost a century. Out of the fusion of
the idea of the anointed of the Lord and the
intellectual

Roman law concept of princeps legibus solutus,
there arose a type of kingship which, while religious in origin, was basically worldly; this was
to become the model for the entire European
continent. Louis xiv acted this type of king for
his princely compeers with such intensity and
thoroughness that for the first and perhaps the
only time in modern history the political and
cultural tendencies of an age were inextricably

intertwined.
in the

took

and with the Peace of the Pyrenees
m 1659 France supplanted Spain as the leading power on the continent.
Under Louis xiv, the roi soleil, France attained

against Spain

To

Bossuet the king held the state

together in the same way as God the universe.
The "century of Louis xiv" was characterized

by the

fact that all

human activities,

political or

emphasis on knightly ideals, may be considered
in many respects a Nordic counterpart of the
Italian Renaissance. This minor renaissance acquired especial significance because the Burgundian court ceremonial entered Spam with
Charles v and subsequently influenced Vienna

this king with his most characteristic creation,
the palace and gardens of Versailles. Nothing
excited imitation so strongly as this establish-

and Paris. Under Philip n the Spanish court
became a firmly established institution, virtually

self

independent of the personality of the reigning
monarch, whom it forced to conform to its requirements.
With the rise of European national states the
cultural significance of the court in England and

intellectual,

were subject to and stamped by the

same norms of
is

a thoroughly courtly culture. It
not accidental that naive fantasy identified

ment, where the sun king gathered about himan aristocracy deprived of political rights
and surrounded his person with a ceremonious
cult whereby the rising and the retiring of his
all Christian majesty became ceremonial acts of
state. This cult of the king, which made obedience on the part of his subjects a religious duty,

France increased, almost contemporaneously
with that of Spain. The Reformation and the
Counter-Reformation again raised the theolo-

corresponds to the concept of the kingly power
as Louis xiv himself formulated it in his mem-

gian to intellectual supremacy and strengthened
the church, so that only those states which were
confessionally unified maintained their positions

it is

of power. Elizabethan England, whose cultural
growth reached its highest point in Shakespeare,

"The king represents the entire nation;
completely embodied in his person." The
French poetry and above all the drama of this

oirs.

.

.

.

period reflect this monarchic-aristocratic world
as expressed in differences in and quarrels over
rank at Versailles.
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was theoretically restricted
to the king; all others were subjects who owed
the ruler passive obedience. In practise even
Louis xiv had to share his power with the nobility, who supplied his officers and diplomats.
Never have wars been characterized by such
absence of hate and slander of the enemy as in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. For
the diplomats were merely courtiers, who continued against other nations the game they had
Political activity

the fight for glory, for the
is
prestige of their prince. This glory motive
fundamental in the foreign policy of absolutism.

learned at court

All the princes were concerned with it; their
aim was to increase the inheritance of their

Thus war appeared as an entirely natform of political activity, and the diplomacy

fathers.

ural

of the period served more as a preparation for
war than as a preventive of it.

Louis XIV was never equaled by any of his
imitators, primarily because none of the princes
who set out to create Versailles palaces had
behind him a state already consolidating itself

of
along national lines. Furthermore the idea
kingship slowly disintegrated in the eighteenth

The sun

king had identified himself
and had equated his interests with those of France. The enlightened
century.

premacy, leaving the social position of the crown
almost untouched but limiting its political power
so severely that thenceforth the king "could do
no wrong." Even under the house of Hanover
the royal court remained the center of social life,
and in this capacity it has continued down to
the present to play a more important role than
the continental courts. The price of this social
prerogative was the renunciation of political
hands
activity, which came increasingly into the

The monarchs on the continent
became weary of their courtly ceremonial in the eighteenth century and began to
free themselves from its bonds. The role which
Louis xiv had played with ease became an uncomfortable burden for his great-grandson and
successor, Louis xv. There gradually developed
of the cabinet.

gradually

in France a public opinion which, in the absence
all legal forms, was voiced in the salons of

of

by the reigning philosophers. The literary
monarchy of Voltaire entered the lists against
the political monarchy of Louis xv; its peculiar
Paris

strength consisted in the fact that

it

expressed

what every man, that is, every French bourof the
geois, already knew. About the middle
eighteenth century the process of divorcing in-

from political life had everywhere been

entirely with his state

tellectual

despotism of the eighteenth century, as represented by Frederick the Great, Joseph n and

carried to completion. In western and central
Europe the center of intellectual life had quite
definitely shifted to the bourgeoisie, frequently

ruler and
II, distinguished between
and considered the monarch "the first
servant of the state." There was still no thought

Catherine
state

of participation by the subjects

m administration

in alliance with the liberal nobility, which alone
represented the same ideas in the economically

backward areas of eastern Europe.
In the great revolution of 1789 the bour-

of the state; rather the principle applied was "all
for the people, nothing by the people." But the
monarchy was no longer a value in itself; at

intellecgeoisie, conscious of having attained its
tual majority, undertook to seize control in the

had become an institution justified only through the benefits which it conferred
on society as a whole. This represented a funda-

society after its own desires. The French idea
was transferred to the other European countries

least in

theory

it

mental concession to bourgeois thought of the
eighteenth century, which was inclined to gauge
all political and social measures according to the
standard of "the greatest happiness for the great-

number."
In this respect England was far ahead of the
continent. The absolutism which the Tudors
had established while cleverly maintaining the
parliamentary forms had collapsed in the middle
est

of the seventeenth century as a result of the
unenlightened policy of the Stuarts. The Glori-

ous Revolution of 1688

finally set

up

a parlia-

mentary oligarchy, half aristocratic, half bourgeois, in which the Tory landed interests and
the

Whig moneyed

interests struggled for su-

political field as well

and to fashion

state

and

with an adjustment based on the degree of development attained by their respective bourin
geoisies. The role of the monarch as leader
intellectual and political life was now played
out; all attempts at restoration at best led only
to

temporary and

partial successes.

The mon-

archs themselves gradually became bourgeois.
Frederick William in of Prussia may perhaps be
considered the first bourgeois king. He func-

tioned almost like a minor official; concerned
only with the welfare of his subjects, he sought
unsuccessfully to remain aloof from all international conflicts.

His conqueror, Napoleon,

tried to reestablishinFranceacourtlyatmosphere
of the ancien regime but his atafter the

pattern

tempt was unsuccessful.

Royal Court
The

Restoration period did not involve a return to the past. On the contrary, during this
extrapohtical and relatively uneventful period
the bourgeoisie everywhere strengthened its position. Even in the countries of more or less

Royce
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ROYCE, JOSIAH (1855-1916), American metaphysician and social philosopher. Royce was
born and educated in California and as a student
came under the influence of a scientific mind

reaucracy,

with philosophical leanings Joseph Le Conte,
a pupil of Agassiz. At the same time his imagination was deepened by association with Sill, the
poet, and by reading in Greek drama. His later

even where

philosophical

enlightened absolutism the decisive factor was
no longer the hereditary nobility but the bu-

which thought in bourgeois terms
it was recruited from the nobility.
The rulers were forced to make conscious or

development

was

molded

by

German

of the

idealism, especially by Kant, Hegel,
the romanticists and Schopenhauer, and also by

times and to behave as bourgeois. Characteristically the lead was taken by the lesser princes,

the logic of Charles Peirce and the voluntaristic
psychology of William James.

such as Leopold, who ascended the Belgian
throne about the same time that the French
bourgeoisie gave themselves a king after their
own hearts in the person of Louis Philippe.
Another Coburger, the prince consort of the

In his thirty-four years as teacher at Harvard
University Royce developed an original interpretation of idealism, based in large part on

English queen Victoria, faced the delicate task
of reeducating his pleasure loving young wife in
bourgeois earnestness and respectability; he suc-

an

unconscious concessions to the

spirit

ceeded amazingly and thus helped to shape the
Victorian era, which also established a high point
in English intellectual life. A general democratization of society ensued and to an ever increasing
extent rank was replaced by wealth, the bourgeois way of life gradually came to set the tone
for all circles, including the court itself. The
more the ruler adjusted himself to this development, the firmer was his hold upon his position;
so that after the World War, except for Italy,
where Fascism saved the monarchy, only England among all the great powers retained its
monarchical form.

The

period of courtly culture, which reached
zenith in the seventeenth century, was finally
brought to a close by the World War. The court

social experience and applying a new insight to
social structure. Although generally regarded as
absolutist, Royce had a strongly empirical
bent: his concern throughout was with "ex-

perience." Experience for him was not, however, a matter primarily of space and its con-

but

tents,

purpose.

rather

What

romanticists

and

of

human emotion and

chiefly attracted him to the
to Hegel was their perception

of the fact that human passion has its logic; that
life requires a discovery of this logic, or inner
principle, and an ordering of personal and social
in accord with it; this leads to recognition of
the unity of all conscious life, whether that unity
be called the Absolute, or God, or the ideal
life

community.
It

is

characteristic

of Royce that he was

strongly individual: that he was always repelling
and repelled by much of the spontaneous group

around him. He was keenly sensitive to the
goods and evils of social motives, especially to

its

life

has retained a certain social prestige, to which
members of the upper classes in democratic
countries readily succumb, and which advocates

the intangible loyalties and disloyalties which
determine the fate of all societies. For him no

the

of an authoritarian democracy, like the Italian
Fascists, know how to utilize for their own ends.
The continued existence of monarchistic groups

community has any cohesion except the loyalty
which its members entertain toward the
"causes" which that community professes to
cherish. Yet loyalty, as affecting a highly self-

in republican countries does not obviate the fact
of the decadence of the monarchic idea. For

conscious and assertive individual, remained for
him a quality having not only its mysteries but

these groups of bienpensants, recruited from the
upper classes, are numerically very weak. Even

its

a monarchical restoration will not bring a return
to the past. The time when the court was the
center of the political, social and intellectual
of an epoch is definitively past.

life

PETER RICHARD ROHDEN
See:
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THE.

dangers, and requiring intelligent criticism.
Royce made it part of his work to bring this
imponderable to light and to establish its

metaphysical basis (The Philosophy of Loyalty,
York 1908; The Hope of the Great Com-

New

munity,

New York

1916).

His greatest metaphysical work, The World
and the Individual (2 vols., New York 1900-01),
took its title from the effort to show, in contrast
to Hegel, that the life of an absolute purpose
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requires the moral independence of each individual. Royce not only rejected the common
prejudice that one must choose between the

unity and the variety of the world, between the
total life and individual freedom, but insisted
that neither could be had without the other. It is

only in the development of the individual that
the life of the whole can properly be expressed.
The psychological basis for this theory of the
individual was prepared
work, Studies of Good

by Royce in an earlier
and Evil (New York

1898), and developed in his Outline of Psychology (New York 1903). Instead of regarding
the individual as a closed moral unit, out of

whose assemblages societies are made, Royce
held social consciousness to be a necessary con-

Out of this naturally
his later conception of the self as a community; a conception which in turn makes it
dition of self-consciousness.

grew

possible to regard the community as a self and to
interpret the universe in terms of an ideal

community (The Problem oj Christianity 2 vols.,
New York 1913).
The World War brought to Royce an immediate demand for an application of his
,

philosophy. This gave rise to his striking proposal for a form of international insurance

(War and

Insurance,

New

York 1914) and

vari-

ous addresses (collected in The Hope of the
Great Community) His absolute idealism was not
inconsistent with a fervent belief in the reality of

and

he appealed to the Scottish philosophy of com-

mon

sense as refutation of the sensationalist

epistemology of Condillac and his revolutionary
disciples. A Jansemst by training and conviction,
he felt that human reason alone was incapable of

comprehending the unknowable and sought to
reidentify philosophy and religion. As professor
of philosophy and dean of the Sorbonne from
1811 to 1814 he exerted a deep influence not
only on his colleague Guizot, but also on Victor
Cousin and his fellow eclectics. With the restoration of Louis xvni, Royer-Collard assumed more
active responsibilities. In 1814 he was appointed
director of government publishing and printing

and in the following year president of the commission of public instruction His election in
1815 as deputy from the Marne launched him
upon a career as parliamentarian and political
leader which was to last until 1845.
At the same time the violent antihberal counteroffensive, which he witnessed at close range
during the "White Terror" of 1815-16, materially altered the trend of his political and social thinking, I Its extreme anti- Jacobinism gave
way to a realization that the French Revolution
had been responsible for establishing certain
civil and social liberties which must be diligently
safeguarded against the forces of reaction. Proceeding from a set of more or less abstract principles, he developed a rather flexible working
political

he

philosophy and program, around which

group of likemmded parliamen-

in the necessity of resolute rejection. His
sociology had an ethical and religious motiva-

tarians

guided by a profound grasp of scientific
method and a wide mastery of relevant fact.

the course of the various shifts in party and
governmental leadership during the reigns of

WILLIAM ERNEST HOCKING

Louis xvni and Louis Philippe, Royer-Collard
remained the most eloquent and profound

evil

tion,

Other important works The Religious Aspect of Philosophy (Boston 1885), The Spirit of Modern Philosophy
(Boston 1892), Lectures on Modern Idealism, ed. by
J

Loewenberg (New Haven

Consult

1919).

"Papers in Honor of Josiah Royce on His

writings by Benjamin Rand, Aronson, M. J , La
philosophic morale de Josiah Royce (Pans 1927), Mar"La m^taphysique de Josiah Royce" in Revue
cel,
,
df ndtaphysique et de morale, vol xxv (1918) 33788,

G

vol. xxvi (1919) 119-49,

211-46.

ROYER-COLLARD, PIERRE PAUL

(1763-

French philosopher and statesman. Like
most of his intellectual contemporaries RoyerCollard reacted vehemently against the Jacobin
phase of the French Revolution. In an effort to
undermine the eighteenth century rationalism of
which he considered Jacobinism an outgrowth,
1845),

a

known

as the Doctrinaire (q-v.) party. In

spokesman of the

liberal

groups in their per-

sistent opposition to the right. As counselor of
from 1815 to 1820 he was the moving spirit

state

Sixtieth Birthday" in Philosophical Review, vol xxv
(1916) 229-514, with a bibliography of Royce's

475-518, and

rallied

among

the ministers

who were engaged

in

setting up a new constitutional regime; and in
1830 as president of the Chamber he was largely
instrumental in overthrowing the Bourbons. In

the interest of public order he supported, although not actively, the monarchy of Louis
Philippe and was outspoken in his opposition to
the measures of September, 1835, against the
liberty of the press.

Maintaining at all times a middle course be~
tween the rival theories of divine right of kings
and popular sovereignty, he based the new constitutional charter on the principle of constitutional sovereignty.

According to the generally

accepted interpretation formulated by Royer-

Royce
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Collard this sovereignty derived from the interaction of three equally balanced powers the

ty-seventh in 1914. On the basis of total value
of the product it ranked fourteenth in 1929 and

monarchical represented by the king, the aristoby the peers and the demoby the elective chamber. In-

seventeenth in 1931, as compared with twentyninth in 1914.

cratic represented
cratic represented

stead of being rigidly separated these powers

should work together harmoniously. Such colaccompanied by an irremovable
magistracy and by a free press, was an adequate
laboration, if

liberties. He regarded voting not as
a natural right of the individual or even as a device for indirect representation, but as a

guaranty of

specialized function to be entrusted to those
groups of the population best qualified to per-

form

it.

CHARLES H. POUTHAS

T

Consult- JoufTroy,
S Cours d'histoire de la philosophic moderne (Pans 1831), Barante, A. dc, La vte
Royer-Collard, ses discours ft set tents,
pohtique de
,

M

(Pans 1861), Spuller, Eugene, Rover-Collard
Tame, II Lei philosophes franfqis du
Xixe stccle (2nd ed Paris 1860) ch n, Fayuet, Emtle,
et
du dix-neuvieme siede, 3 vols.
morahstes
Pohtiques
2 vols

(Paris 1895),

,

257-306, Michel, Henry, L'ldee
J, Authority
99; Laski,
1919) ch iv, Soltau,
Roger, French Thought in the Nineteenth Century
(London 1931) p. 43-50.

(Pans 1892) vol

i,

p.

del'etat (Paris 1895)
in the

H
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Modern State (New Haven

RUBBER is peculiarly a commodity of the modern industrial age. Not only has the great expansion in its use occurred within the last genera-

but most of the uses to which it is now put
were unknown fifty yo^rs ago. Rubber is notable
both for the variety of its products, numbering
more than 32,000 different articles, and for the
overwhelming importance of a single one of
them, tires, whose production absorbs more
than three fourths of all crude and reclaimed
rubber. It is one of the few important raw materials which all manufacturing countries must
import. Crude rubber occupies an important
place in the foreign trade of the United States,
the principal importer and manufacturer. The
American imports of crude rubber rose from an
annual average of $86,000,000 in 1911-15, or
tion,

Rubber was among the strange articles that
Columbus brought back to Europe from hi
second voyage of discovery. Even at this time
natives of

Central and

South America had

learned to use rubber in making waterproof gar-

ments and shoes, but for nearly 250 years rubber
continued to be little more than a curiosity in
other parts of the world. In 1770 Joseph Priestley gave rubber its popular name by mentioning
it could be used for
"wiping from paper the
marks of a black-lead-pencil," and it came into

that

popular use for that purpose. A satisfactory
waterproof cloth was developed by Macintosh
and Hancock as early as 1820. From 1820 to

1837 numerous attempts were made to introduce waterproof rubber shoes and various other
products made with rubber. Little success attended these efforts, chiefly because of inability
to

overcome the effect of changes in temperature

upon rubber.
In 1839 Charles Goodyear, after years of disappointing experiments, devised a method of
vulcanizing rubber by the application of heat to

and sulphur. He was repeatedly involved in litigation over patents and
royalties, and despite eventual court action in
a mixture of rubber

his favor

on

he never realized a substantial return

his patents.

factory

Goodycar's discovery of a

satis-

means of vulcanizing rubber marked

its

an important commercial product.
By 1856 a wide variety of rubber articles, in-

emergence

as

cluding belting, hose, boats, balloons, gloves and
other articles of apparel, tents, water bags,
cushions and carriage tires were being offered
to the public. From the Civil War to the beginning of the twentieth century the manufacture

and $506,000,000 in 1925-26, or

of rubber products grew slowly but steadily.
New uses for rubber appeared from time to time
but the most important products were boots and
shoes, waterproof fabrics, tubing, carnage tires
and mechanical goods. Toward the end of the
period production of bicycle tires assumed sub-

among

stantial proportions.

fourth place

among

all

imports, to $430,000,000

first place
imports, chiefly because of a sharp rise

in prices; by 1929 rubber imports had dropped
*o third place and by 1932 to sixth place, being

exceeded in the

latter year by imports of coffee,
sugar, newsprint and woodpulp. On the
basis of value added by manufacture the rubber
silk,

industry ranked fifteenth among the manufacturing industries of the United States in 1929

and thirteenth

in 1931, as

compared with twen-

It remained for the development of the automobile to revolutionize the rubber industry. The
tremendous impetus which this gave to the demand for rubber tires led to the rise of the

plantation rubber industry, transformed rubber
manufacturing from small scale enterprises to
giant industries and contributed to unsettling
variations in the price of the crude product.
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In Brazil, the main producer prior to 1912,
the output rose from 31 tons in 1827 to 27,650
in 1900; only small amounts were produced elsewhere. In 1905, 99.7 percent of the total world
supply, or 59,230 tons, was wild rubber. It rose
to a

maximum of 73,834 tons in

1912, declining

to only 8210 tons in 1932. The proportion of
wild rubber to total world supply of crude rub-

pared with

less than 55 percent in 1910, Seeds
of the Hevea brought from Brazil by Henry

Wickham

m

1876 were germinated in England
and seedlings were transported from there to
Ceylon and subsequently to British Malaya.
Interest in the new plant developed slowly, but
a coffee blight toward the close of the century
made planters in the Middle East more willing

ber was 55 percent in 1913, 7 percent in 1922
and just over i percent in 1932. For the ten
years 1922-31, 72 percent of all wild rubber
came from Brazil, 8 percent from elsewhere in

to experiment with rubber. By 1904, 66,000
acres, chiefly in the hands of natives, were
planted to rubber. Rubber growing received an

South America and 20 percent from Africa.
At one time it was said that each ton of rubber
cost a human life. In the early years of the twen-

the

tieth

century various western powers protested

against the methods allegedly practised by the
Belgian authorities to compel the natives of the
to provide them with rubber such
measures as holding women hostages for delivery of rubber by their husbands, cutting off
hands when the quantity was insufficient and
forcing natives to eat the rubber when the qual-

Congo

ity

was unsatisfactory. Shortly before the World

War

the virtual enslavement of native rubber
workers in the Putumayo region of Peru led to
an international campaign of exposure. In the

Congo, which, although termed a free state, was
Leopold of the Belgians,
two methods were used to secure rubber: direct
forced labor and imposition of a tax on native
in reality a preserve of

villages of so

many kilograms of rubber. Exports

of crude rubber rose from $30,000 in 1886 to
$9,000,000 in 1905. The extraction of rubber

impetus from the high prices prevailing before
World War and rising prices during the first

years of the Stevenson Act again stimulated
heavy planting. By 1927 the acreage planted to

rubber in the Dutch East Indies exceeded the
Malaya. Rubber planting
Indo-China has also grown rapidly in recent
years. The area planted to rubber in the Middle

total planted in British

in

East totaled 1,140,000 acres in 1910 and 4,326,ooo acres in 1920, in each case approximately
half being situated in British Malaya.

The

total

area in rubber at the beginning of 1932 was
estimated at 7,955,000 acres, of which 38.5 percent was in British Malaya, 41 percent in the

Dutch East Indies and over 6 percent

in other

non-British areas.

The

plantation rubber industry falls into two
by natives and that

categories, that controlled

controlled by plantation companies, or "estates."

The native usually plants his rubber trees along
with rice or some other crop, which he continues to cultivate. The capital investment is
the Dutch East
relatively slight, especially in
where much free land

was combined with other enterprises, and non-

Indies,

Belgian capital, including the American Congo
Company, participated in the activities One

persons who settle and clear it. The work on
the native holding is usually performed in spare
time or by members of the family who would not

concessionaire

company

in six years

profits of over $3,000,000

made

on a paid up

net

capital

of $45,000. Yearly dividends exceeded original
investment. The stocks of these companies

is

available to

otherwise be employed. Because of differences
in organization and methods the native grower
finds

it

easier than the estate plantation

grower

soared to fabulous prices. With the expansion of
plantation rubber, output of rubber in the
Congo declined steadily, as did wild rubber in

to shift

now it is negligible.
in a large number of plants,
including goldenrod and many varieties of milkweed, but only a few plants have figured as

output of rubber in 1929.
Estate plantation rubber is usually in the
hands of joint stock companies, whose holdings
may vary from a few hundred to many thousand

commercial sources of rubber. The earliest attempts to cultivate rubber made use of the Ficus
elastica tree, but the only important source at
the present time is the Hevea brasiliensis, a tree
indigenous to the Amazon valley. In 1930-32
over 99 percent of the world's supply of crude
rubber was obtained from Hevea trees com-

The first rubber plantation company was
formed in London in 1903. Companies are
sometimes incorporated in the producing country, in which case part of the capital may be

other regions, until

Rubber

is

found

from the production of rubber in

re-

sponse to continued low prices. Native production constituted approximately 45 percent of the
total

acres.

supplied locally; but

it is

more usual

for

them

to be incorporated abroad, particularly in London. In the case of a company incorporated in

Rubber
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London the London office ordinarily h is general

government of the Soviet Union has reported

the organization, but the
hands of a manager, who
administers the plantation with the aid of a
European and native staff. On the smaller estates

the production of considerable
quantities of
rubber from a domestic shrub.

charge of the

estate itself

affairs of

is

in the

the staff frequently consists entirely of natives.
rubber estates in Java generally use local
labor. In British Malaya the estates depend

The

upon labor imported from India,
China and Java, the estates in Ceylon upon labor
from India, and the estates in Sumatra upon
labor from Java. Labor conditions are characprincipally

teristic of

(see

those prevailing in plantation regions

PLANTATION).

The rubber
tion in the

disease

and

trees require considerable atten-

of cultivation, prevention of
tapping. Latex, which is not the sap

way

of the tree but a milky fluid contained in the
bark, is obtained by narrow incisions in the
bark. During the period of high prices trees were
tapped once or even twice a day With lower
prices it has become customary to tap less frequently, but over a wider circumference of the
tree.

The

trees are ordinarily rested for two
year. After the latex has

months or more each

Trade
contract.

m

rubber

is mainly
through private
chief markets in the producing

The

countries are Singapore, Penang, Colombo, Surabaya and Batavia. Large quantities of planta-

m

tion rubber and most of the rubber produced
Africa are marketed through London and other
European markets. The principal markets for

South American rubber are Para and Mandos.
rubber exist
Exchanges for forward dealing
in New York, London,
Hamburg, Pans and
Amsterdam, but only the first two of these do

m

a large

amount

of business. In addition to the

local planters' organizations there are

land the

Rubber Growers'

m

Eng-

Association,

the

Rubber Share Brokers' Association, the Rubber
Trade Association of London and the India
Rubber Manufacturers' Association, Ltd. The
Rubber Growers' Association is of very great
importance; it maintains relations with other
rubber associations in England and other countries and with the
the
planters' associations

m

producing countries.

new

For years

it

has fostered

been gathered it is brought to the plantation
warehouses and coagulated by acetic acid or some
other chemical. The resulting rubber comes on
the market as "crepe" rubber or, if it has gone

similar

through a smoking process, as "smoked sheet."
Some of the larger plantation estates engage
in experiments to increase the yield of rubber
trees, to reduce disease and in other ways to

Trade Association of New York includes dealers
and importers; the Rubber Manufacturers' Association, Inc., formerly the Rubber Association

efficiency. The local plantassociations likewise pursue experimental
work and in general seek to further the interests

augment productive

ers'

of growers. Experiments to improve yield, particularly by means of bud grafting and seed
selection,

have increased annual yield from the

usual 300 or 400 pounds per acre to 1000 pounds
or more, although the average yield even on the

most progressive

estates

is still

far

below

this

figure.

The

high prices of crude rubber before and
during the World War were expressed in the
high dividends of rubber companies. They were

lower shortly after the war, when prices dropped,
but rose sharply a few years later, when the

Stevenson restriction scheme forced up prices.
Stock prices and dividends declined precipitately with the failure of the restriction scheme
and the fall in prices of crude rubber. Many
synthetic rubber substances have been produced, particularly in Germany, but none has
thus far become commercially important. The

ut.es for

rubber, and

it

played a leading

part in the enactment of the Stevenson plan to

production and raise prices. Somewhat
organizations exist
Germany, the
Netherlands and the United States. The Rubber
restrict

m

of America, comprises manufacturers of rubber
Rubber Reclaimers' Associa-

products; and the
tion

is

made up

of reclaimers not allied with

manufacturing companies.
For the five years 1910-14, 445 percent of
the total output of crude rubber was consumed
by the United States. Other leading consuming
countries were Great Britain, Germany and
France. During and after the war the United
States forged far ahead

and

in 1924 absorbed

nearly 76 percent of the total output. The relative importance of the United States declined
after this date; in 1932, for the first

time in

many

consumption by the United States fell to
than half the world total; namely, 47 per-

years,
Jess

cent (Table

i).

Crude rubber has always been subject to wide
swings in price. These fluctuations are traceable
primarily to certain peculiarities in the demand
for and supply of rubber. In the first place, the

demand

for

crude rubber

is

highly inelastic,

principally because over three fourths of the
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TABLE
ESTIMATED

WORLD ABSORPTION

I

OF CRUDE RUBBER, 1926-32

(In long tons)

consumption arises from the automobile indusbut absolutely
try, in which rubber is a minor
essential element. In the second place, the supply of rubber also is inelastic. It is difficult to

tax on rubber exported by any planter in excess
of a certain percentage of his "standard production." This standard was based where possible

increase the quantity materially in a short period
because of the necessary lapse of four to seven

proportion of export allowed,
or lowered
originally 60 percent, was to be raised
in case the market price over quarterly periods
was above or below certain pivotal levels.

years between planting and harvesting. The organization of the plantation rubber industry
with heavy fixed investment, with labor fre-

on

actual output during the year

31, 1920.

The

ended October

The

average price of crude rubber in

New

as contraction is concerned.

York in August, 1922, was 14 cents per pound;
in December, the second month of restriction,
it was
2jl cents. The averages for 1923 and
1924 were 30 cents and 26 cents respectively as
compared with 16 cents in 1921 and 17 cents

The high price of crude rubber which prevailed prior to the World War encouraged heavy

in 1922. Restriction undoubtedly played a part
in this price recovery. But there were other con-

planting. Unlike most raw materials, crude rubber declined in price during and even after the

activity in the

quently recruited from a distance and with a
large proportion of native producers, who may
increase their output despite falling prices, also
has contributed to the rigidity of supply so far

war.

Where

dollars a
in

1921.

the price had risen above three
in 1910, it fell below 12 cents

pound

The maturing

of rubber trees, the

improvement of roads, the post-war depression
and the introduction of the longer wearing cord
tire combined to hold prices at record low levels
from 1920 to 1922. During this time various
attempts were made to restrict production in
order to restore prices. At the end of 1920 a
large group of British, Dutch and Chinese
growers undertook voluntarily to restrict output
by 25 percent, but the results were disappointing. Despite failure to obtain the cooperation of
the Dutch the British Parliament on Novem-

ber

i,

1922, enacted the Stevenson Rubber Renamed after the chairman of the

striction Act,

committee which presented it, to restrict the
supply of rubber. The act imposed a prohibitive

tributing factors, including increasing business
United States and a rapidly ex-

panding demand for automobiles, economic recovery in Europe and the development of bal-

These influences became more proand in June and July of that
year there was a runaway market with the price
of rubber reaching $1.23 per pound. This was
due in part to uncertainty as to the way in which
restriction would be administered. Despite the
apparent success of the Stevenson Act in raising
loon

tires.

nounced

in 1925,

prices during the early years, its influence gradually weakened. Reduction in the export allowance to the limit set in the law failed to overcome

the

downward trend

of prices in 1926-28. In

was announced that restriction would be abandoned at the end of the sixth
year, October 31, 1928.
Both the rise of prices following the enactment of restriction and the drop after the anthe spring of 1928

it

Rubber
nouncement of

its

abandonme*it indicate that

restriction played a substantial part in deterprices. The high prices stimulated production chiefly through heavier tapping in the

mining

Dutch

Of

greatest ultimate
importance was the impetus to new planting in
restricted and more particularly in unrestricted

unrestricted

areas.

areas. Indignation against the

and

Stevenson Act

especially against the high prices prevailing
and 1926 led to an active antirestriction

in 1925

campaign in the United States. This campaign,
encouraged by the government, assumed large
proportions and caused a certain amount of
friction between the United States and Great
Britain. Measures to economize the use of rubber were put into effect. The output of reclaimed rubber was increased from 54,000 tons
in 1922 to 223,000 tons in 1928, although only
part of this increase was due to restriction. At-

tempts were made to revive the production of
guayule rubber, a Mexican industry which in
1909 represented an American investment of
$30,000,000 and supplied 20 percent of the
rubber consumed in the United States, but

which had declined and

practically disappeared;
these efforts were, however, unsuccessful because of the low prices which followed the
breakdown of the Stevenson Act. Guayule rub-
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On

the whole the planting operations undertaken in response to the slogan, "Americans
should own their own rubber," have thus far

proved a costly failure.
In retrospect it seems that the Stevenson Act

was hardly

justified

by the circumstances. The

rubber industry was probably no worse

many

off

than

other agricultural industries at the time,

and it is likely that improvement in general
business conditions would have cured most of
the ills. It was a mistake to prolong restriction
and

to raise the pivotal price in 1926, since the
both instances was to encourage very

effect in

heavy planting. Far from relieving overproduction, the ultimate effect of the Stevenson Act
was greatly to aggravate it. Restriction was instituted with the average price of rubber at about
1 6 cents a
pound. It was abandoned because it
was found impossible to hold the price above
40 cents. But in 1932 the price fell to just over
2^ cents and for the entire year it averaged only
3^ cents a pound. It is probable that the losses

from restriction outweighed the gains, and it
appears that the producing countries, because
of the aggravation of overproduction, were the
chief losers. In 1921, 72.5 percent of

produced

in the

all

rubber

Middle East came from

British

of importance only as a possible
source of rubber in case of emergency.

possessions and in 1922, 71 5 percent; largely
as a result of restriction the proportion fell to
59 percent in 1924 and to 57 percent in 1927.

The Stevenson restriction plan precipitated a
movement among American rubber companies

After the abandonment of restriction production
in British areas rose again to an average of 66

own and control their own sources of supply.
The most ambitious project was that of the

percent for 1929-32. In view of the greater
increase in planting
non-British areas it is
probable that the relative importance of the

ber

is

now

to

Firestone interests in Liberia, which contemplated rubber production on a large scale. At

the end of 1932 three American companies
United States, Firestone and Goodyear were
reported to own rubber plantations totaling approximately 150,000 acres and representing an
investment of $52,000,000 in Sumatra, British
Malaya, the Philippines and Liberia, part of
this investment dating from before the war.

m

British areas will decline further.

The manufacture of rubber products is concentrated in countries which are not producers

TABLE

II

MANUFACTURE OF RUBBER PRODUCTS, UNITED STATES,
I9H-3I

Another American company owns 18,000 acres
of rubber plantations in Java. Several foreign
companies, notably the Dunlop Rubber Company, Ltd., and Michelin et Cie, also have extensive plantations. The low prices of crude

rubber in recent years have made plantations a
rather than an asset to the companies
owning them. Against this must be set the substantial profits on plantation account earned,
particularly by the United States Rubber Comliability

pany and the Dunlop company, before 1920
and during the early years of the Stevenson Act.

Source: United States, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Manufactures. 1931. The Rubber Industries (1033) P- *
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of crude rubber, by far the most important of
these being the United States. Rubber manuin the United States
have made great progress since 1914 (Table n).

factures of all varieties

The

industry's proportion of value added to
output by manufacturing is somewhat higher
than the average for manufacturing as a whole.
Rubber manufacture, particularly in the making
of tires, is an industry with large fixed capital

and overhead costs. The machinery and apparatus used are heavy and complex, and chemical
processes are of the utmost importance. The
manufacture of rubber goods direct from latex,
eliminating the step of preparing crude rubber
in bulk form, is increasing. This process, since
invention in 1921 for use in paper making,
has been applied to many other purposes, including canning and the manufacture of textiles,
its

adhesives and hose; this use of latex

is

said to

produce a cheaper, stronger and more durable
article than milled rubber reduced to liquid
form by mastication and dissolution.
Technological progress and the increasing
productivity of labor have resulted in considerable displacement of labor. While physical out-

put rose substantially, the number of wage
earners declined from 158,549 in 1919 to 149,148
in 1929; there was, however, a slight increase in
average yearly

money wages and

a

somewhat

larger increase in real wages. The increase in
the productivity of labor was especially notable
in the manufacture of tires

and tubes. By 1931

man hour

output of pneumatic tires had
increased 34 percent over 1929, 86 percent over
1926, 172 percent over 1922 and 581 percent
the

over 1914, accompanied by an improvement in
quality which multiplied the average life of a

For many years the growth
in automobile output and the consequent increase in number of tires were sufficient to offset
the effect on unemployment of the increased
man hour productivity and the greater life of
tires. The maximum of man hours worked was
not reached until 1928, and the total for 1929
was only slightly less. By 1931, however, the
decline in demand for tires in combination with
the other factors mentioned brought about a
great reduction in man hours worked. In 1931
an output greater in number of tires by 668
percent and in weight by 856 percent was produced with only 40 percent more man hours
than in 1914. Average yearly earnings rose from
$1469 in 1923 to $1526 in 1929, above the
average for the rubber industry as a whole; but
tire fully five times.

in 1931 they dropped to $1290, while the per-

centage of earnings per worker to average "value
added by manufacture" fell from 37 percent in
1921 to 28 percent in 1931. Unionism is nonexistent in the rubber industry; the union of
rubber workers, affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor, which in 1903 claimed

1000 members, has disintegrated. Some of the
companies have experimented with

large tire

employee representation.
Aside from tires and tubes the most important
products made from rubber are footwear; waterproof fabrics; mechanical rubber goods, such
as belting, hose and machinery parts; and sundries, such as medical supplies, toys and tire
repair materials (Table HI). While the United
States leads in the production of most lines of
rubber goods, the United Kingdom holds first
place in the manufacture of waterproof clothing
and golf balls.
Large and small scale production exist side
by side in the rubber industry. The manufacture
of rubber fabrics, toys, mechanical goods and
the enormous variety of rubber goods in general
is frequently carried on by small independent
concerns. The manufacture of tires, on the conthe hands of a few large companies:
trary, is
while approximately 370 tire companies nave
been in existence in the United States, it is

m

estimated that as a result of failures, mergers
and shifts into other lines only 28 distinct tire
companies were in operation in 1930. The concentration of production is even greater than
these figures indicate. The 4 largest companies,

Goodyear, United States, Goodrich and Fireproduce approximately 70 percent of all
rubber tires sold in the United States; these
addition manufacture a large procompanies
portion of other rubber goods. These condistone,

m

tions are generally true of the industry in other
major producing countries; concentration in

Germany is probably as marked as in the United
States. The existence of great excess capacity
has resulted

among

tire

m

bitter competition, particularly
manufacturers, who in recent years

have been selling through company distributing
chains and through mail order houses and service stations. Prices and profits for the industry
as a whole have been adversely affected. During
business depression the large companies in genmore than the smaller companies.

eral suffer

This is partly because the large companies have
greater overhead costs and supply a large proportion of the original equipment for automobiles, this business falling off greatly during
depressions, while the smaller companies have

Rubber
overhead and carry smaller inventories and
so are less affected by declining prices. Various
attempts have been made to regulate competiless

by establishing trade associations which
would serve to fix prices and to prevent discrimination and price cutting; so far these attempts have been without success. In Germany,
Czechoslovakia and Poland sales cartels have
been formed by rubber manufacturers; dealers
also have formed sales cartels, in which foreign
producers, especially American, British and
tion

French, figure conspicuously.

TABLE

III

VALUE OF OUTPUI OF RUBBER PRODUCTS
UNITED STATFS, 1899-1931

IN

THE
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have established branches in South America,
Canada, Australia, England and onthe continent.
The experience with American branch factories
abroad appears on the whole to have been fairly
successful.

The reclaiming of rubber constitutes an important part of the rubber industry, particularly
in the United States The fact that reclaimed
rubber contains valuable chemicals and
ready partially processed renders

it

is

al-

preferable

many uses. The proportion
of reclaimed rubber used varies considerably
with the different branches of the industry. Over
to crude rubber for

the three years 1929-31, reclaimed rubber used
in the manufacture of tires and tubes amounted
to 30 percent of the crude rubber, 119 percent
in rubberized fabrics, 147 percent in heels and

(In $1000)

soles and 233 percent in mechanical rubber
goods (Table iv). Its importance increases.

TABLE IV
CONSUMPTION OF CRUDE AND RECLAIMED RUBBER,
UNITED STATES, 1920-32

Profits in the tire industry

have depended

upon demand from the automobile industry and the movement of crude rubber prices.
A large part of the demand for tires is for use as
chiefly

original

mand

equipment on automobiles. This de-

almost entirely independent of the level
of tire prices, but it reflects general business
conditions closely. The high prices of crude
is

rubber during 1925 did not injure the tire manufacturers; indeed, because of the stimulus given
to buying by the upward movement of prices

and because of the appreciation of inventories,
they were responsible fqr one of the most profitable years in the history of the industry With
the fall in the price of crude rubber, the companies which owned their own plantations suffered severe declines in profits.
Some of the larger tire companies maintain

extensive operations overseas in the form of

agencies for purchasing raw materials, distributing organizations for the sale of finished

products, branch factories and rubber planta-

Various French and British companies
have established branch factories in the United

Rubber manufacture

requires large amounts of
chemicals, the most important being carbon
black, zinc oxide and sulphur. These cost in
1929, according to the Census of Manufactures,

$13,135,000, $9,149,000 and $1,354,000 respecAmong the important chemical elements

tively.

are rubber accelerators, chemical

compounds

which increase the tensile strength of rubber,
shorten the time of the curing process and reduce oxidation.
Exports of rubber goods are an important
item in foreign trade and are concentrated in
Vari-

tions.

nine major producing countries (Table

States

ations in these totals are partially due to fluctuations in the price of crude rubber. From 1927

and elsewhere and American companies

v).
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TABLE V
VALUE OF DECLARED EXPORTS OF RUBBER PRODUCTS
(In $1000)

Source: United States,
no. 3430 (1933)

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Conimerce. Rubber Division, Special Circular, no

mi

(1932),

and

The concentration of rubber produc-

to 1932 international shipments of tires fell 41
percent and belting and hose 44 percent, whereas
trade in rubber footwear rose by 56 percent.

tion lent itself to restriction, but the aftermath
was disastrous, a result due more to increased

Rubber footwear constituted approximately 14
percent of all international trade in rubber goods
in 1932 as compared with only 7 percent in 1927.
In 1927 the United States and Canada led in

concentration of production in a small area in
the Middle East and the inelastic nature of

the export of rubber footwear; in 1932 Japan
first and second place
respectively. Foreign trade in rubber goods has

and Czechoslovakia held

been profoundly influenced by tariff increases
and the establishment of foreign branch factories, and a greater local production has re-

countries.

planting in the producing countries than to any
measures initiated by consumers of rubber. The

supply and demand are conditions which still
favor attempts at artificial control on the part of
producers. Reclaimed and synthetic rubber are
potentially more important factors than in the
past and constitute the chief defense in the hands
of consuming countries.

1914 conditions in foreign trade
have been extremely unstable, even for as rapidly growing an industry as rubber.
Rubber has played a turbulent role in inter-

The striking vicissitudes of the rubber industry in all its branches have been primarily the
growing pains of a new industry the disloca-

national

economy. During the period when it
was derived chiefly from wild plants its history
was characterized by the worst features of im-

technique. It is likely that as time goes on and
the automobile, rubber growing and rubber
manufacturing industries attain maturity, a de-

perialistic policy, a sorry record of exploitation

gree of stability approaching that in other great

sulted. Since

by whites but by natives as
The plantation industry was introduced
colonial possessions which had already

of natives not only
well.

into

reached a fairly advanced stage of development,
and the conduct of the industry seems on the
whole to have been enlightened and humane in

comparison with conditions of wild rubber production. But with the recent expansion of rubber

growing in Africa allegations of exploitation of
natives have again arisen. The production of
rubber has been intimately bound up with the
export of capital and with imperialism.
Wide swings in prices have characterized the
rubber industry, and the price of crude rubber,
at least since the introduction of the automobile,

has borne

little

relation to the cost of production

and has had pronounced economic effects on
the economy and social life of the producing

tions attendant

industries will

upon the development

be

of a

new

realized.

CHARLES R. WHITTLESEY

RAW

MATERIALS; PLANTATION WARES; PLANTATION; FORCED LABOR; AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY; VALORISee:

ZATION.

Hancock, Thomas, Personal Narrative of the
Origin and Progress of the Caoutchouc . . in England
(London 1857); Geer, W. C., The Reign of Rubber
Latex (Dresden
,
(New York 1922); Hauser, E.
Consult-

.

A

1927), tr. by W. J. Kelly (New York 1930); Lloyd,
F. E , Guayule, Carnegie Institution of Washington,
Publication no. 139 (Washington 1911); Luff, B. D.

W., The Chemistry of Rubber (London 1923); Handbuck der Kautschuktvtssenschqft, ed. by Karl Memmler
(Leipsic 1930); Jacobs, Fernand, L'tndustrie du caoutchouc (Paris 1923); Morel, E. D., Red Rubber (new
ed. Manchester 1919); Hardenburg, W. E., The Putu~
mayo, the Devil's Paradise (London 1912); Great
Britain, Parliament, House of Commons, Select Committee on Putumayn, Report and Special Report,
Reports and Papers, no. 148 (1913); United States,

Rubber
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, "Marketing of Crude Rubber," by E. G. Holt, "Rubber
Production in the Amazon Valley," by W. L. Schurz,
and others, and "The Plantation Rubber Industry
in the Middle East," by D. M. Figart, Trade Promotion Series, no. 55 (1927), no. 23 (1925), and no. 2
(1925), United States, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, "British Colonial Office Reports on
the Rubber Situation," compiled by E. G. Holt, and
"British Trade m Rubber and Rubber Products," by
R. B. Macatee, Trade Information Bulletin, nos 603
and 644 (1929); Sohva, Robert, An Economic View
of Rubber Planting (Singapore 1931); Galang, F. G.,
The Rubber Industry in the Middle East, Philippine
Islands, Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Bureau of Agriculture, Bulletin no 42 (Manila 1928), Tervooren, W., Die Ftnanzierung von
Kautschukplantagen (The Hague 1930); Akers, C. E
The Rubber Industry in Brazil and the Orient (London
1914), Morgan, Sidney, The Preparation of Plantation
Rubber (London 1922), Pearson, H. C Crude Rubber
and Compounding Ingredients (3rd ed. New York
,

,

C R

Governmental Control of
1918), Whittlesey,
Crude Rubber; the Stevenson Plan, Princeton University, Department of Economics and Social Institutions, International Finance Section, Publications,
,

11 (Princeton 1931); Rowe, J
W. F , Studies in
the Artificial Control of Raw Material Supplies, no 2,

vol

Rubber,
Special

London and Cambridge Economic Service,
Memorandum, no. 34 (London 1931).

RUBIN, MARCUS (1854-1923), Danish statistician

and economic

historian.

Rubin studied

at

the University of Copenhagen and upon graduation was entrusted with the organization and
direction of the municipal statistical office in
Copenhagen. In 1895 he took charge of the state
statistical office,

reorganized

its

work and suc-

ceeded in bringing Danish official statistics to a
high standard of efficiency. In 1902 he was
appointed head of the Department of Customs
and Taxation and in 19 1 3 he was elected director
of the Danish National Bank, a position he held
for the remainder of his life.
Rubin was a voluminous writer and his interests covered a wide range of statistical, economic
and social problems. In the realm of statistics
he waa concerned chiefly with vital statistics and
cooperated with Harald Westergaard in the
preparation of Landbefolkningens Dbdehghed

i

Fyens Stiff (Copenhagen 1886), a detailed study
of the mortality of the population in rural Denmark, and Aegteskabsstatistik paa Grundlag of
den sociale Lagdeling (Copenhagen 1890; tr. into
German as Stattstik der Ehen, Jena 1890), an
analysis of marriage

and

fertility rates

of the

The

latter work attracted
and stimulated further
direction. Rubin's chief claim

various social classes.

international attention

research in this

to distinction* however^ rests

upon his work as a

- Ruffin
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His 1807-14 Studier til Kobenhavns
og Danmarks Historic (Copenhagen 1892), prehistorian.

senting a detailed account of this critical period
in

Danish

history,

and Fredenk

vi's

Tid fra

Kielerfreden til KongensDod (Copenhagen 1895),
which carried the story of Denmark to the death

of Frederick vi in 1838, are still indispensable
sources for the student of Danish history of that
period.

HARALD WESTERGAARD
Works. For a full list of Rubin's writings see Nationaldkonomisk Tidssknft, vol. xxxii (1924) 174-91.

RUFFIN,

EDMUND

agriculturist

(1794-1865), American

and advocate of southern

secession.

A native of Virginia, Ruffin at the age of nineteen
assumed the direction of the family plantation
located on the James River. Here he experimented with marl on depleted soils and devel-

oped the hypothesis that lands once fertile but
reduced by cultivation had become "acid" and
thereby had lost their power to retain fertilizers.

He

advocated the use of calcareous materials to
this condition, and the planting of

correct

legumes, the application of organic manures and
the use of underground drains to restore fertility. His successful operation first of the family

farm and then, after 1843, of another "seating"
more than 1500 acres of choice land located
on the Pamunkey River proved the practical
value of his advice. Ruffin's ideas were given
wide circulation through the publication of An
Essay on Calcareous Manures (Petersburg, Va.
1832; 5th ed. Richmond 1852) and through the
pages of the Farmers' Register, an agricultural
periodical which he edited and published from
of

1833 to 1842. He is generally credited with
having begun the agricultural revival which

brought new prosperity to the tidewater South
in the decades before the Civil War. In 1842-43
Ruffin published a periodical called the Bank
Reformer, in which he opposed the wide use of

unsecured banknotes

m Virginia. He demanded

the withdrawal of the state from direct participation in banking and urged the immediate re-

sumption of specie payments. He held that unsound banking was a direct burden on agriculture, the dominating interest in southern society.
Ruffin early championed southern rights. His
defense of slavery included the usual appeal to
nature and history; but he went further in that
all forms of society tended to
exploit their laboring classes and also that it
was impossible to avoid a peasantry in any rural

he insisted that

order which did not rest

on the enslavement of
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an inferior race.

He justified

secession as a con-

stitutional right on the grounds of oppression of
a minority by a sectional majority. In Anticipations of the Future (Richmond 1860) he devel-

oped the theses that secession was possible without war and that the

common

interests of trade

would ultimately bring the northwestern states
into union with the South. He was an advocate
of direct commercial intercourse between southern ports and Europe, favored the conquest of
Central America and was sympathetic toward
the reopening of the slave trade. Ruffin called
upon his fellow southerners to develop a sectional

literature

and system of education as

essential elements in a "superior civilization."

AVERY CRAVEN
Consult

Craven, Avery,

Edmund

Ruffin, Southerner

(New York 1932), Ellis, H G "Edmund Ruffin. His
Life and Times" m The John P. Branch Historical
Papers of Randolph-Macon College, vol 111 (Richmond,
Va 1909-12) p 99-123, Cutter,
P "A Pioneer
,

W

in Agricultural Science" in

,

United States, Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Yearbook, 1895 (1896) 493502, Swem, E G "An Analysis of Ruffin's Farmers'
,

Register, with a Bibliography of

Edmund

Ruffin" in

Virginia, State Library, Bulletin, vol. xi (1918)

L

37-

C History of Agriculture in the South144, Gray,
ern United States to 1860, 2 \ols. (Washington 1933),
,

emphasized the basic differences between the
systems of separatism and jurisdictionalism
the regulation of religious liberty by the modern

m

After an illuminating study, "Le origini
elvetiche della formula del conte di Cavour:
"
'Libera chiesa in libero stato'
(in Festschrift
state.

Emil Fnedberg, Leipsic 1908, p. 199-220), he
produced two invaluable volumes on the youth
of Cavour, in which he made use of numerous
unedited letters (La giovinezza del conte di Cavour, 2 vols Turin 1912). This was followed
by Camilla di Cavour e Melanie Waldor (Turin
1914), which for the first time made known
Cavour's relations with the French novelist
Melanie Waldor. From these studies there
emerged a new and intimate picture of the
youthful Cavour and the development of his
ideas. RufHni's last important work consisted of
two scholarly volumes on the religious experience of Manzoni and his relations with Jansenism (La vita rehgiosa di Alessandro Mansoni, 2
,

vols., Bari 1931).

Ruffini

was made a senator

in 1914

and served

as minister of public instruction in the Boselli
war ministry (1916-17). As is shown by his

at

and statesman Ruffini was born
Lessolo in Piedmont He studied for a rime

public activity and his essays and speeches on
Cavour, Mazzim and Victor Emmanuel n, he
was animated by the liberal and democratic
traditions of the Italian Risorgimento. He was
one of the earliest Italian enthusiasts of President Wilson and was a iirm believer in the

at

Leipsic with the distinguished ecclesiastical

League of Nations, on whose Committee

especially

p 781.

RUFFINI, FRANCESCO (1863-1934),

Italian

jurist, historian

jurist

Emil Friedberg, and played

a leading part

in introducing into Italy the scientific study of
ecclesiastical law, a subject which he wught for
short periods at the universities of Pavid and

Genoa and
Turin

for thirty years at the University of
his studies in ecclesiastical juris-

Among

prudence are a useful Italian edition of

Fned-

berg's treatise on ecclesiastical law (Trattato del
dintto ecclesiastico cattohco ed evangehco, Turin
1893), a treatise on Italian ecclesiastical law

(Corso di diritto ecclesiastico

and

(Turin 1889).
is

italiano,

Turin 1924)

monograph on the Actio spolii
His best known work in this field

a learned

La

liberta religiosa

(Turin 1901;

tr

,

with an

epilogue by Ruffini, by J. P. Heyes with preface
by J. B. Bury, London 1912), which contains
the most complete treatment to be found of the

development of the idea of religious
liberty. After sketching the earlier theories of
historical

religious toleration in western

analyzed

at considerable

Europe

Intellectual Cooperation

for

he served for a time.

In the troubled post-war years in Italy (191920) besides exerting a powerful moderating influence against the excesses of the extremists,

which at Turin and other important centers were
more successfully combated by liberals like
Ruffini than by the Fascists, he advocated a

number of constitutional

reforms.

With

resolute

courage he spoke in the Senate on behalf of the
liberal opposition to Fascism. His speeches and
writings against Fascism exemplify the constructive

and

vital

elements of the liberal tradi-

tion of the Risorgimento. In 1931 he refused to
take the oath of allegiance to the Fascist regime

which the Fascist government demanded of
and as a consequence was
dismissed from his post at the University of

university professors

Turin.

GAUDENCE MEGARO

Ruffini

length the liberalizing

by Socinian doctrines during the
Reformation and post-Reformation periods and
role played

1

RUGE, ARNOLD
licist

and

(1802-80),

standing figure of

German pub-

Ruge was the outthe young Hegelian move-

social philosopher.

Ruffin

Rule of

ment. As editor of the Hallische Jahrbucher fur
deutsche Wtssenschaft und Kunst and later of the
Deutsche Jahrbucher fur Wu>sem>chaft und Kunst
he succeeded in creating the only movement of
cultural criticism, outside of Young Germany,
sufficiently powerful to be singled out for special
persecution by federal and local authorities. He
started out on his intellectual career as a left
Hegelian who sought to formulate demands for
liberal reforms in the language of Hegelian logic

and a freely interpreted Protestantism. At first
he and his collaborators concentrated their fire
upon reactionary cultural tendencies which were
perpetuating the feudal ideology in law, literature and religion. The very skill and effectiveness, however, with which they demolished the

Savigny and Leo, the relifundamentalism of Hengstenberg and
Baader and the romantic traditions inspired by
Schelhng, Schiegel and their circle gave rise to
an extremely hostile reaction on the part of the
authorities, which was strengthened when Ruge
fell under the influence of Bruno Bauer and
especially of Ludwig Feuerbach. Nevertheless,
it was
only when Ruge dropped his terminological camouflage and openly declared for a repubhistorical school of

gious

government, trial by jury, abolition of
censorship and other political rights enjoyed by
the bourgeoisie
England and France that he
was compelled to leave Germany.
Despite his short period of collaboration with
Karl Marx in editing the Deutsch-franzosische
Jahrbucher Arnold Ruge remained, until his final
period of apostasy when he placed his pen at the
service of Bismarck, a liberal political democrat
who believed that all social problems could be
settled by representative institutions which expressed and functioned in accordance with the
"spirit of reason." In this sense he never transcended the fundamental presuppositions of
lican

m

Hegel's Rechtsphilosophie None the less Ruge
was far in advance of the political consciousness
.

German bourgeoisie, whose interest he
defended so vigorously. Having no personal conwith
the manual workers and peasants in
tacts
Germany and only a bowing acquaintance with
the industrial and commercial forces developing
in Europe, he attempted to derive specific proposals of political and social reform from abstract
ethical principles rather than from concrete hisof the

torical situations.

The

result

was that

his spedid only at
reforms within the structure of the existing eco-

cific social

program, aiming as

nomic order and
class elements

state,

behind

it

did not rally any working
while his abstract the-

it;

Law

ory, with
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sweeping negations of all feudal
hangovers and its apotheosis of the violent
revolutions
in England and France,
bourgeois
frightened off the timid and wavering German
middle classes, who hoped that Germany would
its

grow peacefully into a full blown political democracy on the model of the United States.
SIDNEY HOOK
Arnold Ruges samtnthrhe Werke,

Works-

(Mannheim

Aus

1847-48);

fruherer Zett,

10

vols.

4

vols.

(1862-67)
Consult

H

Stirling, J.

,

"Modern

Metaphysicians:

Arnold Ruge, the Philosophy of Humanism"
ish

Controversialist

Sidney, "Arnold

in Brit-

321-42, 401-17, Hook,
and Karl Marx" in Modern

(1870)

Ruge

Monthly, \ol vn (1933) 409-21, 431, 480-86, Lew,
A La philosophie de Feuerbach (Pans 1904) bk 11,
ch 11, Mayer, Ciustav Fnednch Engels in seiner Fruh,

,

zeit (Btrhr. 1920) thh

m-iv, and "Die Anfange des

pohtischen Radikahsmm im \ ormarzhchen Preussen"
in Zeit*chnft fur Pohtik, vol vi(i9i3) 1-113, Koi^en,
David, Zur Vorgeschtchte des modernen philosophise hen
Socialiimus in Deutsi hlund, Berner Studien zur Philo-

sophic und ihrer Geschichtc, vol. xx\i (Berne 1901)
p 292-315 Rosenbei g, Hans, "Arnold Ru^e und die
halhsehen Jahrbucher" in Archivjur Kulturgeschtchte,
vol xx (1929-30) 281-308

RULE OF LAW,
supremacy of law,"

common

of the

also frequently called "the
is a characteristic doctrine

law that the judiciary, in or-

dinary legal proceedings, may pronounce upon
the legal validity of the acts of the king's ministers

and servants and hence, in the United

upon the validity of administrative, executive and legislative action with reference to
the constitution and, in the case of adminisStates,

and executive action, the statutes governing such action. Along with the doctrine of
judicial precedent and trial by jury it is one of
trative

the three distinctive institutions of the Anglo-

American legal system. Historically it comes
from a fundamental notion of Germanic law of
which the feudal idea of the relation of king and
subject and the reciprocal rights and duties involved in that relation is an example It became
definitely established in the common law as a
result of the contests between the courts and

the

crown

in

the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries.

While the Roman law books told the men of
the Middle Ages that the will of the sovereign
had the force of law, the Germanic polity of
the time assumed a fundamental law above and
beyond mere will and conceived that those who
exercised authority were to be held accountable
if they failed to conform their action to that law.
Thus in the Salic law it is laid down that if a

4 64
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creditor appeals to the count for justice and the
latter, for no sufficient reason, fails to act, he
shall answer
it. But if the count acts and
goes beyond enforcement of what is due, he
shall answer for that. In thirteenth century England the judiciary became distinct from the administration and strong central courts grew up,
purporting to administer the common custom
of the whole realm. The judges thought of a
system of law and order reflecting "the law and
order of the universe" and hence assumed that,
in the words attributed to Bracton, the king,
although not under any man, ruled under God
and the law. The formulations in the Magna
Carta and its reissuings of the feudal duties of
the king toward his tenants in chief furnished

for

of Henry iv and that of Elizabeth. In these cases

the crown had sought to grant profitable monopolies to private persons or companies; to

provide for seizure of private property by letters
patent, without opportunity for the owner to be
heard and without adjudication; and to use the
royal

power of protecting

social

interests

as

means

of providing revenue and enriching royal
favorites. The courts held uniformly that mo-

nopolies could be created only

by Parliament,

that property could

be

royal letters patent,

and that the royal guardian-

forfeited only in accordance with the law of the land and so not by

ship of public and social interests was to be
exercised in accordance with principles of reason

and within

legally defined limits. Naturally this

the basis for development of a legal doctrine of
the duties and responsibilities of those who ex-

between the common law courts
and the crown which came to an end only with

ercised powers of government. In the reign of
Edward in in 1338 the court held that a collector

the Revolution of 1688. Coke, the protagonist
in this contest, held to the idea of a funda-

of the king's taxes could not distrain cattle for
non-payment without a warrant; in another case

mental law operating as a check both on the
crown and on Parliament. The Revolution of

(1339-40) the Court of King's Bench fined a
sheriff for refusing to execute a writ by reason

ment was

of a letter from the king under his private seal.
It told the sheriff he could not justify refusal to
execute a writ of the king's court by showing a

led to a contest

1688 settled for the British polity that Parliato be supreme; that there were to be
no limits upon parliamentary supremacy. But
in the United States both aspects of Coke's

and thus the American pracreview of unconstitutional legislation derives in part from the mediaeval idea
of supremacy of law.
doctrine prevailed,

from the king, thus in effect distinguishing between the act of the king as such
and the private action of Edward Plantagenet.
While in each case the decision turned on form,
there was here a step toward requiring the
crown and its agents to act within the legal
limits of their authority. As the doctrine became

the classical formulation of the doctrine, was
almost a Bible. The doctrine was put in the very

established, if the king purported to act beyond
the legally appointed bounds of his authority,
the acts were of no legal effect. If his agents

foundations of American polity and was developed by the courts in a pioneer, rural, agricultural society in which there was little need of

acted beyond those limits, not only were their
illegal acts of no effect, but they became per-

administrative activity. In consequence in the
United States in the nineteenth century a system of judicial interference with administration

private letter

sonally liable in

an ordinary action

one damaged thereby.

When

at

law to any

Fortescue wrote,

in the fifteenth century, it could be said that the
rule of an English king was not the personal rule

of

Edward

it,

political;

or Henry. It was, as Fortescue put
it was
government within bounds

established

by law.
During the Middle Ages the growth of the
common law had held down the strong administration developed after the Conquest. But there
was a revival of administration under the Tudors and Stuarts and in reaction from this a
revival with further

development of the doctrine

which the seventeenth century lawyers found

in

the great thirteenth century treatise of Bracton
and in a succession of cases between the reign

tise of judicial

In the formative period of American law
Coke's Second Institute, in which is to be found

was carried

to

an extreme.

A

paralyzing of ad-

by legal proceedings became an
everyday occurrence. Important measures of
police or administration commonly encountered
ministration

injunctions, which also came to be used as a
means of keeping the peace. A practise grew
up of private suits by taxpayers to prevent
alleged waste of public funds and misuse of the
proceeds of taxation. Some courts went so far

as to enjoin the collection of taxes for defects
in levying them. In one state the highest court
directed a writ of mandamus to the speaker of

the House of Representatives, directing him to
carry out constitutional provisions as to canvass
of election returns. It was taken to be funda-

,

j
'

Rule of
mental that administration was to be held down
to an inevitable minimum. In the zeal not to be
bureau ridden the American people achieved the
other extreme of being court ridden.
Coke's statement that the Court of King's
Bench had jurisdiction to correct oppression of
the subject or "any other manner of misgovernment" was accepted by American courts down
to the latter part of the nineteenth century,
although as early as 1880 some courts began to

from extreme assertions of the doctrine.
But with the change from a rural, agricultural
society to an urban, industrial one a revival of
administration and a reaction from the extreme
development of the common law doctrine were
inevitable. The demands of an expanding law of
public utilities and the requirements of social
legislation, which called for inspection, supervision and speedy enforcement, led to a rapid
development of administrative tribunals and
agencies, which is still in process. The common
law review of determinations of administrative
desist

tribunals, treating procedural defects as jurisdictional by holding that there was want of

power unless

it

was exercised

in detail in the

prescribed way, hampered for a time the
efficiency of these new agencies. In consequence
a strong tendency arose in the twentieth century
to take away judicial review of administrative
action wherever courts

would hold

it

constitu-

do so, and in other cases to cut down
such review to the unavoidable minimum. This
trend was manifest especially in legislation for

tional to

the regulation of public utilities in the first two
decades after 1900. It has been increasingly
common to seek to limit judicial review to legal
questions of the scope of the authority of an
administrative commission or tribunal and to

make

administrative determinations of fact con-

clusive.

But the

line

between law and

fact in

not easily drawn, and it is by no
means settled how far the courts will allow this

such cases

is

concerned, the judicial
England
scrutiny of the action of administrative officials
continued in the last century as it had been defar as

is

fined in Coke's Second Institute. Accordingly
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every man is "subject to the ordinary law of the
realm and amenable to the jurisdiction of the
ordinary tribunals"; and, third, that the rights of
individuals are secured by judicial decisions

"determining the rights of private persons in
particular cases brought before the courts." But
when he came to write the introduction to the
eighth edition of this work in 1915 Dicey was
compelled to say: "The ancient veneration for
the rule of law has in England suffered during
the last thirty years a marked decline" (p.
xxxvni). Although the doctrine was by no means
carried as far in England as it was in nineteenth

century America, the revival of administration
began earlier in Great Britain and has gone
further than in the United States. Legislation
has given final judicial powers to administrative
officials,

has exempted them in

many

cases

from

common

law liability for their actions and has
greatly extended the area of non-reviewable administrative discretion. This changed attitude
toward administration and administrative discretion and the tendency to rely upon bureaus
rather than upon courts have been increasingly
manifest since Dicey's last pronouncement and
show no signs of abatement despite vigorous

from some recent writers, notably Lord
Ilewart, the lord chief justice of England. Indeed they are inevitable
the economic order of
protests

m

The need of mdividualization, the call for
speedy determinations, the demand for directoday.

tion

and guidance

m advance of action, instead

of leaving enterprises to guess at the way in
which courses of action will be regarded judi-

the event, with such expert advice as
able to secure, can be met only by
administrative methods and require a large
cially after

they

may be

measure of freedom of administrative determination and a wide discretion in administrative
officials. It is significant

that the highest judicial

now holds that in an
appeal from administrative action to an administrative reviewing tribunal what had been
regarded as the most ordinary requirement of a
tribunal in Great Britain

tendency to go.

As

Law

in authority exercise "wide, arbitrary or discretionary powers of constraint"- second, that

to the

Study of

the

Law

of

judicial appeal does not obtain. The tribunal
may act on a secret inspection by an inspector

no one could be made to suffer in
goods "except for a distinct breacn of

who makes a secret report which the appellant
may not see, may not criticize or coUradict and
may not explain by independent evidence or
extrinsic argument. The courts will not interfere

law established in the ordinary legal manner
before the ordinary courts of the land," contrasting such a regime with one in which persons

ordinary procedure to all alike.
Because of the constitutional requirement of

the Constitution] could say in 1885 that the rule
of law, as a characteristic of English law, meant,
first,

that

body

or

as long as the administ -alive tribunal

app

ies ita
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due process of law American courts have not
gone so far. Obviously the doctrine of the rule of
law is going through a crisis analogous to that
through which it passed in the seventeenth
century. While it cannot maintain itself in the
extreme form which it took on in the last cenit

tury,

is

American

too deeply rooted in the Anglo-

be

polity to

likely to disappear.

ROSCOE POUND
CONSIII'UTIONALISM, ADMINlblRAllVE LAW, DUE
PROCESS OF LAW, STATE LIABILITY; COMMON LAW,
CIVIL LAW
Consult. Coke, Edward, The Second Part of
of the Lawes of England (London
commentary on Magna Carta, Dicey, A V

the In-

,

1642),
Intro-

duction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution (8th
ed London 1915) introduction, p xxxvii-xlvin, and

pt

11,

"The Rule of Law", Mcllwam,

Court of Parliament and

W

Its

C. II

,

stances deal with aggregates composed of individual cases of greater or lesser variability.

Rumehn

The High

Supremaiy (New Haven

A Justice and Administrative Law
1910), Robson,
Administrative Law
(London 1928), Port, F. J
chs
The New
in, v, vi, He\vart, G H
(London 1929)
Despotism (London 1929); Dickinson, John, Adthe
ministrative Justice and
Supremacy of Laiv in the
United States (Cambridge, Mass 1927), Holdsworth,
W. S History of English Law, 10 vols (3rd ed London 1922-32) \ol vi, ch. vi, Pound, Roscoe, The
,

,

also turned his attention to other

problems of

social theory in a

among

,

existence of strict causality in history, and in
Gesellschaft

und

Gesellschaftslehre (vol. in, p.

248-77) he urged the study of society in terms of
the psychological instincts (Trtebe) at the basis
of social organization. He rejected the rationalisconception of the social contract and formu-

tic

lated a theory of the state along the lines of the
Hegelian and the historical schools. Rumehn

attained considerable importance as a population
theorist; although he criticized some of Malthus' calculations, he defended

,

letter's

mam conclusions

unemployment which
ing the

crisis of

1876-78

Common Law

(Boston 1921) lecture in,
and "Justice According to Law. Executive Justice"
in Columbia Law Review, vol. xiv (1914) 12-26

Germany

statistician.

Rumehn

(1815-88), German
served in the school system

of Wurttemberg and in 1856 was> appointed chief
of the department of the Wurttemberg church

large

dur-

to overpopulation.

RUDOLF MEERWARTH
"Gedachtmsrede auf Gustav
Rumehn" in Rumelm's Reden und Aufsatze, vol m,
p I-KX, Schm/er, Otto, Gustav Rumehtu pohtische
Consult

1

Sigwart, C.,

G

RUMELIN, GUSTAV

ardently the

and ascribed the

existed in

,

Spirit of the

number of essays

those in Reden und Aufsatse
(3 vols Freiburg i. Br. 1875-94). In Gesetze der
Geschichte (vol ii, p. 118-48) he denied the

included

See: JUDICIARY, JUDICIAL PROCESS, JUDICIAL REVIEW,

stitutes

independent of the method of induction, which
takes the individual as the type, is of particular
value to the social sciences, which in most in-

Ideen (Tubingen 1919), Schmoller,
Jahrbuch, vol. xxxi (1907) 1469-1526.

RURAL EXODUS.

,

in Schmollers

See URBANIZATION.

he was in-

RURAL INDUSTRIES. What has been called

m enacting a comprehensive reform

the "primary division of labor," that between

of the public schools and drafted a church law
regulating the relations between the state and the

agriculture and industry, can be understood
another sense from the traditional concept of

Catholic church. The Utter bill met with strong
opposition and Rumehn was retired at his own
request in 1861. In the same year he became

seasonal

and school system. In
strumental

director of the

this capacity

Wurttemberg

statistical

bureau

and until 1871 he published a statistical study in
almost every issue of the Wurttembergtscfie
Jahrbucher fur Statisttk und Landeskunde
also taught statistics and philosophy at

.

m

"progress"

in

this

division.

The

agricultural

other occupations and purthe resulting periods of partial or
The
most natural of these
inactivity.

production
suits to
total

involved

and "organic" character of
calls for

fill

supplementary occupations were originally and
remain the transformation

He

to a large extent will

the

and finishing of agricultural raw materials by the
agriculturist himself. In other words, the growing interdependence of economic activities in a

University of Tubingen. In the article on statistics which he contributed to the Handbuch der
pohtischen Okonomie (vol. ii, Tubingen 1882, p.
465-520) he conceived of statistics as a method
of investigation applicable to the study of
aggregates which not only endeavors to establish the quantitative scope of mass phenomena

but also takes account of the variability of the
individual cases composing the aggregate with
respect to specific characteristics. This method,

market, or exchange, economy will never benefit
the farmer to the same degree as the non-agricultural worker. The scale of rural industries

embraces economic and

social organizations as
diverse as the artistically superior "house work"
of Scandinavian, Slavic and Asiatic peasants and
the employment of impoverished rural "home

industrials"

by merchanting, or commission

Rule of

Law

important to ascertain to what extent industrial activities associated with agriculture are remnants of an old order and makeshifts of a new or, like the folk arts and, on
houses. It

is

Rural Industries
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of industrially skilled slaves in the ancient world
and of dependent craftsmen in the mediaeval

manors, whether secular or

another plane, the processing of products by

ecclesiastical, have
since Adam Smith given rise to the much debated "curial" (Hofrecht} theory of the origin of

modern

craft guilds. Regardless of

agricultural cooperatives, a self-sufficient element in an economic and social equilib-

All the basic

human wants were

at first pro-

vided for within the closed household economy:
not only food but the principal clothing and

housing materials were prepared and finished in
an unbroken process from production to consumption; and even metals, wherever they were
easily accessible, were smelted and forged by the
individual peasant From this stage division of
labor progressed along two distinct lines. The

simpler and more primitive development was
the specialisation, within the rural households
settlements, of those more com-

and

village
plicated crafts partaking mostly of the character
of "real capital" production, like smith's or

carpenter's work. The result was and, as in
India, still is a slowness in the development of a
market and cash nexus on the basis of divided
labor. The specialized craftsmen serve their
agricultural neighbors and usually are paid a
customary fee in kind through a system of

mutual community obligations. The second line
of division was the rise of towns both as centers
of industrial production and as markets for rural
raw and food materials. Of course, as in other
such economic stages, this development was not
a single, uniform and direct process. Theoretically there is a relation between increasing
size of markets and increasing division of labor.
But special circumstances determine to what
extent the country and the town become interlaced in their productive services, as in the
industrialization of milling or brewing, or how

the

it

how far this theory
undeniably hits upon the vast

importance of the ancient and feudal

rium.

far

may be correct,

townsman's household imitates the

farmer's in self-sufficiency by the processing cf
materials, as in baking and slaughtering, or even
scale agriculture within town walls,
such as that of the Ackerburger of mediaeval and

by small

occasionally of

The two

modern Germany.

lines of division, of labor indicated

are cut across by another, more social than economic in nature the widespread stratification

of the rural population into classes of landlords

and tenants. The more numerous a landlord's
tenantry and the more complete their dependence upon him, the greater were the possibilities
of division of labor both for the needs of the lord

himself and for outside markets.

The "families"

estate, the

oikos of Rodbertus' theoretical terminology, as
regards the development not only of rural in-

dustries but of a class of rural entrepreneurs

which contributed as much as the towns and in
some cases probably more to promoting industry beyond the internal services of rural communities and at the same time beyond the handicraft stage, when entrepreneur and workman
were identical Characteristically the Russian
law of serfdom (krepostnoe pravo) produced high
degrees of craftsmanship both m the obrok system, under which the servile craftsman was
allowed to work for the market subject to a fixed

duty to be paid to his lord, and in the small scale
rural industries, directed either

by the lords or

the peasants themselves (kustari)

The

Soviet

Union, despite its large scale planned industrial
development, continues to depend to a significant extent upon such rural industries.
Rural industries, whether conducted by small
peasant proprietors or by great landlords, are
capable of considerable growth both quantitatively and qualitatively. These two forms of
rural

industry

were,

however,

soon

over-

modern Europe by the merchanting, or commission, system and by government
mercantilism. The former emerged more or less
shadowed

in

slowly out of the older system of exclusive
division of labor between rural production of
foodstuffs

and raw materials and urban handi-

crafts, as in

came

the course of time these handicrafts

be conducted on the one hand by the
average guild masters, striving to limit produc.ion to a given demand, and on the other by the
to

rising entrepreneurs, seeking to

stimulated

demand

or

new

extend

it

for a

markets. While the

guild masters sought a sharp restriction or prohibition of additional rural production, the

entrepreneurs attempted to promote it by providing materials, capital and marketing facilities. The battle for and against "country weaving" in England or "rural crafts" (Landhandwerke) in Germany during the decline of the
urban craft guilds is illustrative of this contrast.

The merchant employer of rural handicraftsmen
appeared sometimes as an ally of the landlords
and sometimes as an opponent, since he was z
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competitor for the rural labor force. Already at
that time there appeared certain phenomena
which foreshadowed the modern debate concerning the social justification of rural industries.

On

the one side, the lower standard of

living in the country and the part time nature of
most rural industry created a resemblance to the

sweated labor of the bulk of urban industrial
homeworkers. On the other, the insufficient

from small or "dwarfed" holdings,
whether due to feudal exactions or to dismemberment of property, made the entrepreneur
seeking low paid rural labor often seem the
savior of a decaying countryside, for even the
living gained

smallest piece of land endows the rural homeworker with a modicum of independence not

enjoyed by his urban competitor.
In the industrial planning of mercantilistic

governments the promotion of rural industries
has played a large part down to the present
neomercantilist period. It was a natural corollary
to the mercantilistic policy of engaging labor
reserves wherever they could be found. With the
reversal of the situation through the world

wide

unemployment consequent upon the World War
governments have continued to look to the land
for reserves for occupation and settlement instead of for reserves of labor.

One

of the chief

concerns of earlier mercantilism, the provision
of sufficient wool and flax for the rapidly ex-

panding weaving and knitting industries, led not
only to the deliberate revival of old rural industrial habits, such as the social evening meetings
of wives and "spinsters" for the

common

exer-

cise of the craft, but, as in eighteenth century

new "spinning
new foreign material,

Russia, to the foundation of
villages," especially for the

In France Colbert's system of state
regulation and supervision of the craft guilds
sought, although with only partial success, to
embrace also the rural industries.
In the modern rural industries, even where
cotton.

does not insure a market, however precarious, the factor of cheap wages plays
by no means the exclusive or even predominant
artistic quality

part sometimes ascribed to it. The other chief
determinants of industrial location, raw materials and the tradition attaching to their processing, are in

importance.

most cases ultimately of equal

The

fact that the industrial

age of

the towns, chiefly in mountainous districts. The
use of textiles, hides, timber, metal ores, earths

and sands (glassmaking)

for all kinds

and stages

of manufacture points in the same direction. The
persistence with which rural industries have

clung
largely

to

certain

districts

by the ease of

can be explained
from one of

transition

these forms or stages to the other. Thus after
mining and metallurgy had become concentrated into large urban units the rural communi-

engaged in the small scale extracand manufacture of these raw and semi-

ties originally

tion

processed materials turned to the production of
finished cutlery, as in Westphalia, or watches, as
in the Black Forest, or medical instruments, as
in Wiirttemberg. Another course was the initianew rural industries (mostly of high

tion of

"labor capacity"), sometimes without any apparent impetus from large commercial employers. The manufacture of violins from the

timber of the Tyrolese valleys was a typical
rural industry of late mediaeval and early

modern times. But the quite different demand of
modern mass societies for cheap musical instruments was catered

to equally well

by the rural

home industry of Saxony and Wurttemberg.
similar development has led

A

from the old sculp-

turing and painting of the Catholic peasants to
the modern rural manufacture of toys, dolls or
artificial flowers. It is

true that since the

War most of these industries, especially

World

Germany, have suffered heavily from the loss or
restriction of their former wide export markets;
in

but

it is significant that their chief competitors
in these markets, for example, the Japanese toy
industry, appear to be organized on much the

same model of small and often rural homework.
In a survey of the different and often contradictory aspects of modern rural industries it is
important to realize that the greatest differences
between industries with a more

prevail not only

or less "organic" relation to their rural surroundings, with regard to both labor and materials, but also between different mixtures of
agricultural

and

industrial labor.

From

this

standpoint the question generally emphasized by
the literature on home industries whether the
is legally a dependent employee or an
independent small master loses much of its
relevance. It is possible that the type of modern
factory laborer with an allotment of land or even

laborer

and steam was everywhere preceded by the
use of water and charcoal as power generators
would alone explain why a great many of just
those industries which required more than the

a small holding will live on a higher social level
than the small peasant handicraftsman who
works on his own or in occasional dependence

man power

upon outside middlemen or

coal

of the old handicrafts arose outside

capitalists.

The

Rural Industries

Rural Society
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pt i (Moscow 1926), Fong, H. L) Rural Industries in China, Nankai University, Nankai Institute of
Economics, Industry series, Bulletin no. 5 (Tientsin
"The Possibilities of Rural In1933), Taylor, J. B
"Rural Manufacdustry in China," and Fong, H.
turing Industries in Chekiang" in Nankai University,
Nankai Institute of Economics, Monthly Bulletin on

former type will probably increase considerably
as a consequence of mass unemployment, which
makes for shorter hours of work and for the resettlement of the land. Significant in this connection are the proposals in the United States
to establish small factories in connection with
the government's first attempts to resettle
subsistence farming colonies under the provisions of the public works administration act
of 1933. Nor should it be forgotten that the
urban concentration of modern industrial life
seems to be changing rapidly in the direction of
a break up of overgrown centers and their re-

Economic China,

placement by a rural and sermrural organization
of settlements and workshops The English
garden city movement was only a dim and in-

population, by greater social homogeneity,

direct forecast of this tendency. The same aim
has been expressed and put into practise by
certain American entrepreneurs, notably Henry
Ford and Jackson Johnson of the International

Shoe Company. The recent expansion and
cheapening of

facilities for

the transportation of

xxxiii,

,

,

D

vol. vii (1934)

RURAL SOCIETY
is

society

47-59, 60-72.

compared with urban
predominance of
occupations, by the closeness of

marked by

the agricultural

,

as

a relative

the people to a natural as contrasted with a
human environment, by the smallness of its
communal aggregates, by a relatively sparse
less

internal differentiation

and by

and

by

stratification

less territorial, occupational

and ver-

social mobility of the population. The
individual in rural society as a rule has fewer

tical

contacts with others, he associates with people
from a smaller geographic and social area, a

men, materials and power will probably promote

greater proportion of his social contacts are face
to face and his relationships with any particular

the growth or at least retard the decay of rural
industries, as in the case of small sized industries

individual tend to have a longer duration. The
people of rural society live in systems of organ-

generally.

ization which tend to include a higher proportion of status as contrasted with contract relationships; they are bound to a greater extent

CARL BRINKMANN
See: RURAL SOCIETY; HANDICRAFT; PUTTING Our
SYSTEM, HOMEWORK, INDUSTRIAL, ARTEL; PRODUCERS'
COOPERATION; LOCATION OF INDUSTRY; PEASANTRY.

Consult' Heimarbeit und Verlag in der Neuzeit, ed. by
Paul Arndt, vols. i-xix (Jena 1922-31), Simon,
Marie, Der tvtssenschaftliche Streit uber die Berechtigung der Heimarbeit (Jena 1931), Benjamin, Dora, Der
Stand der Heimarbeit in Deutschland, Schnften der
Gesellschift fur soziale Reform, \ol. Ixxvu (Jena
1928), Hiru,e, Kurt, Die Arbciterfrage zu Begmn des
modernen KapSahsmus in Brandenburg-Preussen (Berlin 1927); Unwin, George, Studies in Economic History
(London 1927), Oxford University, Agricultural Economics Research Institute, Rural Industries of England
and Wales, 4 vols. (Oxford 1926-27), Rural Industries,

published quarterly in London since 1925, Tarle", E.,
L'industne dans les campagnes en France d la fin de
I'ancten regime (Pans 1910); Laur, Ernst, "Die bduerhche Heimarbeit in den nordischen Staaten Europas"

m

Switzerland, Volkswirtschaftsdepartement, LandJahrbuch, vol. xln (1928) 813-936;
Rural Social
Brunner, E. de S , and Kolb, J.
,

ttnrtschaftliches

H

Trends, Recent Social Trends Monographs (New
York 1933) ch. iv; Ford, Henry,
Life and Work
(New York 1923) ch. xii; Morachevsky, M. V., "Petites industries rurales, dites de Koustan" in La

My

d

du

by V. I. Kovalevsky
(Paris 1900) p. 53845; Ribnikov, A. A., Kustarnaya
promishlennost (The kustar industry) (Moscow 1913);
"Melkaya i kustarno-remeslennaya promishlennost
SSSR v 1925 g." (Small scale and kustar handicraft
Russie

la fin

iQ* siecle, ed.

industry of the Soviet Union in 1925) in U.S.S.R.,
Tsentralnoe Statisticheskoe Upravlenie, Trudi, vol.

ties rather than by the cooperation
necessary by economic division of labor.
Rural society has been variously defined as

by organic

made

persons residing in the open
persons connected directly with
agricultural occupations or all persons residing
in administrative units of less than a given size.

comprising
country or

all

all

In Europe local units having a population of
fewer than 2000 persons are defined as rural; the

United States census first regarded as rural
towns and villages of fewer than 8000, including
the open country; later all persons residing in
the open country and in communities of fewer
than 4000, subsequently of 2500, were classified
as rural inhabitants. As a provincial city of

25,000 people, however, may be more akin to
rural society than to urban, whereas a smaller
aggregate

may belong more

to the

urban world,

preferable to define rural society typologically rather than statistically.
it is

The

distinguishing economic, social and poof rural society are derived

litical characteristics

from its relationship to the land, from which
most of its inhabitants make their living. The
diet and the living conditions of rural areas are
closely related to their land products and therefore tend to be regional and to be affected pri-
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marily by natural calamities, such as famines.
Rural politico-social classes are those related to
the control of land as contrasted with the greater
orientation of the urban political social system
about personal and movable property, material
display and human groups Vertical social mobility in rural society is connected with movements up and down the scale from landlessness
to the position of a landlord

A conflict of classes

develop within the society on the basis of
landownership: small landowners against large,
tenants against landlords, hired laborers against
owners of estates. Agrarian radicalism has his-

may

torically been closely connected with land rights,
as illustrated in the history of China and re-

cently in the

Mexican peasant movement

follow-

ing 1912, in the revolution in Russia, in the

peasant movements in central Europe following
the World War and in the farmers' holidays in the

United States that resulted from the foreclosures
of mortgages after the

The importance

1929.

crisis

which began

of land rights

is

in

also

Europe in the Middle Ages varied considerably
from the older settled regions or the market
gardens, suburban estates and other types of
rural society to be found around the large cities.

The agricultural possibilities of the soil determine to some extent the character of the rural
community. For instance, the rural society on
the eastern plains of England has always differed
considerably from that in the more hilly sections
of Wales. The manorial system of England, as it

developed after the invasions of the Romans and
the other foreign groups in the Middle Ages,

was considerably different from the more selfsufficing tribal and family economy to be found
in the western part of the country.
The economic characteristics of a relatively
isolated society develop around its regional selfsufficiency. The family tends to manufacture
much of its own goods; what it does not make is
generally produced by artisans who reside in the
villages or in the nearest

and agriculture are so

communities. Industry
little

divided that

it

is

shown by the nature of voting in rural societies
where legislation is by popular referendum.
Oriental society has been historically more

extremely difficult to separate the occupations
from each other, unless one considers the task
alone and not the individuals Even the local

with the ex-

leaders, who carry on the functions of religion,
medicine, art and government, participate in one
the direct activities of agriway or another

rural than has western society,

ception of the period following the decline of
Roman culture when Islam and China were

probably more urban than was western society
organized around Constantinople. Rural society
declined in relative importance in the Mediterranean region between the time of the conquests of Alexander the Great and the reign of

Constantine and also in modern times in Europe
and in the United States This decline has been
reflected only numerically, in the proportion of
people living under rural conditions, for the
greater development of urban society as a rule

enabled the rural population to increase and to
have higher material standards than during the
times in which rural society was relatively more

predominant. *The lines of distinction between
rural and urban society are now less marked in
Europe and in the Americas than in the Orient,

because of the commercialization o* agriculture
and the more mobile populations ot the former
areas; a

few kilometers from the

oriental centers

of urban society, such as Tokyo, Shanghai
Bangkok or Bombay, one still encounters a
different world. Variations within rural society

depend upon whether the region is a pioneer
community or an immediate
urban hinterland. The pioneer fringes which
existed in the United States between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries or in northern
fringe, a settled

m

Extremes of conspicuous consumption
or of pauperization do not often become as apparent as in urban society. Rural societies that
are less isolated from the urban world have
economies more closely approximating urban
economy. Trading towns and villages which
replace temporary and periodic marketing places
culture.

of the peasants

become the

centers of rural

Banks and money economy increase;
prices are quoted in units of currency based
upon a standard measure, and credit begins to
social life.

play a production rather than merely a consumption role Peasants who formerly borrowed
money from relatives largely in their own village
borrow for economic purposes from money

lenders at high interest rates. During the period
of change from the pure rural society to the
urbanized rural society much property passes
into the hands of non-agriculturists, and the inevitable result is antagonism and conflict be-

tween the social classes. This antagonism is
enhanced when the money lenders, who come
from the urban society, are of a different race,
such as in the case of the Sikh money lenders in
India and the Chinese or Annamese traders

among
society

the peoples of Malay
becomes an urbanized

origin. As the
rural aggregate

Rush

Rural Society
commercial banking appears, and later rural
banks tend to be absorbed by urban banks;
technological changes influence agriculture and
rural society suffers from the economic fluctuations of urban society. In rural regions where
agriculture has become essentially capitalistic,
as in some parts of the United States and in the

homes is doubtful, for
is little difference between the cultures of
the isolated families and the village families
when both operate under the same conditions.
Among the important factors in the increase of
the isolated farm homes in western society are
those with isolated farm
there

the

amount of land

available

and the economic

plantation areas of the tropics, the class struggle
assumes a form comparable to that of industrial

rationalization of agricultural economy. Whatever differences in culture are found may be

societies.

ascribed to these factors rather than to the

Contact with urban

provement
ready

life

facilitated

by im-

in transportation leads to the use of

made garments and

other urban com-

as frequently built and
roofed with native materials as before; instead

modities.

Houses are not

lumber and other building supplies are purchased from traders. Culture and language
symbols become more national and less local;
urban fads, fashions and styles permeate the
rural society, economic division of labor increases and illiteracy tends to diminish. Educational, hygienic, technical or economic public
services improve but rarely come to be as advanced or as numerous m rural societies as they
are in corresponding urban societies.
Regional cultures arise out of the local environment, the inventions of the people and the
selectivity of traits

from the urban.

which

rural society secures

It is difficult to

determine

how

much

of a specific rural culture is indigenous to
the country and how much of it is selected from
past generations of urban influence. Rural art

is

manifested in domestic articles, in religious

images and in festivities such as folk songs,
dances and games; in the more purely rural
societies each village is often recognized by the
type of cloth that is woven there, each region by
the type of articles which it wears. In commercialized rural societies, however, these distinctive characteristics disappear as part of the
standardization process which results from the
movement of cultural interchange be-

general

tween rural and urban communities. The migration to the cities of the younger generation
and of many families has tended to break down

the vitality of the social life of the rural communities. The economic crisis beginning in 1929

United States
movement,
as in other parts of the world, from the cities
back to the country; this return movement has
tended further to efface the differences between
rural and urban cultures.
The judgment of Siegfried, Demangeon and
led to a decided

in the

others that agglomerated village types of rural
societies have a different kind of culture from

location of the home, because grouped villages
tend to take on the same cultural changes as do
isolated farms when the trend ot rural society is

toward commercialized culture.

CARLE C. ZIMMERMAN
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, AGRICULTURAL FAIRS, EXTENSION WORK, AGRICULTURAL, COUNTRY LIFE MOVEMEN r, CHAUTAUQUA, FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS.
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RUSH, BENJAMIN (1745-1813), American
physician and social reformer. After graduating
from the College of New Jersey in 1760 Rush
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studied medicine under

Redman and

at the

University of Edinburgh, where he received his
degree in 1768. In the following year he was appointed professor of chemistry at the College of
Philadelphia.

From 1789 he was professor of the

theory and practise of medicine. He was one of
the founders of Dickinson College and served
also as treasurer of the United States Mint from

1797 to 1813.

Rush was among the most eminent
tual figures of his day.

A

intellec-

leader in the medical

many modern
ideas, although he subscribed to a number of the
profession, he pointed the

way

to

Moral and Philosophical, Philadelphia
1798, p. 21-56) argued for a modern liberal
curriculum. He suggested technical schools and
Literary,

higher standards of medical education and was
the first to propose a veterinary science.

But Rush's

interest in social

yond education. He was
early abolitionists

is

his

Medical Inquiries and Observa-

upon Diseases of the Mind (Philadelphia
1812), the first American work on insanity. It
remained the only systematic study until 1883.
Rush was aware of psychological as well as
tions

physiological factors in insanity. The insane
were classified according to types and scientific

treatments were advised. His

An

Bilious Remitting Yellow Fever

.

Account of the
in the Year

.

.

I 793 (Philadelphia 1794) is considered one of
the best histories of epidemics. It was through

Rush's efforts that the first free dispensary in the
United States was established.

Rush was

active also in political affairs.

He

supported the American Revolution from its inception and was one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence. He advocated the national constitution of 1787 and helped to frame
the Pennsylvania state constitution of 1790. He
always supported national as opposed to sec-

among the

and in the movement for

penal reform, opposing the "savage" criminal
code, especially the death penalty, and advancbeliever in tempering reformatory measures.

A

ance, he advocated the control of spirituous
liquors.

BURTON ALVA KONKLE

older theories. His preeminent contribution to

medicine

reform went be-

influential

Consult'

Good, Harry G., Benjamin Rush and

fits

Services to American Education (Berne, Ind. 1918);

Woodbury, Frank, "Benjamin Rush, Patriot, Phyand Psychiater" in American Medico-Psycho-

sician

Association, Proceedings, vol. Ixix (1913)
427-30, Mills, Charles
Benjamin Rush and American Psychiatry (New York 1886).
logical

K

RUSKIN, JOHN
and

social theorist.

,

(1819-1900), English essayist

Ruskin was born

in

London

of well to do middle class parents; he was

left a

which he gradually dispersed in
helping others and in pursuing his social and
economic experiments. He began his literary
career as a critic of art, and his first important
work was the opening volume of Modern Paint'
large fortune,

(London 1843) written mainly for the purpose of defending Turner against his critics.
But from the first Ruskin's conception of art

ers

involved a consideration of the relation of art

tific

life. Assuming, in accordance with the orthodox romantic tradition, that the art of a people
is the expression of its national character and
that art should serve moral and social as well as

upon the preparation of its citizens for the task of

purely aesthetic ends, his writings dealt largely
with social, economic and moral principles. The

governing. Accordingly in his

"Address to the
People of the United States" and in his "Plan of

quintessence of his artistic doctrine is given in
the famous chapter on the nature of Gothic

a Federal University" (both reprinted in American Historical Association, Papers^ vol. iv, 1890,

architecture

p. 169-72, 172-75) he urged a national system of
education based upon state supported schools

sequently reprinted by William Morris at the

tional interests.

One

of the outstanding proponents of scieneducation, Rush believed that the success
of a democratic government was dependent

and culminating

in a

national

university,

a

graduate school in which students would be
trained for holding public office. The curriculum

was to consist of modern languages, law,

politics,

history, agriculture and commercial sciences.
Rush was in general opposed to the classical

content of contemporary education, which he
regarded as undemocratic, and in "An Inquiry
into the Utility of a Knowledge of the Latin and

Greek Languages" (reprinted

in his Essays,

to

which appeared

Venice (3 vols.,

in his

The Stones of

London 1851-53) and was sub-

Kelmscott Press. His growing interest in strictly
economic and social questions is indicated in his
The Political Economy of Art (London 1857) and
still more strikingly in the series of books written
in the i86o's which began with his famous diatribe on the classical economists, Unto This Last

(London

1862).

Committed

to the doctrine that

economics must be conceived in terms of human
welfare, he denied that the mere exchange, of
goods apart from their production could rightfully "breed" in such a way as to yield interest.

Rush
His economic writings were

fiercely attacked at

first appearance, but they have
exercised a wide influence on subsequent eco-

the time of their

nomic thought. During this period Ruskin also
turned his attention to practical social reforms,
helping Octavia Hill in her efforts to establish
model lodging houses, starting his scheme for
the provision of work for the unemployed in
cleaning the streets and in similar activities and
teaching art at F. D. Maurice's Working Men's
College. In 1871 he took a further important
step

by beginning

his extraordinary

miscellany, Fors Clavigera (8 vols.,

monthly
Orpington

1871-84), in which he appealed directly to the
class and bade men realize the dignity

working

of productive labor and by ordering their lives
after a simpler fashion escape from the false
complexities of the modern economic system.

In connection with this new appeal he launched
in 1871 his Guild of St. George, endowing it
with a tithe of his fortune. Through this body
he endeavored to promote model farming, the
revival of village industries and a reform of the
educational system; and while most of his experiments led to no lasting result, he undoubtedly gave great stimulus to the movement for
the revival of handicraft. In 1870 he had become
professor of fine arts at Oxford University, and
band of dis-

his lectures there attracted a large
ciples. In his economic thought

Ruskm was
greatly influenced by his friend Thomas Carlyle,
and he exerted a profound influence on William
Morris and through him on the wider socialist
movement. Politically Ruskin was opposed to
parliamentary reform on the ground that reform
must be individual rather than political. He
called himself a Tory, but he was also prepared
to accept the name of socialist. Above all he was
a preacher declaiming, in terms reminiscent of
an earlier generation of romantic mediaevahsts,
against the injustice and poverty of life which
he found to be characteristic of industrialized
society and endeavoring to inspire men by setting before them the ideals that he conceived to
be embodied in the great art and architecture of

the past.

G. D. H. COLE
Works: Works, ed. by E. T. Cook and Alexander
vols. (London 1903-12).

Wedderburn, 39

Consult: Collingwood, W. G., The Life of John Ruskin
(2nd ed. London 1902); Williams-Ellis, A, The

Tragedy of John Ruskin (London 1928); Hobson,
J. A., John Ruskin, Social Reformer (Boston 1898);
Needham, H. A., Le dtveloppement de Vesthttique
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de Ruskin (Pans 1909); Ladd, H.
The Victorian
,
Morality of Art; an Analysis of Ruskin's Esthetic (NewYork 1932), Cook, E. T., The Life of John Ruskin,
2 vols (London 1911), Gaily, Hennette, Ruskin et
I'esth&ique intuitive (Paris 1933).

RUSSELL, JOHN,

FIRST EARL (1792-1878),

British statesman. Russell inherited a

was "a programme in itself," for
long been champions of liberty.
birth,

he entered Parliament

at

name that

had
from
twenty and rehis family

A Whig

mained there for no less than sixty-five years,
from 1812 to 1 86 1 in the House of Commons
and after his elevation to an earldom in the

House of Lords. He grew up to regard Great
Britain as the champion and schoolmaster of
Europe, and when in the name of Great Britain
he hectored other powers he not infrequently
offended foreign statesmen who had no special
reverence for the Glorious Revolution of 1688.

United

Italy

owed much

to him.

He first

broke

the concert of Europe by justifying rebellion on
the principles of 1688 and then, moved by a
private appeal, refused to join France in confining Garibaldi to Sicily. On the other hand, he

must share in the responsibility for the outbreak
of the Crimean War and for the Danish disaster
of 1864.

From

1831,

when

his

name

stood for parlia-

mentary reform, to 1866, when he ceased to be
prime minister, Russell's personality was of
immense importance to social progress at home.
Apart from the measures he promoted his very
existence helped to avert a revolution. He
furthered justice to the Irish, municipal reform,
popular education, colonial expansion, ecclesireform, control of factories, cheaper
postage, abolition of the corn laws the redress
of every privileged abuse. He was instrumental
astical

in founding the University of London, which
embodied many of his ideas. But electoral reform through the widening of the parliamentary

franchise remains the outstanding achievement
of his long career: he changed a small and partial

measure into a broad one based on principle and
secured

its

passage into law.

By extending the

constitution to half a million property holders
Great Britain, thanks to Russell, secured for

many

years immunity from continental revo-

lutions.

W.

F.

REDDAWAY

Works: Recollections and Suggestions, 1813-1873 (London 1875), Selections from Speeches
1817 to
.

.

.

1841, and from Despatches, l8$Q to 1865, 2 vols.
(London 1 870); Early Correspondence of Lord John
Russell, 1805-40, ed. by Rollo Russell, 2 vols. (London
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The Later Correspondence of Lord John Russell,
1840-1878, ed. by G. P. Gooch, 2 vols. (London
1913);

1925)-

Consult: Walpole, Spencer, The Life of Lord John
,
(2nd ed. London 1889), Tilby, A.
Lord John Russell; a Study in Civil and Rehgious
Liberty (London 1930), Morrell, W. P., British

W

Russell, 2 vols.

Colonial Policy in the

Age

of Peel

and Russell (Oxford

1930), especially chs. ix-xx; Cecil, Algernon, British

Foreign Secretaries, 1807-1916 (London 1927) ch.

is

generally

employed with reference

to the process of radical

change

in the social

of the Rusorganization, culture and mentality
sian people which began in 1917. This revolu-

and
psychological factors peculiar to Russia. Indeed
it should be regarded not as an isolated historical
phenomenon but as a stage in a process which
tion has been

shaped by the

historical, social

ha^jpontmued since the early eighteenth century.
In the reign of Peter the Great an effort was
made to Europeanize the political and economic
of the country, a radical attempt considerthe
ing the structure of European society and
narrow scope of international interdependence
life

two hundred years ago. In a Eurasian country
weighted down by intellectual lethargy and by
the ritualistic immobility of the Eastern church
the structure of the state the armed forces,
the civil administration and the courts was
changed

to

conform to European standards,

while trade and industry were artificially stimulated. A discordant element was thus introduced
into Russian life, provoking a movement of deep
unrest which was to grow in intensity with the
passage of time. In the course of the following
century western ideas spread to the aristocracy
attached to the new court at St. Petersburg,
while the gentry, the clergy and the masses re-

mained

untouched.

Consequently
there developed a profound estrangement between state and society, between the government
and the people. Peter i, whom the opponents of
westernization held responsible for this break in
relatively

historical continuity,

was regarded

as the Beast

of the Apocalypse. Since the Petrine reforms

were necessitated by military and

financial

subordinaexigencies, they resulted in complete
tion of the national life to the needs of the state,

above all of its army. Fiscal requirements aggravated the burdens of serfdom, which in the
reign of Catherine II approximated outright
slavery.

In its first stage the revolution in Russia extended only to the state apparatus and the
aristocracy; in the second stage, which began
insurrection of a group of

,

RUSSIAN REVOLUTION. The term Russian
Revolution

Russia, assumed dangerous proportions, although lack of intelligent leadership doomed it
to failure.

iv;

and Masterman, J. H. B., A Century of
British Foreign Policy (London 191?) P> H-22, Reid,
S. J., Lord John Russell (London 1895).

Gooch, G. P

discontented, and Pugachov's rebellion (1773which spread throughout southeastern

74),

The

peasantry became more and

more

army officers

1825, the pivotal position was
the intelligentsia, a product of the

tber,

:upied by
closer intellectual contact with western

Europe

Napoleonic wars. By the latter half of
the reign of Alexander I the younger generation
of the nobility and of the rising middle class had
begun to study the idealistic philosophy of Gerafter the

many and the writings of the early socialist
thinkers of France. Recoiling from the degradation and pettiness of Russian public life they
yearned for the freedom and intellectual inWest. But they were helpless; the
government responded with rigorous repression
and the masses remained out of reach. Alienated
tegrity of the

from the masses and excluded from participation in public affairs, the Russian intelligentsia
was left to its own devices, to engage in the everlasting quest for the meaning of "the Russian
development, the Russian national idea." Thus
there emerged the eternal student and the professional revolutionary, two characteristic Rus-

sian types. For the eighteenth century antagonism between the government and the people the
cleavages between the state, the intelligentsia
and the masses were now substituted.

The development of the Russian intelligentsia
was conditioned by its isolation from business
and public life and by its psychological make up.

The members

of this class, catholic in their

and sympathies, cherished lofty ideals
but remained entirely ignorant of the prosaic
interests

aspects

of existence; they

demanded

all

or

nothing, scorned gradual, concrete achievement
to fatalistic despair. The moveof the intelligentsia resembled nothing so
much as a permanent discussion club, where

and were prone

ment

ecstatic speeches

about the magnificent future

offered an escape from harsh reality. An outstanding manifestation of this utopiamsm was

the unwarranted idealization of the masses, escommon both to
pecially the peasants. This was
the westernists, who looked toward Europe for
inspiration and guidance, and to the Slavophiles,

who saw

in the spiritual and social peculiarities
of Russia a substitute, universally valid, for the
decaying civilization of the West. The Slave-

Russian Revolution

Russell

no more contact with Russian reality
than the westernists; their Russia was an apolitical community of love and freedom, a kingdom of God prepared by God's chosen people,
philes had

as

professed

extreme utilitarianism and submitted all matters
to the acid test of reason. But the nihilist predisposition to a sober view of reality was soon over-

end

its

separated

known

it

dynamic economy and buttressed
In order to raise the

annuities and

it

vested control of the land in the

commune, thus hindering the adoption

of a

progressive agricultural technique. Peasant hostility to the state did not abate; the peasantry did

of the intelligentsia to

bridge the gulf which
from the masses. The movement

isolation,

in a

free public opinion.

country serfdom was abolished in 1861. But like
most post-Petrine reforms this measure was inadequate; it burdened the peasant with heavy

Throughout the nineteenth century the rootof the intelligentsia was challenged

whelmed by the longing

was
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society of the West, rooted

efficiency of the army and the civil administration and to increase the taxable capacity of the

less idealism

who

it

by a

the Russians.

only by the nihilists of the i86o's

new

contrast to the

not become prosperous, while the landed nobility decayed. Reforms touching upon every
phase of public life were enacted in the decade

to

"going to the people" was particularly
it failed to attain any concrete results largely because of the distrust and
inertia of the masses. In their desperation many
of the intelligentsia then turned to terrorism,
as

following emancipation, but they were oriented
a narrow view of the aims of the state and

strong in the 1870*8;

upon

did not greatly improve the

lot

of the masses

or enhance the initiative and self-reliance of the
individual. The best intentioned reforms lost

typically a weapon of the self-sacrificing idealistic individual; this form of struggle was of

their effectiveness for lack of suitable persons to

the new positions in the reorganized administration. After the "era of reforms" public

however, for terrorist
organizations were undermined by harsh governmental repression and by the corruption in-

fill

herent in large scale conspiratorial operations.
Whether committed to terrorist action or choos-

these were "gray days" dominated by a total
absence of any sense of social purpose and crea-

ing the slower processes of underground propaganda and education, the Russian intelligentsia
persisted in idealizing the peasantry and its
communal form of agrarian organization; the
latter was viewed as the survival of an early
agrarian communism, a bulwark against the infiltration of western capitalism and a basis for
future socialist organization on the land. Zemlya
i volya (Land and liberty), the slogan of the
populists in the late 1870*5, was the basis of the

tive labor. Literature

gions pioneer colonies, which developed into

subsequent demand for socialization of the land
and convocation of a constituent assembly. Such
were the planks in the platform of the Socialist
Revolutionary party, which dominated the po-

prosperous communistic settlements. Many
more, obeying the letter of the Gospel, abandoned their families and worldly possessions and
wandered as "holy tramps" over the immense

slight

litical

practical

activity

value,

of the

intelligentsia

from

its

formal organization in the early years of the
twentieth century until November, 1917.
The development of the Russian state during
the nineteenth century failed to keep pace with
the times. While the governments of Peter I and

Catherine n were comparable in their efficiency
to those of western Europe, the state under
Nicholas I was still a centralized eighteenth
century autocracy, lagging far behind the new
states of western Europe which emerged after
the French
wars.

The

Revolution and the Napoleonic
was revealed in the

extent of this lag

Crimean War. The backwardness of the
patriarchal structure of Russia appeared

largely
in sharp

life

reached what was probably

and of the

society

its

lowest ebb:

became an indictment of

intolerable hopelessness of

middle class life, especially in the provinces.
While the peasantry distrusted the intelligentsia as an offspring of the hated landowning
gentry,

it

listened to the teachings of dissident
Those sectarians whose social

religious sects.

ideology was molded by a literal interpretation
of the Gospel established in the outlying re-

.

steppes of Russia, spreading the anarchistic
message of a struggle against the state and the
church, the servants of the Antichrist, the two

horns of the Apocalyptic Beast. In the face of
these doctrines of spontaneous peasant origin,
preached in a language which the peasant could
easily

understand, the

official

church, com-

pletely devoid of social vision, and its illiterate
village priests could offer no impressive resistance.

As

in

seventeenth

century

Eng-

land, religious dissidence operated as a revolutionizing factor, giving voice and form to the

discontent caused by ruthless exploitation and
extreme poverty. The peasantry was transformed into a revolutionary class with great
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potentialities

if

forthcoming; in

proper leadership were
absence peasant risings could

the

its

easily be localized and suppressed, as were the
numerous outbreaks in the second half of the

nineteenth century.

party.

The

quarter century preceding 1905 was a
period of rapid industrialization and urbanization in Russia. Industry made great advances

with the aid of French, Belgian, British and
German capital, and the upper middle class
prospered at the expense of the exploited working masses. Yet basically the country remained
backward. Neither its social structure nor the
production of raw materials was correlated
with a high rate of industrialization and urbanization. Agriculture, the major branch of
production, continued to stagnate; a large proportion of the agricultural output, drained off

by the semifeudal landowners and the state, was
sold abroad to service government loans and
foreign investments, while the countryside was
devastated by recurring famines and the living
standards of the urban masses were kept very
low. The Manchurian War of 1904 revealed the
inner weaknesses of Russia as mercilessly as the
Crimean War had done half a century before.

The state was doomed but was kept alive by the
inertia and feebleness of the opposition. The
only classes which supported the autocratic
monarchy were the nobility and the upper
clergy,

and

both

in

an advanced stage of economic
The czar's alliance with the

spiritual decay.

had completely estranged the peasant
masses, and the policy of Russification pushed
the numerous non-Russian nationalities settled
nobility

within the empire into the

of the opposi-

camp

tion.

By 1905, when Russia entered upon the third
stage of the revolution, there were four congroups. On the right autocracy was supported by the landed nobility and the high
flicting

clergy, which were represented after 1905 by
several reactionary parties. The middle classes,
interested in stimulating the capitalistic develop-

ment of the country, aspired to a more or less
liberal constitutional monarchy on the German
or the English model. The upper bourgeoisie
in the Octobrist party with the

was organized

czar's manifesto of

October

17,

1905 (this and

all subsequent dates follow the Julian calendar
used in Russia until 1918), as its platform, while

the great mass of merchants, manufacturers,

gentry and bourgeois professionals was
mobilized under the banner of the Constituliberal

tional

and economic demands of the peasantry and the
majority of the intelligentsia, in so far as they
could be formulated definitely, were embodied
in the program of the Socialist Revolutionary

Democratic party (Kadets).

The

political

At the extreme left there was the induswhich by the end of the nine-

trial proletariat,

teenth century began to form a distinct class
conscious of its differences from the peasantry
and giving pronounced indications of industrial
unrest.

The views of this class were expressed by
who had been active in

the Russian Marxists,

underground propaganda and organization since
the early i88o's. In 1898 they formed the Social
Democratic Labor party of Russia, which split
in 1903 into a right wing (Menshevik) led by
Martov and a left wing (Bolshevik) under Lenin.
While the latter demanded a highly centralized

party with a small
revolutionists,

membership of professional
Martov favored a loosely organ-

ized mass party paralleling the western Social
Democracies. The national minorities were

represented by numerous political associations,
some of which were affiliated with the liberal
opposition; most of them, however, were bound
by programmatic and personal ties to the revo-

lutionary left.
The revolution of 1905, which followed upon
a year of widespread agrarian and industrial
unrest, began with the Bloody

Sunday of Janmass of unarmed workers, with the
clergyman Gapon at their head, marched to the
palace to present a petition to the czar and were
fired upon by the troops in an act of wanton
uary

A

9.

cruelty typical of the last phases of Russian

autocracy. Peasant uprisings and workers' political strikes

broke out throughout the country

and sections of the army and navy appeared to
be infected with the revolutionary virus. But the
autocracy did not yield; in a spirit of doubtful wisdom it aroused the anarchic instincts of
the masses against the intelligentsia, the cultured classes and the Jews, and a wave of po-

groms swept over Russia. In
soviet,

or council

oi"

May

the

first

workers' deputies, was

organized in Ivanovo- Voznesensk, an important
center of the textile industry, with a view t<x
directing the city wide strike. Similar bodies

were

later

formed

in a

number

of other

cities.

Of these

the most important was the St. Petersburg Soviet, in which Trotsky was the leading
spirit; it was created in October and functioned

two months before its entire membership
arrested. In October a general strike
paralyzed the country; and the governmem.
for

was

finally

capitulated,

promulgating

the

czar's

Russian Revolution
manifesto which promised civil liberties and
conferred legislative authority upon the elective

Duma

conceived originally as a purely ad-

visory assembly.

The October
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soviet a pattern for the future organization of the
urban masses and demonstrated the necessity of

collaboration between the city worker

peasant. Furthermore

and the
widened the gulf bewings in the revolution-

it

manifesto marked the peak of
the 1905 revolution, after which the revolutionary tide receded. The armed insurrection of
Moscow workers in December lasted for eight

tween the right and left
ary camp. The right persisted

days but was drowned in blood by loyal troops;
the middle classes hastened to make their peace
with the government, and the latter gradually
withdrew its concessions. The powers of the
Duma were greatly curtailed; and Prime Minister Witte, who was ready to cooperate with the
liberal bourgeoisie, was dismissed Despite the

bourgeois democratic republic and blamed the
failure of the 1905 revolution in part upon
radical extremism which alarmed the middle

it was
restrictions upon suffrage to the Duma
neither equal nor direct and despite the boycott of the elections to the First Duma by all the

socialist groups, the overwhelming majority of
both the First and the Second Duma stood in
opposition to the government. In 1907 after the
dissolution of the Second Duma, which like the
first survived only for a few months, the electoral law was changed by the sole authority of
the czar and in violation of the constitution
(Fundamental Laws) which he had granted; the
representation of the peasants, workers and non-

Russian nationalities was sharply reduced.
The 1905 revolution culminated in "a constitutional monarchy under an autocratic czar,"

but
its

was not due

to the strength of the rethe contrary, the latter evidenced all
characteristic weaknesses: stubborn ad-

this

gime.

On

herence to entirely obsolete forms; tardy and
unsuccessful halfway measures adopted under
strong pressure to win support and to play one
group of opponents against another only to
betray both as soon as such a course seemed
safe; selection of an incapable personnel for the
execution of vital policies. But the enemies of
autocracy were united only in their negative
attitude to the government; the middle classes
dreaded the specter of a social revolution, while
the revolutionary movement itself was immature
and weakened by the failure to cement an
alliance between the peasantry and the urban
proletariat.

Although apparently it had failed, the 1905
revolution was in effect a huge dress rehearsal of
the outbreak which came a decade later. The experience of 1905-07 served as an inspiration to
the masses of workers and peasants and the nonRussian nationalities; it aroused them from
their lethargy and taught them lessons which
could not easily be forgotten. It created in the

in its belief that

the scope of the revolutionary transformation
should be restricted to the establishment of a

classes.

The

firmed in

its

left

wing, on the other hand, con-

distrust of the

middle

class,

made

the union of the proletariat with the land hungry
peasantry a basic element of its ideology.

The postrevolutionary era was marked by
severe political reaction. The government, under
the premiership of Stolipin for the first five
was supported by the strong right maof the Third Duma (1907-12) and the
Fourth Duma (1912-17) in following a policy of
repression and of aggressive nationalism both at
home and abroad. Where it was not completely
exterminated by main force, the revolutionary
movement was infested with spies and corrupted
years,

jorities

by agents provocateurs in the pay of the secret
police. The numerous non-Russian nationalities,
relegated to an inferior rank, underwent a process of forced Russification which frustrated
the cultural development and the economic advancement of these peoples. Russian foreign
policy was calculated to provide a link between autocracy on the one hand and the
bourgeoisie and conservative intelligentsia on
the other. It was oriented upon amity with western nations, on whose capital markets government and industry depended for loans, and upon
expansion in the east. In particular the annexation of Constantinople and the Straits was designed not merely to satisfy the craving for imperial

aggrandizement but also to

fulfil

the old

dream of regaining Byzantium, the source of
ancient Russian culture and religion. The dumas
sought to strengthen the army in order to avoid
the humiliating defeats of the past, but, as later
events proved, an autocratic and bureaucratic

regime which retarded the material advancement and spiritual emancipation of the masses
could not prepare the country for the rigors of
modern warfare. The peasant and the worker
were not imbued with the spirit of self-conscious

modern nationalism which would make them
willing to bear for long the terrible sacrifices de-

manded by

war.

The

Russian masses and the

subject nationalities were kept outside the orbit
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of Russian nationalism.

The

social structure of

Russia was top-heavy a condition which explains the easy susceptibility of Russia to revolutionary upheavals.
The economic structure of Russia was like-

wise unmtegrated and top-heavy. Unlike the
western countries, Russia did not experience the
comparatively slow transition from a handicraft

economy through the factory system to full
fledged industrialism. There was consequently
between the base of the Russian
economy, which comprised a rather primitive
agriculture and peasant handicraft, and the
modern industrial giants at the top, which had
been built up with the aid of government subsidies and investments of foreign capital. Even
considered by itself Russian industrialism was
correlation

little

extremely unbalanced. Although railway construction was pushed forward, the transportation
system was not sufficiently developed to overcome the separation of the natural reservoirs of

or exile and revolutionary party organizations
were destroyed or crippled, new revolutionary
forces were slowly being trained in the country.

In 1912 the excesses of the government in sup-

Lena gold fields
aroused widespread indignation. And from 1912
on there was an increasingly large number of
pressing the strike in the

seven months of
1914 over a million workers; in these disputes

strikes, involving in the first

political

demands were

more important

often

than purely economic issues.

The World War, which might have diverted
growing internal tension into other channels,
served only to reveal the corruption and inefficiency of the existing regime.

The

develop-

ment of Russian industry and transportation
was insufficient to meet the demand for highly
mechanized equipment and for the swift movement of large contingents of troops and supplies.

The

court, isolated

realities, failed to

from contact with

appreciate the gravity of the

fuel

and of industrial raw materials. There was
moreover a perennial shortage of skilled labor

situation confronting the country. The ministers, selected by a court camarilla which re-

adaptable to modern industrial technique. It
cannot be denied, however, that Russian indus-

garded even the overwhelmingly reactionary
Duma as a radical body, lacked energy and
training for the tasks before them; indeed it was
scarcely to be expected that they could develop
such qualities when their tenure of office was
dependent upon the whim of an autocrat surrounded by court intrigue. Some of them lacked
simple honesty and would have been a dangerous burden even in times of peace. The cleavage

had made great strides forward. Agriculture
from Stolipin's reforms of 1906,
which favored the dissolution of land communes
and provided for the abolition of the system of
scattered and intermixed allotments. The economic freedom thus conferred upon the more
try

benefited

prosperous peasant strengthened his position,
but the bulk of the peasants appeared in contrast poorer than ever. Gram trade was imfacilities were provided and
was growing quite rapidly; but

proved, better credit
rural cooperation

many
ficial

vast

years were required to diffuse the beneeffects of these developments through the

mass of the peasantry.

However slow and uneven, the modernization
of Russian economy and the relative prosperity
which it enjoyed
the years 1908-14 served to

m

lessen the inertia of the people and to make them
more receptive to political and economic education.

At the same time the masses became more

easily accessible to tfce intelligentsia.

Although

some

of the latter were driven in despair to
the sensuality of Sanin or the mystical Slavophilism of Vekht, many of those who persevered
found a new outlet for their idealistic devotion
to the people in the cooperative

the trade unions tolerated

movement, in
by the government

1906 and in the workers' sick benefit soprovided by the law of 1912. Thus, while
the leaders of the 1905 revolution were in prison
after

cieties

between state and society, lessened in the years
of peaceful prosperity and spanned in the outburst of national feeling which characterized the
first months of the war, soon reappeared and
grew ever deeper. The mass of the people were
subjected to increasing hardships. In the army
an incompetent and heartless corps of officers
sacrificed millions of men and called for larger
and larger supplies of human cannon fodder.
The fields and factories were stripped of their

trained workers, while the peasant soldiers, in-

adequately supplied with munitions, longed for
home. By the winter of 1916 military defeats,
growing economic chaos and the shortage of
foodstuffs in important centers

dangerous
jper

instability.

The

classes in the high

had produced a

confidence of the

army command, the

and the ministry was definitely shaken;
id the conviction became widespread that the
itherland was menaced more by internal foes
furt

by the attacking armies.
Russian autocracy collapsed

fhan

1917,

in

February,

and within a few months nothing

re-

Russian Revolution
mained of the state built up by such strong and
able monarchs as Ivan the Terrible and Peter
the Great.

The

personality of Nicholas

II,

the

decadence of the nobility and the weakness of
the upper bourgeoisie played their part; but the
fundamental cause of the crash was the fact that
the Russian political and social system could
withstand the pressure of modern civilization no
more successfully than could the archaic Ottoman Empire. Russia had not experienced the
process of national integration which molded the
destinies of all European states after the French

Revolution.

The

poverty and

illiteracy

of the
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army was making common
cause with the workers, the outcome of the

that the peasant

February outbreak was decided.
While the old government was overthrown,
there was as yet no leadership capable of setting

up

a

new government. The provisional comDuma, motivated by the desire to

mittee of the

assure continuation of the war and stabilization

of the social order, implored the autocrat to
grant reforms; as the unrest developed it spared

no effort to save the monarchy. But the czar
abdicated in favor of his brother, who hesitated
to accept the crown without the consent of a

The Duma committee

people and the weakness of the bourgeoisie gave
the Russian Revolution its chance. The mass
of Russians were not allowed to share in shaping
the destinies of their country and consequently
did not develop that sense of responsibility for
and loyalty to the whole which characterizes a

1905
pattern was organized under the guidance of
the moderate socialist parties. These were not

modern nation. Russia typified not so much a
modern nation state as a semicolomal country

assure the

exploited by western capitalism with the aid
of its own government and tipper classes; its
antimonarchist revolution was therefore bound

on the

color of an anti-imperialist rebellion. But the revolution led also to the seces-

to take

sion of territories settled
alities;

by non-Russian nation-

for with regard to these as well as to

its

Asiatic neighbors Russia had played the part of
an imperialist colonizer. For many reasons

Russia was the weakest link in the chain of
European capitalism and imperialism.
The overthrow of the czarist government

constituent assembly.

was thus

forced, in order to avert chaos, to
undertake the creation of a new government.

A

workers' and soldiers' soviet after the

prepared to assume
to support a

Thus

full

power; they hastened to

Duma committee of their willingness
government formed by

there

came

it.

into existence the first Pro-

Government, whose authority was
quickly recognized by the administrative apparatus of the old regime and by foreign coun-

visional

was headed by Prince Lvov, who was
widely known as chairman of the Union of
Zemstvos, a vast organization which assisted the
government in provisioning the army and caring
tries. It

for

and

its

wounded; and

liberal

it

included conservative

representatives

Xiiddle classes and one right

of

wing

the

educated

socialist

The

Russian revolu- /two outstanding personalities in the new set up
tion, which under the conditions then existing-' were Milmkov and Kerensky. The former,
leader of the Kadets and foremost parliamentary
proceeded logically and irresistibly to its coninitiated the fourth stage of the

summation

in the establishment of Soviet rule in

October, 1917.

The

first

manifestation of mass

came on February 23 in the form of a
demonstration in the principal streets of Petrograd by working class women who were turned
action

after they had stood in line
many hours to purchase bread. Within two
days a spontaneous mass outbreak developed;
organized revolutionary leadership was entirely
absent, but under conditions of fundamental instability the chaos was bound to increase rapidly.
If the government had not been in the hands of

away empty handed
for

the autocrat and his inept ministers it might
still have saved the situation, for the time being
at least, by far reaching concessions coupled
with energetic action But the estrangement between the autocracy and the people had reached

the point where a rapprochement was no longer
possible. In a

few days, when

it

became

clear

critic of the slackness and stupidity of the czarist
government in the prosecution of the \var, ap-

parently believed that the elimination of autocracy would strengthen Russia's will and capacity for war As minister of foreign affairs he
continued to stress the necessity of a decisive
victory and of the fulfilment of Russia's historic

mission in the annexation of Constantinople and
the Straits. Kerensky, a brilliant young lawyer
who had defended the Lena strikers in 1912, a
member of the Duma and a vice president of the

Petrograd Soviet, was the only member of the
government whom the masses trusted at the
outset. But Kerensky 's grasp of the situation was
no more realistic than that of his colleagues; like
the other right wing socialists, he believed in the
existence

of

a

nationally

conscious

Russian

people willing to continue the war and therefore
convinced of the necessity of preserving the
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framework of orderly government inherited
from the autocratic regime.
Like many of the liberals and Socialist Revo-

ing an integrating national consciousness the
downfall of the only legitimate and traditional
unifying institution, the autocracy, inevitably

ized the Russian masses, their patriotism and
their innate maturity and shaped its policies to a

led to anarchy. The ruling classes of the old
order were distrusted and despised by the
masses. The leading bourgeois groups, lacking

preconceived pattern of national democratic
It was moreover pushed in the

were too

lutionaries, the Provisional

Government

ideal-

revolution.

wrong

direction

by the

official

and

unofficial

representatives of the Allied countries, who not
only failed to understand the trend of events but

the authority which the autocracy had enjoyed,
inefficient or too weak to produce a

coherent and devoted

elite

able to salvage the

country from the chaos of war and revolution
which undermined the defective structure of
the state. Once the restraint of centuries was re-

were astonishingly devoid of sympathy with
the Russian people, regarding Russia merely as a
tool to be used in the achievement of their own

moved, "direct action" in industry, on the land
and in the army became the order of the day.

war aims. For eight months the growing restlessness of the workers and peasants compelled

The soldiers longed for peace, the peasants
coveted the landed estates and the workers

also

frequent shifts to the left in the composition of
the government and in its program, but these
came always too late to effect a permanent adjustment. The first such change occurred during
the week ending May 6, when the Kadet
Miliukov and the Octobrist Guchkov, the two

members prominently associated with the policy
of war for imperialist ends, were replaced by

pressed for the control of industry.

Any

well

group under energetic leadership with an
understanding of these demands which in seizing power would give some promise of their
knit

fulfilment could direct the course of the revolu-

Eventually power passed into the hands of
the Bolsheviks, the one party which had a clear
program and a definite line of action. In contion.

Chernov, leader of the Socialist Revolutionaryparty and advocate of land socialization, and the
Menshevik Tseretelli, the strongest man in the

since 1903

Petrograd Soviet.

Lenin,

Both in Petrograd and in the provinces, which
quickly and spontaneously followed the example
of the capital, the Provisional Government en-

ture of a socialist and internationalist society
with an astute understanding of the exigencies

formity with the principles advocated by Lenin
it was an organization of picked men

united by strict discipline. At its head stood
who combined a fervent faith in the fu-

of the immediate situation and of the psychology

joyed only such power as was vouchsafed it by
the Soviets of workers' and soldiers' deputies.

of the Russian masses.

For the masses made the revolution against the
wishes of the Duma, from which the Provisional
Government issued; and they recognized only

a position of leadership, other groups which
formerly had been sympathetic to the revolu-

the authority of their representatives organized
into Soviets, considering the latter the guaidian of the revolution. At first soviet leadership was
right

wmg

in

the hands of Mensheviks and

Socialist Revolutionaries,

who were

ready to cooperate with the government. But
these groups could no more control movements

from below than could the government itself. In
the following months the masses veered rapidly
to the left from their original toleration of a defensive war and a bourgeois government with a
minority of moderate socialists; the executive
committees of the Soviets, which reflected this
trend albeit tardily, could moderate its violence
and delay its culmination but were powerless to
check or reverse it.
While a semblance of order was thus preserved, the situation was fundamentally unstable. In a vast country characteristically lack-

While the Bolsheviks were manoeuvring

into

tionary cause turned against it. In the first
month of the upheaval class distinctions were

submerged in a wave of universal jubilation and
general fraternization. The bourgeois intellectuals welcomed the revolution as the realization
of a seemingly lost hope. The comparative
bloodlessness of the change was hailed as evidence of its superiority over the French Revolution

and

as proof of the nobility of the Russian

The

future of Russia appeared bright and
the ally of western democracies it was
engaged in a war to destroy Prussian militarism
and to liberate the enslaved nationalities of
soul.

clear: as

and as the foremost representait was fulfilling its
mission in the spirit of love. But this dream was
ended abruptly; when the revolution passed the
point at which they should have liked it to stop,
the intellectuals were driven to counter-revolution. It would be unfair to say that they were
central Europe,

tive of the Slavic tradition

Russian Revolution
animated solely or even largely by the desire for
the preservation of their vested interests. To
many of them who were brought up to revere
revolutionary ideals and

who had

always longed

for a revolution in Russia the turn of events

and

involved profound personal
were frightened by the chaos and

their reaction to

it

tragedy. They
cultural barbarism

which appeared about them
and were horrified by the instincts of the primitive masses,

now

unleashed.

They became

sin-

cerely convinced that the old order, despite all
its defects, was infinitely preferable to the chaos

and ugliness of the rule of Smerdyakov. The
Russian intelligentsia remained true to tradition:
once more it recoiled from the realities of life,
thereby losing its power to shape them.

The groups

of socialist intelligentsia fared

little better. The largest among them, organized
in the Socialist Revolutionary party, had for
nearly half a century fought for the socialization

of land and the convocation of a constituent asIt

now seemed

that the

work of three

sembly.
generations had borne fruit, for the masses
adopted these demands as their own. At the
first

All Russian Congress of Soviets in June,

1917, the Socialist Revolutionaries in combination with the Mensheviks still controlled a

majority of the delegates. This appeared to be
the correct historical moment for the realization

of their program, but they delayed action from

month

The

to month.

difficulties

and problems

involved were grave, and the longer they were
discussed the more insuperable they seemed.
leaders knew too much and doubted too
much; the masses knew nothing but demanded
swift action. Chernov appeared to have grasped

The
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government in which he was the most prominent
figure suppressed an uprising of Petrograd
workers. The insurrection had developed from a
spontaneous demonstration against the Kerensky offensive; and although the Bolsheviks
considered it premature, they assumed the
leadership after its inception. A few days later,
on Prince Lvov's resignation, Kerensky became
prime minister and in fact dictator of Russia.
But the All Russian Conference, convened by
the government in Moscow on August 12, revealed the weakness of his position. A fortnight later the attempt at a counter-revolution
led by chief of the army command, General

Kornilov, marked the turning point. Although
Kerensky, who was Kornilov's immediate superior, was finally forced to take an open stand
against the latter, Kerensky's vacillation made
the ambiguity of his standpoint even more pro-

nounced.

The Soviets

rallied to

Kerensky's sup-

port and "saved" the Provisional Government;
but the respect of both radicals and conservatives
for Kerensky was irretrievably lost, the army became completely disorganized and the Soviets
moved farther to the left.
In the meantime Trotsky, who together with

the group of united Social Democrats (Mezhrayontsi) had joined the Bolshevik party in July and

was rapidly becoming a most influential figure
in the left wing, was elected president of the
Petrograd Soviet. Together with Lenin, who
had put forward the slogan "All power to the
Soviets" immediately upon his arrival in Petro-

drafted a law for the socializa-

grad early in April, Trotsky insisted, against the
advice of other Bolshevik leaders, that the
proper time had arrived for the seizure of power
on behalf of the Soviets It was Trotsky who

tion of agricultural land, but the Allies put all
their influence against it, arguing that nothing

created the Military Revolutionary Committee
of the Petrograd Soviet and obtained complete

to divert energy from the successful prosecution of the war. This attitude
the Provisional Government and
prevailed

control of the garrison and the arms of Petrograd. In October all Russia was aware that a
Bolshevik insurrection in the capital was im-

the situation

He

should be done

m

sealed

its fate: for

the Russian masses the revo-

lution took precedence over war.
Kerensky tried to find a middle road

When

it occurred on October 25, the
Government was overthrown as
the czarist government had been eight

Provisional

between

the two but failed in this impossible task and
lost the confidence of both the middle classes

and the masses. From March to July he had
drawn to himself the hopes and the love of the
majority of the people, yet a few months later his
power collapsed

pending.

like that of the czar in the pre-

ceding February. In June Kerensky carried out

an extraordinary oratorical campaign which
galvanized the army into action, but the offensive collapsed after a fortnight. In early July the

easily as

months before. But whereas the February rising
had been entirely spontaneous and unorganized,
in October the masses were led by the Bolshevik
party with Lenin at its head. When the government headquarters in the Winter Palace were
occupied by a detachment of Kronstadt

sailors,

the second All Russian Soviet Congress, which
convened in Petrograd on the day of the insurrection, declared that all

power was now

trans-

ferred to the Soviets of workers', soldiers'

and
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peasants' deputies. Through their chosen representatives the Russian masses had assumed the

government of the country. In the midst of complete chaos a group of men breaking entirely
with the past and filled with a fanatical faith in
the future had taken

upon

itself

the gigantic task

of creating a new order
While other parties allowed themselves to be

dragged along in the wake of the revolutionary
process, Lenm had the courage to accept the
dynamics of the revolution and to put the
Bolshevik party
the lead. His own views al-

m

lowed him easily to adopt the demands of the
masses and to become their mouthpiece. There
were four major problems which determined the
unfolding of the revolution war, land, control of
industry and the status of the non-Russian na-

Lenin could sponsor wholeheartedly
the demand for an immediate peace. Whereas
old revolutionary leaders like Plekhanov and
Kropotkin had become war patriots, Lenin had
since the outbreak of the war maintained that it
was a struggle between two imperialist blocs
which the proletariat of each country should endeavor to transform into a civil war against its
tionalities.

fulfil the demands of these groups, invalidating
thereby the contention of its opponents that j*
could not last longer than a few weeks. It proved
stronger than the apparently powerful coalitions

of czarist generals,

who

stood for the past, witn

the Entente or the Central Powers, which represented an element alien and repugnant to the

Russian masses. During the period of civil war
and foreign intervention, from 1918 to the close
of 1920, the

Communist

party, as the Bolshevik

party renamed itself, was able to consolidate its
power in the face of seemingly insurmountable

economic and strategic difficulties.
The second Soviet Congress, which established the new government, issued a call to alf
belligerent nations to open immediate negotiafor a just, democratic peace. It also
promulgated a decree confiscating landlords'
estates as well as crown and church lands and
placing them under the protection of district
Soviets and local land committees This decree

tions

legalized the agrarian revolution, which had
been in process since early summer. It was not a
realization of the Bolshevik

program of land

own

nationalization but the fulfilment of the aspirations of the peasants, who had to be won over if

trol

tin,

bourgeoisie. On the issues of workers' conof industry and of the partition of landed
estates Lenin had only to follow the trend which

had manifested

itself in direct action

new government was
On November

firm base.

to be established

on

a

2 a "declaration of the

the country. Likewise the problem of the non-

rights of peoples" conferred upon the different
nationalities in Russia the right of self-determi-

Russian nationalities had found a de facto solueven before November, 1917; Finland, the

nation and even of separation Workers' control
of industry was authorized on November 14,

Ukraine, the peoples of the Caucasus, the MoVolga, Crimea and
central Asia and the peasant nationalities of the

when

throughout

tion

hammedans of the lower

Baltic provinces had set up national governments
which declared their autonomy or even complete
independence of the Provisional Government.

The

it was
provided that the shop committees
should assume control over production, purchase and sale of raw materials and products and
the finances of all business units employing

hired labor.

To

secure "all

power

to the Soviets"

it

was

bourgeois parties fought against this sponfact it was the
taneous process of devolution;

necessary to prevent the reappearance of dual
government through the Constituent Assembly.

demands of the Ukrainian Rada which precipitated the final break of the Kadets with the Pro-

Although for several decades the intelligentsia
had dreamed that a free and happy Russia would
issue from the deliberations of a constituent assembly, the latter remained a formal ideal without any content; in typical Russian fashion it
was expected to work miracles as a pure idea.

m

Government. But Lenin

in accord

with
his internationalist viewpoint proclaimed the
visional

right of all peoples to self-determination and
applied this principle not only to the oppressed
nationalities in the enemy camp, as the other

When

the turn of events

m

February made

own

possible the convocation of the assembly, the
intelligentsia suddenly awoke to the fact that the

In taking over the government of the former
Russian Empire Lenm was supported by the
good will of all numerically important elements

masses were not prepared for this enormous task
of democratic reconstruction and postponed

governments did, but also to those

in his

country.

of the population the soldiers, the peasants,
the workers and the non-Russian nationalities.

The new government

set

out immediately to

from month to month Certain groups
moreover wished to delay the assembly until the
army was demobilized, on the ground that the
settlement of fundamental issues would interelections

Russian Revolution
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fere with the active prosecution of the war. In

"holy war" of revolutionary Russia against im-

months of the revolution the Bolsheviks

Germany and forced the signing of the
peace treaty on February 18, 1918. It involved
the loss not only of Poland and the Baltic
provinces but also of the Ukraine with its rich

the

first

pressed for an early convocation of the assembly; even after the demand for Soviet rule

had been voiced, they maintained that only a
Soviet government could assure the speedy
arrangement of free elections. These were provided, however, by the Provisional Government
before its demise and were held a fortnight after
Soviet accession to power. The Socialist Revolutionary party

The

won a

large majority of the seats.

Constituent Assembly met on January

1918, in an atmosphere of extreme tension. If

5,
it

six months earlier it might
have altered the development of the
revolution Now, however, it was too late. The
Bolsheviks declared that the revolution had al-

had been convened
radically

ready recognized the Soviets as the sole governof Russia and that only a dictatorship of
workers and peasants could lay the foundations

ment

of a socialist society. The popular mind was
changing so rapidly in this dynamic revolutionary period that the representatives elected in

November no longer reflected the true spirit of
the masses. Once more the Socialist Revolutionaries

showed

fictions,

for

that they lived in a world of
they actually believed that the

perialist

agricultural land, vast mineral resources

and

important heavy industries. Acceptance of the
humiliating treaty was necessary if the revolution was to be saved. Furthermore the Bolsheviks were quite certain that the treaty would
soon be scrapped, for they expected that the

establishment of a dictatorship of the proletariat
in Russia would be followed by an international
revolution. Although this hope
proved vain, the Germans were compelled a
year later to submit at Versailles to a peace treaty

proletarian

which was not only very similar to that imposed
by them at Brest Litovsk but which abrogated
the

latter.

In March, 1918, the revolution seemed secure
its achievements The Soviet government was
constituted as the sole government of Russia and
in

its

to

seat was transferred from imperial Petrograd
Moscow, which was more centrally located

and always had been closer to the real life of the
It had rid itself of a foreign menace and
was rapidly overcoming such internal resistance
country.

Soviet government would not dare to attack an
assembly which expressed the supreme will of

as the sabotage of the administrative apparatus
taken over from the old government.
period ot

the people and that the people would rise spontaneously to its defense. They were sorely dis-

was pending. By the end
of June, 1918, banks and insurance companies,
large scale industry, mines, water transport and

appointed. In the early morning of January 6
the Constituent Assembly was dispersed by the
military guard without any resistance by the
members or by the public. Long a cherished
ideal,

end.

it

had come

The

to

an abrupt and undignified
was greatly

prestige of the Bolsheviks

strengthened by this easy victory.
Meanwhile peace negotiations with the Central

Powers had been opened

November

19, 1917.

The

at Brest

Litovsk on

Soviet Congress ap-

pealed for an armistice on all fronts and urged
a general peace based on the principles of no
annexations or indemnities and of national selfdetermination.

The Entente ignored

A

internal reconstruction

the few railways formerly operated by private
companies had been nationalized, foreign debts
incurred by the czanst and provisional governments were repudiated, foreign investments in
private industry were confiscated and foreign
trade was declared a monopoly of the state. The
cooperation of the professional and technical intelligentsia was sought when it became clear that
their skill and experience were indispensable.
But the Soviet government was not allowed to
peace. It was forced to defend a
proceed
country shattered by war and revolution in a

m

desperate struggle against external and internal

the request
for a general armistice and the Central Powers
defeated the demand for a democratic peace.

aggression.

When

tion of the dictatorship of the

the

Germans attempted

to cloak

annexa-

with the phraseology of naTrotsky, who directed the
Russian delegation, forced the issue and broke
up the negotiations. But Russia was entirely untionist proposals
tional liberation,

prepared for the continuation of war, which
daily stiffened Germany's position. As usual
Lenin did not flinch; he derided the talk of a

Aggression from within was met by the erec-

and by the Red

terror.

Communist

party

The Extraordinary Com-

mission for the Repression of Counter-revolution, Sabotage and Speculation (Cheka) created
in December, 1917, was now given a free hand.
The terror was carried out with the utmost ruthlessness,

but

left Socialist

began only after the uprising of
Revolutionaries, the former allies
it
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of the Bolsheviks, in July, 1918, the assassination
of the president of the Petrograd Cheka and the
attempt by the right wing Socialist Revolutionary Dora Kaplan to assassinate Lenin at the end
of August. In the merciless struggle which en-

sued the iron discipline of the Communist party
proved superior to the terrorist idealism of its
adversaries, who once more proved themselves
out of touch with the real life of the masses. The

Communist

party,

which suppressed the su-

preme representative assembly of the country
and accepted a humiliating peace for Russia,
was considered by the Socialist Revolutionaries

quickly discarded in favor of military dictatorships which treated the regions under their control as conquered territory. The workers, peasants and non-Russian nationalities soon realized

government by the Whites meant the return
power of their old masters and gave their
sympathies to the Communists. In certain of its
aspects the conflict was indeed a national war.
For in a desperate attempt to restore the old
order the dispossessed nobility and upper bourthat
to

geoisie indiscriminately "sold out" Russia to the
Allies and to the Germans, in fact to every

enemy of the people as the czarist

foreign power willing to stake money and men on
the alluring prospect of the victory of reaction.

autocracy had been. It was overlooked that
whereas the autocracy had been estranged from
the people, the Communist party had risen to
power by accepting and following their aspira-

In the last analysis the issue was decided perhaps
a moral factor. The war was waged with
ruthless cruelty on both sides, but on the side of
the Whites the ruthlessness was coupled with a

as insidious an

tions.

Aggression from the outside, by the armies of
White generals and foreign states, served only to
strengthen the Soviet government. Russia was

surrounded by armies of foreign inAustrian troops occupied
the Ukraine and assisted White armies in the
northern Caucasus; a Czech corps of former
practically

vaders:

German and

Austrian war prisoners was operating in the
Urals and in Siberia, which was invaded also by

Japanese forces; English and French troops established a "democratic" government in northern Russia; and French warships entered the
Black Sea ports of Odessa, Nikolaev and
Kherson. But the most dangerous enemies of the
Soviets were the volunteer army in southern
Russia under the command of generals Alekseyev and Kornilov (November, 1917-March,
1918), Denikin (April, igiS-March, 1920) and
Wrangel (March-November, 1920) and the Siberian army under Admiral Kolchak (November,

I9i8-January, 1920), who was proclaimed by
the Whites supreme ruler of Russia. For some

time the situation of the

Moscow government

appeared desperate. It was cut off from the
regions supplying wheat, meat, coal and oil, and

had no army or ammunition for defense
and the forces of former
Russian officers and Cossacks, supplied as these
were with technical advice, munitions and
money from abroad. Eventually the Soviets
won, for the conflict was not primarily a trial of
military strength. It was a class war. Although in
several instances the commanders of the White
armies arranged at the start for an agreement
with right wing socialists and created a semblance of democratic government, this policy was
it

against foreign troops

by

deliberate disregard for human values. The
corruption and incompetence of most of the

White

officers and their civilian underlings in
southern Russia and Siberia were more disgusting than the witches' sabbath of the last
months of the czarist regime. On the other side

Red army of workers and peasants created
by Trotsky's genius bore witness, by its simplicity and idealistic devotion, to the inner
strength of the Soviet cause. The Red army was
the

moved by an overwhelming enthusiasm
revolution in Russia and in the world.

for the

As

in

1792, the badly equipped revolutionary amateurs fighting for the freedom of their own

country and a new deal for humanity defeated
the well trained professionals of the old order.
A new dynamic spirit was born in the formerly^
apathetic Russian masses.
By the end of 1920 the Soviet power was consolidated both internally and externally. The
White armies were dispersed. The war against
Poland was lost after initial conspicuous successes,

but on the other hand

tionally

minded groups

it

had induced na-

actively to support the

Soviet government. Russia was reconstituted
its old borders, except for the western

within

now organized into independent
Poland, the Baltic countries and Finland
which, it may be noted, represented the most
Europeanized sections of the old empire. The
provinces

states

capitalist powers were forced to give up for the
time being their designs upon Russia or the
Soviet government. In a war weary world it was
difficult to marshal new troops for the fight
against the "Bolshevik pest," and the political
and economic blockade by the border states
under Entente guidance eventually collapsed.

Russian Revolution
The

Soviet government on its side had to
abandon hope of immediate world revolution.

The Communist,

or

Third,

International,

founded by Lenin in 1919 as the legitimate successor of the First International, was intended to
expedite and direct the world revolution; but it
proved ineffective and in the course of the
following decade lost much of its early vigor. It
was transformed in fact into an instrumentality
for the support of the only proletarian state in

after the
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middle of 1918 was inaugurated hastily

under the pressure of civil war, internal sabotage
capitalists and technicians and the rapid tak-

by

ing over of industrial plants by the workers.
state or cooperative organizations closely

The

integrated with the state operated under this
virtually all enterprises in industry

system

and trade. Agriculture remained in the hands of
the peasants, but cultivation of the soil was com-

publics Outside Russia nationalism was stronger
than socialism. The short lived Soviet govern-

pulsory and grain surpluses were requisitioned
by the Soviet. While war was raging this system
was needed to assure the equipment and provisioning of the army and to prevent starvation

ments of Hungary and Bavaria were overthrown
by reactionary dictatorships, Fascism \vas on its
march to power in Italy, while the Social Demo-

the danger of external and internal counterrevolution had waned. It was moreover a heavy

existence, the

cratic

Union of Soviet

parties in central

Socialist

Re-

Europe collaborated

with the bourgeoisie in strengthening the nastates. In western Europe capitalism
seemed to be entering upon a new period of
tional

post-war stabilization. From a revolutionary
standpoint the objective conditions in the Orient

seemed much more promising. The colonial and
semicolomal peoples of the East suffered from
political oppression by foreign masters and economic exploitation by western capitalists; their
national revolutions could therefore easily be
turned into social revolutions. But after 1922
even Asia witnessed a period of comparative

due

in part to the skilful policy of
concessions adopted by Great Britain. The great
stabilization,

Communist Congress of the eastern nations
at Baku in September, 1920, had no

convoked

successor.

Yet Soviet policy in the Orient was of

far reaching importance.

The

Asiatic peoples,

having entered the stage of conscious nationalism after the World War, were no longer confronted by a relentless aggressor against their
nationhood and progress; the new Soviet state

was a friendly neighbor, encouraging in every
conceivable fashion their national and economic
independence. The Soviet policy based on the
principle of complete equality of all nationalities
and races effected a revolution in the relations

between the Orient and the Occident. This was
not, however, the hoped for prelude to a Communist world revolution; the "emancipation of
the East" benefited the Soviet Union only to
the extent that it resulted in weakening western

imperialism and capitalism.
External consolidation of the Soviet govern-

ment was accompanied by

change in its
conformed in a

a major

internal policy. Although it
way to Communist doctrine, the system
communism which obtained in Russia

general
of war

in the cities, but

it

could not be maintained

when

upon the capital resources of the nation,
already seriously depleted after more than three
years of war and revolution. At the end of the
drain

war the transportation system was in a state
of disrepair, the shortage of materials and fuel
brought the productivity of industry to a very
low ebb, inefficient husbandry reduced crops
and livestock and resulted in widespread food
civil

shortage, which a drought in 1921 transformed
into a devastating famine, particularly in the

Volga region. Peasant revolts against gram
requisitions in 1920 and the mutiny of Kron-

March, 1921, revealed the neprompt measures to relieve the desperate economic situation. Once more Lenin's
realism came to the rescue; he declared that
stadt sailors in

cessity of

communism could be

built in Russia only after

a short breathing spell, which would restore
some measure of economic productivity and
rehabilitate the political strength of the govern-

The tenth congress of the Communist
party in March, 1921, adopted Lenin's program
of a New Economic Policy, the NEP.
ment.

Lenin realized that large scale social and economic transformation in Russia must encounter
tremendous obstacles. He saw that the revolution would have to overcome not merely the
deliberate opposition of vested interests, which
was weaker here than in richer western countries, but also the stronger and more insidious
psychological resistance to radical change. Unthe peoples of the West, the Russians were

like

still

and

bound by
efficiency.

and lacking in initiative
build socialism in Russia, to

tradition

To

assure a decent standard of living for the masses,
it was not sufficient to redistribute wealth or to
socialize the

means of production.

It

was

es-

branches of production to a
higher technical level, to introduce into Russia

sential to raise all
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the modern technology of progressive industrialism. But before the Russian could appreciate
the need for an advanced technical civilization

and adapt himself to its requirements, a process
of drastic reeducation and indoctrination was
required. The Communist party could not attempt to impose industrialization from above, as
is done in backward countries by alien interests;
if it was to reshape the Russian economy into a
foundation suited to a socialist society it had to
enlist the cooperation of the masses, to arouse

in.

them a sense of self-respect, to dignify labor for
them and through them. The period of the NEP
served as a respite also in this respect, it provided an opportunity for the training of the
party membership to the new tasks of economic
administration and for the preparation of a
prehensive reeducation of the masses

com-

Perhaps the most important single feature of
NEP was the replacement of the system of

the

requisitions

by a

fixed

gram

tax,

which in 1924,

with the stabilization of the ruble on a gold basis,

was commuted into a money tax on agriculture.
The peasant was thus set free to dispose of his
products in the open market. Small business
reverted to private traders, but large scale industry and the important monopoly of foreign
trade remained in the hands of the government.
There quickly developed a new class of pros-

perous peasants (kulaks) and urban middlemen
(Nepmen), whose wealth, however, gave them
neither political rights nor social standing; moreover they were heavily taxed and closely supervised. In general the danger of a new capitalism

was slight. Bourgeois experts were utilized, in so
far as they were available, to assist in the eco-

nomic reequipment of the country, but they
were kept under strict control. Reliance upon
the profit motive and the market mechanism
was reintroduced even in the nationalized sector
of the economy, but it was kept within narrowly
defined bounds. Special emphasis was put upon
the smichka, the economic link between the industrial proletariat and the peasantry. State
factories were charged with the task of supplying
at

a reasonable cost the industrial

products

needed by the peasants, and the danger inherent
in the excessive disparity between industrial and
agricultural prices was combated.
During the period of the NEP, which lasted
from 1921 to 1928, the position of the bureaucracy in the governmental and economic spheres
was strengthened and the importance of the
party apparatus increased pan passu. In these
years the Communist party passed through a

phase of factional dissension and inner conflict
which brought a new emphasis on party discipline and teamwork. The latter was essential in
preparation for the rapid reconstruction of a vast

and backward country, which would inevitably
strain the forces of the party to the utmost.

The

heroic period of the revolution, the epoch of
brilliant improvisation and genial guessing, was
over; the industrial period of systematic, care-

fully

planned construction was pending As an

organization of picked men under iron discipline
the Communist party was well equipped to over-

come

all parties of revoin Russian parties
the
fatal predilection for interminable abstract dis-

the danger inherent in

lution

and especially

cussion

and

the

consequent

incapacity

for

leadership.

Lenm's unique position in the party and in
may be attributed to the fact that
he combined the traits of an organizer and educator with those of a penetrating thinker.
Upon his retirement from active participation
and especially after his death in 1924 Trotsky,
the brilliant intellectual, the hero of the October
insurrection and the civil war, fell heir to Lenin's
position as the party's foremost theorist. But
the revolution

during the period of consolidation the party
its own. At its head stood

machine had come into

Stalin, a man devoid of theoretical profundity,
incapable of stirring the masses by his eloquence but energetic and persevering in the

practical

work of building the party organiza-

type of the Russian
is not a dreamer
with broad cultural interests but a practical man
who has his ear close to the ground; he is representative not of the party as it was before 1917
tion. Totally unlike the older

revolutionary intellectual, Stalin

or during the heroic period of the revolution but
of the party as it developed after 1924, of the
new Soviet intelligentsia. In the struggle for

power between Stalin and Trotsky, which
marked the second half of the NEP period, the
latter was almost always theoretically correct and
accurate in interpreting Lenin; but Stalin preserved an equally important aspect of Lenin's
heritage in being

more

upon the
was a conflict

skilful in fixing

practical needs of the hour. It

between two generations and two temperaments.
Stalin won; his opponents had to submit or
suffer expulsion from the party. Under the regime of the "general line" the party had developed into an apparatus governed by the most
rigid discipline, an instrumentality of action
directed by a few men at the top. This characteristic

of the party served to give

it

a

commanding

Russian Revolution
position in 1917;

it

ment of

socialism in Russia will be the

effective

NEP

form of propaganda

munism.

overemphasized as
stormy march upon the termination of the

in 1928.
One of the points at issue in the TrotskyStalin controversy was the agricultural policy.

As early as 1925 Trotsky had

led the left

wing in

opposition to the party line, insisting on a
vigorous policy against the kulaks. He asserted
that the kulaks, who rented land and hired outside labor, were becoming the chief source of

of the

to

staff of

largely

upon

their

willingness to

The

for

world

most

Com-

Stalin's policy was adopted when the NEP
was abandoned in 1928. Since that time a direct
and relentless drive toward the goal of socialism
has been pursued, although compromises, concessions and temporary retreats are still employed to rectify maladjustments arising from
excessive speed. The current aim is the rapid
transformation of a backward agrarian com-

supply of food for the cities and of grain for
export; their economic influence was growing
and the situation was rapidly approaching a
point where the fate of the country might have

depend
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was reenforced and indeed
the revolution resumed its

into a progressive industrial nation.
Internally it involves the mobilization of the
entire nation under the centralized command

munity

Communist

party operating as the general

an army through

its

own

apparatus and

"right deviation," which crystallized somewhat later, feared on the other

the

hand that an attack upon the kulaks and abandonment of the NEP would result in a complete
economic breakdown. Stalin maintained a position midway between the two, but in 1929 he

in part by military considerations, leads despite
centralized organization to much waste and, in

cooperate.

Stalin's

more ramified

state.

a

structure of the totalitarian

The pace which

country

poor

in

has been

set,

accumulated

conditioned

capital,

to

terrible suffering, which can be borne only by
those peoples who are ready to sacrifice the
present to the future. In its international aspects

adopted Trotsky's agrarian program.
however, effect a reconciliation
with Trotsky, for the fundamental ideological
difference between the two was much broader
than this issue; it had been at the basis of their

the policy of industrialization leads to the emancipation of Russia from economic dependence
on the West, upon which it had to rely even

disagreements on every concrete question of
domestic and foreign policy and there is every

after the revolution for the importation of machinery and technical experts available only in

likelihood that the divergence will continue.
Stated in most genera' terms it concerns the

exchange against agricultural exports. The aspiration toward economic self-sufficiency has
also a political angle; the revolution is to be protected from a possible attack by imperialist
powers which would seek to destroy the be-

shift did not,

problem

as to

whether socialism can be built in a

single country. Trotsky maintains, in accordance

with Lenin's position both before and during
the revolution, that the establishment of Communist rule in Russia must lead to a world
proletarian revolution and that socialism cannot
be achieved in Russia alone; policies which go
contrary to this assumption and count on the

ginnings of socialism.
The drive toward socialism calls for advance

planning in

all

branches of the economic and

cultural life of the country; indeed the postera has been characterized as the period

NEP

persistence of capitalism in the West are bound
to lead to a degeneration of the proletarian
dictatorship in Russia and to the loss of its

proceeds along three roads: industry, agriculture

Communism.

and culture, or education. Work on the indus-

on the other hand, proceeds from the
more realistic assumption that there

front will provide the plant necessary for
the introduction of a universally high standard
of living. In the first stages it is proposed to

effectiveness as the leader of world
Stalin,

apparently
is

no hope

for a world revolution for the time

being, that socialism must therefore first be developed in the Soviet Union and that the neces-

sary conditions for such development must be
created through the industrialization of the

country and the collectivization of its agriculture. This policy, it is asserted, accords with the
internal

economic and educational needs of the

Soviet Union; it has an important bearing also
on the international situation, for the achieve-

planned economy, more accurately, of
planned society. Broadly speaking, the advance
of

trial

establish the conditions essential for the efficient

exploitation of the natural resources and to
build up the heavy industries supplying the

equipment needed in the manufacture of consumer goods and in agriculture. This campaign
is closely bound
up with the awakening of the
spirit of initiative and self-reliance in the working masses and with their training in technical
and managerial skills. On the agrarian front the
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program involves the introduction of machinery
and modern methods of cultivation as well as the

Lenin's policy of elastic readjustment Stalin in
1931 abandoned exclusive reliance upon "socompetition" and introduced a system of

substitution of technically efficient collective
farming for the primitive and deficient indi-

cialist

vidual farming of the Russian peasant, it is expected to assure not only an increase in the
supply of foodstuffs for domestic consumption

stimulate efficiency and workmanship, stressing
also the necessity of greater confidence in ex-

and of raw materials

them.

for industrial expansion but
also the establishment of a real community of

between the workers in city and country,
the smichka which Lenin insisted upon. Advance
on the cultural front is a necessary supplement
to the work in the economic sphere, for it is
designed to combat illiteracy and traditionalism,
to change the habits and ways of life of the
masses Cultural activity is dominated by as
strict a discipline as that which controls economic processes. Adult and child are indoctrinated with the new spirit, a boundless enthusiasm for the task of building a classless
society and a high efficiency in the performance
of concrete tasks. The arts and sciences are
mobilised to this end; and cultural treasures,
formerly inaccessible to the masses of Russia,
are spread before the new citizens to awaken in
them a sense of independence and dignity as
interest

active participants in the new society. Religion
is
fought as an element of reaction, which tends

make men

look back to the past rather than
forward to the future. But the propaganda of the
to

godless is effective only because the youth in the
Soviet Union has a new faith in the possibility

of

human

happiness.
the inauguration of comprehensive
planning Soviet development has been controlled by two five-year plans. The first, dating
from October i, 1928, was declared successfully

Since

terminated at the end of 1932. In accordance
with it much progress was made in the development of heavy industries, the coal industry was

bonuses, piecework and graduated wages to

and more wholehearted cooperation with

perts

During the period of the first Five- Year Plan
the changes in agriculture were more drastic
than in any other branch of the Soviet economy.

These were necessary
agriculture,

as

in view of the inability of
on under the archaic

carried

Russian system, to meet the growing needs of
an expanding industrial society and the develop-

ment of a
ants,

class of capitahstically

minded peas-

which represented a potential danger to the

state. The World War interrupted the work of
consolidating the scattered holdings of peasant
families, which was an important feature of

Stohpin's reforms. During 1917 the system of

communal land tenure with
tions,

periodic reparti-

which retarded the adoption of more

in-

tensive methods of cultivation, was restored
throughout Russia. The period of civil war and

the early years of the
retrogression even

NEP involved considerable

from the low standards of

pre-war agriculture. Since the population increased at a high rate and industry expanded
rapidly, it was possible that in the not too distant
future there would be a shortage of foodstuffs
and organic raw materials. In 1925 the government resumed the work of rearranging intermixed strips of land into solid plots, put credits
and machines at the disposal of peasant cooperatives and sent agricultural experts into the
villages.

By 1927

agriculture reached the prelivestock losses incurred in

war norm and the

1921-22, the years of famine, were recouped.
But industry could not as yet meet the demand
of the peasants for finished goods, and the dis-

modernized,
output was expanded, the production of electric energy was almost tripled,
new blast furnaces, automobile and tractor
plants and machine factories were erected. But

cultural output

the transportation system remained weak, the
development of the light industries manufacturing consumers' goods lagged behind and the

government, unable to purchase a sufficient
quantity of grain, especially for export, resorted
once more to requisition at fixed prices. The

oil

population,

still

many essential

suffering

articles of

from the shortage of
consumption, was put

terrific nervous strain. The excessive
speed of industrialization interfered with the
proper coordination of the various branches of

under a

parity

between industrial and agricultural prices

increased to the detriment of the

latter.

Agri-

was therefore reduced, and the

year 1928-29 was marked by widespread peasant
autumn of 1929 the government

unrest. In the

inaugurated a vigorous campaign of rapid colBecause of the ruthless-

lectivization of farms.

ness and inexperience with which it was carried
provoked considerable resent-

out, the reform

production, while the lack of technical experience and the ineptness of the bureaucracy re-

ment. In the spring of 1930 Stalin was com-

sulted in considerable waste. In keeping with

pelled to remind overzealous

Communists

that

Russian Revolution
collective farms could

be formed only

after

due
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lation of these regions is to be raised to the highest levels attained in European Russia, while

preparation and with the voluntary consent of
the prospective members It was moreover
agreed that for the time being a modified form of

vast

collective organization in which only land, implements and draft animals we/e pooled was

steppes of Kazakstan.
Soviet concentration

preferable to the
cialize all

commune

whi<^h would so-

property and provide for

The

common

war igainst kulaks
was continued, but the middle and poor peasants
were subjected only to the indirect pressure of
tax and credit discrimination in favor of the
collectives and of a vast educational campaign.
The number of machine tractor stations, which
living quarters.

lease

ruthless

machines in exchange for a share of the

crop, was greatly increased and sections were
attached to them charged with the task of organ-

new collectives and reorganizing those
which had received a bad start. Poor harvests in
and
1931
1932, sabotage by kulaks who slaughtered their animals and the preparations for a war
which threatened in the Far East brought on a
izing

grave crisis in 1932. The prolonged unrest in the
Ukraine and in the northern Caucasus was ap-

peased only after large peasant groups were
banished to the north and to Siberia, the cities

m

1933 an exexperienced a hard winter. But
cellent harvest eased the situation. In the spring
of that year the government introduced a fixed
grain tax sufficient to provide for its needs; the
surplus

gram was

left

to the collectives for dis-

members

tribution to the individual

in propor-

tion to the number of days worked. Such grain
might be sold or exchanged against manufactured goods on the free market; the same rule
was applied to the products of poultry yards and

new

railways will up the potential riches of the
forests of northern Siberia and of the

upon the building of

socialism in one country affects also the foreign
policy of the government. After the defeat
suffered by Communism in China at the hands
of the nationalist upper class, the attitude of the
Soviet Union to oriental nations, always one of

friendship and equality, is no longer colored by
expectation of their rapid conversion to Communism. In recent years the relations between
the
S S R. and Turkey, which like Russia is

U

passing through a process of Europeanization,

The

have been particularly close

desire to pre-

vent aggression against Russia, which \vas early
crystallized as an important factoi in the western
policy of the Soviet, has virtually excluded

al-

most every other aim since the inauguration of
planned economy in Russia and particularly
since the economic crisis of 1929 with its aggravation of the international situation in Europe.
The Soviet government has pursued a very active policy of non-aggression treaties, has advocated total disarmament and has proposed pacts

looking toward the complete cessation of all
forms of economic aggression At the present
time the international prestige of the Soviet

Union, friendly to the nations of the East and
sincerely anxious for peace \\\th the nations of
the West, is probably superior to that enjoyed by
imperial Russia in the twentieth century.

The

revolution in Russia has not ended, but
and goal appear to be fixed. In a

vegetable gardens held as individual property by
the members of collectives.
working corn-

vast

promise was thus reached in 1933-34, assuring
the socialization of the countryside the educa-

change comparable to that which the French
Revolution effected in France and initiated for

A

tion of the peasantry in collective and efficient
work and its cultural indoctrination and allow-

ing at the same time a measure of individual
making as an incentive.

profit

A similar evolution of the original policy is to
be observed in the field of industry. The speed
of industrialization which proved so onerous in
1928-32 was moderated under the second Five-

Year Plan launched in 1933 The latter lays more
stress upon light industries manufacturing goods
for popular consumption in the city and es.

pecially in the country. It envisages a more intensive development of the Asiatic parts of the
Soviet Union, less exposed to the attack of the

western powers.

The sparse and primitive popu-

its

direction

Eurasian country

it

is

accomplishing a

the other nations of continental Europe;

it

is

secularizing a civilization formerly bound by religious traditionalism and raising the bulk of

the population to

new levels

of material and cul-

tural life. Politically its role in Russia is not
unlike that of democratic nationalism in the

West it is building a state deeply rooted in the
consciousness of the masses. Russian autocracy
perished because it was neither integrated with
the people nor linked to the economic organization of the country; the government of the
Soviet Union will not fail in either respect. The
transition

two

from one

to the other has followed

characteristically

dustrialism

and

western principles

its critical

evaluation,

in-

Marx8m.
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The

fourth stage of the process designated
above as the Russian Revolution was initiated by
a generation of Emigres who brought to the
Asiatic chaos of old Russia the discipline of

western intellectualism and the vigor of Euro-

the significant tendencies of the French Revoluphenomena are neces-

tion, certain transitional

sarily disregarded. These may be described as
the superficial resemblances between Bolshevism and fascism. Both erect the colossal struc-

pean activism. At present it is being pushed
forward by a generation which has its roots in
the Russian soil and which embraces the various
nationalities of the Soviet Union. To the third
generation of leaders, which will take the helm
in the future, life in old Russia will be as little

character

as that of foreign countries. Thus the
Europeanization of Russia will be continued as

Bolshevik ideology the dictatorial state is a tool
eventually to be replaced by a society of free and

an autonomous process directed

equal individuals. Fascism and reactionary nationalism appeal to emotions linked with the

known

entirely

by

in-

digenous forces.
The transformation of Russia from a backward country with an illiterate population and a
primitive agrarian economy into a progressive
state with a cultured population and a modern
industrial

economy

is

in keeping with the general

trend of the twentieth century. The weakness of
old Russia, idealized by the Slavophiles as its
peculiar virtue, lay in the fact that from about

1800 it was out of harmony with the rest of
Europe. With an increase in international interdependence characteristic of the period of imperialism this comparative isolation could no
longer be maintained; the pressure for the effective utilization of natural resources throughout
the world was too strong to be resisted. Russia
was drawn into the orbit of world economy before 1917, but in a wholly inadequate fashion;
its resources were often exploited by and for

foreign capital.

The revolution of

1917 impelled

the Russian people to assume control of this
process and to guide it in their own interest.
This interpretation of the 1917 revolution, ad-

vanced by Hans von Eckardt, makes it appear a
Russian variant of a post-war phenomenon
characteristic

of

many

countries

which

like

Russia had been virtually semicolonial dependencies of European powers. Europeanization,

which before the World
has

now become

American

War had

active.

been passive,

Oriental and Latin

nationalities are taking over

European
economic and
populations and to

civilization in order to raise the

cultural levels of their

own

achieve independence of European masters. At
present the Soviet Union, with its emphasis

upon industrialization and mass education, is
leading in this process.
In any discussion of the 1917 revolution in
Russia and of the essentially similar processes of
active Europeanization elsewhere which sets out
to treat these developments as reproductive of

ture of the totalitarian state dominated

com-

by one

party, both resort to the total
mobilization of all resources in the interests of
pletely

the state. But in fascist countries the national or
racial state is
is

an end in
a

itself, its totalitarian

permanent

feature,

while in

past, seeking to infuse new vigor into the traditional ideals of the nation or race. Bolshevism

appeals to science and reason, destroys the links

with national and racial traditions and looks
toward a future when all distinctions of the past
will be abolished Bolshevism has been characterized as an effort to establish the kingdom of
God against God; it could as well be described as an effort to realize the ideals of liberal-

ism and humanitariamsm by means thoroughly
abhorrent to liberals and humanitarians.
It is sometimes asserted that the strengthening
of the Soviet Union through the building of
"socialism in one country" will lead to a development of Russian nationalism. This contention disregards the important fact that the
Soviet government is not a Russian government;
it is a
government representing equally the
various nationalities and ethnic groups within

the union. It seeks not to promote a particular
national or racial culture at the expense of others

but to impregnate the masses with a

common

supranational culture freely expressed and de-

veloped by each nationality in its own language.
In creating a large economic unit, which alone
under modern conditions can assure the efficient
combination of the resources of different geographic and climatic zones, and in avoiding at
the same time any discrimination against or in
favor of a particular racial element the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics sets an important ex-

ample in the organization of vast territories inhabited by many nationalities at different stages
of cultural development.
The Soviet revolution, which aims to elevate
the cultural and economic status of the Russian
masses, is likely to serve as a model for other
semicolonial countries; their development will

combine the features of national
social emancipation.

liberation

and

Under the "law of com-

Russian Revolution
bined development," to use Trotsky's phrase,
they will profit simultaneously by the experience
of both the French and the Russian Revolution.
But to the western nations, which have benefited

from the French Revolution and

terial culture
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and the enjoyment by him of a

full

share of their product.

HANS KOHN
See.

REVOLUTION AND COXJNTER-REVOLUTION, CIVIL

its

WAR; TERRORISM, SOCIALISM, BOLSHEVISM; COM-

seventeenth century forerunners in England,

MUNIST PARTIES, SOVIET, GOSPLAN, NIHILISM; PANMOVEMENTS, ANTISEMITISM; MASSACRE, POLITICAL
POLICE, WORLD WAR; GOVERNMENT, section on
RUSSIA; LOCAL GOVERNMENT, AGRARIAN MOVEMENTS,
section on EUROPEAN RUSSIA, LAND TENURE, section
on RUSSIA; VILLAGE COMMUNITY; COOPERATION, section on RUSSIA, FOOD INDUSTRIES, section on FOOD
DISTRIBUTION IN RUSSIA, FAMINE, INTRODUCTION u,
section on RUSSIA, ATHEISM, section on MODERN
ATHEISM, NATIONALISM, section on HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT REFUGEES; RECOGNITION, INTERNATIONAL;
FAR EASTERN PROBLEM.

directly

whose economies are industrialized and whose
standards of living and culture are high, the
Russian Revolution has thus far had little to
offer. Communist parties organized after the pattern and under the guidance of the Communist
party of the Soviet Union have been unable to attain a strong foothold in the countries of western
Europe even in times of great economic stress or

of crushing military defeat. This failure cannot

be explained merely on grounds of incompetent
leadership. The communist parties have not
awakened to the fact that liberal nationalism and
rationalistic

individualism are an

inalienable

heritage of the past of western Europe. They
have remained a sect essentially foreign to the

environment in which they propose to function,
and their doctrinaire terminology has carried no
conviction. In capitalizing upon their ideological
affiliation with the Soviet Union they have overStressed those aspects of the Russian Revolution
which are the peculiar product of Russian social
and economic history, such as the rapid advance
of industrialization in agrarian Russia as compared with the economic crisis in the overmdustriahzed countries of Europe.

On

the other

hand, they have passed lightly over those aspects
of Soviet life which would be most likely to appeal to the western imagination, the creation of a

new

under which man's
no longer measured by the size of his
income; the new dignity of labor; the tendency
toward the equalization of the standards of life
scale of social values

worth

is

including the
leaders, who remain on a footing of comradeship
free
access
of all to the
with the masses; the
for various population groups,

cultural treasures of the nation.

The

effects of the

French Revolution could

not clearly be appreciated until long after its
apparent end. The effects of the Russian Revolution are operating upon a much wider area

than those of the French, and the revolution
itself is still in progress. It would be vain at
present to attempt an appraisal of them. The
Russian Revolution is the particular national

expression
will affect

of

a

common human

hope.

world history to the extent that

It
it

succeeds in attaining its avowed goal, the creation of a free society assuring the participation
of every individual in its spiritual life and ma-

;
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RUTHENBERG, CHARLES EMIL
1927),

American Communist

leader.

(1882-

Ruthen-

who was born

in Cleveland, Ohio, joined
berg,
the Socialist party in 1909 and shortly thereafter
became recording secretary of the Cleveland

Central Committee. He led the fight against the
reformist policy of the Socialist party and in

1917 was one of the founders of the left wing
within the party which forced the adoption of
the antiwar platform at the St Louis convention.

As the first leading Socialist to be sentenced

he served a year in the Ohio
state penitentiary at Canton. It was in protest
against this imprisonment of Ruthenberg that
Debs made the speech denouncing the government of the United States for entering the World
War which led to his own incarceration. While
Ruthenberg was appealing his conviction for
antiwar activity he ran for mayor of Cleveland
on an antiwar platform, and received 27,000 out
for antiwar activity

of a total of 100,000 votes. He organized a series
of mass demonstrations against the World
War, the most significant of which was that in

Cleveland on May i, 1919 The success of the
Bolshevik revolution in Russia and his own experiences in antiwar work led Ruthenberg to
join with other Socialists to transform the left
wing of the Socialist party into a revolutionary

party and in September, 1919, to organize the

Communist party affiliated with the Communist

Rutherford

International.

He

493

was the

first

secretary of the

party and, except for the three years from 1919
to 1922 which he spent in prison in New York

under conviction for criminal syndicalism,
he was its leader until his death. In the fall of
1922 he was arrested with other leading Communists for participating in a secret party constate

vention at Bridgman, Michigan; his conviction
on charges of criminal syndicalism was under
appeal

when he

died.

Ruthenberg brought to
keen

an exceptional
work and
was one of the first

his task

for practical organizational

ability

political

acumen.

He

of the American Socialists to interpret the nature
of American imperialism. He sought to root the

Communist party in the trade unions, to win the
Negroes for the revolutionary movement, to
organize the agricultural workers and to develop
a mass struggle against imperialist war. His
program combined everyday demands for the
improvement of the economic conditions of the
workers with a constant emphasis on the need
for a proletarian revolution in the United States.
JOSEPH FREEMAN
Works- Speeches and Wnttr%* of Charles E Ruthenberg, Voices of Re%olt, M>\ x (Neu York 1928), A
Communist Trial, E\tratt<< from the Testimony of C. E.
Ruthenberg and Closing Address to the Jury by Isaac E,
Ferguson

(New York

1

92 1 )

Consult Minor, Robert, in Communist International,
vol iv (1927) 82-84, Bedacht, Max, in Communist,
vol. vi (1927) 67-71.

RUTHERFORD, SAMUEL

(c.

1

600-61),

Scottish ecclesiastic and political theorist. As
minister of the parish of Anwoth, Rutherford
attracted attention by preaching against prelacy
and Arminiamsm. For this defiance of the
current High Church tendencies he was deposed
in 1636 and banished to Aberdeen. Restored to

influence by the events of the civil war, he took
an active part as member of the Glasgow Assembly of 1638 and as a commissioner from
Scotland to the Westminster Assembly in developing antiroyal public opinion. His position
in the University of St. Andrews as professor of
divinity and in 1651 as rector increased his

power as propagandist. During the Commonwealth he led the group of protesters who
favored Cromwell.

The

zeal with

which Rutherford defended

presbyterianism against Erastians and advocates
of episcopacy characterized his pamphlets
against the absolutist claims of the royalists. In
Lex ReX) while he admitted mixed monarchy to
be the "sweetest of all governments," he main-
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tained law to be above the king: Solus populi, su~
prema lex. The king's coronation oath bound

him

to rule justly, for his

power was

fiduciary.

Sovereignty lay in the people, who retained a
"natural power" to depose the unjust ruler.

But if civil government had a natural origin, that
of church government was supernatural, the
power of the presbyters coming directly from
God (The Due Right of Presbyteries}. Nevertheless, pastor and magistrate must each admit the
superiority of the other, each in his

own

sphere,

by what Rutherford termed a "reciprocation of
subordinations." Because the "power of the
keys" was withheld from the ruler he could not
be dethroned for heresy, yet a just king must, as
father of the commonwealth, strive to promote
godliness. At the Restoration Rutherford was
regarded as such a violent opponent of the

monarchy that his best known pamphlet, Lex
Rex, was publicly burned in Edinburgh and he
was summoned to appear before Parliament on a
charge of high treason. He died before the trial
could be held.

ETHYN WILLIAMS KIRBY
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1664, ed. by A. A Bonar, 2 vols
complete ed by T. Smith, Edinburgh 1881).
,

Consult Murray, Thomas, Life of Samuel Rutherford
(Edinburgh 1828), Gooch, G. P , English Democratic
Ideas in the Seventeenth Century (2nd ed. by H. J.
Laski, Cambridge, Eng. 1927) p. 98-99, 277, and
Political
1

London

RYAN,

Thought in England from Bacon

to

Halifax

1914) p. 134-35.

THOMAS FORTUNE

(1851-1928),

American financier and traction magnate. Ryan
became a Wall Street broker in 1870 and for
several years executed orders for Jay Gould and
other large scale speculators. In 1884 he joined
forces with P. A. B. Widener and William C.

Whitney, the one identified with Morgan and
the other with Standard Oil interests; with them
he headed the notorious extralegal syndicate
that for almost two decades controlled the trac-

and lighting systems of dozens of cities,
using political power to obtain franchises and

tion

immunity. Ryan and

his associates

made most

of their great wealth in merging, monopolizing

and manipulating the traction systems of New
York City, providing at the same time very poor
service. They organized the first important
holding company, the Metropolitan Traction

Company, to exchange subsidiary traction companies for watered securities of their operating
company; after forcing up the market they unloaded these on the public. In addition they
frequently had interests in subsidiaries leased or
sold to the operating company and in construction companies receiving exorbitant contracts

from it. Ryan's interests became increasingly
widespread. He was the directing power in the
formation of the American tobacco trust (legally
dissolved in 1911), which by 1901 controlled
about 80 percent of the domestic tobacco business. To end international competition, in 1902
he helped form the British- American Tobacco
Company, with a two-thirds interest for his

American companies, to operate beyond the
agreed jurisdictions of the English and American
monopolies. His many other interests included
railways and coal mines and a partnership with
Leopold ii and the Belgian government for exploiting Congo mines and rubber plantations.
When Ryan retired in 1908, he dominated over
thirty corporations and controlled public utilities valued approximately at $1,500,000,000. In
order to facilitate his many promotions and
syndicate operations Ryan organized or secured
control of trust and insurance companies and
banks.

Some

of these as well as certain of his

were involved in scandals
which followed exposures by government investigations. However, the most important corporation lawyers were employed to keep his
speculations and promotions within the law. He
was the invisible power in Tammany Hall, a
large contributor to the national Democratic
party and a leader of the opposition to William
J. Bryan. When he died his estate was estimated
at from $200,000,000 to $300,000,000.
traction undertakings

GEORGE MARSHALL
Consult: Hendrick, B. J.,

"Great American Fortunes

and Their Making; Street-Railway Financiers" in
McClure's Magazine, vol. xxx ( 1907-08) 33-48, 23650, 323-38, and The Age of Big Business, Chronicles of
America series, vol. xxxix (New Haven 1919) ch. v;
Russell, Charles Edward, "Where Did You Get It,

Gentlemen?" in Everybody's Magazine, vol. xvh
(1907) 201-11, 348-60, 503-11, 636-45, 832g-832p,
vol. xviu (1908) 118-27, 347-53* New York,
State, Public Service Commission, ist Distnct, In-

and

vestigation of Interborough-Metropolitan

Company and

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, 5 vols. (New York
1908); Seager, H. R., and Guhck, C. A., Jr., Trust and
Corporation Problems (New York 1929) ch. x; New
York, State, Committee to Investigate Affairs of Insurance Companies, Report and Testimony, 10 vols.
(Albany 1905-06); Democratic National Convention,
1912, Official Report of the Proceedings (Chicago 1912)
p. 1*9-38; New York Times (Nov. 24, 1928).

Rutherford
SABATIER, PAUL

(1858-1928), French historian. Sabatier's Vie de Saint Francois d'Assise
tr. by L. S.
York 1894) might well be

(Paris 1894, 47th rev. ed. 1926;

Houghton,

New

called his life work. Shortly after the publication
of the first edition he resigned his post as a

Protestant pastor and removed to Assisi, the native town of St. Francis, where he prepared the
successive editions and undertook a systematic

study of the manuscript sources, which led to his
editions of the Speculum perfections (Paris
1898), the Fioretti (Paris 1902) and its Latin
original, the oldest rule of the Third Order, the

Legenda vetus (Paris 1902) and various other
documents pertaining to the early history of the
movement. In 1898 he established a series of
publications entitled Collection d'etudes et de

documents sur Vhistoire religieuse

et httiraire

du

(7 vols Paris 1898-1909) and in 1901
Opuscules de critique historique (2 vols., Paris
founded the Societe Inter1901-19).

moyen age

,

He^also
nationale des Etudes Franciscaines in 1902 and
the British Society of Franciscan Studies in
1908. Outside the field of Franciscan history his
best known work is perhaps his study of Catho-

modernism, Les modernistes (Pans 1909; tr.
by C. A. Miles, London 1908). From 1919
until 1927 he taught ecclesiastical history at
lic

Strasbourg.
The Vie de Saint Franfois was undertaken
under the inspiration of Renan and in general

conception resembles the latter 's Vie de Jesus.
With an enthusiasm which despite his selfimposed labors among the sources not infre-

made him uncritical, Sabatier
resurrect in his own emotions and in
quently

strove to
his

work

of Francis, convinced in any case that
objective history was a "utopia." In Francis he

the

life

found a saint who belonged not exclusively to
the church but to humanity, who in fact was an
unconscious rebel against ecclesiastical discipline, although

Sabatier later disclaimed the

view that Francis was a forerunner of Protestantism. The book thus became a colorful but
reasoned act of

faith,

occupying a unique place

Franciscan literature between the hagiographical Fioretti and the erudite biographies.
The modern enthusiasm for Franciscanism
in

among both laity and scholars is largely attributable to Sabatier's work. Not only through these
indirect channels but through his own enormously popular book he played a part of great importance in turning attention to the spiritual and
cultural revolution which was in process in the
towns of the thirteenth century. By repeatedly
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Sabotage

emphasizing that Francis was the product of the

dynamic and mcipiently individualistic
among the urban masses he helped

restless,

spirit stirring

to break

down

the static conception of the
to cast doubt upon the no-

Middle Ages and so

tion of a cataclysmic break between the mediaeval period and the Renaissance.

Louis HALPHEN
Maugain, G
graphiques" in Revue
Consult

,

"Paul Sabatier

Notes bio-

d'histotre franascatne, vol. v
,
(1928) 1-22, with excellent bibliography, Little, A.
Paul Sabatier (Manchester 1 929).

G

SABOTAGE, in the parlance of the labor movement, refers to the strategy of obstruction of or
interference with the processes of industry by
order to reduce the profits of the
employees
employer and so compel him to accede to then
demands. It is one of the forms of direct action
(qv),a. means of exerting economic rather than

m

political pressure. Sabotage may assume a variety of forms, ranging from the peaceful practises of restriction of output and "taking things
easy" to the disabling of machinery and the

dynamiting of plants. The leading advocates of
sabotage, however, have opposed the permanent

and personal violence,
generally agreed that sabotage does not

disabling of machinery

and

it is

include acts directly involving danger to human
life. Furthermore the use of the devices of sa-

botage is in theory not wanton or indiscriminate,
their scope and incidence being consciously limited to the requirements involved in the realization of the scheduled

demands.

The

origin of the word is commonly traced
to the act of a French workman in throwing his

wooden shoe

(sabot) into the machinery and
an effort to induce the employer to
grant certain demands. Veblen relates it simply
to the dragging clumsy movement which the
stalling

it

in

wearing of wooden shoes entails. According to
Pouget, the leading authority on sabotage, the
word originally meant simply to work clumsily
as if by sabot blows, it received "its syndical
baptism" as the name of a recognized form of
labor strategy at the 1897 congress of the Confederation Generate du Travail in Toulouse.

Thereafter its systematic use in one form or
another became an accepted part of the repertory of the syndicalist movement in France,
Italy

and Spain. Meanwhile in Anglo-Saxon
where the expressions "ca' canny"

countries,

and "soldiering," roughly equivalent to peaceful
sabotage, were already well understood and
given frequent practical expression by both
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organized and unorganized workers, the sophisticated use of this strategy found some applica-

revolutionary philosophy, which rejects outright the ethics of predatory capitalism and sub-

tion, especially among the more radical, left
wing organizations. In England the dock work-

occupies a

ers in their strike of 1896 openly advocated the
conscious use of ca' canny and for a time made
the issue a very live one in trade union circles.

In the United States the outstanding advocate
of sabotage was the Industrial Workers of the
World, which gave it much verbal and some
practical application during the decade precedWorld War, even publishing in Los

ing the

stitutes a proletarian ethics in which property
much less sacrosanct position. This

revolutionary syndicalist philosophy, however,
embodies the idea that the syndicat, or

also

own and operinconsistency of the
strategy of sabotage with this aspect of the theory has not gone unnoticed even among syndiunion, must and shall take over,

ate the industries.

calists.

The

Georges Sorel, sometimes referred to as

the philosopher of violence, opposed such tactics
on the ground that workers who expected some
day to own and use the machines were not

Angeles a journal called the Wooden Shoe.
The exponents of sabotage defend it as an
inescapable concomitant of the struggle between
labor and capital wherever production is conducted on the basis of private, laissez faire capi-

wisely preparing themselves for the responsibility of such power by practising sabotage. In
a partial attempt to meet such criticism advo-

talism. Political action in a capitalist country,

cates of sabotage have praised particularly those

necessarily sterile, because the
political machinery is controlled by big business. The worker therefore must use economic

forms which injure the employer by protecting the consumer. Among these are "open-

they argue,

pressure.

is

The

ineffective

strike

moreover

method of exerting such

because labor

is

he an

to

is likely

pressure,

unable to continue

it

long

enough and because the usual oversupply of
labor so often enables the employer even in the
face of picketing to continue to operate and

make profits by the use of scab

labor. It

is

there-

fore necessary, they assert, to use tactics that
will effectively reduce or interrupt the flow of

The workers should apply the tactics of
sabotage to the conduct of the strike or substitute them for the conventional strike tactics.
profits.

stop \vork but stay on the job at
machines so that the plant cannot be operated. They should remove key parts of the
machinery when they walk out, like the Los

They should

sabotage, or telling the consumer the
truth about the goods, and the practise of putting in better materials and workmanship than

mouthed"

the employer had counted on.
Both the French syndicalist

movement and

W

W. comprised vigorous
anarchistic elements. To the anarcho-syndicalist
the American

I.

the idea of sabotage, even in its more violent
and destructive forms, was more congenial than
to the radical trade unionist, whose very dislike
of laissez faire capitalism was in a measure and

perhaps unconsciously the result of his distaste
its economic anarchy. The swing away from
anarcho-syndicalism in France after the World
for

their

War

Angeles street car motormen

donment of sabotage by the organized trade
union movement. In the United States too the
I. W. W. after the war modified to some extent

who suddenly

left

their cars in the streets, taking their control bars

with them. Limitation of output, the syndicalists

point out,

is

a universal

accompaniment of

When

capitalist production.
employers deliberately limit production or destroy part of their
product to maintain the price or order their

employees

to slow

down,

as they not infre-

quently do, they are practising sabotage. This
analogy has also been effectively pointed out by
Thorstein Veblen. In any economy where the

depend on the creation
of an artificial scarcity, sabotage is likely to be
as much a feature of the conduct of employers
individual's profits often

as of employees.

To

syndicalists sabotage

is

much more

than

an opportunistic imitation of this price strategy
~>f the
employers; it is an integral part of a

its

brought with

it

an almost complete aban-

endorsement of sabotage.

The forms

of sabotage that are perhaps adequately defined by the words ca' canny and
were
practised long before its elabosoldiering
ration into a social philosophy.

Many

unorgan-

ized workers persist in its use even though it
has ceased to be a cardinal element in the tactical programs of organized groups. These facts
suggest that there must be other causative fac-

tors at

phies.

very

work than radical class struggle philosoThese additional factors are found in the

common

belief

sometimes reasoned, per-

haps more often quite unconscious on the part
of workers that the amount of work is limited

and that by
it

restricting output or even destroying
they are stretching this limited amount of

work

to provide

more employment

for

them-

Sacred Books

Sabotage
selves.

Thousands of workers, both organized

and unorganized, continue to regulate their own
efficiency and productivity in substantial accord
with the implications of this crude form of the
lump of labor theory. Such action is perhaps
most feasible where day wages are paid, but it
is practicable and often applied to piecework.
Indeed straight piecework payment plans, especially where rates are crudely fixed upon the
basis of past production experience, seem to

States

was in
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fact so deeply incensed

by the

sabotage propaganda of the I. W. W. that its
national convention in 1912 incorporated into
the party constitution a clause expelling "any

member who opposes

political action or

advo-

cates crime, sabotage or other methods of violence as a weapon of the working class." Here

again preoccupation with political to the exclusion of economic strategy is a conditioning factor.
more important determinant of their

A

encourage restrictive practises because of the

position, however,

workers' fear, too often justified by their experience, that a high productivity will precipitate a

ideology of the socialists. They are too firmly
constrained by what the syndicalist would call

reduction in the piece rate.
In recent years growing realization by trade
union leaders that wages come out of product

capitalist ethics

and that one way to get higher wages is to produce more goods has tended to some extent to
discourage restriction of output. In some industries, for example, in the manufacture of women's clothing in the United States, agreements
provide that the organized workers shall guarantee high (quantity and quality) standards of

production in consideration of the reciprocal
guaranty by the employer of regular employment and abstention from rate cutting.
Another cause for the decline in the systematic

use of sabotage arises from the fact that the

position at the left in the labor

and

radical

movements, occupied before the World War
by the French syndicalists and the American
I. W. W., has since the war been preempted by
the communists. Although individual communists

have continued to employ

of protest, the

this blind type

communist movement

itself

has

is

the relatively conservative

or bourgeois ideology to look
feelings of

upon sabotage with anything but
ethical disapproval.

Where sabotage results in the destruction of
property, it is punishable under the common
law as malicious mischief. In addition a few
United States provide definitely
punishment of sabotage as such or of
acts
of
specific
sabotage. The most effective
means of punishing sabotage in the United
States, however, has been the criminal syndicalism laws, passed during and shortly after the
statutes in the
for the

war. Most of these statutes made the advocacy
or practise of sabotage proof of criminal syndicalism and punishable as such.
PALL F. BRISSENDEN
See:

DIRECT

ACTION;

SYNDICALISM,

INDUSTRIAL

WORKERS OF THE WORLD; CRIMINAL SYNDICALISM.
Consult Pouget, Ermle, Le sabotage (Paris 1910), tr.
Giovanmtti (Chicago 1913), Flynn,
by Arturo
Elizabeth
Sabotage, the Conscious Withdrawal of
the Workers' Industrial Efficiency (Cleveland 1915);

M

G

,

Smith, Walker C Sabotage; Its History, Philosophy
and Function (Spokane, Wash. 1913); Trautman,
W. E., Direct Action and Sabotage (Pittsburgh 1912);
Tndon, Andre", "Syndicalism and 'Sabotage* and
,

opposed the use of sabotage. In
part no doubt this attitude reflects its politicalmindedness and its emphasis on indirect politi-

consistently

than on direct action. In part it
from the communist emphasis on disciplined mass action and opposition to individual
acts of "economic terror." Apparently also the
communists hold that the strategy of sabotage is
cal action rather

arises

peculiarly the strategy of laissez faire capitalism

and of

The

Russian Communists
capitalists.
have special reasons for this conviction. Their
enemies abroad the counter-revolutionists
resorted to sabotage on a colossal scale, or at
any rate so the communists construed their

At home moreover first the anti-communist intellectuals and public officials and later
the anti-communist kulaks sabotaged the revolution with the utmost vigor.
Orthodox socialists have generally opposed
sabotage. The Socialist party of the United
activities.

How They Were Originated" in Square Deal, vol. x
a
(1912) 407-14, Bnssenden, Paul F The I W.
Study in American Syndicalism (2nd ed. New York
1920); Gambs, J. S ," The Decline of the I. W.
Columbia University, Studies in History, Economics
and Public Law, no 361 (New York 1932), Mathew,

W

,

W,

S B Restriction of Output among Unorganized
Workers (New York 1931), Veblen, Thorstein, The
Engineers and the Pnce System (New York 1921) ch. i.
son,

,

SACRAMENT.

See RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,
CHRISTIAN; MYSTERIES.

SACRED BOOKS

have their characteristic

functions primarily in a context of oral and
practical sacred observance. But the term sacred

book

is

not applied to every book whose func-

tions lie in such a field; it is generally reserved
for those that have the powers and values of the
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by no means

sacred attributed to them inherently. Such books

But the content of sacred books

may undergo many changes in both their genesis

strictly limited to these types. For example, the
canonical literature of Buddhism, which professes to be a philosophical religion of universal

and

use; they have served as fetishes, as revelations, as foundations of law and as symbols of

The Adigranth of the Sikhs, the
Swedenborgian, the Mormon and the Christian
Science scriptures are examples of sacred books
that have appeared in modern times. But the
sacred books which have exerted the greatest
influence upon existing civilizations were written
between 1000 B.C. and 1000 A D., although porallegiance.

tions of their contents are

much

older.

They are

Hebrew Bible; the Zoroastrian Avesta\
the Christian New Testament; the Moslem
Koran; the Vedas, Brahmanas and Sutras of the
the

Brahmans and the Upanishads, Epics, Puranas
and Tantras of Hinduism; the Jainist Angas; the
Buddhist Tipitaka] the Chinese Classics and the
Taoist scriptures; and the Shinto records of
Japan. Besides these, all of which are still used
as sacred scriptures, there appeared in the same
period other influential sacred books, especially
those of Hellenistic religions and cults no
longer extant: the Sibylline, Orphic, Hermetic

and Gnostic books as well as the scriptures of
Mithraism and of the Manichaeans. The
Homeric poems and the sagas of north European
peoples also at least approximated the status of
sacred books.

These books had a vast background in earlier
literatures and sacred writings, portions of
which may still be found in the records of civilization on the Nile, in the eastern Mediterranean, in the Tigris-Euphrates valley and
probably in the Indus valley as well. Undoubt-

is

enlightenment, bears in certain countries some
resemblance to a general library: thus, the

Japanese Tipitaka lists some 2236 items in
9006 volumes, including works on physical
science, history, geography, archaeology, travels
and philology as well as dictionaries. Many of

these works are very seldom read, but they all
constitute a venerated treasure of Buddhism, to

honor or use any part of which may be an act of
merit or even involve magical effects. While the
Buddhist canon presents in some respects an
extreme case, secular or profane matter is to be
found in small or large degree in virtually all
sacred literatures; and it is to their range and
inclusiveness that sacred books owe much of
their power to survive as books of life, irrespective of their specific cultic uses.
The explanation for this range

and

inclusive-

not merely the pervasive relation which
religion in the past bore to culture but also the
ness

is

variety of processes

through which the books

acquired their sacred properties. In some cases
writings originally secular and with a content in
whole or in part secular have later become sacred
books. In other cases the books were sacred from
the

start, in that their

sacred for

some group

content was thoroughly
of people before it was

edly the veneration

felt by the Egyptians,
Hebrews, Hindus, Chinese and other peoples

written down. The utterances of ecstatic seers
and prophets are sacred speech, and of such
material consists much of the Old Testament
prophetic literature and virtually the entire
Koran, which purports to contain only the
divine revelations recited by

for the art of writing and for the properties of
the written character contributed to sacred books

probability many of the "sayings of Jesus" and
of his apostles
the New Testament originally

certain elements of their sacredness.

But the
and pervasive influences
behind such books both before and after 1000
B.C. derived from oral and practical culture. In a

circulated

more

formulae and liturgical poetry have likewise very
commonly had a sacred status in oral usage
before being collected in books. Most of the

constant, direct

general

way

all

the principal types of material to

be found in sacred books were preexistent in
oral culture. Such types are: formulae of magic,
sorcery, exorcism and healing; oracles and procedures of divination; songs of celebration and
penitence; liturgy

and ceremonial

law; sacred

Mohammed.

In

all

m

orally

as

inspired

words.

Ritual

sacrificial hymns, the chants and the magical
formulae of the Ve das were probably transmitted
orally for centuries as an exclusive sacred posses-

Brahman families and castes.
The Brahmanas and Sutras, expository treatises
sion of certain

on the Vedic

sacrifices

and the

priestly life, as

law; folk tales, myths, legends and
history; prophecies; eschatological revelations

well as the Upanishads and the early philosophical sutras all have a form which suggests

and apocalypses; proverbial wisdom, teachings
of sages, lives and gospels of saviors; apostolic
advice and exhortation; discussions and elaborations of doctrine; and esoteric mystical systems.

secrecy of doctrine may have helped to maintain
the oral form. But the teachings of Buddhism^

community

oral transmission. Exclusive caste rights

which admitted

all castes,

and

were probably also

Sacred Books
disseminated and preserved in their

cen-

through oral repetition and amplification

turies

rather than

The
nium

first

by

scriptures.

highly dynamic era of the first millenwas characterized by rapid evolution

B.C.

in the sphere of religion. Hence although in
many portions the sacred books produced dur-

ing this period testify to the longevity and perdurance of sacred traditions, they were not
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fundamentally also by a variety of other circumstances, prominent among which was the disappearance of the customary social and political
orders both in the Hellenistic world and in China

and

India.

As older local units were dissolved by

imperialism and the mingling of peoples, the
orthodoxies sought to provide new bases of
integration, and they prized their collections of
sacred writings from the past as agencies
through which they might preserve the essential

merely repositories of bygone custom but also
and reflections of the changes which
were taking place. As modern historical criticism
has established, the authors of the Old Testament and the Chinese Classics by selection,
revision and addition frequently modified the

groups of teachers,

traditional teachings so as to promulgate new
ideas. Many sections when first written down

sacred texts

vehicles

represented merely individual or special points
of view and were
no sense the charters of a

m

common

orthodoxy which they later became.
Thus the Chinese Classics were compilations,
redactions and interpretations of ancient material, both secular and religious, made chiefly
by one school of scholars, the Confucian, who
imputed to the ancient past their own ideas and
ideals for the correction of life in the present. In
the case of the Hebrews the strong theocratic
tradition of a covenant between the people and
their

god gave

historical narrative a distinctive

religious tinge; but here again

books attributed

to remote antiquity were written and rewritten,
freely revised and supplemented before they
fixed collection of sacred scriptures. In
India, while the Vedic texts were handed down

became a

unchanged,

new

sacred

literature

grew to

enormous proportions, and the usage of the old
was generally entirely transformed in its new
contexts.

The

rise of

the Confucian, Jewish, Christian

and Moslem orthodoxies in the first millennium A D. fixed the chief canons or lists of
sacred scripture that have lasted to the present
day. Neither the Buddhists nor the Hindus established a closed canon

which obtained com-

meaning and inspiration of life throughout
eternity But since the old scriptures were obviously incapable of defining the character and
content of the

new

orthodoxies, there arose new
who as a rule conveyed their

doctrines in the form of commentaries

on the

Thus Orthodox Judaism acquired

its norm from the rabbinical teachings in the
Talmud rather than directly from the Bible,
dogma of Catholic Christianity was es-

while the

tablished by the doctors of the church and the
councils. Hinduism received new regulation
from the commentaries made by the acharyas,

such as Sankara, Ramanuja and others. And
Moslcmism, which from the outset was uniquely
Koran centered, constructed its orthodoxy

upon

extensive supplementary

collections of

traditions (Hadith) concerning the custom of
the prophet (sunna) and upon a system of juris-

prudence

(fiqh),

which recognized consensus

(tjmcT) as a further source of authority.

Such
plied

reinterpretations of the scriptures imtypes of religious leadership and

new

learning distinct from those represented by the
ecstatic prophet or sacrificial priest. The eleva-

book was accompanied by the
the sphere
prominence
of religion. This development promoted new
and
government.
phases of thought, education
In China a system of examinations in the
for
Classics was introduced
ranking officials. In
Judaism and Islam the study of religious law
became a governing discipline, the sacred books
tion of the sacred

m

rise of a scholar class to

parably general recognition, although all orthodox Hindus recognize at least three Vedas. But

being regarded as the ultimate foundations of
law in general. Theologies of "The Word," or
the Logos, were elaborated, and the idea grew

various orders, sects and nations within both
Buddhism and Hinduism as well as among the

that religion might be
matter, a development

Jains have

made

canonical collections of scrip-

These orthodoxies have tended not only to
fix, but also as a rule to enhance the authority
and importance of the sacred books While the
books themselves were a factor in producing the
attitude of mind which thus elevated them, the
formation of the orthodoxies was promoted
ture.

rationalism.

m

some sense

a logical

which led eventually to
A similar trend was subsequently to

be followed by Calvinist Protestantism, in
which the Word and the ministers elected to
expound it became supreme. Where, on the
other hand, priesthood and its functions retained a leading place, as in Hinduism and
Catholicism, these tendencies were not absent
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but were counterbalanced by opposite emphases.
As the history of Islam and of Protestant

Europe abundantly illustrates, the elevation of a
sacred book above all offices of society provides
an excellent potential support for dissent from
established regimes.

The

issues of conflict gen-

from practical circxnnstances,
but the dissenters whether from church or
erally arise chiefly

decree appeal to their scriptures as a
higher law Since the appeal usually implies that
both parties recogni/e the same sacred books,
the dispute tends to focus on their correct
civil

exegesis.

A

different type of religious separa-

the authority of the sacred book and the rules for
its interpretation were widely employed with

other books as well.

Today the ascendant canons

of scientific inquiry and literary criticism recognized in secular learning are widely applied to

determine the meaning of sacred books.
The rise of modern hermeneutics has played
a very important part in the development of
historical scholarship and critical method in the
interpretation of texts. The Protestant reformers
the allegorical and
historical meaning of

rejected
plain,

emphasized the
the

Scriptures.

Flacms and others stressed the reading of individual passages in their context At the climax

tism, represented both by individual mysticism
and by broader mystical movements, such as
Zen Buddhism, Quakerism and Jewish Chassi-

of the attacks launched during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries against the Christian

dism, rejects as too external not only established
but also the rule of a book and, when it

philosophy of history men like Herder urged
that sacred as well as secular literature be ap-

assumes organized form, places stress upon
spontaneous leadership. Another special phenomenon, also associated as a rule with mysticism, is the rejection of all normal exegesis in

proached as an expression of

offices

favor of esoteric interpretations of scripture,
such as may be found among the Kabbahsts,

the Swedenborgians and the theosophists.
Through the prestige and importance which

they enjoyed during the growth of existing
civilizations sacred books have exerted a power-

upon virtually all fields of culture.
While in general they have served as a tremendous integrating factor, at the same time
ful influence

they have helped to generate a variety of cultural
divisions and tensions The original languages
of sacred books are usually different from the
living vernaculars, with the result that a sharp
line of cleavage existed for centuries and in

many parts

of China, India, the Islamic and the

Catholic world still exists between the illiterate
masses and the literate clergy or the scholarly
officialdom with access to the sacred literature.

The
flict

statements of sacred books frequently conwith findings of natural science, critical

history, social science or philosophy. Art that
conforms to the requirements of sacred scripture
is distinguished from other art. Education that
observes and communicates the sacred texts be-

comes differentiated from other types of education. These cleavages, while giving rise to new
issues and new problems of accommodation in
every age, are in one form or another as old as
and in some respects older than the sacred books
themselves and quite as universal. Yet there has
never been a complete divergence between the
use of the sacred book and other cultural usages.
In mediaeval times the method of appealing to

human

nature.

Scholars of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have emphasized further the necessity of
investigating the whole cultural context of a

document, not only in order to advance correct
order to utilize the full potentiexegesis but
alities of sacred books as historical sources.

m

Seventeenth and eighteenth century China also
a succession of outstanding historical
critics, such as Tai Chen, Chang Hsueh-ch'eng
and T'sui Shu, whose work was of fundamental
importance in promoting truer historical views
of the Classics and their times. Among the

produced

Hindus and Moslems such criticism appears less
advanced
There is no way of measuring the integrating
effect of sacred books on culture, especially
since

it is

impossible to separate their influence
from other aspects of religion. But

in this regard
it

would seem

difficult to

the Bible, the Koran, the

exaggerate the role of
Hindu Epics, and the

Chinese Classics in producing some unified
Indian and

character in European, Islamic,
Chinese cultures respectively. It

is necessary
only to recall the influence of these books on
temple and folk art, for instance, and with the

spread of literacy their importance as common
readings of the people (see LITERACY AND ILLITERACY).

The

philosophic traditions which

have had most pervasive influence on the
thought of the various civilizations also owe
many important traits to distinctive characteristics of the sacred literature in each case. Not
only the civilizations in their entirety but many
subgroups within them have been molded to a
large extent by the sacred books. The family
Bible has been a widespread symbol and often a

Sacred Books
vehicle of family integrity. Among the chief
public possessions of the traditional Jewish

and books. The
formation of national languages and literatures,
not only in Europe but also in India, owes much

community were

its

scrolls

to the translation of sacred books. Luther's

King James Bible, the Hindu version
Rdmdyana by Tulasi-Dasa (1532-1623),

Bible, the

of the

are notable cases

In

other circumstances,
as with the dispersed Jews, the prolonged refusal to translate the sacred books from the
original

common

still

sacred tongue helped to conserve a
morale. Because of their historical as-

and

sociations

in

some

cases also because of

their character as great books of life, the power
of sacred books to symbolize a common cultural

and social destiny is not strictly limited by cult
and dogma Thus in recent times the BhagavadGita has been accepted as a symbol of a more
virile India by Hindu nationalists, whose attitudes toward sacred observances diverge extremely from each other and from orthodox
standards.
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SACRIFICE is usually denned as the slaughter
of an animal or person or the surrender of a
possession as an offering to a deity; the original
may be applied to all
The word has received its re-

meaning, to make sacred,
kinds of

ritual.

stricted connotation

because in Christian ritual
is the core and the

the slaughter of the victim
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essence; in other rituals it is merely an episode.
In Europe and the Near East there was ap-

emphasize
parent a tendency
before the appearance of Christianity.
to

sacrifice long

Among

Hebrews and in pagan Greece and Rome the
ritual slaughter was already prominent, whereas
in Brahmamsm lustration and in Egypt the
the

preservation of the
tured. Although it

body were
is

especially fea-

not equally important

everywhere, sacrifice is universally present in
ritual. In sacrifice the offering is identified with
the deity; thus in the slaying of the animal the
is slam. This episode of the dying god,
discovered by
Robertson Smith and discussed further by Frazer, is illustrated by the
Koryak whale festival and by the Ainu bear

deity

W

ceremony

The

ritualistic

principle that the

worshiper becomes identified with the deity in
order to exercise the same control over nature as
the deity is involved in sacrifice in that the worshiper is identified with the victim; Brahmanic
theory declares:
his

own

"The

sacrifice."

sacrifice is

the victim at

In the case of the horse

sacri-

only the equivalent of the worshiper; thus the horse is slain, but not the worshiper. In some instances, however, the victim

fice

the victim

is

and the chief worshiper are actually one and the
same, in which case the leader of the cult himself
is slain. This slaying of the man -god appears to
have been confined originally to those state
rituals of which the king was the chief and was
not found in household cults. Even the slaying
of the king seems to have disappeared at an early
period: the practise is known mainly from myths
and from a few survivals in Africa The slaying
of the king when his vigor wanes or when crops
fail, until recently not uncommon in Africa and
on the islands of the Pacific, may be regarded
as a relaxation of a more ancient practise of
putting the king to death after a fixed

number of

years

Communal

may intervene to prevent
member of the community and
stranger may be substituted. The need of outfeeling

the sacrifice of a
a

side victims necessitates forays and probably
has contributed greatly to the development of
war. Fellow tribesmen who have broken the law

of his death

is maintained so consistently that
eventually dies in the flesh he is not
mourned, because he is considered to have died

when he

previously. An
animal victim.

alternative

is

to

Numerous myths

provide an
tell

how an

animal was substituted for a human victim; the
legend of Iphigenia and the attempted sacrifice
of Isaac are among the most famous. Such substitutions have without doubt taken place repeatedly in different parts of the world and have
helped to do away with human sacrifice, but the
conclusion that all animal sacrifice results from
such a substitution is not yet warranted. Animal

and human sacrifices are both the outcome of the
same system of ideas, and animal sacrifice may
gradually have ousted human sacrifice as a solution of the conflict between the claims of tribal

welfare and

humane

feelings.

Ritual theory requires that a

human victim be

sacrificed so that the crops and the cattle may
flourish, while family affection and tribal loyalty

to a

the

good chief constantly exert a counter

force;

requirement is therefore satisfied by the
slaughter and by the fiction of dying, the second
first

substitution of a foreigner for the king.
Christianity has solved the conflict by a single
sacrifice of the divine victim; the efficacy of this

by the

all times, but the act
daily in symbols.
victim may be slam in various ways; he

performance extends to

must be repeated

The
may be
cut.

strangled or clubbed or have his throat
ritual strangling is reserved for

In Vedic

the gods, since it is believed that the
strangled victim does not die as he would were
his blood shed, and the gods do not die; the
sacrifices to

victim sacrificed for the spirits of the dead
suffers a more violent execution. Methods of
criminal execution, such as beheading, hanging,
stoning, crucifying, were probably originally
methods of sacrifice.
The methods of disposing of the victim are
the same as for the other dead. Burnt offerings
correspond to cremation. Simple interment and
exposure are also found; as an animal victim is
usually consumed by the worshipers, only its

bones are disposed of. Drowning the victim
through sea burial, as in the case of Jonah, is

some writers regard

unusual. Certain portions of the victim are

this as the origin of capital punishment.
In the family cults or where humanitarianism

usually assigned to officeholders, particularly to
the priests. This may constitute a source of

has prevailed against the rigor of the law, the
out only symbolically and the

revenue to the temple, for in a much frequented
temple there may be a surplus over what the
staff can consume (7 Samuel 11: 12-16).
Psychologists have contended that sacrifice
has its origin in the emotions, especially in their

may also be used

as victims;

sacrifice is carried

worshiper merely acts as if he were dying. The
Igbo king is actually laid in a grave and
mourned as if dead, then told to arise; the fiction

Sacrifice

Safety

other hand,
pathological manifestations. On the
h may well be held that the emotions counteract
ritual theory

and prevent

tion. Sacrifice is a cold

its

rigorous applica-

blooded pursuit of social

welfare; but when this pursuit becomes so intense and exacting that it conflicts at too many
individuals inpoints with the feelings of the
volved, an emotional reaction against it is inevitable. Sacrifice is not entirely antagonistic to

the emotions of affection but can be converted
into an outlet for the hypertrophy of love,
whether this is congenital or caused by the

damming up

of normal outlets.

Some men

find

supreme satisfaction in being sacrificed for the
good of the community and may volunteer
themselves, as in war It has become the Chris-

man "to lay down
friends," an ideal already known to the pagan
world, as is shown by the legend of Alcestis.
The ecclesiastical conception of martyrdom as a
his life for his

tian ideal for a

has made little progress in India, because the Indian condemns the taking of another's life, especially an animal's. It has
dropped out of Buddhism entirely; but India
sacrifice

suicide, with the result that
self-immolation plays a significant role.
The substitution of fictitious for real death

does not

condemn

has provided an outlet for the feelings without
the fatal consequences of reality; the worshiper
suffers with the deity in spirit only. This ideal is
a stimulus for devotion to
salutary if it serves as
the family or to society; it is pernicious if it acts
to
merely as a cathartic, leaving the worshiper
of emopursue, with a conscience unburdened
tion, a policy of

See-
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write poetry but later devoted himself to the
study of Slavic philology. His Geschichte der

Sprache und Literatur nach alien
Mundarten (Novisad 1826, 2nd ed. 1869), in
which he discussed the origins, religion, morals,
culture and languages of the Slavic peoples, advanced the thesis that the Slavs are a composite
people with but one language, which is subslavischen

divided into several groups of dialects. In his

most famous work on Slavonic

antiquites, Slo-

vanske starozitnosti (Prague 1836-37, 2nd ed., 3

1862-64; tr. into German as Slavische
Alterthumer, 2 vols., Leipsic 1843-44), he attacked the prevailing view that the Slavic

vols.,

peoples reached Europe comparatively recently
and maintained that they had been indigenous
to Europe at least since the fifth century B.C. His
third

important work, Slowansky ndrodopis
(Prague 1842, 3rd ed. 1849), is a statistical study
of

Slavic

peoples

and languages. Although

Safarik's theories have since lost their scientific
value, they were of tremendous significance in
the development of Slavic national sentiment.

His doctrine of the unity of Slav peoples gave a
decided intellectual impetus to pan-Slavism, and
his thesis of the antiquity of the Slavic peoples,
accepted with enthusiasm by his contemporaries, served to create a feeling of self-esteem
and national pride among the various Slavic

groups.
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SAFARIK, PAVEL JOSEF

Man
O
,

(1795-1861), Slo-

vak philologist and archaeologist. Safaffk was
the son of a pastor; during his studies at Jena
he absorbed the ideas of the romantic philosophy
and the nationalist doctrines of Herder and
the Burschenschaft movement. He set out to

their elimination

became matters

for general

and founded what was

prevention of accidents
the beginning of a safety museum. This excounample was followed in other European
of the century there
tries, so that by the end

were some twenty-five such associations and

museums

in the principal manufacturing centers

of the continent.

by

industrialists

The

voluntary

movement

was paralleled by

led

legislation

to accident prerelating directly or indirectly
The German social insurance laws of

vention.
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the i88o's were the most advanced in that they
not only made accident insurance compulsory

but required

members

of associations to con-

tribute to compensation funds In Great Britain,
its common law traditions, the movement
developed more slowly; but by 1897 the necessity for giving labor more safeguards than were
possible under the common law resulted in the

with

British

workmen's compensation

acts

Both on

the continent and in Great Britain subsequent
legislation has further extended and improved

the conditions of accident prevention and com-

and improvement of various
phases of management, including working conditions; and it did not take long for investigations to result in recognition of the fact that
for research into

accidents leading to the turnover and absence of
workers and the idleness of machines constituted
a real cost

and

that accident prevention

was

therefore logically an essential part of any waste
elimination campaign. Studies of the Committee

on Safety and Production of the American Engineering Council have since justified the conclusions that material reductions in accident
can be obtained simultaneously with an
and that maxi-

pensation.

rates

In the United States the safety movement
developed later. Although factory legislation,
labor departments and commissions and provi-

increase in the production rate,

mum

productivity

is

ordinarily secured only

when the accident performance tends toward the
irreducible minimum Both the humanitarian

had been

sion for the inspection of working conditions
in existence in many states for a con-

and the

siderable period, these were too often rendered
ineffective because of the indifference of politi-

vention were so widely represented in the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers

cians.

Concern

for safety, as a

movement, did

not become significant until about 1905. At that
time American industry had the reputation of

being the most reckless in the world. The safety
movement once inaugurated immediately gained

and retained a noteworthy momentum; its
strength is indicated by the fact that within a

efficiency attitudes

toward accident pre-

from its organization in 1907, accident
prevention became an outstanding interest of
the society. The result was the establishment,
that,

under

its

auspices,

in

1912 of the National

Safety Council, and it has largely been due to
the activities of this body that the safety move-

quarter of a century compulsory accident insurance laws had been enacted in all but four states

since made such rapid progress in the
United States. Another important influence has
been the work of the American Standards Asso-

of the union.

ciation.

The development

of the

American

safety

movement was greatly assisted by the operations
of three different sets of forces. The first was the
purely humanitarian reaction of industrialists

and non-industrialists alike to the shocking situations in which an increasing number of victims
of industrial accidents found themselves because
of the inadequacies of the common law doctrines of liability. The result was the beginning
of voluntary efforts on the part of many factory
owners and managers toward the elimination of
accidents Second, accident elimination

be viewed

came to

an aspect of good
management. And, third, mandatory legislation
appeared on statute books to compel unenlightened and indifferent employers to adopt measures which had been proved to be as much in
fairly widely as

ment has

Although initiated and developed by large and
important business organizations, the voluntary
phase of the safety movement affected only a
limited proportion of the industrial workers of
the United States.

Simultaneously therefore

progressive labor departments and commissions
as well as social workers advocated legislation

making accident prevention, and eventually accident compensation, compulsory for all industry. In this phase of the movement accident
prevention and compensation were conceived of
something more than a matter of efficient

as

as properly in the domain of
public policy. In 1908 the federal government
passed the first workmen's compensation act,

management and

which covered certain classes of federal employees; and in 1910 New York led the states
with a limited and in 1914 with a general com-

the interests of industry as of labor.
In the United States the first voluntary
efforts toward accident prevention on an organ-

pensation law. The next five years witnessed a
succession of such laws in other states. At first

ized basis appeared in a few large enterprises
which at the turn of the century had already

encountering considerable difficulty as a result
of the constitutional and common law objections

become conspicuous for their efficient operation.
These companies established, as auxiliary to
their operating organizations, staffs of specialists

raised

by many

industrialists, advocates of this

type of legislation eventually were successful
by constitutional amendments where necessary

Safety

Movement
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The

in securing compensation laws in forty-four
states and three territories. These statutes, re-

third stage consisted of the refinement,
through better organization, of the safety func-

quiring as they did contributions to compensaburdened industry with an additional

tion in labor

tion funds,

cost; and in view of the fact that such
contributions were scaled in direct proportion

overhead

to the individual employer's accidents, a direct
link was established between accident reduction

and lower

The

costs of operation.

entrance of government into the field of

industrial safety has turned the attention of
official bodies to the problems associated with

prevention and compensation. Valuable work in
research, publicity and the like has been done

by organizations like the International Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions, the United States Department of
Labor and the International Labor Office. The
last

named has

also

concerned

itself

with stand-

ardization of practises on an international scale.
From the viewpoint of content the safety

movement has progressed through

five stages.

first experience seemed to indicate that accidents were caused by the inadequate safeguarding of machines and other physical conditions,

At

and that prevention of accidents would be
accomplished by provisions incorporated in
equipment design and by guards for dangerous
parts. Large sums were spent in making the
necessary corrections in prime movers, transmission equipment and machines generally, in
the improvement of illumination and the clearing of passage ways and in revisions of processes
and procedures Important as these efforts were,
it was soon perceived that accidents were not
reduced to the degree anticipated.
The second stage was based on the recogni-

management departments; the

ex-

tension, improvement and engineering analysis
of statistical records; an increased regard for the
safety factor in process and job analyses; provisions for better supervision; the establishment

of medical units; and the introduction of psychological studies Advances in better statistical

reporting are largely to be credited to the activiof the federal Bureau of Labor Statistics

ties

and the National Safety Council; but despite
real improvements in this field it is generally
admitted that data are not satisfactory in quantity or quality.

The fourth stage was characterized by a
greater attention to the problem of safety on the
part of major executives, elevation of the movement from second rank to first rank status and
its

inclusion

among

istrative policy.

questions of general admincost of compulsory com-

The

pensation has acted as a powerful force in this
direction, bringing into an integrated whole the
related problems of organization and management methods; the guarding of machinery; the
selection and assignment of personnel, their
training, hours of labor and rest periods; education in self-preservation; statistics and research; and industrial medicine and psychology.

Thus since the turn of the century the prevailing
attitude toward industrial accidents has progressed from the supposition that these were
entirely a matter of individual responsibility and
risk to recognition of

the social and industrial

advantages to be derived from assumption of
the costs of accident elimination and of com-

tion, resulting from analysis of records, that the
human factors of carelessness, ignorance, inex-

pensation for those accidents not eliminated.
The fifth and most recent stage has been the
preparation of safety codes, especially the stand-

perience, inadequate skill and improper supervision entered into the majority of accidents;

ards Association

further advances therefore depended on the education of supervisors and workers in the conditions and principles of self-preservation. The

departments and commissions have been given
legislative authority to develop and administer
safety codes in their accident prevention work,

upshot was that plants established committees,
organized meetings of workers and their fam-

most public agencies are restricted in this effort
by budgets which do not permit more than

issued bulletins, offered prizes for good

reasonable enforcement of general factory laws.
Consequently the activities of the Bureau of

ilies,

records and devised various other inducements
lo the adoption of habits of care. Marked reduction in the frequency and severity of accidents

was indicated with the full development of this
program, and the guarding of equipment and
education in caution became the two most significant principles in

ment.

advancing the safety move-

ard safety code program of the American StandAlthough many state labor

Standards, the American Standards Association
and the International Association of Industrial
Accident Boards and Commissions in securing

the adoption by various industries of safety
codes have become a major factor in the safety
movement. The fundamental principle in those
states

which have been most successful in safety
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code development has been an appreciation of
the fact that codes should really be created by
industries themselves. This sound policy has
been followed by better relations between public
authorities and industry and by definite efforts
on industry's part to police itself in accident
prevention work.
In other fields than the industrial, accident
elimination has been largely the concern of public bodies. All states and most local governments
have passed statutes and ordinances for the
purpose of promoting safety in theaters and
other private places of assembly, in schools and
other public buildings, on highways and sidewalks, on public carriers and at bathing beaches.
Such legislation as a rule has been concerned
with matters relating to the protection of structures and persons from fire, the removal of
obstacles from sidewalks, care
the operation of
movable apparatus and the like. The increasing
use of the motor vehicle has caused preoccupation with the development of new safety tech-

m

niques, although in a general sense the safety

movement here has recapitulated the experiences
in the industrial field. In the beginning

emphasis

was on physical and mechanical aspects of the
problem, such as road construction,

and signal

lights

on

vehicles.

traffic lights

There was next

developed educational propaganda to inculcate
in operators and pedestrians concern for safety
and carefulness. At the same time legislation and

Safety Conference, Olympia, London, 1920, Report
of Proceedings (London 1920); Great Britain, IndusHealth Research Board,
Study of Personal
Qualities in Accident Proneness and Proficiency, by
Eric Farmer and E G. Chambers, Report, no. 55
(1929); International Labour Office, Report on Prevention of Industrial Accidents (Geneva 1929), Richards, C, R , The Industrial Museum (New York 1925);

A

trial

Industrial Safety Congress, London, 1928, Industrial
Safety Congress (London 1928); National Safety
Council, Transactions, published annually in Chicago
since 1912, International Association of Industrial

Accident Boards and Commissions, Proceedings, published annually in
tional

Labour

Washington since 1914; InternaSafety Survey, pubGeneva since 1925; Personnel

Office, Industrial

lished bimonthly in

Journal, published annually in Baltimore since 1922.

SAGRA Y PERIZ, RAMON DIONISIO DE
LA (1798-1871), Spanish economist and social
reformer. Sagra studied at the University of

Madrid. He was director of the botanical gardens
and professor of botany & Havana from 1823
to 1835, during which period he began his extensive statistical survey of Cuba, Histortafistca,
y natural de la Isla de Cuba (13 vols.,

politica

A

Paris 1842-61, published also in French).
the United States in 1835 stimulated his

visit to

interest in the social sciences, especially with a
view to reform in Spain, and thereafter he devoted himself almost exclusively to studies in
this field The United States appeared to Sagra
as a land of peace and well being; these attributes
he ascribed to liberalism in government, a

regulations have been designed to govern speed
and other driving conditions and to provide for

proper emphasis in education upon religion and
morals, and the extensive growth of philan-

a vigorous policing of highways.

thropic institutions and industrial associations.
Some of these principles he hoped to introduce

H.

S.

PERSON

See: ACCIDENTS, ACCIDENTS, INDUSTRIAL; INDUSTRIAL

HAZARDS, EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY; WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION, COMPENSATION AND LIABILITY INSURANCE, MINING ACCIDENTS; MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS, RAILROAD ACCIDENTS, TRAFFIC REGULATION;

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION, SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.
Consult:

Heinnch, H.

W

Industrial Accident Preven-

(New York 1931), American Engineering CounSafety and Productwn (New York 1928), Williams,
S. J
The Manual of Industrial Safety (Chicago 1927);
DeBlois, L. A., Industrial Safety Organisation for
Executive and Engineer (New York 1926), American
Academy of Political and Social Science, Industrial
Safety, ed. by R. H. Lansburgh, Annals, vol. cxxiu,
tion

,

no 212 (Philadelphia 1926); Tead, Ordway, and MetPersonnel Administration (3rd ed New
calf, H. C
York 1933), Hartmann, Konrad, Allgemeine Unfall,

verhtftung in gewerbhchen Betrieben,

Weyl's Handbuch

der Hygiene, vol. vii, Allgememer Teil, pt. 4 (Leipsic
1917); Feeg, Otto, Unfallverhiitung und Fabrikshygiene (Leipaic 1912); La securiU dans V Industrie,

Annee

4, no.

tured at the Ateneo in Madrid and wrote

4 (Brussels 1926); Industrial

more

than thirty woiks in the social sciences, including Lecciones de economia social (Madrid 1840).
of

,

cil,

Eglantine,

into his native country. After his return to Spain
Sagra was twice elected to the Cortes. He lec-

Sagra envisioned the development of a science
human felicity, economia social, which should

serve as a guide for governments. Various Euro-

pean thinkers, including Villeneuve-Bargemon,
Pecqueur and Proudhon, successively influenced
About 1844 he adopted the rational socialism of Jean Hippolyte Colins, a
"scientific mystic" like himself. His program,
which had originally been based upon the principle of Christian love and which had emphasized educational and moral improvement, fihis doctrines.

nally called for a complete reorganization of

society along collectivist lines, including the
abolition of interest and of private property in

land. Sagra favored decentralization in political

Safety
came

administration and

to

Movement

oppose democracy

as rule by "passion" instead of by "truth."
Universal disarmament without the social reorganization which alone can assure peace would,

he believed, result in anarchy. Toward the end
of his life he returned to the Catholic tradition.
In recent years there has been a revival of interest in Sagra as a forerunner of the generation

of 1898.
Consult.

C. BERNALDQ DE Quraos
Nunez de Arenas, M., "Don Ram6n de la

reformador social" in Revue hispamque, vol. Ix
329-529, containing bibliography of Sagra's
Martinez Ruiz, Jose", "Un ideologo de 1850"
valores liter anos (Madrid 1913) p. 281-90;
Salillas, Rafael, Inspiradores de Dona Concepcion AreAcademia de Jurisprudence y Legislacion,
tial, R
Pubhcaciones, no. 19 (Madrid 1920).

Sagra,
(1924)
works,
in Los

Saint-Pierre
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I feel it difficult to judge

a knowledge of the

man

it,

<tpart

from

himself."

FERNAND BALDENSPERGER
Other works' Port Royal, 3 vols (Pans 1840-48, new
ed 7 vols
1867-71), Cfiateaubrtand et son groups
htttraire sous V Empire, 2 vols. (Paris 1860).
,

,

Michaut, G , Samte-Beuve (Paris 1921);
Voizard, F Samte-Beuve, Vhomme et Foeuvre, etude
medico-psychologique (Pans 1911); Faguet, E, Pohtiques et morahstes du dix-neuvifrme stecle, 3 vols (Pans
189199), vol 111 tr. by Dorothy Galton (London
1928) p. 165-204, Maurras, Charles, Romantisme et
revolution, Ocuvres, vol 111 (Versailles 1928) p. 25563, Dimier, Louis, Les maitres de la contre-rEvolution
Consult

,

(new ed Pans 1917) P 135-55, Babbitt,

Irving,

The

Masters of Modern French Criticism (Boston 1912)
chs. v-vi, Gromaire, G., "Samte-Beuve pohtique et
philosophe" in Grande revue, vol. ci (1919) 41-51.

SAINTHOOD.

See RELIGION.

SAINTE-BEUVE, CHARLES AUGUSTIN
(1804-69), French essayist and literary

Samte-Beuve played an important part

ir

critic.

cham-

pioning the insurgent romantic school of 1830,
particularly Victor Hugo. After numerous quarrels, however, he broke away completely from
his former associates

known

In the celebrated series

du
1857-62) and Nouveaux
as Causenes

lundi (15 vols.,
lundis (13 vols.,

Pans
Pans

1863-70; rev. ed. 1872-81) he presented a rich
gallery of literary portraits, in the main French.
Suspicious of a rigid critical "system," Samte-

SAINT-PIERRE, ABBE CHARLES IRENEE

CASTEL DE

(1658-1743), French political
and writer on economic subIn
his
jects.
passionate desire to promote the
welfare of mankind Abbe de Saint-Pierre, a
member of an old Norman family, became a
prolific author of reform projects, which were
sometimes naive but always concrete and ingenious. Although a pupil of the Jesuits, he
thinker, moralist

developed into a fierce antagonist of intolerance

powers on "the

and a proponent of natural religion. In morals as
hi political matters he took the Cartesian prin-

man shown by the
work equivalent to the man" and

ciple of evidence as his methodological point of
departure and derived therefrom a doctrine of

the various ramifications of such an approach.

curbed by the dictates of philanmean and especially by
the universal obligation to pursue virtue. But the
problems which preoccupied him both in his
principal writings and in the lively discussions
at the Club de I'Entresol were political in nature.
While he favored enlightened despotism, he

Beuve focused

man

his analytical

work," "the

in the

work," "the

With little zest for following the flights of heroes,
idealists or mystics he came to rest among those
"moderate hills" where his own poetry had once
felt at home. Although skeptical of the extreme
environmentalist formulations of literary hisTame, he sought to correlate the

torians like

utilitarianism

thropy and the golden

writings of an individual author with the forces

proposed in his Discours sur

of heredity, environment, temperament, education and the like playing upon him. Sainte-

don 1718) that it be tempered by a complex system of councils; an important feature of the system was to be a political academy of forty ex-

Beuve's subtlety and insight enabled him to
analyze the mixture of virtues and defects which
are present in all literary greatness. Such criti-

la

polysynodte (Lon-

who should be appointed by the king upon
nomination by the heads of the great corporaperts,

cism, when carried to its logical conclusions,
resulted in a "natural history of minds" rather

tions

than in "constructions of a social character."
The various kinds of spirits were classified ac-

the principal state offices, in addition to studying

cording to their dominant characteristic. "Literature

and

literary

production," wrote Samte-

take them, are not distinct, or
severable, from the rest of the man and his
entire make up. I am able to read with gusto any

Beuve, "as

I

magistracy,

who should

in turn

clergy

and

nobility

recommend candidates

and
for

questions. This government, which
he called "aristomonarchy," would both deny
any political role to the masses and strictly limit
all political

the functions of the hereditary nobility, to whom
the abbe* was hostile. Some of his other schemes
called for the inauguration of political,

economic
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and demographic statistics; the establishment of
an official press; the reform of taxation by the
institution of a tax graduated according to income or, as he proposed in another project, ac-

cording to capital; the suppression of begging;
the improvement of the judicial system; the
building of roads; the creation of a system of
public instruction; the vocational and professional training of children; the elimination of

between the sexes in
matters of education; and certain advanced innovations in pedagogical method.
Saint-Pierre's celebrity rests chiefly on his

most of the

inequalities

Projet pour rendre la patx perpetuelle en Europe

Utrecht 1713-17), wherein he claimed
be reviving an idea previously advanced by
Henry iv as well as by the natural law jurists,
notably Grotius. Here he suggested the founda(3 vols.,

to

tion of a permanent international association,
through which the relationships of states would
be regulated not only by the law of nature but
by positive international law. The states should
renounce war, institute arbitration for the settle-

ment of their differences and establish a common
force to maintain peace and the alliance. SaintPierre limited his system to the European states

were after the treaty of Utrecht (1713)
and moreover, by proposing an alliance of governments or princes rather than of peoples, completely excluded the democratic element. Nevertheless, his project was taken up and developed
by Rousseau and by Kant, the former of whom
rewrote and revised it for popularization. It still
deserves mention as one of the first forerunners
of the League of Nations. His internationalism
and many of his other ideas exerted great influas they

ence upon his friend the marquis d'Argenson.
Ouvrajes de morale
(Pans 1729-41)
Works-,

Consult

Molmari, G.

de,

et

Vabbe de

Saint-Pierre

to Condor cet (London 1929); Compayre", G.,
Htstoire critique des doctrines de I'education, 2 vols.
(7th ed. Pans 1904) vol. ii, p. 8-21, abridged translation by W. H. Payne (Boston 1886) p. 280-82, Harsm,

"L'abbe'

de

not offer the prestige and position to which a
person of his estate was entitled, he joined the
retinue of the duke of Bourgogne, presumptive
successor to Louis xiv. In the atmosphere of intrigue which permeated the ducal court Saint-

Simon

articulated, in a

number

of reform proj-

the antipathy of the upper French peerage
to the new type of centralisation and absolutism
perfected by Louis xiv and his essentially bourects,

geois ministers and agents. Although fanatically
opposed to the pretensions of the third estate in
any form and in much less degree to those of the
first estate, Saint-Simon advocated a
reconvening of the Estates General and of the
provincial estates on the theory that, if rigidly
limited in their function to administering the
national and provincial finances, they were a less
undesirable type of administrative institution
than the fermier bureaucracy dominated by the

so-called

king and his ministers. Uncompromising spokesman of the second estate, which he extolled as
the original and only legitimate group in French
history for exercising political control, he protested repeatedly against the corruption of the

from the king's policy of extending the peerage to ambitious representatives
of the bourgeoisie. As a corrective to the exnobility resulting

acclaimed monarchical system of Louis xiv
he formulated many grievances which were exploited by more forward looking opponents of
absolutism in the period preceding the French
ally

Revolution. Saint-Simon's political theory, like
that of his contemporaries Boulainvilliers and
Montesquieu, is significant as a manifestation of

the process whereby in a variety of forms the
second estate forwarded the anti-absolutistic

,

Boyle

d'histoire

oldest noble families in France. In 1702, having
that the career of arms did

become convinced

recommended a return to the older feudal order,
but in his pioneer attacks on the hitherto gener-

1

Paul,

SAINT-SIMON, DUG DE, Louis DE ROUVROY
(1675-1755), French political theorist and hisSaint-Simon was a member of one of the

torian.

cesses of centralized absolutism Saint-Simon

Un contemporain egare
de Vabbe de Saint-Pierre
(1658-1743} (Paris 1900), Drouet, Joseph, Vabbe de
Saint-Pierre (Pans 1912), Lavergne, L. de, "L'abbe
de Saint-Pierre" in Academic des Sciences Morales
et Pohtiques, Seances et travaux, vol Ixxxix (1869)
2I7-39. 365-91; Vaucher, P., in The Social and Political Ideas of Some Great French Thinkers of the Age of
Reason, ed. by F. J. C. Hearnshaw (London 1930)
French Liberal Thought in the
p. 104-13, Martin,
Eighteenth Century; a Study of Political Ideas from

Revue

(1912) 621-63.

RENE HUBERT

siecle; les projets

K

,

de pohttque, 16 vols.

(Paris 1857); Siegler- Pascal, S.,

au XVill

186-203; Paultre, Christian, La "Taille tariff" de
Vabbe de Saint-Pierre (Pans 1903), Andreades, A
"Les idtfes financiered de 1'abbe" de Saint-Pierre" in
Revue de science et de legislative financiered, vol. x

Saint-Pierre,

econoimque

e'conomiste"

et soctale, vol.

m

xx (1932)

offensive

which was carried to successful com-

by its inveterate enemy, the revolutionary middle class.
The death of the duke of Orleans in 1723
brought to an end Saint-Simon's minor activities in the regency, and for the rest of his life he
pletion

Saint-Simon and Saint-Simonianism

Saint-Pierre

remained in rather bitter retirement. During
this period he composed his famous Memoires,
which, by reason of the brilliancy of its writing
and the keenness of its first hand observation

and delineation of character, has won for its
author a lasting acclaim out of all proportion to
that accorded to his more strictly political writings. The same prejudices which motivated his
reform projects are clearly discernible in his descriptions of contemporary court and political
life, and critically minded scholars of the modern historical school have felt it necessary to offer

numerous cautions regarding the value of the
Memoires as source material.
PAUL HARSIN
Works Projets de gotwernement du due de Bourgogne,
ed. by P Mesnard (Pans 1860), Ecnts inedits de
Saint-Simon, ed by Prosper Faugeie, 8 vols (Pans
1880-93), M6moires de Smnt-Sinton, ed by A de
Boishsle, L Lecestre, and J de Boislisle, 41 vols. and
2 index vols (Pans 1879-1930)
S6e, Henri, "Los iddes pohtiques de SaintSimon," and Langlois, Marcel, "bamt-Smion, historien" in Revue htstonque, \ol Ixxm (1900) 1-23, and
Saint-Simon
vol clviu (1928) 81-107, Boissicr,

Consult

G

(Pans 1892), Cannan,

E

,

The Duke

,

of Saint-Simon

(London 1885)

SAINT-SIMON AND SAINT-SIMONIANISM. Claude-Henri de Rouvroy, comte de
Saint-Simon (1760-1825), French social philosopher, was the brilliantly original but sketchy
precursor of many tendencies in modern thought,

among them

socialism, positivism, technocracy

and internationalism.

He

once described his
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enterprises the wealth he deemed essential.
During the revolution he renounced his titles

with enthusiasm but avoided political activity
as merely destructive. Instead, with the Saxon
count von Redern, he speculated in confiscated

church lands worth millions and was imprisoned
for eleven months preceding the fall of Robespierre. Thanks to currency depreciation he
emerged with a fortune, which he swiftly expended in keeping open house for scientists in
preparation for his career as the combined
Descartes, Bacon and Newton of the new social
order which must, he felt, replace the anarchy
resulting from eighteenth century individualism.
The revolution had destroyed the old regime,

but "mankind was not meant to

live

among

ruins."

In 1798 occurred his epochal conversation
with Burdin, which contained in germ the whole

program of
Simon on

positivism, and which started Sainta lifelong quest for a "physico-

politics." Social reorganization must rest upon
a restored intellectual unity: "it takes a system

to replace a system." Tirelessly he insisted that
a nouveau pouvoir spintuel based upon a synthesis of the positive sciences must be substi-

tuted for the discredited theology of feudalism,
combining the content of the encyclopediste doctrine of progress as presented by Condorcet
with the orderly form demanded by theocrats,
such as de Bonald and de Maistre, in an authoritative body of scientific dogmas which should

regulate

human conduct and

pro\ide for uni-

bizarre life history as "a series of downfalls."
He was born in Paris and was a descendant of

versal worldly well being Saint-Simon's first
version in 1803 called for a supranational cult

the proud Picard house which claimed Charlesublieutenant at sevenmagne as ancestor.
teen,

of science based upon gravitation, to be administered despotically by savant priests, women
as well as men being eligible. The next ten

on the

years, during

A

he went to the West Indies two years later
staff of his relative Claude-Anne, Marquis de Saint-Simon. Fortune brought him with
de Grasse's fleet to Yorktown, where he fought
"for the cause of industrial liberty," and later
to the naval defeat at the Saintes, where he was

wounded and made

prisoner.

Already the ambitious young nobleman
yearned "to enter upon a scientific career useful
to humanity." Released in Jamaica, he proposed
to the viceroy of Mexico a plan for a Nicaraguan canal and on returning to Europe advanced a similar scheme to connect Madrid with
the sea. Although a colonel at twenty-three he
was not interested in wars without lofty social
aims, and he left the army to reeducate himself
by associating with savants and by worldly experiments, first seeking in varied commercial

which he was reduced to living
on the charity of a former valet, were spent in
vain endeavors to synthesize the sciences by
generalizing Newton's laws.
Incapable of organizing the intellectual arm,

Saint-Simon turned toward the immediate

reali-

zation of the temporal power of the new society.
This abandonment of theory for practise did
much to alienate his secretary, Auguste Comte,
in 1824, the latter going

on

to carry out, in his

positive philosophy culminating in sociologie,
substantially the program his master had outlined.

As

early as 1797 Saint-Simon

had

tried

unofficially to assist in bringing about peace
with England at the Conference of Lille; and in

1814 he and Augustin Thierry anticipated the
by their untimely plea for a

entente cordiale
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politico-economic league of nations based

British parliamentarism.
Disillusioned by the kaleidoscopic changes of

the

Restoration period,

from

Saint-Simon turned

liberal politics to find in nascent industry

the temporal basis of the new era, adopting in
1817 the motto: "Everything by industry; every-

thing for industry."

By

industry he meant not

simply machine tending, then relatively rare,
but all "pacific works of positive utility." Although he defined a nation as "nothing but a
great industrial society" and politics as "the
science of production," he hoped, unlike Marx,
to end the class struggle by securing voluntary
obedience to a hierarchy of benevolent captains

of industry, who were "to undertake the most
rapid amelioration possible of the lot of the

poorest and most numerous class." Always he
held that society must be administered scien-

from above by a dictatorship of the
competent, at first scientists and property ownbut
ers,
finally technicians, business men and
tifically

bankers. Just before his death his theory of

economic incentives, until then an
istic

utilitarianism,

gave way

"new Christianity," purged
of dualism and supernaturalism. Unlike the ethical or Utopian socialists, Saint-Simon made
fraternalism of the

incessant appeals to those in power for the
adoption of his innumerable programs of reform.

Discouragement over lack of recognition had
caused him to attempt suicide in 1823; and two
years later only a handful of followers listened
to his confident deathbed prophecy: "The future
belongs to us." Yet these few ardent disciples
launched in his name as messiah what shortly

became a religious movement, which expanded
and collapsed with equal swiftness, only to be-

come

indirectly influential many years later.
First set forth in the Producteur and the Or-

ganisateur

new

and widely disseminated

in the Globe,

faith received its

dogmatic formulation
in public lectures by Bazard, which rendered
far more coherent Saint-Simon's final program,
especially his philosophy of history. But many
of the doctrines developed by the new sect,
the

banks, railroads and industries in France.
Thanks to its attempted fusion of the encyclo-

and theocratic traditions in terms of
and industry, the Saint-Simoman influence has been extremely pervasive: on the right
through Rodbertus, Bismarck and Comte; and
on the left through all the socialists save the

ptdiste
science

contemporary Fourier. Cosmopolitan by nature,
it has been felt in
many lands: in Germany by
the young Germany movement; in England by
the utilitarians and positivists; and in Latin
radical intellectuals. More significant recently than the new Saint-Simonian
movement in France, which in 1920 revived the

America by the

Producteur, have been the careers of such unconscious Saint-Simonians as Ford, Rathenau

and Loucheur, together with the increasing postwar development of capitalism in the direction
of a scientific planned economy.

HAROLD A. LARRABEE

intellectual-

to the mystical

notably that of the "rehabilitation of the flesh,"

were mere caricatures of his ideas; and the joint
high priesthood of Bazard and Enfantin was
soon wrecked by a schism over the latter's extreme views on marriage, divorce and the equality of women. The final disbandment was
hastened by a public trial in 1832, which exposed to ridicule the absurdities of the faithful
under the domination of Enfantin's powerful

went

to Egypt, where they inspired the building of
the Suez Canal; and individuals among them
later became prominent in the founding of

TECHNOLOGY; OWEN AND OWENISM;
FOURIFR AND FOURIERISM, ENCYCLOPEDISTS.
See: SOCIALISM;

Works: Oeuvres de Saint-Simon et d'Enfanttn, 47 vols.
(ist-2nd ed. Paris 1865-78), L'oeuvre d'Henri de
Saint-Simon, selections by C. Bougl6 (Pans 1925),
Doctrine de Saint-Simon, Exposition, premiere annee
1829, ed. by C. Bougie" and E. Hal^vy (Pans 1924).
Consult.

Charity,

S.

C

G.,

Simomsme (1825-1864) (new

du Saint-

Histoire

1931), with

ed. Paris

extensive bibliography; Allemagne, H. R. d\ Les
Samt-Simomens, 1827-1837 (Pans 1930); Bougie", C.,
"Le bilan du Samt-Simomsme" in University of
Paris, Annales, vol. vi (1931) 446-63, 540-56; Leroy,

Maxime, La vie veritable du Comte Henn de SaintSimon (Pans 1925), Larrabee, H A "Un chapitre
peu connu de la vie d'Henri de Saint-Simon" in
,

Revolution franfaise, vol. Ixxxii (1929) 193-216, Jenks,
in Intellec~
L.
, "Henn de Saint-Simon" in Essays

H

tual History

E.

M

,

(New York

1929) p. 221-40; Butler,

The Saint-Simonian Religion

in

Germany

(Cambridge, Eng. 1926); Bourbonnais, Marc, Le neo
Saint-Simonisme et la vie soctale d'aujourd'hui (Paris
1923); Mason, E. S., "Saint Simonism and the Rationalization of Industry" in Quarterly Journal of
Economics, vol. xlv (1930-31) 640-83; Bauer, Stephan,
"Henri de Saint-Simon nach hundert Jahren" in
Archiv fur die Geschichte des Sozialismus und der Ar-

beiterbeuegung, vol. xn (1926) 156-74; Rappaport,
"Zur Staat- und Gesellschaftslehre Saint

Jakob,

Simons"

m

Zeitschrift

fur dffenthches Recht, vol. x

(1931) 281-304; Bourgin, Georges,

Saint-Simonisme" in Revue

"Le

dossier

du

d'histoire economique et

(1931) 369-74, with a review of recent
literature on Saint-Simoniaiuem.

soctale, vol. xix

SALARIES, See WAGES.

Saint-Simon and Saint-Simonianism
SALEILLES,

RAYMOND

Sales

5 JI

(1855-1912),
French jurist. Saleilles was professor of law at

generale de I' obligation d'apres le premier projet de
code civil pour VEmpire allemand (Pans 1890,

He taught legal history,

2nd ed. 1901) explained the use of comparative
law in the interpretation of the fundamental conceptions of national law, while L'individuahsa-

Dijon and

later at Paris.

constitutional, penal and civil law and finally
concentrated his attention upon comparative

law. His knowledge of these many disciplines
and his detailed and meticulous study of prob-

tion de lapeine

(Pans 1898, 3rd ed. by

tr.

chological

abundance and quality of

Saleilles' other

temporary legal science. He is important especially, however, for his definitive limitation of
the exegetic interpretation of law which remained dominant throughout the nineteenth
century, and for his view that the law must be
brought into closer contact with philosophic
thought and contemporary social ideas. He
sought to reconcile the evolution of law with the
rules which conditions all security in
fixity of
kgal life. Traditional institutions should be
adapted, he held, to current needs, for "justice,
which in principle remains immutable, must, in
order to remain justice, yield to economic and
social changes."

two conditions.

Such adaptation is possible on
First, statutes must not be con-

sidered the only source of the law or even the
expression of ruling principles. Saleilles,
who participated actively in the editing of Le
final

Code

civil

(1804-1904), Livre du centenaire (z

vols., Paris 1904), believed

on the contrary

legal evolution is continuous, that

it

that

cannot be

arrested even by codification and that
realized by progressive interpretations,

it

is

for

which history and comparative law should be
Secondly, the task of the interpreter
should not be limited to divining the intention
of the legislator whose term has already run its
course, but should consist rather in adapting the
utilized.

permanent text to the changing necessities of the
social milieu. Saleilles never arrived, however,
impressionism, holding that in interpreting the law attention must be given to the
text and the exigencies of formal logic. Many of
at juridical

these theories are developed in "Droit civil et
droit compare" (in Revue Internationale de

Morm,

by R.

lems related to them made possible his methodological works and his extensive syntheses.
Because of the diversity of his interests and the
his scientific writings
Saleilles exerted a decisive influence upon con-

G

S. Jastrow, Modern Criminal
Science series, no. 4, Boston 1911) stressed the
need for penal treatment based on the psy-

1927;

and moral character of the individual.
important works include De la

declaration de volonte (Paris 1901), Introduction a
V etude du droit civil allemand (Paris 1904), De la
possession des meubles (Pans 1907) and De la
personnahte juridique (Paris 1910, 2nd ed. 1922);
the last mentioned work traces the history of

doctrines relating to legal personality and presents a synthesis of metaphysical and realistic
theories.

ACHILLE MESTRE
Consult L'oeuvrejundtque de Raymond Saleilles (Pans
1914), Thaller, Edmund, Raymond Saleilles (Pans
L'oeuvre de Raymond Saleilles en
1912), Jonesco, C
,

droit civil

mond

compare (Pans 1919), Michoud, L., "RayRevue du droit
public"
de la science pohtique en France et d Uttranger,

Saleilles et Je droit

m

public et
vol xxix (1912) 369-78.

SALES. The

sale, or transfer of goods and
from one person to another for a price,
is the most common transaction of commerce. In
legal usage the term sale has come to be applied

chattels

only to the transfer of ownership in tangible,
movable goods and, except as broadened by
statute to include barter, for a money consideration. Historical reasons for the narrowing of the
definition of sale are to be sought rather in a
consideration of the character of the commodities excluded than in the nature of ordinary
tangible goods. Real estate has never been fully
converted into an ordinary commodity of the
markets, nor has labor. Intangibles in early sys-

tems of law are non-transferable. Typically they
tend to acquire the status of tangibles through
the development of the law of assignment and
negotiability or by their being given a symbolic
body in the form of a token or certificate; and
there is a tendency to assimilate the law of real

Venseignement, vol. xli, 1911, p. 5-32).
Saleilles was a prolific author. His briefest

estate to the simpler law of the sale of

most vividly, as,
for example, the Ecole historique et droit naturel

Various legal systems have extended the applicability of the law of sales to cases which seem
more doubtful to the lawyer than to the layman.

treatises often express his ideas

(Paris 1902), a discussion of the trend which
culminated in the revival of the doctrines of

natural law
tions of

and

modern

their adaptation to the condiscience. His Etude sur la throne

all

goods in

systems.

Thus the Roman law permitted the sale of future
goods and of res incorporalis. Various modern
codes embrace barter, or the exchange of goods
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American Uniform Sa'e5 Act.
the French Civil Code, section

for goods, as in the
section 9 (2),

1703, and the German Civil Code, section 515,

but not in the English Sale of Goods Act; the

from which a contract for
work and materials must still be distinguished
sale of future goods,

(American

act, sect.

5,

English act,

sect.

5);

dealings in undivided interests in a thing or in
an unseparated portion or quantity of fungible
goods (American act, sect. 6). Fine distinctions

seem to exclude the uttering of food by a
restaurateur [Merrill v. Hodson, 88 Conn. 314
still

and special laws in some jurisdictions
control, for obvious reasons, features of the sale
(1914)],

of particular commodities, such as oil and wine,
animals, farm machinery [as to the question of
constitutionality see

Advance-Rumely Thresher

Co v

Jackson, 287 U. S. 283 (1932)], automobiles, necessaries of life, secondhand goods,
liquor, narcotics, weapons and securities; or
special methods or conditions of sale, such as
door to door canvassing, auctions or disposal of
a person's entire stock of goods in bulk outside of

the ordinary course of business to the detriment
of creditors.

Early legal systems generally had no machinery for the enforcement of an executory contract of sale. Hence selling was of the type

known

and

ing the Roman law, which continued, to the end,
to connect the passing of title with the transfer of
physical possession.

Although the law of sales has in modern times
been assimilated to and incorporated in the
general law of contract, there are still recognizable in it features which depend upon the law of
possession and ownership. The isolation of
possession from ownership is illustrated in the
unpaid seller's lien, a right to withhold possestitle has passed. Even in those
systems in which delivery of possession or an
arrangement that the law deems equivalent is

sion although

unnecessary to pass title, it is at least evidence of
an intention to pass title It is not at all unusual,
however, for a person to hand over possession
while withholding title, whether for credit security, for taxation or accounting considerations
or for the purpose of giving the buyer an opportunity to express his approval.
It is

important to determine the exact motitle, because in modern

ment of the passing of
law

although in the
did not pass until
delivery, the risk of loss passed as soon as the
contract of sale was fully completed. The question of what title passes presents a sharp conrisk generally follows title;

Roman

trast

law, in

which

title

between the ancient

Roman idea that a man

cerned

title than he has
nemo plus juris tramferre potest quam ipse habet
and the modern continental idea that possession
is as good as title, which is based on the desira-

per aes

as "real" rather than "consensual"

consisted of the immediate exchange of goods
for a price. These systems were deeply con-

with the ceremonial aspect and its
attendant publicity. In Roman law the symbolic
weighing out of bronze in scales, the transaction

cannot ordinarily

sell a

better

hbram, and in Anglo-Saxon law the

bility of maintaining regular transactions, for
business convenience, even at the expense of
security of vested rights. Anglo-American law

necessity of transaction witnesses and of securing warranties on the basis of which a seller

occupies an intermediate position it recognizes
a power on the part of the owner of a title void-

could be called in to defend

able for fraud to pass a good title to an innocent
purchaser for value without notice. In English

et

if a buyer was accused of theft are typical of the principal ideas
connected with the early stages of the law of

the

more enduring

vestiges of
early concepts of the nature of the sale are the
sales.

Among

symbolic

tally,

or festuca, and the God's penny,

which gives way

to earnest

money.

Gradually the contract inherent in a transaction of sale came to be recognized as an ide?
distinct from the transfer of title; eventually if
became the all controlling feature of the law of
sale,

while the passing of

title

was reduced

to a

dependent on the intention of the
parties as gleaned from the consensual contract
as in the English, the American and the French
law (English act, sect. 17; American act, sect
1 8; French Civil Code, sect.
1138) and, to some
degree, even in the German law and others copy-

mere

detail

1

law a good title may ordinarily be passed by sale
market overt. Furthermore modern law in

in

general reads into a contract of sale comprehensive implied warranties of title or quiet possession. The modern French law has kept to the
rule of the classical

Roman

law that the

seller

was not bound to transfer a good title to the
purchaser but was bound to warrant his undisturbed possession. By the German law, however, the seller is bound to make the purchaser
owner. In the English and American law too the

disturbance of the purchaser's possession, actual
or constructive, is a condition precedent to any
right of action on his part.

In modern law the terms of a contract of sale

may be determined

to a large extent

by *he

Sales
In general the ordinary
rules of contract are made to apply to the contract of sale, whether it contemplates an immediate transfer of title (sale) or a future transfer (a contract to sell) But sometimes there are
special requirements, such as the formalities for
the making or proving of an agreement of sale
(the French notarial record or the writing of the

agreement of the

parties.

Anglo-American Statute of Frauds) The English and American sales acts deviate from the
ordinary rules of contract by reading a "reasonable" price into a contract of sale that would
otherwise be held defective for uncertainty be-

cause of the absence of a stipulation as to price.
Of particular importance in the interpretation
of the contract of sale

the extensive reading
into it of implied warranties of quality coupled
with a very liberal definition of an express

warranty

is

The American

sales act goes so far as

any affirmation of fact or any promise
the seller relating to the goods "if the natural

to include

by

tendency of such affirmation or promise is to
induce the buyer to purchase the goods and if
the buyer purchases the goods relying thereon."
The English sales act took from the Scottish law
the notion of reading a condition into every
warranty in an executory contract of sale; that is
to say, the giving of an option to the buyer in
case of breach of warranty to return the goods
instead of keeping them and asking for damages

standardized contract of sale becomes the operathousands of cases. Among the

tive contract in

advantages of such standardization are of
course speed, certainty, the breaking down of
sales resistance and a tendency on the whole to
fairness or at least to equal protection of all
purchasers These advantages are, however, acquired at the expense of rigidity and failure to

make adjustments to the special needs of special
cases. In all countries today the statutes standardizing the contract of sale for practical purposes assume that the buyer is a consumer dealing with a shopkeeper and draw their warranties
accordingly, and furthermore that the shop-

keeper is like his prototype of a past age who was
very generally the grower or manufacturer of the
goods. They presuppose chiefly "cash and
carry" transactions and an open competitive
market in which prices are determined under the
regime of freedom of contract.

Current economic life departs so far from the
simple picture reflected in the statutes that sales
law in practise calls for liberal modification or
adjustment, both by contract and by legislation.
In the first place, there is the problem of transportation. Delivery to the carrier is reckoned
delivery to the buyer, even if the carrier is the
seller's

this

agent for collection on delivery, unless

presumption of intent

A

is

effectively nega-

the British law in this. Anglo-American law

question of fact is raised when
it is
alleged that a trade usage exists which
counteracts that intent, as in the case of city

awards actual damages, including damages for

stores or the purchase of goods requiring setting

personal injuries reasonably foreseeable. Continental law, following the Roman law, generally
limits the amount of the recovery to the price of

up by the seller on the buyer's premises. The
growth of nation wide markets has led to the

or an allowance.

The American

statute follows

goods paid, with an exception in the case of
malicious concealment of defects, an offense
dealt with in Anglo-American law more effectively as fraud. Continental law further makes it
possible to

demand the

furnishing of goods that

comply with the terms of the warranty

in ac-

cordance with its general procedural advantage
of granting specific performance in an ordinary
action at law.

Although the trend has thus been to the conview of the nature of a sale, the standardization of the contract itself has been effected
tractual

to a considerable degree by legislation. In the
dozens of sales handled daily by a clerk in a
retail store, there is no time or opportunity for

making

stipulations contrary to the standardized

statutory terms. The customer, on the other
hand, lacks the necessary knowledge to initiate
stipulations on his side. In effect therefore the

tived

difficult

incorporation of transportation charges in price
lists by means of f o b. agreements or agreements
for the

payment of carriage by sellers to parand in other ways Where these
stipulations are merely modes of calculating
ticular points,

prices, as in the automobile industry or in the
creation of a "basing point" for steel, oil or other
commodities, they should not affect the question

as to what constitutes delivery of possession or
where it takes place. On the other hand, if the
seller agrees to pay the cost of transportation to
the buyer or to a particular place, there is not

only a presumption that delivery

is

postponed

until that place is reached, but the American
sales act indulges in the further presumption

that title
is

is

prevented from passing until delivery
there. This rule has led recently

consummated

to experimentation in order forms with such
expressions as deliver at our factory instead of
sell or ship. Transportation by water in inter-
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national trade has led to the development of a
species of transaction, not yet internationally

which documents rather than
the goods represented are viewed by the business
world as the subject of a sale. The so-called c.i.f.

and German law and presumably by the law of
other continental countries.

The statutes pay no attention to the advent of
They still conceive of a warranty

standardized, in

to say, the dealing in docuof title accompanied by arrangements for

transactions, that

ments

is

insurance and transportation charges as well as
the cost of goods, make the whereabouts of the

goods and even their destruction by accident of
no consequence to the banker who advances
money on the documents or to the merchant
who buys them. To a smaller degree the dealing
in tokens for goods, particularly negotiable warehouse receipts and bills of lading, has penetrated
domestic banking and wholesale business.
The English and American sales acts, assuming a cash transaction, give the unpaid seller a
lien on the goods or a right to retain them for the
price while he is in possession of them, a limited
right of resale, a limited right to rescind the sale
(in the American acts only); and where the

property in goods has not passed to the buyer,
the unpaid seller has in addition to his other
remedies a right of withholding delivery similar
to

and coextensive with

his rights of

hen

if

property has passed to the buyer (English
sect. 39;

American

act, sect. 53).

The

the
act,

rights of

the seller against the buyer may also include an
action on the price and an action for damages for

non-acceptance of the goods. The French law,
which has not freed itself from the influence of

the middleman.

as existing only between a seller and the person
purchasing from him directly. No such relation
is

established

between the manufacturer or

wholesaler and the purchaser from a retailer.
Courts have attempted to overcome this defect
by extending the law of negligence so as to make

the manufacturer answerable to the consumer or
in fact to the ultimate user of goods for negligence or other fault in the process of manufacture,

in the

particularly

case of foods and

dangerous instrumentalities [MacPherson v.
Buick Motor Co., 217 N Y. 382 (1916)]. In the
absence of proof of fault or negligence, the
manufacturer is not answerable to the person
actually injured or otherwise suffering loss by
reason of the defect of the goods. One must pro-

ceed against the

seller,

who

financial responsibility.

is

often of doubtful

Of course the

seller in

turn has a right of action against the manufacturer or dealer from whom he bought the goods,

but the warranties in the first and second sales
not be coterminous. The dealer must prove
in effect that the goods are non-merchantable.

may

The buyer, on the other hand, complains because the goods are not as represented by the
dealer or

fit

for the

purpose for which he bought
to which he relied on the

them and with regard
seller's skill or

judgment.

the

Roman law, allows rescission only by judicial
sale when no specified time of performance is

the dealer-purchaser interested in
a different type of warranty from that which

fixed in the contract. In practise the safeguarding of credit is accomplished by a great variety
of legal devices written into the sales agreements

concerns the consumer, but his seller's interest
in his affairs and in the goods
the channels of
trade places sales to persons other than confrom those
basis
sumers on an entirely different

customarily extend credit. Some
of these look to the goods; others look to additional personal security or the waiver of special
of dealers

rights

who

and defenses on the part of the buyer. The
however, have not gone so far as to read

statutes,

warranties or conditions with regard to a buyer's
credit standing into his purchase agreement to
correspond to those which are read into the
seller's

undertaking.

A

particularly important right of the seller is
his so-called right of stoppage in transitu, based

Not only

is

m

to consumers.

A

study of the types of agree-

ments actually entered into between producers
and distributors shows that the former are
deeply interested in the manner of handling
their goods, in the continuous availability of a
supply of parts, in the servicing of their commodities in convenient localities and in the
maintenance of the commercial reputation of
their goods, especially if branded or otherwise

ern law in various forms. It is a right of the seller
in case of insolvency of the buyer to stop the
goods in transit after he has parted with possession of them. The right is recognized by both

In spite of legal limitations in the
United States, they are interested in the resale
price to consumers. The consumer, on the other
hand, has a touch-and-go relation with the
dealer from whom he purchases. The reading
into both types of transaction of the common
law doctrines against restraints on alienation in

English and American law as well as by French

precisely the

on an anomalous doctrine of the law merchant
of the Middle Ages which has survived in mod-

identified.

same way

illustrates a failure to

Sales
recognize the distinction. Business has been
driven to assume curious relationships with
dealers who might otherwise have been independent. The enactment of bulk sales laws in the

codes of fair competition approved under the
National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 have
as their object the standardization of the contracts of sale entered into by particular indus-

United States represents a tardy and only

tries

recognition of the legitimate interest,
under the credit system, of the producer or

wholesaler in the goods on the shelf of the

with their customers.

An extreme

partial

is

instance of lag in the law of sales
Roman law of laesio

found in the history of

retail

dealer.

enormis, or the right of the seller to repudiate a
sale for a grossly inadequate price while a buyer

The manufacturing purchaser represents still
a third class, with reference to which many of
the ordinary assumptions must be reversed. For

has no corresponding right. The rule is understandable if the buyer is regarded as normally a
foreign merchant and the seller as a needy

example, a manufacturer is likely to know more
about the type of goods he buys than the seller.
The implied warranty growing out of the situation, in which reliance is placed on the seller's

Roman citizen parting with his household goods.
Yet the idea

is still

echoed in continental law.

On

the other hand, the realization in modern
times that the seller is more often in a position of

superior knowledge,

advantage as compared with the buyer has led to

He is

the development of the protection of the buyer
by liberalized warranty laws; to the enactment
of elaborate laws for redress, punishment and

is frequently inapplicable
quite likely to be concerned about
freedom from patent infringement in the things

to him.

that he buys in quantities for incorporation into
his product, while the ordinary consumer is not

concerned over the theoretical danger of an infringement suit for using a single object pro-

prevention of fraud, incompetence, irresponsibility and unfair practises in the market place;

by a patent. The manufacturer's specifications and inspection provisions are generally

and in general to the decay of the doctrine of
caveat emptor.
NATHAN ISAACS

more

See-

tected

elaborate than those contained in the con-

tracts of other types of purchasers.
The codes assume further a simple

economic

life which has no thought of covenants running
with chattels or equitable servitudes on chattels,
although commercial reasons for such restrictions are increasingly reflected not only in un-

successful attempts to control resale prices but
in territorial restrictions for dealers or restrictions

on the form

in

which articles may be resold

(involved, for example, in the repackaging of

drugs, perfumery and the like), tying restrictions
and restrictions on the use of the chattel itself
(familiar to users of radio equipment).
The failure of the statutes to adjust
selves to

new economic conditions has

them-

led to the

widespread adoption of "fine print" sales and
purchase forms by business houses and by institutional buyers and governmental agencies,
which are in many instances constrained to adhere to exact rules in their purchasing methods.
In order to facilitate individual small purchases,
while at the same time endeavoring to cover the
points essential in such a contract, some industries, such as those producing coal and fuel oil,

have developed a practise of causing a general
form to be signed which, in the absence of
stipulations to the contrary, will be read into
each contract made between them and their
customers in the form of purchases. Many of the
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SALES TAX. The
upon

sales tax is a levy imposed
the sales of commodities or services. The

may be

levied upon sales: in general, as in
in general, except at retail, as in Belgium; in general, with other special taxes, as in
France; of classified enterprises, as in Washingtax

Germany;

ton; of producers, as in Canada; or of retailers,
as in

Kentucky.

The sales tax was collected in ancient Athens,
Egypt by the Ptolemies and the Romans, in
Rome by Augustus and later emperors and possibly elsewhere. Carried by the Romans into
Spain and France, it survived Roman rule. The
alcabala was introduced as a national tax in
Spain in 1342, although it had been enforced
for centuries in the local communities It was
abolished in 1845. Various sales taxes were
known in France, such as that imposed upon
in

the sales of provisions in 1314. Naples collected
sales taxes in the fifteenth century and later.

There was a

lively discussion of the general

excise in England and on the continent during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Eng-

sales taxes in spite of

some

dis-

cussion of their merits and weaknesses.

,

It

was the

financial

emergency created by the
attention of the

upon the sales tax as a new
source of revenue. Germany and France introfiscal authorities

duced payments taxes

in 1916

and

m

1917 re-

spectively; these were superseded by turnover
taxes on the total receipts of business in Ger-

many in 1918 and in France in 1920. The Italian
and Belgian stamp taxes on transfers of commodities, the turnover taxes of Hungary, Soviet
Russia, Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia and
other countries and the Canadian sales tax were
adopted shortly after the war. Continued condemnation of the sales tax by economists has not
halted the advance of the sales tax. Familiarity
with excise taxes aided in breaking down the
barriers to a broad system of sales taxes which

might be collected in a stream of tiny payments
without

much conscious effort on the
The new form of taxation

taxpayers.

part of

spread

rapidly over the world, until by 1933 some thirty
nations had enacted sales taxes, including nearly
every leading country. In only a few cases has

the sales tax been abandoned.

The repeated
federal

rejections of the sales tax by the
in the United States has not

government

deterred a considerable

number

of states from

adopting this form of revenue. The Pennsylvania tax on wholesaling and retailing has been
traced back to 1821; a supplementary retail levy
was added in 1932. Virginia taxed the purchases
of wholesalers in 1887 and Delaware taxed manufacturing and mercantile enterprise in 1906.
West Virginia adopted its well known classified
sales tax at various rates

on

different classes of

enterprise in 1921, followed later

and Mississippi, the

by Georgia

latter revising its

law in

tury, but Gladstone vigorously restricted them.
The United States considered general sales taxes

1932 with a general basic rate of 2 percent. In
Georgia and Pennsylvania the sales tax has since
lapsed. Connecticut has collected a tax on the
gross income of unincorporated business since

during and after the Civil War but chose numerous production and consumption taxes at various rates instead of a uniform system. France

1921. Kentucky enacted a tax on retailing in
1930, the rates increasing with the volume of
sales. Louisiana in 1921, North Carolina in 1931

in 1871 adopted a stamp tax on
alternative to a turnover tax.

and New Mexico in 1933 levied license taxes
varying in amount with the volume of sales of
taxable business. Arizona, California, Illinois,

land extended

its

excises in the nineteenth cen-

payments as an

A

Mexican consumption tax along Spanish lines was levied in
1856. A few states in the United States enacted
limited sales taxes during the nineteenth century, and in 1904 the Philippines established a
tax

upon the commodity

sales of merchants.

In

general, however, the nineteenth century as well
as the early part of the twentieth was notable for

New York, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah, Vermont and
Washington enacted sales taxes in 1933, and
Missouri early in 1934. In Oregon and North
Dakota sales taxes were enacted in 1933 but
were defeated by the electorate at referenda. In
Indiana, Michigan,

Sales

Sales

Oregon the legislature again passed a sales tax
in December, 1933, pending a referendum
Nearly all of the taxes adopted in 1933 are retail
sales taxes. In several states the sales tax is of
temporary nature and will lapse unless renewed
by the legislature. Local turnover taxes are collected by St. Louis and Kansas City.

One of the first steps in sales taxation is the
definition of taxable transactions Some exemptions are always allowed; these usually include
certain essential foods, farmers' sales, exports,

and government
cover sales under a stated
enterprise. They may
sum, imports, fuels, periodicals and various
services; personal service paid for by wages and
especially taxed transactions,

commonly exempt.
taxes may be imposed upon

salaries is

Sales

total re-

with deductions for returns, allowances
and possibly other items; upon the individual
transaction; upon the privilege of conducting
ceipts,

business,
sales;

which

upon

supposedly measured by

is

sales in general, or

upon

specified

but
types of sale, Not only different jurisdictions
also the same jurisdiction may employ varying
bases of taxation. Taxes may be collected from
vendors in general or from a certain class or
classes of vendors. Customarily the vendor
rather than the vendee is liable for taxation,
although both may be held responsible for

proper payment of the

The sales tax may be imposed at various stages

of production and marketing. A tax upon sales
in general enjoys the broadest possible base,

lump sum

taxation has been tried

several countries in central Europe. Flat rate
manufacturers' sales taxes at an arbitrary rate

by

Turkey and Australia^
France and Belgium have adopted a number of

are imposed in Canada,

special fiat rate producers' taxes on certain industries in lieu of general sales taxes. Retail
sales taxes are imposed upon numerous retailers,
thus augmenting taxable sales but creating administrative complications because of many

small taxpayers, unless the smallest retailers are
The retailing tax does not directly fos-

exempt.

ter integration. Imposing the tax upon the last
sale to the consumer reduces the interest charges

for carrying the tax. Retail sales taxes are advocated frequently in the United States and are

by half of the states imposing sales
France and Italy have found them unproductive. The tax may be laid upon all sales
except at retail, as in Belgium and Italy. This
obviates the costly collection of small taxes from
numerous retailers and provides a broader base
than manufacturing alone but also encourages
collected
taxes;

integration.

The sales tax rates are commonly i percent
or 2 percent and range from a small fraction of
i
percent up to 6 percent or higher. Supplementary luxury taxes are collected at customary
rates of 5 to 15 percent in foreign countries.

Rates

tax.

Tax

of so-called

may

vary with the volume of sales, with

classes of taxpayers or with commodities and
services. There was a marked increase in rates

for the

purpose of augmenting revenues follow-

at a low rate and is nomiyields great revenues
nally uniform in application. This type of gen-

ing the depression which began in 1929. Export
sales are usually exempted in order not to dis-

commonly employed. But
such a tax invites industrial integration, and its
blanket application hides multitudinous inequal-

courage foreign trade; imports may be exempted
so that desirable raw materials or other products
may be obtained without the addition of the tax.

eral sales taxation is

ities.

A

manufacturers' sales tax

relatively small

is

limited to a

number of taxpayers whose sales

Sometimes the

rates

on

may be above those on

sales of imported goods
domestic transactions in

may be large, yields large revenue if manufacturing is extensive and the rate is not too low
and obviates open encouragement of integration.

order to protect domestic enterprise from foreign competition. It is commonly thought that
sales taxes on exports place the producing nation

Manufacturers, however, usually protest against
being singled out for taxation; the rate must be
higher than that of the more general sales tax to

disadvantage as compared with other nations
which either employ no sales tax or have lower
rates. It is argued that exporters must compete
with foreign vendors who may pay no sales
taxes, and that in such a situation a sales tax
cannot be shifted to foreign markets. The problem is especially acute when one state employs
a sales tax while neighboring states do not. When

return equivalent revenue; and interest charges
must be added to cover the cost of carrying the
tax until the consumer pays it. One variety of

the manufacturers' or producers' sales tax has
been developed effectively in Austria, where the

number

at a

of

a sales tax places domestic concerns at a disad-

taxable processes. The industrial products of
Austria are classified into four hundred groups

vantage with respect to foreign concerns, it acts
to foster foreign domination of markets. On the

lor the application of the tax rates. This plan

other hand, the fact that foreign competitors

total tax rate varies

according to the
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may pay

other taxes, as heavy or heavier than a
sales tax, is often ignored. A sales tax is only one
factor in this problem, and other factors may

for taxed articles, the easier are adjustment of
supply and raising of prices. Consumers may

be more important in determining the direction
of trade.
Experience with the sales tax in many nations
since the war has proved it both productive and
practicable under favorable circumstances. The
yield varies with the scope and rates of the tax,
business conditions and administrative effi-

taxed

ciency.

The sales tax has become a major source
number of countries, yielding

of revenue in a

more than the income tax in

a few instances and

nearly as much in others. It frequently results
in more revenue than customs or excises. It is,

however, of merely minor importance in the
United States.
In some countries attempts have been made
to superimpose upon the general sales tax a
system of supplementary luxury taxes. These

are usually supported by public opinion but are
difficult to collect because of the serious obstacles to satisfactory definition of luxuries for

They have been relatively unimportant
and opposition among the
interests has developed. In Germany and

taxation.

in yield as a rule,

taxed

Danzig the experiment was tried and abandoned.
National sales taxes are collected commonly
through centralized administrative machinery,
although local officials may lend assistance. Col-

sales taxes

pay

by

sacrificing

consumption of

of other articles, or of savings.
Regardless of the place of imposition sales
articles,

taxes react ultimately

upon production, market-

ing and consumption. Although they affect individual prices in various ways, they have no

on the price level, for values
Moreover a government spends what it collects in taxes, and govnoticeable influence

in general do not change.

ernment spending tends to

offset

the loss of

private spending.
If a sales tax is shifted to consumers,
regressive in its effects in that it falls

it

is

most
heavily upon the poorest consumers. Farm and
labor organizations in Canada, the United States
and other countries have uncompromisingly denounced general sales taxes. The poorer classes
spend a larger part of their incomes on necessaries and save a smaller part than the wealthier
classes.

Because gross expenditures are a crude

basis of taxation, a sales tax is faulty in its distribution of tax burdens among consumers. It

disregards the number of dependents of taxpayers, sources of income, savings from income

and methods of spending. Those who believe
consumer buying is a causal factor
in economic depression argue that sales taxation
aggravates depression and retards recovery by
that restricted

by national

reducing consumers' purchasing power. As pop-

governments, as in Canada, or they may be
shared by national and local governments, as in
France and Germany. Local governments some-

ularly stated this argument overlooks the fact
that taxes taken from consumers are paid out

lections

may be used

exclusively

times collect sales taxes for their

own

use, or

may permit a local supthe
plementary tax. The state governments
United States usually employ collections for
state purposes, but they may be diverted partly
national governments

m

to local governments.
The so-called sales tax, as a system of sales
taxes, tends to be shifted to the consumer in the

form of higher

sellers

re-

prices, although
may
sort to lowering the quality or quantity of taxed
sales taxes

must be

must

As

a business cost,
be shifted to buyers or profits

articles at existing prices.

sacrificed or losses increased.

The shift-

ing of sales taxes can be considered only in the
light of variable conditions affecting production
costs and demand for each commodity or service.

Various articles are related to one another

in their production or consumption, and prices
of articles not subject to the tax may be affected
indirectly.

The more mobile

the investments in

taxed fields and the more inelastic the

demand

by governments, whose demand
for consumer demand. f

is

substituted

The luxury taxes supplementary to sales taxes
are not heavy enough to counterbalance the repercussions of sales taxes on the poorer classes.

The

richer classes enjoy the further advantage
by household servants are

that services supplied

sales taxes. While the regressive
might theoretically be balanced by progressive income and inheritance

exempt from

effects of sales taxes

taxes,

sales

taxes are in

practise

commonly

found in tax systems which are otherwise

re-

gressive in their final effects.
If sales taxes are not shifted, as

is frequently
the case, they remain with business as a charge
on sales. Business interests have come to realize

in

many

countries that a sales tax

is

not the

burdenless tax the enthusiasts have pictured. If
it is shifted, sales decline and readjustments in

supply are necessary;

if it is

not shifted,

it

rests

on the unequal base of total sales. Taxes on sales
in general foster business integration by permit-

Sales

Tax

Salesmanship

ting multiprocess concerns to pay smaller sales
taxes than the single-process concerns; inte-

have been noted in different countries by a number of economists. Single levies
on producers or retailers, however, avoid direct
stimulation of integration. From the adminisgrating effects

trative standpoint, national producers' taxes are

preferable to retailers' taxes. The growing popularity of producers' taxes may be ascribed to

ease of administration and their non-

their

integrating influence.
The sales tax has proved

productivity and

made

alike

sales

and

deliveries

from the stocks

There was no such thing as a specialized
of salesmen taking orders for future de-

at hand.

army

livery. The guild system discouraged active
salesmanship as disturbing to the economic
status quo. But quite as important, periodical
fairs and markets took care of the small surplus
stocks produced; it was not until the advent of
the factory system that large surpluses of manu-

factured goods in need of marketing appeared
and continuous selling became necessary to the

practicability where conditions are favorable.
Collection costs and administrative complica-

a profit upon the manufacturer's
capital investment. Traveling salesmen began to
be employed
Europe in the middle of the

kept at a reasonable minimum.
The sales tax has not proved, however, to be a
desirable substitute for the income tax or se-

eighteenth century. By the i86o's England was
estimated to have about 20,000 commercial
travelers and Germany almost as many. A pro-

which are productive and more

fessional journal for salesmen appeared in England in 1856; tvvo years later the first association
of travelers was formed in France.

its

may be

tions

lected excises,

equitable. It should be counterbalanced by a
progressive income tax wherever practicable.
The proper role of the sales tax
the fiscal

m

system appears to be that of an emergency revenue, to be resorted to only when normal revenues are inadequate.

ALFRED G. BUCKLER

making of

m

The methods and technique of salesmanship
developed through a somewhat similar cycle in
all western countries. In the United States the
earliest specialized salesmen were peddlers, redrummers and "traveling reprePrior to 1850 drummers \vere stationed at city hotels to welcome merchants and

tail

clerks,

"

TAXATION, TAX ADMINISTRATION, EXCISE, BUSINESS TAXES; ALCABAI.A, LUX-

sentatives

URY.

jobbers on their semi-annual buying trips With
the improvement of railroad and shipping facilities the drummers took to the road, and
merchant customers found it safe and eco-

See
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SALESMANSHIP.

,

and

sess. (1933)

In ancient and mediaeval

times selling was scarcely differentiated as a
business function. The merchant mariner who
carried his cargo, largely of luxury goods, from
port to port and the itinerant trader who transported similar wares overland from fair to fair

nomical to order from a distance Wholesalers

came

to depend for their sales less upon visits
from buyers and more upon the selling efforts of
traveling representatives, whose number increased from 7262 in 1870 to 92,919 in 1900.

During almost this entire period manufacturers,
distributors and salesmen worked in the relauvely effortless atmosphere of a seller's market,
which demand was greater than output and
selling was largely a matter of taking orders.
in

Before 1900 few American manufacturers had
attempted seriously to obtain a national distribution for their products After the turn of the
century, however, national distribution became
a dominating objective, national advertising de-

veloped on a tremendous

scale,

and

in order

orgam/ations were
thoroughly revamped and sales management developed new techniques. Market research was
entered upon in an effort to secure reliable data
for the allocation of sales territories and the determination of the quotas of business to be obto gather

its

fruits

sales

by individual salesmen. Attention was
given to the selection and training of traveling
tained
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whose number had increased to
223,732 by 1930. Attempts were made to de-

and

turnover of salesmen, averaging
normally about 85 percent a year according to
one investigation covering 35 concerns and

business of making a sales presentation. This is
frequently reenforced by a sales manual, and by
daily or weekly letters of instruction after the

A wide variety of devices was
developed to stimulate the efforts of the sales
organization: annual conventions, district con-

salesman goes into the field; analysis of his daily
and weekly reports to the branch or central

salesmen,
crease

the

20,000 salesmen.

and rewards, bonus plans and
quotas. "Missionary" salesmen were sent out to
demonstrate new products and to distribute aids
to dealers; and the whole system was checked as
ferences, contests

to results

by elaborate

sales research depart-

To a large extent the jobber, hitherto an
important link in the marketing chain, was
pushed aside whde the manufacturer attempted
ments.

to deal directly with the retailer or consumer
through his sales organization. Liberal credit
policies and instalment payment plans extended
the consumer market to unheard of proportions.
The intense competition for sales was accom-

panied by high pressure methods of selling,
skimming the market for the sake of huge immediate sales volume with neglect of satisfactory
permanent relationships between manufacturer
and dealer. Forcing of sales became widespread
in the real estate, stock and bond and insurance
fields, with resulting speculation and overde-

velopment throughout the business system.
These methods received an abrupt check after
the stock market crash in 1929; as the business
depression deepened

many

organizations

came

to realize that they had made a fetish of national
distribution and now turned to regional distribution and selective selling; there began a more

liminary orientation as to a company's history
policies, as well as training in the practical

office is

supplemented by occasional

visits of

inspection.

The technique of salesmanship
certain

amount of

has received a

from psychologists

attention

and a measure of systematic study
schools of business.

in university

In

1930 approximately
19,500 students in the United States were en-

rolled in university courses in marketing, and
specific courses in salesmanship. Com-

7200 in

mercial education in the high schools has laid
great emphasis on preparation for retail selling.
The literature on salesmanship, which has come
into existence almost entirely since 1900, is exscope; and the influence of

tremely empirical

m

university studies has been indirect, reaching

salesmanship only through its application to
marketing, advertising and sales management.
Personal selling still uses the broad principles
laid down by such pioneers as Arthur E. Sheldon, a book salesman and publisher
lated a "science of salesmanship"
correspondence school to teach

who formu-

and founded
its

a

principles,

and John H. Patterson, the first president of the
National Cash Register Company, who in 1894
established the initial company training school
for salesmen. Prior to these innovations salesmen

and

had been trained through an apprenticeship system in the wholesale houses, handling merchandise and orders for years before venturing on the
road. Sheldon and Patterson abridged this

Although salesmanship includes the efforts of
an army of retail clerks and house to house can-

process by generalizing those psychological steps
in persuasion which are involved in all selling:
the familiar sequence of attracting attention,

discriminating study of markets and of customers

and

their needs as the

more

profitable

attainable goals.

work of the manufacturer's

arousing interest, stimulating desire, overcom-

representative, selling to jobbers and retailers,
that the more characteristic features of modern

ing objections and obtaining action. The
"standard presentation," fiVst developed by Pat-

vassers,

it is

in the

selling technique

have developed. Formerly an
under nominal or very

terson, is

now

generally used

by

sales organiza-

each company working up its own form on
the basis of its own salesmen's experience. From

individualist, traveling

tions,

tative has

loose supervision, the manufacturer's represencome to be only one instrument al-

this

though a very important one in a carefully coordinated marketing organization, which makes

cise in the art of influencing human behavior
toward a definite economic end. More broadly

use also of general and direct mail advertising,
special demonstrations of the product, dealer
helps or attractive credit policies. Since the

conceived salesmanship
business organization in

salesman must integrate his efforts with the
other elements in his company's market strategy, sales recruits are commonly given a pre-

viewpoint salesmanship becomes an exer-

is

a function of any

may be
doubted whether under modern conditions of
production any business can achieve maximum
success without salesminded executives. The
older policy of capacity production, with the
its entirety. It

Salesmanship
sales organization required to dispose of the out-

put, is giving place to production with reference
to consumer requirements

The methods and traditions of salesmanship
have spread from business to other fields of activity. Not only insurance companies, banks, investment houses and public utilities but organized charities, political parties, schools and
churches have attempted to make use of modern
selling techniques and to mold them into instruments of mass persuasion. Salesmanship may
even have a part in economic planning, where
demand has fallen below normal standards and
must be stimulated. If it be granted that human
inertia is such that most men must be urged to
act in their

valid

own

and even

interest, salesmanship has a
a necessary part in social prog-

ress. It has made mass production workable,
with consequent lowering of costs and raising
of the material standard of living for vast populations. This achievement is offset only in part by
its excesses: the overselling of products not
really needed or to consumers who cannot afford
them; the production of waste through arbitrary

style changes; the emphasis upon sales volume
at the expense of quality; and the occasional sell-

ing of fraudulent or socially undesirable goods.
It must be recognized also that overlapping of

high cost of distribution.
Reports for eleven of the largest life insurance
companies in the United States for 1931 indicate
that 51.1 percent of all expenses were selling
expenses. How far the wastes of distribution can
be reduced in an economic order based upon
sales effort results in a

production for profit or whether any great reduction can be made without governmental
regulation, are questions for the future.

Meth-

ods of salesmanship, like those predominant in
production, finance and the development of natural resources, have reflected the trend toward
exploitation characteristic of the past century.
Similarly, selling has more recently come to be

based, at least to

some extent, on the recognition

and human resources must be conserved, that consumers are too valuable to be
that natural

is
possible to envisage a higher type
of salesmanship in which selling would be
viewed as the art of assisting rather than comof showing consumers
pelling people to buy

exploited. It
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SALISBURY,
ROBERT

THIRD

ARTHUR

(1830-1903),

MARQUIS

TALBOT

Although he

was the dominant

figure in English parliamentary life during the period of conservative reaction which followed the overthrow of Glad-

stonian Liberalism in 1886, Salisbury was less
directly concerned with problems of domestic
politics

than with the vigorous conduct of Eng-

land's foreign policy. His work as secretary of
state for foreign affairs (1878-80, 1885-86,
1887-92 and 1895-1900) formed the transition

between the British policy of aloofness from
Europe of the i86o's and 1870*5 and the entente
diplomacy of the twentieth century; while in the
were definition of

colonial world his objectives

claims and the protection of recognized British
interests. With the outlook of a great aristocrat

he regarded the conduct of foreign relations as
vested in himself, subject to parliamentary ratification but not to popular control or interference. Although he blustered occasionally, he
was reluctant to press British claims when not
well founded, willing to barter concessions and

ready to enforce upon his

own countrymen

the

term as foreign secretary
the praise of Disraeli for his
skilful handling of the involved near eastern
negotiations which culminated in the Berlin

During

his first

(1878-80) he

LEE GALLOWAY

OF,

GASCOYNE-CECIL

British statesman.

established rights of other nationals.

MARKETING; WHOLESALING; RE-

Wcidler,

Borsodi, Ralph, The Distribution Age (New York
1927) ch. xiv, WriRht, R L Hawkers and Walkers in

how best to satisfy their needs or desires through

See: ADVERTISING;

,

,

(rev

the purchase of goods or services with less
emphasis upon persuasion and more upon the

economics of consumption.

II

N Principles of Marketing
ed New York 1932) ch. xxui; Lyon, L. S
Salesmen in Marketing Strategy (New York 1926);
W. C and Beckman, T.
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Conference in 1880. After 1885, when as Conservative prime minister Salisbury formed the
of his three cabinets (1885-86, 1886-92,
1895-1902), he turned his attention to the reconciliation of European interests in Africa:
first

initiating the Brussels

Conference of 1889-90,
trade, exchanging

which outlawed the slave
Heligoland in the same year

for

German

recog-

nition of the British protectorate of Zanzibar;

and purchasing French acquiescence by concessions in the Algerian hinterland and Madagascar The friction resulting from the failure of
his determined efforts to secure France's recognition of British control in Egypt and the Nile
valley culminated in the conquest ot the Sudan
by Kitchener and the occupation of Fashoda by
Major Marchand African and other colonial
questions largely determined Salisbury's relations with other

European powers.

IIis

adhesion

the doctrine of splendid isolation was a
method, rather than a policy, which permitted
to

the balancing of European powers one against
the other French hostility led him to consider
greater friendliness -with Italy and Germany
Yet he did not respond to four invitations from

Grermany for an alliance, rationalizing his desire
freedom of action as distrust of Bismarck and William u.
FREDERICK DIEIZ
to retain

Works Essays by the Late Marquess
(New York 1905).

of Salisbury, z

vols.

Consult" Cecil,

Social Sciences

mobilized the psychiatric personnel for the
United States army, planned the elimination of
the mentally unfit from the draft army and, as
chief consultant in psychiatry, organized and
directed the psychiatric services which con-

tributed to the control of war neuroses, the
conservation of man power and the maintenance
of fighting efficiency and morale among the

American troops in France. He was the prime
mover in the difficult task of creating a system of
government hospitals for mentally disabled exservice men. As professor in Columbia University he brought psychiatry into a closer relationship to general medicine by securing greater
attention

to

the

in

medical

school

plications of psychiatry. lie developed the concept of mental hygiene as a useful instrument of
social progress
all its phases and contributed

m

to a clarification of the relationship between
mental disorders and other problems of human

behavior and maladjustment.

The

rapid multi-

plication of psychiatric clinics and other mental
health services in connection with hospitals,

churches, prisons and other social
and the growth of child guidance work
and private psychiatric practise throughout the
United States, were due, in great measure, to his
initiative and efforts as well as to the mental
hygiene movement, of which he was the guiding
schools,

agencies,

Gwendolen, Life of Robert, Marquis

of Salisbury, 4 vols. (London 1921-31), Cecil, Algernon, in British Foreign Secretaries l8oy-Ipl6 (London
1927) p 279-313, Sutler, Geoffrey G in The Tory
Tradition (London 1914) ch. iv, Hamelle, Paul, "Lord
Annales des silences pohtiques, vol. xix
Salisbury"
,

m

spirit.

PAUL O. KOMORA

(1904) 688-701, vol. xx (1905) 39-57.

SALMON, THOMAS WILLIAM
1927),

subject

and by improving clinical, research
and teaching facilities. He conceived the plan
for the establishment of the New York State
Psychiatric Institute and Hospital at the Columbia Medical Center in New York City.
Salmon did much to advance the social apcurricula

(1876-

American

psychiatrist. Salmon's acin the field of mental hygiene

complishments
began in 1905 when as an officer of the United
States Public Health Service he established a

psychiatric service for immigrants on Ellis
Island. There he raised the standards of the care

of the mentally unfit and instituted measures for
from the country. As first di-

their exclusion

rector of the National Committee for Mental
Hygiene (1912-21) he laid the scientific groundwork for the now world wide movement for the
control and prevention of mental disorders and

the promotion of mental health. He initiated the
system of uniform statistical reporting of mental

and nervous diseases now in use throughout the
United States. During the World War he

Consult Russell, William L , in Mental Hygiene, vol.
(1927) 673-80, Glueck, Bernard, "Thomas W.
Salmon and the Child Guidance Movement" in

xi

Journal of Juvenile Research, vol

xm

(1929) 79-89;

"Symposium in Memory of Thomas W. Salmon" in
York Academy of Medicine, Bulletin, 2nd ser.,

New

vol. vn (1931) 549-88 For bibliography of Salmon's
writings see Mental Hygiene, vol. xii (1928) 114-18.

SALT,

used in either solid or dissolved form,

is

one of the most important food and chemical
raw materials. As a food constituent the use of
salt dates back beyond the dawn of history, and
it has been involved in a
significant series of
social, economic and religious relationships. The
upward trend in salt consumption seems certain
to continue, although at a slower rate so far as
food is concerned. The chemical -industrial re-

quirements of

salt,

developed chiefly during the

Salt

Salisbury

The
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still

second to food

first

place in the near

except in detail from the dawn of history to the
latter part of the nineteenth century. The primi-

Common salt, or sodium chloride, is found in

method, the evaporation of ocean water in
enclosed basins by solar heat, was used along the
North American coasts in the American Revolu-

past century, while today
uses, seem likely to assume
future.

the form of rock

salt as

the mineral halite, but

it

occurs also and in even larger quantities dissolved in sea water, in the water of numerous
desert lakes and in many natural brines issuing

from underground sources. The need for salt as
from the fact that the human

a food arises chiefly

body requires a notable percentage of mineral
salts, predominantly sodium chloride. Meats
supply a maximum of salt: raw or roasted meats
supply far more than boiled meats, from which
the salts are leached during the cooking Vegetable foods rank far lower in salt content, the
cereals lowest of

and
salt

all

barley, oats, wheat, maize

rice representing the

order of decreasing

salt is at

solute necessity of

present considered an ab-

human

life,

it

came

into

common use only at a rather advanced stage of
human existence as a result of changes in living
and food conditions. Tribes living largely on
meat or fish, raw or roasted, needed practically
no additional salt in their diet. As the meat gave
way to vegetables, additional salt became more
and more necessary. Salt needs therefore increased with each move inland from the sea,
with any decline m meat supply and rise in
cereal consumption and with the development of
massed sedentary communities. The growing
use of salt was therefore bound up with the shifts
from nomadic to agricultural and urban civilization. In most parts of Europe the cumulative
effects of such changes in customs and habitats

made an organized

salt supply a necessity
thousands of years ago; while in America the
need
for salt that the easily
Iroquois had so little
accessible Onondaga brines were never used by

them prior

to white occupation.

Salt early acquired a religious significance. It
was used in many offerings to the gods, especially of cereals. Every meal with salt had a
sacred character. Because of its properties as a

preservative salt was considered a symbol of en-

during compacts and was used to seal them. By
virtue of its food value and religious significance
a considerable part of ancient commerce consisted of salt,

which was produced almost en-

by the evaporation of sea water. Salt provided the impetus for the development of many
of the oldest trade routes. The salt trade lantirely

guished in Europe during the early Middle Ages
but revived after the thirteenth century,,

salt

making changed

little

tive

and the Civil War and is still employed in
on a large scale Two variants arose
because of environment rather than choice Far
from the ocean it was found that salt was con
tion

California

tained in natural brine springs or desert lake
waters; and in more temperate regions, where
solar heat was uncertain, the brines were evaporated m kettles or pans heated by direct fires. In
Tennessee and probably elsewhere there have
been discovered salt kettles of Indian fabrication Even today pan and kettle evaporation is
still
practised in many parts of the United States
as well as

content.

Although

technique of

m other countries. The developments

during the

latter part of

the nineteenth century

invoked the use of waste steam for heat, the
ci cation of partial vacuums to reduce the evaporation temperature and the introduction of
rrfechumcal rakers to decrease the amount of
human labor required to handle the raw material and its products Since the iSgo's the
trend has been toward increasingly automatic
processes of production.
Because of the widespread need for salt

it

has

been a convenient souice of government revenue
m many countries and under widely differing
conditions The obvious advantages of sal
taxes from the fiscal standpoint are that in most
areas the sources of economic salt supply are
few and can easily be controlled, while the needs
of the consumer are pressing and constant The
social objections to salt taxes are, however, very
serious. At first sight it might seem that a salt

impost would bear equally upon rich and poor,
on the theory that per capita consumption of
this necessary must be approximately equal. Yet

m reality such a tax falls differentially upon di-

verse races and classes, constituting a heavier
burden upon the poorer individuals and groups.
The poorer classes are in every case forced to
rely on a bulky meatless diet, which requires a
larger per capita use of salt to maintain health.
Similarly a salt tax is a greater burden upon

upon green foods
than upon those in more

tropical races, living chiefly

and especially on

rice,

temperate regions where meat and gram are
available.

The French

salt gabelle,

which

origi-

nated in the thirteenth century, was imposed
in an effort to secure a broad base for taxation by
a levy

upon a

universal necessary

and

in actual
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operation bore most heavily upon the poor. The
government forced each individual to buy a

minimum of salt at fixed prices. The most

hated

and the most inequitable of taxes, thegabelle did
much to awaken the passions which burst forth
in the French Revolution. Like that in France,

market has ranged around seven dollars per ton,
and crushed rock salt around three dollars per
ton. It is obvious that in view of such differences
it is idle to say that the average value of American
salt was $4 04 in 1922 and $2 93 in 1931. This
makes an estimate of the value of salt output

the salt tax in India has stimulated abuses, evasion and adulteration and has aroused political

extraordinarily difficult.

opposition, culminating sporadically in armed
revolt The Indian nationalists have used the

follows: oceans; salt lakes

salt tax as

a

weapon

in their struggle against

China the salt tax has
been used by foreign governments to insure the
payment of principal and interest on loans made
by their nationals to the Chinese government.
During the nineteenth century there was a
steady increase in the world's output and conBritish imperialism. In

sumption of salt. The major factors in this development were population growth and rising
standards of living and the constantly greater
requirements for salt to be used in chemical
processes and in agricultural fertilizers. Although according to available statistics world
output in 1929 amounted to nearly 30,000,000
metric tons of

salt,

the actual output, allowing

for defects in the data,

was probably 40,000,000.

13,340,000
Europe
North
America 8,260,000

United States

7,750,000

Germany

Asia
Africa

France

3,050,000
2,800,000*
2,190,000

South
America
Australia

United Kingdom 2,006,000
China
2,ooo,ooof

337,ooo
130,000

India

1,750,000

Japan

809,000
910,000

Italy

Total

Union

28,559,000

underground in moist climates, often at the
surface in arid regions. All of the possible
sources are now being worked for supplies of
commercial

The sequence

salt.

in

which they

are arranged above represents in general the
order in which man came to make use of the

To some

possible sources.

by habitat. Tribes

extent this was fixed

living near the

ocean learned

while desert tribes found
salt lakes, salt springs or local rock salt surface
deposits. In the New World settlers on the Atthe use of ocean

salt,

from Brazil to Massachusetts evapo-

The first trans-Allegheny
pioneers in the United States found and used

PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES

Soviet

ground deposits left by oceanic evaporation in
geologic ages; rock salt deposits formed by
natural evaporation of lake or ocean waters,

rated ocean water.

(In metric tons)

5,845,000
647,000

may be grouped as
and inland seas, in

salt

which water has been concentrated because of
high temperature and limited outlets; brine
springs and wells, containing salt from under-

lantic coast

WORLD'S OUTPUT OF SALT, 1929
CONTINFNTS

Sources of commercial

23,265,000

* FiRure for 1928, for 1929 not available
t Estimated annual production
Source United States, Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook,
1032-33 (1933) P 696-98

and springs. In northern Mexico and
in the interior of Louisiana and California

salt licks

both surface rock
found.

The

first

salt beds and salt lakes were
undergound development of

rock salt beds took place a century or
other sources had been utilized.

more after

In making salt the mineral raw material may
be either a deposit of rock salt mined as such, a
brine

made by pumping water

into a rock salt

deposit or a natural brine, such as ocean or
desert lake water. After the raw material is se-

cured by mining, pumping or simple enclosure,
the subsequent treatment depends on raw material, product desired and climate or habit.

Mining and simple crushing are adapted only to
salt deposits; brine making and subsequent

Salt prices are open to easy misunderstanding,
because of the fact that a very large and steadily

rock

increasing fraction of the total output, 45 percent in 1931, is never placed on the market as

evaporation are designed to secure purer salts
from impure rock salt deposits; brine enclosure

used by chemical companies in

or pumping and subsequent evaporation are the
methods used to derive salt from ocean, desert

actual salt but

is

the form of brine

To

these companies brine

is

merely one raw material, produced on their own
properties and usually valued at mere cost of
production. In recent years this chemically used
fraction of the total United States salt output has
been valued at around fifty cents per ton of included salt, while evaporated salt for open

lake or salt spring waters; unevaporated brine

is

employed directly in the manufacture of alkali
and the like. The methods which pertain exclusively to the salt industry are brine making
and brine enclosure, which differ only in the
manner in which the brine supply is secured. As

Salt
to the subsequen* evaporation processes, the
following variants may be found: evaporation by
solar heat in tanks or pans, by furnace heat in
kettles or pans, by steam heat in grainers or by

steam heat in vacuum pans. Of these processes
the first and second date back to prehistoric

The

times.

third

and fourth were developed

in

the later nineteenth century; both possess certain advantages as regards heat utilization and
use of machinery at certain stages, and today

those processes which show the minimum of
man hours per ton are the grainer method with

mechanical rakers and the vacuum process with
automatic discharge of product.
The salt industry of the world is affected by
several factors of widely different type

many

and

On

the one hand, salt can be made in
parts of the world, so that absolute con-

origin.

centration does not obtain as

it

does in the coal

On

the other hand, climatic differences do effect a very marked localization in the
industries

production of cheap salt, and chemical and food
demands impose a notable degree of localized
production and large scale industrial organization.

The manner and

extent to which these

have operated can best be
understood if conditions for two widely separated periods, for example, the early nineteenth
century and the present time, are compared In
different

factors

the closing decades of the eighteenth century
and the opening decades of the nineteenth salt

had apparently reached a certain static position
as far as sources and uses were concerned. In
addition to numerous scattered localities all over
the world where salt was produced essentially
for local consumption, there were four or five
great rock salt mine regions in England and on
the continent whose output exceeded local and
even national needs. Moreover in the West
Indies (notably Turks and Caicos Islands) and
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and heavy chemical industries. The first differs
little from the earlier
fishery salt trade except for
the location of the new markets and the larger
requirements. The chemical industry, however,
has introduced new variants with regard to location of

demand, tonnage needed, cheapness of
supply and economy of form. Modern alkali
industries are based on three primary raw materials: salt, sulphuric acid and lime; the
plant is
usually located close to the salt and limestone
supplies and the acid is normally transported.
The industry calls for substantial amounts of
capital and highly skilled labor; furthermore it is
dependent upon large power supplies, preferably electricity.
All of the new conditions suggest that it has
now become possible to organize national salt
industries along

two

different lines.

On

the one

integrated chemical plants produce directly large amounts of salt, use it chiefly as
brine and generally do not enter the commercial
side,

market. In such cases, which cover perhaps

salt

half the salt output of the leading industrial
countries, labor and organization are conditioned by the structure of the great chemical

On

industries

the other side, this very absorp-

tion of the chemical plants in producing salt for
their own needs has narrowed the areas available
for salt exploitation for ordinary

needs and has

commercial

facilitated concentration of the

greater salt producing fields in a few hands. In
the United States one monopolist company,

considerable litigation, seems to have
reached a position of dominance. Most of the
salt consumed by the people of the United
States is sold under the trademarks of a small
after

number

of companies.
trade of the world, internationally
considered, is today, as it has been for some

The

salt

centuries,

dependent upon certain differences in

along the Mediterranean coast of Spain climatic
conditions and easy transport by water had en-

climate and religion aided by certain trade flows

couraged extensive production of salt by sea
water evaporation. Most of the output of these
salt fields was exported for use in the great
fishery industries of the North Sea and the
Newfoundland banks. During the Napoleonic
wars the trade attracted particular attention because of the fact that war conditions had affected

the Mediterranean and South American countries import northern (i e. Newfoundland and

adversely. The salt requirements of the fisherand their chief sources of supply have
changed little since that time.
it

ies

At present, however, there are two additional
and rapidly growing demands for salt: in the
larger meat packing enterprises and in the alkali

in entirely different staples. Broadly speaking,

Scandinavian)

cod and other

fish

in

quantities, for purely religious reasons.

turn trade flow

is

rated salt from

The

largely

made up

Spam and

the

large

The

re-

of sun evapo-

West

Indies.

where rock salt does
not exist or is not worked and are shipped
to areas where sun making of sea salt is easy.
EDWIN C. ECKEL
See-

fish originate in areas

MONOPOLIES, PUBLIC; EXCISE; NUIRITION; FISHNATURAL RESOURCES

KRIKS,

Consult.

Houghton, F. T.

S.,

"Salt-Ways" in Bir
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monopoho
vol

closely akin to

John Bright.

member of Parliament

He was

elected

Bradford in 1859; but

for

he disliked parliamentary work and retired from
his seat in 1861 He was made a baronet in 1869.
Saltaire recalls in some respects New Lanark
and foreshadows Bournville and other similar
modern industrial establishments. But Salt, a
man of no great culture or education, had no
touch of Owen's idealistic socialism, although
he was prepared to give generously, especially
in the cause of religion He was simply a successful manufacturer with liberal leanings and the
business imagination needed to found Saltaire.
G. D. H. COLE
Consult- Balgarnie,

R

,

Sir Titus Salt (London 1877);

Holroyd, A., Saltaire and

Founder (Saltaire 1871).

Its

,

,

,

,

,

,

SALVIOLI, GIUSEPPE
and economic

jurist

(1857-1928), Italian

historian. Salvioh received

his doctorate in law at Modena in 1878 and
taught history of law at Camerino, at Palermo
from 1884 to 1903 and finally at Naples from the

His first great work
Manuale di storta del dintto
italiano, appeared in 1890 (9th ed. Turin 1930).
Its fundamental thesis was the continuity of
latter date until his death.

on

legal history, the

Roman law m Italy, even in the centuries of
German domination. But the special merit of the

m

SALT, SIR TITUS

(1803-76), worsted manufacturer of Bradford and Saltaire, Yorkshire,
England Salt was the son of a cloth merchant

and wool stapler, whose partner and successor
he became. Finding manufacturers unwilling to
handle Donskoi Russian wool, he began to manufacture it himself in a hired mill with specially
adapted machinery. By 1836, when he intioduced the manufacture of alpaca into England,
he had four nulls at work. His business throve
greatly, and in 1848 he was elected mayor of
Bradford. Soon afterward he decided to concentrate all his operations in a single establishment,
set out to build himself as a complete

which he

its later editions, lay in the
work, especially
fact that it was not merely a legal history but also
an excellent social history of the Italian people.
Salvioh's first notable study in the field of eco-

nomic history was Stato

e popolaztone d^Italia

prima e dopo le invasioni (Palermo 1890), in
which he explored one of the fields of mediaeval
Italian history, at that time virtually neglected.
thesis parallel to that of his

Here he advanced a
Storia del dintto

the continuity throughout the

Middle Ages of the Roman economic institutions. His most famous book on economic history was Le capitahsme dans le monde antique (tr.
from Italian ms. by A. Bonnet, Pans 1906;
Italian ed by G. Brmdisi, Ban 1929), m which
he denied the existence of a true capitalism in

town. Saltaire was opened in 1853 and became
at once a show place for visitors from all parts
of the world. For the rest of his life Salt steadily
added to the new town, providing not only

conception, but although it can be termed more
it enoriginal than the dominant opinion,

houses and public dmmg rooms, recreation
rooms, baths and washhouses but also factory

countered numerous objections and contradictions. On the other hand, his minor thesis of the

schools, almshouses and places of worship as
well as a public park. After his death the various
Saltaire properties, except the works, were

widespread persistence of small holdings

placed by his heirs under the control of a trust

article

which he had

left

money

active nonconformist,

to

and

endow. Salt was an
in politics a liberal

classic antiquity. Salvioli later returned to this

in the period of the

early

m Italy

Roman Empire and

of the

Middle Ages, which he developed in

his

"Sulla distribu/ione della proprieta fon-

diaria in Italia al

tempo

dell'

Impero romano"

(in Archivio giuridico, vol. Ixii,

Modena

1899,

Salt

San Martin

in other writings, is now generally
accepted as the correct historical interpretation.
pts. ii-iii)

and

CORRADO BARBAGALLO
Other important zvorkf L'tstruzione in Italia pnrna de^
mille (Florence 1912), "Le decime" in Di^esto itahano,
vol ix (Turin 1887-98) p. 500-603, "II dintto monetano itahano dalla caduta dell* Impero romaiio ai
nostn giorni" in hncidopedia tfiundica ttaliana, vol x
(Milan 1889) pt 111, Stona econonnca d' Italia neWalto

medw

evo, le nostre ongim (Naples 1913), "La citta
antica e la sua economic a proposito delle jjrandi

epoche

economica" in R. Accademia di
e Pohtiche, Naples, Atti, vol xhx

della stona

Suenze Morah

(1925) 195-226, Stona ddla procedura civile e penale
Stona del Dintto Itahano, ed by P del Giudice, vol.
,

foremost place in the program of the Slavophiles.
In his political writings, notably Pisma iz Rigi
(Letters from Riga, Moscow 1849) and Okraini
Rossii (The borderlands of Russia, 5 pts Berlin
,

1868-76), he rejected all separatist attempts,
particularly those of the Germans in the Baltic
provinces, and sponsored a highly illiberal al-

though not undemocratic imperialist Russian
policy based on the principle of federative organempire A member of the municiand county councils of Moscow, Samarm
elaborated a program of tax reform along the
lines of Prussian riscal reforms, which he reviewed in a masterful essay, "Fmansoviya reformi v Prussu" (Financial reform in Prussia, in
Sbormk gosttdarstrenmkh znany, ed by V. P.
ization of the

in (Milan 1925).

G

Consult Brmdisi,
, Giuseppe Salvzoh (Naples 1928),
Onofno, Paolo d', in Rivista di dintto processuale civile,
vol. vi (1929) 212.

SAMARIN, YURY FEDOROVICH
76),
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under Alexander n.
Together with Cherkassky and Kolupanov he
was an ardent defender of the obshchtna (village
community), an institution \\hich occupied a
liberation of the peasantry

(1819Russian Slavophile Samarin was early imof
patriotic spirit
Pogodin's his-

pal

bued with the

Be/obraxov, 8 vols

torical writings

and was convened to Slavophilism and Hegehamsm by K. Aksakov. Unable,

vol. vi, p. 257-326).

however, to reconcile the philosophy of Hegel
with Eastern Orthodoxy, he discarded the
former and came under the lasting influence of
Khomyakov, whose theological works he edited
in 1867. In his dissertation, which except for the

Works Sochmemya (Collected works), 10

third part, published as Stefan Yavorsky i
Feofan Prokopovich kak propovedniki (Stefan
Yavorsky and Feofan Prokopovich as preachers,
Moscow 1844), was suppressed by the church
authorities, he developed Khomyakov's theory
of the essence of the Orthodox church as the

"synthesis of unity and freedom" and presented
a highly dialectical interpretation of the contradictory positions of the two churchmen as representing the two complementary elements of

Orthodoxy: that of unity in the nearly Catholic
anti-Protestantism of Prokopovich and that of
freedom in the nearly Protestant anti-Cathohcism of Yavorsky. Samarm reverted to religious

m

his brilliant essay lezutti i ikh
controversy
otnoshenie k Rossii (Moscow 1866, 2nd ed. 1868;
tr. by P. Boutourlin as Les jtswtes et leurs rapports avec la Russte, Paris 1867) directed against

the defense of the order presented by the Rus-

,

St.

Petersburg 1874-80,

ALEXANDRA KOYKE
vols.

(Mos-

co\v 1878-96)

Nolde, B E
Yury Samarin i ego vremya
hit, time) (Pans 1926), Vmogradoff, P ,
Prophetic Career" in British Review, vol. xii
(1915) 3-I4Consult

,

(Samarm and

"A

SAMPLING.

See STATISTICS; PROBABILITY.

SAN MARTIN, JOSE DE (1781 '-1850), Spanish

American

revolutionist

Born

in the

province

now

part of the republic of Argentina, Sail Martin \\as educated in Spain for a
military career and served in the Spanish army

of Misiones,

for nearly twenty years

In 1812 he returned to South America and
enrolled with the revolutionary forces of Buenos
Aires. Two years later, while governor of the

province of Cuyo, he began to recruit and drill
for the invasion of Peru by way of

an army
Chile.

When

the Platmc revolutionary congress

in 1816, San Martfn, by means of stirring
letters to one of its delegates, did much toward

met

influencing that body to declare independence
that time he expressed his con-

from Spam. At

sian Jesuit Martinov.
After a brief and unsuccessful administrative

viction that a federal

career Samarin devoted himself to political and
literary activity. As author of a number of

Plata provinces, with their regional rivalries,
would not be strong enough to withstand Span-

studies on peasant emancipation, which were
suppressed by the authorities, and as member of
the committee in charge of drafting the reform
project he participated in the movement for the

ish intrigue and that only a constitutional monarchy could assure the safety of the new state.
In 1818 San Martin crossed the Andes, obtained control of Chile and saw its independence

government for the La
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proclaimed. After refusing the dictatorship of
that province, he entered Peru and in 1821 de-

an independent country.
San Martin became dictator of Peru, holding
that representative government at that time
would mean a loss of independence, since the
Spanish still controlled a large part of the country. He favored European princes as heads of
the new Latin American states and sent envoys
to Europe to treat with various countries conclared

it

cerning possible candidates for Peru. Convinced that his troops were too weak to defeat

the Spanish army in Peru, which had withdrawn eastward, he turned for aid to Bolivar,
who, however, did not wish to release the num-

ber of troops desired by San Martin and also
differed from the latter in advocating a repub-

ally recognized that any attempt to penalize a
state was a precarious enterprise subject to
difficulties not known to municipal law in deal-

ing with individuals. In the moral exaltation at
1919, however, theories of the
League to Enforce Peace and postulates of a well
Versailles in

ordered world of abnegating states resulted in a
professed disinclination for unilateral sanctions

and war. There was proposed instead a cooperative "enforcement" of peace and law by collective judgments and execution modeled upon the
behavior of a state in
its

own

citizens.

marily in article

its domestic relations with
This idea was embodied pri16 of the League of Nations

Covenant, which authorizes and contemplates
economic and military sanctions

collective

ish America. Unwilling to hurt the revolutionary

against a state that resorts to war in disregard
of its convenants peacefully to settle its disputes
under articles 12, 13 or 15. Article to requires

cause by an open quarrel with Bolivar, San

the

retired in 1822, leaving his rival to complete the work for independence.

integrity

lican

form of government

for

independent Span-

Martin

member
of

states to guarantee the territorial
all

the other

members

against

aggression.

MARY WILHELMINE WILLIAMS

Few analogies have less substantial foundation

Consult: Garcia del Real, Eduardo, Jose de San Martin
1932), Mitre, B , Historta de San Martin y

or have led to more unfortunate results. Inter-

(Madrid

de la emancipacidn sudamencana, 6 vols (3rd ed.
Buenos Aires 1903), abridged translation by William
Pilling, I vol. (London 1893), Robertson, William
Spence, Rise of the Spanish American Republics, as
Told in the Lives of Their Liberators (New York 1918)
ch. vi, Salas, Carlos I , Btbhogiafia del General Don
Jose de San Martin y de la emanctpacion sudamencana,
5 vols. (Buenos Aires 1910), with biography by Juan
Marfa Gutierrez and a systematic bibliography of

works dealing with San Martin.

SANATORIA.

See HOSPITALS AND SANATORIA.

national sanctions interest the layman more than
they do the lawyer. When the former thinks of
law he thinks of a policeman as its embodiment.
He does not realize that without public opinion,
which stands behind the policeman, law could

not be enforced, as is shown by the history of the
Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act.
Similarly custom, tradition, the sanction of
public opinion and the realization that breach
entails consequences, including the possible

judgment of international

tribunals, account for

the fact that, in time of peace at least, interna-

SANCTION, INTERNATIONAL.

Sanction
law to signify a
penalty visited upon a person who violated the
law. It is not, however, a term of art in munici-

tional law is observed more uniformly than
municipal law. Violations do not escape detection and redress as readily as in municipal law.
The difficulty in international relations is not to

pal or international law. Single states, usually

enforce the observance of a rule of law, which

more powerful, have on occasion applied
weak states, with or
without the use of armed force, to redress an
alleged grievance. Such sanctions have included
withdrawal of diplomatic officers, a demand to

rarely necessary, but to persuade nations, where
the law is uncertain or doubtful, to submit their

dispute to conciliation or adjudication. Once
these processes are invoked, the enforcement of
the award or decision is not a serious problem.

salute the flag, refusal of recognition, embargoes,
so-called pacific blockades, intervention by land-

Moreover even in war the rules of international
law are observed more commonly than is gener-

was a term used

in

Roman

the

unilateral sanctions against

ing troops or similar steps, naval demonstrations
reprisals of various kinds. This form of self-

and

help aroused challenge, for

it

disturbed interna-

and was undertaken by a party
who was plaintiff, judge and sheriff in its own
tional relations

cause.

Until after the

World War

it

had been gener-

ally

supposed;

it

is

only

when

is

a powerful

belligerent defies neutral opinion and is willing
to run the risks of neutral intervention that law

seemingly violated with impunity; even then
is often obtained after the war, as a
sanction for the rule of law.
A major difficulty, not obviated by sanctions.
is

redress

San Martin

Sanction, International

aspects of national activity
having international repercussions escape legal
control, as in the case of trade and tariff policy,
18

that so

many

political and military competition
and the harboring of resentments. Wars are
caused mainly by political, historical and economic conflicts of interest, inflamed by passion

economic,

or hysteria, but rarely by differences over purely
legal questions.
While the recalcitrant individual in a

community can be coerced by societal agents, a state,
particularly a strong state, cannot be coerced by
supposed societal agents or by other means
without unhappy consequences. Only on paper
is this possible; Dupuis, a famous Frenchman,
speaking of the French plan for a League to
Enforce Peace, remarked that it was "neat,
complete, logical, chimerical, and impracticable." James Madison in 1787, although speaking of so coherent a group as the thirteen American states, said that "the practicability of making laws, with coercive sanctions, for the states
or political bodies, has been exploded on all

hands"; and Hamilton added, "To coerce the
would be one of the maddest projects
ever devised. No state would suffer itself to be
used as an instrument of coercing another."
The supposed analogy between the individual
within a single state, to which he is subordinate,
and an independent state in the world of nations
states

fails in fundamental respects.
cannot successfully resent or

coercion; the state

Even

ami

its

The

individual

resist arrest

citizens

or

can and do.

against groups of individuals like trade

unions the state

is

very chary of applying

coercion.

Yet the 1919 League plan for "organizing
peace" among the motley nations of the world
was founded on coercive sanctions. Even the
United States has never sought (except by war,
the inevitable consequence) to coerce a state of
the union. Against an independent state of the
family of nations, outside coercion, even if considered justified, has profound political connotations. Concerted action in pursuit of abstract justice is unknown. Hence concerted ac-

tion
ter,

is likely to be primarily political in charachowever high sounding the alleged justifica-

support of a rule
impartially applied by impartial judges is not
likely to be realized and would not be credited if
tion. Collective coercion in

529

have acted in concert to enforce their
political claims or interests; under treaties of
guaranty collective sanctions have very occasionally been employed, as in Greece; by the Locarno treaties Great Britain and Italy undertook
certain vague commitments to enforce the imstates

munity of the Franco-German and BelgianGerman frontier against "unprovoked
aggression"; but never has a nation knowingly
used force against another except in what it
believed to be its own self-interest, in which case
it necessarily assumed all the risks of such
.

violent action.

Armed

.

.

sanctions not intended to

war and not

so resulting have been
used only by strong against weak states.
There are publicists who admit the dangers
of attempting to use force to secure the observance of international obligations. They rely,

result in

however, upon the economic sanctions of the
League covenants But the effectiveness of even
such sanctions must be regarded as illusory.
Economic boycotts and trade reprisals are likely
to have the same effect as force. Only when invoked against weak states will such measures
generally not lead to war.
Not only have the sanctions failed, but their
very existence and occasional threat jeopardize
the life of the League of Nations and international peace. They are based on certain fundamental postulates which are contrary to historical and human experience. The world
charted in 1919 at Versailles was not founded on
the equality of nations, but on the superiority of

some and the subordination of others. A
guaranty of that status quo was hardly con-

ducive to friendly relations, even if temporary
"peace" was "enforced." The member nations
were privileged to resign from the League when
they saw fit, on two years' notice. The decisions
of European nations are usually dictated by selfand are likely to be political rather than

interest

legal in character.

In the case of the Japanese

invasion of Manchuria, before making a decision that Japan was the "aggressor" they found
advisable to consult their interests either as to
the fact or as to the consequences. The Lytton
Report and the Assembly Resolution of 1933

it

avoided stigmatizing Japan as an "aggressor,"
doubtless for this reason. Only a few nations will

be in a position

to employ sanctions, ind against
a strong nation like Japan sanctions virtually
mean war; this explains Great Britain's caution

Concerted sanctions by Great Brha'u,
Italy against Venezuela in 1902
were aimed to enforce a claim of right of the

vital interests are involved, it is

participating states; in other cases alliances of

the risk of war; a government which invites

alleged.

Germany and

and

insistence

on

neutrality.

Unless a ratiou s
not likely to run
its
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people into measures of boycott and possible
blockade risks much. The assumption that
collective action reduces the risk is not well
founded, partly because wide collective action
will generally

may mean

be only a hypothesis and otherwise

a great war.

The

nation selected as

the pariah will hardly regard the decision as
anything but prejudiced or uninformed and will
resent the collective action,

by force

if

upon circumstances,

as

is

recognized

by private law. No nation can conscientiously
make advance commitments in the abstract to
use force or sanctions against another nation,
unidentified. The more genuine the aggression,
the greater the effort will be to cover it up by
excuses.

The "aggressor"

will

moreover seek

to

avoid the application of article 16 by refusing to
its action involves a state of war but

admit that

measures are peaceful,
promoting international confusion and

will assert that forceful

thus

hypocrisy Unilateral sanctions in support of a
have not therefore been seriously

legal claim

impeded; a striking

illustration is Mussolini's

bombardment of Corfu. If challenged by the
League machinery a state is apt to resign from
the League. The proposal of a boycott by the
United States against Japan on account of the

Manchurmn ad\enture had even
tion, for the

less justifica-

United States was not a

member of

the League and war would doubtless have been

an early consequence.
every practical point of view therefore
it would seem that sanctions
against an "aggressor," when the latter is a strong power, are
either impracticable or are likely to lead to war.
is

hardly an antidote against force. Col-

force may occasionally be effective
against small powers, but even then grave results
are mcu r red. The fundamental notion that the
lective

League sanctions constituted a practical instrument of pacification was erroneous It has
probably postponed that reconciliation and appeasement and composition of differences which
are the only trustworthy basis of peace. It has
extended the life of the Treaty of Versailles and

analogues, until now vested interests make it
difficult to secure necessary changes.
An international police force encounters the

its

more

same obstacles
been

as collective sanctions.

Had

there

genuine growth of internationalism by mutual cooperation of all the major
after 1919 a

fantasy.

would be an advantage

It

if

a limitation

were

imposed upon the use of force at the initiative of
a single power or group of powers. Such an
effort is exemplified in the

second Hague con-

vention of 1907 on the limitation of the use of
force in the collection of contract claims, al-

though the loopholes are considerable. But the
obligatory submission of all legal disputes and,
if possible, the submission to conciliation of

non-legal issues would do much to render the
use of force or sanctions unnecessary. For the
rest an agreement to forego unilateral sanctions
until an international commission, court or
board rendered a favorable judgment and obedience was refused would be helpful. But in a
world organized as at present, with political and

commercial conflicts of interest becoming ever
more acute, no infallible guaranty against the use
of force seems possible.

EDWIN M. BORCHARD
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From

Force

and methods of war inherent in the Versailles
policy nationalism was bound to increase, so
that an international police force now seems a

necessary.

"Aggression" is a political more than a legal
term; it cannot be defined in advance, for the
question whether it is defensive and whether
aggressive action is or is not justified depends
altogether

powers, such an experiment might have been
tried and in minor matters might have had a
bare chance of success, despite overwhelming
obstacles. But with the perpetuation of the spirit

i
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SANCTION, SOCIAL.Inany community there
are certain

modes

of behavior which are usual

and which characterize that particular community. Such modes of behavior may be called
usages. All social usages have behind

them the

authority of the society, but among them some
are sanctioned and others are not A sanction is

on the
number

a reaction
siderable

behavior which

part of a society or of a conof its members to a mode of

is

thereby approved (positive

sanctions) or disapproved (negative sanctions).
Sanctions may further be distinguished accord-

ing to whether they are diffuse or organized, the
former are spontaneous expressions of approval
or disapproval by members of the community
acting as individuals, while the latter are social
actions can ied out according to som<* traditional

and recognized procedure
that in

are

all

more

tions

It is a significant fact

human societies the negative sanctions

definite

may be

than the positive Social obliga-

defined as rules of behavior the

which entails a negative sanction of some sort. These are thus distinguished
from non-obligatory social usages, as, for exfailure to observe

Sanction, Social
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expressed with different degrees of intensity
but also differences of kind Such differences are
difficult to define and classify. In the
English
language, for example, there are a large numbei
of words which express disapproval of individual

behavior; these vary from discourteous, unmannerly, unseemly and unworthy, through improper, discreditable, dishonorable and disreputable, to outrageous and infamous. Every
its own ways of judging
behavior and these might conveniently be studied in the first instance through the vocabulary.

society or culture has

But until comparative study of

societies of dif-

ferent types has proceeded further no systematic
classification of the kinds of diffuse negative

sanction

is

possible. Provisionally the negative

moral or ethical sanction may be defined as a
reaction of reprobation by the community
toward a person whose conduct is disapproved;
moral obligations may thus be considered as
rules of conduct which, if not observed, bring
about a reaction of this kind. Another distinguishable sanction is that whereby the behavior
of an mdi\ idual is met with ridicule on the part
of his fellows, this has been called the satirical
sanction
tions,

The

varieties of diffuse positive sanc-

being less definite than negative sanctions,

are thcicfore

still

more

difficult to classify.

From

ample, customary technical procedures.

the diffuse sanctions already described
there should be distinguished what may be called

The sanctions existing in a community constitute motives in the individual for the regulation

tions, these

of his conduct in conformity with usage. They
are effective, first, through the desire of the individual to obtain the approbation and to avoid the

disapprobation of his fellows, to win such reto avoid such punishments as the com-

wards or

(by a wide extension of the term) religious sanchave also been, named supernatural

sanctions and mystic sanctions, but both these
terms ha\e unsatisfactory connotations. The religious sanctions are constituted in any community by the existence of certain beliefs which
are themselves obligatory; it is therefore only

munity offers or threatens; and, second, through
the fact that the individual learns to react to
particular modes of behavior with judgments of

within a religious community that these sanctions exist. They take the form that certain deeds

approval and disapproval in the same way as do

religious condition, in either a desirable (good)
or an undesirable (evil) direction. Certain acts

and therefore measures his own behavior both in anticipation and in retrospect by
standards which conform more or less closely to
those prevalent in the community to which he
his fellows,

belongs. What is called conscience is thus in the
widest sease the reflex in the individual of the

by an individual produce a modification

in his

are regarded as pleasing to gods or spirits or as
establishing desirable relations with them, while

m some way the

others displease them or destroy
desirable harmonious relations.

condition of the individual

is

The religious
in these instances

sanctions of the society.

conceived to be determined by his relation to

convenient to begin a discussion of sanctions by a consideration of the diffuse negative

personal spiritual beings. The change in the
religious condition may elsewhere be regarded

sanctions, comprising reactions toward the par-

immediate effect of the act itself, not mediits effects on some
personal god or spirit,
a view common not only in many of the simpler
societies, but also found in a special form in
Buddhism and in other advanced Indian reli-

It is

ticular or general behavior of a

community which

constitute

member

of the

judgments of

dis-

approval. In such reactions there are not only
differences of degree
for disapproval is felt and

as the

ated by
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may be

gions. Sin

defined as any

mode

of be-

havior which falls under a negative religious
sanction; there is no convenient term for the opposite of sin, that is, an action which produces
religious merit or a desirable ritual condition.
The religious sanctions involve the belief that

most unsatisfactory

ritual or religious conditions
(pollution, uncleanness, sinfulness) can be re-

moved

or neutralized by socially prescribed or

recognized procedures, such as lustration, sacri-

longing to religion. Organized positive sanctions,
or premial sanctions, are rarely developed to any
great extent. Honors, decorations, titles and
other rewards for merit, including monetary re-

wards such as special pensions, given to individuals
istic

a

by a community as a whole, are characterof modern societies. In preliterate societies

man who

has slain an

enemy may be given the
some

right to distinguish himself by wearing
special decoration or in other ways.

penance, confession and repentance. These
expiatory rites are also considered to act either
immediately, or mediately through their effects

among which are the penal

on gods or

against persons

fice,

sin

is

depending upon whether the
regarded as acting in the one way or the
spirits,

other.

While

in

modern western

civilization a sin is

usually regarded as necessarily a voluntary action
or thought, in many simple societies an involuntary action

may fall within the given definition of
for example, leprosy among the

Organized

negative

law, are definite recognized procedures directed
whose behavior is subject to so-

cial

disapproval.

There are many

expression of reprobation or derision, as, for
example, through forcible public exposure by
confinement in stocks; partial exclusion, perma-

nent or temporary, from

Hebrews

social life

often regarded as similar to ritual
or religious pollution and as therefore requiring
expiation or ritual purification. condition of ritu-

A

impurity is normally considered as
of immediate or ultimate danger to the individual;
al or religious

may be believed that he will fall sick and perhaps die unless he can be purified. In some religions the religious sanction takes the form of a
this life will
belief that an individual who sins
suffer some form of retribution in an after life.
In many instances an individual who is ntually
unclean is looked upon as a source of danger not
only to himself but also to those with whom he
comes in contact or to the whole community. He
may therefore be more or less excluded for a
time or even permanently from participation in
it

m

the social life of the community. Frequently if
not always therefore an obligation rests upon the
sinner, or unclean person, to undertake the necessary process of purification.
Thus the religious sanctions differ from the
other diffuse sanctions by reason of the beliefs
and conceptions indicated above, which cannot
be denned or described in any simple way.
Somewhat similar beliefs underlie magical practises and procedures in relation to luck, but
whereas religious observances and the beliefs associated with them are obligatory within a given
religious community, the former are comparable
with technical procedures, customary but not

obligatory.

Organized sanctions are to be regarded as
developments of the diffuse sanctions,
frequently under the influence of the beliefs bespecial

varieties of

such procedures, the most important and widespread being the following: subjection to open

sin. Sickness
is

sanctions,
important
sanctions of criminal

and

or temporary

full

participation in

its

privileges, including permanent
loss of civil or religious rights;

specific loss of social rank, or degradation, the
exact contrary of the positive sanction of promotion; infliction of loss of property by imposition

of a fine or by forcible seizure or destruction; infliction of bodily pain; mutilation or branding in

which pain

is

incidental to

permanent exposure
permanent exclusion from the
by exile; imprisonment; and
punishment by death. These sanctions are legal
sanctions when they are imposed by a constito reprobation;
community, as

tuted authority, political, military or ecclesiastic.
In any given society the various primary sanc-

form a more or less systematic whole which
mechanism of social control.
There is an intimate relation between the religious sanctions and the moral sanctions, which
varies, however, in different societies, and cannot be stated in any brief formula. The primary
tions

constitutes the

legal sanctions of criminal law, in all societies ex-

cept the highly secularized modern states,
a close connection with religious beliefs.

show

Besides these primary social sanctions and
upon them there are certain sanctions

resting

which may be termed secondary; these are concerned with the actions of persons or groups in
their effects upon other persons or groups. In
modern civil law, for example, when an individual is ordered by a court to pay damages, the
primary sanction behind the order is the power
of the court to make forcible seizure of his property or to imprison or otherwise punish him for
contempt of court if he fails to obey. Thus sec-
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ondary sanctions consist of procedures carried
out by a community, generally through its representatives, or by individuals with the approval of
the community, when recognized rights have
been infringed. They are based upon the general

ceiving satisfaction. An indemnity is something
of value given by a person or group to another
order to remove or neutralize
person or group

principle that any person who has suffered injury is entitled to satisfaction and that such satis-

the effects of an infringement of rights. It may
be distinguished from a propitiatory gift by the

faction should be in some way proportioned to
the extent of the injury.
One class of such procedures consists of acts

it is
obligatory (i e subject to a negative
sanction, diffuse or organized) in the particular
circumstances.
payment made in anticipation

of retaliation,

by which

is

meant

socially ap-

proved, controlled and limited acts of revenge.
Thus in an Australian tribe when one man has

often found as an alternative to retaliation as a means of giving and re-

Indemnification

is

m

fact that

A

of an invasion of rights with the consent of the
person or persons receiving it may be regarded
as

an indemnity. Thus in many

woman

societies taking

committed an offense against another, the latter
is permitted by public opinion, often definitely
expressed by the older men, to throw a certain
number of spears or boomerangs at the former

an invasion
of the rights of her family and km, so that before
they consent to part with her they must receive
an indemnity or the promise of such. In these

or in some instances to spear him in the thigh.
After he has been given such satisfaction he

cases the process of indemnification bears some
similarity to that of purchase, which is a transfer

may no longer harbor

of rights of property for a consideration.

offender. In

many

feelings against the
prehterate societies the killing
ill

of an individual entitles the group to which he
belongs to obtain satisfaction by killing the offender or some member of his group. In regu-

a

in marriage is regarded as

In many prehterate societies procedures of
indemnification are carried out under the diffuse
sanction of public opinion, which compels an
individual to indemnify one whose rights he has

vengeance the offending group must submit to this as an act of justice and must not attempt further retaliation. Those who have received such satisfaction are felt to have no

right of an injured person to indemnify himself
by forcible seizure of the property of the offend-

further grounds for ill feeling.
Satisfaction for injury may be obtained also

procedures of retaliation and indemnification
backed by diffuse sanctions give place to legal

lated

through the duel, a recognized and controlled
combat between individuals, or through similar
combats between two groups. Among Australian
tribes dueling with spears, boomerangs, clubs
and shields or stone knives, witj| the bystanders

ready to interfere if they think things are going
too far, is a frequently adopted alternative to onesided retaliation. In these same tribes there are
similar regulated combats between two groups,
sometimes in the presence of other groups who
see that there is fair play. It is often difficult to

draw a dividing line between such group combats and warfare; in fact they may possibly be
regarded as a special form of warfare characteristic of primitive rather than of civilized socie-

Frequently therefore war may be regarded
as a secondary social sanction similar to the duel.
A political group maintains recognition of its
ties.

rights

by the

threat of

war

if

those rights should

be infringed. Even in the simplest societies it is
recognized that certain acts are right in war and
others are wrong and that a declaration of war

infringed In

er.

When

some societies there

society

sanctions backed

becomes

is

a recognized

politically organized,

by the power of

judicial au-

punishment. Thus arises civil
law, by which a person who has suffered an infringement of rights may obtain reparation or
restitution from the person responsible.
In a consideration of the functions of social
sanctions it is not the effects of the sanction upon
the person to whom they are applied that are
most important but rather the general effects
within the community applying the sanctions.
thorities to inflict

For the application of any sanction is a direct
affirmation of social sentiments by the community

and thereby constitutes an important, posmechanism for maintaining these

sibly essential,

sentiments. Organized negative sanctions in parand to a great extent the secondary sanc-

ticular,

tions, are expressions of a condition of social

dysphoria brought about by some deed. The
function of the sanction is to restore the social

euphoria by giving definite collective expression
to the sentiments

which have been affected by

and in

the deed, as in the primary sanctions and to
some extent in the secondary sanctions, or by

others unjust, so that the conduct of warfare is
to some extent controlled by diffuse sanctions.

The sanctions are thus of primary significance to

may be

just in certain circumstances

removing a

conflict within the

community

itself.
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sociology in that they are reactions on the part of
a community to events affecting its integration.

A. R. RADCLIFFE- BROWN
See. COERCION, CONFORMITY; CULTURE, CUSTOM;
MORALS, PUBLIC OPINION, RELIGION, RITUAL, MAGIC,
TABU; GOVERNMENT; LAW; PUNISHMENT; FINES,
DAMAGES, OSTRACISM; EXILF, DUELING, BLOOD VENGEANCE FFUD; FEUD.S, WAR, PRESSURES, SOCIAL,
SANCTION, INTERNATIONAL.

SANCTUARY. By the institution of sanctuary,
which existed in many communities even prior
to the development of the state, specific persons
or localities may afford a special kind of legal
safeguard to persons beyond the protection of
ordinary law. Such asylum, which

may be either

permanent or for a limited period and either
conditional or unconditional, arose out of the
inadequacy of primitive legal systems based on

The

reach of an avenging or persecuting power by
seeking the protection of Yahweh through flight
to his temple, especially to the altar. In the
earliest

to all

period asylum was evidently guaranteed
flee to the shrine, but by the

who might

it was no
longer an absolute
necessary consequence of the Hebrew
conception of God as the embodiment of the

time of the kingdom
right

A

highest justice was the limitation of the guaranty
of protection to those who were innocent. Exodus xxr 14 ruled that whosoever transgressed

him by cunning,
should be removed from the altar and slam.
against his neighbor, killing

Deuteronomy marked a new epoch in the administration of criminal justice: blood vengeance

was divested of

its

private character

and

re-

placed by public punishment; the purchase of
freedom from punishment by the murderer was

was

sanctuaries varied in respect to

no longer permitted; and a

methods of administration and

made between premeditated and unpremedi-

in the degree of protection afforded, according
to the development of law and of particular
religious conceptions related to tabu and de-

tated crimes All shrines were abolished except
the temple at Jerusalem, where the entire cult
was centralized, and the institution of sanctuary
was completely transformed. Six cities were

retaliation.

number and

to

pending upon whether sovereignty lay in the
hands of secular or religious authority
The system of sanctuaries had an unusually
widespread development in Egypt, the land of
compulsory and slave labor, of alien political
domination and of economic oppression. Here
too it was first encroached upon by state regulation. In the earliest times every shrine, including places dedicated to the gods, royal altars,
pictures and statues of the ruler, or site used
for the taking of oaths, was a protected region

sought out by

the persecuted, by mistreated
slaves, oppressed debtors and political offenders.
This ordinary protection afforded by all shrines
all

called hiketeia and it had a religious basis
in that protective powers were attributed to the
divinity or to a powerful personality. Building

was

upon the system of
state legislation

hiketeia, the

Ptolemies by

gave certain shrines the privilege

of granting a special kind of protection called
asylia Although the shrines which enjoyed the

power of

asylia

were not divested of

their reli-

gious character, they were subjected to state
control and protection for certain categories of
persons was denied; among those barred were

the debitores publici. The state tended to recognize only the asylia and thus attempted to control
the sanctuary system.
Among the Hebrews the sanctuaries bore an
individual stamp in that they were regularized
religious legislation as early as the Mosaic

by

'aw. It

was thus possible

to escape

from the

clear distinction

named as places of refuge, each being linked
with a former religious sanctuary. These cities
of refuge, however, were only for those who had
killed without premeditation, so that protection
of the innocent, like punishment of the guilty,
became a public matter, a secular legal institu-

41-43 and xix: 1-13;
Numbers xxxv. 9-15) replacing the personal protection of Yahweh, localized at his shrine. It
tion (Deuteronomy iv:

remained a principle of the Hebrew law of sanctuary that the guilty had no claim to the protection of any sanctuary.
The most extensive and most complete sanctuary system in the western world was developed
in ancient Greece. Temples enjoyed the character of sanctuaries

and under

all

circumstances

could protect the oppressed and the persecuted,
slaves, debtors, malefactors and criminals. Even
deliberate murderers and those under sentence
of death had a claim to protection and could
dwell in the sanctuary grounds surrounding a
temple, secure under the sheltering wing of the
divinity, until death overtook them. Thus the

evade punishment passed upon
them and the once humane institution became a
means of impeding prosecution and nullifying
guilty could

the law.

The

sanctuaries were converted into

the resorts of murderous slaves, insolvent debtors and notorious criminals. Not until the time
of the

Roman Empire

limit this

did the state effectively

monstrous development.
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Sanctuary

In the oldest period of Roman history sanctuaries had little or no importance. Since among
the Romans private vengeance and blood feuds

thus to the spiritual punishment of the church.

gave way very early to public criminal law, the
sanctuary, a concomitant of the blood feud, was

centuries.

unnecessary. Only slaves were beyond the protection of the law, and the institution of sanc-

The

won legal recognition
state legislation in the fourth and fifth
The attitude of the Roman emperors

right of sanctuary

through

on this question was very inconstant, however,
and the right was broadened and narrowed from
time to time in accordance with considerations

tuary adapted from Greece and formulated in
legislation was for their benefit. Nevertheless,
the protection afforded them by such asylums

of state policy. The Novellae of Justinian clarifies
the true nature of the Christian institution of

was always limited; it never permitted freedom
from punishment or prosecution but was rather
a means of insuring a legal investigation before

this

The

punishment.

at a rapid pace,

imperial period,

sanctuary system developed
however, beginning with the

when

the proteccive power was

extended to persons and objects connected with
the cult of the emperor, so that statues, portraits
and temples of the Caesars and flags and eagles
of the military legions were invested with the
properties of asylum
Christianity effected a decisive transformation
in the law of sanctuary

The message

of Jesus

meant the renunciation of vengeance and retaliation and commanded that Christians love not
only their neighbors but even their enemies.
From the very outset the church, through the
intercession of its bishops, espoused the cause

sanctuary and clearly recognizes

code public debtors, tax

its

abuses.

officials

ticular categories of criminals, including

derers, adulterers
all

By

and par-

mur-

and those guilty of rape, were

denied the protection of sanctuaries.

The church demanded that the German tribes,
after their conversion to Christianity, recognize
the institution of sanctuary as it had developed

upon Roman soil. But there had grown up
among the Germans in heathen times a totally
different set of principles with regard to this
question While temples were places of supreme

peace, so that any outrage or desecration of
as a crime punishable by

them was regarded

death, they were never places of asylum, and
outlaws and guilty refugees were barred. During
the migrations and in the Prankish period under

the Merovingian kings a law of sanctuary was
developed through the merging of the Roman

of sentence passed upon the condemned and to
free those imprisoned This intercession was

and German concepts According to the new
law a criminal who sought refuge in a church
was neither subject to the disposition of the
bishop nor immune from secular punishment.
He won protection only from private revenge
and from court punishments of life or hmb.

enjoined especially when the pursued sought
refuge in a Christian church, which, like the
heathen temples, enjoyed the character of asy-

Criminals subject to the death penalty might
obtain a modification of sentence or its commutation to penitence or banishment, but in all

all whose freedom, person or life was in
danger and of all aliens and slaves. The bishops
interceded before the courts and the emperor to
defend the prosecuted, to obtain a modification

of

lum because

of

its

holy peace.

The

protection

which ecclesiastical places offered against violence was as a rule combined with the positive
benefits of intercession before the law.

As a

result there arose the Christian type of sanctu-

deriving originally from the special holy
truce of heathen civilization but with a new
ary,

positive content

The

which was Christian in spirit.
of flight to a church sanctuary

legal effect
result of the rule of tradi

was that as a

non

oportere the right of the public authorities to
take possession of the refugee was suspended.

The

was subjected to the unrestricted
right of the bishop over him. The bishop would
intercede for him in an effort to obtain a milder
sentence or complete freedom from secular punishment and, in the event that he was guilty,
would subject him to penitential discipline and
latter

cases they remained subject to the public legal
system. The spiritual punishment of the church

never displaced but merely supplemented secupunishment. The delivery of the refugee

lar

took place only upon a guaranty that he would
not be subjected to capital punishment or brutal
violence; this guaranty was exacted by the
church in the form of an oath sworn on the
Gospel. The rule of tradere in potentate had

become

that of reddere in gratia.

In the Carolingian period the state reorgan-

The refugee was no
regular prosecution by the
law, remaining under the peace of the church
only until he was haled before a court. The obliized the sanctuary law.

longer

immune from

gation to turn him over was absolute and not an
exchange for a guaranty of partial protection.
All condemned malefactors were excluded from
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the right of sanctuaiy; should they seek it, they
must be killed immediately even within the

church. Thus Germanic ideas triumphed in the
law of sanctuary, all guilty persons being ex-

cluded from the peace of the church and regarded as outlaws.
In subsequent centuries the law of ecclesiassanctuary was conditioned by the struggle
state and church which dominated the

tical

between

Middle Ages. Contractions and expan-

entire

sions of the privilege depended upon whether
power lay in the spiritual or in the secular authority.

For a time the church was able to use

the law of sanctuary to advance its secular
power. It extended the protective quality of
sanctuary to all grounds connected with the

church; these comprised episcopal dwellings and
a specific area of surrounding territory, oratories

refugees fleeing from private vengeance or the
king's justice could pass the remainder of their
lives. The ordinary church sanctuary consti-

tuted a

much less serious menace to

order in the

kingdom, since from the twelfth century a felon
could be harbored in a church for only forty
days, within which period, if he desired safety,
he had to confess his crime and abjure the realm.
With the strengthening of state authority and
the rise of national states there began a struggle
not only against the abuses of the sanctuary
system but against the system itself. The Cath-

church through its legislation, especially the
Cum alias of Gregory xiv (1591) and the
bull Ex quo of Benedict xin (1725), limited the
olic

bull

right of sanctuary by barring certain criminals,
such as street robbers, assassins, political offend-

for public divine services including those located in private residences, cloisters, abbeys,

ers and counterfeiters, but it insisted upon retaining the institution in principle (Codex juris
canonict, can. 1160, 1179). Church buildings

ecclesiastical hospitals and other religious instiof the latter enjoyed this privilege
tutions.

to

not so

Many
much

through

ecclesiastical

right

as

were declared inviolable and refugees were not
be removed from them except with the per-

mission of the Ordinartus, or rector; deliberate
and wanton abuse of this immunity was punish-

through grant, either express or implied, from
the prince or emperor.
In addition there were in mediaeval Europe

able by excommunication. In the areas where
the Reformation triumphed the right of sanc-

the purely secular sanctuaries, the most important of which were the courtyards of the feudal

tuary in Catholic churches was of course abolished, but in many places the character of

ords.

Each might be a refuge

for a criminal in

light if the lord cared to grant

him asylum.

Such asylum was usually limited to six weeks
ind three days, although there were variations
anging from three days to a year and a day.
during this period the lord tried to arrange a
settlement of the case and if no agreement could
>e

reached, the fugitive was generally released

na

forest

luers.

rom

where he might escape from

The immunity

his pur-

of the lord's couityard

invasion by state authorities and private
vengeance was sustained by the im-

.eekers of

asylum was retained by the purely secular sanctuaries and by some of the sites of the secularized

and monasteries; in the case of the
the privilege was supposed to have been

cloisters
latter,

based upon grant from some worldly authority
and to attach to the land rather than to the
incumbent.
The growth of centralized powers and the

development of

effective national

systems of

justice eventually led, however, to the complete
abolition of the sanctuary system. In England

Henry n had

courts and severe penalties were exacted
or violations. In the later Middle Ages criminals

severely restricted the sanctuary
privileges of the lay lords and there were subsequently continuous attempts to limit them

vho had

the case of ecclesiastical estates.

>erial

committed premeditated homicide

ould not avail themselves of such refuge. Not
the lord's courtyard but the home of every

inly

reeman was supposed to be an asylum for himelf or for anyone whom he wished to protect.
Phis privilege, however, was soon severely re-

m

The

climax of

the struggle came in the reign of Henry vm,
when the right of asylum was restricted to
churches and churchyards and was not permitted for serious felonies. Refugees instead of

number of mediaeval

abjuring the realm were to be restricted to one
of eight designated towns. The last vestige of

rivate dwellings.

contain provision for limited sanctuary in
In England beginning with

sanctuary in England disappeared in 1727. In
France it was greatly curtailed in 1539 and dur-

he tenth century the chartered or secular sancjaries attained an extensive development. In

ing the French Revolution was entirely abolished. Article xv of the Austrian-Papal Concor-

tricted.
ities

reas
f

The

statutes of a

such as the counties palatine and in

many

the abbeys which were free of the king's writ,

immunity of
demanded by the church

dat of 1855 recognized the material
ecclesiastical buildings

Sanctuary
in so far as

it

was consistent with public security

and the ends of justice. Prussian law authorized
the public authorities to remove refugees from
sanctuaries and to imprison them. In an orderly
state

tuary

with a systematized legal procedure sancis

superfluous.
The concept of sanctuary persists today only
in Switzerland. Because of its special status in
international law as a neutralized state Switzer-

land guarantees sanctuary to foreigners fleeing
prosecution for political crimes, provided they
post bail or agree to abstain from all political
activity.

The sanctuary may be suspended at any

time; cantonal authorities decide on the merits
of individual cases, and final approval rests with
the Federal Council.
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SAND, GEORGE (1804-76), French novelist.
A disciple of Rousseau, Aurore Dupin (Baronne
Dudevant)

in her determination to live as

"a

free being" fled from her quiet Berry countryside and her impossible husband to plunge into

the artistic

life

of

Pans of the

1830*8.

As an

she claimed the right to complete and unrestricted freedom, the privilege of expressing

artist

her personality whether in her writings or in her
notorious amours. Around 1836, however, her

began to change. Instead of straining to
"thrust off the yoke of public opinion and human laws" she was led by a growing sense of the

attitude

power of human

solidarity to

champion the

cause of the working classes. In revolutionary
periodicals, such as Reforme (1844) and Cause du
peuple (1848), she threw in her lot with the
forces of popular discontent and in the journal

Commune

de Parts (1849) pointed the way to a
But with the disillusioning col-

class revolution.

movement her role as active parcame to an end. Most of her later years
were spent at Nohant in Berry among the
lapse of the

ticipant

peasants of the countryside. Here, absorbed in
her responsibilities as guide and judge, she
gave expression in her numerous novels, as well
as in her practical activities, to popular lore, to

the sense of human solidarity and charity uniting
and to the gospel of sympathy with

all classes

every endeavor, however clumsy, which proceeds from mankind's better nature. She had,
in the words of Renan, "the divine talent of
giving wings to everything, of producing art out
of ideas that with others remained rude and
without form. She gave life to the aspirations of
those who felt but knew not how to create."
While exerting a distinct influence on the
feminist

teachings

movement in France, George Sand's
met with stubborn suspicion abroad,

particularly in England, by reason of her disrespect for the institution of marriage and her

early fondness for

male

attire.

Her

influence

on
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Ibsen, even indirectly, has not been convincingly
established. But there is no room for doubt as to

outside. In

her appeal, personal as well as
Mazzim both before and after his

eighteenth century each householder had the
duty of keeping clean the street before his

spiritual, to
visit in 1847

ing of the streets within the city and for a mile
American and English cities of the

movement

premises, an obligation which was not very

Although her belief in
human goodness was more than once shattered,
George Sand's optimism was bolstered by a
gradually maturing confidence that life and

seriously performed.
It is true that so-called sewers, built about

or as to her broader influence on the
for Italian unification.

progress follow a process of

itus ct reditus,

FERNAND BALDENSPERGER
Works: For bibhograpjiy of George Sand's works, see
S. de, Etude bibhographique (Brussels
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4 vols (Paris 1899-1926), Rocheblave,
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et ses oeuvres,

,

t

Needham, H.

A

,

I*e

developpement de Vesthetique

sociologique en France et en Angleterre

au xix

W

siecle

700 B.C., have been excavated on the sites of
Nineveh and Babylon and that Greek and Ro-

man cities possessed similar constructions. All
of these, however, like the most famous of
ancient sewers, the Cloaca Maxima, which
drained the

site

of the

Roman Forum and

is still

in use after twenty-five centuries, were
merely
drains for the purpose of carrying off surface

water. In fact until Sir John Harrington invented the water closet there was little use for

the

modern

sanitary sewer.

really began in the eighteenth centhe natural water courses, or open
of
London
and Paris were first covered
ditches,
over. In 1808 Paris had approximately fourteen
and one half miles of such drains with some forty

Sewering

tury

when

The
(Pans 1926) p 74-75; Schermerhorn, E.
Seven Strings of the Lyre (Boston 1927); Moraud,
Marcel, Le romantjsmefranfats en Angleterre de 1814 d
1848 (Paris 1933).

openings into the Seme; by 1832 the mileage
to twenty-five. In the latter
year a careful topographical survey was made

SANITARY TREATIES.

by means of

,

the basis for an extensive sewer system which,
large intercepting sewers, eliminated all but three of the river outlets. The

See SANITATION.

SANITATION. The term sanitation is now
used to cover the removal and disposal, usually
by public authorities, of all waste matter
whether liquid or

solid.

Liquid wastes, ordiand other sur-

narily called sewage, include rain

all domestic liquid wastes and the
from industrial establishments. The

face waters,
effluent

had been increased

solid wastes consist of garbage, ashes, rubbish,
street sweepings, leaves and snow.

Throughout the greater part of the history of
civilized society but feeble attempts were made
to remove filth; the most common method employed until quite recently for getting rid of inconvenient accumulations of rubbish and other
waste was to throw them into the street. The

characteristic feature of these Paris sewers

was

their size, a cross section in the smallest of them
being large enough for men to work standing up.

This early example has been followed and extended in the modern sewer system of the

French

capital.

Down

to the

middle of the nineteenth cennowhere were the princi-

tury, however, sewers

means of disposing of human excrement,
which was ordinarily discharged into cesspools.
These were cleaned and the residue removed
pal

usually by private contractors at the expense of
the householder. As a rule the cesspools were not
cleaned frequently or disinfected properly in

populous places, so that they constituted a con-

eenth century, according to Scott and Smollett,
flung dirty water from upper windows with the

tinuously increasing nuisance. In some communities it was the custom to place below the
soil pipe a pail, which was emptied or exchanged

warning cry of "gardyloo." There are numerous

for a clean pail at intervals.

housemaids of Edinburgh as

late as

the eight-

descriptions of the inconceivable filth of the
streets of ancient and mediaeval cities. The

Athenians had their astynomoi,
duties

who among other

were responsible for cleaning and leveling

m

the streets before religious processions; while
the Roman cities of the imperial period the
aediles directed the cleaning, paving and improv-

The dry vault, or
privy, which still remains the characteristic provision for sanitation in farm areas and small
villages in the

United States and Europe, was

common.
The experience

of

London

illustrates

the

gradual escape from the nuisance such methods

produced in crowded

cities.

The sanitary

situa-

Sand
tion in

London was seriously complicated by the

peculiarities of its

governmental organization.
In the city proper, which in 1855 comprised less
than one hundredth of the area and one twen-

commis-

tieth of the population, there were
sioners of sewers appointed by the

Common

own members. In

the sur-

Council from

its

rounding parishes, which contained most of the
population, only eight had commissioners of
sewers and in these the authority was greatly
restricted As a result such sewers as there were
did not form a single system but were extremely
varied as to size and grade; many were poorly
planned and constructed; while a great number
were mere open ditches which were as bad as or
worse than the cesspools they were replacing.
There was no way of compelling owners to connect their houses with the sewers and the landlords in the tenement districts vigorously op-

posed all attempts at sanitary regulations. The
sewage that was collected was emptied into the
Thames in such a way that it was washed back
by the tide and remained in the city instead of
being carried off This contaminated a large part
of the water supply and contributed greatly to
epidemics of typhus and cholera.
In 1847, although the connection of houses
with the sewers was made compulsory, no provision was made for adequate enforcement The
cholera epidemic of 1848 forced the establishment of the Metropolitan Commission of

Sewers, but because of the failure of the commission to clean the city it was replaced in
November, 1848, by the General Board of
Health. While the board was

empowered to issue

directions for the prevention of epidemic or
contagious diseases, it met with so much re-
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while the vestries and district boards had also
constructed local units. Many of the open ditch

sewers were either abandoned or filled in and
work was begun to hasten the elimination of all
cesspools.

In the United States conditions were not unEngland Sewers of a sort existed
New York in 1800, but few sanitary sewers were

m

like those in

1850. In 1877 Philadelphia had
82,000 cesspools, Washington 56,000 and Chicago 30,000, although the last named also
boasted of a sewer system Even at the turn of
the twentieth century Philadelphia and St.
Louis had twice as much street mileage as sewer
built before

mileage, while Baltimore,

New Orleans and Mo-

mainly on open gutters for drainage.
experience of London shows clearly the
need for a unified plan for a whole metropolitan
area. Some efforts have been made in this direction in the United States the Metropolitan
but in most
District of Boston is an example
of the large cities of the United States there still
bile relied

The

remains the difficulty presented by historic
boundaries dividing what should be a single administrative unit. Such boundaries must be
eliminated before satisfactory sanitary conditions can prevail throughout the whole area.
The disposal of sewage is as important as

The

collection.

earliest practise

was

to

its

empty

sewage into some nearby body of water, although there is some evidence that the sewage
of Athens, which was poured into the stream
Endanus, was used for irrigation. Such methods
presented no difficulties when the sewage consisted largely of surface water, but with the introduction of water carriage for fecal matter the

forcement that little was accomplished.
In 1848 Parliament had enacted a thoroughgoing sanitary code for English cities in general,
excepting the London metropolitan area, seven

problem of disposal became more serious.
Where sewers empty into a sufficiently large
body of water, the consequent dilution renders
the sewage innocuous; but where there is not
enough water and particularly where the water
is used for drinking purposes by neighboring

years later similar provision was made for London. The new law set up a Metropolitan Board

tion

of Works, which was to be elected by the
several vestries and district boards and was to

of land

sistance

from the

local officers in

charge of en-

have extensive powers over sewers, streets and
the removal of refuse. The city and the twentythree largest parishes were constituted districts,
while the smaller parishes were grouped into
thirteen additional

districts;

the vestries and

boards in these districts were to have similar

powers over sanitation matters within their local
areas. By 1865 the Metropolitan Board of Works
had completed a system of intercepting sewers,

towns, dangerous pollution

may

result. Irriga-

a satisfactory means of disposal only in
those cases in which a sufficiently large amount
is

and in semi-arid regions with
Nevertheless, these two methods are
largely used both in the United States and

sandy
still

in

is

available

soil.

Europe.

The

first

attempt at the concentrated treat-

ment of sewage was by a chemical

precipitation

of the solids, a plant for this purpose being
erected at Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1890.
Trickling filters were introduced to prepare the

sewage for

final

land treatment.

The sludge pro-
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duced

in this

way was offensive and

it

was found

necessary to add septic tanks for the purpose of
treating it. The two-story, or Imhoff, tank,
which was first used in the United States in
1911, followed; in this apparatus sedimentation
took place in the top story, while the decomposition occurred in the lower. Baltimore in 1914
introduced the separate sludge digestion system,
in which independent units were used rather
than a two-story tank. These methods, of which
the latter seems the more popular, are very
widely used by the small and medium sized
cities

of the United States.

however,

treatment,
process,

is

The

the

whereby the sewage

form of

best

activated
is

sludge
aerated in the

presence of previously aerated sludge, causing the suspended solids to be oxidized or collected into a rapidly settling flock. This process
affords a high degree of purification as well as

a sludge of

some value

as a fertilizer.

Another

bage

may be collected separately or in any commethod

bination, the
largely

on the

to be used depending
The ordi-

facilities for disposal.

nary practise has been to collect the garbage
separately, the collection of ashes and rubbish
being

combined and sometimes

sometimes

separated. In

some

cities collectors are licensed

city but paid by the householders directly; in others the city pays the contractor; and
in still others the city contracts for collection at a

by the

certain price to be paid by the householders.
While these contract methods have been widely

used and in

many cases are satisfactory, the best
direct municipal collection for the
following reasons: when properly administered
it costs less than contract collection; it eliminates
method

is

the burden on the householder of dealing with
it is more likely to insure

the contractor; and
regular

and complete collections. Whether the
made by contractors or directly by

collection is

great advantage of the activated sludge process
is that it requires a much smaller area and cubic

the municipality, it has been found desirable to
maintain an independent inspection force to see

content for the care of sewage. Thus in a city of
600,000 the following are the area and cubic

that

content requirements for the three outstanding
methods of sewage treatment:
Settling tanks, sludge beds, intermittent sand filters
800 acres 140,000,000 cubic feet

Imhoff tanks, sludge beds, trickling filters
60 acres
17,000,000 cubic feet
Activated sludge plant complete
10 acres
5,000,000 cubic feet

The

all

ordinances and rules are enforced.

Garbage is ordinarily collected in tank wagons, sometimes in can rack wagons. The most
desirable form of tank wagon is one which is easy
to clean, is fitted with a cover and is not too high
to prevent one man from emptying a can into it.

The can rack wagon

is so arranged that the ordinary garbage cans of the householder are
placed on the wagon and hauled to the loading

can being left in place of each one
removed. As a rule collections are made in the

station, a clean

organization for administering a sewer
system is simple and relatively few men are required. Ordinarily the work is performed by a

business districts. Noise

division of the department of public works or of
and sewers; in large cities sometimes a

night collections in residential areas.
The disposal of garbage has long been a

separate department is set up. An engineer is
usually in charge of the whole system, while in

serious

streets

large cities assistants are employed at the treatment works and for purposes of maintenance

A

and repair.
crew (or crews, depending on the
size of the city) is maintained to clean catch
basins,

make frequent

inspections of the sewers,

remove obstructions, clean the tanks at the treatment works and the like. Growing cities often

daytime in residential

and at night in
the chief objection to

districts
is

in large cities. At one time
into the sea or rivers was a common

problem

dumping

dumping is now generally proby health authorities because of the
dangers incident to the pollution of streams; and
even sea dumping has been subjected to severe
practise. River

hibited

regulations because of the necessity for protecting bathing beaches from the garbage washed
back by the tide. Boston and New York and

other large seaboard

maintain office staffs to collect scientific data
concerning sewage flow and similar matters and
to design the necessary additions to the sewer

cities, however, still employ
method. Another form of disposal has been
to use garbage and refuse for filling low lands.

system; where there is only occasional construcit has been found
cheaper to hire a consult-

When the garbage is spread in thin layers and
promptly covered with ashes or earth to a sufficient depth, this method may be used with

tion,

ing engineer.

The removal of solid wastes presents fewer
engineering difficulties but more serious administrative problems. Ashes, rubbish and gar-

this

general satisfaction;

on the othe nand, when

it

carelessly employed, as is too often the case, it
results in a serious nuisance. Feeding to hogs is
is

Sanitation
another method of garbage disposal; it involves, first, a complete separation of edible
garbage from ashes, broken glass and the like
and, second, a willingness on the part of householders to perform the separation. Unless the
feeding is done on floors which are cleaned daily,
still

the piggery will become offensive; also the hogs
must be inoculated against hog cholera. The
length of the haul to the piggery has a great deal
to do with the possibility of profit from the
enterprise, a factor which excludes
cities from the use of this method.

most large

A number of

smaller cities in the United States and Europe
are able to find contractors who will take over

garbage disposal on favorable terms, largely because of the possible profits in hog raising.
Still another form of garbage disposal which
can yield a profit is that of reduction. Garbage
ordinarily contains about 3 percent grease,
which may be extracted and used commercially

and other purposes. Reduction
secures this grease and at the same time renders
the garbage innocuous. One method of reducfor cheap soaps

tion is that whereby the garbage is cooked and
the liquid pressed out; the grease is skimmed
when it has cooled. According to another

method a solvent is made to flow through the
garbage, which is then distilled to yield the
grease. The tankage, or remainder, makes a
moderately good fertilizer. The use of a solvent
a little more expensive than cooking but has
the advantage of eliminating the objectionable
odors of the latter method Neither process can
is

be employed successfully on a small scale, so
that reduction is virtually confined to cities of
over 100,000 inhabitants. When the price of
grease is high and where there is a market for the
tankage as

fertilizer,

reduction

may yield

a small

on the other hand, the return is uncerplant provision is costly and the operation

profit;
tain,

itself is

expensive.

There has been an increasing tendency for
cities to turn to incineration as being on the
whole the cheapest and least unpleasant means
of garbage disposal. There are two types of in-

The low temperature

incinerator, or
crematory,
cheap to build but is inefficient and
expensive to operate. It burns at about 800 F.,
which often results in incomplete combustion
cinerator.

is

and a considerable odor. The high temperature
incinerator, or destructor, burns at about 1200

F. and completely burns all the odorous gases. It
requires less space, less fuel and less labor.
The collection of ashes and rubbish is similar
to the collection of garbage, except that the

seasonal variation

coming

is

reversed, the heaviest load
months. Since collections

in the winter

are less frequent and the bulk is greater, larger
equipment may be used to advantage. If ashes
and rubbish are collected separately, the ashes
may be used for filling in low areas about the
city. Rubbish and ashes together make a poor fill,
and in view of the fact that there is little else that
can be done with the mixture separate collections appear to be advisable. Rubbish may be
burned in an incinerator and that part which
does not burn can be used as fill. The sorting of

rubbish for salable material often simplifies the

problem of disposal. The salvaging equipment
is
cheap and there is a ready market for scrap
metal, bottles and rags, the revenue from which
pays the expense of sorting.

A great many

factors enter into the selection

of a method for cleaning streets. The amount
of traffic, the amount of sweepings produced,
the number of horse drawn vehicles, the character of the neighborhood, the type of pavement
and seasonal fluctuations all play a part. There

are four general methods of street cleaning now
in use. First, there is the squeegee machine, an

apparatus consisting of a roller with rubber
flaps and designed to scour the street. It operates
upon large areas of smooth, comparatively clean,
pavement and must be preceded by a sprinkler or
flusher to loosen the dirt.

The

device

is

highly

but costly and is rarely used in the
United States. A second method is the use of the
machine broom. The most primitive form of
mechanical street cleaning equipment, it consists of a large rotary broom placed at an angle
efficient

to the line of travel for the purpose of pushing
the dirt to the side of the road. Machine brooms,

however, are

now as a rule equipped with a light

sprinkling device in front and a pick up, or
vacuum attachment, behind, so that they clean,

A

pick up and remove dirt in one operation.
third method, flushing, is ordinarily the cheapest means of cleaning paved streets, at any rate
in cities with adequate water supplies

and

satis-

factory sewer systems. It is now usually done
a tank truck with a pressure motor. Flushing

hand with hoses
skilfully

is

by
by

effective for small areas if

done. Fourth, a certain amount of hand

sweeping is always a necessary supplement to
machine brooming or flushing. It is the only
means of cleaning in heavy traffic, around
parked cars and on certain types of rough pavement. The Paris system, in which gutters are
flushed from jets in the curb and are then swept
and washed by women with brooms, is as effec
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any yet devised, although it cannot be
used in the United States because of the higher
cost of labor. Street sweepings, where they are
tive as

not flushed into the sewers, are carried to the incinerator or to remote dumps The material in

sweepings is too unstable for filling low ground
and has little value as a fertilizer, although attempts have been made to use it for this purpose.
The removal of snow is an important factor in
northern cities, not so much as a sanitary measure but as an aid to traffic movement and to
prevent injury to the pavements. The snow is
ordinarily plowed to the side of the road and
then collected and removed in trucks. The

major consideration in snow removal is speed
and to this end disposal places must be con-

The

veniently located.

easiest

method of

dis-

flushing into sewers, particularly in
periods of rising temperature. Snow may also be
dumped into rivers or other bodies of water or
is

posal

into

any well drained

The

area.

administration of the collection of solid

age and Sewage Treatment (4th ed New York 1932);
Adams, S H Modern Seivage Disposal and Hygiene
(London 1930); Martin, A J Sewage and Setvage Disposal (London 1930), Munro,
B., Municipal Government and Administration, 2 vols (New York 1923)
vol 11, ch xxx, Capes,
P and Carpenter, J. D
Mumitpal Housecleamng (New York 1918), Henng,
Rudolf, and Greely, S A The Collection and Disposal
of Municipal Refuse (New York 1921), Great Britain,
,

,

W

W

,

,

,

Ministry of Health, Report of an Investigation into the
Public Cleansing Service in the Administrative County
of London, by J C Dawes (1929), United States,
Public Health Service, "Municipal Wastes, Their
Character, Collection, Disposal," by H. R. Crohurst,
and "Sewage Treatment
the United States," by H.
H Wagenhals, E J Thenault, and H. B. Hommon,
Public Health Bulletin, nos 107 and 132 (1920-23);
United States, Geological Survey, "Pollution of Illinois and Mississippi Rivers by Chicago Sewage, a
Digest of the Testimony in the Case of the State of
Missouri v the State of Illinois and the Sanitary District of Chicago," by M. O Leigh ton, Water Supply
and Irrigation Paper, no 194 (1907), Coste, J. H
"The Dispobal of the Refuse of Communities"
Realist, vol in (1930) 44-56; Stadtereimgung, ed by
A. Ascher and others, Handbuch der Hygiene, vol n
(and ed Leipsic 1919), Klemschroth, A "Kanahsation," and Szalla, J
"Strassenremigung" m Handworterbuth der Komniunalwusenscliaften, vol n (Jena
1922) p 584-605, and vol iv (Jena 1924) p 142-45;

m

,

m

,

wastes and of street cleaning is usually entrusted
to the same department of the city government.

This is sometimes and quite improperly the department of health. While the motive behind
these sanitary activities is largely the promotion
of health, the means necessarily employed involve engineering problems winch health de-

partment

officials

are seldom trained to meet.

collection and disposal and
cleaning belong rather with the other
public works functions or, if the city is of great
size, in a department by themselves. The work

Garbage and refuse

street

falls

naturally into three divisions: collection,

,

Rolants,

E

,

Les ran* usccs (Pans 1925), Irnhoff, Karl,
Practice, Features ot the Ger-

"Sewage Disposal and

man

System, Modern Developments Reviewed" in
Municipal Journal and Publn Works Engineer, vol. xlu
(1933) 600, United States, Library of Congress, Division of Bibliography, Lnt of References on Sewage
and Sewage Disposal, Select List no 673 (1922), Section on "Sewage Disposal"
American Public Health
Association, Year Book (New York 1932- ). See also

m

Municipal Sanitation, published monthly in

York

New

since 1930.

SANTA CRUZ, ANDRES

administrative problems, which include the recruiting and organization of numerous em-

livian statesman.

(1792-1865), BoSanta Cruz, who was a mestizo,

a descendant of

upper

ployees and their adjustment to costly and
elaborate mechanical equipment. The division
of the city into routes or districts for the various

in Bolivia. After fighting with
the Spanish forces against the armies of the
"patriots" he joined the latter and won distinc-

street cleaning

and

disposal.

Each has

its

own

types of collection, for street cleaning and for the
proper organization of the working force of each
activity

of

its

must be worked out by each city m terms

own

local conditions.

THOMAS H. REED
WATER SUPPLY, COMMUNICABLE
CONTROL OF; EPIDEMICS; DISASTFRS AND
DISASTER RELIEF; CITY; CITY AND TOWN PLANNING;
Mh i ROPOLI TAN AREAS, HOUSING, BUILDING REGULAIIONS; INSPECTION, MEDICINE.
See PUBLIC HEALTH;
DISEASES,

Thorndike, L., "Sanitation, Baths, and
Street-Cleaning in the Middle Ages and Renaissance"
Consult.

in Speculum, vol in (1928) 192-203, Metcalf, L , and
Eddy, H. P., Sewerage and Sewage Disposal; a Textbook (2nd ed New York 1930); Babbitt, H. E., Sewer-

stock,

class

Spanish and Inca

was born

tion in the wars of independence. In 1826 Bolf-

var appointed him president of the Council of
Government of Peru and in 1828 he became

Peruvian minister to Chile From 1829 to 1839
he served as president of Bolivia During his
administration a new constitution was promulgated,

given

more democratic than the
it

by Bolivar

restored, reforms

in 1826

were made

constitution

Public credit was
in education

and

the Codtgos Santa Cruz were drawn up. Santa
Cruz also furthered the industrial and commercial interests

of Bolivia.

His consuming passion was to carry out
Bolivar's idea of a united Spanish America; his

Sanitation
numerous enemies declared

that he desired to

The

head an enlarged Inca empire.

factional

struggles in Peru in 1835 gave him an opportunity to invade that country and led to the

Peru into the independent states of
South and North Peru In 1836 Santa Cruz
division of

decreed the establishment of the Peru-Bolivian
Confederation, composed of South Peru, North

Peru and Bolivia, with himself as "supreme protector." Great Britain, France, the United States
and some of the South American countries formally recognized the confederation Santa Cruz
at the zenith of his power. The mantle
of leadership, so long worn by Bolivar, had

Sarmiento
Brahmo Samaj
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sought to reawaken India
through its past, to arouse the pride of the
Hindus in their cultural heritage and to adhere
strictly to the Sanskrit Vedas, which it held to
be the sole source of all knowledge and of moral
law. This doctrine strengthened Indian national
sentiment and diminished the influence of the
acknowledgment, by the older generation of
Indian leaders, of the moral and intellectual
it

superiority of Europe. The Arya Samaj moreover deeply influenced educational theory and
social work in India It taught self-help, de-

was now

manded equal opportunities for all castes and
equality for women, organi/ed relief activities

upon his shoulders. But Chile, Argentina,
Ecuador and Brazil considered the confedera-

and supported charitable

Santa Cruz, a menace to the
peace and safety of Hispanic America Chile and
Argentina declared war against him, and in 1839
after his defeat he abdicated as supreme pro-

Anglo-Vedic College and under the leadership

fallen

tion, or at least

tector of the confederation

and resigned as

presi-

dent of Bolivia. Between the years 1855 and
1865 Santa Cruz served as Bolivian minister
to Great Britain, France, the Holy See, Spam

and Belgium.

N. ANDREW N. CLEVEN
Consult. Santa-Cruz, Oscar de, El General Andre* de

Santa-Cruz Gran Manscal de Zepita y el Gran Pent
(La Paz 1924); Iturncha, Agustfn, Histana de Bolivia
bajo la adrmnistracwn del Manual Andres Santa Cruz,
vol. i(Sucre 1920- ) \ol i, p 761-933, Basadre,
Jorge, La imnacion dc la republic^ ^ls i-n (Lima
1929-30) vol i, p 371-451, and vol. n, Ordonez
L6pez, Manuel, and Crespo, L S Bosquejo dc la
histona dc Bolivia (La Paz 1912) p. 215-44, Arguedas,
Alcides, Histona de Bolivia los caudillos letrados
,

(Barcelona 1923), especially bk. n, Garcia Calder6n,
Francisco, Les democraties latmes de VAmenque (Pans
1912), tr by B. Miall as Latin America: Its Rise and
Progress (London 1913) p. 122-26.

SARASWATI, SWAMI DAYANANDA (182483), Indian religious reformer. Educated in the
strict orthodox tradition of the Brahmans,

Dayananda was strongly influenced by

his later

Virjananda, who had rejected the popular form of Hinduism. Dayastudies under

Swami

nanda combined a profound knowledge and love
of the ancient scriptures with the zeal of a critical
reformer. He wandered through India preaching

educational
of Lala

field

it

institutions.

the

created

In the

Dayananda

Munshi Ram the gurukulas, educational
which attempted to be com-

institutions,

pletely independent of the government
provide nationalist education through a

and to
combi-

nation of the ancient disciplines and traditions

with the modern sciences Dayananda was a
forerunner of the new nationalism; by his teaching and his example he helped check the assimilation to European culture of India's educated

youth and opened the way to a revaluation of
India's thought and destiny.

HANS KOHN
Consult

Lajpat Rai, The Arya Samaj; an Account

of Its Origin, Doctrines and Activities (London 1915),
Kohn, Hans, Geschtchte der natwnalen Bewegung im
M. Green (London
Orient (Berlin 1928), tr by

M

N

Modern Religious
61-68, 1'arquhar, J
Movements in India (Ne\\ York 1915) p. 101-29,
India's Nation Builders (London
Bannerjea, D.
1919) ch. iv.
1929) p

N

SARMIENTO,

,

,

DOMINGO FAUSTINO

(1811-88), Argentine statesman, publicist, sociologist and educator. Sarmiento supplemented

by wide reading and
In his youth he was associated with
Echeverna, Alberdi and other liberals and behis scant formal education

study.

in revolutionary activities on the
side of the Unitarians, or Centralists, as opposed
to the Federalists. In 1839 he fled for the second

came involved

time to Chile, where he edited Mercuno and

a return to the spirit of the original Vedic gospel
away from the later distortions of Hinduism.

National, whose columns became discussion
centers for political and religious liberalism. He
also established and directed the first normal

His attacks on crude polytheism and on the

school

caste system aroused the opposition of orthodox

in Europe, north Africa and the United States,
coming into contact with the leading intellec-

Brahma nism.
In 1875 he founded the Arya Samaj. In opposition to the eclectic

and liberal-humanitarian

m Chile.

From

tuals of the period.

1845 to 1847 he traveled

He was

particularly

im-

pressed by the educational system and political
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organization of the United States. His admiration for the latter caused him to modify his

razas en America (2 vols., Buenos Aires 1883)
is not as original a work as his earlier book, and

Centralist doctrines, and upon his return to Chile
he advocated in his new journal, Cronica a gov-

it

y

ernment for Argentina similar to that of the
United States.
Throughout his exile Sarmiento had been a
leading figure in the opposition to Rosas,

who

was ruling in Argentina, and in 1851 he helped
Urquiza to overthrow him. From 1855 ne ne ^
office in the government of Buenos Aires and
later in the federal administration.

He

and the United States and
1874 was president of his country.

from 1868 to
In this capacity he initiated the public school
system and brought professors from the United
States to direct normal schools for the training
of native teachers, for he believed that only
through education could the masses be raised
to an appreciation of responsible self-govern-

He

also devoted himself to agricultural

pampas and encouraged railroad building into the interior. His two succolonization of the

cessors in the presidency continued his policies,

and thus Argentina became under his leadership
and influence the most advanced of the South
American republics with the best system of railroads in Latin America. Sarmiento continued

between race as

tinian social thought for half a century. Sarmiento 's other writings deal chiefly with causes
for which he struggled as a journalist and public
official. His collected works have been published
under the title Obras completas (52 vols., Buenos

Aires 1885-1903).

L. L. BERNARD

served as

minister to Chile

ment.

failed to differentiate clearly

a biological fact and the results of psychosociai
environment. Nevertheless, it influenced Argen-

Consult- Blanco- Fomhona,

R

,

Grandes

escrttores

de

America, siglo xix (Madrid 1917) ch. u, Guerra, J. G.,
Sarmiento; su vida t sus obras (Santiago, Chile 1901);
Ingemeros, Jos, Sociologla argentina (yth ed Buenos
Aires 1924) p. 371-426, and La evoluci6n de las ideas
argentinas, 2 vols. (Buenos Aires 1918-20) vol. 11,
p. 722-34.

SARPI,

PAOLO

man and

(1552-1623), Venetian stateswas a member of the

historian. Sarpi

Order of the Serviti, and although he wore the
cleric's garb until his death he was very critical
of the papacy and the church. As theologian and
adviser of the Venetian Republic he was the
principal advocate of the policy of resistance in
the contest between Venice and Pope Paul v for
two priests, guilty of common

jurisdiction over

and educa-

crimes, whom the pope sought to extradite in
order to turn them over to the ecclesiastical

est social theorists of

Sarmiento, like Alberdi, was one of the greatSpanish America. His

tribunals. In spite of the papal interdict against
the republic in 1606 and the risk to his personal

Facundo;

civilizacion i barbaric (Santiago, Chile
1845, new ed. Madrid 1924; tr. by M. P. Mann
as Life in the Argentine Republic, New York

safety Sarpi succeeded in defending the rights
of the state against papal attack. He wrote an
account of the affair in the Istona delVinterdetto

1868), which won him international recognition,
was a sociological analysis, with an anthropogeographic slant, of South America. The history
of the Argentine and of South America in general was, he believed, dominated by the struggle
between the cities and the pampas, which rep-

dt Venesia (1624), in

his leadership in politics, journalism

tion until his death.

resented distinct phases of social evolution. The
had been able to absorb European culture

cities

and were characterized by a spirit of progress,
while the plain, cut off from the civilization of
Europe, retained a barbaric and savage point of
view. The caudiHos, such as Facundo and Rosas,
were an expression of the spirit of the plain. A

which he advocated a policy

of rigorous jurisdiction over everything pertaining to the temporal interests of the church, anticipating in

some

respects the doctrine of the

separation of the two powers.

Sarpi 's most important historical work

is

the

Concilia tridentino, in which the
vicissitudes of the Council of Trent are treated
Istoria del

with accurate knowledge of the complex theological questions and policies behind the scenes.
Sarpi traced the gradual process of transformawhich the council, originally sought

tion through

to bring about the reformaof the church, supported by Emperor
Charles v as a means of healing the schism in his

by the Protestants

number

of years later Sarmiento, influenced by
the ideas of Herbert Spencer, offered a new

tion

interpretation of South America basing it upon
the conflict of the various races. European immigration would, he held, aid in race regenera-

and accepted by the bishops as a means of
autonomy of their apostolic ministry, finally became the organ of the Catholic
Counter-Reformation, which made the schism
irreparable and ended by consecrating the abso-

tion while

mass education would help to

the lower levels.

raise

The Conflictoy harmonias de las

states

restoring the

Sarmiento

Sartorius

power of the Roman

pontificate and reducing the bishops to greater servitude. Such a

lute

change, Sarpi held, would not have been possible unless the papacy had followed a Machia-

von Walthershausen

545

was developed fully in his Udsigt over
den norshe historic (View of Norwegian history,
4 vols Chnstiama 1873-91). Sars attributed the
rise, decline and resurgence of the Norwegian
history

,

by taking advantage of
changing political events and monopolizing the
majority of the votes of the council through
threats, favors and the admission of persons in

nation to the original existence of a strong aristocracy which contributed to the development of
a high civilization
during the viking age, but

succeeded in winning all its
utilizing abundant diplomatic ma-

tocracy able to assume the political and intellectual leadership of the nation in the centuries

Sarpi was able to present a precise and
thoroughgoing examination, which aroused the
ire of the papists.

following. In this absence of an effective nobility

vellian policy, which,

sympathy with
points.

By

it,

terial

Sarpi ranks with Machiavelli and Guicciardim as one of the great historical writers of the six-

teenth century.

m

He excels in the art of presenta-

psychological analysis and in conveying
to the reader the sense of immediate contact with
tion,

the personalities

and events described. His

however, been seriously
decided partiality to the
questioned.
Protestant cause, and some writers have gone so
far as to claim that he had been converted
secretly to Protestantism; others have held that
he falsified documents and was biased in his
scientific objectivity has,

He shows

selection of materials.

GUIDO DE RUGGIERO
Works: Opere, 8 vols. (Helmstadt [Verona] 1761-68).
Consult. Bianchi-Giovim, Aurelio, Btografia di Frd
Paolo Sarpi, 2 vols (znd ed. Zurich 1846-47), Fiorentmo, Francesco, "Paolo Sarpi" in his Scntti vam

(Naples 1876) p 76100, Robertson, Alexander, Fra
Paolo Sarpi, the Greatest of the Venetians (2nd ed.
London 1894), Balan, P, Fra Paolo Sarpi (Venice
1887); Rein, G., Paolo Sarpi und die Protestanten
(Helsmgfors 1904); Ateneo Veneto, Paolo Sarpt e i
suoi tempi (Citta di Castello 1923); Ranke, L von,
Die romtschen Papste in den letsten vier Jahrhunderten,
3 vols (8th ed. Leipsic 1885), tr. by E Foster and
G. R. Dennis, 3 vols. (London 1908) vol. in, p 46-79;
Ehses, Stephan, "Hat Paolo Sarpi fur seme Geschichte des Konzils von Tnent aus Quellen geschopft, die jetzt nicht

mehr

fliessen?,"

and "Noch-

mals Paolo Sarpi als Geschichtsquelle" in Histonsches
Jahrbuch, vol. xxvi (1905) 299-313, and vol. xxvu
(1906) 67-74.

which

also prevented the

growth of a new

aris-

Sars found the reason for the loss of political

independence and

intellectual activity which
Norwegian nation at the end of the
Middle Ages, and in addition the reason for the

befell the

rise of

a democracy able at

to political freedom

last to lift

the nation

and creative intellectual

In developing this theory he formulated

life.

histori-

cal laws of general importance; at the same time
he was a brilliant essayist, particularly clever in

his character portrayals. Through his writings
intellectual leader of his nation,

he became an

impressing upon the young generations the idea
of national independence. He took a personal
part in the fight for political

and

intellectual

freedom, and it was by special appropriation of
the Storting that in 1874 he was appointed to
the chair of history at the University of Christiama.

HALVDAN KOHT
Works Samlede
Consult

vaerker, 4 vols.

Koht, Halvdan,

m

(Chnstiama 1913).

Nordmaend

i

del lode

aarhundrede, ed, by Gerhard Gran, 3 vols. (Chnstiama 1914) vol in, p 69-98, and in his Norsk vilje
(Oslo 1933) P- 24-39.

SARTORIUS VON WALTHERSHAUSEN,
FREIHERR GEORG (1765-1828), German
economist. In 1797 Sartorius became professor
extraordinary of philosophy, and five years later
full professor, at Gottingen, where he had earlier been a student of theology and history. After

1814 he widened his

field

of teaching to include

and administrative law, political
science, modern history and economics. The
continuity of his professorial career was interrupted only by two transient excursions into
public life, once as political expert at the Conwas sent by the grand
gress of Vienna, where he
duke of Weimar upon the recommendation of
Goethe, and again as member of the Hanoverian
constitutional

SARS,

JOHAN ERNST WELHAVEN (1835-

1917), Norwegian historian. Sars was the first
to propound and develop a general theory of
the inner continuity of the different and often

contrasting periods of the history of Norway.
He was influenced by the philosophies of Auguste Comte and Herbert Spencer as well as by

the examples and ideas of Guizot, de Tocqueand Buckle. His early researches were

Estates (1815-17).

devoted to the history of Norway during the
"Danish" period, while his theory of Norwegian

nomic science consists in the fact
one of the first German professors

ville

Sartorius' indisputable contribution to ecothat he was

to grasp the
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significance of

Adam

Smith's system. At a time

when German academic and

exercise any influence
of economists.

political life was
dominated by the camerahst tradition, he
enthusiastically undertook the propagation of
the Smithian doctrine, using the lecture hall as
his principal forum. His selections from the
Wealth of Nations, published as early as 1796
"for use in academic lectures," revealed a capacity to present the principles and implications

blatter

of laissez faire in a manner suited to the tastes

1793),

upon the

historical school

KARL PRIBRAM

still

and needs of German students. As indicated by
titles of his Von den Elementen des NationalReichtums und von der Staatswtrthschaft, nach
Adam Smith (Gottingen 1806) and Abhandthe

lungen, die Elemente des National-Reichthums

und

die Staatswtrthschaft betreffend (Gottingen
1806), he separated the treatment of national
wealth from that of economic policy as carried

out by governments; and by this useful innovation he brought about the subdivision of economic science into Volkswirtschaftslehre and
Volkswirtschaftspohtik, a distinction which is
still recognized in the curricula of German universities. The Abhandlungen, his most original
work, constituted a critique and in certain respects an emendation of Smith's ideas, under-

taken with the objective of correcting some of
the weaknesses which had recently been empha-

Handbuch der Staatswirtschaft (Gottingen
1796), "Abhandlung uber die Frage, welches smd die
Gold und
Ursachen, warum die meisten Voelker
Silber zu Repraesentations-Zeichen des Werths oder
"
Reichtums crwaehlt haben ? in Teyler's Stiehtmg,
Work*

.

.

Verhandelingcn, vol xi (1801) 225-87, Einladungszu Vorlesungen uber die Polttik (Gottingen
"De occupatione et divisione agrorum roma-

norutn per barbaros germamcae stirpis" in Gesellschaft der Wissenschatten zu Gottingen, Commentattones recenttores, vol. a (1811-13) 1-32, vol
(1814-

m

*5) '95-234, and vol v (1819-22) 31-68, "De varns
mercibus ab urbibus Germamae septentrional is seu
Hanseaticus per secula xni-xvi ex Russia" in Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, Commentationes recentiores, vol. vi

(1823-27) 212-32

Consult. Sartorius., Caroline, Zum Andenken an Georg
Sartorius (Gottmgen 1830), Saalfeld, Friednch, Geschichte der Utnrersttat Gotttngen (Hanover 1820),

Em- und Durchfuhrung des
Smith'schen Systems in Ueutschland"
Sachsische Gescllschaft der Wissenschaft, Leipsic,
Roscher, Wilhelm, "Die

m

Adam

Benchte uber die Verfiandlungen,

PJitlologisch-histo-

rische Clcu.se, \ol xix (1867) 35-38, and Geschichte der
Nattonalokononnk tn Deutschland (Munich 1874) p.

Theone und Gescluchte der Na615-19, Kautz, J
tional-Okonomik, 2 volh. (Vienna 1858-60) vol n, p.
620-21, Bergmann, E von, Die Wirtsthaftsknsen;
Geschichte der twtionalokononnu-hen Krisentheoneen
,

W

The Intro(Stuttgart 1895) p 1 18-20, Hasek, C
duction of Adam Smith's Doctrines into Germany,
Columbia University, Studies in History, Economics
,

sized with particular trenchancy by Lauderdale.
In opposition to the labor theory Sartorms
offered a doctrine of value based on the consumption of goods. He attacked the view that a
complete harmony exists between the general

and Public Law, no. 261 (New York 1925).

welfare and individual interests and from this

1861),

premise deduced the necessity of state intervention to restrict free competition, especially
in the sphere of foreign trade. Extremely inter-

from the point of view of the theory of
crisis is his paper on saving, in which he inquired as to whether there are limits to the
esting

profitable investment of capital.
Sartorius also wrote a number of

SAVIGNY, FRIEDRICH CARL VON
German jurist. Coming

(1779-

of an ancient and

noble Lorraine family and very wealthy in his
probably the first mem-

own right, Savigny was

ber of the ruling classes of his time to enter
career, thus enhancing great-

upon an academic

and influence of the
which until then had been
rather modest. With unparalleled success he
ly

the social

German

position

professor,

Roman law

m

Versuch einer Geschichte des deutschen Bauern-

Mai burg, then in
Berlin (1810-42). He
helped to organize the new Berlin University as
a place of scientific research according to the

kriegs (Berlin 1795), Essai sur I'dtat civil et politique des peuples d'ltalie sous le gouvernement des

he was elected

works deal-

ing with institutional and particularly economic
history. These include titles so diversified as

taught

Landshut and

principles of

first

finally

German

m

idealistic

its first

philosophy, and
was unfortu-

rector. It

Goths (Paris 1811) and Geschichte des hanseatischen Bundes (3 vols Gottingen 1802-08; new
ed. '-7 J. M. Lappenberg with title Urkundliche

tion to his

Geschichte des Ursprunges der deutschen Hansa,
2 vols., Hamburg 1830), the last being probably

legislation.

the most noteworthy. It cannot be said, however, that any of these works bears a direct

Savigny's theories were first expressed in his
celebrated pamphlet Vom Beruf unserer Zeitfur

economic doctrine, nor did they

Gesetzgebung und Rechtswissenschaft (Tubingen

,

relation to his

nate, however, that he accepted, at the entreaty
of his royal pupil, William IV, and in contradic-

own sociologico-legal theories, the
post of Prussian minister for the revision of

Sartorius

von Walthershausen

from 2nd ed.
by A. Hay ward, London 1831) and in the introductory article to his newly founded Zettschrift
1814, 3rd ed. Heidelberg 1840;

tr.

fur geschichthche Rechhzvissenschaft (1815-50).
Here he denied the "vocation" not only of his
but of any age for legislation proper on the

ground that every nation's law, like its language,
customs and songs, is an emanation of the Volksthus naturally correspond to the
needs of a nation as long as it is not subjected

geist. It will

to arbitrary interference by legislation. This
exaltation of customary law was inspired not

only by the philosophy and historical Weltanschauung of the romantics, especially by Schelling and Savigny 's great disciple Jacob Grimm,
but also by Montesquieu and Burke. In order

away the obvious fact of the reception
law in Germany Savigny invented the
that in higher stages of civih/ation courts

to explain

of

Roman

fiction

of law and learned jurists act as "representatives" of the Volksgeist. In practise Savigny 's
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Middle Ages the history of the universities and
the newborn science of Roman law, whose
teachers

now represented the Roman

Volksgeist.

Savigny's minor historical writings, mostly on
the subject of ancient Roman law, were collected in his Vermischte Schnften (5 vols

,

Berlin

i%o).

The third group of his writings consists of
dogmatic treatises on modern Roman law, including his first work and his last. Das Recht des
Besitzes (Giessen 1803; yth ed. by A F. RudorfF,
Vienna 1865), published when he was twentyfour years of age, and System des heutigen
rormschen Rechts (general part, 8 vols
Berlin
1840-49; and the general part of the law of
,

obligations, 2 vols

Berlin 1851-53). Together
the parts do not form a real system but a collection of monographs; yet every one of Savi,

gny's theories has rightly or wrongly displaced
the older vie\vs and led to new departures

m

jurisprudence. This

especially true of the
possession, of the first book of the
is

doctrine was directed on the one hand against
the popular demand for a civil code on the
pattern of the Prussian, the French and the

System, which contains the best formulation of
the traditional methodology of the system of the

Austrian codifications and on the other hand
against the "revolutionary" doctnne of natural

volume; and most of

law, to

which

it

opposed the

historical study of

positive law, holding that such study was necessary and sufficient to make possible not only the
scientific

comprehension

but

the

"organic"

progress of the law. Thus Savigny founded the
older, or romantic, branch of the German historical school of junspiudence,

the

German

which dominated
middle of the

universities until the

nineteenth century and for a long period influenced Anglo-Saxon, French and Italian legal
science.

Savigny himself contributed a great \\ork to
legal history, his Geschichte des romtschen Rechts

im Mtttelalter (6

vols.,

ed., 7 vols., 1834-51).

Heidelberg 1815-31; 2nd
This monumental study,

never approximated before or since,

is

one of

the foundations of his sociological theory and
at the same time provides its most important
first two volumes, covering
the period from the sixth to the eleventh century, he attempts to prove that in Italy the

application. In the

Roman organization

of the courts of law

and the

municipal constitutions had survived the Germanic invasion; and he does in fact succeed in
showing that the Roman codes had been constantly administered as customary law, although
they lacked scientific treatment. In the last four
volumes, which still constitute the standard
work on the subject, he traces to the end of the

study on

Pandects, of the theory of error in the third
all of the eighth volume,
in

which Savigny expounded

his

famous theory

of pnv ate international law It is the first modern
S) stematization of this important branch of law,

based upon the idea of the international com-

munity of law, and has had great influence on
English and American jurisprudence.

The

many and
jurists,

work has not
he was considered in Ger-

evaluation of Savigny's

been uniform. At

first

elsewhere as the greatest of

German

and certainly he was the most influential.

His mastery as a legal historian has never been
and never can be questioned. But opposition to
his dogmatic and philosophical doctrines has
also been strong from the beginning (Conner,
Thibaut, Feuerbach and the Hegelians), and
after his death the

younger

came more and more

historical school be-

critical.

In more recent

times Savigny has been attacked for his archaistic endeavors to put ancient Roman law in the
place of usus modernus Patidectarum, which was
the valid form of Roman law in his time; for
the divergence between legal theory and practise
and between the Romanists and the Germanists,

methods, which neglected the
needs and led to a legal conceptualism so

for his formahstic
social

efficiently

combated by Jhenng; and,

finally, for

his conservative opposition to legislation
conscious progress. The rise of National

cialism in

Germany, however,

and
So-

favors ihc doc-

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
which of course had a
powerful influence on the evolution of the nationalistic spirit among the influential classes of
the professors of law, the civil servants and
judges. The doctrine is even now being transtrine of the Volksgeist,

formed into a theory of the "racial" origin and
character of the law so that it may be used as
an instrument for the extirpation of Roman law
from German life.

HERMANN KANTOROWICZ
Stintzmg, R. von, and Landsberg, Errul,
Geschichte der deutschen Rechtsunssenschaft, 3 vols.
Consult:

(Munich 1880-1910) vol. in,
Notes p. 94-110, and older
Kantorowicz,

Hermann

(Berlin 1912),

Manigk,

pt. n,

p 186-253, and

literature there cited;

Was

uns Savigny?
Savtgny und der Modermsmusim Recht (Berlin 1914), Solan, G "Sulla dottnna
del possesso del Savigny" in Scritti gturidtci dedicatt
ed offertt a Giampietro Chironi, 3 vols. (Turin 1915)

A

U.,

ist

,

,

i,
p. 555-80; Gutzwiller, Max, Der Einfluss
Savtgnys auf die Entwicklung des Internationalpnvati. Br
1923), Stoll, Adolf, Friednch
Karl von Savigny, vols 1-11 (Berlin 1927-29); FelgenCarl von Savignys Einftuss
Fnednch
Wilhelm,
trager,
auf die Ubereignungslehre, University of Gottmgen,
Rechts- und staatswissenschafthche Fakultat, Ab-

vol.

rechts (Freiburg

handlungen, vol. 111 (Leipsic 1927), Zwilgmeyer,
Franz, Die Rechtslehre Savignys, Leipziger rechtswissenschafthche Studien, vol. xxxvii (Leipsic 1929).

SAVILE,
MARQUIS

GEORGE.

See

HALIFAX,

FIRST

OF.

crown, in which he established the fact that the
officials of the crown and not the nobles,
merchants or manufacturers were the chief incumbents of the secularized land. In a series of
brief monographs dealing with histories of individual manors Savin initiated the study of the
almost unexplored field of English agrarian
development in the seventeenth century and
traced the process of acquisition of freeholds and

copyholds by gentry and nobility and the consequent penetration of the landed aristocracy
among the English tenant class.
E. A. KOSMINSKY
Important works: Angliyskaya derevnya v epokhu
Tudorov (The English village in the time of the

Tudors) (Moscow 1903), Angliyskaya sekulyanzatsia
(Secularization in England) (Moscow 1907), "English
Monasteries on the Eve of th Dissolution" in Oxford
Studies in Social and Legal History, ed by Paul
Vmogradoff,
lish

vol

i

(1927-28)

Kosminsky, E.

Moscow,

(Oxford 1909-27)

SAVING. The

A

Petrushevsky,

208-33,
,

and others,
i

vol.

i,

pt.

i.

"Russian Work on Engin Economic History Review,
,

D.

M.,

in Institut Istorn,

(1926) 7-59.

original

meaning of saving

is

keeping or preserving something for future use.
The term has gradually been extended, how-

number of different but related
Once a postponement of consumption

ever, to cover a

SAVIN,ALEXANDRNIKOLAEVICH(i8731923), Russian historian. Savin studied under
Paul VinogradofT at the University of Moscow,

where he was appointed Privatdozent in 1903
and professor of history in 1907. When in 1921
the Institute for Historical Research was created
in Moscow he was elected its first vice director

many

intricate

problems in the social history of England. He
analyzed the remnants of bondage in the sixteenth century, and by comparing the position

and the copyholders in several
manors of the sixteenth century with that preand fourteenth centuries
thirteenth
in
the
vailing
he established a direct connection between
mediaeval villein tenure and copyhold. His deof the villeins

tailed analysis of the legal status of

copyhold in

the sixteenth century and of its protection by the
courts of common law and of equity has thrown

much

A

Trudt, vol.

activities.

Savin's researches elucidated

vols. i-ix

Kosminsky, E.
Economic History"

Consult.

on the obscure problem of the disappearance of the English peasantry. Most
light

valuable are his statistical studies in the eco-

nomic conditions of English monasteries before
and his researches in the history

their dissolution

of the alienation of the monastic lands

by the

decided upon, it is found profitable not to
keep the actual consumers' goods but to produce them by methods which will make them
is

available at a later date

tion

is

when delayed consump-

to take place; for

by such methods a

greater output is usually obtained from a given
quantity of resources.
temporary transforma-

A

tion of the resources into

new forms

is

here in-

volved, a fact which affects the meaning of the
term saving and makes it difficult to determine

whether a particular decision to postpone a
possible act of consumption constitutes new
saving or the maintenance of old saving. Even

more important, the

resulting increase in the

quantity of consumers' goods will induce a
repetition of the process, so that ultimately the

amount saved will be treated more as a source of
permanent revenue, or capital, than as a reserve
for future consumption.
The real distinction between saving

and

in-

vesting thus becomes apparent. It is applicable
in an isolated individual economy and is even

more important

in a

money economy. Here it

is

possible to keep in natura the goods to be
required in the future; but since the income ol
still

Savigny

Saving

the potential saver consists in the first instance
of money, the practical choice lies between

from consumption some portion of the proceeds
of old investments is involved also in the main-

holding this money and investing it in order to
get a return. Savings which are neither invested
nor kept in natura but take the form of money

tenance of existing capital. It has become customary, however, to consider as saving proper
only saving out of net income, after allowance

hoards assume a special significance and have
figured prominently in all discussions on saving.
The possibility of hoarding likewise constitutes

one of the reasons

for distinguishing between
saving (and also capital) from the point of view
of the individual and saving in the social sense.

The latter

is really a separate phenomenon
the
of
increase of wealth or the formation of capital

which individual saving

is

merely the most im-

portant cause.
Saving, however, can be usefully discussed
only in conjunction with much that properly
belongs to the wider concept of capital formation To begin with, saving cannot be defined
without reference to some concept of the process
of reproduction of capital. It is difficult moreover to draw the line between that source of the

new

which can be described as
saving proper and that which cannot; nor is
there an established usage as regards termicapital supply

nology.

Probably the most convenient classification of
new capital supply is that proposed by Wilhelm Ropke. In the rather loose
terminology which has become customary, he
the sources of

may be

between saving in
saving and, within the latter

said to distinguish

natura and

money

group, individual saving, corporate saving, collective saving and compulsory monetary saving,
better known as forced saving. Of these only individual voluntary saving is generally meant by
che more familiar use of the term. Corporate

saving refers of course to the reinvestment of the
undistributed profits of corporations and differs

from the former in that the voluntary character
of the decision to save on the part of those who
might otherwise consume these profits is here

somewhat doubtful. The
lective saving, or the

contrast between col-

investment of funds raised

by taxation, and what is ordinarily understood
by saving is even more marked. The peculiar
characteristic of compulsory monetary saving is
really the fact that the

money

for investment is

not provided by any kind of saving but is
created for that purpose; the use of the word
saving in this connection can be explained only
by the misleading practise of treating it as
equivalent to formation of capital.

While saving proper

new

is

one of the sources of

capital, saving in the sense of

withdrawing

has been

made

for the

maintenance of capital, a

usage which has sometimes led to the dangerous
confusion of the supply of new free capital with
the total free capital available for investment. It
extremely difficult to draw a clear line of demarcation between the two, for this would require, particularly under conditions of technical
progress, a satisfactory definition of what is
is

meant by maintaining capital intact. This limitation applies to saving for an individual and still
more to saving in the social sense. In the latter
case the gross total of individual savings has to
be reduced not only by the amount of old savings which have been deliberately used up for
consumption but also by the involuntary capital
losses which have taken place. It is only net

saving in this sense which constitutes the supply
of new free capital.

In a historical treatment of saving attention

must be paid not only to the distinction between
saving and the creation of capital, or the increase
of wealth, but also to that between saving and
the concentration of wealth

among

individuals.

As

to the first, it should be noted at the outset
that the regular investment of savings is a com-

paratively recent development. Except for the

public storage of gram and similar precaution*
against famine the keeping of consumers' goods

natura has never been very considerable. The
hoarding of precious metals, however, has been
regarded as the normal form of saving throughout most of history and is still customary among
in

most people of non-European stock. The growth
of hoarding was not due to the introduction of
money; on the contrary, the fact that the precious metals were a particularly suitable "store
of value" made them generally acceptable as a

medium of exchange. Until the industrial revolution money hoarding remained the normal
form of saving in all cases where the saver himwas not in a position to use additional pro-

self

ductive equipment. In other words, throughout
antiquity, the Middle Ages and for a long time
thereafter the investment of savings did not as a

rule involve a separation of saver and investor;
and where individual savings were not employed
by their owner as productive capital, either because they were too small or for other reasons,
he normally had no alternative but to hoard

them. Even entrepreneurs, seeking to provide
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for a time

when they should have ceased

to use

posits, saving

may

savings (deposit) account.

lives.

tional investments

Until the industrial revolution

new

capital

came mainly from the reinvestment of profits by
entrepreneurs. Long distance trade was the most
important source of the accumulation of capital
in the sense of new productive equipment The
other sources generally mentioned in this connection, particularly landed property, had probably more to do with the concentration of wealth

than with the creation of

capital.

The most

im-

portant early instrumentalities of profitable investment for the non-entrepreneurs, which

permanent source of income to new
classes of savers and thus encouraged the development of the saving habit government
loans, annuities and mortgages
represented investments only from the point of view of the
individual; their proceeds were normally used
for consumption purposes and did not result in
offered a

new capital. It is probable that
even in the earlier stages of modern manufacture
in England of the second half of the eighteenth
and the first quarter of the nineteenth century
the formation of

relatively little of the capital required

came from

outside savings, although the growth of banking
institutions had provided an agency for their
collection. It

was only with the development of

modern capital market during the railway
booms of the 1820*3 and 1830*5 and with the

the

simultaneous and subsequent growth of banking
and other investing institutions that the modern
relation

between the individual small saver and

the entrepreneur-investor was established. In the
second quarter of the century the desire to collect and fructify not only current savings but
also old accumulated hoards of money became
one of the leading ideas of economic policy and
the main cause of repeated waves of credit expansion. In the period preceding the World

War

hoarding of coin, except as a temporary

ohenomenon during depression, had disappeared from modern industrial societies.
The above statement is true at least of the
hoarding of hand to hand money. It was generassumed that since people tend to bring any

ally

sum

saved to a bank or similar institution,

savings

would soon be invested. But

all

in so far as

people already hold their normal balances for
current expenditure in the form of bank de-

mean

simply

that they will

leave these deposits unused or at best that they
will transfer them from a checking (current) to a

the capital goods which yielded a return, often
accumulated hoards; as late as the eighteenth
century some well to do Englishmen retired
from business with chests of gold coins from
which they intended to live for the rest of their

As both A. C. Pigou

and D. H. Robertson have pointed

out, saving
in this case will not necessarily result in addi-

of deposits

is

by the banks; only

changed and

States, reserves held against

if

the form

United
time (savings) de-

if,

as in the

posits are smaller than those against demand deposits, will at least a part of the new savings be
used for new investments. Unless the banks

create additional credits for investment purposes
same extent that the holders of deposits

to the

have ceased to use them for current expenditure,
the effect of such saving is essentially the same as
that of hoarding and has all the undesirable deflationary consequences attaching to the latter.
The effects usually imputed to saving are, how-

ever, imputed not to savings which are hoarded
but to those which are invested. Such invest-

ment means, if the capital created by it is to remain intact, that a quantity of intermediate products, corresponding to the amount of factors
invested, will be permanently withheld from
consumption and that with the help of

this ad-

ditional capital the output of consumers' goods
will be augmented but their cost per unit de-

creased. In a situation

where

all

factors are al-

ready employed when the new investment is
being made, i.e. the mean investment period
lengthened, fewer consumers' goods must be

produced during the transition period and less
can therefore be consumed. Because of the decreased expenditure on consumers' goods, the
prices of consumers' goods will tend to fall;
thereby the necessary curtailment of the output
of consumers' goods is brought about and the
factors of production required for an increased
output of capital goods are set free. Even where
saving leads not to an increase in the average
period of investment (i.e. an increase of capital

per head) but only to the provision of equipment
for factors previously not employed, those factors

which were already employed and which

provided the savings out of their income must
reduce their consumption in order to remunerate the new factors until the product of the latter
is ready. While in this case
only consumption
per head and not total consumption must be
reduced, in a case where saving leads only to the
investment for longer periods of factors already

employed, the absolute rate of consumption will
have to be reduced temporarily in order to
spread the existing output over a longer period,

Saving
which the product of the factors now being
invested will become available.
after

The

second effect of new investment, the reduction of cost per unit, is important because it

shows that the increase in output at a later stage
due not to the fact that the product of a
greater quantity of factors then comes on the
is

market but to the

fact that,

with the help of the

additional capital, the original factors produce
more than before. The income of all these factors

equal to the cost of production
of the current output and sufficient to take it off
the market at remunerative prices. Serious disis

therefore

still

turbances, however, may follow large and unforeseen fluctuations in the rate of saving and, in

consequence of the relative increase in the demand for consumers' goods, an increase of investment in excess of saving proper by means of
additional credits.

Because of a misunderstanding of the process
through which the temporary reduction of consumption brings about a permanent increase in
current output (or a reduction of cost per unit),
saving has since early times been persistently
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relative to the

demand

for the ultimate product,

but an excessive launching of new undertakings
for their completion more capital
than is available; in other words, "overinvestment" implies not too much saving but too
little. Nor can it be said that
oversaving may

which need

reduce the value of the product of the investit
justifies the
sacrifice involved in the act of saving. This

ment below the point where

thesis, frequently advanced, offers a curious
contrast to the equally current proposition that
"underestimation of future wants" prevents an

where the rate of
Both views imply the

increase of saving to the point
interest

would

fall

to zero.

existence of a normal scale of preference between present and future goods, by which the
actual preferences of the individuals can

be

gauged. There is, however, no other basis for the
determination of the relative utilities to an individual at different moments of time but his
actual preference, shown at the moment when he
decides either to consume or to postpone con-

sumption.

socialist thinkers,

While there is no "just balance between saving
and consumption" in the usual sense and while
saving at any stable rate can be absorbed without
real difficulty, it is very likely that in a dynamic
economy a society with a growing population,
advancing technology and a modern banking
system saving at a continuously high rate is
an important safeguard of stability. This will not

and have gained wide popularity during depressions. In recent years they have been reflected

only facilitate theabsorption of additional population, and minimize the friction connected with

mainly in the notion of "maintaining purchasing
power" of consumers and in this form have been

technical progress and shifts of demand, but
will probably also tend to mitigate disturbances

blamed for causing trade depressions. "Underconsumption" or "oversaving" explanations of
trade slumps were at the basis of many of the
earlier discussions of

unproductive expenditure

and of luxury consumption. Since Malthus and
Lauderdale these theories have always had some
following, particularly

among

strongly supported by groups advocating stabilization of the price level of consumers' goods. It

arising

from

fluctuations in credit. In the ab-

becoming increasingly clear, however, that
these theories are false and that there are only

sence of a sufficient supply of new capital any
unusually profitable opening for investment will
tend to attract capital from other uses and so to

the three special cases hoarding, violent fluctuations in the rate of saving and forced saving
through credit expansion in which excessive

tion of labor saving inventions may lead also to a
lowering of wages. With a rapid increase in the

;

s

enforce extensive readjustments; the introduc-

saving may be said to cause depression. Apart
from these cases it is doubtful whether there is

capital supply,

any sense in which the rate of saving may be

gether. Similarly, the greater the investment

A

absolutely too high or too low.
"general glut"
in consequence of too ample a supply of means
for investment cannot occur so long as there are
still

unused opportunities

for investment

which

a positive rate of interest. And even if the
demand for capital in the form of new produc-

i,ffer

equipment were not very elastic, the demand for durable consumer goods is practically
inexhaustible. What is commonly meant by
overinvestment is not an excess of investment
tive

fected

such readjustments can be ef-

much more smoothly

or obviated alto-

based on voluntary saving, the smaller will be
the relative variation in the total rate of investment caused by a given rate of credit expansion. Even the inherent instability of capital
created by forced saving might be counteracted
if sufficient

voluntary savings

became

to provide a real basis for this capital.
What the actual volume of saving is

available

depends

willingness and capacity to save. The
factors which affect an individual's willingness

upon
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to save are the regularity and certainty of his
income, the security of the investment opportunities available to

him and the

possibility of

investing in his own business It is worth mentioning here that the systems of social insurance

which guarantee incomes and provide for some
portion ot the payments out of current revenue
instead of from accumulated reserves are undoubtedly a very potent force decreasing the
aggregate supply of savings. In the short run the
willingness to save varies very little. It is not
much affected by changes in the rate of interest:
while a rise in the rate of interest offers some
people an increased incentive to save, others who
wish to accumulate a definite amount need to
save less than before. On the other hand, the
capacity to save of the different sections of the
population, and thereby the aggregate supply of
savings, may be very considerably influenced by
changes in the rate of interest In general people
with a given attitude toward saving will save a
higher percentage of a larger income than of a
smaller one; a transfer of income from low to
high income groups, such as may be brought
about by changes in the interest rate, is therefore

likely to increase the supply of savings A rise in
aggregate incomes will of course have the same
effect.
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SAVINGS BANKS. The outstanding type of
conservative investing institution, the savings
bank gathers savings from various channels and
applies them to the needs of industry and government. Thus it is at once an agency to promote
thrift and an organization to mobilize savings for
capital investment. It acts as the intermediary

through which

its depositors take part, by
proxy, as it were, in a process of indirect rather
than direct investment.

The

savings bank developed out of benevoorganizations formed to promote thrift
among wage earners and thus to improve their
lent

welfare. It followed the

French Revolution and

the accompanying social upheaval as well as the
inception of the industrial revolution and the

formation of a permanent wage earning

The

Germany

class.

savings banks were formed in
in the latter part of the eighteenth

earliest

Savings Banks

Saving

century, in most instances under princely patronage. In England the church sponsored the

establishment of savings institutions at the turn
of the century. The first real mutual savings

bank, self-sustaining and catering to a wide
public, was founded in Scotland in 1810. The
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indirect investment

by a savings bank or

other institution.
Public banks operated by the government
must be distinguished as regards ownership,
from private banks operated by individuals.
Public banks, whether they are postal savings
banks (q.v.\ state banks or municipal banks, are

was rapidly taken up, and by 1817 abuses
and fraudulent operations had made it necessary

far

for Parliament to regulate such "trustee" savings
banks. The banks spread to the British colonies

Apparently they were instituted in many
countries as a means of providing a check upon

idea

and enjoyed a most remarkable growth in the
United States. In 1816 New York City made the

more important abroad than

in the

United

States.

existing

private

institutions

Postal

savings

proposal regarding the organization of a
savings bank, Philadelphia was the first to put
it into
operation and Boston the first to incor-

banks have spread particularly in Italy and
France, while municipal savings banks are most
common in Germany, France and Austria. In
1916 Great Britain enacted legislation authoriz-

porate savings banks. In the following years
savings banks were established in most of the

and the

first

important towns in the New England and North
Atlantic states. In France, where legislative
provision for the establishment of a national
savings bank

was enacted in 1793, the first
savings bank was established in 1818. Savings
banks were organized in Austria in 1819, in
Denmark in 1820, in Norway in 1822 and in the
course of the century spread to practically

all

civilized countries.

With the passage of time the savings bank has
tended to lose the aspect of benevolent thrift
promotion which characterized its early develop-

ment and to become instead merely one of a
number of agencies supplying capital It has also
encroached gradually upon the activities of commercial banking; thus in 1909 the savings banks
in

Germany were given permission

checking accounts.

to receive

The tendency became

par-

pronounced during the inflationary developments after the World War, which for a
time completely undermined the ordinary functions of savings banks and forced the latter, particularly in Germany and Austria, to extend
ticularly

number

of banking
services catering to the credit needs of the small
trader and the professional and salaried man.
their activities to include a

On

the other hand, institutions such as

com-

mercial banks, building and loan societies, investment trusts and insurance companies have

absorbed the savings of the public to an increasing extent, thus reducing considerably the significance of the savings bank as a depository;
while the rise of specialized mortgage institu-

ing the founding of municipal savings banks,

such institutior was

first

set

up

m

in 1919. Where long established,
they have made a substantial place for them-

Birmingham

selves;

but where they are of comparatively

recent origin, they have tended to play a
role.

The

lished in

minor

deposits in the British system, estab86 1, are double those of the trustee

1

savings banks.
United States

The postal

savings system of the
for small savers for

was a haven

about two decades after its establishment in
1910 Disturbed banking conditions following
the depression which set in in 1929 caused its
deposits to mount tenfold, but the permanency
of this change is often doubted

There are

The mutual
tive features

several classes of private banks.
bank possesses two distinc-

sav ings
it is

a quasi-mutual institution and

non-profit making in character. It merely
aggregates the funds entrusted to it by deit

is

positors and invests them, together with any
earnings not distributed to these depositors.
The assets belong to the depositors, who receive

the entire earnings after payment of expenses
and gradual creation of a guaranty fund or surplus designed to protect the depositors against

through shnnkagc in assets. But the dehave no share in the management,
which devolves upon a self-perpetuating board
loss

positors

of trustees selected by the organizers. The trustees represent a group of substantial citizens
with a sense of civic responsibility who are willing to undertake the task in the interest of the

primary functions. Moreover to an ever

community. Conditions favorable to the formation of mutual savings banks existed during the
nineteenth century in England and Scotland and
in the northeastern United States. In 1932 there
were 594 mutual savings banks, with deposits

greater extent the investor has preferred to make
his own direct investments rather than to rely

amounting to $10,000,000,000, in 17 states of
the United States; of these 379 banks, with

tions has tended to restrict the role of savings
banks in the supply of mortgage credit one of
their
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$3,300,000,000 deposits, were in the 6 New
England states and 195, with deposits aggregating $6,300,000,000, in the 5 eastern states

With

changing conditions mutual savings banks are
no longer being established in substantial numbers even

m these states.

The guaranty savings bank receives special
deposits which are junior to general deposits;
such banks exist only in New Hampshire. In
certain sections of the United States there are a
few stock savings banks, which like mutual savings banks receive only savings deposits. They
are, however, operated for the benefit of a body
of stockholders, who receive all the earnings remaining after expenses and a stipulated rate of

interest to the depositors

have been paid. In

general stock savings banks are indistinguishable

from commercial banks and

Not only do the

latter

trust companies.
operate savings or thrift

non-mutual savings bank states,
departments
but since the World War they have given the mutual banks strong competition in their home states
A similar situation prevails in England, where
the joint stock banks have multiplied the facilities for savings accounts. These commercial institutions also receive a considerable volume of
time deposits representing temporary surplus
funds of individuals and business undertakings,
in

.

held pending use, rather than true savings.
Since savings banks were originally designed
to accommodate persons of moderate means, the
size of accounts has

been

restricted in

countries. In the mutual savings banks of
York state the maximum is $7500, raised

some

New
from

$5000 in 1926 and from $3000 in 1920. In
savings departments of commercial banks, however, any limit set is imposed by the bank. The
is almost universally evidenced by a pass
book, and the bank reserves the right to require
specified notice of withdrawal, generally 30 or 60
days, on the theory that the nature of the funds

deposit

does not require absolute day to day liquidity.
In practise the deposit is ordinarily payable on

demand. No general notice was required by
mutual savings banks after 1907, but in 1933
banking supervisors temporarily limited withdrawals. British trustee savings banks have two
classes of deposits: the ordinary deposit, which
is invested with the National Debt Commis-

who

guarantee a fixed rate of interest
and the repayment of the principal; and the
sioners,

special investment deposit, which is open to depositors having a minimum of
50 to their
credit in the ordinary department and which is

not guaranteed by the government, although the

latter prescribes

the type of security in which

may be invested. On November 20,
1932, half of the 155,000,000 cash due depositors was in special in vestment departments, yieldsuch funds

ing a higher return than that in the general, or
ordinary, department. In addition the trustee
savings banks like the postal savings banks
offer facilities for the direct purchase of securi-

by depositors. Another important savings institution in England and Scotland is the
ties

National Savings Committee, through which
savers can place their funds in savings certificates, which in turn are invested in government
obligations.

With the passage of time the savings appeal
has changed. Formerly saving for old age was
stressed, and the virtue of thrift as a character
building form of self-restraint or discipline was
urged. Since the war saving has been represented to be a means to an end attainable in the

not too distant future. This
saving,

related

more

is special purpose
closely to the family's

program. Instead of serving merely to
accumulate an indefinite sum for old age, saving
financial

is aimed at definite sums for
particular purchases or at the piling up of a cash reserve.
In addition there are systems of industrial

saving whereby an employer arranges for periodic deposits, at times when wages are paid,

from workers who desire

to participate.

The

plans are termed either voluntary or compulsory;
under the latter plan the amount set by the

worker is deducted from the pay envelope by the
employer. School savings, designed to train
children in the saving habit, were established in
France as early as 1834 and were fostered in the
United States

after 1885. Many systems are
used; the stamp system is simple but too mechanical, while the pass book system involves

extra

work

for the teacher.

Finally, there has

been developed extensive

advisory service, covering in particular family
budgets and investments; it seeks to aid the depositor in planning his financial affairs wisely
when he outgrows the savings bank, to

and,

guide him. Mutual savings banks also provide
safe deposit vaults, and in Massachusetts in 1908
such banks began to furnish life insurance and
annuities under state supervision. In that state

20 banks have insurance departments and 100
others act as receiving stations for them.
Since savings banks are designed to serve

persons of limited means, most countries attempt to regulate their investment policies. In
some countries the bulk of savings deposits IB

Savings Banks
In the United
States in about half of the 19 states which provide for mutual savings hanks the investments
are closely restricted by law to the more conservative and seasoned securities. In order to
qualify issues must meet specified tests, while
located in

government

securities.

by restriction of the
percentage of assets which may be
placed in particular forms and in the securities
of one issuer. The state of New York, which is
among the more conservative in its requirediversification is sought

maximum

ments,

may be considered

tration.

On December

banks showed

for purposes of illus-

31, 1932, its savings
total assets (at estimated market

value, as set arbitrarily for

some

classes

by the

superintendent) of $5,897,089,000, distributed
mortgages claimed 59.8

as follows: real estate

percent with an allowable maximum of 70 percent; other bonds including United States
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number

of investments, the market prices of
these legal investments are raised relatively to

other good but non-legal securities. In the third
place, the restrictions tend to lag behind chang-

ing investment conditions; they reflect past figures rather than present conditions and future
prospects. Twice in a decade adverse railroad
conditions have made it necessary for the New

York

legislature temporarily to suspend the requirements as to rail earnings Meanwhile, as in
the case of commercial banks and insurance

companies, bondholdings show substantial de10 percent at the
preciation below book value
arbitrary valuations in the above statement.

The general canons underlying savings bank
investment have long been recognized as safety,
liquidity

and

yield.

The first is basic and is ordi-

bank and Port of

through the restrictions previously
mentioned, while liquidity is distinctly subordinate. The New York law does not require
mutual savings banks to keep a minimum cash

The

able fund (consisting of cash on hand and deposits with other banks), which remains unin-

bonds, municipal, railroad, public utility, land
New York Authority bonds
constituted 314 percent; cash accounted for 4
percent and promissory notes for o i percent.
distribution of assets indicates that the

mutual savings bank

is

in considerable

measure

a local real estate financing organization It is an
important source of urban mortgage money In

narily sought

reserve but does limit

them

to a

maximum avail-

vested. Since 1929 in fact investment problems
have shifted with amazing rapidity. At one time

provides substantial sums for railroad

savings banks had to search for profitable investment outlets, as a result of rapid growth of

and, to a lesser extent, public utility finance,
although it avoids general manufacture and

assets in the face of declining security markets
and unsatisfactory real estate conditions. In

merchandising as too hazardous

1933, however, liquidity was a prime consideration, since pressure from depositors had in-

addition

it

It

supplies

government financing in considerable degree
but only as a means of achieving liquidity In the
field

of personal finance, however,

its activities

are negligible. It may accept promissory notes
representing advances to building and loan associations or secured by marketable eligible

A

creased while

and

rule.

particular mortgage loans on property outside
the state, foreign bonds and bank stock. The

to

of assets

once the
the service and the

indicates

at

National banks are merely required to
record savings accounts in separate ledgers, and
group open time accounts and time certifi-

cates of deposit so that these may readily be
distinguishable from other classes of accounts if

strength and the weakness
of the savings bank, to the depositor as an investing institution and to the com-

carried in the

munity as a financing institution. First, the savings bank cannot achieve full diversification in

assets of the

limitations

investment portfolio. It is limited to fixed income bearing securities, and any factors which
affect such securities adversely, such as rising
its

interest rates, will impair their value; the depositor is protected against this contingency

only by the surplus, built up by the withholding
of part of the earnings. In the second place, if
savings banks are limited to a relatively small

bond prices had been depressed
had continued largely ''frozen."

In the United States legislative protection of
deposits in savings departments of commercial
banks has been the exception rather than the

collateral or savings bank pass books
few
states also admit other classes of investments, in

distribution

real estate

counts; there
tion.

same ledger with checking acno complete departmentaliza-

is

Savings funds are mingled with the general
bank and are invested in the same

manner

as

operations,

The bond

demand

deposits

bond purchases and
list

is

in regular loan
real estate loans.

not specified or limited to

savings bank legals. About half the states follow
the National Bank Act in granting no special
protection to savings depositors in state banks

and

trust companies.
After 1907 and again after 1920 heavy bank
failures brought forth protests against the posi-
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tion of the savings depositor in the commercial
bank. It was claimed that the savings depositor

was

entitled to

more

favorable treatment than

demand depositor, since the former's deposit was more important to him and his ability
the

sound bank and keep in touch with its
affairs was slight. As a result a postal savings
system was instituted, and in certain states
guaranty of bank deposits or special protection
for savings depositors was established.
The mutual savings bank states, on the whole,
have taken the most elaborate protective measures. But even in these states no uniformity
exists. California makes the most drastic requirements: the bank must be completely departmentalized, while assets must be segregated
in each department, which must have its own
separate capital and surplus. The principal proto select a

keeping of separate
records; segregation of assets, so that funds received from savings depositors constitute a trust
devices

tective

involve:

fund to be used to pay them this prevents
withdrawal by demand depositors in event of a
"run" but weakens the bank's general ability
to meet heavy withdrawals; prescription of investments, to supplement segregation by insuring the continued soundness of the savings
assets, efforts to insure continued sufficiency of
savings assets by granting a lien on the general
make good any impairment of the

assets to

former, holding of separate capital and/or surplus in the savings department or restriction of

interdepartmental relations; and auxiliary desuch as limitation of amount of deposits in
relation to capital and surplus or restriction of
vices,

rate of interest paid.

Many

bankers believe that

adequate management can insure well run institutions

equally.

which

will

protect

all

depositors

They hold that the safety of the banking

system would best be promoted through supervision and education of bankers rather than

through special protective devices. The serious
bank failures in the United States after 1929

do not. Despite their form the

ings, but others

latter are, at least in spirit, akin to

demand

de-

posits. American banks wished to take advantage

of the

3 percent reserve against time deposits

which Federal Reserve member banks were permitted to keep, while depositors on their part
wished to receive the higher interest that such
deposits bore. Thus during the 1920*3 there
occurred a wholesale shifting of deposits from
the demand to the time category. In the period
of depression which began in 1929 many individuals desiring safety and yield resorted to
the savings bank, expecting to withdraw their
funds as soon as investment conditions im-

proved. It is impossible exactly to break down
the time deposit figures into pure savings and
other deposits. The steady growth in total time
deposits and in their relative importance in
American banking is shown in Table I.

TABLE

I

SAVINGS AND TOTAL BANK DEPOSITS IN THE UNITED
SrATFs, 1913-32
(In Si, 000,000)
TOTA.L

SAVINGS
DEPOSITS*

YEAR
1913
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
Includes deposits

iNiminuu
DEPOSITS

32,361

16,501
17,579
iQ,727
21,189

34,233
36,336
40,491
41,064

23,134
24,696
26,091
28,413
28,218
28,479
28,207
24,281

45,464
47,472
49,io6
5i,i99
50,789

savings

47
47
48
48
49

18,122

8,548
15,189

m

PERCENTAGE: OF
SYMNC.S to
INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS

51

51

52
53
56
56
56
59
62

50,543

47*864
39,3o6
accounts, time

certificates

of

accounts
Source
American Bankers Association, Savings Division,
Saiingt Deposits and Depositors for the Years 1927 and 1932 (New
York 1932) p 4

The growth in time deposits is by no means as
at first appears, when prices or

1933 in the creation of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, whose
guaranty of demand as well as of time deposits

growth

has apparently stilled the clamor for special
protection for savings deposits. At the same

competitors for the individual's dollars. Prominent among them were the instalment system,

finally resulted in

time

has created entirely

new problems,

remarkable as

in national

are considered.

income, especially after 1925,

The banks had

to face

many

par-

intensive salesmanship, real estate development,

ticularly with respect to the relation of savings
banks to the banking system.

it

easily

be provided.

come

inextricably

bound ap with the time de-

employee and customer stock ownership plans,
the stock market, life insurance companies and
building and loan associations. While no accurate statistical measurement can be made, it
appears that the banks did not take the lead

posit.

Some time

deposits represent pure sav-

during the

A statistical setting for savings banking cannot
The

savings deposit has be-

boom

period. Adversity since 1929
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has caused the pendulum to swing the other
way.
Among the several classes of banks receiving

New York

savings deposits there has been considerable

directly give New York savings banks access to
the Reserve Banks, while the Institutional Se-

and

shift

Table

II.

displacement as shown in
Evidently other classes of institutions
relative

TABLE

II

DISTRIBUTION OF SAVINGS DEPOSITS AMONG THE
BANKS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1911-32
(In $1,000,000)

created two institutions: the Savings
Banks Trust Company was to become a member

of the Federal Reserve system, and thus in-

was to deal in mortgages
with savings banks. Emergency in nature, both
relied heavily upon the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation for funds to supplement savings

curities Corporation

bank contributions. Neither can be regarded
definitive in its present form.
In 1934 the outlook for savings

banking

as

is

confused. Depression has tended to reduce bank
receipts, if not to accelerate withdrawals, al-

though recently

Moreover

a deposit rise has

lack of

monetary

been noted.

stability militates

against the use of the savings bank The threat
of inflation encourages spending or direct in-

vestment in commodities or equities rather than
in fixed

enjoyed far more rapid growth after 1915 than
did the mutual savings banks. In fact between
1920 and 1930 the mutuals held less than one
third the total time deposits, in contrast to
somewhat less than one half in 1915 But after

1930 there was a radical change. Whereas the
mutual savings banks continued their slow
growth, other institutions, in particular those
chartered by the state, showed a considerable
drop in their time deposits. Undoubtedly this
reflects the

heavy bank

failures

and

their effect

upon public confidence in different
banks. As a result the mutuals again
relative position

classes of

attained a

approximating that of pre-war

days; but other state chartered institutions declined relatively to the national banks.

A

problem which has come to the fore with

particular urgency since 1929 is that of organizing savings banks into a system and of determin-

ing its relation to the commercial banking system. Membership of American mutual savings

banks in the Federal Reserve system, often
proposed, was finally permitted by the Banking
Act of 1933. Previously the banks had had indirect access through rediscount with their depository banks, which were themselves members, and through sale of United States government obligations to the Reserve Banks in the
open market. In March, 1932, Massachusetts

money

claims.

The

effect of instability

upon savings banking was brought out in
marked degree in Germany, where deposits fell
from 19,700,000,000 marks in 1913 to 3,100,000,000 in 1926. As yet moreo\er while regulabank competitors, such as building and loan associations, has progressed, no
clear cut program has emerged to determine the
tion of savings

several fields of service of the various classes of
institutions Despite their long history savings
banks have not yet attained a definite position
and their operation is still far from perfect.

W.

II.

STEINEB

See BANKING, COMMH*CI\L, POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS;
B\NK DEPOSITS, BANK Di POSITS, GUARANTY OF,
SAVING, INVFSI MENT, FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION.
Consult. Hamilton, J 1 1 Swings and Savings InstltU'
and PfiUner, J.,
ttons (New York 1902), Seidtl,
Das Sparkassemce\en, Wiener Staats\\issenschafthchc
,

M

,

Studien, \ol \iu, pt. in (Vienna 1916), Kilborne, P,
Principles of Money and Banking (3rd ed New
York 1932) ch. x\\n; Moulton, II. G., The Financial
Organization of Society (3rd ed Chicago 1930) ch

D

,

W.

II

933)> Spehberg,

P

xviu, Steincr,
1

in

,

,

Money and Banking (New York
Da* Spar- und Sparkassemvesen

Grossbntannten (Emsdettcn 1929), Eason, Charles,

The Trustee Savings Bank's of Great Britain and Ireland
from 1817 to 1928 (Dublin 1929); Dettmer, O Die
,

ah

Sparkasscn

Glieder

der

Sparorgamsatton

der

Wirtsihaft (Buckeburg 1931), Magmen,
L^once, Les causes d\pargne ordtnaires en France,

deutschen

1QI4-TQ24 (Pans 1926), Schmidt, Walther, Das
Sparkassemceien in O\teiret(h (Vienna 1930), Lehman,
Ernst, Dn<! Sparknssemcesen der Schweiz sett Ausbruch
des Weltkrieqi't (Bone 1926), Nissen, Ferdinand, Die
bankmamigp Betatigung der Sparkassen, Bankwissenschafthche Forschunnen, vol iii (Stuttgait 1926),

incorporated a Mutual Savings Central Fund for
a five-year period, which received funds from

Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania,

savings hanks and lent to them. In July, 1933,

School of Finance and Commerce, Research Studies,

Carson,

W

J

,

Savings and Employee Sanngs Plans in

Wharton
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xvu (Philadelphia 1933), Keyes, E. W., A History
of Savings Banks in the United States from Their
Inception in 1816 down to 1874, 2 vols. (New York
vol.

H

Les caisses d'epargne et de
1876-78), Laurent,
prevoyance depuis leur ongine jusqu'd nos jours, 2 vols.
W.
The Savings Bank
Kniffin,
(Pithiviers 1892),
and Its Practical Work (4th ed New York 1928);
L.
A
and
Bond,
SutcJiffe,
Savings Banks and
,

H

W

G

,

,

,

Savings Department Management

SAVONAROLA,

(New York

GIROLAMO

1930).

(1452-98),

and preacher. Savowas driven by the
political confusion and pagan immorality of
Renaissance Italy to renounce the world. At first
he was content to devote himself to theological
studies, in which he became deeply versed; but
his consuming passion for religious and moral
reform eventually impelled him to become a
Italian

Dominican

friar

narola, a native of Ferrara,

preacher Success did not attend his efforts until
he was transferred to Florence, then the center
of the new pagan culture. Although attached to
the convent of St. Mark's, of which the Medici
were the founders and patrons, he refused to
have any dealings with Lorenzo. His business
was to call the people to repentance; and such
was the fervor of his plea that his followers grew
into

a multitude.

Lorenzo, Charles

When

after

the

death of

vm of France invaded Italy in

1494 and the Medici were expelled by a popular
uprising, Savonarola became automatically the

most

influential,

son in the

because the most trusted, per-

city.

Sitting on no government commission and
giving his counsels exclusively from the pulpit,

the friar so completely swayed the people that all
his political proposals were enacted into law.

His three leading
reconciliation of

political principles, the general
all

citizens, the largest possible

measure of popular sovereignty and equitable
taxation falling in the main on the owners of real
property, were incorporated into the new constitution, which Machiavelli and Guicciardini
afterwards declared to have been the best
Florence ever had. But Savonarola's major objective had always been religious and moral regeneration, without which, he realized, political
reform would prove a house built upon sand.
By preachment and example, if not by legislation, he achieved remarkable results also in this

bonfires to

which the

faithful

brought their

"vanities." Although a strong undercurrent of
opposition to these rigors developed, the fall of

the reformer was due rather to the complicated
Italian political situation

and more particularly
and the papacy.

to the clash between Florence

When Pope Alexander vi failed in his attempt to
bribe Savonarola and thereby to break the resistance of Florence, he resolved to destroy him.
The dauntless friar openly defied the pope and

was excommunicated. The people now deserted
him and he could be brought to trial as a heretic,
hanged and burned.
FERDINAND SCHEVILL
Important works: Prediche italiane ai Fiorentini, ed. by
Francesco Cognasso, 3 vols. (vols. 1-11 Perugia 1930;
ed by R. Palmarocchi, Florence 1933); Le
lettere, ed. by R. Ridolfi (Florence 1933).
vol. in,

Consult.

Villari,

La

Pasquale,

Savonarola e de' suoi tempi, 2
1926),

tr.

by Linda

Villari

(new

di

storia

vols.

(new

ed.

Girolamo

ed. Florence

London

1909);

Schnitzer, J , Savonarola: ein Kulturbild aus der Zeit
der Renaissance, 2 vols (Munich 1924); Gherardi, A.,
Nuovi documenti e studi intorno a Girolamo Savonarola

(2nd ed. Florence 1887), Schmtzer, J Quellen und
Forschungen zur Geschichte Savonarolas, Kirchen,

historisches Seminar, Munich, Verbffentlichungen,
ser. i, no. 9, ser. 2, nos. 3 and 5, 3 vola. (Munich

1902-05).

SAX,
Sax'

EMIL

(1845-1927), Austrian economist.
lies in the fact that he

main contribution

extended the marginal theory of value to the
field of public finance and transportation. In his
Grundlegung der theoretischen Staatswirthschaft
(Vienna 1887) he elaborated a theory of public
economy to complement the ordinary theory of
individual economy and attempted to prove that
the same laws of value regulate the economic
phenomena in both branches. This book represents one of the outstanding contributions to the
economic theory of the period and exerted a
stimulating influence on the theory of taxation,
especially in Italy. Sax' followers have, however, in general criticized his social psychology
and his view that members of a community

should distribute the expenditure of their in-

come between

their collective

and individual

tanical

wants in accordance with their respective degrees of intensity. Disappointed over the slight
recognition of his views in Austria and Germany
and the difficulties he encountered in his academic career, Sax early resigned from his pro-

greatest success with the children. Organized as
a Christian militia, they replaced the lascivious

fessorship at the University of Prague and
retired to his country house in Italy, where he
spent the rest of his life. After a silence of two

carnival of Lorenzo's time with the religious

decades he resumed his literary activity and

field.

As

if

by magic the colorful Florence of the

Renaissance was converted into a drab puri-

commonwealth foreshadowing in many
ways John Calvin's Geneva. Savonarola won his

Savings Banks
published among other works Der Kapitalzins
(Berlin 1916), a highly controversial and difficult treatise on the theory of interest, and a

Say

completely revised and enlarged edition of Die

them

Verkehrsmittel in Volks- und Staatswirthschaft
(2 vols., Vienna 1878-79; 2nd ed., 3 vols., Berlin

because of

1918-22), a book which is regarded as the standard work in the field of transportation and is
perhaps the best achievement of Sax' versatile
genius.

ERIK LINDAHL
Consult- Beckerath, E. von, "Bin Nachruf auf Emil
Sax" in Zettschrtft fur National okonomie, vol i (1929-

3)

345-55, Wicksell, Knut, in his Finanztheorettsche
Untersuchungen (Jena 1896) p 87-96, Sehgman, E R
Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practice (2nd
ed. Princeton 1908) p. 223-28
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be only partial. Either certain products are too
abundant in one place only because in another
men have not produced enough to purchase
or, if

change.

products pile up everywhere, it is
artificial hindrances to their ex-

An economic

crisis is therefore in large

part a social and political crisis. Were customs
barriers, which obstruct the exchange of products for products, and privileges, which hinder
the exchange of products for services, wiped out,

subsequent crises would by this one stroke be
reduced materially.
Would they then be radically suppressed? It
is at this
point that Say's theory seems insufficient to contemporary political economy. For
Say, who viewed society as a biologic organism,
the only problem was that of doing away with

(1767-1832), French
economist. Say found himself involved in both
the English industrial revolution and the French

SAY, JEAN-BAPTISTE

political revolution. Too independent long to
serve Napoleon, although in 1814 he was sent by
the government to study economic conditions in

England, he was by turns industrialist and professor. In 1819 the chair of industrial economy

was founded

for

him

at

the Conservatoire des

Arts et Metiers, and in 1830 he was made professor of political economy at the College de

France.

artificial political

and

social

arrangements and

returning to laissez faire, laissez passer.

The

to go a step further: since
tendency today
crises seem to be due less to natural causes than
is

to a false direction

of

remedy must be sought

economic
less in vis

effort,

the

medicatnx

naturae than in the substitution of

new

for

obsolete institutions. Free exchange may remain
the ideal but it must be attained by different

means. And
new means

this general truth

identical ends,
furnishes the key to present relations with that classical economics of which Say

In large measure Say's work consisted in a
vulgarization of The Wealth of Nations, The dis-

provided one of the happiest expressions.

orderly presentation of the English work was
replaced by a logical exposition, of which
the tripartite division production, distribution,

Principal works Traitt d'economie polittque, z vols.
(Puns 1803, yth cd by
Clement, Paris 1861), tr.
from 4th ed by C R Pnnsep, 2 \ ols (Boston 1821);

consumption introduced by Say in 1814 in the
second edition of his Traite remained the traditional treatment throughout the nineteenth cen-

A

Cours complet d'economic pohtique pratique, 6 vols.
E. Say, 2 \o]s., 1852),
(Pans 1828-29, 3rd ed. by
Oeuvres diverses, Collection des pnncipaux dcono-

H

rrustes, vol.

xn

(Paris 1848).

Uoeuvre economique dejean1927), Alhx, Edgard, "J -B Say
engines de 1'industnalisme" in Revue d'economie
pohtique, vol xxiv (1910) 303-13, 341-63, and "La
methode et Ja conception de l'conomie pohtique dans
1'oeuvre de J.-B Say" in Revue d'histotre economique
et sociale, vol. iv (1911) 321-60, Liesse, Andr, "Un
professeur d'<conomie pohtique sous la Restauration.
J. B Say, au Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers" in
Consult' Teilhac, Ernest,

tury.

In addition,

however, Say made an important

original contribution to economic science. This
is contained in the famous lot des dtbouchh) or

law of markets, according to which money is
only an intermediary which drops out in such a
that not only are "products exchanged for
products" but, further, products are exchanged
for services, those "immaterial products" which

way

Smith did not recognize. Thus the law of
markets implies the law of economic equilibrium. Between the sale of products and the sale
of services there stands the new person unknown
to Smith, the entrepreneur,

whose

profit is to

be

distinguished from salary, interest and rent.
Say's optimistic productivism was not shaken

by the economic
century.

ERNEST TEILHAC

He

crises of the early nineteenth

held that

all

overproduction could

Baptiste

Say (Pans

et les

Journal des economistes, 5th ser

,

vol. xlvi (1901) 3-22,

161-74.

SAY, LEON (1826-96), French political leader
and economist. Grandson of Jean-Baptiste Say
and well known in his own time as a writer on
economic subjects, Leon Say was nevertheless
more important as a political figure than as an
economist. Before 1871 he opposed the empire.
From 1871 to 1883 he went over to the government and devoted his energies to consolidating
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the

new

republic. First appointed minister of

by Thiers

finance

in 1872,

he held

this office

under

opposition fought against the isolation and rigidity of Islam. From his Committee for the Better
Diffusion and

different ministries until 1879 an ^ again
in 1882; his greatest achievement during this

the

period was the liquidation of the payment of the
war indemnity to Germany long before the prescribed time. His general policy was directed

University.

toward a decrease in public expenditures and the
removal of barriers to internal commerce. He

designed to give an English gentleman's education to the sons of the Moslem aristocracy

fought in vain for the abolition of the octrois.
After 1883 he returned to the opposition and
conducted an unsuccessful campaign at once

their religion.

which triumphed in 1892,
and against socialism, which was striving for an
increase in public expenditures. His quite uninspired economic doctrines derived from a
mediocre liberalism, the golden mean between
monarchy and socialism.
ERNEST TEILHAC
against protectionism,

Principal works: Dictionnaire des finances, 2 vols. (Paris
1889-94), Nouveau dictionnaire d'tconomie pohlique,
3 vols (Paris 1890-97), in collaboration with Joseph
Chailley; Les finances de la France sous la troisieme
Repubhque, ed. by A Licsse, 4 vols (Paris 1898-1901).

Michel, Georges, Leon Say (Pans 1899);

Consult

Picot, Georges, "Le"on

Say"

2 vols. (Pans 1907) vol.

SAYYID
Indian

11,

in his Notices histonques,

Moslem reformer and

Ahmad Khan

SIR

(1817-98),
educator. Sayyid

Moslem

years served the British
government in India. He was the author of an

many

important work on Indian antiquities. His On
the Present State of Indian Pohttcs, Speeches and
Letters (Allahabad 1888) contains
political and social ideas.

Ahmad Khan was

the

first

and

Modeled

after

Muslim
it was

Cambridge,

the same time to encourage loyalty to

at

Sayyid Ahmad Khan declared that the guid
ing principle in his life was his loyalty and
gratitude to the British government for the
benefits

it

had conferred upon India. But the

movement

of enlightenment he helped to inaugurate led not to an organic assimilation of new
influences with a living and continuous tradi-

he had hoped, but rather to a period of
doubt and to a break with the past.
remained until his death
Sayyid
entirely aloof from the Indian national movement and from its then very moderate opposition, as

restless

Ahmad Khan

some aspects of British rule. As a representative of the conservative Moslem landed
tion to

he opposed and distrusted the

rising

educated middle class composed of Hindu intelli-

received the traditional

education and for

lege in Aligarh, the present Aligarh

nobility,

p. 1-53.

AHMAD KHAN,

Advancement of Learning among
Mohammedans of India there developed in
1875 the famous Moslem Anglo-Oriental Col-

some of

his

gentsia and Bengali merchants, who together
had created the Indian National Congress. His
progressive and even courageous program of
education was in essence indicative of nothing
more than a very conservative reform tendency.

HANS KOHN
Consult:

Moslem reformer

A

pressed by European culture and attempted to
introduce modern education among his coreligionists in order to counteract their reactionary
obscurantism and fanaticism. With the naivete^

he regarded
education as a panacea for all ills, but he valued
it
especially as a means of bringing about a
closer understanding between the British rulers
characteristic of liberal reformers

F.

I

,

The Life and Work

of Sir

Syed Ahmed Khan (new ed London 1909), Rawhnson, II

to reflect the impact of western civilization upon
India.
pious Moslem, he was profoundly im-

Graham, G.

Kohn,

G

in Islamic Culture, vol. iv (1930) 389-96;
Hans, Geschichte der nattonalen Bewegung im
,

Orient (Berlin 1928), tr

M M

by

Green (London

1929) p. 111-14, 365-66, Carra de Vaux, Bernard,
Les penseurs de I'lslam, 5 vols (Paris 1921-26) vol v,
India's Nation Builders
P- 3^3-70, Bannerjea, D.

N

,

(London 1919) ch. v, Whither Islam ?,
Gibbs (London 1932) p. 40-47.

SAZONOV,

SERGEY

ed.

by H.

A

R.

DMITRIEVICH

(1861-1927), Russian diplomatist As counselor
at the Russian embassy in London from 1904

Aligarh a scientific society for the translation of
western scientific books into the vernacular. In

1906 Sazonov acquired a friendly feeling
toward England. After two years as Russian
representative at the Vatican he was appointed
assistant minister of foreign affairs under
Izvolsky in May, 1909. When Izvolsky went as
ambassador to Paris a year later, Sazonov took

1869 he visited England and upon his return
published a monthly periodical, the Tahzlbu'l

his place as foreign minister, serving until his
own resignation in 1916.

of

India and their

Moslem

subjects,

and of

securing for the latter a proper share in the
British administration. In 1864 he founded in

Akhlak (Ethical reformer), which despite violent

to

Of

a mercurial

and emotional temperament,

Say

Schafer

slim and lather small of stature and nervous and
abrupt in manner, he gave the impression of

tical proposals. It recognized correctly the functions of money as a measure of value and as a

body and changeable in mind.
French allies felt that he was lacking
in frankness and clearness of purpose, so that it
was often difficult for them to follow him.
Sazonov desired peace, but he was easily influenced by Russian militarist circles and was

general means of exchange. In order that it
might perform these functions more effectively

frail in

being

Even

his

very sensitive to the criticisms of the chauvinistic Russian press. He was also an ardent
patriot, anxious to carry

forward the Russian

policy of getting control of the Bosporus and the
Dardanelles. By 1914 he had become convinced

could be accomplished only as a result
of a European war.
Sazonov at first sought to cooperate with

-that this

Germany;

in

November, 1910, without conand England, he talked with

sulting France

Bethmann Hollweg of connecting

projected

Russian railways in Persia with the BerlinBagdad Railway. Gradually, however, he came
to share Izvolsky's aims of strengthening the
Triple Entente against Germany and Austria.

Alarmed

at Austria's

ultimatum to Serbia and

by the Russian military authorities,
he persuaded the czar on July 30, 1914, to order
influenced

the general mobilization of the Russian army
which made a European war virtually inevitable.

SIDNEY B. FAY
Consult. Sazonov, S. D.,
tr

N A

by

Vospomtnamya (Pans 1927),
Duddington as Fateful Years (London

1928), an apologia written in exile and not always
reliable, Rings um Sasonow, ed. by Eduard von

M

Steimtz (Berlin 1928), Schilling,
F "Nachalo
voyni 1914 g Podennaya zapis> b. mmisterstv a mostranmkh del" in Krasny arkhiv, vol iv (1923) 3-62,
tr. by
Cyprian Bridge as Hotv the War Began in
1914, Being the Diary of the Russian Foreign Office
from the jrd to the 2Oth (Old Style) of July, JQJ4
(London 1925), Fay, S B The Origins of the World
,

W

,

War, 2

vols.

(2nd rev. ed.

New York

1930).

SCANDINAVIAN UNITY MOVEMENT.
See PAN-MOVEMENTS.

SCARUFFI, GASPARO (1519-84), Italian
economist. ScarufH was a merchant and banker;
for a time he was assayer and later he served as
contractor of the mint at Reggio, his native city,

where he held various other public posts as well.
He profited by his practical experience to publish a book on money, L'ahtmonfo (The true
light, Reggio 1582). The book is generally considered the most excellent and advanced early
Italian work on money. Its importance, however, lay not in any systematic theoretical analysis but in its clear exposition of certain prac-

Scaruffi proposed that money should no longer
be regulated in a variety of ways from country
to country but that a uniform international regulation should be established, each com to bear
an indication of its value, its alloy, or fineness,
and its weight, which must never be modified;
thus each person could calculate with certainty
how much fine metal he received in payment of

debts due him Equality in the value of money
and metal was to be maintained by free interchange of coined and uncoined metal, except for
the expense of coinage, which was to be borne

by the

private individuals

who brought

their

The coinage, however, was
not to be utilized as a source of revenue for the

metal to the mint.

monarch. Scaruffi erred in maintaining that the
variations which had occurred in the ratio between the values of gold and silver resulted from
the disorder of the monetary system and that
once his proposal was adopted it would remain
fixed at the divinely ordained ratio of one unit of
gold to twelve units of silver. He was unable to
perceive the effects of bimetallism. His merit
lies

m

his having advocated a stable

monetary

unit in terms of fine metal and having proposed
international monetary unification. After his

proposal was pushed with great
countryman Pratisuoli, who maintained that it would not be difficult to have it

death this

zeal

by

last

his

adopted by a diet or congress of all the rulers;
subsequently, however, the proposal was entirely forgotten.

ULISSE GOBBI

m

Scrttton classtct
Works L'ahtmonfo is included
itaham di economia politica, ed by P. Custodi, vol 11
(Milan 1804) p 71-322, and m Economisti del cinque
e seicento, ed. by A. Graziam (3rd ed Ban 1913) p.
1-140.
Consult. Pratisuoli, Bernardino, Consideraziom sopra
VAhttnonfo del S. Gasparo Scaruffi (Reggio 1604),
Balletti, Andrea, (jasparo Siaruffi e la questione moneLa
taria nel secolo At I (Modena 1882), Supino, C
scienza eionomica in Italia dalla seconda met a del secolo
,

xvi allapnma

del

xvil (Turin 1888) p 63-67, Gobbi,

U., L'econorma politico negh scntton ttaltam del secolo
1889) p 152-58.

xvi-xvn (Milan

SCHAFER, DIETRICH (1845-1929), German
The son of an artisan of Bremen,
Schafer rose to a leading position among German historians. In the main his historical works
deal with the Middle Ages and with the development of the Hanse, and one of his most valuable
historian.
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contributions

is

the two concluding volumes of

Danemark (Gotha 1893-1902)
begun by Dahlmann. In addition to numerous
monographs Schafer published a series of disthe Geschichte von

His popular twotinguished
volume biography of Bismarck has been superseded by later research, but his Weltgeschichte
general treatises.

der Neuzeit (2 vols., Berlin 1907; nth rev. ed.
1922) and his Deutsche Geschichte (2 vols., Jena
1910; 9th rev. ed. 1922) went through
tions and are still read widely in

many edi-

Germany.
by a wealth of
knowledge, a phenomenal memory and a gift for
clear and concise presentation of essential events
and basic ideas. An ardent patriot and monarchist, the German catastrophe of 1918 was a painful experience which he never overcame.
Schafer was the outspoken champion of poSchafer was

distinguished

litical history as opposed to the Kulturgeschichte
of Gothein and Lamprecht. In his Staat und
Welt (Berlin 1922; 2nd rev. ed. 1923) he summarized his basic ideas: the state is superior to
all other cultural realms, which are, with rare
exceptions, dependent upon it; never has a great
idea unassisted by state leadership exerted any

general influence on humanity. In a certain
sense Schafer was a follower of Treitschke; perhaps even more arbitrarily than the latter he

New

Church,

York 1853) and History of the
New York 1858-67;
7 vols., 1882-1910) were influenced by

Christian Church (3 vols.,
rev.

ed

,

the Hegelian conception of development, so that

he regarded the manifestation of the church as
the unfolding in time of the divine idea. The
emphasis upon the church and the implied
tolerant attitude toward Roman Catholicism

brought Schaff into conflict with ultra-Proteschurch history and
in oecumenical movements looking toward
Christian unity. Through the foundation of the
tants but fostered interest in

American Society of Church History and the
promotion of the American Church Historji
series he stimulated interest in the history of religion in the United States. SchafF took an active
part in oecumenical activites and contributed
largely to the liturgical movement in the
churches In his critical edition of The Creeds of
Christendom (3 vols., New York 1877; 6th ed.

1931), as editor of the translation

and revision

of Lange's Commentary (25 vols., Edinburgh
1866-80), of Hauck and Herzog's Realencyklo-

padie (New Schajf-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, 13 vols., New York 1908-14),
of the Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene
Fathers (28 vols New York 1886-1900) and of
many other works and as chairman of the
,

disregarded other spheres of historical existence.
Yet the very limitations of his conception of

American committee on Bible revision he com-

history may be responsible for his lasting influence in Germany.

terests.

WlLHELM MOMMSEN
Consult: Schafer, Dietrich, Mein Leben (Berlin 1926);
Wolf, Gustav, Dietrich Schafer und Hans Delbnick
(Gotha 1918), Dietrich Schafer und sein Werk, ed

by Kurt von Jagow
Deutsches

(Berlin 1925), Meyer, O.

biographisches Jahrbuch,

vol.

xi

A

,

in

(1932)

268-75.

SCHAFF,PHlLIP(i8i9-93),Americanchurch
was born in Switzerland and

historian. Schaff

prepared himself for an academic career under
the guidance of F. C. Baur, Tholuck and

Neander at Tubingen, Halle and Berlin. He
came to the United States in 1843, where he
became one of the leading American theologians
and churchmen in the nineteenth century. He
taught at the seminary of the German Reformed
church in Mercersburg, Pennsylvania, until
1863, and from 1870 until shortly before his
death he was a member of the faculty of Union
Theological Seminary in New York. Schaff was
primarily a church historian. His Geschichte der
apostolischen Kirche (Mercersburg 1851; tr. by
E. D.

Yeomans

as

History of the Apostolic

bined his scholarly with his oecumenical in-

H. RICHARD NIEBUHR
Consult: SchafF,

(New York

David

S.,

The Life of Philip Schaff

1897).

SCHAFFLE, ALBERT EBERHARD FRIE-

DRICH

(1831-1903), German sociologist and
economist. Schaffle was at first a teacher and
later a journalist, but he rose rapidly to a professorship at Tubingen and to membership in
the Wurttemberg diet. Later he occupied a chair
at the University of Vienna, resigning in 1871

few months in the cabinet of Count
retained a keen interest in poliupon his return to Stuttgart, where he

to serve for a

Hohenwart.
tics also

He

edited the Zeitschrift fur die gesamte Staatsvnssenschaft.

He was

disappointed, however, in his

justified expectation of a university appointment
and in his hopes for high political office under

Bismarck.
It is difficult to

fit

into conventional categories
His central

Schaffle's contributions to science.

work,
vols.,

1896),

Bau und Leben des sozialen Kdrpers (4
Tubingen 1875-78; 2nd ed. hi 2 vols.,
is

an ambitious Attempt to construct a

Schafer
unified system

and

which would include

The

social sciences.

conception of social

life

natural

all

underlying organismic
multiplicity of

and the

specific biological analogies contained therein
seem to support the view that it is a restatement

of positivist sociology. Nevertheless, Schaffle
was much closer to German idealistic philosophy

than to ontogenetic monism. Like Hegel and
Schelling, he sought a spiritual interpretation,
endeavoring to establish the values which human
life should serve. This idealistic strain is more

posthumous Abnss der
Soziologie (ed. by Karl Bucher, Tubingen 1906).
Although his economic sociology, like his gen-

clearly discernible in his

eral sociology, is apparently self-contradictory,
Schaffle's thought in this field is marked by

certain fundamental characteristics, from which
he rarely deviates Most important among these

the anti-individualistic approach; he proceeds
consistently from the whole to the parts, from

Schanz
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1895-97) he developed the science of taxation
into a politico-economic discipline in the full
sense of this term.
Schaffle's program of social action is no more
consistent than his social theory. Die Quintessenz
der Sozialismus (Gotha 1875, 2 5*h ec^ I 9 2
tr.
by Bernard Bosanquet, 7th ed. London 1901),

suppressed by the Prussian government upon its
first appearance, gave him the reputation of a
vigorous ally of the socialists; but Die Aussichtslosigkeit der Socialdemokratie

4th ed. 1891;

tr.

(Tubingen 1885,
by A. C. Morant, 2nd ed.

London

1911) alienated all radical sympathy.
Yet in the second edition of Ban und Leben,

published in 1896, the

socialistic

overtones are

more pronounced than in Schaffle's earlier
writings; and the economy of the "rational social
state"

is

described in minute detail, as though

were an immediate prospect. Ostensibly sympathetic to capitalism, Schaffle
nevertheless regarded collective ownership as a

is

its

the community to the individual. A forerunner
of modern umversahsm, he was by no means a

superior form of property holding and contem-

romantic; although he advocated a social organization based upon occupational estates, he found

plated a planned organization of production to
accord with estimated needs. The social product

constructive forces also in capitalism.
characteristic

his belief

is

m

A

second

progress,

more

concretely his optimistic faith in the eventual
socialistic transformation of capitalism. Yet his
"rational social state" is no rationalistic Utopia;

reform was rooted in and circumscribed by familiarity with history. This dual
base rationalistic and historical of his thought

realization

was

to be distributed among individuals in proportion to their labor services, for which they
should receive credit in the form of currency
certificates, similar to the labor notes

Owen and

by

constitutes the third characteristic of his eco-

nomic sociology.
Schaffle's work

in economic theory represents
a critique of the chrematistic orientation of the
classical school and an attempt at a reformula-

tion in line with

viewpoint. In

pated

later

an "ethical-anthropological"

many

specific doctrines

he

antici-

Thus he regarded rent
income accruing to workers as
owners
and interest as the
property

developments.

as a differential

well as to

compensation of a special group of
tionaries, the capitalists.

He saw

social func-

in the phe-

nomenon of value the supreme exemplification
of the ethical-volitional nature of economic life,
and in analyzing factors determining value he
foreshadowed the
utility theories.

He

later synthesis of cost and
offered a new classification

of the economic functions of the state and propounded the theory that taxation should aim at
a proper balance in the satisfaction of individual
and collective wants. In Die Grundsatzz der
Steuerpolitik (Tubingen 1880) and later in his
stimulating treatise Die Steuern (2 vols., Leipsic

proposed

Proudhon.
FRITZ KARL

his zeal for

MANN

Wiese, Leopold von, "Albert Schaffle als
Soziologe" and Mann, Fritz Karl, "Albert Schaffle
Grunder der
als Wirtbchafts- und Finanzsoziologe"
Mann, SozialwissenschaftSoztologie, ed by F
liche Bausteinc, no 4 (Jena 1932) p. 1-78; Bristol, L.
Consult

m

K

M

,

Social Adaptation, Harvard Economic Studies,
(Cambridge, Mass. 1915) p. 123-28.

vol. xiv

SCHANZ, GEORG VON (1853-1931), German economist. An offspring of the historical
Schanz early became interested in ecohe wrote on the history of journeymen's unions in Germany, on phases of
industrial history of Franken (Bavaria) and
above all on the development of commercial
policy in Tudor England. But he soon turned
to public finance and became one of the outschool,

nomic

history;

standing

fiscal writers in

Germany.

Two

years

appointment to a professorship at the
1882 he founded the
University of Wurzburg
Ftnanz-Archiv, the first and for a long time the
sole periodical devoted to public finance, and
remained its editor until his death. Of his fiscal
writings he published in book form only Die
Steuern der Schweiz in ihrer Entwicklung sett
after his

m

Beginn des igten Jahrhunderts (5

vols., Stuttgart
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Encydopaedk of the

1890), a comprehensive study on the development of taxation, particularly property taxation,
in the Swiss cantons in its relation to constitutional change.

The

chief interest underlying Schanz' fiscal

writings was the development of direct taxation.
In a series of studies published in the Finanz-

Arcfav he traced the transition in the
states

from impersonal

German

direct taxes, like the

yield tax (Ertragsteuer), to general personal taxes,
like

the income tax.

He summed up
' '

of his minute researches in
griff

und

the results

Der Emkommensbe-

die Einkommensteuergesetze" (in Fivol. xni, 1896, p. 1-87), a stimu-

nanz-Archw,

which he proposed not to base
fiscal income, as had hitherto
been the case, on individual elements of income
traceable to specific sources, but to treat it
simply as a net accretion of wealth between two
points of time, regardless of the nature and
lating essay in

the concept of

source of the accrued wealth. He pointed to the
accountants' practise of ascertaining the annual
profits of a business enterprise as the prototype
and confirmation of his view. While it is admitted that the adoption of the procedure advocated by Schanz would no doubt eliminate difficulties in some instances, in most cases the

complete separation of the

fiscal

concept of

income from the stream of specific elements of
income would complicate rather than simplify
the determination of

fiscal

The concept
German income tax

income.

m

the
in fact was adopted
law of 1920 but was soon abandoned. Schanz'
other fiscal writings include: "Zur Frage der
Uberwalzung indirekter Verbrauchssteuern auf

Grund

des bayenschen Malzaufschlages"

(m

Schmollers Jahrbuch, vol. vi, 1882, p. 563-603),
which in combining the theoretical approach

with inductive investigation occupies a distinctive place in the literature on the shifting of
taxes; the article

"Budget"

in the

Handwbrter-

buch der Staatsvnssenschaften (vol.

member

of the Bayerische
experiences
Reichsratskammer; and, finally, "Zur Frage der
a

Steuerpflicht" (in Finanz-Archiv, vol. ix, 1892,
which he developed the idea of

p. 365-438), in

economic allegiance, a most helpful concept in
the analysis of the problems involved in interlocal

JOHANN FRIEDRICH (18461924), Swiss educator and cooperative leader.
Schar was a pioneer in the teaching of commercial science, principally at the Basel Oberrealschule from 1882 to 1903, at the University
of Zurich from 1903 to 1906 and at the newly
founded Handelshochschule at Berlin from 1906
until his retirement in 1919 In his educational
work and in his numerous treatises and books
Schar stressed continually that in order to
render the greatest possible public service, instruction in this field should be devoted not to
training in profit making but rather in the
most rational methods of business operation,
whether in cooperative or private enterprise.

In the history of Swiss cooperation among
both producers and consumers Schar was of
outstanding importance as initiator, director and
educator. His activity began in 1875 when he
founded and supervised the first cheese marketing cooperative at Bischofszell,

where he was

then teaching and where the following year he
helped in the creation of a consumers' society

which

is

functioning successfully. During
he held several important

still

his residence at Basel

including the directorship of the consumers' society, and was one of the organizers
and leaders of the Union of Swiss Consumers'
offices,

founded in 1890 to unite the previously

Societies

Under his directorship the
cooperative wholesale purchasing division of
this central body was established in 1892 Schar
unaffiliated groups.

was instrumental

in the formation of the league

agricultural and the industrial
consumers' societies and served on the govern-

uniting

the

ing council of the International Cooperative
Alliance from 1896 to 1908.

C. MUTSCHLER
Consult: Schar,

Faucherre,

J.

H.,

F

,

Lebensermnerungen (Basel 1924);

Umnsse

etner

genossenschafthchen

Ideengeschichte> 2 vols. (Basel 1925-28) vol. n.

in, 4th ed.

1926, p. 84-118), presenting a combination of
his vast historical information and his practical
as

Social Sciences

SCHAR,

and international double taxation.

HANS TESCHEMACHER
Consult: Schanz, Georg, "Selbstbiographie" in Ft-

nanz-Archtv, n s., vol. i (1932) 13-45, including an
extensive list of hia writings.

SCHARLING, HANS WILLIAM

(1837-

Danish economist. Born into a family of
university professors, Scharlmg was destined
from boyhood for an academic career. He
studied law and political economy at the University of Copenhagen and after two years of
1911),

was appointed professor of poat Copenhagen, a position which
he retained until his death. Scharling was a
travel in 1869
litical

economy

prominent member of several important govern-

ment committees dealing with questions of
monetary and social policy. He was elected by
the conservatives to membership in the Copen-

Schanz
hagen County Council (1873-81), was representative in the Folketing from 1876 to 1898 and
1900-01 served as minister of finance. Although as professor Scharlmg never succeeded

Schechter
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cultural duties

which were being advocated

in establishing intimate contact with his stu-

dents and was by no means a brilliant lecturer,

at

the time by his party.

CARL IVERSEN

in

Chief works' Vaerdilaere (Theory of value), 2 vols.
(Copenhagen 1888-1903), Bankpohtik (Banking pol(Copenhagen 1900, 2nd ed 1902), German translation (Jena 1900), Handel ;- r>(> Toldpohttk (Commercial and tariff policy) (Copenhagen 1905), Socialokononnens Teon (Principles of economics), 3 vols.
(Copenhagen 190710)
Consult Westergaard, H and Frns, M. P in Damk
biografisk Le\ikon, ed by C F Bricka, vol xv (Copenhagen 1901) p 76-80, Smith, Ilelge, and Rubin,
Marcus, in Nationalokonormsk Tidssknft, 3rd ser \ol.
icy)

1

his diligence and uncompromising loyalty to his
calling could not fail to impress the succeeding
generation of Danish economists In his many

and varied writings painstaking scientific accuracy and eclectic restatement are more apparent
than profound thought and creative originality.
He was confronted with the task, neglected by
his predecessors, of presenting to Danish readers the doctrines of the classical economists at a

when criticism of their methods and
was well under way elsewhere, and it
time

ideas

seem

is

but

Curiously enough, the liberal

to have

come

to

Denmark mainly by

way of France; Scharlmg was deeply impressed
by the lucidity of Bastiat's Harmonies &onomiques, although he did not share Bastiat's
narrowmmded opposition to all innovation.

Personal aptitudes and sympathies turned his
toward the German historical school,

interest

and he was familiar with the work of the Ausbut too conservative to accept their conclusions. Since Scharlmg recast his main works
over and over again, most of them did not appear
in print until he was advanced in years Consequently they show the marks of age in much the
same way as do Marshall's later works, and in
certain respects they were antiquated at the very
trians

as
typical that as late
undertook a moderate defense of

date of publication;

1900 Scharlmg

it is

the free banking principle. Scharlmg 's chief interests were the theory of value, exchange and

commerce, money and banking and international
trade.

Of

greatest lasting value are perhaps his

contributions to V. Falbe-IIansen's
Statistik (5 vols.,

Danmarks

Copenhagen 1878-87, supple-

ment 1891), a comprehensive description of economic and social conditions in Denmark; notably
in the historical parts of this work Scharling reveals remarkable understanding of the phenomena and institutions of the past. Scharling con-

sidered as his

mam political accomplishment the

purchase by the government in 1880 of

all

the

private railways then existing in the country. As
minister of finance he framed a tax program containing

several

interesting

features,

,

M

,

xix (1911) 92-102, 225-29, Koefoed,
in Institut
,
International de Statistique, Bulletin, vol. xix (1911)

pt n, p 422-24

results

natural that his works should have suftered from
a sort of dualism

,

some of

which were adopted and carried through by later
governments. Although he approved of moderate protection Scharling did not favor the agri-

SCHKCHTER, SOLOMON (1850-1915), Jewand theologian Schechter was born
Rumania of a Chassidic family, from whom he

ish scholar

in

derived the mystic strain which characterized
much of his later thinking. He went in 1875 to
Vienna, where he studied under Isaac Hirsch

Weiss and Meir Fnedmann, and later to Berlin,
where he came in contact with Israel Lewy and
Montz Stemschneider In 1882 he went to England, where he did intensive work in the field of
rabbinic literature; he was appointed reader in
rabbmics at the University of Cambridge in
1890
Schechter's great achievement in the literary
was his discovery in 1896 of a fragment of

field

the original
cus,

Hebrew text of the book Ecclesiastiknown only in Greek translation.

previously

In an abandoned synagogue in Cairo he also
found a treasure house of old Hebrew and Arabic
manuscripts. This discovery has necessitated the
rewriting of

many

a chapter of Jewish history

and has contributed to the enrichment of almost
every branch of Jewish learning.
In I9oz Schechter came to the United States,
where he became president of the reorganized
Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New
York City. He made the seminary a postgraduate
institution, attracted men of renown to its
faculty and built up a large library, so that it
soon became one of the most important institutions of

its

kind in the world. In 1911 he organ-

ized the United Synagogue of America, a union
for promoting traditional Judaism, in which

were gradually included most of the modern
orthodox and conservative congregations of the
country. Schechter's dominant position in contemporary Jewish history must be credited
largely to his

and

work

practises to the

in adjusting Jewish beliefs
contemporary environment.
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He repudiated the allegation that he was creating
a

new

party in Jewry, insisting that his intention

was primarily to consolidate the forces inherent
in traditional Judaism and to make them workable under modern conditions. He was a bitter
foe of the reform movement in Judaism and was
still more antagonistic to the school of the
"higher critics" of the Bible. Despite his efforts,
however, there still exists a distinct cleavage between Schechter's disciples, usually designated
as conservatives, and the great body of orthodox

Jews This cleavage manifests itself not so much
in the form of the liturgy or in the beliefs and
observances as in the outer approach and attiSchechter's idea of Catholic Israel, a
phrase invented by him and widely used, shifts
tude.

collection and organization of
an extraordinary
a considerable influence on
and
exerted
degree
the organization of the vocational and trade
census of 1895 and of the population census of
1900. He was the founder of German criminal
statistics and played a major role in the imperial
commission for labor statistics, which gathered
and analyzed material for the enactment of labor
legislation and for the study of its effects;
these investigations were conducted under von

promoted the

statistics of foreign trade to

Scheel's personal direction. He looked upon
as an essential instrument of ad-

statistics

ministration and only secondarily as an auxiliary
of science. Its aim must be to obtain, by means
of systematic collection and classification of

the basis of Judaism from abstract creeds to the

data, statistical series

concrete practises of the people. The final
arbiter of Jewish thought is the cumulative

basis of objective

conscience of the Jewish people, a theory which
has been carried by some of his modern followers to much greater lengths than he would have

JULIUS H. GREENSTONE
Important works Studies in Judaism, 3 vols

(Phila-

18961924), Some Aspects of Rabbinic
Theology (New York 1909).
Consult- Acller, Cyrus, Solomon Schechter: a Biographical Sketch (Philadelphia 1916); Memorial Exercises in Memory of Solomon Sihechter (New York
1916), Memorial Addresses Delivered on the Occasion of
the Second Anniversary of the Death of Dr. Solomon
delphia

Schechter

art of the administrative statistician, according
von Scheel, lies in achieving this end with the

to

expenditure of labor and
the widest possible popularization of statistical studies and in his Die
smallest

money.

approved.

(New York

SCHEEL, HANS
statistician.

Von

1917)

which will aid the admaking decisions on the
knowledge of conditions. The

ministrative organs in

possible

He advocated

deutsche Volksmrthschaft am Schlusse des 19.
Jahrhunderts (Berlin 1900) provided a model for
such statistical work.

RUDOLF MEERWARTH
Consult:

Statistisches Reichsamt, Vierteljahrshefte zur Statistik des Deutschen Reichs, vol. x
(1901) pt. iv, containing a complete bibliography of

Germany,

his works; Zahn, Fnednch, "Hans von Scheel und
die Reichsstatistik" in Schmollers Jahrbuch, vol. xxvi

(1902) 325-39.

VON

(1839-1901), German
Scheel studied law and eco-

SCHELER, MAX (1874-1928), German philos-

nomics and in 1867 won a docentship at Halle
in economics and statistics with an essay on the
economic principles of the Corpus juris. From
1871 to 1877 he was full professor at the University of Berne. In this period he published
several works on social reform, dealing especially
with the theory of the social problem and of
property and inheritance laws. As a social reformer von Scheel wa<* one of the most outstand-

opher and

ing representatives of that scientific current
in Germany was called socialism of the

logical movement. It was his particular interest
to characterize that large class of emotionalintuitive acts which he believed had essential

which

As an outgrowth of his interest in social
reform he also produced while he was at Berne
financial studies which dealt with inheritance
taxation and progressive taxation. In 1877
von Scheel was called to the German imperial
chair.

statistical

bureau and in 1891 he became

its

director.

In his

statistical

work von Scheel was constatistics; he

ceined primarily w'th economic

sociologist.

With

his teacher Eucken,

Scheler rejected both intellectualistic transcendentalism and naturalistic psychology as inade-

quate to interpret personal activity and its
spiritual content. In the theory of Brentano and
Husserl that certain mental acts intend universal
or essential objects as their correlates he saw a
more promising approach and became thenceforth a leading participator in the

phenomeno-

life as their objective correlates. In his
studies of sympathy, love and hate he aimed not
only to distinguish the main types of these emo-

values of

tions and their respective objects but also to
combat sohpsistic doctrines of experience by
showing that there are vital bases of shared
awareness. Scheler's chief work in ethics criticized Kantian formalism and its resultant ab-

Schechter
conception of the worth of
every rational being. Instead Scheler proclaimed
the worth of personality as a bearer of value
stiact, equalitarian
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Schelling
ticular cultures a shift in control

from blood

to

political and thence to economic groups involves
a shift in preeminence from religious to philosophic and then to technical knowledge. The

syntheses and revived the Catholic-aristocratic
idea of a hierarchy of personal worths according
to the grade of values predominant in the indi-

ultimate grounds of these views were to receive
unified theoretic statement in a "philosophical

vidual synthesis. The principal grades of value
in ascending order Scheler held to be those of

were completed.

anthropology," of which some portions only

HORACE L. FRIESS

sensual gratification (Genuss), organic (vital),
cultural (geistig) and religious (heihg) values.
In his ethics Scheler also attributed person-

groups, such as the nation, and
during the World War he wrote and labored
actively as a German propagandist, but not
ality to certain

without hope for the wider unity of European
His conception of the latter was linked

culture.

with his adopted Catholicism, which became
significantly articulate for a time during and
after the war, when he published a quasiAugustinian characterization of religious consciousness with a transcendent, personal God as
its objective correlate He expressed increasing

antipathy toward bourgeois society, capitalism

and democracy

as inimical to this apprehension
of the highest religious values. He associated

himself with Prince Rohan, Ortega y Gasset and
others who looked to a European and world wide
cultural elite rather than to political dictatorships and mass movements to produce a higher

type of

life.

Scheler's thought on cultural and social quesunderwent further transformation in the

tions

and led to very significant
developments, which unfortunately

last years of his life

intellectual
failed of

completion because of his early death.

His mental horizon expanded beyond Europeanism and Catholicism. He became interested in
the social conditions of higher culture and more
especially in the sociology of knowledge (WisHis ideas in this field involved at

senssoziologie).

Chef works: Die

transzendentale

und die psychologtsche

Methode (Leipsic 1900), Der Formalismus in der Ethik
und die niatertale Wertethik, 2 vols. (Halle 1913-16);
Abhandhmgen und Aujsatze, 2 vols. (Lcipsic 1915;
2nd ed. as Vom Umsturz der Werte, 1919); Vom
Evn^en tm Menschen. Rehgibse Erneuerung (Leipsic
1921), Zur Phanomenologte und Theone der Sympathiegejuhle (Halle 1913, 2nd ed. as Wesen und Formen

Bonn 1923), Schnften zur Sostologie
und WeltanschauungsleJire, 3 vols (Leipsic 1923-24);
Die Wissensformen und die Gesellschaft (Leipsic 1926);
Philosophised Weltanschauung (Bonn 1929), with bibliography p. 140-54, published posthumously; Die
Stellung des Menschen im Kosmos (Darmstadt 1928);
Schnften aus dem Nachlass Max Schelers, vol. i (Berder Sympatkie,

lin

1933-

)

N

in Kant-Studien, vol. xxxui
Hartmann,
(1928) ix-xvi; Grunwald, E Das Problem der Sozio
logie des Wissens (Vienna 1934), especially p. 158-71.

Consult

,

,

SCHELLING, FRIEDRICH WILHELM
JOSEPH (1775-1854), German philosopher.
Schelling was born in

Wurttemberg and studied

at the University of Tubingen, where Hegel and
Holderlm were his schoolmates. From 1798 to

1803 he taught at the University of Jena as
and while there
was intimately associated with the group of roFichte's follower and successor

manticist authors and artists who sought to

Jena and nearby Weimar a

make

German Athens. In

these years Schelling assumed a leading place
in the development of German idealism, especially through his speculative philosophy of or-

ganic nature. Differences within the romantic
among the post-Kantian philosophers
and in religious circles as well as the cantanker-

once a rejection and emendation of Comte's
"law of three stages," of historical materialism

school,

and of anthropological pluralism. Due regard
for the diversity of cultures does not, he claimed,
disprove the unity of human nature and its

ous nature of Schelling himself account for the
much of his voluminous
writing. Particularly his resentment toward
Hegel is generally believed to have been respon-

"Real factors" (e.g. biological,
and economic powers) promote or op-

essential values.

military

pose the actualization of "ideal factors" (imaginative, moral, intellectual, religious values and
structures) but do not determine the character
and content of the latter. The three main forms
of knowledge (religious, philosophical and scior technical) do not succeed each other

entific,

in a universal, historical progression. Each has
own permanent ground in life. But in par-

its

polemical character of

sible for the

abrupt cessation in 1815 of Schel-

ling's publications.

Schelhng's philosophy was essentially roman-

and absolutistic. In his earlier writings he
shows clearly the influence of Fichte, both in
his emphasis on the determinative function of
the "ego" and in his acceptance of the principle
of the identity of subject and object in an absolute essence. Individual spirit and objective
tic
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nature are regarded as aspects of absolute reality
in which both have their being inseparably and
are indeed ultimately identical. In his "philoso-

phy of identity" and in his "transcendental
idealism" Schellmg acknowledges his obligation
to Plotmus and the neo-Platonic tradition of
mysticism as well as to Spinoza. The
increasing mystical characteristics of Schellmg's
thought, in which the influence of Jacob Bohme
intellectual

and German antirational theology is discernible,
were furthered by Schellmg's intimacy with
Franz Baader. In Schelling traditional Protestant mysticism emerged for the first time on the
elevated plane of official philosophy.
In none of his systematic works

developed

social

is

there a

theory or philosophy of politics

and jurisprudence. These subjects engaged his
attention only incidentally. His philosophy of
history exemplified the same principles as were
manifest in his metaphysical writings. As nature
to be conceived in its organic evolution, so

is

historic institutions are to be viewed organically;
as there are definite stages in natural development, so specific stages are to be distinguished

in history. There are the Greek, or pagan, stage,
in which the infinite is in the finite; the Christian

Schellmg (Stuttgart and Augsburg 1856-61); Werke,
Schroter, vols. i-vi (Munich 1927-28),
by
still incomplete; Schnjten zur Gesellsihqftsphilowphie,

M

ed.

by M. Schr6ter (Jena 1926), Aus Schellings
Leben, in Briefen, ed. by G. L. Plitt, 3 vols. (Leipsic
ed.

1869-70).

H

Consult Knittermeyer,
,
Schelling und die romanSchule (Munich 1929), Fischer, K., Schellings
Leben, Werke und Lehre, Geschichte der neueren
Philosophic, Gedachtms-Ausgabe, vol. vn (4th ed.
Heidelberg 1923), Brehier, E , Sihelhng (Pans 1912);
,
Metzger,
Geellschaft, Recht und Staat in der
Ethik des deutschen Jdealismus, ed. by E. Bergmann
tische

W

G

,
(Heidelberg 1917), Stefansky,
deutsche Weltbild (Bonn 1925), Jost,

Schelling: Bibliographic

SCHIFF, JACOB

(Bonn

Das
J.,

hellemsch-

F. W. J. von

1927).

HENRY (1847-1920), Amer-

and philanthropist. The son of a
Jewish merchant of Frankfort, Schiff emigrated
to the United States in 1865 and engaged in the
brokerage business in New York. In 1875 he
was invited to become a member of the international banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb and
Company, and ten years later he became senior
partner; for the next thirty years SchifT was an
ican banker

outstanding figure in the development of American finance capitalism. Because of its connec-

which the finite is stored up in the
infinite; and a third synthetic stage beginning
with romanticism, in which the finite gams new

Germany, Holland and England Kuhn, Loeb and
Company became a leading agency through
which European capital was invested in Amer-

importance although the Christian transcendence is preserved in it. Schelling turned away
from practical and political activity and evalu-

the south. In 1897 Schiff joined his destiny with
E. H. Harriman, and the successful reorganiza-

stage, in

ated history primarily as offering material for a
quasi-mythical revelation of the world of essence. He thus reenforced the traditional Lutheran dualism of freedom in inner devotion

combined with outward obedience to the state.
In his earlier writings religion, history and poli-

submerged in aesthetic intuition; the
work of art, statesmanship of poetic
in
genius. Later a more activistic note appears
the thought that both God and the sovereign
must be persons, because abstractions are inadequate to move the will, whether in religion or in
be called the
politics. Schellmg's thought may
tics are

state is a

philosophy of the Holy Alliance; indeed in 1841
Frederick William iv called Schelling to the
University of Berlin to strengthen the religious
background of the reaction. At Berlin Schelling
still encountered the fierce opposition of the

Hegelians and
of his long
world.

life

felt that the work of the last half
had made little impression on the

JAMES
Works: S&mmtliche Werke, 14

vols.,

ed.

GUTMANN
by K. A.

tions with other Jewish banking houses in

ican railroad enterprises, particularly those of

tion

the

of

made

Union

Pacific

Railroad

which

banking house
for American rails. In the struggle with the HillMorgan interests for control of the Chicago,
Burlington and Qumcy and the Northern Pacific Schiff worked closely with the Rockefeller
dominated National City Bank and became a
followed

his firm the chief

director of that institution.

Kuhn, Loeb and

also helped finance the Illinois CenSouthern Pacific (Harriman lines) and

Company
tral

and

the Erie, Baltimore and Ohio, Chesapeake and
Ohio and Pennsylvania railroads. With the turn
of the century the firm applied itself increasingly
to the financing of American industrial corporations and the notation of foreign government securities in the American money market;

one of

its

signal achievements
for

upwards of $200,000,000
Russo-Japanese War.

was the

raising of

Japan during the

As a result of his large benefactions Schiff became the outstanding leader of Jewish communal activities in the United States. He was
particularly interested in religious

and

cultural

Schiller

Schelling
institutions

and through his

gifts

made

possible

the firm establishment of the Jewish Theological
Seminary, the Hebrew Union College and many

and young people.

lesser institutes for teachers

He also endowed the Jewish

division of the

New

York Public Library and the Semitic Museum
at Harvard; and he helped finance the Jewish
Encyclopaedia and the Jewish Publication Society Schiff was consistently an assimilationist
he refused to have anything to do with Zionism because it was a nationalist movement and
he therefore regarded organi/ed charity among

Jews largely as a device for Americanizing Jewish immigrants and helping them through the
initial stages of adjustment to a new environment.
Louis M. HACKER
Consult- Adler, Cyrus, Jacob
Letters, 2 \ols

(New York

H

which

tion,

violence. Schiller argued that significant social
changes are dependent on the existence of individuals who are pure of heart. The development of such moral character is conditioned
upon education in aesthetics, for art serves as a
link between natural brute force and ethical
human freedom. In the last sections of this essay
he modified the Kantian ethical approach and
held the aesthetic category to be an end instead

of only a means Schiller now envisaged as the
ultimate goal "the aesthetic state" wherein the

and

individual pursues the path of righteousness by
virtue of his inherent goodness Beauty, defined
as "freedom incarnate," resolves all meta-

CHRISTOPH

ethical and social antinomies, and
man's highest activity. Schiller's conviction that aesthetic harmony as the end is

Schtff His Life

1928).

physical,

JOHANN

FRIEDRICH (1759-1805), German poet, dramatist,

and

historian

Schiller

came

writer

on

aesthetics.

of a lower middle class family in

Wurttemberg, and

at

tacked, notably in his Briefe uber die dsthetische
Erziehung des Menschen (1795), because of its

"play"

SCHILLER,

569
toward the French Revolufirst he welcomed but later at-

Schiller's attitude

his entire life

was marked by

a struggle against economic hardship and the
threat of tuberculosis His early storm and stress

dramas, such as Die Raiiber (1781), Die Verschworung des Fiesco zu Genua (1783) and Ka-

und Licbe (1784), assailed in the spirit of
Rousseau the suppression of individual liberty
and prejudice among social castes. In Schiller's
classical period, when he wrote Don Carlos
bale

(1787), this revolutionary insistence upon political freedom became tempered into a demand

is

upon its being also the means (freedom
through freedom) lent support to German and
English romanticism and, translated into ethics,
helped later to influence Dostoevsky. This
ethico-aesthetic emphasis was widely received
especially during the period after 1848, when
posited

the Schiller cult was at

its

height.

Schiller's appeal to art as a solvent for social
ills and his view of it as both a means and an

end can best be understood
feudal

Germany

of his

in relation to the

The German

time.

then weak and disorganized, demanded liberation of the bpint. In Schiller the

middle

ideal

class,

end was saved by being stored away

in a

freedom or freedom of thought.
works, which reflect most clearly

Platonic realm. Although Schiller was aristocratic in his personal reactions and although his

the influence of Rousseau, reveal a similar
championship of spiritual liberty. In his Ge~

protracted illness as well as his continued dependence on dukes and state officials had a bear-

schichte des Abfalls der vereimgten Ntcdcrlande
von der spanischen Regierung (1788) he took sides

quietism,

for a purely ideal

His historical

with the Dutch in their revolt against religious
oppression, and in his Geschichte des dretssigjahngen Kneges (1793) he hailed Gustavus
Adolphus and Protestantism as the defenders of
religious and "German" liberty. Schiller brought
to

his

warmth

of

historical

interpretation
of human sympathy

events

which was

a

in de-

cided contrast to the cold analyses of the humanists or the pragmatic utilization of history

by the men of the Enlightenment.
Schiller's classical period reflects the quietistic

influences of his friendship with Korner, Hellenic art, Goethe's calm reserve and the philos-

ophy of Kant. These

forces helped to shape

ing on his later social philosophy of aesthetic
it is nevertheless true that he waged a

determined struggle against social and spiritual
He remained
an internationalist throughout, and if it cannot
oppression and against slavishness.

be

said

that

his

Wilhelm

social

thoroughgoing

Tell

change,

(1804) urges
it
exhales

still

something of the free air for which Schiller's
gasped in vain during his century.

class

HARRY SLOCHOWER
Works- Sfitnmtliche Werke, ed. by Karl Goedeke, 15
vols (new ed Leipsic 1885), Werke, ed by L. Beller-

mann, 15 vols (and ed. Leipsic 1922); Works,
N. H Dole, 5 vols. (Boston 1902).
Consult Minor, J

Kuhnemann, E

,

,

2

tr.

by

vols. (Berlin 1889-90);

Schiller,
Schiller (7th ed.

Munich

1927);
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Fritz, Schiller (Berlin 1928), Berger, K.,
Schiller, 2 vols. (Munich 1924), Thomas, Calvin, Life
and Works of Frtednch Schiller (New York 1901),

Strich,

government as professor
Hochschule of Dresden.

HEINRICH

Mehring, Franz, Zur Literaturgcschu lite von Caldcron
Heine, his Gesammelte Schnften, vol i (Berlin
Getst der Goethezeit, 2 vols. (Leipsic
1929); Korff,

bis

H

1

,

Form (Beihn
ah Histonker und Philo-

923-30); Cassirer, Ernst, Freiheit und

1917);

Uberweg, F

,

Schiller

soph (Leipsic 1884), Marcuse,
Bibhographie (Berlin 1925).

SCHIPPEL,

MAX

Herbert,

(1859-1928),

Schiller-

German

himself to journalism and in 1886 became a
member of the editorial staff of the Berliner
Volksblatt and the following year editor of the

He was also a regular
contributor to Karl Kautsky's review, the Neue
Zeit, writing on agrarian problems, the economic
Berliner Volks-Tnbune

CUNOW

Works- Die Wahrungs-Frage und die Sozialdemokratie
(Berlm 1896), Grundzuge der Handehpohttk (Berlin
1902, 2nd ed 1902), Sozial-demokratisches ReichstagsIlandbuch ein Fuhrer durch die Zeit- und Streitfragen
der Reichsgesetzgebung (Berlin 1902), Zuckerproduktion
und Zuckerpramien (Stuttgart 1903), Amerika und die
Handelsvertragspolitik (Berlin 1906).

so-

and

publicist. Schippel studied political
science at Leipsic, Berlin and Basel. He devoted
cialist

the Technische

in

.

SCHIRMACHER, KATHE (1865-1930), German

feminist.

As

a

young woman Kathe Schir-

macher, whose interests were at

first

academic,

went to Pans to study. There in 1887 she passed
the state examination for teachers of French and

German. After a year of teaching

in

England

she returned to her native city of Danzig, where
she gave instruction in the Realkurse for women.
In 1893 she had attended as a member of the
German delegation the World's Congress of

of the peasants and agricultural
workers, problems of colonization and protective tariffs as well as on currency problems in

Representative

different countries.

on the occasion of the Columbian exposition.

Originally a disciple of Rodbertus, Schippel
early came under the influence of revolutionary

The delegation returned home with plans for a
German federation of women's associations,
which was duly formed as the Bund Deutscher
Frauenvereine (1894-1933). When the German

conditions

Marxism. He was particularly impressed with
Marx' prognosis of the catastrophic collapse of
capitalism and at first adopted a skeptical attitude toward those socialists who looked to
parliamentary activity as a means of bringing
about socialism in a peaceful manner. Continued
study of the political and economic processes,
however, led him to discard some of his early
views; he rejected the socialist thesis of the disappearance of the peasantry and of increasing
misery of the proletariat and saw in the trade
union movement a powerful factor making for a
higher standard of living for the working classes.

In 1890 Schippel was elected to the German
Reichstag from the city of Chemnitz. He continued as deputy until 1905 but his frequent dis,

regard of the resolutions of the Social Democratic Reichstag faction prevented him from ob-

commensurate with his abilities. His divergent position on a number of
issues aroused the indignation and sharp criticism of the socialist press on numerous occasions. When in 1904 he continued to advocate in
the press and in public meetings tariff duties on
foodstuffs, he was sharply reprimanded at the
Social Democratic party congress held in Bretaining a position

men

in that year.

from active

As

a result Schippel retired
and accepted a position

political life

as secretary of the division

on

social policy of the

Women held in

1893 in Chicago

woman's

suffrage association effected its organization in 1902, Kathe Schirmacher was one of
the charter members.

The woman's movement was only one of her
many interests. She wrote, apparently with equal
readiness,

omy.

on

literature, politics

Among

all

and

social econ-

the older feminists she un-

doubtedly had the broadest horizon. Her travels
took her as far east as Egypt. For almost twenty
years she resided in France, and she wrote much
of her work in French. She traveled and lec-

tured also in the United States. But the World

War seriously

affected her international outlook

and concentrated her attention on domestic politics. As an East Prussian she was naturally
conservative, her liberalism being rather a mather native tendency reter of education.
asserted itself. Her writings after 1914, among

Now

them one advocating the conscription of women
in national crises, show a marked turn toward
nationalism. As a member of the constitutional

assembly

at

Weimar

in 1918-19 she

had her

share in reconstructing Germany; but, unlike
most of the forty-one women elected to that

body, she with the two other

women

tives of the Nationalist party

representa-

found herself

in

opposition to the trend of the times.

trade unions. After the close of the

HUGH WILEY PUCKETT

World War he was appointed by the Saxon

Important works: Halb (Leipsic 1893); Ziiricher Stu-

German

Schiller

Schlegel

dentinnen (Leipsic 1896); "Herrenmoral und Frauenhalbheit" in Der Extstenzkampf der Fran, ed by G.
Dahms (Berlin 1896) p. 293-334., Thfvphile de Viau
(Leipsic i^j),LefemtmsmeauxEtats-Ums, en France,
dans la Grande-Bretagne, en Suede et en Russte (Pans

powering effect of Goethe's Wilhelm Master, the
mysticism of the Orient, the political conservatism of Burke and the French traditionalists and

1898), Voltaire; eine Biographie (Leipsic 1898), Die
moderne Frauenbewegung (Leipsic 1905, 2nd ed 1909),
tr. by C. C. Eckhardt as The Modern Woman's Rights
Movement (New York 1912); "Les travailleurs du bois
de Dan/ig" in
Socidle, Memoires et Documents,

currents combined to fashion the richness of

Muse

no 2 (Pans 1905); "Der junge Voltaire und der junge
Goethe" in Aus romamschen Spi achen und Literaturen.
Festschrift Heinnch Morf (Halle 1905) p. 357-84;
Deutschland und Frankreich sett 35 Jahren (Berlin
1906); Das Ratsel- Weib (Weimar 1911), Die Suffragettes (Weimar 1912), Frauendienstpflicht, Deutsche
Kriegsschriften, no 29 (Bonn 1918), Flammen Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben (Leipsic 1921), Die Geknechteten (Berlin 1922), Unsere Ostmark (Hanover
1923), Grenzmarkgeist (Langensalza 1925), Was verdankt die deutsche Frau der deutschen Frauenbewegung?

all

these

Schlegel's personality as well as its contradicother writer represents so character-

No

tions.

istically

man

the wide and divergent strains of GerFrom the unbridled indi-

romanticism.

vidualism and worship of pure aesthetic enjoyment of his Lucinde (1799) Schlegel came to feel
in his later years the need for a strong ethical
feeling of social attachment; an ardent republi-

can democrat and enthusiastic admirer of the
French Revolution in his youth, he later became
an agent of Metternich in his fight against Napoleon and a leading exponent of political reacfrom a cosmopolitan and citizen of the
woild he became a passionate German patriot
tion;

(Querfurt 1927).

SCHLEGEL, KARL WILHELM

the feminine influence of Caroline

FRIE-

DRICHVON(i772-i829)andAUGUSTWILHELM VON (1767-1845), German men of
The Schlegel brothers are the two most
famous figures in the German romantic movement. They not only formulated more thoroughly and systematically the ideas of the roletters.

hoping for the restoration of the glories of the
mediaeval German empire; and from the antireligious and atheistic unrest of his youth he
sought solace and peace in the bosom of the uni-

mantic school but served more actively to propa-

versal Catholic church. At the basis of all these
apparent contradictions and transformations was
a yearning for some objective force, some all embracing principle which should bring calm and

gate these ideas throughout Germany and the
rest of Europe. They were born in Hanover, the

unity to his turbulent spirit This Schlegel found
in a strong Catholic traditionalism which looked

sons of a Lutheran pastor August Wilhelm
studied at the University of Gottingen, served as
a tutor at the home of a merchant in Amsterdam,

back to the Middle Ages for an ideal social order.
later writings he advocated a corporate
organic and authoritarian state based upon

taught at the University of Jena, was in the servde Stael, acted as secretary to the

Christian principles and dominated by a strong
hereditary landowning aristocracy. He attacked

crown prince of Sweden during the last years of
the Napoleonic wars and from 1818 until his
death was professor at the University of Bonn.
Friednch studied law at Gottingen and Leipsic
but in 1797 went to Berlin, where he entered the
circle of Schleiermacher, Tieck and Dorothea
Veit. He traveled and lectured widely, engaged
in many journalistic ventures, of which the
Athendum (1798-1800) and the Deutsches Museum (1812-13) were the most important, and
was active in the employ of the Austrian government.

the principle of equality and the onset of capitalism and urged a regeneration of agriculture with

ice of Madame

No

writer reveals so typically as Friedrich

Schlegel the manifold influences which went
into the composition of the German romantic

movement. The classical tradition of Greece and
Rome, the historicism of Herder and the Sturm
und Drang, the emotional primitivism of Rousseau, the literary currents of Shakespeare, Ossian and the English tradition, the philosophic
and ethical ideas of Kant and Fichte, the over-

In his

reaching state soualism and supervision
of the economic organization of the country.
far

His theoretical works on language were important for the elaboration of the theory of the con-

nection between language and racial ancestry,
his researches into the languages and litera-

and

ture of the East stimulated the development of

the science of oriental studies.

August Wilhelm Schlegel outlived his brother,
but his influence was not as far reaching. His activities were restricted largely to the cultural
field. His translations into German of the great
literary masterpieces of other nations broke

down the narrow provincialism of German culmade Shakespeare one of the powerful

ture and

forces in nineteenth century Germany. August
Schlegel in turn stimulated interest in the old

Germanic literature and traditions, and his lecon German literature spread the knowl-

tures
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edge of Germany throughout Europe. The history of his Vorlesungen uber dramatische Kunst
und Literatur (2 pts. Heidelberg 1809-11, 2nd
ed. 3 pts 1817; critical ed by G V. Amoretti, 2
tr. by John Black, i vol.,
which was translated into most
European languages, is, in the words of Fritz
Stnch, the history of European romanticism.
KOPPEL S. PINSON

Leipsic 1923,

vols.,

London

1815),

Works Schlegel, Friedrich, Sammthche Werke, 10
vols (Vienna 1822-25, new ed by E von Feuchters,leben, 15 vols 1846), jfugendsihrtften, ed by J Minor,
,

The
1882) English translations
Philosophy of Life and Philosophy of Language, tr by
A J.
Morrison (London 1847), Lectures on the
2

vols.

(Vienna

W

Am

lent and Modern, tr by J G.
History of Literature,
Lockhart, 2 vols (Edinburgh 1818), The Aesthetic and
Miscellaneous Works, tr by
Bohn (London

H G

1859) Schlegel, August Wilhclm, Sammthche Werke,
ed. by E Booking, 12 vols. (Leipsic 1846-47).

Haym, R

Consult

,

elements. Just as he rejected every abstract,
normative and formalistic construction in ethics

on the ground that it passes over the individual
and neglects the actual dynamic force of moral
behavior, so he also repudiated any sort of
"metaphysical politics," in the sense employed
Fichte, which undertook to regu-

by Plato and
late

all

,

,

,

i

,

deutschen Ideahsmus (Heidelberg 191?) P 251-59,
Korner, J , "Das Problem Friedrich Schlegel" in

Germamsch-romanische Monatsschnft, vol x\i (1928)
O , August Wilhelm Schlegel (Stutt-

274-97; Brandt,
gart 1919)-

SCHLEIERMACHER, FRIEDRICH ERNST
DANIEL (1768-1834), German philosopher.
He was

a

pupil at the Moravian schools of Niesky and
Barby and studied theology and philosophy at
the University of Halle. In 1796 he went as
preacher to Berlin, where he came into contact
with the leading figures of the romantic movement. In 1804 he went to Halle but returned to
Berlin in 1807 to occupy the pulpit at the Dreifaltigkeitskirche and a professorship at the University of Berlin. During the period of
poleonic rule and the War of Liberation he

Nawas

extremely active in arousing and maintaining
Prussian patriotic enthusiasm.
Schleiermacher sought to establish the science
of the state on an empirical basis. By this he
understood, however, not a mere generalizing
of empirical facts but rather a consideration of
the historically developed

human

their explanation in terms of the

societies

categorical

im-

philosophy is oriented around the problem of the individual. His great advance over the
political

abstract idealism of Fichte

is

the recognition of

most important criterion of
spiritual and intellectual life.

individuality as the

evaluation of

He

at the

all

same time recognized, however,

that

the problem of individuality also involves the
social factor as us. complement and that the
principle of life

and

fundamental

psychic functions of human consciousness. He
thus aimed to unite empirical with speculative

community represent a polar
which is indissoluble. Com-

munity without individuality is reduced to a
mere schema, just as individuality without social
communication bears the stamp of an unmoral
character. In this

,

Schleiermacher was born in Breslau.

by

individual and the

Die romantische ScJmle (sth ed

by Oskar Walzel, Beilm 1928) bk. n, Endcis, C Fnednch Schlegel (Leipsic 1913), Volpers, R Friedrich
Schlegel als pohtiscker Denker und dcutscher Patriot
(Berlin 1916); Memecke, F., Weltburgertum und
Natwnahtaat (7th ed Munich 1928) bk i, chs iv-\,
Hayes, C J. H The Historical Evolution of Modern
Nationalism (New York 1931) p 101-09; Finke, II
Br 1918), MetzUber Fnednch Schlegel (Freiburg
Gesellschaft, Recht und Staat in der Ethik des
ger,

W

activity

political

peratives.
Like his general philosophy Schleiermacher's

viduality
principle

way the principle of indibecame for Schleiermacher a social
which permeates all forms of society as

a sort of "greater individuality."

His

political

philosophy therefore involved the concepts of
organism and personality. The basis of the state
is the "common
peculiarities" of all active individuals and their combination into a higher
unity characterized by national customs, national education and national character. The
state, like the individual, possesses an inner and
outer nature Its inner character is expressed in

the relatively permanent national peculiarities
manifested in its process of development. Its
outer physiognomy is revealed in the community
of language and the relation to a territory.
Schleiermacher's educational theories were

most profoundly determined by the activism
which dominated his entire philosophic system.

The

essential character of spirit is conditioned

by two functions, reception and creative activities (receptivity and spontaneity). The soul is
active also in the receptive process. Individual
is determined by the various relations

character

between the two functions. If the development
is identical with the unfolding
of his self-activity, this activity is moral only
when it results in interconnection and reciprocal
influences with society. The object of education
of the individual

is

therefore to bring individuality to its highest
at the same time to regulate

development and

the relations of the individual to the whole

Schlettwein

Schlegel
community by the stimulation of

his social

instinct.

RUDOLF ODEBRECHT
Works. Sammthche Werke, 30 vols. (Berlin 1835-64);
Werke, ed. by Otto Braun and D. J Bauer, 4 vols.
(Leipsic 1910-13), Monologen (Berlin 1800, new ed.
by F. M. Schiele, Leipsic 1914), tr with introduction
by H. L. Fness as Soliloquies (Chicago 1926), Der
chnsthche Glaube, z vols (Berlin 1821-22), tr by

H. Mackintosh and

W

J.

Stewart (Edinburgh 1928)

Consult. Dilthey,
Leben Schleiermachers (new ed.
H Mulert, Berlin 1922), Mulert, H., Schleiermacher (Tubingen 1918), Gundolf, F., Romanttker
Die Staatsphtlosophie
(Berlin 1930), Holbtem, G
,

by
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of tne workers in the
industry

whose wage scales

and hour standards were well ahead of those in
most organized industries. When subsequently
these gains were threatened by the depression
and by the internal strife between Communist
and non-Communist elements, Schlesinger's al-

ways uncertain health began

to fail

and he

re-

signed his office in 1923. He returned as vice
president in 1928 and the following year, upon
the resignation of Morris Sigman, assumed the
presidency, which he held until his death.
ELSIE GLUCK

,

Schleiermachers, Bonner staatswissenschaftliche Untersuchunpen, vol vin (Bonn 1923), Musebeck, E.,
Schleiermacher in der Gesctnchte der Staatsulee und des

Nationalbewusstsetns (Berlin 1927), Strobel, Anton,
DiePadagogik Sthleiermathers und Rousseau* (Munich

and others, Schleierniacher, der
1928), Natorp, P
Philosoph des Glaubens (Berlin 1910), Pmson, K. S
Pietism as a Factor in the Ru,e of German Nationalism

Consult Lorwin, L. L. (Lewis Levine), The Women's

Garment Workers (New Yoik 1924), Forward,

(New York

SCHLESINGER, BENJAMIN

(1876-1932),

American Jewish labor leader. The son of a
Russian Jewish rabbi, Schlesmger came to the
United States in 1891 and entered a cloak factory
in Chicago. He immediately became active as an
organizer, served as treasurer (1892-93) of the
short lived national union of cloak makers and in

1900 helped to found the International Ladies'
Garment Workers' Union. He became president
of the union in 1903 but was defeated the following year by the antisociahst native born groups
representing the skilled crafts When he regained

m

German physiocrat.

known to have subscribed

1914, the

now predominant

Schlettwein

is

to cameralist views in

his early career; later, however,

1934).

the presidency

(1731-1802),

AUGUST

JOHANN

SCHLETTWEIN,

,

,

vol.

xxxvi (1932)

he came under

the influence of the physiocrats and in time became the leading exponent of physiocracy

m

Germany While adopting the economic theories
of Qucsnay, like all German physiocrats he went
beyond the original French physiocratic principles in bringing into sharper relief the moralphilosophical basis of the doctrine Influenced
especially

by the

philosophers with
altruistic

instinct

Scotch moral
emphasis upon the
of men and professing the
\ie\\s of the

their

theory of the perfectibility of mankind as expounded by the philosophers of the German Enlightenment, Schlettwein saw in the physiocratic principles of natural rights, laissez faire

means

element had built up a militant organization as a result of a series of remarkable strikes
against the sweat shop. His dramatic tempera-

achieving universal happiness for mankind the
supreme goal of all individual and social effort.

ment and his experience as manager (1907-12)
of the Jewish Socialist daily, the Forward, provided him with a keen sense of the issues which

power of reason and developed a theory of
"rational" conduct according to which man has

would appeal not only to the union membership
but to the liberal public Schlesinger, who had

a right not only to strive for the minimum of
existence to which he can lay claim by virtue of

always stressed the need for the education of
trade unionists, took over for the international

his "natural rights" but also to reach out for as
large a share of worldly goods and opportunities

Socialist

union the pioneer experiments in labor education and recreation inaugurated by the dressmakers, encouraged the founding of a Union
Health Centre and headed a Needle Trades Alliance, including unions outside the American
Federation of Labor Under his leadership the
union played an important role in the Socialist
movement and was the outstanding representative in the A. F. of L. of the "new unionism." In
the years of wartime prosperity the union membership included an amazingly high proportion

and

cosmopolitanism

In the

spirit of

German

the

surest

of

rationalism he believed

in the

as

he can possibly

utilize,

provided he con-

tributes thereby to the general elevation of mankind. For this task of raising mankind to higher
levels of civilization Schlettwein wished not only
to

mobilize educational and cultural institu-

tions,

such as schools and churches, but to trans-

form the whole

Polizetwissenschaft, a discipline
political science in modern

corresponding to

times, into a preceptorial system to teach the
"science of happiness." He believed, however,
that any effective application of such educational
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must be preceded by the introduction of
political and economic reforms along physioeffort

Production, although

ill

health prevented

him

the removal of

from completing the census. Among valuable
reports which he prepared for the Board of
Trade that on conditions of immigration into the
United States, which he had visited in 1893, de-

provide the material basis for individual and

serves special mention; other official reports
dealt with profit sharing, collective bargaining

cratic principles, especially

through the estab-

lishment of freedom of enterprise and through
all trade barriers, which alone
would increase the supply of goods and thus
social progress.

Schlettwein's

tempt

name

is

linked with the sole at-

at carrying out the physiocratic prin-

Acting on behalf of Margrave Friedrich
of Baden he endeavored to introduce the single
tax in several villages in order to improve their
ciples.

economic status and stem the process of depopulation. The net income was calculated by
the arbitrary deduction of operating costs and
interest charges from gross income. The experiment failed because it was found impossible
to calculate net income, a concept having meaning only in a mature money economy, under the
feudal conditions which still prevailed in that
area.

LOUISE SOMMER

A

and copartnership. Schloss also wrote Insurance against Unemployment (London 1909)
when national legislation on this subject was
imminent. His interest in the problem of unhis appointment as one of the
British commissioners to the International Congress on Unemployment held at Paris in 1910.

employment led to

J.
Consult', Flux,

H. RICHARDSON

A. W., in Economic Journal , vol. xxii

(1912) 636-38.

SCHLOSSER, FRIEDRICH CHRISTOPH
(1776-1861),

German

historian. Schlosser stud-

ied theology at the University of Gottingen and
was a candidate for the ministry. His universality
of interests and his striving for encyclopaedic

knowledge led him, however, to devote himself
was appointed to the chair
of history at the Frankfort Lyceum and in 1817
he became professor of history at the University

Schlettwein der deutsche Hauptphysiokrai (Leipsic 1909), and "Schlettwein und die
physiokratische Versuche in Baden" in Zeitschnft fur

to history. In 1812 he

n s., vol. xxiv (1909)
Sivers, F von, "Johann Georg Schlosser und
Schlettwein" in Jahrbucher fur Nationalokonamie und
Statistik, vol. xxiv (1875) 1-15; Roscher, Wilhelm,
Geschichte der Nationalokonomk in Deutschland

of Heidelberg.
Schlosser was a product of the

Consult: Krebs,

,

die Geschichte des Oberrheins,

60127,

(Munich 1874)

p. 488-92.

SCHLOSS, DAVID FREDERICK

(1850-

and government ofManchester Grammar School

1912), English economist

Educated at
and Corpus Christi College, Oxford, Schloss
was called to the bar in 1875. He took an active
part in efforts to improve social and industrial

ficial.

conditions of the poor in London, particularly
the Jews. As a consequence of his study

among

of sweated labor he supported and promoted
trade unionism with the object of increasing the
bargaining power of the workers, especially
women, in sweated trades, and in 1881 he be-

came

him

history, he exhibited a
didactic and moralistic tendency.

versal

it

characteristic

He considered

the task of the historian to act as a judge of the

events and personalities of history and to elevate
his readers to a more noble conception of life

through ideal models from history. Schlosser
was a decided opponent of the newer critical
tendencies in historical writing developed by
Niebuhr and Ranke. He attacked the premise of
a science of history free from preconceptions
and declared that every reader as well as every

interest in raising standards of living

author brings to the consideration of historical

make a

London

methods of
remuneration, and he is best known for his work
in this field, notably for his book on Methods of
to

and Rousseau. In all his numerous historical
works, which covered the wide range of uni-

Tailoresses*

treasurer of the East

Union. His
led

German En-

lightenment. His historical writing was greatly
influenced by his study of Voltaire and his
general thought by the moral philosophy of Kant

detailed study of

Industrial Remuneration

(London 1892, 3rd rev.
ed. 1898). From 1893 onward he took an active
part in the work of the newly formed Labour
Department of the Board of Trade, of which he
was appointed a permanent investigator in 1899;
in 1907 he became director of the first Census of

problems his own philosophic and

political ideas

and systems.

One

of the last

German

universal historians,

Schlosser was favorably disposed to the cosmopolitan, liberal and democratic currents of his
time.

He

did not restrict himself merely to the

history of wars and princes but devoted some
attention also to the lower classes. His work is
significant

moreover as one of the

first

attempts.

Schlettwein
to correlate literary currents with
general political and social history. These characteristics

had more far reaching influence than the pedantic and moral stringency which made his work so
attractive"

the

to

German

bourgeoisie.

He

founded no historical school, however, and of
his famous pupils only Gervinus
may be said to
have carried on some of Schlosser's traditions.
HEDWIG HINTZE
Works: Abalard und Dulcin (Gotha 1807); Leben des
Theodor de Beza und des Peter Martyr Vermili (I leidelberg 1 809); Geschichte der btldersturmenden Kaiser des
ostromischen Reichs (Frankfort 1812), Weltgeschichte
zusammenhdngender Erzahluug, 7 vols (Heidelberg

in

1815-41), Umversalhistonsche Uberstcht der Geschichte
der alten Welt und threr Kultur, 9 vols. (Frankfort
1826-34); Geschichte des iSten Jahrhunderts und des
iQten bis zum Sturze des Jranzostschen Kaiserretchs,

Schldzer
pan-Slavist
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movement.

He was

perhaps the

first

emphasize the demand for a universal history;
advancing beyond the traditional method whereto

by history was regarded as a succession of kings
and rulers, he insisted on the treatment of cultural factors and their interrelations in historical
development As a statistician he was essentially
a follower of Achenwall, but he progressed be-

yond his master by pointing out the possibilities
and importance of gathering statistics of the
past and by placing greater stress upon statistical data pertaining to economic and social welfare.

and

He

defined history as statistics in motion;

statistics as history at a

standstill.

As an

economist he leaned heavily on mercantilist
doctrines, although he did not subscribe to the

emphasis upon large populations.

He

rejected

(Heidelberg 1836-49, 5th ed. 1864-66), tr. by
vols (London 1843-52), Zur Beurteilung Napoleons (Frankfort 1835), Dante (Leipbic
1855), Weltgeschichte fur das deutsche Volk, 18 vols.
(Frankfort 1844-56, sth ed by
Jager and F Wolff,

the theory of divine rights of kings but favored
monarchy; the state he regarded as a man made

20 vols

meist statistischen In/ialts (Gottingen 1775), of
the Briefwechsel meist historischen und pohtischen

9

vols.

D. Davidson, 8

O

,

Stuttgart 1901-04).

G G

Fnedrtch Christoph SchlosWeber, Georg, Fnednch Christoph
Schlosser, der Histonker (Leipsic 1876); Erdmannsdorffer, B., F. Chr. Schlosser Gedachtmsrede (HeidelDie Geschichtswissenberg 1876); Lorenz, Ottokar,
Consult- Gervinus,

,

ser (Leipsic 1861),

m

schaft, 2 vols. (Berlin 188691) vol i, p. 1-89, Marcks,
E., in Heidelberger Professoren, 2 vols. (Heidelberg

1903) vol.

i,

p.

28794.

SCHLOZER, AUGUST LUDWIG VON
(1735-1809), German historian, statistician and
publicist. Schlozer studied theology at the Uniof Wittenberg In 1755 he went to
Stockholm and later to Uppsala; while in Sweden he worked as a tutor, wrote on Swedish
history and began his journalistic career as the
versity

correspondent of the Postreuter in Altona. After
a brief period of studies at the University of
Gottingen he went to Russia in 1761; here he
became attached to the Russian Academy of Sciences and was appointed professor of Russian
history. In 1769 he was named professor at the
University of Gottingen, teaching history and
later, as Achenwall's successor, statistics, juris-

prudence, politics and journalism. Except for
several prolonged leaves of absence for purposes
of travel he remained in Gottingen until his
death.

Schlozer

institution designed to promote universal welfare. Finally, as publisher of the Brtefwechsel

Inhalts (10 vols

freedom of the press Indeed

one of the most

interesting per-

sources laid the foundations for Russian histori-

achievement.

KURT ZlELENZIGER
Important works Farfok til en allmann histona am
handel och sjofart (Stockholm 1758), tr into German
Gadebusch (Rostock 1761), Neuverandertes
by T.
Russland, 2 vols (Riga 1767-68, new ed 1771-72),
Ihstonsihe U ntersuchungen uber Russlands Reichsgrundgesetze (Gotha 1776), Entwurf zu etnem Rctse-

H

Collegw ncbst etner Anzeige des Zeitungs-Collegii (Gottingen 1777); Statsgelartheit nach ihren Haupttheilen
(Gottmgen 1793), Kntn>che Sammlungen zur Geschichte der Deutschen in Stebenburgen, 3 pts. (Got-

tingen 1795-97), Kntisch-histonsche Ntben&tundtn der

Ongines osntanicae (Gottingen 1797), Theone der
Statistik (Gottingen 1804), Schlozer also translated
and edited the "Chronicle of Nestor" as Russtsche
Annalen, 5 vols. (Gottmgen 1802-09).
Consult August Ludwig von Schldxers offenthches und
by C von Schlbzer, 2 vols. (Leipsic
1 828), Zermelo, Theodor, August Ludutg von Schldser,
em Publisist im alten Retch (Berlin 1875); WescnDie Begrundung der neueren deutschen Gcdonck,
Prtvatleben, ed

,

und Schldser (Leipsic
"Von und uber Schldzer" in
1876), Frensdorff, F
K. Gesellschait der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen

schichtsschreibung durch Gatterer
,

Abhandlungen, Philologisch-histonsche Klasse, n s
vol. xi ( 1 908-09) no. i\ John, V , Geschic hteder Statistik,
pt. i (Stuttgart 1884) p 98-114; Mohl, Robert von,
Die Geschichte und Literatur der Staatsu>issenschaftent
,

;

ography, and

emphasis on the

cultural unity
of Slavs exerted considerable influence on the
his

his contribution

to the formation of public opinion in Germany
may be considered his most important single

H

is

sonalities of the period of the Enlightenment.
His researches in early Russian history and its

Gottingen 1776-82) and of

,

Staats-Anzeigen (18 vols., Gottingen 1782-93),
Schlozer was one of the pioneers of German
journalism and an outstanding champion of the
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(Erlangen 1855-58) vol 11, p. 439-59, Ikonnikov, V. S., A, L. Schloezer, istonko-biograficheski
ocherk (Histonco-biographical sketch of SchlOzer)
3 vols.

nnnen der deutschen Frauenhewegung (sth ed. Leipsic
1907) p. 27-35, Schrmdt-Gossrau, Martha, Auguste
Schmidt (Leipsic 1933).

(Kiev 1911).

SCHMIDT, JOHANN KASPAR.
SCHMIDT, AUGUSTE (1833-1902), German
feminist. After an educational preparation which
was thorough for a girl of her time Auguste

Schmidt became a teacher,

for a time in her

native Breslau, then in Leipsic. In the latter city

she attained distinction as director of a girls'
school. Here she joined with Luise Otto-Peters
in founding in 1865 the Allgemeiner Deutscher

Frauenverem, the

first

feminist organization in

Germany These two

NER,

See STIR-

MAX.

SCHMOLLER, GUSTAV VON

(1838-1917),
leader of
the "younger" historical school As professor of
the newly
political science in Halle from 1864,

German economist Schmoller was the

m

established University of Strasbourg from 1872
and in the University of Berlin from 1882 he was

the preceptor and prototype of many generations
of students and administrative officials. He or-

pioneers also initiated in
1866 the publication of Neue Bahnen, for many
years the leading journal of feminism. In 1890

ganized scientific studies, such as the volumes of
the Verein fur Sozialpohtik and Stoats- und

Auguste Schmidt was again cofounder, this time
with Helene Lange, of a very effective organization, the Allgemeiner Deutscher Lehrerinnen-

Jahrbuch fur

vercm.

edited the

sozialwissenschaftliche Forschungen,

Gesetzgebung, Venvaltung und
Volkswirtschaft im Deutschen Reich in 1880 and
supervised the publication of the Acta borusstca

German

and the Forschungen zur brandenburgischen und

feminists to use the rostrum to further the

Preussischen Geschichte.
Originally a student of the English school of
classical economics and of the older German his-

Auguste Schmidt was the

first

of the

woman's movement. During the early years
public meetings were the chief means of
feminist propaganda, her oratorical talent was
much in demand. Because of her ability as a
speaker she became for the time the key figure
of feminism, maintaining for more than a gen-

when

eration her position as the outstanding platform
representative of the movement.

Like the other

German

feminists of her gen-

eration, Auguste Schmidt did not agitate for the
vote. Her interest in politics went only so far

hope of effecting, by persuasion and petition, legislation directed toward a better social
status for women. With Luise Otto-Peters she
as the

held that woman's position in society could be
improved only if she became economically independent, and together they set up and defended
the principle that women of the middle class be
given work. Perceiving that better education was
a prerequisite, they strove to secure proper secondary schooling for women so that they might
qualify for professional training. It was in fact
her as a teacher to

this aspect that first attracted

feminism and led her eventually to join forces
with that valiant educator Helene Lange.

HUGH WILEY PUCKETT
Important works: Aus schwerer Zeit. Erzahlungen fiir
Jung und Alt (Leipsic 1895, and ed. 1902); Louise Otto
Peters (in collaboration with Hugo R6"sch, Leipsic
1898); Veilchen. Novellenstrauss (Leipsic 1868).
Consult. Lange, Helene, in Frau, vol. ix (1901-02)

577-82; Fnednchs, Max, Auguste Schmidt ah Frauenrechtlenn (Berlin 1904), Plothow, Anna, Die Begrunde-

torical school, particularly of

Roscher, Schmoller

early sought to cultivate the inductive method
of the accumulation of historical and descriptive
factual material and to develop the science of
economics into a social science by bringing it
into close interrelation with psychology, ethics,
history, political science

and sociology. Under

the influence of the idealistic

German

philoso-

phy, the "ethical pathos" of Fichte and Schiller,
he conceived of political economy as a normative science of society (Gesellschaftswissenschaft)
which should study the relations not only be-

tween man and material goods but also between
man and his fellows. The economic order was to
be regarded as only one aspect and integral part
of the entire social life and as such was to be
evaluated from an ethical point of view. The aim
of social scientific studies was for Schmoller the
causal and systematic explanation of social

phenomena. Theory, however, required particularly a historical foundation, to

be supplied

by the collection and evaluation of empirical and
historical facts; on the basis of such knowledge
it could exert an
increasing influence on the
future course of events.
"Justice in the economic system" was to

be

realized through a paternalistic policy of social

reform furthered by the

state

and

all

social

groups. In his first study, in 1864, Schmoller already turned against the individualistic consideration of economic phenomena which looked

Schlftzer
labor merely as a
posed to exploitation.

upon

of which

existence

The

economic

labor problem, the

was questioned by the

"harmony dogma" dominating

public opinion

which terminated

earlier epochs as a result of
then egotism must be combated
and the lower classes must be given an increasing share of cultural benefits. Since economic
development can be directed by man, such a

class conflicts,

is

possible.

There

tematic laws of economic

are, to

life;

be

sure, sys-

but they are not

natural laws and there

is no constant and normal
form of economic organization transcending
space and time. The idea that besides natural-

technical factors there are above

all psychowhich determine the
advance
of
the
economic
order
progressive
Schmoller developed notably in his famous
polemic withthehistonanHemrich von Treitschke, Uber etnige Grundfragen des Rechts und der

logical

and

ethical causes

Volkswirthschaft (Jena 1875; fi rst published in
Jahrbucher fur National okonomie und Statisttk,
vols xxm-xxiv, 1874-75), in which he presented
the basic demand of a more equitable distribu-

income

as the guiding principle of social
reform. Social science was to illuminate the path

tion of

and provide the guide

for the attainment of the

objectives of social policy This was the goal of
the Verein fur Sozialpolitik founded in 1872 by
Wagner, Schmoller and others and directed by

Schmoller from 1890.
In order to provide an empirical basis
for economic theory Schmoller and his pupils
initiated

numerous

historical

studies.

While

Schmoller, at least in the later period, did not
deny the necessity of deduction, he preferred the
inductive method, believing that out of the
empirical investigation of the manifold variety
of events there would arise the general and
typical science of economics which would

supply the concrete basis for national policy.
Schmoller's own studies in economic history
include: Zur Geschichte der deutschen Kleingewerbc im /p. Jahrhundert (Halle 1870); the
studies on the guild and municipal organizations
of Strasbourg; the studies on Prussian constitutional, administrative

and

financial history;

and

the collection Zur Sozial- und Gewerbepohttk der
Gegenwart (Leipsic 1890). While their over-

emphasis on

historical

577

followers added greatly to the knowledge of

at the time, is an ethical as well as an economic
problem. If the modern age is to avoid the rum

solution

Schneider

means of production ex-

research led the ad-

herents of the historical school to neglect theoretical work in Germany, the model historical

monographs contributed by Schmoller and

his

history.

Schmoller's opponents are not justified in accusing him at once of relativism, histoncism and
his work there may fredogmatism, although
quently be noted a substitution of teleological

m

values for empirical explanation of cause. It
should be borne in mind that the ethical value

judgments and

political

demands

raised in the

name of science are

not the products of science.
Furthermore Schmoller did not take into ac-

count the distinction set up by Wmdelband and
Rickert between the monothetic principle which
set out to state the general and the ideographic
principle designed to depict the unique.

The

deductive psychological theorists, particularly
of the Vienna school, called attention to the fact
that the accumulation of facts

was

insufficient.

Schmoller himself, however, was free from this
onesidedness, although he often lacked systematic

and

theoretical precision.

Ma\ Weber,

his

superior in matters of theory, remarked the fact
that the increased attention later devoted to eco-

nomic theory \vould have been impossible without Schmoller's historical work.

HANS GEHRIG
Consult

Mombert,

Paul,

Geschichte der Natwnal-

okononne, Grundrissc 7um Studmm der Nationalokonomie, \ol n (Jena 1927), especially p 472-79,
Die histonsi he Sc hule der WirtschaftsLifschitz, F
wissemchaft (Berne 1914) eh %, Hcrkner, Hemnch,
"Zur Stellung G. Schmollers in der Geschichte der
Nationalokonomie," and Sahn, Edirar, Below, Georg
von, and Spiethoff, Arthur, "Zur Stellung G.
Schmollers m der Geschichte der Nationalokonorme"
,

in Schmollers Jahrbuch, \ol xhii (1924) 3-10, and vol.
xhiu (1924) 307-14, 315-19, 321-24, Gehng, Hans,

Die Begrundnng des Prtnzips der Sozialreform, Sozialwissenschafthche Studien, vol n (Jena 1914), especially p. 138-49, 169-78, Ingram, J K A History
of Political Economy (new ed London 1915); Small,
Albion
"The Schmoller-Treitschkc Controversy"
in American Journal of Sodofogy, vol \xx (1924-25)
40-86, Schumpeter, Joseph, "Gustav \ Schmoller
und die Problerne \on heute" in Schmollers Jahrbuch >
vol 1 (1926) 337-88, Pfister, Bernhard, Die Enttvttklung zum Idealtypus (Tubingen 1 928) For a list of
Schmoller's writings see Handu'orterbuch der Staats,

W

,

uissenschaften, vol

vin (3rd ed. Jena 1911) p. 499.

SCHNEIDER, JOSEPH-EUGENE (1805-75),
French industrialist. In 1836 Schneider bought
the old but not very successful Creusot ironworks and developed them into what is still the
largest metallurgical establishment in France.
foresaw that railroads and steamships would

He

provide large markets for materials and immediately set up new plants and kept abreast of
technical advances. By 1850 Schneider et Cie
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was an integrated

enterprise,

manufacturing

mediaeval Arabb of Bagdad and Cordova and

among

other products rails, locomotives, steam
engines and munitions. Its resources were re-

among the Jews who lived under the enlightened
rule of the Arabs. The rediscovery of the Aris-

vealed during the Crimean War, when Schneider was able to supply all the material needs of

totelian

fleet. When in 1860 an AngloFrench commercial treaty established free trade
between the two countries, Schneider reorganized his plants to meet the new competition; he
was successful not only in this but also in invading the English market for locomotives and

the French

other products. Not the least important factor
in Schneider's advance, in view of the close
relations

between government, munitions and

the steel industry, was his political activity. He
entered politics in 1845, served as minister of

commerce

in 1851, accepted the coup d'etat of
Louis Napoleon and was president of the Corps
Le"gislatif until the emperor's downfall in 1870.
The Franco- Prussian War revealed that in the
manufacture of munitions Krupp had out-

stripped Schneider.

Schneider introduced welfare work among his
employees, including company houses, a savings
bank and a primary school before the compulsory education law. In addition to its present
dominance over the French iron and steel industry

Schneider

et

Cie

is

closely allied with several

of the great banks and has large interests in
many other European countries.

GEORGES WEILL
Consult: Pinard, Ernest, Discours prononcd aux

fun-

de Schneider (Pans 1875); Dredge, James, The
Works of Messrs. Schneider and Company (London

railles

1900).

SCHOLASTICISM. Since the Renaissance the

treatises

produced the same

effects

everywhere. It was Aristotle who taught the
neo-Latins, the Anglo-Celts and the Teutons
how to discipline their thought. The present
article, however, will be concerned chiefly with
the scholasticism of the West.

For most historians the scholastic character of
mediaeval philosophy is found in the subordination of philosophy to theology; this was characteristic of the mediaeval philosophies of western
Christendom and of the Jews but was less
marked among certain Arabic philosophers who
assumed a freer attitude toward the Koran.
Although the subordination of philosophy to
Christian theology was real, it was nevertheless
subject to very precise limits and did not hinder
scholastic philosophy from developing a rational
explanation of reality.
Before the ninth century philosophic writers,
among whom Boethius was the most important,

were merely continuing the traditions of Greece
and Rome In the ninth century there first appeared those authors who, even though they
still remained under the influence of the ancients, were touched by the new mentality of the
Celtic and Germanic peoples The first and most
distinguished of these was John Scotus Erigena.
(c.

800-877), author of

De

divisione naturae, a

presentation of strong neo-Platonism accommodated to the doctrines of Catholicism. Scotus'

fundamental principle is that there exists only
one being that deserves entirely this name. It is
God. All other beings are related to Him, as
shadows to light, and hence are called non entia.

term scholasticism has been restricted to the
philosophic and theological systems of the
Middle Ages. During the fifteenth century it
was applied only to the movements of ideas

consider Scotus a pantheistic monist. But his
contemporaries and followers looked upon his

originating in Europe, but more recently it has
been extended to include other mediaeval

system as integral monism, and this explains the
opposition and condemnation to which he was

philosophies

and

theologies

Jewish,

Arab,

Notwithstanding the ambiguous terminology

which he uses, recent historians rightly refuse to

subject.

Moslem, Hindu. Scholasticism as thus viewed is
a phenomenon which appears at a particular
stage of civilization when philosophy and the-

From the ninth century on there was little
preoccupation with the synthesis of Scotus. All
attention was concentrated on the problems of

ology are subjected to very rigorous systematizaand logical exposition. From the point of

Logic.

tion

view of internal order and

clarity the theological

and philosophical summae of the thirteenth century are models of their kind. Technical systematization, effected chiefly under the influence
of Aristotle's Logic and Metaphysics, was developed not only in the West but also among the

logic

posed in Porphyry's hagoge and Aristotle's

These

texts

occasioned

the

famous

quarrel concerning universals and the extent to
which universal notions corresponded to reality.

After 1141, when
came known, the

Aristotle's other treatises be-

discussions acquired greater
scope and the scholastics occupied themselves
not only with logic but also w;*h metaphysics

Schneider
and psychology. The protracted contests concerning universals throughout the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries were gradually
brought to a moderate solution in the formula-

Scholasticism
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Proclus and those of Avicenna, Averroes, Avicebron and other masters of Arabic philosophy.
The philosophic works of Avicenna, Averroes

and Avicebron, inspired

as they

were by Ans-

tions of Abelard. This solution proclaimed that
only individual beings are endowed with exist-

totelianism, helped to insure the uncontested
domination of Aristotle in mediaeval thought.

(nihil est praeter individuum) and that abstract notions are true but not adequate to em-

was reached

The

ence

culmination of mediaeval scholasticism
in the great philosophical syntheses

Magnus (q.v.) and Thomas Aquinas
Aquinas fashioned Aristotelianism into a

brace the individual. Abelard's formulae, taken
the thirteenth century, were of
up universally

of Albertus

considerable significance in that they proclaimed
the pluralism of reality in metaphysics and in-

grandiose philosophic synthesis marked by
balance and doctrinal solidarity. The independ-

tellectualism in psychology. They appeared at a
time when feudal customs, chivalry and the

ence of philosophy is here fully recognized and
metaphysics is accorded first place. In this
metaphysics, which proceeds from the pluralism
of Abelard, the central theory is that of act and

m

growing bourgeois

were extolling the

spirit

m

value of the individual and they were
perfect
harmony with Christian morality, which recognizes the personality of each human being.
Another form of pluralism was developed by

Anselm of Canterbury

at

the end of the eleventh

century in his doctrine that God, the Supreme
Being, is transcendent to and in substance dis-

from the created world. The name of
Anselm has become associated also with the
tinct

celebrated demonstration of the existence of God

based on man's idea of a perfect

infinite Being.

The

individualistic and pluralistic tendencies
which invested each human being with distinct
and autonomous individuality were embraced

by the great majority of scholastics;

this explains

the cool reception accorded to monistic and
pantheistic solutions.
Several essays
political philosophy also survive from this period. The most important of

m

these

is

the Policraticus of John of Salisbury.

Following Augustine, John

made an

ideal table

of the qualities which a ruler should have; and
although he did not speak of a pact between king
and people, he did hold that the people were
to depose an

unworthy ruler. Although dogmatic theology and canon law did not
proceed directly from these philosophic cur-

empowered

rents,
important to note the systematic
works of the twelfth century, such as those of
it

Peter

is

Lombard

The

willing. The greatest of the theologians,
Thomas Aquinas, gave to Christian dogmatics
its

rigorous systematization.

He was

interested

apologetics, for he showed that
philosophy is adapted to the teaching of dogma.
He held that there is a perfect equilibrium and a
in

more than

remarkable accord between reason and faith,
philosophy and theology. Reason cannot contradict faith, for truth cannot reverse truth
the suprarational is not antirational.

and

This individualism is revealed also in the poand social ethics which are fully developed
in such treatises as the De regimine principum.
Since the group has no other ratson d'etre than
litical

to aid individuals

m

realizing their ends,

it

good of

its

follows that the state exists for the

members and not

vice versa.

The

state is

made

up of the combination of individuals. The people
therefore are the depositories of sovereignty,

which is divine in its origin; but they delegate
this sovereignty most often but not necessarily
to a prince who is to govern for the common

century the citizens, because of insufficient
organization, were unable to defend themselves

and Oxford, in the rise of
the mendicant orders and above all in the introuniversities of Paris

duction into the West, through Greek-Latin,
Arabic- Latin and Hebrew-Latin translations, of
the great treatises of Aristotle, which were un-

known during

expansion of his superior faculties of knowing

and

was the golden age of
prodigious development of
stimulus in the creation of the

The
its

rality: every man has his end; he seeks his well
being, which can be found only in the full development of his personality and formally in the

material and spiritual welfare, and who may be
deposed if he fails in his task. In the thirteenth

thirteenth century

philosophy had

potency, or that of "being determined and being
determmable." Individualism determines mo-

and of Gratian in

in theology

canon law.
scholasticism.

(q.v.).

the

first

period, the works of

against the failings of the kings. Papal intervention in domestic and foreign affairs was based in
principle on the idea of popular guardianship

which these circumstances made necessary.
Besides Thomas Aquinas there were a score
of other noted personalities: Henri de Gand,
Godefroid de Fontaines, Richard de Middleton

Encyclopaedia ot the booai Sciences
and above all Duns Scotus, who created a
scholastic Anstotehanism sui generis.

A

general view of the philosophy of the thirceenth century must take account of an important set of doctrines

which were accepted by the

great majority of thinkers through a sort of
implicit accord. These include the distinction

between philosophy and theology, compulsory
subordination of the former to the latter, the
pluralism of substantial beings, the ideas of
actuality and potentiality and matter and form,
the transcendence of an individual God, the
distinction between sensation and thought and

the dominance of the abstract notion. These
doctrines form a sententia communis, or common
philosophic heritage, in harmony with the basic
tendencies of an age which affirmed its need of

and internationalism in all
domains and which under the omnipotent direction of the Catholic church accepted one
faith and practised one religion.
In the world of philosophy the outstanding
event of the fourteenth century was the emergence of new trends in scholasticism in the form
of nominalism, or terminism, called via moderna
in opposition to via antiqua (Thomism and
Scotism) Stemming from Thomas Aquinas and
unity, uniformity

Duns Scotus these systems, despite the fact that
they were hailed by large groups, were not able
to rival the nominalism inaugurated by Durand
of Saint-Pourcain and developed by William of
Ockham (q v ). They were extreme in emphasizing the real value of individual beings William
of Ockham shook off completely the scholastic
metaphysics and paved the way for idealism If

ideas began to be circulated. They did not overthrow the principles of the thirteenth century as
crystallized in the works of Thomas Aquinas,
but they did offer new and daring applications of
these principles. Thus emancipation from papal
tutelage was justified by the new situation. For
the sovereign people, becoming aware of their
prerogatives in each state, no longer needed the
protection of the papacy against the royal abuse
of authority. It was held that the pope had no
right to participate in international affairs and
defenders of empire definitely broke with the
thirteenth century notion, expressed notably by
Dante, of an entente of the two supermonarchs,
spiritual

and temporal. The thesis of the national

monarchy and royal rights advanced by the
jurists and the discussions occasioned by the
Great Schism were all developments of the
Thomist theory of the state. For just as sovereignty in the state was held to rest with the
people, so the faithful and not the pope were regarded as the sovereign power in the church.

The

fact that

none of the agitators of the four-

teenth century denied the moral character of
sovereignty and the necessity for rulers to care
for the spiritual needs of their citizens indicates

that the nationalist doctrines of the fourteenth

century were mediaeval

still

in spirit.

The same

approach is revealed in the social doctrines of
Antonino of Florence, who was inspired by the
new economic developments, particularly the
rise of Italian commerce.
Other movements of ideas apart from nominalism helped to weaken the scholastic tradiThe most important of these was Aver-

tion.

made some

abstract notions do not attain reality, then the

roism, which

notions of moral law, of obligation, of virtue,
have no further bearing on real conduct and

Speculative mysticism, either in the individualist
expression of Tauler, Suso, Ruysbroeck and
Gerson or in the pantheism of Blommardine,

morality ceases to be rational If the principle of
causality is reduced to a fiction, it cannot serve to

reach God.

The existence and

God
reason. The

attributes of

are thus matters of faith and not of

progress in Italy.

engendered vast movements of ideas which
tended to divert attention from the controversies

links

of the schools, focusing all interest on the direct
relation of the soul with God and paving the
way for the rupture of Protestantism with the

Ockham

ecclesiastical hierarchy.
For a variety of reasons scholasticism

between theology and philosophy have
been severed, and philosophy can no longer
render any service to theology. With William of
the doctrinal heritage built up during
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries begins to

be dissipated.

The political,

became

discredited in the Renaissance of the fifteenth

and the Reformation of the sixteenth century as

and social events of the
fourteenth century, which included the insurrection of the Germanic emperors and kings

seventeenth centuries.

against the papacy, the rise of national sentiment
and the Great Schism, provided an impetus for

ophers, notably the humanists, turned against
the barbaric language and subtleties to which

vigorous discussion concerning the organization
of state and church. New political and religious

William of Ockham's nominalism had given

religious

well as in the period of the great astronomical
and physical discoveries of the sixteenth and

The

Renaissance philos-

rise.

Inspired by various manifestations of national-

Scholasticism

Schonberg
On

ism, there emerged a new public law opposed to
the mediaeval conceptions. Machiavelh extolled

and

the humanist theory of the state while disregarding the spiritual welfare of the citizens. Thomas

attempt to keep up with them and to show
that it did not hesitate to place its own solutions

More and

alongside those of its antagonists Kantianism,
positivism, neoreahsm, idealism. The University

Grotius proclaimed the religious inand advocated the tolera-

difference of the state

The new

social sciences.

alert in following the

the other hand, it was
contemporary systems

m

its

broke with scholasticism in the sense that in-

Louvam became one of the principal centers
of neoscholasticism and Cardinal Mercier its

dogma and Scripture
harmony with philosophies

guiding spirit. Other groups were formed in
Pans, Rome, Fnbourg, Bonn, Munich and in

tion of

all

religions.

Protestantism

dividual interpretation of

was brought

into

totally different

from scholasticism, such

as neo-

Platonism, stoicism or pantheism. It was in
Protestant centers that the theory of the divine
right of kings first took shape This theory was
irreconcilable with the mediaeval theory of the
delegation of power from the people to the king.
As for the men of science, they heaped ridicule

on the

scholastics

despite

all

the

and the Aristotelians,

new

discoveries

still

who

sought to

preserve the false conception of the universe as

formulated by Aristotle and accepted for

many

centuries.

Either through ignorance or through weakness the scholastics did not defend themselves
against the assaults of their adversaries

Not only

were they unaware that their metaphysics was a
thing apart from Aristotelian physics or astronomy, but they neglected to acquaint themselves with the philosophy of their opponents so
that they could meet them in discussion.

Furthermore, with the exception of some briland Spam, they be-

liant neoscholastics in Italy

came increasingly ignorant of their own philosophy. Void of metaphysics nominalism, or
terminism, disappeared forever. On the other
hand, Thomism and Scotism, which retained
very many doctrinal reserves, were never

abandoned. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries they led a desultory existence in
ecclesiastical circles, awaiting the day when they
should once more come into their own.
The renaissance of scholasticism came about
in the nineteenth century. It received a vigorous
in
impetus in Catholic countries when Leo

xm

famous encyclical Aeterni Patris recommended the study of Thomism and traced the
outlines for a neoscholasticism. The words of the
his

pope did not create the movement, they merely
accelerated it. If scholasticism had not preserved
some values, it could not have been a phtlosophia
perennis.

Two factors assured its success. On the

one hand, while

it

remained

faithful to the old

Anstotelianism, which was
always a philosophy of facts, it accepted as its
foundation the observations of the new natural
spirit of scholastic

of

the

New

World.
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SCHONBERG GUSTAV FRIEDRICH VON
,

(1839-1908), German economist. Schonberg belonged to the "younger" historical school of

economics, which under the leadership of Gustav Schmoller (q v ) combined historical investigation with the treatment of concrete

economic

problems, emphasizing especially problems of
social policy. Schonberg saw the goal of all sci-

endeavor in social reform, which, as
indicated in his Die sittlich-religibse Bedeutung
der sozialen Frage (Stuttgart 1876), he conceived
entific

not merely as an economic but as an ethicoreligious problem whose solution constitutes the
chief task of the state. In his Arbeitsdmter : eine

Aufgabe des Deutschen Reichs (Berlin 1871), for
instance, he argued that the complex of relations
between employer and employee transcends the
private interests of the individuals concerned

and urged the establishment of government organs charged with the task of supervising the
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whole

of industrial relations. Schonberg's
historical works include Zwr wirthschaftlichen
field

Bedeutung des deutschen Zunftwesens im Mittelalter (Berlin 1868), in which he formulated, but
not very successfully, a theory that the organization of guilds was a reaction to competitive
abuses of a previously existing system of free
private enterprise; and Die Finanzverhaltnisse

der Stadt Basel im xiv und

xv

Jahrhundert
(Tubingen 1879), an elaborate study of the
financial relations of the city of Basel which,
followed by a study of its commercial develop-

ment by Geering and of its monetary history
by Harms, provided the key to the study and
understanding of the economic history of other
German cities. At a time when systematic and
theoretical treatment of economics was being
neglected and when the rapidly mounting volume of specialized factual information exceeded

the capacity of the individual scholar, Schonberg
first in Germany to bring together the

was the

accumulated knowledge bearing on all problems
of economics in the Handbuch der politischen
Okonomie (2 vols , Tubingen 1882; 4th ed., 3
vols. 1896-98), which he edited and which, besides his

own

articles

on problems

and
from the

of trade

social policy, contained contributions
outstanding authorities in Germany.

EDGAR SALIN

SCHOOLS, PUBLIC.
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SCHOPENHAUER, ARTHUR

(1788-1860),
German philosopher. Schopenhauer was the son
oi a prosperous Danzig merchant. He traveled

widely in his youth and studied at Gottingen,
Berlin and Jena. After an unsuccessful attempt
at teaching in the University of Berlin he settled
in Frankfort in 1831, where he lived in solitude

tical

problems, then the uniqueness of Schopen

hauer's philosophy may be seen in that it incorporates both the theoretic and the practical

shades of pessimism.
Schopenhauer's social and political philosophy follows from his pessimism. Since time and
space are illusions and human striving is futile,

no development is possible, history is meaningless and there is no science of history. In the
age of Darwm, Hegel and Marx, Schopenhauer
denied evolutionary development and significant
social change, declaring that all struggle is fruitless.

Because of the inner dissonance of the Will

human

nature is ineradicably evil and egotistic
and the affirmation of the Will produces a condition of bellum omnium contra omnes. This same

egotism leads to the formation of the state. The
state is merely a protective institution against
the more disastrous consequences of egotism.
Opposing Hegel's notion of the state as the
divine expression of justice Schopenhauer arstate exists because there is injus-

gues that the

Poverty, slavery, unemployment and wars,
Schopenhauer admits, are due to luxury enjoyed
by the few. Yet luxury makes culture and technical development possible. The large masses
remain eternally immature and require a leader.
Women too are both intellectually and morally
tice.

inferior. Schopenhauer argues therefore for the
values of an absolute, hereditary monarchy and
defends the system of private property. No gov-

ernment, however, can do away with all evils;
due to the very nature of existence.

evils are

Schopenhauer's philosophy belongs definitely
to the period of reaction after 1848. This perhaps explains the fact that his work was not
hailed until the 1850*5 (thirty years after publiThe unhistorical, pessimistic and quietistic temper of his philosophy was unsuited to
cation).

until his death.

a rising bourgeoisie

Schopenhauer's condemnation of life is the
key to his entire system. His condemnation is
based on a subjective theory of knowledge joined

by Hegelian

to a voluntanstic metaphysics. Time, space and
causality are the veil of Maya behind which is

and

to a period dominated

ideology. After 1848,

lian evolutionary

optimism

lost its

when Hegeappeal to the

frustrated middle classes, Schopenhauer's subjectivism and pessimism offered the consolation

an eternal Will that makes for unappeasable
yearnings and endless sufferings. The recognition of the nature of the Will, however, can lead
to its denial and thus to liberation. Aesthetic
experience and philosophic contemplation offer

that life was but a dream and that unhappmess
was not due to individual or social factors but
was an inevitable issue of a world ruled by an
inescapable metaphysical demon. To the tired
radical and philistine Schopenhauer held out the
attraction of passivity and repose, to the aesthete

to the exceptionally gifted momentary escapes
more general
from the tortures of the Will.
denial of the Will can be brought about by sym-

the idea of release in contemplation, to the devout the solace of sympathy. And asceticism in
the form of frugality could be shown as a means

pathy and especially by asceticism. If these solutions can be viewed as flights from life's prac-

of alleviating economic hardship. While Schopenhauer termed Kant's categorical imperative

A

Schrader

Schonberg
own ethics called for accept-

a slave morality, his

ance and acquiescence. Schopenhauer himself
did not practise what he taught Likewise he
suggests that the philosopher and genius must
have material security to be able to preach chastity
left

and poverty. The
to the "saint" and

practise of the latter is
to the masses, who are

Thus Schopenhauer
was able to unite the idea of voluntary poverty
with a defense of private property and economic
the "clockworks of nature."

exploitation.

Schopenhauer left no school of philosophy
behind him His influence was much more diffuse. He became in time one of the most widely
read philosophers and he left his impress on
such widely divergent writers as Hartrnann,
MainUnder, Bahnsen, Nietzsche, Wagner, Tolstoy, Richard Dehmel and Thomas Mann.

HARRY SLOCHOWER
Works: Samthche Werke, ed by Paul Deussen, vols.
i-vi, ix-xi, \m-\v (Munich 1911-33), Schopenhauer's
Die Welt ah Wt/le und Vorstelhing has been translated
by R B Ilaldane and John Kemp, 3 vols (6th ed
I>ondon 1907-09)
Consult Volkelt, J I Arthur Schopenhauer ($th ed
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Equally significant was the wide range of his
historical interests, exemplified in two
biographies,

Thomas

Jefferson

(New York

Reihts- und Staatsplnlowphie (Halle 1900), Simmel,
Georg, Schopenhauer und Nietzsche (3rd ed Munich

Die Rethtsphtlo^ophie des
1923), Petraschek, K O
Pessinnsmus (Munich 1929).
,

from a legal point of view, neglecting the social
and economic forces, which only recently have
to receive the attention they merit. His
conclusions were often colored by his close

begun

attachment to his father,

who

(1839-1920), American
and legal writer. Schouler graduated
from Harvard College in 1859, taught for a year
at St. Paul's School at Concord, New Hampshire, and after having served for a brief time
in the Northern army took up the practise of
law at Boston in 1863. He specialized successfully in war claims, which he made the subject
historian

first essay in legal literature. Schouler
promptly became a prolific author of legal treatises and in 1871 began the publication of the
Jurist, a quarterly law journal. He lectured on
law subjects at the Boston University Law

of his

Whig and

as a

Republican editor and a Civil War adjutant general of Massachusetts lived in the thick of the
stirring political events of the period. Like
others of the

New

England group of historians

Schouler often disregarded the institutions and
forces that operated in the South. Yet he worked
zealously to be both thorough

the

and

fair

Andiew Johnson papers were at
added

available,

his

and,

length

when
made

concluding volume,

m

which he sought to present a better and more
favorable understanding of the statesmanship of
the Tennessee tailor.

ARTHUR C. COLF
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Domestic Relations (Boston 1870, 6th ed by A. W.
Blakemore, 3 \ols , Albany 1921), The Law of Personal Properly (Boston 1872, 5th ed Albany 1918);
A Treatise on the Law of Bailments (Boston 1880, 3rd
ed. 1897), A Treatise on the Law of Husband and Wife
(Boston 1882), A Treatise on the Law of Wills (Boston
1887, 6th ed by A. W. Blakemore, 4 vols Albany
,
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SCHOULER, JAMES

1893) and

Alexander Hamilton (Boston 1901), as well as in
countless papers and articles. He covered American political history penetratingly but largely

,

xxxiv (Munich 1926), Whittaker, Thomas, Schopenhauer (London 1909), Ru>!>s,en, Theodoie, Schopenhauer (Paris 1911), Damm, Oskar, Schopenhauers

same volume.

the

in

printed

(New York

Years of Union

(New York

(Vcw York 1897), Eighty
1903), Americans of 1776

1906), Ideals of the Republic (Boston 1908).

Stanwood, Edward, "Memoir of James
Schouler" in Massachusetts Historical Society, ProConsult'

ceedings, vol. liv (1922) 283-88.

SCHRADER, EBERHARD

(1836-1908), GerSchrader was born in Brunswick, studied at Gottingen. under Heinrich
Ewald and taught at the universities of Zurich,
Giesscn, Jena and Berlin. His first writings,

man Assynologist.

Studien zur Krttik und Erklarung der btblischen
Urgeschichte (Zurich 1863) and a revision of De

Wette's Lehrbuch der htstonsch-kritischen Ein-

Bucher des Alten Testaments

School, the National University at Washington

leitung in die

and at Johns Hopkins.
Schouler was early attracted to

(8th ed. Berlin 1869), were concerned excluhistory

and

in

sively with

.

.

.

Old Testament

history.

During

his

1873 began to write his History of the United
States of America under the Constitution, his

stay in Zurich, however, Schrader became
interested in cuneiform studies. Although such

opus (New York 1880-

studies had originated with Friednch Grotefend
in Germany, they had been carried over to Eng-

seven- volume

magnum

1913). His high ideals and painstaking methods
are revealed in various essays published in his
Historical Briefs

(New York

1896) and in the

land and France and were completely neglected
Germany. Schrader brought Assyriology

in
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back into Germany and

all

German

Assyriolo-

gists are either directly or indirectly,

through his
great pupil, Fnedrich Delitzsch, indebted to
him. The first fruits of his work with cuneiform
inscriptions were two important studies which
appeared in the Zeitschrift of the Deutsche

Morgenlandische Gesellschaft, "Die Basis der
Entzifferung der assyrisch-babylonischen Keilinschnften gepruft" (vol. xxni, 1869, p. 337-74)
and "Die assyrisch-babylonischen Keilmschriften, Kntische Untersuchung der Grundlagen
ihrer Entzifferung" (vol. xxvi, 1870, p. 1-392),

in which he collected, sifted and elaborated the
results of the researches of Hincks, Rawlinson

and Oppert. His important contribution conwork of most of
his predecessors, his texts were accompanied by
a
a scientific transcription and
glossary. As a
theologian he was most interested in the light
which these inscriptions shed on the Old Testament. This was the main theme of his most
famous work, Die Kethnschnften und das Alte
sisted in the fact that, unlike the

found evidence of her large hearted idealism and
her respect for human dignity and the rights of
the individual as well as the expression of ideas
which she
agnostic, feminist and liberal

developed more fully. Her disbelief in a
God and her natural clearheadedness
made her from the first approach the problems
later

personal

and

and unconventime most exceptional in a
woman. In London she joined the Fellowship
of the New Life, which counted among its
of

life

society in a scientific

tional spirit, at that

members Edward Carpenter and her most

inti-

mate friend, Havelock Ellis. In Woman and
Labour (London 1911) she asserted that a
general attempt on the part of the women of any
society to readjust their position in it implies
that change is necessary and desirable. Impor-

Testament (Giessen 1872; 3rd rev. ed. by H.

tant in the history of feminism, this book
preaches that men and women should be equal
and equally recompensed for labor and that
woman must claim "all labour" for her province.
Olive Schreiner's feminism and her talent as a
writer find their highest expression in the un-

Zimmern and H. Wmckler,

finished novel

and

ed.

Berlin 1903;

by O. Whitehouse, 2

vols.,

tr.

from

London

1885-88). His Keilinschnften und Geschichtsforschung (Giessen 1878) was a decisive answer
to the assault on the new science of Assyriology

by Alfred von Gutschmid

In this work
answered the at-

in 1876.

Schrader not only effectively

tack of his opponents but also presented some
very valuable special studies on the geography,
history and chronology of the Assyrians. In
collaboration with several friends and pupils he
published the Kdlinschriftliche Bibliothek (Berlin 1889-1915), consisting of six volumes of
translations of historical, legal and religious

texts.

BRUNO MEISSNER
Consult:
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in Sachsische Gesell-

der Wissenschaften, Leipsic, Philologischhistonsche Klasse, Berichte, vol. Ix (1908) 195-205;
Bezold, Carl, in Zeitschrift fur Assynologie, vol. xxu
(1909) 35 5-65; Meyer, Eduard, Kleine Schrtften
(Halle 1910) p. 525-38.
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SCHREINER, OLIVE EMILIE ALBERTINA (1855-1920), South African writer and
feminist. Olive Schreiner, daughter of a

German

missionary and an Englishwoman, passed most
of her life in Africa, although she lived for some
years in England. In her youth she was influenced especially by the writings of Mill and

by Herbert Spencer's First Principles. She made
her name with The Story of an African Farm
(London 1883), an<* m tnat earty wor^

From Man to Man (published
with an introduction by S. C. CronwrightSchreiner, London 1926). In political matters
she invariably took the side of the weak and
oppressed. She protested against persecution of
the Jews, pointed out that if justice and mercy
were denied to the natives of South Africa the

union might in the end prove dangerous, sympathized with the Boers in their struggle against
British imperialism and in both the South
African

War and

termined

the

World War was

a de-

pacifist.

WILLIAM PLOMER
Other works: Dreams (London 1891); Dream Life and
Real Life (London 1893); Trooper Peter Halket
(London 1897); The South African Question (Cape
Town 1899), Thoughts on South Africa (London
1923).

C M The Life of
1923); The Letters of Olive
ed. by S. C. Cronwright-

Consult: Cronwright-Schreiner, S.

Olive Schreiner
Schreiner

(London

1876-1920,

Schremer (London
Have Told (Boiton

1924); Wellington,

SCHRODER, RICHARD
man

Amy, Women

1930) p. 91-111.

(1838-1917), Ger-

SchrSder taught successively at
Bonn, Wurzburg, Strasbourg, Gottingen and
Heidelberg and was one of the leading Germanists of his time. His fame rests upon two
jurist.

great works.

The

first

is

his

Geschichte des

ehelichen Guterrechts in Deutschland (2 vols. in
4 parts, Stettin 1863-74), based upon a tre-

mendous

collection of sources,

which Schrfider

Schrader
trace the history of the law of
marital property as it existed in Germany in all

employed to
its

bewildering variety in the period both of the
and of the law books. He sought to

Schroeder
no

585

vigorously the interdependence between
the wealth of the prince and that of the people.

He

less

common

accepted the

fication of wealth

show that the oldest system of marital property
was that of the so-called "administrative com-

silver in the

munity," in which the husband had the administrative control and beneficial enjoyment of
the wife's property, a system which has been
established as the statutory regime under the
present German Civil Code.
Schroder's second great work is his Lehrbuch
det

deutschen

6th-yth ed.
Berlin

1932),

German
German

Rechtsgeschichte

(Leipsic

1889,

by Eberhardt von Kunssberg,
the most complete account in

legal literature of the

development of

law, public and private, in its entirety,
from the early Germanic period to 1870.
Schroder was especially qualified to make this
synthesis by virtue of his previous publication of
extensive studies of many phases of Germanic

law, particularly as revealed
Saxon sources. Apart from his

by Prankish and
work in maritime

law and the marital property law of the GerCivil Code, Schroder did not evince much

man

interest in the

German
Consult'.

with

quantity advocated the artificial production of
gold and the complete exploitation of mines,

even when unprofitable. Although he had an
inkling of the idea of balance of payments, he
subscribed essentially to the theory of the
balance of trade, according to which the import
and export of gold must be balanced with goods.
He opposed all foreign loans and followed

Thomas

Mun in condemning the policy of prounder the
first Gercoinage of gold and

hibiting exports of money. It was also
English influence that he became the

man

to support the free

silver.

Schroeder was aware that in addition to the
quantity of money the natural

fertility

of the soil

and the industry and ingenuity of the inhabitants
were factors in national wealth. As aids in the
regimentation of national resources he suggested an inventory of all manufactures and a
kind of

statistical

tabulation of

all

enterprises.

dogmatic exposition of modern

His specific schemes included the promotion of
agriculture, if need be even by enforcing slavery;

HANS FEHR

the stimulation of industry by the destruction of
the guilds and creation of a governmental

law.

Stutz,

mercantilistic identi-

the. quantity of gold and
country and in order to enhance this

folk laws

Ulrich, in Zettschnft der Savigny-

Stiftung fur Rechtsgeschichte, Germamstische
teilung, vol. xxxvui (1917) vii-lvm.

SCHROEDER,

FREIHERR

Ab-

WILHELM

VON

factory;

and the

tablishment of

facilitation of trade
fairs,

and exchanges, an

by the

es-

warehouses, emporiums

efficient

postal system, a

bureau of information and a news bulletin in
which merchants and artisans could advertise

(1640-88), Austrian cameralist. In 1673
Schroeder, a convert to Catholicism, entered the
service of Emperor Leopold I, on whose behalf

their wares. He also faced the problem of insuring a plentiful supply of money and credit

he made
economic

his second trip to England to study
conditions and to establish a market

for productive purposes, drawing up a scheme
for a bank, which should issue against pledge

for Austrian goods. He succeeded Becher as
director of the government factory on the Tabor

merchandise promissory notes partaking of the
nature of banknotes and warehouse certificates.

Vienna and eventually became ministerial
Hungarian cities of Szepes and
Pressburg. Schroeder ranks with Becher and

Consult. Srbik, Heinrich von,

KURT ZlELENZIGER

in

adviser in the

Hornigk among the outstanding formulators of
Austrian mercantilistic policy. His general political views, so extreme in their endorsement of
absolutism that the University of Jena banned
his Dissertatio de ministrissimo (Jena 1663) and
denied him the doctor's degree, were strongly
influenced by Hobbes, although he rejected the
contract theory in favor of divine right. In his
principal economic treatise, Furstliche Schatzund Rent-Kammer (Leipsic 1686), he insisted
upon the subordination of all economic activity
to the interests of prince "and state but stressed

"Wilhelm von Schro-

der em Beitrag zur Geschichte der Staatswissenschaften" in Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vienna,
Sitsungsbenchte, Philosophisch-histonsche Klasse,
vol clxiv (1910) pt. i, Hatschek, H. J., Das Mamifakturhaus auf dem Tabor in Wien, Staats- und socialwissenschafthche Forschungen, ed. by G. Schmoller,
no. 24 (Leipsic 1886), Zielenziger, Kurt, Die alien
deutschen Kameralisten, Beitrage zur Geschichte der
National6konomie, no a (Jena 1914) pt. 11, ch. vi;
Small, Albion W., The Camercdists (Chicago 1909),
especially ch. vi, Sommer, Louise, Die osterretchischen
Kameralisten, Studien zur Sozial- , Wirtschafts- und

Verwaltungsgeschichte, pts. xii-xui (Vienna 1920-25)
11, ch
11, Hfimg, Fritz, "Schrddere Bankprojekt"

pt.

in Zeitschnft fur Volksunrtschaft
n. s., vol. li (1922) 489-533.

und

Sozialpolitik,
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SCHUBART, JOHANN CHRISTIAN, EDLER by the Prussian government,
VON KLEEFELD (1734-87), German agronomist.
Schubart

first

occupied various minor posts in

private and governmental service, but upon his
acquisition of the Wurchwitz estate in 1769 he
devoted himself entirely to agriculture. His

model

became

estate soon

a center of attraction

for agronomists and landowners, and he himself
acquired a reputation as the outstanding prac-

of his times; his essay "Ab-

tical agriculturist

handlung uber die verschiedenen Eigenschaften
und den vorteilhaftesten Anbau der Futterkrauter"

(in

Akademie der Wissenschaften,

Praktische Anleitung sum vortetlhaftesten Anbau
der Putterkrouter Berlin 1783) was awarded a
prize by the Prussian Royal Academy of Sci,

which dissolved
the Assembly by force in 1849. The economic
distress of the years preceding 1849 ant^ tne
failure to secure any remedy by political means

turned his attention to methods of relief through
voluntary association. His first activities in 1847
were in the field of welfare organization: he

founded a friendly society

wholly to the founding of cooperative credit
societies, which multiplied rapidly. In 1859 he
founded a central organization of cooperatives,
of which he served as director and counselor

ences in 1783. Schubart held that the greatest
contemporary German agriculture con-

until his death.

administrator, writer

development of the threesought to get an increased
supply of fodder and manure by the planting of
red clover and other types of fodder plants on
fallow system.

He

He

and an

1850 he established the first of the loan banks,
which within two years became completely selfsupporting. Thereafter he devoted himself

sisted in the one-sided

fault of

for sick relief

organization to help the artisans of his city in
the cooperative purchase of raw materials. In

His

legal training, his ability as
and orator and his great

popularity fitted him for the role of founder of
the German cooperative movement.

In making the transition from welfare societies

looked upon the prevailing

to cooperative self-help associations Schulze-

field

system with its compulsory pasturage servand its Flurzwang that is, the practise
whereby landowners of a particular area were

Dehtzsch took almost no guidance from the

ices

theories of cooperation current outside of Ger-

the fallow land.

obliged to plant the same crops and maintain a
uniform period of sowing and harvesting as the
"greatest defect and pest of agriculture" and
sought to remedy them by proposals for gradual
improvement leading eventually to their complete

abolition;

he

initiated

the practise of

summer

stall feeding of cattle and sheep Schubart was an ardent champion of peasantry and
frequently pleaded with the landowners and

authorities to improve the status of

German

many. The English cooperative consumers'
movement was little known or esteemed prior
1850, and
better known
to

Schulze-Delitzsch rejected the

tives

schemes for producers' cooperaof the early French socialists because of

their

dependence on

state aid or direction. In-

stead, in the spirit of humanitarian liberalism,
he advocated the cooperative as an instrument

to aid the

needy and

at

first

regarded as a

cooperative every form of organized self-help,
including the trade unions and workers' cultural

Although he intended the cooperative
organization which he fostered to include all
vocations and sections of the population and to
societies

peasants.

AUGUST SKALWEIT
Works. Okonomtsch-kameraltsttsche Schnften, 6 vols.
(Leipstc 1783-86).

Consult

Langenthal, C.

E

,

Geschichte der tetitschen

Landmrtschaft, 4 vols (Jena 1847-56)

vol. iv,

p 375-

445, Goltz, Theodor von der, Geschichte der deutschen
Landwirtschaft, 2 vols. (Stuttgart 190203) vol. i, p.

358-69.

SCHULZE-DELITZSCH, HERMANN (180883), German cooperative leader. He was born
Hermann Schulze

in the small Saxon city of
which he was later to become
deputy, and he added to his family name that of
his birthplace. The son of a judge, he took up
a legal career. In 1848 he represented his city
in the Prussian National Assembly and as one
of the leading liberals was repeatedly disciplined

Delitzsch, of

comprehend eventually consumers' and producers' as well as credit societies, the movement
which he headed drew the greatest part of it*
membership finally from the urban petty bourgeoisie. After 1860 under the influence of Lassalle, who as a disciple of Louis Blanc advocated
state aided producers' cooperatives and sharply

attacked Schulze-Delitzsch 's economic liberal-

ism, the socialists among the working class held
aloof from his societies. The rural classes were

drawn

to the Raiffeisen societies, which, almuch to the program of

though they owed

Schulze-Delitzsch, introduced innovations to

meet the particular needs of the small peasantry.
Nevertheless, Schulze-Delitzsch not only furnished the initial impetus and the commercial

Schubart
foundation for the German cooperative movement as a whole but also secured the legislation
that gave it legal status. In 1867 he obtained

from the Prussian government the first cooperawhich in 1889 was converted into an

tive law,

imperial law permitting limited liability to all
forms of cooperative societies. As a liberal mem-

ber of the Prussian

Chamber

of Deputies from

1861 to 1875 and of the imperial Reichstag from
1 88 1 until his death, he defended from govern-

ment

attacks not only the cooperative societies
but the movement for popular culture and trade

unionism.

ERNST GRUNFELD

Schurtz
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Deutsche Blatter fiir Landwirtschaft,
National6konomie und Pohtik, comprises Uber den
deutschen Kornhandel und die deutsche Volksbildung,
vol i, pt. 2/3 (Jena 1845), Thaer oder Liebii>v, vol i,
pt 4/5 (Jena 1846), Die Arbeiterfrage nach den Grundhis

series,

satzen der deutschen Nattonalokonomte, vol n, pt 1/2
(Jena 1849), and Die deutsche Zuckerfraqe, vol. n, pt.
ationalokononne oder Volkswirth3/4 (Jena 1850),

N

schaftslehre,

vornehmhch

Consult- Schulze-Gaevernitz,
Gottlob Sihulze-Gavermtz
,

.

SCHURTZ, HEINRICH
man

SCHULZE-GAVERNITZ,

FRIEDRICH

German

agriculturist

and economist. After a juristic training at the
University of Leipsic and practical experience as
agriculturist on his ancestral estate of Obergavermtz in Saxony, Schulze-Gavernitz in 1819
began to teach cameralistics at the University of
Jena, where he soon became full professor. In
1826 he founded an agricultural institute attached to the university, which was the first of
its

kind

m Germany. From

1835 to 1839, while

he was professor at the University of Greifswald, he established a similar institute.
Schulze-Gavernitz is significant not so much
for his purely scientific researches as for his
fruitful activity as a university teacher and above
all

for his

work

in shaping the organization of

higher agricultural schools in Germany. Contrary to current tendencies to create separate
technical schools, he gave impetus to the move-

ment to make agricultural

instruction an organic
part of the universities. He believed that agricultural science should strive to perfect the eco-

nomic

of the people not only in respect to
their material needs but also as regards the
higher aims of human life, and consequently he
life

held that the agriculturist should be equipped
with the same amount of general education as
the

members

insisted

should

that

of the academic professions. He
higher agricultural instruction

provide

for

instruction

in

political

economy, which he considered a "psychological
and ethical science," as well as in the applied
natural sciences.

AUGUST SKALWEIT
Important

Wtrtschafts-

Wesen und

Studium der
und Cameralwissenschaften (Jena 1826);

works:

Uber

Font-

und

Friedrich
Lebensbild (new
Geschtchte der Na-

em
,

(Munich 1874) p.
832-40, Goltz, Theodor von der, Rede zur Feier des
joo. Geburtstages von Fr. Gottlob Schulze (Jena 1895).

Thorwart, vol

GOTTLOB (1795-1860),

,

Hermann,
.

W

ed. Breslau 1888), Roscher,
tionalokononnk in Deutschland

Works Schriften und Reden, ed by F Thorwart and
others, 5 voh. (Berlin 1909-13), with biography by F.
v.

Land-

fiir

Staatsivirthe (Leipsic 1856), Lehrbuch der alfgemeinen

Landwirthschaft (Leipsic 1863)

(1863-1903), Ger-

anthropologist. Schurtz studied under
Ratzel at the University of Leipsic, where he

began his professional career in 1891 as a
Pnvatdozent in geography and ethnography.
Two years later he became assistant at the
Stadtisches Museum fur Natur- Volker- und

Ilandelskundem Bremen, remaining attached
this institution for the rest of his life

did no field work in anthropology; his

books were prepared through

to

Schurtz

many

literary research.

While, as a disciple of Ratzel, Schurtz could
not ignore the arguments in favor of diffusion,

he

\v<is still

to

some extent under the

influence

of a schematic evolutionism and he did not
clearly recognize the resultant inconsistency.

His

mam

contribution

embodied

to

anthropological

Altersklassen und
Manmrbiinde (Berlin 1902) This was the first
work to recognize the very significant part
played in primitive societies by clubs, age grades
and secret organizations, thus it supplemented
earlier treatises on primitive society which had
laid stress exclusively on the family and clan as

thought

is

in

the social units of ruder levels. Contemporary
anthropology has revised his judgments that the

age grades of the uninitiated, of initiated single
men and of elders were potentially universal and

were the earliest forms of age gradings from
which more numerous gradings were subsequent elaborations, but the book has lasting
value as one of the classics in theoretical ethnology. Schurtz' Urgeschtchte der Kultur (Leipsic 1900), although based largely on data which
are now antiquated, can still be consulted with
profit, since an equally comprehensive survey of
culture has not yet been published.
ROBERT H. LOWIE
Otfier important works: Grundzupe etner Philosophit
der Tracht (Stuttgart 1891), Das afnkanische Getcerbe

Encyclopaedk of the Social Sciences
(Leipsic 1900); Grundriss einer Entstehungsgeschichte
des Geldes, Beitrage zur Volks- und Vdlkerkunde, vol.
v (Weimar 1898).

H

Consult: Lowie, R.
, Primitive Society (New York
1920) ch. xi, Ratzel, Friedrich, in Deutsche geographische Blotter, vol. xxvi (1903) 51-63.

SCHURZ, CARL
litical

(1829-1906), American poleader and reformer. Schurz was born in

the Rhineland, took part in the Revolution of
1848 and came to the United States in 1852. In

1856 he settled in Wisconsin, where he at once
threw in his lot with the young Republican
party. His skilful canvass for Lincoln among the
German- Americans of the northwest gained him
national attention, and despite his youth he was
rewarded with first the Madrid legation and
then the command of a brigade in the northern
armies. In 1863 he was made a major general.
Schurz' refusal to remain a party regular, however, prevented his rise to eminence in Repub-

He led the Liberal Republican
Grant in 1872, was an outstanding
Mugwump attack on Blaine in 1884
and supported Cleveland in 1892 and Bryan in
1900. His public offices were limited to the
United States senatorship from Missouri (186975) and the secretaryship of the interior under
Hayes (1877-81). In an age when American
political morality was at its lowest, Schurz' devotion to the cause of reform was all the more
striking; and for more than a generation, using
as his media the popular lyceum platforms of the
day and the columns of the various journals
which he edited, he was always the first to sally
forth against every oppressive force and evil
faction in American public life. Schurz was the
inspirer and leader of the movement for the

croft,

6 vols.

(New York

(New York 1913); Reminiscences, 3 vols.
1907-08); Life of Henry Clay, 2 vols.

(Boston 1887).
Consult: Fuess, C. M., Carl Schurz, Reformer (18291906) (New York 1932), Schafer, Joseph, Carl Schurz,
Militant Liberal, Wisconsin State Historical Society,

Publications, Wisconsin
(Evansville, Wis. 1930),

1929).

VON (1463-1528), German lay judge and penal
law reformer. Schwarzenberg, a descendant of a
prominent family of Prankish knights, was one
of the finest representatives of his period, which
was one of transition in law, culture and faith.
He was an ardent supporter of the Reformation.

He was outstanding also as military leader, as
statesman, especially in connection with the decisive assemblies of the Reichstag of 1521, 1522
and 1524, and
fame,

lay claim to being the

father of the conservation movement; he fought
the pension clamor of the Grand Army of the
Republic; and he was a champion of oppressed
nationalities in the American oversea posses-

Although Schurz always was the foe of
he was silent, however, on
the question of social and economic exploitation. He evinced no interest in the cause of labor
and never attacked the monopolist policies of
sions.

political corruption,

organized industry; the unrest of the western
and southern farmers he viewed as merely a

misguided agitation for

soft

money.
Louis

i

SCHWARZENBERG, FREIHERR JOHANN

revolt against
figure in the

Indians; he could justly

vol.

canization of Carl Schurz (Chicago 1929), Dannehl,
Otto, Carl Schurz, ein deutscher Kaempfer (Berlin

lican councils.

establishment of the merit system in the civil
service; he was the first public protector of the

Biography Series,

Easum, C. V., The Ameri-

as popular moralist.
rests upon his

however,

His greatest
work as a

legislator.

As the highest secular official of the court of
the bishop of Bamberg he presided over his
judicial tribunal from 1501 to 1524. In this
capacity he became acquainted with the legal
uncertainty and arbitrariness of the period of the
in which the invading RomanItahan-canonical law was contending for supremacy with the native mediaeval Germanic
law, and also with the inability of the lay judges

reception,

to cope with the situation. Schwarzenberg was
thus led to create in 1507 the Halsgerichtsordnung
for the bishopric of Bamberg (Constitutio
criminalis bambergensis), a unification of criminal law and procedure. In a masterful manner

he succeeded in reconciling the Germanic with
the foreign law so as to meet the necessities of
the time and in embodying the result in clear
and vigorous language comprehensible to the
layman, especially the lay judge.
For centuries Schwarzenberg pointed the way
development of the German criminal
law. The Bambergensis was widely disseminated
in Germany and met with great practical suc-

for the

cess.

When

in 1521 the Reichstag at

Worms

determined to formulate a unified imperial
criminal law, the Bambergensis was the model

which made successful execution of
possible.

The new

this project
imperial law, the Peinliche

Gerichtsordnung Karls V. (Constitutio criminalis

M. HACKER

Works Speeches, Correspondence, and Political Papers
oj Carl Schurs, selected and ed. by Frederic Ban-

Carolina) of 1532, is

no more than an improved

version of the Bambergensis. Thus Schwarzenberg in reality became the creator of the first and

Schurtz

established

German Empire. His work
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Schweigaard

only German imperial criminal code to be
enacted until 1870, when a penal code was
adopted for the whole territory of the newly
still

stands as the great and unique legislative monument of the old Reich at the point of its transi-

ever, as the revolution in

Hungary had been

suppressed, Austria's position in Italy had been
made secure and the National Assembly had lost
significance, Schwarzenberg pushed forcefully his plan to bring the entire Austrian state
its

into the

German Empire. He put

forth various

from the Middle Ages to modern times.
ROBERT VON HIPPEL

proposals as substitutes for the formation of a
narrower German Confederation. All these

Consult: Herrmann, Emil, Jokann Fretherr zu Schwarzenberg (Leipsic 1841); Wagner, Johannes von, Johann
von Schwarzenberg; ein Lebens- und Geschtchtsbild
(Berlin 1893); Scheel, Willy, Johann Fretherr su
Schwarzenberg (Berlin 1905), Stmtzing, R. von, and
Landsberg, E., Geschichte der deutschen Rechtswissen-

plans, however, met with the opposition of Prussia and the smaller states as well as with the hos-

tion

(Munich 1880-1910) vol i, p 612-17;
Schroder, Richard, Lehrbuch der deutschen Rechtsge-

schaft, 3 vols.

by Eberhard von Kunssberg (7th ed.
Berlin 1932) sect 83; Hippel, Robert von, Deutsches
vols. (Berlin 1925-30) vol. i, sect. 14;
2
Strafrecht,
and literature cited in these last three works.

schtchte, ed.

tility

of the western powers, especially France.

Although his plan of a greater Germany under
Hapsburg leadership was not realized, he was
able for some time to prevent the formation of a
smaller German union, and Austria's leading
position in the German Confederation was restored. Schwarzenberg thereupon turned to
Austria's internal problems. As long as he had
worked for the inclusion of all the Austrian pos-

SCHWARZENBERG, PRINCE FELIX VON

sessions in the

(1800-52), Austrian statesman. Schwarzenberg
entered the army in 1818 and the diplomatic

useful to give Austria a constitutional system of

service in 1824.

He saw service in St. Petersburg,

German Empire he considered

it

government. Now, however, he turned to absolutism. Schwarzenberg considered absolutism
as an indispensable weapon against all foreign

Lisbon, London, Paris and at several Italian
courts and returned to Vienna shortly before the
October Revolution of 1848. He was named

the end of 1851 the constitution of

prime minister on November 21, 1848. The
major tasks which confronted him were to lead

1849, which had never been put into effect, was
formally suspended and the unrestricted im-

the struggle against the revolution, to revise the

perial

Austrian constitution, to strengthen the position
of Austria in the empire and to assert its rank as

and domestic enemies of the Hapsburg

rule.

At

March

4,

power proclaimed.
ALFRED FRANCIS PRIBRAM

Consult Berger, A.

F Fehv
,

Furst zu Schzvarsenberg
Heinnch, Osterretch von

European great power. The struggle against
the revolution was carried to a successful con-

(I^eipsic 1853), Friedjung,

clusion in 1849. His goal as to Austria's position
in the empire was the incorporation of the entire

Heller, Edward, Mttteleuropas Vorkampfer Furst Felix
zu Schwarsenberg (Vienna 1933), Redhch, Josef, Das
Ssterretchtsche Stoats- und Rcichsproblem, 2 vols.

a

Austrian state with
territories into the

its German and non-German
German Empire. Austria was

become the leading power in the new empire,
the head of a strong politically and economically
united central Europe which could assert itself
to

on an equal plane with all other great powers and
work with them for the cultural and economic
development of Europe. He wished to organize
the new Austria as one undivided unit, discarding all political and economic boundaries and
constitutional variations.

During his struggle
against the revolution in Hungary he proceeded
cautiously in the German question and sought
to join with Frederick William IV against the
aspirations of the Frankfort National Assembly.

This attempt

failed.

The

relations with Prussia

became more tense despite Frederick William
the imperial crown, since Prussia
refused to admit Austria's superior position as
maintained by Schwarzenberg. As soon, howiv's decline of

1848

bts

(Leipsic

Springer,
sic

1860, 2 \ols

(3rd ed

Stuttgart 1908-12);

i.
1920-26), especially \ol
p. 323-54;
Geschichte Osterretchs, 2 vols. (Leip-

All,

1863-65) vol

11.

SCHWEIGAARD, ANTON MARTIN (180870),

Norwegian jurist, economist and

politician.

Schweigaard studied in Norway, Germany and
France and taught law and economics at the
University of Christiama, where he held a pro-

from 1840 until his death. Except for
an early philosophical treatise in which he atfessorship

German philosophy, particularly that of
Hegel, his writings were concerned with juridical and economic problems. As a jurist he
tacked

eschewed system building and philosophizing
and always endeavored to give a concrete factual
treatment of the problems concerned. As an
economist he may be considered an adherent of
the classical school, although he did not subscribe to the one-sided theories on distribution

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
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current in the later writings of the school. His
best contributions to economics are in the field
of monetary and banking problems; some of his

movement during the

years of tumult and interwhich followed Lassalle's death in
alive
and welded into a strategic
kept

nal division

He

earlier writings contain a brilliant defense of

1864.
force the

monetary devaluation.

and became

Schweigaard's greatest achievements, however, are in the field of economic policy. From
1842 until his death he represented Christiania

year he entered the North German Reichstag
as the first Social Democrat to sit in a German

where as the leading authority on
economic matters he initiated important economic legislation. He was the most outstanding
figure in the free trade movement and in 1842
in the Stort'ng,

successfully sponsored the first liberal tariff in
Norway. lie took a most active part in the

general economic development of his country
and through his guiding influence made the
largest single contribution to the expansion of

Norwegian industry and commerce.
WILIIELM KEILHAU
Consult: Vinje, A. O.,

Om

ScJweigaard (Chnstianta

1870), Keilhau, Wilhelm, in Dct norske folks liv og
vol. IK

Allgemeiner deutscher Arbeit eruerein
its
president in 1867. In the same

parliament. His acceptance of the Bismarckian
process of unification became the ostensible
pivot of his struggle with Liebknecht and Bebel,
who continued but with greater fanaticism the
anti-Prussian policy which had been characterof Schweit/er himself in his pre-Lassallean

istic

period. Liebknecht and Bebel opened a camto destroy the Allgemeiner deutscher

paign

Arbciterverein

and

its

dictator, Schweitzer,

and

thus to prepare the
socialist party in

way for the creation of a
harmony with their own con-

ceptions. By a vigorous propaganda presenting
him as a hireling of Bismarck they gradually so
undermined his influence that he withdrew from

(Oslo 1931) p. 164-69; Hertzberg,
Ebbe, Professor Schweigaard i hans offentlige virk-

political life

Nordsomhed l8j2-lS?o (Chnstiama 1883), and
maendi det lyde aarhundrede, ed by G. Gran, 3 vols
(Chnstiama 1914) vol i, p 322-52, Lochen, Arne,
"A
Schweigaard's Filosofi"
Edda, vol. xn
(1919-20) 1-36 A complete list of works by and
about Schweigaard is given in Norsk forfatterle\ikon 1814-18, vol. v (Chnstiama 1901) p. 199-211.

the Social Democratic party as it was finally
consolidated. By descent an Italian, he had de-

historic,

m

M
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SCHWEITZER-ALLESINAJOHANN BAPTIST VON

(1833-75), German politician.
Schweitzer, a member of an aristocratic Catholic
family of Frankfort, was trained by the Jesuits

and studied law. Drawn into the struggle for
German unification, he at first turned for leadership to clerical Austria but soon came to rest
his hopes in the revolutionary initiative of the

a writer of successful

rived his early training as a political thinker from

the writings of Machiavelh and was a strategist
of unusual ability. He was, however, by nature
a condottiere and in directing the workers' movement he was motivated more by personal ambition than by conviction.
GUSTAV MAYFR
Consult: Mayer, G \istev, yohann Baptist von Schweitzer
und die Sozialdemoktiitie (Jena 1909), Mehnng, Franz,
Gescfnchte dcr Sozialdemokratie, 4 vols. (i2th ed.
and iv.
Berlin 1922) vols.

m

German

people. This change was signalized by the composition of his chief work,
Der Zeitgeist und das Chnstenthum (Leipsic
entire

and became

comedies. Schweitzer may, however, be regarded
as the creator of the parliamentary method of

1861), in which he supported the thesis that
both Catholicism and Protestantism were incompatible with the democratic spirit of the age
and must perish with monarchy. Siding with
the anti-Prussian, democratic faction against
the Nationalverein (founded 1859) Schweitzer

SCIALOJA, ANTONIO

(1817-77),

Italian

economist and statesman. Scialoja was born in
the

Kingdom of
own

study on his

Naples. After considerable
he came under the

initiative

direction of his uncle, the economist Matteo de
Augustinis. His first important scientific work,
/ pnnnpi delta economia sociale, esposti in ordine

(Naples 1840, 3rd ed. Turin 1848),
when he was only twenty-two years
of age, won him sudden fame both in Italy and
abroad. It did not expound new theories but
ideoJogico

sought to strengthen his position by winning the
support of the working classes. The swerve to
the left thus initiated was completed when the
bourgeoisie ostracized him for immoral conduct.
He then aligned himself with Lassalle and with

and a

the latter's approval founded in Berlin the first
Social Democratic daily, the Socialdemohrat

ment. The book was influential in introducing
the ideas of Ricardo and Malthus into Italy. In

(1864-71). As editor of this paper Schweitzer
achieved a commanding influence over the labor

Scialoja to the reinstituted chair of

published

displayed a firm grasp of the classical doctrines
logical and terse language and arrange-

1846 King Charles Albert of Sardinia called

economics

Science

Schweigaard
at

Turin, where he was a very successful teacher.
Scialoja's political career began when he be-

came

minister of agriculture and commerce
during the brief constitutional interval in Naples

in 1848.

With the

reaction he

was kept

in pro-

tective arrest for three years and then sentenced
to nine years' imprisonment, but on the interill the sentence was commuted in 1852 to perpetual exile. Cavour then
gave him a legal post m connection with the
government of Piedmont. In his pamphlet Ca-

cession of Napoleon

(Turin 1854) he defended
Cavour's unpopular policy of free trade in grain
as a curb on high prices. His celebrated pamphlet Note e confronti dei bilanci del Reg no di
Napoli e Jegli stati Sardi (Turin 1857) compared
restta

e

governo

the two governments in various respects, notably
in their financial systems, to the complete dis-

advantage of Naples.

With the

and unification of

liberation

Italy

assumed a prominent place

in public
minister of finance for Naples
under Garibaldi's dictatorship and again under
Victor Emmanuel. He represented Italy in the
negotiation of the liberal commercial treaty of

Scialoja

He was

affairs.

whose principles are univeraccepted or have reached the greatest perfor
fection, as,
example, the physical sciences.
This definition does not permit one to speak of
science as a unity but only as a generic name for
cially to disciplines

sally

a

number of independent and highly

diverse dis-

ciplines. Fortunately it is possible to frame another definition based on a historical analysis of

the development of the various sciences in hu-

man

culture;

and

this definition,

which greatly

limits the denotation of science, does

make

it

permissible to regard science in a certain sense
as an organic unity, expressing the same method
in all

branches and manifesting

its

social

and

cultural

life

its effects

on

as a single force. His-

torically the great development of mathematics
and the natural sciences and the subsequent

application of some of the features of these sciences to the analysis of social facts reveal a
natural community between these branches of

knowledge, which does not extend to other disciplines, sometimes also called sciences, such as
theology, ethics, metaphysics and philosophy.
It is thus possible to limit the term science to
the first named group of disciplines and to at-

1863 with France. From 1865 to 1867 he was
finance minister of Italy. Although he had always condemned paper money, the financial

tempt to charactcn/e the unity of nature and
purpose which lies behind them.

pressure of the war with Austria forced him to
abandon the gold standard and institute legal

group of sciences is not merely the quest for
knowledge in any sense of the term but the
quest for a certain t\pe of knowledge These
sciences, or this science, may be said to look for
knowledge in terms of which man may env isage
the future course of phenomena unrolling them-

tender paper money. He attempted to replace
he land tax by a capitali/ed redeemable tax on

i

land and an income tax to apply to income from
land as well as from all other sources, but he
failed because of the strong opposition of the

landed

interest.

From 1872

to 1874

he served as

minister of education, resigning over the oppo-

and compulsory
work was his at-

sition to his proposal for free

primary education. His last
tempt, begun in 1876, to reorganize the corrupted public finances of Egypt.
LUIGI EINAUDI

Other economic works: Trattato elementare dt economta
soctale (a

namento

r6sum6 of the Pnncipi) (Turin 1848), Riordidel tnbuti diretti

(Florence 1867).

Consult. Cesare, Carlo de,
di

Antonio Scialoja

tonio Scialoja

(Rome

Memorie

La

vita,

i

tempt e

1879), Cesare,

R

le

de,

opere

An-

e documenti (Citta di Castello
"Nel centenano di Antonio

1893); Loria, Achille,
Scialoja" in Nuova antologia, 6th ser

,

vol cxcix (1919)

357-76, Ricca-Salerno, Giuseppe, Stona delle dottnne
finanziane in Italia (and ed. Palermo 1896) p. 533-35.

SCIENCE. By

etymology the term science

is

generally applied to any discipline of knowledge
or body of systematic principles and more espe-

The

characteristic

outl(x>k

of the selected

selves or capable of unrolling themselves before
his perception and on the basis of which he may
alter future

arrangements of phenomena to suit

his practical interests. Science may
as a far flung system of knowledge

terms which allow

it

be defined
couched in

to serve as a theoretical

basis for practical technique. It was in practical
physical technique that man first came to appre-

need of a grasp or representation of the
universe of perception in terms of fixed entities
and relations which could be relied upon to stay
ciate the

put in time.

What science

has done

this cognitive, or theoretical,

nique on
practical

is

to develop
of tech-

moment

its own account, independently of the
moment of action which in technique

follows the theoretical grasp of the situation.

The term mechanism which is

generally used to
characterize the scientific representation is a telltale reminder of the identity of the scientific

outlook with the cognitive moment of practical
technique. Needless to say, the scope of science
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not limited to the theory required by man's
immediate practical interests or even his immeis

diate practical perspective, first, because all theoretical research, as the very condition of its
utility for practise,

must transcend the imme-

diate practical perspective and, secondly, because the amenability of the universe to this

quasi-technical or mechanistic analysis has encouraged man to build up a vast structure in

which he takes pride for its own sake.
The inclusion on the one hand of mathematics
and on the other hand of the social sciences in
the same category with the natural sciences requires a certain explanation. Mathematics is
often regarded as dealing with the timeless logiworld of essences and therefore as belonging

analysis of the epistemological conditions and
limitations governing the scientific approach to

of the relation of the scientific

reality, as well as

approach to other approaches which the human
mind can and does take toward the same reality.
This type of analysis is popularly branded as
"metaphysical" and is regarded as distasteful;
but if one accepts the naive belief that science
represents an absolute and exclusive view of
reality, it becomes manifestly impossible to
speak of the social or cultural relations of sci-

ence, since everything true is inside science and
the false is irrelevant. It is only when it is recognized that science is not all embracing and
that

it

represents but one

among

several

human

in a class quite different from the sciences which
deal with the laws of nature. However, the defi-

conditioned by the structure of the
human endowment and by the structure of the
universe in which the human endowment func-

nition of science here given has stressed the
character of science as a representation, or
schema, for anticipating the future course of

only then is it possible to speak of the
place of science in human culture, both historiand
in the present.
cally

phenomena and not

Human experience as a whole may basically
be divided into the consciousness or experience

cal

at all as a

body

at laws

directly governing reality. And when science is
considered as a methodological system of ap-

proach,

an

it is

obvious that mathematics becomes

although highly specialized, part of
that system of approach. The same methodointegral,

logical

as

opposed to ontological interpretais calculated to remove the diffi-

tion of science
culties in the

way

of putting the social sciences

activities, all

tions

to say, sense images reflected

of percepts, that

is

on a perceptual

screen,

and the consciousness

or experience of subjective activity. Correlative
with the latter is the consciousness of transsubjective activity, or activity in other subjective
centers, elicited in the fundamental fact of social

communication. Both of these types of data

under the same roof with the natural or physical
sciences. In the endless controversies that have
been stirred up in recent years on this subject

the perceptual and the subjective, or spiritual
are given in the relation of emanating from an
underlying reality not present as such in imme-

the real problem has hinged on the fact that the
natural sciences, conceived as embodying the
absolute laws of reality, have been characterized

human
there

by mechanism and deterministic

reality for

predictability,

whereas people have hesitated to consign the
field of human and social sciences on an exclu-

diate consciousness. In a clarified

experience

it

comes to be

one section or

is

and

reflective

realized that

field of this

underlying

which man possesses only one peep-

of science, and hence of scientific mechanism, it
not necessary to force all aspects of social

through sense perception. This is the
inanimate physical reality. On the other
man turns first to the field of biological
reality and then to human reality, he observes
the development of a second peephole in addition to the perceptual which provides data of a

mechanism as if it were a
bed of Procrustes into which all must fit and
nothing hang out. Scientific mechanism may be

different order. In the biological field the second
peephole and its type of data are found only in a
very rudimentary fashion: it is just barely pos-

applicable to social reality so long as there is a
static, stable factor in that reality to support it;

with animals and to appreciate the existence of

sive basis to ontological mechanism and determinism. But on a methodological interpretation
is

reality into scientific

but the application of scientific mechanism does

hole, that

field of

hand, as

sible for

man to enter into social communication

a limited factor of subjective dynamic activity
But in the human field the second peep-

not ipso facto exclude the existence of other
manifestations of social reality not intelligible in

in them.

terms of mechanism or the existence of other
approaches and disciplines which have developed from these non-mechanistic aspects.

portant, overshadowing the significance of the
perceptual peephole and its data.

These implications

will

become

clearer

upon

hole and

its

data

become overwhelmingly im-

In the field of physical experience or reality
the regularity of the sense images causes man to

Science
qualify the underlying reality as static and material and ultimately leads him to the constitution

of mechanistic schemas as the best
pating the sense images or

way of anticiphenomena which

emanate from that

Although in loose

reality.

speech, these mechanistic schemas are called the
laws of that reality, a faithful examination of the
scientific process reveals that

they

fall far

short

of the mark. What one actually beholds is a
dualism consisting of the shifting panorama of
sense experience and a set of scientific schemas
seeking to anticipate important characteristics of
the sense panorama. The schemas are never confirmed or rejected once and for all in experience
but have to be referred to experience as the

very condition of their growth and development.
all one may say that these schemas, never
proof against the surprises of future experience,
provide an important grip on the future, and
All in

one which moreover
extend in

many

it

seems

still

possible to

directions.

As one turns to the biological field, one is
forced to recognize that mechanistic schemas
developed from perceptual data, while still applicable

and capable of further development,

manifest a certain loss of grip.

The

ability to

extrapolate schemas for considerable periods of
time without reference to experience is lessened;

the complication of empirical phenomena is so
great that schemas cannot be made so comprehensive that they do not omit important condi-

These

indeed disputed by many
scientists, but only because, sharing as they do
the ontological conception of science, they are
afraid to admit such evidence lest it be regarded
tions.

facts are
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from psychological acts and acts of transsubjective social communication. These, while
have
a physical-sensory side, by means of
they
which they are identified in space and time, are
rives

basically unintelligible without reference to the
internal psychological context. An act of eco-

nomic exchange, the signing of a contract, is of
course meaningless if taken as a purely sensory
perception. On the other hand, if such acts are
perceived in their psychological relation, they
the material for the application of the

may form

same formal type of mechanistic schemas as is
utilized in the physical sciences. Economics as
a mechanistic science

is

sometimes said to

rival

physics in the grip of its prediction as well as in
its abstract mathematical
development. How-

what is forbidden to the physicist is cer
tamly not permitted to the economist or the
psychologist: he cannot erect his schema of deever,

terministic prediction into an ontological determinism. For in human and soci?l phenomena it
is
is

possible to go behind the scenes of reality (as
not possible in physical experience) and ex-

amine into the conditions behind the production
of phenomena. Such an examination reveals that
the psychological forces which create the phenomena in question by no means behave always
in the static and stable fashion necessary to make
the resulting sciences completely predictional.
The human psyche, which represents a disturbing dynamic factor by reference to the stability
of physical experience and material facts, itself

breaks up into a relatively stable phase and into
a superdynamic spiritual phase, which whatever
else it does certainly troubles the stable and

as rendering biological science impossible. On
the other hand, a sober philosophic examination
of the case would recognize that the loss of grip

regular order of psychological

on the

psyche, or rather from the whole dynamism
involved in the polarization into two phases,

part of mechanistic schemas in biology
correlates itself with the revelation of a second

type of factor (absent in physical

dynamic

reality), that

of

and socio-psycho-

phenomena.

From

this

there derive

spiritual

all

phase of the

human

the so-called "value" activities

of man: ethics and the social organization of

subjectivity.

From the same viewpoint it is only to be
expected that in dealing with human beings
mechanistic schemas although applicable and
relevant would have even less grip than they
have in biology. Only a dogmatist would expect
a schema of external behaviorism to be applicable with complete prediction to the human
individual's outward manifestations. Moreover
it mu&t be
pointed out in this connection that

human and

logical

social sciences is fdr

human

activities, religion, aesthetics

and even

taken from the purely human and
intellectual side. But while science, reflecting as
it does the
disciplining of the cognitive need
science

itself,

manifested in physical technique, develops static
or material concepts, the other activities, when
they undergo an intellectual development, create
concepts of a different order: spirit, ideal, purpose. Since both sets of concepts often point

from being limited

to the same reality, although to different aspects,
it is obvious that
great care has to be

human

to prevent contusion ot thought and intellectual
working at cross purposes. This has to be

the field of the

to the application of a loose
mechanistic physiology or physics to individual

beings.

Most of their

subject matter de-

exm^L
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guarded against not only in the case of opposing
disciplines, like economics and ethics, but even

more

so in the case of those mixed social dis-

ciplines

jurisprudence, for example, and other

disciplines pertaining to social administration

Removed

from, this earthly support conscious-

ness operated to spread an atmosphere of fear
and hallucination about the outside world with
its

inevitable reaction in the development of a

where the

sense of intimacy with the fictitious creations of
the subjective imagination.

study.

Instead of primitive technique developing
rapidly from invention to invention and later
breaking up into a specialized theoretical science

static scientific approach and the normative moral approach have to be utilized alternately by the same person in the same course of

On

the basis of this analysis of the place of
thought and scientific approach in the

scientific

human

psychological endowment it is possible
to trace intelligently the historical development
of science and its interplay with other phases of

At the very outset one is confronted
with the great puzzle as to why science should
have had such a late development. Although
culture.

religion, social organization, material technique
and even the fine arts have a continuity reaching

back perhaps hundreds of thousands of years
into the past, the thread of science does not go
back more than four or five thousand years at
And even the greatest part of this
history pertains primarily to mathematical and

and an applied science, or technology, one finds
in primitive life technique developing
its more
ambitious phases into magic, which may be

m

characterized as an illusory technique resting
upon a fallacious knowledge. Its leading ideas

are often designated under the headings of mana
and animism. The first reflects the inability on

the part of primitive man to make a clear distinction in his conscious experience between the
subjective
lieves that

and the

objective: the magician beeffort of will and without

by sheer

spatial manipulation he can constrain not only
his own muscles and his own body but the

the very most

objects of external perception as well, and he
believes also that these objects themselves pos-

astronomical science. As applied to natural and
physical phenomena science cannot be said to

sess

have become constituted before the seventeenth

in primitive thought, after success in the technical manipulation of external phenomena has

century, and its era of intensive development
dates only from the nineteenth century, from
wh'ich period, approximately, also dates the development of clearly crystallized scientific meth-

ods in the social fields. It is not a question of a
slow accumulation of scientific facts in the early
stages of culture with an increasing acceleration
of progress in the later stages: primitive culture

an

antiscientific tendency, an inherently false approach, which had to be outgrown
before science and scientific progress could

reflected

begin.

The

late

development of science finds

its

ex-

planation in the complexity of the human mental
the multiple facets of approach
instrument,

m

toward experience which

it

contains and

m the

m

the early attempts to
articulate this remarkable endowment of man.
inevitable confusion

The

gift

of consciousness did not

come down

from heaven with explicit directions for its use,
and anthropologists have therefore wisely remarked that under the precarious conditions of
primitive life consciousness was not an unmixed
blessing for man. If consciousness extended
man's technical grip on the physical world, it
did so only in specific concrete problems where
man could lean to a great extent on the subconscious guidance of his instinctive endowment.

a

non-mechanical, "mystical" causality.

Animism, which seems to come

at a later stage

an objective world with

crystallized the sense of

the savage
both in the conception of indwelling spirits,
with dynamic and capricious properties, inhabstatic material properties, exists for

sticks

iting all objects

men and

animals

and

and stones

as well as

in the belief in disem-

bodied spirits roaming the world at large and
manipulating phenomena like a puppet show. It

how these ideas suggested themfrom psychological and psycho-sociological experience,
which the interest of the
primitive like that of a child is more keen and
intimate. But the application of such ideas to
the physical world could not be more unfortunate in its results. Not only are such ideas
is

easy to see

selves

m

basically unsuited to the characteristics of physical experience,

but they deprive the mind of the

possibility of attaining true ideas by creating
the allusion of being confirmed by experience.
It is part
its

of the essence of mystical causality that

effects are uncertain

and unpredictable, and

similarly in the nature of spirits that unseen
they can always interfere with the plans of mice
it is

and men. Thus

if a magician's experiments did
not produce the material effects looked for, the
fault was not ascribed to his theories but to the

mystical contamination of some of his materials,

Science
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the eapriciousness of some evil spirits or the
malevolence of other magicians. It took humanity a long, long time to come to the realization

atmosphere. At the same time the
progress of social organization, effected with or
without a development of religious ideas and

that not only were mechanistic principles, principles of spatial causation with entities whose
properties stay fixed in time, the ones appropri-

always subject to sudden interruptions and reversions as a result of wars, created a class with

intellectual

ate to physical experience, but that in problems
of detail they alone laid themselves open to

and curiosity to carry on disinterested inquiry at least in certain directions.
This state of things corresponds to that of the

verification or rejection in experience, and in
case of rejection, to the revision of the detailed

great civilizations of Egypt and Babylonia. In
both of these civilizations in the midst of a gen-

structure in the light of the suggestions of ex-

eral magical mentality there existed a highly
developed mathematical science, which went far

perience.
In addition to the vicious circle involved in

the fundamental presuppositions behind magic
it must be remembered that there was an all
important institutional force which served to
perpetuate these ideas, although with a different

end in view. This

is

religion,

whose

historical

function has always been to exalt the higher
subjective energies of men and to maintain the
social fabric by emphasizing the participation of
the individual in an invisible world from which

sufficient leisure

beyond the needs of practise and which above
whether used in practise or not, was intellec-

all,

tually effective. It is interesting to analyze the
sources of this mathematical science, embracing
not only arithmetic but also geometry Both of

these phases of mathematical science, which was
one day to become the corner stone of the whole
vast intellectual transcription of experience, have
their roots in technique not only in the sense of

representing problems suggested by technique
and solutions that may be utilized therein but

the collectivity depended
Primitive religion of course can scarcely be
said to have had a very clear conception of

in the very special sense of being intellectually
guided by a skeletonized type of technique. The

the spiritual, either intellectually or morally. Its
intellectual stock in trade represented the same

history of the number concept reveals its roots
in concrete numeration: in the telling off of

confounding of the objective and the subjective,
the material and the psychological, which char-

objects in a one to one correspondence against
a set of standard objects. Because of the sim-

acterized magic, and its program hardly differed
from magic save in its social aims Religion
sought to constrain and wheedle the spirits and

plicity and uniformity of these operations, the
play of cognitive consciousness could follow
them and assimilate them in such a manner that

invisible forces for the benefit of the group, the
magician for the benefit of the individual At the

could carry them forward in imagination with
confidence that the results of the imagined
action would correspond with the results of

same time religion as the guardian of social
safety became the censor of any new ideas or
activities which might conceivably offend the
invisible spirits or gods.
stitution,
illicit

Thus

the religious in-

although always hostile to magic as an
communication with the

individualistic

extraordinary forces of the universe, served to
perpetuate the mentality on which magic de-

pended. This relationship continued as late as
the Middle Ages, when the scholastic philosophers took an attitude not of condemning the
belief in magical powers but of condemning the
resort to them for magical aims.
Before a scientific mentality could emerge,
there was required a long and slow transformation of the physical and institutional conditions
of culture. The accumulated progress of the

technical arts, necessarily slow not only because
it took
place without the aid of science but also

because it took place under the shadow of magic,
eventually effected a certain translucency in the

it

full

physically repeated action.

A

similar develop-

operative, although at a much later
stage, with regard to the tracing of lines and

ment was

figures which could be superimposed on concrete objects to determine their size and shape.
These too became subject to imaginativ e mental

analysis and gave birth to geometry. The extent
of development of numerical and geometrical
analysis, once the start was made, depended of

course on conditions of leisure and interest in

the subject.

One

is

amazed

to find that Baby-

lonian priests as early as 2500 B.C. had advanced
in the analysis of numerical operations to the

point where they were carrying on a regular
algebra with solutions of simultaneous quadratic
equations in two unknowns. As regards geometry their science embraced at least an implicit

knowledge of the properties of the Pythagorean
theorem two thousand years before Pythag-
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All this extraordinary mathematical development in Babylonia (and the lesser but equally
significant development in Egypt) failed to have

on the prevailing genIn Babylonia it may be said to
have combined with magical and superstitious
any

rational repercussion

eral mentality.

thought. Finally,

it

should be noted that the

place and meaning of science as a whole in

modern life and thought can be understood only
by reference to the modern philosophical tradiGreek in character although transformed by a number of forces, of which not the
least is the development of science itself. For
these reasons a brief glance at the program and
outlook of Greek philosophy is necessary.
tion, basically

ideas to foster an intense development of star
omens, or astrology. This curious discipline
developed a remarkable core of positive astronomical science within a framework of gross
superstition. Both were passed on to Greece

Under the impact of a number of secularizing
and humanizing forces, including the cumula-

and the European tradition

tive

after the entry of

advance of the technical

arts,

the decadence

Alexander the Great into Babylon. The astrological tenets continued to flourish throughout
Roman and mediaeval times. They helped to
preserve the interest in mathematical astronomy
but at the price of contributing to the degra-

of the religious institution in Greece and the
efflorescence of the plastic arts and literature,

dation of the general mentality.
The type of scientific contribution represented by Egypt and Babylonia has been re-

gods in heaven and earth, which were hitherto
the only vehicle for expressing man's curiosity

peated several times, in China and Japan, India
and among the Mayas of North America. It.
serves as concrete evidence to show that the

now

potentialities of science are not confined to

any

one people but may properly be regarded as
belonging to the patrimony of the whole human
race. In actual historical fact, however, only one
civilization has been able to produce a fully
developed scientific tradition, and this is the
so-called western civilization which traces its
origin to Greece.

The

historic

importance of the Greeks from

the point of view of science lies in two directions.
In the first place, they laid down the program
and formal outline for the whole encyclopaedia

there developed a novel way of looking at the
universe and man's relation to it. In place of

the mythological stories of the adventures of the

and wonder

at the nature of things, there was
a bold inquiry by human reason without
reference to the nominal masters above. This

inquiry, which at first embraced only questions
of cosmic structure and later included problems
of human conduct and affairs, was of necessity
speculative, being an attempt to systematize the
general features of experience as they presented
themselves to the interest of the thinker. It was
also dialectical in the sense that each thinker

hazarded his

own theory

or system and attacked

that of everyone else. If in the prephilosophic
stage of culture mythological beliefs had been

propagated under the anonymous banner of
traditions without the individual's
daring to assert his own ideas, now with the
awakening of the reasoning faculties of the indicollective

of knowledge, including not only the positive
which form the subject of the present
article, but the philosophical and intellectual

vidual things went to the extreme of individualism and sometimes, under the influence of

disciplines as well. In the second place, they
built up and developed to marvelous perfection

of sophistry.

sciences,

geometry as a rational and at the same time
positive and intellectually effective science, preparing

it

modern

unconsciously for

scientific structure

its vital

role in the

and applying

it

con-

sciously but timidly to the motions of the heavens and to rudimentary problems of mechanics.

The relationship

of the general philosophic pro-

gram of Greek thought to the modern scientific
edifice is complex. Greek philosophical thought
has contributed an element which has gone into
the making of modern science and without which
science could not have developed as it has. On
the other hand, it may also be said that modern

rhetorical practise at the law courts, to the point

By and large the Greeks did not minimize the
importance of experience as the starting point
of knowledge. The truth is rather that their
general attitude toward knowledge was radically
different from that which prevails today. What
the Greeks sought from knowledge was in the
nature of a theoretical, contemplative Weltan-

schauung, which

made no

organic distinction of

approach between problems of human ethics
and problems of physics. The idea of a science
that represented power over natural forces and
over the course of phenomena and that was to be

science constituted itself

constituted as a univerealization of the theoretical moment in technique was quite lacking. Al-

some

though the philosophers pressed into

of the tenets

by reacting against
of Greek philosophical

their serv-

Science
ice all the accumulated common sense knowledge

born of the progress of the arts and occasionally
performed experiments to prove disputed points,
none of the branches of philosophic inquiry,
none of the sciences, was carried on in correlation with the corresponding techniques. These
were despised as representing an inferior level
of activity having no relation to disinterested
knowledge. The only case where there was an
attempt to bring together the learned approach
and the approach of practise was in the medical
sciences, but here the results were relatively
barren because the necessary preliminary
ences were lacking.

The good and

evil of the

sci-

Greek philosophic

contribution, from the viewpoint of modern scithe system of Arisence, are well represented

m

which came at the close of the great
philosophic era and which imposed itself on

totle,

subsequent generations by its confident encyclopaedic sweep of all knowledge. It was characteristic of Aristotle's doctrine that it articulated
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tradition

and

their absence in the oriental cul-

tural tradition

which seem to account

m

the West
crystallization of science
failure to develop similarly in the East.

for the

and

its

The other

important phase of the Greek conwas the constitution of a
demonstrative geometry. In view of the implicit

tribution to science

kinship between geometry and the mechanistic

approach to physical phenomena it seems a bit
strange that the Greeks should have failed to
make the transition to physics. But the explanation lies

m

ways. If by

the fact that geometry faces two
its origins it recalls the world of

technique, by

its

amenability to deductive de-

velopment it suggests a world of pure eternal
truths to be contemplated along with the rest of
the cosmological speculative system. Nevertheless, the historian must record two extensions of
pure mathematics to physical problems; and
while these were too slight to affect the dominant tone of ancient thought, they were important for the future

m creating the

nucleus of a

new tradition. One of these is

branches of knowledge
from physics to "first philosophy" or theology
into a single architectonic whole, moved by dy-

the application by
Archimedes of the methods of geometrical de-

teleological principles. These were suggested to Aristotle by his special preoccupation

simple machines, and it is perhaps significant
to note that this occurred during the Alexandrian epoch when the Greek philosophic aver-

all

phases of reality,

all

namic

with biology, where indeed there

is

an inherent
even

justification for a teleological viewpoint,

though such a viewpoint does not provide the
type of controlling knowledge of phenomena
which modern science seeks; and also by the
latent animism involved m common sense knowledge of physical phenomena and embodied in
language concepts.

The proximity

of this view-

point, for all its intellectual breadth, to the
religious mentality of the semibarbarian peoples
of the Middle Ages helps to account for th?
Aristotle's system on the
mediaeval schools of all faiths, Moslem, Jewish
and Christian. On the other hand, both the
methodology of the system and its alliance with

tremendous hold of

a theological
sacred books
to the

hegemony of thought resting on
it a
powerful encumbrance

made

development of physical science in the

modern

sense.

system and the Greek philosophic
contribution in general stood for a dispassionate
Aristotle's

interest in physical, natural and
phenomena. They provided moreover a
rich store of facts and documentation which
outside of physics could be taken over bodily
and utilized in a corrected scientific methodolintellectual

social

ogy. It

and

is

this

the presence of this theoretical interest

documentation in the western cultural

duction to the principle of the lever and of other

sion to technique had receded somewhat under
The other is the rather curious

alien influences.

and timid application of geometry

to

an analysis

of the motions of the heavenly bodies, which was
begun by Eudoxos in the time of Plato and completed by Ptolemy about 150 A.D. It is significant
that in both systems the natural aim of the geometrical analysis

to chart the heavenly

and simplify them

if

motions

possible by changing the
was frustrated by the same

point of orientation
type of religious and commonsense prejudices
as were afterwards to be arrayed against the

Copernican theory. The mathematician was thus
reduced to combining purely hypothetical circular motions to "save the phenomena," these
artificial combinations being endowed subsequently by the realistic imagination with full
physical

reality.

A

heliocentric

pounded by Aristarchus

in a

theory

pro-

form identical with

that of the Copernican theory eighteen centuries
later was frowned upon by the mathematicians

and denounced by the stoic Cleanthes as an act
of religious impiety.
As regards the Middle Ages, it may be said
that the older view that this long period was
substantially barren of scientific achievement
still

prevails despite the efforts of mediaeval
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an intense development of commercial

scholars to rehabilitate the intellectual status of

itself in

that epoch.

The men of the Middle Ages preserved the intellectual heritage of antiquity and
made it the possession of a pan-European civili-

and

But however much they affected the
philosophic, moral and political disciplines, they
made no significant contribution to the positive
scientific phase of the Greek tradition, which
they cultivated moreover only with a secondary
interest Even in algebra, the invention of which
is popularly credited to the Arabs but which was

by
which moreover the costly and devastating wars
of the northern powers in Italy also contributed.
It was the synchronism of these two revolutions
which produced the new scientific trends. Thus
the humanistic Renaissance gave a mortal blow
to scholasticism and at the same time stimulated
the publication of Greek scientific texts along
with literary and philosophic texts, although by

zation.

really begun by the Alexandrian Greeks, the
mediaeval contribution was slight, and the mam
left for the sixteenth century. There
were, however, a number of practical inventions
during the Middle Ages the compass, lenses,

work was

gunpowder and Hindu-Arabic numerals which
were to have a revolutionary effect on both technology and science. It is important to note that
side by side with the official scholastic culture,
under which the intellectual traditions of Greek
thought were resumed but given a religious and
otherworldly emphasis, there was a practical,
plebeian current, expressing itself in magic and
the occult sciences and also, as the slow economic development permitted, in a rational
progress of technique. In the architectural arts
there was even a groping for the application of
mathematics and scientific reasoning to prob-

lems of engineering, but the education of the
masons was too limited to permit of much progress in this direction.
It is to the turbulent upheavals of the Renaissance that are due both the resumption of the
mathematical sciences of the Greeks and their
fusion with a practical, technical interest, which

constitutes the differentiating character of modern science. The period witnessed two revolutions, brought about by relatively independent
causes, and it was on the margin of both that

the revival and transformation of science took

shape The first was the cultural revolution, the
Renaissance in the proper sense, which was
motivated by the desire to escape from the sordid conditions of mediaeval life and return to

industrial capitalism and was accompanied
a rapid rise of technology and mining, to

itself it

did not produce a

modern

scientific

approach was in the revival
of a pagan biological naturalism. But meeting
with the current of pragmatic interest emanating
from technique it produced for the first time in
history a union of theory and practise, mathematics and engineering. In the person of a genius like Leonardo da Vmci all these Renaissance
tendencies united in an all embracing talent.
Leonardo was at once an all round aesthetic
attitude: the closest

type architect, sculptor, painter and poet and
an investigator of the scientific, technological
type, making important discoveries in mechanics, biology and natural history, which unfortunately did not see the light of day until the

eighteenth century. In the lesser but more specialized careers, whose contributions built up

and the new sciensame cross fertilization
of hitherto segregated cultural trends. Thus the
astronomer Toscanelli prepared the charts which
were utilized by Columbus and the Portuguese
explorers. Writers on metallurgy, like Birinthe

new

scientific tradition

tific spirit,

there was the

guccio and Agricola, helped to dissipate the fogs
of alchemy and prepare the way for a scientific
chemistry. The translators and followers of
Archimedes were simultaneously mathematicians and military engineers, seeking to extend
the Archimedean method to new mechanical
problems. The need of increasing the effective-

ness of artillery fire led Tartagha to attempt to
solve the problem of the path of a projectile, and
he initiated a scries of efforts which led ulti-

the glories and beauties of the classical past and
which expressed itself in the revival of architec-

mately to Galileo's successful solution, with its
founding of modern dynamics.
Even the Copernican theory, often regarded

ture and the plastic arts under classical inspiraand in the restoration of the monuments of

as a creation of individual genius, was in fact a
product of the trends of the time. The stimulus

and learning. The other revowas economic, produced by such factors

to the revival of astronomy, which was preserved
during the Middle Ages largely through the aid

as the loss of population as a result of the Black
Death and the incessant wars, the closing up of

of its disreputable daughter, astrology, came in
the fifteenth century with the necessity of drawing up tables to correct the calendar. This had

tion

classical literature

lution

the customary trade routes and other economic
political changes. This revolution expressed

and

been agitated in vain for four hundred years.
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but under the new intellectual conditions re-

physics the conception of mechanism evolved

vised and accurate astronomical tables were pre-

far more radically, until
today it is nothing more
than a metaphor denoting the quest for relations
and laws of identity across time. This fact is of
importance because for long men tried to join
the new science to the rest of the cultural and

pared by Purbach and Regiomontanus. Their
work in turn called attention to the parlous state
of astronomical theory, and it was with this
background that Copernicus went to Italy and
found, through his humanistic studies of classical literature, the trail of the heliocertnc doctrine,

which he dared champion

as a solution

philosophic tradition by the device of psychophysical

(mind and matter) and metaphysical

(God and the world) dualism, which the more

for the astronomical difficulties.

irreverent abbreviated into a monistic material-

until the seventeenth century, however, that the evolution away from scholastic
doctrines and the accumulation of physical dis-

coveries

ism. Only with Kant was the attempt seriously
begun to inquire into the relations between the
form of science and the conditions of the human
endowment, and then it was realized that science

new

could not be considered even in

It

was not

had proceeded to the point where the
science could perceive clearly its own perspective, synthesize its detailed researches and

formulate a philosophic program and methodology. The numerous steps in the development
of the scientific structure cannot be treated here,
but certain generalities on those phases which
have a cultural importance should be mentioned.
First of all, the new science divorced itself from
the unified intellectual perspective which had
dominated Aristotle and the scholastics. Physics
and astronomy were no longer harnessed in the
same logical system with metaphysics and theology. This was the real significance of the
struggle for the acceptance of the Copemican
theory that was waged by Galileo. The Catholic

church, although it constrained Galileo, could
not constrain the earth in its motion or the evolution of scientific thought. Today, while scholasticism has

been restored as the

official philos-

ophy of the church, that philosophy must accept
the findings of physical science, which are based
on a different approach; the church cannot com-

mand science to

follow scholastic concepts.
new methodology of science

Specifically the

made

necessary to view the universe in terms
of mechanism, both for the grosser mechanical
phenomena and for the more subtle phenomena,
it

such as

light, heat,

sound. This approach was at

visually interpreted by Desothers as implying that the external

first literally

and

and
universe was made up of nothing but extended
mass and motion and that physical laws repre-

cartes

sented only the laws of the geometrical transmission of motions by contact. Almost immediately,

however, a deviation had to be allowed

in

the case of universal gravitation, which operated
an occult quality, but with

at a distance, like

effects so precisely traceable in

terms of observ-

able and measurable quantities that it could not
be denied admittance into the edifice of science.

In the course of the subsequent development of

its

own

plane

and metaphysical view of reality but
a special and progressive approach to

as a direct

only as

experience.
It was indeed in the progressive building up
of the scientific system along its chosen mechanistic pattern that both the experimentahsm and

mathematicism so characteristic of modern

sci-

ence found their application and meaning. Experiment was no longer an illumimstic quest for
the mysterious inner secrets of nature; either it
represented a methodical cataloging of new phe-

nomena, as in the case of electricity, or more
it was the
putting to the test of a deductive

often

prediction of experience. On the other hand, the
basic mechanistic concepts put a premium on

the deductive analysis of the functional variation

of spatial and temporal magnitudes which was
supplied by the mathematician. When Galileo
worked out the law of gravitational acceleration

he was handicapped by the absence of the differential calculus; but thereafter the development of mathematical analysis, initiated by Descartes' fusion of algebra and geometry, was
always far ahead of physical needs.
The seventeenth century scientific development, vast and revolutionary as it was, did not
succeed in imposing the new program on any
field
istry,

other than physics and astronomy. Chemwhere the same type of approach, although

with a somewhat different starting point, was
needed, lagged behind, still following occult
ideas denved from alchemy. In the biological

was accomplished save in descriptive
phenomena; and even the discovery of the circufield little

lation of the blood, important as

it was, belonged
slowness of progress in these
fields no doubt reflects a greater complexity in
the problems, but it also indicates the lack of

to this class.

The

organized social support for the new scientific
research. It was not until well into the nine-
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teenth century that the universities became active centers of scientific research. Up to that

time

research had been fostered

by amateurs
and by societies of amateurs, the so-called
learned societies, which in their modern form
arose in the Italian cities of the sixteenth and
all

seventeenth centuries. Occasionally those

who

advanced the torch of science were members of
the universities, but this was the exception rather
than the rule. The newer branches of research,

from being

less solid justification for

the belief that in eco-

nomic phenomena "private

vices are public virtues" or that the play of materialistic self-interest

works out always for the social good. But under
the naive interpretation of science both principles, the principle of mechanistic determinism

and that of a teleological harmony or interests,
were proclaimed as consequences of the same
science and as resting on the same authority.
The later history of natural science, which

encouraged by the uni-

begins with the founding of chemistry at the

versity administration, were not even represented in the university curriculum.

close of the eighteenth century, is difficult tc
trace in its technical scientific aspects, but its

As for the relations of the new science with
the developing techniques of industry, it may

social repercussions are easy to follow. Three
sets of phenomena coincide: the uncovering by

be

physical science of facets of experience capable
of practical and technical utilization; the flower-

far

actively

said that collaboration

After the

was most

intermittent.

burst of

community of interest in
the Renaissance there was little to hold science
and industry together until the development of
chemistry, electricity and thermodynamics and
first

the rise of the steam engine. The first great
revelation of the practical power of science came

with the French Revolution,

when

the chemists

were hired by the revolutionary
new processes and to systematize
the weights and measures of the republic.

and

physicists
state to devise

Of

far greater importance during this period
effects of science on social thought and

were the

The development

action.

of science had been

accompanied from the beginning by an emphasis on the realistic, materialistic side of human
nature. In the seventeenth century it had been
counterweighted by the development of

reli-

gious and moral thought with its opposite emphasis. In the eighteenth century, however,
science became the carrier of a peculiar type of
social

rationalism

empirical and realistic in

emphasis, moral and reformist in aim. The materialism of the French encycloptdistes and the

subsequent English doctrine of utilitarianism
this type. Side by side with these there

were of

developed a purer type of social science, that
represented by economics. Here too the starting
point was the desire for a realistic interpretation
of human conduct, free from the snares of an
abstract and Utopian moral idealism. This
found its application in a field of social experience which the institutional development since
the Middle Ages had surrendered to the free

play of materialistic instincts subject only to
formal rules of market place exchange. Thus

had conspired to
create a field of "social physics" in which mechanistic laws would apply, and it was these laws
which the new science proclaimed. There was
unknowingly social

institutions

ing of capitalistic industrialism, under which
scientific knowledge can be utilized rapidly; and

the rise of the modern secular university, in

which a dominant place is given to scientific
research. Chemistry was from the moment of
its birth a utilitarian science and was so recognized by Lavoisier,

its

intellectual father. It has

affected almost every aspect of industry,

it

has

revolutionized agriculture and food preparation,
and it has become one of the principal weapons
in man's fight against disease. No one would
have suspected, however, the role that scientific

research was to play in the transformation of

power resources through its theories of energy
and thermodynamics as well as through the marvelous science of electromagnetism, which not
only opened up new methods of power production but led to the totally unprecedented boon
of power transmission. Nor would anyone have
dreamed that this same science of electromagnetism, which at the beginning of the modern
era embraced only two unconnected phenomena,
rubbed amber and the magnetic needle, could
create a magician's paradise of applications in
the fields of communication, lighting, medicine

and the

like.

In the second half of the nineteenth century
the biological sciences came into their own.
From a positive practical viewpoint the most
significant developments were the rise of an experimental physiology and the sensational discovery of the role of microbes in contagious
diseases and in putrefaction. The latter has
revolutionized surgery and has been the largest
single factor in the success of the modern public
health program. It has initiated lines of research
in
far

immunity and immunization which are still
from complete but which have continually
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subjected to a simple formula or law. When the
smoke had cleared, it was seen that evolution

experimental genetics, begun by Mendel in the
i86o's but lost to view until the turn of the
century. It has put the biologist in a position
to breed new agricultural and animal varieties

was no open sesame that could simultaneously
unlock the doors of theory and practise, of structure and history. The social disciplines fell back
on more eclectic methods, and what they ap-

almost as the chemist creates new compounds
in the laboratory. It has moreover provided the

more than made up in adequacy to their intricate

yielded rich social dividends

"on account." Of

similar positive significance

is

scientific basis for

a program of

human eugenics,

although such a program cannot be put into
operation without an agreement as to the practical social aims, which can be had only in a
more rationally directed social organization than

most countries today.
Far more philosophic in character was the
doctrine of the evolution of species which at-

exists in

tracted so

much

of the energy of biologists

during the nineteenth century and which convulsed popular religious beliefs as they had not
been convulsed by any scientific event in history.

is

dignity they

a relic of an outworn meta-

physical conception of science to suppose that
science can be carried on sub specie aeternitatis,

without reference to practical viewpoints and
interests. In the physical sciences a general practical interest is implicit in the very mathematics
and methodology of these sciences. But in the
social field,

where

fact

and practical action

alter-

nate in the consciousness of every individual, a
crystallized practical purpose must guide the
specific selection of facts if the chase for facts

not to degenerate into sheer dilettantism.
These reflections on the practical character of

science are relevant also with reference to the

logical data,
lated since the seventeenth century, the

concep-

promise which had developed between scientific
and religious beliefs, and which had surrendered
the working order of the universe to science but
had reserved the creative starting points and the

world of souls to the kingdom of
little

subject matter. It

paleaorito-

tion of a natural transformation of species gave
a telling blow to that peculiar metaphysical com-

religion.

Under

God and

tra-

evolution there was

territory left to the supernatural

kingdom,
embracing had the kingdom of nature
become. The clash was aggravated by the attempt on the part of Darwin to devise a mechaso

lost in scientific

which had been patiently accumu-

Founded on an induction from

ditional

peared to have

all

explanation of the evolutionary process in
terms of the ambiguous concept of natural

is

mooted

"crisis in science" raised

by the theo-

developments of the new physics. Notwithstanding the limitations of method which
have surrounded the scientific quest from the
moment of its formulation, there is no doubt
that most scientists as well as the general public
have tended to visualize the fundamental set of
scientific concepts in space and time and thus
to convert them into an ontology or metaphysics.
It was this tendency which was seriously affected
retical

by the development of the

relativity theories

virtually blocked altogether

ory.

There

is

and

by the quantum the-

nothing remarkable about the
except that the character of

nistic

relativity theory

Neither Darwin's work nor subsequent efforts on the basis of genetics have been
crowned with positive success, and to the writer

for the mathematician's functional manipulation

it would seem that there is a basic
incompatibility between an evolutionary conception and
a complete mechanistic explanation. But in the

categories and concepts themselves. The bridge
or rather the stairway to immediate psychology
cal experience still remained, just as there always

high Victorian period of evolutionism success

remains the possibility of ascent and descent
with regard to the highest reaches of mathe-

selection.

was taken for granted and there developed popular systems of materialistic metaphysics which
embraced all knowledge and all experience, from
astronomy and the nebular hypothesis to human
psychology and sociology, in one imaginative
sweep.

The

doctrine of evolution had an enormous

repercussion on sociology and anthropology,
largely, however, because it gave the erroneous
impression that all social history could be conceived as a uniform, linear development and

high abstraction which was previously reserved
of the fundamental physical categories and concepts now entered the domain of the physical

matical abstraction. Also, notwithstanding the
curious covanant relationships between the spatial

and temporal measurements pertaining

to

moving bodies, the object of science was still
the same the quest for a set of relations whose
materials could be supplied in the present and
which could be relied upon to predict the character of future experience. What was missing
was the simple visual diagram of three Euclidean dimensions and of invariant material
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masses as the basis for the more abstract

was

rela-

diagram which had been
identified with physical reality while the more
abstract relations were identified with the laws
tions. It

this visual

}f reality. However, a reference to the nature
and movement of the scientific process is sufficient to dispel the belief that such a visual
diagram should always attend the march of

scientific theory, just as it dispels the
tion of the imagination to visualize
as "real" and "rational" entities.

presump-

numbers

Nevertheless, the realistic imagination had
to accommodate itself by means of

managed

vague images to the paradoxes of relativity, when
was announced that in connection with atomic
problems no precise charting of the space and
time positions of individual electrons was possible under the human conditions of approach
but only a charting within the limitations of
statistical averages; and that for similar reasons
it

statistical predictions of electronic behavior
rather than individually governing predictions

expected an orderly progress of the arts de*
signed to ameliorate human material conditions*
Instead they find the Frankenstein of modern
technology with its horrors of war and of technological

unemployment.

As an expression

of this disappointment

many

are urging a return to the Middle Ages, which
on all the allures of an Arcadia. But before

take

western civilization proceeds to blow out the
candle of science, would it not be fitting to
inquire more closely into the causes of the disappointment with science? The contention has
here been set forth that science is not and cannot
be a metaphysics; it is the expression of one
phase of the human endowment. Disappointment is inevitable if that phase be taken for the
whole. But, on the other hand, if science is
accepted for what it is, its value for the whole
is incalculable. Science does not bring a total
revelation or outlook upon the universe, but by

own

makes

only

virtue of

could be made.

possible a clarification of the entire human outlook and a rational and directed progress in the

had

for three

The

realistic

hundred years

imagination, which
raised the cry of a

complete ontological determinism of reality, now
raised the cry of a complete ontological tndetermtnism of reality. Theologians felt authorized to
revamp the miracles and other flatus vocis of
religion with the blessing of science; it would not
be possible to enter here into a detailed refutation of the fallacy. It may be sufficient, however,
to point out that the limited methodological
determinism of science, which is all that science
has ever been able effectively to establish with
no way conregard to physical experience, is
tradicted by the recent developments but rather

m

receives a

new

its

solidity in its

field

it

development of all human powers. Similarly the
technological powers of science, which are a
when left to develop without reference to

curse

human needs and human practical controls, provide the material, for the first time in history,
for a sane social and economic organization.
Before the advent of science and technology
religion despaired of ameliorating the material
conditions of men in this world and preached a

compensation in a mythical world to come. Science and technology make it possible if moral
and practical development can keep pace for

men

to realize the

kingdom of God here on

expression in the statistical formulations with regard to atomic problems. The
crisis is not in science but in the realistic imagination which has accompanied scientific work.

earth.

This psychological crisis is itself becoming an
important factor in the changing social attitude
toward science. Both intellectually and practi-
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SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT. The term
management is used to designate
body of theory and piactise directed toward
scientific

Management

more

and efficient performance
dustry. While it was used originally with
rational

603
in inrefer-

ence to direct efforts to increase the productivity
of labor, the application of the term has since

been extended to include the basic factors in the
process of production as a whole.

While scientific management was a gradual
development, the term itself came into sudden
use to designate an already existing phenomenon. In the fall of 1910, at hearings before the

Commerce Commission, the request
of certain railroads for increased rates to offset
Interstate

a rise in wages was being opposed by attorneys
for northeastern shipping interests The latter

argued that costs should be reduced instead and
offered in evidence the characteristics of a
technique of management developed by Frederick W. Taylor, which was then little known but

had secured

striking results in a number of industrial plants. Desiring a definite term for this

technique, they sought the aid of a committee of
engineers, among them H. L. Gantt and Frank
Gilbreth, who decided that it should be identified

by
was the

its

fundamental characteristic, which
an approach to

utilization of research as

the solution of problems of management. From
deliberations came the term scientific

their

management
tions,

to replace various earlier designa-

such as the Taylor system and task and

bonus management.

The testimony at the hearings was impressive
and aroused public interest, from then on the
management movement was dominated and
given logical integrity by the Taylor technique
and principles During the preceding twentyfive years the development of the management
movement and of the Taylor technique had
proceeded side by side, but with little influence
of one on the other The management movement

appeared spontaneously in the early i88o's as the
result of forces
trialists

a

new

which made American indus-

conscious of problems of management:
technology, whose introduction was

speeded by the results of the Civil War; extension of markets by railroad construction and
expansion of the frontier; enlargement and
mechanization of plants in response to larger
markets and greater fixed capital requirements;
the difficulty of adapting native and immigrant
labor to the operation of machines; the depression of the iSyo's, which cut severely into profits. This consciousness of management prob-

lems received articulate expression from members of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, organized in 1880. Henry R. Towne's
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paper, "The Engineer as Economist," read before that society in 1886 is generally regarded as
the beginning of the management movement.

From then
the

until the rate case hearings of

management movement was

1910

essentially a

concern of engineers exclusively, and

its

scanty

was to be found for the most part in
engineering periodicals. At first it devoted par-

literature

ticular attention to differential

then

it

stressed cost finding,

its

wage systems;
third and major

emphasis, beginning about 1900, was on organization and system. These phases of management
were not considered as fundamentally related;
their significance was not generally perceived

and they had only moderate influence.
As a gang boss, or assistant foreman, in the
i88o's in the machine shop of the Midvale Steel

Company Taylor made initial attempts to secure
the desired output by imitating the then conventional pressure method of foremanship; the
result

was a

conflict

with the workers.

He

reached the conclusion that the causes of such
conflicts were, on the one hand, workers' fear of

economic insecurity and distrust of management
and, on the other hand, management's ignorance
of what it had a right to expect as a reasonable
day's work. Opposition and waste, he held, were
caused by use of force in place of knowledge in
securing output. At first Taylor saw no farther
than the individual workplace. His objective was
measurement and specifications of a proper
day's work for each operation. The unit of

measurement was time per operation-unit; the
measurement, the stop watch. Experiment with all the variables under control
shafting, belting, machine adjustments, tools,
tool of

disposition of materials led to the discovery of
a most productive condition for each element
and for all combinations of them. This made

possible

two

to threefold increase of output
effort, in fact, with less

without additional

effort, on the part of workers. Taylor then perceived that the problem involved more than the
workplace, that at all workplaces the specifica-

tions derived

from a perfectly conditioned ex-

perimental machine should be utilized. Instead
of following the line of least resistance and

modifying the specifications to fit existing conhe sought a means whereby all machines
could be tuned to the same degree of efficiency
ditions,

as that of the experimental machine and for this
purpose appointed a special' st foreman to attend
to their conditioning

made

and maintenance. This

practicable the use of standard specifications for any operation on any machine and

marked the emergence of research, the substituknown and constant for variable factors,
and standardization and functional foremanship
as elements of a technique of management. But
more was to follow; Taylor soon realized that he
was in a position to know in advance when work
was due to come off machines and therefore
could calculate prospective available machine
capacity. This made it practicable to plan and
prepare the drawings, materials and tools for
future operations and thereby to eliminate the
between operation wastes of idle machine and
tion of

man time; in short, to effect a coordination of
operations and a flow of work. He found it
necessary to institute special training to secure
most

effective

performance and coordination of

operations at each workplace and to maintain
the interest and good will of operatives; for if
all

these are lacking, any scheme of group performance dependent on coordination of complementary specialized efforts is impotent. Thus to
measurement and standardization as elements

of managerial technique were added planning,
preparation, training and cooperation. These
required extension of the use of functional (instructional) foremen, for by now the various

managerial tasks had to be entrusted to trained

and responsible

specialists.

Foremanship was

thus transformed from the issuing of arbitrary
orders to the teaching of standard practises.

Formulation of principles was not undertaken until after the technique had been tested
and refined; but this embryo scientific manage-

ment, developed in the production department
in the i88o's, expressed all the principles which
have since been applied in all departments of
industry. It was the stimulation of contacts with
the management movement which led to formulation of principles. Taylor's early statements of

principle have been expanded with experience
and may now be summarized as management
research, standards, control and cooperation.
Research, investigation and experiment, with
their processes of analysis, measurement, comparison and the like, constitute the only sound

determinations of purpose, policy,
program, project, product, material, machine,
tool, type of ability or skill, method and other
factors and the coordination of these in purposeful effort. If the results of research, investigation and experiment are to be useful to an
basis for

enterprise, they

must be made

executives and workers in the

t

available to

tm

of defined

and published standards in management terminology which serve as common goals, facilities

Scientific
SCIENTIFIC
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IN APPLICATION

TO A IVPICAL INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE

A

basic distinction is made, for the enterprise as a whole and in each constituent department,
between the functions of planning and execution. The planning functionaries analyze every
objective (orders to be filled or other objectives) and assemble the particular combination of

CONTROL

specifications relating to product, quantity, quality, materials, machines, tools, skills and procedures, for most precise, effective and economical accomplishment of the objective. The
executing functionaries carry on the activities called for by these specifications in accordance
with detailed standards of execution.

Cooperation is promoted by the combination of all factors in the total situation: understanding
and acceptance of the comon purpose; instruction and the understanding of details; acceptCOOPERAance and performance of complementary responsibilities; proper selection, assignment and
TION
promotion of personnel; provision of adequate facilities; just sharing of the joint economic
rewards; cordial personal relations; steady provision of work to be done.

and methods, replacing chance and variable
factors by constants in terms of which calculations and plans may be made. There must be
established a systematic procedure, based on the
defined standards, for the execution of work, a
procedure which directs the researches, sets the
standards, initiates operations, controls work in
process and generally maintains conditions that

each specialized effort and coordinate
specialized efforts, to the end that the com-

facilitate
all

mon objective may be achieved with a minimum
of waste of

human and

material energies.

Durably effective management requires recog
nition of the natural laws of cooperation: the
integration of individual interests and desires
with group interests and desires and of indi-
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vidual capacities with the requirements of group
purposes; the substitution of the laws of situation for individual authority, guess

and whim;

capitalization of human
differences, motives, desires and capacities in
the achievement of a common purpose.

and the recognition and

All these factors require planning

on an ex-

States into a buyers' market with respect to most
of its long established industries, other phases of
management, such as marketing, labor relations

and general administration, became dominant
problems. In the post-war period, because of
aggravated competition and lower profit margins, scientific

management spread throughout

tensive, coordinated scale. Usually a separate
planning department is needed in which the

industry. It broadened into a general movement
for more rational utilization of materials, labor,

among different members
The tendency is toward

machinery and apparatus and for the elimination
of waste. There was a marked tendency for
scientific management to become a matter of
general principles, an approach to problems,
rather than a fixed body of practise. Practise had

tasks are subdivided

of the managerial

staff.

constantly greater specialization of functions.
As a consequence of the rate case hearings in
1910 scientific management promptly became a

vogue in American industry. This was not
without harmful consequences. Most industrial-

to change because of the introduction of

new

techniques and processes, the increasingly automatic character of production and the tendency

conceived the new type of management as a
mechanistic cost reducing device which could be
bought and installed as is a machine; and this
credulity made American industry a rich ground

toward remote control; time and motion study
became more and more a preliminary to
the use of new machines and apparatus.

for superficial, inflexible systems of "efficiency
engineers" whose historic place in management
engineering is comparable to that of the quack

tries

ists

and shyster

in medicine

and law.

It

has taken

nearly twenty years for industry to learn that
scientific management is not a mechanistic device ready for quick installation; that it is not so
much a specific system of management as a

mode
ment

The mechanistic aspects of scientific management
e.g.

same in all instances. In indusproducing to individual specifications,

are not the

conveying apparatus, the mechanisms of

scientific

management are numerous and

visible,

for operations in such industries have the largest
number of variables to be standardized and
controlled. In industries

making successive

lots

of attack on the problems of a managesituation. Although, because certain func-

of a standardized product variable only in minor
details, as in the shoe industry, the mechanisms

common to all enterprises, analyses
common basic framework of manage-

while less numerous are nevertheless apparent.

tions are
result in a

ment

itself

for all situations

In industries making a homogeneous synthetic
product, such as canned food, or an analytic

research, measurement,
standards, planning, preparation, inspection in
any particular managerial situation the research

product, such as gasoline, on apparatus in series,

special problems, the resultant

of their functions has been incorporated into

standards reflect the particular data and the

specially designed machines which have a definite functional-capacity- time relationship.

is

adapted to

its

control of operations

mote

must be designed

to pro-

the application of the standards set.

The

integrated details of procedure resulting from
the scientific management approach to any particular situation are

seldom applicable

other situation, for each has

its

to

any

exclusive ele-

ments which call for pertinent variation in procedure. Furthermore the system of management
designed to apply to a particular situation cannot
be "installed"; it must be developed by an educational process which takes time and which includes executives as well as workers.
Prior to the

World War scientific management

was concerned chiefly with production. This
was a period of increases in population, wealth,
Consumption and prices; a sellers' market prevailed in which the managerial problem was
output. When the World War forced the United
>

mechanisms are barely

Nor
ment

is

noticeable; performance

this penetration of scientific

into all areas of

management an

manage-

indication

of a corresponding penetration into all industries and establishments. As a research, educa-

and consequently an investment project
does not appear desirable to all owners. As a

tional
it

technique which brings executives as well as
operatives under a "reign of law," it does not
attract all executives.

It

does not appeal to

owners and executives whose concept of the
competitive process

is

the existence of variables

for advantageous manipulation. For these reasons its influence on American industry has

been uneven.

It

has had a profound effect

upon

the metal working industries but scarcely any

upon coal mining and agriculture. It is used
chiefly in production departments and only to a

.

Scientific
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limited extent in merchandising and general
administration. Hardly a plant exists in which

in

such mechanisms as time study and planning
have not been utilized by production departments, but there are few plants which have incorporated scientific management as an integrated whole into all departments.

been under scientific management auspices.
In current discussions by those who advocate
and production
under some form of national economic planning

The

associates of Taylor who contributed
to the technique of scientific management

most
were Carl G. Earth, Henry L. Gantt and Frank

B

Gilbreth. Barth, in close association with
had as much to do with the details of

Taylor,

development, testing and perfection of mechanisms as Taylor himself, and the technique remains essentially as these two developed it.
Gantt's greatest contributions were extension
of the use of graphical method in recording performance and the task and bonus system of
differential

because

it

wage payment, accepted by many
guarantees a day wage, pays a bonus

for achievement of standard output but offers
no incentive for excelling the standard. Gilbreth

emphasized the study of motions and their
classification into fundamental types and the use
of the cinematographic method of motion and
time study, which is superior to the stop watch
for measurement of operations involving cycles
of quick time units and for teaching manual

He also stressed the importance of fatigue.
Harrington Emerson, although not an associate
of Taylor or a significant contributor to the
technique, was an outstanding expositor and
skill.

populanzer of the philosophy and principles.
jThe social philosophy of scientific management, contrary to common assumption, has not
changed essentially during the fifty years of its
development, although the expressions of its
philosophy have been modified pan passu with
general change in perception of social values.
Scientific management originated in a period of
frontier striving for subsistence and competence,
the "full dinner pail" was the ideal of
American effort and when the chief objective of

when

scientific

management was to increase the workassumed leadership after the

ers' earnings. It

turn of the century in the growth of sentiment

more cooperative relations in industry,
management plants were pioneers
developing personnel management and im-

which management and labor have joined in

the formulation of better procedures have generally

social regulation of investment

the scientific management principles of research,
standardization and planning are carried over
into

the

The

controversies in scientific

ment has been

in the field of doctrine.

ing the preceding thirty years, initiated violent
opposition. This opposition was due in major
part to misunderstanding; it was based on ex-

perience outside the field of scientific manage-

ment with wage plans which resulted in speedup and wage reductions. The unions charged
that scientific management was a device for
speeding up workers. Such charges gradually
ceased, for later observation disclosed that the
fact, that scientific management

opposite was the
really

undertook the

first

craft unions that the

The

researches of scientific

management would make knowledge of craft
skills common property of managements and
would weaken the strength of workers who had
a monopoly of such knowledge. Scientific management and automatic and quasi-automatic
machines and machine controls have indeed
proved that this fear was well grounded. For
while craft unions depend upon relative stability of industry and occupations, these are
continually changed by modern technology, of
scientific

management
first

is

an aspect. What

perceive

is

that a

greater potential power for workers than possession of an exclusive knowledge of craft skills is

presented by the dependence of scientific management upon exceptional cooperation, produc-

essentially a

ing a corresponding vulnerability to sabotage.
With the realization of this fact and as a result of

specific instances

the cordial relations between managements and

perience with a technique which
discipline in cooperation.

plant studies of indus-

psychology and made avoidance of fatigue
one of its major concerns. There was, however,
a substantial basis for the fear on the part of
trial

the unions did not at

securing workers' consent and participation in
management, a natural development after ex-

Im-

mediately after the rate case hearings of 1910
the American Federation of Labor, which had
paid no attention to scientific management dur-

which

proved industrial relations. More recently its
proponents have led in working out means of

management

said of the influence of "efficiency engineering."
Conflict between labor and scientific manage-

and
in

social

have centered about the relations between management and labor. In plants where scientific
management has been developed there is a
notable absence of controversy. This cannot be

favoring

scientific

mechanism of

hypothetical

control.

is
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workers during the rapid extension of scientific
management required for adequate production

World War, opposition on the
part of unions disappeared. Today some of them
are utilizing time study and other research
methods of scientific management to procure
of material for the

data for use in negotiating with employers concerning output and wage standards under the
National Industrial Recovery Act.
Scientific

management has made some prog-

ress in Europe, particularly in the post-war
period under the stimulating influence of the
upswing in American prosperity. With the ex-

ception of a few noteworthy individual plants,
not general in England and France; but in

it is

Germany

management was made an
of the rationalization movement in

scientific

essential part

the years 1920-30. The most extensive application is probably being undertaken in the Soviet
Union. In line with Lenin's idea that while it

had certain harsh features of

capitalist exploita-

fundamental principles were of a progressive character Soviet industry is employing
the principles of scientific management on an

tion, its

ever increasing scale.

Management, 62nd Cong., 2nd

sess.,
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1911),

SCLOPIS DI SALERANO, CONTE FEDERICO (1798-1878), Italian historian, jurist and
statesman. Sclopis studied law at the University
of Turin and entered the Piedmont public service as an official in the Ministry of the Interior.

In 1831 Charles Albert appointed him a member of the commission which was to reform and
codify civil, criminal and commercial law; Sclopis was active particularly in the subcommittee
concerned with the civil code. From 1844 to
1848 he served as advocate general and in 1848
was named president of the commission to draw
up the organic law for the press. In the first
constitutional cabinet of that year Sclopis held
the post of minister of justice and from 1849

he was a member of the Senate, where
he represented the conservative element. In
1871 he was appointed president of the Com-

to 1864

mission of Arbitration to settle the Alabama

between the United States and England.
According to current opinion the arbitration in
question had a much greater significance than
affair

the scope of the controversy seemed to indicate,
because it appeared to mark the beginning of a

new

era in international relations, inspired

by

the principle of peaceful adjustment of disputes

between states.
Sclopis achieved recognition not only as a
but also as a legal scholar and

political figure

Scientific
and

after

della legislazione italiana (3 vols.,

Turin 1840-

1863-64). The latter consists of
three parts: the first deals with the origin and
sources of legislation in the various regions of
57;

2nd

Italy;

Scott

Management

1848 turned to intensive
study. In 1833 ne published the Storia delVantica legislazione del Piemonte (Turin), which
served as a basis for his more extensive Storia
historian

ed.

the second discusses the development of
and gives a concise history of

609

indifferent to the business side of journalism,

and no newspaper ever maintained a higher
standard of technical and literary excellence.
But he held that journalism was a public utility
service that must be administered with austere
disregard of private interest. Against the modern
tendencies of the popular press he presented an
implacable front. In a famous declaration of
journalistic faith he said, "Its [the newspaper's]

the gathering of news. At the

legal institutions

primary duty

the more important laws from the thirteenth to
the eighteenth century; while the third treats of
changes in Italian legislation between the time
of the French Revolution and the reforms of the

peril of its soul it must see that the supply is not
tainted. Neither in what it gives, nor in what it

princes in 1846-47. In this book Sclopis pointed
out the general similarity of legal development
throughout Italy. He also wrote a number of

Comment

works on

political history, including Relazioni

politiche tra la dinastta di Savoia e il governo
britannico (1240-1815} (Turin 1853), a study of

modern

history of Savoy. Sclopis served as
president of the Deputazione di Storia Patria
and of the Academy of Sciences of Turin and

the

contributed to the Antologia, the Revue de legislation et de jurisprudence and the Revue de droit
historique franfais et Stranger.
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\v

(Florence 1873), Carutti,

Nuova

antologta, vol.

D

xxxvm

,

"II conte Sclopis" in

(1878) 352-59.

SCOTT, CHARLES PRESTWICH

(1846-

1932), English journalist. Scott in 1871 joined
the Manchester Guardian, of which his brother-

in-law, J. E. Taylor, was proprietor, became
editor of the paper in 1872 and chief proprietor
in 1905. He was actively in control until 1929.

He sat

in Parliament as the representative of the
Leigh division of Lancashire from 1895 to 1906

but never held office and rarely spoke in the
House. His reputation was entirely bound up
with the great paper which he found an undistinguished provincial journal but which under
his

masterful

domination became the most

powerful exponent of the Liberal idea in England and perhaps in the world. Indoctrinated
from the cradle with the "dissidence of Dissent"

and the gospel of Cobdenite Liberalism, Scott
brought to the sphere of journalism a high
gravity that gave to the Manchester Guardian a
severe, even slightly ecclesiastical air. He was not

is

does not give, nor in the

must the unclouded
is free,

mode

face of

but

or presentation,

Truth

suffer

facts are sacred.

ganda, so called, by this means

is

wrong.
Propa-

hateful.

The

voice of opponents, no less than that of friends,
has a right to be heard. Comment is also justly
subject to a self-imposed restraint. It

is

well to

be frank: it is even better to be fair." When large
issues were at stake and what he held to be the
cause of truth and justice was in one scale and
that of business advantage was in the other, he
never hesitated. Scott was so often on the unpopular side that it might have been supposed
that he had a perverse love of opposing the
general current. That was not so. He had no
passion for conflict for the sake of conflict and
was never happier than when the victory of

reason over prejudice was won. He took great
business risks, not under the spur of emotion

but with calculating firmness and

full appreciaof the possibility of unpleasant consequences. His resolute opposition to the Boer War

tion

made it necessary for his house and office to be
protected by the police against violence, and his
advocacy of Irish home rule in 1886 gravely imperiled his business. His spirit never lost

its

eager quest for new kingdoms of the mind and
wider horizons for human liberty. Scott's influence was not measured by circulation figures
but by his appeal to all the best minds of his time

over the world and especially by the weight of
his authority with public men of all parties and
with the best elements of journalism in all
all

countries.

A. G. GARDINER
Consult:

Hobaon, John

A.,

"A

Great Editor" in

Nation, vol. cxxix (1929) 192-93; Gardiner, A. G.,
"Two Journalists, C. P. Scott and Northchffe, a
Contrast" in Nineteenth Century, vol cix (1932) 24756, "C. P. Scott, 1846-1932, Memorial Number" in
Manchester Guardian Weekly, vol. xxvi (1932) no. 2
supplement, Federn, Karl, in Preusstsc he jfahrbuc her,
vol. ccvni (1932) 143-49,

Hammond, J.

C. P. Scott (London 1934).

L.,

The Life of
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SCOTUS, JOHN DUNS.
(1771-1832), Scottish
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SCOTT, SIR WALTER
man

of letters. Both as a novelist and as a personality Scott helped to establish the pattern of

known as Victorian conservatism. Without too obvious preaching the Waverley novels
manage to uphold a conservative way of life:
values

the right

is

always on the side of loyalty to king

aristocracy, devotion to tradition, simple
acquiescence in a hierarchically organized soci-

and
ety,

schemes

for political reform.
effectively than Disraeli trans-

distrust of

more
Burke for the multitude. A great deal of
sentimentality, an acceptance of parliamentary
Scott even

lated

supremacy, a fairly conscious use of the past to
provide emotional compensation for the inadequacies of the shopkeeping present, a nationalism both Scottish and British, all go to make up

the nineteenth century Scott, so different in
these respects from Swift and Johnson, his
predecessors as literary Tories Scott has even
a touch of optimism, an acceptance of change
if not of progress, which makes him a good

and George Sand both found
in him a profounder knowledge of human beings
and therefore a profounder democracy than in
the utilitarians Ruskin coupled him with Homer
as a master of true toryism. Mark Twain blamed
what to him was the sentimental chivalrous ness
and practical slovenliness of the Old South
of Scott's novels In Engpartly on the vogue
land Scott's wide political influence, although
varied, was no doubt chiefly on the side of conformity with prevailing middle class standards.
Victorian. Ha/htt

On the continent his influence made itself felt
of historiography. His
primarily in the field
wealth of picturesque local color, carefully selected with an eye to both the region and the

period under consideration, far surpassed the
tentative beginnings made in this direction by
Chateaubriand in his Genie du christianisme and

The tremendous

popularity of the
Waverley novels and their success in recreating
the temper and atmosphere of various periods

Les martyrs.

made

a deep impress upon the generation of romantic historians headed by Thierry and elevated
the formula of "local color" into a cardinal dog-

ma

of early nineteenth century historiography.

CRANE BRINTON

See

DUNS SCOTUS,

JOHN.

SCRIPPS,

EDWARD WYLLIS

(1854-1926),

American newspaper publisher. Scripps was
born on a farm near Rushville, Illinois. After
a brief period of schooling he went to Detroit,
where he worked in various capacities on newspapers owned by his older brother, James. In
1878 with money borrowed from the latter he
founded the Cleveland Penny Press (later the

which grew the Scripps-McRae
League (with Colonel Milton McRae), afterward the Scripps-Howard chain The latter at

Press), out of

one time comprised thirty papers, read by some
twenty million Americans.
Scripps began with the perception that nine
tenths of the American public were underprivileged and that papers edited for them would
gain circulation and advertising profits On this
economic theory he built the biggest personal

fortune ever amassed by a newspaper owner in
States In his earlier career he

the United

championed the working man, right or wrong,
but later he became conservative. Following the
Pulitzer tradition as a publisher he made his

m

greatest contribution to journalism
putting
facts of the physical sciences within reach of the

masses

dowed

He

founded Science Service and enand a scientific research branch

a college

of the University of California.
Scripps avoided the notoriety

which

his

papers thrust on others and was little known
After he took into partnership Roy W. Howard,
the emphasis of his chain was less upon liberal-

ism and more upon popular news As a competiScripps-Howard
chain organized the United Press, which in
seventeen languages served papers in thirtytor of the Associated Press the

eight countries 111 health forced Scripps to
relinquish active control of his papers in 1920.

In his will he provided for the growth of his
newspaper institution by the stipulation that one
third of the profits should go into expansion.
SILAS BENT
Consult: Gardner, Gilson, Lusty Scripps

D

(New York

Scripps (New York
I933)' Bent, Silas, Ballyhoo; the Voice of the Press
(New York 1927) ch. xi
1932), Cochran,

Negley

,

E.

W.

Works: Works, 50 vols. (Boston 1912-13)

C , The Political Ideas of the English
(London 1926) p. 108-22, 139-42, BuSir Walter Scott (London 1932) p. 360-73,
Fueter, Eduard, Geschtchte der neueren Histonographie, Handbuch der mittelalterhchen und neueren
Consult-

Brmton,

Romanticists

chan,

J.,

Geschichte, vol.

i

(Munich 1911)

p.

442-47.

SCROPE,

GEORGE JULIUS POULETT

(1797-1876), English economist.

A distinguished

Scrope wrote copiously on

social and
economic questions and was a member of Parliament from 1833 to 1868. His social philosophy

geologist,

Scott
was fundamentally liberal, although he was critical of laissez faire, stressing the value of insti-

tutional control.

He emphasized the

importance

of establishing "rules for the guidance of mankind." He vigorously opposed the Malthusian

theory of population, urging the possibility of
increasing production, defending the poor law
in principle and proposing the erection of public
works and the development of insurance as

means of dealing with unemployment. He criticized the gold standard and urged the advantages of a silver and especially of a managed
paper currency. He was one of the first English
economists to advocate the construction of a
"tabular standard" designed for use in mitigating the evils of fluctuations in the value of

money. Faulty monetary laws, he believed, aggravate the business cycle, in reality caused by
psychological influences Scrope employed the
concept of equilibrium in his penetrating treatment of demand and supply He was sharply
critical of his "orthodox" contemporaries, particularly of their failure to accord capital a proper
place along with labor as a source of wealth
Influenced by Samuel Read, he was one of
first English economists to analyze profits,
in which he recognized four elements, interest,

Seamen

his elementary text are quite generally considered the best brief treatment available, while

most students believe that no more persuasive
statement of the case for social insurance can be
found oustide Seager's volume. The changes in
public policy toward corporations and trusts for
which he contended throughout twenty-five
years are in process of incorporation in state and
federal statutes.

Seager engaged in a variety of public and pro-

He was organizer and thrice
president of the American Association for Labor
Legislation, vice chairman of the Wamwnght
fessional activities.

Commission on employers' liability and workmen's compensation in New York, secretary of
the Shipbuilding Labor Adjustment Board
during the World War, secretary of the President's Second National Industrial Conference
of 1919-20 and president of the American
Economic Association

in 1922.
Seager's painstaking devotion to his students'

the

an improvement on
Read's preceded and probably inspired Senior's; insurance against risks, perhaps now for
the first time clearly declared ultimately to cancel out with losses; wages of superintendence;
his "abstinence" theory

and monopoly gams, including rent of ability,
arising from exclusive advantages. Scrape's influence on subsequent economic thought was
slight.

KARL W. BIGFLOW
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Although Seager published a widely used text
on economic principles, his enthusiasm was
aroused principally by practical problems, and
his chief contributions were in the field of labor
and of trusts. The chapters on such problems in

interests

brought him a respect, admiration and
Through them and through

love rarely equaled.

his public activities his influence on American
economic thought and institutions \\ould have
been great and permanent had he never pub-

lished a line.

CHARLES A. GULICK,

JR.

Important works Introduction to Economics (New York
1904, 3rd rev. ed 1905), Social Imurame (New York
1910), Principles of Eionoiniif (New York 1913, 3rd
rev. ed. 1923), Trust ami Corporation Problems (New
York 1929), in collaboration \\ith C A Gulick, Jr
Labor and Other Economic Ei>sa\s, ed by C A Gulick,
;

m

QuarImportant works "The Political Economists"
terly Review, vol xhv (1831) 1-52, Principles of Political Economy (London 1833, 2nd ed entitled Political
,

Economy for Plain

People,

London

1873)

Consult. Opie, R "A Neglected English Economist;
George Poulett Scrope" in Quarterly Journal of Eco,

nomics, vol.

See NAVY.

SEAGER, HENRY ROGERS

,

i

seaman on shipboard forms
whose members are

carefully organized for purposes of discipline,
division of labor and centralization of authority

(1870-1930),

social reformer. Seager

at Michigan, Johns Hopkins, Halle,
Vienna and Pennsylvania universities
and taught eight years at Pennsylvania and
twenty-eight at Columbia. The individuals who
most influenced his interests and thinking were
Bdhm-Bawerk, Ely and Patten.

Berlin,

W

part of a miniature society

American economist and
studied

1931).

C Introduction to Labor and
Mitchell,
Other Economic Essays, p \-\iv, American Economic
Review, vol. xx (1930) 794-97.
Consult

SEAMEN. The

xhv (1929) 101-37.

SEA POWER.

Jr.

(New York

and

responsibility. All of these

ends are fur-

thered by the hierarchy of shipboard life, which
progresses from a diversity of lower ratings, or
positions, through a smaller number of petty
officers

and the several mates and engineers and

m

the master, or captain, who
wields supreme authority while at sea. A more
elaborate division of labor is achieved, however,
finally

terminates
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by adding

to this horizontal classification a ver-

the ship's company into three
departments; namely, deck, engine room and
catering. Each department contains from three
or four to fifteen or twenty ratings, depending
tical division of

upon the

size

and type of

craft there are often

vessel,

many

and in larger
under a

individuals

given rating. Modern luxury liners also carry a
miscellaneous group of persons including musicians, barbers, manicurists, retail

and the

ants

like;

shop attend-

but these have small claim to

Because of the peculiar conditions of his existence on both land and sea and the multiplicity
of special labor problems arising from his occupation, the seaman has been regarded, both in
fact and in fiction, as sui generis. With the exception of the past few decades, during which the
advent of steam and oil has made possible shorter
and more regular voyages and therefore an approach to a normal manner of living, the great
maritime peoples of the world, no matter how
far apart chronologically or geographically, have
produced a seaman class differentiated unmistakably from the landsmen. Whether because of
economic necessity or opportunity, these great
seagoing groups have come for the most part
relatively small number of geographical
witness the roles played in maritime history by Phoenicians, Greeks, Venetians, Genoese, Catalans, Basques, Scandinavians, English,

from a
areas

New

Englanders, Japanese

and the natives of Dalmatia, of Goa and the
Chittagong coast in India and of Ningpo in
China.

Throughout many centuries living conditions
for seagoing labor were hard in the extreme.
Voyages were long, uncertain and treacherous,
beset with dangers and replete with tedium. Not
only were storms particularly severe on the relatively small sailing vessels,

but the

of shipwreck, drowning, starvation,

possibilities
fire,

strand-

ing and capture by pirates, savages or hostile
peoples had also to be faced. Even if none of
these dread eventualities occurred, a voyage
might bring accident or disease to the individual.

common as to place the seanot at the top of the list of those
engaged in dangerous callings, and the surgical
means of dealing with them were often appallAccidents were so

man

near

if

ingly primitive. Until the use of lime juice and
common in the

other anti-scorbutics became

nineteenth century, scurvy was perhaps the most
spectacular of seamen's diseases; but many other
maladies, led

by pulmonary,

ness or because of his peculiar circumstances
they too were well represented in the forecastle
and virtually untreated. Only since the so-called
Brussels Agreement of 1924 have
leading maritime nations

made

some of the
international

provision for the free, systematic and scientific
treatment of venereal diseases in the merchant
marine.

In some countries these hardships of seafaring

consideration as marine workers.

Dutch, Portuguese,

disorders, were very common on shipboard
Venereal diseases belong in a separate category;
but whether because of the seaman's reckless-

digestive

and skin

served as a challenge to whet the appetites
of young, vigorous and ambitious men for adventure and a sight of strange places. But as in
other trades poor jobs attracted poor workers,
life

until

many

forecastles

were

the scourings of the earth.

filled largely

with

The frequent tyranny

and mates was another cause for
low caliber of the men before the mast,
it
was
to an extent an effect as well.
although
of the master

this

The

"packet rats" of the Atlantic sailing ships
may have been
desperate characters, but they were certainly
of the early nineteenth century

not softened by the "bucko mates" who kicked
and bullied them into submission rather than
discipline, and who not infrequently maimed
and occasionally murdered them. Discipline in
fact was sometimes mistaken by the bridge for
cruelty and license. In certain mediaeval codes
actual dismemberment was countenanced as a

punishment for specified offenses; while flogging, one of the most barbarous punishments of
modern times, persisted well into the nineteenth
century.
At best the

life of a foremast hand on a sailing
was a mixture of monotony liberally
spiced with danger and hardship, poor food,
cramped quarters, exposure, long hours and
complete subjection to the wills and whims of
the officers; at its worst it was hell afloat. It is

vessel

small wonder, then, that during his relatively
brief spells ashore between voyages the common

seaman sought to forget the

limitations of his

workaday world in a mood of reckless irresponsibility and a round of wild dissipation. Being
for the most part an untutored person, he might
in any case have looked for low pleasures and
amusements. But he was spared that trouble by
the crimp and his associates, the runner, the
prostitute and the boarding house and saloon
keeper,

who

thrust

before

him temptations

which appealed to his basest instincts. Under the
commercialized organization of water front pandering developed during the nineteenth century

Seamen
che seaman on shore was systematically over-

charged, cheated and robbed, and finally, when
his accumulated earnings were gone, the crimp,
acting as a self-appointed shipping master,
would find a berth for him on an outgoing vessel.

As

payment for his alleged services in
these matters the crimp would usually cajole or
bully the seaman into signing an advance note
and an allotment of wages, both preferred
charges against anticipated earnings and both
part

payable by the owners directly to the crimp. If
these ordinary methods of recruitment proved

was sometimes had to shanga method of kidnaping. Any

insufficient, resort

haiing, virtually

man

seen near the water front
might be overpowered, drugged or beaten into
on board an outgoing
and
delivered
insensibility
strong looking

need of hands.
When viewed from the standpoint of labor
problems shipboard life presented difficult and

vessel in

peculiar aspects as well as many serious abuses.
The twelve-hour day, in the form of "watch and

watch," with rest as well as work broken every
four hours, was well nigh universal. Forecastle
accommodations, always small and ill ventilated,
inadequate and at worst degrading.
Food, seldom passable even according to con-

were

at best

temporary standards, often was

fit

only for

beasts as regards quality, preparation and manner of serving. With the exception of whaling
vessels,

which required large crews

for special

purposes, undermanning was common; and until the spread of load line legislation in the
nineteenth century, it was frequently accom-

panied by

its

twin

ing, especially

evil

overloading

Deck

load-

common in the lumber trade, was

capable of looking after his own interests. Provisions regulating the more important aspects of
his work,

such as those regarding engagement,

dismissal, pay, discipline and repatriation, were
embodied
articles of agreement which both

m

master and crew were compelled to sign before
each voyage; and courts and consuls were

charged with certain special protective functions. But the law was hampering and restrictive
as well as paternalistic, and judges were unfavorably impressed by the seaman's obvious
ignorance and dislike of the ways of a court
room; while consuls were often skeptical, suspicious and exasperated by his irresponsibility.
Collective self-help by means of the strike

and

collective bargaining presented

difficulties.

even greater

Not only were the crews drawn from

a jumble of races and nationalities, but they were
constantly faced with the danger of unemployas the result of economic pressure on the
water front by low grade land labor. Only a
small percentage could be in port at any one
time, and then as a rule they were in no mood
for sober consideration. And, finally, there was

ment

believed to be a certain incompatibility between
the principles of labor organization and the
necessity of maintaining discipline and undi-

vided authority at sea.
Within the past three quarters of a century,
however, the supplanting of sail by steam has
revolutionized the entire technological and economic organization of the shipping industry; and
this transformation,

coupled with the

far reach-

ing effects of the industrial revolution on shore,
has brought with it profound changes in the

conditions of

life

and labor

for the seaman.

The

a peculiarly hazardous form of overloading
which constituted a grave menace to the safety

use of steam has accounted for larger, faster and
stancher vessels as well as for shorter and more

of both ship and crew. In fact it is probable that
the highly developed system of marine insurance, extremely desirable and on the whole

meant

was in part
responsible for the equanimity with which certain owners allowed their vessels to go to sea in
socially beneficial in other respects,

danger signals, which in addition to
undermanning and overloading often included
bad stowage, inadequate repairs and insufficient
spite of

equipment.
Against these abuses the seaman had but
scanty means of protection, aside from the fre-

regular voyages.
less

These changes

in turn

have

danger, exposure and hardship, larger

and

sanitation,
quarters with better ventilation
and better quality of food and

greater variety

a more impersonal and less brutal relationship

between bridge and

forecastle.

On

the other hand, steam, aside from having
robbed seafaring life of certain vaunted qualities
of beauty, adventure and romance, has displaced
the old skilled and experienced sailors and substituted for

them a

multiplicity of specialized

remedy of

quently attempted but desperate and misguided
desertion. True, in the leading mari-

workers ranging from highly trained technicians
to menials. Steam has been responsible also for
the coal bunker and the dread stokehold. How-

time countries the law showed more and more
concern for his welfare and chose to regard him
in certain respects as a ward of the state, in-

ever, the recent growing shift from coal to oil
has replaced the sweating, swarming firemen
and coal trimmers with a smaller number of
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machine tenders working under far cleaner and
iTiore comfortable conditions. But this improve-

tically all eligible

Out

Japanese maritime workers

of approximately 120,000 Japanese

merchant marine

seamen

ment, in turn, has given rise to

mounting un-

in the

employment around the shipping

offices.

belonged to the Japanese Seamen's Union.
In striking contrast is the position of other
Asiatic seamen, who are still virtually unorgan-

Wages

for seafarers are

still

low.

The

follow-

ing average monthly wages for certain selected
American ratings on private cargo vessels were

reported by the United States Bureau of Navigation for January i, 1932: able bodied seaman,
$56; ordinary seaman, $41 ; boatswain, $69; carpenter, $73; fireman, $59; coal passer or wiper,
$49; chief steward, $116; cook, $95; second

cook, $72; messboy, $39. In England, Holland
and the Scandinavian countries wages were consistently lower, while those received by most
other continental marine workers were still
smaller.

Modern

conditions have prompted more adequate provisions for the training and certification of maritime workers. Masters, mates and

engineer

officers are required to possess certifi-

cates which in most important countries are
granted only after rather searching examination;
and even the A u. certificate for able bodied
seamen presupposes a combination of skill and

experience which gives
status.

its

holders a recognized

The merchant marine

lished in

modern times

schools, estabin order to aid candi-

dates in preparing for these various tests, are

sometimes private commercial ventures and
sometimes institutions operated under governmental auspices or with a government subsidy.
In some instances school ships for cadets or
apprentices have been provided, for a growing
recognition of the importance of merchant sea-

men as naval reserve auxiliaries has caused many
governments to take an active interest in their
training and working conditions.

A much

stronger impetus along these lines,

however, came from the seamen themselves,

in

May,

1930, 89,000

Bombay, Calcutta, Canton, Hongkong and
Shanghai it is true have small seamen's unions:
but the great mass of Lascars, Chinese, Filipinos, Javanese and Goanese are still untouched
by trade unionism. In fact the conflict of standards between Asiatic and occidental seafarers
promises to become one of the most troublesome maritime problems of the future.
Other problems are involved in the current
struggles between the conflicting economic and
ized.

political philosophies of fascism, socialism and
communism. In the field of maritime labor

fascism is aggressively represented by the Italian
and German groups; socialism has been supported chiefly by the International Transport

Workers' Federation, an influential organization

whose seamen's section has been materially
weakened by the defection of the German
unions; while communist propaganda is being
carried on among seamen the world over, in the
hope of making converts amid the depressed and
often desperate conditions along the water front.
But in spite of some progress and an occasional
spectacular if temporary success the Russian

seamen

still

remain the only important group

definitely subject to communist control. In certain respects the working and living conditions

in the Russian mercantile marine represent dis-

advances over those prevailing elsewhere.
Perhaps the most important of these is the provision which empowers the members of the crew
tinct

to elect ship's delegates,

who

are authorized to

confer with the captain regarding a variety of
shipboard problems and whose advice the mas-

who finally succeeded, during the twentieth cennumber of significant and

ter is required to seek

occasionally powerful labor organizations. Noteworthy among these are the National Union of

have perfected separate organizations,
which are often sympathetic with those of the
seamen and sometimes cooperate with them; a
number of such groups have formed the International Association of Mercantile Marine Of-

tury, in creating a

Seamen

of Great Britain, which had a

member-

ship of 60,000 in 1928; the International Seamen's Union of the United States, which had a

membership of 66,000 in 1920 but only 15,000
in 1931; and the closely allied Scandinavian
unions and the French, Dutch, Belgian and Australian and New Zealand organizations. Most
spectacular in its rise has been the Japanese
Seamen's Union, which in little more than a
decade has grown from a few loosely connected
local groups to an organization including prac-

In

many

under some circumstances.

countries deck and engine

room

officers

Shipowners too are usually organized
along national lines; and in a few instances,
notably in the national maritime boards of Great
ficers.

Britain

and of Japan, formal provision has been

made

for periodic negotiations between the
various groups representing owners, officers and

seamen.
Conditions affecting the health and welfare of

Seamen
seamen have long been so bad as to arouse the
solicitude of numerous social, religious and
philanthropic organizations. Missions to seamen, seamen's homes or seamen's branches of

Young Men's Christian Association exist in
most of the large ports of the world. In recent
years, however, emphasis has shifted from religious to educational and medical activities. Thus
the

the Seafarers' Education Service of Great Britain

building up an elaborate system of care-

is

fully selected floating libraries,

on from ship

and

to ship,

is

which are passed

fostering both seri-

ous reading programs and definite educational
facilities; and the League of Red Cross Societies

and various organizations for combating venereal
diseases, tuberculosis and other widespread maladies are showing more and more interest in
both shipboard and water front conditions.
These newer points of view were brought to a
focus in 1929, when a special conference on the
health and welfare of seamen was held in Geneva
only a few days before the third maritime conference of the International Labor Office took
up the same general topic as the third item on
its

agenda.

Undoubtedly, however, the most far reaching
upon the working conditions of sea-

influence

men

exerted by the elaborate structure of
maritime law which has grown up in all important nations. Such legislation is both a hindrance

and

is

a protection;

it

restricts the

freedom and

bargaining power of the seaman, while at the
same time it protects him against many abuses

and

sets

safety

important

minimum

and welfare. In

standards for his

their present

form these

maritime codes reflect the demands of seagoing
labor, backed by relatively slight political power

and a

strategic use of the limited right to strike,

the pressure of commercialized shipping interests, the necessities of navigation and the growth

of humanitananism. But essentially they repreform of a long series

6i 5

Sea Law.
states

the mediaeval Italian cityto maintain and to enforce,

Still later

managed

legal officials known as consuls of
the sea, separate codes, such as the Ordinamenti
di Trani and similar legislation at Amalfi and
elsewhere. Such city-state laws finally culmi-

under special

nated in the widely respected Consolato del mare
of fourteenth century Barcelona.

A second major concept emerged in the Baltic
basin, where the manorial status of lord
serf was used as the model for a master

and
and

servant relationship on shipboard. Best known
of the codes in this region were the maritime
laws of Wisby, which evolved into the highly

Hansa towns.
Quite another point of view, differing fundafrom
the
two
mentally
preceding, developed
along the Norwegian coast, where the seaman
was regarded as a full fledged freeman who was
a fellow voyager and often a fellow merchant of
the captain-owner. In this region democracy in
influential regulations of the

the affairs of shipboard

was carried as far
and the purposes of

life

as the safety of the cargo

the voyage would permit, but this concept disappeared after about 1400, when the Danes

imposed the master and servant relationship

upon Norwegian

The

seafarers.

fourth and perhaps the most influential

source of

modern maritime law was found

in

the Rolls of Oleron, which contained interesting
modifications of the leading ideas in both the

Mediterranean and the Baltic codes as well as
traces of the Norwegian law. The master
and servant concept and its implications, however, clearly predominated; and it was this fundamental relationship, shorn of some of its most
barbarous mediaeval punishments for infractions of discipline, which lay at the base of all
the national navigation laws which gradually
supplanted the earlier regional codes during the

some

cen-

era after 1500.
In spite of a slow process of amelioration and
enlightenment it was not until the end of the

and which have always emphasized the
necessity and the right of special legislation for

nineteenth century that reasonably adequate
national maritime laws came into operation.

seafarers.

Perhaps the first to deserve such characterization were the essentially uniform Scandinavian

sent also the modernized

of maritime codes which go back for

many

turies

Four major

lines of

development may be

dis-

cerned in tracing this evolutionary process. The
Mediterranean codes began in antiquity, when
the status of the foremast hand (or galley rower)
was commonly that of the slave. The Rhodians

developed the most important code of the preChristian era, and this was later taken over
almost bodily by the Romans and given widespread jurisdiction under the title of the Rhodian

laws of 1891-93 (extensively revised, again on a
uniform basis, in 1922-24). These were followed closely by the monumental British Merchant Shipping Act of 1894 (amended in 1906)
and the German Seamen's Act of 1902. Among
the other recent national laws of particular significance were: the United States Seamen's Act
of 1915, the French

Code

of Maritime

Work

OiO
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and the Disciplinary and Penal Code for the
Mercantile Marine, both of 1926, and the Soviet

importance in this

Three

field.

special maritime

20,

conferences have been held and have resulted>
up to 1933, in seven draft conventions, each of
which has been ratified by from twelve to

naturally the most revo-

twenty-five nations. These draft conventions are
concerned with the fixing of a minimum age for

lutionary. But within the framework of modern
capitalism the other two both allow and en-

the employment of children at sea, the establishment of facilities for procuring employment

special regulations issued

by the Commissariat

Ways and Communications on March

of

1924.

The

Soviet code

is

courage far reaching changes. The French code
embodies the highly controversial principle of
the eight-hour day at sea, although with qualifications which permit the postponement of its
full

has been accepted also
shipping rivals; while the

enforcement until

it

for seamen, unemployment indemnities for seain case of loss or foundering of their ships,

men

the setting of a minimum age for the employment of youths as trimmers or stokers, compulsory medical examination of children and youths

by France's mam
American seamen's act combines a number of
the most advanced provisions known to mari-

employed at sea, seamen's articles of agreement
and the repatriation of seamen. Numerous recommendations and resolutions have also been

time law.
Foremost in the American law are the two

ment

supplementary clauses which abolish arrest and
imprisonment as a punishment for desertion,
leaving only the lighter penalty of forfeiture of
on board and of unpaid wages, and also
empower the seaman to demand one half of the
effects

wages due him whenever
harbor.

Still

more

his vessel is in a safe

significant is the fact that

these radical departures from previous practise
apply not only to hands on American vessels,

wherever they may be, but also to all seamen on
foreign vessels in the United States Other noteworthy provisions require: that three fourths of
the

members

of the crew be able to understand

any orders given by the

officers

an

effort to

prevent the shipping of foreign speaking hands,
especially Asiatics, to whom orders are com-

monly given through an

interpreter; that 65
percent of those in the deck department be able

seamen, including a prescribed number of certificated lifeboat men; that advance notes be

made

illegal

and that allotments of pay be

re-

stricted to near relatives; that corporal punish-

ment be

prohibited; and

tions be

that elaborate regulaobserved for the safety of vessel and

crew and

for the

improvement

of food scales

and

of living quarters.
Provisions essentially similar to the last three

items in this

list

are to

be found

in the

modern

codes of most important maritime nations; and
definite governmental agencies are charged with
the task of interpreting and enforcing legislation,

which assumes more and more responsibility
for the protection of the seaman and his interests. But since the problems of seagoing labor
are peculiarly international in their implications,

the International Labor Office has assumed,
during the past decade, a position of outstanding

adopted, including a proposal for the establishof an international seimen's code, and

much

has been accomplished in gathering and

publishing important documentary material. It
is quite
probable that Geneva will lead the way
in attacking the great maritime labor problems
of the near future: cyclical and technological
unemployment, the eight-hour day, wage and
manning scales, international competition, social
insurance and the numerous requirements of
health, education and welfare.
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allowing the secretary of state to issue general
warrants for the search of libels. The power was
expressly conferred by the licensing acts, but it
survived their expiration. The issue of searches

and

seizures came to a head in the 1760*8 when
John Wilkes and certain others were arrested for
seditious libel. Out of these proceedings two

important rules of law emerged. The first concerned the validity of general warrants; the
second the validity of special warrants to search
for

1923), Keim, Karl, Das Internationale Arbeitsrecht in der Seeschijjahrt (Berlin 1925),
Tulet, Eugene, La legislation des gens de mer et V adaptal,

no. vi

(London

tation necessatre

du

droit ouvrier maritime

aux

exi-

gences de la marine marchande moderne (Paris 1924),
Kramer, Julius, Arbeitsrechthche Fragen der Binnenschiffahrt,

Verem zur Wahrung der Rhemschiffahrts-

interessen, Schriften, Beitrage der Binnenschiffahrt,
no. 19 (Duisburg 1930).

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES. The

and

seize private papers.

The warrant under which Wilkes was arrested

,

was issued by Lord Halifax, principal secretary
of state under George in, ordering all "His
Majesty's officers,
subjects

whom

it

civil

and

military, and loving
to "make strict

may concern"

and

diligent search for the authors, printers and
publishers of a seditious ind treasonable paper"
and to bring them in "together with their
search warrant could
papers" for examination.

A

scarcely have been phrased in more inclusive
terms. The question of its validity was not

legal systems. Formalities governing the search
for stolen goods
this at first was the only form

passed upon in the Wilkes habeas corpus proceeding which followed, nor was it clearly determined, although it was discussed both by
counsel and the justices, in the damage suit of
Dryden Leach against three of the king's

of search

are to be discovered in Greek, Roman
and Germanic law. There were indeed striking

messengers. Shortly after these cases, however,
the House of Commons by resolution declared

resemblances in these formalities among all the
Indo-Germanic peoples. Since they were intended to safeguard the person whose house was

general warrants to be illegal "except in cases
provided by act of Parliament."
In Entick v. Carrington [19 Ho well's State
Trials 1030 (1765)], on the other hand, it was
emphatically held that a warrant in libel, even

search for evidences of crime

law of

may be traced back

to very early periods in the history of

modern

being searched against a malicious planting of
the stolen goods, various degrees of nudity on
the part of the searcher were commonly pre-

The

all

though

it

named the person to be arrested, was
directed the search and seizure of his

search for a long time was a regulated private search. Private search supervised
by some public official represented a transitional

notion that such a search was ?ssimilable to a

of a public
stage. Only after the development
criminal law did the search tend to become en-

search for stolen goods; and to the allegation
that such warrants had been issued by the

of writing and
tirely official. With the spread
printing the search for documents became as
important as the search for stolen goods or other

secretary of state without objection since the
Revolution of 1688 he replied that uncontested

scribed.

physical objects of crime.
Phases of this line of development may be
followed in the history of English law, where the
issue of searches and seizures became earliest a
subject of constitutional struggle and led to the
maxim that every Englishman's home is his

The early common law did not recognize
search warrants, but they crept into the law, as
it is said, by "imperceptible degrees" for the
castle.

purpose of searching for stolen goods. With the
growth of the inquisitorial procedure of the Star
Chamber there grew up, however, a practise of

void

if it

papers.

Lord Chief Justice Camden

rejected the

practises were "precedents without weight" and
that general submission by booksellers "had

been a submission of guilt and poverty to power
and the terror of punishment." The judgment in
this case was likewise followed by a condemnatory resolution of the

Commons.

thundering condemnation in
Boston in 1761 of the odious writs of assistance,
"instruments of slavery on the one hand and
villainy on the other," preceded by two years the

James

Otis'

arrest of Wilkes.

The

controversy over searches

and seizures was therefore under way in the
colonies befoie it came to a head in England.
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But writs of assistance for the apprehension of
smugglers and the seizure of customable goods
were expressly authorized by act of Parliament,

constitutional

guaranty

presents

itself.

federal courts as well as the courts of

Th

more than

a third of the states have held the view that the
only sufficient means by which the protection

whereas the warrants involved in the English
cases were sanctioned neither by the common
law nor by statute.
The issue over writs of assistance was one of

can be truly realized is by a refusal on the part
of the courts to receive at trial evidence that has
been acquired by the government as the result

the flames that lighted the American Revolution.
When therefore the state conventions that rati-

of an unreasonable search and seizure. This they
hold is the only safeguard that will restrain over-

1787-88 clamored

for

amendments that would safeguard individual
liberties against the government, it was natural

zealous government enforcing officers.
A majority of the state courts, however, take
a different view. They hold that evidence of

that protection against unreasonable searches

crime

fied the federal constitution in

and seizures should have been thought of.
Hence the Fourth Amendment, which among
others was proposed by the First Congress in
1789 and ratified by the states two years later:
"The right of the people to be secure in their
unpersons, houses, papers and effects, against
reasonable searches and seizures, shall not be
violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon

is evidence no matter how it has been
secured and that the culprit should not go free
because his constitutional rights have been
abused. As it has been put by Justice Cardozo,
the criminal should not go free "because the

constable has blundered" [People v. Defore, 242
N.Y. 13 (1926)]. The courts point out that the
the
aggrieved citizen has other remedies against

probable cause, supported by oath or affirma-

offending officer. He may, for example, resist
the officer who illegally invades his privacy or he

and particularly describing the place to be
searched, and the person or things to be seized."
Closely related to this declaration both in point

sue him for damages or prosecute him for
oppression or ask that he be removed or otherwise disciplined by his superiors. But manifestly

tion,

of fact and in judicial interpretation

is

the pro-

vision against self-incrimination (q*v.) in the
Fifth Amendment.

These provisions

like others

of the Bill of

Rights protect the individual only against action

by officers of the federal government. The
United States Supreme Court, has, however,
construed the rather vague and spacious guaranty
of due process of law embodied in the Four-

Amendment, as applicable to state action,
so that certain of the privileges and immunities
that are contained in the first eight amendments

teenth

to

the constitution are

now

also

protected

infringement by the states. But the
and
right to be free from unreasonable searches
seizures has not as yet been expressly included
against

under the expansive wings of due process. The
of forty-seven states, however,

constitutions

contain

somewhat

identical,

similar, in

many

provisions in their bills

instances

of rights.

New York, where the guaranty is embodied
merely in a statute, is the only exception.
"Unreasonable searches and seizures" is
manifestly an elastic phrase, subject to no precise definition

and therefore to considerable lati-

tude in interpretation. The result is that American law upon this subject offers considerable

and tendency to vagary. Even where
and seizures are admittedly illegal the
problem of the best means of giving effect to the
diversity

searches

may

these are remedies that are ordinarily so remote
practicality that they render the constitu-

from

tional guaranty very nearly
tion.

nugatory in opera-

rule itself is not free from contraWhile the government may not use
evidence which its own officers have "unreasonably" gathered, it may use evidence which anybody else has unreasonably secured, whether by
theft or any other devious means. In this there

The federal

diction.

is

manifest inconsistency; for the protection

is

clearly intended to safeguard private persons
and not
to insure the integrity and dis-

merely
Of course a thief of evidence
be
for trespass; he may also be prosesued
may
cuted, but he is not likely to be if the government is availing itself of the fruits of his illegal
cretion of officials.

venture.

Some
rants.

searches are reasonable without war-

Where, for example, a person commits an

offense in the presence of an officer, incidental
vehicle of transsearch and seizure are legal.

A

portation

a vessel

or motor car

may

likewise

be searched without a warrant provided the
besearching officer has "reason" in advance to
lieve that the law is being violated. The theory
is that such a vehicle, unlike a building structure,
has a quick chance to get away and there is in
consequence no time to waste upon securing a
warrant. But the theory also is that the officer

Searches and Seizures
must have had good grounds to justify his invasion. His search must not be merely exploratory. He must not act upon mere curiosity or
even suspicion, and the

619

criminal procedure, involves the balancing of
the interest in the general security against the
interest in the protection of the individual.

The

fact that his search

principle of inviolability of domicile has

proves fruitful is insufficient to make it legal. In
other words, he must have much the same
grounds for action as would have been necessary

been accepted also by European democratic
states. It was given currency
by the French
Revolution. Although no such general require-

to sustain his application for a warrant. But
obviously this is legal theory that cannot with

ment as that of reasonable search is recognized
and there have been few attempts to prohibit

the highest of intentions be applied with exactitude or result in even handed justice. Apart

general warrants, other procedural safeguards
have been enacted. These include such require-

from other considerations courts will disagree
as to what furnishes reasonable grounds for
searches of this kind, and there is no question

before a search

that in practise

many

illegal

searches are

made

and many searches are not made that probably

ments as that a crime must have been committed
may be authorized, that only
investigating magistrates or public prosecutors
institute a search, that the accused or his

may

must be present at a search,
must be officially sealed,

that

should be.

representative
objects seized

On the other hand, even with a warrant there
are searches that may not be made. Generally

warrants authorizing the search of the premises
of parties who are not themselves involved in a

speaking, a distinction is drawn by the courts
between contraband and non-contraband goods

crime must be specific, that privileged communications may not be seized in any search,
that domiciles may not be searched in the

or articles.

Gambling paraphernalia, prohibited

m

one class.
liquor, burglars' tools, are put
Papers that are of evidential value only are

The former may be searched
even destroyed. The latter, ex-

placed in another.
for

and

seized,

cept in special circumstances, may not be. The
theory here is that the former are evil in themselves

Here again there

is

The United

States

Supreme

this by admitting that cerUm
papers may be sequestered under a
warrant and used in prosecution a contract,
for instance, under which a fraud would be con-

tinued against the government.
National prohibition, in effect from 1920 to
1933, naturally resulted in vastly expanding jupronouncements on the constitutional

dicial

unreasonable searches

Indeed there were

and

in that brief period

an enormously larger number of cases on the
subject than there were in the entire previous
history of the United States. The result of the
prohibition cases has been to make the law
governing the guaranty about as muddled as it

could be, which was probably inevitable. In a
prohibition case the Supreme Court even held
that wire tapping by the government did not

Fourth or the Fifth Amend277 U.S. 438 (1928)].
as in the case of most questions of

violate either the

ment [Olmstead

The

issue,

v. U.S.,

statute.

HOWARD LEE McBAiN

Court recognizes

seizures.

by

ARREST; HABEAS CORPUS; EVIDENCE, SELF-!NCRIMINATION; PROSECUTION; CIVIL LIBERTIES; PRO-

private

guaranty against

the issue of general warrants have been created

a considerable

element of fiction. Playing cards or even roulette
wheels are not necessarily harmful. Private
papers may result in greater harm to society than
burglars' tools.

nighttime. Such regulations are often buttressed
by criminal penalties and when neglected may
result in the nullity of the proceedings. Even in
England in recent decades some exceptions to

The

dangerous weapons, for instance.

latter are not.

that

See
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EMIL

SECKEL,
(1864-1924), German jurist.
Seckel studied in Tubingen and Leipsic, and
after several years of private research and visits
to the libraries of

Germany,

Italy

and Switzer-

land he settled in 1895 at the University of
Berlin, where in 1901 he became professor His
chief interest, from the very beginning of his
career, was the investigation of the manuscripts
of the early mediaeval

Roman and canon

His numerous discoveries
one of the major authorities on mediaeval

tion as

law.

In the field of the canon law Seckel devoted
himself principally to Benedictus Levita, for the
issue of whose work in the Monwnenta Germamae historica he worked thirty years and constudies

whom he also published a long series of
He achieved fame as the result of the

publication of the first volume of his Beitrage zur
Geschichte beider Rechte im Mittelalter (Tubingen 1898), which is concerned with the role of

the "popular literature" of the Roman-canon
law in the period of the reception. His plan of
an edition of the literature of the gloss was
unfortunately made impossible by war and inIn the field of the classic Roman law his

flation.

reputation rests upon his new edition of H. G.
Heumann's Handlexikon zu den Quellen des

romischen Rechts (9th ed. Jena 1907) as well as
upon his co-editorship of Eduard Huschke's
Jurisprudcnttae anteiustimanae reliqums (2 vols.,
6th ed. Leipsic 1908-11). Although primarily a
historian, Seckel was interested also in dogmatic

and published a celebrated essay, "Die
Gestaltungsrechte des burgerhchen Rechts" (in
von Richard Koch, Berlin 1903,
Festgabe
studies

.

p.

.

.

205-53), which dealt with the power to create

legal obligations

by

unilateral acts.

In Seckel's time the investigation of the classic

Roman law had been

initiated primarily

means of the technique of

its

some phases

of

Germanic law was the

result of his

emphasis upon the close interdependence of all three systems in the mediaeval
period. He aimed at the mastery of the whole
mediaeval law, but his scientific ideals were so
rigorous that he felt constrained to confine
himself largely to the

critical investigation

of

detail.

FRANZ SOMMER
Consult

Genzmcr, Erich,

in Zeitschnft der Savigny-

Stiftungfur Rechtsgeschichte, Romamstische Abteilung,
vol. xlvi (1926) 216-63, Abraham, Paul, Etml Seckel,
Bio-bibhographische Beitrage zur Geschichte der
Rechts- und Staatswissenschaften, Abteilung Rechtswissenschaften, no.

i

(Berlin 1924).

law.

brought him recogni-

cerning

assisting in the recreation of the

Roman law, Seckel concentrated upon

history after the Justinianian codifications. His
interest in both the Roman and the canon law as

well as

See

late

Thus while
classic

1068-98.

SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS.

Roman law in the

Middle Ages, which had been
inaugurated by Savigny, was being neglected.

early

by

interpolation. For
this very reason, however, as Seckel perceived,

SECKENDORFF, VEIT LUDWIG VON
(1626-92), German camerahst. SeckendoriF
studied at Strasbourg and in 1646 entered the
service of Ernest the Pious, duke of Saxe-

Coburg-Gotha, holding various offices until his
appointment to the chancellorship in 1663. Between 1664 and 1 68 1 he served as chancellor
under Duke Moritz of Saxe-Naumburg-Zeitz
and eventually became privy councilor under
Frederick

ill of Brandenburg.
In the eighteenth century Seckendorff's principal work, Teutscher Fursten Stat (Hanau 1656;
new ed by A. von Biechling, Jena 1754), was
the most popular manual of German politics,
and even today he is commonly rated the most
important of the German cameralists. It seems
clear, however, that he is significant for his

elaborate discussion of administrative organiza-

economic
In general approach a moderate aba
as
he
viewed
solutist,
patriarchal
government
relationship between the people and the prince,
tion rather than as a formulator of

policy.

who

reigned by divine grace and was obligated
and personally. After discussing

to rule directly

under four major aspects the
preservation of power, the introduction of good
laws, the maintenance of the judicial system and
government

the utilization of all agencies of coercion
the Fursten Stat proceeded to a systematic analysis of public finance. It explicitly denied the right
of the prince to all wealth in his domain and
drew a distinction between the regalia, which

were owned exclusively by the prince, and

Searches and Seizures
property belonging to the state. Taxes might be
levied, but only to provide extraordinary in-

come, and justice should be insured by the
drawing up of a tax register and the observance
of the principle of ability to pay. Seckendorff
also advocated the establishment of a special

bureau to control both princely and state revenues and expenditures.
Although an enthusiastic proponent of mercantilism and an antagonist of guild organization, Seckendorff still echoed the mediaeval
for plentiful subsistence, stressing
this point of view the dangers inherent in

solicitude

from

the policy of promoting an unlimited increase of
population. In denouncing the debasement of

coinage he arrived, by an empirical process of
reasoning, at the principle of Gresham's law.
Characteristically he disapproved both of al-

chemy and of the export of money

for luxury

purposes.
Seckendorff 's second important work, Der
1685, new ed. 1743),
represented an indictment of atheism written
under the strong influence of Pietism. Here he
Christen Stat (Leipsic

developed his defense of the Erastian doctrine
concerning the subordination of church to state.
In a supplement entitled Unmassgeblich Bedencken von der Beschaffenheit und Gebrauch der
Landes-Defensioner he was the first German to

embrace the idea of universal and compulsory
military service. Seckendorff

is

notable also as
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SECRET SERVICE.

See POLICE; POLITICAL

POLICE.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

In the light of recent

data the assumption of the evolutionary and
comparative schools of anthropology that the
secret society represents a recurrent or unavoid-

m

able stage
the development of culture, among
ethnic groups, cannot be substantiated The

all

evidence points to three centers of occurrence

and perhaps diffusion of the typical secret society, considered as an integral constituent of
primitive life These are respectively Asia (Melanesia, New Guinea and eastern Indonesia), the
west coast of Africa, and North America, especially among the Zum and Pueblos of the southwest and the Kvvakiutl of British Columbia.
Related institutions among widely dispersed
peoples exhibit parallelisms of great variety,
such as clubs, bachelor lodges, guilds, initiation
groups, bush schools, age groups and totemic
organizations, to the degree that they are characterized

by a surrounding cloak of secrecy, at
members of the same tribe,

least as regards other

clan or other

more

inclusive unit of social alle-

giance and relationship. As a rule secrecy is
employed for more effective control over non-

members and

the uninitiated or for

more

strin-

gent maintenance of the internal solidarity of
the group of individuals who have discovered or
built up common interests In this way the

the outstanding camerahstic advocate of general
education; in the Fursten Stat he outlined a com-

secret society eventually comes to represent
unique and discrete interests which are in con-

plete system of graduated national instruction.

with the traditional bonds of allegiance of
the individual or with vested interests in the
case of the more highly developed economies.

KURT ZlELENZIGER
Consult: Nasemann, O in Preussische Jahrbucher, vol.
"Zwei sachsische
xn (1863) 257-72, Roscher,
Staatswirthe im sechzehnten und siebzehnten Jahrhundert" in Archwjur die suchsische Geschtchte, vol. i
(1863) 376-97, Palmer, Richard, Vett Ludwig von
Seckendorff und seine Gedankcn uber Ersiehung umi
The CamUnterricht (Leipsic 1892), Small, A
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,

(Chicago 1909) ch iv, Nielsen, Axel, "Den
tyske Kameralvidenskabs Opstaaen i det 17. Aareralists

flict

Admission to the society

is usually in the nature
of a voluntary act for the individual, at least as
compared \vith his inclusion in a consanguineous

union as the basis of social organization. Rivers'
theory that secrecy

is

upon groups entering

necessarily superimposed
alien cultures or practising

hundrede"

has a limited application, as the
prescribed
esoteric is often the badge of defense of a chal-

vol.

lenged or expiring culture.
Secret societies take on diverse functions in

in K. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab,
Sknfter, Histonsk og Filosofisk Atdehng, 7th sen,
11 (Copenhagen 1911) p. 55-159, tr. by Gustav
Bargum as Die Entstehung der deutschen Kameral-

im 17 Jahrhundert (Jena 1911), ZielenKurt, Die alien deutschen Katneralisten, Beitrage zur Geschichte der Nationalokonomie, no 2
(Jena 1914) p. 335-71, and "Veit Ludwig von Seckendorff und die Idee der allgememen Wehrpfiicht" in
vnssenschaft

ziger,

Bibliographic der Rechts- und Staatswissenschaften, vol.
xxxvi (Berlin 1927-28) p 117-28.

SECOND CHAMBERS.
TEM.

See BICAMERAL SYS-

rites

areas, depending largely upon the
major orientation of the cultures. Frobenius and

different

others posit magical or religious prepossession
as the basic motivating force behind secret societies.

The

influence of the supernatural

power

of ancestors and of totems

is, however, usually
invoked only as a sanction or as a more potent
avenue of approach to the solution or alleviation

of

more material and mundane problems, such
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as the quest for food and the maintenance or
restoration of fertility, health and general wel-

The

ceremonial of the cult

introduced
as a reenforcement to some more worldly concern of the members of the fraternity or as a
fare.

is

prophylactic measure to insure success for

its

Connection with magic and religion
cannot be regarded therefore as unconditionally
desires.

basic to secret societies, except in instances
spells and the whole paraphernalia of the technique of magic become forms
of wealth offered for sale and purchasable from

where charms,

the group which has surrounded its exploitation
with jealously guarded secrecy. In the case of
the Ibc of west Africa the blacksmiths have

formed a guild which

is

hedged about with

all

manner of magical appurtenances, but the presmembership inheres chiefly in the title of
smith; many secure membership and the title

tige of

without understanding the practise of the craft,
but a unique, discrete interest still underlies
membership and is the raison d'etre of the group.
In the case of modern fraternal societies, with
their trappings of esoterism, the ceremonial becomes the chief function of the organization,
because the latter has lost its position in the
culture of the society in which it is found.
Van Gennep selected as the chief token and

import of the secret society the rites and ceremonies of separation from the former social
allegiance and the aggregation to the fraternity
a sort of death and resurrection of the personality.

unknown; they represent the affirmation of female rights and are
in
response to the exclupresumably organized
men. In
west Africa there are such groups which function
in the maintenance of the vestal fires, the detection of thieves and the protection of wives against
harsh treatment by their spouses. The ultimate
decline of the secret society is held by Webster
to be due to the inclusion of the women, while
Briffault ascribes it to the subsequent inclusion
sion of their sex from the societies for

of the

men.

seem to grant
nomic advantage or consequent
Secret societies

definite ecopolitical pre-

rogative, the attainment or maintenance of which
necessitates a constant resort to all the paraphernalia of esoterism.

membership

As Boas has pointed

own added

later creates its

out,

advan-

tages through the hierarchical organization of

degrees whereby the

newcomer pays

The economic

to the older.

allegiance
privileges include

such things as possession of trade secrets, exclusive knowledge of the art of writing, the handling
of money, the collection of debts

and the exac-

tion of contributions. In the Banks Islands the
right to private ownership of property may be
secured, in the face of the traditional communal
form of ownership, only through membership

Hutton Webster somewhat similarly is led
form of social organization as a

in the secret society. Among the Yorubas of
west Africa, the society acts as a refuge for
harassed debtors. The Duk-Duk society of New
Britain prevents the women from acquiring too
much wealth. The germs of government, at least
of policing and maintenance of law and order

descendant of ceremonies of initiation into

sufficient

to identify this
lineal

en's secret societies are not

manhood which have

lapsed into degenerate or
rudimentary forms. In the majority of cases the
outward form of initiation into the secret society

to protect economic interests, are
taken over as a function of the secret society.
Often the societies serve as the principal instru-

is

closely imitative of the maturity rites in its
solemnity and in the sense of a definitive rupture

ments of power of the chief or as the foundation
of an aristocracy. Through their power to invoke
dread on the part of the uninitiated, they some-

with the nucleus of past social obligations. Both
occasions are formalized by the rite de passage',

times impose peace upon quarreling parties by
means of fines and thus take over j'uridical func-

yet the similarity in the initiation formalities
hardly reveals the true functioning of the secret

tions; in

society, nor does

common

it

resolve the quandary of the

coexistence of initiation schools and

secret societies in the

same culture complex.

ciations maintain order

and in hunting
transcend

Secret societies are repeatedly organized by
men to terrorize and intimidate the women and

ties

thus to secure prerogatives and a weapon of
predominance over the other sex. Thus among

Africa.

men used their fraternity

tortion

California Indians the

to keep the women in subjection, to protect
husbands' rights and to inculcate related virtues,
?uch as chastity, obedience and industry. Wom-

New

Britain, for instance, the Duk-Duk
society acts as judge, constable and executioner.
Among the Blackfeet Indians analogous asso-

on the march,

in

camp

parties. Occasionally these societribal limits and approach a sort

of Freemasonry, as in the Zambezi region in
The power of the fraternities at times

leads their

members

to practise oppression, ex-

and terrorism upon excluded persons.
Subversive fraternities have been legion in all

civilizations,

historical

as

well as

primitive,

checking or challenging existing authority and
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providing a nucleus of incipient dissidence or
revolt. Conspiratorial clubs have revived in

taught philosophy in his native Lausanne from
1838 until 1846, when he was removed as a result

recent years as instruments of revolutionary or
of reactionary groups. The preservation of coherence, the identification of loyalty and mutual

the

aid in a dangerous task of upsetting authority,
have led the minorities to resort to secrecy to
attain their purposes. The symbolism of marks
of identification, like the swastika, the esoterism
of antique rituals and dress, especially the effi-

cacy of masks, contain a compelling attraction
which enhances the prestige of the individual in
his

own

estimation and in that of his fellows,
alike. On the other

members and non-members

hand, the popular use of ceremonialism and

of his criticism of the government set

Vaud

revolution. In 1850 he

up after
went to the

college at Neuchatel, remaining there until
1866. He then resumed the chair at Lausanne,

retaining

it

he was an

until his death.

Throughout his
and

active defender of political

life

re-

ligious freedom.
Secretan in his writings sought to reconcile
individualism with ethics without sacrificing

that ethical

autonomy which

to

him was

iden-

with creative, progressive liberty. This he
did by setting up as the subject of collective
liberty the "we" of humanity, "a very specific

tical

modern fraternal, friendly and
mutual aid societies indicates merely survivalistic forms and functionless trappings. In the
case of college and purely convivial societies the
rudiments of the psychology which govern the
true secret society become irrelevant and gra-

not reducible to any other kind of
"a unity of communion in liberty"
which "permits the simultaneous affirmation of
both the substantiality of the species and the

tuitous.

and individualism, on the

esoterism by

NATHAN MILLER
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SECRtfTAN, CHARLES

(1815-95), Swiss
philosopher and social theorist. Secretan came
of a family which had long been prominent in
Swiss political life. He studied philosophy with
Vinet at Basel and with Schelling and Baader
at

Munich, but he was most influenced by Karl

Christian Krause and through him by Fichte. He

[whole]

totality,"

substantiality of the individuals." This attempt
to produce a synthesis between universahsm

basis of a specifically

union, led Secretan to attack Hegel
violently. "To seek to realize the unity of the
ethical

moral being by restraint

is

the contradiction

of contradictions, since the being unified by
this means would no longer be a moral
being."

In his application of these considerations to
problems Secretan became the inspiration
for the sohdanst movement in France, which
through Fouillee and Bourgeois utilized the
social

ideas of Secretan to a great extent. Secretan
sought to reconcile the justice of love with that
of solidarity and to deduce social duties therefrom. These social duties are best realized
not by the state with its coercion but by free

and voluntary

associations of a quasi-fraternal

In his last works Secretan revealed
himself as an advocate of a type of associanature.

socialism reminiscent of Fourier and
Proudhon. The organized, or sohdarized, economic society should consist of a vast confederation of producers' and consumers' cooperatives, which in turn would be confederations of "ceils." Secretan was very hesitant
about advocating methods of introducing this
regime: at one time he based his hopes upon
tionist

intervention

by the

state;

action of free contracts

among

at another

among

on the
and

individuals

groups.

GEORGES GURVITCH
Works:

La philosophic
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droits del' humamte (Paris 1890), Monutopte Nouvelles
ttuiles morales et soctales (Lausanne 1892).

F La philosophic de Charles Secretan
(Pans 1898), Richard, G., La question soctale et le
niotwement philowphique au xixf ttecle (Paris 1914)
ch 111; Gurvitch,
L'tdee du drott social (Pans 1931)
Consult Pillon,

,

G

for

one particular type of division and organiza-

come to denote a religious conflict
society which arises in opposition to an institutional church: based on the definite committion. It has

ment of mature

individuals to a definite set of

,

such an association is a contract
society rather than an institution. Whereas the
church is inclusive, tending to regard all members of a parish, a community or a nation as its
wards and serving as an educational and sacra-

P 569-76.

principles,

SECTARIANISM.

See SECTS.

SECTIONALISM.

See REGIONALISM.

SECTS.

All of the great religions are represented by a variety of forms which in popular

usage are called

sects.

Thus Pharisaism and

Sadduceeism Essemsm Reform Judaism as well
as ancient Babylonian and Egyptian forms of
Judaism, may be regarded as sect variations of
a common faith A similar process may be ob,

,

,

served not only in the great division of Moslemism into Sunnite and Shute forms and the numer-

ous subdivisions of the

latter

but also in the

separation of Buddhism into Hinayana and Mahayana, with the division and proliferation of the

many divergent monastic groups and
The three great sections of Christianity
Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox and Prot-

latter into

schools.

and the numerous subdivisions of the
two are sectarian in the same sense. Sectarianism thus defined becomes only another

mental agency, the sect is exclusive, setting up
definite requirements for membership and exer-

and disciplinary functions

cising missionary

While the church

is

either organically related to

the state or closely identified in practise with
the established social order, the sect tends to be
critical

of or antagonistic to prevailing political

and economic institutions. The church accommodates itself to the mores of the community,
while the sect is ngonstic. For the former a
religious doctrine of salvation and the participation of individuals in the means of grace are
primary; the latter emphasizes conduct rather
than faith. To the priestly and professional leadership of the church and its hierarchical organization the sect opposes a lay leadership and a
democratic organization. Whereas the former is
leadership at least, with the

estant

usually allied, in

last

the latter finds its
support most frequently among the politically
disfranchised or economically weak. As a final
and inclusive distinction it may be said that the
church is always interested in the principle of
continuity whereas the sect emphasizes discon-

name

for differentiation. Its causes are multitu-

dinous and while certain general patterns may
be discerned, such as the adjustment of a religious tradition to a changing culture, a clear cut

between various types of such groups
a prerequisite to sociological analysis. For in
such a broad sense sect is applied not only to
distinction

is

churches but also to parties, schools of thought,
associations and unorganized popular movements. A narrower use of the term limits it to
those groups or organizations which although
not recognized by an established church are still

regarded as belonging to the same major religious tradition. Thus the established churches of

Germany and England

designated all dissenting
Roman Catholicism re-

socially

its

powerful

classes,

tinuity, whether between church and state, between the converted and the unconverted or
between present and future.
While the study of the sectarian type of religious organization has been carried on princi-

pally with reference to Christian history, the
is recognizable in the development of

same type

other faiths.

The

various secret societies with

religious interests, exclusive

membership and

revolutionary programs of action which have
arisen at frequent intervals in Chinese history

gards as sectarian all forms of the Christian
faith which set themselves up independently of
the hierarchy. Used in this way the term is de-

seem to belong in this category. The Society of
Heaven and Earth (Hung Society) is especially
noteworthy; the Lung-hua, the White Lotus
Society (Pai-lien) and the so-called "God wor-

rogatory and implies moreover that there is a
standard and true form of religion to which all

examples.

groups as

sects,

while

believers should conform.

Furthermore it groups

together widely divergent types of organization.
In recent years the sociological analysis of
religion has led to adoption of the

term

sect

shipers" of the Taiping rebellion are other
The religious beliefs of these groups

are syncretistic, arising out of a combination of
Taoist and Buddhist or Christian ideas. Reli-

gious and moral discipline or, as in the case of
the Lung-hua, elaborate ritualism is designed to

Secretan
lead the adherents to an early salvation. Strict
vegetarianism, derived from Buddhism, is a

frequent requirement. Suspected of political designs and of revolutionary programs, these soci-

were subjected to vigorous persecution and
were driven underground Moslcrmsm has given
rise to numerous organizations of the sect type,
notably the Wahhabis, the Druses and the Bahais. The first of these was a strongly rigoristic
movement which arose in protest against the
eties

tendency of orthodox Moslemism to accept
popular customs, while the last two groups
introduced a messianic element. Messianic and
mystic strains combined with ethical rigorism
in the Jewish Chassids of the seventeenth and
eighteenth century, who were characterized also

by a dependence on the

directly inspired leader.
sectarian tendency in Christianity may
traced back to the origin of this faith as a

The
be

separatist movement in Judaism. Beginning apparently as a party or free association the Chris-

tian sect

found

its

primary authority in the
in the direct inspiration of

sayings of Jesus and
the Holy Spirit rather than in the religious customs and Scriptures of the parent religion.

Moreover it was strongly messianic in its outlook and developed a self-sufficient religious
community within the nation. Economic communism of a sort, in consumption rather than in
production, and indifference to the political life
of the nation were also characteristic. Subjected

Sects
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and Donatists early directed their protests

against the growing power of the clergy, the
relaxation of discipline and the substitution of

doctrine for inspiration. Messianic expectations
also colored their attitudes. From the third cen-

tury to the eleventh sectarian tendencies in
Christianity were in large measure absorbed by
the monastic movement, which combined with
a duahstic asceticism the sectarian protest against
the secularization of church and priesthood as

well as the sectarian interest in a rigorous morality, in exclusive membership based on voluntary

commitment and in a self-sufficient Christian
society. While monasticism remained largely individualistic and mystical in the east, its western
form from the sixth century onward was social
and missionary. Mediaeval Catholicism, however, was able to unite this sectarianism with the
ecclesiastical movement and to place monasticism in the service of the inclusive church.

From the twelfth century there began to denew sect movements which were less

velop

successfully integrated \vith the ecclesiastical
periods of this development
may be distinguished The first of these in the

system. Four

mam

twelfth and thirteenth centuries was still largely
under the influence of duahstic and monastic

conceptions. Although the chief organizations
resulting from it, the mendicant orders, became
a part of the Catholic system, one group, the

Waldenses, retained

its

sectarian character.

The

to

persecution, this association began at the
same time to find adherents among gentiles as

sectarian interest of this period came to expression in the Cathari, who professed doctrines

well as Jews and so increased the conflict between itself and Judaism. In the Roman world

derived in part from an extreme oriental dualism, sought individual perfection apart from the
church, rejected the official clergy, abstained

Christianity preserved

its

character as an exclu-

sive society which not only forbade its members
to participate in the popular worship and exer-

cised strict discipline over their conduct but
also tended to separate them from the political
society. The identification of
social institutions with the "world," which was

and economic

and which was soon to pass away, and the
development of a rigoristic ethic and of close
fellowship within the Christian group led to the
evil

formation of a relatively self-sufficient society
within the empire: the resulting antagonisms
increased the separation of church and "world."

Although the process of accommodation likewise began at an early time and led to the merging of church and state, the literature produced
in the sectarian origins of the Christian movement, much of which was gathered in the New
Testament, became the source of repeated
vivals of sectarianism in later centuries.

re-

Mon-

from oaths and from the use of force and atin general to remtroduce primitive
Christian fellowship and apostolic poverty. This
group and the closely related Albigensian sect
tempted

flourished particularly

among

artisans in the

towns of southern France and in Lombardy.
Their protest was directed against the feudal
system as well as against its ecclesiastical representatives, but instead of engaging in open
revolt they aimed to set up within the frames ork
of feudal

ization.

and

hierarchical society a partly inde-

economic and political organSince the movement was directed against

pendent

religious,

the secular and ecclesiastical territorial princes,
of the
it resulted
indirectly in the strengthening

papacy and the centrah/ed church.
ciscan and

Dominican

orders,

The

Fran-

which emerged

out of the sectarian fermentation of the time,
contributed to the same result. But in the so-
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called "spiritual Franciscans" and in the Waldenses the revolt against the church continued.

The

maintained themselves in southern

latter

its members to withdraw
and trade, to content themselves
with agriculture and manual labor and to de-

of violence, required

from public

France and

velop

They

The

the teachings of Jesus as a new law, emphasized
poverty and equality in the fellowship and re-

birthright

Italy despite repeated persecutions.
strove to realize the ideal of the primitive
were
devoted to the Scriptures, accepted
church,

jected oaths, capital punishment and participation in war and government. In both the French

and

wings of the sect the urban, artisan
class seems to have predominated.
A second manifestation of sectarianism, connected with the names of Wycliffe and Huss,
Italian

occurred during the fourteenth and fifteenth
While Wycliffe's opposition to the

centuries.

Roman church

appealed to the familiar ideal of

and simplicity, it was free
from those mystical and apocalyptical ideals
which marked earlier and later sectarianism and
was directed more toward the independence of
apostolic poverty

the English churches than toward the organization of a separatist community of avowed

The movement drew

upon the
ideal of apostolic community than upon the ideal
Christians.

of the natural law derived from

less

Roman stoicism.

While the subversive doctrines of Lollardry did
not issue directly in the formation of a sect, they
practise in Bohemia
directed not only to the

combined with Waldensian
to generate a

movement

life

among themselves a fellowship of love.
principle of individual commitment was

not, however, consistently applied and when the
members entered into closer relations
life, doctrines and practise were
accommodated to the new situation. In

with the public
largely

the eighteenth century as a result of persecution,
migration and the influence of the Pietist movement the organization was reconstituted in Gerin America. The American branch
succeeded in establishing for a time a "general

many and
economy"

in

which

all

members

participated in

common property and common work, largely for
the sake of supporting missionary enterprise.
The third period, in which modern Christian
sects originated, coincides roughly with the time

At the outset a protest
against the Roman system of government, doctrine and practise, the Reformation tended to
of the Reformation.

display sectarian characteristics and its organization in the Lutheran and Calvinist churches

embodied

certain sectarian features, such as rec-

ognition of the priesthood of all believers. But
orthodox Protestantism was not sectarian; it

sought rather to organize national churches of
the inclusive and institutional type, closely associated with the state.

The

sectarian

movement

reform of the church and to independence from
Rome but also, in one of its phases, to the for-

of the time was

mation of a separatist Christian community.
The Taborites, who formed the extremist wing

only toward the reform of the church but also
toward the radical reconstruction of the political

of the Bohemian movement, constituted a party
rather than a sect, in the strict sense of these
terms; they sought the reform not only of the

and economic system. These tendencies were
found among the lower economic classes, peasants and artisans rather than among the princes
and the commercial groups who supported Protestantism. So long as the Reformation remained
a protest, the revolutionary groups seemed to
form only the extremist wing of the general
movement; but as soon as the work of organization was undertaken, the divergence of interests
began to appear and the conflict of the extremists

church but also of civil society in conformity
with the gospel which like Wycliffe they explained in terms of "natural law." Demanding
the abolition of private property, of class distinctions and of taxes, they continued to think
in

terms of the national society and to use the
program of general social reform rather

ideal as a

than as the pattern for a separate Christian community. Consequently they could reject the
gospel principle of non-resistance and counsel
violence in the overthrow of the existing ecclesiastical and political organizations. Out of the
defeat of this

movement

a definite sect, the

Bohemian Brethren, or Moravians, emerged.
This group accepted the ethics of the New Testament not as a program to be forced upon civil
society but rather as the constitution of a separate religious community. It rejected all forms

lutionary

more closely related to the revotendencies which were directed not

with Protestantism became quite as severe as
their conflict with Catholicism.

The radical, or Anabaptist, movement was by
no means united and did not manifest uniformly
sectarian tendencies.

As

in the earlier Taborite

two divergent philosophies and strategies
were present. Both were revolutionary, seeking
revolt,

a new society rather than a reformed church;
both were directed primarily to the proletariat
and the peasantry; and both were individualistic
and mystical, although with a difference. After
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a period of confusion the divergence between
the two sets of interests and ideas made itself

theologically trained, professional clergy; the
principle of non-participation in war and gov-

manifest in the period of organization and of
persecution. One tendency came to expression in
the Peasants' War (1524-25) and in the effort to

ernment has for the most part been abandoned.
Small groups of the sect, especially in the Amer-

kingdom of God in Munster (153335). The leaders of this movement, Thomas
Miinzer, Melchior Hoffmann, Jan Matthijsz and
establish the

John of Leyden, were millenarians who interpreted the New Testament in the light of its
messianic hopes rather than of

were

visionaries

its ethics;

they

whose mysticism was more a

matter of direct revelation through apparitions
than of communion with spiritual reality. Like
the Lollards, they derived their ethics from the
idea of natural law rather than from the New
Testament and were able to ignore the counsel
against resistance.

The community

which they sought was

to

of property

be based upon the

natural rights of men rather than upon the apostolic idea of love The other, definitely sectarian,

tendency appeared

first

of

all

among

the Swiss

Anabaptists. Opposed to all violence and rigoristic in their discipline, they were regarded as
enemies of the church and state by both Prot-

and Catholics on account of their oppothe institutional church and their
tendency toward communist principles.
Swiss sectarianism and German millenarianism were intermingled in the confused movement in northern Germany and Holland, but
after the failure of various revolts and under
civil persecution the sectarian tendency maintained itself and led to the formation of various
independent groups. Led by Dirk Philips and
estants

to

sition

Menno Simons, the non-resistant Anabaptists
organized themselves into societies which held
to the principles of believer's baptism, rejection
of the sacraments as means of grace, ngorist
discipline, non-participation in war and governrefusal to take oaths. But they united

ment and

with these separatist ideas the early Christian
counsel of obedience to the civil magistrates.
Extreme simplicity in costume and manner of
life

and the prohibition of marriage with nonsociety were other features of

members of the

the organization. Variations in the practise of
local groups as well as the tendency of succeeding generations to relax the restrictions, because
of persecution or increase of contact with public

numerous schisms and to the foundin North and South
America. In the course of time the Mennomtes
life,

led to

ing of

new communities

in Holland have lost
acter.

The

much

of the sectarian char-

lay ministry has

been replaced by a

ican communities, maintain a rigid discipline
resist the tendency to accommodation by

and

confining their economic activities to agriculture
and thus reduce their contacts with the public
life. Besides Mennonites other minor sects, including Collegiants and Familists, grew out of
the Anabaptist movement, while the Baptist
churches in general trace their origin to this

phase of the Reformation.

It is characteristic

of sixteenth century sectarianism that the principles of voluntary membership and of the

separated community were symbolized in the
practise of adult or believer's baptism and that

symbol has been retained while the more
system have been
dropped or greatly modified.

this

radical elements in the original

Like the Protestant Reformation

itself,

sec-

tarianism of the Anabaptist type did not appear
in developed form in England until the seven-

teenth century. It arose partly under the influence of Anabaptist groups in Holland and England but more largely
response to conditions
similar to those which had prevailed on the
continent. In England also the sectarian tendency manifested itself first of all as a phase of
the Protestant movement, then as an element in

m

the revolutionary opposition to ecclesiastical and
political institutions and only in the last stage

community building movement.
Sharing with Puritanism the antagonism to Roman and Anglican churches, Independency
to use this name for the amorphous movement
as a separatist,

war and Commonwere not identical with

became aware

in the civil

wealth that

interests

its

those of the Puritans. But Independency itself
was composed of the two divergent strains, the
revolutionary and the separatist. While both
were interested in more radical reforms than
Puritanism contemplated and both stood for the
interests of lower economic classes, one of them,
as represented

by Levellers, Fifth-Monarchy

Men and

Diggers, was definitely millenarian. It
emphasized equality, sought the reorganization
of civil life as a whole on the basis of natural
rights and natural law and interpreted the New
Testament in this sense, rejecting non-resistance
and demanding separation of church and state
not for the sake of a free church but for the sake

of a free state.

Other groups, Familists and Brownists among
them, represented the separatist principle. Their
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mysticism was of a less visionary type than that
of the more extreme millenarians and their dependence upon the New Testament was greater.
The Society of Friends emerged as the sectarian
result of the double movement, including within
itself the mystical groups and those who, disappointed with the failure of the revolt, reacted
against the violent measures of the millenarians.
In this movement the characteristic features of

were reproduced: simplicity, rigorous discipline, non-resistance, rejection of
earlier sects

idea of a radical break with the past in conver-

was of primary importance. Furthermore
protested against the secularization of the
church, particularly in the sphere of dogma and
sion
it

preaching, where it was offended by the accommodation of revelation to reason and philosophy.
It sought to substitute for the theologically
trained clergy converted and inspirited leaders,
whether ordained or not, and tended to replace
the sacramental and teaching church with the

society of converted, disciplined Christians striving after perfection. The interest in personal

mutual aid, democracy and lay leadership. In the course of time, however, the usual
process of accommodation set in with the usual
consequences schisms and revivals as well as
institutionahzatton. In the Baptist groups of
England and America which arose in the seven-

derived largely from mysticism. Jakob Bohme,
whose writings influenced many of the leaders,
must be regarded as a chief source of the move-

teenth century only the principles of separation
of church and state, of voluntary membership

antithesis to the scholasticism of the Protestant

oaths,

and moral

discipline were

to separate the individual

retained, while efforts

members to any extent

political and economic society were abandoned. Finally out of the movement Congregationalism emerged as a church with certain
sectarian characteristics. In so far as it empha-

from

sized the independence of the local church,

adopted in part the principle of voluntary
this feature, stressed anew and

it

membership and

reenforced in the later period of the evangelical
revival, gave to some of its groups, usually for
short periods, a semisectanan character.

The fourth and last phase of sect organization
was connected with the Pietist and Methodist
revival in Europe and America. It differed from
the previous movement, on which it was partly
dependent, in
attitude

on

comparatively conservative

its

political

and economic questions and

opposition to the
Neither millenarian revolt nor with-

in the lack of radicalism in

church

its

drawal from political and economic life were
characteristic features. But although it showed
little

revolutionary temper in

social questions,

it

was

its

attitude

dogma and

on

opposed to assent to
was

participation in sacraments,

mystic strain represented a sharp

churches and to the rationalism of the eighteenth century, which reduced religion to a set
of valid propositions; but it was related to the
latter in so far as it shared the interest in personal conviction rather than in collective authority.

In

Germany

Pietism organized conventicles

in the churches for the sake of Bible study and
the promotion of "practical Christianity," by

which was meant the regular practise of prayer
and meditation and the application of Christian
ethics, in a rather patriarchal version, to the
life. It did not affect the lower economic

secular
classes

but was bourgeois and in part

aristo-

cratic in its appeal. Charitable, missionary

and

educational enterprises, including reforms of the
traditional educational system, were promoted
in a manner foreign to the spirit of the state

church. Pietism achieved no definite organization, although its influence continued to mani-

down to the nineteenth century. One
by-products was the reorganization of the
Bohemian Brethren under the leadership of
fest itself

of

its

Count Zmzendorf

,

a leading Pietist.
in England,

The Methodist movement

greatly interested in the

promotion of humanitarian reforms and its adherents in general supported the democratic
movement in England and America. While
Pietism and Methodism were critical of the institutional church, they endeavored to remain
within it and separate sects were formed as

The

ment.

it

was no more than a home rule Presbytenanism;
but

religious experience, as

in

its

origins

which
was in part dependent on German

Pietism, organized classes in a similar

manner

and concentrated also upon conversion, devoutness and religious discipline. But it was more
energetic than the German movement in its
prosecution of missionary activities, and it car-

particularly

its appeal directly to the urban poor, who
to a large degree had lost contact with the
churches. Its effectiveness in arousing among

interested, the individual life, it preached revolution rather than reform or improvement. The

these groups a sense of personal worth and dignity and in teaching them to practise a strict

matters of expediency rather than in conformity
with a principle. Yet the movement was sectarian.

In the sphere in which

it

was

ried
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which moderation, diligence,
piety and charity were the main features, is

for the failure of evangelical sectarianism to
develop any radical antagonism to social insti-

frequently said to have prevented the reproduction of the French Revolution in England. How-

tutions, while the separation of church and state
and the freedom to found new churches prevented radical antagonism to the religious insti-

self-discipline, of

ever that

be, the effect of

may

Methodism was

neither to found separatist communities practising non-resistance and some form of com-

munism nor

to foster millenanan hopes but
men to existing society and to

rather to adjust

promote humanitarian reforms. While it did not
seek separation of the new society from the
church, the opposition of the latter and the
exclusive character of the former led eventually
to separation.

In North America the revival movement,
which was the counterpart of German Pietism

and English Methodism, issued in the organization of numerous new religious societies of a
somewhat sectarian character. The first result of
the great awakening in the eighteenth century
was the strengthening and rcassertion of the
sectarian element in

New

England Congrega-

tionalism. Conversion was now required for
church membership and the Half- Way Covenant and Stodclardism, which admitted the unregenerate to the sacraments, were rejected in
many of the churches It led in the second place
to the organization of separatist religious socieakin to the Baptist groups. The major

ties closely

evangelical movement arose in the United
States at the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury Influenced by Methodist preaching, it
arose also as a direct reaction against rationalism

tutions.

On

the social side the

movement was

directed into channels of humanitarian reforms.
Societies for the abolition of slavery, for tem-

perance, for peace propaganda, educational institutions, asylums for the care of defectives

and dependents and missionary organizations
sprang up in the wake of the revival and to some
extent under its auspices.

The movement produced not only these organizations but also various religious sects. Some
of these, notably the Cumberland Presbyterian
church, the Church of the United Brethren, the
Disciples of Christ and the Methodist Protestant

church, were the result of conflicts and divisions
within older churches. On the other hand, the

Methodist Episcopal churches and the Baptist
connections, recognizing the principle of exclusive membership based upon conversion and
maintained by discipline, profited greatly by the

movement.

Two

organizations of a

more

nar-

rowly sectarian type and more closely akin to
the Anabaptist and monastic developments also
arose in consequence of the revival The very
names of the Shakers, or the United Society of
Believers in Christ's Second Appearing, and the

Mormons, or Society of Latter-Day Saints, indicate their millenarian character. The leaders of

and

the former group were English Quakers, but
the society received its definite form in the
United States. In its celibacy and communal life

between evangelicalism and Jeffersonand Jacksoman democracy. In a new area
there developed an alliance and a differentiation
not unlike the two tendencies in Anabaptism.
Both movements, democratic and evangelical,

was

as a product of frontier conditions. Despite
the difference in philosophy there was a close
relation

ian

stressed the priority of the individual to the
social institution and both cultivated a mildly

millenarian attitude in their expectation of the
early realization of an ideal society and of individual perfection.

The

prevalent panegyrics of democracy and
promises that in the United States the ideal of
history

was

to

be realized received a decidedly
from the revival movement.

religious coloring

Furthermore revivalism appealed particularly to
those groups, both in the cities and on the frontier, in which the democratic sentiment was

it

reproduced some of the features of mediaeval

monasticism. In its pacifism and spiritualism it
like the Anabaptists. The Mormons, on the

other hand, accepted neither the monastic nor
the Anabaptist ideal; but in their organization
of the common life, strict discipline and obedi-

ence to the superior and in their separation
from the "gentile" world they showed their extreme sectarian tendency. Both Shakers and

Mormons indicated, as some Anabaptists had
before them, the extent to which revolt against
the institution of the monogamous family formed
a part of the sectarian rebellion against social

customs. In both cases also the idea of direct
inspiration or of vision

was represented and

in

conviction that the revolution

both the Christian tradition had been supplemented by doctrines imported from foreign
sources. While the Shakers, in view of their

had inaugurated a new era in which perfection
might be attained was at least partly responsible

usual process of accommodation, they failed to

strongest.

The

rejection of the family,

were able to

resist

the
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maintain their numbers and have well nigh disappeared. The Mormons, on the other hand,

have adjusted themselves by sacrificing

much

of their sectarian character.
Among later products of pietist-evangelical
sectarianism in England and America the Sal-

Army, the Catholic Apostolic Church
the Plymouth Brethren and the
Pentecostal sects may be mentioned. A new
vation

(Iivingites),

form of sect is appearing in non-Christian lands
which the converts of Christian missionaries

table product of Protestant individualism and
an evidence of the disintegration of Christi-

as

anity. Its history indicates, however, that it is
a recurrent phenomenon which is by no means

confined to

Protestantism.

Furthermore the

various manifestations of the sectarian spirit, in
Christianity at least and probably in other reli-

gions as well, have led to a number of important
social consequences. They have called back the
church from its accommodation to existing social

Although they were influenced by
developments in Roman Catholic and Protestant
their
countries,
history has on the whole been

customs and conditions and have been more important in the indirect influence which they have
exercised in this way than in the effectiveness of
their own organizations. They have provided,
in the second place, for the rejection of religious
sanctions of social customs which had become
onerous and thus have helped to pave the way
for radical reforms. Finally, the sects have em-

independent. Prior to the Russian Revolution
they formed an active and numerous element in
the religious and political life of the nation and

phasized individual conviction in religion and
ethics and have offered a counterbalance to the
system of collective dogma and authority.

in

are organized in exclusive groups subject to the
a separate
discipline of the society. Occasionally
economic life is provided for these groups.

The Christian

sects of Russia require separate

treatment

helped to prepare the country for the reception
of communist principles. One group of comparatively ancient origin includes ritualists who
rejected changes in the official worship. Although not sectarian in principle, they were subject to sectarian and revolutionary influences as
a result of their persecution. A second group,

the spiritualist sects, comprises the Khlysty, the
Skoptsy, the Dukhobors and the Molokany.

Their

common

their mysticism
and rejection of the orthodox ritual and hierarchy. Dualistic principles seem to have influcharacteristic

is

enced them, especially in their attitude toward
sex relations, the Khlysty prohibiting all sexual
intercourse and the Skoptsy practising castra-

The Dukhobors reject the oath and every
form of violence. A third group of Russian sects
represents the Pietist movement. The Stundists
were organized first among German Russians,
tion.

but the movement spread rapidly among
bers of the Orthodox church. Under the

meminflu-

ence of Baptist missionaries and of native leaders
several branches of the sect adopted the principle of adult baptism

and became known as

The members

of this group are charby their dependence upon the Scriptures, with which they deal in very literal fashion, and by their interest, prior to the revolution,
in a communism of economic goods. Minor
sectarian movements of a similar sort arose in
Baptists.
acterized

the latter part of the nineteenth century in reaction against the state church and in response to
revolutionary political movements.
Sectarianism has been regarded as the inevi-
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tween

increasingly pronounced divergence bewhich sought to cut free from

religion,

the confusion of rationalistic speculation, and
scientific inquiry, which felt the necessity of

discarding fideistic presuppositions, prepared
the way for the development of modern science.

While the success of the Reformation movements in the various countries of northern
Europe served

to strengthen the hold of non-

,

Conybeare,

,

rationalistic faith, the spirit of

reasoned inquiry

SECULARISM. If secularism be deHned as the
attempt to establish an autonomous sphere of

which Duns Scotus and Ockham had dimly
foreshadowed was developed to a far higher
point by the scholars and philosophers of the
Italian Renaissance (qv). Their indefatigable
interest in the manifold phenomena of the immediate world of nature and of man served to

knowledge purged of supernatural,

dim

SECULAR TREND.

See

TIME

SERIFS.

fideistic presuppositions, its modern origins are to be traced
to the later Middle Ages of western Europe.

The

drawn up by the scholastics
between faith and knowledge, while it left room
for revealed theology, was also capable of evendistinction

tuating in a type of philosophical, or natural,
theology, which placed its chief emphasis on the

by the human reason a
broad category which subsumed not only all
physical knowledge but even the metaphysical
knowledge of God. Although the school of
truths

perceptible

and

the prestige of theological otherworldliness
fideism. But in spite of the rich contribu-

tions of the Renaissance the advance of secu-

larism

was not permanently consolidated

until

the seventeenth century. The comprehensive
metaphysical systems of Descartes, Hobbes,
Spino/a and Leibniz represented the first sustained attempt to construct a rational picture
of the universe on the basis of scientifically
established knowledge. In perpetuating

and am-

plifying this type of inquiry the eighteenth
century gradually shifted the emphasis of secu-

Aquinas, by interpreting reason as merely the
preliminary to faith, minimized the antagonism
between rational knowledge and revelation, the

larism from explanation in metaphysical terms
of universal ultimates to a more empiric and

Dims Scotus and

practical manifestations. This striving to push
back inch by inch the limits of knowledge found

more

radical contention of

Ockham that all doctrines of faith are permeated
with contradictions which the reason

is

inca-

pable of accepting led to the conclusion that
reason can operate only in the realm of verifiable
experience and not in the supernatural world.

In the eyes of the nominalists therefore a line
of demarcation had to be drawn between the
sphere of knowledge accessible to the human
reason and the sphere of faith posited on ecclesiastical authority. It

was no longer a question,

as in the case of Aquinas, of a difference in
degree as between natural and revealed theology

but of a difference in kind as between theology
science. The distinction between faith and

and

knowledge was given a new and even stronger
emphasis by the Protestant reformer Luther,

intensive quest of knowledge in its concrete

its fullest expression not so much in a comprehensive system as in the Encyclopedic of Diderot
and d'AIembert.

If therefore secularism in the philosophical

sphere

may be

interpreted as a revolt against

theological and eventually against metaphysical
absolutes and universals, the same trend may

be charted in the

attitudes

toward

social

and

political institutions.
from the traditional

Aquinas, breaking away
Augustmian conception
which regarded the state as at best a negative
institution, insisted that on the contrary this
institution was entrusted with the positive function of perpetuating in this world the particular
social conditions that are necessary for the
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attainment of religious salvation in the next.
Moreover in the later stages of the protracted
contest between imperium and sacerdotiwn a number of secularly minded thinkers, like Dante,

formulated the thesis that the temporal ruler

gence

under secular auspices

of

rationally

grounded philosophical correlations, of selfcontained and self-evident political principles
and of systematically formulated conceptions of

right.

the world, the forces of secularism, repudiating
the universahstic formulae characteristic of me-

In general, however, the idea prevaded to the
very end of the Middle Ages that the church,
by virtue of its exclusive guardianship over the

and placing their reliance on a
precise methodology, turned to the investigation of individual phenomena and to a more

was

entitled to exercise

eternal welfare of

power

man, was

in his

own

entitled to priority

over the state, which regulated merely his transitory existence on this earth.
As in the philosophical sphere, so in the political, the Renaissance marked a distinct stage in

the direction of secularism, while the Reformation tended to perpetuate older ecclesiastical and

otherworldly attitudes. While Machiavelli and
his numerous disciples emphasized the duty of
the prince to rule independently according to
his own canons, Luther advocated the subordination of temporal institutions to the religious,

and Calvin, drawing upon Old Testament models,

succeeded in reestablishing a theocratic type
The seventeenth century turn

m

of government.

was predominantly
as well as

its

secularistic in its political

metaphysical systems.

The most

powerful force in this direction was the revival
and systematic elaboration of stoic natural law

by Althusius, Grotius and Hobbes. According
to the new rationalistic interpretation, which
proceeded from more or less universahstic premregarding the nature of man, the essence
and function of the state is determined, in immanent rather than transcendental terms, by its
own inherent characteristics and aims. Thus in
place of the older doctrines of a universal mediises

aeval empire existing as a counterpart to the
universal church, there emerged the conception

of an independent, sovereign

state.

The univer-

sally valid laws of nature are utilized

by the

diaeval thought

more

specialized type of inquiry into particular social

problems.

But alongside this particularism there emerged
during the second half of the eighteenth century
a new and secularized type of umversalism
known as the Enlightenment. Mankind was conceived as a unit,
pursuit of the same objectives

m

and evolving under the influence of the same
environmental factors. On the basis of this humanitarian philosophy the seventeenth century
doctrines of natural law were developed into a
systematic pattern of ideas and values, which
proceeded from the basic premise of a set of
legal principles valid for all peoples

and ap-

plicable throughout the world. This juristichumanitarian universal ism was perpetuated in

the socialistic theories of the nineteenth century,
particularly in the attempts of the proletariat to
build up an organization operating on internaand including all mankind. At the

tional lines

same time the

relativist

and environmentalist

doctrines regarding the basic disparities and
inevitable rivalries between the different nation
states

were carried over into the theories of

nationalism which have bulked increasingly large
since the French Revolution.

The various phases through which secularism
has passed, both in its intellectual and in its
political aspects, must be correlated in sociological terms with the emergence of lay groups
in the different countries and with the varying

which are

state in the pursuit of its own particular aims,
at marked variance with those of rival

The

states. Therefore these national objectives are
the crucial determinants in the actual applica-

and the cleric as regards their status in the
church goes back to Thomas Aquinas and the

tion of rational political principles, in the sense
undergo modification in the

popes of the thirteenth century.

that these principles

process of adaptation to the genius of a particular political system. This new
approach eventuated, with

Montesquieu, in a type of political
relativism, which in striking contrast to the theological claims to absolute and universal truth
declared that political

maxims are

valid only in

so far as they take account of shifting and changing local variations. Thus, after a metaphysicalnatural law period

which witnessed the emer-

forms in which this process manifested itself.
clear cut distinction between the layman

The

cleric as

accredited teacher and expounder of church
doctrine was in the nature of the case required

be intimately versed in the various dogmas.
This was much less necessary for the layman,
who was not expected to be overly learned in
theological matters. So long as he was actually
familiar with a few essential dogmas and in other
matters, which exceeded his powers of comprehension, heeded carefully the voice of the church
and gave "implicit" obedience, there was no
to

Secularism
Complaint. The comparative incompetence of
the layman in spiritual matters was taken for
granted.

This situation was radically altered by the
Reformation. On the one hand, the contraction
of church doctrine to the pronouncements of the
Bible and the consequent elimination of the

body of involved

tradition brought the entire

doctrine within the range of the average lay-

man; and, on the other hand, the monopoly of
the priests over the sacraments was entirely

The

process whereby the interpretation of church dogma was taken out of the
eliminated.

group and turned
over to the congregation as a whole is indicated
most strikingly in the case of Calvin, who enjoined upon each and every member of the flock
a thorough and precise familiarity with the

hands of a particular

articles of faith.

The

social

basic contrast in this re-

spect between the Protestant and Catholic
churches is indicated further by the fact that
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and Coornhert

in the

Netherlands endeavored

to isolate the essentials of the Christian faith

and morality, so that Christians of every shade
might find a common meeting ground. In all of
these types of attempted compromise many of
the same ingredients are present, particularly
Renaissance humanism, stoic natural law formulae and the Erasmian conception of Christianity as primarily a system of ethics. By fusing
these various elements into an integrated system

Locke was able to provide a working agreement
which was readily seized upon by his successors.
Taking over

his central

premise that the

real

significance of the Gospels lay in the fact that

they explained and substantiated the universally
operative law of nature, they developed a spirit
of genuine religious toleration which not only
allowed hitherto antagonistic sects to work together peaceably in the common body politic
but also extended to non-Christian religions.

In France and to a lesser degree in other
Catholic countries secularism took a basically

the theorists of the Counter-Reformation, particularly the Jesuit Suarez, reemphasized the
traditional attitude that the layman could be

carried over his sectarian convictions into the

content with a smattering of doctrinal knowledge provided he concurred implicitly in the

them

broader truths proclaimed on the authority of
the church.

Whereas the English layman

and social sphere and gradually diluted
to the point where they did not offend the
representatives of other sects with whom he was
political

new bourgeois economy,
the French layman sought at the outset to create
d more vital role for himself inside a church
forced to deal in the

Because of the contrasting attitudes of the
church toward its laymen secularism in Protestant countries was different in form from that
in Catholic. In the former there developed a new
type of layman, who strove to carry over the Old
Testament doctrines which he had absorbed as
a member of the religious community into the
everyday world where he moved as citizen and

member

different course.

of the social community. At the outset

which was committed

to a policy of ignoring

him. Thus he aligned himself with the Jansemst
movement and was an aggressive participant
in the theological controversies which raged in
the seventeenth and the early eighteenth century. The Catholic church, however, persisted
in its refusal to accept a set of doctrines which
as intelligible to the amateur as to the

this process of identifying the ideals of the social

would be

and

carefully trained priest; the

religious communities retarded the spread
of secularism. Soon, however, as a result of the
bitter struggles between the various sects and

confessions

became imperative

to

discover

certain basic elements of social control

on which

it

whatever their ecclesiastical affiliation, could agree. In some cases these basic
elements were found in the philosophical theory
of a society based on natural law; in other cases,
all citizens,

in a naturalistic-deistic religion; or again in a
rationalized form of Christianity, in which all

branches of the Christian church might acquiesce. Grotius evolved a set of general principles
of jurisprudence, for which he claimed validity
irrespective of religious convictions. Herbert of
Cherbury formulated criteria for a universal
rational religion. Sebastian

Franck in Germany

dogma might be

body of

larger body of implicit dogma which
received on the authority of the church
to

explicit

whittled away, but that far

must be
was held

be sacrosanct. Under the circumstances the

only alternative for the Catholic layman

who

sought some form of individual self-expression

was

to transfer his questionings

and

activities

to a sphere in which the church had no jurisdiction. Since in Catholic countries the older

mediaeval dualism between the temporal and
the spiritual had not been resolved, as was the
case in England and other Protestant countries

where the sectarian had carried over his religious
convictions into secular

life,

the self-assertive

Catholic layman turned to the social and political realm. And since the Catholic church had
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denied him any part in theological matters, he
was determined that the forces of clericalism
should be rigidly excluded from participation
in secular affairs.

By way

of final readjustment

he refused to have recourse to theological preconceptions in the discussion of worldly questions. The development of secularism in France

was profoundly influenced by the

fact that the

appearance of this worldly, antitheological, anticlerical point of view coincided with the rise of
the middle class. The cultured bourgeois, unable to find a place for himself as a layman in
the church and resenting the partiality shown

by the ecclesiastical hierarchy to the clerical
expounder of doctrine, broke away from the
church altogether and became a prime mover
in the increasingly radical attacks on the otherworldliness of the traditional theologians.
Up to a certain point the church, by virtue

of

its

consciously perpetuated doctrine of the

two spheres, could be tolerant of such secular
movements. But as it became progressively more
apparent that the new lay groups had no intention of respecting church dogmas and that the
new secular science was casting doubts upon
the most sacred tenets of religious tradition and
revelation, a conflict inevitably arose. With the
facility and precision of the secularists

growing

in their use of critical

methods the most

ele-

and Montesquieu and Helvetius, confining their
inquiries to the field of immediate experience,
ruled out all idealism and utopianism of the
type propounded by the church in its forecast of
the life beyond. But side by side with this
realistic secularism there
developed also a tendency to carry over into the secular realm a number of the older idealistic elements which had
been identified with religion. This type of

worldly idealism, which grew up in France during the decades preceding the French Revolution and which has since spread throughout the
world, derives ultimately from the philosophers
of antiquity, who postulated an absolute natural
law that in the beginning had been in force
everywhere but had since been modified by the
prescriptions of positive law. In taking over this
doctrine in its stoic form the Catholic church

had attributed the

disparities,

which were to be

observed at every turn, between the institutions
prevailing in this world and those postulated by
absolute natural law to man's original sin. But
with the revival in the modern period of stoic
natural law doctrines by secular philosophers
and with the gradual dwindling of the notion of
original sin both among the laity and among

such

influential church groups as the Jesuits,
the conception of a more equitable natural order
began to take on a new significance. At the

mentary presuppositions of Christianity, as they
had been formulated, for example, by the English deists, were gradually attenuated into im-

hands of Rousseau and Mably the doctrines of
natural law were given a revolutionary
emphasis, exerting a deep influence on the political

personal philosophical abstractions. Ecclesias-

and leaders of the French Revolution.
human and social happiness, as
proclaimed by the prophets and leaders of the
French Revolution, has continued m the inter-

and

religious authority was powerless to
prevent the spread of secularism into all spheres
of thought and activity. But even in quarters
tical

theorists

The

ideal of

where the

laity did not resort to such aggressive
measures the hold of the church was diminished.
The more adept the members of the middle class

vening period to mold the temper not only of
the French bourgeoisie but also of
larger and
larger groups in all countries, Protestant as well

became

as Catholic,

in regulating their lives according to
fixed principles and the more they were made
aware by their daily experiences in the economic

realm that they could rely upon their own foresight, the less they felt moved to turn to the
church for guidance or support. The traditional
idea of an otherworldly sphere, over which the
church exercised a divinely ordained monopoly,
was gradually robbed of the bulk of its significance.

The spread of such secular attitudes frequently led to an exclusive emphasis on the
practical and the immediately verifiable elements
life, as distinguished from the remote substances and modes of theology and metaphysics.
Thus realistic philosophers, such as Fontenelle

in

strive

who are resolved that mankind shall
by the most enlightened methods at its

disposal to establish the maximum of social
justice and welfare in this world. The power of
this secularized type of idealism derives in
large
part from its close connection with science; and
in this

the

union of

social

and

scientific secularism

movement which since the Middle Ages has

been gathering increasing

momentum

finds its

logical climax.
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Sedgwick

workmen, used government departments freely for social work and sponsored

contracts of

humanitarian policies, such as the provision of
public maternity hospitals and old age pensions,

which

he regarded as his most important
His attitude toward prohibition
legislation and woman's suffrage, both carried
through under his premiership, was one of
doubtful assent. His share in the experimental
legislative effort.

program

lay in

judging

political possibilities,

securing popular support and driving through
the legislation. He contributed little to economic
or social thought but much to the art of politics.
From the Boer War Seddon became known
as a strong imperialist. Having taken the initiative in sending contingents to South Africa, he
played a leading role in the Colonial Conference

of 1902.

The

following year he introduced im-

perial preference into the

New

Zealand

tariff

system.
J. B. CONDLIFFE

,

,

W

(London

,

1896).

SEDDON, RICHARD JOHN (1845-1906),
New Zealand statesman. Seddon was prime
minister of New Zealand from 1893 until his
death in 1906, and led the Liberal-Labour party
which carried through the experiments in state

Born at Eccleston in Lancashire,
England, he emigrated at aa early age to Vicsocialism.

Arriving in New Zealand during the gold
rush in 1866, he gamed local influence as a
toria.

storekeeper and after much experience of local
government he was returned to Parliament for
Hokitika. Thereafter, from 1881 to 1906, he

represented the gold mining constituency of

Westland.

Seddon 'a strength lay in political tactics based

Consult. Drummond, James, The Life and Work of
Richard John Seddon (London 1907); Reeves, W.
Pember, The Long White Cloud (3rd ed. London
1924) pt i, ch. xxiv, pt. 11, ch i, Condhffe, J B
New Zealand in the Making (London 1930) ch vi,
with bibliography.
,

SEDGWICK,

WILLIAM

THOMPSON

(1855-1921), American biologist and sanitarian
After graduating from the Sheffield Scientific

School in 1877 and receiving his doctorate in
philosophy at Johns Hopkins in 1881, Sedgwick

was

in 1883 appointed professor of biology at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a

position which he held until his death. As consulting biologist of the Massachusetts State
Board of Health he played a leading role in the

development and application of the new science
of bacteriology to the study of water, sewage,
air and was a pioneer in the study of

milk and

typhoid epidemics at Lowell, Lawrence, Springfield and other communities. These activities
earned for him the title of "father of epidemiology" in the United States. His department of
biology became the

first

important training

minute knowledge of the electorate.
Although he rose from the laboring classes he
was never a socialist or a member of the Labour
party. The legislation passed under his leader-

ground

ship included tariff protection, taxation of un-

Technology. In 1914-15 he served as president
of the American Public Health Association. Few

upon

a

improved land values, graduated income tax,
labor regulation including compulsory arbitration, and compulsory repurchase of land for
closer settlement. Seddon introduced direct
construction of public works by cooperative

United States, and
he was made chairman of the school for
health officers created by joint action of Harvard
University and the Massachusetts Institute of
for sanitarians in the

in 1913

works have exerted

as significant

an influence

upon the teaching of the
the United

biological sciences in
States as has Sedgwick's An Intro-

duction to General Biology (published in collab-
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oration with E. B. Wilson, New York 1886; rev.
ed. 1896). His Principles of Sanitary Science and

(New York 1902) is one of the
classics of the public health movement, ancl
The Human Mechanism (Boston 1906, rev. ed.
1918), written in collaboration with Theodore
the Public Health

Hough,
be

is

chiefly

Consult' Jordan,

-E

indifferent circumstances" was merely stood in
the pillory twice for remarking that Charles I
was rightly served in having his head cut off.

of major importance. Sedgwick will

remembered, however, through his
personal influence on the men who have since
become leaders in American public health.
C.-E. A. WINSLOW

C

misdemeanor to say, "Damn the Queen!" or to
drink a health to the pious memory of an executed traitor. In Queen Anne's reign a tanner "in

E

O., Whipple, G.

C

A A Pioneer of Public Health:
,

son Sedgwick

(New Haven

1

,

and Wmslow,

William Thomp-

924)

Trials for political libel

were

common

in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and in the
latter prosecutions for seditious words also took
place frequently. During the eighteenth century
the law governing seditious libel, which con-

sisted of writing or printing matter found by the
court to have been published with a seditious
intent,

became the chief weapon

of the govern-

ment

SEDITION The term

sedition has

come

to be

to practises which tend to disturb
internal public tranquillity by deed, word or
writing but which do not amount to treason

applied

and are not accompanied by or conducive to
open violence Stephen questions whether sediis an offense known to English law,
but the English courts have recognized as misdemeanors at common law seditious words, seditious libels and seditious conspiracies. The use

tion itself

of the adjective signifies that the practises are

accompanied by a seditious intent, the legal
definition of which has changed, however, with
the development of toleration and political
rights.

Offenses

now

described as seditious were

m

the
originally punishable as treason. Thus
fifteenth century it was treason to accuse the king

against the advocacy of political reforms,
and successful prosecutions were frequently di-

would now be considered
an opposition press. When
Fox's Libel Act in 1792 gave the jury control

rected against what

mild

editorials in

over the issue of seditious intent, formerly decided by the judge, it was expected that ordinary
political discussion would 110 longer be punished However, during the excitement of the

French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars
juries showed themselves eager to convict men
for urging parliamentary reform or for attacking
flogging in the army The first prosecution for

seditious conspiracy took place in 1795.

Since the Reform Act of 1832 English prosecutions for seditious offenses have been very
infrequent and usually unsuccessful. There were
few cases against the Chartists, and in 1886

a

later a cabinet minister,

was prose-

of murder, call

cuted for uttering seditious words

at a large

the king's death; or to publish poems and
ballads to the disgrace of the king and his
council By the reign of Henry vm treason was

meeting of unemployed in Trafalgar Square
which was followed by rioting. In his charge to
the jury (Regina v Burns, 16 Cox Criminal
Cases 355) Judge Cave adopted Stephen's definition of seditious intention, which was based

him a fool and suggest that his
horse might stumble and break his neck; to make
astrological calculations to predict the time of

more dangerous offenses and was
no longer charged when men were indicted, and
presumably convicted, for saying, "I like not
confined to

the proceedings of this realm, I trust to see a
change of the world"; or for answering a fellow
drinker's "God save the King!" with "God save
the cup of good ale, for King Henry shall be
hanged!"; or for remarking when shooting at
the butts, "I would the King's body had been
there as the arrow did light I"

Charles

I it

was

By

the reign of
be treason

definitely held not to

to call the king unwise and say, "He is no more
fit to be
King than Hickwright," a simple old

shepherd; or to describe His Majesty as "the
whoremonger and drunkard in the

greatest

Kingdom." Henceforth

it

was no more than a

John Burns,

essentially on that of an act of 1819 as "an intention to bring into hatred or contempt, or to ex-

disaffection against the person of, Her
Majesty, her heirs or successors, or the government and constitution of the United Kingdom,
as by law established, or either House of Parliacite

ment, or the administration of justice, or to excite

Her Majesty's subjects to attempt, otherwise

than by lawful means, the alteration of any
matter in Church or State by law established, or
to raise discontent or disaffection amongst Her
Majesty's subjects, or to promote feelings of
will

and

hostility

between

ill-

different classes of

such subjects." In Stephen's Digest of Criminal

Law (new ed. London

1926) this statement

is

ac-

companied by a qualifying sentence by the edi-

Sedgwick
tor, also

adopted by Judge Cave, which shows

significantly the influence of political developsince the Reform Bill: "An intention to

ment
show

that

Her Majesty has been misled or mis-

Sedition
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the Aliens Restriction (Amendment) Act of 1919
(9, 10 Geo. 5, c. 92, sect. 3) it is a misdemeanor
for an alien to attempt to cause sedition or disamong the forces of the crown or the

affection

taken in her measures, or to point out errors or
defects in the government or constitution as by

civilian population or to promote industrial unrest in an industry in which he has not been en-

law established, with a view to their reformation,

gaged for the two preceding years. Unlawful
drilling and the sale of arms for illegal purposes
are common law offenses. The Incitement to

Her Majesty's subjects to attempt by
lawful means the alteration of any matter in
Church or State by law established, or to point
or to excite

out, in order to their removal, matters which are
producing, or have a tendency to produce, feel-

ings of hatred and ill-will between classes of Her
is not a seditious intention."

Disaffection bill pending in the

mons

Majesty's subjects,

pression

Burns was acquitted, and the latter definition
has since been regarded as authoritative It is so
loose, however, that guilt or innocence must
obviously depend on public sentiment at the
time of the trial.

sition

The recent English tendency is to ignore the
common law of seditious offenses. For example,
when Edward F Mylius was prosecuted m 1911
for a printed statement that King George v had
contracted a morganatic marriage before he

married the queen, the charge was criminal and
not seditious libel. The only reported English
case of sedition since 1886 occurred in 1909
when Aldred was convicted for proclaiming a
Hindu assassin a martyr in the cause of political

CC

the
independence (22 Cox
i) Although
common law of sedition has become almost ob-

common law of sedi-

tious offenses has probably been abolished by
the free speech clauses of the federal and state

constitutions.

seditious libel

The only case suggesting
a common law offense was

is

that
tried

m Pennbylvania in

1805, but the defendant was
acquitted (Respublica v. Dennie, 4 Yeatcs 267).
In any event there are no common law federal
crimes, so that seditious practises cannot be
punished by the United States government unless

they are prohibited by specific statutes. Conoverthrow the government or to

spiracies to

commit any offense against the United

States are

isolated individual. Seditious language was made
a federal crime by the ill fated Sedition Act of

still

pacifists

fence of the Realm Act.

The Seditious Meetings

Act, passed in 1817 (57 Geo. 3, c. 19, sect. 23)
and directed against meetings of more than fifty

persons within a mile of the House of Parliament
for the purpose of considering political changes,
was invoked in 1932 against Mann and Llewel-

The Unlawful Oaths Act of 1797 (37 Geo 3
123, sect, i) subjects to seven years' imprisonment members of a society who are bound by
lyn.

,

c.

oath to obey its orders or not to disclose its
unless the society is authorized by
Parliament. Under section i of the Incitement
secrets,

to

conservative lawyers.
In the United States the

Durwere imprisoned
Council authorized by the De-

World War
in

The bill has aroused widespread oppoliberal thinkers and even among

among

make punishable

solete in England, statutes

under Orders

May,

punishable under sections 6 and 37 of the Criminal Code, but the use of seditious words if unaccompanied by an overt act is not a conspiracy,

certain specific offenses of a related nature

ing the

House of Com-

1934, will, if enacted into law,
considerably widen the scope of sedition and
give the government drastic powers for its supin

Mutiny Act of 1797 (37 Geo.

3, c. 70)

nor do these statutes apply to the conduct of an

1798, which expired in

two years, but its constiwas never passed upon by the Supreme Court. During the period following the
World War, which was characterized by a pronounced fear of radicals, several sedition bills
were introduced in Congress and supported by
Attorney General Alexander Mitchell Palmer
and other officials, but these bills were successtutionality

fully opposed by large newspaper organizations
and by Samuel Gompers on behalf of the Amer-

ican Federation of Labor.

The

question whether a general federal sediwould be constitutional has aroused

tion law

anyone
who endeavors maliciously to seduce from his
duty any person serving in His Majesty's forces
or to incite any act of mutiny may be imprisoned
for life. Section 3 of the Police Act of 1919 (9, 10
Geo. 5, c. 46) makes it a misdemeanor for any

power to enact such a law, it seems probable that
it falls within the
general powers of the federal
government to protect itself. At the same time

person to cause or attempt to cause disaffection
among the members of any police force Under

the government is limited by the free speech
amendment to the constutition, which was his-

considerable discussion Although no clause in
the federal constitution expressly gives Congress
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torically directed against the existence of seditious offenses. It is possible also that the consti-

which was intended to prevent the punishment of minor acts
as constructive treason, would prevent Congress
from punishing the same minor acts under
tutional definition of treason,

another category.
Although there

is

no general federal sedition

law, some forms of sedition are punishable. By
the Articles of War (U. S. Code, title 10, sects.

1538, 1539) any person subject to military law
may be tried by court martial and sentenced to

he attempts to create or causes or joins
any "mutiny or sedition" in the armed forces or
if he neglects to suppress such a "mutiny or sedeath

if

dition" or to
his

communicate his knowledge of it to

commanding

officer.

The Espionage Act

of

1917 (U.S. Code, title 50, sect. 33) as interpreted
by the courts renders civilians severely punishable during a war for questioning its justifiability
or the methods of conducting it. In 1918 this act
was amended by a wartime sedition law; the

amendment was repealed in 1921. In 1917 Congress made it a crime to threaten the life of the
president (U.S. Code, title 18, sect. 89). A
woman was convicted for saying in conversation,
hell, and if I had the
power I would put him there." This was held to
be a threat to kill the president, because, as the
court reasoned, he could not be in hell unless he
were dead (United States v Clark, 250 Fed. 449).

"I wish Wilson was in

.

Besides these criminal statutes the federal
government can control sedition by administra-

can exclude from
the mails matter which violates the Espionage
or
a
war
time
tends to incite
at
Act during
any
tive measures. Postal officials

murder or

assassination or advocates

arson,
treason, insurrection or forcible resistance to any
federal law (U.S. Code, title 18, sects. 334, 344).

Postal officials can also

deny the low second class

mailing rates to a newspaper which has published non-mailable matter in some previous
issue [The Milwaukee Publishing Co. v. Burleson, 255 U. S. 407 (1921)]. Immigration officials
can deport aliens for language and opinions of a
seditious nature, although the word itself does
not appear in the statutes. On similar grounds
naturalized citizens can be denaturalized and deported. Administrative officials determine guilt
in these postal and deportation cases, and their
decisions are for the most part not reviewable in

the courts.

Although the states have not adopted the comlaw of seditious offenses, definite incite-

mon

ment

to the assassination of officials or to the

destruction of government property
seems punishable in all states under the common
law or statutes penalizing criminal attempts, solicitation and conspiracy. In addition many
states have legislation directed against various
practises which would have been described as
sedition under the English common law of the
serious

eighteenth century. Thus during the World War
nine states enacted statutes making it a crime to

use language opposing the war. Peacetime sedition laws of the states fall roughly into four
groups.

A common type comprises the criminal

(q.v.) acts passed in 1917-20. Crimanarchy acts are directed against advocacy of
"the doctrine that organized government should
be overthrown by force or violence, or by assas-

syndicalism
inal

sination

...

Membership

or

by any

means."

unlawful

in organizations teaching the doc-

trine as well as individual utterances is punishYork
able. Such statutes were enacted in

New

and

New Jersey in

tion of

McKmley,

1902 soon after the assassinain Washington in 1909 and in

Colorado in 1919.

The New York

statute re-

twenty years, and then
its definition of anarchists was found to be sufficiently broad to include several communists.

mained a dead

letter for

The New Jersey statute was limited by the courts
its original purpose A few prosecutions have
been brought in Washington. Sixteen states and
territories in 1917-20 enacted broad sedition
acts, which do not follow a single model as do
the criminal syndicalism and anarchy acts. For

to

example, Connecticut punishes public advocacy
of "any measure, doctrine, proposal or propa-

ganda intended to injuriously affect the government"; New Jersey punishes inciting to insurrection or sedition or attempts to do so and also
any book encouraging hostility to the government of the United States or the state; and

Rhode Island punishes language intended

to in-

"a ... disregard of the Constitution or
laws." There have been very few prosecutions
under these statutes. The New Mexico law and
part of a New Jersey law were held unconstitutional on the ground that they violated the rights
cite

of free speech and assembly.

The display of a red

flag and other radical insignia was made criminal
similar
in at least thirty states in 1919-20.

A

Massachusetts statute of 1913 was repealed in
1915 because it made the Harvard banner illegal.

The California red flag law was invalidated by
the United States Supreme Court as a denial of
liberty of

speech under the Fourteenth

ment [Stromberg

Amend-

283 U. S. 359
(1931)]; this decision renders doubtful the
v. California,

Sedition
validity of

most other red

flag laws.

On the basis

of the Supreme Court decision the Appellate
Term of the New York Supreme Court in 1934
held the state red flag law unconstitutional.
A few states have attempted other methods of
controlling sedition besides criminal prosecuThe New Hampshire sedition law allows

tions.

injunctions against the importation, publication,
distribution or possession of printed or written

matter advocating the forbidden doctrines and
also injunctions against the use of halls for unlawful meetings.

New York in

1921 adopted the
public school teachers

Lusk laws, requiring all
to obtain a certificate of loyalty and all private
schools to obtain a license. Such certificates and
were not

licenses

to

be issued

specified radical doctrines.

The

to advocates of

statute also al-

lowed unlicensed private schools to be enjoined.
These laws were repealed in 1923 after being invoked to close the Rand School of Social Science
in

New York

City.

The

sedition law of important dominions in
the British Empire differs at least in its administration from the English common law of seditious offenses. Sections 132

and 134 of the Ca-

nadian Criminal Code, against seditious words,

were harshly interpreted
to suppress opposition in Canada to the World
War. An Alberta judge remarked in 1916:
"There have been more prosecutions for sedilibels or conspiracies,

words in Alberta in the past 2 years than in
the history of England for over 100 years and
England has had numerous and critical wars in

Seduction
don 1883)
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ch. xxiv; Paterson, James, The
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vol.
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(London 1880), especially p. 73-104; May, T. E
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pamphlet no. 13 (London 1933), Scott, F R "The
Montreal Sedition Cases" in Canadian Bar Review,
vol. ix ( 1 93 1 ) 756-61 Donogh,
R., The History and
Law of Sedition and Cognate Offences (3rd ed Calcutta
and Lansdown, C. W. H.,
1917), Gardiner, F. G
South African Criminal Law and Procedure, 2 vols.
(znd ed. Cape Town 1924) vol n, p. 741-47; Anders,
P. C., and Ellson, S E The Criminal Law of South
Africa (Johannesburg 1915) ch. xxvni.
FOR THE UNITED STATES Bishop, J. P Bishop on
Criminal Law, 2 vols (gth ed by J.
Zane and C.
Zollmann, Chicago 1923) vol i, p 324-30; Chafee,
Z., Jr Freedom of Speech (New York 1920) ch iv,
containing bibliography and lists of statutes and decisions, and The Inquiring Mind (New York 1928) p.
"The Jurisdic40-88, 99-107, "7-33, Bikld, H
tion of the United States over Seditious Libel" in
American Law Register, n s vol. xli (1902) 1-26, Wallace, H. G
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,
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tious

all

that time" (Rex v. Trainor, 27 Canadian Criminal Cases, 241). In recent years there have been

number of prosecutions of communists and
other radicals for seditious offenses. Section
I24-A of the Indian Penal Code, which punishes
a

as sedition any attempt to excite disaffection
toward the government of British India, has
been invoked in recent years in a considerable

number
makes

of cases.

The Union

of South Africa
under the Roman-Dutch
law defines sedition more

sedition a crime

common

law, but this
narrowly than does the English common law,
and the offense must involve something in the
nature of an insurrection.

See:
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Consult:
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3 vols.

J.

F.,
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SEDUCTION

is

distinguished

from other

offenses against female chastity in that it does
not involve violence. The woman seduced has

consented, although her consent may have been
gained by allurements, false promises, deceits,
the deliberate rousing of sexual passion or the
suggestion of advantages to be gained

if

she

yields to illicit intercourse. Because of the effect
on the victim's will it is assumed that she has

suffered a definite deterioration of character

and

consequently of reputation. She is spoken of as
"ruined," "corrupted."
In the Old Testament it is commanded that
the seducer of a virgin must purchase her of her
father as his wife at the price of fifty shekels of
silver. This provision apparently was intended
to protect the property right of the father rather
than the purity of the woman. In Athens the

concept of seduction arose as an extension of the
offense of adultery. A law attributable to Draco
(seventh century B.C.) sanctioned self-help
against the seducer as against the adulterer but
also allowed, instead, compensatory damages,
which here more than elsewhere had the charac-
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ter of ransom. In

Rome an

action of seduction

to have developed from the right to recover damages for tampering with the loyalty of

seems

a slave, actio de servo corrupto,

the basis of the

civil

and

action

this

in

became

continental

The Roman criminal

concept of seduction was stuprum, based on the lex julia de
adultenis, which punished the seduction of a

Europe.

and respectable unmarried woman.
In England the action of seduction was derived from the relation of master and servant
free

apparently quite independently of Romanistic
in which the basis of the complaint
influences
was the loss of services, not the deterioration
suffered

by the woman or the impairment of her

dependence on the seducer. In the former

situa-

may be disregarded in view of
the victim's inexperience and immaturity, so
that the act may be treated as tantamount to
tion the consent

rape. In the latter there is a suggestion of
duress.
third point of view also assimilates the

A

used in seduction to fraud. This

arts

is

par-

ticularly the case when the seduction takes place
under a promise of marriage which is in fact not

kept,

and which

it

may be assumed the seducer
The minority of the woman

never meant to keep

.

here usually immaterial. Other forms of allurement are evidently in the same category, but
the promise of marriage is chiefly in the minds
is

of legislators because of the

still

existing vestiges

into
loyalty to her master. The father came
court as a man who had lost valuable services,

of the widespread custom which treats betrothal as a kind of marriage.

but he was allowed to recover a great deal more
than their value. In other words, although he
Was heard as a master, he was compensated as a

pendence

father.

Thus

the family

was assumed

to have a de-

finable interest in the chastity of its female members distinct from the property interest which a

husband in ancient times had in his wife's body
and different again from the family's interest in
the property of any of its female members. This
last interest was secured by the laws of ancient
communities giving the male kin the right to
marry an heiress and by the severe penalties imposed in English law for the abduction of an
heiress. Abduction was generally made a crime
sooner than seduction, probably because as long
as the

movement

stricted the

of

women

in society

was

re-

former was a necessary preliminary

to the latter.
Family pride is closely connected with the
sentiment of honor, which as one of the chief
constituents of the system of chivalry was of

enormous importance in Europe during the
Middle Ages. Later, when a high sense of family
honor was regarded as the distinguishing mark
of the upper classes, seduction was treated as the
worst conceivable offense against it. Vengeance
on the seducer of a wife, sister or daughter, especially the last two, became a romantic convention.

The factors

fortified

and family pride were
by the Christian emphasis on chastity
of honor

as the characteristic virtue of

women.

The development of seduction as a crime was,
however, slow. Since the woman consented, the
principle of volentt non fit injuria intervened. At
present the basis of the penalty
that the

woman seduced

is

either the fact

very young or that
at the time of seduction she was in a position of
is

The seduction
The

is

of a

woman in a

strongly emphasized

position of decontinental

m

law punishes seduction under
promise of marriage only when the seducer is
already a married man and his victim is a minor.
The law of some continental countries, for
law.

Italian

instance France, is confined to the punishment
of the seduction of youth. This is also the case in

English law. Seduction under promise of marwas not a crime at the English common law
but it has been made so by statute in most states
riage

of the United States, where the seduction of

punished as "statutory rape." Many
statutes also punish seduction in relations of dependence, especially where the seducer is a guardian or teacher The English law
punishes only the seduction of a female lunatic
in an asylum.
youth

is

American

The

introduction of the notion of fraud into

the criminal law of seduction has affected the
civil action.

Since the fraud

is

practised

on the

woman and not on her family or her employer, it
is she who should be heard to complain of it.
Statutes in most modern countries England is
an important exception have accorded the

woman

the right to sue her seducer directly, especially if there was a promise of marriage.
Under these circumstances the woman will

normally be adult and not a minor, and as far as
the civil law is concerned that is taken for
granted.

The

action for seduction

became

in

France one of the means of qualifying the famous provision of the French Civil Code, la
recherche de la paternite est interdite.
The interest which the action for seduction

now

seeks to conserve

is

the integrity of the

family rather than its honor or its property
rights. Whatever there may be of the factitious

Seduction
and conventional in the association of honor with
female chastity, there can he no question that
seduction causes very real unhappiness both to
the victim's family and to herself and that
despite her consent much the greater responsibility for this

rests

with the se-

unhappiness
ducer. One of the elements involved, however,
remains after all the community's interest in
chastity as an independent moral value, since the
is almost always dependent on
the previous chastity of the woman, which is not
to be taken to mean merely her previous reputa-

right to recover

tion for chastity.
The social attitude toward the seducer has

gone as far as most legal and religious
condemnations would suggest. The seduction of
rarely

girls

of the lower classes by gentlemen of the

classes certainly seemed in English eighteenth century life almost a perquisite of their
rank and, if the seducer was prepared to be
generous, was not too harshly regarded by the

upper

which the victim belonged The Don
Juan might even aspire to the seduction of
class to

women

of his

own

The great extension of
women in modern times

class

the sexual freedom of

has not quite eliminated, however, the so-called
double standard On the other hand it is coming
to be recogni/ecl that enticement to sexual rela,

tions is not always the act of the man, although
the Shavian paradox is not accepted in its extreme forms At any rate, the complaint of se-

duction, where there are no really serious conis not presented so often by mature

sequences,

women, and the "wronged maiden" has
importance in popular

lost

her

literature.
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See:
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(Boston 1916) p 16970; Bishop, J. P
Commentaries on the Law of Statutory Crimes (3rd ed.
Chicago 1901) ch xxxvm, Humble, W. II , "Seduction as a Crime" in Columbia Law Review, vol xxi
series, vol. vi

,

(1921) 144-54

SEEBOHM, FREDERIC

(1833-1912),

his-

and banker. The son of Quakers
and himself a member of the society, Seebohm
was deeply influenced by their doctrines. His
earliest historical studies were concerned with
the development of Protestant and practical
Christianity and the evidence of moral purpose
in history Seebohm's important contribution,
the field of economic history.
however, was
torian, lawyer

m

Although continuously active in business, local
government and education, he produced three
influential works: The English Village Community
(London 1883, 4th ed. 1890), The Tribal System
in \ Vales (London 1895, 2nd ed.
1905) and Tribal
Custom in Anglo Saxon Law (London 1902), and
was engaged upon a study of weights and measures at the time of his death. In the

first,

to the

question "whether the hams and tuns of England with their open fields and yard-lands, in the

times were inhabited and tilled
main by free village communities, or by
communities in serfdom under a manorial lordship" (p ix and 423), he gave the answer that
they were "practically manors with communities
in serfdom upon them." Here he challenged contempoiary scholarship and dominant theories of
the village community and promoted the detailed study of the origin of the manor. He made
English history less provincial and identified it
more clearly with general economic evolution. In
the second work he gave as vivid a picture of
tribal organization as in the first he had given of
earliest historical

in the

the open field system. He attempted to separate
the elements of original tribal custom from the

changes which came upon it almost everywhere
in western Europe under Roman and ecclesias-

The

was a study of the
under tnbal custom.
The lucid and concrete style of all his works
added greatly to their effectiveness.
Seebohm's central idea was that the open
tical influence.

third

solidarity of the kindred

field

shell

system of the village community acted as a
under which the common village life of an

was kept alive through the
period of anarchy which followed the break up
of the Roman Empire. He was well aware of the
agricultural people

dangers of his own method: "The method of
enquiry from the known to the unknown is essentially a tentative

method." His

real fault

was

a tendency to accept as contemporary in the past
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and customs collected from many different
periods. Too frequently he ventured on inferences from analogies between facts which were
rules

often themselves

little

more than

conjectures.

K. SMELLIE
Other important works. The Oxford Reformers: John
Colet, Erasmus and Thomas Afor<?(London 1867, 3rd ed.
1887), The Era of the Protestant Reformation (London
1874, n w ed. 1894), The Spirit of Christianity (Lon-

don

1916).

m

his Collected Papert, 2
(Oxford 1928) vol. i, ch. xv; Ashley, W. J., Seebohm's "Tribal System in Wales" (Boston 1896); Maithis
land, F. W., "The Tribal System of Wales"
Collected Papers, ed. by H. A. L. Fisher, 3 vols. (Cam-

Consult: Vmogradoff, P.,

vols.

m

bridge, Eng. 1911) vol. in, p. i-io.

SEECK,

OTTO (1850-1921), German classical
Seeck was born in Riga, studied under
Mommsen and taught at Berlin,

Greifswald and Munster. Under the influence
Mommsen he concentrated upon the political

of

organization of late antiquity, beginning his researches with his dissertation Quaesttones de
notitia dignitatum (Berlin 1872). His teaching
activities and the need of acquiring a unified

picture of the general history of antiquity led
him to undertake critical study of early Roman
traditions, of the origins of Greek history and of
the development of ancient historiography He
wrote many articles on the history of officials, on
political organization, on church history and
even on numismatics and mediaeval painting.
Seeck 's most important work, however, was
his Geschichte des Untergangs der antiken Welt

and Stuttgart 1897-1920), on
which he was engaged for over thirty years. His
investigations were carried out on a wide scale
and he always sought to penetrate to the deepest
roots of the culture of late antiquity. His contributions are most valuable for their minute de(6 vols., Berlin

tail,

but his historical picture

is

one-sided.

He

positwist who
gathered impressions in extensive travels and
who, attracted toward the theories of natural

was

essentially

a

force of Christianity,

rationalist

science as well as to the ideal of the later

human-

which can be understood

only in relation to these currents. "Decline"
meant for him the death of the rationalist culture of the upper layer of Greco-Roman society.
He overlooked the fact that a new way of life

was being fashioned by forces from the provinces, from the Orient and from the younger
nations of the north and that this way of life
permitted the continued existence of those forms
of classical culture which still retained their
vitality.

WILHELM WEBER
Consult

historian.

Theodor

influence of the Orient and oriental religious
culture on the Mediterranean world and into the

Radermachcr,

Ludwig,

in

Biographisches

jfahrbuchfur Altertumskunde , vol. xlvi (1926) 50-60.

SEELEY, SIR JOHN ROBERT

(1834-95),

Although Seeley was a classical
student, academic in his tastes and occupations,
his reputation and his influence have sprung
from three books, no one of which lies in the
classical or academic sphere. The first, Ecce
Homo; a Survey of the Life and Work of Jesus
British historian

Christ

(London

secular treatment

1866),

presented

a

purely

and aroused an intense con-

which Gladstone, Newman, Stanley,
Kmgsley and other prominent men participated.
The second, The Life and Times of Stein (3 vols,,
Cambridge, Eng. 1878), was one of the first
troversy, in

sympathetic studies in England of the rise of

modern Germany. The third and most famous
was The Expansion of England (London 1883,
2nd ed. 1895), two courses of lectures given at
Cambridge in 1881-82. The popularity and wide
influence of this work in England and abroad
were due largely to the rising interest in the idea
of imperial unity. It coincided with awakening
imperial sentiment, as revealed in Kipling's
Indian Barrack Room Ballads (1892) and the

Seven Seas (1896); in Dilke's Problems of
Greater Britain (2 vols., 1890); in the formation
of the Imperial Federation League in 1884; in
the gathering of representatives of India and the
dominions at the Queen's Jubilee in 1887; and
in the first Imperial Conference of Colonial

considered that the historical process had
declined to the point of complete decay. The
"extinction of the best," he held, was responsible for the disintegration of the ancient world.

Premiers, held on that occasion. The Expansion
of England was not only an indication of tho
changing attitude of Great Britain toward its

Seeck failed to comprehend the powerful movements leading to a reconstitution of the ancient
world and its culture which were already operating in the second and third centuries. He lacked
insight into the religious and philosophical
transformations of the period, into the enormous

colonies and dependencies but itself one of the
most important influences in bringing about
that change. It was a vigorous defense of British
imperialism from the historical point of view. It
was simple, clear, animated and well calculated
to further a movement already under way.

ists,

Seebohm

zation

mander

As

Order of

of the

Michael and St.

St.

George.
Seeley had no compunctions about writing
history with a preconceived purpose. The opening words of this work are: "It is a favorite

maxim
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Segregation

Seeley's advocacy of the unity of the empire
earned him in 1894 the honor of knight Com-

istics

and segregation the

distinctive character-

of each are accentuated and reenforced.

a final result of this struggle social types

emerge.
Unconscious selection and segregation based
upon competition should be distinguished from
deliberate attempts, arising out of conflict, to

mine that history, while it should be
scientific in its method should pursue a practical
object. That is, it should not merely gratify the

keep individuals apart. The former is represented by immigrant colonies or ethnic groups
which in the course of their history have un-

reader's curiosity about the past but modify his
forecast of the future." He was neither a pro-

wittingly

found

of

its

nor even a historical

historical scholar

investigator.

He took

his history ready

conventional form and

its

made,

in

general statements.

His interest was rather in skilful presentation
and in making explanations and drawing lessons.
In this spirit and still in the interest of imperial
unity he devoted the later years of his life

and often voluntarily

built

up

segre-

gated communities. This process may be designated as passive segregation as contrasted with
active segregation, which may be exemplified by
the forced and often legal setting apart of individuals and groups, such as in leper and penal
institutions and colonies; or by Jim Crowism in

largely to the preparation of a lengthy essay,

the southern United States. In a given case one
or the other of these two types may predominate
at different periods of historical development.

published after his death as The Growth of
Policy (ed. with memoir by G. W.

Thus
come

Cambridge, Eng. 1895; 2nd
1897). Notwithstanding its excellence of
style, originality of interpretation and insistence

quently been confined within legally prescribed
boundaries under public supervision and have

British

Prothero, 2 vols

,

ed.

on imperialism

this

book attracted

little

atten-

tion.

EDWARD
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,
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CHEYNEY
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SEGREGATION.

In sociology segregation
represents that form of isolation in which social
distance is based upon physical separation. The
physical barriers and spatial distances that set

individuals apart from the mass and group from
group are sociologically significant only to the

extent that they become obstacles to
cation and inhibit social contact.

communi-

both a basis and a product of
most obvious function is
taxonomic. Through competition and conflict
Segregation

is

social isolation.

Its

natural and social selection goes on, and in its
course each individual and group acquires a
habitat, a function in the division of labor and a
in the social order. The selection
proceeds on the basis of individual and group
differences, and through the resulting speciali-

position

segregated vice districts have generally
into existence spontaneously, have subse-

finally persisted unofficially, although no less
visibly, in much the same areas even after their

formal abolition by ordinances.
Segregation of differently specialized groups
implies aggregation of similarly constituted in-

Common and compatible charactertend to draw persons together, just as dissimilar and conflicting traits tend to set them
dividuals.
istics

apart.

This suggests the distinction between

positive and negative segregating factors. Mutual attractions, common interests and special

but similar needs operate positively to draw individuals into segregated groups, even in the
absence of any attitude of conscious avoidance
of outsiders. Aversions, prejudices and conflicts
are negative factors which through the influence

of social distance and repulsion drive groups
apart. Where segregation continues for any considerable period of time, both sets of factors
operate.

Race, culture, religion, morals, status, lanwealth, occupation, sex,

guage, caste, class,

physique and mentality,

talent, taste, attitude,

any set of characteristics in
which the members of a group may be similar to
one another and different from outsiders may
become the basis of segregation. In the attempt
on the part of a dominant racial or cultural group
interest, in fact

to live with a minority group segregation offers
an alternative mode of adjustment to forcible

incorporation

on the one hand and

to extermi-
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nation of the subordinate minority group on the
other. One of the most dramatic historic in-

the segregation of the Jews

the Negro has been driven into a
more distinctly segregated political grouping,
and this in turn has been instrumental in

in the ghetto and the pale At first voluntary, on
the basis of social heritage, ritualistic need and

paralyzing his effort to protect himself against
discrimination. During the slavery epoch in the

Middle Ages
became compulsory, being imposed upon the
Jews as a stigma and as a device to prevent contamination of Christians. In modern times the
ghetto survives partly as a voluntary and partly
as a compulsory form of segregation. It is
voluntary in so far as it seems to offer a more
tolerable and congenial habitat in view of the dis-

United States the economic interdependence of
the two races and the lack of race solidarity and

gation policy.

advantageous status of the immigrant, his need

widened

communal institutions and the
and usage of old, which cannot be
shaken off at will; but it is compulsory in that
prejudice and antipathy toward the Jew prevent
him from enjoying free contact with Christians.

construction period. Urbanization and northward migration of the Negro extended and in-

stances of this sort

is

preference, the ghetto in the late

for distinctive

tradition

A

more thoroughgoing case of segregation is
represented by the relations of Negroes and
whites in the United States. Despite the caste
system which developed during the period of
slavery the separation between these

was

far

from complete. Under the

two races

static,

feudal

order of the plantation system the Negro and the
white group each lived within a separate and
distinct social world, and each accepted the

office limited

pride among the slaves, which

may be attributed

to their restricted opportunity to congregate
to the atomization of their African culture

and
and

tradition, may be considered responsible in large
measure for the absence of a pronounced segre-

The breach between the two races
War and during the re-

after the Civil

tensified the white policy of discrimination

and

segregation.
federal civil rights bill passed in 1875, ordaining that "all persons within the jurisdiction

A

of the United States shall be entitled to the

full

and equal enjoyment of the accommodations, advantages, facilities, and privileges of inns, public
conveyances on land or water, theaters, and
other places of public amusement; subject only
to the conditions and limitations established by

tions

order which this world imposed. But the definiand norms of conduct implicit in slavery

law and applicable alike to citizens of every race
color, regardless of any previous condition
of servitude," was declared unconstitutional by
the United States Supreme Court. Laws pro-

did not prevent the growth of friendly and even
intimate relations between the races, including

hibiting miscegenation and permitting the separation of races in trains, street cars, schools and

interbreeding. In the course of the dissolution of
which the legal emancipation

places of public assembly and amusement,
hotels and restaurants, toilets, depots and public

this caste order, of

and

of the slaves was merely the outward sign, the

institutions

Negro was brought into competition with the
white man. In the attempt to improve his condition and especially his social status the Negro
aroused the prejudice and animosity of the
whites. Out of these prejudices and antipathies,
which represented the resistance of the domi-

south.

nant white group to the disorganization of the
traditional social order, emerged the philosophy
of the color line which assigns every Negro to an
inferior position and insists on keeping him "in
his place." The result has been the development

of a biracial organization providing for the strict

maintenance of race distinctions and separation
in almost every phase of community life.
Despite federal constitutional amendments
and civil rights bills, which were designed to
secure for the

Negro

equality of citizenship,

legal and extralegal formulae were found under
which his rights of citizenship could be abridged
and nullified. With his right to vote and to hold

were then enacted throughout the

A law passed in South Carolina regulated

the association of the races in industry and had
the effect of barring the Negroes from the growing textile industry in that state. In 1932 intermarriage bans were in force in thirty states including all of the southern and many of the
western states. In certain Pacific coast states
some of the disabilities to which the Negro is

subjected in the south apply also to orientals.
Segregation in schools was in force in eighteen
states in 1931. In Mississippi the advocacy of
social equality between colored and white is
subject to legal penalty. While these segregation
laws were being passed in the south, a number
of the northern states were enacting civil rights
bills.

Some

of the legislation limiting the rights

of citizenship and social equality waa upheld by
the courts on the doctrine of "reasonable classi-

but equal ac[United States v.

fication," providing for separate

commodations and

facilities

.turn
Buntin, 10 Fed. 730 (1882)]. In actuality, however, the effect has been to compel the Negro to

pay

first class

tions, to offer

fare for third class

him

accommoda-

inferior public schools

and

frequently to deprive him altogether of public
facilities which the white citizen takes for
granted, such as parks, playgrounds and bathing
beaches.

Next

to the struggle for the franchise the attempt to defeat residential segregation laws has
perhaps been the most important racial issue in

Beginning about 1910 laws forbidding either colored or white persons to move
into a house or block inhabited in the main by
the courts.
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while in the former the mulatto, or
mixed, blood is regarded as a member of the
Negro group, in the latter he generally belongs

other:

to the white group. In Central and South
America furthermore the color line, where it is
drawn, seems to represent economic and cultural
differentiation and stratification rather than
racial segregation.

In west Africa the whites as a

rule are not in competition with the colored
group; for this reason and also because the

whites are relatively few in number, the problem
of racial segregation has not become acute. Legal
provision for segregation is employed to prevent
rather than social contact. For the

physical

people of the other race were passed in many
southern border cities. In theory such laws

latter

and most segregation ordinances are of

obstruct free racial intermingling. In South
Africa race relations are complicated by the
presence of five contending groups' the British,

character

this

apply equally to both races, but

actually they are enforced only against Negroes.
In a unanimous decision in the Louisville segre-

gation case the United States Supreme Court
held unconstitutional legislation which would
prohibit Negroes because of their color from
purchasing any real property they might be able

buy and from occupying any property they
could buy or rent [Buchanan v Warley, 245 U.
to

S. 60 (1917)]
Since this decision, however,
various indirect methods have been employed to

achieve the same end

One

of them

the practise among white property owners of making
agreements not to sell, lease or rent to Negroes
and of writing such agreements into deeds and
contracts.

Where

is

these measures of indirection

have failed, threats and violence have sometimes
been resorted to Since residential segregation is
general in some measure in all American cities,
it has come to be one of the
major issues in race
relations.

and

The Negro

as a rule pays higher rent

lives in the least desirable quarters, fre-

the whites rely largely on custom, tradition

and personal

which seem

sufficient to

the Boers, the mixed blood Cape colored people,
the Indians and the natives In addition to civil
and economic disabilities the natives, are subjected to residential segregation and are confined
to native reservations.

The

caste system of India represents the
instance of segregation rooted in and
sanctioned by tradition Membership in a caste

classic

is

based on birth; and a society dominated by
be more rigid in its social

this principle tends to

organization, to be more highly segmented and
to give rise to a more thoroughgoing segregation

of the population than a social order based upon
a class or individual achievement. Since the

members of a caste can live and eat \vith and
marry only members of the same caste, segregation in such a society leads to inbreeding, residential separation, occupational differentiation

and a minimum of

members

social contacts

between the

of different castes. Each caste avoids

one beneath it, and the
reduced to the state of a pariah. The
untouchables of India suffer from the most

quently in rapidly deteriorating areas showing

any

high morbidity, mortality and delinquency rates.
His attempts, especially during the northward

out-caste

migration after the World War, to find suitable

severe

have sometimes led to large
bloody race riots.
Racial segregation is also found in some de-

reserve,

relations with the
is

civil,

social

and

religious

disabilities.

living quarters,
scale unrest and

They are regarded as impure and contact with
them is considered a contaminating influence.
Not only are they housed in separate quarters,

gree, although in diverse forms, in other parts
of the world. In those regions of Central Amer-

restricted to the

ica and the West Indies where the Negro represents numerically the dominant group race separation has been introduced by white administra-

and particularly by white employing corThere is one important distinction,
however, between the United States on the one
hand and Central and South America on the
tors

porations.

humblest occupations and deprived of the skilled services monopolized by the
higher castes, but they are excluded from the
temples, the highways and the village wells. The
development in India of a factory system and the
disintegration of the folk culture have made it
difficult to maintain the caste lines intact. The

emerging new urban and industrial order tendb
to weaken the ceremonial and ritualistic ob*
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servance of caste distinctions and to engender
social and political mass movements which seek
to undermine if not to abolish the caste hierarchy
and the segmented division of society.

create an ever widening gulf between the segregated peoples. The absence of social contacts ha
increased mutual ignorance, suspicion and social
distance and has decreased mutual understand-

A unique instance of segregation is presented
by the exterritoriality which foreign settlements

mon interests.

enjoy in certain Chinese

cities.

In this case

segregation has been sought as a special privilege. In the foreign settlements of Shanghai, for
instance, the non- Chinese enjoy political auton-

ing, appreciation

and the development of com-

has had a narrowing and stunting effect and has intensified the unique features
of each group. It has frequently resulted in the
It

development in the subordinate group of a

omy and exemption from

feeling of frustration and resignation and in the
dominant group of a condescending and patron-

A

izing attitude. On the other hand, it has sometimes led to an awakening of the minority into a
racially or culturally self-conscious body either

the jurisdiction of the
native courts. This privilege has been wrested
from the Chinese by armed intervention and is

sanctioned by treaties.
comparable situation
among the Indians in the United States,

exists

defiant toward the

who, although segregation was imposed upon
them by the whites through the reservation
system, have had a certain measure of autonomy
under the supervision of the Indian Office.
A segregation policy may spring from a variety
of motives and causes. Aside from the voluntary

to build

withdrawal arising out of ethnocentrism, the
desire to perpetuate an actual or fancied purity
of racial stock or to avoid assimilation or contamination, the convenience or general wish to
maintain an accustomed existence free from the
intrusion of strangers, segregation may be and
often has been rooted in the attempt to avoid or
limit competition and conflict, in the fear of a
subordinate group's retarding or disruptive influence, in the feeling of exclusiveness and

superiority, in the striving to maintain a dominant status and in the desire to discipline, control,

punish or humiliate a group toward which

there exists a prejudiced or contemptuous attitude. Segregation policies have sometimes been

and

personal

segregated group. Such a form of segregation as
is found in the southern United States, which
virtually calls for duplication of every facility of
social life for the two races, has through its

enormous cost been influential in retarding the
cultural advancement of both groups. Segregation represents a segment of a vicious circle:
group differences lead to separation and separa-

tion in turn accentuates the differences, thus
resulting in intensified conflict, which gives
further impetus to segregation. While segregation

may have been a useful historical means of
modus vivendi in a static social

establishing a

order,

under modern conditions of life and com-

munication it seems at best a costly and temporary makeshift in the struggle against an
irresistible process through
cultures are blended.

which peoples and

program of assimila-

LOUIS WlRTH

forcible incorporation as well as to
feelings of inferiority. The factors

SOCIAL DISCRIMINATION; ETHNIC
COMMUNITIES, NEGRO PROBLEM; NATIVE POLICY;
GHETTO; ANTISEMITISM, CASTE; EXTERRITORIALITY;
MINORITIES, NATIONAL; MISCEGENATION; ASSIMILA-

reactions to the failure of a
tion

dominant group or tending

a separate world of its own. More
frequently, however, it has led to sycophancy
and servility, at least among the masses of a

up

which account

for the original

development of

segregation are not always identical with those
which explain the perpetuation of the policy
after its adoption.

Segregation

is

more

likely to be resorted to if

the minority group is relatively large and if it is
in competition with the dominant group. It is
more effective and probably more permanent if

the group to be segregated has distinctly visible
physical characteristics, such as color, than if its

only distinguishing features are cultural. Acute
group consciousness, established traditions,
sentiments and mores are apparently more

powerful segregating influences than transient
interest groupings and formal laws.
The general effect of segregation has

been to

See:

ISOLATION;
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In 1850 Seguin came to the United States as a
political refugee, having incurred the disfavor of
Louis Napoleon because of his support of the
provisional government of 1848. Here he accepted the invitation of early leaders in institutional

work with the feebleminded who had

already been inspired by his writings, to assist
them personally in the development of their
institutions. The rest of his life was spent in this
country. It was the Seguin program which
animated all of these early American institutions

and which still animates in large part the best
work now carried on with the feebleminded.
The methods which Seguin devised for the
education of the feebleminded have likewise had
a wide acceptance in modern educational theory
and practise as related to normal children.
STANLEY P. DAVIES
Important works Traitement moral, Hygiene et Education des idiots (Pans 1846), Idiocy, and Its Treatment
by the Physiological Method (New York 1866).
J., Montessori and Her Inspirers
m, Holman, Henry, Seguin and
His Physiological Method of Education (London 1914).

Consult: Fynne, R.
ch.

(London 1924)

SEIGNIORAGE.

See COINAGE.

SEGUIN, EDWARD (1812-80), French physiand psychologist. Seguin was the first
work with the feebleminded
and an important forerunner of modern progressive education. A pupil of Itard, he was impressed, as Itard was not, with the educational
results which had been achieved with an obcian

scientific leader in

viously feebleminded boy by Itard's program of
physiological education. Seguin intensively ap-

plied the principles of physiological education
to the training of the feebleminded with gratify-

ing results.

He did not succeed m curing

feeble-

mindedness, as he set out to do, but he secured
remarkable improvements in numerous cases
formerly regarded as entirely hopeless. Seguin's
physiological method consisted of activities directed toward training the muscles and developing the senses of the defective child with a view

SELBORNE, FIRST EARL OF, ROUNDELL
PALMER (1812-95), English chancellor and law
reformer. As solicitor general from 1861 to 1863
and attorney general from 1863 to 1866 Selborne:
was the principal legal adviser of the Bntish
government upon the important questions of
international law which arose during the American Civil War, and was counsel for the crown at
the Geneva arbitration which followed the
Treaty of Washington.
His greatest achievement was the complete
reform of the judicial system. While attorney
general he introduced legislation which transferred all the existing courts to a new building in
the Strand, and in 1867 he obtained the appointment of the Judicature Commission to report on

to improving coordination and thereby stimulating the fullest use of his limited intellectual

their reform. In 1873, having become lord
chancellor, he introduced the Supreme Court of
Judicature Act, which he himself had drafted on

equipment. He was the first to show that feeblemindedness could be dealt with constructively.

the basis of the commission's report. This act
removed masses of ancient technicalities and in-

The

conveniences, fused law and equity and set up a
logical system of courts. Selborne was, however,
unable to prevent the passage of a later amend-

was a

significant change of emphasis
concept of custody to the more
fertile concept of constructive training. This
in turn reflected itself in the more humane and
understanding treatment of the feebleminded,

result

from the

first

sterile

in institutions

guin's time, in the

and much

community.

later, after

Se-

ing act (1875) which restored double appeals
(abolished by his original project). He also reformed the official staff of the chancellorship and

secured the passage of some cautious real
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property reforms. One project he failed to realize: the reform of legal education by the establishment of a general school of law in London

At one moment he proposed the

abolition of

patents of inventions.
Selborne's strong convictions as a

churchman

led to his breach with Gladstone over the Irish

church question; he was willing to see a moderate reform of the older universities but deplored
the elimination of the religious
several works

tests.

He

wrote

on

ecclesiastical subjects, notably
an able history of tithes (Ancient Facts and
Fallacies concerning Churches and Tithes, London

1888,

2nd

ed. 1892),

THEODORE
Consult: Atlay, J. B.,

F. T.

The Victorian

PLUCKNETT

Chancellors, z

vols, (London 1906-08) vol. ii, p. 377-432; Memorials,
by Roundell Palmer, Earl of Selborne, ed. by S. M.
Palmer, 4 vols. (London 1 89698).

SELDEN, JOHN

(1584-1654), English jurist,

and political theorist. Selden was perhaps the most notable of those English lawyers
and parliamentarians who in the earlier part of
the seventeenth century strove by means of
scholarly investigation and political agitation to
reconstruct a constitution which, while not demhistorian

should

ocratic,

provide adequate safeguards
common with his

against the prerogative. In

contemporaries he considered change not in

terms of progress, but as a reinstatement of
certain idealized elements of the past.

Born of yeoman stock

in Sussex,

he was edu-

Grammar

School and at
Hart Hall, Oxford; later he was admitted to the
Inner Temple and was called to the bar in 1612.
He was returned to Parliament in 1623; but
cated at Chichester

already he had served the Commons as a consultant in matters of historical and legal prece-

the occasions on which he argued
on behalf of the subject against the policy of
dent.

Among

Charles

i

were the misconduct of Laud, the

violation of parliamentary privilege, the arbi-

trary imposition of ship money, the imprisonment of the subject without cause and the

muzzling of the press by the Star Chamber. His
resolute conduct caused him to be imprisoned
for a short period in 1629. But the more violent
course of the opposition after 1643 and the

intrusion of Presbyterian, Independent and Leveller elements served to dissociate Selden from

public

life

and

Stuarts as

he remained in scholwas respected as much by the
Commons, as much by the

after 1649

arly seclusion. He
Lords as by the

by their more

respectable opponents;

he might have acted as mediator, but

at times

a certain aloofness of manner and dislike of pub-

prevented him from playing a more prominent part in the politics of his time. By nature
a scholar, he had more interest in books and
manuscripts than in humanity; and he is one of
the few Englishmen to have acquired fame by
licity

sheer weight of erudition, although his learning

was generally greater than his acumen. Nevertheless, despite his lack of critical sense he
rendered great service to the causes of constituand scholarship. By his advocacy he
gave dignity and weight to the claims of the
Commons, and by his antiquarian zeal he ditionalism

rected attention to the great wealth of original
material available for the student of English
institutions.

Most of Selden 's extremely voluminous literary works are, however, obsolete; this is true of
his oriental treatises, relating mainly to rabbinical law,

and

his

Mare clausum (London

1635;
1652), written in refutation
of Grotii:s and containing historical "proofs" of
England's claims to dominion in the narrow
seas. There was a more modern note in his
tr.

by

M. Nedham,

History of Tithes (1618), wherein he contended
that the tithe is not of divine institution; and
his

Of the

Judicature in Parliament

lished 1681)

and Priviledges of

the

(first pubBaronage of

England (1642) as well as his Titles of Honour
(1614) may still be consulted with profit by the
antiquary. On the other hand, Selden accepted
the semispurious

mixture of

fact

Minor

of Justices

a curious

and myth written by a London

fishmonger of Edward I's reign who intended to
demonstrate the rights of the subject against the
crown and ranked its authority with that of
Bracton. Much of Selden's historico-legal material

came from the great

collection of mediaeval

manuscripts housed by his friend Sir Robert
Cotton, and many of his sources have been critically edited since his time by the society which
is appropriately named after him. Selden appears to have been a good conversationalist, as
may be seen from the pungent remarks collected

by his secretary, Richard Milward,
lished as Table Talk (London 1689).

and pub-

DAVID OGG
Works: Opera omnia, ed. by D. Wilkina, 3 vols. (London 1726); this edition is merely a reprint of seventeenth century texts and contains many misprints.

G. W., Memoirs of John Selden
1835); Introduction to loannis Seldeni ad

Consult: Johnson,

(London

by David Ogg (Cambridge,
Eng. 1925) p. xix-lxvi; Gardiner, S. R., History of
England from the Accession of James I to the Outbreak
Fletam

dissertatio, ed.

Selborne

Self-Determination, National

Of the Civil War, 1603-1642, 10 vols. (new ed. London 1893-95), especially vols. 111, iv, vi and vn;
Gooch, G. P., English Democratic Ideas in the Seventeenth Century (and ed. by H. J. Laski, Cambndge,
Eng. 1927) p. 101-04, and Political Thought in England from Bacon to Halifax (London 1914) p. 68-76;
Hazeltine, H. D., "Selden as Legal Historian" in
Harvard Law Review, vol. xxiv (1910-1 1) 105-18, and
205-19; Herzog, Isaac, "John Selden and Jewish
Law" in Society of Comparative Legislation, Journal,
3rd ser., vol. xiii (1931) 236-45.

SELER, EDUARD GEORG (1849-1922), German ethnologist. Seler, who was director of the
American division of the Berlin Museum fur
Volkerkunde from 1891 to 1922, became interested in American ethnology as a result of his
work in preparing a German edition of two
books by Marquis de Nadaillac on European and
American prehistory. His dissertation Das Konjugationssystem der Maya-Sprachen (Berlin 1887)
was the first of numerous papers presenting the
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sches Jahrbuc h, 1923, vol.

v (Berlin 1930) p. 410-16,
and "Verzeichms der Schnften von Eduard Seler"
in Festschrift Eduard Seler, ed.
by Walter Lehmann
(Stuttgart 1922) p. 3-18; Preuss, K. T., "Die wissenschaftliche Lebensarbeit Eduard Selers" in Zeitschrtft

fur Ethnologic,

vol. Iv (1923) 1-6.

SELF-DETERMINATION,

NATIONAL.

As

a principle the right of peoples to determine
their own sovereignty has underlain the entire
history of the plebiscite (q.v.) and has long been

invoked by subject nationalities for their own
liberation; but the expression self-determination

became current only during the World War. At
numerous liberal and labor groups,
particularly in Great Britain, France and the
that time

United States, advocated the principle as the
proper basis for a just and permanent peace.
President Wilson after his address of May 27,
1916, was looked upon as its leading exponent.
It is clear from later events that the president
had no intention of endorsing secession but
meant merely to condemn conquest and to assert

and
South and Central America. Seler 's
researches and lectures covered the entire field

the right of national groups to autonomy within

of the aboriginal civilizations of America, including those of the northwest coast, the pueb-

the state to which they belonged.
In the light of the known contents of the

the Sonoran nations, Mexico and Central

"secret treaties" the reply which the Allied
Powers issued on January 10, 1917, to Wilson's

scientific

results of his extensive studies

travels in

los,

America, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia,
as well as the history of the Spanish discoveries

request for a statement of war aims proved un-

ana conquests. His study of Peruvian ceramics
is recognized as an especially noteworthy contribution in this field. He was able through his

satisfactory to the supporters of self-determina-

command

of the Aztec tongue to translate the
difficult Sahagun text written about the middle

of the sixteenth century.

He also

deciphered the

most important Mexican picture writings, in
connection with which he clarified the calendar
and the complex system of divinities of Mexico.
To Seler is due a significant share of present
knowledge of Mayan hieroglyphs, the computation of the length of the Mayan year, of the

Calendar-Round and of the synodical revolutions of Venus. He was able to establish Toltec
influences in Mayan regions, and he recognized
that the basic ideas of Mexican and Mayan religions are closely related and cannot be studied
separately. He rejected vague hypotheses as to
the origin of American civilization and strongly
emphasized its independent development. By
virtue of his application of philology and ar-

tion, while the evasive response of the Central

Powers strengthened the conviction that they
meant to retain Belgium. Wilson's vigorous reaffirmation of the principle on January 22, 1917,
had a profound influence on the subsequent
statements of war aims by both sides. The first
echo came on April 10 in the form of a declaration

made by the Lw6w government

to satisfy

the Petrograd Soviet. By its subsequent reassurance to the Allies that the engagements of the
czarist

Lwdw

government would be respected, the
government gave Lenin an opening for

his assault

upon

its

power.

The

first official

pronouncement of the Soviet government, the
Decree of Peace of the All-Russian Convention
of Soviets of Workers', Soldiers' and Peasants'
Deputies, on November 8, 1917, endorsed both
the principle of self-determination and the

method of the

The

plebiscite.

Central Powers, forced

by the entrance

chaeology and his cautious methods of historical
criticism, Seler may be said to have been the

of the United States into the war, by pressure
from certain sections of the German people and

to set the scientific study of Mexican history
solid basis.

by the threatened exhaustion of war material to
repudiate plans of conquest in more definite

WALTER LEHMANN

terms, assented to the Reichstag resolution of
July 19, 1917, which declared for "a peace of

first

on a

Contult.

Lehmann, Walter,

in Deutschet biographi-
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understanding" and against "forced acquisitions
of territory and political, economic or financial
oppressions." But the terms which the Central

Powers dictated

at Brest

Litovsk aggravated the

fear of neutrals as well as of the Allies that the

Central Powers still had designs not only on parts
of Belgium and France but also on Lithuania,
Kurland and Poland. This distortion of the
principle of self-determination, in which the
Soviet government in its relations with the

Ukraine and Georgia

later

showed

itself

an apt

pupil, greatly augmented the prestige of the
Allies with their own labor groups and with the

Prime Minister Lloyd George on
1918, declared that one of the three
bases of the just and lasting peace for which
Great Britain was fighting was "a territorial
based on the right of self-desettlement
neutrals.

January

5,

protest against cession to Belgium. The Allies
held that self-determination was the principle

underlying

the

cession

of

Alsace-Lorraine,

which was made under Point vin of the Fourteen Points, and that of Upper Silesia, Poznan
and part of West Prussia (the Corridor) under
Point xiu, the language statistics and pre-war
votes for the Polish party being interpreted as

showing the population to be "indisputably
Polish."

The German

delegation protested that the

"new and fundamental law" of self-determination. Upon the insistence of Lloyd George the final text of the
draft treaty disregarded the

Treaty of Versailles provided for a plebiscite for
Silesia. Despite the strong demand of the
Austrian delegation for plebiscites, only one

Upper

termination." President Wilson, who, in his address on January 8, 1918, containing the Fourteen Points, had emphasized the rights of na-

the Klagenfurt basin was included in the
Treaty of Saint-Germain, while the similar
Hungarian and Bulgarian pleas were denied.
Although Czechoslovakia based its national ex-

declared self-deon February
termination to be "an imperative principle of
action, which statesmen will henceforth ignore

istence on the right of self-determination, its
delegation opposed any fixing of its own boundaries by plebiscite. Efforts of Lloyd George and

.

.

.

u

tionalities,

at their peril,"

speech at

and

reiterated the

warning in his

Mount Vernon on

July 4.
The declarations of Wilson, echoed by Lloyd
George, Pichon and other allied statesmen, were
effective in

awakening opposition to the govern-

Germany and Austria-Hungary. The
request of the German Republic for peace on the
ment

in

basis of the Fourteen Points

and of the subse-

quent Wilson addresses was formally accepted,
with reservations here irrelevant, by the Allies.
Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey, on the
other hand, surrendered before receiving from
the Allies a formal acceptance of their appeal to
the Wilson principles. Hence in the case of the
latter countries the

no

European

Allies recognized

legal obligation to follow the

ciples

when they

Wilson prin-

conflicted with

the secret

although the American delegation to
the Peace Conference considered the principles
binding on all the Allies toward all the belligerents. The Italian delegation made a reservation
regarding Point ix of the Fourteen Points,
which called for "a readjustment of the frontiers
treaties,

Wilson to secure from the Italians plebiscites for
Fiume and Dalmatia were unsuccessful, as were
those of Balfour and Lansing regarding eastern
Galicia Suggestions for votes in the Banat and
in Bessarabia were also abortive. Possible plebiscites in Smyrna and Kurdistan were provided in
the Treaty of Sevres, but this was never ratified.
More plebiscites would probably have been
written into the Paris treaties had it not been for
communistic movements, pressure of time and
lack of troops to police the areas.
The plebiscite in Schleswig was held in the

northern zone on February 10, 1920, and in the
southern zone on March 14. In the first zone,
where the treaty had called for a vote en bloc,
there was a majority for Denmark. The second
zone, where the vote was by communes, wa*
retained by Germany, which won a majority in
almost every

commune. On July

n

the Allen-

self-determination entered a reservation in principle regarding every plebiscite in the treaties.
The draft treaty with Germany made pro-

and Marienwerder areas voted by communes, Germany winning almost all of the
communes and retaining the areas with minor
changes along the frontiers. On October 10 the
vote was taken in the first zone of the Klagenfurt
area; and since Austria obtained the majority,
the vote in the second zone was abandoned, as
the Treaty of Saint-Germain had provided. In
Upper Silesia, where the plebiscite was held on

vision for plebiscites in Schleswig, Allenstein,
Marienwerder and the Saar and accorded to the

March 20, 1921, Germany won 59.6 percent of
the total vote and a majority in 844 communes as

inhabitants of

against 678 for Poland.

of Italy

.

.

nationality,"

along clearly recognizable lines of

.

and while claiming Fiume under

Eupen-et-Malm^dy the

right to

stein

The treaty had provided

Self-Determination, National

Self-Incrimination
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that the vote be determined

by communes; but
so inextricably mixed were these communes, so
the
issues
to the powers and
important
political
so threatening was the third Polish insurrection

Although the most convincing plebiscites
were those of Schleswig and Klagenfurt, there
can be little question that the results of the
German-Polish plebiscites reflected the wishes

in the area, that the Supreme Council appealed
to the League of Nations for a recommendation
as to the frontier, which was made and followed.

of the inhabitants with a fair degree of accuracy.
History since the Peace Conference has proved
that as a means of applying the principle of
self-determination the plebiscite is infinitely

While Poland was given large German enit had
actually won the majority of the

claves,

total vote as well as

of the

communes

in the area

it. Because Hungarian bands of
pahad prevented Austria from taking possession of Burgenland (west Hungary) in accordance with the treaties of Saint-Germain and
Trianon, a plebiscite was finally arranged in
Sopron under the Protocol of Venice. In the
vote which was held on December 14-16, 1921,
Hungary received a majority and retained the

more exact than

are language statistics or

SARAH WAMBAUGH
WORLD

allotted to
triots

area.

com-

missions of inquiry.
See:

MINORITIES, NATIONAL;
WAR; AUTOCRACY, CESSION, FEDERALISM.
PLEBISCITE;

M

Consult. House, Edward
The Intimate Papers of
Colonel House, ed. by Charles Seymour, 4 \ols. (New
York 1926-28), Royal Institute of International Affairs, A History of the Peace Conference of Pans, ed by
H. W. V. Temperley, 6 vols (Ixmdon 1920-24);
Wambaugh, Sarah, Plebiscites since the World War, 2
vols.

,

(Washington 1933), Buell,

R L

,

Ivlernattonal

The plebiscite arranged by the Supreme
Council between Poland and Czechoslovakia in
Teschen, Spis and Orava had to be abandoned

Relations (rev. ed.

as well as that planned by the Council of the
League of Nations to decide the Vilna dispute.

witness or person accused of crime to refuse
to give evidence on the ground that he would

The unsuccessful effort to hold a plebiscite in
Tacna-Arica between Chile and Peru, under the

thereby be giving evidence of his own criminality, although firmly rooted in the American

Award of President Coolidge, in 192526 marks the last attempt to apply the instrument. The only plebiscite now
prospect is
that to be held in the Saar basin
1935.
In spite of the many outright cessions, some
indefensible under the principle of self-de-

constitutional system,

of oath helpers. Compurgation was in no sense
a procedure for giving evidence. It was rather

termination, the Paris treaties register greater
respect for the principle and for the method of

the decisive act in the procedure. The accused
having accepted the challenge and taken the

the plebiscite than any previous peace treaties.
All the formal plebiscites under the Versailles

oath, decision in his favor followed. With the
rise of the jury system compurgation, or wager

and Saint-Germain

of law, even while dying of atrophy, came to be
cherished as a privilege and it was so considered
in various royal charters. But there is no trace

Arbitral

m
m

treaties

were held under the
Ambassadors and

direction of the Conference of

mark a great advance in the neutralization of the
areas involved, pending the outcome of the
vote; the treaties stipulated that troops of both
parties be withdrawn and that an international
commission be given complete control over the

New

York 1929)

ch. n.

SELF-INCRIMINATION. The

is

privilege of a

of comparatively recent

origin. In early criminal procedure there was
great reliance on compurgation, an exculpatory

oath taken by the accused assisted by a

number

of a historical connection between the privilege
of wager of law and the modern privilege against
self-incrimination. The antecedents of the latter

must be sought

in the field of ecclesiastical juris-

administration of the area as well as over the

diction.

In each case except Klagenfurt the commission had a military force at its disposal to
maintain order. In Tacna-Arica, while the president of the Plebiscitary Commission was a

tion of inquisitorial procedure into the canon
law. With the adoption of a system for question-

vote.

neutral, the other features of neutralization

absent. In

all

were

the post-war plebiscites the secret

was required. Except in Tacna-Arica
women were qualified to vote. In the Versailles
plebiscites and in Tacna-Arica the suffrage was
granted te all native born whether resident or
ballot

not.

The

thirteenth century

ing the accused

it

marked the introduc-

became obvious

that he

would

be sworn to speak truly. Thus there was introduced under Innocent in the oath jusjurandum
de veritate dicenda. On the continent this coincided with the displacement of the system of
private prosecution by public prosecution, and
the canon law procedure per inquisitionem was

quickly adapted to secular criminal procedure.
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In England such adaptation was barred at the
time by the flourishing state of the king's courts
and by the conflicts over the limits of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. But by the reign of Elizabeth
this jurisdiction had been effectively restricted
to matrimonial and testamentary causes and the
inquisitorial oath had already been incorporated
into the practise of the newly created Court of
High Commission and the older Star Chamber.

Throughout the next two reigns controversy
method of administering the
oath, there being no question of its legality. The
canon law originally required either some form
of presentment before the oath could be administered or else bad repute of the accused as a
centered about the

condition to administering the oath without presentment (i.e. ex officio). Inevitably the exercise
of the power to administer the oath ex officio
brought with it an increasing disregard of the

preliminary conditions with the result that popular agitation against the oath in any form continued to increase. This agitation culminated in

1641 when the Star Chamber and the High
Commission were abolished and the ecclesiastical courts were forbidden to administer any
oath ex officio in matters penal. In the same year
the claim of a privilege against self-incrimination
in any court made its appearance. Although

had been no

inkling of such a privilege in
the procedure of the common law courts > the

there

struggle against the administration of the inquisoath ex officio had given rise to a new

itorial

claim against compelling a man to convict himout of his own mouth. Resistance to illegal
testimonial compulsion had gone through a
self

psychological transmutation by which it became
resistance to any testimonial compulsion. By the

proceeding, which may incidentally involve
criminal liability, as in the case of libel, adultery,
fraud and bankruptcy. Some courts have exit to acts which would be criminal under

tended

a foreign sovereignty; the recent tendency, howis against such extension. An officer of a

ever,

corporation

may

not refuse to produce the cor-

porate books on the ground that it may expose
the corporation to criminal liability, but he may
refuse to do so

if

he would himself be exposed

to such liability. It has long been settled that
protection is to be given against facts which tend
to incriminate.

But while the

earlier cases re-

quired these facts to be essential parts of the
crime, the recent tendency has been to extend
the privilege to cover any facts which may indirectly furnish a clue to crime.

Since the essence of the privilege is the denial
of compulsion of testimonial utterance, it does
not protect against compulsion to exhibit bodily

movements

or perform bodily acts (submission

to fingerprinting or physical examination). Formerly in all jurisdictions the privilege was
applied only to documents brought into court
in response to a subpoena. The federal courts,
however, have formulated a rule excluding documents illegally seized and this is now being

followed by

many state courts.
The most difficult problem involved is that
of the inference to be drawn when the privilege
is

claimed. In the United States

it is

generally

provided that neither judge nor counsel shall
refer to a refusal to testify

and sometimes the

judge is required to direct the jury not to draw
any inference unfavorable to the person refusing
to testify. Nevertheless, such artificial precepts

do not

in fact prevent juries

end of the seventeenth century the privilege had
become firmly established and had become avail-

inference.

able not only to the accused in a criminal cause
but to ordinary witnesses in both criminal and

rule that

A

from drawing the

number of jurisdictions have adopted the
where an accused person takes the

stand he should be held to have waived the

history of the introduction of the privilege into the American colonies is still unknown.
Apparently it did not obtain in the earlier years

and should be open to any question.
In others the waiver applies only to subjects
dealt with on direct examination, and in a few
jurisdictions the waiver extends only to the

of the Massachusetts Bay Colony; it is expressly
mentioned, however, in the Virginia, North

lege against self-incrimination are the privilege

civil

causes.

privilege

The

criminal acts charged. Supplementing the privi-

Carolina and Pennsylvania declarations of rights
of 1776, and when the revolution ended it had
become hallowed in constitutional bills of rights.

fessions.

At present a constitutional

pendently, but they are often confused with the

incrimination obtains in

privilege against self-

all

but two

states.

The scope of the privilege is very wide indeed.
While
civil

does not protect against exposure to
liability, it does extend to facts in a civil
it

against disclosing facts involving disgrace or
infamy and the rule excluding involuntary con-

Both of these principles arose inde-

privilege against self-incrimination.
The fact that the privilege arose

from the

accident of resentment against the
procedure of the Star Chamber lends a quality
historical

Self-Incrimination
of ex post facto rationalization to any attempt
to establish a basis in policy. No one can deny
the popular feeling that it is fundamentally unfair to compel a man to convict himself out of
his

own mouth. The more modern

defense

is

based on the demoralizing effect on the police
and prosecutors of the opportunity to secure
evidence easily. Unfortunately the consequence
in the United States has been to drive the police
to the use of the "third degree" to secure evidence and extract confessions. Little can be said,
however, in favor of the rule forbidding the

drawing of inference from silence.
It has often been suggested that provision be
made for preliminary examination of the accused
before a magistrate, but continental experience
has shown how easily this device may degenerate
into an adjunct of the prosecutor's office. In the
trial the major evils of the
can probably be eradicated by per-

ordinary criminal
privilege

by witnesses has been supported on constitutional grounds. Short of constitutional amendment the only desirable remedy lies in statutory

provision of a right of
counsel.

comment by

,

thorities there cited,

Gerland, H. B., Der deutsche

Strafprozess (Mannheim 1927) sects
J
Beitrage zur Lehre vom Beweis

H

ham-

Continental criminal procedure is often held
out as a model by critics of the privilege In
France the inquisitional oath de ventate incor-

porated into the Ordonnance of 1670 was abolished in 1789. Since 1897 the examining magistrate has been required to inform the accused
that he

may

refuse to

make any

statement. In

however, the privilege is of little
consequence. In Germany it is expressly provided that the accused may refuse to testify,
but the judge may draw an inference from the
refusal. A witness may refuse to answer questions if an answer would expose him or a relative
the

trial itself,

,

(1914) 124-31; Dunmore, W. T, "Comment on
Failure of Accused to Testify" in Yale Law Journal,

(1916-17) 464-70, Boiarsky, M. E "Right
of the Accused in a Criminal Case Not to Be Comto
be a Witness against Himself"
West
pelled

and 126-45; Convin, E. S

aid litigants in civil cases, who are often
pered by the claim of the privilege.

48, 66; Glaser,

im Strqfprosess
R "The Privilege of
(Leipsic 1883); Limburg,
the Accused to Refuse to Testify" in American Academy of Political and Social Science, Annals, vol. hi
,

and grand jury investigations of business practises and government corruption. This situation
is usually met by statutes granting immunity
from prosecution to testifying witnesses, which

accused of crime. Such a solution would also

COMFLRGATION; PER-

Consult: Wigmore, J H
A Treatise on the AngloAmerican System of Evidence in Trials at Common
Law, 5 vols. (2nd ed. Boston 1923) vol. iv, sects.
2250-84, and Anglo-American and continental au-

vol. xxvi

however, in permitting malefactors to
escape prosecution. The only solution for such
cases would be to limit the privilege to persons

court and

A. H. FELLER
See. EVIDENCE, PROSECUTION;
JURY.

mitting the court and counsel to comment on
the refusal to testify. The greater evil lies in the
destructive effect of the privilege on legislative

results,
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to the accused in a criminal case, were it not
for the fact that the assertion of the privilege

,

m

Virginia

Law

xxxv (1928-29) 27-45,

Quarterlv, \ol
,

"The Supreme

Court's

Construction of the Self-Incrimination Clause" in
Law Review, vol. xxix (193031) 127, and

Michigan

H

and Stern,
191-207; Chafee, Z Jr Pollak, W.
C. S "The Third Degree"
United States, National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, Report on Lawlessness in Law Enforcement,
,

,

m

,

,

Publications, no. xi (1931) p 13-261, Grant, J A C,
"Self-Incnrrunation in the Modern American Law"
Temple Law Quarterly, vol. v (1930-31) 368403;

m

Rapacz, M. C., "Limiting the Plea of Self-Incrimination, and Recent Enlargement of the New York Immunity Statutes" in Georgetown Law Journal, vol xx
(i93i-32) 329-SS; "The Prmlege against Self-Incnmmation and the Scope of Statutory Immunity"
in Yale Law Journal, vol xh (1931-32) 618-24;
Kauper, P. G "Judicial Examination of the Accused
a Remedy for the Third Degree" in Michigan Law
Review, \ol xxx (1931-32) 1224-55, Reeder, R. P.,
"Comment upon Failure of Accused to Testify" in
Michigan Law Review, vol. xxxi (1932-33) 4058.
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SELF-PRESERVATION

has been

known

to

the cognoscenti of moral disputation, almost
from the beginning of their discipline, as "na-

to the danger of criminal prosecution.
Although in the United States the privilege
against self-incrimination has long been under

The customary expression is
"the instinct of self-preservation," and designates the endeavor of every living individual
organism to maintain its existence in a world of

so firmly anchored in the constituseems hopeless to attempt to abolish

change. The aboriginal instinct is the imputed
foundation of the political idea that there is a

attack,

it is

tions that

it

it. Nor is its total abolition
altogether desirable
in view of the general feeling that the accused

should have some measure of protection. It
would be sufficient to limit the privilege only

ture's first law."

natural right to

life,

and the ultimate premise of

the legal convention acknowledging self-defense
as the valid plea against the charge of murder.

The concept

has

its

perceptual starting point
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in

generic

modes of animal behavior, from

immortality. From Plato's day until Galileo's
both these components tended to pervade the

simple reflexes to complexly patterned activities,
with which there need go neither a sense of the
unity of the body nor an idea of unembodied

mood

These behavior modes need be nothing
more than physiological arrangements mainself

taining their relationships against centrifugal

trends from within, or upsetting impacts from
without, or both In their light, self-preservation
is

of the

same nature

as the inertia of the phys-

and the philosophic tradition has on the
whole assimilated the one to the other. In
icists,

various

the

language

stoics,

Christian

the

Thomas, Hobbes, Spinoza, Darwm,
Schopenhauer and others express the essential
fathers, St.

of European civilization.

The mood was

widespread in the Hellenistic world; and suicide
was consequently not uncommon, especially
among the intellectual classes. Two philosophic

Epicurean and

gave it characterEpicureans acquiesced:
"Death," they declared, "that most dreaded of
ills, is nothing to us. For while we are, death is
.
not; and when death has come, we are not;
the wise man neither declines life nor shrinks
cults,
istic

stoic,

The

expression.

.

.

from death, since life is not distasteful to him
nor does he think it an evil not to live." The
stoics, on the other hand, generally supplemented the arguments of Socrates and his

man, by the mere

notion that whatever exists, be it mud or be it
fact of existing tends to resist

followers

going or being put out of existence.
This, however, is only occasionally true of the

cowardice, desertion of one's post, disobedience
to God, robbery of the state and the like. Many,

self-preservation

of

human

individuals.

Not

only do the activities which are often ascribed
to it fail to resist change, or being put out of
seek precisely these ends.
Instead of expressing inertia the instinctive

existence; they

may

drives suspend or overcome it. For they operate
in a frame of reference which is sheerly human
that is, cultural and logical, implying, therefore,

and personal memory, and
thence, a distinction between the self and the

against

self-slaughter,

calling

it

following Hegesias the Cynic, who found death
to be no evil and life no good, permitted suicide.

And

generally, the mores of antiquity admitted
suicide as an escape from pain or disgrace. The
coming to power of Christianity, which was

a syncretic immortality cult preoccupied with death, led to a widespread inessentially

doctrination against suicide for any cause. It
that suicide is crime against God,

social inheritance

taught

body.

against self, precluding repentance, violating
the Commandments, and thus in effect a self-

The folkways and mores of primitive societies
postulate much on this distinction. How the
notion and name of a self other than the body

martyrs seeking death for the glory of

yet constant amid the body's changes, surviving
are arrived at
its ultimate destruction ia death

patriots risking it for their country's victory
commit suicide with "God's consent," and be-

is

unimportant; the important thing here

status as that

which survives and

served in the activities

is its

be preof the daily life. Thus,
is

to

exclusion from the salvation to which Christian
burial

is

a sine qua non.

Of

course, saints

and

God

or

long to the categories of the saved.
To what degree the church view affected

European mores cannot be measured. The

made that

death and the fear of death signify in quite other
ways on the primitive level than on the civilized

claim

and not destruction, killing cannot be murder. Suicide is
an act like stepping from one room to another.
Pain, hunger and other hurts have a sting. Not

Death than Dishonor" expresses something
sanctioned by the moies to this day, although
attempted suicide is still punishable by statute

level.

Since death

is

translocation

death.
Self-preservation acquires different meanings
in those cultures

where the prevailing mores

evince a certain doubt about the existence of a
self independent of the body,

and thus a

realiza-

tion of physical death as personal annihilation.

'The doubt is signalized by two components of
the mores: immortality cults with their elaborated symbolic ceremonials of the nullification of
death and their myths of death and resurrection,
and dialectically developed and refined proofs of

is

little

suicide is recorded dur-

ing the Middle Ages, but the

maxim

"rather

in many places. With the Renaissance, certainly,
the classical conceptions of self-preservation and
self-immolation came alive again and received
a new currency and a new meaning deriving

from the compenetration of Galilean physics.
lives of men were seen, as by Thomas

The

Hobbes,
against

to consist in a constant struggle of all
until the state is organized to overrule

all,

personal force and fraud by the irrevocable and
absolute authority of its social compact for law
and order. The authority stops, however, where
it

menaces

survival,

and every man has a

right

Self-Preservation
to defend his

life

even against the

state.

Self-Sufficiency,
Spinoza

declared that an individual's conatus sese conis the foundation of his happiness, and
such institutions as the state are but means for
the preservation of this self (now reassimilated
to the body but still different from it) and depend on its consent. This view became a com-

servandi

monplace of the Enlightenment of the eighteenth century. It was the ground of the disputations about self-love and social love, self-assertion, self-expression and self-realization of that
century and the next. It was a primary postulate
of the individualism, naturalism and revolutionism in which the eighteenth century culminated.
It persisted as the

premise of the

laissez faire

Economic
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form of government. Since the individual was
presumed to live and move and have his being
in and through one or another of these associative forms,

he himself could survive only in so

far as the hypostatic entity of which he was a part
was supreme and victorious. Since he owed it,

as formerly he owed God, his being, it was his
duty to sacrifice to it everything: his life, his

To preserve it,
everything forbidden might be required, including suicide. Its necessity knows no law.
This teaching is the governing principle in the
conception of the insuperable paramountcy of
fortune and his sacred honor.

institutions

which the German sadistocracy, the

corporative state, the Russian Communist dictatorship, the constitution worship of
Italian

programs of the early nineteenth century, and
received support from the biological investigations of Darwin and the speculations of Spencer,

as well as the church universal

emerging in the doctrine of struggle for survival
and the survival of the fit. So indisputable did

share equally. It fuses self-preservation and
self-destruction. Which is which depends on

the postulate of self-preservation become to the
intellectual classes of the nineteenth century

how

that Schopenhauer's observation to the effect
that suicide is the final self-affirmation of the
will to live or instinct of self-preservation, re-

tains a certain vogue.

The import of Nietzsche's

observation that beneath the struggle for survival was a self-transcending struggle for power

was hardly

realized.

The

prevailing sentiment regarding the selfpreservation of individuals later suffused characteristic views regarding the rights and status of
groups and institutions which the social struggles of the nineteenth century brought to birth.
During the Middle Ages self-preservation was a

struggle of an immortal soul for salvation; only
the church was felt as a social reality different

from

its

members and

its

instrumentalities.

During the Renaissance the state was merely an
appanage of the personal Prince, and what he
did for

its

aggrandizement was a function of his

personal life. The nineteenth century inverted
this view. As a consequence of the Napoleonic

certain classes of the United States of America,
and militant

the self is conceived and by whom.
In terms of biology and psychology,
preservation as a principle is an illusion.

self-

The

a cycle of changes; consciousness is
a stream; the self is an integration of bodily
activities focalized in a personality image whose

organism

is

incarnation is ever more an ideal, a gradient to
follow, than a condition to maintain. The mere
struggle to preserve the self whether as body

or psyche or both so changes its inward qualiand outward conditions that, at the conclusion of the struggle, neither has remained what
ties

it was at its beginning. Diversification of individual character and social type is inherent in

the activities conceived as

That they are so conceived

self-preservation.
due to a static

is

illusion regarding the psychophysical self. The
illusion is both magnified and intensified when
it is

transposed from the individual personality
and the issues it creates are

to the social group,

correspondingly multiplied. The history of
Egoismo Sacro not in Italy alone, but in any

modern

state,

provides a sufficient illustration

wars, state and nationality were first idealized,
then hypostatized like the mediaeval church,

of this description.

by German metaphysics. As a consequence of the too slow progress of democracy,
impatient humanitarians hypostatized social

See ETHICS, MORALS; INDIVIDUALISM; NATIONALISM;
GROUP, PATRIOTISM; CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS;
PACIFISM, INTOLERANCE.

especially

classes

and

their struggles;

HORACE M. KALLEN

and as a consequence

of the general nineteenth century dislocation and

degradation of aristocracies, race and heredity
were hypostatized like social classes. Thus the
preservation of any individual self was made
identical with actual or imputed supremacy of a
racial stock or language group, a nationality, a

SELF-SUFFICIENCY, ECONOMIC.
sufficiency

is

Self-

originally a moral concept: a family

living on its own estate, from which it draws all
the necessaries of life,is the ideal social unit;and

the city composed of such units which is thus
independent of foreign commerce, while its citi-
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zens lead a

of cultured leisure since their

life

worked by slaves is the ideal form
Such self-sufficient groups and
commonwealths flourished in periods when
means of communication were undeveloped;
estates are

of the state.

they claimed a kind of moral superiority over
countries depending on economic intercourse
with the outside world. Where sea borne or river

of exclusive economic imperialism. By the end
of the eighteenth century the financial burdens
of colonization, of trade wars and of colonial
revolutions were leading to widespread revival
of demands for territorial self-sufficiency. According to the physiocrats the normal state was

one large enough to be self-sufficient, foreign
mere emergency measure for the dis-

trade a

borne trade was possible, the desire for wealth

posal of

overruled the teachings of the moralists. As foreign trade stimulated the growth of population
and the accumulation of riches, it served also
to strengthen military power. As a country came

based on the free play of individual forces,
could be counted on to secure the proper circu-

depend on oversea supplies, ethical standards
changed, for naval supremacy and oversea territorial expansion now became essential to its
to

security.

The

agglomerations of more or less self-sufficient

common political sovereign. Outfew mercantile city-states provincial, even
local, self-sufficiency was the order of the day.
Local supplies were jealously guarded, but fear
of famine prompted the encouragement of imports by all sorts of political measures. This
units under a
side a

striving for provincial self-sufficiency prevented
a regular interprovincial grain trade in France
until the eve of the revolution.

There were,

however, other factors at play. The trade activities of the Italian merchant republics, the crusades and the discovery of the Indies widened
the range of available commodities, while the
spiritual changes following the Renaissance re-

moved the moral shackles which bound men's
desires. As a result either the scope of self-

harvest surplus;

its

social organiza-

lation of

goods and services. This

self-sufficient,

was transformed under the impact of the continental
"liberal" state of the physiocrats

blockade into the planned,
state" outlined

interplay of the desire for self-

sufficiency and the trend toward interdependence based on foreign trade is brought out clearly
in the history of Greece and of Rome.
Economically most mediaeval states were loose

its

tion,

With the

by

socialistic

"closed

Fichte.

industrial

revolution,

the rapid

growth of population and the even greater increase in manufactures made mass emigration,
the export of manufactured goods and the import of foodstuffs and raw materials essential to
the well being of an industrial nation. For the
ideal of intraprovincial and intra-imperiai selfsufficiency, which in the British Empire had
been destroyed by the American Revolution, the
Manchester school substituted that of international trade interdependence
tional division of labor.

through interna-

By

markets for foodstuffs and

offering profitable
raw materials to new

countries England might retard their industrialization.
foreign policy of peace and good will,

A

naval disarmament and the freedom of the seas
in time of

war were

to safeguard the

permanent

security of such intercourse.

The

Manchester school to imtheory of international trade interdependence on leading powers other than Great

press

failure of the

its

Britain led ultimately to a revival of policies

be enlarged by the creation
of an oversea empire, the component parts of
which could satisfy one another's complementary wants, or the idea of self-sufficiency had to

aiming at some sort of self-sufficiency. International interdependence and division of labor
were feasible only on the basis of naval supremacy, which obviously could not be enjoyed

way to that of a system of international
interdependence based on foreign trade. While
the Spaniards attempted to build up a closed
world wide empire, jealously reserving the trade
of the New World to the provinces of Castile
and Le6n, the Dutch and the English deliber-

guarded international agreements for the freedom of the seas even in time of war. As these
guaranties were not forthcoming, other countries were forced to seek self-sufficiency, either

sufficiency could

give

ately broke

down

its

barriers in the effort to

secure wealth from "the treasure of foreign
trade." Mercantilist theory opposed the conception of international economic interdependence to that of national self-sufficiency. Thickly
interlarded with elements of coercive
lation, it

manipu-

could easily be converted into some sort

by

all

countries, or

on that of properly

safe-

their industrial resources for purposes of defense (one of the motives frequently
underlying the "protection of infant industries"

by developing

argument from Alexander Hamilton and Friedrich List to the Soviet Five-Year Plan) or by
raising their agricultural production in order to
prevent starvation. The efforts of agrarian countries to

balance their economic system by "add-

Self-Sufficiency,
ing an industrial wing," in most cases through
a highly protective tariff, deprived the manufacturing nations of their accustomed markets, a
danger which many of them tried to obviate by
straining after a "balanced economy" of their
own in which the top heavy industrial structure

was to be supported by the (artificial) strengthening of the agricultural basis. At the same time
the pressure of population and the growth of
manufactures led to a renewal of colonial expansion, to provide national homes for emigrants
as well as markets for products, while the rise

of modern nationalism added a new emotional
note to schemes of a colonial empire based on

economic

self-sufficiency.

Notwithstanding these various developments
international interdependence was the order of
the day before the World War. Even a country
like England, with its world wide empire, transacted most of its trade with foreign countries,
sent

most of

its

emigrants to foreign states and

Economic

plete cessation or even reversion of immigration and the necessity of finding food and work
for increasing numbers at home, received a great

impetus from the breakdown of currencies after
the war and again during the crisis following
1929. For tariff protection is not half as effective
in bringing about economic separation as is a
depreciating currency, leading as

it

does to ex-

change control and to antidumping legislation
abroad. A manipulated currency liberates a government from the trammels of international
treaty obligations. International finance, which
miraculously had survived the shock of confiscation of private property during the war and
in the peace treaties, ceased to function as an
economic tie between nations. Creditors were
forced to submit to standstill agreements, moratona and repudiations; debtors, liberated from
their obligations, no longer needed to send goods
abroad. The breakdown of credit and currency
initiated a heavy decline of prices, which led in
its turn to bankruptcy and widespread unemployment. The purchasing power of the world
as a whole was greatly reduced; nations engaged
in a deadly struggle for what remained, alternately forcing exports and preventing imports

employed a large part of its capital resources in
the development of non-contingent, non-dependent lands. The World War showed fairly
conclusively that naval supremacy can enforce
a starvation blockade on the enemy and yet fail
to safeguard a nation's own supplies, and that
the nature of economic security may be changed
by submarine warfare and by aircraft development. The immediate reactions to these lessons
were the establishment and the protection of

imposed a return toward autarchy, while nationalist sentimentahsm discovered new beauties in

national key industries, the various plans for the
control of the continental iron ore supplies and

this apparently inescapable penury.
The rise of Bolshevik power and the severing

Naumann's grandiose Mitteleuropa scheme. But
the peace treaties, devoted to satisfying the principle of nationality, broke up the old empires of

same

Turkey and Russia into fragmentary
economic rationalism had to give way to
economic nationalism, seeking to complete naAustria,
states;

independence by self-sufficiency in foodstuffs as well as in industries and armaments.

through improved governmental techniques.
Since the safeguarding of home markets is easier
than the control of foreign markets, necessity

of Russia from the western world worked in the
direction. Repudiation of czarist debts de-

stroyed the country's credit abroad, as far as
investment loans were concerned, and compelled

Russia to become fairly self-sufficient in the
accumulation of capital. The resulting scarcity

tional

of capital forced the government to devise a

This trend toward empire breaking (counter

system of priorities and to set up a plan for the
development of the country's resources, in which

colonization) and economic disintegration was
accelerated in the post-war period, even in empires like the British where political separation
was successfully prevented. Disillusionment as
to the results of international political cooperation drove countries like the United States into

an attitude of political

isolation,

which must lead

ultimately to a greater or less degree of economic
detachment, while in Germany a new tribalism

a racially pure nation into a social
system which aimed at economic as well as spirtried to

fit

itual self-sufficiency.

These tendencies, resulting in the almost com-

the building

accorded

up of an armament industry was
place. The Five-Year Plan was

first

originally a measure of national defense rather
than a scheme for social reconstruction. It be-

came

a world wide advertisement for social
planning and, incidentally, for self-sufficiency,
which makes such planning necessary as well as
possible.

A

policy of self-sufficiency implies the cessation of migrations. Young countries may exclude
immigration for racial or social reasons, thus
retarding industrial development and raising
labor costs and making necessary either pro-
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tective measures against cheap imports or export
subsidies for their too expensive surplus commodities, e.g. the white Australia policy and

cereal foodstuffs, although prices have

had to be

forced considerably above world levels.

Such

The cessation of emi-

agricultural self-sufficiency, even if but partial,
is achieved at the price of an
appreciable rise in

country,

the cost of living and ultimately in the costs of

whether voluntary or compulsory, prevents its
people from sharing directly and individually in
the exploitation of the world's new areas. So
long as such countries can export goods, thus
providing employment and the means with

production; a program aiming at self-sufficiency
not only must compensate for a deficiency caused
by the stopping of imports but must also dispose of a surplus which can no longer be exported. Restriction of agricultural imports nar-

which to buy cheap food and raw material, they
can participate indirectly in such new found
wealth. If these commercial outlets are closed

rows markets for manufactured export goods
and necessitates the shifting of production from
foreign to home markets. Even assuming an

Australian sugar bounties.
gration from a densely

populated

by foreign tariffs or lost by a policy of protecting
the home market to give more employment to
the redundant population or to protect influential groups of products, they can still secure
the necessary foodstuffs in foreign trade by
spending a greater amount of labor and of capi-

on the production of fewer and less varied
goods. But if population were to continue to

increase, not a

"We

for annexation of neighboring territories.
demand land and soil for the nutrition of our

people and for the settlement of our surplus
population. If it is not possible to feed the entire
population of the state," the Nazi program declares, "the subjects of foreign states (non-citi-

must be expelled from the Reich."
In a technical sense the attainment of selfsufficiency is easier today than it has ever been
in the past. War experience has shown the wide
zens)

scope of rationing if control of consumption
can be resorted to, and the chances of centralized
coercive planning if it is supported by modern
science with its ability to furnish substitutes
(e.g. nitrate).

For

this reason natural

advantages

in the production of commodities are less important today than in the past. No perfect substitutes have yet been found for many commodities
which play a large part in trade; but among them

and tea, which are not
indispensable and could be kept out of a country
by rigorous control. The "divinely ordained"
interdependence of countries variously endowed
by natural bounty is becoming less and less
are items, such as coffee

significant.
It is not

enough, however, to be able to produce certain goods; it must be possible to produce them in the quantities needed and at
reasonable costs. In this direction too considerable progress has been made. As a result of

modem

agricultural technique countries like

Germany have become almost

self-sufficient in

transfer, of purchasing

up new wheatlands.

The

tal

increase rapidly, the struggle for existence might
well become intensified until it led to a desire

mere

power at home equal to the loss of purchasing
power abroad, this shift is not automatic. Home
farmers cannot consume the services of grain
ships or the rails formerly needed for opening
readjustment of a surplus production

which foreign markets are no longer willing to
receive may imply a reconstruction of the entire
economic system. The United States cannot,
through the most efficient organization, transfer
export surplus of cotton to the home market.
must, if self-sufficiency be the aim, curtail
areas and output and make commercial farms
its

It

self-supporting; this can be done only if these
farms are not encumbered with mortgages and

thus involves the whole credit system. Indus-

whose productive capacity is far beyond
home consumption must scrap part of
their plant; their workers must be transferred to
other trades, if there is room for them, or retries

possible

turned to the land as self-supporting farmers.
If there

were

to

trade, the world
to be abandoned

would be

be no intra-imperial oversea
merchant marine would have
and the capital invested in it

lost.

Self-sufficiency cannot be achieved as long as
international capital transfers continue. Large

international credits imply big movements of
commodities.
creditor country can become

No

self-sufficient

and give up imports without
claim on payment (in goods)

nouncing its
former investments.

It

may postpone

re-

for

receiving

those imports (payments) by selling claims and
goods abroad and lending the proceeds afresh

and new debtor countries; but ultimately
must cash in these deferred claims or accept
repudiation. Undeveloped countries, on the
other hand, may choose between self-sufficiency
coupled with a very slow growth and foreign
loans which quicken development and imply
to old
it

early imports and, later, exports.

Few

countries

Self-Sufficiency,

Economic
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can, like Russia, squeeze vast capital sums from
their own farmers and laborers by means of a

possessions scattered throughout the world,
might evolve some sort of continental or intra-

high rate of exploitation of labor. Having secured
new equipment by international trade, they
might of course turn to self-sufficiency by refusing to remit payments. Since they would
then not need an export surplus for the payment
of debts, they would no longer have to fight for

imperial self-sufficiency. The strong regional
tendencies toward a balanced economy in the

their

foreign markets.

Creditor countries like the

dominions and the

efforts of the

mother country

to achieve an artificial reconstruction of

its agri-

culture have brought such intra-impenal

com-

plementary self-sufficiency into conflict with a
narrower, more local concept of national self-

United States, in defending themselves by high
tariffs against payments, have provided their
debtors with an excellent pretext for repudia-

sufficiency, to which some smaller European
countries with colonial bases might aspire. Coun-

and the opportunity to rid themselves of
foreign debts has been a strong incentive for the

devoid of such bases, could achieve a large
measure of self-sufficiency only by a severe restriction of their standards of living, qualitatively

tion;

advocates of self-sufficiency in overburdened
debtor countries like Germany. For a long time
international financial transactions bridged the
gap between different nations made by import

and export

restrictions, but overlending and
purposeful bankruptcy have greatly strengthened the tendency to economic isolation and

self-sufficiency

they would have to scrap old plant, but they
could scarcely invest capital on a very large scale

new

labor saving appliances, since they

must

employ a redundant population.
Notwithstanding the

difficulties

inherent in a

policy of self-sufficiency a return to a fairly
unhampered system of international economic

interdependence of the nineteenth century form
is not very
probable. The absence of political
and economic security, the disturbed equilib-

rium of capacity and consumption in agriculture
and in industry, resulting in low prices and
widespread unemployment, have made people
willing to accept, if need be, reduced standards
of living, provided some sort of stability can be
reached.

As long

as surplus produce, agricul-

can be excluded, more
from foreign markets and as

tural as well as industrial,

or less arbitrarily,

Germany and

Italy,

both

practically

and

quantitatively, and by a ruthless centralized
reshuffling of agriculture and industry. And
smaller political units could scarcely hope to
balance agricultural and industrial wants successfully.

Switzerland and the Scandinavian

countries with their limited territories are not

undertake an experiin self-sufficiency or strong enough for
colonial expansion. Federation is a possible solusufficiently diversified to

.

With capital transfers at an end or greatly
reduced, interest rates in self-sufficient new
countries would be very high and economic development, because of scarcity of capital, very
slow. On the other hand, highly industrialized
countries might have very low rates of interest;

in

tries like

long as home production seeks protection against

low costs abroad, the demand for self-sufficiency
will persist. No country can hope to attain complete self-sufficiency. Most will be satisfied with

some sort of relative independence, safeguarding
their most important or most powerful industries from foreign imports. Large continental
countries like the United States and empires like

England, and to a lesser degree France, with

ment

tion only

where the

states

concerned comple*

ment each other's wants.
Results would differ with circumstances. But
if some sort of permanent isolation could be
attained

by the various

countries, the difference

comfort prevailing today
would be greatly accentuated as international
intercourse no longer reduced the wide margins
in the standards of

in natural wealth existing between various nations. Technical progress would cease to be
effective for raising standards, although it might
offset further reductions. Ultimately the pres-

sure on poor countries might be so strong as to
lead to a new outburst of conquest, new shiftings
of population, new efforts at empire making. In
the meantime nationalistic coercive planning is
likely to be resorted to; for without such planning a far reaching policy of self-sufficiency can

scarcely

be successful.
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SEMBAT, MARCEL tfTIENNE (1862-1922),
French publicist and

socialist.

Sembat was born

at Bonnieres-sur-Seine, studied at the Ecole de
Droit and practised for five years as a member of

the bar at Paris.

He

then turned to journalism

and published in 1891 the Revue de Vevolution,
a bimonthly political and literary review with
socialist leanings. At the end of 1892 he became
owner with Henri Pellier and Henri Turot of the
newspaper Petite rjpublique, which had been
founded fifteen years before by Gambetta, and

made

the paper outspokenly

From
on Hu-

socialist.

1905 to 1914 he collaborated actively
manitt.

Sembat was a successful candidate on the Re-

SEMENOV, PETR PETROVICH
1914),

Russian

geographer

and

(1827-

statistician.

Semenov was well known as a geographer and as
the first explorer of the Tien Shan mountain system in central Asia,whenin 1859 he was invitedby
the government to assist in drafting the peasant
emancipation law. This work, as well as the
compilation for the Imperial Russian Geographical Society of the Geografichesko-statistichesky
slovar Rossiyskoy Imperil (Geographic-statistical

dictionary of the Russian Empire; 5 vols., St.
Petersburg 1863-85), based on an exhaustive
study of primary sources and still a valuable
guide to mid-nineteenth century Russia, made
Semenov the logical person to head the Central
Office. The office, reorganized in
1863, was to compile and publish material collected by provincial statistical agencies, to exerStatistical

cise technical supervision over the statistical
ministries and to carry out statistical

work of the

investigations for the minister of the interior.
From 1864 to 1880, when Semenov was thus in

charge of the administrative statistics of the
whole country, he was in a position to raise its
technical performance to a fairly scientific level

publican Socialist ticket in the legislative campaign of August, 1893; shortly after his election

workers.

he joined the Comit Revolutionnaire Central,
the Blanquist group directed by Edouard Vaillant. He was an active member of the Chamber

crop reporting, which remained virtually unchanged until the World War, and prepared the

of Deputies until his death and served at various
times on the Budget Commission and as reporter

on the postal budget. Although he had protested
against the three-year term of military service
and had published in 1913 Faites un roi, sinon
faites la paix, declaring that militarism was incompatible with the republican regime, he participated actively in the war government as
minister of public works in the cabinets of
Viviani and Briand from 1914 to 1916.
After the unified Parti socialists was formed in
1905 he took part in all its congresses. When the
Communist split occurred in December, 1920,
at the Congress of Tours, he took a vigorous
stand against Bolshevik methods.
ALEXANDRE ZEVAES
Important

works'.

Faites un rot, sinon faites la paix

and

to enlist the services of the

most competent

Semenov organized the Russian system of

textual introductions to the statistical tables

on

landed property in Russia (Russia, Tsentralny
Statistichesky Komitet, Statisttka pozemelnoy
sobstvennosti i naselennikh mest Evropeyshoy

8 vols., St. Petersburg 1880-85), which
has remained a classic. His major statistical con-

Rossii,

tribution, however, is the census of 1897, the
only exhaustive enumeration of the Russian
population before the revolution. He raised this

issue as early as 1870; and in the following
decades he made several studies of general

census principles and of their applicability to
Russia, carried out preliminary surveys and submitted tentative projects. The census was taken

under his supervision as vice chairman of the
Chief Census Commission, but the tabulation of
its results was turned over to the Central Sta-

Economic

Self-Sufficiency,
tistical

Office,

with which Semenov was no

longer connected.
P.

I.

GEORGIEVSKY

Kaufman, A., in The History of Statistics,
by John Koren (New York 1918) p. 469-86.
Consult'

66r

Semple

were the product of
gg- (Moscow 1918)
laborious study of archive materials and broke

47

new

paths.

V. MIAKOTIN

ed.

A

Consult. Kiesewetter,
in Golos minuvshago, 1917,
,
no. i, p. 199-222; Kornilov,
Vestmk

A m

Evropt,
1916, no. xi, p. 282-301; Golos minuvshago, 1916,
no. x, pt. i.
,

SEMEVSKY, VASILY IVANOVICH

(18481916), Russian historian. In general outlook
of
the
1
he
a
was
870*3;
Semevsky
populist
repaid
"the debt of the intelligentsia to the people" by

SEMPLE, ELLEN CHURCHILL
1932),

during the century preceding the abolition of
serfdom. Even before 1872, the year of his graduation from the University of St. Petersburg, he
had begun an investigation of the conditions of

under the influence of Ratzel

the peasants under Catherine
pleted only after
archives.

many

n which was com-

years of study in various

His Krestyane v tsarstvovanie im-

(1863-

American human geographer. Coming

an intensive study of the history of the peasantry

in his early Leipsic

days, Ellen Churchill Semple transplanted the
authentic anthropogeography of Ratzel to the

United States and with undimmished enthusilife to its
propagation. In no
other country did Ratzel's views find so active
and successful an apostle. Through a wide range

asm devoted her

peratritsi Ekaterini

n (2 vols., St. Petersburg
1881-1903; 2nd ed. of vol. i, 1903) was the first
comprehensive treatment of the different categories of peasants in the several provinces of

of stimulating lectures, given for many years at
the University of Chicago and later at Clark
University, she exerted an influence over
virtually the entire living generation of

Ameri-

Great Russia in a period when serfdom was so

can geographers and recruited to the

field

oppressive that it was scarcely distinguishable
from slavery; here he described the geographical

large number of its present representatives.
Prior to her time geography in the higher insti-

and the migrations of the peasantamount of land held, the burden of

distribution
ry,

the

tutions

of

the

United

States

geography. She pioneered

a

was physical

human geography

so

feudal services, the manifestations of peasant
discontent and their immediate causes. In an-

successfully that many geographers have completely dissociated themselves from physical

other study, Krestyansky vopros v Rossii v xvui
tpervoypolovinexixveka (2 vols St. Petersburg
1888), he furnished an account of the numerous
government measures and projects relating to
the peasantry from the time of Peter the Great
to the end of the reign of Nicholas I, recorded

geography, a result which Miss Semple always

,

unofficial

efforts

to

improve conditions and

deplored.

The whole of her scientific philosophy is
derived from Ratzel. She too dealt not with
things but with a relationship between things;
anthropogeography was a view of life. Her
Influences of Geographic Environment

(New York

traced the development of public opinion as reflected in contemporary literature. Later he took

1911) was undertaken originally as a translation
of RatzePs Anthropogeographie. The finished

advantage of an opportunity to study the position of labor in Siberian gold mines; the results,
published in Rabochie na sihtrskikh zolotikh

cepts but

promislakh (2 vols., St. Petersburg 1898), set a
standard in labor history, a field neglected at that
time by trained students. After the turn of the

century he concentrated upon the history of the
intelligentsia and the movements to bring about
political

earlier

and economic reorganization. Like

works, Semevsky's Politicheskiya

his

i ob-

shchestvenniya idei dekabristov (St. Petersburg
1909), a study of the Decembrists beginning

with Speransky, and two books, posthumously
published, devoted to the Russian socialists of
the 1840*9 M. B. Butashevich-Petrashevsky i
petrashevtsi (ed.

by V. Vodovozov, Moscow

1922) zndKirillo-Mefodievskoe obshchestvo 1846-

study differed from the original not in its conits illustrations; it was the master

m

speaking through the pupil. Although it is the
least original of Miss Semple's contributions, its
effect was great because few Americans had read
Ratzel.

Miss Semple defined her objective as "the
study of the influence of geographical conditions
on the development of society." This end is
clearly expressed in her

American History and

Geographic Condition? (Boston 1903, rev. ed.
by C. F. Jones, 1933). The volume broke new
ground in American history and became the
Its

model of

historical

geography in the United

develops with spirit and skill the
theme that the historical event is to be underStates.

It

stood in terms of

its

physical environment. Miss
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Semple was never concerned with the
content and succession of culture areas

origin,

as the

Siedlungsgeographer have been.

Her

final

study,

Region

work and most

fully documented
of the Mediterranean

The Geography
(New York 1931),

is

more

strictly

anthropogeography than historical geography.
It deals with the ancient Mediterranean area
without regard to historical sequences. Such
themes as barrier boundaries, geographic con-

a consolation in misfortune to Sir Philip Sydney,
directly inspired the neostoic movement, whose
chief exponent was Justus Lipsius (1547-1606).
in the eighteenth century, when a strong

Even

had set in, Seneca
had ardent admirers in Rousseau and
Diderot. His importance as a moralist and politireaction against his thought

still

cal thinker has again received

in

more recent

wider recognition

times.

M.

L.

W.

LAISTNER

ditions of ancient tillage, templed promontories
and their relation to navigation are developed

Works: Opera quae supersunt, ed by E. Hermes and
others, Bibhotheca Teubnenana, 3 vols and supple-

from a broad knowledge of classical literature.
Miss Semple remained true to Ratzel in making
no restriction as to kinds of cultural data taken
under observation but in being interested in

ment

whatever data could be related to environmental
conditioning. She did no more than Ratzel in

don

solving the methodological difficulty as to how
such a relationship could be evaluated scientifically.

CARL SAUER

SENATE.

and

(Leipsic 1898-1907)

The

Epistles are translated in

Tragedies, Dialogues,
Classical Library,

Loeb

7 vols (London 191732). The Quaestiones naturales
has been translated by John Clarke with notes by A.
Geikie, as Physical Science in the

Time of Nero (Lon-

1910).

Consult. Waltz, R.,^ Vie pohtique de Seneque (Pans
Etudes sur Seneque, Umversit6 de
1909); Faider, P
,

1

Gand, Faculte de Philosophic et de Lettres, Recueil
de Travaux, no. 49 (Ghent 1921); Holland, F., Seneca

M

Seneca the Philoso(London 1920), Gummere, R
pher and His Modern Message (Boston 1922); Arnold,
E. V., Roman Stoicism (Cambridge, Eng. 1911).
,

See LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLIES.

SENECA, LUCIUS ANNAEUS (c. 4
65 A.D.), Roman philosopher. Seneca was

SENEUIL, JEAN GUSTAVE COURCELLE.
B.C.-

and then for five years chief minister of the
emperor Nero and was the leading literary figure
of his age. His tragedies, greatly admired in his
day and after, influenced Elizabethan drama and
especially French classical tragedy. His Dialogues and the Letters to Lucilius, essays in
epistolary form, are mainly ethical in content,

while the Natural Questions, composed toward
the end of his

life,

shows

his

See COURCELLE-SENEUIL, JEAN GUSTAVE.

tutor

deep interest in

SENIOR, NASSAU WILLIAM (1790-1864),
English economist. Senior was the most brilliant
of those economists who in the quarter century
after Ricardo's death made important innovations in the classical system. In contrast to that

of his better

known contemporary, John

Stuart

Mill, Senior's approach to accepted theories was
essentially critical, based on an attempt at exact
definition

and

classification,

which led to highly

physical phenomena. His philosophy is an eclecticism in which s* oic doctrines predominate* His

significant results particularly in the field of
value theory and the relation of costs to value.

condemnation of paganism, his theory that mankind had declined from a primitive state of innocence which was followed by the development of

In effect Senior, as Jevons acknowledged,
evolved a marginal utility theory of value, generalized the theory of rent to all cases of factors

human institutions a
be extended to mean

doctrine that could easily
that human institutions

fixed in amount, including natural abilities, and
hinted at the nature of quasi-rents. In this con-

were the result of sin and a humanitarianism
unique in his age and seen, for example, in his
condemnation of gladiatorial shows, slavery and
war won the approval of the Christian fathers.
Regarded in the Middle Ages as a sage who had
been almost if not quite a Christian, Seneca
attained his greatest popularity during and after
the twelfth century. Quotations from his writ-

nection it is interesting to note that he perceived
that the classical statements of the laws of in-

ings

became frequent, while longer

extracts

found a place in chrestomathies. His vogue
lasted

on

into the seventeenth century. Seneca's

ethical works, deeply admired by

Montaigne and

and diminishing returns were not logiHe was less successful in
dealing with wages; although he realized that

creasing

cally symmetrical.

Ricardo omitted to explain how the size of the
wages fund was determined, he himself failed
to supply the missing link. Senior's best

known

contribution to economic theory, the abstinence
theory of capital, which was the direct result of

an attempt to find a definition of capital coordinate with that of labor in the explanation of costs

Semple

Separation of Powers

of production, once and for all cleared up the
Ricardian confusion on this point.

During his

first

tenure of the

Drummond

Oxford (1825-30)
Senior published the famous lectures on money
and during his second occupancy (1847-52) five
lectures on methodology, which have received
little attention but which are remarkable for
their attack on the hypothetical economic man
of Ricardo's imagination. There are still other
examples of his work scattered through contemporary periodicals, one of the most important
being the review of J. S. Mill's Essays and
Political Economy in the Edinburgh Review (vol.
Ixxxvui, 1848), which was based on the methodchair of political

economy

at

ology lectures. Senior never fulfilled his ambition
of systematizing his work into a comprehensive

and much of his most penetrating analysis exists only in the form of unpublished lectures. His only book, The Outline of Political
Economy, is a badly arranged collection of some
of the first group of Oxford lectures hastily
thrown together into the form of an essay. Untreatise,
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Economy, ed. by S. Leon Levy, 2 vols (New York
1928), Cannan, Edwin, A Renew of Economic Theory

W

(London 1929) p. 187-88, Taussig, F.
Wages and
Capital (New York 1896, reprinted in London Scjhool
of Economics, Reprints of Scarce Tracts in Economic
,

London

1932) p. 197-

SEPARATION OF POWERS. A

comprehen-

and

Political Science,

no

13,

203.

sive statement of the doctrine of separation of

implications under the Constitution of the United States has been given
by the United States Supreme Court: "It is
believed to be one of the chief merits of the
American system of written constitutional law,

powers and of

its

that all the

powers intrusted to government,
whether State or national, are divided into the

three grand departments, the executive, the legislative and the judicial. That the functions

appropriate to each of these branches of government shall be vested in a separate body of public
servants, and that the perfection of the system
requires that the lines which separate and divide
these departments shall be broadly and clearly

doubtedly this accounts for his comparative lack

defined. It

of influence, but it does not explain why the
abstinence theory was the only contribution

working of this system that the persons intrusted
with power in any one of these branches shall
not be permitted to encroach upon the powers
confided to the others, but that each shall by
the law of its creation be limited to the exercise

which passed into the general corpus of economic thought through Mill.
Senior was appreciated by his contemporaries
more as a social reformer than as an economist,
and he was far from being a strict supporter of
laissez faire, as is commonly supposed He was
an active member of the commissions on the
poor laws (1832), factory conditions (1837),
hand loom weavers (1841), Irish poor laws
(1844) and national education (1857) and an
ardent advocate of government interference in
matters of health, housing, education and colo-

MARIAN BOWLEY

An

Outline of the Science of Political Economv
ed. 1872, first published in Ency-

(London 1836, 6th

clopaedia Mctropolitana, vol. vi, London 1836), Three
Lectures on the Transmission of the Precious Metals

(London
(London

also essential to the successful

of the powers appropriate to its own department
and no other" [Kilbourn v. Thompson, 103

U. S. 168, 190-91 (1880)].
As is usual in political theory, the doctrine
was the product of a long evolution, and it was
only toward the close of this evolution that it
received clear formulation. Together with the
related theory of checks and balances it may be
considered implicit in the theory of mixed gov-

ernment stated by Polybius

nization.

Works-

is

1827), Three Lectures on the Value of Money
1840), and Three Lectures on the Cost of

Obtaining Money (London 1830), are all reprinted in
London School of Economics, Reprints of Scarce
Tracts
Economic and Political Science, nos. 3-5
Lecture on the Production of Wealth
(London 1931),
(London 1849), Four Introductory Lectures on Political

m

A

Economy (London 1852), Historical and Philosophical
Essays, 2 vols (London 1865).
Consult. Levy, S. Leon, "Nassau W. Senior, British
Economist, in the Light of Recent Researches" in
Journal of Political Economy, vol. xxvi (1918) 347-65,
509-35; Senior, N. W., Industrial Efficiency and Social

in his

attempt to

generalize from the Roman constitution upon
the basis of the classification established by the

Greek philosophers. But only the western
Christian world, starting from its preoccupation
with law as valid generalization upon established
earlier

matter of fact undertook to analyze political proc,

esses

from a functional point of view and in so

doing

hit

upon the distinctive features of certain

basic functions or "powers." In the definitive

form which Locke gave

it,

it

was an attempt

to generalize the results of the struggle of the
English Parliament for an equality of status with

the crown.

To be sure, the governments of some

of the great city-states, like Strasbourg, had
evolved a fairly subtle separation of powers
between three councils, each charged with more
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or less distinct functions (see Schmoller, Gustav,
Deutsches St&dtewesen in alterer Zeit, Bonn 1922,
p. 214

for a while territorial states

ff.);

same

were

but the religious

carefully kept apart for special purposes. In this
wise there arose a picture of the ideal balanced
state,

guaranteeing liberty, which fascinated the

disturbances of the sixteenth century led to a
concentration of powers in the hands of the

eighteenth century with its passion for dynamic
symmetry and constructive speculations. It was
of the greatest moment that these constructions

monarch.
In England and Sweden the development
followed a rather different course. In the former
the function of interpreting the law in a high
court of Parliament was transformed by a very

happened to fit the constitutional experience of
most of the American colonies, where a governor, a distinct colonial legislature and a fairly
independent judiciary had come to constitute
the essential organs of government and where

gradual process into the function of making the
law. Early statutes were conceived of as stating

after the Declaration of Independence a brief
experiment with legislative supremacy leading
to majority tyranny had made the people ripe

moving

in the

direction,

what the old law was rather than as creating new
From the time of Fortescue, who, in the

law.

for a

fifteenth century, praised the rule of law as the
outstanding feature of English government, this

theme.

function of creating the law became increasingly
important. The efforts of James I to challenge

tain explicit statements of the doctrine, the federal constitution refers to it only by its desig-

explicitly the

supremacy of the law

in itself a

reasonable challenge, since the law was rapidly
becoming man made legislation instead of eternal custom gave rise to a violent opposition
which claimed absolute parliamentary supremacy and divided the prerogative. The rapid
succession of royal and parliamentary absolutism, Cromwellian dictatorship and a return to
royal absolutism, which marks the phases of this
struggle, impressed upon English minds the
need for some harmonious balance between
those who make the law and those who execute
it. This harmony the Glorious Revolution of
1688 tried to achieve, and in the fashion of the
age Locke's essay gave it the halo of general and
eternal truth.

When Montesquieu came to
trine,

rewrite the doc-

the Act of Settlement of 1700 (para. 3)

had already undertaken to guarantee to English
judges tenure during good behavior. Since Montesquieu himself was, as a result of the contemporary situation in France, primarily interested
problem of securing an independent status

in the

for judges,

it

was natural

for

him

to

rename

Locke's executive power judicial power, inasmuch as the executive's function as described
by Locke had been to execute the laws. This
transformation was accompanied by another,
whereby Locke's federative power emerged as
the executive power with Montesquieu. By
elaborating the importance of maintaining internal as well as external peace and by thus assimilating the police functions to those of defense

and foreign

policy,

Montesquieu constructed the

modern executive power, which included

also

the prerogative that English lawyers had always

practical application of the celebrated

While many American state constitutions con-

nation of a legislative, an executive and a judicial
The Supreme Court, however,
has correctly derived therefrom the doctrine,
which it has repeatedly called a fundamental
establishment.

A

tenet of the constitution.
persistent opposition
to this principle has existed in the United States
for some time. The development of administrative agencies,

such as the Interstate

Commerce

Commission, which Justice Holmes has characterized as performing "legislative, judicial and
executive acts, only softened by a quasi" has
served as a point of departure for the attack,

which has charged the doctrine with being impracticable and even absurd. Many who today
belittle the doctrine in their clamor for
governmental and administrative efficiency seem
aware
of
the
fact
that
the
fusion of
scarcely
powers, which is the alternative, leads easily to
a one-party dictatorship and therefore threatens
constitutional government. The most important
argument advanced against this point of view
is the example of England, where an
increasing
fusion of executive and legislative powers does
not seem to have destroyed the foundations of
free government.

In the first place, this argument omits the
judicial power, although the separate status of
this power appeared to Montesquieu the most
important feature of the doctrine and the recent
tendency of administrative agencies to invade
the judicial field has given rise to heated controversies. While some maintain that a new
tyranny has arisen, others point to the inherent

need for such administrative justice. Both sides
agree, however, as to fundamentals, for the
latter

simply anticipate the extension of the

Separation of Powers
"judicial attitude of mind" to new domains.
They agree also on some ultimate coordination

A rather unique development occurred in
Sweden. There experience with parliamentary

through more or

as well as royal absolutism during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries led to the elaboration in 1809 of a constitutional system based

less extensive judicial review.

As regards the fusion of the other two branches
in England, the consequent monism and relative
absolutism have been endurable because of a
constitutional safeguard which no one clearly
envisaged until long after Montesquieu's time:

the regular alternation of two large parties in
controlling this broad power. These parties are
a traditional growth built upon human groupings, usually of long standing, in each local district. It is in this connection that the distinctly
aristocratic organization

which English

society

upon a dualism of king and representative assembly which even the evolution of cabinet
responsibility to parliament did not abolish. In
a sense, an administrative power became sepa-

rated

from the executive power. The adminis-

conduct the great public services
with a great deal of independence. This arrangement holds out considerable promise as a model

trative bodies

for constitutional

government, for there

is

a

deepest influence upon
upon the neglect of this

strong indication that some sort of separation of
powers remains the only effective guaranty of

traditional basis of English parliamentary government that the failure of European systems

government according to law.
If the theories of Locke and Montesquieu are
examined, it is found that the doctrine of separation of powers has an implicit double meaning.
On the one hand, it contains a generalization,
theory or hypothesis; on the other hand, it con-

has retained exerts
political

life.

And

its

it is

presumably modeled after the English pattern
is at least partly to be blamed. On the continent
the confusion of small parties militated against
clearly recognizable leadership and contributed
in some countries to the development of one-

tains a practical suggestion, a proposal for the

party systems. Under a presumably growing
threat of an allegedly impending communist

organization of the government. For the doctrine
declares that governmental powers can be sepa-

dictatorship, a complete fusion of governmental
powers occurred, without either the safeguards

and

rated into three categories: executive, legislative
judicial; it also holds that the exercise of

same powers should be entrusted

for the judiciary or the constitutional practise

these

of a recognized opposition, safeguards which had
been won by centuries of human sacrifice and

separate persons or bodies.
The theory that there are three major divisions of governmental power would seem to be

bloodshed, hardly less on the continent than in
England and America.

to three

It may be assumed that
when speaking of power, mean

a valid generalization

i

For it is often forgotten that the doctrine
was as important, if not more important, in

political theorists,

molding the constitutions of nineteenth century
monarchies in Europe as in shaping the fundamental law of the United States. Following the
solemn declaration of the Charte constitutionnelle of Louis xvm (1814), most of these constitutions were built upon a separation of powers

tesquieu and The Federalist give no definition
of power at all, while Locke operates with two
diametrically opposed concepts of power (as

in fact, although they denied

it

in theory, until

by the middle of the nineteenth century it could
be considered one of the most prevalent European

institutions.

Everywhere there prevailed a

more or

less unstable yet subtle equilibrium on
a dualistic basis. In France, however, the fusion

of legislative and executive powers progressed
steadily along the lines of English development;
but since the firm rock of the two-party system

was

lacking, this transformation, so admirably

function.

But this

is

by no means evident. Mon-

comparison of paragraphs 3 and 99 of the second
essay will show: Two Treatises concerning Government, London 1690). For the present purpose
it is sufficient to realize that wherever there is
is the right to command and therefore the right to decide in a situation requiring
decision. The number and variety of such situations are infinite, but there are two primary kinds

power there

of command and decision: those directed toward

one particular given instance and those which
involve an indefinite number of instances. If
two basic types of command can be distinguished, powers or functions also can be so

for a republican scheme once more modeled at
the outset upon the separation of powers, but

These of course are the executive (adand the legislative. As for the third,
or judicial, function, Locke did not speak of it
specifically but he may be said to have meant it

tending toward parliamentary monism.

when he spoke

traced

by Barthelemy, produced repeated upheavals and ended in Caesarism, later abandoned

classified.

ministrative)

of the internal administration of
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Montesquieu made this explicit by working out the judicial power as such, but he was

although possibly it is modified by the older
English doctrine of the prerogative, which

rather uncertain about this power, calling
dans unefapm nul. When a general command

would keep

justice.

it

is

given or a general decision has been made, there
still remains the further decision as to whether

a separate person or body charged
principally with the representative function and
therefore with foreign relations as well. At any
rate, the distinction between the executive and

a given, concrete situation is to be subsumed
under this general command. Here then is involved a decision of still another type, more

the administrative functions will have to be
clarified and perhaps broadened by a recognition

than the other two. This

ministration which the Conseil d'Etat has taken

no longer a command, is the prototype
of the judicial power. It is needed in order that
the general decision may be transformed into a

such pains to elaborate. Such a recognition of
a governmental function exercised in common
by the legislative and the administrative branch
would insure the degree of integration which
must be maintained for the safety of the state,
without leading to a complete fusion of all powers. On the other hand, experimentation with
such concentrated power may prove to those
nations now attempting it that the obvious short
range advantages of such concentration are more
than offset in the long run by strategic losses.
As to those other and more fortunate nations
which have already achieved a measure of lasting
order and unity and some balanced scheme of

intellectual, less active

decision,

concrete decision.

The practical proposal contained in the doctrine of separation of powers requires that each
of these powers be attributed to a separate person or body of persons. It was, however, never
proposed that the exercise of all of each power

be entrusted to one person or body. The doctrine of checks and balances requires, on the
contrary, that after the main exercise has been
attributed to one person or body care should be
taken to set up a minor participation of all in
all, by way of budget and impeachment, judicial
review of ordinances and laws and, finally, pardon (see CHECKS AND BALANCES).
Those critics who cite the Interstate Commerce Commission and similar bodies as proof
of the disintegration of the doctrine overlook a
number of important points. In the first place,

the practical proposal which the doctrine contains is in no wise affected; for in order to split

up the "power" of government,

it

would be

quite feasible to distinguish pragmatically be-

tween agriculture, railroads and the like and
then to attribute the power over each to separate

What

more important

that, in the
second place, these bodies operate on the basis
of a separation of powers, in that their personnel

bodies.

is

is

subject to the president's power to remove
individual members, their rule making and other
is

functions to change by Congress and their judicial decisions to constitutional review. As a
result investigation of the inner

working of these

bodies would reveal that they evolve an administrative, a legislative (rule making) and a judicial

branch. In other words, the Interstate

merce Commission

Com-

is itself

organized according
to the doctrine of separation of powers.

In short, the proposal that the making of
rules and their application and the adjudication
of controversies regarding the applicability of
main be entrusted to different

rules should in the

bodies or hierarchies of bodies

is still

pertinent,

of the distinction between government and ad-

Roman precedent
persuade them that it is best to retain such
separation as the true guaranty of their freedom
separated powers, perhaps the

will

and well being.
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numbers of livestock particularly in densely
populated areas, where because of plowing fallow was made useless for pasture. Transalpine
Europe with better distributed rains was suited
to a combination of gram and stock farming. In
large

a deep belt along the Atlantic even the winters
are not cold enough to curtail livestock produc-
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O., Die amenkamschen Rei>olutionsidealc in ihrem Verhaltms su den europaischen untersucht an Thomas
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SERFDOM

is a very general type of
hereditary
half free status existing in combination with
peasant tenures, which despite variations as to

details

are

more or

less typical;

the cases of

half free status independent of tenure are not
numerous or important enough to warrant treat-

ment in the present context except as they throw
the decline of serfdom.

The term

light

upon

itself

arose in mediaeval Europe, but

it

can be

applied without serious extension of meaning to
many different regions and times. As a rule

serfdom has been

rural, flourishing in periods

marked by the absence of strong

central governments, of organized legal systems and of any
considerable trade or monetary circulation. It
has generally been a feature of feudal societies.

of hay and feedstuffs. European serfdom reached

As frontier conditions disappeared and the low
grade economy improved, this factor made for
a swing toward freedom rather than toward the
ancient Greek division into freedom and slavery.
Explanations of serfdom vary in accordance

with the countries and times on which they are
based and also in accordance with the amount
of stress which is placed upon ruling class legal
theory on the one hand or upon customary practise on the other. Mediaeval jurists like Azo and
Bracton took the extreme theoretical position of
identifying the unfree with the slaves of the

law men must be out liberi aut servi.
lowever useful this classification may have been

Roman
I

to lawyers and judges in analyzing cases so as
to satisfy the landed and literate classes, it had
in common with the customs which still
mainly controlled status and tenure hi thirteenth century rural Europe. Of more consequence in the historical development of serfdom

little

was the ruling class assumption that all customary rights originated in grants from lords.
This implied the lords' right of cancellation, to
"recover" the use of land either at will or for
alleged breaches of the unwritten conditions.
Of the many distinctions between serfdom
slavery the most illuminating would seem
to be the fact that whereas characteristically

and

serfdom

is
group servitude regulated by custom,
personal servitude is dependent upon the whim
of an owner. Attachment to the soil is not a

reliable criterion. Many of the late Roman coloni
who were forbidden under severe penalties to
move were not subject to the kinds of dues and

Rural labor organization in economies emphastatus rather than contract has tended
on the whole toward slavery rather than serfdom
where conditions were unfavorable to the widespread use of draft animals, and vice versa. For

fines accepted then or in later feudal times as
marks of servile status and tenure. Social classes

example, the settled agriculture of the ancient
Mediterranean leaned heavily upon hand labor,

manorial villages were rarely allowed to commend themselves to other lords or to leave, at

sizing

the long

summer droughts

militating against

regarded as free in the Middle Ages were restricted as to displacement. The vilains francs
lived in French and English

and sokemen who

least

with such property as livestock. Yet, on the
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other hand, where an economic shortage of
laborers existed, a powerful lord might induce

even

serfs to desert other

manors under

his

protection, and with specific improvements in
their status. By and large, serfdom has been the

mark of low grade economies, where the ruling
classes were more anxious about the labor supply
than the land supply. Feudalism, transplanted
by conquest, tended to simplify peasant class
structure at the expense of its privileged elements. For example, the Normans in England
practically eliminated the alodium, reduced most
of the free villeins to serfdom (the word villein
in English is nearer in meaning to serf than to
vilain in French) and gave the manorial lord a
tight grip on local justice. The inheritance of
the lesser customary rights was not so secure as

on the continent.
From the point of view of the practise rather
than the upper class legal theory of mediaeval
serfdom, it is apparent that the lord's exactions
were not so much arbitrary as customary, even
to infringe upon and wear
the rights of peasants. Since the ruling
classes were composed of fighters and priests

where he managed

down

and not of business men, it was important to
them that the agricultural village should largely

recovery of the plow team were the only court
actions against their lords which unfree peasants
were permitted to take. Otherwise the individual
serf had no legal standing as against the lord,
whereas he could sue another serf or a freeman
for any breach of the customary law by which
he was damaged or threatened with damage.
Collectively the village had many rights against
the lord, which he usually observed. Gifts of
land by lords to the church often specified that
they were made with the consent of the bondsmen. Until the growth of population and money
economy and the revival of Roman legal ideas
began to undermine the manor, the enclosure of

common

lands required the consent of the vilIn some cases the records state which
woodland or other property was given as comlage.

pensation.

Shadings of status under serfdom are often
hard to distinguish and harder to explain. It is
probably safe to classify the cotters as poor
They lived in mere huts with little or no

serfs.

and livestock and worked for the
classes. In many cases they were
people who had lost their open field holdings
and stock through incompetency, bad luck or
cultivable land

more fortunate

Managers or foremen from each

breaches of custom. Population increase often
outran expansion into new lands and improve-

side of the social class line protected the interests
of their own groups and of the whole mainly by

ments in farming, overflowing into classes which
were unwanted and destitute rather than defi-

manage

itself.

observance of the customs. The servile class did
not lack rights but was at a disadvantage when
these had to be enforced or interpreted. In practise the serf generally held some personal property,

which he passed on to

his heirs without

Even his rights to farm and pasture
certain areas, subject to village regulation and
dues to the lord in work and in kind, were
interference.

generally inherited in fact. This was the critical
point in serfdom as tenure. By inheritance fines

the lords kept alive the fiction that they were
the authors of servile tenure, which therefore

depended upon their prior rights. The classes
above the serfs hi the village were exempt from
some particularly onerous labor dues and some
considered degrading categories which were
not always identical. Perhaps the commonest
servile status was the inability to give

mark of

a daughter in marriage without permission of
the lord and payment of a fine.

Notions of both status and tenure were combined in the serf's inability to sell an ox without
the lord's permission. The virgate, or full peasant holding, was inseparable from the plow team

and

useless without

it.

Wainage

suits for the

nitely oppressed or exploited.

Where good

land

remained on the fringes of manors, energetic
younger sons of serfs or free villeins often cleared
patches for cultivation, borrowing plow teams
or exchanging work for their use. This border
class sometimes included refugees from other
manors, settled with or without the connivance
of the lord or his agents. If the holdings were
small, the services were likely to be correspondingly light. The mere designation "bordar," or
"borderer," does not indicate whether the condition was better or worse than that of an ordi-

nary

serf.

Serfdom spread eastward with the expansion
of the Germans against the Slavs. Yet in the
mediaeval period it was not particularly harsh
or exacting. Many Slavs were transported as
slaves (it is interesting to note that the two words
have the same root) and the peasants brought
to the frontiers from the west were generally
given special inducements. Some even escaped
serfdom, which became general only in a later

when money economy,

well organized cengovernment, international trade in agricultural product and full property in land gave the

age

tral
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relationship a curiously hybrid character. The
more a serf's position is protected by well knit

The classic case of serfdom by the intrusion of
a new ruling class is that of the older Aegean

codes enforced by central governments,
it tends to resemble that of the ancient

peoples after the arrival of the Greeks. Serfdom
occurred locally over and over in the western

Serfdom being characteristically a group
moving serfs about as indi-

Sudan after the introduction of the camel into
the adjoining desert laid the agricultural fringe
open to invasion; but the numerical weakness

legal

more

the

coloni.

status, the ease of

viduals or conjugal families in parts of eastern
Europe in early modern times is suggestive of
slavery. In Russia particularly but also in other

of the invaders, the softening effects of the climate and the high export prices of slaves pre-

continental countries servile labor dues were

vented the

transferred from agriculture to manufacturing,
often involving the movement of the serf him-

nomads

self.

Nobles hired out

their serfs to

manufac-

turers. Kulischer has pointed out the error of

supposing that any considerable percentage of
the continental "factories" of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries were even central
shops, workhouses being the chief exception;
but as time passed there was an increasing
amount of seasonal migration of serfs from rural
communities during the dead season of agricultural operations.
Other illustrations

make some of these border

line distinctions clearer.

The

slow transition

from pre-Spanish serfdom in Mexico to peonage
(q.v.) has been traced in several localities.
Schmieder noted the early existence of serfdom
among the Mixtecs of southwestern Mexico together with a strip system of fields and a feudalism suggestive of mediaeval Europe. One of the
is that revealed in Simpson's documents, some as yet unpublished, concerning the
village of Huejotzingo in the state of Puebla.
A few years after the conquest of this region the

clearest cases

ruling caste (caciques, principales\ describing
the old serfdom in detail, complained to the

Spanish authorities that the dues in labor and
kind no longer sufficed since the peasants had
been given some land. The Spaniards allowed
\heprincipales to accompany further cessions of

rise of a real system. The great
of the western Sahara generally left
oasis cultivation to other peoples darker than

themselves

sometimes

As

in

and

largely self contained agriculture.

In most

culture between the upper and servile classes.

a

India has been invaded many times, and
history is strewn with examples of servile
status derived in part from race.
China reached the height of its feudal age so
diers

long ago that many points concerning village
organization are disputed, although not the fact
of serfdom. In Japan prior to 701 A.D. a sort of

manorial system developed out of an earlier
type of village organization based on kinship.
Still the village elder was as yet hardly a lord,
nor were the lesser people serfs; land was moreover plentiful enough for generous fallowing and
periodic redistributions. In 701 a new system,
modeled on that of China, tried prema-

partly

turely to establish a strong imperial government
with national taxes. With the gradual lengthen-

ing of tenure and the rise of powerful families
real manorial serfdom developed about the tenth

century and was in flower until about the thirteenth.

Then, as in Europe, money economy
began to undermine the system by commuta-

rope, serfdom

cases there were evidences of previous conquest,
such as differences of physique, language or

is

its

mine, transport and construct public works,
including monasteries and churches, for the

a regime of contract.
European conquerors found well defined serfdom in America only in conjunction with settled

Europe, hereditary nobility

degenerate residue of military groups formerly
based on demonstrated personal merit as sol-

tion.

Europeans as well, the growth of the country
kept the castes apart, and the serfs became peons
in the course of the shift from a feudal to a
commercial society with a money economy and

and sometimes

Sanhaja Tuaregs are divided into serf and noble
classes.

land with contracts restoring many of the old
services. Since the lower class Indians had to
till,

serfs

slaves. All of the great desert salt works were
in barren regions and exploited by slaves. The

By

the seventeenth century the slow dis-

integration

was extremely marked. As in Euhad flourished in a period of

inadequate public order, the decay of commercial farming and of slavery, a great extension of
the cultivated regions, extreme economic localinefficient use of the land. As these

ism and

conditions improved serfdom declined; but this
decline was less rapid than in Europe during the

same period, perhaps because Japan was not
going through any such commercial expansion
by sea.
Serfdom came

late into

the Baltic countries,

Germany included, coinciding with a
rising export demand for grain. This is certainly
eastern
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an exceptional linkage, and very likely a better
form of labor organization for the purpose could
have been found. In the long run at least, serfdom condemned itself on practical grounds.
Cultivation could not be improved to meet the
competition of distant grainfields worked with
more machinery and brought closer by improving transport media. Under serfdom the peasant
was unprepared for industrialism as producer or
consumer; moreover he was an inadequate soldier in mechanized warfare and an unsatisfactory citizen in an age of change. The rise of
citizen armies during the French Revolution
influenced the convictions of statesmen in cen-

and eastern Europe; but the need for mobilizing labor and land in the new economy was
also patent, and something more than lip service
to the "rights of man" had to be conceded.
Serfdom was as inconsistent as slavery with the
tral

nineteenth century notion of "progress."
In western Europe the first great movement
toward the break up of serfdom took place in

the closing centuries of the Middle Ages. Every
serious disturbance of the customary order, such
as a crusade or a plague, resulted in the freeing
of some individuals through escape or formal

manumission. The crusades stimulated commerce, money economy and the growth of central

governments which needed taxes and were

inclined to play one group against another to the
destruction of class stability. As population in-

improved and commerce
developed, open fields and common pastures
were great obstacles to the improvement of
crops, stock and methods. By 1400 serfdom as
a combination of status and tenure was decaying
creased, public order

rapidly. In England the upper classes attacked
servile tenure in their own interest, enclosing a

good deal of land

for pasture.

The

status

was

largely meaningless without the tenure. Commutations of record finally became legal and
equivalent to full title. Suits for the collection
of obsolete servile dues, such as the merchet,

or marriage fine, from people whose ancestors
had been free in fact for generations were more

and more thrown out of court.
Germany was less fortunate than England in
systematizing the old customary law into an
orderly

body of common

law. After the unsuc-

cessful peasant uprising of the sixteenth century

and the devastating Thirty Years' War of the
next much of central Europe lapsed into a degenerate form of serfdom with centralized governments and money economy. In Russia also,
beginning with Peter the Great in the seven-

teenth century, a similar quasi-serfdom with

resemblances to slavery and peonage was imposed from above in connection with an increasingly commercial agriculture and a forced de-

velopment of manufactures.

The withered vestiges of serfdom in France
were swept away by the revolution. Some of the
multitude of central European states had already
taken the step, and the others were forced to see
its
necessity by the Napoleonic wars and the
mechanical revolution. Russia fared better at
the hands of Napoleon, and its contacts with the
North Atlantic nucleus of modern capitalism

were less developed. The Crimean War showed
the fatal weakness of a state founded on economically low grade agriculture with servile
and tenures which put a premium on

status

ignorant conformity to outlived customs. Serfdom was soon abolished in name here and in

southeastern Europe, but the problem of giving
the emancipated peasants sufficient land and the

improvement demanded
world economy was not faced
it continued to
plague the
governments even in the twentieth century.
Mechanical power applied to transport created
real world competition; and the competition of
low grade combinations of man power and animal power with rationalized machine production
was fatal to serfdom, as to slavery.
individual incentives to

by a

capitalistic

courageously. Hence
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Drawing largely upon chronicles, he showed that
the accepted notion of "one Russia" traceable to
Karamzin is scarcely applicable to the preMoscow period. At the same time he was the
to establish the organizational scheme of the
popular assemblies (veche), which was common

first

all principalities of ancient Russia, and to
stress the exceptional importance for the Kiev

to

period of contractual elements in the relations
among the prince, his armed followers (druzhind)

and the popular assembly.

He

opposed the

"clan theory" of princely succession, engaging
in a vigorous controversy with Soloviev and
others of its exponents, in which he displayed

unusual polemical

gifts.

For the Moscow period

he investigated the legal status of the various
social classes; Sergeyevich traced the growth of

Muscovy to the expansion of the principality of
Vladimir rather than to the activity of the Moscow princes and treated the Moscow land assemblies as incipient representative institutions
comparable with those of France and Eng-
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SERRA, ANTONIO,

centered increasingly upon Russian history, he
was appointed in 1872 to the chair of history of

Russian law at

he remained
outlook

St.

Petersburg University, where
life. In general

for the rest of his

a positivist

who

disliked

historical

theories adapted from German philosophy, he
excelled in the keen juridical analysis of legal

mRusskaya

m

Russian historiog-

misl, 1886, no. 6, pt.

Italian

11,

p.

8092.

economist of the

seventeenth century. Little is known of Serra 's
except that he was the author of Breve

life

trattato delle cause che possono far abbondare li
regni d'oro et d'argento, dove non sono miniere con

applicazione al Regno di Napoli (Naples 1613),
in which he refuted the widespread opinion ex-

sources; in this sense he may justly be called a
Russian Fustel de Coulanges. His treatment of

pressed in Marcantonio de Santis* memorial
that the much lamented scarcity of coin in the
Kingdom of Naples was attributable to the high

static elements was original and convincing, but
his handling of the dynamic aspects of the historical process was far less effective. While he

rate of exchange and concluded that the rate of
exchange is the effect and the index of the
balance of international payments, which alone

was opposed to the dominant Kluchevsky school
and had no organized following of his own, his
work together with that of certain other St.

regulates the international flow of money. Serra
analyzed the component items of the balance of

Petersburg professors led to the formation of the
Petersburg school of Russian historiography.

payments and, advancing beyond the traditional
analysis in terms of exports and imports exclusively, included payments due from industries
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operated abroad by nationals; furthermore he
pointed out the importance of profits derived
from intermediary commerce. He had a clear
understanding of the way in which all transactions between various countries
related directly or indirectly

and

become

inter-

in the course of

liquidation through bills of exchange are

com-

money payments. Thus the only
way to make money more abundant, Serra held,
pensated in

is

to secure a favorable balance of international

payments through the stimulation of the export
of goods and services. The value of money depends entirely on its metallic content and not on
arbitrary legislation. Serra was completely unaware of the influence of the volume of money
on prices and through them upon the course of
international commerce, and attributed the
of industries entirely to
physical-natural differences. Serra was perhaps
the first to formulate the law of decreasing reterritorial

division

turns in agriculture, which he contrasted with
that of constant and increasing returns obtaining
in manufacturing industries.
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SERVICE may be defined most generally as any
an individual in so

far as

contributes to

it

the realization of the ends of other individuals.
The universal existence of differentiation of the
social functions of individuals

service

makes mutual

an inexorable necessity of

all life

in so-

with the elementary biological
and age it becomes more important with the increasing complexities of

ciety. Starting

differences of sex

social differentiation.

The theories

of pure individualism attempted
to account for the performance of these mutual
services entirely as by-products of the pursuit of
their enlightened self-interest by individuals to
whom the needs and desires of others are only

means to

own

ends. But, however important this interlocking of interests may be, attheir

has ever existed. On the contrary, all societies
depend to a greater or less degree on the disinterested performance of service and maintain
it, either as an end in

specific ethical sanctions of
itself or as

farther

contributory to

removed from

some higher end even

self-interest.

Sociologically the principal kinds of service
to two main types. The one,
limited in obligation to a particular group of

may be reduced

persons, whether determined in extent by the
objective situation, as by birth, or by personal
choice, is yet undefined as to the limits of its
actual content but rather left to the exigencies of
need as manifested in changing situations. Its

prototype in almost all societies is the family,
with its sharing of the common vicissitudes of
life, its

distribution of

the needs of the

its

resources according to
of its burdens ac-

members and

cording to their respective ability to bear them.
is a type of relationship where the formula

This

of altruism in the usual sense

is

scarcely ap-

plicable. It is not a sacrifice of the interests of

some to those of others but
into a single unit, a

rather a fusion of

common

all

interest in the

maintenance and prosperity of the whole which
forbids the segregation of individual interests
even for purposes of their sacrifice. But while
the extent of mutual obligation remains unit is still not
necessarily unlimited but

specified,

subject always to being superseded in a scale of

And although not itself an explicit
realization of specific ultimate values, it must be
in relative conformity with them; otherwise

values.

deep seated conflicts will

From

v (1892) 222-48.

act of

tempts to interpret society in terms of it alone
have definitely broken down. No such society

arise.

the family as a nucleus this type of

mutual service extends to all groups the members of which have a general and relatively
undefined obligation of solidarity to one another,
groups of friends, wider kinship groups,
neighborhood groups and, on the

largest scale,

nations.

Contrasted with this type is that where the
object of the service tends to be impersonal and
indefinite, any one of a large, undefined category
of persons, such as "consumers," while the content of the obligation becomes specific and
limited to definite functions. It is this type
which comes to dominate when differentiation

proceeds so far that those benefiting from services and those performing them are no longer
united in a close community of general interest
and life but are to a high degree separated from

one another. Here service tends to be thought of

Serra
an office held on behalf of the
larger impersonal whole including both parties
as the function of

or as a profession or calling which, although not
an office in an organization, has in fact a functional role

on behalf of the whole.

In western society,

at least until relatively

The

content of the Gospels was essentially reand transcendental and by no means immediately the basis of a movement for social
ligious

reform. But the peculiar combination of re-

and equal

valuation of every human soul in relation to
God, and the universahsm of brotherly love gave
a basis for subseqvient social teachings In the
early Christian communities men lived apart
from the rest of the sinful world in communistic
societies. It

was

a

communism

alone, not of production; its
difference to worldly things

of consumption
motives were in-

on the one hand,

brotherly love on the other. But such a simple
state of affairs was not possible when hope of an
immediate coming of the kingdom faded and
Christianity spread
society

the

and

Roman

finally

to

include

became the

all

classes

of

state religion of

Empire. Paul himself, through the

doctrine of the role of the inscrutable will of
for a purely otherworldly
interpretation of religious equality and hence a
recognition of the inequalities of this world as

God, opened the way

and even positively ordained Society
came to be thought of as an organic unity in
which every task is a service to the whole and to
God. But while the social system was accepted
and submitted to, this was only at best as an
opportunity for Christian service. The world
itself remained wholly sinful and corrupt. The
inevitable

early

were thought of

673
as service of

God and

one'b

fellows in a system of the division of labor. The
relatively personal and traditional character of

most of the relationships of mediaeval society
it
possible to conceive the whole in Christian terms as a system of mutual service, with a
patriarchal element, for example, as between
lord and serf and an egalitarian element as in the
case of the relationship of craftsman and customer. The violence of feudal warfare was the
most difficult thing to fit in; but, while in general
interpreted merely as sin, in jhivalry even it was

made

recent times, the principal ethical sanctions of
service have come from the social implications
of Christianity in its various historical forms.

ligious individualism, the absolute

Service

church never developed a conception of a

really Christian society.

This idea did not come into being until the
it found its classic medi-

Middle Ages, where

Thomas Aquinas. Here the
world was thought of again as an organic
unity, each status having a part in the whole and

brought within the Christian conception of
God above all, as in the crusades, and
to other men (and of course women). Thus the
mediaeval conception sanctioned primarily the
first of the above types of service, that involving
a personal relationship but without specific
service, to

limits of content.

The Reformation brought another step in the
secularization of the Christian idea of service, in
that by abolishing monasticism it left only
worldly callings as the fields of service and

emphasized their conscientious performance as
a religious duty. In the Lutheran branch the
traditional and patriarchal elements remained

uppermost and led to a conservative acceptance
of things as they were and submission to authority, paralleled by the development of a conscientious devotion to duty, which bore fruits in

the Prussian concept of dutv in the service of the
state.
It

remained for Calvinism and the Protestant

sects to

emancipate the religious idea of service

from patriarchalism and from traditionalism, by
removing its indifference to the world, and to
give its special sanction to rational work on inresponsibility for impersonal ends.
This fitted in admirably with the individualistic
economic developments of early modern times
and has given an even stronger religious sanctior
to individual economic enterprise than the
Thomist ethics gave to mediaeval traditionalism.

dividual

a process of secularization the original re-

aeval formulation in

By

social

motivation has faded away and has
tended to give place to a self-righteousness in the
pursuit of self-interest often shading over into
the hypocritical. What was originally conceived

contributing, although unequally, to the religious end of the whole. The highest life was of

course the purely religious one in the monastery,
where a segregated class acquired merit for the
rest of the society as well as themselves. But
worldly occupations had their positive if relative

inferior religious merit in their own right,
not merely, as in the early church, as an oppor-

and

tunity for brotherly love.

Taken together they

ligious

as disinterested service of

God and one's fellows

has become at best an end in itself, at worst sheer
egoism covered by a thin veil of rationalization.

Thus Lutheranism has provided

a

religious

sanction to service of the impersonal and specific content type in the authoritarian state, while

only Calvinism and the sects have given

it

for
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the voluntary and individualistic contractual
type of relationship.

TIANITY; CHIVALRY; HUMANITARIANISM; UTILITARIAN-

Since the eighteenth century various purely
secular doctrines of service have arisen to fill the

Consult: Tonnies, ?\, Gemeinsckaft
(7th ed. Berlin 1926); Durkheim, E.,

gap

left

by the fading

religious sanction.

humanitarianism and social

tionalistic

Ra-

utili-

tarianism are perhaps the most widespread.
They seem to lack the power of justifying to the
individual
interest,

a

real

submergence of

his

self-

which the transcendental basis has

given to the ideals of service arising out of
Christianity.
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SERVITUDES.

In the law of property the
an interest involving limited use and
enjoyment of a thing of which the general ownership is in another. In the Roman as well as the
modern civil law servitudes are carefully defined
and delimited. In English law, however, the
term has a less exact meaning. Following the
civil law its use is sometimes confined to the

natural easements. At an early date, however, a
distinction was drawn by the Romans between
two kinds of servitudes; this distinction has always been observed in ancient and modern civil
law and has left some traces in the AngloAmerican system. The two kinds are praedial,
or real, servitudes and personal servitudes. The

species of real property interests known as easements and profits; but often it is employed more

when one parcel, called the servient estate, was
bound to the exercise of privileges over or with

loosely to include various "rights in the land of
another." Moreover, while in English law the

regard to

servitude

is

term servitudes

restricted almost exclusively to
interests in land, in the civil law movables may
is

be the subject of one form of servitude.
The civil law of servitudes in particular and to
a considerable extent the corresponding English
law have developed into a system with many
technical refinements.

While occasion

is

found

in a rural society for such simple interests as
rights of way or rights to drive or water cattle,

only in a complex and urban civilization,
where people live in crowds and uses of land are
many and diverse, that there develops a com-

yet

it is

plete system of rights of user apart from ownership and possession. Thus, although the classical
system of servitudes, which developed under the

Roman Empire, was brought to the attention of
English lawyers notably by the writings of
Bracton in the thirteenth century only an
occasional decision of limited scope appears in
the early reports. Some of the most important
technical features of the English law of easements are quite recent, if indeed they can now
be considered as thoroughly settled.
In the earlier Roman law the servitudes seem
to have been largely an extension of the concept
of natural rights; that is, of rights of enjoyment
of property as against one's neighbors, such as
the right to have a stream flow down to one's
land without change or to discharge surface
water on another's land or to have lateral support from a neighbor's soil. The identification of
such rights, which are really only concomitants
of property ownership, with servitudes is also
found in modern continental law under the concept of natural servitudes and in English law as

former, limited to interests in land, occurred

it for the benefit of another, or dominant, estate. The latter, which might bind either
land or movables, existed not in favor of some

other property but in favor of

From

some person.

this difference in conception

important

results followed.

The praedial servitude was conceived of more
as an attribute of the dominant land itself than
as property of a person. Since it was intended
for the benefit of the dominant estate, it could not

be transferred without such estate. Inasmuch as
one parcel had to be dominant, it followed also
that there had to be two estates and hence two
owners. An owner therefore could not have a
his o\\n land Where it was not a
servitude

m

creation of the law, as in the case of the natural
servitude, it could be created as were other land
interests, as by conveyance or by long enjoyment. In the earlier law at least it was created
only to endure in perpetuity. It could be lost,

however, by non-use, by abandonment, by destruction of the dominant or servient estate, by
release or by union of dominant and servient
estates in one owner. It passed on transfer of the
dominant estate but not apart from it. It was
indivisible. It could not impose an active duty. It
had to be so used as to cause as little inconvenience to the servient estate as possible. It
was an incorporeal right and hence technically
capable not of being possessed but only of being
used.

The
into

were divided
and urban. While the

praedial servitudes in turn

two

classes, rustic

exact line of demarcation was uncertain, the
better view is that urban servitudes were those

which contemplated primarily a building on the
dominant land, although some authority, per-
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haps overexact, has it that they existed only in
connection with buildings. All others were rustic. Thus the distinction had no connection with
the rural or urban location of the estates. The
oldest rustic servitudes were tier, via, actus and

has also long been recognized in French law,
although in the early law it had not been sharply
distinguished from various feudal customs. A
peculiarity of the French law, however, is its
method of creating a real servitude known as

aquaeductus; that is, those involving rights to
walk, to ride, to drive cattle or to conduct water

par destination du pere defamille, whereby when
an owner has established a mode of use affecting
two parcels of land owned by him which would
have been a servitude had each parcel been
separately owned, a servitude comes into exist-

across the servient land. According to Anglo-

American usage these would correspond to easements affording merely use of the land for
specific purposes, while commons or profits
the right to draw water, to burn lime, to dig
sand, to pasture cattle were later additions in
the Roman law.

Personal servitudes, on the other hand, were
personal rights for the benefit of a particular
individual. They terminated with his life and

were not assignable by him. Such servitudes
were few in number, the most important being
usufruct; the others were derivatives or modifications of it. Usufruct was the right to enjoy
a thing the property of which was vested in another and to take its fruits, but not to destroy it

The

ence when they are separately inherited or
conveyed.
The early Germanic law was largely one of
local customs, which did not embody the complete Roman system of servitudes. Despite the
fact of general reception of the Roman law
in the fifteenth century, the German law of
servitudes long exhibited more variations than
other continental systems. Thus a servitude

without two separate owners; cerforms of real servitude still followed
local custom; and the personal servitudes were
not restricted in type as under the Roman law.

might

exist

tain special

applied to things
which might be consumed in use. While it
usually extended for life, the usufruct might be

The present civil code, however, follows the
Roman law more closely.
As Holmes has remarked, the English law of
easements and profits owes much to the Roman

created for a fixed term; but even then it was
terminated by the death of the holder. Where
given to a corporation, its duration was limited

model; but this was more true in its earlier
period, when the influence of Bracton was
strong. The English law developed rather under

or fundamentally to alter
quasi-usufruct,

substance.

its

however,

under Justinian to one hundred years. Originally it was always created by legacy, and this
remained the most usual method. It was divisible and might be terminated or lost in ways
similar

to

those

applicable

to

the

praedial

servitudes.

Although both types of the Roman law servitudes have been carried over into modern continental law, on the whole the praedial, or real,
servitudes seem to have suffered less change
than the personal servitudes. In early French
law there was an estate of enjoyment of land for

which partook of the nature of the usufruct,
although it approached ownership for life. But
life

the influence of the remedies of the early assize
more modern action on the

of nuisance and the

case, since to these actions the defense

might be

interposed of a claim of prescriptive right to do
the acts objected to. In any event the common

law easement, like the praedial servitude, is
generally regarded as appurtenant to a particular, or dominant, tenement; it passes therewith, and its use is determined by the needs of
the dominant estate hence the term appurtenant easements. But the stricter divisions of the

Roman law and the classification of the forms of
easements do not appear in English law and the
easement is viewed as a general right of user

this interest ultimately gave way to the Roman
theory, and at present both the perfect usufruct,
where the substance cannot be altered, and the

limited only by the needs of the dominant estate
and by the terms of its creation.

imperfect usufruct, where the thing itself is consumed, are recognized. A usufruct to other than

servitudes

natural persons is limited to thirty years, unlike
German law, in which it is unlimited. There

the

has been considerable discussion

among French

jurists as to the utility of the term servitude as
applied to the usufruct in view of the personal

nature of the

latter.

The true,

or

real,

servitude

A reaction against the Roman idea of personal
is

perhaps to be seen in the English

attitude toward the easement in gross, or easement without a dominant estate, although this
attitude

is

probably more directly due to the
and ill defined en-

policy against uncertain
cumbrances on land titles.

Modern

writers

now

law the rule that there
can be no easement in gross. But the meaning of
assert as settled English

Servitudes
this rule is

not entirely clear, for it
that an individual cannot have a

perhaps

still

does not mean
right of way, but only that the interest

viewed
as a contract and not as a property right and thus
is

is

subject to limitations as to transfer or enforce-

ability.

In the United States the English law of easements and profits is in general followed, although some differences have developed. Thus

England there is a doctrine of ancient lights;
namely, that an owner may have an implied or
prescriptive easement of light to the windows of
his house. In the United States, however, this is
viewed as a burden upon the development of
realty and is not upheld. On the other hand, it is
now accepted law in the United States that the
easement in gross will be recognized as a property interest. There still remains a sharp conin

flict

of opinion as to its assignability. Some
authorities favor assignability on the

American

always been important. If a person has operated
a factory for the prescriptive period usually
twenty years under Anglo-American law in
such a way as to cause a particular nuisance, at
the end of that period an easement is acquired as
against the neighboring owner to carry it on

same way. In general serviacquired by prescription or by

perpetually in the

tudes

may be

deed and they may be lost in ways similar to
those of the Roman law: by release, abandonment,

adverse

possession,

destruction

and

merger.

The English antipathy to the easement in
gross is reenforced by a principle announced by
the English judges that new and novel forms
of easements will not be recognized [Hill v.
Tupper, 2 H. & C. 121 (1863)] This has been
criticized as a restriction upon the development
of landhol dings and the newer uses of land. It

is

ground that the interest is indistinguishable
from general property rights. The greater num-

doubtful, however, whether it goes so far. It is
rather an expression of the policy already mentioned, whereby the free alienability of land is

ber tend to rule against it, following the policy
inherited from the English law against uphold-

cherished policy

ing clogs on title. Such rights as easements in
may often be of little value to the holder

technical rules in this

gross

and be

practically forgotten

by him. Upon

his

death the ownership often cannot be traced, and
the marketability of the servient estate is impaired. Since an interest of sufficient value to

may usually be construed as
something more than an easement, the rule of
non-assignability, although in theory arbitrary,
may have practical utility.
Technical rules also apply to the so-called

justify assignability

profits of Anglo-American law. A profit, or more
accurately a profit a prendre, is a privilege and a

power of appropriating the product of land.
In this category of interests there was the
privilege of pasturing cattle in common with
on the servient land, which was tradition-

others

of great importance, while powers of extracting various mineral products from land for
ally

now valuable in coal, oil and gas regions.
A profit may be held either in gross or as apsale are

purtenant to a dominant estate, and a profit in
gross is recognized even in England. One ancient and technical rule is that upon a transfer of
a dominant estate a profit cannot be surcharged
made responsive to the

or the servient estate

needs of a larger dominant

estate,

under penalty

of loss of the entire profit.
Since English servitudes originated in part as
defenses to claims of nuisance, prescriptive
rights in the use of one's

own

property have

favored. It does, however, conflict with another
that of allowing an owner to

develop his property as he sees fit. Many of the
and other branches of
property law are an attempt to work out a wise

compromise between the two. Recognition of all
sorts of servitudes

landowning

class

may

eventually

by subjecting

harm the

realty to various

indefinite interests of little positive value and of
great potential detriment as clogs on marketability. On the other hand, excessive restriction

may likewise prevent the owner from desirable
uses of his property. A policy which does not
recognize as permanent transferable interests
those of slight utility, while supporting others of

more substantial character, has at least a pragmatic justification. It is significant that the English Law of Property Act of 1925, which made
revolutionary changes in the law of property,
left the law of easements unaltered.

In addition to the easement and the profit, the
two property rights most nearly akin to the

Roman

servitudes, Anglo-American law recognizes several similar types of interests involving

use of land owned by another. The most important of these are real property licenses,
covenants running with the land and equitable

on the use of property. The license
involves a privilege to do acts upon another's
land. Where not given pursuant to some agreerestrictions

ment, express or implied, it is held always to be
revocable by the grantor at any time. It is therefore a very slight interest, hardly to be con-
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sidered a definite property right. When it
created by legally enforceable agreement,

amounts

in substance to

is
it

an easement of limited

like. They represent probably the most
striking
modern development of the law of servitudes,

for

much

now

on the
on
now in process of growth and

of urban property

is

sold

character according to the terms of its creation.
A problem of some difficulty arises, however, as
to whether a limited privilege to do acts on the

this subject is

land of another is subject to the rules applicable
to conveyances of land and thus should be regarded as invalid, except as a revocable privilege,

The interest known as rent is not usually described as a servitude, although the long term,
or ground, rent customary
certain American

made by a deed or by express written
contract. The theater ticket is an example of

cities

unless

such a limited privilege. Notwithstanding some
confusion in the cases it would seem that the
problem should be disposed of on the basis of
contract rather than property and that the
interest should be considered valid and irrevocable according to its implied terms even
without a formal deed. Another problem arises
where a privilege to make extensive changes on
another's land has been acted upon with considerable expense by the license holder. Some
cases in the United States hold that thereafter it

basis of such covenants. In fact the entire law

expansion.

m

and

charge

is

calling for the payment of a recurring
similar in many respects. Recently

some

writers have tended to speak of certain
agreements affecting chattels as servitudes.

Agreements of

this type are those of

manufac-

turers with wholesalers to restrict the retail sale
price of their product.

Such usage, however,

is

more

a convenient designation th.iu an actual
extension of realty law to chattel interests.

sometimes thought that, unlike the RoAnglo-American law of servitudes
is growing and
developing.
This may be doubted. The modern conception
of the Roman law is gained from a view of it
It is

man
is

law, the

not one which

cannot be revoked, although the more usual rule
is that permanent property rights cannot be ac-

over several centuries, while the tendency

quired so casually.

think of the Anglo-American law as

Covenants running with the land differ from
easements in that they may impose active duties
on the servient owner. Traditionally there has
been hesitation to consider such covenants as

moment and with perhaps undue emphasis on

passing with land; and in England it is now well
settled that, except as to covenants in leases controlled

by a

statute of the time of

Henry vin, the

burden of active covenants does not run with the
New York the
same rule has been announced subject to some

it is

is

at

to

the

policy against novel property encumbrances.
But the equitable servitude alone is striking
its

it has shown itself
capable of adjustto changing needs of property ownership.

proof that

ment
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SEWALL,

tive

Women at the World's Fair in Chicago and

she edited A Historical Resumt (2 vols.
Chicago 1894) of the congress. In 1900 she was
later

delegated by President McKmley to represent
the women of the United States at the interna-

Pans Exposition.
Mrs. Sewall was the author of the chapter
"Indiana" in the third volume of History of

tional congresses of the

Woman

Suffrage (edited by E. C. Stanton, S. B.
M. J. Gage, and I. H. Harper, 6 vols.,

Anthony,

New York

1881-1922); of Neither

Dead nor

Sleeping (Indianapolis 1920), a work on spiritualism; and of several pamphlets and addresses
dealing with education, peace and various aspects of the woman's movement. In 1915 she was
actively associated with the International Conference of
Workers to Promote Perma-

Women

nent Peace held in connection with the Panama-

San Francisco, and she
compiled a record of the conference under the
World
War
and Permanent Peace
Women,
Pacific Exposition at

title

(San Francisco 1916).
A fluent speaker and an able organizer, Mrs.
Sewall left her impress on the woman's movement chiefly through her ability to launch and
effectively to direct group effort in behalf of the
political and social reforms advocated by femi-

During the closing years of the nineteenth and the early part of the twentieth century
she was the driving force in the formation of
nist leaders.

women's clubs through which woman

MAY WRIGHT

(1844-1920),

feminist. A graduate of Northwestern
University and for several years a teacher in the
schools of Michigan and Indiana, May Wright
became identified with the cause of feminism

derived a large measure of

its

suffrage

support.

GLADYS MEYERAND

American

Consult: American

M.

Women,

A. Livermore, 2

64345,

Irwin,
1933) P- 229-34-

I.

vols.

ed.

by F. E. Willard and

(New York

1897) vol.

11,

p.

H., Angels and Amazons (New York

through her interest in the higher education of

women. Three years after her marriage in 1880
to Theodore Lovett Sewall she assisted her husband in establishing a girls' classical school in
Indianapolis, one of the first institutions in the
middle west to prepare girls for college on the

same basis as boys. During the years she served
as principal of this school Mrs. Sewall became
an active promoter of women's clubs as a means
of furthering educational, social and cultural
reforms. She participated in the organization of
collegiate

national

alumnae associations and

local

and

woman suffrage groups and was one of

the founders of the National and International

Councils of

Women

Federation of

(1888) and of the General

Women's Clubs

(1890). In 1893
she was made chairman of the organization com-

mittee for the World's Congress of Representa-

SEWARD, WILLIAM HENRY

(1801-72),

American statesman. Seward entered New York
politics as an anti-Mason and then passed over
to the

Whigs, closely associating himself with

Thurlow Weed. From 1839 to 1842 he was
governor of New York state and supported a far
reaching program of internal improvements and
public education. As a United States senator
during the 1850*5 Seward took an advanced position against slavery. He was a prominent
opponent of compromise

in the debates of 1850,

attacked the Kansas-Nebraska

bill

and

in 1858

an "irrepressible conflict" existed between North and South. He had
joined the Republican party in 1855, but despite
the fact that he was its outstanding leader he
failed to receive the presidential nomination i
at Rochester declared that

8
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He was
by Lincoln; and faced

were limited

reproduction and

1860 because of political considerations.

latter

made

instinctively managed toward that biological
end, as is true of animals, with the possible ex-

secretary of state

with secession he advocated a strenuous foreign
policy to unify the country.

In

conduct of relations with Great Britain
Seward showed great skill. He wrote a masterly
note surrendering the Confederate commissioners

his

Mason and

sary

Slidell,

thereby making a neces-

concession and

yet conciliating public
steadily protested British
seemed to savor of unneutral

opinion at home.
action

where

it

He

conduct, as in the case of the Alabama and the
Confederate rams being built in the Laird yards.

His attitude with regard to France was no less
adroit and firm. He stoutly rejected all suggestion of mediation. When the French intervened
in Mexico, setting the archduke Maximilian on
the Mexican throne, he protested, but only
mildly, until the end of the war. He then consistently raised his tone, forced France to agree
to withdrawal within a specified time limit and
in the popular mind vindicated the Monroe
Doctrine. In this matter he resisted much pres-

sure for direct intervention in Mexican

affairs.

Seward was always a convinced expansionist. He
acquired Alaska from Russia in 1867 for $7,200,ooo and negotiated a treaty for the purchase of
the Danish West Indies, which, however, failed
of ratification in the Senate. In domestic quesSeward was a moderate. He opposed

tions

emancipation until after a northern victory,
favored a generous policy toward the South and
supported President Johnson against the Radical
Republicans.

DEXTER PERKINS
W. H. Seward, ed. by G. E. Baker,
(New York 1853; new ed., 5 vols., Boston

Works: Works of
3 vols.
1884).

H. Seward, an Autobiography from
1801 to 1834, with a memoir of his life and selecfrom his letters by F. W. Seward, 3 vols. (New

Consult: William
tions

York 1877-91), Bancroft, Frederick, The Life of
William H. Seward, 2 vols. (New York 1900);
Lothrop, T. K., William Henry Seward (Boston 1898);
Temple, H. W., in American Secretaries of State and
Their Diplomacy, ed. by S. F. Bemis, vol. va (New
York 1929) p. 3115; Dennett, Tyler, "Seward's Far

m

American Historical Review, vol.
Eastern Policy"
xxviii (1922) 45-62.

SEX EDUCATION AND SEX ETHICS. The
widespread acceptance of the idea that young
human beings need sex instruction is connected
with the biological fact that in the human species
is a strong hereditary drive toward sexual
functioning but no instinctive mechanism for
control or regulation of sexual impulses. If the

there

strictly to

ception of some of the higher primates, sex education would be unnecessary. But there is no

such limitation. On the contrary, it seems probable to biologists that during the evolutionary
process mankind acquired conscious control and
associations regarding things sexual,
thus making possible and desirable pleasure
motives more or less independent of the reproductive cycle. This development of sexual grati-

memory

an end in itself has led to many of the
complicated problems of sex and has made it
necessary for society to devise some means of
fication as

controlling the sexual impulse. Since control

must be based on intelligent choice, young
persons can be expected to manage their inherited sex impulses within the limits of health

and social requirements only when they have
been instructed by parents and teachers.
Sex education is now commonly understood
to include all educational measures which in any

way prepare human beings, especially during
childhood and adolescence, to deal with life
situations and social relationships directly or
indirectly arising out of the sex instinct. Such
a broad general definition covers not only the

modern movement

for organized sex education
of young persons in homes and schools but applies also to the more or less unorganized in-

which in primitive societies and in
from ancient to modern times has
been given, under the auspices of the family, the
struction

civilized life

tribe or religious institutions. It

is probable that
sex education as
have
been
instructed in
young people
various matters of conduct approved by the
group or the community of which they were a

there has been

some kind of

long as

part. The simplest formal sex instruction under
public or tribal auspices is that often included in
the pubertal initiation of youths into manhood.

Included in the prescribed ceremonies and
curriculum of the initiation in many primitive
societies is a certain amount of instruction regarding the physical and social aspects of sex
as they are understood and approved by the
tribe to which the novice belongs.

In

all

times and on

all levels

of human culture

instruction in matters of sex has

been closely

bound up with the social mores and the

prevail-

ing codes of ethics applied to sex conduct. In the
development of these codes religion has of

course been a dominant factor. Whether through
primitive magico-religious ritual, pagan erott-

Seward

Sex Education and Sex Ethics

Hebrew

regulation, early Christian asceticism, Puritan repression, Catholic latitude or

cism,

modern

indoctrinate the children and youths under their
influence. This indirect sex education had

liberalism, religion has borne a close
relationship to the sex attitudes and practises

enormous influence so long as the churches
swayed the masses of the people; but leaders of

which have been

the sex education

characteristic

of different

people at different periods. Religious leaders
moreover have for the most part given implicit
if not overt
recognition to the manifestations of
the sex instinct and have sought to regulate or
control these manifestations through the imposition of moral or religious sanctions. Modern

varying method and content can thus be more easily understood in the
light of the ethical concepts out of which it has
sex education with

its

grown and by which

movement have recognized

that religious sanctions have lost much of their
power in modern times and that sex ethics pre-

sented solely on the authority of the church fails
to appeal to large numbers of young men and
women. In addition to the declining influence of
religion social and economic changes have been
important factors in the modern development of
sex ethics and sex education. The disappearance
of certain tabus and restrictions with respect to
sex, the impact of increasing scientific knowl-

development has been
western peoples the acceptance of the principle of monogamy has been
reflected in a general approval of the ethical code
that regards as good and socially desirable the

udices, the rapid industrialization and urbanization of society since the eighteenth century,
the larger freedom accorded to women, are

limitation of sexual functioning to

among

conditioned.

its

Among

monogamic

marriage approved by church or state or both.
This code of sex ethics, generally accepted in
principle although not always in individual
practise, appears to have been based chiefly on
pragmatic experience and ecclesiastical dictaSo far as monogamy is concerned, it is not
out of harmony with the biological nature of
human beings, but biology has no scientific
tion.

evidence for or against monogamic sex ethics.

The

two
groups: first, there are almost equal numbers of
the two sexes, a fact which suggests why some
form of monogamic marriage has always prevailed and why in no large ethnological group
has there been universal polygamy; second, a
natural propensity for paired and extended companionship (a comrade impulse) appears to
operate in many animals and in mankind. These
biological tendencies toward monogamy have no
obvious bearing on premarital and extramarital
promiscuity. As an example, social anthropologists have observed that there are in Melanesia some monogamic tribes whose sex ethics
permit general promiscuity in childhood and
facts

relating to

monogamy

are in

edge in overcoming religious and

social prej-

the phenomena whose emergence has
brought the problem of sex into new focus.

The movement

for organized sex education

which has been extending rapidly in America
and Europe during the past thirty years had its
origin in the world wide medical attack on the
venereal diseases. In the last quarter of the
nineteenth century there was accumulated a
mass of scientific knowledge regarding the
causes, prevalence, disastrous physical effects
and social results of gonorrhea and syphilis.

National and international medical conferences
in Europe between 1900 and 1905 resulted in the
organization of societies which, while aimed
primarily at combating venereal disease by

medical and sanitary measures, recognized that
the spread of venereal germs was chiefly due
to sexual promiscuity, especially prostitution.

Hence the

attack

on the problem became

social

as well as medico-sanitary, an emphasis that was
reflected in the official name, Society of Sani-

and Moral Prophylaxis, adopted both in
France and in the United States, and in the use
for many years of the term "social diseases" as
tary

a

synonym

for venereal diseases.

youth, while other related tribes have extremely
strict codes for the regulation of sexual con-

which ignorance was a

duct.

The

extent to

factor in the spread of

venereal disease led to a recognition of the ne-

times

cessity of sex education for both children and
adults. At first the proposed teaching concerning

the most important agency for the guidance of
individuals in sex ethics has been the church.

sexual matters was directly aimed at preventing
the spread of venereal disease by hygienic advice

Not only has conduct along sexual lines been
more or less clearly suggested in many religious

and by warning against promiscuity. Gradually,
however, the scope of the movement was
broadened through the participation of individuals and organizations interested not only in
the control of prostitution and in the eradication

In occidental

civilization until recent

common use, but also it has long been
the task of religious leaders to attempt to mainbooks in

tain in their

communities certain ideals and to
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of venereal disease but in the wider problems of
social welfare. In the United States and England
the influence of such individuals and organizations was so great that the majority of the na-

combating venereal diseases
have been reorganized as social hygiene associations in which direct emphasis on disease is only
a part of the program and education dealing with
tional societies for

every aspect of sex

is prominent.
In Germany social reformers and leaders of
the women's movement were chiefly responsible

early in the present century for the formation
of the Deutscher Bund fur Mutterschutz und

Sexualreform, an organization devoted to
the protection of unmarried mothers and their
children, to the overcoming of sex injustices
and the reform of the institution of marriage.
Similarly in other countries the late nineteenth

and the early twentieth century witnessed the
breakdown of old prejudices and tabus with
respect to sex and a growing tendency on the
part of educators and social and religious leaders
to promote sex enlightenment based on a scienunderstanding of the biological, hygienic,
psychological and social implications of sex both
in the life of the individual and in family and
tific

group relationships.

The

pioneer work in broadening the original
medical program of sex education, which was

aimed

at disease control,

may be

credited to

America. Among the delegates to the 1902 international conference in Brussels which gave the
inspiration

and program

for a chain of national

societies against the venereal disease penl was
an American physician, Dr. Prince Albert
Morrow. In 1904 he submitted to the Medical
Society of the County of New York plans for the
organization of an American society whose ob-

ject should be to limit "the spread of diseases
which have their origin in the Social evil." This

led to the organization of the American Society
for Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis (1905), the

American Federation for Sex Hygiene (1910)
and the eventual merging of several societies
with related interests into the American Social
Hygiene Association (1914). In its original usage
social hygiene included a wide range of health
and social matters relating to the welfare of
society in general. For example, in France the
national department centralizing health and welfare,

the Office National d'Hygiene Sociale, has

divisions devoted to

germ

diseases,

mental hy-

giene, nutrition, housing, public health nursing,
social service, social insurance, charities, health

education,

social

health

and

sanitation.

In

America such an inclusive interpretation of
social hygiene was rejected because much of its
content was already classified and well developed
under other auspices. Instead social hygiene was

movement to
With emphasis on the
and social unit the Amer-

accepted as the designation for the

promote

social health.

family as a biological
ican Social Hygiene Association purposed to
give special attention to those phases of social

which in their essential nature are sexual
and which had not been dealt with adequately
by previous medical, social and educational
health

agencies. Under its leadership in the United
States and with the cooperation of the state and
national departments of health as well as other

private organizations social hygiene measures

(medical, legal, protective and educational)
have been directed toward a large group of
health and welfare problems (physical, mental
and social) which have their origin in the

phenomena of

sex.

This stressing of the sex

centered problems of social health under the
banner of social hygiene has been so widely accepted in America and most of Europe that the

term social hygiene to include
matters which relate to the health or wel-

original use of the
all

fare of society in general has
obsolete.

become

largely

Systematic sex education for both children

and adults has from the first occupied an important place in the social hygiene movement. In
its program the cooperation of
parents and educators has been enlisted as well
as that of physicians, religious leaders, social

support of

workers, cnminologists and others concerned
with related problems of public health, juvenile

delinquency, recreation and community welfare.
Sex education in America for many years
stressed the common evil results of

mismanaged

sex instincts, such as personal ill health, illegitimacy, promiscuity and venereal disease.

This attack on the negative side has been considerably modified, except in certain professional
courses for adults, and there is increased em-

phasis on education based on an understanding
of sex in its relation to the individual and the

family and directed toward successful marriage
and parenthood. Leaders of the movement are in
practically unanimous agreement that sex education should set in bold relief the normal,
healthful and aesthetic aspects of sex and should

touch physical and mental abnormality, vicious
social conditions and disease only in so far as it
seems necessary to warn youth regarding the
dangerous

pitfalls

connected with sex. Extensive

Sex Education and Sex Ethics
knowledge of sex pathology physical, mental
or social has no place in modern programs for
sex education.

The

chief opportunity

and

responsibility for

sex instruction of children before high school
age rests on the home, in which there is opportunity for progressive hygienic care, guidance
and example as well as simple instruction or ad-

monition regarding personal sex habits. Adequate training for parents to this end is increasingly occupying the attention of educators and
of parents themselves. Under the auspices of the
parent education, the nursery school and the
child study movements considerable progress

II

General Federation of Women's Clubs and

numerous other

private and professional groups
are active participants in the movement, not
only through the formulation of definite pro-

grams of sex education but through the dissemination of literature on various aspects of
sex and social hygiene and through a concerted
effort by means of propaganda to combat the influence of unwholesome books and periodicals,
motion pictures and commercialized entertainment tending to give undue prominence to
sensational or morbid aspects of sex.
Certain phases of social hygiene indirectly
become the con-

related to sex education have

has been made in recent years in furnishing
guidance for sex training in the home. By means
of lectures, printed matter and discussions
women's clubs and parent-teacher organizations

cern of special groups, chief among which are
the societies organized to combat prostitution

are also assisting in preparing parents to give
their children early sex guidance.

ican Social Hygiene Association has absorbed
most of these organizations and promotes their

It is a generally accepted proposition that the
best foundation for sex education in the schools

programs through

is in biological sciences.

General knowledge con-

cerning reproduction provides a scientific

atti-

tude and background for social problems of sex.
Moreover, while such studies do not function
directly in determining sex conduct, they

considered as a social evil in itself apart from
venereal disease. In the United States the Amer-

its

departments of legal and

protective measures. In Europe such societies
have been especially active
the long extended

m

campaign against the evils of the licensing system
permitted by most governments. Other agencies
which are carrying on effective programs of re-

be so organized as to draw attention to the relation between health habits and sex. The tabk of

search or education with reference to sex problems are the League of Nations, which sponsors
a committee on international traffic in women

on biological knowledge the individual's ideals of socialized sex conduct belongs

and children, the World League for Sexual Reform, the Association for Moral and Social

may

building

to sex ethics, which should

aim

to teach the

guiding principles underlying socially approved
sex relations. In this connection courses in the
social sciences, in

home economics and home

m

Hygiene, the Health Division of the League of
Red Cross Societies and various birth control
and eugenics societies as well as organizations

women and
At the Third International Conference
for Sexual Reform held in London m 1929 it was

concerned with the protection of

general literature, in health or
physical education, aiford a logical means for the
consideration of subject matter relating to sex

children.

bearing on personal and family life. In
some sections of the country the early practise of

sex education for the purpose of giving information on how to spread methods and knowledge

including sex instruction in a general course
entitled "character education" or "sex character

of scientific sex education.

education"

centers for social hygiene and sex education in
the world today are Canada, England, France,

making,

in

its

still

persists.

Except in professional

schools of medicine, nursing, education or theology the present tendency in secondary and

proposed to

set

up an

international bureau of

In addition to the United States the chief

Czechoslovakia

and Germany. In

all

these

not

names national
societies for social hygiene, which take the lead
in educational activities. The programs and
curricula recommended for sex education of

limited to schools and colleges. Churches, the
Young Men's Christian Association, the Young

young persons are similar to those described for
the United States. All begin with biological facts

higher schools

to integrate sex teaching in the
general academic program rather than to set it
apart as a special course of study.
is

Sex education in the United States

Women's

Christian

Association

religious associations for

and

is

other

young people, lodges

and fraternities, the National Council of Women,
the

Women's

Christian

Temperance Union, the

countries there are under various

regarding reproduction in animals, plants and
humans as a basis for understanding human
social relations. All teach a limited

sex hygiene, including information

amount of
on venereal
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based on the
and emphasize

disease. All stand for sex ethics
ideal of

life

monogamic family

ing emphasis on factors leading to the understanding and control of the sex impulse.

M.

the study of social problems as a preparation for

marriage and parenthood.
The breakdown of conventional standards of
sex ethics and sex education in time of social

A. BIGELOW

See: ETHICS;

emplified than in Soviet Russia. The revolution
of 1917 resulted in the complete elimination of

MORALS; FAMILY; CHILD; EDUCATION;
PARENT EDUCATION, HEALTH EDUCATION; MENTAL
HYGIENE; ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHOANALYSIS;
CHASTITY; CELIBACY; MARRIAGE; COMPANIONATE
MARRIAGE, FREE LOVE; CONCUBINAGE; INCEST; PROSTITUTION, DIVORCE; ILLEGITIMACY; ABORTION; BIRTH
CONTROL; ADOLESCENCE; INITIATION; FERTILITY

old ethical sanctions and religious attitudes with

RITES.

respect to sex. In their place has come a rational
program of sex education launched under gov-

Consult: Foerster, F.
Sexualethik und Sexualpadagogik (4th ed. Vienna 1913), tr. by M. Booth as
Marriage and the Sex-Problem (London 1912); HerFundamentals in Sexual Ethics (London
bert, S
1920), Michels, Roberto, Die Grenzen der Geschlechtstnoral (Munich 1911), tr. as Sexual Ethics (London

and economic upheaval

is

nowhere better ex-

ernment auspices. Frank sex teaching designed
meet the needs of all ages is disseminated not

to

only through the schools but by every device of

modern propaganda including lectures, posters,
books, pamphlets and periodicals, radio, traveling exhibits and demonstrations. In the schools
simple lessons in nature study and biology are
followed by lectures on the anatomy and physiology of sex organs and on general sex hygiene.
For adults there are institutes giving instruction

and postnatal care of infants, in
the treatment and prevention of venereal disease
and in birth control and other specialized sex
in the prenatal

problems. An unusual feature of the program is
the institution of public trials for sexual offenses.
Instead of seeking to divert attention from such
trials,

the authorities invite

it

for the purpose of

answering questions and supplying information
who are interested. Leaders of the move-

to all

ment

in Soviet Russia endeavor to differentiate
between sex education which includes merely
the giving of information and sex training which
stresses the formation of habits conducive to
hygienic living; both emphases are aimed at an
intelligent understanding of and protection of
all life

processes.

Probably the greatest good that has come from
movement is not from the con-

the sex education
tent of

more or

less

formal outlines for study in

schools and other institutions so

much

as

from

the wholesome and scientific atmosphere that
has been thrown around sex. The past thirty
years have witnessed in the United States and
Europe an enormous advance in the development of a scientific attitude toward sex as a
major factor in life. Whether or not sex instruction

is

incorporated into official educational
its importance has been permanently

programs,

established.

Moreover a growing awareness of

the social significance of sex has brought about
the elimination of tabus and repressive measures

with which discussion or study of sex was formerly surrounded and has resulted in an increas-

W

,

,

1914); Bloch, I., Das Sexualleben unserer Zeit (9th ed.
Berlin 1909), tr. by M. E. Paul (London 1908), Forel,
Dte sexuelle Frage (7th ed. Munich 1907),
,
adapted and tr. by C. F. Marshall (rev. ed. New York

A H

1922); Geddes,
1914),

P and Thomson, J. A., Sex (London
M. A., Sex-Education (New York
W. M., A Textbook of Sex Education
,

Bigelow,

1916), Galhchan,

(Boston 1921), Hall, G. S , Educational Problems, 2
vols. (New York 1911) vol. i, ch vii; Pinkevich, A. R ,
Pedagogtka, 2 vols. (2nd ed. Moscow 1925), tr. by
N. Perlmutter and ed. by G. S. Counts as The New
Education in Soviet Russia (New York 1929) ch. xui;
Winter, Ella, Red Virtue (New York 1933) ch x;
White House Conference on Child Health and Prosect, i, Medical Service, Committee on
Growth and Development, Growth and Development
(New York 1932-33) vol. iv, p.
"Die sexuelle Frage im
140-45, 161-66, Bloch, I
Altertum und ihre Bedeutung fur die Gegenwart" m
Deutscher Bund fur Mutterschutz, Flugsckrift, no. z

tection,

of the Child, 4 vols.

,

(Berlin 1912); Malmowski, B., Sex and Repression in
Savage Society (New York 1927); Bnffault, R The
Mothers, 3 vols. (London 1927); Westermarck, E ,
,

A

Human

Marriage, 3 vols. (sth ed. London 1921); Thomas, W. I , Sex and Society (Chicago
1907); Ellis, Havelock, Sex in Relation to Society,
his Studies in the Psychology of Sex, vol. vi (Philadelphia 1927), and The Task of Social Hygiene (2nd
ed. Boston 1927), Galloway, T.
Sex and Social
Health (New York 1924); Key, Ellen, Karleken och
aktenskapet (3rd ed. Stockholm 1923), tr. by A. G.
Chater as Love and Marriage (New York 1911); Wagner, H., Das Wesen der Geschlechtsliebe (Jena 1930);
The Sex Problem in Modern Society, ed. by J. F.
McDermott (New York 1931), Allendy, R. F. and
History of
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,

Y., Capitalisme et sexualiti (Paris 1932); Hobhouse,
L.
Morals in Evolution (4th ed. London 1923);
,
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Our Changing Morality, ed. by Freda Kirchwey (New
1924); Berl, Emmanuel, Le bourgeois et Vamour

York

(2nd ed. Paris 1931); Bnffault, R., Sin and Sex

(New

1931); Gallichan, W. M., The Poison of Prudery
(Boston 1929); Groves, E. R., Marriage (New York
1933); Bjerre, P. C., Aktenskapets omdam'ng (Stock-

York

holm 1928), tr. by T. H. Winslow as The Remaking of
Marriage (New York 1931); Margold, C. W., Sex
Freedom and Social Control (Chicago 1926); May,
G. J., Social Control of Sex Exprasion (London 1930).
Ehot, T. D., "Some Future Issues in the Sex Prob-
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Proceedings,

Shafi'i

the concept of the juristic personality of the
state and his view that sovereignty is the
personal attribute of the ruler remain important
for

modern

discussions of sovereignty.

SIGMUND NEUMANN

ed.

SEX ETHICS.

See SEX EDUCATION AND SEX

ETHICS.

Important works Grundzuqe einer allgemeinen Stoatslehre (Wurzburg 1873), Baynsches Staatsrecht, 7 vols.
(Munich and Freiburg i Br 1884-94, 2nd ed 4
vols Freiburg i Br 1896), Staatsrechthche und polltische Abhandlunsfen (Freiburg i Br 1893), and new
series ed by K. Kra/etsen (Tubingen 1902), with a
,

,

MAX VON

(1846-1901), German
After completing his academic training
Seydel entered the Bavarian public service in

SEYDEL,

jurist.

1872; he resigned in 1881 to become professor
of general, German and Bavarian public law in
Munich, where he remained until his death.

A

very prolific writer on juridical, political and
statistical matters, Seydel was a rigid and precise thinker. He served as associate editor of
several publications, including the Annalen des
Deutschen Reichs (1881-1900), Kritische Vierteljahrsschrift

schaft

fur Gesetzgebung und Rechtswssen-

(1881-1901) and Handbuch

des offenthchen

Rechts der Gegemvart (1892-1901)
Seydel is best known in connection with the
sharp controversy concerning the fundamental
nature of the

German Empire under

marckian constitution.
vestigation

of

the Bis-

In a challenging in-

"Der Bundesstaatsbegnff"

in

Zeitschrtft fur die

gesammte Staatswissenschaft
(vol. xxvni, 1872, p. 185-256) he applied to the
German constitution the view of John C. Calhoun that "Sovereignty is an entire thing; to
to destroy it." The idea of the
divide, is,
Bundesstaat, as developed especially by G Waitz
(who also drew upon studies of the American
.

constitution), G. Meyer and A. Haenel, he
attacked as logically inconsistent with the essentially

indivisible

and unlimited nature of

sovereignty. Seydel held that there can be only
unitary states or Staatenbunde y alliances between

sovereign states which do not thereby renounce
their sovereignty; Germany, like the United
States and Switzerland, was of the latter type His

advocacy of this point of view made Seydel the
Germany.
leading advocate of states' rights
The Kommentar sur Verfassungsurkunde fur das

m

Deutsche Reich (Wurzburg 1873, 2nd ed. 1897)
was an attempt to justify his application of the
theory of indivisible sovereignty to Germany.
The spirited controversy led to a clear victory
for Seydel's opponents, but he exerted an immense influence upon the theory of sovereignty
in federalism. The dispute influenced the discussion of the Reich-Lander problem in Ger-

many after the World War. Seydel *& attack upon

list of Seydel'b works and contemporary necrologies, p. 325, Vortrage aus dem allgemeinen
Staatsrecht (Munich 1903)

comprehensive

Consult Piloty,

G

R Max
,

von Seydel (Munich 1901);

Allgememe Staatdehre (3rd ed by Walter
Berlin 1914), Emerson, R State and Sover-

Jelhnek,
Jellinek,
eignty in

,

,

Modern Germany (New Haven 1928), espeZorn, P "Die Entwicklung der Staats-

cially ch. in;

,

rcchtsw issenschaft seit 1866" in Jahrbuch des dffenthchen Rechts, vol i (1907) 61-62, Rossi, Luigi, "Prefazione" to his Italian translation of Seydel's Grundin Bibhotcca di saenze polttiche e ammimstrazuge
.

.

.

,

2nd

vol via (1898-1901) 1143-50, Rehm,
Archiv fur offenthches Recht, vol. xvi
(1901) 359-402tive,

ser

Hermann,

SHAFI'I,

,

m

MUHAMMAD

IBN IDRIS AL-

(767-820), Moslem jurist Al-Shafi'i studied in
Mecca with Malik ibn-Anas and later lived in

Bagdad and Cairo; accordingly his legal theories
into two periods, an Iraqi and an Egyptian.
Al-Shafi'i was the founder of the Shafiite
school of law. His work consisted chiefly in
mediating between the traditional and the individual tendencies of the period and in systemfit

atizing Islamic law (q v ) He placed the latter
upon a scientific basis and was concerned not

only with case decisions or occasional argumenbut also with the establishment of fun-

tation,

damental principles of jurisprudence and legal
methodology. He attempted to relate the legal
maxims and individual decisions in an integral
system and to reconcile the logical contradicwhich might arise from their consequences.

tions

He accomplished his purpose chiefly through
argument by analogy (qtyas), a method which
he did not initiate but which he developed and
used scientifically. Analogies might be drawn,
according to al-Shafi'i, from certain fixed
sources. These, he held, were the Koran, the
Sunna, which he defined as the practises of the
prophet, and the tjmd', which he was the first
clearly to establish as the

agreement of the ma-

jority of Moslem people on any legal question.
His classification of legal sources was accepted

by all the orthodox schools of Moslem law.
Al-Shafi'i wrote in dialogue form, arguing

H
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with anonymous opponents. Most of his writings, which cover a vast amount of legal material,

were collected under the title Kitdb al-utnm.

Upon its discovery in 1682 he fled to
Holland, where he died the following year. Dryden's three poems The Medal, Absalom and

JOSEPH SCHACHT

Achitophel and Albion and Albanius satirized

Macdonald, D. B Development of Muslim
Theology, Jurisprudence and Constitutional Theory
(New York 1903) p 103-11; Goldziher, I Die Zahiriten, ihr Lehrsystem und ihre Geschtchte (Leipsic
"Anfange und
1884) p. 20-26; Bergstrasser, G
Charakter des junstischen Denkens im Islam" in
Consult-

,

,

,

Islam, vol. xiv (1924-25) 76-81.

rection.

Shaftesbury.

EDWARD
Consult: Chnstje,

W.

P.

CHEYNEY

D A

Life of Anthony Ashley
Cooper, First Earl of Shaftesbury, 2 vols. (London
,

1871); Brown, Louise Fargo, The First Earl of Shaftesbury (New York 1933), Trevelyan, G. M., England
under the Stuarts (i4th ed. London 1928), especially
ch. xii.

SHAFTESBURY, FIRST EARL OF, ANTHONY ASHLEY COOPER (1621-83), British states-

SHAFTESBURY, THIRD EARL OF, AN-

man. Shaftesbury was the most influential of
the group of politicians who in the reign of
Charles II founded the English parliamentary
party system. Under Charles I and the Commonwealth he took a moderate position and was
one of the leaders who brought about the Resto-

THONY ASHLEY COOPER

ration. Charles
cilor

and

n

appointed him a privy counbut as the king's

later lord chancellor;

policy of subservience to France and of favor to

the English Catholics took shape, Shaftesbury
left his service and became leader of an active

(1671-1713), British

philosopher. Shaftesbury was educated under
the supervision of John Locke. He resided at

various times on the continent, becoming intimate in Holland with the journalist Le Clerc
and with Bayle, the French refugee skeptic

Shaftesbury 's precocious Inquiry concerning Virappeared in 1699, his Sensus communis;
Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humour and
the Moralists in 1709. These works, carefully
revised, along with additional essays appeared
tue

Characteristics of Men ,
(3 vols London).

opposition. Those opposing the king were at
that time known as the "Country" as contrasted

anonymously in 1711 as

with the "Court" party, although neither had as
yet any coherence. Shaftesbury became presi-

Shaftesbury was the most important of the
deists. He believed in a benevolent God, whose

dent of the Green Ribbon Club, a group of
nobles and others opposed to the king's policy
who met regularly in the King's Head Tavern.

orderly universe has no place for miracles which
"mangle and disfigure Nature." He differed
from both Locke and Hobbes, teaching that
moral sanctions are not based on arbitrary law,
even Scriptural, or on the hope of rewards and
punishments. The sense of right and wrong is
found by "looking into ourselves." He severed
morality from religion, asserting with Bayle that

Here they held debates, planned action in Parliament and wove a network of political influence
in

London and

They were

the country.

nucleus of the Whigs, the

the

first

regular political
party in English history. In three successive
parliamentary elections from 1678 to 1681 they

secured a majority but failed to carry their
measures against the king's opposition. When
in 1679 the king postponed for a year the meeting of a Parliament already elected, Shaftesbury
and others of his party sent in numerous peti-

Manners, Opinions, Times

,

the atheist is as likely to be virtuous as the theist.
His optimistic deism, a revived benevolent stoicism, was strongly social; philosophy, he held,
was the "study of happiness" in its most general
applications.
His influence

Man

was widespread. Pope's Essay

tions urging the king to assemble Parliament
immediately. Others sent in addresses stating

on

their abhorrence of thus bringing pressure to
bear upon the king. The two parties were there-

by Bolingbroke. In Scotland Hutcheson espoused his moral conception of the "greatest
happiness for the greatest number" and passed
it on to Adam Smith. Eleven English editions

upon dubbed

Petitioners

and Abhorrers; sub-

sequently these parties became
and Tories.

known

as

Whigs

The

persistent but futile efforts of the Whigs
in these parliaments to exclude the Catholic

duke of York from the throne aroused such
strong feeling among the Tories that the Whig
leaders feared for their lives. Shaftesbury entered with others into a plot for a general insur-

is

a metrical restatement of Shaftes-

bury's philosophical position, possibly mediated

of the Characteristics appeared during the cenwere widely read in

tury. Shaftesbury's writings

France, Diderot translating the Inquiry. They
soon appeared in German. Such thinkers as
Leibniz, Lessing, Mendelssohn and Wieland
found his conception of morals stimulating. To
Herder his philosophy was a "new-born Hel-

.

i

Shang Yang

The German

lenism."

interest in Shaftesbury
after the decline of his direct

remained keen

influence in England.

HOWARD ROBINSON
The best edition of the Characteristics
M. Robertson, 2 vols. (London 1900).

Works:

by

J.

Consult: Fowler,

(London

1882);

is

that

Thomas, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson
The Life, Unpublished Letters and

Philosophical Regimen of Anthony, Earl of Shaftesbury,
ed. by Benjamin Rand (London 1900); Stephen, Leslie, History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century, 2 vols. (3rd ed London 1902); Gizycki, Georg

von, Die Philosophic Shaftesbury' s (Leipsic 1876);
Spicker, Gideon, Die Philosophic des Grafen von
Shaftesbury (Freiburg i. Br. 1872), Lempicki, S. von,
Geschichte der deutschen Literaturwissenschaft bis zum

Ende
E.

P

des 18. Jahrhundert

(Gottmgen 1920), Smith,
"Philosophy of Anthony, 3rd Earl of Shaftes-

,

in Essays in Intellectual History, Dedicated to

bury"
James Harvey Robinson (New York 1929) p 21-40;
Die Platomsche Renaissance in England
Cassirer, E
und die Schule von Cambridge, Studien der Bibhothek
Warburg, vol. xxiv (Leipbic 1932) p. 112-18, 127-40.
,

both the High Church and the Broad Church
movements of his time. He inherited from his
father a large estate, in a deplorably neglected
condition, and he was greatly embarrassed by
his troubles as a landlord. Shaftesbury occupied

a unique position, for he did
single man to give a new tone

ANTHONY ASHLEY COOPER

OF,

(1801-85), English

an unhappy childhood and
Harrow and Oxford, he entered

social reformer. After

an education

at

more than any
on social ques-

tions to the upper class world of his time. He
was an isolated figure; his narrow views on reli-

gion kept him from full cooperation with others
shared his social sympathies, but his char-

who

acter and his perseverance made
constructive forces of his age.

him one

of the

JOHN LAWRENCE HAMMOND
Works: Speeches upon Subjects Having Relation Chiefly
to the Claims and Interests of the Labouring Class

(London
Consult
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Schools, to helping prisoners, and to all forms
of benevolent effort. As a strong Evangelihe took an active part in opposing
cal,

1868).

Hodder, Edwin, The Life and Work of

the

Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury, 3 vols. (London 1886);
Hammond, J. L. and B., Lord Shaftesbury (2nd ed.
London 1923), Bready, J.
Lord Shaftesbury and
,
Social-Industrial Progress (London 1926), Johnson,

W

D.

C

the

Pioneers of Reform (London 1929) ch. v, Waipole, Spencer, Studies in Biography (New York 1907)

later

p. 316-56.

general election, being defeated

(c.

House of Commons in 1826. Two years
he was a junior minister. In 1832 Michael
Sadler, the leader in Parliament of the movement for factory reform, lost his seat at the
by Macaulay.
Shaftesbury, who was then Lord Ashley, was

invited to take his place. From that time until
he went to the House of Lords on the death of
his father in 1851,

he devoted himself

in the

House of Commons

to the interests of the

work-

ers.

In

take

women

1842

Shaftesbury carried an act to
and young children out of the

1847 Parliament passed the Ten
Hours Act for workers hi the mills. Shaftesbury
out
of
was
Parliament at the time, for he had
mines. In

resigned his seat on his conversion to Peel's
policy for repealing the corn laws, but the chief

was rightly given to his
patient advocacy. Other causes that enlisted
his active sympathy were housing reform (he
credit for this success

was the author of two
of the

little

and the rescue
children who were employed to

sweep chimneys.

acts)

To these crusades

he sacrificed

his political ambitions, refusing high political
office. He had administrative experience as a

member

of the Board of Health from 1848 to

1854, and as a lunacy commissioner from 1828
to his death. From 1834 he was chairman of the
latter body.
An active philanthropist, he
gave up a great deal of time to the Ragged

,

SHANG YANG (Wei Yang or Kung-sun Yang)
380-338 B.c ), Chinese statesman and politiBorn in the state of Wei, Shang
went in 361 B.C. to the neighboring state of Ch'in,
where he soon won the favor of its ruler, Duke
Hsiao. In 359 he proposed important changes
cal theorist.

in the law, which virtually abolished the privileges of the nobility and made military merit

the sole basis for distinction. Agriculture and
weaving were to be the only occupations for the
people, who were organized into groups of fives

and

members

of the group being
one another's conduct.
Shang Yang's name is associated with other
widespread administrative reforms and with
changes in land tenure and taxation, which he
tens, all the

jointly responsible for

perhaps initiated. His foreign policy was characby extreme belligerence. He attacked his
former country, Wei, and succeeded in annexing
large territories and was rewarded in 340 by the
terized

grant of the principality of Shang. Through his
reforms, however, he had incurred the hatred
not only of the nobility but also of the crown
prince.

When the

latter

succeeded his father in

Shang Yang's authority was at an end, and
he was killed after a desperate attempt at rebellion. The policy which he inaugurated, however,
338,
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had a great and

lasting influence.

The

adminis-

tration of Ch'in remained highly centralized and
bureaucratic instead of feudalistic, and it followed the foreign policy outlined by Shang

Yang, resulting in the overthrow of all the other
feudal states and the foundation of the Ch'in

Empire in the third century B.C.
There is a book ascribed to Shang Yang,
known as The Book of Lord Shang (tr. into

chusetts towns very imperfect

and took a promi-

nent part in persuading the state legislature to
establish a system of registering births, marriages and deaths. Some years later the registration act of 1842 was revised under the influence
of a report of a legislative committee of which

Shattuck was chairman.

The improved Massa-

chusetts registration system, based largely on
that of England, was later extended to all the

English by J. J. L. Duyvendak, London 1928).
It is one of the classics of the so-called "school

other states.

of law," the group of thinkers who stressed the
importance of government by law, as opposed
to the Confucian ideal of government by "moral

in the interpretation of registration statistics

Doubtless Shang Yang himself had

virtue."

In order to obtain detailed census data needed
Shattuck persuaded the Boston Common Counto take a census of the city. The reputation
of the Boston census of 1845 carried out under
Shattuck's direction was so great that he was
cil

nothing to do with the authorship of this work,
which is a compilation of later date, probably
the third century B.C. The extant book is a
mixture of old fragments and later forgeries In
part, however, it represents the oldest phase of

subsequently called to Washington, where he
did more than anyone else to bring the federal
census of 1850 up to the highest standard prevailing in Europe. He had introduced the Boston

the development of the school of law and probably expresses the ideas of the statesman for

tables, a practise

whom

since been maintained in Washington.

it

was named.

Its doctrine is

extremely

harsh; war and agriculture are the only occupations allowed to the people and cultural activi-

which are termed

ties,

are to

parasitic,

be

eliminated. This anticultural tendency bears a
certain kinship with Taoism, from which, however,

The

widely in its practical application.
central idea of the political theory exdiffers

it

pounded

in

The Book of Lord Shang

is

the

necessity for creating a strong government; the
strength of a government is relative to the weak-

ness of the people and is insured by a strict rule
of law. In the fourth and third centuries B.C.,

when China underwent

a period of terrific up-

heaval, in which feudalism was finally uprooted,
these ideas were undoubtedly influential and
helped to formulate the conception of a state.
J. J.

"Introduction" to

Consult

J

J.

L. DUYVENDAK

L

Duyvendak's

The Book of Lord Shang, p. 1-159;
Geschichte der alien chimsischen Philosophic,

translation of

Forke,

A

,

Hamburg Universitat, Abhandlungen aus dem Gebiet
der Auslandskunde, vol xxv (Hamburg 1927) p. 45061; Wu, Kuo-Cheng, Ancient Chinese Political The(Shanghai 1928) ch vii, Liang Chi-Chao, History
of Chinese Political Thought during the Early Ts'in
Period, tr. from Chinese by L. T. Chen (New York
ories

1930).

SHATTUCK, LEMUEL (1793-1859), American

statistician.

and

Shattuck was

first

later a bookseller

In 1849 Shattuck was appointed chairman of
make a sanitary survey of Massachusetts. The comprehensive report which he
submitted displayed amazing farsightedness, but
a commission to

was not acted upon for nearly twenty years.
was responsible nevertheless for the creation
in 1869 of the Massachusetts State Board of
Health, another administrative innovation which
has been copied by other states.
it

It

Shattuck followed closely the progress of
statistics, which were ad-

European population

vancing with great rapidity in the years after
1830, probably corresponded with several of the
leaders in that movement and introduced into
the United States via Massachusetts or adapted
to

American conditions several of the most im-

portant European methods. No American contributed as much as he toward raising the population statistics of the

United States from the

very low level at which they stood in 1840.
Shattuck's interests in vital statistics were continued by his better known but less seminal
fellow townsman, Edward Jarvis (q.v.}.

WALTER

F.

WILLCOX

W., in New England Historic Genealogical Society, Memorial Biographies, vol. in (Boston
1883) p. 290-321; Whipple, G. C., State Sanitation,
2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass. 1917) vol. i.
Consult:

Dean,

J.

a school

and publisher. In
preparing a history of Concord, Massachusetts,
he found the registers in that and other Massateacher

report by a competent interpretation of the
which was imitated and has

SHAW, ANNA HOWARD(i847-i9i 9 ), Amerand leader of the woman suffrage
movement. Born in England and brought to

ican feminist

Shaw

Shang Yang
Massachusetts at the age of four, Anna Howard
Shaw early became inured to the pioneer hardships of life in northern Michigan, where her
family eventually removed. An unusual gift of
oratory enabled her to secure a lay preaching
license in the

Methodist Episcopal church, and

despite financial obstacles and parental opposition she determined to become a minister. By
school teaching

earned enough
and later Boston University Theological School.
Upon her graduation from the latter in 1878 she

became pastor of a Cape Cod church. Undaunted by the refusal of her own denomination
to grant her ordination because of her sex, she
applied to the Methodist Protestant church,

m

after considerable controversy she

in conjunction with preaching, and in 1885 she
received the degree of doctor of medicine from

Boston Medical School.
Both the ministry and medicine served, however, merely as a background for her activity in
the woman's

movement which was to occupy the
remainder of her life. Her growing reputation as

a speaker on temperance and social reform led
the Massachusetts Woman Suffrage Association
to invite her to join its staff as a lecturer and
organizer,

Shaw

an

offer

which she accepted

in 1885

resigning her pastorate. Although Dr.
was not a suffrage pioneer in the same

sense as Susan B. Anthony, whose close friend
and coworker she became, her contribution to
the political enfranchisement of American
women was no less important. Remarkable

eloquence coupled with a logical mind, A Urge

fund of humor, tolerance and

common

sense

enabled her to win hostile audiences to the cause
she championed; while her ability as an executive, an organizer and a political strategist was
reflected in the rapid progress made by the
National American

Woman

Suffrage Associa-

tion during the years she served as

its

president

(1904-15). Under her administration membership increased from 17,000 to 200,000 and eight
states were added to the suffrage roster. Always
an opponent of militant methods, Dr. Shaw by
her speeches, her writings and her personal influence was able to dissipate much of the public

opposition to suffrage agitation and to gam for
the movement a large measure of the support
which was to culminate in ratification of the
national

was recognized by President Wilson, who

amendment

shortly after her death.

in

1917 selected her for the important post of
chairman of the women's section of the Council
of National Defense.

GLADYS MEYFRAND
Shaw, Anna Howard, The Story of a Pioneer
(New York 1915), The History of Woman Suffrage,
ed by E. C. Stanton and others, 6 voh. (New York
1881-1922), especially vols. iv-vi, Ford, D. M,
"Anna Howard Shaw Physician and Pioneer" in
Consult.

Englishwoman,

Helen

C.,

vol

American

xlvu

(1930)

310-18,

Bennett,

Women in Cwtc Work (New York

1915) P- 231-52.

was

the first woman to be so recognized
by the denomination. Her lively humanitarian
interests led her to take up the study of medicine

ordained

after

promoting international suffrage organizations.
influence as a leader of American women

Her

and

free lance preaching she
money to attend Albion College

which

17

a lecturer she traveled
throughout the United
States and in Europe, where she was active in

As

SHAW, LEMUEL

(1781-1861),

American

Shaw was graduated from Harvard in
1800 and admitted to the Massachusetts bar
four years later. He achieved distinction in the
practise of commercial law and was an outstand-

jurist.

ing member of the state legislature. From 1830
to 1860 he served as chief justice of the Massa-

Supreme Court; during this period he
fought the popular election of judges and was
instrumental in preserving an appointed judiMassachusetts. His career on the bench
ciary
chusetts

m

proved Shaw to be not only a strong judge, able
to resist popular pressure, but a great jurist who
left an indelible
impression upon American law.

The years of his judicial service coincided
with the transformation of Massachusetts from
an agricultural to an industrial community; and

m

his ability to adapt
Shaw's peculiar genius lay
the principles of the common law, developed in
a feudal era, to the needs of an industrial, urban
civilization. Justice

"Few have

lived

Holmes has

who were

said of him:

his equals in their

understanding of the grounds of public policy
to

which

all

laws must ultimately be referred"

Common Law, Boston 1881, p. 106). Mere
private interest, Shaw felt, must yield to the

(The

public interest embodied in the drive for indusexpansion; as industrialism spread, courts

trial

throughout the country turned to his decisions
for the solution of new problems. Perhaps his
most important contribution was his development of railway law. In Norway Plains Company v. Boston and Maine Railroad Co. [67
Mass. 263 (1854)] he ruled that the liability

of a railway for freight ceases

when

the

goods have been delivered to a station, a decision
which has been followed in most states. In Commonwealth v. Temple [80 Mass. 69 (1859)] he
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between the rights of street
railways and other vehicles with regard to the
use of the highways. His ruling in Lombard v.
Stearns [53 Mass. 60 (1849)], that a water company was under an obligation to serve the public,
was important for the modern law of public
utilities which had just begun to develop.
In questions of social policy Shaw was a conservative; and when interests of business conflicted with those of the workers, he resurrected
the fellow servant rule [Farwell v. Boston and
Worcester R. R. Co., 45 Mass. 49 (1842)], holding that when an employee was injured by the
settled the conflict

negligence of another employee the company
which they both served was not liable, a doctrine
which has proved a heavy burden for American
workmen. Nevertheless, Shaw understood the
forces in the nascent struggle between capital
and labor; in Commonwealth v. Hunt [45 Mass,
in (1842)] he handed down the first liberal
decision in the United States on labor disputes,
which stated that a combination of workers is
not illegal if its activities are carried on by fair
means, even though they tend to impoverish
others, and that peaceable coercion may be used
to effect a lawful object.

A. H. FELLER
Consult- Beale, Joseph
Lawyers, ed. by W.

H

D

,

Jr.,

in Great American

m

Lewis, vol.
(Philadelphia
1908) p. 455-90; Chase, Frederic II , Lemuel Shaw
"Commonwealth
v.
(Boston 1918); Nelles, Walter,

Hunt"

in Columbia

Law

Review, vol

xxxu (1932)

1 1 28-69, Lemuel Shaw, Chief Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court of Massachusetts (Cambridge, Mass.

1885).

racy of the patriarch Nikon and in its developsince Peter the Great a manifestation of
mass resistance to Europeanization fostered by
the state. This interpretation was adopted by
many historians and even influenced the tactics

ment

of certain revolutionary groups.
In the second period Shchapov concentrated

on general

historical trends.

In opposing the tra-

ditional viewpoint of political and juristic historiography he insisted that attention should be

centered
tions

upon the people and the

which

social

forma-

arise independently of the state.

He

formulated a colonization-territory-federation
theory of Russian history which has been confirmed by later investigations, particularly of
nineteenth century Siberia. According to this
theory the people spread thinly over the vast
virgin spaces of the Russian plain early

formed

small self-governing units, which gradually came
to

embrace whole

districts

and

later large

topographic regions, such as river basins. There
followed an era of dissension and struggle among
the independent territories, succeeded after the
"period of troubles" by an informal federation,

which constituted the real basis of the state.
In his third period, which Shchapov passed in
Siberia under conditions unfavorable to creative
work, he disavowed this theory. Influenced by
Buckle and the current fashion for natural
science, he now maintained that the historical
process was essentially an interaction between
nature and human nature. The environment in
which the Russians lived and the fact that, except for Byzantium, they were out of touch with
advanced civilizations, accounted for the low

SHCHAPOV, AFANASY PROKOPIEVICH

level of intellectual

(1830-76), Russian historian. Shchapov's mother
was of Buryat origin and his father a deacon in a

was afforded only by cultural borrowing from
the West after the beginning of the eighteenth

Siberian village church. Even at his graduation
from the Kazan theological academy he dis-

century.
In the course of a short lifetime Shchapov
evolved thus from a Slavophile into a populist

played an original approach to Russian history,
but his propeasant and antibureaucratic sentiments limited his academic career to three years
of teaching at Kazan. From 1861 to 1864 he
lived in St. Petersburg in close contact with
radical litterateurs. Later he was banished to
Irkutsk, where he developed an active interest in
Siberian regional problems.
Shchapov's work as a historian

and

development; stimulation

The

direct and inwas considerable,
but interest in his work was dormant until the
revolution. At present he is hailed by one school
as a forerunner of the Eurasian approach and by
later into a westernist.

direct influence of his ideas

another as a typically peasant historian predis-

posed to naturalistic materialism.

may be

di-

K. KOCHAROVSKY

vided into three periods. He began by studying
the Russian church schism, which he was the
first to consider a social and political phenome-

Works'. Sochinemya, 3 vols. (St. Petersburg 1906-08),
with a biographical essay by G. A. Luchinsky.

non

rather than a quarrel over matters of ritual.
that in its early stages it was a form

SHCHERBATOV, PRINCE MIKHAIL MI-

He believed

KHAYLOVICH

of protest of the lower clergy against the autoc-

and

essayist.

(1733-90), Russian historian
Shcherbatov inherited large landed

Shaw
estates in central Russia. In 1767 he was elected
by the nobility of his county to the commission

for the drafting of a new code; one of its most
active members, he defended zealously the
privileges enjoyed

by

his class. Later

he entered

government service, which brought him into contact with current economic problems and with
the functioning of the central and local administration. Although he had received no formal
education, he was one of the most widely read
persons in Russia and a prolific writer and translator; his large library was particularly rich in
contemporary French tracts on philosophy and
Shcherbatov's most ambitious work

is

the

history of Russia to 1610, a subject in which he
became interested through his acquaintance

with the historian and archivist G. F. Muller.
Naively rationalist in approach, it reduces the
historical process to leadership by the chosen
few who are actuated by ordinary human mo-

among which

self-interest predominates.

It is uncritical, hastily put together
particularly as regards historical

and defective

ethnography
marks a distinct

and geography; nevertheless, it
advance in Russian historiography in that it
represents the first extensive use of archive
documents in addition to chronicles. The more
interesting of Shcherbatov's other works, which
include the
after the

V. MIAKOTIN
Works: Istonya kossiyskaya ot drevneyshikh vremyan
(Russian history since the most ancient times), 7 vols
(St Petersburg 1770-91, reprinted in 5 \ols
IQOI);
Sochmemya (Works), ed. by I P Khrushchev and
A G. Voronov, 2 vols (St Peteisburg 1896-98).
The essay on the decline of morals tr by I Friedlander and S Jacobsohn as Uber die Sittenverderbnis
in Russland, with an introduction by K
Stahlm,
Quellen und Aufsatze zur russischen Geschichte, no.
,

v (Berlin 1925)

description of Russia
of Achenwall, are a semihis-

first statistical

manner
on the

decline of morals, which he
related to the urbanization evoked by the re-

torical essay

forms of Peter the Great, and a Utopian description of "the land of Ophir." In the latter he
commented sharply on contemporary Russia
and sketched the picture of a model country, for
which he obviously drew upon western writers,
particularly Montesquieu. Shcherbatov's ideal
state encompasses many incompatible features.
It is a secular

monarchy

in

which the church

functions as a moral police and the state inter-

when necessary in religious life. The
authority of the monarch is absolute, but he
rules in accordance with the law and shares with
venes

the aristocracy responsibility for important decisions. A number of advisory bodies represent

V

Consult

(From

politics.

tives,

Shelley
the supposedly patriarchal simplicity of pre-Petrine Russia.

Iz tstortt russkago obshcheslva
Midkotin,
the history of Russian society) (St Petersburg
,

112-83, Miliukov, P,
russkoy tstoncheskoy wish (Main
historiography) (2nd ed Moscow
16, 129-30, Kiesewetter,
A,
1902) p

A

(Historical essays)

(Moscow

Glarntya techemya
currents of Russian

1898) p 36-69,113Istorukcskieocherki

1912) p. 29-56.

SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSHE

(1792-1822),

English poet. Shelley has written a few lines
safely enshrined above dispute in the anthologies.

The bulk

of his writing and the example

however, are even today subject to
varied cross currents of contention. For Shelley
of his

life,

was the perfect romantic revolutionist. Descended from a long line of Sussex country
gfentlemen, educated at Eton and at Oxford, he
lived

a

life

almost exactly contrary to that

marked out for him by his blood and breeding.
He became a philosophical anarchist, pacifist,
a feminist, a radical agitator, an atheist, a proA.

ponent of free love, a friend of oppressed na-

and of exploited \\age slaves, a vegeand a poet in short, a defier of most
nineteenth century English conventions. Yet his
philistine baiting was ama/ingly free from selfconsciousness and pose, and his most shocking
ideas, incest, for example, were uniformly expressed in the most ethically satisfying abstractionalities

tarian

tions, frequently in very lovely verse. Shelley's
political and social writings are less important

for the social scientist than the history of his

reputation.

Queen

Mob

(1813)

is

a not very po-

paraphrase of the Enquiry concerning Political Justice of the poet's father-in-law, William

etical

the other classes except the peasants, all of
whom as serfs are under complete control of the

Godwin. The Philosophical View of Reform, an
unfinished pamphlet not published until 1920,
is interesting chiefly for the glimpses it gives of

and

nobility, the only class permitted to own land
serfs. The Utopia is characteristic of

the Sussex squire Shelley might have been. For
on the whole this is a moderate pamphlet, ad-

Shcherbatov's outlook, which combined a cermeasure of political and religious liberalism

vocating universal suffrage only after universal
education has had a chance to work, insisting on

with an unswerving devotion to the interests of

the value of English political traditions, espousing revolution only if there is an un-English re-

tain

the feudal nobility and a nostalgic longing for

20
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admit reform. Other pamphlets are the
products of his brief career as an agitator: The
Necessity of Atheism (1811), An Address to the
fusal to

A

Letter to Lord Ellenof Shelley's poetry has a
political bearing: songs of freedom, like Hellas
(1822); outbursts against cruelty and oppression,

Irish People (1812),

borough (1812).

like

the

Much

Masque of Anarchy

(written in 1819,

published in 1832); above all, poems like
Prometheus Unbound (1820) and the Revolt of
Islam (1817) with their mystic faith in an effortless overthrow of tyranny, their passionate defirst

votion to passive resistance.
Shelley's name has continued to have a political and moral meaning for three mam groups.

To

authoritarian

conservatives

like

the late

Irving Babbitt he is one of the most useful examples of the antisocial consequences of ro-

mantic individualism; and even to Matthew
Shelley was an unsuccessful rebel

Arnold,

against inevitable decencies. To most respectable middle class Anglo-Saxons, Shelley the

Shelley of the noble aspirations,
has managed to live down the Shelley whose life

idealist poet,

was

His revolutionary

a scandal.

activities

have

been conveniently forgotten, his rebellion smothered in the vicarious enjoyment of his poetry.
Finally, to a third group, Shelley is still a
trumpeter leading to battle, an example to those
who wish to overthrow this bourgeois civilization, a prophet and a seer who, had he survived,
would have become a leader of the proletarian

Marx

himself said that though Byron in
maturity would have forsaken the cause of revo-

revolt.

lution, Shelley would
ism to socialism.

have gone on from radical-

Works: The Complete Works of Percy Bysshe Shelley,
ed. by R. Ingpen and W. E. Peck, 10 vols (London
1926-30).
Circle

(London

H N

1913),

Shelley,

Godwin and Their
D J The Radi-

,

1924).

SHEPSTONE, SIR THEOPHILUS

(1817-

South African statesman. Shepwas
was
parents to South Africa. His fluency

stone, the son of a Wesleyan missionary,
born in England and at the age of three

taken by his

in native dialects led to his
appointment as into the colonial forces
during the

terpreter

of the head of the government as "Supreme
Chief of the Native Population" and the utiliza-

and effective
form of administration Although he was the

tion of the tribal system as a cheap

founder of the system of "indirect rule" in
southern Africa, it is more than doubtful
whether Shepstone had any real faith in it. As
has often happened in the history of British
colonial policy, he was driven by the exigencies
of circumstances to adopt an empirical line of
action, \vhich others subsequently rationalized
into a universal principle. The greater part of his

policy has been accepted by the Union of South
Africa under the terms of the Native Adminis-

Act of 1927, and his views have had an
important part in molding the native policy of
Southern Rhodesia
Knighted in 1876, Shepstone played the leading role in the drama which culminated in the

tration

annexation of the Transvaal to the British Empire in April, 1877. His conduct in connection
with this episode has, however, been the subject
of acute controversy. As the first administrator
of the Transvaal under the new regime his rule

was not entirely successful, and
retired from public life.

after

1879 he

In the Era of Shepstone 2 vols.
(Lovedale, South Africa 1933), Brookes, Edgar H.,
The History of Native Policy in South Africa (2nd rev.
ed Pretoria 1927) p 26-31, 41-65, 149-51, Sullivan,
The Native Policy of Sir Theophilus Shepstone
J R
(Johannesburg 1928).
Consult. Uys, C. J

,

,

,

and Its Sources (Washington 1912),
Salt, H. S
Percy Bysshe Shelley; Poet and Pioneer
(London 1896), Brinton, C., The Political Ideas of the
English Romanticists (London 1926) p. 163-95, Campbell, O. W., Shelley and the Unromantics (London

British

systematic native policy in British Africa. The
cardinal points of his program were the provision of "locations" for native occupation, the
full recognition of native law, the proclamation

,

,

MacDonald,

calism of Shelley

93),

1845 ne was

EDGAR H. BROOKES

CRANE BRINTON

Consult Brailsford,

wars On the annexation of Natal in
ma de diplomatic agent to the native
and later secretary for native affairs. His
great work was done during the three decades
1845-75. He may fairly be called the founder of
frontier

tribes

SHERIFF. The

is the most important
although in England his
below that of the lord lieutenant, who

sheriff

officer of a county,

status

is

the military representative of the king. The
office of sheriff is very ancient; Maitland has
is

aptly remarked that the history of justice and
police in England might well be written around

the theme of the sheriff's "decline and fall."

The ultimate origin of the office is to be found
in those king's reeves who watched over royal
interests in the towns of the ninth century. By
the end of that century the king's reeve acquired
judicial as well as financial functions, and early

Shelley
in the tenth century he
of a town official. By the

became a shire instead
end of the Anglo-Saxon

period he had supplanted the ealdorman as the
effective head of the shire, and soon after the

Norman Conquest his powers touched their
zenith. The financial, judicial md adrmmstiative
office, added to the personal
influence of the great landowners who normally
filled it, constituted a serious menace to the

importance of the

crown

as well as a source of oppression to the

subject.

A long struggle ensued in which various

devices were employed to curb the overmighty
In order to reduce his military power

sheriff.

royal castles

were removed from his

made

attempts were

to transfer

control;

some of

his

county justiciars; elected corojudicial powers
ners were expected to act as a check upon the
to

sheriff;

and men drawn from the

official class

21

Sheriff
inception by separate commissioners.

The sher-

iff was
presiding officer (although hardly a
judge) of the old county court and twice a year
in every hundred within the county held special
sessions called tourns His present duties in
connection with parliamentary elections are a

relic of his position in

the old county court,
elections formerly took place. All these
duties are carried out in practise by under-

where

and bailiffs, against whom frequent comwere made during the Middle Ages. The
sheriff, however, was and still is personally responsible for their misdeeds in accordance with
a statute of 1285 which established in this consheriffs

plaints

nection the rule of respondent superior. It has
been a constant requirement lor the office that
the candidate have sufficient lands to answer
both to the king and to the people.

were gradually substituted for the baronial
sheriff, who was typical of the Norman age.
Eyres and occasional inquests gave opportunities
for investigation of complaints, and the enforced

justices of the peace instead of

personal accounting every year at the Exchequer
established the vital principle that the sheriff

of the judicial powers of the sheriff. His real
authority therefore continued to decline al-

It is significant that the decline

of the local

jurisdictions during the fourteenth century was
met in England by the development of the new

by the restoration

was a servant of the crown and not an inde-

though

pendent magnate. In Magna Carta the barons

At present

secured further reforms, notably that sheriffs
should no longer hold, but only "keep" pleas
of the crown. The sale of the office which was

Act, 1887. They are nominated in an assembly
of high officers of state which represents the
old court of Exchequer and are appointed by
the king, who pricks their names on a roll They

common under

the

Norman

kings gradually

one of the greatest incentives
to extortion. In the middle of the thirteenth
century there were attempts to make the office
annual and to exclude reelection, and with the
exception of a few counties where the shrievalty
had become hereditary these were successful.
ceased and with

it

During the fourteenth century several attempts
were made to put the office on an elective basis,
but the scheme aroused little enthusiasm and it
soon became settled that sheriffs should be nominated in the Exchequer.
Among the most ancient duties of the sheriff
that of conserving the peace and suppressing
disorder with the help of the posse comitatus.
Until the development of the office of lord lieuis

tenant in the sixteenth century he was also the
head of the military forces of the shire. His duty
of receiving writs,

cuting judgments

juries and exeas old as the common law

summoning
is

his social importance was maintained.
sheriffs are governed by the Sheriffs

are entitled to a variety of fees, which in practise

go to the undershenff, who is usually a solicitor
and does the legal work of the office, but the
social obligations traditionally attached to the
shrievalty are so costly that only the wealthier
county landowners can afford to accept it. The

act of 1887 requires each sheriff to maintain a
deputy sheriff resident in London to accept the

writs

and other orders of the central courts.

The high

sheriff confines himself to the ceremonial duties of receiving the judges of assize

and similar functions.

The city of London presents a special case.
Henry I granted the citizens the right of electing
sheriffs, who served both for the city andl
for Middlesex, but they later became subordinated to the lord mayor. Since 1385 no one can

two

become

lord

as sheriff.

mayor without having

The

first

served

duties are purely ceremonial, the

work being done by the "secondary." For

itself and remains the most important part of his
work. The sheriff still collects certain types of
revenue related to legal matters and formerly
handled considerable sums arising out of the

court which was especially concerned with the
affairs of foreign merchants.

crown's feudal dues, but the newer types of
have been managed from their

great importance, for the historical factors which

direct taxation

legal

some

centuries the sheriffs of

In Scotland the sheriff

is

an

London held

officer of

a

very
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frustrated the development of the office in England were absent north of the border. The present powers of the Scottish shrievalty deserve
careful attention, for in Scotland alone

were the

potentialities of the office realized. First
introduced in the reigns of Alexander I and
full

David

i

Edward

in the twelfth century and extended by
I at the end of the thirteenth
century,

the sheriif only slowly became associated with
the county. The office became hereditary (until
1748) and the holders successfully competed for
jurisdiction with regalities (private franchises)
and the episcopal commissary courts. The sheriff

execution of judgments by distress and sale.
There are further miscellaneous duties, such as
supervising elections, keeping jails, executing
criminals and (in the south) collecting taxes.
Payment is commonly by fees, to which a salary
is sometimes added, and in a few instances the
emoluments reach a very high figure; sometimes there is a definite salary. In rural communities and under pioneer conditions it is inevitable that the sheriff should become powerful
and election to the office be keenly contested;
criminal and liquor interests m particular strive

to secure the election of a complaisant candidate.
So ancient an office is ill adapted in its present

not merely the nominal conservator of the
peace but also the superintendent of the county
police force. His local governmental powers are

form

varied and extensive, while his court has wide
civil and criminal jurisdiction equivalent to that

an office which
nor is there any

of the English county court, quarter sessions

the sheriff,

and petty sessions and recorder. There are now

county, and the boards and commissions which
actually administer many of the affairs of the
modern county; moreover, since his duty is the

is

fifteen sheriffs for thirty counties, each sheriff
being assisted by a sheriff substitute, who is

likewise a lawyer of standing. The numerous
administrative inquiries into matters of local
government which
England are committed to

m

officials

sent down from London are carried out in

Scotland by the

sheriff.

Both

sheriff

and

sheriff

substitute are appointed and paid by the crown
and hold office for life. The sheriff substitute

usually sits as a summary court, the sheriff sitting with a jury; an appeal may lie from the
substitute to the sheriff and thence to the court

of session or court of justiciary.

The

office

of sheriff

was introduced

into

America

New

as part of the county organization. In
England this was a slow development, for

government centered at first in the towns;
farther south, however, where larger units became the rule, the sheriff rapidly became the
leader of his county. Appointment was generally by the governor, but as early as 1705 it had
become elective in Pennsylvania. The practise
spread slowly throughout the country and all
local

sheriffs are

now

elected except those in

Rhode

where they are appointed by the legislature. The term is often for two years, sometimes more, and in some states there are provisions against immediate although not subsequent
reelection. The duties remain those which have
been traditionally connected with the office for

to

States.

contemporary conditions in the United

The

the posse comitatus to suppress disorder. He
executes a variety of precepts from the courts,
especially for the

summoning

of juries and the

who

rational coordination
is

between

the traditional head of the

enforcement of state law, it has been urged that
he should be a state and not a local official. His
ancient powers of quelling disorder by means
of the primitive posse comitatus have aroused

much criticism. Since he has no police force
under his command, he takes no part in the
maintenance of order except in grave emergencies which will inevitably require more qualities
of coolness and firmness than can reasonably be
expected of a sheriff and his undisciplined posse,
whose conduct in such circumstances is apt to
areas where
be somewhat rash. Particularly

m

labor relations are strained the sheriff has heavy
responsibilities which it has been argued should
to some form of state police. The

be transferred

tax gathering duties (in some states) and the
functions of jailer might likewise be transferred,

leaving the ancient duties of assisting the procedure of the courts and executing their judgments in the hands of a state appointed sheriff
whose position should be essentially that of a

minister of the courts.

THEODORE

Island,

the past seven centuries or more. The sheriff is
the conservator of the peace and may call out

elective principle is out of place in
carries no political functions;

See LOCAL GOVERNMENT;

F. T.

PLUCKNETT

COUNTY COUNCILS; COUNTY

GOVERNMENT, UNITED STATES, JUSTICE OF THE PEACE;
ADMINISTRATION OF, POLICE.
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his invectives against the power that swallowed
up both Poland and the Ukraine, Russian

czarism. It

the principal cause of all the sufferings of his
native country. His Kobzar became during the
poet's lifetime a sort of bible in verse for all
Ukrainians. His

The Duties of

1890), Nurfree, W. L.,
of Sheriffs and Other Ministerial
Eugene McQuillm, St. Louis

SHEVCHENKO, TARAS

is

(1814-61), Ukrain-

D. DOROSHENKO
Works- Pm>ne vidannya tvoriv (Complete edition of
works), 5 vols (Leipsic 1918-19), of the complete
edition, in 6 vols., undertaken by the Ukrainian

(Lw6w

tional talent for

poems, Kobzar (The Bard, St. Petersburg
1840), brought him immediate fame. In 1847
he was arrested on the charge of belonging to a
society,

the

Brotherhood of

and Methodius, sentenced to penal
military servitude in central Asia and forbidden
Saints Cyril

write or draw. Following Alexander n's
amnesty in 1857 he returned to St. Petersburg
and became professor of engraving in the
to

of Art.

Shevchenko's poetical works were of the
greatest importance for the Ukrainian national
movement both in Russia and in Austria. He

was not only the bard of the heroic

past, recalling the half forgotten national traditions of the

Ukrainian Cossacks, but the inspired prophet of

new social and political order. Influenced by
French Utopian socialism and the Polish revolutionary movement and himself an admirer of
Herzen, Shevchenko hated political oppression
and slavery and in his poems inveighed against
them passionately. The Brotherhood of Saints
Cyril and Methodius had as its immediate
aim the propaganda for the abolition of the
serfdom, and Shevchenko's poetical work
brought th.5 final moral blow to this institution.
a

Whereas v the beginning of

his poetical career

of Sciences, vols 1-111 (Kiev 1927-31) have
fai, Six Lyrics from the Rutheman, tr. by

Academy

appeared so

drawing he became known
Brullov of the St Petersburg Art Academy, who
Russian poet Zhukovsky
the
together with
raised the money necessary to buy Shevchenko 's
freedom in 1838. Shevchenko's first volume of
to

the object of a

shrine.

E

Academy

memory

special cult among Ukrainians all over the world
and his grave has become a national Ukrainian

ian poet. Shevchenko was born in the province
of Kiev of serf parentage. Through his excep-

political

in the absolutism of the Russian

York

1890).

secret

is

czars, chiefly in the persons of Peter I, Catherine
II and Nicholas i, that Shevchenko now found

,
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(New York 1933^
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he saw the chief enemy of the Ukrainian liberties
in the Polish landowners in the Ukraine with
their social as well as national and religious
oppression of the population, later on he directed
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SHINASI, IBRAHIM

(c.

publicist. After receiving a

became

Shinasi

1826-71), Turkish
primary education

a clerk in the

Department of

In his spare time
he learned Arabic, Persian and French and he
was one of the first students to be sent to
France by the Turkish government for further
Artillery at the age of sixteen.

study. He studied public finance at the request
of the government but devoted most of his
attention to philology and literature. In Paris
he came into contact with the leading French

Lamartine, and was profoundly impressed by western cultural achievements. After about five years abroad he returned
to Constantinople and was appointed a member
of the Ministry of Public Instruction and of the
intellectuals, including

new

Imperial

Academy

of Science

and Litera-

He

resigned from his position in 1859 and
from that time devoted himself to journalism

ture.

and

linguistic reform.

Shinasi was the

who

created the

first

of the group of reformers
era in Turkish lan-

modern

guage, literature and thought.
tics,

A thoroughgoing

who

despised and kept aloof from polihe abjured all worldly pleasures in ordtr

idealist,

to concentrate his energies

upon

his

chosen

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
tasks.

He

believed that the

first

requisite for a

modernized Turkey was a simple and common
means of expression, and by his efforts literary
Turkish was transformed from an artificial medium of the educated class into a popular language suited to the new national literature.
Through his translations and journals moreover
he introduced western culture to the Turkish
reading public. In 1860 Shmasi established the
first unofficial Turkish newspaper, Terdjumdn-i

(The interpreter of events). Six months
he founded the biweekly Taswir-i efkdr
(Thought), the purpose of which was to assimilate Turkish intellectual life to that of the west;
it was a
journal of popular instruction containing
ahuudl
later

translations of western writers, scientific articles
and studies of western as compared with Turk-

In both periodicals the new
literary language was employed. Shinasi also
published the first Turkish translations of
French poems, Extraits de poesies et de prose
traduits en vers du franfais en turc (Constantinople 1859, 2n d e d- Ramazan 1870), which
ish institutions.

brought modern influences to bear upon native
poetry. Shinasi was himself a poet and the
author of the first Turkish comedy. For many
years he worked on an exhaustive dictionary,
still
unpublished, of the Turkish language.

AHMET EMIN
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SHINTO

from the tenth, although some matecontained in them indicate their earlier

its rituals

rials

origin.

The composite

nature of Shinto makes

it

As

a religion it is polytheistic with strongly animistic traits, since its
belief amounts to worshiping any being or thing
difficult to characterize.

believed to be

endowed with divine or

spiritual

is indefinite and unlimited;
the personification of the deities is vague in most
cases and distinction is seldom made between a

Its

power.

pantheon

divine being and a thing possessed by a spirit.
Moreover the relative supremacy of one deity
or another has always been influenced by political and social vicissitudes. The supremacy of
the sun goddess (Amaterasu) was enhanced by

the growth of the power of the ruling family,
but the predominance of many a clan or local
deity often obliterated the unifying tendency of
worship. Even today a local sanctuary of a new
deity may suddenly grow to eminence or a deity

may change its character. But the general tendency has been toward the supremacy of the sun
goddess, which is now strengthened by the
achievement of national unity under the imperial
rule and by the government's policy of basing
the sovereignty of the emperor upon her worship.

From

this aspect Shinto is a state cult, idenwith the court observances of the ruling
family as well as with the nationalization of the

tified

local worships.

The modern

official interpreta-

not a religion but a national
cult which consists of reverencing imperial antion

is

that Shinto

is

and community

cestors, national heroes

shrines.

Under

this interpretation the Shinto sanctuaries
are regarded as national institutions and their

means the "way of the gods" or of

priests as state functionaries, while the popular

the spirit* and covers the native religions of the
Japanese, including the national cult, regional

beliefs and the private worship of Shinto deities
are considered a matter of individual choice.

worships and popular beliefs. The Japanese
people, in spite of its composite formation, was
early brought under the rule of a predominant
tribe who worshiped the sun goddess as its

To

and tutelary deity; and the local or
clan deities were gradually brought under the
hegemony of this goddess. The whole religion
had never been organized, however, before its
contact with Confucianism and Buddhism, the
name itself being a Sino- Japanese term created
to distinguish Shinto from the alien religions
which became popular in Japan in the fifth and
ancestral

sixth centuries of the Christian era.

The

reduc-

tion into writing of the Shinto legends dates
Trom the eighth century and the compilation of

carry out this convention the government
authorities try to distinguish between reverence
state cult and religious

and worship, between a

practises. Similarly a painstaking effort is made
to show that the enforcement of this national

cult

is

compatible with the freedom of con-

science guaranteed in the constitution. Nevertheless, the attempt to establish Shinto as the
state cult is practically equivalent to instituting
a religion of patriotism which centers its belief
in the divine origin of the sovereign and centers
its practise in reverencing the local shrine as a

community

center.

Shinto ideas find another expression in ecclesiastical organizations,

which are designated as

Shinasi
"

Shipbuilding

sectarian Shinto" in contradistinction to the

religion of patriotism being largely a secular

These bodies represent various shadings of popular beliefs ranging from mere occult
practises to almost monotheistic beliefs. Some

separated from purely religious matters.
Attempts were made from time to time, howto
free Shinto from its bondage, reenforceever,
ments being taken from Confucianism, Taoism
and even Christianity, although in disguise But
the chief basis of such efforts is the preservation

state cult.

of the latter are manifestations of the popular
theism which has arisen from time to time,
chiefly in reaction to the overmtncate teachings
of Buddhism; as such they

may be

called ex-

pressions of the native spirit and classed as
Shinto sects, although they are not necessarily
connected with the official cult. Some of them
are remarkable for their fervent religious attitude, shown in a developing missionary spirit

and in a claim that

their beliefs

have the char-

affair

of the Shinto conception of the divine origin
of the sovereign and the divine descent of the

whole Japanese people. At every national

crisis,

such as the Mongol invasion in the thirteenth
century, the dynastic division in the fourteenth,
the fear of foreign invasions in the nineteenth,
the rise of patriotic ardor has been accompanied

acter of a universal rather than a national reli-

by a

gion. The foremost among them is the Tenrikyo, or religion of heavenly reason, which bears

restoration of the ideal past of the "age of the
gods" and implying the exclusion of foreign

some

culture and beliefs. This claim for the pure, or
ancient, Shinto was the chief force in carrying

similarity to Christian Science.

The composite

nature of Shinto and the
meaning of its influence upon the national life
of Japan cannot well be understood apart from
its historical

background.

When Buddhism

en-

out

revival of Shinto ideas, pointing to the

"purification" after

its

1868 and conse-

quently in establishing Shinto as the national
cult The present situation has resulted from

tered Japan in the sixth century, Japanese civilization was still at a low point The overwhelming
influence of Buddhism as a religion and a civiliz-

making Shinto independent of Buddhism, although the former is not entirely antagonistic

ing force pervaded almost all aspects of national
life. In the course of two centuries the Shinto

It remains questionable, however, whether
Christians or Buddhists, who deny divinity to
any other deity beside their own, can accept the

worship was enfolded within Buddhism, the
theory being that the Shinto deities were only
lateral manifestations of the Buddhist noumena;
and in practise nearly all Shinto sanctuaries were
presided over by Buddhist priests. This combination was called the Ryobu- Shinto, or twosided Shinto, and continued to rule the religious
life

of the nation until the revolution of 1868,
the influence of the revival of na-

when under

tionalist and imperiahstsentimentthemalcontent
Shmtoists seized the opportunity to "purify"
Shinto. Even under the sway of Buddhism the

native spirit had always asserted itself, chiefly
in the court ceremonies and in the worship of

the local shrines. Accordingly Shinto retained
its ceremonial ritual, although it yielded a large
part of

its

more

religious vitality to

Buddhism.

In general during more than ten centuries of
syncretistic Shinto the people applied to the
Shinto deities for aid in this world, both in
national and in individual affairs, while depend-

to the latter.

between "reverence" and "worship"
and admit the official interpretation of Shinto.
There has been strain on several occasions, but
distinction

the situation

is not so acute as outsideis might
imagine. Nevertheless, the problem remains and
its solution is still to be awaited.

M. ANESAKI
See: RELIGION;

ANIMISM; CULTS; BUDDHISM; NATION-

ALISM; PATRIOTISM.
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SHIPBUILDING. Modern

The

and assembling industry in that much
of the material used comes to it in the shape of
semimanufactured articles. It does not purchase
the steel, copper and wood out of which the
vessel is constructed; on the other hand, it does
consume many products of allied and associated

Buddhism in regard to the life beyond.
combination was a kind of division of
spheres of influence, and the people were, and

still

are to

some extent, followers of the two
same time. Thus the present

religions at the
official
is

interpretation that Shinto

partly justified

by the

is

not a religion

historical facts, the

finishing

shipbuilding

is

a
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industries,

such as windlasses, winches, steering
gears, pumps, electrical machinery and installafurniture
and fittings and the like. The
tions,

pended upon the availability of adequate supplies of appropriate kinds of timber and of naval
stores. From the end of the Middle Ages until

most important

the eighteenth century these necessary raw materials were available in the Baltic region and

class of material purchased,
however, consists of iron and steel plates and
shapes; and because shipbuilding is absolutely
dependent upon such supplies, it is sometimes
regarded as a branch of the heavy iron and steel
industry. A second important characteristic of

shipbuilding

is

the specialized nature of the

product. In the fabrication of a modern vessel
much of the equipment required is useless for

any other industrial purpose. There

is

therefore

along the northwestern coasts of Europe generwith the result that England, Holland and

ally,

Scandinavia were able to attain supremacy in
shipbuilding. But the growth of population and
the developing economic activity of the older

countries tended to encroach

upon the supplies

of standing timber, with the result that toward
the end of the eighteenth century North Amer-

diversification

of product.

ica, and particularly the English colonies, rose to
prominence in shipbuilding. On the North Atlantic seaboard there was at hand a complete

Since all countries possessing navigable rivers
or accessible ports contribute to the demand for
ships, it is natural that shipbuilding should be

assortment of all the necessary materials: white
oak for frames, yellow pine for planking, ash and
locust for fastenings and tall white pine for

widely scattered geographically. Thus during
1932, which was a year of severe depression in
the industry, 307 vessels aggregating 726,591
tons gross were launched throughout the world,
and nineteen countries were responsible for the

masts and spars. Pitch, resin and other naval
were likewise plentiful, copper therefore
being almost the only material which had to be
imported. Moreover, since the average vessel
was still comparatively small, the investment in
a shipyard was not unduly great, so that the

little

opportunity for the average shipyard to

stabilize its activity

by means of

bulk of construction. In prosperous years even

more countries engaged

in shipbuilding.

Never-

theless, the greater part of the industry is concentrated in a few countries. In 1932, for ex-

ample, out of the total of 726,591 gross tonnage
launched, five countries were responsible for
more than 75 percent of world construction, as

Great Britain and Ireland, 187,794 tons
gross (25 9 percent); United States, 143,559 tons
follows:

gross (19.7 percent); France, 89,310 tons gross
(12.3 percent); Germany, 80,799 tons gross
(n.i percent); Japan, 54,422 tons gross (7.5
percent). Indeed during the ten years 1923-32,
approximately half of the total gross tonnage
launched was constructed in Great Britain and

Ireland alone.

When

measured by the usual

criteria,

the

shipbuilding industry is smaller than might be
expected, even in the countries which build most

stores

industry grew apace. By the time of the American Revolution some 400 vessels were being

launched annually with an aggregate tonnage in
excess of 20,000.
When iron and, somewhat later, steel came to
replace

wood as the basic material

for shipbuild-

which had already developed important iron and steel industries were
once more at an advantage. But the adoption of
the new materials was slow. An iron boat had
been launched as early as 1777, but iron vessels
did not become common until the third quarter
ing, those older countries

of the nineteenth century. Similarly, although
Robert Fulton had operated a steamboat in
1807, it was not until 1893 that the gross tonnage
of steam vessels throughout the world exceeded

of the ships. In Great Britain and Ireland the
number of insured workers employed in the

Change was rapid, however,
during the latter years of the nineteenth century
and the first decade of the twentieth; by 1914
sailing ships had become decidedly rare, while

industry in 1930 was only 204,720, while in the
United States in 1929 only 55,089 wage earners

wooden vessels had disappeared almost entirely.
These advances in the structure and propul-

were so engaged. In each country the industry is
carried on in several hundred establishments, so
that if the few large companies are omitted, the

sion of ships exercised a profound effect upon
the shipbuilding industry. As regards geograph-

terms of

gate value of output

supremacy as a result of the great development
and high technical skill of its steel and machine
industries; and by 1893 it was producing 81.6

the geographical distribution of the industry de-

percent of the tonnage launched throughout the
world. As the heavy industries emerged hi

size of the average establishment in

workers employed, capital invested and aggreis comparatively small.
As long as ships were constructed of wood,

that of sailing ships.

ical

distribution Great

Britain soon attained

27

Shipbuilding
France and Germany, important shipbuilding
plants were set up in each of these countries,
particularly in the latter. The annual output of
tonnage rose steadily, but the continuing importance of Great Britain is shown by the fact
that it was still responsible for 60 percent of the
tonnage launched during the decade before

gency Fleet Corporation, the shipbuilding capacity of the country increased phenomenally.
In April, 1917, there were in the United States
37 steel shipyards with 162 ways and 24 wood
shipyards with 72 ways, nuking a total of 234

1914.

ways By November, 1918, there were 223 yards
with a total of 1099 ways, more than three times
the number of ship ways in the rest of the world.

Within the industry also change was evident.
In the first place, the use of iron and steel

steel vessels

fostered that relationship with the heavy induswhich is so characteristic of modern ship-

the United States
industry
indicated in Table I.

tries

Of

these 40 percent were for the building of
The effect of this expansion of the

m

building. Secondly, the increase in the size of

ships

made

it

necessary to provide larger and
facilities at the cost

more elaborate shipbuilding

TABLE

and elsewhere

is

I

GROSS TONNAGE or MERCHANT VESSELS LAUNCHED,

of greater capital investment. Thirdly, the improvements in marine engineering and the growing variety of auxiliary equipment required on a
modern vessel, such as refrigeration, pumping
and the like, tended to make the shipbuilding
industry even more complex and to necessitate
the use of more elaborate plants and the employ-

ment of more highly skilled personnel The increasing importance of naval construction during the two decades preceding 1914 succeeded
in intensifying the processes of change. From
1907 to 1913 warship tonnage accounted for

over 13 percent of the activity of British shipyards; an even higher grade of equipment and
skilled labor was required for warships than for
the construction of merchant vessels.

With the outbreak

of the

World War

in 1914

As

a result in the post-war period there has

been a very considerable surplus of building
capacity over actual requirements for vessels.
While this situation has been aggravated by the

depression which

commenced

in 1929, the dehad set in long

shipbuilding acquired a new importance. The
destruction of vessels at a time when increasing

cline in the shipbuilding industry

quantities of tonnage were needed for war purposes caused a demand for shipping which over-

denced in Table 11.
Because of the high mobility of ships and the

taxed the capacity of existing yards.

New

yards

before the general economic

fact that the

requirements of

crisis,

all

as

is

evi-

nations as to

were developed rapidly, and in order to lighten
the burden upon the steel industry and to

types of vessels are substantially similar, one of
the most important results of the development

shorten the period of ship fabrication experi-

of excess shipbuilding capacity has been the accentuation of international competition. On the

ments were made with wooden and concrete
vessels. These, however, were less successful
than those which aimed at the standardization
of the various parts which enter into the building
of a ship as well as their production in large
quantities at places far away from the shipyard.
Shipbuilding became an assembling process to a

degree which previously would not have been
considered possible.

This development of the industry occurred in
important shipbuilding countries except Germany, but it was particularly marked in the
United States after its entry into the war. Under
the auspices of the newly created United States
Shipping Board and its subsidiary, the Emerall

whole Great Britain has maintained

its

relative

position in the world, selling to foreign owners
19 8 percent of the tonnage launched during
1927-30 as compared with 21 9 percent during

the years 1910-13. Germany, however, has invaded the British market on at least one occasion, while

Sweden has developed

substantial

exports of certain types of marine engines. It is
interesting to note that international rivalries in

shipbuilding have not led to tariff increases except in France, Spain and Jugoslavia, although
marine engines have been subjected to additional duties in several countries.

An

important aspect of the international
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:

problem of shipbuilding has been the existence

building.

of varying construction costs
the different
countries Any detailed comparison of costs is a

building companies subscribing to the agreement, and during its first three years the enter-

m

difficult task, since

the actual cost of building a

ship in any particular shipyard depends among
other things upon the price of material at the
plant,

the wage scales of various classes of

workers engaged in the undertaking, the efficiency of labor, the climatic conditions, the degree to which hand labor is replaced by machinery and the dependence of the yard upon
outside sources for machinery, auxiliaries and

equipment. In the leading countries there is a
tendency toward substantial equality in regard
to most of these factors, although there is considerable divergence among individual shipyards There is, however, a wider variation
the rates of wages paid to shipyard workers than

m

is warranted by differences in efficiency; for
example, labor costs tend to be particularly high

United States and comparatively low in
continental Europe. England occupies an intermediate position. Since labor is highly skilled
and relatively well paid, this difference may have
an appreciable effect upon the cost of a vessel.
Except in Italy and perhaps also in Germany the
in the

prise

Funds were provided by the

ship-

was able to purchase yards involving 71

ways and with an annual capacity of 500,000 tons
gross. Other recent developments have been the
amalgamation of shipbuilding companies and
the introduction of economies
management,
such as the widespread application of cost acand
the increasing tendency to replace
counting
skilled labor by machinery. While the processes
of rationalization have not yet progressed very
far, as is evidenced by the fact that in the United

m

Kingdom each person employed in the industry
produced 9 8 tons gross during 1930 as compared with 9.2 tons in 1923, these are steadily
being extended and give promise of further
developments.

By virtue of its special characteristics the shipbuilding

industry

suffers

from very violent

cyclical fluctuations. In the first place, the unit
product in the shipbuilding industry is both

large

and expensive. Before the war the mini-

mum

period of time required for the construc-

tion of a cargo steamer of 7500 tons gross, without trimmings of any kind, was seven months.

post-war depression has also intensified competition among shipyards in each of the im-

This period has not been greatly reduced and, in
the case of the larger and more elaborate vessels

portant producing countries.
Shipbuilders have made various attempts to
among themselves. Since the

necessary.

of the present day, considerably more time
The average period of construction

is
is

development and operation of trade associations
and cartels have not met with much success, the

approximately twelve months. It is clear therefore that in shipbuilding there is no continuity
of supply, such as is to be found, for example,

industry has given considerable attention to the
elimination of superfluous shipyards. In the
United Kingdom in 1930 there was set up the

in the cotton goods industry.
short delay in
the placing of a ship on the stocks means unemployment on a substantial scale of both capital

National Shipbuilders' Security, Ltd., to purchase and dismantle obsolete and redundant
yards, dispose of their equipment and resell the

well as the building plant is highly specialized,
sc that a temporary loss of orders in one direc-

limit competition

sites

with restrictions against their use for ship-

A

equipment and

tion cannot

labor. Secondly, the product as

be neutralized, as in most other
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Shipbuilding
industries, by a successful search for orders in
other directions. Thirdly, the industry is at the

mercy of marked fluctuations

in the

demand

for

product. Since the life of a ship is usually
twenty years, it follows that if ocean traffic over
its

a given period

is

constant and sufficient to main-

tain 1000 ships in full
output of 50 ships will

employment, an annual
be required to keep up

the efficiency of the fleet If traffic then grows by
5 percent, the immediate demand for vessels will
increase to 100 (50 for replacement and 50 to
meet increased needs), and a further increase of
5 percent in traffic during the following year
would raise the demand to 150 vessels If the
traffic

then ceased to advance but remained

constant at the higher level, the demand for new
additional ships would disappear and the re-

placement demand would

Thus

fall to 55 ships a year.
a violent decline in the activity of the

shipbuilding industry might occur even when
the volume of water borne traffic showed no

diminution.

These fluctuations affect the volume of
and the price of vessels, both of which
naturally are reflected in declining profits. While
the situation depicted in Table in is abnormal,
activity

TABLE

III

FLUCTUATIONS IN SHIPBUILDING ACTIVITY THROUGHOUT IHE WORLD, 1919-32

in the replacement demand
for vessels causes a substantial drop in the

sudden diminution

volume of production

It

must be noted more-

over that during the years following 1922 the
position of the industry was rendered more difficult

by the

limitation of naval

factor has emerged, however,

With the

stability

armaments.

on the

One

side of

increasing size of shipping

combines there has been a tendency on their
part to acquire control of shipyards or to establish a community of interest with them.

Through these methods the building programs
of the combines can be planned efficiently and
economically; but this development has affected
only a few of the shipbuilding plants.
It is clear that the financial structure of the
industry and the problems incidental to it are
governed primarily by the heavy investment required and the wide variation in profits. While

some

enterprises still maintain the partnership
form, most of them are incorporated In any
case in all but the largest enterprises little capital

can safely be raised by bonds or debentures.
Indeed, even in the case of large enterprises

which

also produce a variety of other goods, it is
dangerous to rely upon long or short term
borrowing, as has been indicated by recent re-

constructions and liquidations among some of
the largest shipbuilding firms. Moreover in addition to heavy fixed investments large sums of
working capital are required to cover expenditures during the period that must elapse between
the laying down of the keel and the receipt of
payments from the prospective owner.
In order to aid the industry the governments
of various countries have granted financial assistance to shipbuilders and to prospective shipowners with a view to increasing the volume of

shipbuilding activity and, incidentally, augmenting the earnings of the shipyards. The British
government, under the Trade Facilities acts of

1921-26, guaranteed the interest on loans floated
purpose of undertaking work which

for the

would provide employment for home labor. Out
of total guaranties amounting to
74,000,000,
22,000,000 was allocated to the construction

* Returns incomplete

t Estimated
Source Lloyd's Register of Shipping, 1033-34, 3 vols (London
1033) vol ii. p itig for tonnage, Fatrplay. vol cxxv (1933)
79 for price of new cargo steamer, Chamber of Shipping of the
United Kingdom, Annual Report, 1032-33 (London 1933) p
135 for index of freight rates.

since the decline in the post-war period

is

greater than that in the immediate pre-war years,
such a decline usually follows any war involving
maritime powers. The excess of capacity tends
to depress the price sharply; at the

same time the

of

some

1

10 ships for the account of 26 British

and 9 foreign shipping companies. Similarly the
United States government, under the JonesWhite Act of 1928, created a construction loan
fund to make loans at low rates of interest for the
purpose of financing shipbuilding. Up to the end
of 1931 loans aggregating $151,000,000 had
been authorized for the construction of 60
vessels and the reconditioning of 23 others. All
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borrowers were required to be American citizens
or corporations; and although a rate of 5^ percent was fixed in contracts for vessels operating
entirely in the domestic trade, various rates,
as low as | or f of i percent, although

some

generally above 2^ percent, were set when the
vessels were to be used in foreign trade.

To

the extent to which such plans make
possible the payment of larger sums to the shipbuilder as each stage of construction is comis a tendency to reduce the working
needed by the builder. Other methods of
financing the sale of ships have also been developed to meet this problem, most of them
involving a series of term payments by the
owner secured by a mortgage of the vessel,
although some financing is done in London on

ceive support, it is not unreasonable to
expect
that shipbuilding will be more widely scattered
than in the immediate pre-war years, and that
no country will again enjoy the outstanding
supremacy that Great Britain held during that

period.
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the basis of bills of exchange discounted with the

commercial banks on the implicit understanding
that the bills will be renewed at maturity if a
part of the debt is paid. Where working capital
ample, the shipbuilding company may itself
finance the sale, holding a mortgage on the vessel
is

and receiving

partial

payments

at

stipulated

More

frequently, however, especially in
Europe, the whole transaction is handled by a
ship mortgage bank, which obtains the necessary
funds through the sale of ship mortgage bonds.
dates.

In the United States a similar policy has been
followed for some years in regard to the Great
Lakes vessels; it is of interest to note also that the
larger finance companies have already undertaken, in several cases, to finance the construction and purchase of vessels on a similar plan.

While by 1934 shipbuilding had not yet recovered from the post-war depression, there
were signs of improving conditions in most of
the leading countries. The industry's future,
however, remains dependent largely upon two
factors. In the first place, a substantial increase
in the physical volume of world trade is necessary to produce an expansion of shipbuilding
activity. No imaginable economies in production

costs can restore the industry as a

political factors. In view of the fact that shipping
is of vital importance to all nations dependent

sea borne

commerce,

it is

,
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SHIPPING. From the dawn

of history

man has

been acquainted with the use of ships, and the

show that curiosity and the
adventure have responded to the challenge of the sea. The art of navigation probably
arose on interior waterways; but when man
records

earliest

spirit of

ing urged in these countries that the shipbuilding
industry merits public support as an arm of the

learned

how

readily

be

national defense. This attitude helps to explain
the recent activity in the shipyards of the United

ventured out upon the sea in quest of food and
riches. Less than 30 percent of the superficial
area of the earth is land, much of it being di-

States,

France and

Italy. If it

continues to re-

,

,

whole to

prosperity without such expansion. Secondly,
the geographical distribution of the industry is
tending to be influenced more and more by

upon

H

, The Design and Construction of
Ships, 2 vols (2nd-3rd eds London 1923), Holms,
Practical Shipbuilding, 2 vols. (3rd ed. London

pleted, there

capital

to construct something that could

floated, propelled

and

steered,

he

cheapness of water transportation often makes
commerce by sea more desirable than that by
overland routes.
Shipping as a business enterprise evolved
with the development of industrial technique,
the expansion of
political

and

commerce and the growth

social organization.

in the interest of the

proper conservation of this capital.
Shipping as a carrying industry, distinct from
purely mercantile operations, is essentially modvessels

vessels

in both

ancient and

mediaeval times often carried for parties other
than their owners or operators. In local trade
the common carrier occasionally put in an ap-

ngged

craft,

freight.

craft comprise coal boats and
owned by mining companies or

Unrigged

barges, often

organizations handling raw or crude products.

They

usually operate

the floating equipment, which constitutes a
large part of the capital of the concerns engaged
in this

form of

transportation. Such consideraa broad classification of com-

first,

mercial vessels; second, a brief mention of other
engaged in various auxiliary services;

vessels

third, a discussion of the evolution of the

mer-

and

lakes

and

flown and manner of documentation. Each
ocean carrier flies its national flag and is documented at some port within the political jurisdiction represented by that flag. In the United

hauling barges,

social influence requires consideration of

rivers

flag

services.

developed between ports whose commerce had
become active and steady. This line service in
transoceanic trade is hardly more than a century
old and for several decades was limited in scope.
Any treatment of shipping as an industrial

on

for short distances along the coast.
Vessels may be classified also according to the

over definite routes with regular time schedules

tion covers,

divided roughly

vessels

pearance. It was not, however, until commerce
had expanded sufficiently to insure substantial
and fairly regular traffic between centers remote
from one another that shipping became an
organized industry apart from the buying and
selling of goods. Connected with this segregation
was the rise of what is called line service. The
first ocean carriers engaged solely in the transportation business were tramps; that is, vessels
which followed no fixed routes but sailed wherever traffic seemed likely. The sailing of vessels

and

may be

dependent upon ocean winds; and unwhose movement is determined by
human or animal power acting from shore or
by tugs or towboats operating on the same
waterway. The first constitute the bulk of the
world's ocean tonnage today. Steamers and
motor boats, however, are recent arrivals in the
field of ocean transportation. The sailing vessel
has rapidly been declining as a vehicle of transportation, but until late in the nineteenth century it was the outstanding ship of commerce.
Today it operates for the most part as a tramp,
carrying various kinds of bulky, low priced

community's working
and were therefore more or less regulated

Merchant

Commercial

into three classes: self-propelling ships, includ-

ing steamers and motor boats; sailing vessels, or

stituted a large part of the

ern.

of vessels, of the present day world merchant
marine.

of

was a phase of regular mercantile operation,
combined in its earlier stages with a large
amount of piracy and other predatory activities.
The merchant whose trade extended overseas
usually owned the craft which carried his products. Commercial expansion both in ancient and
in mediaeval times was closely associated with
the rise of city-states, whose chief economic
interest was the handling and transportation of
goods moving between remotely located regions
or settlements. In these states water craft con-

by governmental authority

chant ship from the primitive dugout to the
modern ocean liner; and, fourth, the general
character, with respect to kind and construction

For a long time

it

capital
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vided by ocean highways. Even where land
masses comprise a continuous area, the relative

States documentation takes one of three forms:
is engaged in foreign commerce it
"registered"; if engaged in domestic trade it
is "enrolled"; if it weighs less than twenty gross
tons it is "licensed." Conditions with reference

if

the vessel

is

documentation are prescribed by the laws of
the country whose flag is flown.
Besides the vessels used directly as carriers
there are boats employed in various auxiliary
to

Tugs and towboats

are employed in
and other unrigged craft
and in guiding or hauling ocean vessels in and
flats

out of harbor. In this service they are usually
owned by companies distinct from those of the
carriers. Tenders, used to transport passengers
freight between the vessel and the shore,
also are operated in harbor service where large

and

ocean steamers cannot dock. In a somewhat
similar way the ferry performs a local service in
carrying traffic across bays and rivers. Other
floating equipment of an auxiliary nature includes scows and boats employed in saving lives
and salvaging vessels. War vessels constitute a
distinct group of water craft, but merchant
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vessels are

sometimes built under the direction

m

of admiralty, or naval, authorities
order that
they may serve a nation as auxiliary cruisers in

time of war.

The owners

of such vessels, howsome form of

ever, are usually recipients of

shipping subsidy from the government.
The growth of the shipping industry has been
reflected to a considerable degree in the evolu-

tion of the ship of

commerce. This vehicle

apparently evolved out of the primitive dugout,
which has heen called the parent of modern
boats and has been traced back to the late stone
age. Its use

common among
The coracle of the

seems to have been

the old Swiss lake dwellers.

ancient Celts, which consisted of wicker frames
covered with skins, and the bark canoe, represented a later stage in boat development.
The transition from these early forms to the
ship proper from boats capable of rendering
only local service to vessels which could sail on

voyages was achieved
Recorded history rings up

relatively long trading

in prehistoric times.

the curtain on seagoing vessels, equipped with
well as oars, having rudimentary steering
gear in the form of paddles and able to make
sails as

their war craft than in their trading ships. While
the Greeks early developed into a commercial
people, between the Homeric period and the

Roman ascendancy the principal change in their
merchant vessels was only an increase in size.
The Greek trading vessel, as represented on
vases dating from the seventh century B.C., was
a broad, tublike ship, apparently built for transporting a considerable amount of freight. This
form was in striking contrast to pirate vessels

and warships, which were usually long and narrow and had beaklike bows finished off with the
head of some sea monster.
In size of merchant craft the Romans surpassed the Greeks. The former were not a mercantile people*, but the demands of a large and
growing home population during the

later years
of the republic and the early period of imperial
rule necessitated the shipment of much grain

and other supplies from Africa and western

The great corn ships bringing supplies to
the capital were, according to the Roman writer
Lucian, as much as 180 feet in length, 45 feet
in beam and 44 feet in depth. These earners
Asia.

were

sailing vessels, not oar propelled craft, the
being square and carried on three masts.
The transition from ancient to mediaeval

long voyages with cargoes and passengers. While
throughout the centuries many changes took

sails

place in the construction and manipulation of
ships, no transformation of a revolutionary na-

was accompanied by some reduction
The early Norse vessels,
which were probably more seaworthy than most
of the ships of antiquity, were of sturdy build
and capable of navigating the stormy waters of
the North Sea and the North Atlantic. The
Mediterranean war galley was the most notable
ship of the early Middle Ages. It was a long,
single banked vessel propelled by oars but provided also with sails. The larger merchant vessels in the Mediterranean tended to assume the
galley form, although they utilized wind power
rather than oars wherever conditions favored.
This form survived with some modifications in
the merchant fleets of the Venetians and Genoese. Mediaeval ships showed no fundamental
change m shipbuilding technique. There was

ture occurred until the application of steam as a
means of propulsion about the beginning of the

nineteenth century.
Some of the earliest representations of vessels
large enough to be called ships have been found
in Egypt. Vessels of considerable size operated

on the Nile as early as the building of the pyraSome were propelled by as many as
twenty-six oars on each side and steered from
mids.

the rear by four or five paddles in addition.
greatest seafaring people of ancient times,

The

how-

ever, were the Phoenicians. From the meager
information available, mainly in Assyrian and

Greek sources, they seem to have employed
used by the Egyptians.
Before Nebuchadnezzar began his famous thirteen-year siege of Tyre the Phoenician merchant
ships were traversing the whole Mediterranean,
craft similar to the boats

even extending their voyages into the Atlantic.
The mention by Herodotus of the circumnavigation of Africa about 604 B.C., a feat whose
authenticity was formerly questioned but is now

civilization

in the size of ships.

some tendency

for the oar propelled carrier to
disappear from the high seas, although naval
vessels still adhered to the use of oars. The

rudder displaced steering paddles and the hull

was formed

for easier manipulation as well as for

greater speed.

evidence of the great
by this people in the art of navi-

The principal changes exhibited by modern
ships were the following: the complete elimination of oar propulsion in the case of both mer-

Greeks and Romans made greater advances in

chant craft and naval vessels; numerous improvements in the form of the hull, in the

generally admitted,

progress

made

is

gation.
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number and

height of masts and in the adjustments of sails; the use of chain pumps; the

weighing of anchors by means of capstan and
long cables; the adoption of the mariner's compass, the astrolabe

and other navigating

ments; and, most significant of

all,

instru-

the rapid

development of self-propulsion by steam and
motor power with an accompanying improvement in the materials of construction.
Toward the close of the Middle Ages the
caravel was being developed. This vessel was a
sailer of comparatively light build which earned
three or four masts and was partly square rigged
and partly lateen rigged. The poop and forecastle were high. The caravel figured prominently in the great geographical discoveries of
the late fifteenth century; two of Columbus'

by Vasco da Gama
voyage around the Cape of Good

ships as well as those used

on

his first

Hope were of this type.
its

In the north the sailing vessel was assuming
modern form. The high poop and forecastle,

characteristic of the ships of Spam, Portugal
and other south European countries, were abandoned; the Dutch, English and French vessels
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
showed a general increase in size, by the time
steam power was beginning to be applied to

water transportation, the larger sailing ships,
especially those of the French, had attained a
length of 200 feet and a beam of 55 feet.
The middle of the nineteenth century marked
the rise of the clipper ship, which was a prominent feature of the American merchant marine
during the 1840*8 and 1 850*8. A square rigged
vessel ranging in size from about 500 to over
3000 gross tons, the clipper's great length in
proportion to beam (its greatest breadth was well
the bow) enabled it to attain high speed
with relatively light rigging.
aft of

on interior waterways to become the ships of
commerce. Some of the more important phases
of steamship (including motor ship) development have been the following: the application of
steam as a propelling force in vessel movement;
the gradual displacement of paddle wheels by
screw propellers; great improvements in marine
engines and boilers; the use of iron and later
steel for building material; great increase in the
size of ships; and the shift from the coal burning

to the oil burning steamer

To

these

may be

added another, the employment of internal combustion engines for propulsion.
The first successful demonstration of the
practicability of using

ships

steam power to propel

generally ascribed to Robert Fulton,
steamer, the Clerniont, in 1807 ran from

is

whose
New York to Albany in thirty-two hours. In
1819 the Savannah made its well known transatlantic voyage from Savannah, Georgia, to
Liverpool, employing steam power part of the
way; and in 1833 the Royal William crossed the
Atlantic all the way under steam. The first ocean
steamers retained masts, yards and sails in order
to supplement steam power with wind power
it was
necessary or feasible.
substitution of the screw propeller for

whenever

The

the paddle wheel is associated with the names
of the Englishman Francis P. Smith and the

Swede John Ericsson, the screw propeller's first
successful introduction being made in the i83o's.

Twin screws came into common use about
larger liners have at least
pellers, while many have three or four.

Today the

1880.

two pro-

In the development of the marine engine,
engines of the side lever type with upright cylinders were followed by engines with oscillating

compound engines having triple and
quadruple expansion, reciprocating marine encylinders,

War the

gines and finally turbine engines. Marine boilers
exhibited a somewhat similar progress, develop-

sailing vessel

was rapidly supplanted by the
steamer, although it still survives as a carrier of
certain kinds of bulk freight. The square rigged

ing from the flat sided and box shaped boiler to
the elaborate cylindrical boilers with internal
furnaces, which began to be used about 1868.

sailer was

From an economic standpoint the change
from wood to metal construction was of great

After the close of the American Civil

soon displaced by the schooner, which,

may be noted, had been built as early as 1713.
The schooner is the typical sailing vessel of
it

today and in

its

present form

is

distinctly

an

American product.
The development of steam and motor vessels
represents the most revolutionary change in the
technique of shipbuilding and ship operation
within historic times. In little more than a century these self-propelled craft have advanced
from an experimental means of transportation

importance, for this made possible the building
of the great liners of today. Iron began to be

used extensively in shipbuilding about the middle of the nineteenth century, although there is
a record of the launching of an iron boat on the
river Foss in Yorkshire, England, as early as
1777. After 1870 steel came to displace iron for
shipbuilding purposes; at present the bulk of
the world's merchant marine is steel constructed.
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A

change of

like

economic import has been the

adoption in recent decades of oil as fuel in the
place of coal. This has had the effect of greatly
extending the steaming radius of vessels, increasing the space available for freight and
passenger
costs.

traffic

and materially reducing labor

The use of the internal combustion engine

has progressed markedly since the World War.
For the operation, however, of the larger liners
the turbine engine is still preferred. Table I
indicates to what extent the steel constructed,

power driven vessel has become the ship of
commerce of modern times.

TABLE

I

NUMBER AND GROSS TONNAGE OF VESSFLS OF 100 TONS
AND UPWARDS IN THE WORLD, 1933, BY KIND OF
POWER AND MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION

sors of the early nineteenth century. From
ancient times to the opening years of the last

century only the exceptionally large vessel exceeded 150 feet in length and over 1000 gross
tons in size. At present a freight carrier of 5000

7500 gross tons is considered moderate in
and the large transatlantic passenger liners
are from 800 to over 900 feet long and range
from 45,000 to nearly 60,000 gross tons. In 1934
the Cunard Steam Ship Company, Ltd., resumed
work which had been halted by the economic depression, on a vessel which is to be 73,000 gross
tons. A century ago a speed of 12 knots was
achieved by only the fastest vessels sailing under
to

size,

,

favorable weather conditions. Today this rate is
slow for ordinary freighters. In August, 1933,
the Italian steamer Rex made a run from
Gibraltar to New York at an average speed of
28.92 knots and this despite fog and adverse
winds. Table II shows the comparative size of
well known steamers over the period 1 840-1921 .

The modern operation of the shipping service
the result of an evolution extending over centuries, and many of its aspects are unintelligible
is

without some reference to their historical ori-

The beliefs, for example, that trade follows
the flag and that the flag flown from the mast
of a ship is an agent in the development of a
nation's commerce are almost universal. In large
gins.

measure, however, these ideas are a survival of

when shipping was a phase of commerce rather than a distinct carrying industry
and when the association of political authority
and commercial interest was extremely close.
the periods

S"orff Lloyd's Register of Shipping,
1933) vol 11, p noo-oi

The ocean
greater size

JOJj34,

2 vols.

(London

vessels of today have a much
their predeces-

and speed than did

The

utilization of

waterways as avenues of

commerce has characterized

TABLE

all

peoples living

II

SIZE OF STEAMERS, 1840-1921

* The Vaterland (Leviathan) and the Bismarck (Majtsl,lie) were originally designed for service In the German merchant
marine;
the latter was not completed until after the close of the World War. Both vessels were taken over and renamed by the Allied and
Associated Powers, the United States taking the Vateri
'land and Great Britain the Bismarck. The original grosa tonnage of Ihe
Leviathan was increased from 54.282 to 59,957
Source, lierglund, Abraham. Ocean Transportation (N<
York 1931) P. 73. adapted from Lloyd's Rttister of Shipping.

on navigable streams,

lakes or seas.
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A large part limited

of the ocean carrying trade of the world, however, has been in the hands of nations possessing

few natural resources and occupying a seacoast
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partnerships, was often resorted to for
single ventures.
From the fourth to the eleventh century

Phoenicians rather
than the Egyptians were the great carriers on
the Mediterranean in the centuries preceding
the rise of Greek and Roman civilizations. The
merchants of such city-states as Athens, Cor-

there was a considerable decline in European
commerce. In the eastern Mediterranean trade
flourished largely under the protection of the
Byzantine Empire. The rise of the Saracens was
followed by an appreciable development of commercial activity in western Asia and the eastern

inth, Antioch and Carthage figured more prominently in the sea trade of later antiquity than
did their Roman contemporaries. In mediaeval

and western Europe maritime commerce consisted for the most part of piratical expeditions.

area of limited extent.

The

times too Venice, Genoa and the towns of the
Hanseatic League controlled the greater part of
the oversea commerce of Europe. Even today
countries like Norway, Japan and Holland, with

Mediterranean.

On

the other hand, in northern

The expansion

resources, have

of commerce during the latter
Middle Ages is closely associated
with the growth of such communities as Venice,
Genoa, Pisa and the towns of the Ilanseatic
League, of which Lubeck, Hamburg and Bremen were the most important. All these com-

activity.

munities, like their great predecessors in the
ancient world, became in a sense city-states,
either being entirely independent of any external

little

fertile

land and inconsequential mineral

been conspicuous in maritime
achievements. Capital in such places naturally
seeks the readily available fields of industrial

The first people to develop an extensive merchant marine were the Phoenicians, whose activities reached their height at the beginning of the
heroic age of Greece (1000 to 800 B.C ) and who
as late as 600 B.C. still dominated the trade of

the eastern Mediterranean.

The Greeks fell

heir

the Phoenician commerce of the eastern
Mediterranean, while Carthage, a Phoenician
colony, captured the western area. Miletus, on
to

the Asia

coast, was the first Greek city
commercial prominence in seafaring

Minor

to achieve

enterprises. Later other Hellenic cities,

among

them Megara, Athens, Corinth, Syracuse, Antioch and Alexandria, became centers of an extensive oversea trade, and Carthage continued to
important maritime role until

occupy an
overthrow in 146 B.C. During the Roman political ascendancy the Mediterranean became virtually a Roman lake. Roman merchants m some
its final

instances operated vessels of considerable size,
but most of their merchant shipping was owned

by Greeks and Syrians.
Ancient ships were the property of individual
merchants or groups of merchants.

A common

form of business organization was the participation association. Here the individual trader
who did not wish to assume the entire risk of
his enterprise entered upon a contract under
which part of the capital was borrowed from
another person, whose liability in the event of
loss was specifically limited but whose profit
in case of success was usually a fixed proportion
of the total. This type of organization, which
bears some analogy to certain forma of modern

half of the

political control or possessing a large

measure

of autonomy. Their trade by sea was "active,"
that

is,

traffic

was carried

m

vessels

owned by

citizens, while their trading stations, or factories

in foreign countries, were similarly
controlled

Mediaeval shipping reached
at Venice.

its

owned

or

most advanced

As

early as the time of
Justinian the Venetians had received some recognition as a seafaring people, for both Beli-

development

sarius

and Narses had sought

their aid in the

transportation of troops and supplies in the wars
with the Goths. From the close of the fourth

m

1
crusade
204 to the end of the fifteenth century Venice virtually dominated the sea trade

of the Mediterranean; in the eastern part particularly it had a practical monopoly of trade

with the Orient. This was made possible by its
control of several strategic stations and colonies
in western Asia and northern Africa as well as

by special privileges granted to Venetian merchants at leading seaports elsewhere in the
region.

Shortly after 1300 Venetian vessels were reguwares to northwestern Europe.

larly carrying

For about two centuries

this

commerce was sub-

ject to strict regulation by the Venetian state
in order that it might be kept in the hands of

home merchants and
tected.

the property involved pro-

Each season the Venetian senate voted

number of galleys needed, auctioned off to
merchants the right to freight them and as a

the

rule prohibited separate voyages.

The

making up the Venetian merchant

vessels

fleet

were
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largely oar propelled and each galley carried a
force of archers for protection against pirates or

other enemies.

In the north oversea commerce during the
mediaeval period was largely under the control of German merchants living in cities located
late

near enough to the North and Baltic seas to be
seaports. In order to secure protection against
piracy and to obtain trading privileges for their
members in foreign ports these towns organized

the Hanseatic League. The league reached the
height of its power with the Treaty of Stralsund
in 1370,

when

cities. Its last

included over seventy-seven
official meeting was held at Lubeck
it

were represented. The
geographical discoveries of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries and the rise of political and
economic nationalism revolutionized the shipping situation Maritime activity became more
and more conspicuous on the all water routes
between western European ports and the Orient
and between Europe and the New World. The
city-states, dominated by their commercial oligarchies, were forced to give way to newly rising
nations with appreciable land areas and conin 1669,

when

five cities

centrated political authority.
The shipping industry of the Middle Ages,
like that of ancient times, was a phase of com-

most
advanced expression in municipalities located on
navigable waterways near the open sea. At these
centers the main economic interest was oversea
commerce. Business organization and, to a very
large extent, political policy were shaped with
a view to securing trade monopoly or at least
merce. In both periods

it

received

its

distinct trading advantages for citizens over out-

side competitors.

groups larger or more inclusive than the
associations which governed the
dominant trading towns of earlier times. Political
was
concerned less with specific trade
authority
codes than with the shaping of general policies
designed to enhance national power and prestige. Oversea commerce therefore was encoursocial

mercantile

aged not merely for the purpose of enriching a
merchant class but also in order to increase the
sovereign's revenue and lay the foundation of
an oversea empire. The shipping industry was
a crucial factor in carrying out the spirit of the
navigation laws, and hence protective measures

were generally instituted for its development.
The emergence of Portugal and Spain as important political entities in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries was marked by a rapid expansion of their shipping activity. Portuguese
merchants, after the voyage of Vasco da Gama,
established an extensive commercial empire in
India and the East Indies, but it collapsed before
the end of a century. Meanwhile Spain was
exploiting the newly discovered gold and silver
mines of Mexico and Peru, and in this develop-

ment the famous treasure ships of Spain played
a conspicuous role. In the case of both Portugal
and Spain vessels were owned by individual
merchants or mercantile companies, but they
were given naval protection, occasionally financial aid and always legislative safeguards against
foreign competition. The Dutch and the English
followed a similar exclusive policy, as did other
nations although on a smaller scale.
One aim of the mercantilists policies of the

time was to safeguard national shipping as a
connecting link between the home country and

and possessions abroad. The legislation
designed to maintain this bond has changed in
form since the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but its functions are still performed by
modern ship subsidies and other shipping aids.
Several of the leading merchant marine couninterests

The

organization of the shipping industry in
modern times has been characterized by the
following developments: the survival, in an age
of growing nationalism, of efforts by the state to

safeguard shipping interests against foreign
competition; the gradual segregation of shipping
from purely mercantile functions; the establish-

ment of services over

tries of

interior

the world reserve their coastwise and
waterway trade to vessels flying the

definite routes with regular
coupled with a recognized distinction
between line and tramp operation; the growth of

national flag; in the United States the carrying
trade with most of the country's outlying possessions is also thus reserved. Of the total Ameri-

and incorporated companies and of
shipping conferences and consolidations; and
the emergence of industrial fleets.

can merchant marine about 60 percent engages

sailings,

joint stock

The

decline of the city-state and the rise of
larger political and social units changed the
scope but not the fundamental purpose of trade
regulation.
lated,

Commerce continued

but in the

real or

supposed

to

be regu-

interests of

exclusively in

commerce of this character.

The emergence
distinct

of shipping as a business,

from mercantile

and took place

activities,

was gradual

in different regions at widely

varying dates. By the seventeenth century European coastwise vessels were already occasionally
engaged in a regular carrying trade, while

m
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the next century the practise of chartering ocean

was

companies during the

fifteenth, sixteenth

and

out

seventeenth centuries was a feature of the early
modern era. These concerns at first were "regu-

of the need for efficient carrying agencies in a
period of rapidly expanding commerce. Other
influences were the industrial revolution, with

lated" companies, essentially associations of
individuals, who received charters from their
several governments giving them exclusive privi-

volume of commodities offered
and the appearance of large
mercantile organizations with no merchant fleets
of their own. The operation of ocean vessels thus
became a separate business, and today the bulk

leges for carrying on trade between their home
countries and certain foreign lands. The mem-

vessels for purely transportation services
fairly

its

common These developments came

increasing

for transportation,

of the world's ocean freight is transported by
concerns engaged in carrying for others.
The rise of common carriers was soon fol-

lowed by a gradual segregation of line from
tramp traffic. The early ocean carriers were
mainly tramps, but as commerce developed
efforts were put forth to secure regular sailings
between important ports. The first transatlantic
line was the Black Ball Line, established in 1816,
which operated a fleet of sailing vessels between
New York and Liverpool. A second line between the same ports was started in 1822. These
early lines, known as packet lines, had regular
sailing dates, carried mail and high grade packet
freight and usually had accommodations for
passengers. After 1850 the ocean steamer rap-

bers gained or lost as individuals. These mercantile associations, which often possessed joint
ownership in terminal properties and sometimes
in ships, gradually evolved into joint stock comThe joint stock company at common

panies.

is treated as a partnership, but from the
viewpoint of economic function it acts as a unit
in much the same way as the corporation. The
English East India Company began as a regulated company and definitely adopted the joint

law

stock

company

in existence for

principle only after

some twelve

The merchant

it

trader,

it

had been

years.

may be noted, con-

tinued to exist long after the rise of the joint
stock company. In the United States, for ex-

ample, Ehas Hasket Derby of Salem, Massachusetts, and Stephen Girard of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, were prominent figures in merchant
shipping in the years following the American
Revolution In the growing differentiation, how-

idly supplanted the sailing vessel in the line
service Following improvements in marine en-

ever, of the shipping business

gines and boilers the larger steamers became
practically independent of weather conditions,

dising the old merchant trader, where he
clung to his ships, became a shipowner pure

with the result that shippers came to find the
new self-propelling vessels more reliable than

owner of tramp

those dependent

upon wind power. Today the

sailing vessel has ceased to be a liner.
The tranlp still carries a large part of the
world's ocean freight. Ordinarily a vessel of

moderate size and average draft and speed, it is
built for maximum economy and freight capacity. Because it operates over various routes at
irregular intervals, the provision of expensive

permanent docks and wharves and of offices and
freight soliciting agencies is unnecessary. The
freight carried is usually of a heavy, bulky nature

comparatively low in value. An elaborate
ship brokerage service at the leading ports of
the world keeps shipowners and operators in-

and

is

formed concerning the demand

for vessel space.
Modern shipping organization also has undergone radical transformations. In ancient and

mediaeval times vessels were

owned by

indi-

viduals or ordinary partnerships, and group
control, wherever it existed, was generally ad-

ministered in the interest of merchants as individuals.

The

appearance of large commercial

simple.

The

Today he

from merchan-

survives as the individual

vessels.

increasing complexity of

merce, with

its

still

and

demands

modern com-

for promptness, cheap-

ness and regularity of service, has favored the
development of joint stock companies and corporations.

These forms,

especially the latter,

have obvious advantages where a large amount
of capital is necessary for efficient and cheap
service and where stability is required for the
carrying out of long range business policies.
Passenger and freight liners for the most part

have ceased
ing

to

be the property of individuals.

owned and operated by security issucorporations, whose control often extends

They

are

over several lines or routes. Table in gives the
names, nationality and number of vessels of the

more important snipping companies in the world
today.

Probably because competition is nowhere
more active than in ocean transportation, efforts
have been made to limit competition; these have
taken two forms, the development of shipping
conferences and the organization of consolida-
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LARGE SHIPPING COMPANIES, THEIR NATIONALITIES
AND THE NUMBER OF THEIR VESSELS, 1933*
NUMBER
OF
NATIONALITY VESSELS

India Steam Navigation
Ltd.

British

Co

,

Canadian

Pacific

Ltd.f
tique

Cunard Steam Ship Co Ltd.
,

&

Ellerman Lines, Ltd.
Furness Lines

Hamburg- Amenkamsche

French
English

96
20

English
English

101

English

94

18

Packet-

A.-G. (Hamburg-Amer-

fahrt
ica

24

Bucknall Steamship

Ltd

Co.,

126

Canadian
Gne"ral Transatlan-

Compagme
Ellerman

English

Steamships,

German

Line)

&

Holt, A,
Line)

162

Co. (Blue Funnel

Leyland,

F & Co
,

,

Ltd.

Ltd.)

Norddeutscher Lloyd (North
German Lloyd)
Oceanic Steam Navigation Co.,
Ltd (White Star Line)
Osaka Shosen Kabushiki Kaisha
(Osaka Mercantile Steamship

Co Ltd
,

Royal Mail Lines, Ltd
Sovtorgflot (Soviet Mercantile
Fleet)

United States Shipping Board

by 1909. Although some of them were
disrupted during the World War, they resumed
operations at its close, so that by the 1930*3
they were again to be found in almost every
region important to international trade. The
larger conferences are formal organizations in
which the lines included are represented by

73

English
English

27
30

nent officers and permanent and special committees, and machinery has usually been set up

Dutch

28

members. The good

Japanese

99

delegates

who meet regularly. There are perma-

among conference
member of a
many instances guaranteed by

for the settlement of disputes

conference

German

143

is

in

faith of

each

a deposit of a stipulated sum, which is forfeited
if agreements are violated or new services are
established that interfere with the interests of

the conference lines. Different conference lines
English

English

16

135

43

American

12

English

43

are not infrequently interrelated

by agreements

concerning traffic and rates.
Conference agreements may apply to all the
traffic of member companies or to any part or
parts of such traffic. Line companies have also
in some cases confined their conferences to a
few kinds of traffic. Before the restriction of

USSR.

266

American

immigration to the United States there even

364

existed traffic pools for the distribution of steerage passengers among several of the leading

* Water carriers owned or operated in the interest of industrial

companies are excluded
Owned by the Canadian Piufic Railway Co
Source Compiled from Lloyd's Register oj Shipping, 1933-34,

t

vol

nineteenth century, line conferences were almost
universal

26

Japanese

)

Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Co.
Roosevelt Steamship Co , Inc.

engaged directly in the shipping business, has
been a member of several conferences. Deferred
rebates, however, were declared illegal by the
Shipping Act of 1916.
First appearing in the last decades of the

Italian

Nederlandsch-Amenkaansche
Stoomvaart Maatschappij
(Holland-America Line)
Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha
(Japan Mail Steamship Co.,

Shipping conferences, although they exercise a
form of price control, are legal in the United
States if they receive the approval of the United
States Shipping Board. The board itself, when

English

"Italia" (Cosulick-Lloyd Sabau-

do-Navigazione Generale)
Lamport & Holt, Ltd.

patronize only conference lines of a part
of the net freight payments, usually 10 percent.

i.

transoceanic line companies. Generally speaking, conferences composed of line companies

have rate understandings covering
tions.

Shipping conferences are associations for

greater part of the traffic handled

all

or the

by the

lines

the regulation of traffic and the formulation of
rate policies among lines serving the same ports
or regions and handling the same or similar

represented. Conference lines operating between
the United States and foreign countries and
between the Atlantic coast and the Pacific coast

steamers as a general

through the Panama Canal have agreements
with reference to practically all freight which

kinds of

traffic.

Tramp

do not participate in conferences. Arrangements among lines may be simple rate agreements or elaborate pooling devices. Ordinarily
a line company is a member of more than one
shipping conference. Outside of the American
trade, shipping conferences endeavor to control
rule

rate

agreements by use of the so-called deferred

rebate,

which

is

a periodical return to shippers

they handle; passenger traffic is subject to separ
ate conference agreements.
The following are some of the more important
conferences governing freight rates and practises in connection with the commerce of the

United States on export and import trade routes,
(i) From North Atlantic ports to the United
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Kingdom; continental Europe; west coast' of
Italy; Adriatic, Black Sea and Levant; West
(2)

From Atlan-

and gulf ports to West Indies;

east coast of

Africa;
tic

South Africa; Australia.

Colombia; Brazil; Plata River, west coast of
Mexico; Central and South America; Far East.
(3) From gulf ports to Mediterranean ports, to

whose operations extended

tons of water craft

throughout the commercial world.
ized capital stock of the
25,000,000, of which

1,400,000

m

first

debentures and

to other foreign ports. (4) From
Pacific coast ports to Far East; Australasia; west

in other debentures.

South America; Caribbean seaports;
east coast of South America; United Kingdom;
continental Europe and Scandinavia. (5) To
New York from Le Havre, Honfleur, Bordeaux
and Southampton (cargo of French origin);
Antwerp, Rotterdam, Le Havre, Honfleur and

tion

Southampton (cargo of Swiss origin). (6) To
North Atlantic ports from Levant ports. (7) To
Atlantic coast ports from Hamburg-Bremen and
from Antwerp. (8) To Atlantic and Gulf ports
from United Kingdom; Brazil; West Indies;
west coast of South America; Japan; China;
Philippine Islands. (9)

To

Pacific coast ports

from Japan; South China, Straits Settlements,
Federated Malay States, Java and Ceylon; Philippine Islands; Calcutta; west coast of South
America; Scandinavian, Baltic, German, Dutch,
Belgian and French ports.
Consolidations in the form of both mergers
and holding companies have appeared in the line
service. Intercorporate relations have made the
actual control of certain companies much more
widespread than published figures for direct
operation would indicate. How powerful great
mergers had become in the years before the
depression beginning in 1929 is revealed by
the following records of three British and one

authorto

8,800,000 had been
issued and paid up by the end of 1928. In addition there were outstanding against the company

Havana and

coast of

The

company amounted

The

5,100,000

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Naviga-

Company, also a British line, was incorporated by royal charter in 1840. Beginning with
1910 the company acquired extensive interests
in various steamship companies, notably the
Blue Anchor Line, Ltd., the British India Steam

Navigation Company, Ltd., the New Zealand
Shipping Company, Ltd., and the Union Steamship Company of New Zealand, Ltd. Through
these and other holdings the P. & O. controlled
a large part of the vessel tonnage of the Orient.
Its own vessels in 1930 aggregated 567,147 gross
tons and those of the British India Steam Navi-

Company, Ltd., added another 754,784
gross tons. In all this company controlled a fleet
of 354 ocean steamers with a gross tonnage of

gation

2,217,724.

The

authorized capital stock of the

7,632,518
7,649,853, of which
had been issued and paid up by the end of 1928.

company was

In addition there was outstanding 8,487,560,
consisting of three varieties of debentures.
The Cunard Steam Ship Company. Ltd., a
British

company which had

early days of steam,

form

in

1878.

origins in tne

its

was organized

The company

in its present
controlled the

Commonwealth and Dominion Line, Ltd. (in
the Australasian service), the American Levant
Line, Ltd., the Anchor Line, Ltd., and the
Thomas and Jno. Brocklebank, Ltd. The total

American company.
The Royal Mail Steam Packet Company (in
1932 reorganized as the Royal Mail Lines, Ltd.),
a British company, was established by royal
charter in 1839. In 1930 it owned and operated

gross tonnage owned or controlled in 1930 was
990,81 1 The authorized share capital amounted
to
8,100,020, of which
8,070,261 was out4,210,000 and $2,standing; there were also

directly a fleet of 3 1 vessels; including the vessels
of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Meat Transports, Ltd., a subsidiary concern, it owned over

500,000 in debentures and gold notes.
The International Mercantile Marine Com'
pany, an American company, was incorporated

40 vessels aggregating 370,232 gross registered
tons. It had also a controlling interest in the
Pacific Steam Navigation Company, Nelson
Steam Navigation Company, Ltd., David MacIver and Company, Ltd., and the White Star
Line, Ltd., which had been organized to take
over the Oceanic Steam Navigation Company,
Ltd., and several smaller companies. The gross

in 1893 as the International Navigation
pany and took its present name in 1902

tonnage of the

fleets

of these associated com-

panies and their subsidiaries was 2.304,709. The
Royal Mail was thus controlling 2,674,941 gross

.

J. P.

Com-

when
Morgan and Company reorganized and

expanded it. The following companies were conby the combination in 1930: Interna-

trolled

tional Navigation

Company, Ltd.

(British),

Star Line (Belgian), Atlantic Transport
pany, Ltd. (British), Atlantic Transport

Red

ComCom-

pany of West Virginia (American), Frederick
Leyland and Company, Ltd. (British). These
companies in 1928 owned 52 vessels aggregating
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462,096 gross tons: in 1927, before the Oceanic
Steam Navigation Company, Ltd. (White Star
Line), had been sold to the Royal Mail Steam
Packet Company, the International Mercantile
Marine Company controlled the operations of
over 1,000,000 gross tons of shipping engaged
in more than fifty distinct services. The outstanding stock in 1928 was $101,596,800 out of

$120,000,000 authorized; in addition there were
to $24,130,000. In 1931 the
International Mercantile Marine Company ob-

bonds amounting

tained control of the Roosevelt Steamship Company, Inc.; in 1932 the United States Lines

its own
commonly owned

pig iron. Tank steamers
or controlled by large oil

pany making
are

refining concerns.

Several large coal mining companies in the
United States have coal boats and barges on the
Atlantic coast and on the upper Mississippi and
Ohio rivers. On the Great Lakes the Pittsburgh
Steamship Company, which is owned by the
United States Steel Corporation, operates a fleet
of 86 ore carrying vessels. The Standard Transportation Company, Ltd., of Hong Kong and
the Standard Shipping Company of the United
States operate oil fleets in the interest of the
Socony Vacuum Corporation, which controls

Company, Inc., was also acquired.
These four organizations before the depres-

the stock of both concerns.

sion controlled the operations of approximately
6,335,000 gross tons of shipping. Their aggre-

Ltd., owns 85 tankers of 780,000
dead weight tons and most of these are chartered

The

British

Tanker

Company,

gate outstanding securities, both ownership and

to the Anglo-Persian Oil

long term credit, amounted to nearly $341,000,ooo, so that their capitalization was about $60
per gross ton. The Royal Mail, the P. & O. and

agg regating j4> oo ooo are held by the AngloPersian Company, Ltd.

the Cunard companies paid moderate or high
dividends on their ordinary or deferred shares

There is at present no tendency for railroads
and other land earners to combine with ocean

during the post-war years. The International
Mercantile Marine paid no dividend on its com-

carriers for the

mon stock and paid on its preferred stock only
during the World War and the years immediately following.

The

shares of the British

Company, Ltd. All the
Tanker Company, Ltd

>

,

>

purpose of forming a

common

land and water transportation system, although
at one time such combinations were fairly com-

mon. The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway formerly operated a shipping line from Newport

consolidations does not

presence of shipping conferences and
seem to have had any
material effect on the general trend of ocean

American Line,

freight rates, for the long time movements of
charter rates in the tramp service have closely
paralleled those of line rates But conferences

once controlled by the Pennsylvania Railroad.
In 1900 the Southern Pacific Company secured a
controlling share of the stock of the Pacific Mail

and consolidations have been effective

in reduc-

News

London and

Liverpool, while the
1902 made a part of the
International Mercantile Marine Company, was
to

in

Steamship Company, which ran vessels across
San Francisco and Pan-

line rates

ing short time variations, with the result that
do not show the violent fluctuations

ama The Great Northern Railway Company

characteristic of the daily quotations for charter

organized the Great Northern Steamship

rates.

between Puget Sound and the
Orient. In 1914 it was estimated that in the
United States the railroads owned or controlled

The

pany

rise of industrial fleets is a recent

phe-

nomenon and has been brought about by conwhich led certain business concerns in the United States to build and
own the railroad freight cars which carried their
products. Some commodities shipped in large
amounts could be handled more economically
in specialized vehicles, the coal car, tank car and
ditions similar to those

refrigerator car being well known examples of
these. Among water carriers usually owned by

companies are coal barges, iron ore
vessels and tank steamers. Coal mining companies, in both the United States and Europe,
own directly or indirectly coal boats and barges.
The ore carrier, a familiar sight on the Great
industrial

Lakes,

the Pacific and between

is

generally the property of a steel

com-

Com-

for service

209 vessels of 589,561 gross tons engaged in
regular line traffic.

Since 1914 this situation has been changed;
old amalgamations have been severed and no
new ones formed. There are fundamental differences between rail and water transportation.
freight rates are less stable than rail rates,

Ocean

making the development of through routing
combined land and water transportation system difficult. Furthermore the leading transoceanic lines, especially on the Atlantic,
had taken fairly definite form before railroads
had become sufficiently strong to branch out
and develop any ocean carrying business. Politipolicies for a

Shipping
cal influences also

operated to prevent

ownership and control

The

common

principle of equi-

water lines by railroads
and the application of antitrust laws made the
operation of such combinations difficult.
Railway control of water carriers, however,
table treatment of

is

all

a prominent feature of the transportation sys-

tem of Canada. The Canadian Pacific Steamships, Ltd which is an operating organization
controlling the movements of several large
steamers engaged in the transoceanic service on
both the Atlantic and the Pacific, is owned by
,

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Other
vessels, operating for the most part in local coast-

wise service, are also

owned by

the

same

rail-

The Canadian Pacific Railway is unique
among the railways of the world in this develroad.

opment.

The World War had certain significant effects
on the shipping industry During the course of
the struggle a large part of the world's merchant

marine was requisitioned for war purposes,
while there was widespread destruction of mercantile shipping by German submarines In the
case of Great Britain alone losses due to sub-

marine sinkings were put at 7,759,000 gross
tons, or 38 percent of the British tonnage in
June,. 1914. As a result and also because of

mounting construction costs several governments were compelled to go into the business of
shipbuilding and operation With the close of
the war, however, governments found it im-
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possible to dispose of their newly created fleets
at prices which would meet a reasonable
part

of the costs, so that they were kept in the snipping business for a number of years. This was
particularly true of the United States,

which

during the latter part of the war period was
building the bulk of the world's newly constructed vessels. As late as July i, 1932, the
United States government still owned 362 ships
aggregating 2,088,864 gross tons.
The establishment of a socialist republic in
Russia following the October revolution of 1917

government ownership and operation of
fleets While the Russian
merchant marine has always been small, the
Sovtorgflot (Soviet Mercantile Fleet) has shown
marked growth in recent years. The ships of
the Sovtorgflot are divided into five units and
directed from district head offices as follows:
the Baltic Fleet from Leningrad, the Northern
Fleet from Archangel, the Black Sea Fleet (the
most important) from Odessa, the Sea-of-Azov
Fleet from Rostov-on-Don and the Far Eastern
Fleet from Vladivostok.
Table iv indicates the number and gross tonnage of ships of 100 tons and upward in the
principal maritime countries of the world for
the years 1900, 1914, 1920 and 1933. It will
be observed that while Germany as a mercantile
power ranked third in 1900 and second in 1914,
in 1920 it was to be found among the minor
countries. This was largely due to the transled to

the Russian mercantile

TABLE
NUMBER AND GROSS TONNAGH OK

SHIPS ot 100

IV
TONS AND UPWARDS, BY PRINCIPAL
1900-33*

* Sail tonnage for 1900 and 191 1 in tons net
t In 193 1, figures for Great Britain and Ireland.
J Excluding sailing vessels
Source Lloyd's Registw of Shipping, 1933-34, vol.

ii,

p.

n 12-16.
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ference under the Peace of Versailles of the
greater part of the country's shipping to the
Allied and Associated Powers as well as to the

extraordinary wartime shipbuilding activities of
other nations. By 1932, however, Germany was

once more among the leading merchant marine
countries. The progress of Japan over the period
1900-32 is particularly noteworthy, as is also
the recovery of Norway since 1920 from the
havoc inflicted on its fleets by submarine sinkings and the interference of the war with the
country's trade.

The

position of the United States

was mate-

changed by the war. While the United

rially

States occupied second place among maritime
nations in 1900 and third place in 1914, this

was

due to a very large
coastwise and inland

to a considerable extent

tonnage engaged only in

On

the basis of

service ("enrolled" tonnage).
shipping in foreign trade alone ("registered"
tonnage) in 1914, for example, the United States

ranked below the United Kingdom, Germany,
Norway, France and Japan. The country's shipbuilding activity during the war as well as its
share of the German merchant marine raised it
to second place in 1920 in both total and "registered" tonnage, a position which it continued to
hold a decade later despite a serious decline in
that part of the fleet engaged in foreign trade.
(later Great Britain and

The United Kingdom

Ireland), while suffering heavily during the war,
continued to maintain its premier position as
mistress of the seas. Although a smaller propor-
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SHOE INDUSTRY.

the people in
ministrative

SHOP COMMITTEE.

See INDUSTRIAL RELA-

TIONS COUNCILS.

states.

Heads of

state ad-

such

auditors,

departments,

as

and superintendents of education, are
by the same method.
In counties, cities, towns and townships in all
parts of the country administrative posts, even of
minor consequence, are also elective. This involves a wide departure from the principle, contreasurers

in

some

instances chosen

sidered axiomatic
officials

only public

See LEATHER INDUSTRY

many

choose relatively unimpor-

by political scientists, that
whose posts are conspicuous

and whose work

is of a policy determining nature should be chosen by popular vote. Good
governmental practise requires that all those

officials

whose functions are

essentially routine

or technical should be selected by appoint-

SHOP COUNCILS.

See INDUSTRIAL RELA-

TIONS COUNCILS.

SHOP STEWARD MOVEMENT. See INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COUNCILS.

SHORT BALLOT MOVEMENT.
toral

systems of various countries

The elecdiffer among

ment.
A second reason for the long ballot in the
United States may be found in the common
practise of holding national, state and local elections on the same day. At one time this was the

practise everywhere. During recent years the
tendency has been to scatter these elections, but
a combination of scate and local elections or of

common

other things in the number of decisions or
choices which the individual voter is called upon

congressional and state elections
in many parts of the country.

make on any particular election day. In this
respect the voter bears the heaviest burden in
the United States. In other countries he often

early years of the twentieth century pointed out
serious consequences in connection with the use

Students of American government in the

to

votes on only a single office and seldom on more
than a few. In the United States it was formerly
not uncommon for a single election to deal with

more than fifty offices; this situation still prevails in some places. The short ballot movement,
most active in the second decade of the present
century, has been concerned with the alleviation
of this burden and its resultant evils.

There are at least two reasons why longer
ballots have been used in the United States than
in any other country. The first is to be found in
the political philosophy which holds that a truly
democratic governmental system requires that
all important public offices shall be filled by
popular election. This principle has been
pressed to an extreme in the United States,
where the new offices created to meet the growing tasks of government in general and of urban

government

made
is

in particular

were almost invariably

The method

of popular election
not only used to select the major executive and
elective.

legislative officers in all fields of

government,

is still

of the long ballot.

most voters

to

It is

form an

exceedingly difficult for
intelligent opinion con-

cerning the merits of all of the candidates. The
average voter will ordinarily not familiarize
himself with the names and qualifications of
more than a dozen at most. Accordingly the bulk
of electoral interest is concentrated upon the

more conspicuous offices. Those voters who are
not frightened away from the polls by the
burden imposed on them by the long ballot
necessarily pay little or no attention to the less
important

offices.

Thus

unfit

candidates are

frequently chosen in the lower ranges of the
ballot. Moreover the practise of submitting to

popular election the choice of so many officials
tends to make the business of nominations too
intricate for popular participation, so that the
preliminary selections drift into the hands of
small political groups. In addition the fact that
many officials are elective and theoretically

so

responsible only to the people diffuses official
responsibility and makes it easy for officials to
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shift

any blame for misgovernment to other

officials.

In the endeavor to provide a remedy for
public apathy, blind voting and manipulated
nominations the short ballot movement was inaugurated. It took definite form with the organization in 1909 of the National Short Ballot

Woodrow

Wilson, its president,
"the key to the whole
problem of the restoration of popular government." The organization set forth as the "short
Organization.

termed the short

ballot

principle" that only offices important
enough to attract and deserve public examinaballot

should be

filled

by
principle was adopted by political scientists and
by many public officials and was incorporated in
the platform of the Progressive party in 1912. It
became closely linked with the general move-

ment

for centralizing

by decreasing the
term of elective

government responsibility

number and lengthening the

In some instances
have been

ballot for the voters to decide.

as

many

as thirty or forty questions

To the extent that

submitted at a single election.

names of candidates are replaced by lists of
questions the short ballot has once more become lengthened and blind voting is given new
encouragement, for voters are no more likely to
inform themselves on minor questions than on
minor candidates. Only issues of major importance should be submitted to a decision by
popular vote.

and

that very few offices
election at one time. The

tion should be elective

by the spread of the initiative and referendum,
which results in placing various questions on the

At present the short
tracting less interest.

ballot

This

movement

is

is at-

partly because

many of its aims have already been achieved.
The multiplication of elective offices has been
checked and their number reduced. In recent
years the attention of reformers has been concentrated more upon the improvement of

routine administration than

upon changes

The movement

in the

a

simplifying governmental administrative organization and elim-

machinery of

legislatures.

and municipal
In municipal government the organization advocated commission and commission
manager forms of government as the most direct
means of shortening the municipal ballot. In

campaign for a general simplification of state
and local government as well as for better business methods in the public service.

1921 the National Short Ballot Organization
consolidated with the National Municipal

ELECTIONS, VOTING; BALLOT, MACHINE, POLITICAL, STATE GOVERNMENT, UNITED STATJS, MUNICIPAL GoVtRNMENT, ClTY MANAGFR, COMMISSION
SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT.

offices,

inating second chambers in state

League.

The movement

has achieved considerable

success, especially in state government. Various
plans of administrative centralization have re-

duced the number of elective state officials. The
development of the strong mayor and especially
of the city manager form of municipal govern-

ment has

resulted in a decrease in the

elective municipal officers.
relatively little progress has

On

shorter ballot has

become merged

for

in the wider

WILLIAM

B.

MUNRO

See.
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number of

the other hand,

been made in county

government.
Opposition to the transfer of public

from the

election.

officials

elective to the appointive class is usu-

SHORT HOURS MOVEMENT. The

move-

ment

for the progressive reduction of working
hours has been carried on in the main by organit was
and humanitarians who sup-

ized labor. In certain countries, however,

philanthropists

based on the contention that such action

plied the impetus, particularly with regard to

relaxes the control of the people over their public
representatives and hence is a step in the direc-

legislative reduction of the hours of labor of
child workers. Indeed this phase, although it is

tion of autocracy. It is also argued that by extending the range of the appointing power a few

zations,

ally

high

officials

up a

political

are given the opportunity to build
machine and thereby to intrench

Despite this opposition the
ballot is being slowly but steadily shortened
throughout the United States so far as the numthemselves in

office.

ber of elective offices

is

concerned.

The gains, however, have been partially offset

now
its

part of the general program of labor organistill receives a considerable portion of

support and leadership from non-working

class elements, especially in countries

various reasons no stable labor

where

for

movement has as

yet been built up. Similarly in the struggle to
regulate by legislation the duration of labor of

working women humanitarian and social reform elements have played a significant part. In

Short Ballot Movement
these two phases of the movement the arguments
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for the reduction of labor

Philadelphia union of carpenters agitated for a
shorter working day. But the trade union move-

social health

ment was based on

on humanitarian and
grounds have the greatest appeal
and receive principal emphasis; and the chief
type of regulation sought has been governmental
legislation.
Even in

the more general movement for the
reduction of hours of adult as well as child

on broad

craft rather than

industrial organization, relied not

on

legislation

but on bargaining power and economic action
and was motivated not by the concept of revolution or by the argument of better citizenship,

which was not voiced

workers there have been periods and instances
in which the initiative for the movement has

in the United States until
the 1830*8, but by job scarcity and the belief
that the reduction of the excessive hours of work

come from non-working class elements. Thus
among the most important proponents of the

would lead to a wider distribution of employment opportunities. This motivation, which also

shorter working day in early nineteenth century
England was Robert Owen, who felt that this
step would serve the interests of both society
and the employer. Owen, a successful factory
owner, reduced the hours of work of his employees and then advocated a general voluntary

land in the 1850*5, was a reflection of the consciousness of limited opportunity and thus apparently was in direct contradiction to the production argument of Owen, which in subsequent

adoption of this practise by industrialists. On
the basis of his experiment he argued that the
reduction of hours would not affect output, as
the added rest would

make

the worker

more

although there would have to be a rise
in wages sufficient to compensate for the reduced hours, the actual labor costs of production
would not be increased. Moreover every element
other measurable
in society would benefit
efficient,

m

economic forms, for the improved health and
morals of the workers would lead to a continual
diminution of the poor rates. This attitude has
been characteristic of certain "welfare capital-

dominated the shorter hours movement

in

Eng-

periods of industrial prosperity gained acceptance among trade unionists.
After the i86o's, although the various trade
unions in the United States and England won a
series of local concessions

by

strikes

and

col-

lective bargaining, utilizing the

arguments of
citizenship rights and distribution of employment, the revolutionary approach reappeared
with the rise of the political labor movement.
In the United States, it is true, the shorter hours
movement in the i86o's was influenced largely

by the gentle revolutionism of Ira Steward, who
held that through a reduction of hours profits
could finally be eliminated. His belief
the

m

periods of expanding markets
and comparative shortage of labor. Owen's
arguments had no effect on the manufacturers of

"golden law of wages"

his time, however, and he turned from voluntary
employers' action to legislative regulation of
both child and adult labor. It was not from the
industrial employers that the humanitarians and
welfare capitalists of Owen's day received support but rather from certain conservative anti-

duced working hours would serve as the pivotal

ists," especially in

industrialists who saw in the results of the
methods of the upstart manufacturing class both
a political and a social menace.
After the repeal of the combination acts work-

ing class associations arose in the 1830*8, considerably influenced by the more revolutionary

phase of Owenism, which sought a reorganization of society. The ten-hour strikes, which in
some cases met with success, were in part
motivated by the belief that the large masses of
workers would be attracted to a movement for
shorter hours.

In the United States, on the other hand,
the trade unions which took the
the short hours movement.

As

initial

it

was

step in

early as 1791 a

that

wages depend on

the standard of living and not vice versa led
him to argue that increased leisure through repoint in raising the standard of living. The
shortening of the working day would mean that
the worker would demand more pay or refuse

employment, so that by constant reduction the
employer's income would shrink to the point
where industry could no longer be operated at a
profit, and a transition could then be made from
the capitalist system to one based on voluntary
producers'

cooperation.

The movement

in-

by Steward was not without effects in
legislation for public employees and in trade
union action. But its primary belief in an expanding society with the workers in an advantageous bargaining position was dispelled by
the economic crisis of 1873.
By the i88o's, however, even the United
States was affected by the revolutionary program
of the First International, which stressed a
spired

universal eight-hour day not as an automatic
means for the supplanting of the capitalist sys-
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tern but as a rallying point for

mass workers'

organization and strikes, whose strength would
lead ultimately to the attainment of the other

demands of the workers. This revolutionary approach was introduced into the United States
mainly by the anarchists, who saw the eighthour movement as a prelude to a general strike,
but also by the trade unions with the exception
of the Knights of Labor. After the Haymarket
riot, it was decided instead to start with a nation

wide movement

in

one trade

after another, be-

ginning with the best organized and

most

strategically situated groups. The carpenters
chosen in 1890 for this purpose met with only

the republican governmental program, especially
in the days of Social Democratic control; in
France, after a long period of labor legislation
introduced mainly to curb revolutionary activity

and rarely enforced, the eight-hour day came as
the culmination of a series of changes in the relations between the labor movement and the
government. In England the struggle took place
mainly on the economic front. In the United
States, although in some localities m certain
organized trades, like the building and garment
industries, working hours had been reduced to

bituminous miners

forty per week, the mass of unorganized labor
with the exception of white collar workers had
not won the eight-hour day or the Saturday half

staged a nation wide walkout which despite its
failure laid the basis for the more successful

holiday. In the steel industry the evils of the
twelve-hour day, one of the causes of the un-

partial success; in 1894 the

successful strike of 1919,

strike of 1897.

were removed

in part

In England and on the continent, however,
1 88o's was conducted
along

only after agitation by the Federal Council of
Churches in 1923. For reasons which apply to

general revolutionary as well as national industrial lines. The Social Democratic Federation of

all types of labor legislation in the United States
the movement made little headway on the legis-

England used the demand for the eight-hour
day as an agitational device. And at the close of
the decade a fresh impetus was provided through
the rise of the "new unionism" among the dock
workers and general laborers, who, after a long
and bitter strike, succeeded in reducing their
hours from twelve to eight. When the Socialist
International issued a call for demonstrations on
May Day, 1890, for the eight- hour day, there was

except for groups such as women,
public employees and workers in industries with
special health hazards.

the movement in the

despite the suppressive legislation
prevailing a wide response precipitating the
Hamburg lockout which laid the basis for a
in

Germany

lative front,

During the years of comparative prosperity
organized labor in the United States and to some
extent elsewhere once more revived the argu-

ment that increased per capita production, ascribed in part to technological improvements
and in part to the increasing skill of the workers,
justified a reduction in hours, since it would inno

This

still

volve

unified trade union movement. In London it
was estimated that almost 250,000 people participated in the demonstration. Similar demonstrations were held in other countries, and the

argument has been attacked in revolutionary
writings on the ground that increasing productive capacity would benefit the workers only in a
socialist state and also because it implied "class
collaboration" in the economic field. With the

socialist agitation for shorter

hours

finally af-

fected czarist Russia in the widespread strike
movements of 1896 and 1905. Indeed it was a
strike for reduction of

hours which inaugurated

the general uprising of 1905 One of the first acts
of the Soviet government in 1918 was the introduction of the universal eight-hour day, which

has since been reduced to a seven-hour day.
Before the World War, although the demand
undoubtedly had a stimulating effect on labor

movements

over the world, the universal
eight- hour day was nowhere achieved except in
Australia; elsewhere it was won in certain well
all

organized trades as the result of trade union
action. It was enacted into law, however, in the

period of the war, in Germany, Austria and
France. In the Germanic countries it was part of

loss

in

productive capacity.

onset of the current depression in 1929 trade
unions turned again to the argument of better
distributed

employment opportunities, although
movement of
whose policy of spreading

they opposed the "share the work"
certain employers,

employment involved reduced wages. It is this
argument of the trade unions, combined with
the emphasis on the necessity of purchasing
power, which has on the whole motivated the
recent governmental policy of setting hours, in
instances as low as thirty-five per week, in

some

many

of the codes under the National Industrial

Recovery Act.
Whatever its basic motivation or method of
achievement, the short hours movement has in
fact attained some of the goals set for it by labor,
both revolutionary and reformist. The demand

Short Hours Movement
for shorter* hours has

had a strong appeal

in a

period of rising costs of living as the most
permanent gain to be obtained; and it is in fact
integrally related with wage gams, since in all
instances in

which

has resulted from trade
has led to a rise
wages for the
it

m
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He went

to leave Prussia.

ministry of instruction to visit various archive
depositories, and in this connection he traveled

was appointed professor of

members

sciences,

of society.
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Geiverkscfiafthche

to Vienna. It

fur

Institut

was about this time (1855) that the
Osterreichische

SICKEL,

THEODOR

historian.

Sickel,

(1826-1908), German
the son of an Evangelical
pastor, studied theology first at Halle and then
at Berlin, where he came under the influence of

Karl Lachmann. As a result of his connections
with the young Hegelian and liberal circles during the Revolution of 1848 he found it advisable

Geschichtsfor-

schung, dedicated to the advancement of Austrian history, was being opened. In 1856 Sickel
historical auxiliary

including palaeography, diplomatic
and chronology, at the University of Vienna and

The extraordinary importance
of his scientific, pedagogic and organizational
achievements soon made him the central figure
at the institute.

and he served as director from
1869 to 1891. As a result of his activities the
original scope of the institute was extended to
make it an institution for the study of mediaeval
at the institute,

palaeography, diplomatic and chronology. The
legal historian Heinrich Brunner, the former
director of the state museums in Berlin, Otto von
Falke, the general director of the

Monumenta

Paul Kehr, and most of the
contemporary Austrian mediaeval and modern

Germaniae

historians

historica,

were pupils of

or indirectly, as

Sickel, either directly

members

of the institute.

Sickel's scientific importance consists in the
fact that he applied to the documents of the

Middle Ages the method of philological criticism
used by Lachmann for the
antiquity and Middle
Thus Sickel paved the

literary sources of

High German poetry.
way for the successful

utilization of these sources for political, but
above all for legal, economic and constitutional

history. His work as an organizer was also of considerable importance. When Pope Leo xni made
the Vatican archives accessible to scholars,

Sickel

was instrumental

government

in

inducing the Austrian

to establish the Istituto Austriaco di

Studii Storici at

Rome, which he

directed from

1891 to 1902. At this institute the historical
auxiliary sciences

were applied also to modern

history.

(Berlin 1924).

SIB. See SOCIAL ORGANIZATION.

1850.

where he established contacts with the Ecole des
Charles. He was commissioned by the French

union action it
as a whole. Whatever the rationale of the
movement in various periods, its dominant
impetus has always come from the basic concept
of the rights of workers as producers and as

group

to Paris in

WILHELM BAUER
Important works: Sickel edited the following: Monu'
menta graphtca medit aevi, 9 vols. (Vienna 1859-69);
Die Urkunden der Karohttger, 2 vols. (Vienna 1867);
Zur Geschichte des Concils von Tnent, 3 vols. (Vienna

187072), Conradi
Ottonis

11,

l,

Heinrici

I,

diplomata, Ottoms

et

Ottoms

7/7,

J, dtplomata,
dtplomata, Monu-

menta Germaniae histonca, Diplomatum regum et
imperatorum Germaniae, vol. i, and vol. 11, pts. i-ii
(Hanover 1879-93); Liber diurnus romanorwn pontificum (Vienna 1889).
Consult'.

Theodor Sirkel- Denkvnirdtgketten

<tus

der
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Werdezeit eines deutschen Geschichtsforschers, ed by
Wilhelm Erben (Munich 1926), Stemacker, Harold,
Theodor von Sickel (Vienna 1907), Ottenthal, Emil
von, in Institut fur Osterreichische Ceschichtsforschung, Mttteilungen, vol. xxix (1908) 545-59-

SICKNESS.

SICKNESS

haps the influence of his personality was deeper
in his lifetime than that of his writings has been

on the subsequent development of ideas; but he

See MORBIDITY.

INSURANCE.

litical economy. In his politics he 'brought a
study of reality and a balance of judgment to
bear on the tradition of Bentham and Mill. Per-

See

HEALTH

remains one of the foremost representatives of
Cambridge thought in the latter half of the
nineteenth century.

INSURANCE.

ERNEST BARKER

SIDGWICK, HENRY
philosopher.

Sidgwick,

(1838-1900), English

who was

trained

in

and mathematics at Trinity College,
Cambridge, soon turned to the study of practical
philosophy (moral, political and economic).
classics

During

his forty-five years of residence in

Cam-

bridge he exerted a deep influence upon both the
development of university policy and the growth

of philosophical studies. He played a large part
in the movement for the abolition of university
tests which made subscription to the articles of
the

Church of England necessary

for full

mem-

bership in the university. He helped to promote
the foundation of Newnham College for women
and he was one of the protagonists in the cause

of the admission of women to full university
on the general
rights. He served for many years
board of studies of the university and from 1890
to 1898 was a member of the Council of the
Senate, the mainspring of university policy. But
was with the Moral Sciences

his chief concern

Tripos, the philosophical curriculum of the
which had been founded in 1851 and

university,

which was made a qualification for a degree in
1860. He examined for it and lectured for it; and
from 1883 to 1900 as Knightbridge professor of
moral philosophy he was intimately concerned
with its development. He had many distinguished pupils, among them Lord Balfour and
Bertrand Russell, and he left the impress of a
subtle, balanced, exact and cautious mind on his
pupils and on the Cambridge curriculum.
In contradistinction to his contemporary at
Oxford T. H. Green, who based his philosophy
on Plato and Aristotle and the German idealists,
Sidgwick built upon English utilitarianism.

He

was opposed to any form of transcendental
traditions
philosophy; and he followed English
of common sense and prudent realism. In his
ethics he sought to reconcile Mill's utilitarianism
with the philosophy of conscience and the moral
imperative which had been preached by Butler
and Kant. In his economics he added his own
good sense and his own profound interest in
social questions to the doctrines of classical

po-

Important works: The Methods of Ethics (London
1874, 7th ed 1901), The Principles of Political Economy (London 1883, 3rd ed. 1901); The Elements of
Politics

(London

1891).

Consult Sidgwick, A. S. and E. M., Henry Sidgurick;
a Memoir (London 1906); Bryce, James, Studies in
Contemporary Biography (London 1903) ch. xv, Broad,
Five Types of Ethical Theory (London 1930).
C.
,

D

SIDIS, BORIS (1867-1923), American psycho-

came to
pathologist. Sidis was born in Russia,
York in 1887 as a poor immigrant and

New

prepared himself for college. At Harvard he
attracted the favorable attention of William
James, whose strong admirer he became and
remained.

He

served as associate psychologist

and psychopathologist of the Pathological Institute of the New York State Hospitals from 1896
to 1901 and was director of the PsychopathoLaboralogical Hospital and Psychopathological
tory of the New York Infirmary for Women and
Children from 1901 to 1904. For five years he
in 1908
practised psychiatry around Boston and
he received the degree of doctor of medicine
from Harvard Medical School. The following
year he established the Sidis Psychotherapeutic
Institute m Portsmouth, New Hampshire, where
he remained until his death. During his professional career

he wrote sixteen works, chiefly

on phases of abnormal and

He

social psychology.
served also for a time as editor of Archives

of Neurology and Psychopathology and was associate editor of the Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology from its foundation.
Sidis was a pioneer in the United States in
the scientific study of subconscious behavior.
Strongly opposed to conventional psychoanalytic theory, he sought to emphasize rather the

viewpoint of environment and social psychology.
He repudiated the inheritance theory of the
origin of mental diseases, tracing

them back

for

the most part to environmental conditioning in
childhood. He had little use for the eugenic

theory of selection. His employment of the hypnotic technique, his professional reticence, his

unswerving

intellectual honesty,

which some-

Sickel
him

to unsparing criticisms, and his
preference for the clinical as opposed to the
experimental method of research (a preference

times led

traceable to James' influence) prevented his
securing the academic recognition he deserved.

Only one psychological journal has reviewed
was one of the first to show
that abnormal behavior uses the same individual
mechanisms as normal behavior and differs only
his theories. Sid is

in social pattern. He emphasized the importance
of the study of the subconscious for sociology,
especially in

crowd behavior, holding

that

man

suggestible. Fear and
suggestion he considered as the chief bases of
social life. He agreed with Claparede in regardis

because he

social

is

ing sleep as a protective rather than as a recuperative phenomenon. His theory of laughter,

whereby he maintained that the risible is always
the unconventional, also was sociological rather
than psychological.
L. L. BERNARD
Works.

The Psychology of Suggestion (New York

1898), "An Inquiry into the Nature of Hallucination"
in Psychological Review, vol xi (1904) 15-20, 104-37;

Psychopathological Researches; Studies in Mental Dissociation (New York 1902), in collaboration -with

W.

A. White and

(New York

G

M

Parker, Multiple Personality
1905), in collaboration \\ith S P Good-

"Studies in Psychopatholo^y The PsychotheraBoston
peutic Value of the Hypnoidal State"
Medical and Surgical Journal vol clxi (1909) 242-47,
hart,

m

',

287-92, 323-27, 356-60, An Experimental Study of
Sleep (Boston 1909), The Psychology of Laughter (New
York 1913), The Foundations of Normal and Abnormal

Siemens
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one of the important documents of eighteenth
century republicanism was condemned for treason and beheaded. One of the charges against
him was that he had written a book proving
kingship unlawful. This was the Discourses concerning Government, then simply in manuscript
and first published, probably by Toland, in

The book was hardly treasonous. Most of
was a massive refutation of Filmer and about
on Kilmer's plane. Filmer's theory of patriarchal
rule, for instance, was shown false in its Biblical
application, because the first earthly king was
Nimrod, "sixth son of Cush the son of Ham,
Noah's younger and accursed son," instead of,
as divine right would seem to require, a descendant in the eldest male line. Yet there was
1698.

it

also a good deal of straightforward republican
theory on parliamentary supremacy, the delegation of magisterial power by the people, the

advantages of "mixed" governments and so on.
although less clear and coherent than

The book,
Locke's

political writings,

served along with the

Whigs and
one of the chief arsenals from which the
American revolutionary writers drew their arguments. But Sidney's life, trial and martyrdom probably had greater influence on republicanism in America and in France than his
actual writings. In French literary societies he
was, with Franklin, Washington, Voltaire and
Rousseau, one of the few moderns whose bust
was thought worthy of a place alongside that of
Brutus. In America many a patriot who had
latter's as

an inspiration

to English

as

Psychology (Boston 1914), Symptomatology, Psychognosis, and Diagnosis of Psychopathic Diseases (Boston
1914), The Causation and Treatment of Psychopathic
Diseases (Boston 1916); The Source and Aim of Human
Progress; a Study of Social Psychology and Social
Pathology (Boston 1919), Nervous Ills, Their Cause

cast;

and Cure (Boston

a leveler. In his lack of interest in religion as in

1922).

Bruce, H. Addington, in Journal of Abnormal
Psychology vol. xvm (1923-24) 274-76.

Consult'.

',

never read the Discourses appealed to Sidney's

memory as a symbol of defiance to tyrants. Sidney's own republicanism was of an aristocratic
he was neither

politically

nor economically

other ways he anticipated the temper of the

eighteenth century.

CRANE BRINTON

SIDNEY,

ALGERNON

(1622-83),

English

republican and political theorist. Although his
father was earl of Leicester, Sidney took the

parliamentary side in the civil war, sat in the
Commons, urged the deposition but not the
trial
of Charles i, protested Cromwell's expulsion of the Rump and lived in retirement until
the

latter's death.

seem
1677.

The

Restoration

made

exile

desirable, and he remained abroad until
his return he reentered politics and,

On

although he failed of election to Parliament, did
much to organize opposition to Charles II. He

was arrested as a sequel
and after a trial which,

Rye House Plot
reported, became

Consult: Ewald, A. C., The Life and Times of the Hon.
Algernon Sidney, 2 \ols (lx>ndon 1873), Gooch, G. P.,
Political

Thought in England from Bacon

(London 1914)

SIEMENS, (ERNST)
92),

to

Halifax

WERNER VON

(i8i(V-

p. 164-71.

German industrialist and inventor. Siemens

was the founder of the electrical manufacturing
industry. The most catholic of industrialists m
his interests, he combined successfully the
business
nician

man

with the natural

scientist, tech-

and inventor. Originally an army

officer,

to the

he organized in 1847 in partnership with Hajske,

fully

a mechanic, the telegraph construction firm of
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Siemens und Halske. The growth of the firm
was definitely related to Siemens' technicoscientific research work and his many inventions
and discoveries. At first occupied only with the
manufacture of a dial telegraph invented by
Siemens, the firm rapidly developed into a producer of large technical equipment, including
the apparatus for telegraph networks in Ger-

many, Russia and India and
cables.

for transatlantic

With Siemens' discovery of the

electro-

dynamic principle and his invention of the dynamo in 1866 the firm expanded into the field
of heavy current equipment. He demonstrated
the first electric railway and contributed to the
development of the electric light, the telephone
and electro-chemistry. In his business activity
Siemens stressed quality, not price, the supremacy of collective economic interests over
private ones. He recognized the trend toward
mass production and deliberately prepared the
market for the acceptance of standardized mass
machine products. His financial policy was to
resist outside control of his business and to

i2th ed. 1922), tr. by W. C. Coupland as Persona*.
Recollections (London 1893); Wissenschafthche una
techmsche Arbeiten, 2 vols (Berlin 1881, 2nd ed.

1889-91), tr as Scientific and Technical Papers (London 1892-95), Em kursgefasstes Lcbensbild nebst einer
Auswahl seiner Briefe, ed. by Conrad Matschoss, a
vols. (Berlin 1916).

Burhenne, Karl, in Allgemeine deutsche
vol. Iv (Leipsic 1910) p. 203-13, and
Werner Siemens ah Sozialpohtiker (Munich 1932);
Ehrenberg, Richard, Die Unternehmungen der Bruder
Siemens (Jena 1906); Wmterfeld, Ludwig von, Entwicklung und Tatigkeit der Firma Siemens und Halske
Consult.

Biographic,

in

denjahren 1847-1897 (Kiel 1913).

SIEYES, ABBE JOSEPH EMMANUEL (17481836), French statesman and political writer.
his fortieth
Sieyes was born at Frejus. Until
year he was virtually unknown save to his fellow
ecclesiastics ana a small circle of phtlosophes,

but in 1789 he gained a renown which clung to
him long after his popularity and influence had

waned and

political reverses

had driven him into

retirement and exile. Forced to pursue an ecclesiastical career against his wishes and ordained

trialist

defend the unlimited autonomy of the indusa policy maintained even after the

a priest in 1773, Sieyes remained in the church,
at least nominally, until the later revolution. In

concern became a stock company in 1892 By
the time of Siemens' death the firm was Ger-

the decade and a half immediately preceding the
events of the revolution he subscribed in ever

many's leading electrical manufacturing enteremployed 3500 workers and had branch
plants in Russia and England. After the World
War it was still under family control, employprise,

ing a maximum of 137,000 workers in
mestic and foreign branches.

its

do-

Progressive party (later

the National Lib-

eral party), the political expression of the large
was an unswerving opponent
industrialists

He

of strikes, which he considered harmful to

em-

ployers and employees as well as to the community. In 1891 he introduced the 8^- hour day,
at a time when 10 hours and more constituted

the standard working day in Germany. Before
the adoption of legislation to this effect, he established a system of profit sharing and a fund
These reforms, cal-

for pensions and widows.
culated to develop a stable

and

efficient

working
force, Siemens considered "healthy egoism"
cultivation of the workers in the interests of the
factory owner himself. "Reform," he said,
"raises the productive capacity of an enterprise,"
and he advocated reform only as long as it did so.
This sums up both the justification and limitation of paternalistic reform.

KARL BURHENNE
Important works: Lebensennnerungen (Berlin

rationalism, natural law,

human

1892,

progress and

a comprehensive political
perfectibility he built
and social system. His possession of a fully elab-

orated scheme of reform stood

Siemens was one of the founders of the Ger-

man

of the
increasing measure to the regnant views
and on the basis of his faith in

philosophes,

him

in

good

stead in the exciting years of 1788-89, and early
in the latter year he found himself popular and

famous virtually overnight. This he owed to the
to
publication of four pamphlets, in particular
that masterpiece of polemical writing, Qu'est-ce
que le tters-etat? (Pans 1789, new ed. 1822). Here
he raised demands which were applauded to the
echo throughout France
ration of rights

demands

for a decla-

and a written constitution,

for

the establishment of a system of representative
government, for the separation of the legislative

power from the executive.

The

third estate of Paris elected

him

to the

Estates General, where he at once played a decisive role in creating the National Assembly. His

immense reputation and his membership in the
three committees on the constitution enabled him to impress the essentials of his political and social scheme on the completed constifirst

tution of 1791
reached in the

.

political career

The peak of his influence was
summer of 1790, and his active
ended

definitely

with the coup

Siemens
of Brumaire in 1799, which his scheming made
possible. Although a member of the National

Convention (1792-95) and of the Council of
Five Hundred (1795-99) and one of the five
directors (1799) he played no real part in the
events covered by those years. In that period,
when not in deliberate retirement, he executed

making and enunciated views,
on popular education, universal military training, the relations of church and state, foreign
policy, which link him definitely with the pronounced nationalist spirit of the age.
policies not of his

Sigman
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In accordance with his psychological premises
Sighele attacked not dcrnc;cracy but parliamentarism. He was an early advocate of Italian
nationalism, which he conceived as an energetic
patriotism, but he left the nationalist movement
about 1912 when he thought that it assumed a
reactionary and antidemocratic position He was
accustomed to spend much time in his native
Trentino, which was then outside the boundaries of Italy; for his nationalist propaganda,
especially effective among young people, he was

expelled from Austria in 1912.

LEO GERSHOY

ALESSANDRO LEVI

H., The Abbe Steves (London
1912);
G., Sieyes, His Life and His
Nationalism, Columbia University, Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, no. 362 (New York
Causenes du lundi, 15 vols.
1932), Sainte-Beuve, C.

Other works: L'inteihgenza della folia (Turin 1903;
2nd ed. 1911, including Mentre il secolo muore, Palermo 1899), Letteratura e sociologia (Milan 1914,
including // nazionahsmo e t partiti pnhttct, Milan
1911, Pagine nationalise, Milan 1910, and Uhvne

Consult:

Clapham,

J.

Van Deusen, G.

A

,

(newed. Pans 1857-62)

vol. v, p.

SIGHELE, SCIPIO

(1868-1913), Italian soci-

ologist.

A

189-216.

pagtne nazionahste, Milan 1912)

"La morte

Consult

disciple of Enrico

achieved fame as a young

man

Ferri,

Sighele

through his La

folia delinquente (Turin 1892; 5th ed. as Dehtti
della folia, 1923). This was followed by numer-

tiva, vol

xxiii

di Scipio Sighele" in Scuola posi(1913) 915-16, Giachetti, C, Scipio
il carattire (Milan 1914), Castellmi,

Sighele, ilpensiero,

"
Introduzione biografica"
Gualtiero,
Letteratura e sociologia (Milan 1914).

to

Sighele's

ous other works on sociology and especially

SIGMAN, MORRIS

criminology as well as by psychological and literary essays on such questions as love, feminine

Jewish labor leader. Born in a Rumanian

psychology and the crisis of infancy, which
brought him wide renown as a publicist.
Developing an idea which he credited to Ferri,
Sighele pointed out the difference between the
psychology of the people, or social psychology,
the foundation of sociology, and collective psychology, the study of temporary aggregates,
particularly the unorganized and heterogeneous,
like crowds. In Delittt della folia he clarified the

phenomenon of suggestion by the ringleaders,
its effect
upon the crowd and the consequent
reaction upon the former. The fact that man is
agitated by the suggestion of a tumultuous
crowd, he held, implies lessened psychical control and therefore ought to be taken into account
as a circumstance minimizing penal responsibility, a thesis which has attained legal application, as in article 62, section 3, of the Italian

Penal Code of 1930. Continuing to study joint
crime in general and criminal society in particu-

La coppia criminale (Turin 1893, 3rd ed.
1909), Sighele distinguished in any pair of criminals an individual who dominates (incttbe] and
lar in

an individual who follows

(succube).

In his De-

Mo-

(1881-1931), American
v

illage,

Sigman after a year in London came to New
York in 1903. Here he organized a unit of cloak
makers which joined first \\ith DeLeon's Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance and later became a unit of the Industrial Workers of the
World. The injection of political issues, howSigman to affiliate \\ith the InternaGarment Workers' Union. Although he later became a Socialist, he fought
attempts on the part of any political party to
dominate union affairs. As manager of the New
York joint board of cloak makers, then the most
important unit in the national union, of which
he was also an officer (1910-15), he led the successful strikes of 1910 and 1914 and introduced

ever, led

tional Ladies'

internal reforms

dicted

on

and trade union benefits. Inmurder in connection with
he spent several months in jail

a charge of

the 1910 strike,
but was acquitted. Upon his return to the
managership of the cloak makers' board in 1917
his militant leadership led to the strengthening
of union forces and the scrapping of the vicious

piecework system. His continual struggle against
bureaucratic and selfish craft interests, which
resulted in his resignation in 1921, led the

he pointed

progressive elements within the union to call on
him to take the international presidency in 1923.

out the difference between private and public
morality and the inferiority of the latter.

Sigman's struggle first against Communist party
domination of the union, which led to the dis-

linquenza settaria (Milan 1897;

new

rale privata e morale politico, 1913)

ed. as
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istrous strike of 1926, and later against dual
unionism for a while completely overshadowed

recognition of his fight against reactionary right

wing elements, against high salaries for officials
and in favor of a more aggressive campaign
among women and Negro workers as well as his
sound program for economic reorganization of
the industry. When in 1929 certain reactionary
elements to some extent regained their hold on
the union membership, Sigman resigned his
as a
position. After having returned to the shop
rank and file worker he died in 1931 in New York.

The policies which Sigman advocated have now
become the accepted program for the union,
which has recently regained and strengthened its
position.

ELSIE

GLUCK

Lorwm, L. L. (Louis Levme), The Women's
Garment Workers (New York 1924), especially ch.
Consult:

xxxui; Justice^ vol. xni (1931) no. x.

SILK INDUSTRY. The most

beautiful

and

highly prized of all materials used in the making
of clothing, silk is also the strongest fiber known

man. With

to

all its skill

science has never been

and
and
luster as well as its receptivity to rich and
delicate dyes silk has enabled the weaver and
embroiderer to produce the most elaborate ornamental designs and has added considerably to
able to produce a thread as strong, elastic
durable. Because of its fineness, strength

the wealth of the decorative arts. Its products
play an important part not only in daily life as
articles of dress

but also in the progress of

medical and electrical sciences. During the
World War it was found indispensable for the
production of war supplies, such as cartridge
bags, balloons, parachutes and the like. Because
of its high price silk was originally beyond the
reach of all but a small number of purchasers;

use has since been extended by the economies
modern high speed power looms and by its
intermixture with less expensive fibers. While
it is the most valuable for its
properties, raw silk
its

of

constitutes only I percent of the total world
production of all textile fibers; cotton, hemp,

wool and rayon account for 64, 23, 9 and 3
percent respectively.
Silk culture

and dates back

is

for

apparently of Chinese origin

many

centuries.

The empress

Si-Ling-Chi, wife of the emperor Hoang-Ti of
China, is said to have originated the silk industry
about 2700 B.C.
voluminous ancient literature

A

not only to the antiquity but to the
importance of Chinese sericulture and the care
testifies

and attention bestowed on

it by royal and noble
employment to multitudes of
secular and
influenced
and
people
profoundly
religious customs. Although the Chinese kept

families. It gave

profound secret for several cenknowledge spread gradually to other
countries. About 199 A. D. it was carried to Japan
by Koma-O, a Chinese subject. Later through
the influx of Chinese and Korean immigrants
and the encouragement given by successive emperors it was firmly established in Japan. About
the fourth century the art of producing silk was
well known in India and in central Asia, where
it appears to have been introduced overland
from China. There is evidence that silks were
imported into the Mediterranean countries before 400 B.C. At that time of course there was no
direct trade between the Mediterranean and
China. The Romans bought their silks from the
Persians, who in turn got them from northern
India. Rome tried to limit the use of silk, but
the effort failed; wealthy citizens even buried
their dead in silk robes. In addition to the high
price of silks in China the fact that all silks were
imported over thousands of miles of difficult and
silk culture a

turies, the

dangerous caravan routes made them extravagances even for emperors. Persians held a monopoly of this lucrative trade, and silk importations caused a heavy drain on the gold of Rome
for many years. Later on the silk trade changed
its channel and the sea route over the Indian
Ocean became popular. Alexandria became the

central distribution point for southern Europe.
At the beginning of the sixth century A D. the

emperor Justinian imposed heavy duties
in order to check their inflow into the

on

silks

Roman

Empire. Moreover in the sixth century Justinian
engaged in wars with the Persians and thus cut
off that source of silk supply. At that time no
one, on

pam

of death, was allowed to export

silkworm eggs from China. In the middle of the
sixth century, however, two Nestorian monks
bribed by Justinian succeeded in bringing eggs
and all necessary information about silk culture
from China. Justinian held a monopoly of the
trade and encouraged the extension of the industry. Nevertheless, silk culture spread but slowly
from Constantinople throughout Greece. The
conquering Arabs after the seventh century introduced it to Algeria and Morocco. As late as
1146 there was apparently no silk produced in

Europe outside of the Greek Empire except by
the Saracens in Sicily and southern Spain. The
successful introduction of silk into the rest of
southern Europe was largely the result of several

Silk Industry

Sigman
minor wars and of the crusades. In
the

first

1

146 Roger,
king of Sicily, waged a war

Norman

against the Greek Empire and during its progress carried off a large number of silk raisers and

weavers to Palermo in Sicily. In a similar manner the Venetians in 1203 through their victories
over the Greek Empire acquired a number of
the best silk districts of Greece. From Venice
the industry spread throughout Italy, which
reaped a rich harvest from this industrial and

commercial development and became famous
for its beautiful woven silks. Silk goods developed a rare artistic quality and were worn exclusively by the nobles and wealthy merchants. The
guilds of silk weavers played an important part
in the commercial and political activities of the
Italian city-states.

Although in early periods several attempts
had been made to develop a silk industry in
France,

it

was Henry

iv

who

really established

sericulture in 1603. Colbert, in line with the
mercantilist policy of other European countries,

encouraged the development of

silk culture,

and

the textures of Lyons and Tours became famous.
The industry was, however, hard hit by the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685. This

proved disastrous to the English silk industry,
and with the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869
the center of the silk market was moved from

London to Lyons.
The eighteenth century was marked by epoch
making inventions

industry of France and
main center of

manufacture.

The manufacture of silk seems to have existed
in England as early as 1363, when
tioned in an act of Parliament. There

it is menwas a guild

of silk throwsters at Spitalfields in 1562. The
influx of Flemish weavers about 1585 gave a

powerful stimulus to English

As

the

demand

for

raw

silk

manufacture.

silk increased,

James

I

tried to establish a native silk culture, but with
little

success. This

demand

for

raw

silk,

how-

was supplied by the East India Company,
which then monopolized silk culture in Bengal.
ever,

Later the influx of the Huguenot weavers finally
established the industry, which during the fifteenth century was favored by absolute prohibition of the

import of silk goods. Another impor-

tant event in this connection

of a silk throwing mill at

1718, which

made

it

was the erection

Derby by Lombe about

possible for England to

produc-

ing processes. It must be remembered, however,
that since silk required much more delicate
handling than cither cotton or wool, most of the
textile inventions

were

in

use in the cotton mills

some twenty years before it was found feasible
them to silk.
In 1623 James I tried to encourage the production of raw silk in the North American colo-

to apply

nies,

with

especially in Virginia and Georgia, but
success. In the beginning of the nine-

little

silk

silk

textile

important for the silk industry and was followed
by the mechanization of other silk manufactur-

production and weaving of silk. Many settled in
other countries, notably England, Switzerland
and Germany, where they gave a tremendous
impetus to the growth of silk manufacture. At

stimulus for the

improved

They

teenth century

especially for that of Lyons, the

for

signalized the real beginning of the
factory system and ushered in the industrial
revolution. The Jacquard loom was the most
tion.

drove some 400,000 Huguenots from France,
many thousands of whom were engaged in the

the beginning of the nineteenth century the invention of the Jacquard loom provided a new
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compete with the industry in foreign countries.
This development was strengthened by the
easing of the protective system in 1824. But the
commercial treaty with France in 1860, which
completely abolished the duty on silk goods,

silk

culture

was revived in the

United States. From 1836 to 1839 there was a

boom,

called the

Morus

Multicaulis specu-

For a time it seemed as though the whole
country were turning to silk culture. Then sudlation.

denly the boom collapsed, although interest did
not completely disappear. In addition to the
encouragement to the development of sericulture

by both

federal

and

state

governments in

the form of bounties and appropriations, many
individuals and associations were organized to
this

end. In the i86o's the raising of silkworms

was introduced into California, which was found
to have a suitable climate. It soon became apparent that both the soil and the climate of many
parts of the country were favorable to the production of a superior quality of silk. But economic conditions prevented the establishment of
the industry on a profitable basis. Tobacco
Virginia and cotton in Georgia were more profitable than silk culture. Moreover the fact that
labor costs are much greater than in Japan,
China or Italy has made wide scale silk cultivation impracticable in the United States. After
having failed in the raising of cocoons the Ameri-

m

can people turned their attention to the manufacture of silk goods. The great development
this field was accelerated by the high protective
tariff policy. At present the United States is the

m
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manufacturing country in the world,
producing silk goods and rayon amounting to
over $700,000,000 in 1929.
There are three main sources from which the
consuming markets of the world now receive
largest silk

their supplies of

raw

silk

(Table

TABLE

i).

The most

I

OF RAW SILK PRODUCTION
(In 1000 pounds)

WORLD DISTRIBUTION

Europe

1871-75* 1910-14* 1924-25

1929-30

10,180
8,437
873
178

11,243
10,648

Italy

8,102
6,348

France

1,45

Spam

304

1,490
Asia total exported 11,448
Shanghai
6,603
Canton
2,083

Japan

1,523
1,239

India

5,331

39,840
12,111
4,979
22,384

">5 8 5
739
209

430

1,984
69,631
8,817
6,550

200

2,601
85,221
I3>755
6,243
65,036
187

1,712

i, 060

54,064

366

Pussah Silk

165

"Yearly average
Source Figures for 1871-75 and 1910-14 adapted from Syndi:at de 1' Union des Marchands de Soie de Lyon, ^latistujue de
'a production de la, soie, rlcolte de 1915 (Ljons 1917) annex i,
ca, Twentv-Sixth Mid-Year Report (New York 1925) p
ind Thirty-First Mid-Year Report (New York 1930) p. 10

important source
fapan, China

is

15,

the Far East, particularly

and India. Japan and China are

now the

principal suppliers of the world's requirements of raw silk. India has lost its former
position of importance because of the prevalence
3f various diseases among the silkworms. The

second important source is Europe, where Italy
s the chief silk producing country with France

poor second. Russia, Austria, Hungary and
Spain are also producers of raw silk, but the
i

from these countries do not play a very
mportant part in the world's silk market. The
hird source is Asia Minor and the Levant, but
hese sections of the world have receded in sig-

iupplies

lificance in recent years.
Since the total production of

raw

1871-75 the oriental production constituted 54
it accounted for 85

percent, while in 1929-30
percent of the world total.

Asia
s an unknown quantity, export
figures have
3een used in Table i. It is estimated, however,
hat in 1929-30 70 percent of the Japanese proluction and 45 percent of the total Chinese
3 reduction were
exported, indicating crops of
silk in

pounds and 44,440,000 pounds reIn the same year Italy exported 65
>ercent of its production, while France im>3>957>

spectively .

aorted 96 percent of its consumption requirenents. The total world production of raw silk

n 1929-30 amounted

Three

factors

seem

to have contributed to the decline of

European
silk production: the spread of mulberry tree
parasites and silkworm diseases; the higher
wages and more attractive work in manufacturing plants; and the emigration of many silk
workers.

12,533

692

Austria-Hungary
Levant

increase in output and a shift in production
supremacy from Europe to the Far East. In

silk

Above all, the higher wages paid

workers made

it difficult

to

to

the

compete with

oriental countries. In the beginning of the last
century China was the main exporting country,
with Japan and India in second and third place
respectively. In the first decade of the present

century, however, Japanese exports surpassed
those of China. This lead was increased, and

1930-31 Japanese exports constituted
66 percent of the total silk estimated as available
for consumption in America and Europe.
In line with the policy of creating its own
independent sources of raw materials for the
textile industry the Soviet Union has made the
finally in

cultivation of silk part of its planned economic
program. State and collective silkworm farms

have been established, with silk mills erected
close by. In 1931 the Soviet Union produced
860 metric tons of raw
figure.

now
the

The

double the pre-war
consumption of silk is

silk,

entire Soviet

supplied from domestic sources; before
of

World War Russia imported 80 percent

its silk; in addition 123 tons of raw silk were
exported in 1931 as well as a large amount of
mulberry tree seed, which was formerly imported. A central institute of sericulture in Moscow is given over to the scientific study of the

industry's problems and to the training of lecturers and experimenters.

For a time the raw silk industry was threatened with extermination in France and Italy,
where beginning in 1853 the pebrine disease
spread through the

silk

killing the
Italian producers

districts

worms. The French and the

turned to Japan for healthy stock to rebuild their industry. In 1875 the method discovered by Pasteur of controlling the pebrine
finally

disease was in general use, and thereafter importation of eggs ceased. Developed for the production of eggs, the Japanese silk industry now had
to find other

means of maintenance. At this time

the United States was importing an inferior
quality of Chinese raw silk; Japan thereupon set

to 153,488,000 pounds,
ibout 50 percent being consumed in America
md about 60 percent produced in Japan.

out to produce raw

Since the 1870*8 there has been both a rapid

American needs. As a

silk

which would meet

result Japanese exports of

Silk Industry
raw silk to the United States increased by leaps
and bounds (Table n); this country absorbed 95

TABLE
RAW

II

SILK IMPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES
(In bales)

SOURCK

1929-30

1914-1$

IQI5-20

I934-2S

European
Canton
Shanghai
Japan
Tussah

12,653
21,300
15,488
131,786
6,555

12,637

10,787

19,264

34,66
32.7U

34>3 22

214,399
6,z79

31,225
22,981
388,127
6,913

465,649
4,660

Total

187,782

3>94

460,033

568,038

Silk Association of America,

Source

(New York 1916) p
York 1921) p 15,
1930) p.

n

44.H3

Stmt-Annual Report

Mid-Year Report, Reason 1920-21 (New
Thirty-First Mid-Year Report (New York

1910-14 was $79,500,000. Imports from Japan
increased not only absolutely but also in relation
to those from other countries. Before the World
War Italy supplied about 10 percent of American imports, China 20 percent and Japan. 60
were
percent; in 1930 the respective proportions
4 percent, 16 percent and 79 percent.
The silk industry plays an extremely important part in the economic life of Japan. Over
2,000,000 farmers, or about 40 percent of the

number

of farmers, are engaged in seriemploying about 600,000 farm hands.
In 1932 mulberry plantations covered about
of the total
T, 612,594 acres, about 30 percent

total

m

at about 44,500,000 pounds; in 1931 it was 468,000,000 pounds, over a tenfold increase in
twelve years. A few years ago rayon had only
a limited use because of its inferior quality.

This has since been improved. At present moreover durability and tensile strength are of less
importance because of the rapidity with which
present day fashions change. In addition to the

culture,

cultivated area of Japan, excluding rice fields.

cheapness of rayon in comparison with
the fact that its price is not subject to marked

relative
silk

i ?.

Total
percent of Japan's silk exports in 1930.
American imports of silk in 1929 were valued
at $432,300,000, whereas the yearly average in
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Japan: the rapid development of rayon and the
China. In 1919
growth of the silk industry
the world consumption of rayon was estimated

fluctuations has contributed to

its

increased uti-

lization in recent years. In spite of the enormous
rise in the use of rayon for silk the amount of

consumed has

silk

likewise increased, although

not so rapidly as in former years. The reasons
for this growth are principally the fall in the
price of raw silk, progress in productive tech-

nique and higher standards of living It is now
impossible for prices of silk to rise to high peaks
in periods of low supply, since buyers may turn
to rayon In the past rayon affected cotton goods
more than silk. But since the depression which
set in after 1929 the lower price and improved
quality of rayon have made serious incursions
into the silk trade Reduction of the cost of silk
production is considered the most effective way
of meeting this competition The improvement
of silkworm eggs, the industrialization of cocoon
raising, the utilization of by-products and similar

measures of rationalization are being

seri-

in the silk

ously considered and to a certain extent intro-

about 20 percent
reeling industry, constituting

duced, especially in Japan.
During the first half of the nineteenth century
the largest raw silk market was London. The
opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, however,

About 500,000 operatives arc engaged

the factory workers. The commanding
in the world's
position which Japan now occupies

of

all

industry depends in part upon a climate
favorable to the mulberry and to the cocoon
silk

and

in part

upon cheap

labor.

While China has

and much cheaper labor,
Japan has secured the virtual monopoly of the
silk trade through efforts of the government and
of producers to improve quality. Raw silk constitutes from 30 to 40 percent of the export trade
of Japan and over 95 percent of it goes to the
as favorable a climate

United States. Dependent upon one commodity
and one market, the economic stability of the
endangered. Largely because of the
rapid growth of sericulture there has been diffination

is

raw silk
culty of recent years in disposing of the
crop at profitable prices; this has led the government to introduce measures for price stabilization, but not lim tation of production.

Two

danger?

hreaten the raw silk trade of

from LonLyons. In 1867 the China line of the
Pacific Mail Steamship Company was opened,
and two years later the Union Pacific Railroad
shifted the center of the silk market

don

to

was completed. These new transportation facilimade it possible for the United States to
import raw silk directly from the Orient. New
York has since become the world's largest silk
ties

market.

The gap between the American manufacturer
and the Japanese silk grower is spanned by a
highly organized system of marketing. The
farmer sells his cocoons to the reeler, who ordinarily is financed by tony a > or commission merchants, in Yokohama or Kobe. The reeler pays
a high rate of interest and is obliged to ship raw
silk in

return for the

money advanced. In maro

r
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instances the

amount of the loan

is

such that

the creditor virtually controls the sale of the raw
silk. The farmer is at the mercy of the reeler in

districts

where favorable climatic and economic

conditions prevail. The most important require
ment today in the culture of silk is abundance

been made in this direction. The exporter in
Yokohama buys raw silk from tonya and sells

of cheap labor; and m this respect Japan and
China have a decided advantage over France and
Italy. Moreover in the Orient much more than
in Europe the entire cocoon output is produced
as a secondary farming occupation. Any income
above the cost of eggs and the rent of the mul-

importer in New York, who in turn
the manufacturer directly or through

berry land is considered as profit. The labor of
the farmer's wife and children is not included

the same

way

that the reeler

is

at the

mercy

Cooperative associations have been
formed for the purpose of selling raw silk and
of financing the farmers, and some progress has
of tonya.

it

to the

sells it to

The

a dealer or broker.

raw

silk is a bale in

pound

in

New

The weight

basis for quotations for
a

Yokohama and Kobe,

York and

a kilogram in Europe.
of a bale differs in silk producing

Japan and Shanghai, 133^ pounds,
Europe 222^ pounds and Canton io6| pounds.
Both in Yokohama and in New York there are
exchanges for raw silk transactions. Raw silk is
sold for cash in Europe as well as in every market of the world. Long credits extended in the
New York market are often considered the cause
centers: in

of

and consequent business

overproduction

iailures.

The price of silk varies widely from year to
The fluctuation of raw silk prices, how-

year.

from the nature of the demand for
and supply of raw silk. Raw silk production is
greatly influenced by changes in weather, while
the demand for silk goods is largely subject to
changes in fashion. In recent years prices of raw
silk have been relatively stable chiefly as a result
ever, arises

of stabilization in production by development of
a summer and an autumn crop, improvement in

systematic cocoon transactions among farmers,
modifications of the Yokohama exchange, de-

velopment of the rayon industry and better
knowledge of the market on the part of American manufacturers and Japanese reelers.
Sericulture is a small household industry all
over the world, carried on by farmers and their
families. It has never succeeded on a large scale

because of the care and attention required. Not
much machinery can be used in silk raising.

in the costs.

Before the beginning of the nineteenth century the reeling of silk was a widely scattered

had no proper organization and was

industry;

it

more or

less

confused with other agricultural

occupations. In the beginning of the nineteenth
century reeling by individual unit began to dis-

appear in France and Italy and the new system
of modern filature was begun. Although reeling
has become very largely a factory industry, the

manufacturing process is a comparatively simple
mechanical one requiring little power and no
complicated machinery. The special skill of the
filature operators

and the extreme deftness of

have become
an important factor in the development of the
internal organization of the industry. In the
Orient raw silk is manufactured either with
power reeling machines or with hand reeling
apparatus. In Japan the first modern factory was
their treatment of the delicate fiber

established in 1872.
the reeling in Japan

Today over 90 percent of
is

by power driven

reels in

factories.

Realizing the inadvisability of relying on one
country for such an important material as raw
silk American manufacturers have sought other
sources to insure a steady supply of the raw
material. India, Latin America, the Levant and
China are considered to have possibilities in this

Among these China is regarded as the
most promising. In China sericulture is as important a part of the economic life of the farmer
direction.

as

it is

in Japan, but

it

yields a smaller return

Generally four or five members of a family participate in the production of cocoons; this united

largely because of unsettled political conditions;
lack of an organized market for the export of

labor force increases the output of the produce
and allows the head of the family to engage in

other agricultural work. Its great economic ad-

raw silk; and the conservatism of the Chinese,
which militates against application of progressive and scientific methods. American manufac-

vantage lies in the utilization of any surplus labor
in the family.
In Italy and France silk culture is subsidiary
to fruit raising and other forms of farming. In

have recently endeavored to develop
Chinese sericulture with the cooperation of native producers. Their activities are concentrated
on the elimination of silkworm disease, the

it is second only to rice
growing. In each
country sericulture i concentrated in particular

establishment of sericulture in suitable regions,
the founding of sericultural schools and thf

Japan

i

turers

Silk Industry
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extension of power reeling in factories. There
are ample possibilities for the development of

monetary uses of silver and its influence with
mining in general on the forms of capitalist

the silk industry in China with its large areas
suitable for the cultivation of the mulberry and

organization contributed greatly to the commercial expansion of the sixteenth and seven-

The Chinese prodbeing improved and exports to the United
States are increasing. But progress along this

teenth centuries, facilitated by the influx of
silver (and gold) from the New World.

its

quantities of cheap labor.

uct

is

line

must

inevitably be slow, depending as

it

does upon the speed with which the Chinese
adopt modern scientific methods.
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SILVER. From time immemorial
been treasured by man
of wealth. Its

silver

has

ornament and store
popularity has been confined to no
as

one race or continent, for its natural qualities
are universally appreciated. As a store of value
it is used chiefly in Asia. Almost all countries

employ

it

in the

form of coin. In the

arts its

in the chemical industries, particularly photographic film manufacture.

chief use

is

Historically silver has been bound up with the
development of mining, commerce and exploration. It was a most important source of wealth
in the ancient world, especially in Greece and
Spain. Along with copper, silver was a valued

product of the renascence of mining in the late
mediaeval and early modern periods, particularly in south Germany and Spain. Both the

As money

been used continuously
was the chief European form of
coinage from the end of the Middle Ages to the
silver has

for centuries. It

second half of the nineteenth century. Today it
is China's standard measure of value, but in
most occidental countries the "white metal" for
decades has been subordinate to gold. In England silver yielded

first

as 1816, but general

place to gold as long ago
silver as

abandonment of

standard metal did not set in until after the
Franco-Prussian War. The early 1 870*5 wit-

nessed the break up of bimetallism, as one
country after another closed its mints to the free
coinage of silver. The important discoveries of
gold in California and Australia about the

middle of the century made gold more plentiful
and thus disturbed the market ratio of silver and
gold. Silver tended to disappear from circulation. Later new silver mines were discovered
and the silver question came into being. Unification of Germany's currency with the creation
of the empire was an important factor in the
decline of silver, for following the war of 1870-71
the French indemnity to set up

Germany used

the gold standard and followed with large sales
of demonetized silver during the next three
decades. The United States in 1873 closed the
mints to free coinage of silver. A few years later,

when mining and

agrarian interests

demanded

"easy money," it purchased silver and coined
standard dollars in quantity from 1878 to 1893;
but it never remonetized the metal. In the Latin
countries silver coinage was restricted in 1874
and in Holland and Italy in 1875. In 1877 the
Latin Union closed the mints completely to

Other countries followed and the remainder of the century SAW the rapid spread of
the gold standard; even India abandoned free
coinage of silver permanently in 1893. There
had been frequent international negotiations and
conferences looking toward the reestabhshment
of bimetallism, but all such efforts failed. In the
United States William Jennings Bryan's defeat
on the issue of greater silver coinage in 1896,
soon followed by the Alaska gold discoveries,
silver.

constituted the last important effort in this
direction for many years.

The

progressive

abandonment of

companied by frequent

sales of

silver, ac-

demonetized
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and
from 1890 to 1902. During the

coin, caused the price to decline after 1873
particularly

World War it rose rapidly, but it dropped sharply
in 1920-21 and again in 1930-32. In contrast to
the fluctuations of its price silver's value in relation to other commodities showed a more uniform trend, consistently downward. In the
United States the purchasing power of silver

began to decline in 1890 and with

definitely

interruptions continued to shrink until 1933.
Silver is mined mainly in the western hemi-

sphere. The leading producing countries, with
their estimated 1933 production, are as follows:

Mexico, 69,100,000 troy ounces; United States,
21,400,000; Canada, 15,400,000; South America
(chiefly Peru and Bolivia), 13,500,000; other
countries, 43,600,000. Although the United
States accounts for less than 15 percent of the
163,000,000 ounces, American capital
an estimated 66 percent of the world's
mine output and 73 percent of the refinery

total of

controls

output of silver.
In addition to new production there is
marketed each year a certain amount of old silver
obtained from melted coin, ornaments and the
like.

These other supplies are

irregular

in

amount. Thus in 1932 and 1933 the Soviet
Union sold an estimated 57,000,000 ounces, and
since 1926 the British Indian Treasury has disposed of no less than 205,000,000 ounces, ob-

tained from melted rupee coins. Demonetized
silver from all sources sold by Europe, French

Indo-China and British India from 1920 to 1933
aggregated over 650,000,000 ounces.
The production of silver, unlike that of other
commodities, cannot respond closely to price
changes because about three quarters of the
amount mined is produced in conjunction with

can profitably buy Chinese exchange, simultaneously sell silver futures in New York, then
convert the Chinese exchange into bullion,
bring it to New York and, by using it as "delivery" against his forward sale, realize a profit.
Operations such as this will soon end the disalignment caused by the original drop in silver.
Hence silver and Chinese exchange move in
close accord, and control of the one implies control of the other.

Usually most of the silver marketed finds its
to Asia. In 1933, however, American agitation for governmental purchases, the conclusion

way

London of an agreement whereby leading
producing countries were to withdraw their own
production from the market over a four-year
period and other factors all resulted in heavy
speculative accumulations of the metal. By
March, 1934, 200,000,000 ounces were estimated
to be warehoused in New York alone. Some of
this rapidly amassed silver naturally had to come
from old supplies, including Chinese stocks;
at

thus in 1933 for the first time since 1917 China
became a net exporter of the metal.
The distribution of the demand for silver
varies from year to year. The following percentages represent the absorption of world supply in 1930, here cited as typical of recent times:

India, 30; China, 39; industries in the United

Canada and Great Britain, n; coinage
and other uses, 20. China's consumption supplied both its monetary needs and the demand
States,

for a medium for saving, the Chinese hoarding
the metal in the forms of bullion, coin and often
ornaments. India's demand is primarily for
hoarding, particularly in the form of articles of

personal adornment.

Any

requirement of admedium can at

ditional silver as a circulating

lead, copper, zinc and other metals. Not much
more than one quarter of the world's output is

present be supplied by the reserves of the
Indian Treasury.

from

The most recent period of silver agitation
dates from 1930, when as a result of the world
wide business depression the price of silver de-

silver ores

with 80 percent or more silver

content; almost one third

is

produced from ores

with not more than 20 percent of their value in
recoverable silver. When these base metals increase in output, silver is mined with little regard to its market price. For this reason control

of silver production

is

hardly feasible, and price

regulation through such control

is

no

solution

when the price declines. Another factor affecting
the price
silver

is

China's balance of payments. Since
China's standard money, anything

is

which tends to make the international value of
Chinese money
effect
if

on the

rise or fall

has a precisely similar

price of silver.

China's yuan declines, a

Thus, for example,

New York arbitragist

preciated rapidly. There is very strong evidence
that the shrinkage in Chinese demand for silver

a most important factor in the price was a
reduced foreign purchases of Chinese

result of

exports. Accordingly Chinese oversea funds
available for silver purchases fell, and the
regular movement of silver to China slowed

down. Meanwhile continued large sales of demonetized silver by the governments of India,
Indo-China and other countries after 1926 contributed to

new

its

markets.

price decline. Silver looked for

Silver
Persons interested in the metal urged that it
be used more extensively as currency, at least as
its

As

the depression deepened,
use as a basic metal was advocated. The prin-

subsidiary metal.

cipal arguments advanced were that the decline
of silver meant a proportionate drop in oriental

purchasing power and that a gold shortage confronted the world, causing depression; such
shortage was to be remedied by a broadening of
the currency base through the addition of silver.
Subscribing to one or the other of these arguments were various groups not directly concerned with silver production. Many interested

merely in exporting goods to China felt that the
purchasing power argument was a sound one.
Others supported the silver thesis in one form or
another on general principles, as an inflationary
step. Throughout the period 1930-33 there was
active agitation in the Congress of the United
States, the chief protagonists being various
senators from Rocky Mountain states producing
silver, influential men occupying key committee
posts. Their views accordingly received wide
circulation and encountered little opposition.
For long, domestic action to aid silver seemed
unobtainable; an international silver conference
was therefore urged and money to send delegates
eventually appropriated. But European nations

were apathetic, for they produced very little
silver and held it impractical to attempt control
of the price of a metal whose output could not be
regulated.

This was the situation when, toward the end
of 1932, preparations were initiated for an international economic conference at London. In

lution

59
on

silver

but

made no

specific

commit-

ments.

That silver has a direct bearing on the external
purchasing power of a silver exporting country
like Mexico is self-evident. China's case is
different. Because China's monetary unit is a
weight of silver and appreciates on the world
market whenever silver does, the argument has
often been made that to increase the price of
silver is to augment China's purchasing power

abroad. However, a nation's purchasing power
is not inherent
the purchasing power of its

m

medium

So long as China on net
balance imports silver which it must necessarily
pay for out of the proceeds of goods and services
of exchange.

sold to foreigners, silver is the thing bought, not
the thing bought with; and "higher silver"

means

that

China can afford

to

buy

less of

it.

On

when

the price of silver is
rapidly raised to such an extent that silver can
be exported from China profitably, China's

the other hand,

ability to purchase goods abroad is to that extent
enhanced. Chinese observers hold, however,
that such a movement has an undesirable deflationary effect on the domestic market, since it
reduces China's monetary stock. Careful ex-

amination of Chinese trade figures fails to bear
out the contention that a declining price of
silver caused the drop in Chinese imports;
rather the reverse Moreover restoration of the
trade of China and all so-called silver using
countries to predepression levels would still play
but a very small part in restoring world trade as

accepting the invitation to the conference the
United States government stipulated that silver

its
predepression volume.
Considerable misunderstanding prevails regarding the portion of the commercial world
using silver as standard of value. Such territory

be placed on the agenda. Thus

includes only China, Hongkong,

at

London Sena-

a whole to

Macao and

tor Pittman of Nevada, one of the American
delegates and chairman of the Senate Committee

Manchuria. India, Mexico and South America
are excluded, despite an extensive use of sub-

on Foreign Relations, successfully obtained an
agreement with seven foreign governments. The
main provision was that the governments of five
leading producing countries during a four-year
period should buy 35,000,000 ounces of silver

sidiary silver coinage. To call these silver using
countries in connection with the purchasing

per year and keep it off the market. The American share was 24,421,410 ounces per year.
Pursuant to this agreement President Roosevelt

As to the supposed need for adopting silvergold bimetallism, or symmetalhsm, so as to
broaden the monetary base, the necessity for

on December 21, 1933, proclaimed ratification
and opened the mints to the entire American
output for four years on a basis which would

such action would seem to depend upon proof
of inadequacy of the world's existing gold stock.
Such inadequacy has never been self-evident.

yield to producers 64.64 cents per ounce, or
about 50 percent above the prevailing market
price. In addition all the delegations at the
London conference subscribed to a general reso-

At any

power argument
largest

States

silver

is

erroneous. Indeed one of the

using countries

is

the United

itself.

rate,

the recent devaluation of currencies

most countries cannot but have relieved the
need for more metallic reserves for a long tim?
to come.
in
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So long

as the

economic depression continues

in severity, agitation for more extensive use of
silver as currency seems likely to continue in the

United States and Mexico; and should
prolonged,

some

additional

success

it

for

be
the

movement may be expected. Greater employment of silver as subsidiary currency has indeed
commenced in various countries; also some
governments permit inclusion of silver in the
monetary reserves. That this use of silver will
expand moderately with the passage of time
seems not unlikely.
HERBERT M. SHATTER
See. MONEY, COINAGE, BIMETALLISM AND MONOMETALLISM; FREE SILVER, GOLD, FOREIGN EXCHANGE;
CURRENCY, MONFTARY UNIONS; BULLIONISTS; HOARDING; METALS, MINING.
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SIMACEK, FRANTISEK

(1834-85), Czech

cooperative leader and journalist. During his
student days in Prague Simacek published anon-

ymously several

articles

advocating economic

action, especially through cooperative associations, as a solution of some of the problems con-

fronting the Czech nation.

During the period of
Austrian absolutism under Bach he founded in
1857 Posel z Prahy (The herald of Prague), a

periodical in which he carried on energetic propaganda for the establishment of credit societies

on the Schulze-Dehtzsch model. His appeal met
with a quick response in artisan circles, and the
first Czech credit society was created in 1858 at
Vlasim in central Bohemia by the shoemaker Jan
Platenik. Although this cooperative society was
not legalized until 1860, it served immediately
as the pattern for others, so that by 1 863 Simdcek
estimated that there were 52 credit societies in

Bohemia and Moravia; and by 1874 the number
Bohemia alone was 307, of which 226 were
Czech and 81 German. This growth was all the
more remarkable in the light of the oppressive
measures of the Austrian government and the
Viennese bank crisis of 1873.
Simdcek's contribution was singularly important both to the cooperative movement and to
Czech independence. Not only did the credit
in

societies, in the

absence of any national credit

institutions, fulfil a necessary function, but economic mutual help was the first field in which

the

of the Czech nation for

struggle
independence found self-expression. When in 1863 Simdcek transformed his periodical into a weeidy

and social review, it became the vehicle
propaganda of Kampelik, founder of the
first rural cooperative banks in Bohemia, and
for information regarding consumers' cooperatives in other countries. According to Simacek
the most vital function of cooperative effort was
political

for the

the restoration to labor of those essential rights
of which it had been deprived by capitalism.

Simdcek was twice imprisoned by the Austrian
government, in 1861 and again in 1868; but he
continued his activities until 1882, when he
established a private publishing firm.

V. TOTOMIANZ

Silver

SIMMEL, GEORG

(1858-1918),

German

philosopher and sociologist. As is clearly evidenced in his most important philosophical
work, Lebensanschauung ; Vier metaphysiche Ka-

(Munich 1918, 2nd ed. 1922), Simmel is to
be grouped with the "philosophy of life"
(Lebensphilosophie) school. It was in connection
with his general philosophy and more particu-

pitel

with his epistemology that his sociological
views were evolved. In his early Die Problems
larly

der Geschichtsphilosophie (Leipsic 1892, 5th ed.
Munich 1923) he took the position that such
general concepts as progress, general welfare,

freedom and

society,

which were being used by

philosophers of the period, were from an epistemological point of view inadequate. For the
unity of the object which all these concepts take
for granted does not as a matter of fact exist: it is

merely an illusion attributable to a lack of proper
dissection. Such a dissection of complex phe-

nomena constituted

for

Simmel a prerequisite of

Simon
Simmel

treats a

number of such forms,

trating each with a wealth of

illus-

examples drawn

from the most varied periods and cultures. Inasmuch, however, as he failed to make due allowance for the fact that general concepts vary
in accordance with particular historical complexes, his "sociological" writings tend merely
to pile up examples without really digesting

them and

therefore often seem amateurish in
This tendency has not been without
its effect on later German sociology, the development of which until recently was deeply
character.

influenced by the formahstic system.
In his Phtlosophte des Geldes (Leipsic 1900)
Simmel attributes the peculiarities of the capi-

way of life which in company with
Sombart, Scheler and Hammacher he identifies
primarily with rationalism and individualism
talistic

money; that is, of the modern
money economy. In thus deriving the spirit of
modern culture from the form of the economic
to the nature of

knowledge.
According to Simmel this is particularly true
in the case of the concept of society and in the
realm of social reality, each of which must be
reduced to its individual components. The individual alone is real: neither society nor group
is imbued with genuine unity. The true essence

system he seems to be lending countenance to
historical materialism. But as a matter of fact his
work is a refutation of such a philosophy, since
for him the ultimate source of all spirit is to be

of society or group consists in that interworking
of individuals which is able to invest its regular-

less

scientific

and comparative homogeneity with the
semblance of real unity. Although Simmel ocity

casionally referred to such facts as the independent life of the group or the objective spirit,
he never allowed himself to be influenced by

them

in his conception as a whole.

To

a

much

greater extent he expresses an outspoken individualistic point of view, in which he was
followed by the school of German sociologists,
typified by von Wiese; while others, as, for
example, Spann and Vierkandt, represent the
universahstic approach.
In both his Soziologie (Leipsic 1908, 2nd ed.
1922; ch. iii tr. by A. W. Small in American

traced to the general peculiarities of ways of
thinking and standards of living, which are the
real determinants of the economic system no

than of spiritual culture.

A. VIERKANDT

N

SIMON, JULES

"formal" sociology or, in other words, the theory
of the "forms" of association. From the hetero-

chair.

(1814-96), French statesman.

his election in 1848 as

deputy to

the Constituent Assembly, Simon was professor
of philosophy at the Sorbonne; but three years
later as a result of his protest against the coup
d'etat of December 2 he was forced to resign his

During the ensuing decade he wrote and
published a number of works on ethics, political
theory and social science, notably La libertt (2
1859) and Vouvriere (Paris 1861).
Dedicated to the principles of liberal repub-

stuff of social life it is possible to isolate
certain elementary and invariable forms of this
type, such as subjection, prestige, grant, contract

vols., Paris

and competition. In a

licanism,

series of separate essays

,

(1920) 1-41.

At the time of

geneous

,

(Chicago 192 <;), Troeltsch, Ernst, Der Histonsmus
und seine Probleme, his Gesammelte Schnften, vol. 111
(Tubingen 1922) p. 572-96, Cohn, Jonas, in Deutsches btographisches Jahrbuch 1917-1920 (Berlin 1928)
P 326-33, Frischcisen-Kobler, Max, in Kant-Studten,
vol. XMV (1919) 151, Kracauer, Siegfried, in Logos,
vol. ix (192021) 307-38, Utitz, Emil, "Georg Simmel
und die Philosophic der Kunst" in Zettschnft fur
Asthetik und allgememe Kunstivissensc/iaft, vol. xiv

Journal of Sociology vol. ii, 1896-97, p. 167-89,
392-415) and his Grundfragen der Soziologie
(Berlin 1917) Simmel maintained that of all the
various types of problems with which the discipline has to deal the most important is
,

F

Systematic Sociology in Germany, Columbia University, Studies in Economics,
and
Public
Law, no. 310 (New York 1929);
History
The Social Theory of Georg Simmel
J
Spykman,
Consult; Abel, T.

he was a consistent champion of
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where he
liberty, whether in the political field,
identified it with parliamentarism; in the religious field,

of

all cults;

where it implied for him toleration
or in the economic and social field,

where it was synonymous with free trade. He
was an opponent of socialism, attacking all state
intervention except in the interests of women
and children or of free, compulsory education.

He

served without interruption as deputy from
1863 to 1875, when he became a senator for life.

having established such an office a year earlier.
a general board for England and Wales
was set up in 1855, Simon was placed at the

When

helm as chief medical

officer

and he continued

in this post until 1876.

Simon ranks with Chadwick as a founder of
modern public health movement. More per-

the

suasive than the latter, he developed during his
twenty-eight years of official service the legal
and administrative basis of state medicine. His

Following the collapse of the empire he was
a member of the national defense government and under Thiers was appointed minister.
In 1876 he assumed the presidency of the Conseil d'Etat, but he was dismissed on May 16 by

annual reports, the chief of which were later
collected as Public Health Reports (London

MacMahon, who sought

tory of public health, English Sanitary Institutions (London 1890, 2nd ed. 1897), exerted wide

made

to

form a conservative

ministry For a number of years he was one of
the republican leaders; but when Jules Ferry
introduced a measure to exclude the Jesuits from

the educational system, Simon successfully opposed it on grounds of religious liberty. During
the remainder of his political career he aligned
himself with the Catholic

and conservative

groups, without, however, abandoning his moderate republican principles In 1890 he served as

head of the French delegation to the Berlin
Conference, where he was received with considerable acclaim. As member of the French
Academy, as permanent secretary of the Academic des Sciences Morales et Politiques and as
contributor to a number of reviews both in
France and abroad Simon continued until the
end of his life to enjoy international prestige.

GEORGES WEILL
Consult- Sch6, Le"on, Jules Simon, sa vie et son oeuvre
(Pans 1887), and Jules Simon, set demises annees
(Pans 1903); Picot, Georges, Notices tnstonques, z
vols. (Pans 1907) vol i, p. 1-48, Soltau, Roger H.,
French Political Thought in the Nineteenth Century

(London 1931)

and

practise and legisespecially active in his advocacy of sanitary measures to prevent the spread
of cholera and other epidemic diseases, and his

influence

on public health

Simon was

lation.

important international inquiry on the efficacy
of vaccination was in a large measure responsible for the British compulsory vaccination
laws.

He must

be credited also with having

initiated pioneer studies in industrial diseases

resulting

from metal poisoning.
C.-E. A.

WINSLOW

Consult Simon, John, Personal Recollections (London
Pioneers of
E.
,
1898, rev. ed. 1903), Walker,

M

M

Public Health (Edinburgh 1930) p. 100-14.

SINCLAIR, SIR JOHN

(1754-1835), British

and agricultural administrator. Sinclair's amazing energy and self-confidence,
which were directed toward organization rather
politician

than invention, enabled him to carry through
to a successful conclusion projects conceived on
scale and to encourage others to undera

grand

p. 258-61.

SIMON, SIR JOHN
pathologist

(1816-1904),

English

sanitarian. After having studied

Thomas's Hospital and having
served as senior assistant surgeon and lecturer
on pathology at King's College Hospital, Simon
was appointed surgeon at St. Thomas's, retaining this position until 1876, when he was made
consulting surgeon and governor of the hospital.
Simon lectured on pathology with distinction
and made two significant contributions to this
science in essays on the thymus and thyroid
glands. His chief accomplishment, however, was
medicine

1887), are marked by sympathy for the suffering
and a broad and statesmanlike vision of remedial
public policies; and his classic in the early his-

at St.

inaugurated by his appointment as medical
officer of health of London in 1848, the second
appointment of its kind in England, Liverpool

take tasks which they might otherwise have regarded as impracticable. He began by developof 100,000 acres in Caithness
ing his own estates
county, Scotland, where he built roads, enclosed

and introduced the cultivation of turnips
and grasses. He also planted trees extensively
and established a herring fishery at Wick. In
Wool Society,
1791 he founded the British
which, on the basis of its examination of the
differquality of various wools produced under
ent conditions, was responsible for popularizing
fields

the Cheviot breed of sheep.
Sinclair's greatest

achievement was the Sta-

Account of Scotland, published at Edinburgh in twenty-one volumes between 1791 and
1799. With the cooperation of the local ministers
tistical

Simon
Sinclair

had a questionnaire

filled

out for each

parish containing replies to one hundred and
sixty inquiries grouped under the four heads of

geography and natural history, population, productions, and miscellaneous subjects. While the

was not a uniformly reliable
document, it was of immense value
result

when governmental census

statistical

at a

time

reports were un-

known.
In 1793 Sinclair persuaded

Pitt to set

up by

royal charter the Board of Agriculture, actually
a society but with the status of a semi-official

body because

it

received an annual Exchequer

3000. He was its first president, serving in this capacity from 1793 to 1798 and again
from 1806 to 1813. Arthur Young was the board's

grant of

secretary from its inception until 1820 The
board collected statistical and other information,

and disseminated
knowledge, all with the object of stimulating and
improving British agriculture. Thus it agitated
for the compulsory commutation of tithes and
the enclosure of waste lands; it established an
experimental farm and organized the first British
agricultural show; and it encouraged Joseph
Elkington's work on drainage, Sir Humphry

promoted

scientific research

Davy's studies in agricultural chemistry, J. L.
the road maker, and Andrew Meikle,
the inventor of the threshing machine. Sinclair
wanted to undertake a parish survey of England,
but the objection to the use of the clergy for
this purpose caused him to make his study on
the basis of counties and with the assistance of

McAdam,

leading residents. Upon his retirement in 1813
the Board of Agriculture began to decline; it

ceased to exist in 1822. Sinclair was active
financial affairs

and wrote a standard work, The

History of the Public Revenue of the British
pire (3 vols.,

m

London 1785-90; 3rd

Em-

ed. 1803-04).

T. H. MARSHALL
Other important works. The Code of Agriculture

(I

don 1817, 5th

,

ed. 1832), Correspondence

.

.

.

1831).

Consult: Sinclair, John, Memoirs of the Ltfe and Works
of the Late Right Honourable Sir John Sinclair, Bart ,
2 vols. (Edinburgh 1837), Smiles, Samuel, Self-Help

(new ed. London 1866) p. 376-81; Macdonald, William, Makers of Modern Agruultwe (London 1913)
ch. iv; Floud, Francis L.
The Ministry of Agricul,

C

and Fisheries (London 1927)

followed by the organization of the Miners' and
Benevolent Association, of which

Laborers'

Siney became president the following year. After
the disintegration of the American Miners' Association ( 1 86 1-68), the first national union of

bituminous miners in the United States, he
advocated the formation of a union to include
both bituminous and anthracite miners and in
1873 organized the Miners' National Associa-

which he was elected president. The new
union survived the panic of 1873 and by 1875
had 347 locals and over 35,000 members in all
the coal mining areas of the United States. From
the outset this union was organized on an industion, of

trial

basis.

rated

him

Although Siney's contemporaries

as "the best
.

districts, were impatient with his emphasis on businesslike bargaining, conciliation
and, if necessary, arbitration a policy which

had won him the support of Mark Hanna, then
the largest operator in the Tuscarawas valley of
Ohio and by acting in sympathy with striking
non-unionists often violated the wage agreements which he had negotiated. Siney himself

was indicted with another union organizer in
1875 for conspiracy and inciting to not on the
evidence of coal company detectives, and despite his acquittal the trial brought about the
disintegration of the association in 1876. Thereafter Siney lived in retirement. Nevertheless, the
principles and methods which he advocated for

the structure and spirit of the organization and
for its mode of procedure were brought to fruition in the final organization of the coal miners
of the United States.

ARTHUR

JOHN

(1831-80),

American

labor

leader. Siney was born in Ireland, passed his
youth in England and emigrated to the United

E. SUFFERN

Roy, Andrew, A History of the Coal Miners
of the United States (Columbus, Ohio 1903) chs. xuiConciliation and Arbitration
xv, Suffern, Arthur E
in the Coal Industry of America (Boston 1915) p. 7-15.
Consult

,

SINGER, PAUL (1844-191 1), German socialist
leader. Singer came of a Jewish bourgeois family.
After completing his studies at the Reahchule he

became a merchant and
factory for ladies' coats.

p. 2-9.

in the ranks

.

some

in 1869 established a

An

ardent adherent of

joined the Social Democratic party and was elected to the Reichstag
in 1884. In 1887 he became a member of the
central committee for the Social Democratic

democracy, he

SINEY,

known man

of organized labor
.
universally liked and
respected by all labor organizations," his own
followers, who constituted only a minority in

Con-

with

Most Distinguished Characters
Who Have Appeared in Great Bntain, and in Foreign
the
Last
Countries, during
Fifty Years, 2 vols (London
Reminiscences of the

ture

Singer
States in 1863. His union career began in 1867,
during a strike of anthracite miners, which was

finally
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party and in 1890 was made its chairman. He
also was a member of the praesidmm of the
international socialist congresses at Brussels,
London and Paris and in 1890 became a

Zurich,

member of the

International Socialist Bureau at

Brussels.

Paul Singer's

name

is

most intimately linked

with the beginnings of the German Social
Democratic party in the period of persecution

and proscription under the antisociahst Law.
exiles, he became one of the

Like many of the

outstanding party leaders after the rescinding of
the suppressive legislation. The frequent referno way
ences to his capitalistic antecedents

m

prejudiced his popularity, which undoubtedly
was attributable to the fact that both in appearance and in speech he personified the typical
respectable citizen of Berlin and as such made a
great impression on the workers of that city. For
the wage earners of Berlin were more petty

bourgeois in their outlook than is generally assumed. Skilled workers, who with certain groups
of the petty bourgeoisie accounted for a majority
of party supporters, were hardly distinguishable
in their manner of living from the members of

the lower middle classes, and even in times of
and political tension a man like Singer

philosophy of social reform. The concept from
which the device springs, that the earth is the
heritage of mankind and should be enjoyed in
common, is necessarily ubiquitous and has given

innumerable partial anticipations of the
doctrine as recently developed. Suggestions of
this thought and sometimes of its sequel are to
rise to

be found in the Bible, the advocacies of church
and the acts of ancient Chinese emper-

fathers

The first connected reasoning upon the
subject was that of John Locke in the late seventeenth century. Locke may be said to have supors.

plied

two important elements which figure in the
theory of natural rights and

later discussion: a

as a corollary the contention that the only justifiable property claim is that resulting from personal labor. His recommendation did not go

beyond eliminating the speculative holding of
land.

The physiocrats, or economtstes, of prerevolutionary France derived something from Cantillon but more from the decadence of their
country.

They

witnessed

mercantilism gone

wrong: a profligate court was living at the expense of a peasantry burdened by many and
onerous taxes; encouragement of industry was

who

confined to luxuries; internal and external trade
were entangled in vexatious duties; population,

his ability

especially on the land, was declining. Agriculture to the physiocrats was the only source of

as an organizer. His most important activities
therefore were carried on behind the scenes.

wealth, and upon its prodwt net should be imposed the impdt unique. The physiocrats sought

Despite his close intimacy with the uncompromising August Bebel he was always realistic,
practical and amenable to compromise. His influence rested to an unusual degree upon the
confidence of the masses of Social Democratic

to absorb only a third of

struggle

could win more sympathy than intellectuals

appealed only to principles.
Singer's most significant talent

voters, although

was

he lacked the force of oratory

and positive thought upon which August Bebel's
power of leadership was based. In the later controversies

regarding party principles Singer
sided with the moderate realists. He was never
revolutionary in character or in outlook.

EMIL LEDERER
Consult: Schippel, Max, in Sozmhstische Monatshefte,
xv (191 1) 159-62, and in Neue Zett t vol. xxix, pt. i

vol.

(1910-11) 649-52.

TAX

SINGLE
is the term generally
applied to
the proposal for collecting all tax revenue from
a levy on the value of land and other natural
resources. Although the plan was earlier put
forward by certain writers as a means of fiscal
convenience, necessity or justice, for the last
fifty years it has been identified chiefly with a

economic rent

in taxes,

thus leaving private ownership of land undisturbed; considering industry and commerce as
unproductive, they were not positively solicitous
for these branches, their proposal being inspired
by fiscal rather than by ethical motives. If the

single tax idea

tinuous than

may be

regarded as more con-

was, the service of the physiocrats consisted in centering attention with much
spirit

it

upon land and

liberty.

The classical economists
scious accuracy

Smith with unconand Ricardo with perfect per-

ception and emphasis supplied the formula,
in the differential theory of rent, which per-

mitted James and John Stuart Mill to draw the
conclusion that land value was a peculiarly eligible source of public revenue. These latter,

however, proposing the taking in taxes of only
the future unearned increment, were too circumspect to invest their advocacy with logical and
Other scattered writers

startling completeness.

anticipated in most respects, but all of them with
some gaps, the proposals of Henry George.

Singer
a self-taught Newcastle workman, delivered in 1775 a blunt lecture (published in London 1793 as The Real Rights of

which he advocated the collection by
parishes of a single tax on rent; he understood
better than some how this would liberate labor
and enterprise. William Ogilvie, a professor in

Man]

in

King's College, Aberdeen, published his Essay
on the Right of Property in Land anonymously
(Aberdeen 1781); this best articulated of the
early expositions suffers in effect

from the com-

promises which the author devised. Thomas
Paine's Agrarian Justice (Pans 1797) declared
that so long as private property in land was
permitted, want beside wealth was the cost of
progress, and so urged the absorption of ground

rent for social purposes. Patrick

(The Theory of

Human

Edward Dove
London

Progression,

1850), a Scottish landlord turned scholar, was a
generation earlier on all fours with Henry

George, including his high ethical objectives.
Gerrit Smith in the United States House of
Representatives in 1854 opposed alienation of
public lands with the philosophy but without
the practical proposals of the single tax; Edwin
Burgess, a Wisconsin tailor, published letters in
a local newspaper (1859-60) which embodied
the essentials of the scheme later developed.
Others deserve mention Herbert Spencer,
Charles Bray, Marx and the German advocates

of Bodenreform.

In the hands of Henry George

(q

v

),

a

San

Francisco journalist, the single tax became an
exhaustive analysis, an inclusive social philoso-

phy and

a resounding crusade. The origin and
development of George's thought lay

substantial

not in the works of previous writers but in his
keen observation of the changes in economic
conditions in California between his arrival in

1858 and the completion of

his Progress

Tax

Single

Thomas S pence,

and

Poverty (San Francisco 1879). Free and rich
natural resources enjoyed by a sparse population

paper "What the Railroad Will Bring Us"
(in Overland Monthly, vol i, 1868, p. 297-306)
his

and Our Land and Land Policy (San Francisco
1871), in which he laid the basis for his future
work by showing that private property in land
was the wedge which pried part of the population into affluence and depressed another part
into pauperism. At this stage George knew next
to nothing of economic writings. In Progress and
Poverty he turned, with his essential views al
ready formed, to the classical economists; the
confirmation of his opinions which he found
here, particularly in the Ricardian law of rent,

spurred him to a revision of economic theory
which should bring all of the principles of distribution into harmony with the rent concept.
In his view private property in land confined
interest and wages to marginal gains, while landlords

non-producers

reaped the benefits of

Labor and enterprise should be
community created value
returned to the community by a single tax
amounting to the whole or practically the whole
of economic rent. Free trade was a necessary
corollary. Progress and Poverty was both an
analysis and a standing appeal to mankind, but
after its publication George entered more espesocial advance.

freed of incubus and

upon the propagandist period of his career,
which was to continue to the end. In addition
cially

raising up loyal followers in America,
through lectures, the Anti-Poverty Society, his
weekly Standard and campaigns in 1886 and
1897 f r mayor of New York City, he made
repeated trips to the British Isles, whither he
was preceded by a wide distribution of Progress
and Poverty and where he greatly augmented

to

the existing active discussion of land reform. He
lectured
Australia and New Zealand More

m

copies of Progress and Poverty have been circulated
several million, mainly in cheap editions

interest;

than of any other economic work, not to speak
many other writings.
George's influence in favor of all democratic

grants of land to railroads, active
private land speculation and increasing immigration witnessed the narrowing of opportuni-

ceptible of precise calculation. The very specific
and, to many workers, indirect character of his

ties to

labor and capital; finally, the depression
of the 1870*3 brought to this recent frontier the
unemployment and bankruptcy familiar in older

reform proposal made him acceptable as a candidate of the labor unions in New York only so
long as compromise did not break down into

communities. George possessed three faculties
which above others were responsible for the
modern single tax movement; they were the
power of inductive inference, the capacity for

factional

had resulted in high wages and high
later, profligate

patient analysis

and the

eloquent exposition.

The

gift of persuasive
first

was

and

illustrated in

of George's

movements was

as

wide and deep as

hostilities,

it is

which occurred

in

insus-

little

more than

a year (1887). George's influence
upon socialism, particularly in England, was not
only inspirational but in good part formative.

His work made a sensation at a time when that
of Marx, although launched earlier, was known
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to few.

Society, which gave
characteristic turn, owed its

The young Fabian

British socialism

its

its maturer development
beginning and much
to George's fierce indictment of predatory land-

of

ownership.
Efforts to

embody

the single tax in practise,

despite repeated and intelligent work of adherents in many lands, have met with slight

reward. Partial successes, however, have been
scored not only in thinly settled regions first
encountering the land monopolist but in old
countries where the landed interest has been

intrenched for centuries.

The

largest

number of

favorable acts has been obtained in Australasia,
where the principles of separate \ aluation of land

and improvements, a discriminatory land tax on
absentee owners and the drawing of local revenue mainly or wholly from land taxes are widely
accepted. Sydney with a population of a million

revenue upon a single tax
and many smaller municipalities

relies entirely for its

on land

values,

do the same. All land in the Australian capital
district of Canberra is leased from the government at its economic rent. The four western
provinces of Canada have m varying degree
sought by taxation to discourage land speculation and have required villages, towns and cities
to reduce assessments on improvements to 50
or 60 percent of their value. Several

cities, in-

cluding Vancouver and Victoria, which had
all improvements, in consequence of

exempted

extraordinary revenue needs during the World
War, partially restored the old taxes. In Great

opposed to merely fiscal obbeen frankly avowed The Finance

intervals in the last twenty-five years some ex
emption of improvements and a small increment

process two thirds of the revenue comes from
land values and one third from improvements.

The United States has ten of the fifteen enclaves
which practise as close an approximation of the
single tax as national and state taxation will
permit. Denmark by acts of 1922 and 1926 has
a national tax on the value of unimproved land
and local taxation of land at rates higher than
those on improvements In Germany, which has
had a long history of land tax reform, local
increment taxes, beginning in Frankfort in 1904,

were repealed by a too complicated imperial
increment tax in 191 1; this soon proved unworkable and the local and state increment taxes were
restored
Despite an "unearned increment"
clause in the Weimar constitution Anhalt is the
only state with such a tax.
The adequacy of ground rents as a general
to
thing to supply needed public revenue seems

be established.

treasury

economic

for a

rights

and provided

new valuation

Kingdom. At

of all the land in the United
the end of a decade of public

debate these measures were repealed. The Finance Act of 1931, however, following Snowden's budget, included a tax of a penny in the

pound on the unimproved capital value of land
but with important exemptions; the tax was to
become effective in the financial year 1933-34,
but its operation was suspended by the national
government and the tax was subsequently

re-

pealed.

In the United States unsuccessful attempts
were made in Colorado, Oregon, California,
Washington and Missouri to secure constitutional amendments permitting exemption of improvements and taxation of land values. At

single taxers, including

only, taken in taxes, would prove insufficient
in times of emergency have frequently forgotten that the absorption of economic rent by the

Britain social as

oped land and upon mineral

Many

Henry George, have believed they would yield
a surplus. Several sources of revenue, not now
classified as
ground^ rents, are properly such;
chief of these are franchises to railways, pipe
lines and radio. Critics arguing that land values

jectives have

Act of 1910, the result of Lloyd George's budget
of the year before, imposed land value increment
taxes (20 percent maximum), taxes on undevel-

New

York
been hotly discussed in
City, but to no effect. In Pittsburgh and Scranton, Pennsylvania, as the result of a gradual
tax have

would have an

effect in

diminishing

insecurity.
Space limits must confine critical appraisal of
the single tax as a philosophy of social reform

to a few points. Its proponents in directing
attention to predatory wealth have performed a
service beyond the content of their specific ad-

vocacy. The common reliance of single taxers
upon the premise of natural rights is not necesbe sustained
sary to their argument, which may
of
by appeals to social expediency. The right
society to socially created value, of which eco-

nomic rent is one expression, is not to be denied.
However, the other distributive shares of interest
and profit ought not to be excluded from dismore
criminatory taxation until it can be shown
convincingly than has been done that they derive from land monopoly.
BROADUS MITCHELL
See: UNEARNED INCREMENT; APPRECIATION; RENT;
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FUND

The term sinking fund
SINKING
covers a variety of forms of debt retirement It
achieved prominence after 1688 \vith the appearance of large long term public debts incurred during the wars of William of Orange.

The first sinking funds \vere established after the
Peace of Utrecht (1713-14), when Great Britain
created three permanent funds, the Aggregate,
General and South Sea funds, the revenues of
which were attached to the interest on the public

A fourth fund, known as the WalpoleStanhope Sinking Fund, was made up of the surdebt.

pluses remaining after the charges upon the
other three had been satisfied [General Fund

Act, 3 Geo. i, c. 7 (1716)]. Thus through early
practise the sinking fund came to mean a group
of revenues regularly and exclusively applied to

the principal of the public debt and definitely
derived from budget surplus. It was cumulative,
since as the debt

was retired the surplus from the

three funds increased.

Fund did

The Walpole-Stanhope

not prove very successful;
there was "amortization" of debt by further

Sinking

Sinking Fund
loans during periods of deficit, and genuine surpluses were nr t applied to debt liquidation. In
the course of time the fund was almost entirely

diverted from

its

original

purpose of debt

retire-

ment.

The renewed

rise in public

indebtedness as a

result of frequent wars continued, however, to
maintain public interest in the efficacy of sinking
funds as a means of debt retirement. In 1772

Dr. Richard Price offered his popular plan,

which involved a permanent annual sinking fund
to be used to buy public debt. This debt was to
be kept "alive" by continuation of the interest
payments to the sinking fund, and these interest
payments were to be used to purchase more

The "magic wand" of compound
would rapidly reduce the debt, even
though the initial fund was small Pitt put the
Price plan into operation in 1786 (26 Geo. 3, c.

public debt
interest

31) by combining the revenues attached to the
four permanent funds into a "consolidated

funds" and by creating a special Board of

Com-

missioners of the Sinking Fund, which received
an initial fund of i ,000,000 At first the interest
on the debt was paid from budget surpluses, but
gradually the optimism concerning the magical
rxnvers of the sinking fund led to deficits. Before
long it was pointed out that only a surplus could

"sink" the debt Gallatin, Robert Hamilton,
Ricardo and finally Gremille successively demonstrated that the

compound

interest feature

would not make possible the actual payment of
the debt with borrowed money. The essential
fallacy in Price's theory lay in the

assumption

that the public debt is productive property, i.e.
that it adds to the net income of a country. In

1829 the old sinking fund, which reverted to the
simple practise of appropriating budget surpluses, replaced the Pitt sinking fund. For a
time, however, the latter had strengthened gov-

ernment

credit. It possessed psychological advantage, partly because it introduced the principle of debt management by a special govern-

mental body.

Out of this experience came

also the concep-

tion of the sinking fund as a plan for as well as a
means of retiring public debt.
plan of debt

A

retirement might include any one or several of
the principles of retirement worked out through
this century of English practise,

such as the

principle, the attachment of special
revenues, the payment of a definite yearly sum,
the payment of anticipated but indefinite sur-

cumulate e

plus

In practise sinking funds have tended to
as exemplified in the

combine these principles
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experiences of the leading nations in the years
following the World War. Thus the United
States Victory Loan Sinking Fund is proportional and cumulative, following the precedent
of 1862, since it amounts to 2 5 percent of the
aggregate amount of bonds and notes outstanding on July i, 1920, and the interest that would

have been payable on the bonds redeemed. In
the post-war period it has been the practise to
consolidate numerous special sinking funds and
to set

up

definite rates of retirement in lieu of

budget surplus. The sinking funds of
Germany and the United States
are cumulative; that of France is not. The
French sinking fund differs also in that it is attached to special revenues. Great Britain and
indefinite

Great

Britain,

France retain the practise of special management of the sinking fund. On the whole the history of sinking funds shows no agreement as to
the best combination of amortization principles
or as to the proper speed of amortization.
The theory and practise of sinking funds have
been extended to private business, where the
sinking fund is essentially a fund accumulated
to meet an ultimate liability. When used in connection with depreciation, as in mining enterit consists of charging each year a sum

prises,

that would, if invested annually at a certain rate,
cover the amount of the depreciation. Sinking
funds are usually created to prevent misuse of
assets

and

to extinguish future liabilities.

The

term sinking fund is sometimes loosely used to
mean any kind of systematic accumulation of
money The sinking fund may be considered by
accountants as either a debit or a credit item. It

may be

derived from profits or surplus, and in
it is
properly spoken of as a sink-

the latter case

ing fund reserve. In this light

it

takes the charac-

ter of a liquid fund to meet contingencies as well
as a fund set aside to meet an anticipated lias a
ability. The sinking fund when considered
sum of invested money available for a future liability is essentially

a method of amortization.

The

distinguishing features of this method are
unequal times of distribution of debt retirement

and investment of retirement funds. The sinking
fund method is frequently contrasted with the
serial bond and annuity methods.
It is not an uncommon practise for corporations issuing bonds to establish for their payment a sinking fund to be accumulated out of
income. The funds may be invested in the bonds
issued or, although the procedure is ill advised,
in other bonds. If invested in the bonds issued,
it is

customary for the bonds purchased to be

kept alive. Sinking funds are sometimes turned

over to trustees, in which case they are not
assets of the company either legally or equitably.
Debt contracts in many cases may require the
corporation to

measure which

make payments

to a trustee, a

recalls the occasional separate

management of public sinking funds.
As a rule the sinking fund method has been
used more frequently among private corporations than among municipalities. The price of
sinking fund bonds has been raised by the
popularity of this method as well as by the purchase of bonds for the sinking fund which this

device involves. Before the years 1914-24 sinking fund bonds were employed by railroads more

commonly than by industrials and public utilities, but at the end of this period the situation
was reversed. About 50 percent of public utility
bonds now contain sinking fund provisions. The
experience of the railroads, however, shows that
sulking fund bonds are scarcely more secure
than other types.
Mathematical analysis has demonstrated that
the sinking fund is a more expensive method of
debt payment than the serial bond or annuity

methods, as measured by the total interest paid.
But such analysis has led to confusion, beginning
with the case of Price's sinking fund. If the
greater "psychological costs" of the larger immediate payments under the serial bond method
are taken into account, it can easily be argued
that the sinking fund method, if properly
managed, is no more costly than the serial bond
method.
The sinking fund method may be attacked on
the ground that it is seldom properly managed,
especially when used by local governments.

Most

authorities on municipal bonds favor the
type of retirement. It is charged that the
sinking fund involves additional expense for the
serial

administrative department; it seldom receives
the expert financial management it requires; the
funds may be invested in bonds that cannot be
liquidated; there may be misappropriation of
funds; finally, the fund may be raided easily.
Some writers have stated that the simplest methsafest, and that the
bond provides the maximum of security
with the least cost. For these reasons, beginning

ods of retirement are the
serial

with Massachusetts in 1913, about half of the
states in the United States have made compulsory the use of either serial or amortization
bonds.

There is, however, a place for the sinking fund
or for a flexible method of allowing unequal

Sinking Fund
times of debt payment. The uncertain character
of public revenues interferes with the compulsory features involved in serial bonds. Furthermore the retirement of large amounts of debt
requires an adjustment of the burden involved
to capacity to pay. Mathematical estimation of
the amount of interest to be paid throws light

upon the capacity to pay nor upon the
burden of payment. It is conceivable that the
payment of the principal and interest of the debt
may not be an economic burden, no matter how
burden is defined. The national income may actually be increased. The sinking fund method
neither

Sismondi
SISMONDI, JEAN CHARLES LEONARD

SIMONDE DE (1773-1842),

Swiss economist,

historian, historian of literature and publicist.
Sismondi, a Genevan descended from an old

French family, emigrated to England in 1793
and to Tuscany the following year but in 1800
settled in his native city, where from 1809 on he
lectured at the Academy of Geneva on ancient
and literary history and economics. His development, particularly as historian and historian of
literature, was profoundly influenced by his
friendship with Madame de Stael and by the
prominent personalities whom he met in her

allows the establishment of a plan of retirement
adjusted to the totality of economic conditions

cosmopolitan salon

and not arbitrarily based upon an overrefined
and narrowly abstract analysis of mathematical
and alleged psychological factors. For national

au moyen

governments the sinking fund, conceived as a
plan of debt retirement, is still justly popular.
Were the management of local debt properly

the Middle Ages from the contempt of the
eighteenth century rationalists, he shared the

taken out of local hands, the serial bond method

would have

less significance.

Moreover

a rigid

mathematical system of debt retirement precludes any adequate use of debt payment to adjust the volume of credit to the volume of production.

Coppet.

general interest in the mediaeval history of Italy.
But while he was a pioneer in the reclamation of

tendency of the latter to use history for didactic
purposes: he wrote his history of the Italian

towns as an anti-Bonapartist republican who
wished to remind an enslaved nation of its
glorious past. He was one of the first to understand that the liberation of the mediaeval Italian

enabled them to take precedence in the
development of a bourgeois society. His de-

cities

WILLIAM WITHERS
See- PUBLIC DEBT; PUBLIC FINANCE, FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION, LOCAL FINANOI, MLNICIPAI FIN\NCE;
FINANCE; CORPORATION FINANCE, DLBT, BONDS;
INVESTMENT.
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SINN FEIN.

little

,

nomic Association, Publications,

H

scriptions of currency, trade, manufactures,
agriculture and the role of productive capital
often reveal technical precision, although he had

See IRISH QUESTION.

(New

inkling of the interdependence between
and economic drives. His subsequent

politics

Ihstotre des Franfais without transcending the
limitations of the earlier work won recognition

as the earliest comprehensive survey of the subject based on original research and as a suggestive synthesis of varied currents particularly in

the mediaeval period.
As author of De la literature du midi de

/'

Europe, a revision of his lectures on the evolution
of Arabian, Provencal, Italian, Spanish and
Portuguese literature, Sismondi became cofounder with Madame de Stael of the "philos-

ophy of

literature,"

which paved the way for

the sociological approach to the subject. Just as
his investigations of the mediaeval history of
Italy

had convinced him that national character

was determined by social and political institutions rather than by racial or climatic peculiariso he now presented literature as the natural
sometimes belated reflection of the same
forces. His use of the comparative method enties,
if

abled him to show the universal parallelism in
the stages of intellectual development of differ-
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ent nations and his defense of national art

smoothed the path of romanticism

especially in

France.

Sismondi 'a general political outlook, as represented, for instance, by Etudes sur les constitutions des peuples libres (Paris 1836), was liberal
but anti-Rousseauistic and antidemocratic. Bethe lower
lieving that both the proletariat and
middle classes were not yet ready for democracy,
he offered an apologia for the privileges of
minorities, particularly of the urban bourgeoisie
and the intellectuals, whom he regarded not only
as the progressive elements but as the repre-

m

economic writings,
toscane (Geneva 1801)

his earliest

Tableau de V agriculture
and De la richesse commerciale (2 vols Geneva
and
1803), he had defended Smithian liberalism
popularized it before J B Say, his Nouveaux
,

Pans

1819;
principes d' economic pohttque (2 vols
2nd ed 1827), which reflects his observation of
,

the economic crisis during his second trip to
England (1818-19), constitutes a devastating
criticism of the basic axioms upon which the
classical

economists built their idealized and

conception of capitalism. He showed
clearly the untenabihty of the doctrine that
competition always tends to establish an equilibrium between production and consumption.
static

More

specifically

he emphasized that general

a fact
crises, or gluts, are not only possible
denied by the classical economists, although
they admitted the possibility of partial gluts
bearising from an occasional disproportion
tween individual branches of industry but an

inevitable periodic concomitant of the prevailing
economic structure. The direct cause of such
crises

he found in underconsumption on the

part of the working classes, whose purchasing
power is insufficient to absorb the annual national output.

The second

inherent character-

of capitalism overlooked by the classical
economists was the necessity of continuous existic

pansion and conquest of new outlets, resulting
from the restriction of the internal market.
While Sismondi was incorrect in limiting demand to consumers' demand and in other aspects of his argument, the essential validity of
his conclusions makes him the scientific dis-

coverer of capitalistic dynamics.
The deeper cause of underconsumption, that
is,

of the simultaneous decline in income and in-

crease in the

monious and stable adjustment is the social need
measured in terms of the quantity of useful commodities. Since the latter has no determining
effect in a capitalistic system, Sismondi denied
categorically the possibility of regulating economic activity in such a system. His various re-

form proposals, including his demand for public
protection of workers, were consciously advanced merely as palliatives, which he realized
could not correct the evils inherent in the exist-

sentatives of national tradition.

Although

determined by exchange value, which by reason
of the unevenness of technological advance
within each branch of production is in a constant
state of flux The only possible basis for a har-

volume of production, Sismondi

at-

tributed to the fact that in a capitalistic society
the extent and direction of economic activity are

ing order

Among his contemporaries Sismondi was
recognized chiefly as historian and historian of
literature and subsequently fell into oblivion,
except in Italy, where his work as a national
historian influenced the spiritual revival during
the Risorgimento. After 1850 the protagonists of
social

reform, frequently exaggerating Sisreally limited faith in reform measures,

mondi's

rediscovered him and hailed him as a precursor.
Today he is famous especially as a theorist of
crises, whose ideas were taken over not only by
his contemporaries Malthus and Rodbertus but

under the disguise of Marxist terminology by
such

socialists as Heinrich Cunow, L. Boudm,
Karl Kautsky and Rosa Luxemburg. Since the
outbreak of the present world crisis this under-

consumption theory, which Lenin justly

at-

tacked as non-Marxist, has become the official
doctrine of numerous socialist parties and trade

unions in Europe and America.
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1838, and a third volume by E. Robinet, 1844), De la
htterature du midi de I'Europe, 4 vols. (Pans 1813;
4th ed., 2 vols Brussels 1837), tr. by Thomas Roscoe
,

as Historical

View of

Europe, 2 vols. (4th ed

South of
1853); Etudes sur les

the Literature of the

London

sciences sociales, 3 vols. (Paris 1836-38).

Consult Sahs, Jean R. de, Sismondi, 1773-1842, Biblila Revue de Literature Compare, vol.
2 vols. (Pans 1932); Aftahon, Albert, L'oeuvre
tconomique de Simonde de Sismondi (Paris 1899),
Grossman, Henryk, Simonde de Sismondi et ses thrones
economiques, Warsaw, Bibhotheca Universitatis Liberae Polonae, no. 1 1 (Warsaw 1 924); Tuan, Mao-Lan,
Simonde de Sismondi as an Economist, Columbia Uni-

otheque de
Ixxvii,

Sismondi

Skarga Poweski

Economics and Public
Law, no. 298 (New York 1927), Festy, O., "Sismondi
et la condition des ouvners francais de son temps" m
Revue d'economie polttique, vol. xxxii (1918) 46-72,
"K kharaktenstike ekonomi119-36, Lenin, V. I
cheskogo romantizma" (Characteristics of economic
versity, Studies in History,

nomic doctrine.
K. KRZECZKOWSKI

,

romanticism) in his Sochtneniya, vol.

11

(2nd rev ed.

Moscow 1926) p. 9-115, Jeandeau, Ren, Sismondi,
precurseur de la legislation sociale contemporame (Bordeaux 1913), Pellegrini, Carlo, // Sismondi e la stona
delle letterature dell'

Europa mcndionale, Bihhoteca

Archivum romamcum, ist ser vol \u (Geneva
1926), Gooch, G. P., History and Historians in the
Nineteenth Century (London 1913) p. 165-68.
dell*
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SKARBEK, COUNT FRYDERYK FLORJAN (1792-1866), Polish economist Skarbek
studied at

Warsaw and Pans and obtained

pri-

economics from Camille
Saint-Aubin and Piotr Maleszewski After his
return to Poland he divided his time between
official administrative work and writing on economic subjects In 1818 he was called to the
vate instruction

in

economy at the University of
Warsaw, where he taught v>ith great success
until the closing of the institution by the Russian
chair of political

authorities after the collapse of the Polish insurrection in 1831 He then returned to public

held various administrative posts and took a
prominent role in the organization and direction

life,

of numerous institutions of public welfare. His
literary legacy includes besides several works on
economics, which established his reputation as

the foremost Polish economist of his period, a
number of studies in the field of history,
criminology, statistics and general social reform.
While Skarbek regarded himself as a follower

and interpreter of the classical school of economics, he departed from its teachings in a
number of significant respects. Even in his early
writings he drew a sharp distinction between
theoretical economics, which has for its purpose
the discovery of universal principles on the nature and source of the wealth of nations, and applied economics, in which the general principles
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independence of thought and in many respects
anticipates subsequent contributions to eco-

Works Elementarne zatady gospodarstwa narodowego
(Elementary principles of national economy), 2 vols.
(Warsaw 1820, new ed by Bibljoteka Wyzszej Szkoly
Handlowej, 1931), Theorie des rtchesses soaales, 2 vols.
(Pans 1829, 2nd ed 1839-40), tr into Polish as
Ogolne zasady nauki gospodarstwa narodouego (General principles of national economy), 2 \ols (Warsaw
1859-60, new ed containing bibliography of Skarbek's works, by Bibljoteka Wyzszej Szkoly Handlowej, 1926), Considerations generates sur le meilleur
regime des prisons (Warsaw 1842), Idees generates sur
la legislation penale (Brussels 1848), Essai de morale

cwique (Brussels 1861).

"Der polmsche Nationalokonom
Graf Friednch Skarbek" in Zeitschnft fur Volkstcirtsc/iaft, Sozialpoltttk und Verualtung, vol via (1899)
504-29, Das/ynska-Cohnska, Z "Les valeurs caractenstiques de la science 6conomique en Pologne"
in Fifth International Congress of Historical Studies,
Comit6 National Polonais, La Pologne au Congres
Consult Grabski, S

,

,

international des

(Warsaw 1924)

Silences historujues, Brunettes 1923

p. 37-52.

SKARGA

POWfSKI, PIOTR (1536-1612),
Polish theologian and preacher. Skarga played a
role similar to that of Bossuet in France. In a
troubled epoch he defended Catholicism, both
in tract and in sermon, against the Reformation

and the monarchy against the republicanism advocated by the nobility. He regarded the state as
the city of God, this view, essentially Augustinian, led him to ascribe to his nation an almost
messianic role and made him a precursor of the
Polish political romanticism of the first half Oi
the nineteenth century. Skarga saw in CathoK

cism the foundation of the

state

and attacked

Protestantism as the source not only of religious
but also of political anarchy. His political ideas,
essentially religious, contributed far more than
of Catholicism to the moral unity of
the

victory

the Polish state

He opposed

to earthly

wisdom,
and loss of

should be modified in accordance with the

which makes

geographical location, degree of economic development and other peculiarities of the respec-

with its command of
patriotism, divine \\isdom
and moral integrity and asserted
discipline, love

tive nations.

By introducing thus the viewpoint
of historical relativism he limited considerably

the supremacy of the ecclesiastical power over
the secular rulers. In the name of this theocratic

the principle of universalism implied in classical
teachings, and by emphasizing the influence of
national characteristics on economic develop-

system Skarga defended the peasants against
serfdom and intervened in favor of the burghers,
who had been deprived of the privileges they
had enjoyed during the Middle Ages; he warned

ment he further qualified the individualistic
approach of classical doctrine. His treatment of
the theory of circulation of commodities, division of labor, population, distribution of the
national dividend and of wages is marked by

for sedition, discord

his countrymen that continuation of oppressive
laws and of social injustice would spell the ruin
of the state. The order of Jesuits, of which

Skarga was a member, continued the campaign,
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although they suppressed those passages in
Skarga's works which were too offensive to the
nobility. In his sermons Skarga displayed a

mastery of language which

is

unsurpassed in the

history of Polish literature. It was this fact
which contributed enormously to the spread of

among the

his authority not only

Poles but also

the Ruthenians and Lithuanians, who
formed large minorities in the Polish kingdom.

among

TADEUSZ GRABOWSKI
Works: Pisma tvszystkie (Collected writings), vols. i-iv
(Warsaw 1923-26).
Consult: Grabowski, T., Piotr Skarga na tie katohteratury rehgijnej w Polsce wieku xvi (Peter

man

Skidmore himself barely failing
criticism leveled at Skidmore 's
agrarianism, coupled with his dogmatism and
personal impatience, soon weakened his influence; and Robert Dale Owen, Frances Wright
and Robert L Jennings told off the majority of
to Albany,

of election.

The

his following in a demand for universal free
education in guardian schools. Skidmore attempted unsuccessfully to restore himself to
influence by publishing with Alexander Ming a

daily paper, the Friend of Equal Rights. Like
other reformers of limited training he dissipated
his energies in blue printing his future society.

BROADUS MITCHELL

licktej

Skarga in the light of Catholic religious literature in
1 6th
century Poland) (Cracow 1913), Berga, A.,
Pierre Skarga (1536-1612) (Pans 1916), with extensive bibliography of and on Skarga; Wmkler, Edward,
MyUi pohtyczne Ptotra Skargi (The political thought
of Piotr Skarga) (Warsaw 1913); Tretiak, Jozcf, Piotr

Skarga w dztejach t hteraturze Unn brzesktej (Piotr
Skarga in the history and literature of the Union of
"Staat und
Brzeld) (Cracow 1912), Paczkowski, J
Gesellschaft in Polen im Urteil des Jesuiten Skarga"
,

in Zeitschrift fur

osteuropaische Geschichte, vol.
Ltteratura polska, vol.
,
(1912) 541-56, Korbut,
(Warsaw 1929) p. 346-51, with bibliography.
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SKIDMORE, THOMAS

(d. 1832), American
agrarian. Skidmore is known almost entirely for
to Property,
his one book, The Rights of
Being a Proposition to Make It Equal among the

Man

(New York
His thought owed much to Thomas
Robert Owen and perhaps to Thomas

Adults of the Present Generation
1829).

Paine,

Spence and William Thompson, although parts
of his advocacy bear evidence of originality. He
stated forcefully his objection to exploitation of
the working class by the rich and proposed as a
remedy, in New York state, a constitutional
convention which should abolish all debts and
all claims to
property, provide for an inventory

and census of population and prepare
which each
bidder would have equal purchasing power. He
went on to set up elaborate precautions against
of wealth

the

way

for a general auction in

subsequent concentration of wealth, including
abolition of inheritance

and prohibition of mo-

nopoly in any form.
than a year, beginning in the spring
For
Jess
of 1829, Skidmore, himself a mechanic, led the

wage earners'

faction in the

new Working Men's

New York. While upholding the tenhour day, he tried to secure the workers' political
party in

support for his scheme of wealth redistribution.
The party obtained more than a third of the
votes in the fall election and sent an assembly-

Commons, John R

Consult.

Labour
vol

i,

,

and

others, History of

United States, 2 vols. (New York 1918)
ch 111; Carlton, Frank T., "The Work-

in the

pt.

11,

ingmen's Party of

New

York City 1839-1831"
xxn (1907) 40115.

m

Political Science Quarterly, vol.

SKINNER, JOHN STUART
American

(1788-1851),

agricultural journalist. Skinner

was

the descendant of a landed proprietor in Maryland. His love of rural life and his deep interest
in farm

problems led him to abandon law and

public service in favor of agricultural journalism.
On April 2, 1819, he began the publication of

the American Farmer, the first agricultural paper
in the United States devoted almost exclusively

and his problems. In 1834 the
paper passed into other hands, but five years
later Skinner regained control, which he retained
until 1845. Meanwhile he served as editor of the
American Turf Register and Sporting Magazine
and the American Silk Society and Rural Econoto the farmer

mist, in

connection with which he did consider-

able writing on farm problems. In 1845 he
became associated with Greeley and McElrath
of the New York Tribune in the publication of
the Farmer's Library and Monthly Journal of
he edited
Agriculture. From 1848 until his death

The Plough, the Loom, and the Anvil, probably
the most notable achievement in agricultural
journalism prior to the Civil War.
The underlying motives of Skinner's journalistic endeavor were the improvement of the
soil,

the coordination of agriculture and industry
life aad character of the

and the elevation of the
farmer.

He

presented the most authoritative

material he could gather on agricultural economy; he edited for publication in the United
States several standard foreign works; he wrote

numerous

special articles

and

treatises;

and he

collaborated with other writers in the preparation of the Farmers' Barn Book (Philadelphia

Skarga Pow^ski
1850).

ism

m

He was

a pioneer in agricultural journalthe United States, the educational possi-

of which came to he recognized by his
successors in the establishment of farm journals
during the later nineteenth century.
bilities
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of John Stuart Skinner (New York 1924), Ogilvie,
William E., Pioneer Agricultural Journalists (Chicago
*9 2 7) P- 3~9-

SLANDER.

See LIBEL AND SLANDER.

Louis BERNARD SCHMIDT
Consult: Poore,

Benjamin Perley, Biographical Sketch

SLAVE TRADE.

See SLAVERY.

SLAVERY
PRIMITIVE

BERNHARD J. STERN
WILLIAM LINN WESTERMANN
MELVIN M. KNIGHT

ANCIENT
MEDIAEVAL

MODERN

MARY WILHELMINE WILLIAMS

GENERAL
UNITED STATES
PRIMITIVE. Although nowhere
societies

gross

have

human

exploitation

ULRICH B. PHILLIPS

m

primitive

beings been subject to the
characteristic of slavery

advanced peoples, there has
regions the ownership of
persons outside of family relations whereby the
owners control the lives of their slaves, often
ritual sacrifice and fresanction their use

among

existed

culturally
in many

m

quently subject them to compulsory labor. Such
slavery has been a characteristic aspect of native
African

Zambesi

life

except for the area south of the
unknown among the primitive

It is

peoples of Australia; it has been confined to a
few islands in Oceania; while it has been a general
feature of the social organization of the Malay
Archipelago. Absent with one possible exception
in central Asia and Siberia, it has pre\ ailed
among a considerable number of aboriginal
tribes of

Indo-Chma and of

India. In

North

America it developed only along the Pacific
coast from Bering Strait to the northern
boundary of California, and it appears to have
had but a scattered distribution in Central and
South America.
There are wide variations in the behavior
sanctioned in the relations between master and
slaves and in the privileges accorded the latter in
primitive societies; these differences depend
largely on the general economic, political and
religious setting in which the institution functions. Custom
usually deters the owners from

depriving their slaves of all rights and from
them with extreme cruelty; in many

tremely diversified range of attitudes toward
slaves prevails, to distinguish with any precision
between such categories as slaves, serfs, subjects, submerged classes and low castes.

The
is

incidence of compulsory labor in slavery
determined largely by the nature of the eco-

nomic pursuits and the degree of cultural development. In primitive nomadic hunting
tribes, which are small, barely self-subsisting
units whose members are closely related by
birth and marriage, the development of such
slavery is precluded by the scarcity of food, the
lack of regularity of labor and of differentiation
in occupational functions other than that be-

tween the sexes, and the absence of numbers
adequate to maintain regulative powers which
would make possible repression and coercion.
Contrary to the theory that the practise of appropriating the services of slaves was derived
from the analogous appropriation of the labor of

domesticated animals, and that therefore slavery
originated and was a characteristic institution
among pastoral peoples, the fact is that it was
actually rare among them because of the low defor labor. The practise has been current

mand

only among the flourishing pastoral tribes in
northwest and northeast Africa and among a
few tribes
the Caucasus and Arabia, while the

m

pastoral

nomads of

Siberia, central Asia, India
the
slaves.

On

and south Africa have not had

other hand, slavery has developed most markedly among agricultural tribes where habitation

where there

is

a

demand

for labor

treating

is settled,

primitive communities the life of the slaves
differs but little from that of the freemen.

coupled with a relatively plentiful food supply

Debtor slaves are almost invariably treated with

ever, have not always given rise to slavery.
The distinctive nature of slavery in primitive
societies may best be clarified by illustrations of

more consideration than are foreign slaves obtained by capture and trade. It is
frequently
difficult, particularly in Africa, where an ex-

and flourishing

its

trade.

Such

conditions,

functioning in different areas.

The

how-

non-
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agricultural tribes

on the northwest

coast of

America which had developed the institution
lived in settled communities m relatively large
numbers and derived their abundant food supply from salmon fishing in addition to hunting.
Captives, who in other parts of North America
where the social life was more democratic be-

came equals of the

tribal

a defeated foreign power, the practise of voluntary and involuntary servitude as security for
debt subject to redemption appears to have been

developed more extensively in Africa than elsewhere. In certain localities persons enslaved as
punishment for crime might also as a rule be
redeemed.

members through

marriage and adoption, were in this region permitted to mate only with one another, and their
descendants usually remained slaves. Although
they often participated in other economic activities, they were as a rule compelled to perform
menial tasks and to function for the most part as
bearers of burdens. Their social and political
status was generally lowly and they were

BERNHARD

J.

STERN

ANCIENT. Slavery existed as a constant factor
and economic life of the Near East
and Europe throughout the entire period of
ancient history, differing greatly in intensity and
effects according to time and place. Its validity
as a system of labor was never seriously questioned. No attempt to abolish it was made by
in the social

any ancient government. Nor did any ancient
religious body, even Christianity, challenge the
right of its believers to own slaves. Greek po-

commonly excluded from active participation in
ceremonial functions. Slaves were sometimes
traded or given away as gifts; the master could
kill them at will just as he could destroy other

litical

property as a means of displaying his wealth.
Among the Kwakmtl there are accounts of the

slavery, but only as to whether it was a condition
grounded in natural law or made by man. An-

provide food for the members
of the cannibal society; and among the Tlingit
slaves were killed and buried under the house

cient slavery differed fundamentally from modern slavery in that the problem of race entered

killing of slaves to

posts

when

a

new house was being

of

America, these captives,

who

are

writers as slaves, have
not been subject to the attitude of derogation
ordinarily associated with the institution of

characterized by

many

slavery, nor have they been taken or maintained
for purposes of compulsory service. They

might marry the women of their captors, perform important religious functions and even
rise to positions of

importance in

it

but slightly and only in theoretical dis-

cussion. Because of

erected.

This widespread use of captives to provide for
ceremonial needs has been pronounced in some
of the head hunting districts of Melanesia. In
contrast to their inferior status on the northwest
coast

into

philosophy discussed the institution of

political life.

have, however, been regarded as "heads"
which might be utilized when needed to satisfy

They

immediate ceremonial purposes. They thus may
be considered property of the captors subject to
their will and may be designated slaves in this
sense.

its

essential differences as a

and the differences in the
attitude toward it the subject cannot be approached successfully from the abolitionisticmorahstic point of view of the nineteenth century. To the ancient mind slavery was a fixed
and accepted element of life, and no moral
problem was involved.
That slavery already was established as a
recognized institution in the Sumerian culture
of the Babylonian area in the fourth millennium
B.C. may be confidently assumed from the fragments of Sumerian legislation upon slaves which
date from the first half of the third millennium.
The old Sumerian ideograph for slave means
"male of foreign land," indicating that the
source of slavery was war and its prisoners. The
Sumerian legislation which is now extant insocial

institution

cludes the requirement of mere restitution of a
slave or payment of a definite sum by one who

In Africa the indigenous primitive institution
of slavery was conditioned by the impact of the
world slave traffic, as is shown by the fact that

test

intertribal trade in

kidnaped slaves has been
developed most extensively in areas where there
were slave raids for the European market. Besides the purchase of men and women from

master's rights over him. The numerous paragraphs dealing with slaves in the Code of Hammurabi about 2100 B.C. reflect a more sophisticated economic life based upon a more general

other villages with the express purpose of enslaving them and the subjugation of prisoners of

use of

war or persons received

as a

form of tribute from

harbors a runaway slave, the possibility of proby the slave against his own sale and the
enforcement of sale in case a slave protests his

money

as interest bearing capital

and a

system far more self-conscious and stringent in its social classifications. The treatment
social

Slavery
of slaves was much harsher than under the old
patriarchal master and slave relation characteristic of the previous Sumenan period. The chief

upon a comprehensive and significant
Throughout the entire history of Egypt

scale.

in an-

sources of slavery were captivity in war, purchase abroad, bondage as a result of unpaid

under its native rulers, under the Macedonian Ptolemies and under Roman imperial
rule
agricultural slavery never was able to find

debts (sale of wife and children to meet unfuland inheritance of slave status

a strong foothold. The numbers of captives
recorded as resulting from the raids of Thutmose

filled obligations)

from slave parents. No convincing estimate can
be made of the relative numbers of the free and
the slave, but it is certain that the number of
freeholds and the use of free labor in agriculture
were always striking elements in Babylonian life.

A tendency to exaggerate slave numbers may be
checked by the observation that about 517 B.C.,
in the neo- Baby Ionian period, the head of the
banking house of Egibi Sons left only ninety-six
slaves when he died. This may be regarded as
the upper limit owned by the richest individuals
as opposed to the royal households and wealthy

temple organizations. The Hammurabi legislation granted rights to slaves in considerable
degree: the right of intermarriage with free

women,

the right to engage in business and to

acquire property, and protection of slave con-

cubines

when they had

given birth to children.
But these protective rights looked to the slave
as property and economic asset rather than as

human being. The danger of generalisation may
be

by the fact that the Hittite Code,
Asia Minor and northern Syria in

illustrated

applying to
the late second millennium, in contrast with the
Harnmurabi Code, regarded the slave as human
being rather than as chattel. Under the Babylonian conditions, which are in general applicable to the Semitic world of that time, release

from slavery might occur by manumission, by
adoption of the slave and by self-purchase. The
Hebrew legislation added to these methods release of a slave of Hebrew origin after six years
of service and manumission because of mal-

treatment leading to permanent injury, the last
provision applying to foreign born slaves as well
as to those of Hebrew birth Economic conditions prevailing in Palestine suggest that the use
of slaves in that area was on a more restricted
scale than in
Babylonia.

In Egypt under the pharaohs slavery certainly
from the earliest dynastic period, the

existed

number of slaves probably

increasing during the

empire (c. i6oo-c. 1000 B.C.). But
royal ownership of the agricultural land in the
Nile valley, combined with a
teeming and indus*
trious population under strict
regimentation by
the state, produced an economic situation which
was unsuitable to the development of

penod

ot the

slavery

tiquity

in (1501-1447

EC) and

from

his

many cam-

paigns into Syria are surprisingly meager: from
Nubia 134 and 36 in two different years; from
Syria a total of 8000. Debtor bondage existed
until abrogated

ranef, about

action are

by Pharaoh Bocchons (Baken-

718-712

B.C.).

unknown; but

it

The reasons for this
may be regarded as

another proof of the comparative insignificance
of slavery as an economic force in that country.
The origins of slavery in the Greek area are
not ascertamable. In the period from about 1200
to 800 B.C., as depicted in the Homeric poems,
slave owning was fully recognized as an element
in private ownership of property. It was also the
expected fate of captives in war. The largest
number of slaves accorded to the household

organizations of the most powerful chieftains
was fifty. Despite casual raiding, which included
slaves in the booty taken, there was as yet no
organized slave tramc. No word for slave dealer

appears in Homer. Women slaves were used in
household services, with the customary accompaniment of concubinage, and in the household
industry of weaving. Males appear in small numbers in agriculture but not in the handicrafts,

which then supplied strictly local markets. The
entire picture is one of a society using slaves
only in limited degree. Treatment by the masters
was notably kind. Conversely the attitude of the
slaves was one of trust and loyalty, even of
marked affection.
In the period from 800 to 600 B.C. three
events, in their conjunction and interplay, created the set of conditions which became typical
of the city-states of the Greek world and later
of the urbanized culture of the

Roman Empire.

These were: widespread colonization of the
Black Sea and Mediterranean coasts by Greeks;
invention of coinage in the precious metals; and
the development of handicraft industries centering in large towns, with the possibility of sale

of the hand factory output throughout the extensive market of the Mediterranean coast and
its

hinterlands.

During the sixth century and

much more

strongly in the fifth and fourth centuries these conditions gave an increasing im-

petus to the

demand

for slaves

and

shifted the

emphasis and importance of slave employment
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in the progressive parts of the Greek world from
household and agricultural services to the handicrafts.

In those states which were based upon

a system of helotage, such as Spaita and Thessaly, and in the backward states of western

Greece the old type of limited and simple slavery
remained unchanged. A law passed by Solon at
Athens in 594 B.C. abolished the right of mortgage for debt of the person of the debtor or his
wife or of the persons of his children. This law,
copied widely although not universally in the
Greek world of independent city-states, removed
the least important of the sources of slave sup-

The

among the Greek
was the most fruitful source of slaves,
with purchase from the peripheral non-Greek
peoples and kidnaping and sale by organized
piracy as additional methods of meeting the
demand. Despite the enormous figures given
ply.

constant warfare

city-states

by ancient writers for the slave population at
Athens in the fourth century B.C. it is improbable
that the slaves in that city-state, which offers
one of the outstanding examples of slave employment in the handicrafts, ever reached a total
of one half of the free population. Authentic
contemporary evidence regarding labor employed in the building of the temple of Erectheus
at Athens in the fifth century gives the following
proportion of free men and slaves: Athenian
citizens 20; free aliens (metics) 35; slaves 16.
The ratio of slaves employed was in this instance

22 5 percent The six hundred slaves owned by
the Athenian Hipponicus and the thousand
slaves of the rich Athenian general Nicias, both
living in 430 B.C., must be regarded as exceptional.

The method employed by

these

two

wealthy slave owners of using their slaves as
capital investment, leasing them out to those

who operated

the silver mines at Laurium or to
owners of small handicraft shops, is typical. The
figures given above suffice to emphasize the importance of slaves in the industrial labor market
in those parts of the Greek and Roman world
which adopted the Greek industrial system. The
view that ancient society was based upon slavery

however, quite incorrect as a generalization.
According to the Greek laws the slave was a
property, hence a legal object. He could be sold
or mortgaged or his services leased. He was also,
is,

however, regarded as a legal subject

a

man

as

well as a thing. At Athens capable slaves might
under given authority carry on business in behalf of their owners or engage in commerce

independently, with the right to
contracts.

In commercial

arily testified

without use of the bastinado. In

general slave status was not regarded in the
Greek city-states as degrading, nor was the
social and legal treatment of the slave particu-

The

road out of slavery into freeas a reward granted
for faithful service, or through self-purchase
was as easy as the many hazards of life which
larly harsh.

dom, through manumission

led into

it.

There were many

slaves

who

"lived

apart," with a social life of their own, paying to
their owners a definite amount of their earnings.

Slaves were admitted to participation in the
popular Orphic mysteries and to social clubs,
which also included free members. Instances are
in which these clubs helped to make up
by loan the sum required for the purchase of
freedom for a slave member. Because of the
exclusive nature of ancient Greek citizenship
and its essential implication that military service
was both an obligation and a right of the privileged citizen class, slaves were not permitted as
a rule to take part as combatants in war on land
or as oarsmen on battleships. When crises and

known

dire necessity required such use of slaves, it
as remarkable; and the

was always regarded

general principle of exclusive citizen right in this
respect was maintained by granting freedom to
who were enrolled for service. This

the slaves

general rule applies throughout Greek and Ro-

man

There is no question that Greek
philosophy of the fourth century B.C.
(Plato, Xenophon, Aristotle) adopted a derogahistory.

political

tory and contemptuous attitude toward manual
labor, exemplified by the use of the term "ba-

nausic trades"; but there

is little

evidence that

contempt was due to the widespread use of
slaves It is more probably explained by considerations of the compulsory military service resting upon citizens and the lowering of physical
fitness brought about by manual toil (Xenophon)
or upon the theory of pettiness of spirit, unbefitting the ideal citizen, which is engendered by
this

trade haggling (Plato).
new type of slavery

A

was introduced

in an-

tiquity by the Carthaginians and by the Romans
after their conquest of the peninsular section of
Italy in

272 B.C.

It

was characterized by the use

of slave gangs on a large scale in agricultural

production and in ranching. In Roman Italy
from 200 B.C. to the time of Augustus Caesar its
methods were brutal and its results brutalizing.
In. north Africa the merchant nobility of Car-

make binding

thage owned many slaves, some employed in
household service, others in industry, notably

custom-

in naval construction; but their large plantations

trials slaves
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also

were worked by

slaves, the trade in slaves

being a part of their active commerce in the
western Mediterranean.

of the provinces and established within the
boundaries of the empire the pax romana. The

The little that is known of slavery in the early
Roman Republic indicates that it was of the

endless supply of cheap slaves through the sale
of war captives dwindled, and with the decrease
in slave supply there came a gradual return to

mild type characteristic of household and small
farm employment on a limited scale. The change
in slave conditions occurred through a combi-

tenantry and leasing on the share system. Coincident with this change appears the encouragement of slave marriages in the west and the

nation of circumstances.

The Roman

state in its

conquest of Italy in the fourth century B.C.
customarily retained some part of the conquered
territory as state domain. This public domain

was rented, preferably
wealthy

men among

Italian allies.

Out of

in large holdings, to
the Roman citizens and

this

system grew the great

latifundia of a thousand acres or

more which

became typical of Etruna and of southern Italy
in the second century B c. The long period of
the Carthaginian wars (264-241 and 218-201
called into the naval and land campaigns
)

B.c

a large element of the able bodied small farmers
of Italy, both of the citi/en classes and of the

rearing of house born slaves (vernae) with its
humanizing influence upon the master's behavior.

The growth of a new public attitude toward
the slave class in the west, reflected in a series
of legislative enactments by the Roman emperors, is part of a general spiritual change, the
sources of which are difficult to trace. Neither

stoicism nor Christianity was a primary or direct
agency in the application of the new spirit to
slavery, since both fully accepted it as a working
economic and social institution. Believing that
there would be no spiritual differentiation between bond and free, both stoic and Christian

To meet the dearth of available
farm labor caused by military service the
owners and renters of large estates made use of
the captives taken in the constant wars of the
third and second centuries and sold as slaves.
In 262 B c. after the capture of Acragas (Agrigentum) in Sicily 25,000 prisoners were sold;

were indifferent to slavery although advocating
humane treatment for slaves, in the one case as

after the recapture of Tarenturn in Italy in 209
B c. 30,000 persons were sold.
the Roman

were consistently counter to increase. The problem of its reaction upon public morals and

second century was advancing into
Maccdon, Greece and Asia Minor and extending
its sway over Spain, the numbers of slaves placed
upon the market increased. In 167 B c. by order
of the Roman Senate 150,000 persons were
taken in the towns of Epirus in one day. At the
end of the second century the island of Delos

standards of living cannot be solved by a general
condemnation of slavery per se. The slave system of antiquity was a part of a general labor
system. Except for the two hundred year period
of western plantation slavery, free and slave
labor customarily worked side by side with little

Italian allies.

native

When

state in the

slave market, in which 10,000
change hands in a single day. Both

became a veritable
slaves

might

demand and supply grew Under the bitter exploitation and general mismanagement of the
provinces by Rome in the period from no to
67 B.C. organized piracy upon a large scale
throve upon kidnaping and the sale of its victims
to meet the demand of the west for slaves. The
heartlessness of this western system of plantation and ranch slavery is fully borne out by the

members
other

at,

of the fraternity of mankind, in the

children of

Although
tion,

it

God.

statistical

proof

may be assumed

is

out of the ques-

that the effects of

upon population numbers

slavery

in antiquity

actual differentiation in respect to

wages or

treatment.

WILLIAM LINN WESTERMANN
MEDIAEVAL. In western Europe, the Byzantine

Empire arid the Moslem lands mediaeval slavery
took its cue from the later and more humane
codes and practises to which the ancient world
returned after the decline of the gang slavery of
Roman plantations. For centuries after
Valentmian's edict of 377 A.D. forbidding the
the

record of uprisings, from the intermittent outbreaks of rural slaves in Sicily and Italy in 200
B.C. to the final dangerous revolt of the slaves
of Italy led by the Thracian Spartacus in 73-

sale of niral servi separately from the land it is
difficult in many cases to distinguish the condi-

71 B.C.

from about the eighth century because
captives from Slavic tribes.
Dealers also bought Germans and Gallo

The

organization of the Roman Empire
brought an end to the period of the exploitation

tion of these people from that of the coloni. The
word slave, a variant of Slav, gradually came
into use

of the

number of
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Romans, Verdun being one of the great centers

civilization

of the trade with the Mediterranean.

of the continent.

was rapidly expanding

to the limits

about 600 freeing two church
slaves Pope Gregory the Great repeated the

slavery toward the

ancient belief that manumission was a good act.
Centuries before the Christian era the Jews had

Ages. Refugees and captives multiplied with the
new Asiatic invasions of eastern Europe and the

been warned (Jeremiah xxxiv: 8-16) of the
Lord's displeasure because they enslaved their

Near East which began

In a

letter of

own people, a point specifically recalled by
another famous manumission document of the

It is

hard to date the definite increase in

end of the European Middle

in

earnest

in

the

thirteenth century. Venetian and Genoese slave
traders bought Circassians, Armenians, Syrians,

Bulgarians and Serbs from the Turks, for sale

The

twelfth century from the Abbey of Saint-Pere at
Chartres. The third Levantine "book religion,"

principally in the Mediterranean countries.

Moslemism, was to be equally

many captives. House slaves were in demand
in the Mediterranean trading towns after these

clear as to the

own

from
bondage. Gregory's remark that nature had
created men free in the beginning and the jus
gentium had substituted slavery (quos ab initio
piety of releasing those of

natura liberos protulit

its

faith

et jus gentiumjugo substituit

was good pagan philosophy, to be repeated almost word for word by Rousseau in the
eighteenth century; but this part of Pope Gregory's statement must be read in its theological
context. The redemption from bondage provided by Christ's sacrifice was for the benefit of
those who embraced Christianity, and even in
these cases manumission was not the right of the
slave but a pious and commendable act on the
part of the master. There was a growing agitaservitutis)

tion against the sale of Christians, especially

abroad and most especially to Jews, Saracens
and barbarians. But slavery itself continued to
exist in every Christian country throughout the
Middle Ages and the church made no attempt
to abolish it. Indeed it did not free its own
slaves. For generations the German clergy connived at the export of Slavonic people by Jewish
merchants to Moslem countries.
Slavery and the slave trade declined materially
and generally in western Europe for at least
four centuries from about 900 to 1300. The supply of "barbarian" and "infidel" captives decreased. Serfdom was better adapted to the
crude and non-commercial agriculture of central
and northern Europe. Even house slavery must
have been reduced through manumission and
the substitution of dues and corv^es from half
free peasants. In Mediterranean Europe the
colonate became standardized as serfdom rather
than slavery, under the influence of Lombards
and Normans during the period before these
Germans became thoroughly Latinized and began to revive Roman jurisprudence. Slavery was
also ill adapted to the commercial and industrial
life

of the Italian towns, furnishers of the vast

transalpine regions, at a time

when European

Spanish advance against the Moors provided

became large and wealthy. Part of this market
was supplied with Sudanese, brought across the
Sahara to the Barbary ports. This trade had
been large for centuries, but the bulk of it
always went to Moslem countries. The Portuguese reached the Guinea, coast in the fifteenth
century and began to divert this ancient traffic to
the sea near its source. The military successes of
the

Ottoman Turks aided the

revival of slavery.

Standard accounts assert that at least fifty
thousand people were sold as slaves after the fall
of Constantinople in 1453 It is common but
hardly permissible to classify the Moslemized
and privileged Janissaries as slaves on the
grounds that they were obtained by levies of
Christian children for three centuries after about

1326 and were not allowed to marry until 1566.
The late mediaeval combination of rising national spirit with religious militancy and intolerance made for increased numbers of cap-

In 1452 Pope Nicholas v empowered the
king of Portugal to despoil and sell into slavery
all Moslems, heathen and other foes of Christ.
A hundred Moorish slaves sent to Pope Innocent
tives.

vm

in 1488

distributed

by Ferdinand the Catholic were
the cardinals and other no-

among

tables. Baptized Jews who associated with the
unconverted were liable to enslavement. This

was also the penalty for a variety of crimes, including conspiracy, high treason, wife abduction,

soothsaying, inability to restore stolen

property and the sale of arms to Moslems during
the offensive wars called crusades. "Foes of
Christ" was sometimes broadly

Pope Gregory

xi

interpreted.

excommunicated the Floren-

tines in 1376, ordering their enslavement wherslaves were sold cheap in
ever found.

Women

Rome after the

fall

of

Capua

in 1501.

Being valuable, slaves secured their freedom
for valuable considerations or out of the piety of

masters, which might be stimulated by the kop
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of reward in another world. The church slave
admitted to holy orders might have to purchase
the privilege or have

it

purchased for him by his

fellow villagers. If he left the church or married,
he could be reclaimed as a slave. As in ancient

manumissions it was common to continue cerand obligations. For example, the
church generally excluded the freed slaves of
private masters from holy orders until evidence
was produced that no obsequtum remained, especially the right to reclaim the freedman for
testifying against his former master or showing
him disrespect. Too much independence on the
part of ordained former church slaves could be
tain rights

were the rule. Because of the organization of family and household eunuchs were
much more common in oriental societies. Emasculation was increasingly discouraged in Christian Europe and forbidden in some states but
field slaves

not entirely abolished. Like Christianity, Islam
tolerated slavery and encouraged the enslavement of enemies; but the freeing of a Moslem

was regarded as a pious act. Debt slavery
and the sale of children into slavery by destitute
parents were less common and more distinctly

slave

against the law than in Christendom. Prisoners
of war and descendants of people already captives made up the bulk of the slave population.

were often the concubines

guarded against by the threat of return to their
former condition. A church slave freed to become a private person generally had to see that
his former bond service was rendered. Sometimes he paid a stiff sum, in annual instalments
or all at once. He could not buy property from
relatives still in the church or summon anybody

Young female

to court within the chapter except by its consent.
If a freeman married the daughter of a church

he generally became a slave himself to-

almost the exact equivalent of the Roman peculium arrangement, save that the unfree Moslem
could enter into a contract under which he could

gether with the children of the marriage; but he
might avoid this by payments during his lifetime and the surrender of his property to the

not be sold if he lived up to its terms during
the period in which he was earning the price of
his freedom. To forgive him part of this price

slave,

church

at his death. Slave marriages

were not

generally solemnized by the clergy unless the
master consented, for such a ceremony might be

presented as evidence of freedom.
It is often asserted at the present time that
private slaves were better off than church slaves,
largely on the ground that the former had a better chance at manumission. Whether this is
suitable evidence

depends upon the point of

view. The bishop or other administrator within
a perpetual institution was not as free as the
private master to follow any natural lenience at
the expense of property rights in special cases.
Sometimes a bishop was forbidden to free

church slaves without payment from private
funds and the freedmen were required to give
evidence of their new status to one or more successors to the bishop conferring freedom. As a
rule children of unions between freeman and
slave took the status of the mother, but there
were many exceptions, as in England. Since

was chiefly a personal and household relationship after the rise of feudalism and serfdom, it seems safe to assume that both the best
slavery

and the worst conditions were

to

be found under

private masters.

Slavery in the
characteristics.

Moslem world had few

Household

special
slaves rather than

slaves

of their masters, with a special and stable situaslave
tion in the family if sons were born.
could be freed by will, even by a clearly ex-

A

pressed verbal will. As in Christendom, he
could be liberated by a contract to meet precise

and regular payments. Such a contract might be

a pious and meritorious act. As in Rome or
mediaeval Christendom, manumission generally made a person merely a freedman for the

was
in

time being, owing obligations similar to the
Moslem slavery during the European Middle Ages is not to be judged by the
slave trade. The terrible journey across the
obsequtum.

Sahara was probably not as bad as the "middle
passage" of later times. Organized Barbary corsair activities, by renegades originally of many
nations and faiths, belong mostly to modern
times; and the hope of tribute was responsible
for many of the worst features. The most hide-

ous aspect of the trade in Sudanese was probably the making of eunuchs. The operation was
performed in the Sudan before the caravan trip,

and about one out of ten survived. Once these
valuable slaves had reached the Mediterranean,
they were generally well treated. Of course the
eunuch is a familiar figure hi the history of the
ancient Near East, of the Roman and Byzantine
empires and even of Christian western Europe
the practise he represents was not originally

Moslem in any sense.
The tendency to ignore the widespread existence of slavery in the Middle Ages may be attributed largely to the obsession of many philosophers and historians that history records a
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reasonably consistent advance from unfreedom
to freedom. This explains the uncritical rejoicings over the rise of serfdom. On the whole

It was the discovery of America, however,
which opened the new era in the history of

slavery has been associated with higher types of

slavery. In every colony sooner or later the essential prerequisite of prosperity became the

economic organization than serfdom and probably with social conditions at least as civilized
and humanitarian.

modities which people elsewhere would buy at a
price greater than the costs of production and

MELVIN M. KNIGHT
MODERN. General. Although throughout the
modern period various earlier types of domestic
and patriarchal slavery have persisted in many
regions of the world, the most significant and
dynamic development of the

institution

has

taken place in connection with the establishment
and spread of the plantation economy in the

Americas and with the transportation and sale
of African Negroes. Around the middle of the
fifteenth century the traffic in slaves from the interior of Africa, which since the rise of the Moslem power had been monopolized by overland
Arab traders, began to be diverted by the Portu-

guese sea captains of Prince Henry the Navigator. In the course of their voyages of exploration
along the west African coast they returned, first
with Moorish captives and after 1444, the date
of the first shipload of Senegalese blacks to arrive in Portugal, with Negro slaves from the
various native tribes which they encountered.

The development

of this

new

oversea, as op-

posed to overland, trade in African Negroes was
stimulated by the fact that slaves were in de-

mand
and

in Portugal as domestics and stevedores
to a far greater degree as agricultural

laborers, especially in the southern sections of

the country, where the wars against the Moors
had helped to deplete the population Further-

more, as Portuguese dominions expanded into
the East Indies and South America, natives of
these regions were sent in considerable numbers
as slaves to the

home country and to different
By the middle of the six-

capacity to furnish

some commodity

or

com-

delivery. Staple products for sale in Europe were
found in tobacco, rice, indigo, cotton and sugar
cane, products which invited large scale produc-

by the use of gang labor, for the sake of
large scale earnings. Wage labor was seldom
available, for where there is opportunity to work
tion,

for oneself

of others,

few are willing to go into the employ
and it became necessary to resort to

unfree labor.
Slavery in the Hispanic colonies of the

New

World was

at first limited to the aborigines and
was resorted to by Columbus. Although in the
subsequent period, under the influence of the
clergy, slavery as a formal institution was generally frowned on by the authorities in Spam,
natives were forced to work in fields and mines
under the oppressive forms of serfdom known
as repartimiento and encomienda (see NATIVE
POLICY, section on LATIN AMERICA). Long before the close of the colonial era most of the natives of the West Indies had been wiped out by

harsh treatment or by European diseases.

The

aborigines were deprived of their liberty on the
ground that otherwise they would flee to the
forests and mountains and could not be taught
the "true faith." Recognizing this difficulty, the
Spanish sovereigns permitted the colonists to

force the Indians to work; but they stipulated
must be treated humanely, paid

that the laborers

and taught the Christian gospel.
mandates were, however, largely ignored, in spite of the efforts of Bartolome" de Las
Casas and other members of the clergy to protect
the Indians. Moreover on the pretext of supfor their labor

The

royal

parts of the empire.

pressing rebellion or cannibalism extensive slave

teenth century the inhabitants of the Algarve
were largely Ethiopian, and even as far north as

raids

Lisbon blacks outnumbered whites. There was
no marked color line, and the blood of the two
races mingled freely, resulting eventually in
Negroid physical characteristics in the Portuguese nation. African slaves were being sold in
Spain soon after their introduction into Portugal,
and although they apparently were not used to
any extent in agriculture, the institution was
soon established. Even the pious Queen Isabella

favored

it

as offering salvation to the

through contact with Christianity.

bondmen

were undertaken

islands in the

first

against neighboring

West Indies and along the con-

and then, throughout the colonial
era and to some degree even in the following
century, in the frontier regions of the colonies on
the mainland. Chattel slavery thus became common and supplied skilled craftsmen as well as
domestic and agricultural workers.
tinental coasts

Indian slavery began in Brazjl with captives
taken by the Portuguese on the coasts in their
conflicts with the aborigines. Before long slave

hunting had become an important and lucrative
occupation, especially in the south and west,
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where the mameluke inhabitants of the captaincy of Sao Paulo raided the Jesuit missions
and carried off their aboriginal inhabitants,
largely Guaranfs. The Paulistas sold their captives for the most part in the coastal settlements,

where they were used on the sugar and cotton
plantations. The Indians of the lower Amazon
basin were likewise enslaved on a large scale and
forced to work in the tobacco plantations of Pard.

Early roused by the high mortality of the natives
their oppressive taskmasters, the Jesuits

under

became their champions at the Portuguese court
and sought constantly to protect them. Although
various royal decrees were issued to govern their
treatment and to place them under the care of a
council of missions, the greed of the white plantation owners and the remoteness from the
scene of the royal officials prevented any considerable improvement in the lot of the native

bondmen.
With the passage of time, however, Indian
slavery proper was reduced to a position of relathrough the large scale introduction of Negroes. The first Africans were
landed in the New World about the year 1510,
before Las Casas began seriously to champion
the aborigines. His subsequent suggestion,
which he later regretted, that blacks be brought
in in sufficient numbers to save the natives from
tive insignificance

slavery, unquestionably accelerated importations from Africa. Furthermore it was found

that

Negroes made

far better

bondmen than

did

the wild aborigines, who were restive in captivity and died in greater numbers under the

hardships

it

imposed.

The arrangement

also

suited the needs of the royal hacienda, which
taxed importations of Negroes while it derived
tribute

from many of the

Indians.

The large scale importations into Brazil

were the

theoretically

free

result of similar considerations.

the other hand, because of their dulness of wits,

were used

largely for gang labor.
Although they were introduced into all the
colonies, the Negroes apparently did not thrive
in the highlands, and the aborigines generally
continued to toil in the mines and to share in the
coarser work connected with the trades. But in
the sugar growing West Indies and the Spanish
Main black slavery became established on a
large scale; and after many of the islands and

neighboring areas passed into French, English
or Dutch control the blacks continued to increase, forming a large majority of the population in several of the islands In Brazil they were
in especial demand in the northern plantations,

where by the close of the seventeenth century
they outnumbered the whites twenty to one.

The opening

of the mines in the eighteenth

century brought large numbers farther south,
a movement which continued with the growth
of the coffee plantations in the late colonial era

and the independent period.
It was not until the eighteenth century, when
plantation production had spread into many
areas, that the Atlantic slave trade became the
most profitable branch of maritime activity.
The trade with Brazil was in the hands of Portuguese or Brazilians throughout the period of
the traffic; but the Spanish Indies were supplied
by foreigners v\ho were granted special concessions (see ASIENTO).

The Dutch, French and

English organized private slave trading companies and carved out spheres of influence on
the African coast. In the eighteenth century the
British, endowed with the asiento privilege, held

the primacy in the trade.
pool drew

its first

From

the latter Liver-

prosperity every part of western
America shared.

The

and m this
Europe and

great prosperity,

typical voyage of the slave traders

was

were used as domestic servants, agricultural laborers and steve-

triangular. The first leg was from the home port
to Guinea with a cargo of trade goods, including

dores or in other unskilled occupations; but

a heavy supply of rum

many expert craftsmen were found among them.
The work to which they were put was deter-

New

Most of the African

slaves

mined in part by the ethnographic group from
which the slaves had been drawn. Those from
the Slave Coast tribes were commonly good
natured and docile and were in demand as field
hands. The Koromantes of the Gold Coast,
who were noted for faithfulness, were desirable
as servants. The
Senegalese, the most intelligent
of all of the slave
types, were sought for high
class domestic work and also for training in the
crafts. The natives of the
Congo and Angola, on

England.

if

the ship had sailed from

On the coast of Africa

this cargo

was bartered for blacks, brought by their fellows
from the interior to the coast. If the supply was
abundant, the Negroes were thrust as thick as
they could lie between the decks of the vessels or
upon shelving. The second leg, the "middle
passage," was the transatlantic run, which although it was swift, thanks to the trade wind,
was wretched enough for the befouled and bewildered victims. At American destinations they
were either sold by sundry quick devices or put
into stockades to be retailed on demand. The
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ship was then laden with sugar and molasses or
with rice or tobacco for the third leg homeward,

ence is probably to be explained by the fact that
on the whole the position of the slaves was much

bearing money or bills of exchange to make up
the difference between the proceeds of the slave

unhappy and hopeless in Spanish America
and in Brazil than in other parts of the New
World. Whereas in the British possessions the
Anglican church was as a rule wholly indifferent
to their spiritual needs and the Moravian and
Methodist missionaries began to work among
them only in the eighteenth century, in the
Roman Catholic countries the black man was
regarded as an object of salvation. The clergy
were the best friends of the helpless slave; they
made efforts to have infants baptized and en-

sales

and the purchase price of the cargo of

plantation produce.
Of the millions of blacks

who crossed

the sea

far the greater number were sold in the West
Indies and Brazil. This may be attributed not

by

merely to the larger scale on which the tropical
plantations operated and to the absence of competing white labor but also to the heavy mor-

among the young.
In Africa the Negroes were taken from ten
thousand hamlets; in America they were sold
helter skelter among ten thousand purchasers.
Their native languages were generally of no use;
tality, particularly

and creeds were primitive (although
some Moslems) and of no service.
Under coercion, whether harsh or mild, they had
to learn a new technique of labor and the rudiments of the master's language. They were
their crafts

there were

forced at least to compromise with his requirements as to conduct and m certain of the colonies
were under some pressure to embrace his religion. Some resisted and were destroyed. In
Brazil suicides, usually by drowning, were common. Another refuge for the unhappy and discouraged was flight, escape was most successful
on the continents, where there were vast hinterlands, jungles and forests. Runaways in Brazil at
times escaped capture through strong organizaDuring the war of the Brazilians to expel

tion.

the Dutch in the seventeenth century slaves from
the Pernambuco region deserted their masters
in great

numbers and

set

up communities

in the

One

of these, the confederation of Palmares, numbering 8000 to 10,000 inhabitants,
resisted conquest for nearly a half century. The

jungle.

less

couraged marriage among the adults, although
masters generally preferred the customary loose
unions, since the marriage tie of the Roman
church was a handicap when slaves were to be
sold. In Brazil and
presumably to a lesser
extent in Spanish America the slaves met for
evening prayers with the master's family. Per-

haps of equal influence in the Hispanic colonies

was the absence of distinct racial prejudice,
which permitted the free Negro to rise high in
the social scale and prevented opposition to
manumission or even laws prohibiting it, such
as existed in many parts of the southern United
States. By precept and example many of the
Roman clergy encouraged voluntary manumission, as did also law and custom. Faithful nurses
were often freed when their charges no longer
needed them. In Brazil slave mothers at times
asked white persons to serve as sponsors for
their infants at baptism, and granting of this request carried with it a tacit promise to see that
the child was liberated. In Brazil likewise law or

custom stipulated that a slave woman who had
borne ten children should be manumitted.

Throughout Hispanic America,

if

a slave could

furnish his master with his legal purchase price,
the master was bound to accept the money and

great majority of slaves acquiesced in their condition in a perfunctory manner, but a substantial

give

of imported Negroes became affectionate, loyal and painstaking servants. Those

purchasing freedom was as a rule earned during
the rest days, which generally included most of

number even

who were born

in America, having no tribal
likely to offer less

memories to lament, were

resistance to the system into

bred; and with each

which they were

new

him

his certificate of liberation.

Sunday as well

as the saints' days

Money

for

and other holy

days.

In the Portuguese,

Spanish

and

French

generation acceptance
a matter of course.

colonies the autocratic system of government
served to lessen local control over legislation re-

The system, however, continued always to
many of the slaves. Although in the His-

garding slaves and their treatment. In the British
possessions, on the other hand, the slave codes

panic parts of America slave revolts seem to have
been of rare occurrence and little feared, in the
French, English and Dutch possessions as in the
United States the white element lived in almost
constant dread of servile uprisings. This differ-

during most of the period were entirely of local
origin and manifested a marked tendency to
variation and to change, particularly after the
abolitionist agitation had begun to attract at-

became more and more
chafe

tention to their harshness. Like the codes in the

Slavery
United

everywhere aimed

to benefit the white master and to restrain the

of the black Republic of Haiti; it was responsible also, but somewhat more indirectly, for

bondman. The codes were rather laxly enforced,

abolition in

however, especially in the Hispanic sections,
and the slaves really fared better than the laws
permitted. In the Portuguese and Spanish
colonies the public authorities cooperated in
disciplining and restraining incorrigible blacks,

publics. In the Brazilian Empire, next to the
United States the largest occidental slaveholding
country, the great dependence of the coffee

employing for this purpose the slave whipping
post and the slave jail. But nowhere was serious
precaution taken to protect the bondman from
his master; for, as in the United States, the assumption was that the property rights of the
master in the slave would save the latter from
serious harm. Consequently slaves were at times
subjected to ferocious cruelty and even met
death at the hands of white men
Everywhere mingling of blood between slave
women and white men was common. The
children took the unfree status of the mother
but in many cases were manumitted by the

most potent single impulse toward abolition
came from the Civil War and emancipation in

States, the legislation

most of the Spanish American

re-

planters upon slave labor was the chief cause
for the prolongation of the institution, and the

the United States. The law of 1888, decreeing
the total elimination of slavery, \vas the im-

mediate cause of the downfall of the empire

in

the following year.

The antislavery movement turned its attention also to the various forms of slavery which
had persisted in the Moslem countries, in the
Orient and among the more primitive peoples.
Although the predominance of a domestic and
patriarchal type of slavery has made the system
relatively mild in these areas, they have never-

master was unmarried. In the French colonies

theless proved particularly resistant to western
moral and religious codes. An outstanding target
of the reformers has been the east African and
Red Sea trade, which remained after the Atlantic
trade was checked and survives in a limited de-

this decree resulted chiefly in the rise of a class
of mulatto freedmen, who by reason of their

gree today. The leaders of the movement came
to the conclusion that they could abolish the

education and wealth aroused the jealousy of the

slave trade only by introducing Christianity and
western civilization into Africa and by destroying the market through doing away with slavery
itself. Such ideas provided an important pretext
for the partition of Africa. In the abolition of
slavery the British ha\e been especially active;

father. Apparently the only serious effort to prevent such relationships was that of Louis xiv,
who decreed freedom for the mother as well as
her half breed child in cases where the guilty

The

resulting race prejudice helps to
explain the fact that the slaves in the French col-

whites.

onies (especially Samt-Domingue) fared worse
than those in the Hispanic regions, despite the
Catholicism of the French and the code noir of

Louis xiv (1685). As in the United States, slave
quarters in the other regions of the New World
were commonly huts grouped at the rear of the
master's residence. Their food consisted mostly

of starches, such as maize or farina; but on the
were given bits of land on

plantations Negroes

which they could raise chickens and pigs, fruits
and vegetables. The favorite amusements were
dancing, singing and playing on primitive

remembering, however, the disorganization
caused by compulsory emancipation in the West
Indies, they have been content with abolishing
the legal status and in this respect have been
followed by the other nations. In India this step
was taken
1843 and slavery began to disappear

m

in the period after 1857, when railroad building
supplied an outlet for labor.

musical instruments of African origin.
In lands of European culture the movement

Action on an international scale against slavery dates from the early period of the attack on
the Atlantic slave trade. The Brussels Act of

against slavery, which began in the eighteenth
century in an attack upon the slave trade, was
largely the result of the rising spirit of democracy

1890, in which eighteen states participated,
furnished the decisive move in the outlawry of
such traffic. The convention of Saint-Germain

and the recognition that the inherent

of 1919 pledged its signatories to endeavor to
secure the complete suppression of slavery in all
its
forms, including forced labor, pseudo-

evils of the

system (see PLANTATION) affected the slaveholding element as well as the bondmen. The French
Revolution was unquestionably the most important single factor making forabolition. Directly to it may be attributed the uprising in Saint-

adoption, forced concubinage and debt slavery,
and of the slave trade by land and sea. In 1926
another convention, prepared under the auspices

Domingue, which resulted in the establishment

of the League of Nations,

bound the

signatories
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to suppress the slave trade and to bring about
complete abolition as soon as possible. This

convention was
1932

it

In
by
was assumed by the League of Nations
ratified

thirty-eight states.

Committee of Experts on Slavery

that legal

recognition existed only in central Asia and

Tibet (although authoritative information was
lacking), Arabia and Abyssinia; in the last
named state the trade has been prohibited and
freedom upon the death of the master and for
children born after a certain date has been decreed.

Antislavery propagandists estimate the number of slaves existing today as at least 5,000,000.
In China the purchase and ownership of children, particularly of young girls, for household
service

is still

common under the guise of adop-

tion. In Abyssinia perhaps one fifth of the
population consists of slaves, and there are also

numerous
the

life

serfs.

The institution

of the Christian church

there

is

is

ancient,

bound up with

it, and the large Moslem population likewise
supports it. In some cases the slaves work in
agriculture, especially on the lands of the powerful chiefs in the south and southwest, but in the
main they are domestics. Upon these slaves
public officials, and even common soldiers, rely
for their economic support and social prestige.

The

supply

is

recruited

by

raids

upon the non-

Abyssinian populations, even into neighboring
territories. Suppression is difficult because of
the limited power of the emperor. In Arabia
similar conditions prevail. Among the aborigines
in Liberia domestic slavery, especially of women,

widespread. Although the government has
outlawed slavery, it has countenanced the African custom of pledging per sons, usually children,
for the debt of a relative. The pledge is salable.
The Americo-Libenans have taken such pawns.
is

High

officials

have been accused of forcibly

shipping natives to the plantations of Fernando
Po, and the practise is said to be scarcely distinguishable from the slave trade. The Portu-

guese have been charged with similar action with
respect to shipments from Angola to Sao Thome

and Principe.

for example,

from

New

England to the West

Indies; but on the whole Indians played a minor
role in the establishment of slavery. Indentured

white servants from the British Isles and Europe
were for some decades the main source of slave
labor in Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania;
but as experience revealed the superior adaptability and cheapness of Negro slaves, they were

gradually replaced in all the plantation colonies.
In these respects the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries were experimental; it was not until the
eighteenth that the slave trade became the most
profitable

branch of maritime

activity.

From

the first intrusion of the blacks into a
community the whites had assumed, whether by

custom or by law, the functions of authority. At
the time when the first parcel of slaves was imported into Virginia in 1619, there was no statute
concerning Negroes, and for several decades the
situation remained unchanged. Gradually, however, by a slow succession of laws, which served
also as a model for neighboring colonies, the
presence of slaves was recognized and a code
elaborated to define their status both as persons
and as property. Meanwhile Barbados, the oldest
English colony in the tropical belt, evolved a

more stringent code, which was copied by South
Carolina and other Anglo-American jurisdicand cotton latitudes. In the

tions in the sugar

Spanish and French colonies, including Louisiana, the codes were milder than in the neighboring English colonies, having been decreed by
distant monarchs free from pressures arising out
of local circumstances. The dominant purpose,

however, even in the Spanish and

French

colonies was the promotion of the prosperity and
the safeguarding of the security of the white

population.

In early Virginia the enslavement of the blacks
had been rationalized on the grounds of their
paganism. But race quickly replaced religion as
the basis of differentiation, and the law prescribed that every Negro be presumed to be a
slave unless he could individually show title to
freedom. By analogy with livestock the children
in the colony took the status of their
mothers. This bracketed virtually all the mulattoes and quadroons along with the blacks in
the slave category and the Negro caste.

born

MARY WILHELMINE WILLIAMS
United States, In the North American colonies
enslavement of Indian captives was sometimes resorted to, but they proved to be unwilling servants, prone to flee to their tribes if not to
their masters. As a means of removing them

kill

to a safer distance

from their tribes Indian slaves

were frequently shipped to distant

colonies, as.

As the ratios of colored to white began shortly
to increase in the plantation colonies and sporadic insurrections began to break out, the laws
of police were repeatedly stiffened with a view to

providing complete restraint of slaves at every
They were forbidden to possess arms on

turn.

Slavery
drums, to

travel the

highways or be out of their

premises at night -without written passes or
white escort, to congregate for any purpose in
the absence of whites or to resist any white
person's exercise of authority. For a routine of
surveillance the citizens were embodied into
patrols to traverse their countrysides periodically by night. These laws, passed in anticipation

of emergency, involved slaveholders and other
citizens in heavier duties than as a rule they were
willing to discharge. In normal times of quiet

and confidence, the control was much more
casual and easy going than the statutes would
imply. In the colonies northward of Maryland,
wheie the growing season was too short for the
plantation system to nourish and where only a
small number of Negroes had been imported for

domestic and incidental service, the slave codes
were much less elaborate and the social concern
with any race problem was less acute. In these
colonies the status of the Negroes might be

changed with

little

disturbance to the prevailing

order.

government. These occurrences around the end
of the eighteenth century helped to produce a
conservative reaction in the United States,

where

in the

meantime Whitney's invention of

the cotton gin had opened the way to a vast extension of the plantation area.
In the federal constitution, although the word

was avoided, the institution was recognized and to a certain degree safeguarded. Slaves,
at a three-fifths ratio, were to be included in
slavery

reckoning the apportionment of congressional
representation among the states; interstate recovery of runaway slaves was not to be prevented
by state laws; and Congress was not to prohibit

As this deaddrew near Congress, with little mtersectional
dissension, forbade further imports At the same
time Parliament prohibited slave trading under
the British flag; and thereafter both the British
and American governments took the lead in
slave importations prior to 1808.
line

establishing an international outlawry of ths
maritime slave trade. Among the American

meanwhile sla\e imports had been permitted only by Georgia until 1798 and by South
Carolina after 1803.
The rapid opening of the western cotton belt
states

In the movement for American independence
the doctrine that

all

men

are entitled to liberty

campaign cry but was
incorporated into the bills of rights which several

was not merely used

as a

after 1815 created a great regional

demand

for

including Massachusetts, attached to
their first constitutions Shortly afterwards this

plantation labor, which could be supplied only
from the older slave states. Many migrating

was declared by the Massachusetts ju-

proprietors took their own slaves to the new
country, and many prospering settlers bought
recruits in the market A long distance domestic

states,

clause

diciary to invalidate slave property By 1804 all
the other northern states had disestablished

slavery by statutes which prescribed freedom,
their attaining specified adult ages, for
children born thereafter. In Maryland and

upon

Virginia similar proposals were defeated by the
prevailing fear that mdusti ial paralysis and social

chaos

would ensue.

Farther

southward

no

prominence made antislavery proposals of any sort. The mam concrete result of
liberal preachments in the South was a large
number of private manumissions by qualm
citizen of

ridden proprietors.
The French Revolution, following fairly close
upon the American, was more thoroughly committed to the inherent rights of man; and in due

time the Jacobins applied their ideology to the
slave situation existing in the French colonies.
When in Santo Domingo (soon renamed Haiti)

the white colonists resisted the enfranchisement
of the colored
population, the mulattoes and
blacks, acting separately, rebelled and drove out

such of the whites as they did not massacre.
Eventually the blacks conquered the mulattoes
as well and established a barbaric
independent

slave trade \\as rapidly developed, with Virginia
as the chief area of supply and New Orleans as

the main center of distribution. Sla\e prices,
which had been relatively stable as long as
Africa was available as a reservoir of recruits,
now became subject to sharp inflation and depression.

The

pivotal market category of slaves

was that of prime field hands. These were able
bodied men between eighteen and thirty years
of age, on the threshold of maximum earnings
for a maximum span of years. A newborn male
pickaninny was a palpable addition to his
master's assets, rating at about one tenth of
prime for his period and region. Given a healthy
and robust body, the slave's value grew with
every year of his childhood and youth, not because of the investment represented by his food
and clothing but because of the approach of the
time when the value of his service would probably exceed the cost of his maintenance. If he
were given special training as an artisan, a butler
or a foreman, he was capable of attaining a
higher value than if he became a mere field
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hand; and his attainment of maximum rating
would be deferred until perhaps his middle
twenties,

when

his training

would be

virtually

complete. After the age of thirty in the case of
or perhaps thirty-five in the case of
field hands
the value of the slave would begin
specialists
to decline, slowly at first, then more swiftly, then
again. In his early fifties he would
be worth about one half of prime; in his middle
sixties he might rate at zero or less, because of

more slowly

the probability that his future labor would not

compensate for the cost of his maintenance until
death Girls and women at the several ages usuthe price
ally brought about three fourths of
paid for boys and men. A fertile woman usually
commanded no higher price than a barren one,
since the prospective increment of pickaninnies

Thus a three-fourths woman and her one-fourth
child might be set to

"chop" a cotton furrow,
leapfrogging one another to keep abreast of the
gang without undue

fatigue.

continue to rate as a

full

after ceasing to

Any

hand

for

slave

many

might
years

be prime.

There are just enough records extant to permit the plotting of the accompanying chart (reprinted from Phillips, Ulrich B., Life and Labor
in the Old South, Little, Brown & Co., Boston 1929, p. 177), which exhibits the course
of prime field hand prices in four markets during
the six decades of the nineteenth century. The
sold in any year seems to have

number of slaves

been only i or 2 or possibly 5 percent of the
gross, in contrast with a stock exchange regime
in which it is not unknown for the whole share

offset by the loss of the woman's service
during pregnancy and suckling and by the
possible loss of either mother or infant during

capital of a

childbirth.

and are separated by fairly broad troughs. This
suggests that the price tended to remain on industrial rather than speculative levels, except
for brief periods of special enthusiasm. The

was

For industrial purposes the primary category
was "full hands." These comprised all men in
full physique and such women as were able to
do standard service, whether in the plow gang or
in the hoe gang. Other women along with boys
and elderly men might have a fractional rating
as three-fourths, one-half or one-fourth hands.

company

to

be turned over in a

single day. In the chart of the slave price curves
the peaks are usually sharp and simultaneous

crash which

came

just after 1860

is

fully ex-

plained by the fact that the very basis of slave
property was on the point of being destroyed;
but the downward course in this instance was

hands in hundreds of
head
Georgia
at New Orleans

Approximate prices of prime

field

dollars per

In Middle

In Virginia

at Charleston

Average price of middling upland cotlon at
in cents per pound
.
(The scale

is

compressed

above the
nts)

level

New

York

of eighteen

Slavery
obscured

statistically

by the plunge of Con-

federate currency at that time.
A good many slaves were hired out
year.

On

such a basis able bodied

Migrating slaveholders often took pains to
were moving to a new
plantation and were not "dealers in human
register the fact that they

by the

men were

in

special demand by tobacco factories, ironworks
and railroad builders. The wages current, which

"

flesh
But the slave traders traveling by the
same ship would exert virtually the same effect
upon the statistics. Migrant proprietor and

were additional to the cost of food, clothing,
shelter and medication, ranged parallel to those
of free labor. These wages bore a fairly definite
relation to the capital values. In fact capital

traveling dealer together succeeded during the
course of a lifetime or two in transferring a

values depended mainly upon potential wage
rates. In Virginia the price of a prime field hand

they created the western cotton belt. In this

tended to be about eight years' purchase of his
labor and in Louisiana about six years' purchase.
This did not imply an expectation of death in
six or eight years' time but was due in part to the
familiar economic practise of discounting probable future earnings, together with the chances
of truancy, crippling or illness as well as of

from one

a rule the variation of slave prices as be-

staple to another;

ing Atlantic slope: the limestone lands of Alaloess along the Father of

Waters and limestone again in Texas. If the
Negroes had been a free peasantry, they mirht
have trekked west in the course of generations;
as slaves they went in droves in quick response

new opportunity seen by

effort of will

obedience.

for the long distance traders, who moved their
merchandise by diverse routes. From the Chesa-

ficiency, as

Mississippi to Memphis, Vicksburg and tnereabouts. From Virginia to Georgia, Alabama or
eastern Mississippi there would be a trudge of a

come overland, with perhaps a

bit of peddling

along the way. In the 1850*8 the Central Georgia
Railroad operated a sleeping car for Negroes
a facility which it has not afforded since. Recruits for

from New
Whatever

Texas went mainly by sailing lanes
Orleans or Mobile or around Florida.
their destination, slaves flowed

by

much the same channels as the free migrants and
as a rule in their company. The destination had

in particular

bama alluvium and

tween the lowest and highest markets amounted
to some 20 percent. This created an opportunity

peake to New Orleans they moved their charges
mostly by ocean highway around Florida. After
crossing the mountains, usually from the Potomac, they used river boats on the Ohio and

and

region there were large tracts, perennially fertile
and contrasting sharply with the lean and erod-

to

death.

As

multitude of slaves from one region to another,

To

was required

this extent slavery

their masters.

No

of them, merely

was conducive to

ef-

may be shown by

the prodigious
increase of the cotton output from a few thousand pounds in 1790 to four million bales of four

hundred pounds weight in 1859. As is evident
from the chart, this increase produced gyrations

By the 1 820*3 the price depression brought severe hardship to the eastern
belt, provoking nullification of the tariff by

in the cotton price.

South Carolina in 1832 in an effort to discover a
means of relief. In the early 1840*3 a serious collapse put the price below the presumable cost of
production in any region; and in the 1850*8 re-

covery reached but a moderate level. Nevertheless, by the middle of the century cotton
together with the other young staple, sugar
had come to employ and maintain more than
three fourths of

all

the slaves engaged in field

work within the United States.
About an equal number of white farmers and
their wives and children were likewise engaged
in cotton production, for this industry gave no

be reached in good order if a profit were to be
made, and sale had to be fairly quick in order to
guard against excessive board bills and to keep
the trader's capital fluid. For local dealings any
merchant might act on commission, although his
services were not indispensable, as buyers and
sellers often negotiated without an intermediary.
Sometimes in fact a slave mediated in his own

pronounced advantage to units large or small.
Its processes were simple; its routine was long
but light; and its yield, man for man and mule
for mule, was probably not very different
whether produced by whites or blacks. The

behalf, bearing a written authority to find a
purchaser for himself. The results of this traffic
included some anguish of dislocation, personal

Negroes, being on plantations, as a rule tilled the
best acres. These had been bought with the
money or credit derived from cotton production

and regional, and some improvement

by slave labor; and this labor, as already noted,
had in itself involved a considerable outlay. The
soil exhaustion so often blamed on the planta-

to

in the ad-

justment of labor to management and local
resources.
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tion technique

was

in reality

due to the

terrain,

the soil texture, the character of the rainfall and
a frontier economy, not to the plantation system
or to slavery. The blacks, under supervision,

probably spread many more bushels of barnyard
manure than the whites of the period, and they
strewed many tons of guano at forty to fifty
dollars per ton. The planters put much plant
food into the ground; the runoff of the rains took
most of it down the hill, down the creek, "be-

yond recovery by any process of law." The
farmers hills likewise eroded but were seldom

refrain. The tomtit would cut many
another caper, until: "In de cose of time he died

would give

A

lean livelihood.

The

planter's fifty to five

hun-

dred permitted ease and elegance, provided only
were kept within firm control.

to heyull"

beyond resurrection

at

another day. Now his pappy and his
mammy, his uncle and his auntie would go their
several ways from a crossroads and find adventures many. Finally 'possum an* 'coon, old
least until

reliables,

might take the stage their wonders to

perform.

To

stave off the untimely death of the

protagonist any member of the gang might intervene with a special episode, giving notice of

1

replenished. The net earning per bale tended at
farmer's crop, which
all times to be small.
seldom could exceed five bales, yielded a very

went

an*

its

conclusion with a line of inarticulate ulula-

The master would long since have gone
elsewhere on business or pleasure. At length the
tion.

foreman would shout: "Wawtah boyee,
heels!

De

brudderin' an' sistenn'

dreffle dry," or

upon hearing a

heist

is

yo

gitt'n'

bell or bugle

the complex tasks of

from the steading: "Ladees an' ge'men, de time
have came to pahtake of de good Lawd's provid'n'," viz. corn pone and bacon, turnip greens
and pot liquor.
The slave was not often likely to suffer hurt.
Overseers, "the cowhide fraternity" as one
planter called them, tended to err on the side of
severity; the masters themselves perhaps on that

of

of lenity.

his costs

The ratio of brain to brawn required in successful cotton growing could be supplied by the
general run of planters. Some of them were
eager students of seed strains, crop rotation and

even of correct stance and movement in manual
processes.

Nor

did they neglect to investigate

human management. Some
them put their experiments and observations
into print; some made record in their diaries;
and some communicated the fruits of their in-

Most

have overseers.

minimum

plantations probably did not
fear of punishment was a

The

stimulus as was

known by

all

men.

or in copious conversation.
Many planters of course were not systematic
students of anything; nearly all farmers, equally
of course, could be systematic students of

success and failure were varied.

nothing. With backs bent over the plow by day,
they would hardly make record of results by
night. There were no government bureaus to

breach of the law but a mere trespass upon her
master's property. She and her man could not

quiries

by

letter

conduct experiments and comparisons. The
planters alone could or did initiate improvements
'n method.

The tone in which the immense authority of
the master was voiced might range from gruff to
gracious. The slave's response might be cringing
or resolute, aggrieved or nonchalant, quick or

slow. In a tense moment a humorous remark
might send a guffaw through the gang and relax
the master's brow. Whereupon the foreman

might break into a ballad chant, "Did torn tit sot
on de top fence rayull," and the gang would join
in with a six or eight-line refrain which might
deal with anything in creation and had to be
interlarded with a wealth of

marole.

impromptu

The tempo would be as

would stand,

fast as

rig-

the gang

hoes rising and falling to the
cadence; or again as slow as the master would
tolerate. The foreman would chant "He wiggled,
its

he sassy he 'itty

bitty tavull,"

and again the gang

masters endeavored to replace or supplement it with a sense of loyalty, a pride of per-

Many

formance, a hope of reward.

The

violation of a slave

The

degrees of

woman was

not a

legally marry. Marriage was a contract concerned mostly with the bequeathing of property;
and slaves could hold no property and could
make no contract. Some of the matings no doubt

were dictated and were not always the worse for
that. A few men were permitted to take wives on
other plantations "abroad wives," for short.
Children in such a case were considered as their
mother's offspring, the property of her master.
The father and his master had no duties toward
them or claims upon them. Some planters were
quite averse to this practise, since it meant a
traveler Saturday night, an absentee Sunday, a

weary workman Monday and an unmated buck
A plantation had no bachelor bunk house; a large pickaninny crop was a
necessity if the laborers were to be properly replaced through the years to come. In the main
sex relations were normally peaceful.
But the actual conditions of life on the planthe rest of the week.

Slavery
which served as a rule to mitigate the
of the slavery law, could hardly be known

tation,
letter

in England or the North.

As

a result a very
different impression as to the nature of slavery

prevailed among northerners and Englishmen.
In the 1790*3 Wilberforce, Clarkson and Brougham began an agitation for the reform and

eventual eradication of slavery in the British

dominions. This bore

fruit in a partially

com-

pensated emancipation by act of Parliament in
1833. Some of the British pamphlets, anticipating nearly everything ever said for abolition,
procured American reprintings in the 1820*3 but
barely produced a ripple. Meanwhile the

though they had little to say that was distinctive.
Eventually H. R. Helper, a North Carolinian
who had gone to California in the gold stampede
and afterwards moved to the north, issued his
The Impending Cii\u of the South (New York
1857), packed, as he said, with figures of
arithmetic and rhetoric. He compared the

regions as to wealth and production, and found
the South wanting. In the per capita production
of wheat, oats, rye, Indian corn and Irish
potatoes he found free labor strongly superior
to slave, whereupon he said, "Dare they ever
"
think of cotton agam ?
He did not, nor of
tobacco, rice, sugar or sweet potatoes. These

struggle over Missouri's admission to the union
had produced the beginnings of a portentous

would have proved

regional contest for power. In 1830 Garrison
began his attacks on slavery. Some quick

his chapters as a

tempered southerners retorted with equal heat.
sprinkling of easterly zealots echoed Garrison.

A

C. G. Finney, a

revivalist preacher,

and T. D.

Weld, a systematic organizer, spread abolition
through the Congregational churches of New

York and Ohio. In Virginia Nat Turner, a slave
preacher, led in 1831 an uprising which massacred some sixty victims. With one accord the
slave states reenforced their laws

any person

to teach the

Negroes

by forbidding
to read or to

write.

A

chain of antislavery societies began to
bombard Congress with petitions regarding
certain details of slavery. The two houses, to
prevent the utter clogging of congressional

business, adopted rules diverting these petitions

and providing that they be handled much as

all

Q

Adams
petitions are handled in our time. J
became "Old
Eloquent" in defense of the

Man

"sacred right of petition," which was never
of hot
really endangered. After some years
altercation the rules

were discontinued. The

mass of antislavery petitions thereupon shrank
to small dimensions, and the great question of
the territories took the right of way. This was
never a valid question, inasmuch as the three
and one half or four million slaves could not
colonize either Utah or Kansas. Not only were
the climates and crops of these territories antagonistic to slavery, but the migrations of all
the whites of the north and the hordes pouring
in from Europe foredoomed the institution in
these regions.
few southerners

A

Grimk

sisters

James G. Birney, the
and Moncure Conway were

converted by the transcendental preaching and,
moving north, joined in the propaganda, al-

his error.

The Republican

party endorsed the book and issued a group of

campaign document.
In general the South became increasingly
hostile to both abolition and free soil. In 1832

Professor

Dew examined on

behalf of Virginia

the several plans offered from any quarter for
discarding the "peculiar institution" and found

them all unfeasible. His weighty pamphlet persuaded a multitude that nothing should be done.
Alert defense of "southern rights" became the
watchword everywhere, engendering a
up every challenge and to

tion to take

every

disposifight

on

field.

On the celebrated seventh of March Webster
urged the North not to insist upon reenacting a
decree of the Almighty concerning New Mexico
and Utah, and his advice prevailed At the same
time a more stringent law was enacted for the
interstate rendition of fugitive slaves. Thereupon Webster w as vituperated and most of the
northern states enacted "personal liberty laws"
to paralyze the federal statute. Vermont's law
proclaimed the liberty of every person in that
state and penalized any assertion that another

was a

slave.

Lincoln declared that the nation could not
endure half slave and half free; that it must become all one or all the other. This was in part
election rhetoric.

There was no economic

possi-

of the extension of slavery through the
North. Even in Kansas, after the great struggle
bility

over the principle, the census of 1860 enumerated a slave population of two persons. The
nation had endured as it was for seventy years;
the slaves were

now diminishing sharply

in rela-

There was no proposal that slavery be
legitimated in any free state nor the slightest
prospect of success if it were proposed. The
North could wait and benefit by the trend of
statistics with an eventual prospect of being able
tive ratio.
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South on occasion with only half an
The South could not wait. If it were to
for independence, the stroke must be

to crush the
effort.

strike

made

quickly.

possibility of removal. Finally George Fitzhugh,
casting about in the middle 1850*8 for some
novel theory, said that slavery was the equivalent
of Marxian socialism in that it distributed the
life (i e.

among

the slaves) not accord-

ing to capacity but according to need. In fact he
commended slavery to the world at large,
likening a plantation to one of Fourier's
phalanxes. All this meant little. What did have
meaning was that the South was resolving, as a

pamphleteer of 1860 put it, that "The South
alone, should govern the South. And African
slavery should be controlled by those only, who
are friendly to it."
highly conservative

degree.

The

The purpose

at

hand was

social security to the

nth

procedure followed led soon to

knell
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In war time neither belligerent found much
use for the Negroes. As had been foretold in the
South, they did not rise in insurrection but remained peaceful and incommunicado on the
plantations. Tradition says that very many were
obsequious and solicitous to the end faithful
friends with perhaps a special care for the family
silver when Sherman's "bummers" came. There
is no ground for doubting the truth of such reports. The Confederate authorities impressed
for work on fortifications. The government, when about to collapse, took steps leading
to the use of slaves among its armed forces. It
was then too late for anything to come of this
experiment. When a Federal force invaded a

some

district, many slaves stole away to get freedom,
whatever that might mean. Some thousands
were set spading the mud, trying to dig a canal

beyond the range of the guns at Vicksburg.
Other thousands, men, women and children,
became camp followers. Many were recruited in
two military units. Charles Francis Adams II
records a low appraisal upon the performance of
these units. Their presence put the Confederates
just

into a perfect rage for slaughter, thus neutralizing the effect of the increment of force.

The regime championed by
their neighbors

shattered

its

See.

There were naturally some wild rationalizations: that slavery, far from being an unmitigated
evil, was a positive good for both races; that it
was sanctioned throughout the Scriptures as
well as embedded in the constitution beyond the

goods of

overthrow in the United States was also
throughout the Americas.

by

the planters and
was overthrown and the system

its

victorious enemies. Slavery's
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SLAVEYKOV, PETKO RACHEV (1827-95),
Bulgarian publicist and nationalist. Slaveykov
taught in the national elementary schools and

fame as a journalist and poet. From
1864 to 1876 he lived in Constantinople, at that
time the center of Bulgarian cultural activities
and of church politics. During this period he
attained

published a number of periodicals, a satirical
1863-67), Makejournal Gatda (Bagpipe,
and
doniya (1866-72), Shumosh (Jest, 1873-74)
Chttalishte (Reading room, 1874).

Slaveykov represents two phases of Bulgarian
nationalism, the
cultural
that

movement marked by

propaganda and constructive

peaceful

effort

and

by a sharp revolutionary

characterized

struggle for freedom. He formulated an evolutionary program based upon the theory that the
nation's destiny was dependent not solely upon
as the revolutionary elepolitical conditions,

ments claimed, but

essentially

upon the Bulcon-

garian people, whose cultural deficiencies
stituted the greatest menace to a national revival.

ganize the

new government. He was one

of the

and democratic principles both in his parliamentary activities and in
his journals. He was the first president of the
regular National Assembly and served also as
chief advocates of liberal

minister of the interior.

JOSEF

MATL

Works: Selections from Slaveykov's works (Izbram
suchtneniyci) have been edited by 1'encho Slaveykov
(Sofia 1905), and by Boyan Penev (Sofia 1927), with
biographical introduction.
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Boris, in Blgarski pisateh ed. by M. Arnandov, 6 vols.
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Arnandov,
11,
105-72,
(Sofia
1929-30)
p.
Uchthshtenpregled, vol xxvi (1927) 1384-1416;
The Shade of the Balkans (London 1904) p. 35-38.
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German
(c. 1506-56),
Protestant historian and politician. Sleidan received his education mainly in France, where he

SLEIDAN, JOHANN

came into contact with the French political
groups which were supporting the German
Protestants against Charles V. He was commissioned by Francis I to negotiate with the
Schmalkaldic League, and as representative of
the city of Strasbourg at the Council of Trent he
to
participated in the conversations designed
bring about an agreement between Catholics and
Protestants. His diplomatic efforts to insure the

German evangelical system led
De statu religions et reipublicae

At the same time, however, Slaveykov advocated
leader of the
political liberation. An outstanding

existence of the

group which favored legal methods, he realized
that the primary needs of the country, then
dominated by the Greek church and by Greek
culture, were national schools, a national press
and literature and a revived national sentiment.
Despite continuous persecution he worked tireof folklore,
lessly for these ends His collections

Carolo Quinto Caesare commentarii (Strasbourg
1555, new ed. by K. am Ende, 3 vols., Frankfort

his

poems based upon

this material, his journals

and the Bulgarian translation of the Bible which
he initiated were instrumental in reestablishing
rhe vernacular as the literary tongue of the Bul-

His
garians and in thus stimulating nationalism.
Makedontya exerted a great influence upon
various popular causes, including the struggle
for a free Bulgarian church, an important step
toward national freedom. His program for an

independent church and for a thoroughly demobetween church

cratic settlement of the relations

and

state

won him

a wide following

among the

younger Bulgarians. He headed the pro-Russian
opposed to the Roman Catholic trend, and the

as

structure of the existing Bulgarian exarchate
upon his ideas. After Bulgaria

rests essentially

became a

principality Slaveykov helped to or-

him

to write his

1785-86; tr. into English by J. Daus, London
1560), the most significant contemporary account of the German Reformation. Avoiding
polemical discussion with the opponents of
Protestantism, Sleidan presents a dispassionate
and accurate chronological record of the course
of events between the advent of Luther in 1517
and the meeting of the Diet of Augsburg in
1555. Most of the work is devoted to verbatim
and
transcriptions of archive reports, speeches
extracts from books. Sleidan is interested chiefly

the evangelical doctrine made
all hindrances. Questions of
doctrine, social conditions and piety as well as
the leading personalities remain in the backin showing
its

way

how

despite

ground. His attention
political relations

is

directed in the

main

to

and

their significance for the
to the ecclesiastical events in

Reformation and
France and Switzerland. Sleidan's
work dominated the field of church history for
several centuries, although he has been accused
of a biased selection of source material. His
England,

Slavery
De

quattuor summis imperils (Strasbourg 1556;
tr. into English
by S. Wythers, London 1563)
became a popular history textbook. Important
also is

his

Orationes duae: una ad Carolum

Quintum Caesarem,

altera

ad Germamae prin-

cipes omneis ac ordines Imperil (Strasbourg 1544,

new

ed. by E.

Bohmer, Bibliothek des htera-

rischen Vereins in Stuttgart, vol. cxlv, Tubingen
1879), in which he sought to persuade the em-

peror to abandon the "tyrannical" papacy and
join the Reformation.

KARL VOLKER
Has?nclever, Adolf, Sleidan-Studien; die
Entwicklung a pr pohtischen Ideen Johann Sleidans bis
Consult:

zumjahre

15^/5

(Bonn 1905), Baumgarten, Hermann,

Sleidans Leben und Bnefiveclisel (Strasbourg
1878), Rittei, Moriz, Die Enttotcklung der Ceschichtstvissenschaft (Munich 1919) p 150-64.
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SLUMS,

urban or

rural, are areas

planned

pri-

marily for residential use, where deteriorated,
overcrowded, insanitary or unsafe structures
jeopardize public welfare.

The term

is

fre-

quently misapplied to blighted districts of drab

appearance where population losses have left
vacant houses and property maintenance has

been neglected; but while such areas may be
slums in the making, they do not present either
the difficult problems -)f reclamation or the antisocial consequences of v he true slum. The term
slum indeed is always relative. It connotes the
worst structural and sanitary conditions and the
most degraded occupancy, usually by the lowest
income groups, of any given period.
Throughout the world slum areas exhibit
certain characteristic features Most urban slums
are based on excessive overcrowding of land.
Plots are subdivided into small areas, houses

back or separated by narrow chasms
which make rooms dark and damp. Types of
structure vary from the one-story shack to
the large multifamily building; but alwa>s the
houses are diab, unclean, in disrepair and often
they are structurally unsound; many have walls
which are buckling or broken through and window frames, sashes and doors out of plumb.
built back to

What

sanitary equipment exists is old, often
defective and dirty even to the extreme of being

obstructed and grossly insanitary. Often one
spigot serves many families; the toilet is in the
yard or court and on unsewered streets is usually

of the old vault type. Garbage and rubbish

accumulate ir hallways, yards and alleys. Overis common, with a high percentage of

crowding

families living in single rooms, in which they
carry on all their household activities. Few mu-

Slums
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nicipalities have been
areas. They are foand
cities

wholly free from such
today not only in larger

but also in an acute though restricted form
towns and rural districts.

in smaller

Slums are a universal phenomenon of communal living. Assyrian, Babylonian, Grecian and
Roman towns all had their districts where the
poor were housed in insubstantial buildings of
mud, brick and frame, whole families living in
one room and the Tenements rising story upon
story to shut off light and air circulation from
the streets and rooms below. Mediaeval walled
cities were also cha -actenzed by excessive land
coverage, with dwellings huddled together and
streets narrow, usually unpaved and filthy and
so overhung by the timbered upper stones of
the buildings that from the street level the sky
could be seen only through a slotted opening.
Even outside the city gates shacks with mud
floors and thatched roofs vere built in an ugly,
insanitary mess. While the Renaissance brought

improvements in architectural types for the
wealthy and middle classes, the nouses of the
poor were pract-cally inchanged. Congestion
and lack of sanitation still led to periodic epidemics.

Modern slums
lution with

date from the industrial revo-

accompanying concentration of
population. In England particularly the rapid
growth of factor}' towns led to hasty building
and shoddy construction. The characteristic
structure was the row house, and land congestion took the form of back lot, court and alley
its

v, ithout street
frontage or yard areas.
Inadequate sewage facilities and room congestion appeared in aggravated form On the continent, where industrial development appeared

buildings

somewhat

later,

the concentration of population
tall tenements of

resulted in the erection of

more substantial construction but brought about
even more intensive occupancy

The influences causing the breakdown of
housing areas into slums fall into three general
classes: economic, social and governmental. The
most fundamental of the economic causes are
those which raise the cost of housing beyond
the capacity of most families to pay: excessive
land values, high building material costs, high
costs of construction financing, on the one side;

and on the other low wage scales or intermittent
employment, causing low annual income and
forcing the poorest families to accept the slum

home

regardless of

its

location,

equipment or

size.

High land

values,

one of the anomalies of the
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slum, are partly due to the intensive use which
follows the conversion of one-family structures
into multifamily dwellings. When houses and
areas deteriorate until they fail to attract tenants
capable of paying an income producing rent,
owners subdivide dwellings into many suites
and realize a gross rent which often exceeds that

received from the former single family occu-

pancy.

Slum property may

Other factors which

more

yield large profits.
affect land values are even

influential in the early stages of

slum de-

and traffic, with former yards and gardens built
up with back lot and alley houses, add to the
slum territory. Other population movements
have a reverse effect: an exodus of slum families
for one reason or another may change a district
from one with teeming overcrowded tenements
to an area of deserted houses, vacant stores and
vandalized buildings. But while certain features
of the slum are affected by this process, it still
exerts a detrimental influence.

The

third group of causes for

a high rental
objectionable uses of struc-

ment

tures in residential areas,

which is reflected in
and assessments and finally in sales

ment

appraisals

inefficient

velopment. Frequently there
return from

new and

is

prices.

High land
largely to

costs are often to

governmental

activity,

be attributed
such as faulty

assessment and tax practises, especially those
which make governmental revenues and not the
equalization of land values the chief aim of a
tax program. Assessment methods that place
high values upon well constructed and maintained dwellings and allow reduced rates on
structures which by virtue of their deterioration
create tax burdens give a preferential consideration to owners of slum houses that helps to
sustain values in areas which should have re-

ceded in value as they deteriorated. It is largely
such sustained values which make the cost of

slum clearance excessively high.
Contributing economic causes of slum devel-

slum develop-

are those inherent in faulty municipal
practises. Back of the mistaken tax and assesspractises already

mentioned is usually an
which saddles the

administration

community with excessive operating costs. Such
costs in turn mean high taxes and higher rents
for all housing. Unwise governmental economies, on the other hand, responsible in part for
the withholding of sewers, water mains, street
lighting, paving, repairs, parks and playgrounds
districts to remain

and other open spaces, cause

The possible gains from replanof old areas are seldom realized. But the

substandard.

nmg

most serious consequences of governmental

in-

efficiency appear in inadequate regulations for
old dwellings, as, for example, the toleration of

lower standards for dwellings converted to muloccupancy than those enforced for new

tiple

housing of similar types.

There

is

considerable statistical as well as

inferential evidence of the serious antisocial con-

Low

standards of public

opment are management deficiencies resulting
from "shoe string" ownership, the curtailment
of expenses for repairs and upkeep during peri-

sequences of slums.

ods of industrial depression, excessive vacancies
resulting from the violent swing from shortage
to overproduction of new dwellings and exposing old substandard dwellings to the evils of
vandalism. In short, the uncontrolled, un-

such areas than among those with normal housing. Thus a study made by the United States
Children's Bureau in 1917-18 of two New England cities showed an infant mortality rate
almost three times as high in tenements occu-

planned renl estate development of most cities
encourages the wastage of old houses.
Of the social influences the most important
are population movements. In the United States

more families as in one-family
dwellings in one town, and in the other more
than 40 percent higher in alley houses than in

slums have flourished as a result of immigration,
especially from the south and east of Europe,

and of the northern migration of the Negro after
the World War. Concentration of foreign speaking families into ghettos and the segregation of
large colored populations help to make slum
housing profitable and in some cities intensify
manifold dangers. Population movements
within cities likewise encourage slum develop-

health, delinquency and dependency and industrial inefficiency are all more pronounced in

pied by 7 or

those with street frontage. In a Washington,
D. C., study made in 1910 the general death
rate in alley houses was found to be 30.09 per
1000, while in the street houses in the same
district the rate was 17.56. Similar results have
been brought out by studies in other countries,
particularly England and Scotland. Injurious

effects are likewise indicated in studies of the

its

physical development of children. Dr. Arkle of

ment. Residential areas deserted by their original

Liverpool, England, in 1912 reported a difference of 9.5 inches in height and 23.4 pounds
in weight between the boys fourteen years of

occupants in the face of increased city business

Slums
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age attending the higher grade schools and those
attending the poorest Council schools. The same
stunted development is recorded in other researches. Out of a study of 50 backward children

ward congested districts blighted and slum
areas around the Loop, the stockyards and the
steel mills. A similar broad association between
delinquency and poverty areas was indicated by

in the public schools of Chicago 43 came from
unsafe and insanitary homes. More significant

quency

Burt's studies,

made

m London

how

in 1916, of juvenile delin-

Indeed

it

is

not difficult to

in indicating the load of subnormal families in
slum areas is an analysis made in 1924 by the
Philadelphia Housing Association from the rec-

see

ords of social agencies treating families living in
slum areas. Thus over a period of four
years the social histories of 40 families living in

for the growth of a powerful public
opinion running counter to normal ethical and
social standards and producing a high percentage of persons showing disrespect for, evasion of

typical

one slum tenement showed 42 cases of crime,
17 dependent families, 112 cases of sickness,
including 14 tuberculous and 51 hospital and
contagious disease cases. Altogether 48 social

the slum with

unhealthful living
conditions, overcrowding, lack of privacy and
absence of play space would provide fertile
its

ground

and disobedience

to the law.

Equally detrimental to social welfare are the
economic losses caused by slums. These are

and health agencies had worked on the problem

reflected chiefly in municipal finances.

of these families.

ment House Commissioner Post of

These data tend to show the mental, moral
and physical distress of the slum population

stated at the beginning of that year that figures

rather than to prove the ill effects of slums, for
there are other provocative factors. The slum

city of

with its low rentals attracts many weaklings
those who are already undernourished, whose
vitality and mentality are low and who are often
disease carriers. Naturally they increase the load
of subnormal persons and families living in such

This high concentration of defectives creates additional hazards for the more normal
families in the slums and raises the rates of
morbidity, mortality and delinquency of the
entire slum area.
Where slum clearance has been effected and
the population rehoused in sanitary homes, a
sharp decline in morbidity and mortality as well
areas.

as delinquency has resulted.

An

excellent ex-

is that of
Liverpool. Rotten slums in the
heart of the city inhabited by casual dock workwere destroyed and the buildings replaced

ample
ers

by new

dwellings at

low

rentals.

project restored 77 percent of

another 99 percent. Yet
lation after a short

its

among

penod

One

old population,

this

in the

clearance

same popu-

new

structures

crime had decreased to less than 25 percent of
its former incidence, death rates had
dropped
from 50 to 27 per 1000, tuberculosis from 4 to
i
1000
and
other
sickness
.9 per
correspondingly.

There

further, statistical as well as presumptive evidence of the inevitable deleterious
effect of slum living on conduct as well as on
health.

but to

is,

Overcrowding leads not only to disease
child and adult delinquency. Clifford

Shaw in 1930 in a survey of over 9000 delinquent boys in Chicago found that the highest
ratio of
delinquency moved progressively to-

Tene-

New York

based on 1934 estimated expenditures by the
New York showed that the cost of main-

taining sanitation, police, fire and health protection was three times greater than the tax

revenue derived from slum

districts.

When

the

stage of population loss sets in, there is a further
decline in tax returns from slum areas. At the

same time the demand for new homes in other
areas resulting from such population shifts crefor new
ates added governmental expenses
schools, fire and police stations as well as for
sewers, water mains and other utilities not
compensated by the new values for tax purposes
which such construction provides. In some cases
the cost of these services is borne in part by
abutting property but frequently it is distributed
to the entire city. Unless there is concentrated
land use, such as follows apartment construction, or the

improvements are of costly charac-

the tax return shows a lower per capita
earning than the per capita cost of operating the

ter,

local

government.

An

anomalous situation

is

created: population losses in the older areas decrease earnings from both public and private
utilities;

and population gains

in the

newer areas

necessitate expenditures which do not yield tax
returns equal to the pro rata share of govern-

ment

costs. If the older areas

were rehabilitated

for sanitary housing with the accessory uses of
stores and work places, the necessity for the

circumferential development of the city would
be materially reduced and the gains to the municipality would be great.
Slums furthermore create losses for a community which are seldom recognized. The concentration of degenerated population types in-
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creases the

amount of work

inefficiency

due to

the greater incidence of sickness, mental abnor-

Low

malities, shiftlessness and poverty.
earning
capacity due to low wages and intermittent em-

ployment

results in a

low purchasing power.

The

large percentage of uncollectible debts
increases the cost of goods; the consequent
higher price deters their sale even further. Low

consumption arising from small and irregular
wages is intensified by abnormal marketing conditions, many small stores buying inferior goods
in small quantities and at relatively high prices.
The normal consumers' market which a population living under more favorable conditions
would provide is absent in the slum, exerting
thereby a deterrent influence upon the normal
improvement of economic conditions of the general population.

Although slum problems have attracted much
attention, it is difficult to point to any well balanced and comprehensive municipal or national
program of slum prevention or slum clearance.
New dwelling construction under governmental
control or by subsidy must not be confused with
slum clearance. The first has proceeded on an
extensive scale, particularly in Europe; the second has hardly been attempted on any compre-

hensive scale. Thus, for example, Holland, most
progressive as regards housing betterment, relies
on preventive measures rather than on direct

slum

clearance. Since 1901 the

government has

provided credit foi dwelling construction up to
100 percent of construction costs through loans

and subsidies to cooperative building societies
and city housing departments. Control of slums
other than by competition with such new housing is by selective condemnation of unfit houses.

But although thousands of houses have been
under government subsidy, a large percentage of insanitary houses reported by the
built

Royal Institute of Engineers in 1854 are

still

occupied.

Other European programs for direct slum

pre-war and the post-war program falls far short
of the need. In 1930 it was reported that about
10 percent of the urban population were living
three to a room, and doubling up of families has
increased in the last few years. True, unfit

houses

may be condemned

recreation areas

to

make way

for

and open spaces and some valu-

able results have followed street widening, but
in general legal power to expropriate has been
unsatisfactory. The free cities of the Hanseatic
League are an exception in this regard, but only
in Hamburg and Berlin has comprehensive slum

clearance been carried to completion.
In France an act of 1850 provided authority
to effect improvements in insanitary houses,
especially in connection with other public im-

provement programs; but it remained a dead
letter until 1902 and by 1929 had been applied
to only seven departments. In Paris it was first
applied in 1926 and then for only a small area.
Some progress has been made there in wiping
out the "islets"

which were

tuberculosis breeding centers
brought to public attention

first

in 1895; but expropriation compensation is proving a stumblmgblock in the elimination of these

The same inactivity appears
in Italy. The Naples cholera epidemic led to the
act of 1885, authorizing condemnation of unfit

centers of infection.

houses and the opening of

streets; further

au-

thority to condemn unfit structures was granted
in 1919. In Rome some slum areas were re-

moved around the Forum and the

capitol in

connection with the preservation of historic

sites.

work was done in Rome and
Milan in the removal of slum conditions on the
city outskirts resulting from the migration of
peasants from their fields to factory work after
the World War. The government program included subsidies to families on condition that
they would return to the soil; to owners of land
where these new slums were erected, if they
would replace them with better housing; and

The most

effective

new housing, including temporary hostels.
Contrasted with continental countries, slum

for

clearance exhibit a simikr paucity of special legislation and of continuity of effort. There are

clearance in Great Britain has been

building and sanitary codes, authorizations for

ally practised. Statutory authority to

condemnation and town planning regulations on
the statute books of most countries, but there
is a wide diversity in the use made of these
powers. For example, little of any moment has
been done in Norway, although in the last few
years slum populations have been increasing. In
Austria adequate authority for slum clearance
exists only in Vienna as a result of the acts of
1929 and 1 930. In Germany the scope of both the

unfit houses

more genercondemn

and to regulate occupancy in the
of public health dates back to the
Shaftesbury acts of 1851. In the subsequent
interest

forty years a few million pounds were expended
in slum clearance, with some success in such

London, Liverpool, Birmingham and
The rather cumbrous legal machinery
of the earlier legislation was simplified with the
cities as

Glasgow.

passage of the Housing of the Working Classes

Slums
Act in 1890 and
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still

of the costs and establish rentals on the basis
of the lowered values thus created, as was done

Town Planning Act.

in the Boundary Street area in London. By
November, 1933, eight states had passed laws

in the

Housing

further liberalized in 1909
of the Working Classes and

Local authorities and puborganized for housing purposes were allowed to borrow government funds
on amortization loans The latter act established
lic utility societies

control over density of housing in new areas and
obliged local authorities to study housing con-

submit proposals for new housing
to the Ministry of Health whenever a house
famine was found or whenever any considerable
number of houses were held unfit for occuditions

and

to

became the responaided by government
funds. In 1919 direct control was assumed by
the central government, and after 1925 the cenpancy.

Slum

clearance thus

sibility of local authorities

government extended its participation in
slum clearance by the issuance of grants to local
governments in varying amounts for each person
removed from slums to better housing In 1933,
tral

however, as a result of budgetary difficulties the
authority of the Ministry of Health to grant

was revoked, although the responsibility of local authorities to supply houses if and
when a house famine occurred remained in force
and cheap credit to building societies was increased. England has sought to meet the slum
problem by direct action: by condemnation and
subsidies

demolition of unfit houses either as separate
units or en masse; by replannmg and rebuilding
on the cleared sites or adjacent sites or in other

by writing off a portion of the cost and
operating under a lowered value figure, thus
making possible lower and differential rents; by
areas;

indirect and direct grants to public utility companies by local authorities and by the state
through the Ministry of Health. But slum clear-

ance has been pushed forward also by indirect
means: building and health laws, building socierent control, town and regional planning,
financing or subsidizing new housing, and unemployment insurance.
ties,

In the United States very

little

slum clearance

as such has taken place. Slum blocks have been
demolished to make way for public improve-

ments and playgrounds, but slum clearance has
not been attempted as a government function.
Some states have set up state housing boards
and authorized limited dividend companies to
operate on slum clearance projects. In 1933 a
federal housing authority was created and empowered to acquire slum property by eminent
domain or otherwise and to erect new houses

on the cleared sites at government expense. It
had authority to write off a substantial portion

enabling

municipalities

to

qualify

for

loans

under federal authority the Reconstruction Finance Corporation and the Public Works Administration.

The efforts thus far made to eliminate slums
ha\c been inspired more by an emotional and
aesthetic revolt against their ugliness and the
deprivations which they inflict than by an understanding of their consequences or a realization of the civic
create.

and economic burdens they
clearance involves more

The term slum

than the demolition of old, insanitary structures

m

congested areas and the reconditioning of
dwellings which might be able to stand for

another decade or two.

Any adequate program

must take into account the average income of
the present slum dweller and assure him of a

new abode at a rent which he can afford to pay.
Most slum clearance projects have merely provided new housing for higher income groups,
sending the evicted inhabitants to surrounding

slum

areas. Thus, for instance, a report issued
in 1933 by the Lavanburg Foundation of 386
families dispossessed by the Knickerbocker VilYork
lage housing project in the notorious

New

"lung block" showed that 86 percent moved to
adjoining slums, being unable to take advantage
of this slum clearance project. Only 7 families
were able to pay the rents of the new houses.
Thus the vicious circle proceeds, with land
values of the

new slum

area further raised

and

low cost housing made increasingly difficult.
There can be no guaranty against slums while
a large group of wage earners have incomes so
low that they must pay abnormal rents for sanitary dwellings. Similarly there can be few sanitary dwellings available to families of low income
so long as construction and maintenance costs
and land values make the erection of low cost
houses impossible. Were these conditions satisfied, there would not then be any guaranty
against slums until the public was educated to
real

and apply the principles of hygienic
occupancy. Granted these essential attainments,
little attention would need to be paid to the slum
appreciate

heritage received from past generations, for slum
houses would be eliminated through natural

processes because they

would be unprofitable.

The essential point is that slum clearance cannot
be comprehensive or prevention of slums be
assured through the application of any single
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measure of public control, be

it

through

legis-

lation for sanitary inspection, instruction in hy-

gienic occupancy, the vacating or demolition of
unfit houses, new low cost housing or expensive

slum clearance. The problem is one of comprehensive community control over these and other
predisposing and contributing causes in the creation and continuance of slums.
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SMALL, ALBION WOODBURY
1926),

American

sociologist. After

(1854-

graduating

from Colby University Small studied at Newton
Institution, where he became
an academic career. While attending the universities of Leipsic and Berlin he
came under the influence of Schmoller, Wagner
and the movements centering around the Verein
fur Sozialpolitik. He taught history and political
Theological

interested in

economy at Colby, of which, after finishing his
graduate work at Johns Hopkins, he became
president. When the University of Chicago was
established in 1892 he became the head of the
department of sociology and the first to hold a
university chair in that subject. In this capacity

he exercised an important influence upon the
generation of trained sociologists. He retained a lifelong interest in advancing the
first

and the academic prestige of his
In this the American Journal of Sociology, which he edited from its beginning in.
1895, was an effective instrument. He was active
in the organization of the American Sociological
Society and became its president in 1912-13. In
1922 he served as president of the Institut
International de Sociologie.
Small was effective in mediating the results of
European (especially German) thought and in
challenging the provincial, separatistic and dogmatic spirit of the older and academically rescientific level

subject.

spectable social science. He pioneered in the
up of a body of distinctively sociological

building

literature and played a significant role in defining
the scope of sociology as a science, in construct-

ing its conceptual framework and in setting its
problems. His original and searching critiques of
method contributed to a more acute scientific

Building and Home Ownership, 1931, Slums, LargeScale Housing and Decentralization, and Negro Hous-

self-consciousness in the separate social sciences,
to a recognition of their essential unity and
interrelations and to the effort to make them

and Housing and the Community, Publications,
111, vi, and vni (Washington 1932); Wood, E.
E.,

serviceable in practical affairs.
He traced the principal antecedents of soci-

ing,

vols.

Recent Trends in American Housing (New York
1931)
ch. xv; Jones, W. H., The Housing of Negroes in Washington, D. C. (Washington 1929); National Conference
on City Planning, "Slum Clearance and City Planning" in Planning and National Recovery (Philadelphia 1933) p. 118-55; Zorbaugh, H. W., Gold Coast

ology to the drive toward objectivity most
evident among German historians since 1800

and

to the cameralists, political scientists and
He minimized the influence of

economists.

Comte and regarded Spencer

as a deflecting

Slums
factor fortunately corrected

Small Claims Courts
SMALL CLAIMS COURTS.

by Ward. Having

begun by regarding sociology as the unifying
point of view which would coordinate and
synthesize the disparate, inductively acquired

99
One

of the

weakest points of the present system of adminUnited States has been

istering justice in the

con-

the inability to provide justice in any real sense
of the word for persons who have a case involv-

and more
general than the specialized studies of man.
Toward the end of his career, as he saw concrete
sociological research emerging, he envisaged

ing a very few dollars Petty cases particularly
have crowded the dockets of courts in large
urban areas. Since it is almost as difficult to
prove and reduce to judgment a claim for $10

sociology as a division of knowledge coordinate
with the other social sciences, but commanding

as for $1000, it naturally follows that many
claims for amounts varying from several dollars
to $50 are simply allowed to lapse because of the

knowledge of human experience, he
ceived of

it

later

as the science basic to

techniques for the understanding of human experience conceived as the group interrelations
and interactions of men. Small held that while
sociology
objective

must

necessarily be a specialized and
valid social science must

science,

eventually be a single, organized body of
knowledge, which would be sterile unless it
served not merely as the only possible intelligent
basis for ethics but also as a means for the

He

orderly improvement of social life.
critical and sympathetic student of

was a

Marx but

advocated gradual, orderly and constitutional
reform to bring private property and capitalism
in harmony with a functional order based on

and Christian ethics. The social
him the unit of analysis of the
social process and the core of the organized
interests. He advanced tentatively a sixfold

service, justice
group was for

classification of

fundamental

human

interests.

Their emergence, conflict and accommodation
constituted the social process and provided a
functional, dynamic and realistic, as contrasted

with a structural,

static

and

analogical, concep-

tion of society.
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fact that to collect

them or even attempt

to

usually far too expensive and
complicated to be worth while.
From time to time the lower courts in many
collect

them

is

large cities of the United States have tried the experiment of so-called conciliation, or arbitration,

courts, which although constantly growing in
favor for the settlement of complicated commercial disputes still, generally

speaking, provide
too elaborate a procedure for the settlement of
minor cases. As a result there has arisen a move-

ment

to establish so-called small claims courts.

Although these courts, as established

in

many

of the larger cities today, may justly be called
courts of conciliation, they are really not tri-

bunals for conciliation, or arbitration, but rather

what their name implies: courts wherein persons
may have them heard and
decided with an expenditure of the minimum
amount of time and money. Such courts may be
with small claims

either distinct entities or branches of the regular
court organisation, such as the municipal or
district courts found in the large cities. Again

they may be parts of a state wide system or be
confined to particular localities. But whatever the form of organization it is essential
that the proceedings be conducted without law-

be
be
two decades considerable
progress has been made in the establishment and
yers. Nevertheless, while procedural law may
cast aside, the rules of substantive law must

observed. In the

last

administration of small claims courts.

In 1913 Kansas established separate courts

known

as small debtors' courts,

diction

is

whose jurisrestricted to claims not exceeding $20
in amount. Before filing an action the claimant

must

satisfy

the judge not only that he has a

good cause of action but that he cannot afford
to employ counsel. The Kansas plan provides
also that the judges do not necessarily have to be
lawyers Because of this fact and also because
the whole system is too loose and informal, it
is
fundamentally unsound and not a success.
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In Portland, Oregon, the small claims court,
established in 1915,

first

is

part of the District

Court of Multnomah county. Small claims
procedure has also since been provided in the
justice's courts. The small claims branches have
jurisdiction of

all

claims

up

to $20.

The

procedure is informal in inception and trial; the
riling fee is $ 75 in the district court and
$i .00 in the justice's court. No attorneys are
permitted. There is no doubt that this arrangement offers a cheap and ready way to litigate

small amounts.

unfortunate, however, that
the jurisdictional limit is so low.
The Conciliation Division of the Municipal
It is

Court of Cleveland, which began to function in
1913, was established by rule of court. It is
essentially a small claims court; its jurisdictional
limit was at first fixed at $35 but later was

increased to $50. While attorneys are not prohibited, their appearance is discouraged, and the

procedure

is

informal.

The success of this

court

has been great.
In the city of Chicago the Small Claims Court

was established in 1916 by order of the chief
justice of the Municipal Court.

When

the court

The statistics of the Small Claims Branch of
the Municipal Court of Boston show that the
work of the court is increasing and that the
public evidently appreciates the fact that it offers
an easy and simple method of litigating minor
In 1929 the court tried 1397 cases and in

cases.

193 1, 1421 cases. Plaintiffs' judgments amounted
in
J 2 9 an d to $19,205 in 1931.
9
Strangely enough the records of the court show
that many more actions are entered in the last

to $18,694

months of each year than in the first. No
explanation has ever been presented of this
rather curious phenomenon. In the first six
six

months of 1933 there were 604 new cases in the
small claims courts and plaintiffs' judgments
amounted to $7977.
The idea of state wide systems of small
claims courts as parts of municipal, district
or justice's courts has spread rapidly. In addi-

Oregon and Massachusetts such courts
have been provided for in California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota and Washington.
One weakness of the present system is that
the filing fee in the small claims court is usution to

ally

too

While

high.

it

is

the

total

outlay

established the jurisdictional limit was
$50, but this was later increased to $200.
While the pleadings are simple, all the rules of

importance to persons who are endeavoring
to collect a claim of $10 or thereabouts and

evidence are applied; and a litigant who does not
have an attorney is therefore at a great disadvantage. As a result the court has not yet achieved

undoubtedly deters many persons from applying
to the court for relief. On the other hand, the
provision in most of the state wide acts for

the hoped for success and does not differ very
materially from the usual district or municipal

the service of the notice of claim by registered mail is excellent. The discouragement of

court found in every large city.
In 1920 the Municipal Court of Philadelphia
created a special branch known as the Concili-

appeals as well as

was

first

ation,

The

Small Claims and Legal Aid Division.
the municipal small claims courts

latest of

necessary for a plaintiff,

it

constitutes an item of

real

demands

for jury trials

by

imposing heavy costs is also to be commended.
No more than in the higher courts does the
rendition of

judgment mean

its

collection.

De-

to

be established is that of New York City.
They were created in 1934 by act of the state

fendants in small claims courts, moreover, are
a deespecially likely to be judgment proof. If
fendant has no tangible property which is sub-

legislature as parts of the regular municipal
courts. The jurisdictional limit was fixed at $50

ject to attachment, the plaintiff must again hale
him before the court in an effort to ascertain

and the

claims courts, which was established by legis-

what his resources are and if possible obtain a
court order to satisfy his judgment. In Massachusetts a creditor who has an unsatisfied judg-

lative act in 1920. These are, however, branches
of the regular municipal or district courts. The

to collect the

filing fee at $1.25.

Massachusetts has a state wide system of small

jurisdictional limit was originally set at $35, but
this was subsequently raised (strangely enough

over the objection of several judges) to $50,
which limit still prevails. Lawyers are not prohibited but they seldom appear, and moreover
the procedure is extremely simple. In general
the judges administer the law in a very practical

way.

ment has to spend at least $5 and probably more
amount due him in "supplemen-

tary process."

Supplementary proceedings are

frequently complicated and are best handled

an attorney. If a

by

needs a lawyer to help
him collect a judgment secured in the small
litigant

claims court, there is obviously still a flaw in
the machinery. Unfortunately there are no figures available to show precisely how many
plaintiffs'

judgments are

actually satisfied.

Small Claims Courts
Just how high the jurisdiction of a small
claims court should be in general is a matter

Small Holdings
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It

has been satisfactorily

is

too low and that $200

curred only at a rather advanced period and then
only in comparatively restricted areas. It was in
the Mediterranean basin of antiquity in Egypt
in the Ptolemaic period, in the Carthaginian

is too
high Lawyers then inevitably make their
appearance, since the claimants simply cannot
imagine proceeding without them. An amount

a later date throughout most of the provinces of
the Roman Empire that the small holdings

which would be too high in a sparsely settled
community may be too low in a large city. For

by

which is still unsettled.
demonstrated that $20

the larger communities $50 to $75 appears to
be the most satisfactory limit.
The movement for small claims courts is

bound to continue to make slow but steady
progress. At present, however, popular attention
is directed more to the delays and complications
of jury trials than to the need for reform in cases

But the ultimate goal
of procedural reform must be to make possible
the disposition of claims of all sorts in a speedy,
affecting small litigants

sensible

and inexpensive manner

RAYNOR

M

GARDINER

See COURTS, MUNICIPAL COURTS, COURTS, COMMERCIAL, ARBI THAI ION, COMMFRCIAL, JUSTICE OF THE
PEACE, JUSTICP, ADMINISTRATION OF, PROCEDURF,
LEGAL; SUMMARY JUDGMENT, I^EGAL AID
Consult Smith, Reginald Heber, Justice and the Poor,
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teach13 (New York 1919), Willoughby,
Principles of Judicial Administration (Washing-

ing, Bulletin no.

W. F

,

xxm, and bibliography on p 633-34,
Nims, Harry D "Law Courts for the Forgotten
Man" in Forum, vol xci (1934) 340-43.

ton 1929) ch

,

SMALL HOLDINGS. The characteristic which
differentiates small holdings

from other farming

Empire, in

first

Italy following the

Punic Wars and

at

tended to become crowded out or absorbed

large estates Yet even after its introduction
large scale enterprise was confined chiefly to the

production of oil and wines, while the small
holding continued to predominate in the cultivation of gram.
In the Middle Ages, as in antiquity, agricul-

were supplied almost exclusively
by the labor of the farming families, although
except m a few regions these families were never
tural products

completely independent. Generally a manorial
organization was superimposed upon the small
holdings and the lords of the manor exacted dues
and services from them
the form of produce
or labor, in return relieving them of political and

m

military obligations Since the sixteenth century
large scale production has been extended greatly
both in England and on the European continent
east of the Elbe In 1913 only 16 percent of the

land under cultivation in England and Wales
consisted of farms of less than 50 acres. In
eastern Germany a survey in 1907 showed that

m

use
only 31 percent of the agricultural land
was devoted to enterprises under 20 hectares, or
50 acres In the rest of Germany, however,
farms falling within the 2o-hectare group comprised over half of all the arable soil and in the

infre-

west and south from 65 to 90 percent. The proportion of small farms is about as great in
Scandinavia and in Switzerland, where owner
occupancy is predominant, and in France,
Belgium, Holland and a great part of Italy,
where a large percentage and sometimes a majority of them are operated by tenants. In Russia
the complete effacement of the once widely extended large private estates by the agrarian revolution of 1 9 1 7 and 1918 merely marked the climax
of a tendency which had been in progress since
the emancipation of the serfs in 1861 and which

quently in earlier periods the family economy
was supplemented by certain cooperative undertakings carried on jointly by the broader social

had been greatly accentuated by the agrarian reforms preceding the World War. The small
holding had become the virtually universal unit

group; although these most often took the form
of common
ownership of forest and meadow-

of agricultural organization by 1929, when the
Soviet government abruptly reversed the trend
by inaugurating its present program of collec-

enterprises is not the actual area which they include, for this is relative and variable, but the
fact that they draw their labor supply chiefly
from the family or from a group living and functioning as a family. If outside workers are em-

ployed, they are usually attached to the domestic household as unmarried farm hands or

maidservants. At the beginning of historical
time, because of the importance of the family as
the traditional unit of human society, the system
of small holdings was in general the prevailing

mode

of agricultural organization.

Not

land, occasionally even tilling of the soil was
pursued in common. But the displacement of

small holdings by
larger agricultural units functioning on the basis of slave or wage labor oc-

Large estates and holdings suffered
Europe
which felt the repercussions of the Russian
tivization.

similarly in the other states of eastern
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agrarian upheaval of 1917 and 1918. At present
the family holding is almost the exclusive factor
in the rural economy of these regions.

In the oversea

territories

which have been

opened up since the sixteenth century the spread
of small holdings has depended mainly upon the
type of land policy pursued by the various states.
In the northern part of the United States the
small farm owned and operated by the family
had become predominant without special governmental

aid,

but the fact that this type of
was extended through-

the other hand, advocated large scale enterprise

on the purely economic ground that it yielded
a larger net profit. A similar view was taken by
Arthur Young. Under Young's influence the
German Albrecht Thaer declared large holdings
to be necessary to the prosperity, strength and
welfare of the state, although at a later date he
to recognize also the productive power of

came

small holdings when they were operated by industrious and thrifty farmers. Adam Smith was

a supporter of the small operator-owner, who
detail of his business and felt a

agricultural organization

knew every

out the western lands was in large part the result
The small hold-

personal attachment for it. But most of Smith's
successors in England rejected the small for the

of the Homestead Act of 1862.
ing

is

especially

common

in the older regions,

large holding because of the higher market pro-

where stock raising is combined with agriculture;
while in sections devoted entirely to wheat grow-

ductivity of the latter.

ing or grazing family farms are likely to consist
of large holdings, and large scale enterprises
employing great numbers of wage laborers are

attention to the

not unusual. In Argentina the distribution of
newly opened up land on a basis similar to the

North American homestead plan has been
hampered by the manorial system inherited from
the Spanish era. But while large private estates
continue to prevail in this country, they have
frequently been divided into smaller units and
leased for agricultural purposes to tenants, recruited chiefly from Italian immigrants.
it
may be said that the great progwhich large scale agriculture, favored by
political, economic and natural conditions, had
been enabled to make throughout much of
Europe was arrested by the middle of the nine-

In general

ress

It

was Theodor von Bernhardi who turned
more profound issues involved

in the

problem concerning the optimum

size of

agricultural holdings. Discarding both gross and
net return as a criterion, he undertook to dis-

cover a more valid standard for measuring the
relative advantages of large and small units. Ac-

cording to his conclusions, an excessive proportion of large scale enterprises was quite as
dangerous as an inordinate preponderance of
small farms, the decisive consideration being
the effect of the size of the agricultural holdings
upon the total national income. Since Bernhardi's time the overwhelming majority of
economists, among whom Roscher and Buchenberger deserve especial mention, have accepted
his view that a "sound admixture" should be the
objective.

Among

contemporary economists
emphasis upon the

teenth century. Until that period the operators
of large holdings were generally able to carry

Aereboe has

out more rapidly and more successfully than
the small farmers the changes involved in the
scrapping of the old three-field system. In a

ing the productivity of the agricultural plant.
Senng stresses the peculiar vitality of the family
as a functioning economic unit and insists that

comparatively short span of time, however, the
operators of small holdings have succeeded in

the superiority of the family holding seems only
to increase with the progressive intensiveness of

eliminating this disadvantage. Since 1850 they
have challenged the large landowners in almost

production. Although he does not recommend
the abolition of large scale agriculture, he be-

and have made permanent gains, even

lieves that in the long run the large estates cannot survive unless their operators are able to re-

all

regions

when

they have derived no particular support
from the agricultural policy of the government.

The

question of the relative advantages of
large and small holdings has been the theme of
much theoretical controversy and was discussed
in

economic

tilistic

literature as early as the

period.

The

mercan-

mercantihstic writers and

statesmen were usually apologists and promoters
of the small holdings, largely because they believed that such a system

was more favorable

the growth of population.

The

physiocrats,

to

on

laid special

efficiency of the individual as a factor condition-

tain the role of leadership and by intelligence to
compensate for the advantages which peasant
economy derives from family solidarity. Hai-

nisch reverts to the older position that the es-

market productivity, in
probability large holdings are far
superior to small"; for him therefore any attempt to discourage large estates is fraught with
sential consideration is

which "in

all

extreme danger.

Marxian socialism

originally

accepted

the
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superiority of large scale enterprise in agriculture as well as in industry. The Erfurt Program
of 1891 contains an explicit prophecy that mod-

mally become more numerous with any increase
of population not absorbed by industrial ex-

ern technique will inevitably spell the decline of
agricultural small holdings. This view, of which

industry. It

pansion or indeed with any
is

flight

of labor from

in periods of distress that the firm

foundations upon which small holdings rest
become most clearly apparent. The reduction of

Karl Kautsky has been a noteworthy defender,
was, however, rejected by the revisionist wing,
which under the leadership of Eduard David
drew a distinction between industry and organic

the standard of living meets with less resistance
in their case than in that of wage earners; and,

production and asserted that small scale enter-

human

prise was generally preferable in the latter. The
agrarian program adopted by the German Social
Democrats at Kiel in 1927 was based upon the
so-called "stationary theory" that the develop-

ment of

capitalism has no effect upon property
upon the si/e of holdings in the

relations or

agricultural sphere and will not therefore lead to
the annihilation of small farms; hence government must guarantee to the latter satisfactory
living conditions.
The degree to

and prosper

is

which small holdings prevail
seldom determined solely by

natural conditions. It

is

true of course that

mountainous regions, where the arable fields arc
widely scattered, must be cultivated by small
holdings, whereas heavy soil requiring a great
deal of team and machine labor many times
offers insuperable obstacles to the independent
family. But even in these cases the human factor

of paramount importance. One of the essential bases for the vitality of family holdings is
the fact that men generally apply themselves
is

most eagerly and most persistently when they
are conscious that the fruits of their labor will
accrue to a small, closely integrated group controlled by paternal authority. An important and
often decisive factor is the economic efficiency of

the

individuals

trained

men

till

involved:

if

ambitious,

well

a small holding, they will de-

for the very reason that the total

number of

beings employed on the small farms
bulks so large, this fact is of considerable importance to the national economy as a whole. Herein
lies

the basic reason for their well

munity

known im-

to crises.

The progress of agricultural technique and
mechanization, by facilitating the exploitation of
extensive consolidated holdings, not infrequently leads to the decline of small holdings.
This

is

especially true

when

the operators of the

by their superior ability
and to secure the necessary financing, are more prompt than the small
farmers to utilize the improvements and the
market opportunities. But a great number of the
large estates, profiting
to acquire information

L

technical improvements in agriculture, SUC _ ^a
methods of simplifying farmyard work and live-

stock husbandry, are also advantageous to family
On the other hand, small holdings

enterprises

can make comparatively little use of agricultural
machinery; in many places it has been possible
to increase the acreage cultivated by each farm
and by this means to meet the problem without
discarding the characteristics of the family holding. The cooperative ownership of machinery is
a potential solution, but it is generally confronted

by grave psychological

obstacles.

Frequently, however, the dominance or decline of small holdings is determined not by eco-

nomic forces but by political or other factors.
m Prussia and certain other states the
powerful monarchs of the eighteenth century

rive a greater return than an indifferent landowner or a large scale tenant who depends on the

Thus

labor of slaves or unwilling wage earners.
The price structure also may serve as a stimulus to small holdings when it favors the com-

a period of crucial importance for the subse-

modities, especially cattle and animal products,
which are the output primarily of such holdings.

Low prices of fodder or of other supplies required by small holdings operate in the same
direction. Another important factor is the price
of land. Agricultural small holdings tend to use
capital per unit of

more man power and more

land than does large scale agriculture, so that
they have an economic advantage when there is
no particular attraction drawing labor and
capital

away from

agriculture.

Hence they nor-

were very sucthe position of the

quent course of development
cessful

in

consolidating

peasantry; while in England, Swedish Pomerania and Mecklenburg, where the landowning
nobility were able to retain political control

through the early centuries of the modern era,
the independent small holdings were effectively
crushed. Drives and purposes of a non-economic
nature may likewise be detected in many of the

movements of modern times.
These movements have been associated to a

small holdings

large extent with the revival of internal colonization or land settlement which got under way in
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numerous European

states during the last two
decades of the nineteenth century when emigration to oversea territories had begun to wane. In
both Prussia and England a movement was
,

initiated in the i88o's to break

up some of the

large agricultural holdings into small units. In
Ireland and Finland emphasis was placed upon
the working out of plans whereby tenants might

be enabled

to

become owners of

their holdings;

the trend in Ireland thus diverged from the
in England, where despite the agita-

movement

tion for peasant proprietorship, which had derived such great stimulus from J. S. Mill's
Principles of Political Economy, almost all of the
land distributed under the Small Holdings and

Allotments Act of 1908 was leased to tenants
rather than sold. The Scandinavian kingdoms

around the turn of the century began systematically to

encourage agricultural laborers' holdwhich soon resulted in the estab-

ings, a policy

lishment of small peasant farms. Hungary under
the laws of 1894 and 1911 set up several
thousand small holdings, while in Austria a
similar law

mentous of

was drafted
all

in 1914.

The most mo-

such movements, however, was

the great Stolipin agrarian reform in Russia. Although the development of a more progressive
peasantry by the abolition of the intermixed

post-war period was to provide

new means

of

livelihood for nationals returning from exile.
Germany also down to 1925 had to find support
for refugees streaming back

from Poland. In

Germany, however, as well as in Austria, Hun
gary and Finland there was no expropriation
without sufficient compensation. The same respect for the rights of the former landowners
prevailed in Scandinavia, Holland and Great
Britain, where with the exception of the Danish

policy in northern Schleswig, which had a political basis, the agricultural reforms after the

World War were motivated primarily by social
and economic aims. The Dutch government has
undertaken to promote settlement in the reclaimed areas of the Zuyder Zee. Norway has
followed a similar plan, whereas in Germany
only about 10 percent of the new farms set up
since 1919 are located on swamp or waste land.

With the recent derangement of the internaeconomic structure the whole movement
for agricultural colonization has assumed a new

tional

importance in the broad context of the national
as a whole, since it has been widely regarded as a potential means of expanding do-

economy

mestic

demand

for industrial products

and of

assuring a greater measure of national selfsufficiency in the supply of food.

strip

system and the land commune represented
one of the main objectives of the reform program, Stolipin and his collaborators were animated not only by economic considerations but

While the economic and political consequences of the pre-war and post-war policies
cannot be definitely predicted, many observers

desire to place the social structure of
czarist Russian on a new and more enduring

ern Europe has been permanently injured by the
decline of large scale enterprise. The outcome
will probably depend upon the degree of am-

by the

In the case of the Prussian and English
reforms social purposes were similarly
intermingled with economic objectives. Both
the Prussian policy of internal colonization and
the retaliatory measures adopted in Poland
basis.

land

served as weapons in the nationalistic struggle,
despite the fact that the methods used were in

no way contrary to traditional legal conceptions.
Even when expropriation was resorted to, as in
England and to a much slighter extent in Prussia,

the owners were fully indemnified.
the other hand, the drastic agrarian re-

On

forms which occurred in eastern Europe after
1918 were generally effected by wholesale confiscation, with little or entirely inadequate compensation a ruthlessness inspired to no small
degree by the fact that the upper strata of large
landowners generally did not belong to the nationality

which had acquired political soverGreece and Bulgaria the essential

think that the agricultural productivity of east-

bition

new

efficiency

which the owners of the

perience suggests, it is extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to rebuild a strong native peasantry

once it has been uprooted. In general the future
of small holdings hinges upon the question as to
whether or not the family has retained its

economic unit. If it has,
and there are many reasons to believe that it has,
progress in agricultural technique and mechanization may indeed lead to certain changes, but it
vitality as a cooperative

will not result in

any serious decline in small

holdings. Technical and business training will
enable their operators to take advantage of most

of the improvements, and in the process the distribution of land traditionally associated with
the small holding system will become adjusted
to the

eignty. In

problem confronting the government in the

and

small holdings display. But, as British ex-
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have developed, in addition to the general
moneylender, the pawnbroker and the credit cooperative, several highly distinctive credit agencies peculiarly adapted to dealing with con-

sumers; these are technically described as small
loan institutions.

The

specifically

American

institutions as well

as the other agencies specializing in small lending have certain common characteristics. Their

loan funds usually consist of invested capital
rather than of deposits as in. the case of the
banks. Their security is neither so liquid nor in

many

cases so complete as that of banks. In

most types of consumer lending repayment is by
instalment. These characteristics indicate that
the charges imposed by small loan agencies are
higher than those demanded by standard banking institutions; for the risk may be greater or

the investigation to minimize risk will be costly,
the method of collection is relatively more ex-

and the return involved must be a
tradesman's profit rather than a broker's fee as
in the case of the bank.
The phenomenon of small loans is not of
pensive,

recent origin. Since the Renaissance at least there

has always been a demand for credit in small
amounts. This demand was limited at first to the
artisan and commercial classes and was met
largely by commercial pawnbrokers and pawnshops operated under public auspices. It was
nurtured by the gradual decay of the guild system from the fifteenth to the seventeenth century and was intensified in the eighteenth by the
Only in the second half of

industrial revolution.

the nineteenth century, however, did the small
loan problem assume its modern aspects. Pres-

sure for higher standards of living under conditions of fixed income and lack of social provision

emergency expenditures connected with illand unemployment created an increasing demand for small consumer loans. At
the same time the growing reliance upon credit
in the normal conduct of business affairs left
small scale business more dependent than before
for

ness, death

SMALL LOANS. Although generically the
term small loans includes any lending of small
sums, its reference has generally been restricted
to the operations of
agencies which specialize in
making small loans, mainly to consumers. On

small amounts. It was about this time that credit

the European continent small loans are supplied

cooperation

by pawnbrokers and by credit cooperaThese forms of lending are known also in

upon financing by non-banking institutions, for
the banking system as it developed in the course
of thfe eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was
not prepared to grant credits in comparatively

came

into
it

its

own

in continental

emphasized credit for pro-

largely

Europe. Although

tives.

ductive purposes, the credit cooperative together with the pawnshop appears to have
achieved a fairly adequate solution of the small

Great Britain, but the bulk of cash credit to consumers is provided by commercial moneylenders. In the United States, however, there

loan problem as manifested

on the

continent.

io6
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Little

left for

the commercial money-

existence. Since 1893 cooperative lending sohave been permitted to exist under the

lender charging high rates except perhaps in a

cieties

few large cities, where buying pawn tickets and
lending by the day or week to struggling pedlars
and street venders offered lucrative opportuni-

and Provident Societies Act, but unexempted by the Board of Trade
same regulations as commercial moneylenders. In 1929 there were 18 societies of this type, which during the year lent a
total of about
130,000 to their members. Much
more numerous than the registered societies are
the informal savings and loan groups popular

ties.

In Great Britain, on the other hand, the commercial moneylender prospered, while the credit
cooperative failed to take root despite legislative

encouragement. The first enactment, passed in
J
835, was designed to legalize and promote
quasi-charitable loan funds for "the industrious
classes

"

On condition that their rules of opera-

were certified by a procedure similar to that
applicable to friendly societies, they were given
special facilities for recovery of debts and were
exempted from stamp taxes; their loans repayable in 40 or 50 weekly instalments were limited,
however, to a maximum of 15, and the charges,
deductible in advance, were restricted to 5 percent annually. The certified loan societies were
established on a more secure footing under the
law of 1840, which was made permanent in
1863; they were given virtually unlimited powers
of recovery and allowed to charge 12 percent
annually in addition to an inquiry fee not to exceed one shilling sixpence. This law is so broad
tion

that

it

covers not only purely benevolent socie-

but also commercial
lenders seeking to take advantage of the unexampled facilities for the recovery of debts. The
number of certified societies was never considerable and appears now to be steadily declining; of
122 societies in operation at the end of 1929 with
an annual loan volume of less than 175,000,
about 90 were located in London and the adties

and mutual

societies

joining counties. Whereas the act of 1840 extends only to England and Wales, in 1876 the

Treasury

authorized

registration

under the

Friendly Societies Act of loan societies also in
Scotland and Ireland. Provision was made

thereby for the registration of numerous money
clubs throughout Great Britain as well as of deposit and loan systems attached to Scottish and
Irish friendly societies. The loans of specially
authorized societies, available to members only,

are limited to a maximum of 50, are repayable
in weekly instalments running over 3^ or 4 years
and are secured by two or three signatures. The

abuse of the special authority by an unscrupulous group of promoters, indicative of the internal weakness of these societies, led to the withdrawal of the authority in 1917. At the end of
1929, however, 250 such societies with an annual
loan volume of about
600,000 were still in

Industrial

less specifically

they are subject to the

among working men; these, however, are for the
most part very small and temporary organizations which divide their accumulations at the
end of the year.
No single form of cooperative credit in Great
Britain nor credit cooperation as a whole can be
compared in volume of business or number of
commercial moneylending. Previously
was customary to distinguish several types of
moneylenders: the big West End loan offices
offices to
it

dealing with highly connected people who
wished to anticipate their income or inheritance;

the lenders in great provincial cities financing
small or young business establishments which

had no standing with conservative British banks;
the general moneylenders who under a variety
of disguises acquired a clientele among professional people, the clergy, farmers and shopkeepers in distress, government and bank employees; and the slum usurer catering to the

working

classes.

At

present, however, the only

between the general
moneylender and the slum usurer, for the economic changes of the era following the World
War have reduced the number of aristocratic
borrowers and diminished the dependence of
significant distinction is that

legitimate business

upon non-banking

credit.

The

general moneylender will occasionally
lend a large sum, but the vast majority of his
loans are for sums under
100. They are ad-

vanced most frequently on a simple note of hand
or bill of exchange, seldom with any signature
other than that of the borrower and his spouse.
The use of the bill of sale, corresponding to the
American chattel mortgage, is not so extensive
as might be expected, because it is not effective
for sums less than 30 and it must state clearly
the interest charged in terms of a percentage rate
per annum. Since the attachment of workers'
wages is prohibited in England and restricted in
Scotland, wage assignments are practically unknown. The working class moneylender, who
may be the plant foreman, a widow in the
neighborhood or a storekeeper around the
coiner, lends sums counted in shillings from one

Small Loans
pay day to the next and seldom charges less than
a penny in the shilling per week. The use of
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on loans to a maximum
10 percent per annum.

restricted lawful interest

of

6,

8 or occasionally
in some states the pawnbroking laws were
enough to permit a legitimate small loan

formal credit instruments is of course out of the
question, and the enforcement of obligations is

While

entirely a matter of extraiegal pressure. For this
reason legislative regulation of moneylendmg is
of no consequence for this type of lender.
These legal restrictions were the natural con-

business, most of the demand for small consumer credit had to seek an underground outlet;

sequence of the abuses and harsh practises
which followed the repeal of the usury laws in
1854. Enactments relating to wage assignments
and bills of sale in the iSyo's and i88o's were
followed in 1900 by the Moneylenders Act,
which required the registration of lenders and

gave to the courts the power to go behind the
formal bargains to protect borrowers from undue hardship and exorbitant interest rates. This
act, amended in 1911, was successful only in
part: the requirement of registration was often

evaded; moneylenders acted unethically in obtaining business and misused the judicial processes in enforcing their harsh contracts; and
interest rates remained high, normally 60 to 100

liberal

this

it

found in the "loan shark," the money-

lender turned lawbreaker.

The loan shark

is

the offspring of two parents,

the borrower's ignorance and traditional legislative policy. The borrower's ignorance is
characterized by his failure to understand the
concealment of a usurious interest rate or the

harsh provisions for enforcement of the loan
contract such as confession of judgment,

waiver of notice, appointment of the lender as
borrower's attorney in fact and the provision for
renewals on default, which further raises the
interest rate. The limitation of interest by usury
statutes not only bars the
ful small loan business

development of a lawbut encourages rates

beyond those commercially profitable in order to
compensate for the stigma of illegality and the

percent a year, in addition to frequent fees,

fear of loss of interest or principal according to

bonuses and penalties. The Moneylenders Act
of 1927 seeks to eradicate these evils by requiring
a license for each moneylendmg establishment
based upon judicial investigation of applicants,
by abolishing most types of advertising and cir-

statute.

Although in the last quarter century certain
types of lending at high interest were legalized,
loan sharks still operate not only in the states
which failed to liberalize the old usury restric-

by prescribing means
of keeping the borrower informed about the
loan, by enacting the method of computing

types of borrowers cannot profitably be accommodated by the lawful commercial lender^

cularizing for borrowers,

interest and, although it does not fix a maximum
interest rate, by presuming the interest to be

excessive

and the agreement subject to court

intervention

if

the rate exceeds 48 percent a

year.

In the United States commercial moneylendmg developed at a somewhat later date than in
England; it is said to have been established as a
separate business about 1875. In view of the
difference in economic and political conditions

development followed quite distinct lines.
Since there were few wealthy borrowers and
numerous small banks were available to meet

its

demand for business credit, the emphasis
from the outset was upon small consumers'
loans. Because no restrictions were imposed
upon the use of chattel mortgages and wage assignments, these became the predominant forms
of security. The most obtrusive characteristic of
American moneylending in the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth was its
illegality, since with few exceptions American
states failed to repeal the old
usury laws, which
the

tions but also in the other states

where

certain

Estimates indicate that even in recent years loan
sharks granted annually about 15,000,000 loans
amounting in the aggregate to some $750,000,ooo or $1,000,000,000. This illicit business is so

widespread as to permit chain organization: it
has been said that as few as 1 1 lenders maintain
335

offices.

The modern

loan shark

still

uses

chattel mortgages and to an even larger extent
the additional security of wage assignments. But
chattel mortgages are no longer confined mainly
to household furnishings; automobiles are more

popular. The automobile loan shark, calling his
business "refinancing," exacts his high charges
by means of bonuses, discounts, insurance fees,
recording fees and the like; a delinquent bor-

rower

is

further mulcted for "semire" of "con-

and storage charges. Most of the
present day wage assignments consist of "salary
purchases," a means of evading certain legal restable" fees

and providing a vicarious semblance
of legality. The lender "buys" a stipulated part
of the borrower's accrued wages for a lesser
strictions

amount. If he gives the borrower $50 in ex
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The first principle was

change for the right to $55 on the next pay day a

tive.

fortnight later, the actual interest charge, al-

loans according to size. By setting a limit of $300
on the loans subject to special legislation the law
was able to overcome constitutional difficulties
and at the same time to afford protection to the
small borrower. The second principle was to
exempt from the operation of the ordinary usury
laws any lender who would voluntarily submit
to licensing and supervision by the state banking
authorities; under these conditions he could
charge interest of 3^ percent a month on unpaid

though concealed,
rates are

commonly

is

240 percent a year.

as high as

The

480 percent, and
2600 percent a

legal records testify to rates of

year.

The first organized effort to combat the loan
sharks was the establishment of remedial loan
was solicited by appeal to the
public spirit of the contributors and upon the
promise of dividends limited to 6 or 8 percent;
and special charters were obtained from the state
societies. Capital

to permit lending at rates higher than the usury

maxima The movement did not really get under
until the 1890*3, by 1909, when at the suggestion of the Russell Sage Foundation the National Federation of Remedial Loan Associations

way

was formed, there were 15 such societies, 14 of
which were located in large cities in the east and
middle west. In 1915 the number of these societies reached a maximum of 38, but it was already recognized that limited dividends and
public spirit could not supply enough capital to
meet the increasing demand for consumers'
credit. Distinct from the semiphilanthropic
remedials are the charitable loan funds which
grant interest free loans to the needy. The most
highly developed of these organizations, founded

balances.

the classification of

The law made a number of other

pro-

visions for the protection of the borrower and the
public concerning many details of the lender's

business. Violation of the act was a misdemeanor; and an overcharge voided the loan
contract. The first draft of the Uniform Act has
been modified on four occasions to make it more
comprehensive. It is now a part of the law of 26
states, affecting more than two thirds of the

some of these

states, howand do not allow so
much as 3^ percent interest per month.
The type of lending which the Uniform
Small Loan Law has developed is an ethical

country's population;

ever, have

changed

details

evolution of the type of lending formerly carried

in 1896 in
York, is the Hebrew Free Loan
Society; similar although smaller societies exist
in a number of large cities throughout the

on by illegal lenders; in fact many of the personal
finance companies were engaged in a similar type
of lending before the law authorized it. Loans
are made predominantly to families on the signature of both husband and wife, unsupported

country.

by comakers or endorsers. As

Encouraging as was the success of the remedial
in combating unconscionable pawnbrokers in
some large cities, it failed to supply adequate
capital to conquer the loan shark. This, it was
recognized, could be accomplished only if a
reasonably profitable interest rate were permitted to commercial lenders. To this end,
however, the American states, unlike Great

the lender requires, in cases covering 80 percent
of the outstanding loans, a chattel mortgage on

New

Britain, did not repeal the usury laws. Instead
they made exceptions in favor of certain types of
lenders and of lending techniques. These new

lenders are of three principal sorts: personal
finance companies, industrial banks and personal loan departments of commercial banks.

The

personal finance business

is

founded

upon the Uniform Small Loan Law, a
type of enactment devised by the Russell Sage
largely

Foundation in 1916

after similar progressive

New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The
Uniform Law established two major principles,
which had been emerging from the legislation
of the previous decade, and buttressed them with
machinery that would make them legally effeclegislation in

ostensible security

household goods and sometimes a wage assignas well. The lender can foreclose the
mortgage and demand that the borrower's em-

ment

ployer pay the borrower's wages to him, according to the provisions of the local wage assignment law. In practise, however, the substantial

companies seldom resort to such extreme measures; even at the sacrifice of some immediate
collections they attempt to assist in keeping the
borrower solvent. Collecting under a wage assignment may lead to the borrower's discharge
from employment; foreclosure of the chattel
mortgage seldom repays the amount of the loan.
The lender therefore relies largely on the moral
stability of the borrower, having first investigated his standing in the community, the duration of his employment and his general credit.
Studies of personal finance companies in several

1930 and 1931 reveal that there was
about 20 percent of total delinquency in the
normal course of business, but that legal action
states in
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to enforce

payment occurred in only .2 percent
of the total annual volume of the loans.
Despite its comparatively late inception the
personal finance business has developed enor-

mousvolume. Beginning withabout$8,25o,oooin
outstanding loans in 1916 small loan licensees
reached an outstanding volume of over $275,000,000 by 193 1 this amount declined by about
;

$20,000,000 in 1932. In the

latter

year the total

volume of loans granted by 3667 licensed offices
was probably about $480,000,000. Over a
quarter of the total number of offices were operated by 28 chain companies, of which one company operated 263 and another 148 offices; the
combined annual business of these two companies exceeded $100,000,000. It is estimated
that the average loan advanced by personal
finance companies amounts to $130 and that,

while the maturity range is five to twenty
months, the repayment is typically spread over
somewhat more than a year. This figure probably does not take account of loans refunded

because of the inability of the borrower to maintain the original schedule of repayments; the
exact proportion of refunded loans is uncertain,
but it is believed to be rather high, perhaps as
much as a half of the total number of loans.

market
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of the loans to the consumer may ultimately be reduced. Yet it is safe
to assume that loan funds will never cost the
rates, the cost

personal finance companies as little as they cost
the commercial banks or even the industrial

banks.
Industrial banks differ from personal finance
companies in the nature and methods of their

business.

They

lend not only their invested

capital but also funds that are in effect deposited
with them through the purchase of their invest-

ment certificates, on which they have been paying a return usually

bank

rate.

i

They never

percent above the savings
take chattel mortgages or

wage assignments but secure

their loans by endorsement of sureties usually of two comakers, one of whom at least is financially responsible and to a lesser degree by real estate
or collateral security. Industrial banks do not
compute interest as a percentage rate on unpaid
balances; instead they deduct the interest on the
whole loan in advance, at the rate of $6 or $8
or occasionally as much as $12 per 100. In addition they usually charge an inquiry fee of
$2 per loan. Like other small loan agencies,

This phenomenal growth of the personal
finance business has not failed to arouse opposition.
group of economists has attacked an

however, they require repayment in instalments,
semimonthly or monthly, usually
running over a period of 10 months or 50 weeks.
It is obvious that, even when the discount feature is disregarded, with repayment spread in

interest rate as high as 42 percent a year, and the
loan shark interests have made concerted efforts

turity the true cost of the loan to the

A

and drive the legitimate
In a few states these cam-

to reduce the legal rate

lenders from the field.

paigns have been successful: in 1930

reduced

its

rate

New Jersey

from 3 percent to i^ percent,

only to increase it in 1932 to 2.\ percent because
of the flight of capital. The defenders of the rate
explain that the legal charge

is

a

maximum,

that

maximum would

not supply adequate
legitimate capital to meet the demands for
credit, that competition will cut the rate (one of
the two largest companies, for instance, has
voluntarily reduced its rate to 2^ percent a
a lower

month) and that the high legal rate does not result in undue net earnings. Figures on net

weekly,

equal instalments over the entire period of ma-

about double the apparent

rate;

it

is

has

been estimated that the usual charge of industrial banks amounts to 17 3 percent per annum.
The first and best known type of industrial
bank is the Morris Plan company, originated in
1910 by Arthur H. Morris in Norfolk, Virginia.
Morris Plan banks were established in great

numbers during the post-war decade; in 1933
there were altogether 108 such institutions operating in 150 cities in 32 states. Despite the

common name

they do not constitute a chain
under single ownership but rather a federation
whose central units, the Industrial Finance Corporation and the Morris Plan Bankers' Association, render certain auxiliary services to the af-

earnings are, however, not completely trustworthy. One of the greatest contributing factors
to the high rate of interest has been the prejudice

same

mind of the investing public, precluding
the loan companies from obtaining capital at

in imitation of the Morris Plan.

in the

borrower

indeed

members. With a few exceptions the
true of the smaller federated systems of
industrial banks organized after the World War
filiated

is

The

aggregate

regular market prices. Since the two largest
companies are now listed on the New York

annual volume of loans by industnal banks is
probably in the neighborhood of $400,000,000;

Stock Exchange and have floated sizable issues

although they make loans up to $5000, their
average loan is slightly above $200. Notwith-

of preferred stock and debentures at the usual

no
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standing the claim that their method of lending
is similar to that of commercial banks, they
operate in 24

states

under special laws and

department of the National City Bank showed
no profit. Only greater volume held promise of
profit, but few banks could hope to develop
greater volume than this. From the banker's
standpoint the merits of the system he in the

in 2

under small loan laws; elsewhere they
unamended banking law or
general corporation law in a manner that might
with moderation be called extralegal. Recent
states

function under the

legislative

developments,

particularly

federal

deposit insurance and its extension to mutual
savings banks, tend to throw some doubt upon
the ability of the majority of industrial banks to

The

same extent

as previously.
ostensible success of the industrial banks

attract savings to the

has tempted commercial banks to afford comparable credit facilities. Although in individual
instances personal loan departments were organized as early as 1923 or 1924 and loans on the
"industrial plan" were made by a commercial
bank in 1920, it was publicity associated with the
National City Bank of New York in 1928 that
established the scheme on a firm basis. The

growth until 1931 w as rapid. The number of
banks with personal loan departments was 22 in
1928, 65 in 1929 and 141 in 1930; the annual
volume of business was estimated at $40,000,000
for 1929, $150,000,000 for 1930 and $320,000,ooo for 1931, but in 1932 it declined to $270,000,000. While the maximum loan in some banks
is $2000 and in most $1000, the average loan in
1929-31 was little over $250 and in 1932 about
r

opportunity it affords for acquiring new savings
accounts and the means it provides of eliminating small, slow paying loans from the regular
loan departments.

The

future of the small loan business in the

United States remains obscure.

The method

of doing business in the personal
loan departments is essentially the same as in

tremendous
may be a

phenomenon of a highly individualized society
seeking a market for its rapidly increasing stock
of consumers' goods. Certainly the industrial
depression which began in 1929 has worked
hardship on the lenders by contracting their
market and weakening the credit of their bor-

rowers and prospective borrowers. Even

if

these

temporary and the
average consumer regains adequate property and
specific industrial ills are only

wages to seek loans, a prolonged depression

may

lead to the socialization of various functions

and

thus destroy parts of the small loan business.
Health insurance on a national scale or expansion of the public health program tends to cut

down the demand for loans to finance illness.
Unemployment insurance minimizes the periodic

need

Change
stalment

$225.

Its

expansion in the post-war years

for

in the

outside

financial

assistance.

economic or

would

selling

legal aspect of inseriously affect the

market for small loans. Unless and until such

Loans are made exclusively on

external influences affect small loan enterprise,
however, it may gain in popularity by policing

comaker guaranties; interest, usually at 6 but
sometimes at 8 percent, is discounted in advance; fees and investigation charges generally

It would thereby become a
investment for funds which
could in turn be lent at reduced rates of interest.

industrial banks.

itself

more

from within.
attractive

make the total preliminary charges higher than 8
repayment in instalments, weekly,
fortnightly or monthly spread over a year, and
high fines for delay in payment increase the cost
to the borrower. Almost half the banks, it seems,

GEOFFREY

MAY

percent;
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CREDIT COOPERATION; USURY.

receive the instalment payments into a deposit

R

account, on which interest is paid, thus reducing
materially the real cost to the borrower. Even so

the lowest net cost to the borrower

is over
9 percent a year and the typical cost about 17 percent.
There is naturally some question concerning the

legality of such charges under the usury laws
and there are usury laws in 43 states. Notwithstanding these rates, there is considerable doubt

about the profitableness of personal loan departments as such. During the first year, when
loans totaling over $16,500,000 were made to
more than 50,000 borrowers, the personal loan
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WILLIAM

SMART,
(1853-1915), British
economist. Smart was a successful manufacbecame a teacher; he was appointed lecturer at University College, Dundee,

turer before he

and

at

Queen Margaret

1886 and professor
in 1896.

He was

in a capitalist society. He reiterated the teaching of Carlyle as to the high

income inherent

,

,

N

urgent problems of the day and especially with
socialist criticism of the unequal distribution of

at

function of the captains of industry, and the
transformation of trades into professions was
his abiding aspirations. He defended
competition as cooperation disguised, and he
sought economic salvation in the adoption of

one of

mutual service as a conscious motive.

He

was

apprehensive of drastic remedies for social ills
and frequently stressed the favorable rise in the
standard of living gradually attained by the
common people
England between 1800 and

m

1900 In 1905 he was appointed a member of
the Royal Commission on Poor Laws and Relief
of Distress, which involved four years of strenuous \sork. He was chairman of the Documents

Committee and he wrote a number of valuable
memoranda, which are included in the
report published in 1909. He then embarked
on the task, stupendous for a man of his age,
historical

of writing the Economic Annals of the Nineteenth Century^ he had completed
time of his sudden death.

two volumes

at the

THOMAS JONES
Important works: An Introduction to tfie Theory of
Value (London 1891, 3rd ed 1914), Studies in Economics (London 1895), The Distribution of Income
(London 1899, 2nd re\. ed 1912), Taxation of Land
Values and the Single Tax (Glasgow 1900), The Return
to Protection (London 1904, 2nd ed. 1906), Economic
Annals of the Nineteenth Century, 2 vols. (London
191017); Second Thoughts of an Economist (London
1916).

Consult Cannan, Edwin, in Economic Journal, vol. xxv

(1915)300-05

College, Glasgow, in

the University of Glasgow

deeply impressed by Carlyle

and Ruskin and above all by Edward Caird, at
whose instigation he undertook to introduce to
English readers the works of the Austrian school
on interest and value. His translations of the

SMELTING.

See METALS; IRON

AND STEEL
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SMILES, SAMUEL (1812-1904), English popular author. Smiles

was editor of the Leeds

Times and later a railway

official.

As a journalist
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active in radical politics in the north of

Smiles was an exponent of middle

dition. He was born at
Kirkcaldy, studied at
Glasgow University, where he was a pupil of
Francis Hutcheson, from 1737 to 1740 and at
Oxford from 1740 to 1746; lectured at Edinburgh from 1748 to 1751; became professor of
logic at Glasgow in 1751 and was professor of
moral philosophy there from 1752 to 1763. His
The Theory of Moral Sentiments appeared in
1759. From 1764 to 1766 he traveled, chiefly in
France, as tutor of the young duke of Buccleuch,

England

class, indi-

vidualistic radicalism and, although an ardent
supporter of many measures in the interest of

the working classes, he energetically opposed
Chartism and later socialism. After the initial
success of his Life of George Stephenson (London
1857, rev. ed. 1864) he wrote biographies of

many of the inventors and business men of early
English industrialism, in which he emphasized
the personal qualities that had led to their
attainments. His works of popular edification

were very widely read, notably Self Help (London 1859, new ed. 1860), which sold about 300,ooo copies and was translated into many languages.
Smiles' immediate forbears were of the radical
wing of Scotch Calvinism, and his own views

were largely the secularized expression of

this

religious background. Despite their facile optimism his teachings reflect the moral rigor that
lay behind Victorian economic individualism.
With all shades of radicalism he shared a general
hostility to privilege of birth or inherited wealth,

but his primary emphasis was on individualistic
economic virtues as ends in themselves. His
writings comprise not merely a series of precepts
for success but a definite ethical doctrine. The

becoming acquainted with Voltaire, Turgot,
Quesnay and other leading thinkers. His chief
work, The Wealth of Nations, was published in
1776; and two years afterward he was made a
commissioner of customs at Edinburgh, where
he lived until his death.
Smith was a friend of Hume as well as a pupil
of Hutcheson and early absorbed the idea, then
becoming prevalent among philosophers, of an
order of nature in

human

affairs,

operating

through the principles of human nature as its
medium. For him, however, rational selfinterest was neither a mechanically perfect
guide, as it was for Bentham and his followers,
nor supreme in all realms of life. Sympathy
rather than utility or enlightened self-interest is
the basis of Smith's Moral Sentiments, and he

as the
necessity of labor is no longer portrayed
curse of Adam but as a positive blessing; knowl-

seems to have marked off the economic realm as
the appropriate field of the latter motives.
Smith's belief in the beneficence of free enter-

edge and education are valuable but only when
combined with a worthy and generally practical

prise is more than a mere assumption, for it is
supported by a wealth of fact and analysis of

purpose. Smiles held that the careful utilization
of time is of paramount importance; that honesty

and uprightness, industry and perseverance,

always triumph over

difficult external

circum-

economic processes. But neither

is

this belief a

conclusion dictated solely by scientific reasoning
viewed from this standpoint the chain of deduction has conspicuously weak links. The

most part people have
and
only their own neglect, mismanagement
improvidence to blame for their misfortunes.
Smiles thus saw in individual economy and

philosophy of the time a predisposition in favor
of a beneficent order of liberty; that further he
found the world suffering from misguided forms

providence the only salvation of the working
Although he praised the same ethical

marily freedom from these particular kinds of

stances;

and

that for the

classes.

qualities in all walks of life, he regarded business
by far the most favorable calling for the exer-

as

cise of virtue

and the development of character.
TALCOTT PARSONS

Other important

tvorks- Lives of the Engineers, 3 vols.

(London 1861-62; new ed 5 vols., 1874); Life and
Labour (London 1887), Autobiography, ed. by Thomas
Mackay (London 1905).
,

natural inference

that he absorbed

of control; and that to
restrictions

and

him

liberty

not, for example,

from the

meant

pri-

from modern

social legislation.

To Smith the

doctrine of liberty could not be

a scientific analysis of an actual economic system, since the order of liberty did not then exist.
Free exchange had developed to a point where
it

furnished a background of imperfectly fultendencies from which prevailing re-

filled

strictions

SMITH, ADAM (1723-90), Scottish economist

is

might be appraised. Mpre fundamen-

and moralist. Smith was the pioneer formulator
of English classical economics and with Ricardo

perhaps humanitarian and potentially
democratic ideals could similarly furnish a
standpoint from which might be viewed the

the chief formative influence in the classical tra-

system of eighteenth century nationalism with

tally

Smiles
its

callous, militaristic,
scheme of values.

dynastic and

The economic system
that

of

mercantilism;

aristocratic

of Smith's time was
there

were survivals

of earlier guild and local restrictions; the factory

system was in its infancy, but steam power was
yet to be applied to industry. Private enterprise
had advanced productive efficiency in both

and manufacturing; and, in England
at least, capital flowed from private sources in
amounts which, while not superabundant, were
agriculture

adequate to the exploitation of existing techniques. In contrast political government was not
only conspicuously inefficient but mainly an
instrument of class aims and privileges such as
competitive private enterprise tended to break

down. In harmony with this situation Smith
found that the general dogma of liberty embodied the most central and vital truth; but his
realism qualified it with exceptions, and he fell
back at critical points on the position not that
liberty worked flawlessly but that the worst evils
resulted from wrong governmental policies.
Along with this theme, although only iman
perfectly integrated with it, Smith presented
analysis of the natural tendencies of what is

Smith

"3

development of different forms of production,
the historical order supposedly paralleling the
order of superior productivity as gauged by the

amount of productive

labor a given capital sets

motion The superiority he accords to agriculture by this standard suggests physiocratic
leanings, although he rejects the dogma of the
in

sole productivity of agriculture. The alleged
superiority of domestic to foreign trade (not

convincingly demonstrated) contributes to the
case against mercantilism. He sets up canons of
taxation consistent with his general standpoint

and hence neither mercantilists nor physiocratic, but neutral in their effects on "natural"
economic development. His treatment of public
expenditures brings out interesting views on the
economic and social functions of government
and some surprising applications of individualism to justice, education and religion.
Discussing systems of economics he defines
mercantilism in terms of its identification of
wealth with money and on that basis condemns
it
utterly, although on a broader \iew which
identifies mercantilism as

one form of economic

nationalism he approves certain elements in the
system, as, for example, the navigation acts. In

nowadays called the price system, vvhich furnished the point of departure for the subsequent
"
development of "economic theory For most of

cases at least he maintains consistency by regarding such measures as involving a sacrifice

he could probably
not claim priority Professor Hollander has noted

by a superior value of a

his specific points of doctrine

as his chief contribution the setting

up of

a

standard of appraisal based on amount of goods
produced for the consumption of the people at
large.

Smith's analysis starts with the division of
labor, limited by the extent of the market, and

proceeds to a study of value and price and of the
"natural levels" of the shares in distribution

of opulence, which

may

nevertheless be justified
different sort: that of

national defense.

His views had immediate and immense inand a success which he himself did not
anticipate. Running counter as they did to
powerful vested interests, he did not expect
fluence

emerge victorious. The free trade revoEngland which followed in a later
generation is probably to be explained by the

them

to

lution in

rise to

political

power of

industrial interests

("component parts of price") For Smith the
labor a thing will buy is an absolute measure of

desirous of cheap food for the workers and so
opposed to the corn laws, while the manufactur-

value, for instance, in relation to deferred

ing supremacy which England gained by taking
the lead in the industrial revolution called for no

its

payments and other changes in time, but labor
cost does not alone determine exchange values.
He speaks of wealth as the product of labor and
of profits and rent as deductions from that product; but the subsequent Marxian theory of
exploitation was built not on this view but on the

more

protection but was best served by freedom of
trade. The industrial revolution also broke down

the craft interests benefiting by the survivals of
guild restrictions. In Germany, with its different
economic situation and political system, the

tinued progress in productive efficiency. Rent
does not determine price but is rather deter-

came later, and its
supremacy was short lived. Other countries
adopted much of Smith's ideology while remaining protectionists, and the later course of
the classical tradition was on the whole more in-

mined by it.
Smith proceeds

fluenced by Ricardo than by Smith.
The validity of Smith's doctrines for a

sophisticated labor-cost value theory of
Ricardo. Wages, according to Smith, can be
sustained above a subsistence level only by con-

to discuss the natural order of

success of Smith's economics

much
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perhaps mainly a matter of academic
may possibly be said that, so far as
economic behavior is still a matter of free inlater

age

is

interest. It

much truth remains, although it
needs to be rethought in terms of modern

dividual choice,
all

conditions and knowledge,

especially of the
forces conditioning such free choices In some
respects Smith may be closer to fact than the
later utilitarian logic or its

ment. In his time as

Austrian develop-

now the world was far from

following a "system of natural liberty"; but then
was moving toward it, while now it is moving

it

away. From an expression of things in process of
becoming the doctrine became in the midnineteenth century a bulwark of things existing;
from an attack on outstanding vested interests of

became

a defense of those of a later day
(often applied in ways foreign to Smith's own
now
And
it seems a refuge of "histhought).
its

day

toric

it

homesickness."

The trade barriers established since the World
War arc in the class of restrictions against which
Smith's system properly applies and might give
renewed validity, save for the apparent im-

it

possibility of moving in the Smithian direction.
In other fields this impossibility seems even
clearer. An incipient impasse between the order

of competitive liberty and the tendency of
entrepreneurs and others to combined action,

seen but passed over by Smith, has now become
a dominant fact. An economy of large corporations

is

not individualism in the Smithian sense,
to actual individuals The mod-

which referred

fact of a

coming generation. But an ideology that
have the same measure of pragmatic
in
relation to the forces of the twentieth
validity
century must include new elements and must
combine its elements with a very different balance of emphasis.
shall

JOHN MAURICE CLARK
The Theory of Moral Sentiments (London
1759; new ed hy Dugald Stewart, 1853), An Inquiry
into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations,
2 vols (London 1776, new ed by Edwin Cannan,
1904), Lectures on Justice, Police, Revenue and Arms,
ed. by Edwin Cannan (Oxford 1896), E\says on Philosophical Subjects, to Which is Prefixed an Account of
the Life and Writings of the Author, by Dugald Stewart
(Dublin 1795).
Works,

Consult Stewart, Dugald, in his Collected Works, ed.
vol. x (Edinburgh 1860) p.
3-98, Rae, John, Life of Adam Smith (London 1895);
Adam
Smith in der Culturgetchtchte
Oncken, August,

by William Hamilton,

(Vienna 1874),

London

"

1902) \ol

n, p.

70-80, 315-28, Bonar,

J

,

'The Theory of Moral Sentiments/ by Adam Smith,
759"

in.

W

,

,

1923); Delatour, Albert, Adam Smith (Pans 1886),
Hdbbach, Wilhelm, Untersuchungen uber Adam Smith
und die Entwicklutig der pohtischen Okononne (Leipsic
1891), Bagehot, Walter, "Adam Smith and Our Modern Economy" in his Works and Life, ed by E I W.
Harrington, vol vu (London 1915) p 176-212, Can-

nan, Edwin,

and the recognition of insecurities
from human arrangements but beyond
the power of individuals to meet successfully
has altered one of the bases of individualist
philosophy. The "natural order" can no longer
be called natural in contrast to opposing forces,
not even in the sense of an all sufficient ideal.
The principle of free choice and free exchange
remains an element in the present economic
order and doubtless has a proper place and
scope; but these are yet to be determined, one

1776

arising

Smith und Jmmanuel Kant

Journal of Philosophical Studies, vol i (1926)
Adam Smith and Modern
333-53, Small, Albion
The
Sociology (Chicago 1907), Morrow, Glenn R
Ethical and Economic Theories of Adam Smith, Cornell
York
no.
University, Studies in Philosophy,
13 (New
J

ern business cycle is clearly a different thing
from the trade fluctuations reflected in Smith's
writings;

Adam

(Leipsic 1877), and "Das Adam Smith-Problem" in
Zeitschnft fur Sozialwissenschaft, vol i (1898) 25-33,
101-08, 276-87, Stephen, Leslie, History of English
Thought in the Eighteenth Century, 2 vols (3rd ed.

A

History of the Theories of Production
Distribution in English Political Economy, from
to 1848 (3rded. London 1917) ch. iv, and "Adam
Smith as an Economist" in Economica, vol vi (1926)

and

123-34, Amonn, Alfred, "Adam Smith und die
Grundprobleme der Nationalokonorme" in Zeitschnft

fur die gesamte Staatswissenschaft, vol. Ixxx (1925-26)
575-648, Graziam, A in Annali di economia, vol. n
(1925-26) 17-42, Adam Smith 1776-1926, Lectures to
,

Commemorate the Sesqui centennial of the Publication
of "The Wealth of Nations" (Chicago 1928).

SMITH,

EDMUND MUNROE (1854-1926),

methods of conscious direction.
The most valid element in Smith's work was

American jurist and political scientist. Munroe
Smith graduated from Amherst College in 1874
and received his law degree from Columbia
College three years later. His studies in civil law
and legal history at various European universities from 1877 to 1880 brought him into contact

his prescience in selecting for the emphasis accorded by a central formula those elements demanding fuller expression than the time ac-

with the leading jurists of the time, including
Bruns, Wmdscheid, Jhering and Gneist, to
whom he later devoted an extensive series of

corded, and whose achievement of that fuller
expression was destined to be the outstanding

articles in the Political Science Quarterly. After
obtaining the degree of doctor of jurisprudence

possibility being a closer approximation to the
results of the (ideal) system of liberty but by

Smith
from Gottingen University, Munroe Smith became a member of the faculty of Columbia
University, a connection which lasted from 1880

of Columbia University, 1880-1030
1931, p. 12-18).

until his retirement in 1924.

Consult Sehpman, E. R. A., in Columbia Alumni
News, vol xvn (1925-26) 571-72, Fuess, Claude
in Amherst Graduates' Quarterly, vol x\i (1926-27)

Appointed proand political science in 1883,
he was given the chair of Roman law and comparative jurisprudence in 1891, while in 1922 he
fessor of history

became professor of European legal history.
Munroe Smith was influential in transforming
Columbia from a college into a university with
graduate study and was one
of the group led by Burgess which established
the first school of political science in the United

wide

facilities for

States.

As managing

ence Quarterly from

editor of the Political Sciits

foundation in 1886 to

1893, during 1898 and from 1904 to 1913 Munroe Smith obtained the collaboration of Euro-

pean as well as American scholars and established the journal's reputation. He served as
president of the American Political Science Association in 1917.

historical and comparative jurisprudence, which
enabled him to contribute materially to the liberalization of legal education in the United

In his lectures and writings his

critical

appreciations of detailed legal phenomena are
synthesized by the notable conception that Euro-

pean

had a common, cultural evoand did not consist merely of narrow,

legal history

lution

Munroe Smith's principal works include Bismarck and German Unity;
a Historical Outline (New York 1898, 3rd ed.
national developments.

1923), a classic interpretation of Bismarck's life

and works, and two studies relating to the crisis
of 1914, Out of Their Own Mouths (New York
1917) and Militarism and Statecraft (New York
1918). The latter was translated into many for-

A

eign languages. His other leading books are
General View of European Legal History and
Other Papers (New York 1927), which is a collection of his most important articles; and The
Development of European Law (New York 1928),

a

posthumous edition of his comprehensive
lectures on European legal history. His dissertation, "The Law of Citizenship from the International Point of View," was published in condensed form in Lalor's Cyclopedia of Political
Science (vol.

complete

list

ii,

Chicago 1883,

of his writings

M

22-26, Stone,

,

H F m

Comparative Law,

International Academy ot
Acta, vol i (Berlin 1928) p. 89-92
,

SMITH, GOLDWIN (1823-1910), AngloCanadian historian and publicist. In 1868 Smith,
an Englishman by birth and education, emigrated to the New World, where he spent the remainder of his life. He was in the United States
at the time when Cornell University was being
organized and became one of the small and distinguished group

of

its

first

professors

He

married a wealthy lady in Toronto in 1871 and
subsequently lived in that city. Although he was
regius professor of

from 1858

modern

Oxford
and con-

history at

to 1866, professor of English

from 1868 to 1894,
president of the American Historical Association
in 1904 and author of outline histories of Great
stitutional history at Cornell

His profound knowledge of foreign as well as
of Anglo-American law and his rare insight into
the relations of law to history and the other
social sciences gave Munroe Smith for more than
a generation a unique position in the fields of

States.

(New York

HESSFL E. YNTFMA

is

p. 941-56).

A

to be found in

A Bibliography of the Faculty of Political Science

and the United States, Smith's work as a
is of minor significance He had neither
gifts nor serious respect for research and only a
superficial historical knowledge But as speaker,
writer and controversialist on all contemporary
Britain

historian

questions he v> as equipped \\ ith positi\ e convictions, a vigorous epigrammatic st)le and an unlifelong
failing interest and literary activity

A

adherent of the Manchester school of economics
he became in his later yeais a stanch opponent of

He urged not only the complete
independence of Canada from Great Britain but
also the removal of tariff barriers between
Canada and the United States as a preliminary
to annexation bv the larger republic His advocacy of such a policy aroused great antagonism, but his activities on behalf of less controversial local interests caused him ultimately to be
accepted as one of Canada's most distinguished
citizens. Both in England and in Canada his
views were almost always those of a minority.
He opposed the Boer War. He disliked Cecil
Rhodes and regretted his bequest to Oxford. He
imperialism

deprecated the successive imperial conferences
London, maintaining that the dominions and
even India should be encouraged to set up for
themselves. Inconsistently he opposed home
in

rule for Ireland, believing the Irish race in-

capable of self-government, broke with Gladstone on the subject and joined the Unionists,
although he hated their imperialist views and
distrusted Chamberlain.

Smith disapproved of
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Spanish-American War and he wrote
against the growing American imperialism.
the

EDWARD

P.

CHEYNEY

Important works: The Reorganization of the University
of Oxford (London 1868), The United States; an
Outline of Political History (London 1893); The United
Kingdom; a Political History, 2 vols. (London 1899);
Lectures and Essays (New York 1881); Essays on
Questions of the Day, Political and Social (New York
1893, 2nd rev. ed. 1894), Canada and the Canadian
Question (London 1891); Commonwealth or Empire

(New York 1902), Reminiscences,
Haultam (New York 1910).

ed.

by T. Arnold

T. Arnold, Goldwin Smith; His
and Opinions (London 1913).

Consult: Haultain,
Life

SMITH, JAMES ALLEN (1860-1924), American

political

scientist.

Smith was born

in

Missouri and was educated first at the Univerthe University of
sity of Missouri and then at
Michigan, where he received his doctorate. He

became professor of political science at the
University of Washington, where he taught from
colleague and friend of Smith's
1897 to 1920.
at the latter university was Vernon Louis
Parrington, whose seminal history of American

A

veto and the adoption of an exceedingly rigid

amending process but by working out a highly
intricate system of checks and balances. The
constitution as it emerged from the convention
was far from welcome to the people at large, and
the state ratifying conventions adopted it only as
the result of guile and pressure on the part of the
conservative business interests whose influence

had preponderated in the drafting of the instrument.
It is true that when Smith wrote Turner had
already emphasized the importance of economic
forces in American historical development, but
his method remained to be applied in the arid
domain of political science. Smith's approach

was

and realistic, although where diwas lacking he was perhaps too
back upon the inherent nature of
prone
the political mechanisms embodied in the constitution. In certain respects he was perhaps too
historical

rect evidence

to fall

Machiavellian, but his fundamental thesis remains unshakable. Beard's An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States,

published six years

later,

more
was hardly

has achieved

fame than Smith's work; but

it

literature owed much to the contact. Because of
the unorthodox views which he held Smith

more than

did not experience a rapid advance in his
academic career.
Smith set in motion the economic interpretation of the American constitution. His The
Spirit of American Government (New York 1907)
was a pioneering work. Contemporary American
jurists and political scientists regarded the con-

Smith's ideas were an important influence in
launching the Progressive movement, furnishing
much of its ideological basis, although his book

stitution as a

more or

less divinely inspired in-

strument of government whose inner truths
could readily be grasped by exegesis. The result
of this constitution worship was a highly uncritical and static constitutional logomachy. Observing the frustration of democratic govern-

ment

in his

own

time,

Smith was led

to inquire

into the origins of the constitution. The decades
after the Civil War had amply demonstrated

"the cohesive power of public plunder" in
American life. If the government could be exploited for private economic ends at one time, it

was

logical to believe that the

phenomenon was

not unprecedented and might have existed also
in the patristic period.

a documentation of Smith's general

conclusions.

would have caused an even greater stir if it had
been published a few years later. Despite the
continuous perversion of democratic government by economic interests which Smith observed he remained nevertheless a good Jeffersonian democrat in his fundamental outlook.

This factor no doubt deprives his second work,
the posthumously published The Growth and
Decadence of Constitutional Government (New
York 1930), of most of its interest and value; in
fact it adds little to what Smith had already said
its attempt to cope with more recent
developments. Smith had been left behind by
the march of the times. The work of many
disciples had reduced his later work to the level

despite

of commonplace.

WILLIAM SEAGLE
Consult: ParrinRton,

Vernon

L

,

Introduction to The

Growth and Decadence of Constitutional Government
(New York 1930); Hamilton, Walton H., in Yale Law

Smith was the first to demonstrate that the
was actually "a reactionary document." Its mechanisms were intended to make

Journal, vol. xl (1930-31) 152-53; Chamberlain, John,
Farewell to Reform (New York 1932) ch. vu.

majority rule impossible while preserving its
external forms. This end the Fathers had ac-

SMITH, JOHN PRINCE.

constitution

complished not only by means of the judicial

JOHN.

See PRINCE-SMITH,

Smith
SMITH, JOSEPH

(1805-44), American religious leader. Smith came of a family of mystics

and grew up in an illiterate and poverty stricken
atmosphere charged with religious revivalism.
In his fifteenth year, while living at Manchester
in central New York, Smith claimed that he had
been visited by two angels, one of whom told
him to remain aloof from the conflict between
various religious groups in the town. According
to Smith there were subsequent visitations from

the angel,

who

revealed to

him the golden plates

which had purportedly been buried in a nearby
hill by Mormon in 385 A.D. Smith stated that
these contained records written in "reformed
Egyptian"; they were in fact a meaningless
collection of Greek and Hebraic characters
mingled with Indian symbols. Smith translated
the tablets with the aid of magic spectacles discovered near the plates; the latter were levitated
after their translation.

This Book of Mormon which was published in
Palmyra in 1830 (new ed. Salt Lake City 1920),
was intended to supplement the Bible. It relates
the story of the settlement of America by a group
of people who left Jerusalem after the confusion
of tongues at the Tower of Babel Although the
work repeats many of the statements of the Holy
Scriptures, it also contains a curious medley of
Protestant dogma and native superstition and
appears to have been influenced by the current
anti-Catholic and anti-Masonic movements In
later years Smith announced other revelations
dealing primarily with the doctrines and organi,

zation of

The Church

of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints, which he founded in 1830.

Among

them were A Book of Commandments (Zion, Mo.
1833) anc* Doctrine and Covenants (Kirtland
1835, new ed. Salt Lake City 1921).

The hostility of their neighbors in the east
led the Mormons under Smith to establish a
colony in Kirtland, Ohio. In 1837, forced to
leave Kirtland, they settled in western Missouri.
There as well as in Ohio the prophet started the

United Order, a form of communism of prophe failed in both attempts, however, and

erty;

substituted the principle of tithing. Mob attacks forced the Mormons to leave Missouri for

where Smith reached the height of his
of Nauvoo, a Mormon
city of fifteen thousand inhabitants, and a power
in state politics. He headed the Nauvoo Legion
of six thousand uniformed men and announced
Illinois,

power.

He was mayor

himself a candidate for the presidency of the
United States. A factional quarrel within the
city,

however, excited the ever ready suspicions

of the Gentiles and Smith was a tacked and slain.

Present day
of the

Mormonism
doctrines

largely

founder, who also

(q ^

)

still

consists

propounded by

instituted

its

its

widespread mis-

He introduced polygamy on the

sionary system.
basis of a revelation subsequent to the Book, but
it wat
practised secretly only
Although he was admired by his
followers, Smith failed in -;he practical tests of
leadership. He was always in controversy with
his aids, and hundreds of his converts became

during his lifetime

by the

leaders.

apostates.

Thousands,

took

however,

their

places. At his death several factions contended
for control of the church, but the main body

followed Brigham Young.

NELS ANDERSON
Woodbridge, The Founder of Mormonism (New York 1902), and "Popular Bibles" in
Cambridge History of American Literature, vol. iv (New
York 1921) ch. xxviu, pt. i, Beardsley, Harry
Joseph Smith and His Mormon Empire (Boston 1932);
Evans, John H Joseph Smith, an American Prophet
(New York 1933), Cannon, George Q The Life of
Joseph Smith, the Prophet (Salt Lake City 1888).
Consult Riley,

I

M

,

,

,

THOMAS

SMITH, SIR
(c. 1513-77), English
statesman and scholar. Smith came of a family
of wealth and social position. He entered Cambridge in his fourteenth year, became a fellow
of Queen's College in 1530 and public orator to
the university when only twenty-five. In 1540,
having become interested in the controversies

by the Reformation concerning the relachurch and state, Smith went to the
continent to study civil and canon law. He reraised

tions of

turned to Cambridge in 1542 with strong leanings toward Protestantism and Erastianism. In

1544 the king appointed him
fessor of civil law at

first

regius pro-

Cambridge.

On the accession of Edward vi and under the
patronage of Protector Somerset, apparently a
distant

relative,

he was drawn into

politics,

holding a number of public offices including one
of the two principal secretaryships of state. On
the fall of Somerset he suffered eclipse, being
deprived of most of his offices, imprisoned for
a time

and heavily

fined.

He

suffered

still

more

during Mary's reactionary reign. That, as a
Protestant, he escaped more serious penalties

was due mainly

to the personal influence of

whom Smith had earlier
Under Elizabeth he again emerged

Bishop Gardiner, for
interceded.

man of power. He entered Parliament in
1559 and took a prominent part in framing both
the Act of Uniformity of that year and the
revised prayer book. From 1562 to 1566 he was
as a
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ambassador to France, establishing an AngloFrench entente which, on a second embassy in
1572, he was able to consummate in a defensive
alliance. For this achievement Elizabeth made
him principal secretary of state. His main work,
however, was done.
Smith's most notable work as a publicist was
De republica Anglorum (published posthumously
in 1583, latest and best ed. by L. Alston, London
1906). Composed in Pans about 1565 but written in English, it presents an invaluable picture
of the actual working of the English constitution, including the administration of justice, in

Tudor

As

a diplomat he
penned over three hundred letters from France,
which are calendared in the Elizabethan state

the middle

papers.

He

also

period.

wrote learned works on Greek

pronunciation and English style. Smith is recognized as one of the ablest and most honorable
of the great men of Tudor England
F. J. C. HEARNSHAW
The Life of the Learned Sir
Thomas Smith, Kt. D.C.L. (new ed Oxford 1820),

Consult. Strype, John,

W

A

History of Political Thought in the
Allen, J.
Sixteenth Century (London 1928) p 262-68, Beauverger, Edmond de, Tableau histonque des progres de
la philosophic pohtique (Pans 1858) ch. x.
,

SMITH, WILLIAM ROBERTSON

(1846-

94), Scottish philologist, Biblical and Semitic
scholar. Educated at Aberdeen and Edinburgh,

Smith achieved distinction in mathematics,
and natural philosophy as well
as in his chosen field of theology and Semitic
languages. His scientific mind responded to the
critical work of Kuenen and Wellhausen, so that
he early became the leading British exponent of
the higher criticism. While professor of oriental languages and Old Testament exegesis at
Free Church College he embodied his scientific
physical science

findings in the article "Bible" contributed to the

ninth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britanmca.

Orthodoxy was disturbed. Smith was indicted
before the General Assembly and, although he
lost his chair, won the battle for freedom by
vindicating the right of a member of the Free
Church to accept the results of scientific scholarship and to believe in the progressive development of vital religion and theology.
In 1881 Smith became joint editor of the
Encyclopaedia Bntannica and later as editor in
chief carried that work to its conclusion. He was
made Lord Almoner's professor of Arabic at

Cambridge (1883), university librarian (1886)
and Adams professor of Arabic (1889). During
this period his interest turned from purely Bibli-

cal studies to the interpretation of the origin

and development of Semitic religion. At that
time the search for religious origins and for the
law of religious evolution was capturing advanced scholars in many fields. Unlike most of
the others, Smith did not center his research
origin of ideas. He was the first to
maintain that in primitive religions the rites,
institutions and practises were primary and not

upon the

belief or myth. Religion was social, integral to
the group, a way of securing and preserving the
values of community life. The earliest religious

group was composed of kinsmen bound together
by blood relationship. Groups, however, included in the blood bond not only men but
animals and gods who were originally totems.
This relationship accounts for the basic form of
ancient sacrifice a communion meal which removed elements of discord and danger and
renewed the bond between the god and his kinsmen by the communication of divine life. From
this beginning, under the influence of new cultural conditions, the

development of property
and the elaboration of the idea of tabu, all
other forms of sacrifice evolved.
A better understanding of totemism has discredited this theory of origins, and it is now
generally agreed that it is impossible to weave
rights

all forms of sacrifice into a
genetic development.
Nevertheless, Smith holds a secure place in the
history of comparative religion for his insistence

on the

social

and

practical nature of religion, his

gods are rooted in the social life
of their people and by the intimations he gave,
realization that

long unheeded by scholars, of the purely
cial distinction

artifi-

between magic and religion.
A. EUSTACE HAYDON

Important works Kinship and

Mamage in Early Ara-

(London 1885, new ed. by S. A. Cook, 1903);
The Old Testament in the Jewish Church (Edinburgh
1881, 2nd ed. London 1892), The Prophets of Israel
and Their Place in History to the Close of the Eighth
Century nc (Edinburgh 1882, new ed. by T. K.
Cheyne, London 1895); Lectures on the Religion of the
Semites. First Series, Aberdeen University, Burnett
Lectures, 1888-89 (Edinburgh 1889, 3rd ed. by S. A.
Cook, London 1927), Lectures and Essays of William
Robertson Smith, ed by J. S. Black and G. W.
bia

Chrystal (London 1912).

and Chrystal, G. W., The Life
of William Robertson Smith (London 1912); Pinard
de la Boullaye, H., L 'etude compares des religions, 2
vola. (3rd ed. Paris 1929) vol. i, p. 402.
Consult'. Black, J. S.,

SMITH, ZILPHA DREW (1852-1926), American social worker.

head of the small

Miss Smith
office

in 1879

staff of

the

became
newly

Smith
was made general

secretary.

She and a group of outstanding

citizens,

charity. In 1886 she

up

Smuggling

formed Associated Charities of Boston, then
among the pioneer societies for organizing

tion of an absolute prohibition. Probably there

has always been smuggling whenever the profits
to offset the risks. Internal smuggling

seemed

familiar with the accomplishments of the

France, with its provincial inthe French Revolution; but
smuggling on the whole has been concerned

don

with national frontiers.

managers

of

the

made themselves

society,

Lonand pushed on experimentally with
development in the use of volunteers, especially
as family visitors, and in the systematic training
society

Her

in

persisted

equalities,

particular

when

until

The

practise

came

into

prominence in early modern times,

mercantihstic doctrines led to national

classes for training field

customs duties and commercial prohibitions in

secretaries,

begun in 1891, were the forerunners
modern schools for teaching social case

place of the earlier

of the

smuggling has been a matter of sneaking things

of staff workers.

work; and the Boston Monday Evening Club
founded by her and a few friends in 1888 was the
first discussion group of social workers in the

United States. Miss Smith helped also to bring
about the establishment of the first public playground in Boston. Because of poor health she
resigned from her post in 1903 and the following
year she became associate director of the newly

formed Boston School of Social Work,

known
Social

as

the

Simmons

College

later

School of

Woik; she retained

this position until
to retire in 1918.

local

tolls

Occasionally

out of a country; violations, for instance, of the
edicts forbidding the exportation of white elephants from Siam, merino sheep from Spain
and machinery from England in the early days
of the industrial revolution. The vast bulk of

smuggling operations, however, has consisted of
importations.
Probably the longest continuous smuggling
activity was that which centered on the south
coast of England for some five centuries. At the
outset, in the fourteenth century, exports were

compelled her
In her teaching, which was notably skilful,
she emphasized particularly the careful placement of students in field work and the correlation of that work w ith studies Throughout her

smuggled. The effort to encourage a domestic
woolen industry by imposing heavy export
duties upon raw wool or by prohibiting its ex-

few

mercial offering, to the prolonged success of
smuggling bands, known as "owlers" because

illness

and teacher and

career as organizer

in the

published works which she found time to write,
Miss Smith insisted that the main function of
chanty organizations and the test of their value
lay in the strengthening of family life. Despite
her strong feeling that the state was to be

resorted to only after all attempts to build up
family morale had been made by private relief
agencies, yet she took part in framing \\isely

the mothers' aid

law m Massachusetts.

As a pioneer in the new calling of social work,
she enjoyed the respect and friendship of the
most outstanding of her contemporaries including Mary E. Richmond in the United States and
Charles S. Loch, head of the London society.
JEFFREY R. BRACKETT
Important work' Deserted Wives and Deserting Husbands, Associated Chanties of Boston, Publications,
no. 75 (Boston 1901).

M. E., in Family, vol. xi (1930-31)
67-79, Boston Family Welfare Society, and Simmons
Consult: Rich,

portation entirely led, by reason of the great
demand in Flanders for England's chief com-

they worked at night.

The

center of their ac-

was Romney Marsh, where the men of the
Cinque Ports welcomed smuggling, like piracy
and privateering, as a relief from the tedium of
regular commerce. A marked change came when

tivity

pay part of the cost of its long
French wars (1689-1815) by means of
high customs duties. By 1700 the English
smugglers were shifting from exports to imports. For a century and a half they brought
great quantities of brandy, tobacco, tea and
other highly taxed commodities into England.
There was some activity on the eastern coast and
around the Isle of Man, but the old region of
Kent, Sussex and Hampshire remained the

England

tried to

series of

center of operations.
During the eighteenth century some of the
continental nations had trouble with overland

m

December eleventh,

the Pyresmuggling. Through remote passes
nees contraband moved both ways between

is the illegal transportation of
things or persons into or out of a country in
avr' lance of
payment of an impost or in viola-

France and Spam. France, where Colbert had
developed an elaborate system of commercial
restrictions in the previous century, was also
flooded with tobacco and other things from Savoy,
Switzerland, Germany and the Netherlands*

College, School of Social

of Ztlpha D. Smith

1926

.

.

.

Work,
Held
.

A Meeting in Memory
.

.

(n.p., n.d.).
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As Europe expanded

overseas, the extension
of monopolistic mercantilistic measures to the

was an

and molasses into the mainland colonies from
the foreign islands. The British islands, how-

and

ever, could not absorb all the lumber, fish, flour

widespread smuggling. This was most prevalent
in the Spanish and English colonies. Holland
rigidly repressed it in the East Indies but abetted
it in America.
Spain neglected the normal commercial needs
and desires of its American colonists but at the

and beef which the Yankees produced. Those
the same time were in heavy demand
in the French and Spanish islands, which
needed an outlet for their surplus sugar and
molasses The Act of 1733 became virtually a
dead letter. Governor Bernard of Massachusetts
estimated that of some 15,000 hogsheads of rum
brought into that colony in one year, fewer than
500 came legally from the British islands. Gren-

colonies

invitation to persistent

same time

strictly proscribed all intercourse
with other nations. This vast potential market
was a chronic temptation to Anglo-Saxon trad-

articles at

ers.

English or American smugglers violated the
Spanish regulations from the time when Hawkins sold slaves at the cannon's mouth in Eliza-

ville tried to

beth's day down to the gun running in the last
days of Spanish rule in Cuba four centuries

In the early years of the nineteenth century
the Napoleonic wars brought on one of the
greatest epidemics of smuggling in history.

later.

The legal loophole of a ship a year, granted

England by Spain in the Asiento at Utrecht in
1713, was shamelessly exploited by smugglers
from England end its American colonies. Spanto

ish efforts to check the practise led to the

Jenkins's Ear in 1739.

As the wars

War of

of Latin

American independence approached, shortly
after 1800, the English and Americans became
still bolder in their smuggling, which included
the practise of gun running. This smuggling of
arms has been associated ever since with revolutionary movements in those regions.
While the Spanish colonists let the AngloSaxons smuggle for them, England's American
colonists ran a flourishing smuggling business
on their own account. Their defiance of the

Navigation Acts and other commercial laws
became so prevalent that for a long time they
were not forced to resort to the usual clandestine
practises of smugglers. Tobacco, indigo, masts
and othe" "^numerated" articles were to be

shipped only to England, but

many

colonial

stop these colonial irregularities in
1763, only to precipitate much more serious
trouble.

his Berlin and Milan decrees,
closing the ports of the whole continent to English trade Had the regulations of this continental
system been enforced at their face value, Europe

Napoleon issued

would have gone

and would in addition have suffered a shortage
of British textiles and hardware. With millions
desiring such articles and with England in
constant quest of markets it is not surprising that
large quantities of contraband seeped into

Europe. Heligoland, in the North Sea, became a
smuggling operations;
while the abnormal use of licenses and neutral
flags together with the venality of port officials
lively center for regular

made

Island

and other oversea products were to be
purchased only in England, but large amounts
came direct from Holland and other parts of
Europe. The American colonists furnished food
and naval materials to the French and Spanish
colonies even when the mother countries were
at war with England. The most important, and
probably the most justifiable branch of colonial
smuggling, was the trade with the French and

tant

to a lesser extent with the Spanish sugar islands
of the West Indies. In 1733 the planters of

Jamaica and the other British islands secured the
passage of a Molasses Act (or Sugar Act), laying
a prohibitive duty on the bringing of sugar, rum

possible

further

extensive

operations

which may also be classed as smuggling. At the
same period the Embargo and Non-Intercourse
acts in the United States also led to smuggling,
particularly along the St. Croix River on the
New Brunswick frontier and through Amelia

cargoes went direct to continental ports when
higher prices could be obtained there. Tea, textiles

for several years without tea,
and other colonial wares

coffee, chocolate, sugar

on the edge of Spanish Florida.
For a century thereafter there were no impor-

new outbreaks except in connection with
the slave trade. This was declared illegal by
England in 1807 and by the United States in
1808, while England secured the agreement of
the other powers to the principle in the Treaty
of Vienna in 1815. There was still a strong demand for slaves, however, in the United States
and in Cuba. Despite the vigilance of British and
American cruisers illicit slave trading continued
at least until the American Civil War. In the
United States the "underground railroad," by
which northerners helped many slaves to escape
to Canada, might be called a form of export
smuggling.
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Smuggling
Smuggling was suddenly revived on a grand
scale in the United States soon after the World
War. It resulted principally from the legislation
which prohibited the liquor traffic and radically
curtailed immigration from Europe in addition
to extending the earlier exclusion of orientals.
Liquor and aliens together with narcotics were

smuggled into the country in great quantities.
There was a "Rum Row" anchored just outside
the legal limit near New York Swift motor
boats brought to Florida aliens from Cuba and
liquor from Bimini. Aliens were smuggled also
across the Rio Grande and up the Pacific coast
from Ensenada in Mexico., Many of the thousand roads crossing the Canadian border were
the scene of nocturnal smuggling operations It
was estimated that the number of smuggled
aliens was almost equaj to the number legally
admitted on quota, while liquor and drugs seem
to have been available in adequate quantities for
all who would pay the price.
From the economic standpoint conventional,
commercial smuggling may be regarded as an
effort to

bring business into normal channels,
it had been diverted
by arbitrary

from which
laws.

As

a

rough attempt to secure

laissez faire

sympathetic treatment from the
economist Adam Smith, who defined a smuggle!
as "a person who, though no doubt highly
it

received

blamable for violating the laws of his country, is
frequently incapable of violating those of nacural justice, and would have been, in every respect, an excellent citizen had not the laws of his
country

made

that a crime

which nature never

meant to be so" (Wealth of Nations Everyman
,

ed., 2 vols

,

London

1910, vol.

ii,

p. 379).

The

smuggler in consequence ordinarily met with
"public indulgence" and was even regarded as a
friend of the people because he made available a
supply of desirable

articles at reasonable prices.

was often difficult to secure a conviction for
smuggling from an English or American jury.
In the American colonies this feeling had political as well as economic consequences. The
trade with the foreign sugar islands was of such
obvious benefit to both parties that when efforts
were finally made to enforce the Act of 1733 the
American revolutionary movement received a
great stimulus. The Americans in fact acted as
though the protracted toleiated smuggling had
given them an inherent right to the prohibited
It

trade.

Widespread smuggling

at a

duties penalized the "fair trader"

time of high

who

tried to

goods which had legally passed the customs.
At a time when tea sold for 7d in Holland and
sell

from 33 6d to 53 a pound

England the smuggler could make a generous profit and still undersell

in

the legitimate merchant.

diamond merchants

of

Even today the

New York

are complain-

ing of the difficulty of meeting the competition
of smuggled wares.

Smuggling operations have ordinarily
quired a

fairly elaborate organization.

An

re-

indi-

may sneak diamonds or drugs past a
customs inspector in a fountain pen barrel or
hollow heels, but the bulk of smuggling has been
a regular ^business for gangs. Maritime smugvidual

gling, for instance, called for considerable divi-

sion of labor, with separate groups or individuals
for purchasing, sea transport, landing, inland
carnage and final sale of the smuggled wares.

A

gang which smuggled aliens, and which was
prosecuted in the United States in 1931, was
reputed to have made profits of $20,000,000 and
to have operated with all the efficiency of a chain
store system, adding subsequent blackmail to

the actual running of the aliens. The financial
backers of smuggling operations have usually
concealed their identity, although John Hancock
received ample publicity in this connection.

Populai imagination associates smuggling
with the nocturnal landing of contraband in
some lemote cove. In the old days the fast sailing
smuggling vessel would "hover" off the prearranged spot with the contraband broken up
into small packages to facilitate speedy handling.
contact was established, the cargo would

When

be carried ashore in rowboats and delivered to
the "shore gang," whose pack horses would take
it for
storage to a house or even a church until it

was ready for final distribution. Modern maritime smuggling follows these general lines, but
the use of steamships, wireless, motor boats,
seaplanes and automobiles has given the smugglers increased mobility

and

facility

of com-

munication. There were, however, many other
methods of running contraband. The old English

smuggling

craft often transferred their

con-

traband to coasting colliers, which were not
normally examined by customs officers; while
valuable articles are still smuggled through the

customs concealed in bales or boxes of commodities subject to lower duties. American
colonial smuggling was probably as brazen as
any, for the complaisance of the customs officials
usually made clandestine operations unnecessary. In early land smuggling pack horses were
used to transport contraband over remote trails.
Today the automobile and the airplane have
greatly facilitated such work, while even carrier
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pigeons and dogs are used across land frontiers,

which have become much more numerous in
Europe since the World War. Smuggling methods are naturally affected by the size of the objects to
factors.

be smuggled and

also

by geographical
A coast line indented with numerous
coves and inlets is much more favorable than
long, inhospitable sandy stretches; while land
frontiers marked by high mountains or broad
rivers are easier to protect

than arbitrary lines on

by the transfer of destroyers from the navy and
the building of small, fast "rum chasers." In
addition to the regular customs service the
United States also established separate border
patrols under the prohibition, immigration and
narcotics services. It has also attempted to check

smuggling through the customs by offering to
informers a generous share of the condemnation
proceeds.
One of the

main

difficulties in

checking smug-

the map.

gling has been the corruption of the preventive

The smuggling gangs were frequently guilty
of desperate lawlessness. Capture meant not
only confiscation of property but also at times

The officials, seldom overpaid, have
frequently yielded to the temptation of securing
easy money in the place of performing a thankless if not dangerous duty. Charges of such cor-

long imprisonment or even death. The gangs on
the south coast of England maintained a virtual
reign of terror in the adjacent countryside and at

one time enforced the rule that all inhabitants
should turn their faces to the wall when smugnot be recogglers passed, so that they might
nized. Kipling described this well in his "SmugSong" in Puck of Pock's Hill. The no-

services.

ruption did not die with the eighteenth century.
Even since the World War they have been
leveled against

glers'

ful

Hawkshurst gang barbarously murdered
a customs officer and an informer, and the customs forces were frequently unable or unwilling

effective

torious

to attempt seizures.

The

destruction of the

Gaspee near Providence in 1772

may be

classed

as either patriotism or smuggling violence according to the point of view. More than two

hundred American officials were beaten or
murdered during the recent smuggling epidemic,
which also developed the piratical hijacker who
stole by force from the "legitimate" smuggler.

To check smuggling governments have not
only imposed criminal penalties but employed
such devices as armed coast guards and frontier
patrols. The early English threats of death
penalties failed to check the owlers, and by 1700
Parliament had established armed customs "pre-

ventive" forces on and offshore, supplementing
them with the regular army and navy. In the

eighteenth century Parliament passed act after
act in an attempt to meet every new evasion of

the smugglers, gradually extending

the au-

thority of the preventive forces as the smugglers
were pushed farther offshore. This legislation

was

effectively coordinated in 1825. Spain developed an elaborate system of guardacostas to
protect its colonial monopoly, while eighteenth
century France used regular troops in addition

to

its

customs

new United

officers.

States

One of the first acts of the

government was the estab-

lishment of a revenue cutter service, part of the
present Coast Guard. In the wave of smuggling
after the World War this was greatly augmented

members

of the

United States

Coast Guard and against the Canadian customs
service, in which, it was charged, one of the most
prominent officials was connected with a power-

smuggling gang.

As Adam Smith implied, perhaps the most
way to prevent smuggling is to avoid

excessive customs duties, which too often defeat
purpose of increasing the revenue. To be

their

effective repressive measures would seem to require international cooperation to make possible
the seizure of contraband at the source, so that

the smuggler would have to face the preventive
machinery of at least two nations. Much progress has

been made in this direction in the recent

post-war period. Between 1924 and 1928 the
United States negotiated eleven treaties with

maritime powers to check smuggling. These
raised the disputed question of jurisdiction in
marginal seas and permitted, for the checking of
smuggling, the pursuit and seizure of craft be-

yond the three-mile territorial limits. In 1925
the Baltic and Scandinavian nations joined in a

Even
more comprehensive arrangements have been
made between the United States and Canada.
similar pact to check liquor smuggling.

Certain questions of jurisdiction have been referred to the League of Nations, which had already been dealing with the smuggling of nar-

and "white slaves." It seems posAmerican smuggling orgy following the World War has paved the way for
methods which will radically check the practise.
ROBERT G. ALBION
cotics, slaves

sible that the

See: CUSTOMS DUTIES; PROTECTION; BOUNDARIES;
CONTINENTAL SYSTEM; EMBARGO; PROHIBITION; LIQUOR TRAFFIC; SLAVERY; OPIUM PROBLEM.
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SNELLMAN, JOHAN VILHELM (1806-81),
Finnish philosopher and statesman. Snellman
was horn in Stockholm of Swedish- Finnish
family He taught philosophy at the University
of Helsmgfors, was minister of finance in the

Finnish cabinet from 1863 to 1868 and director
of the Finnish land mortgage society from 1869
to 1881.

Snellman early came under the influence of
T

the Hegelian school, and

m

his V en>uch etner
spekulatwen Entwicklung der Idee der Person-

hchkeit (Tubingen 1841) and Laran om staten
(Theory of the state, Stockholm 1842; new cd.

Heismgfors 1892) he stressed the importance of
the "national spirit." After traveling in Germany
and Sweden he returned to Finland in 1842 and

became the leading spirit in the Finnish national
movement. Because of the country's union with
Sweden, Swedish was until 1809 the language of
the educated classes. In 1844 Snellman founded
the weekly paper Sainta, in which he appealed
to the Swedish speaking groups in Finland to
support Finnish nationalism. When this paper
was suppressed at the instigation of the Russian
governor general in 1847, he established the
Litteraturblad for allman medborgerhg btldning,
in which he continued to express his views. In
Snellman's opinion

all

Movements

Social Christian

Smuggling

fork 1924); Teignmouth, Lord (H. N. Shore), and
Harper, C. G., The Smugglers, 2 vols (London 1923),
combining separate volumes by each author, Eighteenth Century Documents Relating to the Royal Forests,
the Sheriffs and Smuggling, ed by A L Cross, University of Michigan, Publications
History and

national cultural

and

political efforts were vain unless the language of
the majority of the people, Finnish, was cultivated and accepted as the official language of the

country.
As minister of finance as well as in his

work Snellman, influenced
by Friedrich List, took a great

interest
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economic questions,

in

manifesting
deep theoretical understanding and unusual
vision. He devoted considerable attention to the
utilization of the Finnish forests,

promoted the

building of railways and in spite of accumulated
difficulties carried through a policy of monetary
reform (1865) whereby the Finnish currency

was separated from the fluctuating Russian
paper money and based on the silver standard.
HUGO E. PIPPING
Works Sarnlade

arbeten, 10 vols. (Heismgfors

1892-

98)

T

Rein,
J V. Snellman, 2 vols (2nd ed.
Helbinufois 1904), Pipping, H. E, Myntreformen ar
1865 (The monetary reform of 1865) (Helsmgfors
1928), Wuormen, J II Nationalism in Modern Finland (New York 1931) p 87-94

Consult

,
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SOCIAL CASE WORK.
section

See SOCIAL WORK,
on SOCIAL CASE WORK.

SOCIAL CHANGE.

See CHANGE, SOCIAL.

SOCIAL CHRISTIAN MOVEMENTS.

So-

movements represent one of the
social question raised by
the development of modern capitalism and industrialism. All social Christian movements are
grounded in traditional social idea and the ethical and social forces found in Christianity and
cial

Christian

forms of reaction to the

are inspired
its

is

by the

belief that Christianity, with

ideas, values, ethical duties

a decisive,

if

and

institutions,

not the most decisive, factor in

the struggle against the social and economic evils
of society. Setting up a transcendentalism in
opposition to the secularism of capitalism, they
from the secularization

find that social evil arises

of social and economic
ethical

and

life

divorced from the

social values of Christianity.

Social Christian movements have developed
in all industrialized counti tes since the inception
of the capitalist era. Their relative strength or
weakness has depended on the degree of industrialization

tion of the

and the corresponding proletarizawage earning masses; their scope and

significance have varied with the degree of intensity and vitality of Christian ideas. Those

Christian denominations which aspire to an influential position in private and public life
been more open to social Christian currents

have
than

those which do not make such claims. In general,
however, manifestations of this sort have de-

veloped in both Catholicism and Protestantism.
The first important social Christian movements

brilliant journalistic

had their origin in Great Britain

particularly

SOCIALISM), but France and

(see

CHRISTIAN

Germany soon
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and

followed suit. In France the earlier attempts of
Lammenais and Lacordaire, Villeneuve-Bargemont and Ozanam to adjust Catholic social

theory and practise to the

new

Under the

leadership of Franz Hitze,

from the present order of

seeks merely to distinguish the Christian movement from un-Christian or anti-Christian manifestations of the social

movement Such currents

where the

existing tendencies have

are found

assumed a strong anti-Christian bias and where
'

Christianity

Heinnch

the ruling

Pesch and Franz Brandts the Volksverein fur das
Katholische Deutschland was founded and the
movement
political aims of the social Catholic

is

regarded as a reactionary tool of

class.

Social Christian

movements

are to be distin-

guished from the purely charitable institutions
developed by Christianity. Whereas charitable
welfare organizations are merely institutions fulfilling given functions, the social Christian

were realized in the German Center party, A
tremendous spur to the growth of social Catholicism was supplied by the encyclical Rerum
navarum issued by Pope Leo xm on May 15,
1891 and similar movements took shape in other

movements by

their

dynamic character are

forced to take either a positive or a negative
stand toward the existing economic and social

,

European countries.

system and the

Simultaneously with these developments in
Catholicism a social Christian movement grew
up within German Protestantism. Wichern, the

talism.

home

society.

spirit of Christianity and that the infusion of
Christian feeling and Christian ethics into social
life will alleviate social distress. The third group

conditions of in-

were carried on and elaborated by
Charles Perrin and culminated in the very active
social Catholic movement of Count Albert de
Mun, Count Rene de La Tour du Pin and the
dustrialization

Action Liberale Populaire. In Germany the beginnings of social Catholicism go back to the
work of Baader, Gorres and Dolhnger and above
all to the powerful influence of Bishop Ketteler.

distinct

The second holds that the existing economic and
social order may be reformed by the force and

,

social

problem created by capi-

They must concern themselves with

the

causes of the social problem as soon as they become aware of them Superficially these causes

mission, was fol-

may appear to be due merely to absence of social

lowed by Victor Aim Huber, Rudolf Todt and
Adolf Stocker In 1878 Stocker founded the

In such cirspirit or to its perverted character.
cumstances the movement tends to exhaust itself

great organizer of the

Chrtsthchso staler

Arbeiterpartei

in

order

to

win the Christian workers away from Social
Democratic organizations, and in 1890 with
Ludwig Weber, A. Hainach and A. Wagner he

in

mere

criticism of this spirit

and

in developing

a spirit of reform. A deeper analysis leads to a
critique of existing social institutions and to preoccupation with the foundations of the ruling

established the Evangehsch-Sozialer Kongress,

order

with liberalism, individualism and capi-

which called upon theologians and economists to

talism.

The problem

cooperate in the elaboration of a social Christian
program. The radical wing of this movement,

tian thought as well as its assimilation into the
main social currents of the time depends on

under the leadership of Fnednch Naumann,
later broke away and joined forces with the more

whether the

secular democratic groups in Germany. With
the tremendous growth of the Social Democratic

party in Germany, especially during the period
following the World War, numerous groups of
religious socialists were formed. These groups,
while rejecting the materialistic philosophy of

of the radicalism of Chris-

social Christian

movement

recog-

nizes the existing economic and social order and
seeks merely to reform it from within, or whether
it rejects entirely the foundations of the
prevail-

ing system In the latter case there

is

the alterna-

alignment with socialistic
form of anticapitalism or propaganda for a new
Christian social order to be marked by a corporate structure of society such as existed during the
tive of either a spiritual

Marxism, experienced no conflict between their
Christian principles and active participation in
the socialist movement. The circle of Theodor
Steinbiichel and Heinrich Mertens among the
Catholics and the Tillich and Mennicke groups
among the Protestants have been the most con-

between the spirit of reform which minimizes the weight of concrete institutions and interests but overestimates the force of attitudes

spicuous of the religious socialist groups.
These varying tendencies and currents may be

transformation.

classified

roughly into three groups.

The

first

an objective social and
economic order derived from Christian doctrine
affirms the existence of

centuries of exclusively Christian domination.
The span of the social Christian movement thus
lies

and those currents which look to an actual

social

The first attack of social Christian movements is directed against economic liberalism.
There are differences among the various social

Social Christian
Christian groups as to the question of state intervention, its extent, how and when it should occur
and whether this intervention is merely subsidiary or primary. In countries like Germany
and Austria state intervention is taken for

m

France or England. This
granted more than
is due to the prevailing attitude toward the state.
In France this very question divides the social

movements

into two factions
interand non-interventionists. Interventionism has claimed more and more lasting successes, and increasing recognition has been given
to the role of the state. Since the Rerum novarum
this role has been acknowledged, in principle at
least, also in the French Catholic movements.

Christian

ventionists

The

the times has become opposed to

spirit of

non-interventionism, even in England The insocial and
creasing interference of the state

m

economic matters has

effectively dispelled

all

opposition to state intervention within the social
Christian movement There remains, however,
the question as to the degree and significance of

such intervention. This subject was discussed
vigorously during the post-war period under the
stimulus of the social policy and welfare activiof the state, and it will probably continue to
receive considerable attention in the future as a

ties

result of the current tendencies

and

political

toward

social

modern economic and social order with
its
emphasis on the economic freedom of the inter of the

interest.

his

The
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Such

social

Christian currents reflect a sort of personalism,
a
according to which the individual lives
complex of social relationships. They reject,

m

however, the view which holds that the indiis the only reality in a
contractually or-

vidual

ganized system of society Other groups are so
emphatic in their affirmation of the unity of society and its organic parts that they take their
point of departure from the community as the
true

reality,

considering

more precisely the person
a superimposed social

Catholic

movement

the

individual

or

an organic part of
whole. Within the social
as

there are groups which look

society as a part of the Corpus Chruti
tnysticum and thus arrive at a complete rejection

upon

of individualism

The

Protestant social

move-

ments, in keeping with their fundamental ideology, are more individualist than those to
which Catholicism gives rise. Even in the
Protestant movements, however, developments
have led to the overhauling of the old individualism and the recognition of the primary character
of society and its structure. The idea of occupational organization in particular has never quite
died out within the social Christian movement.

This had its origin in the attitude of social Christian romanticism during the transition period to
It disappeared as a dominant idea
or at least carried on merely an esoteric existence

individualism

monopoly.

The second object of criticism by the social
Christian movement is the individualist charac-

dividual,

Movements

dividualistic ethics of individualism.

self-responsibility

individual

is

and

his self-

considered the

final

and only criterion of social life. Society becomes
degraded to a mere contractual relationship or
"to a fictitious body," as Ricardo once said All
responsibility in economic mattcis rests with
the individual Self-interest becomes the guiding
of
principle of moral activity and the only norm
economic intercourse; free competition is giv en
free rein and there ensues the economic struggle

during the period of fully developed individualism. In the post-war period it came to the fore

was propagated particularly by the
Spann school, by the strictly ecclesiastical Catholic movements inspired by the encyclical Ouadragestmo anno of 1931 and in the social and political
policies of Fascism and National Socialism
again. It

Social Christian criticism is directed, secondly,
against the exclusively economic character of
individual responsibility. It proceeds from the

conviction that large social groups, particularly
among wageworkers, are in no position to assert

of the social Christian

such responsibility. The individualistic watchword "each for himself" prevents the individual from becoming rooted in inherited

revealed in the attitude toward the
principle of individualism. The view of economic society as a mere aggregate of individuals

possessions and impairs security of employment.
These ideas partake in part of the older patriarchal theories, according to which the employer

bound by contract and engaged

must care

of

all

against

all.

The manysidedness
movement

is

the groups closest to liberalism also assert the

for his workers also during periods of
decreasing business, and in part of economic
reformist thought, according to which there is to
be occupational security of positions of employ-

existence of supra-economic obligations operating within the economic sphere. Thus a social

tably in

in competitive

struggle with one another is scarcely compatible
with the social views of any of the groups. Even

ethics

comes

into conflict with the purely in-

ment.

The view

has often been expressed, no-

Leo xill's Rcrum novarum, that the
workers must have a subsidiary source of se-
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on possession of property. Many
suggestions have also been brought forward to
curity based

the effect that petty bourgeois forms of existence
should be superimposed upon the worker's mode
of living. The positive favorable attitude toward
trade unions, an attitude which was difficult for

The

justitia fundamentum regnorum is a tre
quently repeated formula in social Christian
literature. The division of society into classes is

cited as evidence of the fact that the free play of

the earlier social Christian movements but
which has developed generally, has been derived
from the concept of security. In Germany this
idea has been expressed since the 1890*8, par-

economic forces does not allow for justice or for
Christian love. These can be restored only with
the regeneration of the spirit of reform and with
a change of institutions. This emphasis upon
justice and love also serves to distinguish social
Christianity from Marxism. Marxism is looked

by the Volksverein fur das Katholische
Deutschland. There developed also a more
friendly attitude toward consumers 'cooperatives.

as a punishment for capitalistic alienation
from God and Christianity. The individualistic
economic and social outlook is plainly a bour-

ticularly

The social

Christian

severe attack

upon

movement

levels its

most

the individualist principle of

the dominance of self-interest in economic life,
which it regards as a repudiation of the ethical
principles of Christianity. The principles of
justice and love seemed to find no fundamental

place here Society seemed to split up, as a result
of the sole domination of self-interest, into a

mammonistic large owning class on the one
hand and hopeless poverty on the other. Bishop
Kettclcr was of the opinion that the poverty
brought about by the rule of self-interest was so
oppressive that the masses could no longer continue to live according to Christian principles,

and that capitalism as a form of economic life
constituted a threat to the Dcpositum fidei and
was therefore to be rejected on moral grounds.

Many

theorists considered self-interest as the

core of the non-Christian character of capitalism

and therefore as the real focal point of social
ills. At this
point the spirit of reform and the
reform of economic institutions were invoked.
There emerged such typical ideas as the limitation of private gain through state regulation of
prices, taxes, wages, hours of work and labor of

women and

children or through trade unions or

enlightened employers' organizations. Profit was
attacked as the driving force and regulating principle of capitalist economy. Similarly there was
criticism of the market as the only organ of
economic intercourse even with regard to labor.

Particular stress

wage adequate

was placed upon the need of a
and to allow

to support a family

for savings. Every social Christian movement
has been characterized to a greater or lesser de-

gree by this conception of man as the aim and
subject of the economic system. As opposed to
the mechanistic view of society there was set up
the personalistic and ethical view. Profit as the
sole directing force of economic life was rejected,
for even in the spheres of economic and social
life

there

is

no suspension of

ethical principles.

upon

geois class idea. It originates in the sovereignty
of self-interest, and therefore all reform must

begin from this point. Reform may be regarded
merely as an intellectual attitude; but it may also
be looked upon as a reform of institutions, since
these guarantee social and ethical good will.
In general the latter view has predominated.
Social Christian movements by their very
nature must disapprove unrestricted competition, which restricts the play of justice and
neighborly love, destroys the unity of social

consciousness and gives the strong free rein to
suppress the weak. La hberti du fort cest V opwith these words Lacordaire
pression du fcable
described the social consequences of competition.

that
ates

Competition as such

form of competition
without ethical

is

is

not rejected. Only

which operand leads to

rejected

scruples

dangerous social consequences Thus employers
from taking advantage in an

are urged to refrain

unscrupulous manner of their superior position
in the labor market. Wherever it is recognized
that the individual employer is subject to the
pressure of the questionable ethics of the market

and

his attitude

toward wages

is

therefore

more

or less prescribed, demands are made either for
state regulation of competition or for an occupational order of society with self-administration
of economic life, which in turn would assume

the task of regulating competition and making it
more ethical. Those elements which are favorably disposed to trade unions look

upon

these

institutions as a potentially restraining influence
upon savage competition. Thus it may be said

that the fundamental attitude of social Christianity is to forbid privileges to the strong and
superior rights to the less scrupulous competitor.
Social Christian opposition to liberalism and
individualism emerged in all its vigor with the

incursions of fully developed technology and
capital under the system of free economy. The
earlier social Christian groups were hostile to

Movements

Social Christian
industry and capital.

clung to the economic organizations of the past with its protecting and balancing institutions. With the gradual
recognition that

They

still

was impossible

it

that past, they sought to

make the

to reestablish

present

com-

patible with the fundamental tenets of Chris-

The

tianity.

conservative framework of social

Christianity prevented
cial

reform.

it

from going beyond so-

Nevertheless,

there

are

groups

which consider the dissolution of the existing
order as necessary. At this point the movement
turns into Christian socialism. The French wing
of the movement in 1848 was thoroughly socialistic and considered its socialism as founded in
the Bible At times the idea of early Christian

communism

has played a significant role among
individual thinkers. Often attempts have been
made to reduce the origins of Christianity itself
to a social
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this idea and have
was any Christian so-

SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS. See CONSCIOUS-

movement Orthodox elements

denominations have opposed
insisted that there never

and that, despite certain isolated instances of voluntary communism among restricted groups, Christianity had come into the
cialism

NESS.

SOCIAL CONTRACT The

idea of a social

world only as a religious and moral force, making
no claim to a new social and economic order.
There is no "Christian order" of economy and

contract as the basis of rights and duties in the
state is almost as old as political philosophy it-

society; there are only Christian principles of so-

Apart from these, society must follow

Plato and Epicurus, in Cicero and in the lex
regia of the Roman law. St. Augustine took over

thefacta contingentia, shaping itself according to
the more concrete relationships and conditions.

the notion of Cicero, and it is built into the systems of some of the more liberal mediaeval

cial life

The

social Christian

mo\cment has thus

re-

mained one among the many social currents, but
never the strongest and most outstanding. In

many

countries,

achieved a

country
often

it

was highly

affairs.

however, as in Austria, it
position. In the latter

commanding

political party and
influential in social and political

culminated in a

Thus

the Austrian constitution of 1934

prescribes a Christian socialist corporate form of
government. Social Christianity also exerted a

great influence in Germany through the Center
party. At times the movements in Belgium and

France have attained significance, particularly
the Catholic party of Belgium The same is true
of Holland and of Italy, where the Parttto popolare at

one time had a large following. In a cerit may be said that German Na-

self

It

may be found

in

an unprecise form in

Manegold of Lautenbach. As

thinkers, like

a

systematic and coherent formulation, however,
the theory of the social contract is the offspring
of Reformation politics; and only the situation
at that time could have given
substance to the purpose it was intended to
serve. The earliest reformers had not unnatural-

which developed
full

ly

been

insistent

upon

their respect for the civil

power; in that way alone could they have avoided
the charge of being the proponents of anarchy.
Luther, Tyndale and Calvin all maintained that
the power of the prince is of God; and the
Scriptural authority for that view, especially the
it by the Epistle to the Romans,
was sufficient to make men unwilling to deny the
validity of the dogma. It was not until the

weight lent to

tain sense too

Counter-Reformation began seriously to disturb

tional Socialism contains elements of the social

the conquests of the reformers that the idea of a
social contract became a normal weapon in the

Christian movement, particularly in

corporate state,
class

and

its

its

its

ideas of a

attitude toward the

hostility to liberalism

middle
and indi-

vidualism.

CHRISTIAN

Its

political doctrine.

advent

is

that the prince's

G. BRIEFS
See:

armory of

SOCIALISM;

CATHOLIC

PARTIES;

wholly

intelligible.

To

power was of God was

preach

to insist

upon the subject's duty of passive obedience;
and when the prince was prepared to persecute,
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the subject

who

from him in religion
alternative but to accept the

had seemingly no

try to justify revolt, as in
ix, by arguing that a king

might
France under Charles

other vassal, and

when he

breaks divine

mand he may be

expelled.

There

who was

contract

minor was
misled by evil counselors and that it was only
against these counselors that rebellion was intended; but after the Massacre of St. Bartholomew in 1572 such an argument could no longer
be resorted to. The revived authority of Rome
a

made

necessary a doctrinal counterbalance to
the theory of the divine right of kings. It was important to discover some way in which subjects

who felt that their treatment by the prince was
unendurable could justify their resistance to
what they deemed his evil conduct. The doctrine
of a social contract provided exactly the weapon
needed for this end.
In its modern form this doctrine was shaped
primarily by those controversialists of the six-

who were

collectively

known

as

monarchomachs Their problem was to explain precisely how far obedience was due from
the

when

He

command

He

tragic consequences of persecution

teenth century

to obedience only to the degree that re obeys the
of God.
is thus a vassal like
any

differed

is

*om-

a twofold

God and

the people bv
to respect the will of

one between

which the latter is bound
God, and one between king and people by which
the former is entitled to obedience so long as
this will is observed.

as to

when

In considering the question
becomes an obligation the

resistance

author of the

Vindiciae

being a Huguenot

,

noble, is careful to confine such a duty to men of
birth and position; the common people must

follow and not lead their natural masters. But

whole conception justifies the French
wars of religion by assuming that a king who
persecutes religious truth, which is patently a
Huguenot possession, may be lawfully resisted
because he has broken the contract with God
and the people. To resist is an obligation owed
clearly the

by the people to their divine ruler.
So long as a Catholic monarch sat on the
throne, this was the typical Huguenot outlook;

the prince acted as a tyrant

when with the accession of Henry iv a Protestant

by commanding what was contrary to the law of
God, it being assumed of course that the law of
God embodied the beliefs of the particular
group which was oppressed. In the first stages of
resistance, as with Knox in Scor )md and Goodman and Ponet in England, it was argued that
resistance to a tyrant was justified merely by

succeeded, the Huguenots had no difficulty in
going back *o a belief in the divine right of kings
and legitimacy. It was then the turn of the
Catholics to preach the doctrine. Men so differ-

the Christian

reason of his tyranny; but the theoretical inthis view is evident from its rela-

adequacy of

tive infrequency It was not until the
.

Bartholomew made resistance seem a duty as
well as a right that it was founded, as in the
hands of Buchanan and the author (probably
of

Duplessis-Mornay)

Thenceforward almost
eighteenth

the

Vindiciae

contra

basis of the contract idea.

upon the

this

century

to

the close

idea

of the

was the chief

against the despotic use of power.
author of the Vindiciae sets out to answer

weapon

The

four questions. Is

it

the duty of subjects to obey

their prince if he commands that which is contrary to the law of God? Is it lawful to resist such

should

Its best general

expression

is

found in Sudrez,

representative of the
famous Spanish school of political theologians.
He assumes that the state expresses the natural

the

perhaps

tendency of

greatest

men

to a social

life.

He

agrees that

monarchy is the best form of government. But
viewing power as a trust held on behalf of the
people, he believes that princely authority

is

the

between monarch and people
in which the former is bound to good behavior.
Where he acts the tyrant the contract is broken;
and the people therefore may in suitable circumstances revoke the authority they have conresult of a contract

,

if

ferred.

He argues that "suitable circumstances"

mean a

rule incompatible with the

he seek to ruin the church;
him, by what means and
to what extent? Similarly, what should b<* 'lone
if he seek tru ruin of rhe state? What, finally is
the duty of neighboring onnces in such circumstances? The answer of the authoi is built upon
the notion of a double contract. The earth, he
argues, belongs to God, and kings reign only by
His permission. The king therefore is entitled

who

defending the papal claims.

resist

a prince, especially
if so,

among the Jesuits,

Bouchfi and Rossaeus among the Ligueurs, and
Parsons among the English opponents of Elizabeth, all used the idea of contract as a means of

Massacre of

St.

tyrannos,

ent as Suarez and Bellarmme

,

is

the

good life; this
and the true
that of Rome. In the end therefore

life set

religion

is

by the true

religion,

the social contract gives the people the right to
resist when called upon by the pope to do so,

From this angle the pope becomes, if indirectly,
the judge of the behavior of princes; and with
remarkable ingenuity contract and popular

Social Contract
sovereignty combine to make the Roman pontiff,
as in the Middle Ages, the master of secular

power.
Althusius, a German Protestant, was for many
years a professor of law in Holland; and his
Politico methodice digesta (1603) expresses the
doctrinal experience of the Dutch revolutionists

among whom he

lived.

He

assumes the sover-

than historic in character. Granted a state of
nature characterized by barbarism and insecurity,

ter By the first operation certain fundamental
conditions are postulated as governing the exercise of authority by the ruler; by the second the

by which men

entitles the

people to break the contract; the

prince or ruling body becomes a tyrant who may
be deposed. Althusius' scheme constituted an

admirable defense of both the Dutch revolution

and the system of government

it

brought into

being. Here, as with his predecessors, the pragmatic character of all contractual theory is set by
the obvious historical activities it is intended in

each instance to justify.
The seventeenth century abounds in contracts. With Grotius contract is the basis at once
of the right to private property and of the soverpower of the ruler. The latter, for him, rests

eign

and becomes accord-

ws

the duty of obedience to a de facto sovereign.
For him the contractual doctrine is logical rather

eignty of the people and argues that the relation
between it and the magistry is twofold in charac-

people swear allegiance to the ruler provided
that these conditions are obeyed. Althusius assumes that a failure to observe the conditions
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war Hobbes

anxious to find the supreme remedy agains* disorder; and his Leviathan (1651) is but the supieme expression of an
effort to discover a way of peace by insisting on
civil

he seeks to find the terms upon which
assured of that order which, for

men may be
him,
over

is

all

the highest good

He finds it in a contract

create civil society in handing
the rights they enjoy in the precivil state

to a sovereign who is not himself under any obligation to them. Their rights then become those

modes

of behavior which he permits them to
is simply the body of commands

carry out; law

which express his

and despite

will;

certain

rhetorical phrases to the contrary Hobbes sees
no limits to the sovereign's authority save the

power to secure obedience.^
A more immediately influential answer

to the

question regarding the limits of obedience was
provided, again in contractual terms, in the
theory of the social contract advanced by John

Locke, the most outstanding of a large number
who followed the same general approach. Locke's real task, as he himself said, was
to justify the Revolution of 1688; and his second

of thinkers

ingly the basis of absolutism, although he admits
that the ruler is bound by the natural law. The

Treatise of Civil Government (1690) may be regarded as the best expression on the one hand of
the case against Hobbes, to whose book it is im-

whole case for the
by Parliament to the claims of James
and Charles. "To know what obedience is due to
the prince," wrote Selden, "you must look into
the contract betwixt him and his people. When

an answer, and on the other of the case
power in the interest
of the taxpayer and the nonconformist, \\ho
were the victims of its abuse. Like Hobbes,
Locke assumes a state of nature; but he argues

is broken, the decision is by arms."
Such was the view of Henry Parker, the most
authoritative spokesman of the parliamentary
party, of Milton, of moderates like Prynne and
of extremists like Lilburne and the Levellers.
Once the idea was accepted of a people as a

it is
broadly a peaceful condition vitiated
only by that uncertainty which arises from the
absence of a definite interpreter of natural law.
For this reason men contract to form a civil

upon a pactum

subjectionis

idea of contract underlies the

resistance

the contract

entitled to certain rights,
historic or natural, the notion of their
denial by a ruling authority at once gave birth to

body of persons

whether

the idea of
that

when

as a trust, with the inference
the rulers broke the trust their title

power

to allegiance disappeared. On the parliamentary
side during the English civil war the idea of con-

expressed or implied, was the fundamental
doctrinal instrument of the rebels.
tract,

But the two most significant statements of the
idea of contract in the seventeenth century are

those of

Hobbes and Locke. In the midst of

plicitly

for the limitation of royal

that

but the form it assumes is an obligation
mutually undertaken to secure the definite object of preserving life, liberty and property. The
power of government is not sovereign but spesociety;

embraced by these
resisted which
steps beyond them; and although Locke suggests
that resistance is most usefully limited to cases
where a majority favors it, it is inherent in his
view, from the atomic approach to society upon
which he insisted, that the individual has the
cifically limited to objects

boundaries. All authority

may be

right of resistance. He gives examples of the
cases which, he holds, would justify refusal of

obedience; and

it is

significant that all of

them
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are drawn from the practises of James II. The
whole scheme of government which Locke set
forth

in fact simply a philosophical defense of

is

compromise which endured from

the English

not an exaggeration to say
of polithat he presented the
Jiberal philosophy

1688 until 1832.

It is

less fundamentally than Adam Smith set
economic philosophy.
After Locke there was little fundamental
thinking about politics in England until the time
of Buike. Apart from that of Hume the best
tics

no

out

its

known English

doctrine

is little

more than

a full

with Hoadley) or a partial (as with Thomas
Gordon) restatement of Locke's ideas, and even
after Hume had decisively exposed the weakness
(as

of the whole notion of contract in one of the most
it still lived on in men like
and Price and to some extent in Paine.
much influence moreover
The
in the American colonies, where it was the con-

began to write the Contrat
before

its

of Locke

social ten years or so

actual publication (1762), the influence
still made it fashionable to start a po-

philosophy with the notion of contract;
analysis, which does not need
the notion for its results, could have dispensed
litical

and Rousseau's

with it without fundamental injury to his system. His essential discovery was the idea of the
general will, which does not in reality require the
idea of contract for

its

support. This

was shown

by Hegel when he found the justification of
the general will in an idealist and evolutionary
later

philosophy.
The influence of Rousseau on

Kant was profound. For Kant, as for his master, the idea of a
contract is the basis of the state; but here again

brilliant of his essays,

the idea of contract has been whittled

Priestley

way

notion exercised

ventional basis of

many

Forty years before Locke

of the constitutions.

had been effectively
expounded by Thomas Hooker; and Jefferson,
while holding that constitutions should be revised periodically, nevertheless argued that a
social contract

Indeed

was

may be

it

it

their energizing principle.
said that not until the time of

Justice Story (Commentaries on the Constitution
of the United States, 3 vols Boston 1833, sect.
327) did it cease to play an important part in
,

political theory. That was natural
in a civilization whose political institu-

American
enough

tions could be traced so definitely to the deliberate invention of particular men.

After

had

the contract theory
chief influence on the continent of

Hume, however,

its

Europe rather than in England; it was expressed
by Rousseau and his followers in France and,
through Rousseau's influence, by Kant and his
immediate disciples in Germany. Yet although
Rousseau makes the idea of contract the formal
of his system, it is with equality rather
than with contract itself that he is concerned.
basis*

Civil society

which

is

based upon an agreement in

men

surrender to the state the rights
they possessed before its creation; but once the
agreement has been made, Rousseau is interall

ested far

more in the technique of preserving the

equality which, for him,

is

the indispensable

than in the justification
of the origins of the state. As with Hobbes, his
contract is no more than a logical preliminary, a
condition of the good

life

of insisting that all men are bound to the
realization of that equality without which politics

way
and

justice are contradictory terms.

When he

down to

a

of making the power of the state a function

of settled rule rather than an arbitrary discretion. The contract is the means whereby one

man
due

is

so related to another in society that the

liberty of each

becomes compatible with the

liberty of all. The contract is postulated a priori
as a social imperative imposed on sovereigns and

subjects alike as a statement of the conditions

without which the good

life

cannot be obtained

From

being, as with the Vindiciae, a technique of action, the contract had
become by the end of the eighteenth century
in civil society.

little

more than a metaphysical norm

The

later history of the idea of contract is unimpressive. It found an unimportant place in the
system of Fichte, less because it was necessary

to his ideas than as a tribute to the influence of

Kant. After Hegel it exercised no serious influence in Germany. Nor after Bentham was it an
effective doctrine in England, with the decline
of Benthamism English political philosophy was
impressed by streams of thought which, as with
the idealists and the socialists, were derived from

France its influence perlonger. The social philosophy of Renouvier has direct affiliation with it; and the
different sources. In
sisted

doctrine of solidarity which was fashionable in
first decade of the twentieth century, sought

the

to build the state

upon a "quasi-contractual"

But in both schools it had become the pale
shadow of a once vigorous self. It had ceased to
be historically respectable; its psychological
foundations were insecure; and the end it sought
to serve could be obtained more usefully in other
basis.

ways. As a doctrine it fulfilled the important
purpose of directing attention to the place of
consent in any system of political philosophy. It
served as a lever of action which by justifying

Social Contract

Social Discrimination

resistance to tyranny enabled the foundations
of politics to be more clearly understood. Its real

stowal of favors or the imposition of burdens.
This definition applies not merely to persons but

value lay in the means it provided between 1572
and 1690 for the emergence of a political creed

and localities, as in discriminatory
or railway rates. Personal discrimination
exercised when two individuals who occupy
the same social status, that is, belong to the

which justified the constitutional liberalism then
slowly emerging. Once that task was performed
bankruptcy as a satisfactory explanation of
the problem of obedience was obvious.
its

also to things

tariffs
is

same category,

arc treated differently

by any

See

person or agency occupying the same relationship toward them. The differential treatment of
persons of different rank, as of professor and
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race by a college board of admissions may or
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tion

institutions
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SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY.

See SO-

SOCIAL DISCRIMINATION. The term

so-

tentatively denned as
unequal treatment of equals, either by the be-

discrimination

\vith differentiation or distinction. In-

dividuals differ from one another, not merely in
race, sex, age and various aptitudes and abilities

but also in training and experience. Almost an
infinite number of lines of demarcation may be
drawn among them on the basis of the most
varied marks of similarity and dis&imilanty, and
groups are formed through selective inclusion

and exclusion. Because of the complexity of the
human personality and the multiplicity of human
relationships every individual is classified in a
great many different categories. Theoretically no
individual is subject to discrimination when ex-

cluded from a group some of whose marks of
differentiation he does not possess. Feelings of
discrimination, however, often arise when exclusion from the in-group is based on what are

considered, at least by those excluded, as minor
differences, while major similarities are ignored,

CIALIST PARTIES.

cial

confused

may be

as in the exclusion of a college student from a
team or honor because of his race or personal

idiosyncrasy; or

when exclusion

is

based on

dif-
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ferences at one time considered important but
which are breaking down under the impact of

the assertion that the various differentiations

and gradations in societies, whether primitive
or modern, are necessarily discriminatory. No
doubt discriminatory actions, both public and

new knowledge or the changing scheme of social
valuations, as in the exclusion of women from
certain professional schools. Moreover discrimination may be said to exist when the differences

private, occur in all societies, because of differential personal reactions to individuals of the

in treatment accorded various categories of persons are disproportionate to the importance of
marks of differentiation. All these situations per-

same class or category. The stable and sanctioned distinctions on the basis of such marks
as sex, age or totem are not, however, discrimi-

mit the operation of prejudices or differential
emotional reactions toward individuals because

and even the differences of rights and
privileges of hereditary social classes may not be
so considered.
slave does not feel discrimi-

of differences in race, sex, age, wealth, language,
religion, nationality, occupation, politics or other
traits.

Discrimination carries with it the idea of unThose receiving a favor are given an

fairness.

advantage, while those upon whom restriction
is imposed are placed at a disadvantage in comparison with other persons of the

same category.

There

is thus contained in social discrimination
an alteration in competitive power of those pre-

to possess a freely competitive status. To
discriminate is to impose a handicap. Here again,

sumed

however, there is encountered the central difficulty in the concept; namely, that handicaps
may be granted or imposed in order to increase
equality in competitive power among persons of
equal status or right but who differ in some

secondary respect. A large part of modern labor
legislation is of this type. Such legislation is
often

imbued with

a humanitarian motive

and

designed either to strengthen the competitive
position of the weaker elements or to safeguard
is

social values affected

by

differences in self-

dependency. Favors not permitted to the selfdependent are granted the blind, deaf and dumb,
feebleminded, widowed, orphaned and others.
The public school was once looked upon as discriminatory in that it taxed all for the benefit
of those with children. A special tax on bachelors, income tax exemptions for minor children
and progressive income and inheritance taxes
have all been viewed as discriminatory until their

establishment in the mores. Opinion has changed
so rapidly that it is now not held discriminatory

some

in

countries to deprive an individual of

powers of reproduction. Discrimination may,
however, arise in the administration of such
laws and services if applied unequally to persons
on account of race, religion, politics or other
his

differentiating trait, when the persons thus differentiated are given by law an equal citizenship

status

under the government administering

them.

The

foregoing definition does not warrant

natory;

A

nated against because he does not possess the
rights of a freeman, provided he lives in a society
where slavery is accepted as the customary lot
of his kind. If races, classes and sexes are con-

by nature and divine dispendogma is accepted by both
superior and inferior it cannot be said that there
sidered unequal

sation and

this

if

,

is

social disci imination

when they

are treated

unequally, unless a scheme of values alien to
such a culture is used as a criterion. On the

other hand, the diffusion into a caste society of
democratic ideals of equality gives rise to feelings of discrimination and to agitation for equalization of rights. Doubt arises as to the essential
validity of categories of differentiation previ-

ously endowed by the mores with an implicit
Tightness. Subjectively the sense of discrimination is a correlate of the sense of equality of
worth or status.

What constitutes

discrimination therefore de-

pends on the scheme of social values used as
a basis in pronouncing judgment. Democracy
asserts the

that

all

men

somewhat contradictory doctrines
are equal and that each should be

rewarded according to merit. Aristocracy sanctifies differential

treatment on the basis of birth.
Christians would sanc-

Some communists and
tify differential

treatment on the basis of need.

The mores can make almost any differentiation
among persons or objects either discriminatory
or non-discriminatory. The tabus surrounding
the rights, duties and activities of women in
various societies, primitive, ancient and modern,
may appear to the emancipated woman as overt
discriminations

of these tabus

on the

basis of sex, but

many

may be

so thoroughly grounded
in custom and sentiment as to be regarded as

inviolate; even the sex which appears to suffer
from them in some instances may defend them.
Moreover what is tabu for women in one area
may be tabu for men in another.
In a democratic society the state presumably
must treat all citizens alike; but the force of

Social Discrimination
tradition, the partisan character

nesses or dishonesty of

officials

and the weakand the varia-

tions in social pressures bring about inequalities
of treatment. As between races, classes and sexes

such discrimination varies inversely with power

which in actual practise often
becomes synonymous with power to inflict injury or mete out punishment to the discrimiof resistance,

nators.

From

closely boun'd

this viewpoint discrimination is
up with toleration, which is a

state of suspended animosity, arising either

from

recognition that the gains from discrimination
scarcely offset the losses from retaliation or from

the growth of emotional indifference toward the
category of differentiation, as in the case of
religious toleration. Discriminatory treatment
of a group intensifies its sense of solidarity, particularly when the basis of discrimination is a
social value of sacred quality, as race or religion.

A social group,

integral or a constituent society, necessarily exercises discrimination against opposed groups or individuals in

whether an
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linquent children,

absentee voters, convicts,

migrants, attorneys, physicians, veterans, stock-

holders in fiduciary corporations, persons of
certain age groups and many others. As the
guardian of marriage and of the family the state

pensions to widows with children but
deny them to widows of common law unions;
it may differentiate between sexes in qualifications for marriage. Labor laws may differentiate
between men and women, adults and minors and

may grant

persons engaged in different occupations. Men
alone are subject to a poll tax, and only after
they are twenty-one years of age. Any differentiation

can be rationalized and approved as non-

discrimination or, with a change of the social
setting, condemned as a violation of ideals of

Moreover in practise laws designed to
prevent discrimination or, on the contrary, to
equality

a legal differentiation among persons may
the form but not the substance of social
relations, according to the intensity of emotional

set

up

affect

attitudes in the

communities

affected.

The

maintain itself or achieve its purposes;
witness the discriminatory action against bour-

question whether discriminatory attitudes, public or private, conscious or uncon-

geois individuals, practises and ideas in Bolshevik Russia or against the members and aims of
the working classes in Fascist Italy, Hitlerite

to require a negative answer.

efforts to

Germany

or democratic United States.

intensity of the discrimination

is

The

conditioned by

the intensity of the will to achieve or dominate
or by the violence of the emotions aroused by
the objects of discrimination There is often a
is also a hierarchy
of such values. Complete toleration is a contradiction in terms, for it implies toleration of the

conflict of social values; there

and thus becomes synonymous with
pure negativism or complete indifference to all

intolerant

social values, including toleration itself.

The

Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth
to the Constitution of the United

amendments

States, designed to prevent discriminatory legislation on the basis of race, have given rise to

a multitude of judicial decisions which sustain
or condemn differential treatment of designated

scious,

show any tendency

to disappear seems
Such attitudes

undergo change, however, with the succession
of generations and the shifting social setting.
From the idealistic standpoint of absolute equality there appears to have been little social discrimination
certain American communities

m

where homogeneity of race, religion and economic status and strong attachment to democratic ideals gave rise to an exceptionally free
mobility of persons, both socially and geographically. There are signs that this mobility is
diminishing and that class lines are deepening
on the basis of wealth, education and occupational rank. The regime of freely mobile and
is giving place to a regime
of corporate groups, trade unions, civil servants,
professional associations, merchants' associations, veterans and other groups through which
the actual rights, privileges, income and social

competing individuals

categories of persons. The courts, however, grant
to the legislators a reasonably wide discretion in

rank of the individual are largely defined.

classifying the subjects of legislative regulation,
differentiations which favor the upholding of a

accompanied by a rapid growth of social integration and a consequent increase in the powers
of governmental agencies, especially those remote from the individual citizen. These apparently unavoidable social trends are coupled with
an increase in the discretionary powers of police
and administrative officers, which involve dangers of discriminatory action. Moreover the
integration of social life, which has intensified

certain class of persons, places or objects when
the classification is founded on a "reasonable

principle" rather than an "arbitrary distincThe considerations back of the classification may often be of a purely practical character.
tion."

Thus American law distinguishes insane persons, infants, school pupils, dependent and de-

This multiplication of

class

differentiae is
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national consciousness

and the sense of corpo-

new pressures toward
conformity, standardization and uniformity. At
the same time the increased propaganda power
rate unity, has given rise to

of press and radio makes possible a rapid mobilization of discriminatory emotional attitudes la-

The Ku Klux Klan, Amerifundamentalist and anti-evolution

tent in the mores.
canization,

agitations in the

United States following the
racial and religious phobias

World War and the

now

Germany make

manifest in

doubtful

it

whether the growth of scientific knowledge,
wealth and popular education have banished
the fears, jealousies and irrationalities which

between the

state and the employee and someall three, and the
system of direct
from
the
grants
public treasury are diametrically
in
and
method, theory
opposed
philosophy. Yet
through many intermediate stages the distinction between them has become considerably less
clear. Even where the insurance method is used,
as in workmen's compensation, the entire cost
may be placed upon the employer. Thus a direct

times

among

participation in the

ance)

premium

(the cost of insurconstitute a fun-

by the insured does not

supply the subjective basis for those invidious

damental principle of social insurance, and it
becomes increasingly difficult to draw the line
between insurance and mere gratuities. Because
of the increasing coverage and variety of meth-

distinctions constituting the essence of social

ods used, the broad term

di scrimmation.

now

FRANK

H

HANKINS
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insurance and is preferred to industrial insurance and welfare insurance, which have been
proposed as substitutes in the United States.

Although

SIMILATION, SOCIAL.

of the

SOCIAL EVOLUTION.

See EVOLUTION, SO-

CIAL.

SOCIAL INSURANCE.

This term

is

used to

cover the rather diversified group of governmental measures designed to protect workmen
and other groups of the lower or middle eco-

nomic

strata against the ordinary hazards of

industrial

life. It is

applied loosely, usually by
way of description rather than as an abstract
definition, the social objective being stressed far

more than the insurance method. By common
agreement the concept embraces industrial accident insurance, workmen's compensation, health
insurance, old age, invalidity and unemployment
insurance and sometimes also governmental
measures of direct relief in which the insurance
method is altogether absent, such as old age,
mothers', widows' and orphans' pensions or
direct

unemployment

relief.

More recently there

has been a tendency to extend the term to governmental measures for the guaranty of certain
wage minima, such as the so-called family allowances

and

minimum wage

legislation.

The

French assurance, emphasizing purpose or obtimes been used in English in
preference to the term insurance, which places
emphasis on the technique employed. Theoretically social insurance through state action which
makes it mandatory and requires distribution of
the cost between the employer and employee or

jective, has at

social insurance has

labor, or
displaced others formerly used
workmen's, insurance (Arbntversicherung or assurance ouvriere), state insurance or compulsory

it is

usual to ascribe the beginnings
to the first compulsory acci-

movement

dent insurance act of 1883 in Germany, which
was rapidly followed by others covering sickness
and old age, its sources derive from earlier

The introduction of these measures by
Bismarck represented in concept certain basic
periods.

notions prevalent in Germany as to the paterof the state with respect to its citi-

nalistic role

zens. In applying this concept, previously embodied in public poor relief and poor law
legislation,

legislation

to modern industrial society, the
owed much to the previous efforts of

working men themselves, through their unions
or through friendly or mutual aid societies not
restricted to working men alone, to provide insurance against many hazards on a purely voluntary basis and without any state cooperation or

The principle of legal compulsion was
not altogether novel in 1883; there had already
been enacted governmental pension laws limited
to a few select groups, particularly in hazardous
control.

employments.

The funds

furnished protection
and sometimes old

in case of accident, illness

age and occasionally applied to widows and
orphans. Even for the most distinctive contribution of modern legislation, whereby part of
the burden of cost is placed upon the employer,
precedents may be found prior to 1883. A step
toward the development of state insurance along

somewhat different lines was made by France
in 1850 and Italy in 1883 in their establishment
of state insurance funds in which participation

Social Discrimination
was voluntary and individual but which offered
to the workman assurance of security on a nonprofit basis, the state at times even contributing
to the insured workman's premium.

The details of the development of the various
branches of social insurance will be found in the
articles devoted to these special topics. From
Germany

the compulsory method spread to

countries under German cultural influence.
While it met with success in these states, there
was considerable resistance to the method of

compulsion in the Latin countries ot the continent and in Great Britain. The International
Congress of Insurance against Industrial Acci-

Social Insurance
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the American wageworker, partly because of the
dominant individualistic philosophy extending
even to the trade union movement. Only workmen's compensation has been accepted in almost
all of the states. The health insurance move-

ment, which for a time gained considerable
strength, collapsed in the reaction following the
to widows

World War. Direct public allowances

and orphans in most states took the place of
corresponding insurance systems in Europe;
within the last five years the growth of the movement for old age pensions has resulted in the
enactment of such measures in 27 states and 2
territories, while in Europe contributory com-

dents (later the Congress of Social Insurance),
which was organized in Paris in connection with
the World Exposition in 1889 and which met at

is
replacing the system
of gratuitous pensions. The movement for unemployment insurance has grown only as a

World

result of the great depression beginning in 1929.

between the

So strong has become the general tendency
within the social insurance movement toward

frequent intervals until the eve of the

War, witnessed a recurrent

battle

adherents of the principle of compulsion and
those \vho advocated subsidized voluntary in-

At its session of 1908, however, the
victory of the former at least in theory was virtually conceded Social insurance spread rapidly,
surance.

throughout Europe, then to countries of the
western hemisphere; and legislation of this
character is not unknown in South Africa, Australia and the Far East The World War effected
a temporary halt, but since 1920 such measures
have spread more rapidly than
the preceding
thirty -seven-year period. In the appendix to her
first

m

comprehensive study "Insuring the Essentials"
Barbara N Armstrong presents a list of laws
now on the statute books of 62 countries and
about 120 legislative jurisdictions; she records
as

many

as 235 specific systems, divided as fol-

workmen's compensation,

119; health or
sickness, 26; old age insurance and pensions,
49; survivors' (widows' and orphans') insurance,

lows:

23;

unemployment insurance,

19.

Workmen's

compensation is well nigh universal; and systems of old age insurance or pensions are nearly
as widespread, except for a few countries, including, until recently, the United States.
Health insurance and survivors' insurance are

more or less

limited to Europe,

North American

countries being characterized by a system of
straight widows' pensions. Unemployment insurance, the most recent, the most-somplicated
and yet the most important branch of social
insurance, is only now beginning to win a place

for

itself.

In the United States the movement has lagged
considerably behind that in European countries,
partly because of the higher economic status of

pulsory old age insurance

compulsory systems with contributions from the
three parties concerned, the employer, the employee and the state, that very frequently the

term is limited to contributory compulsory systems alone. And yet within two fields at least,
those of health and unemployment insurance,
the voluntary subsidized systems are

common

in

European countries.

still

It is

quite

argued,

however, that despite the partial success of both
health and unemployment insurance on a volcountries like Denmark, such
untary basis
voluntary systems have failed, after decades of

m

continuous growth, to include in any country
the entire section of the population which is in
need of such protection; have placed too large
a share of the burden upon workers by, except
in Denmark, freeing employers
tion in the cost of insurance;

from participaand because of

means have not \\orked out satiswith regard to the services and aid

insufficient

factorily

rendered. Although there
legal

is

compulsion to insure,

strong resistance to
it

is

safe to hazard

method of voluntary subsidy
will disappear under pressure of the other two
methods compulsory insurance at one extreme
the guess that the

and gratuitous public grants at the other.
Wherever the movement for social insurance
gains considerable headway and legislation is
its merits are fought out
over again along lines which by this time ire
well known. The comparatively simple arguments for compulsory social insurance draw

proposed or demanded,

from recognition of the
workman and
economic status. The adverse

their strength primarily

grave hazards confronting the
analysis of his

Encyclopaedk

ot"

of direct relief and the worker's inability
to protect himself individually through personal
effects

savings are pointed out,

and reference

is

made

the obvious advantages of the collective
method of protection. It is held that since the
to

the Social Sciences
international market; but this argument must
be self- limiting to the extent that the movement

becomes
arise

is

universal.

Labor

tional

which

various countries.

of such insurance, since the earning capacity of
the majority of workmen does not leave a suffi-

tained that

margin to enable them to pay for all the
must be borne partially or wholly by other
parties, such as the employer or the state. The
element of compulsion is necessary with respect
to both the employer and the employee, in order
that the worker's family may be protected against
cient

own

lack of foresight. In addition to these
theoretical considerations support is found in

his

the force of example, in the persistent world
wide development of the compulsory contributory type of insurance and in the fact that in

almost every important country systems of social
insurance, once established, have been retained.
Criticisms of social insurance are based

on

its

alleged harmful effects or on its inadequacy to
cover the problems involved. Particularly in the
United States it is argued by trade unions that

a more satisfactory wage level would enable the
wage earner to meet these hazards in an individual way. Another argument, adopted by organized capital and sometimes by the larger
taxpayers, is that any form of social insurance
places an excessive burden upon industry or

upon the state or both. The thesis that the
security which social insurance methods bring
to the wage earning masses must result in de-

difficulties

may

Office,
endeavoring to
encourage international agreements to equalize
conditions and burdens upon industry in the

cost of private insurance, including profits and
excessive overhead, is prohibitive, a public system of insurance must be devised. The expense

types,

That such

recognized, however, by the Internais

Radical and revolutionary critics have mainby its offer of a measure of security

social insurance is

bound

to divert the prole-

revolutionary goal and to weaken
the strength of its own organizations, and have
also voiced the economists' argument that the
tariat

from

its

wage earners pay the cost in one form or another.

The

gradual disappearance of opposition to
on these grounds among the

social insurance
socialist parties

of Europe has resulted in the
left wing that the social demo-

accusations of the
cratic

movement has become

a

mere campaign

for social insurance. If the acceptance of the
principle of social insurance in the Soviet Union

has apparently weakened the force of this argu-

ment, it is still maintained that the efficacy of
such insurance in that country is quite different
from that in capitalist countries, where the increasing hazards resulting from an inherently
faulty structure make adequate coverage far too
costly. The insistence of communist groups in

the United States and elsewhere

upon

large in-

surance funds to be financed entirely by the
state or the employer or both is based not on

enactment of such
propaganda value of de-

belief in the possibility of the
legislation, but on the
mands of this nature.

moralization, lack of foresight, destruction of the
habit of saving and even deliberate malingering

An entirely different criticism is leveled
against the use of the insurance method, on the
ground that it complicates unduly the social

repeatedly advanced, particularly in opposiand unemployment insurance,
since it is assumed that illness and unemploy-

purpose of achieving security for the wageworking masses. Granted that the state or soci(
ety owes every citizen either an opportunity o

ment

making a living or provision for his support L.
case of disability or unemployment, the same
results might be achieved by a direct system of

is

tion to health

are

more

easily simulated than industrial

accidents, old age or widowhood.
Those theoretical economists who oppose social insurance hold on the one hand that its cost

ultimately reverts to the wageworker, forcing
down his wages, and on the other that the absolute guaranty of a subsistence minimum provided particularly by unemployment insurance
interferes with the natural

law of wages and

therefore hinders the adjustment of wages to
economic conditions. It has frequently been

argued that the cost of social insurance proves
a very serious impediment to the industry of
one country in competing with others in the

grants instead of by the present indirect method
of placing this obligation upon the employer and
industry or upon social capital in general. This

mode

of attack has become particularly forceful

England and Germany in the field of unemployment insurance, because under the terrific
strain of continued mass unemployment insurance systems have been forced to deviate from
in

the insurance principle. The extension of the
system of unemployment insurance benefits in

England beyond the paying capacity of the in-

Social Insurance
surance organization, with advances from the
government treasury, undoubtedly represents
partial acknowledgment of the principle of governmental recognition of the right to maintenance, which is only an extension of the principle, advanced by labor and socialist leaders of
the early nineteenth century, of the right to
work. More recently, however, the British government has been compelled to supplement the
insurance scheme with straight relief.
Without some sort of insurance scheme the
only alternative in capitalist society, which is not
ready to accept the principles of collective re-

and legal right to maintenance, is
the dole, which has recently gained extensive
application in the United States at a time when
sponsibility

the European

unemployment insurance systems

were being severely

criticized as doles.

insurance schemes, there is a fundamental difference between the two methods which should not
be obscured Relief, whether from private or
from public sources, is always a gratuity based
of need.

principle that an insurance benefit

is

The

a conti ac-

tual right and obligation .ind does not require
evidence of need unqualifiedly true of private
insurance is carried over into the field of social

insurance (except in systems of straight penthat in
sions), with the difference, however,
social insurance the element of contractual obligation

is

even more important than that of pay-

ment of premium. It is recognized that the
"means" test introduced in Great Britain for
supplementary benefits and in Germany and
Austria for practically the entire unemployment
insurance system must be regarded merely as a
temporary measure if the entire theoretical foundation of social insurance is not to be wiped out
and replaced by a method of relief.
In short, social insurance may be considered
as a halfway measure between strictly individualistic methods of voluntary and private insurance and the collectivist or

socialist

demand

of

the right to maintenance and support. It rejects
the implications of uncorrected individualism,
while at the same time it accepts the modern

economic society
based upon private property and the wage and
individualistic organization of

profit system.

in the Soviet

Union suggests

that only

extended to

collectivist principle is
life will

all

when

the

economic

insurance, including social insurance,

become unnecessary
I.
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SOCIAL LEGISLATION.

See LABOR LEGIS-

LATION AND LAW; PUBLIC WELFARE; SOCIAL
INSURANCE.

SOCIAL ORGANISM. Although the fiction of
the social organism was first systematically developed in the course of rationalizing the political and social relationships of the modern
nation state, anthropomorphic analogies
tween the realms of natural and social life

be traced

to

much

be-

may

older philosophies and re-

and

for example, in
articulating the ethical views of the Greeks as to
the ideal interrelationship between the indiligions.

Aristotle

Plato,

human being and the collectivity represented by the polls emphasized the organismic
character of the political unit and took for
granted the harmonious interworking of the

becomes adequately regulated until
of its members are subjected to the force of
law and that furthermore no particular estate is

state never
all

qualified to act as representative of the whole,

Hobbes decorated the title page of the original
edition of his Leviathan with the sketch of a
giant,

contrast to the philosophers of antiquity,

mysticum of Christ, conceived as a living ecorganically composed of muinterrelated members. When subse-

clesiastical

tually

body

quently, as in the writings of the Calvimst
Althusius, the traditional corpus mysticum was
replaced by the corpus symbioticum, emphasis

was shifted to a conception of society itself as an
organismic, autonomous entity composed of
interdependent, individual members.
The analogy between the natural and social
realms was given a more secularized and maexpression by certain political theoRenaissance, who, like Hobbes,sought
to proceed from the scientific laws of physics to a
rational, juristic analysis of state and society. By
way of illustrating his central premise that the
terialistic

rists of the

is

not a

harmonious and living unity nor necessarily
well integrated. Harmony and unity must be
promoted artificially by an enlightened autocrat

whom

in

individual

is

vested unlimited control over the

members

constituting the body polifurther spread in the eighteenth
century of a natural scientific approach to the
study of political and social problems the analogy
tic

With the

of the social organism, in Althusian rather than
Hobbesian terms, was applied both to society as
a whole and to the individual citizen. In political economy, where the analogy gained the

widest currency, the state was regarded as an
artificial superstructure imposed upon the natural economic organism. The hypothesis that
the economic process functions according to
natural laws in a manner analogous to the cir-

culation of the blood

was adduced as argument

against any interference on the part of the state
with the free working of the individual forces

which make up the economic

vidual

elements which composed it. The characteristic
premise of later social organismic theories that
the individual finds his freedom by participation
in a larger integrated collectivity was foreshadowed in the Catholic formula of the corpus

composed of innumerable smaller human
This hypothetical being, he argued in

figures.

The

leaders of the

totality.

German romantic move-

ment, although reacting sharply against the
rationalistic conception of nature, economics and
the state, took over the idea of the organism and
after altering its connotations to suit their purposes gave it a central place in their Weltanschauung. Preoccupied with problems of aesthetics, the romantics were inclined to regard
both state and economy as artistic creations; and
instead of analyzing causal relationships, as in
the natural sciences, they placed their major

emphasis upon teleology.

Man they

regarded as

faber, creating for his own use tools
analogous to the organs of the body. The

homo

analogy between tool and organ, as found, for
example, in Cams and Kapp, reduced the individual to the role of a passive instrument in a
vital process controlled by higher laws. Whereas
the eighteenth century rationalists had repeatedly compared the social order to the machinery
of the clock and the forces at work in the po-

process to the balancing of the scales, the
disciples of Burke and Herder, repudiating this static and mechanistic notion with
litical

numerous

its

implications that order had been preestab-

Social Insurance
by external plans, developed in a variety
of forms the idea of an organism which unfolds

lished

Social
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cohesion and integration characteristic of the*
human body. They would have to explain the
renewal of the group by the rise of new generafull

and evolves according to the autonomous laws of
its own inner being. Although the natural
scientists from the time of Buifon had made use

tions; and,

of the concept of adaptation, the generation of
Schelling was the first to think of the physical

quite impossible to say that they are capable of
reproducing themselves. The large social and

and

political groups, with none of the organic
erties of the family, are merely the

organism in terms of a dynamic procbecoming.
The romantic conception of the social organism, with its emphasis on tradition and continuity, was advanced in conscious reaction
against the static doctrines of natural law and the
social contract. In the political and social theory
of such thinkers as Novalis, Muller and the
other mediaevahsts as well as in the jurissocial

ess of

prudence of Savigny the essential force in society was conceived to be not the reasoning individual but the collectivity, a dynamic entity
moved by irrational forces: a unity which al-

though superindividual nevertheless displays
the spiritual qualities of the human being and
can thus be regarded as endowed with persontheorists of the French revoluality. Where the
tionary movement had traced the origin of the
state to a voluntary act of creation on the part of
the individual members, the German romantics,
in the spirit of Burke and the French traditionalists (see

TRADITIONALISM), portrayed

it

as a

even though it is true that societies
undergo a process of growth and flowering, it is

propproducts of
conscious association and organization.
While the concept of the organism was first
widely popularized by political and economic
philosophers, it experienced a recrudescence at
the hands of nineteenth century sociologists (see

SOCIOLOGY),

who found

in

it

a

convenient

hypothesis enabling them to treat society as an
autonomous natural order, susceptible of the

same type of empirical investigation as natural
phenomena. The physiocratic comparison of the
economic process with the functioning of the
circulatory system and, less explicitly, Adam
Smith's theory of the division of labor had

helped prepare the way for an analogy between
the social sphere and physiology. The more
direct forerunners of positivistic sociology from

d'Alembert to Saint-Simon had developed the
outlines of the hierarchical classification of the

which Comte used as the basis for his
assumption that sociology was to be built disciences

preexistent organic force antedating human
contrivance. As has happened so frequently
the history of the organismic concept, they

rectly upon biology It was natural therefore that
the founder of positivism, proceeding from this
hypothesis, should transfer the idea of the or-

fiction with reality and as a
result accepted the primacy of society and state
as a necessary postulate of all social and po-

ganism from the biological to the social sphere.
Furthermore Comte and many of his successors
were directly influenced in their organismic

m

tended to confuse

speculation. The priority of the state and
independence of the will and consciousness

litical

formulations

of

by contemporary physiologists:
by Milne-Edwards
and the embryologist von Baer, who propounded
the biologic law of the evolution from homo-

Enlightenment and the historism of his romantic forerunners.

geneous to heterogeneous; Schaffle by the
founders of cytology, Schleiden and Schwann.
It was the Darwinian theory of evolution, how-

its

its members find clearest expression in
Hegel's philosophy of history, which brought
together in a new synthesis the rationalism of the

The

various attempts of the romantics to deorganism were in the last analysis

fine the social

verbal exercises.

The

organismic method

is

from the mechanistic chiefly by
places on the teleological element, but in any exact and empirical science the
organismic and teleological processes must be
reduced to mechanical and causal processes.
Only from a metaphysical point of view can a
real substance be accepted as a functional endifferentiated

the emphasis

tity

it

or as partaking of the nature of body or soul.

Suchanthropomorphicviewsofthestateoverlook
Che fact that social and political groups lack the

Comte by

Bichat; Spencer

ever, which provided the most powerful stimulus for the application of biological concepts to
the study of society and which enabled the sociologists to treat the historical as

opposed to the

of the social organism according
to the methods of natural science.
static aspects

Under the influence of Spencer's evolutionit came to be assumed that the
unfolding of
the social process is essentially the same as the
ism

evolution of the organic, since both evolve by
means of differentiation of organs and functions.

In emphasizing the similarity of animal
societies Spencer declared that th

and human
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antinomy between society and individual

is

to

be

explained in organic terms as the relationship of
the constituent members to an integrated whole.

In the sociology of Comte the individual had
been an abstraction; but according to the new
thesis, as systematized, for

example, by Novikov,

the individual derives significance from his role
as a freely moving member within the social
order. Whereas Comte had represented all of

mankind

as a single organism, the new school of
identified the harmoniously and

sociologists

organism with a
particular society or nation. For in reality these
permanently integrated

social

later schools of organismic theory represented
attempts to rationalize nationalism and nation-

ing to Lilienfeld , every human society consists
of a nervous system, which corresponds to theorganic, and of mtei cellular substance. Dc\iations from the norms of progressive evolution

are to be understood as a disease of the cells, and

the anomalies of the intercellular substance, that
is, nutrition, represent disturbances of the eco-

nomic circulation In such a system, hovrever,
the entire sphere of consciousness as well as
nerve tissue, which according to the German,
scholar

and

politician

Albert Schaffle

equivalent of spiritual organs,

is

the

is

neglected.
Although American sociologists under the influence of Spencer continued to employ bio-

alistic institutions in

terms of the laws of biology
rather than of the laws of physics which under-

logical terminology and occasionally used the
formula of society as an organism, it came to be
generally recognized among them that such a

lay the

social

liberty.

prerevolutionary theories of political
Sociology was forged in the course of the

movements which developed in opposition to
the principles of the French Revolution. Under
the influence of the traditionalism of Bonald,
Comte set out to harmonize order and liberty.

came be explained as the natural
this order was said to be characterized

Civil society

order,

and

to

and mutual interdependence. By emphasizing the analogy between
the social and the biological organism the
apologists of the nation state were able to portray society as a closely knit unity in which each

by the

division of labor

individual

member, by performing

his specified

function in the interdependent economy, enjoyed his share of both security and freedom.

In proclaiming this theory of a harmonious
upon consensus and solidarity the
great majority of the liberal social theorists in
France came to place less and less emphasis on
society built

the strictly biological and physiological aspects
of the organismic analogy; Fouillee, for example, in his attempt to combine the organismic

formula with the older theory of social contract
introduced the concept of a "mental," or "contractual," organism as a means of bridging the
gap between the natural and the moral order.
Shortly, however, even this intermediate position was in the main abandoned and solidarite
came to be defended without resource to naturalistic analogies of any sort. In certain other
quarters, however, even among French sociologists,

the conception of society as a real organ-

own

organism moves in accordance with its
and that while there are cer-

peculiar laws

tain analogies with physiological functions, sopsychical rather than bio-

cial life is essentially

logical. With the turn of the century the concept of the organism began to be regarded as
merely a methodological hypothesis for the in-

vestigation of social mtet relationships. In the
course of the concentrated attack on the older

theories of the social organism it was pointed out
clearly that the element of consciousness which
is

present in social units

is

absent in biological

and that whereas society is composed of free individuals, the body is made up of fixed cells.

The

overelaborated

Lilienfeld,

biological

analogies

of

Novikov and Worms have come to be

generally repudiated. Among recent sociologists
and social theorists there is almost unanimous

agreement that individual man is no more to be
understood in terms of the evolution of the
animal world than is society in terms ot the
building of

cells.

But although the theory of the social organism
has been rejected by natural and social scientists,
it has been
perpetuated by certain authoritarian
groups as a rationalization of their policy of
domination. The widely influential Darwinian
theories of the struggle for existence and the
survival of the fittest were shrewdly transposed

by the spokesmen of the dominant classes to the
social process. Although Huxley had repeatedly
warned against the identification of biological
and political laws, the opposition to social and

ism continued to be expounded. According to
the Russian statesman Paul von Lilienfeld, the
cellular division into entoderm, mesoderm and
ectoderm is the counterpart of the division of the

strong; while in the theories of publicists, such
as Lea and Mahan, there developed also a

social

militaristic variant of the

organism into

classes.

Moreover, accord-

humanitarian legislation produced a brand of
Darwinism which glorified the right of the

social

theory of selection. In

Social

-

Organism

che subsequent period political organizations,
erected in accordance with functional rather

than ethical standards, have frequently made use
of the organismic analogy as a means of justifying their policy of suppression. Since such a
is convenient, in
conjunction with geo-

fiction

political formulae, for glossing a tradition alistic

Machtpolitik.the terms organism and organismic
have come into new prominence in recent fascist
apologetics.
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SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. Every human
group is organized; its individual components do
not behave independently of one another but
are linked by bonds, the nature of which determines the types of social unit. Kinship, sex,
age, coresidence, matrimonial status, community of religious or social interests, are among
the unifying agencies; and in stratified societies
of the same level form a definite class.

members
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Maine, who introduced the valid distinction
between kinship and territorial ties, incorrectly
denied the existence of the
societies;

this

position

latter

in

ruder

was popularized by

Lewis H. Morgan. Both ignored phenomena
anticipating the state of civilized countries, a
deficiency partly supplied by Schurtz* theory of
associations.

Primitive

do

communities

not

conform

to the simple pattern conceived by
earlier writers but are often segmented accord-

ing to several coexisting principles.

To

de-

termine the comparative influence of the several
resulting loyalties is one of the most important

problems of

social organization.

The societies

of the ruder hunting peoples, as
exemplified by the Bushmen of South Africa,
the Andamanese or the Washo of Nevada and

,

hundcrts

W

Social Organization

California, lack centralized authority and hereditary class distinctions. This does not preclude
the dominance of powerful personalities or the
control of the community by leaders for a
definite purpose, as

when a Washo of recognized

competence superintends a rabbit hunt. As a
however, the headman of these tribes

rule,

no special authority, since authority is
vested in the totality of adult males. In parts of
Australia this situation involves a gerontocracy,
exercises

the fully initiated elders assuming the reins of
government and even reserving to themselves
the choicest food; thus age status determines

government

relations.

Other

hunting

com-

munities, such as the northwest Cahfornians,
define influence in terms of wealth, a factor like-

wise prominent among the pastoral nomads of
the Old World Inasmuch, however, as the size
of herds and flocks is subject to great vicissitudes, these peoples rarely develop hereditary
castes. Such castes evolved in Polynesia and

Micronesia, where loftiness of rank depended
on directness of descent from the

theoretically

gods. These differences in rank

may

or

may not

be coupled with distinctions as to political
power; in Hawaii the supreme ruler was likewise
the highest in rank, while in

Tonga the

tuitonga,

although regarded as spiritually and socially
superior, was overshadowed in the affairs of
state

by a secular

chief.

The

Polynesian states were miniature kingdoms even where, as in New Zealand, geographical conditions did not hinder expansion.
On the other hand, enormous African Negro
populations have repeatedly been united under
a single despot. Although this development was
fostered by Mohammedanism, it long ante-

dated Islam and occurred independently of

its
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range, as in the case of Chaka, who made the
Zulu, once a petty tribe, into the dominant

people of south Africa. Among the Bakuba of
the southwestern Congo the king became a slave
to court etiquette and a puppet in the hands of

On

the west coast of Africa the
ruler may either encounter a check from an
independent secret society or enhance his
his ministers.

prerogatives
tion.

by gaining control of that organiza-

In some of the African kingdoms autoc-

racy precludes aristocracy; the king was the
only blue blood of Uganda and even the most
powerful officials acted only by delegated audifferent condition is found in
thority.

A

Ruanda, where the subjugation of peasant tribes
by cattle breeders has resulted in the dominance
of a privileged pastoral aristocracy over the
agricultural commoners, who in turn despise the

roving pygmoid hunters of the area. On a
higher level the Bedouins have subjugated the
Arabian peasantry as their nomadic ancestors
subjected the agricultural civilizations of the
Near Orient.

African kingdoms refute the view that primigroups are built on the exclusive basis of

sion
tribe

would be the inevitable weakening of the
and made every effort to restrain the war-

ring kindreds. There is here no lack of local ties
but rather an absence of coercive authority

within the local unit; persuasion takes the place
of authority. In Luzon a go-between unofficially

attempts to mediate. In case of a Plains Indian
murder the police society merely urged a peace
pipe on the victim's km and conveyed the indemnity offered by the culprit's family.

Although

local

contiguity creates union
the tie of kinship un-

among preliterate peoples,

questionably eclipses it. It precipitates two
group forms, the family and several types of
unilateral segment. The family consists of a
father, a mother and their children, the latter
not being always biological offspring but sometimes merely reckoned as such by legal fiction.
In such a group the children's relations are
bilateral; that is, they are linked to both parents.
This is not true in the series represented by the
lineage, clan and phratry, in which the children,
for certain purposes, are related to only one
parent, the rule of descent varying in different
and areas. Theoretically a clan (sib) em-

tive

tribes

kinship, that the territorial tie is an extremely
recent peculiarity of literate societies. In Uganda

braces the descendants of a single ancestor or
ancestress, the sense of common descent leading
to the rule of exogamy. Actually it is often im-

the kinship grouping by clans remained, yet
government rested on the supremacy of the king
and the realm was divided into minor regional
units. Wherever a gifted primitive despot ruled
by divine right, whether in Polynesia or in
Africa, in theory he approached closely the
modern ideal of a totalitarian state. In the New

possible to prove common derivation; at times
the clans folk are demonstrably constituted of
several distinct bodies of kin. It
as Parsons has

is

also certain,

shown among the Pueblos and

World authentic instances of such processes are
rare. At the time of the Spanish conquest the

Golden weiser among the Iroquois Indians, that
succession to office, loosely described by earlier
writers as following clan lines, really follows in a
line of blood relatives. It has thus become neces-

Incas of Peru, claiming descent from the sun
had achieved a state socialism which

sary to distinguish with Gifford the lineage, that
is, the body of persons unilaterally related by

god,

regulated

economic

its

blood, from the clan composed of two or more
lineages. The Hopi of Arizona present the case

concept of a terri-

of a tribe subdivided into roughly equivalent
matrilineal units, some of which are mere

organization

in

all

details.

Even in ruder
torial unit is

societies the

dimly foreshadowed.

Luzon have been described
regulate

all social

The Ifugao of
who

as anarchists

relations in terms of kindred.

Were this

so, two bodies of kinsmen would treat
one another as do two autonomous civilized
states; but there is no such independence.

Fellow residents recognize definite obligations
not to embroil one another in feuds with outsiders; while the thief from another settlement is
killed outright, larceny within the village is

merely punished by a fixed fine. Among Plains
Indians also a nascent clan feud was not a matter
of indifference to the rest of the community.

The

neutrals realized that the result of such dissen-

lineages while others, not necessarily larger,
comprise more than one lineage. In the Pueblo
area groups of diminished membership attach
themselves to those in a more flourishing condition, thus furnishing historical instances of how

groups may fuse.
Clans often become associated through common social or ceremonial interests into major
units, called phratries, or brotherhoods of clans.
originally distinct unilateral

The bond
loose; that

within the phratry may be relatively
the association may not imply more

is,

than an informal feeling of preferential friendship. On the other hand, the phratry mav be
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charged with the most important functions. The
phratry becomes a moiety (French moitid) when
each clan is recognized as part of one of two
major units; but moieties also occur without any
subdivision, that
of two clans.

The

is,

the entire tribe

may

consist

moiety, or dual organization, appears

of more remote kindred within the clan. Finally,
Morgan accepted the popular belief in the bio-

harmfulness of consanguine marriages;
he contended that a tribe which eliminated this
possibility by a clan system ipso facto would
have a better chance of survival than its rivals,
and that the advantages accruing from it would
lead to its rapid dissemination. He and his
followers assumed the priority of the clan over
logical

in Australia, Melanesia and North
America and is strangely lacking in Africa. In its
typical form the moiety is a clan of major extent,
whence follows the rule of exogamy. The

the family, although they did not put the clan at
the beginning of social evolution. Among the

moieties are complementary halves charged with
reciprocal duties and privileges, a phenomenon

gies of various peoples,

typically

which

is

important in conjunction with kinship

arguments adduced were the kinship terminolowhich were said to be
explicable solely

Given two exogamous halves, an individual's father is in one and his mother in the
other; hence he connects with one moiety the
rules regulating his behavior to maternal km and

sequence.

with the complementary moiety the conduct he
owes to his paternal relatives Since etymologi-

and

rules.

moiety means merely a half, it may properly
be used whenever a tribe is correspondingly
divided into groups other than clans. Thus the
Pawnee and eastern Pueblos have ceremonial
moiecies not connected with exogamy; and the
Todas of India have endogamous moieties.
The looser form of phratry is clearly but a
secondary combination of clans. But when the
cally

phratry or the exogamous moiety has definite
functions, the problem arises whether it may not

be the primary unit from which clans arose by
segmentation.

The

alternative is to postulate a
few major units.

later association of clans into a

Both processes have occurred at different times.
In some parts of the world overgrown clans split
into seceding bodies; yet so long as a sense of

kinship persists, the parent group and its orTshoots continue to form a larger functional unit.

On

the other hand, distinct clans have merged

into a larger body, as in the fusion of two or

lineages

among

more

the Hopi.

Lewis H. Morgan was so much impressed
with the intrinsic oddity of a unilateral align-

The

on the

basis of the

supposed

distribution of unilateral systems does

not bear out these hypotheses. The clan is a
widespread but far from universal phenomenon
is

absent from

some of the rudest marginal
Andamancse pygmies, the

peoples, such as the

Ona and Yahgan

of southernmost America,

the unequivocally simple peoples of the Mackenzie area, of Washington, Oregon, Nevada

and Utah.
virtually

On

the other hand, the family

universal

significance:

is

of

whether the

the putative or actual progenitor, soalways a male provider for the
household, a differential tie between this functional father, his spouse or spouses, and her or
father

is

cially there is

A possible exception is

found in
where the hypertrophied practise of adoption sometimes leads to
doubt as to whether a child belongs socially to
one or the other set of parents; whatever the
their offspring.

some Oceanian

islands,

ultimate interpretation of these facts

may

be,

they are extremely rare and appear in communities far too complex to be regarded as samples of
primeval mankind. In the large and culturally
diversified area, such as America north of
Mexico, the rudest peoples lack clans; unilateral
systems are generally associated with farming

ment of kin that he postulated a

and exceptionally complex societies of
hunters, such as the Tlingit of northern British
Columbia. In Siberia equivalent findings appear;

the idea

the simple Chukchi and Koryak are clanless and

multiplication of similar

have kinship terminologies which in no way
suggest a pristine unilateralism; but the Yakut
and other Turkic peoples, the felt making, iron

single origin for
in striking contravention of his general
evolutionistic philosophy, which favored the

phenomena in diverse
regions through some immanent social law.
Morgan's theory

as to the clan,

which he called

gens, implied several ideas. The family, he believed, was a recent development from a primeval state of promiscuity progressively tem-

pered by reformatory steps. One of the major
reforms was the institution of the exogamous
clan, which barred marriage of siblings and also

tribes

smelting pastoral nomads of the area, are organized into rigid patrilineal clans and phratries. On
both continents unilateral systems appear as

on an earlier family organization.
In Australia, where clans generally coexist

later grafts

with the family, the same conclusion emerges
line of argument. All individuals

from another
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are here ranged in classes

toward one another

whose

is fixed.

social behavior

A man

treats the

group of his real and potential fathers-inlaw according to the same pattern determined by
entire

the kinship term he applies to

all

of

them

indis-

criminately Apparently such classificatory usage
militates against the family principle. But social

conduct maintains distinctions ignored in nomenclature. A man owes duties of the same kind
to all his fathers-in-law, but the husband of his
wife's

own mother may claim differential treatthe man is potential mate to a bevy of

ment;
mothers' brothers' daughters, but if possible he
espouses the daughter of his own mother's own
brother.

A

distinction

is

thus systematically

drawn between the next of kin and those more
remotely related, and the true family is segregated from the rest of the camp. The most important unit in daily

life is

that

composed

of a

woman, her husband and the

offspring he has
the primary economic group and is

lost to their family

on marriage. The

lineage or

however, operates on the principle of once
member always a member, usually by affixing
to each member an unmistakable and permanent
badge in the form of a name. Hence these uniclan,

a

lateral groups never lose their constituents,
ticketed as they are by their group name. Even
In China persons with similar surnames do not

marry, a phenomenon plausibly interpreted as a
survival of clan exogamy.
Matrilocal residence would correspondingly
create a core of a maternal kin. Where, as among

the Hopi, all women bring their husbands to the
bride's mother's home, a woman is united with
sisters, her and their daughters and the offspring of these daughters. If such coresidents
affix a common label to all the children born in

her

such a household, irrespective of sex, a maternal
lineage is at once set off from the rest of the

likewise the one with the strongest sentimental

community.
Not merely coresidence but common property
interests may be invoked in this connection. As

bonds (Malinowski, Radcliffe-Brown, Warner).

soon as property of a certain type

fathered:

it is

The question
ment the

of

how

earlier family

the clan

came to

supple-

be answered

system may
conjecturally from a survey of clanless tribes,
with attention directed toward potential germs
of unilateral alignment. Such factors may be
detected in the rules of residence, as described

valued,

its

transmission tends to

is

highly

become regu-

lated in a definite way.

Eyen simple hunting
populations recognize such exclusive claims; for
own clumps of pine
families
Washo
example,
nut trees and Veddas reserve to themselves

by Tylor, and of inheritance. Newly married

special tracts of land. Here the auxiliary principle of the sexual division of labor helps to

couples reside either with the husband's or with
the wife's parents or wherever they please.

segregate the core of a lineage. Since women are
responsible for the garnering of wild vegetable

Simple clanless tribes like the Yurok of northwestern California practise local exogamy from
a sense that all fellow villagers are likely ultimately to be blood kindred, and the residence is

The men therefore bring
wives from other villages, thus creating the core

theoretically patrilocal.

of what under favorable conditions might
blossom into a full fledged paternal lineage;
and two or more such unilateral groups would
form a typical clan. The Yurok never attained
that condition because of two contradictory
features. Residence was not absolutely patrilocal; if a man failed to pay an adequate bride
price, he had to serve for his wife in her village
and was thus lost to his own potential lineage.
Equally significant was the lack of a unifying

designation for the nascent lineage. The family
is an intrinsically loose unit, because as the
children

grow up they

inevitably found

new

families; and although in the agricultural communities of the Old World there are extended

formed of blood brothers with their
TOW* and descendants, the girls are inevitably

families

food, a

woman claiming a patch for exclusive use

with her daughters, who autoheiresses. Correspondingly the male core of a paternal lineage is
segregated by the phenomenon observed by
Speck among the northeastern Algonquin, the
will exploit

matically

it

become her

prerogative of hunting in a delimited tract.

A

common name for the children, male and female, who are associated with such a territory
would define a true
Since

these

lineage.

processes

are

common

even

peoples, the origin of the
presents no such difficulty as

among very simple
unilateral principle

Morgan and more recently Olson have assumed.
it were a matter of whimsically assigning some

If

dozens of kinsfolk to one's

own group

to the ex-

clusion of others, the arrangement might well

appear unique and

its precise duplication in
diverse regions would be explicable only by
diffusion from one center. Fixed residence rules,

however, bring about in the most natural manner
the characteristic unilateral alignment of kin,
although only those of one sex. Hence the re-
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peated formation of unilateral groups independently of one another is highly probable.

Each and every clan system has not of course
evolved by itself. Clan systems have assuredly
often been transmitted; but in order that such
a conclusion may be proved in any concrete case,
far

more

is

required than the bald fact of uni-
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be interpreted

privileges can

no

volving

such

in several

assumption.

The

ways

in-

specific

powers of a maternal uncle are often balanced

by

those of the paternal aunt; and when paternal
kin are charged with special functions in a
matrilineal people, as, for example, among the
Crows or Hopi, an earlier patnlineal reckoning

argument for a common historical origin claim to

could just as plausibly be invoked to explain the
facts. Moreover the avunculate may often be the
effect not of maternal descent but of matrilocal

consideration. Thus not merely are the majority
of tribes in the eastern United States organized
into clans, but the clans bear the names of

residence which has never ripened into a full
fledged maternal clan organization.
No uniform sequence has ever been proved in

animals and often of the same species; frequently they are grouped into moieties, which

either direction, and it is hard to imagine how
and why a thoroughgoing paternal or maternal
clan system would alter its basic constitution. It
seems far simpler to regard both systems as
springing independently from a loose type of
organization and influencing each other merely

reckoning. Only if this abstraction is
coupled with the same concomitants has the
lateral

generally provide a line of cleavage in athletic
games, and sets of individual names are owned

by the clans but restricted to members. There
follows from these coincidences at least extensive borrowing of traits, and in so far as the
systems are all either patnlineal or matnlmeal
they may be accepted as having a single center
of origin. Among the tribes of British Columbia,
the plains or the southwest, however, the associations with the clan principle are too different
to permit such a conclusion, especially for such

in

such relatively extrinsic matters as the type

of clan names.

The

functions of unilateral bodies vary conThe lineage or clan not merely regu-

siderably.

This question leads directly to the problem of
the relationship between matrilmeal and patnlineal descent. Lowie and Schmidt, who derives

lates marriage and axiomatically prescribes
mutual helpfulness in the routine of daily life
but also imposes solidarity in legal and political
situations. In contrast to the brittle and at best
minute family, the unilateral grouping unites
fairly large numbers in a common cause and
thus looms as the forerunner of major coopera-

the maternal clans from the horticultural ac-

tive effort.

discontinuous areas.

tivities

of

women,

clans as having

treat paternal
a distinct origin.

and maternal
Kroeber and

Olson, on the other hand, do not postulate any
necessary sequence of the two but see no difficulty in the change from one form of descent to
the other.

To earlier anthropologists the priority

"mother right" was a foregone conclusion;
imputed to early
cultures paternity would be unknowable, while
the bond between mother and child could never
be ignored. But primitives are often not at all
of

in the irregular conditions

interested in

knowing who

is

the begetter of a

Thus

in south Africa the purchaser of a
bride ipso facto becomes the social father of her
child.

future children, whether these are conceived out
of wedlock or not, and among the Todas of India
legal paternity is determined by a purely conventional ritualistic act.

Likewise among patrilineal peoples the avunculate, that is, the assignment of significant
functions to the maternal uncle, who may exercise parental authority, is interpreted by the
earlier anthropologists as a survival from an
earlier matrilineal condition.

But such avuncular

On

the other hand, one-sided

em-

phasis on clan loyalty is a separatists factor,
precluding the development of still larger territorial aggregates.

The
secular

clan,

although

sometimes

a

wholly

may be strongly charged
values. Thus according to Laufer

institution,

with religious
the older form of Chinese ancestor worship
probably consisted in the adoration of the
heroic founder of a clan, who was supposed to
watch over his descendants. Primitive peoples
frequently have totemic names for their clans,
and while emotional associations with the plant
or animal eponym may be tenuous, they often
assume deeper significance; in Australia some of
the most serious rituals are linked with the clan.
The unilateral system rarely occurs on the
lowest levels but makes its first appearance in

somewhat more complex cultures, persisting in
pre-Columbian Peru with a definite political
organization and in the backward portions of
Europe, such as the Balkans, in the most recent
period. Founded on kinship, like the family, but
capable of marshaling far greater forces, it made
for enhanced cohesiveness until it came into
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opposition with the potentially still wider
principle of local contiguity.
Associations in a measure paved the way for
recognition of the principle of local contiguity.
In simpler cultures individuals are not ranged
solely according to either kinship or local ties;
as Schurtz first pointed out, they unite in
associations according to sex, age and religious

and

An

divided into age companies as well as all sorts of
ceremonial fraternities; in the northwest com-

mon hereditary guardian spirits lead to a regrouping of individuals during the season of the
winter festival. Melanesia has ghost societies and
men's clubs, and Africa, especially in the west,
is
honeycombed with age classes, men's and
women's

societies

and

secret fraternities dis-

Australian boy is not
of his family and totemic clan;

pensing justice and sometimes controlling all
public life. Among more advanced peoples the
Chinese are conspicuous for the inordinate

group of bachelors, who dwell apart from the
rest of the camp and whose example exerts
henceforth a deep influence on his behavior. As
he grows older he advances to higher status by a

number of their organizations; there are religious

social

interests

merely a member
he joins, possibly at about seven years of age, the

series of initiation rites, in

some

tribes auto-

becoming with age a member of the
gerontocracy. The importance most primitive
matically

tribes attach to the notion of seniority appears
in the widespread distinction drawn between

elder

and younger brother and

sister,

which

is not a purely terminological difference hut
reflects differences in attitude and conduct.

and

political societies, trade unions,

merchant

guilds which have perfected the code of business
life, mutual benefit associations for policing the

crops of a village or for organizing a hare hunt.
The associations of ruder peoples differ not
only as to function but also as to the basis of
admission. Some demand exorbitant entrance
fees; others are

joined because of a

common

visionary experience; still others separate all
initiated men from uninitiated boys and women,

her husband's

who are debarred from the mysteries celebrated
on pain of instant death. Schurtz ascribed to the
men's organizations political potency, inasmuch
as the physically most active members of the
community were thus combined into aggregates
of greater size than was consistent with the

elder kinsmen. Relative age, in other words,
determines status and so does sex. In a Yakut

kinship principle. Associations certainly succeed
in bringing together unrelated men, and in some

Thus the levirate is a common custom, but often

who is allowed to
wed his elder's widow. Among the Yakut of
Siberia a woman is forbidden to show herself
it is

only the younger brother

before her father-in-law and

all

hut definite spaces are apportioned to the male
and to the female inmates. Among the Andaman
Islanders a double form of segregation appears;
married couples live apart from the unmarried

camp mates, who
and a

spinsters'

are divided into a bachelors'

group

at opposite

ends of the

settlement.

The Masai

of east Africa demonstrate in the
most striking fashion the inadequacy of the older
view that primitive communities are made up

At

important as their clan
system, even in the regulation of sex life, is
solely of clans.

least as

associational alignment. Every male individual
is either an uncircumcised boy, an unmarried

man, and equivalent grades
women. The bachelors occupy a

warrior or a married
divide the

separate kraal with the single girls.

What

is

instances, as in the case of the Melanesian ghost
even members of normally distinct

festivals,

brought into effective collaborathus associations of various kinds can foster

local units are
tion;

unions which would be impossible in societies
organized on the sole basis of kinship. Yet some
associations are as particularistic as the clans.
Plains Indians the active rivalry of
military societies was quite as capable of pre-

Among

cipitating internecine feuds as the disagreement
of clans. Associations are then potential means

for novel combinations rather than
realizations of

major

uniform

units.

associations, territorial aggregates,

Although
and clans have been treated largely as
separate entities, they are often intricately and
families

intimately interlocked.

Hopi fraternities

are in a

more, the individuals jointly initiated by circumcision form lifelong groups with fixed
mutual obligations and rights. North American

religious associations; yet the higher
offices in them descend preferentially in a
maternal lineage, which thus constitutes the core

Mackenzie, plateau and basin
areas exhibit an almost infinite variety of organization. There are societies of rain makers and

clubs barred

tribes outside the

doctors in the southwest; the Plains have military organizations, which in some tribes are

sense

of the group. Similarly, although

no one on

principle,

Crow military
men tended to

affiliate themselves with a society previously
joined by some kinsmen. The Masai blacksmiths form a spatially and socially segregated
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pariah caste into which no Masai of ordinary
standing will marry; they thus represent an
inferior occupational subdivision,

may not be
group
above

but

affiliation

escaped by giving up the trade

the

a hereditary class of outcasts over and
its association with a despised
calling.

is

Such occupational

castes are relatively

in east Africa, blacksmiths

common

and tanners usually

ranking as the lowest. Considering the absolute
dependence of the natives on their metallurgists
for tools

smiths,

and weapons,

who

position of the
in Siberia are treated with the utthis

most esteem, is puzzling.

It may be explained by
the fact that useful arts are often practised by
peaceful folk who readily fall prey to more war-

and are then degraded to a lower level.
For example, when the cattle breeding aristocracy of Ruanda, interested in no useful occupa-

like tribes

tion except animal husbandry, looks with con-

tempt on the older farming populations, which
perform all the other necessary labors, it links
occupational classes with fixed hereditary differences in rank. Among the Masai the warriors

form simultaneously

a

standing army and a

There are
society

force

them On the continent compulsory

may

infinitely varied ways in which a
combine units of different types.

coordination or subordination

is

achieved

with varying degrees of elegance, which can be
appraised, however, only by the assumption of
an arbitrary subjective standard An individual

who

arbi-

and outlawry preceded coercive
measures. Under Charlemagne the crown executed its own decrees only in specific cases. In
recent times the absolute supremacy of the state
has become a favorite dogma, but practise often
tration, self-help

fails to tally

with ideology.

The

constitutional

Negroes do not become realities in
Mississippi any more than the Eighteenth
rights of

Amendment

achieved automatic recognition
through the sovereign federal government The
contrast appeared more glaringly in imperial
China The emperor was in theory the vice
regent of Heaven, hence the source of all power
and the rightful claimant to implicit obedience.
Actually the viceroys of provinces were virtually
independent monarchs; the emperor was hedged
in by the codified law, and his official acts were
subject to criticism by a board of censors, so that
imposition of new taxes was likely to meet with

determined opposition.

There are many

status class.

The

province to province in order to gain the support
of local groups. The Althing, the assembly of
Iceland, passed laws but was impotent to en-

structure but few

parallel

instances

forms of

social

of far reaching

duplication through stage after stage in ch\ erse
is little evidence of complex laws of

areas; there

sequence. Economic conditions limit the character of developments; highly organized states, for

example, are hardly consistent with the

life

of

belongs simultaneously to two units may
be confronted with a conflict of loyalties. In

hunters, and modern individualism tends to
destroy the traditional bonds of the clan or the

primitive matrilineal societies lineage and family
affiliation are likely to clash.
Trobriander or a

family, but beyond this it is difficult to generalize. The clan has been thought of as a necessary

Tsimshian is legally bound to transmit his most
valued possessions to a uterine nephew, yet
attachment to his own sons, in a social if not in a

organi/ations

A

physiological sense, impels him to favor them
to the detriment of his matrilineal kinsmen. As

Malinowski has shown, such conflicts between
love and duty may precipitate tragedy among
simpler peoples.

On

higher levels the possibili-

antagonism do not disappear. Attachment to a religious body, an economic class, an
idealistic fraternity, may even evoke revolt
ties for

intermediate state between the simple looser
and the politically organized
peoples, yet this

is

Thus according

not at

all

a certain conclusion.

view the Aztecs of
southern Mexico ought to have passed at one
time through a clan stage prior to achieving a
firmer centralized government; yet the more
critical recent authorities fail to be convinced
to

this

that the units recorded

are the

by Spanish chronicles

equivalents of exogamous unilateral

groups. Tropical South America teems with

against the state itself, as is illustrated by the
attitude of a patriotic German Catholic during
Bismarck's Kulturkampf, of the I. W. W. in the

horticultural

United States and of conscientious objectors
to war in any militaristic country.
As Vinogradoff has pointed out, the claim of

researches few of them were so organized, the
majority having as a substitute a local unit,
the extended family (Grossfamtlie), composed of

the

modern

state to absolute sovereignty within
limits is comparatively recent in

its territorial

Europe.

A new Scandinavian king traveled from

tribes which by analogy with
peoples of similar level would be credited with
clans; but according to Kirchhoff's classical

the core of a lineage plus coresidents from withThis unit may often have served instead of
the clan as an intermediary between the miniaout.
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ture family and the major social aggregate. The
data on associations are still more striking That
societies

or split

should dichotomize on the basis of sex
into lesser bodies of uninitiated and

up

and married elders seems a
and abstract psychological
arguments have been adduced to show how
natural it is to form secret societies. Siberian
tribes seem to have been predisposed to such
developments There women were generally
rated as inferior, had disabilities as to property
rights and were even spatially set off in the
initiated bachelors

priori

plausible,

household; notwithstanding their lower legal
status, however, they were not excluded from
public and ceremonial festivities, like their
Australian and Melanesian sisters, but took an
active part in them. Among the Yakuts, for

example, female shamans ranked higher than
male shamans; and in the great kumiss festivals

women

participated freely. Siberia is preeminently the land of shamanism, which has elsewhere led to the formation of secret societies;

yet no such developments occur throughout
vast area.

The

only safe inference

is

this
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that social

phenomena pursue no

SOCIAL PROCESS. The

elude perception.

process concept is closely tied up with the
history of the emergence of sociology as an

fixed sequences, or at
least that their sequences are so intricate as to
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history of the social

autonomous study. Small wrote that
ciologists since

sciously

premise

Comte have more

"all so-

or less con-

assumed this concept as their major
And it was Cooley's opinion that "the

"

first requisite in the making of a sociologist is
that he learn to see things habitually in this

way."

The influence of the concept on the American
sociological tradition has been enormous. Small,
in seeking to clarify the concepts by which an
adequate foundation could be built for sociology

as an architectonic science, selected social process as the basis for his construction and em-
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bodied an analysis of

it

in his

book General

Sociology (1905), which he afterward described

"a

"

on the
same year E. A. Ross had analyzed
the concept at some length in his Foundations of
Sociology, which Small described as "the first
[book] in English to put much stress on the term
as

treatise

category 'social process.*

Earlier in the

'process* as a scientific social category.*' He
added, however, that "Ratzenhofer had anticipated both books, and the term 'social process*
has been used in a semi-unconscious and ama-

teurish

fluence

way by a great many people." Small's inwas important, since he was principally

a student of the history of ideas and brought to
the attention of the American group an account

Social Organization
of the sociological tradition from the time of
Montesquieu and Savigny which ran principally
in terms of the

making of

social process theory.

The theory had a marked effect upon the thinking

of Ward,

Giddings,

Dewey, Mead and Thomas

Bentley,

Ellwood,

America and of
Simmel, Oppenheimer and von Wiese in Germany. But after Small the most important name
in its development was that of C. H. Cooley,
whose Social Process (1918) summed up the
state of thought on the concept which American
sociology had reached in its maturity. Since then
there has been a tendency to carry it to an extreme, notably in the "Chicago school," where it
became the central conception of sociology and
in
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At the core of social process theory is thus the
notion of movement, change, flux of society as
a continual becoming. "Society," writes MacIver, "exists only as a time-sequence. It is a

becoming, not a being; a process, not a product
.... Society
lives on only as a changing
.

.

.

equilibrium of present relationships." Georg
Simmel in fact took the position that since society is never a product but only a process, one
should not speak of society at all but only of
socialization. And Ross called the social process
primordial, since it not only constituted society
but logically preceded it. But apart from the

negative value of furnishing an antidote against
an undue structural emphasis in social thought,

the principal instrument of analysis Society
came to be viewed not only and primarily as

there

process but as a network of innumerable proc-

flux, continuity, becoming, finally emerge as
ends in themselves, and they tend to inhibit

esses.

Negatively the concept of social process repan important reaction against static
theory. It is characteristically opposed to the
resents

conception of society as structure, or society as a
formal or static arrangement of blocks of ma-

As such

terial.

it is

closely tied

up

in the history

of ideas with evolutionary thought, which did
for the whole of social thinking what the
philosophers of history had succeeded in doing
for themselves only by a gigantic intellectual
shaped social thought in a temporal per-

effort- it

spective. It thrust into the foreground of the

philosophic consciousness the notion of society
as a developing organism achieving its continuity through some sort of selective process related to the performance of function.

of the formal and the logical gave
study of development and activity.

Where

The study

way

evolutionary thought was not

to the

com-

writings of Bagehot, Ritchie and Caird. It is on
the whole quite easily explainable that the idea
of process should have flourished in the in-

an age of rapid movement
in inventions, of rapid social change, an age with
its codes and standards in flux. To this historical
reason must be added a more strictly psychotellectual climate of

one, indicated by Bergson's remark:
consciousness we have of our own self in

logical

continual flux introduces us to the interior of a
reality, on the model of w lich we must represent
other realities." Similarly G. H. Mead, in a
shrewd essay on Cooley, says that he discovered
his society "from the inside. .
.
Finding it in
.

living, it

was a process,"

is little

in process theory itself that

a valuable instrument of analysis.

makes

The mere

questions of the purposes or direction of the
process or of differences of value in it. Social
process theory thus becomes a species of raw
vitalism, in which the stuff of social experience is
set up as the supreme and unquestioned value
and as the final term in explaining itself.
But this does not exhaust the importance of
the idea. It must be seen as the center of a whole
configuration of concepts ranged around it
which are both historically related to it and
logically implicit in it. These are: first, the con-

second, the concept of soor of society as a flow of relations
between individuals; third, the concept of hiscept of process

itself;

cial interaction,

torical

and

social continuity; fourth, the

concept

of the organic connection between the individual

and society;

the concept of the social herian organic
unity; seventh, the concept of multiple factors
and the rejection, in the problem of social causafifth,

tage; sixth, the concept of society as

pletely triumphant a literature of reconciliation
arose, well illustrated in English thought by the

"The

it

tion, of any particulanst or

determimst elements.

The conception of society as an organic whole
of interrelated parts goes back to Montesquieu,
esprit des lots arose from the relation that

whose

the laws themselves bore to the whole of the social order,

gfafral.

But

that whole constituting the esprit
it received its classic expression in

Hegel, with his sense of society as an organic
whole In Hegel's thought this theory of organic
unity was combined with a theory of historical
dialectic which emphasized the continuity of
history. A similar emphasis is to be found among
the traditionalists, notably Burke and de Maistre, who counted upon the ordered continuity of
religion and tradition to knit together the social
fabric and who insisted upon the organic con-
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nection of the individual and society. Comte,
whose formative thinking was not very far re-

moved from the shadow of the European revofollowed the traditionalists

lutions,

in

their

thought also in the work of Stammler, Simmel
and Dilthey, and the basic preoccupation is per-

haps best expressed in Ditlhey's phrase, the
Struktursusammenhang, or inner unity, between

appreciation of the unity of society and the continuity of history. Comte saw history as devel-

the individual and society.

opment, although after a hierarchical fashion
that was his own contribution; and he saw society
and the realm of thought itself as organic

which stands

wholes.

ments in

To

the influence of Hegel,

Darwin

in

Comte and

later

forming social process theory there

It is significant that

at the

Cooley's Social Process,

end of

this

whole

historical

sequence in the sociological tradition, includes
under its title the entire configuration of eletheory. Indeed the
between them is clear. If society is a process and not a product or an agglomeration, it follows that it can be only a flow
of relations or interactions between individuals.
social

process

logical connection

were added in the nineteenth century Marxian
thought and the repercussions it aroused. This
gave rise to a polemical struggle which revolved
about two axes: the validity of what was pri-

'relatives' in

marily a conflict theory in the interpretation of
change and the validity of the materialist
interpretation of history with its selection of a

the word that is, we are all persons relative to,
connected with, or dependent on others.
Social process ... is the dynamic aspect of

single set of factors as constituting the

any given social relation." And if society is a
flow of relationships, it follows that history is an

social

dynamic

of historic change. In sociology the conflict
theory was represented by Gumplowicz and
Ratzenhofer. While not in the main line of the
Marxian tradition, they were largely inspired by
the doctrine of the class struggle and extended
a similar analysis to the sociology of racial and
national conflict. They had considerable influence upon American sociology, principally
through Small and Ward. The problem of the
materialist interpretation, however, even more
than the theory of conflict, became the storm
center of European sociology in the last quarter
of the nineteenth century. The counterstatement
to the Marxian position found much support by
reverting to Eichhorn's theory of the complexity
of society and the multiplicity of factors that

must be invoked

to explain the

events. Multiple causation

cry of those

who opposed

movement

became the

of

Wiese's definition
the old,

is

now

helpful:

obsolete,

"We

are

all

meaning of
.

.

the past. For the individual by himself

is

help-

only through his relations with
other individuals around him and even more
less;

he

lives

through his relations with the individuals who
have preceded him: it is the social heritage that
they pass on to him, in the form of accumulated
knowledge and crystallized institutions and
vested interests, which enables him to muster the
requisite skill and order through which he may

Thus in such a tram of reasoning the
question of the individual versus society becomes pointless, as social process theorists are
survive.

careful to point out: the individual lives only

or feared Marxian

through society. This organic connection obtains, however, not only for any individual and
the society of which he is a part but for the society as a whole; the primary note here is the

Lavrov, Mikhailovsky and Kareyev, and among
the French solidarists; both set out to defend the
theory of multiple causation in the interests of

democracy. Representing the middle

ground between Marxism and traditionalism,
they sought in historic continuity for the laws of
progress which would justify and fortify their

Hegelian "altogetherness of everything." Not
merely history but society itself is a seamless

web which the thinker can break only at his own
peril. The Marxian theory, borrowing as it does
from Hegel, is also an organic theory; but in it
the dialectic of history is moved by a set of par-

libertarian efforts. They debated incontinently
the question of the relation between the personal
and the impersonal factors in the historic process
and of the relation between the individual and

that changes in it produce corresponding
changes in them. But the main line of social

society in the social process. The prevailing
point of view was that of the organic unity be-

sense. It does not admit of

tween the two. This

emphases, and

is

represented in

German

.

unbroken continuity of such relationships an
evolutionary process in which, as in the organic
world, nature makes no leaps and in which the
most catastrophic act is the attempt to break with

rallying

thought. This counterstatement took extreme
form among the Russian liberal sociologists, like

libertarian

Von

ticular causes: the organization of production is
so bound up with the other social manifestations

process theory

is

it

organic in a quite different

any

particularist

sees a qualitative

homogeneity

Social Process
in che entire social process.
cial

The problem

Social Psychology

of so-

causation becomes thus infinitely complex,

permitting no simplification.

A

change in any

part of the social process is to be accounted for
only in terms of changes (which are both cause
and effect) in a multiplicity of factors in the rest

of the social process and, by ultimate logic, in
the whole of it.

The

implications of this entire complex of

theory for social change and

its

consequences

for social action are far reaching.

By

stressing

the unbroken continuity of history and society
it tends to bolster the status quo and to inhibit
revolutionary action which might break with the
past and endanger the fragile social heritage.
The change that the theory envisages is in
reality only that of continuity and not radical or

revolutionary change

By

positing the organic

and the individual it places
the locus of the social process and the locus of
relation of society

change

in the

society as

mind of the

an objective

individual, denying
and denying also

reality

the sweep of impersonal forces in history.
On the whole social process theory represents
the liberalism of the realm of sociology. It has
furnished the foundation for progressivism in
political and educational movements and for
an entire program of social work and social reform. Sociologists have for the most part
followed Cooley's injunction and adopted it as
their fundamental intellectual attitude. But its
very mdecisiveness has done much toward preventing the achievement of an adequate theory

ot social change or social causation.

And through

function of rationalizing the adherence to
the status quo and the fear of revolutionary
action the theory has in the movement of events
its

carried implications of a definitely antihberal
character.
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SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

stands

midway

be-

tween general psychology and the social sciences
and is claimed as a subdivision by both psychology and sociology. Besides its treatment as
a division of sociology, sometimes being called
psychological sociology or folk psychology, it is
intimately related to political science as political,
crowd, mass or mob p >ychology and as collective

psychology. It is closely connected with economics through the psychology of advertising
and propaganda as well as through the fundamentals of economic motivation; with religion
through the psychology of religion; with education through certain aspects of educational

psychology; with anthropology through folk psywith jurisprudence through crowd

chology;

psychology; and with ethics, art and literature

through both folk and mass psychology. On the
other hand, general psychology since the time
of William James has been moving rather definitely away from the metaphysics and even the
physiology and psychology of individual behavior toward social psychology. Even physiologipsychology makes a considerable contribuits analysis of
the effects of the cndocnnes upon responses of
cal

tion to social psychology through

individuals

psychology

in

social

situations.

Neurological

important to social psychology
study of the instincts and the methis

through its
ods of conditioning responses to social stimuli.
Abnormal psychology and social psychiatry are
related to crowd psychology and other phases of
social psychology on
many counts, but particularly through the phenomena of suggestibility,
imitation, fixations, censorship, compensation,

and personality types.
Social psychology, considered as a branch of
psychology, is the study of individual responses
as conditioned by stimuli arising from social or
rationalization

collective situations; considered as a branch of
sociology or as collective psychology, it is the

study of collective responses or of the behavior
of groups and other collectivities. Social psychology, however, no longer is regarded by the
students of the subject as merely a branch of
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between the

either general psychology or general sociology,
ft possesses largely an independent line of de-

self-sufficiency and paternalism.

velopment and it is not, historically speaking,
primarily an outgrowth of either of these two
disciplines, although it has always been closely
connected with them.

liberty under the guiding restraints of collective
constitutional action. Saint-Simon and Comte

Although

social

social science dates

psychology as a recognized
from the last decade of the

nineteenth century, it had previously undergone
number of advances toward integration while

a

it

was

still

a nameless discipline.

The Greek

sophists of the fifth century B.C. had observed
and named some of the psycho-social processes.

Protagoras, for instance, had announced the fact
that not natural law, but public opinion, determines what men consider right. He had the very

modern notion also that this ruling public opinmade enlightened through science
or knowledge and should be controlled by means
ion should be

The sophists were perhaps the
to grasp clearly the abstract fact of custom
as
and tradition
intangible but powerful factors
in the lives of men, and thus to rob the gods
of education.
first

and nature of the honor of bringing order and
continuity into human collective behavior. Other
implications of a social psychology in ancient
times are found in Plato's idea of organizing
human society on the basis of personality types;
Aristotle's theory of the four

man

relationships

and the

fundamental hu-

original social nature

of man; the stoic emphasis upon the psychic
communion of mankind; the Epicurean anticipation of the theory of social contract; and the
Christian dogma that man is not born social but
antisocial (original sin)

and must be

socialized

(born again).
The next great contribution to the unnamed
field of social psychology was made by G. B.
Vico, in his Scienza nuova (1725), as the result
of his examination of the whole of classical literature then available in order that he might
ascertain, as he said, how the mind of God had

expressed

itself in history

or in the behavior

and thought of men. He came to the conclusion
that the mental life and development of all
peoples had been essentially the same. He attempted to state these laws of mental and cultural
development under three general periods: the
age of the gods, of the heroes and of men. After
Vico, Condorcet developed the thesis that an

conflict

collective ideals

of

civic

Hegel perceived
a world soul developing and dominating collective thinking in the direction of universal

planned a system of psycho-religious controls

which would marshal the benevolent emotions
of man in the service of collective welfare and
mutual aid.
All of the above thinkers were working toward
a collective psychology. But there were contemporaries who were laying the foundations of
a social psychology from the standpoint of individual responses as conditioned by social stimuli.
The early moral philosophers of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries

and especially

men

Hooker, Shaftesbury, Bishop Butler, Hutcheson, Price and Adam Smith were developing the theory of moral sentiments, such as
conscience, benevolence and sympathy. The
like

psychologists Hartley and Helvetius added the
weight of their analyses. At first these men regarded the moral sentiments as inherent in the
original nature of man or as having been im-

planted in the soul by an act of divinity, which
the metaphysical deism of the eighteenth century transformed into heredity. But the influence
of the philosophy of history school and the
environmentalism and rationalism of the French
encyclopedias began to transform the hereditary

explanation of social attitudes into a theory of
acquired dispositions collectively or socially conditioned Helvetius, who came closest to being
a collective psychologist, and Godwin, who

might appropriately be considered the first political psychologist, added greatly to the vogue
of the theory of acquired social attitudes.

They

were true and able forerunners of the mass
psychologists of the late nineteenth century in
France and England and later in the United
States. In a similar

way Adam Smith served

as

the most prolific and stimulating transmitter of
the theories of moral sentiments to the nineteenth century social psychologists of the individual type, especially in the United States and

England.

Thomas C. Upham was the outstandamong the disciples of Smith

ing early example
in the

United States. For a while

this

era of planned civilization directed

by scientific
opinion was dawning. Herder saw mankind
evolving from insensate matter into a moral

approach
it reappeared
toward the end of the century especially in the
writings of J. M. Baldwin and C. H. Cooley. In
England this viewpoint served its apprentice-

world controlled by the ideal of a perfect humanitananism. Adam Ferguson pictured the

ship in the theories and practical proposals of
Bentham, the Mills, Spencer, Leslie Stephen

to social psychology lapsed, but
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and other utilitarians. Through these men and
Bain and the Scotch school generally they reenforced the thinking of Baldwin and Cooley.
Such, in the briefest outline, was the very
important development of social psychology beit
acquired a name. The first phase of social
psychology to achieve distinct recognition was
folk psychology. In 1860 Lazarus and Steinthal,
following the immediate lead of Herbart and
fore

Hegel and of that branch of the philosophy of
history which had turned toward ethnology,
established their Zeitschriftfur Volkcrpsychologie

und Sprachwissenschaft. During the next thirty
years they published also several monographs
in this general field. They selected language and
ethnology as the source from which to draw the
data of social psychology, apparently because
these subjects had already been largely developed on the psychological side in Germany and

were in process of such development in other
were much more objective
than those available to the English, Scotch and
French schools of moral philosophy and therefore more capable of integration into a science.
Folk psychology was by no means the invention
of Lazarus and Steinthal, who might rather be
characterized as the formulators and promoters
countries. Their data

new

their descriptions of contemporaneous social and
psycho-social processes. Folk psychology there-

fore declined rapidly in importance; and the
struggling race psychology, which had obtained
a place in university catalogues, remained stillborn, mainly because of the discovery that social

were a myth and that race was a socioand anthropological rather than a psy-

instincts
logical

chological concept.

The new brand

of social psychology which
do with the retirement of folk
psychology from the center of the stage in the
last decade of the nineteenth century has been
variously denominated crowd psychology, mass
psychology, mob psychology and even collective
psychology, although this last term might also
be applied to other aspects of social psychology.
Adam Smith devoted extensive passages to custom, fashion, opinion and other aspects of collective behavior. But it was Walter Bagehot and
Gabriel Tarde who first carefully observed what
E. A. Ross later called the social planes and
currents in collective behavior and attempted to
reduce them to definite and schematic formulation. It has long been recognized that Tarde
overworked the concept of imitation, but it is

had most

to

equally true that the recent attempt to deny any

subject rather than its discoverers,
even they remained too close to the Hegelian

significance to this concept is unjustified Tarde 's
formula of repetition, opposition, adaptation,

metaphysical concept of the oversoul to make of

science of folk psychology which, as Karpf
points out, was intended to present, first, a psychological history of culture; second, the theory

harks back to the Hegelian dialectic and presages the dialectic of social growth of Baldwin,
so important in the United States around 1900.
Tarde was the first social psychologist to give
adequate attention to invention, but he failed to
find a naturalistic basis for it in the process of

of collective mind; and, third, the origins of colFor the most part he dropped

the conditioning of responses. Closely supplementary to the work of Tarde was that of

the metaphysical assumptions of Vico, Herder,

Gustave Le Bon and Scipio Sighele; they more
than Tarde took over the ideas of the French
abnormal psychologists, particularly of Bern-

of the

and

their subject a true science.

Wundt went

further

and attempted a true

lective behavior.

Condorcet and Hegel and like Spencer attempted
to derive his conclusions from the inductive
study of ethnological materials. He went beyond
Spencer in the study of social origins and found
his most enthusiastic but largely independent
follower in

W.

I.

Thomas in his Chicago period.

Other

social psychologists in the United States
influenced largely by Wundt were Baldwin,

Dewey, Cooley, Judd and Mead, although they
were perhaps even more stimulated by neoHegelian concepts of collective behavior and
opinion. The inadequacy of ethnology as a basis
for either a modern social psychology or a mod-

ern sociology began to be made clear in the
1890*3 as the result of the growing complexity
of a society which compelled both of these social
sciences to seek their data

from and to make

.

heim and Janet, and applied their theories of
suggestion, hysteria and hypnotism to the analysis

mob phenomena. This line of
been extended even further by E. D.

of crowd and

attack has

Martin to include theories of paranoiac motivations and obsessions. E. A. Ross consolidated
the findings of Tarde, Le Bon and Bagehot and
introduced them into the United States, first
in his Social Control (New York 1901) and later
in the first work ever published under the title
Social Psychology (New York 1908). Ross also
is credited with having given the first course by
this title ever offered in a university, at Stanford
in 1899. This phase of social psychology, which

had such wide vogue from about 1890

to about
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But

m its turn fallen into relative disfavor.

perhaps greater than is
usually recognized, partly because of its aid in
objectifying psycho-social situations and in makits

is

importance

to symbolic control and practical manipulation, hut also because of the large

ing

them subject

contribution

it

has

made to

political

psychology,

the psychology of religion and the psychology

Durkheim and Lucien
LeVy-Bruhl have made an interesting combination of the neo-Hegehan theories of the oversoul, of folk psychology and of the FrenchEnglish crowd psychology. In Durkheim 's hands
the oversoul is reduced to collective representations. These appear to be general concepts and
emotions which acquire a symbolic detachment
and objectivity, enabling them to be communicated in the psycho-social environment and thus
to become dominant factors in collective responses. Levy-Bruhl, even more than Durof the mores. Kmile

kheim, has gone to the

personality analysis also started with an instinct
theory one which was more crude than that of
the instinctivists themselves and attempted at
first

to interpret all personality in terms of the
an all powerful "sex" instinct with

conflict of

an "egoistic" instinct, but later brought in
something like a "herd" instinct, in the form of
the super-ego, to make room for an alignment
of the two former so-called instincts against
social disapproval. This phase of psychoanalytic social psychology is now without adherents

except

among

the "faithful," and the theory of

personality conflict which they brought to the
fore but did not originate has now been reduced
to a theory of conflict of acquired interests and
of socially conditioned attitudes and impulses

with native appetites. Nevertheless, the psychoanalysts did help to emphasize some categories
of interpretation taken over mainly from the
abnormal psychologists wishes, compensation,
which have
rationalization, fantasy, neuroses

of ethnology for his
most telling illustrations of the operation of these

been widely adopted by such

collective representations and in addition has
made some excellent criticisms of the psycho-

psychologists as Graham Wallas, W. I. Thomas,
F. H. Allport, L. L. Bernard, Kimball Young,

social

field

assumptions of the ethnologists, while he

himself has displayed an inadequate grasp of
modern psychology. The Durkhcim school generally has

been closer to anthropology than to

J

K. Folsom,

and

social

E D. Martin and H

political

D. Lasswell.

The environmentalist school of personality analysis among the social psychologists, beginning
with

Adam Smith and

other eighteenth century

sociology, although several investigators have
attempted to make applications to the fields of

writers already mentioned, came to be recogni/ed as a leading branch of social psychology

political science

through Baldwin and Cooley and was reenforced
and extended by the work of such men as Wallas, Thomas, Allport, Bernard and Young in
particular. In this modern form the old ethical
emphasis of Adam Smith and his confreres has

religion,

economics, sociology,

and education.
About 1910 the chief emphasis in social psychology began to shift definitely toward personality analysis. Perhaps this movement really had
begun earlier in the works of Baldwin and
Cooley. Three major lines of attack upon this
theme developed: the mstmctivist social psychology, the psychoanalytic approach and the
environmentalist approach.

The

instinctivists,

by William McDougall, had a long

given

to a purely objective analysis of perEllwood, Bogardus, Kantor and most

way

sonality.

of the recent French and

German

social psy-

chologists belong primarily to the collective or
crowd and folk psychology rather than to the

line of

environmentalist school of personality analysis,

among the Scotch metaphysicians
and the German child psychologists and another

although all of those mentioned have been definitely concerned with the latter. This field of
study and investigation developed within social

led

antecedents

in William James. It was the naive atomistic
theory of this group that personality is a bundle

of inherited behavior patterns which may be
manipulated by the educator or by social directors

and

institutions

somewhat

as the typist

operates a typewriter to produce an intelligible
manuscript; that is, by releasing the keys which
are the instincts.
ality analysis

By 1920

was under

this

fire

mode

of person-

and by 1925

it

was

in rapid retreat, although it still has standing in
other countries where social psychology is less

well developed.

The

psychoanalytic approach to

psychology in response to a definite demand

from educators, advertisers, propagandists, ministers, club directors and other leaders for definite knowledge of the personality mechanisms
which must be manipulated in the processes of
character formation and social control. With the
discarding of the social instincts theory there
has been a consequent return in this connection
to the theory of the conditioning of responses
which John Locke so ably and clearly set forth
in his Essay concerning

Human

Understanding

Social

Psychology

(London 1690; ed. by A. C. Fraser, 2 vols.,
Oxford 1894), and which Pavlov has recently
renewed.
The newest and at present the dominant emphasis in social psychology the behavioristic
viewpoint is built upon and refines and reori-

Modern bepsychology may be said to

ents the environmentalist school.

haviorism in social

have originated, or at least to have been foreshadowed, by August Comte; but the comparative psychologists, especially John B. Watson,
were responsible for popularizing the principles
of behaviorism and for giving it its name. These
men, however, with a few exceptions, have not
worked in the field of social psychology Behavpsychology of the present day is
primarily the product of the United States and
its chief sponsors have been Allport, Bernard
ioristic social

and Kimball Young, although it has now been
adopted by most of the writers in the field. It
places the chief emphasis in social psychology

upon the constructive adjustment of the personality to

environment, and

it

accordingly

makes extensive use of the theory of the conditioning of responses and of the environmentalist
analysis of personality Through this behaviorist, or functional, adjustment orientation social

psychology is allied intimately with all the social
sciences concerned with collective behavior in
the fields of politics, business, religion, recrea-

the

reached only after several decades of effort. The
German research approach in social psychology,
as represented

by Lazarus, Steinthal, Wundt,
Vierkandt, Thurnwald and Simmcl, has been
mainly cultural and institutional Good work
has also been done in child psychology and personality development, especially by Pestalozzi,
Herbart, Preyer, Stern and Buhler. In France
Le Bon, Tardc, Durkheim and Levy-Bruhl have

emphasized the mass-cultural-institutional approach and Le Bon and Tarde the analogical
method. The recent British development began
with the cultural-mstitutional-historical approach of Bagehot and Graham Wallas, but its
chief contemporary emphasis

is

upon the ana-

of Shand,
McDougall, Drevcr and Thouless. The social
psychologists of the United States have led in
logical

interpretation

(instinctive)

quantitative research
recent years.

m

social

psychology in

During the latter half of the nineteenth century there was a constantly growing tendency

among

social psychologists
problems in

investigational

toward stating their
such a manner that

they could be answered by means of the application of statistical techniques, Quetelet, Buckle
and Tarde were ardent advocates and practi-

men-

tioners of the application of statistics to the disclosure and interpretation of psycho-social uni-

hygiene, education, vocational guidance and
like. All of these subjects are essentially

formities. It was not, however, until after Galton's invention of the method of correlation in

and outlook and they

1888 that adequate methods for the measurement of these phenomena were developed, and

tion, art, literature, language, delinquency,
tal

and measurement technique. This
emphasis upon psycho-social research has been
tive testing

behavioristic in content

find in a behavioristic social psychology aids to
the interpretation of their own problems of

group and individual behavior which could not
be found in the old metaphysical theories of free
will, rational choice, instinctive domination and
so on. All of

them

are

becoming

"institution-

alized," under the molding influence of social
and folk psychology. Individual motivations are
now traced back to social origins and both indi-

vidual and collective behavior, even in language,
literature and art, are being explained in terms
of the social conditioning of responses Such a
behavioristic interpretation in the social sciences

opens the way for an objective analysis of the
conditioning factors in behavior and therefore
to productive research in all phases of social
control.

At present

social psychologists

and

social sci-

entists generally are not greatly interested in
schools of social psychology. The chief immediate concern is in the development of quantita-

they were not experimented with extensively
until the present century. Recently measurement
in social psychology has been applied both to
mass behavior, as in the studies of Ogburn,
Rice, Willey and Lundberg in the fields of
voting, conservatism and radicalism, and leadership and to personality, as in the measurement

of social

attitudes,

fairmmdedness, honesty,

social intelligence, temperament and the like.
Methods of personality measurement have progressed more than general statistical measurement of collective phenomena. In 1904 Thorn-

dike published his Introduction to the Theory
of Mental and Social Measurements (New York,
2nd ed. 1913) and thus gave a marked impetus
to the quantitative method. The Binet-Simon
and its numerous derivatives also have

scale

made various contributions of value, although
some of them have been greatly overestimated.
Much the same may be said of the various stud-
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and

Man,

emphasis upon the refined analysis and compuUtion
D
and
A.
of social attitudes by Allport
Hartman,
Thurstone and many others. Much effort has

liam,

ies

of eminence

by Galton, Pearson,

others which led

up to the

Cattell

recent heavy

been expended upon the production of measuring scales for the detection, evaluation and prediction of religious, political, domestic and other
social attitudes, with the result that large phases
of the corresponding social sciences are being

transformed by this psycho-social quantitative
technique. The emphasis upon scientific labor
management, motion study and the like early
in the twentieth century together with the growing interest of educators and employers in vocaaptitudes has greatly stimulated the

tional

development of a field of industrial psychology
which overlaps with social psychology, educational psychology and personality analysis and
rating. Methods of rating and ranking of all
types of persons and m many fields of social
behavior have been for some time actively and
widely discussed. Rankings and ratings, however, give way increasingly to standardized tests,
such as those developed by Allport, Thurstone
and numerous other workers in the field. These

techniques have been extended especially to the
measurement of such aspects and problems of
personality as emotional stability, will tempera-

ment,

social

maturity,

fairmindedness,

social

distance and social attitudes. This phase of
measurement promises to become one of the
most fruitful in the whole field of science. In
1928 Hartshorne and May began to publish the
results of their experiments in extending measuring techniques in the field of character to real

situations, but as yet practically all such
tests continue to be of the pencil and paper
life

variety.
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London. Twelve years

earlier, as a

young

clergyman, Barnett had become vicar of St.
Jude's in one of the most wretched districts in
the East End. His experience convinced him
that industrial and urban changes had under-

mined much of the English parish system, and
that charity and mission schools altogether failed
to make up for the draining off of parishioners
equipped to give civic and educational leadership to such areas. Accordingly he sought some
new means of reenforcement, closer to the
ground than the rising university extension
movement, in which he was active. His concept
was reminiscent, on the one hand, of the "prin-

hammered out by the Scotch
Thomas Chalmers, in rechurching Glas-

ciple of locality"

divine,

m

the early nineteenth century and, on the
other, of that of Edward Denison, who in the
i86o's afforded an example of what a resident

gow

layman might do by taking up lodgings in
Stepney and, with encouragement from Ruskin
and the historian Green, envisaged a colony of
young men who would throw in their lot with
the dwellers in an underprivileged neighbor-
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hood. In the words of Robert A. Woods, historian of the settlement movement, Barnett proposed to bring "some of the nation's chief
sources of power" into the
collapse of older forms of

vacuum left by the
community life. At

group of young Oxford and
Cambridge graduates took up their residence in
the Whitechapel district of London, naming
his invitation a

their quarters in memory of one of their number,
Arnold Toynbee, whose career had been cut
short by death. The founders of Toynbee Hall
and of the other settlements which followed its

lead reflected the century long revolt against
evils ushered in by the industrial revolution. In

the midst of the ferment, however, they held to

what the poets, novelists and essayists, the political and religious insurgents of those decades,
so often lacked

a practicable approach to the
life and problems of the times. Not only did they
organize clubs, classes, lectures, concerts and

other educational, cultural and recreational activities, but they elected to become a part of the

community

itself,

to study

its

needs and to par-

ticipate in its struggles. Toynbee residents were
early drawn into the labor conditions underlying

the great dockers' strike and into the scheme of
social research that issued in Charles Booth's

epoch making study, Life and Labour of the
People of London (2 vols. and appendix, London
1889-91; rev. ed., 17 vols., 1903). Thus from the
start, through the interplay of essential human
contacts in these centers of residence, the settlements sought to avoid falling into the category

of superimposed institutions. Then and since
they have been invested with an unspoiled confidence in the contribution which, by a process
of give and take, the people of a locality themselves

might make. This explains how

in

Eng-

land they have counted steadily upon dislodging
sets at both ends of an old order and how

mind

where settlements spread
even more rapidly, they have revived the spirit
of pioneering in decades which have seen the
frontier shift to urban centers. Through the
subtle understanding and vivid leadership of
Jane Addams the more democratic aspects of
the movement soon came to be typified in the
public imagination in Hull House, opened in
1889 on Halsted Street in Chicago.
In England the example set by Toynbee Hall
in the United States,

led within six years to the establishment of six
other neighborhood centers: Oxford House in
Bethnal Green, the Women's University Settlement in Southwark, Mansfield House in Can-

ning

Town,

University

Hall,

Bermondsey

Settlement, founded by Mrs.

and

Humphry Ward,

Newman

tarian,

House. Although Anglican, Uninonconformist and Catholic auspices

were included

in these beginnings, and although
movement has repeatedly drawn
from
impulse
religious and ethical sources,
Barnett and his associates set the type in consistently rejecting sectarian bias and evangelical

the settlement

intent.

This approach especially appealed to early
Toynbee Hall, who were to

oversea visitors to

become the founders of the

first

American

settlements. In 1886 the

Neighborhood Guild,
later the University Settlement, was initiated in
New York by Stanton Coit and Charles B.
Stover The year 1889 marked the opening not
only of Hull House in Chicago by Jane Addams
and Ellen Gates Starr but of the College Settlement in New York by Dr. Jane E. Robbms and

Jean Fine (Mrs. Charles B. Spahr). The first
Boston settlement, Andover House, later South
End House, was founded in 1891 by William J.
Tucker and Robert A. Woods.
So much has depended on the personality of
founders and head workers that certain other
names must be singled out from the list of those

who have given

distinction to the

movement

the United States; in

New

Wald (Henry

Settlement),

Street

in

York, Lillian D.

Mary K.

Simkhovitch (Greenwich House), John Lovejoy
Elliott (Hudson Guild) and Gaylord S. White

(Union Settlement); m Chicago, Graham Taylor
arid Lea Taylor (Chicago Commons) and Mary

McDowell (University of Chicago Settlement), in Cleveland, George A. Bellamy (Hiram
House); in Philadelphia, Anna F. Davies (ColE.

lege

Settlement);

in

Pittsburgh,

Charles C.

Cooper (Kmgsley House); in New Orleans,
Eleanor McMain (Kmgsley House); and in San
Francisco, Elizabeth Ashe (Telegraph Hill).
Transplanted to the United States, neighborhood work became more flexible; it broadened
out from its academic matnx, employing the
term "social settlement" and then discarding
qualifying words entirely. Men and women were
included hi the same household, a departure
which would have been impossible at the time in
England but was not so difficult in the United
States with

its

coeducational universities.

Em-

phasis shifted from class rapprochement to race
relations, assimilation and mutual adventures in

community growth. With immigration at its
flood, the early American settlements were

among

the

first

for foreigners

to introduce classes in English
in citizenship, to en-

and courses

Social Settlements
courage and conserve folk arts and to experiment
with other branches of adult education.
Starting with an old residence or

rooms in a

tenement, the early settlement has grown into a
cluster of neighboring houses, a quadrangle
covering an entire city block or a tall modern
building. Clubrooms, clinics, gymnasia, studios,
social halls and theaters as well as summer camps
outside the city find place in the scheme. Al-

though frequently settlements are regarded as
recreation centers, their larger purpose is apparent from the Hull House charter: "to provide
a center for a higher civic and social life, to
institute and maintain educational and philanthropic enterprises, and to investigate and improve the conditions in the industrial district of
Chicago." In the pursuit of such aims American
settlement workers gave their attention to all the
aspects of neighborhood and community welfare to conditions of sanitation, health, education, recreation,

housing and industrial relations.

They struck out against sweatshops, unsanitary
workrooms, child labor, low wages, overwork of

women and
some

other civic and industrial

In
im-

evils.

cases their agitation resulted in local

practical proposals

which

laid the

with

framework for

factory inspection. The idea of
the federal Children's Bureau, a human depar-

labor laws

and

and its
two chiefs, Julia C. Lathrop and Grace
Abbott, were residents at Hull House. The war
and post-war years have witnessed a further extension of settlement interests and strategy into
such fields as large scale public housing, city and
ture in government, was Miss Wald's,
first

Recent

living conditions, are often lacking in the rudi-

has taken root in continental Europe is apparent
fact that at the present time France has

from the

59 neighborhood houses; Holland 5 1 the Scandinavian countries 12. A number of early
neighborhood centers sprang up in France quite
;

independently of the British movement and even
before its inception. The oldest, L 'Union des

was founded soon

Families,

Prussian

War by Madame

after the Francode Pressensd. Like

the Volkshuis of Holland, the French centers
were no n- residential, and it was not until the

which

exploitation

Association.

ments of community life. A dozen neighborhood
houses in Canada and others in Australia have
shared in the impulse from Toynbee Hall.
The extent to which the settlement movement

of the National Consumers' League, linked such
industrial

Settlements

developments indicative of the vitality of the
movement have been the spread of neighborhood houses in the depressed mining areas and
experiments in connection with the new housing
sections, which, while they afford admirable

came

against

number

Educational

provement, in others they led the way to
remedial legislation. First at Hull House and
then at Henry Street Florence Kelley, secretary
protests
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since 1914; they now total
72 and are organized in two bodies: the British
Association of Residential Settlements and the

creased in

turn of the century that residential settlements
into being in France. In 1902 the abbe

Viollet

opened

his

recruits its

L'Oeuvre du Moulin Vert,

members

as families rather

than as individuals; and in 1903 several borough
settlements in Pans were started under the
leadership of Madame le Fer de la Motte. During and after the World War a number of
neighborhood centers were established both in

the cities and in rural areas, and by 1932, 25
non-sectarian societies were affiliated with the

Federation Fran9aise des Centres Sociaux. The
includes the social centers of the

federation

villages of the

Chemm

de Fer du Nord, where

workmen themselves are the prime movers.
The settlement movement m France has from

regional planning, systematized social insurance,
internationalism and world peace.

the

Intrinsically the settlement movement is decentralized, but city, national and international
federations have lent it collective strength. In

the beginning drawn on the ideology of SaintSimon, Fourier and Frederic Le Play in its concern for strengthening the life of the local com-

the United States a National Federation of
Settlements, formed in 1911, reported in 1930
an enrolment of 160 houses, with 1500 staff
members and 7500 volunteer assistants, while a
partial census of activities indicated that over

1,000,000 people were reached each year. These

some 300 church houses
denominations, and other hybrid organizawhich frequently call themselves settle-

figures are exclusive of

of all
tions

ments.

The

munity.
One of the best

known and most

the self-organized activity of the people living in
the working class district which it served and
also offered a striking example of the interplay

between voluntary

social service

socialized public administration.

English settlements likewise have in-

successful

European settlements, the Soziale Arbeitsgemeinschaft, was founded in Berlin in 1911 by
Friednch Siegmund-Schultze. It emphasized

the Cologne settlements were

and a system of
The Berlin and

among

the

first

to
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suffer under the Nazi regime which began in 1933.
The settlement movement has taken root in

China, Japan and India or has been spread by
missionary leaders. Notably in India the neighborhood house has played an important role in

overcoming

caste barriers

and

racial cleavages.

Following the first international Conference
of Settlements at Toynbee Hall in London in
1922, subsequent meetings were held in Pans
(1926), in Amersfoort, Holland (1929),
Berlin (1932).

In the United States, where the

ment has reached

its

and

in

social settle-

widest and most varied

development, volunteers have characteristically
played a large part in settlement beginnings and
continue to do so even today, when, under modern organization, executive responsibility and
specialized activities are commonly assigned to
trained, salaried staffs. Similarly the chief source
of financial support has been voluntary contri-

butions, raised directly by the board of trustees
or directors or as part of the local community
chest Fees paid by members of clubs and classes

have met some of the expense, and with the
passage of time endowments have accumulated.
Settlement boards are usually drawn from the

community

as a whole, but as a foil to absentee

bias they are
hood leaders

themselves

The

sometimes balanced by neighborand men and women who have

come up through

the clubs.

trend has been for each house to enter

Miss Ad dams called "the inevitable

flatness of

as they have become "part of
the established order of things."

the

commonplace"

Unlike case work agencies and specialized
forms of social work which minister to particular
needs, neighborhood workers are in a sense
general practitioners

who emphasize

the group

as central to their scheme. Beginning with their
own household and engaging all the surrounding

groups that enter into the social composition of
the neighborhood, settlement workers are concerned with the life of the community as a

whole. Not only do they carry on a local exchange through which the varied resources of
the community can be drawn upon in any case
of need, but they bring together generations,
races and interests and give effective social expression to the educational, cultural and recreational aims which are at the heart of their pro-

gram. It is natural therefore that the club should
have become the "activity common to all
settlements," from the recreational clubs for
young people to the adult organisations which
often serve as forums for the discussion of social,

political

and economic problems and as

channels of organized and effective protest
against neighborhood ills.
In the field of health the

American settlements

have been at the forefront in initiating health
education, medical examinations, convalescent
homes, child health centers and such current in-

the field without a preconceived program, to see
grow out of situations which call now

novations as habit clinics for small children and

the work

heart and nutrition clinics

one type of service, now for another and to
keep it plastic. This approach and the decentralized leadership of the movement throw light not
only on the variety of forms of neighborhood
work but on those disparities in standards and
motives between individual houses which have

Street Settlement gave
impetus to similar services the world over and
led to the introduction of school and city nurses.

for

led to criticism of the

movement

as a whole.

Thus on the one hand it has been charged that
settlement work is superficial In that it remains
on the side lines of the economic struggle, and
on the other hand it is held to have become obdevelopment of social
schools and community centers

solete as a result of the

programs by
under public auspices. Such charges from the
outside have been matched and anticipated by
the self-analysis and criticism of settlement

service of the

The

visiting nurse

Henry

In originating the term "public health nursing"
Miss Wald saw the potentialities for the com-

munity of the nurse who

is also a social worker.
In education the settlements introduced or

demonstrated many of the developments which
have enriched the public schools playgrounds,
kindergartens, nursery schools, classes in home
and manual training, vocational

economics

bureaus, junior employment services, visiting
teaching, study rooms and ungraded classes. In
adult education the settlement class for immigrants was the forerunner of comprehensive

schemes developed and expanded under mu-

workers themselves. Even more the search for
realistic promptings in the life about them has
done more than anything else to save settle-

creased leisure, whether through

ments, although by no means universally, from
the pitfalls of patronage, sentimentality and

or through shorter working hours, the activity
of neighborhood workers in sponsoring cultural,

institutionalism

and from partaking of what

nicipal or state auspices.
In a decade which is confronted with in-

aesthetic

and

unemployment

intellectual pursuits has taken

on

Social Settlements
new significance. In this field Albert J. Kennedy,
for many years secretary of the National Federa-
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the chairmanship of Helen Hall, then director of
University House, Philadelphia, and later of

New York. More than a

tion, has given distinguished leadership to the

Henry

American development. There are twenty settlement music schools, apart from some fifty music

settlements cooperated in inquiries carried on
over a period of five years. A popular version of

departments. Through experiments in group

the study Some Folks Won't Work, by Clinch
Calkins (New York 1930), ran into four editions,

singing and playing and through concerts, recitals and choruses an effort is made to stimulate

wider appreciation of music. Historically settlements have taken a leading part in reviving native festivals, dances and folk arts. Needle craft
shops have long encouraged foreign born women

Street,

hundred

while the comprehensive findings, Case Studies
of Unemployment (Philadelphia 1931), provided
one of the first source books for the student of

merely for

unemployment. Subsequent inquiries dealt with
upon families of mass unemployment
and mass relief, and Miss Hall carried out a

their inherent value but as part of the effort to
awaken in American reared children a pride in

study of the effectiveness of the British system of
unemployment insurance as contrasted with

to preserve their native skills not

Today settlement art schools, chilmuseums, classes in pottery, model-

handicraft.

dren's art

work, woodcarvmg, basketry and weaving as well as dancing and
ing, painting, drawing, metal

dramatic departments give play to the creative
instinct The little theater movement in the

United States has drawn inspiration from the
Hull House Players and the Neighborhood
Playhouse of the Henry Street Settlement.

From

the outset the residence of settlement

workers in congested areas and their first hand
contact with problems resulting from industrialization gave rise to distinctive social and
economic studies Beginning with Hull-House
1895), the South End
The City Wilderness (Boston
1898) and Americans in Process (Boston 1902),
the American settlements have contributed a

Maps and Papers (Chicago
House

studies,

valuable group of findings in the field of social
research. Kingslcy

Matthews helped

the Pittsburgh Survey
York 1909-14), which
and labor in the American steel

(Findings, 6 vols

assayed

life

House under William H.

initiate

,

New

In 1926, at a time when no governmental agency or responsible private foundation
had ventured to appraise the experiment, the
district.

National Federation of Settlements appointed a
committee, with Miss Wald as chairman, to
gather evidence as to the social effects of prohibition. The results of this study were published
under the title Does Prohibition Work?, by
Martha Bensley Bruere (New York 1927). The
fissure of unemployment which was showing

through the crust of post-war prosperity, but of

which the public was unconscious, next presented a telling opportunity to settlement workers. At the National Settlement conference in
1928, eighteen months before the stock market
crash which ushered in the depression, a committee on unemployment was appointed under

the effect

American makeshift emergency measures. The
first group of social workers
to present testimony at hearings in Washington
settlements sent the

calling for the exercise of federal responsibility
toward unemployment. They have been active
in urging a threefold

program of employment
employment services and unemployment insurance. It is in areas of change and
growth, where new situations must be met and
stabilization,

new knowledge applied, that neighborhood
workers thus link insight with instigative energy.
Today roughly 600 settlements on four continents have their prototype in the original
household at Toynbee Hall in 1884. The neighborhood house, with a resident group as the core
of its work, is one of the few general social
institutions originated within the past half
century. This is a brief span in such a process of
evolution, but it is long enough to invalidate any
definition of the settlement in terms of particular activities

and to disclose

its

enduring

character as a nucleus for social discovery and
initiative.

The propensity of neighborhood workers to
be forerunners, encouraging the public to take
over what they have proved workable, has given
currency to the notion that the settlements have
been putting themselves out of business. Yet
their usefulness can scarcely be ended with the
adoption by the community of the things they
have discovered, for their primary function,
discovery,

would

still

be

theirs.

The

fact that

they are grounded in and change with their
neighborhoods, draw in their neighbors and pro-

mote

self-organization along natural lines may
indeed be the secret of the persistence of settlements in the midst of change. In the impending
contests for industrial control the settlements
will be needed, as they were in the i89o's, as
centers of contact, understanding and impulse.
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Meanwhile the economic shifts being ushered
in by mass production and mass distribution are
only in their inception. Man's invention has gone
but a short way toward devising ampler schemes
for living for

not well

Settlements, Settlement Goals for the Next Third of a
Century, Monograph no. 7 (Boston 1926), Williamson, M. A., The Social Worker in Group Work (New

York 1929) See also Neighborhood, published quarby the National Federation of Settlements in

terly

Experimentation
The neighborhood house is
bound
intimately
up with the community, where

Boston since 1928; a comprehensive bibliography
contained in vol iv (1931) 265-319.

conviction springs from personal contact and
can offer a fresh interpretation of the problems
of an industrial civilization in the process of

SOCIAL SURVEYS.

done

is

all.

in the mass.

finding

itself.

PAUL U. KELLOGG
SOCIAL WORK; COMMUNITY CFNTKRS; COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION, NEIGHBORHOOD; PLAYGROUNDS; RECRFATION, BOYS' AND GIRLS' CLUBS;
WORJO-RS" EDUCATION, ADULT EDUCATION; SLUMS
See:

and Social Settlements, ed. by W,
Reason (London 1898), Holden, A C The Settlement
(New York 1922); Picht, Werner, Toynbee Hall
und die enghsche Settlementbewegung (Tubingen 1913),
tr. by L. A. Cowell (rev. ed. London 1914), Woods,
R. A., and Kennedy, A. J The Settlement Honxon
(New York 1922), Queen, S. A Social Work in the
Consult'. University

,

Idea

,

,

Light of History (Philadelphia 1922) ch. vin, Gillin, J.
L , Poverty and Dependency (rev ed New York 1926)

ch xxx, Sterner, J. F , Community Organization (rev.
ed. New York 1930) p 151-58, Groves, E. R Social
Problems and Education (New York 1925) ch vm;
Sand, Rene, Le service social a trovers le monde (Pans
1931) p 40-43, 136-37. Kennedy, A. J., "Social
Settlements" in Social Work Year Book, 2 vols. (New
York 1930-33) vol 11, p 480-87; Barnett, H. O. R.,
Canon Barnett, His Life, Work and Friends, 2 vols.
,

H

A

R

and
O.
Practi(London 1918), Barnett, S.
cable Socialism (London 1915) p. 96-131; Addams,
Jane, Ttventy Years at Hull-House (New York 1910),
and The Second Twenty Years at Hull-House (New
,

D The House on Henry
and Windows on Henry Street
R
A The Neighbor hood in
York
1934), Woods,
(New

York

1930),

Street

(New York

Wald,

Lillian

,

1915),

,

Nation-Building (Boston 1923), Barrows, E. G.,
Neighbors All (New York 1929), Wilson, Howard E.,
Mary McDowell, Neighbor (Chicago 1928), Taylor,
Graham, Pioneering on Social Frontiers (Chicago
Christentum und Klassenkampf
1930), Foerster, F.
"The
(4th ed Zurich 1919) p. 42-102, Peck, L.

W

,

M

ticular

group or community. Although either

type of survey
other, scope

Social Forces, vol. vi

(1928) 430-37; Hart, Helen, "The Changing Function
of the Settlement under Changing Conditions" in
National Conference of Social Work, s8th Annual
Session, Minneapolis, 1931, Proceedings (Chicago
1931) p. 28995; International Conference of Settlements, First, London 1922, Settlements and Their
Outlook (London 1922); National Federation of

but never-

theless powerful influence, particularly in French

and German sociology. The latter, while gaining
much from the impetus given by Le Play's
studies of European working men's family
budgets, had its actual inception in England in
the last quarter of the century with the work of
Charles Booth and his associates and has attained
its fullest
development in the United States.

Thus the social survey as
and analysis of

social

a

method for the study

phenomena

as well as for

the application of a program of social planning is
of comparatively recent origin, although it had

been envisaged by thinkers belonging to an
earlier period.

Le

Play realized that in order to study the

and material of society, some basic
would contain within itself the esof the larger complex must first be

chaotic forms

unit which
sentials

plest

m

yield results of value to the

literature as well as in a less definite

selected.

ments and Their Districts"

may

and method are governed chiefly by

the initial purpose of the study. The first type
was introduced into sociological thought by
Frederic Le Play in the middle of the nineteenth
century and has resulted in a rich and varied

Gerhard, Das Hamburger Volksheim 1901-1922 (Ber-

Social Settlement and Its Critics" in Survey,
vol. xxxn (1914) 486-87, Frank, Glenn, "Unsettling
the Social Settlements" in Century, vol. cvi (1923)
317-20; Tibbitts, Clark, "A Study of Chicago Settle-

broadest sense a

taken primarily in order to provide material
scientifically gathered upon which social theorists
may base their conclusions; or its chief purpose may be to formulate a program of amelioration of the conditions of life and work of a par-

lin 1924), "Settlements and the Social Problem" in
Progress, vol. xix (1924-25) no. 68, p. 7-10; Knox, M.,

"The

its

survey is a first hand investigation, analysis and coordination of economic, sociological
and other related aspects of a selected community or group. Such a survey may be undersocial

,

Soziale Arbeitsgememschaft" in Neighborhood, vol. i
(1928) no. i, p. 14-22, and no. 2, p. 57-65, Guenther,

In

is

He chose the family as both the simand the most universal unit of society.
The next problem was to devise some adequate
method for the quantitative measurement of the
components or elements of that unit;
Le Play chose the family budget as
yielding by careful analysis of all of its component items the best quantitative expression of
the whole family, its organization and functions
and its relation to all the other groupings and
institutions in the society in which it existed.
His monumental Ouvrters europeens (6 vols.,
different

and

for this

Social Settlements
1855) was the result of two decades of studies
of thousands of budgets of working men's
families in a

number of countries. From these he

selected for intensive monographic study a few
families and their functioning and on the basis

of both types of approach formulated a number
of conclusions with respect to the organization
of various types of society. Nor did Le Play limit
himself to methodology for social analysis as a
basis for sociological generalization. In this

La reforme sociale en France (2 vols.,
1864) and in the journal which he edited he
sought to use such studies as a basis for practical

Social Surveys
The influence of the Booth survey in the field
of social planning was as significant as that of the

survey method in sociological generalization.
Social workers, philanthropists, economists and
statesmen who on the basis of speculative deduction from economic or moral laws had looked
for the causes of misery in the individual shortcomings of the poor were now made aware of the

close interrelation of
for

all

the forces which

and perpetuate poverty and

its

make

accompany-

London

work, in

ing social problems. Booth's study of

proposals for social amelioration.
The disciples of Le Play, notably Dcmolins,
however, concerned themselves more with the

was followed by a less ambitious survey of York
sponsored by B. S Rowntree (Poverty; a Study
of Tozvn Life, London 1901, 2nd ed. 1902),
which was significant chiefly because it verified
the major conclusions drawn in Booth's pre-

former type, broadening the basic unit, for
which they felt the family was not a sufficiently

comprehensive form, and seeking more satisfactory methods of measurement than those
expressed in monetary terms. The nomenclature
de la science sociale which they devised included
examination of other social units and institutions

and of geographical and related environmental
factors. Indeed the survey in the human geography and the ecological schools of sociology owes

much

methodology to the followers of Le
Play. Other sociological schools, however, have
been influenced by Lc Play's method and apof

its

proach

While Le Play's method of studying family
budgets as the basis for social planning still remains the model for such studies, the social
survey which includes a broader view and a more

comprehensive measurement of working class
communities may be said to have originated with
the epoch making work of Charles Booth and his
associates in their study Life and Labour of the
PeopletnLondon(ijvols London 1903). Aroused
,

not so
as

much by

interest in social generalization

by the startling revelations of London poverty,

Booth, himself a statistician of note, and a selected staff of investigators

composed of out-

standing economists and social workers undertook an extensive field investigation. Limited to
a definite group within a single city, Booth and
his associates did not restrict themselves to any
single grouping as the unit of measurement but
used every available source of information in the
community which would not only throw light on

the

income,

working

health, living standards

conditions,

and

housing,

free time activities

of working class London but also show the
effects of education, religion and administration

upon them.

vious study.
In the United States the social survey made
its appearance in 1909 with the Pittsburgh sur-

vey undertaken by Paul U. Kellogg and his

New

York 1909-14).
associates (Findings, 6 vols
Indeed it was in connection with this study that
,

the term survey was

first

applied. In the United

States, as in England, realistic if not scientifically
conducted investigations of social conditions

had preceded the survey. Chief among these
were the revelations of slum conditions by
Jacob Rus arid by the workers at Hull House,
Lincoln Steffens' muckraking accounts of civic
corruption and Upton Sinclair's novel of the
conditions of the workers in the meat industry,

The Jungle (1906) It was the Pittsburgh survey
which introduced the use of trained social
workers, sociologists and economists in a study
of the living and working conditions of the unimmigrant laborers in the city's principal
industry the steel mills. The survey applied
the methods developed by Booth and his assoskilled

in addition it made abundant use of
photographs and it publicized and interpreted
the findings through an exhibit and through the
periodical press. The fact that the Pittsburgh
survey was from the outset sponsored not by an
individual but by a group of social agencies, including the periodical Charities and Commons
(which subsequently changed its name to the
Survey) and the Russell Sage Foundation, aided
the institutionalization of this method of social
study. In 1912 the Russell Sage Foundation esciates;

tablished a department of surveys and exhibits,
and in 1914 its executive head undertook the

next important community survey of SpringThis differed from the Pittsburgh

field, Illinois.

survey in that its emphasis was more on general
social than on economic aspects, and it marked
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a progressive step in that it initiated a far wider
degree of community participation.
Since 1914 the social survey has become an

method of studying group and community problems. Up to January i, 1928, no
fewer than 2700 surveys are listed by the Russell
Sage Foundation for various communities and
groupings. This development may be attributed
to the changing and mobile character of American life, both urban and rural, and to the growing
number of social reform and fact finding agencies, public as well as voluntary, which have
established

sought to bring to light the problems involved
in a

dynamic

industrial civilization.

For

this

purpose, however, the generalized social survey
of a community has given way to the specialized
local or group survey covering a particular phase
of community life, such as health, crime and delinquency, recreation, education and housing.
Of the 2700 surveys listed only 153 were of the
general community type, 81 being of urban and

72 of rural areas. The specialized survey was
undertaken in the Cleveland series on education

first

(25 vols., 1915-17), hospitals and health
vols., 1920), recreation (7 vols., 1916-20)

(n
and

crime (1922). The Regional Survey of New York
and Its Environs (8 vols., New York 1927-31)
and the Regional Plan (2 vols., 1929-31) based
upon it are broader in scope and marked by a

somewhat

tive action date back even before the Domesday
Book, and that the cadastral surveys of later
periods as well as the registers which were the

by-products of administrative action in camerand mercantile states yield rich material for
the social economist, these were in the main
mechanical and non-analytical in character and
alist

were

little concerned either with social theory or
with social planning.
In the United States at the present time the

influence of the social survey

method

is

not re-

stricted to the field of planning programs of
amelioration or change. Early in the century a

number
taken by

of surveys of small towns were underL. Sims (A Hoosier Village Colum-

N

,

bia University, Studies in History,

Economics

andPublicLaw.no. 117, New York 1912), J.M.
Williams (An American Town, New York 1906)
and other students of F. H Giddings. The type

known

as the social process

community study,

which includes only incidentally program making aspects, has also been conducted through a
long succession of rural, village and small town
studies by sociologists and economists attached
to state agricultural colleges and to the Institute
of Social and Religious Research and has served

much recent thought in the field
of rural sociology. Another type has been the
area study undertaken by the so-called ecological
as the basis of

group of sociologists. Here the emphasis has
been not so much on process as on existing relations between the group and its area.

different approach.
In England the social survey still adheres
closely to the pattern laid down by Booth, as is
evidenced by the New Survey of London Life and
Labour (7 vols., London 1930-34) published by
the London School of Economics. But the type

With the publication of Middletown, the study
by R. S. and H. M. Lynd (New York 1929), the
social survey in the United States entered on a

of survey which stresses geographical and topographical relationships, particularly in connection with city and regional planning, began to

new stage. This study covered every group in
the community and based its descriptive and
analytical summaries on an ordered and extensive

appear about 1920. Even earlier the work of
Geddes and Branford in the field of regional

array of data. If its scope seems to be as broad as
that of the nomenclature of Le Play's dis-

surveys showed the influence of Le Play. At the
present time a land utilization survey is proceeding under the direction of L. D. Stamp of the

clusions or in the formulation of

London

School of Economics.

Indeed the development of varied types of
both by semipublic and by governmental agencies, marks the disappearance of
the social survey as a clearly defined form of
social investigation and its far reaching influence
upon social planning. The use of the survey as a
basis for social planning must be clearly differentiated, however, from that of earlier governmental surveys. While it is true that attempts
of well ordered governments to obtain data with
regard to communities as a basis for administrasocial survey,

ciples, its basic interest is

not in theoretical cona

definite

program but in an analysis of the changing
character of society under varying economic, political and social forces. Despite its popular and
non-academic style therefore it represents a re-

newed approach to the study of the community
whole and more nearly resembles the
method used in anthropological field studies of
as a

primitive communities.
Because of the diversity of uses of the social

survey there has inevitably developed a lack of
uniformity in the selection of units and of the
qualitative and quantitative indices devised for
their

measurement;

this

defect undoubtedly

Social Surveys

Social

Work

creates difficulties if the surveys are to be used
comparatively on the broader field of social

COMMUNITY; POVERTY; FAMILY BUDGETS; COST OF

generalization rather than with reference to the
particular problem or community studied. But

Consult.

it

also explains why the social survey method is
restricted to a particular school of

no longer

sociological thought

but has been adopted by
former

rival schools. Similarly, in place of the
criticism of the limitations of the social

survey

method on the part of adherents of the statistical
as well as the case work school, there has come
an acknowledgment that the social survey combines and supplements both.
NILES CARPENTER
See.

SOCIAL

LIVING, CONSUMPTION.

Lundberg, George A., Social Research (New
York 1929) ch, vii; Sorokin, Pitinm A., Contemporary
Sociological Theories (New York 1928) ch. n, Harrison,
Shelby M., "Development and Spread of Social
Surveys" m A Bibliography of Social Surveys, ed. by
Allen Eaton and Shelby M. Harrison (New York

W

G

and Farquharson, Alexander, An IntroSybella
duction to Regional Surveys (London 1924); Chicago;
an Experiment in Social Science Research, ed by T. V.
Smith and Leonard
White, University of Chicago.
Studies in Social Science, no. xvii (Chicago 1929).
,

D

SOCIAL WELFARE.

PHILIP KLEIN
PHILIP KLEIN

CASEWORK

MARY CLARKE BURNETT

TRAINING FOR

GENERAL DISCUSSION. Although the term
social work did not come into use until the
twentieth century, the recognized special field of
activity now denoted by it dates back to the
i86o's.

The

content and values of social work

since that time have been sufficiently different
from the "charity," "philanthropy," "poor
relief" and "social reform" which constituted its
historical antecedents to make it a new and
characteristically modern phenomenon.
No satisfactory definition of the term has yet
been achieved. Devine in contrasting it with
"social economics

keeping," calls

it

WORK.

WORK

GENERAL DISCUSSION
SOCIAL

See CHARITY; INSTITU-

TIONS, PUBLIC; SOCIAL

WORK, SOCIOUOGY, NEIGHBORHOOD;

SOCIAL

An

Introduction
1930) p. xi-xlvm, Odum, Howard
,
to Social Research (New York 1929) ch. xvi, Branford,

... as community houseby analogy its "salvage and

repair service." Tufts offered a series of definitipns based on a variety of principles of classification but finally decided on a definition by

of need; because they

improving the
beneficiaries

all

social

show a major interest in
relationships of their
all avail them-

and because they

scientific knowledge and employ
methods." In a discussion of definitions at the First International Conference of
Social Work, which met in Paris in 1928,
Percy Alden of England, dissatisfied with this
last definition and with a half score others quoted
by Miss Cheyney, resorted to what is essentially
a definition by enumeration in describing social
work as consisting for Great Britain at least

selves

of

scientific

of four major activities: relief or prevention of
poverty, cure and prevention of disease, treatment and reform of the criminal and the general
abolition of conditions "which hinder progress
in our industrial

and economic

life."

enumeration, taking as his guide a detailed list of
social work occupations drawn up about 1912
by the Employment Bureau of the National

Despite the distinct character of modern
social work as contrasted with the older "charities," it is difficult to understand either its

Social Workers'

present scope and nature or the concepts,
theories and philosophies now current concerning it and molding its future, without a recogni-

Exchange (afterwards

consoli-

dated with the American Association of Social

Workers).

by Alice

A more ambitious
S.

attempt was made
Cheyney, who analyzed agencies

listed in charities directories, curricula of professional training schools for social workers and

proceedings of the annual meetings of social
workers known as the National Conference of
Social Work. "Social work," in her definition,

"seems to comprise a group of allied activities
called by a common name and considered to be
but various phases of a single undertaking because they are all engaged in spontaneous efforts
to extend benefits in response to the evidence

importan/ historical elements which
have gone into its making. Prior to 1860 little of
what in retrospect would be recognized as social
work had to do with anything but the relief of
the poor. In the middle of the nineteenth century
the status of poor relief and its philosophical
substructure were essentially as they had been
tion of the

for the three centuries preceding. It

was

still

assumed, for example, that poverty was the
effect of shiftlessness
is,

and

irresponsibility, that

of character weakness, rather than of external
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The existence

of any appreciable
degree of involuntary unemployment was thus
extent
The
to which this
denied.
implicitly
theory had penetrated the field of poor relief is

circumstances.

with ministering to the sick and crippled, with
and religion: almshouses, workhouses,

ethics

hospitals, prisons, orphanages, homes for neglected children, were recognized as institutions
in some way akin to although not coordinate

shown in a passage quoted by P. F. Aschrott
from the manual of the London Charity Organisation Society: "With regard to the relief of
widows we find that the main object of the
well

with the central concern of poor relief.
In general the organizational constituents of
social work as they appeared about 1860 were,
first, poor law authorities, national, municipal
or those of other local types with or without

Charity Organisation Society is to instill among
the population a sense of the importance of
saving and foresight. If the head of the family

institutions for paupers, children, sick or infirm;
second, private relief agencies, sectarian, fraternal or, in rare instances, independent, often

makes no provision

in case of his death part of
the responsibility falls on his wife and it is
doubtful whether the widow ought to be relieved

endowed and providing either indoor or outdoor

of the consequences by charitable aid." In this
respect as in the matter of unemployment the
realities of

economic

lite

penetrate

through

the

a few children's reformand prisoners' aid societies. Charity
was the watchword and character the earnest,
relief or both; and, third,

atories

were not permitted to
moralistic

often pompous concern of sponsors; social
cleavage between donor and recipient was wide,
while social reform was brought into the picture

defenses,

strengthened as always by a certain amount of
psychological soundness.
There was indeed even during this period
considerable concern for the child as such, although mainly as a victim of poverty or of its

only where the poor were regarded as a menace
and peace or as an unbearable burden

to wealth
'

Vonsequences; there was also a growing interest
in the reform of penal institutions and laws not
strictly related to poverty. But child welfare, as/
an endeavor separate from the mere support of
dependent children by the poor law authorities,
began to develop, first in the form of institutions
for orphans and neglected and dependent

to the taxpayer.
Yet certain factors of great importance, the
effects of which are realizable only in retrospect,

were already at work. Thus the humanitarian
idealism which so clearly dominates all social
work as important in its hypocritical masks as
in its true functioning

is

clearly traceable, at

children, only at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. It was later and to a limited degree only
that educational developments arising from the

time preceding the French Revolution. One of its most conspicuous manifestations
was the upheaval in the field of penology. In the
United States, for example, almost at one stroke

seeds sown by Rousseau, Pestalozzi and Frobel
began to spread into the kindred fields of all

the bulk of capital offenses was written down to
imprisonment; and incarceration replaced muti-

least to the

and into the institutional practise for
adults, as the function of institutions became
educational rather than custodial. Penal reform,

stocks and branding. Much, possibly
most, of the credit for the antislavery movement
and for the English factory legislation as well as

child care

lation,

although traceable to Beccana and Howard
before the opening of the nineteenth century,
occupied but a minor place in social work until
the second half of that century. The work of

welfare, for the treatment of the insane and for
Red Cross service in wars also must be assigned

Obermaier, Montesinos and Crofton still consisted of isolated experiments, and the entire
body of modern penology and criminology was
barely foreshadowed. The hospital, in so far as it

was not merely part of religious institutions, had
become a purely medical agency rather than one
belonging to the

field of social

work.

even at that time was not a simple
idea, any more than the institutions and instrumentalities through which it was practised
represented a logical and clear cut social plan of
action. It was in a somewhat confused way associated with the care and education of children,

Poor

relief

for the

new

attitude

and

institutions for child

to this comprehensive humanitarian wave. In
fact the first serious check to the movement did

/

not come until the upheaval of the World War.
More fundamental even than humanitarian work
was equalitarianism, also associated with the
French and American revolutions. This was no

mere theory but a new,

persistent,

permeating

habit of thought, which led not only to demands
by the suppressed but to voluntary grants by the
possessors of power. Under the sway of this

sentiment the colossal conceit of the ruling
not yet wholly extinct by which the
poor, when not a menace, were at least by
definition of inferior stock and without title to
class

Social
advancement

the

in

social

scale,

could

no

longer parade as the expression of a natural law.
Although this aspect of the aristocratic tradition

dying a very slow and reluctant death, its
senescence has had a deep effect upon the development of social work, particularly in helping
the emergence of a new value attributed to the
is

individual in his

own

Work
modern social work, is credited to the effects
of a paper read by Dr. Henry Solly before the
British Association and Society of Arts on the

as

subject of "How to Deal with the
Poor of London and with Its

Criminals Classes." At
society

combined such

its

Unemployed
Roughs and

very inception this

distinct interests as that

inalienable right as such.

of Octavia Hill in housing the poor, that of

But most important undoubtedly has been the

what would now be called
(and which soon was
transformed into the social settlement movement) and the technical interest in poor relief

rapid spread of the habit of scientific thought in
the realm of social subject matter. Ultimate

Edward Denison

in

field studies in sociology

phenomenon is due unquestionably to the work of physical scientists, whose
intellectual reign was ushered in by the nine-

of

teenth century.
Moreover the social theorists of this new
period were faced by a social crisis. Conditions

"community organization." The charity organization movement and the social settlements may

of the depressed classes had become compelling
in much the same way as at the end of the six-

sentatives of

credit for this

teenth century, when they had led to the series
of legislative measures enacted between 1550

and 1642 for the relief of the poor on the
continent and in England. To the attitude
created by the humanitarian and equahtanan

movements and by the spread of scientific
thought was added the motive power supplied
by the industrial revolution, which was creating
an exploited laboring class and an increasing
pauper class as fast as social theorists and rebels
were defining the rights of man and establishing
the democratic dogma. Luddite uprisings and
the Chartist movement were expressions of the
new paradox of increasing exploitation and
poverty with expanding proletarian consciousness and power. By 1844, within a decade of the
reform laws and of the new poor law (1834), the
middle class, in which is to be found the body of
reformers and philanthropists, had organized in
London a Society for Improving the Condition
of the Labouring Classes. About the same time
an Association for Improving the Condition of
the Poor was founded in New York. The Society
for the Prevention of Pauperism, which origiYork in 1818, had already trans-

nated in

New

lated its aspirations into a

House of Refuge

for

By 1868, according to Helen Bosanquet (Social Work in London, 1869 to 1912,

.Children.

London

1914),

England had eight associations

"improving the conditions of the labouring
In 1857 the Social Science Association
was founded by Lord Brougham, who became
for

classes."

its

first

president.

The

establishment of the

Charity Organisation Society of London itself,
the agency which was to prove the most influential factor in creating

what

is

now regarded

administration

sharpened by the rediscovery
the Elberfeld system

Thomas Chalmers and
which was to give

rise to social case

work and

be regarded as the beginnings and chief repremodern social work and may be
recognized as present in some form or other in

the protean organization of the field.
In the growth of modern social work, as seen
against this background of cultural-economic
events, the most conspicuous and probably the
most important single factor has been the evolution of social case

work and of

agencies in and through which
its

it

certain of the

has grown to

present stature. Its significance

is

more

far

reaching, however, than either its practise alone
or the work of those agencies. It represents the
source and avenue of the ideas which have made
evil, what it now is.
work represents both historically and
analytically the introduction into social work of
the scientific mode of thought and of the specific

social

work, for good or

Social case

contributions of such social disciplines as sociology, economics, biology and political science.
Into the details of actual performance this new

brought a displacement of theological,
and ethical principles, even though in
the motivation of sponsors and to some extent
of practitioners much of religion and ethics still
continued. The scientific motif led inevitably to
spirit

religious

technological sequel, and social case work
responsible for most of the drive for and much
of the substance of technique in social work. To
its

is

a considerable extent the technique in this part
field actually became the basis of tech

of the

nique throughout the larger field, including
work and community organ-

areas such as group
ization.

Technological developments naturally
led to specialized training and therefore to the
professionalizing of social work personnel. The
results of this professionalizing in turn led to the
unexpected but far reaching effect of the gradual
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replacement of lay philanthropic leadership in

work by technically trained professionals,
who now became not only the executive instruments of social work but also its conceptual
social

interpreters,

Certain other specific events, conceptual as
well as institutional, can best be understood in
the light of this new point of reference. The

professionally
defined area of public service, whether financed
relief
organizations, municipality or
by church,

place of child care in the modern social work
system, for example, has been practically made
over; and not a little of the improvement of the

program makers and
work is at present largely a

leaders,
f

hygiene particularly contemplates the universe
through the life and experience of the individual.

Social

state;

and

this is for the

most part due to events

directly or indirectly, with the
of social case work. This professionali-

associated,

growth

zation of social

most

work

is

moreover perhaps the

distinctive characteristic of

modern

social

work.

By

virtue of

its

new

scientific character

the

perspective of all social work shifted from an
"external" view previously held by social re-

formers, theorists and philanthropists alike, in
which the poor, the sick, the criminal or the
neglected child appeared mainly in contrast to
the normal and quantitatively solid mass of
population, to an analytic view as if from the
angle of the client himself. The social worker in
this new conception was no longer an agent
serving the social mechanism so much as an

instrument of adjustment manipulated in the
interest of the client and upon the physical and
social environment of the client. This shift of
perspective

work but

is

most pronounced

in social case

unmistakable in other parts of the
In one sense it is paradoxical, for
the outlook of the client is of necessity individualistic, while social work by definition is
is

field as well.

and purpose. But that paradox
only the perennial and unsolved one of the
relsrtions of individual and society. The new

social in principle

I/*

and outlook of the child in normal circummay be attributable to this general
tendency. The serious and widespread attention
life

stances

given to the education of the child in Soviet
Russia, Fascist Italy

and

Hitlerite

Germany,

even though based on socio-political grounds,
shows the unmistakable effects of this new
attitude.

The

increase in governmental as well

as private pensions for the care of the preschool
child and for the pregnant mother is in part at
least a manifestation of

the same trend, par-

ticularly as expressed in children's codes passed
in a number of American states and in the

statements of the White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection.

In the course of this development certain
specific results have been achieved, some reference to which is imperative for an adequate sense

of the nature of social

work

interest.

Among

these have been: the reform of the almshouse

and removal of the insane and the child from
this catchall of social refuse; the removal of the
child from the mechanical maws of "criminal
justice"; the popularization of play and playgrounds for city children and the organization
of recreation as a basic educational and preven-

is

tive social instrument; the introduction of prenatal care for mothers and of visiting nursing

point of view does not pass judgment or reassign
values in this relationship. It merely shifts

and health education; the reduction and social
condemnation of child labor; the introduction of

emphasis, for purposes of immediate action,
from the deductive and mechanistic viewpoint
of classification and definition of categories to
the psychological and inductive method concerned with connotation and specific adjust-

poor; the infusion of social work into medical
treatment and public health, including the
great movements for combating tuberculosis

ment.

The

concepts of social justice, social responsibility, democracy (in the sense of the right
of participation), gain a somewhat modified
definition from this "inner," or client determined, perspective of present day social work.

work seems to put
the emphasis upon the neighborhood and local
community as the matrices of the individual and
of the potential social work client. It is this shift
It is in this light that social

to the internal perspective that has made possible the tremendous spread of the mental

hygiene movement in social work, for mental

decent standards of living in the relief of the

and malnutrition of children; a more enlightened
and procedure with respect to venereal
diseases and the positive pursuit of social
hygiene and sex education. Along somewhat
attitude

different lines the social survey, case studies in

community appraisals and much
of the progress in pensions for mothers and the
aged and in social insurance and safety legislasocial science,

tion

may be counted among

ments of

One

social

the accomplish-

work.

further classification of social work, es-

pecially current in the United States, will serve
to complete the sketch of its present status. It is

Social
based on the technological point of view and cuts
across most other classifications, such as those
founded on aetiology, objective or sponsorship.

and
work and community organization

Social case work, group work, preventive

educational

constitute the categories of this classification.
Most of the social agencies may be distributed

among them according

as

one or the other

technical process underlying the categories is
paramount in their program. Of these four

technological divisions the

first

only, social case

work, has received reasonably adequate discussion in professional literature.

The

other

three, although clearly differentiated in practise,
in the distribution of personnel, in the curricular

provisions of professional schools and in meetings, conferences, special associations

and com-

mittees, still lack comprehensive formulation.
Such articulation of techniques as exists in these

with the possible exception of the job
analysis study of group work by Margaretta
Williamson, may be found chiefly in the publifields,

cations of particular, often national, agencies,
such as the Association of Community Chests

Councils, child labor committees, the
Young Men's Christian Association and the like.

and

To many

social workers both in America and
Europe the foregoing survey, and especially
the implied content of present day social work,
would seem to be overbalanced on the side of
social pathology. They would point out that in
recent years more of the activities and personnel
of social work are to be found in group work
public health and health education, industrial

in

Work
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inclusion or exclusion of any given area, upon
the particular definition of social work favored.

One of the oldest divisions in the social work
of western nations has been that between
voluntary, or private, and official, or governmental. To a considerable extent this division,

been parallel with
another division of interests; namely, between
emphasis upon case work and that upon mass
measures, such as categorical relief by legisat least until recent years, has

and social insurance. The United
and Canada to a considerable extent,
have been associated with the social case work
point of view and, because of its history and
lative acts

States,

tradition, with private philanthropic auspices
for social work. Social case work techniques are

home primarily in these countries and the
influence of
upon them has

at

psychiatricjhought

been most pronounced. Although England

is

the

birthplace of social case work and the home of
the most militant of its representatives, as

opposed to categorical relief, it is now and has
been since the social insurance laws of 1911
decidedly within the sphere of major influence
of mass measures for general social improvement. It includes in the center of its field of
interest a great body of social insurance and of
educational and recreational programs and cedes

a

position to governmental agenas against private organizations for the
conduct of social work. Germany, while perhaps

commanding

cies

the

representative outside the Soviet
of social insurance and the socialization

best

Union

relations, vocational guidance, adult education,

of social work, as a whole has nevertheless made
relatively great gains in the application of social

recreation, progressive education, child study,

case

and "character building"
than might be surmised from the foregoing remarks. These areas of social work are, it is true,
often larger and in some ways more important
than the more narrow definition of the field, such
as that of E. T. Devine, would imply. The atsocial

legislation

tempt here has been, however, to deal with
social work in its more clearly recognizable and
undisputed areas, where the historical continuity is least open to question and where no
doubt can exist as to appropriate auspices or
personnel. In the other fields, which from the
standpoint of a narrow social work interpretation
would be considered peripheral, there is no such
clear case for classification or historical identity.

Here the medical and educational

professions,

the clergy, organized labor or the academic
world would stake out an equal claim with social

work.

Too much would depend, with

respect to

work technique with its principles of treatment of the individual client, even though the
status of the clients is determined primarily by
regulations as to the receipt of

categorical

United States and Canada,
gone furthest in the professionahzation and advanced training of its perbenefits.

Next

Germany

to the

also has

sonnel. It has developed
fessional

its

association of pro-

workers and set up a considerable

number of professional training
Soviet Union and Italy, each in
have absorbed so

much

The
own way,

schools.
its

of the social

work pro-

in their general social and political organizations that it is hardly possible to discuss the

gram

social

work

activities of these countries inde-

pendently of their governmental systems. The
actual practises current in these and other
continental nations have now become better

known through the meetings and

publications

Work

Conference,

of the International Social
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of which was held in Paris in 1928 and
the second in Frankfort in 1932.
In so far as social work has constituted part of

budget, this has recently been derived from
public, not private funds, in the United States
in the proportion of 90-95 percent in 1933 in

the public activities of any country, the question
of financing has been part of the general problem
of taxation The raising of tax funds and their

more than 60 percent

the

first

distribution for social
features

of

the

work were fundamental

political and administrative
ancient civilizations and have

problem of the
become a major factor in the history of England
in the form of poor law legislation and administration Taxation has often been combined
with private financing in a variety of ways, as in

form of subsidies

the

to

private

agencies,

emergency appropriations to supplement private
funds and endowments, and various forms of
division of labor between private and governmental agencies. Organized private philanthropic financing has been for the greater part of
western history dependent upon church income
from tithes and fees and profits of the large scale

and industrial operations of church
endowments and foundations, the raising

agricultural
lands,

money by personal appeal, mail campaigns
and membership organizations. No striking
change in private financing of social work, with
the exception ot endowments and foundations,
occurred until the introduction of the campaign method and the community chest, the
former in the latter part of the nineteenth century and the latter in the early part of the
of

twentieth (See DRIVES, MONEY RAISING). Of
these the community chest movement is more

comparison with a
itself

being a

maximum

of probably not

in 1928, the latter figure
tremendous increase over the per-

centage prior to mothers' pensions. This increase of financing from public resources has
weakened one of the major services of the
chest movement, that of providing
with relatively greater efficiency than do other
methods the necessary funds for the social work
of the community. In view of the fact that appropriations of nearly $i ,000,000,000 were made
by the federal government of the United States

community

for relief between July, 1932,

and May, 1933, the
community chest method of financing social work may become as uncertain as that
place of the

of private philanthropy as a whole.
Thus, again, social work has had to face

its

and most persistent problem: whether
social work is, should be and will be chiefly the
expression of organized philanthropic and individual voluntary interest or whether it is
primarily and therefore fundamentally the oroldest

ganized expression of planned social economy,
both as a temporary remedy for particular indi-

and as a constructive and orderly
mechanism for changing social conditions. And
viduals

it

still

remains to be determined whether the

relative constituents of social

as the

form of

work are changing

social life is changing, having
tribal communism, monarchic

for the

passed through
despotism, the feudal system and laissez faire
capitalism, and are about to enter a new sociopolitical structure, whatever its temporary de-

money by

scription

relevant

because

like

and important

for social work, not only
of the substitution of this new method

sundry venerable systems of raising
mail, charity balls, bazaars and the
but also because it represented an attempt

to diffuse into the total

community membership

the philanthropic consciousness, the sense of
social responsibility and, theoretically at least,
the appreciation of the nature and function of

work in a community.
While principally an American movement,

social

the possible ultimate importance of this new
method of financing, initiated as a concomitant
of the World War, might have become more
significant had not the depression interfered

with this as with so

many

later tendencies

in

and economic life. The extraordinary
shrinkage of private resources of all kinds has
thrown back upon the organized political
social

bodies, with their taxing power, the major task
of providing relief for those in economic distress.

Always the

largest part ot a social

work

may be.
The philosophical

objectives of social

work

as

they have gradually been crystallized in its institutions and programs since the middle of the
past century are difficult to formulate. The very
existence of a philosophy of social work is
frequently denied, and it certainly is not available in a form which might be recognized as an

acceptable general program for the entire field.
It is involved and almost buried in the great
variety of specific theories and objectives which

appear in the form of agency programs and
purposes, of credos of sponsoring bodies, and of
individual faiths, theories, hopes and prejudices
of social workers, boards of directors and presidents of agencies. Not only are these theories

and statements of policy diverse, but for the
of social work as a whole they are often
conflicting and antagonistic. On such matters as
field

Social
industrial democracy, birth control, ethical conformity and cultural desiderata, a wide gamut of

theoretical positions will be found among the
personnel and in the formulated policies of social

work

organizations. There are, it is true, certain
trends common to social work, such as the
professionalization of personnel, the specialization of functions and the refinement of tech-

nique, but these are not part of

its

wider basic

Work
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psychology manifested in a definable
social environment rather than controversial
measures for social reconstruction. Perhaps all
social

American and English social
work than of that of other nations, for the same

this is truer of

reasons that render Anglo-Saxon nations as a
less ready to embrace fascism or socialism

whole

or similar replacements of the more orthodox
systems of the past.

negatively,

A third aspect of social work philosophy is in a
sense but another phase of its pluralistic viewpoint' it holds that within limits prescribed in

social

work does not contemplate or perhaps
even recognize the possibility of a comprehen-

each instance by the particular nature of the
subject matter social work must apply the

socio-political system capable of being
devised in toto and introduced in toto, of such a

scientific method in its processes. This implies
the possibility of rational processes, of the
application of the inductive principle to social

philosophy.
What then
philosophical

is

common and

connotation?

to the field bears a
First,

sive

nature as to guarantee the elimination of the
social

and individual

difficulties

which now

render social work necessary. In other words,
social work does not recogm/e any of the pro-

posed social systems, such as socialism, communism or anarchism, as an adequate Utopia.

Were

capitalism and the institution of private
property a program instead of a fact, social work

them along with the other proposed
systems. In practise consequently its objectives
are addressed to the socially detrimental bywould

class

products of capitalism as the here and now.
Philosophically then the premise of social work
is the
empirical impossibility of a deliberate and
planned Utopia. Its specific theories and pro-

grams are the

pluralistic

expression of this

skepticism of a monistic concept
In the second place, social

work,

both

temperamentally and philosophically, is opposed to the idea of the sacrifice of the life,
happiness and security of living generations for
the putative salvation of those to come. If it
were possible to be absolutely certain that in

exchange for the price to be paid by the living
generations a happy Utopia for the future of
mankind might be purchased, perhaps the pre-

occupation of social work with the woes of the
living might be surrendered. But nothing in the
history of mankind justifies the likelihood of a

kingdom of God on earth a lasting kingdom.
The chances would still seem to the social
worker

a poor statistical risk.

He

is still

asked

by the proponent of one or another complete
social system to neglect the visible and often
curable ailments of the day for an uncertain

world of theoretical perfection. His focus is the
misery of the present and of the predictable
future. His instruments of precision, such as
they are, are the perennial facts of individual and

study, of quantitative research Social work is
not only empirical in its outlook but almost by

thoroughly pragmatic, despite the
that irreconcilable differences may exist

definition
fact

between pragmatism as a philosophy and the
religion and ethical tenets of many of the institutional sponsors of social work, notably the

Catholic church.

Whether

in the relief of the

destitute, in the practise of social case

work, in

community organization or group
with the young, social work gives

recreation,
activities

recognition to the determining values of pertinent cultural tradition, folk mores, varying
legal

systems, temperamental and

emotional

recognizes political tradition, customary standards of living and the varieties of
family cohesion prevalent among diverse group
selectivity;

it

as data of

no

,

less

independent objectivity than

statutes, dietetics or the biological function ot
the family. Just as it refuses to recognize a
perfect scheme for the socio-political organiza-

tion of

human

society, so

it

rejects rigid criteria

of mores, laws, tradition, ethics, in the daily
practise of its activities.

This philosophical complexion of social work
often produces an uncomfortable insecurity for
the social worker in the company of his fellow
tinkerers with the social system; he is reactionary and shortsighted to the socialist and communist; he is the hated uphfter to the man in the
street, the harebrained idealist to the hard
headed business man, a meddler to the politicians

and a dangerous

agitator to the

more

reactionary of the conservatives, in whose eyes
any champion of the downtrodden is by definition a rebel.

Moreover he often agrees with one

or another of his
everal,

and

own

critics,

sometimes with

often, in his incapacity to recognize

172
his
all

own unconscious
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eclectic philosophy, with
of insurance or pensions. How far is this movement

likely to continue and spread? Will it leave
so small a residuum for the non-categorical
forms of relief as to make this function a rela-

of them.
All that has been said thus far about the

nature and

theories

of social

work should,

be dated as representing approximately the situation for the period ending

is

in 1927. The world economic depression which
has set in since then has brought to a head forces
which were started or strengthened by the

of endeavor?

unimportant one, regardless of whether it
conducted by private charity or by the government? Will these events moreover remove the

strictly speaking,

tively

focus of social work from relief to

World War and by the Russian Revolution and
have made exceedingly uncertain a
number of generalizations regarding social work,

its

other areas

which

Fourth, changes in social case work have
widened the gap between the conception of

especially in the Anglo-Saxon countries. It is
difficult to discern a permanent trend or an

work as a method of relieving destituand that of a technique in personality adjustment, relatively independent of economic
social case

tion

approximate form which the background and
individual activities of social

work may take

problems except as these problems themselves
provide the setting and ideology of personality

in

The depression, however,
has pushed economic problems to the fore and
by bringing governmental agencies into the

the immediate future, especially in the United
States. Some of the important elements of this

difficulties in families.

uncertainty, as they appear to the social worker,

may, however, be recognized.
First, the social surplus on which social work
has been operating has diminished and has in
fact been rendered precarious even in principle.
In its crudest form this fact makes the termination of some agencies practically certain, the
continuance of others dubious and the contraction of programs and functions of still others
imperative. What shall stay and what shall go:

areas of services in unprecedented measure has
set in bold relief basic questions as to the re-

on a case
work principle. Much of the adjustment between possible answers to these pressing queslation of categorical relief to relief

tions of the

'

contraction recognized?
Second, is the social surplus diminished only
where private property and individual philan-

thropic funds are involved, and does society
therefore face the assumption by xhe taxpayer
of activities hitherto financed in whole or in part

from private resources? On the face of it, this is
what is happening, as the changing ratio of
private to public funds in American social work
would seem to indicate. But European practise
has long been largely in the public field. Has the
change indicated therefore merely a
nificance for the United States?

local sig-

How much of it

moreover represents response to the economic
emergency and how much a reorientation in
program and philosophy?
Third, under the goad of the accelerated
development of the industrial system and more
recently of the acute economic depression tremendous impetus has been given, despite the
cost involved, to categorical relief in the form

and upon whether

it

represents an acute, if prolonged, temporary
situation or the beginning of a new economic era

on a lower standard, as has been the case in
continental countries. The question of standards

relief proper, the group training of the young,
health administration and education, social case
work, industrial welfare, or the improvement of

working conditions and industrial relations? Is
the period of contraction temporary or permanent, and are the social criteria for a selective

moment will depend upon the dura-

tion of the depression

organically involved in the preceding one.
Social work, increasingly well financed, especially in the United States, working in prois

\

gressively comfortable economic environment
and under the influence of a fast mounting and

enormously pervasive standard of living, has
built up and established correspondingly high
standards of client services, covering not only

higher cost but also more intensive individualization with all its attendant philosophical
corollaries.

From minimum

eligibility," social

habilitation"

relief

of

work has progressed

on the

client's

own

"less

to "re-

former stand-

ard of living and to the provision of elaborate
medical, vocational and psychological treatment.
What is true of individual standards of treat-

ment

is

true also of the whole concept of social
Adequacy of provision of such services

services.

now

connotes a

minimum

tional, educational, health

of economic recrea-

and

aesthetic

com-

ponents undreamed of a half century ago. The
total budget of social services if ideally developed would require a social income far in
excess of anything known. But does the productivity of man in this age of machinery and
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efficiency preclude a system of indefinitely expanded social services? Whereas before the de-

and

pression the answer might have been given in
the negative, at the moment, despite the fact

cal

that technically

ings of the English poor law and conducting an
experiment in poor relief in his parish in Glasgow (1822) independently of the poor law and
without the aid of public funds Chalmers con-

it

is

possible,

prediction

is

indeed impossible from the larger social point
of view.
Finally, social

work

is

not certain of

its atti-

tude to the family as a social institution. Parts
of the social case work and relief field have developed an increasing loyalty to the concept of the
family as a basic institution of society, the protection and enhancement of which is a major

administration.

their

on

(1780-1847), clergyman and writer

cluded:

law

theologi-

and economic

its initiator.

first,

subjects, may be regarded as
After observing critically the work-

that the tests provided

failed to differentiate

by the poor
between persons ac-

tually in distress and those merely taking advantage of the public provision of funds; second,
that the remedies provided by the law not only

objective This point of view has been held more
on ethico-social grounds than on sociological
and anthropological evidence. Other streams of

did not remove distress but tended to create a

thought have centered on the psychological
problems of the individual, whose membership
in the family is of greater importance as a
hbidinal fact than as a social or economic factor.

in distress, namely, the

the public treasury for poor

The changing relationships in family life, arising

that the destitution of the

from urban

to external causes alone but also to habits of

and
conditions, the
emancipation of women, a revival of classical
matters
and
the
contribution
sex
philosophy
industrial

m

of psychoanalytic thought, give no clear indicawhich theoretical choice will con-

tion as to

pauper class; third, that there was an "invisible
fund" available for the relief of those actually

good

will of friends,

neighbors and church, which would
render unnecessary the enormous drain upon
relatives,

relief;

and, fourth,

"poor" was due not

improvidence, to ignorance and similar causes.
proposed therefore a number of changes in
the system of poor relief. First of these was the

He

general use of investigation as a more scientific
test of need than the automatic work test of the

most to the progress of social work.
There is a tendency in the United States for
social work to seek a more deliberate and
articulate philosophy than the somewhat unconscious one projected above. Events in the
Soviet Union and effects of the present depres-

the invisible funds and the substitution in the

management of social
work have probably done more to stimulate this

administration of non-governmental agents, in
his own case deacons of the church. Finally, he

tendency than the natural development in the

advocated more education for the poor, and he
initiated activities intended to develop among
them habits of thrift and other constructive im-

tribute

sion in increasing public

field

itself.

To some

extent this

means the

adoption bodily of current economic radicalism
and particularly of communism. While this

movement
younger
has a

be

substantial, especially among the
element in the profession, and while it
is

more sympathetic

called,

than

it

tributing public,

reception,

used to have
it

if

such

among

would be unwise

it

may

the conto take

newer aspirations

as the actual underlying
philosophy of present day social work as seen in
action. It is as yet, and will be as long as the
present social system in capitalist nations continues, the hope and inspiration of individuals in

an upset world rather than the

realistic

statement

of the actual principles of procedure.

PHILIP KLEIN

SOCIAL CASE

WORK

as

it is

known today had

inception in the revolt against the methods
*nd assumptions of the English poor relief laws
its

poor law and as an effective deterrent from
voluntary pauperism. In the second place, he
urged the discontinuance of public funds for
poor relief, the tapping instead of what he called

provements in their mode of living. The lines
of thought thus opened up by Chalmers, after
a period of quiescence following his death, were
revived by a number of disciples, including Edward Denison and Octavia Hill, pioneers in
social settlements and housing reform, and later
by Charles S. Loch. These followers were in-

strumental in creating the
sation Society,
society and

its

first

Charity Organi-

London in 1869. This
many emulators became the chief
founded

in

and spread of social
work during the next generation; but Octavia Hill continued to be its chief spokesman
and literary propagator, until she was succeeded
by Sir Charles Loch. Investigation became the
vehicle for the definition

case

keystone of individual service. The manifold
causes of poverty and distress were recognized;
assistance other than monetary was emphasized.

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
the study of all social and psychological factors
in the life of the client was urged; and the full

recently social case treatment along lines defined
by psychiatric theory has tended to displace not

resources of the community, both private and
public, were marshaled and coordinated.

only treatment in the older conception but also
emphasis on social or psychological study. These

The

charity organization movement, which

continued to be the principal channel for the
development and definition of social case work
until the end of the nineteenth century, found

economic conditions more favorable to its florescence in the United States than either in
England or on the continent. Moreover it was
in the United States that contributions to case
work by children's courts and by medical and
psychiatric agencies were beginning to be made
at the opening of the new century and that the

stages of technical progress are set forth by Virginia Robinson in
Changing Psychology in
Social Case Work. It is too early as yet to deter-

A

mine whether the revival of a sociological interthe case work field, induced in part by the
political and economic upheavals in western
nations in the past decade and in part by the

est in

natural reaction to

any strong new school of

thought, will usher in
case
its

still

another stage in social
present, however,
found mostly on the

work technique. For the

technical literature

is

''

' '

formulation of social case
work was promulgated in 1917 by Mary E.

psychological-psychiatric front
In the light of these developments a defini-

Richmond in her Social Diagnosis. This work
soon came to be used as text and guide, wherever
social case work was practised or taught.
Since the establishment of the first Charity
Organisation Society, social case work has been
continually enriched by advances in the physical

tion of social case

first

authoritative

and

social sciences. Biological discoveries, studies in the field of mental deficiency, progress in

pedagogical technique stimulated and guided by
psychological experiments and theories, developments in medicine and the accumulating data

and theories of sociology, all were being translated by the case worker into treatment procedure.

Most important perhaps, the

better

understanding of personality problems ushered
in by the mental hygiene movement and by

Freud and the new psychiatry gave to case work
a formula for increasingly fruitful synthesis of
the disparate facts constituting the social history
and aetiology of the "case." While on the one

hand propaganda, imitation and the natural
spread of information increased the number of
social case work agencies, the workers them-

up and intensifying the conand technical refinement of the subject.
From a technical standpoint social case work

selves kept building

tent

.

work is not only difficult but
become inherently controversial. All
schools of thought in the field do agree, however, that social case work is not synonymous

may

easily

with poor relief, while the popular assumption
that it is provides the most frequent source of
confusion. This is because the clients of most
social agencies are drawn preponderantly from
the lower economic strata and manifest in a
large proportion of cases either acute or chronic

economic distress, and because case work itself
had its inception in poor relief. Briefly stated,
the essential quality of social case work

is

the

application of scientific method rather than the
rule of thumb to the treatment of the individuals

who are or are considered unable, in
the words of Porter R. Lee, to make "their way
to acceptable organization of existence" or, in
or families

the

more usual terms,

the family

to the aid of the

"who cannot

head of

secure for himself or

combination of opportunities,
and expert advice" with whose assistance he can be self-maintaining (introduction to
Vocational Aspects of Family Social Work). But
inasmuch as self-maintenance, either on a sohis family the

services

cially

recognized

minimum

level or

on a

level

as having entered a new
about 1920. By this time

ordinarily held by an individual, depends both
on his particular human equipment and on his

the sociological formulation characteristic of
Miss Richmond's Social Diagnosis was yielding

environmental circumstances, his failure in selfmaintenance may be due to a breakdown in

may indeed be regarded
stage of development

to the

more psychological conception contained
What is Social Case Work? with the

in her

"development of personality" as its goal. But
this new psychological emphasis soon
outgrew
Miss Richmond's formulations. In the course of
the next ten years the psychiatric interpretations
of personality rapidly gained in the study and
analysis of social case work situations. Still more

either of these compartments. Correspondingly

the attempts toward his rehabilitation may have
to be addressed to either of these phases of life
or to both, and in varying degrees of emphasis.
Indeed the breakdown of the human equipment
itself may be traced as readily to undue environmental strain as to its inherent weakness; or an
environment relatively favorable to a person

Social
with reasonably adequate equipment

may fail to

serve one of lesser endowment. It

is

possible

then that the means of readjustment may be
determined not directly by the obvious area of
breakdown, but by detailed analysis of the
particular configuration of circumstances and

equipment of the given individual. Social case
work consists in the application of the suitable

Work
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mers' scheme the investigation was a substitute
for and improvement upon the workhouse test.

This point of view

still retained
by many,
frowned upon by social
case workers and consciously guarded against
by competent practitioners. Today the "social
study" is superseding "investigation" as a term
more truly descriptive of its nature. This first
step is the collection and analysis of data perti-

but

it

is

is

theoretically

combination of techniques appropriate to the
individual problem of maladjustment. It must
therefore contain techniques adapted to both
personality difficulties and environmental con-

and to the discovery of clues for suitable treatment As such it is analogous to the correspond-

ditions. It is evident, however, that in the values
attributed to the several aetiological factors in

ing procedure required in any research process
in the physical and social sciences.

any case there

is

nent to the aetiology of the client's

The

great latitude for differences of

difficulties

preparation of the social history of the

opinion and a correspondingly wider choice in
the distribution of emphasis as to the selection

client as well as the investigation, or social study,
usually takes place at the outset, but continues

and combination of methods of adjustment
psychological, economic or sociological Failure

facts are

in self- maintenance, as understood in social case

may

work,

and the

manifest

itself in a variety

particular form of

of ways,

failure or the

imme-

throughout the duration of treatment as new
uncovered or new light is shed on their

and significance. The minimum conan adequate history for social case work,

relations

tents of

as agreed

upon by some of the

leaders of the

diate crisis usually determines the kind of agency
by which the client will be served. The more

profession in the United States after a series of
conferences during the years 1923-27 and em-

frequent types of crises are: economic distress
or emergency; death, disappearance or incapaci-

bodied in the Milford Conference Report,
Social Case Work, Generic and Specific, show a
wide area of sociological and psychological information deemed desirable for the practical

tation of the

head of the family; criminal

act,

delinquency or other behavior crises; illness;
mental or nervous disease or disturbance; domestic conflict or marital disruption; release or
discharge from therapeutic, custodial or penal
institution or court.

The

nature of the immediate demands and of

the specific resources required to meet them may
vary and the kinds of agencies called upon to
serve

on these occasions are

Essentially, however, the

naturally diverse.

problem of

self- main-

tenance and the procedure called for are the
same in all social case work, whatever the client,
from the temporarily unemployed to the psychopathic delinquent. This basic body of social
case work principles and technique has of
been termed "generic social case work."

late

The

principal steps representing different
aspects rather than mutually exclusive categories
in the social case work process are usually given

as follows: social study; preparation of the social
history; diagnosis; planning; treatment; record-

purposes of individualized treatment. They inwhen apclude, for the individual client and
for other members of the family, implicable
portant details as to the history, current personal
data and current environmental data, genealogimedical, psychological, economic and social.
Diagnosis and planning as parts of the social
case work techniques are regarded as partaking
of the character of process as well as of formucal,

lation. Diagnosis is of course based on the facts
gathered in the social study, but these do not

necessarily lead to only

one possible diagnosis.

Experience, judgment and increasing skill in the
evaluation of factors help to organize the disparate facts into an integral diagnosis. This social
diagnosis is not a final statement, however, but
is

subject to correction and amplification as new
is in fact a process of organizamuch as a statement of their

facts appear. It
tion of data as
relations,

even though

it is

expected to take the

of an explicit formulation and is so entered
upon the records. Planning, also conceived of as

form

ing.

Social study (formerly called investigation) is
in a sense the basis of all case work. Historically
it
represents the origin of social case work. At

there was a tendency to emphasize the

both process and formulation, must show a relation to the diagnosis and a change in content
as subsequent developments modify the diag-

separation of sheep from goats, to test veracity
and prevent deliberate pauperization: in Chal-

technical skill or other circumstances imposes a

first

nosis or as the presence or absence of facilities,
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change in the plan as a whole or in individual
items of treatment. Treatment of course is the
objective of the case worker and the justification
of all other processes involved It is conditioned,
however, by those processes and by the re-

ment of psychological security, satisfaction of
emotional life, with economic and environmental
adjustments to subserve these objectives to the
extent that they might be necessary therefor or
responsible for the existing imbalance. On the

sources of the community.
Every change in the concept of social case
work has created a new definition of its objective

whole this is the present status of social case
work. The most recent innovations in its sphere

and a corresponding change in the emphasis on
various types of treatment and methods of procedure. The early objectives of social case work
in the only types of agency which practised them
were the relief of the poor, the avoidance of
pauperizing those relieved and the exclusion of
those not requiring economic assistance. Investi-

The emotional

gation, provision of adequate assistance, friendly
visiting, aid in securing medical service, employment or recreational opportunities for chil-

dren and encouragement in
habits

made up

thrift

and good

the stock of treatment. In this

phase the moralistic tendency was gradually
being displaced by psychological considerations.
The extension of case work practise to hospitals
last

and children's courts added new

objectives, in-

cluded a new group of administrative factors,
found economic needs often absent and at least
not a central consideration and brought into
methods of treatment more of psychological content and into investigation a new field of inquiry
and a new emphasis. Sympathetic understanding, pedagogical handling, persuasion, purposive
provision of educational, recreational and health
facilities, widening of opportunities by advice

and

assistance, all these gained

new importance

relate less to objective than to technical method.
level on which the client's moti-

vations proceed is affected both by the tangible
circumstances of his existence and by his emotional reactions to

them. Readjustment on the

plane of intellectual and material dealings with
circumstances may be not only inadequate but

even impossible without consideration of the
emotional counterparts and complications in
the client's consciousness. These circumstances

moreover include personnel

relations, to child,
parent, spouse, friend or social worker. Treatment therefore must include a high degree of

technical skill in the handling of the emotional
complexion of the case configuration, and for
this purpose the newer social case work emphasizes the analytic and therapeutic relationships
among personalities close to the client and particularly as between client and worker. This
phase of treatment, as interpreted by Grace F.
Marcus, Virginia P. Robinson, Jessie Taft and
others, has recently occupied the center of interest in the technical side of social case work,

except in so far as the depression has tended to
back into focus economic causation and the
paramount importance of material relief in

lift

treatment.

galaxy of treatment methods. The
appearance of psychiatric social work, child
guidance and child placement in the social case

work

work area, the spread of mental hygiene and of
the psychoanalytic theories, the recognition of
the intimate interaction of human equipment

erations are irrelevant to

among the

and external circumstances together with the
rapid rise of the standards of living due to genand the corresponding diminution of the economic factor in the potential
clientele of an increasing variety of social case
work agencies tended to give to readjustment a
more psychological content and to treatment a
eral prosperity

psychological technique. First the investigation
expanded into a wider area of social, psycho-

and developmental study, and
then the methods of treatment came to embrace
a larger amount of technical procedures, from
medicine and psychometry to psychiatric service
and psychoanalytic guidance. Objectives were
logical, hereditary

redefined in terma of changing attitudes, attain-

One aspect

of this

new emphasis in social case

an independent
development despite the depression. In fact the
considdepression or any other environmental
has, however, continued as

it,

for

it

actually steps

out of the field of social case work into that of
emotional complicaprofessional therapy for

might well be called psychological case
from social case work. As presented by Virginia P. Robinson and even more
tions. It

work

as distinct

of case
unequivocally by Jessie Taft, this sort
work is a distinct professional service as different
from social work as medicine or religious ministration and, like these, pertinent only

when par-

ticularly indicated. The technique is
as "relationship treatment" through

described

a "thera-

up between worker and
based chiefly on certain psycho-

peutic situation" set

and is
and philosophic theories promulgated
by Otto Rank, a dissenter from the schools of
Freud, Adler and Jung. This expansion into a
patient

analytic

Social
neighboring field of activity might seem not
quite pertinent to a discussion of social case
for certain important connecting

work except

among them

psychiatric social work, the
general mental hygiene influence already referred to and the fact that these contributions
links,

come from

the personnel of social case work
agencies and have arisen out of the work of these
agencies.

Pervading the technical considerations of sowork treatment and complicating them

cial case
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recording. The case record is as important to
the case worker as are laboratory notes to the

experimenting scientist. In most instances services are rendered by a succession of workers and
supervisors, all of whom must be equally in-

formed concerning the case, regardless of the
stage at which they enter. Solid facts and imponderables, social history, diagnosis, plan, sequence of treatment, interviews, the response of
clients to treatment services, must be recorded

manner

in such

as to result in a

minimum

of

the question of the social and
political philosophies current in the community.
The very foundation of all social work lies in
a priori judgments of what is socially desirable

motion, embarrassment to the client or
chaos in procedure. Except for the fact that
every case begins at some time and may be

and what

at readjustment
is as true of indi-

between process and result Both
are cumulative, interwoven and related to a

The modern

changing objective. The record in the best agencies usually has the following constituent parts:
the face sheet of ready reference data; the social

still

further

is

is

not.

Any attempt

implies maladjustment. This
viduals as of groups or conditions.

in particular the large American
city, comprises a population varying widely in
economic range, in industrial distribution, in

community,

and national origins, in cultural traditions,
in political and social ideals, in church affiliations
and in the opposing philosophies of life of the
older and younger generations. In this popularacial

tion there exists therefore a vast range of a priori
judgments, both communal and individual. The
client's cultural standards are as often as not

from those of the community as represented by the social agency. Each case thus
different

lost

closed at

some time, there is no clear cut

division

in the record

history; the chronological record of every occurrence of any nature interviews, receipt of im
portant documents, units, telephone calls, events
in the family; correspondence, documents and
reports of medical, school, court or other auxilia-

ry agencies. Considerable ingenuity is expended
in the arrangement, organization and handling
of these records, and experience has shown that
the quality of the record tends to be an index of
the caliber of the case work.

involves the possibility of seeking adjustment to

Practically all case

work

is

carried

on by

standards on which there

agencies employing professional personnel rather

between

than by independent practitioners. There have
grown up therefore both an individual technique and an agency technique commonly accepted for social case work. As in other fields,

of the

client,

may be no agreement
community and worker. Which

many heritages and viewpoints shall deter-

mine the plan of treatment?
ample,

may

coercion be used

How

far, for

ex-

m the interest of a

child or other dependent at the expense of individual freedom and mental health of the parent?
What are the obligations of the case worker

when his client gains economic independence
through bootlegging; when religious or church
principles and the empirical situation are at
variance with regard to birth control, marriage,

custody or education of the child; when father,
mother, social worker and social setting of the
client cannot agree on a guiding principle of
treatment? In industrial disputes, strikes and
attempts to establish wage standards many cornered disagreements may, and with discouraging
frequency do, arise between community, agency,
management, worker and client. In an educational conception of case work such philosophical questions assume fundamental importance

and create continuous

The

final step in

difficulties.

the case work process

is

so here also technique

is

thought of as procedure

which skill may be acquired by practise and
which is negotiable from practitioner to novice
by demonstration as well as by theoretical exposition. Its value lies not only in making for
efficiency, time saving and sureness of touch but
in

also, in

a

more

intangible way, for conformity
practise. Among individual

between theory and

techniques interviewing, observation, recording
and establishing rapport with the client are

accorded chief emphasis. In view of the

diffi-

culty of transmitting these important techniques
except under actual working conditions the

training in professional schools includes field
practise in operative agencies

under competent

supervision.
In addition to the technical

methods applying

to individual practitioners there is what might
be called agency technique, which is necessarily
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of an administrative nature but which because
of its effect upon the task of the worker is

refinements which add to the comprehensiveness
of educational and technical preparation.

regarded of prime importance. It includes such
items as "case accounting," "inter-agency rela-

social case

tionships" and adaptation of techniques from
other fields, specialists and professions. Case

accounting includes such matters as the opening
or closing of cases, transfer to other agencies,
assignment to worker or supervisor, accounting
for case loads to the

management and

to the

contributing public. Closing a case, to take one

example,
job; but

is

it

in

one phase merely a bookkeeping
some of the most important

implies

case working processes in analysis, diagnostic
review and prognosis and usually follows a con-

ference of workers and a supervisory review.
Similarly the proper adjustment of "inter-agency
relationships" for a particular case requires a
delicate and skilful coordination of functions and

resources of

two or more

sometimes exces-

Not only the extension and refinement of
work but also its division into special

has been most intensively developed in
North America. Despite the basic uniformity of
the case work theory a certain specialization in
practise has been brought about by the peculiar
conditions and institutional traditions of the
fields

several types of agencies.
Family case work as the first of these is the

parent of all social case work. It is a large feeder
to the special fields enumerated below and has
in many cases fostered the development of new
specialized agencies, such as legal aid societies,
antituberculosis societies and the like. In re-

sponse to some of these developments

numerous agencies, properly adjusted to
the needs and psychological problems of the
client. The same is true of the adaptation of

their self-maintenance but also

techniques from other

social institution.

sively

fields, a

very frequent

and increasingly
serve in an educational capacity for the
of
the family as a
definition and improvement

to

process, ranging from the utilization of legal
advice to psychiatric examination and vocational

many

guidance.

fare associations."

One

of the significant developments in the
field has been the professionalization of person-

and the organization of professional training
schools for workers It is pertinent to the consideration of social case work, however, to point
nel

out the particular demands that its practise imposes on any plan of training. The high degree
of cultural preparation and the extensive ac-

quaintance with the social sciences

demanded

by the work have led to the requirement in practically all professional social work schools in
America of a college education or its equivalent
either for admission or for graduation. The
acquisition of at least the rudiments of technique

make

many

family case work agencies have been gravitating
to the theory that their function is not merely
that of helping dependent clients to recapture

The

shift of

emphasis has led

charity organization societies and relief
agencies to change their names to "family wel-

This tendency has been coun-

teracted in part by the effects of the mental
hygiene influence already described, and both

have been somewhat at variance with the histori-

and present popular interpretation of
the function of the agency. Family case work
in varying degrees of intensity and skill is percal origin

formed by such agencies as the following: family
welfare agencies, under private and often denominational auspices; municipal and county
relief departments; state and county mothers*

pension or aid departments; church auxiliaries
under various names; privately financed travelers' aid societies; and American Red Cross
chapters,

privately

financed but with semi-

necessary to include in the curriculum
of these schools a substantial ratio of field work

official status.

in supervised practise. In addition to preparation in professional schools case work agencies
of good standing constitute the first year or two

special field of case

of the nineteenth century. This was probably
because of the existence of well established in-

of employment of the new graduate, a training
period in which work load and supervision are
adjusted to the pedagogic as well as to the ad-

which antedated the modern social case work
agencies both in Europe and in America and

it

ministrative requirements. In this respect the
training of social case workers in the United
States is more highly organized and standard-

ized than that for other types of social work.
Further specialization in training for the separate branches of case

work has introduced other

Child welfare work was not recognized as a
work until toward the close

stitutions for child care, particularly orphanages,

represented vested interests in institutional idenand in procedure. The first application of

tity

the case work principle to this field was foreshadowed by the early placing out experiments
in

Europe and the United States and was acby Charles W. Birtwdl in

tually introduced

Social
was soon followed,
from a different point of attack, by the Juvenile
Court of Chicago in 1899. There developed an
Boston in the

increasing

late 1890*8. It

number of the non- institutional agen-

dependent and
delinquent children. Eventually even some custodial institutions resorted to case work in place
cies for the care of neglected,

of institutional treatment, thus practically destroying themselves in the interest of better child
care.

Agencies

now

work comprise

carrying on children's case

a large variety of

names and

auspices, often overlapping psychiatric and family case work, schools and correctional agencies.
The chief types are: children's aid societies, state

wide or

local, privately conducted; orphanages,
especially in their after care departments, under

a variety of auspices; municipal and county departments, sometimes in connection with family
welfare work, mothers' aid or juvenile courts;
guidance bureaus connected with schools or
independently conducted; visiting teachers as
part of school personnel; and special departments or divisions of other agencies, such as

family welfare agencies, having wider scope.
The distinctions between strictly children's case

work agencies and other case work agencies are
uncertain and unstable, since most social case
work, dealing as it does with families, involves
the interests and special problems of children

and since children

also tend necessarily to

draw

into their problems parents, km and home
neighborhood This fact has led to many controversial issues

among

agencies.

^^Medical

social work, sometimes called hoswork, is social case work carried on
in connection with hospitals, clinics and sanatoria as an adjunct to medical treatment. Cases

Work
determined by purely medical rather than by
social considerations, and that it is often
impossible or at least exceedingly difficult to continue

the case work to

its

logical conclusions

responsibility for medical treatment
of the hospital or clinic has ceased

when the

on the part

Psychiatric social work

is an offshoot of mediwork, but has gradually become distinct as the development of mental hygiene has
afforded an increasing field for specialization.
This type of work, at first confined to institutions for the insane and to organizations serving
war veterans, was rapidly extended to child
guidance clinics, psychiatric clinics connected
with hospitals, courts and correctional institu-

cal social

tions, protective agencies for

predelmquent boys
mental hygiene clinics, schools aware
of difficulties with problem children and private
practise. Social case workers with psychiatric
training have frequently been employed by other
case work agencies, such as family welfare societies, to advise and help with difficult cases
involving conspicuous problems of mental hygiene. This practise of employing the psychiatric social worker is diminishing only because

and

girls,

the general training of

all

increasing emphasis
study of the client.

place

case

work tends

to

upon personality

Probation, parole and after care are grouped
together as a special case work area, first, because of the knowledge of legal procedure in-

volved and the acquaintance that they demand
with penal legislation and technicalities and,
second, because, although in a sense they rep-

pital social

resent the official and legal recognition of social
case work, the standards in these fields are as
yet relatively low. In the United States in recent

arise primarily from initial crises in the health
of the breadwinner or other member of the

years, however, there has been a marked improvement in the caliber of social case work

family, complicated by other factors, among
which economic difficulties are frequent. Often

under public auspices

In the United States

these cases develop into multiple instances of
need for medical treatment as other members of

probation developed as early as 1869 and parole
in the 1870*5. But substantial progress has come
only in the last decade or two Probation is an

the patient's family may be found to have undiscovered or untreated maladies. Medical social

almost universal practise where there are children's courts. In adult courts it is far less general

work originated

in the United States except in the larger cities
and then usually for cases of felony or for
women only. Parole in the United States is for
the most part connected with correctional institutions for children and women. Adult institutions as a whole are as yet far behind in any-

in 1905 at the Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston. It speedily spread
over the country; by 1925 there were some five
hundred agencies and by 1932 perhaps double

number. The distinctly auxiliary position
that this branch has held with respect to medical
institutions, their strictly medical problems,
that

thing but legal- technical use of parole.

One

personnel and institutional objectives, has created some difficulties and limitations. It is obvi-

significant feature of this phase of case work is
that, as institutions of all kinds from orphanages

ous that the acceptance of cases tends to be

to prisons lose their time honored place as social
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virtue of the growth of probation
and placing out, the amount of social case work
in this division increases, so that probation and

agencies,

by

quality

and extent of personnel. The brief sway

of this

movement and

by

its

grudging recognition

industrial executives did not bring the social
work in this field to a high standard of per-

parole promise to develop into the largest field
of social case work. Aware of this tendency, its

case

efforts to place training and
qualifications of practitioners on a level comparable with other case work divisions.

connection with compensation service is o f particular significance, however, in that it followed
the recognition by public authorities of the fact

Rural social case work is still comparatively
new. In the United States the great body of
social case work has been done in the urban
centers, chiefly because its practise and extension have depended in considerable degree upon
private endeavor and finances. Since wealth as
well as exploitation has been a predominantly
urban phenomenon, money can be raised or is
voluntarily offered in the large communities but
is relatively unavailable in rural districts For a
short period only, during and directly after the

that even satisfactory legal and administrative
provisions for compensation in industrial acci-

leaders are

making

World War, the country districts contributed
more generally to the "home service" of the
Red Cross and to other agencies whose popular
appeal arose from the war. Such work as is
carried on in rural communities at present tends
to be financed from cities. As a result a rural
case work technique or the adaptation of technique recognized as necessary in dealing with
rural psychology has not as yet been worked out
adequately. Where it exists the tendency is away
from specialization, since the rural worker must

on all types of cases. This is conspicuously
shown in the duties of county welfare officers of
a few states, for example, North Carolina, in
which social case work is being introduced under
public auspices by county units and under state
supervision and direction.
There has been some progress in the utilization of the social case work method and pertake

sonnel in industry, as, for example, in the
introduction of case workers in the welfare and

employment

divisions of industrial plants

mercantile establishments and

more

and

recently in

the addition of case workers to the staff of the

compensation service in at least one state government. There had been a few instances of the
former type before the war in the more progressive establishments and in some of the more
patriarchal industrial

communities

(see

COM-

PANY TOWNS; WELFARE WORK, INDUSTRIAL).
The war multiplied the number of such workers, as it multiplied all welfare and personnel
activities in industry, and tended to establish
the principle of case work technique in industrial

welfare service, even though the post-war
brought a corresponding shririkage in

deflation

formance.

The employment

dents have in

many

of case workers in

cases failed to reestablish

the reasonable adjustment of the family, and that
the necessary instrument for the purpose was
the routine availability of social case work as a

supplement to social provision by law.
It has been the general experience that public
or governmental agencies do not lend themselves
as easily as do private agencies to the practise of

work of a high degree of intensity.
In addition to the unfavorable conditions im-

social case

posed upon most public departments by the
mass demands upon its operative machinery and
staff, and by legal limitations, many of which
are necessarily inflexible, there are the psychological hindrances which in the United States

by the term politics and in Europe
by the tradition of bureaucracy. Roughly speaking, social work in the United States has been
are covered

in private hands. It has been free to experiment
and to refine its methods. The material resources
of a nation fast increasing in wealth have been
tapped easily, especially in view of the tendency
for social leadership and wealth to coincide. On
the continent and to a lesser degree in Great
Britain social work has developed mainly through
legislation and has been operated by public de-

partments.

The

gain in social legislation has

been somewhat offset by the tardy and imperfect
application of the social case work method,
which is only slowly being grafted upon the
public operation of social work functions. The
post-war conditions in Europe have helped
probably more than any other factor to enrich
these public services by the introduction of case
work principles. In Germany, for example, these
principles were embodied in the statutes of 1922,
1923 and 1924 which provide for public relief
and child welfare. Flexibility in service, keeping

together of the family, relief in forms suitable
to the individual circumstances, are legally established. With the increasing trained personnel

and development of professional

esprit de corps
the workers, these provisions may be
realized. In Belgium the only example of what
may strictly be called case work reported at the

among

oociai
Work

International Conference of Social

in

was in connection with work to be
conducted among homeless men through cooperation between the public authorities, empowered by the law of 1891 to suppress vagabondage, and the Belgian National League for
Mental Hygiene; the work is carried on in the
Bureau of Social Rehabilitation administered
under joint auspices. In these as in other conti-

Paris in 1929

nental countries the

mass of

social

work

public function and social case work

is

is

a

intro-

as rapidly as professional pressure, the
provision of trained workers and the influence
of private agencies can force the pace. Great

duced

Britain has maintained a fair balance

between

the influence of private and that of public social
work, and a number of agencies have been
following theories denned

by the London Char-

worK
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he must "sign up for the pauper list," the policy
of making budgetary provisions reach a maxi-

mum

clientele, the generally untrained public
service personnel, especially before the introduction of civil service reforms, have consti-

tuted further obstacles to case work standards
in public agencies. In the course of time and in
view of these difficulties certain compromises
have been worked out between public and pri-

vate agencies. Among these are the public subsidising of private case work agencies; the designation of private agencies as agents of the public
authorities either in toto or for investigation and
recommendation; the division of functions as-

signing simpler or pension types of cases to the
public body and more intensive cases to private
agencies; the supplementation of public relief in
specific instances

on recommendation of the

Organisation Society. In recent years an
intensive controversy has been conducted between adherents of the unemployment insurance

private agency (which, however, retains responin courts
sibility for treatment); and, especially

scheme and its opponents, who draw their forces
in part from the personnel of the Charity Or-

plying by private agencies of the necessary case
work personnel, which, while thus holding
quasi-public positions, is financed and con-

ity

ganisation societies.

The issue

in the eyes of the

between "dole" and case work, between
pauperization and social rehabilitation. Regardlatter is

less of

the merits of the controversy,

it

is

of

and penal or reformatory

trolled

by

institutions, the

sup-

private agencies.

Few

concepts in the social sciences are so
understood and so cavalierly dismissed

little

from serious examination both by social scienand by laymen as that of social case work.
The colorful remark about "the cautious statis-

importance to note that Great Britain is the only
European country in which social case work
operates to an appreciable degree through agen-

tists

independent of the public authori-

tical

Christ" well describes the attitude of those

and in which, although far less developed,
it occupies a position comparable with that in
the United States and Canada.
In both the Soviet Union and Italy political
conditions and theories of government have to
an appreciable extent precluded the practises of
case work since the World War. It seems, however, that the social work of the Soviet govern-

who

regard social case work as a

cies entirely
ties

ment does tend

in that direction, there being
to Communist principles in

nothing repugnant
the individualization of this phase of state
service.

The practise of social case work by public
agencies has been limited consistently by legal
restrictions as to settlement, residence, the
amount or type of relief to be given and types
of cases which are acceptable. In American
communities the client of a public agency runs
the danger of becoming designated a "public
charge," which in many cases may lead to deserious and someportation, an action always
times catastrophic to the client. The physical
aspect of public departments, the requirement
that the applicant must appear and often that

synonym

for

therefore as an

charitable relief

and

ungenerous and

obspiritually or aesthetically

reject

it

jectionable type of chanty. On the other hand,
as an integral part of social work it has been

condemned

as "a palliative"

tives of political

by the representaand economic thought who

proceed from an analysis of the present social
order to a positive scheme for its displacement

More pertinent perhaps
the criticism brought forward by those who
accept the function of social work in the existing
or radical modification.
is

order.

A

searching scrutiny of the theory of social
work and of its evolving technique has
indeed appeared in recent years within the pro-

case

fession itself.

The

example, whether

question has been asked, for
it is possible to judge the

results of social case

work.

How are such results,

any, to be measured? What are the criteria
a process? What
applicable to so complicated
allowance, if any, in these results can be made
if

for the accidental but quantitatively important
factors of an inadequate caliber of workers and
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agencies, of an uninformed public, of insufficient
funds? What proportion of such improvement as
is

found

is

due to

social case

work rather than

to other environmental changes, such as increas-

ing prosperity, social legislation, education? And
if benefit may come from both case work and

mass measures, which

is

the

more economical

expenditure of material and energy? The recent
introduction of a "dependency index" to measure statistically the incidence of the economic
factor runs counter to the theory of social case
work which has maintained that the economic

factor

may be

only one of

many and

therefore

an inadequate guide for diagnosis or treatment.
Is this theory valid, and will it stand statistical
scrutiny as it does demonstration by individual

psychiatric social

apy.

Still

work or of psychological

ther-

another possible conclusion has been

suggested that

if

case

work

is

a skilled service

for unadjusted personalities and families, unrelated to the question of economic self-support,
it should be carried on
by private practitioners
who would charge fees as do other professional

workers. Psychiatric case workers in conjunction
with psychiatrists have already gone into such
private practise for definite fees, others in a
somewhat informal way have carried on inde-

pendent private practise, and several social case
workers have seriously considered inaugurating
professional private social case work practise
the case work agency now supported by

Thus

philanthropic contributions

may

logically be-

come
work the

either a public service function or private
professional practise or both.

been expanding beyond
economic strata into the

In countries outside the United States and
Canada some of these questions are not imme-

In social case work as in
service of agencies has
the limits of the lower

all social

community as a whole. Courts, child guidance
bureaus, visiting teachers, bear relatively little
of the stamp of service for the economically disadvantaged. But prior to the depression which
even in the so-called family agenbegan
cies which carry the older burden of relieving
economic distress the proportion of "needy"
cases had been decreasing as compared with
in 1929,

cases of family maladjustment independent of
the economic factor. In fact it has been the

avowed purpose of many of the agencies to
divest themselves as fast as conditions would
permit of any distinct responsibility for assistance in cases of purely economic distress and to
specialize in dealing with unadjusted families

diately pertinent, since a

much larger proportion

already under government
clearly recognized as a function

of the case work

is

auspices and is
incident to the other public services, such as
hygiene, poor relief, education, social insurance

and child welfare. Private philanthropic endeavor is employed more in exerting pressure
for the introduction and development of advanced technical case work methods, in most
instances derived from American techniques.
Whereas some of the questions enumerated
have been explored by the usual method of discussion and conference, others have given rise
in various American centers of social work to

tasks independently

research projects of more or less far reaching
scope, involving evaluation of case work results

of the presence or absence of the economic
Moreover some of their spokesmen would

and procedures, qualitative and quantitative
studies of the incidence of case work in popu-

make the focus of interest for family agencies
the functioning of the family as a sociological
a purely educational and propainstitution

and studies

and other

strictly case

work

factor.

ganda task while still others regard case work
as an exclusively psychological service rendered
entirely on the level of personality relationships.
The question then arises as to whether the
development of case work as a

scientific

method

of dealing with those incapable of social selfmaintenance leads logically away from relief of
those in economic distress, leaving this function

latioh units, indices

and fluctuation of case loads
and terminology.

in recording

Social case work, while chiefly a borrower

from the social sciences, has also made reciprocal
contributions: first, the concept of social maladjustment of the individual as replacing in em-

phasis that of social or individual pathology;
second, the case method of social research; and,
third, the case

work

test of social conditions

and

of the effects of social mass measures. These

to the public authorities, to a kind of "service
to the unadjusted." If it is thus dissociated from

contributions are claimed by case work not as
independent concepts of its own creation, but
as the synthesis and focus of nascent thought

material relief, can it obtain private support? Or
should it not also become a distinct public function? In any case social case work thus conceived
falls into the category of mental
hygiene and

which the particular function of case work rendered possible of articulation. Thus, for example, whereas sociology has tended to deal
with social work as a series of separate socia'

Social
problems; such as dependency, alcoholism or
crime, to be met by a variety of social institutions, each functioning in its special field, the
experiences of the case worker have found this
interpretation less and less tenable and the cumulative results of case analysis have forced the

breaking

down

pathology.

On

of these separate classes of social
close analysis the clients of the

several types of social work institutions show
greater similarity than diversity as groups and

greater divergence than resemblance as individuals. Thus the social case worker has been

conclude that the individual

led to

client pre-

Work
has spread into the broader field of social research partly by way of the social survey, although in the field of family budgets the social
survey antedated the development of the individual case work method

Studies in criminol-

ogy, judicial procedure and abuses, psychiatry,

community

organization, cultural changes, inworking out of special

dustrial relations, the

problems

like

those of casual and migratory

labor, difficulties associated with immigration
and the like, all have been pursued with increas-

ing use of the case method, and in many instances personnel trained in social case work

sents not a specimen of a social class, but rather
an instance of imperfect adjustments to the

have been called upon for assistance.

particular concatenation of environmental and
psychological conditions. Each individual client

social sciences is attributable less to its particular
technique than to its routine practise by organi-

according to this conception represents the cross
section of a multiplicity of socul forces, both
"creative" and "pathological "The social worker

and

conceives of social
for the individual

life

as continuously creating

problems of adjustment which

cannot always be met successfully. Any instance
of failure represents a combination of "causes,"
recognized as such in retrospect only and presenting a particular pattern of maladjustment

which

calls for its corresponding pattern of readjustment or treatment. The task of selfmaintenance, in other words, is a function of

variables in a variable setting
As a contribution to methods of social research

case

work has brought

a refinement in intensive

analysis as a corrective to the threatening abuse
of statistics. Case work is not opposed to or

necessarily distinct from or inconsistent with
the statistical method, any more than the case

method of teaching

in

medicine or law

is

incom-

patible with generalizations. It serves rather as
a counterpart, emphasizing the more intensive
analysis of fewer items and the use therefore of

The

third contribution of case

work

to the

iii the
larger social problems
promoticn >f mass measures. The
data for much social and educational legislation
have come from routine social case work. The
practicability and effectiveness of such measures have often been tested in the same way.

zations interested
in the

Public health education, including antituberculosis work, social hygiene and mental hygiene,
changes in the judiciary system, criminal and

procedure, safety legislation, workmen's
compensation, child labor, minimum wage legislation and legislative changes in public administration are some of the social measures and
movements thus initiated, tested or improved
civil

by the practise of case work The contribution
involved in this function

is

not strictly of a

theoretical nature, nor is it, on the other hand,
merely of a practical administrative character.
It

may be compared with the function in political

science of field studies of different political theories by local observation of their workings

under the several governments practising them.
Perhaps the difference and the chief limitation

work

methods, as against the corresimpler
lation of large numbers of items and their ma-

of case

nipulation by the more complex methods of
statistics. It is concerned more with the varia-

theoretical generalizations as relatively incidental to its main task rather than as distinct ob-

and multiplicity of correlations than with
their uniformity. But it raises the doubts shared
by other fields of social science as to the possi-

jectives in themselves.

statistical

tions

bility of

reducing

all

or the most important

variables in social relations to items sufficiently
clean cut and comparable to permit of manipulation

by advanced mathematical formulae, and

as to the applicability of statistical treatment to
qualitative factors which do not lend themselves

to numerical expression

"good,

fair

and poor."

beyond the count of
case work method

The

in the

in this field of usefulness lie

tendency of

social case

mainly

work to regard the

PHILIP KLEIN

TRAINING FOR. The question as to whether
work is or is not a profession has been the

social

subject of continuous debate since 1915, when
the question in the

Abraham Flexner answered

negative. Certain developments have been under

way which point definitely toward the fulfilment
of at least some of the necessary conditions upoi
which that status is predicated These relate t:
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the establishment of professional standards and
the creation of educational institutions in the
field of social work. Even today, however, the
answer cannot be given unequivocally. For the

standards are not uniformly high and it is diffiwhat extent they are met by

ning some of these schools were affiliated with
The Boston Training School for

universities.

Social Workers, founded in 1904, was conducteu
under the auspices of Simmons College and
Harvard University. Almost at the same time an

New York School of
New York School of

cult to determine to

unaffiliated institution, the

those employed in social work. The United
States census of 1930 for the first time classified

Philanthropy (now the

work as a distinct profession, listing 3 1 ,241
persons as members. Ralph Hurhn, who in 1926

full

social

estimated the

number

of social workers in the

United States as 25,000, concluded on the basis
of this census that

if

persons classified in other

who might

properly be termed social
workers were taken into account, the total
number in 1930 was probably between 40,000
categories

and 42,500.
Professionalization in social

work

as in other

has passed through several stages. The
pioneers necessarily secured their training on the

fields

job.

Soon there developed organized apprenand related

ticeship plans, providing supervision

study along with practical experience in a social
Then came the formalization and improvement of training, beginning as early as
1898 with the establishment of a summer school
in New York and followed at the opening of the

agency.

century by schools offering academic courses
covering an entire year. In 1919, 15 such schools
joined together to form the Association of Training Schools for Professional Social Work, now
the American Association of Schools of Social
Work.
Professional organization developed later. Al-

though the National Conference of Social Work
had been founded as early as 1873 as the Conference of Charities and Corrections, it was not
until 1921 that a professional organization, the
American Association of Social Workers, was

created. Its

program has comprised: protective

aspects, including interest in salaries, vacations,
security of tenure; standards of practise, repre-

sented in qualifications for admission to membership; organization of local chapters; stimula-

and publication of job analyses
and other technical literature; improvement of
standards of social work in civil service; and
constructive moves with respect to administrative and legislative questions, chiefly of nation
wide concern. The membership of this organization on July i, 1933, was approximately 7500.
tion of research

The impetus toward

the

development of

work came first from the
jocial agencies themselves rather than from edu-ational institutions, although from the begin-

special schools of social

expanded its curriculum to fill a
academic year instead of a summer course.
The original constitution of the association

Social Work),

schools limited

membership

to educational in-

stitutions "maintaining a course of training for
professional social work covering at least one

academic year, and including a substantial
amount of both class instruction and supervised
field work." Standards as at present applied to
schools seeking admission were formulated in
1928; they stipulate that the school must have
existed for two academic years and require a
satisfactory written guaranty that it will continue for not less than three years from the date
of admission. In 1933 there were 25 member institutions, 10 of which were among the 15

members. With 4 exceptions the New
York School of Social Work; the Pennsylvania
School of Social and Health Work, founded in
1908, the Graduate School of Jewish Social
Work in New York City, founded in 1926; and
the Atlanta School of Social Work, founded in
1920 and conducted primarily for Negroes all
these schools are at present an integral part of an
charter

academic

institutjon, in 9 cases a state university.
Geographically the schools are highly concentrated in the northeastern states. Fifteen are

located north of the Mason and Dixon' line and
no farther west than Chicago, 3 in the south and

only 7 west of Chicago. The location of these
schools corresponds roughly to the distribution
of social workers

Since schools in the associa-

tion vary widely in their plan of organization, it
is difficult to make
general statements about
their curricula. Usually, however, the curricu-

lum of a school

includes three types of material,

which have been designated by the association
as follows: fundamental techniques, adaptations
of scientific material to the needs of social work,
courses in the practise of social work, general
courses in social work theory and philosophy,

and field work, which is stated to be "planned
and supervised experience in the practice of
social work" and which must be "under the educational control of the school."

To

the schools in developing their
work toward greater uniformity
of content in training for social work, the asaoassist

curricula and to

Social
December, 1932, adopted a minimum
curriculum and agreed by the year 1935 to
elation in

authorize a school to offer to any student having
at the end of one

completed that curriculum

graduate year of study a provisional certificate
approved by the association. It is not anticipated

number

that this will increase the

of persons

who receive advanced degrees, as it is assumed
that such degrees would not be awarded unless
additional graduate work had been completed.

minimum

Part of the

curriculum

may be

in-

cluded in the undergraduate year, provided that
the student completes in addition one year of
postgraduate study in a professional curriculum.
Committees composed of persons teaching these
courses in membei schools are studying the content of each of the courses prescribed in this

curriculum with a view to suggesting some degree of uniformity in subject matter No attempt
has been made to set up prerequisites in the
social sciences for admission to professional
courses; and at the present time there is little
uniformity on this point, although the undergraduate schools usually prescribe study of the
social sciences.

There is no unanimity among the schools as to
entrance conditions, length of course or recognition accorded to those who complete it. The

Work
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fellowship or assistantship. An inquiry by the
writer in 1930 showed that of the total of 1015

degrees awarded in the five-year period 1926-30
inclusive, slightly over 50 percent were bachelors' degrees, doctors' degrees accounting for I

percent. Certificates and diplomas are given in
some instances in addition to an academic degree; in others to persons who do not qualify for
the latter; while in still others, primarily those

schools not a part of a degree giving institution,
they are the only recognition offered. In this
period 284 one-year certificates and 400 twoyear certificates or diplomas were given by 17
schools. Most of the schools admitted unclassified as well as regular students.

Figures compiled since 1930 by the associado not show an increase
the percentage of

m

tion

advanced degrees granted

were

tune students. Fifty-five percent of the
reported as holding bachelors'
degrees. In the academic year 1931-32 the
schools awarded 283 bachelors' degrees, 166

were

masters' and 5 doctors' Students who did not
receive degrees but who received diplomas or
certificates numbered 170, making a total of 624

who completed

a

program of

demic years," and that "at

since there are

the students accepted for subjects in the professional curriculum must have secured two years

academic credit beyond high school."
Whether or not both these years must be post-

of

graduate is still an open question. To attract
graduate students to the schools financial inducements in the form of scholarships or fellowships
there

may be
is

offered,

and

in

some

instances

a modified apprenticeship arrangement

whereby an agency pays a stipend to the student,
usually in return for a certain proportion of his
time and a "gentleman's agreement" that he
will

remain on the

staff, at least for a year, upon
of the training period. It is doubtful,

completion
however, whether the latter plan can be followed

work

be

enrolment

full

total

fluence of the schools

90 percent of

total

of students majoring in social work in 24 schools
on November i, 1932, was 2863, of whom 1534

association stipulates merely that A school should
"provide a curriculum covering two full acaleast

The

the

number

tion to those

is,

training.

The

in-

however, wider than

of their graduates would imply,
many part time students in addi-

who

leave before completing

all

degree requirements.

The
are

extent to which professional standards
total number of social workers

met by the

cannot at present be measured effectively in
terms of the membership of the American Association of Social Workers, since

up

to July I,

1933, membership had been based simply on a
record of experience in "social agencies of recog"
nized standing
New requirements adopted in

1930 and put into force July i, 1933, stipulate
that applicants for full membership must have
a minimum of 24 semester hours of technical
courses in a school of social work and 300 hours
of supervised field work practise in addition to

control of the school. After circularizing the
member schools a committee of the association

20 semester hours of biological and social
which may be taken in any approved
college. From this date on therefore it would

reported in a 929 that "fully three-fourths of the
expressions of opinion are to the effect that

appear that the professional association of social
workers will be recruited from those who have

fellowships or other forms of financial aid are
essential in securing the more desirable students

had

if field

is

to

in

any

real sense

under the

for other than undergraduate courses."

In one

school every student had either a scholarship,

sciences,

at least some professional preparation in
schools of social work. Whether this step will
lead to the certification of social workers cannot
at present

be determined, but the experimental
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plan of voluntary registration in California effective after May i, 1934, points in this direction
The rapidity with which public tax supported
agencies are assuming the responsibility for
many social work activities increases the need
for

some such method of

identifying qualified

practitioners in the field.

Monetary remuneration in social work
closely related to the

is

problem of standards.

A

study by Hurlm made in 1926 indicated that
the average wage of the social workers had not
increased in terms of real wages from 1913 to
1925 and was at the time on a par with that of

elementary school teachers and below that of
high school and university teachers. At the same
time social work is demanding postgraduate
training and the vacation schedule in social
agencies does not, as in the case of the teacher,
make it easy to secure advanced academic work

without relinquishing employment.
Social work, like teaching, is predominantly a
woman's profession. According to the census the
ratio of men to women social workers in 1930

and

former country graduates who receive
diplomas as Wohlfahrtspflegennen are qualifor positions in the public service. In

in the

state
fied

general there

is

upon preparaEuropean countries than
the other hand, more
schools are conducted under religious auspices
in continental countries than in the United
States; in Great Britain there are no schools with
tion for social

greater emphasis

work

in

in the United States.

On

religious affiliations. In Germany the classification of schools into Roman Catholic, Protestant

and non-sectarian

Roman

is

The

formal and definite.

Catholic schools of

countries are

all

organized in the International Catholic Social
Service Union, with headquarters in Brussels.
In a report to the International Conference of

Work

Social

in

Pans

in 1928 there

were

listed

in

schools in 17 countries and 4 continents, not
including 2 schools newly opened, i in Japan

and

i

m

Italy.

In 1928 the International Con-

ference founded an International

Schools of Social

Work

Committee of

to facilitate

exchange of

opinion and experience among schools and to
deal with problems of international cooperation,

i to
4, a probable overestimate of men because of definition. The ratio in the membership
of the American Association of Social Workers
is estimated at about i to 6. Among the students

such as exchange of teachers and students,
organization of an information center, formation
of international study committees and partici-

reported as enrolled in the schools in September,
1930, the ratio was i to 9.2, but on November i,

work.

was

1932, it had risen to r to 6.5. It is noteworthy that the men were not evenly distributed
in the 18 schools in which men and women are
accepted on equal terms, 7 schools reporting 83
percent of the total male enrolment.

The predominance of women in the field,
both in the professional associations and in the
schools, is even more marked in Europe. Most of
the European schools accept only women students. The German association of social workers

has been solely a women's organization, although men have occupied administrative positions in social work. In Europe the developments in training have in general paralleled those

United States; there are, however, some
important differences. Schools of social work in
Great Britain, from their inception at the opening of the twentieth century, have been closely
in the

pation in

international

congresses for social

Social work is in a sense passing through a
phase of development which has been common
to all professional groups in its emergence from

the apprenticeship plan of training to the establishment of professional education in institutions of higher learning, with emphasis upon

work done on the graduate

level.

Moreover

it is

attempting to cover the distance between those
extremes in a space of time which may seem
alarmingly short as compared with the experience of older professional groups.
In achieving its goal of professionalization

work

faced with a difficulty inherent in
is not shared, for example,
by law and medicine. Its practitioners are for the
most part employed by one group to render
social
its

own

is

nature which

service to another

claimed

in

two

and thus their

allegiance

is

sometimes diabuild up an ethical code

directions,

tied up with the universities; and all 12 in 1930
were members of the Joint University Council
for Social Studies. Connection with universities

metrically opposed. To
of practise under these circumstances is a
difficult task, and the failure of the community at

not as general in the 9 continental countries
in 1928 recorded schools of social work,

large to value the services of social workers in the
terms accorded to other professional groups may

is

which

ranging in

number from 36 in Germany to i
Germany and Belgium the schools

in Poland. In

are under the control of government authorities,

be the result

at least in part of this characteristic
of the service program. For this among other less
important reasons it is impossible for social work

Social
too closely the forms provided by any
of the other professions, although it looks to
to follow

these professions constantly for suggestion and

precedent.
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SOCIALISM. The

terms socialism,

commu-

nism and collectivism, which have often been
used interchangeably, are ambiguous and ill defined; for this reason they have an exceedingly
wide range of

who

specific connotations.

passionately

Proudhon,
combated communism as

understood in his time, was later classed by
Heinrich Dietzel as a communist. The Bakuninthe First International were the original
but to Paul Leroy-Beaulieu collectivism stood for all varieties of scientific socialists in

collectivists,

The term

was

used in its
modern sense in 1827 in the Owenite Cooperative Magazine to denote tendencies opposed to liberal individualism and in the 1830*8
was applied in both England and France to
describe the social ideals of Owen, Saint-Simon
ism.

socialism

first

and Fourier. With the victory of the Marxian
a
ideology, however, it came to be interpreted in
restricted sense. George Bernard Shaw, for
socialism "the

com-

example, understands by
of private
plete discarding of the institution
and the division of the resultant
property
.

public

ideal

through a fundamental

remolding of
nature or of institutions or both; and,
sixth, a revolutionary will to carry out this program. The fact can scarcely be overemphasized

human

ING FOR.

.

.

income equally and indiscriminately

among the

entire population,"

a description

which would not apply to the social order advocated by Saint-Simonians and Fourierists and
would be rejected also by many socialist leaders
of the present time. Every definition must fail
as Dietzel and Sombart have conclusively
shown which focuses attention upon external
features only and overlooks the central motif of
all socialist movements.
Although collectivism has been used as the
general concept of which socialism, communism
and anarchism are the special variants, it seems
wiser to adopt socialism, an expression which
has left so much deeper an imprint on the public mind, as the all inclusive term. For the
article therefore

the definition

must embrace the

characteristic

purposes of this
of socialism

common

that no true socialist is satisfied with merely
economic reforms but advocates also a distinct
educational, ethical and aesthetic policy.
The content of socialism may further be
circumscribed if it is indicated what doctrines
and movements, to which the socialist label has
for some reason become attached, are not to be
regarded as forms of socialism. To begin with,
the communism which some students discern in

certain types of primitive social organization is
not a socialist phenomenon, since it represents a
natural, organic evolution rather than a conscious effort. Nor is the communism of the early
Christians and of some of their later followers a

manifestation

of socialism.

colonization

and missionary work among the

Organized Christianity, both Catholic
and Protestant, has never been socialistic; it has
tried to eradicate the worst features of the prevailing system by developing the moral forces of
society. The Rerum novarum of Leo xin promulgated in 1891 and the Quadragesima anno of Pius
natives.

xi in 1931 are of similar purport, except that the
later encyclical indulges in a stronger criticism

of the existing order. Analogous in spirit was the
Social Creed announced by the Federal Council
of the Churches of Christ in America in 1908; it

emphasized humanitarian principles and has
been revised in line with newer programs of
planning and control in Social Ideals of the
Churches, which was approved by the same body
in 1932.
policies have been
socialism. One of

fourth, a conviction that the immorality of the established order
is traceable not to a fixed world,H>rder or to the
is realizable;

unchanging nature of

man but to

corrupt insti-

rebelled

1767, did not attempt to create a better society
but was merely an experiment in religious

demnation of the existing political and social
order as unjust; second, an advocacy of a new
order consistent with moral values; third, a bethat this ideal

they

and their organization represented a communism of consumption of goods freely given and
received, a form of religidser Liebeskommunismus
(Troeltsch). Similarly the communistic orders ot
mediaeval friars were not fighting the world
but fleeing from it. The famous Jesuit colony in
Paraguay, which flourished between 1602 and

to all these ideologies throughout history and to the organized socialist movements of
the more recent period. These are: first, a con-

lief

If

against the existing order, it was to save their
own souls rather than to build a new society;

social

In recent years a number of governmental
improperly identified with

them is war communism,
which has often recurred in history, coupled
occasionally with an exalted messianism. An
outstanding instance of this is the empire of the
Incas in Peru, which was primarily a military

Social

Work, Training

Socialism

for
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organization serving the interests of its rulers.
The glorification of the regulative measures of

rather than of the volontt de tous (Dietzel). The
suum cuique of Plato is therefore its regulative

belligerents in the World War as war socialism
was in part a halting apology for a war which
members of the Second International supported;
such misinterpretation was possible only because of an overemphasis on the externals of

principle. It is socialism imposed from above
which disregards the selfish interests of individuals and tries to establish justice by organiz-

may in the future

as an inconsistent medley of collectivism and
liberalism, has sought to revamp such aristo-

socialism. Municipal socialism

become an integral

part of a functioning socialist

system, but in

present form

its

it

is

a purely

program. The same is true of all
schemes of planned economy and partial socialization which do not disturb the essential feautilitarian

tures of capitalism.
tive state,

Nor

is

the Italian corpora-

which has not been

fully -ealized as

yet, a socialist institution. Despite its pretensions
at a synthesis of nationalism and socialism Ger-

man

National Socialism

is

fundamentally a resome elements in

action against socialism. Yet

extremely heterogeneous movement may be
regarded as a late offspring of the feudal and
romantic type of socialism. Thus Gottfried
Feder, an early and still important theorist of
Hitlerism, considers the domination of finance
capital to be the chief cause of economic distress;
this

he advocates the nationalization of banks and the
financing of public works through the issue of
non-interest bearing certificates.
Finally, the programs of certain reform groups

have sometimes been unjustly interpreted as

German

The

teachings of a school of leading
professors in the last third of the nine-

socialistic.

ing society in variegated groups. In recent years
Othmar Spann, who regards popular socialism

cratic socialism in a

system which he

calls uni-

versalism.

Communistic
forms,

looks

socialism,

the

oldest

of

all

toward the ideal of absolute

equality and seeks to express the volonte de tow,

appears in practically all periods when masses
living in wretchedness, surrounded by
wealth Its ideal, which represents an unlimited
it

are

extension of the ideal of the family to the state,

can be expressed in the maxim, probably of stoic
origin: "From each according to his capacity, to
each according to his needs." On the other hand,
the socialism which has as its ideal not a mechanical equality of all members of society but
rather a potential equality in the sense of the
of Saint-Simon's followers, "From each
according to his capacity, to each according to

maxim

his merit"

fundamental tenet not
but the elimination of all
increment. The contrast between
has as

its

common ownership
unearned

these two ideals, which was striking when sciensocialism first emerged, virtually disap-

tific

peared

when Marxism became

the dominant

teenth century were designated by their opponents as socialism of the chair merely because

socialism of Europe; but after the World War
the distinction again acquired vital importance.

they criticized the shortcomings of laissez faire
capitalism and advocated its regulation. There

motivated by the religious
its advocates or by principles derived from empirical facts claimed to be
the source of Marxian socialism and other recent
trends or by resentment against the ugliness of

is

not

much more

sociological

socialism in the economic,

and juristic doctrines of the French

who without rejecting the capitalist
system propose to make it more cooperative in
character, thereby improving the status of the
propertyless groups. A similar judgment should
be passed upon so-called Darwinian socialism
solidarists,

of

Ludwig Woltmann and
upon the

to base socialism

others,

who attempt

principle of struggle

for existence.

Varieties of socialism

may be

classified ac-

cording to their ideals of justice, their motivations, their attitudes toward the state and their
methods of attaining their ideals. The aristocratic

socialism of Plato, of Campanella, of

Socialism

may be

or moral convictions of

William
capitalist civilization, as in the case of
Morris. Socialist attitudes toward the state
differ:

state

socialism

would

establish

state

ownership and would have the state control future production, while cooperative socialism,
which distrusts the state and fears the over-

development of bureaucracy, would base its
system upon the organization of independent
producers (guild socialism, syndicalism, industrial unionism). On the other hand, anarchism
holds the historical state to be the ultimate
source of exploitation and maintains that no

Fichte in his later period, of some of the romantics and of Ro^bertus condemns existing

reasonable social order can be established with-

from the point of view of society, not of
the individual, in terms of the volontl penfrak

methods whereby

society

out

its

destruction.

Conceptions as to the

socialist ideals are to

be

real-

ized likewise vary: experimental socialism claims
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that the

new

new

social order

can result only from

inventions; evolutionary socialism

social

Social Sciences

ancient state and the bankruptcy of traditional
moral values had reached a point where there

assumes that the essential elements of the new

was widespread

order are gradually evolving within capitalist
civilization; revolutionary socialism maintains
that the establishment of the new society can be

Dissatisfied intellectuals

achieved only by violent uprising; agrarian or
liberal socialism regards as the only remedy the
elimination of land monopoly, which it considers
to be the sole cause of exploitation; jural socialism conceives the main task of the new society
as the codification of economic rights, of which

A. Menger holds three to be fundamental: the
right to the whole produce of labor, to existence
and to work.
All attempts to

show strictly delimited periods

development of socialism have failed.
There is no positive correlation between the
socio-economic surroundings and the type of
in the

the creative power of great
always decisive. Neither is it true

socialistic theory, for

individuals
that

is

modern

socialism is exclusively scientific

whereas the previous forms of socialism were
Utopian. There are, for example, elements in the
thought of Plato, More and Proudhon which
express fundamental relations more clearly than
do any of the later socialists. It is nevertheless
true that there is a dominant tendency in modern socialism to secularize the state completely,
to base socialism exclusively on science and to
make it a conscious movement of the proletarian
class.

/

PRE-MARXIAN SOCIALISM. The precursors of
from antiquity until the eighteenth
century worked in a highly religious or metaphysical atmosphere. Certain theories or movements developed during this period, however,
show sentimental reactions or ideologic constructions which approach certain aspects of
modern socialism. Robert von Pohlmann has
socialism

contended that socialism entered Europe in the
sixth century B.C. and became the central problem of the Greek world from the fourth century
on. Max Weber, on the other hand, has affirmed
that the foundations for a socialistic

movement

were lacking in Greece. It is obvious that the
ancient world could not produce a socialism of
the modern type, because there were no capitalistic structures but only capitalists eager for gain;
small industry prevailed and there was no progressive concentration ofin^ustry; there was no
labor problem, as the system was based on
slavery; and the class struggle was confined to
the oligarchic parties. But it is equally true that
from the fifth century the disintegration in the

distrust of existing institutions.

embraced the surviving

traditions of the golden age; Sparta and Athens
of the past were admired for their unified social
structure.

A

desiazusae,
nist

comedy of Aristophanes, the Ecsatirical attack upon commu-

was a

phantasmagorias and radical feminism. But

more important than these symptoms was
Plato's Republic in which he laid down a complete system of aristocratic communism.! Although Plato's scheme is to be considered not as
far

',

a Utopia but as a genuine revolutionary effort,
Platonic communism was essentially different

from modern communism and according to
Barker

is

more analogous

on

to mediaeval

mo-

rigid class rule based
slavery; its communism was confined to con-

nasticism. It maintained

G.

sumption; it repudiated equality; its outlook was
not hedonistic but ascetic; it was militaristic and
not international.

The other

products of ancient

socialism, the series of Utopias exemplified by
the Sun-State of lambulos, seem to be purely
literary

products rather than manifestations of

revolutionary thought.\
From the tenth century on, popular mass

movements developed which were strange combinations of religious and social revolt. These
movements, practically universal in the more
developed countries of Europe, were the result
partly of the dissatisfaction of peasants and
partly of the discontent of industrial workers,
especially weavers exploited by rising capitalism.
belief in the immediate approach of the

As

Kingdom of God decreased, people became
conscious of the antagonism between the equality of men preached by the gospel and cruel
reality. A combination of religion and communism became the ideology of the Cathari, the

Bogomiles, the Patarins, the Arnoldists, the
Albigenses, the Lollards and many other sects.
Some preached a moral asceticism, which makes

them precursors of Tolstoy; others, like John
Ball, expressed vehement class hatred. These
movements increased greatly during the Reformation, when revolts broke out in some mining
districts of Germany and agrarian discontent
assumed a menacing form in other regions. The
most stirring religious movements were associated with the Anabaptists, whose doctrine was a
kind of anarchistic socialism looking toward
equality in Christendom. Their condemnation
of the whole fabric of society led to the mass uprising in

Muhlhausen

in 1525 led

by Thomas

Socialism
Miinzer, who advocated what might be designated as a religious dictatorship of the proletariat. Another Anabaptist rising in the city of

Munster

in 1534-35

"New

kd to

tne establishment of

The

Anabaptist communities
established in Moravia in the sixteenth century
were the largest communistic organizations on
the

Zion."

Christian foundations in Europe.
With the spirit of criticism aroused

by the
Renaissance and the Reformation and with the
beginnings of capitalism a significant literature

came into being, of which the Utopia of Thomas
More (1516) has become the classic model. The
new Utopias are comparable to those of the
Greeks, yet their tone is far more earnest; they
are animated not

by sensationalism but by

a

deep moral conviction. More, exasperated by
the misery following the enclosure system, when
"sheep ate men," described an ideal community
on a strictly communistic basis. He was an
ardent individualist, seeking a

maximum

of

pleasure for everyone. The acumen of More's
criticism has rarely been surpassed. The re-

markable Utopia of Campanella, Civitas solis
(Frankfort 1623), is nearer the Republic of Plato
than the work of More; it is distinctly of the
aristocratic type,

of

based on the absolutistic rule

a

philosopher-priest-pnnce. Harrington's
Oceana (1656) may be called a liberal-socialist

placed greatest stress on the equal
distribution of landed property.
The movement of the Diggers, or True
Utopia for

it

Levellers, which arose during the Cromwellian
revolution, culminated in 1649 when Winstanley led a few men in Surrey to dig and manure

land which did not belong to them. Leonard
Woolf calls the Diggers the first fathers of
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With the

of large scale industry
came a proletarian class and the social outlook
became more and more international. All these
tendencies reached their climax in the French
tionalistic.

rise

Revolution. Significant changes in social views

had occurred between the sixteenth century and
the eighteenth. The spirit of the natural sciences, of Galileo, Kepler, Harvey and Newton, had

undermined the preponderance of religious
cosmogony. The movement of the Enlightenment had encouraged the individual to use his
own reason. Economic life had been divorced
from the interference of religion. The new
morality of the puritan sects had overemphasized work, moderation and asceticism and had
served to encourage the entrepreneur. The dochad been revived and

trines of the law of nature

Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and
Kant had asserted the necessity of a rational
political order. Modern economic science was
born and the physiocrats and Adam Smith tried
to emancipate economic life from the despotism
of the mercantihstic state. Morality came to be
separated ever more pronouncedly from religion
and utilitarianism declared enlightened selfinterest to be the foundation of the commonweal The deistic metaphysics of Rousseau and
the critical idealism of Kant showed the existin the hands of

ence of a supermdividual moral law. Finally, the
despotism by Locke, Montesquieu,
Voltaire, Rousseau and the encycloptdtstes had
sought to transform the absolutistic state into a
government controlled by the people.
More imminent were the economic changes,
whose influence has been felt progressively since
the second half of the eighteenth century. The
fight against

virtually their
intention to establish communities as the Ana-

beginnings of the industrial revolution had
shaken the foundations of the guild system and
the self-sufficiency of the local centers. Closely

baptist colonists had tried to do a century earlier.
Wmstanley has been described as a communist
by Max Beer; the main ardor of the Digger
movement, however, was directed against mo-

connected with these changes was the growing
disintegration of the feudal agricultural world,
which had prevailed almost unaltered for a
thousand years. The ancient manorial s- ***?

nopoly in land.
In all these manifestations the reaction against
the historical state* was more sentimental and
religious than political and rationalistic, and the

with

modern democracy, but

movements had an

it

was

individual

or

sectarian

character. In the eighteenth century, when a
world new in both its economic and its moral

structure emerged,

several traits of

modern

socialism appeared. Increasing importance was
attributed to economic life. An entirely lay

conception of the state was developed and the
world view of the individual became more ra-

its many collective regulations,
participation in common land, forest ?

and

its

intimate connection with

J*

teuaal-

S

e

1

tb'

;n
system proved an obstacle to the r Jieimer;,

and competiti w
^ worked m
vho
en a cent ur>r
and
of
artisans
army
bankrupt
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88868 such
foundation for the modern prol,
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of society. Napoleon

in his Extinction

ill

du

pauperisme (Paris 1844) warned society of the
approaching danger, as did de Tocqueville,
speaking in the Chamber of Deputies in January, 1848. The revolt was spreading against
the philosophy of economic liberalism. Sismondi tried to show that the liberal doctrine of

spontaneous readjustment was no longer valid.
In an essay honored by the French Academic
des Sciences Morales et Politiques (De la misere
des classes laborieuses en Anghterre et en France^
2 vols., Pans 1840) Buret demonstrated that industrial civilization uncontrolled

by the

state

must lead inevitably to destitution.
This setting was undoubtedly propitious

for

the maturation of the socialist doctrine. After
the transitory calm of the post-Napoleonic
period there came a rebirth of the revolutionary

propaganda focused around Paris among the
exiles of various countries. Secret societies mul-

new wave of Jacobinism flourished.
The Carbonari, the Young Europe, the Amis de

tiplied; a

Amis du Peuple, the Societ^ des
I'Homme and other secret conspiraorganizations were formed. Under all

la Verit6,

the

Droits de
torial

anarchy was to be avoided. He desociety to be preformed in the
The work of the French Revolubody
tion he regarded as incomplete because the
world still remained feudal in essence, ruled by
try if

clared the

new

of the old.

lawyers, soldiers and metaphysicians. As a form
of organization for the new world of the industrialists Saint-Simon proposed a kind of socialization of

economic

forces, the subordination of

private enterprise to regulation and directive
councils of experts to maintain the harmony of

the whole. His successors Bazard and Enfantin

corrupted his teaching in

many

respects with

materialistic mysticism or sexual libertinage.
Nevertheless, certain popularizations of the

Saint-Simon school had considerable influence

upon contemporary and

later thought.

these influences an extremely rich socialist and

scribed as a liberal cooperative socialist.

communist

essential for

,

The

literature arose.

socialism

of the

nineteenth century

shows certain characteristics which differentiate
it from both
eighteenth century socialism and
the later Marxian synthesis. It was undoubtedly

more

scientific than the previous socialism.
General formulae of reason and the law of na-

ture had a lesser appeal; economic problems
were now stressed. It differed in several respects

from Marxian socialism. In the first place, it was
based on a desire for sympathy and better
understanding between the classes. Most of its
representatives therefore, far from teaching a
recognition of class struggle, placed their emphasis upon cooperation. The appeal of Owen is
typical:

"It will therefore be the essence of

wisdom
sincerely
to touch

in the privileged classes to cooperate
and cordially with those who desire not

one iota of the supposed advantages
which they now possess.
." Second, it was
an isolated intellectual movement and often
assumed the form of sects. Third, it favored
socialist colonies as practical economic experiments. Fourth, it was bound to the traditional
moral and religious values.
\In France Saint- Simon gave new impetus to
socialism. He was convinced that a central organ
regulating economic life and a new humanitarian
religion instead of a falsified Christianity were
.

.

They

emphasized the exploitation of man by man, the
need for emancipation of the workers, the suppression of surplus value, and they expressed the
fundamental principles of socialism more clearly
than did the preceding schools. Present efforts
toward a planned economy may be said to have a
Saint-Simonian character. \
Fourier, on the other hand, can best be de-

him was not the establishment

The
of a

general plan and leadership from above, but
rather the building of fundamental social units

which a healthy economic life might develop.
Believing that an attraction exists between human desires and the various economic occupain

he proposed the remolding of society on

tions,

the basis of spontaneous cooperative associations. He ridiculed the idea of a sovereign people
dying of hunger and maintained that the proper
satisfaction of individual desires would lead to
the most efficient type of production. Fourier

may be regarded as one of the chief predecessors
of the antistate movement. At the same time he
expressed clearly the law of capitalist concentration and of the growing misery of the masses.
Victor Conside"rant, the most important member
of the Fourier school, in his Principes de socialisme (Paris 1847) formulated the ideas of capitalistic concentration, proletarization, pauperism,
the right to work, insurance for workers, the
transformation of the wage system and the ap-

pearance of a new industrial feudalism with such
vigor that the book may be regarded as an important step toward the Communist Manifesto,

which appeared in 1848 (G.

The

Sorel).

of Proudhon urged
not the suppression of capital, but only the
elimination of its function of exploitation; it adliberal

socialism

Socialism
vocated the organization of a national cooperative bank which would be able to give gratuitous
credit to all producers. Proudhon believed that
the producers, liberated from the bondage of

would form spontaneous associations
and would exchange their products on the basis
of labor value; that government would thus be
supplanted by the economic organism; and that
this would lead to true industrial democracy
(Proudhon was perhaps first to use this term),
without which political democracy would always remain a farce. He proposed a system of
political federalism which in his opinion would
capital,

break

down

the centralized unity of France.

Proudhon exerted a strong influence on the
French masses,

still

petit bourgeois

m character.

was doubtful for some years whether the First
International would become Proudhonist or
Marxist. At the end of the nineteenth century
Proudhonism revived in the syndicalist moveIt

ment.
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movement. English socialism continued the natural rights theory and especially
the labor theory of value as initiated by Locke
and scientifically developed by Ricardo. The
influence of the latter on English socialism
British labor

cannot be overrated; his reduction of value to
labor in practically all important cases, his prediction that wages could not fail to be pressed
down to the level of subsistence, his theory of

land rent, his construction of the homo oeconomicus, were factors fostering belief in the
necessity of class struggle Charles Hall's agrarian socialism advocated the nationalization of

the land and

its

division

the proletariat.

is

servations concerning the labor theory of value,
and exploitation. He hoped that

class warfare

The rebirth of religious feeling in large circles
of French society gave impetus to several propagandists called Christian Socialists. Buchez tried

found a producers' cooperative movement;
Lamennais in the second part of his career
to

openly embraced the principles of communism;
Cabet in his influential Utopian work, Voyage en

on the traditions of
Campanella and to some extent of
Fourier. Pecqueur, another religious socialist,
had far greater theoretical importance; he deIcarie (Paris 1840), carried

More,

the coalition of workers would limit the unearned increment of lazy capitalists but insisted

working capitalists were entitled to an
adequate wage. He was an anticommunist, declaring the right of property to be essential to the
that

welfare of society. John

solu-

alone is the basis of society and urged that since
the whole principle of exchange was falsified,
national warehouses should be established to
determine the price of all commodities on the
basis of labor value.

ing the means of production, with an admixture
of cooperative socialist principles. He may be

anticapitalistic criticism.

regarded as a precursor of the idea of occupa-

Gray sought the

tion of the social problem in the process of
circulation; he asserted that barter and barter

scribed the process of growing capitalistic concentration and advocated the idea of nationaliz-

John Francis Bray gave a
kind of synthesis of Owenite teachings and

The two dominant figures among the founders
Thompson

of English socialism were William

tional representation.

More important

among

one of the founders of the theory of surplus value he held that the poor are robbed of
seven eights of their natural income and of the
theory of class struggle. Thomas Hodgskin was
an individualistic socialist who made acute obHall

He attacked the consequences of the liberal sys-

and Robert Owen. Thompson, whose original
Mengcr contends were appropriated
by Rodbertus and Marx, was a follower of
Bentham. He maintained that the first agent in
the economic process was not the capitalist but
the producer, and formulated what later became

tem and declared that the principle of laissez
alter meant laissez mounr. He advocated pro-

the ehernes Lohngesetz, iron law of wages, of
Lassalle. In his hope for the transformation of

in

its

practical consequences

was the work of Louis Blanc, a keen

critic

of

capitalist society, who analyzed the process of
concentration in detail and emphasized that a
system of competition must lead to monopoly.

ductive associations of working men provided
with necessary capital by the state, which
should, however, not be the administrator or the
proprietor of these workshops but only make the
laws regulating them.
In England during this period socialism did
not elaborate as many systems as it did in France

teachings

capitalist society through cooperative-socialist
communities composed of associations of producers he shared the plans of his contemporary
Robert Owen, by far the greatest figure in
British socialist history. Owen had little interest
in political reforms but was convinced that the

and it showed more sobriety and greater realism,

task for the social reformer was the elimination of disorderly competition and faulty edu-

largely because of the higher

cation.

development of the

main

When

he commenced his activity he was
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more than an ardent

social reformer;
exacerbated by the resistance of the cotton

scarcely
later,

lords, he became more and more a communist.
He was convinced that the new economic system
would create unlimited prosperity and therefore

he never seriously contemplated the problem of
distribution.\His plans for education, for making
work agreeable, dignified and pleasurable, are
comparable to those of Fourier, while in his
emphasis on the necessity of establishing free
productive associations he can be regarded as a
precursor of Blanc. In his views on the state he
came closer to Proudhon than to the state

He was

socialists.

the

first

to initiate labor de-

fense legislation, trade unionism, cooperative
organizations and all embracing educational

reforms.

In Germany the socialism of this period was
more abstract and theoretical than was the
French and English, because the German structure of society remained traditional, feudal and
far

German

aeval lines, thus representing an early precursor
of guild socialism. In particular Franz von
Baader and Adam Miiller sharply criticized the

system and prophesied its collapse,
and Winkelblech proposed a detailed plan of
guild organization. Finally, there was the current of socialist thought which is generally
capitalist

characterized as scientific, with the implication
that economic researches play a paramount part
in its formulations. The term scientific is not a
fortunate one, because previous types of social-

ism cannot simply be discarded as unscientific;
an economic foundation does not necessarily go
deeper than a psychological or a moral one. A
leading figure

among

early scientific socialists

was Karl Rodbertus, who vigorously criticized
the capitalist system as creating pauperism and
commercial crises, because five sixths of the
nation by
comes are

virtue of the meagerness of their infrom the benefits of

in effect excluded

civilization.

As

a

remedy he recommended

that

socialism was a moral proreligious hope rather than the battle

the working class be given a greater share in the
national income. Rodbertus was an anti-indi-

cry of an organized class. What later became
German socialism had its source in four

and anti-egalitarian socialist of the type
of Plato, Saint-Simon and Fichte. Another protagonist of scientific socialism was Lassalle, who

autocratic.
test

and a

militant

was the tradition
philosophy of Kant, es-

ideologic currents. First, there

of the

German

idealist

by Fichte, who elaborated
a system of socialism of an aristocratic and
pecially as formulated

which elements of
were combined with a kind of

authoritative character in
state socialism

guild socialism in order to guarantee to the individual the right to a minimum subsistence.

Fichte proposed that a meticulous system of
planned economy be developed, that the frontiers of the state be closed to foreign commerce

and that

all the citizens be organized on an occupational basis. The second current was the
type of socialism which Marx denounced as

German, or "true,"
such

men

school,

socialism, represented by
as Hess, Weitling and Grun. This
called Handwerksburschen-Sozia-

also

lismus, represented a humanitarian, optimistic

tendency comparable with that of early French
socialism. Feuerbach's philosophy

and English

also exerted a

was the

growing influence.

reaction

against

A third strain

the beginnings of

ideologists of the old
regime, which gave rise to a romantic and
authoritative type of semisocialistic thought de-

capitalism

scribed

among the

by Marx

socialism.

In

fact,

as

reactionary,

however,

it

or feudal,

was not

entirely

reactionary; occasionally it was a genuine protest
against unbridled Manchesterism, calling for the
reorganization of professional life along medi-

vidualist

practical point of view was post-Marxian
but in his theoretical foundation was rather
pre-Marxian, deeply influenced by Blanc and
Lorenz von Stem. He popularized the wage

from a

theory of Ricardo under the slogan of the ehernes
Lohngesetz, which makes the rise of the working
class impossible. Following Malthus he argued
that if wages should be above the point of

minimum subsistence, more frequent marriages
and more rapid reproduction would occur and
the increase in the supply of workers would depress wages. But if wages should be below this
point, emigration, celibacy and sexual abstinence would diminish the supply and wages
would rise accordingly. He contended that
neither the cooperative nor the trade union
movement could offer a way out of this dilemma
but that the only true road toward freedom was
the intervention of the

state,

which, in opposi-

Marx and

in accordance with Hegel,
Lassalle regarded as the supreme reality. In his

tion to

opinion the state could emancipate the working
by giving them credit with which they
could organize producers' associations. He reclass

garded universal and equal suffrage as a means
of conquering the state and as the royal road to
socialism. Likewise in opposition to Marx and
later socialism, Lassalle was a convinced nationalist

and urged the

proletariat to cooperate

Socialism
in this regard he gave great
impetus to post-Marxian socialism.
Certain practical experiments also influenced

with the

state;

the next period of socialism, mostly in a negaway. In France the unfortunate venture

tive

with the

ateliers

nattonaux in 1848 compromised

the idea of productive associations, although
the experiment had not had a fair trial. The
codification of the principle of the right to work
proved to be ineffective. The tragic battle in

June with

its

consequent deportations crushed

the revolutionary ardor of the proletariat by depriving it of 10,000 of its most revolutionary
elements. The collapse of many communistic
colonies inspired by the schemes of Fourier,

Cabet and

Owen or by religious groups was also

discouraging. Lorenz von Stein had attributed
the greatest importance to these endeavors,

m

unhampered the United States, because
he saw in them a crucial test for socialist doctrine. As practically all these experiments were
failures, he was convinced that they had demonquite

strated

amply the impossibility of communism,
communities had succumbed not in

for all these

competition with the capitalist system but because discipline and harmonious cooperation
could not be maintained. Socialists argued, how-

would be quite different
and economic pattern, sup-

ever, that the situation

only one social
ported by an inclusive system of social education, were to be tolerated. The growing imif

patience of the proletariat with the political and
experimental method gave new fervor to the
tradition of Babeuf. Dezamy rejected bourgeois
aid and summoned the proletariat to free itself.
Blanqui was involved in a series of violent plots.

He was one of the
who

leaders of the demonstrators

and dispersed
the Assembly. The culmination of the movement of unsuccessful armed upheavals was the
in 1848 entered parliament

Commune in 1871. Although recent researches have proved that socialism was not the
most important element of the revolution and
Paris
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change they were concerned with
socialist issues. At the same time the first
international
socialist
organization was established as the Society of Fraternal Democrats.
constitutional

A

Christian Socialist

movement was organized

in 1848 under the leadership of the humanitarian clergymen Maurice and Kingsley and

Ludlow,

it resembled the French removement, except that it did not

a lawyer;

ligious socialist

preach a single principle or doctrine peculiar to
socialism. About forty "associations for cooperaproduction" were founded, but all of these
and in 1854 the movement disappeared. In Germany in 1863 Lassalle succeeded
in founding the first independent labor party,
the Allgemeiner deutscher Arbeiterverein. His
sudden death, however, weakened the resistance
of his ideology to the new synthesis of socialism,
which had as its center the International Worktive

collapsed

ing Men's Association, of which Marx became
the leading spirit.
'''MARXIAN SOCIALISM. Although the most important aspects of

modern

socialism were pre-

formed in a long course of

historical development, nevertheless the synthesis associated with
the names of Marx and Engels represents a new

some characteristics of which were determined by the further development of the
structure of capitalism. The industrial prole-

variety,

tariat

became more independent of the other

classes of society, and at the same time a new
intellectual class developed which lost its con-

nection with the upper classes and felt itself to
be the exponent of the proletariat. The proletariat began to develop its own ^lite. The growing strength of the proletarian organizations

rendered their press and ideology financially
independent. The Marxian synthesis was not,
however, a simple reflex of a new situation but
was partly a result of previous currents of
thought and partly the creation of the genius of

general ideology was more Proudhonist

Marx and Engels. It has often been emphasized,
usually in a deprecatory way, that the founders
of the new socialism did not add anything orig-

than Marxian, coupled with national indignation
against an inefficient government, yet the commune became a landmark in the history of

inal to socialist thought; that the theory of
surplus value was an inheritance from Turgot,
Godwin, Hall and Thompson, the theory of

communism, and Marx hailed it as the "glorious
harbinger of a new society."

capitalist concentration from Pecqueur, Fourier
and Blanc; that the class struggle theory was
already developed by Plato and Aristotle and
modernized by Blanc, von Stein, Thierry and

that

its

The first important experiment in England
toward independent political action by class
conscious workers and the first great movement
in modern times directed and controlled by
working men was the Chartist movement (1830In addition to the efforts of the Chartists for

48).

Guizot; that the theory of the growing misery of
the proletariat originated with Rodbertus and
the crisis theory with Owen, Sismondi, Fourier

and Rodbertus; and that the technologic-eco-
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nomic theory of history was completely developed at the end of the eighteenth century.
Even granting these assertions, it cannot be

were

denied that

not only developed the feeling
of dignity in a class until then neglected, but
exalted its self-consciousness. Finally, the ele-

socialist

theory received a synthesis

and completeness through Marx and Engels and
that because of such dynamic impetus socialism,
which had formerly been confined to the speculation of isolated thinkers or of sectarians, became a mass movement embracing the entire

world.

Marxian thought contained several elements
which caused it to triumph over all former
varieties. In the first place, Marxian socialism
made a definite turn toward communism. As
Engels declared: "In 1847 socialism was a
bourgeois movement, whereas communism was
working

class.

Socialism was,

at least, quite respectable,

on the continent

whereas

communism

was the very opposite. Since, already at that
date, we were wholly convinced that 'the emancipation of the^orkers must be the task of the
working class/itself,' we could have no hesitation
as to which of the two words we should choose.
Nor has there^ever been any inclination on our
part to repudiate our first choice." Second, it
abandoned all the religious and moral claims of
pre-Marxian socialism and became rigorously
"scientific." The slogan "Religion is the opiate
of the people" was a creation of Marx. Third,
it did not concern itself with the economic insti-

tutions of the future society, which were the
chief interest of pre-Marxian socialism; this

enhanced its fighting strength. Fourth,
ridiculed the experimental method of former
socialism as utopianism and accepted an evoluattitude
it

tionary interpretation of human history. Engels
declared at Marx' funeral, "Just as Darwin dis-

covered the law of evolution in organic nature,
so Marx discovered the law of evolution of

human

history."

The new

istic principles. It

ment of Bakuninism in this synthesis, favoring
the ruthless qualities of human nature, becomes
justified because the destruction of capitalist
society is regarded as absolutely necessary to
insure the future of civilization.

The

origins of the

new

synthesis are to be

observed in the atmosphere of the English
philosophy of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, especially in the spirit of Hobbes and
Locke; its transformation is to be seen in the
materialistic

philosophy of the precursors of the

French Revolution, in the daring optimism of
the French and English socialists, in the devastating religious criticism of Feuerbach, in the
humanitarian visions of the "true" German
socialists

and

in the evolutionary spirit of the

new natural science. Engels declared that the
German socialists were proud of their descent
not only from Saint-Simon, Fourier and Owen
but also from Kant, Fichte and Hegel. In spite
of the insistence of Sombart and others to the
contrary, the works of the young Marx prove
that he was deeply influenced by German ideal-

ism; that he was motivated by an ethical
humanitarianism; that his system not only has as
its purpose the
improvement of the economic
status of the masses but that its fundamental
to abolish the "fetishism of commodimalevolent power of human products
over the free will of men. Spengler has contended that the Prussian concept of Obngkeits-

thought

is

ties," the

had an important influence on Marxian

staat

socialism. Finally, the influence of "the lewish
>v
in Marxian socialism has often been
spirit
'

doctrine, however,

combined with

this evolutionary interpretation
a distinctly revolutionary philosophy. Fifth, the
new ideology not only abandoned the principle

of cooperation with other classes but glorified
the class struggle as the source of all virtues for
the proletariat. The working class was described
as the class

released; the expectation of a transcendental millennium was replaced by hope for an
future
ideal
society on earth based on material-

which alone had the

historic role of

bringing about a better social order. Sixth,
Marxian socialism taught a kind of radical
behaviorism, as expressed in Marx' phrase,
"The whole of history is a continuous remolding

[Umwandlung] of human nature."
It is easy to understand the extraordinary
dynamic power of this synthesis. The checks and
restraints of traditional religion and morality

stressed; for

example, by Bakunin, Duhring,
Sombart, Plenge and the National Socialists.
The idea of justice has always been strong in the
Jewish race, and its hereditary prophetic chiliasm found an outlet in a materialistic quest for a
new society. Furthermore because of their lack
of a national homeland they have made a virtue
of internationalism. Yet this racial factor should
not be exaggerated; the role of the Jews has been
disproportionate in all other intellectual activities as well, and public careers have Been closed
to

them

/The

in many bourgeois parties.
reconstruction of the main elements of

Marxian thought is difficult because Marx and
Engels adopted different points of view in

Socialism
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different,periods and at times the system is obscured. Furthermore Marxian socialism as a

torious or society will perish in a blind and useless strife Human reason cannot alter this in-

is an ideology and not a theory: it
only in the works of the founders but in

evitable evolution; it can merely alleviate the
pain of creation of the new society which is al-

diverse interpretations of disciples. Its
philosophical foundation, historical materialism,

ready developed in the body of the old Fourth,
every phase of the historical process is inevitable
and reasonable in its relative position. Fifth, the

driving force
lives not

the

sometimes qualified as economic interpretation
of history, transformed the static materialism of
the eighteenth century and of Feuerbach into
a

dynamic materialism. This synthesis was

achieved through the dialectic conception of
Hegel; but whereas Hegel held reason, or the
idea, to

be the ultimate promoter of the whole

process, Marx regarded the idea as nothing but
the material process becoming conscious in the

brain of man. This materialistic dialectic helped
not as

Marx to describe the movements of ideas,
rigid categories but as manifestations of

changing

reality.

developed,

it

The

an ever

doctrine was never fully

was merely formulated

in

some

passages, especially those in Marx'
preface to the Critique of Political Economy and
by Engels in Anti-Duhnng. The fundamental
brilliant

that "the mode of production in material
determines the general character of the
social, political and spiritual processes of life. It
is not the consciousness of men that determines

idea

is

life

their existence but,

on the contrary,

their social

existence determines their consciousness."

New

forces of production, which cannot find sufficient activity in the existing jural and ideologic
framework of society, are continuously develop-

The result is a struggle between the class
representing the old status of the forces of production and the class representing the new.
Engels thus concludes that "the final causes of
ing.

changes and political revolutions are to
be sought, not in men's brains, not in man's
better insight into eternal truth and justice, but
all social

in changes in the modes of production and exThey are to be sought, not in the phi-

change.

losophy but in the economics of each particular

epoch."

f This

concept involves several propositions.
The first is the Uberbau theory, according to
which all the spiritual forces of society, law,
religion, art, philosophy, are only a superstruc-

developed by the material, productive
forces of society. Second, the chief cause of
movement in society which in its totality is conture

sidered progress is the antagonism between the
productive forces and the existing relations of
production. Third, this development of the productive forces is inevitable; either the new forces

through their representative class will be vic-

approaching revolution of the proletariat will be
a final one, because it will mean the emancipation of the last class in society; no exploited class
will remain.

Therefore mankind's prehistoric

period will end; man will make the final leap
from the realm of necessity into the realm of

freedom, because

all

the productive forces of

society will be controlled by reason in a classless
society of free and equal men. The strict ma-

determinism of the original formula-

terialistic

tion

was

later considerably mitigated not

only by
by Engels himself. In a
1893 Engels acknowledged
independence of spiritual

certain followers but
letter to

Mehring

in

at least the relative

The

idea of the forces of production (Produktivkrafte) which determine the
relations of production (Produktionsvcrhaltnisse,

forces in history.

the organization of the economic structure),
upon which the spiritual and cultural superbased, has remained vague and conSometimes it is used, apparently
quite correctly, to refer only to the "forces of
the stage
production or what is the same
structure

is

tradictory.

.

.

.

of development (Enttuicklungsstufe) of the technic," as by Bukharin; other writers, such as
Bernstein, include climate, natural surroundings, law, religious traditions

and the nature o

man.

^The
of

central thesis of the

Marx and Engels

economic teachings

that capitalist society is
antagonistic forces which will
is

hopelessly torn by
ultimately destroy the whole social fabric, but
in such a way that the communist embryo pre-

formed in capitalist society will be set free,
Marxian economic theory is based on the Ricardian theory of value, with the limitation that
for Marx pure economics did not exist; eco-

nomic laws,

like all other so-called social laws,

him only transitory categories. Marx made
the Ricardian theory of value more rigid and
exclusive, leaving no room for consideration of
are to

scarcity and utility. Value for Marx is an objective substance; it is congealed labor, not visible

but measurable. The value of commodities is
determined by the "average socially necessary
labor" expended in their production. This definition is an apotheosis of physical labor, because
highly qualified intellectual labor cannot be
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Human labor is
the sole factor in production of goods, for capital
human
labor
not
consumed but
is only previous
measured under

this category.

used in the process of production. It follows that
the interest on capital, the entrepreneur's profit
and the land rent are all paid out of the work of

lawless expropriation of the rural masses, who
became paupers and who thus afforded a cheap

labor supply for the capitalist. Whether these
two explanations can be reconciled and whether
violence itself is an economic power, as Marx
sometimes asserted, was never thoroughly

the laborers as surplus value. The creation of
this surplus value is explained by the fact that
the value of the labor force depends upon the
amount of labor needed for the production of

inevitably to the law of concentration, according
to which capitalist enterprises tend to grow con-

those things which are necessary to maintain the
worker and his family on the minimum level of

tinuously by the extermination of the smaller
establishments. In the course of evolution all

But in a day's work under the
system the worker produces more than

production will be concentrated in a few colossal
By reason of the bankruptcy of
smaller producers and the growing exploitation
of the workers, not only the technical implements but wealth itself tends to concentrate in a

subsistence.
capitalist

minimum existence; the
constitutes the surplus value.
the essence of capital is not a sum of

the necessities of his
rest of his

work

In this way
money or an agglomeration of productive imple-

ments but an instrument for the production of
surplus value. Workers perform this surplus
work for the capitalists, without physical or legal
compulsion, because the land and the other
means of production are in the hands of a few
capitalists who have at their disposal free workers, free in the double sense that they are free to
make contracts and that they are free of all

possessions other than their working energy.
The workers constitute an industrial reserve

army, composed of a growing number of unemployed, whose competition keeps wages al-

ways

the lowest possible level and makes

at

it

necessary for the workers to do the surplus work.
Without such an industrial reserve army capital-

ism could not exist, for
above the subsistence

wages should increase
level the working class

if

could save enough capital to acquire the necessary

of production. The question as to
reserve army of the capitalist system is

means

how this

continuously reproduced was not difficult for
Malthusians like Ricardo or Lassalle, but Marx
repudiated their explanations categorically. He
described the reserve army as created purely by

economic means; the small artisans were ruined
by large scale industry, capitalists expanded the
working hours, and the employment of cheap
woman and child labor was made possible
through the development of machinery. The
whole trend of the industrial revolution is the
replacement of the worker by the machine,
which continuously increases the number of the
unemployed. Therefore the chief cause of the
reserve

army

is

technological unemployment.

On the other hand, Marx showed elsewhere that
the capitalist system was created not by its
economic superiority but by the violent and

treated.

V The

theory of value and surplus value leads

enterprises.

few hands according to the law of capitalist accumulation. This inevitable process, which will
culminate in increasing misery of the masses, is
thus described by Marx: "While there is thus a
progressive diminution in the number of the
capitalist

magnates (who usurp and monopolize

the advantages of this transformative process), there occurs a corresponding increase in
all

the mass of poverty, oppression, enslavement,
degeneration, and exploitation" of the swelling

The growing efficiency of production and the accumulating misery of the
masses, combined with the anarchy of the
masses of labor.

capitalist system, under which every capitalist
produces at random, lead to more and more

devastating crises. This crisis theory, with the

theory of concentration, is the most important
bulwark of the Marxian system, because Marx
was convinced that soon the crises would destroy
the entire capitalist structure. Marx and Engels
in this connection laid the foundation for a

of imperialism: "The conditions of
bourgeois society are too narrow to comprise the
wealth created by them. And how does the

theory

bourgeoisie get over thesecrises? Ontheone hand,
by enforced destruction of a mass of productive
forces;

on the

other,

by the conquest of new

markets, and by the more thorough exploitation
of the old ones. That is to say, by paving the way
for more extensive and more
destructive
crises.

..." Marx and Engels were convinced

was imminent, that
one of these sharp crises would be the turning
point at which "the knell of capitalist private
that the world revolution

The expropriators are expropriated." This gloomy prophecy contains an
element of hope for the theory of concentration
property sounds.

and

at the

same time involves a theory of

Socialism
socialization

for

colossal

private

enterprises

absorb great masses of workers who carry on
socialized production. As Engels said: "The
contradiction between socialized production and
capitalistic appropriation manifested itself as the

antagonism of proletariat and bourgeoisie," as
"an antagonism between the organization of
production in the individual workshop and the
anarchy of production in society generally."
This tension will continue to increase; the
capitalist

burst asunder; the
will come to life with the

integument

communist embryo

will

birth pangs of the social revolution. Although
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will transfer the

machinery of state where

it

will

then belong: into the Museum of Antiquities, by
the side of the spinning wheel and the bronze
axe. This is the theory of the withering away of
'

the state, in which Marx and Engels and practically all the founders of modern socialism
agree with the ultimate consequences of the
anarchist doctrineJl$/rie picture of the new political society, like that of the economic, has

never been fully portrayed, although in many
isolated passages its chief features have been
described. Not only will the state and classes
disappear but also the difference between

new society is not described,
certain statements indicate that Marx and Engels
the character of the

manual and intellectual labor and the gulf between town and country. The parliamentary
believed in an ultimate state of "free association
system will be replaced by the occupational
of individuals" and in a classless society, wherein
representation of the workers. The main feature
everyone would receive according to his needs.vv of the new society will be colossal abundance of
The political conclusions of the system follow production on the basis of an all embracing
from its philosophic and economic theses. The
planned economy.
doctrine as a whole is less developed than the
Tactical considerations play a very significant
other parts of the system. It consists of occapart in the Marxian system. This feature is so
sional remarks, historical fragments and propastrong that Croce rightly asserts that it would be
gandistic guides. According to Marx the state is
a new institution not known in the feudal

far

period; only after the dissolution of the political
power of the church was the state established.

the "most remarkable contmuator of Machiavelli." The most important and immediate ob-

Engels, influenced by the studies of Lewis H.
Morgan, described with great admiration the
tribal organization of the Iroquois as an example
of a stateless society founded on equality and
freedom He contended that the agglomeration

jective is the organization of the proletariat into
a class conscious proletarian party. This party
must be international in scope, for working men

of wealth, the beginning of sharp class divisions,
destroyed the stateless condition of mankind and

brought about by a world revolution, which will
beaccompanied by warlike complications. Marx-

established the historical state,
amid these conflicts

arisen

.

.

.

which "having
is

as a rule the

."
most powerful economic class.
Only in exceptional cases do the "struggling

state of the

.

.

classes balance each other so nearly that the
public power gains a certain degree of independence by posing as the mediator between

them.

.

.

."The modern state is "nothing more

than a committee for the administration of the
consolidated affairs of the bourgeois class as a
whole." The state thus assumes simply the role

more

difficult

to

continue the

perspicacity than the theoretical

political

work of Marx,

know no country; they must unite the world
over. The emancipation of the proletariat will be

ism

is

not pacifism; the concept of the brother-

hood of man was characterized

as

"the most

"

stump oratory The wars of the capitalist
countries must be utilized in the interest of
proletarian emancipation, the fight for which
should be different in various countries. Although Marx and Engels made utterances which
seem to indicate that in highly advanced demotrivial

cratic

countries, such as the United

States,

of an instrument of class exploitation. This
situation will not last for long; "We are now

England and Holland, a peaceful transformation
would be possible, their fundamental teaching
was that of revolutionary action and a complete
destruction of other classes. Reformistic meas-

rapidly approaching a stage of evolution in production, in which the existence of classes has

ures are only auxiliary means of overthrowing
the bourgeois state. The proletariat is not to take

not only ceased to be a necessity, but becomes a
positive fetter on production. Hence these
classes must fall as inevitably as they once arose.

compromises with the bourgeois class seriously,
but to keep the revolution permanent is to disregard all agreements. In this continuous revolutionary struggle the working class should not be

The

state must irrevocably fall with them. The
society that is to reorganize production on the
basis of a free and equal association of producers

hindered by considerations of conventional justice

and morality.
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The

final transition to a

communist

philosophy of the English and the lucidity of the
French, combined with the humanitarian religion of the French Revolution, revolted against
a system in which the ideology of individual

society

can be made only by the dictatorship of the
proletariat. It was not only in his youth that
Marx entertained such an opinion; as late as
1875 in criticising the Gotha Program he an-

nounced that "between the

capitalist

rights was discarded. These national differences
resulted in a process of cross fertilization of
orthodox Marxism with certain new tendencies.

and com-

mumstsocietyliesapenodof revolutionary transformation from one to the other. There corre-

In no country of the world, with the exception
of Russia, has socialism encountered so much

sponds also to this a political transition period
during which the state can be nothing else than

persecution, chicanery and contempt as in Germany. The Sociahstengesetz of Bismarck from

the revolutionary dictatorship of theproletariat."

Engels made an analogous declaration a few

made it an outcast, able to maintain
existence only through underground

1878 to 1890

years before his death. Marx and Engels therefore did not oppose the methods of armed vio-

its political

organization. Later, however, with the growing

and Blanqui butn only
iu
forces
of democracy and relative prosperity, as in
vuiy
id ororconspiracies not sufficiently prepared and
firanee and England, the Social Democratic
"
'party became one of the strongest organizations
ganized. Violence is held to be "the midw;nfe of /pa
lence advocated by Babeuf

every old society pregnant with a new one. '^/ in the country. The exclusively proletarian color
DEVELOPMENTS AFTER MARX. After the found- of Marxian ideology became less intense; large

'

masses of the petty bourgeoisie and of the intellectuals became socialists. At the same time the
antimilitaristic efforts of socialism endowed the
movement with a broad humanitarian appeal. In

ing of the Second International in 1889 socialism
became a world movement. Its internationalism,

however, was rather decorative, and in various
countries national differences came to the fore.

German socialism was the leading force within
the International; its power in Germany after
the Erfurt program (1891) was very great and
throughout central and eastern Europe it be-

the years immediately preceding the
socialism

revolutionary force. But while the
and moral prestige of Marxian social-

ism grew in the great western democracies, it
remained a minority opinion. This difference is
due to some extent to the feudal, aristocratic and
authoritarian character of central and eastern
European countries where the working class had
to fight not only for its economic emancipation
but also for the political rights which had already
been achieved by bourgeois revolutions in the
west. At the same time religion remained in
these countries largely an ally of the state, glossing over social exploitation. Whereas in the west
democracy led inevitably toward cooperation
between the working class and the advanced
elements of the bourgeoisie, in central and
eastern Europe the gulf remained unbridgeable
Central and eastern European socialism was as a
consequence animated by a consciousness of
social inferiority on the part of the working class,
a feeling which did not exist in the west.
Differences in national character also are important.
of

look

The system making,
the

metaphysical out-

Germans and the sentimental

mysticism of the Slavs were propitious for the
acceptance of the rigid architecture of the
Marxian synthesis with its prophecies for a
future

society;

whereas the

common

sense

to

World War

be regarded as a bulwark

against all kinds of reaction; in 1912 at the
congress of the Second International at Basel
Jean Jaures, the idealist leader of French

came a strong
scientific

came

socialism,

when he
sents

all

reflected

European labor opinion

asserted that "the International reprethe moral forces in the world."

The change in the mentality of the socialist
movement became so marked that Engels in
1895, the last year of his life, wrote a preface to
the new edition of Marx' Class Struggles in

France in which he modified considerably the
revolutionary rigidity of Marxian philosophy.
Although Ryazanov has proved that certain

passages of the preface were falsified and some
completely suppressed by the editor, the tone of
the whole document was less revolutionary than
Engels' earlier work; the importance of peaceful
action was emphasized and the difficulties of
revolutionary street fighting were stressed. The
influence of the preface was great; Rosa Luxem-

j

burg attacked it as pernicious in its effect upon
the labor movement. The growing participation
of socialism in national life brought about a
widening gulf between the practical needs of the
movement and the formulae of Marxian socialism, which remained unchanged in the official
ideology of the party, In 1899 Masaryk, who
j

stood outside the socialist camp, saw the dangers
of this antagonism and concluded that "hushing

up and diplomatizing hurts the party more than

Socialism
an open revision of the contested questions and
the confession that the philosophical and to a
large extent the sociological bases of
are untenable."

The

revisionist

awkward

Marxism

movement grew out

situation.

of this

In 1899 Eduard Bernstein

published his Die Voraussetzungen des Sozialismus

und

die

Aufgaben der Sozialdemokratie

(Stuttgart; tr. by E. C. Harvey, London 1909),
in which he challenged the fundamental theses

of the Marxian system and restated many points
of the anti-Marxian bourgeois criticism. He
tried to show that a gulf existed between ortho-

dox Marxian theory and the realities of life
which made the development of an efficient
proletarian movement impossible. He attacked
the theoretical foundation of the system and
emphasized the independence and importance

of ideologic factors in history. He invoked the
spirit of Kant and especially of F. A. Lange and
asserted that a critical revision of the whole

Marxian system had become

inevitable.

He held

the interests of society as a whole to be above
class considerations. In the economic field he

made many

concessions to professorial criticism

and to the theory of marginal utility. He contended that the concentration of industrial enterprises did not mean a concentration of property,
that the number of owners of capital grows

both absolutely and
of that collapse of

relatively.
capitalist

He saw no sign
economy which

Marxism prognosticated and found no polarization of society among the immensely rich and
the starving majority; on the contrary, the structure of capitalist society had become far more

complicated and differentiated.

He

argued that

agricultural evolution especially had categorically refuted Marxian prognostications in that the

peasants not only remained as peasants but the
rule of the large estates was shaken all over the

world.

The

recent trend of capitalist evolution

he interpreted as showing that crises instead of
becoming more and more catastrophic have
been attenuated by growing cartels, which serve
as a more efficient check against overproduction.
In the light of these conclusions Bernstein rejected the theory of the growing misery of the
masses. When dealing with the political founda-
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importance of the peasants and their cooperative
movement and the necessity of democratic
agrarian reforms. His criticism culminated in
the assertion that socialism must be purified of
Utopian elements which still remained in the
Marxian system. Instead of the mechanical inevitability of communism he urged the radical

movement and cooperaprogressive forces of society. He
stressed the lasting values of liberalism and
democratization of the

tion with

all

cautioned the proletariat not to overestimate its
not to regard the bour-

own importance and

geoisie as a decadent and corrupt class.
Simultaneously a movement with the slogan
Zuruck auf Kant tried to reconcile Marxian

fundamentals with the principles of critical
But although both tendencies were

idealism.

expounded by able men and although the criticisms of Bernstein were adopted by a group of
socialist leaders, the majority of the party
congresses remained loyal to the rigid Marx'
ian interpretation of the then revolutionary

leader, Karl Kautsky. Although revisionism was
crushed by the anathema of the official party,
nevertheless the practical activity of the party
was more and more determined by Bernstein's

World War the Social Demobecame the bulwark of the German
Republic and assumed a revisionist role along the
lines of Lassalle and Bernstein. The theoretical
views. After the

cratic party

foundation of the party remained, however,
purely Marxian.

Another movement which has also proved
unable to cope with Marxian orthodoxy is liberal
socialism, which originated in the Anglo-Saxon
countries with the works of Spence, Ogilvie,

Paine and to a lesser extent with those of James
and John Stuart Mill. The doctrine was later
developed with great force by Henry George,
who in Progress and Poverty (San Francisco
1879) restated the argument against monopoly
and urged the confiscation of land rent

in land

form of a single tax. The same ideas, but
with different methods of solution, were advocated by Alfred Russel Wallace. The doctrine
in the

assumed

its

most systematic development, how-

Germany, where independently of his
predecessors Eugen Duhnng formulated a new
system of socialism, called by him the sozialitdres System, in which in opposition to Marxian
ever, in

Marxian system he sought to refute
the violence theory and overestimation of the
state, and he defined socialism as a movement

socialism he stressed the decisive influence of

toward a cooperative scheme of production. He
believed that no state would be able to take over
even the largest and the middle sized enterprises

politics on economics. He declared that value is
not only an economic category but is influenced
fundamentally by political factors, the chief of

tions of the

without a collapse.

He

emphasized the great

which

is

Gewalteigentum> property created by
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conquest, which leads to inequality and oppression. Diihrmg called for a system which

would base

all

The

iprocity

human

chief

relations

on

just rec-

method of emancipation he

believed would be the growing coalition of
workers, through which the capitalist power

would be met by an equal power, with justice
the alternative of chaos.

its

although

principle

intellectual

influence

was continually growing but it served largely
an inspiration. After the fall of Chartism the
labor movement assumed a more opportunistic
as

Under the hegemony

attitude.

of British trade

and finance trade unionism was able to obtain
many advantages for its members, and therefore
its policy became one of cautious
progress. In
the atmosphere of an expanding democracy and
of religious movements penetrated by social
principles labor found important allies among
liberals, conservatives and churchmen. The
English working class felt itself not an outcast of

Using many ideas of his predecessors and
combining them with elements of the Marxian
system, Franz Oppenheimer tried to reconcile
liberal economic thought with an advocacy of
the elimination of all unearned increment,
interest, profit and rent. He set out to show that
not capital in general but only the large landed

society but a group advancing in social power
with little need for independent political action.

estates are the disturbing factors of social
equilibrium, that they are an "alien body"
which breeds disease. Accepting the Marxian

the necessity of independent action, and Hyndman tried to introduce the ideas of Marxian

theory of value and vindicating all its accusations
against the capitalist system, he asserts that
Marx was unable to give a satisfactory explanation of the industrial reserve army. According to
Oppenheimer this reserve army was created

not by economic but by political means, by the
violent or fraudulent expropriation of land,

through which large numbers of people have
been rendered landless, whose desperate competition keeps wages at a subsistence level. This
situation described by Marx he regards as a
consequence not of the capitalist system but of
the fact that free competition, in itself a highly
beneficent force, is hindered by the existence
of feudal or semifeudal monopolies.

The

capi-

system presents itself as "a bastard of
freedom and servitude," in which freedom is
defined as the element of liberalism in its true
sense, servitude as the existence of a class
talist

monopoly created by the theft of land and of the
political institutions based on it. In this situation

Oppenheimer maintains

that the

remedy

is

not

communism but the division of a sufficiently
large number of landed estates among workers;
through

this

measure free competition would be

restored in favor of the workers and against the
capitalists

and mounting

salaries

would

liberate

the former from the latter 's domination. These

systems of liberal socialism have exercised a
comparatively small influence in the history of
social movements. In Germany a modified form
of

the

single tax doctrine, represented by
Damaschke in his Bodenreform movement,

which seeks an increase in taxation of urban land
rent, has attracted a

number of

From

the i88o's on,

socialism

some acute

critics realized

Its abstract philosophic generaliza-

however, did not appeal to the English
workers In 1884 a group of writers, scientists
tions,

and propagandists founded the Fabian Society
and elaborated an opportunist type of socialism
which rejected the class struggle and set out to
smuggle into all parties socialist ideas for carrying on socialization in various fields. They may
be called the pragmatists of socialism; they built
between socialists and trade unionists
and were instrumental in the creation of a
a bridge

unified labor party in 1900.
This cautious work did not satisfy those who
believed that purely reformist activity would

never lead to the overthrow of the capitalist
system.

The same

necessity that

was

felt

in

approximately the same time, and
which resulted there in the creation of the

France

at

syndicalist movement, led in England to a new
variety of socialism called guild socialism. Its
underlying idea was that it was not enough to

engage in parliamentary struggles and to absorb
the interest of the workers in the quest for
higher wages and better working conditions, but
that the

main problem was how labor organiza-

tions can take over production and distribution.
The guild socialists held that trade unions

should cease to be exclusively organs of utilitarian reform and should reassume the importance
of the mediaeval guilds, which were real organizations for production

and

distribution.

In the

constitutional field this type of socialism attacked the traditional conception of sovereignty;
its state

philosophy was pluralistic and empha-

petty bourgeois

sized the independent existence of other organizations besides the state.

In England Marxism never became a guiding

In France the spread of Marxian socialism

followers.

Socialism
was checked by the fact that the country remained largely agrarian, in the hands of an independent peasantry; big industry was counterbalanced by a strong handicraft system; there
was an influential intellectual middle class; and
the tradition of the French Revolution prevailed.

The efforts of Guesde and Lafargue to

introduce

France were therefore
only partly successful; the teachings of Proudhon, Blanqui and Bakunm and the memory of
the Commune were kept alive. Many socialist
parties and sects developed, and French socialism came to be characterized by lack of organization. A group of possibilities used parliamen-

Marxian principles

into

tary tactics to achieve advantages for the proletarian class and to put socialists into leading
positions. When, however, the importance of the
role of the parliamentary socialist increased and

when

in 1899 Millerand entered the cabinet of
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mir and other forms of Russian
collectivism and insisted that the peasants were
the only group upon which a new social order
could be built. The original nucleus of the
movement soon became divided. One group
ended with nihilism, repudiating all traditional
values and favoring individual terroristic acts;
utilization of the

the second, the Social

which remained

Revolutionary party,
closest to its source, disagreed

with the industrial formulae of Marxian

commu-

nism; the third group, centering around Plekhanov, formed the Social Democratic party on a

Marxian basis in 1898. The situation was
propitious for revolutionary movements. Official
Russia through its policy of repression had
strict

Europeamzed legions of Russians and educated
them to revolution. Terroristic pressure made
Russia for decadeb a hotbed of anarchist revolts;
and the forcible Russi-

artificial industrialization

had

Waldeck- Rousseau with Galliffet, who
crushed the Commune, many trade union mem-

fication of the native population made the atmosphere even more tense. As the peasantry was

bers and socialist intellectuals began to regard
the reputed gains of socialism as setbacks from

easily crushed, the urban proletariat became the
center of gravity of the revolution. The emotional religiosity of the people was a fertile
ground for gospels of social reconstruction. In

the point of view of ultimate aims There was
elaborated a new theory of revolutionary socialism, called syndicalism, which combines elements of Marx, Proudhon and Bakunm. From

Marx

it

derived the emphasis on the economic
and the necessity of a revolu-

basis of society

tionary consciousness, from Proudhon, the distrust of the state

and the emphasis on freedom;

from Bakunm, the belief in violence. Syndicalism fights against the expanding importance of
the politicians and regards the trade unions as
the real basis of the future society. It

is

a radical

1903 the Bolsheviks, \vho favoicd a radical,
and dictatorial program, gained con-

centralizing
trol

within the Marxian party over the Menshewho favored more caution and advocated

viks,

cooperation with all the revolutionary elements
of society. This schism became accentuated during the revolution of 1905, the rehearsal of the
revolution of 1917, which was bourgeois and

antimilitaristic

power.
In the United States socialism

will to revolt is to

headway; the possibility of

and antipatriotic movement; the
be kept alive continuously by
sabotage and antimilitaristic propaganda, which
will ultimately prepare the working class for a
general strike, by means of which capitalist society will be overthrown. Syndicalism was thus
a protest against parliamentary tactics, against
the petty bourgeois spirit and against the "putre-

came

constitutional until the Bolsheviks

made

into

little

social ascendancy,

better living standards, free political institutions;
the absence of feudalism, of an inferiority com-

plex

on the

part of the workers and of hereditary

naughtiness on the part of the bourgeoisie; and
the existence of free land, all these factors made
the idea of class struggle unpalatable.

The influ-

faction of

democracy" which became manifest
during the Dreyfus affair. It has had powerful

ence of Fourier, Owen, Cabet and Proudhon was
apparent in the establishment of a number of

repercussions in the Latin countries.
Marxism made its entrance into Russia in

Utopian colonies. The first mass movement
following a socialist pattern was the Knights of

1883 when Plekhanov founded the first social
democratic group, but its progress was slow.
as its basis a

Labor (1877-87), which in many respects was
markedly analogous to the Chartist movement.
After its collapse the American Federation of

Russian socialism (Narodnichestvo), whose chief

Labor became the promoter of a trade unionist

The

revolutionary

movement had

were Herzen and later Lavrov
and Mikhaylovsky and which emphasized indiideologic leaders

vidual freedom, rejected state omnipotence,
urged a cooperative rebuilding of society by the

policy of the orthodox type.

A

reaction against

this spirit of compromise was the ideology of
industrial unionism, whose most influential

leader

was Daniel DeLeon, a man whom,

ac-
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cording to Raisky, Lenin considered "the greatest of modern socialists, the only one who added

anything to socialist thought since Marx." Industrial unionism fought against craft unionism

and against reformism of the western parliamentarian type represented by Morris Hillquit.

DeLeon campaigned

against Kautsky

when

the

latter was still the acknowledged revolutionary
leader of European socialism, and he was treated
as an anarchist. The ideology of the movement

m

had much
common with French syndicalism,
with the important difference that it stressed the
necessity of a centralized and disciplined leadership. It was not unlike Bolshevism, except that it

officers which killed Karl Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxemburg. The Second International was likewise discredited by the bureaucratization of the
socialist parties, especially in Germany; the
leaders tended increasingly to become compara-

tively well paid party officials entitled to pensions. Membership in the party became almost

traditional

it

was said that the proletarian

worker was born into the Social Democratic
party as was the Catholic German peasant into
the Center party. There was also growing dissatisfaction with the fact that the victorious

did not accept the idea of the dictatorship of the

socialist parties of Germany and Austria did not
try to realize their Marxian program; they fought
for democracy and social reforms but did not

proletariat, maintaining that in highly industrialized countries like the United States such a

ures.

political structure

would be unnecessary.

take a single step toward real socialistic meas-

In 1917

masses found powerRussian Revolution, after
which began a vast experiment toward the estabthis revolt of the

ful leadership in the

The World War changed
ian socialism considerably

the status

and led

schism within the movement

of Marx-

to a crucial

The patriotic par-

ticipation of the leading socialist parties put an
end to the inspiring legend that the unity of the

working class would maintain the peace of the
world through the International. The proletariat
instead faced governments which stressed national concentration, and the imperialistic war
was supported by the socialist parties of the
allied countries as a war of liberation against
czanst oppression and by those of the Entente as
a war for democracy and national self-determi-

nation. The resulting suffering of the masses
provoked vehement criticism against the Second
International and formidable moral conflicts
among its leaders. In April, 1915, Rosa Luxem-

lishment of a communist

state.

Lenin, Trotsky

and other professional revolutionists elaborated
new doctrine of Marxian socialism, conveniently called Leninism, which denounced the
tactics of the Second International, its outlook
and its theoretical background. The Communist
Third International was founded in Moscow
and a bitter campaign was organized against the
a

"social patriots," the "social traitors" of the
Second International who "falsified the principles of true Marxian socialism." Social Democracy of western and central Europe refused
to participate in the preparation for the world
revolution and in England, Germany, Austria
and Czechoslovakia accepted cooperation in the
government of bourgeois states. This meant

burg accused^ German Social Democracy of hav-

defense of bourgeois democracy against the

ing betrayed "the fatherland in the hour of
greatest danger. For the first duty in that hour

attacks of the

to show the background of this imwar, and to tear asunder the fabric of
and
patriotic
diplomatic lies. ..." Instead
the leaders of the Social Democratic party collaborated with the imperialistic system and
secured for it popular support. Fnedrich Adler,
as a symbolic protest against the manoeuvres of
the Austrian Social Democratic party, killed the
Austrian premier and at his trial vehemently
.

.

.

was

perialistic

became unbridgeable, in spite of the endeavors of the Austrian Marxists, who tried to
restore the original intransigency of the doctrine.
The rebirth of revolutionary Marxism was
caused also by economic developments. Before
World War there was a marked tendency
toward prosperity and a diminution of the crises;
the gloomy economic laws of Marx were conthe

sidered

came more embittered when

After the

Germany

the

power, under the leadership of Ebert
and Noske, participated in crushing the Spartacus movement and at least tolerated the
socialists in

counter-revolutionary organization of former

to a further

tionals

attacked the party for abandoning the thought of
social revolution. The feeling of rebellion bein

communists and led

of the practises and ideologic
formulae of the Second International. The abyss
between the Second and the Third Internamodification

definitively

repudiated by the

facts.

World War, however, unheard of
misery afflicted many European countries; and

following a short period of relief a world crisis of

unprecedented magnitude commenced to strangle mankind. This crisis was interpreted by the

Socialism
Bolsheviks as the full realization of the Marxian

formulae, as a colossal Verelendung due to technical progress and imperialist expansion. The
many other explanations of the crisis the consequences of the World War, the growing trend
of economic nationalism, the rebirth of mercantilism, the new system of pseudo-capitalism,

new

barriers, reckless lending and
ruthless inflationist policies, the
spendthrift expenses of military dictatorships,
the race for armaments did not temper the ex-

frontier

borrowing,

pectation of the final collapse of the capitalist

jWem.
According to

Stalin,

"Leninism

is

Marxism

in the epoch of imperialism and of the proletarian revolution," which means that the Bolshevik doctrine has reconstituted the original revolutionary purity of the Marxian doctrine and has
developed according to the necessities of a new
situation.

The

Marxism

Bolshevik doctrine

is

an ac-

the revolutionary elements of
with the omission of its later moderat-

centuation of

all

ing elements The Bolsheviks seek the complete
destruction of the capitalist state; they advocate

mass insurrection and class terrorism; they
develop the Marxian idea of the dictatorship of
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portant matter
"

is

not to

know but

to change the

There is no abstract theory; the movement, the carrier of which is the proletariat,
must itself be understood. Economic propaganda alone is inadequate; a general world view
must be implanted in the proletariat. Therefore
whereas in earlier literature the intellectuals
played an almost despised role, Lenin attributed
world

capital

importance to the work of revolutionary

Lenin realized the central importance of the agricultural problem, that without
the assistance of the peasant masses there cannot
be a successful revolution and without the
intellectuals.

socialization of peasant property true

commu-

nism cannot be achieved. This is a problem
which western socialism has not dared to face.
The fundamental importance of the national
problem was already acknowledged from a theoretical point of view by the Austrian school of
socialism, especially by Otto Bauer and Karl
Renner; but through Bolshevism the nationalistic point of view became a world force, with its
emphasis on the principle that only "internationalism can satisfy nationalism." In the communists' campaign for world revolution the

transitional period between capitalism and communism through state socialism If this final aim

propaganda for national and racial emancipation
has played perhaps a more decisive role than the
fight for communism. The extreme importance
of imperialism had been recognized in Hil-

should be realized, there will be no need for the
withering away will be achieved mainly

ferding's Das Finanzkapital (Vienna 1910) and
in Luxemburg's Die Akkumulation des Kapitals

by the radical simplification of state functions.
However, until the ideal of a stateless society has
been reached, the state will not diminish its
power but will on the contrary intensify it. Only

elements
(Berlin 1913), which contain the
of a doctrine of imperialism. Socialists like

the proletariat; they stress the necessity of a

state, its

through vigorous dictatorial power can the
enemies of the proletariat be crushed, the structures of communist production be established
and the people become accustomed "to observing the elementary conditions of social existence
without force and without subjection." There
must be a system of compulsory and universal
religion must be destroyed
through mass propaganda and the removal of
the social conditions which promote its influence
state education,

and

upon the masses.
There are several aspects of the Bolshevik system which seem to be distinct additions to the
former ideology. The "scientific" and mechanical materialism of the Marxian successors has
been transformed into a dialectic materialism;
into
is, from a static, metaphysical theory
knowledge of historical reality, from an evolu-

mam

Cunow, Lensch and Parvus, impressed by these
ideas, tried to show during the World War that a
German victory would mean German imperialism and that a higher economic organization,
propitious to the further development of socialism, would result. There was no place for such
reactionary opportunism in Lenin's theory of

imperialism. Economic imperialism is for him
the climax of capitalist development; it means
the replacement of competition by monopoly
through trusts, syndicates and gigantic banks.

Free competition goes hand in hand with democracy, monopoly with political reaction. The
entire earth has been divided among the wealthiest

countries and the system of capitalist

mo-

nopolies will inevitably produce a rise in the cost
of living and intensify the class struggle. This

tension will be aggravated by national and racial

no possible transition from

that

oppression. There

tionary into a revolutionary theory. The Bolsheviks follow the thesis of Marx that "the im-

monopolistic capitalism to socialism. Although
atheism was always the preponderant mental
attitude of Marxian socialists, the parliamen-

is
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mass support led to the
acceptance of the slogan, Religion ist eine Privatsache. To Bolshevism, on the other hand,
militant atheism is absolutely fundamental.
The capital difference between the old and the
tarian competition for

new ideology of socialism is that whereas before
World War the revolutionary doctrines of
Marx were only theoretical, they have now been

the

put into practise in a vast country possessing one
of the strongest military and police organizations
,of the world. Instead of waiting for slow evolu-

Union under the leadership of
Communist party a revolutionary
is being made to establish the prerequisites

tion in the Soviet

could regard Russia in 1917 as ready for this
transformation.

RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT. The controversies
created by the Marxist school fill a library; only
a very few can be mentioned here. In the philo-

sophic

field

structure

sume almost

the system of deportation against the kulaks;
they accept methods of piecework wages and the

Taylor system; they impose tremendous sacrion the working class in the belief that the
end, the transformation of the lives of the masses
in terms of the communist ideal, justifies the
fices

means.
Kautsky, Diehl, Schmidt and others declare
such doctrines and practises have nothing to

that

do with true Marxian thought, while the Bolsheviks and academicians, such as Sombart,
Liefmann and Brutzkus, maintain that Bolshevism is the only logical outcome of Marxian
doctrine and that the Bolshevists are "the
legitimate executors of the Marxian heritage."
The anti- Bolshevik thesis has been most clearly
stated by Kautsky, who argues that "nowhere
will the workers abdicate those liberties which
they have hitherto acquired and which are dear
to them." He contends moreover that according
to Marx the new society must be preformed in
the capitalist society before any serious revolution can be accomplished, whereas in Russia
capitalism

had only a rudimentary beginning.

The communists, supported by many

bourgeois

thinkers, reply that the present stage of Russian

communism is

not real

communism but

itself.

The

"forces of production" as-

no new type of civilization
simply the result of economic forces but is
more or less a conscious work of a new vital and
moral type. Capitalist civilization was created by
new bourgeois, as opposed to the older

the

Now

the bourgeois type is decaying both intellectually and morally; hostility and
disgust are growing against sheer wealth
seignior type.

(Scheler).

In connection with the Uberbau theory it must
be recognized that the cause and effect relationship between social phenomena is not one-sided
but involves mutual interdependence. The investigations of Troeltsch and Max Weber have
tended to prove that religious conceptions have
an independent development and have reacted
on the economic series. Similarly, economic relations are at the same time legal relations and
economics is meaningless without a correlative
system of law (Stammler). The history of science
also shows the relative independence of great
scientific discoveries.

In regard to human nature there is a marked
trend toward a purely economic or environmental interpretation, whereas Sorel,

De Man

clearly recognize the enormous importance of an independent moral idealism and
of a heroic attitude in the emancipation of the

and others

working class.
In the field of economic theory the main criticism of the Marxist system has been directed
against the exclusive labor theory of value.

Bohm-Bawerk, Loria and others have shown
Marx in the third volume of Das Kapital
practically abandoned the labor theory of value
this

century regarded the European situation as ripe

strated that the

communist revolution, and therefore Lenin

and

is

Furthermore Russia although
very incompletely capitalized was the weakest
link in the capitalist chain. The answer given to
the preformation argument is that Marx already
in 1848 and several times during the nineteenth
for a

fatalistic

spirit is neglected; yet

that

transitory stage.

a

a fatalistic role while the creative

only a

is

represents

activistic and revolutionary practise. It asserts
the economic origin of all change, but it does not
explain how the change occurs in the economic

effort

the peasants, to establish a strong proletarian
army, to develop the communist pattern of
human nature The Bolsheviks have introduced
military discipline wherever necessary; they use

it

mechanistic interpretation combined with an

the small

of the communist state: to create the industrial
equipment for socialization, to eliminate the
remnants of the bourgeois class, to collectivize

the Marxist system has an inner

contradiction;

set forth in the first

volume. The importance of

controversy was, however, exaggerated.
Even several adherents of Marxian thought have
discarded the theory and

intact without

Marxian
it,

it

has been demon-

edifice

would remain

provided that the dynamic

Socialism
tendencies of capitalist evolution described by
Marx and attacked by the revisionists were
correct.

More important

is

the consideration

that a perfect equality of remuneration and, even
more, a remuneration according to need would

mean

a system of exploitation to the detriment

of the abler,

more

diligent worker. Besides

it

easily be possible for the present "surplus-value" to flow, in an even greater amount,

might

and bureaucrats.
Furthermore many capitalists cannot be quali-

into the pockets of soldiers

fied as simple parasites, since they accomplish
the highly trained work of organization which is

absolutely necessary for a progressive economy.
Because of the elimination of competition the

new system would find it difficult to determine
which branches of the economic system are
productive and which are not. But the gravest
danger

is

overcentrahzation,

power of bureaucracy, which

the

unlimited

inevitably

means

also the danger of a growing militarism and police

force.

toward the

Communist economy must

lead

plenty of a communist society has been seriously attacked by Pohlc,
Cassel and Liefmann. Since Proudhon it has

The theory of the unlimited

been correctly argued that the complete suppression of private property would mean slavery,
and John Stuart Mill asserted that "the principle of private property never had a fair trial in
history."

In the

because, as Durkheim has shown, "the individual
abandoned only to the pressure of his needs will

never admit that he has arrived at the extreme
limit of his rights. ... In order that it should
be otherwise, the existence of a moral power is
necessary, a power whose superiority he recog-

and which tells him, 'You cannot go
"
As to the realization of a totalitarian
communist state, it would inevitably lead to a
helium omnium contra omnes, because not only
nizes

farther.'

the capitalists but also the entire middle class
and the peasants would bitterly oppose a system

which menaced them with the total extinction of
private property and personal freedom. The
collapse of socialism in

theory the Marxist
simply an organ of
an exaggeration. The

field of political

assertion that the state

is

economic exploitation is
present dominance of the capitalist class is not
due to a dictatorship but to the fact that the
forces of democracy are not sufficiently organized, while popular culture is very low. The
belief that the communist state will necessarily
put an end to class struggle and establish a classless society may be questioned. The growth of
social democracy has been followed by the emergence of a fifth estate; everywhere there has been
a growing antagonism between intellectuals and
non-intellectuals, between those who administer

and those who are administered. The slogan that^
in a communist state the rule of men over men
will be replaced by the administration of things
by men may be answered in Kelsen's words:
"There is no administration of things which
would not be administration of men and there
is no directing of production processes which
would not be a government over persons." It
may be argued further that no higher society can

Germany

is

evidently

connected with this fear complex of vast masses.

Whatever the

totalitarian state, a leviathan state

more enormous than mankind has ever known.
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be developed on the ruthless revolutionary tactics of civil war and terrorism. As Bertrand
Russell has remarked, "There is no alchemy by
which a universal harmony can be produced out
of hatred." No economic order can be maintained by purely economic and coercive means,

scientific residue of socialist

ideology may be, it has made a significant contribution to civilization. It has exercised a beneficent influence

on the

social sciences;

it

has

destroyed the complacency of bourgeois science
and laid bare the sore spots of contemporary
society. It has organized the
it

with a sense of

human

working class, filled
and made it a

dignity

conscious cooperator in the historical process. It
has fostered a growing feeling of international-

ism which mankind has never witnessed before.
It has denounced war and all kinds of exploitation.

And although

its

attack against religion has

sometimes been narrow,

it

vitally to the elaboration of a

has

contributed

new moral synthe-

replace the decaying old religion of the
masses. "If communism achieves a certain suc-

sis to

Keynes has said, "it will achieve it not as
an imposed economic technique, but as a religion." Socialism is not therefore a concomitant

cess,"

of

modern

industrialism nor

and some of

is it,

as Nietzsche

his reactionary followers contend,

simply the resentment of the hungry and oppressed, a kind of slave uprising against the
natural privileges of the superman. There has
been a remarkable continuity in the socialist
movement, which is derived from a deep common stock of ideas and emotions. It is not bound
to any form of social or economic organization,
but arises everywhere and at all times when this

inheritance of human nature is offended. These fundamental moral values were

common

the real source of the revolutionary law of nature,
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adopted and divinized by early Chris-

The

tianity.

freedom in

fight for religious and political
later centuries was a logical contin-

uation of the same development.
ligious

and

political equality,

and

And when
to

re-

some extent

national equality, were achieved, socialism
necessarily appeared as a drive to economic
equality.

The
/

present setback of socialism in western

Europe and

its collapse in Germany and
Italy do
not indicate the downfall of socialist thought;

they simply mean that western socialism needs
a new ideologic synthesis more in accordance

with social and moral

realities.

The growing fear

of Bolshevism, the ideologic rigidity and pracimpotence of the Second International,

tical

which seems unable to give new life to western
socialism, serve as pretexts for counter-revolutionary forces in the organization of fascist,
essentially capitalist, dictatorships. Lacking a
new socialism, communism will remain the only

ideologic system with a sufficient fighting force

against

nationalistic

and

militaristic

fascism,

because, however great the difficulties and
logical contradictions in Bolshevism may be, the
colossal attraction of its ultimate vision, combined with a heroic activism, will continue for

mankind with the growth of intelligence and
moral freedom. As John Stuart Mill said more
than eighty years ago: "If

.

.

.

the choice were

be made between Communism with all its
chances and the present state of society with all
its sufferings and injustices; if the institution of
private property necessarily carried with it as a
consequence, that the produce of labour should
to

be apportioned

as

we now see it, almost in an in-

verse ratio to the labour

those

who have

the largest portions to
all, the next

never worked at

largest to those whose work is almost nominal,
and so in a descending scale, the remunera-

tion dwindling as the work grows harder
disagreeable, until the most fatiguing

more

and
and

exhausting bodily labour cannot count with certainty on being able to earn even the necessaries
of life; if this or Communism were the alternative, all the difficulties, great or small, of
Communism would be but as dust in the bal-
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SOCIALIST PARTIES. The origin of socialist
parties

may be traced to the rise of the industrial

proletariat, just as the more remote lineage
the European liberal and conservative parties

of

goes back to the mediaeval estates. The peculiar
ideology acquired by each of the older parties is
Marxism has
paralleled by the position which
held since the nineteenth century in the ckss

be
policy of the industrial workers. If Marxism
interpreted, in this context, as aiming to replace

Socialism
the

capitalistic

Socialist Parties

system by the socialization of the

means

of production, socialist parties may be
defined as those political parties of industrial
workers which are striving to realize the transformation of the prevailing political and eco-

nomic system in accordance with the teachings
of Karl Marx. The parties formed after 1914
as a result of secessions from the older socialist
parties and now united in the Communist International have been treated elsewhere (see COMMUNIST PARTIES), as have the labor parties (q.v.)
of Anglo-Saxon countries. While the latter have
never formally subscribed to Marxist tenets,
from the beginning they have had significant relations with the professedly Marxist socialist
parties and since the World War British Labour
has evolved into the leading socialist party of the
world.
As a result of the slower pace of their industrial development the continental countries,

where

socialist parties originated

and have

at-
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pendent influence on the masses and

finally col-

lapsed in 1852.

The first Marxist to win a few thousand
workers from bourgeois liberalism and to weld
them

and permanent organizaon an overt campaign of nation
wide scope was Ferdinand Lassalle. In 1863
Lassalle founded in Germany the earliest real
into a well knit

tion carrying

socialist labor party, the Allgemeiner deutscher
Arbeiterverein His organization, surviving his

death in 1864, was to become the basis of the
Social Democratic party and the model

German

for all other socialist parties. Parallel to the

Allgemeiner deutscher Arbeiterverein there arose
a second small German socialist party, created

by August Bcbel and Wilhelm Liebknecht and
formally launched in 1869 at Eisenach as the
Socialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei. The designation social democratic was also used by Lassalle 's party: henceforth this term, which in the
earlier period had been applied to all democrats

England Marx and Engels, realizing
the significance of the Chartist movement,

with an interest in social problems, or socialist,
which had formerly been a generic name for
social reformers, was generally assumed by
Marxist groups, while communist, the term
used in 1848, fell into discard. Between the two
German socialist labor parties an important
difference existed. The group founded by Liebknecht and Bebel was strongly anti-Prussian and

sought to establish connections with its leaders
to convert it into a Marxist

gross deutsch, whereas Lassalle's followers accepted as inevitable the unification of Germany

party, until its decline in the 1850*3 disappointed
their hopes.

under Prussian leadership Marx and Engels,
accusing the Lassalleans of excessive submissiveness in their attitude toward the Prussian

tained their greatest success, failed until 1848 to

produce a labor movement remotely comparable
with that of England. In the form of Chartism the
first genuine labor party had appeared in England before the publication of the fundamental
doctrines

of scientific socialism.

Upon

their

arrival in

and were disposed

During the period when Chartism was at its
height the only continental parties which stood
to the left of the liberals were composite groups
representing the poorer and more radical elements of the population in general petty bourgeoisie, peasants and intellectuals as well as
workers; it was such democratic movements
which constituted the force behind the revolutions of 1848-49 in Germany, France and elsewhere. In 1847, however, the Communist
League had been founded under the leadership
of Marx and Engels. Marx and Engels intended
that the league should join in the revolutionary
struggles as the left wing of the democratic

movements and

after the victorious

consumma-

tion of this first stage carry the revolution be-

yond its bourgeois limits. But even in Germany,
where most of its following was recruited, the
Communist League never became a real political party. Weak both in numbers and in the
techniques and agencies necessary for effective
agitation, it was unable to exercise an inde-

government, became increasingly estranged
from them, until finally an open break resulted.
It is curiously ironical that the first real socialist
labor party was disdained by Marx.
First International, which was estabS"" The
lished in 1864 under the leadership of Marx and

which dominated the international labor movement for the next decade, can scarcely be considered to have been a cartel of socialist parties.
Its basic nucleus consisted of the English trade
unions, which after the decline of Chartism
began to take a growing interest in political

questions. In addition

it

included certain labor

groups from the Latin nations, America,Switzerland and other countries; these were more or less

and varied greatly in ideology
and tendency. The only genuine labor parties in
the International were the two German parties
and of these the Lassallean group soon withdrew. In France no socialist or labor party was in
loosely organized

existence ever at the time of the great uprising
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of the Parisian workers which culminated in the

Commune of 1871, while the disastrous defeat of
the

commune

cialist

prevented the emergence of a soor revolutionary organization of French

workers for many years to come. After the Engunions abandoned active politics the
International broke up as a result of the funda-

By far the largest and best organized party of
the Second International was that of Germany,
especially after the laws restricting socialist activity in that country were revoked in 1890. At

the outbreak of the World

War

the

German

lish trade

Reichstag included no Social Democratic deputies out of a total membership of 397. By virtue

mental unsoundness of its structure.
In 1875 at Gotha the two German parties

of their revolutionary and theoretical activities
the Russians also occupied a position of great
significance in the International, while the

merged as the Sozialisthche Arbeiterpartei
Deutschlands, a name soon changed to Socialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands. With the new
united front

German

Social

Democracy entered

upon a period of steady numerical expansion.
Even the laws promulgated by Bismarck in 1878
against the labor movement involved only a
temporary setback. During the i88o's Marxist
parties and groups arose also in France, Italy,
Austria, Scandinavia, Holland and Belgium. In
1889

all

these socialist parties combined in the

Second International, which

lasted until 1914.

this era the socialist parties succeeded
in enlisting the majority of the industrial work-

During

Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium, the Scandinavian countries, the Balkans and, despite
enormous difficulties, in Russia. In England, on
ers in

Germany, France,

Italy,

the other hand, notwithstanding numerous attempts to found socialist parties on the model
of the continental parties, a socialist mass party
failed to develop before 1914. The English trade

unions increased in significance but confined
themselves almost exclusively to their economic

The

majority of the English workers
continued to vote for the Liberals or even for the
functions.

Conservatives and did not recognize the necessity of a separate socialist labor party. Even the

Labour

party, which appeared in the House of
in 1906, was nothing more than an

Commons

appendage of the great Liberal party and in the
years preceding the outbreak of the World War

had only from about 30 to 40 representatives in
the English Parliament out of a total membership of 670. In the United States also, although
the present Socialist party was founded in 1901 ,
the overwhelming majority of the workers con-

tinued to cast their ballots for the two great
bourgeois parties. Nor did the Second International acquire any significant influence in Asia,
Africa or South America. The strong Labour

party of Australia, which achieved political
power even before the World War, pursued its
separate course. Thus to all intents and purposes the socialist parties of the Second International were confined to continental Europe.

Anglo-Saxons and the Latins played a subordinate role.

The

outstanding theorists of the

were the German Karl Kautsky
and the Russian Plekhanov. The undisputed
socialist parties

after
political leader of the International,

the

death of Friedrich Engels, was August Bebel,
the leader of the German socialists.
All the parties of the Second International
were confronted by a basic dilemma. Owing
their existence to the growth of industrial capitalism and to the rapidly expanding army of industrial proletarians, the parties were,

one hand, the

on the

political representatives of

work-

ing class interests. But since they had accepted
as their ideological basis the revolutionary
Marxism of 1848, it was also their avowed pur-

pose to capture

means and

political

power by revolutionary

to abolish the private

ownership of

the instruments of production.
During the period between 1889 and 1914,
both in the United States and in all the European nations except Russia, the position of the
established governments
cial

and of the

existing so-

order seemed too impregnable to offer any

opportunity for serious revolution. The socialist
a minority, and outparties were everywhere in
side of Russia no revolutionary bourgeois

groups existed with

whom

they could combine

to overthrow the government. Hence none of
them except the Russian carried on any real

preparatory work for revolution, nor did any of
visualize a socialist revolution with

them even

any degree of clarity.

Had they been merely

oc-

cupational parties of the working classes, their
task of formulating a practical routine policy

and program would have been comparatively
simple. They would naturally have taken the
same attitude toward state, nation, army and
foreign policy as would, for instance, a peasants'
party; they would merely have represented the
interests of the workers within the framework of

the existing political order and with legal means.
Such a policy they might perhaps have pursued

with resoluteness and
the

complications

clarity,

resulting

had it not been for
from their ad-

Socialist Parties
herence to Marxism. Yet they clung tenaciously
to Marxist theory, despite the impossibility of
realizing it in practise, because this theory provided the ideological force which distinguished
them from the bourgeois parties and gave 4lan
to the socialist organization.
It was natural that Marxism itself should

undergo certain modifications in the course of
these developments. What the socialist parties
of the Second International took over was not

and empirical revolutionary doctrines of 1848 but rather a system of dogmas
which sought to supply a definitive answer to
the

realistic

every question. The sum of these answers represented the party ideology. Fnednch Engels
clearly recognized the ideological shortcomings
of the Second International, although he was
powerless to alter its course. While the Russian
socialists took a revolutionary stand even during
the period of the Second International, almost
all the theoreticians among them were convinced that the imminent revolution in their
country would be bourgeois rather than socialist.
In Russia therefore Marxist doctrine was used
to demonstrate the necessity of developing
bourgeois capitalism and to work out the organization and technique fitted to the bourgeois
revolution. The contradiction between the practical activity of the socialist parties and the
ultimate Marxist goal is the basic explanation of
all the vacillations, dissensions and difficulties
with which the history of the parties down to

1914

^All

is

the Second International were

agreed on matters of practical social legislation,
such as the eight-hour day, increased wages and
improvement of working conditions. Likewise
they

all

favored democracy, universal suffrage

and the vesting of supreme authority in the decisions and assemblies which were based on universal suffrage. The Russian socialists were no
exceptions in this respect, for they planned to
convoke after the victorious revolution a Russian
national assembly,

which should

establish

a

democratic and republican constitution. In principle the republican form of government was
favored by

all

repudiating Marxism was one of passive intransigence. The symbolic expression of this attitude was the opposition carried on by socialist

parliamentary deputies

the socialist parties, but in prac-

tow-d

the government

budget. They criticized all measures proposed
by the governments and voted against them. In
particular the nationalistic, imperialistic and
militaristic policies characteristic of the great

powers in the generation before the World War
came under the constant fire of the radical socialists, who made the support of international
pacifism part of their daily routine. This ina highly significant modification of

volved

Marxism, for Marx and Engels had always recognized war and force as decisive weapons and
had moreover approved the existence at least
of the great nations. Their only demand had
been that the proletariat "must constitute uself
the nation

"

The

pacifism of the parties of the

Second International was a

specific result of
their inability either to approve the existing
order or to alter it by revolution.

This policy of unflinching obstructionism
without real preparation for the revolution was
characteristic of official socialism and until 1914
was the general direction followed by the German party executives, the majority of the Italian
party and the international socialist congresses.
But disagreement over the major political prob-

lems led to the development of. internal cleavages both to the right and to the left.

To

replete.

socialists of
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could adopt toward the existing system without

the right of the

official radicals

stood the

Refusing to allow their day to day
policies to be determined by reference to what
they regarded as a chimerical final goal, they
strove to achieve practical gains for the working
classes within the framework of the existing
order. They saw no reason to shrink from comrevisionists.

promise and would have welcomed any bourgeois allies who could be induced to support
their routine policy. Minorities in the German

and

belonged to the revisionist
In France an unusual opportunity was

Italian parties

faction.

offered to the revisionists

dramatized in the Dreyfus
clerical

by the bitter clash,
affair and the anti-

movement, between opposing

factions of

they carried on an active struggle against
monarchy only in lands, such as Germany and

the bourgeoisie, the monarchistic and authoritarian right and the liberal and democratic left.

Russia, where monarchy
semi-absolutistic type.

was of a feudal and

Taking advantage of the situation the revisionist
wing under the leadership of Jaures joined the

panics experienced particular
toward state

bourgeois liberals in a left bloc for the defense of
the republic. In this way the French socialists
became for a long time a government party.

tise

The

socialist

difficulty in defining their relations

nation. In view of the impossibility of carrying out a revolution the only policy which they

and

Despite vehement protest on the part of the
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members of

Parallel with their own organizations the soparties in all countries endeavored to
create trade unions. The latter were intended to

the Socialist International,
they even contributed to coalition cabinets of
the left individual ministers, such as MiHerand

cialist

and Briand, both of whom eventually went over
to the bourgeois camp.

direct the purely economic and industrial disputes between workers and employers and were

radical

The

left

wmg of the socialist parties consisted

many workers as possible, even
indifferent to political radicalism. Alnominally independent, in practise those

to recruit as

of those

members who discountenanced the unsubstantial Marxism of the center because they

those

were convinced of the imminence of a period of

unions which were under socialist leadership
worked in cooperation with the party. In

great wars and revolutions. They believed therefore that the workers should make ready for real

revolutionary activity, study the doctrines of the
Russian revolution of 1905-06 and equip themselves for a general strike. Numerically weak, the
left wing of the Socialist International was con-

fined chiefly to the Rosa

Germany and

Luxemburg group

in

a small Marxist coterie in Hol-

land.

Within Russian Social Democracy

official

radicalism in general was represented by the
Mensheviks and the left by the followers of

Trotsky. There were also certain adherents of
revisionism. The Bolshevik group under Lenin,
taking a unique stand, denied the advisability of
building a mass party of workers organized on
democratic principles and made it their chief objective to develop a highly disciplined nucleus of
professional revolutionaries, who would be able
to assume the leadership of the workers and
peasants in the uprising against czarism.

The

factional antagonisms within the socialist
parties led to several open schisms. The Russian
Bolsheviks broke away in 1903 In French social.

ism various conflicting parties and groups
existed from the very beginning and it was not
1905 thatthey achieved even a formal unity.
Schisms also occurred in Holland and Bulgaria
until

in the period prior to 1914.
The international affiliations

between the

still

though

Belgium the

more than

Labor party was nothing

Socialist

a cartel of the political, the trade

union and the cooperative organizations.
In order to attract the laboring classes the
socialist parties were forced to wage war on two
fronts. In the first place they were confronted by
the problem of winning over workers who thus
far had been satisfied with the bourgeois parties.
This group included most of the workers in
England and in the United States as well as those

Germany who belonged to the Catholic
Center party. On the opposite front were arrayed the numerous workers who took the
syndicalist view. These rejected the bourgeois
parties but believed that no political party whatsoever could help them. Maintaining that the
socialist party only became corrupted in the
in

they wished the working
abandon the parliamentary conflicts

capitalistic parliament,

classes to

and to confine theirattentiontotheir occupational
organizations, the trade unions, which should
carry on the struggle for power through direct
action

and

through the general
opponents of the socialist

particularly

strike. Irreconcilable

the syndicalists repudiated the trade
unions dominated by socialist leaders and ideas
and set up rival unions of their own. While they
were comparatively weak in the Anglo-Saxon
party,

countries, the syndicalists controlled the maworkers in Spain and had consider-

individual socialist parties were very loose. International congresses, such as those held at Am-

jority of the

sterdam in 1904, at Stuttgart in 1907, at Copenhagen in 1910 and at Basel in 1912, were
convened at intervals of several years but their
decisions exerted no profound influence on the

for instance, the socialist party could

policies of the individual national parties.

The

function of coordinating the parties rested with
the International Socialist Bureau, established
in 1900 at Brussels, but this organization
devoid of executive power. Since a strong

was
and

organization would have
been a prerequisite for any serious struggle
against nationalism by the socialist parties, its
active international

absence

is

further indication that their prowas merely formal.

fession of internationalism

able influence in France

and

Italy.

In France,

make

little

headway with the trade unions because of syndicalist resistance.

The
cialist

great historical achievement of the SoInternational during the period between

1889 and 1914 consists in

its

having effectively

raised the self-consciousness, the standard of
living and the cultural level of the proletariat in
all the countries where it held the leadership of

the workers.

At the same time, however,

the

Second International spread an abstract and unrealistic dogmatism that was neither clearly
revolutionary nor outspokenly reformist. In
times of peace such a formal radicalism was in-

Socialist Parties
nocuous enough, for the strong bourgeois political power protected it from its own consequences. But socialist parties so oriented could
not withstand a serious crisis. This became apparent with the outbreak of the World War.
The collapse of the Second International in
1914 cannot be attributed to the inability of the
socialists to prevent the war, since they were in a
minority in all the belligerent nations and none
of the war cabinets was under socialist influence.
Nor can the socialist workers be condemned for
participating in the defense of their country:

Marx and Engels had never challenged the right
of national defense. Nevertheless, when the
socialist parties in Germany and France as well
and Belgium approved the war
and established a truce with their governments and the bourgeois parties, the daydream of radical intransigence vanished into
thin air. The party members were cut adrift
from their historical moorings, and the party
organizations themselves in this unaccustomed
situation became inert and followed meekly the
dictates of their governments. In Russia, on the
other hand, where the socialists had always puras in Austria

credits

sued a genuinely revolutionary goal, the majority
of the party opposed the government's war
policy. The Socialist party of Italy also re-

mained in the opposition; here, however, the
division of the bourgeois parties on the question
of entry into the war eased the problem for the
any case, with the German and
Austrian socialists ranged behind the Central
Powers and the French, English and Belgian
Socialists

socialists

tional

But

in

supporting the Entente, the Interna-

was shattered.

organization.

For the German and Austro-Hungarian bourgeois revolutions, which came in 1918 as a result
of the complete exhaustion of the masses, the

widespread yearning for peace and the discrediting of the reigning governments, the socialists
had done nothing to pave the way. Hence they

were hardly able to convert them into socialist
revolutions. It was purely a result of historical
circumstances that after the collapse of the
monarchy the leadership of the German Republic as well as of the new states of Austria,

C/echoslovakia and Hungary passed into their
hands In Russia after the bourgeois revolution
of February, 1917, the Alensheviks, or democratic socialists of the western European type,
joined the government of the short lived bourgeois republic. With the Bolshevik revolution of

October, however, the Menshevik party was
annihilated.

The

Bolshevik victory, with the resulting

party dictatorship and inauguration of state socialism, made a profound impression upon
workers all over the world. Lenin's call to the

workers of

all

nations to abandon the disin-

tegrated Second International and join the revolutionary Third International was received with

enthusiasm During 1919 and 1920 all the socialist parties except British Labour experienced
serious internal convulsions

As the war continued, however, certain groups
the socialists began to oppose the truce,
and the desire to resume the class struggle reemerged. This was particularly true in Ger-

among

many, where in 1915 the opponents of the truce
withdrew from the majority socialists and in
1917 formed the Independent Social Democratic
party. At conferences held at Zimmerwald and
Kienthal in Switzerland the
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on the world uprising
which he confidently expected would follow
the
World
War.
The
left Zimmerwaldians
upon
under Lenin's leadership attracted only a scattered following outside of the Bolsheviks, and
the Zimmerwald movement left no permanent
lutionaries fitted to carry

socialists

of the

neutral countries together with the Russians, the
Italians and the independent elements in Ger-

many, France and elsewhere sought to revive the
International. But the Zimmerwald movement
was itself lacking in unity. Whereas the majority
wished to reestablish the old International on
the basis of repudiation of the truce policy,
Lenin, who as early as 1914 had pronounced the
Second International dead, insisted upon the
creation of a Third International of active revo-

The

majority

of

France, Italy and

and disturbances.

the \vorkers

many

in

Germany,

smaller countries were

ready to adhere to the Third International,
which had discarded the compromised name
of socialist and called itself communist in the
spirit of 1848. That the apparently impossible
task of reviving the socialist parties and reconstructing the Second International was successfully performed in these circumstances must be

adopted by the Bolsheviks
Russian leaders had no desire

laid to the policy

themselves.

The

to create a free

community embracing

all

work-

They wished

rather to enjoy complete control of parties in other lands and to make them
serve the interests of the Russian state. For this
ers.

reason the Bolsheviks repelled the majority of
the socialist workers originally attracted to them

and were able to organize

into the

Communist

International only a minority of the international
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and groups
sympathized with the Third

International united to form the Vienna Inter-

pudiation of the old empire became transformed
into an equally abstract support of the new republic, of which they assumed the leadership on

and at the Hamburg Congress of 1923
they joined the other socialist parties in the
Labor and Socialist International, with head-

November 9, 1918. They came to identify themselves with that republic and thus were swallowed up in its catastrophic overthrow in 1933.

proletariat.

Many

which had

at first

socialist parties

national,

quarters

now

located at Zurich.

The

Interna-

Trade Unions, which had
been established before the war under socialist
leadership, was reorganized in 1919 at Amsterdam, where its central office was located until
1931 Afterward it was transferred to Berlin, and
tional Federation of

.

now

its

seat is in Paris.

In the history of the socialist parties the decade 192333 was marked by struggle against the

communists on the one hand and against the
bourgeois counter-revolutionary movements,
such as fascism and national socialism, on the

The pre-war
ism had to be abandoned by the
other.

its

perpetuation

munist
a

fell

parties.

new

and municipalities. The Social Democrats, however, still looked upon the erection of the democratic republic as an enormous achievement, a

and

tactical

foundation the

guild socialists, and the Austrians, the so-called
Austro-Marxists, who made the most important
contributions to these theoretical developments.

The socialist parties now emphatically proclaimed their intention to attain power only
through democratic means rather than through
the forcible dictatorship of a minority.

The

use

be permissible only when a
reactionary minority wrested power by violence
from the democratic-socialist majority of the

was said

although until 1933 the socialists continued to
share in the local administrations of the states

and
com-

socialists,

rather to the lot of the

socialists turned to pre-war revisionism for their
guiding principles. It was the English socialists,
carrying on the tradition of the Fabians and the

of force

since 1923 except for brief intervals the German
national government has been wholly bourgeois,

tradition of abstract radical-

In taking up the task of building

theoretical

This was the more ironical because the Social
Democrats had early lost their leadership of the
republic. The division between majority socialists and the independents until their union in
1922 and subsequently the rivalry between communists and socialists dissipated the force of the
socialist working classes. The bourgeoisie soon
recouped its powers under the republic, and

to

view which in

itself is entirely justified

At

all

times they remained ready to enter into coalitions with the bourgeois parties for the protection of the republic. As the bourgeois democratic
republic, unable either to ease the
tress or to achieve equality for

economic

dis-

Germany

in

progressively lost prestige
among large masses of the population, especially
within the middle classes, the mass hostility
foreign

relations,

also against the Social Democrats as the typical republican party. When the
National Socialist cabinet succeeded the military

came to be directed

Recognition of a constitutional monarchy, coali-

government of General Schleicher in January,
1933, they were not seizing power from the socialists and republicans: one bourgeois government merely succeeded another. Hitler's government proceeded to suppress completely first
the German Communist party and shortly
thereafter the Social Democratic party. It is

tion with bourgeois parties, participation on the
part of socialist ministers in bourgeois govern-

as to the future of

The

nation.

socialists

of

all

lands also openly

announced that they were working for reforms
within the framework of the capitalist society.

ments and approval of the budgets of capitalist
states, all came to be regarded as consistent with
socialist theory: the decision in each case was to
be made from a practical point of view. Yet decompromises the parties did not
renounce the objective of carrying on a definitive
struggle against the capitalist economic system
and setting up a socialist society.
spite all these

The

difficulty

which the

socialist

parties ex-

perienced in attempting to develop a realistic
and activist policy from one based on abstract
slogans

German

particularly well exemplified by the
Social Democrats. Their abstract re-

is

difficult at

present to offer any definite judgment

German

socialism.

During the post-war period the British Labour party developed from a virtually insiggroup into a powerful
by millions of supporters.

nificant parliamentary

organization backed
British

Labour had the great advantage of not

having gone through the school of the Second
International from 1889 to 1914. It therefore has
remained free from all the peculiar contradictions springing from the official Marxist dogmas
of the Second International. It suffered no em-

barrassment in formulating its attitude toward
nation and state, the struggle for power and
monarchy. At the same time it was in a better

Socialist Parries
most of the continental parties to
offer the masses a clear and precise
program of
socialization with a view to the formation of a
position than

socialist

society.

As a

result the

Communist

party in England is practically insignificant,
while with the collapse of the Liberal party after
the war Labour became and has remained the

second strongest party in the land. Its amazing
display of vigor in weathering its two great
crises
the unfortunate general strike of 1926
and in 1931 the electoral defeat and the withdrawal of MacDonald

is

added proof of

its vi-

tality.

In France the position of the
tually the

socialists is vir-

same as before the war. In the struggle

between the national bloc of the bourgeois right
and the radicals or the bourgeois left they often
hold the balance. On numerous occasions since
the war the French socialists have made strategic alliances with the bourgeois left and have
thus exerted an influence on the direction of

national policy. Although during 1919 and 1920
most of the French workers were in the Com-

munist camp, the socialists have since succeeded
in winning back the great majority. In the course
of the conflict between socialists

and commu-

the French trade unions were split into two
groups, the socialist and the communist-synnists

dicalist.

In Italy the entire

Third International

the

may open

socialist

party entered the
but as the

after the war,

While they appeared revoluenough to arouse the apprehensions of
the bourgeoisie, they were not sufficiently so to
carry through the actual seizure of power. This
was but a recurrence of the old dilemma of the
tragic fate.

tionary

pre-war Second International. Hence both soand communism in Italy have been
annihilated since 1920 by the Fascists. Only
cialism

small groups of Italian socialist and

communist

e'migr^s remain.

way

for a stronger

socialist influence.

In Spain following the establishment of the
republic in 1931 the socialists participated in the
coalition government until the end of
1933.

Their position, however, is difficult, since the
majority of the Spanish proletariat still sympathize with the syndicalists. The socialist
parties have a greater influence in the Scandinavian countries, in Belgium and Holland, in
Switzerland and in Czechoslovakia. In Austria
the

socialists
successfully controlled the administration of the city of Vienna from
1918

struggled hard to protect the
constitution against the
powerful bourgeois groups of Christian Socialists, National Socialists and the Heimwehr. But
until 1934.

They

democratic national

in February, 1934, after an armed
uprising of
workers, the Austrian Socialist party was sup-

pressed.
In the industrialized countries where socialism has won over the majority of the industrial

workers, the combined vote of socialists and
communists during the last decade has ordinarily averaged about 30 or 40 percent of the
total number of ballots cast. This was true in

England,

Austria,

Czechoslovakia,

Denmark, Sweden and

in

there were free elections.

result of a dispute with Moscow the majority of
the party later withdrew. The Italian socialists

had a
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ministration

Germany

The

Belgium,
so long as

striking uniform-

ity of this percentage reveals the fact that the
socialists have failed to attract
any sections of the

population outside of the working classes. In the
industrialized nations the majority of
the population consists of employees but not of

modern

factory workers alone.

Among

other types of

employee groups clerks, civil servants, craftsmen and agricultural workers socialism has had
slight success. Judging by past experience it is
virtually impossible for the socialists to grasp
if they must
rely solely on the
industrial proletariat. The Bolshevik revolution
in Russia was able to succeed only
through an

control of the state

In the United States the numerical influence
of the socialists is no greater than before the
World War. Socialistic ideas have undoubtedly
become diffused to a certain extent among the

workers with peasants.
In Asia the leadership of the working class
movement after the war fell into the hands of the
communists, but in the last few years the Communist International has declined in Asia as well

intellectuals of the country; but at the presidenelection of 1932, which came at the height of

as elsewhere.
Although it is still impossible to
predict the future of the labor movement Li the

the economic crisis, only a small percentage of
the voters supported the Socialist candidate.
The Communist party is even weaker, while the

leading Asiatic countries, significant socialist
tendencies are to be found in Japan, particularly

alliance of

tial

Farmer-Labor party has

also collapsed except

within the state of Minnesota. Nevertheless, the
ideas and achievements of the Roosevelt ad-

among the intellectuals. In

Australia the opposi-

tion to the bourgeoisie is the powerful Labour
party, which belongs to no international. Similar

smaller but also influential

Labour

parties are
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found in
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New Zealand and South Africa as well Berlin 1929), tr. by II. J. Stenning as Social Struggles,

in Ireland.

Argentina has long had a

socialist party,

and

and revolutionary leaders in the other
South American countries have not infrequently
professed adherence to socialism. It is, however,
difficult to ascertain to what extent such declarations really emanate from a labor movement.
Mexico is controlled by a powerful workers' and
peasants' movement which is carrying out a
revolutionary reconstruction of society but
which does not belong to any international.
military

The communism

of the

Moscow

variety is
today politically powerful only in Russia. The

only other country where the Communist party
still has some influence is Czechoslovakia. Sopresent suppressed in Russia, Italy,
Germany and Austria, but the parties in France,
England and the smaller European countries
cialism

is at

and the prospects

in Asia

and America make

it

a significant international power. Present day
socialism represents a continuation of the prestill

war Second International only in a formal sense.
Actually the International under English and
French direction is quite different from the old
International controlled by Russians and Ger-

mans

A

socialist international

of the English

and French type may be expected to depart
further and further from the stereotyped Marxist
dogmas, which never gained a foothold in
England and exerted very slight influence in
France. This does not imply that it will renounce true Marxism, which is thoroughly undogmatic and realistic. The socialist parties will
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future of socialism thus rests with

the democratic and intellectually independent
parties of the West.
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development and is at the
same time the means of carrying capitalism to
ultimate point and of bringing about its
internal processes of

its

supersession by a socialist system; in the latter
the class divisions characteristic of capitalist
society will disappear in a classless society cor-

responding to the completely socialized character of the productive system.

The word socialization, however, is more
commonly employed not in this wider sociological connotation,

has

been employed in its first and widest sense in
Marxist sociology. In his account of the historical evolution of society Marx defined the characteristic of the modern development of the

productive powers as the progressive socialization of the processes of industry and manufacture. A>s industrialism advances, it involves a

rapidly growing degree of cooperation among
the individuals engaged in production. The division of labor is the first form of this cooperation,
which proceeds to a second stage with the subdivision of labor in "manufacture," that
capitalist organization of

is,

handwork before the

days of machinery, and to a still further stage
in the "machmofacture," which begins with the
industrial revolution.

The workman under both

manufacture and machmofacture

is

increasingly

converted from a complete producer with a
product of his own into a "detail laborer," whose

work has

significance only in relation to a cooperative group; while even the separate factories
and industries built up on a basis of this pro-

ductive cooperation come to possess significance
only in relation to the wider interchange of

products in the
the last resort

economic system as a whole. In

Marx holds that the capitalist
system in its final and absolute phase can best
be regarded as producing only one congealed
mass of commodities possessing a single unified
value derived from the combined labor of a

mass of workers whose activity has been
completely socialized. This growth of socializasingle

but with certain narrower

meanings relating to the actual forms of industrial ownership and control. In this connection
it is used in at least three distinct senses, which
are nevertheless often confused. In the first place
it is

employed

zation; that

loosely as equivalent to nationali-

is,

the assumption by the state of

the ownership of industry, whether this assumption comes about by direct expropriation of the
capitalists or is
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tion in the productive processes is forced upon
capitalism by the inherent necessities of its own

accompanied by some form of

compensation. In another sense the word socialization is sometimes contrasted with nationalization, as it often was among British Marxists
before the

World War, who used

it

to

mean

nationalization without compensation, whereas
they regarded the word nationalization as iden*ified

with the piecemeal methods of nationali-

zation with compensation associated with the
British Labour party. In yet another sense the

word

socialization has

been used to mean some-

thing wider than nationalization, as including
forms of public or quasi-public ownership other
than direct ownership by the state. Thus before
the war

it was often used to include municipalization as well as nationalization, and sometimes
it was broadened to include cooperative owner-

ship regarded as a form of social ownership
complying with the requirements of a socialized
economic system. Since the war it has been
applied also to forms of ownership of industry
not directly by the state, but by public boards
or corporations established under the authority
of the sts>*e and amenable to public control and
regulation.

With the growing

controversies concerning

the forms of socialist ownership and control of
industry, this last application of the word has

become

particularly

important.

Its

German

equivalent, Sozialisierung, was widely used in
connection with the discussions of the post-war

commissions in Germany and AusBoth the German Social Democratic group
headed by Karl Kautsky and the Anstrians led
socialization

tria.
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by Otto Bauer were opposed to direct state
management of industries and advocated the
placing of socialized industries and services
under some form of representative council or
commission, including side by side with state
nominees representatives of the consumers and
producers and sometimes also of the technical
and managerial personnel. This question was
debated extensively by the
zation
a form

first

German

Sociali-

Commission

in 1919, which worked out
of organization for the mining industry

based on tripartite control by representatives of
the workers, the management and the community.

The second German

Socialization

Com-

mission under Rathenau's influence proposed a

commission of four

parties, including represen-

presented a plan in less detail for the nationalization of the railways

on

a basis

which would

have given the railway trade unions at least half
the seats on the proposed
managing body; and
in the scheme for the coordination of the railways put forward on behalf of the government
by Sir Eric Geddes in 1920 it was proposed to
give the workers representation on the directorates of the grouped main line railways, which
were, however, to remain under private ownership. This offer was rejected by the railway trade
unions, which were not prepared to participate
in management under private
ownership and
preferred the scheme for negotiating Whitley
councils and for a statutory wages board that
\vas
subsequently embodied in the Railways Act

tatives of the

of 1921.

ers

in connection with the railways that
sharp difference of opinion on the subject of socialization appeared within the trade
union movement in Great Britain. While the
National Union of Railwaymen, by far the

managers of local mines, the workand officials, the consumers and the state.
Meanwhile other German writers, notably Rudolf Wissell and Otto Neurath, worked out a
plan known as the "economic scheme" for the
social control of all industries in accordance
with a planned arrangement of production and
distribution but without actual public owner-

ship. Kautsky, advocating public ownership although not direct state control, criticized this
plan vigorously in his book Die proletarische

Revolution,

Meanwhile in France the Confederation Gedu Travail had worked out its scheme of

nerale

nationalisation

industrialisee,

whereby

it

pro-

posed to exclude the state from an actual share
in the control of industry and to hand over its
conduct to representative organizations of the
producers, technicians and managers, under a
form of public control. The guild socialists in

It

the

was

first

largest union in the service, advocated a representative council on which the trade unions

would have

at least half

Clerks' Association,

the seats, the Railway

which enrols the

clerical

and supervisory grades, advocated the socialization of the railways in respect of ownership but
also supervision by a full time
expert board of
a non-representative character. This conUoversy again came to the fore during the tenure
of office of the second British Labour govern-

ment between 1929 and 1931, in connection
with Herbert Morrison's bill (which has since
become an act as modified by the subsequent
National government) for the socialization of

Great Britain had developed even more far
reaching schemes for the completely functional

transport. Morrison proposed to place the coordinated passenger trans-

control of socialized industries and services, and
some echo of these proposals was heard in the

port service, which was to pass into public
ownership with compensation to the previous

such projects as the Plumb
Plan for the management of the railroads. In
Great Britain the miners also elaborated and

jected the

United States

in

placed before the Coal Commission of 1919 a
detailed project for the socialization of their

London passenger

owners, under a salaried expert board and redemands of the trade unions concerned for representation on this body, on the
inter
alia that if the trade union claim
ground

industry on a basis of public ownership and
administration by a council of which the Miners'

were admitted, it would be impossible to exclude
claims for representation from other groups,
such as the municipalities, and even perhaps

Federation of Great Britain was to appoint half
the members, the other half to be appointed
by
the state to represent the technical and admin-

from the former shareholders. Over this issue
un active conflict arose within the British trade
union movement, and at the Labour party con-

istrative grades.

Under this scheme there was
be a coal consumers' council, but this
body was to be advisory and was to have no

ference of 1932 further proposals for the sociali-

also to

zation of the electricity and transport services
were referred back for reconsideration in the

actual managerial or administrative functions.

light of the trade

The

tion

National Union of Railwaymen likewise

union demand for representaupon the administrative boards.

Socialization
It is clear,

however, that this controversy

go as
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toward excluding all forms
interference and to retain as many

far as possible

applies only to the question of direct workers'

zf political

representation on the managing bodies and not
to the proposed form of socialized undertakings

of the features of private enterprise and business
management as they can. Thus in Great Britain

in itself. It is

now

generally accepted

among

Great Britain, Geimany and
France that the actual conduct of socialized industries and services should in most cases be
entrusted not to government departments, but
to special *d hoc boards or commissions set up
under the authority of the state. It is a moot
point how far these boards or commissions
should be representative of the actual workers
engaged in the various services or of the consumers or of any other special groups, and further how far they should be amenable to political
socialists alike in

On

point British opinion has
commonly rejected the plan favored by the German socialists immediately after the war, of
control.

the

first

giving representation to consumers' groups on
the managing boards, on the ground that boards
consisting partly of producers' and partly of
consumers' representatives would be likely to

take an unduly sectional point of view and to
prove inefficient in the business of day to day

management. The trade unions continue

to

the British Broadcasting Corporation and the
Central Electricity Board, both statutory bodies
set up for the control of services under
public
authority, are kept as far as possible outside
parliamentary or governmental interference.

Both these bodies, it should be noted, although
they are definitely forms of socialization, were
established by Conservative governments. In the
case of the London Passenger Transport Act
the Labour government's proposal that the managing board should he appointed by the minister

of transport was altered when the bill was taken
over by the national government into a scheme

whereby the members of the board are appointed by a non-political body of trustees so as
exclude

to

all

forms of

political interference.

Thus

the dividing line between socialist and
capitalist schemes ot socialization seems to de-

pend mainly on the degree to which

political

intervention in the affairs of the socialized industries

The

is

admitted.

illustrations given

above are of course

press hard for direct producers' representation
on the boards, but in some quarters a distinction

instances in which certain particular industries
have been more or less completely socialized

a small, full time
is drawn between two bodies
managing board of experts formed on a nonrepresentative basis and a wider council or com-

within a system under which the great mass of
industries continues to be conducted under conditions of private ownership and control. In

mission of part time members, with power to
override the smaller board in matters of policy,
on which the workers would be strongly repre-

many

These two bodies would correspond to
some extent to the board of directors and the

sented.

"council of oversight" of a

German joint

stock

company.

On the question of political control there have
been strong differences of opinion. The socialists are for the most part in favor of the appointment of managing bodies by the state, even if
the state acts to some extent only as a ratifying

body

The

for nominations
state, it is held,

made by

outside groups.

should have the right of

ultimate appointment and dismissal. Most sohold that the boards or commissions

cialists also

of socialized industries ought to be responsible
to a minister and to the cabinet, and that this is
especially necessary

if

socialized services are to

be brought together as parts of any compreheneconomic plan. Non-socialists, on
the other hand, even where they admit the
necessity of some measure of socialization of any
particular industry or service, generally wish to
sive national

countries there has been since 1928 a

considerable advance of state control over indus-

and even of positive

socialization of particuindustries or services. Apart from Soviet
Russia this process has gone furthest in Ger-

try
lar

many, where even before the depression the
state had already become a partner in a large
number of industrial and similar enterprises and
where during the depression state participation
in private industry advanced much further. This
was especially true as the financial difficulties of
the banks, the steel industry and various other
industries and services compelled the state to
step in and provide them with fresh capital,
while assuming a large share in their actual conThe German railways were indeed in form
denationalized under the Dawes plan of 1924,

trol.

as the Italian railways

were denationalized by

Mussolini. But even denationalized railways remain necessarily under a large measure of state
control, so that the change is in the form of a
transfer from direct state management to man-

agement through a public utility corporation
rather than from socialization back to private
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enterprise. It is even said that the British railways under the Railways Act of 1921 are already

of socialization, whether achieved directly under
state auspices or through the recognition of the

half nationalized, as the Bank of
and most other central banks are more

movement as an agency of socialiregarded as indispensable in order that
the socialist state may be able to undertake and

more than
England

than half nationalized, although their ownership
remains in private hands. In Great Britain even
the coal industry, while remaining privately

owned, has been brought under a form of

state

control in the shape of a compulsory cartel,
largely on the German model.

There

however, a wide difference between
the extensions of state control in these forms or
even the complete socialization of certain particular enterprises and the complete change of
economic system which the socialist idea of
is,

socialization envisages. Thus in Soviet Russia,
socialization has assumed a defi-

where alone

nitely socialist form, although all industries were
not taken over at once, all basic industries passed
speedily into the hands of the state; small scale

cooperative

zation,

is

carry through a comprehensive economic plan
a national scale as a foundation for col-

upon

lective

arrangements with other countries for

the interchange of goods and services. Until
recently socialist thought, except in Russia, was
concentrated mainly upon the problem of socializing particular industries, with the idea of

making a beginning with certain of the basic
industries and services, such as coal, electricity
and the main forms of transport. But of late
two factors have combined to widen the socialist
conception of the immediate requirements of
the policy of socialization. In the first place, a
growing number of

capitalist industries have
fallen into difficulties which seem to demand

collective reorganization; and in
face of the reluctance of these industries to re-

enterprise has been progressively reduced in
scope under the two Five-Year plans and is in

some form of

process of gradual elimination. Moreover a real
progress has been made with the socialization of
Russian agriculture, partly through actual state

organize themselves or because of their lack of
the necessary powers there has been an increasing tendency among socialists to insist that the

under

farming but mainly through collective farming
state control. Communists regard this
policy of socializing small scale industry and

them

peasant agriculture as vital to the completion
of socialism in Russia, because they hold that

building, engineering and textiles. Secondly, the
adoption and partially successful execution in
Soviet Russia of the first Five- Year Plan have

the socialist attitude of mind can be developed
only under conditions of socialized economic
a country in their
living. The socialization of
view is far more than the socialization of its
industries;

the entire

it

involves the radical socialization of

way of life of its

people.

In other countries where peasant systems are
strong socialists, in their endeavor to secure an

adequate following among the masses, have been
promise the peasant immunity
from interference with his holding. The French
socialists, for example, have repudiated all idea
far readier to

of bringing the land under any actual form of
collective cultivation.

The German

have been divided on

this issue

ought to assume control rather than leave
in private hands after reorganization. This
applies to such industries as iron and steel, shipstate

had a notable influence on all phases of economic
They have induced
non-socialists to set to work on schemes whereby
national planning can be introduced on a basis
of continued private ownership of industry; and
they have led socialists to think less in terms ofthe
socialization of certain particular industries and
services and far more in terms of the assumption
by an incoming socialist government of powers
wide enough to enable it to embark simultaneously on measures of socialization over a very
wide field, and to apply drastic forms of state
opinion in other countries.

socialists

control to those industries left for the time being

but have re-

in private ownership. Above all, a growing body
of socialist opinion has held that the first step
toward a constructive introduction of socialism

garded the collectivization of agriculture as
coming, if at all, only late in the process of socialist evolution. To whatever school of thought

major industries and services as productive
agencies and contemplate the state control of
such industries as are not directly socialized

by other than revolutionary means must be the
complete socialization of the banking and financial system, including not only the central bank
but also the deposit banks and the other leading
financial agencies concerned with the provision
both of short term credit and of long term

through the socialization of the processes of
marketing and purchase of materials. This form

capital for investment. This socialized control of
the financial machine has been increasingly re-

they belong, however, socialists think at least in
terms of the progressive socialization of all

Socialization
garded as the key to the entire process of socialization in industry as a whole.

The

core of meaning

common

to

all

these
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equivalent of the English word society. In so far
as man was thought of as anything more than a
biological organism he was, in Aristotle's phrase,
a "political" animal, that is, he was thought of as

senses in which the term socialization has been
used goes back to the wider Marxian use; for

participating in the

the plans and ideas is the conception
of a social system developing steadily toward a
higher degree of integration, which brings with
it a growing socialization of the processes of

membership in the polls constituted his humanity. There is no modern institution corresponding exactly to the polls. Like the modern
state it was a territorial unit and as such it held

production and therewith of the services of the
actual workers, manual, technical and administrative. The socialization of any particular indusis thus retry or indeed of industry as a whole

jurisdiction over

garded not as a deliberate and artificial creation,
but as the realization in the field of economic

tion were to a certain extent outside

basic to

all

life

of a polls; essentially his

all residents within its borders;
scope was far broader, for it combined
state, church and society. Only the family and
the individualistic aspect of economic acquisi-

but

its

its

domain.

They were regarded by the Greeks as of second-

policy of the inherent necessities of the general
course of historical evolution in the modern

ary importance largely because the individual
did not in the modern sense constitute a being

world.

with his
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Plato carried these principles to their fullest

development.
Later Greek thought, concurrent with the
breakdown of the polis, developed a far
more individualistic conception of social life.
The individual, especially in the stoic doctrine,
had an independent position of his own. On the
logical

actual
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other hand, the objective law to which he was
obliged to conform was no longer that peculiar
to his native polis but expressed the natural order
of the whole universe. With this cosmopolitan

conception there became fused the developing
doctrines of the Roman law, which, while
possessing essentially the same objective and
supermdividual conception of the polls as the
theories, from a very early date left room
for a jealously guarded sphere of private interest,

Greek

untouched by public authority, on the part of the
individual paterfamilias. The fusion of the two

A

possible the later Roman stoic conception
of the civilized world as constituting a single
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SOCIETY may be regarded as the most general
term referring to the whole complex of the relations of man to his fellows. In an attempt to
arrive at a n>ore precise definition the present
article will discuss the main trends of social

thought in the West as they bear on the concept.

In the Greek language there

made

is

no actual

all

The final extension of Roman citizen-
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secondary place in the Roman conception and
were considered strictly subordinate to the state.
Christianity
individualistic

element. In

brought
world of

its

social

into

this

absolutist-

late antiquity

aspect

it

was

a
at

new
once

transcendental, umversahstic and individualistic. Its universalism fitted in admirably with the

spirit

Roman private
law. Its transcendentalism, on the other hand,
gave men a set of values entirely outside of and,

hierarchy of groups, orders and estates which
formed a gradual transition from the purely
carnal to the purely spiritual.

from the Christian point of view, superior to
everything in this life. While the predominant

ground

early Christian development accepted the existing social order as necessary and enjoined men

eternal law, both revealed and natural, was the
measure of all things, that all authority and all

to "render unto Caesar the things which are
Caesar's," it insisted even more strongly that

society

life of the individual was to
be kept apart from and above all worldly things.
It thus gave the individualistic aspect of the
social thought of late antiquity a deeper transcendental foundation than had any of the pagan

troversies were over the question whether there
were one or two channels by which that authority
was transmitted to human hands. According to
the extreme papahsts the pope was the sole im-

cosmopolitanism of stoicism and

*

especially coercion in the institutions of slavery,

property and the state. Mediaeval thought first
worked out the conception of human society as
essentially an expression of Christian principles.
At the same time this was possible, given the

the inner religious

theories. Especially in its more ascetic leanings
it could under certain circumstances radically

undermine secular authority.
At the same time the fact that the predominant
development of Christianity was toward the organization of a sacramental church added a further complication. Not only were individuals re-

original Christian dualism of the worlds of the
and of the flesh, only on the basis of a

With regard
for

to the first aspect

all

it

was common

mediaeval thinkers that the

principles of justice came from God. Human
was a single organized unit under these

principles, the respublica Christiana.

mediate representative of

God on

The

con-

earth, while

the secular authorities were in effect merely
branches of the church. The most extreme expression of this view was put forward by some of
the canon lawyers who, having transferred to the
church the unitary conception of authority derived from the Roman law, could think of other
authorities only as delegated by this one supreme

independent of the politico-legal order
of the Roman state, but that religious independence was organized in and supervised by a highly
integrated group structure which could in no
case accede to the doctrine of Roman law that

hand, was that the emperor and through him all
secular authorities were sanctioned directly by
God without the church as an intermediary. In

corporations derived their right of existence
from the sanction of the state. Hence-

sovereign

ligiously

solely

forward

was

authority.

The

imperialist view,

on the other

neither case was pope or emperor thought of as
the modern sense, but both were

m

scarcely any longer possible, at
a Catholic Christian basis, to think in

subject to the eternal law, however independent
of earthly superiors they might be. The idea of

terms of the simple dichotomy of pagan antiquity, between individual and state. The raising of the problem of church and state, which

any human authority as empowered to legislate,
that is, to lay down the fundamentals of social
organization, was not mediaeval.
In the other mam aspect of mediaeval society
and thought, that of its hierarchical group structure, the principal influence appears to have
come from Germanic conceptions of group relations. The rigid dualism of individual and uni-

least

on

it

was

to dominate social thought for nearly a
thousand years, was the first major break in the
old identification of man's total social relations
with the political unit to which he owed allegiance.

In two fundamental respects mediaeval social
thought differed from that of antiquity, even in
its latest Christian
phase. The latter remained in
its peculiar sense
strictly dualistic. Society belonged in the realm of the flesh, with the sole
exceptions of the Christian church and the extent to which on a private level the individual

an opportunity for
the practise of Christian charity. But the emphasis was on the non-Christian, sinful aspects,
utilized his social relations as

tary single group was foreign to feudal law,
which dealt rather in terms of a hierarchy of in-

dependent units, each with real personality, extending from the individual at one end, through
a whole series of corporate groups village community, guild, commune, estate, monastic order,
to the
ecclesiastical chapter and kingdom
supreme groups of church and empire at the
summit. Just as in mediaeval property law the
dominium of one person did not exclude that of
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others in the

same

of the individual

thing, so the real personality

human being, an indispensable

axiom of

Christianity, did not exclude the
simultaneous attribution of personality to a
plurality of group relations in which he partici-

disharmony between the
bureaucratic hierarchy of the church and the
feudal hierarchy of the secular sphere, both in
fact and in theory. This was the more evident
the more strenuously the papal claims were
genuine structural

pushed.

Moreover the

rigid dualism of antiquity was
further repudiated in that not only were the

individual and the Christian church given positive religious sanction, but this was extended in
greater or less degree to all the main groupings

of mediaeval society. To be sure, the principle
of its extension was not that of equal merit but
of a hierarchical order extending from the mere
village community of peasants at the bottom to
the rigorous monastic communities at the top,
on a religious scale. Furthermore it was extended

in such a

way

as to confirm the general tradilife. But even this relativ e

At the same time the growth of nationalism

brought early modern theories more and more
into line with those of antiquity. This movement

was accelerated by the extent to which monarchs

made use

viduals

sanction was possible only because of a great

become

The "great soimperial times, which had
largely broken down, was replaced by a society
based in the main on relationships of personal
in actual social relations

ciety" of

Roman

even though socially sanctioned, which
opened a far wider opportunity for the exercise
of the Christian virtues than had hitherto been
loyalty,

available.

And

anything which,

like

much

of

of the revived learning in the

Roman

law to justify their continual attacks on the
powers of the great feudal estates and corporations. The result was an increasing tendency
toward the conception of an absolute state on the
one hand and a society of independent indi-

tionalism of mediaeval

change

at

the expense of feudalism gradually eliminated
the relativity of the true mediaeval hierarchy and

other. Christianity, however, had
far too deeply embedded in European
for the development ever to revert com-

on the

thought

pletely to the Greek idea of absorption of the
individual in the state On the contrary, an in-

creasingly important place was given to a theory
of the natural rights of individuals. The main

trend was thus against the kind of absolutism
which left no room for the independent rights of
individuals

and on the whole more and more

feudal warfare, did not exactly fit this religious
schema was often attributed to the ever present

against any absolutism at all. ^^
The irreducible independence of the Catholic

element of carnal sm.
The mediaeval synthesis, which reached

church remained the principal obstacle in the
way of the completion of this process of the
elimination of the quasi-independent groups
between the individual and the state. The Reformation brought a change in the situation in this
its
respect both in fact and in thought by

its

highest degree of rationalization in the thought
of Thomas Aquinas, contained, however, significant elements of instability.

The most impor-

tant lay in the extent to which from a very early
time mediaeval thinkers had been dependent on

the conceptual tools inherited from antiquity,
above all in the Roman law and in Aristotle.

This was evident first in the conception of the
church built up by the canon lawyers. Not only
was the church conceived as a power at least

repudiation of the sacramental church. Protestantism did not cast aside the conception of an
organized church as such, but it radically altered
its
sociological status. Nor did it reject the essentially mediaeval ideal of a Christian society;
in some respects it carried it even farther. The

movement

independent of if not sovereign over the state,
but it came to be regarded as having a structure

various branches of the Protestant

radically different from that of the secular
mediaeval hierarchy of groups. There was only
one source of authority which flowed from the

respects. Once the independent sacramental
church was eliminated, the organized aspect of
religion began to fall into line with one or the
other of the two elements into which contemporary thought was dividing secular society, the

papacy down through the various ranks of the
ultimately reaching the parish
other element had independence in

organization,
priest.
its

No

own right. And even when the

ism was challenged,
fashion in the

name

papal absolut-

was generally in Roman
of the united body of the

it

church as a whole, as in the conciliar movement,
and not of the several organs. Thus there was a

came

to essentially different results in these

state or the plurality of

independent individuals.

branch, which laid emphasis on
the purely subjective and emotional state of
penitence, had little place for a direct Christian

The Lutheran

on daily life even in matters close to
and tended to place all organization in

influence
religion
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the hands of the secular prince ruling by divine
right. This trend was accentuated by the
Lutheran tendency to renew the radical dualism

Thus Calvinism and the Protestant sects may
be said substantially to have completed a process
which had been going on since classical an-

of early Christianity without the complication of
the sacramental church. All organization even
though divinely sanctioned belongs to the

values in this world, and with them the bulk of
culture, from the state to the individual. This

world of sin. The individual's attitude toward it
is one of passive
acceptance of authority and
tradition, since these are ordained of God, but
he reserves his inner religious life in a world
apart. Only in a modified sense could Lutheranism be said to hold that society could or should
be radically Christianized.
At the other extreme stand the radical
Protestant sects, Baptists, Quakers and others,
which stem from a long history of sect move-

ments prior to the Reformation. These hold that
there is no objective institutional church structure at all, and that such religious organization
as exists is entirely in the form of voluntary associations

of true believers without coercive

authority of any kind. In the literal interpretation of the evangelical ethics this hostility to

tended in some cases to
be extended to all authority whatever. Thus the
radical sects carried the implications of the
ecclesiastical authority

individualistic side of Christianity to the ex-

treme and were among the most important forerunners of modern anarchism.

tiquity, the transfer of the locus of religious

process

The

may be divided into three main stages.
Greco-Roman cosmopolitanism cre-

later

ated a sphere for the individual outside the state
without giving it a religious content. Early
Christianity then removed religious values from
the state but largely to embody them in the
sacramental church, in which, to be sure, the
individual retained a highly important position.
Finally, the Protestant repudiation of the church

passed these values on to the individual. This
accentuated the tendency to look upon the state

and every other

social

grouping as essentially

instrumental in the realization of individual
in the radical individualism

values, culminating

of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
After the close of the religious struggles fol-

lowing the Reformation there came a pronounced secularization of social thought. Man
in relation to his fellows was no longer thought
of in terms of his relations to an eternal law,
transcendently ordained by a personal God. The

phase of secularized thought did not, howdepart radically from this fundamental
thought form. In place of the law of God was put
a law of nature, a conception which had been
taken over from later antiquity and incorporated
first

ever,

Calvinism was in most respects midway between these two wings. Sharing with the sects
the attempt to remodel the sinful world into the
kingdom of God on earth, it could not subscribe

into Christian thought,

where

it

performed the

to the Lutherans' passive acceptance of things
as they were. Nor could it accept their turning of

highly important function of supplementing the
revealed law. Now it became again an inde-

authority, religious or moral, over to a secular
government. In so far as Calvinism was domi-

pendent standard of

nant

tem

therefore tended toward a theocratic sysof discipline, as in Geneva in Calvin's time,
it

where the secular government was thought of as
merely an instrument in the hands of the church
in its attempt to realize the kingdom. But when

human

institutions. It

still

retained the character of changelessness and
eternity which it had held from the beginning;

there was one law of nature for

As

it

emerged

into

all

times and

independence in the

the Calvinistic churches could not control the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, however,
the conception of an order of nature had a

secular authorities, they tried above all to avoid
being controlled by them and were pushed more

culiar character of the later phases of Christian

and more in the

thought from which

direction of the radical sects

and

of the separation of church and state. The ascetic
branches of Protestantism, especially Calvinism,

strongly individualistic cast because of the peit had emerged. It focused
on a doctrine of natural rights, of the liberties of
man which should not be interfered with by

have thus thrown the main weight of their

human

ethical sanction into the activities of the indi-

by which

vidual in the sphere of his private relations. In
particular the concept of the "calling" as a field
for proving one's state of grace has served to

promote individualism and to emphasize the
ethical value of economic activities.

institutions or authorities.
institutions

The

standard

were measured was

largely
negative; they were criticized in so far as they
were held to violate these natural rights.

With the

shift of

emphasis in the interpretafrom the norma-

tion of the idea of natural order
tive to the explanatory,

which was already strong
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Hobbes and Locke, who were concerned

in the physical science of the seventeenth century

like

and was making

primarily with the relation of the individual to
the state, at the same time laid the foundations
of the individualistic theory of social relation-

itself felt in

the social realm in

the work of such thinkers as Hobbes, it was easy
for this individualism of natural rights to pass
over into utilitarianism and thus to introduce a
relativism in the realm of individual
sentially

From

unknown

wants

es-

to previous social thought.
view society became the

this point of

mechanism whereby individual wants, conceived
to vary at random with no common standard,
could be satisfied in the greatest possible degree
under the existing conditions of human life.
Social relations were thus reduced to the level of

means

to individual satisfactions. All idea of

was abandoned;
but on the other hand an element of determinintroduced
ism of a different sort was
by the
analysis of the nature and extent of the limitaessentially normative control

imposed on action by the conditions, the
external environment and man's inherited nature under which it took place. Pushed to its
final logical conclusion this determinism in
terms of conditions ended up in the positivism
tions

later nineteenth century, completely
eliminating the relativism of the earlier utilitarianism. This view of society as simply a phase
of deterministic nature has, down to quite recent

of the

times at

among

least,

grown progressively in importance

had tended
organized groups and finally even the
state of any but an instrumental value, the preships. Since previous developments

to rob

all

dominant conception of society came to be that
of a plurality of individuals entering into relations of contract for the promotion of their own
personal interests.

The most prominent

On this secularized,

individualistic basis there

have been two great phases of social thought.
The one, on the whole earlier in time, was concerned primarily with the individual's relation

is

that of

The

earlier laissez faire individualists pictured a

society consisting solely of these independent
individual units. Since conditions of peace and
substantial equality in exchange were assumed,
the center of this society came to lie in economic

The peak of influence of this view lay
in the classical economics of the first half of the
relations.

nineteenth century. A further element was the
voluntary association entered into by contract.
The more radical contract theorists conceived
of the state in these terms, and voluntary cooperation on the level of means was besides exchange the other principal mode of carrying out
individual aims through the medium of relations
to others.

theorists.

relationship

exchange, which results from the division of labor and is entered into for mutual advantage.

On the whole,

however, the exchange

relationship has predominated in this type of

thought.

to the organized state, the

"The most modern development of social
thought and with it of the concept of society has
been largely in reaction to this individualistic

obligation.

utilitarian tradition.

poles. The
ural rights,

problem of political
This has tended to end up at two
first
in terms of natone tendency,
then of individual utility, has looked

upon the state merely as a contracted instrument
for the protection or promotion of individual
rights or interests. The other, in terms of the

modern

doctrine of sovereignty in particular,

Greco-Roman qualitative
state over the individual and,

lam

in the

One main

Darwinian movement and of psychological

tionary process. In particular,

supremacy of the

especially

eternal law whatever.
trine

was

While

in

Hobbes this doc-

in its relativity narrowly limited

by the

influ-

anti-

intellectualism society has come to be thought of
as simply the human phase of the organic evolu-

has reaffirmed the

especially in its later utilitarian form, has conceived of a state absolved from obedience to any

alternative has

emphasis on the determining

ence of the limiting conditions of individual action. In this direction under the influence of the

human

conflict,

economic competition, has been

in-

terpreted as a special case of the biological
struggle for existence. This movement accounts
for a large part of the social thought of the later

nineteenth and the earlier twentieth century.

difficulty of maintaining the conditions of mere
order and security, in Rousseau the positive

This positivistic and in some
dividualistic trend of thought has,

aspect became much more prominent. Each
state has its own general will, and whatever it

only one of the two important modern move-

wills is right.

On the other hand,
and more

thought was turned more

to the relations of individual to indi-

vidual within civil society.

The same

theorists,

ways

also in-

however, been

ments in reaction against utilitarianism. Men
have never ceased to think that in some sense
social groupings constitute more than a mere
sum of individuals and must be thought of as
possessing in

some sense independent

reality
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There have, however, been many

different in-

than in the

state itself in

something

like a

con-

and of

sensus, explicit or implicit, of the members of
the community. With Rousseau's conception of

Attention was originally concentrated on the
and the first important version of modern
social realism is to be found in the modern doc-

will as a point of departure, the coercion of a
sovereign authority has come to be seen as only
one means of enforcing on the individual the

trine of sovereignty. The aspect on which emphasis is placed here is the phenomenon of coercive authority, which no individual can legitimately exercise over another in ordinary con-

supremacy of common ideals and attitudes. In
fact it is moral authority which is held to be

terpretations of the nature of this reality
its relation to individuals.

state,

relations. Even the most extreme
modern adherents of this line of thought do not

tractual

idea
necessarily exclude the essentially Christian

of an inviolable sphere of individual personality.
Bodin, generally regarded as the founder of the

considered the sovereign as bound
by an eternal law of nature in the normative
sense. When that limitation was dropped, there
was introduced a fundamental element of reladoctrine,

still

tivism, which played a very important part in
subsequent social thought. Each sovereign unit
represented a specific synthesis which did not
have to coincide with that of any other. This is

the essential type of relativism which, although
not necessarily bound to the state, has been
maintained down to the present by the anti-

fundamental, since without its general backing
the majority the coercion of the state
cannot in the long run be effective and interests
cannot be made to conform. The secondary im-

among

portance of state coercion has been illuminated
further by the recognition of the relatively effective functioning of social

organized state machinery.

historical background of the
development of the most modern conception of
and
the
main
elements in the thought of
society
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
lies in positivism and idealism. The former is of

much

greater importance for the English speaking world, and the main process of development
of thought there may be said to have been one of

emancipation from positivistic conceptions.

The next great step may be considered to have
been Rousseau's doctrine of the general will.
This went behind the question of the fact of

ism and the radical

origin

the

members of the community. But in harmony

with the traditional dualism of state and plurality
of individuals Rousseau saw his general will as
expressed entirely in the state. There was no

on the
superindividual level. This view, with some
modification, was passed on to Hegel as well
place for internal social differentiation

as to the

the

more

recent philosophical theory of

state.

Later social theory, while retaining the elewill or values as the essential

ment of common

The

step in this process is the distinction between a scientific theory and a practical art,
first

sovereign authority over the individual to find
in a common will, in values shared by

in primitive

^xThe immediate

individualists.

its

norms

communities which are entirely without any

which

is

implicitly at issue

tempts a

human

purely

between

utilitarian-

positivistic position that atscientific interpretation of

A

and action.
scientific theory involves only the coordination of elements in the
experience of the scientist, all of them of things
"external'* to himself.
practical art, on the
life

A

other hand, involves the adaptation of means, on
the basis of scientific knowledge of course, to an
end which is not, to the actor, an element of the
external world in the same sense. It involves
some sense the admission of the role of ideas
action.

The second

step

is

in
in

the realization that

the ideas involved at least in the ultimate ends of
action cannot be scientific theories in the posisimply because in so far as they

basis of social reality, has tended to divorce it
more and more from the state alone and to find

tivistic sense,

a plurality of manifestations for it. Thus in a
sense there has been a movement back toward

external empirical reality. They are hence in
some sense non-scientific or even metaphysical.
It has been observed that these ultimate ends

are true ends they cannot

be mere

reflections of

more instrumental conception of the role of
the state, but this time not on an individualistic
basis. The state then becomes not so much a

of action cannot be thought of as merely existing
at random but must, both in the individual and

contractual instrument for promoting individual
interests as an organ of the entire community for

in any significantly coherent group, be regarded
as integrated into a harmonious system of ends,

the promotion of certain of its common ends.
At the same time the tendency has been to

governing in various ways all the actions of the
members of the group. Without a system com-

find that the basis of social reality lies deeper

mon

the

to the

members of a community

social
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cannot be accounted

Hobbes'
analysis of the state of nature so clearly showed.
The recognition of such a common system is a
return to Rousseau's general will, but in the
order

itself

for, as

more strictly sociological thought growing out of
positivism it has been most prominent implicitly
in the thought of Pareto and much more ex-

of Durkheim.
These considerations apply to the ultimate
ends of action, which cannot be considered as
means to further specific and tangible ends. But
subsidiary to them is an important element of
action in the pursuit of ends which are not
ultimate. This intermediate element may be said
plicitly in that

to fall into the three sections the technological,

the economic and the political All action of
course takes place also under certain ultimate
conditions of external environment and

nature which

human

must always be considered as pres-

ent; they are not, however, properly speaking
elements of human action or of society itself.
At the same time the intermediate elements of

action can never be thought of as taking place
in the absence of a system of ultimate ends, an
error implicit in a great deal of individualistic

thought.

case of religious ritual, which is another fundamental constituent of the life of every com-

munity.
In this scheme of analysis the state has a triple
role. First, it is the principal organ of common
action of the

community. Secondly, it is the
main guardian of its institutions, especially in so
far as their automatic and informal functioning
through custom breaks down and the need of
deliberate and sometimes coercive enforcement
arises.

This

brought out particularly in the

is

case of a change in the type of institutional relationship from the communal to the rational-legal

Tonnies put it, from Gemeinschaft to Gewlhchaft. Thirdly, the state constitutes one but
only one of the principal focuses of the common
or, as

sentiment and thus plays an important symbolic
role.

While
the

it is

common

true that to a greater or less degree
value attitudes of a community

must be regarded as integrated into a single
system, there is room for wide variation both in
the degree of integration and in the kind of sys-

tem In the

latter relation there is

no reason for

excluding a type of social orgam/ation involving
many different kinds of complex structure of real

The system of ultimate ends of the community
determines what is specifically sought after as
wealth and power but also affects action in other

groups and social

fundamental ways In the first place, ultimate
ends may form the immediate ends of specific

the state and on the other the unintegrated
plurality of separate individuals It is true, however, that some social structures, as notably the

actions, as in the case of a religious war. Sec-

ondly, they may form the basis of a framework
of regulatory norms which guide and control
action in the pursuit of immediate ends, maintaining orderly processes and relationships and
keeping the vast complex of such utilitarian actions in

some kind of harmony with the

ultimate

value system of the community. This system of
regulatory norms, which exists in every com-

munity, may be called its institutions. In mode
of embodiment, whether in custom or the law
of the state, in the type of enforcement and in
their structure they may vary enormously from
one community to another. They form the backbone of the social structure. Durkheim may perhaps be regarded as the most eminent theorist
of institutions in terms of their relation to the
individual, and Max Weber in terms of the comparative analysis of their structure. Thirdly,
where action becomes a direct expression of

ultimate value attitudes outside the sphere of
practical techniques, the means is no longer intrinsically related to a tangible end but becomes
is illustrated particularly in the

a symbol. This

classes.

Hence modern

social

theory rejects as far too simple the rigid alternatives of the v iew that there is on the one hand

Roman

Republic in its earlier stages, may approximate this simple type.
In the light of the analysis presented here
society may be defined as the total complex of

human

relationships in so far as they grow out of
action in terms of the means-end relationship,

According to such a definibut an element in the concrete

intrinsic or symbolic.

tion society

is

whole of human

by the

social life,

factors of heredity

which is also affected
and environment as

by the element of culture scientific
knowledge and techniques, religious, metaphysical and ethical systems of ideas and forms
well as

of artistic expression. Society cannot exist apart
from these things; they play a part in all its concrete manifestations, but they are not society,

which comprises only the complex of social

rela-

tionships as such.
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systematic knowledge with a distinctive place
and name among the family of sciences, must be

dated by decades rather than by centuries.

The

reasons for this late emergence are significant
of far reaching changes in the conception of society itself, without which a science of society
could not have been born.

The nearest approach to a genuine sociology
before the present age was made by the Greek
philosophers. The distinction which the sophists
drew between nature

(physis)

and convention

(nomos) was of signal importance, for, distinguishing laws of nature from those of society, it

made

the social order

thereby stripped

it

itself

of the

which precluded its
main objective was not
tity

a social product and
of sanc-

last attributes

scientific study.
scientific study

Their
but a

revolutionary ethic; the challenge which they offered could, however, be met only in the spirit of
free investigation. It was in this spirit that the

challenge was taken

up by

Plato

and

Aristotle,

who

sought in epoch making formulations to
that society was the inherent condition of
human fulfilment; that in this sense it was prior
to the individual; that its essential structure,

show

apart from the particular historical variations
and degenerations to which it is subject, arose

out of the inborn impulses of man; and that its
bond, the justice which achieves the

essential

ordered functioning of a social system, is not
merely an imposition of the strong subjugating
the weak or of the weak seeking to fetter the
strong but a principle of union expressive of the
organic

community of

social animals. It is sig-

nificant that in Plato, especially in the earlier
dialogues, these tenets are generally developed

in express antithesis to the doctrines of the

sophists and that Plato's
tion to sociology the
sociological writing to

most realistic contribumost definite piece of
be found in classica

antiquity, the account of the

1

emergent

polis in

the second book of the Republic is presented
with something of the condescension of the

philosopher who returns to the cave. Plato never
returned to the study of the attitudes of the
ordinary man and the way they operate in the
creation or maintenance of a social system.

When he concerns himself again with the details

SOCIOLOGY. The history of sociology can be
circumscribed within a century or two or it can
be extended to cover the whole range of human
reflection on society from the remote past, according to the degree to which the scientific desideratum implicit in the term is emphasized.
Sociology, as a more or less definite body of

of social

life,

as he does finally in the Laws,

it is

purely in the interests of prescription.
Aristotle, in spite of his greater realism and
his indefatigable interest in systematizing available knowledge, cannot be said to have gone

much

further than his master in advancing
He is reputed to have examined the

sociology.

Society
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constitutions of 158 polets, but this very activity
revealed the impediment to the development of

came

sociology which existed not only in Greece but
whole Greco-Roman world. The Greeks

remained normative, not descriptive or consti
The transition from natural law to natural social process, which would have
prepared
the way for a science of society, was nowhere
made explicit. While it was generally admitted
that man was not only, in the older language of
the city-state, a zoon pohtikon but also a being

in the

lacked the concept of

from

community as distinct
community synthesis of
prevented any focal study of the com-

state.

the polis

The

state

munity itself or generally of social relationships
apart from their political aspects. The political
factor under the dominance of a purely ethical
interest, the interest in the good life, which the
liberation of Greek thinkers from theological
prepossessions fostered, was given priority over
the social factor.

The

regulative aspect, the

means and ends of political control, obscured the
study of the inherent processes of society or of
those social relationships which are not centrally
controlled.

These processes and

non-political

elements were not thought of as having any
coherence, any pattern. This point is illustrated,
for example, in the Crito of Plato, where the
whole social heritage the whole set of cultural

and economic conditions as well as the definite
social regulations under which Socrates grew to
manhood is personified under the forms of
"the Laws" of the mother city, demanding
obedience to their decrees is if they formed a
unity of prescription.

Hence Greek thought on

society never takes
sociological form but is limited to
scattered reflections on such subjects as custom
specific

and convention, sex
ship, social

relations, family life, friend-

harmony and

strife,

the division of

labor, slavery, the lot of women, class distinctions and the primitive condition of mankind.

These reflections and observations, strewn freely
through the works of the dramatists and the
historians, are never gathered up into a coherent
system. In the last resort the obstacle was the
inability of the Greeks to distinguish the concept
of community from that of state, the same in-

which

was

to hand, in Cicero for example, the convenient principle of natural law, which, however,
tutive.

whose nature demanded the universal conditions
of society ('natura hominum
communionis ac
societatis ac appetens'\ Lactantius, Divinanum
-

.

.

institutionum, bk. vi, ch. x), the actual processes
of social relationship were taken for granted,

save in respect to their conformity to or deviation from an ethical or a legal norm.

A

survey of the social philosophies of antiquity reveals that the birth of sociology required
a naturalistic as opposed to a theological conception of human society; a clear distinction bestate and society; and a scientific, or
positive, interest in the forms and processes of
social relationships, as contrasted with a legal-

tween the

or normative interest in the right ordering
of these relationships, or the general well being
of society It is not here assumed that the
istic

interest of the ethical thinker

and that of the

social scientist are irreconcilable; a mind devoid
of any sense of social values would not be fitted

to study social institutions and activities, which
themselves are thoroughly impregnated with the
valuations of social beings. The normative, or
is, however, no substitute for the
and unless controlled by the latter,

ethical, interest
scientific;

it either
prevents or biases the attempt to
understand society.
This point is illustrated particularly by the

A

vast amount of the
oriental theories of society.
classic literature both of China and of India is

concerned with political and ethical philoso-

The

phies.

social teaching of the sages is de-

sponsible for the fact that the Greek political
ideal never transcended the bounds set by the

voted to the right conduct of the individual in
his various relationships and to the proper
function and good order of social categories. But

walls of a small city.

there

ability

in another manifestation

re-

The

city-state community synthesis failed to
field to the expansion of the Roman imperium.

is

practically

no

social

philosophy and

still

a sociology which offers a non-moralistic
interpretation of the trends of social life, of the
less

dependence of institutions on environmental and

Although formally the concept of community
came to be distinct from that of state and the
socius could no longer be identified with the
civiS) nevertheless the orbis was conceived under
the form of a magnified urbs. Moreover the
Roman preoccupation with law obscured the
view of the non-legalistic aspects of society. In

vellian

so far as the latter required interpretation, there

the state

cultural factors, of the processes by which individuals become socialized or even of the
social

problems which beset the patriarchal

family system. Both in Hindu and in Chinese
thought the controversy between the Machia-

and the anti-Machiavellian doctrine of
is present; but the former is realistic in
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the political and not in the scientific sense,
advocating the abrogation of the code of ordinary morals in the conduct of state affairs, which

his

means only the substitution of another type of
m harmony with nationalistic, im-

and

code more

perialistic or dynastic ambitions.

Except for the conventional theory of the four
Varnas, interpreting and justifying the castes by
function and degree of purity, there is a conspicuous lack of theory in the Hindu classics. In
the stress laid on the individual's suprasocial
sanctions to conformity as the condition of a

m

a future life some writers have
higher status
seen the explanation of the non-sociological

Hindu thought. In Chinese social
philosophy there is a preliminary analysis and
classification of the various types of social relationship, expressed in the wu-lun, or five rela-

character of

own. Hence the only

relation that will exist

that of friendship" (Wu, Y. C. L., "The
Social Thought of Confucius" in Chinese Social
is

Political Science Review, vol. xii, 1928, p.
309). For this ethical attitude social structure is
of minor significance and social change is envisaged only in terms of moral advance or

decline.

In the mediaeval period in Europe the soil was
less favorable for the growth of sociology,
for not one of the conditions on which its growth
depended was present The distinction between
society and state was obscured and rendered
ineffective by the overruling distinction between
still

the secular and the ecclesiastical order, typically
viewed as two systems of institutions hierarchically related to each other. If all theories are
called sociological \vhich are concerned with the

man

tions, of Confucianism- those of governor and
governed, parents and children, husband and

relation of

wife, older and younger brothers, friend and
friend. But once the classification is posited, the

general nature of human association, then sociothe Middle Ages,
logical theories were rife

treatment reverts to the ethical To say, as some
Chinese scholars do, that wu-lun constitutes a

culminating in the architectonic system of the

general term denoting social phenomena as
contrasted with natural phenomena and that the

between state and society is made in
the enumeration of the five relations is to read
distinction

later abstract

thought into the descriptions of

m

which these distincsimple social categories
tions have from the first been implicit.
The treatment ot society in the writings of
Confucius and the other sages of ancient China
clearly illustrates the way in which the dominance of an ethical attitude may inhibit the de-

velopment of sociology. The thought of Confucius is almost entirely devoted to social relationships.
that man is

He

posits the Aristotelian principle
both a rational and a social animal

and suggests that personal and social equilibrium are intimately interdependent. But his
preoccupation with right personal relations
overpowers his consideration of the social structure itself. While, for example, he emphasizes

to

man, the conditions of

social

solidarity, the basis of class distinctions or the

m

Summa. Yet if science is distinguished by
method rather than by content, there was no
sociology. The reasons for the general barrenness of science in the Middle Ages have a

peculiar validity for the social sciences. They lie
not so much in the appeal to authority as in the

competence which assured authority
The impediment was not
the abstract speculative trend of the age, whose
real defect was the limit set to the premises of
speculation. Nor can it be stated as simply the

grounds

of

in scientific matters.

intense preoccupation of the age with a priori
judgments of value, which might still have ad-

mitted scientific investigation of the social conditions under which the posited values could be
realized.

The major impediment

lay in the con-

ception of law as something revealed, imposed
and uniform, with the corresponding view of
nature as the material which passively or re-

the social structure
the basic role of the family
and makes the state simply the family writ large,
he deals nowhere with the principle of social

luctantly takes the imprint of law. In the human
sphere that reluctance was identified with natural depravity and sin, a viewpoint which effectively precluded any objective observation of the
patterns and interactions of the social order and

organization thus implied and attempts no description of the manner in which a society

any sustained research into the conditions under
which in their manifold and changeful varieties

m

built of family units is actually constituted.

So

he concerned with sociological structures
that when he turns to his ideal society, even "the
bonds of marriage and parenthood no longer
exist; everybody will be motivated by altruism
and look after others' affairs as though they were
little is

they emerge.

Throughout the Middle Ages the social
and social prescriptions, produced first
in the Catholic and later in the Protestant
scheme of things, passed through various stages
and exhibit definite historic trends. These
theories
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changing theories no doubt

reflect

changing
social conditions and social attitudes, but they
do lot consciously interpret them, for the conditions as well as the attitudes remain merely
implicit in the variations of avowedly theological constructions. Throughout the whole

range of mediaeval speculation an independent
or positive sociology is not approached. The
social philosophy remains a priori, derived from
a higher source, never the free speculative
exercise in system making which follows the
discoveries of science
to

newer

and provides an impetus

Divergent schools disputed the Thomist theory of theperfecta societas
but they argued from the same premises. If some
made much of the analogy between society and
the natural organism, it was only in a superficial
taxonomic representation of the order of relationship and subordination which should exist
between the elements of the social body. If they
discoveries.

spoke of natural relationships, it was in the sense
of relationships accordant with a natural law of
an ethical or idealist construction.
In this period society is not yet thought of as
an independent focus of theoretic interest and
of scientific study. This standpoint, the precondition of sociology, is not possible so long as

any one form of association, state or church or
economic organization, is conceived of as including or controlling or even, as later in
Marxist theory, as determining all other types of

human

relationship. For in so far as these other
relationships are thus made derivative, they fall
within the ambit eithe of ethical and religious

philosophies or else of the hypothetically master
sciences of politics and economics. It is questionable whether a genuine sociology can be
established even on the premises of Trfoeltsch,

who, while according an independent existence
to religious associations, yet defines society in
Marxist fashion as "primarily the social rela-

tionships

which

result

from the economic

(Die Soziallehren der christlichen

phenomena"
Kirchen und Gruppen; tr. by O. Wyon, 2 vols.,
London 193 1 vol. i, p. 30). The rise of sociology
comes with the perception that no one order of
,

social

phenomena

is

adequate to comprehend,

directly or indirectly, the manifold activities,

processes and trends of society, a perception
which itself was advanced by the increasing
range and complexity of social relationships

which began with the era of modern civilization.

With the break up of mediaeval thought
forms the same conditions which liberated the
physical sciences gave impetus to the quest for

which should interpret the life of mankind. As the time honored subjects of law and
sciences

politics took

new

directions,

men came

to ex-

amine afresh the social and psychological conditions which gave both sanction and specific
form to codes and constitutions From this point
of view the work of Montesquieu was of signal
importance. With broad insight he showed that
laws were an expression of national character
and that the spirit which they exhibited was to
be explained in the light of the conditions, social
and geographical, under which men live Social
theory was thus developed as prolegomena to
politics.

The

penetration of sociological into political
is well illustrated in the history of the

thought

The grounds of pono longer assured by authority, were sought in a theory of the harmony
of ends attained through the simple reciprocity
of interests. But the legally conceived contract of
Hobbes proved wholly inadequate and the
movement advanced to its consummation in the
doctrine of Rousseau, which under the cover of
contract sought to penetrate to the bonds that
social

litical

contract

school.

obligation,

men together, not simply in the state but
although he failed to realize the significance of
the distinction in society itself. The legal inhold

dividualistic idea of contract

was thus in

effect

transformed into a sociological idea. Burke with
his traditionalist bias sought to retain and
ennoble the old idea of society as contract, but

when his concept of the inunion between a society and its
political institutions was shaken to pieces by the
French Revolution. From that time the old
contract theory of society became a dead letter,
although echoes of it are heard in the writings of
at

the very period

dissoluble

Spencer, Durkheim, Fouillee and others.
The supersession of social contract indi-

vidualism meant a return to the concept of man
as soon poJitikon, but now with the essential
clarification that politikon was translated social
as distinct from political. The theory of society

was not to be identified with the theory of the
state. This distinction played an important part
in the thought of the German philosophers from
the close of the eighteenth century. In the
contributions of men like Fichte and Novalis the

was reoriented as
and Gesellschaftslehre.
For Fichte society meant the relation of reasoning beings to one another and the state was only
a specific, empirically limited form of society.
The positive character of society he found in
old philosophy of history
Geselhchaftsphilosophie
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reciprocity through freedom (Etntge Vorlesungen
liber die Bestimmung des Gelehrten, Jena 1794).
From then on an essential problem was that of

prominence the question of the relationship of
one set of social factors and forces to the others,

the relation of society to the state and consequently of Gesellschaftslehre to Staatslehre.

field.

One answer

effect

by the economic

While some of the German romantic school, like
Schlegel and Adam Muller, continued to use the
two terms almost interchangeably, the trend was
in the opposite direction; and even Hegel, for all
his idealization of the state, made his own somewhat curious distinction between bourgeois society and the state. It remained only to bring
this distinction from the realm of philosophy to
that of science. In this process sociology as a
definite subject was born.

There were also in the late eighteenth century
and early nineteenth certain broad movements
which turned the attention of men to the study
of the non-political aspects of society and thus
almost insensibly gave rise to a distinctive if
rudimentary science of sociology. The rapid

changes of constitutions which the post- revolutionary period exhibited apparently made relatively little imprint

On

on the currents of social

the other hand, the

seemed

new

life

industrialization

the social order,
penetrate
deeper than did any scheme of government. The
slower economic revolution was more enduring,
more resistless, than the political. If these manito

into

festations aided in the distinction of

from

politics,

generating the

they were no

economics

less influential in

demand for a science of the social

on which economic and

political changes
impinged Some of the economists of this
period might accordingly with equal title be
life,

alike

classed as sociologists. Thus Saint-Simon, who
proclaimed the oft reiterated principle that the
social sciences should follow the methods of the
physical, was fundamentally concerned with the
class structure of society. Malthus, although
duly celebrated in the history of economic doctrine, has scarcely been given the credit he deserves as a sociologist, for he pointed to a law

governing the progress of society which de-

aspects of the social order.

There came thus into

the question of causal relationships in the social
to this question

was given in

laissez faire school.

From

their different viewpoints the utilitarian school

of

Bentham and the

Godwin

anarchist school of

gave not dissimilar answers.

The same premises

superiority of economic and
technological factors led the socialists of the
school of Saint-Simon to very different conclu-

of the

causal

m

sions regarding the role of the state
society.
The opposite point of view from that of all these

groups, giving the crown to the cultural and
ideal forces active in society and therefore to the
state as the conscious

embodiment of these

not as the mere registrar or executor of
materialistically determined laws of economic
forces

production
Hegel.

found

When

his

its

left

drastically reversed the

fullest

wing

expression
disciple

in

Marx

Hegelian causality, a

challenge was issued which has since been a spur
to sociology, especially to

European sociology.

The earlier nineteenth century thinkers who
took up the study of these relationships cannot
be classified distinctively as economists, political
scientists or sociologists. They were all these at
Le Play for example made the
family the main focus of his social studies and
analyzed family budgets as a quantitative inductive basis for his conclusions. But he was also

the same time.

intensely interested in economic organization
social and political reform, and at the same
time sought the determinants of social phenomena mainly in geographical conditions and the

and

economic

activities to

which they give

rise.

He

a sociologist in the same
broad and unspecific sense in which the term is

may therefore be called

applicable to Montesquieu. The specialization
of interest, of the focus rather than of the field of
investigation,

which led to the express develop-

ment of

sociology, not as social science in
general but as a specific social science, was not

pended, as he saw its operation, on drives
antagonistic to those of the economic man; and
he sought, appealing to the best inductive evi-

yet attained.

dences he could muster, to discover a biological

Cours de philosophic positive (6 vols., Paris
1830-42; tr. by H. Martineau, 2 vols., 3rded.,
London 1893). Comte sought to establish a
science which should embrace the totality of
human life and activity, a goal not in itself new
but at least as old as Plato. What distinguished

rather than an ethical or political basis for the
essential conditions under which human groups

and struggle.
There was also manifest

live

in this period a

new

direction of interest in the study of society.
Revolutionary changes affected in different de-

grees and with different tempos the various

This development received a peculiar impetus
from the work of Comte, as contained in his

Comte, apart
application of

from

his advocacy rather than
scientific methods in this

modern
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quest,

was the manner

this synthetic science. It

him

society

which he envisaged
was not merely that for
in

was an inclusive concept containing

the categories of the cultural as well as of the

economic and political life, an architectonic form
which both implied and transcended the laws of
all the sciences from mathematics to biology.
More than that he conceived this social unity as
dynamic,

fulfilling

itself

through a

series

of

evolutionary stages which revealed in myriad
concrete phenomena an order of spiritual, es-

human

These stages the
were
theological, metaphysical and positive
integrated, each in itself, under a prevailing
thought form It was this thought form, not
merely the type of economic or political organization, which expressed the fundamental prinsentially

advance.

vanced. It allowed
organism, an

him

to think of society as
evolving whole, manifesting in all

principle of life, the biological
to the higher level of the rational

its activities a

rising in
spiritual,

it

the sociological.

This evolutionary

organic concept received new vitality when
Darwin stirred the age with The Origin of Species
(1859). To conceive of society as organism was

one of the oldest refuges of human reflection; to
explain it as an evolving organism became now
the goal of the biological school of sociologists.
Spencer took the foremost place in this group.

Like Comte but in a vastly more concrete exposition, he accepted a principle of evolution
which was the key to the universe and was most
fully realized in civilized society, the simple law
of differentiation

He showed

its

working

in his

ciple of social solidarity in each epoch.
Comte's system heralded rather than achieved

elaborate studies of early social institutions,
which enabled him to draw evolutionary con-

the advance of sociology to a place among the
sciences His positive philosophy never became

trasts

the positive science which he desiderated; his
religion of positivism set limits to his science of

was

sociology. His classification of the sciences

an admirable starting point, but he left sociology
too vaguely comprehensive. His three

itself

stages are not explicitly social stages at all, but
or at
stages in the evolution of human reason
least of human attitudes toward the world; and

m

while he finds them revealed
history, his basis
of induction is too narrow and too eclectic. Nor
are they properly correlated with types of social
organization. His positive stage, which should
correspond with the existing types of civilized
society,

further

is

as

much

He

prophetic as actual.

makes the assumption, which was to

between primitive and civilized society.
In doing so he was led to various conclusions regarding the social role of religion, custom,
fashion, war, the industrial arts
which, while often superficial,

and so forth,
were at least

sociological in interest and method of treatment
to a degree which Comte never attained. At the

same time

his

system contained an essential

contradiction that pointed to the shallowness of
his thought. There was a curious incongruity
about a social organism which possessed an

alimentary system but no common sensorium.
He could never reconcile his biological conception of social unity with the psychological
factors which social unity implies. Nor could he
deal effectively with the cultural conditions of
social change, for adaptation as a biological

cause considerable trouble in later nineteenth

category

century sociology, that social evolution

Consequently his treatment of social stages is
external and unsatisfying. But the root of
Spencer's difficulty went deeper, for his social

is

ipso

But Comte none the less
not only gave sociology its name but also infacto social progress.

spired the

first

definite schools of sociology.

The concept

of society received no adequate
analysis from Comte. It was a totality of human
experience, a solidarity of all living, in which
individuals found their meaning, within which
all they did and thought somehow belonged.

Thus

culture became simply an aspect of social
Sociology could not maintain its claim as a
specific science until this position was reversed,
until the social factor was itself seen as an aspect
life.

all human
experience. But the more inclusive
formulation, although it lent itself too easily in
Comte and some of his successors to a mystical

of

interpretation,

was yet consistent with the

simple evolutionary doctrine that

Comte ad-

is

not

itself

a principle of change.

philosophy rested on a belated laissez faire
individualism, which in effect denied the implications of his own doctrine of the organic nature
of society.
Most of the other

members

of the biological

school avoided this contradiction by insisting on
the principle of social solidarity. Some, like
Fouille"e, thought the problem solved when they
defined society as a moral organism or a contractual organism, a fusion of concepts which
destroyed the significance of the organic anal-

Others, like Worms, were content to
minimize the apparent differences between organism and society, while admitting their existence. But all alike, by construing the social bond
ogy.
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in biological terms,

were led into analogical

reasoning which became the more illusory or

even fantastic the further
Lilienfeld-Toailles in
schaft als realer

it

was pursued. Thus

"Die menschliche Gesell(in his Gedanken

Orgamsmus"

uber die Socialwtssenschaft der Zukunft, 5 vols.,
Mitau 1873-81, vol. i) expounded the process
of social metabolism and compared the mobility
of social individuals to the
cells in

movement

of free

the body and the migration of individuals

to the transmission of spermatozoa. A. E. F.
Schaffle in Bau und Leben des sonalen Korpers
(4 vols.,

Tubingen 1875-78), although more

guarded and ready to admit important distinctions between society and organism, is reduced
to treating the cultural life of a community as its
nervous system. Bluntschli in his book on the
state distinguishes

it

as a

male organism from the

over the views of Lamarck.

The

issue resolved

between such natural selecSchallmayer and Karl Pearson and
the sociologists, such as Novikov, Tonnies and
itself into a conflict

tionists as

Kropotkin, who denied the validity, as applied to
the life of socialized man, of the principles which
these biologists deduced

primarily from the

study of lower organic

and then sought

life

to

erect into social imperatives.

Another form of sociological Darwinism was
put forward by a school of theorists who, reacting from the Comtian notion of solidarity, found
in the struggle of groups the key to social
evolution. Gumplowicz and Ratzenhofer were

the chief representatives of the school which laid
stress

on

racial

and other supposedly

biological

groups. For them the focus of interest was not
society but the group viewed as a coherent

a female organism. These
impeded the direct study of society
by diverting the energy of the student to the discovery of dubious analogies. They involved

aggressive unit within a civilization. Gumplowicz, for example, did not deal with social relationships as such but only, and in a somewhat

moreover the

like the majority of writers

church, which

is

attributions

hypothesis that a
composite unity must be integrated by the same
initial

false

units exhibit; that, as Novikov claimed, society must be a living organic
principle

which

its

being because it is composed of such.
The full blooded organic school had great
vogue in the last quarter of the nineteenth

was on the whole short
based on
analogy the further it advanced, the more barren
were its results. The influence of Spencer
was particularly meteoric. The spirit of his
elaborate construction, at once so optimistic and
so helpless, was soon outmoded. A system which
seemed to many of his contemporaries once for
century, but

its

influence

lived; for, like all schools with doctrines
,

into

to establish sociology
suddenly
neglect and even into a derision which was as
undeserved as its preceding fame.
all

fell

Attention meantime was turning from the
presumptive biological nature of society to the
biological basis of society.

Here too the

first

applications of biologically derived ideas were
narrow and one-sided. The attempt was made
to apply the Darwinian theory to the interpretation of social evolution, involving the rejection,
as anti-evolutionary, of the socializing principles
of cooperation and mutual aid. Although T. H.

Huxley protested against such conclusions in
Romanes lecture, Evolution and Ethics (London 1893), they found many supporters; and
they seemed to receive new confirmation when
the teaching of Weismann on the non-inherithis

ance of acquired characters

won

scientific favor

naive fashion, with group relationships, and,
who have limited

their range in this

way, he showed a lack of

psychological grasp. Ratzenhofer was less onesided, and his doctrine of interests although
superficial proved not unfruitful. But on the

whole the criticism passed on this school by von
Wiese is well founded, that not one of these
has

writers

difficulties

succeeded

in

presented by his

prejudices. This criticism

surmounting the

own sympathies and
is

even more appli-

cable to the proponents of doctrines of race
superiority and race purity. In this respect J. A.

de Gobineau's Essai sur
humaines (4
Collins,
tentious

vols., Paris

Yintgalite des races

1853-55; bk.

i,

tr.

by A.

London

1915) set an example of preexegesis, which was followed by

Chamberlain and the popular votaries of

race.

Lapouge and Ammon, with their classification
of mankind by head types, achieved a greater
semblance of scholarly exposition; but their
conclusions, such as the association of dolichocephalic and brachycephalic types with cultural differences, were rash generalizations in
which complacent belief made up for faulty
evidence.

Whereas Comte had fused in one great cloudy
synthesis a biological and a cultural conception
of social evolution, these writers laid stress on
seeking in effect to
reach sociology by a biological approach. Another school, concerned with the social mind
biological consideration,

rather than the social organism, strove to discover the relationship between the mentality of
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the individual exponents of society and the system of beliefs, traditions, ideas and ideals which

social

were embodied in social institutions. Comte had
found no specific place for psychology in his
hierarchy of the sciences. While he insisted that

them out of their togetherness in a situation.
They are impressed upon all individuals, as it

the dominating factor in the history of society
was the human mind, he thought of it as itself
socially determined and thus made the psycho-

element a derivative from the socioThis position was emphasized by his
disciples de Roberty and de Greef and found its
logical

logical.

complete expression in the work of Levy-Bruhl
and Durkheim. De Roberty insisted on the
evolutionary role of ideas; de Greef brought out
the importance of environment as giving cohesion to the group mind. To the latter the stages
of social advance are those by which, as domina-

mind. They do not arise from the reflections of individuals but awake into being among

were, from without themselves; society itself is a
consciousness above individual consciousness.

In so far as the purport of this doctrine is to
social conditioning of the
attitudes and beliefs current among men, it can
be and has been employed most effectively, as in

show the profound

Halbwachs* sociological interpretation of memory, in studies of religion and tradition made by

Hubert and Mauss and by Levy-Bruhl and
various

other

contributions

to

the

in

review

founded by Durkheim, the Annee sociologique
But the overpowering thesis of the collective
.

consciousness retains too

much

expounded by Comte.

of the mystic

tion gives place to free contractual reciprocity,
mind of the group finds freer expression.
Fouillee followed similar principles and in

solidarity

the

appealed to the phenomena of primitive society
or to the emotional mass manifestations which

particular evolved a doctrine of what he named
idea forces. These ideas, themselves social, are

tend to deindividualize those subjected to them.
This resort to the less differentiated types of

incarnated in the
lead

them

in a

members

of a society so as to

direction, even an
that which their native

different

opposite direction, from
heredity would determine.

was Emile Durkheim, whose earlier studies,
however, were along a rather different line. In
his work on Le suicide (Pans 1897; new ed by
M. Mauss, 1930) he developed an interpretation
associating the frequency of suicide \vith conditions which led to the social isolation of in-

and the loss of the sense of solidarity,
work recently competently redone by Halb-

dividuals

wachs. In his De la division du travail social
(Paris 1893, 6th ed. 1932) Durkheim contrasted
the mechanical unity of the simpler societies,
in which division of labor is undeveloped and

one of coercive uniformity
based on the sense of likeness, with the complex
organic unity of an advanced society in which
the social

bond

is

myriad differences of personal aptitude,

dis-

and habituation are incorporated in the
Although the argument is
developed with Durkheim's usual felicity, the
individualist Spencerian attitude which allowed
position

social organization.

him

to regard primitive societies as segmentary
curiously out of accord with his later doctrine
of collective representations as formulated in
is

Les formes tUmentaires de la vie

supporters

group suggests a caution; it is contrary to
the principle that the nature of anything is revealed more fully in its more developed forms.
social

all, the school has never come to grips
with the objection that the phenomena it thus
interprets can be explained without the aid of
this additional entity, in terms of the interactions

Above

The most distinguished member of this school

a

Its

religieuse (Paris

tr. by J. W. Swain, London
1915). In the
work the evidences of primitive society on
which he drew before language, codes, usages

1912;

latter

are seen in the light of the doctrine of the

of individuals subjected not to the dominion of
mind but simply to the influence of

a social

common environment and common social heritThe studies, for example, which Wundt

age.

made

of folk psychology would have been no
complete as scientific studies if he had discarded the hypothesis of the collective conless

sciousness.

Closely allied to the sociologists concerned
is another group, of

with the collective mind

which Hauriou, Bourgeois and Bougie are representatives, which seeks to investigate the nature
of the feeling of solidarity as the subjective basis
of all social manifestations. Hauriou distin-

guishes various types and expressions of

soli-

somewhat on Comtian lines and with
the aid of physical analogies which are perhaps
more imaginative than helpful.
Over against both these groups may be set the
writers who interpret social phenomena from
darity,

the standpoint of individual psychology.

An ex-

who

defines society itself in
terms of imitation, using the word in a very
broad sense; thus custom is the imitation of

ample

is

ancestors

Tarde,

and fashion the imitation of con-

temporaries. In keeping with this principle he
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finds the origins of social

change not in broad

movements generated by groups but

welter of processes which were hard to distinguish from one another or to limit for purposes of more precise study. The German sociologist von Wiese has lately attempted in his

in the

individual inventive mind. Tarde, like the other
members of his school, mini mixes the significance of the

common

conditions of environ-

Allgemetne Soziologie als Lehre von den Beziehungen und Beziehungsbilden der Menschen (2
vols., Munich 1924-29) to give precision and
thoroughness to this mode of analysis.

ment and the common elements of experience,
which evoke in men not only similarities of
behavior but also the deeper sense of their community. His influence is evident in the treatment
of group

phenomena by the

Italian

writers

Sighele and Pasquale Rossi.

The impact on sociology of the young and
vigorous science of psychology tended to increase as the biological schools declined in influence.

Thus

when the influence of
new impulse came largely

in England,

Spencer waned, the
from psychology. This

is

manifest in the work of

Graham Wallas, who sought to give in The
Great Society (London 1914) a picture of the
psychical adjustments and maladjustments of
modern

social

life

and who followed

lines

similar to those developed in the social psychology of McDougall. It appears also in the

wider canvas of Hobhouse, who sought to reveal
the evolution of society as the correlate of the

United States particularly, while relatively few
sociologists accepted the extremist claims of

Watson, a not inconsiderable number found the
behaviorist

method
demand

congenial.

It

seemed

to

for objectivity and mechanical certainty in the business of research. It
was in keeping with the pragmatic and empirical
satisfy

the

tendencies hitherto fed by the psychology of
James and the philosophy of Dewey. It promised
the translation of sociology into an exact and
natural science. Unfortunately for these preany sociological contributions

tensions, scarcely

really based on this principle have followed,
possibly because in the nature of the case it is
not possible to interpret social facts solely

m

evolution of mind.

The psychological influence became still more
powerful in the United States, where sociology
achieved its most rapid extension. The earlier
leaders, in particular

A

further influence came into sociology from
psychological sources with the appearance of
behaviorism, as developed by Pavlov. In the

Ward and

Giddings, had

Spencerian affiliations but, like Hobhouse, although without his philosophical grasp, they

terms of overt behavior that dismisses from the
record the subjective factor in virtue of which

they are defined as social. The positive significance of the movement is to be found not in
its interpretations but in the stimulation it has
given to a more rigorous scrutiny of the objec-

A

came to

interpret social evolution in psychological terms. Ward put forward a doctrine of

newer
tive indices of subjective phenomena.
development in the same direction is the social

forces, characteristically naming them
sociogenetic. Giddings abjured biological ana-

behaviorism of the Viennese sociologist Neurath, who along with Carnap has devoted himself to a philosophical justification of the prin-

social

logues and, proclaiming the consciousness of

kind as the basis of society, proceeded in rather
broad fashion to categorize social stages as expressions of dominant mental processes. Patten

developed a theory of social forces in which the
evolution of society is represented as a transition
from a pain economy to a pleasure economy. The

nature of the fundamental processes of society

was attacked by the more philosophical exponents, such as Baldwin, Cooley, Mead, Balz
and Dewey. The analysis of society into its
psychological elements was undertaken from
new standpoints and with richer materials by
Thomas and Znaniecki. Classifications and descriptions of particular social processes, such as
assimilation, accommodation, adjustment, were
elaborated by Ross, Ellwood, Park, Burgess and
others. In fact society seemed in the pages of the
last mentioned writers to resolve itself into a

ciple.

While the behaviorists generally refuse to

recognize any scientifically important distinction
between the realm of society and the realm of
nature, Neurath admits the importance of the
subjective level but maintains that from the
standpoint of the unity of science social phe-

nomena must be recast into the forms of spacetime. This physicalistic monism is not exclusive
with the behaviorists, having been attempted by
a

number of

earlier writers,

such as the social

philosopher Carey.
Among the psychological sociologists mention
must be made of Pareto, who founded his
sociology on a type of psychological analysis
peculiarly his own. Pareto put forward a vigorous and clear cut argument for an objective social
science,

denuded of all evaluative elements and
on the logico-experimental meth-

resting solely
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ods of the natural sciences. It

significant,
his concept

differences characteristic of various areas. In

Trattato di soci-

hensive Anthropogeographie (2 vols
Stuttgart
1882-91; 3rd~4th ed. 1921-22). Most of the
writers of these schools take the general position

is

however, that the relation between
of method and his own lengthy treatment of
illustrative social situations

m

2nd ed.,
by no means obvious. His deep

ologia generate (2 vols., Florence 1910;
is

3 vols., 1923)
scorn of ideologies is turned particularly against
those which have a humanistic bent and suggests

the disguised presence less disguised in his
doctrine of the circulation of elites of a counter
ideology, such as in fact has grown up among
his followers. His elaborate distinction

between

the residues, the variant forms assumed by deep
seated human drives or instincts, and the derivations, the inconsequent ideological, socially
created masks of the former, rests on a hy-

pothesis concerning the genuine or basic motivations of human nature, as contrasted with
their fictitious appearances or morahzations or

which Pareto accepts with too
scrutiny Pareto here reveals his affinity to
the Freudian school, to the behavionsts, to the
rationalizations,

little

Marxists and to the writers of the new history
and the new biography, who search for the real

motives underlying the overt actions, especially
the speech reactions, of historical figures. The
quest is a significant one, but the danger of an
oversimplification, the obverse of the senti-

mental or romantic oversimplification which
these schools effectively attack, is ever present
The dependence of social phenomena on spe-

Germany there arose

the

somewhat

political school, stimulated

similar geo-

by Ratzel's compre,

that geographical factors set conditions and
limits within which the hereditary characters of

the group, the nation or the race take form and
expression. Some, however, like
Mougeolle and Huntington, have leaned toward
an extreme determinist position without adeparticular

quate analysis of the difficult problem of
causality involved. These last mentioned writers
stand in contrast to such recent moderate ex-

ponents of the geographical basis of society as
Brunhes.
One form of the geographical approach to
sociology is the regional survey made familiar in
England by Geddes. Semple has applied the

method of Ratzel to the New World, and Turner
has shown the role of the frontier in the formation of American mores. The ecological school,
centered primarily at the University of Chicago,
has developed somewhat elaborate observational

and

techniques for the study of urban
on the principle that objectively

statistical

districts,

marked boundaries within the

city delimit the

natural areas of group solidarity and group attributes. These locality patterns have been de-

scribed with

much

wealth of detail by Park,

cific

geographical factors, on the presence and
degree of exploitation of specific natural re-

Burgess, Shaw, McKenzie, Wirth, Zorbaugh
and others. Their tendency to define these

sources, on climate, on the distribution of rural
and urban areas, on natural conditions favorable
or unfavorable to free communications, and so
forth, has from ancient times been a subject of
reflection. It impressed mediaeval commentators such as ibn-Khaldun and Bodin. It was
enlarged upon by Montesquieu and toward the
end of the eighteenth century it played an im-

patterns in physical terms (for example, gradients, zones, interstitial areas), their use of such
concepts as accommodation, invasion and dom-

portant part in Herder's philosophy of history.
Ritter followed in the same strain, but added

the important caution that geographical conditions grow less determinative as civilization

advances.

Le Play began

a

more

scientific

study

of the social effects of locality. Buckle in his

History of Civilization in England (2 vols.,
London 1857-61) emphasized the dependence
of race on environment and introduced considerations regarding the influence of the food

From Le

Play there developed the observational descriptive methods of Demohns
supply.

and the contributors to Science

sociale>

who

sought to bring out the cultural and social

inance and their acceptance of the distinguishing
ecological suggest a hypothesis of the determination of social differences by environtitle

mental factors. But this hypothesis is qualified
or even rejected by some members of the school,
and on the whole the group has been much more
interested in descriptive studies than in the
theory of environmental determinism. Their
work has thus fallen broadly into the field of

urban sociology, corresponding

in this respect

to the studies of rural sociology advanced in the
United States by Sims, Kolb, Zimmerman,

Sorokin, Brunner and others. Both urban and
rural sociology, with their predominantly de-

and their large employment
methods, belong to what the Gersociography, the mapping out of the

scriptive character

of

statistical

mans

call

concrete social facts relative to determinate areas
or groups.
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Closely related are demographical studies,
which owe their modern development to the

of Gierke, based on the principle of the corporate personality of associations
a lead followed

range of statistical data collected by the state
and by other agencies Malthus, writing at the

by various other writers, among them Preuss
and Maitland. Another important contribution
was that of Starnmler, who helped to give a new

time when census taking was in

its infancy, could
deal only in rough estimates of the relation be-

tween land and population. Nevertheless, even
if he had possessed accurate figures for populations and class groups, his conclusions would
have been rendered obsolete by the vast changes
in the trends of birth rate and death rate
throughout modern civilization. These changes
have inspired numerous studies of the relation
between population and living standards, cul-

orientation to jurisprudence by insisting that
law is only one type of social regulation, must be

seen in relation to other social rules and must be
understood as an aspect of a still larger system,
the solidarity of social life. In fact the results ot
sociological reflection and investigation appeared in the development of legal as well as
political theory,

those of

exemplified by such works as
in the reformula-

Maine and Bagehot;

tural attitudes, class differences, social mobility
and urban and rural conditions.

tion of the concrete problems of legal jurisdiction, as advanced, for example, by Holmes and

The schools thus far discussed are distinguished by the fact that they applied to social
phenomena the specific concepts or the specific
methods characteristic of some other science or

Pound; in new directions given to the studies ot
criminology and of penology; and in the actual
reorganization of the administration of justice

rise of sociology

through the courts.
These developments constituted one aspect

distinctive science

of the interfertilization of the social sciences

has been fostered by the experience gained
through these various approaches, as they

which accompanied thei/ attainment of a new
degree of maturity in the late nineteenth and the
early twentieth century. Another aspect is seen
in the relation of sociology and economics.
While some economic schools, from the classical
to the marginal utility, assumed for theoretical
simplicity the hypothesis of the economic man
and the purity of the economic motive, others,

group of sciences.
to an

The

gradual

autonomous or at least a

proved inadequate however useful they might
be to compass the subject matter of society.
Sociology came to claim its own approach, one
not merely biological or psychological but sociological. In seeking to create a sociology from a
point of departure in other sciences these
thinkers imparted influences derived from socio-

including various non-socialist as well as social-

The
much in

schools, found it necessary to modify this
hypothesis. In particular economic historians
were led to interpret economic Change as an
aspect of social change, for the isolation of

respect to jurisprudence, politics, economics,
history, the study of religion and other cultural
factors and general anthropology.

economics led only to errors when applied to the
historical treatment. Economic historians, from
Roscher and Schmoller to Sornbart, came in-

In political science, for example, the conception of the state was enriched as well as more

who have made

logical reflection into these sciences in turn.

reciprocal influence is evident not so
respect to biological or natural science, although
Darwin did find his clue in Malthus, as in

adequately defined when it came to be seen as
a social creation or as a social organ responsive to
social

demands. This was in contrast to the
which saw the state in terms of

legalistic attitude

a traditional doctrine of sovereignty, as itself the
disposer and creator of rights. The relation of

the state, no longer merely of the government,
to society became a leading problem of political

Thus von Stein made the distinction of
and society the basis of his theory of the

ist

creasingly to

be sociologists. Several sociologists
effective

use of historical

methods, like Max Weber and Oppenheimer,
have entered sociology by way of economics.
The two authors just mentioned illustrate,
however, two different avenues of approach
from economics to sociology. Weber, seeking
to discern the character and the basis of the
mores that sustain an economic system, the
Wirtschaftsethik behind the Wirtschaft, was led

theoretical considerations into the field of

thought.

by

state

rise of sociological schools in politics

sociology. Franz Oppenheimer was impelled by
his urgent sense of the need for social recon-

and jurisprudence not only in France and in
England but also in Germany led to fresh legal
and political ideas. Of particular moment among
these developments was the corporation theory

grounds of economic maladjustment (Allgemeine Soziologie, his System der Soziologie, vol.
ft-*, 2 pts., Jena 1922-23). The interest in social

state.

The

struction to seek in sociological studies for the
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reconstruction helped to inspire the studies of
social stratification

which have been an im-

portant contribution of
interest in social

German

sociology.

The

reform played a particularly

prominent part in the history of sociology in the
United States. It appeared in a more limited
sense in the contrast between Ward's concept of
telic evolution and the automatic progress of the
Spencerian formula. It was reenforced by the
professional connection between sociology and
schools of social work. It helped to give the
bent to sociological studies in the

practical

United States, which, as new schools came to
attack the normative attitude in the name of
science, turned to the meticulous organization

precht and Spenglei, constructed schemes of
social evolution on some idealistic hypothesis;
while another group, like Goldscheid, Lona and

Max

Adler, constructed others on a naturalistic
Fundamental questions of methodology

basis.

were here raised, one of the central issues being
the causal nexus between religious and economic factors. Of those who have addressed
themselves to this problem of methodology
perhaps no one has posed the question with
more breadth of comprehension than Max

Weber.

It is

a task which has also engaged the

of the sociological epistemologists,
such as Scheler The problem, although it is

attention

becoming

sufficiently

clarified

to

negate the

delimited areas of

more extreme deterministic claims, by its nature
demands the continuous and combined assault

In Germany particularly the question of the
sphere of sociology and more especially of the
relation of sociology to economics took new
significance from the repercussions of the

of the theoretical analyst and the practical investigator into the causation of specific social

challenge of Marx If what Engels had named
the materialistic interpretation of history was

lem of

of research in very
social behavior.

valid,

many

then social phenomena are primarily re-

flective of

economic phenomena. For Marx and

Engels the causal order was essentially one that
led from changing techniques of production to
changing economic relationships and thence to

changing social relationships. The question at
issue was not whether economic factors had an
important impact on the whole social fabric but
whether the latter, together with the totality of
the cultural life, should be construed as derivative from the former. This position can be tested
only by the difficult analysis of the causal nexus
involved in the whole complicated pattern of
interrelationships between technological, cultural and social factors. It implies in the last
resort a psychological analysis of the system of
human motivations, as manifested in responses

to changing environmental conditions.
The historical rather than the scientific im-

portance of Marx gave impetus to such studies.
The various single factor theories of social

situations

An

apparent way out of the perplexing probsocial causation

is

that of the cultural

approach In the manner of cultunl anthropology it envisaged as an inclusive system of the
superorgamc all the manifestations of conduct,
achievement and institution which characterize
a social group This method serves no doubt for
the broad distinction of cultural or social stages,
like that advanced by L. II
Morgan in his

(New York 1877) or by Muller
Phasen der Kultur und Richtungshmen des Fortschntts (Munich 1908, tr by E. C.
and II. A. Lake, London 1920). But it leaves
sociology without a focus, and it evades altoAncient Society

Lyer in

his

gether the real question of social causation as
distinct from the quite different question of
independent origin and the diffusion of culture
traits.

Sociology on this principle can be little
a general science of classification and

more than

description, in no way properly differentiated
from anthropology. The interpretation of social

phenomena involves the relation of the specific
social factor not only to the cultural order conceived in this broad sense but also to the differAs Alfred Weber has

causation, whether geographical, technological,

ent elements within

be supported by
certain evidences but they tend to refute one

shown, the three primary systems within which
all human constructions fall
the system of

economic or

another.

cultural,

can

all

Thus Marx regarded

the technological

working indirectly on society through
its economic consequences, while Thorstem
Veblen based a deterministic theory on its direct
factor as

operation through a process of "work-a-day
habituations" (The Theory of the Leisure Class,

New

York 1899; new ed. 1918). One group of
historians and historical sociologists, like Lam-

it.

civilization in the sense of the utilitarian tech-

nological order, the system of culture underas the complex of the arts, creeds,

stood

philosophies, manners, morals and enjoyments
in which human nature finds its freer expression

and the system of social relationships have to
be regarded as exhibiting distinctive characters
and different tempos of change in the historical
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process which weaves them all together ("Prinzipielles zur Kultursoziologie" in Archiv fur

made of

these conceptions

by romantic

writers

like Spengler.

Sozialpolitik, vol. xlvii,

Tonnies was followed by a group of German

1920-21, p. 1-49).
Society thus came to be seen as a system distinct from the state; a system revealing internal
principles of coherence and change of a different

who sought to lay the foundations
of an autonomous sociology, all of whom centered their interest on social relationships as the
primary subject matter of sociology. Georg

Sostalzwssenschaft

und

order from the prescriptive rules of morality; a
system not to be identified with the economic,
the cultural or any scheme of human behavior
other than that which expresses itself in the
interaction of man with man, or, in Max Weber's
language, in the orientation of a person or persons toward the behavior of others. Once soci-

ology emerged as the study of this subject
matter, it continued to borrow the particularist
principles or methods of other sciences, as distinct from the universal logic or methodology

which

is inherent in the nature of science.
Sociology then attempted to attain the maturity
which involves not only a particular subject
its own particular approach,
derived from experience gained within and not
without its own field. Some of the sociologists

sociologists

Simmel gave his chief work, his elaborate, discursive and suggestive Soziologie (Leipsic 1908),
the subtitle Untersuchungen uber die Formen der
Vergesellschaftung. His
characteristic general
arising

from

emphasis on forms, the

modes

of relationship,
his desire to delimit the field of

sociology, has led to misapprehensions as to the
nature of his contribution. In his studies of social
differentiation,

of

the

persistence

of

social

groups, of the various relationships, such as
superordination and subordination, with which
he dealt in the Soziologie, Simmel revealed himself as a discerning analyst of social phenomena,
in no way as a formalist in any narrow sense.

matter but also

Von Wiese has on the whole followed the lead of

previously considered, notably Durkheim, have

social process instead of social form and shows
his kinship to recent trends in sociology in the
United States by his use of extensive classifica-

Simmel, although he prefers to use the term

striven to this end, but they have revealed some
uncertainty or limitation in its pursuit. Durkhtim, for example, showed a tendency to in-

tions and his insistence on empirical methods.
Vierkandt was a more eclectic thinker, who be-

terpret cultural phenomena rather exclusively
in terms of the social factor, although his aim

sides his studies in cultural history and his
contributions to the analysis of types of social

to treat the social factor as a reality sui
and to develop methods of investigation

relationship proclaimed the value of the phe-

was

generis

which were appropriate

to

this

distinctive

subject matter.
One of the first clear attempts to base a socio-

system on principles derived from the
study of the social element itself was made by
F. Tonnies, in his Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft
(Leipsic 1887, yth ed. Berlin 1926). By Gelogical

meinschaft Tonnies meant a social unity of a
deep rooted organic character, arising out of the
essential social nature of man and expressive of a
collective will; such formations, for example, as

the tribe or the clan. Gesellschaft y by contrast, is
a deliberate social construction, in which individual aims are conjoined contractually for
their

better

matrix,

the

fulfilment.

source

whereas Gesellschaft
complex civilization

Gemeinschaft

is

the

of

social development;
prominent in the more
in the life of the city but

is

nomenological method, the discernment of the
essential psychical factors of a situation or process by direct apprehension of its nature, which

may be

regarded as the precise opposite of the
method. In the same vein, while
the behaviorists draw a sharp line between
behavioristic

sociology and social philosophy, Vierkandt
maintained that sociology is productive only
when it has a philosophical basis.

Vierkandt's position approached in some reof the outstanding exponent of

spects that

method,

Max Weber. Weber

held that soci-

ology, directed as it is to social behavior, which
is by definition intentional or
meaningful, must

not seek mechanically to measure phenomena
but is directed to understanding them. In this
he followed the maxim of Dilthey: Die Natur
erkldren

wir,

das

Seelenleben

Pursuing this distinction,

verstehen

wir.

Weber developed

his

not of the village. The distinction has proved
a fruitful one, although perhaps the stress laid by

principle of ideal types or constructs. In the
complex vicissitudes of historical change social

Tonnies on the

factors, attitudes, movements, are aspects of
a concrete reality which does not conform purely
to the type forms by which it must be under-

relatively artificial character of
Gesellschaft introduces a dubious element of

valuation, especially if

one considers the use
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Hence the ideal type (the idea, in the
Platonic sense, or specific essence of the phenomena) is a construct framed by experience
stood.

and employed thereafter as an instrument of
discovery and as a hypothesis to be refined by
further experience. It differs, if at all, from the
abstractions of other sciences only by its reference to the peculiarly sociological method of

understanding.

It

methodology that

was

in

keeping with his
rejected the

Max Weber

States the

main

issue lay rather

between the

normative-speculative and the inductive-research school. A few writers, most notably

Cooley, sought to build up systems of sociology
analysis of types of social relationship,

on the

much on ethical
on scientific lines his pregnant distinction
between the face to face group and the imperalthough even Cooley treated as

as

sonal organization.

A

few others followed the

anthropological style developed preeminently

deterministic interpretation of history and in his
studies in the sociology of religion showed the
role of religious factors in the maintenance and

by Sumner in Folkways (Boston 1906) and with
A. G. Keller in The Science of Society (4 vols.,
New Haven 1927-28). Others, such as L. L.

change of

Bernard, made psychological analysis the basis
of sociological contributions. The dominance of

social systems.

sociologists formed part of a larger
of German writers who contributed from

These
group

the research schools with their ideal of meticu-

various angles to the development of sociology;
among them may be included Troeltsch, Alfred

lous research pursued by the case study and
statistical methods has brought out a rich array

Weber, Barth, Scheler, Mises, Gothein, Spann
and Oppenheimer as well as those whose socioin
logical contributions were formulated mainly
their economic or political studies, such as
Sombart, Kelsen, Kantorowicz and Lederer. In
Germany particular interest was taken in the
theoretical foundations of sociology, and hence
controversies over fundamentals have been rife.
Thus the discussion between Max Weber and
Sombart concerning Wertfreiheit gave prominence to one of the most significant and most
unsettled issues of the social sciences; nor was
the position taken by Rickert and Sombart
wholly turned by the strong assaults directed
against it by Weber, von Wicse and others.
Closely related was the endless controversy over

of sociological data, although, as more attention was devoted to techniques of discovery

the distinction, in respect of subject matter,
concepts and methods, between the natural
sciences

and the

social or cultural sciences.

A

much

debated question was whether
sociology should be considered an inclusive
third

(general) or a delimited (special) social science;
and while the trend has been to the latter view,

away from the position of Comte, it is still
opposed by the cultural sociologists and by the
universahsts, like Spann, Baxa and Landheer,

who

are willing to define society as a spiritual
made manifest in action (Spann, Othmar,

totality

Kategorienlehre, Jena 1924).

While the Germans were seeking to establish
an autonomous sociology, activity toward the
same end, although of a highly contrasted nature, was also being displayed by American
In European countries generally
the temperamental antithesis showed itself in
the conflict of the synthetic-speculative and the
analytic-historical school, whereas in the United
sociologists.

than to principles of interpretation, the data
have often remained as the raw materials of
science. One of the leading exponents of the
statistical method has been W. F. Ogburn, who
nevertheless essayed a considerable task of
interpretation in his Social Change (New
1922). Sociology in the United States has

York
been

chiefly concerned with an extensive and intensive mapping of the contemporary social scene.
It is noteworthy that although, and possibly
because, American society is itself characterized
by rapid transitions, its students have been little

concerned with the

historical perspective.

field of historical sociology little

In the

more has been

done than to record, as in the massive cooperative volumes of Recent Social Trends in the
United States (2 vols., New York 1933) and the

accompanying monographs, quite recent developments. The earlier evolutionary sociologists, such as Ward and Giddings, scarcely dealt
with historical factors in their sweeping classifications;

while the newer schools of ecologists,

behavionsts, statistical and applied sociologists
have followed methods more adapted to the
survey of contemporary conditions than to the
investigation of historical processes.
The practical problems of a society subject to
rapid and drastic change, the conflicts of mores
social practises within the complex life of a
modern civilization and thegrowthof a positivist

and

as contrasted with a normative attitude toward
society itself have led to a widespread developsociological modes of thought. This is
attested not only by the rise of sociological

ment of

schools and systems,

by the impact of sociology
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on the study of politics, law, economics and
history, by the extensive application of socio-

Aires 1905), Jose" Oliva, in Sociologia general
(vol. i- , Santa F^ 1924- ), and Raul A. Orgaz

logical principles to educational practise, to the
treatment of crime and the like but also by the

in La wiergia social argentina (vol. iBuenos
Aires 1924- ), concepts of sociological theory
have won a larger place. While the sociologists

permeation of sociological interest into general
literature.

While such

literature

at

popular

literature

has

times

all

affords rich materials for the sociologist,

consciously

modern
and in

abundant measure dealt in sociological terms
with social situations and problems. There is in
this respect a marked difference between the
novels, plays and periodicals of the present time
and those of a century ago.
In another respect sociology has been advancing its frontiers. It has been necessary in
this survey to focus attention on the countries
which have exhibited the mam trends of modern
sociological thought. But in many other countries sociological studies

have begun.

nature of the social sciences that the

It is in the

phenomena

they deal with are in part not universal but
uniquely determined within the boundaries of
political social areas

and

social unities.

Hence

every country or distinctive community has its
own effective contribution to make to the broad
science of society. This point is today finding
illustration in various parts of the world. Thus
at present two
sociologists, those, like Y. C. L.

in

China there are

groups of

Wu

and Lin

Yu-T'ang, who assess the teachings of the
ancient sages in modern sociological terms and
those who are applying to studies of contemporary Chinese society the techniques of investigation they have learned from the West. In
Japan western sociology has been adapted and
applied by Toyama, Yoneta, Endo, Takebeand
Takata. In India an attack has been begun,

notably by Ketkar, Ghurye and N. K. Dutt on
the rich social materials to be found in the his-

and changing order of

In South
America, while a number of sociologists have
torical

caste.

been dependent on European or North American inspiration, others have developed a vein of
their own. Preeminent among these are D. F.
Sarmiento, in his brilliant study entitled Facundo (Santiago, Chile 1845;

new

as Life in the Argentine

1916;

tr.

York

1868),

Madrid

ed.
.

.

.

,

New

and A. E. Alvarez Suarez, in his
comprehensive treatise entitled Sud America
(Buenos Aires 1894; new ed. by E. Nelson,
1918), which depicts and seeks to explain the
Latin American attitudes toward institutions
and particularly toward forms of government.
In the works of more recent writers, such as
Ernesto Quctudi, in his

La

sociologia

(Buenos

,

of North America have tended to neglect hishave been perhaps the

torical materials, these

main

interest

of

the sociologists

of

South

America.

R.
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Consult. FOR SOCIOLOGICAL THOUGHT BEFORE THE
EMERGENCE OF SOCIOLOGY. Landheer, Earth, Der
Gesellschafts- und Staatsbegnff Platons (Rotterdam
1929), Baxa, Jakob, Gesellschaftslehre von Platan bis
Nietzsche, Wissenschaft und Bildung, no.
241 (Leipsic 1927); Barker, Ernest, The Political
Thought of Plato and Aristotle (London 1906), Hack-

Fnednch

H

F Chinesische Philosophic (Munich 1927);
Gierke, Otto von, Das deutsche Genossenschaftsrecht,
(Berlin 1868-1913), pt of vol. in tr. with
introduction by F W. Maitland as Political Theories
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4 vols
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Middle Ages (Cambridge, Eng 1900), Dunning,
History of Political Theories from Luther to
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Montesquieu

(New York

1905), Jarrett, B. Social The-

Middle Ages, 1200-1500 (London 1926).
FOR THE EMERGENCE 01- SOCIOLOGY. Sombart, Werner, "Die Anfange der Soziologie" in Hauptprobleme
der Soziologie , Ennnerungsgabe fur Max Weber, ed.
by
Palyi, 2 vols (Munich 1923) vol. i, p 3-19;
Barth, Paul, Die Philosophic der Geschichte als Soziologie (4th ed Leipsic 1922) p 160-221; Small, A. W.,
ories of the

M

Origins of Sociology (Chicago 1924); Baxa, Jakob,
Einfuhrung in die romantische Staatswissenschaft, Die
vol. iv (and ed. Jena
1931), Lichtenberger, J P
Development of Social
Theory (New York 1923), Bogardus, E. S A History

Herdfiamme, Supplementary
,

,

of Social Thought (and ed. Los Angeles 1928); MurStudies in the English Social and Political
ray, R

H

,

Thinkers of the Nineteenth Century, 2 vols.

(Cam-

bridge, Eng. 1929), The History and Prospects of the
Social Sciences, ed. by H. E. Barnes (New York 1925);
Alengry, Franck, Essai historique et critique sur la
sociologie chez

Auguste Comte (Paris 1900)

FOR POST-COMTIAN THEORIES: BIOLOGICAL SCHOOLS:
Barth, P Die Philosophic der Geschichte ah Soziologie
,

(4th ed. Leipsic 1922) p. 260-437; Sorokin, P. A.,
Contemporary Sociological Theories (New York 1928)
chs. iv-v; Coker, F. W., Orgamsmic Theories of the
State, Columbia University, Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, no. 101 (New York 1910);

Schallmayer, Wilhelm, Vererbung und Auslese (4th ed.
Jena 1920); Duprat, G. L., Science sociale et democratie (Pans 1900), Simar, Theophile, "Etude critique
sur la formation de la doctrine des races au xvm
siecle et son expansion au xix e siecle" in Acadeini

Philosophic der Geschichte als Soziologie (4th ed. Leipsic 1922) p. 222-60, Sorokin, P.
Contemporary Sociological Theories (New York 1928) ch. via; "Sozialpsychologie" in Handwbrterbuch der Sosiologie, ed. by

A

,

Alfred Vierkandt (Stuttgart 1931) p 545-64, Webb,
C. C J Group Theories of Religion and the Individual
(London 1916), Bougl6, C , "Revue generale des the"ones re"centes sur la division du travail" in Annee
PSYSOClologique, vol. VI (1903) 73-122.
,

CHOLOGICAL SCHOOLS Barth,

P.,

Die Philosophic der

Geschichte als Soxiologie (4th ed. Leipsic 1922) p. 437505 Sorokin, P A., Contemporary Sociological Theories
,

(New York

1928) ch.

xi,

Ogden, C

K

,

The Meaning

(New York 1926), Vierkandt, A "GaTarde und die Bestrebungen der Sociologie" in

of Psychology
briel

,

Zeitschnft fur Social- Wissenschaft, vol n (1899) 557Psychological Interpretations of
77, Davis, M.
Society, Columbia University, Studies in History,
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,

Economics and Public Law, vol. xxvm, no. 2 (New
York 1909), Small, A. W., "Fifty Years of Sociology
in the United States" in American Journal of Sociology,

GEOGRAPHIvol. xxi (1915-16) 721-864
CAL AND DEMOGRAPHICAL SCHOOLS. Barnes, H. E.,
The Netv History and the Smial Studies (New York
1925) ch n, Barth, P Die Philosophic der Geschichte
,

als Soziologie (4th ed. Leipsic 1922) p.

A

544-97; Soro-

Contemporary Sociological Theories (New
YG k 1928) chs. in and vu, Reuter, E B Population
Problems (Philadelphia 1923) ch n, Carr-Saunders,
A
The Population Problem (Oxford 1922), Mayr,
Georg von, Statistik und Gesellschaftslehre, vols 1-11
kin, P.

,

,

M

,

OTHER
(2nd ed. Tubingen 1914-26).
POINTS OF DEPARTURE Barth, P Die Philosophic der
Geschtchte ah Soziologie (4th ed Leipsic 1922) p.
,

597-856; Barnes, H

(New York

E

,

Sociology and Political Theory
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Sociology
Royale des Sciences, des Lettres and des Beaux-Arts
de Belgique, Classe des Lettres, Memoires, and sen,
vol. xvi, no. 4 (Brussels 1922).
SocioPSYCHOLOGICAL SCHOOLS. Duprat, G. L., "La psycho-socioloKie en France" in Archwjur Geschichte der
Philosophic, vol. xxxvii (1925) 133-60, Earth, P., Die

Systematic Sociology in Germany, Columbia University, Studies in History, Economics and Public Law,
no. 310 (New York 1929), Maclver, R.
"Soci,

M

A

ology" in Columbia University,
Quarter Century of
R Fox (New York
Learning, 1904-1929, ed by
J93 1 ) P 62-91, Geiger, Theodor, "Soziologie. I.

D

Hauptnchtungen, Aufgaben, Verfahren"

in

Hand-

worterbuch der Soziologie, ed by Alfred Vierkandt
(Stuttgart 1931) p. 568-78, Wiese, L von, "Current
Sociology. II. Germany" in Sociological Review, vol.
xix (1927) 21-25, Hankms, F.
,
"Sociology" in
The History and Prospects of the Social Sciences, ed.
E. Barnes (New York 1925) ch. vi, Mises,
by

H

H

Ludvug, "Soziologie und Geschichte" in Archiv fiir
und Sozialpohtik, vol. Ixi (1929)

Sosiahvisscnschaft

465-512, Bam, Read, "Trends in American Sociological Theory" in Trends in American Sociology, ed by
G. A Lundberg, Read Bain and Nels> Anderson (New
York 1929) ch n.
FOR THE SPREAD OF SOCIOLOGY. Hsu, L S., "The

Teaching of Sociology

m China" in Chinese Social and

Political Science Re^ne^c, vol. xi (1927) 373-89; Matsumoto, J , "Soziologie in Japan," and Michels,

Roberto, "Elemente zur Soziologie in Italien" in
Kdlner Vierteljahrshefte fur Soziologie, vol. in (192324) 289-91 and 219-49; Blaha, A, "Die zeitgenossische tschechische Soziologie" in Jahrbuch fur
, "SoSoziologie vol n (1926) 441-61, Braileanu,

T

,

Rumamen"
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Kolner Vierteljahrshefte fur
v (1925-26) 491-95, Sorokin, P. A,
"Die russische So/iologie der Gegemvart im zwanzigsten Jahrhundert" in Jafirbuch fur Soziologie, vol.
a (1926) 462-83, Helander, S\en, "Soziologie in
Schweden" in Kolner Viertcljahrsheflt fur Soziologie,
vol
(1923-24) 85-91, Stemmetz, S R "Soziologie
in Holland" in Kolner Vierteljahrshefte fur Soziologie,
vol.
(1923-24) 203-07, Bernard, L. L , "Sociology
*m Argentina" in American Journal of Sociology, vol.
xxxm (1927-28) 1 10-17, and "The De\elopment and
Present Tendencies of Sociology in Argentina" in
ziologie in

Soziologie, vol

m

,

m

Social Forces, vol.

M (1927-28)

13-27.

1924), Gierke, Otto von,

Genossenschaftsrecht, 4 vols. (Berlin 1868-1913) vols.
in and iv, pt. of vol in, tr. with introduction by F. W.
Maitland as Political Theories of the Middle Ages

SOCRATES (c.
), Greek philosopher. Socrates was the real founder of Greek

(Cambridge, Eng. 1900), Menger, Karl, Untersuchungen uber die Methode der Socialwissenschaften
(Leipsic 1883); Baxa, Jakob, Gesellschaftslehre von
Platon bis Friednch Nietzsche, Wissenschaft und Bildung, no. 241 (Leipsic 1927), Simkhovitch, V. G.,

philosophical ethics, bringing into moral inquiry
a spirit of intellectual criticism and personal
sincerity which it had lacked and without which

"Approaches to History" in Political Science Quarterly, vol xhv (1929) 481-97, vol xlv (1930) 481-526;
Masaryk, T. G Die philosophischen und sociohgischen
Grundlagen des Marxismus (Vienna 1899); Abel, Theodore, "Is a Cultural Sociology Poss'ble?" in American
Journal of Sociology, vol. xxxv (1930) 739-52.
FOR SOCIOLOGY AS AUTONOMOUS SCIENCE: Symposium on the nature and method of sociology in the
issues of Soctologus, vol. vi (1930) and vol. vii (1931);
Weber, Max, Gesammelte Aufs&tze xur Wissenschaftslehre (Tubingen 1922), Below, G. von, "Zum Streit
,

urn das Wesen der Soziologie" in Jahrbucher ftir
Nationaldkonomie und Statistik, 3rd ser., vol. kix
(1926) 21842; Dunkmann, Karl, Der Kampf um
Othmar Spann (Leipsic 1928)- Landheer, Barth, "Othmar Spann 's Social Theories" in Journal of Political
Economy, vol. xxxix (1931) 239-48; Abel, T. F.,

470-399 B c

it

would have been

futile

and even mischievous.

The sophists before him had indeed made questions of conduct the philosophical order of the
day, but they were far more interested in teach-

ing accepted moral usage than in inquiring into
principles or evoking a spiritual enthusiasm for

who had no system to
propose and whose professions of ignorance
were received with incredulity, was dogmatic
right conduct. Socrates,

merely in his insistence that there was a science
to be learned and that a start could be made only
by inquiring into the assumptions behind man's
actions

and framing

definitions of specific

and

universal goods until they formed a system.
Although he maintained that virtue was knowl-

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
edge and that no man did wrong knowingly,
he guarded against giving the impression that
intellectual knowledge or analysis by itself was
equivalent to virtuous action. He himself, after
preliminary analysis, always acted on the basis

of a practical sign from within his famous
"divine sign" and the implication of his doctrine is that while analysis should discover the
universal principle or major premise of the moral
syllogism, the conclusion or the incorporation

of the principle into the concrete situation
should be the work of a practical act. In politics
or social theory Socrates' doctrine was even
more undeveloped than his ethics; the only definite pronouncement which can justifiably be
attributed to him is that wherein he objects to
the methods of democracy as unscientific. In
shipcraft a pilot is selected for his expert knowledge, but in government everyone is regarded as
fit

be a statesman even though he possesses

to

no mastery of the science of statesmanship.
The influence of Socrates, which was enormous during his lifetime, was greatly increased
through his dramatic trial and condemnation to
death by the Athenians on the charge of impiety.
The circumstances of the accusation, which contained the double charge, first, that he denied
the gods recognized by the state and introduced

m

and tr. by R. D. Hicks, Loeb Classical Library, 2 vols.
(London 1925) vol. i, p. 148-77. For modern interpretations bee Taylor, A. E Socrates (London 1932),
Rogers, A. K., The Socratic Problem (New Haven
1933); Ritter, C Sokrates (Tubingen 1931), Burnet,
John, Greek Philosophy; Thales to Plato (London
1914) chs. vni-x, and the introduction to his edition
of Plato's Phaedo (Oxford 1911) p. ix-lvi, Busse, A
Sokrates, Die grossen Erzieher, vol. vii (Berlin 1914);
Maier, Ilemnch, Sokrates; sein Werk und seine geschichthche Stellung (Tubingen 1913).
,
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SODEN, GRAF FRIEDRICH JULIUS
HEINRICH VON (1754-1831), German economist and miscellaneous writer. Soden, in earlier
a bureaucrat in the service of Brandenburg-

life

Ansbach and of Prussia and a

many branches

prolific writer in

of the social sciences and litera-

is permanently
significant only for his
nine-volume treatise on economics and the

ture,

science of administration (Die Nationalbkonomie,

punishment but

expense for the rest of
all, however, was his reafter his condemnation to death, to accept

were, however, too deeply rooted in the cameralist soil for him to appreciate fully the implications of Smith's system. Consequently in dis-

everyone by not running away, as his opponents
had hoped, and by making the trial a platform
for the proclamation of his principles. When he
was found guilty by a small majority and it was
his turn to propose a sentence, he declined to
entertain the idea of banishment and insisted

that his career merited not

maintenance
life.

fusal,

ogy," "Cnto," and "Phaedo" in Plato, text and translation by H. N. Fowler, Loeb Classical Library, 10
(London 1919-29) vol. i; and biography
Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminent Philosophers, text

vols.

Aarau and Nuremberg 1805its inception to Soden 's
study of Adam Smith at a time when the latter's
fundamental ideas were being propagated in
Germany chiefly by such academicians as
Christian J. Kraus, Georg F. Sartonus and L.
H. von Jakob. Unlike the manuals of these professors, which amounted to little more than
selections from or paraphrases of Smith's writings, Soden's work constituted an ambitious
attempt to reconcile Smithian economics with
German cameralism. His political conceptions

strange divinities and, second, that he corrupted
the young, are still obscure. Socrates surprised

his

doctrines, Xenophon's Memorabtha, Greek text and
translation by E. C. Marchant, Loeb Classical Library (London 1923); Plato'* dialogues, "The Apol-

at public

Strangest of

his friends'

arrangement

for escape

from

jail.

am and always have been one of those natures
who must be guided by reason," he told Crito,
"I

"and now

that this fortune has come upon me,
cannot put away the reasons which I have
before given." These words, or rather the action
which they express, strike the highest note in
I

Greek philosophy. It is not difficult to appreciate
the impression they made on Plato and the
others who were then turning to problems of

They symbolize the new seriousness of
tone in Greek moral thought of rival and divergent schools in the period after Socrates.
ethics.

BENJAMIN GINZBURG
Consult:

For

first

hand sources on

Socrates'

life

and

9 vols
24).

Leipsic,

,

The work owed

cussing the legal foundations and distribution
of landed property, the grain trade, the export
trade, the guild system, state property, taxation
like he immediately discarded the
fundamental principles of economic freedom
whenever they came into direct collision with
ethical and natural law tenets or threatened the

and the

of
stability of the existing corporative structure

apparent inconsistency was made
by the fact that, like Sartorius
before him, he drew a sharp distinction between
the science of universal economic laws and their
application to the various branches of state adsociety.

more

The

plausible

which the last five volumes of
work are devoted. It was perhaps precisely

ministration, to
his

Socrates
because ot

its

compromise position

that Soden's

economics, despite its rambling character and
lack of any clear theoretical basis, had a stimulating effect upon the discussion of Smith's ideas
in Germany. The orthodox followers of Smith
have, however, always judged Soden's work with
a certain reserve, although they have recognized

the comprehensiveness and the high intellectual
level of his discussion.

KARL PRIBRAM
Consult

Crome, H. W., Ideen

veranlastt durch die

Etnlettung zur Nattonal-Oekonomte des Herrn Grafen

jfuhus von Soden (Leipsic 1807); Politz, K. H. L.,
Die Staatsvnssenschaften im Ltchte unserer Zeit, 5 vols.

(Leipsic 1823-24) vol 11, p 46-47, Roscher, Wilhelm,
Geschichte der National -Oekononnk in Deutschland

(Munich 1874)

Kautx, Julius, Theone und
(Vienna
622-23.

p. 674-86,

Geschichte dcr National-Oekonotmk, 2 vols

1858-60)

vol.

11,

p.

SOETBEER, ADOLF GEORG
German economist and

statistician.

(1814-92),

Although

university training was in the field of
philosophy, Soetbeer's active life was devoted to

Sohm

249

gold production as of the withdrawal of gold
from circulation combined with a general decline of prices.

His international reputation,

however, rests upon the statistical investigations
of the production and utilization of precious
metals after the discovery of America. For the
early period these are based in part upon the researches of Alexander von Humboldt. It is a
tribute to Soetbeer's genius that to this day the
world gold production figures for 1493 to 1885

published by the United States Mint are derived

from

his compilations.

In the

last

years of his

From

with empirical economic problems.
1843 to 1872 he wab secretary of the Ham-

burg Commerzdeputation, a semi-official body
representing mercantile and shipping interests,
and thereafter honorary professor of the University of Gottingen, his alma matei. At first
Soetbeer's interest centered on the history and
current development of

commerce

in

Hamburg;

he produced a number of independent studies
and organized a bureau whose Tabellarische
Uebersichten des hamburgischen Handels constitutes one of the earliest German publications of
the statistics of trade and prices.

The complexity
Hamburg where

of the currency situation in
silver

money was used

for

an uncirculation while accounts were
coined mark banko, the city being surrounded
by small territorial units with independent curkept in

rencies

as contrasted with the efficiency of the

English monetary system based on gold drew
Soetbeer's attention to problems of currency
history. He became an early and efexponent of a unified gold standard currency for Germany and thereby of the gold
standard in general; indeed he incorporated in
the memorial of 1856 a complete draft of cur-

policy

and

fective

rency legislation, which is of great historical
interest. In historical monographs published in
the i86o's he endeavored to prove that the
from gold to silver money had already

transition

occurred in the late Merovingian epoch and that
was the outcome not so much of a decrease in

it

Soetbeer was oc-

number for the time, divided into eight groups;
the value of the index was calculated by years as
well as

by

five-year periods.

HERO MOELLER

his

dealing

life

cupied chiefly with the statistics of the value of
money. He compiled an index number of wholesale prices in Hamburg in 1851-85, later extended to 1890. This is an unweighted index including as many as 114 quotations, an unusual

Important works. Denktchnft betreffend die Einfuhrung
der Goldwuhrung in Deutsihland (Hamburg 1856);
"Beitrage zur Geschichte des Geld- und Mun/wesens
in Deutschland" in
Bayensche Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Ilistonsche Kommission, Forschungcn zur Jeutschen Geschichte, vol i (1862) 205-300,

K

vol 11(1862)293-383^0! iv (1864) 241-354, and vol.
vi (1866) 1-112, Eddmetall-Produktion und Werthverhdltw, zwischen Gold und Silber seit der Entdeckung

Amertkas, Petermanns Mitteilungen, Ergdnzungsheft,
no 57 (Gotha 1879), Materiahen sur Erlauterung und
Beurtetlung der ten tscJtaf(lichen Edelmetallverhaltmsse
und der Wahrungsfrage (Berlin 1885, 2nd ed. 1886),
English translation of 2nd ed by F. W. Taussig in

United States, Congress, soth Cong rst sess., Senate
Executive Document, no. 34 (1887) 57-280, 'Edelmetallgewmnung und Verwendune; in den Jahren
1881 bis 1890"
jfahrbucher fur Nationalokonomte
und Stattstik, vol. Ivi (1891) 518-71; Litteraturnachtvets ubcr Geld- und Munzivesen (Berlin 1892).
,
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SOHM, RUDOLF (1841-1917), German jurist.
Sohm studied under Wetzell, Bohlau and Paul
Roth and taught successively at Freiburg i. Br.,
Strasbourg and Leipsic. He was perhaps the
most brilliant dogmatic jurist of his time; but
although he was an adherent of conceptual jurisprudence, there was nothing narrow in his approach. He was a constructive thinker with a
penchant for provocative ideas, highly endowed
with historical insight and imagination. Working
in a period in which the conflict between Romanists and Germanists had abated somewhat,
Sohm was attracted toward Roman as well as
Germanic law and later in life toward the
canon law. He achieved almost equal fame in
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the fields of

Sohm's

Roman, Germanic and canon

Institutional

(Leipsic 1883,

I

7^

Rechts

questioned Sohm's conclusions as to the ultimate forms of liability; and he has been re-

k. Mitteis and L.
by J. C. Ledlie, 3rd

his exposition of Prankish judicial organization.

des

rBmischen

law.

e(^- D Y

Wenger, Munich 1923; tr.
ed. Oxford 1907), although almost casually
written, became the most important legal textbook in Germany in his time. He achieved renown as a Germanist with the publication of his
Der Prozess der Lex salica (Weimar 1867). While
this was a work of small compass, it established
the view in opposition to Siegel that it was not
the acceptance of Christianity but changes in
public relations which exerted the greatest influence upon the old Germanic law of procedure.
In his ambitious Frankisches Reichs- und Gerichtsverfassung (Weimar 1871)
prove that the Prankish empire

Sohm

sought to

was a true sUte,
and in opposition to Gierke he worked out a
between Staat and
series of famous antitheses

proached also for introducing modern ideas into

FRANZ SOMMER
Consult:

Sohm, Rudolf, "Selbstbiographie"

in Deut-

sche Junsten-Zeitung^ vol. xiv (1909) cols

1017-19;
Schmidt, R , Hauck, A and Ehrenberg, V , Rudolph Sohm, Gedenkenworte (Leipsic
1917); Fehr, Hans,
Zeitschrift der Savtgny-Sttftung
fur Rechtsgeschichte. Germanistische Abteilung, vol.
xxxvia (1917) hx-lxxviu, Schonfeld, Walther, "Die
junstische Methode im Kirchenrecht" in Archiv fiir
Rendtorff,

F

,

,

m

Rechts- und Wtrtsclwftsphilosophie, vol. xviii (1924-25)
"
in
58-95; Foerster, Erich, "Sohm widerlegt?
Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte, vol. xlvui (1929)

307-43, Banon, Hans, Rudolph Sohm und die Grundlegung des Kirchenrechts, Recht und Staat in Geschichte
und Gegenwart, no. Ixxxi (Tubingen 1931). Wohlhaupter, Eugen, in Kntische Vierteljahrsschnft fur
Gesetzgebung und Rechtswissenschaft, vol. bu (1932)
132, and further literature there cited.

Genossenschaft Amtsrecht and Volksrecht and
the like. Sohm was preoccupied particularly

SOILS. The

with

Prankish law. In a challenging essay,
"Frankisches Recht und romisches Recht" (in

tinuous body of unconsolidated mineral and
organic material without natural variations, but

Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung fur Rechtsgeschichte Germanistische Abtetlung, vol i, 1880, p.
1-84), he sought to show that the Prankish law

man on the basis of differences of characteristics
has divided it into units. The unvarying associa-

,

had had almost as wide a reception as the Roman
law, largely displacing other bodies of Germanic law. He regarded even the common law as
hardly more than another Prankish conquest.
Sohm's Das Recht der Eheschltessung (Weimar
1875), occasioned by contemporary disputes as
to the effect of civil marriage, marks the transfer

of his interest to the canon law. This work,
which was also Germanistic and comparative,
was epochal in that it advanced the doctrine that
"formal" contract and "real" contract were the
two ultimate forms of liability. Sohm's fundamental position with regard to the canon law was
that such a body of law was in contradiction to
the nature of the church. This view, which he

developed in his Kirchenrecht (vol. i., Leipsic
1892; vol. ii, ed. by E. Jacobi and O. Mayer,
Munich 1923), arose not from a straining for

paradox but from his

own

profoundly religious
nature. At the same time, however, he recognized that despite the inherent contradiction the
canon law represented a historical necessity.

Sohm was a master of the art of drawing upon
all

the resources of style and language in the
and for this reason his works

service of his idea*,

must be read

critically.

Not

all hia

doctrines

have remained uncontested; this is particularly
true of his canon law theory, which has aroused
a tremendous amount of controversy. Gierke

soil

cover of the earth

is

a con-

tion throughout the world of any given soil unit
with a particular geographic environment has
convinced investigators that soils constitute that

feature of man's geographic environment which

more clearly than any other the combined result of the action of all the other environmental factors. Man is one of the dynamic
expresses

factors of this environment.

him the soil

When

occupied by

subjected to certain transformations, partly through the removal of some of its
constituents, partly through the mechanical
is

effects of the instruments of tillage, but mainly
through the change effected by him in the other
natural soil developing factors. He is unable to

any important change in climate, in relief
or in the geological character of the parent rocks;
but he may carry out profound changes in the
character of the natural vegetation and therefore
effect

upon soil development. Since the
the strongest of the forces which have
produced soils, important changes in its charin

its

influence

latter is

must bring about changes in the soil.
While the action of climate on soils is

acter

in

general destructive, the direct action of vegetation is constructive. Of the two great groups of
vegetation, however, grass

is

more effective than

most important of
man's crops, the grains and grasses, belong
forest vegetation. Since the

botanically to the grass group, it follows that the
changes of vegetation made by man are less de-

Sohm
would have been the case had
crop plants been selected from

structive than

most of

his

arboreal plants. In changing a forest vegetation
to crop vegetation man may actually improve the

character of the

soil, if

nothing more

is

involved

than change in the character of vegetation. This
relation of soil character to that of the vegetation
under which soils have developed or are developing may be generalized into the statement
that natural grassland soils are productive and
natural forest land soils are relatively unproductive.

Since soil degradation, or the progressive decrease in soil productivity by both chemical and
physical changes, is brought about mainly
through leaching, soils may be differentiated
into unleached soils, partially leached soils and
leached soils. The term leached refers to that
characteristic brought about by the removal
from the soil of an important part of its original
supply of alkalies, alkaline earths and silica. This
differentiation is based on changes brought
about by the destructive effect of climate,

Soils
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occupies a broad strip across Asia and Africa
from Mongolia to the Atlantic coast of the
Sahara; another large area comprises the western

intermountam regions of North America. By far
the larger areas have always been sparsely inhabited by a nomadic population, for only in the
valleys of great rivers, where water is abundant

and

available for irrigation, has

to develop a complev civilization

man been
on

able

desert soils.

The second group of soils, those developed
under grass cover, have high potential capacity
for production and do not require irrigation. On
the basis of soil character alone there seems to be
no reason why these soils should not have been
highly important throughout history. Until recent times, however, regions consisting largely
of such soils have been of relatively little im-

portance in the development of civilization.
constituted the historic home of the

They have

spectacular nomadic kingdoms of central and

western Asia.

The social, economic and

political

of such soils on the population are almost
the reverse of those of the desert soils. Because

effects

mainly rainfall. The same groups of soils may
also be designated as desert soils, semi-arid to
subhumid soils and humid soils. In terms of

of the large areas required for the support of the
animals essential to the subsistence of the

productivity the groups comprise soils which
under irrigation are highly productive, soils

sible, since there

moderately productive without irrigation and
soils of low natural productivity.
In discussing the influence of the different
types of soils on the economic, social and political conditions of countries dominated by one

Ramann has shown that counmainly on desert soils have tended
predominantly, if not universally, to an extreme
or the other type

tries located

differentiation of the population into classes;
this has involved political control by a very small
class and the degradation of the masses of the

population to the lowest economic and social
level, without social or political influence. These
conditions arise because of the impossibility of
utilizing desert soils except through community
action. The individual without assistance and

without capital is unable to bring water on to
such land and to control its distribution. Whoever controls the distribution of water has absolute command over the conditions of life of the
population concerned. Ancient civilizations, like
those of Egypt, Babylon and the countries of the
Turkestan basin, were characterized by a small
ruling or wealthy class and a subject population
whose economic condition was barely above that

of slavery.

The most

population fixed habitation has not been posmust be an almost incessant

search for pasture. This contingency has made
stability of land occupation impossible. On the

one hand, it has encouraged the assertion of
freedom by the individual and the development
of a warlike attitude, a necessity in the defense
of pastures; on the other, it has led to disorganization and to almost complete absence of most
of the institutions which are associated with
civilization.

The great grasslands of the world lie mainly in
the interiors of the continents; the largest is the
Eurasian, extending from Lake Baikal southwest
to the Carpathians and in isolated areas and
narrow strips to the southwest and northeast of

each end of this belt. The second in size is to be
found in the interior of the North American

from the Canadian northwest to
Texas. There are smaller belts in South Amer-

continent

ica,

century the Eurasian grasslands constituted the
homeland of hordes of warring nomads, who
repeatedly invaded the outlying lands of
western Europe; invasions during the Middle
Ages reached westward as far as France. The
successive great migrations have been attributed
to a

important of the desert

soil areas

including a considerable part of Argentina,
and in Africa. Up to the thirteenth

in Australia

change of climate within the interior of the
When, however, full con-

Asiatic continent.
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given to the characteristics of the
soils and their distribution and to the other
sideration

is

environment affecting their
development, it becomes apparent that it is not
necessary to explain the waves of invasion by a
factors of the natural

change in climate.
Within restricted areas, however, grassland
soils have been historically important as the
basis of stable agriculture and civilizations. This
was the case in the borderlands of the Mediterranean, a region which was the seat of the
second of the great civilizations of antiquity.

many scholars have attributed to outworn soil in
the Mediterranean region. The chief basis for
such a conclusion is the historical fact that the
Italian peninsula in early Roman history was a
region of wheat production and that during the
later stages of the republic grain production declined and livestock, oil and wme production

took

its place. This shift in
crops, it is maintained, occurred because of the declining pro-

ductivity of the

soil,

which had been exhausted

ancient

not received deserved atten-

through grain production in the early years of
the republic and under the preceding kingdom.
But historical evidence of depleted soil has not
been brought forward. The simplest explanation
of the change from grain growing to wine, oil

tion.

civilizations of the irrigated

and

The importance

of these soils in the developcivilization of

ment and maintenance of the

Rome has
The ancient

valleys did not present conditions favorable to

an extensive development of commerce, partly
because of the difficulty of communication (they
were separated by long stretches of desert sand)
and partly because of similarity of conditions
and products of each. In both these respects the
Mediterranean basin presented entirely different
conditions, especially because it was a region
also surrounded by or within reach of important

livestock production applies also to the case
of shift in production in the New England
states,

New York

and Pennsylvania

after 1870.

Although the shift is still charged to a worn out
soil, this was not the real cause, as studies made
in the region within the last quarter century
show. In the United States it was

clearly

brought about by destructive competition of

areas of grassland soils.

grain growing in the western states. It seems
probable that in Italy the same kind of competition from Sicily and north Africa after the Punic

The economic and social foundations of the
Roman Empire rested on slave labor, which

Wars and the influx of grain from other parts of
the Mediterranean region, which because of

natural conditions, especially the soil, tended to

their soils were natural

favor. Slave labor

only a possibility
its social

made commercial farming not
but almost a necessity. One of

consequences was the development of a

body of unemployed Roman citizens supported
by doles. This in turn required the production
of gram m large quantities and within easy access. The grassland soils are the most productive
grain producing soils of the world, in which production can be carried on without irrigation; the

Rome in possession
of rich grain lands of this character in Sicily and
north Africa. The extension of Rome's con-

conquest of Carthage placed

quests over Egypt, where grain was produced by
and around the east end of the

irrigation,

Mediterranean and along the north coast of the
Black Sea added other areas of natural wheat
producing soils. Free distribution of grain or
bread to a large population in Rome could never
have been maintained for almost half a millennium had it not been possible to produce wheat
cheaply on productive grasslands by slave labor.
There has been prolonged discussion among
historians of the possible effects of declining soil
productivity on man's institutions. In particular

there has been extensive consideration of the

causes of the decline and

fall

of

Rome, which

wheat producing regions,

effected a similar result.

These regions contained

large areas of highly productive soils, many
portions of which were natural grassland soils.

The more humid and poorer soils of the
mountainous peninsula of Italy could not compete in gram production with the fertile plains of
Sicily and north Africa. Spain and Egypt both
contributed their wheat at the same time and
with the same effect. The soils of these regions
were not only adapted to the production of
wheat of good quality but they were inherently
fertile enough to stand abuse and to favor large
scale methods. Cheap production on such lands
and by such labor flooded the market with cheap
grain and brought failure to the gram farmers of
Italy. Their drift to the cities and gradual submergence into the lowest class of city population, recruited from the artisans ruined by slave
labor, made necessary the development of the
grain and bread dole system. Italian landowners,
left without labor, were forced to use slaves, and
the capital investment required necessitated the

growth of commercial crops.
There is thus no real evidence that the exhaustion of soil fertility caused the breakdown of the
Roman Empire and the northward shift of

Soils
western European civilization. Whatever may
have been the cause, however, the shifting of the
center of civilization changed the relationship of
man to the soil. Western Europe, north of the

Alps and west of central Poland and the Hunis occupied by soils of the third, or
humid, group. These are relatively unproductive even in their virgin condition. Although
garian plain,

they offer possibilities of great improvement, for
a long time man did not possess the means of
exploiting

them advantageously. Humid

soils

developed under forest cover and were subjected
to the influences of high rainfall and warm
summer temperature. Because of the ineffectiveness of the forest cover in the struggle of the
plant against the degrading effect of the climate
upon the soil, soil leaching by the climate pro-

ceeded without strong interference. Throughout
the world soils developed to maturity under a
forest vegetation contain, because of this vegetation and the high rainfall, a low percentage of
organic matter and therefore a low percentage of
nitrogen.
Not only were the soils of western Europe
poor, but the type of agriculture practised on
them for many centuries after the beginning of

the Christian era \vas ineffective in modifying
their low productivity. Until little more than a

century ago the prevailing type of agriculture
throughout western Europe was that of the
three-field system. Essentially this was a system
of grain growing. The tract of land cultivated

by each peasant was divided into three fields.
Spring gram was grown on one and winter grain
on another, while the third was left fallow, so
that there was a three-year rotation. The fallow
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returned in the form of organic matter to the
soil, and as a result there was a progressive exhaustion of these constituents.

The

three-field

improve the soil also because it
did not include as an important part of the
farming system the growing of livestock. This
was a necessary result of the extensive growth
of gram, which left no opportunity for a forage
crop. Part of the grain was fed to what little
livestock there was, but the amount of gram
available for this purpose was extremely small.
As a result of poor soil, narrow range of crops
and scarcity of farm animals the period between
the decline of agriculture in ancient Rome and
system

failed to

the beginning of modern agriculture in the early
part of the nineteenth century may be described

one of man's continual struggle to provide
food for the population of western Europe. Conditions made impossible a constantly greater
food production for the maintenance of a
as

permanently increasing population. The theory
therefore of the growth of population at a more
rapid rate than that of the food supply became
widely accepted. This was finally expressed in
the profound pessimism of Malthusianism.
During the closing decades of the eighteenth
and the opening decades of the nineteenth century three events took place which had pronounced influence on the future of food production The first was the introduction of a crop ro-

which included a feed crop. This began
England with the growth of turnips. The
same effect had been brought about somewhat
tation

first

in

third year, giving nature an opportunity to resome of its productivity Since, however,

through the introduction of grass in various places in Europe. This was a momentous advance, since it permitted the maintenance of a
much larger number of livestock per acre of land
than had previously been possible. The maintenance of the productivity of these lands demanded just those constituents which were fur-

its natural, or virgin, productivity was low, it is
evident that merely leaving it out of cultivation
one year in three would not assist greatly in

crops, including a feed crop, and the result of
this innovation in the improvement of the

originated in an attempt to maintain the productivity of the soil by leaving it uncultivated every
store

it productive. The grains, as plants, belong to the grasses and are therefore relatively
effective in the struggle of the plant against the
degradation of the soil by the climate. But this

making

struggle is vain unless the plant is able to return
to the soil its total product. When man grows
grain,

he cultivates

it

not for the purpose of re-

earlier

nished by animal manures.

Thus

the rotation of

quality and the increase in the quantity of livestock produced constituted two far reaching

A

gains in the direction of soil improvement.
third influence of equal if not greater importance

was the discovery of guano and the development
of the use of commercial fertilizers. These three
developments marked the beginnings of a revo-

turning che whole plant to the soil but in order
to remove an important part of the plant from

lution in agriculture.

the land. Nitrogen and the mineral constituents
of the soil were extracted through the removal of

of particular significance in the cultivation of
poor soils; for while these soils are naturally un-

was

productive, they are capable of great improve-

the grain. Very

little

of the plant materials

The new methods

of soil improvement were

2 54
ment
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the proper methods are used As has
been pointed out by Ramann, the utilization of
poor soils requires a considerable area for the
if

maintenance of a family unit. The natural forest
cover must first be cleared, at the cost of time
and labor. The growth of crops on such lands
requires not merely the application of fertilizers
but careful cultivation as well. The farmer must

occupy his land, since

The

it

will

expressed in the growth of good
crops on such soils must be fertility placed in the
soil by the work of man. The occupation therefore of these soils requires residence on the land
effort for the

maintenance of their

productivity, thus promoting family coopera-

independence and self-reliance. Another
important characteristic of these soils is that they
are not particularly adapted to the production of
any one crop. But for this very reason they may
be utilized with moderate success for the detion,

velopment of a complex agriculture, comprising

and vegetables.
Another forward step was the bringing into
cultivation of the grasslands of the world, which
previously had been cultivated only in relatively
small areas within the Mediterranean basin. The
great grassland soils which he in the interiors of
grains, grasses, fibers, fruits

the continents contain a better supply of the
constituents of fertility than the soils of any of
the other three great groups, partly because of
their development under grass cover. In none

of the large regions of their occurrence

Russia,

North America, Argentina and Australia had
these soils been cultivated prior to the middle of
the nineteenth century. Since that time cultivabeen extended over them with great

tion has

rapidity.

The

its main
is in relation to floods and flood
For the world as a whole erosion is un-

however, essentially a local problem;

importance
control.

important. The key to the agricultural crisis is
the surplus created by the productivity of modern farming and the social relations which condition

it.

not stand abuse.

fertility

and continual

both environmental and human forces. Erosion
is,

rapid growth of industry and

population in Europe, particularly England, was
sustained in large measure by the importation of

American and Australian wheat. For a time this
relationship was on the whole mutually beneficial. But the range of crops to which the grass-

C. F.
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Athenian lawgiver. In the year 594at the height of the
internecine conflict growing out of the concentration of landownership in the hands of the
aristocrats and the reduction of the debt ridden
small peasantry to serfdom, Solon was chosen
593

B.C.,

when Athens was

by the contesting

parties as arbiter

and com-

missioned to undertake a comprehensive reform.

His essential objective was to create a basis for
permanent order and tranquillity, and his
policy aimed therefore at a fair comj romise be-

Soils
tween the oppressed and the more greedy but
less disorderly oppressors. The agrarian problem
was solved by the seisachtheia ("shaking off of
burdens"). In all probability this end was
achieved by two expedients: the substitution of
the Aeginetic monetary standard for the Euboic,
which brought about deflation and decreased

debts by about 30 percent; and the lifting of
mortgages, which freed both the land and the
persons of citizens. Under the conviction that
certain guaranties of liberty were necessary to
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(Lausanne 1907); Sanctis, Gaetano de, 'Ar0: Stona
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vi-vu, Aly, Friedrich, "Solon" in Paulys RealEncyclopadie der dasstschen Altertumsunssenschaft, ed.

by Georg Wissowa and Wilhelm

Kroll, 2nd ser., vol.
v (Stuttgart 1927) cols 946-78, Bonner, R. J., and
Smith, G The Administration of Justice from Homer
to Aristotle, vol. i- (Chicago 1930) chs. v-vi.
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SOLOVYEV, SERGEY MIKHAYLOVICH

save Athens from a recurrence of the recent

(1820-79), Russian historian. Solovyev was professor of history at Moscow University. His

misery, Solon drew up a number of laws based
upon this principle. In prohibitingthe practise of

drevneyshtkh vremen, 29

pledging the persons of debtors as security for
loans Solon in effect enunciated a rule of habeas

1851-79; 3rd ed. 1911), based not only on published sources but also on special studies in the

corpus, which had incalculable influence upon
Attic law. He further promoted individual liber-

Moscow and

by abolishing imprisonment for debt, limiting
paternal authority and dissolving the solidarity
of the family; that is, of thegenos, or group dety

scended from a common ancestor. He secured
freedom of property by contriving to divide the
land and to render it mobile through a law of
succession which granted the right of bequest in
the absence of a legitimate son. In addition to
his monetary reform many other measures taken
by Solon served to develop commerce and industry as well as agriculture and to further the
economic interests of all classes.

Solon also brought the customary constitution
of Athens into accord with the principles of
moderate democracy. He reduced the property
qualifications which served as the basis for the
timocratic division into four classes, and to a

certain extent he democratized the already established custom of selecting magistrates by lot.
The nine archons he grouped into a college.

Alongside the Boule of the Areopagus, or the
council

composed of ex-archons, he

set

up a

popular council which he called the Boule of the
Four Hundred. The popular assembly, known
as the Ecclesia, was to be consulted, at least
formally,

on the

crucial

problems affecting

monumental

history of Russia (Istoriya Rossii
vols.,

s

St. Petersburg

St. Petersburg archives, went far
beyond the antiquated and incomplete work of
Karamzin and still remains the only detailed ac-

count of Russian historical events up to 1774.
Long quotations, chiefly on diplomatic rela-

work the character of a
hand rough materials; but

tions, give Solovyev's

collection of first

there arealso general characterizations (especially

volumes

i, vn, xiv, xv, xvin).
Solovyev wrote
during the period of the bitter struggle between
the nationalistic Slavophiles and the scientific

westernists concerning the explanation of the
Russian historical process. He belonged to the
latter camp and therefore admitted the backwardness of eastern European civilization and
the usefulness of the Europeanization of Russia

by Peter the Great. He drew attention to the
activity of the government in creating the
Russian state both in the ancient and in the

modern period, while the Slavophiles reproached him for having neglected the internal
history of the Russian people. An especially
sharp polemic was conducted between Solovyev
and Konstantin Aksakov, the Slavophile theoretician,

concerning the origin of the

state.

Solovyev explained it as the result of the dissolution of the primitive kinship relations, while the
Slavophiles found the basis of the ancient Rus-

and character in a primitive commune,
which they idealized.

while the tribunal of the Heliaea
acquired appellate jurisdiction over judgments
rendered by the magistrates a jurisdiction

sian life

which, chiefly by virtue of the recognized right
of the first comer in certain cases to bring a

Other important works: Ob otnoshemyakh Novgoroda k
vehkim knyazyam (On the relations of Novgorod to

public suit, soon became extensive. Solon's fusion of new ideas with old rules entitles him to

the grand dukes) (Moscow 1846); Istoriya otnoshfmy
mezhdu russkimt knyaayamt Runkova doma (History
of the relations among the Russian princes of the
house of Runk) (Moscow 1847); Sobrame sochtneny
(Collection of his shorter papers) (St. Petersburg

public

life,

be considered thefounderofAthenian democracy.

GUSTAVE GLOTZ
Consult: Glotz, Gustave, La solidarity de la famille dans
le droit crtminel en Greet (Paris 1904) p. 3*5-82, and
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n.d.).
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Bezobrazov, P. V., S.

M. Solovyev, ego ehism i
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Jife

and

scientific-literary activity)
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vol. i (1920) 303-20, Guerner, W., "Der russische
Historische Zeitschnft, vol.
Histonker S. Solowjef"
xlv (1881) 43-103-
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SOLOVYEV, VLADIMIR SERGEYEVICH
(1853-1900), Russian philosopher. Vladimir
Solovyev, the son of the historian Sergey
Solovyev, was born in Moscow. He studied
natural science

and philosophy

at the

University

Moscow and devoted

principles of discipline

and freedom. Such a

church, he found, existed in Roman Catholicism, and he envisaged a future world theocracy
in which the spiritual leadership would rest with
the pope in

Rome and

the political leadership

with the Russian czar. At the same time he
criticized severely the inactivity of the Russian
Holy Synod and broke definitely with the
Slavophiles. As a result of this intellectual evolution Solovyev developed a negative attitude

toward every manifestation of nationalism and
thus found many points of contact with Russian
liberal westernism.

His

series of articles against

particular attention to
of the Slavophiles, of Schellmg, of the

the reactionary nationalists were collected under
the title Natsionalny vopros v Rossii (The na-

mystic philosophers and of the church fathers.
In 1874 he became docent in philosophy at
Moscow but was forced to resign in 1877; he

tional question in Russia, 2 vols., St. Petersburg

of

the works

passed the remainder of his

life

as a writer

and

publicist.

Solovyev's literary activity may be divided
into three periods. In the first period, 1873-77,
he wrote philosophical treatises in the spirit of
the older Slavophiles, in which he criticized the
metaphysics, materialism and empiricism of

western philosophy as opposed to the eastern
way of thinking. He developed the idea that it
was the mission of Russia to realize the synthesis

between rigid uniformity, characteristic of the
Islamic world, and multitudinous divisions, as
found in the western world. This synthesis,
which was to pervade all spheres of life as "free
theocracy," "free theosophy" and "free theurgy," would be an organic unity dominated by
a divine principle. Solovyev's most important
works in this period were Krizis sapadnoy
filosofii

cow

(The crisis of western philosophy, MosKritika otvkchennikh nachal (A

1874),

critique of abstract principles,

Moscow

1880)

and "Filosofskiya nachala tselnago znaniya"
(Philosophical foundations of a untried science,
in Zhurnal Mimsterstva Narodnago Prosveshcheniya, vol. cxc, 1877, pt.

ii,

p. 60-99, 235-53).

Solovyev's second period was characterized
interest in theology and a turn

by an increased

toward the Catholic church of the West.

1891).

The
his

third period, as represented chiefly by
Tri razgovora o voyne, progresse i kontse

vsemirnoy istorti (St. Petersburg 1899, 4th ed.
1904; tr. by A. Bakshy as War, Progress and the
,
1915), reflected Solov-

End of History London

yev's great disappointment with regard to the
realization of his theosophic

possibility of a

He no longer held that history was
progressing toward the reign of God on earth
but predicted the advent of Antichrist and the
aspirations.

destruction of European civilization by a

Mon-

gol invasion led by Japan. The year 1896 marked
his formal conversion to Roman Catholicism.

PAUL MILIUKOV
Works: Sobranie sochineny, 10 vols. (St Petersburg
1901-07, and ed 1911-14). Solovyev's most important works have been translated into German by H.

Kohler as Ausgetuahlte Werke, 4

vols.

(Stuttgart

1921-22).
Consult: Herbigny, Michel d',
Soloviev (Pans 191 1), tr. by A.

Un Newman Russe: V,
M. Buchanan (London

1918), Trubetzkoy, E. N., Mirososertsame V. Solov-

yeva (Solovyev's outlook on the world), 2 vols.
(Moscow 1913); Sacke, Georg, W. S. Solowjews
Geschichtsphilosophie (Berlin -1929), with full bibliography; Koschewmkoff, A "Die Geschichtsphilosophie Wladimir Solowjews" in Russischer Gedanke,
vol. i (1930) 30524; Masaryk, T. G., Russland und
Europa, z vols. (Jena 1913), tr. by E. and C. Paul as
The Spirit of Russia (London 1919) vol. ii, ch. xvu.
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The

chief works of this period were his Veliky spor i

SOLVAY, ERNEST

khristianskaya pohtika (The great dispute and
Christian politics, Moscow 1883) and La Russie

cial

3rd ed. 1922).
Solovyev's principal theme was the idea of a
gradual elevation of man to God. He soon came
et Vtglise universelle (Paris 1889,

(1838-1922), Belgian soreformer and sociologist. As an inventor and

industrialist Solvay amassed a large fortune, part
of which he devoted to philanthropy and to the

organization of various research institutes, par-

to the conclusion that the "divinization" of

de Sociologie Solvay. The
labor troubles of the i88o's aroused his interest

humanity could be attained only through a unichurch which should combine the

geois reformer of the type of Saint-Simon,

fied universal

ticularly the Institut

in the social problem.

An

aristocratic

and bour-

Owen

Solovyev
and Defuisseaux, Solvay was opposed to the
socialist view that the working class unassisted
can bring about a new society. In philosophy he
adhered to a system based on an integral and
monistic materialism. Man is subject to the dominion of law, a "universal determinism," and
all man's acts obey the laws of a physicochemical
energy which is transformed into social energy.
His system of "social energetics" reduced the

totality of biological and social phenomena to
fundamental physicochemical actions and reactions. The rigid, mechanical nature of Solvay's
materialism prevented him from recognizing

Sonnemann
prises. Solvay's ideas

but

much

whom

less
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had considerable influence

than those of the

much

socialists,

with

m

common although he
disagreed, among other things, with their view
of profit. He contributed to the development of
he had

a school of sociology which has a considerable
its credit, but which gradually
divested itself of Solvay's ideas, particularly his
conception of money.

achievement to

R.

J.

LEMOINE

Important works' Science contre religion (Brussels
1879), Le comptabihsme socia ^(Brussels 1897), English
translation (Brussels 1897), Etudes soctales. notes sur

that superstructural social phenomena acquire
a certain autonomy and are subject to their own
laws. This in part explains the Utopian character

le productwisme et le comptabihsme (Brussels 1900);
Lettres sur lejtroductivumeetle comptabihsme (Brussels
1900), with E Anseele, Pnnapes d* orientation socials
(Brussels 1904, 2nd ed 1904), Industrie et science

of his general social views. Although he rejected
revealed religion as a force retarding social evolution, his faith in science, in the absolute cer-

sels 1910).

tainty of

its

deductions, led

him

to a kind of

and materialistic mysticism. In poliSolvay acknowledged the decline of the
liberal ideology, its insufficiency and its anachropositivistic

tics

Consult. Bertrand, Louis, Ernest Solvay, reformateur
(Brussels 1918), Barmch, Georges, Essai de
pohtique positive basee sur V energetique sociale de Solvay
social

(Brussels 1919), "Ernest Solvay" in Instituts Solvay,
I'lnstitut de Sociologie, n s , vol. u (1921-22),

Revue de

supplement to no.

3.

"The man

of our day wants more than
liberty." A pioneer of many reforms, including
social insurance, he developed a theory of

nisms:

(Brussels 1910), Questions d'energe'tiques sociales (Brus-

"social productivism" which was to organize
production for the general welfare. This in-

volved a problem of "rational social leveling,"
not a problem of classes, and implied recognition
of a natural social hierarchy based on capacity
of
(capacitanaf), opposed to the hierarchy
wealth and serving the interests of the average

man. Solvay's system included a form of "social
accounting" which was to replace money with
a unit of account based on a fixed value, abstract

and absolute, representing

a

mortgage or "se-

curity" on property. This social accounting was
an extension of Proudhon's mutualist conceptions, although Solvay was strongly influenced

by the system of checks and

postal transfers,
advocated that the security

then a novelty. He
of "earned" fortunes be insured and unearned

wealth suppressed by a tax on inheritances to
continue from generation to generation, so that
gradually "hereditary capital" would be abolished. At the same time he favored the nationalization of enterprises whose economic value had
been proved and which could be directed by the
would
capacitariat. This "free socialization"
assure the security of "earned" fortunes and

SONNEMANN, LEOPOLD (1831-1909), German newspaper

publisher and political leader.

Sonnemann was born of Jewish parents in Hochberg near Wurzburg. He attended school at
Offenbach and settled at Frankfort in 1849. At
the age of fourteen he entered his father's business and wide traveling in this connection served
to

broaden his outlook. After his father's death

in 1853 ne assumed direction of the business and
later transformed it into a banking establish-

The general prosperity of the years 185556 furthered the success of the young banker.
Sonnemann, however, was too much interested
in politics and general affairs to feel content
with these activities; practical needs as well as
ment.

journalistic inclinations stimulated his desire to
establish a newspaper. Out of the Geschaftsberichte issued on every exchange day for his
customers by the Frankfort banker Rosenthal,
Sonnemann in conjunction with the latter developed a Frankfurter Handelszeitung. For many
years he gave but part of his time to the newspaper. In 1859, however, when the business
journal was transformed into a political news-

paper, the Frankfurter Zeitung, the situation

changed and Sonnemann's
solubly

bound up with the

He

life

became

indis-

history of that pub-

directed the enterprise in the

same

gradually give the state a preponderance in
industry: the funds of individuals would be de-

fearless,

posited at fixed interest with the state, which
would invest them in the appropriate enter-

evinced as a Reichstag deputy from 1871 to 1876
and from 1878 to 1884. Thus he advocated the

lication.

democratic

liberal

spirit

which he
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rapprochement between Germany and France
after the Franco-Prussian War, opposed the bill
for the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine to the

empire without a plebiscite, attacked the Socialist Law and supported a plan for workers'
insurance. These political activities incurred for
him the enmity of Bismarck, who once even went
so far as to accuse him of secret relations

with the French government. Sonnemann's great
aim was to transform the old absolutist military
state into a bourgeois constitutional state. He
made skilful use of his paper in emphasizing

Under his direction the Frankfurter
Zeitung became the most important German
these points.

newspaper and the most

German liberal

influential

organ of

condemned the restrictive effects of monopolies
and guilds. In the interest of his population
policy he urged the limitation of imports to raw
materials and the stimulation of exports. His
ideal, however, was a self-contained territorial
state. Unlike the older mercantilists, he grasped
the concept of balance of payments but, in
conformity to his population principle, he regarded as favorable only that balance of payments which results not merely in pecuniary
excess of payment accruing to the country but
in

an increase in the volume of employment in

the respective national economy.
In monetary policy Sonnenfels modified the
early

statements of the quantity theory by
He looked

emphasizing the significance of credit.

opinion.
S.

KRACAUER

upon money not solely as a medium of exchange

SONNENFELS, FREIHERR JOSEPH VON

but also as a productive factor. He rejected the
canonical prohibition of interest and treated the
latter as price for the use of capital; he believed,
however, in the economic desirability of low

German neocameralist. Sonnenwas born of Jewish parents who migrated
from Moravia, became converted to Roman
Catholicism and settled in Vienna. He studied
law at the University of Vienna and was ap-

rates of interest. In his banking theories he was
influenced by John Law and held that the banks
have a currency as well as a credit function. Like
most of his views Sonnenfels' fiscal doctrines
followed essentially those of Justi; he continued

pointed professor of cameral science in 1763;
also at the Theresianum and the

to emphasize taxation against the public

Consult. Geschichte der Frankfurter Zeitung (Frankfort 1911).

(1732-1817),
fels

he taught

Savoyische Ritterakademie. The wide acceptance of his political and economic views his
chief work, Grundsatze der Polizey, Handlung

und Finanswissenschaft, was the standard textbook for several decades and his role as adviser
to Maria Theresa, Joseph n and Leopold n
made him one of the most influential persons in
shaping the political and economic policies of
Austria. In the field of social reform he was especially prominent as an advocate of state support of the sick and in penal reform as an opponent of torture and capital punishment.
In political theory Sonnenfels stood squarely
mercantilist ground, adhering to the theory
of enlightened absolutism. He conceived the

on

state as a conscious entity vested

tive duty of

improving the

lot of

with the posithe people to

domain

mam source

of revenue; he was a consistent advocate of indirect taxation; and he conas the

all forms of revenue farming. On
grounds Sonnenfels tavorcd the maintenance of an economic balance between the
various branches of industry and therefore

demmed

social

rejected excessive urbanization.

KURT ZlELENZIGER
Chief works: Grundsatze der Polixey, Handlung und
Finanzwissenschajt, 2 vols. (Vienna 1765-67, 8th ed ,
3 vols
1819-22), Betrachtungen uber die neuen
politischen Handlungsgrundsatze derEnglander (Vienna
1764); Gesammelte Schnften (Vienna 1765), Abhandlung von der Theuerung in Hauptstadten (Leipsic
1769); Uber die Abschqffung der Tortur (Zurich 1776,
,

2nd

ed.

Nuremberg

1782), Leitfaden in der Polizei-

wissenschaft (Vienna 1776); Leitfaden in den Handlungswssenschaften (Vienna 1776); Politische Abhand-

lungen

(Vienna

1777),

Ztvei

Abhandlungen

u^ber

Wucher und Wuchergesetze (Vienna 1789); Handbuch
der inner en Staatsverwaltung (Vienna 1798, and

the point of guaranteeing a minimum of existence to all willing to work. Like the older
cameralists, he considered a large population to

supplement 1817); Gesammelte Schnften,
(Vienna 1783-87).

be of central significance to national economy
and appraised all measures of economic policy

Consult: Roscher, Wilhelm, Geschichte der NationalOkonomik in Deutschland (Munich 1874) p. 533-52;

upon the growth of

Small, Albion W., The Cameralists (Chicago 1909)
chs. xvm-xxi; Sommer, Louise, Die dsterreichischen
Kamerahsten, Studien zur Sozial-, Wirtschafts- und
Verwaltungsgeschichte, nos. 12-13, 2 vols. (Vienna
1920-25) vol. ii, p. 310-444; Kretschmar, Hans, Die
Einheit der Volkswrtschaft in den alteren deutschen

in the light of their effect

population. Thus he advocated the promotion of
those industries which provide a greater volume
of employment, favored small holdings in land
as encouraging a larger rural population

and

10 vols.

Sonnemann
Wirtschaftslehren,

Kiel

Universitat,

Institut

fur

Weltwirtschaft und Seeverkehr, Probleme der Weltwirtechaft , no 50 (Jena 1930) ch 111.
.

SOPHISTS. The

philosophical and social docreflected the spirit of

trines of the sophists

skepticism and almost of defeatism in all things
which in the middle of the fifth century B.C.
engulfed Greek philosophical, ethical and political thought. Ultimately perhaps this mood was
incidental to the swing between too much
assurance and too much doubt in which the
human mind seems always to move. But it had
also more specific causes in. the condition of the
times. Philosophically, and to the more thoughtful,

the great constructive epoch of speculation

initiated

by Thales and capped by Democntus
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Sophists

form of government that invited the

cratic

fertilization of the fallow field. Representative

government was unknown, and not only the city
but the whole empire was run by a "town
meeting," in which every Athenian citizen was
obliged to be his own congressman. And the
absence of professional lawyers forced him also
to plead directly in the law courts. Hence, as
policies and situations became more complicated and litigation more frequent and more
involved, it was increasingly imperative for him
to acquire the ability to press or to defend his
cause before the Assembly and his case before

the courts. As a result of this need and also of
the developing interest in science the old "classical" system of Athenian education gave way
to the demand for the practical and the useful,

presented the spectacle of diametrically opposed
systems pretending to equal truth and founding
their conclusions on equally solid and convinc-

and professional training in the art of persuasion, or rhetoric, assumed a dominant position

ing grounds. Religious fundamentalism too was

in the

rapidly waning. Orthodox belief was dissolving,
on the one hand, before the onrush of mystical

teachers

sects like Orphism and, on the other, before the
spread of out and out agnosticism and disbelief,
which found, especially in the enlightened and
broad minded cities of Ionia and Graecia Magna.

a congenial and fertile soil. Furthermore trade,
travel, war and the growing interest in history

customs and

even of
non-Hellenic, "barbarian" nations (as evidenced
by Herodotus) were inculcating the spirit of

and

in the

institutions

cosmopolitanism and drawing attention to the

and

conflicting character of
political institutions, social usages, religious berelative, unstable

liefs

and even moral standards and

ideals,

not

only in the contemporary world at large but in
the successive generations of any given com-

munity.
Athens, where this growing sense of

relativity

was destined

to receive philosophic formulation,
could not, for all its religious conservatism, its
xenophobia and its suspicion of foreign liberal-

ism, remain altogether unspotted by the world.
The Athenian mind was too inquiring and in

everything except religion too open to remain
insensitive to the winds of the new doctrines.

Moreover whatever immunity its traditions
might have conferred was fast being worn down
by the march of political and economic events.
The rise of the Athenian empire had brought
wealth, and with its accumulation and adulation
of wealth ideals of expediency and worldly success at all costs

were fast supplanting the ancient

pieties and challenging the standards of the past.
It was, however, the exigencies of the demo-

new curriculum.
this demand there arose a class of
known as "wise ones," or sophists.

To meet

Recruited largely from foreigners from Ionia
and Graecia Magna, their services were more
frequently at the command of the rich than of
the poor. They \vere doomed, then, from the
beginning to arouse popular antagonism. Moreover, although the more eminent members were
honest, their number included many unscrupu-

lous

men, who by their willingness to help their
win any case, however shady, at any cost

clients

brought their calling into the disrepute that has
of the word "sophist" a term of reproval.

made

summed up

Plato

the case against

them

for all

time when he accused them of making the worse
cause appear the better, and the better the
worse. It was not therefore altogether an accident that the new skeptical spirit should have

found its greatest philosophical exponents in the
two most eminent sophists of the day, Protagoras
of Abdera and Gorgias of Leontmi, both of

whom

spent

much

of their

life

in

Athens,

where they had a great reputation as teachers
of rhetoric and attained position and fortune.
Of the voluminous writings of Protagoras two
fragments alone have survived: one an expression of agnosticism regarding the existence of
the gods, the other the famous dictum that

"Man

is

are, that

all things, of things that
they are, and of things that are not,

the measure of

that they are not." This fragment is commonly
interpreted as a denial of universal truth valid
for all

men. Each man

is

the sole and final judge

of what seems, and therefore is, true to him,
and there is no higher authority to weigh and
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decide between conflicting individual opinions.
Nay more, since a man is constantly changing
his mind, what seems and is true to him vanes

from moment

moment, so

to

that truth

is

a

matter not only of the individual but of the
instant. The intellectual skepticism enunciated

class hatreds within

and national enmities with-

out and had infected the Athenian public with
a cynicism in ethical theory and practise which

seems completely to have undermined what
remained of traditional morality. Thus sophists
like Callicles, Thrasymachus and Polus openly

Non-extstent

attacked the old fashioned notions of right and
wrong and advanced views some of which have

argued that certain knowledge of any sort
was impossible and, even if it could exist, was
incommunicable by one individual to another.

a curiously modern flavor. There is, for example, a premonition of Hobbes' vision of the
helium omnium contra omnes in the assertion,

by Protagoras was ably seconded by Gorgias,

who

in

The

his

On Nature

or

the

religious implication of their teaching

was boldly recognized and enunciated by the
sophists. Indeed Protagoras' agnosticism led to
his expulsion from Athens. In the next genera-

tion Hippias preached that religion was a man
made device for enforcing morality through fear,
and Prodicus taught that the gods are personifi-

cations of natural forces
inferences,

and

The moral

objects.
that universal standards

however

reported and attacked by Plato, that all men
naturally desire to do injustice and are restrained
from so doing solely by the fear of suffering
injustice in return. And Callicles, in a manner
heralding Nietzsche, maintained that conventional standards of right

and wrong were merely

a Sklavenmoral, devised by the many weak as a
protection against the natural right of the few
strong to rule and exploit them a view which
in hand with Cntias' explanation of
religion as a device to check by fear secret

of right and wrong are as fictitious as absolute
truth and falsehood, and that the individual is

went hand

the only judge of the morality of his own conduct as well as of the truth of his own thoughts
and no judge at all of the right or wrong of his

evasions of conventional standards. Incidentally

neighbor's behavior were slower in being
drawn. Indeed Protagoras and Gorgias were
pinks of propriety in their teaching and deportment. So too were Prodicus and Hippias, who
inclined to the austere, cynic ethics of selfsufficiency. Nevertheless, the inference was plain

and was

indirectly suggested at least by Protagoras' doctrine that the mind has no native
morality but is taught virtue much as it is taught

mathematics or history, and by Gorgias' contention that virtue is many, not one, and differs
with age, temperament, occupation, sex and the
like. Prodicus and Hippias moreover came near
not to practising, the
to preaching directly,
doctrine of relativity in morals when they gave
prominence to the distinction between things
if

founded on nature and those based merely upon
man made conventions and classified law and

among the latter. Hippias
represented by Xenophon as arguing

traditional morality

indeed
that

is

men

are under moral obligation to obey

only natural laws, and by Plato as condemning
the laws and restraints devised by mankind be-

cause they so often enforce behavior contrary
to nature,

was only wild talk and
prepared for more radical

All this, however,

the times were
ideas.

Athens

The

rise

now

of proletarian government at
and the slow

after the death of Pericles

agony of the Peloponnesian

War had intensified

this preaching was perfectly summed up and
practised by the Athenians in their reply to the
protests of the island of Melos, which in the last

years of the Peloponnesian

War

they had tried

forcibly to annex to the empire. When the
islanders appealed to justice human and divine,
the Athenians retorted: "You know as well as

we do

that right as the world goes is only in
question between equals in power, while the
strong do what they can, and the weak suffer

what they must." And when Melos, trusting in
the gods and the righteousness of its cause,
attempted to resist, the Athenians promptly
landed an expeditionary force, massacred all the
male population and sold the women and children into slavery.

By far the most radical of the younger generation of sophists was Thrasymachus, who denied
the existence even of such a thing as natural

For him the strong had no inherent right
it over the weak.
They simply happened
to rule by the accident of their strength, and
and
were
determined
right
wrong
solely by their
caprice and had no other authority than their
rights.
to lord

impose their behests by force majeure.
In these circumstances the "natural" attitude of
the mass of mankind toward the legal and moral
ability to

imposed upon them was one of cir
at all times and of open defiance
when possible. That Thrasymachus is reported
also as questioning the guidance of the world
restrictions

cnmvention

by a divine providence

is

not surprising.

influential character of

these teachings, which both sprang from and
contributed to the demoralization of the age, is
attested by the sustained and vigorous attack
to which they were subjected by Socrates and

Indeed it was Socrates' task to rediscover
universal and authoritative human sanctions for
a morality binding upon all mankind. And it was
Plato.

left for

ideas,

Plato to transform these standards into

and to

find a metaphysical sanction for

them in the nature of reality
The sophist outburst of

itself.

skepticism quickly
petered out, as the validity of moral standards
was restored by Socrates, and philosophy under
Plato and Aristotle returned to constructive
thinking. But for all that it fostered moral unrest

and confusion, its influence was highly salutary.
Its critical and doubting spirit, its pricking of
philosophic pretensions to absolute knowledge
its suspicion that the human point of view
is relative remained to lighten for all time every
philosopher who came into the world. Hence-

and

no system could ignore the part played by
mind in its making or take itself too seriously.
Furthermore the philosophical meditation upon
moral, political and social problems instigated
ibrth

sophists made of ethics one of the major
branches and problems of philosophy. And the
doubts they cast upon accepted standards, the
disrepute into which they brought orthodox beliefs and the broad minded, relativistic outlook

by the

which they adopted and encouraged helped clear
the ground of much that was outworn and to lay
the foundations for all subsequent theories of
morals based directly upon reason and upon
empirical fact.
B. A. G. FULLER
See:

NATURAL LAW; LOGIC; MORALS, CYNICS.

Consult: Barker, Ernest, Greek Political Tlieory (2nd
ed London 1925) ch. iv, Willoughby, W. W., Political

Theories of the Ancient World (New York 1903) ch v,
Gomperz, T., Gnechische Denker, 3 vols. (Leipsic

tr. by L Magnus and G. G. Berry, 4
(London 1901-12) vol. i, bk. IH, ch. v; Burnet,
John, Greek Philosophy (London 1914) ch. vii; Gomperz, Heinrich, Sophtsiik undRhetonk (Leipsic 1912).
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Sorel

Sophists
The widespread and

Office, and during the siege of Paris four years
later he was sent to Tours to assist the comte de

Chaudordy, who was delegate of foreign

As

a

member

had access to documents denied outsiders, a
he retained even after his retirement.
Sorel remained in the Foreign Office until 1876,

privilege

when he

resigned to become secretary of the
presidency of the Senate; this position, which
likewise offered him opportunities to study jnen
and events, he held for twenty-five years. Emile
Boutmy had already created the Ecole Libre des
Sciences Politiques and had invited Sorel to
lecture on the diplomatic history of Europe,
opening for him a long and distinguished career
as a teacher. Sorel was elected to the Academic
des Sciences Morales et Politiques in 1889 and
to the Academic Francaise in 1894.
Out of his work grew his first volume, Le
traitt de Pans du 20 Novembre 1815 (Paris
1872). Three years later appeared his Histoire

diplomatique de la guerre franco-allemande (2
vols Paris 1875), still recognized as of value; it
,

was objective in attitude, although Sorel himself
had been an actor in the great drama. His
greatest work was L'Europe et la Revolution
francaise (8 vols., Pans 1885-1904; 3rd~7th ed,
1904). Never has diplomatic history been
written with a more penetrating intelligence or a
greater artistic power in setting the stage and
delineating the actors. The documentation of

the volumes on the revolution up to 1795 was
more solid than that for the Directory and the

Napoleonic period. For material outside of Pans
Sorel relied almost wholly upon printed collections. Like de Tocqueville and unlike Taine, he
considered the revolutionary movement and
policies as primarily a fulfilment of tendencies in
process under the old regime. His main thesis as

a historian of French foreign affairs was that
once the revolutionists began to annex territory

and

to

claim

the

(1842-1906), French historian. Sorel's career provided admirable preparation for his

work

foreign affairs.

He came

as a historian of

French

"natural

frontiers,"

the

struggle with Europe and especially with England was inevitable and permanent; for the
English at least would never rest so long as

Belgium remained

SOREL, ALBERT

affairs.

of the Foreign Office staff Sorel

in

French hands. Napoleon

thus becomes a defender of national interests
rather than a conqueror impelled by towering
ambition. Sorel's ideas on history and historical

of an industrial family

writing are developed in volumes of collected

While studying law at Paris he
sought to broaden his intellectual development

essays, notably Essais d'histoire et de critique
(Paris 1882, izth ed. 1894) and Nouveaux essais

at Honfleur.

as a volunteer

member

of Jules Quicherat's

classes at the Ecole des Chartes.

In 1866 upon

the advice of Guizot he entered the Foreign

d'histoire et

de critique (Paris 1898).

HENRY

E.

BOURNE

Consult: Ptoot, Georges, "Notice histonque sur la vie
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Albert Sorel" in Institut de
France, Academic des Sciences Morales et Pohtiques,
.
Stances et travaux
Compte rendu, vol. clxvii
(1907) 20-57; Hess, Fanny, Albert Sorel ah Histonker

humanism and pacifistic
faith in progress characteristic of democracy.
sought to release the labor movement from its

Gabriel, in Revue historique, vol
P , History and His-

close connection with the "belief in progress."
Thus although he at first fought side by side

et les

.

(Jena 1932);

Monod,

.

xch (1906) 91-99; Gooch,

G

torians in the Nineteenth

Century (London 1913) p.
246-49, 276-77; Guyot, Raymond, and Muret,
Pierre, "Etude critique sur 'Bonaparte et le Directoire' par M. Albert Sorel," and Dnault, J. E
"Albert Sorel: L'Europe et la Revolution frartfaise:
Septieme partie," and "Napoleon et la paix en 1813, k
propos du dernier volume d'Albert Sorel" in Revue
d'htstoire moderne et contemporame, vol v (1903-04)
241-64, 313-39, vol. vu (1905-06) 218-29, an d vol.

the optimistic cultural

He

with Jean Jaures in the struggle for Dreyfus, he
subsequently turned from him in disillusionment and became the theoretician of revolution-

,

viu (1906-07) I77-99-

SOREL, GEORGES (1847-1922), French sophilosopher. The political personality of
Sorel has been the subject of much controversy,

cial

since in the course of his development he was at
various times affiliated with many contradictory

ary syndicalism.
Sorel's socialism sprang not

from a preoccupafrom a

tion with the needs of the proletariat but

recognition of the moral disintegration of the
ruling bourgeoisie. The labor movement he regarded always as a phenomenon of world history

with a unique historical value to be distinguished
from the destructive "slave uprising of the
masses." He criticized the theory of surplus
value and accumulation and was opposed to a
revolutionary transformation of the economic

movements. Generally accepted as the theoretician of revolutionary syndicalism he has also
been designated by Mussolini as the most im-

system. Socialism, according to Sorel, requires
organization of the proletariat and not of the

portant inspirer of Fascism. The various attempts, founded on almost exclusive considera-

but favored industrial capitalism on the ground
that the discipline and heroic exertions characteristic of the latter create the moral foundations

tion of Reflexions sur la violence, Sorel's

most

popular but not his most representative book, to
present him as a consistent political thinker arise
from a one-sided and dogmatic interpretation of
his thought.

is it

He

attacked finance capital

for the revolution of the proletariat, which, according to Sorel, represents the virtues of pro-

ducers and warriors.

basis of his funda-

The same view of humanity is to be found also

possible to arrive at any

in his Reflexions sur la violence, the literary gospel

Only on the

mental moral ideas

economic system.

work and

his

of revolutionary syndicalism. Here Sorel at-

spiritual and intellectual position, and even these
are not sufficient to explain clearly the contrasts
and the contradictions in his writings.

tempted a synthesis of the ideas of Proudhon
and the Marxian doctrine of class struggle. In
this case the philosophy of Henri Bergson played

Sorel was concerned more with the development of a human type than with the elaboration

a role in Sorel's thought similar to that of Hegel
in the Marxian system. Here Sorel took a firm

of a definite political and systematic doctrine. In
he was not unlike Proudhon, whose

which viewed

unified

interpretation

of his

this respect

strong influence

is

revealed in

all

Sorel's books.

Like Proudhon, Sorel was a typical French
Even after abandoning his career as engmeer,towhichhe had devoted twenty-five years,
he remained essentially a French burgher whose
political beliefs were dominated by notions of
thinker.

productive economic activity and technique.
Sorel's first important book, Proces de Socrate,
was a sharp attack on the intellectuals. His later

work Illusions du progres was just as passionate
an indictment of the "temerity" of the third
estate, which, he held, had destroyed the reign of
order. This work revealed the connections between the democratic ideas of the eighteenth
century and the economic conditions of the
time. Sorel, a militant pessimist rooted in the
classicism of the seventeenth century, attacked

stand against any mechanistic idea of progress
social

change as

historically

and

economically determined and the realization of
socialism as an automatic process. Sorel maintained, on the contrary, that the victory of the
proletariat was bound up with its fighting ethics
and that the extent and the capacity for participation in the "myth" of the general strike were
decisive factors in the struggle. Sorel was not
interested in the workers fighting for higher
wages but rather in the heroes of a "social war"
who as a social elite were to lead on to the opening of a new epoch in history and civilization.

The

creative

must remain

power (violence) of the proletariat
and show itself superior to the

free

purely technical economic power (force) of the
bourgeoisie. The doctrine of direct action implies a sharp rejection of every attempt at mediation and humanitarian neutralization which ac-

Sorel
faith in progress. The inevitability of
the final struggle must also be borne in mind by

companies

the bourgeoisie if it is to present a formidable front against the proletariat. Actually Sorel
exerted a greater influence on the French bourgeoisie than on French revolutionary syndicalism, which soon disintegrated; and it led Sorel
himself to establish a closer relationship with

the right nationalist circles in France before the

World War.
The war and the peace

signified for Sorel a

"crusade of democracy" and the incarnation of
what Pareto called "demagogic plutocracy." Sorel

now became a confirmed

pessimist It

is

true

that Bolshevism aroused his hopes somewhat, as
is revealed in his essay "Pour Lemne" (appendix
in to 5th cd of his Reflexions, p. 437-54); but it
is nevertheless doubtful that Sorel may correctly

be called a Bolshevik in this last phase of his
adactivity. Still less may he be regarded as an
vocate of Fascism In both movements he saw
the awakening of the modern industrial man In
Lenin he saw a "Peter the Great," and in Bolshevism a typical Russian phenomenon through
which the Russian worker was to be educated to
discipline and work and a "republic of producers" erected The Soviets he believed were organs of proletarian self-administration which as
genuine social authorities had replaced the essentially non-Russian ruling class Above all
Sorel praised Lenin's realism and the Urge scale
Soviet economic planning. Such planning constituted also the basis of his hopes for Fascism,
movement likewise he valued the person-

in this

the leader, Mussolini, and the Italian
imperialism of producers which he represented.
Sorel considered the creation of such powerful
nations as necessary prerequisites for the deality of

velopment of socialism
Although Sorel's position was certainly symptomatic of contemporary antiparhamentary
movements and particularly of their revolutionary tactics, his importance should not be over-

Even

his oft quoted theory of the elite is
quite different from the ideological basis of modern organizations which rest upon force and
rated.

myth. Such contemporary phenomena

may be

Sorensen
ruine du
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monde antique

(Paris 1898,

2nd

ed.

1925),
Essai sur Veghse et Vetat (Pans 1901), Sagqt dt crittca
del marxtsmo (Palermo 1902), Introduction h V economic

moderne (Paris 1903, 2nd ed. 1922), Le svsteme ktstonque de Renan, 4 vols. (Paris 1905-06), La decomposttiondu marxtsme (Pans 1908, 2nd ed 1910), Reflexions
sur la violence

(Pans

1908, 5th ed

7921),

tr.

by

T E Hulme (New York 1914) and tr. into German by Ludwig Oppenheimer as Uber die Gewalt
(Innsbruck 1928), Les illusions du progres (Pans 1908,
4th ed 1927), La revolution dreyfusienne (Pans 1909,
2nd ed 1911), Matenaux pour une thtone du proletariat (Paris 1919, 2nd ed
1921), De Vutihte du
pragmatisme (Paris 1921, 2nd ed 1928); "Lettere di

Georges Sorel

a

B

Croce 1895-1922" in Cntua,

vols.

xxv-xxvm (1927-30)
Consult

Pirou, Gae"tan, Georges Sorel (Paris 1927);
Lanzillo, Agostino, Giorgio Sorel, con una lettura
autobiografica (Rome 1910), Freund, Michael, Georges
onsen ativismus (Frankfort
Sorel, Der revolutionare

K

1932),

Pareto,

Ascoh, Max, Georges Sorel (Paris 1921);
V "Georges Sorel" in Ronda, vol iv (1922)
,

541-48, Lasserre, Pierre, Georges Sorel Le theoruien
de I' imperialism e, Cahiers de la Quinzame, set. xviu,
no. 17 (Paris 1928), Leone, Enrico,// neo-marxismo,
Sorel e Mar\ (Bologna 1923), Berth, Edouard, Guerre
dcs etats ou guerre des classes (Paris 1924), Posse, E. II ,
"Georges Sorel" in Zeitschnft fur Polittk, \ol x\m
(1928-29) 742-61, and "Sorels Fascismus und sein
Soziahsmus" in Archiv fur die Geschichte des Sozia-

hsmus und der At beiterbezvegung, vol. xv (1930) 161-93;
Schmitt, Carl, Die geistesgesctnchtlicfie Lage des
heutigen Parlamentansmus (and ed. Munich 1926);
Weill, Georges, Ilistoire du mouvement social en
France (3rd ed Paris 1924).

SORENSEN, THEODOR

(1839-1914), Dan-

While practising medicine in his
native town of Hobro, Sorensen made several
important statistical investigations on the condition of the working people and on the mortality
of vanous classes of society. These studies
gained him membership on various governmental commissions appointed to prepare legislation on social insurance. The work of one of
these commissions resulted after several years
ish statistician.

of debate in the enactment of voluntary sickness
insurance (1892) to be administered through
publicly supported friendly societies. Sorensen
became the first inspector of these friendly
a prominent member of the
commission of 1903-14, one of the
accomplishments of which was an unemploysocieties.

He was

invalidity

interpreted according to Sorel as manifestations
of the despised mass democratic movements,

ment insurance

which in the hands of demagogues become
forms of Bonapartist Caesarism. Sorel, like

approaching his seventieth year, he took on the

was rooted in a liberal republican aristocracy which was the source of his political faith.
Pareto,

Important works: Le prods de

SIGMUND NEUMANN
Socrate (Paris 1889), La

to the act

act in 1907, similar in character

on friendly

societies.

Although already

office of inspector of these societies, retaining
this position until his death. The success of the

Danish legislation as voluntary insurance against
and unemployment owed much to hie
ability and personality.

sickness
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The sound

scientific basis of his statistical

investigations would probably have won him
international renown, if they had not been

published solely in Danish.

HARALD WESTERGAARD
Works: Et Bidrag til Belysmng af Kdbstadarbeideres
Vilkaar (On the condition of town workers) (Copenhagen 1880), Markarbfjderes Vilkaar ijyske Hedeamter
(Condition of farm laborers) (Copenhagen 1881),
Statistik otter Ulykkestilfaelde under Arbejde (Accidents at work) (Copenhagen 1882), Bornedodehgheden
iforskjelhge Samfundslag i Danmark (Infant mortality
in various classes of society in Denmark) (Copenhagen
1883); De okonormske Forholds og Beskjaeftigelsens
Indflydehe paa Dodehgheden (The influence of economic conditions and employment on mortality), 2
vols.

(Copenhagen 1884-85).

Consult: Rubin, Marcus, and Black, Clara, in
ttonaldkonona.sk Ttdssknft, vol. hii (1915) 1-9.

SORGE, FRIEDRICH ADOLF
German- American

socialist.

Na-

(1827-1906),

Through the

and was expelled successively from Switzerland
and from Belgium; finally, despite his objection
to living in a slave owning country, he settled in
the United States in 1852. Here he kept aloof
from the movement headed by Weitling and
first

became

New

active in 1857 as a leading

member

York Communist Club. After the

War Sorge organized among German radiLeague for German Freedom and Unity

Civil
cals a

but for a few years was more absorbed in the
free thought movement. Following the failure of
the Social Party of New York and Vicinity he
devoted himself after 1869 to the North American Federation of the International Working

Men's Association. At the Hague congress of the
International he represented American elements
in accord with Marx and was made secretary of
the International when the Marxians transferred
its

movement. He made a valuable contribution to
American labor history through two series of
articles which he contributed during the 1890*5
to the periodical Neue Zeit, in which he revealed an extraordinary insight into American
conditions.

SELIG PERLMAN
Consult.

Commons,

and

associates, History of
in the United States, a vols (New York 1918);

Labour

J. R.,

m

"Der Sorgesche Bnefwechsel"
Jahrgang xxv, vol i (1906-07) 10-19, 50"Ennnerungen eines Achtundvier57, Sorge, F. A
zigers" in Neue Zeit, Jahrgang xvn, vol n (1899)
156-60, 189-92, 252-56, 284-88, 317-20, 381-84,
414-16, 445-48, Briefe und Auszuge aus Briefen von
Joh. Phil Becker, Jos Dietzgen, Fnednch Engels, Karl
Marx und A an F A Sorge und andere, ed by F. A.

Mehnng,

Neue

Franz,

Zeit,

,

Sorge (Stuttgart 1906).

influ-

ence of his father, who made his home a station
on the underground railway for Polish revolutionists, Sorge early entered the revolutionary
movement. He escaped a sentence of death for
his participation in the Baden revolution of 1849

of the

Marxian socialism, but through Gompers and
Adolf Strasser, who respected him, he exerted a
profound influence upon the American labor

general office away from the reach of Bakunin
was his melancholy task

to the United States. It

to "expel" virtually every national federation.
After the collapse of the International in 1876

he withdrew from

active leadership, earning his
livelihood as a music teacher. He continued,

DOMINGO DE

SOTO,
(1494-1560), Spanish
theologian and jurist. Soto studied at Alcali
and Paris and taught philosophy at the former
university. Subsequently he joined the Dominican order and lectured at Salamanca, where in
1552 he was appointed pnma professor of theology. Soto was an outstanding member of the
Spanish delegation at the Council of Trent,
where the Dominicans played an important
role, and as adviser to Charles v and his councilors

was

influential

m

the formulation of

Spain's colonial policy in. America. He summarized for the government the arguments in
the famous debate between Fray Bartolome de
Las Casas and Juan Gmes de Sepulveda concerning the causes which might justify war
against the Indians and their consequent subjection.

Influenced by his great contemporary Vitoria,
especially in methodology, Soto was a follower of
Thomas Aquinas, whose doctrines he extended

and developed, reformulating the traditional
problems within the scholastic scheme in relation to his

own

epoch. In this connection his

in international law, especially the law of
war, is noteworthy. Although some of his writ-

work

ings have been lost, Soto's philosophy of law is
revealed clearly in De justicia et^jure (2 vols.,

in

Salamanca 1553-54; tr * nto Spanish by J.
Torrubiano Ripoll, Clasicos jurfdicos, vols.
xvi-xvii, Madrid 1922-26), which consists of
commentaries and classroom lectures upon the
Secunda of the Summa of St. Thomas and of

thus not only the first
authentic interpreter in the United Sute* r>f

discussions of contracts, usury and other legal
questions. In this work Soto gave juridical form

however, as adviser and conciliator in the
struggle of various factions, insisting always that
before socialist labor could attempt to enter the
political

arena

trade unions.

it

must be strongly organized

He was

-

Sorensen

as the

many of the principles which
the Spanish moral theologians defended Rationis ordinatio (ordinance of reason) as the
criterion of law became the foundation of his legal

in the

bring into practise

philosophy; and his writings, like those of the
other Spanish philosophers of the period, bear
witness to the triumph of the intellectual current
represented by Aquinas as opposed to Scotus.

Soto offered a remarkable analysis of the differences between natural law and jus gentium^ including the

latter in positive law.

His political doctrines likewise represented an
application or development of those of Aquinas;
he was one of a great number of casuists who
helped to reconstruct the ethical norms applicable to politics at a time when they had experienced a profound transformation in practical

ROMAN

RIAZA

Consult Carro, Venancio Diego, Los colaboradores de
Francisco de Vitona, Dominuo de Soto y el dererho de
(Madrid 1930) p 11-114, Mendi/abal Villalba,
Alfredo, "La teorfa jurfdica de la ley segiin Domingo
Soto" in Studi filosofuo-ifiuridui dedicati Giorgio del
I'tfihia, z \ols (Moclcna 1930-31) \ol n, p 111-27,
Beltian de Hciedia, Vicente, "El maestro Dormnjjo
dc Soto en hi controversia de Las C'asas con Sepul-

gentes

veda" in Ciencia toimsta, vol

Revue

R

P.,

xlv (1932) 35~49,

i?7-

"Dominique hoto, 1494-1560" in
xn (1904) 151-66, and vol. xai

thomiste, vol.

SOUTHEY, ROBERT

(1774-1843), English

and journalist. As an undergraduate, under the influence of the ideas of Rousseau and Godwin, Southey adopted a theory
of idealistic communism and return to nature
which he and Coleridge called pantisocracy. The
progress of the French Revolution, however,
brought disillusionment, and he became a strong
Tory. He was one of the chief founders of the
Quarterly Review (1809), for which he wrote
poet, historian

prolincally in defense of the Anglican Establishalso

ment and the unreformed Parliament. He

wrote poems, mostly long epics, and voluminous
histories of Spain and Spanish America. These
are little read now, but his lives of Nelson and
Wesley have survived. His outlook on social
entitles

him

to

be classed among the

Tory reformers. He followed Coleridge

in re-

and individualist philosophy. An able
propagandist, he championed on religious and humanitarian grounds
numerous social reforms and wrote sympathetically of the ideals of Owen, Spence and the
early socialists Above all, he may be regarded

jecting the

movement

for factory reform.

ALFRED COBBAN
Works: The Life of Nelson, z vols

(London 1811);
The Life of Wesley, 2 vols. (Ixmdon 1820), Str Thomas
More: or, Colloquies on the Progress and Prospects of
Society, 2 vols. (London 1829); Essays, Moral arid
Political, z vols (London 1832).
Consult Life and Correspondence,^ by C. C. Southey,
6 vols (London 1849-50), Brmton, Crane, The Political Ideas of the English Romanticists

(Oxford 1926) p.

84-96, Cobban, Alfred, Edmund Burke and the Revolt
against the Eighteenth Century (London 1929) ch vn;
Haller, William, The Early Life of Robert Southey,
1774-2803, Columbia University, Studies in English
and Comparative Literatures (New York 1917), and
"Southey's Later Radicalism" in Modern Language

Association

of America,

Publications,

vol.

xxxvii

(1922)281-92.

the term 'value'

is

It

has been said that "what

to the science of political

economy, the term 'sovereignty' is to political
science/' Sovereignty has somewhat varied connotations in the different branches of political
science, but it always signifies a highest govern-

mental or

legal authority of

some

sort. It is

an

important term in international law, constitutional law and political philosophy.
In international law sovereignty is generally
held to be an essential qualification for full

mem-

bership in the family of nations In other words,
the subjects in whom inhere the rights and obli-

(1905) I74-93-

problems

immediate inspirer of Lord Shaftesbury

SOVEREIGNTY.

usage.

93, Veil,
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moral ideas of Aquinas and attempted to

to the

dominant

laissez faire

gations defined by international law are states;
and a community is not a state unless it is
independent of legal control by any other community and is legally free to determine the nature of

its

relations with all other

communities,

except in so far as it limits its freedom contractually or voluntarily. The writers on international law do not as a rule regard this legal

autonomy as incompatible with the existence of
a body of definite regulations to which civilized
states generally render obedience and which are
supported by formal and well recognized sanctions of a legal sort. According to the prevailing
conception a state, although subject to international law, is still a sovereign community be-

cause the rules of the law are not decreed and
the sanctions are not applied by any common,
unified authority. The rules are formulated
chiefly through the cooperative action of the

separate and equal communities obligated by
them; and the sanctions are only the measures

of protest or retaliation directed against an offending state by other states, acting severally or
jointly.

That

is

to say, the

commands and

sane-
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tions of international law

do not issue from a
and there

political superior to a political inferior,

therefore no impairment of the "external"

is

sovereignty of the units subject to such commands and sanctions. International law deals
also to

some extent with "internal"

sovereignty.
recognizes that

Thus, speaking very generally, it
every state has, as a sovereign community, the
legal right to select its own form of government

the individuals within any region was shared
by several authorities Roman church,
Holy Roman emperor, king, feudal lord, char-

generally

tered town, guild

the several authorities often

m

theii efforts to
competing with one another
extend their spheres of control. What laws there
were of a "civic" secular and territorial
character were for the most part customary,

varying often according to the boundaries of
fiefs and towns rather than larger political lines.
In the later Middle Ages various economic

and to regulate as it chooses its own territory
and the personal and property relations of its
citizens and subjects
in so far as it does not
exercise this right in such ways as to endanger
the peace and safety of other states. International

and

law describes as "semisovereign" a state which,
although acting in many essential respects as a

the changes created a need for relief from the
confusion of overlapping and conflicting de-

self-governing community, externally and internally, has surrendered to another state a con-

mands upon the individual's allegiance, and on
the other they weakened the authority of the
church as an agency of unity. The state appeared
again to be, as it had been in ancient Greece and
Rome, the most competent association for the
maintenance of order and tranquillity and the
furtherance of progress. In several regions of
Europe strong national monarchies were evolving concurrently with the decline of mediaeval
institutions and ideas, and the doctrine of the

siderable measure of control over
relations or a right,

of intervention in

its

foreign

under certain contingencies,
domestic affairs or which

its

has not yet acquired a status of complete (i.e.
normal) freedom in controlling its domestic and
foreign policy (see PROTECTORATE).
Constitutional law and political theory are
concerned with sovereignty chiefly as an attribute of the state considered internally. It is

sometimes said that the idea of sovereignty is
peculiar to modern political and legal theory. In

social

changes tended, in their combined

effect, to restore

the practical power and theoOn the one hand

retical prestige of the state.

unique authority in determining the
form and content of civil law served as a useful
state as a

theory to explain the claims made in behalf of
To make the claims good it was nec-

respect to a particular conception of legal sover-

monarchs.

eignty the statement has validity. Thus in the
Greek political theory the state was not

essary to deny limits either by an imperial or
papal authority outside the state or by rights of
feudal lords, self-governing towns and autono-

classical

sovereign in the sense of being above law. The
authority of customary, or unwritten, laws, embodying the dictates of gods or of a universal
reason, ranked higher than that of the decrees
of even the highest governors of a state. In
regard to the more general meaning of sovereignty, however, there appears to
distinction between ancient and

be no

essential

modern

ideas.

For

certainly the ancient writers attributed a
superior authoritativeness to the state and ac-

a unique function in upholding the
legal order. Aristotle described the state as "the
which embraces
.
highest of all associations

corded

it

.

all

the rest."

The

political writers

.

leading Greek and

devoted

Roman

much attention to ques-

tions concerning the right location and proper
tasks of "the supreme power" within the state.

Throughout most of the Middle Ages, it is true,
the state was not generally the predominant
organization within the community, and relafew writers claimed any such position for
Indeed the state of ancient and modern politi-

tively
it.

cal theory hardly existed.

Organized control over

mous

guilds within the state.

The

idea of a

supreme national monarchy was implicit in the
actual situation in France

tury under Louis xi;
explicit

in

several

sions, notably

it

m the

fifteenth cen-

had already been made

brief

theoretical

discus-

by Pierre Dubois and Bartolus of

Sassoferrato.

In the
his

late sixteenth

famous De

century Jean Bodin, in

republica, defined the

common-

wealth, or state, as an "association of families
and their common affaire, governed by a highest

power (supremo, potestas) and by reason," and
defined sovereignty (majestas) as "highest power
over citizens and subjects, unrestrained by laws
(legibus solutd)"

"The

chief

mark of

sover-

eignty," he said further, "is the power to give
law to all citizens, generally and singly." By
virtue of these definitions as well as by a dis-

cussion of the specific attributes of the sovereign Bodin has frequently been referred to as

the founder of the doctrine of sovereignty. It is
not certain, however, how far Bodin meant to
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extend the powers of sovereignty by characterit

izing

as legibus soluta.

He

said explicitly that

the sovereign is limited by "natural and divine
laws" and by "laws of the realm" (leges naturae
et divinae

and

Thus under the
and divine law the sover-

leges imperil).

limitations of natural

eign could not violate private property or break
contracts to which he was a party (unless in the

would be imperiled if
he held to the contract); and "as to imperil
leges" he said, "the prince [the repository of
sovereign power] cannot abrogate or modify
latter case his sovereignty

them, since they are attached to the very sovereignty with which he is clothed; such is the Salic
law, which is the foundation of our monarchy."
Bodin was not thoroughly clear and consistent
in his position. Apparently he insisted upon an
older idea that every political ruler is subject to

customary laws which he cannot lawfully change,
while at the same time he attempted to establish
the doctrine that there are rules of an "ordinary," or "civil," character which become laws

command

of the political sovereign and
which do not bind the sovereign himself Al-

only by

though there are limits to the sovereign's power,
there are no persons or institutional agencies
ultimately independent of his control to impose

upon him.
Later theorists went further, building up
more clearly and specifically the content of what
these limits

has

come

to

be known as the orthodox doctrine

m

of sovereignty. Thus Thomas Hobbes
the
seventeenth century maintained that laws, properly speaking, are nothing but the commands of

an authority unrestrained by law.
Austin wrote under the influence of the early
nineteenth century utilitarian attitude toward
political action. The utilitarians were practical
reformers and they sought among other things
to secure the enactment of statutes removing
anomalies and injustices from the common law.
Their proposals were opposed by conservatives,
nite sovereign

who

took the ground that law consists neces-

sarily either of universal

and permanent

dictates

of right or of principles embodied in the slowly
evolving customs and unwritten laws of a given

The utilitarians countered this position
with their conception of law as a means for
country.

securing justice and the common welfare, and
therefore as constantly subject to modification
by the agencies to whom the community en-

customs and tradifrom becoming cloaks for injustice or impediments to progress. The German jurists
notably von Gerber, Laband and Jelhnek

trusts the task of preventing

tions

sought to give

full legal validity to

the extensive

powers asserted by the imperial government

m

consolidating the German nation; thus they
made the German state in its sovereign organization a free agent in fashioning law to meet the

public needs of the day, unhampered by reembodied
the vague demands of uni-

m

straints

versal justice or of a mythically conceived national mind.

This

positivist

conception of law

is

an essen-

maxim

of the contemporary doctrine of state
sovereignty. The doctrine holds that within any

tial

independent

political

community there

is

a de-

a political sovereign, who is subject to no legal
limits; so-called divine or natural laws have no

terminate sovereign whose commands and permissions given directly or indirectly, explicitly

legal significance for a sovereign, except to the
extent and in the manner interpreted and ac-

or implicitly

cepted by him. Rousseau

m the eighteenth cen-

tury held that sovereignty, which in his theory
could rationally be held to reside only in the
politic," or "general will," had no legal
limitations: "the sovereign, being formed wholly

"body

who compose it, has, and can
have, no interest contrary to theirs" and remains
the "sole judge of what is important" for subof the individuals

jection to the general will.
rigidly formal doctrine of legal sovereignty
was set forth by jurists of the nineteenth cen-

A

by John Austin in the i86o's and
by jurists of the German Empire during the last

tury, notably

quarter of the century. As in the sixteenth century, so again in the nineteenth century practical
political considerations influenced the precise

formulation of a theory that attributed to a defi-

establish the law

and whose posi-

is above law. In every state there is a person
or organ or a group of persons or organs the
British Parliament acting with the king, the czar

tion

German

of Russia (before 1917), the

imperial

Bundesrat and Reichstag (before 1918), the
United States Congress and commonwealth legwith
islatures acting to amend the constitution
legally unlimited authority.

In the application

of this theory to the contemporary constitutional
state a discrimination is made between sovereignty, involving a

power to make and change

the fundamental law of the state, and ordinary
governmental authority, supreme only within

the limits prescribed by the fundamental law,
which the sovereign alone and not the govern-

ment can change. Another
tion

is

that

between

legal

familiar

and

ereignty, the latter signifying the

distinc-

political sov-

power that

is
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obeyed ultimately. Thus

it is

said that

the people are sovereign in the sense that if they
apply the pressure of their actual power they
can in the long run force the formally sovereign
authority to follow their desires. The analytical
jurist describes this as "a political, not a legal,
fact"; for

he considers his task to be only that of

sider how the laws operate and how they may
be improved. In these ways they give due attention to the moral and social significance as well

as to the practical effectiveness of various social

imperatives other than those backed by state
action; but generally they reserve the term laws
for the latter

and follow the orthodox theory in

finding out, by exact identification and precise
analysis of the decisions of the legal sovereign

explicitly assigning to the state a peculiarly comprehensive and compulsive position in society.

or of inferior organs acting within the limits of

Indeed the recent dispute between advocates
and critics of the orthodox theory appears to
arise essentially from a confusion of terminology,
particularly from different senses in which the
disputants employ the word law. No word in

competence allowed by the sovereign, what the
law isNQuestions as to the moral Tightness or
practical effectiveness of the law are referred to
scholars of other disciplines.

A number of recent writers on law have been
by the claim that an act of political
agencies can in any sense establish the essential
distinction between lawful and unlawful conrepelled

duct. As critics of the orthodox doctrine they
maintain generally that some other mark than
the fact of the state's command or permission is
essential to give a rule of conduct the real char-

They hold law to be anterior to,
above and more comprehensive than the state.
acter of law.

The

political science is used with a greater variety of
meanings. Each side in the controversy over
sovereignty generally recognizes the existence
and acknowledges the importance of the social

rules which the other side calls laws. The orthodox theorists admit that a state's law enacting
assemblies or deciding judges act under the impulsions and restraints of various types of opinions and sentiments current in the community
or in its most influential sections The critics,

latter's function is simply that of adapting
an already existing rule of law to some given set
of facts; and the task of the jurist consists not

explicitly or implicitly, grant that there are distinctions of great practical significance between

in identifying the state's commands as
in testing their "validity," by standards that are

social pressure. Both sides
appear to agree that in order that the state may
fulfil adequately its essential functions of unification and coordination it must be comprehen-

so

much

independent of

political action.

Some

of the

(Duguit, for example) set up "objective"
standards, accepting as law only those customs
or imperatives, whether or not enforced by the
critics

state

supported rules and those enforced only

by other forms of

and compulsive in membership and must
be equipped with a power to issue commands
which may be executed through the organized
sive

which tend toward maintaining an orderly,
peaceful and progressive social life. Others, like
-ijabbe and Laski, set up subjective standards
but find the source of the standards not in any

mally have a monopoly of this sort of power
within any given community. The orthodox the-

sort of political command or decision but only
Jn the consciences of individual men or in the

orists persist in describing the state's unique
function and position in society by the term

state,

"sense of right" of a whole community.
Most of the recent jurists and political the-

go beyond the formal analytical doctrine
or iaw and admit ethical and sociological standorists

ards of right law into their general theory; yet

they leave essentially undisturbed the unique
and important position assigned to the state by

me traditional theory of sovereignty. They con-

force of the

community; and that

it

must nor-

sovereign.
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SOVIET. The

Russian word

soviet

means
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following January. It was composed of the
general officers and representatives of commissioned officers and soldiers of the regiments

who assembled

to press their

demands

for un-

paid wages, moderate extension of the franchise
and redistribution of seats in the House of
Commons. In France the decrees of December
14 and 22, 1789, eliminated the mtendants and
other local officers of the ancien regime, thus
legalizing the

accomplishments of the "munici-

pal revolution," and created a new system of
local administration based on direct election of

municipal, district and departmental councils,
which, like the Soviets today, were to attend to
all matters of local
competence and to act as the
sole agents of the central government. But
while the soviet system pro\ ides for occupational
representation in the city and disfranchises the
propertied classes, the French decrees limited

the electorate by a fairly high property qualification and called for representation on a geographical basis. The far reaching local autonomy
thus established was greatly reduced in 1791 and
virtually abolished in Bonaparte's constitution

of 1800.

Communist

leaders attach considerable sigPans Commune of 1871 as an

nificance to the

essay in proletarian state organization. Accordshowed that "the
ing to Marx the

Commune

cannot simply lay hold of the
ready made State machinery and wield it for its
own purposes" (Civil War in France, ed. by R.
W. Postgate, London 1921, p. 28); on the con-

working

trary,

class

workers must "destroy the machine." The
united in its hands both legislative

Commune

and executive power;
elective, were subject

all

of

its

members were
any time and

simply council, but revolutionary experience has
enriched its connotations. Soviets, or councils
composed of delegates chosen by workers in factories and workshops, were active in the Russian
revolutions of 1905 and March (February by the
Julian calendar), 1917. They became the basis of

force. These aspects of the Commune which influenced the organization of the Soviets were

the governmental structure as the result of the
successful Bolshevik seizure of power in Novem-

singled out by Lenin as indicating its superiority
to the most advanced type of state produced by

ber (October), 1917. Although it originated and
developed on the terrain of specific Russian conditions, the soviet has become the accepted

bourgeois revolutions. On the other hand, he
held that the Commune did not go far enough,

Communist

revolution everywhere.
In periods of fundamental revolution new
organs of government are regularly improvised

pattern for

to recall at

received a salary not exceeding the average wage
of a skilled worker, it replaced the standing army

by an armed people and abolished the old police

based as

it

was on universal suffrage and geo-

graphical representation.

The soviet as an organ of proletarian combat
made its first appearance in the Russian revolution of 1905. The strike movement which swept

to express the needs of groups revolting against
authority. In England the Puritan revolution

over the industrial centers of Russia in that year

produced a type of council analogous to a
soldiers' soviet in the General Council of the
Army set up in June, 1647, and dissolved in the

assumed vast proportions. Virtually strike committees, the Soviets were the direct outgrowth of
this situation. As the movement assumed an in-
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creasingly revolutionary character, the Soviets,
although overwhelmingly non-party in membership, took on the aspects of a political organiza-

from degenerating into riots, assumed con*
the stores of arms to prevent their use by
counter-revolutionary groups and assured the
maintenance of the regular food supply. The
tions

trol of

tion; they set up an armed militia, endeavored to
obtain strike relief funds from municipalities
and even attempted the introduction of the

Soviets consisted of delegates sent by workers in
factories and workshops and by soldiers in the

eight-hour day by direct action. The most important of these Soviets was that in St. Peters-

various garrison units; they also included a few
individuals deputized by socialist groups. Peas-

burg created in October to direct the general
political strike then raging; it consisted of
delegates sent by workers in factories and work-

ant Soviets were organized later and, unlike the

urban

played no important role in 1917.
represented the great majority of
made the revolution, but they did not

Soviets,

The

latter

those

who

shops throughout the city (one for every five
hundred workers) and was directed by an executive committee chosen by the membership and

take over the government, instead a Provisional
Government was set up, which derived its

including representatives of revolutionary party
organizations. Although it was not the first

authority primarily from the Duma, the lower
chamber of the old regime, and proposed to

kind, the St. Petersburg Soviet

carry on until the convocation of a constituent

set the pattern for similar organizations in other
industrial centers.

assembly.
From the outset there were thus two centers
of power: the Provisional Government and the

institution of

The

Soviets of 1905

members of
rested

its

were short

lived: the

the St. Petersburg Soviet were ar-

by the government two months

after its

organization; the Moscow Soviet perished on
the barricades in the armed insurrection which

took place in December; and the few provincial
organizations were suppressed where they did
not disband of their

own

accord.

d'etre for the Soviets disappeared

The

raison

with the re-

cession of the revolutionary mass movement, for
their essential function was to direct strikes and
against the government. The
not yet looked upon as an alternative

manifestations

was
form of government. It was only in 1906 that
the Mensheviks saw in the Soviets a labor parliament which might compete with the Duma boycotted by the socialist groups, and that the
soviet

Bolsheviks discerned in

them a

possible agency

for a united front of the proletariat with peasants
soldiers and the embryo of a revolutionary

and

government which would accede to power after
a successful armed insurrection. In fact, however, the Soviets in 1905 were exclusively an
organ of the urban proletariat. It remained for

In the early months of the revolution

Soviets.

the Soviets, dominated by the Mensheviks and
the Socialist Revolutionaries, preferred to function as an organ of democratic control over the
Provisional Government preparatory to the convocation of the constituent assembly, which was
expected to establish a democratic republic. In

the capital this control was exercised by the
Petrograd Soviet and Liter by the Central Ex-

Committee elected

ecutive

April Lenin

condemned the

demand
Soviets,

for the assumption of all power by the
thereafter was adopted by

the Bolshevik party. The ineffectiveness of the
Provisional Government and the attempt by
General Kornilov to establish a military dicdirected mainly against the Soviets
rapidly drove the masses leftward. By the middle
of September the Bolsheviks had won control of
tatorship

Thus

government in Russia was overthrown in March, 1917, in a spontaneous uprising of the masses in important urban centers; the
army garrisons, which at first preserved a
sympathetic neutrality, soon joined the movement. The Soviets, created in the early days of
the revolution, functioned as the coordinating
directing agency; they supplied the leader-

and

ship totally lacking at first, saved the demonstra-

Gov-

which shortly

agency into an instrument of government.
czarist

Provisional

as a servant of capitalism and international imperialism; he also formulated the

the Petrograd and

The

Rus-

ernment

the revolution of 1917 to create Soviets of soldiers
to transform the soviet from a fighting

and

at the first All

sian Congress of Workers' and Soldiers' Soviets
in June. But this situation did not endure. In

Moscow

Soviets

and were

striking gains throughout the country.
the way was prepared for the overthrow of

making

the Provisional Government. After a successful

coup directed by the Military Revolutionary
Committee of the Petrograd Soviet, the second
All Russian Congress of Soviets, which met on
November 7 and was dominated by a coalition of
Bolsheviks and left Socialist Revolutionaries,
itself the sole repository of state power.
vested governmental authority in a Council of
Peoples' Commissars, with Lenin as chairman.

declared
It

Soviet
Local Soviets were quickly transformed from
agencies of control into governmental instrumentalities.

The wave

of revolution which swept through
central Europe after the defeat of Germany and
its

allies

spread the soviet idea. In

Germany
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The

Majority Socialist party as a whole and its
representatives in the National Assembly re-

fused, however, to support this program. Article
165 of the Weimar constitution stated merely
that "for the purpose of safeguarding their social
interests the wage earning and

and economic

workers' and soldiers' councils were utilized to

salaried

carry through the revolution which led to the
abdication of the kaiser. On November 1 1 1918,
the executive committee of the Workers' and

in workers' councils," while the works' councils
law of 1920 purporting to carry out this article

,

Soldiers' Soviet of Greater Berlin, constituted
cwo days earlier, assumed sovereign power in the

German

Socialist Republic; it allocated execua coalition government of

tive authority to

Majority and Independent Socialists, retaining
for itself and the subsequently elected Central
Soviet a power later denned as "parliamentary
supervision." In Germany, unlike Russia in
1905 and 1917, mass party and trade union organizations were already firmly established. The
right Majority Socialists and the trade union
leaders regarded the Soviets as a potential
challenge to their authority and sought to subordinate them to the existing party and trade

union machine.

The

center offered the impos-

compromise of combining

sible

Soviets with

ordinary representative assemblies, while the

left

pressed for a permanent soviet government,
which it hoped to transform into its own agency.

The

extremists

soviet

who

called

for a

permanent

government were defeated; the congress
December 16 and was

of Soviets which met on

controlled by Majority Socialists set the elections to the constituent National Assembly for
January 19, 1919. Although the Central Soviet

employees are entitled to be represented

of the constitution provided for the abolition of
workers' Soviets Even the status of the national
economic council, a combination of workers'
councils with representatives of employers and

other groups, likewise promised by article 165,
was that of an advisory body, not of a second

chamber.
In Austria too Soviets were created in the early
days of the revolution of 1918. They were helpful in preserving discipline in the

army and

in

combating profiteering in foodstuffs and housing
but had no voice in national affairs. In the
second quarter of 1919, under the influence of
developments in Munich and especially in

Hungary, a strong sentiment developed in
Vienna and the surrounding industrial territory
for the establishment of a soviet government; but

the desperate international situation of the country and the danger of being cut off from the
regions, where peasant Soviets
sabotaged the food policy of the central government, prevented any but minor outbreaks.
Workers' and soldiers' Soviets survived for
several years thereafter, at first cooperating with
agricultural

the government dominated by Socialists and
later acting as the shock troops of the Socialist

turned over its powers to the Assembly early in
February, the establishment of a democratic
regime did not proceed unchallenged. Economic
disorganization and the political mistakes of the

party in opposing counter-revolutionary moves;
eventually the Soviets became indistinguishable
from the local branches of the party.
Hungary was presumably a soviet republic

government, which retained the old apparatus

from March 21 to July 31, 1919, but governmental authority was exercised by a coalition of
left Socialists and Communists "in the name"
of workers', soldiers' and peasants' Soviets. Tlv
establishment of the new regime was not at
tnbutable primarily to militant action by work-

of military and civil administration, led to a
radicalization of the masses and of the local
Soviets; in some instances, notably in Munich
(April 7
May i, 1919), there actually were
established local soviet republics, which, how-

ever,

were quickly suppressed by government

troops. The revolutionary temper found expression also in the second congress of Soviets held in

which adopted a plan sponsored by Maand Cohen calling for
the establishment of chambers of labor; the
national chamber, enjoying an authority virtually coordinate with that of the Reichstag, was to
be concerned particularly with economic legislation and the promotion of
gradual socialization.
April,

jority Socialists Kaliski

ers'

Soviets,

from which Communists were

barred although they controlled a number of
works' councils and influenced the policies of
the Soldiers' Soviet in Budapest. It was rather
the result of a decision by Karolyi, hard pressed
by the allied command, to place reliance upon
the "Russian orientation" and to discard accordingly the liberal-socialist condition in favor
of a left wing government. Although new elections to the Soviets

were held in April and a
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soviet congress, which met in June, adopted a
constitution modeled after that of Russia, the
Soviets functioned mainly as a tribune for gov-

by general peasants' Soviets. In the following
years committees of the poor peasants were organized to combat the kulaks; at the same time

ernmental declarations and not as organs with

and executive functions. Moreover
considerable friction developed between rural
Soviets and the central organizations. Internal
dissension, allied intervention and the inability

the latter group, with the help of moderately
prosperous peasants, attempted to use the newly
organized village Soviets as centers of resistance
against the Communist dominated towns. Likewise in Austria in 1918-19 the peasants' Soviets

jf Russia to offer military assistance spelled the

became

doom of Soviet Hungary.
The only other country

pursued a

legislative

become a

in

which

serious political factor

is

definitely

counter-revolutionary

and

have

separatist, antisocialist policy, revealing again that it is not the form of the institution

China. After

but the character of the principle which infuses

Soviets

break with the Kuomintang in 1927 the
Communist party declared that because of the
treachery of the bourgeoisie the national revoluits

it

that

is

Thus

of supreme importance.
have functioned as es-

far the Soviets

m

tablished governmental bodies only
Russia
The Russian system may be likened to a pyra-

.

China was developing into a proletariansocialist revolution, and that armed insurrection
and the establishment of a soviet republic should

midal structure resting on a base of village and
town Soviets and converging through district

therefore constitute the next step In the peasant

Soviets

uprisings which followed, especially after 1929,
"red armies" occupied a number of districts and

Union (before 1923, All-Russian)
Congress of Soviets. At each of these stages the
plenary meeting of the soviet or congress is
vested formally with both legislative and execu-

tion in

set

up

Soviets.

Where

these exist in

more than

most cases identical with peasant unions, but sometimes they include also
representatives of the associations of wageworkers, craftsmen and petty merchants.

name they

are in

In any discussion of the soviet as an organ of
revolutionary combat a distinction must be
drawn between workers', soldiers' and peasants'
Soviets, which are often considered identical; for

the particular political orientation that they asthe interests which they
represent and the strength of the Communist

sume depends upon

influence

among them. Thus

soldiers' Soviets

tend to become active revolutionary bodies only
when they function in close contact with workers' Soviets. This was largely true in Russia in
1917. In

Germany

soldiers' Soviets practically

disappeared as soon as city Soviets were forbidden to interfere in army matters. In Austria

and congresses

for regions

and republics

in the All

tive

power; the executive committee which it
power in the interval be-

elects exercises this

tween

sessions.

The

executive committee and a

smaller subcommittee, the praesidium, coordinate the work of the various local administrative departments,

which follow the

directions al-

ready outlined by the proper commissariat of the
republic or the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. In the center the commissariat

is

re-

sponsible to the Council of Commissars, which
is an
agency of the soviet congress and its

executive committee.

The

Soviet electorate

is

confined to those en-

gaged in productive labor, while elements classified as hostile to the Soviet state
former members of the czarist police force, officers of the old

army, the clergy, the former nobility and the
like
are disfranchised. Occupational representation is the general rule; organized voters cast

the soldiers' Soviets were an important revolutionary factor, because the Volkswehr was hand
picked from those who were recommended by

their ballots at their place of

labor organizations As a plenary governing organization a soldiers' soviet is an anomaly; mili-

unorganized voters, such as housewives, homeworkers and individual peasants, vote by geo-

tary discipline

and

elective representation are

incompatible unless both are fused by a supreme
party command.

The belief that peasants' Soviets

were active in 1917 and the following years in
any country except Austria is unfounded. Between March and November, 1917, the organ of
the peasant revolution in Russia was the village
land committee and licA the soviet. In 1917
Lenin called for the c.e ./ure of power by Soviets
of farm hands a'^d the poorest peasants and not
;

graphic districts.

No

employment, and

provisions are

made

for

and no party tickets except those of
the Communists are allowed. The electorate

secret voting

possesses the right to recall its delegate at any
time, but the right is not often invoked in practise. Two electoral devices insure the dominance

of the industrial workers over the peasantry:
first, in the representation in district and regional Soviets an urban voter is given as much
weight as five rural inhabitants; second, the town

Soviet
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Soviets enjoy direct representation in both dis-

Communists contend,

and regional Soviets, while peasants have
direct representation only in the district Soviets.

economic

results in the dictatorship

defended on the ground

of the bourgeoisie, since the latter dominates
life and controls most of the agencies
of public opinion. As an instrument of rule the

that industrial workers are politically more advanced and class conscious than the backward

Soviets are primarily a training school by which
the laboring masses and their non-political

peasant masses.

organizations are enrolled in the governmental
apparatus and taught to administer the country
under the direction of the Communist party.

trict

This arrangement

is

Responsibility for selection of the members of
the Soviets and for direction of their activity
rests in the last analysis with the Communist
party. In the village the majority of soviet members tend to be non-party elements, but with

each step upward in the hierarchy the propor-

Communists in positions of authority
becomes correspondingly greater In each soviet
the inner board of control is invariably the Communist fraction, even when it is in a minority.
tion of

Since the Communist party commands a monopoly of legality, the party encounters no
difficulty in preserving its

The

dominant position

Soviets are thus deprived of a considerable

degree of authority As long as the party remains
the real seat of power, the Soviets are fated to
serve merely as an imposing fa9ade rather than
as sovereign organs. Their task is to clothe the
party thesis in the garb of constitutional legality.

To be sure, they serve a useful educational funcby drawing in sympathetic non-party elements to participate in the work of administration; and to the extent that they carry out policies
tion

popular in the country they constitute an effective link between the masses and the party. But
their

work

is

significance on
decisions come

necessarily lacking in creative
larger issues because important

ready

made from

leadership.
In the literature of international

the party

Communism

the Soviets are assigned a twofold function. In
the conquest of power they are the instrumento
tality which the Communist party utilizes
combat the influence of non- revolutionary parties and their affiliated mass organizations After

the conquest of power the Soviets persist as the
form of government through which the Com-

with the proletariat
semiproletarian elements, such as the peasantry,
technicians, professional workers and the like,
and thereby to consolidate the dictatorship of

munist party seeks to

the proletariat.

The

ally

soviet state

is

supposed to

The

soviet state

domination which

is
is

frankly an organ of class
expected to persist during

the transitional period between capitalism and
communism. It is assumed that as the ultimate

the establishment of a classless so-

objective

gradually realized, the soviet state will
wither away and yield to a system of organizaciety

is

still somewhat
vaguely conceived, which
combine elements of voluntary cooperation
and planned economy in accordance with the
motto "from each according to his abilities, to

tion,

will

each according to his needs

"
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cultural opportunities, within such limits of
course as are dictated by the supreme purpose of
liquidating capitalism. In this sense it is thought
to be superior to bourgeois democracy, which,

Ungarn (Vienna 1920); Roy,
Konterrevolution in China,

M.

tr.

N., Revolution und

from English ms. by
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V A

P. Frbhlich (Berlin 1930), Yakhontov,
nese Soviets (New York 1934); Gurvich,

,

G

The ChiS and
,

others, Sovetskoe gosudarstvennoe ustroystvo (Soviet
state organization) (Moscow 1930); Batsell, W. R.,
Soviet Rule in Russia (New York 1 929), Isakovic, D.,
Le pouvoir central et le systdrne electoral de la Russie
sovietique (Paris 1927), Stalin, J , Voprosi lemmzma
(8th ed. Moscow 1931), tr. by E. and C Paul as
Leninism, z vols (London 1928-33) vol. i, Communist
International, Sixth Congress, Moscow 1928, The
Programme of the Communist International (Vienna

1928).

with the result that his texts cannot be

tific,

If Sparks dressed his
formal dignity, it was
because frontier manners would not in that age
have recommended it to the family of Clio. His

trusted

by scholars today.

much

subject with too

significance lies in the fact that he did obtain
recognition for American history.
S. E.

MORISON

Principal works' Sparks was editor of The Library of
American Biography, ist ser., 10 vols. (Boston 1834
38), 2nd ser 15 vols. (Boston 1844-47), to this Sparks
contnbuted "Ethan Allen" (ist ser , vol i), "Benedict
,

(1789-1866), American editor, historian and college president. Sparks was
educated at Phillips Exeter Academy and

SPARKS, JARED

Harvard College, working his way through the
He dreamed of exploring Africa but got
no nearer than writing The Life of John Ledyard

latter.

Arnold"

vol m), "Father Marquette" (ist
"Robert Caveher de La Salle" (2nd ser ,
ser., vol. iv), "John
Ribault" (2nd ser vol vn), "Charles Lee" (2nd ser ,
ser

,

vol. x),

,

vol

(ist ser

"Count Pulaski" (2nd

i),

,

vol via), "John Ledyard" (2nd ser vol xiv) He also
edited The Diplomatic Correspondence of the American
,

1828). After a successful
Unitarian ministry of four years (1819-23) in
Baltimore he returned to Boston, purchased the

(Boston 1829-30), The Works of
with Notes and a Life of the
Benjamin Franklin,
Author, 10 vols. (Boston 1836-40); Correspondence of
the American Revolution; Being Letters of Eminent

North American Review and

Men

(Cambridge, Mass

in his six years'

editorship made it a magazine to be ranked with
the English quarterlies and French revues,

His mam work, the systematic exploration of
American history, had already begun. For The
Writings of George Washington (12 vols Boston
1834-37) he visited all the older states and the
,

public archives of England and France. The
wealth of documentary material that these researches opened up led him to start six more
books before the last of the Washington vol-

These brought him fame, the
and at Harvard the McLean
professorship of ancient and modern history in
1838. Professor Sparks showed prophetic insight into the form that history teaching was to
assume in American universities. He instructed
by lectures, prescribed reading and essays; and
he insisted on having time for private research.
Yet Sparks considered history a gentlemanly
avocation and trained no professional historians.

umes came
hand of an

out.

heiress

Elected president of Harvard College in 1849,
he was popular but reactionary, practically
abolishing free electives. After his resignation

he lived quietly and unproductively

Revolution, 12 vols

.

.

.

to George Washington, 4 vols. (Boston 1853).
The Writings of George Washington included a Life
written by Sparks and published as vol i Sparks also
wrote The Life of Gouverneur Morns, 3 vols. (Boston

1832).

Consult.

Adams, Herbert Baxter, The Life and Writ-

Jared Sparks, 2 vols (Boston 1893), Bassetr,
John Spencer, The Middle Group of American Hisings of

(New York

torians

1917) ch. n.

SPASOWICZ, WLODZIMIERZ (1829-1906),
Polish jurist, publicist and historian. Spasowicz

was born at Minsk and in his youth was subject
to two influences, the Polish spirit of his home
and the Russian environment of the local

He studied law at the University of St.
Petersburg, where he also taught from 1857 to
1 86 1. He
published a manual of penal law in
opposition to the positive and anthropological
schools.

school. Obliged to

abandon his chair as the result

of political disturbances, he entered into practise
as a criminal lawyer in St. Petersburg. His

and penetrating speeches soon won him
a great reputation.
keen student of Polish
law, he prepared a critical edition of the Lithubrilliant

A

at

anian Statute which was never published, participated in the editing of Volumina legum (9

Jared Sparks has an assured place as an exand popularizer of American history.

Petersburg 1859-89) and published
on ancient Polish historians and translated Polish annals from the Latin.
Spasowicz' main significance, however, consisted in his attempts to establish a political and
cultural alliance between the Russian and the

in 1853

Cambridge

until his death.

plorer

documents and his skill
and getting them published and
distributed gave the American public a new
conception of its history and provided historians and biographers with fresh material. His
editorial methods, while not so bad as certain
critics claimed, were literary rather than scienHis

thirst for original

at selection

vols.,

St.

studies

Polish peoples. In furtherance of his ideas he

published numerous literary and political works,
including a history of Polish literature written

Soviet
Obzor

for Pypin's

istorii

slavyanskikh literatur

(St. Petersburg 1865, tr. into German as Geschichte der slavischen Litteraturen, 2 vols., 1880-

and separately published as Dzieje literatury
Warsaw 1885), and founded two Polish
reviews Krqj (Country) and Ateneum. For all
his realism he was unable to foresee the World
War, from which Poland emerged as an independent state. Firmly convinced that the Russian Empire and Germany were indestructible,
he labored for Russian-Polish reconciliation and,
89;

polskiej,

imbued with the reformist ideals of the period of
Alexander n, he centered his hopes on a radical
change in the political structure of Russia. He
thus opposed Polish revolt, holding that Poland
surrounded by enemies had no alternative but to
come to an amicable understanding with a liberal
Russia.

He was not in

favor of

autonomy

for the

Polish kingdom, which would leave the Polish
eastern frontier his native region to which he

was deeply attached outside of the autonomous area and thus expose it to cultural assimi-

by Russia. Notwithstanding the purity of
became the object of
slander and vilification not only by Poles but by
lation

his motives, Spasowicz

Russians.

W. LEDNICKI
Works Sochineniya, 9 vols (St Petersburg 188910 vols
1913), Polish edition, Pisma,
1903; 2nd ed
9 vols. (Warsaw 1892-1903).
Consult: Askenazy, Szymon, "Pisma Wlodzimierza
Spasowicza" (Writings of Spaso\\icz) in his Wczasy
htstoryczne, 2 vols. (Warsaw 1902-04) \ol i, p 301-85;
Feldman, Wilhelm, Dzieje polsktej myfit pohtycznej
(The history of Polish political thought), 3 \ols. (Warsaw 1913-20; vol a, and ed 1933) vol n, p. 159-68;
Prsyjaciolom WloJzimierza Spasowicza (To the
friends of Wlodzunierz Spasowicz) (Lw6w 1907).
,

,

its

ascent.

ian philosopher.

As

(1817-83), Ital-

a youth Spaventa dedicated

He saw

this

upward course uninter-

rupted in the great European philosophical tradition but compelled to confine itself in Italian
thought to the very restricted and apparently
isolated tradition from Bruno through Vico and
Rosmini to Gioberti. He demonstrated that the
ideas of each of these thinkers anticipated and
confirmed to some extent the truth which step by

was appearing in the vaster current of European thought. In this effort to establish an interrelation between the two traditions he was
step

guided by the criterion of the "circulation of
thought," according to which there are in mod
ern civilization no zones and sectors isolated

from the common movement. This criterion
was found to be as valid for civil and political as
for cultural or philosophical history.
Spaventa was incapable of effecting any transformation of his own Hegelian model. He con-

upon thinking out anew and penetrating the logical-dialectical concatenation of concepts in which Hegel had distributed the ideal
centrated

history of the spirit and the world His work
reveals, however, a personal imprint and a nota-

mind Particularly important
in the history of philosophy is his liberal rcmterpretation of the Hegelian ethics. For him the

ble robustness of

state which embodies the ethical quahty of the
world is not the state of the Prussian tradition
but the constitutional and liberal state uhich
emerged from the Italian Risorgimento. This
refashioning of Hegehamsm represented an im-

portant contribution to the political thought of
the Italian historic right, of which Bertrando

Spaventa, like his brother Silvio, was a convinced advocate.

GUIDO DE RUGGIERO
Works:
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Spaventa

La

filosofia

di

Gioberti

(Naples 1863), Es-

by D Jaja (Turin 1888);
G. Gentile (Naples 1901);
ed by G. Gentile (Naples 1904); Da

penenza e metafistca, ed
Scntti filosofict, ed. by
di etica,

himself to an ecclesiastical career, but he soon
abandoned theology for secular studies. In politics he shared the ideas and hopes of the Italian

Pnncipu

Risorgimento. Exiled after the reaction of 1849,
Spaventa became a teacher at Turin. Following
Italian unification he taught at the University of

Consult: Gentile, Giovanni, Bertrando Spaventa
(Florence 1924), and Le ottgtm della filosofia contemporanea in Italia, 3 \ols (Messina 1917-21) vol.
in, pt. i, p. 339-46, pt n, chs \-\\, RuRgiero, Guido
de, La filosofia conlemporanea, 2 vols (3rd etl. Bari
1929), tr by A H. Hannay and R. G. Collmgwood

Naples, where he created a Hegelian school of

philosophy in an atmosphere of conflicts and
bound up with doctrinal,

controversies closely
religious

and

G

Socrate a Hegel, ed by
Gentile (Ban 1905), Pnnctph di filosofia (Naples 1867, new ed. by G. Gentile as
Logtca e metafistca, Ban 1911).

(London

1921), especially p. 331-40.

political issues.

Spaventa attracted his students to the study of

SPAVENTA,

He set

statesman and

Hegel through the history of philosophy.

out with scholastic assiduity to retraverse the
Hegelian stages of the development of thought

and

to

show the

folly of the efforts to interrupt

SILVIO

(1822-93),

Italian

Spaventa directed his activity from the outset toward the achievement of
a liberal order in the Kingdom of Naples. In
1848 he founded a journal, Nasione, to support
jurist.
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the liberal revolution.

Named

deputy, he ener-

the absolutism
getically advocated revolt against
was imprisoned in
of the Bourbon reaction.

He

m

1851; but his
1849 and condemned to death
sentence was commuted to life imprisonment
upon the intercession of Napoleon HI, and in

1859 the protest of European public opinion,
some years before in the celebrated

initiated
letters

from Gladstone to Lord Aberdeen,

fected his release.

When

ef-

files

of Nazione, 3 vols.

Consult- Croce, Benedetto, Storia d'Italia dal 1871 al
1915 (3rd ed Ban 1928); Cesare,
de, "Silvio
Spaventa e i suoi tempi" in Nuova antologta, 3rd ser

R

,

29-60, Ruggiero, Guido de, Stona del
hberahsmo europeo (Ban 1925), tr by R. G. Colhngwood (London 1927), especially p. 327-32, 462;
Russo, Luigi, France^io de Sanctis e la cultura napoletana (1860-1885) (Venice I 9 z8) ch x; Taghacozzo,
vol. xlvi (1893)

E

,

II pensiero di Silvio

the Italian kingdom

was proclaimed, Spaventa became home secretary and minister of public works in the government of the liberal right, which continued until

SPEAKER.

Spaventa (Rome 1932).

See PROCEDURE, PARLIAMENTARY.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS

are compulsory
imposed upon owners of property for the
purpose of defraying the cost of specific public
improvements likely to enhance the value of the
assessed property Traces of this form of revenue may be found in Roman history. The
earliest English statutes, which may be treated
levies

1876.

Spaventa's political faith was a moderate
authoritarian
basically somewhat
under the influence of German political and
liberalism,

juridical

(Rome 1913) See also the
(Naples 1848-49).

philosophy of Hegelian origin.

He

up the problem of civil and constitutional
liberty with the power of the state as the supreme
moderator of political life. He was a strong advocate of the Italian "historic right" which sought
to canalize in the institutions of the state and
linked

thereby to temper that sentiment of liberty
that had emerged from the revolution with all
the exuberance

and intemperance which a

movement

as the origins of the present assessment system
in the United States, date from 1427, when a
series of drainage acts were passed, placing the
costs of the reconstruction of sea walls, ditches

and sewers upon

all

whose landed

interests re-

ceived benefits therefrom (6 Henry vi, c. 5).
Rosewater has traced the subsequent historical

usually brings with it.
Spaventa was convinced that the expansion of

developments in France, Belgium and Germany
and has found widely varying dates of the first

political liberty threatened

use of special assessments. The system of special
assessment has found an increasing application
in modern times; the growth of cities and their

popular

internal solidarity

democracy might well lead to a new
absolutism. His opinion that the consciousness
of liberty cannot be dissociated from the consciousness of its limits inspired the most enduring work of the last period of his life the application of justice in administration, embodied in

and

that

the creation of the fourth, or jurisdictional, section of the Council of State. Since parliamentary

government works through political parties
which alternate in power and since a governing
party may abuse its position, Spaventa felt that
it was necessary to guarantee justice in administration through a supreme organ, independent of political alternations, which would
protect the legitimate interests of all against
partisan violation. The jurisdictional section
still exists, and with its vitality is associated the

most lasting fame of the man who initiated
served as

its first

it

and

president.

GUIDO DE RUCGIERO

need for

local

improvements, the

fiscal

pressure

on the tax system with its tax limits laws, the
development of the highway system, the growing appreciation of public health and the importance of adequate drainage systems, the development of city planning as well as remunerative urban real estate speculation have been

among

the chief causes for the increased pro-

ductivity of special assessments. In the United
States the fiscal significance of this revenue has

increased so rapidly that it now stands second in
importance to the general property tax, and
occasionally in some cities the annual receipts

from

this source

exceed those of the general

property tax.
The three essentials of a special assessment
are legal compulsion, a specific improvement
special benefits accruing to owners of land.

and

From

the point of view of legal compulsion, the
assessment is upheld by the courts
usually as an attribute of the taxing power,

Works: Dal 1848 al 1861: Lettere, scntti e documents,
by B. Crooe (Naples 1898, and ed. Bari 1923); La
politico della dettra: scrittt e discorsi, ed. by B. Croce

special

(Bari 1910); Lettere pohttche (1861-1893), ed. by G.
Castellano (Ban 1926), Lo stato e leferrovte: nscatto ed
.
(Milan 1876); Discorsi parlamentari .
pubbltcati per deliberazione della Camera dei Deputati

although in many early American cases the levy
was considered an exercise of the power of
eminent domain; later in some jurisdictions it

ed.

eserctxto

.
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was viewed as a quasi-contractual obligation of
the owner upon which the municipality might
sue to recover payment for benefits in an action
in assumpsit on quantum meruit; while in other

taxing power, the special assessment, sometimes
called a betterment tax, should not be confused

the
jurisdictions legal compulsion may exist
form of an implied agency whereby the munici-

permit the construction of necessary improvements which otherwise would be checked by the

becomes

existence of tax limit laws, courts have found it
necessary to differentiate between special assessments and taxes. The judicial reasons assigned

m

pality levying the special assessment

the implied agent of the petitioning property
owners seeking the specific improvement.

with general taxes. In order to exclude the
from tax exemption and to

special assessment

Because the taxing power of the state is involved, courts have interpreted strictly the provisions of the law in order to protect the owners

for the distinction are that taxes are levied to

of improved property; and only when there is an
legislative grant of power may the

provements; taxes are a burden upon the owner,
while special assessments are a levy for an

municipality impose a special assessment. The
specific improvement must be vested with

equivalent; taxes recur regularly, while special
assessments are levied only upon the occasion of
a specific improvement; taxes are imposed at the

express

public interest if the taxing power is used, and
courts have insisted further that the special
benefit be distinct

and measurable. In some

the local improvement must be of a

states

permanent character; and where

ment

is

sprinkling, cleaning, lighting
ipal operating

The

this require-

in force, assessments for street repair,

and other munic-

expenses cannot be levied.

special benefit

is

the justification, limit

and measure of the special assessment and consists in the enhancement of land value of a given
parcel of property over and above that which the
same specific improvement causes for the
general community. The efficiency of the special
assessment system depends primarily upon the

degree of accuracy with which actual increase of
land value is approximated by the anticipated
special benefit, according to

which the

special

is apportioned. Because of
the widespread lack of district revolving funds,
which permit an advance of public money for

assessment usually

the construction of specific improvements and
which also make possible, following the accept-

ance of the improvement, a lapse of time during
which the special benefit may be more accurately
computed, apportioners of special assessments
attempt to forecast the influence of a local im-

provement upon future land value. The statistical tools and engineering formulae used as
aids in such estimates have proved to be expedients approximating roughly actual land
value trends. While it is generally admitted that

the multiplicity and complexity of factors involved render a precise measurement of the
special benefit practically impossible, the approximate determination of such benefit has

been

sufficiently accurate to justify the con-

tinued use of special assessments.

Although

it

was founded on an exercise of the

provide general revenue, while special assessments are used to defray the costs of specific im-

will of the legislative

power, but assessments are

subject to the review of the courts; taxes are
levied without regard to measurable special
benefit, although assessments depend primarily
upon calculable special benefits. From the view-

point of economic analysis, whenever a special
assessment actually exceeds the special benefit,

such excess constitutes a

tax.

In times of

falling

price levels a rapid decline in property values
may take place following construction of an im-

m

fact many special assessprovement, so that
ments are more closely related to a tax than to
an assessment.

The three primary purposes for which special
assessments have been used in the United
States are non-revenue yielding local improvements, revenue yielding utilities and nuisance
abatement. The most common non-revenue
yielding local improvements include street and
highway improvements, drainage assessments
for the construction of sewers

and waterway im-

provements. Assessments for revenue yielding
utilities comprise levies for subways, tunnels,
gas and electric plants and similar utilities.
Nuisance abatement assessments include levies
for garbage

and refuse

collection, for

removal

and snow and

like nui-

sances; although levied primarily for

common

from the

streets of ice

have been upheld on the basis of
legal duty and measurable special benefit.
As a safeguard for the assessed owners of
property against the full force of the taxing
power legislatures have provided statutory limibenefit, they

tations in addition to the judicial principle that
no special assessment may exceed the cost of the

improvement or of the special benefit, whichever
lower. Indirectly such restrictions impose
added burdens upon the public treasury. The
is
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common statutory limitations determine
the maximum rate of assessment (per linear foot
most

of paving or type of sewer or other kind of improvement), fix the percentage of the total cost
of the

improvement

to be borne

by the public

treasury, limit the total amount which may be
assessed during a given period of time to some
fixed percentage of assessed value or prescribe

no assessment may exceed special benefit as
by the court.
Special assessment bonds have become a

sites

or

upon the

elasticity

of demand

sites. As long as the owner is the
occupier or when the assessment is levied on
vacant property, there is no opportunity for re-

for

improved

coupment except by sale or lease.
improvement increases the demand

If the local

for the land

to an extent equal to or greater than the special
assessment, the owner may get back his payment

that

of the special assessment. In decadent neighbor-

ascertained

improvements may be constructed
demand, but the
owner nevertheless is unable to regain his pay-

necessary element in the system because of the
widespread use of instalment payments and

hoods

local

to check further decline in

quent assessment collections, and either they

ment of the special assessment Subdivisions
laid out and developed by local improvements
often permit the original owner to recoup, while

are paid directly to the contractor who constructs the improvement or the marketing is

their instalment

collection

Such bonds are

retired

by subse-

undertaken by the city. In some states these
bonds are guaranteed by the full faith and credit
of the city, but in most jurisdictions the security
behind the bond is the forced sale value of the
assessed

Because of their limited

property.
marketability they are frequently sold by the
contractor at substantial discounts, which become an important item of cost when he com-

subsequent owners

may

not be able to recover

payments

if

the

demand for the

property subsequently declines. Assessment districts frequently are so greatly enlarged that
areas are assessed in

which properties actually

suffer depreciation instead of betterment, and
owners pay for improvements which lead to a

decline in the market value of their properties.

These acute burdens are traceable to maladministration rather than to the special assess-

putes his bid on the improvement. In large cities
highly specialized bond houses make a business

ment system.

of buying and selling only special assessment
securities or of using these bonds as collateral
for the issuance of their own collateral trust

in the

An
it

appraisal of the special assessment system
United States leads to the conclusion that

has proved an expedient for providing neces-

m

sary local improvements in rapidly growing
cities. In some instances it has made improve-

the municipal debt, since they are regarded as
"self-supporting"; but this distinction has

ments possible in advance of local necessity. It
has been an effective means of raising revenue

proved treacherous in time of depression, since
the burden of municipal indebtedness cannot be
stated accurately unless such debt is included,

from those owning tax exempt property. It has
been basic to the development of city planning.

and

failure to include special assessment debt
has accentuated the increase in municipal in-

an

solvencies. Investors secure

no claim superior
to that of the contractor to whom the bonds were
sold originally, and therefore they require that

financing sewer

the district or city furnish unbiased legal opinion
as to the validity of the assessment which secures the bond. This additional expense also is

postponed the invasion of the unearned increment taxes in the United States. On the other
hand, because special assessment indebtedness
has not been considered a part of the general
burden of municipal indebtedness, it has led to
the overexpansion of ambitious cities; and whenever municipal insolvency occurs, the burden of

bonds. As a rule these bonds are not included

shifted ultimately to the assessed owners in the
contractors.

form of higher bids by

In order to differentiate the incidence of a tax

from that of a

special assessment, it is preferable
to consider the shifting of the assessment as a
recoupment a reimbursement for a payment

quo transaction. The
recoupment by the owner depends
upon the effect of the local improvement on the
demand for the she, which in turn depends upon
the intensity of compclrtion with substitute unoriginating in a quid pro

possibility of

Through the instalment system
effective

it

has

become

form of compulsory saving.

It

has

furthered the protective functions of the state

by

and drainage

projects. By providing funds for necessary local improvements
it has tended to reduce tax rates. Finally, it has

the special assessment appears extremely heavy.
Special assessment administration has been lax
in determining accurately the special benefit.
Overlapping assessment districts have tended

frequently to confiscate the value of land. There
has been inadequate study of the nature of
special benefits, so that local

improvements

fre-

Special Assessments
quently cause a lowering of value in competitive
neighborhoods. A careful scientific study of
orobable land usance and shifts in total land
values should be made by a city before it orders

major projects. Cities
to differentiate between the com-

additional levies for
fail

generally

its
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Specialization

simple phenomenon is in reality complicated
and multiform. For on the one hand the division
of labor in modern society is not limited simply
to labor but applies to all the factors of production, and on the other it extends beyond the

purely technical and economic

field.

Herbert

plex procedure necessary for major improvement projects and the many minor local im-

Spencer envisaged a simple progressive division
of labor, or an ever increasing differentiation in

provements willingly paid for by the assessed
owners, with the result that the judicial system
has been unduly handicapped by the special
assessment cases; while in certain states where

the classification of social types. The incorrectness of this hypothesis is evidenced by the fact
that certain forms of division of labor undergo
retrogression and atrophy while others flourish.

the local improvements in cities are left to the
state legislature, the undue number of special

the various

assessments levied has glutted the state legislative machinery. With all its shortcomings,
however, the system of special assessment has

to a certain extent

Indeed there

is

a certain antagonism

its

internal differentiation.

m general terms, the functional differ-

undoubtedly proved its value as a permanent
element in local finance.
ERNFST HERMAN HAHNE

Expressed

TAXATION, LOCAL FINANCF, MUNICIPAL FINANCE,
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, EXCESS CONDEMNATION;

in inverse ratio to each other.

See-

PUBLIC DEBT;

LAND VALUATION.
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(Albany 1929).

SPECIALIZATION

is

a technical

term for

all

technological, social and biological as well as economic which are usually
subsumed under the phrase division of labor.

those

entiation or specialization of a whole and the
functional differentiation of its parts are roughly

There may be distinguished three main
manifestations

Consult'

phenomena

This ambiguous expression, popularized by
Smith, actually applies to but one par-

Adam

ticularly striking manifestation of specialization
in modern society; and even this apparently

between

the specialization of an
organism limits the specialization of its parts;
the external differentiation of a society hinders
forms:

social

of

specialization: professional
specialization, also called the social division of
technical
labor;
specialization, or the division of

labor within a particular enterprise; and terrior geographical, specialization, either

torial,

among

various

countries

and economies or

within one economy in the form of localization
of industrial activity. Specialization may apply
either to individuals, to groups of men or to
things It presupposes as a basic complementary
principle cooperation or interdependence, and

consequently it is simultaneously a dissociating
and an integrating social principle, in effect
really creative.

The separation of occupations, the vocational
or social division of labor, was to Plato a characteristic

mark of economic

progress.

Its

sig-

was not again recognized prior to Turgot. While Adam Smith
merely interspersed occasional remarks on the
subject in other discussions, Turgot in his Rfflexions (written in 1766) showed in some detail
nificance for

economic

life

how the necessity of refining

materials led to the

exchange of products for labor, \\ ith a resultant
gain to society as a whole since each individual
advanced further by devoting himself to a single
form of work.

The

unusually rapid progress of vocational

specialization in the nineteenth century has led
to a general neglect of the fact that this type of
specialization began very early and culminated
not in modern times but in the Middle Ages.

Recent ethnological studies have shown that
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vocational specialization was far

more wide-

spread in even the most primitive social groupings than was previously assumed. Such early
specialization, however, followed other cultural
laws than does the modern type. While essentially

the latter

is

economically conditioned and
was fashioned chiefly

oriented, the earlier type

by spiritual and political power, so that if the
economic criterion is regarded as the norm, the
older type was heteronymous rather than
autonomous. Rationalistic theories assume that
division of labor and specialization are contrived
or discovered by the human intellect, which discerns the utility, desirability and advantages of
the differentiated organization of work. Such
hypotheses have been exploded by the evidence
of anthropology, which bears out the contention
that specialization of functions and methods is
no invention of human ratiocination but a

primary fact of life. Division of labor in itself is
an ancient and natural phenomenon; what is
novel is the discovery that it can be an instrument of economic rationalism Specialization on
higher cultural levels is distinguished from
primitive forms by the rational purposive elab-

of traditional tasks. It
first

is

probable that this

relief

created the conditions for the development
among women, a character-

of manual dexterity
istic

which distinguishes the

late

from the early

stone age.

Another important break in cultural develop-

ment came with the founding of ethnic groups
and castes. Where these appeared and specialized in particular activities, special tools, utenand techniques came to be intimately bound

sils

up with particular families, clans and castes, and
thus special dexterities were fostered. At a still
later stage the distribution of political power had
a disintegrating

and revolutionary

effect

on the

In bureaucratic
states dependent upon taxes in kind, such as
Egypt, levies were passed along from the chief
of the vocational group (generally ethnically
traditional

division of labor.

unified) to the respective chiefs of village or

commune, the elders of the caste and through
them to the heads of individual families. As a
result not only was the patriarchate pushed to
the fore, but because of the increased compulsion to produce there also came about a greater

participation of

men

in the family productive

Moreover with increasing density of

oration, the secular as opposed to the essentially
sacral and ceremonial nature of primitive divi-

activities.

sion of labor, the subordination of specialization
to a dominant concept of economic utility and

that part of the population

industrial adaptation. But it was only after
thousands of years of experience that elementary

were thus developed into industry; that is,
into a steady source of income. The traditional
roles of the sexes were reversed, and the more
intensive activities shifted to the men.
The appearance of the city was of the utmost

its

specialization could be recognized as advantaas possessing systematic utility for

geous,

human welfare.
The earliest or most primitive type of specialseems everywhere to have been the sexual division of labor. Husband and wife each

ization

represent a certain sum of specialized knowledge
and in this way exercise a determining influence

on the formation of primitive society. The husband generally carries on an active, externalized
life; all such dynamic activities as trapping,
hunting, fighting, clearing and collecting are
masculine

specialities.

To

the

woman

as the

bearer and feeder of children rigid traditional
rules assign the task of managing the household,
the garden and other regular and settled duties,
It is not the knowledge of a special technique
but the imputation of special powers and endowments which determines this type of spe-

cialization.

Plow culture introduced an impor-

tant mutation in this order in that

it

altered the

position, giving man a larger part than
hitherto in the production of the vegetable

woman's

means of subsistence and

relieving the

woman

settlement direct provision of sustenance for
engaged in handi-

crafts

became ever more

difficult,

and handi-

crafts

importance for the development of specializaFor the city assembles a population whose
existence is based not upon the direct extraction
of the means of subsistence but upon the indirect
satisfaction of needs through exchange. Whertion.

is found, there is also
the precondition for the development of urban

ever the division of labor

communal
fortifies

life;

and

conversely, urban

communal life

intensifies the division of labor.

Early concentration of population, in compelling
more complete division of labor than was

a

among scattered peasants, led to the
discovery of new sources of income, the growth
of rigid state organizations and the development
possible

of the ancient river and oasis cultures.

Not

until

the advent of the mediaeval city economy,
however, was specialization at least of indus-

based on an economic criterion.
was limited by socio-ethical concepts derived from a narrow and static economic
codex. However, it was with the rise of a city

work
Even then
trial

it
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was first given
to the separation of agrarian from industrial
activity. The guild system was also influential m

economy that a

professional basis

the increase of vocational specialization. Its system of quotas and its systematic restrictions

upon the expansion of
necessarily led to

individual enterprises

an ever greater multiplication

came the

primary occupation, such specialization disappeared naturally; but in the
realm of handicrafts its spread was artificially
sole or

delayed by the guild system. The guilds' reupon the enlargement of handicraft
enterprises and the increase of labor produc-

strictions

tivity

checked technical specialization as prac-

on the great estates and eifected instead a
dismemberment of production into independent

of separate*vocations.
Between the end of the sixteenth century and
the beginning of the nineteenth the vocational

enterprises.

division of labor failed to bring about any real
progress in industrial methods. But with the

and

new and powerful deunder the influence of capital-

industrial revolution a

velopment
ism.

set in

The impact

of

new techniques upon

tra-

forms resulted in a compromise from
the point of view of specialization. Vocational
ditional

tised

One
is

great difference between precapitalist^
forms of technical specialization

capitalistic

to be found

on

specialized

volves

m the fact that the former
human

is

based

labor, while the latter in-

m addition the specialization of auxiliary

capital.

duction

In both cases the organization of prois directed by an entrepreneur, himself

specialization increased, partly through the
founding of new kinds of industry and partly

a product of the vocational division of labor. The
factory creates a system of work and a type of

through the multiplication of specialties, a development along the lines characteristic of the

specialization entirely different from those of the
handicraft. The basis of the latter is the worker's

Middle Ages. There was also, it is true, a more
than compensating breakdown of special 'skills,
which led to a decrease of vocational specialization; and in the production of raw materials

mastery of an entire
resulting graduated

field

one to the other;

organizes the use of labor

specialization remained backward.
But the idea that the nineteenth century fostered

vocational

only the technical division of labor is false.
Technical specialization, or technical division
of labor, comprising chiefly the specialization of
skills

and of auxiliary

capital, consists in the

breaking up of technical productive tasks within
a given shop into their elementary components
or partial processes and the entrusting of the

of production

and the

classification of

personnel
into apprentices, journeymen and master workmen. The factory, however, has place only for
categories of work classified according to type
of skill, involving no necessary ascension from
it

with respect to the performance required, which
today is determined by machines Bucher called
this new type of division of labor Arbeitszerlegung: the entrepreneur, motivated solely by technical considerations, divides the process into
separate steps and entrusts them to individual

continuous execution of each elementary tech-

workers; he thus distinguishes skilled from un-

nical operation to a selected and specific human
or material productive force. Such specializa-

skilled

most obvious manifestation of the inand rationalizing of production,
modern industrial machine technique. It first appeared in significant measure in
the production of commodities under the housetion, the

tellectualizing
culminated in

and heavy from light labor, resolving all
labor processes into their simplest elements.
Equally important in technical division of labor

is the specialization of the auxiliary means of
production. Indeed in modern industry this has
become decisive, and the speed of development
as well as the rhythm of differentiation of labor

hold economy system, developing in opposition

now conforms

to specialization on the basis of sex or profession.
similar pattern prevailed in the mediaeval

which

A

manors. Both the manorial and the househ6ld
economy types constituted technical division of
labor, inasmuch as they took place inside a more
or less closed sphere and had as their object an
increase in the productivity of labor, in contrast
to vocational or social specialization, which is

based on the exchange of products. Technical
specialization in the domestic system reached its
apex at the moment when vocational or social

division of labor set in.

Where

agriculture be-

to

it

Special machines, each of

carries a particular operation to

comple-

make

possible an enormous expansion of a
factory's productive capacity One result of such
specialization of instrumental capital and metion,

chanical technique is a growing differentiation
and specialization of labor not only in the plan-

ning and managerial

staffs

but in the entire fac-

tory, with the development of
wage differentials.

The

typical figure

economy

is

m

all

corresponding

fields

of modern

the specialist, the expert, with

limited but skilled knowledge

and

final

respon-
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sibility

own sphere. While the expert

within his

has always been accepted in the liberal professions, it is only recently that he has come into his

own

in industry, not merely in technical, commercial and financial management but also

m

the very execution of work.

Today the advan-

tages and disadvantages of this tendency toward
the specialization of every skill are about evenly
balanced. It is probable indeed that the age of

virtuosos has already passed its climax.
The development of specialization has been
closely bound up with the introduction and perfection of machinery, the expansion of the industrial unit, the standardization of production

large scale enterprise. Finally, specialization is
means of rationalization within a large

itself a

and thus, like the spread of machinery,
rationalizing factor of primary importance.
unit

is

a

Throughout the late nineteenth century and
the early twentieth specialization of work and of
material apparatus paralleled the development
of large industrial units, and except in so far as
trade union provisions prevented easy shifting
of workers labor forces began to evince a re-

markable adaptation to

specific tasks. Specializa-

Urge units made possible also the
adjustment of material means of production to
the productive process. The result was a steady
tion within

The

increase in the size of the typical factory unit,

pragmatic interrelations among these trends
within modern society are extraordinarily com-

once the chief obstacle to such expansion, the
lack of capital, was overcome. After a certain

and the growth of large

scale combinations.

plicated, giving rise to a

number

of dialectical

contradictions which require detailed analysis.
In the first place, it is evident that specializa-

some way

functionally connected with
the evolution of the machine system The imtion

is

in

portant question
related.

is

In general

how the two movements are
may be said that the spe-

it

cialization of labor is conditioned

by the size and

constancy of the market and is a function of increased demand. The principal effect of machinery is to dimmish the cost and to increase the
accuracy of labor performances which were
even without machines. As was
demonstrated by Boulton and Watt in the Soho
works or by Abbe in the Zeiss works, consider-

specialized

able specialization can be achieved through the
training of labor virtuosos, particularly where
an industrial operation has become so uniform

same thing must be done over and over
again in precisely the same manner. By making
manual dexterity superfluous the machine wiped
out some of the chief advantages of the division
of labor; but it more than compensated for this
destruction of labor skill by complicating and
broadening the range of the industrial unit and
that the

therewith the opportunities for the application
of the principle of specialization, particularly in
the field of management. The machine makes

more
ous

flexible the

boundaries between the vari-

crafts, so that general ability

becomes more

important than specialized ability.
It is clear furthermore that specialization

since specialization

and the substitution of me-

human power tend to make possible
standardization of the product. Where this occhanical for

curs, there is a retrogression to earlier conditions, in that growth of enterprise or of factory
unit depends not on technical considerations but

on the marketing

situation.

Thus

standardiza-

both result and cause of specialization, provides a powerful incentive to mergers
and combinations.
tion, itself

It is,

however, incorrect to infer that only

large units are susceptible of specialization.

On

the contrary, specialization, standardization and
factory organization today offer to middle sized
and small industrial units their great opportunity

of survival

The development of interchangeable
new era of in-

parts for machines ushered in a

and organization, which
augmented the range of application of
machines and in many cases made it possible
for the small manufacturer to carry on a given
production task quite as well as his giant competitor. If the small producer concentrates on
dustrial specialization

greatly

the production of a limited class of commodities,

he can specialize his labor forces and machines
almost as efficiently as can the owner of the
largest unit. Indispensable to the effectiveness
of such specialization is constructive cooperation

between firms within an industry, either through
is

functionally related to the development of large
scale industrial enterprise. First, the larger the

more easily can the tendency
toward specialization be realized. Secondly,
specialization is one of the indications of growing
industrial units, of the transition from small to
industrial unit, the

point, however, the importance of technical details for an increase in the size of units declines,

custom, as in the Lancashire textile industry, or
on the basis of voluntary agreements or under
state direction and control, such as prevailed
during the World War and after the war in connection with the standardization movement.
It is nevertheless true, as has been pointed
out, that specialization is a leading factor in the
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merging of enterprises. The agreements which
it fosters are not merely of a temporary and
transient nature, like those concerned with limitation of output, but are rather contractual arrangements as to production schedules, enabling

each unit to devote itself to the specialized production of one or more items. Such agreements
may provide also for the joint use of marketing
institutions or include a sales guaranty for factories incurring unusual risks. Where it does not
result in complete mergers, specialization encourages the growth of manufacturing associations and production coalitions, which attempt
to achieve the full technical and economic benefits inherent in a combination of specialized

units in order to compensate for the marketing
disadvantages incidental to specialization The

aim
tive

to create a perfectly functioning producorganism for competitive struggle; the

is

among localities and, finally, between
and country. The advantages of the locali-

territories,

city

zation of economic activities are similar to those
of specialization in general: it fosters hereditary
skill, opens up side lines, introduces highly
specialized machinery and furthers the establishment of a local market for specialized labor
talents The disadvantages of localization suggest also the limits of specialization in general;
chief among them is the fact that a localized in-

dustry usually makes use of only one kind of
labor talent, thereby subjecting a whole region
to the dangers of shifts in specialized demand.
The remedy is to be found in the setting up of

complementary industries in the

A
tion,

and one which

result is a transformation of the structure of

enon

juristic theory,

raw materials, particu-

as spatial juxtaposition or the synchronization of
the productiv e process is involved, agriculture is
able to achieve the major prerequisites for rational
at all.

mass production only imperfectly or not
There has been in modern agriculture a

progressive specialization in work, but this goes
no farther than the separation of field work from

managerial work in large agricultural units and
the cooperation of relatively few persons in
small units. It is to be noted that, in distinction

from industry,

agricultural machine engineers
are constantly striving to construct universal
agricultural machines or combines whose perma-

nent skeleton

is

equipped with a

number

of

changeable working parts Apart from specialization in truck farming, with its many subtypes
of stock cultivation, plant cultivation and the
like, the great advance in rationalization of
agriculture has come about through standardization or grading of quality production. The con-

scious orientation of agriculture to the demands
of the market has gone farthest in agrarian
countries and for agrarian products which are
for export trade. The vehicles of specialization in agriculture have been primarily the

marked

agricultural

marketing cooperatives and par-

ticularly the specialized sales cooperatives.

One
ization

of the most important forms of specialis that with respect to territory, some-

times called localization of industry. This inamong nations and

cludes division of labor

is far

more complex than

is

generally recognized, is the local segregation of
industries within an urban area. This phenom-

industry.
In the production of

larly agricultural products, conditions are quite
different with respect to specialization. In so far

vicinity.

peculiarly significant aspect of specializa-

is

not adequately explained either by the
which would make it a conse-

quence of the corporative form of organization
since legal forms are always the result or expression of economic organization and not its
cause or by physico-tcchnical theories, which
are

all

too particular to explain the universality
More exact study shows that the

of the result

dependence of particular branches of industries
on physical factors vanes according to social
types and economic systems, being always to

some degree conditioned by

social causes.

Nor

do economic causes ever exercise exclusive conover the localization of industries. Thus
the vocational group is not only the organ of an
economic function but a society which estabtrol

genuine community of existence among
members. Every vocational group originally
had its property, its deities, its feasts, its
constituted a
autonomous government
It
rounded society which, while economically dependent on other groupings, was sufficient unto
lishes a

its

itself in

ence.

respect to

all

other necessities of exist-

Such a compact

social

body inevitably

own

segregated area, but the need for
such segregation is moral rather than economic.
finds its

The local organization of industry is in one sense
only an extension of the clan or the caste form of
social organization.

Adam Smith

indicated

how

the division of

labor enables an ever greater number of persons
to live under conditions of increasing well being

and how the pressure of
population upon the means of subsistence has a
tendency to wipe out those peoples deficient in
rational organization or incapable for some other
in a limited area,
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reason of utilizing to the full the advantages of
their environment. In contrast with many of his
pop ul dozers, however, he always pointed out

the quantity and the quality of the resultant
product; second, specialization makes possible
the arrangement and the classification of work

the limits of this tendency as a factor in economic organization and indicated the many evils

according to capacities and of material capital
according to its greatest productive force within
a particular unit and within an entire economic

inherent in specialization. He was naturally far
less disturbed than modern students by the
possibilities of discord between individual and
collective interests and well being
Smith's

Adam

statements were supplemented and corrected in
important respects by Wakefield; and the whole
theory was greatly enriched by Babbage, the

forerunner of Taylor and the scientific manage-

ment school, in On the Economy of Machinery
and Manufactures (London 1832, chs xix-xx).
Babbage emphasized certain advantages to be
found in specialization in particular branches of
industry and showed that increased efficiency is
only one condition for the successful introduction of the specialization of machines and labor.
The constancy of employment of labor and
capital, he demonstrated, is an equally important condition It remained for Marx to illumine
the social and economic concomitants of the
division

technical

knowledge
peoples

of

of

labor

conditions

derived from

The
among

increasing

primitive

ethnographic and

an-

thropological studies led to a shift of emphasis
away from the purely economic aspects of di-

About 1890 Schmoller, Simmel,
Bucher, Durkheim and Maunier were all writing
of the religious and sociological forms of specialization
an emphasis which has never since
vision of labor.

been

lost.

Additions to the theory since the
largely interwoven with

World War have been
theories of scientific

management and

rationali-

zation.

human

or objective or spatial onesidedness, the shifting of the center of gravity of what
is

may be called a personality to a partial field, to a
specialty, to a type of work requiring the creation and existence of other onesidednesses for its
completion. Standardization as the limitation, or
specialization, of an artifact to a few typical

forms

third,

specialization

saves

time and

the mechanizing of work
through specialization facilitates the invention of
new machines and procedures, since the cumulative effect of

many

small improvements

made by

those working at a machine or process is very
great; fifth, since the division of labor is an essential condition for the

employment of ma-

chines or real capital, the growing dominion of
man over nature is intimately linked with the

development of specialization.
Both the advantages and the disadvantages of
specialization are frequently exaggerated.

The

most frequently cited disadvantages

into

fall

three groups: physical, the shortening of the life
span, industrial diseases, the industrial worker's
vocational fate; mental, the monotony of labor;
and social, the misery of urban existence, the
material dependence of workers

Occasionally pointed out by

and so

forth.

Adam Smith and

even by his predecessor Ferguson, these evils of
movingly portrayed by RusBut it must not be forgotten
km
specialization were
and his school

that the cradle of personal liberty was the city
and not the open countryside, or that the deg-

radation of labor

where there

is

the monotony
to make labor

is

greatest

in

those crafts

the least division of labor, or that
of the machine system has helped

more mobile and broadened

its

horizon.

In other words, debate about the advantages

In general it may be said that specialization
has a tendency to insure the best possible
adaptation and exploitation of the special endowments of men, things and areas. Specialization

system;

difficult labor; fourth,

is

simultaneously the antithesis and the

perfection of specialization. The advantages of
the specialization of labor as they have been

pointed out by the various students of the subject may be summarized thus: first, the dexterity

amounting to virtuosity acquired by one-sided
practise of a particular process tends to improve

and disadvantages of
fruitless.

specialization in general

is

A genuine scientific problem would be

rather the determination of the limits of specialization under all imaginable concrete conditions;

thus

it

how

would be profitable to attempt to discover
on with

far specialization can be carried
profit as measured, for example, in

money return. To

terms of

define these limits concretely,

is an extraordinarily difficult task.
According to the usual definition the division
of labor is limited by the scope of the market. A
condensed formula of this sort is always only a
partial truth, which in most cases can be inverted

however,

without appreciable loss of its validity. Regarded
historically, the formula is certainly open to
question. Certainly it does not apply to the his-

development of vocational specialization,
for at least until the time of the mediaeval
torical

Specialization

Specific Performance

developed by and large
according to laws other than that of the simple

European

city vocations

human capacities for money gam
Nor is the formula more than roughly correct
when applied solely to technical specialization
exploitation of

within an individualistic capitalist market and a

commercial economy. Even in this historically
unique economic system, specialization is dependent not only on market relations but also on
the state of technical knowledge and learning
at any given moment. It might be said that the
limits of the technical specialization of a product

are reached

when

a further standardization of

component involves a loss of
efficiency, and when all the machines
the

technical
in use are

produce an article more
cheaply and better than would be possible by
of
other
method
any
production. The critical
point centers around the introduction of a
machine which must temporarily lie idle, for
specially designed to

continuity of employment is decisive if the
specialization of both labor and capital is to be
profitable Inherent in specialization, especially
for products with a complex composition, are
net only certain technical and social disadvantages but also merchandising difficulties, among

which the most serious are fluctuations in demand, whether these grow out of changes in
fashion and taste or result from seasonal or
cyclical influences Fluctuation in demand mabusiness risks inherent in
one-sided specialization. Too much or too little
specialization means a waste of effort. What is
terially increases the

amount depends on the object
modern economy, profit measured

the correct
view: in

money

terms.
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SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE. As commonly

that the one great advantage of foreign trade
the resulting augmentation of industry in the
x>me market. This applies also to agriculture

r.aid

;i

however,

certain necessary amplifications of the older

force a person who has made a contract to carry
out specifically the resulting legal obligation.
The specific performance of non-contractual
obligations is usually dealt with under injunctions, including the so-called

mandatory injunc-

tions (see INJUNCTION)

The complete

history of the specific performance of contracts in English law remains to be

This form of relief was long believed to
date only from the middle of the sixteenth
century. Later research, however, has shown
written.

theory.

And

Schmoller,

applied in Angle-American law, the doctrine of
specific performance is confined to attempts to

here the competitive situaThis is not to deny

intangible services. It suggests,

(London 1904) bk i, chs. 1-111, bk. in, ch i,
G "Die Thatsachen der Arbeitsteilung,"
and "Das Wesen der Arbeitsteilung und die soziale
2 vols

in

the importance of the market for the extent and
limits of specialization. Adam Smith correctly

md to

Consult Smith, Adam, An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of Nations, ed by E Cannan,

in

tion plays a determining role.

l

REVOLUTION; TECHNOLOGY, MACHINES AND TOOLS;
LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION, SCIENIIFIC MANAGEMENT,
STANDARDIZATION, LOCATION OF INDUSTRY; CITY;
RATIONALIZATION, EXPERT.

if specialization, especially so-called in-

ternational

and

interterritorial division of labor,

today regarded as of minor significance even by
some of the most brilliant economists, this view
is

overstresscs the

momentary economic

situation

and ignores certain basic economic judgments
to be refuted.

still

ARTHUR SALZ
See. OCCUPATION; PROFESSIONS; SOCIAL ORGANIZATION, HANDICRAFT; PUTTING OUT SYSTEM; INDUSTRIAL

that in the fifteenth century the chancellor de-

creed the specific performance of agreements of
various kinds. Indeea petitions asking for his
intervention were presented as early as the reign

of Richard

u

(1377-99).

Specific performance is normally the natural
expectation of paities to a contract. Compensa-

tory damages foi breach

may

or

may

not be
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In the early history of legal systems,
however, specific forms of relief are likely to be

act for

satisfactory.

either very limited or non-existent.

The em-

phasis then is rather upon composition for injury to forestall resort to self-help. The court is
disinclined to impose its will upon the party to
the extent of undertaking the supervision which

may be
Even

necessary to enforce specific reparation.

mature legal systems such enforcement
considered impracticable under certain
circumstances.
in

him would himself be guilty of contempt.

Today by statute in practically all states
apparently by judicial legislation in one or two
the need to resort to this circuitous method
of giving relief has been abolished. Courts
have been authori2ed to vest title either directly

by their decrees or indirectly by appointing some
court officer as an "agent" to execute a deed in
the name of the recalcitrant defendant.

may he

In

its

origin the right to specific performance

of a contract

ance in English law are thus not unique, they
have taken on peculiar forms and survived to a
greater extent than in other legal systems. This has

is obviously contractual, but the
consequences which are associated with it
in equity are such as almost completely to alter
its character In the case of land the right to
specific performance of the contract has become

happened because of the dual nature of English
law, which was divided into law and equity.

said to have

Specific performance developed as a purely
in exercising his jurisequitable doctrine.
diction the chancellor employed only the socalled procedure in personam, ordering the de-

the land as soon as the contract is signed. Although the accuracy of this designation is
challenged by many, the fact remains that the
court of equity treats the vendor much as it does

While the

limitations

upon

specific perform-

Now

fendant to do or to refrain from doing certain
under pain of imprisonment if the

specified acts,

order were disobeyed. In the case of affirmative
acts the imprisonment might continue until the
order was complied with The chancellor himself
would not take direct steps The theory was that
a decree in equity could not act in rem; that

is,

property.

The result of this cumber-

some procedure was

to condition the grant of

legal

so well recognized that the purchaser

is

often

become the "equitable owner" of

the holder of a security, especially

if,

as in the

case of instalment contracts, the purchaser has
been let into possession. Under the prevailing
doctrine the vendor is said to hold the "legal
title" as security for the payment of the purchase
price and may remain in possession if the contract so provides; if the purchaser defaults, the

specific relief.

vendor may "foreclose" the rights of the purchaser. The purchaser is entitled to a conveyance not only against the vendor but also against

Most, indeed almost all, of the specific performance cases have had to do with contracts for

for value without notice; or,

pass

the

title to

conveyance or creation of interests

in

property, especially land. In these cases if the
defendant refused to execute the necessary in-

strument, pressure was exerted upon him.

The

any transferee of the
purchaser

any
as

latter

except as purchaser
if he prefers, the

may compel the vendor to account for

profits derived

from a

sale to a third person,

m the case of a transfer by a trustee in breach

of trust. According to the English and

more

was committed to prison,
there to remain until he complied with the
If
he
order.
did
court's
comply, the fact that he
had executed the necessary instrument under
duress was ignored. If he did not, the chancellor
by means of a writ of assistance would order
that the complainant be put into possession of
the property and the defendant permanently
enjoined from interfering with the possession of

will

the complainant. Since the latter was in possession he had, according to the common law itself,

inadequate, which results in the rule that
ordinarily a contract for the purchase and sale of

*he world except the
owner." Thus while theoretically the
defendant was in the eyes of the common law the
rightful owner, in fact he was not in a position to

specific chattels will not be specifically enforced,
as theoretically the promisor can purchase

recalcitrant defendant

"title" as against "all

rightful

take effective action to disturb the complainant's
possession, since any lawyer
through the machinery of the

who attempted
common law to

usual American view the risk of loss by fire
usually associated with ownership passes at once
to the

vendee as soon as the contract of purchase

and

sale is signed. Many of the other incidents
of ownership are also ascribed to him.

Certain general principles running through
equity find particular application in the specific
performance cases. One is that equitable relief

be denied unless the remedy

at

common law

is

equally good chattels elsewhere

and recover by

law the excess cost,
if any. A decree will be granted, however, where
the chattels are unique for one reason or another.
A parcel of land is ordinarily without any other

way of money judgment

at
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showing treated

as unique. The principle that
equity will not act where it is not feasible to do so
is exemplified by the rule that specific perform-

convey as between the parties the effect of an
immediate conveyance, unless indeed the purely

ance of a contract for personal services will not
He ordered Nevertheless, if the services are of a
unique character, such as those of a famous

set forth.

may be

to

preliminary character of the contract

is

expressly

In the second group, obligations to do
or abstain from doing, the principle may be
stated to be that as a rule a breach of obligation

indirectly enforced if
restrained for anybody else.

gives rise merely to an obligation to pay damages
for non-performance. It thus appears that as to

spectacle is sometimes presented
of an artist or performer who is constrained to
argue that his talents are not unique. The rule of

the vast majority of contracts to which the
English doctrine is applicable contracts to
convey the French law reaches much the same
result as the Anglo-American. In French law,

opera singer, they
their performance

is

The amusing

feasibility also leads to the rule that ordinarily,
and subject to certain notable exceptions, a

however, the law

building contract or a contract which requires a
long continued series of acts, such as running a

itself always operates to vest
the ownership or the interest in question directly in the person entitled, without attempting

railroad, will not be ordered. There are other
limitations, such as mistake, misrepresentation,

to enforce "specific performance" of the obligation to execute the deed or other instrument. As

hardship and "lack of mutuality"
technical and involved doctrine.
In the Roman and modern civil law there are
more resemblances to the Anglo-American law

the person entitled to the benefit of an "obligation to convey" is thus as between the parties

of specific performance than writers have commonly supposed. To be sure, there is no imprisonment to compel performance. But there

The statement made by some writers that
French law knows nothing of specific performance relates then not to obligations to convey but
merely to obligations to do or abstain from

a highly

are other

the

methods of coercion. For example, in
law under the formulary procedure

Roman

given the rights of a grantee, he is able to bring
a "real action" to recover possession.

doing.

Even

as applied to the latter

it

is

mis-

the so-called clausula arbitraria, or arbitrary
the condemnation of the
proviso, resulted

leading, since the French courts have in some
cases adopted a practise of imposing in advance,

defendant in an indefinite sum, which was either
a multiple of the damages or an amount to be
determined by thejudex as a penalty. This device

apparently upon threat of breach, damages on
the basis of a certain sum payable for every day's
delay in compliance with a judgment ordering

apparently was employed in some actions to put
pressure on the defendant to perform specifically, since he could, it seems, avoid the penalty

the specific execution of a contract or other
personal obligation to do or abstain from doing.

by prompt performance. Apparently, however,
it was not available for the enforcement of a
contract to convey property. In an action on a

or moratory damages, are not measured by the
pecuniary loss suffered by the plaintiff, but are

m

formal contract, stipulatio, the plaintiff asked
performance without the alternative of damages;

but

he received a judgment entitling him
damages, to be obtained by the usual

in fact

only to

methods of execution.
In French law, while the maxim Nemo

potest
praectse cogiadfactum is accepted as a theoretical
it is not so
in
important as
principle,
practise

some

writers, notably Holland, have supposed.
law divides contracts into obliga-

The French

tions to convey (a donner) and obligations to do
or abstain from doing (afaire ou & ne pas faire).
The former class in general covers all contracts

convey the ownership of or interests in
specific or determinate things. The Code Nato

poUon

treats contracts of this type very differ-

from those of the second type. Like
Anglo-American law it attaches to the obligation
ently

In some cases these dommages

interets moratoires,

penal in character and calculated to induce
specific performance. One striking group of
cases has to

do with custody of children in

judicial separation. The practise of the French
courts in enforcing strictly penal clauses in

contracts also does

performance.

much

When

to bring about specific
the reluctance of Anglo-

American courts of equity

to order the doing of

acts other than those involved in conveyances of

property is recalled, it becomes apparent that
the similarity of the two systems is at least as
striking as the difference.

Although

details

and procedure may vary,

similar statements are true of

German

law.

The

primary remedial right under German law,
where an obligation is involved, is a right to
performance; but on grounds of public policy
certain claims cannot be specifically enforced
claims for personal service and for the perform-
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ance of a

mere promise

to pay

which

money

are likewise not specifically enforceable under

Anglo-American law.

WALTER WHEELER COOK
LAND TRANSFER; OWNERCONTRACT, DFBT, CONTEMPT

See. EQUITY; INJUNCTION,

SHIP

AND

POSSESSION;

OF COURT; DAMAGES, ARBITRATION,
PROCFDURE, LEGAL.
Consult. Fry,

Edward,

A

COMMERCIAL;

Treatise on the Specific Per-

formance of Contracts (6th ed by G. R Northcote,
London 1921), Pomeroy, John Norton, A Treatise
on Specific Performance of Contracts (3rd ed. Albany
1926), Ames, James Barr, "Mutuality in Specific
Performance," "Specific Performance of Contracts,"
for and against Strangers
to the Contract" in his. Lectures on Legal History and
Miscellaneous Legal Essays (Cambridge, Mass. 1913)
p 370-80, 248-50, 381-92, Pollock, Frederick, Principles of Contract (9th ed London 1921); Huston,
C A., The Enforcement of Decrees in Equity (Cam-

and "Specific Performance

A

Treatise
bridge, Eng. 1915), Pomeroy, John Norton,
on Equity Jurisprudence, 6 vols (4th ed San Francisco
1918), Eaton, J. W., Handbook of Equity Jurisprudence

H

Throckmorton, St. Paul 1923) p.
488-92, Story, Joseph, Commentaries on Equity Jurisprudence, 3 vols (i4th ed. by W. H. Lyon, Boston
1918) vol. a, Wilhston, Samuel, Law of Contracts,
(New York 1920-22) vol. in, Lawrence,
5 vols
Fred F A Treatise on the Substantive Law of Equity
(and ed by A.

,

Jurisprudence, 2 vols. (Albany 1927) vol i, Pomeroy,
John Norton, Jr "Specific Performance" in Cyclopedia of Laiv and Procedure, vol. xxxvi (New York
,

528-796, "Specific Performance" in Corpus
Juris, vol Kin (New York 1932) p. 829-1286, LangBrief Survey of Equity Jurisdiction (and
dell, C C
ed. Cambridge, Mass. 1908), Wilhston, Samuel, "The
Risk of Loss after an Executory Contract of Sale
1910) p

,

A

Common Law"

in

Harvard Law Review,

vol

Paul

1927);

Principles of

Buckland, William W., Elementary
Private Law (Cambridge, Eng.

Roman

1912) p 359-60, Amos, M. Sheldon, "Specific Performance in French Law" in Law Quarterly Review,
vol xvu (1901) 372-80, Schuster, E J The Principles
,

German Civil Law (London 1907); Neitzel,
"Specific Performance, Injunctions, and Damages in
the German Law" in Harvard Law Review, vol. xiu

W,

of

(1908-09) 161-81

SPECULATION The term speculation is used
with

shades of meaning, the cataloging of

many

which would serve no useful purpose. There are,
however, two fundamentally different types of
speculative activity which it is important to
distinguish The first is the investment of resources in the effort to create wealth under con-

which involve more than ordinary un-

ditions

certainty as to the results; the second is the
buying and selling of commodities, securities or

land in the hope of realizing a profit from flucfirst sense
differs only in degree from ordinary business

tuations in prices. Speculation in the

enterprise It is an ntegral part >f the economic
process and its performance is indispensable to
progress. The second type of speculation is
i

primarily competitive and acquisitive. It

only

The

first

type of activity

is

synonymous with

private initiative in the development of new
technical methods of production and marketing,
the opening up of new regions to civilization and

m

the popularization of

ix

tion. Speculation in this sense

(1895-96) 106-30, Keener, William A , "The Burden
of Loss as an Incident of the Right to the Specific
Performance of a Contract" in Columbia Law Review,
vol i (1901) i-io; Stone, Harlan F "Equitable Conversion by Contract" in Columbia Law Revtetv, vol.
xiu (1913) 369-88; Gilbert, Barry, "Some Old Problems
Modern Guise," and "The Enforcement of
Negative Covenants" in California Law Review, vol
iv (1915-16) 114-39, Clark, George L "Is There a
Positive Rule of Mutuality'" and "Some Problems in
Specific Performance" in Harvard Law Rewezv, vol.
xxxi (1917-18) 271-87, Horack, H. C "Insolvency
and Specific Performance" in Harvard Law Review,
vol. xxxi (1917-18) 702-20; Stone, Harlan F "Equi-

is

incidentally productive, although its economic
by-products are of considerable value.

new forms
is

of

consump-

as old as the

human progress and has played a
dominating role in the direction of economic
effort since the rise of the commercial cities in
history of

,

m

,

,

,

table Rights and Liabilities of Strangers to a Contract" in Columbia Law Review, vol xix (1919) 177
91; Pound, Roscoe, "The Progress of the Law
Equity. Specific Performance" in Hamard Law Review, vol xxxni (1919-20) 429-41; Stevens, Robert S
Cornell
"Involuntary Servitude by Injunction"
Law Quarterly, vol. vi (1920-21) 235-70; Cook, Walter Wheeler, "The Present Status of the 'Lack of
Mutuality* Rule" in Yale Law Journal, vol. xxxvi
(1926-27) 897-913; Van Hecke, M. T., "Specific
Performance of Right of Inspection Incident to Option" in Minnesota Law Review, vol. xii (1927-28)
1-33; Radin, Max, Handbook of Roman Law (St.

m

,

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Speculation
on price fluctuations, on the other hand, has
attained

major importance in comparatively
times with the appearance of more
elaborate marketing mechanisms, the developrecent

ment of the corporation with limited liability
and the prevalence of an enhanced degree of
confidence in the honesty of corporate officials
and business associates.
Speculation in the second sense occupies the
border territory between conservative invest-

ment and gambling. Investment

is

the purchase

of property with a view to its productive use or
the increase of its value by a manufacturing or
merchandising process, or it is the purchase of a

which represents a claim to the income
accruing from the manufacturing or merchandising process carried on by another person. It is

security

predicated

upon the

future flow of value from

Specific Performance
economic
action

is

activity.

the

same

Although a speculative transin form,

it

looks not to in-

yield but to capital gain, which may result
from revaluation or from the capitalization of an

come

altered earning capacity.

an attempt to secure capital gain
assumption of an opby someone else. Speculative invest-

Gambling

is
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some form of investment in new capital goods
else in

01

an addition to the stock of hoarded funds.

Speculative markets thus have a threefold
They enable the individual with a

function.

minimum of lost motion to carry out his decision
to invest his savings in new or in old securities.

purely as a result of the

Second, they influence the flow of funds into

posite risk

and into particular firms by
making possible a ready comparison of the rela-

ment aims

to control the direction of

human

and the resulting flow of income; speculation shifts the incidence of a loss or gam from
economic changes which would take place in any

effort

gambling creates a loss and a corresponding gain which would not occur in the
absence of the gambling transaction itself.
In an organized speculative market certain
case, while

characteristics of the

emerge in

modern

clearest form,

capitalistic

system

and much of the

current hostility toward speculation really represents a reaction against the whole system of

organizing productive effort under the stimulus
of private profit. In an exchange economy the
control of the labor forces and the other natural
resources of the

community

is

allocated to

competing enterprises as they outbid one another for this control. The competing enterprises appeal to those

members of the

social

group whose incomes include a margin of
of
saving, by the offer either of a guaranteed rate
interest or of shares in the future profits of the

of liquid
enterprise, against a present advance
To enhance the attractiveness of invest-

funds.

ment

in particular enterprises there has

been

particular industries

tive results of different past investments as expressed in relative prices on the stock exchange.

Third, they enable the community as a whole to
as to the desirability of
its

judgment
more rapid or slower expansion of the rate of
capital formation, this judgment being indicated
by changes in the ratio between the valuations
put on investment and on uninvested funds.
express

Competitive private enterprise involves an
attempt on the part of society to capitalize the
acquisitive impulse. It endorses the accumulation of private wealth through a process of successive exchanges of goods against goods and

goods against cash, by which the successful
trader gains at the expense of those who wrongly
forecast the trend of relative prices. Admitting
that no wealth is created by the process of
"buying cheap and selling dear," the defender of
private enterprise assumes that the indirect
effect of such transactions is to facilitate the flow
or resources into those uses which will in fact
result in the
real

income

community

maximum

(as tested
to buy).

attainable creation of

by the

willingness of the

developed a system of issuing certificates of
ownership of equities in the business which can
be freely bought and sold. Such negotiability is
of great advantage to the individual investor,
since it enables him to make an investment in

Granting these assumptions, the case for the
maintenance of speculation is very strong. The

permanent fixed capital used by a given industry
without committing himself permanently to the

fully classified in accordance with two criteria.
First, with reference to the subject matter of
speculative trade, the principal varieties of

future of that industry. Of course this device
does not in any way increase the liquidity of the

invested capital of the

merely

community

facilitates transfers

as a whole. It

of ownership

be-

tween individuals.

The
makes

the market
savings to invest to choose between
for old securities and that for new. This does not
mean, however, that addition to the flow of

away from the new
and absorbed in the purchase of

savings can be diverted

No

matter

how many

times in-

coming funds change hands against old securithey must finally be accounted for either by

ties,

price speculation

may

for this

purpose be use-

speculation are those concerned with changes in
value of commodities, securities and real estate.
Second, with reference to the type of price

change anticipated, speculative

introduction of negotiability of securities
it necessary for each individual who has

capital market
old securities.

critique of this case, however, requires a detailed
scrutiny of the forms of speculation. Types of

activities either

contemplate a change in the relative values of
particular commodities, securities or pieces of
real estate or depend on general changes in the
price level.
In so far as the effect of speculation on the
fortunes and character of the speculator himself
is concerned, there is no particular difference
between speculation in commodities, in securities and in real estate. In all three (and also

in pure

gambling transactions) the objective

ifc
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probability of an individual's attaining success
in an effort to make money continuously out of

by that adjustment. Mistaken speculaon the other hand, will tend to force the
price in what is from a social standpoint the
wrong direction, but such mistakes are at the
same time penalized with the utmost severity.

price fluctuations is very much the same as his
chances of making money continuously by
betting on horse races or election returns. In

The social interest in stock speculation relates
to the need of a broad market through which
securities may be bought and sold without the

each case success depends upon relative ability
to form a correct judgment as to the probable
course of events; relative, that is, to the ability

to buy or
necessity of bidding them up in order
forcing them down in order to sell. The capital-

the same, to gain a relative advantage at the expense of the rest of the community either by
superior knowledge or by superior luck. The

of the rest of the group to make similar judgments. The "group as a whole cannot make

money, but those who are most skilful or lucky
what the less fortunate lose. A general

will gain

stepping up of the efficiency of the speculators
would not increase their net gains, any more
than enhanced efficiency on the part of gamblers
would enable them to gain more at one another's
expense.

There is indeed a close kinship between specand gambling. Both pursuits are apt to
undermine the appreciation of the value of
money and of the value of work. They involve
the same unpleasing willingness to profit by the
misfortune of others and the same temptation to
risk more than one can afford to lose. A futures
ulation

market entirely dissociated from the trade in a
commodity would have to depend for its justi-

on exactly the same line of reasoning as
does bookmaking on races or lotteries. Price
from the
speculation, however, is not dissociated
actual trade in commodities, securities and land.
Viewed from the standpoint of the general
fication

community, there are radical
between the three types of speculation and also between all types of speculation
and gambling.
From the social standpoint the case in favor of
interests of the

differences

the maintenance of active speculation is strongest in the case of commodity trading. The argument here rests in part on the usefulness of the
hedging (q.v.) contract as a form of insurance.

In greater part, however, it rests on the usefulness of the speculator's activity in hastening a
price change which would take place anyway. If
there

is

to

be a scarcity of wheat in the year to

come, it is desirable that the price shall rise as
soon as possible in order that the necessary
curtailment of consumption and the desirable
stimulus of production may take place in advance, thereby reducing the violence of the final
adjustment. The speculator who correctly foresees the trend of events at the same time promotes the necessary readjustment of prices and

profits

tion,

organization of society is based on a high
degree of specialization, one important aspect of
which is the specialization of those who save part
of their incomes and turn them over to others to
istic

be spent in the creation of capital. Anything
which increases the liquidity of investments decreases the risk. It frees the borrowing corpora-

from the risk which would result from
agreement to repay the capital on demand, and
it frees the investor from the risk of not being
able to get his money back when he wants it.
tion

The

mobility of investments is greatly faciliby the presence of a body of speculators
stand ready to buy or sell on slight changes

tated

who

of price.
True, a very large proportion of securities
which are outstanding against the existing mass
of capital assets lack this attribute of mobility.

Organized speculation

is

effective only in lique-

fying the securities of fairly large, well

known

in their securities there
corporations, and even
are wide differences in the extent to which an

open market has been developed.
Fashions in speculation change; securities which
dominated the market ten or twenty years ago
have in many cases become inactive, supplanted
by new favorites. What the active speculator
wants to trade in is, a security in which many

effective

others are trading. The very fact that a security
has become a popular medium of speculation
makes it a better medium; hence the maximum
benefits of liquidity are realized only by the
issuers of a comparatively small number of
securities.

A

feature of the security market

which has

antipathy is the "short"
sale, or speculation for a fall in price. Under the
European term settlement system this is done by
in the futures
selling for future delivery as

aroused

particular

market for commodities.

On

American stock

exchanges the short sale is effected by borrowing
certificates for immediate delivery. If the price
falls, the short seller is able to "cover" by
buying securities to replace those which he has
borrowed.
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From an

ethical

and

social standpoint selling

and buying later appears to be quite as
defensible as buying first and selling later. It is
inflated prices be hamjust as desirable that
first

mered down

as

it

is

that depressed prices be

brought up to a normal

level,

and the bear

which are obtained by foreseeing the readjustment to a lower level are no more predaprofits

tory than the bull's profits obtained by foreseeing a readjustment to a higher level. True,
rising security prices stimulate investment in

productive activity while falling prices stimulate
the withdrawal of investors fiom enterprises involving large capital investment and planning
for the distant future. This is probably the

underlying reason for the ineradicable public
sentiment which regards the bear as a pirate and
the bull as a constructive agent But it is just as
possible for investment to be overstimulatcd by
speculative enthusiasm as

it is

for

it

to be de-

pressed by unwarranted pessimism. What is
needed is a steady flow of funds from savers to
enterprises which are based on sound analyses of
future needs. Speculative overenthusiasm leads
to the initiation of enterprises which cannot ob-

funds for their completion when the enthusiasm has passed; if bear speculation is based
on correct anticipation, it may be as useful,
tain

it

although

tion based

can never be as popular, as speculaon "constructive" but frequently

misguided confidence in the future.
Land speculation has been a target of perhaps
more learned criticism than has been directed
against any other form of speculation. At the
same time it has in practise found favor with
large elements of the community who regard
any form of speculation as pernicious From the

made public. There is no "short" side to the
market. Those who believe that land is going
higher can buy, while those who beheveitisgoing
lower but do not own land cannot influence the
not

market situation except by refraining from buying.

The behavior of prices

some support

held by a speculator is fully utilized during the
time it is being held for the rise, as is generally
the case with agricultural properties, speculation
ductivity of the land

skill

and

special

knowledge of

local conditions,

but individual skill in bargaining plays a larger
part than in any other foim of speculative ac-

is

much

would be if it were held by a permanent investor,
although it may be used more wastefully. In the
case of urban real estate which is held out of use
by speculative holders, there is what looks like a
waste of social resources; and this type ot
speculation has been particularly obnoxious to
social reformers (see SINGLE TAX). Yet any social

which results from the withholding of urban
land from use pending a speculative rise in its
value is due in the end to mistaken speculation
and not to correcv anticipation. If it does not pay
loss

the speculator to erect a building on his lots
because he foresees that in a few years the land
will

be worth more for some other purpose and

the building would have to be scrapped at a loss,
then it is not advantageous to society as a whole
to have such a building erected. Here, as in most

loss is also that

than does organized speculation. Not
it
require a high degree of technical

The prothe same as it

involves no disuse of the resources

promote a more or a

only does

lends

that the land speculator is especially deserving
of condemnation as a parasite. If land which is

which land can be bought or sold at a
moment's notice. As a result it calls for more
capital

booms

is usually more
complete than in a stock exchange or commodity exchange
There is no basis for the widespread belief

standpoint of the speculator land speculation
presents several peculiarities: in the first place,
the turnover is very slow, as there is no market
in

in land

argument that short selling
serves as a brake on the market. Certainly
prices of land rise as sharply as do prices in any
other speculative market; and when the peak of
the boom is past, the collapse of the market
to the

types of speculation, the trader's activity may
less efTectiv e use of social

m

social
resources, but the action \\hich results
which brings loss to the speculator himself.

The discussion thus far relates primarily to
the social desirability of getting correct relative
prices for different commodities, different seand different pieces of land. In other

curities

In an organized speculative market anyone may learn by glancing at a newspaper or a
ticker the price at which his commodity or
security is selling and may expect to buy or sell
at the same price that anyone else would get. But
in the land market no two units are alike; trades

speculation in all markets expresses a judgment
as to a prospective change in the value of money

are infrequent, especially in periods of depression, and very often the prices actually paid are

Monetary

tivity.

it
applies chiefly to price changes originating on the side of the commodity or the industry rather than on the side of money. In prac-

words,

tise,

however, a very large proportion of the

rather than the specific

commodity or security.
inflations raise the prices of nearly
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everything, and deflations pull nearly all of them
down. Therefore, when major changes in the
value of money are anticipated, speculation can

be avoided only through avoidance of the ownership of wealth in any form.
The investor at all times must choose between
two great groups of investment opportunities:
those which will remain fixed in monetary
value regardless of changes in the price level,
and those whose prices are free to change. In the

group are money, government securities,
call loans (viewed from the lender's standpoint),
acceptances and bills of exchange and corporation preferred stocks, bonds or notes of a high
first

in having the price rise occur

now

rather than

later.

Speculation against anticipated monetary
disturbance is purely acquisitive or self-protective and has no compensating social function.
This, however, is not necessarily a condemnation of the activity of the speculator; it is a condemnation of inflation and deflation. The evils
of manipulated currency are not due to speculation, nor are they mitigated by speculation. In
these cases successful and unsuccessful speculation are merely the processes through which the
gains and losses of monetary instability are distributed over the community. The real social

problem

is

to eliminate or

minimize the

dis-

degree of safety. Short sale contracts are also in
this category. In the second group are all

ruptive swings in the value of the dollar rather
than to interfere with the allocation of the losses

marketable commodities, business

resulting from inequality of skill or luck in forecasting them.
In view of the widespread distrust and

assets, land,

common

stocks and those preferred stocks,
bonds and notes concerning the soundness of
which there is serious doubt. Keeping wealth in
any of the forms of the first group, which for
convenience may be called dollar assets, will

little

result in a gain if prices go down; while investment in the second group, the "non-dollar"

ambitious effort in this direction was probably
the German statute of 1896 which put stock and

assets, will benefit by rising prices. The choice
between different standard media of speculation
within one group is often less important to the
speculator than is a correct choice between the
two groups. Hoarding money and selling stocks
and commodities short are extreme manifesta-

tions of a conviction that

money

is

likely to in-

crease in value, but they are not in this respect
essentially different from the purchase of safe

bonds of corporations or of governments Vice
versa, the purchase of commodities and securities on margin differs only in degree from the

outright purchase of homes or of productive
business assets or from a flight to foreign currencies.

The ways in which an individual can protect
himself against the destruction of his capital
by

inflation or deflation are identical in

form

with the action by which he seeks to draw to
himself an increasing share of the wealth of the
community in times of comparative monetary
stability. But whereas on the whole successful
speculation on relative prices promotes the social
interests, general changes in the price level do
not initiate a process which it is socially impor-

motion or hastened. As has
been noted above, if the supply of wheat is going
to be short within a year, it is highly desirable
that the price should rise as soon as possible.
But if an inflation boom is going to carry all
prices higher, there is no discernible advantage
tant to have set in

antipathy which speculation arouses it is remarkable that it has been the subject of very
directly repressive legislation.

produce exchanges under
control and provided for

strict

numerous

The most

government
restrictions

on their freedom of operation. Future trading in
grain was prohibited, as were term settlement
dealings in the securities of mining and industrial corporations and in those of all companies
with capital of less than twenty million marks.
All persons who desired to carry on exchange
dealing were required to register as speculators
and to pay a license fee Opinions differ as to the
working of this law, but the consensus seems to
be that it failed to achieve its purpose of
eliminating undesirable speculation. In 1908 the
principal provisions of the law were repealed,
including the registration of securities and the
prohibition of term settlement in industrial
shares.

In recent years, aside from numerous regulations intended to insure a close relationship be-

tween the commodity futures markets and the
spot markets for similar commodities, the principal concern of public authority both in Germany and in the United States has been to
prevent the stock market from competing too
vigorously with industry and trade for the available supply of credit. In 1927 the president of
the Reichsbank required the principal German
banks to make a drastic reduction in the volume
of their stock exchange loans. In 1919 and again
with much more vigor in 1928-29 the Federal
Reserve authorities in the United States under-

Specula
took to bring about

?

diversion of credit fr

security speculation to industry. These measui
rise to a considerable body of ox

have given

troversial literature, the position taken

by th
newer school of critics being that it is impossible
for the stock market to "absorb" any significant
volume of credit, since it is only an agency for
the exchange of securities against funds which
are no more tied up in the hands of the sellers of
securities than they were in the hands of the
buyers. Since the collapse of the boom of 1929
the opposite complaint has become prevalent.
That is, it is contended that instead of absorbing
credit

and making

stock exchange
credit obtained

dear for industry, what a
really does is to make
through stock issuance abit

boom

normally cheap, thereby fostering an excessive
volume of investment.
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toral constituency in the first six parliaments

commonwealth (190 1- 1 4). From 1914-16
held cabinet office but in 1916 was expelled
om the Labour party as a conscriptionist and
the

;

ost his seat in 1917. After 1919

he retired from

politics.

was in the industrial rather than in the
Spence's activities were most
noteworthy. Under his leadership the A. W. U.
became the most powerful trade union in the
country. As a general federation of rural and city
laborers it was united by loyalty to a political
outlook rather than based on any industrial
It

political field that

i

>

?

The procedure of the Commonwealth

1

grouping.

/

Arbitration Court helped Spence's crusade by
encouraging interstate federation among unions.

f
1

Spence strongly deprecated craft unionism,
even desiring to abolish sick and fraternal benefits; but he never urged revolutionary unionism

s

and
His

I. W. W. propaganda fiercely.
was national Australian industrial
unionism, and the A. W. U. has always supported the White Australia policy. In contrast to

resisted the
ideal

Lane, the other great contemporary leader,
Spence was not a theorist; he was, however, the
most efficient trade union organizer the Aus-

n

movement has

trahan labor

yet produced,

to

G. V. PORTUS
Works: Australia's Awakening (Sydney 1909), History
of the

A.W.U.

(Sydney 1911).

Consult. Coghlan,

T

A.,

Labour and Industry

4 vols. (London 1918), especially
1363-65. i5 24-30, 1555-57-

tralia,

ANNA GARLIN

SPENCER,

American educator and

in

vol.

Aus-

111,

p.

(1851-1931),

social reformer.

Anna

Garlin Spencer's long career as a writer and
'ecturer on social questions commenced when
he engaged in newspaper work for the Provi-

ence (Rhode Island) Journal at the age of
"hteen. After her marriage in 1878 to the
end William H. Spencer she was associ-

husband as an occasional preacher
an churches. In 1891 she was ordained

th her

as minister of the Bell Street
Providence, where she served for

''ed

later she became associate leader
York Society for Ethical Culture.
many educational appointments
ch she expressed her enduring conial betterment were her posts as
s;

associate director at the

New York

ulanthropy (1903-13), as Hackley
sociology and ethics in the Theoat Meadville, Pennsylvania (1913-

Spence
and as special lecturer at the universities of
Wisconsin and Chicago. She was deeply interested in peace and women's rights and was a
18)
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Spencer
him

to regard the state as a natural and
spontaneous evolutionary growth, he insisted
also, in his role of philosophical radical, that it

obliged

International

was a man made contrivance for the enforcement

Peace and Freedom and the National
Council of Women. The last dozen years of her
life were devoted particularly to the study of
family relationships. She sought to formulate a

of economic contracts and for mutual protection.
The most important of Spencer's works deal-

charter

League

member

of the

program of education
train

Women's

for

for

women which would

them

to function effectively not only as
earners but as wives and mothers and

wage
would enable them to cope with the changing
social and economic implications of the family
in modern society. Her lectures at Teachers
College, Columbia University, and her numer-

ous articles in magazines gave impetus to the
widespread introduction of courses on the family
in high schools and colleges and to the movements for parent education and sex hygiene.
She founded the Division of Family Relations
of the American Social Hygiene Association as a
center of study and information on problems of

sex and marriage and served as
her death.

its

director until

MARY Ross
Works- Woman** Share in Social Culture (New York
'913, 2nd ed Philadelphia 1925), The Family and Its
Members (Philadelphia 1923)
Consult Andrews, B R "Anna Garhn Spencer and
Education for the Family" in Journal of Social
Hygiene, vol xvm (1932) 183-89.
,

ing with social and political theory are Social
Statics (1850), Principles of Sociology (3 vols.,
versus the State (1884).
1876-96) and The

Man

Social Statics

a description of society as Spencer conceives that it ought to be, the ideal condiis

tion of political organisation being envisaged as

one of static repose, in which a perfect equilibrium has been reached between man, the individual organism, and his surroundings. This
equilibrium, Spencer maintained, should be
brought about by a gradual delimitation of the
functions of government and a correspondingly
enlarged field for the exercise of man's "natural
rights." Government he considers here and elseto be a necessary evil, essential in the

where

primitive, or military, form of society, in which
violence is the chief enemy to man's happiness,

but becoming less and less important as society
progresses toward the industrial, or higher, form
of state, wherein, once equilibrium of interest
or perfect adaptation has been attained, the anarchy of Utopia supervenes and governmental
interference is no longer necessary. Spencer's
description of the function of the state is little

more than a list of the functions it should renounce/ There must be no regulation of industry, which should be left to the free play of in1

SPENCER, HERBERT
social

much

(1820-1903)

English

Spencer probably owed
philosopher
of his independence of thought to his

father's libertarian

methods of training and to an

education remarkably free from conventional
discipline.

Brought up in an atmosphere of

philosophical radicalism, he was opposed to all
forms of authority and held that individual hap-

the free exercise of faculty

piness as achieved by
was the chief end of life. From childhood he was
interested in natural history and biology and
also in mechanical science, and he spent some

ten years of his early

manhood

as a practising

engineer. To his scientific training he owed inter
alia the impersonal temper that pervades all his

From

his study of biology he derived the
idea of organic evolution; that is, of the gradual

work.

progress of life from simple to more complex
forms, from primitive homogeneity to ultimate
heterogeneity. It is the extension of these ideas

and their application to the social organism that
lead to one of the chief logical difficulties in
Spencer's theory of the

state: for,

while they

dividual activities, since Spencer's ideal

man

is

an economic man. There must be no established, or state, church, no organized colonization, no poor relief, no social legislation, nothing
also

in short in the

way

of collective organization to

There
must be no public mint and no state postal system, for those things are done best which men
do themselves. Finally, there must be no state
education, on the grounds, first, that a parent
has a right to provide whatever form of education he chooses for his children and, second, that
the child can be just as good a member of society
interfere with the law of natural selection.

without

it, since the moral sense develops independently of education and ignorance*has no
connection with evildoing. Education does not

therefore protect society against crime. In sum
the chief duty of government is to refrain from
interfering with the wise severity of natural laws,
for it is an essential principle of life that man's
faculties develop and increase of individuality
results from the effort of adaptation to environ
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ment. Poor

relief

and public

sanitation are ob-

jectionable just because they interfere with the
process of adaptation and tend to perpetuate the

weaker

type,.

Spencer had conceived the ideas of natural
and the survival of the fittest about six
years before Darwin published his famous
paper, but with this difference: that Spencer
selection

(London 1917); Barker, Ernest, Political Thougnt in
Englandfrom Herbert Spencer to the Present Day (London 1915), especially ch. iv, Cooley, C. H., "Reflections upon the Sociology of Herbert Spencer" in his
Sociological Theory and Social Research, ed. by R. C.
Angell (New York 1930) ch. vn; Ward, Lester F
Glimpses of the Cosmos, ed. by E. P. Cape, 6 vols. (New
York 1913-18) vol. vi, p. 160-64, 169-87, and 301-16;
Dewey, John, Characters and Events, ed. by Joseph
,

(New York

Ratner, 2 vols.

H

held throughout the belief in purposive adapta-

Hankins, F.

whereas Darwin's view was that accidental
variations which happened to suit their environment were perpetuated and so tended to

Social Sciences, ed.

tion,

survive.

Spencer's social and political theories are
criticisms. Society can never

,

in

1929) vol.

i,

p.

45-02;

The History and Prospects of the
by H. E. Barnes (New York 1925)

L L

"Herbert Spencer; the
South Atlantic Quarterly, vol.
xxi (1922) 241-51; Hearnshaw, F. J. C., "Herbert
Spencer and the Individualists" in The Social and
p. 297-302; Bernard,
and His Age" in

,

Man

open to obvious

Political Ideas of Some Representative Thinkers of
the Victorian Age, ed. by F. J. C. Hearnshaw (Lon-

reach a state of Utopia conceived in terms of
static repose any more than the individual or-

p. 214-18.

ganism can

attain to a perfect

and

final

don 1933) ch
Sociological

ui,

Theories

P.

Sorokin,

(New York

A.,

Contemporary

1928),

especially

adapta-

its surroundings; on the contrary, each
adaptation opens up y new set of problems calling for fresh adaptations. Spencer's Utopian ideal

tion to

SPERANSKY, MIKHAIL MIKHAILOVICH
(1772-1839), Russian statesman and political
Speransky was the dominating figure

theorist.

led to an un-

in Russia at the beginning of the nineteenth

reasonably antagonistic view of existing govern-

century. The son of a village priest of the province of Vladimir, he at first taught at the semi-

of a final standard of justice for

mental institutions:
trade

all

He lived in an age when free

was everywhere accepted

as

an

ideal

and

men

looked for industrial prosperity as a result
of the removal of trade restrictions. But he went

much

further in

maintaining that universal
happiness would automatically be achieved by
the reduction of governmental control to the

minimum

necessary for keeping order and to the
machinery for enforcing economic contracts.

Such a view is vitiated by the assumption that
whereas, on Spencer's own premises, the state
considered as a social organism evolved grad-

from primitive simplicity to an increasing
complexity and differentiation, government
could reverse the process and simplify itself almost to the point of non-existence.
ually

Spencer's objection to everything coming
under the head of what is now called the social
services may seem ruthless and unfeeling. Yet
the ideal he always had in view was that of human happiness. When his contradictions and inconsistencies have been discounted, it must be
conceded that much remains that is wise and
farsighted. But the influence of Herbert Spencer
on the development of political theory has been
out of all proportion to the original and intrinsic
value of his ideas.

C. E.
Works: Works, *8 vols.

(New York

M. JOAD

1910).

Duncan, David, Life and Letters of Herbert
Spencer, 2 vols. (New York 1908); Elliot, Hugh, Herbert Spencer, Makers of the Nineteenth Century serifs
Consult:

nary of St. Petersburg. Under the influence of
the ideas of the Enlightenment, however, he
entered the office of the procurer general, who
time stood at the head of the entire civil

at that

administration of Russia.

Under Alexander

i,

Speransky was appointed state secretary; after
the introduction of "ministries" he served for a
time in the Ministry of the Interior; in 1808 he
became assistant minister of justice.
Speransky 's career is interesting because of
his idealistic attempt to introduce constitutionalism into Russia. As the closest and most trusted

adviser of Alexander

I

he was commissioned to

work out a plan

for the reform of political institutions. According to his plan, completed in

1809,

all

were to be given equal
and steps were to be taken for the

free citizens

civic rights

gradual emancipation of the peasants. The principle of the division of power was to be applied
to state institutions, and Russia was to become
a constitutional monarchy with an elective representative assembly, the so-called state duma,
and a responsible ministry. In order to assist
and supervise local administration the system of
representative institutions was to be introduced
also into townships, districts and provinces. The
courts too were to be organized on the basis of
certain electoral elements.
sisting of

to

A

state council con-

members appointed by the

be created

for the

czar

was

purpose of unifying the

imperial administration.

Spencer

Spheres of Influence

Although Speransky's plan was realized only
in part
only the state council was established
he made numerous enemies among the
in 1810
conservative nobility by other measures of reform, which included the requirement of educational qualifications for important state posts
and the increase of taxes. He was arrested and

by Alexander i, who was eager to gain
popularity on the eve of his renewed struggle

exiled

with Napoleon; and despite the fact that Alexander i made him governor of Penza in 1816

and governor general of Siberia

in 1819, allowing
to return to St Petersburg in 1821, he was
never fully restored to favor. Under Nicholas i,

him

however, he was entrusted with the codification
of the Russian laws Speransky intended to

work

into three parts- first, the collection of all the laws issued since the code of

divide this

Czar Alexis in 1649; secondly, the compilation
the extant laws; and, thirdly, the drafting
of a new code. In compliance with the wishes
of

all

i the
enterprise had
be confined to the first two tasks, and these
were promptly completed under Speransky's
guidance. In 1830 there appeared 45 volumes of

of the conservative Nicholas

to

the Polnoe sobranie zakonov (Complete collection
of the laws of the Russian Empire), and in 1832,
15

volumes of the Svod sakonov (Code of

laws).

territories

already held
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and were often focal
imperialisms of two or

points of the conflicting
more powers, came to be designated as spheres
of influence. Since indefiniteness is purposely of

the essence of such claims, it is difficult to define
the phrase precisely. The difficulty is increased

by the looseness of popular usage. For example,
the expression has recently been extended to
cover the relations between small European
states and great powers seeking to control their
foreign policies without the formality of an alliance or protectorate Austria and Hungary were
thus said to be within the Italian sphere of

influence early in 1934. In general, however, the
is restricted to oversea imperi-

use of the phrase

A sphere of influence might be roughly
defined as a backward territory over which an
outside power claims hegemony, with a view
alism.

either to transforming it ultimately into a colony
or protectorate or to securing exclusive eco-

nomic

privileges therein for

its

own

nationals

without assuming full responsibility for local
administration. In either case other powers are
in effect warned not to trespass on the region
thus earmarked. Claims are usually based upon
general political or economic interests of the
power claiming influence in the particular region.

The

interests

may

consist of leaseholds or

Despite certain shortcomings the compilation
eliminated legislative chaos and thus performed

concessions in coastal areas with an accompanying assertion of predominance in the hinterland,

a positive service for

or they may involve economic or strategic objectives in a region contiguous to possessions.

its

day.

V. MlAKOTIN
Consult Korff, M. A Zhizn Grafa Speranskago (Life
of Speransky), 2 vols (St Petersburg 1861), Dovnar,

M M

Zapolsky, M. V., Poltttcheskte idealt
Speranskago (The political ideals of Speransky) (Moscow
1905), Yakushkm, V. E , Speransky i Arakcheyev

(Speransky and Arakcheyev) (St Peteisburg 1905);
Nolde, A E Ocherkt po istont kodtfikatsii mestmkh
grazhdansktkh zakonov pn Grafe Speranskom (Outline
of the history and codification of local civil laws
the
time of Count Speransky), 2 vols. (St Petersburg
,

m

V

O., Kurs russkoy istoni
1906-14); Kluchevsky,
(Course of Russian history), 5 vols. (Moscow-St.

Petersburg 1904-21), abridged translation by C. J.
Hogarth (London 1911-31) vol v; Schiemann, Theodor, Geschichte Russlands unter Kaiser Nikolaus I, 4
vols. (Berlin

1904-19) vol

i,

p 75-81.

SPHERES OF INFLUENCE.

In the course

of the imperialistic aggrandizement of the great
powers in Africa in the i88o's and 1 890*3 there

developed a number of situations in which parpowers found it advantageous to assert
vague political claims to areas which it was inexpedient to annex or convert into protectorates.
These areas, which were usually contiguous to
ticular

Assertions of

hegemony may assume the form

of unilateral declarations of policy by a single
state, acquiesced in by other states The Monroe

an example. When the American
the Lansmg-Ishii agreement of
1917, which was revoked in 1922, conceded that
"territorial propinquity" gave Japan "special
interests in China," it sanctioned by agreement
what had hitherto been a unilateral Japanese
claim to hegemony on the Asiatic continent.
Claims of this character are sometimes based on
agreements with local authorities, either native
chieftains or "backward" governments of feeble
states. Such agreements, especially in Asia, have
Doctrine

is

government,

m

often pledged the native government not to
alienate the territory involved to any other

power. Spheres of influence have their basis
most frequently, however, in agreements between the imperial powers themselves. In 1886
Great Britain and Germany agreed upon a line

on one side of which the
government would seek no further territorial acquisitions and on the other side of which
in the western Pacific
British
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Germany accepted

a similar obligation.

Between

1890 and 1896 Great Britain, France, Germany,
Italy, Belgium and Portugal concluded a whole
series of such bilateral arrangements delimiting
their spheres in Africa. United States Secretary
of State Olney in a note to the British ambassa-

dor, Sir Julian Pauncefote, in 1896 spoke of
these spheres of influence as "new departures

which certain great European Powers have found
necessary and convenient in the course of their
division among themselves of great tracts of the
continent of Africa, and which find their sanc-

tion solely in their reciprocal stipulations."
Most text writers on international law define

Thus

spheres of influence in similar terms.

Oppenheim (International Law, 2 vols., 2nd ed.
London 1912, vol. i, p. 297) asserted that they
were "such territories as are exclusively reserved
for future occupation on the part of a Power
which has effectively occupied adjoining territory." Likewise Pitt Cobbett (Cases and Opinions on International Law, ^ vols 3rd cd London 1909, vol. i, p 113) declared: "A sphere of
influence, so far as it can be said to possess a
,

definite meaning, indicates a region, generally
inhabited by races of inferior civilization, over
which A State seeks, by compact with some other

State or States that might otherwise compete
it, to secure to itself an exclusive right of

with

and,
making future acquisitions of territory .
generally also, the direction and control of the
native inhabitants."
.

.

These definitions, however, are primarily applicable to Africa. In the Caribbean region and
in Asia assertions of hegemony by the powers

and divided Persia into a northern Russian zone,
a southern British zone and a neutral zone between The agreements of 1896 and 1904 divided
Siam into British and French spheres. Early in
1914 a Franco-German agreement sought to
map out spheres for railway construction in Turkey. During and after the World War a series
of interallied agreements aimed at partitioning
Turkey into British, French and Italian spheres.
The clash of rival imperialisms in China during
the last four decades has led to numerous arrangements of this type. Japan expelled Russia
from south Manchuria
1904-05, seized con-

m

trol of

the

German

sphere in Shantung in 1914,
attempted to convert all of China into a Japanese
sphere in 1915 and transformed the Manchunan

sphere in 1933 into the "independent" protectorate of

In

Manchukuo.

all

of

these

instances

diplomats

have

worked hand in hand with investors and concessionaires and have sought to secure preferential or exclusive rights for their own nationals
as to loans, railway construction, mines, public
works and other industries within determined

Such arrangements have frequently been
accompanied by the appointment on the part of
the imperial powers of advisers of various types
to assist the local government. This technique
has been widely employed by the United States
areas.

in the Caribbean. The sphere of influence or
sphere of interest is everywhere imperialism's
halfway house in which the seekers after power
and profits, thwarted by rivals or by the resist-

ance of their victims, stop short of complete
control of the coveted market area. This vague

have usually been made with an eye toward
trading or investing privileges rather than with
any thought of prospective annexation. The

and unstable form of imperial power tends

term sphere of interest has often been used to
refer to such situations. Some commentators
have used it synonymously with sphere of influence, while others have endeavored to distinguish between the two on the ground that influence implies political rights whereas sphere of
interest refers only to economic privileges. In
any case all such arrangements in Asia have had

The result is usually the ultimate
transformation of the sphere into a colony or
protectorate, often involving war against the
natives and diplomatic or military conflict be-

reference primarily to trading or investing privileges which each power has sought to monopolize for its own nationals within its own sphere.

The Anglo-Russian agreement

of 1899 conceded exclusive Russian rights to railway construction in north China with Great Britain
obtaining similar rights in the Yangtze valley.
The Anglo- Russian agreements of 1907 recognized British influence in Tibet and Afghanistan

by

to

down

as soon as the equilibrium is upset
native revolt or by a clash between competing

break

exploiters.

tween the powers.
In view of these inevitable concomitants of
empire building various efforts, largely unsuccessful, have been made by the powers to mitigate their rivalries by joint action. The inability
of the United States to participate effectively in

the carving of Africa and Asia has caused the
American government to seek to protect its commercial and financial interests by challenging
the legitimacy of spheres of influence, except in
the Caribbean, and by championing the open
door. In his circular letter of September 6, 1899,
John Hay, "animated by a sincere desire that the

Spheres of Influence
not be prejudiced
through exclusive treatment by any of the controlling powers within their so-called 'spheres
of interest' in China," succeeded, in form if not
in fact, in committing the powers to the policy
interests of

our citizens

may

of refraining from discriminating commercially
against nationals of other powers within their
spheres. This policy failed to check the further
growth of areas of monopolistic exploitation in
China, in part because Hay and his successors,

with their attention centered on commerce,
failed to appreciate the implications of

monopo-

investment privileges. In the open door
treaty signed at Washington in 1922 the powers
agreed to refrain from concluding agreements
designed to create spheres of influence in China.
It was understood that the treaty should not
affect existing spheres, and the only result has
been that the carving out of new ones has gone
on without written agreements in recent years.
listic

The provinces of Fukien and Inner Mongolia
are at present Japanese spheres, Yunnan is a
French sphere north of Indo-China and the
Yangtze basin a British sphere.

The
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Spinoza

an Aspect of Semi-Suzerainty" in American
Journal of International Law, vol. xx (1926) 300-25,
The Acquisition and Government of
Lindley, M. F
Backward Territory in International Law (London
ence-

,

1926) ch. xxiv, Fiore, P "Du protectorat colonial et
de la sphere d'mfluence (Hinterland)" in Rwue generale de droit international public, vol xiv (1907) 14859, Wright, Qumcy, "Territorial Propinquity"
,

m

American Journal of International Law, vol xn (1918)
519-61, especially 541-43; Moon, P. T, Imperialism and World Politics (New York 1926) p 335-42,
352-57, 413-15, 428-32, Harris, N. D Europe and
Africa (Boston 1927), LuRard, F J. D , The Dual
Mandate in British Tropical Africa (2nd ed London
,

W

Foreign Rights
1923) chs 1-11, Willoughby, W.
Interests in China, Johns Hopkins University,
Semicentennial Publications, 1876-1926, 2 vols. (rev.
ed Baltimore 1927) vol i, chs. vi, xui-xiv.
,

and

SPINOZA,

BARUCH

(BFNEDICTUS DE) (1632-

Dutch philosopher. Spinoza was born in
Amsterdam of Marrano-Jewish parents. He
developed heterodox religious opinions, which
led to his excommunication by the Amsterdam
77),

rabbinate in 1656. Thereafter he settled down to
lead the picturesque but difficult life of a philosophic saint, grinding lenses for a living and

internationalization of spheres of influanother unsuccessful effort in the same

devoting the leisure of his short life to the composition of an Ethics "demonstrated in the

direction. In the diplomatic contest between
France and Germany for control of Morocco

manner of geometry." He interrupted his major
work to prepare and publish a polemical Tracta-

ence

is

in 1905 President Theodore Roosevelt urged
the kaiser to accept a compromise whereby
France would accept, jointly with Spain, "a
mandate from all the Powers, under responsi-

them for the maintenance of equal
and opportunities." The General Act of

bility to all of

rights

the Algeciras Conference of 1906 recognized the
independence of Morocco and converted it into

an international sphere, but in 1912 Morocco
was partitioned between France and Spam The
mandate system of the League of Nations represents the most recent effort at international
supervision of backward areas. Its results do not
promise any general cessation of acute imperirivalries for control of such regions.

alistic

Monopolistic national control is of the essence
of twentieth century imperialism. Its consequences are exploitation of its victims and war
between the rival exploiters.

FREDERICK L. SCHUMAN
See: IMPERIALISM; BACKWARD COUNTHIHS; PROTECTORATE, MANDATES, FOREIGN INVESTMENT; COMMERCIAL

TREATIES; CONCESSIONS, INTERNATIONAL ADVISERS;
OPEN DOOR, INTERVENTION; MONROE DOCTRINE;
PAN- AMERICAN ISM; PAN-MOVEMENTS, CHINESE PROBLEM; FAR EASTERN PROBLEM; NEAR EASTERN PROBLEM;
EGYPTIAN PROBLEM; MOROCCO QUESTION.
Consult: Rutherford,

Geddes W., "Spheres of

Influ-

tus theologico-politicus (Amsterdam 1670), m
which he defended the liberal secular policy of
Jan de Witt against the theologians, who demanded a closer union between church and state
and a censorship of opinion in the name of
religion At the time of his death he left also an
unfinished treatise on politics.

Spinoza's philosophic system represents a
bold attempt to combine the core of religious
idealism with the new scientific rationalism in a
unified and serene human outlook. In the
Tractatus theologico-politicus , where he writes as
a critic of the religious tradition
incidentally
laying down the principles of what was later to

be called the higher criticism of the Bible he
defines the development of religion as an imaginative educational process ending in the
complete internalization of religious teaching.
The divine law, which first appears as an external command operating under the sanction of
rewards and punishments, becomes in the highest religious consciousness, which Spinoza
curiously identiiies with Christ, a spontaneous
movement of the highest part of the mind

reaching out for greater perfection and being.
With such a conception of religion and ethics
immanent in his thought Spinoza found remark
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able support in the theoretical side of experience
as interpreted by Descartes' philosophy of

Spinoza not as historical facts but as intellectual
formulations of the obscure play of forces imin the situation. Under these contracts

manent

Carrying Cartesian principles a bit
further than Descartes intended, Spinoza held
that the norm of truth is provided by the direct

will of all, to

intellectual intuition of simple mathematical relations, where the mind feels itself to be at one

and

to

this

common

science.

with the truths which

it

knows; and that what-

obtained in the passage from the
undisciplined and inadequate ideas of sense and
imagination to discursive science, where sense
ever progress

is

ideas are organized in a

framework of abstract

intellectual concepts, it reflects the power of the
mind in approaching, although in a very limited
scope, nearer the intimate source of reality. If

that process could be carried through to its
ultimate term, all reality would be embraced in a
single intellectual synthesis. But the intellect

men

resolve to "live according to the common
be guided as it were by one mind"

obey the government, which

The

will.

is

to express

illusory advantages of

natural right and natural freedom are exchanged
for the restricted but far more solid advantages

of

civil rights

state.

and

law of the
thus not a surrender of

liberty within the

The change

is

individual power but an expression of the
growth of individual power. Spinoza does not

disguise the cost of this transaction in the way of
the surrender of individual liberty of choice as to
external action, and commands absolute obedience to the sovereign in all except thought and

opinion, which fall outside of the power of the
state, not as an ethical duty but as the basic con-

would no longer be the human intellect; it
would be the intellect which is in and beyond the
human intellect, that is to say, God. Similarly on
the practical plane of will and desire the passage
from animal instincts to a disciplined ethical life
represents not an ascetic renunciation of life
and power, but the spontaneous attachment of
the mind to a deeper source of reality and the

only protection against abuse of
power by the government is the immanent
or
rather inevitable resort to revolution
"right"
whenever the government disregards the inter-

organization of the lower desires in the name of
that attachment. Here again the final goal is God,

scandalized the people of his time that for a
hundred years after his death he was "more

the infinite source of

all reality,

who

is

reached

not outside the individual but as the ideal term
of the moral progress of the mind.

In his social and political philosophy Spinoza
avoids both the murky, ascetic idealism of the
theologians and the shortsighted realism of materialists like Hobbes and is able to ground the
prevailing political liberalism in a clear appreciation of the complex forces operating in the

human

situation.

He

erects his political theory

on the identification of right with power, holding
that "every natural object receives from nature,
for all purposes of being and working, exactly as
much right as it has power." But by virtue of the
fact that human nature does not exist on a single
level of reality, a curious unfolding takes place.
In a state of wild nature, where power is iden-

with individual physical force, everyone is
checkmated bv the universal play of force.
Man's obscure consciousness of his own weak-

dition

on which the mechanism of the

operates.

ests of its subjects.
Spinoza's radical

religious

course a phase of

by the ordinary

human

realist

nature not recognized
lead to the social con-

tract for the constitution of civil society as well
as to contracts with rulers to govern society.

Both of these types of contract are regarded by

philosophy

so

execrated than read." Nevertheless, his political
doctrines are known to have influenced Mon-

tesquieu and very probably affected Rousseau,
whose doctrine of the general will is almost a
paraphrase of Spinoza's conception. Thanks to
Lessing and Jacobi, his general philosophy was
at length resuscitated, and it came to exercise an
enormous influence on Goethe and the romantic
movement in German literature as well as on the

post-Kantian philosophers, Fichte, Schelling
and Hegel. Notwithstanding the modern loss of
interest in "high ethics" and metaphysics
Spinoza's works are still read, and with the exception of Pascal in France he remains the only
seventeenth century philosopher who still exercises

a

direct

influence

on

contemporary

thought.

tical

ness in this state of nature and the hopes of gain
from universal cooperation which reflect of

state

The
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reveal the character of the
age in his increased
dependence upon research and critical use of

source materials. An excellent teacher, he exercised a strong influence on the
younger genera-

His

tion.

political interests

drew him

into the

service of the state of

Wurttemberg in 1797. He
was a member of the state council and in 1806
he became minister and
president of the educational

commission.

WALTER GOETZ
Consult

Fueter, E., Geschichte der neueren Historio-

graphie,

Handbuch der mittelalterhchen und neueren

i (Munich 191
1) p 377-79; Schweizer,
Ludwig Timotheus Spittler (Tubingen 1907).

Geschichte, pt

SPITTLER, LUDWIGTIMOTHEUS (17521810), German historian. Spittler, who was born
in Stuttgart, concentrated his early studies

upon

theology His Geschichte des kanonischen Rechts

Josef,

SPOILS SYSTEM. The

phrase spoils system
has been in current use in the United States

bis

since

was responsible

Most

auf die Zeiten des falschen Isidor (Halle 1778)
for his being called in 1779 to
the University of Gottingen, which was strongly
influenced by the Enlightenment and was at that

basis of merit or fitness but

time the best university in Germany. Dissatiswith Protestant orthodoxy, he had already

sense the meaning

fied

as a student developed a critical sense of the historical tradition and had devoted himself to the

study of history. While he was affected by the
Enlightenment of France and Germany, there

no proof that he was influenced in particular
by Voltaire; his thought was shaped far more by
is

Lessing, Klopstock, Herder and the young
Goethe. In his Grundriss der Geschichte der
christhchen Kirche (Gottingen 1782; 5th ed. by
G. J. Planck, 1813) he showed his critical atti-

tude in his incisive treatment of the papacy. But
his best historical work was contained in his
studies dealing with the history of German local
states in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. His Geschichte Wurtembergs (Gottingen
1783) and his Geschichte des Furstentums Hannover(z vols

,

Gottingen 1786) were sympathetic

appraisals of bourgeois life in the German local
states. During his Gottingen period Spittler

was both church and

secular historian,

and in

1782 his professorship was converted into a
chair for political history. Several of his works
were merely outlines for his academic work.

Aside from his local histories of Wurttemberg
and Hanover the Entwurf der Geschichte der
europaischen Staaten (2 vols., Berlin 1793; 3rd
ed. with continuation by G. Sartorius, 1823) is

its

employment by Senator Marcy in 1832.

frequently

it

designates the practise of
to public office not on the

making appointments

on

that of party or

factional affiliation or personal

patronage system.

is

The

gam. In this
same as

essentially the

expression

is

also

used

authoritatively to describe the profits of many
types which the abuse of official power may
extort, not only

through appointments but also
through the award of contracts, the grant or
refusal of licenses, the enforcement or nonenforcement of the law and other means. In this
sense the meaning

is

substantially equivalent to

graft.

The primary form of the spoils system is the
distribution of jobs in the public service, including even welfare and penal institutions, to
party supporters. In large cities especially the

number of these positions is far from adequate,
and in some cases contractors on public works
and managers of public utilities and other corporations subject to regulatory authority have
been called upon to make additional positions

Many of these jobs are temporary,
being distributed merely for a few weeks prior
to election. Secondary forms of the
spoils sysavailable.

tem include such matters as favoritism in the
award of contracts, especially crooked specifications which limit competition; perversion of
public purchasing for the benefit of party workspecial treatment in public institutions,

ers;

including jails and prisons; priority in securing
relief in time of distress; special
interpretation

most important. In his political histories Spittler
was concerned chiefly with constitutional matters. In general he was a pragmatic historian

friend or to embarrass an

who let the facts speak for themselves. It cannot
be said that he opened up new paths, but he did

assessment of property; special favors in franchises; tariff privileges; and pertunctory prose-

of the law in

its

administration either to favor a

enemy;

differential
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cution for violations of law. For

all these favors
interested persons are willing to pay
generously
one way or another; and historically heavy

civil service is

payments have found their way into the party
treasuries.

A somewhat different aspect of patronage is
represented by nepotism, or the system of appointing relatives to public office. The term was
originally used to describe the distribution of
power and

principalities

by the pope

to his nat-

ural sons, euphemistically termed nephe\vs, and
to his other relatives. The flagrant
practise of
nepotism served to undermine the prestige of
the Catholic church and contributed to the

coming of the Reformation In democratic countries

nepotism

is

less

important than party

patronage The tendency of members of the
United States Congress to appoint their relatives to secretaryships and similar minor offices
in Washington is less a means of
building a
machine than of providing additional family income. In certain circumstances, as in the election

of 1932 following the publication of the

congressmen who had

placed relatives

list

of

on the

federal

pay roll, nepotism may prove a source
of serious political weakness rather than of
strength On the other hand, in the more turbulent local politics the action of a
political leader
in building up the political status of his rela-

by means of family appointments serves
both to support his own position and to intrench
tives

his relatives in their political careers.
The spoils system in both its primary

secondary forms

is

and

not confined to government.

John T. Flynn, an informed observer, wrote in
1931 that there is more graft in business than
in political life. Banking scandals revealed
by
the crash of 1837, insurance scandals which
long
in
American
railroad
scandals
persisted
history,

chronicled in Charles Francis Adams' Chapters
of Erie, business scandals which were denounced
by the muckrakers at the turn of the century,
racketeering, the crash of the Insull empire in
1932 and the elaborate system of stock favors

revealed by J. P. Morgan's
testimony before the
Senate Committee on Banking and Currency in
1933 indicate the extent of the trail of graft and
spoils in the American business world.
in fact an aspect of social life which

Here is
an easy

going, tolerant and busy community has allowed
to invade many, if not most, forms of
corporate
activity.

In business

circles

nepotism

is

exceed-

ingly common, although it has often been concealed behind tales of owners' sons who worked
their

way up from the bottom. In England

the

often spoken of as the principal

career open to talent.

in

Although supported by no well considered
philosophy in any other country, the elements
of the spoils system can
readily be identified
over broad reaches of time and space. The sale
of public office, which was
apparently invented
in China in a remote
age to secure funds to
relieve a national disaster,

is

a type of spoils

which persisted in China and which was common m Europe until a century ago. In the Balkan
countries the party system is bound up with a
far

reaching spoils system. Nepotism

common

in

many

is

still

although it is
frowned upon in communities with more advanced political morals. 1'he grant of favors to
political or other associates, all within the four
corners of the law, is an embryonic but ubiquicountries,

tous type of spoils.
In the immense public services of modern
states the maintenance of rigid standards of neutrality in

appointment, within certain

limits, is

of primary importance, in the interests of both
sound administration and the stability of the
state itself. Selection by lot, an ancient device
which is still perpetuated in the modern jury, is
feasible only in exceptional cases. Election at
the polls, while essential in democratic countries

with respect to authorities

mulate

policies, is unsatisfactory

who must

for-

with respect to

must rest for the
most part on appointment under legally estab-

administrators. Their selection

lished conditions in the interest of impartial

enforcement of the law.

The

spoils

system

is

predicated on the con-

trary assumption that such appointments lie
within the discretion of the appointing power

and should be drawn exclusively from the pohti
appointing officer. The validity
of this proposition, however, must be examined
under at least two distinct situations. In a revocal friends of the

movement the

political neutrality of
never accepted as sufficient.
of
his
Washington required
early appointees that
they be loyal to the constitution, the Tories were
in fact excluded from appointive positions. The

lutionary

the public service

Communist

is

revolution in Russia swept the old

men whose
was assured. The failure of
the German Social Democrats to follow a similar
procedure after the revolution of 1918 was at
least to some extent responsible for their subofficeholdmg class aside in favor of
political reliability

sequent decline. Most recently the advent to
Socialists in Germany has
given proof of the fundamental necessity that a

power of the National

Spoils System
movement

revolutionary

shall

command

the

political loyalty of its official service. Insistence

loyalty to the underlying philosophy

upon

and

agencies of government is not considered an
aspect of patronage, or the spoils system, although the desire for government positions may

be an important motivation of revolutionary
movements.

The problem of personal loyalty to a political
program within the constitution is quite another
matter. Here practise varies. In Great Britain
fewer than 100 officials from among 300,000
servants are required to belong to the party

civil

in power; in the United States about 150,000
officials in the national government as well as
large

numbers

in state

and

local

government are

subject to replacement for political reasons.
As a spoils system develops, loyalty to party
tends to become identified with loyalty to the
still

dominant group or faction within the party, so
that a network of personal relations almost feudal
in character envelops the system of public administration. Neutrality vanishes in the fog of
influence.

Patronage appeared in some of the American
notably New York and Pennsylvania, as
early as 1800 In 1821 the New York Council of
states,

8287 military and
Fish reports that by 1828 in
every state throughout the north and west the
spoils system was either already established or

Appointment
6663

was

filled directly

civil offices

likely to

be introduced.

The tone of the

federal public service

was

set

for forty years by Washington, who declared it
his purpose to "prefer those who seem to have
the greatest fitness for office." Although Jeffer-

son made some appointments for party reasons
in order to redress the balance between the
Federalists and the Republicans, he was undoubtedly sincere when he wrote that he would
"return with joy to that state of things when the
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an agency for the support of the few at the
expense of the many. He asserted further: "The
duties of all public offices arc, or at least admit
of being made, so plain and simple that men of
intelligence may readily qualify themselves for
their performance; and I cannot but believe that

more

is lost

office

than

by the long continuance of men in
generally to be gained by their

is

experience." Jackson also undoubtedly reflected
the resentment of the trans-Allegheny region
against the leadership of

New

England and Virdomina-

ginia and was determined to bring this
tion to an end by any means.

Spurred on by the example of the federal
government, where for the next thirty years a
rapid alternation of parties settled the spoils
in the political habits of the nation,
the states and cities generally followed suit. Ro-

system deep

became a symbol of democracy,
patronage and spoils became the sinews of war
the battles between Whigs and Democrats,

tation in office

m

Democrats and Republicans.

The

spoils system reached

its

fifteen years following the Civil

height in the

War. Since the

enactment of the Pendleton Act in 1883 it has
been in slow retreat before the merit system and
more modern ideals of government. Patronage
has been substantially eliminated from over
450,000 positions in the classified federal service.
Ten states (New York, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Maryland, Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, Kansas, Colorado and California) have formal merit
systems, and enforcement is reasonably satisfactory in most of them. Some have partial merit
systems and others have a de facto arrangement
whereby merit is recognized in many cases.
Many cities and a few counties have merit laws,
although their administration in the large metropolitan centers

is

The period of most

still

often unsatisfactory.

rapid growth of civil service

Constitution?"

commissions was from 1906 to 1910.
The mechanics of the spoils system are still
elaborate, exhibiting an organization which in
some respects is more efficient than the organi-

These doctrines on the whole prevailed until
1829, when the spoils system took possession of
the federal government during the administra-

senatorial courtesy which has become accepted
in the United States, the president is expected

only questions concerning a candidate shall be,
Is he honest? Is he capable? Is he faithful to the

tion of

Andrew

Jackson. Apart from a violent

and to punish his
enemies, Jackson was motivated by a considered
theory of rotation in office, for which some defense was possible in his time. Addressing Congress in 1829 he expressed his fear of a bureaudesire to reward his friends

zation of the public service

itself.

By the

rule of

to consult the appropriate senator belonging to
his party or, failing such, a congressman of his

party with reference to presidential appointments to federal positions in each of the states.

The initiative is often taken in fact by the mem-

cracy, indifferent to the public interest, diverting

bers of Congress. Federal appointments in the
states and cities are thus geared into the local

government from

political organizations, since

its

proper ends and making

it

congressmen owe
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much
pay

to these groups and use the patronage to
off their political debts. Wholesome munici-

pal and

state administration is often retarded as

a result of the exercise of this federal patronage;
occasionally it has been employed to weaken

culation. Civil service reformers like

George

William Curtis, Dorman B. Eaton and Carl
Schurx fought it primarily because it seemed to
be causing a breakdown of democratic govern-

notoriously corrupt local machines. Within the

ment itself. Powerful political organizations less
and less amenable to public control fastened

governors and heads of departments and
of institutions consult state senators, represent-

themselves upon the community by the use of
patronage and spoils, diverting public office

states

atives

and

political

committees in making their

appointments. Within the

cities

the extensive

power of appointment may be concentrated

in

the hands of a strong mayor or held by a junta
of ward committeemen. In either case the whole

governmental structure

is

handled as a unit.

Whatever disorganization may exist in the legal
make up of local governments, appointments are
usually managed for all of them by a single
agency under organized and, in a party sense,
responsible direction. As Merriam has said,
"With infinite patience and infinite skill this web
is woven back and forth, until it covers every
point on the political map."
The patronage system has had other defenses
than that put forward by Jackson to defeat an
emerging bureaucracy. It is said to be an indispensable asset in maintaining the unity and
strength of political parties, which in turn are
necessary adjuncts of a democratic government.
played a part in nationalizing parties and

It has

in consolidating a country wide sentiment. Responsible officials often assert that personal appointments on a large scale are essential to secure

proper loyalty to their policies. Others argue
that small appointments serve to dispense to
thousands of humble citizens rewards analogous
to those which pass to the wealthy by means of

exemptions from taxation and other legislative favors. T. V. Smith suggests that without
some antecedent humanizing of the economic
tariffs,

the pursuit of efficiency in government
merely serves to close one more avenue of adlife

vancement for the poorer classes. He points out
that civil service reform has proceeded from the
top down, that the enemies of the merit system
have been democratic heroes (Jefferson, Jackson,
Bryan) and that the support of the movement
has come primarily from those who by education
and economic circumstances could disdain the
jobs in question. "That the system increased
efficiency may be granted; but not everyone can
grant that efficiency should become the main
criterion in politics until in daily life as economic
success it ceases to be the main criterion/'

The damage which the spoils system has
wrought to American public life is beyond cal-

from a public trust to an insidious type of mass
bribery. Controlling the power of public office,
the party approached the position of master of
the public rather than

its

servant.

The
the

political party itself suffers heavily
effects of the spoils system. Not only

from
does

party interest obscure the interest of the state,
but personal and factional interests tend to sub-

merge the
riam:

party's interest.

"The

According to Merdepended

spoils system, originally

upon as a means of strengthening the party,
leads to the destruction of the party itself, and
indeed to the paralysis of the whole party system. As party principles and policies rise, the
spoils

system sinks. Party and spoils are incombecomes, the weaker

patible; the stronger the one

the other

The

"

from the spoils system has
undoubtedly developed in the field of public
administration. Here may be observed not
greatest loss

merely the breakdown of services destined for
the public advantage, the nullification of policies
of public regulation intended to safeguard popular interests, the bold use of power for private
rather than for public ends or the alarming
prevalence of common dishonesty. Still more
serious in the long run has been the inevitable

loss of confidence in

government

itself,

either

as an administrative agency capable of pushing

forward large programs of social amelioration
or even as an impartial umpire in an individualistic world Government has been weakened by
the spoils system not only as an instrumentality
of progress but as a sovereign. "Only a strong

government can either act intelligently or infrom action. A weak government can do neither. For moderation in governments, as in men, is not the result of weakness
and incapacity, but of strength and restraint."
telligently refrain

Even
officials

in the

heyday of the spoils system many
were not involved in the periodic turn-

over of officeholders; they owed their permanence to the necessity of avoiding a complete

breakdown of essential public

services.

A politi-

neutral, administratively informed and
personally reliable inner circle kept the wheels
cally

moving and educated succeeding groups of

Spoils
officeholders to their duties.
officials as

The

A. A. Adee in the

System

career of such

state

department

a case in point. In an age when public administration depends upon the slide rule, the clinical
is

test tube and higher mathemanifestly impossible to continue
according to the Jacksoman doctrine that the
duties of all public offices are so simple that

thermometer, the
matics,

it is

men of intelligence may readily qualify
selves for their performance.

them-

,

m

man's

1910, has coincided with the opening up of new
avenues of growth of a reformed public service.
Three significant changes have gone far to

men and

volved. Chronologically the emancipation of the
schools from municipal machines is the first.

This evolution is now substantially complete
with a few striking exceptions and has greatly
diminished patronage A second development is
found in the growing professionahzation of the
public service, which in turn eliminates the in-

SPORTS, which are now commonly classed with
recreation, originally represented his
training for the struggle for existence. The
sports of the field, including contests between

animals, were in primitive society and
in pioneer communities not so much a diversion
as a utilitarian pursuit, a major means of food

supply. Later the hunt and the chase as well as
men served as preparation for

combats between

war. Certain contests between animals directed
by men, such as horse races, also belong in this
category: the chariot races of ancient Rome grew
out of the annual spring preparation of the

Roman
of the

cavalry for the season of battles and out
of a winning horse to the

fall sacrifice

fluence of partisanship through the standards
enforced by the profession itself. Finally, the

god Mars.

spread of the council manager form of government has had a powerful effect in some 450

evitably

American cities in favor of an active merit system. These trends are significant indices of the
probable further decline of the spoils system.

LroNAKD

D

WHITE

,

Good Government, official organ of the National Civil
Service Reform League, published monthly
Washington and New York since 1881; Adams, C. F. and
Henry, Chapters ofErie and Other Essays (Boston 1 87 1 );
Flynn, John T., Graft in Business (New York 1931).

The shift of emphasis from the moral iniquity
of the spoils system to the greater efficiency of
the public service, which has taken place since

undermine the patronage system, although in no
case has a formal civil service system been in-
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Feldman, Herman, A Personnel Program for the Federal Civil Service, United States, Congress, House of
Repi esentatives, yist Cong 3rd sess House Document no. 773 (1931), United States, Civil Service
Commission, Annual Reports, published since 1884,
especially Fifteenth Annual Report, 1897-1898 (1899);

In feudal society the sports of the

field in-

became a prerogative of the feudal

usurpers of the field itself. The right to hunt,
snare and fish was gradually taken over by the
clan or tribe and later by the tribal chieftain or
the king, just as man's fields and forests were
declared the property of the crown or nobility.
In France it was not until the revolution of 1789

See CIVIL SERVICE; BUREAUCRACY, APPOINTMENTS;
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENI, PUBLIC CONIRACTS, PARTIES,

that the droit de chasse

POLITICAL, MACHINE, POLITICAL, Cu HS, POLITICAL;
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peasant together with other rights and properties originally his but for centuries withheld by

TRATIVE.
Consult' Fish, Carl R., Civil Service and Patronage,
Harvard University, Historical Studies, vol. xi (New

York

1905);

McBam, Howard

the Origin of the Spoils

York

L., DeWitt Clinton and
in New York (New

System

Merriam, Charles E

was returned

to the

the king and the seigniors. In England the usurpation of sports by the upper classes began soon
after the

Norman Conquest when William the
laid out the New Forest as a game

Conqueror

and Gosnell,
System (rev ed. New
York 1929); Gosnell, Harold F., Sow Platt and His
New York Machine (Chicago 1924); Foulke, W. D.,
Fighting the Spoilsmen (New York 1919); Orth, Samuel P., The Boss and the Machine, Chronicles of

preserve. Several centuries later, with the renewed movement for enclosures of common

America series, vol. xx, pt. i (New Haven 1919);
Kent, Frank R., The Great Game of Politics (New
York 1923); Riordan, W. L Plunkitt of Tammany
Hall (New York 1905); Nieberg, G. F., "All in the
Congressional Family" in Atlantic Monthly, vol.

clusive pastime of nobility. The sports activity
of the lower classes was further restricted by the

Harold

1907),

,

F The American Party
,

,

cxlvin (1931) 514-23; McKee, Oliver, Jr., "The JobMaster General" in North American Review, vol.

ccxxxvii (1934) 119-26; Stewart, Frank M. The National Civil Service Reform League (Austin, Tex.
1929); Conference Committee on the Merit System,

The Merit System

in

Government (New York 1926);

lands for the use of the upper classes, fox hunting, traditionally practised by communities as
well as individuals of

all classes,

became the ex-

growth of industrialism, with its accompanying
urban development, which deprived the populace of adequate space for indulgence in archery,

quoits, bear baiting, cock fighting and other
typically yeoman pastimes. Sport contests reflecting the spirit

and practise of war became the

prerogative of the ruling class, since war, par-
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ticularly in the

Middle Ages, was the

rulers'

privileged profession. In the early days of jousts

and tournaments only those knights were admitted to the lists who could prove their noble
origin for four generations, although later all the
nobility were admitted as well as members of
families of distinguished burgesses.

A fleet horse

being a valuable instrument of war, horse races
became known as the king's sport. Money,
space and leisure were essential to proper breeding and racing of horses; thus the leisured class,
also

originally a pastime of Asiatic

horsemen, while

the American pioneers adopted lacrosse, the ball
game of the Indians.

In all ages sport events have been associated
with the release of pent up emotions religious,
sexual or patriotic. Races in ancient Rome and
mediaeval Italy were run at religious festivals to
celebrate a military victory or the deliverance of

community from

pestilence or other perils.
infrequently during the Middle Ages races
in honor of a saint were followed by general

the

Not

possessed of land and gold, came into exclusive
possession of the horse sport.
Despite the monopoly of king and nobles the

licentiousness among the spectators. In the same
way rowdiness often characterizes the modern
English crowd at a boat or horse race or Amer-

lower classes were not without their sports.
Seated on oxen and armed with flails yeomen
held their own mock tournaments. Instead of

game, a

jousts villagers and burgesses ran at quintains
posts erected on the village common, some-

Recognizing sport events, among other public
shows, as a convenient safety valve for the emo-

human

times in the form of a

Turk

or Saracen

figure such as a
revolving around a pivot and

striking back at a tilter

when

the latter delivered

a clumsy blow at the side. Occasionally quintains were erected and maintained by the lord of

the manor, who safeguarded the exclusiveness of
his sports by requiring his tenant farmers to keep

own forms

to their

of recreation.

Out of

this

social cleavage in the domain of sports arose a
situation which was to eventuate in the modern

distinction

between professional and amateur.

What was

the diversion of the upper classes
often became the serious business of the masses,

many

whose members,

of

qualified

by superior

strength and physical prowess, took up the pursuit of athletics and sport as a means of livelihood. To prevent their eclipsing the records of
their social betters, rules were passed forbidding
them to compete with the amateur or aristocrat,

to

whom

sport

was merely a pleasurable pas-

time.

Almost any folk sport, however, was apt to be
borrowed by the upper classes and to become
"the king's sport." Thus handball was ennobled
by French kings and transformed into "royal
tennis."

More

than a century later the same

game, as court tennis, became the vogue among
newly rich Americans, who were attracted to the
sport because of the high cost of building the

necessary

courts.

Sporadically

boxing

and

wrestling, traditionally plebeian sports, acquired

numerous devotees among the upper

classes.

Similarly conquerors have often appropriated
the sports of the conquered; thus from Asia

English officers brought polo, now an aristowestern Europe and America, but

cratic sport of

ican spectators at a baseball or a college football
fact which has led frequently to widespread opposition to sports and sportsmen.

tions of the plebs, ancient Roman rulers organized large scale gladiatorial battles, chariot races
and other contests, particularly during the

troublous times of the great wars with Carthage.

Between 1905 and 1914 English managers and
owners of textile factories in Russia introduced
and encouraged public football matches for
their workers in an attempt to stave off revolutionary tendencies among them. It is generally
recognized that in modern times the wide interest of Anglo-Saxon masses in horse racing, football, baseball and similar sports tends to allay
social unrest and lessens the possibility of political

uprisings^

Nevertheless, inexorable economic forces
through new inventions and discoveries tend to

change the character of the very sports with
which the masses are to be kept in check, awed
or distracted.

The perfection of firearms brought

end such exclusively upper class sports as
tournaments and hawking. The discovery of the
New World with the resultant spread of commerce and rise of the bourgeoisie made the swift
to an

horse a

medium

not only of battle but also of

speedy commercial transportation. Agricultural
profits having fallen off after the Napoleonic
wars, many English lords could no longer afford
the expense of breeding and racing horses or
riding with the hounds; accordingly the nineteenth century witnessed the entry of the new
barons of commerce and manufacture into these
once exclusive sports. The spread of gambling
and betting on horses brought from the lower
classes nimble men for the new institution of
bookmaking. These together with trainers and
jockeys of similar plebeian origin often became
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wealthy enough to keep and enter their own
horses. Chiefly from this hierarchy of race track

way even into amusements, sports in themselves became industries profitable alike to im-

and sweepstakes participants arose the term
man" or "sporting type". During the

ment of

"sporting

quarter of the nineteenth century shopkeepers and small manufacturers in addition to
the professional classes prospered on their belated share of profits of the industrial revolution
last

and

for their

new

leisure introduced or revived

such typically mild and conservative sports as
cricket, hockey and croquet as well as the more
energetic tennis, golf and bicycling. Sporting
enjoyment of the latest inventions, such as

motor cars, motor boats and airplanes, called for
mechanical genius and nerve, often found among
men of the lower social strata. Through most of
the nineteenth century factory workers, laboring
from twelve to fifteen and even eighteen hours a
day, had little or no time for active enjoyment of

The

suocess of their persistent struggle
sports.
for shorter hours, accelerated by the dearth of

man power

during the World

nomic prosperity of the

War and

the eco-

1920*3, resulted

among

other things in the formation of workers' sport
organizations In 1913 in Lucerne the first international confederation of workers' sport groups
in its present form it is of moderate
tendency, affiliated in spirit if not in fact
with the Second International In 1921 in opposition to the Lucerne organization the Red
Sportintern was formed, composed of Soviet

their

presarios

and chief performers The develop-

auxiliary industries in connection with
sports is evidenced by the fact that in 1931 the
aggregate value of sporting and athletic goods

manufactured

Some
may be

estimate of the cost of organized sport
gained from the figures in regard to

horse racing, which became greatly accelerated

during the period of financial prosperity following the World War. From 1920 to 1930 the total
race track payments to winning owners of horses
in the

United

$450,000,000.

own Spartakiads, the
Moscow in 1928

first

of which

took place in

The World War, showing

as

it

did the relation

Canada, Cuba and Mexico

Canada and Mexico was
These figures are

States,

have their

States,

increased from $7,773,407 to $13,674,160. The
yearly total of betting at race tracks in the United

socialist

sport teams of non-workers' organr/ations or to
take part in any general athletic meets. To
counter the effect of the Olympic games they

United States, exclusive of

and footwear, was $49,257,447 Admission fees
together with the sums from motion picture and
vaudeville contracts, endorsements of merchandise for advertising purposes, royalties from
books, maga/ines or newspapers and other profits direct and indirect make it possible for star
athletes or sports performers and their managers
to acquire annual incomes running into the
hundred thousands.

was formed;

Russian sport "circles" and left wing sport
groups of workers of other countries. These
groups make it a principle never to play opposite

in the

firearms and ammunition and sporting clothing

said

to

be

particularly
significant in the light of the fact that many
states have limited or entirely abolished horse

racing because of its close association with
gambling. Similar proscriptions have been applied to prize fighting because of its brutality.

The

adoption of boxing as part of the physical
program for soldiers during the World
War served to mitigate this unpopularity, and by
1930 twenty-eight states had legalized the sport.
training

The

high point of professional boxing was
reached in 1926-27, when heavyweight championship bouts were staged in Philadelphia and

An

of athletic games and pursuits to physical fitness,

Chicago by Dempsey and Tunney.

gave an enormous impetus to sports, mass participation in which was encouraged by govern-

ance of 120,000 %\as recorded at the Philadelphia
contest and gate receipts at Chicago amounted to
$2,650,000 Another example of the big business

ments and patriotic organizations. The spread of
Germany after the war was especially
remarkable; it was generally explained by the

attend-

sports in

aspect of American sport is golf, which during
the early decades of the twentieth century was

Versailles Treaty prohibition of German armaments. With the rise of Hitlensm sports have
again been relegated to second place, military
parades and drills being given precedence.

regarded as an expensive sport and was played
only by those able to afford membership in
country clubs. Today it has developed into a
commercial enterprise involving millions of

Similarly in Italy sports, widely promoted by
the government, are justified solely on the

number

grounds of military preparedness. In AngloSaxon countries, particularly in the United
States, where mass production methods found

dollars annually.

Between 1916 and 1930 the

of golf courses increased from 742 to
5(856, a gain of 207.7 percent. The total value of
golf courses in the United States at the present

tune

is

said to be approximately $800,000,000
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According to the United States Census of Manufactures the value of golf equipment in 1929 was
over $21,000,000, more than 37 percent of the
total value of sporting and athletic goods manufactured in that year. It is significant, however,
that the period of most rapid growth of organized sport coincided with the prosperous business cycle following the World War and that

since 1930 there has been a slight decline in the
annual expenditures for sport, notably in the

of football, baseball, golf and tennis. On
the other hand, there has apparently been no
diminution in the mass appeal of sports. This
fields

fact

is

evidenced

in

amount of space which

the

increasingly

large

which is based on specialization
and professionalism, ruthless competition, exof
ploitation
performers and exaggerated pubenterprise

licity.

ALBERT PARRY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION; RECREATION;
AMUSEMENTS, PUBLIC, PLAY; PLAYGROUNDS; BOYS'
AND GIRLS' CLUBS; COMMERCIALISM, AMAFEUR,
HUNTING, GAMBLING; LEISURE.
See- ATHLETICS,

V

Consult: Geschichte des Sports alter
biker und Zeiten,
A. E. Bogeng, 2 vols (Leipsic 1926),
by

G

ed.

Bruno, Der Sport im Altertum (Berlin
Sport in Clastic Times (London
1927), Butler, A J
Athletics of the Ancient World
1930); Gardiner, E
(London 1930), and Greek Athletic Sports and FestiSchrbder,

,

N

given to sports by
newspapers and in the extensive broadcasting
of games, tournaments, boxing matches and
other athletic contests over nation wide radio

vals

networks.

Dante

In the 1890*8, to combat the rising professionalism and commercialism, certain European
idealists introduced Olympic games, an imita-

J J

is

on an international scale of the ancient
Greek athletic meets. Although open to ama-

tion

teurs only, the new Olympics quickly fell victim
to many evils peculiar to professional sports: the

cupidity and jealousy of opposing teams and the
refusal to concede defeat even when apparent;

big business tactics of the organizers; over-

burdening of the teams with a hierarchy of
managers, trainers, referees, chefs, doctors,
sports writers and publicity experts. The emergence of various associations of amateur sportsmen has in no wise succeeded in overcoming the
evils of commercialism. Such associations and

members rapidly succumb to the temptation of commercial exploitation. Even though
the so-called amateur stars do not receive outtheir

right salaries for their performances, they are
paid traveling and living expenses by the clubs
arranging the meets, and such expenses often
reach an annual figure of $15,000 per star. The

prevail in college and other
sports, which in spirit and details of

same conditions
amateur

from a
major sport industry, such as commercial basebusiness organization differ very

little

ball.

The importance

of sport in modern capitalsociety lies not so much in its value as a
means of recreation, an educational or even a
istic

,

W W
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,
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899),
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SSU-MA CH'IEN (145-*. 90-86 B c.)
historian.

the well

f

Chinese

Ssu-ma Ch'ien was the compiler of

known Shih

chi (Historical memoirs),

which constitutes the first general history of
China and which became the model on which
all succeeding dynastic histories were based. An
autobiographical chapter contributes most of the
known facts of the historian's career. He was
born in what is now Han-ch'eng-hsien, Shensi
province, and his father, Ssu-ma Tan, held the
post of grand astrologer from about 140 B.C. to

military discipline, but in its economic implications. The problem confronting students of

his death in

and recreation is chiefly one of regulation,
whether through private, voluntary efforts or
through legislation, of a large scale business, an

the history which the latter had begun.

leisure

Festivals

and Social
Life at Rome in the Age of Cicero (New York 1909) p.
Paho
and
Ponte; an Ac285-318, Heywood, William,
1

no

B.C. After the lapse of three
years the son succeeded to the same post, thus
fulfilling a last promise to his father to complete

Ssu-ma

Stabilization,^ Economic

Sports

Ch'ien was qualified for this task by extensive
travels over the empire, begun at the age of
nineteen, and by his official position, which gave
him access to the imperial archives. In 104 B.C.

he took an active part in the reform of the
calendar. In 98 B.C. he unwittingly offended the
throne by pleading the case of a young general,
a victim of adverse circumstances.

For

this the

endured the humiliating punishment of
castration; for the remainder of his life he was
employed as a secretary and had scant time to
historian

complete the history. During the
centuries of their existence the

known

not

first

three

memoirs were

to biographers as the Shih chi,

but

T ai-shih-kung

shu (Book of the grand
In this work of 130 sections, covering the period from remote antiquity to the first
century B c., the material is arranged under five
broad categories: imperial annals; chronological
astrologer).

tables; treatises (on

music,

rites,

astrology

and

so forth); annals of feudal families; biographies
of representative men In the latter the person-

and

literary skill of the historian stand

supreme. Already in the first century AD. 10
sections were reported as missing. Others were
supplied by less skilful hands, not necessarily
with intent to deceive, but in order to bring to
date what was regarded as a standard history.
The historian's original plan was to end the

and in any case it is hardly
he carried it further than 104 B.C.;
hence events that must be ascribed to 68, 30
and even 20 B c. are obvious interpolations The
fact that the Shih cht is largely a compilation of
ancient sources, whose original texts were only
slightly altered, enhances its value as a historical
narrative in 122 B.C

,

likely that

document. No nation of antiquity has a history
in which the facts are more scrupulously handled or which is written from a broader social
viewpoint; and there is none more convincing to
the

(1019-86), Chinese statesman and historian. Ssu-ma Kuang served as
minister of state under the Sungs and was head

of the party which supported tradition in learning and in politics. He was opposed to the social
reforms proposed by Wang An-shih and retired

when

He continued
and after the
death of Emperor Shen-tsung in 1085 returned
the latter became minister.

his political activities, however,

power and immediately began

to

to reestablish

the traditional regulations and institutions, in
the hope of restoring order to the country and
eliminating the confusion caused by the reforms.
As a politician Ssu-ma Kuang is one of the most

1

as the

ality
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SSU-MA KUANG

modern

reader.

representative personalities during the Sung
period of the Pleiad Hsing-Li school, composed

and philosophers
Confucian theories tri-

of neo-Confucianist statesmen

through whose

umphed

in

efforts

politics,

literature

and national

thought.
Ssti-ma

Kuang was also one of the foremost
Chinese historians. His Tzu chih tung chten
(abridged translation in French by J. M. de
Mailla as Histoire generate de la Chine, 13 vols.,
Paris 1777-85), a vast compilation of the history
of China from the fifth century B C. to 960 AD.,
is the first really homogeneous and complete

study of its kind. Typical of the Sung period,
an epoch of systematic, generalizing research
and synthesis, this work was intended as a guide
to the correct principles of government. It had
a wide influence and was imitated and continued

by numerous authors.
G. MARGOULIES
Consult'.

Wilhelm,

R

,
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English by Herbert J. Allen in Royal Asiatic Society
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sistence of sharp fluctuations in economic activity, marked by wide swings in prices, profits,

employment and income

to nearly all classes of
the population, has in recent years increased the
discussion of proposals for economic stabiliza-

and the trial of measures to achieve it.
Cycles and crises have of course characterized
the business order from the beginning. The
tion

persons most severely affected have always
relief and have been ready to listen to
proposals for preventing the recurrence of dislocation. But the climate of opinion in earliet

sought
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days helped to stifle the complaints. Orthodox
theory held that the economic order was autoif

calculated interfer-

matically self-adjusting
ences with its processes were avoided.

The

business cycle and the recurrence of crises were
not recognized as normal accompaniments of the

mores of production and exchange. In a youthful
and expanding capitalist order the natural
optimism of business opinion prevented the expectation of another severe depression, once
prosperity had returned. Later study of the
defects of the system, particularly the develop-

ment of business

cycle theory, somewhat
changed authoritative doctrine.
In addition the number of persons affected by

depression was increased as

modern

capitalism

and transportation agencies naturally expands.
Again, as a population becomes urbanized the
importance of the construction industry and of
the various supply industries dependent upon it
enhanced. Construction, like other capital and
durable goods industries, suffers wide fluctuations. Thus whereas variations of economic
is

activity used to be merely uncomfortable, in an
advanced nation they are almost calamitous.

An

influence

increasing

the pressure

stabilization is the larger role played

for

by savings

and

capital investment, which are the natural
accompaniments of large scale enterprise and
finance. There are more rentiers dependent

upon steady income, more
pitals

and

the

with

like

universities, hos-

larger

staffs

of

commerce, transportation and finance. Fewer
farmers were self-sustaining; the majority came
to depend on industrial and urban markets. The

employees largely supported by the income of
endowmentfunds.Savingsbanks,insurancecompanies, building and loan associations, mortgage
and investment companies, become the guardians of immense capital funds and the source of
security and advancement to large classes. Even
commercial banks, which normally supply nine

for long

credit system, fostering a growth of debt both
and for short term, came intimately to

tenths of the circulating
loans and deposits, have

the welfare of nearly everybody. Any
disturbance to the industrial or financial com-

ent for their solvency on the stability of earning
power of long term securities as well as of short

brought a greater proportion of the population
within its orbit. A larger part of production was
carried on in factories; more persons were employed in them as well as in establishments for

affect

now

plex

has a far more serious effect on the

population at large than in the days
trialism

when indus-

and banking were islands in the sea of
more stable culture, and when those

an older and

who

suffered in

iind

opportunity in

its

spasms could more easily
newer and less exploited

areas.

The
order

internal

itself

development of the industrial

has moreover intensified the effect of

fluctuations of activity in a

number of ways For

example, it is established by statistical study
that those industries which make and distribute
perishable consumers' goods suffer less variation
volume of business than those which produce

in

durable consumers' goods or capital goods, especially of the durable type. With the advance
of technology and the rise in the

number and

variety of articles manufactured for the market a

term

credit.

medium through

their

become mere depend-

Automatic adjustment to wide

fluctuations of commodity prices and production
requires the free and unimpeded movement of
interest and rent as well as of other prices; capital
deflation may be necessary to create a new

equilibrium on which revival can be based. But
the immense social and political power sur-

rounding the capital institutions naturally
strives to protect the stability of capital income
instead of yielding to the pressure for adjustment, whether of earnings or of principal.
a need for general stabilization becomes
evident.

Thus
more

Growth of the need for stabilization has been
accompanied by the development of institutions
capable of exercising some economic control.
Labor organizations, becoming more widespread
with the extension of machine industry, exercise
an influence over wages, hours and conditions of

larger proportion of activity is necessarily devoted to making durable consumers' and capital

employment.

goods. At a comparatively low level of material
culture, where food and clothing constitute a

more power over

Large corporations, quasi-monopolies, trade associations and the like have

large part of the consumers' budget, there is less
opportunity to create a great industry for the

prices, production and commercial policies than the small competitors
characteristic of a primitive capitalism. The

manufacture of such goods as automobiles. As
production becomes more mechanized and dis-

try experiments in credit policy. All these

tribution covers
facture

of

more extensive areas, the manu-

capital

equipment

for

factories

banking system, with

its

central banks,

is

able to

and

other groups Dring pressure on political govern-

ment

to assist their efforts

by econcmic

activity
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resistant

based on the assumption that it protects
the more defenseless members of society, who
belong to groups unable to obtain security by

to conscious control

stabilizing

Early efforts at stabilization are in the nature
of the case partial ones aiming to find a refuge for
particular groups amidst the general anarchy

workmen's compensation, old age pensions,
minimum wage laws. Unemployment insurance
is defended not
only by this argument but by the

rather than comprehensive plans for stabilizing
the entire industrial order. Investors in long

contention that

of one kind or another. Projects for stabilization
are more viable than in the days when the eco-

nomic system was more atomistic and
from any source.

term securities and mortgages have long attempted to stabilize their earnings by contract,
as have real property owners through contrac-

No

tual rents.

matter

how much competition

exists in capital and real estate markets, contractual rights tend to retard price changes.

An

industry able to

monopoly
effect of

will

achieve

strive to

competition in

some approach
limit the

many

ways;

to

disturbing
it

will at-

tempt especially to raise and sustain prices, limit
output or divide the market In addition to the
horizontal organizations typified by cartels and
trade associations which engage in these practises, there arise vertical combinations which

aim to enhance the power and security of owners
by extending operations backward toward raw
materials and forward to the ultimate consumer
or by the stimulation of a complex of by-product
industries to buttress tht
process. Such

mam

developments are comparatively old

in

the

movement. Labor organizations in
their turn have tended to sustain wage rates as
long as possible even under depression, to limit
apprenticeship and build up benefit funds for
unemployment. Foreign competition has been
excluded, by the influence of both capital and
stabilization

labor
tariffs

upon government, through
and immigration restrictions

protective
as well as

more

recently through import quotas, currency
depreciation and other trade barriers. Farmers'

marketing associations have attempted to stabilize crop prices by controlling
the markets for given commodities, storing surcooperative

pluses and exercising collective bargaining.
Railroads and public utilities have achieved

measure of price stabilization
through public regulation. Indeed the economic
history of the past half century might well be
written around the central theme of the efforts
a

substantial

of various competitive groups not only to enhance but to stabilize their own rewards against

the risks of a generally anarchic system.
In addition there have been made efforts at
partial stabilization

which are defended by social

theory on the ground that they contribute to
general stabilization. Social insurance of all

kinds

is

their

own

incomes; for example,

it helps to soften the
impact of
depression by sustaining the purchasing power
of labor in bad times. The theory of long range

planning of public works is directly aimed not
merely at stabilizing the construction industry
itself but at helping to stabilize the system as a

whole through the effect of construction activity
upon other industries There is an even larger
volume of economic experiment and literature
relating to the project of stabilizing prices in
general through central banking policy or the
control exercised by governments over currency

and

credit.

agricultural

There are the many attempts
stabilization

to

protect

at

fanners

against the extraordinarily wide price swings
consequent upon the relative intensity of competition among agricultural producers and the
relative inelasticity of the demand for their prod
ucts. These projects too are defended by the
an order in which so many
argument that
other prices are stabilized in one way or another
stabilization of farm prices will help to alleviate
price disparities, maintain economic equilibrium
and sustain general purchasing power. The same

m

become generally used for all
types of restriction of production and price con
trol in specific situations, like those embodied in

justification has

valorization plans for raw materials, such as

rubber, coffee, sugar and copper, and in industrial cartels and trade association activities One
of the most striking recent developments in
partial stabilization assumed to be in the general
interest has been the use of government credit to

prevent deflation of capital, as in the Reconthe United
struction Finance Corporation
States, which makes advances of public credit

m

to banks, railroads and insurance companies
thieatened with insolvency.
Much adverse criticism has been directed

against partial stabilization of these varieties.
First of all, the attempt to stabilize prices in any
one market may be unsuccessful because of the

output of all potential
to obtain agreement
and honest fulfilment of agreement from all concerned. When prices go up as a result of output
inability to control the

competitors. It

is difficult

production is likely to be enlarged by
recalcitrants, so that prices tend to fall again

restriction,
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Second, if output restriction and price contiol
are even partially successful, they may result in
such a diminution of the volume of business that
the earnings of the industry concerned suffer
more than if no control had been attempted.
From the point of view of a general economic
equilibrium the prices which are successfully
stabilized may be the very ones which ought to
fall if production is to be stimulated. Thus
mechanized industries controlled by large cor-

porations attempt during periods of declining

and diminish output,
but this intensifies the general decline by reducing purchases of raw materials and new capital

demand

to hold

up

equipment as well

ment

prices

as

by increasing unemploy-

argued that social devices to maintain
the purchasing power of labor during depression
prevent a deflation of labor costs which would
tend to stimulate employment. Also if unemIt is

ployment compensation
built

up during

is

paid from reserves

prosperity, the sale of the se-

to obtain cash may depress capital
markets at the very time when the fall of capital
values is endangering financial institutions and
helping to prevent new investment which would
bring revival. If the compensation is paid from
curities

public funds, the money must be raised by taxation or must be borrowed; and either course

may

discourage

new investment or

raise costs of

projects are necessarily sound; some arc mutu
ally inconsistent on any theory which locates the
cause of the trouble in a disequilibrium of prices

and incomes

It may, for instance, be good pubpolicy to maintain agricultural prices and
stabilize wage earners' incomes while allowing
lic

prices of many industrial products to fall and
while permitting capital deflation But all these
contentions together serve to emphasize the

point that uncoordinated efforts at stabilization
severally by different groups in their own
interests or even efforts made by government in

made

the interests of separate groups may easily make
the general situation worse instead of better.
They may succeed in places where they ought to
fail or fail where
they ought to succeed; they may

emphasize existing disparities of prices and incomes or temporarily solidify fundamentally unstable situations and so bring worse trouble in
the end In a competitive order, depending on
the incentive of private profit, partial stabilizais
likely to turn out to be a mere transference

tion

of the competitive struggle from small units to
large groups and aggregations, among which
economic warfare is even more disastrous than
among small and weak competitors. This is

especially true when each aggregation attempts
to safeguard itself by limiting its output, and the
net result is therefore a diminution of the means

production.

of

credit policies which aim to
increase prices are likely to be ineffective at the
Trough of the depression, when they are most

be successmust be general rather than partial has
grown rapidly in the past few years and has
given rise to schemes for economic planning.
Under this guise some of the older developments have been refurbished and tried on a

Monetary and

needed, because of the prevailing lack of confidence and the reluctance of banks to lend and
of

all

to

spend money and take

risks.

When

in-

flationary policies do take effect, they are likely
to become politically or economically uncon-

and

to lead to another crisis. It is unwhether a general rise in prices
successfully induced by expansion of currency
or credit may not in the end enhance price distrollable

certain also

equilibrium by acting unequally on various
kinds of prices. Expansion of public works is
difficult to achieve promptly and in sufficient
quantity to come anywhere near counterbalancing the decline of private construction. The
largei it is, the more it endangers public credit.

Governmental salvage of private long term
may prevent an essential capital deflation,
or may, if this deflation cannot be avoided,
debts

saddle the government with the losses of private
capitalism. In any case it tends to maintain the
most inflexible elements in the price structure.

Not

all

these arguments against stabilization

life

for all

Belief that stabilization in order to

ful

larger scale than ever before, especially in the

United States. The Swope plan, for instance,
framed originally with the electrical equipment
industry in mind, was recommended by its
authors as a plan for other industries as well.
This involved an organization of all the manufacturing units in the industry in a single association, setting maximum hours and minimum
wages for the industry, establishing unemployment insurance and freed from the restrictions

of the antitrust laws in order that

it

might es-

A

tablish fair trade practices.
plan put forward
by the United States Chamber of Commerce

some of the same features but in adrecommended the setting up of a national

involved
dition

planning council by private industry to coordinate the efforts of the various groups. These

and similar plans put forward by industrialists
were criticized mainly on two grounds: first,

Economic

Stabilization,
or no participation in the
administration of industry to organized labor in
thai they offered

little

tween

the form of unions independent of employers;
second, that they did not visualize a sufficient

by

participation in planning by the government,
which would be necessary as a protection of the
general interest, as a means of enforcing the de-

selves,

cisions of the various industries

trant

members and

sumer

upon

recalci-

as a protection of the con-

interest against

Swope and Chamber
certain modifications,

unduly high

of

prices.

The

Commerce

formed

plans, with
the basis of the

organization attempted under the National Recovery Administration. This added, in legal

formulae and in some features of actual organization, government enforcement and protection
of labor and consumer; but such provisions resulted in relatively

little

concrete accomplish-

ment.
Certain provisions of numerous planning
schemes as well as of some of the codes adopted
under the N R A. were calculated to limit the

m

the industry
utilization of existing equipment
and also to limit the investment of new capital

machinery and plant, on the assumption that
the industries were overequipped to supply a
normal demand. Nevertheless, questions were
raised as to whether this assumption was true.
Would not the demand be capable of increase if
prices were sufficiently lowered? Could not
prices be lowered without low wages or long
hours if volume of production were increased,
thus decreasing unit overhead costs, or sufficient
capital deflation brought about reduced fixed
charges or production were concentrated in the
more efficient plants and the high cost establishments were either eliminated or made more
in

efficient?

What

relationship did the calculation

of overequipment bear to the inclusion of obsolete and high cost units? Sufficient information,
whether of an accounting, statistical or engineering nature, was not at hand to provide reliable
answers to such questions. Without this information, and decisions of public policy made in
it, it was impossible in practise to
distinguish planning and stabilization from the
habitual behavior of cartels and trade associa-

the light of

tions seeking to limit production in the interest
solely of immediate profit. General limitation of

313

to maintain the price disparity beagricultural commodities and industrial

tended,

first,

products, canceling out the increases achieved
limitation of crops; second, to raise the cost
of living as wage earnings were increased; and,

goods themwhich were already too high in price to

third, to increase the cost of capital

encourage new investment.
In view of difficulties like these numerous
theorists of economic planning have pointed out
that there is a wide gulf between the aim of
stabilization of specific prices by specific industries, effectuated as a rule by limitation of out-

and the aim of a generally stabilized and
progressive advance in production for the purpose of a fuller satisfaction of human needs.
put,

Economic planning in order to increase the
means of life for all must have a general program
and must plan at least nationally rather than by
separate industries. It might sanction decreases
in output for certain industries in which conservation of limited natural resources was important or in which a genuine overproduction existed regardless of the selling price, but it would
to seek increase in output for indus

be obliged

from freezing the
uould have to seek

try as a whole. Far

price structure,

balance

among

it

existing
a better

various classes of prices and in

conies by reducing some prices, stabilizing some
and perhaps increasing some. These interrelationships would have to undergo continual
change in a dynamic system as technical advance
reduced costs unequally and altered habits of
consumption, as some goods became more
scarce and others became more plentiful, as

some industries grew while others declined.
Such planning might find it disadvantageous
even to attempt to stabilize "the price level" as
an average; the essential increase of general
purchasing power might be easier to bring

about through allowing most prices to fall
gradually as technical progress reduced costs
and enlarged supply, rather than entirely
through raising wages and other money incomes.
National economic planning with social purposes would also be obliged, even if it restricted
overinvestment in certain industries or at certain
times, to encourage expansion of investment in

new investment was of particularly dubious advantage at a time when the industries making

other industries and at other times; for without a
steady growth of capital resources on the whole a
steady increase in output and consumption is

goods were especially depressed and
accounted for a large proportion of the prevail-

to seek to establish not a static balance

capital

ing unemployment. The resulting stabilization
or increase of prices of manufactured goods also

inconceivable.

Sound

stabilization

would have
but

a

moving equilibrium.

A

similar logical gulf exists

between national

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
planning in the sense of exclusive nationalism,
or self-containment, and planning which takes
into account the interest of the various populations in a thriving international exchange of
goods and services Planning for stabilization on

an exclusive national basis is analogous to the
attempt of separate industries to stabilize their

own

prices

and control

their

own

output. It

proceeds by a series of restrictions, such as
tariffs, quotas and embargoes, the net effect of
which is to raise costs and prices, decrease the
volume of activity and output and thus diminish

incomes

round. Seeking to stabilize in
particular it aggravates the general causes of depression and instability. It represents merely the
real

all

one of the

conference

which

this

first

of*

the areas in

type of control has actually been atif the wheat deficit nations were will-

tempted
ing to abandon their attempts to import as little
wheat as possible even though it must be grown
at home at a higher cost, and if the wheat surplus
nations were able not only to use all the wheat
which was really needed by their own populations but also to allot the production necessary
for export to the regions of highest efficiency and

lowest cost.

And

these aims in turn could be

achieved more easily

if the wheat surplus nations
were willing to buy from the wheat deficit nations enough goods or services of other kinds to

transference of competition from smaller units
LO large national aggregates. When, as is the case

balance the exchange.
All these considerations, both national .md
international, give rise to the doubt whether

with most nations, the physical basis for selfcontainment does not exist within the national

capitalist order.

boundaries, economic imperialism

achieve the necessary authority over privately

is

intensified

and even a

direct motive for wars of conquest
provided. A type of national planning, however,
which is animated not by the desire of exclusive

groups of profit seeking producers to safeguard
their domestic markets against foreign competition but by a national purpose of supplying the
domestic population with larger quantities of
goods would seek not to diminish imports but to
enlarge them. It would set out to buy abroad
those desired articles which were most scarce at
home or could be made at home only at a higher

and would sell in exchange those things
which it possessed in greater abundance or could
manutacture more cheaply than others. Such an
international trade might be planned and concost

trolled

by the several national governments, but

guiding principles would be quite different
from those of capitalistic nationalism. An instance of a planned attempt to enlarge imports of
its

planned stabilization can succeed under the

Can any

national government

owned industry and can

it effectively express
the purpose of serving the general interest in a
standard
so
of living
higher
long as the political
and social power of private capital exists? Will

the separate and competing groups of private
industry themselves desire or allow the adjust-

ments necessary
other classes

power

in the general interest? Or if
a sufficient share in political

gam

to induce the

government

to use the

necessary compulsion on a reluctant private industry, will not this very compulsion act in such
a way on the habitual dispositions of business
investors, speculators and financiers as to
retard production?
There is of course a theoretical escape from

men,

the dilemma

to seek stability not

through con-

and planning but through automatic adjustments of a competitive system. But
the evolution of capitalism itself would appear
scious control

goods which are believed most desirable in

to prevent a practical trial of this theory. In

reference to internal planning, by means of
selling goods which the internal plan can best
spare, is the foreign trade policy of the Soviet

many important

parts of the system automatic

adjustments are prevented or unduly retarded by
the power of capitalistic aggregates themselves.

Union.

Governmental

International planning has been proposed to
ration and regulate the use of basic commodi-

of the interferences of private industry. In order
to remove the barriers to a sufficiently prompt

and to aid international stabilization of
credit. Such planning is scarcely

operation of the laws of demand and supply, so
that the necessary adjustments might be t educed

likely to succeed in a milieu of competing economic nationalism, but it could be worked out,
once the desire to maintain closed national economic systems were eliminated or the equally
disruptive aim of selling without buying were

in amplitude through being increased in frequency, strong central governments would have
to interfere to break up monopolies and quasimonopolies, to augment the number and reduce
the power of competitors, to decrease the resistance of creditors against changes in the interest rate and capital deflation, to break up con-

ties

money and

abandoned. It is possible, for instance, to conceive of the success of an international wheat

restrictions are largely the result
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trols in financial

and investment markets, to
enforce on natural monopolies, patent monopolies and regulated industries an equivalent to
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competitive pressure, to create free trade inter-
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nationally. It is just as difficult to imagine a

government achieving these ends under modern
capitalism as it is to imagine a government enforcing upon private industry a planned stabilization in the general interest.
Some theorists therefore flatly declare that

MON-

See

ETARY STABILIZATION.

STAEL-HOLSTEIN, BARONNE ANNE
LOUISE GERMAINE NECKER DE (1766-

impossible; that

and litterateur. Mawas the daughter of Neckec>
finance minister under Louis xvi; in 1786 she

only after the establishment of socialism can
true social planning be attempted Others are
merely skeptical and are willing to seethe experi-

married the baron of Stael-Holstcin, then attache at the Swedish embassy at Pans. For a
time after 9 Thermidor her salon served as a

ment of planned

meeting place for the constitutional party. As a
violent opponent of Napoleon, whose regime
she looked upon as the negation of the glorious

under capitalism

stabilization

is

stabilization

tried,

with fear that

hope

that

it

from the

under capitalism

cannot succeed but with
trial

something may be

learned which will be useful under collectivism.

Some

theorists reject planned stabilization altogether, in the hope that an equally drastic re-

organization of the system in the interest of adjustment through more perfect working of competition can be made. Few if any competent
authorities,

however, believe that stabilization

is

possible without essential modification of the
economic and political orders.
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1817),

French

dame de

libertarian

Stael

principles of 1789, she became a deeply nostalgic
emigree during the consulate and empire, taking
intermittent trips to England, Germany, Poland,
Russia and Sweden and spending considerable
time at her home at Coppet on Lake Geneva,
where A. W. Schlegel, Benjamin Constant and
other writers made up an informal cosmopolitan
academy With a feverish energy accentuated by
the frustration of her great political talents,
which the prevailing attitude toward women prevented from finding active outlet, she produced

during the period of her exile a steady succession
of works, including besides the famous novels

Delphme

London
tr

,

(4 vols., Geneva 1802;
1803) and Corinne (3 vols

5 vols.,

London

3 vols. r
Paris 1807;
1807) important studies on
tr

,

,

philosophical and historical problems.
true daughter of the eighteenth century,
Madame de Stael was at once a passionate lover

A

of France and a cosmopolitan, and she adhered
firmly to the current faith in the indefinite perfectibility

of the liberated

out countenancing

human

spirit.

With-

phases she
extolled the revolution as the birth of the free
French nation as well as of the rights of all men,
all

of

its

later

although in her posthumously published Contenements de la

siderations sur les princtpaux

Revolution franfaise (3 vols., Paris 1818; tr., i
vol., London 1818) she also pointed out, in
anticipation of de Tocqueville, how deeply the

upheaval was rooted in French history. In De la
dans ses rapports avec les

litterature considfoee

institutions sociales (Parts 1800; tr., 2 vols

don 1803) sh e

tried to

show

,

Lon

that the advent of

democratic government, which she preferred in
Anglo-American form, necessitated a pure
language and the development of a new oraits

torical tradition;

French writers in

particular

Encyclopaedk

of"

the Social Sciences
Rolle der Frau von Stael in derfranssbsisthen Revolution*
(Greifswald 1931); Munteano, B., Les idees pohtiques
de Madame de StaSl et la constitution de ran ill (Pans
1931); Hennmg, I. A., L'Allemagne de Mme. de StaSl

must look for fresh inspiration in republican
manners and foreign literature. The principal
theme of the work was the dependence of literature

upon

social

environment.

On

this subject,

however, she had little to add to what had already been said by Abbe Dubos, Vauvenargues
and Voltaire. Even her theory of the influence of
geography and her antithesis between northern

and southern

literatures

had had considerable

currency since the time of Dubos, while the
Scotchman Hugh Blair had already portrayed
Homer and Ossian as the typical representatives
of antiquity and the north respectively. Despite
her enthusiasm for the then fashionable Ossian

and her

sympathy with certain English
romantic currents she was repelled by Chateaubriand and kindred writers, and it was not until
her trip to Germany that she became sufficiently
freed from the ideas of the Enlightenment to
early

appreciate the aesthetic appeal of the new
Christian romanticism. Her change of outlook

became

fully apparent in her

famous

treatise

on

the Germany of her time , De VAllemagne (3 vols. ,

London 1810; tr., London 1813). Although destroyed in France during the Napoleonic period,
this work ultimately exerted a revolutionary
on French

effect

Madame

literature

de Stael

was concerned notonly with bringing new sources
of poetic inspiration into a France still largely
dominated by the neoclassical tradition but with

propagating the French ideas of national selfdetermination and national rights in Germany.

awaken a sympathetic
understanding of Germany in France she owes
If she

was not the

much

in particular to Charles Villers

she at

among the

cultural

first to

least occupies a select place

mediators between the two countries.

HEDWIG HINTZE
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Oeuvres completes, 17 vols. (Pans 1820-21); Oeuvres
Blennerhassett, Charlotte Julia, Frau von

StaSl, ihre

Freunde und ihre Bedeutung mPohtik und

Literatur, 3 vols. (Berlin 1887-89), tr.

by J.

E.

Gordon

1889); Sorel, Albert, Madame de
Stagl (Pans 1890); Larg, David Glass, Madame de

Gumming (London

Stall, la vie dans I'oeuvre, Bibhotheque de la Revue de
Litt^rature Comparee, vol. xvi (Paris 1924), and
Madame de StaSl, la seconde vie, Bibhotheque de la

Revue de Litt&rature Comparee,
Glaeaner,

H.,

"La

vol. Ivii (Paris 1928);

revelatrice

d'un

peuple"

in

Academic Royale de Belgique, Classe des Lettres et
des Sciences Morales et Pohtiques, Memoires, 2nd
ser vol. xv (1921) pt. i; Ruini, Meuccio, La Signora di
StaH (Bari 1931); KUster, Heinnch, Die politische
,

Literaturgeschichte. Festgabefdr Richard Heinzel (Wei-

mar i898)p.275-333;Hawkms,R.L Madame deStael
and the United States, Harvard Studies in Romance
,

Languages,

vol. vii

(Cambridge, Mass. 1930).

STAHL, FRIEDRICH JULIUS
German

political theorist.

The

(1802-61),

son of Valentin

Jolson, a Jewish merchant of Wurzburg, he
assumed the name Friedrich Stahl upon his con-

version to Protestantism in 1819. He received
a thorough humanistic education at the Wil-

helmsgymnasium of Munich and studied law at
Wurzburg from 1 8 1 9 to 1 8 2 1 He went to I leidelberg in 1821 and the next year to Erlangen,
where he became acquainted indirectly with the
.

philosophy of Schelling.
versities of

and came

He

taught at the uni-

Munich, Wurzburg and Erlangen

into contact with the

problems of contemporary politics as responsible editor of the
official government paper, Thron und Volksfreundy and as contributor to Inland. In Erlangen, the only Protestant university in Bavaria,
there had developed under the influence of

Schelling and Kraflt a German center of Protestant theology. Here too Stahl's Lutheran
Protestantism and his Christian conservative

views were confirmed.
In 1849 ne was called to Berlin by Savigny
and Frederick William IV. His political and juristic ideas had already been formed when he
left Bavaria for Prussia. The intellectual foundapolitical

and practical work had
scarcely changed from those of his Die Philosophic des Rechts nach geschichtlicher Ansicht (2
tions of his theoretical

vols.,

inedites (Paris 1836).

Consult:

et la poUmique romantique, Bibhotheque de la Revue
de LitteYature Comparee, vol. Ivni (Pans 1929), Texte,
J., "Les origmes de 1'influence allemande dans la
Immature franaise du xixe sifecle" in Revue d'histoire
htteraire de la France, vol. v (1898) 1-53; Walzel, O.
F., "Frau von Staels Buch 'De 1'Allemagne* und
Wilhelm Schlegel" in Forschungen zur neueren

i

Heidelberg 1830-37; ed. by H. von Arnim,

vol.,

Tubingen 1926). His legal and political
aimed at nothing less than a counter
upon European thought as it had devel-

doctrines
attack

oped since the sixteenth century. Since that
theistic personalism had been increasingly
pushed aside by an impersonal view of the world
which was either pantheistic or mechanistic.
Political and juristic thought was
Dominated by
time

the belief in the impersonal orderly character of
a rational natural law, independent of any divine
revelation and with absolute validity for all

times and

all

peoples.

Stael-Holstein
Stahl
thinkers

Stambolilski

was one of those counter-revolutionary

who

In 1 848 he was elected to the upper chamber,
where he joined the extreme right. In 1850 as

attributed the outbreak of the de-

member of the Erfurt parliament he coined
the phrase which today has again come into its
"
own, "authority not majority Stahl exercised

tested French Revolution to the unhistorical

a

rationalism of natural law. Since antiquity natural law had always and everywhere attempted
to explain and justify political sovereignty, at
least in part, as emanating from the will of the

%

his greatest influence, however, as the undisputed leader of the conservative party in the

governed. Even where the ultimate conclusion
of popular sovereignty was rejected decisively,
the doctrine of the social contract with its basic
idea of an impersonal law remained the point of

period of reaction after 1848 and as intimate
counselor to Frederick William iv Practically

departure for all rational explanation and legitimization. Stahl undertook the grandiose task of

collaboration.

overcoming the impersonal juristic thought of
rationalism by a personahstic theism, of sup-

affairs.

command of duty of rationand jurisprudence by the command

planting the abstract
alist ethics

the important reactionary constitutional enactments in Prussia owed their origin to his

all

Stahl was prominent also in ecclesiastical
In 1846 he was appointed by the Berlin

faculty to the General Synod, in 1848 he became
a member of the Uppei Consistory, in the same

year president of the Berlin Pastor's Conference

legitimizing the state
rather than

and in 1852 member of the Upper Church Coun-

his Die Pliilosophie des Rechts nach

verfassung nach Lehre und Recht der Proteitanten

geschichtHcher Amicht he still revealed the influence of the liberal and historical concepts of his
time. In the second volume of this work, entitled
Rechts- wid Staatilehr? aufder Grundlage christlicher Weltanschauung, he finally came to elevate

(Erlangen 1840, 2nd ed. 1862) his polemical
work Wider Bunsen (Berlin 1856) should also be
mentioned as well as his Die lutherische Ktrche

of a personal

God, thus

transcendentally; that

upward In

is,

downward

cil.

In addition to his

influential

Die Kirchen-

theology to the central point of philosophy. He
attacked the historical school as well as the entire

und die Union. Eine wissenschaftliche Erorterung
der Zeitfrage (Berlin 1859, 2nd ed. 1860), in
which he took an energetic stand against the
union of the Lutheran with the Reformed

German

church.

idealistic

school for having failed to

recognize that there was a power superior to
nation and national spirit by which law was to

be measured and directed. Stahl's

political phi-

losophy is not, as is often claimed, theocratic.
In contrast to the theocrats of the Middle Ages

he never viewed concrete political events as the
immediate expression of divine will; he considered that the service of Protestantism to world
history lay in

its

constant emphasis

upon the

earthly and human character of political life.
Stahl's Christian state was to be constituted

according to Christian doctrine but was not to
set itself

any

religious goals

It

was

to remain

always a secular institution. Equality was to be
granted to the two great Christian churches but
not to other Christian and non-Christian faiths

and

sects.

When

Stahl began to

expound these

ideas at

Berlin he immediately aroused wide interest.

Leading
cilors

political leaders, generals

and coun-

attended his university lectures. Outside

the university he soon developed very important
political and clerical activities as a counterrevolutionary legitimist.

He presented

his views

on the important political problems of the day in
a series of pamphlets and after 1848 in the
Kreuzzeitung

(New preussische Zeitung}.

HERMANN HELLER
Consult Tbilo, C. A Dtt theologtstrende Rechts- und
Staatslehre (Leipsic 1861), Kaufmann, Erich, Studten
zur Staatslehre des nwnatchischen Prmzipes (Loipsic
1906) sect 111, Heller, Hermann, Die pnhttschen Ideenkreise der Gegemvart (Breslau 1926), Masur, Gerhard,
,

Fnedrich Juln*s Stahl,

vol. i-

(Berlin 1930-

).

STAMBOLlfSKI, ALEKSANDUR STOI-

MENOV (1879-1923), Bulgarian statesman and
agrarian reformer. Stambohiski studied at the
agricultural college of Halle in Germany and
upon his return to Bulgaria joined the editorial

committee of the Zemledelsko zname (Agrarian
banner), the organ of the Agrarian National
Union. From 1902 to 1923 he served as its
editor in chief. As a representative of the Agrarian Union he was elected in 1908 to the Sobranje, where he ably opposed the misrule of
the urban parties and the autocratic practises of

The Agrarian Union continued to grow in strength; and Stambolilski,
who was one of its outstanding leaders, was
particularly active in his opposition to the govPrince Ferdinand.

ernment from 1913 to 1915, when he headed a
strong parliamentary group. In 1915, when King
Ferdinand's intention to join the Central Powers
became known, he helped to organize and lead
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the opposing parties. Stambohiski's outspoken
disapproval of the king's course resulted in court
martial and a sentence of life imprisonment In

1918 he was pardoned, whereupon he initiated
a revolt against Ferdinand. Although Stambolriski's troops were crushed, the king was.
forced to abdicate, and early in 1919 Stamentered the coalition cabinet, becoming

boliiski

784-89; Seton- Watson, R. W., in
Slavonic Review, vol. 11 (1923-24) 407-11; Petkov,
Aleksandur Stambolnskt (Sofia 1930); Dragiev,

vol. cxvui (1920)

N D
D

,

Edna pohtichetka izpoved (A political confession)
1919), Kiranov, P
Bulgarskoto semledelsko
dvizhenie (The Bulgarian agrarian movement) (Sofia
1927), Vartolomeev, G., "Vurkhu ideologiyata na
,

(Sofia

,

zemledelskoto dvizhenie v Bulganya" (Ideology of the
agrarian development in Bulgaria) in Filosofskt pregled,
vol. iv (1932) 63-75.

premier the same year.
He remained in power for four years and by
twice dissolving the Sobranjeand eliminating his
political opponents, largely through dictatorial
measures, he obtained an absolute parliamentary

95), Bulgarian statesman.

majority and was thus able to apply the principles of the Agrarian Union. His legislation was

leading figure in the Bulgarian revolutionary
circle at Bucharest In 1875 he was especially

definitely intended to better the condition of the

peasants and to break the power of all other
classes, including the industrial workers His

most important acts were the limitation of landownership to a holding of peasant size and a law
enforcing compulsory labor service for the government. Because of his prestige in international

was much improved
during his premiership. Reparation payments
were reduced and friendly agreements were
made with C/echoslovakia, Rumania and Jugoslavia. In 1923 Stamboluski's government was
overthrown by the bourgeoisie, who allied themselves with former army officers and Macedonian revolutionaries, and he himself killed.
Stamboliiski was the author of several works
affairs Bulgaria's position

STAMBULOV, STEPAN NIKOLOV (1855the

Stambulov attended
Odessa and, inspired by
and nationalist doctrines, soon became a

University

nihilist

of

active in the revolutionary committee which was
preparing a general uprising and took part in the
unfortunate revolts attempted at Stara Zagora,

Giurgiu and Trnovo. After the emancipation of
Bulgaria he became a lawyer and a deputy to the
Sobranje He favored a liberal constitution and
was one of the leaders in the secret committee of
the Liberals who attained power in 1881 and
worked for the union of Eastern Rumelia with
northern Bulgaria. In 1884 Stambulov became
president of the National Assembly, and in 1886
as head of the council of the regency he opposed
the Russophile party. In 1887, when Ferdinand
became prince of Bulgaria, Stambulov was appointed prime minister.

parties,

During his premiership he established the independence and unity of Bulgaria. Despite the
intrigues of Russia and the Russophile trend in
his own country, he achieved diplomatic recognition for the new ruler and thus stabilized the
internal position of the prince and his dynasty.
The political and military foundations of the new
state were set up on pro-Turkish, anti-Russian

democracy, have become cliques, the tools and
the sole support of the autocratic monarchical
regime. New organizations based upon vocation
and identity of economic interests are needed.

with the support of European diplomacy.
Stambulov increased the prestige of his country
by wiping out the brigand bands, establishing an
efficient, dependable army, fostering agricultural and industrial production, arranging for
networks of railroads and highways and improv-

explaining the original principles of the Agrarian
Union; the most important is his Politicheski
partii Hi suslovni organizatzii? (Political parties
or class organizations?, Sofia 1909; and ed.
1920), in which he holds that all the non-pro-

ducing classes are doomed to extinction. Political
which, because they were composed of
persons with heterogeneous interests, played
such an important role in building up true

The

future democracy will be economic, not

political;

ditions

parliament will truly reflect social con-

when

political representation is replaced

by class representation The Bulgarian peasantry
must be organized into an agrarian union to
defend its own interests and to provide a force
capable of checking the existing autocracy.
Stamboliiski hoped to establish a "green international" of all peasant parties in Europe.

VICTOR N. SHARENKOFF
Consult: Bourchier, J. D., in Contemporary Review,

lines

ing the national educational system.

ceeded in 1890 in achieving

He

suc-

Turkish
recognition for the Bulgarian schools and religious communities in Macedonia, in spite of
official

the strong opposition of the Greek patriarch,
in 1892 and in 1894 won from Turkey important concessions concerning the autonomy of

and

the Bulgarian church and schools.
Stambulov was forced by the counter-revolutionary activities of the Russophile groups and
the chaotic condition of the country to assume

Stamboliiski

Standardization

fhe role of dictator. His political decline began
when the opposition was reenforced by young
intellectuals

who

systematically

attacked the

Stambulov regime under the motto, "For freedom, down with the terror." Moreover his
differences with the prince, who felt that he
should have some influence over the army and
diplomatic activities, became increasingly sharp.
In 1894 Stambulov's government fell.
JOSEF MATL
Beaman, A. G. H., M. Stambuloff (London
1895); Vodovozov, V., in Russkoe bogatstiio (1895) no.
4, p. 81-126; Stanev, Nikola, Istonya na nova Bulganya, 1878-1928 (Sofia 1929) p. 90-114, Songeon,
G., Htstoire de la Bulgane (Pans 1913) p. 370-81.
Consult:

STANDARDIZATION implies a limitation of
the number of varieties or types composing a
given class, a close degree of likeness among the
individuals of each type and exclusive or at least
general currency or use of these varieties or
types. It has been pointed out that there is an

analogy between intentional standardization as
practised by man and the process of natural
selection. Although an infinite number of forms
can occur in nature, certain types, the indi-

which closely approximate one ando survive, and it is this fact which makes
possible classification and generalization. A
viduals of
other,

similar process of selection takes place in the
development of social institutions, even where

conscious direction plays a minor role. Social
standardization is manifested in language,
fashions in dress, systems of morality, military
organization, customs and habits of work Indeed from a broad point of view all social institutions

may be

regarded as examples of stand-

ardization.

Such standardization

differs in a

number of

variety

and
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originality of different pieces of

handmade

furniture or pottery with the undistinguished character of that turned out by large

may generalize from such
observations and conclude that machine standscale production,

ardization has a deleterious effect

on

all

modern

products and habits, even on personality itself.
If such a person were set down
any single
primitive community, he would find not only

m

rigorous patterns covering behavior, arts and
but in general an even greater degree of

crafts

sameness than

in

modern

society.

In order to

now finds in
he would have to move

enjoy the range of variety which he
primitive arts and crafts

from society to society and from period to
period, a feat which would be impossible for any
member of a single primitive community. Indeed the preference of some persons for life in
primitive societies must be attributed to the very
absence in them of the wilderness of meaningless

which the modern world is filled
and to the fact that in primitive society there is
no need to exercise so much choice.
The modern purchaser is embarrassed not by
a limited number of kinds of things for sale but
rather by the danger of poor quality and unof
serviceability which arises from the lack
proper social use of standardization, from the
very excess of variety which makes it difficult for
the individual purchaser to judge among competing products and increases the wastes and
variety with

costs incidental to the distribution of these products. The more standardization is extended

back to basic materials, units and processes, the
becomes the possible number of combinations of these basic elements in the finished
product. A row of undistinguished, identical
houses may result from a standard architectura
larger

1

and nature of the types chosen

objectives, rests its decision as to the number
for survival on

though the materials from which
these houses are made are chosen from an array
of building materials in which standardization
has made little progress. But a large variety of
house plans and styles may be elaborated from
building materials which result from highly

scientific investigation of the forms best fitted
to facilitate the attainment of these objectives

standardized manufacturing processes.
Conscious technical standardization probably

essential respects

from technical or

scientific

The latter implies directed
choice of norms; it substitutes artificial for
natural selection, sets definite social or economic
standardization.

and then attempts to eliminate
variations

among

all

significant

the individuals of each type

chosen.

Technical standardization

is

often confused

in popular discussion with the sameness or
monotony which may arise in any society
through the normal human tendency to follow

A

patterns and adhere to systematic customs.
person interested in handicrafts, comparing the

plan, even

began everywhere with the determination ot
exact units of measurement and weight. Con
siderable standardization of products and meth-

ods must have gone into the great construction
works of antiquity. Indeed it was the gradual
accumulation of a variety of technical standards
of performance and

method which made pos-

development of modern machine technique. Further application of the principles of

sible the
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standardization accompanied the development
of machine production; and without at least an

elementary use of these principles mass producwould be impossible. One of the first to

has been applied in an increasing number of
fields. The Yearbook of the American Standards
Association for 1931 lists the following as the

attempt standardization in its modern form was
Eli Whitney. In 1793 Whitney received a con-

more important forms of standardization: first,
uniformity in dimensions necessary for interchangeability of parts and supplies and for the

tract for 10,000 stands of arms; finding the old
process of manufacturing each part by skilled

interworking of apparatus; second, standard
nomenclature, covering definitions of technical

tion

handicraft too slow and uncertain, he supplemented the division of labor by simplification of
operations and introduced drilling by templates,
or patterns, filing by jigs, or guides, and milling

terms used in specifications, abbreviations, symfor quantities used in equations and
formulae and graphical symbols; third, ratings of
bols

irregular forms, with the result that less skilled
labor could be used and parts were identical and

machinery and apparatus which establish test
under specified conditions or requirements as to performance under operation;

interchangeable. This not only facilitated manufacture of the separate parts but simplified the
task of assembly and repair. Further impetus to

fourth, provisions for safety; fifth, rules for the
operation of apparatus and machinery in industrial establishments; sixth, quality specifications

standardization

came

in the course of railroad

was realized that agreement on a
standard gauge and on sizes of box cars and
couplings was a prerequisite to easy transshipbuilding, as

it

ment over

different lines. Before 1914, however,
the trend of industrial development had been

toward a constant multiplication of new prodand new methods, with temporary standardizations of forms or devices pushed aside by
the stream of new inventions. Combinations and
cartels attempted to concentrate production, but
such standardization as was achieved was haphazard and scattered. The World War forced on
ucts

every country a gigantic program of standardization as basic to the economic utilization of resources and efforts. The technical lessons
learned during the war years were too valuable
to industry to be neglected at its close; the
general economic situation during the post-war
years moreover was encouraging to any movement promising reduction of costs or aids in

marketing.

The

only national agency interested
war was the British

in standardization before the

Engineering Standards Association, founded in
1901. With the close of the World War national
standardizing bodies were organized in all the
larger and many of the smaller countries of the
east as well as the west: the Deutscher Normen-

ausschuss in 1917, the American Engineering
Standards Committee in 1918, the Japanese

Engineering Standards Committee in 1921, the
Russian Standards Committee in 1925 and an
International Standards Association in 1929.
As the names of these organizations suggest,

the first concerted efforts toward standardization

were in the

fields of engineering

ducers' goods.

and basic pro-

With the growth of the move-

ment, however, the technique of standardization

limits

and equipment; seventh, methods
and, eighth, concentration on the optinumber of types, sizes and grades of

for materials

of

test;

mum

manufactured products. This final type of acsometimes called simplification and thus
differentiated from true standardization, since in
the former case the criterion for the selection of
types is relative commercial demand rather than
tivity is

as deutility or suitability for specific purposes
termined by scientific research. All standardization may be said to involve simplification, but
not all simplification is in accord with the best

However, there is as yet no
agreement upon terms; and some writers, parto inticularly in England, use simplification
clude all forms of standardization. There is some
disagreement also as to whether grading (q v )
should be regarded as a form of standardization;
certainly it must be considered in any broad
technical practise.

treatment of the movement.
Standardization has been most effective in the
basic producers' goods industries.

Even here the

emphasis has varied from country to country. In
the standardization

Germany

closely tied

ment, and

movement was

up with the rationalization movewas devoted chiefly to the de-

effort

termination of

optimum

quantitative standards

goods and parts. In both Great Britain and
the United States, under the influence of the
for

scientific

management movement, much

atten-

tion has been directed also to the establishment

of standards of performance; standard specificahowever, have tended to be fixed as a result

tions,

of simplification rather than of scientific determination of optimum qualities.
Far less progress has been made in the
standardization of consumers' goods than in that
of other products, partly because individual con-

Standardization
sumers have not been so well able to exert pressure in its behalf and partly because they have
not been educated to appreciate its benefits or to
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the American Standards Association

stance,

(organized in

1928 as an outgrowth of the

to standardize

American Engineering Standards Committee)
was composed in 1933 of 37 member bodies, in-

products like sheeting or hosiery have fallen
afoul of the reluctance of manufacturers to give

cluding 9 national engineering societies, 21 trade
associations and 8 departments of the federal

up brand and trade names, covering unspecified
and unstandardized products, without some as-

government.

make use of

its results.

Attempts

number

In addition there are a large

of sustaining bodies, chiefly trade asso-

which cooperate in its support. Parallel
with the work of such bodies are the activities of
the central governmental standards bodies

surance of a favorable reception of standardizaby the consumer. The success of Henry
Ford, however, is indicative of what can be done

ciations,

through mass production of highly standardized
consumers' goods.

such organizations as the National Physical
Laboratory in Great Britain, the PhysikalischTechnische Reichsanstalt in Germany and the
National Bureau of Standards in the United
States. These bodies are concerned chiefly with

tion

When it is most complete, standardization involves

first

qualities

research to determine exactly the
attributes of the article best suited

and

to the purpose in view, then the statement of
specifications by which these attributes may be
defined.

Thus the basis

is given for exactly com-

parable bids on goods of predetermined quality
and competition is limited to price alone. When
delivery takes place, the goods may be tested for
compliance with the specifications. Both sides

-

the scientific research basic to the establishment

some serve also as the agency for
drawing up specifications and testing materials
bought by government bodies. In contrast with
that of the United States, other governments
have done little in the way of attempting to seof standards;

by a lower
by the elim-

cure the adoption of standards by industry,
leaving such activity to the non-governmental
committees. The United States Bureau of

selling Nevertheless, it is obvious that this technique interferes with cus-

Standards, on the other hand, has devoted considerable effort to the promulgation of national
commercial standards and to the development of

may benefit by the

process, the buyer

price for a given quality, the seller
ination of useless varieties and by lower costs in

manufacture and

tomary practises of salesmanship and advertising, the exploitation of brands and trade names
and similar devices. For this reason the effort to
extend standardization by cooperative and vol-

a certification plan by which it is
certain "master specifications" will

untary agreement of business agencies has made
slower progress than it might otherwise have
done. Most advance in this direction has been

costs of standardization. Until a

made where the buyers themselves are organized
and powerful and able to exert pressure on the
sellers, as in the case of governments or large
industrial concerns.

When

this

is

not the case,

standardization, if it occurs at all outside the
individual concern, is likely to degenerate into

mere simplification benefiting the manufacturers
or dealers by a reduction of unnecessary varieties but failing to assure the purchaser that

the varieties retained will best serve his needs.
Starting from its application in individual
firms and plants, then through trade associations

or other agencies over whole industries, standardization has tended to expand to national and

into general commercial use.

Much

has been written of the gains and the

more

revealing

system of cost accounting becomes standard
throughout industry, it will be impossible to
calculate even financial gains and losses with any
accuracy. Undoubtedly demonstrable savings
have been made by individual business concerns through standardization: savings in plant
and equipment, savings due to reduction of
inventories, to increased productivity, to elimination of breakdowns, to a widening of the market

or the cutting of marketing costs. There remains
the question as to how far such savings have
been passed on to individual consumers in the

form of lower

prices.

On

the other hand, con-

sumers, such as government bodies, universities
and other institutions, who have been able to

purchase standard goods on the basis of quality

even international scope. With wide variations

specifications have achieved

in detail the national standardization agencies
mentioned above have been organized on a

savings.
benefits

common pattern. In general they represent a
form of voluntary cooperation among business,
professional and governmental agencies. For in-

hoped that
be brought

immediate and great

From one point of view both the general
and the costs of mass production may be

charged to standardization, since standardization is so essential a part of the process. It should

be noted, however, that such

identification is
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more applicable to the earlier forms of standardization than to the recent planned attempts to
introduce standards. It is by no means clear that

the

movement

worked

in its later stages has always
to the disadvantage of the small scale

producer. In so far as standardization does imply
it may be charged with certain

mass production,

indirect results: the widening of markets with

the consequently increased interdependence of
occupations and areas, both socially and economically; the speeding up of technical change;
the elaboration of plants, machinery, equipment

and administrative

staffs

accompanied by a de-

crease in the direct labor required for each unit
of product. These factors in turn cause an increase in the importance of overhead and fixed
costs, a greater risk arising from fluctuations of

more acute problems of unemployment
and greater attention to the desirability of distributing purchasing power in such a way that
the output of mass production may have a
steady and growing market. At the same time
output,

within a particular industry or group of industries standardization

may

result in

able regularization of employment
tion of working conditions.

an appreci-

and stabiliza-

Standardization raises both for the individual

producer and for society the problem of the
maintenance of balance between the introduction of

improved methods and the conservation

of old systems and ways. If applied in any but
the most superficial way, it raises fundamental

questions as to the ends toward which it is to be
directed for what it is best and for whom

questions which might lead to a revaluation of
the entire concept of a standard of living for a
nation or for the world.

GEORGE SOULE
CUSTOM; TRADITION; MACHINES AND TOOLS;
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, INDUSTRIALISM; LARGE
SCALE PRODUCTION; SPECIALIZATION; SCIENTIHC
MANAGEMENT; COST ACCOUNTING, RATIONALIZATION;
GRADING; BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT SERVICES FOR,
WASTE; AJDULTERATION; FOOD AND DRUG REGULATION;
MEDICAL MATERIALS INDUSTRY, CAVEAT EMPTOR;
See:

CONSUMER PROTECTION.
Whitney, A. W., The Place of Standardization in Modern Life (Washington 1924); Robson, William A Socialism and the Standardised Life, Fabian
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National Industrial Conference Board, Industrial
Standardisation (New York 1929); American Academy of Political and Social Science, "Standards in
Industry, "ed. by R. H. Lansburgh,^4wna/s, vol.cxxxvii
(Philadelphia 1928); Taylor Society, Scientific Management in American Industry, ed. by H. S. Person
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1928); Drees, Wilhelm, Die Bedeutung einheithcher
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Eugen, Internationale Sprachnormung in der Techmk
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STANDARDS

OF LIVING. The concept of
standard of living has yet to be worked into
definitive form. It was used by the classical
economists largely in discussions of the cost of
labor as one of the factors of production; the
Austrian school gave formal expression to the
importance of the standard of living for a theory
of consumption; but it was not until the influence of historical and anthropological studies

had led economists to adopt a broader approach
any real analysis of the concept itself. The difficulties of such analysis hinge
that there occurred

largely

upon the existence of two main contrast-

ing aspects or definitions of standard of living.

The distinction was suggestively formulated by
Alfred Marshall (Principles of Economics, 8th ed.
London 1920, bk. vi, ch. xiii, sect, i) in his discussion of the difference between the "standard
of life .
taken to mean the standard of ac.

.

adjusted to wants" and the "standard of
comfort ... a term that may suggest a mere
tivities

increase of artificial wants,

among which

per-

haps the grosser wants may predominate." The
former term implies the individual's entire social and moral outlook; the latter emphasizes his

Standards of Living

Standardization
material well being, which may be related in a
of living. It is the
variety of ways to his manner

which is the progressive force.
between a dynamic and a
static standard was made, in very different
terms, by Simon Nelson Patten. Patten resolved
the classic dilemma as to whether high wages
standard of

The same

life

distinction
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property and education, and becomes the basis
for an ideal of increasing the social product and
dividing it with greater equality. On the other
hand, to those starting from the recognition of

cause or are caused by a high standard of living
by pointing out that the answer must depend
upon whether the laws of production or of con-

unequal and mutually dependent human gifts
and wants society will appear to be naturally
constituted as a pyramid of relative minima, one
of which can only with difficulty be raised unless
at the same time the others also are raised or an
entirely new equilibrium between wants and

sumption are taken as the basis of reasoning.

services

He

himself conceived of the "enterprising or higher
classes" as driven to exertion and invention just
by their primary standard of consumption, in
other words, by the stimulus of more ambitious
wants; while the more intelligent laborers have

only a secondary standard determined partly by

consumption and partly by their relations
to the enterprising class, and the standard of the

their

mechanical laborers depends wholly upon conditions objective to them In spite of their different and limited historical perspectives each of
these distinctions does go to the root of the prob-

lem of standards

the various ways in which

wants and activities, consumption and production may be interwoven in the circle of economic
life.

The

is

Under
therefore,

found.
static

conditions

of economic

whether in primitive

life

societies or in

those exhibiting the characteristics of the occidental Middle Ages, a stable standard of living
is usually prominent in the public consciousness.
It is not, however, a single and equal standard
but rather a stable relation of different standards

belonging to the diverse social groups placed in
vertical or horizontal order. What has been
called the mediaeval ideal

of the sufficiency

(Nahrung) to be won by each of several estates
therefore by no means referred only to the
adaptation, largely through limitation, of pro-

duction and enterprise to definite immovable
standards of living. It included a conception of
immobility and consequent stability in the

concept of a standard of living has been
modern economics as a parallel to
discussions of standards of value, especially the

whole graded system through the coordination
and interdependence of all productive services.
Under such conditions the rule of "not spending

value of money. Just as commodity standards
and labor standards of value are taken to mean
the value of a unit or units of some currency as
expressed in terms either of frequently de-

beyond one's means" is never literally applied;
on the contrary, the consumer credit enjoyed
by the upper classes during the later Middle

elaborated in

manded commodities or

of average labor services, so the underlying idea of a standard of
a
living would seem to be that of particular sys-

tem of wants

as connected with a specific system
of productive services designed to transform

these wants into efficient

demand

in the market.

merely from this formal description
that, contrary to much popular opinion, such
It follows

standards of living, besides representing the
natural or physical conditions of certain minima

of existence, derive their greatest economic and
from the ways in which

social significance, first,

these conditions are reacted upon and developed,
so that they result in cultural instead of natural

minima, and, second and even more important,
from the productive contributions that societies
or groups are able and willing to make in order
to attain such minima. The concept of an absolute minimum for every society or for mankind
generally involves an assumption of equal human wants and efforts, at best differentiated bv

Ages has come to be recogni/ed as one of the
outstanding characteristics of feudalism. This
in itself is an indication that the essence of the
is not so much the complete
correspondence between income and wants for
each single estate or group overconsumption of
one having actually become the sustenance of

sufficiency ideal

others

as the conservation of the

by the prevention

of sudden

whole system.

new forms cither of

consumption or of production.
The various ways in which such departures
can bring about the break up of societies may
be illustrated by two widely different examples:
the rise of capitalistic enterprise and its extension to colonial areas. In the emancipation of

from the mediaeval system a leading
arguments against
the abstinence concept, was undeniably played
from
by departure
sufficiency in the negative
enterprise

part, despite all theoretical

direction; that is, by voluntary neglect of traditional standards of consumption in favor of

saving and investment. And, on the other hand,
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the recruiting of the labor forces of early capitalism would hardly have been possible without the
development of new standards of wants capable
of attracting workers away from old surroundings and dependencies. This is the most general
explanation of the continuing flight to the city
not only of landless and depressed farm laborers

but of farmers and their children,

means

who are by no

necessarily in search of a quantitatively

tion of unstable currencies

on the

relative posi-

The appearance of groups
income chiefly from creditor or
debtor relationships, from long or short term,

tion of social groups.

deriving their

rapidly or slowly moving labor contracts, introduces new and relevant social divisions cutting
across the older divisions which correspond to
the classical doctrine of the factors of production. The expropriation of a large part of the
inflation after the World War,
the opposite interest of the small and middle
sized entrepreneur and especially the farmer in

or otherwise absolutely higher standard of living
but may move simply in response to higher
nominal wages more than counterbalanced by

middle classes by

higher costs of living and to the hope of "freedom"; in other words, they may be attracted by
a qualitatively different arrangement of con-

easy

sumptive and productive acts.
The same development has occurred, in a
fashion still more marked because of the existence of racial as well as social differences, in the
process which capitalists have called "over-

through deflation and the effect on real wages of
these are only the
rising prices under inflation
most obvious instances of the multiplicity of

coming the inertia" of colonial natives, and
which colonial politicians have more correctly
referred to as raising their standard of living.
generally takes place in several

The change

different stages. The recruiting of a labor supply
most cases involves serious changes in the

money and rising

prices, the position of the

average laborer uncertain of his interests in the
face of possible compression of the labor market

conflicting standards so characteristic of the age
of late capitalism as distinguished from the early
capitalistic background of classical economic

theory.

The theory of standards of living has acquired
a peculiar significance for the theory of wages,
because of the relation between the supply price

existence of the natives, both as producers and
as consumers. As producers they are ordinarily

of labor and objective and subjective standards.
Here too it is hazardous to turn economic and
social relations into absolute concepts. Thus the

coerced through forced labor, the dissolution of
their collective systems of landholding or other

paid to every working

in

economic rights and customs and poll taxes,
which force them indirectly into the money
economy and the labor market. But no less important is the transition from coolie levels of
habits and demands to more ambitious and
civilized standards that usually follows. Here the
wide range between healthy and artificial comforts and wants in the Marshallean sense, including the spread of intoxicants and other degenerating influences of civilization, offers a
warning against the danger of overintensifying

the problem of standards. At this point moreover a second stage appears, when the interest of

employers in keeping wages low becomes definitely ooposed to that of humanitarians who
insist upon equalization of working class conditions; while the interest of white or otherwise
superior groups of labor is divided between
keeping outsiders down to lower standards and
admitting competitors only on conditions of
equality.

A

final complication is introduced into the
discussion of standards of living by the growing

influence of

what

money economy;

J.

M. Keynea

that

is,

has called the

by the increasing

reac-

wage to be
woman, however

fight of social reformers for a living

man

or

useful in combating sweating systems, was based
on neglect of the fact that a living wage can

be related only to the person of the
laborer and not to any particular piece or time of
labor. This difficulty has been brought into
logically

particular prominence by post-war complications of the labor market, such as the shortening

of hours because of unemployment and the
on wages; the increasing combina-

effect of this

tion of industrial with household, farming or
gardening labor; and the question of cumulative
employment, particularly the secret employment
of those who receive unemployment benefits.

Thus from the practical as well as from the
theoretical side attention is being shifted from
the idea of absolute and static standards to the
concept of the standard of living as an organic
element in the social process.

CARL BRINKMANN
WAGES; LABOR; CONSUMPTION; COST OF LIVING;
PRICES; MINIMUM WAGE; FAMILY BUDOBTS; POVERTY;
NATIONAL INCOME,
See:

Consult: Pipping, Hugo E., "The Concept Standard
of Life" in Economic Ettayt in Honour of Guttav

Gcuttl

(London 1933) p, 505-19; Parioxu, T., "Want*

Standards of Living
and

Marshall" in Quarterly Journal of
Economics, vol. xlvi (1931-32) 101-40, Patten, Simon
, The Consumption of Wealth, University of PennActivities in

N

sylvania, Series in Political Economy
no. 4 (and ed. Philadelphia 1901);

and Public Law,

Kyrk, Hazel, A
Theory of Consumption (Boston 1923) chs. vm-xi;
and Economic Stand, Social

on real estate mortgages. Although he

was an ardent Republican, he often voted
independently, and except for his opposition to
the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 he usually
sided with the liberals.

McMahon, Theresa S

ards of Living (Boston 1925).

HAROLD U. FAULKNER

(1824-93), American
promoter and philanthropist. After

railroad

studying law in New York and practising in
Wisconsin Stanford was lured to California in

1852 by the discovery of gold. As a Sacramento
merchant he accumulated a fair sized fortune
within a short time. Captured by the dream of
Theodore D. Judah, an engineer who was urging

T

G.

Leland Stanford (Stanford
University 1931), United States, Pacific Railway
Commission, Report (1887) 69-96, and Testimony,
Consult.
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Stanley

to farmers

Clark,

,

8 vols. (1887) vol. v, p. 2460-2671, 2729-2837, 291752, Bancroft, H.
History of California, 7 vols
(San Francisco 1884-90), especially vol. vu, p.
555-67; Jordan, David Starr, The Days of a Man,
2 vols (Yonkers 1922), especially vol. i, ch. xx;
Myers, Gustavus, History of the Great American For-

H

tunes, 3 vols.

,

(Chicago 190910)

vol.

111,

ch. vi.

MORTON

a transcontinental railroad, Stanford with three

STANLEY, SIR HENRY

other Sacramento merchants, Charles Crocker,

1904), British journalist, explorer and empire
builder. Born at Denbigh, Wales, Stanley was
brought up in a workhouse. In 1859 he worked

C. P. Huntingdon (q v.) and Mark Hopkins,
organized in 1862 the Central Pacific, the western part of the first transcontinental railroad,
which was built eastward to join the Union
1869. While

Ogden, Utah, May 10,
Huntington lobbied in Congress, using money
and
secured a land grant and subsidy,
freely,
Stanford, who in 1861 had been elected governor
of California, used his political influence to
Pacific at

secure state financial aid for the railroad project.
In addition bonds were sold to the public and

towns were levied upon

for contributions.

A

separate construction company was organized,
in which Stanford and his three associates were

the only stockholders and directors; construcwere excessive and the promoters'
profits high. Stanford was also promoter of the

his

way

to

New Orleans,

(1841-

where he was adopted

a cotton broker, whose name he assumed.
After seeing service on both the Confederate and
the Union side in the Civil War, Stanley de-

by

veloped a talent for journalistic exploitation of
the adventures into which his strong bent for
action led him. His assignment by the New York

Herald in

1869

to "find

Scottish missionary

who had

Livingstone," the
disappeared in the

Lake Tanganyika region, resulted in a memorable newspaper story and opened a career of
exploration and acquisition in central Africa.
Successive books chronicling his experiences,

tion costs

How

Southern Pacific, the second transcontinental
railroad, which became the center of his transportation empire. In spite of public opposition

Free State (2 vols., London 1885), dispelled effectively the major geographical mysteries about

for control

the heart of the continent and stirred the im-

with Jay Gould and other eastern interests the
Southern Pacific for years dominated California

desires of the industrial powers.
1878 to 1884 Stanley was agent for the
Comite d'Etudes du Haut Congo (afterward the

to

many

of

its

policies

economically and

and struggles

I Found Livingstone (New York 1872),
Through the Dark Continent (2 vols., London
1878) and The Congo, and the Founding of Its

politically.

As

a memorial to

founded Leland
which his large
fortune was devoted. Without any well rounded
philosophy of education he insisted that his
university be non-sectarian, that it be designed
for students of small means and that the education of the sexes be equal the latter on the
his only child Stanford in 1885
Stanford Junior University, to

theory that as the early years of the child are
intellectually the most important, the education
of the

mother must be adequate. As United

States senator (1885-93)

Stanford advocated

government aid to education, legislation to promote cooperative societies and government loans

perialistic

From

du Congo), King
Leopold's device for achieving empire. He
opened roads along the lower Congo, established
commercial posts, wharves, administrative agencies, and concluded more than four hundred
treaties with native chiefs, which formed the
Association Internationale

local basis for the authority of the Congo Free
State. Stanley's expedition in relief of Emin

Pasha in Uganda (1887-89) pursued even more
complicated objectives with disturbing consequences. The negotiation of native treaties of
which the British East Africa Company became
beneficiary was

the most positive of these.
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which was

profitable to himself
chiefly in its literary aspects, was attended by

Stanley's career,

successive controversies as to his treatment of
natives, his severity to subordinates, his connivance with slave traders and his gift for
coloring statements of fact. No one has done

more

to diffuse the view that there are vast

riches to be realized

by the development of

central Africa or to arouse international rivalry
for their acquisition.

LELAND H. JENKS
Other works' Coomassie and Magdala. the Story of
Two British Campaigns in Africa (London 1874), In
Darkest Africa, 2 vols. (London 1890),
Early
Ttaveh and Adventures in America and Ana, 2 vols.
(London 1895), Through South Africa (London 1898).

My

The Autobiography of Sir Henry Morton
Stanley, ed by Dorothy Stanley (London 1909),
Masoin, Fritz, Histoire de I'etat independant du Congo,
2 vols. (Namur 1912-13), Bourne, H. R. Fox, The
Other Side of the Emm Pasha Relief Expedition (London 1891), Barttelot, W. G,, The Life of Edmund
Musgrave Barttelot (London 1890), Schweitzer, Georg, Emm Pasfia, His Life and Work, 2 vols. (London
Consult

1898).

odicals as well as to the early feminist journals,

her drafting of the convention calls, the resolutions and appeals at each phase of the suffrage
campaign, together with her nation wide popularity as a lecturer, kept the feminist cause continually in the public eye. With Susan B.
Anthony, her closest associate from 1852 on,
she carried the suffrage cause to every corner
of the United States. Her coworkers looked to
her at crucial moments: in 1854, when the New
York legislature was for the first time to hear a

woman

plead the cause of married women's
at other times to present legal arguments before state constitutional conventions
rights,

and

and congressional committees.
ultimate recognition of her leadership in
the struggle for equality of the sexes political,

Elizabeth Cady received thorough if informal
grounding in the law in the office of her father,
Judge Daniel Cady. In 1840 as the bride of
Henry Brewster Stanton, the abolitionist, she
attended the World's Anti-Slavery Convention
in London, only to be excluded from active
participation because of her sex. Together with

who had

in

suffered the

1848 called the

same fate,
woman's

first

Seneca Falls,
rights convention at

New

York,

which she secured the passage of a resolution
demanding the franchise for women. For more
than fifty years thereafter she was a recogni/ed
leader of the American suffrage movement,
bringing to it her charm as a speaker, her ability
to write easily, a legal training and a ready symat

pathy with the

less

popular phases of social

reform.

In 1869 Mrs Stanton founded the National
Suffrage Association (later the National

Woman

Woman

American
served as

its

Suffrage Association) and
president for more than a quarter

of a century. She was editor of the Revolution,
a

woman's

the

first

rights magazine,

and

joint editor of

three volumes of the History of

and economic

social

Woman

Suffrage (6 vols., New York 1881-1922). Her
contributions to the daily press and current peri-

far

outweighed the

ridi-

cule she suffered in pioneer days.

HARRIOT STANTON BLATCH
Works Eighty Years and More (1815-1807). Reminiscences of Elizabeth Cady Stanton (New York 1898),
revised in vol. i of Elizabeth Cady Stanton as Revealed

Her

Letters,

Stanton and

(18151902), American feminist. Following her graduation in 1832 from the seminary in Troy, New
York, where she studied under Emma Willard,

Mrs. Stanton

legislative

The

in
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Lucretia Mott,

and

H

Diary and Reminiscences, ed

S

by T.

(New York 1922).
"Suffrage and a Woman's

Blatch, 2 vols

Consult: Harper, I
Centenary" in North

H

,

American Review, vol ecu (1915)
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STARCEVIC, ANTE (1823-96), Croatian politician

and political theorist After studying

in the

theological seminary of Pest, Starcevic worked
in a lawyer's office in Zagreb, engaging also in
literary activities.

He went

into politics

upon

the revival of constitutionalism in the AustroHungarian monarchy in 1860: he founded the

Croatian Party of the Right (Stranka prava) and
was a member of the Croatian assembly in 1861,
from 1865 to 1867 and from 1878 to his death.
During the early nineteenth century the idea
of a Croatian nation was current only among the
nobility and the clergy. Starcevic became the

mouthpiece of a new social class, the secular
which had sprung from the peasantry and the petty bourgeoisie; the contradictions in his political views reflect the equivocal
position of that group. Accepting both patriarchal and liberal principles, he based his deintelligentsia,

mands

as

much upon

the ideas of 1789 as

upon

the law of legitimacy.

A fanatical pan-Croat and an extreme Austrophobe, Starcevic took a leading part in the
opposition to Magyarization, envisioning Croatia-Slavonia-Dalmatia as a triune, independent
kingdom. His greatest concession was his expression of willingness to recognize the Haps-

Stanley
burgs as kings on condition that they be crowned
in Zagreb and to negotiate a defensive alliance
with Hungary on an international basis. While
his obstinate refusal to compromise gave a
tremendous impetus to the movement fo r lib-

eration,

it

rendered Starcevic's parliamentary

The basis of his panCroatism was an untenable racial theory. The
Slovenes were "mountain Croats" and the Serbs,
as "orthodox Croats," were their brothers Certain Serbs, however, he repudiated charging that
these, as the descendants of Albanians, Rashkanians, Wallachians, Greeks, Illyrians and
gypsies, were an inferior race. He was impatient
both with the linguistic reforms of Vuk Karadzic and the South Slavism of Bishop Strossmayer. Nevertheless, since Starcevic maintained
that the peoples who had settled between the
Danube and the Adriatic and from Carmthia to
the Boyana were united in their history, blood,
language and community of interests, his panCroatism reveals a basic conception of South
activity entirely sterile.

Slav unity.
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and

his concrete constitutional

proposals designed to strengthen the state
evoked a powerful response from his countrymen, but they failed to halt the process of political disintegration After the
collapse of Poland Staszic was most active in the Towarzystwo

Nauk (Society of the Friends of
Learning), which had for its aim the conservation
of the cultural heritage of the Poles, now
Przyjaci61

threatened by foreign conquest. Under the short
lived Duchy of Warsaw, the diminutive Polish
state created by Napoleon, Staszic was in charge
of education. In the Kingdom of Poland which

was established

at the

Congress of Vienna in

1815 he continued his educational activities, and
as director of the arts and crafts division in the

Commission for Internal Affairs he contributed
economic and cultural development of the
Polish provinces Toward the end of his life he
emancipated his serfs and organized them into a
cooperative group as the collective owner of his
to the

land.
Staszic's intellectual career

HERMANN WENDEL
Works Djela

Staszic
ruling classes

Dm Ante Statfei tea (Works of Dr

Ante

Starcevic), 3 vols. (Zagreb 1893-96)

was shaped by two

On

the one hand, he was a
typical product of the eighteenth century; he
was a thoroughgoing rationalist, a utilitarian, an
distinct

forces.

Consult SCRMC, Kerubm, Dr Ante Starfevn (Zagreb
191 r); Skerhc, Jovan, in his Pisti t knjtge (Writers and
books), vol vi(2nded Bel^iade 1923) p 42-70, Wendel, Hermann, in Sudslmvische Silhouetten (Frankfort

enthusiastic believer in the perfectibility of mankind and an adherent of the theory of social con-

The Southern
,
1924) p 94-106, Seton-Watson, R
Slav Question and the Habsburg Monatchy (London

equalitarian implications.

W

tract

with

he held,

all

its

republican, democratic

An

ideal

and

government,

WAWRZYNIEC

the general will of the people
sovereign power and guarantees the right to liberty, property and pursuit of
happiness In descending, however, from the

(1755-1826), Polish social philosopher and
statesman. Staszic was born of a merchant
a
family. He received his early education

plane of theory and social philosophy to that of
political realities, particularly as these obtained
in contemporary Poland, Staszic did not hesitate

theological seminary and later studied philosophy and natural sciences, particularly geology,

to advocate measures

reflects

the source of

1911).

STASZIC, STANISLAW

m

all

which were

in direct con-

tradiction to his theoretical postulates if only

Gottingen and
At the College de France he came under

they gave promise of saving Poland from the
impending collapse. Thus Staszic the republican

the lasting influence of Buffon, whose Epoques
de la nature (2 vols., Paris 1778-90) he later
translated into Polish. After his return to Poland

and advocate of peace urged a hereditary monarchy with strong executive authority and the
maintenance of a permanent army powerful
enough to withstand the annexationist plans of

at the universities of Leipsic,

Paris.

he was unable to obtain a public post because of
his

humble

birth

and became

a tutor

and com-

the neighboring states.

He

revealed a similar

panion to the children of the famous Polish
statesman and chancellor, Andrzej Zamojski, in
whose home Staszic had an excellent opportunity to learn about the practical workings of
the machinery of the state. An involuntary Prus-

compromising attitude in his discussions of
social reform: while he launched a severe attack
on the privileged status of the nobility and presented an excellent defense of the rights of the
peasantry, demanding at the same time broader

from 1772, Staszic became intensely

civic rights for the mercantile classes, the provision of some measure of emancipation for the

sian subject

patriotic; from his early youth his thought and
effort looked toward the reconstruction of the

disintegrating Polish state.

His appeals to the

peasants and the granting of limited rights to
he stopped short of

certain categories of Jews,
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demanding complete equality

as envisaged

by

his social philosophy.

NATHAN REICH
For an extensive list of works of and on
Staszic see Wiek xix, sto lot mysh pohkiej (The nineteenth century, a hundred years of Polish thought),
9 vols (Warsaw 1906-20) vol i, p. 10-13, Leshiewski,
Czesfaw, Stamslaw Staszic, Towar/ystwa Naukowego Warszawskiego, Rozprawy historyczne, vol v,
no. i (Warsaw 1925), Gargas, Zygmunt, Geschichte
Consult
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der Nattonaldkonomie

int

alten Polen (Berlin 1925) p.

132-38-

STATE.* The modern use
sense of a body politic

of the

word

in the

appeared in Italy

first

commonly denotes no class of objects that can
be identified exactly, and for the same reason it
signifies no list of attributes which bears the
sanction of common usage. The word must be
defined more or less arbitrarily to meet the
exigencies of the system of jurisprudence or
political philosophy in which it occurs.

Even now the word

state is occasionally

em-

ployed by semipopular writers as synonymous
with society, as when Spengler says "State is
history regarded as at the halt"; but scholarly
opinion agrees that this is a gratuitous confusion.
In general the distinctions drawn have followed
two mam lines.1 Theorists with what may be

(stato) in the early part of the sixteenth century;*
earlier meanings of status and its modern cog-

called roughly a sociological background have
conceived the state as a giouping or organization

nates had been estate, an assembly of estates,
government or rulers collectively and constitution or form of government ."The use of the term
as a generic name for a body politic, whether republican or absolute, was probably fixed by

of persons acting together for common ends. Its
extent would therefore be less than that of so-

Machiavelli (Prince, ch.

i).

Its earliest

use in

English in this connection occurs in Thomas
Starkey's England (1538), a book based on
Italia-n authorities.

The meaning became com-

mon in France and England during the sixteenth
century and was adopted into official language in
the expression secretary of state, an office held
by Robert Cecil under Elizabeth* During the

and the defimteness of its ends would disit from communal life in general, which
can hardly be said to have any end beyond itself.
This distinction is marked by Maclver with the
terms association and community; the state is an
ciety

tinguish

agency for social control having as its object the
regulation of "the outstanding external relationships of men in society." Such a view is now
generally associated with some type of utilitarian
theory of the state.} Writers strongly motivated
by considerations of valuation, whether meta-

seventeenth century Staatskunst became the

physical, ethical or juristic, are inclined to dis-

German equivalent of ragione di stato and someacquired the meaning of

tinguish state and society as a matter of point of
view rather than of grouping ,\ The state would

jus publicum. In English the use of the word was
probably extended as the older commonwealth

then be an aspect of society rather than a subdivision of it. Thus Hegel ascribed such every-

what

later Staatsrecht

was limited

to non-monarchical government;

day functions of government

but, as Maitland has pointed out, state never

civil society

became a
kw. As a

the state.

technically precise term in English
technical term it belongs to juris-

prudence and
*

As

political theory.

term the word included from the
start a reference to a land, a people and a government.v ln its present usage it implies some lower
limits of size and civilization, as compared with
tribe or gens, and also some degree of political
a generic

independence, although

it is

widely applied to

governments which do not claim sovereignty.
Its employment has been carried back beyond
its date of
origin to cover words such as polls or
respublica and forward to federal and parliamentary governments, which did not exist in the
sixteenth century. At the same time it is used
rather indiscriminately for non-European pounits which never had the historical de-

litical

velopment more or less common to the states of
the European culture area. As a result the word

as police duties to

(burgerhche Gesellschaft]

The

English Hegelians,

gave the word currency

m

and not

who

tr

largely

English political

theory, thought of the state as an

immanent

intelligence directing social change rather than
as a social agency. The jurists, especially those

with a Kantian point of view, have

made

this

type of distinction most explicit. Thus Kelsen
rejects altogether a sociological theory of the
state; availing himself of a radical distinction of
sein

and

sollen

legal order or

distinction

he

identifies the state

system of legal norms

would

lie

with the

itself.

The

therefore in the difference

between a causal system of human beings as
biological and psychological entities and a system of obligations or norms of conduct.
the state included from the be\ Although
ginning the implication of a people as well as of a
it carried no precise indication of the

sovereign,
relation

between the two. The modern analogue

Staszic
of people, the nation, is often used almost interchangeably with state,\ although the frequent
existence of minorities with differing cultural
nationality under the same government and the
failure of a political unit to include all its nationals

have prevented the terms from becoming
Where the terms are distinguished,

identical.

nation refers to a unity of culture: a feeling of
loyalty for a common land; common language

and

literature; identity of history

heroes; and

of

all

common

perhaps

is

religion.

and common

Most

an aspiration to

distinctive

political self-

determination. State, on the other hand, refers
to a unity of legal and political authority^ Although state and nation have not become identical,

unity

the belief has
is

grown

steadily that national

the proper basis for political authority

and that the national aspiration for self-determination creates the presumption of its own
justice. National states may therefore be called
the distinctively modern type, at least on the
side of political ideals. It is impossible, however, to generalize about the incidence of nationalism on the actual structure of states. In its
earlier history nationalism tended to aid parliamentary liberalism, at present it is more likely to

be

definitely illiberal
fact that the word state usually emphasi/es political organization makes it especially

The

difficult to draw a clear line between state and
government. In the era of royal absolutism the

was not important, since the sovereignty of the state was embodied in the person of
the monarch, while the land and the people
distinction

figured as his patrimony.

The

distinction

is

of

fundamental importance, however, for a juristic
theory of the state. Indeed a series of German
theorists from Seydel to Jellinek broke down the
the

patrimonial conception largely by setting up
a legal relation or a
state as a juristic entity
corporation defined precisely by the possession
of underived, although possibly non-sovereign
authority. The monarch and his government are
therefore merely organs of the state. In the most
consistent form of juristic theory Kelsen has

State
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is,

for the purposes of practical

administration, the government."
Because of the uncertain meaning of the term
1

is
unprofitable to attempt a classification at
large of types of state; and because political
institutions follow no generally fixed order of
it

development, it is misleading to speak of the
evolution of the state. If, however, the inquiry

be limited to the culture area of western Europe
and if choice be made in the light of what has
been most important for political theory, several
types of state which may be said to have characterized various periods

Of these the first

may be

distinguished.*

the city-state of antiquity,
within which began political theory, more or less
as it has since been understood by Europeans.
is

The special features of this type of state were
closely connected with its small size and the
consequent intimacy of its political life. This
intimacy, on the one hand, resulted in a particularism too restricted for effective government at home and too belligerent to insure peace

over the whole range of Greek commercial and
On the other hand, it pro-

social relationships.

duced the conception of free citizenship and
government founded on cooperation rather
than force The Greek theory of citizenship was
ethical and educational rather than legal, since
to Greek thinkers the state appeared as the arena
in which alone a highly cuilized life was possible But the very richness of the ideal tended
to restrict it to a small and selected class.
free

The

inclusion of the city-state first in the
later in the Roman Empire de-

Macedonian and

stroyed its political significance and produced a
sense of isolation which for the first time made

the individual as such an object of political
thought. In the absence of national or class
consciousness the correlate of the individual

was humanity at large. In the Roman Empire
citizenship became world wide, and the bond
between citizens was the law rather than the
highly cultural achievements of the city-state.

The
still

prevailingly legal cast which political ties
retain is a heritage of Roman thought. The

argued that even the juristic personality of the
state is a confusion, the invention of a fictitious

warrant of the magistrate's authority and of the
citizen's rights was law, and law was conceived

embody what is really only a property
From this point of view a theory of

both as cosmic in its applicability and as embodying justice and right. This ideal of relations

the state would be distinguished sharply both
from politics (social ethics or technology) and

within the universal state was perpetuated in the
face of the fact that the emperor's authority often

from sociology, the causal explanation of social
fact. For theorists who regard the state as an
association, on the other hand, its distinction
from government has less importance. Thus to

flowed from mere military power.
In the Middle Ages political institutions and

entity to

of law

itself.

thought about them were dominated largely by
feudal relationships. The combination of p-v
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authority with the control of land tended

to destroy

any clear distinction between public

and private relations. The
vassal was more analogous to a contractual one
than to that oi sovereign and subject. The effective units of power tended to be estates, or
classes having like social status and economic
interests. A mutual responsibility of rulers and
subjects and the right of the latter to assent to
legislation and taxation were normal conceptions
in such a society, and representation became the
usual institution by which these conceptions
relation of lord and

sought reali2ation.

The modern period of European

political his-

a
cory has been characterized most obviously by
closer centralization of political and legal
authority, correlated with

an increasing range of

commercial operations, the

loss of local inde-

pendence and the disappearance of guilds and
ecclesiastical corporations. Such centralization
was fostered by the need to offset divisions between hostile religious sects and by a growing
sense of national unity, which provided a secular
basis for political power.

To this type of state the

tion
ers or

whether in the interests of owners, workconsumers of commercial, financial and

industrial relationships and, on the other, the
evident inaptness of legislatures as now constituted for dealing effectively with the problems
thus presented. The question, appears to be

whether adequate agencies for such regulation
can be created while a general function of coordinating and supervising is left to elective legislatures, or whether a still further centralization
of authority is required, involving the disappearance or drastic curtailment of representative
government as now understood.
The second alternative, given effect in the
fascist governments of Italy and Germany, has

produced what is called the totalitarian conthe state is
ception of the state, the doctrine that
not only sovereign in a legal sense but has also
the function of regulating every department of
social life
education, religion and art as well as

and labor and the whole national
economy. Communist government in Russia is
capital

not very different in

although

it is

its

conception of the

by profession a dictatorship

state,

in the

conception of sovereignty the reduction of the
and subpolitical tie to the relation of sovereign
a
ject and the delegation of authority from single
source was peculiarly appropriate. In its earlier

interest of the working class, while fascism
seems to be in substance, although not avowedly,
a capitalist dictatorship. Both systems involve
the abolition of opposition parties and the sub-

of this
stages the king was the chief beneficiary
increase of power, but in England it proved to

elimination of parliamentary instituhowever, profess to retain the prinother agencies,
ciple of representation through
it
chiefly confederations of producers, although

be compatible with the evolution of Parliament
from an assembly of estates into a national legislature, which became the prototype of the
sovereign lawmaking body elected by territorial
constituencies and by virtually universal suf-

With innumerable local variations this
became the typical form of organization in the

frage.

national democratic or liberal state.

Down to the present time it cannot be said
that this type of state has been superseded, although it seems not improbable that some new

A

unitary state is
type is in process of formation.
obviously unsuited to a far flung imperial organization and in consequence the British Com-

monwealth of Nations, although keeping the
form of parliamentary sovereignty, has reduced
it

to a legal fiction. Either a closer system of inmake national inde-

ternational relations will

pendence more fictitious than it is or social and
economic relations will have to be curtailed to
the theory of independence. On the whole,
however, developments within modern states
seem to provide the strongest forces making for
changes of type. There is, on the one hand, the
fit

unavoidable necessity of governmental regula-

stantial

tions. Both,

seems doubtful how

far this is an important part
of the systems. It is impossible to tell whether
these experiments indicate the emergence of a
new type of state. In the case of Russia it is
that communism is dependent on con-

possible
ditions peculiar to that country, the absence of
it improbable that other states will

which makes

cases of Italy
develop along similar lines. In the
it is difficult to say whether
fascism is a new type or represents a reversion in

and Germany

modern

disguise to the old type, dictatorship.
state
passes for a theory of the fascist
seems in part psychological compensation for
social distress and in part an ad hoc mixture of

What

nationalism, Hegelianism

and Machiavellianism.

The crux of any general theory of the state has
always lain in the relations to be assigned to fact
value. Ultimately there seems to be no way
to establish any value except to postulate it and
no way to bring value into a series of inferences

and

except to derive
litical

it

from another value. Yet po-

phenomena are

a tissue of valuations in

the light of facts or of facts which consist largely

State
An

of valuations.

two leads
thinking,

uncritical combination of the

to scandalous examples of wishful
and a radical distinction produces

clarity at the cost of formalism. Effective political philosophies have usually been those
which have clarified values obscurely postulated
in popular thought or which have aided in ad-

justing valuation to

new

conditions of

fact.

The traditional philosophy of the state addressed itself largely to an ethical justification of
the coercion which all states practise either
toward their subjects or toward other bodies.
Although the older theories of contract and
divine right have long been outmoded, the essential distinction between them has persisted.
This distinction is to be found in the kind of
intrinsic value postulated. If it be assumed to lie
in some form of individual life, whether happiness or personality, coercion must justify itself
in terms of welfare; if it be assumed to lie in
some form of social life, freedom must be defended as contributing to social well being. The
difficulty of being faithful to either point of view

some thinkers to bridge them with a
theory of corporate personality and a refusal to
distinguish sharply between the liberty of indihas led

legislation as the distinctive function of the state
have usually viewed law as a norm and the state

as a personality, real or fictitious, corporate or
otherwise, from which law emanated. In this
type of theory it seems to be possible to say indifferently that law presumes a state and that the
state

presumes law; Vmogradoff asserted that it
one from the other The most
advanced position and formally the clearest
seems to be Kelsen's, that the origin of law in
this sense is a fictitious and meaningless prob-

was

idle to derive

lem.

Even theorists interested chiefly in the validity
of public authority have not as a rule distinguished such questions very sharply from factual
and causal considerations. From the time of
Machiavelli there have been scholars interested

and legal
relations; the prototype of all such studies is
Aristotle's Politics (books iv-vi). Treatises of

chiefly in the mechanics of political

have received enlarged importance

this kind

into social and popsychology, cultural anthropology and the
effects on institutions and ethical valuation itself

from modern investigations

litical

of physical conditions and economic arrangements. While such studies are perhaps rarely

viduals and that of groups. Following Gierke,
Maitland together with the political plurahsts
has made this theory an argument for the limited
authority of the state, which would be only a
species of the genus corporation. Maitland does
not seem to have convinced jurists of the juristic

undertaken without some oblique reference to
valuation, their weight is on the side of description and causal explanation Probably their most
obvious effect has been to show the enormous
variety that obtains in all branches of civiliza-

importance of this theory. Gray has argued that,
so far as positive law is concerned, it makes no
difference whether corporations have a real or a

among

fictitious will

and that jurisprudence

well served

the state is defined as an artificial

if

is

equally

presumed to give unity to the organ of
government. Vmogradoff has urged that on any
entity

grounds the comparison of the
poration

is

state to a cor-

analogical.

A juristic theory of the state is a special case
of the type of theory conceived in terms of value;
it need have no reference to ethical valuation and
may be wholly

positivist so far as the reality of

corporate will is concerned, but legal competence itself is evidently a value, having no necessary relation to actual power. The relation of the
state to law assumed in such theories has been

various and not very clear. Theories with a political bent, even
though they admit a unique relation between the state

and law, have commonly

admitted functions to the

state,

such as policy

making and administration, which are not
strictly

juristic.

Theories that have regarded

organizations and institutions
the rest, and to indicate the need for
caution in the extension of generalizations from
tion,

political

one culture area to another. Even within a
limited area wide discrepancies have been revealed between the categories commonly used
for analytic purposes and those required for historical explanation.

In the

political discussion of the recent past

an especially important instance of these theories
of social change has been the type which attributes

them

largely or wholly to the struggles of

economic classes. This theory is associated with
Marxian socialism, although it is not confined to
socialists. Indeed the importance of this factor
in politics is now generally admitted, although
the weight attributed to it vanes. From this
point of view the state is an agency of the class in
power whereby it protects its interests and exploits

other classes

in

modern times

it

is

which exploits labor. It is a corollary of
an extreme form of this theory that the state
would disappear from a classless society, a bit
of utopianism still cherished bv some socialists
capital
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of social classes, however, is a highly
complicated problem and a two-class explanation is obviously an oversimplification. Moreover the propaganda value of the class struggle is

modified or destroyed

when complicated with

nationalism.

The

class struggle

have given

practical implications of the
rise to many differences

socialists. The question was canvassed in
phases in the controversy between orthodox Marxists and revisionists, and since the rise
of communism in Russia the dictatorship of the

among

all its

proletariat

and other revolutionary aspects of
a renewed emphasis. The

Marxism have had

class struggle has figured equally as an explanation of social change and as the rallying cry of a
From the standpoint of method the dis-

party.
tinctive feature of

Marxism

is

the claim that

an intellectual device for uniting
these apparently independent purposes. In this
dialectic affords

association of causal explanation with valuation
Marxism retains at least one fundamental identity

with the Hegelianism from which

it

origi-

nated.
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STATE BANKS, UNITED STATES.

State

(1934) 210-32.

banks are banking institutions operating under
a charter issued by the state government as distinguished from national banks chartered by the
federal government On June 30, 1932, there
were in the United States 6150 national banks
and 13,013 state banking institutions The latter
group included commercial banks, trust companies, savings institutions and a small number
of private banks. Their total resources were

$34,877,420,000 as contrasted with $22,367,711,000 for the national banks. Capital, surplus
and net undivided profits amounted to $4,961,-

603,000 and total deposits to $27,929,356,000
compared with $3,130,929,000 capital, surplus and net undivided profits and $17,460,-

as

913,000

While

total deposits for

state

the national banks.

bank deposits were more subject to

time restrictions than those of the national
banks, their combined

demand

deposits actually
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exceeded those of the national banks by almost
$1,000,000,000. Contrary to the general impression the state banks are not merely small institutions. In many cities the most influential
banks will be found under state control. Geo-
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ern states, 8275 of the 13,013 banks being in
these sections.

The sharp

functional differentia-

which for a long time existed between state
and national banks is passing away. Restrictions
tion

imposed upon the

latter

with respect to real

estate loans, savings deposits and fiduciary functions gave the state systems opportunity for

State
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United States
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the present time national and
state institutions carry on to a large degree the
same kinds of business.
The dual structure of banking in the United

ana, Ohio, Virginia and Missouri, pointed the
way to a solution of the banking problem much
superior to the unit bank idea which developed

result of political and historical
factors. Until the Civil War, with the exception

The greatest defect of the state banking system, however, was that it failed to provide the
country with a currency of uniform value; it
was in part to remedy this defect that the Na-

growth; but

States has

at

been a

of the First and the Second Bank of the United
States, all banking was under state control.
During this period there was much bungling
and inefficiency but also a great deal of useful
experimentation. Smaller units and somewhat
more personal control have made it possible to
try out projects not feasible on a national scale.

Much of present day fundamental banking theory and practise was hammered out in the state
banking systems prior to the Civil War; since
that time bank deposit guaranties, agricultural
relations and many kinds of unofficial adjust-

ments of struggling banks have been sponsored
by the states.
In New England under the leadership of the
Suffolk Bank there was worked out an effective
plan for testing banknotes by frequent clearNew York the Safety Fund of 1829
tried out the plan of protecting creditors by a

during and after the Civil War.

tional

Bank Act was passed

m 1863. The impo-

sition of the 10 percent tax on state banknote
circulation seemed to be a death blow to the

The check book was not largely
one had conceived the possibility
of satisfactory commercial banking without the
note issue privilege. The immediate result was
the concentration of banking under federal
power, the state banks being either liquidated
or converted into national banks. This process,
although it provided a uniform banknote circulation, did not in other ways drive toward
centralization, for the branch systems were destroyed and the new unit national banks were
not subjected to such control as would abate
state systems.
in use, and no

ance. In

substantially their independent action. Until the
early iSSo's state banking continued to be of

guaranty fund, and in 1838 there was initiated
a system of charters under general law together
with protection of note issues by deposit of

nunoi mportance. Gradually, however, it came
to be recognized that note circulation was not a

bonds, a plan which was later to acquire country
wide scope in the National Bank Act. The
Louisiana law provided fixed reserve require-

states

necessary part of every profitable bank, and the
began to make more and more liberal

beyond

provision for state chartered institutions. In
general the codes were modeled after the National Bank Act with note issue provisions

anything practised before or perhaps since. In
Indiana the state bank developed a plan of cen-

omitted, and often with decidedly less control
of original incorporation and subsequent opera-

ments and a type of supervision

tral

control

rigid

which was subsequently

to

become

the nucleus of the Federal Reserve regional
organization. In Missouri a state

bank demon-

strated the possibility of conservative banking
under a joint system of public and private ownership. And later in that state there grew up a
branch banking system under private ownership

which, except for the accident of the Civil War,
might have given the country a great lesson in
banking efficiency. In Mississippi, Kentucky

and other

were unforgettable examples of how banking ought not to be conducted.
In

all this

states there

pre-Civil

War

experimentation there

was much variation but a considerable tendency
to build state central banks on the model of the
Second Bank of the United States. In general
these were branch systems, often with a state
wide monopoly of circulation. Some were owned
states; others represented both
public and private capital. The practises of the
best of these state banks, such as those of Indi-

wholly by the

The

tion.

unit

bank idea became dominant, and

in an effort to give facilities to the whole population units became too small for safety or effi-

Not a little of the growth of the state
systems is to be ascribed to an effort to evade
even that modicum of capital investment and
public supervision demanded by the national
ciency.

law.

ently

was

With every legislature working independon the banking problem lack of uniformity

inevitable; but with continued

copying of

the banking codes from state to state and through
the example of the better state systems and the
national banks substantial progress was made
before the passage of the Federal Reserve Act,
and not a few states had arrived at a standard of

banking efficiency comparable to that of the
national banks. Since 1913 the Federal Reserve
System has been able to bnng considerable
pressure for higher standards for both state and
national banks. Unlike the National Bank Act,
the Federal Reserve legislation was not intended
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to destroy the state systems Its facilities have
been offered freely to such state institutions as

Can meet membership requirements comparable
with those imposed on the national banks. It was

hoped

that in this

way some semblance of uni-

formity might be brought into the banking system; but up to the present time, partly because
of failure to meet requirements and for other
reasons, the state banks have tended to remain
aloof from the Federal Reserve System. At the

end of 1931 there were only 878 state bank
a substantial number, about 3200,
were even refusing to use the check collection

members and

facilities

of the system.

The state systems as they exist today are
based fundamentally on the principle of free
banking. In general any responsible group meeting the requirements of the law may organize a
bank. Charters are granted under general laws,
often but not always subject to the discretion
of the supervisory authority. Notwithstanding
the increasing caution in the organization of new
banks,

it

seems

offered charters

fair to

say that the states have
freely than has the

much more

national government. As to the capitalization
requirements, there has been a marked tendto place the minimum low enough to make
possible the existence of a bank at the smallest
crossroads trading point. In larger towns more
capital is required. Usually there will be found

ency

definite regulations providing for the withholding of dividends until a certain surplus fund has
been created, and also in case their payment
should impair the existing capital. In many

cases, but not in
the stock. State

all, double liability attaches to
commercial banks receive deposits subject to check and on time payment
agreements. In some states, particularly in the
east, savings accounts are in large measure carried in special savings institutions; but in other
sections this business is done by commercial
banks and trust companies. The states have

engaged largely in plans for deposit protection.
Beginning with Oklahoma in 1907 deposit guaranty schemes were set up by Washington, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Texas
and Mississippi. These ambitious efforts have
without exception ended in disaster, leaving behind millions in unsettled debts. Definite re-

narily less rigid than those of the National

Bank

Act, especially in respect to real estate loans.
Public supervision varies considerably in effectiveness from state to state, but with a few notable
exceptions it has not yet reached national bank
standards. Generally examinations are greatly
hampered by lack of funds, and in far too many
cases political influence still affects the selection
of examiners. In certain states, particularly California and Michigan, the unit bank is rapidly

giving way to branch banking.
In other states where laws have been unfavorable to branch development there has been
a large growth of group and chain organization.
While many states are still officially committed
to the maintenance of unit banks, branch, group
and chain banking have found better opportunities under state than under national law. Group
and chain banks, however, may cut across state
and national systems, and therein lies an added

opportunity for confusion in public supervision.
When the Federal Reserve Act was passed, it
was found that laws of most states usually required amendment before their banks could jom
the system. These changes were obtained without much difficulty, although some banking

departments offered

from the

little

cooperation. Aside

larger institutions few state banks have

cared to join.

Many cannot meet minimum capi-

requirements, others object to various restrictions; while still others see no advantage
which cannot readily be secured from corretal

spondent banks.
The state banks have had a less favorable
solvency record than the national banks. From
1921 to 1932 inclusive 10,484 state banks with
deposits amounting to $3,738,624,000 and 1571
national banks having deposits of $1,143,857,ooo were reported by the United States comp-

the currency as having failed. In any
attempt to account for the larger proportion of
failures among state banks, however, it should
be remembered that small unit size, less chance
troller of

and concentration of location
and in recent
years overwhelming hazard have been more
for diversification

in agricultural sections with special

characteristic of state than of national banks.

The

future of state banking

There has been

insistent

is

demand

uncertain.

for

concen-

serve requirements are generally imposed on
state banks, and these on paper are often in

tration of all banks within the Federal Reserve

excess of the

mands will

requirements set for national
banks. In many instances, however, the definition of what constitutes reserve is quite liberal.
Restrictions

on loans and investments are ordi-

System and under federal charter. Such dedoubtless be strongly resisted by the
states and will be slow of realization. In the
opinion of some writers it is small scale unit
banking rather than dual state and national con-

State Banks,

U.

S.

State Government,

which has been a major cause of trouble.
The state banking systems have played an important part in the economic development of
the country, and it is not unlikely that they will
continue to do so. While perhaps few competent
bankers would advocate dual banking as a matter
of abstract theory, it must not be forgotten that
trol

the system as

stands represents a historical

it

development and that it is often more effective
economics to improve and utilize what exists
than to destroy and build anew.
J.

RAY CABLE

See NATIONAL BANKS, UNITED STATES, FTDERAL
RESERVL SYSTEM; BANKING, COMMERCIAL; BRANCH
BANKING, SAVINGS BANKS, TRUST COMPANIES, BANK
DEPOSITS, GUARANTY OF; BANK RFSFRVES, BANKNOTES;
BANKS, WILDCAT, AGRICULTURAL CREDIT
.
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tributive clause of the federal constitution

not wholly clear.

One

was

opinion was that the

people referred to were the peoples of the several states. In 1861 this opinion was explicitly
incorporated in the Constitution of the Confederate States of America. Another

the

was

word meant the people of the United

The logic of events dictated
ance of the

latter opinion,

that

States.

the ultimate accept-

which signalized the

triumph of the national point of view. As a result the state governments have come to be
regarded primarily as instruments of
ernment.

local

gov-

The powers of the states appear to be of great
importance from either point of view In the
first place, they have the powers appropriate
for the organs of vigorous bodies politic These
include: the power to make and alter institutions of government within the state, subject to
the condition that they be republican in form;
the power to regulate the suffrage in federal as
well as state elections provided, since the adoption of the Fifteenth and Nineteenth amend-

,

System (New York 1929), Cable, John Ray, The Bank
oj the State of Missouri, Columbia Um\ersity, Studies
in History, Economics and Public Law, no 232 (New
York 1923), Downe, G W, The Development of
Banking in Illinois, University of Illinois, Studies in
the Social Sciences, vol n, no. 4 (Urbana 1913),
Preston, H H
Htvtory of Banking in larva (lens a
City 1922^, Starnes, G T
Si\tv Years of Branch
in
Banking
Virginia (New York 1931) See also the
Annual Reports of the United States Comptroller of
the Currency, published since 1863, of the Federal
Reserve Board, published since 1914, and of the
,

,

various state banking departments.

STATE GOVERNMENT, UNITED STATES

ments
citizen

1870 and 1920 respectively, that no
be denied the right to vote on account

in

of race, color, previous condition of servitude
or sex; the power to levy and collect taxes,

except upon interstate and foreign commerce
and upon instruments of the federal government; the power to make and enforce police
kinds, provided, since the
Fourteenth Amendment in
1868, that no person be deprived of life, liberty
or property without due process of law or be
denied the equal protection of the laws; the

regulations of

all

adoption of the

view of the government of the union they are

to promote the general welfare by fostering religion and education and supplying public
services of every kind except the few, notably
the postal service, which are entrusted to the

instruments of local government From that of
the peoples of the several states they are organs
of separate bodies politic and instruments of

the whole subject of private law, including the
regulation of the vital institutions of modern

The governments
role in the

of the states play a double
United States. From the point of

central government.

aspect

In the beginning this

was dominant.

It

was

latter

reflected in the

description of the states in early state constituas "free, sovereign, and independent"

tions

was confirmed in the distribution of powers between the states and the
union under the constitution of 1787. Some
carefully limited powers were delegated to the
federal government and a few others were excommonwealths.

It

pressly denied to the states. All the remaining
governmental powers were reserved to the states
respectively or to the people. However, the
identity of the people mentioned in the dis-

power

federal government;

and the power

to deal

with

and the system of private
property In addition the state governments may
exercise further powers as agents of the union
civilization, the family

through the adoption of suitable measures by
the federal government. There is nothing in the
federal constitution to prevent the utilization of
the state administrative machinery for national
purposes, as was attempted in the case of the
first federal Fugitive Slave Law; and there seems
to have been in the early years of United States
history a widespread expectation that the federal

government would use the
in this way.

officers of the state
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Circumstances have prevented the state governments from maintaining an importance cor-

the practise of giving a broad interpretation to
those provisions of the federal constitution
which regulate the distribution of power be-

responding to the extent of their powers As
agents of the union they failed to give satisfaction because they proved incapable of adminis-

tween the federal and the state governments.
Actual amendment of the federal constitution so

tering national measures in a national spirit.
federal government has consequently been

as to restrict the powers of the states has been
surprisingly infrequent. Apart from the recon-

obliged to develop its own administrative agencies. As instruments of central government in
the states they have been disappointing, because

the Civil War, formal

The

the tasks confronting them have tended to outgrow the boundaries of the states and to overtax

At first the subject matter of
government within the states was chiefly local
business. The original state governments were
comparatively inactive and inexpensive. At prestheir resources.

ent the improvement of the

means of communi-

cation, the rise of large scale capitalistic industry

dependent upon a nation wide market, the
development of interstate commerce, the growth
of a national literature and a national self-concontribute in giving the public
sciousness,
affairs of the states a national character. In addiall

tion the state boundaries unfortunately have
been determined by the accidents of history and

the convenience of public surveyors rather than
by the needs of the people. The financial re-

sources of the states, although they have grown
with the increase of population and of wealth,
have not kept pace with the cost of state govern-

ment. The practical capacity of the states to
meet their responsibilities is consequently unequal to their powers. The state governments
should be much more active and expensive than
they have been or are likely to be.

The

position of the states in the federal sysgreatly altered in response to
changing circumstances. In recent years the

tem has been

federal government has taken over a portion of
the burden of the state governments by means
of grants out of the national treasury in aid of

These federal grants-in-aid (q v.)
have been most generous in connection with the
improvement of public roads and recently with
the relief of the victims of economic depression.
But the federal government has not shared the
state activities.

burdens of the

state

governments without also

encroaching upon their powers. More important
have been the inroads upon the powers of the
state governments through the growth of the

custom of looking to Washington for the solution of problems which the states have found
too difficult. The fostering of agriculture and of
urban industry affords numerous illustrations
of this tendency, which has been confirmed by

struction

amendments adopted at the close of
amendment has been of

m

much less consequence
the development of
the federal system than the informal changes
resulting from the organization of national political

parties

and the domination of American

by the presiBut the reconstruction amendments, especially the due process clause of the
Fourteenth, have profoundly altered the position
of the state governments in the American conpolitics, state as well as national,

dential elections.

stitutional system.

The constitutional history of the states is
closely connected with that of the United States.

The original

principles of American government
were derived from three sources, the political
philosophy of the English Whigs, the law and
custom of the English constitution and the practical experience of the American people under

the colonial governments

I

eral belief in natural rights

lence arose the genand written consti-

tutions, the separation of powers, trial

by jury,

representative government and frequent elecBut there was little uniformity in the

tions.

actual forms of government in the original states.
Most of the original state constitutions pro-

vided no effective checks upon the authority of
the legislative branch of the state governments,
and the boasted balance of the constitutional
systems was very imperfect. In all the states,
despite the clamor about the rights of man, the
owners of property, especially of land, possessed
special privileges in connection with elections

and the holding of public office. The dominant
political ideas were worked out most logically
in the original constitutions of New York (1777)
and Massachusetts (1780), which in turn greatly
influenced the framers of the federal constitu-

The latter established a standard
form, which was faithfully copied by the framers
of state constitutions; and at present, despite the
increasing diversity in the circumstances of the
tion (1787).

states,

there

is

an impressive uniformity

in the

structure of their governments. There is much
more variation in the distribution of powers

the departments of state government.
In general the constitutional history of the
states, like that of the United States, has been

among

State Government, United States
characterized by the strengthening of the executive and judicial branches at the expense of the
legislative,

and of popular control over them

In most of the

all.

state

governments, however,
these developments have gone much further
than in the federal government.
At present all the forty-eight states possess
governments with bicameral legislatures and

independent executives, and most of them also
have an independent judiciary. The state senates
differ from the more popular legislative chambers chiefly in the smaller number of their members. Members of the lower chambers are usually

utive departments, the peculiar distribution of
powers among them and the large number of

public officers to be elected by the people create
more organization than is provided
by the written constitutions. This need is ina need for

creased by the decentralization of state administration and the independence of state administrative officers.

legislators for terms of two or four years; and
in most states judges also are elected by the

elections in a

The state governors generally
much more drastic veto power than

requirements.
possess a

that of the president

and

also wider

powers over

response

is

a system of

m

are enrolled

suffrage exists in about half of the states; in the
others there are literacy, property or poll tax

The

elaborately organized political parties and the
infusion of the spirit of partisanship into the
entire political structure. The voters themselves

two years; senators, for two
or four years. Governors and various other executive officers are elected at the same time as

are almost universally held on the same days
as the federal elections. Unconditional universal

parties.

The rigid separations of the legislative and exec-

elected for terms of

voters, although for longer terms. State elections
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pendent upon the operations of political

the parties under the authority
of law, and the whole electoral system, federal,
state and local (with the exception of municipal

growing number of cities), is
dominated by partisan interests. The superior
importance of federal, especially presidential,
elections compels the subordination of state to
federal issues and exaggerates the inevitable
distinction between party government and pop-

government in the states. Party management becomes an essential element in the process
of government and the recruiting of party workers and the financing of party activities become
ular

the appropriation of public money. In most
states the state judiciary has a more extensive
power than that of the Supreme Court of the

a kind of public enterprise. All the states have
gradually assumed a greater responsibility for

United States to declare the acts of the coordi-

experimented with the regulation of party organization and party finance. But the profession of

nate departments of government unconstitutional. This results from the greater development of constitutional limitations upon legislative

power

in the state constitutions, limitations

both of a substantive and of a procedural nature.
The powers of the electorate are also more
numerous and effective in the state governments.
In nearly all the states constitutional amendments may not be adopted without the approval
of the voters, and in about a third of them such
amendments may be initiated directly by the
voters and ratified by them without the intervention of their representatives. In a larger
number the voters may initiate ordinary legislative measures and adopt them without legislative approval or may require that such measures which have received legislative approval be
referred to them for final action. In a few states
the voters may call constitutional conventions
without any action by the ordinary legislatures,
and the whole process of constitutional amendment and revision is brought within the range of
popular control.
The working of the state governments, like
that of the federal government, is greatly de-

the conduct of elections and most of

them have

continues largely to escape
public control and the power of extraconstitutional political machines remains a striking feapolitics in the states

ture of state government.
The product of government in the states

very unequal.

The

personnel in some

is

is

much

superior to that in others and compares not
unfavorably with the staff of the federal govern-

ment, but in most states it is manifestly inferior
to that of the federal government. Some states
have shown initiative and enterprise in the
making of laws and the administration of public
affairs.

Others have lagged

far

behind. In gen-

eral the federal government has displayed greater

m

resourcefulness and competence
dealing with
the urgent problems of a changing world. Yet
the states have demonstrated their usefulness as
laboratories for experimenting with novel meas-

ures of social and industrial policy.

Many

are

handicapped by their limitations as political
and administrative areas. All are burdened with
an ancient system of local government in coun-

and townships, ill suited to the requirements
of a high powered machine age. The growing

ties
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centralization of local administration in the state

principle, within the limits of social necessity.

governments, however, should bring them new
opportunities of public service and tend to offset
in some measure the loss of power and prestige
which results from the steady encroachment of

Yet who was to draw the line? Who was to judge
whether the line had been drawn properly? Here
indigenous history and tradition determined the
answer. In one country suspicion of the executive, in others suspicion of the legislature and in
France suspicion of the courts produced varying

the federal government
of action.

upon

their original field
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STATE LIABILITY. The responsibility of the
individual in contract

and

tort is

almost an

axiom of mature

legal systems. State liability,
still constitutes a distinct problem. As

institutions designed to achieve control over the
governmental machine. Germany by statute and
France by the practise of its Council of State
have admitted governmental liability to the injured individual to a far greater degree than has
England or the United States. Within the past
few years, however, the last two countries have

witnessed legislative movements designed to
the government suable for the torts of its

make

and employees, as they had already been
suable in contract. But while on the continent
governmental tort liability is regarded as a beofficers

lated recognition of a self-evident obligation,
for the Anglo-American mind it constitutes

something of a

legal revolution.

On

the continent jurists began with liberal
premises Steeped in juristic conceptions of corporateness, they construed legislative silence as
the equivalent of consent to suit. Perhaps this
continental development owed much to Roman
advance over
political theory. Its most important

Greek thought lay in its conception of positive law, of legislation, of an abstract state as
distinguished from society in general, the idea of

and possibly
legal personality or corporateness
the idea of sovereignty. The state and the individual were distinct and their respective obligations and claims were the subject of legal regula-

however,
long as the state's sphere of activity was very
limited, the problem was not pressing. But with

tion,

the rise of the industrial era and the consequent

speculation.

necessity for expert regulation which a congress
or a parliament could not supply and with the

and

growth of governmental control and supervision
of enterprise, there has come into existence a

stituted the principal ratson d'etre ot the state
an idea at the basis of public law and of modern

sphere of governmental activity

known

as ad-

ministration, which embraces all three of the
traditional aspects of governmental powers
legislative, executive and judicial.

As administra-

tion has expanded to extraordinary proportions,
the need for the protection of the individual
against

it

has become intensified.

Starting

from varying

historical foundations

and premises the German, French, English and
American systems developed in the beginning
of the nineteenth century different forms of conover those who wielded governmental

trol

powers. Encroachments upon individual liberty
were in all these systems designed to be kept, in

practical

administration and theoretical
state was deemed necessary to

The

law and to social existence; but the individual
his protection, even against the group, con-

democracy.

There were

also moral props of irresponsi-

royal prerogative, divine right, sovereign
but with their weakening there
infallibility
bility

into being in the eighteenth century two
important political factors, the constitutional

came

recognition of certain rights of the individual

and the broadening activity of the state. To be
sure, political and limited judicial guaranties had
long been known in England; but up to the
present time it has been assumed in England and
the United States that in the mam pecuniary
protection against invasion of private rights on
the part of

officials

was secured adequately by

State Government, United States
conferment of a right of action under limited
circumstances against the officer.
On the continent and indeed in most of the
British dominions the obligation to assume liability in tort has long

been recognized. The

concern of the statesman in these countries has
been with the scope and extent of the obligation
the state should assume; the concern of the jurist
has been with the legal explanation. It has been
conceded universally that for highly important
governmental acts, such as legislation, judicial
decisions and exceptional executive determinations, state responsibility for error or injury cannot be assumed. Even within these fields the
continental courts have sought to discover an
administrative act within the broader state function and, apart from legislation, have thus made

State Liability
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government or group

as the principal, rules of
private law readily supplied a theory of governmental responsibility for wrongful ?cts of the

either implied negligence in selection or
supervision or the principal's guaranty of the
good conduct of his agent or the rule which imposes automatic vicarious responsibility based
officer

on

identification or representation.

The supposed inadequacy

of the prhate law
was suggested by those courts and
writers who had become impressed wth the
theories

intrinsic validity of the classical distinction be-

tween corporate and governmental
private law conceptions were
for corporate acts, they
sufficient for

acts.

deemed

While

sufficient

were considered

governmental

in-

acts. Responsibility

for the latter, indeed, usually

code whereby

depended upon
These vieus, based upon
public law explanations, were strengthened by
the decision of the French coart in the celebrated
Blanco case, in which it was held that responsibility could not be based on any general rule but
was to be explained by the equitable reconciliation of the interests of the state and of the individual. As the courts began to assess damages

a principal is liable for the acts of his agent.
But with the institution of eminent domain be-

shots by policemen and explosion of munitions,

inroads on the area of irresponsibility.
But there never has been complete agreement

on the

theories supporting state responsibility.
Continental jurists had been familiar with suits
against the state in "corporate" matters, and in

contract and property relations. In property relations unlawful acts of officers imposed liability,

under the rules of the

civil

fore them, requiring compensation for formal
lawful acts imposing disproportionate sacrifice
on the individual, questions began to be raised

and rigidity of the
between "corporate," or
non-sovereign, acts on the one hand, and socalled "governmental," or sovereign, acts on the
other; doubts were expressed as to the propriety
of the distinction between acts lawful and unlawful, commanded and uncommanded, contractual and tortious. If the individual sustained
an undue burden or loss at the hands of the
governmental machine, it seemed to many, including both individualists and socialists, that

by the jurists

as to the validity

classical distinctions

the community rather than the individual should

bear

Thus

express legislation

upon the

state for

many

injuries, ;,uch as stray

without proof that any officer was at fault, many
became convinced that the inelastic conceptions of the private law could not fit the now
jurisprudence. Possibly they did the private law
an injustice. At all events innumerable legai,
political and philosophical thcorns v.crc advanced from many quarters to explain or to
rationalize the new deAelopments. Thus there
were advanced the theories of social contract,
jurists

and quasi-contract, \\hicheithcr
have been abandoned or else have been absorbed
in the broader legal theories of "administrative
fault" or "fault of the service" and governmental
social insurance

"assumption of risk"
indiv idual officer's tort

theories in which the
becomes tenuous or fic-

state as subject to approximately the same legal
rules and judicial control in behalf of injured

is openly discaided with the greater
emphasis upon the operative fact of individual
injury inflicted by the governmental machine.
The cycle from eminent domain had now
been virtually completed; and while the older
tort theories still sustained most of the cases, the

individuals as applied to the activities of any
other corporation.
The courts and jurists of the early nineteenth

the effort to find broader political and philosophical foundations to support this modern

it.

it

happened, mainly in the

last

generation, that legislatures and jurists began to

break

down

and to

re-

activities of

the

traditional classifications

gard at least the administrative

century found an adequate explanation for this
conclusion in the customary rules of private law,
particularly in the theory of agency. By characterizing the officer as an agent and the state,

tional or

new developments

legal structure.

concentrated attention

Thus

upon

there were advanced the

doctrines of "equality of burdens" or equal protection of the laws, of "vested rights," of

"equity" and of "special sacrifice" regardless of
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of which were designed to demonstrate
that special sacrifices imposed upon or borne by
the individual in the pursuit of the common aim,
tort, all

the administration of the public service, should
be spread over the community as a whole in-

made

generally the
casein Anglo-American practise, solely upon the
injured individual.

stead of being

to rest, as

is

The reason

for this long continued and growing injustice in Anglo-American law is to be
found largely in a mediaeval English doctrine

that "the king can

do no wrong," which without

understanding was introduced with
the common law into the United States and has
survived mainly by reason of its antiquity. The
fact that the theory of absolutism which kept it
sufficient

England never prevailed in this country
and has since been discarded by most monarchical countries of Europe has nevertheless
failed to secure any effective legislative reconsideration of the propriety and justification of
alive in

the rule that the state

is

not legally liable for the

torts of its officers.

But whatever explanation, historical or unhistorical, may have justified the English crown
in asserting and obtaining immunity in tort, no
such monarchical aid could legitimately be invoked by American courts Indeed in the famous
case of Chisholm against Georgia (2 U.S. 419),
decided in 1793, the Supreme Court of the
United States held that the supposed grounds of
immunity of a state from suit were without application in this country and that a state could be
sued in the federal courts by a citizen of another

which created
consternation in the states, since they were
heavily in debt after the revolution and feared
that payment might be exacted judicially, the
state.

As

Eleventh

a result of this decision,

Amendment to the federal constitution

fair to

the victim of the injury, to the subordinate

officer

or employee and to the community. If the

underpaid, subordinate employee is alone responsible in law, the risk of accepting public em-

ployment is unduly burdensome upon all except
the financially irresponsible, and the detriment
to the public service is great. Small pay with
large risks induces a fear to enforce the law. It is
not a defense to the subordinate that he acted

under orders of a superior, even the highest
executive officer, if the order proves for any
reason to have been illegal. It is at the same time
obvious that the alleged remedy of the injured
citizen will in

most cases be altogether

The recognition of any

liability

illusory.

of the state in

Anglo-American jurisdictions has been very
The English system of subjecting the
crown to suit by petition of right (Petitions of
Right Act, 1860) has, however, been deemed a
slow.

proceeding not of grace but of right, although in
theory the fiat may be withheld at any time and
is indeed withheld in claims
arising out of tort.
Practise has, however, developed the rule of law
that the petition of right lies to obtain from the
crown restitution of lands or goods; or, if this

impossible, then money damages for wrongful
detention or damages for breach of contract, in-

is

cluding goods supplied to the crown or to the
public service. Curiously enough it was not until

1874 that it was definitely established that
damages could be recovered for breach of contract [Thomas v. The Queen, (1874) L.R. 10
Q.B. 31, 36], In England damages for torts were
recoverable against the wrongdoing officer,

who

generally at least could not plead in defense
either reasons of state or command of the crown,
or king. But even this limited protection to the
citizen has now been much qualified by the

growth of administrative justice with

its

immune

recogni-

was adopted, prohibiting suit against a state in
the federal courts by a citizen of another state.
With this setback to democratic notions of re-

tion of discretionary acts
review.

sponsible government there came a great revival
of political metaphysics, and the American

United

States, the conviction is deeply settled
that only by the most specific language will the

courts outdid those of England in emphasizing
the validity and immutability of the antiquated

legislature

maxims.

The

doctrine of irresponsibility is not only a

As for claims

to judicial

against state governments in the

be able to impose

liability in tort.

when the

California legislature made an
appropriation to pay compensation to an individual injured by a tort of its prison officials, the

Indeed

historical

anachronism, but under present rules
works gross injustice to all parties concerned and
evidences an inefficient public policy. The nonresponsibility of the employing state, accom-

statute

panied by the theoretical responsibility of the
mistaken or wrongdoing subordinate employee
the limit of the vaunted "rule of law" is un-

American

was held unconstitutional as a "gift" to
a private individual [Bourne. Hart, 93 Cal. 321,
28 Pac. 95 (1892)]. Special statutes, however,

have occasionally been construed to admit the
state's liability for torts of its agents or
officers. Constitutional provisions in four states

(Alabama, Arkansas,

Illinois,

West

Virginia)

State Liability
suits against the state, although this

prohibit any
does not prevent the legislature from appointing a hoard of claims to pass upon claims, with

recommendations to the

legislature.

On

the

other hand, in some twenty-one states suits
against the state are authorized constitutionally,
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whether the collector of garbage,
sweeper or the driver of an ash cart is

differed as to

the street

engaged in the sovereign governmental duty of
caring for the public health or in the modest
corporate function of caring for the streets and

but with possibly two exceptions these provisions are not self-executing and in only a few of

Why the cleaning or management of
the streets or the operation of public buildings
or public improvements or utilities is less gov-

the states has the necessary legislation been
passed. In most cases the determination of the

ernmental than the operation of schools, parks,
playgrounds, hospitals, city garbage dumps or

board of claims

vehicles or

is

recommendatory only,

re-

quiring a legislative appropriation, although this
is also necessary where the determination is

highways.

why

the extinguishing of

fires

management of schools and public

or the

vehicles

In the United States the reluctance to abandon
the discredited doctrine of state infallibility may

is less corporate than
supplying gas,
water and power is not easy for the layman to
understand Many courts have admitted that it
is vain to
attempt to resolve the problem and,

be due to the fact that it appears to be tempered
by other rules of law permitting suit against
corporate bodies created by the state for the con-

have justified their decisions solely on the rule of
stare decists in the particular jurisdiction.

final.

duct of state functions and, as has already been
observed, against state officers as well, although
the courts have long and unsuccessfully sought
to determine

when

a suit against an officer

is

a

suit against the state.

Not much more satisfactory
achieved

results

have been

m the attempt to decide when the gov-

generally

refusing to indulge in metaphysical distinctions,

Thus

the Anglo-American system

is

not im-

pervious to considerations of social justice in
imposing upon the community the risk and

burden of certain types of loss and injury falling
upon innocent individuals. This is evidenced
also by the statutes which impose upon cities or
counties liability without fault for losses susmob violence (see RIOT) The

ernmentally owned corporation is the alter ego
of the state and when it is not. While local subdivisions of the state, like counties, school districts and municipalities, are suable, this fact has

tained through

not served generally to make them legally responsible to an injured member ot the public.
On the contrary, counties and school districts,
having been held to be subdivisions of the state

recognize liability for errors of criminal justice.
The federal government has to a limited ex-

for

governmental purposes, share the

state's ir-

responsibility for torts, if not its immunity from
suit Cities, on the other hand, present to the

courts the problem of determining when the
function or activity in issue is governmental and

when corporate, on the familiar theory that
when acting in the former capacity the city is but
the agent of the state and hence immune from
the rule of respondeat superior, whereas in the
latter capacity responsibility for torts is admitted. But the duty of stating when the function
governmental and when corporate, a distinc-

is

which in theory has a certain justification
and is applied in Europe to all political groups
and not merely to cities, has resulted in the
United States in innumerable but metaphysical
distinctions and in anomalies without parallel.
There is a fair degree of unanimity that police
duty and fire fighting are governmental, and that
the supply of water, gas, electricity and transportation is corporate But learned courts have
tion

New York

Court of Appeals in 1933 conceded
from stray shots by
policemen, and three states, as will be shown,
liability for injury resulting

tent opened the door to suit against itself, beginning with contract cases, and since 1922 in
tort cases

up to $1000 Although the constitution

provides that private property shall not "be
taken for public use without just compensation,"
there was no judicial means of making the re-

quirement effective until 1855 and claimants
were compelled to adjure Congress to redress
their grievances. The defects of this system, both
for the claimant and for the members of Conof
gress, led to the establishment of the Court
Claims, with jurisdiction in claims founded
upon a "law of Congress, or upon any regulations of an executive department, or upon any
contract, express or implied." By the Tucker
Act of 1887 there were added "claims founded
upon the Constitution of the United States," a
clause which has been held to be meaningless,
and claims "for damages, liquidated or unliquidated, in cases not sounding in tort."
These junsdictional clauses have been con-

strued most

strictly against

the claimant.

owner of property taken by government

The

officers
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for public use

must prove that it was taken under

an express or implied promise to pay for it. Not
only will a promise to pay not easily be implied,
but the physical act of "taking" must interfere
so seriously with the private use that the injury

and deprivation are permanent and substantial
and not merely temporary or consequential and
therefore tortious, and there must also be an

Thus

denial or questioning of the
owner's right to the property except in patent
cases under statute, an exception created in 1910
intent to take.

by the government's assertion of an adverse
claim or denial of an intent to pay will defeat recovery, for the taking

is

then tortious.

Consequently the more flagrant and unjustigovernment's act, the less its liability
becomes. Moreover the circumstances must not
negative the owner's open or tacit acquiescence,
for otherwise the plaintiff will defeat that confiable the

sensual relation which

the implied contract.

mental enrichment

is

supposed to underlie

Mere evidence

is

of governinsufficient to raise the

implication of payment; a quasi-contractual obligation will not be recognized unless, as in tort
cases, it is covered by a special act of Congress
ad hoc conferring jurisdiction. There are many

other legal hurdles placed by judicial construction in the way of claimants. Unless a claimant
is

fortunate

all,

he

enough to be able to surmount them

is likely

to find his claim dismissed as

m

tort."
"sounding
In recent years the force of circumstances has
induced a growing disposition on the part of

Congress to authorize suit in tort against the
United States or to provide administrative machinery for the determination of legal responsibility under customary rules of law. Since 1900

World War, with the curious

exception of the telegraph system, and in establishing a Shipping Board for the operation of
merchant ships the government placed itself in
the position of a privzte operator with respect to
legal responsibility. On March 3, 1925, a com-

prehensive Suits in Admiralty Act was passed,
authorizing suits against the United States in the
federal district courts for

1922, conferring power on the head of each executive department and independent establish-

ment

to settle claims for

"damages

to or loss of

owned property" not over $1000,
"caused by the negligence of any officer or employee of the Government acting within the
scope of his employment," numerous acts had
been passed conferring on the heads of certain
privately

departments, mainly War,
a limited

power to

Navy and Post Office,
claims Some of the

settle tort

provisions of these acts, renewed in annual deficiency appropriations or otherwise, extend the

scope of the act of December 28, 1922, to perand dispense with proof of negli-

sonal injuries

gence.

Since 1925 there has been before Congress a
general bill to make the federal government
suable for the negligent or wrongful acts or
omissions of its officers and employees. The bill
has undergone numerous changes, mainly proHaving now received the almost unan-

cedural.

imous support of

all

the departments and the

seems likely soon to pass
and receive presidential approval. Its main provisions are an admission of liability for damage
to property, up to $50,000, and for personal injury or death, not exceeding $7500. In addition
comptroller general,

it

A

passed (see WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION) In taking over the railroads and certain collateral services during the

various executive departments to settle claims
for tort injuries arising in their departments.
Even prior to the general act of December 28,

which the government owns 5 1 percent
more of the voting shares and securities are
assimilated to the executive departments and in-

determination and judgment.
Liability Act has been

for

Employer's

mainly since the war, conferring a limited administrative jurisdiction on the heads of the

to negligence "defect or insufficiency" of "machinery, vehicle or appliance" is the source of
liability for personal injury or death. Corpora-

committee investigation, to compensate
injuries of various kinds or referring such claims
to the Court of Claims or United States District
Courts

March 9, 1920, relating to
owned merchant vessels.
has
also
passed a number of statutes,
Congress

scope of the act of
publicly

for tort

special statutes have been passed with increasing
frequency, either appropriating funds, after

federal

salvage services rendered to public vessels of the
United States; this extended materially the

damage caused by and

tions in

or

dependent establishments.
The procedure for settlement

is

administra-

the claimant accepts the settlement
offered, and judicial if he does not. The General
Accounting Office, headed by the comptroller
tive

if

general,

is

authorized to settle claims, in agree-

ment with the claimant and after receiving
evidence from the claimant and government
department and,

if

necessary, subpoenaing witunder $1000, the

nesses. If the settlement is

comptroller general can pay the claim out of the
appropriation of the department whose em-

State Liability
ployee

be

is at fault.

certified to

Settlements above $1000 must

Congress for special approval and

appropriation. If the claimant is dissatisfied, he
can file an original suit in the Court of Claims,

within one year of the unaccepted decision of the
comptroller general or, if decision is delayed,
within six months after filing the claim. Many
types of tort claims are, however, excepted from
the bill, including claims arising from loss or
miscarriage of mail matter; assessment or collection of taxes; losses of persons in military or

State Press
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the subject of state pecuniary liability has prevented the admission of the liability of either
state or judge, except in the states of California,

Wisconsin and North Dakota. Yet in England a
century ago Jeremy Bentham and Samuel
Romilly led a movement for legislative recognition of the state's obligation to indemnify the
victims of such errors in the administration of
justice. While no general bill has thus far been
passed, individual appropriations have been

made by Parliament

in

numerous

cases.

Amer-

naval service; merchant marine and navy acts for
which liability is provided by statutes of 1920

ican legislatures have done the same.
The American statutes are strictly limited.

and 1925;

The

acts of the Alien Property Custodian;
administration of the quarantine laws, flood control

and

river,

harbor and irrigation

activities;

and cargoes passing through
the Panama Canal; injuries by military or naval
relief
is otherwise provided; injury
forces where
injuries to vessels

to or death of a prisoner; negligence of physicians or employees of a government hospital,

dispensary or institution; injuries or death arising from assault and battery; false arrest or imprisonment, malicious prosecution, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, interference with
contract rights or any criminal act or the alleged
effect of an act of Congress or executive order.

Tort claims not enforceable under the act must
be directed, as of old, to Congress, where they

Committee on Claims. Contributory negligence, to which intoxication and
are referred to the

\\ilful

misconduct are assimilated,

is

a bar to

Lawyers' fees are limited.
The proposed English Crown Proceedings
Act, presented in 1927 by a committee appointed
by the lord high chancellor (Cmd. 2842), also involves revision and amendment of the law governing proceedings by and against the crown.
relief.

most striking features arc the proposed repeal
of the Petitions of Right Act, 1860, the liability
of the crown in tort and the provisions governing

California act of 1913 requires evidence
was not committed at all or if

that the crime

committed that it was not committed by the accused. North Dakota (1917) and Wisconsin
(1913) merely require that the claimant be "in"

nocent

California limits the compensation to

as a

maximum, regardless of the length of
the unjust imprisonment. North Dakota and
Wisconsin provide that the rate of compensation
$5000

be greater then $1500 a year; in North
Dakota there is a maximum administrative
award of $2000 and in Wisconsin of $5000, but
with provision in both states for recommendation by the compensation board to the legislature
of a greater amount if the board considers the
shall not

statutory limit inadequate in a particular case.
In all three states the procedure for compensa-

tion

is

by petition to an administrative board

with appeal, on questions of law
a court.

procedure Suits against the crown are under the

be assimilated so far as possible to suits
against subjects. Suits, whether in tort or in
contract, would no longer be dependent
his majesty's fiat that right be done.

upon

Most European governments have long recognized that when an innocent person has been erroneously convicted of crime, whether tortiously
or by mistake, the state owes the injured person
an indemnity. Several governments extend the
of wrongful arrest and detenIn the United States, as in England, the
principle that judicial errors are in the highest
degree governmental and hence cannot be made

fact, to

EDWIN M. BORCHARD

Consult- Borchard,

E

M

,

"Government

Liability

m

Tort"m

Yale Law Journal, vol xxxiv (1924-25) 1-45,
129-43, 229-58, and vol XVVM (1926-27) 1-41, 757807, 1039-1100, and "Government Responsibility in
Tort"
Columbia Law Ret-ietc, vol xxvm (1928) 577617, 734-75, and continental and Anglo-American
works there cited, Great Britain, Committee on
Ministers' Powers, Report, Cmd. 4060 (1932);
Administrative Law" in
Garner, James
, "French
Yale Law Journal, vol xvxm (1923-24) 597-627;
Watkms, Robert D., The State as a Party Litigant;
Johns Hopkins University, Studies in Historical and

m

W

no. i (Baltimore 1927);
Convicting the Innocent (New Haven

Political Science, 45 th ser

Borchard, E.

M

,

,

1932)-

liability to cases

tion.

not of

See SOVERFIGNTY, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW, COURTS,
ADMINISTRATIVE, CONTRACT, TORT, LIABILITY, KMINI-NT DOMAIN, DUE PROCESS OF LAW, CONTRACT
CLAUSE, RULE OF LAW; AGENCY; WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.

Its

act to

if

STATE POLICE.

STATE PRESS.

See POLICE.

See PRESS.
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STATE RESPONSIBILITY. See STATE LIA- Thus German territories were secured by France
BILITY.

STATE SOCIALISM.

See SOCIALISM.

STATE SOVEREIGNTY.

See SOVEREIGNTY;

STATES' RIGHTS.

STATE SUCCESSION is the acquisition, by
one or several states, of sovereignty over territory which previously belonged to another state.
The record of changes in territorial sovereignty
together with that of other changes in rulership
constitutes the history of the major historical
convulsions. State succession differs from revolution in

that

it

concerns international, not

domestic changes and from migration and naturalization because it involves jurisdiction over
territory and all persons entering it, not merely
over a certain

number

of individuals.

Since international personality requires rulership over territory, a state ceases to exist as a

member

of the family of nations if its entire
territory is annexed by another state. The annexed state may either lose the qualities of inde-

pendent statehood altogether, as

in the case of

the Napoleonic conquests of many western,
central and southern European states; the absorption of small

German

and 1866 and of small

states in 1801, 1815

Italian states

from 1859 to

1871; the British conquest of South Africa in
1902; the incorporation of Montenegro into

and Sweden in 1648, Belgian territory by France
in 1697, Swedish Pomerania by Prussia in 1720
and Austrian Silesia in 1742 and 1763, Turkish
and Polish territories by Russia and Austria at
various times, French territories in America by
Great Britain in 1713 and 1763. Other examples
are the cessions to Napoleon and the retrocessions of 1815; the Louisiana and the Alaska purchase and the acquisition of Florida, California,
the Philippine Islands and Porto Rico by the
United States in 1821, 1848 and 1898 respectively;

the acquisition of Austrian possessions by
1859 and 1866; of Schleswig-Holstein

Italy in

and Alsace-Lorraine by Germany in 1866 and
1871; of Peruvian territory by Chile in 1884.
There may be cited also the Japanese gains from
China and Russia since 1895 as well as the many
cessions under the peace treaties of 1919, the
numerous cessions by native states and the great
number of minor boundary adjustments. A secession takes place

when a

part of a state's terri-

becomes an independent new state or a part
of a newly formed state. This occurred when
Switzerland withdrew from the empire, Holland
from Spain, the United States from Great Britain, Belgium from Holland, the Latin American
states from Spam and Portugal, the Balkan states
from Turkey, and when new states emerged following the World War. In some cases less than
full sovereignty is transferred and the ceding
tory

state

may

retain a restricted overlordship called

Jugoslavia in. 1918; and the numerous annexations of native states in the several continents.

suzerainty, as, for instance, Turkey in Bulgaria
prior to 1909; or a whole state may remain partly

Again, formerly independent states may become
states of federal states. Illustrations are

independent under a so-called protectorate (q v ).
Most major territorial changes have been

the states of the United States of America in

caused by the single or joint operation of many
factors. Proselytizing directed toward the spread-

member

and
and 1871 The same effect may
Germany
be produced by so-called dismemberment, i e.

ing of religious or political dogmas and institutions was once important. Regionalism was

the simultaneous complete absorption of the
territory of a state by several other states, which

partly responsible for the absorption of small
feudal units into national states and may in the

from the disruption of a cen-

future account for the liquidation of intercontinental empires as well as the absorption of
national states into larger and economically more

1789,

Texas

in 1845, Switzerland in 1848

in 1866

may

result either

.

Poland in 1795 or
Westphalia and other Napoleonic states in 1815,
or from the dissolution of a federation or real
union, such as the Holy Roman Empire in 1648
and 1806, a few republics in Central America
tralized state, for instance,

during the nineteenth century, Sweden-Norway
in 1905, Austria-Hungary in 1918.
Partial losses of territory not affecting the
international identity of tF 2 ceding state have

efficient units,

perhaps federations or empires of
combined with

continental size. But nationalism

imperialism has been the most potent force in
recent times.

The precariousness of the political equilibrium
may be seen from the fact that hardly any decade
since 1648 has passed without

represented the most common type of state
succession. In the case of cession the surren-

torial

dered territory is acquired by other existing states.

most

some major

terri-

change. While the results have usually
been sanctioned by or embodied in treaties,
territorial

changes of significance, with the

State Responsibility
exception of some territorial purchases and
several formations of federal states, have actually

been effected by the use or threat of force and
have in the main followed wars or insurrections;
the desire of states to increase their territory is
commonly regarded as one of the major causes of

war. International regulation of state succession
has remained inefficient and international at-

tempts to prevent future territorial changes have
been of limited effect and duration in the past,
no matter whether they have been directed

State Succession
resident inhabitants
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may be exempted by special

treaty provisions or laws of the successor state;
or, as has happened more frequently in recent

times, the inhabitants may be given the right
to opt for citizenship in either the ceding or
the successor state. Whether or not the transferred population acquires full citizenship status
in the successor state depends entirely upon the
latter; nor does any rule of international law

guarantee their interests against their new
rulers: an international bill of rights exists

against international aggression alone or, as in
the case of the Holy Alliance, against domestic
resurrections and secessionist tendencies as well.

for transferred populations as little as for other
populations. Provisions in treaties safeguarding

Moreover

and

international principles providing for
territorial changes without force have on the

whole remained

restricted to

called self-determination
local plebiscites.

demands

for so-

and the application of

These demands are

doc-

property rights have, however, been frequent,
until recently there was a growing tendency
to limit the power of the successor state by
so-called minority treaties designed to protect
a variety of individual rights as well as special

trines, neither generally applied

organizations; treaties containing minority provisions apply to a number of central and

An

southeastern European states; but the system
has not been extended to western powers or

still

nor recognized
nor possessing the force of international law.

international regulation of state succession
based on a consideration of all just reasons and
vital factors would hardly take cognizance of the

desire of local populations as the only decisive
factor, would lead to results which could not be

embodied in a few abstract

rules

and would need

colonial areas.

The effects of state succession on relations
with foreign states and individuals have been the
subject of extended controversy. As to treaties
concluded by the ceding or annexed state the

machinery of a superior
world body interfering with national sovereignty
to a degree not regarded as admissible by the
present members of the family of nations. This
would seem to be true also of attempts to

general rule would seem to hold that such treaties cease to apply and that those of the successor

diminish the demand for territorial changes by
the international regulation of migration, access

concluded by the ceding

for its application the

state begin to

the annexed

extend to the transferred area or

state; there is

some precedent, how-

ever, for the continued application of treaties
state

and concerning

sales possibilities. It is

specifically the transferred area While the successor state may expropriate property of the

envisage the desirability than the
possibility of regulation of the occurrence of
state succession in a calculable future.

transferred population this is, however, contrary to usual custom
private property belonging to neutral foreigners remains protected

International regulation of the effects of state
succession has likewise remained limited in

under international law; the successor

to

raw materials and

easier

to

state ac-

successor state acquires

quires immediately or may appropriate the public property of the losing state situated in the

jurisdiction in the transferred area, including

transferred area; in case of cession the treaties

power. While customarily recognizing
as valid the old common law of the area until it

sometimes provide for compensation to the ceding state for such property According to the pre-

is expressly modified, the successor state is free
to introduce its own laws or to create special

vailing opinion, supported by established practise, the rules protecting foreign private property
in the case of state succession apply also to

scope and

effect.

The

legislative

laws at any time. The nationals of the losing
inhabiting the transferred area become

state

subjects of the successor state, as a matter of
course in the case of complete annexation or

under special treaty provisions and the laws
of the successor state in the case of cession,
secession and dismemberment; former inhabitants domiciled outside of the transferred area are

not necessarily affected by the change. Even

property rights consisting of debts or contracts;
debts must not be canceled because of state succession. It is not established, however, that the
annexing state succeeds to the debts of a totally
state, and there is increasing objection
which would burden a territory forever
with financial obligations regardless of amount,
benefit derived from proceeds or consent on the

annexed
to rules
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may be assumed to exist. States' rights
any exact sense of the term are therefore as-

part of the population. If a debtor state loses a
part of its territory, it is not mandatory that the

in

successor state must contribute to the amortiza-

sociated with federal types of organization.

but such contributions have been frequent,
and assumption of debts secured specifically on

word

tion;

been the rule
However, creditors

assets in the transferred area has

rather than the exception.

at least

The

derived from the peculiar terminology of government in the United States, indicates that the political units around which the
state,

autonomous sentiment

rallies are substantial in

have not infrequently incurred losses through
the impairment of the paying capacity suffered
by a debtor state through loss of territory. In the
case of concessions frequent difficulties and
controversies are caused by doubts concerning

semi-independence in local government,
whether its basis is a statutory one bulwarked by
long practise, as was true in Prussia, or, like

the private character of the right, its legitimate
origin and the fulfilment of obligations in-

"municipal home rule" in many parts of the
United States, involves constitutional arrange-

cumbent upon the concession holders.
Theories according to which the acquiring

ments that are partly federal in character.
States' rights of course need not be concerned

state is the legal successor of a totally annexed
state are increasingly abandoned on the ground
that they fail to conform to the practise of na-

primarily with the units of government in the
name of which they are espoused. In the United

even the term "state succession"

is

being

attacked and at times replaced by the

more

tions;

term "changes in territorial sovereignty." In reality the legal effects of state succession cannot be explained by the application of
correct

extent and accordingly excludes the claims that
are set up in connection with attempts to maintain

States, for example, regions have been more important than states at all periods in the country's
development. The rights of the latter have been
utilized as the only available legal support upon
to rest the broader purposes of sections.

which

any general theory of a metaphysical character.
ERNST H. FEILCHENFELD

The emphasis that belongs to the geographical ingredient essential to states' rights
must be qualified in the light of the disposition

See: RECOGNITION, INTERNATIONAL, DE FACTO GOVERNMENT, CONQUEST; CESSION; MANDATES; STATE

of competing groups of all kinds to look for legal
pegs upon which to hang their claims and griev-

LIABILITY.
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STATE UNIVERSITIES.

See UNIVERSITIES

AND COLLEGES.

STATELESS.

The history of any federal system offers
instances in which controversies that are

ostensibly regional are found to involve geographical factors only secondarily and incidentally States' rights in the full sense, however, require a quickening of the awareness of
The outlook of the region may be

locality.

colored by the predominance of some economic
or social element, but it is followed by class
collaboration.

apt to attend

the latter sort usually rests upon bases that cut
across the industrial and class stratifications of
the general

body

and

During periods of
be sure, the discontents

politic.

revolt, to

of geography and of class
cause.

STATES GENERAL.

is

or religious group pocketed in a national environment to which it feels alien. Separatism of

agitation

See EXPATRIATION.

This condition

either the pioneering stage of a new society or,
at the other extreme, the situation of some racial

Thus

the socialist

may unite in a common
movement

in Spain in

See ESTATES GENERAL.

1931 was aided by the long fermenting autonomous spirit of Catalonia. Despite concessions

STATES' RIGHTS. The phrase properly com-

made in the revolutionary constitution this spirit
survived to trouble and to weaken the new

prehends but one aspect of the autonomous
sentiment that congeals around the nucleus of

neighborhood or geographical proximity.

word

The

*r
rights indicates that a legal claim exists

regime.

The federal experience of the United States
has not only furnished most of the ideology of

State Succession
slow
interchange of sectional attitudes that accompanies the massing of personalty in a once predominantly agricultural economy. In the early
states' rights

but has also

illustrated the

stages of littoral colonization there existed incipient centers of what might have become
genuinely divergent cultures These were overlaid

by rapid settlement

in the nineteenth cen-

tury. The sectional friction that remained was
increasingly economic. Even as early as 1787
James Madison found reason to remark in the

"Look to the votes in
Congress, and most of them stand divided by the
geography of the country not according to the
size of the states." At the same time he predicted
constitutional convention:

that "the great danger to our general govern-

ment

States'
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The

asserted.

matically

provocation
was not slavery directly but the policy of protective tariffs. This seemed prejudicial to the
agricultural economy which southern leaders,
original

especially after the second decade of the century,
viewed as the destiny of their region The con-

gressional act of 1828 evoked the

South Carolina
Exposition (m original form a report drafted by
John C. Calhoun for a legislative committee),

which expounded the

right of nullification;

still

higher duties in 1832 called forth the formal
ordinance of nullification. In the years that
followed Calhoun elaborated the idea, articulatit in a broader
philosophy regarding the

ing

protection of minority interests. His theory
treated the national government as the mere

is the great southern and northern interests of the continent being opposed to each
other" ("Yates's Minutes" in Elliot, Jonathan,
The Debates of the Several State Conventions on

agent of associated states, in the population of
each of which resided indivisible sovereignty.

2nd

the Adoption of the Federal Constitution, 5 vols
ed. Philadelphia 1896, vol. i, p. 465-66).

the right of withdrawal; secession was legal.
Such a conception of states' rights, at once so

The

drastic

,

rise of cotton culture, with its deepening
dependence upon slave labor and the fixing of
attention upon the export market, brought
autonomous and finally separatist sentiment in
the south Facing a future in which north and
west would command a majority in the country

as a whole, southern

spokesmen sought a legal
basis of defense. The federal union was portrayed as a compact among the state populations
as entities A corollary early developed was the
doctrine of nullification, under which state
governments were attributed a veto on the enforcement within their borders of national acts
deemed by them to be ultra vires. This was
justified on the ground that no organ or group of
organs within the central government was competent to construe the scope of its powers. Resort to nullification, at least in the form of noncooperation, was not confined to one section

The compact by which the states cooperated
common instrument was qualified by

through a

and so

careful, has hardly

m

rian jurist Max von Seydel, but although he
denied that secession was treason, he was willing
to describe

it

as breach of treaty.

When the north and west by arms successfully
resisted

secession,

survived, although

for troops On the eve of the Civil War, at a time
when national legislation for the return of fugi-

was

favorable to property interests in the south, views akin to nullification were
tive slaves

still

proclaimed in Wisconsin.
It was in the south, however, that the theory
was most thoughtfully reasoned and most draofficially

was

slogan that

m constitu-

political rather

than

In the postbellum south white supremacy
replaced slavery as the "peculiar institution."
From this standpoint alone did the new align-

ment regarding

The

states' rights resemble the old.
agricultural sections of the country were

increasingly conscious of dependence upon the
national Treasury. Confronted by industrial integration, they were more and more disposed to
invoke the corrective of centrah/ed govern-

trated personalty.

while in the War of 1812, following the same
general tendency, the authorities of Massachusetts declined to comply with a requisition

influential

legal.

to aid in its enforcement

militia;

The vague

still

tional interpretation,

began

by the use of

the intellectual edifice of

states' rights collapsed

Jefferson's embargo program, for example, was
declared invalid by three state legislatures in
England, and in 1809 Connecticut refused

New

had a counter

part in the literature of other federal systems. It
was faintly echoed
the writings of the Bava-

mental control.

teenth

to

draw

On

the other side states' rights

lip service in

The
Amendment in

taxation

without

regions of concen-

proclamation of the Six1913, permitting income
among the

apportionment

states according to population, signalized more
than a revolution in national finance. In con-

junction with the unlimited "spending power
of Congress," it was implicit with far reaching

and bitter controversy. Although fundamentally
a conflict of classes, the frictions were first manifested on regional planes of cleavage. It WAS
significant that a state like Massachusetts should

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
break a lance in behalf of the new type of

when

states'

states' rights as a foil both to heavy taxation and
to inconvenient regulation, had too much to

legislature instructed the state's
legal representative to bring an action in the
Supreme Court in an effort to enjoin a congres-

gam from

sional act of 1921

and abroad to attack

rights,

its

whereby financial aid, apportioned according to population, was offered
to cooperating states in a combined attack on the
maternal death
[Massachusetts

rate.
v.

The

Mellon

resulting

et al

,

decision

262 U.S. 447

apparently placed beyond effective
challenge the power of Congress to support non(1923)]

mandatory

services,

or facilitated

whether conducted directly

by grants-in-aid

to state or local

units of government.
Broadly therefore the

uneven ripening of
urban industry was reversing the position of the
major economic elements regarding states'
rights, bringing in its tram a shift in the political
attitudes of the geographical sections. Several

incidental factors contributed to these tendencies in the

decade after 1920.

The

osmotic dis-

turbances engendered by national prohibition,
especially in northeastern urban centers, threw

humble people on the

side of wealth

m confused

opposition to centralized government. In the

same region and among the same elements

also

Catholic anxieties, beginning with concern for
the safety of parochial schools in a preponderantly Protestant country, ramified obscurely

activities

Least of

uniformity and from the promotional
of the national government at home

all

centralization seriously.

did those connected with this inter-

most cramping restriction
autonomy; that is, the due process
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The
rights talked of were less those of states to act
than of individuals and of groups to be let alone
both by nation and by states.
est care to assail the

on

state

Still further elements of internal conflict may
be traced. Thus while personalty was beginning

to take

up the slogan of states'

rights, real prop-

erty everywhere, in city as well as countryside,
was tending to favor governmental forms and
relationships that promised to alleviate the tax
burden upon real estate by tapping new sources
of revenue and by utilizing larger areas of administration.
states,

The

situation in the public land

comprising eleven in which the national

domain still constituted a large part of the surface, further illustrated the blurring of sectional
attitudes.
problems and grievances

Common

had long made these states self-conscious as a
group. They were at once irked by their dependence upon the central government and at
the same time thoroughly confirmed in their

into various issues connected with family and
church influence; the result was an attitude that
spread from agitation against any increase of

close relationships with national administration.
Such a question as the apportionment of the

national educational activity to a defensive position in federal relations generally. The conflu-

of the Colorado, moreover might lead the people
of one state to favor development at the hands of

water resources of a single river basin, like that

ence of all of these streams was illustrated in the

Congress, while the spokesmen of a neighbor

wave of disapproval that engulfed the

of

talked bitterly about the invaded prerogatives of
sovereign commonwealths. These were some of

Crisscrossing within regions, however, seemed
likely to prevent the realignment on states'

the inconsistencies attending the broad shift in
the basis of states' rights. The underlying pattern of the change was sufficiently marked, how-

tional

amendment

for national

child labor submitted

rights

constitu-

regulation

by Congress

in 1924.

from becoming clear cut on either side. In

the south, in addition to the inveterate preoccupation with the hazards of white control, the
incipient manufacturing centers were disposed
to view proposals to equalize the conditions of

competition by means of national labor standards as evidences of the "covetousness of New

England"
to

child

to recall a phrase from the allusion
labor in the message of Governor

ever, to constitute an important clue to contemporary politics and political theory.
The volte-face traced in the United States

may

be considered a normal expectation in any

federally organized country that develops important concentrations of capital. These need

not be industrial in the narrower sense of the
term.

Thus

in Brazil the rich coffee

growing

section, centering in the state of Sao Paulo, was
originally an axis of centripetal tendency in

North Carolina in 1917; in another
part of this same speech he referred to the good
roads which the federal aid road act passed by
Congress in the preceding year had at last put

national affairs. In the constitutional revision
under way in 1933 and 1934, however, this
relatively advantaged part of the country re-

within reach of his state. In the urban states
wealth in personalty, although glib in talking

conditions of course

Bickett of

vealed a spirit of defensive particularism. Special
may preclude such a de-

States'
velopment. In Argentina, for example, the
province of Buenos Aires has so preponderated
in population as well as wealth that it has continued to favor action through the central gov-

ernment.
It may not be assumed that the growing sense
of dependence upon the national government
normally characteristic of the less developed or

inherently poorer areas in federal countries is
not interrupted on occasion by gusts of autono-

mous, even secessionist, feeling. The realization
of dependence itself engenders irritation on the
ground that the support given from the center is
inadequate. An illustration has been afforded in
Western Australia, where the circumstances of
the protracted depression after 1929 led to
official declarations in favor of withdrawal from

the federation.

m

The same phenomenon could be

lesser degree in the prairie provinces of
noted
Canada. It was the paradoxical result of the be-

the general government, if sufficiently
energetic, might offset the disproportions of ecolief that

nomic advance.
What has been

said about the recrudescence
of states' rights as a protective movement on the
part of capital does not mean that it can be more
than a gesture. Quite apart from the needs of

industry and finance for large scale treatment,
the sentimental forces of the modern world
militate against parochial or even regional au-

tonomy. The quickened national feeling that
accompanied the World War and was further
exacerbated by the peace drew the passions of
men into larger vortices. Unless there was present some element of so-called race amounting
to nascent nationality, centripetal movements
seemed likely to prevail in any crisis. Proof of
this

may be read in the ease with which Bavarian

particularism was overridden in 1933, despite
the fact that its foundations were both cultural
and religious and that it had long operated

through a sectional party.
Where ethnic factors are strong, however, they
cannot be lightly brushed aside. Contemporary
socialism, although cosmopolitan in outlook and
favorable to country wide action in its practical
approach to functional organization, has learned

to

make terms with the autonomous

spirit of

compromises in

language groups.

It treats its

this direction as a

phase of the process of

lifting

submerged elements and thereby releasing selfrespect and personality. Soviet Russia's federal
scheme, with

its

several constituent republics,
divisions and council of

numerous autonomous

nationalities represented in the central executive
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committee, has offered an object lesson in the
integration of loyalties.
In all societies, as the activities of government

grow, the problem of reconciling organization by
function and by region increases in importance.
The ideals of each, although both are largely
preached by the same persons, have been advanced with little reference to the other. Their
combination is a critical part of the vast administrative task of the future.

ARTHUR W. MACMAHON
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STATESMANSHIP may he considered

either

the pain of transition to a

new form of organization will thereby be assuaged. The early Tokugawa shoguns who preserved the dignity of the imperial house had
their reward as statesmen if not as founders of a

when

dynasty,

the great revolution in

modern

Japan was made easier under the plausible guise
of a restoration.

When

circumstances are at

all

equal, the statesman will, in Jefferson's words,
display "a decent respect to the Opinions of

mankind," even when he does not share those
opinions. Even a leader who makes a violent
breach with the past will wisely pay attention to
forces worth conciliating, like Lenin, he will
adopt a New Economic Policy or, like Lenin's

branch of applied philosophy, involving
knowledge of the true ends of political society
and the means by which they may be attained,
or as a practical art, the objects of which are the
achievement and retention of political power. If

successors, make of the dead leader's mausoleum
a shrine of a kind familiar to the national tradi-

part of the knowledge
virtuous man, for Machiavelli

distinguished from mere politics. When Boss
Tweed described himself on the prison register
as a "Statesman," he was confusing a trade with

as a

for Plato statesmanship

of the wise and

is

the necessary equipment for the would be statesman is virtu, the knowledge and successful pracof the art of becoming and remaining a
ruler. The popular concept of statesmanship
tise

combines these two points of view.
Theory and practise both demonstrate the
mixed nature of statesmanship as a science or an
art. The great political philosophers all wrote
with an eye on the subject for Plato, Syracuse;
for

St.

Thomas Aquinas, Cyprus;

for

John

Locke, Carolina and all were or hoped to be
practitioners in the same sense that James Madison, planning a constitution for the United
States, or Lionel Curtis, the beginnings of one
for India, were practitioners. The test of a states-

man

has never been his power of analysis but
what Cavour called his "sense for possibilities."

When

Solon said that he had given the Athenians not the best laws but the best laws they
would stand, he exemplified the fundamental
character of statesmanship; and when Cicero reproached Cato the younger for acting as if he
were in the Republic of Plato instead of in the
dregs of the commonwealth of Romulus, he illustrated the great sin against statesmanship, the
making of the best the enemy of the good.

The putting of new wine into old
permanent task of a statesman.

tion.

a

On

bottles is

the other hand, statesmanship must be

a profession

have cure

in

A statesman, like a doctor, must
mind as well as fees; and whether he

is a consultant or a practitioner, he has a responsibility to his employers which is different
from the obedience due from a servant to a

to a king, from a
statesman owes the
to a people.
ruler (king or electorate) not merely his voice
is
not
to say that he is exbut his opinion. This

master,

from a courtier

A

demagogue

cused from the duty of making his advice as
palatable as is consistent with its character. The
absolute monarch himself is never so absolute
that he can forego the practise of the art of
persuasion, the tactics of statesmanship.
The problem of responsibility in a democracy,
ancient or modern, is far from being solved. If
the people be regarded as the immediate source
of political decision, like a jury before which
politicians argue as does a lawyer, then the

demagogue may be

relieved of

On the other hand, it seems
who

all

fairly

responsibility.
obvious that a

hand to be forced by
outside pressure to do something which he
thinks unwise, or even which he considers of
statesman

allows his

doubtful wisdom, to

some

extent shares re-

States' Rights
Thus a politician who
Amendment because

sponsibility for the result.
voted for the Eighteenth

of political pressure

Statesmanship
demand, but

it is the foresight of Joseph preparing for the seven lean years of the trade cycle
which is now wanted, more than the old fore-

not entitled to transfer all
responsibility to the Anti- Saloon League; and
when a British statesman admits that he con-

knowledge of "what the Swedes intend and
what the French." Whether the statesman is the

cealed his skepticism about the possibilities of
making Germany "pay for the war" because he

servant, the ally or the master of the great economic forces of the state, he must stand to them

is

found expression of such skepticism resented,
he cannot claim credit for his intellectual clarity
in a time of passion. That he knew the better
although he said the worse is an aggravation not
a palliation of his failure to meet the reasonable
claims of responsibility in a democracy.
What, apart from the general duty to give the
best possible service in advice and action, is to be

expected of the statesman? A specific answer to
this question will depend of course on the historical context. There are, however, certain
general concepts of a statesman's duty which
are, if not permanent, very long lived. Chief

among these

is

what has been

called the concept

A

was possible in the days
could choose between a policy of
power and a policy of plenty. Indeed he now
dare hardly admit that he separates them in his
in a closer relation than

when he

mind.

The success of the statesman has thus far been
discussed pragmatically, as judged by the standards of his own age. It is convenient for a ruler
to be able to assert with

some possibility of being

believed, as did Seleucus

I, that that "is always
decreed by the king"; but in the
and later Roman worlds, with the
growth of independent ethical standards, the
of
the morality of statesmanship began
problem

just which
Hellenistic

is

of expansionism.
philosopher might think
that a city or state could be too big or too rich

to arise in a

new form. Statesmanship was no

longer, as

had been

or too powerful for its moral health, but most
men approve of the test of statesmanlike great-

To Marcus
Aurehus and to St. Augustine alike the duty of a
statesman was a part of his general duty as a
man, to be performed "ever in the great task"
master's eye
It was indeed an especially

ness which Bacon drew from the anecdote of

Themistocles

at

the Persian court,

who when

"desired at a feast to touch a lute, said, He could
not fiddle, but he yet could make a small town a
"
The rise of nationalism has both
great city
intensified this view and given added chance for
the display of capacity in its realization. Men
will indeed prefer to belong to their own national

group

in a small state rather than to

be members

of a great but alien community, but they are few
who rejoice in the smallness of their own state as
a

good

in itself or

who

are not willing to

pay a

high price for its extension.
This general test of expansion or the narrower
criterion of success or failure which

it

was possible

it

necessarily

ethical

in

to Plato

and

Aristotle,

character.

dangerous sphere of activity for the Christian,
since a ruler had duties to perform and a statesman advice to give which might involve what

were

for a private citizen sins* the

making of war

or the execution of criminals There might easily
be a clash between his necessary duty as a
Christian and what seemed the obvious interest
of the community he ruled or served Out of this
dilemma arose the doctrine of raison d'etat, with
its rigid discrimination between the public and
private life of the statesman When Richelieu
his deathbed said he had had no enemies save

on

to apply to limited tasks of statesmanship, such
as fell to the lot of a Greek aisymnetes, a Roman

those of the state, he had advanced a little beyond Sulla, whose epitaph boasted that the

dictator or a mediaeval Italian podesta or as fall
at the present time to a high commissioner of the

League of Nations or an American city manager,

had done more good for his friends and
enemies than any other man; there
was still an implication that the Ciceronian

does not suffice for an assessment of the success

maxim "the

of a statesman in the task which

is

now generally

imposed on him, that of securing economic
growth. There has never been a time indeed
when the prosperity of a state has not been regarded as a test of political skill. But today most
statesmen must profess to find their chief glory
in real or apparent economic successes. That
foresight which Thucydides thought marked
Themistocles as a statesman of genius is still in

dictator

evil to his

safety of the state is the supreme
law" was a valid rule for the public man. When
Philip ii or Queen Elizabeth planned the private
"removal" of inconvenient subjects or enemies,
the moral problem became acute. It is in reaction against such doctrines that attempts have

been made to bind the statesman to the same
rule of conduct as the individual. This in its turn
leads to excesses and to the assertion of a more
rational view, that the circumstances of a states-
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alter cases. "Political probity," says

Croce,

"is political capacity." The moral obligations of
a statesman are not merely those of a private in-

dividual writ large;

it is

vain to assert that justice

must be done though the sky

fall if

in fact so-

adopted a utilitarian view of justice in
which support of the sky is the first consideration. One who believes with St. Thomas or with
ciety has

Jefferson that certain essential values or inalienable rights are attached to the individual
and that the state exists to foster and protect

them will regard it as obvious that a state which
can survive only by their destruction has failed
in its primary object. But if it is held that a state
or society is the vehicle of values and rights
which do not exist outside it, then the duty to
the whole may override the duty to the part.

Today, with the assertion of the supremacy of
class or national justice, there is small enough
danger that the evil which Henry Taylor reprobated, of the conscience of a statesman being
tender rather than strong, will be too wide-

spread.

There is a danger, however, lest the role of
statesman appear too onerous or insufficiently
attractive, in spite of the fact that political ambition, in the western world at least, has long
been regarded as legitimate to a degree that
would be considered excessive in the case of
another appetite.

The

Platonic guardians were,

knew, part of a pattern laid up in
heaven; and Utopia, Sir Thomas More knew,
was nowhere; but man must live in an irrational
as Plato

and imperfect world.

common

static tone to the social
thinking of which it
formed the background. Such thinking became
a search for the conditions of an order in
harmony with fixed external nature and basically
fixed human nature, and hence permanent. This
was supposedly found in the static mechanism of
free exchange, to which was added a conception

of the material conditions of a "stationary state"
in which quantitative progress, under the free

exchange system, would have gone as

far as it

could go.

How this static color spread through the treatment of

problems may be seen in the
Smith. His first interest lay in the
economic system best adapted to promote "the
wealth of nations"; and here he looked to continued quantitative improvement in efficiency
case of

different

Adam

of production within an unchanging framework
of private property and whatever approach to
"natural liberty" humanity might achieve. Next
in point of emphasis was his search for the

"natural levels" of price and of its "component
parts" a clearly static problem presupposing
the existence of such natural levels. Departures
levels received secondary attention.

from these

The

origin

and

justification of private property

he discussed in terms of "hypothetical history"
rather than of evolutionary development. Even
the order of development of different forms of
production he found to run surprisingly parallel
to the order of their natural superiority. Ricardo's treatment shows far less historical perspective than Smith's. His economic laws are

in-

conceived as timeless, and in the main as inde-

despise the best that the most
fortunate and wisest statesman can do, it would

pendent of human institutions. Bentham's "felicific calculus" was based upon the conception

be profitable to

of a

clination

If there

is

a

to

reflect

upon the works of

rulers

neither wise nor fortunate.

D. W. BROGAN
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See.

static

human

nature adapted to a system
seemed to require no

of free exchange which

POLITICS;

STATICS AND DYNAMICS. The

terms
and dynamics serve sometimes to divide
the fields of economics or sociology into two
major fields, and sometimes to mark off two

radical alterations.

There were of course early exceptions to this
view of economic institutions and processes. Sismondi did notable pioneering work in
the evolution of economic institutions, which, as
he treated it, was far from suggesting a mere
static

statics

process of groping toward the fixed, predestined
and beneficent system of natural liberty as the

stages in a certain method of approach. The
conscious use of the distinction began in the

of Sismondi's work was not appreciated, especially by economists, until much later.
It was Comte who made the idea of evolution

middle of the nineteenth century a time when
mechanical analogies were freely used in social
thinking but types of study whose assumptions
or limitations were of a static character were in
existence much earlier. The eighteenth century
idea of the natural order gave a prevailingly

ultimate term of the process. But the significance

a "master idea" in the science, or philosophy, of

human

society.

He

envisaged an orderly de-

velopment proceeding by discoverable laws.
Statics he distinguished as the abstract theory of
social order as distinct from social progress: the

Statesmanship
common
on the

to all times

and places and

"social instincts"

is

sociability,

founded
benevo-

lence, labor, family life, cooperation. Dynamics
and statics tend to unite; the laws of order are

explained by those of progress and the laws of
progress by those of order.
Herbert Spencer, like Comte, made evolution
a dominant idea and marked off statics as a field
of abstract theory. He conceived it as the study
of the equilibrium of a perfect society, dynamics

means

that of the

Lester F.

of advance toward perfection.
still a different turn to the

Ward gave

distinction.

For him

statics

had as

its

problem

"the condition or status of society at the present
time or at any past time." And he distinguished
two kinds of dynamics: passive or negative
dynamics, dealing with the purely spontaneous
changes which society has undergone; and positive dynamics, dealing with purposive change.
John Stuart Mill applied the term statics to the
first three books of his Principles of Political
Economy (2 vols., London 1848); he described
them as dealing with the economic laws of a
stationary

and unchanging

"We

still

have

and added,
economic condi-

society

to consider the

and Dynamics

Statics

structural nature of society as distinct from its
laws of development. This structural nature is

mankind as ... undergoing progressive
changes." In what follows, however, Mill seems
to devote his main attention to one aspect of
change, its effects on prices and the shares in
tion of

proper allowances. "The
world from which change is excluded is unreal,
but the static laws which can be most clearly
discerned by creating such a world have reality"
concrete, with the

and are

ceeded to take account, one by one, of increasing
population, growth of capital, improvements in
technical methods and in industrial organization
and the development of consumers' wants. He
failed to treat the evolution of

underlying

insti-

tutions in his later and larger works, although
his early Philosophy of Wealth contains suggestions

m

this field. It

was the omission of such

studies and the large attention given to effects of
change (new levels of equilibrium), as compared

with causes or processes, which led Veblen to
characterize Clark's dynamics as only a modified
statics Indeed it did not purport to be exhaustive, and was confined to material which could
be treated by the method of proceeding from
static

namic

toward perfection, but rather as an unavoidable
eventuality. To Marx the economic laws which

which

dynamic studies were descriptive and historical
rather than in the form of laws. Having worked
out static laws of value and distribution, he pro-

Very different was the contribution of Karl
Marx, who not only made trenchant studies of
the past development of western institutions but
propounded a law of development, the boldest
as well as the most potent in its influence, of any
similar effort of the human mind. This law of
the inevitable catastrophe of capitalist society
as indicating a development

in fact "as efficient in a society

undergoing rapid transformation as in one
that is altogether changeless" (Essentials of Economic Theory, New York 1907, Preface, p. vi,
vii). Apparently he considered that it was because they had not used this approach that early
is

distribution.

was not presented
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Stuart Mill he believed in isolating causes in a
complex situation, studying them one at a time,
since what is true in the abstract is true in the

laws and making allowances for one dyfactor after another. The far reaching

qualitative changes involved

process

m

which Veblen 's

m the evolutionary

mam

interest lay are

hardly suited to this method of treatment.
While Alfred Marshall's economic views were

very similar to those of Clark, he did not create
a thoroughgoing static system separate from the
dynamic, preferring short chains of deduction to

prices

long ones. In place of one set of static norms, he
spoke of different norms applicable to different
periods of time. He distinguished broadly three
grades of periods: those too short for the supply
of goods to be materially altered; those permitting adjustment of output but not of the supply
of the productive factors; and those long enough
for effective adjustment of factors of production.
Prices necessary to equate normal supply and

static in

demand over

others accepted as those of the natural or perfect
society were merely the laws of a particular set
of institutions.

The most rigorous use of statics as a conscious
methodological device was made by J. B. Clark.
The classical laws of the "natural levels" of
and shares in distribution he found to be
the sense that they describe not what
comes to pass in any actual society, but what
would come to pass in an unreal society devoid
of change. He held this to be not only a justifiable but a necessary step in approaching the
study of actual (dynamic) society. With John

these longest periods are for prac-

purposes identical with J. B. Clark's static
norms. Shorter periods exhibit what Clark
tical

called

"dynamic

friction."

Conceptions of normal differ not only in respect to length of period involved, but according
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to

whether normal

is

conceived as an average of

fluctuations or as a level toward which prices
are tending to "gravitate" (i.e. move under the
influence of selected forces which would if

produce equilibrium). This

isolated

latter,

or

tendency-goal, type of norm may logically differ
from any observable average, and it is, as above
defined, a static concept.

A

dynamic norm of

this type, itself necessarily moving without definable limit, is such a difficult concept, to say

has not yet appeared as a working tool of analysis Classical norms were of the
average-of-fluctuations type, while those of J.

the

least, that it

B. Clark are tendency-goals.
It is to this latter type of

covered no

that

W.

C.

when he

studies of business cycles. In other words, he
finds no evidence of forces which act toward

some equilibrium level and stop when this is
reached. But he does find certain characteristic
between prices and expenses of production on the average of prosperous and depressed periods. Both these results might be said
to be inevitable in the nature of the case. Since
both prices and expenses are moving, a normal
of the average type must be expressed in terms
of trends and departures from trends, although
the average relation between prices and expenses of production might be stable over long
relations

periods.

been a movement to put the
abstract mathematical formulation of conditions
of equilibrium in such form as to permit it to be
filled in by quantities derived from statistical

There has

studies.

A

lately

demand schedule,

for instance, be-

comes a surface of three dimensions, produced
by a momentary (or in that sense static) demand
schedule moving through time, usually with an
upward secular trend. Only one point of any
one momentary schedule can be observed. The
rest are deduced from observations made at
different times, on the assumption that the shape
of successive

same. If

proached via inductive study of business cycles
and other dynamic processes must needs differ
from theory approached via rigorous static
standards with subsequent offsets and allowances.

norm

says that he has disevidence of its existence in his

Mitchell refers

results which would be yielded by similar
studies of such things as volumes of production
and employment. In the complete static state
plants would work at full capacity and there
would be no unemployment. Such a condition is
obviously far from any possible average of actual
fluctuations in prosperity and depression. In
this field, then, these two types of normal differ
radically and fundamentally, so that theory ap-

momentary schedules remains the
the effect of price on demand is to be

observed trend through
time must be eliminated. Thus departures from
trends take the place of absolute quantities in
isolated, the effect of the

this modified formulation, the

dynamic

being measured and eliminated before the
schedule can be isolated.

factor
static

While the demand curves revealed by such
methods may be little if at all different from
those conceived as operating in a completely
static state, the same could not be said of the

One

result of

dynamic changes

in

economic

that they bring into prominence
the inelastic character of many costs of produc-

conditions

is

sometimes spoken of as overhead costs.
is a wide divorce between long term
normal price and the normal short term results
tion,

The

result

of competition, the latter often tending to cutthroat levels and leading to conditions inter-

mediate between complete monopoly and free
competition and not obviously conforming to
any kind of static norm.
The discussion thus far has dealt with quantitative departures from static norms, leaving un-

touched questions of qualitative evolution of the
basic legal institutions of property, personal
liberty and contract, of forms of business organization and of competition; or dynamic changes
human nature itself.
or long run evolution
These matters, emphasized by those sometimes

m

called institutionahsts, may be regarded as a
second level of dynamics, more far reaching than

the quantitative effects of movements within the
market framework. Or if the mechanical connotations of the term

"dynamic" make

it

seem

appropriate to limit it to quantitative changes,
then the more qualitative changes may be called
evolutionary. In either case, an economics which
takes these latter conditions as fixed is still

working within limitations of a static character.
For many purposes this may be necessary and
legitimate so long as the limited or provisional
character of the results is fully realized. But

these static conceptions so work their way into
the groundwork of the student's thinking that

they are likely to be carried over unconsciously
where different conceptions are called

into fields

for. Utilitarian

standards of evaluation persist,

despite the fact that they are based on a static

view of human nature and should be radically
modified or superseded when a dynamic view is
adopted. Private property

is

too often judged as

Statics
if it

were a

and Dynamics

fixed unit character instead of

an

evolving thing. The student may easily fail to
recognize that the concept of capital as a selfreplacing fund of material means of production
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there are certain mathematically
necessary relationships which can yield a useful
type of dynamic law.

ties; in this field

Demarcation of the

line

between

statics

and

is

a static concept and needs to be broadened
into a whole family of related concepts for pur-

dynamics inevitably depends largely on the investigator's discretion. There may be dynamic

poses of dynamic study. Here discrepancies between savings and investment in capital goods

problems of some importance within a state
which is, in its mam outlines, static. Statics
refers to unchanging patterns of action, of which
economic "levels of equilibrium" form a special
class of cases. It might be defined as concerned
with movements which are repetitive within

may be

vital to a theory of cyclical movements,
while pecuniary yield and physical productivity
may be well nigh divorced from one another.

Criteria of evaluation

and judgment need to be

searchingly scrutinized to see that they are not
invalidated by implicit static assumptions.

may be analy/ed into
sometimes catastrophic and relslow secular trends, usually thought of as

Quantitative changes

such compass that the observer can sense them
as he feels the vibrations of a musical note
merged in some such concept as a "level" of

But the observer may easily focus his atwhich merge and ignore
others which do not. Different patterns have
different durations, and the longer disturb the
shorter. A market as a whole may show a stable

fluctuations

price.

atively

tention on elements

capable of continuing without definable limits.
Qualitative changes do not easily fit into such a
scheme; and there is always the question as to

how far they can go without

the institutional system. The Marxian
theory of inevitable cataclysm is not widely held
outside of Russia; but Veblen's views point

pattern while its parts do not. The important
question may be whether the individuals or
businesses affected can absorb the changes into
a regular and predictable scheme of life or of

toward what

trade and industry.

necessitating a basic

shift in

may be

called (after his biological

The

harvest season gives

leanings) a social mutation; while Sombart's
theory is framed in terms of a limited number

rise to a fairly regular pattern of labor; but the
casual harvest worker is not able to adjust him-

of organically possible economic systems, the
within the framework of the

it so that his labor shall follow an unchanging pattern without serious uncertainties.
As a result the labor market as a whole contains
elements of a casual character not contemplated

new growing up
old,

becoming dominant and then declining
still newer system develops within its

while a

obsolescent framework.

self to

in any thoroughgoing "static state." Business

Some modern economists

cycles, less regular than the seasons, a fortiori,

regard static systems of theory as discredited, since they furnish
neither a true picture of the economic world nor

give rise to dynamic instabilities. And any study
may be termed dynamic w Inch focuses attention

Only the latter
seems evident

on processes of change, even if these are of the
sort supposed to tend to an ultimate static

a useful approach to dynamics.

criticism of course

is

pertinent. It

that for certain problems the static approach
persists while for others a fresh inductive start is

equilibrium.

JOHN MAURICE CLARK

necessary, both to give more accurate pictures
of actual behavior and to suggest fresh compo-

CLES,

nent factors in the situation which

on PRICE bvsTtM.

may

serve to

interpret the more dynamic features of observed
behavior. Dynamic conditions are too complex
for deduction to yield a complete and definitive
pattern of behavior to which they must neces-

bring about the
equating of prices with the supply prices of productive factors. The role of the deductive procsarily lead, as static conditions

commonly, although not always, reduced
from that of designating the necessary results of
ess

is

assumed factors to that of
suggesting natural and probable results. A beginning is being made, however, in the deductive
treatments of rates of change in market quanticertain isolated or

See METHOD, SCIENTIFIC, ECONOMICS, BISINESS CY-

PRODUCTION, section on THEORY, PRICES, section
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HISTORY. The term

METHOD

statistics is

derived from

the debased Latin phrase ratio status and its
Italian equivalent ragione di stato, both of which

were coined in the

later

Middle Ages to

desig-

nate the study of practical politics, or the statesman's art, as distinguished from the history and

philosophy of the state. One of them gave rise to
the word statista, signifying a person versed in
public affairs or, in Elizabethan English, a
statist;

and from

statista

Achenwall in the mid-

eighteenth century coined Statisttk as the German equivalent of ratio status. The exact con-

were written by university teachers. The entire
Conring-Achenwall tradition, systematized into
a form appropriate to academic lectures and almost devoid of figures, is now known as German
university statistics.
At the close of the eighteenth century Statisttk, Anglicized as statistics, spread to England
to the United States. The earliest reported
instance of the use of the English word is to be
found in W. Hooper's translation of J. F. von

and

Bielfeld's

vols

,

Elements of Universal Erudition (3
1770), one of the chapters in

London

not quite

which, entitled statistics, defines that word as
"the science that teaches us what is the political

Lectures describing the states of contempoEurope were delivered in Latin by Her-

nection between the two, however,

is

certain.

Helmstedt

arrangement of all the modern states of the
known world." This book had little influence;
but when John Sinclair in The Statistical Ac-

as early as 1660 under the title notitia rerum
publicarum, and a book on the subject by H.

count of Scotland (21 vols , Edinburgh 1791-99)
endorsed the term because he thought "that a

Politano

new word might

rary

mann Conring

at the University of

called Microscopium statisticum appeared in 1672. Two generations later Martin
Schmeitzel offered a course of university lec-

it

attract more public attention,"
was quickly accepted. Sinclair's new word

crossed the Atlantic along with his idea as early

when Timothy

D wight's

which he termed collegium pohtico-statisticum and in 1748 Gottfried Achenwall, often

Account of the City of New Haven was published

called the father of statistics,

as the

tures

began to lecture at

the University of Gottingen on the same subject.
In the preface to his Abnss der Staatswissenschaft der europdischen Reiche (Gottingen 1749)
Achenwall defined statistics as "the political

science of the several countries," and in the
body of the book he described Spain, Portugal,

France, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Russia,

Denmark and Sweden. Lectures on statistics
soon came to be offered also at other universities,
especially in Germany, and many books on it

as 1811,

Statistical

first of a projected series of statistical accounts of the towns and parishes in the state of
Connecticut by the Connecticut Academy of

Arts and Sciences.
Statistics as understood today is far removed
from the applied political science of the early
statisticians. The content of the discipline, like
the definition of the term, underwent profound
changes during the nineteenth century and cannot be regarded as fixed even at present. In 1869
at the International Statistical Congress held at

and Dynamics

Statics
The Hague

the

German

statistician

Engel de-

had collected 180 definitions of
and that no one at the congress could

clared that he
statistics

explain its meaning. Since then definitions have
continued to multiply, but there has been some
progress toward agreement. Today the word has
at least two significations, in both of which, unlike all the early definitions, it is conceived as

The

essentially numerical.
characteristic excludes

the

addition

whole

of that

series

of

writings in the Conring-Achenwall tradition,
because they had little if any numerical content.
It

eliminates

also

probably the most

definitions

by

Quetelet,
influential statistican of the

nineteenth century, who wrote in 1829 that
the elements which statistics should

"among

comprise, some can be expressed in figures and
others can in no way be reduced to a numerical
expression. To adopt only one or the other of
these two types of elements is to see only one
side of statistics" (Rechcrches statistiques sur le

Royaume des Pays-Bas,

Brussels, p. v-vi). These
the original
reflected

m

ideas of Quetelet were
definition of statistics by the Statistical Society
of London as the ascertaining and bringing to-

gether of those "facts which are calculated to
illustrate the conditions and prospects of society" and in the almost identical definition

by the American Statistical Association
time of its organization. This type of
definition survived for about fifty years; thus the

Statistics
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Graunt's friend William Petty named the new
study political arithmetic and increased its
popularity, but far from giving it a firmer basis
he led it aside after strange gods. In 1692-93 the
astronomer Edmund Halley brought it back to
safer paths by publishing the first lire table ever
made (in the Philosophical Transactions of the

Royal Society of London) The new study
spread to the continent of Europe, especially to
the German states. The Berlin pastor J. P.
Sussmilch, who derived his inspiration from
Graunt, presented in the second edition of Die
Ordnung (2 vols Berlin 1761-62) an
admirable systematic compendium of what was
known at the time about vita' statistics. In the

gottliche

,

following century political arithmetic, supported by such continental writers as were then
using figures, competed with statistics in the
university tradition. The former won,
slowly displaced the latter and even usurped its

German
name.

change of content came a change of
was demanded on theoretical
grounds by Karl Kmes (Die Statisttk als selbstandige Wissenschaft Cassel 1850), who argued
that the statistics of the Conring-Achenwall
school had no intrinsic connection with political
arithmetic, that the two should be divorced and

With

this

definition.

It

,

name

offered

the

at the

Gradually this conviction found expression in
the modern definitions of statistics, beginning
with that of A C. Moreau de Jonnes in 1847

president of the

London

posed in 1885 to define

Statistical Society

statistics as

pro"the science

which treats of the structure of human society."
That conception has not since reappeared and
may now be regarded as obsolete.
It was not until the term had been used on the
continent of Europe for nearly a century that
modern definitions began to introduce the

numerical element which later became dominant.

This element derived from political
which may fairly be regarded as the

arithmetic,

taproot of

modern

statistics. Political

arithmetic

originated in the scientific spirit fostered in England soon after the middle of the seventeenth

century by the Royal Society. Its main source
is a
tiny book by John Graunt, Natural and PoObservations
(London 1662), which
was not an attempt at state description but
rather an honest and intelligent effort to interpret by inductive methods the figures showing
litical

the

.

.

.

number of deaths in London during the pre-

ceding third of a century. The data were in
many respects crude and defective but the study
was informed by the spirit of modern science.

statistics

reserved

for

the

latter.

("the science of social facts expressed in numerical terms" in Elements de statisttque, Paris, p. i)

and the

transitional

one of K. F.

W.

Dieterici

in 1851 ("a statement in figures and facts of the
present condition of a state") As the idea of
number received increasing emphasis the idea of

the state or of society receded into the background, until there was formulated a series of
modern definitions according to which statistics
is the numerical study of groups or masses
through the study of their component units,
whether these units be human or subhuman,
animate or inanimate. At present statistics has a
broader meaning, the numerical study of
groups, and a narrower one, the numerical study
of social groups; whether both will survive or
one will supplant the other is still a matter of
conjecture.
Statistics is

not only a methodological science

microscopy or spectroscopy but also a practical art which is much older than either the
science or the term. As such it has always
like
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stressed the importance of enumerating every
member of the group; if the group is numerous,

the cost of this procedure

is

such as only a gov-

ernment can support, and that only if it greatly
needs the information. For this reason the history of the art of statistics must concern itself
mainly with

its

by governments

practise

pri-

marily for purposes of administration.
Whenever a populous and well organized
state has arisen, statistics

have been used. In

antiquity they consisted usually of lists of citizens liable for taxation or military service; but
for the Middle Ages, although local and irregu-

enumerations of inhabitants were common,
emphasis must be laid on registers of landholdlar

ings or land transfers. These records indicated
the liability of the subject to the state and con-

ditioned the

amount and

regularity of state

revenues; the state therefore had a primary interaccuracy and completeness of each of

est in the

them. But the few summaries of these records
made at the time are much less trustworthy than
the individual entries. Sometimes they were
exaggerated to gratify the ruler, as in a notorious
case in China in 1775 when the annual population returns increased over those of the pre-

ceding years by 48,000,000, apparently because
the emperor had expressed surprise that the
population was not greater. Little weight can be
attached therefore to the early reports of
Chinese, Japanese or East Indian populations
unless the supporting evidence has been subjected to critical analysis. But for Egypt, where
records were kept on papyrus or parchment, and

economic historians have been paying increasing
attention to a proper evaluation of mediaeval
price records.

While Graunt more than any other deserves
title of founder of statistics, it must not be
forgotten that he needed straw for his bricks.
The registration of christenings, marriages and
burials upon which he drew began with the
the

dawn

of the sixteenth century. Starting with

Augsburg (1501) and London (1517)

registration quickly extended to the better organized
states of Europe
France (1539-79), England

(before

1547),

Brandenburg (1573) and the
being carried from the last

Netherlands (1590)
named country to
chusetts Bay, 1638).
every case unbroken

the

New World

(Massa-

But the records are not in
from the earliest date, and
in several places the evidence does not show
whether it was the birth or the christening, the
death or the burial which was registered.
In America the early efforts at registration apparently were almost abortive. The oldest continuous record in the western hemisphere is believed to be that of New York, beginning in
1804. That city was followed closely by
Orleans in 1810 and by Boston in 1811.
first

state

to

start

effective

registration

New
The
was

Massachusetts in 1843; a registration law had

been passed in that state in 1842, in frank imitation of the English law of 1837. The results of
the latter had begun to be interpreted by William
Farr in a series of letters which, with his comments on the results of the decennial censuses of
1851, 1861 and 1871, make up a statistical out-

where clay tablets were used, the
documents which have been preserved may probably be trusted. For these countries as well as for Greece and Rome the
main problem is whether the records which have

put perhaps equal to that of any other nineteenth century statistician.
The early interest in vital statistics sprang

survived are a representative sample of the
whole. Often the motives of the writers must be

important element of state power, particularly of
its military strength. Somewhat later with the

for Babylonia,

many

original

taken into consideration.

Thus the

Helvetians

needed to know the number of their fighting
men and used a sound method by which to
estimate it. Caesar, on the other hand, sought to
exalt the glory of his victory; and perhaps in this
case, as certainly in many others, he exaggerated
the reports he had received or selected the most
impressive among them. The significant statisdata for any country outside of western
Europe and for western Europe itself before the
tical

seventeenth century are meager. Few have been
interpreted adequately, although great progress
has been made through the work of Karl Beloch
and his school for antiquity and in recent years

from a widespread fear of the devastating epidemics and a belief that population is the most

general adoption of mercantilist policies attention was directed to economic questions and attempts were made to obtain statistics on such
subjects as foreign trade, food supply, manufactures and the like. Whereas facts of birth and

death are comparatively simple, so that in obthem
might rely upon the

serving

governments

are
parish clergy, economic phenomena, which

much more complex, easily escaped the scrutiny
even of the most conscientious French intendant
or Swedish provincial governor. For this reason
the more satisfactory early statistical records of

an economic character are those relating to imback
ports and exports, which in England date

Statistics
to 1696.

In the following century

was made in gathering

much progress

statistics

pertaining to
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tion for the
fied

Dissatis-

with the rule that the inquiries of the stasection of the association should be re-

agriculture. In addition to enumerations of live-

tistical

to collect annual data

stock states like Saxony and Prussia undertook
on areas planted to various

stricted "to facts relating to communities of men
which are capable of being expressed by num-

crops and on yields and stocks. Prussia introduced also the so-called historical tables, which

bers," he proposed the organization of a separate
statistical society not limited to numerical facts.

attempted to summarize within the space of
twenty-five columns information on the industrial pursuits and taxable
capacity of the population in each administrative division.

The

m

The
litical

transformation
the economic and postructure of Europe during the generation

suggestion was adopted and the Statistical
Society of London was established in 1834.
few months earlier a statistical society had been

A

organized at Manchester, which btill survives
although with diminished importance. Other

and

enduring societies were set up at
Birmingham, Lrverpool, Glas-

less

following the French Revolution and again in
the period 1848-71 furnished a tremendous

gow, Aberdeen and Belfast The American Sta-

impetus to the accumulation of

tistical

statistics.

all

With the democratization

kinds of

of govern-

ment the popular distrust of statistical inquiries
abated and the method of exhaustive enumerations which previously had yielded unreliable
results was employed with greater confidence

Bristol, Leeds,

Association, organized in 1839, apparently was initiated also by one man, Lemuel
Shattuck, in real though not open imitation of

the

London

society.

International statistical organization first took
definite form in the International Statistical
at Brussels in 1853. This congress
existence to Quetelet, who at the
international exhibition
1851 con-

not only for demographic but also for economic

Congress held

investigations. Treatment of statistical information as a state secret gradually gave way to wide

too owes

an important factor in improving starecords and enhancing their practical

publicity,
tistical

usefulness

Rationalization of official statistics

was aided by the organization of special
tistical bureaus, which although limited at

stafirst

to the collation of material gathered by the
regular administrative agencies, in some coun-

London

its

m

ferred with a

number

of British statisticians and

later proposed an international congress. The
congress was attended by many leading statisticians, who discussed their common problems,
above all the production of uniform, contemporaneous and comparable statistics The Brus-

tries

slowly extended their control to the primary
stages of investigation.

congress was the first of a series of nine held
between 1853 and 1876 in the various capitals ot
attacking
Europe. These made a notable start

Statistical progress in the nineteenth century
was aided by statistical societies and interna-

their problem, but its solution still lies far in the
future. The congresses in deciding on their main

tional

statistical

organizations. Many of the
some of which were rooted

earlier associations,

in the agricultural societies of the eighteenth
century, made it their main purpose to describe
particular localities or countries, largely but not
entirely in numerical terms; others were con-

cerned with factual studies to assist in the solution of social problems like poverty and alcoholism. In some instances, as in Saxony in 1831-50,
the society, which consisted of a central organization with many local branches, actually had
charge of government statistics. Also in the

sels

m

purpose did not reject the minor aim of fostering

m

international statistics,
a widespread interest
perhaps the best that could then be done. B**-

cause of this, however, the few technical experts
lost in the increasing number of amateurs

were

To remedy this situaPermanent Commission was set up in
1872, but within a few years the international
War
jealousies bred by the Franco-Prussian
ended the activities of both the congresses and
or interested bystanders.

tion a

the commission.

The attempt at

international organization

was

Netherlands in 1884-92 a private association of
statistical experts took the place of the official
central bureau of statistics abolished some years

1885 at the Jubilee Meeting of the Royal Statistical Society, when the
International Statistical Institute was created to

earlier.

succeed the short lived Permanent Commission
but freed of governmental entanglements. Its

In Great Britain

numerous in the

became
The movement was

statistical societies

renewed

at

London

in

by Quetelet, who attended the 1833

membership is limited to 250, its meetings are
biennial and its recommendations have only

meeting of the newly organized British Associa-

such weight as the governments choose to assign

started

1830*3.
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them.

The work of its committees

uneven and lacking

has been very

in focus. Perhaps the chief
been to foster friendly

pressive of the partnership of government in
business has called for more intensive statistical

service of the institute has

surveillance to provide

and academic statistiThese relations
proved intimate enough and the structure to
which they gave life sufficiently vital to keep it
from foundering with the other wreckage of the
World War. Holding meetings since the war in
Cairo, Tokyo and Mexico city as well as m various European capitals, it has become much more

current performance and a basis for long range

office

truly a world organization, although it may have
purchased its increase in range with some loss of

with basic information, to keep it posted on
current developments and to collate data for

thoroughness.

periodic reports on its own operations. Not only
the agencies of the national government but also
local bodies have created their own statistical
offices to keep themseb'^a informed about the

relations

among

official

cians in the various countries.

International statistics are

now published

not

only by the Permanent Bureau of the International Statistical Institute, established in 1913,

but also by the International Institute of Agri-

by the statistical division of the League
of Nations and by the International Labor

culture,

Office m cooperation with the supporting governments During the 1920*8 these offices cooperated with existing international associations
in the appointment of a number of mixed com-

missions to report upon

common

interest.

How

problems of
and in what ways

statistical

far

these two types of international statistical organU ill continue to cooperate is not yet clear.

an adequate check on

planning.

Along with

this

development there has been a

number of agencies gathering statistical material. Each new government
bureau organized to deal with a specific problem
rapid growth in the

or group of problems has had its own statistical
and staff to supply its administrative arm

problems they face and the effects of their efforts
in meeting these problems. This holds true not
only of autonomous units, such as states in a
federation, but also of administrative divisions

m a centralized state.

Even the

cities, especially

the larger ones, have a whole series of statistical
offices in the departments of health, education,

housing and the like, whose work is sometimes
coordinated and brought to the attention of the
public by a central statistical agency of the

ization

municipality, which

Perhaps the institute will come to hold a relation

pendent inquiries. In addition the numerous
special purpose associations which have sprung

to the statistical offices at

somewhat

tatistical societies

offices

Geneva and Rome

similar to that of various national

with respect to the

statistical

m their own countries.

WALTER

F.

WILLCOX

up

may undertake

also inde-

since the beginning of the nineteenth centrade unions, trade associations, coopera-

tury

tive organizations of all kinds, professional societies
collect statistical information about

their internal operations

and the

status of their

There has been an
enormous increase in the scope and variety of
statistical inquiries, which steadily
expanded

membership, which m the aggregate furnish a
comprehensive statistical reflection of the contemporary pluralistic society at all its levels. The

during the nineteenth century as the promotive,

railroads, steamlarge business corporations
ship companies, banks, insurance companies,
public utility concerns and the gigantic indus-

STATISTICAL PRACTISE

regulatory and control functions of government
grew in number and extent. A powerful stimulus

was given by the World War, which placed a new
emphasis upon economic and industrial statistics as an aid in planning for the requirements

also gather and often pubsummarizing their activities, which by
reason of their great economic importance are o*
trial

combinations

lish data

of the army and of the civil population. Since the
war much attention has been devoted to statistics of business in the search for methods of
predicting and controlling business cycle fluctuations. In the Soviet Union statistics have

operated for profit or attached to foundations
and educational institutions, which not infre-

been recognized as a fundamental instrument in
planning and control and are closely coordinated
with the central planning agency. In the United
States the creation of the National Recovery

quently collect statistics at first hand.
Although the statistics published at the present time in the United States have a few significant lacunae, such as data on morbidity, old

Administration, the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration and similar instrumentalities ex-

age, mvahdism and unemployment, yet they are
as comprehensive and detailed as in any other

considerable public interest. Finally, the gaps in
the field of economic or social information are

sometimes

filled

by

research

organizations,

Statistics
country, with the possible exception of the
Soviet Union, the statistics of which are probably less accurate. The following account of

American

statistics will illustrate therefore the

variety of information available and the multiplicity of agencies engaged in its preparation.

Data on population,

its

geographical distribuopen country or in

tion, its settlement in the

towns and

cities

of various sizes,

its

composition

sex, age, marital conditions, color, nativity,
citizenship and occupation, as well as on school

by

attendance, illiteracy and tenure of home are
gathered in decennial censuses by the federal

Bureau of the Census. The population census
was first taken in 1790, although on a much
shorter schedule than

number

is

indicated above.

A

of states have also carried out censuses

in their territory during the federal intercensal
period; some of them, notably those of New

York

quennial and after 1920 biennial. Statistics of
mines and quarries also are obtained in connection with the decennial censuses; current production data are published by the United States

Bureau of the Mines. Surveys of individual industries have been conducted by the Bureau of
the Census, the Federal Trade Commission, the
Tariff Commission and commissions created for
specific purposes, such as the Coal Commission
and the Industrial Commission. Reports on
current activity of individual industries are compiled by trade associations and journals, commercial agencies and in some instances by the
Bureau of the Census, the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce or the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
Statistics of foreign trade are

gathered by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
first census of domestic distribution was
carried out in 1930 by the Bureau of the Census.

The

to 1905

in 1855 to 1875, of Massachusetts in 1875
and of Michigan in 1874 to 1904 have

Private sources of statistics in this field include

constituted significant statistical investigations.
The registration of births and deaths is
the

trade associations and chambers of commerce,
besides the statistical offices of certain large

hands of the civil subdivisions of states, but the
Bureau of the Census obtains copies of the
records for compilation on a national scale.
The agricultural censuses, which have been

corporations. An important field of market statistics is the statistics of prices. These are col-

m

quinquennial since 1920, cover crops, personnel,
farms, farm families and equipment and are
taken by the Bureau of die Census with the
assistance of experts from the Department of
Agriculture. Except for the annual data on production and ginning of cotton collected by the

Bureau of the Census, current agricultural

sta-

are concentrated principally in the Bureau
of Agricultural Economics of the Department of
Agriculture. It provides estimates of crop contistics

prospects and production;

ditions,

it

gathers

of stocks, compiles market information,
engages in price analysis and attempts a statistical coverage of the social aspects of farm life.
statistics

Many

of the states have departments of agri-

culture,

which

collect

and publish relevant

data.

Some

lected

by the United States Bureau of Labor

Statistics for its compilations of retail and wholesale price indices and for its cost of living studies.

Extensive analyses of agricultural prices with
reference to factors in price variation are prepared in the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

Valuable collections of price data are

by various trade

Transportation
to railroads

and

made

also

associations.
statistics, especially in relation

electric railways, are centralized

in the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Pri-

vate sources of similar data are the railroads
themselves; the Bureau of Railway Economics, a
private organization financed by the carriers,
publishes some statistical material. Statistics of

shipping are collected by the Bureau of Navigation of the Department of Commerce. Shipping
on internal waterways is treated in reports of the

state offices are responsible for significant
statistical studies; California, for example, has

chief engineer of the War Department. Data
motor vehicle registrations are published

published a series on special crops. Privately
limited

bureaus charged with this duty and are
compiled by private associations.

mainly to stocks and production data for particular
commodities compiled by commercial agencies.
Statistics on manufactures have been gathered
at the decennial censuses of 1810, 1820 and
1840; since then they have been collected decennially and great advances have been made in

centered in the
Reserve Board, the
twelve Federal Reserve banks and the office of
the comptroller of the currency. Statistics on
money and currency are issued by the Treasury
Department. Data on state banks and other

wealth of detail and classification. From 1900 to
1920 the censuses of manufactures were quin-

financial agencies operating under state charters
are collected and published by the state depart

gathered

statistics

in this

field

are

on
by

state

Statistics

United

of banking
Federal

are

States
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ments charged with

their supervision.

State

supervisory offices publish also insurance statistics. The division of agricultural insurance in
the Department of Agriculture has carried out
of insurance.
special studies of these branches
Private sources, notably the insurance companies
themselves and the rating bureaus, provide a
in
relatively important part of the available data
these fields, especially all information relating
to the application of insurance principles, coverage, risks

and

loss ratios.

The principal source of income data is income

Statistics relating to all phases of labor are
concentrated mainly in the federal Bureau of
Labor Statistics and in the labor departments of
the industrial states. The bureau collects wage

data for a list of specified industries by special
investigations of pay rolls in selected establishments. Current changes in pay rolls are collected

monthly in cooperation with
for selected industries.

state labor

Union

bureaus

wages are
Data on wages for serates of

published once a year.
lected occupations, including common labor,
are published from time to time. The bureau

tax

statistics gathered and tabulated in the
Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Department. Data on wealth (the value of tangible

also compiles data on the cost of living, on the
basis of which an index of real wages is com-

puted.

property) are compiled decennially by the
Bureau of the Census mainly from state reports

state labor bureaus, notably that of Ohio, which
takes a weekly wage rate census every few years.

on property assessments for taxation purposes.
Another source of property statistics is the

Extensive inquiries into wages and wage changes
have been made from time to time, the Census
Office published in 1885 a special report cover-

federal estate tax returns for estates exceeding a
minimum figure (formerly $100,000); other in-

heritance data are available in local county probate courts, but no central collection of data is
provided. Statistics of farm mortgages have

been gathered in connection with the agriculand statistics of mortgages on
homes were collected in connection with the
population censuses in 1890 and 1920. An estimate of national income and wealth was made by
the Federal Trade Commission in 1926 and of
national income for 1929-32 by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. A more important source is the National Bureau of Economic Research, an unofficial body which has
made estimates of national income for a series
tural census,

of years supplementing available data by special
studies of its own. Similar estimates have been

Wage

data are secured also

by

certain

ing mainly the years 1860 to 1880, followed in
1905 by an important survey of certain indus-

between 1890 and 1900. Similar extensive
made by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the United States Coal Commission
and the Immigration Commission. Other wage
data are secured by the Children's Bureau and
the Women's Bureau, both in the Department
tries

studies have been

of Labor, through special studies for children
respectively; by the Department of

and women

Agriculture for agricultural labor; and by the
Interstate
labor.

Commerce Commission

In addition a mass of material

for railroad
is

collected

by private agencies, notably the trade unions.
The National Industrial Conference Board, an
employers' association, collects and publishes
data on wages and cost of living, showing trends

compiled also by other private agencies.

in real

Business cycle statistics are summarized in the
Survey of Current Business, published monthly

occupations and industries. Similar data are
gathered by certain trade associations for use in

by the Department of Commerce. Industrial
production series, commodity price series, statistics of construction, of employment and of
factory pay rolls and similar data drawn from numerous public and private sources are brought

negotiations with labor.

together to provide a statistical description of
the movement of business.
considerable part

A

of these basic data
offices

is prepared in the statistical
of the Federal Reserve Board and in the

Bureau of Labor

wages

in selected localities for different

Employment statistics presenting the number
of persons employed on the fifteenth of each
month are included in the biennial censuses of
manufactures. Monthly employment data are
gathered by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
working through the state labor bureaus, for a
current index of changes in employment in
selected industries and states. In 1930 the
Census of Occupations included also a question

University bureaus
of business research have made important advances in this field, notably the Harvard Bureau

relative to lack of occupation or unemployment.
Some unemployment data are collected by the

of Economic Research, which publishes current
data on economic conditions in the quarterly

ship.

Statistics.

Review of Economic

Statistics.

trade unions with regard to their

own member-

Statistics of industrial accidents are collected

Statistics
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics by special investigations in selected industries, notably iron
steel manufacture, by state labor bureaus

and

usually as a by-product of the administration of
workmen's compensation acts, by the Interstate

Commerce Commission for railroads and the
Bureau of Mines for mines and quarries.
Child labor statistics are derived from state
employment certificate offices and from the
decennial census, which includes data on occupations of children classified by ages. Numerous
statistical studies of problems in the field of

made by the Children's
statistics on the labor of

child labor have been

Bureau. Similarly
are included under occupations in the
decennial census, while numerous special studies
are made by the Women's Bureau.

women

A considerable body of social statistics is compiled by federal agencies, state departments of
health and of correction and by private foundations. Thus the Bureau of the Census publishes

annual data on the insane, feebleminded and
epileptics in state and federal hospitals
inmates of federal and state prisons;

and on
it

also

special surveys the population of
almshouses and in decennial censuses the work

covers

in

of child care institutions (including juvenile re-

363
The

intervals.

Institute of Social

Research deserves mention in connection with

and other topics in the field of social staData on education are centralized in the
United States Office of Education, which publishes biennial surveys on the basis of reports of
state and local boards of education as well as
numerous studies on special topics.
This brief survey of American statistics may
this

tistics.

give the impression of haphazard development.
In fact, however, several distinct trends can
easily
tics.

be discerned in the

One

statistical

permanent organization in 1902 and
permanent staff
adequately equipped with efficient tabulating
lished as a

which has

at its disposal a targe

machinery.

The

other tendency exemplifies the

principle of natural growth. Each
bureau or office entrusted with administrative or
familiar

research duties requires statistical data, and the
natural course is to set up a statistical office to

provide this material; these statistical branches
begin usually in a small way but frequently develop into large independent offices A final development is the trend toward centralization. A

prisoners and persons on probation are presented in annual statistics compiled by the De-

which

police departments. Annual statistics of
child dependency in a number of cities and of

cases brought before juvenile courts are collected currently by the Children's Bureau, which
compiles also data on mothers' aid and has published important special investigations on institutions for child care and a report on illegitimacy. Data on the latter topic are collected by
the Bureau of the Census and the local offices of
vital statistics. Data on prostitution are available
through private agencies, such as the Bureau of
Social Hygiene, and through local enforcement
offices. In the general field of statistics of social
work important contributions are made by the

of federal statis-

the Bureau of the Census, which was estab-

central statistical

city

field

the tendency to concentrate major
undertakings of a censal character in
is

formatories) and of child placement agencies
State offices publish data on insanity, feeblemindedness and pauperism. Data on federal

partment of Justice, which also publishes a series
covering state offenses derived from reports of

and Religious

the

body was established during
World War; and in July, 1933, m executive

order created the Central Statistical Board,
consists of representatives from the prin-

cipal statistical offices and is authorized to make
recommendations in relation to all statistical

schedules and inquiries.
In many countries the organization of the
statistical services of the national government is
subject to greater centralization than in the

United States. In a number of them

the

Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Italy, Spain,
Germany, several Balkan and South American
states
central statistical offices \vere created in
the third quarter of the nineteenth century. At
first these may have been limited to statistics of a
general character, and special statistics easily
gathered as a by-product of administrative operation were left in the hands of the several minis-

Nevertheless, such offices exercised a coordinating influence over the entire sphere of
tries.

and mainly through two

Russell Sage Foundation.
Statistics of churches were collected at the

government

decennial censuses from 1850 to 1870. In 1890
was taken in con-

council, the

nection with the population census, and since
1906 investigations, even more comprehensive
in character, have been repeated at decennial

membership including representatives of the

a census of religious bodies

channels.

statistics

One was

the statistical commission or

chairman being in many instances
the head of the central statistical bureau and the
principal statistical services as well as outstanding
and economists in private life.

statisticians
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Moreover the central offices enjoyed a certain
amount of power through the publication of
annuals or series collating the
of

all

government

divisions.

statistical

An

output
important de-

centralizing tendency became apparent at the
end of the nineteenth century and the beginning

of the twentieth, when separate departments
created to handle labor problems and to ad-

minister social legislation took over or organized
de novo the collection of a considerable variety
of labor statistics.

A

late manifestation of this

trend was the transfer of labor

many from
Labor

statistics in

Ger-

the central office to the Ministry of

In general

may be observed
and the newer its
organization, the greater has been the

in 1920.

it

that the smaller the country
political

extent of statistical centralization.
states created after the

have entrusted the

Most

of the

World War,

statistical

for instance,
function to a

central authority accountable in many cases directly to the cabinet and operating either

through local branches or through the statistical
divisions in the several ministries under its direct
control. Yet no matter how centralized the statistical organization, certain
subjects remain as a
outside the competence of the central
office; these are generally the statistics of bank-

rule

and communication.
The account here presented of American

ing, transportation

statistical organization also raises the question as
to the relation between the federal statistical

and those of the states. The statistical
competence of the United States government
has been circumscribed from the outset because
of its limited powers. The states have had a
much wider sphere of action; in providing for
statistical services they have sometimes duplicated the work of the federal government, as in
state censuses, and sometimes paved the way for
services

it,

as in the creation of bureaus of labor statistics,

er than in the United States.
tistisches

Reichsamt

The German

collects

statistical

Stadate

either directly or through the state offices upoi
forms approved after consultation with state
statisticians

and uniform

considerable scope

is

for the entire country;
nevertheless afforded the

state statistical offices for state or local studies in

connection with or independently of national
investigations. In Canada the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics has charge of the major statistical
for the country as a whole
the census,

work

imports and exports, agricultural, manufacturing and mining production and so on. In Australia, on the other hand, less centralization prevails and there is a certain duplication of work
between the commonwealth and the state offices,
each of which publishes a yearbook of statistical

data.

The material required by statistical offices is
obtained through registration of the relevant
facts as they come to light or through enumeration at a particular moment of time. The results
of registration are usually summarized for fairly

short periods and yield current statistics These
may also be derived from enumerations, if the
are repeated frequently. Enumerations
attempt to include all cases which fall
within the definition of the subject of enumeralatter

may

tion (census); an alternative procedure is to take
merely a large enough sample of the cases to give
a sufficient basis for statistical conclusions. The

with sampling, however, is that unless
is taken the sample may not be representative; a random sample does not insure an
difficulty

great care

unbiased selection. For example, in a survey of
current manufacturing employment and pay
roll changes it is not sufficient merely to accept
returns from 20 percent of the total manufacturing concerns; these concerns must be so selected
as to represent fairly the several industries, the

first of which preceded
by fifteen years the
organization of the federal Bureau of Labor. As
the federal government acquired an increasing
number of departments with functions over-

several parts of the country and the large and
small establishments in each industry. Even then

lapping those of state agencies, two tendencies

representative for

became apparent: one

may

the

that toward cooperation, notably between the United States departments of Labor and Agriculture and the Bureau
of the

is

Census and the corresponding agencies of

the state governments; the other is the atrophy
of state statistics where the federal statistics

it

shall

be

characteristics

may

or

a sample of material selected so that

some

not be representative for others. It is so
difficult to insure representativeness of the

sample that in most inquiries relative to population complete enumeration is preferred. In the
field of economic data and in many social prob-

cover the ground more fully and expertly, as in
the case of state censuses. In other federated

lems exhaustive enumeration is, however, out of
the question; here therefore care as to the
methods of obtaining data is of primary impor-

such as Germany and Canada, the degree
of geographical centralization tends to be
great-

tance for the validity of the results.
Whether obtained by registration

states,

or

by

Statistics
enumeration, most statistics of the present day
derive from the individual schedule, which may
be a separate card or sheet or in some cases, as
in the population census, a separate line on the

The

preparation of the
schedule is a very important phase of the work of
any statistical undertaking. Each question on the

enumerator's sheet.

schedule must be considered very carefully with
respect to its form; in an inquiry of any magnitude the number and complexity of the questions are matters of profound influence upon the

expense of collecting the data and tabulating the
material. The questions must be so phrased that
neither the enumerator nor the person interrogated can misinterpret them or give an answer
based upon misunderstanding For example, the
age question may be asked either as age at last
birthday or as age at nearest birthday or as date
of birth; the first form is commonly used in

was recommended by the International Statistical Congress of 1872 and is often employed in European
countries. The questions must be phrased more
clearly or explanations must be appended to the
census

statistics,

although the

last

the subject is to fill in the answers
himself. Ev en where trained enumerators are emquestions

if

or at the central office for completeness

and con-

sistency; if omissions or obvious errors are dis-

covered the schedules

may be returned for cor-

rection.

When the schedules are all in hand, the subsequent processes include editing, coding and
tabulating. Editing consists in reviewing the
answers which will be used in tabulation and
translating them into such terms as will be useful
the particular inquiry. Since most of the
major statistical offices now work with mechanical tabulators and punch cards, the editing
usually is closely connected with the mapping
out of the punch cards, which consists in dividing the cards into fields, each assigned to a
particular topic, and with coding; that is, writing
the entries in code for subsequent punching on
the cards. In deciding upon the divisions for

m

editing, coding and on the punch cards the final
tables and hence the purposes which these

must be kept in mind. The
planning of the tables therefore must precede or
go forward concurrently with the editing.
tables will serve

The
vision

planning of the tables includes the profor suitable correlations between the

various items

on the schedules, such

as age

and

ployed, they must be given definite instructions,
which 111 order to insure uniformity of interpretation should attempt to clarify any doubtful

sex, age and occupation and the like. It requires
also decisions as to the particular classification to

points in regard to the specific questions. These
instructions therefore must be as complete as

individual years of age,

possible and yet brief, for if the instructions are
too lengthy and detailed they will not be read or

remembered.
In conjunction with the preparation of the
schedule must go the precise delineation of the
coverage and methods of the inquiry. It must be

m

determined
exact detail for whom the schedules shall be taken. Thus in censuses of population schedules may be required only for residents
(de jure population) or for all persons present on
the day of the census (de facto population). In
the case of enumerations it must be decided

whether the schedule

is

to

be

filled

out by the

individual interrogated, by trained enumerators
or by selected correspondents. In the German

census

it is

the custom to distribute the census

blanks in advance; the enumerators merely collect

them,

them out only where doubt is
the meaning of the questions. In the

filling

raised as to

case of agricultural inquiries in many countries
schedules are sent to selected correspondents,
whose replies report the facts for a whole country or other area.
filled,

However the schedules

they are usually checked at the

are

field office

be shown; whether,

for example,

by

it is

to

be by

five-year age groups

or by ten-year age groups. In many cases a preliminary study of the schedules or of a sample

group of schedules may be necessary

for a de-

cision as to the appropriate classifications. Thus
if practically all the schedules for a
particular
fall in the older age groups, the code and
the punch card can be adapted to this fact. In
general the classifications should be so adjusted

study

as to give uniform intervals (if of a continuous
variable) and a reasonable distribution over the

the limits of the class intervals should not
be so far apart as to cause a heavy concentration
in one or two classes nor so close as to give an
uneven result with alternate classes full and
field,

fmpty.
In the publication of the results of an inquiry
number of questions must be settled, par-

a

ticularly

how much

derivative material in the

form of percentages and ratios is to be included
and how comprehensive the textual interpretation of the tables should be made. A growing
tendency has been to publish basic tabular
matter as promptly as possible with a
of text and to follow
analysis.

One

minimum

with an adequate
feature which should be emphait

later
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is

that essential details about

methods of

and material relevant to appraising the
margin of error should be presented with the
results. Elaborate statistical analysis which goes
collection

ism. Of the statisticians Wilhelm Lexis alone
approached Quetelet 's doctrines from the objective standpoint of probability theory; he pointed
out the analogy between the stability of statisti-

come

relatives and averages has beof increasing importance for government
statistics in many fields. In the publication of

ships in purely accidental phenomena, such as
the results of the drawing of balls from an urn.

and wage data and of other economic time
numbers is widespread;
and in many statistical offices correlation and
similar advanced techniques are coming into

For practical purposes the controversy was
ended in the iSyo's with the defeat of the school
of Quetelet. The following twenty years were a
period of stagnation for theory but one of marked

increased favor. It remains true nevertheless

improvement in the technique of statistical oband rapid accumulation of concrete
statistical material; only Lexis and his few pupils

far

beyond mere

price

series the use of index

that with the great

mass of

official statistics at-

is still centered primarily on collection,
tabulation and publication of the basic data.

tention

ROBERT M. WOODBURY

METHOD.

STATISTICAL

Modern

statistical

method derives from the work of seventeenth
and eighteenth century political arithmeticians
and from the calculus of probability developed
at about the same time by a number of distinguished mathematicians. The first practical statistician of note who fused the two into a theory
of statistical
statistics as

method was
a tool

could be turned

Quetelet.

He envisaged

social disciplines
into exact sciences aiming at

whereby

the discovery of natural laws relating to man.
These he believed were expressed in relative
numbers and averages measuring the characteristics

of the "average

man" whom

nature tends

constantly to produce; the individual deviations
he traced to the presence of numerous but un-

important disturbing factors whose influence on
the empirical data could be eliminated with the
aid of the law of large numbers and the theory
of errors adapted from probability theory.
Quetelet, however, was only a pioneer. His
phraseology about "nature" and "laws of na-

cal

numbers and the

stability of certain relation-

servation

continued the study of stability of statistical
In this period statistics came to designate
the science of mass phenomena in social life.
series.

The new
the

last

era in statistical theory dates from
quarter of the nineteenth century. A

group of English biologists engaged upon certain aspects of genetics

came

to the conclusion

mass observation was necessary for a successful solution of their problems and turned to
the statistical method. Fortunately they found
in Karl Pearson a scholar combining high math-

that

ematical ability with a taste for meticulous
pirical investigation. Probability calculus,

em-

which

had made no progress virtually since Poisson,
now began to advance and became in Pearson's
hands the principal tool of statistical methodology. He attracted numerous pupils and followers, among whom there soon appeared statisticians as well as biometnsts. His ideas steadily
gained in ascendancy and at present may be said
to dominate statistical theory in the English
speaking world. Their influence has also largely

ture" sounded suspiciously like a secularized
rendering of Sussmilch's "divine providence"

statistical thought in the
Latin countries, especially in Italy, and in the
Scandinavian states, although in some of them
the importance of certain national tendencies
must not be underestimated. Germanic coun-

and "divine order." Nevertheless, he was fairly
circumspect in dealing with the problem of free
will; in one passage he even maintained that
events depending upon free will would show a

despite the work of Lexis and his eminent
pupil Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz, still continue
under the influence of Georg von Mayr's empirical school, whose outlook is characteristic of

greater regularity than those governed by physical causes alone. But his disciples went much
further and came to regard the statistical con-

the period which followed the discard of Quetelet's system; only in very recent years has a

formities to law,

which of course have not the

slightest bearing

upon this problem, as evidence

in support of absolute determinism. Queteletism
met with very violent opposition, mainly on the

part of German theologians,economistsand statisticians, which was largely an expression of

moral indignation against

its

extreme determin-

shaped the progress of

tries,

been made toward the acceptance of
the English theories and, in economic statistics,
of American methods. In Russia A. A. Chuprov
made a brilliant attempt to synthesize the ideas
faint start

of the English school and of Lexis-Bortkiewicz
with the philosophical system of Wilhelm Windelband and Heinrich Rickert. This approach
has been influential in Russian theoretical sta-

Statistics
tistics

and

is

becoming important in a number of

other Slavic countries.

Biology
which the

is

statistical
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may be

directed toward the individual

m

of a particular object
all their multifarious complexity and change through time or
it
may center only upon such properties as the
traits

not the only natural science in

method

used

is

at present;

coming to be increasingly employed in
physics and there is a fair prospect of its extenit

rov,

is

sion to other exact disciplines.
progress in statistical theory

As
is

in other fields,

conditioned in

the last resort by practical requirements; the
growing popularity of the statistical approach
therefore stimulates a rapid though not entirely
coordinated advance in statistical methodology.
Under these circumstances no more can be at-

object has in

common with others Furthermore
common attributes may refer to

the interest in

a specific position of the object in space and
time, in which case stress is laid upon the most
precise determination of these coordinates; or

the space-time reference, while not entirely
may be comparatively broad. The

eliminated,

resulting types of idiographic

knowledge are

his-

tempted than a tentative statement of the general
outlines of the theory of statistical method.

geographical and statistical, these terms
being used in their broadest sense.
The subject matter of a statistical study is thus

In his Essai philosophique sur les probability
the French mathematician Pierre Simon Laplace

not a particular object but the entire collection
of objects distinguished by certain properties,
and its method is one of enumeration. The char-

offered the following classical formulation of the
ideal of scientific knowledge: "Given for one
instant an intelligence which could comprehend

the forces by which nature

all

is

animated and

who com-

the respective situation of the beings

pose it an intelligence sufficiently vast to submit these data to analysis it would embrace in

same formula the movements of the greatest
bodies of the universe and those of the lightest
atom; for it, nothing would be uncertain and
the future, as the past, would be present to its
eyes" (tr. by F. W. Truscott, New York 1902,
the

p 4). The attainment of this ideal obviously depends upon three conditions, a perfect knowledgeof all "forces," or laws, of nature; an equally
perfect knowledge of the distribution of all
"beings," that is, of all elements of the universe
at

some given moment

past or present;

and an

infinitely powerful reason capable of embracing
all this in one formula and submitting it to cal-

culation.

The

first

type of knowledge has been

nomographic (by Louis Couturat), and
the second idiographic (by Windelband). At
present it is generally accepted that the nomographic type and the idiographic are equally
indispensable and hence equally legitimate elements of science; without either of them no
prediction or, more generally, no practical applicalled

cation of science

is

possible.

Since no exhaustive knowledge, whether nomographic or idiographic, is attainable, scientific

what

is

selective, concentrating upon
is presumably of the greatest interest. In

investigation

practise the necessity of selection

is

reenforced

torical,

acteristic steps in all statistical investigations are:
the assignment of broad but clearly marked
space-time limits to the area of observation; the

definition of the unit of observation

by certain

external attributes; the enumeration of all such
units within the area and the recording of a

limited

number

of attributes for each of them.

The units may be counted up

either for the area

as a whole or by several groups, in the latter
case the definition of the unit of observation

must be supplemented by a statement of the
group criteria. The enumeration itself may consist merely of ascertaining the number of units
falling into each group or else of cumulating into
a group total the measurements of the quantitative attributes for the several units.

so enumerated

The groups

may be

either natural, in the
sense that they represent real associations of
individuals a household, a city, a prison or

may be pure constructs of the statistician,
having no existence outside his tables, such as
they

the group of inhabitants of the United States
who reached the age of forty in 1930.
Statistical knowledge always refers not to par-

but to the "universe," or
"population," of individuals having one or more
attributes in common as well as a number of
other attributes specific to each individual or to
ticular individuals

smaller subgroups. No matter how large the
number of groups in the field studied and the

number of attributes recorded within each group,
the statistical observer deliberately overlooks a
vast amount of information about each of the
units of observation.

Every person comprised
is unique

by the limited amount of

in the population of a given country

raphy the selecting

in the complexity and individuality of his characteristics, to the census statistician, however,

ability and material
resources available for scientific work. In idiog-

interest,

according to Chup-
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of interest only as a peg from
be suspended the ten to twenty spe-

that person

which may

is

with which the census schedule
is concerned. The statistician is of course quite
aware of the fact that each person possesses in
cific attributes

addition a vast
ties;

but

statistical

all

number

these

lie

of other traits

and

quali-

outside the boundaries of

observation and hence beyond the ken

The fact that this type
of simplification is necessarily implied in every
application of the statistical method is imporof the statistical method.

tant, since

it

justifies

the reliance of

statistical

upon the theory of probabilities. The
punched card, which incorporates the data col-

inference

lected in the course of a statistical survey and
constitutes the raw material of statistical tabulation, affords a perfect analogy to those numbered tickets or balls the drawing of which from

an urn so often absorbs the attention of the
probability theorist. Here too each of the balls
has its own individual attributes and "personal"

tion. The statistical method involves elements of
nomography because statistical enumeration is

seldom exhaustive. In order to establish even so
elementary a datum as the size of a country's
population the political arithmeticians were compelled to resort to complicated calculations based

upon data which covered only a minute portion
of the population. As statistical observation was
extended during the nineteenth century, indirect
methods became superfluous. For a time it was
believed that any type of statistical study could
be organized along the lines of an exhaustive
enumeration; thus a scholar as eminent as Mayr
incorporated the principle of exhaustiveness in
the very definition of statistics and regarded
non-exhaustive observation, or sampling, as
merely a substitute, the use of which should if
possible be avoided. The subsequent development of statistics, however, did not follow the
course anticipated by him. It became apparent
that even in the social sphere there are many

history; wooden balls, for instance, may have
come from different trees or have been turned
on different lathes.
As a purely idiographic method statistics is
concerned with two sets of problems. The first
involves such questions as how to form groups,
how to enumerate units comprised therein and
how to compile the data so obtained into statis-

enumeration would be too costly and time consuming; the latter consideration is of particular
relevance to economic statistics. Moreover the
statistical method of mass observation has come

Logically these questions appear to
be simple enough; in practise, however, they

to be applied in the natural sciences, such as
biology and physics, where the statistical uni-

tical tables.

present many difficulties whose solution must be
uniform if statistical totals are to have any value
and if their comparison over time and space is
to be made possible. Moreover, in view of the
magnitude of many statistical undertakings, such
practical considerations as

economy and

effi-

ciency loom here much larger than abstract analysis would lead one to believe. Problems of the

second type relate to the condensation of statisdata for purposes of scientific analysis, the

tical

transformation of long
relatives, averages,

statistical

measures of

arrays into

stability,

graphs

and the like. Whereas in the first stage of statiswork a universe of units of observation is

tical

transformed into a pile of

and

statistical

schedules

volumes filled with statistical
tables, in the second stage these are compressed
into a much smaller number of figures and pictures easy to survey and memorize.
Statistics is not an exclusively idiographic discipline. Its nomographic aspects have been
steadily gaining ground and at present the value
later

instances in which exhaustive observation of
mass phenomena is dispensed with, most often

because merely approximate results are adequate
for practical purposes or because a complete

verse often comprises an infinite number of units
is therefore not susceptible of exhaustive
enumeration. The greater part of the statistical

and

now available is thus secured through
non-exhaustive observation. The principal ex-

material

ception in this respect is population statistics,
the data of which are obtained through general
censuses. It is important to note in this connection that even census figures lack absolute
precision, inasmuch as certain elements of the
to

themsupply

population, for reasons best

misleading information; the margin of error in
exhaustive enumeration may be as high as 10
percent or more.

into

put upon statistical generalization is probably
greater than that attached to statistical descrip-

known

selves, escape observation altogether or

It is clear that

one of the main tasks of statis-

theory is to devise methods for inferring
from a comparatively small number of observatical

tions conclusions as to larger universes of which
the observations in question form a part or a
derivative.

These

larger universes

may comprise

number of units (open universes), a
finite but very large number or only a limited
number. If the number of units drawn into the
an

infinite

Statistics
sample

is

large in relation to the total

number

of

units in the universe, then, regardless of the
methods used in selecting the sample, it is not
difficult to ascertain the highest arithmetically
possible limits of deviation of the characteristics
of the sample from those of the universe. In all

other cases only special rules of sampling will
secure satisfactory results. The simplest of such
cases is that where the units in the universe have
been thoroughly mixed before the sample is
taken; then the drawing of units into the sample
will closely resemble probability experiments
with balls drawn from an urn. If, however, such
preliminary mixing does not occur automatically
in the process of formation of the universe or
cannot be induced artificially, the selection of
units for the sample must be so organized that
the result shall be as representative as that ob-

tained in the previous case. The larger the
ber of units drawn into the sample, the

nummore
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mous

questions, probability theory has had a
long history; from a calculation of hazards in
the various games of chance it has evolved into

the logical foundation of statistics, actuarial science and many of the natural sciences. The
traditions established in

can

its

early stages,

how-

be traced in certain elements of
the theory, such as the concept of probability
itself, which has been the subject of lively conever,

still

troversy. The more prominent of the several
views represented in the literature are those of
Laplace, the German physiologist Johannes von

Kries, the English logician John Venn and the
English economist J. M. Keynes. Laplace re-

garded probability as a substitute for causality
where knowledge of underlying objective relations is insufficient. Kries, although admitting
in general the subjectivist basis of probability,
maintained that a judgment of equal probability

must be supported

also

by knowledge

that the

frequently and the more closely, in accordance
with the law of large numbers, will the various

events in question are actually equal in extent
and are not directly derivative. Venn went even

characteristics of the sample approach the corresponding characteristics of the universe.
It is to be noted that under the theory of
sampling may be subsumed also such cases as
are usually treated with the aid of the theory of
errors. It may be asked, for instance, what the
wheat crop of the United States would have
been in 1933 if it had not been affected in that

further in the direction of objectivism by identi-

year by accidental deviations of climatic condifrom the "normal." If it be assumed that

tions

the wheat acreage, the methods of its cultivation
and in general all factors other than climatic
conditions which influence the size of the crop
remain constant, then the annual crop fluctua-

fying probability with empirical frequency. And
Keynes shifts the discussion to a different plane

by asserting that probability arises out of the
existence of a specific relation between premise
and conclusion

in those cases

where

it

is

not

possible to argue demonstratively from the former to the latter. It is worthy of note that the
differences described above scarcely affect the
mathematical content of the theory, more particularly the mathematical aspects of its theorems a striking indication of the lack of congruity between the logical foundation of the
science and the mathematical structure erected

The elimination of this

may be regarded as the resultant of climatic variations only. If it be assumed further
that climate is not subject to secular change and

upon

that observation has been extended over an in-

congenial to the professional statistician, is that
of mathematical axiomatization; that is, the

tions

long period of years, then the mean of
the wheat crop series would furnish the answer
finitely

to the question posed above. An empirical approximation to that mean is the average for the
several years centering about 1933, which may
be considered as a sample. It should be empha-

ally

it.

fault has gener-

been attempted along philosophical logical
Another approach to the problem, more

lines.

selection of a necessary and sufficient number
of definitions and axioms to afford the easiest

and the most convenient way of deducing all
theorems by means of "tautological transformations." From this point of view the most acceptable definition of mathematical probability

sized, however, that conclusions based upon this
type of hypothetical sampling vary according to
which factors are assumed to remain constant

probabilities

and which do

most

closely the statistical formulation of prob-

lems

resembles the construction offered by

in fact

remain unchanged during

the period included in the sample.
Directly connected with sampling

is

the com-

plex of ideas associated with the application of
the theory of probability. Since 1654, when the
chevalier de

Mer< submitted

to Pascal his fa-

allowing the widest scope for the application of
in

statistics

and approximating

Venn, adopted by Pearson and
improved by Richard von Mises.

in recent years
It identifies the

probability sought for in the study of a sample
as the
frequency in the universe

corresponding
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from which the sample has been derived; and
it

regards the mathematical expectation of a
sample as the weighted arith-

characteristic in a

mean

metic

of

the universe.

all

values of the characteristic in

The "axiomatic"

concept of prob-

seems to be best suited to the requirements of theoretical statistics; whether it is also
the most adaptable to the requirements of other
ability

disciplines is still uncertain. Even in application to statistics it is not yet completely developed; for instance, no definite solution has been

evolved thus far for the case, which occurs frequently in economic statistics, where the num-

ber of units in the universe is not infinite as is
assumed but finite and not very large.
Nor does axiomatization touch upon the philosophical problem as to the meaning of mathegenerally

matical probability in general and particularly
its potentially profound significance in

as to

connection with certain epistemological questions pointed out by Chuprov.
The universes which are approached by the

study of samples may be transitory and unique
or stable and recurrent. In the first type the task
of statistics

is

more or

less idiographic;
is statistics faced with

only in

nomothe second type
graphic problems, one of the most obvious of
which is that of classifying such universes into
homogeneous groups, of establishing
separate kinds of recurrent universes. Further
inquiry into the internal mechanism of their
several

recurrence, however,

is

outside the field of sta-

theory in the proper sense of the term.
characteristics of stable universes are also

dent," R. A. Fisher and others. The problem
of so utilizing the samples as to arrive at the
best possible approximation to the characteristics of the universe is one of "stochastics" in

Chuprov's sense and is closely related to the
problem of inverse probability. It is in this field
especially that intensive scientific inquiry is proceeding at present, a prominent part being
played by R. A. Fisher. He has achieved notable
results also in dealing with the problem of small

sampling, a topic of prime importance for biom-

and vital statistics.
Apart from universes of a transitory and stable
type there is also an intermediate type of universe which appears to change in time more or
less rapidly and more or less regularly in a certain direction. Such evolving universes occur
most frequently among social phenomena and
find their statistical reflection in time series. In
dealing with the latter a question always arises
etry

as to the nature of the successive items: are they

samples drawn from the same universe or has
the universe been developing with the passage
of time? There are several devices which

facili-

tate the

answering of this question, such, for
instance, as the Lexis criterion of stability and
certain generalized forms of the variate-difference method. The attempt to formulate a single

law of distribution for the entire time series may
be compared to the rearrangement of the several
pictures of a motion picture film in accordance
with some criterion which has no direct relation

or "norm," which the characteristics of the successive samples drawn from such a universe will

to time, such as the postures of the characters.
This procedure overlooks an essential type of
information, a knowledge of the sequence of
variation which is usually not at all accidental.
Another problem peculiar to time series is that

tend to follow, in accordance with the law of
large numbers. The first of the laws of each

which are

tistical

The
stable

and may therefore be regarded as a "law,"

law of distribution; that is,
a table of all possible numerical values of its
units together with their frequencies (which
stable universe

is its

of segregating the several types of variation
reflected in its figures.
special complex of problems is involved in
the utilization of statistical procedures for the

A

figure as probabilities in relation to the samples

establishment of causal associations. For a long
time these procedures were identified with the

drawn from the

classical

universe). It

is

sometimes pos-

methods of induction as expounded in

sible to

proceed one step further and to devise
a simple equation in which the numerical value

textbooks of logic. Gradually, however, it became clear that "in the empirical sciences the

of the units comprised in the universe is related
The best known example of

method comes into play only where
induction, the inference from one typical instance to other instances, fails" (Rumelin, Gu-

to their frequency.

such an equation

is

that of the normal curve.

A

further development along the same line is to
be found in the method of moments and in such

attempts to devise distribution equations of
other than the normal curve type as have been

made by
lier,

Pearson, T.

N. Thiele, C. V. L. Char-

F. Y. Edgeworth, Heinrich Bruns, "Stu-

statistical

stav,

Reden und Aufsdtze, 2 vols., Tubingen
i, p. 267). The fundamental pecu-

1875-81, vol.
liarity of the

statistical

ciations arises

from the

search for causal assofact that

it

relates cause

universes to effect universes, both of which include in addition to cause elements and effect

Statistics
elements other components having no bearing
upon the cause and effect relationship. Moreof the very essence of the statistical method that separate elements or individual

over, since

it is

units in the universes are disregarded, interest
is centered entirely upon their common, or

"average," interactions. These considerations
account for the fact that statistical inferences as
to causal associations belong to the realm of
probability and lack the incisiveness of classical
induction.

In the natural sciences

statistical

methods of

establishing causal associations are

ever more prevalent. This

becoming

particularly true of
theoretical physics, certain of whose divisions
are already purely statistical in character; in
is
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concrete substance by means of averages, index

numbers, combination tables, correlation coeffiand the like It should be noted,
however, that the results of physical experiment
are as a rule much more precise and subject to
much smaller errors of observation than those
of its statistical substitute in economics; and
that the stability of statistical measures in physics exceeds by far that in economics or in the
cients, trends

m

general, because physical universes consist of an incomparably greater number of units than economic collectives This, by
social sciences

m

the way, signalizes a complete reversal
current
thought as to the function of statistics in the
natural and social
mass character of

sciences; not long ago the
social

phenomena was con-

recent years the very law of causality has come
to be questioned here, and physical laws are

trasted with the typical character of individual
the natural sciences and statistics
phenomena

being revised along the lines of the statistical
theory of gases. In the social sciences, however,

was generally regarded

the statistical approach to the study of causal
associations remains subordinate.

Much greater

importance is still attributed here to the idiographic functions of statistics; it is as descriptive
statistics that the statistical method is now being
extended to history, social psychology, political
science and similar disciplines. A possible exthe
planation is that most of the universes

m

social scientific field as well as their character-

are comparatively unstable. This would
account also for the uncertainty as to the accuracy of results achieved by extrapolating time
series, an indispensable procedure for practically
istics

every type of business forecasting It is scarcely
be doubted, however, that even in the social
sciences the use of nomographic-statistical methto

ods for the establishment of causal associations
can be greatly expanded if they are applied correctly

and

The

method peculiar

as a

to

m

the social sciences, because
the social field
generalization based on individual cases was

considered impossible By virtue of the roughness and instability of results in social statistics

an inquiry into causal relationships among

social

usually implies distinct questions
concerning the existence of a relationship between the series compared, the form of that

phenomena

and

relationship

its

distortion

by extraneous and

disturbing factors The answer to these questions in most instances is supplied by the theory

of correlation and association

The

formulae de-

rived by this theory ser\e also to describe the
law of distribution of correlated attributes for

the

members

of a universe; in these instances
appear as universe

coefficients of correlation

characteristics of the

Howe\er

product-moments t>pe.
inexact statistical \erification in the

social sciences

may

be,

is

it

better than none.

A consideration of the several antagonistic tend-

cautiously.

which the nomographic
aspects of the statistical method loom largest is
economics. Here the relation between statistical
analysis and economic theory is analogous to
that between experimental and theoretical physics, which is indeed quite unlike what Bacon
once imagined it to be. In physics conclusions
deduced from hypotheses, which may be formulated on the basis of experimentation or a
priori considerations or even analogy and intuisocial science in

with the aid of experiments.
In economics the place of physical hypotheses
tion, are verified

is taken
by the several special theories, such as
the quantity theory of money; while for experiments are substituted statistical investigation

and analysis which "verify" theory and give

m

it

m

encies always operative
the social field, with
no attempt to measure the intensity of their pull,
can lead to no definite conclusions When conclusions are reached, the soundness of the quantitative comparisons that must be implicit in

them

will

grounded

be

much more

certain

if

they are

and analysis
check upon intuitive and biased

in statistical observation

serving as a
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in the community, or citizenship. The equahtarian theory has never been realized fully in
practise and even as a theory has been accepted
only in such purely ideal constructions as the
stoic cosmopohs or the primitive concept of the
Christian church, in which membership was
open to all, no distinction being drawn between
freeman and slave, Jew and Gentile, man and
woman. Historically all known communities
have at times and m varying degrees admitted
and generally emphasized differences in status.
These differences have had certain correlations

with other systems of
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primitive peoples. Property

qualifications for the exercise of private

Under

the Solonic constitution and the older

Roman

constitution privileges, in effect legal,
in part upon the amount of property

possessed. The controlling factor was possession
of certain types of property, such as herds,
slaves and land. This is also quite common,

although not universal,

among primitive peoples.

property on which classification depends
occasionally be highly specialized

the

obligations either for himself or for others. The
term has its fullest meaning in societies in which

other forms of wealth did not create.

essentially a legal

law has been more or

less differentiated

from

religion, morals, politics and economic organization. Since that differentiation has never been

complete, however, the status of a

member

of a

and from

quite overvalued. As
late as the nineteenth century the possession of
land in England gave real legal prerogatives that

term and connotes the sum of the legal capacities of an individual, his powers to enforce legal rights and
is

and

rights, however, appear frequently.

political

The
may

(Boston 1888).

They have

although only rarely does this correlation approach anything like completeness, if only because changes
legal status tend to lag behind
changes in the social system.
Pure timocracies are not common, but they do

(Baltimore 1925), Wolfenden, Hugh H., and others,
Population Statistics and Their Compilation, Actuarial
Society of America, Actuarial Studies, no. 3 (New
York 1925); United States, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Methods of Procuring and Computing Statistical Information of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,"
Bulletin, no.

classification.

depended upon membership in age grades, common descent from known or supposed ancestors
or initiation into specific cult organizations. Such
systems of classification have had widely differing origins and functions, but they have sometimes involved what is in effect a legal status or
have played a predominant part in determining
it. Most frequently, however, it is economic class
which is found to be correlated with status,

modern point of view

But economic class lines are not necessarily
reflected directly in status. The influence may
be indirect, and de facto situations must be distinguished from the legal theory that creates and
recognizes status. Almost everywhere in the
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European culture areas the owners of great herds
became almost automatically the masters of
broad lands and many men and inevitably the
masters of the state as well. There seemed nothing morally objectionable in associating legal
privilege with

objection arose

economic power. But a moral
when wealth was acquired by

former members of the lower orders.

A

new

of good birth, established itself and
the status of the well born became different from
test, that

that of the lowly born.
When birth becomes a test of status,
conflicting tendencies appear. Good birth

wealth are

two
and

commonly associated, but immembers of the privileged classes

still

poverished

are frequently forced into the lower rank. On
the other hand, wealthy members of the unprivileged group push their way up. In fact in
any status system there is a fairly constant tendfor the

ency
tempt

members

of any one grade to at-

to enter the grade immediately above
to strengthen the barriers which block

them and

the grade immediately below. Only in rare instances do such grades with their concomitant
status succeed

m creating really insurmountable

When that happens, there is developed
system such as that which lias long pre-

posed of emancipated slaves or resident

aliens.

Each of these grades conformed with a real
status, since legal rights depended upon the
classification. Private slaves were theoretically
without rights; aliens and freedmen, while they
enjoyed certain well defined private rights, could
exercise them only through a patron. Citizens
alone were accorded full legal rights (soma). But
there were in fact many more gradations than
those mentioned. Free women had regularly a
subordinate and limited status as compared with

men There were further total or

fractional deg-

on public debtors,
on certain types of offenders and on persons
engaged in infamous callings. Moreover privileges and immunities were granted to particular
radations which were imposed

groupings of persons,
Caput was the term used in

Rome to designate

and was at first synonymous with
citizenship. Caput consisted of hbertas, civitas
andfamtlia -freedom, citizenship and memberfull legal status

ship in a family.
capitis,

A

loss of caput, a deminutio
to what at Athens was

was equivalent

called total or partial attmia, that is, degradation
in status. Toward the beginning of the empire

barriers.

three stages of such a loss of caput were noted

a caste

and each stage was separately named: capitis
deminutio maxima, media and minima. In each
the person affected lost some element of his full

vailed in India.

In a caste system the primary idea of status
most complete form: possession of

exists in its

said that he lost
legal status. Later schematists
his three capita. The idea of three capita,
however, does not appear in contemporary dis-

a particular status is conditioned by birth or external assignment, not by choice. In some socie-

one of

with similar castelike tendencies there still
remains an element of preference for the indi-

cussion, where capitis deminutio, maxima and
media, like atimia, are thought of generally as
penalties, while capitis deminutio minima was

ties

vidual.

Thus

in

mediaeval Europe a

man became

a clerk usually by his own voluntary act, and
the status of clergyman consisted of a complex
of peculiar legal relations fixed by law and custom and different from those of other statuses.

Again, in the monarchy of Diocletian the comthe
pulsory guilds were at their height, but

m

often not a reduction but a change

and

fre-

quently an improvement in legal status.
In Rome, just as in the Greek states generally,
there were also minor degradations for citizens,
involving changes in the complex of legal capaci-

might be obtained by delib-

ties and consequently in status. One of these
changes made a man in/amis, excluding him

Differences in status were taken for granted
in older communities. A very ancient analogy

certain political positions and from entering into specified contracts. Another made him
intestabilis, whereby he could not be a wit-

army a new

status

from

erate choice.

likened the body politic to the human body, in
which there was obviously a high degree of
specialization among the constituent members.
Most of the Greek communities except the pure

or nearly pure democracies recognized several
grades: a privileged citizenship, which alone was
eligible to the council or the magistracies; an

unprivileged citizenship; and the slaves. Frequently there was another grade, that of clientage, higher than slavery

and ordinarily com-

ness to or a beneficiary
to other transactions;

make a

under a will or a witness
and perhaps could not

will.

Such developments took place against a background which continued theoretically to be
timocratic.

The Roman

citizens

their property holdings,

by

census listed classified

which

still

created a real political status. In the last century
of the republic only the first three census classes

and under Augustus the

first

four census classes
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possessed the valuable privilege of being judices
and as such had important functions in the

was accordingly not a vague concept of upper
and lower classes but a real and substantial dis-

judicial process.

crimination of status.

The

Again, at Rome, as in Mediterranean societies
generally, free

women were under

disabilities

eastern provinces, especially Egypt, had

from time immemorial known an

agricultural
colonus was the-

which, while less severe than the tutelage imposed on women at Athens, were still not wholly
insignificant. While most of these disabilities

class attached to the soil.

became obsolete

reditary; from it there was practically no release.
This status spread in the later empire and fitted

in practise,

newer ones were

established during the empire, notably the restriction on a woman's right to become surety,
so that there continued to be a definite status
for

women

as such. Slaves, of

many, had no private
afforded

them

rights,

which there were
but the

law

later

a limited protection.

Outside of the census

classifications

and the

in very well with the system of

disabilities, could not marry a free born person
and had duties which might occasionally prove
extremely burdensome. There were further legal
as well as political disabilities attached to Latin

laws.

from Roman

citizenship.

The

such marriages. The members of the LatmJunian rank were even more restricted in their
rights.

The

administering an empire
under a complicated system of political statuses
led to the gradual elimination of grades of citidifficulties of

The

zenship.
political

and

last

surviving class of limited
the dediticii,

civil status, that of

to have been specially saved by an enactment of Caracalla which granted Roman citizenship to all freemen within the empire and was

seems

not abolished until the reign of Justinian. This
class, with which the captte censi of the eastern

provinces have been somewhat rashly identified,

acquired a definitely legal

and

social rather

than

a political status, and membership in it amounted
in effect to almost complete loss of civil rights.
It was the status
particularly of freedmen convicted of crime.

During the empire, however, a new form of
was created by the differentiation of
people into honoratiores and humiliores^ a classistatus

important chiefly for criminal law; the
were regularly more severely punished. There were also marriage restrictions
which prevented a senator from marrying a
humilior and there were further procedural privileges accorded the honoratiores. The distinction
fication

humiliores

The

system broke down in the west during the
decay of imperial authority in the fifth and following centuries, but the colonatus took firm
root and was developed into the villeinage of the
latter

Middle Ages.

colonary Latins were governed by the Roman
law but could not contract a Roman marriage
or enjoy the rights of succession arising from

compulsory

guilds into which citizens were assembled.

possession of caput the status of freedmen was
a special one; for although freedmen might
enjoy citizenship, they suffered from political

as distinguished

The

oretically a free person and a citizen having all
rights not expressly barred. His status was he-

In the centuries
status

first

he

was almost

To know

of

all

after the barbarian invasions
lost in

the welter of national

a person's real position

necessary to

it

was

know "the law by which

But within these national laws distinctions of status also existed and were incorlived."

porated into the feudal system, when the perand the basis of society

sonality of law receded

became more and more

territorial.

Generally speaking, the prevailing distinctions provided for three classes: the free, the
half free and the slave. The half free formed a

group in a dependent relationship to some superior. As the feudal system formed, enormous
variations in the actual complex of rights of
groups and mdi\ iduals, which were at first based

on the voluntary or apparently voluntary
ment of the persons affected, became

agreetrans-

mitted to their descendants; and status could be

be a man's position in a complicated
network of relations that were generally but not
strictly hierarchical. To these were added as a
said to

separate rank the ministerial officialdom of administration and the great landowners, who
together formed the new nobility. There were
also the clergy,
by their special

whose

status

was determined

membership in the supranational corporate church and who were subject
only to its laws. The clefts between these various
groups were often talked of as impossible barriers. In fact they were far from being so, largely
because of the church organization, in which
secular rank was to some extent ignored. In the
later Middle Ages, when feudal displaced territorial law,

the early divisions according to de-

gree of freedom gave way in general to groupings
of knights, burgesses and peasants, which were
real

blood estates based upon occupation. Ser-
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however, remained and were
associated primarily with the peasantry.
vile restrictions,

Status in the feudal system was of course
dependent upon membership in the Catholic

church. Christian non-conformists were heretics
and as such criminals, so that the only important
mediaeval status dependent on religion rather
than on position in the feudal arrangement was
that of the Jews. The position of the Jews differed from all others In all Christian communi-

they were aliens but not in the same sense
as other foreigners. Frequently they were, as in
England, classed as "personal serfs" of the sovties

ereign or of the corporate community, but this
serfdom apparently attached itself only to their

property rights and not to their bodies In many
instances they were protected by royal or papal
charters, which generally ran for short periods

and could be renewed only on payment of conThe right to "have Jews" might
itself be granted by charter to feudal lords or to

siderable sums.

towns. In nearly all cases, however, the status
of Jews was precarious and could be terminated
arbitrarily by a general edict of expulsion. They
were not, properly speaking, members of the
state at all

The breakdown
form of

of the feudal system as a

political organization

was not immedi-

ately accompanied by the abolition of feudal
real break in the mediaeval idea of
status.

A

elaborate classifications
tions

was

initiated

and minute discrimina-

by the Enlightenment of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which
stressed natural law and with it the hypothetical
equality of mankind A strong emotional tone

was given to the movement by such philosophers

finally

was

overcame absolutism the status of noble
marked off from that of commoner by

still

slight legal differentiations.

More

important, a

de facto status founded on the possession of
land carried with it the almost exclusive privilege of active

and passive electoral franchise and

eligibility to judicial function.

With the revival of equahtarian doctrines in
the period of the Enlightenment religion seemed,
even more than birth or property, an irrational
Reformation very
few states succeeded in being totalitarian in religion. In most of them there was a state church
and in theory no one could be a full citizen who
was not a member thereof, a situation which
obtained until recently in a number of the South
American republics as well as in Spain. In fact,
criterion of status. After the

however, every state tolerated a number of religious dissidents; and in some cases their status
was fixed by law, independently of the fluctuating
discretion of administrative officers. As a rule
religious non-conformists were possessed of
only limited rights. In most cases, when there
uas an electoral franchise, non-conformists were

not included in the privilege and nearly always
were debarred from public office, sometimes by
specific regulation and sometimes because, the
duties of public office involved participation in
the rites of the official religion.

The reform movements of the nineteenth century struggled, not for toleration but for comprehension. It became axiomatic that religious
conscience must be free, and that subject to
limitations of morals and public security it was
fundamentally inadmissible that a citizen's legal
rights should depend upon the rites he practised
or the religious beliefs he entertained. Before

as Rousseau, and equahtarianism became a powerful solvent of categories during the revolu-

the World

tionary movement. It was generally assumed
that progress in political reforms moved only

entirely or with some modifications everywhere
in Europe except in Russia, Turkey and Spain.

which there would be but a

But while the single status system was developing in Europe, a severe setback was given to
the movement when the conditions presented

toward a

state in

single status. The prerevolutionary state had a
hierarchy of ranks; the new communities would

know

only the status of citizen and comrade.
In France the revolution saw the end of the

and

War

this theory

was accepted

either

by the exploitation of newly discovered areas in
America, Africa and Asia revived in a particu-

the peas-

larly cruel

ants, which had been in process of disappearance
for a number of centuries. The north German

The usual
the fact

peasants did not cease to be serfs until the reforms of Stein and Hardenberg in 1807; and it

bers of races differing in unmistakable physical
characteristics from those of the white exploit-

was only in 1861 that the emancipation of the
Russian serfs was decreed. Other vestiges of

ers, so that their

servile restrictions

disabilities of

mediaeval status lasted even longer. Not only
did the division of clergy and laity remain, but
in countries which, like England, resisted

and

form the status of unqualified slavery.
shock of the process was softened by
that the new class of slaves were mem-

common humanity

could con-

veniently be disregarded. Considerable sophistical dialectic was expended to show that Negro

and Indian slavery did not
principle that in nature

really

all

men

contravene the
are equal.

But

Status
the humanitarianism which had been one of the
main constituents of the Enlightenment ulti-

mately triumphed, and after a struggle of some
centuries the institution of slavery and with it
the status of practical nghtlessness was abolished almost everywhere. Slavery still exists,
however, in Abyssinia and various corners of
Asia and Africa, sometimes with the shamefaced recognition of various western powers.

The development
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such assertion or assumption must be
recognized as a fact. Children therefore as well
as mental incompetents must be given a special
in part, of

own protection. Similarly a great
of limited or reduced status are

status for their

many forms

The assertion of rights
privileges moreover is restricted when their
exercise appears to constitute a general danger.
established as penalties.

and

Since the World

War

there has been a revival

of a single status system
progressed fairly steadily in democratic

in antidemocratic countries of the older principle of status based on economic class, occu-

countries. Legal classifications which depend
upon heredity or into which persons are regi-

pation and other criteria In Soviet Russia merchants, persons living on income and others not
in the working class are disfranchised and sub-

has

mented have become fewer, but the process has
not been uniform. Status based upon social class
virtually disappeared; and although the
laborer today, by reason of his pecuniary situation, may be unable to avail himself fully of his

has

legal rights, his position in the law is the same
as that of every other citizen. Vestiges of older

status arrangements affecting political rights,
such as property qualifications for the franchise,

have become relatively unimportant. Limitations upon or special provisions for the private
rights of aliens have also diminished to a great
extent; the mediaeval droit d'aubatne, by which

jected to restrictions; nor is it easy for their
children to attain the status of a worker. In
classifications

Germany

based upon race are

again creating a special status for the Jew. The
status of non- workers in Russia does not in principle conflict with the ideal of a single status
enjoyed by all adult, sane citizens, for the denial

of rights to particular groups is predicated upon
a belief that they \vill either be absorbed or
National
eliminated. The position of the Jew

m

Socialist

Germany

is

in popular feeling, if not

pronouncement, justified by the hope
Jews will ultimately migrate The proembody two types of citizenship in the

in official

the property of a deceased alien escheated to the
Amg, was abolished by the eighteenth century.

that the

The chief restrictive features

of property, especially landed property, and

new German constitution, limiting to a small
privileged group the right to hold office, does,
however, seem to be in direct contravention of

The inferior legal posiwomen has persisted perhaps longer than

unitary status. The attempt to revive corporate
status in the corporative state of fascist theory

affecting the status
of the alien at present touch upon his ownership

upon

his political rights.

tion of

any other group, and although great
progress has been made toward equalizing their
with
those of other citizens, numerous
rights
that of

disabilities are still retained in continental

and

American law.
Certain complexes of rights, obligations and
by present law exist of

privileges determined

course, but the acquisition of such complexes is
voluntary. Thus a marital relationship affects

posal to

is still in

an incipient

stage.

But

essentially the

type of status which seems likely to become most
w hich ecowidespread is the secondary type,
nomic or social relations voluntarily entered into
will be grouped in clusters, so that many of

m

them

will

r

have correlatives of which those who

are affected will not always be conscious.

MAX RADIN
See: SOCIAL ORGANI/ATION; CLASS, CASTE,

WOMAN,

the legal position of the parties in private law,
and there is accordingly a status of being married. Those who assume the status, however, do
so voluntarily. Again, workmen's compensation,

POSITION IN SOCIETY; SLAVERY; SERFDOM, FEUDALISM, MOBILITY, SOCIAL; CIVIL RIGHTS, PROPERTY;
CONTRACT, OCCUPATION, SOCIAL DISCRIMINATION;
EQUALITY; EMANCIPATION

minimum hour and wage laws seem to make the

The Attic Law of
and Succession in the Fourth
"(New York 1890), Buckland, W. W.,
A Manual of Roman Private Law (Cambridge, Eng.
1925) chs. ui-v, and The Main Institutions of Roman
Private Law (Cambridge, Eng. 1931) chs. m-v, Radin,
M., "Caput et <rw/*a" in Melanges Paid Fourmer (Pans

employment a definite one; but it too
depends upon a contractual relation and terminates whenever the relation ceases.

status of

Special positions in the law for certain categories of persons are inevitable. In a state in
which individual rights can be asserted and indi-

vidual responsibilities assumed, the presence of
persons who are mentally incapable, in whole or

Consult. Herrick, Frederick

M

,

Status, Familv Relations

Century

BC

1929) p 651-63, Roby, II. J, "Roman Law" in
Cambridge Medical History, vol. u (Cambridge, Eng.
1913) p. 62-70; Juster, Jean, "La condition 16gale des
juifs sous lea rois Visigoths" in Etudes d'histotre jun-
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dique offertes d Paul Frederic Gtrard, 2 vols. (Paris
1912-13) vol. n, p. 275-335, Fischer, Herbert, Die
verfassungsrechthche Stellung der Juden in den deutschen Stadten wahrend des dreizehnten Jahrhunderts,
Untersuchungen zur deutschen Staats- und Rechtsgeschichte, no. 140 (Breslau 1931); Heck, Phihpp von,
Beitrage zur Geschichte der Stands zm Mtttelalter, 2

(Halle 1900-05), and "Die fnesischen Standesverhaltmsse in nachfrankischer Zeit" in Tubingen
vols

Umversitat, Junstische Fakultat, Festgabe fur Fnednch von Thudichum (Tubingen 1907) p 47-230, and
Die Standesghederung der Sachsen im fruhen Mtttelalter (Tubingen 1927); Ilubner, R , Grundzuge des
deutschen Prwatrechts (4th ed Leipsic 1922), tr. by
F S. Philbnck as A History of Germanic Private Law,
Continental Legal History series, vol iv (Boston
1918) bk i, ch. 11, p 87-102; Holdsworth, W. S
History of English Law, 10 vols, (3rd ed. Boston 192232) vol 111, ch. iv; Debuisson, R., Etude sur la condition
des personnes et des terres d'apres les coutumes de Reims
De
du xnc an xviesiecle (Reims 1930), Blanchard,
la legislation de classe en droit civil (Pans 1922);
Bnssaud, Jean, Manuel d'histoire du droit francais, 2
,

G

,

W

Garner
(2nd ed. Pans 1908), pt. n tr. by J.
A History of French Private Lazv, Continental Legal
History series, vol ix (Boston 1915) p 130-42, Gras>shof, Richard, "Die Mangel des heutigen Statusrechts" in Festschrift Albert Pinner (Berlin 1932) p.
vols.

as

30-54; Aramburo y Machado, M., La capacidad civil
(2nd ed Madrid 1931), Fauchille, P , Traite de droit
international public, 2 vols (Paris 1921-26) vol i,
pt

i,

campaign against
the interview,
special article,

maps and

He

emphasized

contribution,

illustrations

the

and the

journalism of the "stunt," with its moral excitement, discontinuity and human interest.
Thus he agitated for sending Gordon to the

Sudan and espoused an imperialism

that led

him

to a close friendship with Rhodes; yet he opposed the Boer War. He led the press in a "big

navy" campaign but advocated the cause of
peace and the calling of the First Hague Conference; and he interpreted sympathetically subjects as varied as Russian policy, the Vatican and
civic regeneration in Chicago.

He became a

be-

and advocate of spiritualism. In 1890
he founded the Review of Reviews, a new type of
magazine of short articles on current events;
American and Australian editions were established in 1891 and 1892 respectively. Characteristic of Stead's writings are his "Letters from
Julia," "Truth about Russia" and "The Maiden
liever in

Tribute of

Modern Babylon."
JOHN M. GAUS
W. T, Stead, 2
"The World Pays Its Tribute,"

Consult Whyte, Frederic, The Life of
vols.

and

p. 888-986.

prostitution.

the signed

(London

"A

1925),

Great Pacifist"

m Review of Reviews, vol. xlv

(1912)473-94, 609-20.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS.

See FRAUDS, STAT-

STEEL INDUSTRY. See IRON AND

UTE OF.

STEEL IN-

DUSTRY.

STATUTES OF LABOURERS.

See

LA-

STEELE, SIR RICHARD

BOURERS, STATUTES OF.

(1672-1733), EngAlthough his reputation rests
in part on his essays, plays and political pamphlets, Steele is notable chiefly as one of the
lish journalist.

STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS.

See LIMI-

TATION OF ACTIONS.

STEAD, WILLIAM

THOMAS

(1849-1912),
one of those most

English journalist. Stead is
responsible for the "new journalism" in Britain.
He was educated by his father, a Congregational
minister, except for two years at a small boarding school, and then apprenticed to a Newcastle

merchant.

He contributed

to the Northern

Echo

of Darlington, was appointed editor in 1871 and
made that newspaper known for its advocacy of

Gladstonian Liberalism.

From 1880

to 1883 he

served as assistant editor of the Pall Mall
Gazett* under John Morley and was editor until
1890 Although under his editorship the circulation rose only to about 13,000, the

"P.M.G."

was read by people of influence and had a profound effect upon British journalism. Stead
made it the vehicle of his moral zeal and wide
range of interests but shocked his public with
many of his topics and methods, notably his

pioneers of eighteenth century social journalism.
Between 1709 and 1720 he founded, edited and
in large part wrote nearly a dozen periodicals, of

which the most important were the Taller
(1709-11), the Spectator (1711-12), the Guardian (1713), the Englishman (1713-14; 1715) and
the Theatre (1720). An ardent party man, he

could not refrain from frequent excursions into
political controversy, and in the Tatler, which

began to appear while he held the post of gazunder the Whig ministry, he maintained
for a time a department of news. But from the
first he took as his special province the everyday
life, manners, morals and tastes of contemporary
middle class society. Some of the possibilities
of this field had been realized by earlier journalists, notably John Dunton and Daniel Defoe;
etteer

but Steele bettered nearly all their hints and in
the end, thanks partly to his own ingenuity and
partly to the assistance of able collaborators

Status
(especially Swift and Addison), he succeeded in
developing a new technique of periodical social

comment which,

Steffen
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and clergy it imitates the Byzanfrom which, it may be assumed, it

to the church
tine Basilica,

imitated widely both in England and on the continent, influenced journalistic writing to the end of the
century.
In the history of social ideas Steele's role was

copiously borrowed. In certain respects its provisions are noteworthy: thus it anticipated modern ideals by declaring that justice should be

But the energetic propaganda
which he conducted in his periodicals and elsewhere for such causes as the abolition of the

The

less distinctive.

done according to "law and the Christian
gion" and that it should be equal to all.

reli-

provisions governing judicial organization and
procedure show an attempt to give the Serbs a

duel, the purification of marriage, the improveof the theater and recog-

centralized system of royal justice.
Nevertheless, there must have been

nition of the dignity of trade undoubtedly

had a
share in forming the new public opinion on
these and similar questions which prevailed in

satisfaction with the course of judicial administration, for in 1354 Stefan submitted to the

the eighteenth century.

visions relating to crimes

ment of the moral tone

R. S. CRANE
The Life of Richard
Aitken, George A
1889), with bibliography of Steele's
Routh, Harold, "Steele and Addison" in
Cambridge History of English Literature, \ol ix
(Cambridge, Eng 1912) ch 11, Blanchaid, Rae,
"Richard Steele and the Status of Women" in UniConsult
Steele

,

(London

works,

versity of North Carolina, Studies in Philology, vol.
xxvi (1929) 325-55, Graham,
J
English Literary
Periodicals (New York 1930) ch 11.

W

STEFAN DUSAN

,

(1308-55), the greatest of

monarchs Like Theodoric the
Great, Stefan was educated at Constantinople,

the

Serbian

living there in exile until 1320.

When

his father,

Stefan Decanski (Uros in), was cro\vned king of
Serbia in 1321, Dusan was crowned as under-

king of Zcta, and ten years later when the father
was deposed (with no clear evidence of the son's
participation) the latter became king and reigned
for a quarter of a century. His policy of territorial expansion was inherited from his predecessors; he was among the first of the Christian
rulers to realize the gravity of the Turkish
menace and he sought to forestall it by occupying Constantinople and effecting an alliance of
the other eastern nations against the Turk. His
death, in the midst of intensive preparations for
the final move on the imperial city, changed the

course of history.

But Stefan's

were not exclusively
military or external. Indeed his achievements as
lawgiver and statesman were more permanent.
activities

To

appease his turbulent kingdom he made
the status of the serfs and to
establish the reign of law. In 1349 he laid before

much dis-

Sabor a supplement to his code containing pro-

and criminal procedure; later hands have added other articles.
Although the Zakomk is notable as constituting
a long step toward the reception of Roman
(Byzantine) law in Serbia,

much

of

its

material

was doubtless basically native. Moreover it
proved to be one of the most enduring of compilations Despite the Turkish conquest it continued to be observed in old Serbia down to

1830, when the code adapted by Vuk Karadzic
from the Code Napoleon displaced it. In Montenegro it remained the basic law until Bogisic's

code of 1888.

CHARLES SUMNER LOBINGIER
GENERAL

Consult

Jirecek,

Constantm, Geschichte der

Serben, Allgemeine Staatengeschichte, pt i, no 38,
2 vols. (Gotha 1911-18) bk i\, ch in, Temperlev,
W.
History of Serbia (London 1917) chs. iv

H

V

,

and v FOR CODL

Sigel,

F Zakonntk
,

Stefana Dushana

(St. Petersbuig 1872), Flonnski, T., Pamyatmki zakonodatelnoi deyatelnmti Dushana (Monuments of the
legal activity of Dusan) (Kiev 1888), reviewed by F.
Sigel
Imperatorskaya Akadermva Nauk, Zapiski,
vol l.xiu, no 3 (1890) 57-113, Sigel, Feodor, Lectures

m

on Slm'omc
Stojan,

Law (London

1902) p 21-23, No\akovi,

Zakomk Stefana Dusana,

tsara srpskog,

1349

(The legal code of Stefan, Tsar of the Serbs,
1349 and 1354) (2nd ed Belgrade 1898), Jirec'ek, C
"Das Gesetzbuch des serbischen Caren Stephan
Dusan" in Archiv fur shn ischc Phtlologie, \cl. xxii
"Duschan's Ge(1900) 144-214, Markovutch, L
setz" and "Die Grundbesitzverhaltmsse m Serbien
nach Duschan's Gesetz," and Djontsch, S "Verbrechen und Strafen im Gesetzbuche des serbischen
Zaren Stephan DuSan" m Zeitsc hrtft fur vergleichende
Rechtstvissenschaft, vol. xxu (1909) 129-39. and 16188, and vol xxx (1913) 337~437; Dolenc, Metod,
Du/anov Zakonik (Ljubljana 1925).
1
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,

,

efforts to raise

the Sabor (National Assembly) the first draft of
the celebrated code which has since borne his

name, the Zakonik Dusana. In its very arrangeit shows evidence of the use of
Byzantine
models. In beginning with provisions relating

ment

STEFFEN, GUSTAF FREDERIK

(1864-

and economist. Steffen studied chemistry in Aachen and was an
instructor at the Bergakademie in Berlin from
1885 to "887. In Berlin he attended Schmoller's
lectures and became definitely interested in eco1929),

Swedish

sociologist

3 8o

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
STEIN, FREIHERR HEINRICH FRIEDRICHKARLVOMUNDZUM(i757-i8 3 i),

nomics. As foreign correspondent for Swedish
newspapers from 1887 to 1902 Stcffen traveled
and studied economics in England, Italy and
Germany. In 1902 he received the degree of
doctor of philosophy from the University of

German statesman. In 1780 after several years'
study of jurisprudence, political science and especially history Stem entered the service of

Rostock, offering as his thesis Uber die Kaufkraft erwachsener mannlicher Arbetter in England

of Frederick the Great. In his administrative

(1760-1830). The following year he was appointed professor of sociology and economics at
the Goteborg Hogskola.
Steffen served from 1911 to 1916 as a socialist
deputy in the upper chamber of the Riksdag.
He was a great asset to the Social Democratic
party, for the rich background in economics
which he had acquired as a foreign correspond-

ent strengthened his reputation as an enlightened interpreter of the social scene and added
to his prestige in parliament. Like other Swedish
who had joined the Social Democrats

m

liberals

order more effectively to further social reform,
Steffen did not accept orthodox Marxism. Instead he advocated the adaptation of socialism
to the existing social order. Private initiative
should be retained but the evil effects of capi-

talism should be corrected by social legislation.
At the outbreak of the World War Steffen un-

equivocally supported Germany and defended
that country in his Krig och kultur (4 vols.,

Stockholm 1914-17;
Jena 1915)

The

vols. i-n tr. into

German,
by

Social Democratic party

him in 1915
adherence to B ranting 's

expelling

its

publicly expressed
all
policy of opposing

pro-German activity. Steffen was later reinand became a member of the Swedish
Commission for Socialization.
Steffen was one of the leading Swedish sociscientific
ologists and the author of a number of
studies, many of which reflect the influence of
stated

Bergson's theories. In Sociologi (4 vols., Stockholm 1910-1 1 ) he defined society as the psychological relationship

between individuals, envi-

Prussia, attracted
activity in

by the dominant personality

Westphalia he made significant con-

tributions to the development of mines and forests, the building of roads and the stimulation

of commerce and industry. His true career as a
builder of the state began, however, when King
Frederick William in transferred to him the
ministry of commerce and shortly afterward that

of finances. Because of his outspoken objection
to the king's "cabinet administration" he was
abruptly dismissed, but after the Jena disaster
he was unanimously recalled He devoted his
entire skill to the internal regeneration of the

through unprecedentedly broad legislation,
which was attacked by older factions as "revolutionary." The "king's subjects" became "citizens of the state," the serfdom and hereditary
subjection of the peasants were abolished, the
jurisdiction of the landed proprietors was revoked and self-government was provided for the
state

cities.

No

less significant

was

Stein's role in

foreign policy as organizer of the struggle for
freedom against Napoleon. As minister of fi-

nance he made repeated

efforts to settle the

enormous reparations with which France had
saddled Prussia, but at the same time he was
intent upon throwing off the foreign yoke. At
this time a letter was intercepted in which Stein
urged spiritual preparation for the liberty which
was to come. The king, who in his distress had
made an alliance with France, was forced to
dismiss the great statesman. Napoleon ordered

him to be exiled and

his property confiscated.

Stem went to Austria; and
in 1809 that country was also subjugated,
accepted an invitation of Czar Alexander I

Shortly afterward

when

sioning sociology as a science very similar to
social psychology. His Sociala studier (7 vols.,

he
and went

Stockholm 1904-12) was a critical sociological
study of special problems connected with modera culture, including democracy. In the field of

the impending Russo-French war. In St. Peters-

'

historical sociology Steffen

wrote

V arldsaldrarna

Stockholm 1918-20), a study of the
evolution of fundamental types of social organization from the earliest period to modern times.
(3 vols.,

GERHARD MAGNUSSON

m

Consult: Helander, S.,
Kdlner Vierteljahrshefte ftir
Soztologte, vol. viu (192930) 350-53; Magnusson, G.,

Socialdemokratien

t

Sverige, 3 vols. (Stockholm

34) vol. wi, p. 53-54.

1920-

to Russia to serve

German interests

in

burg he organized a German Committee, to
which Ernst Moritz Arndt was appointed; it was
from Russia that Arndt dispatched to the German countries his songs which kindled enthusiasm for the War of Liberation. When the French
forces were defeated on the icy steppes of Russia,
Stein returned to

Germany to become the herald

of German freedom and union. In the headquarters of the allies he sought constantly to preserve

harmony between them and demanded the
overthrow of Napoleon. Far beyond the borders
the

Steffen
of

Germany he was

hailed as Europe's deliverer

from French tyranny. After Waterloo he urged
the reunion of Alsace with the German mother

At the Congress of Vienna he insisted,
likewise to no avail, upon a strong centralized
Germany. Disappointed he retired to his councountry.

try estate. Stein did not live to see the fulfilment
of the great desire of his life a united strong

German empire. But his ideas continued to exert
an active and widespread influence, and in 1871
they were partially realized.

MAX GRAF MONTGELAS
R

Life and Times of Stem, 3 vols
(Cambridge, Eng. 1878), Ford, Guy Stanton, Stein
and tlte Era of Reform in Prussia, 1807-1815 (Princeton 1922), Lehmann, Max, Freiherr vom Slew, 3 vols
Consult. Seeley, J.

,

(Leipsic 1902-05), Ritter, Gerhard, Stern, 2 \o)s
(Stuttgart 1931), Botzenrnrt, Erich, Die Stoats- und
Reformideen des Freiherrn Stein (Tubingen 1927), and
his edition of Stem's Bnefwechsel, Dcnkschnften und
Aufseichnungen, vols. i-v (Berlin 1931-34), DieckCar), Der Staatsgedanke des Freiherrn vom
Stein (Berlin 1931); Thiede, Klaus, Die Staats- und
Wirtichqftsauffassung des Freiherrn vom Stein (Jena
1927), HinUe, Otto, "Stem und der preussibche
Staat, einc Besprechung von Max Lchmanns Stein-

mann,

Biographie i-n" in Histonsche Zeitwhnft, vol

xciv

(1905) 412-46, Noack, Ulnch, "Chnstentum und
Volksstaat in der politischen Ethik des Freiherrn \om
Stem" in Ihstornclie Zeitschnft, vol. cxlvii (1932)

40-52, Kuntzel, Georg, "Uber das Verhaltms Steins
zur franzosischen Revolution" in Jahrbuch fur Gesetzgebung, Venvaltung

und

Volkstuirtsdtaft, vol

XXMV

(1910) 69-90; Memecke, F
Wcltburgertum und Natwnalstaat (7th ed Munich 1928) ch vni, Gooch,
P , Germany and the French Revolution (London 1920),
,

G

especially p. 519-26.

Stein
at

Vienna, where he remained until his death.
Lorenz von Stein's work was of decisive im-

portance for several fields of social science With
Robert von Mohl he was the founder of the
science of public administration which replaced
the older science of cameralistics. With Roscher,

Adolf Wagner and Gustav Cohn he was one of

m

the leading figures
the development of the
science of public finance in Germany. His chief
significance, however, rests on his social theories
and his influence on German sociology, and it

was

this aspect of his work
activities with unity.

which invested

Although he began his career as a jurist, Stein
soon perceived that social problems had come to
supersede political and legal problems and that
the social movement in France was but a prelude
to similar developments in other lands. Stimulated

by the combined influences of German

idealism, Fichtc's idea of personality, the Hegelian concept of development and the doctrine of

Saint-Simon that industry was the real force of
modern age and that modern history represented the struggle between feudal and industrial
economic systems, Stein developed the concept
the

of the proletariat as a product of industrial
capitalism, the economic foundations of class
structure and the beginnings of an economic and
class interpretation of history The working out
Stein's Geschichte der socialen
of these ideas

m

Bewegung antedates the first Marxian publications on the same subjects, but the question of
Stein's influence on Marx is still far from
settled. Stein's social theories led

LORENZ VON

(1815-90), German
social philosopher and economist. Stein was
born in Schleswig, and after a course of training

STEIN,

he studied jurisprudence at the
University of Kiel. In 1841 he went to Pans to
continue his legal studies; here he served also as
at a cadet school

a correspondent for the Deutsche allgemeine
Zeitung. At Paris he came into contact with the
leaders of the French social movements Louis

Blanc and Cabet, and in 1842 he published his
epoch making book, Der Socialismus und Communismus des heutigen Frankreichs (Leipsic 1 842),
which in its last edition bore the title Die

Bewegung in Frankreich
auf unsere Tage (3 vols., Leipsic
1850; new ed. by G. Salomon, Munich 1921).
After his return from Paris he taught at the
University of Kiel and advocated the independence of Schleswig. This led to his dismissal and
he went to Munich to follow the profession of
journalist. In 1855 he was appointed professor
Geschichte der socialen

von 1789

bis

his

many

him

to views

social policy quite different from those espoused by Marx. In order to pave the way for a

on

solution of the social question Stem demanded a
reform from above carried out by a social mon-

archy. He urged the amelioration of the conditions of the lower classes but held that this

should be accomplished by the state. His was a
conservative socialism which sought to do away
with classes and looked to the realization of social
harmony through the development of a broad
bourgeoisie in an ideal state of moral persona
and ideas. The state, standing above and outside the classes, was to bring about a reform of
society. The ruling interests in society shoujd be
subject to the forces of the state and contradictions and conflicts within society were to be

solved by the assurance of freedom to every individual, bourgeois or proletarian, through legal
equality and increased possessions and education.

GOTTFRIED SALOMON
Other important works: System der Staatsvnssenschqft,
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1852-56); Lehrbuch der Finanata vols , 1885-86);
tvtssenschaft (Leipsic 1860; sth ed
Die Verwaltungslehre, 8 vols (Stuttgart 1865-84),
Handbuch der Verwaltungslehre (Stuttgart 1870, 3rd
ed 3 vols , 1887-88).
2

vols

(Stuttgart

,

,

Menger, Carl, in Jahrbucher ftlr Nationalokononne und Stattstik, vol. Ivi (1891) 193-209, Grunfeld, Ernst, Die Gesellschaftslehre von Lor ens von
Consult.

Stein (Halle 1908), Vogel, Paul, Hegels Gestllsihafts-

begnffund seine gescfnchthche Fortbildung durch Lorens
Stem, Marx, Engels und Lassalle, Kant-Studien, Erganzungsheft, no 59 (Berlin 1925) pt. n; Nitzschke,
H Die Geschichtsphilosophie Lorenz von Steins, Ilistonsche Zeitschnft, Beiheft, no 26 (Munich 1932);
Foldes, Be'la, "Bemerkungen zu dem Problem Lorenz
Stein-Karl Marx" in Jahrbucher fur Nationalokonomte und Statistik, \ol en (1914) 289-99, Dunning,
W. A A History of Political Theories from Rousseau

Genoa conference and Lloyd George.
his many organizational activities was

the

Among

the founding of the Mittwoch-Gesellschaft, a
political club to which many of the leading Ger-

man

statesmen of all parties belonged. In 1923
Stein lectured in the United States at Columbia,

Harvard and Wellesley.

Saxon

intellectual life

,

,

to

Spencer

(New York

1920) p. 377-86.

LUDWIG (1859-1930), German publicist and sociologist. Stem was born in Hungary
of Jewish parents and studied in Holland and at
the University of Berlin. In 1890 he became proSTEIN,

fessor of philosophy at the University of Berne.

With Hermann Diels, Wilhelm Dilthey, Benno
Erdmann and Eduard Zeller he founded the

Archw fur
Stein's

Geschichte der Philosophic in 1886.
works, influenced es-

sociological

pecially by Comte, Spencer and Lester F. Ward,
propounded a popular, non-systematic, evolutionary social philosophy which he called social

optimism. He stressed the importance of environmental cultural factors as opposed to racial
elements in history, but contended that the
civilization of the white race was destined by

immanent evolutionary process to
With his election to the Institut
International de Sociologie he began to be active
in politics. He wrote several memoranda for
Bernhard von Bulow in which he developed a
middle of the road policy, which he maintained
also in his subsequent mediations between Entente and allied statesmen. He had been outvirtue of an

rule the world.

spoken in his internationalist views as early as
1893 and subsequently became a permanent
member of the Bureau International de la Paix
in Berne. In January, 1912, he acquired possession of the monthly journal Nord und Sud,
which he used as a propaganda organ for an
Anglo-German rapprochement and for creating
sentiment against the impending war. He was
owner for a time of the Vossische Zeitung and
was a regular contributor to the Berliner Zeitung
am Mittag, As a liberal he sought to bring his
influence to bear on events during the World
War, and when the war ended he served as liai-

son diplomat between the

German

delegation to

He was one

of the few

persons in politics and journalism who represented an alliance between German and Anglo-

and politics.
GOTTFRIED SALOMON

Important works. Friednch Nietzsches Weltanschauungen undihre Gefahren (Berlin 1893), Die soziale Frage
tm Lnhte der Philosophic (Stuttgart 1897, 4th ed.
1923), An der Wende des Jahrhunderts ; Versuth einer
Kulturphilosophie (Freiburg i Br 1899), Der Stnn des
Daseim (Tubingen 1904); Evolution and Optimism

(New York
Consult.

1926).

Koigen,

D

,

in

Archiv

ftlr

systematische

n s vol xxxni (1929) 1-12, Stem, LudAus dem Leben eines Optinnsten (Berlin 1930);

Philosophic,

wig,

A

,

in Anhtv fur systematische Philosophic,
xxxiv (1931) 153-76; Barnes, H. E "The
Political Philosophy of Ludwig Stem" in
Open Court, vol. xxxvm (1924) 269-87.

Dyroff,

ns

,

,

vol.

Social

,

and

RUDOLF

STEINER,
(1861-1925), German
philosopher and occultist. Born in Kraljevic,
Hungary, of Catholic parents, Sterner went from
technical secondary schools to the Polytechnic
Institute of Vienna before he turned to literary

and philosophical studies. He was especially attracted by Goethe's conceptions of organic nature and devoted the years from 1890 to 1897
at Weimar to the study and editing of Goethe's
scientific writings. After venturing for a few
years as editor of the Magazin: Monatsschr.ift fur
Litteratur to promulgate independent views of
natural organization and evolution by way of
discussing the theories of Darwin, Haeckel and
Nietzsche, he became in 1902 general secretary
and a leading lecturer of the German section of

the Theosophical Society. He continued to
follow his own intuitions, however, and after

1907 conflict with Mrs. Besant's increasingly
policies led to his withdrawal from
the society. In 1913 he founded an independent

pro-Hindu

esoteric

movement under

the

name

of anthro-

posophy. Since the World War this movement
has maintained headquarters near Basel at
Dornach in Switzerland and not only has grown
in Germany but has spread to England, the

United States and other countries.
Steiner's complete doctrine,

nounced as

which he anan

"spiritual science," represents

extraordinary synthesis of theosophical mafresh occult intuitions and certain motifs

terial,

Stein

Steinhausen

of nineteenth century German thought. The
science of nature, hitherto predominantly mechanical, must develop the organic idea (which
Goethe "saw in the primal plant") of a selfevolving and self-directing organism. But furthermore all nature is to be seen as one manifestation of spiritual reality, which can also remore directly in thought and art.

veal itself

Evolution has thus far been a progression of
bodily organizations into which "pure spirit"
descends through successive reincarnations with
the aim of producing individual self-consciousness. This development reached its apogee in the

Renaissance and in nineteenth century individualism showed its dangerous limitations. In
future stages of evolution spirit, without the loss
of self-consciousness, must ascend again through
knowledge of its cosmic relations, its universality
and its transcendence over matter. Special or-

gans of cosmic insight ("the lotuses") must be
cultivated to apprehend the higher worlds of

and the traces

spirit

left

by

their events in the

cosmic ether; for example, the anti- Lucifer impulsions given by Buddha, Zarathustra, Plato
and Christ and the regenerative, solar influence

383

cerned with expressing his spiritual insights in the

For the anthroposophical center at Dornach
he built the Goetheanum, a temple rendering

arts.

the organic idea according to his

own

designs,

He

developed "eurhythmic movement as a
visible song and speech of the soul." He wrote
and performed new mystery plays. His conceptions of organic nature have also led his associates and followers to experiment with new

and of therapy Most
have been the applications of
Steiner's organic view of individuals and their
principles of agriculture

notable of

all

relations to the general education and developof children in a number of remarkable

ment

schools, not limited to anthroposophists, the
chief of which is at Stuttgart with an enrolment

of about twelve hundred.

HORACE L. FRIESS
Consult Sterner, R
English translation

,

Mem Lebensgang

(New York

1928),

(

Dornach

1925),

Vom Lt bensuerk

Rudolf Stetners Etne Hoffnung neuer Kultur, ed by F.
Rittelmeyer (ist-3rd ed Munich 1921), Hauer, J
Werden und Wesen der Anthroposophie (Stuttgart

W

,

1922).

STEINHAUSEN, GEORG

(1866-1933), Ger-

man

of the blood shed in the mystery of Golgotha.
The higher aim of Steiner's pedagogy and exer-

historian. After the completion of his university studies in 1888 Steinhausen adopted the

cises is to develop these special powers of insight; a prerequisite is the cultivation of moral

profession of librarian. In 1892 he became first
librarian at the University of Jena and in 1901

balance, a harmony of virtuous dispositions
intermediate between excesses and defects.

director of the

With respect to social reconstruction Steiner
declared in 1919 that while individualism was

work, chiefly in the field of cultural history.
Steinhausen 's most important work is the Geschichte der deutschen Kultur (Leipsic 1904, 3rd
ed. 1929). He treated individual aspects of

inadequate, the remedy was not a monistic collectivism or a totalitarian state but rather a
"threefold social organism" in which the economic, juridical and spiritual spheres of life are

independently organized as three autonomous,
interacting systems. These systems are not
estates or classes; each embraces the whole democracy in a certain aspect and each has transnational relations. Equality is a concept applying
particularly to the jundic sphere of rights,
liberty to the spiritual

domain and

fraternity or

voluntary cooperation to the economic. It is
evident that Steiner's own interest lay primarily
in the liberty of the spiritual sphere, and anthroposophy became a ferment in post-war Europe
chiefly

among

certain groups of yeasting intel-

lectuals, artists, physicians, students

lodged

The
large

and

dis-

officials.

influence of Steiner

measure to

may be

attributed in

his enterprise in giving con-

crete, practical form to his strivings for a new
"Goethean" culture.
was especially con-

He

Murhard Library in Cassel. At
the same time he carried on active scientific

German culture in smaller monographs and in
der
the larger works Germanische Kultur
Urzeit (Leipsic 1905, 4th ed. 1927), Kultur-

m

geschtchte der Deutschen im Mittelalter (Leipsic
1910, 3rd ed. 1921) and Deutsche Geistes- und

Kulturgeschichte von

1870

bis

zur Gegemvart

(Halle 1931). Steinhausen did not identify intellectual with cultural history. He also ignored
completely the state. Unlike Karl Lamprecht,
he regarded cultural and political history as two

mutually exclusive fields. In his treatment of
cultural history moreover Steinhausen adhered
to the older concepts of culture. Although
Volkskunde had become an independent science,
he still included it in the sphere of cultural
history. Nevertheless, he did attempt to enter
into the general interrelations of historical events

and to give some appraisal of economic, social
and political influences. Steinhausen followed in
the tradition of Jacob

Burckhardt, Wilhelm
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Heinrich Riehl and Gustav Freytag and published several studies of their work. He was

He

contracted for the entire production of the

closest to Freytag in his ability to describe in
minute detail all aspects of life, even eating and

Polish zinc smelters and in cooperation with
various bankers and trading firms in England,
France and Germany carried on an international

drinking. Riehl, however, had based his work on
keen observations during wide travels through
Germany, while Stemhausen clung to the col-

were backed by the credit of the Bank Polski.
Financial difficulties resulting from losses in

lected materials. He was still further removed
from Burckhardt, whom he never approached in
intellect and artistic spirit. In 1894 Steinhausen
founded the Zeitschrift fur Kulturgesthichte
which has been continued since 1903 as the
,

Archiv fur Kulturgeschichte

.

trade in this

commodity

All these enterprises

certain of his enterprises led to a close control
by the bank of all Steinkeller's activities and

1853 caused Steinkeller to assign all
and almost all his property to
the bank, which assumed all the obligations
undertaken by these enterprises.
finally in

his enterprises

WALTER GOETZ
Die Geschichtswtssenschaft der Gegcmvart in
Selbstdarstellungen, eel. by S Steinberg, 2 vols, (LeipConsult.
sic

1925-26)

vol.

i,

JAN RUTKOWSKI

H

Consult

Radziszewski,
Steinkeller (Warsaw 1906)

,

STEINTHAL, HAJIM
(1799-

1854), Polish industrialist. Steinkeller's activity,
in the year 1826, coincided for the most
part with the exceptionally difficult times following the Polish uprising of 1831, when Congress

begun

Poland was deprived of the right to control its
own economic policy and was separated from
the Russian Empire by very high customs duties,
which led to the collapse of certain branches of
industry. During this period Steinkeller organized a whole series of large scale industrial enter-

among which the following may be mentioned: a steam mill, a brickyard, a tile factory,
the manufacture of dram pipes, a sawmill, a
prises,

wood veneers and inlays, foundries
producing steam engines as well as machines for
use in mining and agriculture and in sawmills,
a cotton spinning mill and a carnage factory.
For the benefit of the state monopoly of salt he
arranged for the transportation of salt by water
from the Galician mines to Congress Poland.
On the state post routes he reorganized
and improved travel, using coaches manufacfactory for

own workshops

tured in his

He was

road,

mine

J.,

Ptotr

p. 233-74.

STEINKELLER, PIOTR ANTON!

els.

and Kmdelski,

after English

the initiator of the

first

mod-

Polish

rail-

which connected Warsaw with the coal
and with the Austrian and Prus-

districts

sian railroads. Steinkeller's proposal to establish
rail and water route to the Baltic, which

a direct

would avoid Prussia and its high transit duties,
and likewise his plan to connect Warsaw by rail
with Nizhni Novgorod in order to facilitate the
exportation of industrial products to the east
failed because of the opposition of the Russian

(1823-99),

German-

Jewish psychologist. Steinthal studied at the
University of Berlin from 1843 to 1850, when
he was appointed Privatdozent in philosophy

and psychology; in 1863 after a sojourn in Paris
he w as made assistant professor It was at Berlin
that he came m contact with Wilhelm von Humboldt, whose philological views exercised a profound influence upon him In 1860 he founded
r

together with Lazarus the Zeitschrift fur Volker-

und Sprachwissenschaft His Jewish
began about 1872 with courses of lectures on the philosophy of religion at the Lehr-

psychologie
activities

anstalt fur die Wissenschaft dcs

Judentums in
on Jewish

Berlin. After his death his articles

subjects were collected by Karpeles in Uber
Juden und Judentum (Berlin 1906; 3rd ed. by
N. M. Nathan, 1925).
Steinthal's literary output was vast. Although
the philosophy of language was his chief interest,
he also made valuable contributions to all of the
Getsteswissenschaften: to mythology, comparative religion, philosophy, psychology, ethics and
logic. The doctrine of a group mind as distinct

from the minds of the individuals constituting
the group was fundamental to his system of
psychology. It was on this account that both he
and Lazarus were criticized in academic circles,
where the group consciousness concept was regarded as mystical. In reality, however, Steinthai did not posit any supersoul or extra-individual entity, but understood the group mind
or collective psyche to be an integration of the
individual

minds functioning

as a unit.

bureaucracy.

Steinthal's style was facile but trenchant in
controversy, as is indicated, for example, in the

Steinkeller played a very important part in
putting Polish zinc on the international market.

preface of his Grammatik, Logik und Psychologic
(Berlin 1855). An erudite scholar, he was at the

Steinhausen
same time a

In his Allgemeine
Ethik (Berlin 1885), in which he discussed socialism and pleaded for absolute academic freedom and for the recognition of atheism as a
religion, he displayed a liberalism unusual for a

German

social reformer.

professor of his time.

Consult Glogau, Gustav, Stemthals psychologische
Formeln (Berlin 1876); Ivanoff, T Die Abweichungen
Steinthah von Herbart auf dem Gebtete der ethischen
Elementarlehre (Jena 1893), Zyl, Werner van der, Die
Ethik des aesthettsch-ethtschen Formalismus in der
Stemthals (Giessen
DarstellungJ Fr Ilerbarts und
1932) p 29-62, Roback, A. A "The Jewish Founders
of Collective Psychology" in American Jewish Chron,

H

,

(1917)

67173.

STEPHEN, GEORGE,

See

further confirmed

of the
parliamentary machine to find time for the

MOUNT

by the

failure

projects of codification he had at heart, and
which were in fact very necessary. In 1875 he
became a professor of common law at the Inns of
Court and in 1879 a u< e ^ n tne latter office he
considered himself to be not merely a logical
machine but an organ of the moral indignation
of mankind. In 1883 he published A History
J*

A. A. ROBACK

icle, vol. 111
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Stephen
still

%

-

of the Criminal Law of England (3 vols., London),
which, while it did not show the genius of
generalization possessed by Maine or a love of
the past for its own sake, was an impartial study
of the movement of law from complexity to
comparative simplicity and of society toward

humanity and justice.
STEPHEN,

FIRST BARON.

STEPHEN, SIR JAMES FITZJAMES (182994), British legal and political theorist. Stephen
was called to the bar in 1854 and began to write

for the Edinburgh Review, the Saturday Review
and the Pall Mall Gazette. From 1858 to 1861

K. SMELLIE
Consult Stephen, Leslie, The Life of Sir James Fttzjames Stephen (London 1895), Birkenhead, F. E. S.,
Fourteen English Judges (Ix>ndon 1926) p. 299-326;
Wedgwood, Julia, Nineteenth Century Teachers (Lon-

don 1909) p. 201-24, Barker, Ernest, Political Thought
England from Herbert Spencer to the Present Day
(London 1915) p. 167-73; Hbert, C P "Sir James
tn

,

Stephen as a Legislator" in
x (1894) 222-27.

Law

Quarterly Review,

he was secretary to the Commission on Education and from 1869 to 1872 legcil member of the
Viceroy's Council in India, in which capacity he

vol.

did important work in the codification of contract, evidence and criminal procedure. His work
in India confirmed the antidemocratic ideas

philosopher and

ating from Cambridge, Stephen took holy orders
in 1855 and from 1856 to 1862 was a tutor at

temperament and
and in his

Trinity Hall, Cambridge. In 1865 he founded
the Pall Mall Gazette in London and subse-

he
Liberty, Equality, Fraternity (London 1873)
appealed from the new utilitarianism of Mill's

quently became editor of the CornhUl Magazine.
His contributions to the CornJnll Magazine were
later republished under the title of Hours in a
Library (3 vols., London 1874-79). In 1882
Stephen, already known as one of the leading

which he owed partly

to his

partly to the experience of 1848,

essay On Liberty (1859) to the old utilitarianism
of the Logic ( 1 843) and Political Economy ( 1 848)
Stephen's dispute with Mill was as much a
.

matter of temperament as of mind. Whereas
Mill was an agnostic, a feminist and an advocate
of persuasion as a substitute for force, Stephen
was a Puritan, no more a feminist than Doctor
Johnson himself and profoundly convinced of
the need of force to secure civilization. Like

Maine's Popular Government (1885) his book

was a reconsideration of English

political ex-

STEPHEN, SIR LESLIE (1832-1904), British
man

of letters. After gradu-

writers of the day, became editor of the Dictionary of National Biography, the greater part
of which appeared during the thirteen years of
his editorship. In his biographies of Samuel

Johnson, Pope and Swift as well as in his monumental The History of English Thought in tfie
Eighteenth Century (2 vols., London 1876; 3rd
ed. 1902) he upheld the classical virtues of poise,

His central thesis was that force is good when
the end to be attained is good and when the
means to be employed are efficient and not ex-

clarity, balance and common sense as against
the florid, the sentimental and the enthusiastic.
The editing of the Dictionary of National Biography, which brought a series of lives within the

cessively costly in their application. He felt
that government could have no real justification

mium upon

perience in the light of his Indian experience.

responsible

scheme, put a prethe qualities of clarity and conciseness, of which Stephen's writing was a model.

for the moral welfare of those they governed.
On his return from India he failed of election

Although dry, his work is never dull, being lit
throughout by the steady glow of a luminous

unless the rulers

made themselves

to Parliament* His distrust of democracy

was

limits of a unified literary

common

sense.
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Resigning his priesthood in the year 1875
Stephen became a formidable critic of orthodox
religious beliefs and revelation. His agnosticism
regarding the fundamental tenets of Christianity
was based on empirical rather than on a priori
grounds, and in

An Agnostic's Apology (London

1893, 2nd ed. 1903), written in reply to Newman, he denied the validity of the historical

evidence which religion was reputed to have
revealed.

In politics Stephen's presuppositions were
deeply tinged with the philosophy of the utilitarians. In all of his writings,
particularly in The
English Utilitarians (3 vols., London 1900), he
extolled the liberal ideals of freedom for the
individual in the matter of speech,
thought and
writing and assigned strict limits to the right of
the state to interfere with individual development. At the same time he was considerably

influenced by Darwin's work, which affected his

Social Sciences

practise a strict defender of the letter of the
constitution when this was in the interest of his

group; on the other hand, he found no difficulty
in urging the implied
right of the government to
annex Texas by the questionable method of
resolution.
When it seemed, as in the crises
joint
of 1850 and 1860, that the
government would
not extend to slave owners the same
protection
which it gave to other propertied groups, he was
in
to
fall
back
on
the
reserved
willing
theory

powers of the states; on neither of these occahowever, did he agree that secession was
expedient. But when Georgia resolved to quit
the Union, Stephens had no doubt that his
primary loyalty was to his state. To conciliate
his faction he was given the office of vice
president of the Confederacy, but his part in
affairs during the Civil War was
negative and
sions,

devoted mainly to bitter criticism of President
Davis' policies. For example, he opposed Davis

attitude not only to religion but also to
politics.
His The Science of Ethics (London 1882) takes
as its basis a theory of "social tissue" as distinct

on the questions of

from mere "atomic individuals" and represents
the preservation and improvement of this organic society as the ultimate ground of moral

habeas corpus and the establishment of martial
law; and his leadership of the state rights group
in the Confederacy was responsible for divided

action.

tion

In this respect Stephen marks a transi-

from the

laissez faire doctrines of early

nineteenth century liberalism in which he had
been trained to the newer school of social liberalism ushered in by T.

H. Green. Stephen

enthusiastically supported the North on the
slavery issue during the American Civil War and
at one time contemplated visiting America in
order to assure the North of the support of
English liberals.
C. E. M. JOAD
Consult: Maitland, F.
Leslie

W., The Life and Letters of

Stephen (London 1906); Benn, A. W., The

History of English Rationalism in the Nineteenth Century, 2 vols. (London 1906) vol. n, p 384-87, Robertson, J. M., A History of Freethought in the Nineteenth
Century (London 1929) p. 405-07.

STEPHENS, ALEXANDER HAMILTON
(1812-83), American statesman and publicist.
Stephens was elected to Congress in 1843 as a
Whig representative from Georgia. From that
date until his death he was either an active
participant in or a keen observer of the course of
public events. His career presents some interest-

ing contrasts.

As

a

Whig he was

naturally

finance, the method of
oversea disposal of the cotton surplus, conscription and the suspension of the writ of

counsels, thus seriously weakening the cause of

southern independence. During enforced political
inactivity from 1866 to 1870 he busied
himself in writing his monumental A Constitutional

View of

the Late

War

between the States

(2 vols., Philadelphia 1868-70), which despite
its dull
literary form is generally considered to

be the most logical and coherent defense of the
southern position ever written.

BENJAMIN B. KENDRICK
Other works- A Comprehensive and Popular History
of the United States (Baltimore 1882).
Consult: Recollections of Alexander H. Stephens
a Biographical Study, ed by M. L Avary (New
York 1910); Toombs, Robert, Stephens, A. H., and
Cobb, Howell, "Correspondence," ed. by U. B.
Phillips, in American Historical Association, Annual
.

.

.

tuith

1911, 2 vols. (Washington 1913) vol ii;
Johnston, R. M., and Browne, W. H., Life of Alexander H. Stephens (new ed. Philadelphia 1883);
Pendleton, Louis B , Alexander H. Stephens (Philadelphia 1908); Owsley, F. L., State Rights tn the
Report,

Confederacy (Chicago 1925) p. 162-65, 184-90.

STEPHENS, HENRY MORSE

(1857-1919),

historian. Stephens' career and
two parts by his apto a professorship at Cornell in 1894.

Anglo-American

devoted primarily to the protection of those

influence are divided into

vested interests, including properly in Negro
slaves, for which the federal government had

pointment
His English period was devoted primarily to
journalism and to the writing of history. His

been formed.

He

was therefore in theory and

Stephen
History of the French Revolution (2 vols

,

London

1886-91), although it goes no further than the
Terror, is important in the historiography of the
subject. Stephens

had a

gift for narrative

and a
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Stephenson

paign of Fremont and in 1860 he actively supported Lincoln's candidacy. He attended the
working men's convention of 1861 which opposed the Civil War. In 1869 Stephens, with

former members of a garment
union which had disbanded in the post-

pleasant, if not distinguished, style which gained
him a wide audience in English speaking coun-

cutters'

To this audience, whose ideas of the
French Revolution had derived mostly from
Burke and Carlyle, Stephens brought the first

assembly of the Knights of Labor in Philadelphia. He became head of the first local

tries.

fruits of the late nineteenth century school of

French historians led by Aulard. His book is a
competent synthesis of the work of the official
French republican historians up to 1890 and is
fairly free from the patronizing tone in which
nineteenth century Englishmen usually wrote

about French

political experiments. It is

now

outmoded, not only by the tremendous accumulation of new materials but by the present disof

trust

purely political history. Stephens'
Portugal (London 1891) remains perhaps the
best short history of that country available in

eight

other

war depression period, organized the

first local

assembly, of the first district assembly and in
1878 of the first national assembly, resigning the
the following year. He was an uncandidate for Congress on the

latter post

successful

Greenback Labor

ticket in 1878.

Actuated by humanitarian idealism, Stephens
sought to unite all wage earners in one "brother-

hood" bound together by common

interests,

ritual and experience. Although he recognized
the necessity for trade union action under a
capitalist regime, he looked forward to its

replacement by a cooperative society of pro-

English. At Cornell and subsequently at the
University of California Stephens virtually

ducers, for which the workers would be prepared
by self-education and ultimately by political

abandoned the writing of history for teaching.
third volume of the French Revo-

action. It followed therefore that the original
craft basis of the Knights, the trade assembly,

actually have

never appeared. Yet his influence may
been greater than in his more productive period, for he became one of the leading

should be broadened into the general assembly
which would include all workers, manual and

figures in the world of professional academic
historians in America and helped to form and

several fraternal societies, placed great emphasis
on the ritual and secrecy of the order, and when

The promised
lution

mold

that world, unorganized

sional until the i88o's. Stephens

and unprofeswas a popular

teacher with both graduates and undergraduates

and brought to his academic work an insistence
on form and ideas, on standards of judgment,
which helped to counterbalance a good deal of
the superstitious reverence for crude facts then
prevalent among teachers of history.

CRANE BRINTON
Consult- Nation, vol. cvni (1919) 648; "Memorial
to Professor 1 1. Morse Stephens at the University of
California" in School and Society, vol. ix (1919)

intellectual.

Stephens,

who was

because of a conflict with
thorities his successor,

a

Roman

member

of

Catholic au-

Powder ly, expunged the

oath and a part of the ritual, he was deeply
offended, allied himself for a while \\ith the
socialist

opposition and shortly thereafter with-

drew from

active participation.

NORMAN
Consult.

Ware,

United States,

N

J.

WARE

The Labor Movement in
1860-1895 (New York 1929),
J.,

pecially p. 26-28, McNeill,
Knights of Labor" in The

G

E

the
es-

"History of the
Labor Alovement the
,

Problem of To-day, ed. by G. E. McNeill (Boston
1887) p. 39 8-4o 9 ,"6i3.

591-92.

STEPHENS, URIAH SMITH

STEPHENSON, GEORGE
(1821-82),

American labor leader. Stephens, who was of
Quaker descent on his mother's side, was educated for the Baptist ministry. The panic of
1837, which dislodged so many of the middle

him to join the tailoring trade as an
apprentice. In 1845 he moved from New Jersey
to Philadelphia, where he worked as a tailor
class, led

when he began a five-year tour of the
Indies, Central America and the Pacific
coast. In 1856 he assisted in the election camuntil 1853,

West

name

(1787-1848), the

was born
Northumberland, the son of a colliery fireman. As a child he tended cows or
horses, until at fourteen he started working
under his father at a shilling a day. By dint of
laborious concentration on his tasks and helped
by great physical strength, he was soon able to
do a man's work and was put in charge of a
pumping engine, the care and study of which
outstanding
at

Wylam

in railway history,

in

gave him a thorough knowledge of the principles of steam power.
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At eighteen he began attending a night school
to learn reading and writing, and continuing to
overcome one handicap

after

another with

dauntless perseverance, he rose to the position
of enginewright at Killingworth colliery in
1812.

Two

years later he built his

first

locomo-

m

1815
engine for work at this colliery, and
by introducing the steam blast made the engine
a practical success for the regular conveyance of
coal trains. Ten years later, with the opening of
tive

Giliaks, Moscow
1905), established the existence of Giliak phrarevealed
the
essential
character of the
tries,

monograph, Gilyaki (The

Giliak gens and clarified general problems of
Under the influence of Lewis

social organization

Henry Morgan, Sternberg designated the classisystem of relationship, which he dis-

ficatory

among the Giliaks and later among
Tungus peoples, as the most primitive
form of the Turano-Ganowanian system and
covered
several

the Stockton and Darlington Railway on Sep-

proved

tember 27, 1825, he at last emerged into public
fame and saw his locomotives running on a railway which he had largely surveyed and planned.
He went straight on to his still greater dual
triumph, the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, where his skilful constructional work was
only rivaled by the success of his famous engine,
the Rochet, at the trials on this railway in 1829.
In the years that followed he was chief engineer
to many of the railway companies that were being rapidly promoted and was consulted on railway questions in England and on the continent.
Before he retired in 1845, such progress had
been made with the construction of the main
trunk lines that he was able to travel in nine
hours from London to Newcastle by rail.

and group marriage. The

Stephenson did not invent either the railway
or the locomotive steam engine. But he did so

much to

two as a practical combination that he may well be regarded as the inventor of the railway system. The rapidity and
comparative ease with which it developed after
1830 were chiefly due to his genius in evolving a
reliable locomotive and in establishing his hard
won principle that the railway must be specially
establish the

designed to avoid gradients.

EDWARD CLEVELAND-STEVENS
Consult: Nateaux,

son

(London

C L

1885),

,

George and Robert Stephen-

Smiles, Samuel,

The Life of

George Stephenson and of His Son Robert Stephenson
New York 1868), Abbott, L F., in Twelve
Great Modernists (New York 1927) p. 171-91; Beidenkapp, Georg, George Stephenson und die Vorgeschichte
der Eisenbahnen (Stuttgart 1913).
(rev ed.

See EUGENICS.

connection with their family relations
religion of the Giliaks

he interpreted as arising logically and naturally
from their social relations, of which he believed
it was a fantastic reflection. He studied the Ainu
and declared them to be of Australasian origin.
In his theoretical outlook Sternberg was a
Russian counterpart of
in America, Tylor and Rivers in England and Wilken in Holland; he supported the
social evolutionist, the

Morgan

hypotheses of the unity of mankind and the
unilinear development or society in conformity
to law. He elaborated upon some of the conceptions of earlier evolutionists; thus, in contradiction to Tylor, he distinguished three stages of

animism: first the animation and anthropomorphization of nature; then the development of
the concept of spirits; and finally that of the
concept of the soul. Limited by the schematic,
mechanistic method of the classical evolutionary
school, he failed to conceive of evolution as a
dialectical

development.

As

professor of ethnography and founder of
the first ethnographical school, Sternberg was
instrumental in developing higher education in

ethnography in the Soviet Union. Together with
RadlofF he reformed radically the Museum of
Anthropology and Ethnography of the Academy
of Sciences in Leningrad. Throughout his life
he advocated ideals of social justice, freedom
and brotherhood and worked actively for the
cultural advancement of the primitive peoples
intheU.S.S.R.
I.
Consult'.

STERILIZATION.

its

Oldenburg, S.

Sternberg (In

F.,

and

VlNNIKOV

Pamyati L. Y.
Sternberg), Akade-

others,

memoriam L. Y.

miya Nauk S.S.S.R., Ocherki po

STERNBERG, LEV YAKOVLEVICH (18611927), Russian ethnologist. Sternberg began his
ethnographic work in 1891 among the Giliaks
on Sakhalin island while an exile for activities

in the

Narodnaya Volya

party. In a series of

contributions he founded Giliak linguistics and
raised the question of the close relation of the
Giliak tongues with American languages. His

istoni znany, no. vii
(Leningrad 1930); Engels, Friedrich, "Ein neuent-

deckter Fall von Gruppenehe" in Neue Zeit, vol. xi
(1892-93) pt. i, p. 373-75; Bogoraz, V. G., "L. Y.
Sternberg, kak etnograf" (Sternberg as an ethnographer), and Ratner-Sternberg, S. A., "L. Y. Sternberg i Muzei Antropologu i Etnograni Akadenrui
Nauk" in Akaderruya Nauk S.S.S.R., Muzei Antropologu i Etnograni, Sbormk, vol. vii (1928) 4-30,
31-67; Vinnikov, I , "Leo Sternberg" in Anthropos,
vol. xxiii (1928) 135-40.

Stevens

Stephenson
STERNE, SIMON

(1839-1901), American
railroad economist and political reformer. After
his admission to the bar in

New

York

in 1860

Sterne entered upon a varied career as editor of
the New York Social Science Review (1865-66),
cofounder of the American Free Trade League

and the Personal Representation Society and
secretary of the Committee of Seventy, which
was largely responsible for overthrowing the

Tweed

ring.

was the

first

A disciple of Thomas Hare, Sterne
outstanding American proponent of

proportional representation, advocating

it

for

both corporation directorships and governments.
His most important work, however, was as

and reformer.
Americans to com-

railroad economist, investigator

Sterne was among the first
prehend the monopolistic character of railways
and the wastes of railroad competition. He
realized that railway companies had acquired
vast power and had become masters of legislatures and that many of their directors were as
corrupt as the local government officials he had
been fighting. In 1879 as counsel for the
Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade and
Transportation of New York City he conducted
the famous Hepburn Committee (New York
State Special Committee on Railroads) investigation

into

alleged

abuses

in

railroad

management. He uncovered considerable evidence on local and personal discrimination,
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which he spent in exile following the Jacobite
revolt, and which resulted in the publication of
his A Dissertation upon the Doctrine and Principles of Money Applied to the German Coins
(Tubingen 1758). In 1763 he was allowed to return to Scotland, where he devoted himself to
his great

work,

An

Inquiry into the Principles of

Oeconomy (2 vols., London 1767). The
book has been variously appraised; popular for a
few years, it was completely overshadowed after
1776 by Smith's Wealth of Nations but was re-

Political

discovered in the nineteenth century by German
who even hailed Steuart as the real

scholars,

founder of economic science. This claim is not
wholly invalid. He was the first to set out with
some pretense at system the principles of eco-

nomic policy and to analyze their theoretical
and he was also the first writer in English

basis;

name his study "Political Economy," i e.
"the science of Domestic Policy in free Nations."
Moreover, recognizing the danger of verbal misto

m

economic discussions, he set
understandings
out to elaborate a precise terminology for his
science. At many points he made contnbutions
of real interest to economic theory notably in
his discussion of population problems, in his
distinction between price and value and his
analysis of the component parts of the latter and
in his investigations into the "balance of de-

rebates, the virtual oil transportation monopoly
of the Standard Oil Company, stock watering

mand" and labor supply, or "work," and the
nature and function of competition. But his
outlook was mercantilist The object of his

and misleading accounting. This investigation
was the most far reaching attempt that had been

reasoning was to indicate how a state might increase its monetary wealth, and an excessive

made

proportion of his book is devoted to discussions
of the supply and circulation of coins and bank-

to deal with America's growing transpor-

and corporation problems. The first New
York state railroad commission bill was passed
three years later and was almost identical with a
bill Sterne had been advocating since 1874.
Sterne also worked closely with the Cullom
Senate Select Committee on Interstate Commerce and drafted its bill containing the essentials of the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887.
tation

GEORGE MARSHALL

distinction

without a superstructure.

LINDLEY M. ERASER

On

Representative Government and
Personal Representation (Philadelphia 1871); Consti-

Important works:

He showed

too an inability to grasp the
between money and capital and a
of
the nature of interest. He
misunderstanding
was thus essentially behind the times in which
he wrote; subsequent economists looked rather
to Hume and to Smith for their inspiration, so
that Steuart's system remained a foundation
notes.

History and Political Development of the
United States (New York 1882); Railways in the
United States (New York 1912).

tutional

Consult: Foord, John,

Simon Sterne (London

The Life and Public Services of

Works: The Works,

of Str James Steuart ofColtness,
Bart., ed. by James Steuart, 6 vols. (London 1805).
Consult:

.

.

.

Feilbogen, Sigmund, "J ames Steuart and
in Zeitschnft fur die gesamte Stoats218-60.

Adam Smith"

tvissenschaft, vol. xlv (1889)

1903).

STEUART, SIR JAMES

DENHAM

JOHN

(1712-

80), British economist. Steuart's interest in economic problems seems to date from the years

STEVENS,
(1749-1838), American engineer and transportation pioneer. After 1787
Stevens, who had been a colonel in the revolutionary army and treasurer of New Jersey, be-
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came a

leading steamboat inventor, operator and
advocate. Prevented by the Fulton-Livingston

monopoly from operating in New York waters,
he sent his Phoenix, the steamboat which he had
built and launched shortly after Fulton's Clermont, to the Delaware River, where for several
years

it

engaged in commercial transportation.

Planning to join the Delaware and Rantan rivers
by a railway, thus linking Philadelphia and New
York with steam, Stevens in 1815 secured from

New

Jersey the

first

American

railroad charter.

He failed, however, to raise the necessary capital
for this venture or for the construction of the

Philadelphia-Columbia railroad eight years later.
In the meantime Stevens' Documents Tending to

STEVENS, THADDEUS (1792-1868), American statesman. Although

Stevens had taken

some

part in local and state politics in Pennsylvania and had served two terms in Congress as
a free soil Whig, his political career did not
begin in earnest until 1859, when at the advanced age of sixty-seven he reentered the House

of Representatives as an antislavery Republican.
When the southern states began to secede,

Stevens not only opposed all compromise measures but also employed his remarkable gift for
satire and vituperation in denouncing the secession leaders. He made no attempt to conceal his

Prove the Superior Advantages of Rail-Ways and
Steam-Carriages over Canal Navigation (New

delight that at last the issue was to be decided
by an appeal to arms, from which he had no
doubt the Union would emerge victorious. During the Civil War he was always in advance of

York 1812, reprinted

his party.

in Magazine of History,
1917, extra no. 54, p. 77-114) was published;
this was the first treatise on railroads in the

With plans and estimates he tried
New York commissioners that
was preferable to a canal for
connecting the Hudson with Lake Erie, arguing
that it would cost less in money and time to
build, that it would be open all year and would
United

States.

to persuade the
a steam railway

afford quicker, cheaper

and

safer transportation.

He

understood the inadequacies of the existing
especially for remote farmers, and
predicted that if railways connected every sec-

Long

before President Lincoln issued

the Emancipation Proclamation Stevens urged
that the proper policy for the government to

pursue with respect to slaves found in Confederate territory occupied by the Union armies
was to give them their unrestricted freedom and
enlist

the able bodied Negro men into the army,
fight for the freedom of their

where they could

He disagreed with Lincoln's policy of
reconstruction and enunciated his "conquered

fellows

province" theory as an alternative. By this he
that the ex-Confederate states should be
treated as conquered provinces subject to the

facilities,

meant

would truly be joined in "indisbonds of union." Although the commissioners called him impractical and proceeded
to build the Erie Canal, South Carolina's first

conqueror limited only by common
humanity and the laws of nations. He argued
that the whole secession movement had been an

begun in 1830, successfully followed
Stevens' plans. Disgusted with the indifference
of governments and private investors, Stevens

ernment and that before being readmitted into
the Union the rebel states should be forced to
become democratic. This involved the full enfranchisement of the Negroes in civil and politi-

tion, the states

soluble

railroad,

in 1825 built a circular experimental railway on
his Hoboken estate and, with a locomotive of
his

own construction, demonstrated the mechan-

of steam railroads. Six years
later one of the first railroads to be constructed
ical practicability

(the

Camden and Amboy)

under

started operation

his sons' leadership.

Stevens was largely responsible for the

first

United States patent law (1790), was an ingenious naval architect and an early advocate of
sanitary engineering.

GEORGE MARSHALL
Consult; Turnbull, A.

D. "The Stevens Family, Inf

ventors and Engineers" in Newcomen Society for the
Study of the History of Engineering and Technology,

169-83, and John
Stevens (New York 1928), McMaster, J B., A History
the
the
8
United
vols (New York
States,
of
People of
1883-1913) vol. ni, p. 487-95, vol. v, p. 138-44.
Transactions,

vol.

vi

(1925-26)

will of the

aristocratic rebellion against a

democratic gov-

cal rights, the confiscation of the estates of

the

large landowners, the division of some into
farms of forty acres to be allotted to heads of

Negro

families

and the

sale of the

remainder in

small parcels to actual cultivators. As leader of
the Radical Republicans in the House, Stevens

was able

to block the reconstruction policy of
President Johnson; but he did not obtain the
adoption of his own theory nor could he bring
his colleagues to enact his confiscation scheme.
It therefore follows that the view generally taken
by historians that Stevens was responsible for

reconstruction as actually carried into effect in
is not wholly in accord with the facts.

the South

BENJAMIN B. KENDRICK
Tlie Life of Thaddeus
Stevens (Indianapolis 1913); McCall, S. W., Thaddeus
Consult'.

Woodburn,

J.

A.,

Stevens
American Statesmen series, vol. xxxi (Boston
Kendnck, B B The Journal of the Joint

Stevens,
1899);

,

Committee of Fifteen on Reconstruction, Jpth Congress,
1865-1867, Columbia University, Studies in History,
Economics and Public Law, no 150 (New York 1914)

Stewart
STEWART, ALEXANDER TURNEY (1803American merchant and pioneer of modern
merchandising Stewart was born and educated
United
76),

in northern Ireland, emigrated to the
States in 1823 and taught school in

New

STEWARD, IRA
leader.

As

(1831-83), American labor
leader and theoretician of the eight-

hour movement of the i86o's Steward played an
important role in the trade union movement and
in the enactment of labor legislation A mechanic
by trade and entirely self-educated in economic
theory, Steward, who himself had worked
twelve hours daily, regarded the

movement

for

shorter hours not merely as an ameliorative
measure, as did his trade union contemporaries,
but as the strategic basis for changing the wage

and

and profit system. The shorter workday
greater leisure would increase the wants of labor,
Steward was no believer in the
force up wages
and simultaneously through
goods would release the
impounded technological powers. This chain of
sequences, cumulative and perpetual, would result in an accumulation of capital by labor,
which it could invest m productive industry and
iron law of wages

a greater

demand

for

thus displace capitalism.
Steward converted the national convention of
the Machinists' and Blacksmiths'

Union m 1863,

which he was a delegate, to his program and
line of strategy. He was the titular head of the
local o\er the
eight- hour leagues both state and
greater part of the northern United States; these
to

of
leagues succeeded in obtaining the passage
states
eight-hour laws for public employees

m

as widely separated as Wisconsin and New
York. Steward's standing in the Massachusetts
in
legislature between 1864 and 1870 resulted

the setting up in that state of the

first

Bureau of

In 1876 he became a member
of the Working Men's party in Massachusetts and

Labor

Statistics

the following year joined with a group of trade
union Marxian socialists to found the International Labor Union.
Although the American labor movement did
not remain concerned either with Steward's economics or with his goal, it has accepted on faith
the conclusion that wages are

bound to rise when

hours are reduced.
SELIG PERLMAN
Consult:

A Documentary History of American Industrial

Society, ed.

by John R. Commons and others, 10

vols,

(Cleveland 1910-11) vol. ix, ch. in; Douglas, Dorothy
S W., "Ira Steward on Consumption and Unem-

ployment"

in Journal of Political

(1932) 532-43-

Economy,

vol. xl

York

City In 1824 he took over the small bankrupt
dry goods store of a friend to whom he had
lent money and developed it into one of the
great department stores of the world. Complementary to his retail establishment, he con-

ducted a wholesale dry goods business

in

New

York with branches in Philadelphia and Boston
and agencies in most of the leading countries of
the world and many factories in America and
Europe manufacturing exclusively

for his stores.

Stewart introduced four significant techniques
in Amencan
merchandising: the one-price sys-

tem, putting an end to higg'ing between salesmen and customers; the systematic departmentalization of a large store; building stores
particularly to fit the needs of selling; and making

them resemble palaces, in order to satisfy the

an increasingly wealthy middle class
public. He was an outstanding representative of
the Puritan tradition in American business, adtastes of

honesty, frugality and "honorable
profit" through the good bargain. By superior
organization, large scale cash purchases, avoid-

vocating

ing credit transactions, securing railroad rebates
relatively good value to customers he

and giving

readily outdistanced

and crushed competitors.
profits from

During the Civil War he made large
government contracts by acquiring

virtual con-

equipping the Union
army. His clerks were paid the lowest market
trol of textiles essential for

for a sixty-six-hour week and worked
under a system of vexatious rules and espionage.
Stewart was among the first Americans to at-

wage

to counterbalance ruthless business pracwith large gifts for the relief of distant
famine and flood victims. After his death the
business was absorbed by John Wanamaker,

tempt
tise

who

built

his predecessor's methods and
a recognition of the importance of

upon

added thereto
advertising in

modern merchandising.
GEORGE MARSHALL

McCabe, James D Great Fortunes, and How
They Were Made (Cincinnati 1871) ch. m; Nystrom,

Consult-

H

,
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,

1m (1876) 385-87, "The Dry-Goods
Business" in Nation, vol. xxu (1876) 259-60; New
York World, April 1 1, i876,p. i Appel, J.H., TheBusiness Biography of John Wanamaker (New York 1930).
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STILLMAN, JAMES (1850-1918), American assets, he easily carried his
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banker. Although he was the son of wealthy
New England parents, Stillman had but a

meager education and at sixteen he entered the
office of commission merchants in cotton and
hides. Six years later the firm was reorganized as
Woodward and Stillman, and as a merchant with
ever widening financial interests Stillman continued until his election in 1891 as president of
the City Bank, later the National City Bank, of

New

as that of the elder

HAROLD U. FAULKNER
,

Masters of Capital, Chronicles of America series,
vol xh (New Haven 1919) p. 62-69; Winkler, John
,
The First Billion, the Stillmans and National City

K

until his death, exercising dominating influence
during all of this period In an age of rapid ex-

STINNES,

of investment bankers, who in turn secured conof commercial banks to facilitate their oper-

ations, the conservative traditions of the

mer-

chant-banker type seemed antiquated; like the
elder Morgan, Stillman was ceaselessly on the

new profits for himself and his
new conception of the banker, play-

alert to discover

bank. This

ing the double role of promoter and lender, was

given prestige by Stillman's position as president
of the largest bank in America and was extensively emulated. It was made possible by the
Rockefeller millions and was carried out by close
affiliations

with Harnman, Schiff, Fnck, Wil-

liam Rockefeller and other well known promoters and speculators of the period. The
National City Bank was represented widely in
the system of interlocking directorates and was
attacked as a part of the "money trust." In two
other ways Stillman represented the newer
tendencies in American banking. He was convinced, particularly after the outbreak of the
World War, that American banks should assume

more

active position in foreign trade and investments; and he insisted that his own bank

a

should take the leadership in an aggressive extension of American interests throughout the

He and his lawyers seem also to have
been responsible for the invention of the security
world.

affiliate, in his

a concern

case the National City Company,
chartered by

owned by the bank but

the state and authorized to exercise functions
prohibited by the parent bank. (Security affiliates were forbidden by law in 1933.) Despite
these questionable if not dangerous innovations
Stillman, by his reticence and by his avoidance

through long residence abroad of giving

testi-

Morgan.

Anna R The Portrait of a Banker;
James Stillman (New York 1927), Moody, John, The
Consult- Burr,

Bank (New York

trol

and
years the most
dustrialist

1934).

HUGO

(1870-1924),

financier. Stinnes

German

was

for

in-

some

\videly known figure in German
industry, enjoying powerful international economic and political influence by reason of his
interests at

home and

abroad.

Ruhr

Hs

business ac-

which
mportant for
several generations. He soon brai ched out into
the iron and steel and electrical industries and
became interested in the mining and selling of
coal and in navigation. By 1914 he was one of
the most influential financial capitalists in the
Ruhr and consequently in Germany.
The World War and its outcome disrupted
tivity

the

began

in the

coal indi stry, in

Stinnes family had been

many of Stinnes' existing business arrangements. At the same time the great stress on production, the rapid fluctuations in prices and the
difficulty of securing raw materials in war time
brought about a change in emphasis from the
horizontal to the vertical combination in Germany. This tendency was enhanced by the profound alterations, particularly in the iron and
steel industry, resulting from the post-war territorial changes. These factors, coupled with the
opportunities offered by inflation for purchasing
properties with bank loans repayable in a
steadily depreciating currency, prepared the
for combinations like that of Stinnes. His

way

interests were extended both to raw materials,
such as coal, iron, lumber, oil, and to finished

products, including automobiles, machinery,
paper, newspapers, even hotels, as well as to
inland and oversea navigation and banking and
insurance. These interests were grouped around
a few key enterprises. The constituent com
panies, hundreds of them at the height of the
concern's power, in most cases retained their
legal autonomy; their relationship to the chief
enterprise varied from a very loose connection,
resting on a community of interest agreement

before congressional investigating committees, established for himself a reputation for

and small stockholding,

conservatism and, by maintaining large cash

tion.

mony

suc-

ally to enlarge its resources. The part he played
in American banking was almost as
important

York. This office he retained until 1909
and then remained as chairman of the board

pansion, corporate development and easy wealth,
with commercial banks usurping the functions

bank through

ceeding economic crises and was able continu-

to complete amalgamaControl or influence over banks was a

Stillman

Stirner
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powerful factor in the growth and maintenance
of the concern's enormous power.
Stinnes' financial domination and personal

opposition to the
Marxist movement. Naturally Stirner could be
counted as a father of anarchism by virtue of his

influence were the only unifying factors in his
and loose jointed concern.

advocacy of external freedom and inner autonomy of personality, but on the same basis so
also could Kant, Fichte and Karl Marx. If
anarchism is defined as the idea of a free, undominated, classless society, then all socialism
too is anarchistic. If, however, it is considered
only as a definite political trend within the so-

vast, agglomerativc

By 1924 he had already begun a rationalization
process to place his enterprises on a permanent
basis, to give them more than merely a financial
and personal unity. It is uncertain whether even
his capacity would have carried Stinnes successfully through stabilization to normal times His
death in

1924 together with the process of

currency

stabilization

made

inevitable

the

breakdown of the concern, which went on with
tremendous losses until little was left beyond the
original family holdings The whole expcuence
helped to shape public opinion and subsequent
economic policy in Germany away from such
agglomerative enterprises in the direction of

more compact

organizations.

MILDRED L. HARTSOUGH
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MAX

STIRNER,

(Johann Kaspar Schmidt)

German

social philosopher. Stirner
Bayreuth. Except for a short period

was born m
during which

his chief work,

Der Etnztge undsem
by S. T. Byington,

Eigentum (Leipsic 1845; tr.
New York 1907), enjoyed popularity Stimer's
life was
spent within the narrow confines of his
profession, first as a teacher in a girls' school and
With the period of reaction

later as a translator.

following 1848 Stirner and his work were forgotten, and it was not until forty years after his
death that interest in him was revived by the

work of John Henry Maclcay.

An

individualistic

anarchist, Mackay presented Stirner as a spiritual forefather of individualist anarchism, and he
is

known

as such

among

statement, however,

cialist

labor

through

movement

as

its

it

has existed since

Bakunin and Kropotkm, then Stirner was as far
from anarchism as was Saint-Simon, Fourier
or Marx.
The impression that Stirner was an anarchist,
even a nihilist, arises from Stirner's complete
rejection of all political, moral and traditional
ties of the individual and his attack on all general
concepts such as right, virtue, duty and the
like
as erroneous appearances and "spooks."
There is only one single reality and that is the
independent individual who is aware of this fact
and who has made it his principle of thought and
action In this way the individual becomes a
"unique" or "single one" (Einziger] for whom
his own egoism is all determinant and who looks
down on all concepts of religious, moral, political,

cultural or any other kind of duty as a sort
The single individual sets his

of belief in ghosts

own tasks and thereby becomes his own
He is no longer the property of some

master.
strange

"higher" entity but belongs to himself All the
manifold human relations, family, friendship,

Stinnes (Paris 1924).

(1806-56),

torical peculiarities

is

the general public.

farther

No

removed from a

genuine understanding of the place of Stirner in
the history of ideas. Anarchism in the true sense
of the word, as a separate political theory and

daily intercourse, public and private activities,
are now determined consciously and freely by

the egoism of the individual and they thereby
become "his possessions."
Stirner's conceptions of the "individual" and
"egoism" have been grossly misinterpreted. The
worst platitudes and prejudices usually associated with the word egoism have been applied to
Stirner's ideas. Stirner's idea of egoism is in no
way to be conceived as a mere self-seeking and
narrowminded selfishness. Egoism, for Stirner,
involves no moral element of character but is

merely the psychological

fact that all acts are

related to the ego, and that it therefore can
directed only to that which an individual sets
as his goal

be

up

and either desires as pleasant or reIn this sense the egoism of

jects as unpleasant.

Stirner really signifies simply the demand for
self-consciousness and education to self-

full

historical

determination in man's thinking and acting.
Furthermore Stirner's idea of the individual

after

does not involve complete isolation and aristo-

movement, did not appear until long
Stirner, and it gained its political and his-
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cratic

presumptions for the individual.

It is a

mistake to look upon Stirner as a forerunner of
the Nietzschean concept of the superman. On
the contrary, Stirner 's individual

is

of a

demo-

This feature represents the
revolutionary influence of the book, which was
indeed written primarily for proletarians. Every
person was to become an individual in this sense,
particularly the masses of poor and oppressed,
who had not yet found the courage to make their
character.

cratic

interests a matter of their

own concern. Stirner's

a bold and grandiose anticipsychological content of the
Marxian spirit of class struggle. His entire social
critique, with its designation of the ideas of
individual

pation

is really

of the

"duty," "sacred task" or even only "general
matter" as manifestations of religious superstition

on the part of

spiritually

immature

mals but made some efforts to educate others in
this respect. By this time also the arts of fattening animals and preserving meats had been
advanced. Aristotle made numerous observations regarding the art and science of animal
breeding. Most of his comments were erroneous, but the very fact that so prominent an
individual found the problems a challenge attracted further attention.

The Romans made some
breeding.

progress in animal

Sheep were improved and horse

breeding received attention; even Julius Caesar
devoted some thought to this work. The Arabs
created the impression that they were past masters in the art and science of horse breeding,
although they merely obtained a strain of fine

horses from the Egyptians,

who had

them from the Libyans; the Libyans

received

earlier

had

persons, represents the significant beginning of a
critique of a general social ideology.

inherited the horses as an indigenous breed. The
Arab as a horse breeder was fortunate in that

MAX ADLER

he lived under conditions in which only the best
animals could survive; hence the rule of the
survival of the fittest came to be. the main factor

Mackay, John Henry, Max Stirner; sein
Leben und sein Werk (2nd ed. Treptow 1910), Ruest,
Consult:

Max Stirner (2nd ed. Berlin 1906), Adler, Max,
Wegweiser; Studien zur Getstei>ges(.hichte des Sozialismus (sth ed Vienna 1931) p. 179-223, Basch, Victor,
A.,

L'tndn'tdualisnie

Paris 1928);

grad 1920),

tr

Max

anarchists,

Kurchmsky,
into

M

,

Stirner

(new

ed.

Apostol egoisma (Petro-

German by G. von Glasenappas

Der Apostel des Egoismus (Berlin 1923); Eltzbacher, P.,
Der Anarchumus (Berlin 1900), tr. by S. Byington (New
York 1908) ch. v; Zenker, E V., Der Anarchistmis
(Jena 1895), English translation (New York 1897)
ch. in; Marx, Karl, "Sankt Max" in his Karl Marx,
Fnednch Engels histonsch-kritische Gesamtausgabe,
ed. by D. Ryazanov and V. Adoratskij, pt. i, vol. v
(Frankfort 1932) p. 95-428.

in such advances as

were made.

The dawn of the eighteenth century, however,
found farm animals little improved The sheep
of Spain, which were famous for fine fleeces,
yielded only about three or four pounds of wool.
In England, the home of the mutton breeds, the

sheep were ill shaped and were slow in reaching
market weight. The swine of western Europe
were rough and had fierce dispositions; more
refined breeds, but deficient in many other respects, had been developed in China and in the
Mediterranean area. Cattle, which had big rough

present day farm animals were wild beasts sub-

frames, were triple purpose animals; they furnished power, milk and meat. A daily production
of twenty-five quarts of milk was considered

ject to the prey of man; and as the animals
migrated to fresh feeding grounds, man followed
them closely. Eventually he realized that he

were reexceptional, and four or more years
quired to bring a beef animal to market requirements.

STOCK BREEDING. The remote ancestors of

could safeguard his

them;

own

well being by herding

this called for ingenuity in the provision

of feed and shelter as well as protection from
other animals. More uses gradually were dis-

covered for animals and their products. Unconsciously man laid the crude beginnings of livestock improvement; the most useful animals
were retained longest and hence were given a

greater opportunity to reproduce their kind.
Interest and knowledge regarding animals in-

creased slowly but steadily, and

when Egypt

reached its height special attention was being
devoted to animal improvement. The Egyptians
not only realized the advantages of superior ani-

Horses were the one class of animal on which
had been expended in making

serious effort

them

better suited to

human

needs.

The

varied

demands of man had already called into
existence and discarded several types of horses.
specific

During the Roman imperial period chariots were
the order of the day. The best chariot horses
were fast, hardy and of stocky conformation.
Horseback riding replaced the chariot during
the seventh century. Plate armor came into use
about 1300 and necessitated heavier horses for
war purposes; the invention of gunpowder,
three centuries later, in turn made armor useless. Lighter footed horses were developed for

Stirner
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the cavalry and heavier ones for diligence use.
In the nineteenth century the railroads replaced
the stagecoach, and the diligence horse became

these lines.

modern draft horse. The English thoroughbred dates from the early seventeenth century,
British royalty from the time of James i having
led in the development of this type to meet the
requirements of the race course. Importations
were made from the Orient and turf performance provided a rigid measure for selection.
The industrial revolution removed workers
from rural and village life to urban centers and
thus created a demand for more and better agricultural products. Robert Bakewell, who in 1760

but also because the Britisher's temperament
was admirably suited to this work. Furthermore
the British Isles are well adapted to the develop-

the

assumed the management of his family estate in
Leicestershire, England, was aware of the opportunities offered for superior animals and set out
to improve sheep, cattle and horses in both
economy of production and quality of product.
He became the leader in stock breeding. It is
likely that Bakewell was familiar with the improvement in light horses already accomplished
by British royalty, for his two favorite maxims,
"Like begets like" and "Breed the best to the
best," were principles which had long been
practised.

Robert Bakewell's success was almost phenomenal; other Englishmen followed his example
and his surplus stock was used to improve many
flocks and herds. Chief among his disciples were
the Colling brothers,

who

established the short-

horn breed in northeastern England. The United

Kingdom in fact became a virtual nursery for
the development of breeds of livestock; and
within this small area, only slightly larger than
the state of Minnesota, there were created
twenty-three important breeds of livestock as
well as numerous minor breeds. Only a part of

improvement can, however, be attributed
to Bakewell 's leadership. The Tompkins and
Galliers families, founders of the Hereford breed
of cattle, had their work well under way even
before Bakewell's time; and John Paterson, a
tenant farmer of Lanarkshire, Scotland, laid the
foundation for the Clydesdale breed of horses
this

as early as 1715. Livestock
improvement was not
confined to the British Isles, for Percheron

horses and Rambouillet sheep were being develin France, Belgian horses in Belgium,

oped

Holstein-Friesian cattle in Holland and the Jersey and Guernsey dairy breeds on the Channel
Islands. Other countries of continental Europe

witnessed similar advances.
In the late eighteenth century and the nineteenth there was an intensification of effort along

assumed the leadership,
partly because this period marked the rise in
prosperity and power of the United Kingdom
British

ment of animals;

England and Wales espeexceedingly mild, and most
sections are favored with rich pastures and a
in

cially the climate is

long pasture season.
The industrial revolution was accompanied by
a more progressive agriculture; roots and clovers

were introduced

into the cropping

scheme and

these provided more nutritious winter feeds.
Pastures were improved through the intelligent

and

diligent

application of fertilizers.

Better

feeding assisted the impro\ement of farm animals, for with inadequate feeding all animals,
whether inherently good or poor, develop into
inferior individuals; hence improved feeding
brought out the essential differences between
animals and thus made intelligent selection

possible.

In the beginning the United States played an
unimportant role in stock breeding. The turkey
is America's only indigenous farm animal, but
it was in Europe that it was domesticated and
improved The first horses and cattle were introduced by the early Spanish settlers; the
horses escaped and their descendants were the
American cayuse and mustang; from the Spanish
cattle, on the other hand, were descended America's first ranch cattle, the longhorns. The early
English and French colonists introduced their
own native stock; but these, like the animals

brought by the Spanish, arrived before the day
of constructive livestock breeding.
Transportation was one of the major problems of early settlement; the hills of Virginia

and the country radiating westward necessitated
an easy riding but vigorous horse. The best
horses of America and England were drawn
upon> their descendants were selected and mated
with the greatest care and the result was the
American saddle horse, one of the world's most
beautiful animals. Early Americans required
sheep more for their fleece than for their mutton. Spain possessed the best wooled sheep, and
from 1793 to 1850 many Spanish sheep were
imported. From this stock the American merino
was developed; the fleeces of these sheep were
greatly improved; the annual clip per sheep was
raised from four to about fourteen pounds, and
a clip of fifty pounds has been recorded. Dating
from about 1860 a more intensified type of
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agriculture demanded that farmers devote more
attention to the mutton qualities; hence the

mutton breeds of England were imported. They
have replaced the fine wooled merinos in most
farming sections, but fine wooled types still predominate on the range.

The

development of America, as
elsewhere, compelled farmers to keep more proindustrial

ductive animals. Early in the nineteenth century

improved shorthorn cattle were introduced from
England. Many importations followed, and
eventually other beef and dairy breeds were
introduced. Hereford cattle remained rather localized in their native English territory until
Americans found them well suited to range con-

England's best Herefords were imported
and improved greatly; today the American Hereford is outstanding.
Settlements west of the Allegheny Mountains
opened up the rich corn belt, which supplied a
ditions.

new and more

fattening feed for swine. Swine
were imported from the old lands, but none of
the strains as introduced fitted American conditions. English, Irish, Spanish, Russian, Portuguese, Asiatic and African swine were amalgamated to develop the American lard type hog,
of which there were several breeds; but all had
the common characteristic of being especially

given to fat deposits. Frontier Americans were
not fastidious in their appetites; they consumed
much fat pork. In addition a market for lard was

developed in Europe, especially in Germany.
The German market collapsed with the World
War; also since about 1910 Americans have been
less willing to consume fat pork. As a result of
these market changes, the American hog has

recently been modified to approach the English
bacon type.
Americans have drawn mostly upon Great
Britain for their seed stock, but the strains and
breeds which have appeared best to fit American
conditions have been selected regardless of country of origin; for instance, the British draft

horses, Clydesdale and shire, have found little
favor in the United States. France furnished

America with the Percheron and Belgium with
the Belgian horses, both of which have been
very popular in the United States. For dairy
cattle the United States drew on Holland for
the Holstein-Friesian type and on the Channel
Islands for the Guernsey and Jersey breeds.

The

livestock fair, or exposition, preceded
modern livestock improvement; indeed fairs

were social and business institutions as early as
the Middle Ages. These fairs essentially were

Social Sciences

markets with side shows. As fanners became
more interested in their animals they began to
compare them. There were arguments and
wagers which called for settlement by some
uninterested party, and from these crude beginnings the great livestock expositions developed.

They have been an important

factor in livestock

improvement.
Record books and breed associations were
established to protect and promote the interests
of the respective breeds. Breed associations lay
down the regulations as to which animals of the
respective breeds are eligible for registration.
Record books are used for recording important

information, such as the animal's name, official
number, date of birth and ancestry. For dairy

breeds of cattle there are additional record books
in which are recorded the milk and butter fat
production of cows which meet certain requirements. The first record book for any breed was
Introduction to a General Studbook, for

An

the English thoroughbred, published in 1791.
George Coates, of Yorkshire, England, in 1822
published as a private venture the first volume

of the English Shorthorn Herdbook^ known as
Coates's Herdbook. Subsequent publications fol-

lowed, and in 1876 the Shorthorn Society
assumed control of the work. The rules determining which animals are eligible vary with the

breed associations, but the general requirement
that an animal's parents must be recorded in
the same herdbook. The Royal Jersey Agriculis

tural Society at the very outset established

more

and constructive regulations regarding
the registration of animals. Because it admitted
only animals which possessed a certain standard
stringent

of excellence,

it

succeeded in weeding out

many

undesirable specimens and assisted greatly in

breed improvement.

The careful selection of breeding
cially as regards the

stock, espeindi-

morphology of the

vidual, has been one of the cardinal principles
of livestock improvers. The more enlightened

breeders, however, have considered ancestry

and

breeding performance. Nearly all breeds were
established by the interbreeding of closely related individuals; that is, by inbreeding. In some
instances wide crosses of types and strains were
first made, and this was followed by inbreeding
and careful selection. Inbreeding is not a popu-

lar present

day

practise. It is recognized as the

means of

fixing type, but many breeders hold that the general decrease in size, vigor
and fertility which frequently results outweighs

quickest

the advantages. Line breeding

is

something of

Stock Breeding
a compromise; with this practise the breeder
stays within a certain relationship but usually
does not mate so closely as in inbreeding. Line

breeding, when accompanied by rigid selection,
has proved a very satisfactory method.

As a rule livestock breeders have concentrated
upon improving morphology. While this has
resulted in an

improvement of the quality of
meat and wool produced, it has not necessarily
or as a rule led to
cattle

economy of production. Dairy

breeders have improved the quantity and

quality of milk production, but they too have
given little attention to economy. In the future

more

attention

must be devoted

to this impor-

tant aspect. The best animals of today are as
good in form as it is practical to develop them;

but there are too few good individuals

Good

animals have not been purified genetically to
such a degree that they produce only good offspring. It is still true moreover that not enough
farmers and breeders appreciate either the advantages or the requisites of good animals.
Further advances can be made only by continued line breeding accompanied by the most
rigid selection and by the more thorough education of farmers.
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through the medium of brokers, buyers and
sellers of securities and thereby to enhance the
marketability of stocks and bonds. Prior to the
formation of such markets it was difficult to find
a buyer or seller of a
security. For this reason a

number of

dealers in securities as well as in

commodities formed the habit of gathering at a
certain place where they transacted their business. Thus in London they met at Jonathan's
and Garraway's coffee houses; in New York
under an old buttonwood tree in Wall Street.
Originally both securities and merchandise were
bought and sold on these exchanges, and even to-

day onasrnallernumberofe\changes,particularly
in Europe, both commodities and securities are
dealt in As the volume of the securities business
grew and as the number of investors increased,
it

became necessary

to

improve the methods of

and gradually various by-laws and codes
of practise were adopted There followed the
formal organization of stock exchanges and the
trading;

establishment of definite places for trading in
securities. Almost every country of importance
has one or more \\ell organized stock exchanges

on \vhich domestic and foreign

securities are

traded.

LAURFNCC M. WINTERS

On the basis of the kind and character of securi-

LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY, DAIRY INDUSTRY, MFAT
PACKING AND SLAUGHTERING, FOOD SUPPLY; AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.

bought and sold a distinction may be drawn
between stock exchanges which are international
in scope and those of a domestic or national

See:

Consult' Jones, R. K., "Farming Methods of 2100
B c." in Field Illustrated, vol. xxxi (1921) 13-15, 66;
Aristotle's History of Animals in Works, ed. by J. A.
Smith and W. D. Ross, \ol iv (Oxford 1910), Daubeny, Charles, Lectures on Roman Husbandry (Oxford
1857), Ridgeway, William, The Origin and Influence
of the Thoroughbred Horse (Cambridge, Eng 1905);
Sanders, A. H., The Story of the Hereford* (Chicago
1914), Shorthorn Cattle (new ed. by B. O. Cowan,
Chicago 1918), and "The Taurine World" in National

ties

character.

The

chief international

changes are those of London,

New

stock

ex-

York, Pans

and Amsterdam, where securities of a large number of countries are bought and sold. The London

Stock Exchange

perhaps the greatest inter-

is

national market for securities.

York as an

The

role of

New

international capital market since the

World War has

also greatly enhanced the international importance of its Stock Exchange, but
London the former deals

Geographic Magazine, vol xlvm (1925) 591-710;
Animal Breeding (2nd ed. New York
Winters, L.

in contrast to that of

1925),

Crew, F. A. E., Ammal Genetics (Edinburgh
Vaughan, H. W, Breeds of Lire Stock in
America (Columbus, Ohio 1931); Engeler, Willy,
Studien uber die Entivicklung und den Stand des Herde-

tively

buchwetens in der Rindersufht, International Institute
of Agriculture (Rome 1930), Mumford, F. B , The

panied by the decline of Paris and Berlin. While
recent years Pans has been able to regain to a

M

,

1930),

Breeding of Animals (New York 1917), Davenport,
Eugene, Principles of Breeding (Boston 1907), Morgan, T. H., and others, The Mechanism of Mendelian
Heredity (rev. ed. New York 1923), Shaler, N. S.,
Domesticated Animal* (New York 1895); Plumb, C. S.,

Marketing Farm Animals

(New York

1927).

STOCK EXCHANGE. A stock exchange is an
whose members deal in admitted
accordance with established rules.
primary function is to bring together,

organization
securities in
Its

mainly in foreign bonds and only a comparafew foreign stocks are listed The growth
of the New York Stock Exchange was accom-

m

considerable extent

its

international position,

become more and
more national in character. Amsterdam acquired
the Berlin Stock Exchange has

considerable prominence as an international
financial center as a result of Holland's neutrality

during the World War, and the Amsterdam
Stock Exchange remains probably the most important international securities market
continent of Europe.

The volume and

variety of securities

on the
bought
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m

have increased
recent years to such an
extent that one exchange alone is not able to take

changes.

care of the entire business

United States

anil sold

m the leading financial
for example, m New York there

is

centers Thus,
alongside the

New York

New York Curb

Exchange, whose rules are

Stock Exchange the
less

m

unlisted
stringent and even permit trading
securities. In New York the two exchanges are

separately housed and operate as separate instiPans the two exchanges, the

tutions, while

m

Parquet and the Coulisse, are housed in the

same building although they are two

distinct

organizations.

The relationship of the stock exchanges to the
respective governments, their form of organization and mode of operation differ in many
countries. In Great Britain the stock exchanges
are private organizations managed by the members themselves. Thus the London Stock Ex-

supervision and

is

it

The

regulation of the stock exleading stock exchange in the
the New York Stock Exchange;

is

a voluntary association having a limited

membership, which was increased in 1929 from
uoo to 1375. Only individuals can become
members of the New York Stock Exchange and
membership is obtainable only through the
purchase of a seat from a member, but each
candidate must be approved by the Committee
on Admissions. The members elect the Governing Committee consisting of a president, treasurer and 40 members for a term of four years.
Each year 10 governors retire and are replaced
through election. The Governing Committee
has complete control over all activities on the
exchange It elects officers and appoints its
members to various committees which deal

change is an autonomous body free from governmental control. The site and buildings are

with the different phases of the work. Important
committees are those on admissions, stock list,
business conduct and arbitration.

owned by a private corporation, the stock of
which may be held only by members of the exchange. Membership in the stock exchange is

ticularly in France and Germany, are subjected
to a rigid form of government control. Thus the

not limited to any
remained more or

definite
less

number, but

it

has

constant at about 4000.

member-

Only

British subjects are eligible for

ship,

and applications of candidates must be
least three members. The mem-

supported by at

bers elect annually the Stock Exchange Committee consisting of 30 members, which has
absolute control over admission of members and

over all business transacted on the floor; it
makes and enforces rules and regulations and
decides disputes between members. The decisions of the committee are final. All members
are elected for one year and application for reelection must be made to the committee each
year. The committee has authority arbitrarily to
refuse to elect applicants or to reelect members.

Members

of the London Stock Exchange may
not advertise in any way or solicit business or
send out circulars except to their own clientele.

In the United States the stock exchanges with
minor exceptions were brought under govern-

ment control by the
of 1934.

The act

securities

Securities

Exchange Act

provides that no transaction in

in interstate

commerce, except for
by a

certain public securities, may be executed
broker or dealer or by an exchange unless

it is

registered as a national exchange with the Seand Exchange Commission, a body

curities

composed of 5 members appointed by the

presi-

dent of the United States with the advice and
consent of the Senate and charged with the

The

stock exchanges

members

of the

on the continent, par-

Compagme

Change de Paris are public

des Agents de

officials

appointed by
the president of France with the approval of the
minister of finance or the minister of commerce
and industry. The agents de Change are the only
brokers entitled to deal on the Parquet, the
official

stock exchange of Paris. Their

number

is

and only French citizens are
for membership. By reason of the renumber and the monopolistic status of

limited to 70
eligible

stricted

the

official

brokers the membership transferable

under certain conditions possesses a value
similar to that of the New York Stock Exchange.
The members elect a committee called the
Chambre Syndicale which makes all rules governing the conduct of business on the exchange.
The regulations of the Coulisse, or curb market,
are less rigid and trading facilities are not restricted to official brokers.

The German

stock exchanges are under the

supervision of their respective state govern-

ments. These appoint commissioners whose
duty it is to watch the transactions on the floor,
and who have the right to attend the meetings of
the various committees of the exchanges. Governmental control is exercised through semitrade associations, such is the Chamber
Commerce in the case of the Berlin Stock
Exchange. The federal stock exchange law of
official

of

1896 and the subsequent amendments stipulate

who may not be admitted as members and

leave

Stock Exchange
the adoption of rules governing the appointment of members to the Exchange Management

Committee

(Bdrsenvorstand).

The

latter

is

by and from the members of the exchange and the Chamber of Commerce. The
Borsenvorstand issues administrative rules and
elected

regulations subject to approval of the Chamber
of Commerce. Unlike the London, New York

and Paris stock exchanges, the German exchanges admit incorporated banks to membership.

The rules and regulations governing the operations of

members

also differ greatly

on the

various stock exchanges.

The members

London Stock Exchange

are divided into two

of the

jobbers or dealers, and brokers. The
broker usually acts as agent for his customers.
The jobber, on the other hand, acts as principal
classes,

and specializes in one "market" and in a limited

number of securities. The broker may
cute orders on his

own

also exe-

account, but he then has

customer that he acts as prinand the transaction must be cleared
through a jobber. The broker's commission is
to disclose to his

cipal

by the

fixed

Jobbers

may

rules

deal

of the

Stock Exchange.

among themselves and with

brokers, but they are forbidden to deal \vith the

The jobber quotes two prices, a buying
selling price, and always stands ready to
or sell the securities at these prices. The

public.

and a

buy

brokers and jobbers thus complement one another; but they may not become partners, and
dealings between brokers and jobbers are carefully defined by the Stock Exchange Committee.

New York, on the other hand, the distinction
between broker and jobber is not so clearly defined, and most members trade for their own
account and act as agents for their clients. There
is an
important group of brokers, known as
specialists, who make a market in one or several
securities and who deal chiefly with other
In

and Exchange Commission created in 1934 has the power to regulate the
buying and selling of securities by
brokers.

The

Securities

brokers for their

own account

as well as the ac-

of the odd lot brokers and of the specialOn the Berlin Stock Exchange and on the

may,

however,

take

place on the day of the sale or may be postponed
for several days. On the London Stock Exchange
securities are

government

daily settlement basis, but

bought and sold on a

other securities are
traded "for the account," or on a term basis,
unless otherwise stipulated. In Pans listed
all

securities are divided into two groups, one of
which may be bought and sold for cash settlement
and the other on a term settlement basis. In Berlin only a limited number of securities are bought
and sold for the end of the month settlement; the
majority of the transactions are on a cash basis
delivery and payment falling due two working

days after the date of the deal.
The bulk of transactions on the

London Ex-

change is settled twenty-four times per annum;
twenty of these "accounts" cover a period of approximately two weeks each and the length of
the remaining four is about three weeks each.
The settlement dates are announced by the com-

The settlement lasts four days; transactions during the settlement period are applied to
the new accounts. The first day is devoted to
mittee.

making up the accounts and arranging for
carryovers to the next contango, or making up
day. During the next two days, "name days" or
"ticket days," tickets are handed over to the
by the buyers, who demand delivery of
The tickets bear the names
of the transferees of the securities and the names
of the members who pay for them. The fourth
day is "pay day," or settlement day, on which
the brokers and jobbers exchange checks on
town clearing banks for the differences resulting
"
The sefrom the deals during the "account
curities are delivered on pay day or within ten
days thereafter. The system thus makes possible
sellers

securities purchased.

dealings within the settlement period without
transfers of securities or cash.

Buying of

securities for cash or

immediate

Sales

may be

either outright or on margin.
either of securities owned by the

seller

or short

sales.

settlement

may be

of securities

ists.

may be

they are usually settled by delivery and payment

Settlement

transaction.

tivities

Parquet of the Paris Bourse the Mahler and the
agents de Change respectively act merely as
brokers, buying and selling for account of
others, having no direct dealings with the public.
The method of settling transactions between
members of the various exchanges is far from
uniform. On the New York Stock Exchange
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on the business day following the day of the

considered legitimate transactions. All

other transactions
tive

Outright buying and selling
the seller constitute what

owned by

may be

regarded as specula-

in character or as intended to facilitate

speculation. Buying on margin, i.e. in part with
funds borrowed through or from the broker,
takes place when the buyer expects a rising
market and is therefore willing to buy more securities than his own resources would permit at
the moment. Borrowed funds enable buyers to
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bid for more shares and the increased demand
tends to cause a rise in the price of securities.
Similarly short selling of securities takes place

when the seller believes that security prices will
go down and he wishes to profit by the drop.
The additional selling by those who are not in

transactions differs in the various countries, de-

pending primarily upon whether or not the bulk
of the trading is done on a daily or on a term
settlement basis. New York and Amsterdam are
the principal markets where daily settlements
prevail. In New York the purchase of securities

possession of the securities further increases the
volume of securities offered in the market,
thereby tending to accelerate the decline of the

on margin

security prices. Although it has been claimed
that buying on margin and selling short widen

be either on

is

usually financed through brokers'

loans; that is, the broker borrows from a bank
pledging securities as collateral. The loans may
call,

that

is,

subject to cancellation

the market and thereby make securities listed on
the stock exchange more marketable, the ele-

any time by the borrower or the lender, or on
time, in which case the loans range from three to
six months In Holland a large proportion of the

ment of speculation involved in such transactions cannot be denied. In the United States,

stock exchange transactions is financed through
so-called prolongatie loans. These loans are

where the buying of securities on margin has
assumed wide proportions, the Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934 authorizes the Federal
Reserve Board to regulate this form of trading.
While the law fixes a standard of margin requirement, the Federal Reserve Board is em-

made by individuals or corporations to brokers
against stock exchange collateral usually for one
month and are renewed automatically for another month if no notice of cancellation is given.

powered

to lower or raise the fixed

centage either for

all

margin per-

or for specified securities or

transactions.

A

highly speculative type of stock exchange

operation is option trading in its specialized
forms of "puts," "calls" and "straddles." An
option is the privilege given, for a consideration,

buyer (holder) by the seller (maker), usubrokerage house, to demand the fulfilment

to the
ally a

of a purchase or sale contract for a certain
amount of a certain security at a stipulated price
on any day within a specified time limit. When

at

In countries where the term settlement exists
stock exchange transactions are financed primarily through so-called contango, or carryover
loans,

which are carried from one settlement

date to another or from the day of the transaction to settlement day. The rate of interest is
usually fixed

on the carryover day, and

this rate

prevails until the next settlement. The term
settlement effects an economy in the amount and

turnover of funds as contrasted with the daily
the United States.
prevailing

m

settlement

m

the market
Furthermore, since the exchange is
for funds only on certain days well known in
advance, it is possible for the market to make

the option

is a put, the maker of the option is
obligated, for the consideration paid by the
purchaser, to receive from the latter a stated

proper preparations.
In Paris settlements on the Parquet take place
twice a

number

brokers with funds

of units of the security at a specified

price within the stipulated time at the option of
the holder. The call is just the reverse of the put,
obligates the maker to deliver the security
at the wish of the buyer. The straddle is a com-

as

it

bination of put and

call,

binding the maker to

accept and to deliver the same number of units
of a certain security at the same price within the

same period of time

at the option of the holder.

month and

are financed

by the

official

known

as "report loans"
individuals and firms.

received directly from
rate of interest for the settlement period is
by the brokers in accordance with the de-

The

fixed

mand and supply of funds. Whenever the supply
is

not sufficient, the brokers procure loans from

the banks at a higher interest rate; and this rate
for the marginal funds determines the "report
rate" until the next settlement.

The

Coulisse

The purchaser of the straddle may exercise both
the put and the call contracts as well, The con-

transactions are settled

sideration for the straddle

interest; this rate is substantially higher than
that of the Parquet. The term settlement transactions on the Berlin Exchange are, like the

is

usually at least

double the price for cited puts or calls. Dealing
in puts, calls and straddles as well as short selling
of securities in the United States, in contravention of such rules and regulations as may be

directly

monthly and are financed
by the banks, which fix the rate of

subscribed by the Securities and Exchange

Parquet settlements, financed by report loans.
The settlements are made at the end of the
month (ultimo), the specific days being an-

Commission,

nounced semi-annually

is

The method

prohibited.
of financing

stock exchange

The

in advance.

regulations adopted

by the various com-

Stock Exchange
mittees of the stock exchanges deal not only
with the code of practise but also with the listing

requirements. Applications for listing on the
New York Stock Exchange, the London Stock

Exchange, the Parquet or the Berlin Stock

Exchange are subject to very careful regulations,
and a great deal of information is demanded of
the representatives of the corporations or of the
bankers who wish to have their securities ad-

mitted to trading. In addition in the United
States, with the exception of certain public securities, the

tion that

law stipulates the type of informafiled with the Stock Exchange

must be

and the Securities and Exchange Commission,
while in Germany and France the listing of
foreign securities requires the approval of the

government. On the Coulisse in Pans the listing
requirements are not so rigid, and many securities which do not meet the requirements of the
Parquet are listed in this market.
The stock exchange is one of the most important

financial

institutions

capitalistic society.

Through

in

every modern

it

the securities of

the government, public utilities and industrial
establishments are distributed throughout the

country or the world. It provides a market for
these securities and thus makes possible the
conversion of long term capital into liquid funds.

Without these marketing

facilities

afforded by

the stock exchanges the rate of interest on se-

would be

curities

substantially

higher,

and

furthermore the total amount absorbed by investors would of necessity be much smaller.
The listing of a security on an exchange not only

tends to

make that security more marketable but

by so doing enhances its collateral value. In almost every country and particularly in the
United States a substantial amount of bank loans
is secured by stock exchange collateral, and one
of the principal reasons why banks are willing to
make such loans is the fact that under ordinary

4OI

At the same time the operations of

the stock

exchange undoubtedly accentuate the elements
of instability in modern economy. The existence
of a ready market for securities encourages the
financing of business through the notation of
securities rather than through bank loans. A
corporation which finances itself through the sale
of securities, particularly stocks, assumes no
obligation to repay within a specified period as
in the case of financing through

bank loans and

consequently more likely to indulge in ill
considered expansion. As the volume of security
is

issues increases, loans

on

securities increase;

and

expansion of bank credit places additional
purchasing power at the disposal of the country.
Rising industrial activity generates a feeling of
optimism, which is reflected in rising quotations
on the stock exchanges; and these in turn enhance the value of securities as loan collateral
this

and stimulate still further the expansion of loans.

The

expansion of credit, however, soon causes
rate of interest, and many

an increase in the
small and medium

scale enterprises

which are

unable to finance themselves through the sale of
stocks become burdened with high interest
charges on their bank loans a factor which
contributes to the turn of the business cycle.

The moment, however, the cycle reaches its
peak and business and security prices start to
fall, the banks begin to demand additional margin or to call their loans. This gives further
impetus to the downward movement of security
prices, which in turn causes additional liquidation of loans, reduced purchasing power and
further decline in business activity. Just as an

increase in security loans stimulates business
activity, a contraction of loans retards it Thus

the stock market through its facilities for speculation constitutes a vital element in the instability

of business conditions.

conditions they can liquidate the loan by selling
at virtually a moment's notice the securities

The adverse effect of speculative booms on
the exchanges has been recognized in a number
of countries, and various efforts have been made

pledged as collateral. The marketability created
through the facilities of the stock exchanges has

to rectify this situation. In some countries, as,
for example, in England, it has been realized for

made

possible the distribution of securities to

every corner of the world and has aided the
mobilization and transfer of idle funds to countries in need of
capital. The stock exchanges
have thus been a very important instrument in
supplying the capital needed for the exploitation
of the natural resources of undeveloped countries, for

ties

and

building of railroads and public

utili-

for developing the industrial resources

of the various nations.

some time

way to curb excess^ e
through the cooperation of the
banks which furnish the credit and not through
legislative action. In other countries, such as
Germany, the Reichsbank has assumed the task

speculation

that the best
is

of stemming excessive speculation.

Thus in 1927

when

speculation was high in Germany the
Reichsbank forced the leading banks, members
of the Stempelvereinigung, to reduce by 25

percent their stock exchange loans. This meas-
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ure was sufficient to cause a substantial break in

ed.

the security market and to check speculation.
The speculative boom in the United States

vols. iv-v;

during 1927-29 brought out forcefully the fact
that a curb on speculation is necessary. One of
the evils which developed during that period
was the rapid growth of "loans for account of
others"; namely, loans placed at the disposal of
brokers by individuals or corporations through
the intermediary of the banks. These loans were
particularly dangerous in that they did not result
an increase of deposits and therefore did not

m

an increase in the reserves which the
member banks must maintain with the Federal
necessitate

Reserve Banks. Through the sharp increase in
the volume of loans for account of others the
ability of the reserve

tion

was

banks to control specula-

greatly curtailed. After the collapse of

the stock market the clearing house banks of
New York City realized the danger of this type
of loan and by mutual agreement decided not to

by

If.
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handle such transactions. The Banking Act of
1933 also recognizes the importance and the
viciousness of loans for account of others and
prohibits Federal Reserve member banks from

effectenhandel
Borsenkredit,

acting as agents for non-banking firms or individuals in making such loans. The act also

1931).

(Amsterdam

Machlup,

1893),

Fritz,

und Kapitalbildung,
Industnekredit
Beitrage zur Konjunkturforschungen, no. 11 (Vienna

takes account of the fact that speculation can go
out of bounds only if funds in ever increasing

STOCKER, ADOLF (1835-1909), German

amounts are placed

ligious leader and politician. After a short career
as a Lutheran military chaplain Stocker in 1873

tors. It

at the disposal of specula-

consequently gave the Federal Reserve

Board (by a vote of not less than six) the power
to fix from time to time for each Federal Reserve
district the percentage of individual bank capital
and surplus which may be represented by loans
secured by stock and bond collateral made by
member banks within the district. Under the
same law the Federal Reserve Board is empowered to direct any member bank to refrain
from further increasing its loans secured by
stock or bond collateral for any period up to one
year. The Securities and Exchange Act of 1934,
by fixing minimum margin requirements and by
placing margin trading under the control of the

re~

became cathedral and court preacher in Berlin.
Under the influence of the Catholic social reform
movement and English Christian Socialism he
began to concern himself with the problems of
the industrial proletariat and of modern urbanization. In 1878 Stocker founded in Berlin the
Christlichsoziale Arbeiterpartet, a strictly

mon-

and paternalistic party, which was opposed to liberalism and to the Social Democrats
archist

but which favored social reform by the

state,

A

powerful oracooperatives and trade unions.
tor, Stocker long had a large group of adherents.

He made no headway among

the working

Reserve Board, further limits the
amount of bank credit available for security

masses, but his anticapitalistic agitation brought
him the support of petty traders and shopkeep-

transactions.

ers.

Federal

MARCUS NADLER
See:
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LATION, BROKER, BROKERS' LOANS; BLUE SKY LAWS;
CALL MONEY; BUCKET SHOPS, INVESTMENT, INVEST-
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This was in a large measure due to the fact
was the first in Germany to combine his
social and economic propaganda with antisemitism, a phase of his policy which brought him
into repeated conflicts with Bismarck. In 1887
that he

Stocker as a

member of the conservative

faction

Handbuch der Weltbdrsen

of the Reichstag established contacts with Prince
William, the future kaiser, which greatly dis-

(Stuttgart 1931); Encyclopedic de banque et de bourse.

pleased the chancellor. It appeared for some time

ORGANIZATION;

Consult: Schacher, Gerhard,

ARBITRAGE.

Stock Exchange

Stocks and Stock Ownership

that the court preacher had acquired a powerful
influence over the young monarch, especially

over the

latter's social policies.

The relation soon

with the appearance in the nineteenth century of
the corporation issuing stock contracts, under

cooled, however, and when the breach between
Stocker and the feudal elements of the conservative party widened the kaiser dropped the

which the

Christian Socialist politician entirely. After 1895

stock contract two are fundamental

Stocker played no role in

though he
left

a

still

German

politics, al-

retained a faithful following.

He

much

Home

deeper impress on the Evangelical
Mission and influenced Lutheranism in

more practical social outlook.
political activity suffered as a result of the

the direction of a

His

contradiction between his spiritual care of souls
on the one hand and his contentious demagogy

He
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came the dominant form of business investment

liability of the holder was limited to
the original investment.
Of the various conceptions of the nature of a

From

the

traditional point of view stocks represent shares
of interest in the ownership of the corporation or

joint

stock

association.

The common

stock-

holders are the ultimate owners, the corporate
equivalent of partners and of proprietors From

another and perhaps more

realistic point of \iew
and bonds are contracts between corporations and investors These contracts are articles

stocks

thus became one of the most

of financial commerce, sold by corporations to

German domestic politics, effective in arousing Christian conscience
but altogether lacking in inner clarity and bal-

secure an income or to acquire a position in the
stock market in the hope of capturing a favorable

on the other.

contradictory figures in

ance of personality.
Important works Gesammelte Schnften, 2 vols (Berlin
1890-93); Reden und Aufsatze, ed. by R Seeberg
(Leipsic 1913), Reden tm Reichstag, ed. by R.

Mumm

1914).

Consult' Oertzen, Dietrich von, Adolf Stocker, Lebensund Zeitf>eschichte, 2 vols (Berlin 1910), Braun,

btld

Max, Adolf Stdcker (znd

cd. Berlin 1929), Frank,
Stocker und die chrtttlichwztale
, Hofprediger Adolf
Bewegung (Berlin 1928), Kaehler, S , "Stackers Versuch eine christhch-so/iale Arbcuerpartei zu begrunden" in Deutscher Stoat und deutsche Parteien, ed.

W

by Paul Wentzke (Munich 1922)

p.

227-65.

STOCKS AND STOCK OWNERSHIP.
When an

investment is made in a joint stock
association or a corporation, the investor receives a "certificate of stock" for the

number

of

units of ownership he has bought. In the United
States the term stock commonly refers to shares

of ownership in corporations or joint stock associations in distinction to such investment forms

which are usually instruments of debt.
In Great Britain common usage defines the term
to include all forms of tangible evidence of an
investment, whether in a governmental loan or
in the capital of a business enterprise. Although
the practise of dividing an aggregate ownership
or debt claim into numerous transferable fracas bonds,

tional units for sale to

funds and bought by investors to

speculative turn in values.

THEODOR HEUSS

(Schwenn

raise capital

many

investors

made

its

appearance in ancient Rome and in the public
financing of mediaeval Italian cities, the history
of its use as a business device properly begins
with the formation of chartered trading companies in the latter part of the sixteenth and the
seventeenth century. The joint stock device be-

From

this point of

view the capital structure of a corporation

is

a

hierarchy of claims, expectations, legil rights,
liabilities and de facto powers of action. Any

property claims to corpoi at ion assets and income
capable of legal definition or any combination of
claims may become the subject matter of a
contract between investors and the corporation.
Common usage establishes certain gross classifications of investment contracts, calling

bonds and some

stocks, -\\ithin

some

and between the

general classes individual contracts \ ary greatly.
Just what a stock may mean to the investor is
determined by the terms of the contract ex-

pressed in a certificate ot stock. It depends also
the
upon the terms of the charter expressed
articles of incorporation and upon the provisions

m

of the general statutes go% ermng corporate organization and procedure Lastly, it is conditioned by the actu.il exercise of power, whether
legal or not, which corporate managements ha\e
arrogated to themselves. The managements of
the large corporations, sometimes owning

enough stock to be

statistically classified

as

minority interests, often holding no appreciable
amount of stock, act toward the investors and
the corporation were

toward the corporation

as

their peculiar property
public holder of stock

To the management the
is an outsider who sup-

plies the corporation

if

with funds.

The terms of stock contracts commonly divide
stock into two general classes, common and preferred. Common stock occupies the lowest rank
in the hierarchy of claims against the earnings

and property of the corporation, the common
stockholders receiving dividends if and when
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declared by the directors and only after all prior
claims against earnings have been met. Offsetting this greater risk, some common stock-

who have

holders may vote for the directors, have access
to the corporation book of stock on all questions

tion of their interest as a result of disproportionate payments of stock for property.

affecting corporation property as a whole, share
proportionately in any new issue of stock and
have full claim to the rising earnings of the cor-

over

Some common

stock, however, is
non- voting, participates only to a limited degree
in the residual earnings
and sometimes to a

poration.

and
lesser degree than a prior preference stock
gives the holder no prior option to a proportionate subscription to new issues. Non- voting,
limited

participation

common

stock

without

preemption rights was popular with corporation
managements in the United States during the
IQZO'S and was apparently received without
disfavor

by

investors.

common stock has a formally stated
value presumably defining the worth
of the assets received by the corporation in exchange for the stock. The aggregate par value
Par value

money

therefore supposedly equals the net capitalization of the corporation after the sale of stock has

been completed In the United

States,

particularly in railroad finance

and in the pro-

however,

motion of mergers and combinations, corporation managements were extremely liberal in

and income of the corporation. It does not,
however, protect present stockholders or those
paid cash for their stock against diluassets

Preferred stock usually has some priorities
common stock with reference to dividends,

assets or both. Preferred stock

may be non-

participating or participating- non-participating
if the payment of the
agreed return extinguishes
the claim of the preferred stockholder, participating if there exists some arrangement by
which the preferred stockholder shares with the

holder of common stock a claim to
Preferred stock

new earnings.
may be cumulative or non-

cumulative: it is cumulative if unpaid dividends
continue as a prior claim over common stock
against future earnings of the corporation and
non-cumulative if unpaid dividends in any year
are permanently
contracts,

known

lost.

Some

preferred stock

as redeemable preferred stock,

carry provisions giving the corporation an option
to call in the stock on specified terms and conditions. Preferred stock contracts, called convertible preferred stock, give the holder the
right to exchange the stock at his option into

some other specified security. Some corporations have issued preferred stock for which a

their interpretation of the phrase value received

sinking fund is built up prior to payment of
dividends to common stockholders until there is

and customarily issued stock with an aggregate

accumulated a specified

par value several times any worth which might
reasonably be imputed to the property or stock

to protect preferred stockholders against loss
of dividends in bad years. Preferred stock may or

sum

believed sufficient

received in exchange. This overcapitalization, or

may

stock watering, made the par value figure meaningless as a measure either of original capital or

power in general or only on specified questions.
There may also be various classes of preferred
stock which set up a hierarchy of prior claims.

of changes in it. Under the laws of most of the
European countries overcapitalization has been

not have voting power. It

may have

voting

lation of the original issue of the otock, involving

An increasing proportion of the propertied
wealth of capitalistic society exists in the form of
investment claims against the income and assets

independent appraisal of any property or stock
received in exchange and public disclosure of all
financial data bearing upon the operations of the

of corporations. In the United States hi 1922
corporate securities represented slightly more
than 40 percent of the total national invested

company.
In the United States many

wealth and more than half of the income from

reduced to a

minimum by stringent public regu-

state

governments
permit corporations to issue unvalued shares,
commonly known as no-par stock. The original
issue price of such stock is variously determined,
sometimes by the board of directors, sometimes
by a majority vote of stockholders, sometimes
subject to a general legal limitation, such as fair
market value. Technically, no-par value stock
eliminates overcapitakzation, each share of stock
being but an aliquot part of the whole and the
whole being but an aggregate claim against the

property was distributed by corporations as
interest and dividends. In 1927 corporate securities absorbed more than three fifths of all the

income from property. The readjustment of
values during the depression following 1929,
the severe shrinkage of corporate financing and
the marked expansion of public financing altered
the percentage relationships between the various
investment fields but in no way undermined the
position of the corporation.
The greater part of corporate stocks

and bonds

Stocks and Stock Ownership
owned by individuals. The remainder, no
more than 25 percent of the total, is owned by
is

institutions, including industrial

and other cor-

banks, insurance companies, hosschools and endowment funds Pre-

porations,
pitals,

sumably all individuals who buy stock expect in
one way or another to gain in wealth thereby, but
their behavior in
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The number of stockholders of record

increased

from an estimated total of slightly less than
4,500,000 in 1900 to probably more than 18,000,000 in 1928 The dispersion wat> greatest in
the case of the large corporations: the stockholders of record for 3 1 representative large corincreased from 250,000 to nearly

porations

short run fluctuations of market values, buying
the stock on as large a margin of borrowed funds

i
,500,000, those of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company from 10,000 in 1901 to
nearly 650,000 in 1931. The highest percentage
increase occurred in the three-year period from
1917 to 1920, when the average annual rate of

as possible in the hope of capturing the proceeds
of a favorable turn in stock prices The dividends

slightly

managing

their holdings is

sufficiently varied to merit classification. Some
owners trade in stocks on the basis of anticipated

received from the stock are regarded merely as
an offset to the cost of carrying the speculative
account. In such cases ownership of any given
ordinarily of short duration, and the
usually registered in the name of some
brokerage house which habitually sends the
stock

is

stock

is

proxies to be voted by the

management Such

ownership may be called speculative as distinct
from investment ownership.
In contrast there is the type of individual who
purchases stock outright and holds it for a relatively long period of time Stock so held is usually registered in the name of the actual owner.
Tne lethargy of this type of investment is not
characterized by any single pattern of behavior
on the part of the owner. In some cases inactive
of financial opportunities appears
to be simply pecuniary ineptitude. In older economic communities, particularly where the ac-

management

cumulation of stock represents a family inheritance, there often exists a traditional sentimental attachment to a particular company, industry or locality, to which the more rational

pecuniary judgment is subordinate. In other
cases the purchase of stock represents aa alternative use of savings in which the expectations
of the investor rest primarily upon the earnings
of the stock and the security of the investment.
Although the pecuniary outcome of this type of

investment depends more narrowly and directly
than in the case of speculation upon the efficiency of the underlying industrial operations

and upon the

of the corporate management
in
turning the industrial process to a profitable
account, the investors are in fact and in attitude
skill

dissociated from any effective control over
management.
Concurrent with the tendency toward concentration of control there has been in the
United States a wider dispersion of stock ownership in the hands of the general investing public.

increase

was 12 percent as compared with
more than 5 percent from 1900 to 1910

and again from 1920

to 1928. During the depression following 1929 the withdrawal of stocks
from speculative accounts and their registration
in the

name

of the owners increased the

list

of

stockholders to a figure considerably greater

than the 18,000,000 of 1928.
To what extent the lower income classes in
the United States

own

stock can be estimated

only within wide limits A. A Berle and Gardiner Means in their study of corporations (The

Modern Corporation and Private Property] suggest that by the end of the 1920*8 the number of
individuals holding stock was probably between
4,000,000 and 6,000,000 From 10 to 15 percent
of this number had annual incomes of over
$5000 and received approximately three fourths
of the dividend and interest disbursements of
corporations Moreover the total number of
stockholders represents at the
less than 10 percent and at the

minimum
maximum

figure
figure

than 1 5 percent of the total of those gainfully
employed. In spite therefore of the tendency
toward wider public distribution of stock after
less

the
to

World War the greater proportion continued

be held wiihm the higher income brackets.

The growing though still

very small holdings of
the lower income classes have probably shrunk
to insignificance since 1930 under conditions of

widespread unemployment.
Although stock ownership has not seeped far
down into the lower income brackets, there was
during the war period a considerable displacement of stock ownership from the highest income levels to the class of the moderately well to
do. In 1916 the 100,000 largest incomes, $13,000
and over, leceiv ed 78 percent cf the total dividend disbursements reported on individual in-

come tax returns; while in 1921 this group, then
with incomes of $20,000 or over, accounted for
only 56 percent of the total disbursement ot
dividends. Various explanations are given for
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this change.

The most striking

The relation of the owner of stocks, particularly of the small investor in the large corporation, to the management is that of a passive

increase in stock

ownership by the less wealthy occurred during
the five years from 1916 to 1921.
During this
period the surtaxes on income were extremely
high, so that investments in tax exempt bonds
were a profitable alternative to common stock.
The shift of the highest incomes to tax exempt
bonds compelled corporations to seek other

sources for their funds and explains in part the
intensive campaigns which were then waged to
sell stock to consumers and
employees. Em-

ployee

stock

management

ownership was encouraged by
for the further reason that the

latter believed it would constitute a
good protection against trade union activity and would
insure the loyalty of the workers to the com-

pany. Customer ownership was regarded by the
utilities as a good political defense
against

public

hostile regulatory legislation It

is

estimated that

1,000,000 employees bought stock during the
I92o's and that customer purchasing accounted
for

an equal number of small income stock-

The

habit of buying securities became
more widely spread during the war as a result of
the intensive drives to sell war bonds During
holders.

the

boom

period of the 1920*3 stock selling and
became a highly developed industry.

advertising

New

investment opportunities, such as invest-

ment

trusts,

were developed

specifically to at-

tract small individual capital.
There are various interpretations of the significance of this wider dispersion of stock own-

ership. It has been said to indicate a gradual
democratization of ownership. But even before
the depression almost 90 percent of the gamfully employed owned no stock. Moreover the

stock certificate is little more than an uncertain
claim upon that portion of the earnings of a
corporation, if any, which the board of directors

may

see

fit

to distribute as dividends.

Such

ownership, wholly divorced from control, is of
questionable value as a democratizing influence.
Others have seen in the slight widening of stock

ownership and the extension of speculative
interests and habits during the 1920*8 the rise of
a new middle class. This is a completely super-

beneficiary of the latter's good will and conscience. He is largely helpless to protect his own
It is difficult and in some instances

interest.

impossible for the stockholder to obtain a clear
own position in the complicated

definition of his

hierarchy of claims, expectations, legal rights
liabilities which constitute the capital structure of a corporation. Nor do stockholders

and

possess the

means

praisal of the

for effective criticism and apmanagement. The reports which

managements render of

their trust are largely

uninformative to the general stockholder unacquainted with the art of financial analysis; the
stockholders' meetings consist of voting proxies
at the discretion of the

management; boards of

directors are either in fact self-perpetuating or
are subject to new elections only at the behest of

some controlling group of financiers. The
general public investors are unrepresented in the
government of the corporation and incapable of
enforcing representation by their own initiative.
Under this regime of managerial freedom
there developed in the United States during the
recent period of business prosperity abuses of

unusual magnitude.

The numerous

ingenious

financial transactions of the 1920 's were characterized by dilution of the interest of existing

stockholders by special issues of new stock,
secretive segregation and privileged diversion of
earnings and manipulation of assets and interests

and combinations. The enlaw rules and of statutes
designed to protect stockholders became increasingly lax, and only the most flagrant and
in reorganizations

forcement of

common

obvious cases of fraud suffered prosecution.
Securities Act of 1933
the legal protection of stockholders in the United
States fell more closely into line with that of

With the passage of the

other highly developed capitalistic nations, such
as

Germany and Great Britain. Under this act
have some assurance that the

investors will

prospectus, which must be issued publicly with
the selling of the stocks , will be at least as truthful

ficial interpretation.
During a period of business
expansion a considerable proportion of small
savings are used for the purchase of stock and for

and complete as the fear of damage suits to
which issuers of stock are made liable for a mis-

speculation in the stock market, but the several
million individuals who become owners of se-

make

curities

under such circumstances are

a scattered

aggregate of individuals rather than a social
grouping with a well defined orientation of
social,

economic and

political interest.

statement or omission of a relevant fact can
it. Stockholders' interests are also
put in
jeopardy by privileged manipulations of security
values on the stock market. The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 attempts to prevent the re-

currence of some of the worst abuses of the
security markets by compelling periodic dis-

Stocks and Stock

Stoicism

Ownership

and relevant information of
the operations of the corporation and of the
closures of detailed

speculative position of "insiders" in the stock of
the corporations they control, and by subjecting
the trading operations within the exchanges to
public control. Whether these measures will

But there

a
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deeper preparation for
stoicism than the conquests of Alexander. Early
in the fourth century B c foreigners were beis

still

ginning to enter the hitherto closed circle of

of corporation finance remains to be seen. The
dubious outcome of reforms in the past and the

Greek culture and Greek philosophy. If they
were to find a level footing in the Greek world,
with its exclusive city life and its sense of
superiority, they had to preach a new philosophy
of man and society. In place of what may be

history of successful efforts on the part of
various business groups to soften the seventy of

called "the closed culture-state" of the city type
they had to proclaim the open world state, or

public regulations suggest, if not skepticism, at
of judgment as to the extent to

ally

induce any fundamental changes in the practises

least a delay

cosmopolis, in which equal membership naturbelonged to every man who had the root of

which the struggle for power and fortune by
groups will be directed into less ex-

the matter in him

ploitative patterns.

which is seeking entry will always
proclaim tae larger whole and the higher unity
in which the entrant can find an equal liberty
with the ancient resident The foreign entrai ut>

financial

See CORPORATION; CORPORATION FINANCE, BONDS;
INVESTMENT, INVFSTMI-NT BANKING, PROMOTION;
SPECULATION, STOCK EXCHANGE, BLUE SKY LAWS,
MANAGEMENT, EMPLOY* E SIOCK OWNLKSHIP.
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William
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Street
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,
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(New York

there

is

a contact of

civilization

A. A. FRIEDRICH

Consult. Berle,

When

races and civilizations, the impinging race or

1934),

,

,

,

the Greek world developed the social
philosophy natural to the entering "gentile."
followed this line before
the stoics came Antisthenes, their founder, was
into

The cynics had already

a Thracian; Diogenes, their great master, came
from Smope on the Black Sea. One of the sayings of the cynics expresses the negative side of
their teaching "Why should I be proud of belonging to the Soil of Attica, with the worms and

slugs?" But Diogenes had also his positive side;
his
and, according to tradition, he taught
Republic that "the only right state is that of the
"

m

STOICISM. Zeno, the founder of stoicism,
taught in a frescoed porch or colonnade at
Athens, known as the Stoa. The school of
philosophy which took its name from this fact

world
Like the cynics, the stoics were foreign entrants into the Greek world. Zeno, their founder,
who came to teach in the Porch while Demetrius
of Phalerum \\as governing Athens (317-307
B.c ), was a Hellemzed Phoenician from Cyprus.

arose about 300 B.C. in the early days of the
Hellenistic world; and its historical background

turies

is to be sought in the conquests and policy of
Alexander the Great. The way for the stoic doc-

Many

of the stoic teachers in succeeding cenwere also foreigners. Chrysippus, the

systematizer of stoic doctrine, came, like Zeno,
from Cyprus. Zeno the second and Antipater,
both in their day masters of the stoic school,

trine of the equality of man and of the fraternity
of all men in one great brotherhood was prepared

came from Tarsus, the

when Alexander

mainland to the north of Cyprus. Posidonius,

pale between
Greeks and barbarians and pursued a policy of
treating alike the Greeks, the Macedonians and

the Persians,

leveled

who were all

the

included in his world

empire. He is reported to have said that all men
were sons of one Father: in the year before his
death (324 B.C.), at the feast of reconciliation

which was held at Opis following the mutiny of
his Macedonian troops against the favor he had
shown the Persians, he prayed for a union of
hearts and a joint commonwealth of the two
peoples.

who

city of St. Paul,

reconciled stoicism to

on the

Platomsm and was

the teacher of Cicero and Caesar, came from
Apamea, a city on the mainland to the east of

Cyprus. Some of the later stoics came from even
more distant regions: the home of one was Sidon,

and that of another, the stoic Diogenes, who succeeded Zeno the second as the master of the
school, was as far afield as Seleucta on the Tigris.
The temper of these men can be guessed from

some

lines

m a poem of Meleager, the father of

the Greek Anthology and a Syrian from Gadara
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who was educated in Tyre: "What is the wonder

am

a Syrian? There is one motherland,
stranger, in which we all dwell, and that is the
Cosmos: there is one Father of whom we are all
if I

begotten, and

He

is

the void."

Foreigners, living in a Hellenistic that is to
world, which used as its
say, a Greco-oriental

lived as a metic in
citizenship.

Athens and refused Athenian

He was

un-Hellenic in the Hellenic

world, "with an Asiatic darkness of Skin"; and
the social philosophy he taught was un-Hellenic.
Reason, he held, is the principle which builds
society: by it man is a social being; and his society must be as wide as the reason on which it is
based. The true state is therefore the cosmos: its
law is the common law of nature or reason; and

lingua franca the "common" Greek, the koine of
the New Testament, the stoics built their philosophy accordingly. Its basis was a "theology,"

all

an account or explanation of God, which was
also an explanation of man. In it may almost be
detected some elements of that sun worship
which was indigenous in Syria. God, who is also
Reason or Nature, is essentially a fiery ether,

be different City-States, each distinguished from
the rest by its own peculiar system of justice:
all men should be fellow-citizens; and there
should be one life and order, as of a flock

it is written in the Book of Wisdom,
echoing the lore of stoicism, "passeth and goeth
through all things by reason of ... pureness."

which, as

Pure and

God, this fiery ether deposits
a spark, a fragment, an apospasma,
which is the guiding principle of his life. All men
in every

intact in

man

equally have thus within themselves something
of the divine; all men equally should try to live

by its common light; all men, if they do so, will
be living according to the common law of nature
(the kotnos nomos), which is, on a higher plane,
the analogy of the "common" Greek. If any
man makes the great endeavor, he will have his
reward. To be a true man and to live conformably with nature is eventually to return, by the
leading of the spark that is in man, to the fiery
ether from

which human essence was drawn.

a curious mixture of the spiritual and
the material God and a fiery ether in this

There

is

pantheistic philosophy. In the present context,

however, stoic theology is less significant than
the philosophy of human conduct and human
society which was based upon it. The moral ideal
of stoicism, which steeled the Romans of the
empire and has its modern analogies in the
temper of Puritanism and the ethics of Kant, is
generally familiar. It is the ideal of the disciplined conscience, true to its vital spark, undis-

turbed though the heavens should fall, following
a self-imposed road of duty by its own inward
light. In itself this ideal is that of the solitary,

who can walk a lonely way and cultivate the high
virtues of
also

from

an inward
its first

solitude.

But stoicism had

beginnings a social philosophy

rational beings are its citizens. "He taught,"
Plutarch records of Zeno, "that there should not

pasturing together, which feeds together by a
common law." In much the same way he proclaimed that it is not the bonds of blood, but
virtue and the similarity of moral interests that

determine the membership of the true community. But in some of the details of his Republic
he reveals himself as not content with preaching
ascent to the natural in the sense of the universal,

but as anxious rather to inculcate what

may be

called descent to the natural in the sense of the

primitive. He would pare away the refinements
and the luxuries of the Greek city and get down
to the bare bones of essential life. The true city
needs no temples and images, which are the
works of men's hands and unworthy of the gods;
it needs no courts of law; it needs no marriage
or family life; it needs no gold or traditional system of education in arts and sciences. It will
even treat men and women alike; and in it they
will both wear the same dress.
Some of these statements, which have been
handed down by report from Zeno's lost Republic, breathe a somewhat crude spirit of would
be "natural" Arcadianism which summarily
banishes churches and schools and law courts
and marriage and money et id genus omne. These
early crudities were later modified by Zeno himself and still more by his successors; but there
always remained something of a revolutionary
element in stoicism, which on the whole may be
counted to the good. In the first place, if it did

not obliterate, it sought to attenuate, the difference between races and the clash between colors

and

breeds.

Eratosthenes,

the

librarian

at

a social philosophy which was connected not
only with its theology but also with the prove-

Alexandria about 240 B.C., shows the change
that has come since the days of earlier Greek

nance of

thought when he refuses to agree with those who
divide mankind into Greeks and barbarians and

in

its teachers and the
which they taught.

The
more

social

social

environment

philosophy of Zeno himself was

radical than that of his successors.

He

declares

it

better to divide

good and bad. This

is

men

simply into the

a stoic tradition inherited

Stoicism
St. Paul, for

by

nor Jew,

.

.

.

whom

there

is

"neither Greek

Barbarian, Scythian, bond nor
words of St Paul

free." Secondly, as the final

suggest, stoicism, if it did not obliterate, refused
to accentuate the division between the freeman

and the

an arbitrary
human institution, recognizing that both slave
and master might equally be among the elect, or
sapientes\ and faithful to the memory of Zeno,
who had treated his slaves as himself, it actually
slave. It treated slavery as
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traced in the development of Christian thought.
This influence first appeared in the teaching of
St. Paul, but it made itself felt on an even
larger
scale in the Christian conception of natural law

which has been expounded

in the writings of

Ernst Troeltsch. The conception had two forms,
the absolute and the relative Under absolute
natural law

the law which would have con-

tinued to reign

if it

had not been

for the fall

m

men were

on the Roman

comequal and enjoyed all things
mon: there were no states or kings, no slaves, no

lawyers and their ideas of natural law, to improve
the actual lot of the slaves. Finally, stoicism as it

private property. Under relative natural law
the law which the fall necessitated government

and classes affected

and slavery and private property all became
necessary and natural things, propter remedium
peccatorum; but even so they must still approximate as far as possible the old ideal They
must be institutions of human salvation and be
used to serve the sovereign purpose of God as
expressed m the relative natural law, which the

helped, through

its

influence

affected the relations of races

also the relations of the sexes Zeno's proposals
that men and women should be indistinguishable

and the institution of marriage should pass away
were dropped. But the idea survived that women
were the equals of men and should have an equal
education and the same legal position; and on
this basis later stoicism rose to a

tion of marriage as the

noble concep-

union of true minds

in

God

given reason of

man

could always discover

and follow

equal wedlock. This conception affected the
Roman law view of marriage; and to stoic influence may be attributed the fine definition by the

In the sixteenth century there arose and during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
there flourished a new secular school of natural

Modestinus: Nuptiae sunt consortium omnis

law, which based its precepts upon the unaided
reason of man Grotius and Pufendorf were the

jurist

vttae, divini et

humani juris communicatio.

The influence of stoicism has survived steadily
for

more than two thousand years Four different

may be

mentioned.
First, stoicism had a deep effect on the moral
and legal genius of Rome. Its ethical ideal corresponded with the gravitas of the Roman temphases of that influence

per;

and just as the

ideal of the

gentleman de-

scending from mediaeval chivalry has influenced
modern times, so the ideal
the conduct of life

m

of the vtr Justus et praepositi tenax, descending
from the stoic philosophy, influenced the con-

duct of generations of Romans. But perhaps the
profoundest effect of stoicism was that which it

Roman jurisprudence. The stoic
conception of the common law of nature became
the Roman lawyers' conception of jus naturale',

lights of this school in the seventeenth century,

set out to rationalize law,

proposed to

national relations, seeking to bring them within
the domain of the universal law of nature and

make that law the obligatory law
of international society. This was the foundation
of what is called international law, and since it
attempting to

was regarded

ciple of this jus. The Roman lawyers thus came
to hold that at the bar of natural law all human

beings were equal; and this tenet affected, as has
been said, both the institution of slavery and the

Empire

form of the

la\\

of nature

and

m

the foundation of international law
Finally, in the

French Revolution there may

be noted a great efflorescence of the principles
of stoic thought Libertc^ Egahte, Fraterntte were
watchwords, proclaimed as the universal inall mankind. The free man, equal
to his fellows and united with them in a brotherits

heritance of

hood of men:

this

was what Zcno had pro-

influence

claimed, and this was what France proclaimed
again in the Declaration of the Rights of Man and

conjectured. In so far as the Roman
became an empire of common law, with

the edicts of fraternity. There were imperfections in the French proclamation of the old

position of

may be

as a

the law of nature goes back to the stoics, a third
phase of influence of stoicism ma) be traced

exercised on

and the stoic principle of equality became a prin-

m the eighteenth

This school
and in particular it
raticmah/e and humanize inter-

Wolff and Vattel

women. An even deeper

common citizenship, this development was
perhaps due among other causes to the working
a

of the stoic leaven.

The second phase

of stoic influence

may be

There are still imperfections in the modBut so far as efforts are still being
made to establish human liberty and the natural
ideal.

ern world
rights of

men;

so far as

man

is

seeking to realize
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human

equality; so far as he

achieve the brotherhood of

is

attempting to

men and an

courts, in
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A subtler method of combating revolutionary
tendencies was represented by the agrarian decree of 1906 and the law of 1910 These permitted every member of a peasant land com-
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STOLIPIN, PETR ARKADYEVICH (1862191 1 ), Russian statesman. Stolipm, a member of
the landed nobility of western Russia, entered
the state service in 1885. When in April, 1906,

the council of ministers was reorganized in
preparation for the opening of the First Duma,
Stolipin, who as the governor of Saratov had
vigorously combated agrarian revolutionism,
was appointed minister of the interior. A few
months later, when the dissolution of the radically oppositionist legislature was decided upon,
he became also chairman of the cabinet. He invited the moderate liberals to participate, but
since he refused to accept their program the

membership of the cabinet remained bureaucratic. Although the revolutionary tide was obviously receding, he proposed "first pacification
and then reforms" and adopted a policy of

vigorous repression.

By virtue of article 87

of the

Fundamental Laws, permitting emergency
islation in the

absence of the

Duma,

leg-

a decree

was promulgated which directed the local authorities for a period of six months to refer
"obvious" cases to

field courts martial;

mune

these

to

demand

full title to his

share of plow-

land or, in communes with infrequent repartitions, to the land he held at the time. This

,

A

the jurisdiction of

network of political spies and agents provocateurs
extended and perfected under Stolipin.

Die

1922-25) vol. iv, p. 156-91, 429-87, 724-33, 779-80,
Lucas, F. L Seneca and Elizabethan Tragedy (Camand A. J ,
bridge, Eng. 1922) ch 11, Carlyle, R.
History of Mediaeval Political Theory in the Weit,
vol
ed
2nd
vols.
i,
1927) vol. i,
5
(Edinburgh 1903-28,
Zanta, L La renaissance du stoicisme au xvJ e siecle,
Bibhotheque Litte"raire de la Renaissance, n s vol. v
(Pans 1914), Dilthey, Wilhelm, "Weltanschauung
und Analyse des Menschen seit Renaissance und Reformation" in his Gesammelte Schnften, 8 vols (Leip-

laws by which

throughout Russia, legalizing a reign of terror
directed mainly against organized revolutionary
groups, whose detection was facilitated by a

i

ROMAN LAW.

D

was secret and formal de-

trial

ordinary courts martial was extended to civilians
were by the end of 1906 effective virtually

NATURAL LAW, EQUALITY, DEMOCRACY, COM-

Consult. Bevan,

which

fense barred, were allowed to impose death
sentences executed within twenty-four hours
and not subject to appeal. This and other ex-

inter-

m the

national society, so far he is still walking
old track blazed by the stoics.

legislation,

in effect destroyed communal
meant to create a class of

which

landowiiership, was

prosperous peasant proprietors as a bulwark
against radicalism; actually, however, it merely
injected the element of internal strife into the
conflict between peasants and landlords.
Stolipin intended to preserve a semblance of
constitutional legality. By careful preparation he

hoped to elect a submissive majority to the
Second Duma. When he failed, the franchise
law was amended by decree, in crass violation
of the Fundamental Laws, so as to limit the
representation of peasants and working men and
assure the preponderance of landlords and the
upper bourgeoisie The majority of the Third
Duma was indeed friendly to the government,
supporting its narrow class and nationalist
policies

m

laws safeguarding the interest of the

landowning nobility, furthering the disintegration of the

commune

peasants, violating the

for the benefit of the rich

autonomy of Finland and

limiting the civil rights of Poles, Jews and other
national minorities. On the whole Stolipin

continued to rule by strong arm methods; eventually the moderate conservatives refused him
their unconditional support, so that he allied
himself more closely with the extreme right.
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STON E, LUCY (1818-93),

American feminist

and abolitionist leader. Lucy Stone, who has
been credited with the conversion of Susan B.

Anthony to the feminist cause and, by Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, with being the first person by
whom "the heart of America was deeply stirred
on the woman question," is ranked by the historians of the woman's movement as of equal
importance with these two and with Lucretia
Mott. Her contribution rested as much upon

Stone
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fearlessness helped to dispel the hostility and
ridicule which greeted her efforts as teacher,
lecturer,

organizer and editor to

secure for

women the freedom of intelligent human beings.
LORINE PRUETTE
Consult

Blackwell, Alice Stone,
of Woman's Rights (Boston 1 930)

Lucy Stone, Pioneer

STONE, MELVILLE ELIJAH

(1848-1929),

courageous acts of personal protest against convention as upon leadership of an organized
movement. As a young girl she had innocently

American journalist, one of the founders of the
Associated Press Stone was born in an Illinois
village, the son of a Methodist preacher. He
became a reporter and later an executive for

attempted to vote in church meeting only to be

various Chicago newspapers, served as a

Over her

father's protest she
entered college, earning her way as teacher and
a
as houseworker. She was
meteoric student at

scornfully rejected.

Oberlm

College, the first coeducational institution, but closed her college career by refusing
the honor of preparing an essay since tradition

demanded that it be read by a man. After her
graduation in 1847 she became renowned as an
abolitionist lecturer, an activity to which she
had been inspired by the pioneer efforts of the
Grimk^ sisters and Abby Kelly Foster. Although
women's rights had been stressed by many humanitarians, Lucy Stone was the first to make it
the main theme of her discourses. Even before
the first local women's rights convention in 1 848
call for the first National Woman's
Rights Convention, which was held in 1850.
Upon her marriage in 1855 * Henry B. Black-

she issued a

well,

an antislavery

agitator

brother of the

Wash-

ington correspondent and worked in New York
City In 1875 he organized a corporation to pub-

Chicago Daily Nwvs as a one-cent news-

lish the

He gamed

financial experience by the
organization in 1891 of the Globe National Bank
in Chicago. It was not until 1893 that the
Associated Press was incorporated in Chicago

paper.

m

present dominant form, as a collector and
distributor of domestic and international news.
its

Stone was its general manager until 1921 and its
counselor until his death.
The Chicago Inter-Ocean, expelled from the
association for infraction
suit,

a by-law, bi ought

.of

and the Supreme Court of

Illinois declared

1900 that the organization was a public
utility, whose services should be available to all.
in

To

evade

this interpretation the

remcorporated under a
formation of social clubs

New
It

w as
r

agency

York law

for the

remained thereafter,

pioneer women physicians, Elizabeth and Emily
Black well, and a member of the family into

although cooperative and seeking no profit, a
closely guarded vested interest. The (New York)

which Antoinette Brown, the first woman minmarried the newly wedded pair pub-

failed to

ister, also

lished

a

protest

against

the deprivation of
entailed. Deter-

women's rights which marriage
mined to keep her own name

as a symbol of

personal freedom, she evoked considerable agi-

by registering merely as Lucy Stone in a
Massachusetts school election. In 1858, while
living in New Jersey, she permitted her goods
tation

to be sold for taxes as a protest against taxation

without representation.
In all her activities she had the warm support
of her husband and it was with his aid and later

Sun News Sen ice, suing
make its case.

it

as a monopoly,

In time the Associated Press came to have
1 200 members and served
newspapers read

over

by more than

half the literate population of the

United States Until the second decade of the
twentieth century its news was well organized
and factual, uncolored in matters about which

members might disagree, dignified and
exceptionally accurate considering the speed
its

with which
capitalistic

it

in

worked, but reactionary and
selection and presentation.

its

When the United States
War its directors adopted

entered the

World

with that of her daughter that she edited the
Woman's Journal, which she had founded in
1870 and which until 1917 served as the un-

sored by Stone, that "the responsibility we have
as citizens must overshadow any responsibility

official organ of the movement. In the atmosphere of highly charged humanitarianism which

ciation's

characterized the abolitionist and early feminist

movements her engaging charm,

simplicity

and

a resolution, spon-

as news-gatherers," thus abdicating the assoprimary function.

The

competition

of

Press, a product of the

the younger United
Scripps-Howard chain.
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which supplied a more

and popular

lively

treat-

ment of the news, forced the Associated Press to
join with a motion picture concern to furnish
pictures to its members, with "color stories"

Stone, who until his
death determined the methods of the agency and

and quantities of
to

it

helped

trivia.

establish

legally

a

property

right in news, reflected accurately the views of a

commercialized constituency.

BENT

SILAS
Consult

Stone, Melville

E

,

Km

Harpers Weekly, vol
(1914) 10-12, Bent,
Strange Bedfellows (New York 1928) ch xin

STONE, WARREN SANFORD

Silas,

(1860-1925),

American labor leader and head of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. Dignified and
aristocratic in appearance, Stone had the bearing
typical of a president of a large business corporation, a factor which helped him to impress the

He

did most of the other labor banks, and

JACOB PERLMAN

A

F in Locomotive Engineers Journal,
Consult. Coyle,
vol hx (1925) 499-503, Foster, W. Z., Misleaders of
Labor (Chicago 1927) ch vn; Carver,
The
,
Present Economic Revolution in the United States (Bos,

T N

ton 1925) p 114-20, Stockbndge, F P, "The New
Capitalism" in Saturday Evening Post (Nov. 6, 1926)
5,

214-16

Fifty Years a Journalist

(New York 192,1), The Profession of Journalism, ed by
W. G. Bleyer (Boston 1918) p 112-32, Irwm, Will,
"What's Wrong with the Associated Press?" m

railroad executives.

as

necessitated large assessments upon the union's
membership to compensate for the losses

carried out

what was

When

essentially a business policy for his union.
in 1903,
Stone initiated the concerted movement in

STORAGE.

See WAREHOUSING.

STORCH, HEINRICH FRIEDRICH VON
(1766-1835), Russian economist. Storch was
born in Riga of German parents. After having
studied at Jena and at Heidelberg he entered the
Russian government service in 1789, at the same
time continuing his interest in contemporary
Russian economic problems. At the suggestion
of J. G. Georgi, the famous geographer, he

prepared a masterly histonco-statistical description of the Russian Empire, an extensive work
which earned him membership in the Russian
of Sciences. Storch

wider

he took charge of the Brotherhood

Academy

with the managements.
During the next decade he led the organization

by his Cours d'tconomie pohttque, his
on economic theory and an outgrowth of the lectures which as tutor he pre-

collective bargaining

successfully

through a number of such en-

deavors, and in 1916 he took a prominent part in
the fight for the eight-hour day by all the train-

men's unions.

He

was likewise successful in

dealing with the railroads during and after the
World War. In the meantime Stone turned

away from the narrow aspects of trade unionism. Following the war he became a strong advocate of government ownership and supported
the Plumb Plan of railroad operation. Later he
took a prominent part in the

dependent

political action

candidacy of Senator

La

movement

which resulted

for inin the

Follette for president.

He was also willing to work and aid other organizations of labor in the railroad industry, an outstanding example being his assistance to the
strike of 1922. Lastly, he
plunged his union into cooperative banking, investment, real estate ownership and other capitalistic ventures, which he considered the means
for realizing labor's financial power. Within
a few years he had built up a large number of
financial institutions with assets of more than
$150,000,000. Because of speculative overex-

shopmen during the

gamed

still

recognition
chief work

pared for the sons of Alexander I. In his later
years he devoted several papers to the problem
of national income, in which he distinguished
sharply between the concept of individual and
that of national income.
Like all Russian economists of that time,
Storch was essentially a follower of Adam Smith,
but he differed from his master on a number of
significant points. Without probing too deeply

economic facts
he formulated a theory of stages of economic
development not unlike that elaborated by List
two decades later and believed that different
economic principles apply to each historical
stage. Following the line of reasoning which
Smith had employed in disputing the validity
into the historical succession of

of the physiocratic theory that

all

non-agricul-

tural occupations are unproductive, Storch criticized Smith's treatment of professional classes

as unproductive and emphasized the indispensable nature of immaterial services in promoting

the prosperity of society. He did not subscribe
to Smith's cost of production theory of value

and stressed instead the importance of the sub

pansion, a lack of knowledge in the field of
business and certain other factors this financial

jective elements in value determination.

structure

Important works: Statistische Uebersicht der Stoats

fell

to pieces shortly after Stone died,

V. GELESNOFF

Stone
halterschaften des Russischen Retches (Riga 1795),
Histonsch-statistisches Gemalde des Russischen Retches,

9 vols. (Riga and Leipsic 1797-1803), Cours d'tconomie
pohtique, 6 vols. (St. Petersburg 1815; 2nd ed. with
critical notes

man

by J B. Say, 4 vols
by

translation with additions

,

Paris 1823),

K

H. Rau,

Ger-

3 vols.

1819-20); "Le revenu national consid6r6
sous un nouveau point de vue" in Akademiya Nauk,
St. Petersburg, Memoires, ser v, vol. vm (1817-18)
412-34, Considerations sur la nature du revenu national
(Pans 1824)
Consult: Roscher, Wilhelm, Geschichte der Nationalokonomik in Deutschland (Munich 1874) p 799813;
Seraphim, Hans Jurgen, "Die deutsch-russische
Schule" in Jahrbucher fur Nationalokonomie und Sta-

(Hamburg

tistik, vol.

cxxu (1924) 319-36.

Stourm
American

4*3
legal history.

They summed up

the

English case law from the seventeenth to the
early nineteenth century, worked it over on a
philosophical basis and made it available for a
new start in the commonwealths which were

springing

up

in the westward expansion of the

States. Story's treatise on equity jurisprudence is still in everyday use, and that on the

United

conflict of laws

was epoch making

for the sub-

As

a teacher Story sought to make lawyers
rather than to expound the law dogmatically
and thus pointed the way to American law teach-

ject.

ing of today.

ROSCOE POUND

STORY, JOSEPH

(1779-1845), American ju-

Story was born at Marblehead, Massachugraduated at Harvard, studied law in the
office of Chief Justice Sewall of Massachusetts
rist.

setts,

and afterward under Samuel Putnam, later justice of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, and
became active in politics as a radical follower of
Jefferson in a conservative Federalist community. He had been twice speaker of the house in

Principal workr Commentaries on the Law of Bailments (Cambridge, Mass. 1832, 9th ed. Boston 1878);
Commentaries on the Constitution of the Umted States,
3 vols. (Boston 1833, 5th ed 1891); Commentaries
on the Conflict of Laws (Boston 1834, 8th ed 1883);
Commentaries on Equity Jurisprudence, 2 vols (Boston

1836, i4thed. 1918).

W W

Life and Letters of Joseph
Story,
Story, z vols. (Boston 1851), Schofield, William, in
Lev, is, 8 vols.
Great American Lawyers, ed by W.
(Philadelphia 1907-09) \ol in, p 123-85, Pound,

Consult

,

D

the Massachusetts legislature and had sat one
term in Congress when, at the age of thirty-two,
he was appointed one of the justices of the

"The Place of Judge Story in the Making of
American Law" in American Law Review, vol. xlviii

Supreme Court of the United States. In 1829
he was elected Dane professor of law at Harvard; he sat in the Supreme Court and at circuit,
as the justices of the Supreme Court then did,
and taught in the Harvard Law School until his

on public

essentially
his career served

death.

tendencies: he

As

a judge Story ranks

among

the ten out-

standing names in American judicial history
and, along with Marshall and Kent, with the
builders of American law. He came to the bench

Roscoe,

(1914) 676-97.

STOURM, RENE (1837-1917),

French writer
background was
conservative and traditionalist and
finance. Stourm's

merely to strengthen these

became inspector of

finances in

1863 and administrator of indirect taxes in the
Ministry of Finance in 1874, being recalled from
this last post in 1879 because of his conservative
political ties.

He

succeeded Leon Say as pro-

ative

fessor of public finance at the Ecole des Sciences
Politiques in 1885. In 1896 he was elected to

sions

membership

while American constitutional law was

still

form-

and took part in most of the great deciwhich established the leading principles of
American public law. He sat at circuit during the
War of 1812 in a circuit in which there \vas an
exceptional amount of maritime litigation, and
his decisions in admiralty and prize cases had
much to do with making American law on those
subjects and were in many cases of international
importance. But his chief influence upon American law was as writer and teacher. After Kent,
who went no further than an institutional book,
Story was the pioneer among the great American
law writers, publishing a long series of texts.
These books, turned out in quick succession by
a teacher who was at the same time sitting in the
highest court of the land and also at circuit and
doing his full share of the work in each capacity,

had a decisive influence

at a critical period in

in the

Academic des Sciences Mo-

rales et Politiques (Institut

de France), likewise

Leon Say, and remained secretary of
the academy from 1913 until his death.
Stourm adhered to a strictly fiscal concept of
taxation and rejected all attempts to use taxes
as a means of effecting social reform, such as
to succeed

redistribution of wealth.

He opposed

the prin-

ciple of progression and favored proportional
taxation. He was the author of several works, of

which the best
1913; tr. by T.

is

Le budget

(Paris 1889, 7th ed.

New York

1917). The
novelty of the subject, the clarity of the exposition and the elegance of the style won for this
Plazinski,

study great and universal acclaim; it is, howoutmoded at present. The Systemes generaux d'impdts (Paris 1893, 3rd ed. 1912), which
ever,
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has no scientific value, merely set forth ideas
which had considerable currency in conservative
circles in the early years of the twentieth century. Stourm's studies of financial history, such
as Les finances de Vancien regime et de la Revo-

Pans 1885) and Les finances du
Consulat (Paris 1902), which for a time constituted a valuable source of information, no longer
meet the standards of precision set by modern
lution (z vols.,

historical science.

G ASTON JBzE
Consult Eichthal,

M

T.

d', in

Academic des Sciences

Morales et Pohtiques, Seances et travaux, vol. clxxxix
(1918) 121-24, 241-45.

thing of the epical scale by the wide unfolding of
its theme, the union of
many stones, the natural

use of wide geographical areas. Quickly running
through many editions, it has been called a
prime mover in precipitating the Civil War. Its
appeal has outlasted the slavery issue, for
still read
many languages.

it is

m

CONSTANCE ROURKE
Stowe, Charles Edward, Life of Harriet
Beeiher Stotve Compiled from Her Letters and Journals
(Boston 1889), Fields, Annie, Life and Letters of
Harriet Beecher Stowe (Boston 1897); Rourke, Constance Mayfield, Trumpets of Jubilee (New Yoik
1927) p 87-148, Parnngton, Vernon Louis,
Currents in American Thought) 3 vols. (New York
1927-30) vol. 11, p. 371-78.
Consult-

Mam

STOWE, HARRIET BEECHER
American

writer.

In her

first

(1811-96),
book, The May-

flower (New York 1843), Mrs. Stowe appears as
a pioneer in the literary study of local or regional
character, mainly of New England On popular
or folk levels this emphasis had long been ap-

parent in plays, oral stories and journalistic
sketches that portrayed the Yankee, the Negro
or frontiersman, but it had been slow to reach
literary

levels.

Whether Mrs Stowe was

di-

rectly influenced by these pieces it is impossible
to say; so many legends were attached to her
name after the publication of Uncle Tom's

STOWELL,

FIRST

BARON,

WILLIAM

SCOTT (1745-1836), English Admiralty judge.
Stowell's younger brother, John, later Lord
Eldon, likewise became famous as a judge, in the
courts of chancery. William graduated from

Corpus Chnsti College, Oxford, in 1764 and
became a tutor in ancient history at University College. In 1777 he commenced the
later

study of the law, becoming a doctor of civil law
in '1779. He first practised in the ecclesiastical
courts, where his success was rapid. In 1798 he

became Admiralty judge, holding

that

post

Cabin that essential facts have been obacured.
But an uncanny susceptibility to popular forces

until the infirmities of old age compelled his
resignation in 1827. He had been raised to the

and popular feeling undoubtedly belonged to
her and lay at the base of her power.
close to

peerage in 1821.
In the fields of prize law and of international
law his reputation became and remained great.
His decisions are marked by the breadth of their

the portrayals of contemporary popular story
telling and theatrical sketches, particularly those

intelligence, and in them are implicit the ethics
of a most scrupulous gentleman. It is difficult to

of early minstrelsy. In this connection it must
be noted that the Negro in minstrelsy was by no
means invariably comic. The alliances of the
book are shown by the readiness with which it
was transformed into drama that can only be

realize in reading

drama, although when she wrote it
Mrs. Stowe was almost certainly unacquainted
with the theater. She had seen slavery as a social
and economic condition only once, favorably,

almost

In Uncle Tom's Cabin
the Yankee and

(z vols.,

Boston 1852)

Negro characters were

called folk

during a brief visit to Kentucky. Her reasoning
as to the issue was confused. Her main impetus
seems to have been the force of intense feeling
against the Fugitive Slave

north, with

To

Act (1850) in the

which she came into contact briefly.
added a sweeping religious emo-

this she

them

many were

written

the

suasive exposition or their origin to Stowell
all have borne well the test of time.

and

Thus Stowell boldly declared against wartime
"paper" blockades, one of thegreatest grievances
of neutrals.
in order to

He laid down the rule that blockades
be lawful must be

effective, a rule

explicitly recognized by the Declaration of
Paris in 1856.
acknowledged, as modern

He

statesmen have refused to do, the practical
limitations of blockades. When it was sought to

condemn goods

in transit to an unblockaded
which could be blockaded only with
difficulty, because the goods could be con-

tionalism, hers as a Beecher inheritance, that

port,

coincided with the prevailing religious emotion
of the time. Hysterical and morbid as it is in

veniently transported

many ways, Uncle Tom's Cabin

which

achieved some-

that

highly impassioned era of the
Napoleonic wars. Some important doctrines of
international law owe either their most per-

during

by land

to another port

was blockaded, he replied

cogently

Stourm
"Blame geography." He boldly upheld the
independence and utmost good faith of prize
courts in war time, insisting upon their character
rather than municipal
considered all states as equal at law
regardless of their territorial size. He denied the
right to visit and search vessels of another naas

true

courts

international

He

time of peace and did much to clarify
the law of contraband of war in holding that
whether private property at sea was contraband
tionality in

was

be determined by

"probable destination," a rule not indefensible within the limitations declared by him but expanded to an unto

its

warranted extent by American prize courts in
the Civil War and extended beyond even those
extreme limits by English prize courts in the

World War.
FREDFRIC ROCKWELL SANBORN
Roscoe, Edward Stanley, Lord Stowell, His
Life and the Development of English Prise Law (London 1916), and earlier literature there cited, and "The
Influence of Lord Stowell on the Maritime Law of
England" in Law Magazine and Review, 5th ser vol.
xxvu (1901-02) 210-18, Bentvvich, Norman, "Lord

Strachey

which are disregarded by other jurists of his
period and by the absence of the scholastic
categories and formulae so much in vogue at the
time. An admirer of the Roman law, he advocated the observance of the text of the Corpus

but, like other jurists of the period, he was
often compelled to give preference to local
custom and statutes as representing a response
juris;

to new needs. Previously commercial law had
been studied only with regard to individual
cases, as a part of civil and canon law It was
Stracca's truly distinctive merit to have been the
first to
present a systematic exposition of commercial law as a complex of norms separate from

the other branches of the law and to have carried
it out from both the
practical and the legal aspect.

GUIDO BONOLIS

Consult

p.

Consult Franchi, Luigi, Benvenutn Stracca, giurecnnsulto anconitano del sccolo x\ I, note bw-hibhograficiie
(Rome 1888), Alessandro, Lattes, "Lo Stracca giureconsulto" in Rinsta di dintto commeniale, \ol vii
(1909) pt i, p. 624-49, Goldschmidt, L "Benvcnuto
Straccha Anconitanus und Petrus Santerna Lusitanus" in Zeitschrift fur das gesammte Handelsrecht,
,

Stowell" in Great Jurist* of the World, ed

Macdonell and E. Manson (London 1913)
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with which he studies the practical arguments

by

J

517-31

vol. xxxviii (1891) 1-9.

STRACCA DI ANCONA, BENVENUTO
(1500) 78),

Italian writer

Stracca was born in

on commercial law.

Ancona of a respectable

merchant family. He studied law at Bologna
from 1533 to 1538. From 1539, when he returned to his native city, until his death he
practised law and held numerous important
public offices.

His

first

and most

of commercial law,
tore

(Venice 1553,

69), treats of

significant

work

in the field

De mercatura sive de mercanew ed. Amsterdam 1668-

commerce in general, the merchant

mercantile contracts, maritime law, bankruptcy and mercantile practise. As in his other

class,

STRACHEY, JOHN ST. LOE (1860-1927),
English journalist. Strachey, who was one of the
ablest English publicists of the late nineteenth
and the early twentieth century, came of a
Somersetshire landowning family which has
made notable contributions to literature and
public life. After graduating at Oxford, where he
took a first in history, he joined the staff of the
Spectator, then at the height of

its

influence

under Richard Hutton and Meredith Townsend.
He became in 1897 its proprietor and editor and
made it the most prosperous and respected of
the English \\eekhes, immune from the financial

works the most noteworthy and original sections
and those most systematically presented are the
parts dealing with maritime law, especially with
regard to liability and bankruptcy. De proxenetis

vicissitudes that harassed its rivals. In politics a

atque proxene ticis (Venice 1558) deals with the
functions and responsibility of brokers. De

became the most outspoken opponent of tariff
reform, and for a long time the Unionist free
traders, largely through Strachey, were able to
hold off protection and colonial preference.
Toward other trends of opinion he showed a
tolerance and an active interest very unusual in

adiecto (Venice 1569) discusses the conditions
governing the transfer of claims to third parties.
De assecurationibus (Venice 1569), which is not a

systematic treatise, contains an introduction on
the subject of insurance and a comment, under
the title of a gloss, on the policy of Ancona with

regard to insurance. These treatises are all contained in the Amsterdam edition of De mercatura,
Stracca's

work

is

distinguished

by the care

Liberal Unionist, he allowed himself a considerable measure of independence in his support of the Conservative party; thus his paper

political journalism. In the later years of his
editorship he made a regular feature of articles
in which the advanced radical viewpoint was

stated

by H. W. Massmgham and others even
left. He himself desired no far

farther to the
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reaching changes in the structure of society he
hated the thought of a socialist bureaucracy, for

example but he flung himself with great ardor
and perseverance into the advocacy of minor reforms, especially in the field of local government, and in all that concerned the housing of
the working class. His openmmdedness and his
talent for courteous discussion

forum valued by

tator a

all

made

the Speceducated readers

These

were distributed among many

stations

the United States, later in Europe and
eventually in Palestine. Their dissemination
cities in

was effected despite organized opposition induced by commercial interests. Straus* interest
in child welfare continued and in 1909 he established at

Lakewood,

This

Observer, the Standard, the Daily News, the
Manchester Guardian, the Academy, the Pall

parts of the country.

Mall Gazette, the Economist, the

actively interested in

zine, the Quarterly

He was

Review

Maga-

Review and the Edinburgh

the editor of the Cornhill

for the year or so immediately preceding his assumption of active control over the

Jersey, the first

the care of children exposed to tuberculosis.
also proved a fruitful idea and led to the

rather than an organ of conservative opinion.
Strachey also wrote for the Saturday Review, the

Cornhtll

New

"preventorium," a term he himself coined, for

development of similar institutions in other

In the

latter

period of his

Straus

life

became

Zionism and was the

first

prominent American Jew of wealth to join the
movement. In Palestine he was responsible for

Magazine

the establishment of milk stations, diet kitchens,
for the unemployed and a health

Spectator.

center for experiment and prevention as well as
for remedial purposes.

H. N. BRAILSFORD
Problems and Perils of Socialism
(London 1908), The Citizen and the State (London
1913), Economics of the Hour (London 1923); American

workrooms

PHILIP KLEIN

Important works

Soundings (London 1926).
Amy S St. Loe Strachey; His Life
and His Paper (London 1930), Strachey, John St. Loe,
The Adventure of Living; a Subjective Autobiography
(London 1922), "In Memonam: John St Loe
Strachev, 1860-1927" m Spectator, vol. cxxxix (1927)
Consult. Strachey,

,

special supplement.

STRAUS, NATHAN

(1X48-1931), American

philanthropist. Nathan Straus, one of three
brothers of German-Jewish descent who made

notable contributions to public affairs, philanthropy and mercantile development in the
United States during the closing quarter of the

nineteenth century and the early years of the
twentieth, is best known for his work in the field
of child health. Taking his cue from Dr. Abra-

ham Jacobi one of the prominent
,

ists

child special-

of his day, Straus decided that the greatest

menace to the lives of children lay in impure
milk. Most of the milk sold was subject to contamination and only pasteurization seemed to
promise

reasonable

hope

of

combating

it.

Cotisult. Disease in

Milk; the Remedy, Pasteurization;
the Life Work of Nathan Straus, ed by Lina G
Straus (2nd rev. ed. New York 1917), Wise, J. W.,
Jews Are Like That (New York 1928) p. 209-32.

STRAUSS, DAVID FRIEDRICH

(1808-74),
Strauss

German theological and historical critic.

was born in Ludwigsburg and studied at Tubingen and Berlin. At the age of twenty-seven
he suddenly became famous as the author of a
critical life

of Jesus,

Das Leben

Jesu, kritisch

Tubingen 1835-36; 4th ed.
by George Eliot, 3 vols., 2nd ed. Lon-

bearbeitet (2 vols.,

1840;

tr.

don

narratives
1893). Discussing the Gospel
point by point this work argued that the decisive

of
portions for theology of the canonical life
Jesus could be understood better as "myths" of
historical
as
the early Christian community than
facts, whether supernaturalistically or rationalistically interpreted.

From

1835 to 1840 Strauss'

book was a storm center of

criticism.

He

lost

Tubingen and was prevented by popular disapproval from occupying
a professorship to which he had been appointed
his right to teach at

Straus set himself the task of demonstrating the
preventive virtues of pasteurization by opening

at Zurich.

pasteurized milk station in New
York City and observing the subsequent reduction of the infant mortality rate in the district

made some concessions, but eventually
he reaffirmed the more radical implications of
his position. He had come to his views by way

in 1893 the

first

He

then initiated the organized moveand himself
established and financed a large number of
stations for the provision of pasteurized milk in
urban areas accessible to the poorer population.
served.

ment

for the pasteurization of milk

In answering his

critics in this

period Strauss

at first

of the exegesis of F. C. Baur at Tubingen, which
its philosophical background in the ideas of

had

Schleiermacher and Hegel. In his Die christliche
Glaubenslehre (2 vols., Tubingen 1840-41), however, he definitely rejected the view that the

Straw Vote

Strachey
truth of Christian

dogma could be

English translation (London 1874); Hausrath, Adolf,

to Strauss

David Fnednch Strauss und die Theologie seiner Zeit,
3,
vols. (Heidelberg 1876-78), Eck, Samuel, David
Fnednch Strauss (Stuttgart 1899), Harraeus, Karl,
David Fnednch Strauss; sein Leben und seine Schnften
(Leipsic 1901), Zieeler, Theobald, Dar'id Fnednch

by speculative idealism. According

modern philosophy culminates in a humanistic
pantheism, which can give new religious satisfaction but the content of

which is

not, as

Hegel

claimed, identical with Christianity. Not the
unique man- God, Jesus, but the divinity of

humanity in
its

consciousness of the universe

its

central conception.
Strauss' misfortunes

4*7

reestablished

is

Strauss, 2 vols. (Strasbourg
David-Frederic Strauss; la vie

1908);

Levy, Albert,

et Voeuiyre (Paris 1910);

Schweitzer, Albert, Geschichte der Leben-Jesu-Forschung (znd ed. Tubingen 1913), tr. by W. Mont
as The Quest of the Historical jfesus (London
iQio)chs. vu-ix.

gomery

among the

citizens of

Zurich made him distrustful of democracy. He
hoped for more frorrj an aristocracy of culture,

STRAW VOTE. A

and

canvass of an electorate to determine the division

in the politics of 1 848 as Wurttemberg deputy he espoused a conservative liberalism. As
opposed to social democracy he remained an

and a monarchist. He was strongly
however, and he accepted Prussian
leadership, especially after the death of Frederick William iv, whose reactionary orthodoxy
he had attacked. In 1866 and 1870 he wrote
with chauvinistic ardor in defense of the Bismarckian wars and annexations.
During the reaction of the 1850*3 Strauss occupied himself with literary criticism and wrote
individualist
nationalist,

several biographies of German protagonists of
humanism, notably that of Ulrica von Hutten
(3 vols

,

Leipsic 1858-60,

new

ed.

i

vol., 1914;

by J. Sturge, London 1874) In the next decade he returned to theological controversy. A
rewriting of Das Leben Jesu as Das Leben Jesu
tr.

fur das deutsche Volk bearbeitet (Leipsic 1864,
22nd ed. 1924; English translation, and ed. London 1879) met with little success, but he drew
fire once more with his last work, Der alte und
der neue Glaube (Leipsic 1872, i6th ed. Bonn
Blind, 3rd ed London 1874),
1904; tr. by

M

which presented a comprehensive contrast between the traditional Christian Weltanschauung
and the modern sense of life. Strauss' "new
faith" is a commitment to materialistic and evolutionary science (which conflicts not with idealism but only with dualism), to the national state,
to public education and to classical modern art
as represented especially by Goethe and Mozart. It is

not a creative work, and Nietzsche's

criticism of

it

as

an epitome of bourgeois com-

placency was not altogether eccentric. Strauss'
was his forthright attack on the
halfway, unclear position of liberal Christian

essential service

theology and

its

philosophical apologists.

HORACE L. FRIESS
Works: Gesammelte Schnften, ed. by Eduard Zeller,
12 vols. (Bonn 1876-78).
Consult: Zeller, Eduard, David Fnednch Strauss in
setnem Leben und semen Schnften (and ed. Bonn 1874),

straw vote

is

an

unofficial

of popular sentiment on public issues or on
candidates for governmental office. Ordinarily
the term implies the use of a sampling technique, but

it may also
designate an inclusive
canvass, such as the precinct polls sometimes
taken by the political parties in an effort to learn

the preference of every voter.
The practical politician in the United States
has long used the inclusive precinct poll to
gather field data for the direction of his cam-

more important part in
English elections, where A canvass, a check canvass somewhat later in the campaign and even
paign. It plays an even

a counter canvass, ostensibly conducted by the
opposing party, are sometimes employed. Ostro-

gorsky expressed the view that an English party
organization which could not predict the outcome of an election to within 150 to 250 votes
in a constituency of 10,000 to 12,000 was very
inefficient. In the United States one state wide
party canvass showed an error of 600 votes in
a total of 1 0,000 cast, in estimating the winner's
plurality.

Because of the expense attached to the

inclusive canvass, party appraisals of voting
sentiment more often consist of partial can-

and estimates made by precinct leaders.
These estimates usually carry an element of
honest bias and frequently fall wide of the mark.
Straw votes employing the principle of sampling have been conducted in the United States
since the early 1900*8, chiefly by newspapers and
vasses

periodicals.

Among

the outstanding sponsors

have been the Chicago Journal (later the Daily
Times), the Chicago Tribune, the Cincinnati
Enquirer, the Columbus Dispatch, the Hearst
newspapers, the New York Herald, the New
York Daily News, the Salt Lake Tribune, the
Scripps-Howard newspapers and, among the
magazines, the Farm Journal, the Literary Digest

and the Pathfinder. The polls of the Hearst
newspapers, the New York Herald and the Literary Digest have been national in scope. While
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most

polls

have been concerned with candidates

for public office, a few, notably

some of those

conducted by the Literary Digest, have dealt
with such questions as the soldiers' bonus and
prohibition. There are two reasons for the
peculiar interest of newspapers and periodicals
in straw polls: first, these canvasses provide a
type of election news eagerly followed by the
reading public and, secondly, a few publishers
use them for circulation building purposes by
attaching a subscription offer to each straw ballot

The

opinions are obtained either
through ballots in the newspaper, direct personal interview or ballots mailed to a sample
distributed.

group of persons. Of these methods, the second
would seem to be the most efficient. The extent
to which straw samples reflect accurately the
division of sentiment

of factors.

returns for

is

affected

by a number

The sponsor may manipulate the
propagandist purposes. The ballot

box may be stuffed by interested parties or by
lazy canvassers. The ballots may be drawn disproportionately from certain classes or geographical areas. All groups or sections may be
given equal opportunity to vote, but the people
of one may be more willing to participate in the

The straw
may not reveal his true preference. Finally,
sample may be too small. Differences be-

straw vote than those of another.
voter

the

tween the

and of the
from any
from the fact

results of the straw ballot

subsequent

official election

may

result

of the foregoing factors, and also
that a person

may change his preference after
he has marked a straw ballot or may, because of

disinclination or disfranchisement, fail to participate in the official election. Furthermore the

count in the

official election

may be

dishonest.

Comparison of straw and official pluralities
shows varying degrees of correspondence, the most common differences ranging from 6 to 12 votes for every 100 in the total
cast. For the most part these differences are
attributable to faulty sampling technique and
in the past

they will probably decrease materially as sponsors

become more

skilled in

managing such

canvasses.
Political observers see

both good and

evil in

his constituents. The practical politician, as he
becomes aware of the possibilities of sampling,
is coming more and more to employ this technique as a supplementary form of canvass.
Again, a significant variation between the returns from a carefully conducted straw poll and
those from the official election may suggest the
desirability of an investigation of the honesty of

the

official

count.

The principal evil charged against straw votes
that they lead people who have no well de-

is

fined political convictions to align themselves

with the winning side, thus giving the majority
an unfair advantage over the minority. Further,
it is
held, disclosure of the apparent victor
wrecks the morale of the minority workers,
causes campaign contributors to withhold support from the supposedly lost cause, tempts local
candidates of the minority party to betray the

head of the ticket in order to improve their own
position and swells the "stay-at-home" ranks by

promoting the belief that the election is already
decided. Inquiry among politicians shows that
while some are impressed with the power of
straw polls to attract voters to the winning side,
the majority appear unconcerned, believing that
such influence is small. The exhilarating or depressing effect of straw returns on party workers
is undenied; but, it is argued, it is their business
to know how their ticket fares with the voters

Far from deadening

interest in voting, say straw

poll sponsors, these canvasses stimulate interest
and increase the turnout on election day.

In the absence of concrete evidence any view
this issue must remain largely a matter of

on

personal opinion. It would seem, however, that
polls become or are recognized

whenever such

as obnoxious, they can be rendered useless by
the simple weapon of the boycott, provided the

groups concerned possess

sufficient organization
to control the participation of their followers in
straw votes.
Official in character but partaking in one respect of the natuie of the straw vote is the

advisory initiative and referendum utilized by
some states in the United States. Under this
device a particular proposition is submitted to
the people in order to determine their attitude;
the vote has no immediate statutory effect, nor

straw votes. As a research tool the straw sample
may throw significant light on voting behavior
by revealing how voters shift from one party to

is it

another, how different classes in the electorate
vote and to what degree popular sentiment

of this kind have sometimes been employed on
questions outside the jurisdiction of the state

changes in response to electioneering. The straw
vote may also help to clarify the mind of the
legislator or the executive as to the wishes of

government, such as national prohibition and
the entrance of the United States into the League
of Nations (as in Massachusetts in 1932), in

binding on the legislature. Advisory ballots

Straw Vote
order that the action of the

state's

Strikes

congressmen

might be guided on these questions.

CLAUDE

ROBINSON

E.
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party, of which he became leader after the death
of Bassermann in 1917 and which he converted
into the German People's party after the disaster

During the

of 1919.

first

period of the

new

until 1923 he

remained in opposition
later, when he was given
responsibility, he adopted and carried out. Indeed it may be said that his political genius was

Germany

to all policies

which

fertilized
It

by responsibility.
was Stresemann's ambition to

effect the

reorganization of Europe and the world on the
basis of justice. He therefore supported the

establishment of international jurisdiction and
the relmquishment of armaments. This ideology

he developed out of the Realpohttk of the new
Germany; his entire position was consciously
idealistic yet at the same time realistic. He had
the courage to break off the struggle for the

STRESEMANN, GUSTAV( 1878-1929), German

of the

first

The

history of the critical part
decade of the German Republic is

statesman.

identified with Stresemann's career;

he was the

instrument of the constructive continuity characterizing the years 1923 to 1929. As political
leader in positions of the greatest responsibility,
as chancellor, then as foreign minister,
serving for six years in all the cabinets of all the
first

he worked for the security of the
German Republic and the restoration of German

Ruhr despite frequent attempts on his
saw in the Locarno Pact the end of the
struggle over the Rhine.

The

life

He

political

bestowal of the

Nobel peace prize on him and on Briand was a
tribute to his constructive peace policy and his
aim to rebuild Europe. When he died at the
early age of fifty-one, the loss was felt more
deeply than that of any other German states-

man, not only

in

Germany but throughout the

coalitions,

world.

liberty as well as to achieve a permanent foundation for German foreign policy and the reestablishment of Germany in the European and

Works' Vermachtms, ed by H. Bernhard, 3 vols.
(Berlin 1932-33); Reden und Schnften, 1897-1926,
a vols. (Dresden 1926).

international

and

community. His courage, initiative
bound up with all the great

intuition are

decisions of the

German Republic: the cessation
Ruhr in 1923, the accept-

of the struggle for the

ance of the Dawes plan in 1924, the security pact
at Locarno and the Berlin agreement with Rus1926, the entry of Germany into the
League of Nations in 1926, the signing of the

sia

in

Kellogg Pact in 1928, the Hague Conference
over the Young plan in 1929.
The son of a small Berlin hotel keeper, who

had been in sympathy with the Revolution of
1848, Stresemann studied history, especially
that which dealt with the Revolution of 1848,
the disaster of 1806 and the recovery of 1813;
literature, in particular the German idealists and
Goethe; and, finally, political science, which he
first put to a practical test in German economic
life as manager of industrial associations and of
the German- American economic association.
With this store of ideas and this economic experience, at the age of thirty he was elected to the
Reichstag as delegate of the National Liberal

ERNST JACKH

Reventlo\\, Ernst zu, Rhmtter Stresemann,
Staatsmann und Amcalt des Wei tgeicis sens (7th ed.

Consult
als

Munich 1926), Rhcmbaben, R von, Stresemann, der
Mensih und der Staatsmann (Dresden 1928), tr. by
C Brooks and H Her/,1 (New York 1929), Bauer,
Hemrich, Sttesemann, ein deutscher Staatsmann (Berlin 1930), Olden, Rudolf, Stresemann (Berlin 1929);
Stern-Rubarth, E Stresemann, der Europaer (Berlin
,

1929).

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS. A

strike is a

concerted suspension of work by a body of employees, usually for the purpose of adjusting an
existing dispute over the terms of the labor
contract.

A lockout represents a similar situation

by the employer. Whereas all lockouts
and most strikes, as thus defined, fall within the
initiated

area of authority of the particular employing
group, a small percentage of the total number of
strikes deal with objectives not included therein,
such as a sympathetic strike or a strike for
political

purposes.

An

interesting feature of

all

assumption by the striker that he
continues to be attached to the industry or place

strikes is the
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of employment, although not at work. Despite
the legal contradiction involved he thinks of the

tendency to strike diminishes, both because

own

power lessens its necessity
and because responsible leadership and increasing centralization and control tend to check

strike breakers.

impulsive action. From the long run point of
view this inference may be justified, but for
various reasons it is difficult of proof. Most

to be claimed again when the
strike is settled. This point of view tends in part
to explain the attitude of bitter hostility toward

job as his

In most countries the distinction between
and lockouts is avoided in statistical
reports and the general term "industrial disputes" is used instead, although it is sometimes
employed also to describe disputes which never
reach the stage of strikes and lockouts. This is
due in part to the difficulty of distinguishing in
the course of the dispute upon which side the
initiative for concerted suspension rests. In the
United States in the periods 1881-1905 and
1916-21, when strikes and lockouts were recorded separately, lockouts represented 4 percent and 3 percent respectively of the total
strikes

number

of disputes recorded.

The

apparent

insignificance of lockouts may be due to the fact
that the employer can use other and more con-

venient weapons, such as discharge of particular
individuals. Available statistics, however, show
that the average

number

of persons involved in
lockouts is larger than in strikes and that their
seventy in terms of duration is greater.

The

strike or lockout as thus defined

essentially out of the

grows

wage system under modern

capitalism and
similarities,

is not comparable, despite certain
with the revolts of servile or semi-

servile laborers, self-employed peasants or guild
craftsmen. It is, however, integrally related with
all

those conditions which have

made for the rise

of trade union organization, including the right
of freedom of association and of collective
bargaining.

While there are reports of

strikes

taking place at a comparatively early period in
the history of the factory system, they became of
marked social consequence only after the rise of
large scale industry. Carroll D. Wright, the first
commissioner of labor of the United States,

discovered records of only 1491 strikes and
lockouts in this country before 1881, more than
half of which occurred in 1880. The earliest

increasing bargaining

Strikes do, as a matter of fact, arise in organized
and industries. In the period 1916-32

trades

in the United States 25,080 disputes took place
with respect to which information regarding
trade union connection is available. Of these 88
percent were definitely connected with unions
and 10 percent were carried on without union
organization. The remaining 2 percent included
both union and non-union workers or those
organized after the strike began As trade unionism spreads to previously unorganized industries, it is often accompanied by strike waves.

The great strike in the bituminous coal industry
in 1897 and that in the anthracite field in. 1902,
the garment strikes of 1909-13 and the steel
strike in 1919 are examples of the use of the
purposes of organization in the United
Similar examples in England are the
dockers' strike in 1889 and that of the miners in

strike for

States

1898.

countries more strikes and lockouts
from controversies over wages than from
any other single cause. In the United States
during the period 1881-1905 the wage question
was a factor in 53 percent of all disputes and in

In

all

result

the period 1916-32 in 55 percent. It reached its
greatest importance in 1920 when wages were
involved in 61.5 percent of the disputes, but

even at the bottom of the curve in 1924 this
cause appeared more frequently than any other
and accounted wholly or in part for 45 percent
of the disputes. In Great Britain it was the
principal cause of 59 percent of the disputes

from 1919 to 1930 inclusive. Only in Australia
and New Zealand, where wage fixing laws have
been in effect for many years, is the proportion
of strikes due to this cause relatively low.
It is in these strikes for

wages that the

influ-

of industrial disputes on
which conclusions must rest as to the trend of

ence of prevailing economic conditions in determining whether the strike shall be for the

strikes in modern industrial countries, their
causes, their magnitude, duration and outcome,
go back no further than 1878 (Italy) and most of

a retreat

governmental

statistics

them were inaugurated in the decade 1 890-1900.
Although trade unionism has been held to be
the prerequisite of any widespread or effective
strike movement, many students have maintained that as trade unions gain in strength, the

purpose of effecting an advance or of preventing
is most clearly shown. In the United

States, in the period of rising prices and great
industrial activity from 1916 to 1921 , 95 percent
of such strikes were conducted in order to effect

an advance in nominal wages and about 5 percent were to prevent a decrease. In the depression year of 1921, 88 percent were against a

Strikes

and Lockouts

reduction and only 12 percent for an increase.
From 1923 to 1929 the greater number of
a 75 percent average each year
were
an increase, but in the period 1930-32 the
order was reversed once more. In 1930, 66
percent of the disputes over wages were to
prevent decreases, in 1931, 84 percent; and in
1932, 85 percent were for that purpose Records
strikes

for

in other countries indicate a similar sensitivity to

economic change.

Union recognition alone or in connection with
other causes accounted for 17 percent of the
total number of strikes in the United States in
period 1916-32, thus ranking second in
more strongly unionized
importance, whereas
Great Britain trade unionism was given as the

flie

m

cause in only 7

5

percent of the disputes from

1919 to 1930.
Strikes which

were concerned with the length
of the working day or week figured in 13 percent
of the cases in the United States between 1916
and 1932 and 10 4 percent between 1881 and
1905; but in Great Britain hour disputes accounted for only 4 percent of the strikes in the
period between 1919 and 1930
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1920-30 in which the proportion of workers
participating in sympathetic strikes was very
high, ranging from 31 percent in 1920 to 34
percent in 1922.

The procedure

followed both in conducting a

and

in effecting a settlement tends to vary
with circumstances. Influential factors include
strike

the nature, economic position and geographical
location of the industry involved, the strength
and effectiveness of the union, the general
economic and social conditions prevailing, the
economic and political philosophy of the participants, the legal restrictions and the type of
industrial policing applying at the particular

time and place and, to some extent, the attitude
of the public. For these reasons a strike of coal
miners in a remote mountain canon, even
though it may be part of a nation wide dispute,
calls for a strategy differing from that involved

walkout of garment workers in a congested
Action which would be appropriate to a
strike involving a single establishment under
local and personal ownership would be inin a

city

adequate in an industry corporately owned and
controlled and covering a wide area A strike of

From this point on the causes of strikes are
not so easily classified Discharge of employees
about
is listed in the United States as a factor

skilled building craftsmen not easily replaced
presents problems different from those of an
industrial union, made up in greater or lesser

5 percent of the cases for 1916-32 This cause is
not always identified as such in other countries.

part of comparatively unskilled workers.
Another factor having an influence on strategy

In Great Britain 19 percent of strikes occurring
in the period 1919-30 are listed as those con-

which

m

is

the previous status of the union In a shop
is unorganized or in which only a small

cerned

with the employment of particular
classes of persons. In the United States junsdictional disputes, despite the greater frequency

proportion are union members and no recognition has been accorded the union, the strike is
apt to be a spontaneous walkout without notice.

of their occurrence, account for only i .1 percent
of the strikes. Working arrangements, rules and
discipline, causes not recorded in the United

Such

a strike, while indicating a general condition of unrest, usually is the result of some
sudden provocation, such as a quarrel with a

States, accounted

of the cases in the period 1919-30.

foreman or some disciplinary action believed to
be without justification. Spontaneous shop

Sympathetic strikes amounted to 2 percent of
labor disputes in the United States from
1916 to 1932 and to less than i percent from 1881

usually called "stoppages," may take
place even in a well organized industry and in
violation of a trade agreement. Where relations

m Great Britain for 8 percent

all

to 1905.

Nor

is

significance in

the sympathetic strike of great
Great Britain. In the period

1911-30 such strikes ranged from less than i
percent to 4 percent of all strikes and exceeded 5
percent of the strikers in three years only
1924, 1926 and 1928. In 1926, the year of the

general strike, 1,595,000 persons, or 58 percent
of all -strikers, were involved in sympathetic
strikes. In 1928, despite the law of 1927 for-

bidding sympathetic strikes, 25 percent of all
persons on strike were in this category. In
France also there were three years in the decade

strikes,

between the employer and the union as a whole
are satisfactory, these interruptions are of short
duration, since both employers and union
leaders prefer to settle the controversy quickly

the agreement itself be jeopardized.
a strike is the culminating step in a
campaign of organization it is considered good
lest

When

strategy to

move suddenly and unexpectedly.

If the strike involves large numbers distributed
over a broad territory, such action is often im-

possible and there is actual although not official
notice to the employers of the intention to strike
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and of the date

fixed.

Thus

in the

campaign

to

organize the steel workers in 1919, the steel
companies were aware of the vote taken in July
authorizing a strike if necessary, not only be-

cause of their effective spy system but because
of the newspaper publicity given to the decision.
The actual strike did not take place until
22, after the employers
to confer with the union leaders.

September

had refused

circumstances are different when the
strike is not for the redress of grievances in a
previously unorganized shop or for the purpose
of instituting collective bargaining, but is an

The

attempt to renew on satisfactory terms a previously existing agreement. Trade agreements
usually provide for conferences to consider the

terms of renewal
termination

at

some time preceding

If negotiations are

broken

their
off,

membership vote of the union may empower
officers to call a strike. After

voted,

conferences often

somewhat more

such authority is
renewed on a

are

realistic basis. If the conferees

unable to agree, the strike date
announced.
are

still

Once the

a

its

is

under way the leaders are
confronted with two major problems; they must
maintain the enthusiasm and loyalty of the
strikers and prevent others from taking their
places. Attempts to promote morale include
strike is

meetings addressed by popular leaders, publicanews of an encouraging
nature, social gatherings and other devices
directed toward group solidarity. One of the

tion of bulletins carrying

most important elements

in

making possible the

continuance of the strike

is provision for meeting
the immediate necessities of life, indeed strike

benefits are the most universal form of trade
union benefits. A union which enters a conflict
with a well filled war chest is in a far stronger
position than a group of unorganized workers in
a spontaneous strike.

A

strike of considerable

duration and involving large

numbers may,

however, tax the resources even of the strongest
union Consequently appeals are made to other
labor organizations and sometimes to the general public as well Contributions thus obtained
are usually of lesser significance than funds
already in the hands of the union or derived
from non-striking members of the same organization by special taxes. In the United States the

m

large numbers of non-English
presence
speaking immigrants often requires the development of a special technique.

The

principal

method employed to prevent
by strikers or

strike breaking is that of picketing

their representatives at or near the entrance to
the place of employment. Picketing has three
chief purposes: first, to inform those unaware of
the fact that a strike is in progress; second, to

persuade the workers to join the strike; and,
by moral suasion or, if necessary, by

third,

physical obstruction to prevent them from going
to work. The extent to which these purposes,
especially the last, may be accomplished varies
according to the method of picketing employed

and the presence or absence of legal

difficulties.

obvious that violence in the form of
physical assault or destruction of property may
the course of a strike, particularly
easily arise
if it be
prolonged or if bitter feeling is engenIt is

m

dered. In the long run, responsibility for violence
is fairly evenly divided between em-

in strikes

ployers and strikers. It

is

usually difficult to find

out which party is responsible for the initial
step, but available evidence indicates that both
sides at times

make

definite plans for physical

resistance or attack.
It is in

the settlement of strikes rather than in

that the social and political
philosophy of the labor organization is apt to
manifest itself. Unions proclaiming a radical or
their

direction

revolutionary philosophy are not especially addicted to violence
strikes, since the weapon of

m

violence

is

reserved for definitely revolutionary

purposes. There is no strike method known to
the organizations of a left wing tendency that is
not employed by the conservative unions as well.

But a revolutionary union, while endeavoring to
secure improved conditions for its members,
utilizes

the labor conflict for the additional

purpose of attacking the institution of capitalism. Consequently in the settlement of a strike
it avoids so far as
possible all compromising
truces such as are involved in arbitration or time

agreements, preferring to retain its freedom
to renew the attack whenever circumstances
warrant.

A

strike settlement

the

may be

achieved by de-

direct negotiation of the parties or by
intervention either of individuals or of

fault,

by

governmental agencies. The first implies failure
of the strike and its unconditional abandonment
without any concessions or agreement by the
employer, the strikers making individual application for reemployment on the employer's

A

negotiated settlement indicates some
of success, ranging from the most
limited sort of concession to the granting of all
the strikers' demands. Intervention may take the
terms.

degree

form of mediation, whereby the contestants are

and Lockouts

Strikes
brought

for

together

direct

negotiation

or

assisted in reaching a formula for agreement;
or of arbitration, as when the dispute is referred

The

to a third party for settlement.

latter

Three types of governmental contribution to
the settlement of industrial disputes are to be
observed, one or another of which or a combinais

to

be found

in each of the

more important
In the

industrial countries of the world.
is

machinery

first,

provided for encouraging volun-

tary conciliation and arbitration of disputes.
This is the characteristic method of the English

speaking countries generally, with the exception
of Australia and until 1932 New Zealand, which
in that year abandoned compulsory arbitration
after nearly forty years' experience Other coun-

group arc France and Sweden.
In the second group of countries, mostly
those of continental Europe, voluntary action
tries in this

with respect to conciliation is combined with
varying degrees of compulsion An interesting
feature of the Belgian law is a provision that
if an employer refuses conciliation, his striking

employees arc entitled to

unemployment

in-

423
legality of strikes

upon the decision of courts

largely
cases.

depends

in injunction

Strike results are recorded under three classi-

may

be voluntary, following an agreement, or compulsory and enforced by the state.

tion

United States the

fications:

by

those won by the employers, those won
and those compromised. A compro-

strikers

mise

range from the most limited conceswhat amounts to victory. Until the period

may

sion to

immediately after the World War the general
all countries was toward a larger propor-

trend in

tion of strikers' victories; these fluctuated,

how-

ever, with periods of depression and prosperity,
and there was a marked decline in the last decade.

In the United States, in the period 1916-32, of all
strikes on which information was available as to

outcome 37 percent resulted favorably to the
employer, 34 percent to the strikers and 29
percent were compromised. For the period
1881-1905 the corresponding percentages were
37, 48 and 15. For Great Britain for 1919-29
inclusive they were 36, 22 and 42 It must be
noted, however, that these figures give no indication of the actual number of workers in each

group. Thus in the unfavorable year of 1932
in Great Britain, despite the decline in the
number of disputes and the larger proportion of

surance benefits, while strikers who similarly
refuse are barred from the receipt of unemploy-

defensive strikes, the figures showed that the
22 6 percent of the disputes won by workers

ment

affected only 6 9 percent of the total number of
strikers, that the 43.2 percent won by the employers covered 47 9 percent of the strikers and

one year.
of governmental contiol appears in the third group Compulsory arbitration
of practically all disputes with consequent prohibition of strikes and lockouts is the logical
benefits for

The maximum

outgrowth of the governmental systems of Italy,
Germany and Soviet Russia Compulsory arbi-

somewhat milder order

tration of a

Australia.

Denmark passed

is

in effect in

a law in January,

compromised disputes, accounting for
34.2 percent of the total, involved 45 2 percent
of the strikers.
that the

As stated above, most of the leading industrial
countries attempt to compile and publish from
time to time statistical data with respect to in-

one
Another aspect of the relation of governments to industrial disputes appears in the ad-

dustrial disputes The reports vary in completeness, but the information usually includes at

ministration of public employment exchanges
Where the exchange is requested by the em-

involved and

1933, prohibiting

strikes or lockouts for

all

year.

ployer to supply new workers to replace striking
or locked out employees, the general practise is
to inform the applicant of the existence of a
dispute and to leave the decision to him.

In the absence of

specific prohibitions the

legal right to strike exists in
where compulsory arbitration

most countries
is

not in

effect.

Some countries forbid strikes by public officials,
by workers

in public utilities

and

strikes en-

dangering the safety of the state. Great Britain
since 1927 has forbidden sympathetic strikes
and those having political objectives All countries forbid strikes of seamen at sea. In the

least the

number of disputes, number of workers
number of days lost In general

indicate that the period immediately
following the World War was one of exceptional
unrest. In most countries the years 1919 and
1920 were exceptional with respect to the

they

number and

severity of strikes In the United
States over 4,000,000 persons were involved in

2665 disputes in 1919. In 1930, 653 disputes
were recorded, with 158,000 persons affected.
This was the lowest point reached after 1919,
and during this period the decline was almost
continuous In 1931, 894 strikes and 279,000
strikers were reported and in 1932 there were
808 disputes involving 243,000 workers. The
Canadian reports indicate a trend not unlike that
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of the United States. Labor disputes in Great
Britain have been relatively more frequent and

even within a given country, Moveover, in orde
to get a complete picture of the strike problem

extensive than in the United States and Canada,
but here too the index of severity in general

it is
necessary to consider not alone numbei
of strikes but also number of persons affected,

declined in the period 1919 to 1930. In the main
a similar trend is to be observed in other coun-

trade union

tries. Japan alone presents an almost opposite
numtendency, with strikes increasing both
ber and severity after 1920. This is due apparently to the comparatively recent rise of class

m

membership and the size of the
wage earning population. In only a few studies
has there been any attempt to make the necesTemporary or unusual factors

sary correlations.
also, if

not allowed for, may lead to unjustified
Thus in the United States in the

inferences.

consciousness and of trade unionism in Japan.
The appaient decline in the severity of strikes

period 1881 to 1905 there were 36,757 strikes
involving 6,728,048 persons, an average of 1470

is due in part to the abnormal
activity in 1919 to 1921 The decline after this
no greater and is in some
period is in the

strikes and 269,122 strikers a year. In the 17year period covered in the second series, 191632, 31,889 strikes were reported with a total of

in other countries

mam

cases less than the rise

from the decade preceding

the war However, considering the increase both
in population and in trade union membership,
there seems to have been a real decline in strike
activity after 192 1 Reasons for this vary according to conditions prevailing in each country. In
Europe generally the tendency to set up legal

restrictions of

one

sort or another, calculated to

discourage or forbid strike actn ity, has doubtless
its effect
In England the reaction against

had

the general strike of 1926 together with the drain
on resources that that effort entailed had an

obvious effect on strike activity in the years

immediately following.
In the United States, where the lessening of
strike activity since the war has been most noteworthy, the outstanding causes appear to be the
rise in real wages, the development of a new
and more effective technique of opposition to
trade unionism and the decline of trade union-

ism both

m

numbers and

in aggressiveness,

partly as a result of the hothouse

growth during

16,188,885
strikes

strikers,

and 928,758

number

of strikes

strike

1916-22 inclusive, when

is

to

be accounted

for

the years
the average number of
activity

in

strikers was r ,771 ,760 per year, and especially in
the years 1919 and 1920, when the number and
severity of strikes reached an unusual peak in

other countries as well.

Account must be taken too of the preponderance in every country of three or four industries
in the figures of strikes and lockouts and their
increasingly large coverage as conflicts shifted
from local to nation wide scope. In the United

States coal mining, clothing manufacture, building and textiles were responsible for nearly
75 percent of the disputes between 1926 and

1932.

by

The

construction industry, characterized
number of strikes

local strikes, is first in the

but third in the
Britain in years

m

average
thus 27 percent higher and

proportion of this increase

by the unusual

There was

activity in 1933, which was due
large part to
the legal protection thrown around organization
and collective bargaining by the National In-

1875

The

the average number of strikers 254 percent
higher than in the earlier period. But the major

the war period.
a considerable increase in strike

is

an average of

or

strikers a year.

number of strikers. In Great
when the number of disputes

reached high peaks, mining and the cotton
spinning industry have accounted for a large
proportion. In 1926, although there were
fewer strikes
mines and quarries than in any

m

Recovery Act, which took effect in June.
In July to October inclusive there were more
than twice as many disputes as
the corresponding months of 1932 and more than seven
times as many persons affected. There were

as in any other year In the period between 1910
and 1924 in Great Britain, although 48 percent

1248 disputes in the first ten months of 1933
involving 741,870 persons. This was a larger
number of disputes than in any full year since

of the disputes involved 100 persons or fewer,and
41 percent 1000 persons or fewer, the disputes
affecting 5000 or more workers accounted for

1925 and a larger number of persons affected
than in any year since 1923.
Strike statistics need to be analyzed with great
care, however, to avoid misinterpretation. Ques-

71 percent of
time lost.

dustrial

m

tions arise as to

adequacy and comparability

year of that decade, the number of
persons involved was more than twice as great
other

all strikers

and 83 percent of the

The question has frequently been raised
whether, even in strikes that are "won," possible
gains are not outweighed by the wage loss alone.

and Lockouts
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From

the point of view of the community as a
whole the question must take into account not

character. This

only the loss of wages but employers' loss of
profits and the loss to society through direct or

It is a substitution of the organized
workers for society as a whole in the field of
political power. But even in the strikes where the
aims appear to lie solely in the industrial field
and within the recognized area of the trade

interference with

indirect

its

must
is

result in failure

The most

Any

activities.

attempt to estimate these losses in

money terms

intangible item

of course the indirect cost to business generbut the direct loss to the employer involved

factors, of

Nor can

which the labor

conflict is

com-

group to the ruling forces in

but one.

the losses to strikers be gauged satisit is
by no means certain that the

be reckoned by multiplying the
average wage by the number of man days lost.
Most industries are somewhat seasonal and the
lost in a strike is frequently

made up by

work during what would otherwise be the
season.

The

dull

average duration of strikes in the

United States in the greatest strike year, 1919,
was 34 days, it was 51 days in 1921, the highest
in the current series of records, and only 16 in
1931 and 1932. For the period 1916-32 the
average yearly duration of strikes was 26 days;
for the period 1881-1905 it was 25 4 days.
Equally inconclusive are judgments as to the
social cost involved in settlement of disputes

by

On one side of the balance sheet may be
included the heritage of bitterness between employers and workers and between strikers and
strikes.

strike breakers, the loss of

morale which some-

times accompanies a prolonged strike and the
rupturing of domestic and community ties
through the migration of workers who are unable to see it through Against these items must

be weighed, in each individual case, the

social

cost of acquiescence.

Whatever the

facts

may

be, the great mass of

legislation in every industrial country designed
to promote the peaceful settlement of disputes or

to penalize strikes is evidence of a belief that the
cost of such strife is too great. Much of this
legislation,

when

action.

many

factorily, since
wage loss can

time

move

clearly evident in the strikes
the government to any sort of

agreement there is usually, whether clearly
understood or not by the strikers themselves,
something more. It is a challenge by a weaker

ally;

in the strike is almost equally difficult to
pute, since profits are influenced by

designed to

is

wisely administered, has been

helpful. It has not, however, brought an end to
industrial conflict. Strikes continue even in

countries of compulsory arbitration or where
have been declared illegal.

strikes

is

not solely a

demand

society. The strike
for protection in the en-

joyment of privileges or rights already sanctioned;

it is

rights.

The

move in the direction of new
movement seeks not alone the

in part a

labor

and application of existing law but
the positive achievement of new law. This is
what makes compulsory arbitration in the long
interpretation

run a vain weapon against
struggle from the

dawn

strikes

The

labor

of recorded history has

been a movement both for protection and for
status In a society in which there is economic
inequality it is this inequality which makes the
strike inevitable.

JOHN A. FITCH
See

LABOR DISPUTES, GFNERAL STRIKE, DIRECT

BLACKLIST, LABOR, BOYCOTT, POLICING,
INDUSTRIAL, LABOR CONTRACT; LABOR LEGISLATION
AND LAW, ARBITRATION, INDUSTRIAL, CONCILIATION,
INDUSTRIAL, COURTS, INDUSTRIAL, LABOR INJUNC-

ACTION,

TION, LABOR MOVEMENT; TRADE UNIONS, COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, TRADE
AGREEMENTS; EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATIONS, COMPANY
UNIONS; CLOSFD AND OPEN SHOP; CIVIL LIBERTIES;

INTIMIDATION.
Consult.
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W

S

,

Die Welt in ZaMen, 7

vols.

(Berlin 1925-28) bk. n, eh vn, Meyer, Maximilian,
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"Zur Reform der

(Jena 1909) p. 204-18, and "Streikstatistik i Streiks
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Jena 1926) p 1150, International Labour Office,
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and Labour Information, vol xlni (1932)
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Russia," "Conciliation and Arbitration in Industrial
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1927-33), and "Freedom of Association," Studies and
Industrial

Reports, ser A, nos 28-32, 5 vols (Geneva 1927-30),
Witte, E. E., The Government in Labor Disputes (New
York 1932); Douty, H. M., "The Trend of Industrial

Disputes" in American

Statistical Association,

Jour-

The explanation for the tenacity with which
the workers cling to the strike lies in the double

xxvn (1932) 168-72, Douglas, Paul H
"Analysis of Strike Statistics, 1881-1921" in Ameri-

purpose for which it is employed. Its first
purpose is to secure protection in the enjoyment
of recognized rights, and such progress as
society as a whole tends to sanction. The
second purpose is to a degree revolutionary in

can

nal,

vol

,

Statistical Association, Journal, vol. xviii (1923)
866-77, Hansen, A. H., "Cycles of Strikes" in

American Economic Review, vol xi (1921) 616-21,
"Strikes and Lockouts" in United States, Department
of Labor, Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor,
vol. xvi (1901) and vol. xxi (1907); United States,
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vol. xix (1902)
863-82, "Industrial Disputes" in Monthly Labor
Review, vol xxxvi (1932-33) 1295-1313, "Strikes and
Lock-Outs in 1932" in Great Britain, Ministry of

Industrial

Commission, Reports

,

Labour, Afintstry of Labour Gazette, vol xli (1933)
160-62, Madhava, K B and Poornapregna, V N
,

,

"A Further Analysis of the

Statistics of Trade Unionism and Trade Disputes" in Indian Journal of EcoThe
nomics, vol xn (1931-32) 1-32, Saposs, D. J
Labor Movement in Post-War France, Columbia
of
PostWar
Social
and
Economic
Studies
University,
France, vol iv (New York 1931); Ililler, E T The
,

,

Strike, a

Study in Collective Action, University of
Chicago, Sociological series (Chicago 1928), Lozovsky, Alexander, Der Strcik (Berlin 1930), Bernstein,
Eduard, Der Streik (new ed Frankfort 1920); SelekRebellion in Labor Unions (New York
man, S

K

,

W

was the contribution of the tenth
which approximated the ideal of
Quesnay. In his plea for complete freedom in
internal and international trade he went beyond
the theory of the physiocrats and approached
closely that of Adarn Smith. Strojnowski's
views in general exerted a profound influence on
the Polish statesmen of the Four Years Parliament, particularly on Staszic and Kottataj, the

gentry; this
grosz, a tax

leading protagonists of the constitution of
3.

I79 1

May

-

STEFAN DZIEWULSKI
Consult" Marchlewski, J B., Fizjokratyzm w dawnej
Polsce (Physiocratism in former Poland), Bibhoteka

Z Strike Strategy (Chicago 1926),
1924), Foster,
J and B T.
Readings in Trade Unionism, ed by
Saposs (New York 1926) chs xiv-xv See also International Labour Office, Year-Book, published in

warszawska,

Geneva

economy) (Lwow 1913), Driewulski, Stefan, "Polska
mysl ekonomiczna na ws^echmcy wilenskiej" (Polish
economic thought at the Vilna University) in Ekonomista, vol xx (1920) 1-42, Gargas, Zygmunt, Die
Geschichte der National okonomte im alien Polen (Berlin

,

D

since 1931.

HIERONIM

STROJNOWSKI,
(1752-1815),
Polish physiocrat. Strojnowski was educated at
the convent of the Piansts and later, as a member of that order, taught for three years at the
famous Collegium Nobihum. In 1780 he was
appointed professor of natural law and economics at the Academy of Vilna. Subsequently
he became rector of this institution and contributed greatly to its development as the cultural center of the Polish frontier. In 1785 he
published his chief work, Nauka prawn prsy-

vol.

iv

(Warsaw

1896),

Daszynbka-

Golinska, Zofia, Ekonomja spoletzna (Social economy), 2 vols. (Warsaw 1906-07), Glabinski, Stanislaw, Wyklad ekononnki spolecznej (Lecture of social

1925) p

109-15.

STROSSMAYERJOSIPJURAJ (1815-1905),
Croatian nationalist Strossmayer studied at the
University of Pest and entered the Catholic
church, where he rose rapidly by virtue of his
unusual ability. In 1847 he was appointed director of the Augustmcum, an important theo-

rodzonego
(The theory of natural law,
Vilna 1785, 3rd ed. 1805), which won him wide
recognition. In 1787, while traveling abroad, he

logical seminary in Vienna, and two years later
he became bishop of Djakavo.
Strossmayer is one of the outstanding figures
in the history of South Slav thought. He was the

came

first

.

.

.

into contact with Beccana, Moschati and
Fabbroni and was elected to membership in the
Academy of Science of Florence and of Rome.
Strojnowski was one of the leading Polish
physiocrats. The principles of physiocracy found
wide acceptance in Poland because of the traditional close intellectual contact between France
and Poland and also because of the high position
accorded to agriculture in the physiocratic system. While Strojnowski followed the broad outlines of physiocratic theory, he understood how
to adapt its principles to the economic and social

conditions of his country; his physiocratic system was a theory in defense of the oppressed

great exponent of the Jugoslav ideal, the

spiritual heir of the Illyrianism of Gaj, which
his student
had so greatly impressed him

m

The

Serbs, Croats, Slovenes and Bulgars
he regarded as branches of one great family
days.

which should be united. He did not, however,
envisage a South Slav union as an immediate
possibility and accordingly he contemplated not
the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire
but rather its transformation into a federal state
in

which the South Slavs should constitute one

A tireless propagandist, Strossmayer devoted himself to assisting the South Slav peounit.

ples, especially the Croats,

among them. His

and to promoting
dominated the
1861 which es-

aiming in particular at the emancipation
of the peasantry, the single largest class in Poland. He advocated the complete exemption from
taxation of the "craftsmen, traders and others"

nationalist party; the
tablished the independence of Croatia within

whose earnings were just

that

classes,

sufficient to

maintain

unity

its

spirit
article of

historical boundaries,

with the understanding

constitutional relationship to Hungary
be regulated, was his achievement. Be-

its

their customary standard of living and, along

would

with other physiocrats, sponsored the introduction for the first time of a tax on the landed

lieving that the basis of nationalism for the Slavs
must be a knowledge of their cultural heritage,

Strikes

and Lockouts

Strossmayer persistently stimulated and encour-

aged research in

this field.

Through

his efforts

and Arts,
which tended to be "the literary half-way house
of the whole race," was established in 1866 at
Zagreb, and the University of Zagreb was
founded in 1874. Strossmayer also reorganized
the secondary school system in Dalmatia and
Croatia. A liberal in church doctrine, he attempted to reconcile the Orthodox and Roman
Catholic churches in the hope of removing one
of the obstacles to South Slav unity.
Although during the i86o's Strossmayer was
active in politics, he was not fitted for political
intrigue. Essentially an enthusiast inspiring
others with his own ideals, he exerted a profound influence upon several generations of
the Jugoslav

Academy

of Sciences

Slavs, especially the Croatians.

Aus dem

sudslawischen Rtsorgt-

mento (Gotha 1921) p 103-34, Sisic, V F, Jdfje
Strosmajera (Belgrade 1928,', and a summary of it in

French by

N

Lalic in

Monde slave, n s vol vi, pt iv
"La pohtique de
,

(1929) 442-49, Loiseau, Charles,

Strossmayer" in Monde slave, n
379-405, Seton-Watson, R

W

Question (London 1911) ch

s
,

,

vol

iv,

pt

i

(1927)

The Southern Slav

was the more remarkable. Called "the little
Struve," to distinguish it from the author's

Syntagma

juris

TION; SELF-PRESERVATION.

German law

Jena

,

,

and

translated. It appeared also in a

German

version, Junsprudenz oder Verfassung der landublichen Rechte (Merseburg 1689; 4th ed. by

H. E

Florcke, Frankfort 1718), which closely
resembles the Latin original.
In his metaphysical conception Struve regarded the law as derived from God, who has
implanted in all men recta ratio, the source of

The law of the state, however, is
determined by the majestas of the contemporary
Thus

sovereign.

it

is

necessary to return to

empiricism, to pure positive law, which for
Struve is compounded ofjus scriptum and jus non
scrtptum, or consuetude, lie then applies this
doctrine to the legal situation in
its

classifying

law into local and

Germany,

common

law.

divided mto^w^ caesareum (imperial
recesses and ordinances), received Justinianian

lavfjuspontificum and mores sive consuetudmes in
imperio umversahter. This division of German
classic.

ADAM

(1619-92), Gerprofessor at the Uni-

Struve was
versity of Jena and also a Saxon privy counselor.
In his university days he became acquainted
with Hemnch Hahn and Hermann Conring; the
latter as one of the leaders of the revival of
jurist.

,

concinnatum (z vols Jena 1687; new ed 3 vols.,
Nuremberg 1738), the work was often annotated

law became

man

umversi (2 vols

civilis

1658-63), which later appeared as Syntagma
jurisprudentiae secundum ordinem pandectarum

The latter is

vi.

STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE. See EVOLUSTRUVE, GEORG
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jus naturale.

HERMANN WENDEL
Consult: Wendel, H.,

Stubbs

systematic and empirical method, which indeed
he was the first to introduce into jurisprudence,

introduced him to

German

legal

JOHANNES BARMANN
Consult
Stintzmg, R. von, and Landsberg, E ,
Geschtchte der deutschen Rechtswtssenschqft, 3 vols.

(Munich 1880-1910)

vol. n, p. 146-64.

STUBBS, WILLIAM
historian.

(1825-1901), British
Yorkshire and

Stubbs was born

m

Although his scientific and practical
activity was coincident with that of both
Conring and Carpzov, Struve may justly be
ranked with them by reason of the important
role he played in the development of the science
of German private law. His Junsprudentta

studied at Christ Church, Oxford, where under
the influence of the Tractarian movement he

romano-germanica forensis (Jena 1670; new ed.
by J. G. Schaumburg and L. Mencke, Frankfort
1771) remained until the beginning of the nineteenth century the most celebrated and influential general legal textbook. It held this
eminence because it treated not only the

to publish

antiquities.

Justinianian law but also the German common
law, usus modernus pandectarum, which was

adapted to

German

legal

requirements and in

addition explained Germanic legal concepts. In
view of the fact that the artificial Ramistic

method was

still

in

vogue,

Struve 's clear,

became a high churchman He was ordained in
1850 and served as country clergyman until
1866. His routine duties and proximity to London, along with his prodigious industry, led him
many learned articles, to compile his

Registrum sacrum anglicanum (Oxford 1858, 2nd
ed. 1897) and to build the foundations of his

massive scholarship. In 1864 he edited his first
in the Rolls Series of mediaeval chron-

volume

established by the government, and
soon became the most eminent and productive
of the scholars who contributed to that series.
In 1866 he was appointed regius professor of
icles, lately

history at Oxford.

He

planned to create there a

school of historical research but, like many
others, was unable to withstand the influence
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that put history so largely in the hands of the
tutors and directed its study toward the passing

BURN

him more

ologist.

of examinations. This, however, gave

leisure to continue the production of his long
series of editions of mediaeval chroniclers, to

contribute to the Dictionary of Christian Biography and the Dictionary of Christian Antiquities

and to publish the three volumes of his Constitutional History of England (London 187478,

came

(1835-1903), German American sociStuckenberg, who was born in Hanover,

to the United States in childhood. After

graduating from Wittenberg College, Ohio, he
returned to Germany, where he studied theology
in the universities of Halle, Gottingen, Berlin
and Tubingen. He then served for several years

which have since been separately

Lutheran pastor in Iowa and Pennsylvania.
Before joining the Wittenberg faculty, of which
he was a member between 1873 and 1880, he
had with W. L. Gage translated parts of Hagen-

published as Historical Introductions to the Rolls
Series (ed. by A. Hassall, London 1902). The
Constitutional History, more scholarly than any

bach's Vorlesungen uber Wesen und Geschichte
der Reformation as German Rationalism (Edinburgh 1865) and had written the History of

other constitutional history of any other country, has so imposed itself on all later writing on
that subject that students have found it difficult

Augsburg Confession (Philadelphia 1868). In
1880 after the appearance of the first edition of
his Christian Sociology (New York 1880) he went

from its influence,
even when a new approach to the subject has
evidently been called for. Nevertheless, his

to Berlin for further study

there served as pastor of the English speaking
congregation, later the American Church. He

conception of the English limited monarchy as
the normal form of government, his belief in
early Teutonic self-government and his stress

greatly influenced by Adolf Stocker, the founder
of the Berlin Inner Mission work and leader of

on Parliament

the Christian Socialists

5th ed. 1891-96). He edited in all nineteen
volumes in the Rolls Series with learned introductions,

to emancipate themselves

as a legislative

body have had

to

yield to later criticism. In other respects writers
have rather extended than corrected his work.

When

in

Chester, his

1884 Stubbs was made bishop of

work as

a historian

was

virtually

He

threw himself with devotion into his
work as bishop and took high church ground in
the controversies of the time on questions of
ended.

ecclesiastical

government.
Stubbs' principal achievements were to put
at the disposal of scholars a vast mass of previously obscure material, to set an example of
unflagging industry, thoroughness and selfeffacement in historical scholarship and to write

the

first

comprehensive work on English con-

stitutional history.

EDWARD
(London
land, F.

W

P.

CHEYNEY

H

Letters of William Stubbs
,
1904), with bibliography p. 409-15; MaitEnglish Historical Review, vol. xvi

Consult: Hutton,

W m
,

(1901) 417-26; Quarterly Review, vol. ecu (1905) 1-34;
B6mont, Charles, in Revue histortque, vol Ixxvi (1901)
463-66; "Bishop Stubbs" in Church Quarterly Review, vol hi (1901) 280-99; Gooch, G. P., History
and Historians in the Nineteenth Century (znd ed.
London 1913) p. 340-46, Royal Historical Society,

as a

the

became intimately

tag Stuckenberg

1903) p. 15-23; Petit-Dutailhs, C. E., and Lefebvre,
Georges, Studies and Notes Supplementary to Stubbs'

with and was

associated

m

the

German

came to be regarded

among American

intellectuals

Reichs-

as a leader

and students

m

Berlin and was one of the strongest cultural links

between Germany and the United States, sharing that distinction with Andrew D White and
Bayard Taylor. It was during this period that
he wrote his Life of Immanuel Kant (London
1882), The Final Science (New York 1885),
Introduction to the Study of Philosophy

York 1888) and The Age and

(New

Church (Hartford 1893). Upon his return to the United States
in 1894 he settled in Cambridge. It was in this
second period of residence in the United States
that he wrote Tendencies in German Thought
(Hartford 1896), The Social Problem (York, Pa.
the

1897), Introduction to the

(New York

Study of Sociology
1898) and Sociology , the Science of

Society (2 vols., New York 1903). In
sociology he was an idealist and intellectualist,
stressing the evolution of sociological concepts

Human

and

social forms.

He was the first

in the

United

States to formulate a Christian sociology.

L. L. BERNARD
F.-K. KRUGEP

A

Bibliography of the Historical Works of Dr. Creighton, ... Dr. Stubbs
by W. A. Shaw (London

and research and

Consult: Barnes, H. E., "The Social and Political
Theories of J. H. W. Stuckenberg" in Lutheran Quarterly, vol. h (1921) 389-404; Pihlblad, C. T., "The

m

Constitutional History, tr. by W. E. Rhodes and
others, University of Manchester, Publications, Historical senes, nos. 7, 22 and 53, 3 vols. (Manchester

gist,

x 908-29).

391-97-

Ohio SocioloSociology of T. H. W. Stuckenberg"
vol n (1928) no. 2; Posada, Adolfo, Principles de
sociologia, 2 vols. (2nd ed. Madrid 1929) vol. i, D.

Stubbs
SUAREZ, FRANCISCO (1548-1617),

Spanish

theologian and legal philosopher. Suarez entered
his seventeenth year and
the Society of Jesus

m

completing his studies in philosophy and
theology taught these subjects in various Spanish and Italian universities From 1597 to 1616
he was a professor at Coimbra, Portugal. The
after

outstanding philosopher of the sixteenth century Spanish school of law, Sudrez exerted a

profound influence upon scholastic thought and
upon the philosophy of politics and law, especially international law.

His Tractatus de

legibus ac

Deo

kgislatore

(1612) is a detailed treatise on law, the systems
of law and their interrelationships. Starting with
the Platonic categories of law divine, celestial,
natural and human Sudrez discards the second
as either superfluous or erroneous.
calls

The

divine,

the equivalent of what the theologian
eternal law, in so far as it exists in God

he holds,

is

Himself, and temporal law, in so far as it is
proposed immediately by God, although outside
of Him The other two categories in Plato's di-

and positive law redefines natural law as "that which

vision Sudrez calls natural

spectively He
dwells within the

human mind for the purpose of
"

This
distinguishing the upright from the base
is so not because execution of this law is natural
or arises from necessity but because it is a property of nature which God Himself imposes. In a

law may be called
divine Human positive law is defined by Sudrez
as "a precept, common, just and stable, and
sufficiently promulgated," supplementing the
general principles of natural and divine law In
Jiis connection he discusses many very interesting problems, whether the law is intended to
certain sense therefore natural

improve subjects; what persons are obligated by
what kinds of change are possible; and the

it;

question of the unwritten law called custom.
Most significant, however, are his chapters on

Suarez
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on charity
includes a disputation on war which is an excellent summation of the prevailing ideas of the
Spanish school and which gives evidence of the
virtute theologtca (1621); the section

deeply moral point of view pervading
Sudrez' writings.

His

political doctrines are to

be found

all

in

of

De-

adversus anglicanae
fensio fidei catholicae
sectae errores (1613), a reply to the theory of the
divine right of kings as propounded by James I
.

.

.

of England. Suarez maintains that government
depends upon the consent of the governed; that
political sovereignty, cr the

supreme civil power,

granted immediately by God to men associated together in a state, or perfect political comis

munity Accordingly this power does not reside
one person or in the special association of the
many but in the entire people or body of the
community. It may be conferred upon a single
in

prince or monarch through the voluntary consent of the people or by the voluntary election of
the king, to

whom

the

community

transfers its

power. Once a stable and perpetual transfer has
been made, there is no need for a new election or
further consent In the case of peoples involuntarily subjected to kings through wars,
whether just or unjust, title to the exercise of the
royal power arises only by prescription. Sudrez
condemns as false the opinion that a tyrant may

be killed by any subject, holding that authority
to punish is not the attribute of the private individual. The entire commonwealth, by a public

and common council of the

cities and leaders,
may, however, depose a tyrannical ruler; but
this must be "done prudently without greater

detriment to the people."
Sudrez also attained fame as a theologian. His
Disputationes metaphysicae (2 vols., 1597) was
the last great study in scholastic philosophy. The
his specuspirit which Sudrez introduced into
lations helped to prepare the way for neo-

international law, which mark Sudrez as one of
the founders of that science. Here he establishes

scholasticism.

between natural law and the law of nations. The latter he
designates as positive law based upon custom,
although it may be derived in large part from
natural reason. International law moreover, unlike natural law, is not immutable. Sudrez also
discusses the necessity of an association of
sovereign states and of a body of law to regulate
it, basing the need for such an association upon
the moral and political unity which exists among
all peoples. His further contributions to international law are contained in Opus de triplici

Works: Opera omma, 28 vols. (new ed. by Michel
Andre" and Charles Berton, Pans 1856-78).

for the first time a clear distinction

HERBERT WRIGHT

Consult. Francisco Sudrez, Addresses in Commemoration of His Contribution to International Law and

ed by Herbert Wnght (Washington 1933);
James Brown, The Spanish Origin of Interna-

Politics,

Scott,
tional

Law (Washington

1928), especially p. 71-111,

Eugen, Franz Suarez als V olkerrechtler
(Darmstadt 1914); Wallace, Thomas F "The Political Philosophy of Suarez" in American Catholic
Plappert,

,

Philosophical Association, Proceedings, vol. vii (Baltidit
more 1931) p. 96-105; Rohloff, Leo, Der
Staatshoheit in Grossbntannien (Weissenfels 1931) P

Kampfum

20-22.
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SUAREZ, KARL GOTTLIEB
German

or
jurist. Suarez,

(1746-98),
Svarez as he called

not, as might be supposed

from

himself, was
name, of Spanish ancestry. His family name,
his father,
originally Schwartz, was changed by
a councilor and advocate Born in Schweidnitz

Lower

Silesia, Suarez passed his youth in the
tragic atmosphere of the wars of Frederick the
Great He then studied in Frankfort on the Oder

in

and began his juristic career in Breslau, where
he was instrumental in establishing a Schleswig
credit institution and in the reform of university
and Gymnasium education. In the year 1780
he was called to Berlin by Chancellor von
Carmer Here he was entrusted with the task of
preparing a general legal code. He thus had the
opportunity to embody m legislative form the
great ideals ot the law of nature and the Enlightenment, such as freedom of religion and
conscience, the separation of powers and the
independence of the judiciary. Suarez was
honored

further

with

the

of

responsibility

schooling the crown prince in the legal and
political sciences.

His pupil, who was twenty-

two years old and very impressionable, readily
absorbed the ideal view of life and juristic
doctrine of his teacher, who fulfilled his duties
with disinterestedness and deep earnestness.
It was due to Suarez' teaching that the later

King Frederick William in was so well versed

new governmental

in the

entire

so-called

fundamentally unaltered for over a century until it was abrogated by the German Civil Code.

EBERHARD VON KUNSSBERG

his

forms. Indeed the

Stein-Hardenberg legislation

was but the embodiment of the ideas of Suarez.

The

Consult- Stolzel, Adolf, Carl Gottlieb Svarex (Berlin

Ge1885), StinUmR, R. von, and Landsberg, E
schuhte der deutschen Rechtswissenscfiaft, 3 vols. (Munich 1880-1910) vol in, pt i, p 469-70; Schrdder,
R.
Lehrbuch der deutschen Rcchtsgeschichte (6th
ed. by E. von Kunssberg, Berlin 1922) p. 1015.
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SUBMARINE WARFARE.

See WARFARE.

SUBSIDIES. In its broadest application the
term subsidy refers to a great variety of grants,
loans and allowances, including financial assistance by one authority to another within the state
(see GRANTS-IN-AID) and by one state to another
(see LOANS, INTFRGOVFRNMFNTAL) It also comprises governmental financial assistance which
is based on a specific sum per unit of an article
produced, imported or exported (see BOUNTIES).
In its narrower meaning, however, as used in
this discussion the term is confined to financial
or other aid given, without equivalent recompense, by governments, government agencies or
government owned corporations to promote or

preserve private enterprise in industry, trade,
agriculture. Subsidies always in-

commerce and

m

kind (usually
volve an actual outlay in cash or
land) by governments or government agencies
or assistance, benefits or promises which might
lead to government expenditure. They thus
effect a shift in the national income, since in the
last analysis

the government must use for special

Prussian general code contained civil
law, criminal law and an unusually large amount
of public law. It regulated education as well as

purposes and for the benefit of a small part of
the community funds which have been derived

the law of the various estates; as the law of the
merchant class it comprises the whole of com-

calculated to increase the profitableness of the
enterprise beyond its extent in an entirely un-

mercial law.

but since

The

language of the code

is

simple,

also casuistically explicit
rather voluminous. Published in 1791, it

suspended

is

it

m

1792 because of

its

it

is

was

rule relating

to "prerogative judgments"; that is, decisions
of the monarch in matters in which the ordinary
courts were competent. When the code was

proclaimed in 1794 under the title
Allegemeines Landrecht fur die preussischen
Stouten, the prerogative provision and many
others were omitted. The unified law of
the Prussian monarchy proved to have very
finally

beneficent results
later

and became the model

for

German

Austria.

As

legislations, as, for example, in
a result of this reception it was

adopted in the other German states and in
several Swiss cantons. Suarez' work remained

from general taxation. Since subsidies are always

aided free market, they change the competitive
position of different parties in either the domesor the foreign market. Tariffs, which in many
countries are still the most frequent form of
tic

government interference with the competitive
situation in markets for the benefit of individual

no governmental expenditure is involved. Financial help
by governments for educational institutions can
be considered a subsidy only in cases where they
interests, are not subsidies, since

are carried

on

as private enterprises

and on a

competitive basis with others. Governmental
grants for the purpose of lowering the price of
food, fuel

and other

necessaries

for certain

classes of the population are not subsidies, since
they are not intended to help individual busi-

nesses or to increase their profit.

Suarez

A

strict classification

of the forms in which

subsidies are granted is very difficult. The distinction between "direct" and "indirect" sub-

depending on whether an actual governmental outlay of money is involved, proves in
practise to be hardly feasible and without much
significance. Cases in which a certain amount of
sidies,

actually paid to the enterprises in
question are perhaps rarer than formerly, but

money

is

they still occur frequently. In modern times
governments often use methods which disguise
the real purpose but which, sooner or later, lead
to government expenditure Loans are granted
where credit from private sources would not be
obtainable and with the tacit understanding that
the money may not be repaid. Sometimes loans
are given or procured by the state on much more
favorable terms as to repayment or amortization
than would otherwise be obtainable. Interest
rates may be lowered, either by actual additional
payment by the state to the bank granting the

Subsidies
the depression following 1929. In connection
with programs of public works subsidies have
been given in forms which were not previously
employed and to an unprecedented extent. An

outstanding example is the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in the United States, which

made

m

sums and in many cases
would have been entirely
unobtainable and where bankruptcy or collapse
would have been unavoidable. The system orloans

where

large
private credit

Germany to make cash grants to
private businesses out of money derived from
arbitrage transactions with German foreign
ganized in

bonds or from deferred interest payments on
such bonds did not involve subsidies in the strict
sense, since no government expenditure was entailed. This whole scheme, however, could not
have been evolved and carried through without

credit or

governmental help and supervision. Subsidies
vary widely as to their duration; some are given
only once, some are given intermittently, regularly for a certain period or permanently.

eign customers

Economic history offers numerous instances
of governmental help accorded to individual
interests in using public funds. Very often it

by the state's serving as guarantor to
the lending bank. In other cases in which the
reliability of domestic or, more frequently, foris

uncertain governments

make

possible sales to them by guaranteeing payments;
sometimes these subsidies are on an insurance

would be

basis. Not infrequently governments pay prices
above those ruling in the market, thus allowing
the party concerned to make an additional profit

subsidy or of a bounty or of a similar governmental allowance. Subsidies were a frequent

expense of the general public More
recently governments have subsidized industries

at the

by making contributions to their wage bills or
by assuming or canceling some of the cost of
social insurance which these industries have to
carry. Tax exemptions constitute another common form of subsidy. Although in such cases
governments are actually not spending money,
such exemptions, from the viewpoint of economics and public finance, have the same significance as the other forms of subsidies The

a grant

difficult to

made would

determine exactly whether
fall within the limits of a

requisite of economic policy under mercantilism
and were still used well into the eighteenth
century. With the rising influence of Adam

Smith, the slow growth of democratic governments and the more liberal era in economic
policy the use of subsidies slowed down, although governments in most countries never

altogether ceased helping individual interests.
But except for all forms of transportation subsidies in the strict sense of the term were more

seldom used

grant exemp-

in that period, not the least because
discussions in parliaments, chiefly on the budget,
made outright subsidies undesirable. During

from import duties; this is sometimes done
for importation of machinery or material intended to be used for the establishment or

and after the World War, however, subsidies
were revived in almost all countries, and they
are now a very considerable element in economic

same

is

true

when governments

tions

development of home industry. Frequently subsidies take the form of government contributions
to freight cost and to ocean and air mail service.
Contributions to freight, however, especially
preferential railway or shipping rates, are very
often bounties. Also in many cases in which

premiums are granted by governments
bounties are usually involved but not subsidies.
New methods of subsidizing private busi-

certain

;

have been invented particularly during

policy.

The motives for subsidies always have been
manifold, although not seldom concealed. Subsidies are advocated and granted for economic,
military, or "national," and social purposes, in
many cases for numerous combinations of these.

Those supported on economic grounds
financial aid given to

include:

undeveloped industries and

sometimes referred to as "educational" subsidies; subsidies to forestall an emergency; and
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those which are calculated to preserve an indushave
try. Subsidies with educational purposes

always been known Widely used to encourage
production, they played A large role in almost
all countries in developing the shipping industry
and the railway system, as exemplified in the

Generalizations in this connection are unwa*
ranted, for the special circumstances in each
mdn idual case and the concrete facts must be

studied before a definite

judgment

is

possible.

The

decision as to the advisability of subsidies
should always be based on an examination de-

land donations to railroad companies by the
government of the United States and of Canada,
and they are now very frequent m the development of aviation Subsidies calculated to meet

signed to determine whether the results which
may be achieved will justify the costs involved:

a special emergency multiplied particularly after
the war in some of the belligerent countries.

artificial

m

The

that period were
outstanding instances
the subsidy to the coal industry and the trade
facilities act
Great Britain Furthermore sub-

m

sidies to

meet a

special situation have often

been

adopted since the onset of the depression in
i ^29
These have been given in vanous forms,
cither to prevent further aggravation ot the depression, especially to key industries, to mort-

gage institutions, banks, railways and the like,
or to stimulate business through programs of
work creation, tax exemption, wage assistance
and so on When countries aim at self-sufficiency, they nearly always resort to "protecting," or assisting, particular industries by tariffs
or by subsidies, which arc initially supposed to

be only a temporary, educational help but which
very often become a permanent institution In
practise such subsidies may be very similar to

m

governmental aid
support of industries or
trades which, because of new developments at
home or abroad, could not survive in entirely
fiee competitive markets
Subsidies for military, or national, purposes
much more frequent than is commonly sup-

are

m

a more
posed They are frequently concealed
or less ingenious way and are preferably given
to

armament, chemical and

steel

industries

Sometimes they are identical with subsidies
which are granted to increase or secure selfsufficiency in special fields, particularly in agriculture Subsidies for means of transportation

on military grounds.
connection with laige housing
programs, slum clearing and the like are sought
for purposes of social betterment Such subsiare moreover often justified

Subsidies

m

were extensively employed after the war,
Europe The so-called productive
unemployment aid, through which unemployment benefits are turned over to employers as
dies

especially in

an allowance for their cost of production, is a
subsidy for \\hich social motives are advanced
The economic, political and social ramifications of subsidies are manifold

and complex.

the burden upon the budget, the partial upsetting of the functions of free markets, the

maintenance of profitableness in private
businesses, the shift in national income with all
its far reaching consequences, the diversion of
"unnatural" channels and

capital into

last

but

not least the effects on the international division
of labor These effects might interfere considerably with economic relations with foreign countries and with international trade treaties and
might lead to similar actions abroad. The costs
incurred may be justified chiefly m cases where
it is clear that a
temporary emergency is involved
and where subsidies probably prevent much

larger losses involved in the closing down of particular industries and in the deterioration of

large amounts of fixed capital Moreover m cases
where help is needed for "education" for a relatively short time a subsidy may be found advisable All other instances call for the utmost
prudence In circumstances in which government asistance is cither advisable or for political
reasons unavoidable subsidies should be pre-

ferrtd to tariffs, since the effects of the former

on the economic system and the price structure
much less harmful than those of tariffs.
Finally, political implications are far from negligible Corruption is sometimes tied up with the
are often

subsidizing of private businesses at government
expense, and therefore the greatest possible
extent of publicity and the avoidance of all secret

measures are

essential.

OTTO NATHAN
See ECONOMIC POLICY, COLONIAL ECONOMIC Poi icy;
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Suburbs which existed as independent communities before being caught up
into the metropolitan nexus sometimes continue
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central city.

show exceptional

characteristics

Because the dependence of all suburbs on the
central city is only partial and because of the
prior orgam/ation of their territory into minor
political units, their political separation from the

Wirtichaftskurve nut lnde\sahlen, vol ix (1930) 15167, 264-70, 273-83, Goldschrmdt, K
,
Kapitalpolihk (Berlin 1933).

city tends to continue except as propinquity

SUBURBS A suburb is one of a cluster of
communities immediately surrounding the central city Whereas the ancient city was confined

criterion of a suburb,

W

within walls, the modern city, thanks to civil
order and transit facilities, can spread in all
directions o\er a series of concentric zones of

diminishing urban character until

it

merges with

the open country The metropolitan district
typically includes also a rural fringe of intensified

agricultural production catering to city
markets, an unpopulated area for water supply,
extensive recreational areas and possibly forest

preserves

Complementary

to the expansion of

cities is their still -wider attraction, \vlnch

tends

an ever larger proportion of the
population in their tributary areas and to

to concentrate
total

and

the development of intensive urban character
make strongly for annexation. Sociologically
is no final
which should include all

speaking, however, political status
areas,

whether located within or without city
that reflect the basic suburban

boundaries,

characteristics.

Suburbs

differ in

type because those elements

which have most easily become decentralized under natural urban development do
of city

life

not

move

all

to the

same

place.

The

residential

suburb represents the decentralization of consumption, the industrial suburb the decentralization of production. Heavy industries and space
consuming transit facilities, such as railway
freight yards and airports, naturally seek suburban location where land is cheap They in turn
attract other types of industry, thus creating

divide the whole nation into a collection of

distinctively industrial communities.

metropolitan regions

cases industry remains centrah/ed, while the
homes and recreational pursuits of its workers
are decentralized

The expansion and gradual thinning out of
any city take place upon a particular ttiram,
which usually presents natural barriers to even
Expansion first folloxvs natural
gateways, actual growth consequently proceeds

development

by

a series of radial thrusts along these lines of

least resistance, so that intensified

velopment

is

carried

much

urbin de-

further in

some

directions than in others.

The urban core

is

a limited area occupied

by

Suburbs thus tend

to

In other

go to extremes.

The

typical industrial suburb is more exclusively
given ovei to industry than the central city;

frequently

it

has a greater proportion of foreign
it is less con-

born population and, although

it
may accentuate all the evils of slum
housing and social disorganisation Residential
on
the contrary, often do not reflect
suburbs,

gested,

many

people The most conspicuous characterof the suburban zone is that fewer people
occupy much more land Equally distinctive,

any trace of the basic economic

istic

city

however, is the fact that all the suburbs combined decentralize only a h action ot the city's
total functions and thus remain fragmentary and
dependent communities. They have fewer major

servant employing communities, they often attract a higher percentage of Negro population.

independent towns of equal
size, because the city performs part of their
community functions and because they lack dependent hinterlands. Suburbs can exist only by
virtue of a set of continuously active connections
institutions than

with the city Dependence and intensity of intercommunication, subject to modification because
of unequal radial expansion, are generally proportionate to the distance of the suburb from the

activities of the

They show

a larger proportion of married
people and frequently also of elderly people.
Because the wealthiest suburbs are preeminently

There are numerous varieties of still more
and distinctive suburbs, such as
those which develop about a single institution:
a school or a university, an asylum, a prison, a
specialized

military establishment or a county seat. Suburban pleasure resorts are characteristic of

every metropolis.
It is not
commonly recognized how large a
proportion of outlying communities is characterized

by

decentralization of both production
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and consumption. Since they share the city's
natural advantages, such as access to its harbor
and transportation terminals, and exchange economic services with parts of the same hinterland,
these communities may acquire the proportions
and major characteristics of a large city and are
more properly designated as satellite cities. But
within

metropolitan

districts

there

numerous smaller communities which
urban

selectivity;

are

also

lack sub-

they are urban fragments,
modified. Most of the types of

detached but little
suburbs which have been mentioned exist at
different

economic

levels.

Finally, since the hitherto

unplanned expan-

sion of cities subjects every suburban venture to
the risk of failing to attract a sufficient number

people, multitudes of suburbs
classed as economic failures, marked

of

and abortive

must be
by closed

real estate

factories
developments
overgrown with weeds.
The rapid growth of cities ranks among the
most conspicuous of modern social tendencies.
But suburbs grow still faster. For the eighty-five
metropolitan districts listed in the United States
census of 1930, the suburbs showed an increase

m

population of 39.2 percent during the preceding decade, more than twice that of both
non-suburban cities and central cities of
similar si/e. This was an acceleration of the
tendency of the decade 1910-20. The most
suburbs of 2500-5000
rapid growth was
population and in those surrounding the larger
cities. The population of London's "outer ring"
in 1901 was less than one third that of Greater
London, but gained upon that of the "registra-

m

tion" city until in 1931

it

constituted 46 percent

of the total.

In the rapidity of

its

development the recent

suburban movement

reflects the intensity ot the
struggle for space in the city, where the limits
of profitable vertical exparision have already

been passed. In the United States the rate of
suburban growth has been generally proportionate to the congestion of the central city. This
escape from congestion has been made possible
physically, technically and in part economically

by spectacular improvements

in

means of

transportation (see MUNICIPAL TRANSIT).
The costliness in time and money of move-

ment to and from the city, the economy of the
multifamily type of urban dwelling and the
greater availability for the poor of low rental
housing in the extensive deteriorated areas of
cities put the advantages of suburban life
beyond
the economic reach of the majority. Choice of

residence as between city and suburb is virtually limited to the most highly paid types of
labor and to the upper middle classes. In ex-

change for a more spacious and healthful environment and possible home ownership these

must bear not only the higher

select populations

individual cost of these improved conditions but
also a heavier rate of taxation, especially for

education and public improvements.

As suburbs age and their housing becomes
somewhat obsolete, it becomes increasingly
difficult for them to meet the costs of maintaining their suburban character. They must compete with other suburbs and with new "country
club" areas designed by
attract the

real estate exploiters to

more prosperous. Most frequently the

older suburbs have escaped economic difficulties
by absorbing the urban overflow and adopting
urban types of housing and ways of living. In
the unplanned expansion of cities one generation
has surrendered what the previous generation
achieved, so that some authorities have doubted
whether the suburban movement as a whole is
succeeding in securing suburban advantages for
a larger fraction of the people than in the past.

A succession in occupancy, generally by populations of lower living standards, tends to characterize the suburbs as it does the older city areas.
Institutional case studies have revealed the

profound sociological consequences of this

re-

current conquest of suburbs by the city. Psychological analysis of suburban characteristics,

on the other hand, has been concentrated for the
most part on the residential suburb. Interpreters of urban life have been particularly disturbed over the withdrawal of large numbers
of the more competent and successful members
of the urban community from responsibility and
participation in the life of the central city in

which they make their living. This withdrawal
has been blamed for the notoriously bad government of cities. The sociological consequences of
such segregation are not less significant for the
suburb itself. Even the most strictly residential
suburbs are extremely heterogeneous. Scarcely
more than half of the total population is made

up of commuting

The remainder

residents

and

their families.

consists of tradesmen

and serv-

ants, often of alien nationality or race. The residential suburb movement is often superimposed

upon an old and outmoded community
these reasons
social

it

involves sharp

integration,

among which

cleavage between the

commuting elements

is

life. For
problems of

that of the

commuting and nonpredominant.

Suburbs
The most
commuting
interest

Subvention

distinguishing characteristic of the
population is the shuttling of its

and suburb. The

between

city
effects upon

dis-

personality of the
heterogeneity, anonymity and mobility characteristic of urban life are indeed partly counterintegrating

acted bythedefimteneighborlytiesofthesmaller

and more coherent community.

On

the urban

side of his experience, however, the suburbanite
is subject to all the demoralization which city
life

brings, while

on the suburban

side

he

is

greatly handicapped by divided loyalties. And it
may well be that this duality of experience introduces an even more serious schism than ordi-

nary urban

life

involves.

For the commuter de-

votes his creative activity to the city, returning to
the suburb when he is fatigued and in need of

The suburb

consistently portrayed in
fiction as petty, frivolous and lacking in virility.
The development of urban life in great metrorest.

politan

is

communities has increasingly challenged

social intelligence in its efforts to understand
and control the total complex phenomenon.

With

suburbs social planning has two
chief aims first, to free the masses of population
from urban congestion; second, to control the
respect to

process so that decentralization shall not merely
submerge areas which have already acquired

suburban character.

The

accelerate decentralization

and

is

to

to assure a future

nent spaciousness of living conditions and easy

and forested

areas.

On the

technical side planning has shown the physical
possibility of such arrangement for all predictable increase of population as well as the

economic conditions under which

it

may be

realized.

The most

conspicuous results of earlier suburban planning were a few relatively small
model garden cities generally created by particular industries for the housing of their
workers. Larger scale planning, with an entire
metropolitan district as the unit, now tends to
advocate the development about a central city of
a series of self-contained communities maintaining suburban spaciousness but at the same

time decentralizing all elements of a city's life
in balanced proportion. This would greatly reduce the uneconomic transportation of workers

and goods, add to the cultural and aesthetic independence of the suburb and afford the suburbanite the possibility of an integrated life in a

community

large

enough
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would

also

economically available to a

make suburban

much

life

larger propor-

tion of the people.

Local government remains one of the most
decentralized of suburban activities, and despite

the consolidation of a few counties with

cities

no

agency corresponding to the metropolitan whole has yet been developed The need
for such an agency is evidenced by the rapid
political

formation of special districts performing single
necessary functions. Centralized control adequate to bring order into the desirable decentralizing of functions remains a vital problem.

Meanwhile the most potent
city.

factor of metro-

the unifying prestige of the
Decentralization is likely to throw into still

politan control

is

higher relief the unassailable residuum of its
central functions. These will include the control
of economic credit and the final administration

of productive and distributive functions; but
they will also be cultural and aesthetic.

H
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SUCCESSION, LAWS OF. The

idea of suc-

cession to property, whether

by will of the
owner or upon his death without formal declaration of his wishes, scarcely exists in primitive
forms of social structure. In tribal or clan organizations the goods of the deceased may be destroyed,

burned or buried with him

or, possibly

because of some religious sanction, they

abandoned

to

strangers.

may be

Even an agrarian

economy, involving settlement of the social
group in a more or less fixed territory, does not
always give rise to the institution of succession.
For the greater portion of the period during
which man has tilled the earth, some sort of
communal system of possession and use has
doubtless predominated. In such a system the
death of a member of the group merely requires

by the chief or council of the clan.
India and Slavic peoples in the more
remote areas of the Balkans still preserve the
institution of the joint family, while evidences
a repartition

Modern

of

its

former existence are found in

Celtic law. Sir

Greek and

Henry Maine has said, with some

exaggeration, that all laws of inheritance are the
debris of the varying forms which the family has
assumed. The existence of some sort of concept

of individual property and the abandonment of
the joint family organization afford the substratum upon which customs and laws of succession are erected.

The development

of succession, as exhibited

in the history of European law, began with the
relaxation of the clan and the enlargement of the

powers of the paterfamilias. This

is

certainly the

Rome, where the paternal
potestas) amounted to a sort of

case with the law of

power

(patria

sovereignty within the state. There is little
evidence in Roman institutions of a joint family

system excluding succession. Already in the
earliest period the patria potestas had largely

occupied a minor role in
paterfamilias

The
will

early outstanding features of the

idea of universal succession.

to the property of the deceased but also to his
He was regarded as continuing the legal

personality of the deceased and was liable for the
performance of the latter's religious duties as

well as for his debts.

of the

Roman

Intestate

succession

The

oldest

scendants of a remote and usually mythical
ancestor, took by a sort of escheat, if

there were

no agnatic

kin. Intestate succession

was the

The
the

assembly approved the selection,
meeting for this purpose on two days in each
The
will per aes ct hbram, adopting the
year.
ceremonies of mancipation, akin to the formal
acts employed in sales and manumissions of
slaves, supplanted the comitial will at an early
date.

The

original irrevocable character of this

was later modified, and the praetors
gradually relaxed the formalities required for the
institution of the heres. The result was that a
disposition

written instrument subscribed, scaled and
witnessed by the testator and seven witnesses
became in the days of the empire the usual form,
the so-called praetorian will. For a time even an
unwitnessed will, wholly in the handwriting of

the testator, was sufficient. Justinian, however,
followed Theodosius in forbidding the holo-

graphic will, except where made by a parent in
favor of his children. Oral wills, declared before

seven witnesses, were recognized under the

name

of nuncupative wills. Soldiers' wills were
to be enforced, with almost no
The work of the praetors, the em-

perors and the jurists succeeded in evolving out
of the formal materials of the early law instru-

ments that were

flexible expressions

of intent.

The almost boundless power of disposition by

The

common

will

legislative

agnates, relatives of the deceased who traced
descent from a common male ancestor. The

family presumed to be de-

form of Roman

comitial will, testamentum in comitiis calatis.
testator orally appointed the heres and

ject to

artificial

his

slave heres

the day of his death, the so-called heredes sui.
Only if the latter was lacking did the law of
intestate succession take effect in favor of the

gens, the

So absolute was the power
he
own sons and appoint his

testator that in the earlier law

might disinherit

permitted

paterfamilias.

The appointment

debts

formalities.

where there existed neither a will nor persons
under the paternal power of the paterfamilias on

Roman

of a heres, very different from the English heir,
was all important. The heres succeeded not only

munity, was subject

by the
occurred

law, for the

were the absolute liberty of testation and the

usurped the place of the gens, or clan, and ancestral property, far from reverting to the comto control at death

Roman

might disregard the heredes sui
power of

arid the agnates in the exercise of his
testation.

the earlier law, became sublimitations in the classical and

will, as it existed in

many

postclassical periods of

Rome's

legal history.

principle of express disinhenson was deform of contest of wills, the querela
veloped.

A

inofficiosi testamenti,

was

created, allowing vari-

ous statutory heirs to upset a will on the ground
that the testator's disregard of his natural ties

Succession,
could be explained only by his insanity. A peculiarity of this procedure was that it might result merely in the partial cancellation of the will.
The legislation of Augustus and later emperors
restricted the capacity of unmarried and childless

persons to receive benefits under wills and

limited the amounts of legacies; by other laws a
portion of a testator's estate was withdrawn

from

his

power of

alienation

Justinian's

family

and devoted to

legislation

increased

his

the

amount of the children's portion (portio legitima)
to as much as one half of the estate in certain
cases.

The

children might, however, be dis-

inherited for certain enumerated causes.

The Roman law of intestate succession underwent changes as profound as those which remodeled the will. The early system which traced
descent only through males deriving from a

common

ancestor, the so-called agnatic system,

was supplanted by one which, without wholly
rejecting the agnatic principle, found a place for
cognates, or blood relatives, counted through
males and females alike. Finally in 543 and 547
A D. respectively Justinian laid the basis of the
western law of succession by the famous n8th
and 1 27th Novels. Blood relationship without
distinction of sex took the place of agnatic relationship. Another legislative change of great
significance introduced into the law of succession by Justinian was the so-called benefit of

inventory (beneficium inventarii). This virtually
changed the character of the heres. By taking
advantage of this benefit he escaped the personal
liability for debts which he otherwise assumed
upon acceptance of the inheritance, and became
liable

only to the extent of the property received

from the deceased. In other words, his position
approached that of the modern executor more
closely than that of a universal successor to the
moral and legal personality of his ancestor.

The Germanic law of succession varies widely
from the Roman. Tacitus observed a
difference in the fact that the
their

striking

Germans

rested

law of inheritance mainly upon intestate

rather than testamentary succession. There was
also no conception of universal succession as in

Laws of
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scendants constituted what was called the first
parentehc group; the descendants of his parents
(other than himself) constituted the second

parentehc group; the descendants of his grandparents not included in the first and second
groups were the third parentehc group. The km
of the first group were more nearly related to a

person than his km of the second group, and
those of the second more closely than those of
the third. Ultimately this system of recognizing
kinship found its way into the canon law, and it
has been basic in the English law of descent.

The question whether this scheme of descent
antedates feudalism or is the outcome of feudalism

is still

unsettled.

The

succession laws of mediaeval Europe
were the result of a multitude of influences. The

Roman system never quite died out, and the
canon law continued much of its content. The
Germanic tribal customs were imposed upon the
lands held or conquered, and the different rules
of descent under the laws of the Salic and
Ripuarian Franks have even affected royal successions, as

when Queen

Victoria's sex pre-

vented her succession to the throne of Hanover

under the

Salic law.

English law, because of the establishment of a
powerful central government by the royal

power, with its regular system of national courts,
early developed a system of succession that was
fairly uniform throughout the realm when compared with the variant forms found in con-

tinental Europe. It has been stated, for example, that prior to 1789 there were 547 customs
governing descents of land in France. Even in
England, while succession to freehold lands has
been governed for centuries by general rules of

law, rules of descent varying in important parhave prevailed almost down to the

ticulars

present day with respect to the descent of lands
held by other forms of tenure. The prevailing
doctrine of the common law, under which a
decedent's lands descended to his oldest son,
oldest

male descendants or oldest male

laterals of his blood, left

room

col-

for the existence

regard to chattels developed independently of
those relating to land; likewise inherited lands

of the system of gavelkind, under which all the
sons shared equally, and for that of borough
English, whereby the youngest rather than the
oldest succeeded upon intestacy of his father.

were treated differently from lands acquired by
purchase. Special rules of succession were established in different regions. The Germanic law
reckoned kinship by regarding the persons concerned as generations, descendants of parents, of
grandparents and so on. A man's own de-

been as rare in modern EngRome. But until 1540 there
was in English law no general provision for the
disposition of real property by will. The feudal
law did not readily recognize the power of a
tenant freely to alienate land by conveyance in

the case of the heres.

The

laws of succession in

Intestacies have

land as they were in
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his

lifetime,

much

less

by postmortem

dis-

position. Although the English law by the end of
the thirteenth century had removed the fetters
from conveyances inter vivos, a devise of land

remained impossible because the lawyers held
that no seisin, or possession, could be delivered
by the dead man and that land could be transferred only by corporeal delivery. The law was
evaded, however, by resort to the device of the
(see TRUST AND TRUSTEES). When the
Statute of Uses in 1536 destroyed this sort of

trust

trust,

Parliament enacted the Statute of Wills,

which permitted the testator to devise all his
lands held by socage tenure and two thirds of
those held by knight service. The English will of
lands under the act of 1540, however, operated
only with regard to lands owned at the date of
execution of the will; those acquired subsequently passed to the heir; this rule was not
altered until 1837.

The

Wills Act of 1540 was defective in

its

guaranties against fraud and forgery. It did not
demand the signature of the testator or attesting

The

was merely given "full
and free liberty" to devise lands "by his last will
and testament in writing, or otherwise by any
witnesses

testator

act or acts executed in his life time."

defects

Some of the

were overcome by the Statute of Frauds
which required signature by the testator

in 1677,

and witnesses in the case of
lands. In

1837 a

new

wills disposing of
Wills Act established

further precautions against fraud and simplified
and unified testamentary law in many respects.
The act of 1677 furnished a model for the legislation of the American colonies and still controls
the form of wills in many of the states of the
United States. In most, however, the act of 1837
has been adopted with slight changes.

sonal property until the latter half of the nineteenth century. Their law was of course influenced by the canon law, which in turn had been

deeply affected by the development of the law of
imperial

The

Rome.

English law of intestacy is obscure, but the evidence indicates a prevailing
tendency to forfeit the personal property to the
earliest

feudal lord.

The

ecclesiastical authorities

had

secured the right to administer personalty by the
thirteenth century, however, and the next of kin
administered the intestate's goods under a delegation from the ordinary. After payment of
debts one third of the residue of the personalty

was given to the wife, one third to the children
and one third, called the "dead's part," was expended for pious uses. If there were no children
the dead's part was one half. Even before the
Norman Conquest intestacy was regarded as
something accidental; the church encouraged
the drawing of a will as a duty.
The portion of a testator's goods which might

be disposed of by will was at first limited to one
but this limitation was abandoned by decourts
grees, and the law of the ecclesiastical
third;

came

finally to

recognize the privilege of the
goods at his death to

testator to dispose of his

strangers, if he desired to do so. However, the
customs of such important places as the province
of York, the principality of Wales and the city of
London continued to enforce restraints upon
testators in favor of their families, until after the

beginning of the eighteenth century. But by
1715, when the custom of London was amended
by act of Parliament, the power of the owner of

goods and chattels to exercise a privilege after
his death to the prejudice of his wife and children

English law of succession to personal
property has moved along different lines from
those directing successions to land. A compromise between the mediaeval kings and the

had been established as the law of England.
Even the conservative Blackstone lamented the
harshness of the English law, but the pull toward
the despotic authority of the property owner in
areas where English influence operates has been

left wills and successions involving personal property to the laws and customs of the
ecclesiastical courts and those involving the

so strong that the principle of liberty of testation
has by legislation supplanted the legitim in
South Africa. On the other hand, there has

descent of land to the kings' courts, which gradually gathered into their jurisdiction what remained of the powers of the feudal courts.

of the introduction of the legitim in English law.
The English law of intestate succession as to

The

church

recently been discussion in Parliament in favor

Although the ecclesiastical courts suffered in
influence and power by Henry vin's breach with
Rome and although the chancellor's equitable

existing laws

jurisdiction cut into their monopoly of administration of the personal effects of decedents,

of Distributions continued to govern until the
Administration of Estates Act, 1925, which be-

they continued to exercise a large jurisdiction in
respect to wills

and successions involving per-

personalty was codified in a seventeenth century

modifying and in part restating
and customs. The so-called Statute

statute, in part

came

effective

on January i, 1926. The latter
up an entirely new system of

statute not only set

Succession,
intestate succession for realty as well as for
personal property, which for the first time was

made

the same with respect to both species of
property, but abolished intestate succession be-

yond the

issue of deceased brothers

and

sisters,

giving the property in the absence of near relatives to the crown with directions that it might

make

provision for actual dependents, whether
kindred or not. This legislation illustrates pointedly the influence of modern social ideals both in
its narrowed limitation of the degrees of succes-

and

m

Laws of
Revolution.

to personal property, although as late as 1927
still retimed differences
this re-

gard However, the essential features of the
English law of wills, including the sovereign
power of the testator arbitrarily to direct the
destiny of his property for

ing primogeniture, the preference in descent of
males over females, the distinction between the
whole blood and the half blood (not entirely

postmortem

obliterated, however), differences in rights of
succession depending upon whethei property

was ancestral or acquired by purchase
The maintenance of such vestiges of ancient
Germanic tradition once tempted a French
jurist to characterize English law in the nineteenth century as a veritable museum of antiquities But despite the modernization of the
law of intestacy eifected by the legislation of
1925 English law still, to quote Sir Henry
Maine, exhibits "the greatest latitude ever given
in the history of the world to the volition or
"
caprice of the indiv idual. The law of wills must,
connection with other
however, be considered

m

legal provisions which affect the use of the will
as a device to effect the wishes of the testator.

Among

these

is

the well

known

rule against
the law of restraints upon ac-

perpetuities (q v );
cumulations of interest and income; the law of

which although
they could be barred and conveyed inter vivos
to
were not subject
disposition by will; the
statutes of mortmain; and limitations upon
entailed estates (see ENTAIL),

charitable bequests. Above all, the establishment
of family and marriage settlements and the application of the law of trusts and powers to such
conveyances have long made the law of wills a
secondary law of postmortem disposition.
The English law of wills and inheritance

m

seven states

only

its

Island was the last state to

abolish it in 1798. Distinctions between males
and females in regard to succession have been
wiped out, and the same is true with respect to
the variations between the succession to real and

attempt to effect justice in the case
of dependents The same legislation brought
England into line with modern states by abolishsion
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Rhode

death, remain unchanged.

many
The

m

years after his
legitim exists

Louisiana Generally testamentary dispositions are simpler than in England, family
settlements and conveyances to trustees, with
directions, are less frequent arid
the rule rather than the exception A
recent study of decedents' estates in New York

intestacy

is

City shows that only one third of the ac'ults who
died there in 1929 left estates and that only one
eighth of that

number died

testate

Recently,

however, family settlements and wills have been
more widely employed, and the tendencies
which were operative among a people engaged
predominantly in agriculture are beginning to
have less force in a commercial and industrial
society There are of course differences among
the states as to particular rules and e\ en as to the
construction of rules expressed in statutes identical in form. This is illustrated by the difference
in interpretation of acts giving children born before the making of a will an intestate share, "un-

appears that such omission was intenParol evidence is admitted in some states
to show the intentional omission, while in others

less

it

tional

"

such evidence
precisely the
states

is

is
rejected, although the statute
in the different states. Some

same

permit holographic wills, that is, wills
by decedents without witnesses, but

written

most

states

refuse

them

effect;

some allow

nuncupative wills without the limitations prescribed by the English Statute of Frauds, in one
state a testator must declare formally in the
presence of witnesses that an instrument is his
while in a neighboring jurisdiction such
declaration is not required; in some a will must
will,

'*

naturally suffered some change in the process of
transportation to the American colonies, especially those of New England. Primogeniture

be merely

seems never

because of the variance in state laws in these and
other matters of detail concerning both form and

to have existed in Massachusetts,
although the oldest son received a double portion. The preference of the oldest son to the ex-

clusion of the other children existed, however,
in New York and the southern colonies, but it

broke down during the period of the American

signed," while in others it must be
"subscribed," or signed at the end. There is
frequently confusion and occasionally injustice

substance Such difficulties have been somewhit

diminished by the application of conflict of laws
rules relating to succession.
Modern tendencies indicate a disposition

on
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the part of legislatures to develop the protection
of the surviving spouse against disinheritance.
The ancient law of dower and curtesy gave
interests to the wife

and the husband respec-

tively out of the lands of the other. Recently,
however, doubtless as a result of the feminist

New

York, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Pennsylvania have
substituted a share in the estate of a deceased
husband or wife in place of the ancient claims.

movement, such

states as

Thus in Pennsylvania the surviving spouse may
claim the privilege of her intestate share as
against the deceased spouse's will. If the survivor accepts a provision made in the will, a

The statutory right
common law dower

more

waiver follows

is

tensive than

or curtesy,

which amounted

at

most

ex-

to a life estate in free-

hold lands of the decedent. The interest given
absolute and exists in lands and personalty;

may under some

its

marriage. The doctrine of presumed intention
might have continued to be used by the courts
to correct wills offending the social conscience,

but Parliament in the Victorian Wills Act of
1837 expressly forbade the extension of the
doctrine of implied or presumed revocation.
Outside the Anglo-American region of law
there exists no such absolute power of disposal

by will to the detriment of the family. The
French Civil Code limits the testator's power by
mathematical rule. He may bequeath only one
half of his property if he leaves one child, one
third if he leaves two children, one fourth if he
the disposable fraction having for
denominator one more than the number of

leaves three

is

its

it

The surviving spouse is otherwise
provided for: under the community property
system she takes one half of such property where

statutes entitle the survivor to

the entire estate, where there are no children or
close relatives of the deceased. In the eight states
in which the community property system exists
the testamentary power of the spouses is limited
with respect to property acquired by labor during the marriage to one half of such property.
Curiously, however, the claims of infants
against the estates of fathers have not yet

language of the statutes a presumption that a
was revoked where a testator married after
execution and died leaving issue by the

will

won

A New

Zealand
the same legislative protection.
statute of 1908 provides that if a testator fails to
make adequate provision for either the surviving

children.

there are children.

The

legitime, so-called, is re-

garded as A strict right of property, not merely a
claim or debt against those succeeding under the
will. The rights of children can be affected only
by certain acts of immorality, crime and undutiful conduct, which entitle the father to disinherit
them; or settlements, entered into before marriage with the mother, may alter the rights of

spouses or children. Obviously the system presents a democratic ideal of life, with the protec-

spouse or the children, a court may at its discretion order that suitable provision be made for

tion of the family unit as

such persons from the decedent's estate. But

family law is possible under the French law, the
vast majority of French people prefer to live
under the regime of community of goods and the

when Lord Astor introduced a similar bill in the
House of Lords, Lord Haldane argued

that

it

one of

its

central pur-

poses. Although choice of various systems of

The

was better to

system of forced successions.

to have

quent, as might be expected where so slight a
power is left to the testator to bequeath his

trust people's sense of justice than
the state attempt to compel them by

legislation. The privilege of disinheriting the
wife and children in general continues to exist in

most American

states, although laws making
temporary allowances and admitting rights of
occupation of a home during the period of ad-

will is infre-

property.

The German Civil Code is not quite so strict.
The compulsory portion (Pflichtteil) is regarded

ministration are common. Courts continue to say

as a personal claim against the successors, not a
direct property interest in the succession, and

that a person has the right to make an unjust will,
an unreasonable will or even a cruel will. The

the amount of the compulsory portion is less
than under French law. Collateral heirs are not

verdicts of juries
effect of

such

which attempt to correct the

wills are frequently set aside

by

courts but sometimes succeed by indirection in
effecting what the conscience of the community
regards as a more just division of property. In

some

respects the English Statute of Wills

was

modified during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries

by

judicial construction.

quoting Cicero and

The

courts,
the Digest, read into the

guaranteed any portion of the decedent's propunder either the French or the German

erty

system, although parents and grandparents are
protected from disinheritance within the group.

The Swiss Code of 1912 carries the protection of
the reserve to brothers and sisters of the deceased. In view of the close relation between
England and Scotland it is worthy of note that
the legitim has a place in the law of Scotland.

Succession,

Laws of

The law of Soviet Russia promulgated in

1922
permitted successions, intestate and testamenwhere
the
net
after
deduction
of
value,
tary
debts, did not exceed in value ten thousand gold
rubles. Succession

was limited to children and

descendants, to the surviving spouse and to
persons unable to work who were completely de-

pendent on the deceased. Equal division of the
property was to be made among the designated
persons, and necessary household goods of the
deceased but not articles of luxury were included
in the property distributed.
testation,

The

privilege of

however, was permitted within

this

The

decedent, by a will signed and presented to a notary for insertion in the register of
field.

might leave the disposable property to
others than his wife and children. In 1927 a de-

acts,

cree introduced the

community of acquests,

re-

sembling the French system of marital property.
In 1928 a decree incorporated the principle of
the compulsory portion into its law of wills, and
the descendants of a decedent were declared to
be entitled to three fourths of the share they

would receive

in case of intestacy.

Clearly the law of succession has small importance in the economic and legal life of Soviet
it is

Russia;

probably tme also that its importance
is diminishing with

in the life of other nations

the increasing activities of the state and with
changing theories as to the distribution of
wealth. It

is

not likely that the mere abolition of

the will even in England and the United States
would effect profound changes in the actual
situation regarding transmission of property on
the death of the owner. The solicitor in England

and the

trust

company

in the

able to suggest to testators

United States are

means of

controlling

wealth superior in convenience to the

last will

and testament. The common resort to life insurance in modern society is another factor
which diminishes the sum total of property
passing by will or succession, since the insurers
pay death benefits on the basis of contracts
whose consideration has passed from the insured.
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of inheritance taxes has

stimulated the effort of wealthy property owners
to avoid wills and to seek escape from such

burdens by

and
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SUCCESSION, POLITICAL. The

problem

of political succession is to secure the orderly
accession of successive individuals to a given
political office. Whenever a society, unwilling to
rely solely on the incalculable emergence of informal leadership, crystallizes a significant proportion of its political activities into a formalized
institutional structure, the existing social order

becomes dependent on the uninterrupted performance by suco<=ive individuals of the of-
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functions which have been thus estab-

ficial

Since this

particularly true of the
highest magistracies of the state, political writers
have generally used the method of succession to
lished.

such

offices as

is

a criterion for the classification of

the various forms of government, carefully distinguishing, for example, between hereditary
and elective monarchy. This extreme emphasis

on an apparently minor matter is wholly justifiable, for the adequacy of its method of dealing
with the question of

political succession is

one

of the principal factors determining the stability
of any given form of government.

The moment

of succession

danger points of

is

political life

tunities for lawless action

one of the crucial
Unusual oppor-

accompany the con-

fusions of an interregnum and the comparative
weakness of new and inexperienced rulers. Such

moments are particularly rich in causes for dissension, placing a severe strain upon the loyalty
even of the most ardent supporters of the exist-

two

prerequisites

of political

stability

often

prove mutually inconsistent, and it becomes
necessary to sacrifice some elements of one or
the other. In the relative weight placed upon
each of these factors is to be found one of the
characteristic features serving to distinguish the
several forms of government.
Hereditary monarchy goes farthest in

its

willingness to sacrifice personal ability to the
interests of a secure and prompt succession.

With

all due allowance for the persistence of inherited or acquired aptitudes in a single family,
it is obvious that no consistently high level of

can be maintained under so arbitrary a

ability

system. Compensation for this defect is found,
the resulting simplification of the
however,

m

problem of succession. In constitutional monarchies of course the conflict between prompt
succession and personal aptitude is of relatively
minor significance. Here the monarch's role is
such that no unusual ability is required, while

ing constitutional structure Since personalities
profoundly affect the course of government and

the hereditary character of the succession re-

of international relations, vital interests are frequently involved in the choice of a particular

in government. Inmonarchies, then, through the

individual for the exercise of authority over an
appreciable period of time. Consequently passions may be raised to a fever heat at the precise

moment when

the established order

capable of effective resistance.

The

is

least

result is that

such periods have frequently been characterized

mains an important factor making for

stability

mechanical operation of the law of inheritance
an unbroken series of heads of the state is provided.

Where

there

is

no

elective feature the

an

interregnum are wholly
avoided, and the phrase "The king is dead,
Long live the king," reflects the automatic security of succession under a fully developed
difficulties

of

full

monarchical system. Controversies may arise
nevertheless even in connection with the rela-

unusual vulnerability of social order in these

simple law of hereditary succession.
Special problems are created by the necessity of
establishing a regency during the minority or

by

bitter conflicts occasionally developing into

fledged wars, of which the Spanish, Polish
and Austrian wars of succession are outstanding
examples. History bears eloquent witness to the

times of transition.
therefore extremely desirable to devise
methods which will insure prompt succession
It is

under conditions of unimpeachable legitimacy.
In order that this end may be attained determinate laws of succession covering
able contingencies

all

prob-

must be established and a

tively

incapacity of the monarch. Moreover when more
member of the reigning family is

than one

eligible for the succession

and the new sovereign

by the vote of a

particular group, factional interests frequently give rise to conflicts.
Furthermore there is a danger of royal preis

elected

tenders,

which can be avoided only through the

quite primitive societies often evolve formalized

agency of a dynastic council or some other recognized organ of government capable of giving an
authoritative interpretation to the law of suc-

rules of this character, insuring the uninterrupted exercise of authority by means of definite

cession in cases of disputed legitimacy. But the
questions of law and fact involved in determin-

rules of elective or hereditary succession to poIf political institutions are to be

ing the course of hereditary succession are
usually of comparatively minor complexity.
Short of the extinction of the royal family, most
contingencies can be dealt with in terms of an

determinate arbiter created for their authoritative interpretation. This need is so evident that

litical office.

preserved from decay, however, it is not enough
to obtain secure and prompt succession; it is
necessary also that the ability of those chosen for

should be adequate to the performance of
their prescribed functions. Unfortunately these

office

adequate law of inheritance.
Republics, on the other hand, betray a distinct tendency to exalt talent at the expense of
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America and other usurpers.

security. Election,

dictators of Latin

of

In times of stress society frequently turns to able
despots for the solution of its problems. But
rulers who have won their position without re-

all

hereditary oligarchies, surpasses inheritance as
a means of providing able rulers; but the inevitable complexity of the electoral mechanism
impairs the security of succession If the selec-

tion of a successor

is

postponed until the

office

actually vacant, the slowness of the electoral
process creates a troublesome interregnum. It is
is

Hrgely because they moderate the dangers implicit in such a situation by assuming control
during cabinet crises that constitutional monarchs retain an appreciable utility under the

modern parliamentary system Such

The maintenance

are not of course unavoidable

of an

unbroken

interregna

line of succession to the

Amer-

ican presidency, for example, is made possible
by the fact that the new president is elected before the retirement of his predecessor, while the

gard for existing rules of succession usually find
it difficult to reestablish the
principles of constitutional legitimacy in the selection of those
who arc to succeed them Remaining without
secure rules of succession therefore an unauthorized despotism depends wholly on the
incalculable ha/ards of conspiracy and rebellion
to determine the sequence of rulers Deprived
as

of the resources of constitutional

it is

legiti

macy, such a despotism is the least stable form
of government
connection with contemporary EuroIt is
pean dictatorships, which threaten to attain

m

efficiency at the cost of despotic insecurity, that

Pice presidency

the problem of succession is of the greatest
interest at the present time. Existing principles
of succession remain unaffected of course in so

publics because of the relative complexity of

far as the power of dictators, without supplanting the formal constitutional structure, rests on
an informal position of personal leadership.

provides against the contingency
of premature vacancies But the problem of disputed legitimacy is peculiarly acute in all retheir institutions.

The Hayes-Tilden

election

controversy in the United States illustrates not
only the extraordinary intricacy of the questions
of law and fact which

may be

involved in such

Even

in Fascist Italy, for example, the monarchy
remains as the possible guarantor of a stable
political succession. If it appears, however, that
all traditional constitutional forms have been

cases but also the extreme danger to the security
of succession which accompanies the failure to

effectually destroyed

provide for their authoritative solution The
complexity of the republican mechanism involves so many possible points of conflict that

Although usurping monocrats of the past have

loyalty to the constitutional rules of succession
is put to an unusually severe test Venice stands

out as a conclusive proof of the possibility of an
enduringly stable republic. But the extreme
difficulty of maintaining the requisite level of
constitutional morality is indicated by the frequency with which the law of succession has

broken down

South America under the impact of election controversies and of coups
in

ordinarily failed to effect this result, it is possible
that highly organized party dictatorships may
prove more successful in this respect than those

absolutisms which were more uniquely dependent on the genius of a single individual. Endowed with corporate unity through a conviction of their exclusive fitness for rule, communist
or fascist elites may well evolve stable oligar-

Although no final conclusions
it is
perhaps
significant that Soviet Russia has developed a
which
institutional
structure
has
surcomplex
vived the death of Lenin and which continues to
chical institutions

can be reached

d'etat.

Although republics go farther than monarchies in sacrificing security of succession in the
interests of personal ability, they are much less
extreme than an unconstitutional despotism,
which offers very broad scope for the exercise of
individual ability but provides no solution
whatsoever for the problem of political succession.

by the dictatorial regime,
despotic insecurity can be avoided only by the
introduction of new principles of succession.

When

litical office is

the rise of the individual to pofreed from

all

constitutional re-

powerful personalities naturally enjoy
unusual opportunities for advancement. Thus a
particularly high level of personal ability is to be
found among the tyrants of ancient Greece, the
strictions,

at so early a date,

exist concurrently
official

power of

with the almost wholly unBut if these possibilities

Stalin.

of solid constitutional development fail to maand the problem of succession remains

terialize

unsolved, modern dictatorship will be indistinguishable from the various despotisms of the
past. Despite its temporary effectiveness it will
fail to

See:

form the basis of an enduring social order,
FREDERICK MUNDELL WATKINS

MONARCHY;

REPUBLICANISM;

DICTATORSHIP
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English influence, granted (July, 1851) the concession for a line from Alexandria to Cairo.
Despite French protests this was completed in
1854 and four years later was extended to Suez.
While the railway facilitated transit across

Egypt,

it

did not satisfy the needs of merchants

and shippers. With the expansion of commerce
and industry there had developed an increasing

demand

for a shorter route to the East.

By

the

middle of the century the proposal of a canal
connecting the two seas had gained considerable

prominence and many advocates, among them
Ferdinand de Lesseps, whose diplomatic train-

,

lots

fondament ales

Paul,

La

du royaume (Pans 1914), Watnn,

tradition monarchique, d'apres Vancien droit

public Jrancais (Pans 1916), Stieghtz,

A N De
,

/'-

ing, knowledge of Egypt, courage and will power
admirably qualified him to be its projector Few

saw more

clearly the possibilities of a canal for
eastern trade or had a better understanding of
the difficulties confronting its realization Upon

tquihbre pohtique, du legihmisme et du principe des
Zwei
nationahtes, 3 vols (Pans 1893-97), Fnuler,
Abhandlungen uber altrussisches Recht (Berlin 1923)
"The Irish Law of Kingship with
pt. n; Hogan, J

learning that his old friend Sa'id Pasha had
succeeded Abbas as viceroy, de Lesseps wrote

Special Reference to Ailech and Cenel Eogham"
Royal Irish Academy, Proceedings, sect. C, vol xl
English
(1932) 186-254, Taswell-Langmead, T. P
Constitutional History (gth ed. by A L. Poole, London
1929) ch. vi, Herold, Kurt, Die Stellvertretung des
Prdsidenten in den hauptsachlichsten europaischen Repubhken und in den Vereinigten Staaten von Nord-

concession for the canal

K

,

,

m

,

amenka (Erlangen

1928).

to congratulate him and received an invitation
to visit Egypt. On November 7, 1854, he reached

Alexandria and on

ond was granted

November 30 obtained

before beginning work de Lesseps must secure
the sultan's sanction. This requirement proved
to be exceedingly difficult since

SUEZ CANAL. Egypt, the gateway to the East,
was for centuries a natural highway of commerce. Although it was virtually abandoned
after the discovery of the Cape route, there was
in France considerable agitation for its revival.
Many writers suggested that the two seas be
connected by a canal, as had been undertaken
by the ancients, and this was one of the aims of

the

The concession (a secin January, 1856) declared that

it

shifted nego-

where English influence was supreme Having already shown unmistakable hostility, England now bent every
effort to prevent the sultan from approving the
tiations to Constantinople,

concession

Secure in India, commanding the
it regarded as adequate for
and enjoying a,n enviable

route, which
British commerce,

Cape

position in eastern trade, England felt that a
canal would threaten its supremacy. Since de

Napoleon's expedition in 1798. During the first
half of the nineteenth century the project of
constructing a canal was taken up successively
by the Samt-Simonians, Prince Metternich and
the Societe d'Etudes du Canal de Suez, an international financial group organized in Paris; but
they all met with the opposition of the Egyptian

Lesseps was a Frenchman, England persisted
was a French
scheme, although the French government had
adopted an attitude of benevolent neutrality
toward it. For twelve years, employing almost
every pretext, English statesmen opposed the

interviceroy, Mehemet Ah. England became
ested in a shorter route to India for mails and

cally impossible of construction except at a cost

of
passengers and considered the possibilities
improving land communications across Egypt.
In 1847 Lord Palmerston instructed the English
consul general at Cairo to oppose any attempt
to construct a canal but to work for a railway
from Alexandria to Suez. Fearing that the rail-

way would

lead to English control of Egypt,
France supported the canal. Mehemet Ah rejected both the rival projects; in 1849, however,
he was succeeded by Abbas Pasha, who, under

in maintaining that the canal

sanction.

They

held that the canal was physi-

which would make it commercially unprofitable;
that it would lead to French control of Egypt and
threaten the integrity of the Ottoman Empire;
that de Lesseps was a rogue and a swindler.

Against 'his stubborn opposition de Lesseps
fought relentlessly, even carrying his campaign
to England, where he tried to arouse public
opinion against the government. In November,
1858, he organized his company and marketed
the shares (400,000), over half of which were

Suez Canal
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sold in France; and on April 25, 1859, he started
work on the canal near Port Said without the

3,976,580, which he borrowed from his
friend Baron Rothschild. This spectacular trans-

sanction

action aroused tremendous enthusiasm in

Finding

it

impossible, however, to

British influence single handed, he appealed to his government for support. France,

fight

joined by Austria and Russia, demanded the
sanction but the sultan, fearing to displease

England, held back.
July, 1863,

when

A

crisis

was reached

in

the Porte threatened to inter-

rupt the work by force unless the company returned certain lands to Egypt and reduced the

number of native laborers. These questions were
submitted for arbitration to Napoleon III, who
announced his award on July 6, 1864 Forced
labor on the canal was to be abolished and the
lands returned to the Egyptian government,
which
turn was ordered to pay the company

m

an indemnity of 84,000,000 francs. After further
delays occasioned by British opposition and
accompanied by insistent demands from France
the sultan on March 19, 1866, officially recognized the concession. With the removal of political difficulties the work proceeded rapidly and
the canal was completed in August, 1869, and

formally inaugurated on November 17 The
channel was over ninety miles long. It proceeded
from the Mediterranean through a narrow re-

gion to Lake Menzaleh, traversed this shallow
lake, continued its course through a stretch of
land to Lake Ballan, five miles in length, again
cut through flat country to Lake Timsah, four
miles in length, and then crossed a plateau to
the Bitter Lakes, which cover a distance of
twenty miles From these lakes there is a short
stretch to Suez, the terminal

on the Red Sea.

Lakes accounted for more than one third of the
total distance.

No sooner was the new highway opened than
England became aware of its importance for
British trade with India.

More than

half the

employing the canal carried the British
and as there were many complaints against
company officials and the
high toll charges, it was only natural that England should desire a voice in the canal's management. Imperial considerations moreover devessels

flag;

the arrogance of the

manded
its

should control every approach to
eastern empire. Late in 1875 rumors reached
that

it

London

that the khedive, Isma'Il Pasha, in urgent need of funds, was negotiating with certain
French banks for the sale or mortgage of his

canal shares. Determined that the canal should

not become entirely French, Disraeli seized the
opportunity and on November 25 purchased for
the British government 176,602 shares for the

sum of

land,

where

it

now be under

was thought

that the canal

British control.

The

Engmust

expectation

was somewhat premature, for although England
held nearly half the shares, it received merely
ten votes in the general assembly of shareholders
and was permitted to name only three out of the
twenty-four directors. By the purchase the canal

was changed from Franco-Egyptian, to FrancoBritish ownership A few years later a nationalist
uprising occurred in Egypt which threatened
the security of the new highway. Failing to
secure aid from France or the other European

powers, England intervened alone and on September 13, 1882, defeated the nationalists at
Tel el Kebir. British troops remained and Egypt
was converted into a veiled protectorate, while
France, having refused to cooperate, lost its
position in that country; indeed the French continued hostile to English policy until 1904.
The dangers to which the canal had been

exposed revealed the need for some sort of international understanding for its protection. Although the subject had been discussed for years,
no official action was taken until January 3, 1883,
when England addressed a circular note to the
powers urging a general agreement to respect
the free navigation of this important waterway.
There was no immediate response, but two years
later upon the suggestion of the French government a conference met at Pans. Unable to reach
the
a settlement because of the differences
French and British viewpoints, the conference

m

dissolved after drawing up a draft treaty, to
which Sir Julian Pauncefote added a general
reservation that the treaty did not limit England's

freedom of action so long

as that country

in occupation of Egypt. Following an exchange of views France and England agreed to

was

which was signed by representapowers at Constantinople on October
29, 1888. This provided that the canal was to be
open to all vessels in time of war as well as in
a convention
tives of the

time of peace; that the entrances to the canal
to be blockaded; that no permanent
fortifications were to be erected on the canal;

were not
and that

in case of

danger the Egyptian govern-

ment was

to take measures for the canal's protection. If it lacked the means, it was to call upon

the Turkish government for assistance. As a
result of the British reservation the convention
was held in abeyance until the Anglo-French

agreement of 1904; but

this did not alter the
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actual situation, for the protection of the canal
as well as its control remained with England.
Strategically the canal was of great importance
to England. As the shortest and most convenient

route to India it was regarded as vital to the
preservation of the empire, and the government
was determined to keep it open at all costs. Any

percent, Holland with 6.4 percent and France
with 4 7 percent. The Cape route in the postwar period continued to be used for much of
the eastern shipping, especially in the outbound
voyage to Australia and New Zealand. It is inter-

upon

esting to note that the opening of the Panama
Canal did not seriously affect the amount of
traffic passing through the Suez Canal. From
the viewpoint of distance the only areas for
whose trade competition between the two routes
was possible were northeastern Asia, eastern
Australia, New Zealand and the west coasts of
North and South America.
Financially the canal more than justified the

conditions in other parts of the oriental highway.
This was made clear by the German submarine

expectations of its projector. The total cost of
construction was 432,807,882 francs, of which

threat to

its safety,

such as the French ambitions

in the Nile basin, the Russian attempts to

the Straits and the

open

German Berlm-to-Bagdad

Railway, aroused immediate fears. The World
War proved, however, that the canal was not
absolutely vital to the British Empire and that
its

effectiveness

depended

to a large extent

campaign in the Mediterranean, \\hich forced
the diversion of
to the

Cape

much

route.

possibility that

in

of the far eastern

There remained

traffic

also the

another conflict the canal

might be demolished by

aerial

attacks.

The

establishment of Egyptian independence raised
a new problem for England. In its declaration of

February 28, 1922, abolishing the protectorate
set up in December, 1914, England reserved to
itself

Not satisfied
measure, Egyptians demanded

the right to protect the canal.

with this half

that British troops should be withdrawn and
that the protection of the canal should be left to

Egypt or to the League of Nations England
refused to concede these demands and the problem remained unsettled.
In shortening the voyage from Europe to India by from four to five thousand miles the
Suez route opened a new era in world commerce.
With the substitution of steam for sail and the
widening and deepening of the canal it came to
be employed more and more regularly. During
the first two years the results were disappointing, but beginning in 1872 the traffic showed a
fairly steady increase, which continued to 1914;
there was a sharp decline during the war but
after 1918 another period of rapid growth set in,
which lasted until 1929. The net tonnage passing

through the canal was only 435,911 in 1870,
761,467 in 1871 and 1,439,169 in 1872; but by
1912 it had reached 20,275,120 net tons, the
highest in the pre-war period. From 1919 to
1929 there was a 100 percent increase, while tonnage for 1929 (33,466,014) was 65 percent
greater than in 1912. The proportion of British
traffic to the total has varied from 60 to 80
percent, most of it representing Indian trade.
In 1913 England was first with 60 percent of the
tonnage, being followed by Germany with 16.7

200,000,000 francs were raised through the sale
of the shares and the remainder from a

bond

and from sums advanced by the Egyptian
government. During the first four years after
issue

the opening of the canal the company experienced considerable financial difficulty and actually initiated negotiations for the sale of the
waterway. By 1875, however, the situation was

much improved and

losses began to give way to
In round numbers the receipts were

profits.

5,000,000 francs in 1870, 9,000,000 francs in
1871 and 16,000,000 francs in 1872; by 1914
receipts totaled

117,000,000^

francs.

The war

brought a decline in revenues but the post-war
period saw an immediate recovery, so that receipts reached nearly 204,000,000 francs in 1927.

With the growth of business the value of the
shares increased A total of 400,000 shares had
been placed on sale in November, 1858, at 500
francs each with interest at 5 percent. After
dropping to the low figure of 208 francs in 1871
the shares began to climb gradually, passing par
in 1875 and attaining the high mark of 6107
francs in 1912. In 1924 the number of shares
was doubled, although the capitalization of the
company remained unchanged.
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Suffrage

concept of citizenship emerges from the family,
the clan and the tribe. Participation in the political as in the social, the religious, the artistic
life of the state is viewed

and the economic

originally as a prerogative of citizenship. In the
early history of both Greeks and Romans certain

families (eupatridae or patricians) monopolized
civic rights, and there was a long period of
internal struggle before a broader basis of citi-

SUFFRAGE

defined as voting in support of
some opinion or measure or some candidate for
office, and derivatively as the right or privilege
is

of participating in elections The term is substantially synonymous with franchise when used
in conneetion with political activity The suffrage
and related questions acquire importance only

governments which are to some extent demothe problem does not arise in pure mon-

in

cratic;

zenship could be secured. In Athens the reforms
of Solon early in the sixth century B C. swept
all distinctions of birth but recognized
four classes of citizens on the basis of property.
It took more than a century for class lines to be

away

and for a complete equality of citizenship to be achieved. The suffrage in the
Greek popular assembly was always viewed as
an adjunct or attribute of citizenship and no
obliterated

archies or oligarchies. The suffrage is generally
associated only with popular elections in which
a large or at least a considerable element of the

sans and tradesmen should be admitted to

community takes part. This element of the community which exercises the suffrage is properly

no question was

electorate; it is often very incorrectly identified with the people as a whole, as
in the statement "the people have decided the

spoken of as the

question at the polls."
The history of the suffrage

is

connected with

differentiation

zenship; that

the theory, effective

among

primitive peo-

in trte city-states of antiquity and of the
Renaissance, that the suffrage is an attribute or

function of citizenship; second, the later feudal
theory that the suffrage is a vested privilege, an
incident of a particular status, usually connected

with the possession of land; third, the theory of
the early constitutional regime that the suffrage
is an abstract right founded in natural law, a
consequence of the social compact and an incident of popular sovereignty; fourth, the theory
of modern political science that voting is a function of government, that the voter in casting his
ballot performs a public office

and that the

elec-

torate, like the legislature or the courts, is an
organ of government; and, fifth, the ethical

theory,

time by

which

strongly urged at the present
certain writers, that the suffrage is an
is

important, indeed an essential means for the
development of individual character, a condition
necessary for the realization of the worth of

human personality.
The basic social bond among
is

kinship or

primitive people

some extension of

kinship.

The

in the state.

citi-

But

The same

underlying
Civic

among the Romans.

government occurred through
the several assemblies, or comittae. Originally
only the patricians were considered citizens; they
alone at

and

membership

raised as to the right of all

participation in

curiata.

ples

to

conception obtained

nature, most of them not explicitly stated
but inherent in the current practise. These are:
first,

is,

citizens to the suffrage.

five different basic conceptions, or theories, of
its

was made between citizens. Ariswhether arti-

totle discusses the question as to

first

had voting rights in the comitia

With the establishment of the

centuriata

and the comitia

comitia

tributa the plebeians,

as a result of a series of measures, obtained
the rights of citizenship. The right of suffrage
the lower
(jus suffragii) was thus extended to

with the right of marriage (jus conof trade (jus commerdi), the right
of holding office (jus honorum) and the right of
suing in the courts (jus legu actiotus). Roman
citizenship was extended to the Latin peoples

class along

nubii), the right

when they were brought under

the control of

Rome and eventually to various other communities. The citizenship thus granted was restricted
in various ways, and for a time some of these
communities were denied the suffrage, their
inhabitants being cives sine suffragio. In the first

century

B.C.,

however, this distinction com-

pletely disappeared. In the

Greek

cities

and

in

Rome the suffrage was limited to adult males The
.

admission of the youth to the full rights of
was an event which was usually
marked with distinctive ceremonies. The same

citizenship

concept of the suffrage underlay the political
institutions of the Germanic peoples of the early
Middle Ages. Participation in the folkmoot was
a consequence of

membership

in the tribe. Dif-
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ferences in rank and social status involved no
political inequality.

of the

In the national assemblies

German

peoples important questions,
such as peace and war, were decided by the body
of armed men, the citizenship, by the shaking of
spears or the clash of arms.

The

suffrage in the

self-governing cities of Renaissance Italy was
likewise dependent on citizenship, often narrow

and exclusive, frequently hereditary in certain
families. Only those who were citizens possessed
the right to vote, but

all

citizens enjoyed this

right equally.

In the socially

stratified society of

Middle Ages the
attribute of some

suffrage

to

similar assemblies in other

systems of plural and weighted voting. Until
the reform of 1918 in Great Britain a man might
vote in a

European

countries rested upon the same kind of legal
basis as the right of the nobles to be summoned
in person to the House of Lords or the Assembly
of Notables The suffrage was a privilege at-

tached to a particular status, such as that of
taxpayer, freeman, burgess, pot-walloper or

was generally although not always connected with the possession
of land and was thus tenurial or patrimonial in
character. Sometimes women who possessed the
status had the right to vote, just as noble\\omen
frequently had the right to be represented by
proxies in the estates of the nobility. Chief Jus"forty-shilling" freeholder. It

of

or even to antiquity, but it became effective only
with the revolutions of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries and is closely related to the
principle of popular sovereignty. It was a cardinal doctrine of the Levellers in

was urged as an essential
government by most of the leaders of
the French Revolution. Condorcet declared:
"We would have a constitution, the principles
of which are solely founded on the natural rights
written constitution. It
basis of

man previous to social institutions.
One
of these rights we consider to be that of voting
for common interests, either personally or by
"
He urged that
freely elected representatives
women be accorded the same rights as men,
of

.

.

.

includirg the suffrage. The Declaration of the
Rights of Man and of the Citizen declared:

"The

rale. All

right as the knights of shires, and differ only
as to the tenure, but the right and manner of
"
their election is on the same foundation
The

England during

Commonwealth and underlay the Agreement of the People which they proposed as a
the

of the counties, and

an original right vested
in and inseparable from the freehold, and can
no more be severed from their freehold, than
the freehold itself can be taken away. ... As for
citizens and burgesses, they depend on the same

of parliamentary constituen-

The theory that the suffrage is a natural right
man may be traced back to the Middle Ages

tice Holt, in the case of Ashby v. White (1703),
stated the accepted legal doctrine as follows:
"The election of knights belongs to freeholders
it is

number

which he possessed a qualifying status.
This theory was also responsible for various
systems of weighted or plural voting on the
continent, such as the three-class system in
Prussia and the Belgian system of plural voting,
both of which obtained before the World War.
cies in

the later

was an adjunct or

special status. The right to
elect representatives to the House of Commons
in England, to the Estates General in France

and

property and taxpaying qualifications for the
suffrage, some of which still persist even in the
United States. It was responsible also for the

law

is the
expression of the voionti gdndthe citizens have the right of concurring

personally or

by

their representatives in its for-

mation" (art. vi). Paine contrasted this principle
with the practise in England, where the basis of
representation consists in royal patents and
embodies a grant or boon. The electoral law of
1789 did not, however, give full application to
the natural right theory of voting. The suffrage

who

suffrage in the American colonies and indeed in
the states until well into the nineteenth century

was limited to

the predominance of this vested right
theory. This conception of the nature of the

of 1792 the abstract right to vote was fully
accepted in theory; and with the establishment
of the Convention the right to vote was recog-

reflects

suffrage persisted in England until the electoral
reform of 1918. The several reform bills in Eng-

amount of

citizens

direct taxes.

But

paid

a

certain

in the electoral law

nized as universal and was extended even to

land in the nineteenth century simply provided
new and additional statuses under which the

certain classes of foreigners domiciled in France.
Limitations were actually maintained with re-

be exercised. Thus "ten-

spect to age, sex, mental competence and the
like. Montesquieu had said earlier that "All the

right to vote could

pound" copyholders, householders, "twelvepound" occupiers, "fifty-pound" leaseholders
and other special classes were given the ballot.
This theory was historically the basis for all

inhabitants . ought to have a right of voting
at the election of a representative, except such
as are in so mean a situation as to be deemed to
.

.
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nave no will of their own" (Esprit des lots, bk. xi,
sect. 6). Women, minors and imbeciles were

representation, the representation of economic
interests and the short ballot. It would seem

considered deficient

be the basis for age and residence requirements and for the exclusion from the suffrage of criminals, paupers and the insane.
A fifth theory of the suffrage postulates the
equal moral worth of all men and insists upon
the value of the vote as an instrument for its

in

this

respect

In

the

United States the doctrine of man's natural right
to vote has been urged effectively since prerevolutionary times Samuel Adams held that
"he establishment of the legislative power is one

of the rights which no man can either relinquish
or take away from others. The Declaration of

Independence, in basing government upon the
consent of the governed and in maintaining that
it is the
right of the people to alter or abolish
tyrannical governments and institute new governments, implies a theory of an abstract right
to vote. A resolution adopted m Ipswich, Massachusetts, in 1778 declared more specifically that
"All the members of the State are qualified to
make the election, unless they have not suffi-

also to

realization. Civil rights are the conditions

good

li

they constitute the minimum of oppor-

fe,

tunity necessary to give effect to the inherent
moral worth of the human personality. It is

urged, however, that the possession of civil
rights alone is not sufficient. "Political equality,"
says MacCunn, "follows from the same ultimate
ideas that lustify equality before the Law.
.
.
vote can alone open to its possessor
.

cient discretion, or are so situated as to have no
wills of their own." The early state bills of rights

The right to

frequently contained expressions of the theory
of a natural right to vote, but generally they
were modified and confused by suggestions of

closed on

the vested privilege theory.
The theory of the suffrage generally accepted

by contemporary political scientists is that voting
is a function of government The voter does not
exercise a natural right when he casts his ballot,
but performs a public governmental office The

not identical with the people, the
sovereign authority in the state and the ultimate
source of law; it is an organ of government,
electorate

is

established, organized and determined by the
law, which can moreover limit, expand or totally

abolish

The problem

it.

of

who

shall vote be-

comes, under this theory, one of mere political
expediency, similar to the problem of the composition and organization of the legislature or
the courts. Ritchie clearly expressed this view-

point in the statement:

"The

suffrage,

by

all

thoughtful persons at least, is regarded as a
to the working of the Constitution; and
the right of voting is obviously a right created

means

be represented as a right prior to and independent of
law.
On whom the suffrage should be conferred is a matter not to be settled a priori, but

by the law
.

.

.

.

.

,

and cannot

intelligibly

.

which

the political experience of a community has discovered to be essential to the achievement of the

that sphere of public activity, which cannot be
him who is fit for it without contract-

ing

his

life

and stunting his development"

(Ethics of Citizenship^ Glasgow 1894). "The
ballot indeed," says Dole, "is only a piece of

machinery It is a method for the expression of
men's manhood. Its use is not itself a natural
right

The

natural right is that a man shall exsome valid form touching the

press himself in

him" ( The

interests

which

mocracy,

New York 1906). Laski in his Grammar

of Politics

affect

(New Haven

Spirit of De-

1925) likewise insists

"Every adult citizen has the right to indicate what persons he desires should undertake
the task of government." "No test," he says,
"has been devised which enables us to limit the
that

franchise in such fashion as to equate civic virtue
its possession." This right is, however, not
an abstract right of nature but an essential condition of freedom, and "the permanent essence
of freedom is that the personality of each individual should be so unhampered in its development, whether by authority or by custom, that

with

it

can

of

its

make for itself a satisfactory harmonisation
impulses." There

is

no doubt that

this

ethical theory of the suffrage has contributed to
the extension of the suffrage in recent times.

Woman

suffrage was urged as a natural right
as functionally desirable. But it was justified
also on the ground of its value in affording an

by reference

to the particular circumstances of
the country" (Natural Rights, 3rd ed. London

and

1916, p. 255). Restrictive proposals such as educational and taxpaying qualifications are usually
justified today on the ground that they would

opportunity for the moral self-realization of half
the adult population. The adoption of the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the

make the electorate a more efficient organ of
government. This functional theory of the suf-

a

frage

is

the basis for proposals for proportional

United States was hailed in some quarters as
means of ennobling and enriching the lives of

the recently emancipated Negroes of the south.
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The

concerning the suffrage are
all mingled in the thought of the present time.
No single consistent basic concept has gained
five theories

general acceptance. Tangled and confused, this
conglomerate of ideas offers no satisfactory

explanation of the existing institutional arrangecriterion by which proposed innovations may be judged. The clarification of the underlying theory of the suffrage

ments or any adequate

one of the important obligations of contemporary political science.

is

W.

J.
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SUGAR.

For many centuries sugar was a costly
is a necessary of general conindispensable in the nourishment

luxury, but today it

sumption.

It is

human body, and it is an important foodstuff for many animals and plants. In the United
of the

States about three quarters of the sugar output
is

consumed directly. Another quarter is used,
raw or refined sugar, as a basic raw

as either

material in the manufacture of confectionery,

candy and chocolate or as a more or less important admixture in ice cream, condensed milk,
canned goods, beverages and other products.
The importance and growing use of sugar are
evident in the per capita consumption in the
United States, which rose from 71.7 pounds in

1900 to 103.5 pounds in 1931, nearly five times
much as in 1850. Although sugar may be produced from many plants, the only important industrial sources are sugar cane and sugar beets,

as

particularly the former, although a small amount
is produced also from the sap of maple and palm
trees.

Among all primitive and most ancient peoples
the sugar necessary for the body was derived
from fruits, vegetables or cereals containing
sugar or starch. The production of sugar and
syrup was known in India perhaps a few cen-

and certainly by
400 A D. For sweetening purposes the Teutons,
Greeks and Romans used honey almost excluturies before the Christian era,

From

India the growing of sugar cane
use in the making of sugar spread to
China, Ceylon and Java, to Persia in the sixth
century and to Spain in the eighth. In the course
of their conquests from the seventh to the ninth
sively.

and

its

centuries the Arabians introduced the growing
of cane and the making of sugar into Cyprus,

Egypt, north Africa, Spain and Sicily. The
Egyptians so perfected the refining process that
their white sugar enjoyed the highest reputation

Middle Ages. Northwestern Europe was
acquainted with the use of sugar by the crusaders, who themselves promoted its production
in the

and Cyprus. The trade in
sugar was dominated by Venice and Genoa, and
it was a
particularly important factor in Venetian
in Syria, Palestine

commercial supremacy. At this time, however,
sugar was essentially a luxury, although it was
also used for medicinal purposes.
While Venice imported sugar from Syria and

Egypt

as early as 996, the refining of sugar

was

Sugar

Suffrage
not practised in Europe until the fifteenth century. Refining was a Venetian monopoly for one

hundred years or more and then spread to England, Germany and Holland. In the seventeenth
century the refining of sugar was practised on a
considerable scale in France, where it was encouraged by the government.
The cultivation of sugar cane was promoted in
all

the tropical colonies of the European nations

after the discovery of

which was

America. Cane planting,

introduced in Haiti, was originally a failure but subsequently succeeded on a
first

Cuba in 151 1, Mexico in
1522, Porto Rico in the following year, Jamaica
in 1527 and Peru and Brazil at about the same
large scale. It spread to

The Turkish

conquests, by virtually destroying the cultivation of sugar cane, favored
the industry in the New World; the large colotime.

nial

supply completed the ruin of the sugar in-

dustry in Syria, Cyprus and Egypt and also eventually eliminated the competition of Spanish and

Portuguese possessions in Africa. From the beginning Negro slaves supplied the labor force
of the sugar plantations.
Severe restrictions were imposed upon the

by the mother countries.
In the French, Spanish, British and Portuguese

colonial sugar industry

colonies there

was usually a prohibition against
itself and against ex-

sugar refining in the colony

porting raw sugar to any country other than the
motherland, from which moreover all machinery
and implements had to be imported The result

During the seventeenth and eighteenth cenwas a considerable intercolonial
trade in sugar, much of which was smuggling.
Some large fortunes were made by New England
merchants who imported sugar from Cuba and
used it to make molasses and rum largely for exturies there

port. In 1751 the Jesuits introduced the cultivation of sugar cane into Louisiana, which became the principal North American producer of

raw sugar. The
opened

first

refinery in the colonies

was

m New York City in 1730 "A Refining

House for Refining all sorts of Sugar and SugarCandy." By the time of the revolution there
were substantial sugar production and trade.
Sugar consumption was stimulated both by
price reduction and by the growing use of
coffee, tea and cocoa. This encouraged the development of refining in Europe and national
struggles to control the lucrative business Colbert in 1684 introduced differential duties on

raw and refined sugar to protect the French reHis efforts resulted in ousting
English and Dutch refined sugar from the
French market and m increasing exports of re-

fining industry

fined sugar. Colbert's policy, \\hich involved a

subsidy in the form of a drawback on raw sugar
import duties, marked the commencement of the

when

bounty system, which gained great importance
Europe in the nineteenth century.
Sugar cane, a tropical and subtropical plant,
was virtually the sole source of raw sugar until

m

the development of the beet sugar industry at
the beginning of the nineteenth century. Al-

of these restrictions

may be seen indirectly in the

they were lifted in Cuba the exports of sugar rose from 2000 tons in 1753 to
13,940 tons
1790. The European powers, in
fact that

45*

immune

to diseases, frost and insects.
The most striking success in this respect, howhas
been
achieved
ever,
only in recent years.
pletely

in

colonies supplying

though the juices of certain roots had been used
as sweetening, it was not until 1747 that a German chemist, Andreas Marggraf, observed that

When

beets contain "genuine perfect sugar identical
"
A pupil of Margwith that in the sugar cane
graf, Franz Karl Ac hard, experimented with the

accord with their general colonial policy, desired
monopoly of sugar refining, with the

to retain a

raw materials and buying
manufactured goods. Political disturbances also
interfered with the growth of the sugar industry.
the Portuguese expelled 20,000 Dutch
from Brazil in 1655, the cultivation of sugar cane

was

practically

planters

went

out; many of the Dutch
to Haiti. The uprising of the

wiped

in Haiti in 1791 forced many planters
to flee; for many years the island lost all sig-

Negroes

nificance as a sugar producer, while the
industry flourished.

Cuban

By the end of the eighteenth century the world
was dependent mainly upon American sugar,
although a considerable supply came from Java
and Ceylon. During this period also new varieties of cane with a higher yield were bred, and
the plant was made more tolerant of or com-

cultivation of beets rich in sugar and containing
a juice of higher purity. He devised machinery
for the extraction of beet sugar, obtained the
of raw sugar in 1799 and in 1802 erected

first lot

a factory.

The

rise in

sugar prices following

upon the destruction of commercial cultivation
in Santo Domingo and Napoleon's proclamation
of the Continental System

m

1806 stimulated

the development of the beet sugar industry.
Napoleon himself encouraged the cultivation of

sugar beets in France and the countries under
As soon as colonial sugar was ob-

his control.

tainable, the

new

industry declined everywhere
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except in France; but it revived again in other
countries, and by the middle of the nineteenth
century sugar beet cultivation was firmly established in Germany, Austria, Russia, Belgium,
Sweden and Holland. Beets can be grown on

farms with other crops, they are an important
factor in crop rotation and parts of the beets
serve as valuable fodder. Only in exceptional

Meanwhile the

refining industry

had made

great progress, particularly in the United States.
In 1830 there were 38 American refineries. The

and by 1845 there
each of which cost
over $300,000 to erect and equip, with a daily
capacity of 10 to 15 tons. Technical progress was
scale of production increased

were several refining

mills,

rapid, including new and more efficient methods
of extraction, evaporating and drying. By 1850

cases, as in Java, is cane planting adaptable to
crop rotation Because it provided a source of

American

revenue, beet sugar production enjoyed govern-

than half of the

ment encouragement and protection, including
These brought about undesirable con-

number of refineries grew to 50 in 1870, but
ten years later they had been reduced to 27 by a
process of concentration which set in at the time,
and which resulted in the formation of the Sugar

bounties.

world sugar market, since for

ditions in the

various reasons the bounty system could not be
introduced in the colonies. The beet sugar in-

dustry

itself

suffered as bounties

became

in-

Refineries

mills

were able to produce more
total sugar consumed. The

Company in 1887, merging several
The sugar trust, of which Henry

other concerns.

more generous, and only those facwhich received the
bounty at the highest rate. Moreover the profit
from the bounty was in part lost, because some
countries levied counter duties on bounty fed

O. Havemeyer was the guiding spirit, waged
ruthless war upon its competitors and strengthened its control. In 1891, after the dissolution of
the trust, the American Sugar Refining Company became its successor and dominated the

do so being the United States
eventually proved more or
drawback for all parties concerned, and

industry for years, owning 10 of the 17 existing
refineries but producing a much larger share of

creasingly

tories derived full benefit

sugar, the
in 1890.
less of a
it

was

first

to

The system

finally abolished

by a convention signed

on March 5, 1902.
While the beet industry, owing to the bounty
system, was able to increase its output up to 50
at Brussels

percent of the world's sugar production, the cane
industry regained part of the lost ground after
the adoption of the Brussels convention. The
beet sugar industry, however, was far from

the total output. The government investigated
the company's affairs under the pressure of public

opmion,which resented the company's large
At the same time costs of production were

profits.

lowered considerably. Expansion of sugar refining was stimulated by the results of the Spanish American War. Hawaii was already a colony
of the United States, producing 204,834 tons of

ruined by the abolition of export bounties, as
had been prophesied by antagonists of the con-

sugar in 1898. Cuba's sugar industry was more
firmly attached to American capital and American interests, while the annexation of Porte

vention: in 1913-14 it supplied 45 percent of
the world's sugar (Table i).

Rico and the Philippines provided another great
source of raw sugar supply. Sugar imported into

TABLE

the United States from these colonial possessions was either given a preferential tariff or

I

WORLD PRODUCTION OF RAW

SUGAR, 1900-14

(In 1000 metric tons)

CANE SUGAR

YEAR
1900-01
1901-02
1902-03
1903-04
1904-05
1905-06
1906-07
1907-08
1908-09

6,485
6,835
6,808
6,773
7,467
7,336
8,031
7,670
8,251
9.018
9,120
9,909
10,099
11,094

190910
1910-11
1911-12
1912-13
1913-14
* Small
output

due to crop

Source Mtkusch,

G

BEET SUGAR
6,019
6,909
5,702

5988
4,926*
7,281

7,199
7,037
6,939
6,627*
8,616
6,909*
8,947
9,015

failure in the greater part of Europe.

Geschtchte der tniernottonoltn Zuckerkonventtonen (Berlin 1532) p. 34, revised by author.
,

admitted free of duty.
The efforts of the refining interests to secure
free imports of raw sugar met the opposition of
the cultivators of beet sugar. This industry was
growing slowly but steadily; by 1879 there were
a dozen or more beet sugar factories. The McKinley tariff of 1890 granted a bounty of 2 cents
per pound on home produced sugar, but this
was repealed four years later. A definite policy of
protection of domestic sugar was established by
the Dingley tariff of 1897, which resulted in a
rise in output of domestic sugar from 37,536
tons in 1896 to 214,825 tons in 1903. This de-

velopment was facilitated by production in
American factories of the necessary machinery
and implements for the cultivation of beets and
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manufacture of sugar. In 1913, when there were
71 beet sugar factories, Congress passed the
Underwood- Simmons tariff bill, which reduced

a steady increase in beet sugar production. Despite this recovery the cane sugar countries kept

the duty on sugar 25 percent, granted duty free
admission to Philippine sugar and provided that

ticularly in

sugar should be placed on the free list on
was rei, 1916. The free clause, however,
pealed. This repeal and the high sugar prices

1920, the price of sugar reached the peak of 22.5
cents per pound. Then the crash came, and in

prevailing during the World War gave a
impetus to the beet sugar industry.

cents

all

May

new

still

worse for a while; but after 191 9-20 there was

on producing a constantly larger output, parCuba, where production in 1924-25
was 97 percent higher than in 1913-14. In May,

December, 1920, the price had

Cuba

realized that

its

fallen to 3 6

overproduction

The war completely changed the world's
sugar situation. It was a disaster for the European beet sugar industry; many factories, parPoticularly in France, Belgium and Russian
land, were paralyzed. Production declined also
in Germany and Austria and even in the neutral
nations, because of the demand for labor by the

menaced the world market and its own interests,
and in 1926 a crop restriction law was enacted.
It was not Cuba alone which suffered All the
sugar exporting countries were harassed by the

war industries. The cane sugar industry, far
from the scene of war, greatly increased its output (Table n), both absolutely and relatively.
This was particularly true in Cuba, which augmented its output 33 percent. In the United
States and in most European nations, both
belligerent and neutral, the limited sugar available and the high prices led to state control.
When the war came to an end in 1918, the
economic situation in central Europe became

the close of 1929 output regularly exceeded consumption, as the exporting countries increased

in prices, the shrinking of the world market
and the accumulation of surplus stocks (Table
in). Despite an increase in consumption up to
fall

production and capacity while formerly importing countries expanded

home

production, often

encouraged by government aid, such as the
British subsidy act of 1925. Thus both the importing and exporting countries increased their
sugar output (Table iv), with disastrous results.
Overproduction was intensified by greater productivity; for example, the cane yield per acre in

TABLE

II

WORLD PRODUCTION OF RAW

SUGAR, 1913-33

(In 1000 metric tons)

* Including outlying possessions,
t Estimate
Source. MUtusch. G Geschtchte der tnternationtden ZuckcrkonvetUtontn (Berlin 1032)
,

p.

38-30. revised

by author.
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Java rose from3oshorttonsin 18951059. 6in 1932,
and the sugar yield from 3 4 short tons to 6.7.

selling agency. But the depression which set in
after 1929 made it impossible for the plan to

Cuba

suffered not only from low
from the decline in its exports to
the United States, where because of tariff preference colonial and domestic sugars acquired an
increased share in the market (Table n). The
unified selling agency was dissolved m- April,
1930. As a result prices fell to a new low of i .04
cents a pound Another attempt at international
action led to adoption of the Chadbourne plan
in 1931, by which Cuba, Java, Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary and Belgium

succeeed.

prices but also

WORLD PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION AND STOCKS OF
SUGAR (RAW SUGAR VALUE), 1923-33

agreed upon export quotas. The plan provided
that accumulated surplus stocks were to be disposed of during the five years covered by the

n (Berlin lyjz)

p 41, revised by

TABLE

;

IV

WORLD SUGAR PRODUCTION BY IMPORTING AND EXPORTING COUNTRIES*
(In 1000 metric tons;

EXPORTING

SEL* -SUPPORTING

IMPORTING

agreement and that no surplus stocks should
exist upon its expiration on September i, 1935.
Subsequently two other producing countries,
Peru and Jugoslavia, signed the agreement, and
a number of other states which were not exporters but suffered from surplus stocks adopted
the principles of the Chadbourne plan without
joining the agreement. The restrictive measures
of the agreement are to be carried out with governmental assistance. This development is another indication of the spread of state intervention in industry. Fifteen nations, out of which

members

nine are

of the International Sugar

Agreement, are at present bound by a

restric-

tion plan.

The sugar crisis aggravated the conditions of
workers engaged in the production of cane and
increased and wages
Cuba.
low levels particularly
Seasonal workers coming from foreign countries
are frequent in both cane and beet production
Filipinos in Hawaii, Mexicans in the United
States, Haitians and West Indians in Cuba and

beet sugar.

fell

Cuba, whose whole economic life is pracdependent upon the sugar crop, realized
in its desperation that if it alone were to adopt
restrictive measures there would be sacrifices
but no lasting success. Negotiations were theretically

fore

opened by the Cuban government, through

J. M. Tarafa, with the large exporting
countries for united action to restrict output and

Colonel

The

project was frustrated by the opposition of the Java industry, by the hesitant
attitude of the European producers and by the
abandonment of the Cuban restriction policy in
1928. It was soon realized in Cuba, however,
that unrestricted production was even worse
than restriction. Another attempt at governmental control was embodied m the presidential
decree of July 26, 1929, which set up a unified

exports.

Unemployment

m

to extremely

Belgians or Slavs in France. However, increasunemployment has brought about some
antagonism against foreign hands. In times of
depression some aversion to foreign interests
arises from the fact that sugar growing in several

ing

countries

is

largely controlled

by foreign capital.

In 1924 not less than two thirds of the $950,000,000 invested in Cuban sugar production
was controlled by Americans, and this proportion has not changed materially sjnce then. In
some countries unions of sugar workers exist
and collective agreements are made with manufacturers and,

more

rarely,

with the agricultural

producers.
Part of the cane and beets manufactured into

sugar

is

grown by the sugar

factories.

In Java

Sugar
the cane

planted by the factories
themselves; this, however, is unusual. By far
the larger part of the cane and beet supply is de-

almost

all

by more or

is

independent planters. In
the beet industry the independent planter is
typical, while in some cane growing countries
the colono system of cultivation prevails In some
livered

less

for example, Germany and the
Netherlands, most of the factories are owned by
the planters; the shareholders of these factories

countries,

are usually obliged to deliver annually a certain
quantity of beets per share to the factory
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don 1927), Fairne, Geoffrey, Sugar (Liverpool 1925);
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Economic Committee, The
World Sugar Situation, 1929 II 30 (Geneva 1929);
Mikusch, Gustav Gescliichte der internationalen Zukkerkonventionen, Germany, Reichsministcnum fur
Ernahrung und Landwirtsehaft, Benchte uber Landwirtschaft, n s Sonderhett no 54 (Berlin 1932), and
Kuba, Haiti und Louisiana ah Zuckerl under, Benchte
uber Landwirtschaft, n s Sonderheft no 21 (Berlin
JQS ). Great Britain, Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, Report on the Sugar Beet Industry at Home
and Abroad, Economic series, no 27 (1931), Klmge,
Gerardo, Notas sobre la tndustna azucarera del Hawaii
(Lima 1928), Graaff, Andnes de, Het Internationale
suikervraagstuk en de jfara-Sutkerindustrte (Purmerend
1931), and "Die Neugestaltung der internationalen
Financial Commission,

,

In 1929 there were 21 cane sugar refineries in
the United States, with an output of $507,389,000 They employed 13,912 workers, who
received wages amounting to $20,044,000. The
^aliie

of the output of beet sugar factories

m chat

year was

$108,553,000; they employed 7496
workers and paid $10,021,000 in wages The
productivity of labor has been increasing steadily

m recent years, refining

is a highly mechanized
and many workers have been displaced.
The American Sugar Refining Company, with

process,

assets in 1933 of $123,358,169, still dominates
the industry, in that year it owned 5 refineries

on the Atlantic coast and in Louisiana and 2
cane sugar factories in Cuba. The cane sugar refineries are suffering from the competition of the
domestic beet sugar industry and from the expansion of sugar refining in the American insular
possessions, in Cuba and m the Dominican Republic; existing capacity is more than double the
actual requirements. Refiners are energetically

demanding
product.

special tariff protection for their

A sugar quota law was enacted m

1934.
control

Moreover as many of the refiners
raw sugar factories m Cuba, they are the natural
allies of the Cubans in the demand for an increase in the tariff preference The American
Sugar refiners are organized in the Sugar Institute, which in recent years has carried on an
advertising

campaign to stimulate sugar con-

sumption.
In normal times the consumption of sugar has
increased steadily, and there is no evidence that
the saturation point has been reached in any
country. It is quite possible that the industry

may

experience renewed expansion with im-

provement in world economic conditions.

GUSTAV MlKUSCH
See. PLANTATION; FOOD INDUSTRIES, RAW MATERIALS;
NATURAL RESOURCES; COLONIAL SYSTEM; BOUNTIES;
VALORIZATION; TRUSTS, PHILIPPINE PROBLEM.
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M

SUGGESTION.

See

SUICIDE. Group

,

CROWD; MOB.

patterns, standards of

life,

conceptions about death and religious convic-

which vary from place to place,
determine the attitude with which suicide is
regarded. Some peoples endorse and recommend
tions, all of

under specified circumstances; others oppose
resolutely and uncompromisingly. Among
primitive groups there is no uniformity of judgment. In some tribes it is practically unknown;
it

it
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in others

it is

others

still

times

it

and reprehensible act; in
common; and somefitting answer to a
The determining factor whether
a rare

it is

relatively

may be the only

trifling insult

and was mutilated, dragged through the streets
and hung on the public gallows In England up
it was
legal to bury a suicide at cross-

to 1823

roads with a stake through his body;

when

this

in primitive or sophisticated societies is the emphasis that is placed upon individuality. Where

without religious

is no striving for leadership and no desire
to attain personal recognition and prestige, sui-

removed
1882.
provision concerning the
confiscation of the property of a suicide in a law

where the pressure ex-

passed during the reign of Henry in remained

by the group is weak, personal ambition
keen and rivalry between individuals intense,

in force until 1870, when all forfeitures for
felony were abolished; but suicide is still classed
as a crime in England. In other countries of

there
cide

infrequent. But

is

erted

suicide

is

found.

In the Orient certain forms of suicide have
always been considered praiseworthy. Brahman
and Buddhist doctrines with their denial of the

approve the idea that the body is a dwelling
place to be abandoned at the will of its owner.
Institutionalized forms of suicide such as suttee,
flesh

the sacrifice of wives

upon the death of their
husbands, and hara-kiri, a deliberate ceremonial
upon the willing victims.
suicides of defeated generals, dethroned
rulers and statesmen protesting against political

act, reflect great credit

The

policies are regarded as honorable; personal insult, insolvency, dishonor or a slight offered to

the

memory

of an ancestor are also adequate

reasons for self-destruction. In direct contrast
to the other religions of the East, Islam severely

condemns suicide. While neither the Old Testament nor the New Testament specifically prohibits suicide, the Koran stigmatizes it as a much
graver crime than homicide. The teachings of
Judaism have emphasized the sacredness of life,

and throughout Jewish history until recently
suicide has been extremely rare The Talmud
condemned it as sinful and did not permit the
customary mourning rites for the suicide, whose
body was denied funeral honors and was buried
apart with criminals and outcasts.
Since the time of St. Augustine,

who

de-

nounced suicide as a sin under all circumstances,
Christianity has regarded it as murder. The
arguments against suicide are deeply rooted in
such Christian doctrines as the sacredness of

the duty of submission to God's will, the
positive value of suffering and the impossibility
of expiating a sin committed at the moment of
life,

The

teachings of the Catholic church
were legalized in Europe and suicide became a
death.

crime as well as a

sin.

suicide in England,

The first civil laws against

which date from about the

eleventh century, provided that the offender's
property be confiscated and the body denied
Christian burial or interment in consecrated

ground.

The

corpse was treated with indignity

was prohibited burial was allowed only

m

Europe

also

rites;

at night,

these restrictions were

A

ignominious burial and confiscation

of property were regular punishments of suicide
until the nineteenth century. In America, since
the ratification of the constitution, the completed act of suicide has never been punished by
confiscation of the estate or ignominious burial

and therefore
tempted

is

not considered criminal. At-

suicide, however, has

been regarded as

some jurisdictions and is stiJl treated
as a crime in four states. Some state statutes
felonious in

likewise consider aiding and abetting suicide
and prosecute a person who advises
another to kill himself.
a crime

Popular opinion regarding the smfulness of
had been changing before stringent punishments had been annulled In some quarters
opinion was veering around to the viewpoint of
the Greeks and Romans, who had contended for
suicide

the right of a man to take his own life. During
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Donne

and

Hume m

England, Montaigne, MontesFrance and

quieu, Voltaire and Rousseau

m

Beccana in Italy protested against the rigorous
condemnation of suicide by church and state
and argued that suicide was not necessarily a
heinous offense, and their views are now widely
held.

The

variety of traditions, religious practises

and social attitudes of different countries of the
world is reflected m the suicide rates. In the
United States about 22,000 persons kill them-

Under present conditions of
mortality 10 males and 3 females, out of every
1000 persons born, will eventually take their
selves each year.

own

lives.

For each suicide there are countless

unsuccessful attempts which are never recorded.
The official statistics are underestimates, for the

was
and many suicides are recorded as
accidents. On the other hand, some few homicides are registered as suicides. The United
States occupies a middle position in suicide
families often conceal the fact that death

self-inflicted

frequency, along with Belgium, Sweden, Nev*

Suicide
Zealand and Australia; England and Wales,
Scotland, Canada and Italy rate somewhat lower;
France and Denmark somewhat higher Ex-

1

457
among the total population. Age and sex

5 .6

are

also important factors in determining suicide
frequency Contrary to prevailing opinion, sui-

tremely high suicide mortality is recorded for
Japan, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Switzerland, and very low rates are

cides increase consistently with advancing years.
Children and adolescents rarely kill themselves,

found in the Irish Free State, Northern Ireland
and Spain (Table i).

more than

Mortality records of the last three decades
do not warrant a conclusion that suicide is definitely increasing or decreasing. In 1900 the rate
was 115 per 100,000 persons in the expanding

registration area of the
17.8 in 1908, then fell

United States;
and remained

it

reached

fairly sta-

tionary around 16 per 100,000 in the period
before the World War From 1917, when the
United States entered the war, it declined steaduntil it fell to a low point of 10 2 in 1920.
Since then the general trend has been upward
with a definite increase since 1925, until the rate
ily,

stood

in

but at the older ages of
half of

all

life

the rate

is

very high;

suicides occur

among

persons forty-five years of age and over, although they constitute only a little over a fifth
of the total population. For all age ptnods combined over three times as many men as women

themselves each year.

kill

The

age distribution

of suicide in the two sexes differs* the rates for

men and women

are about equal between ten

and twenty, and then the male
and steadily; while the female

rate rises sharply
rate rises gradu-

up to the age of thirty, after which there is
but a slight rise until old age. Consequently in
the last age period there are almost seven times
ally

as

many men

as

women

suicides per unit of

1932 at 17 5 per 100,000 population.
When the pre-war period between 1910 and
1914. is compared with the period between 1926

population (Table n).
Suicide is more common in

and 1930, one finds a decline in the United
States, Sweden, France, Denmark and Spam
but definite increases in England and Wales,
Scotland, Germany, Italy, Belgium and Hol-

European countries, in
the United States was 58 percent higher than the

land.

in the greater stability of the country family, its
lower divorce rate and larger number of children

Negroes do not commit suicide nearly so frequently as do whites; in 1930 their suicide rate
in the United States was 5 i, compared with

cities

than in rural

and in a number of
1929 the urban rate in

areas in the United States

rural
is its

and

In general the larger the city, the higher
suicide rate. The explanation probably lies

in the

beliefs of a

more

unified interests, traditions and
The best proof

farming community.
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TABLE
DEATH RATES PER 100,000 FROM

SUICIDE, BY SEX

II

AND AGE PERIODS, UNITED STATES, 1911-30*
1926-30

O2

55-64,

J2I-2S

0.2

1.8

2-3

8-5

7.6

5

99

13-4

132

148
170
192

16 o

12

65-74

I2.I

All ages, 1-74

8.1

6.6

Standardized, 1-74

8.0

66

25-44
45-74

129
16.3

Females* 10-14 years of age
iS-iQ

0.2
2-5

46

24
40
47
32

20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74

2.4

I

All ages, 1-74

2.8

2-3

Standardized, 1-74

27
47
32

23
40
22

53
39

25-44
45-74
* For
expanding death registration ar
1520-30
Source. Dublin, L I and Bunzrl.
,

I

i

,

in 1911-19.

and

for

3-4

27

34

2 2

O

death registration states of 1920, including District of Col

To Be or Not To Be (New York 1033) p 382

of the effect of urban life on suicide mortality is
found in the high rates of southern cities in the
United States, although southern states have
extremely low rates. Very high rates are found
on the Pacific coast.
There have been many erroneous generalizations as to the effect of the weather on the suicide
rate. In the United States suicide rates are
highest in the spring; the rate rises from January

through April, reaching a peak in May. Beginning with June through the summer, autumn

and

TOTAL

COLORED

SKX AND AGE PERIODS
Males 10-14 years of age
15-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54

prosperity comes. An exception to this
general rule is that the suicide rate rose steadily
from 1925 on, even during years when business

when

was flourishing The recent upward trend in
suicide was probably accelerated by the economic crisis, but it is not the result of economic
stringency alone. There is no simple causal relationship between the two; suicide is a highly
complex reaction to many interlocking factors.
Although economic stress and group attitudes
influence the amount of suicide and cultural

early winter suicides decrease, until the
is reached in December.

patterns act as inhibiting or encouraging forces,
the personal factors which lead men to self-

The existing data on the relationship between
economic status and suicide are scanty; but a
few scattered European and American studies
seem to show that suicide predominates at both
ends of the social and financial scale. The rates

destruction are important underlying factors.
Suicide is a reaction to problems that apparently

lowest point

among the wealthy; but among the
laboring classes, skilled and unskilled, suicide is
most frequent among those nearest the poverty
are highest

An

abrupt loss of wealth and position is a
destructive psychological experience and is
line.

provocative of self-destruction. Thus it follows
that suicide rates, especially among males, tend
to rise in times of business depression

and to

fall

cannot be solved in any other way; it is the final
response which a human being makes to inner
emotional distress. The motives behind it are as
varied as the

method of
like

number

of people

who

seek this

escape. Hardships of various kinds,

unemployment, poverty, hunger and other

ill
health, mental abnormality,
pain and deformity, often induce
thoughts of suicide. The loss of honor, position,
freedom or love as well as failure with its ac-

deprivations;

physical

companying

feeling of inadequacy, disgrace, sex

Suicide
and tangled personal relationships
make death seem necessary as an escape. But
ordinarily no one of these alone would drive a
person to suicide unless he were already harassed
difficulties

by

a serious emotional conflict. Usually external

events merely intensify latent disturbances and
provide the immediate provocation in any given
case.

To understand suicide therefore one must
uncover the basic causes of psychic conflict. The
usual explanations given
suicide notes cannot
be accepted, because they are rationalizations

m

covering up powerful buried impulses. Abnormal grief at the loss of a loved one, jealousy,
marital difficulties, infidelity, desertion, family
discord, pride, remorse and shame are but

symptoms of difficulty
Far more fundamental

in personal adjustment.
forces are fear and anx-

of inferiority, hatred, aggressiveness, revenge, guilt and the other mental disorders that prevent people from attaining emotional
iety, feelings

maturity. Psychoanalysts,

who have

given the

satisfactory explanation of how these emotions drive individuals to despair and suicide,

most
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Suicide and Its Relation to Climatic and Other Factors, American Journal of Hy1930); Miner, J

,

giene, Monograph series, no 2 (Baltimore 1922);
Gernet,
, Prestupnost i samoubiystva vo vremya
voyni iposle neye (Crime and suicide at the time of the
war and afterward) (Moscow 1927), Freud, Sigmund,
"Mourning and Melancholia" in his Collected Papers,
4 vols (New York 1924-25) vol iv, and Das Unbehagen in der Kultur (Vienna 1929), tr. by J. Riviere
as Civilization and Its Discontents (London 1930) ch.
vi, Abraham, Karl, "Notes on the Psycho- Analytical
Investigation and Treatment of Manic-Depressive
Insanity and Allied Conditions," and "A Short Study
of the Development of the Libido, Viewed in the
Light of Mental Disorders" in his Selected Papers

M N

(London 1927)

and

chs. vi

xxvi, Brend, William

A

,

"The Mental Condition Preceding Suicide" m Practitioner, vol cm (1919) 401-11, Roalfe, William R.,
"The Psychology of Suicide" in Journal of Abnormal
and Social Psychology,

vol

xxm

(1928-29) 59-67.

SULEIMAN I (The Magnificent) (1494-1566),
Ottoman

Suleiman I succeeded his
1520 and inherited from him
a most efficient military organization. His task
was to keep the army employed, to exclude powerful enemies and to enlarge the boundaries of
his dominion. Ten times during his reign he led
father,

sultan.

Sehm

in

I,

have shown that the way to prevent them from
ending in self-destruction is to build up each
personality through self-discipline so that it can
adapt itself readily to life's demands The in-

the complete army into Europe and three times

dividual who is able to accept the exigencies of
fortune with equanimity will not find it necessary to choose suicide as the only solution of

potamia. In 1536 he agreed with France upon
Turrights of exterritoriality for the French

into Asia.

His victorious

fleets sailed as far as

Morocco and India and he annexed Hungary,
Tunis, Algeria, Tripoli, the Yemen and Meso-

m

BUNZEL

key and thereby inaugurated the modern system
of Turkish capitulations.
The greatest achievement of Suleiman's out-

See MALADJUSTMENT; POVERTY; HONOR, DEATH CUSTOMS.

standing rule was the perfection of the governmental organization, so that
spite of feeble

Consult. Dublin, Louis I., and Bunzel, Bessie, To Be
or Not To Be; a Study of Suuide (New York 1933),
Cavan, Ruth Shonle, Suicide (Chicago 1928), Wester-

and the growth of
powerful enemies the Ottoman Empire was able
to endure substantially unchanged for three

seemingly insurmountable

difficulties.

BFSSIE

A

The Origin and Development of the Moral
,
(2nd ed. London 1912-17), Lecky,
History of European Morals from Augustus
to Charlemagne, 2 vols
(3rd ed. London 1877),
Guernsey, R S., Suicide; History of the Penal Laws
.in Ancient and Modern Times (New
Relating to It
York 1883); Hoffman, F. L., Suuide Problems (New
York 1928); Frenay, A. D., The Suicide Problem in
the United States (Boston 1927), Stearns, A. W., "SuiMassachusetts" in Mental Hygiene, vol. v
cide
marck, E.

2 vols

Ideas,

W.

E.

H

,

.

.

m

(1921) 752-77, Donahes, G., "Statistische Erhebungen im 3000 Fallen von vollendetem und versuchtem
Selbstmord" in Monatsschnft fiir Psychiatric und

N

"On
Neurologic, vol. xhx (1928) 380-96, East, W.
Attempted Suicide, with an Analysis of 1,000 Consecutive Cases" in Journal of Mental Science, vol hx
,

A Suicide; an Essay on
Comparative Moral Statistics (New York 1882), Pfeiffer, Hermann, Uber den Selbstmord (Jena 1912),
Halbwachs, Maurice, Les causes du suicide (Pans
(1913) 428-78; Morselh, E.

J

93) Durkheim,

Errule,

Le

,

suicide

(new

ed. Paris

m

leadership, internal decay

centuries. It

is

impossible to discriminate pre-

between what he found and what he
added. Under Suleiman virtually the entire

cisely

Ottoman power at its height
depended upon two administrative institutions,
the "Ottoman ruling institution" and the "Moslem institution in the Ottoman Empire." The
former attended chiefly to the tasks of war and
administration and was composed of about
eighty thousand persons, almost exclusively
Christian by birth and slave by status. They
were recruited from captives and purchases in
structure of the

the market, supplemented by the regular devshurmeh, or levy, by which ten or twelve thousand boys were recruited every four years, chiefly
from the Greek, Albanian and Slavonic Christians of southeastern

Europe. About one tenth
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of the recruits were trained for administrative

army; the more intelligenerals, admirals, governors and

tasks, the others for the

gent became

ministers of state.

The

chief administrative

under the sultan was the grand vizier,
who with a dozen high officials constituted the
official

divan, or

supreme administrative council.

The members

of the

"Moslem

institution,"

Sully was an agrarian in the fullest sense of
the term. He believed that cattle breeding and
agriculture constituted the only true wealth of

France. He therefore encouraged land clearing,
undertook irrigation projects and constructed
roads and canals. He pursued this passion for
agriculture to such an extent that he even vainly

opposed the attempts of Laffemas to establish
manufacturing as well as all other measures

concerned with law and education, were almost
exclusively Moslem born and were educated in

favorable to industry.

Islamic law, the more capable becoming professors in the legal-theological schools, cadis, or

cial

silk

His principal work was concerned with finanadministration. He reconstructed an ad-

judges, and muftis, or legal counselors. Suleiman reorganized this educational system, par-

ministration

by establishing schools of university
grade, and he regulated the hierarchy of judges
and counselors. Promotions and demotions in
the two great institutions may be said to have
been his principal task.
The Turks call Suleiman El Kanuni, or "the

ous control, which

and expenditures, centralized as far as possible
the collection of tariff duties and consolidated
one portion of the debt and refunded another.

legislator." He is credited with several codes,
or Kanunnames, relating to Egypt, to police and
markets, to the subject Christians and to the
feudal system. Most of these laws appear to

public debt and in the correction of abuses
served to provide for the protection of the
national frontiers and to furnish the army with

ticularly

which had been dislocated by

thirty years of civil war.

He established

made

it

possible for

a rigorhim to

save a portion of the royal receipts; he set up an
account of the general and particular revenues

The economy

realized in the reduction of the

have been simplifications of practise and readjustments demanded in a prosperous and growing community. Like his great predecessors,

an

Suleiman was a poet, a patron of literary and
men and a founder of many famous

was engaged in the same task as that pursued
later by Richelieu, Mazann and Colbert. Hir.

buildings.

political

holy

ALBERT H. LYBYER
Consult. lorga,
5 vols.

N

,

Geschichte des osmamscken Reiches,
vol. n, bk. 11, chs. vm-xi,

(Gotha 1908-13)

H

The Governvol. ill, bk. i, chs. i-iv, Lybyer, A.
ment of the Ottoman Empire in the Time of Suleiman
the Magnificent, Harvard Economic Studies, vol. xviii
,

(Cambridge, Mass. 1913), Babinger, Franz, "SulejMeister der Pohtik, ed by E. Marcks and
man"
K. A. von Muller, 3 vols (2nd ed Stuttgart and

m

Berlin 19x3) vol

11,

p. 39-64, Giese, F.,

"Suhman

i"

Menschen die Geschichte machten, ed. by P Rohden
and G. Ostrogorsky, 3 vols. (Vienna 1931) vol. n,
in

p 237-41.

SULLY,

DUG

DE, MAXIMILIEN DE BETHUNE

(1560-1641), French statesman. Sully was born
in Rosny and from his youth was one of the most
intimate companions of the future Henry iv,
enlisted him in the service first of the gov-

who

ernment of Navarre and then of France.

He was

secretary of state, chief inspector of roads, superintendent of finances, governor of Poitou, duke

and peer of France and fulfilled the functions of
prime minister until the king's death. In 161 1
he was dismissed and retired from active politics
a

except to give support to his Protestant coreligionists.

As

effective artillery

a servant of the

crown

Sully contributed to the consolidation of the
royal power. With somewhat different ideas he

and economic ideas as well as the record

of his ministry are revealed in his Memoires des
sages et royales oeconomies d'Eitat de Henry le

Grand

(4 vols.,

Amsterdam and Pans 1638-62;

reprinted in Collection
tifs a 1'histoire de France,
.

.

Paris 1820-21;

don

1856).

tr.

.

des memoires rela-

2nd

ser., vols. i-ix,

by C. Lennox, new

This history of

ed.

Lon-

his ministry is not

beyond criticism, for it is poorly written and
abounds in unreliable documents. Sully falsely
attributed

to

Henry

iv

the

Grand Design

whereby Europe was to be organized on a federal
basis with a supreme court of arbitration and a
council presided over by France. This project
did not exist outside Sully's imagination, but he
did not hesitate to falsify documents to this end
just as he had no scruples about enriching himself in the service of

the

state.

PAUL HARSIN
Consult: Lavisse, Ernest, Sully (Paris 1880); Poster,
C., "Les Economies royales et le grand dessem de
Henri iv" in Revue historique, vols. hv-lvi (1894)

300-24, 67-82, 291-302, 39-48, and 304-39; Rupin,
C., Les idees tconomiques de Sully (Rennes 1907);
Gauthereau, J., Un precurseur financier, "Sully"

(Toulouse 1912); Turgeon, Charles, "Les ides
Iconomiques de Sully" in Revue d'kutotre economique
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steps of pleading

whereby the parties themselves
admission, counterassertion and

by

assertion,
denial stripped

away the non-essentials or un-

its name implies,
judgment summarily rendered in a
civil action without the lengthy formalities of the

disputed points Any procedure which dispensed with this orderly progression was therefore foreign to the common law It is note-

represents a special form of

worthy, however, that the original development
of equity procedure, with its informal appeal to
the chancellor, was in the summary form ordained by the Clementina saepe. But equity in

is

as

a

ordinary lawsuit.

It

procedure developed in England and the British
colonies and adopted in some of the American

by statute or rule of court
Although it is generally advocated in the
United States as one of the most important of
states

modern procedural reforms, the procedure
not a new legal development or one unique
Anglo-American law

is

in

time became as rigid a system as the common
law. A bummary procedure seems to be one of
the ways in which a court system that has
solidified

through long observance of adminisbrought back to efficient

has in fact a long history
in continental procedure. In the early Romanocanonical practise the popes had been accus-

trative rules is again

to enjoin the judges whom they appointed to dispatch the simpler, smaller and

duced

It

tomed

action

The modern summary judgment was

intro-

in

more pressing cases without the formalities of
the ordinary procedure, and in the year 1306
Pope Clement v issued his famous statute

England in 1855 in actions upon bills
of exchange and promissory notes, and in 1873
it was
greatly extended to include actions for the
recovery of debts or liquidated demands and
those between landlord and tenant for the re-

for

Saepe contingit establishing a simple procedure
such cases, which were initiated orally and

colonies, Ontario

subject to direct control of the judge, who was
given authoiity to reject dilatory exceptions
This (Clementina saepe was of great importance

standing in its extent and simplicity. The
English rule was adopted in the District of

influence on later law, provisions for
.summary and simple procedure existed in
in

its

covery of land

It

then spread to the English
developing a practise out-

Columbia in 1873, m New Jersey in 1912, in
Michigan in 1915, in a much more limited form
in New York in 1921 (since twice extended) and

mediaeval law and are still applied in modern
continental European countries, including Ger-

theieafter also with modifications or extensions

many, Austria, France and Italy.
A summary procedure was developed also m
South Carolina and Kentucky and in several
other states as a result of emigration from

and

Kentucky, but these ventures did not survive
the adoption of modern procedural codes. An

motion procedure in Virginia, copied in
Virginia, did, however, survive and has
recently been expanded.
early

West

The

essence of

summary procedure

as de-

veloped on the continent of Europe has been a
simple, mainly oral, practise controlled by the
judge, with the entire case being quickly heard
and disposed of. This was, however, at variance
with the whole spirit of English common law
pleading, which was devoted to the objective of
obtaining by successive formal steps of the
parties an issue affirmed by one side and denied

by the other. While this objective may not
originally have been due to the institution of

by jury, yet the

gave it its great force
and all pervading importance. Since the jury
was not to be confused by complicated issues, it
was necessary to have a system of successive
trial

latter

m

Connecticut, Massachusetts,

Rhode

Island

A

few other states,
(effective 1934) Illinois.
such as Virginia and Pennsylvania, have a some-

what analogous

practise, while yet a

few others

provide for summary procedure against certain
persons, such as public officials and co-sureties
for any amounts due.

Following the English model the tendency
has been to limit the procedure to actions on
claims generally of a liquidated nature, although
the Connecticut and amended New York rules
follow the Ontario model in adding various other

types of action dealing with real and personal
property. Under the practise after the action is
instituted the plaintiff moves at once for judgment, supporting his motion by affidavit show-

ing the facts and asserting that there is no defense (in Ontario the plaintiff need not file an

Thereupon unless the defendant by
shows explicitly that there is a
defense and thus a question to be decided by

affidavit).

counteraffidavit
real

judgment is entered summarily in favor of
the plaintiff. Under the earlier provisions it has
been held that questions of law cannot be tested
trial,

by the motion nor can judgment be entered
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summarily

who shows that he
More recent provisions

to expediting litigation in the many formal
situations where, as judicial statistics show, the

the piocedure available in these

overwhelming majority of cases results in
judgments for the claimants, both are advances
toward what is perhaps the next most important

for a defendant

has a complete defense
expressly

make

cases.

In England the procedure has been so

effec-

tive that four out of five judgments rendered are

on motion for summary judgment In the
United States there has been considerable

step in civil procedure reform the development
of some device more or less automatic
opera-

m

tion to sort the cases so as to send

them

to those

hesitancy on the part of judges in granting the
motion, since they fear to deprive a party of his

parts of the court
dispose of them.

by him.
was directed
against the practise on the ground that it was

See JUDGMENTS, JURY; PROCFDUHF, LEGAL; Jus i ICE,
ADMINISTRATION OF

right to trial

In

New

York

upon

a defense asserted

a determined attack

unconstitutional, in that it deprived a defendant
of his constitutional right to a trial by jury. But

the courts have uniformly sustained the practise
on the theory that a defense shown to be false

may be

stricken as sham, thus leaving the action
where essentially a default judg-

in a situation

ment may be entered The procedure is now
being used more frequently in New York City,
where it has been estimated that the time of
court judges is saved. With the trial
calendars in arrears, at times as much as for two
three

trial

years in jury cases, there is special need of the
practise in order that justice be not delayed so
long as to be in reality denied. The safeguards
for a defendant

adequate.
Since the

who

has a real defense seem

procedure

is,

however,

flexible written interrogatories; second, that

it

may be had only of matter supporting the
own case and not of matter supporting
the opponent's case. The limitations seem to be
movant's

due in part to the sporting theory of justice,
whereby a party may conceal his case until he
discloses it by surprise attack. A reason usually
assigned, however, is the increased disposition
to perjury if the case which must be overthrown

known

in advance.

On the other hand, there is

increasing recognition of the fact that perjury is
not prevented by any purely mechanical means

and that justice is aided by the greater knowledge of the parties and the court concerning the
dispute. As urged by students of the subject,
discovery seems therefore a proper adjunct of
the

Consult

summary judgment. Moreover

R

A History of Continental Civil Procedure,

W

ed.

Millar, Continental Legal History series,
"Three Ameri1927), Millar, R
can Ventures in Summary Civil Procedure," and

hy

vol.

W

vn (Boston

Clark,

C E

and Samenow,

,

m

,

C U "The Summary
,

Yale Law Joutnal, vol xxxviu (192829) 193-224, and 423-71, Cohen, Felix S "Summary
in
the
Judgments
Supreme Court of New York"
Columbia Law Rwiew, vol xxxu (1932) 825-58,

Judgement"

,

m

Ragland, George, Discovery before

Trial

(Chicago

1932) ch xxv, Finch, Edward R "Summary Judgments under the Civil Piactice Act of New York"
in American Bar Association, Report of the Fortyseventh Annual Meeting (Baltimore 1924) p 588-94,
"Recent Extension of the Right of Surnmaiy Judgment in New York" in California State Bar Journal,
vol
vm (1933) 67-73, and "Summary Judgment
Procedure" in American Bar Association, Journal,
,

xix (1933)

54~8,

m

F

Boesel,

T "Summary
,

Wisconsin Law Review, vol.
(1930-3') 5-20, Claik, C. E Handbook of the Law
of Code Pleading (St Paul 1928) p 381-87, Sunderland, E R "Scope and Method of Discovery before
Trial" in Yale Law Journal, vol. xlu (1932-33)

Judgment Procedure'
vi

,

,

863-77.

generally

hedged about by two serious limitations: first,
that discovery is had not by oral questioning of
the opponent but only through formal and in-

is

CHARLES E. CLARK

vol

forces the

summary procedure

opposing party to disclose at once any defense
he may have, it partakes somewhat of the old
equity procedure of "discovery," which has
been now generally authorized by statutes. The
discovery

which can most properly

in addition

SUMMER, CHARLES

(1811-74), American

Sumner played a

statesman.

central part in

American politics from his entrance into the
United States Senate from Massachusetts in
1851 until his death. The questions in which he
participated most actively were concerned with
slavery, the Civil War, reconstruction and
foreign relations. In the field of domestic affairs
he became notable for the decided stand which
he took against the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850,
the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, secession and
eiforts to compromise in 1 860-61 with the
Confederate
left

the

states.

After the southern states

Union he developed

his theory of re-

construction, which was based on the idea that
the states in seceding had become felos-de-se.
Therefore he held that in fact they had resumed

the status of territories and that their readmission into the
tion

by the

Union was

legislative

subject to determinadepartment of the govern-

Summary Judgment
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ment. As conditions precedent to readmission
they should grant equal civil, political and social
rights to the Negroes. This stand brought him

professor of political and social science to Yale,
where as a compelling teacher and a dynamic
publicist he exercised very wide influence.

into opposition to President Lincoln's reconstruction policy and into bitter conflict with

Sumner was an unequivocal exponent of the
doctrines of economic individualism in their

Sumner had his
way, and perhaps he more than any other man
was responsible for the course of reconstruction
in the South.
During the Civil War Sumner, as chairman
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and
by means of a voluminous correspondence with
many powerful friends in England, threw his
influence on the side of maintaining peace with
that country. After the war, however, he insisted that England, by recognizing southern
belligerency and by failure to maintain a strict

most extreme form. He condemned socialism
and trade unionism, social legislation including
child labor laws and legislation for the eighthour day, and governmental efforts to control
monopoly, such as the Interstate Commerce
law, on the ground that such measures interfered with the natural laws of supply and demand Through public addresses and widely
circulated tracts he became one of the most

President Johnson Ultimately

had been responsible for doubling
the duration of the conflict and hence was
morally, and by inference legally, liable to the
neutrality,

United States for the sum of about $2,000,000,000 This attitude dismayed and angered
the English authorities to such an extent that it
is

Alabama claims

altogether probable that the

could not have been peacefully adjusted had not
Sumner been removed by his party associates
from the chairmanship of the Foreign Relations
Committee, incidentally not so much because of
his baiting of the English as because of his bitter
attack on President Grant's attempt to bring
about the annexation of Santo Domingo. After
this

humiliation Sumner's influence declined

rapidly and his support of Horace Giecley, the
Liberal Republican and Democratic candidate
in the presidential election of 1872, caused the

severance of his connection with the Republican party, in whose councils he had figured so
largely since its organization.

Works: Works, 15 vols
introduction by G. F. Hoar, 20 vols

,

1910).

Consult: Pierce, Edward L , Memoir and Letters of
Charles Sumner, 4 vols. (Boston 1877-93), Haynes,
Charles Sumner, American Crisis BiograGeorge
phies (Philadelphia 1909), Storey, Moorfield, Charles

H

,

series, vol.

xxx (Boston

1900).

SUMNER, WILLIAM GRAHAM
1910),

(1840-

American economist and

Sumner graduated from Yale
and then studied

at

sociologist.
College in 1863

Geneva, Gottingen and Ox-

ford. After a tutorship at Yale in 1866 he was ordained as an Episcopal clergyman and served

in that capacity in

town,

New

Jersey.

New

m

coined by Sumner,
the course of his vigorous
polemics in favor of laissez faire, to characterize
the individuals who bore the costs of the protective tariff, of governmental social services

and

of the increased wages secured through trade
union activity. His was a stark, drastic, social

Darwinian philosophy unrelieved by any concession to humanitarian sentiments, which he
ridiculed Defending what he designated as the

sacredness of private property in its industrial
uses, he criticized plutocracy as manifested

m

the use of political power by capital; he declared
it, however, to be an inevitable result of the
baneful extension of control by the state over
industry, and he opposed any attempt to curb it
legislation The Spanish American War he
regarded as a blunder in statecraft and he attacked the imperialism involved in the subjec-

by

Cuba. In his many controversies he used
none of the arts of the diplomat but was blunt,
uncompromising and overtly partisan.
After 1890, following an illness, Sumner withdrew from active political agitation and devoted
himself largely to sociology, which he preferred
tion of

BENJAMIN B. KFNDRICK
(Boston 1870-83, new ed. with

Sumner, American Statesman

prominent leaders of the agitation for free trade
and sound money. The slogan of "the forgotten
man," which gained wide currency through its
use by Franklin D. Roosevelt during the
presidential campaign of 1932, was originally

York and in MorrisIn 1872 he returned as

to designate the science of society. Under the
influence of Spencer's Principles of Sociology

and Lippert's Kulturgeschichte der Menschheit
he compiled from library sources the vast collection of anthropological data on the origin and
evolution of social institutions which formed the
content of his Folkways (Boston 1907) and
which was used by him and his disciple and
successor, A. G. Keller, as the basis of their
The Science of Society (4 vols., New Haven 192728). Folkways ranks as one of the most influential
works in American sociology. Although it is not
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a systematic treatise, it added to the vocabulary
of sociology such terms as folkways, mores, in-

group and out-group and ethnocentrism and
furnished valuable descriptive materials The
book, however, applied no original method;

Sumner was

pression of paternalism in government, they are
based sometimes upon economic but more often
upon social and moral considerations. They are
enacted generally when customs and conditions
of

are changing

life

and are intended

to correct

scornful of emphasis on methodology and in particular denied the applicability
of the statistical method to the subject matter of

transition,

the social sciences. Folkways likewise formulated no original concept but merely elaborated

to enforce, for the extravagances which they attempt to curb are reflections of fundamental

the theme, familiar since Montaigne, of the
variability of custom in time and space, the lack

tive factors themselves.

of rationality in

human

sanctions and the ex-

aggerated value placed by
cial group on the merit of

members of each soits own behavior. Its

was in

chief contribution

its

analysis of the

mores as a superorganic system of relations,
conventions and institutional arrangements,
sanctioned as conducive to societal welfare,

which were by origin chance products of a long
series of minute trial and error adjustments to
physical, social and supernatural environments,
dictated by needs and motivated by hunger, sex
passion, vanity and fear. Believing that the
mores functioned through individuals without

departures from more ancient ways. Directed
against the outward manifestations of economic

sumptuary laws are always

transformations in social

life

difficult

rather than causa-

Laws regulating expenditure appear at an
early date in the written history of European
countries. Among the laws of Solon, who reformed the constitution of Athens about 594
one provided that a bride, in addition to the

B.C.,

to her husband, could not take with
her personal ornaments beyond three robes and
certain minor articles of furniture. Funerals

dowry given

were to avoid excessive display, and prices were
fixed for the animals used in public ceremonies.
In

Rome

the increase of wealth which followed

the conquests endangered the equahtarian social
system; the sumptuary legislation of the republic

coordination by any formal authority, Sumner
found his theories of the origin and nature of

was an attempt

social institutions consistent with his

embarrassment of the poorer citizens by the extravagances of the wealthy. The laws of the
empire were induced by the nobility, who saw

advocacy

of laissez faire.

BERNHARD

J.

STERN

Other works: What Social Classes Owe to Each Other
(New York 1883), War, and Other Essays, ed. by A.
Keller (New Haven); Earth-Hunger and Other
Essays, ed. by A. G. Keller (New Haven 1913), The
Challenge of Facts, and Other Essays, ed by A G.
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Keller

(New Haven

Other Essays, ed by

The Financier and

The Forgotten Man, and
Keller (New Haven 1918),

1914),

A G

the Finances of the

American Revo-

(New York 1891); A History of American
Currency (New York 1874), A History of Banking in
the United States (New York 1896), Andrew jfackson as

lution, 2 vols.

to force a return to the early
Romans and to prevent the

simplicity of the

m the enormous wealth of the capitalists a threat
to their

own

influence. According to the

Oppian
some twenty years, a
woman could not possess more than a half ounce
of gold or a dress made of different colored materials and was forbidden to ride in a carriage
within a mile of a city or town unless she were
law of 215

B.C., in force for

en route to a public sacrifice. Down to the time
of Augustus Caesar the rules were concerned for

a Public Man (Boston 1882); Alexander Hamilton
(New York 1890).

the most part with entertainments and expenditure for food. Tiberius, Nero and their suc-

E., William Graham Sumner (New
York 1925); Keller, A. G., Reminiscences (Mainly
Personal) of William Graham Sumner (New Haven
Sociological Theory and Social
JQSS)* Cooley, C.
Research, ed by R. C. Angell (New York 1930) ch. xi;
"The
R.
E.,
Sociological Methods of William
Park,
Graham Sumner
." in Social Science Research
Council, Committee on Scientific Method in the Social Sciences, Methods in Social Science, ed. by S. A.
Rice (Chicago 1931) p. 154-62; Barnes, H. E.,
"William Graham Sumner (1840-1910)" in Socio-

attempted to check the increase of
dress, ornaments and food but with
apparently little or no effect.
During the later Middle Ages and early modern times sumptuary legislation reached its most

Consult: Starr,

H.

H

.

logical

,

.

is

the term

applied to ordinances which regulate the private
representative exexpenditures of individuals.

A

luxury

m

extensive

development.

Governments which

regulated minutely the economic life and the
status of their citizens naturally considered it
within their province to control expenditure and

consumption, whether in order to encourage

Review, vol. xiv (1922) 209-12.

SUMPTUARY LEGISLATION

cessors

savings, domestic industry and class distinction
or to prevent the moral decline which high living
was sure to induce. Sumptuary legislation ap-

pears very early in mediaeval times but

is

es-

Stunner

Sumptuary

pecially prominent in records dating from the
thirteenth century until the close of the eight-

eenth, a period during which the feudal and
guild systems declined and capitalism developed.

Basel,

465

Legislation
Berne or Zurich the

city council

powers of the ruler of a sovereign
regulation of funerals,

had the

state;

the

wedding

christenings,

Many

gifts, banquets, prices of clothing and similar
matters is part of a conception, frequently
expressed in preambles to the laws, of the

and manner of living.
Other ordinances, forbidding the wearing of
foreign apparel, were due as much to the in-

ties

of the laws were accordingly directed
toward the maintenance of fast disappearing
class differences in dress

spiration of mercantilist theory as to a horror of
strange fashions and extravagances. Legislation
of this sort was to be found in all the principal

countries of western Europe, although there was
wide variation as to origin, content and methods
of enforcement.

The lawmakmg power was

sometimes national, as in France and England,
or local, particularly where central authority was
less effective, as in the cities along the Rhine and
in Switzerland. In France under the ancten
regime the ordinances extended from 1294
under Philip the Fair to the close of the reign of
Louis xiv, nearly one third of them being issued
by the latter monarch. In both English and
French laws there were many similarities, including prohibition of various precious stones,
velvets

and

silks for certain classes

and

limita-

tion of expenditure for clothing according to
rank, income or both. The English laws have a

stronger economic tinge, as shown in prohibitions of foreign goods or occasionally in a direct
command to wear English fabrics, such as

woolen caps, or to use woolen shrouds for
burial. In England sumptuary legislation was of
much shorter duration than in France, extendto James I, under whom it
ing from Edward
was finally repealed in 1604. Although subse-

m

patriarchal right

and duty

of the citizens.

shed on

social habits

to oversee

Much

all activi-

interesting light

is

by the itemized regulation

of private expenditure for dress: many precious
stones were forbidden; and there were restric-

upon the use of velvets, satms and silks
and gold thread. City councils even went so far

tions

as to prescribe the length of certain garments,
number of flounces, width of lace, length of

the

m

shoe points or height of bonnets. Arguments
external
support of the law were often found

m

The sins of the people had brought on
hard times, misery and disaster The earthquakes of the early sixteenth century serveu as a
warning text for more than fifty years, and vhe
events.

belief in

an interfering Providence was incor-

porated into the acts of city councils Up to the
end of the eighteenth century sumptuary ordinances were frequently recnacted; for the Refor-

mation had no effect on details but merely provided a stronger religious motive Modifications
indicate changes in fashions some articles were

no longer forbidden, while others were newly
proscribed.

In England the administration of sumptuary
the hands of sheriffs, justices of the
peace, mayors and aldermen, so that there was
wide dispersion of responsibility. The records
Jaws was

m

are so scarce that only the preambles to the laws
and the complaints in literary publications serve

and they were by no means intended as a

to indicate that they were indifferently obeyed
In Switzerland before the Reformation execution was entrusted to the ecclesiastical courts
which had jurisdiction over marriage laws

prohibition of extravagant spending.
In addition to the decrees of emperors and

Later sumptuary laws were enforced in the citie
by a small tribunal, a Reformationskammer or o

sumptuary laws were passed by city councentral Europe and Italy. These vary in
detail but all conform to prevalent conceptions
of political duty. They were designed explicitly
to restrain extravagance, which was considered

whose membership was chiefly secuand which continued in operation down to
the French Revolution. Penalties were entirely
monetary. In Basel, Berne and Zurich the courts
consisted of eight to thirteen persons drawn
from the highest officials and the ranks of respected citizens. Their duties covered not only
costume and festive expenditure but also profanity, absence from church, Sabbath observance, dancing and various other matters. Records of these courts are incomplete, but in the
archives of Basel a docket of its Chamber of Reform covers the years from 1674 to 1796 and in

quent regulations in England forbade the use of
certain foreign materials, their function was obviously protective only in an economic sense

diets

cils in

not only displeasing to God but economically
ruinous to individuals, to encourage patriotism

by requiring the wearing of the national costume
and to maintain class distinctions by regulating
the cost and material of clothing for each class.

The powers

enjoyed by city governments ex-

plain the important position of sumptuary rules
in their legislation. In independent towns like

conststoire,
lar

4o6
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Zurich there are records for the eighteenth century. A statistical study of these records presents
a picture which fits any country where sumptuary laws were enacted. Periods of high activity
alternate with times of little or no action. The
growth of wealth made it practically impossible
to enforce such laws. Statutes repeat their stiff
rules to the end; but sumptuary prosecutions
gradually fade out, until the rare sittings of the
courts are wholly taken up with other matters.
The eighteenth century with its doctrines of individual liberty and its leanings toward eco-

nomic freedom finally sealed the doom of
sumptuary law. Class distinctions persist in life,
but they are evidently sustained by other social
forces.

In

New England such laws had appeared at an

same spirit as those
of Europe, made more emphatic, however, by

Annual Report for

the

Year 1897 (Washington 1898)

p. 357-72, Baldwin, F. E , Sumptuary Legislation and
Personal Regulation in England, Johns Hopkins University, Studies in Historical

no.

and

Political Science,

(Baltimore 1926); Hooper, Wilfred,
in English Historical
R,
Review, vol. xxx (1915) 433 -49; Greenfield,

44th

ser.,

r

"The Tudor Sumptuary Laws"

Sumptuary Laws

in Niirnberg,

versity, Studies in Historical

K

Johns Hopkins Uni-

and

Political Science,

36th ser, no 2 (Baltimore 1918), Schwarten, Julius,
"Verordnungen gegen Luxus und Kleiderpracht in
Zeitschnft fiir Kulturgeschuhte, n s.,

m

Hamburg"

M

,
67-102, 170-90, Newett, Mary
of Venice in the Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Centuries" in Historical Essays, ed.
by T. F. Tout and James Tait (London 1902) p.
245-78, Pmetti, Angelo, "La hmitazione del lusso e
del consumi" in Ateneo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti in
Bergamo, Atti, vol xxiv (1917) pt. n, no in, Myers,
Gustavus, Ye Olden Blue Laws (New York 1921)

vol. vi (1899)

"The Sumptuary Laws

ch.

li.

early date and displayed the

the Puritan sentiment, which regarded ornament as a sin as well as an extravagance. These
statutes, however, form but a small part of the
so-called blue laws, for the colonists devoted
effort to the eradication of profanity,
desecration of the Sabbath and heresy. In

more

Massachusetts the enactment of sumptuary laws
extended from about 1634 to 1676, and at that
time in spite of repeated efforts at enforcement
the courts were already beset with widespread
disobedience. The laws did not embody such
detailed regulation of dress as did those in

Europe, but they expressed a similar desire to
maintain distinctions between an upper and a
lower class.
Sumptuary laws are sometimes compared
with modern tariffs and excise duties on luxuries; but the motives of the latter are revenue
and the protection of industry, not the prevention of extravagance.

They

are effective in re-

stricting the use of expensive merchandise by
the less affluent classes, as in the case of automobiles and gasoline
various European coun-

m

SUN YAT SEN

(1866-1925), Chinese nation-

Sun Y<it Sen was
born near Macao, south China, and was educated in village schools and in Hawaii. He became a Christian and attended the medical
schools at Canton and Hongkong from 1885 to
1892. After a brief period of medical practise he
alist

and

political theorist.

identified himself with the revolutionary

move-

against the Manchu dynasty and despite
tremendous obstacles carried on revolutionary

ment

propaganda among Chinese students and merchants overseas and inspired the organization

which succeeded in establishing a republic in
1911. He was the founder and recognized leader
of the

which

Kuomintang (q.v ), or Nationalist party,
after the revolution of 1926-27 set up the

Nationalist government at Nanking.
Sun traveled widely as both a political refugee

and an agitator, and he studied political and
economic conditions in western countries and
the literature concerning them. As early as 1900
he began to formulate his political and social
doctrines,

fully

expounded

in

his

published

writings of later years, in which he endeavored
combine what he believed best in western and

tries, but their desirability has become a fiscal
rather than a social question. Laws restraining
and forbidding the use of liquor and tobacco
have more kinship with sumptuary legislation,
for they are based upon the same principle, the

in Chinese social thought and experience. He
possessed considerable insight into his country's
condition and problems and knew the temper of

protection of individual and public welfare and

scholar

to

his people,

and

but he was not a deep or thorough
his literary work is marred by not a

few inconsistencies, unverified statements and

morality.
J.

M. VINCENT

See. LUXURY; EXCISE; FASHION; DRESS; BLUE LAWS;
PROHIBITION; MONOPOLIES, PUBLIC.

Consult: Kraemer, Pierre, Le luxe et les lots somptuaires
au moyen dge (Pans 1930); Vincent, J.
"European
Blue Laws" in American Historical Association,

M

,

general abstractions for mere effect.
In 1918, in his Chien kuo fang liieh

(A pronational reconstruction), Sun called for
three types of reconstruction psychological,
social and material. The psychological involved

gram of

a reversal of the old Chinese philosophy that

Sumptuary

by a frank recognition of the serious dangers
which China faced within and without. While
an ardent advocate of political and social democracy,

Sun repudiated the theory

Sundbarg

Legislation

"knowledge is easy but action is difficult." Sun
felt, on the contrary, that exact scientific knowledge is most difficult to attain and that it must
precede effective and progressive action. Material reconstruction meant the modernization of
China through new systems of communication
and development of the nation's rich resources.
His famous "Three Principles" nationalism,
democracy and livelihood were interpreted at
length in lectures delivered at Canton in 1924
(San mm chu i). The book was widely circulated
and had a profound effect. China must secure
national unity and an equal place in the family
of nations, and this was to be achieved both by
a revival of its old racial and national spirit and

of natural

equality: the republic should find suitable place
for men according to their varying endowments.

Liberty had been the watchword of western
revolutions but China should struggle for national rather than for individual freedom.

To

avoid the weaknesses of western democracy Sun
proposed a new kind of balance between popusovereignty and the "government of experts"
whereby the people should be given the suffrage,

forty years of struggle and urged his compawork for the realization of his dreams.

triots to

Sun

attracted to himself

referendum and

recall

while the gov-

ernment should exercise the legislative, judicial
and executive powers familiar in the West and
in addition two other functions modeled upon
a civil service
historic institutions in China
branch for selection of officials and an independent censoring or impeaching branch.
Sun's doctrine of the "people's livelihood"

was a moderate form of socialism. He emphatically opposed class war and rejected Marx'
materialistic conception of history for what he
called, following Maurice William, the "social
interpretation." Capital and labor must seek
harmonious cooperation The state must see
that all people are provided with food, clothing,
shelter and adequate means of communication;

end there should be regulation of private
capital through various types of social legisla-

to this

Sun spoke of a communism of the future
but objected to Russian communism as ill suited
to China's needs. A phrase from the Confucian
classics, "All under heaven will work for the
common good," became Sun's favorite description.

and a popular slogan of the
revolution which began in 1926. In his Chien
kuo ta kang he describes the three stages on
China's road from revolution to complete de-

and

tionary cause an extraordinary

to the revolu-

number

of able

and devoted

followers, firing their imaginations
with his visions of the new China and compelling
loyalty

and

by his own patriotic
integrity of character.
of a political prophet than a

self-sacrifice

ardor, perseverance

But he was more
practical

and

statesman and administrator, never

fully to appreciate the difficulty or
realizing his vast ideas. He set the patterns of

seeming

political ideology which largely control public
opinion and state education in China today and

laid

important foundations for the

new

social

and economic structure which is slowly emerging. He was the most influential single figure in
China's awakening and transition to a modern
has grown steadily since his
death and his tomb at Nanking has become a
state; his prestige

national shrine.

FRANK WILSON PRICE

lar

initiative,
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mocracy: a military stage, during which the
country is to be unified; then a period of political
tutelage; and, finally, a constitutional era In his
"will," or final message to the Chinese people,
dictated upon his deathbed, he reviewed his

Important zcorks Chien kuo fang lueh (Shanghai 1918),
pt. i tr in Memoirs of a Chines? Revolutionary (London
1927), and pt HI tr in The International Development
of China (and ed. London 1929), San nnn chu i (CanPrice as The Three Principles
ton 1924), tr. by F

W

of the People (Shanghai 1927), and tr into French
with introduction and notes by P. M. d'Elia as Le

(and lev. ed Shanghai 1930);
triple dennsme
Chien kuo ta kafjg (Canton 1924), tr. by E B. S Lee
and S S. Chow as. Outlines of National Reconstruction
(Nanking 1929), thib translation also appeared with
Price in China Weekly Review, vol.
one by F.
xlvm (1929) 542-43
Consult Restarick, H. B., Sun Yat Sen, Liberator of
China (New Haven 1931); Kuo
Tang, Central
Executive Committee, Dr. Sun Yat-Sen; His Life and
.

.

W

Mm

Achievements (Shanghai 1925), Wou Saofong, Sun
Yat-Sen, sa vie et satioctrine (Paris 1929), Holcombe,
The Chinese Revolution (2nd ed Cambridge,
A
Mass 1931) ch. v, Tai Chi-Tao, Die geistigen Grund-

N

,

des Sun Yat Semsmus (Berlin 1931); Otte,
Fnednch, "Sun Yat-Sens wirtschafthche Emstellung"
in Berlin Unrversitat, Seminar fur Onentahsche
Sprachen, Mttteilungen, vol xxxn (1929) 55-70, Shotwell, James, "Sun Yat-Sen and Maurice William" in

lagen

Political Science Quarterly, vol. xlvu (1932) 19-26.

SUNDAY LAWS.

See BLUE LAWS.

tion of the ideal state

SUNDBARG, AXEL GUSTAV
Swedish

(1857-1914),

Sundbarg studied at the
University of Uppsala, where he developed an
statistician.

interest in statistics

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
In 1880 he joined the
SUNDT, EILERT LUND

permanent staff of the Central Bureau of Statistics of Sweden. While the scope of his studies
covered a wide field of statistical inquiry, his
main interest centered in demography, Sundbarg was influenced particularly by the work of
Eilert Sundt, whose law of the flow and ebb of
births he elaborated. Among other works Sundbarg investigated early Swedish demographical
material dating back to 1749 and by the use of
ingenious methods of calculation succeeded in
correcting and supplementing the old population tables

He published the essential

his researches in Statistisk tidskrift
his Bevblkerungsstatistik Schwedens

results of

and

also in

I^^O-IQOO
(Stockholm 1907), which he prepared on the
occasion of the Fourteenth International Congress of Hygiene and Demography in Berlin in
1907. Sundbarg took an active interest in international statistics and from the year 1895 published a survey of international statistics at first
in Statistisk tidskrift and later in the form of a

wegian

(1817-75), Nor-

statistician

sociologist,

and

social

re-

former. After studying theology, Sundt became
in Norwegian gypsy and vagrant
types, and m 1847 began to study them from the
ethnological, linguistic and sociological points
of view. In 1850 he published the results of his

interested

investigations in a valuable book, Beretning om
fante- eller landstrygerfolket i Norge. Bidrag til
kundskab om de laveste samfundsforholde (Report

on the gypsies or vagabonds in Norway. Contribution to a study of the lowest social class,
Christiania 1850, 2nd ed. 1852), which led the

government to appoint him to study the increase
of pauperism in Norway as well as social conditions in general. From 1850 to 1868 he
wandered through the country investigating the
of the poorer classes.
Besides a new series, Beretninger om fantefolket (4 vols Christiania 1859-65) he published
a number of works, chiefly concerning the
life

,

population in the

suburbs of Christiania and the

separate publication, Aperpus statistiques internationaux (2 vols , Stockholm 1906-08). At the

health, mortality, hygienic conditions, marital
customs and moral habits of the poorer Nor-

behest of the Swedish government he prepared
for the international exhibition at Paris in 1900
La Suede (Stockholm 1900), a statistical manual

tant of which

of the country and population of Sweden; this
was followed by a Swedish edition in 1901 and

wegians. His later books, one of the most imporis

Om husfliden i Norge (Domestic

industry in Norway, Christiania 1867), deal especially with what he called Norwegian indus-

vols.,

tries, such as house and shipbuilding, fishing,
clothing and home crafts. In these studies Sundt
did pioneer work in social statistics and in many

In 1910 Sundbarg resigned from the Central
Bureau of Statistics to occupy the new chair of
statistics at the University of Uppsala. He was
entrusted by the government with the study of

writings, although popular in style, were based
upon sound scientific research. One of the best

m

1904 by an English edition (znd ed., ^

1914).

emigration, a problem of great significance in
the economic life of Sweden. His work not only
yielded a wealth of economic and population
but contained a brilliant although much

known

is

Om

giftermaal

Norway, Christiania

disputed description of the national character of
the Swedish people.

optimistic view.

Utvandnngsstatistik (Emigration statistics), and Det
svenska folklynnet (The Swedish character), Sweden,
Statistiska Central Bryln, Emtgrationsutrednmgen,
nos. 4 and 16 (Stockholm 1910-1 1); Svenges jordbruk,
ind igoo-taleU borjan (Swedish agriculture at the beginning of the twentieth century), in collaboration

with

W.

Flach and H. Juhlm-Dannfelt (Gbteborg

1909).

Consult: Institut International de Statistique, Bulletin,
vol. xxi (1923-25) 385-87.

Norge (Marriage in

185^).

in contact gradually gave way to a more
He came to believe that the

came

Other important works' Bidrag till utvandrings fragan,
fr&n befolkmngsstattstisk synpunkt (Contribution to the
emigration question from the standpoint of population statistics), Uppsala University, Arssknft, 1884,
no. 4, and 1885, no. 3, z vols. (Uppsala 1885-86);

i

Norway His

Sundt's originally pessimistic reaction to the
poverty and degrading conditions with which he

statistics

E. AROSENIUS

statistics for

phases of population

growth of immorality had its basis in the increasing pauperism of the people but held that
this might be counteracted by education and
The Kristiania Arbeidersamfund
self-help.
(Workers' Corporation), which he founded in
1864 and of which he was president until 1870,
organized lectures, a library, sick benefits and
other activities and provided great impetus to
the establishment of similar societies in other
cities.

Sundt was also a founder of the Norwegian

Society for the Advancement of Popular Education and from 1857 to 1866 was the editor

of

its

review, Folkevennen

(The people's

friend).

FRANCIS BULL
Consult'.

Lunde, Hjdrdis,

Filirt

Sundt som folkelaerer,

Sundbarg
Literaturisk Seminar, Smaasknfter, no 16 (Christianta 1917), Rygg,
Stats okonomttk tidssknft,
vol. xxxi (1917) 157-68, tr in Nordic Statistical
Journal, vol i (1929) 253-64, Arnesen, Arnc, in Norsk

N m
,

bibhotekforenings smaaskrifter,

no

3

(Chnstiama 1917)
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SUPERSTITION.
SUPILO,

See CULTURE.

Supino

ported the Corfu Declaration, \vhich stated that
the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes were one people
who on the basis of self-determination wished to
unite in an independent national state.

FRANO (1870-1917), Croatian poli-

and publicist. Supilo began his journaland political activities at an early age In
1900 he became the editor of the Novi list (New

Works

tician

1911)

istic

Comult

journal), a nationalist organ published in

Fiume,

which advocated the political, propagandists
and organizational methods of Mazzini and the
Italian socialist movement Within a short time
the journal had become a nationalist nucleus,
one of the most important political periodicals
it
Supilo spread his doctrines over Dalmatia, Croatia and Bosnia, giving
a new orientation to Croatian nationalism by his

in Croatia.

thesis

that

Through

the Serbs and Croats were one

people. lie strove for a union of the Slovenes,
Croats and Serbs on a democratic basis and for

the complete emancipation of the Austrian
South Slavs. Croatian clericalism he attacked as
of emancipation and the prop of
spiritual enslavement. In democratic Serbia he
saw a Jugoslav Piedmont, which would serve as

the

469

1916 he resigned from the committee because of
differences with regaid to plans for the internal
structure of Jugoslavia. But in 1917 he sup-

enemy

JOSEF

MAIL

Politika u Hrvatskoj (Croatian politics)

(Fiume

M

Paulova,
Jugoslavemki odbor (Jugoslav
and
committee) (Zagreb 1925), Scton-Watson, R
in
Nova
others,
Eurofxi, vol xiv (1926) 337-76, Pre-

M

log,

,

in

,

W

Narodna cmiklopedi]a

slnvenacka, \ol iv (7/ayieb 1929) p

,

srpsko-lirvatsho-

C

,
551, Loistau,
in Monde slave,

"Frano Supilo a Rome (Avnl 1916)"
n s vol v (1928) 161-77
,

SUPINO, CAMILLO

(1860-1931),

Italian

economist Although he had no formal university training, Supino early acquired a considerable reputation as an economist and in 1887
he was appointed professor of economics at the
Istituto Tecmco at Genoa; later he occupied
chairs at the universities of Messina, Siena

and

Pavia Supino 's scientific interest comprised eco-

nomic theory, monetary and banking problems
and economics of transportation. His works on
economic theory are fragmentary in nature. Of

the political and moral center of nationalist

greater importance are his contributions in the
field of money and banking, which include La

policy.

storia della iircolazione bant. ana in Italia

Supilo, together with Trumbic, took a leading
part in drawing up the Fiume Resolution (1905)

by which a Serb-Croat coalition was initiated;
Croatian politics was thus given a new direction,
which led ultimately to the Jugoslav state. In
1906 he was elected to the Croatian and Hungarian assembly, where he was one of the leading
exponents of the new coalition, uniting also with
the Magyars against Vienna. Subsequently he

opposed the Magyar

plans for

hegemony

in the

administrative and political field.
During the World War Supilo, an important
figure in the Jugoslav Committee, visited all the
allied countries, carrying on propaganda for an
independent Jugoslavia. In this task his unusually extensive connections with authoritative

were invaluable. He was
uncover the secret understanding

political personalities

the

first

to

with Italy whereby the latter in the London
Pact (1915) received important assurances that
it would obtain a dominant influence in Dalmatian territory in return for entering the World
War; Supilo campaigned against this scheme

among

the English and Russian diplomats. In

(Turin

1929), presenting a complete history of monetary circulation in Italy
from 1861 to 1928, 77 t>agio dello sconto (Turin

1895,

2nd cd Milan

1892) and // mercato monetano internazionale

(Milan 1910), in which he sought to prove that
the markets for short and long term credit are
not closely related and that consequently the
rate of discount and the rate of interest are determined and fluctuate independently of one
another a very debatable thesis, at least in the
rigid form presented by the author. In Le crisi
economiche (Milan 1907) he offered what may
be considered the best discussion of the seismology of the business cycle. Supino 's most im-

portant work, however, is La navigazione dal
punto di vista economico (Rome 1890, 3rd ed.
Milan 1913), a comprehensive and systematic
treatment of the economics of navigation; this is

comparable to Sax' standard treatise on transportation and includes a discussion of naval construction, cost of transportation, agreement between shipping lines and of the various forms of

naval protectionism. While he was generally
opposed to government interference, Supine

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
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recognized the efficacy of certain forms of subsidies to navigation. His later works include
"Salario e profitto neU'economia corporative"
(in Annali di scienze pohtiche, vol. in, 1930, p.

247-75),

m which he displayed thorough famili-

attempted to lay the foundation of a Polish
school of economic theory which in opposition
to the classical school was national in approach

and scope and organic

in

its

conception of

society; it assigned a greater role in the
tion of wealth to immaterial factors,

producsuch as

arity with the theoretical problems involved in
the Italian socio-economic experiment; and "II

accumulated knowledge and

capitale immaginario" (published posthumously
in Universita di Pavia, Facolta di Giurispru-

jected the Ricardian doctrine of rent but accepted the Malthusian theory of population.

denza, Studi nelle scienze giuridiche e

productivity or of a decrease in the rate of
capitalization.

MARCO FANNO
Lona, Achille, "Commemorazione di Camillo Supino" in Universita di Pavia, Facoltk di
Giunsprudenza, Studi nelle scienze giun die he e sociali,
vol. xvii (1932) x-xix; Diena, Gmlio, "Commemorazione di Camillo Supino" in R. Istituto Lombardo di
Scienze e Lettere, Rendtcontt, 2nd ser vol Ixv (1932)
945-56, Fanno, Marco, in Giornale degh economists,
Consult:

,

vol. xlvii (1932) 1-3.

SUPINSKI, JOZEF

(1804-93), Polish soci-

and economist. Supinski studied under
Fryderyk Skarbek at the University of Warsaw.

ologist

Upon

the collapse of the Polish insurrection of

1831 he migrated to France but in 1844 returned
to Lw6w, where he divided his time between the
task of earning a livelihood as a minor official
and pursuit of his studies in the social sciences.
Because of weakening eyesight he was early
compelled to retire; thenceforth he devoted
himself entirely to the completion and publication of his numerous works.
Supinski's most important works are Mysl

ogolna fizjologji powszechnej (General thought of
universal physiology), a treatise on general
sociology written about 1850 and published in
in 1860, and the uncompleted Sskola
polska gospodarstwa spolecznego (The Polish

Lw6w

Lw6w

186265). Both works attracted wide attention and
contemporary critics frequently compared Supinski with Bastiat and Carey. In the realm of
school of social economy, 2 vols.,

sociology Supinski stressed the essential unity of
social disciplines and the need for an

Supinski re-

EDWARD ARNEKKER

socially vol.

He

regarded as imaginary
capital the additional value which capital goods
acquire as a result either of an increase in their
xvii, 1932, p. 1-85).

skill.

Works', Pisma, 5 vols.

(Lwow

1872, 3rd ed.

Warsaw

1883)
Consult Korbut,

G

Literatura polska, 4 vols (Warp 350-53, with bibliography;
Daszynska-Gohnska, Z., "Les valeurs caracteYistiques
de la science economique en Pologne" in InternaNational Congress of Historical Studies, Corrnt

saw 1929-31)

vol

,

111,

La Pologne au V Congrh
1923 (Warsaw 1924) p. 37-52.
s

tional Polonais,

.

.

.

Bruxelles

SUPPLY Although in such phrases as "demand
and supply economics" or "the law of demand
and supply" the two terms appear to be correlative, the meaning of the term is not strictly
parallel or symmetrical with that of demand.
While demand is commonly used to designate a
functional relation between the price of a commodity and its rate of flow out of the market into
use, supply means the rate of flow itself of the
product into the market. Thus demand

is

synonymous with demand function, and the
quantity demanded under given conditions must
be separately

specified;

but supply

is

the quan-

supplied generally in a unit of time, hence
rate of supply
and the supply function or curve
tity

must be

explicitly designated.

The

crucial fact

preventing symmetry in the usage of the two
terms is that in the natural view of demand price
determines quantity taken, but only under restricted conditions (perfect competition and increasing cost) and never in a parallel sense can
the quantity supplied be treated as determined

by price. Moreover the analysis of short run and
is quite different in the two

long run relations
cases.

Notoriously

it is

this

matter of varying lag of

behind their theoretical causes which is
the main source of difficulty in economic analyeffects

true of the prob-

all

sis generally; this is peculiarly

integrated science of man. Among the numerous
specific problems he discussed the nature of

man, the role of habit in individual behavior, the
position of the individual in group life, the
nature of social change, the process of social

lem of supply. Demand and supply analysis has
two aspects, appealing to two problem interests.
On the one hand, it attempts to explain prices
and other economic magnitudes "scientifically"
in terms of impersonal market forces; on the

disintegration and integration and the concept
of social progress. In the field of economics he

economic

other,

it

deals with the general

problem of social
what

policy, the question whether, in

Supino
degree and tinder what circumstances the automatic working of market forces leads to the efficient and equitable use of economic resources

Supply
population and new inventions, are also to be
eliminated It is usual to take the case of a single

commodity and, assuming consumers' incomes

in satisfying the wants of the people. Obviously
this whole problem is on the practical side es-

fixed, to consider only the effects of changes in
their preferences for this commodity in compari-

sentially one of the supply of means of want
satisfaction. In both the practical and the theo-

son with others.

connection it is necessary to take careful
account of the fact that different forces working
retical

under different conditions produce movement
at various rates toward positions of stability or
equilibrium more or less permanent.

The under-

lying axiom of the analysis is that in the long run
the supply, or the amount produced, of any good

or service must be equal to the consumption,
along with the closely related principle that all
resources tend to be employed at

maximum

But production and consumption may or
may not be equal in a short period of time, and
the tendency toward full employment of reyield.

sources at the highest efficiency operates slowly
at best.

In a society where the maintenance of wealth
forms a part of the physical sequence between
productive activity and the enjoyment of its
and where both the wealth used in production and the active human beings themselves

fruits

more or less specialized in ways which it requires time to change, there is a considerable
and highly variable lag between a change in conare

demand and the ultimate adjustment of
production to the new demand conditions
IVIoi cover many productue activities, notably
those of agriculture and outdoor construction,
are periodic and are affected with a considerable
sumers'

degree of uncertainty; similarly consumption is
both more or less periodic and subject to unpredictable changes For all these reasons there

The first effect of a shift in con-

sumer preference is a change in the price of the
commodity, upon which as cause the changes in
supply follow in turn. The problem of supply is
thus defined as one of the relation under "given
conditions" between output and price for the
individual

commodity.

T^

"-

the

is

partial

equilibrium method of Mai ,hall and his followers of the neoclassical school, the only
method practicable without the use of simultaneous equations and more complicated mathematical devices as a

medium

for exposition.

In the long run the supply of a particular commodity is the rate of its production on the asall productive resources are employed in the most profitable manner. Under
perfect competition this means that the marginal
productivity of any productive resource is

sumption that

equalized in

all

alternatives of use, the resource

m

being apportioned among the alternatives
such a way as to achieve this result To the producer this means equality between the selling
price per unit and the necessary elements in the
cost of producing any unit,

money

i

e the pay-

which must be made to prevent their going into some other use where they
would have a greater yield. These costs are distinguished from rents, which are price determined, and from pure profit, which does not
exist under competition. Under monopolistic
production, however, output is reduced below

ments

for resources

the competitive level resources yield more than
in competing uses and price is above cost per
,

In fact the monopolist's aim is to maximize the difference between total selling price and

can be no exact correspondence over very short

unit

periods between production and consumption.
There is always a buffer in the twofold shape of

total cost for his

output as a whole; that is,
the increment of total cost due to
producing the final unit is made equal to the

stocks of consumption goods and surplus capacity of productive equipment.

marginal cost

Variations in the supply of any single consumption good or service are in fact connected
with changes in the production and consumption of most other goods and in the use and remuneration of a considerable part of the productive resources of society. If supply is to be
treated apart from the general equilibrium of an
economic system, the problem must be limited
and simplified by abstraction from related

marginal revenue sirrjlarly defined. Most producers in fact possess more or less monopoly
power; they are in a position to vary price and

changes, so far as this is possible. Growth in
wealth must be ignored; and effects of other
'historical"

movements, such as increase of

output \vithin some range, whereas a producer
under perfect competition can only produce more
or less at a price over which he has no influence.
In technical language, the elasticity of demand
for the output of the latter is infinite, regardless
of the character of the demand in the industry as

a condition which requires that every
producer in the industry operate at a point on
his cost curve at whic'ii cost is constant.

a whole
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A tolerably

realistic

treatment of the response

of supply to a price change under effective competition must distinguish a number of elements

m the process of adjustment.

In the very short
the price change is or is believed to be a
temporary fluctuation there will be little or no

run

if

ment

for resources not

other salable products

is

demanded for making
and not a supply

a rent

conditioning and price determining cost. Strictly
speaking, the use of resources at an increased acthe case mentioned above may
tivity rate

change in production, but the supply in the
sense of sales of the commodity and its flow into

represent a transfer of capacity from nonpecuniary use and absorption of idle capacity
held speculatively or resulting from previous

respond through a drawing

miscalculation of demand. In this connection

consumption

will

m

down

or piling up of the accumulated stocks
the hands of dealers all along the line from re-

back to producers. The role of professional speculators may be decisive in this connection, and in theory all holding of stocks must

tailers

be viewed as a speculative provision
uct

for fluctua-

demand

tions in

which

All this applies only to a prodcan be stored; in the case of a service

or a consumption good which cannot be stored
same effect is achieved through

essentially the

m

the industry. If
surplus productive capacity
the change in demand is expected to be of longer
duration, the price change will be transmitted
back to producers and will appear in a rise or fall

which are a part of cost, not
away from the normal level. The
a tendency to expand or contract

of business profits

pure

profit

next step

is

production

Again

number
which

in the process of changing production a

must be distinguished,
well to consider roughly in the time

of elements

it is

order in which they will presumably come into
action. To begin with, the intensity or speed at

which resources used
time are worked
limits.

And

to the uses

in

an industry at a given

may be changed

within certain

since the specialization of resources
which they are severally employed

m

itself

there appear certain differences between the be-

havior of laborers and of material instruments,
but most of them are differences in degree and

not major differences in kind; the "irksomeness"
of labor reflects competing uses of time and
strength to which other instruments are also subject.

There are moreover innumerable

differ-

ences between types of labor and types of other
agencies and still other distinctions depending
on contractual relations of the productive agency

and the enterprise in which

it

is

employed.

A

fourth set of changes operating over still
longer periods in adapting supply (flow of prod-

m

demand (demand condiuct) to a change
tions) involves such factors as reconditioning or
remodeling of equipment and retraining of
laborers without loss of identity. These phenomena also admit of indefinite variation
de-

m

gree and merge into the fifth and last mode of
adaptation, which is the outright retirement of
individual laborers or items of equipment and

replacement by individuals or items of another
type differently specialized. It is in connection
with this mode of shifting productive capacity
that a categorical difference between laborers
and other productive instrumentalities is first

at

The difference, however, is institutional rather than natural; it is due to the fuvu
that since the human individual is legally free,

movement of resources (or at least of the produc-

and

tive capacity of resources) of the highest mobility
into or out of the particular industry. This in-

basis of capital accounting in terms of gain and
loss. The transfer of the productive capacity

any moment differs in degree, changes in demand, the expected duration of which is still
longer than in the previous case, will be met by a

volves using the

more mobile

resources in varying proportions in combination with those less
mobile or more specialized. The resources trans-

an industry will in the main
or go into other industrial uses, but
not necessarily true of all of them; pro-

ferred into or out of

come from
this is

duction

may be expanded by drawing upon

re-

sources not previously held by business enterprises or upon those which have been really idle

encountered.

laborers (in the inclusive sense) are not produced
retired under economic conditions, on the

through replacement of one item of material
equipment by another of a different type can
generally be accomplished without loss if and
if the occasion of change is correctly anticipated a long time in advance. It is a limitation on

only

all economic theory as applied to long period
changes that the conception of economic behavior implies accurate foreknowledge on the
part of the behaving subject of all consequences,
however remote, knowledge of which would in-

even though formally devoted to some industrial
use. The latter must be distinguished from re-

fluence his acts.

sources deliberately held idle in speculative anticipation of fluctuations in demand: the pay-

While changes in supply adapting it to a
change in demand have been listed in a rough

Supply
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order of the time within which they work out
their effects, it is not possible to take these proc-

long run, if other things remain equal; that is, if
there are no changes in technical conditions and

esses of adaptation separately as bases for relatively short or long period supply curves. Re-

if

garding this time relation

two general statements

can be made. The first is that the more permanent and more extensive a change in demand is
expected to be by those who make the adaptive
responses, the greater will be the predominance

modes of adaptation given later in the
order of treatment, thus in the event of a change
expected to be permanent all the changes considered will begin at once and go on concurof the

A

supply curve must be drawn
independently in both directions, increase and

rently.

realistic

competitive production normally obtains For
is some specialization in resources which

there

economic adjustment can never remove, particularly in the human factor, and in some cases
natural resources are a significant limitation.

A

tendency to decreasing cost can result only from
economies of organization which more than offset the increase in cost involved in all the

phases

of productive change discovered by analysis;
such economies moreover must be unobtainable

by expansion of an individual firm or their
would be a tendency to monopoly.

result

In view of these long run conditions the no-

decrease, from a point representing an initial
condition; and the two parts will not usually be

tion of a supply curve representing output as a
function of price must be regarded as unreal.

continuous.

The second statement possible is
that the longer the period allowed for adjustthe
ment,
greater will be the elasticity of supply.

Under monopoly supply is obviously not dependent upon price as an independent variable.
Under competition with constant cost at any

This concept, analogous to that of elasticity of
demand, is to be defined quantitatively as the
amount of productive adjustment which will
result from a given price change. Concretely it
is the ratio between the relative
price change and

price above the cost point an indefinitely large

the relative change in the output of the commodity, computed for changes of negligible
magnitude. The symbolic expression for the

petitive production equilibrium must be represented as equality between price and cost, each
dependent on output, not as equality between
supply and quantity demanded viewed as func-

elasticity
J of

supply
ri J

is

E=

dx V

-j- '-. where x

dy x

is

prodr

output would be produced and at any lower
price none at all. With decreasing cost any fixed
price would lead to cither infinite or zero production. Under constant or decreasing cost com-

tions of price.
'

that there

Thus far supply has been treated as the continuous flow of a product from production or out
of accumulated stocks into the market. This i

limit to the elasticity of supply,
if adequate time is allowed for readjustment and
the change is anticipated far enough in advance.

the problem which is of general interest in the
special probstudy of economic organization.
lem of supply and of demand and supply equi-

Infinite elasticity of supply means constant cost.
approximation to this condition for slow

librium arises
a market isolated in space and
time, as in the case of a local daily market for
perishable produce or of a market for a crop

uct quantity (rate of production, or supply) and
y its price per unit. In view of the character of

production in the large
is

practically

it

may be said

no

An

very slightly increasing cost probably holds typically in industry as a whole; that
the
occurrence
of productive factors specialis,

changes

ized to particular uses and not ultimately reby others differently specialized,

placeable

coupled with diminishing returns in their combination with mobile factors in increasing proportions, is not a phenomenon common enough
and of sufficient magnitude to play an important
role.

Under perfectly constant cost in the long run
a price change due to a demand change will be
temporary, although it will nearly always be
during productive readjustment, for
output can rarely be increased quickly without
increasing cost. Actually, however, cost must
generally tend to increase somewhat even in the
present

A

m

not imported or carried over when a
taken as the unit In application to such
markets the notion of a variable supply based on

which
year

is

is

reservation prices, which

is often employed, has
For the owners of supply have
generally produced it for sale and have little
possibility of making use of the product themselves if it really cannot be held over for more
favorable conditions in the same market or
transported to another market locality. In so far
as isolation is effective, the supply is typically an

little justification.

approximately fixed amount rather than a funcand the equilibrium price is the

tion of price,

highest price at which demanders will take this

supply out of the market. If isolation is imperfect, holding over or removal to another center is
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be a specialized function of speculative
dealers rather than of producers themselves.

likely to

Such dealers will figure in the perishable produce market on the side of demand rather than
of supply

when and where

there seems to be an

excess of the product, becoming a source of supply when conditions are reversed. The phe-

nomenon comes then under the head of short
period variations in flow of commodities to
market discussed above. In the market for agricultural staples the demand of producers for
their own produce is again generally inconsequential. Wheat or cotton growers, for example,
have reservation prices only on their output
chiefly because they really speculate to the same
effect as specialists in that field. In general the
short run theory of supply, in the sense of varia-

tions independent of changes in production,

is

never
merely the theory of speculation; but
more than a relatively small thing in comparison
with the speculation to which production itself
it is

is

the relationship of the individual to the separate
states, of the individual to the United States,
of the forty-eight states to one another, of the
states to the

union and of the three departments

of government to one another.
tribunal having such stupendous powers
inevitably stimulates romantic interpretation.

A

Men of learning on both sides of the Atlantic
have characterized the Supreme Court as the
great political invention of the framers of the
constitution and have appraised it as their most
successful contrivance. The most successful it is,

but the claim of originality must be denied.
Certainly neither the presidency nor the Congress has better withstood the fluctuating winds
of popular opinion than the Supreme Court,
Despite intermittent popular movements against
the court is more securely lodged in the
confidence of the people than the other two
it

branches of the government. But the establishment of the court was not a fruit of the creative intelligence of the federal Constitutional

necessarily subject.

FRANK H. KNIGHT
See DEMAND, COST; PRODUCTION, DIMINISHING RETURNS, INCREASING RETURNS, MONOPOLY, VALUE AND
PRICE, PRICES, section on THE PRICE SYSTEM.
'

Convention.

It

was a continuation of means

for adjustment which the colonies first and then
the thirteen sovereign states and finally the

Confederation had evolved. The various conmost of them regarding boundaries

troversies,

SUPREME COURT, UNITED STATES.
The

history of the United States
Senate began with a bill to implement article in
of the federal constitution, providing for the
legislative

establishment of "one

Supreme Court" and

Congress may from
time to time ordain and establish." The scheme

"such

inferior courts as the

for a federal judicial establishment, of which the
chief architect was Oliver Ellsworth, himself a
future chief justice, became law on September

24, 1789. There were many contenders for the
chief justiceship and the five associates for

which the
until

first

February

Judiciary Act provided, and not
i, 1790, was the day set for the

organization of the court Even then a majority
of the court were not able to reach New York

between different colonies, had to be settled,
and partly they were settled by the Privy Council. After
independence these controversies did
not cease. To them were later added difficulties
between the states and the Confederation. At
first the Continental Congress tried to adjust
these conflicts, but eventually it became necessary to set up a technical judicial tribunal, the
Court of Appeal. Not merely the recognition of

the need for a body to compose the difference
between the states inter se and between the states
and a central government but the practical response to that need evolved by the predecessor
of the United States dictated the necessity and
furnished the materials for the Supreme Court
which the constitution outlined and the First
Congress established. At least one litigation

and the first formal session of the court could not
be held until the following day. From then on
for a period fast approaching a century and a
half the Supreme Court has
unr|aintained
broken its very special relation to the constitutional scheme of American society, although
during the first three years practically no business came before the court. The Supreme Court
mediates between citizen and government; it
marks the boundaries between state and national
authority. This tribunal is the ultimate organ

justments might be

short of direct popular action

as in part

for adjusting

began during the Confederation before its
Court of Appeal had its final stage before the
Supreme Court. In effect the Supreme Court

that

constituted not the invention of a
tion but the perpetuation
old one.

new

institu-

and perfection of an

Indeed some mechanism for adjusting conbetween the center and the constituent

flicts

units

is

indispensable to a federalism. Such adleft to the federal legislature,

and

ineffectively they

were under the

Supreme Court, United

Supply

But where the powers in a
federalism between the center and the circum-

Confederation.

with concrete

States

litigation. Its
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judgment upon

a

ference are distributed by a legal document, certainly in any political society where the ideas of

be invoked only when
inextricably entangled with a living and npe
lawsuit. In lawyer's language the court merely

public law derive from the common law, it is
natural that conflict regarding this distribution

enforces a legal right. The rationale of the
Supreme Court's function has been admirably

of power should become legal issues to be resolved by a judicial and not a politic.il tribunal.

expressed by one of the leaders of the American
bar: "But august as are the functions of the
court, surely they do not go one step beyond the
administration of justice to individual liti-

Canada, Australia and the proposed dominion of
India represent three different forms of federal-

The distribution of governmental authority
between center and circumference is different

ism.
as

in all three.

In

similar to our

all

three a court \vith functions

own Supreme Court

is

part of

the scheme not in imitation of the American

Supreme Court but
of a federal state
ity

as an inevitable

mechanism

To be sure the scope of author-

of this adjusting mechanism

may

vary and

is

itself defined either explicitly or by the implications imported into constitutions in the docu-

ment

distributing governmental powers in a
federalism. That the Supreme Court should

have been given all the powers it has is of course
not a matter of natural law But if any federalism

must provide for some checkrein
on the constituent units, and the history of the
American colonies and states made it inevitable
that that checkrein should be a court and not
Congress. "I do not think," wrote Justice
Holmes, "the United States would come to an
end if we'ost our power to declare an Act of Congress void I do think the Union would be imis

to enduie,

it

perilled if we could not make that declaration as
to the laws of the several States For one in

my

place sees how often a local policy prevails with
those who are not trained to national views and

how often action is taken that embodies what the
Commerce Clause was meant to end."

constitutional issue can

Shall we say that when an American
stands before the court demanding rights given
gants.

.

.

him by the supreme law

of the land, the court

be deaf to his appeal? Shall wrongs visited
upon him by the illegal excesses of Congresses
shall

or legislatures be less open to redress than those
which he may suffer from courts, or sheriffs,
or military tyrants or civilian enemies? If this
be so, if in any such case the ears of the court
are to be closed against him, it is not the
power of the court that has been reduced but

the dearly-bought right of the citizen that is
taken away" (John W. Davis in his address as
president of the American Bar Association,
J

9 2 4)-

How

subtle

and unfamiliar

this traditional

view of American constitutional law is to even
the most eminent English lawyers appears from
the comment made by an English lord chancellor, Lord Birkenhead, upon the distinction
taken by Davis: "Your President is one for whom
intellectually I have a great admiration.
.

.

.

His masterly address today carried me entirely
with him. But surely one refinement was a little
subtle. He said that the Supreme Court had not
the right in abstracto to construe your funda-

mental constitutional document; but only in

re-

lation to the issues presented by an individual
litigation. But is this in ultimate analysis a very

But judicial adjustments in the English speaking world operate within traditional limitations.
By confining the power of the Supreme Court

serious derogation? When an issue challenged by
an individual raises the question whether a law is

to the disposition of "cases" and "controversies" the constitution in effect imposed on a

constitutional or not, the decision of the Supreme Court decides this question for all time;

tribunal having ultimate

power over legislative
acts the historic restrictions governing adjudications in common law courts.

and

and executive

attempted

Most

authority."
In thus passing

on issues only when presented
in concrete cases the Supreme Court is true to

of

the

of

modern

problems
society,
whether of industry, agriculture or finance, of
racial interactions or the eternal conflict between
liberty and authority, become in the United
States sooner or later legal problems for ultimate solution by the Supreme Court. They come
before the court, however, not directly as matters of politics or policy or in the form of principles and abstractions. The court can only deal

if

the decision

law

is

is

against the legislature, the

stripped

of

its

attempted

the empiric process of Anglo-American law.
But the attitude of pragmatism which evolved
the scope and methods of English judicature and
subsequently its American versions was powerfully reenforced by considerations of statecraft
in defining the sphere of authority for a tribunal
of ultimate constitutional adjustments. For in
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the case of the

Supreme Court

of the United

States questions of jurisdiction are inevitably
questions of power as between the several states

and the nation or between the court and the
executive and Congress. Every decision of constitutionality is the assertion of some constitutional barrier. However much a judgment of the

House of Lords may offend opinion, the Parliament can promptly change the law so declared.
But a decision of constitutionality by the Supreme Court either blocks some attempted exercise of

power or

releases the

cumbersome pro-

cedure of changes of fundamental law. ThereSupreme Court, and very early, evolved
canons of judicial self-restraint Thus it would
fore the

avoid decisions on constitutionality not merely
by observing common law conventions. The
court very early in

its

history refused to give

merely advisory opinions [Hayburn's case, 2
U S. 409 (1792); Muskrat v United States, 219
U.S. 346 (1910)]. Partly this was an assertion of
its independence, a refusal of the role of subordination either to legislature or executive. The
court withholds utterance unless a controversy is
so molded as to give the court the last word.
is a manifestation of the psychology underlying the development of English
law, which has special pertinence to the unfold-

Partly also this

ing of American constitutional law. To refuse to
give advisory opinions, to refuse to speak at large
or indeed until litigation compels, is to rely more

on the impact of reality than on
ing. In the

abstract unfold-

workings of a constitution designed

dynamic society this means a preference
for "a judgment from experience as against a
judgment from speculation" [Tanner v. Little,
240 US. 3 69 (1915)] To pass on legislation in
abstracto or still worse in advance of enactment
would too often be an exercise in sterile dialectic
and as a practical matter would close the door to
new experience. But the court has improved
upon the common law tradition and evolved
for a

court decisions, is alert to find that the state
court merely enforced some state law which the

Supreme Court is bound to respect and thereby
to deny the existence of a federal controversy.
The court has thus evolved elaborate and
often technical doctrines for postponing if not
avoiding constitutional adjudication. In one
famous controversy, involving a conflict be-

tween Congress and the president, the Supreme
Court was able until recently to avoid decision of
a question that arose in the First Congress.

Such

a system inevitably introduces accidental factors
in decision making. So much depends on how a

question is raised and when it is raised. For
the composition of the court decisively affects
its decisions in the application of constitutional
provisions and doctrines which by their vagueness not only permit but invite conflicting constitutional views on the part of the justices. But

time is the decisive element in all phases of
government, as in war. The cost of uncertainty

due to changes in the personnel of the
through postponing constitutional adjudication until such a decision is unavoidable,
is more easily absorbed than would be the misin result

court,

chief of premature judicial intervention in the

multitudinous political conflicts arising in a
vast federal society like the United States.
Political harmony would not be furthered and
the court's prestige within

its

proper sphere

would be inevitably impaired. And so

it is

as

important for the court not to decide when a
constitutional issue is not appropriately and unavoidably before

it

as

it is

to decide

when

its

duty leaves no choice.

Some claims of unconstitutionality, however
much they may be wrapped in the form of a conventional litigation, the court will never adSuch issues are deemed beyond the

judicate

province of a court and are compendiously
characterized as political questions Thus although according to the constitution "The

than

United States shall guarantee to every state in
union a republican form of government,"
the Supreme Court cannot be called upon to
decide whether a particular state government is
"republican." This and like questions are not
suited for settlement by the training and technique and the body of judicial experience which
guide a court. What such questions are and what
they are not do not lend themselves to enumeration. In these, as in other matters, the wis-

tional authority the court, in reviewing state

dom of the court defines its boundaries.
To be sure judicial doctrine is one thing,
practise another. The pressure of so-called great

rules of judicial administration especially designed to postpone constitutional adjudications

and therefore

constitutional conflicts until they
The court will avoid

are judicially unavoidable.

decision on grounds of constitutionality

if

a case

may go off on some other ground, as, for instance,
statutory construction. So far has this doctrine
been carried that at times the court will give an
interpretation to a statute much more restrictive
its text or the intention of Congress apparently indicated. Again, in order to avoid the
projection of a conflict between state and na-

this

Supreme Court, United
~ases is sometimes too

much

own doctrines

rights" of Taney. Thus there are periods when
the court seems to forget its doctrine against
declarations of unconstitutionally so long as
there is room for reasonable doubt. Thus the

restraint,

and the Supreme

history has forgotten

its

when

they should have been most remembered.
On the whole the court has had to weather few
popular storms. Even these few could have been

avoided by a more careful regard for its own
canons of judicial administration. The avoidable
political conflicts which the Supreme Court
has aroused by transgressing its own technical
doctrines of jurisdiction demonstrate the large
considerations of policy in which those doctrines

are founded.

In the same

of policy is rooted the canon
of constitutional construction to which the Susoil

preme Court throughout

its

history has

avowed

scrupulous adherence The court will avoid if
possible passing on constitutionality; but if the
be burked, if it must face its

issues cannot

between contending
presumption of validity on behalf of challenged powers
This is not merely the wisdom of caution but the
insight of statesmanship For the cases involving
conflicts between the states and the nation or
between Congress and the executive that touch
the sensitive public nerves usually turn on such
ambiguous language or such vague restrictions
responsibility as the arbiter
political forces,

it

will indulge every

of the constitution as to afford a spacious area of
choice on the part of the primary political
agencies of government. And the Supreme
Court, being a court even in these matters
affecting closely the nation's political life, has

enunciated again and again the doctrine that the
court cannot enforce its notions of expediency
or wisdom but may interpose its veto only when
there

is

no reasonable doubt about constitutional
Here too the Supreme Court has

transgressions.

sinned against its own rules. Especially in construing such vague generalities as "due process"

and "equal protection of the laws" it has overlooked their significance and failed to observe
"
that they express "moods and not commands
Cases like Lochner v. New York [198 U.S. 45
(1904)] and Adkins v. Children's Hospital [261
U S. 525 (1922)] illustrate what Chief Justice

Hughes has

characterized

as

"self-inflicted

wounds," because the deep resentment they
aroused was due essentially to the court's departure from its own postulates for deciding
constitutional issues.

Waite period was followed by the
dominance of the strict views of Justice Field,
in turn yielding to the reaction which made the
liberality of the

prevail. After the World War,
during the decade when William H. Tart was
chief justice, the court again veered toward a

Holmes outlook

narrow conception of the constitution, although
Taft himself, especially in a classic dissent,

admonished against this tendency Between 1920
and 1930 the Supreme Court invalidated more
legislation than during the fifty years
preceding. Merely as a matter of statistics this is
an impressive mortality rate, and it is no answer
to point to the far larger number of laws which

state

went through the court unscathed. All laws are
not of the same importance, and a single decision

may decide the fate of a great body of legislation.
Moreover the discouragement of legislative
effort through an adverse decision and a general
weakening of the sense of legislative responsistatistics.
bility are influences not measurable by
The trend has been reversed since Charles
E. Hughes became chief justice, and the
court

is

apparently in one of

its

alternating

swings.

Other factors than personnel explain much of
the court's history Thus on a long view what
the court does and how depends much on the
amount and the nature of its litigation. And these
of its business.
largely turn on the sources

Few suits begin in the Supreme Court. Only
the United States or a state or a diplomat can
become an original suitor. All other litigants
reach the Supreme Court by way of appeal from
some other court. While boundary controversies

or other contests between states (as, for instance,
the litigation arising out of Chicago's attempted
use of the waters of the Great Lakes) involve

sharp conflicts and invoke one of the most important functions of the Supreme Court, they
are relatively few in number. The chief work of

Supreme Court is furnished by appellate
business, and that business comes from the
as well as
highest courts of the forty-eight states
from inferior federal courts. The last fact is
the

A

of profound importance in the history of the

manifest in the history of

court. Unlike

rhythm, even though not reducible to law,
Supreme Court adjudication. Manifold and largely undiscerned
factors determine general tendencies of the
is
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court, much too simplified by phrases like "the
centralization" of Marshall or "the states'

time in

its

States

for judicial selfCourt from time to

its analogues in Canada, Australia
and the proposed all India federation, the Supreme Court is the head of a hierarchy of federal

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
Waiving negligible exceptions, the Supreme Court of Canada and the High Court of
Australia have before them only constitutional

pnus

and federal questions coming

peals from their
court's appellate

courts.

for review respecand state

tively from decisions of the provincial
courts. Similarly in cases coming to the

Supreme

Court from the

state courts only questions involving the federal constitution or controlling
federal legislation arise. But through the federal

courts there

reaches the

Supreme Court

a

stream of litigation having nothing to do with
the federal constitution and federal legislation

but involving the myriad problems that arise
under the common law and under state law and

duties in their respective circuits. In plain
English, they had to sit as judges in the lower
courts and later as a collective body hear ap-

justices

judgments on circuit As the
work steadily mounted, the

had either to neglect their circuit work,
view of the difficulties of travel
days, or their Supreme Court work. In

especially in

m early

fact the administration ot justice suffered
in the Supreme Court and on the circuits.

both

Only

was the pressure eased by the creation in
1869 of circuit judges in collaboration with
circuit justices for circuit work. The obvious
remedy was to relieve the judges of the duty of
partly

ment of inferior

This was urged as early as 1790
by Edmund Randolph, Washington's attorney
general, m reporting to the House of Repre-

tribunals of impartiality to which non-resident
suitors may resort Congress acted upon this

judicial system. But circuit riding was an obstinate institution. Tradition and provincial at-

authority, established a nation \vide system of
federal courts and not only entrusted them with

national sentiment through the peregrinations of

the enforcement of federal laws but also con-

the

state constitutions.

The

constitution

circuit riding.

empowered the

establish-

federal courts not merely for the
enforcement of federal law but also to provide

ferred

upon them the

diction; that

is,

so-called diversity juriscases between citizens of differ-

Thus

instead of setting the Supreme
Court apart as a court for adjustments of legal
conflicts within the federal system, such as is

ent states.

the position of the corresponding tribunals of
the British Empire, the first Judiciary Act and
its successors also gave the Supreme Court a
vast budget of common law business.. Indeed
down to 1875 the Supreme Court was concerned

much more v\ ith common law than with issues of
federal public law. In that year the power of the
lower courts over federal matters was widened

and consequently a stronger federal content was
given to the cases coming before the Supreme
Court. This enlargement of jurisdiction of the
lower courts and the increase generally of litigation because of the country's expansion in size,

sentatives

on the workings of the new federal

tachments no

less

than the desire to promote

Supreme Court

circuit riding

justices maintained the
system until 1891. Since then it

has fallen into desuetude.

Indeed all efforts to enable the Supreme
Court adequately to discharge its essential function foundered on the circuit court system. Instead of the obvious remedy various mechanical
devices for keeping abreast of the Supreme
Court docket were urged. With a too frequent
misconception as to the nature of the judicial

business and the conditions for

1869, this has remained the size of the court.
is no magic in the number nine, but there
are limits to effective judicial action. Delibera-

There

collective

of justice.

that to enlarge the size of the

Nor could

the court give

itself

up completely

wise disposi-

it

population and enterprise produced an amount
of business which was beyond the physical
powers of the court. It took from three to four
years for a case to reach argument after an appeal
was perfected. Such delays plainly were denials

to grappling with its appellate docket. The
federal judicial system as originally established
was patterned on the English judicature in in-

its

was assumed that more business calls for
more judges The first Judiciary Act provided
for a Supreme Court of six members, which was
increased to seven in 1807 and to nine in 1837.
Subject to short fluctuations from a tribunal of
ten to one of seven between the years 1863 to
tion,

tion

by the court

sibility

by

is

the very foundation of sound

also a lively sense of responevery member of the court for its

adjudication, as

is

judgment. Experience

is

conclusive

Supreme Court

self-defeating. When this recurring
proposal for increasing the number of justices
was once more made by the American Bar Asso-

would be

ciation in 1922, Chief Justice Taft authorita-

cluding the system of circuit riding. Circuit

tively rejected

courts were established, but no circuit judges
were created. The members of the Supreme

Variants of the proposal to increase the membership of the court for dealing with the in-

Court were

also

made

circuit justices

with

nisi

crease of

its

it.

business after the Civil

War were
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recurrently urged. Thus a larger membership of
the court was proposed, ranging from fifteen to

what on the continent is formally known as public law and not the
ordinary legal questions in-

twenty-four, so as to permit shifts in the sittings
of the court or work by standing divisions. Eng-

volved in the multitudinous lawsuits of

land and France were cited as examples of such
schemes of judicial organization, and their ex-

tant federal legislation

perience has been drawn upon by some of the
United States. But either of these

Roe
is

of other courts.

The construction

Doe

v.

of impor-

and of the constitution

now the staple business of the Supreme Court.
Constitutional

interpretation

is

most

fre-

devices

quently invoked by the broad and undefined
clauses of the constitution. Their scope of appli-

of the

cation

states of the

would be fatal for the special functions
Supreme Court. A contemporaneously
shifting personnel would disastrously accentuate the personal factor in constitutional adjudicaand divisional courts within the Supreme

tions,

Court would require a mechanism for adjusting
among the divisions. Happily these devices never attained enactment. But their perconflicts

sistent

advocacy delayed the only efficacious
till
1891 did Congress pass the req-

remedy Not

uisite legislation. Instead of increasing the size

of the court,

it decreased its business.
This was accomplished by establishing intermediate courts of appeal for each of the nine

is relatively

unrestricted and the

room

for

play of individual judgment as to policy correfew simple terms like
spondingly broad.

A

"liberty" and "property," phrases like "regulate
Commerce
among the several States" and
.

.

.

m

"without due process of law" are invoked
judgment upon the engulfing mass of economic,
social and industrial facts. Phrases like "due
process of law," as Judge Hough reminded us,
are of "convenient vagueness." Their content is
derived from without, not revealed within the
The power of states to enact legis-

constitution

lation restricting an owner's use of natural re-

1929 increased to ten) These were
authority over a large field of appeals

sources, providing a living wage for women
workers, limiting the rents chargeable by land-

which theretofore had gone to the Supreme

lords, fixing standard weights for bread, pro-

Court, leaving the latter court discretionary
power to resolve conflicts among the intermedi-

hibiting the use of

circuits (in

given

final

ate courts or,

when an important

national inter-

est otherwise required finality of determination,
by the Supreme Court itself. By thus giving to

Supreme Court obligatory appellate jurisdiction over a restricted type of litigation and for

the

shoddy

m comfortables, pre-

scribing building zones, requiring the sterilization of mental defectives, fixing the price of milk

and other commodities these powers hinge on
the court's reading of the due process clause.
The Stockyards Act, the Grain Futures Act, the
West Virginia Natural Gas Act, the recepture

the rest letting the Supreme Court decide
whether to review, the Congress enabled the
court to keep abreast of its docket. It did more.

clause of the Transportation Act, the First Child
Labor Law, all involved interpretation of the

introduced a principle of procedure capable of
progressive application, which saved the court
for the discharge of duties peculiarly its own

pended on adequate information before the court
on the economic and industrial data which underlay this legislation, and judgment on these

When

by the court. Again, the Steel Trust case
[United States v United States Steel Corp., 251
U S. 417 (1919)], the Shoe Machinery case
[United States v. United Shoe Machinery Co.,
247 U.S. 32 (1917)], the Duplex case [Duplex
Printing Press Co. v. Deering, 254 U.S. 443
(1920)], the Bedford Cut Stone case [Bedford

It

in maintaining the constitutional

system

Spanish American War and the World
War the vast expansion in economic enterprise
and the lesulting governmental regulation of
business again produced a volume of judicial
business beyond the court's powers, Congress in
after the

1925 came to the court's rescue at

its

own

re-

commerce

clause; but the fate of these laws de-

facts

Cut Stone Co

v. Journeyman Stone Cutters'
Ct Rep. 522 (1926)], all involved
interpretation of the antitrust acts. But the interpretation of this legislation was decided by

quest, by still further withdrawing the types
of cases which can be taken to the Supreme

Ass'n., 47 Sup.

Court as a matter of right and extending the
area of litigation in which an appeal can be had
in the Supreme Court only by its leave. At pres-

the facts of industrial

life

as seen

by the

court.

ent in about nine cases a year leave is asked of the
court for review, and in only about one case in

The

six is the leave granted.

trade associations are not due to any differences
in their reading of the Sherman law in vacua.

The Supreme Court has thus ceased to be a
common law court. The stuff of its business is

conflicting opinions of the justices in the
recent series of cases involving the activities of

The differences

are attributable to the economic

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
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data which they deemed relevant to judgment
and the use which they made of them. What con-

of views, and very serious ones, there have
been on the court almost from the beginning,
but these judicial differences have cut deeper

"spur track," when public convenience
abandonment,
under what conditions one railroad must permit
use of its facilities by a rival, how far the requirement of a state for the abolition of grade cross-

in construing

ings depends

on approval by the Interstate Commerce Commission these and like questions
cannot be answered by the most alert reading of

Whenever Supreme Court decisions have especially offended some deep popular sentiment,
movements have become rife to curb the court's

the Transportation Act. Their solution implies a
wide knowledge of railroad economics, of railroad practises and the history of transportation

power. In Marshall's days such efforts were invoked by decisions promoting centralization and
subordinating the states. In recent times invalidation of social legislation, both state and
national, has aroused popular disfavor. In the

stitutes a

justifies a railroad extension or

as well as a political philosophy concerning the

respective roles of national control and state
authority.

These are tremendous and delicate problems.
But the words of the constitution on which their
based are so unrestricted by their inmeaning or by their history or by tradi-

solution
trinsic

is

tion or

by prior decisions that they leave the individual justice free, if indeed they do not compel him, to gather meaning not from reading the
constitution but from reading life. It is most
revealing that

members

of the court are fre-

quently admonished by their associates not to
read their economic and social views into the
neutral language of the constitution But the
process of constitutional interpretation compels
the translation of policy into judgment, and the
controlling conceptions of the justices are their
"idealized political picture" of the existing
social order. Only the conscious recognition of

than any differences as to old party allegiances;
they involve differences of fundamental outlook
regarding the constitution and the judge's role
it.

earlier period we find proposals for repealing
the famous section 25 of the Judiciary Act of

1789, whereby the Supreme Court had power
to review decisions of state courts denying some

A

federal right.
brake upon a finding of unconstitutionally was also proposed by requiring
the concurrence of seven justices and not a

mere

majority.

by Senator La

The latter safeguard was
Follette in

revived

1924, while in an

movement, in
Theodore Roosevelt proposed a recall by

earlier stage of the Progressive

1912,

popular referendum of decisions nullifying state
but not congressional legislation But no proposal for curtailment of the

Supreme Court's

legislation has ever been adopted.
wise exercise of this power, it has shrewdly

power over

The

been discerned, cannot be assured by any

the nature of this exercise of the judicial process
will protect policy from being narrowly con-

mechanical device. The only reliance rests in the
quality of the judges and the temper and training of the bar, for no graver responsibilities have

strued as the reflex of discredited assumptions or
the abstract formulation of unconscious bias.
Thus the most important manifestations of

ever confronted a judicial tribunal, no more
equipment was ever required of
judges. The spirit and culture and insight which

political and economic life may ultimately
for judgment before the Supreme Court,

should be the possessions of a justice of the
Supreme Court have been stated by Judge

and the influence of the court permeates even

Learned Hand: "I venture to believe that it is as
important to a judge called upon to pass on a
question of constitutional law, to have at least
a bowing acquaintance with Acton and Maitland, with Thucydides, Gibbon and Carlyle,
with Homer, Dante, Shakespeare and Milton,
with Machiavelli, Montaigne and Rabelais, with

our

come

beyond

its

technical jurisdiction.

That a tribunal

exercising such power and beyond the reach of
popular control should from time to time arouse
popular resentment is far less surprising than the
infrequency of such hostility and the perdurance
of the institution. No political party has been
consistent

m

its

support or

its hostility

to the

court. Every American political party at some
time has sheltered itself behind the Supreme

Court and

at others has

decisions obstructions to

found in the court's
purposes. This is a

its

reflection of the fact that the court

throughout
been the organ of any party
or registered merely party differences. Clashes
its

history has not

searching

Hume and Kant, as with the books
which have been specifically written on the subject. For in such matters everything turns upon
the spirit in which he approaches the questions
before him. The words he must construe are
empty vessels into which he can pour nearly
anything he will. Men do not gather figs from
thistles, nor supple institutions from judges
Plato, Bacon,

Supreme Court, United
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whose outlook is limited by parish or class. They
must be aware that there are before them more
than verbal problems; more than final solutions

court. (3) Assignment by the chief justice of
cases for opinion writing to the different justices
after discussion and vote at conference. Flexible

cast in generalizations of universal applicability.
They must be aware of the changing social ten-

use is thus made of the talents and energies of
the justices, and the writer of the opinion enters

which make it an organwhich demand new schemata of adaptation;
which will disrupt it, if rigidly confined."

upon the

sions in every society

ism;

All told, seventy-five judges have thus far

(1934) sat on the Supreme Court. A goodly
number of them have been men of intellectual
distinction.

But hardly a half dozen are towering

figures: Marshall, the creative statesman; Story,

a scholar of vast learning; Taney, who adapted
the constitution to the emerging forces of mod-

ern economic society; Holmes, the philosopher
become king; Brandeis, the master of fact as the
basis of social insight. Confidence in the competence of the court has not been won by the
presence of a rare man of genius. The explanation lies rather in the capacity of the court to
dispose adequately of the tasks committed to it.

The

effective conditions for insuring the quality
of judicial output of the Supreme Court have in
the long run been maintained. Human limita-

task not only with knowledge of the
conclusions of his associates but with the benefit

of their suggestions made at conference. (4) Distribution of draft opinions in print, for consideration

by the individual

justices in advance

of the conference, followed by their discussion
at subsequent conferences. Ample time is thus

furnished for care in formulation of the result,
for recirculation of revised opinions if necessary

and for writing dissents. This practise makes
for team play and encourages individual inquiry
instead

of subservient

unanimity.

Dis-

(5)

couragement of rehearings. Thoroughness in the
process of adjudication excludes the debilitating
habit of some state courts of being too prodigal

with rehearing. (6) To these specific procedural
habits must be added the traditions of the court,
the public scrutiny which it enjoys and the long
tenure of the justices. The inspiration that
conies from a great past is reenforced by sensitiveness to healthy criticism. Continuity and

been respected. While in response to
the country's phenomenal increase in population
and wealth and the resulting extension of governmental activities duties have been placed

experience in adjudication are secured through
length of service as distinguished from the
method of selection of judges.

upon Congress, the executive departments,
various federal administrative agencies and the
lower federal courts which disregarded their

These factors probably play a larger part in
the effective work of the Supreme Court than
elevation of station, high responsibility and the

strength and capacity, the duties of the Supreme
Court have on the whole been kept within

greater ability of the justices, drawn as they are
from the whole country, as compared with state

tions have

the capacities of nine judges

who

are

not

court judges.

FELIX FRANKFURTER

supermen.

The Supreme

Court's

internal

procedure

moreover has been an important factor in the
achievement of its high standards of judicial administration. In its disposition of cases, in the
rules and practises which determine argument,
deliberation and opinion writing, the Supreme
Court operates under the following conditions,
indispensable to a seasoned, collective judicial
judgment: (i) Encouragement of oral argument;

discouragement of oratory.

The Socratic method

applied; questioning, in which the whole court
freely engage, clarifies the minds of the justices
is

as to the issues

ment through

and guides the course of argu-

Consideration
of every matter, be it an important case or merely
a minor motion, by every justice before conreal difficulties. (2)

ference and action at fixed, frequent and long
conferences of the court. This assures responaible deliberation

and decision by the whole
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AND GUARANTY.

be reimbursed by the principal. This surety may
have been comforted, however, with the realiza-

was personal; that is, it
was extinguished upon his death and did not
pass to his heirs. If it be questioned why anyone, however friendly to the principal, should
tion that his obligation

SURETYSHIP
Suretyship involves the assumption of liability for the
of
another.
idenHistorians,
however,
obligation

offer himself in his hostageship, it may be
answered that it was not an entirely voluntary
matter: it was the principal's family, dependents,

suretyship with situations which are quite
outside modern connotations of the term. Thus

substitute.

tify

they hold that family and clan members and
ather social groups have been made to assume,

vassals or others in obligation

who became

his

embryonic political organizations upon their
members. A city and its governor are said
to have been made responsible as sureties by the

There were many types of suretyship in the
Roman law. Such forms as praes,
vas and receptum as well as constitutum and
mandatum were of limited or specialized application. The more general early forms were the
sponsio and its somewhat later contemporary, the
fidepromissio, which had its origin at the time of
suretyship by way of hostageship. Both the
spomio and the fidepromissio were accomplished

Code of Hammurabi

by

by suretyship, collective responsibility for the
offenses and wrongs of one another. Duties of
as

policing

bringing

and of apprehending wrongdoers and
them to trial have been imposed by

several

for the failure to capture a

The

English system of frankpledge,
which obtained from the twelfth to the fourteenth century, is supposed to have represented
the highest development of this state promotion
brigand.

of small groups into suretyship; the general
plan was known to Germanic nations earlier and

prototype existed in Anglo-Saxon customs.
Another ancient type of suretyship is more

its

consistent with

pledge. The
was delivered

modern notions of

history of the

stipulatio^

questions and
answers. Neither contract could be used to

guarantee any other than a verbal contract, and
the sponsio at least was confined to ewes. The
obligations of these sureties did not survive
against their heirs.
The suretyship category of the mature Roman

law was the highly flexible fidejussio, which, like
the sponsio andfidepromissto, was consummated
by the stipulatio. It is recognized, however, as

surety, pledged as if he were res,
over as a hostage to the custody of the claimant
and to imprisonment and servitude if not death,

the maturity of

default of the principal. This suretyhostageship, which antedated any substantial development of credit transactions, served in the

memorandum;

upon

several legal systems primarily to strengthen a

weak and undeveloped legal machinery by assuring appearance of the defendant, at first in
criminal causes and later in civil proceedings. As

such a mechanism of mediaeval procedure the
hostage became bound "body for body" for the
person accused. Only in later periods was the

punishment of the hostage separated from that
of the principal offender; and not until pecuniary liability became recognized as a fit substitute
for punishment in person was the role of the
surety-hostage ameliorated.
In the later developments of hostageship in
private causes ancient laws indicate certain dis-

the formal verbal contract of

Roman law which was formed by

Roman law

is

approached, that,

Greek influence, the formality
was usually that of a written

largely because of

of the stipulatio
the significance of the verbalism,
of questions and answers had waned. The
fidejussio

was available for the guaranty of under-

takings generally re, verbis, litteris or consensu.
Heirs of ihefidejussor were obligated as in other
transactions.

Legislation accorded beneficial privileges to

Roman

sureties. The very early legislation was
confined to sponsio or fidepromissio, but both
these forms had become obsolete under the em-

pire

and the imperial

As

legislation

dealt with

was converted
into a purely accessory obligation. While it is
true that each surety became liable for the entire debt, Hadrian is credited with having provided the beneficium divisionis, by which such a
surety could, upon being sued for the whole

fidejussio.

a result the contract

tinguishing characteristics of the suretyship liability. The surety taken as a hostage alone became responsible to the claimant. The principal

among the sureties who were solvent at the time

was discharged as to the creditor, and vague indeed was the right and remedy of this surety to

of the action. Again, these sureties were accorded
the right of beneficium cedendarum actionum,

debt, require proportional division of the debt

Supreme Court, United

States

surety, as against his co-sureties and
the principal, was entitled, after issue joined,

whereby a

offering full payment to him of the debt,
to receive an assignment of the claim of the

upon

creditor

and any

securities of the debtor or other
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over "the creditor is liable toward the surety to
the extent of the particular property for the insolvency of the principal debtor which has occurred in consequence of his failure to institute

to require the creditor

proceedings" (art. 2024). Beneficium cedendarum
actionum is generally accorded in modern civil
codes, as is also the right of reimbursement.
Early English law apparently did not pre-

to sue the debtor before proceeding against them
or any one of them, provided only, if the debtor

scribe any particular formalities for suretyship
contracts or restrict the undertakings to which

sureties. Thereafter Justinian

ficium

ordinis

vel

sureties acquired

ordained the bene-

whereby these

excussionis ,

power

were beyond the jurisdiction,

that the court fix a

time after which the surety must, if the debtor
continued absent, perform the obligation. Of
course if the fidejussio were drawn so that the
surety promised to pay "whatever the creditor
cannot recover from the debtor" (fidejussio in<^?#MMta/),suitagainstthedebtor would be a prerequisite to enforcement of the surety's undertaking according to the condition. The Lex
Cornelia limiting the extent to \vhich a person
could become surety in a. single year for one man

to one creditor was extended to the fidejussor,
and right of reimbursement against the principal was accorded by the actio mandati.
It was a fundamental principle of Germanic
law that the surety was jointly liable with the
principal; recourse to the surety was primary not
secondary But this principle was abrogated by
the reception, and suretyship contracts of the
modern civil law have closely followed the

Roman

Corresponding to it are the
cautionnement of modern French law, the Burgschaft and Garantie (Geicahrvertrag) in Germany
fidejussio.

and the garanzta, including the

fidetussone, in

Italy.

The beneficium divisionis of Roman

law

is

pre-

served to sureties in the codes of France and
Italy but not of Germany.

As

in

Roman law, the

right may be stipulated away; indeed its renunciation may be implied from the form of the
transaction, as where a surety becomes a co-

promissor with the principal debtor.

The

gen-

they could be adapted.

he against a surety unless a
to his bargain.

The

does not apply to commercial trans-

may be renounced, however, and

is usually implied where the surety signs
as a co-promissor with the principal; and, unless
the right is claimed promptly after suit is in-

waiver

stituted

by the creditor,

it is

waived.

The

surety
must also designate to the creditor the assets of
the debtor and "advance enough money." to

affixed

carnage of another person Judicial manipulation of the statute, however, especially in the
United States, has excluded several classes of
promises of frequent recurrence from the category of special promise; for example, in cases in
which the surety is sufficiently "benefited" by
the promise

Equivalents of the beneficial rights of the

modern civil law are recognized in
law jurisdictions Unless specifically
stipulated away they arise in the absence of express contract The right of reimbursement, or
indemnity, in Anglo-American law is traceable
to the writ de plegiis acqtnetandis recorded in the
surety in the

common

ancient register of writs. But apparently this
writ was not available to a surety \vho, without
more, became bound jointly or jointly and
severally with the principal, for the writ did not
lie "without express naming of surety or fideius-

sor in the writing." Glanvill reports, however,

was \ ouchsafed a surety
from the principal and that in equity
indemnity was early accorded even in the abto recover

it

had been

assumpsit \vas held to

also is recognized in civil law codes, although in
Germany, by express provision of the Commer-

Code,

seal

occasion for this formalism

he against i
when
surety, but there followed the Statute of Frauds
(sect 4) requiring a writing in case of a "special
promise" to answer for the debt, default or misceased

that the action of debt

actions. It

the advent of the

time of Edward in, that ordinarily the principal
rather than the surety received the quid pro quo
and that therefore the action of debt would not

eral principle of beneficium ordinis vel excussionis

cial

With

action of debt, however, the specialty became
popular; for it was considered, at least from the

sence of agreement therefor; early in the eighteenth century moreover a surety could recovet

from the principal in assumpsit. Sureties of the
king's debtors were less favorably considered;
provision in Magna Carta, however, gave them
the right of reimbursement, but this is still
denied to sureties by way of bail in criminal

quote the French Civil Code, "to have the

them the right "would relieve
them from the motives to exert themselves in

property seized and realized"

securing the appearance of the principal."

(art.

2023); more-

causes, for to give
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Closely connected with the surety's right to
reimbursement are his rights of subrogation and
exoneration. As soon as a surety has satisfied the
creditor,

he becomes entitled by virtue of the

right of subrogation to the benefit of all the securities or advantages which the creditor re-

ceived from the principal. The remedy of exoneration has always remained exclusively equitable. After maturity of the principal obligation a
surety

may procure a decree against the principal

and sureties requiring the principal to pay the
creditor, so that the surety will never be required to pay, and requiring the sureties to pay
their proper share in anticipation of the principal's non-payment. Thecreditor isjomedasa for-

mal party defendant to receive payment, but the
creditor may pursue the principal and surety
regardless of the pendency of these proceedings.

A

While common law courts were more tardy
and strict than courts of equity in according
sureties rights against their principal and as
among themselves, they are supposed early to

have ameliorated a surety's position toward the
creditor

by the doctrine

strictissimi juris.

A

surety is said to be a "favorite of the law." In
other words, the law courts are supposed to have

allowed a surety frequently to escape responsibility to the creditor by strictly construing the
contract and attendant circumstances in favor
of the surety. Any such generalization, however,
mostly doctrine fabricated upon generaliza-

is

tions of court opinions in restricted classes of
It is applied most frequently perhaps
the words used by the parties, especially
by the surety, assume ambiguity in view of intervening events but frequently also when after
consummation of the contract of the principal

cases.

when

surety's claim of contribution against a cosurety was once denied by the common law
courts of England. By the seventeenth century,
however, and probably before, the claim was ac-

parties and of the surety the former, without
authority from the surety, enter into a bargain
which tends toward changes or variations of per-

corded in equity. Subsequently at law a surety,
having paid more than his part of the debt, was

formance under the original contract.
In modern English law the term guaranty has

from a co-surety on the

largely superseded suretyship, although little
consequence is attached to the variation of

also allowed to recover

count of money paid to his use, the sum resulting from division of the debt paid by the total
number of co-sureties. In equity, however, the
debt was divided by the number of solvent
sureties and contribution allowed accordingly.
This distinction still obtains in some jurisdictions in the United States where law and equity
are separately administered.
No such general rights as those of beneficium
dwisionis or beneficium ordmis -vel excussionis are

recognized in common law jurisdictions. The
former is contrary to the common law theory of
joint

and several

liability in contract.

The

latter

is
recognized in effect, however, in nearly half
of the states of the United States, where there

judicial decision or by provision of statute the so-called rule of Pain v.

obtains either

by

Packard [13 Johns (N.Y.), 174 (1816)], which

compel the
sue the principal under penalty

allows sureties of certain classes to
creditor

first to

of discharge as to themselves. There are also statutes in some states which provide that where

judgment has been obtained against both principal and surety execution shall first exhaust the
assets of the principal. Similarly in some states
where property of a surety is hypothecated with
the property of the principal, the surety is entitled, either by statute or by judicial decision,
to

have the property of the

latter first

the discharge of the obligation.

applied to

nomenclature.

American

Generalizations

are

made

in

however, upon the
basis of a distinction between suretyship and
legal literature,

guaranty, which

is

statutory provisions.

often also recognized in
With respect to rights of

reimbursement, subrogation, exoneration and
contribution the distinction is scarcely mentioned. It is voiced chiefly in causes involving
the responsibilities of sureties and guarantors to
the creditor. It may be conceded broadly that

many differences in American law between the surety and the guarantor and between the contract of the surety and the contract
there are

of the guarantor. As it is usually stated, the responsibility of a surety is supposed to be direct

and primary while that of a guarantor is held to
be secondary and collateral, expressly condiprincipal's failure to perform.
however, little satisfaction in this
generalization, because the contract of the
surety and of the guarantor may be varied to

tioned

There

upon the
is,

such an extent that a surety's contract may be
held to be one of guaranty and a guarantor's
contract one of suretyship.
The liabilities are determined by the form and
terms of the particular transaction. Thus if the

obUgor has transferred property to the creditor
by way of mortgage or pledge, in other words, if
he is a real rather than a personal surety, his
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liability

may be

limited to the value of the

merely a matter of
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taste.

Perhaps the term ac-

pledged or mortgaged property. Very rarely is
the term real guaranty used in such a case. In
the personal surety category of transactions the

commodation contracts would serve the purpose.
With increasing frequency in modern times
suretyship has come to be undertaken not by

liability of the obligor again will depend upon
the form of the security. Thus if a negotiable
instrument is given, his liability will depend

relatives or friends but by business corporations
organized for this purpose. Surety companies
engage in selling bonds wherein they undertake
to pay money for the defalcation of public and

upon whether he signs as maker, co-maker or
endorser and upon whether his signature is
qualified by the addition of some such expression as "I guarantee collection of the within
note." Furthermore his liability may depend

upon whether he has become accommodation
drawer or endorser of a bill of exchange with or
without conditions. Particularly when the purpose of the contract is to secure not simply the
payment of money but the performance of an
obligation, such as a building contract or a bail
bond, will the liabilities of the obligor be con-

ditioned by the terms of the particular bargain.
To be sure, in the case of the more simple
credit transactions the courts have arrived at a
certain routine of construction.

The law

of ne-

instruments contains specific rules
which bear upon the conditions of liability when

gotiable

such instruments are involved The creditor is
better protected if he secures the signature of the
obligor as an accommodation maker rather than
endorser, for in the latter case presentment and
notice of dishonor must expressly be waived. As
far as words of qualification with reference to the
guaranteed note are concerned, the creditor is
better protected by a guaranty of payment than
by a guaranty of collection, for in the former
case he need not first sue the debtor. In the case
of other contracts a promise of "full and faithful
performance" is likely to be assimilated to the
guaranty of payment of a promissory note.
Nevertheless, the distinction between guaranty
of payment and guaranty of collection should
not be overemphasized, for construction proceeds on the basis of the transaction as a whole.

To
much

the layman the
less familiar,

surety

is

word guarantor.
or at least the term guaranty

references, than the

term

word

probably

notwithstanding Scriptural

The

latter

has been

considerably popularized in sales promotion,
while any distinction between the contract of the
surety and that of the guarantor is generally unfamiliar. It is probable that the layman will report his undertakings in such cases to the effect

he signed, or "went on," the debtor's noteor
he went bondsman for the principal.
Whether or not a generic word should be coined
to embrace all of these variable bargains is
that

that

private officers and employees, administrators,
executors, guardians, trustees and other fiduciaries; bonds relating to criminal prosecutions

and private

litigation including bail bonds, appeal bonds, attachment and replevin bonds;
bonds to assure faithful performance of contracts

on both public and private undertakings; and
bonds for the faithful performance of public and
private licenses, permits and payment of imposts
and taxes. Indeed a modern surety company may
carry an inventory in excess of five hundred such
contracts (bonds), which it is ready to sell at a
price (the premium) Promotion of these companies originated with fidelity underwriting and
dates back in England to the early part of the
eighteenth century. The organization there of
the Guaranty Society of London in 1840 should,
however, be credited with the beginnings of the

modern business

of surety companies. It repromotion in the United States to
extend the scope of operations beyond fidelity

mained

for

bonds.

As

a result of this development courts and

have come to compare "the modsurety," "the corporate
surety," with other sureties and have attempted
to generalize the effect upon the law of suretyship. There have been many arguments for and
legal writers

ern,

compensated

against the proposition that these surety companies are insurers and that, as such, their obligations are more stringent and their defenses

more

restricted than are those of

an individual

surety-guarantor. To the extent that many of
these surety bonds are sold for a premium, which
is determined on the basis of a law of averages
experienced on the particular risk assumed, and
in view of the fact that these contracts, generally
very elaborate in detail, are written by the company, aspects of an insurance policy are ap-

parent. But, on the other hand, insurance is a
broad term in commercial and legal usage. It is
difficult

to catch significant

functional simi-

between a bond of a surety company
which has been given for the value of property in
lieu of surrendering it in a replevin action and an
insurance policy sold to an automobile owner to
protect him from liability claims for personal inlarities
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This is not an argument against treating
the two contracts similarly on some given legal
issue. Their functional distinctions do, however,
tend to encourage doubt if there is not substan-

juries.

oversimplification in identifying these transactions which are functionally so different. It

tial

may be conceded that the courts in discussing
contracts of surety companies have promiscuously described them as contracts of insurance
and have generalized to the effect that they are
different from individual surety-guaranty contracts.

Most of this

in cases

language, however, appears
are, in view of intervening

where there

events, ambiguities as to the language of the
contract. It may be admitted that there is a distinct tendency in cases of this kind to resolve
such questions against the company, since it
wrote the contract. Pro tanto the doctrine
strictusimi juris seems to be disregarded. There
may be noted also, however, the recurring observation of judges that this formula of adverse
construction is after all not without the limitation that even a surety company is not to be held
to a contract which it did not make and that the
contract of such a company, like that of other
sureties and guarantors, must not be extended

and reasonable meaning. Moreover in the case of statutory bonds bonds
whose terms and conditions are prescribed
beyond

by

its fair

statute

there

is

little

reason for stricter

construction against the surety company than
against other sureties; the purposes of the statute

demand primary
may be remarked

consideration in

cases. It

all

observed that as yet there

is

no such current

practise of construction against banks respecting
a large variety of suretyship-guaranty contracts,

inclu ding so-called bank , or commercial letters of
,

which are sold by them for a

price.

Of

course the rights of reimbursement, exoneration
and contribution are in general accorded to the
corporate surety as they are to the individual
surety-guarantor.

The generalizations as

on deferred

selling
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to the general order; the various diseases, stillbirths, twin births and accidental deaths likewise

have a definite relation to the entire trend. All
these laws combine to effect not simply the per-

petuation of the
increase

up

human

to a point

species but

its

gradual

where the means of sub-

sistence permit no further growth Sussmilch
was the first in Germany to point out the law of
large numbers, which is basic to statistical in-

quiry; he observed the fact that in measuring
mass phenomena the general validity and inde-

pendence from accidental variations of the

SUSSMILCH, JOHANN PETER

(1707-67),
studied law,

numerical results obtained increase as the number of cases under observation is increased.

medicine and theology at the universities of
Halle and Jena and for many yeais served as

Sussmilch expressed himself also on certain
problems of current economic policy True to
the mercantilist notions of his day, he stressed

German

statistician.

Sussmilch

pastor in Berlin. He ranks among the greatest
figures in the history of statistics Although he
was greatly indebted to the works of Graunt,

Veranderungen des menschlichen Geschlechts, aus

maximum achievable popuand pointed to peasant emancipation, internal colonization, cheap food supplies and
equitable taxes as the factors favoring a speedy
growth of population. For the same reason he
welcomed the development of new industries
and manufactures, although he cautioned
against any overestimation of these Should the

der Geburt, dem Tode und dcr Fortpflanzung
desselben erwtesen (Berlin 1741; 6th ed by C J.

vene to restore the divine order, the basis of a

Petty, King and other contemporary statisticians, he surpassed them in the completeness of
his material, the high objectives which he set
himself and the systematic nature of his work.
His mam work, Die gbtthche Ordnung in den

Baumann,

1798),

is

replete with interesting

and

demographical investigations, placing
particular emphasis on frequency rates of births,
marriages and deaths Sussmilch ascertained the
variations in mortality rates with respect to sex,

the desirability of a
lation

marriage rate decline, the sovereign must interrational population policy.

FRANZ ZIZEK
ADOLF BLIND

original

age, place of residence (urban or rural) and
season and constructed a mortality table which,
despite its methodological shortcomings, was
used by German insurance companies until the

middle of the nineteenth century.

He

also

studied the problem of the increase of population and attempted to compute world population

Consult. Westergaard, Harald, Contributions to the
History of Statistics (London 1932) ch vn, Crum,
Frederick S "The Statistical Work of Sussmilch"

\n
F., and Crum, F. S ,
"A Trial Bibliography of the Writing of Johann Peter
Sussmilch" in American Statistical Association, Publuations, vol v (1896-97) 310-14, John, Vmcenz,

conception of "the divine order,"
evidenced by the regularity and order underly-

Statistical Association, Publications, \ol

(1900-01) 335-80, Willcox, W

Geschichte dcr Statistik, vol i (Stuttpart 1884) p.
241-73, Schulze, Karl, Sussnnlfhs Ansdiauungen uber
die

figures.

m

,

American

Bevolkerung (Langensalza 1921)

It is his

demographic phenomena, which makes
his work especially noteworthy. According to
Sussmilch such phenomena are subject to defiing

all

universally valid rules; the number of
births, for example, has a certain fixed relation
nite,

number

of persons living as well as to the
total dead; in any given period there is a slight
preponderance of births over deaths; more boys
to the

are born than girls, but as a result of the higher

mortality rate of boys there is maintained between
the two sexes at the marriageable age a balance

which forms the
has

its set total

basis of

monogamy; every age

of deaths and pays a certain

toll

SUTTNER, BARONESS BERTHA VON
(1843-1914), Austrian pacifist. The daughter of
Field Marshall Count Franz von Kmsky, Baroness von Suttner was given the advantages of
a liberal education and extensive travel. Later
financial reverses obliged her to earn
living, and she obtained
in the home of a wealthy

her

own

a position as governess

Viennese family whose
Gundaccar von Suttner, she
eventually married. Her numerous writings
son, Baron Artur

attracted

little

attention until she published Die

Waffen nieder!
T. Holmes, i

(2 vols., Stuttgart 1889; tr. by
znd ed. London 1894), a

vol.,

novel picturing the horror and futility of war
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The enormous

popularity of this book, which

went through more than
translated into

many

thirty editions

and was

languages, together with

her numerous addresses, pamphlets and treatises on arbitration and disarmament served to
make Baroness von Suttner an effective force
in the peace

movement

of the late nineteenth

and the early twentieth century. She founded
the Austrian Peace Society, serving as its first
president, attended international peace con-

Rome, Berne, Antwerp, The Hague
and elsewhere and lectured both m Europe and

gresses in

in America.

From

1892 to 1899 she edited a

instead of triennial sessions of the Storting.

Under

his leadership, the

new

party, the Left

(Venstre)) already representing the majority of
the Storting, had as its chief objective the transformation of the government into an organ of

the popular will through participation of the
cabinet members in the parliamentary deliberations. This effort, which came to involve the
absolute veto right of the king, divided the

whole nation into two camps and culminated in
the impeachment of the conservative government in 1884. In that year Sverdrup was called
to the premiership, a step which definitely es-

monthly magazine, Waffen meder!, organ of the
international peace bureau at Berne In 1905
she was awarded the Nobel Peace Pri/e, the
establishment of which she is said to have
prompted through her friendship with the Swed-

jury, the democratic reorganization of the army,
the improvement of popular education, the

ish inventor.

extension of the franchise and the initiation of

Although Baroness von Suttner supported
pacifism chiefly on ethical and humanitarian
grounds, her enthusiasm and her indefatigable

labor legislation.

sfforts

enabled her followers, notably Alfred

Fried, to impart a sociological, economic
legal foundation to the movement.

and

HANS WFHBERG

tablished the principle of parliamentary control
in Norway The outstanding reforms of Sver-

drup's ministry were the adoption of

07).

Consult. Memoiren (Stuttgart 1909), tr as Memoirs
of Bertha von Suttner, 2 \ols. (Boston 1910), Wehberg, Hans, Dte Fuhrer dcr deutschen Fnedensbewegung

(1890-1923) (Leipsic 1923) p. 7-10, Macpilhvray,
John, in Queen's Quarterly, vol. xvi (1908-09) 70-83.

SVERDRUP, JOHAN
statesman.

Sverdrup,

practised law,

(1816-92), Norwegian
who had studied and

was carried

into politics

by the

great nationalist and democratic movement of
1848. As a member of the Storting from 1851

1884 and as prime minister from 1884 to
1889, he strove consistently for the establishment of parliamentary government and other
democratic reforms as well as for the social and
political advancement of the farmers. A follower
of the political philosophy of Francis Lieber, he
succeeded in uniting fanners and bourgeois
to

liberals into the first party in the

parliament which was based on

Norwegian

strict political

principles and organization. He made the introduction of trial by jury a program common to

these groups, led the farmers in their fight
against the king's organization of the army along
Prussian lines and finally organized a united
party in 1869 when he succeeded in carrying an
amendment to the constitution providing annual

by

HALVDAN KOHT
Works Taler i Stnrtlnnget iS^T-Sz (Speeches
Storting) (Copenhagen 1882)

in the

Consult Koht, II
Johan Sverdrup, 3 vols (Chnstiama 1918-25), Nielsen, Yngvar, Fra Johan Sverdrups
Dage, 1884-1889 (2nd ed Chmtiania 1913), Lov,

land, J

Works: Gesammelte Schnjten, 12 vols (Dresden 1906-

trial

,

in

Nordmacnd

i

del

ly?*'

aarhundrede, cd

by

G

Gran, 3 vols. (Chnstiama 1914) vol 11, p 93-143,
Gjerscf, Knur, History of the Nonvegtan People, 2
vols (New York 1915) vol n, p. 54-H. 531-44,
555-6'.

SWAINSON, WILLIAM
lawyer.

(1809-83), British
studied at the Inner Temple

Swamson

in London, where he was undoubtedly influenced by the ideas of Austin and Bentham. He
served as attorney general for New Zealand
from its formation into a separate colony in 1841
until the establishment of a

complete parliamentary system and of responsible government
chosen
as first speaker
in 1856. In 1854 he was
of the legislative council and from 1856 to 1868
was a member of the new legislative council.

Swamson drafted the
The legislation for
which he was responsible set a new standard:
As

attorney general

early laws of the colony.
it

was remarkable

arrangement and
from English preceand the needs of a new com-

for

its

logical

directness, departing boldly

dent

when

lucidity

munity so required. The law relating to the
transfer of real property and the simplified court
and procedural systems are notable examples.
Swainson played a prominent part also in framing a constitution for the members of the church
who were cut off from the establishment in England;

it

recovered the ancient ideal of territorial

Suttner

Swift
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autonomy with world wide intercommunion and

corrupt period of English politics and gave

provided a system of internal government.
In the political sphere Swainson's career

moreover a taste for it. He started as a moderate
Whig, and wrote his Dissensions between the
Nobles and the Commons in Athens and Rome
(1701) for the Whigs. But his discontent with the
treatment they accorded him ("Rot 'em for un-

may

be open to more criticism. After representative
government had been granted, he advised the
acting governor against conceding the principle
of ministerial responsibility without further instructions

from England.

He championed

the

rights of the natives, regarding the Treaty of
Waitangi (1840) as a solemn obligation and
envisaging the continued progress of the Maori
under Christian influence, which should culminate in equality with the British settlers. Accordingly he came into conflict with the colonists,

whose aim was to build a British community
and who were impatient of restrictions on the
acquisition of land. He questioned the jurisdiction of the crown over certain native chiefs not
parties to the Treaty of Waitangi and received
a severe rebuke from the Colonial Office, despite
the fact that legally his position had many points

in

its favor.

Swainson was the author of

New

Zealand and Its Colonization (London 1859) ant^

New Zealand and the War (London

T

W

1862).

D. H. HALL

Consult. Rusden, G.
History of New Zealand, 3
volh (2nd ed Melbourne 1895) vol i, Gisborne,
,
New Zealand Rulers and Statesmen (rev ed London

1897) p

Church

,

W

H

New Zealand^ Colonial
10-12, Jacobs,
Histories (London 1889).
,
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of

all

literature;

make them repent their
usage") and especially his sense for church
statesmanship, his preference for order and
grateful dogs; I will

his dislike for the new merchant
threw him in with the Tories. He
played an important role in bolstering the Harley ministry (1710-14), being most effective as

authority

and

class finally

the editor of the official party newspaper, the
Examiner, which was the spearhead of Tory
opinion He ranks therefore, with Addison and
Defoe, as one of the founders of English journal-

He

ism.
for

was quite conscious of the

possibilities

that journalism, offered in a parliasystem increasingly dependent on the

power

mentary

opinion of the electorate. His writings reached
the wits of London and the aristocracy and especially the plain people in the country parishes;
but, unlike Defoe, he scorned to appeal to the
growing class of merchants, shopkeepers, clerk?

He

and apprentices

councils of the great,

them powerfully

The most

relished his part in the
and in return he served

and pamphlets.
The
(1712), was an attack on the

in his articles

important of these

Conduct of the Allies

politically,

military and diplomatic logic of British participation in the War of the Spanish Succession,
it made
European history. Despite his repeated pleas for preferment and his obvious
panting for a bishopric Swift had finally to be
content with a deanship in Ireland. The tragic

and

SWIFT, JONATHAN (1667-1745), British
man of letters. Swift ranks among the great
satirists

him

but since

he

was

frustration of his ambition

must be

laid to his ir-

A

primarily a pamphleteer, his art, even when most
universal, is integrally related to the political

Tale of a Tub (1704)
responsible pen, which in
had treated religion somewhat cavalierly; and in

preoccupations of his day. Born of the faded

a succession of

gentry, penniless and yet consumed by ambition, he chose the church as a career and party

lashed out so furiously at persons in high place

pamphleteering as the shortest road toward ecclesiastical preferment. He served a literary apprenticeship as secretary to Sir William Temple
and through him became embroiled in the
current controversy over the respective merits of
the ancient and

modern

writers;

from his bnef

emerged The Battle Fought
Books ( 1704), the most brilliant
of the products of the controversy, which already

sortie into this field

between the

.

.

.

Tory leanings. An unsuccessful
mission to London in behalf of the established
church in Ireland taught him the difficulties of
political intrigue in what was perhaps the most
revealed Swift's

poems and pamphlets he had

make him powerful enemies But it is to
same irresponsibility that Swift's political

as to
this

pamphlets owe their greatness The best of
them, to be sure, such as The Sentiments of a
Church of England Man (1711) and the Letter
concerning the Sacramental Test (1709) are
measured and cogent expositions of his political
and ecclesiastical theory. Swift was shrewd
enough to see that the Tories and the High
.

.

.

Churchmen had
and

to

abandon their divine right

upon the strength
of traditional institutions; he sought to adapt the
Tory position to the/a*Y accompli of the Revolutheories

tion of 1688

rest their claims

and went so

far as to claim for the
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of England as against the dissenters the
important part in that revolution. He is thus,
with Bolingbroke, a crucial figure in the read-

described men as "the most pernicious race of
little odious vermin that Nature ever suffered to
crawl upon the face of the earth"; in the fourth,

justment of Tory thought. But there

which has been quite generally repulsive to
he goes beyond invective into symbolism,
and by setting off the Yahoos against the Houyhuhymns he portrays at once the most degrading
traits in human nature and the possibilities for

Church

is

a desper-

ate strength in his polemics. He had attached
himself to the Tory party in its brief interval of

power before its final decay. It was part of his
ironic destiny to spend his fine gifts upon a losing cause and in defense of a dying class. Like
the great Latin satirists he was defending an old
order against the encroachments of a callow

critics,

a rational ordering of social life. It is a mistake to
regard his doctrine as all cold hate. His corrosive

mind

ate

away the Augustan complacencies of

bourgeoisie and a rising money power.
Swift in Ireland, banished as he felt from a

the England of his day. Living in an age of expansion, at the crest of the commercial revolu-

life of action, looked back with nostalgia upon
his brief years of power, brooded over his
grievances, journeyed through the countryside

tion

and was

further embittered

by the poverty and

degradation of the life of the Irish masses. When
the English crown sold the Irish coinage monopoly in a manner flagrant even for an age of
political jobbery, Swift's accumulated resentment flared up in the Drapier Letters (1725),

whose importance lies not so much in their
somewhat questionable monetary doctrine and
value theory as in their ringing challenge to
British imperialism and in the basis they laid for
the later agitation for Irish independence. In

A

Modest Proposal (1729) he reached the most relentless reductio ad absurdum of English policy,
in his suggestion that the Irish economic problem could best be met if Irish children were sold
as tender meat. But the climax at once of his
social thought and his writing art was reached
only in Gulliver's Travels (2 vols

,

1726).

Using

the contemporary literary form of the imaginary

voyage, he achieved thereby an anthropological
attitude which enabled him to gam an inhuman
perspective in measuring human character and
social organization. Toward this end he sought
heroically to master a wide range of devices
increasing the size of

creasing

it

(Lilhput),

(Struldbrug), making

making him

all

man

(Brobdignag), delive forever

making him

him

all intellect

(Laputa),
bestiality (Yahoo) Into the early

voyages Swift poured his entire experience with
English government, so that the satire is chiefly
political. But at the time he wrote the later

and the beginning of the industrial, he saw
man's increasing power was being

clearly that

crystallized in stupid institutions, vested in a
new class, entrusted to an animal who,

grasping

in Swift's own words, was not by nature rationahs but only rationis capax.

MAX LERNER
Works: Prose Works, ed. by Temple Scott, 12 vols.
(London 1897-1908), Poems, ed. by W. E. Browning,
2 vols (London 1910); Correspondence, ed. by F. E.
Ball, 6 vols.

Consult.

(London 1910-14).

Among

the recent lives,

H

,

clesiastical Preferment" in Review of English Studies,
vol. n (1926) 1-17, Feihng, K., A History of the Tory
Party 1640-1714 (Oxford 1924) ch xvi; Babcock, R.
"Swift's Conversion to the Tory Party" in Essays

W

,

and Studies

in English and Comparative Literature,
Language and
University of Michigan, Publications
Literature, vol. via (Ann Arbor 1932) p. 133-49;
Trevelyan, G. M., England under Queen Anne, 3 vols.

m

(London 1930-34), especially vol ni; Stevens, D. H.,
Party Politics and English Journalism 1702-1742
(Chicago 1916) ch. in; Cole, G. D. H., Politics and
Literature (London 1929) p. 76-87; Harrison, G. B ,
in The Social and Political Ideas of Some English
Thinkers of the Augustan Age, ed by F. J. C. Hearnshaw (London 1928) ch. via, Wedel, T. O., "On the
Philosophical Background of Gullivers Travels" in
North Carolina University, Studies in Philology, voL

xxui (1926) 434-50.

voyages he was more concerned with Irish social

SWINTON, JOHN
journalist

human character underlying both. He
launches a frontal attack upon the entire apparatus of civilization upon war, capitalism,
property, trade, kingship, the court, education
an^ irnoerialism. He had in the second voyage

C.,

M

conditions: the satire broadens in scope, reaching to the institutions behind politics and the essential

Van Doren,

Sunft (New York 1930), Taylor, W. D., Jonathan
M., and Hone, J. M.,
Swift (London 1913), Rossi,
Swift, or the Egotist (London 1934) Among the older
lues, Craik, Henry, Life of Jonathan Swift (London
1882), Stephen, Leslie, Swift (London 1882) For
"The Political Significance of
criticism, Firth, C
Gulliver's Travels" in British Academy, Proceedings,
vol ix (1919-20) 237-59, and "Dean Swift and Ec-

and

(1830-1901),

American

social reformer.

Apprenticed to a
printer at the age of twelve, Swinton by his own
efforts acquired a broad education in literature,
science and philosophy. In 1849 ne wen* t New
York, and while working as a printer he studied

medicine and then
nalism. An ardent

kw and finally entered jourabolitionist,

he joined John

Swift
Brown's raid
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Sybel

delegate of the University of Marburg to the
Hessian assembly of estates, where he assumed a

Osawatomie, Kansas, in 1857.
Upon his return to New York he worked under
Greeley and later joined the staff of the New
York Times, of which he was managing editoi
during the Civil War In 1870 he went over to
Dana's Sun, serving as chief editorial writer from
1875. After the panic of 1873 the labor movement became S win ton's dominant interest He

trace the origins of the socialistic tendencies in
the French Revolution served as the starting

witnessed the

point for his Geschichte der Revoluttonszeit von

and
and

at

Tompkms

Square

riot in 1874,

his bitter denunciation of police brutality
his espousal of the labor cause led to his

New York on the SoLabor party ticket. In 1880 he went to
Europe and met Marx. When he left the Sun in

position "completely removed from democratic
enthusiasm or cosmopolitan speculation." After
the disintegration of the movement of 1848 he
returned to his study. A pamphlet designed to

Dusseldorf and Stuttgart
li
3rd ed 1866,
ui 2nd ed. 1861), which was based on

1789-1800

(5

1853-79; vol.

i

vols

,

4th ed 1877, vol

nomination for mayor of

vol.

cialist

thorough study of the archives at Paris and
which established Sybel's European reputation.
He was a forerunner of Albert Sorel m that he

1883 he put his

life

savings of $40,000 into

John Swinton's Paper. This weekly was the best
labor paper in the country's history. Although
he was a socialist and a proponent of such measures as progressive income tax and public ownership of railroads, telegraphs and mines, he
never tried to impose any particular ideology on
the labor

movement but

The paper was

served as

discontinued

its

in

champion.
1887 after

Swinton's capital had been exhausted. He lost
his eyesight
1889 but continued his work as

m

journalist, teacher

and writer

until his death.

SELIG PERI.MAN
Consult Walteis, Robert, Career and Conversation of

John Stuinton (Chicago 1902).

SYBEL, HEINRICH VON
was born

(1817-95),

German

Dusseldorf of a
bourgeois, Protestant liberal family He studied
historian. Sybel

in

under Ranke and taught at the universities of
Bonn, Marburg and Munich. Although he was
a pupil of Ranke, he soon abandoned the strictly
scientific and objectively dispassionate methods
of his master and became one of the leading
representatives of the Prussian school of historians. He rejected the ideal of "neutrality" for

the historian, who, he urged, should teach his
readers national ideals
religion and politics.

m

He was

an ardent advocate of Prussian hegemony in German unification but was just as
strongly opposed to absolutism, feudalism, romanticism and ultramontanism as to democratic
radicalism and socialism.
Sybel's

first

large work, Geschichte des ersten

Kreuzzugs (Dusseldorf 1841, 2nd ed. 1881), dispelled many notions through its keen critical use
of sources; and his much disputed Entstehung
des deutschen Kdmgthums (Frankfort 1844, 2nd
ed. 1881) denied the indigenous origins of the
kingdom and emphasized Roman influences.

During the Revolution of

184.8

Sybel was a

brought the revolutionary movement into the
European history and stressed
the Russian and Polish questions He looked
setting of general

the revolution not merely as a struggle on
constitutional questions but rather as a tre-

upon

mendous social transformation. Nevertheless, he
still

man

retained the viewpoint of the typical Ger-

and rewas unable genuinely to understand this
powerful movement and to grasp the historical
and social significance of the revolutionary
principles. In this respect Burke's influence
bourgeois, who, overcome by fear

vulsion,

is as apparent as Sybel's upon Tame.
In 1856 Sybel was called to Munich by King
Maximilhan n Here he created the history
seminar at the university. With Ranke he organized the Historical Commission of the Bavarian
Academy of Sciences, and he took an active
part in its publications In 1859 he established
the Ilistorische Zettschrtft, which became one of

upon Sybel

the leading historical journals of the world.
A lecture at Munich gave rise to his contro-

versy with Julius Ficker concerning the significance of the German imperial policy during
the Middle Ages Sybel contributed to this discussion the important point that the renovatio

imperil of Otto I in 962 gave to the German Empire that universal character which up to 1806

had hindered the development of a national

state

England or France. Sybel's
conceptions were influenced by the tendencies
and aspirations of his own time. His belief in the
"German mission" of Prussia and his idea of a
"narrower German confederation" under the
lead of Prussia and with the exclusion of Austria
are clearly expressed in the preface to his Die
deutsche Nation und das Kaiserretch (Dusseldor
similar to that of

1862).

In 1861 Sybel was called to the University of
the following year was elected to the

Bonn and
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Prussian diet, where he served several terms. As
a moderate liberal he was for a short time in

sharp opposition to the military policy of Bis-

marck and Roon, but he later changed his attitude. In 1875 he was appointed head director of
the Prussian state archives at Berlin.
ized the archives
series

and

As

a

unionist to realize the importance of interna-

member

Sickel he prepared the Kaiserurkunden in

Ab-

Rome which he had founded

with Sickel. His

last great work, Die Begrundung des deutschen
Retches unter Wilhelm i (7 vols., Munich 1889-

by M. L. Pen-in,
Gamaliel Bradford and H. S. White, New York

94, vols. i-v 4th ed. 1892;

tr.

1890-98), is essentially a history of Bismarck's
policy of German unification up to the declaration of war in 1870; here Sybel attempted to
present the harsher aspects of Bismarck's policy
in a more sympathetic manner.

HEDWIG HINTZE
Consult. Varrentrapp, C., "Biographische Emleitung"
in his edition of Sybel's Vortrage und Abhandlungen
(Munich 1897) p 1-156, Memecke, F in Ihstonscfie
,

Ixxv (1895) 390-9";, Guillancl,

A,

UAllemagne nouvelle et ses histonens (Pans 1899), English translation (London 1915) ch. in, Marcks, Erich,
Manner und Zeiten, 2 vols. (Leipsic 1911) vol i, p.
571-90, Feuter, Eduard, Geschichte der neueren Hi-

G

P
stonographie (Munich 1911) p 535~39> Gooch,
History and Historians in the Nineteenth Century (Lon,

p. 127-29, 140-47.

and dispatched A. C. Cameron as delegate
His sudden death in that
year deprived the American labor movement as
tion

to its congress in 1869.

well as his

its first

great leader.

SELIG PERLMAN

Commons, J. R., and associates, History of
in the United States, 2 vols (New York 1918),

Consult;

Labour

Stockton, F T The International Molders Union of
North America, Johns Hopkins University, Studies in
Historical and Political Science, 39th ser
no 3
(Baltimore 1921), Fine, Nathan, Labor and Farmer
Parties in the United States 1828-1928 (New York
,

,

1928) p. 23-28.

SYMBOLISM. The

term symbolism covers a

great variety of apparently dissimilar

behavior In

its

original sense

it

was

modes of

restricted to

objects or marks intended to recall or to direct
special attention to some person, object, idea,
event or projected activity associated only

vaguely or not at
natural sense.

all

with the symbol in any

By gradual

extensions of meaning

the terms symbol and symbolism have

includeunot merely such

trivial

come

objects

to

and

marks as black balls, to indicate a negative attitude in voting, and stars and daggers, to remind

WILLIAM H. (1828-69), American
A molder by trade, Sylvis became

signal lights, which are not ordinarily
regarded as important in themselves but which
point to ideas and actions of great consequence

more
flags

labor leader.

secretary of the Philadelphia union shortly after
a strike in 1857. He led the
his participation

m

for a national molders'

union which

in 1859 and became its national
treasurer in 1860. As its national president and

was organized

organizer from 1863 on he
tion,

of

the reader that supplementary information is to
be found at the bottom of the page, but also

NON.

movement

own union

See SIDNEY, ALGER-

SYDNEY, ALGERNON.

SYLVIS,

in-

tional ties, he later developed a friendly interest
in Marx' International Working Men's Associa-

bildungen (n pts., Berlin 1880-91). He served
also as director of the historical institute at

don 1913)

on producers' cooperation,

dependent political action and "greenbackism"
as methods of fighting monopoly. The first trade

den preussischen
of the Academy of

aus

Sciences he was a frequent contributor to its
publications on Prussian history, and with

Zeitschnft, vol

his faith at first

initiated the extensive

of Publikationen

Staatsarchiven.

He reorgan-

unionism as a mere palliative useful so long as
the wage system endured but incapable of solving the wage earners' basic problem He pinned

which had

the Civil War,

made

the organiza-

virtually disintegrated during
into the most powerful trade

union organization of the period. Envisaging the
need for a national center for all workers he was
one of the promoters of the first American labor
federation, the National Labor Union, of which
he became president in 1868, and was the first
labor lobbyist at Washington. Although an able
trade union executive, Sylvia viewed trade

elaborate objects

and

devices, such as

and

to society.

Such complex systems of reference

as

writing and mathematical notation
should also be included under the term sym-

speech,

bolism, for the sounds and marks used therein
obviously have no meaning in themselves and
can have significance only for those who know

how

to interpret

them

in terms of that to

which

they refer. A certain kind of poetry is called
symbolic or symbolistic because its apparent
content is only a suggestion for wider meanings.

In personal relations too there is much behavior
may be called symbolic, as when a cere-

that

monious bow is directed not so much to an actual
person as to a status which that person happens
to fill. The psychoanalysts have come to apply

Symbolism

Sybel

the term symbolic to almost any emotionally
charged pattern of behavior which has the function of unconscious fulfilment of a repressed
tendency, as when a person assumes a raised
voice of protest to a perfectly indifferent stranger

who unconsciously recalls his father and awakens
the repressed attitude of hostility toward the
father.

Amid
word

is

the wide variety of senses in which the
used there seem to emerge two constant

characteristics.
is

One

of these

is

that the

symbol

always a substitute for some more closely
type

intermediating

of

behavior,

whence

it

_ollows that all

symbolism implies meanings
which cannot be derived directly from the contexts of experience. The second characteristic of
the symbol is that it expresses a condensation of
energy, its actual significance being out of all

proportion to the apparent triviality of meaning
suggested by its mere form. This can be seen at
once when the mildly decorative function of a
few scratches on paper is compared with the

alarming significance of apparently equally ran-

dom

scratches which are interpreted by a parmeaning "murder" or "God."
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writing merely referential symbolism, spelling
reforms would not be so difficult to bring about.

Symbols of the referential type undoubtedly
developed later as a class than condensation
symbols. It is likely that most referential symbolisms go back to unconsciously evolved symbolisms saturated with emotional quality, which
gradually took on a purely referential character
as the linked emotion dropped out of the be-

Thus shaking the fist at an
imaginary enemy becomes a dissociated and
finally a referential symbol for anger when no
enemy, real or imaginary, is actually intended.
havior in question.

When this emotional denudation takes place, the
symbol becomes a comment, as it were, on anger
itself and a
preparation for something like

What is ordinarily called language may

language.

have had its ultimate root in just such dissociated
and emotionally denuded cries, which originally
emotional tension.

released

Once

referential

symbolism had been established as a by-product
of behavior, more conscious symbols of reference could be evolved by the copying in abbreviated or simplified form of the thing referred
the case of pictographic wnting.

On

ticular society as

to, as in

This disconcerting transcendence of form comes
out equally well in the contrast between the involuntary blink of the eye and the crudely
similar wink which means "He does not know
what an ass he is, but you and I do."
It seems useful to distinguish two main types
of symbolism. The first of these, which may be
called referential symbolism, embraces such
forms as oral speech, writing, the telegraph
code, national flags, flag signaling and other
organizations of symbols which are agreed upon
as economical devices for purposes of reference.
The second type of symbolism is equally economical and may be termed condensation symbolism, for it is a highly condensed form of sub-

sophisticated levels referential symbolism may be attained by mere social agree-

behavior for direct expression, allowing
for the ready release of emotional tension in
stitutive

still

more

ment, as

when

a

numbered check

is

arbitrarily

assigned to a man's hat. The less primary and
associational the symbolism, the more dissociated from

its

tionalized

it

original context,

and the

becomes, the more

character of true reference.

it

emoon the

less

takes

A further condition

development of referential symbolism must not be overlooked the increased
complexity and homogeneity of the symbolic
material. This is strikingly the case in language,
in which all meanings are consistently expressed
by formal patterns arising out of the apparently
for the rich

When the
arbitrary sequences of unitary sounds.
material of a symbolic system becomes sufficiently varied

and yet homogeneous in kind,

more richly
in its own
patterned, creative and meaningful
terms, and referents tend to be supplied by a

unconscious form. Telegraphic
ticking is virtually a pure example of referential
symbolism; the apparently meaningless washing
ritual of an obsessive neurotic, as interpreted by

the symbolism becomes more and

the psychoanalysts, would be a pure example of
condensation symbolism. In actual behavior
both types are generally blended. Thus specific

such complex systems of meaning as a
sentence form or a musical form mean so much
more than they can ever be said to refer to. In
highly evolved systems of reference the relation

conscious

or

forms of writing, conventionalized spelling, peculiar pronunciations and verbal slogans, while
ostensibly referential, easily take

on the charac-

and become highly
important to both individual and society as substitutive forms of emotional expression.Were
ter of emotionalized rituals

retrospective act of rationalization.

Hence

it

re-

sults that

between symbol and referent becomes increasingly variable or inclusive.

In condensation symbolism also richness of
meaning grows with increased dissociation. The
chief developmental difference, however, be-
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tween

this type of

symbolism and

referential

is that while the latter grows with
formal elaboration in the conscious, the former

symbolism

deeper and deeper roots in the unconscious and diffuses its emotional quality to types
of behavior or situations apparently far removed
from the original meaning of the symbol. Both
strikes

types of symbols therefore begin with situations
in

which a sign

is

dissociated

from

its

context.

status.

of etiquette

through the

by

merge

into one.

One then

deals with symbols of

peculiar potency and even danger, for unconscious meanings, full of emotional power, be-

come

rationalized as

mere

references.

It is customary to say that society is peculiarly
subject to the influence of symbols in such emo-

tionally charged fields as religion

and

politics.

Flags and slogans are the type examples in the
field of politics, crosses and ceremonial regalia
in the field of religion.

But

all

culture

is

heavily charged with symbolism, as is
sonal behavior. Even comparatively

in fact

all

per-

simple

forms of behavior are far less directly functional
than they seem to be, but include in their
motivation unconscious and even unacknowledged impulses, for which the behavior must be
looked upon as a symbol. Many, perhaps most
reasons are

little

more than ex post facto raby unconEven an elaborate, well docu-

tionalizations of behavior controlled

scious necessity.

mented scientific theory may from this standpoint be little more than a symbol of the un-

is

exclusive group. By reason of the richly developed meanings which inhere in etiquette,
both positive and negative, a sensitive person
can actually express a more bitter hostility

dissociation a system of reference, while the unconscious spread of emotional quality makes of

reference is associated with repressed emotional
material of great importance to the ego, the two
theoretically distinct types of symbolic behavior

this standpoint to

important, not because the feelings of friends and strangers are
observed
but
because
the manipulabecomingly
tor of the rule proves that he is a member of an

The conscious elaboration of form makes of such

it a condensation
symbol. Where, as in the case
of a national flag or a beautiful poem, a symbolic
expression which is apparently one of mere

From

symbolism of

know the rules

flouting

frigid
it

observance of etiquette than

on an ODVIOUS wave of

hostility.

Etiquette, then, is an unusually elaborate symbolic play in which individuals in their actual
relationships are the players

and society

is

the

bogus referee.
Education is also a thoroughly symbolic field
of behavior. Much of its rationale cannot be
tested as to direction or value. No one knows or
can discover just how much Latin, French,
mathematics or history is good for any particular
person to acquire. The tests of the attainment of
such knowledge are themselves little more than
symbolic gestures. For the social psychologist
education, whatever else it may be or do, stands
out as a peculiarly massive and well articulated
set of symbols which express the needs of the
individual in society and which help him to

men.
That an individual possesses the bachelor's degree may or may not prove that he knows, or
orient himself in his relations to his fellow

once knew, something about Roman history
and trigonometry. The important thing about
his degree is that

tion

which

it

helps

him

to secure a posi-

socially or economically

is

more de-

position which can be
obtained without the aid of this degree. Society
has misgivings about the function of specific
sirable than

some other

items in the educational process and has to make
symbolic atonement by inventing such notions
as the cultivation of the mind.
It is
important to observe that symbolic

known necessities of the ego. Scientists fight for
their theories not because they believe them to
be true but because they wish them to be so.

meanings can often be recognized clearly for the
first time when the symbolic value, generally un-

It will be useful to give examples of some of
the less obvious symbolisms in socialized behavior. Etiquette has at least two layers of sym-

conscious or conscious only in a marginal sense,
drops out of a socialized pattern of behavior and
the supposed function, which up to that time

bolism. On a relatively obvious plane of symbolism etiquette provides the members of society with a set of rules which, in condensed and
thoroughly conventionalized form, express society's concern for its members and their relation to

one another. There

is

another level of

had been believed to be more than enough to
explain it and keep it going, loses its significance
and is seen to be little more than a paltry rationalization.

Chairmanship of

a committee, for

instance, has symbolic value only in a society in
which two things are believed: that administra-

etiquette symbolism, however, which takes little
or no account of such specific meanings but

tive functions

somehow stamp a person

perior to those

who

interprets etiquette as a

the ideal society

whole as a powerful

is

as su-

are being directed; and that
a democratic one and that

Symbolism
who are naturally more able than others
somehow automatically get into positions of ad-

those

ministrative advantage. Should people come to
feel that administrative functions are little more

than symbolic automatisms, the chairmanship
of a committee would be recognized as little
more than a petrified symbol and the particular
value that

now

is

felt to

inhere in

it

important

more valuable

as they are hidden from consciousness and serve as the springs of effective
behavior. Interest in a particular science may be

an elaborately sublimated symbol of an unconscious emotional attachment to what a man who
in one's personal

believed to be linked

up

development

is

with, such as the de-

struction of religion or the discovery of

God,

these grandiose preferences in turn serving as
symbols of repressed hate or love. Much charitable endeavor

is

animated by an unconscious

desire to peer into lives that one is glad to be
unable to share. Society itself, perfecting its
rigid mechanisms of charitable activity, cannot
in every case or even in the vast majority of

cases subject the charitable act to a pragmatic
critique but must rest content for the most part
with charity organization as its symbolic gesture

toward alleviating suffering. Thus individual
society, in a never ending interplay of symbolic gestures, build up the pyramided structure
called civilization. In this structure very few
bricks touch the ground.

and
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SYMONDS, JOHN ADDINGTON

field for investigation is that of

personal symbolisms in the use of cultural
patterns. Personal symbolisms are often the

is significant
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would

tend to disappear.

An

Symonds

des orgamschen Geschehens (3rd ed. Leipsic 1911), tr.
by I>ouis Simon as The Mneme (London 1921);

93),

man

English

Symonds was born

of

letters

and

in Bristol, the

(1840-

historian.

son of John

Addington Symonds, a prominent physician and
He was educated at Harrow and
Oxford, where he came under
the strong influence of Benjamin Jowett and
where he developed a deep interest in the classics
and the literature of the Renaissance. Of frail
health from his youth, he later developed consumptive tendencies which made it necessary for
him to dwell for a period in Italy and Switzerland. He returned to London and started to
study law but soon abandoned it for literature.
In 1877 illness again forced him to leave England, he settled at Davos-Platz, Switzerland,
where he remained for the rest of his life.
Symonds was primarily a literary critic. He
contributed to numerous reviews and wrote lives
of Shelley and Sir Philip Sidney and also of Walt
Whitman, having been attracted to the American
poet by his democratic sympathies. His most
lasting works, however, were those on the Italian
Renaissance. Preceded by a detailed study of
Dante and supplemented by a magnificent biography of Michael Angelo, his Renaissance in
literary figure.
at Balliol College,

London 1875-86; 2nd~3rd ed.
1897-98) helped more than any other English
work to fashion the now conventional view of
the Renaissance. It was to the English speaking
Italy (7 vols

,

world what Burckhardt's work was to the conSymonds' most original contributions are
to be found in the volumes on literature and the
fine arts, but in general he was greatly under the
influence of Michelet and Burckhardt. He pictinent.

tured the Renaissance as the inauguration of the
great age of freedom: of the individual, of
thought, of religion and politics and of youth.
The Renaissance meant for him the discovery of
the world and the discovery of man. As opposed
to the mediaevalism of Ruskm he glorified the

Renaissance as "the first transcendent springtide
of the modern world" and the liberation of man-

kind from everything sickly, effete and despairing. More broadly he looked upon the Renais-

movement which aimed at equal social,
and cultural advantages for all. Thus he

sance as a
political
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definitely linked the Protestant

Reformation to

the Renaissance and even considered the French

Revolution as a phase of the same historical
process. Many of his ideas have since been reresults of later investigations, but
because of the charm of his presentation and his

vised

by the

luminous insight into men and works of art his
books are still the most widely read English
works on the period.

KOPPEL

S. PlNSON

John Addington Symonds, ed. by Horatio F,
Blown, 3 vols. (London 1895); Brooks, Van Wyck,
John Addington Symonds (New York 1914); Harrison,
Frederic, Tennyson, Rusktn, Mill and Other Literary
Die
Estimates (New York 1900) ch, vi, Bram, E.
Consult'
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(Brugg 1932) p. 2875.
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SYMPATHETIC STRIKE.

See STRIKES AND

LOCKOUTS.

SYNDICALISM derives from the French word
for trade unionism. In

its

English connotation,

however, it corresponds to that particular form
of French trade unionism known as revolutionary syndicalism (syndicalisme revolutionnaire)
in contrast to reformist syndicalism (syndicalisme

Revolutionary syndicalism as de-

reformiste).
veloped in

France and carried over with some
modifications to other countries combines the
doctrines of trade unionism with certain socialist ideas in such a way as to form an autonomous
set of ideas, which have played a distinctive and
influential part in the intellectual and social history of the last half century. It accepts the Marxian premise that in modern society the wage

earners, the proletariat, are pitted against the

owners of property, the bourgeoisie, in a class
struggle which must end in a social revolution
and in the establishment of a collectivist society.
It differs from other schools of socialism, how-

and the use of any political weapons in the class
struggle. Both in its conception of a future stateless society and in its attack upon the existing
state syndicalism has taken over so

much

of

anarchist ideology and has been supported to
such an extent by anarchist traditions and forces
that the movement is sometimes termed anar-

cho-syndicalism.

Syndicalism emphasizes the inherent social
possibilities of the everyday
functions of the trade union and builds its

and revolutionary

strategy and tactics on that basis. According to
the syndicalists the trade unions by participating
in the struggle for higher wages, shorter hours
in-

and better working conditions can and do

tensify the worker's class consciousness, develop
in him a will to power, drill him in the manoeu-

vres of class warfare and prepare
final task of social revolution. But

him
if

for the

the trade

unions are to perform these functions effectively, they must organize on an industrial basis
and must use their weapons, such as the strike,
sabotage, the label and the boycott, in a spirit of
militancy against the system of private property

and against the state. It is this aspect of the economic and social struggle, its direct action (q.v.)
against employers, the army and the state m
general, which gives it a revolutionary significance. Through a series of such acts the
workers are being trained for the supreme act of

the class struggle, the general strike, which will
mark the death knell of the present industrial
system and inaugurate the new social order.

Syndicalism pictures the future society as a
and flexible federation of autonomous productive and distributive associations based on

free

collective

ownership and carrying on their func-

tions in accordance with the needs of the

com-

ever, in its conception of the technique of revolution and the form, of the ideal collectivist so-

thus shares the collectivist concept of
property, the communist principle of distribution according to needs and the anarchist idea
of statelessness. More concretely, the syndical-

predominant

features are the special and
ciety. Its distinctive
role which it ascribes in the revo-

collectively

lutionary struggle to the labor union and the
it
places upon the struggle
against the state. The trade union is viewed not

particular goods or services. All of these syn-

emphasis which

only as the chief instrument for improving the
condition of the worker under capitalism but as
the primary means of achieving the revolution

through the general strike (q-v.) and as the cell
of the future society. In attacking the state the
syndicalists
patriotic

share with other socialists anti-

and

antimilitarist sentiments,

but in

addition they oppose parliamentary democracy

munity.

It

ists visualize a society

in which each industry

is

managed by the workers, both

manual and mental, engaged

in

producing

its

dicats, functioning harmoniously and without
external compulsion, would form a general national federation. The latter would differ es-

from the familiar concept of the state.
represents a political and coercive force based in democratic countries on the
sentially

The state today

representation of geographical units supposedly
in interests. Under syndicalism
the syndicats and workers' cooperatives would

homogeneous

Symonds
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merely express the functional interests of the
workers and would combine to carry on sta-

Marxian concept of the

and administrative services necessary for
the smooth operation of the system as a whole.
The origins of syndicalism are rooted partly

class struggle will

tistical

in the peculiar characteristics of the French labor
partly in the general conditions of
the socialist movements of the last century. The

movement,
first

anticipations of syndicalist ideas may be
in the discussions and resolutions of the

found

First International

between 1868 and 1872 and

especially in those of

its

Bakummst

tween 1872 and 1876. In

its

sections be-

definite historic

form, however, syndicalism was elaborated between 1895 and 1904 by the leaders and spokesmen of the Confederation Generate du Travail
(qv.} the French counterpart of the American
r

Federation of Labor, and by a group of intelwho, in close contact with the C.G.T.,

lectuals

were revising their socialist thinking. Syndicalism thus came into being as a result of two
movements, one an attempt to reorient the trade
unions and the other a phase of the general tendency toward a revision of Marxism which produced Eduard Bernstein in Germany, Georges
Sorel in France, the guild socialists (see GUILD
Great Britain and the Industrial

SOCIALISM)

m

Workers of the World (q v.) in the United States.
The two movements were carried on in
France at the same time by two different although closely connected groups The men who
undertook to reshape the character of trade
unionism, Pelloutier, Pouget, Gnffuelhes, Delesallc, Niel and Yvetot, either came from the
working class or were engaged in trade union
activities as officials

and executives and took an
up the French trade union

active part in building

movement. This group did not indulge in much
speculative theorizing. Its members were chiefly
concerned with the ways and means of realizing
syndicalist ideals, with the forms and methods
of direct action and with the relations of the
syndicalists to other social revolutionary elesecond group, the "intellectual" wing,

ments.

A

among whom Georges

Sorel, Hubert Lagardelle
and Edouard Berth were most prominent, came
from outside the trade union movement. Sorel,
the outstanding writer of this group and re-

and creative

historic

function of class struggle Sorel argues that the
end in the downfall of capital-

ism only

if,

as

and when working

men have ac-

quired a will to power and a vision of their
spiritual capacity to hasten the birth of a new
order out of the old.
violence
will

to

lies in

power

The

historic

need of mass

the assumption that it trams the
of the working class and ac

centuates class consciousness. This also explains
the necessity of the idea of a general strike,

which

stirs

the imagination and concentrates the

energies of the working class for the coming of
the day of revolution. The general strike is thus

the social

myth

of the workers, the vision

which

to maintain their fighting morale and their
sense of historic mission, similar to the myths of
is

other historic social movements, such as, for

example, early Christianity.
Syndicalism has been explained as a peculiarly
French or at most Latin phenomenon, traceable
to the special racial and national characteristics
of the Latin peoples. Undoubtedly some of the
features of syndicalism as evolved between 1895
and 1904 may be attributed to the special conditions of the French labor and socialist movements. The slow rate of development of French

during the nineteenth century
hindered the growth of large, powerful trade
industrialism

unions, and the traditional individualistic inFrench workers had the same

clinations of the

The social institutions of France which
provided against insecurity made the benefit
features of trade unions less attractive to the
workers and the obligation to pay dues more
irksome. On the other hand, the French trade
effect.

unionists were influenced

by the revolutionary
by the continuous quarrels
and
between socialist
anarchist groups and by
their antagonism to intellectuals who used the
labor movement as a means to a political career.
Another element was the opposition in certain
French circles to the centralized powers of the
French state and to the French bureaucracy.
Thus the French labor unions, generally poor
financially, were unstable in membership, defective in the provision of strike, sickness and
tradition of France,

unemployment

benefits and, torn

by internal
ground for the

garded as the syndicalist philosopher par excellence, elaborated most of the philosophical and

political dissensions, a fertile

sociological ideas of the school. The key to his
thinking is his attempt to work out a synthesis

politicahsm and anti-intellectuahsm. These factors and the Blanquist tradition in France ex-

between the proletarianism of Marx, the antipolitical associatioriism of Proudhon and the
voluntarism of Bergson. Starting with the

working

doctrines of direct action, anti-^tatisme, anti-

plain the readiness of the elite of the French
class to think in terms of a social revolution rather than of

immediate betterment and
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up a doctrine which posited

Between 1906 and 1910 syndicalism grew

year a similar strike was called in Spain by the
Confederaci6n Nacional de Trabajo, which had
outstripped the slowly growing socialist Uni6n
General de Trabajadores. The Lokalisten in

rapidly in France. It took on more definite form
also in Italy and Spain, as a result in part of close

Germany, reorganized as the Freie ArbeiterUnion Deutschlands, increased their member-

but also because of simieconomic condition, political history
and cultural traditions. In Germany

ship to about 100,000 as a result of the dissatisfaction of the workers with the policy of the free

to build

this elite as

the historic vanguard of a great social transformation.

intellectual contacts
larities in

and

social

the Lokalisten, organized in the Freie Verei-

nigung Deutscher Gewerkschaften, which had
been formed in 1897, advocated federative industrial organization similar to that of the syndicalists.

Between 1910 and 1914 syndicalism'

began to acquire importance in other countries
and to assume the character of a world movement. In England the Industrial Syndicalist
Education League was formed in 1910, and from
1912 on the guild socialist movement reflected
increasingly the influence of industrial unionism
and syndicalism. In the United States the I. W.
W., which had been organized in 1905 principally on the basis of revolutionary industrial
unionism and had by 1908 assumed a definitely
syndicalist aspect, appeared dramatically on the
industrial scene with the Lawrence textile strike
of 19 12. In Italy in the same year the syndicalists
under Labriola separated from the socialist controlled Confederazione Generale del Lavoro and
set up a committee for direct action, which in
1914 became the Unione Sindicale Itahana. An
international syndicalist conference was held in
in 1912. The wave of unrest and mass
which swept the western world between
1911 and 1913, stimulated by discontent among
semiskilled and unskilled workers, was in part
inspired and led by men who had been influenced by anarcho-syndicalist ideas and in part a
spontaneous manifestation of tendencies which
served to strengthen the syndicalist movement.
In the years immediately preceding the World
War syndicalism was in the ascendant and
seemed to many to hold out the promise of a
new and socially revitalized labor movement.

London

strikes

The World War cut this development short.
Some leading syndicalists were jailed by their
governments, others turned patriots. In the
United States a series of criminal syndicalism
(q.v ) laws, initiated by the Idaho law of 1917

and followed by those of other states until 1920,
was aimed definitely at the disconcerting tactics
of the I.W.W.

During the great post-war upheaval of 191920 syndicalism experienced a revival. In France
a great strike was called in 1920. In the same

trade unions in supporting the war and in enter-

ing into long term collective agreements. In
Italy the syndicalists and other revolutionary

groups openly advocated and actually attempted
the seizure of industrial plants.
Since the early 1920*5 syndicalism has steadily
waned, a decline which is attributable to many

Perhaps the most important between
1921 and 1929 was the growing influence of
communism and of the Third International.
factors.

The latter and its satellite, the Red International
of Labor Unions, made inroads into the syndicalist unions and for a while won over some of
the most influential syndicalist leaders Rosmer, Monmousseau and Monatte in France,

Tom Mann in England, Nin in Spain and
William D. Haywood in America. The glamour
of the Soviet workers' republic and the absorpsome of the syndicalist ideas by the

tion of

communists combined

to

draw the

left

wing

movement away from the
rally them around the Com-

elements in the labor

syndicalists and to
intern.
second factor

A
was the profound change
wrought by the war in the status of organized
labor in France and other countries. In France,
the principal

home

of syndicalism, the C.G.T.,

1920 strike, became more
and more interested in immediate social reforms
and in peaceful penetration into the economic
and political structure of the state. The leaders
of the C.G.T. reinterpreted syndicalism in this
evolutionary sense and cleansed it of its pre-war
after the failure of the

"revolutionary romanticism." They also embarked upon a policy of cooperation with the
French government and the League of Nations
and became active in the direction and work of

the International Labor Office.
scattered elements in the

The

small and

C.G.T. which

tried to

remain true to the revolutionary syndicalist tradition and which refused to accept the communist theory and practise of proletarian dictatorship broke away and formed an organization of their own, the Confederation Generate

du Travail Syndicaliste Revolutionnaire (C.G.
T.S.R.), in opposition both to the C.G.T. and
to the communist Confederation Ge'ne'rale du
Travail Unitaire (C.G.T .U.).

The

tendency of
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the C.G.T. toward reformism cannot be explained entirely by a change of heart on the part
the main it must be considered
of its leaders;

harmony with the growing trends toward
nationalism, increased state action and emphasis
on immediate economic security. It stands be-

a reflection of the change in social life in the
post-war era, which gave many of the French

tween the upper and nether millstones of
fascism and communism and is likely to be
crushed between the two.
Nevertheless, syndicalism remains and is
likely to continue in some measure as an intellectual influence in all labor and social movements. It has made its contribution to most

m

new

unions a
jectives.

interest in purely trade

union ob-

At the present time the C G.T. can no

longer be regarded as a revolutionary syndicalist
organization.

* In other countries the
syndicalist labor
ments were destroyed as a result either of

munist labor movements have taken over most

unfavorable political and economic

of the syndicalist analysis of the relation of labor
reform to revolution. The left wing trade union

conditions, as in the case of the I.W.W. in the
United States. In Spain the C.N.T. was crushed

by governmental opposition and repression,
particularly under the Rivera dictatorship, but
the revolution of 1931 gave it a new impulse. In
a very short time its membership grew to a
figure estimated at more than 1,000,000, and it
has become the leading and most prominent
anarcho-syndicalist movement in the world.
The C.N.T. is divided, however, over the question of the desirability of using governmental
force

groups have inherited from the syndicalists the
faith in trade union orgam/ation and in militant
action Syndicalism has contributed to modern
social thought the concept of pluralistic authority in society and the idea of functional economic organi/ation Thus syndicalists have the
doubtful pleasure of being told that both fascism
and communism are the heirs of the really
valuable and permanent- elements of syndicalist
doctrine.

and establishing a dictatorship of the

proletariat for a brief period after the successful
revolution to prepare the way for the ideal so-

An

attempt at a syndicalist revolution in
December, 1933, proved abortive Syndicalism
is also an active element in the labor movement
of some of the Latin American countries.
Those syndicalist unions which survived were
ciety.

The com-

varieties of current social philosophy

the case of Fascist

tatorial oppression, as in
Italy, or of

ele-

dic-

of

affiliated until recently

with the International

Working Men's Association, founded in Berlin
in 1922. Between 1923 and 1932 most of the
theoretical work of the movement was carried on
by German, Swedish and Dutch labor men, the
chief spokesmen being Rudolph Rocker, Fritz
Kater and A. Souchy, all of Germany and secretaries of the I.W.M.A. After the National Socialist revolution of 1933 the I.W.M.A. was
transferred from Berlin first to Holland and then
Madrid. It is impossible to obtain accurate
information as to the membership of the various
unions affiliated with the I.W.M.A.; at the outto

side in all likelihood

its

members

in 1933 totaled
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no more than 1,100,000, the overwhelming
majority of whom were members of the Spanish
C.N.T. The I.W.M.A. has restated the tenets of
syndicalism in a series of ten propositions which

Labor Movement in Post-War
Saposs, DaMd J
France, Columbia Unrsersity, Social and Economic
Studies of Post-War France, \ol iv (New York 1931);

may be

soctale (Paris 1925), Challaye, Felicien, Syndicalisms
rfvoluttonnaire et ^ndicahsme reformist e (Paris 1909);

taken as the present platform of the
syndicalist movement. In the main they reaffirm
the principles presented above.
The outlook for syndicalism in the near future
is

not promising Its temoer and tactics are out

,

Estey, James A Revoluttonan' Syndnahvn (London
1913), Caialis, Emile, Syndtcaltsmc ourner et evolution
,

Posada, Adolfo, Teoria social v jurfdtca del estado, el
sindtcahsmo (Buenos Aires 1922) p. 377-419; Elliott,
William Y Pragmatic Revolt in Politics (New York
1928), especially ch. iv; Sorel,
Reflexions sur la
,

G

,
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tr. by T. E. Hulme (New
G.,Elsindicahsmoenla teoriay
enlaprdctica (Barcelona 1919); Cole, G. D. H., World
of Labour (new ed. London 1928); Eckstein, Gustav,

Pans

violence (5th ed

York

1914), Solano,

1921),

E

"Der Syndikahsmus und seine Lebensbedmgungen in
Frankreich," introduction to Louis, Paul, Geschichte
der Gewerkschaftsbewegung in Frankreich, tr. from
French by H. Kurucz-Eckstein (Stuttgart 1912) p

1194; Lagardelle, Hubert, Le socialtsme ouvrter (Paris

1911), Gnffuelhes, Victor, L 'action syndtcaliste (Paris
1908); Michels, Roberto, Soziahsmus und Fascismus als
pohtische Stromungen in Italian, 2 vols (Munich 1925)
// stndacahsmo (and
i, p. 359-73; Leone, Enrico,
Milan 1910), Lanzillo, A Le mouvement owner en
Italic, tr from Italian ms by S. Piroddi (Paris 1910),

vol.

ed.

,

H

"Syndikalismus und Anarcho-SyndikalisDeutschland" in Gewerkscliaftsarchtv, vol. 11
(1925) 214-19; Ogden, C. K., "Der Syndikahsmus
England" in Archtvfur Sozialwissenschaft und Sozial-

Lepke,

mus

,

in

m

pohtik, vol. xxxvu (1913) 424-82, Weil, Fehx, "Die
Arbeiterbewegung in Argentimen" in Archiv fur die

Geschichte des Soziahsmus und der Arbetterbewegung,
vol xi (1923) 1-50, Guy-Grand, Georges, La philosophic syndicalists (Pans 1911); Wirz, J P., Der revolutionare Syndikalismus in Frankreich, Zurcher volkswirtschafthche Forschungen, no. 18 (Zurich I93 1 ).

(Pans 1914)* an ^
centre Vetat (Pans 1910), Willeke, E ,
Ideenwelt des deutschen Syndikalismus" in

Louis, Paul, Le
Le syndicalism*

"Die

syndicalistic europeen

Jahrbucher fur National dkonomie und Statistik, vol.
cxxvm (1928) 866-99; Lorwin, Lewis L Labor and
Internationalism (New York 1929) p. 559-77,

SYRKIN,

NACHMAN

(1868-1924), Jewish
journalist and one of the founders of socialist
Zionism. Syrkin was affected in early youth by
Jewish national and socialist ideals, out of which

he eventually fashioned a constructive synthesis.
Even before graduating from the Gymnasium in
Minsk he became active in Zionist circles, and
on enrolling in 1887 as a student at the University of Berlin he joined Russian revolutionary
groups, among whom he eloquently opposed

United States. In 1897 he participated as a
Zionist-Socialist in the first Zionist Congress.
He criticized Zionist activities from a socialist
angle, however,

and

in 1905

withdrew from the

its rejection of
as a possible territory for Jewish mass
colonization. After the Young Turk revolution

Zionist organization because of

Uganda

he rejoined the Zionist movement by entering in
1909 the Jewish Socialist Labor party (Poale
Zion).

In 1907 Syrkin settled in the United States,

where he edited the Folk, the Yiddisher Kdmpfer
and the Zeit and contributed numerous articles,
feuilletons and editorials to the Tog and other
Yiddish publications. As a leader of the American Poale Zion he was instrumental in convenand he
ing the American Jewish Congress,
at
represented American Jewry in negotiations
Pans and Versailles for the protection of Jewish
national rights. In 1920 he participated as a
member of a Poale Zion commission appointed
to investigate economic, political and cultural
conditions in Palestine and to present a program
which might lead to the establishment of a
Jewish socialist commonwealth. The project
which he helped to elaborate has served as a
basis for present day activities of the Palestinian
Jewish working men.
not believe that
Syrkin, unlike Boruchov, did
Jewish migration must of necessity tend toward
Palestine.

a semi-agrarian country like
Jewish
settlement in Palestine is not so much the result
of ineluctable economic laws as of an inner psychologic and historic urge for an autonomous
elsewhere.
life, which is unrealizable

Jewish

Zionism

is

therefore an ethical

and cultural

as

well as a social and economic revolution in Jewish
life. Moreover it is a movement of universal im-

assimilationist ideas. Two years after the publication of Herzl's Judenstaat Syrkin issued in
German Die Judenfrage und der sozialistische

in Heport. For the creating of a new culture
brew speech and the generating of potent spirit-

Judenstaat (Berne 1898), in which, after offering
a socio-psychological analysis of antisemitism
and explaining the causes which must induce the

ual forces essential to the transformation of a
petty bourgeois people into a productive nation
of workers will enable the Jews to offer a valu-

Jewish masses to transfer their allegiance from
liberalism to socialism, he maintained that a
Zionist Jewish state

is

possible only on a socialist

able contribution of their

own

civilization free of classes.

basis. This pamphlet was followed by Vozzvanie
k evreiskoi molodezhi (An appeal to Jewish youth,
London 1901), which became in effect the

way of living gave

manifesto of the newly organized ZionistSocialist party. Between 1901 and 1908 Syrkin

Important works;

was

schnften, ed.

his writings a prophetic tone.

HAYIM FINEMAN

official

engaged in editing periodicals,
in Yiddish and Hashahar in
Hebrew, and in carrying on propaganda in
Switzerland, England, France, Russia and the
busily

notably

Ramon

to a revitalized

Syrkin 's semimystic faith in the inherent ability of the Jewish
masses radically to alter their status and his lofty
estimate of the ethical significance of the socialist

world

by

Geklibene

zionistisch-soctalistische

Isaac Zar, Joel Entin, Dr. Jehudah
Freilichov, 2 vols. (New York

Kaufman and Mosneh
1925-26).

Consult: Zar,. Iaac, "Sirkin der

mensh un denker"

in

Syndicalism
Geklibene zionistisch-socialistische schnften, vol. i, p.
6 16; Reisen, Z , Lek-sikon, 4 vols. (and ed. Vilna

192629)

vol.

11,

p 637-47, Revutzki, A.,

in Zukunft,
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PRUS

STANISLAW (1846-1900), Polish industrialist

sociologist.

and political leader. Szczepanowski, the son of
an engineer and railro?d builder, studied chemistry and geology at the technical school of
Vienna. After a brief stay in Pans he went to
London in 1867. Here after some years he secured a post at the India Office, where he col-

handicaps of Jewish origin, youthful poverty
ill health
played an outstanding role in the intellectual and labor movement of Hungary. An admirer of Nietzsche.
Proudhon, Lavrov and Kropotkm, he became a
Marxist under the influence of Russian exiles in
Vienna. His first important work was the introduction into Hungary of the collected works of

economic development of India and prepared
several reports issued by that office.
Inspired by
the Italian political renascence which, he held,
had been made possible by the preparatory work
of economic development achieved
by Cavour in
Savoy and Piedmont, Szczepanowski decided to
return to Poland and initiate a similar develop-

Marx and Engels (Marx

ment among

H

vol. xxix (1924) 583-85, Burgin,
, Die geschtchte fun
der ytdisher arbetter bewegung (New York 1915) p.

517-29, 683-90.

SZAB6, ERVIN
cialist

writer

and

(1877-1918), Hungarian soSzab6 despite the

and almost constant

es Engels vdlogatott

Budapest 1905-09). From 1911
he was director of the Municipal Library of
Budapest, which he made the most efficient in
mtiveiy

2,

vols.,

As

vice president of the Sociological Society, one of the editors of its organ,

the country.

Huszadtk szdzad (Twentieth century, Budapest
1901-19), a teacher in the "Free School of Social
Sciences" and a significant contributor to sociological and economic thought, he was able to
influence the progressive intellectuals toward an
understanding and alliance with the labor movement, in which he participated actively. In
socialism he represented an antirevisiomst tendency with strong syndicalist leanings; he deplored middle class predominance in the party
and emphasized the necessity of reaching the
agrarian masses. He became an almost mythically heroic figure for Hungarian workers and a
leader of their more independent elements, and
after his

death some of the chief actors in the

short lived Soviet Republic were drawn from
among his students and adherents. In his most

pdrtharcok az
1848-49 magyar forradalomban (Vienna 1921,
with biographical preface by O. Jaszi), he tried
to interpret the Hungarian revolution in terms

important work, Tdrsadalmi

is

of historical materialism. Although he was one
of the few foreign socialists whom the Communist Academy early elected to membership, his
broad intellectual and aesthetic tolerance and
his increasing emphasis on the ethical foundation of political action would seem to cast doubt

upon the

assertion that he subscribed to Bol-

shevism.

OSCAR JASZI
Consult: J&zi, O., "Ervin Szabd und sein Werk" in
Archiv filr dte Geschichte de$ Soztaltsmus und der

Arbeiterbewegung, vol. x (1922) 22-37.

laborated in various projects
pertaining to the

his countrymen.

He

settled

in

Galicia, a Polish province incorporated into the

Austro-IIunganan Empire. A study of the
natural resources and economic conditions of
Galicia convinced him that the general economic
backwardness of the people was due primarily to
the deliberate policy of the Vienna government,
which under the pressure of the financial interests of Austrian industrialists supported by the
Gahcian feudal landlords blocked the industrial
development of Galicia and thereby assured a
steady low priced supply of raw materials to the

manufacturing industries in the western provinces of Austria. Szczepanowski initiated an
elaborate campaign of economic development;
he appealed to the patriotic sentiment of the
men who had fought for the political freedom of

Poland

in the uprising of 1863,

and of those who

sympathized with them, to join in the struggle
for economic independence as the essential pre-

He

requisite to ultimate political independence.
himself began to develop the oil fields on the

He

en-

slope of the Carpathian Mountains.
couraged Canadian technicians to come to Ga-

and introduce modern methods of drilling;
he introduced liquid fuel for heating steam
licia

Peczemzyn the first modern
on the European continent.
Szczepanowski entered the political arena by
becoming a member of the provincial diet in
Lw<5w and of the parliament in Vienna. In the
Reichsrat he played an important role and prepared the report which was instrumental in the
boilers

and

built in

oil refinery

introduction of the gold standard in Austria. Although his success in Vienna gave promise of a
brilliant

political

career,

he abandoned the

Reichsrat and returned to Galicia in 1896 to
continue his work of economic reconstruction.

In his

later years

he was not only the recognized
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leader of the oil industry but he served also as
president of the cooperative societies and as one

the popularity he had won. Although early in
1848 he feared the collapse of the revolution, he
nevertheless entered the first constitutional cab-

of the founders of the Towarzystwo Szkoly

Ludowej,
education.

a highly influential society for popular
He was also editor of the monthly

Ekonomista pohki and of Slowo polskie (The
Polish word), a widely read nationalist daily.

Szczepanovv ski's

economic and

political

ac-

aroused the antagonism of the political
and financial interests in Vienna, which finally
succeeded in forcing him into bankruptcy; but
tivities

they could not destroy his
trial

development

of

a

life

work, the indus-

backward

hitherto

PRUS SZCZEPANOWSKI

S.

Pisma (Writings),

1903-12),

Beset by doubts and disturbed by the inbetween Vienna and the As-

sembly, he suffered a nervous breakdown and in
September was removed to the Dobling asylum
for the insane at Vienna.

Here he remained even

after his recovery so that he might escape retaliation by the government and in 1857 pub-

lished an

attacking the

anonymous pamphlet

absolutistic system of Bach. The subsequent
seizure of his manuscripts and the threat of

expulsion from Dobling led to a second collapse

country.
Works.

inet.

evitable conflict

N$dsa Gahcjt

\ols.

i

(Galicia's

and in (Lwdw
misery) (Lwo"w

1888).

and

finally to his suicide.

OSCAR

JASZI

Works. Munkdt (Works), published by the Magyar
Tudomanyos Akademia, ist ser 9 voh (Budapest
1884-96), and 2nd ser 2 vols (Budapest 1904-05).
Hitel and Vildg have been translated into German, th
former by J Vojdisek as Uber den Credit (2nd ed.
Leipsic 1830), and the latter by M. Paziazi as Licht
oder aufhelletide Bruchstucke und Bcnchtigungen eimger
Irrthumcr und Vorurthcilc (Pest 1832)
,

Consult Za\\ iszyna, Marja, Stamdaw Szczcpatiowskt ;
Szkic (Sketch) (Cracow 1912), Feldman,
in
,
Dziejc polskiej myslt polity cznej (History of Polish
political thought), 3 vols (Cracow 1913-20) vol 11, p.
322-24, Bartos^ewicz, S Przemysl naftouy w Polsce
(The oil industry in Poland) (Warsaw 1926).

W

,

SZECHENYI,

COUNT ISTVAN

(1791-

A

member of the
1860), Hungarian statesman.
and an active participant in the

aristocracy

Napoleonic wars, Szcchenyi as early as 1 813 predicted the dissolution of the Austrian Empire.

With Kossuth, who

called

him "the

greatest of

the Magyars," he was the outstanding exponent
of liberal Magyar nationalism, although he was

,

Consult: Szeckenyi Istvdn Dobhngi irodalrm hagyattka
(Fragments from writings at Doblmy), ed by Arpad
Karolyi, 3 vols (Budapest 1921-25); Grunwald, B,

Ax

uj Magyarorszdg (The New Hungary) (Budapest
1890); Szekfu, G Hdrom nemzedtk (Three generations)
(new ed Budapest 1934), L6nyay,
Grdf SxtiMnyt
Istvdn es hatrahagyott iratai (Budapest 1875), tr into
German by A Dux as Graf Stephan Szechenyi und
setne hinterlassenen Schnften (Budapest 1875), Acsady,
,

I

,

A

M

,

maftyar birodalom torttnete (History of the
nation), 2 vols. (Budapest 1 903-04).

Hungarian

considered more conservative than Kossuth because of his insistence that the

initial

step

must

be economic and cultural reconstruction rather
than immediate political independence. Szechenyi's denunciation of the feudal and antiquated institutions of Hungary, expressed in three

epoch making works, Hitel (Pest 1830; new ed.
by A. Gyulai, Budapest 1901), Ki%(Pest 1831)
and Stddium (Leipsic 1833), and his practical
activities, which included outstanding contributions to the development of transportation and
industry, showed the influence of his careful
study of liberal political and economic institutions in the countries which he had visited dur-

A

founder of the Huning his earlier travels.
garian Academy of Sciences, in a speech before
that

body

in 1842 he

denounced the

spirit

of

intolerant Magyarization and chauvinism. Believing that Kossuth's increasing influence
would plunge the country into ruin, Szechenyi

TABU

may be

a prohibition

defined as a negative sanction,

whose infringement

results in

an

automatic penalty without human or supernatural mediation. The word was introduced
into English from Polynesia, and special Polynesian usages have colored the interpretation of
the institution. If the term is to be employed effectively in

comparative discussions,

it

must be

stripped of these accidents of interpretation and
be restricted to describe prohibitions against
participation in any situation of such inherent

danger that the very act of participation will
recoil

upon the

violator

of the

tabu.

The

description of a novice or a sacred king as tabu is
too loose; it should be said that certain acts are

tabu to them, because their committing such
acts has been culturally defined as producing a

attacked him. In 1845 he accepted the presidency of the transportation section under the

dangerous situation. For example, an adolescent
on the northwest coast of America may
drink water, but she must drink it through a
drinking tube; if her lips come directly in con-

him

tact with water, this contact will result auto-

absolutistic administration; this course lost

girl

T^bu

Szczepanowski
matically in disaster. Historically great emphasis
has been laid, especially by Marett, upon tabu as

the negative side of mana, or impersonal undifferentiated supernatural power. This is a
misleading association which cannot be sup-

ported by the data from different cultures, unless the definition is reversed and all situations
involving tabu are regarded as ipso facto involving mana. There is no justification in the facts
for regarding tabu as a religious phenomenon, although many religious systems have relied

generously upon the use of this kind of prohibition.

Tabu

is

more accurately defined by

its

lack
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ing the tabu becomes himself infected, a carriei
of the danger, and subject to whatever illness, loss of powers or form of death is believed to proceed from the infraction. Because
the Polynesians subsume under one heading
tabus of sanctity and tabus of uncleanness, the

term tabu has been defined as applying to prowhich
which
the attitude is one of mixed awe, reverence, fear
and dread. While such tabus occur in some
hibitions against contact with situations
are regarded as sacer situations toward
>

primitive societies, as among the Omaha Indians
certain Australian tribes, the distinctive as-

and

A

of any external sanction, religious or temporal.
tabu takes its meaning from the definition of

pect of Polynesian tabu is that the two attitudes,
toward the sacred and toward the unclean, have

any experience or of those who participate in it
as inherently dangerous This situation may be
childbirth, handling the dead, retreat for a
vision, being the eldest born or blowing a sacred

situation has been elaborated on the basis of
the inherent danger of any contact between
the most sacred and the most unclean. This

flute. It is

not more

that there

is

difficult to explain the fact
a great similarity, throughout the
primitive and civilized world, in the situations
which have been defined as dangerous than it is

to explain the nonchalance

with which

many

been carefully differentiated and a further tabu

further elaboration finds institutional expression
in rituals like that of the New Zealand Maori

ceremony in which a canoe, constructed under
most sacred conditions by men, must be made
free or

common

to

women.

A woman

of high

other peoples regard these same situations.
The Polynesian idea tapu, or kapu, contains

rank, sacred because of her rank, non-sacred
because of her sex, is used as a mediator between

the following elements: any prohibition enforced automatically, that is, the punishment

the incompatible poles of dangerousness and by
stepping into the canoe can without endangering

followed inevitably without external mediation;
or the edicts of chiefs or priests, which are supported either by the superior mana of these in-

sacred rank to protect them
Marquesan can
commit suicide by deliberately bringing the

dividuals or by the temporal or spiritual forces
which they have under their control; prohibitions against theft or trespass for which the sanctions are specific magical formulae; religious
prohibitions which are referred in native the-

some deity or spirit, and
prohibitions which carry no penalties beyond
die anxiety and embarrassment arising from a
ology to the decree of

breach of strongly intrenched custom. The fact
that in Polynesian languages these various kinds
of prohibition are distinguished linguistically
was not known to students of comparative insti-

tutions until after the term

each and

all

had been used in

of these divergent senses.

herself

make

it

safe for -\\omen

who have no

A

sacred and the profane into too close contact, by
calling one half of a coconut a vulva and the

other the head of a god. While the tabu situations may have the undifferentiated character
described by the word sacer or may arouse an
ambivalent attitude, this is not an invariable aspect of tabu.

While

may become
when they are of

essentially negative, tabus

the basis of cultural structure

such a character that they must necessarily be
infringed in the course of everyday living. This

which is built up
and contacts of a sacred
king. If the period of childbearing is marked off
by tabu, a ceremony of release from that period
is

true of the ceremonial

around the daily

life

Furthermore among the true tabu prohibitions, those whose breach is followed by automatic punishment, there are in Polynesia two
main classes: tabus associated with the inherent
sanctity of gods, chiefs and priests and tabus as-

without infringing a tabu, a ceremony like that
of the Maori for freeing the tree is almost a social

sociated with the inherent uncleanness of certain

necessity.

occurrences, such as menstruation, childbirth,
bloodshed and death. Both conditions, that of
sanctity and that of uncleanness, have a dynamic

great variation in the proportionate dependence
of the society upon tabus or upon other forms of

and dangerous quu

sanction. In Polynesia there

lity;

an individual disregard-

is

a

common

Islands. If

development, as in the Admiralty
in a whole forest may be cut

no tree

Even within one

culture area there

is

may be

great contrast

be
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tween the Maori attitude according to which a
common man would die if he discovered that he
had accidentally eaten the sacred food of a chief,
and the Hawaiian attitude whereby the tabus
had so lost emotional content that they had to be
enforced by policing and capital punishment In
the Marquesas a chief himself was endangered
if a commoner violated his tabu, but he had to
avenge himself and so protect himself from such
violations

Samoan

inherent

danger of occasions,

such as

periods in the life cycle of the individual or
planting and harvest or hunting and warfare;
that other societies have selected either by birth
or status certain persons to carry a burden of
special sanctity or defilement which they and
others must respect under fear of automatic

dangerousness of an expectant
alone; thus under cover of
the enforced gregariousness the woman's food
inherent

Because contagion is so frequently a part of
the tabu situation, it is often included in the
definition. The contagious nature of an infringed
tabu has been particularly institutionalized
among the Eskimo, who see the broken tabu as a
dark cloud which gathers around the culprit and
is communicated to everyone with whom he
contact.

penalty. The difference is one of the degree of
social reliance upon this particular type of control,

not one of the complexity or sophistication

of the particular culture Even such a widespread tabu as the incest tabu cannot always be

properly so classified, for wherever an external

supervised.

comes into

the

confidence in the

little

mothers ever being
is

ently motivated habit structures; that some sohave elaborated tabus associated with

cieties

by a personal stock of black magic.

society has so

observance of even such rudimentary tabus as
those relating to food during pregnancy that a
secondary tabu is relied upon, the one against
the

say that some societies use tabus as a major way
of controlling social behavior, while others have
relied upon external social sanctions or differ-

But many cultures

limit the

social penalty is lequired to maintain it, some of
the essential force inherent in genuine tabu
is lost.

Although tabu attitudes

may be

said to

be

those parts of an individual's cultural training
which are enforced by a deep seated fear, nevertheless a religious system like the Polynesian,
when it is built upon an elaboration of the tabu

penalty of a broken tabu to the individual viola-

situation,

This distinction becomes clearer when it is
recognized that in some cultures an individual is
regarded as an actor in his own tabu situation,

by placing him in a position of power and choice
which is granted by few religious systems. The

tor.

when a king endangers himself by treating his
own sacredness carelessly or an adolescent girl
as

risks

her future health by refusing to observe the

special tabus of puberty. Other cultures do not
associate the individual and his peculiar condition,

and he then may become dangerous

to

others only. More often there is a combination
of these two attitudes; thus a menstruating
Arapesh woman who has borne no children can-

not eat food which she has cooked herself for
tear of endangering her reproductive powers,

but she must also stay out of the village lest she
harm the power and strength of mature men.

Tabus

against participation in any situation
extension, such as a prohi-

may have very wide

bition against eating food from a site where a
chief's house once stood, against eating from a

pot in which food has been cooked by people
who have been responsible for the death of a
relative or against using a

word or

a syllable

a part of the name of an avoidance
relative or a dead person.

which

is

Wundt

has discussed tabu as a method of

very early stage of religious de"* lopment. It seems more accurate to
social control inherent in a

may

dignify the individual personality

world has been charted, its places of danger are
known; an intelligent following of the chart
permits the individual to walk through life
petitioning no deity and administering his own
death if he infringes upon the order of the
universe.

The term tabu may be used in modern society
to cover those aspects of behavior which are
rooted in the individual personality to such a
degree that they are so automatic and emotioncharged that the personality suffers inevi-

ally

tably from their infringement. Food tabus inculcated in early childhood, such as a dread of
eating horse or dog meat, and the elaborate in-

dividual system of tabus built up by neurotics
from a compulsive neurosis both come

suffering

under

this head.

ment

is

They

are self-enforced, inde-

outer agencies, and the punishbelieved to flow automatically from the

pendent of

all

breach. Every society depends to some extent
upon building into the growing personality a
fear. But just as
psychological research reveals great differences
in individual capacity to absorb social prohibitions into the personality, so both primitive and

system of tabus enforced by

modern

societies differ in the degree to

which

Tabu
they entrust the preservation of culture forms to
tabus or find it necessary to externalize prohibitions in the form of socially enforced laws.

MARGARET MEAD
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SOCIAL ORGANIZATION.

Ames, E. S

The Psychology of Religious ExThe
perience (Boston 1910) ch. iv, Frazer, J G
Consult.

,

,

Golden Bough, 1 2 vols (3rd ed London 1 907-1 5) vol.
p III-IQ, and vol. in, and Psyche's Task (and ed.
London 1913, reprinted as The Devil's Advocate,
London 1927) p. 7-12, 20-32, Freud, S Totem und
Tabu (3rd ed. Vienna 1922), tr by A A Brill (new ed
New York 1927), Marett, R R The Threshold of Religion (2nd ed London 1914) ch in, and "Is Taboo a
i,

,

,

in Anthropological

Negative Magic?"
fawys
to E B. Tylor (Oxford 1907) p. 219-34, Smith,
William Robertson, Lectures on the Religion of the
Semites (3rd ed by S A Cook, London 1927) p

Presented

152-56, 446-56 J Gennep, A van,^ Taboii et totemisme
a Madagascar, Ecole des Ilautcs Etudes, Bibliothcque,
Sciences Rehgieuscs, vol. xvu (Pans 1904^, Wundt,
Wilhelm, Elemente der V filkerpsychologie (Leipsic
1912), tr

by E

L

Schaub (London 1916)

p,

193-204,
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approach was probably that of the historian, he

was

led, like earlier writers, to idealize the bar-

some extent and to contrast their freedom, simplicity and uncorrupted family life with
conditions among the Romans. Tacitus* chief
barians to

works, essentially annahstic in structure, are the
Histories (c. 105-09), which began the history of

Rome with the political crisis of the year 69 and
recounted the story of the Flavians; and the
Annals (c. 115-17), which covered the preceding
period from the death of Augustus. Of the
former only the detailed beginning, which does
not go far beyond Vespasian's accession,

is

ex-

most of
of Claudius' and

tant; while of the latter the accounts of

Tiberius' reign, the latter half
almost all of Nero's have survived.

Roman

ethical

and

The typically

didactic motives

dominated

these works, but Tacitus also saw in the greater
freedom of the era of Nerva and Trajan the

opportunity of recovering the history of the imperial period for the truth. He touched upon

many
lic

subjects including provincial affairs, pubadministration, social and economic matters;

Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Bulletin no. 76 (Honop 117-24.

but his conception of events largely in terms of
personality, his love of drama, his moralistic
purpose and his social background caused him to

TACITUS, PUBLIUS CORNELIUS

devote particular attention to the emperors and
their relations with the men of his class. Hence

Mead, Margaret, Social Organization

of

Manua,

lulu 1930)

c.

120),

Roman

historian.

(c.

55-

Knowledge of im-

portant details of Tacitus' life is conjectural, and
partly in consequence of this fact, partly as a

and political preconceptions
which subsequent generations have brought to
their analyses, the motives and trustworthiness
of his writings have given rise to endless controversy. Probably he was of knightly origin and
later introduced into the senatorial rank; he
served as praetor in 88, consul in 97 and proresult of patriotic

consul in Asia

c.

112-16. In his

Dialogue on Oratory

(c.

81),

it is

first

essay, the

suggested that

moral decay and more settled conditions are responsible for the decline of the art under the
empire. During Domitian's reign (81-96) he was
silent; but the emperor's terrorism directed
against the aristocracy,

which

affected Tacitus'

own

family, became the most important influence upon his historical writing. In 97 or 98 ap-

peared his pious

memorial of

his father-in-law,
serves also as an

Julius Agricola. Although it
apologetic for the prudent conduct of the latter

during the tyranny, the short account is concerned largely with the hero's governorship of
Britain. In 98 he brought out his brief treatise on

Germany and its inhabitants, which touches
upon almost every phase of life. While his main

if he excelled in his discussion of politics, his
onesidedness together with his highly unfavorable portraits of most of the emperors, including
Tiberius, whom he held responsible for the

beginnings of despotism, resulted in a distorted
picture of the empire. Yet he realized that the
republic's defects had led to its disappearance
forever; the citizen, he believed, should pray for
good emperors but serve those in power without
insolence or servility. With a judicious use of

personal knowledge, oral information, public
private records and secondary literature as

and

sources, Tacitus reached higher critical levels

than did Livy.

MAX

LEVIN

Works. Cornehi Tactti libri qui supersunt, standard ed.
by C. Halm, 2 vols (Leipsic 1850-51; sth ed. by
George Andresen, 1913-14). For English translations:

The Agruola and Germany 2 vols. (rev. ed. London
1877), Annals (London 1876), and History (and ed.
London 1873), tr. by A. J. Church andWJ. Brodnbb;
Loeh Classical Library translations of Dialognsy
Agncola, Germania, tr. by William Peterson and
Maurice Halton (London 1920), and The Histories,
The Annals, tr by C H Moore and John Jackson,
vols i-n (London 1925-31), probably the best translation of the Histories (London 1915) and Annals, a
vols. (London 1904-09), is by George Gilbert Ramsay.
t

Consult: Boissier, Gftston, Tacite (Pans 1903),

tr.

by
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W. G.

Hutchison (London 1906); Duff,

J.

Wight,

A

Literary History of Rome in the Stiver Age (London
1 927) p 559-98, Shotwell, James
, An Introduction to

T

(New York 1922) ch. xxu;
Pohlmann, Robert von, "Die Weltanschauung des
m K Bayerische Akademie der Wissenthe History of History

where. Taganyi shed considerable light upon the
Hungarian military system through his studies
of border defenses in the Middle Ages. His

on the collected Hungarian common law
very instructive from the standpoint of com-

article

Tacitus"

is

schaften, Philosophisch-philologische und historische
Klasse, Sitsuni>sberichte (1910) pt i, Marsh, Frank B ,
The Reign of Tiberius (London 1931), Schanz, Martin,

parative legal science. Citing numerousexamples,
especially those of related peoples taken from
the literature of the entire world, he discussed

Geschichte der rdmischen Litteratur bis zum Gesetzgebungswerk des Kaisers Justinian, Handbuch der
klassischen Altertumswissenschaft, pt. via, 4 vols
(rst-4th ed. Munich 1905-27) vol. n, pt. 11, p. 283334, with bibliographies.

family law and inheritance law and explained the
primitive contract of the Hungarian tribal chiefs

TAGANYI, KAROLY

in a very plausible manner. Although Taganyi
never held a professorial chair, the younger

(1858-1924), Hunga-

rian social, constitutional and legal historian.
Tagdnyi had a decisive and far reaching influence on modern Hungarian historiography. As

Hungarian State Archives he
was industrious in collecting data on mediaeval
documents. Utilizing all the source material
available in Hungary, he solved many moot
points of Hungarian mediaeval history by means
of his extensive knowledge of philology and
diplomatic. His work is very valuable because of
the light it casts on analogous social developments and relationships among the Hungarian,
Germanic and Slav peoples. His works are not
archivist of the

comprehensive, but in many respects they are
fundamental and break new ground.
Especially worthy of attention are his studies

of the

Hungarian

common

field

system

in

which, looking back from the eighteenth to the
thirteenth century, he shows that the original
economic form of settlement of the village
population was the field community. The common ground of the community was the joint

property of the whole population; each individual had a claim to equal quality and quantity

showed through numerous exsystem was administered. In a
number of articles and monographs he described
the original establishment and the early history
of land. Tagdnyi

amples

how

this

of the Hungarian komitat system, which, according to his account, constituted the economic
organization of the royal domain and only in the

fourteenth century became by gradual development the autonomous judicial organ of the
social

history led him to deal with many controversial
questions in long polemical articles. These con-

tend that Hungary did not experience feudalism

proper but adapted many feudal social forms;
developments east of the truly feudal regions revealed similar trends and forms every-

social

generation of Hungarian historians regarded
him as their teacher and master.

FRANZ ECKHART

m

Chief works

"Geschichte der Feldgemeinschaft
Ungarn" in Ungansche Revue, vol. xv (1895) '03-27,
s
"Gyepu gyepuelve" Magyar nyelv, vol ix (1913)
97-104, 145-52, 201-06, 254-66, tr as "Alte Grenz-

m

schutz-Vornchtungen und Grenz-Odland" in Ungansche Jahrbucker, vol i (1921) 105-21, Lebende
Rechtsgetvohnhetten und ihre Sammlungen in Ungarn,
Ungansche Bibhothek, ist ser no. 3 (Berlin 1922).
,

Consult: Kossanyi, B61a,
vol.

m

Ungansche Jahrbiicher,

v (1925) 67-69.

TAILLE.

See TAXATION.

TAINE, HIPPOLYTE-ADOLPHE (1828-93),
French philosopher,
Taine,

literary critic

who shares with Renan the

and

historian.

distinction of

having been the outstanding intellectual influence in France in the last third of the nineteenth
century, represents the conflux of widely divergent and usually irreconcilable French tradi-

With the classical spirit and its predilection for oratorical eloquence and form he combined the passion for analytical inquiry and lucid
tions.

ordering of abstract ideas which characterized
Condillac, the ideologues and Stendhal; that he
also shared the

tendency to look for intellectual

inspiration with the eyes of a cosmopolitan is
strikingly evinced by the powerful influence

exercised by Hegelianism upon his philosophy
of criticism and by English empiricism upon his

psychology.

As

literary critic

by Sainte-Beuve

nobility.

Erroneous notions about Hungarian

the origin of Hungarian customs. In this way he
illuminated the ancient Hungarian marital law,

Taine was labeled

spokesman of a younger
generation of critics whose outlook was scientific
and positivistic rather than literary and artistic.
The more precise interpretation seems to be that
Taine, whose main bent was philosophical, conceived literary criticism merely as a method of
applying and demonstrating his doctrine of determinism.

A

as the

similar objective motivated his

Tacitus

Talleyrand-Perigord

treatment of art both in his lectures on the history of the subject at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
and in the writings which were collected as
Philosophic de Vart (2 vols.,

Durand,

New

York

Pans 1880;

tr,

by

J.

1875). His deterministic

theory was, however, so paradoxical that its importance lies chiefly in the reactions which it

provoked. Taine's one great philosophical work,
I*
intelligence (2 vols,, Pans 1870, 4th ed.

De

1883;

tr.

by T. D. Haye,

i

vol

,

London

1871),
reconstruct

wherein he attempted to analyze and
the mechanism of thought, rounded out his
brilliant pamphlet Les philosophes franfais du
xix siecle (Pans 1857; rev. ed as Les philosophes
classiques

.

.

.

,

1868)

Although today out-

moded, De

Vintelligence effectively supplanted
the psychology of the eclectic school, molding

the taste of an entire generation after 1875 for
experimental and concrete psychology.
field of history that

Taine's inAfter the v.ar of 1870 he
abandoned literary criticism and discontinued
work on his treatise on will, a projected sequel to
It is

only in the

fluence

is still vital.

Intelligence, to concentrate on a study in political
pathology designed as an inquiry into the causes

for the dual catastrophe of military defeat and
the Commune To his natural pessimism his

marriage in 1868 had added the element of morbid apprehension and engendered in him a
haunting obsession with the necessity for the

Enqufre sur la monarchie
demiurge.

it

has been the original

ALBERT THIBAUDET
les fables de La Fontaine (Paris 1853, revised as La Fontaine et ses fables,
6th ed. 1875), Essats de critique ft d'htstotre (Pans
1858), Histoire de la litter ature anglatse, 4 vols (Pans
1863-64, 8th ed , 5 vols , 1892), tr by H. van Laun, 2

Other important works Essm sur

vols

(Edinburgh 1871).

Consult II Tame, sa vie

et

a correspondance, 4 \ols.

(Pans 1902-07), tr by Mrs R L Devonshire and E.
Sparvel-Bayly, 3 vols (London 1902-08), Barzellotti,
Ippohto Tame (Rome 1895), Chevrillon, Andre',
Tame, formation de sa pensee (Pans 1932), Giraud,
V , Essai vwr Tame (6th ed Pans 1923), Gibaudan,
R Les ulces sociales de Tame (Paris 1028), Rosca, D.
influence de Hes;el sur Tame, theonnen de la connaissance et de Vart (Pans 1928), Lacombe, Paul, Tame
histonen et sonologue (Pans 1909), Sol tan, R French
Political Thought in the Nineteenth Century (London
1931) p 230-50, Jones, R A "Tame and the Nationalists"
Soual and Pohtual Ideas of Some Representative Thinkers of the Victorian Age, ed by F J C
Hearnshaw (London 1933) ch x, Aulard, A Tame,
histonende la Revolution franfaise (2nd ed Pans 1908);
Cochin, A , La cnse de Vhistoire revolutionnaire (Pans

G

,

,

D U
,

,

,

m

,

1909)

TALLEYRAND-PERIGORD,

MAURICE

CHARLES-

DE, PRINCE DE BENEVENT (1754-

1838), French statesman and diplomat A member of the upper aristocracy, Talleyrand was
educated for the priesthood He had, however,
become imbued with the doctrines of Voltaire

alignment of social forces against the spirit of
disorder In Les origines de la France contenipo-

and other philosophes and

Paris 1876-93; tr by J Durand,
York 1876-94) he investigated the responsibility for the revolutionary peril and
finally charged it to the entire French organism,
to the shaping of which the whole historical development of the nation and all parties had contributed. As he turned his uneasy gaze succes-

although he was appointed bishop of Autun in
1788. Elected to the Estates General in the following year, he took part in drafting the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen. In

raine (6 vols

,

New

sively upon the monarchy, the classical spirit, the

modern regimes and
the multitude of other dangerous systems and
maladies menacing the nation, he remained
revolution, Napoleon, the

his reputation as a freethinker served to retard his rise in the church,

Rapport sur V instruction puhhque fait au nom
du comite de constitution a I" Assembles nationals
(Pans 1791) he proposed a plan for a national
system of public education which advocated universal free primary education and which was
remarkable for its general insight into an essenhis

tial

feature of democracy Talleyrand suggested

constantly alive to the contrast with the health
and prosperity of the English political body and

that church property be nationalized and he was
among the first to take the oath to the Civil

particularly to the melancholy antithesis between the expansion of Victorian England and
the Prench disasters of 1871. Artistically the
Origines constitutes Taine's most powerfulwork,
but as a theory of France it has been correctly
interpreted as an expression of partisan ideas.
Nevertheless, it has exerted a tremendous influence upon the development of the French con-

Constitution of the Clergy,

servative school: for the Bourget of L'itape, the
Barres of Les d&racines and the Maurras of

In 1791 he resigned his bishopric and soon
afterward began his career as a diplomat, in

which capacity he was to serve every government in France, with the exception of the Terror, for almost half a century. He went to England for Louis xvi to persuade that country to
maintain neutrality and later returned to London, with the permission of Danton, on the
oretext of continuing his mission, although his
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chief concern

to escape the rising Terror.
he sent his famous Mtmoire sur

was

From England

rapports actuels de la France avec les autres
hats de V Europe (London 1792), in which he
argued that France must not attempt territorial

gence were too often counteracted by his unscrupulousness and venality.

WILLIAM E. LINGELBACH

les

aggrandizement but must concentrate upon domestic reform. Ordered to leave England, he
came to the United States in 1794 but returned
to France

that his
list

two years

later, after

name had been

being apprised
taken off the proscribed

of Emigres.

He served as foreign minister from 1/97 to
1799 under the Directory and held a similar post
under the consulate and empire until 1807, when
he incurred the displeasure of Napoleon because
of his peculations and his attempts to moderate
the emperor's foreign ambitions.
minister he did much to pave the

As

foreign

way

for the

Bonaparte and served as his principal adand agent in numerous peace negotiations.
Soon after his retirement Talleyrand began

rise of

viser

secret negotiations with Napoleon's enemies,
of
despite the fact that he remained a member

the emperor's council. In 1814 he drafted the
act of abdication voted by the Senate and served
as head of the provisional government during
the allied occupation of Pans. He was chiefly

instrumental in the restoration of the Bourbons,
xvm in turn appointed him minister

and Louis

of foreign affairs and plenipotentiary to the
Congress of Vienna. In the Peace of Paris he

had succeeded on the plea of legitimacy in maintaining the French boundaries of 1792. At
Vienna by adroit manipulation he broke up the
League of the Powers and united England and
Austria with France against Prussia and Russia.
Talleyrand prevented Russia
from absorbing Poland completely, while only
a part instead of the whole of Saxony went to

By

this alliance

Prussia.

After Waterloo the hostility of his many enemies caused his dismissal, but he continued to

Chamber

of Peers, where true to his
liberalism he protested against French intervention in Spain. In 1830 he helped Thiers place
Louis Philippe on the throne and secured a
liberalization of the constitution. As ambassador
to England from 1830 to 1834 anc^ as envov to
the London conference he contributed greatly
toward the maintenance of peace and the recognition of Belgian independence and neutrality.
A brilliant diplomat with a shrewd insight into
sit

in the

Memoires du Prince de Talleyrand, ed. with a
preface and notes by A. de Broghe, 5 vols. (Paris
1891-92), tr. by R. Ledos de Beaufort, with introduction by Whttelaw Reid (New York 1891-92);
Correspondance diplomatique de Talleyrand, ed. by G.
Pallain, 3 vols (Pans 1887-91), partially tr. as Correspondence of Pnnce Talleyrand and King Louts
during the Congress of Vienna, i vol. (New York 1881);
Etude sur la repubhque des Etats Unis d'Amenque (New
Works'.

xvm

York

1876).

Consult. Lacour-Gayet,

G

,

Talleyrand, 1754-1838,

(Pans 1928-31), Blennerhassct, C J , Talleyrand; eine Studie (Berlin 1894), tr ky Frederick
Clarke, 2 vols (London 1894), Deschanel, P., Ora3 vols,

-

hommes d'etat: Talleyrand.
Rosenthal, W., Furst Talleyrand und
teurs et

.

(Pans 1888);
die austoartige

.

Pohtik Napoleons /. (Leipsic 1905), Dupuis, Charles,
Le ministere de Talleyrand en iS r 4, 2 vols (Pans
1919-20), Wendorf, Hermann, "Die Ideenwelt des
Fursten Talleyrand" in Htstonsche Vterteljahrschnft,
vol. xxviu (1933) 335-84; Sorcl, A., Lectures histonques, Talleyrand et ses memoires
(Paris 1894) p.
71-112.
.

.

.

MIHALY

TANCSICS,
(1799-1884), Hungarian peasant socialist. The background of
oppression of the Hungarian peasantry which
led to Tdncsics' struggle on their behalf is
vividly described in his autobiography, which is
perhaps the only reliable and detailed account

of Hungarian peasant life before the Revolution
of 1848.
self-taught man, he began to publish

A

articles in 1831,

and in 1846

his fight for free-

dom

of the press resulted in imprisonment,
from which he was freed by the revolution. His
election to the

made him

the

Hungarian lower house in 1848
first

and

until

1918 the only

representative of the peasant and working
classes in the legislature. In his periodical,

Munkdsok ujsdga (Working men's press, 1848),
and m the Diet he advocated a radical solution of
the land problem. During the period of reaction
he was again subjected to seven years' imprison-

ment.

The

first

Hungarian exponent of socialism,

of which he had learned during his travels in

Germany, France and England in 1846, Tancsics was also a stanch republican. If the vagueness of his socialist and republican ideas and his

approach led him to accept
these views as compatible with a fanatical nauncritical intellectual

the historic forces of the period, Talleyrand at
times displayed statesmanship of a very high

tionalism, his courage and moral strength made
him nevertheless an outstanding and fearless
supporter of every principle or practical measure

order, but his brilliance

which he was convinced was

and

practical intelli-

iust.

natural sciences; his works were published in
an unfinished collection of twelve volumes,

Muvei (Works, Budapest 1873-85).
ROBERT BRAUN
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Taney

Talleyrand-P^rigord
Tdncsics wrote about forty books and pamphlets on a variety of subjects ranging from
politics and cooperation to philology and the

unconstitutional so as to affect a decision until
well toward the end of

Taney 's career, in the
Dred Scott Case, fifty-four years after Marbury
v. Madison and seventy years after the adoption
of the constitution This step was indeed a prelude to the Civil War.
But while Taney was the first to make prac-

Magyar irdk (Hungarian
(Budapest 1909) p 1278-82; S/ab6,
h
Tdrsadalnn
Ervin,
pdrtharcsok az 1848-49 es
magyar forradalomban (Social and party strife and the
Hungarian revolution) (Vienna 1921).

use of the theoretical right claimed by
Marshall for the judiciary, he was in many respects the antithesis of his predecessor and
undid much of his work. Marshall, it has been
said, was a "supreme conservative," who had

TANEY, ROGER BROOKE

great defeat of his party in the "Revolution of

Consult Szinnyei, Joseph, in

writers) vol

xm

the misfortune of becoming chief justice after the

(1777-1864),
American jurist. Taney was born
Calvert
county, Maryland, of a landed slaveholding

m

family and was educated at Dickinson College.
After admission to the bar in 1799 he was a
member of the Maryland house of delegates

one year and from 1827 to 1831 served the
At first a Federalist, he
was alienated from the party because of its opposition to the War of 1812, and allied himself
with the Jacksoman Democracy.
As attorney general in Jackson's cabinet from
for

state as attorney general.

July, 1831, to September, 1833,
that part of the latter 's famous

tical

Taney drafted
Bank Charter

1800," and Marbury v Madison was itself an
echo of that great defeat and in a way a "backfire" of the vanquished army of Federalism.
Taney, on the other hand, was caught fairly
early in that wave of "westernization" of the
United States the first effect of which was the

"Revolution of 1800," the second the War of
1812 and the third Jacksoman Democracy Although he had been brought up as a Federalist,
and therefore was opposed to the War of 1812
before

it

was declared, he supported

it

heartily

inception, while the New England
Federalists plotted secession at the Hartford

after

its

10, 1832, in which Jackson
took the position that the president was not
bound by the interpretation placed upon the
constitution by the Supreme Court. He left the

Convention The nationalism which was one of
the chief characteristics of the "westernization"

become secretary of the
treasury, in order to carry out Jackson's decision
to withdraw the government deposits from the
Bank of the United States, after McLane,

McCulloch v. Maryland to Brown v. Maryland,
was evidently absorbed but slowly by Taney,
and it was never permitted to run to excess, as it
threatened to do with Marshall and Story. But
the progressivism which was the essence of that
great historic movement became Taney 's chief
characteristic during his maturity, and it was

Veto Message of July

attorney generalship to

Jackson's secretary of the treasury, had refused
to do so. Because he was Jackson's chief adviser
in the fight upon the bank, the Senate in 1835

confirm Taney 's nomination to the
of associate justice of the Supreme Court.
But when he was named for the office of chief

of the country, and which brought forth Marshall's really great decisions of the series from

mission to engraft it upon the
constitutional system.
Taney 's accession to the chief justiceship was

failed to

his historic

office

American

upon the death of John Marshall, his
March 15, 1836, after

considered at the time in the nature of a revolution. At the very first term of the Supreme Court

a bitter conflict, the personnel of the Senate
having changed in the meantime. Taney re-

which he presided he delivered his greatest
opinion, in the Charles River Bridge Case,
which to the consternation of Justice Story and
the conservatives emasculated Marshall's deci-

justice

confirmation followed on

mained chief justice

until his death, occupying
the office for a longer period than any other in-

cumbent except his immediate predecessor.
Taney vies with Marshall for first place as the
creator of the judicial power, which is the pivot
of our constitutional system. Although Marshall
first enunciated the doctrine of the
right of the
courts to declare unconstitutional the acts of
their

own

legislature, in

Marbury

v.

Madison,

decided in 1803 no act of Congress was declared

at

Dartmouth College Case, which had
held a corporate charter to be a contract whose
obligation could not be impaired, by introducing
the doctrine that nothing is granted in a charter
sion in the

by implication. But

like all

such "revolutions"

strengthened the existing order by preventing
the growth of monopolies and making peaceful
it

progress possible, at least until

Taney

himself,
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caught in the net of slavery, attempted to block
further progress by his "conservative," but
really revolutionary, decision in the
Case.

Dred Scott

It was this decision which warped posterity's
judgment of Taney. It was denounced as a
crime, but if so it was the crime of a system.
Taney was probably the greatest of the chief

The

schools of thought, at least in the earlier period,
are thus largely

artificial.

Taoism is derived from the word tao, which
means the way, or path, m which all things
move, change, are renewed and continue. Tao
has no creative aspect, for the Chinese have been
little
concerned with cosmology and have
tended to view the world rather as the

sum

total

The

equal in general ability of John
Marshall, he excelled him as a lawyer and as an

of ever recurrent phenomena.

enlightened statesman, always barring his one
fatal error. This error was not, however, entirely
wiped out by the Civil War, as is generally as-

clearly marked seasons, have been interested in
such manifestations of nature as light and darkness, heat and cold, summer and winter, life and
death, male and female. These contrasting as-

justices.

sumed For in the Dred Scott Case Taney invoked the due process clause of the Fifth
Amendment in the revolutionary sense which
has become established since the enactment of
the Fourteenth But on the other side of the
ledger must be entered his definition of the
in the License Cases as "the

"police power"
power of sovereignty, the power to govern men
and things." Had this definition of the police

power been adhered

to, it

would have

consti-

tuted an effective check on the later abuse of the

due process

clause.

Louis B. BOUDIN
Samuel, Memoir of Roger Brooke
Taney (Baltimore 1872), Sterner, Bernard C , Life of
Roger Brooke Taney (Baltimore 1922); Mikell,
William E in Great American Lawyers, ed. by W. D.
Consult.

Tyler,

,

Lewis, vol iv (Philadelphia 1908) p. 75-194; Warren,
Charles, The Supreme Court in United States History,
3 vols (Boston 1922) vols. ii-m; Boudin, Louis B
Government by Judiciary, 2 vols. (New York 1932);
,

Corwm, Edward S
(Prmceton 1914) ch

TANNING.

,

The Doctrine of Judicial Review
iv.

Chinese, an
agricultural people, living in a climate with

pects of natural

phenomena are not opposed to
any strict sense but are rather
mutually complementary, constituting by their
each other

m

combined operation

TAOISM. The

term Taoism is generally applied to the school of philosophic thought connames
of Lao Tzu and Chuang
nected with the

Tzu

as well as to the religion professed by the
Taoist monastic organizations in their temples

and monasteries.

It comprises also a great many
so-called magical practises, such as exorcism
and fortune telling; and in fact all religious
manifestations in China which cannot be attrib-

uted to either Confucianism or Buddhism are
frequently classified loosely as Taoism. Actually
the concepts which form the bases of both

popular and philosophic Taoism are fundamental to all Chinese thought with the exception
of Buddhism, which is of foreign origin although it has absorbed much that is truly
Chinese, Any distinctions between the different

sum total. The life

of

man

m

m

by dancing, singing and mating; in
summer man goes into the fields and cultivates
the land; in winter, the season of death, he retires to his home and lives a secluded life. The
natural

life

royal tao, or conduct of the king, who is the
truest of men, corresponds entirely with the

fien tao, heavenly tao, or the course of natural
seasons.

phenomena throughout the

The alternations in nature, the total of which
constitute tao, are described in an early text in
Yi-ching (Yt King, Book of Changes, tr.
by James Legge, Sacred Books of the East,
vol. xvi, Oxford 1882) as "an alternation
of Yin and Yang." Graphically, the character

the

for yin denotes the

See LEATHER INDUSTRIES*

a

completely regulated by this dualism:
spring with the recurrence of heat and light
the recrescence of
boys and girls cooperate
is

shady side of a mountain,

yang the sunny side; these are the two
sides between which in the spring festivals boys
and girls move, crossing and recrossing the
stream in alternating dances and choruses, thus
that for

also performing a tao, or

complete road.

From

meaning yin and yang came to
be used as general names for the two mutually
opposing and cooperating categories: the dark,
cold, wet and female as opposed to the light,
warm, dry and male. All phenomena and all relationships express this interplay of yin and yang.
Of the two schools of thought which have
been differentiated as Confucianism and Taoism
their concrete

the former has emphasized tao more as kingly
behavior, the ritual and moral rules necessary
for the functioning of a feudal society of cul-

tured people, whereas the latter has stressed the
metaphysical and mystical side of tao and represents an anticultural tendency.

Taney
The

articulate philosopher of Taoism
Tzu, said to have been born in 605

first

was Lao
and

to have been an older contemporary
of Confucius. The evidence on which these
statements are based is, however, very uncon*
B.C.

vincing; actually nothing is known concerning
his life, and the name Lao Tzu signifies merely

"the old philosopher." He is the reputed author
of a book known by his name (Tao-teh-king, tr.

by James Legge, Sacred Books of the East,
vol. xxxix, Oxford
1891, p. 1-124); l ater
commonly called the Tao-te-ching it was probably composed in the fifth century B.C. Two
other books attributed to Chuang Tzu and
Lieh Tzu develop ideas similar to those of Lao
Tzu. There is very little information available
,

concerning Chuang

Tzu

(Sacred Books of the

East, vol. xxxix, p. 125, and vol. xl, p. 232), who
is generally placed in the fourth century B c.
Some authorities hold that Lieh Tzu was a personality invented by Chuang Tzu; and in fact

the two books have
there
in

is

some

much

in

common, although

a certain distinct individuality of style
chapters of Lieh Tzu, which may have

been composed sometime between the writ'ng of
the Lao Tzu and the Chuang Tzu. The latter is
a very brilliant and profound work, far above the
level of the school to which the author belonged.
The thought of these philosophers cannot be
understood unless they are regarded as mystics,
who probably continued the shamamstic practises which produced the religious ecstasy known
to the old sorcerers and magicians. Theirs is a
philosophy that springs from religion and not
from purely metaphysical thought. The mystic
unity with tao was believed to produce magical
powers over life, intensifying and prolonging it.
If one "takes care of one's life," says Lao Tzu,
"a rhinoceros will find no place to gore one, nor
will a tiger find a place in one to plant hisclawsor
a weapon to cut one with its blade." There are
allusions to breathing practises whereby a man
may regulate his pulse so that it is in harmony

with that of the universe and thus prevent all
waste of vitality.
Imbued with a sense of mystic unity with the
all
pervading law of change, the Taoist fathers
share the profound conviction that everything is
fleeting, transitory and relative: the tao, or the

which a thing develops, flourishes and
is the only certain and permanent
principle. Mutation takes place continuously
without any apparent effort and is thus able to
produce all things. This effortless action the
Taoists call wu-wei (non-action) and indicate as a

way

in

perishes,

Taoism

5"

man, who should
never use forceful intervention and should abstain from all cultural pursuits, which the

model

for the conduct of

gentlemen of the period of the Taoist fathers
prized so highly and which were encouraged by
the Confucianists The heights to which Chuang

Tzu

soared in his poetical speculations con-

cerning the relativity and transitormess of
things could be followed by only a few; for the
mass of its adherents Taoism constituted essentially a method of preserving the life force by
the assimilation of the conduct of the individual

to the law

which operates

m

all
things.
as a philosophy had nothing to offer
to the state, which was a man made, artificial

Taoism

its magical practises could have significance only for the ruler himself, who groped

product;

for transcendent

power over

life

and longevity.

It is significant that Ch'm Shih Huang Ti, who
in 221 B c. initiated the reforms which destroyed
all

the institutions from which the

had derived their

prestige, should

Chou

kings

have had a

firm faith in the efficacy of Taoistic practises. So
also did
Ti of the Han dynasty (140-86 B c ),

Wu

although in his

official

measures he attempted to

restore at least a fiction of the

These

Chou

institutions.

advocated by the scholars
who claimed adherence to the Confucian school,
provided the new Han empire with its cultural
institutions,

forms and gave the emperor some of the religious
prestige and majesty which had been an attribute
of kingship from antiquity.
In the fourth century A.D a great Taoist
master, Ko Hung, better known as Pao P'u Tzu,
popularized alchemy as a part of Taoist doctrine. At a very early date the Chinese had believed that certain substances, such as jade and
cinnabar, were life giving; and when gold had
been accepted as the highest standard of value
about the fourth century B c., the same quality
was attributed to it. Thus from the search for
life there developed an interest in
alchemy, which after the tenth century took an
esoteric turn and aimed at utilizing not the
matenal substances but their souls, or essences.
Later particular metals were regarded as related

the elixir of

human body and alchemy
became concerned primarily with the reconditioning of the mind and physique.
Taoism also developed a monastic organization. The Taoist masters had probably early
to special parts of the

turned to living as recluses, either alone or in
small groups. When Buddhism appeared in
China, possibly about the middle of the first
century,

it

was found

to

have

much

in

common
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with Taoist practises and ideas; and

its

success

China was doubtless due partly to the fact that
it assimilated as far as
possible the views which
Taoism had evolved. The latter, however,
borrowed even more than it gave. Although the
in

origins of the Taoist monastic system are
it

obscure,
rites

still

certainly imitated the organization,
literature of the Buddhists. It

and sacred

adopted ceremonies for the initiation of its
monks (too shih) and nuns (too ku}> who made
vows very similar to those of Buddhist priests,
the six principal ones being to refrain from kill-

reigned in the past; Yii Huang T'ien Tsun, "the
venerable jade emperor," who has reigned since
the tenth century and is considered the most
important of the gods; and Chin Ch'iieh Yii

Chen T'ien Tsun, "the venerable one of

the

jade dawn of the golden gate," who will reign in
the future. Yu Huang T'ien Tsun, perpetuation

of the god of classical mythology, Shang Ti,
lives in a palace in the highest heaven, where he
presides over a number of celestial officials.

Under him

are various

wind, water,

fire,

ministries

thunder,

time, literature, riches

and

derived no fewer than three hundred rules for
the conduct of the monastics. According to
Taoism the monastic life is not essential for

epidemics whose incumbents may change
from time to time. The Taoist clergy seem to
have incorporated certain popular deities
their pantheon and to have created others for
reasons of symmetry and parallelism Some, like

salvation but merely makes possible the observance of the minute rules of the true Taoist.

the god of riches, are very popular The jade
emperor also has a hierarchy of gods to assist

Each monastery is practically independent, and
there are no close connections between the

chief of

ing any living being, eating meat, drinking wine,
lying, stealing and marrying. From these were

various cloistered groups.
Besides the monastic organization of Taoists

an organization of lay masters, who live
world and are married. They represent
especially the element of sorcery in Taoism and
are its most eminent magicians, generally handing down the art from father to son. At their
head is the so-called Master of Heaven, T'len
Shih, who is often mistakenly called, by western
there

is

in the

writers, the Taoist pope. He generally lives at
Shane; Ch'ing, in the province of Kiangsi and

claims to be a descendant of Chang Tao Lmg,
is said to have lived in the second century

who
A.D.

drug of immorChang Tao Ling probably incorporated

and

tality.

to have discovered the

into a religion the current magical practises and
the doctrines of Lao Tzu; about 190 his grand-

son Chang

Lu

established a small independent

principality in the province of Shensi, which included a church with a well organized hierarchy,

whose members exorcised demons and cured the
sick. This religious organization has continued
to exist and the Master of Heaven, a title
recognized since 748,

officially

orcist of

is

the chief ex-

demons and purveyor of charms against

disease.

him

in his task of governing the world. The
them is the "Emperor of the Eastern

Mountain," the T'ai Shan, in the province of
Shantung He acts as a regent on earth for the
jade emperor, but his principal function is to
preside over human life and fix dates of birth
and death. For a time he was even regarded as
the god of the dead. Assisted by his enormous
staff he regulates human life in detail, adjusting
each individual's fate in
his

sum

total of merits

strict

accordance with

and demerits, meting out

rewards and punishments. Subject to his orders
are the gods of walls and moats, who are the
divine counterpart of the officials in human life.

Meritorious

officials

after death.

Under the

are called to this function

control of the deities of

and moats are the

local tutelary gods, descendants of the classical gods of the soil, and
the family gods, of whom the chief is the

walls

kitchen god.

Popular practises, such as finding a good site
for a grave, called feng-shui, are frequently
classified as Taoistic. They have their origin in
old conceptions connected with yin and yang>
the points of the compass and the "elements,"
water, fire, wood, metal and earth, which are

fundamental to philosophic Taoism.
indeed in many respects impossible to
establish definitely what is or what is not Taoism,
for as a religion it is a blend of many elements.
Not only Buddhism but the popular animistic
religion has contributed to its dogmas, and it has
perhaps been influenced also by Zoroastrianism,
which appeared in China during the Tang
also

It is

Taoism

as a religion has a rich pantheon,

from time immemorial, partly
formed under Buddhist influence. It has "venerable ones," modeled after the Buddhas, and
"immortals," imitations of the Buddhist arhats.
partly inherited

There

m

is

a Taoist triad, similar to that ot

Buddhism, consisting of Yuan Shih T'ien Tsun,
"the venerable one of the first origin," who

dynasty.
official

A

number of

its

divinities received

recognition in the state cult, generally

Taoism
Confucianistic, which prevailed

as

regarded
until the advent of the republic.
Religious Taoism probably reached its height
in the thirteenth century. Since then it has destill

it

clined, although

retains a strong hold

upon the masses. As

a philosophy it attracts the
mystically inclined; and in the West the teaching of the Taoist fathers, although often mis-

understood, has exercised a certain influence.
J. J. L. DUYVENDAK
See:
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TARDE, GABRIEL (1834-1904), French criminologist and sociologist Tarde served for many
years as a provincial magistrate before he be-

came the

director of criminal statistics at the

Ministry of Justice and later professor of modern philosophy at the College de France. In his
earlier

works,

La

1886, 5th ed. 1902),

criminahte

compare (Pans

La philosophic

penale (Pans
1890, 5thed. Lyons igoojtr.by R. Howell, Boston

1912) and Etudes pennies et societies (Pans 1892),
he criticized the classical and Italian criminologists, particularly Lombroso, and defended the
thesis that the causes of crime are preponderantly social.

He

contended, however, that

irre-

spective of the nature of the causes the responsibility for crime is to be attributed to the

psychological personality of the criminal. These
studies already foreshadowed Tarde's sociologi-

which manifest his thorough
distrust of dogma and his interest in vital, concrete and variegated facts which cannot be
cal Contributions,

Tarde
reduced to

rigid systems.

He preferred the more

complex and subtly shaded works of such historians and critics as Renan and Samte-Beuve
to the inflexible, grandiose schemes of Comte,
Spencer and Tame While his intellectual development was somewhat affected by his early
study of Hegel, he was influenced most by
Cournot.

He opposed Durkheim, whom he con-

sidered too doctrinaire, just as the latter regarded
Tarde as too subjectivistic; hence, while Durk-

heim undertook
lines of

to develop sociology along the
his attention

Comte, Tarde devoted

primarily to social psychology. The logic and
laws referred to in the titles of his works La

(Pans 1894, 4th ed. 1913) and Les
(Pans 1898, 8th ed. 1921; tr. by
H. C. Warren, New York 1899) were, in his
opinion, concerned only with psychological phenomena, with the beliefs and desires of men.
logique sociale
lot's

soctales

Tarde

rejected Spencer's term evolution as too
ambitious and employed in its place the word
transformation (Les transformations du drott,

Paris 1892, 8th ed. 1922; and Les transformations
du pouvoir, Pans 1899). In La psychologie iconomtque (2 vols Pans 1901) he sought to sup,

plant abstract systems of political
the study of concrete facts.

economy by

Tarde distinguished between different types
human beings, whom he regarded as kinds
of monads exercising an influence upon one
another by a process comparable to wave moof

Some persons, not necessarily the greatest,
are inventors, while others limit themsehes to
repetition according to the laws which Tarde

tion.

developed in his best known work, Les lots de
V imitation (Paris 1890, 5th ed 1907; tr. by E. C.
Parsons, New York 1903). The manifold consequences of the clash of waves of influence in the
individual formed the subject of his Opposition
umverselle (Pans 1897). Conflict does not necessarily ensue since it may be resolved in adaptaa dynamic equilibrium which is fortion or

m

ever being destroyed only to be restored. Repetition, opposition, adaptation, are thus the three
aspects of the universal rhythm. Tarde's faith
a peaceful
that opposition could culminate
adjustment was clearly set forth in a curious

m

Utopia, written in his youth

and posthumously
(Lyons

published, Fragment d'histoire future

1904; tr. as Underground Man, London 1905),
in which he envisaged an ideal society, completely

emancipated from coercion and based

entirely

on

Consult:

Gabnel Tarde, introduction and

disinterested love.

GEORGES GUY-GRAND
selections

by
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his sons, with preface by H. Bergson (Paris 1909);
Bougl^, C., "Un sociolotfue mdividualiste, Gabriel
Tarde" in Revue de Pans, vol in (1905) 294-316;

"
Ernest, L'cconomie politique de M. Tarde"
Revue d'econonne politique, vol xvn (1903) 1-34;
Academic des Sciences Morales
Espmas, Alfred,

Mahaim,
in

m

et Pohtiques, Stances et traraux, vol. clxxiv (1910)
309-422; Roche-Agusbol, Maurice, "Tarde et 1'dco-

nomie psychologique"
et

in

Revue

d'histotre faonomique

xiv (1926) 68-114, 2 73~3 1 9> Davis,
Psychological Interpretations of Society,
University, Studies in History, Economics

sociale, vol

Michael

M

,

Columbia
and Public Law, no. 87 (New York 1909) p 84-163;
Barnes, H. E., "The Philosophy of the State in the
Wntmgs of Gabriel Tarde" in Philosophical Revteio,
vol. xxviii (1919)

248-79.

TARIFF. A customs tariff is a schedule of rates
of import or export duties. The practise of levying duties upon commodities crossing a political
frontier goes back to ancient times. At first such
duties were only for revenue purposes, but with
the growth of mercantilism and nationalism in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries they

began to be used also to protect domestic industries against foreign competition, to promote a
favorable balance of trade and to punish and
diminish the power of foreign countries. Export
duties, at first of major importance, were gradually abolished and tariffs came to consist mainly

levied not only by each petty state but by individual towns and provinces and by local feudal

barons.

As the

small states were absorbed in

larger national units, however, the local tariffs
were gradually abolished, until as a rule each

national unit had only one tariff, applied at its
external frontiers. Local tariffs survive in modified

form in some countries, as in the case of the
France and the likin in China. In a few

octroi in

cases, notably the German Zollverein, Canada,
and the British colonies in Africa, the unification

and centralization of tariffs preceded, in the
form of a customs union, the establishment of
political union on a national basis. In countries
with large areas and with imperfect means of
internal transportation the process of amalga-

mation and unification of
partially or only recently
different tariffs have been

local tariffs

has only

been completed, and
maintained at differ-

ent frontiers, as in the case of Russia, China,

Mexico and Honduras.
During the mercantilist period
the use of

tariffs as

(c. 1600-1800)
instruments of power and of

national rivalry as well as for more purely economic purposes led to the imposition of dis-

criminatory duties and prohibitions on the
products of hostile countries, especially during
the frequent periods of actual hostilities. Peace

or wholly of import duties, except in tropical
and subtropical countries, where the revenue

treaties between the major

objective was dominant and the mass of the
native population could be reached more effec-

or were accompanied by tariff agreements providing for the abolition of prohibitions, for re-

tively and conveniently by export taxes on their
major products than by any other form of tax.

ductions of duties and, in some cases, for mostfavored-nation treatment. Friendly countries,

When the protectionist objective first made its
appearance, there was some tendency to use
import prohibitions instead of import duties;

on the other hand, were bound more closely to
one another by preferential tariff treatment,
notably in the case of the Methuen Treaty of

but the severity of such measures and their

1703 between England and Portugal. In the
nineteenth century there was less relation be-

stimulus to smuggling led to their gradual extinction during the period from about 1750 to
1850, and before the

World War they survived

only as quarantine measures against diseased or
noxious plants or animals or as applied to objectionable commodities, such as drugs, obscene
articles

and, in backward countries, firearms and
They returned for a time dur-

tween
tariffs

powers often included

tariff policy and haute diplomatic, but
have continued to the present day to be

used occasionally as a means of exercising pressure on or punishing an unfriendly country (e.g.
the tariff controversies of France and Italy,
1888-99) or of securing economic or political

alcoholic liquors.

concessions from other countries in non-tariff

ing the World War and the subsequent period
of reconstruction and are now again important

matters.

form of contingents or quotas. The import prohibitions of the past were rarely absolute and generally applied only to imports in the
absence of special licenses or exemptions, which
were often granted extensively for a price or as
a reward to favorites or when a scarcity of doin the

mestic supplies threatened.

In their early development import duties were

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
bargaining and tariff controversy were im-

tariff

portant only in the relations between the major
powers (England, France, Holland, Spain),
where they constituted a vital element in balance
of power tactics. During the

first

half of the

nineteenth century some of the minor European
countries engaged hi extensive tariff bargaining
on a purely economic basis, and England strove

Tarde- Tariff
make the movement toward freer trade more
general and more rapid by endeavoring to obtain
to

stantly

reductions in foreign tariffs in exchange for the
reductions in its own tariff which it was deter-

The period
of protectionism is commonly contrasted with
the period of mercantilism as one of more mod-

mined

This so-

erate restriction

on

called policy of reciprocity was attacked by extreme free traders as wrong in principle, and,

trast is valid to

the extent that the nineteenth

to

make

for internal reasons.

its apparent success in the Cobden
Treaty of 1860 with France, English statesmen
finally concluded that to make the reform of the

in spite of

English tariff dependent on the receipt of reciprocal concessions from other countries would
retard English reform without substantially

and universally upward since the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century.

foreign trade,

and

this

con-

century was marked by the disappearance of
export taxes and prohibitions, the substitution
of import duties for outright import prohibitions and the liberalization of navigation laws.
But so far as import duties were concerned, the
rates of

duty of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries were moderate as

compared with the

speeding up the liberalization of foreign tariffs.
After 1860 England engaged in tariff bargaining
only to a limited extent. The strictly revenue
character of the English tariff restricted the con-

early part of the nineteenth century dutiable

cessions England could give to modifications of
its revenue duties, which for fiscal reasons it was

commodities were ordinarily specifically enumerated and unenumerated commodities were

reluctant to

grant. Whereas England immedi-

ately granted gratuitously to
tariff

all

reductions which

countries the
it

pledged to

important
France in the Cobden Treaty, France extended
them to other countries only in return for concessions embodied in a series of important commercial treaties, which initiated an active course
bargaining in which most of the continental countries participated. This bargaining
continued until the outbreak of the World War
of

tariff

rates prevailing in the nineteenth century and
even more so as compared with those in the period
after the

World War. In the

free of duty.

The

reverse

is

tariff

the

laws of the

common

situa-

tion today: all goods not specifically mentioned
in free lists or in the dutiable schedules are

assimilated for customs purposes to the dutiable
commodities which they most closely resemble,
and free lists are steadily shrinking. The definite

adoption by England in 1932 of a policy of high
tariffs; the widespread movement in recent years
of both opinion and practise on the part of the
large countries toward self-sufficiency, or au-

and was immediately resumed upon the cessa-

tarchy; the substitution of belief in the virtues of

tion of hostilities. Except for reciprocity treaties

economic planning for the nineteenth century
adherence to the laissez faire philosophy; and
the intensification of trade barriers under the
impact of the depression following 1929, of unstable currencies and of falling price levels

with Canada (1854-65) and Hawaii (1875-1900)
and a few minor tariff arrangements in connection with peace treaties and boundary and fishery
settlements, the United States until 1890 followed an autonomous non-bargaining tariff poland 1909,
icy. Under the tariff acts of 1890, 1897

however, attempts were made to secure

tariff

concessions from foreign countries in return for
the pledge of withholding punitive surtaxes
authorized under these acts or as compensation
for concessions from the general tariff embodied
in tariff treaties negotiated under authority of
section 4 of the Tariff Act of 1897. The limited

range of commodities on which these acts authorized penalty duties and the failure of the

Senate to

ratify

the

tariff treaties

negotiated

under the

meager
1913
turn

act of 1897 resulted, however, in only
gains from these negotiations, and in

tariff

made

bargaining was abandoned and a reto the traditional autonomous tariff

policy.

With the exception of the period from 1860
to about 1875, initiated by the Cobden Treaty,
the general trend of tariffs has been almost con-

appears to presage further progress in the suppression of trade in the immediate future.
The concessions resulting after 1860 from the
tariff bargaining of European countries led to
the existence alongside the statutory rates of
lower rates established by the tariff treaties.

These lower
either to

all

rates were extended or generalized
countries entitled to most-favored-

nation treatment or, as in the case notably of
England, to all countries whether or not they
had treaty claims to such extension. From these
treaty concessions there resulted a conventional
schedule consisting, for each tariff item on which

such concessions had been made, of the lowest
such treaties as well as the
rate provided for

m

statutory or general or autonomous schedule;
although for countries which automatically generalized their tariff concessions to

all

countries

the conventional schedule was the only effective
one. In some cases the concessions made in
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tariff treaties

were percentage reductions from

the statutory rates without surrender of the right
to raise the statutory rate and thus also the
effective conventional rate. Whenever the con-

concessions that could be

advance.
acute

As the

tariff

made was disclosed

in

result of a protracted series of

controversies with other countries,

cessions consisted of the pledge of a duty not

resulting in several cases in costly tariff wars,
France was obliged to grant on many items rates

to exceed a specified rate, whether or not this
rate was lower than the statutory rate, the rate

of duty lower than those provided by its minischedule in order to secure tariff conces-

bound or consolidated during the

sions or even merely non-discriminatory tariff
treatment from other countries. Although in

was
life

said to be

of the treaty of longest duration containing

such

rate.

The

practise of tariff bargaining tends to give
rise to objections on the part of the legislative

branch of a government on the ground that

it

them the power of control over minirates of duty, and that even when tariff

takes from

mum

mum

each case these conventional rates became effective only after they had been enacted into law
by the French legislature as revisions of the

became

existing minimum schedule and thus
statutory, or autonomous, in form, this was only
a face saving procedure and did not effectively

tory rates require legislative ratification, such
ratification is in practise assured because of the

conceal the fact that the statutory minimum
schedule had been encroached upon through
executive action. In Germany, on the other

embarrassment to the government and the disturbance of international relations which would
result from failure to ratify. The domestic industries which are subject to foreign competition
tend also to object to tariff bargaining on the

hand, the agrarian interests were sufficiently
in
powerful politically to secure the enactment
the tariff act of 1902 of minimum rates from
which no reductions could be made by treaty.
Many countries have inserted in their tariff

ground that it deprives them of any guaranty
that an existing level of protection will not be
diminished on the initiative of an executive
authority over which their influence is less direct

laws provisions for penalty duties or punitive
maxisurtaxes, higher than or additional to the

treaties

embodying reductions from the

statu-

than over the elective members of the legislaIn response to the demand of its legislature
Spain in 1877 adopted the device of a dual
schedule statutory tariff, with the "maximum"
ture.

schedule constituting the ordinary tariff and the
"minimum," schedule constituting the

mum

rates otherwise specified in their tariffs,
to be imposed at the discretion of the executive
on imports from countries which do not grant

to the export products of these

first

countries

non- discriminatory or "equitable" tariff treatment. These are commonly regarded as drastic
measures to be invoked only in extreme cases

lower, or

and there have been but few instances of

minimum rates which

could be granted to other
countries as the result of tariff bargaining. The

actual application, usually as the result of the
unsuccessful outcome of negotiations for a tariff

maximum- minimum type

from the
treaty involving reciprocal concessions
of the respective
general or maximum schedules
tariffs. The United States, under section 3 of

of tariff was adopted
by the United States
in the Payne- Aldrich tariff (1909-13) and after
the World War by Rumania, Belgium, Jugoalso

by France

in 1892,

and several other countries. In the successive revisions of the French tariff after 1892
the differentials between the maximum and the
minimum rates were steadily increased so as to
enlarge the scope for bargaining. Other continental countries which practised tariff bargaining, notably Germany, continued to adhere in
the main to the general-conventional type of
tariff, but through modifications introduced into
both the two types tended to approach each
slavia

The countries
using it found that the maximum-minimum type
other in their characteristics.

had disadvantages in bargaining because of the
rigid limits which it set to the concessions that
could be made and because the full range of
possible and therefore presumably contemplated

their

the Tariff Act of 1890 and section 3 of the
Tariff Act of 1897, designated with unintentional irony the "reciprocity provisions" of these
acts, applied the discriminatory surtaxes authorized therein to imports from several Latin American countries which refused to grant the United

States concessions

from

their ordinary single-

1904 and from 1906 to 1922
Brazil reluctantly granted to the United States
submission to the
preferential tariff treatment in
schedule

tariffs; in

threat that otherwise a discriminatory surtax

would be imposed on its coffee. The contingent
duty provisions which since 1890 have been a
minor feature of American tariffs, and which
than the
provide for the imposition of higher
when
ordinary duties on specified commodities
or
imported from countries that levy on similar

Tariff
commodities if these are imported
from the United States duties higher than the
related

American ordinary duties, are a special variant of the punitive surtax and are moreover
clear violations of American most-favored-nation obligations.
Tariff bargaining provisions are punitive in
form when the ordinary duties are the lower

ones and are concessional in form

when

the

ordinary duties are the higher ones. For the
punitive form it can be argued that: its application involves a change in the tariff treatment of

In many cases the subsequent tariff negotiations failed to reduce the effective rates to a
ing.

low as that which had been contem-

level as

plated either by the drafters of the tariff law or
by the legislature itself. The adoption by one

country of a high tariff obviously intended to
give leeway for tariff bargaining stimulates other
countries to raise their tariffs in preparation for
tariff negotiations. Even if such
negotiations result in a reduction of the rates of
the effective tariff to a level not higher than that

the ensuing

which would have been adopted

in the absence

only the country to whose commodities it is
applied, whereas a tariff concession is ordinarily
generalized under the operation of the most-

a substantial interval of time during which a
higher level of duties prevails. On the other

favored-nation principle and is therefore shared
by most if not by all countries; it does not

gaining, even

involve a reduction of protection to domestic
industry below the level contemplated when the
tariff

law was enacted;

it is

less likely

than

tariff

concessions to result in impairment of the revenue-productivity of the tariff. It can be argued

of anticipation of tariff bargaining, there

hand,

if

any country abstains from

is

tariff

often

bar-

low

follows a free trade or very
deprives itself of a means of

cially interested are

made

if it

tariff policy, it
retaliation against discriminations and is likely
to find that the commodities
which it is espe-

m

subject to higher rates

less likely

of duty than the similar or indirectly competitive
products of other countries. Attempts under the

to excite the hostility of the countries with which
tariff negotiations are being conducted, because

auspices of the League of Nations to check the
upward trend of tariffs or even to maintain the

for the concessional

method

in appearance at least

it

is

that

it is

a less drastic and

status

quo by means of multinational

tariff

aggressive method and therefore is more likely
to prove an effective bargaining device. In practise the punitive method is unlikely to be used

treaties

except as a retaliation against overt tariff discrimination; and where the objective of the
tariff bargaining is to secure special concessions,

execution. Nevertheless, given the failure of
bilateral tariff bargaining in the past to result
in a lowering of tariff barriers and the improba-

whether exclusive or not, from other countries
rather than the elimination of special adverse

bility of any substantial tariff reductions in the
near future as the outcome of unilateral action,
the method of multilateral agreements remains

discriminations, the concessional method is almost invariably relied upon. Where the extension of the lower minimum, or conventional,

schedule

is

made almost

as a matter of course

most countries, as is frequently the case, and
only one country or a few countries is sub-

to

jected to the maximum, or general, schedule,
the method used is in effect punitive, even
though it be concessional in form.

have so

far either failed

from the

start

or have resulted in agreements of limited importance, of short duration and of incomplete

the only procedure which offers any prospect of
success in bringing about a general lowering of
tariff levels.

During the period following the World War
more rapid adaptations of tariffs to changing
circumstances were secured by a number of different expedients, legislative revision of tariffs
at shorter intervals, the making of tariff treaties

It seems clear that with the exception of the
period 1860-75 tariff bargaining has in general
contributed to a raising instead of a lowering
of the effective tariff barriers to trade, and in

subject to early termination and, more important in many countries, the giving to administrative authorities of general grants of power to
change the effective tariff rates without prior

any case since the 1870*3 active tariff bargaining
and the rise of effective tariff levels have gone
hand in hand. It has been a common practise
to enact tariffs higher than was desired for purposes of protection to domestic industries and
also higher than would otherwise be acceptable

reference to the legislative authorities.
first important measure granting authoran administrative agency to change the
tariff rates was section 315 of the United States
Tariff Act of 1922, providing for a "flexible
tariff." This act authorized the Tariff Commis-

on the plea that they would
subsequently be reduced through tariff bargain-

sion, upon its own initiative or upon request by
interested parties, to investigate the costs of

to the
legislatures,

The

ity to
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commodities in the
United States and abroad and to report to the
president what changes in the existing duties,
upward or downward, would be necessary to
equalize these costs. The president was then
authorized to proclaim such change in duties,
subject to the limitation that no change could
exceed 50 percent of the statutory rate. This
procedure has been called "scientific" tariff
making; but while the investigation of differences in costs can be conducted on a scientific
production

of dutiable

formula of equalization of costs
as a guide to tariff policy has no validity unless
it be a scientific objective to suppress foreign
trade with approximate completeness. The sole
commercial incentive in foreign trade is the
difference in the prices of commodities as between different countries, and the prices tend
level, the basic

be produced in substantial quantities
United Kingdom.
In Canada, Australia and South Africa a substantial degree of flexibility in tariffs has been
likely to

in the

introduced in the guise of antidumping legiswhich permits the customs authorities
whenever a domestic industry is encountering

lation,

severe competition from imported commodities
either tc raise the valuation of the imported
commodity for duty purposes regardless of its
foreign, domestic or export price or to apply
so-called antidumping duties whether dumping,
strictly interpreted, is taking place or not or
under some circumstances both to raise the valu-

costs through tariff rates would therefore destroy
all motive for the importation of foreign com-

and to apply the extra rates of duty.
During the war many countries, both belligerents and neutrals, supplemented their tariffs
with export and import licensing and quotas or
contingents in order to economize shipping, to
conserve materials and foodstuffs for essential
military and civilian use, to control their balances of international payments and to check

modities. All that can be said for the formula

trade with

to correspond to the money costs of production.
Effective equalization of foreign with domestic

that once Congress in

its

is

wisdom has decided

what foreign products should be excluded, the
formula

is fairly

well adapted for the determi-

minimum rate of duty which will
this end. The flexible tariff has not

nation of the
suffice for

succeeded, as its advocates had hoped, in "taking
the tariff out of politics" or in providing an
effective procedure for the rapid and comprehensive revision of the

meet changes in
net results have been

tariff to

competitive conditions. Its
a comparatively small number of changes in
of the
rates, affecting only a small proportion
items in the

tariff,

with a preponderance of

increases in rates over decreases.

ation

enemy countries. They also made use
of these quotas as bargaining devices to secure
counsupplies of essential materials from other
obtain the use of foreign shipping and
to acquire means of withholding neutral supThese,
plies of materials from enemy countries.
tries, to

modlicensing and quota measures were steadily
erated or abolished as peacetime conditions were
reestablished, but their number and importance
began to grow again even before the world depression made its appearance; and under the

stimulus of shrinking foreign trade, fluctuating
exchanges and severe and protracted unemploy-

ment they increased rapidly, until in 1934 in a
number of countries and especially for agricul-

The British Import Duties Act, 1932, provided for the appointment of an Import Duties
Advisory Committee and authorized the Treasury to increase the duties on any commodities,
an amount not
subject to limited exceptions, by

commodities they rivaled or exceeded in
importance import duties as methods of regulating foreign trade. They were used to preserve
a given minimum proportion of the domestic

exceeding that recommended by this committee.
This in form and in execution has already
proved a much more far reaching measure than

tional currencies against exchange depreciation,
as a protection against further price deflation,

the American flexible

since

it

provide?,
only for increases of duty, does not set any
of
does
amount
to
the
limit
increase,
statutory
tariff,

not restrict the committee or the Treasury by
any formula and subjects the committee and the

Treasury to no limits except that the only commodities on which increased duties can be applied are such as were chargeable with the general ad valorem duty in the 1932 tariff and are
either luxury articles or articles

produced or

tural

market for domestic producers, to protect na-

as bargaining instruments to secure from other
countries more favorable treatment for exports
and as elements in programs of national eco-

nomic planning. They vary so muchinform from
country to country and commodity to commoddistinct
ity as to defy classification, but several
types predominate. There

is

first

the simple

commodity quota or contingent; the quota may
be a total, or "global," one or may be publicly

apportioned

among the respective foreign
Then there is the exchange

sources of supply.

Tariff
quota,

amount

limiting imports by controlling the
of foreign funds that accrue from ex-

ports or otherwise that

may be used

to pay for

imports. The exchange quota may be apportioned by countries, by commodities, by importers or by a combination of these. Both

method. It is a delicate instrument and requires
and honest administration if commercial
disorganization is not to result, and the neces-

skilful

of apportioning the quotas among rival
importers opens the way to wholesale corruption When the quotas are used for bargaining
sity

commodity and exchange quotas may be of the
barter type, whereby the quota assigned to a
particular country is made to depend on the

purposes, there inevitably results a disproportionate restriction of triangular trade, which is

size of that country's purchases of domestic
commodities either in general or of a specified

eral trade;

kind. There

is

the "mixing quota," which need

not be an import quota in form; this is a requirethat processors use a specified minimum
percentage of domestic materials, as, for example, of wheat in milling flour Finally, there

ment

the type of quota which makes the grant of
an import license dependent upon the purchase
by the importer of a specified proportion of the
similar domestic commodity, as illustrated by a
is

Latvian provision requiring the purchase of ten
tons of domestic sugar for each ton of foreign
sugar for whose importation license is granted.
Tn some cases the quotas are not absolute but

can be exceeded upon payment of a higher rate
of duty on the excess.
The quota method has spread because of its
important administrative advantages over ordinary tariffs, especially in dealing with emergency
conditions.

The

quotas are rarely

if

ever fixed

and are ordinarily therefore subject

by

statute

to

administrative

discretion.

They

are

thus

quickly adaptable to changed conditions. Quotas can be used to control the volume of imports

m

or the domestic prices of the commodities
Question or the balance of payments, with much

and rapidity than can ordinary
import duties. They are powerful bargaining
instruments. They serve in at least two ways
to evade treaty obligations when these appear
troublesome. First, it is an open question
whether most-favored-nation pledges apply to
import quotas in the absence of express provi-

greater precision

and attempts to
and simple formula

sion;

find a uniform, reasonable

for equality of treatment
with respect to quotas seem destined to fail. It
is

possible moreover to conceal discriminations

in quotas by refraining from public assignment
of national quotas and by apportioning them

through manipulation of the distribution of individual import licenses. Secondly, they make
possible additional restriction of imports even
when the import duties have been bound or
consolidated,

by

treaty.

There are

also disad-

vantages connected with the use of the quota

not obviously more disadvantageous than bilatand the barter quota system presses

with special and undeserved severity on countries whose imports happen to come only in
slight degree from the countries to which it?
exports mainly go.
The variety of forms which import duties
take is great, and new forms are constantly

making their appearance. It is possible here only
more important variants.
valorem and specific duties are dealt with
in a separate article under that title; and dumping, exchange dumping and bounty counterthe article on
vailing duties are discussed
dumping. The duty on a manufactured comto describe briefly the

Ad

m

modity often includes an element, known as a
compensatory duty, intended to offset for domestic manufactures the higher costs of the raw
materials used in their manufacture resulting
from the import duties on these raw materials.
In American and Canadian tariff practise the
compensatory duty is generally made equal to
the duty which would be levied on the raw
materials if imported. In many cases, however,
the raw materials actually used are of domestic
origin and their price does not exceed the foreign price by the full amount of the duty. In
some instances the domestic raw material is

even cheaper than the foreign and is an export
commodity. The compensatory duty therefore
frequently conceals an additional measure of
protection to the domestic manufacturer. The
British Horticultural Products (Emergency Customs Duties) Act, 1932, established seasonal
duties on products which ripen earlier in foreign
countries than in England and thus are supposed to skim the cream off the English market

by

their earlier appearance; in

Canada the same

result of a degree of protection varying

season

is

attained

by application of

with the

arbitrarily

higher valuations for customs purposes by the
customs authorities, so that the imported commodities are subjected both to higher effective

ordinary rates of duty and to so-called anti-

dumping surtaxes. Australia in its 1921-22 tariff
law introduced the device of deferred duties,
intended to encourage the establishment of new
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which were

actually to be applied
only when the domestic industries were able to
supply substantial quantities of the commodities

fered from slack

in question.

Under the improved but

industries,

duties were

bound

domestic price.

to

fail

The corn

as regulators of the
laws moreover suf-

and corrupt administration.

duties, or duties graded according to the distance of the country of origin. The purpose of
such differentiation cannot easily be determined,

still imperfect 1842
corn law, which historians have tended to neglect, the annual average price of wheat in England from 1843 to I ^45 inclusive varied only
within the surprisingly narrow limits of $1.50
and Si. 54 a bushel. The corn laws were re-

and such duties are now rare. Resembling in
form at least this type of regional differentiation,

stabilize

In the early tariffs of the United States and
in other old tariff laws are to be found zone

pealed in 1846, not because they had failed to
gram prices but because the policy of

however, are the provisions for lower duties on
products originating in limited zones along the
frontiers, which were common in the days when
land transportation was difficult, have just been

agricultural protection was abandoned. For a
commodity where domestic output would be

revived under an old treaty in the so-called
Geneva Zone and survived until recent years in

duty could
not effectively stabilize the domestic price.
Where treaty obligation or public opinion
stands
the way of levying or increasing duties

other

localities.

The

various proposals

m

recent

years for Baltic, Balkan, central European and
even European customs unions or preferential
arrangements have also aimed at differentiation

substantially

below domestic consumption at the
is no obvious reason

price level desired, there

why a properly designed sliding scale

m

to the extent desired

by the government,

it

is

often possible to restrict imports by other deThese substitutes for import duties, often

of duties on essentially a geographical basis
A sliding scale duty is a duty, specific or ad
valorem, where the specific rate per unit or the

vices

percent rate ad valorem is made to vary, usually
by stages or continuously, with the
market price of the commodity in question. The

arbitrary valuations for customs purposes, as
notoriously in Canada; boycotts of foreign goods

inversely,

English corn laws from 1660 to 1846 are the

important historical examples of import duties
of this type; and Bavaria (1826),

Sweden

(1830),

France (1831), Holland-Belgium (1834-35) an^
Portugal (1837) for a time followed the English

example in their import duties on grain. Sliding
scale import duties are rare today, but when the
American tariff act of 1930 was in process of
enactment, the adoption of such a duty on sugar
was seriously considered. The purpose of sliding
to assure to domestic producers
a stable (or minimum) price for their product
which will be independent of the variations in
scale duties

is

the world market price. Students of the English
corn laws have almost universally concluded
that they failed to accomplish this purpose, and
there has been a tendency to infer from this
supposed failure that sliding scale duties are
necessarily ineffective as a price stabilizing de-

But the early English corn laws were crude
and badly designed. It is impossible to determine from their rates what domestic price they
aimed at, and they suffered from the defect that
the price upon which the rate of duty was made
to depend was the domestic instead of the forvice.

eign price. Until the Napoleonic wars England
was still on an export basis with respect to grain
in

good harvest

years,

and

at

such times import

referred to as indirect protection or as administrative protection, may take the form of:

in government purchases and contracts; consumer boycotts instigated by the government,
as in the case of the Chinese boycotts and the

government subsidized "Buy British" campaign
in England; burdensome marks of origin requirements, as notably in the United States;
embargoes on imports of vegetable or animal
products in the guise of sanitary regulations;
preferential railway rates for domestic commodities;

or costly or troublesome customs for-

malities.

As tariffs grow higher and more protective in
aim, they tend to become more detailed in the
commodities
where the duties are predominantly specific in form. It has often been
charged that specialization of rates has been
classification or "specialization" of

and

rates, particularly

carried to its present extent largely in order to
evade most-favored-nation obligations. There
are only a few well authenticated instances, however, of deliberate specialization to this end, and
the increasing specialization of rates can be

explained adequately on other less objectionable

grounds It is significant in this connection that
the United States, which has engaged in tariff
bargaining to only a very limited extent, has
steadily increased the degree of specialization in
its tariff and has carried it about as far as
any
other country.

Tariff
To

prevent importers from forestalling an

impending increase of duties announced

in a

but not yet enacted into law, a number of
countries provide by a standing law that during
the interval between the introduction of a govbill

ernment bill proposing to raise existing rates of
duty and its final enactment into law, the commodities affected shall be subject to interim
duties equal to the proposed higher rates, the
excess over the hitherto prevailing rates to be

refunded if the increases should not be adopted.
In Great Britain such provision is now supplemented by a measure which empowers the customs authorities at any time within three months
of the presentation of a forthcoming budget bill
to refuse entry of goods in excess of the amounts
which appear to them "to be reasonable deliveries in the circumstances."

There

is

no acceptable way of making a pre-

cise quantitative comparison of the "height" of
tariffs as between countries or for the same

country

at

different

periods,

meant the extent to which the
of imports

home

if

by height

is

tariff is restricts

e

Where

the costs of production at
and abroad differ by a small margin, a low

rate of duty

suffice to prevent a large
If a simple average of the rales
specified in the tariff is used, all the

may
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non-competitive commodities, such as coffee,
tea and tin, which are important articles of
import.
Tariff measures are everywhere framed and
enacted by substantially the same procedures
followed in connection with other fiscal or revenue measures. In the United States, for instance,
the standard procedure is for a tariff bill to be

drafted by (or for) the House Ways and Means
Committee after public hearings, then presented
to the House, where after being freely subjected
to amendment it is voted on and if passed is
sent on to the Senate. There it goes to the
Finance Committee, which usually also holds
public hearings, revises the House bill extensively and submits it to the Senate for further
amendment and passage. The bill then goes to
the Conference Committee of both houses, where

further changes are made. It then
to both houses and

if

is

resubmitted

passed by them

is

sent

to the president for his acceptance or rejection.
But comprehensive tariff revision is an extremely

arduous and complicated task, demanding, if it
is to be efficiently accomplished, a great mass of
technical and economic information about the
nature of commodities, price and cost condiwith other countries, treaty

volume of trade.

tions, trade relations

of duty
items carry equal weight in the computa-

obligations and other matters. In most other
countries the drafting of tariff legislation is an
executive matter and is in the hands of a govern-

tariff

tion, although their economic importance will
vary greatly. If the rates are weighted by the

importance of the commodities in the import
trade, a duty so high as to exercise a prohibitive
effect on imports will carry less weight than a
low revenue duty on an important non-competitive commodity. If the rates are weighted by the
importance of the commodities in domestic consumption, purely revenue duties which do not
seriously affect the course of trade, protective
duties prohibitive of import and nominal duties

which because they apply to commodities that
would not be imported even in the absence of
any duty on imports have no effect whatsoever,
are
to

all

given equal weight

if

the commodities

which they apply are of equal importance

in

ment department which has

a permanent techequipped to carry out this function,
and amendments offered by individual members
of the legislative bodies cannot be submitted to
a vote without the consent of the government.
In the United States, however, the drafting of
tariff measures is a prerogative of Congress
which it insists upon retaining. A succession of
executive agencies charged with the duty of
investigation and in some cases of advice on
nical staff

matters, the Revenue Commission of 186566, the Commissioner of Revenue, 1866-70, the
Tariff Commission, 1882, and the Tariff Board,

tariff

1909-12, were short lived, Congress either abolthem or failing to keep them alive

ishing

domestic consumption. The percentage of imports admitted free of duty, although commonly
used as a measure of the severity of tariffs, is an

because they were responsible to the president
instead of to Congress or were associated with
a previous administration which had gone out

especially misleading index, since such percentage may be high, as in the United States, not

of power or were supposed to be partisan, or
had failed to produce acceptable results and
they had no significant influence on the course
of tariff policy or even on the technical quality
of tariff legislation. In 1916, however, in response to a wide belief that the economic transformation resulting from the World War would

because the tariff is low in any significant sense
but because the height of the duties on potenis such as to
tially competitive commodities
restrict their

import to small amounts and be-

cause no revenue duties are levied on strictly
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sysnecessary more efficient and
tematic means of providing the information

be "taken out of politics" through the transfer
to a non-partisan agency of the task of tariff

essential for intt lligent legislation on tariff matters,
adopted, as part of the revenue

revision Legislatures may delegate tariff revision to special agencies, as in the case of the
British Import Duties Advisory Committee set

more

make

Congress

act of that year, a provision for the creation of

1932, but such an agency will be permitted

a non-partisan tariff commission, consisting of
commissioners appointed by the president
as well as a substantial technical and clerical

up in

six

to operate only as long as its personnel is symwhich
pathetic with and carries out the policy

which was to serve Congress and the president as a fact finding agency but was not to have
administrative functions. President Wilson apa distinguished and
pointed as commissioners
able group, with an outstanding economist, Professor Taussig, as chairman. Until 1922 the

the majority party in the legislature approves;
and the impression which it may give to the
uninformed of being a non-partisan agency may
enable it to execute on behalf of its political
than the latter
sponsors a more extreme policy
would dare to apply directly. Given the objectives of the legislature, a scientific tariff can be

staff,

commission was in
with high
tions

fact a research organization

scientific standards,

were of exceptional

and

quality.

its

By

publicathe Tariff

Act of 1922, however, the Tariff Commission
was assigned the administrative function of findwould equalize costs
ing the rates of duty which
under the flexible tariff provision enacted in the
same year; and this task, with its inevitable
political

entanglements, for a time overshad-

owed the more purely research activities of the
commission. Bad appointments, internal dissension, the exercise of illegitimate pressure on
members of the commission by the president
and the defects of the formula in which the
commission was obliged to find adequate guidance for

its tariff

equalization activities led to

an impairment of morale and a

distinct lowering
of standards, later somewhat improved. The
influence of the commission since its foundation
on the more technical phases of tariff legislation,

however, has been substantial and by universal

acknowledgment beneficial.
In other countries where

tariff

measures are

drafted in government departments having permanent technical staffs, there is less need for
such an organization as the United States Tariff

Commission. In Great Britain, however, and in
most of the British dominions somewhat similar
whose main funcagencies have been created,
tion usually is the administration of the flexible
features of the tariff laws but which also, as, for
in the case of the Australian Tariff

example,
Board, report on more fundamental questions
of tariff policy and on the mode of operation of

There is as yet, howof the extensive reparallel elsewhere

existing tariff legislation.

ever,

no

search staff of the United States Tariff

Com-

mission nor, as far as permanent official agencies
are concerned, of the comprehensive studies

which

it

has published.

It is foolish

1x>

expect that the

tariff

can ever

conceived in the sense that it is as well designed
to attain these ends as objective investigation
and technically competent economic analysis can

make it. But

there

is

no

scientific

method of de-

termining what objectives the legislature ought
to wish to serve by means of tariffs, nor is there
much likelihood that legislatures and economists can ever be brought into substantial agreement as to what are the most effective means of

any objectives or as to what will probably be the consequences of the means actually
attaining

employed.
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TASTE. That

the term for discrimination in
and conduct should be the name of one
of the senses is no accident of history It is
art, dress

rooted in the formal analogy of taste in food
with taste in aesthetic and social objects. Taste
is

the "choosing" sense. It

is

the typical con-

immediate and unreflecting judgments of
the acceptable and the unacceptable. Governing
the admission or rejection of food, it makes no
intermediate discriminations but only absolute
decisions. In its relation to appetite the sense of
taste is also the locus of refined stimulation and
diversified individual pleasure, which depend
on the quality and variety of food.
text of

The

extension of the concept of taste to art,
dress, manners and conduct reflects the existence of conflicting appeals and varied individual

m

Such choices are

Taste
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taste for poetry and taste in
poetry. The two are
rekted in so far as certain tastes are regarded as

meritorious, apart from the specific discrimination within that taste; for the taste is itself con-

sidered a kind of choice

of unequal value.

among a variety of tastes
Where poetry is common to

everyone and where the same songs are comas in a primitive group, the
concept of taste is hardly present. In modern
societies, on the other hand, not all refined discrimination constitutes taste. The choices of an
artisan or peasant, however subtle or exact, are
not considered acts of taste, unless they apply to

monly enjoyed,

objects valued by the leisure class or to situations
of relaxed enjoyment and polite intercourse.

Taste

good taste and good
upper class, just as
"high society" and haut monde become society
and the world. Good taste pertains to "a certain
delicate pleasure of the gens du monde" (Monis

identified with

taste with the taste of the

tesquieu).
In so far as the

dominant class believes that
conduct and interests do not issue from exconduct of the lower
classes, but from considerations of the aesthetic
its

terior compulsions, like the

pleasure of free individuals, the concept of good
is extended to the
larger activity of the

taste

class Even virtue and religion may then be in
good or bad taste, and political ideas may be
evaluated in the same spirit. Good taste becomes

the aesthetics of conduct, the aptitude for manners and politeness, the knowledge of the formal
practises, the arts

and choices most favorable to

the enjoyment of the conditions of upper class
life. It is not equivalent
merely to etiquette,
which consists of the formalities governing fixed

possible as a persistent condition only in highly
developed societies, with competing individuals

situations (although lapses from etiquette are
errors of taste), but applies also to the maintenance of agreeable sociability in novel situa-

and classes, secularized arts, mobile standards
and a diversity of goods. The exercise of taste,
that is, the act of judging, becomes an important

cerned. It corresponds to tact in difficult personal encounters and constrains individuals from

inclinations

these fields.

event or practise

among

the individuals of the

dominant class who are occupied mainly with
pleasure and for whom consumption and display, as affirmations of rank and personal worth,
impose a constant concern with fashions and the
qualities of precious or refined objects. In such
societies taste has a broad and a restricted meaning: the first, in the plural and indefinite sense of
the
appetites or inclinations (tastes);
second, in the more definite eulogistic sense of
refined discrimination and conformity to an
special

ideal canon in art or conduct (good taste). This
can be illustrated by the distinction between a

tions

where etiquette and morals are not con-

aggressiveness and ostentation in groups as-

common pleasure. It is not arbitrary or personal and can therefore be rationalized as a body of objective principles denved
from the nature of man and of civilized society.
sembled for a

Like other truths, the laws of taste are acquired
but gradually and only through the progress of
society; hence the notion of true taste especially
art as a connoisseurship parallel to knowledge

m

in science, and the common aristocratic description of social progress as the progress of taste,
realized

by the upper class.
fixed through education and

Good taste is

life
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in a socially closed

and

fairly

homogeneous

group. Those who enter from without cannot
have the complete experience which makes certain practises possible without thought. They
lack the directness of taste

which

is

common

to

the closed circle. Requiring long cultivation,
the absence of good taste betrays the parvenu and
,

requiring wealth and leisure

exposes the ecoaccessible only to those
it

nomically declassed. It is
of a certain standard of living and upbringing,
hardly to the poor and the provincial. Hence

becomes a canon of exclusiveness and
lapses from it whether of individuals or of nations,

good

taste

,

are identified with social or cultural inferiority.
Violations are stamped as barbarous, vulgar,
plebeian, boorish, cheap and mean. Voltaire
expressed the view of the French aristocracy of
his time

when he wrote that "true taste

has been

confined to certain countries in Europe." The
possibility of good taste is sometimes conceded

commoner

upper class in periods of social antagonism is
attacked as decadent and sterile, but a newly
established

power may

imitate the taste of an

older aristocracy to legitimize

its

own

superi-

ority.

The taste of the dominant class is also affected
by its stable or defensive relation to other classes.
defensive, good taste may become the
preservation of traditional modes and forms and

When

when stable or
may admit and even welcome

the avoidance of the new;
gressive,
elty.

it

Good

taste is

pro-

novthen the choice of the unos-

tentatious, the unpretentious, in new fashions
begotten by the leisure class itself. But good
is
essentially conservative, for while it is
poor taste to be behind the times, it is still worse
to be ahead. The concept of the tasteful (unlike

taste

the tasty) expresses the conservative sense of
taste; it refers to the discreet and restrained and

conventional in art

Two

tastes

can coexist

genius; this concession gives a natural basis to
the aristocratic pretension to innate superiority.

within the same class, like the grand and petit
the one, official,
gotit of the eighteenth century
dignified and conservative, the other, informal

But when the

and

to a

as a sort of inborn talent or

tastes of the upper class are appropriated by the lower, these tastes are considered vulgarized and the upper class acquires
new tastes which are inaccessible to the lower

This

light.

may be due

to a real division

within the dominant class or to a hierarchy of
tastes within a single group, adapted to varied

and

cultivation.

occasions and purposes.
Since tastes are a body of practises dependent
on the wealth and power of a class, they are ex-

Such appropriation of tastes is inevitable,
either because of the constant relations of master

tremely responsive to every force that affects the
material condition of the class. The larger

and servants and the role of the servants in preparing the homes and the functions of the rich
and in raising their young or because the wealth

changes in

and express a superior wealth,

of the upper class depends

and commercial enterprises,

leisure

on manufacturing
which grow with

the extension of various tastes

among

the lower

The

style

importance
arts in the

connected with the acceptance
tion,
of the cultural superiority of the rich, reenforces
a conservative dependence on the latter and
loyalty to the existing structure of society.
it is

Strong oppositions between classes, differences

economic interest, crystallize differences of
even in such things as clothing and
manners. Tastes become symbols or slogans,
in

taste

clear signs of partisanship.

the

The tastes peculiar to

enemy are therefore stigmas and are

decried

which are

style,

called period
the style of Louis

undergoes an internal development

following the general tendencies and interests
of the group in which this style functions. Like

society the tastes of the rich exercise a deep
attraction on the lower classes; and this imita-

where

Empire

XV, the Biedermeier, are clearly related to the
ideologies and situations of the dominant class.

The importers of tea and silk cannot
frown upon the consumption of tea and silk by a
lower class but will reserve for themselves
choicer and less accessible goods. In a mobile
classes.

artistic taste,

styles, like the

the neoclassic,
at first

and

it

may be insurgent and moralistic

later purely official and weak. The
of class in taste may be seen readily

between peasant and court
same region; such differences transcend ethnic uniformities. And the importance
in the differences

of the general mobility of society for the changes
in taste may be seen in the relative fixity of styles
in historical cultures with stable institutions

and

economy, as in Egypt. The analogies of art styles
to manners are due to their common locus in a
given culture, class and historical situation and
to the close interrelations of functions of art and
social intercourse in a particular class. Certain
taste, forms of courtesy, artistic and

elements of

if

the lack of taste has become

intellectual interests, various amenities of life, as

a sign of inferiority.

The taste of the discredited

progressive acquisitions of society, persist far

as lacking in taste,

Taste
the. class

beyond

Tatishchev

or culture in which they arose,

if they are successful in regulating human intercourse and in satisfying enduring human needs.
Although taste is itself dependent on the pro-

ductivity of society and the economic system, it
has also an important place in the economy. The
development of varied and refined appetites

promotes the production of luxuries, which

m

turn entails the extension of trade, colonialism,

new home

and technological progress.
by the part played in modern
economy by the production and distribution of
This

is

industries

illustrated

tea, coffee, tobacco, alcoholic drinks, silks, per-

fumes, automobiles, objects of art and by the
rapid changes of fashion in clothing Travel for
pleasure

is

a taste (inseparable from shopping
is important in the balance of

and luxury) which
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Anna loannovna in 1730 he sided with the
lower nobility, who disapproved of the "conof

ditions" imposed

on the empress by the

aristo-

cratic oligarchy Although a convinced believer
in the beneficence of absolutism for a
as

country

vast

and unenlightened

constitutional project

as Russia, he drafted the
as that of Prince

known

Cherkassky, providing for two chambers one
and one representative of the gentry

aristocratic

as a

whole

to advise the czarina in matters of

and administration

legislation

In addition to

administrative duties Tatishchev was given the
task of preparing a historical geography of
Russia. He compiled as a result an encyclopaedia
(Lexikon romysky, 3 vols., St Petersburg i793)>
mainly geographic, left unfinished at letter K,
and a history of Russia to 1533 (Istonya rossiy-

Moscow 1768-74, vol. iv St.
Petersburg 1784, vol. v Moscow 1848), an unbut complete collation
slightly modernized language of all the ancient chronicles

international trade. Writers of the eighteenth
century considered the tastes of the rich the real
mainspring of prosperity. Industries rose and
disappeared with the taste for certain objects.

skaya, vols. i-ui

The

known

m

critical

luxuries,
widely
wines or silks or porcelains, may be the economic
of
a.
The
mainstay
large region
prestige of the
taste of a country in matters of art is the source
of its market; and the resemblance of goods to
those used by the most accredited members of
an aristocracy has a great influence upon their
sale among the middle classes and is an impor-

the time, with an introduction on the
origins of Russia based on foreign sources.
Tatishchev belonged to the first generation
of intellectuals, who were encouraged by Peter

tant element in advertising. Where uniqueness
or novelty is an element of taste, the standard-

and natural religion Grotius,
G. Walch (author of Phtlosophisches Lexicon) and others. His opposition to

ization of

diffused

taste

for

like

goods made for popular consumption

operates between special limits which affect
technique and the organization of labor.

MEYER SCHAPIRO
See
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TATISHCHEV, VASTLY NIKITICH (16861750), Russian historian

and administrator. Ta-

tishchev served as an officer in the Russian army
from 1705 to 1720, visiting in the course of his
duties Poland, Germany, Holland and Sweden.
revisited the latter country in 1723-27 for

He

the purpose of engaging foreign engineers and
His administrative work was centered

scientists.

in the eastern provinces, sparsely settled and
barely touched by civilization; he was in charge

of the state mining and smelting works in the
Urals and in Siberia and served as governor of

the Orenburg and the Astrakhan territories,
mapping out settlements and fortifications and
pacifying the native tribes. He managed,
ever, to take a hand in politics. At the accession

how-

at

the Great to transplant to Russia the enlightenment and practical efficiency of the West. His
philosophical outlook was that of utilitarianism
borrowed from the founders of the doctrine of
natural

law

Pufendorf,
religious

J.

traditionalism

is

reflected

in

his

"Testament" (Dukhovnaya, St Petersburg 1773,
improved ed. Kazan 1885; French translation by
R. P J Marty nof, Paris 1860), which abounds
also in advice on estate management; his belief
in education permeates the Rasgovor dvukh
priyateley o poize nauk i uchilishche (Utility of
science and the school, Moscow 1887), which
advocates an extensive system of secular schools
for the gentry to be maintained from monastery
funds otherwise wasted. In so far as it is original
the Istonya too is rationalist and pragmatic; it
shows that Russia prospered under autocracy
before 1132 and after the accession of Ivan in
and declined under aristocratic rule. Like all
Tatishchev's writings it exhibits the strong sense
of practical reality which he developed during
his long and arduous administrative career.

PAUL MILIUKOV
Consult- Popov,
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TAX ADMINISTRATION

is

applied taxa-

embraces the entire procedure from the
initial determination of the tax obligation under
any tax law to the enforcement of penalties for a
default on that obligation. As such it is estabtion. It

by the legislation imposing the
and partly by the rules and regulations that
may be promulgated by administrative officers.
Although it is ordinarily regarded as a minis-

taxpayer, with the official acting merely as a
receiver of the tax returns. Both of these ex-

tremes may be found in the operation of almost
any tax. At this point the tax administrator is
often obliged to recognize the force of public
sentiment, which may support, for example, a
assessment of incomes but not of some
forms of personal property.

strict

Most

lished partly

of the auxiliary devices of tax ad-

taxes

ministration exist in connection with the assess-

terial function,

ministration requires a comprehensive system of
records by which relative values may be de-

it is

constantly subject to review
for the act

and possible correction by the courts,

of taxation always involves the taking of private
wealth for public uses and the taxpayer is entitled at every turn to the protection afforded by
the constitution.

While the organization, the forms and the
procedure of tax administration vary greatly
with different taxes and jurisdictions, the essensteps are the same in all cases. The first involves the determination of the meaning and application of the tax law This phase of tax ad-

tial

ministration

may be performed by

ment. Thus under the property tax good ad-

termined and an appropriate system of property
even if all property is to be taxed at
a uniform rate. Under the income tax, informaclassification,

tion returns are used extensively as a

means of

checking the accuracy of taxpayers' statements,

and a rather elaborate system of espionage is
maintained for the purpose of enforcing a complete return of dutiable goods under the tariff
act. "Tax ferrets" have been employed in a few
states

discover the owners

to

of intangible

property.

When

the issuance

the tax rates are established in the tax

of formal regulations or of detailed instructions
to taxpayers and officials, or it may be carried

law, the administrator's only task is the determination of the appropriate rates under the

out informally through personal conferences and
correspondence. Federal and state tax

given circumstances of the return. Property tax
rates are an aggregate of all the rates levied for

administration has been characterized increas-

apparent necessity of republishing the regulations, with annotations, as private commercial

the purpose of various overlapping jurisdictions,
such as the municipality, the school district, the
county and often the state. The final rate cannot
be determined until after the budgets of the
several units have been established.
Computation of the tax due may be made tentatively by the taxpayer under any tax for which

ventures.

the rate

is

clerical

verification

office

ingly in recent years
lations,

by the publication of regu-

manuals and other formal instructions.

Public authority nowhere makes this fundamental step sufficiently thorough to obviate the

The second

step, the determination of the tax
obligation under the law, constitutes the essence
of tax administration and involves several processes: assessment,

which means the determina-

tion of the tax base; establishment of the tax
rate, if this is not fixed in the tax act; computa-

m

the tax act, subject always to
by the examiners of the
return In the property tax and in some kinds of
set

business and excise taxes the original tax computation is

made

in the office to

are rendered, and a tax bill

which the returns

is

sent to each tax-

payer.

tion of the tax due; and review. Each of these
processes may involve highly technical qualifi-

process of review may be either administrative or judicial. In so far as taxation

cations

on the part of the personnel engaged in
tax administration. Much of the difficulty en-

questions are taken into the courts, the matter is
carried outside the field of administration as

countered in taxation arises from the compli-

such, although the court's decision may involve
subsequent action by the tax administrator in
the immediate case and in all later cases. Requests for a review of administrative action may
arise at any stage of tax determination, but they

cated and controversial issues involved in one or

another of these processes.

Great differences

exist

under various tax laws

and complexity of the several
processes by which the tax obligation is determined. The assessment may be made by
trained specialists or it may be left largely to the
in the formality

The

made most frequently in connection with the
Once the correctness of the assessment has been established, the remaining steps
are

assessment.

Tax

Tatishchev

Administration
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in determining the tax obligation are not likely
to involve serious differences between the tax-

tax.

payer and
assessment

so largely a matter of fact finding,
better tax administration tends to regard the

offender under

review of assessments as primarily a ministerial
rather than a judicial function. The superior administrative officers will have or should have the
facilities and qualifications for testing the cor-

attitude of taxpayers toward it are strongly influenced by the quality of its administration It

the

administrative

Since

officer.

is

rectness of assessments

made by

their sub-

be a question of property
valuation, of the amount of taxable income or of
the dutiable value of imports. Under any system
of responsible government the courts are acordinates, whether

cepted as the

it

final interpreters of constitutional

meaning and

legislative

ministrator

bound by these

even

if

is

intent

and the adinterpretations

he does not agree with them. Any of the

factual aspects of taxation may involve questions
of constitutional meaning or of legislative intent
and thus lead to litigation; but it is better always
to exhaust the agencies of administrative review
and adjustment before resort to the courts for

determination of complicated questions of fact.
The final step, collection of the tax, may be

to interest,

A

usually a stated proportion of the
deliberate intent to defraud the revenues

becomes a

The

is

is

basis of criminal action against the
many tax laws.

operation of any tax system and the

often said that the defects of a

bad tax may be

substantially corrected

by good admimstiation,
while bad administration may convert a good
tax into an instrument of injustice Good administration in this sense involves on the part of
those responsible for it high qualities of inimpartiality and moral strength.
taxes do not seem so heavy when it is
recognized that the tax laws arc fairly and fear-

telligence,

Heavy

lessly enforced. The early state tax commissions
were reasonably free of the patronage taint, but
this cannot be said of many of them today All of

the important positions in the federal tax administration are patronage plums Favoritism,

whether partisan, sectional or personal, has no
place in good government; but its consequences
in tax administration, however manifested, are
peculiarly disastrous and demoralising.
The administrative framework of a tax system

bound up closely with tax determination, as in
the case of the requirement under many income
tax laws that the taxpayer shall make payment at

necessarily extends throughout the tax jurisdiction. The relation between the central and the

may be disand the re-

local agents of administration varies considerably in different places and for different taxes,

vested in another

depending on the structure of the government
and the destination of the revenue. In general
there should be an effective concentration of the

the time of

filing the return; or it
sociated from tax determination

sponsibility

group of

for collection

officers, as is

commonly done

in the

case of the property tax. Collection at the source
is extensive in England for the income tax and
for the local rates

on property, but

this

method

proved quite unsatisfactory in the United States,
its application was attempted in the early
federal income tax acts.

where

All systems of tax administration provide
They fall into

penalties for violation of tax laws.

two general classes, those applied for sheer failure to comply with the tax law at any point
through neglect, inadvertence,

inability or

mis-

ultimate responsibility for tax administration.
This does not require that such purely local
taxes as municipal licenses should be administered by state authority, but it does imply that
some degree of central supervision is beneficial,
even with respect to the taxes which constitute

the major sources of municipal revenues. Cersuch as those on incomes, inherit-

tain taxes,

ances, business

and intangible property, are

dependent upon state rather than

understanding; and those for deliberate intent to
evade. When there is no evident intent to de-

tration for successful results.

fraud the government, tax penalties are ordinarily moderate, although in the case of the
property tax failure to pay because of sheer in-

tration should

may involve a severe penalty; namely, loss
of the property or of the owner's equity in it
through a tax sale. Sometimes interest at a
ability

substantial rate

on the omitted amount of tax or

on the delinquent tax

the only penalty until
after a certain period of delinquency has
elapsed. The penalty, when imposed in addition
is

local adminis-

For any unit of government the tax adminisbe under a single tax department.

The

federal organization meets this require-

ment, for the secretary of the treasury is the
nominal head of the federal tax system. Under

him are two principal tax bureaus, in charge of
customs and internal taxes respectively. Tax
administration in the states follows no organization pattern. While most of them have a state tax

department, headed by a commissioner or a tax
commission, the functions of such departments
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are

by no means uniform. In some cases they do

not administer

of the taxes levied for state

all

at least this degree of concentrated

use, although

the gams from the greater efficiency of federal
administration claimed by the proponents of

such measures would be, in the opinion of the

responsibility should be provided
The authority of state tax departments over

writer,

the principal source of local revenue, the prop-

ed morale of all state administration and the
diminished sense of state independence.

erty tax, also varies widely Complete centralization of property tax administration is not essen-

to satisfactory results. Advocates of such
centralization have never gone farther than to

tial

demand

appointment of the assessing
naturally have a vital position in
the equitable operation of this tax. The experience of Wisconsin indicates that proper
officials,

state

who

state supervision of local tax officials is on the
whole sufficient without obligatory state ap-

pointment. This experience also indicates that
large local assessment districts are not essential,
particularly for rural conditions. But the Wis-

consin practise includes a unique feature of
property tax administration which has contributed materially to the satisfactory results obtained through central supervision of locally
chosen assessors This is the supervisor of as-

sessments, an official selected by the tax commission and in charge of a property assessment
district which

The

may

include two or

more counties.

unitary state escapes the conflict of inwhich besets the federal

ternal tax jurisdictions
state.

This

conflict

The administrative problems
petent

state

tax

presented by such
beyond the capacity of comorganization,

although

the

adequacy with which these will function will
depend upon the conditions under which the
federal constitution and statutes may sanction
state taxation of interstate commerce or business.

The success achieved by the states in solving the
problem of multiple taxation of inheritances indicates what might be done with other taxes. It
should be no more

difficult to

secure interstate

comity of tax administration than to secure
general state acceptance of the basis of distributing federally administered taxes.

The attempt

to eliminate interstate complica-

by an extension of the scope of federal tax
administration as proposed by some fiscal
writers may solve one problem, but it will create
others quite as perplexing and difficult. Some
tions

state tax

less neutralized

by the

resulting

HARLEY L. LUTZ
See TAXATION; FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION, BUDGET;
ACCOUNTS, PUBLIC, ASSESSMENT OF TAXES, DOUBLE
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becomes more serious with

the increased relative importance of interstate
property ownership and business transactions.
a situation are not

more or

loss of state fiscal responsibility, the disintegrat-

departments operate as economically as

does the federal tax organization. Even if the
various state tax departments could not function
as smoothly as a gigantic federal tax machine,

TAX EXEMPTION.

Narrowly conceived, tax
a taxing law or the
constitution under which it operates specifically
excludes from its scope a person or thing which
would be taxable were it not for the excluding
clause. This definition is unsatisfactory, howexemption

exists only

when

it fails to cover many phenomena which have identically the same effect as a

ever, in so far as

exemption clause. A tax may be levied
on tobacco products, for instance, with cigars
be levied on
specifically exempted; or it may
cigarettes, snuff and smoking tobacco, cigars
alone being omitted from the list. Furthermore
a mere reference to the law omits consideration
specific

of the

final resting place

of the tax burden; in the

economic sense probably no person in any country at any time has enjoyed complete "tax
exemption," in view of the existence of many
indirect taxes shifted to consumers. Despite
these defects of the narrow concept of tax exemption it is necessary here to treat the subject
primarily in this light. To discuss what might
be taxed were the language of the tax laws more
general would be an illimitable task; and the ascertainment of relative degrees of tax exemption

Tax Administration
involves problems of shifting and incidence. It
must suffice to indicate that tax exemption provisions are merely instances of the general

phenomenon
tax system,

of differential treatment under a

and that the

distinction

between a

specific exemption provision and another form of
differential treatment is often merely formal.

Tax exemption in earlier epochs
on d

basis of social

and

rested largely

political distinction.

In

ancient China, India, Persia and in certain parts
of ancient Greece the aristocratic classes resisted taxation as a type of servitude. The existence of outright slavery as opposed to serfdom

seems, however, to have led to rather general
taxation of the upper classes, as for the most
part the slaves were necessarily outside the group
of direct taxpayers. Thus in Rome exemption of

the upper class developed markedly only after
slavery had given way in part to serfdom. Much
of the tax exemption that developed during and
after the decline of the
effect

Roman Empire was

in

an expression of independence: the more

Tax Exemption
ways allow the subdivisions
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to tax

one another's

property or state property. In the state of

New

York in 1930, for instance, cities owned 53 percent and other governmental units 12 percent of
tax exempt real property. Such taxation
would often be more than a meaningless transfer
all

of funds: a city may own property located in
another city within the same state, and under
these circumstances taxation of the property by
the latter city is sometimes permitted. A some-

what similar circumstance arises with state
owned property and the local tax. A political
subdivision may be put to a certain expense by
the existence of this property yet be unable to
recoup the expense through taxes. It has been
argued also that government property in competition with private enterprise (e g. public service corporations) should be taxed in order to

protect the latter

and to furnish a

fair test

of

public ownership.

another type of tax exemption has arisen
out of the necessity of maintaining the national
Still

powerful temporal lords and the church refused
to support the exchequer of the national or imperial ruler. In other instances exemption took

and

the form of favors granted more or less capriciously by an absolute ruler who wished to

emption of the United States government and its
instrumentalities from state taxation, the exemption of the states and their instrumentalities
from federal taxation and the exemption of
interstate commerce from state taxation. There
would seem to be little objection, however, to

reward his friends and supporters At times during the mediaeval period taxes were comparatively insignificant as sources of revenue. Many
of the exemptions from taxation in this period
accrued to those who had as yet failed to rid

themselves of military obligations by paying
taxes in lieu thereof.

The

reasons usually given for tax exemption

modern state rest on different but still
numerous bases. Many exemptions exist only
in the

because the person or thing exempted is reached
through some other branch of the tax system.

Some

states of the

United

States, for instance,

exempt automobiles from the property tax and
levy the annual registration tax at a correspondrate.

Some exemptions

avoid un-

ingly higher
desirable double taxation: securities of various

types are in

some jurisdictions exempt from the

property tax because the property which they
represent is fully taxed, and reciprocal exemptions under death taxes have been used in the

United States to avoid multistate taxation of the

same property.
Still

that

other exemptions are based on the notion

it is

useless for the

government

to tax itself

own agencies. Thus under the property tax
state usually does not tax its own property or

is

governments in countries having a
form of government organization. This

state

federal

the basis for the (implied) constitutional ex-

abolishing these exemptions if discriminatory
taxation were guarded against.

A subject which has aroused considerable
controversy in recent years is tax exemption of
government securities. In the United States
federal obligations are exempt from state taxation, and securities issued by the states and their
political subdivisions are likewise

thorities

their

loan

frequently grant tax exemptions to

own issues largely as a means of making the
attractive to investors. The tax ex-

more

emption of such
the ground that

securities has

great that their price sinks to a level allowing
only for their attractiveness to low income or to

no income tax payers. This affords wealthy taxpayers an opportunity to benefit greatly through
escape of high taxes at a low cost. Recent studies
in the

a

ment of the progressive

its

political subdivisions,

nor does

it al-

been attacked on

impairs the effectiveness of the
progressive rate feature of income taxes, in so far
as the volume of securities issued becomes so
it

or its

that of

exempt from

federal taxation. In addition the various au-

exist;

United States indicate that such impairbut

its

extent,

rate feature does in fact

measured in terms of gross
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probably much less than is
popularly supposed. For various reasons, chiefly
of
the uncertainty concerning
because
perhaps

exemption. Other non-profit organizations, on
the contrary, more clearly supplement work already carried on at government expense. Such

future tax rates which may considerably modify
the attractiveness of such securities to the large
income tax payer, wealthy investors hold far
fewer tax exempt securities than might be ex-

institutions are

revenue

lost,

is

pected. From this it might be deduced that the
net loss to the issuing governments (tax revenue
lost, minus interest charges saved) is small or
negative, were it not that the spread between tax
exempt and other comparable taxable bonds has
in fact been slight and hence the amount of

saved correspondingly small. Indeed
amounts of tax exempt bonds are held by
educational and charitable institutions, which
interest

large

exempt as such If these institutions
be considered as among the marginal buyers, the
spread between tax exempt government bonds
and other high grade obligations may be considered to be attributable almost wholly to factors other than tax exemption. If this be true,
are entirely

the government
interest

by

may

save almost nothing in
Under the federal-

tax exemption.

state relationship the present

exemptions are in

part an indirect "aid" from one governmental
body to the other: the issuing government gains

expense of the taxing government.
Some jurisdictions from time to time have

at the

felt

desirable to encourage certain types of economic activity. In recent decades under the

it

property tax exemptions limited to a term of
years have been granted certain new manufacturing enterprises, residences, farm improvements, vessels, hotels and other economic enter-

Probably the exemptions have had the
desired result to some extent, but for the most

prises.

those engaged in charitable,
Here the issue of

educational or health activities.

direct appropriations versus tax exemption
seems to be largely a matter of the extent to
which the government wishes to exercise control

over such activities. Direct appropriations in
contrast to tax exemptions are usually accompanied or followed by governmental control of
the activity thus supported.

Some exemptions

mere substitutes for appropriations
which would not involve a problem of extension
are clearly

of control; for instance, exemptions to veterans,

widows and orphans and government employees.
Particularly here the appropriation of adequate

and taxable pensions or salaries seems preferable
to tax exemptions.

Other exemptions are granted chiefly on an
The exemption of a large
section of the population from income taxation
is an example. Sometimes this has been justified
on the ground that a certain minimum of subsistence should be exempt from taxation; but
this argument has little force, inasmuch as the
administrative basis.

same governments that grant

this exemption tax
even the poverty stricken classes through various
indirect taxes, particularly excises, customs

duties and a certain part of the property tax. The
occasional exemption of food under the sales tax
probably expresses a feeling that the poorer
classes already bear a heavy enough burden or
that, if they are to be taxed further, they should

be reached in other ways. The exemption of
annual sales under a certain amount is almost
wholly for the sake of administrative

and per-

part it has been impossible to trace the effects. If
the validity of singling out certain kinds of eco-

haps

nomic

activity for encouragement at the expense
of others in the community be assumed, direct

See.

bounties would seem preferable

Consult' National Industrial Conference Board, Tax
Burdens and Exemptions, Research Report, no. 64

tions; the cost is

and the bounty

to tax

exemp-

kept clearly before the public,
a more flexible tool for the

is

purpose than tax exemption. The political advantages and apparent simplicity of tax exemption, however, are evident.
Other activities commonly or occasionally encouraged through tax exemption are non-profit
in character: religious institutions, labor organizations, non-profit cemeteries, the Boy Scouts,
veterans' organizations and the like. Direct
grants to such organizations would probably not
meet with public approval; if they did not, it

would of course be

illogical to

grant them tax

political

advantages.
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Tax Exemption
TAXATION

constitutes the chief financial re-
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equity have transformed the very foundation

source of the modern state. In ancient times
from the public domain

upon which

loomed

panied by striking changes in the attitude of the
citizenship toward these compulsory levies. In
Athens at the time of Pericles taxes were im-

The

tribute and returns

large in finances and, if present tend-

encies continue, the income account

may soon

be dominated by receipts from socialized indusBut in the democratic state of today the

try.

great bulk of the public revenue

compulsory

is

supplied by
among the

levies, apportioned
people according to the standards acceptable to

their representative legislatures.
Historically taxation appears to have

grown

out of the voluntary contributions characteristic
of all primitive societies. Gradually these confreely given, became transformed
into legal obligations of persons to perform
services in support of a limited number of

tributions,

specified public objects.

With the development

of private property and commercial activity
these legal obligations gradually evolved, first
into fees and charges of various kinds, later into

tax systems are erected.

evolution of taxation has been accom-

posed largely upon foreigners and slaves, and in
the ancient world generally, where tribute was

an important

financial resource, tax liability was
usually considered a mark of bondage rather
than of freedom. During the periods of feudalism and of absolute monarchies taxation so far

as

it

was used

at all

was imposed with

little re-

gard to equity. Favoritism was common, the
taxes often falling only on those classes which
were without special influence. Indeed, so long
as rulers were under no obligation to submit
their programs of expenditure to parliamentary
bodies for approval, the attitude of the taxpayers
was usually strongly antagonistic. Since it was

necessary to employ crude levies and

it

was

dis-

levies

on exchange and transport and finally into
compulsory contributions which were appor-

creet to use hidden ones, taxes on transactions
and consumption reached their heyday. The

tioned among persons according to general
standards of equity and upon bases, such as
property and income, which seemed most convenient at the time.

development of representative government and
of democracy created the first real opportunity

The

taxes levied in the course of centuries

to utilize effectively types of taxes which require
for their successful administration a high degree

of cooperation from the taxpayer. Only after the
control of the public purse had been placed in
his hands, was the taxpayer \\ illmg to make the
disclosures and declarations necessary for the

have been profoundly affected in character and
amount by the nature of the environment, economic, political and social. Taxation has
changed from a simple to a very complex process
with the evolution of economic life generally.
Tax bases have varied as the economic factors
at the foundation of economic life have changed

growing disparity between the patterns of distribution of political power and taxpaymg lia-

in importance. Land taxation, for example,
played a different role in the agricultural economy from that which it plays the present in-

suffrage and the development of highly progressive taxes has raised the question of the attitude

m

The development of the large territorial area for purposes of governmental and
business administration has affected the choice
dustrial era.

of taxes for financing the activities of both the
national states and the localities. Modifications

form of the ownership organization of
business, such as the advent of the corporation,
have raised new problems and occasioned the
in the

introduction of

new

types of tax. Increased

skill

in administration, in the records of economic activity and in the technique of appraisal and

valuation has created opportunities to refine
the distribution of burdens among the taxpayers.

Changes in habits of thought with reference to
the measurement of economic strength have had
their effect in changing the tax bases. Finally the

gradual emergence of social ideals of justice and

proper assessment of property and income taxes
of the modern type. In very recent times the

bility

consequent upon the wide extension of the

m

a new and interesting form.
precise content of the term tax is not
always the same in the writings of scholars, in
the language of legislators and judges and in the

of the taxpayer

The

who keep the public accounts.
occasion for confusion as between

practise of those

There

is little

compulsory payments in general, on the one
hand, and gratuitous payments, such as gifts,
subventions and indemnities, and contractual
payments, such as land rentals and the purchase
price of the products of governmental enterwhen they are not monopo-

prises, particularly

lies, on the other. It is with regard to the various
types of compulsory payments that the difficulties of terminology arise. Such levies may have

as their legal foundation either the power of
eminent domain, the penal power, exercised
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either independently or as the fiscally significant
portion of the police power, or the taxing power.

The

legal power of taxation, however, is depended" upon to sustain numerous charges
which certain students of public finance are ac-

tent of the term tax does not

common

usage of the

conform to the
lawyer and

legislator, the

A

the accountant.
pure tax, so defined, is in
practise much more rare than is commonly as-

A

sumed.

host of charges, generally termed
without the bounds of the category.

customed to distinguish from taxes in the economic sense. Bastable it is true makes the definition broad when he describes a tax as "a com-

taxes, falls

pulsory contribution of the wealth of a person or
body of persons for the service of the public

exercised in applying the conclusions arrived at
through that analysis to types of charges in-

powers" (Bastable, C.

cluded by legal and accounting parlance within
the scope of the term tax but excluded from the

F., Public Finance,

3rd ed.

1903, p. 263). Likewise H. C. Adams
defines a tax simply as "a contribution from the

London

citizen to the support of the State"

(The Science
of Finance, New York 1898, p. 302). E. R. A.
Seligman, however, prefers to restrict the content of the term to more narrow limits. Arranging the various types of public charges in a scale

The

definition is extremely useful for

strict

purposes of

scientific analysis,

but care must be

concept by definition.
of confusion from the use of a
narrow definition is particularly great in the case

scientific

The danger

of such charges as the gasoline tax and the
business tax. In the gasoline tax special benefit
is measured with a fairly high degree of accuracy

which varies inversely with the degree of the
special benefit and directly with the importance

and

of the public purpose, he distinguishes

dental as the justification for many business
and as the basis of their apportionment
among the subjects of the tax. This is notably

among

quasi-private prices, public prices, fees, special
assessments and taxes The last three of these

commonly

types

involve the use of the taxing
in legal

is certainly not "only an incidental result."
Benefit is also important and not merely inci-

taxes

true,

for

of

instance,

the

Even the real
in the American

revised

German

power and are usually termed taxes

Gewerbesteuer.

estate tax, in

discussions.

modern

state, is largely if

The widely accepted definition of a tax as
developed by Seligman in his early writings is
this:

"A

tax

compulsory contribution from
the government to defray the ex-

is

a

the person to
penses incurred in the common interest of all,
without reference to special benefits conferred"
(Seligman, Edwin R. A., Essays on Taxation,

loth ed. New York 1925, p. 432). A special
assessment is distinguished from a tax on the

grounds that

it is

a

payment made once and

for

to defray the cost of a specific improvement
to property and levied according to the parall

each property owner.
distinguished from a special assessment

ticular benefit accruing to

A fee

is

on the ground that it is a recurring charge, and
from a tax on the ground that the service
it confers a measurable
special ad-

financed by

vantage on the taxpayer. Some writers (e.g.
Plehn, Carl C., Introduction to Public Finance,

New

York 1926,

role

not predominantly affected by considerations of

New

special benefit. In the municipalities of
York, for example, it has recently been shown
that nearly 60 percent of the local taxes may be

on the ground that the proceeds are expended for services of direct benefit to real
estate owners (New York, State, Commission for

justified

the Revision of the

did not interpret his definition so
narrowly as to exclude impositions of the type
which in any degree utilize as a factor benefit to
the group rather than special benefit to indiwritings

viduals.

Moreover

tions

is

it

fallacy of

lumping

Fiscal Cooperation,

Seligman 's definition is
interpreted so as to deny the application of the
term tax to all types of charge in which special
benefit is not merely an incidental result but is

depended upon

to

if

some degree

as the justifica-

in his

most recent contribu-

clear that as the result of his study

of the problem of international double taxation Seligman has become convinced of "the

assessment.

obvious that,

Report, Legis-

Document, no.

senting the

It is

Tax Laws,

77, 1932, p. 132). It should
be observed that Seligman in his subsequent
lative

p. 332) recognize no
significant distinction between a fee and a special

5th ed.

its

Edwin R

A

all

taxes together, as repre-

of ability" (Seligman,
Double Taxation and International

principle
,

New

York 1928,

p. 103).

A

fundamental question which arises at the
very outset of any general discussion of taxation
relates to its purpose and function. Is this purpose to be conceived narrowly, as merely the
raising of money for the support of the fisc, or is

tion for the imposition of the charge or the

it

manner of its apportionment, the

ate use of the tools of taxation to accomplish

resulting con-

to

be construed broadly to include the deliber-

Taxation
economic changes which are considered socially
desirable? The opposing points of view are well
represented by Bastable and Wagner.
In all his writing in the field of taxation Wagner gave great weight to "socio-political prinHe considered it a primary function of
government to regulate the distribution of
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opposing force, e g. a sense of injustice;
(d) without encouraging social evils If social weal
is encouraged, or the sense of justice satisfied, or
waste eliminated, or production increased, so
much the better. There is no likelihood of our
effective

them any the quicker by taxing for
revenue only" (Jones, Robert, The Nature and

ciples."

arriving at

wealth and urged the use of taxation as a means
not only of raising sufficient revenue to meet the

First Principle of Taxation,

needs of the state but of consciously

London

1914, p.

185).

ing the inequalities of distribution brought about
by the workings of the market. Indeed even in

has been found convenient to classify taxes
in many different ways for various purposes.
The importance of some of the categories has

defining taxation he stresses this function "of
regulating and correcting the distribution and

varied greatly at different stages in the evolution
of taxation, with the result that some of the

use of private property
The case for the narrow conception of purpose as represented by Bastable rests largely
upon the technical difficulties involved in the
attempt to use taxation as a tool of social reform
and the dangers of impairing its effectiveness for

classifications are of less significance

fiscal

level-

"

purely

fiscal

purposes involved in such an

at-

tempt. Distrust of the social ideals animating the
adherents of the broad conception of purpose

dso undoubtedly plays
here raised

is

a role.

The abstract issue

obviously one which will be dis-

posed of by any writer as a corollary to his
general political and social philosophy. As a
practical matter the arguments in favor of the
narrow view of the function of taxation are being
rapidly undermined by the course of events. It
inevitable that this should occur if skill in

is

administering complex taxes increases, if knowledge of their incidence and effects becomes more

and dependable and

sentiment regarding
the place of the state in the program of social
betterment becomes more unified. Certainly,

clear

regardless of the

compulsory

levies

if

manner

in

which the

characteristic

of

large

modern

budgets may be apportioned among the citizens
of a state, their imposition will have profound
effects and repercussions upon the operation of

economic forces and the welfare of economic
Since these effects will inevitably accrue
even though they are completely ignored by the
legislator, it seems the part of wisdom to recogclasses.

nize the raising of revenue as the primary function of taxation but also consciously to give
preference to the types of taxes whose probable

harmonize most closely with the prevailing social sentiment of the community. Few
students of taxation will today dissent from the
effects

opinion expressed in the following sentence:
is desirable is that taxes should be levied
(a) without checking production; (b) without

"What

any avoidable waste;

(c)

without arousing an

It

than for-

merly. Those most commonly encountered are:
according to the tax base, as property tax, income tax, inheritance tax and so on; according to
the media of payment, as taxes payable in

money and taxes payable in kind, in labor and the
like,

according to the regularity of levy, as

ordinary and extraordinary taxes; according to
the purpose, as general and special, such as
school and road, taxes; according to the jurisdiction, as federal, state

and

local taxes; accord-

ing to the manner of attaching the charge, as
assessed and non-assessed taxes; according to

the legal basis of

liability, as

taxes in

rem and

taxes in personam, according to the imputed
economic source, as wages, profits and rent
taxes; according to the stages of the economic
process affected, as taxes on acquisition, posses-

exchange and consumption; according to
the nature of the rate structure, as proportional
and graduated (progressive, regressive or desion,

gressive) taxes; according to the method of fixing
the rate, as percentage and apportioned taxes;

and according

the assumption regarding
and indirect taxes.
While the character and significance of most
of these classifications will be understood withto

shifting, as direct

out explanation, several of them, notably the last
mentioned, require further elaboration. The
distinction between direct and indirect taxes, so

widely and so diversely drawn in present day
discussion, appears to have been first utilized
by the physiocrats. According to their analysis
agriculture alone furnished a net surplus, and
since taxes levied elsewhere finally came to rest

upon this surplus, it was more economical and
equitable to levy them directly there at the outset than to levy them indirectly through other
subjects. Smith and Ricardo, while not accepting the economic theory of the physiocrats,
utilized the terms "direct" and "indirect" taxes
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in a similar sense, distinguishing between the
taxpayer and the tax bearer and designating as

dition to the local taxes on this base. Finally,
attention should be called to the classification

where these persons were

recently developed by Seligman in connection
with his analysis of the problem of international
double taxation, in which, after pointing out
that the "distinction between direct and indirect
taxes is now recognized as not scientific, but
only colloquial," he proceeds to identify indirect
taxes with impersonal taxes on wealth irrespective of persons and to contrast this category with

the

direct

taxes

Accurate identification of the tax
which of course can be accomplished only by those who have a simple and
complete faith in the adequacy of their economic
theory. Mill made the test slightly more objecidentical.

bearer

tive

is

a task

by substituting

for the

presumed

actual

result the intent of the legislature as to the
person who should bear the tax. But even as-

suming

definite information regarding the intent

of the legislature, which often does not exist,
few students are willing to accept that intent in
place of their own hypotheses regarding the
identity of the tax bearers.

The confusion

in the general use of the terms

and indirect has been augmented by
special meanings which have come to be attached to them through usage in administrative
and legal circles. Thus in France a direct tax
has come to mean a tax which is administered by
the Division of Direct Taxes of the Ministry of
Finance, and such taxes do not include even all
elements of the income tax; the tax on security
direct

income, for example, being assigned to the
Registration Taxes Administration. Moreover
the contributions indirectes comprehend only a
small part of the taxes where the taxpayer is pre-

sumably not the same person as the tax bearer.
The test in France makes a "direct" tax virtually
identical with an "assessed" tax. In the United
States the term direct tax was incorporated in
the federal constitution adopted in 1787, and the
restriction that such taxes must be apportioned
among the states according to population was
placed upon the use of such taxes by the central
government. In interpreting this restrictive
clause the courts have, gradually and with
vacillation, evolved a definition which certainly
does not accept the economic test of shifting as
the determining

factor

in

the classification.

Capitation and property taxes are considered
direct. Inheritance and franchise taxes are indirect.

Even income taxes were

indirect but

were

later

first

considered

declared direct.

The

present federal income taxes, which are of course
not apportioned according to the population
test, are expressly authorized by an amendment
to the constitution adopted in 1913. The term

direct tax is also used

sometimes in a highly

specialized sense in certain localities, as in

York, where the phrase

is

New

commonly employed

which the state may
and sometimes does impose on property in adto describe the property tax

"direct taxes," defined so as to include "personal," "semi-personal" and "mixed" taxes. It
is clear that whenever the terms direct and in-

must be taken to
which the writer uses
them. Moreover in view of the qualifications and
the uncertainty which surround the conclusions
regarding shifting and incidence, even in the
case of taxes which are assessed to the taxpayers
individually, students are more and more indirect are encountered care

ascertain the sense in

clined to avoid the use of these terms, despite
their great convenience in any rough description

or analysis of a tax system.
The intelligent formulation of a tax system
assumes the selection of the particular forms of
taxation

which

will best

accomplish the desired

results. Diversity of opinion regarding objectives is almost always present. In a later section
the character of some of the results which stu-

dents and statesmen have

come

to regard as de-

be discussed. But let it here be assumed that agreement has been reached as to
objectives; it remains to be decided, in the light
sirable will

of all available knowledge legarding the qualities
and properties of the various alternative types
of taxes, with what taxes and in what proportions the tax system shall be contrived.

Observers have long recognized that information regarding the

amounts of money which

various persons pay to the tax collector as the
result of the imposition of a given levy is but the
beginning of the knowledge that it is desirable
to have regarding the results which may be ex-

pected to follow the act of levying a tax. The
original pattern, according to which the tax is
distributed upon its impact, is often radically
modified by the action of the taxpayers, who
may be in a position to relieve themselves of part
or all of the burden which has been placed upon
them. The process of transferring the burden of

a tax to another, called the shifting of the tax,
and the resulting new pattern of distribution
after the

burden has been readjusted through

shirting, called the incidence of the tax, must
also be determined. The two patterns may of

Taxation
course in a particular case be identical. But it is
Important to determine whether these are in fact
identical or whether they are different. It is
indeed more important to know who bears the
it is to know who pays them originally.
In addition the imposition of a tax and its consequent shifting, if any, often set in motion
forces which have extremely important economic repercussions, even though they are in-

taxes than

remote. Such repercussions as
changes in the rate of saving, in the character
and amount of production and consumption and
in the forms of business organization are usually
direct

and

referred

to

as the influences

and

effects

of

taxation.

All this knowledge of the results of imposing a
tax is desirable and indeed necessary if the task
of imposing taxes is to be accomplished with
precision and with confidence that the desired
objectives will be attained Unfortunately, how-

lem of
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was simple. They believed that
agriculture alone furnished a net surplus, and
that it was from this net surplus that taxes,
wherever originally imposed, must ultimately
come. Whatever the form of the tax, the incidence, in their view, was always on the land. On
shifting

the other hand, the classical economists, reasoning on the basis of highly artificial assumptions,

formulated elaborate sets of very definite conclusions,

which often

differed widely

from one

another; as, for example, those of Smith and
Ricardo, the contribution of the Uttef being especially notable as the first truly systematic
treatise on incidence. The complacent doctrine

of "equal diffusion" has had a distinguished
group of supporters from the time of Andrew
Hamilton and Canard to the present day, and
there are always those who ate content to take
the agnostic position that the entire problem is

impossibly

difficult.

The view

of the socialists,

knowledge has proved very difficult to
acquire by observation of the actual phenomena
of economic life. It has been necessary therefore
to proceed largely on the basis of what can fairly
be termed only tentative hypotheses regarding
the incidence and effects of particular tax

expounded by Lassalle, is that all taxes
except those on property and on personal incomes fall upon labor. The mathematical econo-

measures.

technique to this complex problem with results
sometimes interesting and, to the practical
mind, even startling. It is to Sehgman, however,
that the students of taxation are most deeply in-

ever, this

A

person who has been called upon to pay a
tax can shift it to another person only if heh<as
to others an economic relationship whose terms
may be modified by virtue of the tax payment
that he has been required to make An understanding of what is likely to happen in a case of
this sort will of course depend upon the ac-

curacy of the knowledge with respect to the

manner

in

which economic forces operate, par-

ticularly in the field of value and price. In the
absence of adequate verified information based

on

objective, independent observation conclusions regarding incidence are bound to be largely

drawn from the

as

mists, including Cournot, Pantalcom, Wickscll,

Edgeworth and, recently m the United States,
Hotellmg, have attempted to apply their refined

debted for guidance and help

m this field. In his

on The Shifting and Incidence of
Taxation (5th ed New York 1927) he has presented a comprehensive and critical review of
the history of the doctrines and has elaborated
classic treatise

in a masterly fashion the implications of the
marginal analysis generally accepted by economists with respect to the various types of taxes
which are of present day significance.

The

shifting of taxes is not to

be confused

particular systematic
explanation of the economic mechanism which
the writer chances to find most satisfactory.
Theories of incidence are thus the stepchildren

with tax evasion, or dodging, terms which apply
to practises of escaping the imposition of taxes
by illicit methods It is also to be distinguished
from the "minimizing" of taxes; that is, the re-

of economic theory, and their reliability depends
upon the accuracy with which the economist is
able to understand, analyze and describe the

duction of legal tax

inferences

character and functioning of the general economic system.
Because of this necessary dependence upon
economic theory in general, beliefs regarding the
shifting and incidence of taxation have varied
widely with the struggle to formulate a more and
more satisfactory explanation of the operation of
economic forces. For the physiocrats the prob-

liability

to

the lowest

possible amount through the skilful utilization
of every legitimate method, as, for example,

reducing net income by claiming every possible
deduction which the law can be construed to
sanction. Furthermore the practise of avoiding
taxes by the process of "transformation" should

be recognised as something distinct from shiftTransformation of taxes is applied to those
rare cases in which the imposition of taxes leads
to technical improvements in the business, the
ing.
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value of

which tend to

some

Finally,

offset

writers find

it

the burden.

desirable to dis-

sumption in favor of the shifting of any tax
which is so arranged that it enters into the costs
of the marginal producer. On the other hand,
under conditions of monopoly, where, according

tinguish shifting from "capitalization" of taxes,
a process whereby a taxpayer avoids becoming
the tax bearer by insisting that the prospective
tax burden be taken into account in arranging

to the analysis, maximum net returns rather than
costs of production tend to determine prices, the

when he invests in the property
CAPITALIZATION AND
(see

taxpayer cannot ordinarily hope to obtain a
larger net revenue by increasing his prices and

the terms of sale
to

subjected

tax

AMORTIZATION OF TAXES).
The term tax burden, as used

is

in this discus-

approximately to the load after it
comes to rest as the result of the process of
sion, refers

be understood as describing
the net balance which results from a comparison
of the amount of the taxes borne by a taxpayer
shifting. It is not to

with the amount of the economic benefits he
receives as the result of the expenditure of the
taxes collected. It

would be

difficult

indeed to

arrange public affairs in such a fashion that no
economic benefits would accrue to taxpayers as

the result of the expenditure of tax collections.
Indeed it is not unreasonable to expect that,

even with

the imperfections of present day
political organization and administration, the
expenditure of tax money will generate benefits
all

roughly equivalent to the amount so spent. In
the case of any particular taxpayer his real tax
burden is of course fundamentally offset by any

economic benefit received by him as the result
of government. Perfect
articulation, if it were possible, between benefit
and taxation should result in the elimination of
all burden in this sense. It is with the incidence
of tax payments, however, not with their canof the expenditures

cellation

through the receipt of benefits that this

discussion concerns

itself.

The orthodox
ing and

analysis of the process of shiftthe calculation of the incidence of taxa-

problem from the angle of
price determination and deal with the numerand
subtle
ous
changes in supply and demand
tion approach the

for commodities and services as they seek an
equilibrium after the imposition of the levies. It
is pointed out that the impositio'n of a tax dis-

therefore without an incentive to shift.

therefore

if

Only

the monopolist has not been shrewd

to exploit the

demand

for his product to
the full, is the imposition of a tax likely to cause
a reexamination of his situation and a price

enough

adjustment.
In considering the possibilities of shifting
under conditions of free competition it is cus-

tomary to attempt to determine, on the side of
supply, whether the article is produced at
constant, at increasing or at decreasing cost per
unit and to inquire, on the side of demand, regarding the degree of elasticity present. The less
sensitive the
rise

the

and the

demand

in its reaction to a price
the costs per unit as

less sensitive

number of units produced

is

diminished, the

greater the chance of shifting. The situation is
well summarized in the following statement:

"In the theory of incidence, two general propomay be laid down. The first is that, other

sitions

things being equal, the more elastic the demand
for the object of taxation, the more will the in-

cidence of the tax be upon the seller. And the
second is that, other things being equal, the more
the supply of the object of taxation, the

elastic

more will the incidence be upon the buyer. For
the more elastic the demand, the more will the
demand fall off, as a result of a given rise in the
price of the object of taxation, and the less, thereit be worth while for sellers to raise tne
And, on the other hand, the more elastic

fore, will

price.

the supply, the more will the supply fall off, as a
result of a given rise in the cost of production
(including tax) of the object of taxation and the

turbs the normal equilibrium and tends to in-

less, therefore, will it be worth while for buyers
to resist the raising of the price. The sellers, in
short, try to put the incidence on the buyers by

crease the costs of production. Whether prices
will be raised in the effort to cover these new

sellers

costs

is

said to

depend

largely

upon the attend-

ant circumstances.

Among

the significant factors that which

is

usually assigned the greatest importance relates
to the presence or absence of competition.

Under freely competitive conditions, it is
argued, the tendency of prices to approximate
costs of production at the margin raises a pre-

reducing supply, the buyers try to put

by reducing demand. The

it

on the

relative ability

of the two groups to achieve their aims, with the
minimum loss to themselves, determines the
result" (Dalton, Hugh, Principles of Public
Finance, 5th ed.

London

1929, p. 53-54).

A

second important circumstance relates to
the nature of the tax, whether it is general or exclusive.

A

comprehensive general tax upon

property or income

is

according to the theory

Taxation
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SimiUr in character is the question as to whether the form of the tax is such that

the specific forms of taxation which,
because of their general character and the con-

it falls

upon the marginal producer. A tax upon
surplus rather than costs may be expected to influence prices in a relatively indirect and unim-

ditions ordinarily surrounding their application,
the orthodox economist would usually expect to
be borne by the payer and not to be shifted are

portant manner. Furthermore it is desirable to
know whether the capital used in producing the
taxed article is mobile or whether it is fixed and

the following: the general property tax, either
the form of a personal net fortune tax or in the
form of an objective tax on all property, and the

poorly adapted to an alternative use. If mobility
is absent, the chance that shifting will occur is
considered to be less. Another significant cir-

general personal income tax, the inclusive
character of the above levies tending to make

non-shiftable.

cumstance often cited

whether the tax is light
or heavy; a trifling tax will often be absorbed by
the business man and not shifted in view of the
risks involved

is

m changing the prices of the com-

if the commodity be one for
"round," or customary, price.
Complications may also be added by the use of a

modity, especially

which there

is

a

progressive rate scale in case the base of the tax
is not a surplus. Moreover, if the commodity is

an intermediate and not a
shifting obviously

final

good, the case for

demands reexamination in the

Among

m

shifting difficult; the business tax based on net
income, so arranged as to avoid a charge against
the marginal producer; the tax on the site value

of land, in the form of either a charge upon the
annual rent or a charge upon the selling value
founded on that rent; the tax on monopoly

ordinarily

which

the

outlined, can be applied to the analysis of a
practical problem only with great difficulty. If

the conclusions are to be valid, not only must
the economic theory be sound and adequate but
the conditions surrounding the particular levy

under consideration must not depart materially
from the assumptions made in the theoretical
analysis. Since such assumptions are highly
artificial, it is seldom safe to advance confident
pronouncements regarding the incidence of a
particular tax. Pure monopoly and free competition

modern
"Normal" conditions of supply

are not often encountered in

business

life.

and demand are abnormal. Conclusions regarding the incidence of a tax on the pure site rent of
land may be applicable only in small part to the
usual type of real estate tax imposed in an
American community. A levy called a business
tax on net income may be found upon analysis
to be a very rough approximation indeed to the
theoretical tax on pure economic profit, being
as well a tax on interest, on rent, on earnings or
on capital. This does not mean that it is impossible ever to be reasonably definite regarding
the incidence of a particular tax, but it does
imply that absolute assurance can seldom be attained. In this field modesty is a becoming
virtue.

the other hand, shifting would
cases of the numer-

m

various excises and charges upon transactions
sales, including the gross receipts taxes.

and

incorporated.
Theoretical conclusions regarding the probable incidence of taxation, such as those above

On

be anticipated

ous property taxes with restricted bases, such as
the house tax and the mortgage tax and the

light of the circumstances that surround the
production and marketing of the article into
it is

the tax on inheritances and estates and

profits;

the poll tax.

The

discussions of shifting and incidence in
of public finance have only

literature

slightly

been affected by the recent works of

economists in the field of prices. It even seems
doubtful whether the implications of the writings of Alfred Marshall have been given the consideration they deserve.

The

studies of

demand

curves by statisticians, such as Ezekiel and
Schultz, the conception of the bulk line producer developed by Taussig and Secnst, the

importance of overhead costs as a factor in price
determination emphasized in the writings of J.
M. Clark and the new studies of "imperfect"

and "monopolistic" competition are

full

of sug-

gestions for the student of public finance. It is,
however, perhaps fair to state that while the

recent efforts of students of prices raise doubts
adequacy of the marginal analysis, they

as to the

m

have not as yet succeeded
establishing in its
place a generally accepted alternative theoretical
framework.
If the amount of verified knowledge concerning the shifting and incidence of taxation is disappointingly slight, the knowledge relating to
the more remote influences and effects is even

more
cific

negligible.

tax

Yet the debate regarding speis necessarily carried on
what are alleged to be influ-

measures

largely in terms of

ences and

effects.

The

real estate tax

is

opposed

because "it discourages home ownership." The
tax on the net income of corporations is attacked
because "it drives manufacturers out of the
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state."

The

application of the federal

income

to

plied the unpretentious term

"maxims," may be

on

follows: equality: "The subjects
of every state ought to contribute towards the
of
the
support
government, as nearly as possible,

personal property is argued against on the
ground that it "prevents the rich from establish-

in proportion to their respective abilities; that is,
in proportion to the revenue which they re-

the jurisdiction
Complaints
ing a residence
are common that certain types of taxes "stifle
initiative," "repress production" and "dis-

spectively enjoy under the protection of the
state"; certainty: "The tax which each individual

contended that the protective tariff diverts economic effort from its
normal channels and brings about an uneco-

arbitrary"; convenience of payment: "Every tax
ought to be levied at the time, or in the manner,

nomic distribution of economic resources among
different employments and different localities.
While the greatest difficulty and uncertainty

contributor to pay it"; and economy in collection: "Every tax should be so contrived as both

attach to the effort to attribute certain specific
influences and effects to undifferentiated taxes of

people as

gains from appreciations in the value of property
is criticized because it "interferes with the

The

orderly marketing of property."

"

m

courage saving."

tax

It is

broad application and of moderate rates, it is
usually a simple matter to devise a specific tax,
of narrow application and with high rates, to
accomplish some desired effect upon economic
behavior. The issuance of banknotes by other
than national banks has been effectively prevented by a specific federal tax. The consumption of certain harmful drugs has been discouraged by the imposition of heavy taxes. Moreover
there doubtless exists considerable opportunity
under such a general tax as the income tax to

introduce modifications which will produce similar results.

income

able

Thus
is

in

most modern

statutes tax-

so defined as to offer definite en-

to individual saving and to
reinvestment of corporate earnings in the busi-

couragement both
ness.

Of

late definite

proposals have been

made

certain students of the business cycle looking
the definition of
toward a radical modification

by

m

taxable

and

income designed

to

encourage spending

to penalize saving.

The

foregoing discussion concerns itself with
the scientific problem of attempting to determine the consequences which may be expected to flow from the imposition of various
types of taxes. It now becomes necessary to revert to the problem of objectives. Instead of at-

tempting to determine what will happen in case
a certain tax is imposed, the effort is now to define what men ought to wish to happen as the
result of imposing taxes. What are the standards
by which the quality of a tax should be judged?
Discussions of this topic usually start with the
four justly famous propositions laid down by
Adam Smith, "the evident justice and utility"
of which, have, he remarked, "recommended

them more or less to the attention of all nations."
These propositions, to which Smith himself ap-

summarized as

is

in

bound

which

to pay ought to

it is

to take out

most

likely to

be

certain,

and not

be convenient

for the

and to keep out of the pockets of the
as possible, over and above what

little

it
brings into the public treasury of the state"
(Smith, Adam, The Wealth of Nations, ed. by

Edwin Cannon, 5th

ed.

London

1930, vol.

ii,

p.

310-12)

While Smith's principles lack both comprehensiveness and precision and the

more or

maxims

are

incommensurate and inconsistent,
they have proved to be exceedingly stimulating.
Writers since Smith have elaborated his list of
desirable qualities, have analyzed and developed
the conception of equality and have attempted
less

to assign relative values to the maxims in cases
ot conflict. T. S Adams contended that temper-

ance in taxation is of more importance than most
of the maxims appearing in Adam Smith's list,
and in assigning relative values he placed both
certainty and temperance above equality (Na-

Tax Association, Bulletin, vol. xix, 193334, p. 3) Arthur T. Hadley emphasized the in-

tional

among the maxims. "What if the
two requirements (which are the most
fundamental general principles, the third and
consistency
first

fourth being largely matters of administrative
be found to conflict with one another?

detail)

What shall we do if the pursuit of equity demands sacrifice of certainty, and if all the
methods of taxation which promise a sure return
seem to leave some men untouched who can best
afford to pay?" Hadley 's answer was to give
preference to certainty, recognizing, however,
that as administration and taxpayers' cooperait might be
possible ultimately to
equity our primary object as well as our
ultimate goal" (Economics, New York 1896, p.
450-52). Seligman suggests a classification of

tion

improved

"make

canons into a primary and a secondary group. In
the secondary group he places the fiscal canons
of adequacy and elasticity, the administrative
canons of economy, certainty and convenience

Taxation
and the economic canon of harmlessness, or
innocuity. In the primary group he places the
social canons of universality and of uniformity.
Except for the canon of uniformity and equality,
these maxims deserve little comment within the

With
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benefited individuals

some degree of

and

classes should

assume

responsibility for the costs in-

volved.

Mill identified equality of sacrifice with min".
sacrifices
should be

imum sacrifice:

.

.

.

.

.

made to bear as

respect to
universality, the general doctrine that everyone
should pay, it may be pointed out that the prob-

nearly as possible with the same
pressure upon all, which, it must be observed, is
the mode by which least sacrifice is occasioned

lem resolves

on the whole" (p. 804"). Later writers have been
quick to draw the distinction which Mill failed

limitation of this discussion.

itself largely into

an analysis of

permissible exemptions from taxation (see
EXEMPTION) and of double taxation (q v ).

TAX

to recognize. Pigou's recent discussion of the
point is illuminating, and his conclusion is that

canon of uniformity and equality
which has most excited the interest of students
and statesmen in recent decades and which has

least aggregate sacrifice rather than equal sacrifice is "the one ultimate principle of taxation"

become the

(Pigou,

It is the

battle ground of great popular
Although the general concept of
struggle*
faculty or ability to pay is very old, Adam
Smith's pronouncement that equality demands

contributions from subjects "according to their
respective abilities" stimulated discussion and

which are

under way John Stuart
Mill developed the concept of equality in terms
of individual sacrifice. "It means," he said,

analysis

still

"apportioning the contribution of each person
towards the expenses of government, so that he
shall feel neither more nor less inconvenience
from his share of the payment than every other
person experiences from his" (Principles of PoEconomy, new ed. by W. J. Ashley, Lon-

litical

don 1909, p. 804).
At this point there becomes apparent the great
advantage for purposes of theoretical analysis of
Seligman *s insistence that charges justified by or
apportioned according to benefit be excluded by
definition from the concept of taxation. Mill dis-

posed of benefit as a basis for taxation, not by
definition but by a cavalier dismissal in the
following terms: "Government must be regarded as so pre-eminently a concern of all, that
to determine who are most interested in it is of
no real importance. If a person or a class of
persons receive so small a share of the benefit as
makes it necessary to raise the question, there

something else than taxation which is amiss,
and the thing to be done is to remedy the defect,
instead of recognising it and making it a ground
is

for demanding less taxes" (p. 805). With respect
to local taxes, however, he reversed his position

and advocated an arrangement which would
throw the burden "on those to whom the service
is rendered" ^p. 862). Moreover Mill of course
did not foresee the enormous development of
governmental functions which has come about,
resulting in traceable benefits and forming the
foundation for the modern demand that specially

A

A

C.,

Study

in Public Finance,

Lon-

don 1928, p

61).
distinctive contribution of

The

Seligman to

the discussion of uniformity and equality in
taxation was an acute criticism of the sacrifice

theory as inadequate and unworkable and the
development of a broader theory of faculty

which includes both the notion of relative sacrifice on the side of consumption and the idea of
relative power of acquisition on the side of production (Seligman, Edwin R. A., Progressive
Taxation in Theory and Practice, and ed. Princeton 1908, ch iv). This broadening of the theory

makes possible its utilization in defense of both
the special taxation of privileges of various sorts
and the use of progressive rate scales.
In the field of progressive taxation as in the
field of shifting

has established

and incidence Seiigman's work
His mono-

itself as authoritative.

graph entitled Progressive Taxation in Theory
and Practice has played a large role in the remarkable development in the use of graduated
rates. Although there are sporadic instances of
the use of progression in earlier times, the prin-

come to be generally accepted and to be
widely applied only in recent decades. During
the World War rate scales rose to heights forciple has

merly unheard

of.

Progression finds

fulness in the field of
duties,

but

it is

its

chief use-

income taxes and death

also utilized in net fortune taxes

special taxes, such as taxes on land whose
purpose is to discourage large holdings, and in
business taxes of the excess profits type, de-

and in

signed, in the language of Stamp, to "skim the
richer crocks of cream." The application of
progressive rates to business income has been

generally opposed by students of taxation on the
ground that it represents a mistaken effort unless
the purpose is to discriminate against mere size.

The popularity
years

is

of progressive taxation in recent
doubtless traceable HI no small part to
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offers in a democratic state to

place added burdens upon the group which,
while economically strong, is often politically
weak. This opportunity has been particularly at-

fundamentally on the income norm. In general
business taxes have been avoided. The death
duties and the excises on a restricted list of articles supplement the income tax and the local

tractive because of the failure of the students of

rates

the subject to produce an acceptable theoretical
foundation for the determination of any definite

In contrast with that of Great Britain the tax
system of France is very complex and diverse
fied, its net effect being to place very heavy dependence upon business taxes of various types.

the opportunity

it

rate of progression as the ideally just rate. Persmoothness in the scale it is true has been

fect

achieved in some instances by the legislative

enactment of mathematical formulae, but such
devices, useful as they may be, do not serve to
answer the questions as to how rapidly and how
high the rate scales should progress. In concluding his discussion of justice Hugh Dalton (Principles

equity

of Public Finance, p. 94) observes that

m taxation

is

"an

elusive mistress,

whom

perhaps it is only worth the while of philosophers to pursue ardently and of politicians to
watch wanly." This elusive mistress has, however, exercised a powerful influence upon events
in the realm of taxation in recent years and
seems destined to play an even more important
role in the period

which

lies

ahead.

The income tax is of recent origin and plays a
minor role. Most of the lucrative taxes are of the
type little emphasized in England taxes upon
business transactions and operations of various
sorts.

In the tax system of the United States, although income taxation has developed greatly
during the last two decades in the realm of
federal and state finance, the taxation of property
still remains the striking feature. In contrast
with France real estate is depended upon to
carry a very large share of the aggregate burden.
In contrast with England there is a notable use

of business taxes, mostly taxes on corporations,
but the taxation of business does not approach

In view of the large number of factors which
enter into the formulation of a tax system in any
country it is not surprising that endless variety
should result. Some countries are rich and

cant.

others are poor, yet the poor may require larger
revenues to finance their activities than the rich.

on benefit, such as special assessments
line taxes, are very large.

Some

countries are highly developed economiand others are backward; in some the government is highly centralized, in others it is

The academic influence has been perhaps
Germany than in any of the countries
mentioned above, and Germany possesses the

highly localized; in some a high order of administrative skill is available, in others the

most highly developed and well rounded system

cally

standards of administration are low; in some the
sense of social responsibility is well developed

the extreme reached in France. Consumption
and sales taxes, in spite of a recent trend in this
direction in the states, are relatively insignifiThe sums collected through charges based

and gaso-

greater in

all. Under
Germany has

the stress of post-war conditions
reorganized its tax system along
very interesting lines. To the federal government has been delegated all the "ability to pay"

of

and in other countries it is almost non-existent;
in some conditions are highly homogeneous and
in other countries they differ widely from section
to section. These and many other factors com-

customs duties,

plicate the task of selecting the types of taxation
to be used and serve to multiply the variations

duties. The revenues of the Reich, however, are
shared to a very substantial extent with the

in the systems of taxation which result.
It is impossible in brief compass to describe

and their political subdivisions, which
have in addition the various "benefit" taxes,
such as the Gewerbestewr as well as the real
estate taxes, and certain excises and fees.
Because of the ease with which the base may
be segregated according to territorial lines real

systematically the tax systems of any of the leadfew observations regarding
ing countries.

A

general characteristics and trends must suffice.
In the first place, the more advanced countries

evidence a decided trend in the direction of
emphasis upon the income tax. In Great Britain
the degree of dependence upon this type of tax
is greater than in any other country; there the
income tax is indeed the backbone of the system.
Even the local rates on real estate are based

taxes, including the

taxes.

The

income and net fortune

government also has the
the sales tax and the death

central

states

estate is almost universally depended upon as
the foundation of the local tax systems, but by

reason of the variation in the functions vested in

the local authorities as well as the variation in
the use of supplementary revenues the resulting
burden on realty is not uniform. Under modern

Taxation
conditions of rapid transportation and communication the localization of the tax base in the
case of income, inheritance, business and even
consumption taxes is becoming progressively

more

difficult

and the trend

is

consequently in

54 1

Taylor
Money (Ann

The same

year, however,
to print in leaflet form for class use

Arbor).

he began
on general economics, which by 1911
had grown into his book, Principles of Economics
(Ann Arbor; 9th ed. New York 1925). From that
time forward Taylor's energies went into the
material

the direction of greater and greater centralization. This trend is especially evident in the

field of theory, into

United States, where

which he was noted, and more particularly into

state administration has

already largely replaced the traditional local administration and where even state administra-

now

threatens to give way to federal administration in the case of several of the most
tion

important types of tax In spite of the fact that
such a development runs counter to the traditional conception of the federal type of organization, it seems highly probable that substantial changes in the tax system of the United
States along the lines of the

ment

will

German

develop-

soon become imperative.

ROBERT MURRAY HAIG
PUBLIC FINANCE; FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION;
REVENUES, PUBLIC, TAX ADMINISTRATION, BUDGET,
LOCAL FINANCF, MUNICIPAL FINANCE, CAPITALIZATION AND AMORTIZATION OF TAXFS, DOUBLE TAXATION, TAX EXEMPTION, GENERAL PROPERTY TAX,
PROPERTY TAX, INCOME TAX, EXCESS PROMTS TAX,
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TAYLOR, FRED MANVILLE

(1855-1932),

American economist. Taylor was born at Northville, Michigan, and received his collegiate education at Northwestern University. From 1879
to 1892 he was professor of history and politics
Albion College. He finished his doctorate at
the University of Michigan in 1888 and in 1892,
having attracted favorable attention from the
economics faculty, notably from Professor
Henry C. Adams, he joined that university as
assistant professor of political economy; he became junior professor in 1894 and professor in
at

the successive hobbies for

teaching.

Taylor's influence on American economic
thought was extensive and profound and was
felt outside the country as well. It was exercised
chiefly through his teaching, especially of the instructors who taught under him, many of whom
achieved distinction His contribution went far

beyond the doctrine expounded to the communication of a deep respect for both the vital
importance and the strenuous difficulty of correct analytical thinking in the study of economics.

Taylor feigned no charitable feeling for carelessness or stupidity, and this attitude at times
gave him a somewhat stern demeanor; yet he

was to an extraordinary degree loved as well as
respected by all who knew him. His course in
the elements, although rigorous and formally
logical, was genuinely popular with the undergraduate students.
Taylor's ultimate interest centered in eco-

nomics as the study of the conditions affecting
general welfare and social justice. He was a political

conservative on intellectual grounds, see-

ing no panacea for the shortcomings of the economic order in the substitution of politics for

business as the controlling principle. The economic doctrine for which he stood was in detailed content less remarkable thanthe method and

he pursued. He followed
the neoclassical economic theory, but with a
strong Austrian bias. Taylor was one of the
leading expounders of the later Austrian posispirit of instruction that

tion.

His modifications of

this doctrine in the

interest of greater realism and correspondence
with fact have not all been accepted as improve-

ments by

later theorists.

His work was formally

1904. In 1926 he was given the honorary degree
of LL.D. by his alma mater and in 1928 was

published late in life, at a time when the general
drift of interest in economics, especially in the

elected president of the American Economic
Association. He retired as professor emeritus in

United

was away from formal theoretical
toward various other approaches, es-

States,

Such fashsome general

pecially that of statistical description.

1929.

Taylor came to the study of economics from
that of politics,

analysis

and

his early interest centered in

A

ions in doctrine

come and

go; but

principles of economy and waste cannot lose importance while the race retains any disposition

the practical or applied phase of the subject.
number of closely reasoned and lucidly written
papers on the problem of money culminated in

lems.

1906 in a volume entitled Some Chapters on

the mental attitudes toward economic problems

to think intelligently about its material probThe general type of economic thought and
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interest

by Taylor cannot for long lose their
for thinking men.
FRANK H. KNIGHT

Consult-

Suranyi-Unger,

fostered

T

Die Entwicklung der
im ersten Viertel des

,

theoretischen Volkswirtschaftslehre

N

20 Jahrhunderts (Jena 1927), tr by
D Moulton as
Economics in the Twentieth Century, ed. by E. R. A.
,

Seligman (New York

1931).

TAYLOR, FREDERICK WINSLOW

(1856-

1915), initiator of scientific management in the
United States. Taylor's activity and contribution responded to the needs of the second stage
in the industrial revolution, which became pro-

nounced about 1880 when productive capacity
began distinctly to outrun the capacity of the
market to absorb goods at profitable prices.
Whereas previously emphasis had been placed

upon obtaining capital, expanding plant
and equipment, increasing limitations of the
largely

market now made imperative a more efficient
use of productive equipment to cut costs and
raise profits.

ponent of

Taylor was the

this

necessity,

first

conscious ex-

and the

scientific

since spread
throughout the industrial countries of the world.
One of its more elaborate forms is the movement
for rationalization of industry. Trained as an
engineer, Taylor, while working as a gang boss
in the employ of the Midvale Steel Company,

became involved in a controversy with workers
which led him to seek the exact content of a day's
work. He was then led into a series of experiments in mechanical engineering, into the field
of management, into the discovery of tempering
tool steel to permit of high speed metal cutting

operations and into the renovation of shop
management. Always Taylor's goal was to determine best or standard ways, tools and materials by scientific method and experimentation
and to create a control sufficiently extensive, intensive and flexible to permit the standards once
set to be maintained. More important, however,
than any tangible achievement was his demonstration of the possibilities of

management

in

achieving economical gain through the establishment of standard practises based upon scien-

methods.

less perfect

management

was a
founder indi-

in operation

instrument than

its

cated. Organized labor has frequently asserted
its opposition to scientific
management on the
ground that it has not operated in a humane
fashion. Without doubt the practises of the
business world which have often been labeled
scientific management have fallen far short of
even Taylor's ideals. To some social engineers
he represents a plea for a complete realization of
the arts of production. But Taylor apparently

did not understand that as long as the arts of
production are carried on in terms of profit making rather than of goods making, the social implications of scientific management cannot fully

be

realized.

WILLARD

E. ATKINS

(New York 1911);
Management (New York

Important works Shop Management

The

Principles of Scientific

1911).

W

Consult- Copley, Frank B
Frederick
Taylor, 2
(New York 1923), Drury, Horace B., Scientific
Management, Columbia University, Studies in History, Economics and Public. Law, no 157 (3rd ed.
New York 1922), Iloxie, R F Sdentifii. Management
and Labor (New York 1915) See also bibliography
,

vols.

,

management which he founded has

tific

that scientific

From

was not simply

the labor angle Taylorism

a system of

"time and motion"

standards to insure more efficiency; it included
a policy of placing "on the side of management"

an increasingly larger part of the working force.
Some critics hold that Taylor did not appreciate the difference between an engineering problem and a labor problem. Hoxie has pointed out

of SCIENTIFIC

MANAGEMENT.

TAYLOR, JOHN (1750-1824), American pubTaylor practised law from 1781 to 1792,

licist.

sat in the Virginia legislature for ten years and
served in the United States Senate for three

short periods Apparently, however, he preferred to devote himself to activity as a publicist
and as a plantation owner. He regarded agri-

means to the development of
man's noblest impulses. This strong predilection for agriculture colored both his economic
and his political ideas.
cultural life as the

The

ablest theorist of the early state rights

school, Taylor
litical

by

had a pronounced

independence. His writings,

spirit of
all

popervaded

a deep antagonism to centralization and to

industrial interests, were extremely influential
in the south. In a number of pamphlets and in

An

Inquiry into the Principles and Policy of the
Government of the United States (Fredencksburg
1814) he opposed Hamilton's ideas concerning a

public debt, exclusive privileges for corporations

and bounties
create a

would
and permit it to

to capitalists, which, he felt,

moneyed

aristocracy

thrive at the expense of the landed interests.
This work also contained Taylor's answer to

A

Adams'
Defense of the Constitutions . .
of
the United States (3 vols., London 1787-88),
which advocated

.

aristocratic

government.

An

Taylor

Teaching Profession

ardent admirer of Jefferson, he did not hesitate
to criticize the Jefferson-Madison foreign policy

which culminated in the

War

of 1812.

Taylor challenged boldly the reasoning of
Chief Justice Marshall in accordance with which
the federal government, under the constitution,
could exercise sweeping authority. The employ-

ment of such powers, Taylor held, would destroy that division of powers between the federal
and state governments provided for in the constitution; accordingly he suggested the principle
of interposition by the states to resist encroachments upon their rights. If the federal govern-

ment remained

limited in authority, no special
geographical interest could, through control of
that government, produce discord by passing
legislation that bore heavily
These ideas are developed

upon other sections.
most thoroughly in
Construction Construed (Richmond 1820) and
later in

New Views of the Constitution of the United

States (Washington 1823).

first

important workonagriculturepubhshed
methods of improving
cultivation and the effect of political factors on
agrarian situations. The book was widely read
and gave a strong impetus to agricultural studies.
in the south. It discussed

HENRY HARRISON SIMMS
Consult. Simms, H H Life of John Taylor (RichE "John Taylor, of
mond, Va 1932), Dodd,
Caroline, Prophet of Secession" in John P. Branch
Historical Papers of Randolph-Macon College, vol 11
,

or classes

it

other important vocational activities.
Among primitive peoples little or no formal
is to be found The
elementary school
appeared in a rudimentary form in ancient
Egypt; those who taught in such schools enjoyed
little social prestige
the case of the high
except

teaching
first

m

who

instructed the royal princes and
certain sons of the wealthy in a school in the
official

king's palace. In their temple colleges the priesthood taught those who wished to devote their
lives to religion or to medicine and trained the
youths to become scribes. Teachers of vocational subjects were honored mainly, however,
because of their proficiency in the arts they
taught rather than as teachers. In Biblical days

among the Jews

the

first

teachers outside of the

family were the priests, but later teachers rigorously selected on the basis of their knowledge,

and interest in youth were
drawn from the laity and were paid
from public funds and exempt from taxation.
maturity, morals

Aralor (Georgetown 1813; 6th ed. Petersburg,
Va 1818), a collection of essays by Taylor, was
the
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was performed by persons
who were simultaneously engaged in

vocation, because

W

,

(1905-08) 214-52, Beard, C A Economic Ongtns of
Jpffersnman Democracy (New York 1915) p. 196-211,
322-52, Ford, J. V "The Economic Philosophy of
William and Mary College Quarterly,
John Taylor"

frequently

In Sparta teaching was under state control

and had

strictly

utilitarian aims. City elders

chosen for the task of training youth from the
age of seven to thirty were carefully selected for
their proficiency in the art of warfare as well as
for their patriotic zeal and were treated with

marked respect In Athens, on the other hand,
although a law urged all citizens to give their
sons an elementary education, the state set no
definite requirements reLitne to the preparation,

,

,

m

2nd

ser

TEA.

,

vol ix (1929) 221-35.

certification or supervision of teachers.

appeared a variety of private, secular elementary
schools, differing in quality of instruction with
the ability of the individual teachers, who were

See PLANTATION WARES.

for the

TEACHING PROFESSION.

If a profession
be defined as requiring a culture broad enough
to allow its work to be viewed in a perspective of
social values, as entailing a systematic technical
preparation for the development of skills and as

providing financial and social rewards adequate
endowed with distinguished

to attract persons

and personal qualities to permanent
careers in a given field, it is open to question
whether the vocation of teaching may yet be
intellectual

characterized as a profession in the

There

was, however, no religious control over teaching
by a powerful priesthood. Consequently there

same

cate-

most part slaves or provincials treated

with disdain Prolonged preparation for teaching
was first evidenced in the age of Pericles with
the advent of the sophists, who charged fees
for their services,

an innovation regarded

as

who taught
with no utilitarian end m view and who expected
reprehensible by their opponents,

no recompense save presents from their pupils
or donations from interested patrons. In early
Rome teaching was again a family function. A
system of secular schools gradually developed
under the republic. It was encouraged by Julius

gory as law and medicine even in modern, educationally advanced communities. In earlier

fessions of liberal arts

times teaching seldom figured as a profession in
this sense. Frequently it was not even a distinct

establishing a definite scale of salaries in all

Caesar,

who

conferred the franchise on the proand medicine alike. Later

emperors extended their favor to educators by
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branches of the profession and by exempting

its

members from military service. Municipalities
scattered throughout the empire founded and
maintained their own schools, the salaries of
those

who served in them being derived partially

from taxes and partially from fees.
During the Middle Ages teaching was confined
almost exclusively to the Catholic clergy. Al-

though elementary instruction was generally
neglected by the church, parish priests were
frequently expected to teach grammar to the
children of their parishioners without remuneration save occasional gifts. Secondary schools attached to cathedrals served as training centers

for priests.
scholasticus,

A

church dignitary, the
had charge of the appointment,
special

certification and supervision of the teaching
corps of these schools. Under the stimulus of an
expanding commercial life mediaeval cities in-

creasingly encouraged the teaching of reading,
writing and "reckoning" in the vernacular,
without the sanction of the church, which compelled the use of Latin in all its institutions.
Such instruction was provided by a heterogene-

ous group, including itinerant priests and nuns,
writers," secular city clerks and
women eager to earn an extra pittance.
The position of teachers appears not to have

"traveling

ice

and the payment of certain

taxes.

Through-

out this period the lot of elementary lay teachers
less favorable than that of their more highly

was

educated confreres. For the most part the
former consisted of men and some women, with

no formal training beyond elementary subjects;
sometimes they were itinerants who taught
school for only a few months at a time, sometimes bond servants, as in the southern part of
the United States, sometimes cobblers, tailors
or old women willing to devote their spare time
to teaching the barest elements of learning to
children The meager wages of all classes of

drawn from the church, town
voluntary or charity subscriptions, as in
England, fees from parents or payment in kind,
as in many parts of the United States.
teachers were
rates,

The turning point in the attitude of the
teacher was inspired by Rousseau's contention
that the child rather than the subject matter
should be the pivot of education. Early in the
nineteenth century Pestalozzi and his disciples
gave body to this concept through their development of formal pedagogical methods. In the
teacher training schools which they helped to
establish they attached a hitherto unknown dignity to the role of elementary teaching as a
logical corollary of the belief that mankind could

improved very much after the Reformation during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

be regenerated by proper educational methods if
and when employed by adequately prepared

Lacking resources for the establishment of new

teachers

schools to replace the Catholic schools they had
closed, Protestant states were forced to fall back

this point of

upon such minor church functionaries as the
sexton or chorister for the provision of elementary instruction. When it was impossible to secure the services of these officials, laymen were
used; but their appointment ordinarily extended

one year, they were often paid less than
policemen and the sole quality they were officially required to possess was piety. There
were scattered efforts to improve instructional
methods and the preparation of teachers, notable
among which were the Jesuit schools for secondary education in which the teachers were
thoroughly trained. Both in Protestant and in
for only

Catholic

countries,

however, the

grammar, schools remained

Latin,

largely in the

or

hands

of the clergy. As a rule schoolmasters in secondary schools in Europe acquired a relatively high

mainly because of their learning
or their close connection with the church. In the
social standing

New

England colonies they stood next in the

social hierarchy to the clergy, and it was not
uncommon co exempt them from military serv-

Prussia was the

view

first

modern

state to apply

development of a public
elementary educational system. In the ninein the

teenth century the Prussian schoolmaster became a professional teacher whose preparation
embraced a course of special study in a seminary,

who had to fulfil and maintain certain prescribed
qualifications and who was accorded security of
tenure and definite opportunity for career advancement. With the advent of the German Empire in 1872 the elementary teacher attained the
status of a full fledged civil servant whose pro-

were safeguarded by law. The
then greatly enhanced the social
importance of the teaching profession by inaugurating free, secular, common schools with
attendance compulsory for all children.
Modern Germany set the pace in developfessional interests

German

state

ing specialized professional training for elementary teachers. Between 1871 and 1918 a
series of reforms established high training re-

quirements, which were further raised during
the republican period from 1918 to 1933.
Normal schools of the traditional type gradually

Teaching Profession
gave way to a new kind of teachers' college of
university rank, notably in Bavaria and in
Prussia, where fifteen padagogische Akademien
were established by 1931. In other German
states, of which socialist Hamburg was outstanding, the local university conducted the
preparation of elementary teachers; while in
other regions teacher training institutes affiliated
set up. The course of

with the universities were

these notable efforts to raise standards of ele-

mentary teacher training was somewhat impeded
by the inability of the Reich government to
subsidize education in the states during the
years immediately following the World War.

Other European countries came only gradu-
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elementary teaching corps, but relatively their
numbers are declining. Similarly the traditional
pupil-teacher centers, which are now used only
for the preparation of rural teachers, will
probably disappear when the full effect of recent

reforms is realized. Throughout the nineteenth
century English elementary teachers were recruited in part by state scholarships, or bursarships. In 1925 the Board of Education declared
its

intention to reduce the

special

aids;

many

number

of such

local educational centers,

however, still provide scholarships, awarded
competitively, as the basis for free admission to
training colleges

and university

training depart-

ments.

ally to realize

the capital significance of a corps
of highly trained public school teachers for the
political, social and economic development of

In France the first ecole normale for training
male secular elementary teachers was founded
by the Convention as early as 1794. A law passed

the national community. In England the teach-

in December, 1832, authorized a similar institution for each dpartement\ schools for women
were established later. long and bitter struggle
was necessary before the teaching corps was

ing staff ceased to owe allegiance to denominational or charitable organizations only during

the

last

decade of the nineteenth century, when

the elementary school system became largely tax
supported. The first English schools for the
special training of teachers grew out of the
monitorial system and the pupil-teacher centers

m

established early
the century. These training
colleges, as they were called, were originally de-

nominational institutions, but eventually they
were subsidized by grants from the central government. Control over them is now maintained
jointly

by the

college authorities or

local

by

public educational bodies and by the Ministry
of Education at London; the former were al-

lowed wide discretion to vary courses and pedamethods and the latter was insured minimum standards of instruction and examination
by a flexible scheme of regulations and inspection. Teacher training departments have been
established also in a majority of the newer Enggogical

A

laicized. Since the establishment of

completely
the Third Republic, however, the official status
of public elementary teachers has been uniformly guaranteed by a series of general laws

beginning in 1881 and extending

down

to the

period following the World War. This legislation
is based upon the
principle that before tem-

porary appointment each candidate must possess
a certificate of professional capacity corresponding to his function. Successful applicants for the
normal schools receive state scholarships providing free instruction, board and lodging on the

condition that they sign an agreement to teach at
least ten years in a public school or refund to the
state the cost of their maintenance.

Notwith-

standing recent provisions for classroom observation and practise teaching as a part of the
three-year normal school course, the keynote of

Since 1928 a full time secondary education until matriculation in a training
college or a university training department has

the French training system is a rigorous emphasis upon intellectual attainment rather than

been required of candidates for an elementary
teacher's certificate. In contrast with the centralized system of certification which prevails on the

France holds strongly to the nineteenth century

lish universities.

continent teachers' certificates in England are
issued by county and municipal educational
authorities or

by the governing bodies of

train-

upon the mastery of educational methods.
notion that teachers as servants of the national

should be trained to carry out detailed
regulations as prescribed by the Ministry of
Education and that there is therefore little room

state

for the exercise of initiative

by the individual

ing institutions. The teacher does not acquire
civil service status but becomes merely an em-

teacher.

ployee of a local educational authority. Uncertified teachers, with a preparation equivalent

of preparing elementary teaching personnel
followed generally the lines of the French. The

to the requirements for admission to a training

Gentile reforms of 1923, however, departed
sharply from traditional practise. Italian normal

college,

still

form a considerable part of the

total

Until the advent of Fascism the Italian system
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schools were replaced by a new type of training
institution, the htituto magistrate, which provides a seven-year course wholly cultural in
character. The new arrangement substitutes for
specialized professional training the proposition
that the successful teacher

must be imbued with

the aspirations of the nation.
The attempt in the Soviet

Union

to

combine

study and productive work and to give education
in the fundamental principles and skills that
underlie all labor has led to the establishment of
seven-year schools with a unified system of polytechnical education. This

program and the

fact

that elementary school education has recently

been made compulsory throughout the Soviet
Union have overtaxed the resources of the
teachers' training schools. In 1930, for example,
an additional 7,000,000 children were admitted

and

in the school year 193 1-32 the
teachers' training institutes could provide fewer

to the schools

14,000 of the 92,000 new elementary
teachers called for; the remainder were recruited
from the ranks of young Communists trained by

than

special brief courses. The second Five- Year
Plan provides for drastic extension and improve-

ment of teacher

training facilities. Teachers
have recently been ranked in the highest category of labor along with industrial workers; they
are entitled to food and manufactured articles at
special terms and are provided with the best
medical, hospital and other social services.

The United

States exhibits great diversity of
patterns of elementary teacher training, includ-

or two-year training courses in high schools.

Meanwhile an increasing proportion of the
better state normal schools were granted collegiate status, with the right to grant degrees upon
the completion of a four-year course. By 1930
there were in the United States 331 normal

schools and teachers' colleges with an aggregate
enrolment of 210,000 students. In addition the

majority of American colleges, junior colleges
universities, through their departments of

and

education, contribute to the training of teachers
as well as of school principals and supervisors
The exercise of control over the certification

of teachers in the United States was originally
lodged with local school authorities, whose

was limited to special districts particularly in rural areas, to municipalities or to

jurisdiction

m

counties Within the last generation, however,
order to elevate standards state departments of

education have tended to assume this function
or at least to share it with local agencies. In

twenty-nine states certificates are now issued
by the state superintendent or state
board, while in the other nineteen states the
function of licensing teachers is divided among
the state and counties, cities, institutions of
exclusively

higher learning, normal schools, teachers' coland independent school districts. It is not

leges

uncommon

to find a situation such as that

m

Wisconsin, where more than a hundred different
authorities have the power to grant certificates
In recent years there may be noted a further
.

ing high schools, state and local normal schools,
teachers' colleges and schools of education in

tendency to specialize teachers' licenses by type
of school or subject to be taught. Whether based
upon examination or scholastic credentials, the

universities. Until well into the nineteenth cen-

minimum

tury the preparation of grammar school teachers
took place in private academies, of which the
earliest was founded by Benjamin Franklin in

elementary teachers still remain relatively lower in the United States than in
Europe, although a constant improvement in
standards may be observed over the last two

1756. Massachusetts in 1838 was the first state
to adopt legislation for public normal schools;

other states followed soon after but normal
schools expanded markedly in number and importance only toward the end of the century.

American practise has evolved steadily from admitting students to these normal schools directly
from the elementary schools m the direction of
requiring some secondary school work, if not
always graduation from high school.
Notwithstanding the extensive development
of state normal schools the rapid expansion of
public school systems created until recently such
a shortage of trained teachers as to lead to the
establishment of other institutions for teachers'
training, notably county

normal schools and one

qualifications required for the certi-

fication of

decades.

Technical training for teaching at the secondary level has had a later development than that

This is explained in part
secondary education remained
for a longer time under the control of the clergy,
which was concerned only with morals and confor elementary schools.

by the

fact that

formity to the faith, and in part by the persistence until recently of the view that secondary
schools should be but feeders for colleges and
universities, the emphasis in selection of teachers

thereby being placed upon knowledge of subject
matter. The first steps toward the special preparation of secondary teachers, taken by France
early in the nineteenth century,

and Germany

Teaching Profession
had

nationalist as well as professional ends in
view, as part of an effort to bring secondary edu-

cation under state control.

Thus Napoleon

m

1808 established the Ecole Normale Supeneure,
which along with the universities prepares a
male student elite for the highly competitive

examination leading to the diploma required for

an appointment to a state lycee for boys; a
similar normal school is now available for women
candidates preparing to teach in lycees for girls.
There also exists in France the municipal college,
a secondary school of somewhat lower grade,
financed in part locally, for which a special foursemester course in a university, leading to the
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been the growth of accrediting associations of
colleges and secondary schools, of which the
North Central Association, founded in 1894,
ranks

first

m

importance.

For a long time the teachers of hteiary subjects were either indifferent or opposed to the
rise, in the twentieth century, of vocational
schools, the introduction of manual training in
the academic public schools and the appearance

of kindergarten and nursery schools. This attitude grew out of a feeling of class superiority
based partly upon the traditional idea of what
constituted an education and partly upon the
fact that handwork and industrial training orig-

minimum

inated in schools for paupers, juvenile delin-

years of addiqualification for teaching
tional preparation as Rcferendar in a university is

quents or the children of peasants or laborers
Gradually, however, the success of Frobel's

a prerequisite to teaching in the German Gymnastcn and the Oberrealschulen for boys and the

kindergarten work and the influence of democracy in the United States tended to liberalize
the point of view of both teacher and public.

licence d'ensetgnement, suffices as

the

Two

Lyzeen and Oberlyzeen for girls, which are
governed and financed jointly in varying degrees
by the central state and the communes Successful candidates receive the title of Studtenassessor; final

upon

appointment as Studienrat, based
by the Ministry of

a difficult merit ranking

Education, is rarely given before the applicant
reaches the age of thirty-two. While the national
Board of Education in England has not defined
precisely the qualifications for instructors in the
various types of secondary schools, it has since

1902

exercised

through

money

authorities

some

control

grants

to

over

local

training

educational

About 75 percent of English second-

ary teachers are university graduates.
The nation wide development of free, public
high schools in the United States since the
i88o's has accentuated both the numerical and

the social importance of teachers in the secondary schools to a degree not equaled elsewhere.
Yet, as in the training of American elementary
teachers, the preparation of high school instruc-

no uniform national
tional staffs conforms
pattern, unless it be the requirement, now found
to

in every state, of a college degree for the highest
grade of certificate for senior high school teachers, with two to three years as the minimum for
junior high school work. All states moreover

Impetus was given to the movement by the
New York City of a college tor
training teachers in handwork and the industrial
arts, an institution which later expanded in
function and became Teachers College of
Columbia Um\ersity. Not only in the United
States but in most European countries as well
founding in

is now
pro\ ided by a variety
of technical, commercial and agricultural schools,

vocational trdinmg

supported by public and private funds and designed to prepare thousands of children of
laborers, farmers and the lower middle classes
for non-professional pursuits. These schools
provide new sources of teacher employment, as
do the public and private nursery schools and

kindergartens, which are being established in
constantly increasing numbers, and the continuation schools for industrial workers, labor colleges, correspondence schools and night schools
in

urban centers.

The

status of teachers in the well established

private

and parochial schools of the academic
by and large not as advantageous as in

type

is

state

supported institutions, although in counFrance and Italy there is a tendency in

tries like

the better Catholic schools to approximate the
qualifications for instruction set by the public

have come to require a certain number of hours
of work in either educational psychology, principles of high school teaching or directed teach-

authorities. The quality of the
teaching staffs in the misnamed public preparatory schools in England, such as Eton and

ing. In 1923 there were still as many as thirtyfive different ways in which prospective teachers

Harrow, and in certain wealthy private schools
of similar standing in the eastern part of the
United States is usually high.

might enter high school work. Among the most
potent influences for improving the standards of
high school teaching in the United States has

educational

Expressed in quantitative terms, the teaching
profession constitutes one of the largest occupa-
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tional groups in contemporary society. In the
United States, for instance, where popular edu-

cation has advanced furthest,

percent of

more than

2.1

persons gainfully employed belonged in 1930 to the school teaching profession.
During the preceding sixty years the number of
all

all categories below the college level
increased almost tenfold. While the rate of in-

teachers of

teaching. In the United States women teachers
now dominate by a ratio of five to one, while in

Great Britain they are about two and a half times
as numerous as men teachers. In France and
Italy the

men

better than

women

have succeeded in holding

little

an even numerical balance with the

teachers.

On

the other hand,

men

out-

number women in the German schools by nearly

crease has been considerably slower in European
countries, except in Soviet Russia, teachers have

women

everywhere increased more rapidly in number
than have members of the other liberal professions. In Great Britain nearly one half of all the

primary schools than at higher educational levels,
although 65 percent of the teaching personnel of
American high schools was in 1930 composed of

employees of

women,

local

governmental authorities are

and thou-

three to one. In

has been

all

countries the intrusion of

much more marked

in the

a proportion similar to that in

most

sands of local units in the United States; the

continental elementary school establishments. In
the elementary schools of the United States male

elementary and secondary teaching corps in
Germany accounts for a fifth of the entire civil

teachers constitute but 10 percent of the total
staff. Notwithstanding the clamor of some edu-

governments; and in

cational authorities against alleged evils of excessive femimzation, the proportion of women
teachers appears to have increased. During the

teachers, as

is

also true of the states

service of central

and

local

persons on the pay roll
of the national treasury are teachers.
As indicated in the accompanying table, the

France 17 percent of

all

number of both

aggregate

privately

and publicly

severe economic crisis of recent years, however,
strong sentiment has been voiced in favor of the

employed elementary and secondary school

employment of men who were heads of

teachers in the leading countries has in recent
years reached an impressive figure. In spite of

in place of married or even of single women.
Prior to the economic crisis there was a sub-

the great expansion of popular secondary education during the last half century elementary

status of the teaching profession.

requires the services of from
three fourths to nine tenths of the entire body of
instruction

still

public school teachers in European countries
and in the United States. The ratio of elemen-

higher in French
and Italian public educational establishments
than elsewhere, although if parochial schools are
included it is closely comparable to that prevailtary to secondary teachers

is

ing in Germany and England.
Since the middle of the nineteenth century a
striking phenomenon has been the admission of
increasing

numbers of women

to the vocation of

stantial

all

families

improvement in the economic and social
While nearly

types of teachers benefited therefrom, the

most marked advance was in respect to the staffs
of national educational establishments in Europe
and of urban school systems in England and the
United States Standards of compensation foi
rural teachers, especially in countries whose
public educational system was not under central
control, remained very low. In relation moreover
to the material rewards offered by liberal professions, like law and medicine, the economic
situation of the entire teaching class below the
university level had not become sufficiently

* Five to nineteen
years of age.
t Not including private schools.
Source Figures on children of school age from League of Nations, Economic Intelligence Service, Stattsitcal Year-Book, Publicaii (Geneva 1932)
tions, 1932 II
p 26-32 Figures on enrolment and teachers from United States, Office of Education, Biennial
Survey of Education 1028-1030, Bulletin 1931, no 20, 2 vols (1932) vol u, p 5, 8, Germany, Statistisches Reichsamt, Stattshsches
Johrbuch
1032 (Berlin 1932) p 421, 424-25, Great Britain, Board of Education, Educational Pamphlets, no 94 (1933) P
37, France, Statistique Gen6rale, Annuatrt stattsttgue 1032 (Paris 1933) P 33; Italy, Istituto Centrale di Statistica, Arnuarto
stahsUco
.
1033 (Rome 1933) P. 75. 78 Figure on teachers in France estimated by author

A

.

.

Teaching Profession
favorable to attract an adequate number of
persons of first rate ability. The economic differ-

may be seen clearly
from a study of the incomes of various occupational groups in the United States for 1926:
the average salary of teachers, principals and
superintendents in the public school was $1275
ential against the teacher

compared with the $1908 average wage of
clerical workers and the average of
$2010 for all gainfully employed persons.
Uniform salary schedules for each class and

as

high grade

level of the teaching profession are fixed by national law in most continental countries, includ-
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economic crisis were felt; in England it mounted
from jii9 for male elementary teachers, 74 for
women and 104 for both in 1913 to 324 for
men, 217 for women and 245 for both in
1931; in the United States the average annual
salary

for

secondary as well as elementary

teachers increased from $525 in 1914 to $1420
in 1930; when the latter figure is corrected in

terms of the cost of living index it amounts to
$85 1 In many countries teachers' salaries have
.

recently suffered drastic reductions; in some
cities in the United States teachers' salaries have

remained unpaid for months. The economic

ing France, Italy and Germany, although in the
latter salaries are paid by provincial and local

situation of the teaching profession has suffered
severely along with that of the impoverished

authorities. In England the minimum scales of
compensation for public school teachers have

middle classes as a whole, especially in those
countries where there has been extreme inflation

been standardized by national agree-

Prior to the economic crisis the profession of
teaching had been gaining considerably in eco-

recently

ment, local school authorities suffering a reduction in national grants as salaries fall below these

minima. As a rule in Europe base salaries are
provided with a scale of increments up to a

.

nomic drawing power through the widespread
enactment of legislation providing for disability
pensions and retirement annuities Scarcely a

specified maximum, receivable at intervals varying with the period of service, the acquisition of
additional training and the service rating. In

public educational establishment in Europe now
functions without some sort of pension system

France and certain other

United States one half the states have adopted
state wide systems and most others have authorized city and county school authorities to es-

states

supplementary

allowances are granted in proportion to the
number of dependents and the cost of living in
the locality of employment, together with such
perquisites as reduced railway fares and free
tuition for the teacher's children In the United
States, where teachers' remuneration is determined by local authorities, great variation in
the scale of pay exists, although since the World
War many states have enacted minimum salary
laws applicable to all their teachers. For secondary teachers salary ranges are everywhere considerably higher than for instructional personnel
at the

elementary

level.

An organized movement

for a single salary schedule for
appeared in the United States.

both levels has

Practise varies with regard to the compensation of women teachers. In France, for example,

for

its

instructional

personnel, while

m

the

tablish local retirement systems.

Many private
schools moreover have joined private annuity
insurance schemes, of which the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association established by
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching has been one of the best known.
Most of the public teachers' retirement systems

upon small annual deductions from
supplemented in some instances by
government contributions, with provisions for
retirement at a minimum prescribed age of from
are based
salaries,

or at the completion of a prescribed period of service, with a superannuation
allowance varying in amount with the average

fifty-five to sixty

in England the remuneration of women remains

salary during the last few years of active service
and the total number of years of service. In the
main teachers' pension plans conform closely to

appreciably below that of men. In the United
States about one half of the city school systems

the pension systems for other public employees
in administrative, clerical or technical work.

there

is

no

pay higher

differentiation

salaries to

on account of sex, but

men and

the discrimina-

tion tends to vary inversely with the size of the
city. Both in Europe and in the United States

professional organizations of teachers recently
have favored equal pay regardless of sex.

The average annual compensation of public
school teachers rose during the World War and
in the post-war period before the effects of the

Paralleling the adoption of salary classification and pension systems there was notable

progress toward more reliable guaranties of security of tenure as well as provision of definite
opportunities for economic and professional ad-

vancement after initial appointment. In France
and Italy national legislation limits both suspension and discharge to cases of serious misconduct
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or professional incompetence, only

if

and when

such actiou is recommended by a disciplinary
council on which the staff is represented; the accused has the right to see his do* ner and to appeal
to the higher authorities in the Ministry of Education. On the other hand, British teachers lack
full

civil

service

status

and have

indefinite

tenure; their positions are held during the pleasure of the local employing authority, although in
practise dismissals are rare even on educational
grounds or for personal misconduct and the

always be resorted to. While academic tenure is less well
protected in the United States, a number of
state legislatures have enacted laws for continuright of appeal to the courts

may

ing teachers' contracts for a specified period of
more than one year. In states where the duration

of contracts of employment is governed by
municipal ordinances or the regulations of local
school boards, the typical procedure is either to
limit contracts to one year, with annual reelection thereafter, or to engage teachers for an indefinite period subject to termination without
cause at the end of any year. Political interference with staff tenure

is still

ticularly in the smaller cities
in the United States.

common,

and rural

par-

districts

The

degree of academic freedom enjoyed by
the modern teacher may be said to vary with the
extent to which security of tenure is adequately
guaranteed. But even with statutory guaranties
against the infliction of disciplinary penalties
without proper cause the esprit de corps of the
teaching profession frequently suffers as a result
of official regulations prescribing narrowly what
shall or shall not be taught in the classroom,
especially as regards subjects like patriotism and
evolutionary science. Nor is the teacher free

from those community pressures focused upon
him by sectarian and superpatnotic groups.
With a view to combating a certain complacent lethargy which exists among large numbers of teachers efforts have been made in most
of the better school systems the world over to

cost of which to individual teachers was defrayed in part by two fifths of the school systems
employing them. In Europe special continuation
training courses are provided in many cities and
foreign study for outstanding younger teachers
occasionally subsidized by state grants.

is

A

significant index to the status of an organis the rate of turnover of its

ized profession

personnel. In Europe voluntary withdrawals
from teaching are comparatively rare, even in

periods of relative prosperity, whereas in the
United States the average period of teaching
service ranges from seven to nine years only.
Until the impact of severe economic stringency

beginning in

1929 the

demand

for teachers

greatly exceeded the available supply of recruits.

With the rapidly expanding secondary school
enrolment additional teachers had to be recruited at the rate of almost a million about
every nine years. Because of the magnitude of
the task of teacher placement private employ-

ment agencies, organized on a fee basis, sprang
up throughout the country; there were 164
such agencies by 1931. In England likewise a
serious shortage of teachers existed from 1900
until the end of the World War. In central

Europe adverse economic conditions during
most of the post-war period have operated to
overcrowd the ranks of the teaching profession.
Thousands of the annual contingent of university trained applicants for educational posts
have, especially in Germany and Austria, been

forced into prolonged unemployment because
of the lack of openings not only in education but
in other occupations. After 1930 a similar situation developed in the United States, where it
was estimated in 1933 that there was a surplus
of at least 100,000 teachers, many of whom had

and state relief funds in order
In view of the general tendency to con-

to resort to federal
to live.

tract public school budgets an indefinite oversupply of experienced and potential teachers
appears to be in prospect. This is in sharp contrast to the situation prevailing in the Soviet
Union, where the constantly expanding educational program demands a vast further increase
in facilities to supply a sufficient number of

encourage teachers to continue their professional
training during the period of active service and
to derive new stimulus through travel. In the
United States bonuses, increases in salary and

experienced teachers.

promotion to supervisory posts are not infrequently offered as the reward of continuation of
training through university attendance and the

Professional and trade union organizations of
teachers have struggled to improve their status.
Class consciousness developed first among the

acquisition of a higher degree. During 1926 to
1928 neaily one third of the entire body of

file of elementary teachers. As early as
1870 in England a National Union of Teachers
was organized. Originally open only to elementary school teachers, it expanded in 1889

teachers of the United States were in attendance
at college or university

summer

sessions, the

rank and

Teaching Profession
an association which all classes of teachers
were eligible to join. By 1914 its membership
had reached 90,000 and m 1932 it numbered
into

143,000, or almost three quarters of the entire
of public elementary and secondary

corps

A

variety of special and regional associations have also been established. In the

teachers.

i88o's French instituteurs organized in defense
of their economic interests and civic rights and
eventually became a powerful national syndicat

with a membership including over two thirds of
the total teaching personnel in the primary
schools. In less militant fashion a separate as-

movement developed among

sociation

lycee

teachers early in the present century. Although
there have recently been signs of a rapproche-

ment

of the

two groups, the orgam/ed second-

ary teachers still remain organically aloof from
their elementary confreres and exhibit a de-

cidedly more conservative type of group behavior. In the German Empire teachers of

in matters concerning school time
schemes of work and methods of teachIn
several
ing.
countries, largely as a consequence of the efforts of teachers' associations,
committees
and councils have
joint advisory
initiative

tables,

been

up and teaching

set

staffs

share directly

in the formulation of public educational policy
In the United States the teachers' association

movement has not

yet attained as wide a de-

velopment or exerted as much influence as in
Europe. The largest American group is the
National Education Association, organized in
1870 and incorporated in 1906. It grew slowly
and by 1917 had only 8500 members. In the
following fifteen years its numbers increased to
200,000, but seven ninths of all American elementary and secondary teachers arc still outside
fold The National Education Association has
not functioned primarily as a fighting group concerned with promoting teachers' professional
its

every rank and grade united in national professional associations The Deutschcr Lehrerverein was the most important association of

interests but has been rather an organization for
the assembling, interpretation and dissemination of information on current trends in education. It publishes a journal, a yearbook and

this type

during the German Republic Although
the leaders of most of these associations were

periodic research bulletins, holds annual conventions and has recently devoted considerable

men, women were attracted into their ranks in
numbers, in some instances forming a
majority of the total membership. The attitude
of the public authorities toward the independent

effort to the

large

teaching ethics; thirty-three state teachers' associations had officially adopted such codes by

professional organi/ation of teachers in England
was on the whole favorable, as it was likewise in

ciation has

Germany

until the recent Hitler decrees amal-

gamated all teachers' associations into a single
unit under the aegis of the National Socialist
party. In France, however, the Syndicat Na-

development of model codes of

main the National Education Assobeen so dominated by the adminis-

1930. In the

elements in its membership that it
cannot be said to have served materially the vitrative

tal interests

of the teaching corps.

Partially as a reaction against the conserva-

has

tively managed National Education Association
local teachers' leagues were formed early in the

clashed with the government on a number of
occasions over the right to teach pacifism in the

present century. Certain of these local leagues in
the larger cities united in 1916 to form the

and over participation

American Federation of Teachers, which at once
affiliated with the American Federation of

tional

des

classroom

Institutrices

strikes along

et

Instituteurs

in

protest

with the other syndicalist groups of

employees. For a generation French elementary teachers have conducted active propaganda for educational self-government under
state

A

the slogan "The schools to the teachers!"
number of educational reforms as well as a
marked improvement in the economic conditions of teachers must be credited to the influence of teachers' associations in every European
country. For example, the English National
Union of Teachers has labored successfully

for superannuation allowances, national salary
schedules, better facilities for training of teach-

reduction in the size of classes, relief from
compulsory extraneous tasks and professional
ers,

Labor. Frankly trade unionist in outlook, this
phenomenal expansion
just after the war, settled down to a slow but
it
steady growth. By 1933
comprised 20,000 inorganization, following a

dividual

members and 269

through every

state in the

locals

distributed

United States. Most

of these locals, however, are still minority
groups. To achieve its objective, the American
Federation of Teachers relies upon arousing
public opinion and influencing legislative bodies
rather than upon any form of direct action, such
as strikes.

Already

advanced

state

salaries,

it

has done

legislation

pensions and the

much

to secure

relative to
like,

and

tenure,
it

works
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constantly for experimentation with progressive
instructional methods and for a better general
realization of the social dignity

function

of

teaching.

Other

and value of the
teachers'

local

groups, especially in metropolitan communities,
have advocated and used more militant tactics
to counteract the retrenchment policies that are
imperiling the present standards of the teachers.
Since the World War there have been at-

tempts to establish professional organization
among teachers on an international scale. As an
outgrowth of the World Conference on Education called by the National Education Association at San Francisco in 1923 a World Federation of Education Associations was formed.
Chiefly British, Irish and American in

member-

ship, this federation has held biennial confer-

ences at Edinburgh, Toronto, Geneva, Denver
and Dublin. Reflecting the conservative point of
view of the National Education Association, it
tends to confine

itself to facilitating

the inter-

change of information and ideas and to creating
a better understanding of British and American
educational problems. A more militant organization is the International Federation of Teach-

which consisted in 1934 of
534,000 individual members from twenty-one
European and four Latin American countries;
these include France and England, but exclude
ers' Associations,

Italy since the advent of Fascism and now Germany, whose Nazi delegates were expelled in
August, 1933. This federation maintains staff

headquarters in Pans, publishes a quarterly
bulletin and holds annual congresses Although
are focused in part upon ways and
of improving the professional and eco-

its activities

means
nomic

status of teachers, its primary concern

is

wage a concerted fight against the forces of
nationalism and clericalism in European educa-

to
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Technology

production. It

is this

quality

which distinguishes

production from that of previous
epochs and not division of labor, which is age old
capitalist

and which was widespread also during the
Middle Ages. Standardized mass production
likewise

is

not a peculiar characteristic of the

capitalist era. All static cultures, including the

economic systems of the Far East, had standardized mass production on a national scale long
before the advent of capitalism. It was modern

machinery, however, which

made

possible the

rapid increase in volume of production; and this
in turn was the necessary condition for speedy
industrialization, for the opening up of precapitahstic countries and for the rise of the

general standard of living simultaneously with
an increase
population. In short, however

m

much the significance of intellectual and spiritual
factors for the

growth of technical development

may be emphasized,

it

is

certain that the dy-

namics of capitalist economy is bound up
intimately with modern technology. As a result
of the shift of

all

heavy work as well as a large

share of the finishing work to machines driven
by natural power the curve of production wa?
able to rise sharply above the curve of population
increase and great individual and social wealth,
characteristic of capitalism, was
This vast and sudden increase

made

m

possible.

wealth was

in the

development
most intimately bound up

related also to other economic, social and psychological conditions. Of the economic factors

with the profound transformation of the technical means of production. In earlier epochs

only that of the increase in the volume of
money, due to increased production of the

world, which reached

nineteenth century,

is

its full

there were great technical advances, as, for example, the improvement in the technique of ap-

plying horse power during the Middle Ages.
Such inventions, however, appeared merely as
isolated

changes in production and never re-

sulted in any fundamentally

new method of
of modern tech-

production. The significance
nology did not become clearly evident until the

expansion of industry on the European continent
in the nineteenth century, vvhen the intensification of competition hastened the development of
technical progress and promoted its rapid extenAlthough a technological conception of
history is to be rejected, it must nevertheless be

sion.

admitted that modern technology was one of the

most important conditions which made possible
the rise of the industrial system.
The economic nature of modern capitalism is
historically bound up with the development of
technology. This characteristic quality, which
has made the capitalist system so effective, has

given rise to an enormous increase in physical

precious metals, need be mentioned here. Only

with an increase in the volume of money could
there have been such a tremendous increase in
production without at the same time a serious
repercussion on the price level.
Capitalism is further characterized

by the

The

produc-

scientific basis

upon which

it

rests.

tion process during the first phase of modern industrial development was still dependent upon

and upon the training of the worker
With the development of technology, however, programs and plans have been
skilled labor

in handicraft.

shifted to the preparatory stages of production
itself has been concerned merely
with the mechanical realization of the engineer's

and production
plans.

Thus the work performed in industries, as

distinguished from transportation and trade,
has become monotonous, often reduced to a few

mechanical manipulations.
As production becomes more mechanical,

it

becomes also more scientifi ;. The precision and
tremendous speed of mass machine production.
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the utilization and combination of new materials,

depressions, creates the disposition to look at

the fundamental significance of chemical procall are based on the systematic and scien-

irrationally. The monotony and the
drabness of work perhaps also serve as influences
in the same direction. The most modern and

esses

things

work of the engineer and have taken the
place of the older traditional techniques, which
developed organically and which were mutually
dissociated. In the same way the construction
of commercial and production industries is

most rational technological development thus is
accompanied by the appearance of irrational
mass movements. There are undoubtedly other
causes for these movements, but modern tech-

possible only when established upon scientific
foundations. Conversely, modern natural science

makes the whole social process more mysterious.

has developed rapidly with the technical aids
with which modern industry has provided it.

Influenced by technological development, the
economic and social structure of the nineteenth

The cultural implications of the modern production process are far more difficult to grasp.

characteristics

tific

Max Weber

and Werner Sombart stressed

the spirit of calculation in capitalist
economy This spirit, they maintained, was reflected back in all aspects of life and created or at
chiefly

made possible the rationalism of the modern era. Weber, however, also called attention to
the rational character of magic and traditional
least

cultures.
strictly

In these cultures too

schematic fashion.

regulated in
therefore not

life is

It

is

true that exact economic calculation began only
with the coming of capitalism or with the advent

of commercial capitalism. What happened was
that the methods of exact economic administra-

and
Furthermore the
methodology of the economic system

tion were refined to an extraordinary degree

extended over wider
rationalist

fields.

has psychologically transformed the modern
man and has pushed into the background the

power of

irrational forces.

must not be
spirit became in-

But

forgotten that this rationalist

it

fused into the spontaneous development of
science and social organization long before the

advent of modern technology. This rationalist
represents the dissolution of the
mystical element in the consciousness of man,

nology does play an important role in that

century

reveals

still

more

acutely

it

the very

which emerged in the industrial
revolution: the tendency toward large scale industry, organization and social disciplining of

the workers; the decline in skilled labor; the rise
of entrepreneurs who organize a strictly rationalized production to fit the market situation; and
the creation of a commercial system which de-

velops and expands the market. With the expansion of modern industry there comes also a

transformation in social relationships. Whereas
the period up to the industrial revolution was

dominated by the opposition between the forces
of conservatism and the revolutionary bourgeoisie, the following period witnessed the

emergence of the conflict between entrepreneurs, capitalists and workers. The question of
equitable distribution of the social product is a
difficult one because of the antinomy in capitalist

production whereby wages not only figure as
costs of production but are at the same time also
a source of purchasing power. Whereas the
lowering of wages up to a certain level is often
a necessary condition for the realization of
a
for profprofits, it may likewise involve danger

These

difficulties

have been augmented by

tendency

its.

the illumination of

the growing importance of machinery, for the
increased burdens of fixed costs render difficult

all

obscurities

and enigmas

and, as Max Weber put it, the "disenchantment
of the world." It was, however, brought about

by both science and technology and reflects the
decline in the force of religious values.
The relations between technology and social
consciousness are very

The systematic
tries

and the

much more complicated.

building

up of individual induswork

rational administration of the

are accompanied by sudden
hensible market disturbances.

and incompre-

In these disturbances and crises the production process
suddenly becomes paralyzed. This change in
the general economic situation invests the entire

modern production process with an

aspect of

mystery and, particularly where there are long

the determination of this correct distribution

and make error so grave.
There are other special characteristics of the
capitalist epoch which are even more intimately
related to modern technology. The modern
period has often been called that of the engineer.
Industry and railroads are the most outstanding

features of the

new

world. These were vocifer-

ously acclaimed not only because they netted
fabulous earnings to the ruling groups but also
because they provided undreamed of sensations
for the great mass of the bourgeoisie and the
workers. An increasing number of production
industries, developed out of the traditional

handicrafts,

were systematically reconstructed
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and were drawn into machine production by the
growing concentration of capital. In this way a
whole army of technical auxiliary forces arose
with academically trained men at the top but
with the mass of workers engaged only in routine

And since the industrial system also required a personnel for the sale of the commodities and for public management, there developed
work.

product. Even if there be accepted a high
estimate of the losses brought about by economic
crises, it cannot be denied that nineteenth century Europe and America witnessed an unprecedented rise in the standard of living During the

half of the nineteenth century in

first

employed were taken from the immediate production processes and shifted to administrative

England
time on the continent the zeal
and construction of modern technical equipment was so intense that the strongest
pressure upon wages, due to the increased possibilities of capital investment, brought no reaction upon the commodity market. The maintenance of the standard of living on a low
level, despite enhanced efficiency of labor, was

departments.

made

an army of commercial employees and
officials. In this way technological development accelerated the process of bureau cratalso

public

ization, so that a large

quota of the gainfully

The

increased importance of engineering for
production has not been accompanied by a cor-

and

to a

still

later

for extension

possible by the rapid disintegration of the
old handicrafts and the simultaneous increase in

population (in England the decline of agriculture
which flooded the labor market. In the

responding increase of influence of the engineer

as well)

in production, society and politics The engineer's attention is concentrated upon technical

next period, in the continental countries after the

progress rather than upon the conditions requisite

to

upon the

economic success, which depends
relation of cost to yield. The entrepre-

neur of the nineteenth century was seldom a
technician, but he was always on the watch for
inventions which looked promising I le financed
the high costs of testing and installing new inventions; he developed a market and thus carried
the technical idea into the economic world. Only
a few engineers become captains of industry and
of these only those who have an insight into the
problems of economic organization and finance.

become great political
great mass of technical functionaries constitute but a passive element in the
Singularly few engineers

leaders.

The

whole complex structure. They exert much

i88o's, the working classes and officials came to
receive an increased share in the social product.

The importance

of the

consumer was

also in-

creased thereby. During the three or four decades before the World War and as a result of the
increased industrial production and growing
efficiency in transportation the liv ing standards
of skilled workers and functionaiies began to ap-

proximate that of the petty bourgeoisie. This
was not yet true of the unskilled and agricultural
laborers. With the improved conditions of the

European workers came also increased prestige
and influence of labor organizations and trade
unions, which prevented a rapid drop of the
workers' standard of living during the crisis.
There was, however, but incomplete security

influence

against sudden impoverishment and this only
for certain groups of the proletariat. For ma-

of technical ideas than does a foreman in a

chine production pushes the older workers out
or forces them into less remunerative posts In

less

upon the character of the production
process and upon the selection and elaboration
smaller plant,

ence

on

who exercises a determining

technical,

personal matters.

when

The

influ-

and

even
average technician, even

organizational

more

times of depression or in highly mechanized industries such degradation may come to workers

when they

are as

young

as forty. Nevertheless,

easily replaced

despite the insecurity of individual workers,
despite the fact that individuals may sink to the

The great increase in productive powers during the nineteenth century is, then, a result of
technological development. Three factors are to

lower strata of the proletariat, the cultural development of the workers has made great
progress under the influence of a rapid advance

be distinguished in this process: the transfer to
the machine of complicated motions, the acceler-

in the standard of living.

expertly trained,
than such a foreman.

is

movement by
mechanical power and the introduction of new
articles of demand or the satisfaction of old
needs through the consumption of new articles.
ation

and

intensification of this

This increase in productive forces has resulted
in an enormous per capita increase of the social

The new

technology has also had a powerful
political changes which have occurred since the middle of the nineteenth century throughout the world. The countries of the
effect

upon the

Near and Far East, with the exception of Japan,
soon came under the control or influence of
European and American powers.

Railroads,
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telephone and telegraph communications together with modern instruments of warfare gave
to the western governments so superior a posi-

this connection.

tion that any colonial uprising was hopeless. So
great did the power of the western nations become
that even the nominally independent states of

unequivocally determined along one line in the
social and political field. Thus whereas in west-

the Asiatic east were turned into "spheres of
interest" as a result of tacit understandings be-

tween the great powers. The ascendancy of
European influence was furthered also by great

In a socialist society these technological facts have a quite different bearing.
is proof that technical development is not

This

ern Europe electrification served to improve the
economic position of the small producers, in
Russia Lenin made it the foundation of socialization even in agriculture. Electrification carried

Since foreign capital

out by a socialist state not only increases the
instruments of political power but also makes
impossible any production outside the collective

investments usually go hand in hand with exports to the debtor countries, their growth was
again tied up with the increased technical

economy. This ambivalence of influences, depending on the distribution of political power, is
one of the most powerful arguments against a

capacity of western industry. World opinion
similarly under the influence of technical successes gave impetus to an unlimited belief in

technological interpretation of history.
It is still too early to evaluate the long run
significance ot modern technology. Sooner or

progress, which permitted no doubts as to the
cultural superiority of the European nations.

later

capital investments for the construction of rail-

roads, harbors

and the

like.

Even nations of the Far East were inspired by
the same ideas, as is borne out by the enormous
enthusiasm with which Japan took over European and American methods. Although this
naive enthusiasm of many peoples for technical progress

and their

belief in

its

cultural

significance subsequently lost intensity, the
decisive political changes had already occurred

and could not be undone.

The

significance of technical progress for social change is complex in character. The most
striking social characteristic of the first stage of

modern capitalism was the

rise and concentraan industrial proletariat Social composition was later differentiated by the numerical
growth of non-independent middle groups and
by the unexpected resistance of the peasants and

tion of

artisans to their destruction

by large scale industry and superior oversea competition. The
middle groups made use of the technical advances in both agriculture and handicrafts.
Technical progress therefore did not hinder but
in a certain sense emphasized the differentiation
in social stratification wherever a democratic

form of government gave the individual groups
an opportunity effectively to serve their own inIn this connection it is important to note
the growing political significance of the class of
intellectuals, which increased numerically with
terests.

extraordinary rapidity. This was a phenomenon
accompanying the modern industrial system;

and in the severe crises in the post-war period
these groups constituted the principal cadres for
the formation of fascist parties. The revival of
older romantic notions

is also

of significance in

it may lead to a planned economy with predominantly collectivistic economic measures.
These measures can hardly be considered as

necessary and inescapable consequences of technological development. Such measures may ap-

pear inevitable, however, during economic crises,
in intensity and duration as a re-

which increase

sult of the technological characteristics of modern production and which result in heavy unem-

ployment.

The most recent period since the war has been
influenced particularly by the effects of technical
progress. Wars have always been accompanied
by an advance in technical efficiency. During a
war no difficulties confront the financing of new
production, even by credit inflation. In modern
wars every means of facilitating production improves the position of the warring state and in
war time there is an almost boundless demand
on the part of the state for agricultural and industrial products of all sorts.

The tempo

of

technical progress therefore is unchecked.
The specific features of technical progress are

the extension of the use of machines to new
fields, which results in a great saving of human
and animal power and the rationalization of already existing machine production. Technical
progress has probably never been so universal as

during the present era. Only thirty years ago the

medium and small scale establishments of European industry were not yet entirely freed from
handicraft technique. Today an ever larger share
of production is carried out with the most modern methods. The tempo of technical progress is
probably more rapid today than it ever was before, in respect to the depreciation of invested

capital

and in respect to the need for new
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investments and the elimination of labor power.
These lines of development are cut across by

of the inventions of that century, such as the
railroads, created new needs which resulted in a

Thus capital requirements
new production and expansion of production

general expansion of the productive system. Today the greater portion of technical advance is

are often greatly reduced by technical advance in
the manufacture of the means of production and

purely labor saving and thus creates unemployment. In theory as well as in practise the process

they are shifted to meet the needs of organization

is

counter tendencies.
for

and marketing.

The causes of the recent acceleration of technical progress are as follows: the systematic promotion of all improvements in production dur-

ing the

war

years; the continuation of similar

economic conditions during the inflation period,
which promoted all kinds of investments; the
dissemination of scientific methods, which are

now systematically developed in research institutes for almost every industry, and the reciprocal

enrichment of individual

fields of research.

The substitution of machinery for human and
animal power

is

the chief

often considered

modern technology. This, howhas been the fundamental principle of

characteristic of

ever,

quite different in the two cases.
the surface facts of rapid technological

It is

modern industry

More im-

development and mass displacement which have
led to the concept of a

new

technological eia.

Completely neglecting the severe disturbances of
war, inflation, customs and currency barriers,
many writers tend to ascribe the general crisis to
technological development. Such theorists fall
into an error opposite to that of the orthodox

economists.

The

latter

always subscribed to the

idea of an automatic establishment of equilibrium and did not take into account the possibility

of compensations such as occur in the course of
They operated with the undisputed facts

time.

of displacement. According to the statistics of
the United States Department of Labor ("Di-

the fact that this principle is more
widely utilized today and that the machine rethe finishing procplaces the human hand also

on Technological Changes,
Productivity of Labor, and Labor Displacement" in Monthly Labor Review, vol. xxv, 1932;
p. 1031-57) per capita production in all indus-

esses of production. Even today, however, and
for a considerable time to come only a small part
of the theoretically available power will really be

groups increased 49 percent from 1899 to
1925, with an increase of production of 172 percent and an increase of 87 percent in the number

applied to production and transportation.
decisive and still unsolved problem is that of

of employed. In individual industries the rise in

portant

for

many

decades.

is

m

A

the effect of technology upon the labor composition of industry and the extent to which modern

technology is responsible for permanent unemployment. Both opponents and proponents of
the theory of technological unemployment often
are satisfied merely to refer to experience. The
latter emphasize the fact of mass displacement,
and the former point to the absence of per-

manent unemployment during the period of
major inventions and changes in the technique
of production during the nineteenth century.
Experience, however, does not provide an adequate argument. Displacement could have been
compensated by counter tendencies, and not all
inventions are of the

same nature. As

for

com-

gest of Material

trial

efficiency was still greater: paper 62 percent,
chemicals 114 percent, metals 125 percent, tobacco 191 percent and transportation 1016 per-

On the other hand, other branches of production reported a lesser increase in efficiency:

cent.

20 percent and leather 3 percent. The
up to 1925 was perhaps not
much greater than in the preceding decades, but
it continued in the following years. The absolute
textiles

increase in efficiency

increase of production per man, however, was
now much greater since it rested upon a broader
base.

The

effects of this increased efficiency

coincided with a less rapid growth in population,
and therefore the other circumstances which ac-

centuated the

crisis

prevented speedy compen-

sation for unemployment. Particularly important

come about automatically.

m this respect was the almost complete stoppage

In order really to compensate for displacement
by the creation of new permanent positions there
is need of new capital, new orientation of the
workers, initiative on the part of entrepreneurs
and discovery of new fields for investment.
Older economic theorists took all these conditions for granted on the basis of nineteenth century experience. This is not conclusive, for many

of the international flow of capital, which made
more difficult the discovery of new investment

pensation,

it

does not

opportunities.

On the other hand, the fact should

not be overlooked that despite monopolies and
tariffs the reduction of costs which is brought

about through technical advances ultimately
leads to price reductions which, under favorable conditions, make possible the reem-
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ployment of a large number of the unemployed.

A

purely technological viewpoint is misleading in the examination of this process. The fact
that present day workers are assisted by a much
greater and rapidly increasing amount of mechanical horse power becomes an economic and

above all a social problem only when prices and
income do not respond to changed market conditions promptly enough to effect an alteration
in the structure and scope of production. The
change would be sufficient if the utilization of all
existing capital could thereby secure the employment of all labor power. Technical advances which result only in saving labor can be

purchasing power whenever the market comes
to a standstill

and unemployment

sets in.

plausible are the theories of the
technocrats. As a result of the increase in techStill

nical

less

equipment and horse power the techno-

new social organization of production with the introduction of a new standard
of value. Naively too they urge the creation of a
crats advocate a

new monetary unit. If this demand really means
more than the mere substitution of a new name
for the existing system, then it implies the creation of a new system of relative prices based on

a technical rather than an economic unit.
particular proof

is

necessary to

No

show how im-

financing of investments which are needed to absorb the normal increase in the number of work-

possible and essentially absurd this idea is. It
would lead to false evaluation of capital and
labor and to new disturbances. The tendency,
resulting from the great increase in technology,
to entrust the direction of production and even
economic direction to the engineer would have
meaning only if there could be set up a commercial economy based on technical units of
production. Even a fully planned economy, however, must calculate in terms of economic units,

when, during the period in which this flow
of additional capital is made available, there is no
overstepping of the bounds which are necessary

for its
problem also is the proper application of the available production elements; and
the evaluation of these is derived not from their

and with it a severe setback;
of investment for such additional

horse power but from their relative scarcity.
The effects of modern technology in the po-

whether it be in extending existing production or in creating new types, are opened up;
when the volume of production can be expanded

The World War revealed
move when
once it is unleashed and how profound its effects
can be. The deadlock of open warfare, the maintenance of armies of millions of men in trenches
and the fact that attack could be made only after

incorporated into the system of production without disturbing the labor and capital market only
under certain conditions: when the loss of

purchasing power and capital values resulting
from the depreciation of old investments is made
good;

when there is assured an additional flow of

capital to finance these investments and to absorb the displaced workers, in addition to the

ers;

to prevent inflation

when

fields

capital,

mam

litical field

how

are decisive.

rapidly technical progress can

and eventually of wages;
compensation for those
disturbances which arise from the fact that
enterprises are burdened with debts that were
profitable only at the former price level and
former market situation. Since during a period

warfare.

of rapid technological progress not all these conditions can exist, severe disturbances are brought

motorization of armies, which characterized the
World War, created new ta'Jtical and strategic

about which may thus be traced back to advances in technology.
In popular discussion the disturbances arising
from technical progress are considered in rela-

and needs. Modern warfare with
its demands upon both the armies at the front
and the population at home, with the necessary
organization by the state of all industrial and
agricultural production and the rationing of
every necessity of life, brought about such a
comprehensive organization and such an enor-

by

a lowering of prices

when

finally,

tion to the

power.

there

is

argument concerning purchasing
purchasing power
goods produced lags

It is asserted that the

necessary to absorb all the

behind technological capacities. From another
angle this amounts to saying that income and
price are not adapted to the new supply. The
purchasing power argument
rect

and

cycles.

is

in this sense cor-

implicit in all theories of business
decisive problems, however, of re-

it is

The

new equilibrium cannot be solved
simply by the creation of new and additional
establishing a

months of preparation

all

as well as causes of the

The

these were results

modern technique of

increasing use of airplanes and the

possibilities

mous concentration of power in the state that
way was thus prepared for the dictatorship

the

of the totalitarian

state.

The totalitarian state too

has grown up on the foundations of modern
technology, which created the means for mass
propaganda of all sorts. In addition there are the
modern technical means of mass domination
through violence, as in street fighting. It is not

Technology
to

be assumed, however, that modern technology
has completely broken down the movement for

able to destroy democracy The emancipation of
the lower classes thus leads to a crisis which

the emancipation of the individual. The modern
system of production can permanently pursue

threatens to destroy all the values of the bourgeois world and the entire sphere of intellectual

inherent dynamic impulses only
in the intellectual sphere.

its

if

there

is

freedom

The

philosophies of

modern technology

mutually contradictory.

The

are

influence of tech-

nology, like that of every social institution,

open

to

more than one

interpretation. It

is

was

generally assumed that modern technology
the whole made human labor more monoto-

first

on
nous when handwork was transferred to the machine. It is true that many of the modern labor
functions are spiritually deadening, but it must
not be forgotten that many tasks in agriculture
and handicraft are likewise monotonous On the
other hand, modern industry has created a great
number of functions which require unlimited
concentration and skill In view of the enormous
increase in trade and communications and the
need for quick changes in methods of production
it is

not at

all

monotonous

certain that the

number

of really

freedom.

Modern technology

is

concerned in

this process only in so far as it
supplies the
means for mass domination; it could, on the

other hand, be
social systems

made

and

to serve quite different

fdeas.

Decadence, another characteristic feature of
the contemporary cultural situation, is influenced but not wholly determined by technological development
Only
comes about primarily

in so far as

decadence

in periods of great but
unequally distributed wealth and in so far as

increased productivity
logical

development

is

is dependent on technodecadence conditioned by

The looseness of this dependence is
by the peoples of the Far East, who

technology.
illustrated

have thus

far

withstood the psychic influences of

modern technology. The Japanese in particular
have managed to absorb modern technique without losing their attachment to their own tradiand family cohesion. The cultural

particularly large or relatively larger than before, although the kind of

tions, history

today more exacting and more destructive to the nervous system It is a distortion
of historical reality, however, to consider slave

dation of Japanese life has been brought about
not by the labor process but by the social prob-

monotony

tasks

is

is

and serf labor as more inspiring than modern
factory labor The absurdity of such romantic
idealization is revealed in the contrast between
the intellectual level of the dull peasant groups
of earlier centuries and that of the enlightened

urban and

working class of today
The skeptical attitude toward contemporary
culture is unjustly linked up with modern tech
industrial

crisis

of Japan which threatens the whole foun-

lems of capitalism.
Marx reduced all crises in European history
to an ever recurring contradiction, founded in
the dialectic of history, between the increasing

productive forces and their relationship to social
exploitation. This thesis is undeniably applicable
to the present situation, and the prevalence of the

purchasing power argument

is

an economic ex-

pression of this fact. Upon the solution of the
inner contradictions, that is, the elimination of

nology. Technology has in fact given rise to
measures counter to alienation from nature and
monotony of urban life. The absurdity of the

the hindrances to the utilization of technological

typical apprehension of intellectuals that security

that society

is

becoming too great has been revealed by the

course of historical events The cultural dangers
of our era are indeed, like everything else, conditioned by technology but only indirectly. They
are connected with the problem of the masses,
their concentration in cities and their incorpora-

potentialities, ultimately

depends the

may do away with

possibility

the permanent

dangers of crises and provide for cultural productivity together with an undisturbed dynamic
course of production. For technology in itself is
indifferent.

The

real cultural

problem involved

tion into cultural institutions

such an industrialized society would not be
caused by psychical dangers inherent in the
character of work under modern technology but

tered by the broadening of the base of the edu-

would rather be bound up with the problem of
the masses. Much of the danger involved, however, could be overcome by the utilization of

which had previously served only small groups of the elite.
The older classical educational ideals were shatcated classes and the greater turn to practical
tasks. At the same time the possibility of intellectual relations with the masses provided a basis
for demagogy, which developed within democracies

and which during economic

crises

was

in

technological possibilities.
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of large corporations with offices or representatives at distant points and have also facilitated

(Weimar

1932), Coudenhove-Kalergi, R. N., RevoluTeihmk (Vienna 1932); Dessauer, Fnednch,
Philosophic der Techmk (Bonn 1927), Holzer, Martin,

communication between

tion durch

ganization within the same building.
On the political side the telephone and tele-

schaftsstil

des

deutschen

1930), B6ttcher, Alfred,

Techmk und Kapitahsmus (Jena 1932), Lederer, Emil,
Techmscher Fortschntt und Arbeitslosigkeit (Tubingen
1931), Epmas, Alfred, Les ongines de la technologic
(Paris 1897),
tnelle

(Paris

Launay, Louis de,
1930),

Bellet,
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TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH. The economic and

social benefits

consequent upon the
development of the telegraph and telephone are
well nigh immeasurable.
Although these industries

employ about i percent of the wageworkers
United States, they play a most important

in the

part in all phases of public and private life.
Previous to the invention of the
telegraph communication was, generally speaking, tied to

officials

of a large or-

graph have cooperated with the railroad in
binding together the various geographical sections of great nations. The entire world is now
quickly informed of events of national and international interest either through the newspapers

or otherwise as a result of these electrical instru-

ments of rapid communication. They have asgovernment greatly in transacting its
both in peace and in war and with the
assistance of oceanic cables have brought great
changes in the conduct of international relations.
The telephone and telegraph, as most strikingly
demonstrated during the World War, play an
sisted the

affairs

m

the direction of armies at the
important part
battle front, for the commanding officers of a

modern army must always be in touch with
branches and divisions of the fighting force.

all

Except for such devices as
carrier pigeons, beacons and smoke
signals
messages had to be carried by man. The tele-

added

phone and telegraph brought the rapidity of
light to communication and thus combined

range of human contacts. The individuals
with whom one may converse are now largely a

transportation.

On the social side the telephone especially has
safety, comfort,

convenience and a wider

Technology
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matter of choice rather than of proximity. The
telephone has in certain respects decreased the
loneliness of life on farms and in other isolated

government business but will also transmit com-

parts of the country. A considerable amount of
social benefit has resulted from research work in

took place through the organization of many
companies. The first were financed mostly by
people of small means with contributions from

connection with the art of telephony. Incidental
to its primary objectives this research has laid
the foundation for the development of the talking moving picture industry and for television.
It has developed an artificial larynx and has been
of great assistance in the work of aiding the deaf
to hear.

The

invention of the telegraph is generally
Samuel F. B. Morse, although par-

credited to

tially successful

systems using the needle telein both England and

graph were in operation

number

of years before Morse was
able to demonstrate the practicability of his in-

Germany

a

There seems
why the telegraph and
vention.

to

be no

scientific

reason

later the telephone should
have been invented by Americans. Certainly

most of the scientific work basic to the invention

m

Europe. Morse
conceived the idea which resulted in his
1832 Because of his own
magnetic telegraph
of the telegraph had been done
first

m

mercial messages.

The

early development

under private

capital

$100 to $1000. A contract was made in each case
with Morse and his associates by which the

company was granted the rights to use the
Morse patents in exchange for a portion of the
stock, in some cases as much as one half In 1856
the Western Union Telegraph Company was
formed

as a result of the consolidation of several

companies. During the ensuing years it rapidly
extended its control over other companies by
lease or stock purchase Even at this early date it
gave evidence of the dominating position it was

to attain in the field of telegraphic

communica-

tion.

In 1854 Morse, who had experimented with
submarine cables, appealed to Cyrus W. Field
for enough money to lay a cable from Newfoundland to Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. Field
immediately proposed instead to lay one all the
way across the Atlantic Ocean. Europe had had

extreme poverty and a lack of general public
interest it was three years before he w<is able to
build even the crudest model His first instrument was a kind of printing telegraph driven by
an eight- day clock. It was only after the telegraph had come into successful commercial

several

operation years later that the simple manual key
and the Morse code were devised.
The government of the United States was
interested in the development of some form of
telegraph, but although President Van Buren
and other government officials and congressmen
were favorably impressed by Morse's practical
demonstrations, it was not until 1843 that Congress finally made an appropriation for this
purpose. The sum was $30,000, and plans were
immediately made to build a line from Washington to Baltimore. By May, 1844, messages were

were laid across the English Chanthe Irish Sea, the North Sea, the Baltic and
the Mediterranean. Enthusiasm was easily

being sent. One year later Congress refused the
opportunity to buy Morse's rights for $100,000,
partly on the advice of the postmaster general,

who

feared that great financial loss might result.
This settled the policy that in the United States

the industry, in contrast to the general practise
elsewhere, should be developed by private
capital rather than as a government venture in

connection with the postal department. In 1934
the government of the United States is operating
only a few very minor telegraph and cable lines;
these are used primarily for the transaction of

rather

unsuccessful experiences with
as early as 1845. Real success

submarine cables

waited upon the discovery of gutta-percha and
the later invention of a machine for applying it
to copper wire. This machine \\as invented by
Siemens in Germany about 1848. Shortly thereafter cables
nel,

aroused in England, and Field organized the
Atlantic Telegraph

Company to

raise

350,000.

Morse, hampered by his lack of technical
knowledge, had only a nominal connection with
staff. Unfortunately at the beginning good engineering knowledge was sacn
ficcd to commercial haste. After 380 miles had

the technical

been laid in the summer of 1857 the cable broke
and the end was lost. The season was considered
too far advanced for any further attempt that
year. Before the next summer Field raised more

money

to manufacture cable to replace the part

and to make an improved type of laying
machine. In 1858 the second attempt met with
repeated misfortune because of storms and
technical errors, but the cable finally was laid.
Communication began and for a month the
cable rendered service. Then, since it was overlost

loaded with too

much

electric

pressure,

it

gradually weakened and fell into hopeless disrepair. Field retained his confidence in the project
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and by tremendous effort again raised capital,
but the American Civil War broke out and
further attempt was abandoned until 1865.
Despite improved technical knowledge and

developed from the beginning and continuing to
1927, was to manufacture and rent the instruments to the operating companies rather than to
sell them or the right to manufacture. In 1927

equipment the cable again broke in mid-ocean.
Field made one more successful attempt to raise
funds, and at last m 1866 the final effort was
crowned with success. From that date cable
communication between the two hemispheres
has never been interrupted. Additional cables to
the total number of 21 have been laid across the

attempt to establish long
distance telephones. Gradually improvements
in technique and the desire for an extended

Atlantic without any fundamental change in the

range of communication led the Bell interests in

methods worked out during

1884 to set up intercompany connections. This
development of the long
distance service. Really long range communication, however, had to await the turn of the century and Pupin's invention, an induction coil
placed at intervals about the wire, preserving the
vibration and resonance and lengthening the

The

telephone, as

it

this period.

finally

came

to

be de-

veloped by Alexander Graham Bell, furnishes
an illustration of an invention based upon an
invention.

earlier

While

it

appears that Bell

planned eventually to make the telegraph talk,
the immediate objective of his research was to
discover

some means by which the same

pair of

wires could carry several messages at the same
time without interference. Quite unexpectedly
he discovered how to use electricity to transmit
speech.

By February

14, 1876, the

same day on

which Bell

filed his application for

Elisha

filed a caveat for a

Gray

new

a patent,
art of trans-

mitting vocal sounds telegraphically. Very expensive patent litigation brought out the fact

two methods were dissimilar and that
Bell's was the one which promised further development. For many years the business world
was indifferent to the possibilities of Bell's invention, and no one with financial means could
be found to finance its development. A few
that the

friends with limited resources gave him all the
help in their power, but it was some time before

business

men became aware of the great financial

possibilities inherent in the invention.

Most of the early experimental telephone conwere carried on over telegraph cir-

versations

The first line exclusively for telephone use
built in 1877 This early type made no use
whatever of the idea of a central exchange. The

cuits.

was

connection was merely between two points, for

example, a man's

home and

his business.

The

came later and with it the
need for companies to build and operate them.
The lack of large funds determined the procedure of Bell's financial backers Local interests
were united to form companies, and in return
idea of an exchange

for the use of the Bell patented apparatus a
certain amount of their stock, from 30 to 50

percent,

was demanded. This laid the basis for
and permanently identified

later acquisitions

them

as Bell companies.

The

guiding policy,

all

telephone instruments were sold to the

operating companies.

The
district

early companies served only a limited

with no outside connections.

It

was not

at first practicable to

laid the basis for the

was after
phenomenal expansion of

possible distance of transmission. It
this invention that the

the industry set in; the number of telephones in
use rose from 339,000 in 1895 to 10,523,000 in

1915 and to 17,424,000 in 1932.
In common with many other industries the
telegraph and telephone had their early development through many small companies, out of

which a few

large ones

came

to dominate the

Exploitation of Bell's profitable patent
rights was carried out by several companies
taken over in 1880 by the American Bell Telefield.

phone Company; this was superseded in 1899
by the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, which remains the holding company
for the stock of the Bell operating companies
and the operator of the long distance lines.
While there are still about twenty-five telegraph
companies in existence in the United States,
most of the business is handled by the Western
Union Telegraph Company and the Postal
Telegraph and Cable Corporation.
The Western Union and its affiliated companies not only operate throughout the United

States but also control an extensive telegraph
and cable service in other parts of North and
South America as well as cable connections with
Europe. In its earlier years the company was the
object of considerable speculation and in the
i88o's was under the control of Jay Gould, who
had threatened to organize a competing service.
The Western Union has been kept clear of the
telephone business. In 1909 the American Telephone and Telegraph Company bought a considerable amount of the Western Union stock

with the intention of operating the companies

Telephone and Telegraph
harmoniously. It was contended that the companies were more complementary than competitive and that considerable economy would

from the use of certain lines for both
telephone and telegraph circuits at the same
result

time.

The arrangement

aroused widespread

public criticism and the threat of a government
investigation. As the result of government action

the American Telephone and Telegraph

Com-
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with ambitious programs and large authorized
capitalization. In spite of their inability to
furnish long distance service they secured subscribers by capitalizing upon the unpopularity of
the Bell companies and promising lower rates.
Many of them grew to a considerable size and

some of them prospered. The

greater number,

however, were financial failures. The telephone
is the most
monopolistic of industries as service

pany agreed to dispose of its holdings in the
Western Union and to take no steps leading to

is of
greatest value only when it enables the subscribers to communicate with all telephone

combination with a competing company without
the consent of the attorney general or the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Postal Telegraph and Cable Corporation,
sometimes called the Mackay companies, is the

users. Consequently the better established Bell
companies reduced their rates and improved
their service to meet the new competition. Many

other large organization in the telegraph field
in the United States. The Mackay interests

Many raised rates above those originally
Some were purchased by the Bell
companies. The outstanding results of this

started to acquire telegraph

and cable operating

beginning of the
twentieth century, engaging in a severe competitive struggle with the Western Union group.

companies shortly

after the

In general their telegraph business has not extended as widely into the smaller districts as has
the Western Union's. The Postal has cable lines
across the Pacific as well as the Atlantic

and

along the coast of North America It has utilized
its telegraph lines for the
development of a long
distance telephone service in certain parts of the

United States, and in 1928 it initiated a radio
service which is planned to reach all important
points in Europe and the Orient. In 1928 control of this group of electrical communication
companies was acquired by the International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporafon. The
Postal Telegraph and Cable Corporation was
created to control the Mackay companies as a
part of the International Corporation's world
system, which includes cables, telephones, tele-

graphs, radio and equipment manufacturing
companies in about 30 countries

The

telephone industry was the subject of
keen competition following the expiration of the
basic Bell patents in 1894. Many of the so-called

independents operated in districts not served by
Bell companies, but many others challenged the
supremacy of the older systems by invading
their territory in direct competition. This was
particularly true in the agricultural states of

Iowa, Indiana, Illinois, New York, Missouri,
Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota,

where it was charged that the Bell companies
were not giving adequate service at satisfactory
rates.

Some

of the

new companies were

organized

of the independents in their eagerness for profits
neglected depreciation with disastrous financial
results.

promised.

period of competition were certain questionable
promotion schemes, improvement in the quality
of Bell service, some reduction in rates, establishment of several sound independent companies and a distinct social loss to certain communities where competing companies continued
to operate.

During this same period many mutual and
farmers' lines were established Most of these

were

in districts \\here

it

was not commercially

profitable to organize a company, and they were
built and operated generally by persons deriving

benefit

from the service Rome charged small
none at all, repairs being made

rates but others

by the subscribers or a fee charged when necesMany of these companies still exist in rural
sections of the United States Following the
sary.

check upon absorption of independents by Bell

companies as a

result of the

Western Union

in-

cident in 1909, certain independents agreed with
Bell competitors to divide their territory and

arranged for the sale of property to one another
In 1921 Congress passed an amendment to the
Transportation Act of 1920 which permits consolidation of telephone companies with the con-

Commerce Commission.
Independent telephone companies have from
time to time formed associations for mutual
benefit and a number of holding companies have
been organized for closer cooperation. But the
Bell system is still dominant (Table l). The
various telephone companies in 1929 had an
aggregate capital investment of $4,070,000,000
sent of the Interstate

and operating revenues of $i, 172,000,000.
The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company performs two main functions in the
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TABLE

i

DISTRIBUTION OF TELEPHONE SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1932

it

system
service

dominates. It operates the long lines
interest in the

and it owns the controlling

Bell operating companies. Its long distance servUnited States by

Speech was first sent experimentally across
the Atlantic Ocean in 1915. In 1927 the first
commercial system was opened to traffic be-

connecting with the independents but affects the
rest of the world as well. Most of the long dis-

New York and London By 1932, 30
transoceanic radio-telephone circuits were in
operation. The subscriber in the United States

tance service to and from the North American
continent has been developed in connection with

could be connected with 33,000,000 other telephones, or 91 percent of those in the entire

ice not only covers the entire

radio.

world.

The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, in addition to determining policies
for the Bell system, performs certain services for
which

tween

it

service

receives a license fee.

is

One outstanding

the manufacture of instruments and

by the Western
Electric Company. The Western Electric, one of
the early manufacturers under the Bell patents,
other

telephone

apparatus

later secured exclusive contracts to

manufacture

instruments and

still later became the purchasing agent for the entire Bell system. This arrangement is provided for under contract and is

defended upon grounds of efficiency. The Amer-

The problems

basic to improved service

are the development of the transmitting end, so
that power may be radiated more effectively

toward the receiving station, and the working
out of more refined selective, or filtering, circuits, so that the receiving

end

will receive as

as possible from directions other than that
of the transmitter. Work has been begun upon a
little

transatlantic

telephone cable between

New-

foundland and Ireland. If successful this cable
will be superior to radio because of the greater
privacy and the avoidance of static noises and
fading.

The nature of telephone and telegraph

indus-

Telephone and Telegraph Company owns
almost all of the stock of the Western Electric

tries is

Company, but the

apparent in regard to telegraph and long
distance telephone service, where national or
international systems are desirable. It is obvious

ican

latter sells its

products quite

as readily to independent companies.
The outstanding item of telephone equipment

the manufacture of which
the Western Electric
service.

is

is

not dominated by

that used for automatic

The Automatic

Electric, Inc., reports

has produced 75 percent of the automatic
equipment in use in the world. It has manufacturing plants in the United States, Canada, Engthat

it

land and Belgium. Independent companies in
made use of automatic equipment during the period of its development, while
the Bell companies ignored it. As a result such
the United States

equipment was manufactured by a company
controlled by independent interests. By reason
of

its

early start

position.

it

has maintained a dominating

such that for the most part the service can
be furnished best by large organizations. This is
easily

too for the local telephone service in all except
small and isolated communities, because the
greater the number of subscribers the more
valuable is the service to any one of them.

Small operating companies can, however, continue to exist in some communities. A peculiarity

in the

of the industry is the fact that an increase
number of subscribers involves greater

and operating expenses per subscriber.
For each new line added to the system each of
the lines already connected must be given facilities for an additional connection. This augments the complexity of switchboards and the
fixed

number

of exchanges.

Telephone and Telegraph
The

financial

for these
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primarily one of raising large amounts of fixed
capital rather than frequent smaller amounts of
working capital. The possibility of raising long

per day. If there had been no change to dial
telephones or no improvements in operating
technique between 1921 and 1930, 233,000
operators would have been required at the 1921

time funds for large corporations has encouraged
their development in the districts where expen-

average number of calls per operator. As a result
of the technical changes which did occur, how-

problem

modern equipment

companies

is

necessary. Capital has
been secured from sales of stock and bonds and

sive

is

from earnings. Since the World War large
amounts of stock have been sold to its customers
by the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, which has around half a million

calls

the business was handled by

ever,

180,000

operators.

The development

of the teletypewriter, or
printer's telegraph, has had a similar effect in the
telegraph field. The teletypewriter may be connected to different subscribers by a switchboard

stockholders. Because of the nature of the assets

much as a telephone is connected. An individual

comparatively few of the bonds are secured by
mortgages. Much of the investment is in physical

trained as a typist can write on the teletypewriter
and all connected instruments anywhere in the

plant located

on

public property.

The

holding

companies of course have invested a large part of
their capital in securities, and consequently collateral trust and debenture types are in wide
employ.

The large fixed capital investment, which for
both industries in 1929 amounted to $4,482,-

country will type the message in unison with his
own. The speed of the printer is about twice that
of the Morse operator In the sending of commercial messages this means a reduction of more
than 50 percent in the number of operators. In
the case of the news organizations, since one

instrument can be used to send to any number of

made difficult curtailment of expenditures when business declines. The tele-

receivers, the displacement may be much greater.
In 1931 it was estimated that in this field one

phone operating companies whose subscribers
are reluctant to relinquish service have met with

operator was as effective as fifteen under the
Morse system. The effect in the case of news

under depressed economic con-

organizations, however, has not been serious,
because much more news is sent than would be

000,000, has

slight difficulty
ditions,

but there

is

considerable variation in the

income of telegraph and long distance telephone
companies where use varies with business activity.

Obsolescence is a minor problem with telegraphcompanies.Telephonecompanieshavewitnessed much greater changes in technique; the
Bell laboratories have indeed been responsible
for a large percentage of such changes. In the
case of companies operating under conditions of
monopoly innovations are not likely to be of
financial importance, since equipment can
usually be scrapped just as slowly as desirable
from the standpoint of the enterprise. Although
technical changes have not been introduced
rapidly

enough

to create

any great

financial

problems, there have been changes in technique which have caused displacement of labor.
The complete conversion of manual to dial
telephones would eliminate about two thirds of
the manual operations. At the end of 1932 about
41 percent of the world's telephones were of the
dial type; in the United States the percentage
was slightly less. The exact amount of employ-

ment which has been eliminated cannot be
stated, but the estimates for the Bell system
offer some indication. In 1921 the average
operator in this system handled 279 completed

possible under the older system. In 1915 the

news organizations employed 1125 operators,
and in 1931 this number was reduced to 921.

The

figures available for a majority of the teleoffices in the United States in 1925 indi-

graph

Morse operators were employed
along with 4227 printer operators, while in 1931
there were 1793 Morse operators and 9795
printer operators. This change has called for
cate that 7231

who have merely typists' training and in
general has meant a shift from male to female
workers. Brokerage and investment houses are
workers

rapidly installing teletypewriters. Recent data
that railroad telegraphers are being grad-

show

ually replaced.

Despite these

improvements in

efficiency

there has been no absolute displacement of labor
in the telephone and telegraph industries, for

expansion of service has outstripped advances in

But the rate of increase in new employment has fallen steadily in recent years

efficiency.

(Table

ll),

primarily because of greater operat-

ing efficiency.

Under

private ownership such as prevails in

the UnitedStates some form of government regulation

is

essential.

The systems were

by the government

taken over

for military reasons during
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TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
INDUSTRIFS, UNITED STATES, 1909-27
IN

YKAR

TELEPHONE

TELEGRAPH

1909
1919
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

125,000
248,000
290,000
308,000
313,000
315,000
317,000

28,000
49,000
51,000
52,000
58,000
58,000
58,000

phones per 100 of the population was 12.5 for
North America, 2 for Europe, 0.7 for South
America, o.i for Asia, 0.2 for Africa, 09 for
Oceania; the world average was 1.8. The figures
for the countries in the various continents vary
in general with the standard of living of the
whole population rather than with the volume
of the nation's business.

Three groups of

interests

control of the international

have struggled for

means of communi-

and the world's privately operated telephones outside the Bell system. The Bell companies remain aloof from this struggle, except
cation

*VV,iReworkors only
Source Kins, Willford [shell. The Nattonal Income and Its
atonal Bureau of Economic Research.
Purchasing Power,
Publications, no 15 (New York 1930) p S7

N

for the efforts of their ally, the International

the World War, although they had not broken
down. The lines were subsequently returned to
private operation. Regulation has taken the

form mostly of supervision by state commissions. Quite generally the commissions have
exercised control over rates of local telephone

companies. They have given relatively

little

attention to quality of service, which is difficult
to measure. In more than half of the states per-

mission of the commission
issuance of new securities.

is

required for the

The federal authorities have done little by
way of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The commission prescribes the accounting sys-

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, and endeavor merely to arrange satisfactory connections for their subscribers with

world.

all

parts of the

The three most active groups in the inter-

national field are the International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation, the Associated

Telephone and Telegraph Company and the L.
M. Ericsson Telephone Company, Ltd. In 1933
the International was attempting to conclude a
transaction which would give it a 35 percent
voting interest in the Ericsson company and thus
reduce the three groups to two.

The

International Telephone

and Telegraph

Corporation, which operated 803,459 telephones
in 1932, is the largest of these enterprises and

be used, and since 1921 it has had the
any consolidations of which it
does not approve. In the case of each proposed
merger the commission considers not only the
economic factors involved but the basis upon
which securities are to be exchanged or sold.
Outside of the United States most of the land
telegraph systems and about 70 percent of the
telephones are operated by governments. Generally in both North and South America most of

and wireless services are
world wide. Through All America Cables, Inc.,
it connects the United States with
points in the
West Indies and Central and South America.
Commercial Cables operates services to Europe
and to Honolulu, the Philippines and the Orient.

the telephone service is furnished by private
companies, while for the remainder of the world

The Postal Telegraph system operates throughout the United States and has connections in

it is furnished
largely by governments. The rates
charged by private companies appear to be
somewhat higher than those of government

for the smaller

Canada and Mexico. The International company
incorporated in the United States, where most
of its financing has been done, although it operates no telephone service there. It has an exclusive contract to distribute the Western Electric products in all countries except the United
States, Canada and Newfoundland. The Ericsson company, a Swedish concern, which had

Switzerland are next in order. Bell statisticians

200,000 telephones in 1930, is considerably
With the financial backing of the
Kreuger and Toll Company it had embarked
upon an aggressive competitive career, which

tem

to

power

to forbid

operated systems.
Statistics as to the number of telephones for
every 100 members of the population show that
the United States leads by a considerable margin

communities. For cities with
50,000 or more inhabitants ranking countries
are Canada with 22.8, Sweden with 22 2 and the
United States with 21.9; Denmark, Norway and

have compiled

partial estimates indicating the
distribution of the world's telephones in 1932.
According to these figures the number of tele-

through

its

subsidiaries supplies telephone serv-

ices in eleven countries. It has

since 1920,
Its

when

it

grown

rapidly

operated 40,750 telephones.

cable, telegraph

is

smaller.

was suddenly checked by the financial collapse
of the latter company. The Associated Telephone and Telegraph Company has the financial

Telephone and Telegraph
support of American and British capital. Besides its extensive manufacturing interests it controls or has substantial interest in properties in the

United States, England, Canada, the Philippines, Colombia, Venezuela, Belgium, Portugal,
India, Hongkong, Australia and elsewhere.
The most important field for the rival extenof these international groups is Latin
America. Both in telephone and in telegraph development these countries are far behind Europe
and the United States. Compared with the
United States, which in 1933 had i 8 miles of
telegraph lines for every 100 inhabitants, and
Canada, which had 3 5, the Latin American
countries had less than one half mile for each
sion

100 inhabitants; in many localities this service is
considered very inadequate. While the land
telegraph systems are quite uniformly under
public ownership, the governments in general

have favored the development of telephone

by private capital. Figures for the different countries vary, usually with economic conditions. For the whole group there are fewer
than 2 telephones for each 100 of the population
services

compared with almost 16 in the United States.
struggle between the contending interests,
primarily British and American, is bound up
with general financial and imperialist objectives.
as
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TEMPERANCE MOVEMENTS are almost as
old in the history of humanity as the use of
intoxicating drinks; indeed in virtually all societies in

which intoxicants have been consumed

attempts have been

made

to encourage or en-

force temperance, if not prohibition. The Chinese assert that as early as the eleventh century
B c one of their emperors ordered all the vines

kingdom to be uprooted. Priests of ancient
India and Persia encouraged temperance and the
Buddhists taught total abstinence. The Mogul
in the

emperors in India attempted to prohibit the
liquor traffic. Certain Hebrew sects also counseled temperance and the Moslems preached
abstinence, although they did not always observe their own precepts.

Apart from religious preaching against excessive drinking, various ancient societies advocated temperance or prohibition for political
Plato observed that the Carthaginians
were forbidden to drink wine while on a military
campaign and that magistrates were not permitted to drink" intoxicants In Rome at various
times emperors sought to curb drinking. In the
New World the Aztecs punished drunkenness
among the young with death and tolerated liberal

reasons

drinking only on holidays and among the very
Thus temperance is not a modern phe-

aged

nomenon, having been advocated or enforced

in

societies throughout history.
In mediaeval times temperance never attained
the dignity of a movement, because the manufacture of \\ine and beer was not sufficiently

many

widespread to allow of

Even

in areas

where a

much

intemperance.

relatively large

supply of

liquor was obtainable, the mediaeval peasant
was not given to excessive drinking. The situation changed somewhat after the thirteenth century, when distilled instead of fermented liquors
came to be more common. Aqua vitae (brandy)
geneva spirits (gin) and usquebaugh (whisky)
were manufactured in increasing amounts It has
been asserted that these stronger drinks were
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popular in northern Europe because of the cold
and damp climate. This is not entirely true, as is

As the

years passed, reformers and investigaproblem came to consider not

tors of the drink

much

indicated by the case of Denmark, which consumed three or four times as much liquor as its
northern neighbor Norway before the latter

so

country adopted prohibition. In general, however, there has been heavier consumption of hard
liquors among the north Europeans than among

linquency. Thus in the United States at the end
of the nineteenth century the so-called Com-

the conditions under which drunken-

ness was being produced as the concomitants of
drink poverty, slums, crime and child de-

Modern temperance

mittee of Fifty in investigating these problems
reported that among 13,402 convicts intemper-

usually had their inception in the
north temperate zones rather than in the southern countries.

ance was directly responsible for crime in 16.87
percent of the cases, a primary cause in 3 1 .2 percent and a factor in 49.9 percent. The committee

the

south

Europeans.

movements

But even after strong drink was being widely
manufactured, not all sections of the population

consume it. At times high taxes
the price prohibitive for the poorer strata
of society. In England the tax on spirits was

were

free to

made

attributed to liquor 25 percent of the relief cases

which came to the attention of organized charity,
and it reported further: "As to the general percentage of the destitution and neglect of children due to the liquor habits of their parents, we
get 44 92 per cent which, when the intemperance of guardians and others is added, increases

virtually removed in 1690 with the result that
cheap gin, brandy, whisky and rum were available to all groups in the population, and drink

to 45.83 per cent."

consequently became the universal habit of the
English poor. The fact that the poor could get

interest in

"drunk

who

for a penny;

dead drunk for tuppence"

aroused mixed feelings

among the ruling classes,
who, when they became intoxicated, did so at
greater cost and with less speed. These felt that
temperance should be part of a general movement

for social reform

end

and therefore they came

vigorously, particularly toward the
of the eighteenth and the beginning of the

to advocate

it

nineteenth century.
By the eighteenth century the beginnings of
the modern factory system were already in

evidence and there was manifested a desire for a
sober, serious and conscientious working force.
But the temperance movement was not entirely
attributable to the

changed economic conditions.

The

employers' problem was to habituate a
handicraft, agricultural population to continu-

ous work in a factory. Because

There seemed moreover to be a growing
temperance among certain employers

required a steady labor supply and increased industrial efficiency. The attitude of
these groups may best be illustrated by the

answers to a questionnaire sent by Herman
Feldman to employers during the period of
prohibition in the United States. Out of 175
firms answering questions on the subject of the
individual productivity of the worker 101 attribproductivity to prohibition;

uted an increase

m

only 3 reported a decrease. Out of 223 firms
answering on industrial accidents 74 claimed a
reduction due to prohibition and none claimed

an increase. Concerning attendance at work on
the day after pay day, out of the
287 replying 184 employers noticed improvement attributable to prohibition and only y

Monday and

reported the contrary.

this required a

Indeed agitation for temperance had begun

change in working habits, generous drafts
might be as effective, from the employers' point of view, as abstinence or temperance. Benjamin Franklin, when he worked as a
youth in a London printer's establishment, observed that wages were regulated to provide for
liberal drinking during the course of a working

long before industrialists openly came to its
support. In the United States the temperance
movement as an organized force dates from 1808

radical

of liquor

day. In fact many of the early factories furnished
liquor allowances. It is a plausible assumption
that the early days of the factory system encouraged rather than discouraged drinking. In
some cases the drinking among factory workers

became so excessive* that it stimulated a movement for prohibition rather than for temperance.

with the churches as leaders of the crusade. In
1829 Ireland witnessed the rise of a similar

movement, which soon spread

to Scotland

and

to England. It is important to note that these

early agitations

had both compulsory and volun-

tary features; thus in the United States advocates
of drink reform at first stressed the compulsory

aspects

by seeking to pass laws prohibiting the

manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages.
Before long the temperance crusade took on

The Independent
Order of Good Templars, which was founded in

international cliaracteristics.

Temperance Movements
New

York, in 1851, soon expanded to
Canada and England and thence to the ScanUtica,

dinavian countries; before the century was over
active branches were to be found in Australasia,
India, south and west Africa and in South

American

countries.

In 1909 a world prohibition

conference was held in

London and

resulted in

the foundation of the International Prohibition
Confederation, whose aim was to conduct
propaganda not only in European countries but
in other parts of the world where there were
large industrial populations. An organization
with somewhat similar purposes was the World

League Against Alcoholism, which appeared

in

1919.

The movement was strengthened further by a
woman's auxiliary, the National Woman's
Christian

Temperance

Union,

founded

in

569

with the churches which made the temperance
movement most effective; thus fully 30,000
churches cooperated with the Anti-Saloon
League of America from the time of its founding
in 1895.
It is not unlikely that the temperance movement has contributed to the decreased consump-

tion of alcoholic beverages since the beginning of
the twentieth century. On the other hand, the
strong advocacy of prohibition by some of the

Anti-Saloon League, may
have contributed to the reaction. The temperance societies became more and more extreme
societies, notably the

in the measures they championed. At first they
were content to use moral and religious suasion
to induce people to

become temperate or ab-

stemious. Perceiving that this approach was not
always successful, they began to advocate some

Cleveland, Ohio, in 1874. This organization
soon boasted branches in every state in the
union, and under the leadership of Frances E

and were instrumental in bringing about regulation of the conditions of sale and
consumption of liquor, high fees for liquor

Willard spread rapidly to other countries. The
World's Woman's Christian Temperance Union

licenses and sometimes state or governmental
monopolies for the manufacture and sale of
liquor Charges of inefficiency and corruption
were advanced against these controls in many
countries and efforts were directed toward com-

eventually claimed societies operating in some
a
fifty countries. The temperance cause gained

hearing likewise in the school systems of many
lands In English schools the teaching of temper-

ance was first initiated in 1852; similar efforts
were made in other European countries, with
perhaps less success. In the United States,
thanks to the efforts of the Woman's Christian

Temperance Union, virtually every state passed
laws making anti-alcohol instruction compulsory. In fact such instruction in the United
States had been initiated before the passage of

because the religious interests, which had dominated early

mandatory

legislation largely

education, were opposed to drink. To a lesser
extent temperance leaders concerned themselves
with the scientific study of the effects of alcohol

on the human organism and with the disseminaWhile their research activities have not been particularly important and
most advances in the field have been made by

tion of their findings.

scholars working independently, it is undoubtedly true that the general interest in the subject

sort of control

plete prohibition.

The World War

contributed to the prohibi-

movement, since some countries, notably
Russia and the United States, imposed prohibition on the military forces while others diverted
tion

much of their production to non-alcoholic goods
considered more essential to military operations.
After the war Russia and the United States ex-

tended prohibition to theentirepopulation. Other
countries

by higher

license

fees

and taxes

lowered the consumption of alcoholic beverages.
In fact with the exception of wine liquor consumption declined from. 1900 to 1929. It is impossible, however, to determine how much of
the decline was attributable to temperance as an

organized movement.
In all of the prohibition countries there was

some divergence from the general
sumption

fell off

trend.

Con-

shortly after prohibition was
then began to curve upward.

aroused by temperance agitation has encouraged

inaugurated and
Prohibition was widely attacked in the

impartial investigations.

temperance.

their activities temperance sohave relied on the churches for much of
their backing. This has been true particularly in
the United States, where many of the Protestant
Christian denominations came to associate godliness with temperance and often with total
abstinence. In some respects it was this alliance

and there were many evidences of excessive
drinking. The Scandinavian countries which
had attempted prohibition, followed by Soviet
Russia and finally by the United States, repealed

Throughout

cieties

Illicit

trade hi liquor

name

of

grew rapidly

their prohibitive legislation in the hope of encouraging temperance rather than abstinence.
Increasingly it began to be felt that those coun-
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which had regulated the liquor trade instead of abolishing it had been most successful
in furthering the temperance movement. In the
United States with the repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment federal control was terminated and
the regulation of liquor trade was turned back to
tries

the states.

Some

states retained state prohibi-

tion; others regulated distribution of liquor

by

high license fees, taxes and control over hours

and conditions of

sale.

D.

W. McCONNELL
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TEMPLE, SIR WILLIAM

(1628-99), Engstatesman and author. Temple, the son of
the master of the Rolls in Ireland, was educated
lish

at

College, Cambridge. He traveled
the continent, gaining first hand

Emmanuel

widely on

knowledge of conditions in France, Spain and

Observations upon the United Provinces of the
Netherlands (1672). All English economic writers
of the period exhibited great interest in the

Dutch and many of their ideas can be traced to
Temple, who knew Holland well. He made an
interesting attempt to assess the factors which
went to the making of that country. In his view
economic progress was to be explained by the
fact that a given area was densely populated.
Thus he contrasted the prosperity of Holland
with the backwardness of Ireland; the

latter,

although well endowed by nature, was sparsely
populated, while the former had little natural

advantage but a large population. Apparently
he was not altogether aware that in this reasoning he confused cause and effect. While he
found the spring of economic endeavor in the
size of population relative to the land available,
he had much to say about contributory factors.

He

stressed the importance of religious toleraAmsterdamsche Wisselbank, of the

tion, of the

interest, of moderate customs duties,
of the specialization of towns on different trades
and of easy intercommunication between them

low rate of

by inland waterways. He explained how the
Dutch became the "common carriers of the
world" and how they had won the ascendancy in
the East India trade and had largely ousted their
rivals from the Baltic. But his theoretical assumptions on such questions as the balance of
trade and personal parsimony were typical of his
time. The Essay upon the Advancement of Trade
in Ireland (1673) may be considered an appendix
to his more important work. Here he laid down

the same general principles, with special reference to the resources of Ireland and suggestions
as to their development. In his Essay upon the

Origin and Nature of Government (1672)

Temple
and

the Netherlands.

criticized the doctrines of the social contract

Stuarts

the state of nature and inclined to the patriarchal
theory of the state. He anticipated the later doc-

Upon the restoration of the
he became a member of the Irish Con-

vention, but when the Parliament was prorogued
in 1663 he removed to England. He entered the

diplomatic service and through his work particularly in Holland contributed greatly toward

adumbrating the balance of power policy which
ultimately frustrated the aims of Louis xiv of
France. Temple served for a while in the reorganized Privy Council designed to stand between Charles II and his Parliament, which soon
proved unworkable because it sought to combine executive functions with those of criticism

and

control.

The remainder of his

life

he passed

in retirement in Surrey, pursuing his studies
cultivating his garden.

and

The most important of Temple's essays is the

Montesquieu, Savigny and Maine in
emphasis on custom and family as mainsprings of law and the state. In his Of Popular
Discontents he advocated the building of a workhouse in each county, compulsory labor for the
able bodied unemployed and the abolition of the
death sentence for common theft and robbery;
the last suggestion was made not on humanitarian grounds but to prevent criminals from escaping a hfe of hard labor by an easy death.
J. F. REES
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TERMINALS. The
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Origin

1893).

principal function of the

to transport passengers and commodities from place to place. The sendee includes not only the actual movement on the line

railroad

States, in 1930, including terminals and equipment, was $77,343. On that basis the capital cost
of that one station is equivalent to the capital
investment in nearly 1300 miles of the average
railroad.

The

railroad

and the economic well being of a
in large part on the central locity terminals* was applied generally,

depend

cation of its

to

meaning, they are
capacity of the railroad to pro-

terminal purposes. Such real estate is relatively
high in value, the tax burden is heavy and as a

are complementary and interdependent or

use a better word in

The

traditional theory that the traffic getting

possibilities

wherever practicable, m the early days of railroad location In most of the metropolitan areas
large tracts of land are devoted to railroad

discharge where the line

coordinate.

much larger, probably in excess of
The capital investment in the Grand
is

Central passenger terminal in New York City is
over $100,000,000. The average capitalization
per mile of line of all railroads in the United

is

but also convenient and orderly reception and
movement begins and
ends These two elements of terminal and line

Terminals

vestment
one half.

its full

duce transportation may depend upon

either.

rule the facilities cannot

be expanded except

at

In the early days of light traffic the limiting
factor ordinarily was the line. From the beginning of the present century it has customarily

prohibitive cost With the advent of the motor
vehicle the recent tendency has been to depart
from the traditional theory and to locate the

been the terminal. The recurrent traffic congestions and car shortages in the United States up
to 1923 were due in greater part to inadequacies
in terminals. The freedom from such embarrass-

vehicle being utilixed as the collecting and delivering agency. Since the railroads have begun

ment during the record breaking traffic in 1926
and 1929 may be credited in large part to the
heavy expenditures, beginning with 1923, for
terminal improvements.
The word terminal when used in connection
with railroads has a broader meaning than that
usually given. It includes not only the termini,
or extremities, of the road as a whole but also
the extremities of the parts, or divisions, into
which the road is divided for purposes of tram
operation.

The

terminal

may be

final or inter-

New York Central Railroad,
York and Chicago are final terminals;
Buffalo, Cleveland and many other places are

mediate. For the

New

intermediate terminals. In a broad sense every
station on the line performs terminal service of a

terminal outside of the central area, the motor

the collection and delivery of freight by trucks,
the rails have been constructively extended to

every part of the city, the strategic value of
central location of terminal has been minimized

and the economic cost of door to door transporbeen reduced.

tation has

One
minals

characteristic of railroad passenger teris their excessive cost in both capital

outlay and operating expense. This may be attributed in substantial part to public pressure

actuated by civic pride, the demand that the
buildings shall be monumental and beautiful as
well as utilitarian. The Pennsylvania Railroad

passenger terminal in New York, for example, is
heavy drag on the net income of the railroad,
but the building is "a thing of beauty" and it has
a

generally to include the facilities at the extremities of the line and at its divisional points

been one of the greatest factors in the remarkable improvement in the surrounding area. Such
imposing and unduly expensive terminals compare unfavorably, from the economic point of

and

view, with the

but the word terminal

kind,

connections

with

is

branches

understood

and

other

New

York terminal of the Hud-

carriers.

son and Manhattan Railroad Company, accom-

The

prescribed accounting classification rec-

modating the downtown suburban passengers of

ognizes, in certain primary accounts, a distinction between line and terminal, but it is not
possible exactly to divide the total operating and

the Pennsylvania Railroad. The passenger facilities are in the basement of two large office

For the railroads as a whole the
terminal operating expenses are about one third

capital costs.

of the

total.

The

terminal part of the total in-

The waiting rooms

are without granserve their purposes with
fair adequacy and at a minimum of economic
cost. Additional reasons for questioning the
buildings.

deur, but the

facilities
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wisdom

of the heavy investments in large passenger stations are that railroad passenger traffic
has been declining since 1920 and that for the

whole the passenger service

railroads as a

is

not

self-supporting.
There are three units in the typical large passenger terminal, as follows: the station building

with its train shed, the passenger car yard and
the engine house. The waiting rooms are centrally located, surrounded by the ticket offices,
the telegraph and telephone rooms, the dining
rooms, the information bureau and the news
stands and other concessions. Adjacent to the
train shed midway, which lies between the waiting rooms and the trains, there are baggage

rooms, parcel rooms and the offices of the taxicab and baggage transfer companies. Stations as
a rule are designed to afford easy access to and
from the streets, a free flow of traffic by the

shortest route

from

street to train

and conven-

ient locations for accessorial services.

The

passenger yard ordinarily is located outside the center of the city There the cars are
stored between trips and are cleaned and other-

wise conditioned for service. Separate

facilities

are required for Pullman cars and diners. These
several facilities are necessarily extensive in a

terminal such as the Grand Central in New
York, where there are heavy peak loads of suburban traffic coincident with the arrival and departure of many through trains. Movement of

the empty cars to and from the storage yard must
be made with precision on a carefully worked

out schedule, or else there will be interference
with the regularity of tram movement.

The

engine house and appurtenant facilities
usually serve the freight and yard locomotives as
well as those in passenger service. The location
of the engine house is determined by the com-

tracks; the engine house; and the miscellaneous
accessorial facilities. The freight station consists
of the offices; the freight house with its track

served platforms; the team, or bulk, delivery
tracks; and facilities such as track scales and
cranes. In large stations there may be separate
facilities for inbound and outbound freight. The
freight house and platforms are used for less
than carload shipments brought to or taken from
the freight house door by shippers and con-

signees and moved through the house and to and
from cars by railroad employees. Carload shipments are loaded or unloaded on the team tracks

by shippers or consignees. The function of the
transfer platform, which may be a part of the
freight station or located in the classification
yard,
for

is

to consolidate the

many

small shipments

numerous

The

destinations into through cars.
heart of the freight system is in the classi-

fication yard. It is usually located well outside of

the city where the large acreage necessary is not
prohibitive in cost and where additions may be
made when required. Such yards are of two
general types, final and intermediate. The Markyard of the Illinois Central near Chicago

ham

of the first type; the Altoona yard of the
Pennsylvania, in the heart of the coal region, is
of the intermediate type. The Markham yard is
is

used to classify cars from or to the Chicago disand the many connections in that territory;
the Altoona yard takes care not only of the cars
originating or terminating at Altoona but also of
the trains which move through Altoona eastward
and westward.
trict

An intermediate yard consists primarily of the
following three units in each direction, with
auxiliary facilities: the receiving unit, in which
the inbound road locomotives place their trains;

the classification unit, in which the cars are
sorted according to prearranged plan; and the

bined needs of the three services. Every locomotive needs "grooming" between trips. Approaching the house the locomotive passes the
coaling station, where it is loaded with coal,

made up in trains, are placed for departure. The
cars when placed in the receiving yard are in-

water and sand. Then it moves to the ash pit,
where the fire is cleaned. Next it moves via the

spected and marked for the designated classification track. They are then pushed by a yard

turntable to

its

assigned track in the house,

cleaned, inspected and put in requisite mechanical condition for the next trip.

where

The

it is

departure unit, in which the classified cars,

hump, from which
by gravity to the proper tracks. The

locomotive to the summit of a
the cars run

car marker in the receiving yard, the foreman at

repairs

hump and the towermen who operate the
switches have advance information which en-

the general shops.
In the freight service there are six units in the

ables them to direct the cars to the proper tracks.
In the modern yard the towermen operate also
the mechanical car retarders, or track brakes,

engine house employees take care of minor

between trips. The periodical general
overhauling and extensive repairs are made in

typical terminal: the freight station; the transfer

platform;

the classification yard; the repair

the

which control the speed of cars until they enter
the classification track. In the older yards the

Terminals
controlled by car riders, who operate
the hand brakes.
train of one hundred cars
is

speed

A

may be

"shuffled"

by hump switching

The

twenty-five minutes.

together and may be taken from the

classifica-

tion tracks to the departure yard in train units
moved to delivery tracks of connecting

or

carriers, placed at the freight station or

on

in-

dustrial sidings or transferred to repair tracks,
storage tracks, stock pens or the icing plant as
may be required. similar process is employed

A

The

in the opposite direction.

principal differ-

ence between the intermediate and the
classification

yard

is

final

that the latter receives and

dispatches through trams in but one direction,
while the intermediate yard receives and dis-

patches in both directions.
final terminal,

however,

is

The

situation in the

ordinarily

more com-

plicated than in the intermediate, inasmuch as
the final terminal has more work in handling receipts and deliveries to freight houses, steamship
piers, coal wharves, storage warehouses, grain

elevators, industrial sidings

and

rail

connections.

The engine house has already been described.
The auxiliary facilities depend on the nature
of the

traffic. If, as at

Altoona, the engine house

a concentration point for coal, there must be
track scales equipped to weigh each car in
is

motion as

Each of the

in

cars arc thus placed
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resulting from
public service.

the marked

large metropolitan areas has

New York

is

the greatest American port. Phila-

New

Orleans and
delphia, Baltimore, Norfolk,
all of the important Pacific coast ports have their
peculiar problems of coordinating rail and

water movement of freight. Municipal or state
ownership of piers and to some extent of connecting tracks and belt lines is common on the
and the Gulf of Mexico. In the New

Pacific coast

York metropolitan area there exists the Port of
York Authority with certain powers to
unify operations. In inland cities there are no

New

notable instances of the kind, but there is some
degree of voluntary cooperation between the
railroads in joint management of terminals and
belt lines In the case of Chicago most of the
railroads entering the city in its early days constructed separate terminals. During the past half
century there have been a general revision of all

a substantial degree of coordinaand a more general

rail facilities,

tion in the use of belt lines

adoption of the principle of the union passenger
station. The freight house facilities in the heart
of the city are served by far outlying yards, and
the heavy interchange of cars is effected by belt

has been made, but

pens and

done

there

much

is

feeding and watering. If
perishable freight, there may be

facilities for

icing facilities If conditions require, there may
be tracks assigned for cars held for reconsign-

ment or diversion. There must always be

tracks,

properly equipped, for car repair work.
The terminal has often been called the graveyard of the freight car. Time studies of car

movement

indicate that but 10 percent of car

hours are spent on the road between terminals,
the remaining 90 percent being spent at termi-

A

substantial part of the terminal delay is
unavoidable, as shippers are given two days, exnals.

Sundays and holidays, to unload and

clusive of

two days

to load each car; but the greater part of
is consumed in the course of

the terminal time

movement

in yards, at freight stations

and

at

interchange points. In the case of one railroad
an expenditure of less than $5,000,000 in the
complete revision of its two principal terminals

its

own set of transportation problems. Chicago is
the nerve center of inland rail transportation.

passes over the hump. If there are
many cars of livestock, the yard may be designated as a resting point and equipped with stock
it

improvement in

lines

which encircle the

Desirable progress

city.

much more remains

in effective unification

to

be

m the public inter-

est. Progress has been made also in the New
York metropolitan area. The activities of the
Port Authority have brought improvements in

coordinating the transportation facilities, rail
and water, on both sides of the harbor. The
problem is complicated by the necessity of transferring cars

by

floats

and lightering

freight

from

the railhead to piers and alongside ship.
The desirable degree of unification of rail
facilities in

by

metropolitan areas has been retarded

a natural disinclination of railroads favorably

situated to share their advantages with competitors. Public interest, however, is so vitally af-

fected

by the

efficient

common good

use of

that there

is

all facilities

likely to

in the

be further

governmental initiative in bringing about public
ownership and operation of rail as well as water
terminals.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commis-

saved enough in operating expenses to pay for
the capital investment in less than ten years.

was given power to require joint
operation of terminals under fair terms to the
proprietary companies, but up to 1934 it indi-

The principal saving was in freight car days, but

cated

of equal importance was the increase in

when

traffic

sion in 1920

its

reluctance to take action. It

is likely

that

the problem of railroad consolidation

is
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the commission will undertake comprehensive unification of terminals.

disposed

of,
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TERRITORIAL WATERS. This term may be
applied to a state's marginal sea, to its inland
waters or to both. The marginal sea extends
outward from the low water mark or from the
so-called seaward limit of bays, straits or river
mouths. Inland waters are those inside the

marginal sea and within the state's land
tory.

A

state's relations to these

terri-

two areas are

certain well recognized "servitudes'* (so-called),
such as the right of innocent navigation, in
favor of the vessels of other nations, and for this

reason

many

is territory.

authorities

deny that marginal sea

A number of writers on international

law distinguish two types of jurisdiction in
coastal waters' virtually complete jurisdiction in
so-called territorial waters, as, for example, that
of the United States within the three-mile limit;

and

restricted rights based upon special needs,
such as customs regulation, over an extent of
open water adjacent to the territorial sea. Such is

the control which the United States exercises

within the twelve-mile limit.

The

idea of the marginal sea

is

a

relic

of the

old claims to sovereignty of the high seas. After
these claims had been abandoned as anachro-

nisms, the littoral state was nevertheless allowed
to secure its various interests in waters near its

Bynkershoek introduced the idea that
dominion should extend to cannon
and
this principle, expressed in the
range;
maxim Terrac dominium finitur ubi finitur
armorum vis, was generally accepted, although
coasts.

national

the enforcement of

many

laws extending far be-

yond this distance continued. For some years
England and the United States have regarded
three marine miles as synonymous with cannon
range and together with certain other states now
urge this distance for the marginal sea, especially
for purposes of neutrality and for fisheries. Other
states have refused to accept this standard as a

minimum for any purpose, insisting upon from
four to twelve miles. Many governments, regardless of their claim in this respect, have enforced their revenue, neutrality, fishery, saniand traffic laws for distances

tary, navigation

varying from four to sixteen miles Several states
confine jurisdiction for all purposes within the
limits claimed as the marginal sea. Others have
been inconsistent, protesting a jurisdiction
which in fact they have exercised. Like the
"battle of the books" waged centuries ago between Selden and Grotius over the question of

sovereignty of the high seas, at present there is a
spirited controversy as to the width of the

marginal sea. Out of the welter of claims no
understanding has been reached beyond the
agreement that the minimum is three marine
miles and that all states have jurisdiction therein

most purposes

make

and

clearly distinguishable: since it has full sovereignty over inland waters, including the right to
exclude foreigners therefrom, these waters are

pilotage and
traffic laws. International arbitration has fur-

unquestionably territorial; its jurisdiction over
the marginal sea is lesa complete, for there exist

the lack of uniformity in national practise.

for

force

to

arrests

to en-

revenue, health, fishery,

nished no definite decision. Treaties reflect

They

Terminals
limit marginal seas for general jurisdiction to
distances ranging from three to thirty miles; for

purposes of the revenue laws limits of from nine
to twelve miles are designated in the Helsmgfors
Treaty of 1925 between eleven European countries; while the distance a smuggling vessel can
prescribed in the "rum
the period from 1924 to
1930 between the United States and seventeen
countries. In some of the rum treaties the threetraverse in an hour
treaties"

is

made during

mile limit for

territorial seas

in the others

and

was

affirmed, while

in the Helsingfors

Treaty the

and claims
parties retained their respective rights
with respect to the extent of this sea. The Conference for the Codification of International
Law held under the auspices of the League of

Nations in 1930 failed to reach an agreement

upon the

subject.

The

waters of bays and river mouths whose
entrances do not exceed six miles in width are
considered inland, and the seaward limit from

measured

which the marginal sea
drawn from headland to headland. If the entrance is over six miles, no uniform rule applies,
is

is

a line

although the general tendency is to fix the limit
by a line from headland to headland if the entrance is not more than ten miles; while if it is
greater, the limit is usually fixed as a line across
the bay or river mouth at the first point where

the opening does not exceed this distance. Certain large bays, such as the Delaware and Conception, are treated as territorial for historical

reasons

Even if a marginal sea of uniform width should
be decided upon, it would be impracticable to
it.
prohibit the enforcement of any laws beyond
The narrow belt which generally constitutes the
territorial sea has been found inadequate in

modern times
revenue or

for

protection

of neutrality,
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TERRITORIES, UNITED STATES.

See

POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY; SLAVERY.

TERRORISM

is

a term used to describe the

fisheries, especially in countries de-

method or the theory behind the method where-

menaced
should accordingly be al-

by an organized group or party seeks to achieve
its avowed aims chiefly through the systematic
use of violence. Terroristic acts are directed

the fishing industry or

pendent upon
by smugglers. A

state

lowed to secure these interests without regard to
the limit of the sea. A wider /one for the enforcement of revenue as compared with fishery
laws might be allowed some governments, while
under certain conditions the reverse might be
true for other states. This approach would not
violate the freedom of the seas, for states already
have certain jurisdictions on the high seas.

W.

E.

MASTERSON

FREEDOM OF THE SFAS, BLOCKADE,
NEUTRALITY; INTFRNATIONAL WATERWAYS; FISHERIES;
SMUGGLING; LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
See: BOUNDARIES;

Consult: Jessup, Philip

C

,

The

Law

of Territorial

who as individuals, agents or
representatives of authority interfere with the
consummation of the objectives of such a group.
against persons

Destruction of property and machinery or the

may in specific cases be regarded as additional forms of terroristic activity,
constituting variations of agrarian or economic
devastation of land

terrorism as a supplement to a general program
of political terrorism. The term does not appear

be applicable to violent clashes or even to
systematic resorts to violence in conflicts of an
industrial nature, such as may occur between
to
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workers struggling to secure recognition and
status as an organized body and employers who
fight these efforts; nor docs it apply when violence results from the fact that racketeers have
gained a foothold in an industry. Such phenomena may be described as manifestations of
intimidation rather than of terrorism.
Intimidation differs from terrorism
that the

m

intimidator, unlike the terrorist, merely threatens injury or material harm in order to arouse
fear of severe

punishment for non-compliance

with his demands.

The

intimidator will resort

only to the degree of violence needed to insure
collection of tribute or to force certain persons to
abstain from committing overt or covert acts.
Having committed a crime or engaged in crim-

through hired underlings,
a racketeer or an employing company whose
anti-union labor "protective" machinery has
been apprehended in unlawful acts will seek the
protection of the law through influential politicians, purchasable attorneys and accommodatinal practises, usually

The attitude of the political terrorist
He imposes the punishment
meted out by his organi/ation upon those who
are considered guilty or who arc held to interfere
ing judges.
is

entirely different.

with the revolutionary program; thus he serves
notice that his organization will be satisfied with
nothing short of removal of the undcsired social
or governmental system and of the persons behind it. The terrorist does not threaten; death or
destruction

and

if

he

is

part of his program of action,
caught his behavior during trial is

is

generally directed primarily not toward winning
his freedom but toward spreading a knowledge of

and the practises of
are a logical consequence although an extreme manifestation of the
his doctrines. Intimidation

violence resulting from
struggle

among persons

it

or conspiratorial groups

reward in an acquisitive society
based upon vested rights and the possession of
wealth.
Terrorism is a method of combat
capital
the struggle between social groups and forces
for pecuniary

m

m

rather than individuals, and it may take place
social order. Those who appear on the

employed where other methods of
propaganda are not permitted.

usually

Resort to

monopoly of

terrorism

is

not the exclusive

political organizations

and

parties.

A group of any other character seeking the relocation of

power may deem

expedient to use

it

and may organize for this purpose. The
nature of the power contested may vary greatly;
it may be the dominance of one nation over
another or the oppression of one economic class
by another. A conflict between the supporters of
two substantially different systems of governterror

ment may

also

call

forth terroristic tactics.

Terrorism as a method

by the

fact that

it

is always characterized
seeks to arouse not only the

reigning government or the nation in control but
mass of the people to a realization that

also the

is no longer safely intrenched and unchallenged. The publicity value
of the terroristic act is a cardinal point in the
strategy of terrorism. If terror fails to elicit a

constituted authority

wide response in circles outside of those at whom
it is
directly aimed, it is futile as a weapon in a
social conflict. The logic of terroristic activity

cannot fully be understood without a proper
evaluation of the revealing nature of the terroristic act.

Terrorism differs in several important aspects
from such phenomena as mob violence, mass
insurrection and governmental terror. Terror

by a government in office appears as
law enforcement arid is directed against the opposition, while terrorism in its proper sense
implies open defiance of law and is the means
whereby an opposition aims to demoralize a
practised

governmental authority, to undermine its power
and to initiate a revolution or counter-revolution.

While the terrorist party makes no pretense
government must at least

at legality, legitimate

formally adhere to law. In the absence of directly

supporting legislation governmental terror

made to appear

as justified

by

is

a declaration that

a state of emergency exists, usually followed by
the issuance of special decrees. The moral and

any

political justification of the terrorism of a revo-

whether as protagonists or as
victims, stand as representatives of social groups
or of systems of government. Violence and
death are not intended to produce revenue or to
terrorize the persons attacked but to cause society or government to take notice of the imminence of large scale struggles. The terroristic
act committed in secrecy by one person or
several is conceived as the advance notice of
what may be expected from mass action. It is

lutionary or counter-revolutionary party, on the
other hand, proceeds from its consideration of
existing government as a usurper of the people's

terroristic scene,

power or of the
dynasty or

historic rights of a certain

class.

Although it is based upon the practise of
violence, terrorism differs essentially from what
is described as mob violence. Terrorism is
carried

and

is

on by a narrowly limited organization
by a sustained program of large

inspired

Terrorism
scale objectives in the

name

of which terror

is

mob violence, although it may conceivably break out in response to a terroristic
is
act,
ordinarily unplanned and uncontrolled,
brought into action by some immediate and not
practised;

tionary overturn Bolshevik revolutionary stratis rooted in the
acceptance of mass move-

necessarily rational motivation and follows no

egy

precise program.
Mass insurrection

ments

is

ideologically

most akin

to

terrorism, but it too is not necessarily premeditated and is likely to occur without painstaking

The initiation of a mass
may be one of the objectives of a
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Trotsky, that a few well trained, select shock
troops may at a propitious time seize the government and change the course of history represents
neither Trotsky's nor Lenin's ideas of a revolu-

which will effect the
power from the capitalist class to
that of the workers. Lenin repeatedly stressed
the need of winning the masses to the party's
as the basic force

shift of social

preliminary preparation.

ideas before a decisive action could be pre-

insurrection

cipitated.

party which employs terrorism as a revolutionary method; in such a case the relation between

may be one of means to an end Generhowever, the two phenomena are not linked
in the theory of revolutionary strategy. In a
the two
ally,

situation

where mass insurrection

attaining certain political aims

as a

is

means of

within the

realm of possibility the terrorist method appears
unnecessary, although it is not impossible that
the removal of a conspicuous representative of
the functioning government might prove the
starting point for mass action or at least accelerate its pace. The Blanquist conception of revolutionary insurrection seems to be related to

terrorism in the importance

it

attributes to de-

Terrorism as a means of achieving national
emancipation was exemplified in the so-called
Anglo-Irish war led by Sinn Feiners between
1919 and 1921, Its objective was forcibly to
eradicate English control in Ireland and to establish Irish unity. Destruction of the property
of the English government and of conspicuous
Irish sympathizers with English rule, shooting
of police, attacks on police barracks and ambushing of British soldiery with bombs, rifles

and revolvers were among the means used in

this

internal struggle Terrorism in this particular
case bordered on guerrilla warfare and it \vas

based

upon the expectation

combatant population would

that

fall

the

non-

into line with

the victorious side; terroristic means were used
force the issue. The revolutionary party

preparation and to the conspirative
methods. Likewise the careful preparation of

to

revolutionary forces appears in Bolshevik theory

claimed

be a revolutionary weapon similar in type to
terrorism. But m addition to the essential distinction that neither Blanquism nor Bolshevism

people to national self-determination and made
its terroristic practises appear as retaliatory
action against the British reign of terror in

tailed

to

lists

terror

among

its

chosen instrumentalities of

action, there aie vital differences

between the

three concepts The Blanquists conceived of
armed insurrection as the task of a well organized

and

strictly disciplined

band of trained

fighters

who might

carry out their purpose whenever
success seemed reasonably certain. Once successful the revolutionary party

would proceed

to

enforce its program, whether or not the latter
had gained a substantial degree of acceptance
among the people. Blanqui's army of insurrec-

throughout the long period of his leadership between the 1 840*8 and the iSyo's at no time

tionists

claimed morethanafewthousandmen Blanquism
in practise if not in theory is the technique of a
Putsch or coup d'etat. Differing entirely from
this concept is the Bolshevik idea of armed insurrection, which regards the latter at the most
as a link in a chain of revolutionary circum-

be employed only after
all preliminary measures have been completed.
The frequently quoted statement, ascribed to
stances, a final

weapon

to

its justification

m the right of the Irish

Ireland

Terrorism as a revolutionary technique was
many years an accepted tenet of anarchism.
The writings of Bakunin with their emphasis
for

upon violence

as a

method of achieving

change were the inspiration
source of this doctrine.

The

if

social

not the actual

idea of "the propa-

ganda of the deed" was developed in the
years following Bakumn's death by Kropotkm,
Brousse and others, who stressed the failure of
generally accepted methods and the educative
and publicity value of acts of terrorism This
theory was translated into action principally in
the last two decades of the nineteenth century,
especially

and

m

the Latin countries. In

Austria-Hungary,

where

the

Germany
anarchist

movement was

relatively weak, there were only
a few attentats, but police measures proved

quite ineffectual in France, Spain and Italy in
dealing with the assassination of many government officials. Among the anarchists in the

United States Johann Most was the foremost
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exponent of terrorism, while the outstanding
attempts to propagandize by the deed were the
assassination of McKmley by C/olgosz and the
shooting of Fnck by Alexander Berkman. The
method advocated by the syndicalists is one of
direct mass action rather than of individual

grammnikh

statey partii

neva 1903)

p. 3-8].

The

"Narodnoy VoK" (Ge-

motivation of the party's recourse to the
method was, as frequently stated, that
it appeared the only possible way of

terroristic

at that time

spectacular activity began in the late 1870*3
under the name of its predecessor, a society

The purpose of this
change was explained in paragraph i section V,
of the same program: "By this overturn, in the
first place, the development of the people will be
to proceed independently and in line with its
disposition, and, in the second place, many
purely socialist principles common to us and the
people will gain recognition and be supported in
our Russian life."

Zemlya Volya (Land and Freedom), and
by Vera
Zasuhch at General Trepov, the commandant of

The spokesmen of the party stressed the
following principles of their movement: that the
use of terror was not an end in itself but only

terror.

,

The fullest expression

of the theory and pracbe found
the functioning
of the famous Russian revolutionary organization the executive committee of the Narodnaya
Volya (People's Will), formed in 1879. Its

m

tise of terrorism is to

called
it

i

attracted attention with the shot fired

St. Petersburg, as

an act of revolutionary re-

venge for the flogging of the revolutionist
Emelyanov, which the general had ordered. In
1879 Solovev made an unsuccessful attempt to
shoot the czar and in the following year a revolutionary workman, Khalturm, succeeded in

dynamiting the czar's dining room
Palace,

at the Winter
was to entertain a
assemblage; they were saved only

where the

royal family

large official
by an accidental delay in the opening of the
function. In 1881, however, Alexander n was
killed

achieving political change.

by a bomb. Such an

effective start en-

couraged the Narodnaya Volya (also called
narodmki) and its activity spread despite the
efforts of the government to exterminate the
organization at

all costs.

As

in the case of all

was not governmental persecution but popular reaction which
determined its future.
The party's own view of its method of action
revolutionary movements,

it

was expressed in paragraph 2, section D, of its
program, which defines destructive and terroristic activity

as follows: "Terroristic activity,

consisting in destroying the most harmful person
in the government, in defending the party
against espionage, in punishing the perpetrators
of the notable cases of violence and arbitrariness

on the part of the government and the administration, aims to undermine the prestige of the
government's power, to demonstrate steadily the
possibility of struggle against the government, to
arouse in this manner the revolutionary spirit of

a

means

to effect the transference of

power from

the government to the people; that the party

proposed to seize and retain power only until a
form of popular government could be determined upon by a constituent assembly; and that
it would not decree
revolutionary reforms and
impose its desires upon the people but on the
contrary would aid the latter to express its own
will, to which the party would submit.
This political program, unusual for its modesty and self-negation, sounds crudely naive and
almost unbelievable in an era of historic
struggles between fascism, on which declining
capitalism stakes its own survival, and communism, the fighting essence and pragmatic
realization of classical socialism. But in its time
and situation this self-negation of the terrorists
had roots in the specific conditions of Russian
life.

The

mantic

psychology of terrorism is that of roThe Russian terrorists

messiamsm.

imagined that because certain conditions of
landownership forced the Russian peasant community to adhere to a quasi-collectivist form of
land utilization, the peasants were the carriers of
the purely socialist principle germane to the very
nature of the Russian people. These potential

were supposedly awaiting an energetic
impulsion from the revolutionists, and the explosion of a bomb thrown at a cruel czarist
socialists

was expected to awaken the people from
But although many bombs were
exploded and numerous officials and members
officer

their lethargy.

the people and their confidence in the success of
the cause, and finally, to give shape and direction to the forces fit and trained to carry on the

failed to respond. Their passivity and total lack
of rebelliousness at first spurred the terrorists tc

["Programma Ispolnitelnago Komiteta,
1879 g." (Program of the Executive Committee,
1879), reprinted in Sbornik programm i pro-

more and more daring ventures. The program of
the party called for widespread mass activity to
arouse the peasants, the workers and the pro-

fight"

of the ruling order assassinated, the masses

Terrorism
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ressionals. Essentially, however, terroristic activity produced results contrary to its professed

ambassador to Russia, calculated to create an

centered party activity on the one
tangible thing, organization of the terror, to the
exclusion of all other contemplated work; and it
fostered in the intelligent elements among the

sheviks, and finally an attempt upon Lenin's life
were the outstanding results of the campaign.
But the "propaganda by the deed" failed to

purpose for

it

masses as well as among the revolutionists the
idea that revolution was the task of the selfsacrificing terrorist. Terroristic activity thus was
the joint product of trust in a metaphysical,

peculiar fitness of a certain people for socialism
or its contemporary equivalent, the "good life,"
and of distrust in the capacity of the people to

organize a fight for the economically comprehensible things which at all times were the
leaven of organization. The fact that the forces
of the terrorists were generally recruited from
young students and the descendants of the eco-

nomically depressed elements of the nobility
may account in part for the romantic orientation

movement; but it is likewise true that this
romantic aspect attracted the intelligentsia and
left the peasants and workers cold. Support of
ot the

terroristic activity came for the most part from
the liberal bourgeoisie, a group which every-

where abounds in lovers of vicarious experience.
Terrorism was revived in 1901 when the
Socialist Revolutionary party came into existence and proceeded to carry on the tradition of

the older movement. But in the meantime economic development had led to the nse of a

working class. Industrial changes, defeat in war
and a complicated international situation which
had repercussions in politics and finance made
terrorism appear

outmoded

as a revolutionary
aroused admiration.

method, although it still
rising mass movement and the spread of
nation wide economic and political strikes made
terror irrelevant and unnecessary. Moreover the
government had learned how to place its agents

The

at the core of the central Fighting Organization
of the party; the provocateur Azef, for example,
instigated several assassinations of members of

the czarist family. These factors together with
the opening of the Duma led the party to
abandon terrorism in 1906. Three years later,

however,

this

was revoked, and
continued until the World

resolution

terroristic activity

achieve

its aim; the masses of the
people did not
respond, seeing no reason for joining a movement which appeared to hold no promise for

them.

As a complete revolutionary tactic terrorism
has never attained real success. Governments,
whether conservative or revolutionary, are not
inclined to retreat before acts of terror directed
against key persons. The will to power is not
weakened by the exercise of power, and posi-

made vacant through the explosion of
bombs are readily filled. On the other hand, the

tions

will to revolution requires a stronger force than
the heroism of isolated individuals or even of

small, well orgam/ed groups. The art of revolution must be sustained by the interested will of a
large proportion of the population and by concerted mass operations.
J. B. S. HARDMAN
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remain in the occupation to which he was born
in essence for the first two
centuries of Christian history. Now that the
immediate resurrection of the Lord was no

TERTULLIAN

longer expected, however, not only were astrology and secular pedagogy, for example, declared
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lenmy
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1928), vol.
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partly

tr.

as

Das Attentat auf den
,

(c.'i6o-c. 220),

church

father.

Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus was
born in Carthage, the son of a Roman captain.
Educated in Rome, he was active there for a
long time as a respected jurisconsult. Later he
became the most powerful defender of rising
Christianity in his native city against the

and the gnostic heresy. Toward the end of
his life he became chief of the pneumatistic sect
of Montanists opposed to the Roman church
and the primate of Rome. He not only enriched
the language of early Christianity with words
and images from the Roman military service and
jurisprudence but also laid

down

for

future ages the juristic exegesis of Roman law
as a model and instrument for the theological
exegesis of the

Word

of

God. The

decisive im-

portance which the legal concepts of meritum
and satisfactio assumed in his dogma is characof the juridical nature of his approach,
his conception of atonement, which, in the
manner of a bilateral legal transaction, is insepteristic

as

is

arably connected with salvation as the repayis likewise

ment of a due reward. The creed

legally interpreted and its contravention appraised as an illegality.
It was of importance to the development of

the church that this experienced jurist differentiated between the absolute validity of the
divine commandment and its practical enforcement, which while demanding legal regulation
nevertheless may change with the times. Thus
in addition to the law of faith, the lexfidet, there
appears the law of regulation, the lex disciplinae.

Jn this way Christian

life itself was

subordinated

to the force of law, and the bishop as well as
the episcopal councils, which hitherto had exercised essentially charismatic-pneumatic functions, became as bearers of the apostolic cha-

risma the appointed embodiment of ecclesiastical

discipline; that

is,

impermissible, but all commerce was stamped
as of doubtful character, and dealing in incense

and other spices was labeled anti-Christian since
these materials might be used for heathen sacrifices.

Roman

state

Roman

had been maintained

definitely established

organs of administration.
Tertullian was interested in economic ques-
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TEXTILE INDUSTRY
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION. The textile inwere the pioneers of industrialism as it
spread around the world from England, even
dustries

as they were the first industries to adopt the
factory system. In the older industrial countries,
such as the United Kingdom, Germany, France,

Switzerland and the Netherlands, as well as in
Japan, China and India they have maintained
their original lead when ranked either by value
of products or

by the number of workers em-

tions only in so far as they touched the new
norm of Christian life. He did not attempt, as

ployed; whereas in practically all other countries, with the exception of Australia and Can-

do modern

theorists, to clarify and explain ecointerrelations but directed his attention

ada, they are outstripped only by foodstuffs or
by important raw material industries, such as

problem of what economic pursuits were
permissible to the Christian and what were forbidden. Paul's pronouncement that each was to

wood. In the United States in 1929, the textile
industries ranked first in average number of

nomic
to the

workers, second to foodstuffs in value of product

Terrorism
and second to machinery

in value

Textile Industry

added by

manufacture. This position of major importance
due largely to the use of textiles for clothing
and household purposes. New uses have appeared with the development of modern industry and agriculture in the demands for electrical
insulation, belting, rubberized fabrics, felts for
is

paper making and cartridges, upholstery for
railroad cars and automobiles, cords and baling
materials and hospital supplies. The demand
for clothing is relatively inelastic; increase in

income

results in the use of silk instead of cotton

edge of their domestication reached Europe early
in the neolithic period. In ancient times in both
Greece and Rome the fabrication of textiles
remained a household industry except for a few
specialties, such as Corinthian blankets, cloaks
from Pellene and embroideries from Chios,
Miletus and Cyprus; both civilizations continued to import their luxury fabrics from Tyre,
Sidon, Alexandria and the nearby islands which
had learned the arts from Babylonia and Assyria.
In Egypt during the Ptolemaic period, as formerly in Babylon, the

textile industries

were

rather than in a proportionately increased consumption of fibers. Hence the rank of the textile

organized. Cloth making became a royal monopoly and wool and cotton were converted in

industries,

which have been declining in relative
importance with the rise of the metal and machine industries, will in the future depend upon

royal mills and in the temples, which were given
special privileges. Others worked under license
and were obliged to sell to authorities at fixed

expansion of the industrial uses of textiles.
Textiles have been used since very ancient
times, as is shown by samples which have been
found on all continents: bits of linen of the
Swiss lake dwellers of the neolithic period; a
fragment of cotton cloth excavated in the Indus
valley belonging to the period between 3500 and

economic supremacy of
Byzantium, the most numerous among the corporations were those of the textile industries,
famous for their production of precious fabrics,
such as richly embroidered woolens and fine

3000 B.C.; a piece of cotton cloth discovered in
a cave at Grand Gulch, Utah, which American
anthropologists have dated between 2000 and
1000 B.C.; cloths of wool, cotton and hair found
in the prehistoric grave sites of coastal Peru; a

woolen cloak found in a peat bog of southern
Sweden. Whether the almost universal primitive
knowledge of the textile processes is to be attributed to diffusion from Asia or to independent
origin

is

a matter for further research, but its
in remote antiquity is an estab-

wide dispersion
lished fact.

As

the great ancient civilizations rose to
skill in the making of textiles was developed as an art, as is shown by the exquisite
Dacca muslins, the shawls of Kashmir, the
"Babylonian garments," the hnen tapestries of

power,

ancient Egypt, the beautiful byssus fabrics made
in the Egyptian temples and the bird and flower
silks of China. Examples of these eastern lux-

were brought back to Greece and Rome
by the conquerors of Asia. Trade sprang up to
uries

satisfy the

new

appetite for luxury, followed

by

knowledge of processes as Asia gradually receded in importance and the foundation of
modern civilizations emerged. It was not until
the industrial revolution, however, that European culture added anything fundamental to the
technique of textile fabrication.
Although the earliest domestication of sheep
is traced to Turkestan, it is probable that knowl-

prices. Later, during the

linens.

By the end of the Middle Ages Italy had
become the center of the textile industry. It is
estimated that at the beginning of the fifteenth
century Florence employed 30,000 workmen in
300 factories, Milan 60,000 workers and Venice

16,000 workers; the last mentioned produced
the finest of the Italian woolen cloth and sheer

The arte di calimala of Tuscany monopo
hzed the purchase of English wool and the half
finished work of Flanders and northern France;
linen.

it

was

rivalled

by the arte

della lana, the Floren-

merchants and manufacturers. By 1306 Florence manufactured 100,000
pieces of woolen cloth yearly. After the twelfth
century their competitors were the workshops
of Catalonia, the Balearic Islands, Brabant
and Flanders (Fleming was synonymous with
tine association of

weaver); while in France, in Picardy, Ile-deFrance, Champagne, Normandy, Bourges and
Languedoc textile manufacture became the most

important form of industrial activity. Germany
manufactured coarse woolens and coarse linens;
semifine linen and table linen were produced
in Catalonia, Champagne, Languedoc and Normandy; sailcloth was made in Brittany and
Galicia. Fine cloths were the romance of the

Middle Ages, demanded for display by prince
and prelate and the new bourgeoisie. During
time also the use of linen for garments developed as one of the refinements of living.
Although the continental industries had dethis

pended

chiefly

on English wool, which was
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England's one important export during the late
Middle Ages, it was not until the fifteenth century that English cloth became a serious competitor on the continent. Opinions differ as to

the extent of Britain's indebtedness to the migrations of skilled artisans from Flanders, Holland and France from the time of William the

Conqueror through the Middle Ages, but there
can be no doubt that the craft was greatly
enriched thereby; as, for instance, in the production of the new draperies and new techniques
in the finishing trades, in which Holland had

become

proficient. Progress

the reign of

Edward

in,

was made during
refused to wear

who

any but British cloth, encouraged foreign cloth
makers to settle in England and prohibited the
export of wool. By the fifteenth century the
making of cloth had become "the grettest occu-

pacon and lyvmg of the poore people of the
land" and it continued for three hundred years
as the chief source of the wealth of England.
Toward the close of the seventeenth century

silver, damasks, satins and velvets. Light silks
were made in Catalonia and Valencia. Silk was
imported through Genoa from Asia Minor,
Greece and Spam to supplement the domestic
supply, and the lustrous products were mar-

keted at the great fairs, especially those of
Champagne and Flanders, or on order from
royalty or the papacy. From Italy the industry

spread throughout Europe and to England; supremacy passed to France as civil wars demoralized Italian economic life and
were encouraged to migrate.

By 1700

skilled artisans

manufacture fostered by ambihad been introduced as a luxury

silk

tious rulers

industry into

all

the countries of Europe. It

flourished fitfully in most countries, while in
France it became firmly established by Colbert,
who encouraged sericulture and aided it in other
mercantilistic ways. Although in England an
industry of considerable size was developed
40,000 persons are said to have been included
in the silk guild in 1661

and the weavers of

some fame, it was able to
survive, even when aided by the importation of
Italian craftsmen and the Flemish and French
refugees, only under protection amounting at

wool manufactures were valued at .8,000,000,
of which an amount valued at .2,000,000 was
exported. Although the industry was widespread, it was centered in Yorkshire, Norfolk
and the southwest.
In all probability China was the birthplace

times to absolute prohibition of foreign silks.
Since England was able to hold its own in the

of the silk industry, although there is evidence
that wild silk was spun in Persia and India at

to

a very ancient date. Sericulture

and the

fabri-

cation of silk cloth were an integral feature of
the culture of China at least three thousand

The

was carefully guarded,
however, until the fall of the Chin dynasty,
when refugees fled to Korea From there the
knowledge of sericulture was carried in the third
century B.C. to Japan, where the industry was
years B.C.

secret

sponsored by the royal families. Sericulture
spread westward in the third century A.D when
it was introduced into Khotan and then into
Byzantium. Until its capture in 1204 Constantinople remained the western center of the silk
industry, both for the production of raw silk
and for the fabrication of precious cloths. Meanwhile the Arabs had become familiar with the
,

Persian industry; in the eighth century they had
carried their knowledge to Spam and in the
ninth to Sicily, whence it probably spread

northward to

Italy.

Sericulture and silk weaving developed in the
Italian cities during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, especially in Lucca, where an indus-

try organized on merchant capitalist lines
built up for the production of cloths of gold

was
and

Spitalfields acquired

other textiles, the failure of English silk goods
compete with the French must have been due

in part to inability to produce raw silk either
home or in the American colonies.

at

Cotton was the
Europe.

The

last

of the textiles to reach

earliest records of cotton

weaving

are to be found in the Chinese classics of

the third century B

c. In all probability the
people migrating from the central plains of Asia
brought the technique as well as a knowledge
of the plant with them to India, and by 800 B.C.
the industry had advanced so far in India that

there was a surplus for export. After the trade
routes on both land and sea had been opened

up by Alexander the Great, Susa became the
first trade center outside of India, and Egypt
discovered the uses of the plant. Cotton textiles
never attained great importance in Greece,

where they were a luxury of the upper classes;
and they were imported comparatively late by
Rome, where cotton remained a luxury import
and no attempt was made to fabricate it. In their
westward sweep from Arabia the Moslems
brought the culture of cotton and the art of its
manufacture to Spain. Under their influence all
types of stout cotton fabrics were manufactured,
and Barcelona, Granada, Cordova and Seville

Textile Industry
became famous for their product. After the expulsion of the Moslems the industry waned
Cotton made

its first effective

entrance into
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processes themselves were indigenous household
arts, there was always a supply of workers accus-

tomed

to the industry

and capable of practising

European industry as an adulterant in wool and
hnen mixtures. By the twelfth century a fustian
industry had been established in Italy and its
products had penetrated Europe. First Genoa
and then Venice became the great centers for
the distribution of supplies, and by the fourteenth century cotton was crossing the Alps to
supply the fustian industries of Vienna and the
towns of Swabia, Flanders and Holland. It was
the fustian industry which laid the basis of the

countries. Wherever craft guilds developed,
guilds of weavers were among the first to be
created; second came the organization of fullers
and dyers. As trade widened, these groups

fortunes of the Augsburg families, like the Fugwho carried the cloth to distant parts.

Dutch and English chartered companies, arose
to search for markets aad to monopolize them.

When

With the development of transportation and the
widening of the markets local supplies of raw
materials became insufficient, and the merchant
capitalist appeared to carry the risk and to

gers,

Walloon and Dutch immigrants
crossed the channel to England in 1554 they
undoubtedly brought the industry with them,
the

but it did not become firmly rooted until the
seventeenth century. By then its production was

it

as a by-industry.

The methods
tiles

of production and sale of texduring the Middle Ages were similar in all

sometimes gained a monopoly of the trade, as
in Venice, while more generally trading companies, such as the Teutonic Hanse and the

organize the many operations in the production
of cloth. Although the guild system lingered, the

established, particularly in Lancashire, although
the export of fustians from England was small

merchant seems

compared with the trade in wool and linen.
Meanwhile the various East India companies

versal figure in the cloth industries of the continent and England, rising to power either by

were importing increasing quantities of cotton
and silk fabrics, especially calicoes, muslins and
In response to protests from the s.lk
and woolen producers the importation of printed
calicoes and a variety of checked and striped
materials was forbidden in England, France and

way

chintzes

several

European

countries.

The demand

for

these fabrics led to the development of domestic
color printing on linen and Indian calico and
in lesser degree on wool. Although printing on
cloth had been practised in Europe as early as

the fourth century, having come from the East
through Persia and Egypt, it did not influence
the new technique, which was developed simul-

taneously in the seventeenth century in Holland,
France and England, probably through Indian

The

of the marketing functions or through the

control of raw materials It was his function, as
described
the Statute of Artificers
, "to
"
Josiah Tucker speaks of
put cloth to making
one person who "buys the wool, pays for the

m

.

.

.

spinning, weaving, milling, dyeing, shearing,
dressing etc , ... is the master of the whole

manufacture, from first to last, and perhaps emThis
ploys a thousand persons under him.
is the clothier." Sometimes he enlisted isolated
workmen, in other instances artisans grouped in
.

.

.

When

crafts or corporations.
industry moved
into the country districts to escape the restric-

tions of the guilds and the regulations of the
towns or to find additional craftsmen, as it did
in the

Low

Countries, France, Germany, Eng-

and by invasion,
Since the simple

cottage or

manufacturers, was one of the reasons for their
subsequent preeminence in the cotton industry.
By the end of the seventeenth century the

and cotton,
had spread throughout Europe Because capital
requirements were slight, except for certain

textile industries, wool, linen, silk

kinds of finishing equipment, the development
depended chiefly on the migration of the artisan.
Throughout the Middle Ages this was accomplished by direct importation, by emigration of
political or religious refugees
as in the case of the Saracens.

have become an almost uni-

Poland and Bohemia, his manabecame more important. As he
gradually extended his activities, he became
known as the merchant capitalist.
As yet little capital had been needed for production. It has been estimated that hand cards
cost a few pence, a spinning wheel a shilling or
so and a loom six to twelve shillings. The fibers
were first combed or carded by hand, drawn out
with a slight twist and finally spun into yarn.
Although the distaff and spindle were still in
use, the spinning wheel had become part of
the household equipment. Looms, which were
somewhat more elaborate, were set up in the

success of the English in this
branch of the industry, coupled with the protection unintentionally brought on by the woolen
influences.

to

land, Scotland,

gerial functions

m adjoining sheds.
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Except in the chemistry of dyes and printing
and the use of water power in the fulling of
cloth, there was little change in the technique
of the manufacture of cloth throughout the
Middle Ages. The only two inventions of importance were the Dutch loom for small wares,
which wove 12 to 24 pieces simultaneously, and
Lee's knitting frame invented in 1589, used for
wool and silk. The farmhouse or the worker's
cottage was the scene of production for all the
textiles, with the exception of the special, or
public, mills used for fulling and teagling. Both
on the continent and in England there were
isolated instances of large scale production, but
they were not the dominant type. There were,
however, silk throwing mills which were using
water power, one of the most famous of which
was the Lombes factory at Derby on the Derwent, established about 1718.
In the application of power driven machinery,
which ushered in the industrial revolution, the
cotton textile industry led the way. Several
reasons have been suggested in explanation of

the fact that the

new methods were

applied first
to cotton. It has been pointed out that cotton
fiber is more uniform and stronger than wool

and better suited to mechanical manipulation,
even though it was less easily adapted to the
earlier machinery; that the cotton industry was
new and less hampered by tradition, statutes and
a tenacious group of producers; that cotton was
cheaper and more desirable than linen, and
there was the growing African slave market to
be supplied; and that the industry was well protected from Indian competition.
Expanding markets and the divisions between
the processes stimulated inventions. Kay's
shuttle (1733) sent weaving ahead

fly

by increasing

the speed and enlarging the width of the cloth
it possible for one weaver to use the

and made

product of 8 to 10 spinners, whereas formerly
the ratio had been one weaver to 5 or 6 spinners.
for yarn as well as the need for

The demand

warp threads turned
the attention of inventors to spinning; Harimprovement

in quality for

grave's jenny (1764), Arkwright's roller spin-

ning frame (1768) and Crompton's mule (1779)
possible the simultaneous spinning of a

made
large

number of threads and improved both

the

quality and the strength of the yarn. In addition
Arkwright was able by means of a carding invention to apply power to the whole sequence
of the operations of carding and spinning under
one roof. Whereas a handwheel spinner could

spin only 4 skeins a day, a mill spinner tending

90 spindles could produce 180

skeins.

The hey-

day of the weavers followed, lasting until the
application of Cartwright's power
loom (1789) after 1813. Three other important

successful

inventions were Bell's development of cylinder
printing for calicoes (1785); Whitney's cotton

gm

which made possible

(1793),

a

sufficient

supply of cheap raw material; and Jacquard's
loom (1801) for the weaving of intricate patterns, first used in silk
to cotton weaving.

With the

weaving and

application of steam

later

adapted

power

to these

technique for the mechanization of the cotton industry was completed,
while its swift development was facilitated by

machines

in 1785 the

the decision in the same year that Arkwright's
patents were null and void. Factories employing
150 to 600 hands sprang up on the river banks,

and output increased at a prodigious pace to
meet the demand, as is shown by the fact that
imports of raw cotton and wool to England
increased from 5,100,000 pounds in 1781 to
1

45 ,600,000 pounds in 1820.
This development was not characteristic of

the other textiles or of other countries. In Great
Britain there

was a

lag in the mechanization of

the wool and silk industries In the wool industry the power loom appeared as a serious competitor to the weavers in the late 1830*3, but it
did not become general until the 1870*5, and

the hand loom weavers lingered on until the end
of the century. The resistance of wool to me-

more restricted market
and the conservatism of old crafts maj
explain the delay. Both silk and wool are more
expensive than cotton and their products are
more specialized. Hence they do not cater to as
large a market or offer strong inducement for
chanical treatment, the

for

it

standardization. In the silk industry the power
loom was not introduced until the i86o's. In
fact it was not until the American market, with
its tremendous purchasing power, developed in

the twentieth century that real industrialization
appeared in the silk industry.

The factory system did not get under way in
other European countries until after the middle of the nineteenth century. The British policy
of prohibitions

was

in

part responsible

helped Great Britain to maintain

and

its differential

advantage. Skilled artisans were forbidden to
emigrate and were penalized by loss of citizenship and confiscation of property. It was for-

bidden to export tools or utensils used in manufacturing cotton or cotton and linen mixed as
well as sketches, models or specifications, and
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were punishable by

and imprisonment. France, although second in world spindleage, was producing in 1835 only one fourth
as much cotton as Great Britain. Raw materials
cost more, the industry was scattered and capital
charges for equipment were higher The real
period of expansion in France began in the
i86o's, when its spmdleage was about 6,000,000;
the United States succeeded to France's rank
when the latter lost its Alsatian spindles to Germany after 1870 In 1885 one third of the French
output was still woven on hand looms. In Germany there were only 658,358 cotton spindles
by 1840; these had increased to nearly 2,000,000
by 1860 After the Franco-Prussian War a period
of real expansion followed, and by 1901 Germany was in possession of 8,435,000 cotton
offenses

fines

spindles Weaving progressed more slowly; in
1878 over one half the weaving was done on
hand looms, which persisted up to the World
War; the bitter struggles for survival on the part
of the linen weavers have been among the tragedies of economic history By the 1870*8 the
factory system had been introduced in the

Netherlands, with Twente as the center Italy
had 715,000 spindles and Russia 3,000,000
spindles. Thus on the continent industrialization appeared much later and proceeded at a

more leisurely pace. It is in fact not yet completed, for the hand loom is still used in the rural
districts of every country Except in silk no
continental textile industry presented any challenge to the British supremacy
Great Britain found rivals, however, in the

United States and Japan, the one challenging
its rank in world production, the other its position in world trade. In the United States the
textile industries were the first to be established.
Although the spinning wheel was a familiar
article of household equipment, the mercantile
policy of the mother country had developed a
dependence on British exports When the new
country was cut off from supplies by the series
of wars from 1776 to 1815, cotton and woolen
industries were established From the outset the
cotton industry led all other manufactures in
amount of capital invested, number of persons

employed and value of product

It

was

localized

New

England, especially in Massachusetts,
where there was water power, a market, free
the United
capital and a labor supply. By 1830
States was second only to Great Britain in
in

amount of cotton consumed and third in number of spindles, and by 1860 it had one sixth
the number of spindles of Great Britain, slightly
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fewer than France and nearly three times as
many as Germany. Rapid increase continued
and Great Britain's differential advantage was
narrowed. In 1860 American spindleage was
only 16 percent of British spindleage, in 1900

it

was 42 percent, while just before the World War
it had reached
56 percent
Protected by tariffs, which in the 1890*8 averbetween
aged
41 and 45 percent, the cotton
textile industry in the United States was able
to retain the domestic market and to shut out
the British and European producers. It produced two inventions, peculiarly adapted to its
own needs, which were to have significant effect
on future dispersion of the industry, the ring
spindle (1831) and the Northrop battery loom
(1894) The ring spindle can be operated by less
skilled operatives,

it

is

continuous rather than

intermittent, it takes less room and it makes it
possible for one operative to tend a greater num-

^er of spindles. The Northrop battery loom
saves running time, can be operated by women,
takes less skill and permits great increase in the

number of looms per operative. Without these
two inventions the spread of the industry to
Japan and to the southern states of the United
States as well as to all backward industrial countries with their untrained labor supplies would
have been greatly retarded.
Although the mechanization of spinning preceded weaving in the older industrial countries,
the spread of the textile industries in the newer
industrial countries has been characterized by
a reversal of the process. Since weaving sheds
can be operated on a simple scale with less capital and require therefore a smaller market, they
are usually the first to be established in the
agricultural countries. Yarns are imported from
the industrialized countries, to supply both the
new industry and the hand looms. Gradually the
yarn importing country begins to spin as well,
leaving the exporting country with a surplus
supply. The latter in turn adds more looms to
absorb its surplus yarn, as has been the case

World War in Japan and Belgium. In
way, with no change or with even a decline in
demand, output is enlarged. British exports of
yarn, for example, have fallen about 36 percent
from the 1909-13 average as compared with the
1930-32 average, while exports of piece goods
have dropped about 68 percent.
The method of growth appears to have been
the same the world over. The British attempts
to keep their new inventions at home continued
until 1843, when with the repeal of the protecsince the
this
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tive legislation the movement began which was
to establish a textile industry throughout the

now

import control of textiles; even the Netherlands
has succumbed to import quotas. The rate

wool

structures are complicated and are very sensitive

which does not possess machinery
of British origin. Although the United States,
Germany, France and Switzerland are also exporters, their aggregate exports do not equal
those of Great Britain, which during the decade
following the World War accounted for about
60 percent of the output of the British industry.
In addition to the movement of machines there
has been a movement of whole plants from the

to the degree of protection necessary in the
country's relation to the advancement of any

world. There

is

scarcely a cotton or

textile plant

less

prosperous regions of Lancashire to JugoChina and Australia, while in the

slavia, India,

United States one and one half million spindles
have been shipped from New England and set

given branch of the industry. In France, for
instance, it is the cheaper products rather than
the specialties which are protected. Usually rates
are first imposed on coarse goods, while yarn is

admitted free to feed the infant weaving indusAs spinning develops, coarse yarns are included in the schedules, followed as technique
try.

improves by rates on piece goods of finer weave;
be protected, since
they are generally the last to be manufactured.
fine yarns are the last to

The

localization of the cotton textile indus-

industrialists

1914 in Lancashire, New England
and western Europe obscured the
tendency toward wide diffusion; and it was
scarcely realized that these industries were not
dependent on special, local conditions. The raw
materials are easily packed and transported,
they are imperishable and always convertible
and their prices are governed by a world market.

units. British capitalists established mills in India and in China, after the Treaty of Shimonoseki

Progress in mechanization, especially in ring
spinning and the automatic loom, has developed
machinery to the point where skill is of little

up

in the southern states

Wherever necessary

these shipments, especially to the Far East, have

been accompanied by highly

skilled

workers to

instruct the natives.

The world

trek has

been aided further by

international capitalists seeking the most lucrative investment for their surplus funds and

who have taken advantage of
lower costs to transplant their own productive

and the post-war shipments of textile
machinery from England to China, India, Egypt
and Jugoslavia have been financed in no small
degree by money raised in London, at a time
when Lancashire could not raise sufficient capital to modernize its mills with automatics. In
the United States northern interests taking advantage of cheap labor, low taxes and laxer labor
legislation have played a large part in the erecin 1895;

tion of textile mills in the southern states.

movement

The

of the textile industry to the south

momentum between 1870 and 1880 and
by 1925 the south exceeded the north in spindle-

gained

it in
yardage Between 1920 and 1930 the south gained 3,355,000

age, having already exceeded

spindles, while the other states lost 7,591,000.
Tariffs have probably been the most impor-

tant influence in the international migration of
the textile industries in that they have led for-

eign capitalists to establish plants within tariff
walls to evade import taxes. In the tariff history
of the great industrial countries the textile capitalists

have been the first proponents of proand have carried on the major

tective tariff

offensive; this is true particularly of the cotton
manufacturers of France and the wool and cotton manufacturers of the United States. Every
country in the world now has some form of

tries before

and

central

value; and the local labor of the mountain whites
or the Japanese girls temporarily recruited from

the rural districts can be trained to compete
with the spinners of Lancashire. The industry
can utilize the surplus labor supply of women

and children often familiar with the household
Whereas formerly water power, followed
by accessibility to coal, was a determining factor, a steam turbine operated by electricity has
art.

eliminated this dependence. Even atmospheric
humidity, which was considered a matter of

importance in Lancashire and New Bedford, can
be produced satisfactorily by air conditioning.
Provided there is a sufficient market, textile mills
can easily be installed and operated throughout
the world; and the primary factors in international and regional competition have become
wages, running hours, labor legislation, business

management and currency levels.
Until the World War the cotton and wool
industries of Great Britain presented a history
of unbroken expansion, except for the Civil War

and their dominance over world markets
was uncontested. The number of persons employed was double that of any other industry.
Cotton products amounted to about one fourth
the total exports and comprised over half of the
world trade. Nevertheless, the cotton industry
period,
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was employing proportionately less of the total
number of workers, and Great Britain's position
in world trade was being challenged.
By 1913
all of the countries of
Europe had important
cotton textile industries, in Japan, China and
India the industry had gained a foothold; while
in the Americas, in addition to the United States,
there were growing industries in Canada, Mex-

ico

and South America.

The World War hastened these movements
and changes and because of violent dislocation
undoubtedly aggravated the seventy of the readjustments. By cutting off British exports of
cotton piece goods, which in 1913 amounted to
73 percent of the total world exports, it stimulated the export trade in countries with estab-
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11.76 percent excluding that country, a rise of
3.87 percent in the Americas with the United
States included or 70.31 percent without the
United States and a vast increase, amounting to

137.41 percent, for Asia. Figures for the last
sixty -three years indicate a decline in annual
percentage increase of spindleage until 1929,

when an

actual

decrease set in for the

first

time since the industrial revolution. Although
an annual decrease of world spindleage has continued since then, increases have been recorded
for eleven countries (Soviet Russia, Spain,
Poland, the Netherlands, Finland, Hungary,
Denmark, India Japan, China and Mexico), indi-

cating that

some displacement

is

taking place.

The derangement of international trade in the

lished industries, such as Japan; while in other

textile industries has

it offered a
type of protection which
fostered the growth of domestic industries, as
in Australia, Argentina, Canada, India, China
and Brazil The spirit of nationalism awakened

repercussions of post-war dispersion and increased productive capacity. Whereas before the

centers

by the war and the Treaty of Versailles has been
accompanied by industrial ambitions which have
led to the building of new textile mills. By the
revision of boundaries textile units were broken

up, a situation particularly disastrous for the
industry because of the ease of replacement.

France acquired from Germany 1,891,450 cotton spindles and 50,258 cotton looms in AlsaceLorraine; these Germany promptly replaced at

no great
fell

cost during the inflation period; Poland
L6dz built to supply the

heir to the mills of

Russian market with coarse goods as well as to
Austrian mills. Estonia, which formerly had no
foreign trade, received 750,000 spindles and has

been forced to export. In the break up of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, Czechoslovakia, with
a population of 13,000,000, acquired 79 to 90

war Great

Britain,

mately four

fifths

been one of the immediate

which exported approxicotton piece goods output, dominated world trade with 58 percent of
world exports by value of product, the nearest
of

its

competitor being Germany with 10 percent, in
1930 the former's percentage had fallen to 40
percent. Although the other principal countries,
with the exception of Germany and Switzerland,
shared among them England's percentage losses,
the lion's share went to Japan. Rising from a
position of comparative unimportance twenty
years ago, Japan has swept forward in the industrial

up its empire on cotton
Great Britain did a hundred

world, building

textile exports as

years before. Its textile industry, subsidized by
the government, is highly centralized in organization (the Japan Cotton Spinners Association
controls at least 97 percent of the spindleage);
its finished products are exported largely by

three companies, which also purchase the raw
and it pays very low wages, thus increasing its competitive power. It has searched ag-

percent of the textile industries built to supply
a population of 52,000,000. The spindles of
Austria were separated from the weaving sheds

cotton;

of Bohemia. The cost differentials arising from
disordered post-war finance served further to

gressively for markets throughout the world,
first in the neighboring oriental countries, then

increase equipment and push sales, as, for instance, in the Netherlands and later in Japan.
Although the significance of comparative fig-

and

complicated by various factors, such as
differences in types of spindles and looms, hours

ures

is

of running, speeds and the post-war changes in
boundaries, as well as by incomplete reporting,
available statistics for the cotton industry indicate that there has been a general increase of
since 1913.
9.88 percent in world spindleage
There has been a decline of 1.5 percent for
Europe including Great Britain or an increase of

in India, Australia, the
finally in

Middle East and Egypt
The margin between

the Balkans.

British and Japanese exports of cotton piece
goods was narrowed, until in 1933 Great Britain
lost its lead in yardage export, a position which
it will probably never regain.
With old markets shrinking as native industries develop, the quest for new markets has
been keen. Whereas before the war Great Britain was the only country with a world market
and the other countries confined themselves to
certain areas, keen competition and rivalry are
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now

any market where there is
for textiles, whether it be in the Balthe
Gold
of Africa or in Peru,
on
Coast
kans,
where incidentally the huge Indian market is an
a

characteristic of

demand

the least mobile and the least mechanized, although the fiber lends itself easily to the ma-

impressive stake in the struggle. Since the indus-

chine process. Since it is too expensive for a
large market, the important factors from the
outset have been the cheapening of the raw

of Great Britain, Japan, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands and Switzerland must
export over half their output and those of Italy

material and the development of higher standards of living. The needed stimulus was furnished by the higher wage levels in the United

and France well over a

States during the World War and the post-war
decade, when the American industry alone increased its consumption of raw silk by 225

tries

third, these countries are

making every attempt to safeguard markets over
which they have any control. Colonial markets
are being reserved largely for the mother counthe policy of empire preference, adopted
at the Ottawa Conference, has given more favorable terms to British textiles; while the new

tries;

bargaining trade agreements of Great Britain
are designed to protect England's textile exports
in the countries with which it has bargaining

arrangements.
Military

demands during the World War

added to the dislocation of foreign trade in wool
and hastened the movement toward the East
which was already under way. Japan is now
practically self-sufficient in the production of
woolen textiles and is rapidly increasing its out-

percent. The center of the silk industry has
shifted from Lyons to New York. Although

comparative

statistical

data are lacking,

it is

esti-

mated that there were in 1933 between 270,000
and 300,000 power looms, at least 40 percent
of these being in the United States, and over
600,000 hand looms, only a small percentage
of which produce commercial products
Although the manufacture of artificial silk
was practicable before 1914, there are few plants
with a pre-war history The first rayon factory
was started at Besanson, France, in 1889 and
was followed by similar enterprises in the other
industrial countries of Europe, in England and
United States. Their promising develop-

also the Soviet Union; while in Australia, which has suffered from surplus stocks,
there is a drive toward the fabrication of wool

ment was soon checked by the World War, when
many of them were commandeered for military

home. The United Kingdom, France and the
United States still consume the most wool,

The

followed by Germany, Japan, Italy and Belgium.
In 1926 the United Kingdom, the leading ex-

tion of hostilities as well as the high prices of
other fibers and the demand for luxury fabrics

porter of wool products, shipped more than
twice as much as France and Germany, which

created an excellent setting for the growth of
the new industry. The annual world rayon out-

came next

put increased from 52,120,000 pounds in 1920
to 660,155,000 pounds in 1933. The two countries showing the most phenomenal growth are
the United States and Japan. Beginning production on a commercial scale in 1911, the
United States ranked fifth in production in 1913
and by 1922 had gained first place. Since then
it has continued to produce twice as much as its

put, as

is

at

in

importance

(see

WOOL).

The

future of the export trade will depend
on the speed of industrialization in the Orient

and on economic conditions. As a style fabric
wool has an elastic demand, and much of the
European interchange of tops, yarn and cloth
is due to success in specialization. Any estimate
of future demand must take into consideration
the tendency toward the use of lighter clothing,
omission of linings and the substitution of
knitted garments, which may nevertheless be
made of wool yarns. On the other hand, the
spread of the clothing industry has enlarged the

market for standardized materials, the luxury
demands for certain fabrics have been increasing
and, most significantly for the immediate future,
there is a trend toward the adoption of European
clothing by the peoples of the Far and Near
East.

Except in the Orient
a luxury industry.

Of

silk

has continued to be

the older industries

it is

in the

purposes or were deprived of chemicals or labor.
dearth of textiles which followed the cessa-

nearest competitor.

Meanwhile Japan, which

.42 percent of world output in
1923, captured second place in 1933, producing
13.5 percent of the world output.
Unlike the other textiles, rayon spinning is
concentrated in a few units. The industry has
not spread rapidly, as capital investments in

produced only

plants are large, the success of the producers

depends on mass production, yarn is easy to
ship and secrets are carefully guarded. About
ten large concerns control approximately 70 percent of the world production. National associations have

bound domestic producers into man-
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ageable groups, which in turn have developed
a complicated network of foreign affiliations,

separate counts or special fabrics. In cotton the
separated functions may include raw cotton mer-

patent agreements and technical collaboration.
In 1927 there was formed an international cartel

finishing, packing

based on an agreement between Courtalds,
whose American subsidiary is the American
Viscose Company, the Vereinigte Glarizstoff-

Bemberg of Germany, which also has large investments in the United States, and the Snia
Viscosa; later the Dutch Enka joined the com-

chantmg, spinning, yarn merchantmg, weaving,
and merchantmg, while in the
worsted industry they comprise wool buying,
top making, combing, spinning, warping, weaving and finishing. Because of the importance of
the character of the yarn the woolen industry
generally incorporates all of the processes in one
firm.

groups include the Tubize group, the Celanese group and the Duponts.
According to statistics available for the United
bine.

Other

In the United States

it

has been more usual

influential

CONSUMPTION OF MAJOR Ttxi ILE YARNS IN THE

UNHED

STAITS, 1900-32
(In 1,000,000 pounds)

States rayon has definitely become a substitute
for silk and cotton in knit goods and has reduced

YEAR

woven goods it has played

1901

As a complementary fiber it has
undoubtedly stimulated the demand for certain

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

their consumption. In

a dual role.

cotton fabrics by making them more attractive,
while in the case of broad loom silks it has dissilk in the cheaper grades In Lyons
reported that 75 percent of the looms are
on
working
rayon instead of silk, while the ratio

placed the
it is

of French exports of rayon and rayon fabrics to
silk and silk fabrics shifted from 9 to 115 in
1926 to 9 to 8 6 in 193 1 Its general gain as com-

pared with other fibers in the United States is
evident from the statistics assembled in the
Further progress in substitution
chemical research and the price
relationships among the fibers Since the World
adjoining table.
will depend on

War

the prices of raw cotton, raw wool and silk
have fluctuated wildly, while the price of rayon,

the controlled fiber, has declined steadily, both
absolutely and relatively.
The size of plants in the textile industry
varies from the small mill employing fewer than

a hundred persons to the huge plants producing
standardized goods in Great Britain, the United

Japan and the Soviet Union In general
small concerns arc most numerous except in the
case of rayon. In France and Holland the introStates,

duction of electricity is now tending further to
decentralize the textile industries. Not only is

medium sized plant, frequently
family owned, most typical, but the amalgamation movement has proceeded at a much slower
the small or

1900

1920
1921
1922
1923

1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

COTTON*
i 80 i

WooLf
420

2040
2093
1990
226l

388
466
489
458
538
492
499
419
574
492
471
540

2438
2487
2246
2599
2379
2356
2700
2933
2971
2446
2955
3333
2840
3096
3228
3595
3417
3545
3053
2631
2433

SILK.

RAVON

to
14
16

14
21
19
19
I8

20
25
25
26

i.i

30
34

27

527
603
632
637
516
629
604

39
52
58
62
60

12.0

593

85
87

444

76
77

602

18.4

274
43 o

440
643

81

77.6
93 3
113.0
141 9
116.2

88

147.8

97

657
574
592

3.9

* Figures for 1920^*3 r excluding hnters.
FiKurts for 1900-09 r< present fibcal yea
(

So/me For cotton United States, B
Domestic Commerce , Statistical Abstract oj the United States
(1914) p 505, and (1932) p 658 For \vool National Association
of Wool Manufacturers, Annual ]\ool Renew, lyi? (Boston
u;i8) p is, and United States, Department of Agriculture.
Yearbook of Apiculture (10^) p 811 For t-ilk. United States.
Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture (1931) p
1090, and (1^3-2) p 954 (net imports) For ra> on United States,
Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture (1931) p
1090. and (1932) p 954

to combine spinning and weaving, since in both
wool and cotton fabrics the tendency has been

pace in these industries than in others and big
combinations are few in number even in Ger-

to produce standardized cloths not requiring a
wide variety of yarns, whereas in England the
employers have testified to the demand for vari-

many and the United

ety of product.

States.

A

tendency to elaborate specialization, both
in the cotton and in the wool industries, has
been carried to the extreme in Lancashire. Not
only is every function a specialized industry, but

whole towns concentrate on the production of

Confronted with narrowing markets and the
competition of a new textile, the textile industries in capitalist countries are

poorly organized

cope with the problem of surplus capacity.
Numerous schemes to control production and
to
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marketing have been tried with varying success:
cooperative marketing in the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Great Britain and the United
States; voluntary price fixing and limitation of
output or the quota system in Czechoslovakia,
Austria, Great Britain, Italy, Belgium, Poland

and Switzerland. The Lancashire Cotton Corporation, which, has been aided by the Bank of
England, represents the most successful attempt

in the manufacture of woven goods; the raw
material was raised on the lands of the villagers
and farmers, and spinning and weaving were a

regular part of the household routine. The
growth of a flourishing merchant class and the
rise of the towns between the twelfth and the

fourteenth

created

century

new

conditions

hundred mills have been absorbed, about a
quarter of which have been scrapped and the
others, with over 7,000,000 spindles, have been

which ultimately removed much of the work of
textile production from the home. Cotton fibers
brought from the Orient offered active competition to the flax and wool which the peasant
raised and painstakingly prepared for spinning
on his tiny farm. The day of the rough homespun which everyone could produce was passing,

reconditioned. The Soviet Union, on the other
hand, is continuing under its second Five- Year
Plan to increase production in cotton, silk,
woolen and linen textiles to meet the needs of a
vast and growing domestic market, a counter

especially because of the demand by the nobility
and the wealthier merchants for finer textures;
moie beautiful colors and distinctive patterns.
Cottagers who had supplemented scanty earnings by spinning linen, and woolen cloth for the

to reduce surplus capacity through rationalizaAccording to its general scheme over one

tion.

movement

of expansion which is characteristic
of the other non- industrial countries all over the

world.

ETHEL
LABOR.

B. DIETRICH

The textile crafts are among the oldest

human

occupations and are practised by all
primitive peoples. When man scratched the
story of his deeds in the rocks, he was already
of

making, dyeing and ornamenting fabrics. In all
the ancient civilizations of Europe and Asia the
textile

craftsmen attained extraordinary

skill,

particularly in design and color, and contributed
greatly to the development of pride in workman-

The early Mexicans made cloth and the
more primitive Indians to the north perfected
the art to a marked degree. The technology was
of the simplest. For ages spinning was done by
means of a wooden spindle, rotated directly by
hand; the spinning wheel was not developed
until toward the end of the Middle Ages. There
was more progress in the looms used for weaving, but this also was slow until the changes
ship.

wrought by the industrial revolution.
While in the great urban centers of the ancient
civilizations there were textile factories, usually
employing slave labor (the Romans established
such factories in Britain), the manufacture of
textiles

was

in general a

home industry, the work

being performed mainly by women and children. Alongside of both factory and home industry flourished the highly skilled craftsmen

who produced

finer goods; these all but diswestern Europe after the breakdown
of the Roman Empire. Up to the early Middle
Ages wool and flax were used almost exclusively

appeared

in

local

market found

callings.

it

impossible to pursue both
of the tiller of

The heavy rough hand

the soil could not produce the fine thread the
trade demanded, and workers began to devote
themselves wholly to the fashioning of fine
fabrics on their hand looms. The rise of a class of
highly skilled craftsmen and soon afterward

its

division into independent manufacturers and
journeymen employees, who worked in the small

shops and primitive factories on a piece basis,
and poor artisans, who bought raw materials
from the large dealer and sold him their finished
product, followed as a matter of course.
Cut-throat competition soon made some form
of protective organization imperative. The
guilds were the earliest answer to this need. They
fixed prices, set standards of quality, de-

termined the number and training of apprentices
and in general kept a firm hand on the textile
trade. They encouraged the development of
skill among the craftsmen and rigorously supervised the quality of workmanship. The introduction of machinery was generally opposed.

For two centuries these guilds were able to
all the important countries of Europe. Many of the guilds were very
maintain their hold in

large; in England in 1661 the silk guild numbered some 40,000 persons, including women
and children. A product of the new economic
forces developing within feudal society and
bound up with the rising bourgeoisie, the guilds
were a powerful factor in the fight of the mediaeval towns for civic independence against the
dominant nobility. The guild of the English
weavers obtained the right of marketing and

autonomy before the emergence of municipal

Textile Industry
government. In Brussels an international federation of forty-two towns and cities was formed to
limit the supply of workers and to exclude others
from blacklisted towns. In Lancashire the wool
guild, under the civic constitution, had full control of employment and of all matters connected
with capital and credit. Although masters and
journeymen were ostensibly united fraternally
within the guilds, there soon developed organized struggles of the journeymen workers,

were becoming more and more

interests

from those of their masters. In Ghent m 1345, in
a "strike" in which hundreds were killed, and
again in

in 1478 textile workers successfor their demands. As the guilds,

Lcyden

fully fought

primarily because of an inability to take advantage of new technical developments began to
,

decline, the antagonisms between masters and
journeymen assumed more acute forms.
Although many changes took place in the
technology of textile manufacture and the early

factory system made steady
workers up to the second half

progress,

smashing in all parts of the country. At Blackburn
1826 more than a thousand power loom?
were destroyed in three days as a protest against
the factory system, under which half the town
was living on public chanty In Germany the

m

Silesian weavers rose in revolt in 1844 against
the machine, and similar uprisings followed in
Saxony and other districts.

whose

distinct

textile
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conducted a well organized campaign of machine

As

the terrible aftermath of uncontrolled ex-

ploitation became apparent,
an effort to correct some of

Great Britain made
its worst abuses. A
which was greatest

crusade against child labor,
and most abused in the textile factories, was the
first indication of awakening social consciousness. Robert

of

Owen demanded the legal abolition

child labor. Sir Robert Peel, himself the
employer of a thousand children, brought the
all

question to the attention of Parliament in 1802,

and the first of a series of factory
as a result of the

acts was passed
storm of disapproval his revela-

tions brought forth These laws provided for a
of sanitation in the factories, forbade

of the eighteenth
century were generally independent craftsmen.
Production, whether in the cottage or in the

minimum

small factory, \vas carried on by means of simple
hand machinery. Then the series of inventions
which ushered in the industrial revolution com-

work

pletely transformed the status of the textile

working hours of three quarters of all persons
employed in the British textile industry were

worker.

The

spinning jenny, the water frame

and the mule put an end to hand spinning, although weaving for some time still remained
largely a manual industry. With the introduction
of the power loom, however, hand weaving began rapidly to decline and by 1816 was m complete collapse. For the worker this readjustment
period was one of unspeakable suffering Old
skills suddenly became useless and women and
children flocked into the mills to do the unskilled work of tending machines. These helpless workers, most of them taken from almshouses, were bound out for from seven to
twenty-one years. It has been estimated that m
the early days of the factory system 20 percent
of the employees were women, 35 percent men
and 45 percent children; less than one quarter of
those employed in the British textile factories in
1839 were adult males over eighteen.

In Great Britain the new machinery aroused
resistance among the workers it displaced. The

m

introduction of the spinning jenny
1767 was
accompanied by a series of riots; in 1779 mobs of

men

sacked and burned the factories
of Arkwright, the inventor of the water frame.
Between 1811 and 1816 the famous Luddites
infuriated

the binding out of children under nine, restricted
labor to twelve hours a day and prohibited night
for minors

In 1847 the ten-hour day for

young persons and women, with half time
children,

\\as

established

By

for

these acts the

regulated.

These developments fostered the process of
\\orkers' organization, a difficult undertaking,

since Parliament, alarmed
secret societies

by the growth of

among the textile proletariat, had

enacted legislation in 1800 against all efforts to
organize for higher wages and ten years later had
increased the severity of these laws after the

Luddite movement. But organization progressed
despite legal bans. In 1808, after Parliament had
refused to accept minimum wage legislation, the
Manchester cotton weavers struck for an in-

m

1812 there was a general strike of the
in which 40,000 looms were
stopped. Disappointed by the failure of their
minimum wage campaigns, the textile workers
for a brief time joined in the vanguard of the
crease;

Glasgow weavers,

parliamentary suffrage movement, then veered
once more to industrial action in 1818, when a
new strike wave broke out in various parts of the
country.

In Germany too the textile worker became the
pioneer of labor organization, but here the
growth of unionism was slower and less spontaneous. The old journeymen's associations had
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and prohibitions
under an era of mercantilism. In Prussia the
code of 1794 forbade journeymen to associate
and to hold meetings. The Industrial Code of
1845 undermined further the feeble efforts at
labor association In Great Britain the labor
union was a direct outgrowth of the journeymen's guilds; in Germany no such traditions remained and it was left to the political labor
fallen victim to regulations

movement
toward

at a later date to take the first steps
the creation of labor unions. It was the

in their mills, housing them in company dwelland providing for their needs from company

ings

Massachusetts at first frowned on child
labor, but it was not long before young girls
were brought into the mills from all over the
countryside and boarded in company houses
under the supervision of matrons employed by
stores.

the factory owners.

The first strike on record in the United States
occurred in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, in 1824,
when mill girls went out against a wage cut and

uprising of the Silesian workers in 1845 that led

for the ten-hour day.

to the first attempt to organize textile labor.

rather than

Four years later the first weavers' society
(Weber Verein) was formed with twenty-eight
branches. In 1868 a congress in Berlin created a
central body for all branches in the industry and
in building up the Verband
Weber und Fabnkarbeiter "for

was instrumental
der Farber,

m

the stoppage of work." Finally in
1874 the Deutsche Textilarbeiter- Verband was
formed.
Although France lagged behind England and
the old domestic system and the handicrafts pre-

joint action

vailed until after 1825, the industrial revolution
produced the same results but on a smaller scale.

action,

men seem

because

they

In this period women
have led in aggressive

to

constituted

the

over-

whelming majority of the workers. In many of
the strikes led by these militant women processions, banners and even gunpowder played an
important part. The first labor organizations of
workers were sporadic affairs. They were

textile

usually branches of British trade unions, although some of them were affiliated with central
labor bodies in the United States. Organization
was seriously interfered with, since the existing

conspiracy laws forbade associations organized
on class lines; thus the leaders of a weavers'

union in Connecticut were sued for damages by

One

of the earliest attempts at organization
among the French textile workers was the

the employers and were imprisoned on a charge
of conspiracy to ruin the latter's business. As

Union d'Ouvriers des Tisserands, which was
formed after a strike in 1821. The two great

was generally true of American labor

at that

weavers in the i83o's,

period, the textile workers in their meetings
discussed questions of suffrage, prison reform,

while they had revolutionary republican implications, were essentially strikes of the modern

free public schools and other problems of the
day as much as their own immediate interests.

trade union kind, with no element of opposition
to the machine. In 1814 Belgian spinners organized to provide for their members in case of

During the early part of the nineteenth century the introduction of new improved machinery displaced considerable factory labor. In

old age or death; but the opposition of
a powerful employer caused the dissolution of
the organization. Throughout the nineteenth

figures to prove that in 1841, 35 representative
factories in Great Britain employed 1060 fewer

revolts of the

Lyons

silk

illness,

century every attempt of the Belgian textile
workers to organize was suppressed under the
anticombination law.

In the
colonists

New World the North American
had attained considerable skill in tex-

work before the beginning of the eighteenth
century; by the end of the century the real development of textile manufacture on a commercial scale had begun. After the Revolutionary
War the scarcity of labor made possible the employment of women and children to an extent
tile

previously unheard of. In 1831 hi twelve large
cotton manufacturing states 58 percent of all
employees in the cotton mills were women and 7

percent children under twelve. Rhode Island
manufacturers employed entire families

textile

1844 James Leach, Chartist leader, published

mule spinners than in 1829, although the number of spindles in these factories had increased
by almost 100,000. In 1831 the ring spindle was
introduced into America and did away with the
highly

skilled

mule spinners by making

it

possible to use women and young children in
their place. Technological change continued
until virtually all branches of the textile industry

were highly mechanized. This process was accelerated after the 1870*3. Today the human
element is reduced to a minimum; every process
is mechanized, from the handling of the raw

material to the packing of the finished product.
It has been estimated that the work done in a
factory containing

would,

if

200 steam operated looms

performed by hand, give employment

Textile Industry
and support to 2000 persons and that a modern
weave room containing 200 power looms operated by 25 weavers produces the equivalent of
the output of a community of 60,000 craftsmen,
their wives and children in the
early days of

home

production. In the

first

twenty-five years
of the twentieth century, the period which saw
the shift to electric power, the productivity of
the individual worker was increased approxi-

mately 25 percent. Mechanization is now greatest in the rayon plant, where apparatus in series
and remote control have made production almost
completely automatic and reduced labor to a
very low minimum.
Despite the enormous increase in mechanization

and labor saving devices the total number of

textile

workers grew because of the industry's

expansion. In the United States employment
reached a peak in 1923, with 1,715,293 workers,
but fell to only 1,707,526 in 1929. Since the

World War, however, the

textile

industries

manufacturing cotton and woolen goods have
been in a depressed condition, with a great increase in both unemployment and part time
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1918 to 201 in 1926; in India 808 out of 1739
strikes fought from 1921 to
1929 were in the
textile industry.

Labor conditions are

especially

bad

in the

newly developed textile industries of formerly
economically backward countries, which reproduce the worst conditions of the industrial revolution in England Vast numbers of children are
employed. Wages are extremely low. In Japan
thousands of young girls are employed in cotton
mills and housed in unhygienic dormitories in-

side the factory walls

A study

Hours of labor

made by Dr. Ta Chen

are high.

in 1931

showed

that 100,000 of the 130,000 Shanghai cotton

workers investigated were

women and

children,

who worked an

average of almost 1 1 hours per
day. In India British capital has produced the
beginnings of the mill village system of housing
with its attendant evils. An elaborate system of
fines cuts still further into the already low wage
of the Indian textile worker. Despite rapid expansion unemployment has made its inroads in

these newly developed textile nations
The competition of Japan has deprived the

work and many large wage reductions. Rationalization and the competition of rayon were

British cotton industry of many foreign markets;
Manchester since the war has been in a state of

factors, particularly in the decline of

chronic depression. The American cotton goods
worker found his worst competitor much nearer
home. Labor difficulties coupled with the high
overhead of production in the old established
communities of the northern states impelled

important

the cotton goods industry. Another important
cause was the overexpansion of the industry

during and after the World War, with the consequent intensification of international competition.

As

a result of depressed conditions in the
cotton goods industry the income of the mill

many of the mill companies, particularly those
producing cotton goods, to transfer their plants
to the undeveloped communities of the south,

workers in the United States dropped about 30
percent between 1920 and 1930. In practically

where the men and women of these agricultural

every country wages fell from 10 to 20 percent
below the average for other industries Wage

worked for rates one third lower than those in
the north and in turn caused a sharp depression
of wages in the entire industry. Wages are low

cuts were accompanied by an increase in hours
of labor. These developments were resisted by

the workers.

Many

strikes

were waged

m

the

United States. In France the textile federation,
which had been virtually destroyed during the
war, was revived. During the period of peak
prices there were more strikes in textiles than in
any other French industry. A series of sharp
conflicts between 1924 and 1928 swept 'over
Germany, Czechoslovakia and Austria. Even in
Japan, where government suppression of trade
unionism is almost axiomatic and both the
cotton and the silk manufacturing industries

employ female labor to a large extent, a number
of widespread strikes took place. In China too,
where the spinners and weavers are organized in
guildlike unions, strikes rose sharply from 8 in

regions, wholly without industrial experience,

m

the industry as a whole; in 1929, at the peak of
prosperity, the average yearly wage of all textile

workers was only $1000.

Unionism developed

later

and much more

m

the south than in the other regions of
slowly
the United States. A sort of political feudalism

and a highly

made

effective

system of blacklisting

easy to suppress organizations wherever
they were started by forcing union men out of
the state to find work. But
the late 1920*3 the
it

m

growing industrialization of the south furnished
the basis for more permanent organization, even
in the smaller towns. Usually with the aid of
outside agencies independent unions and study
classes on economic and civic problems were
created. Progress was, however, slow. Southern
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cotton mills employ white labor almost exclusively, so that the Negro is not responsible for
the backwardness of labor organization.
To meet the competition of the southern mills
the old textile producing centers made a serious

concentrated nature of rayon production and

its

control by a few monopoly enterprises. Moreover the rayon producers are united in an inter-

effort to

national cartel which controls about 85 percent
of the world output. An important element contributing to the non-organization of labor is the

basis.

jurisdictional dispute,

put their plants on a more efficient
In 1922 the United States textile industry
launched a campaign for the elimination of sur-

plus equipment and wasteful machinery, the
introduction of automatic looms and ring
spindles and the setting up of efficiency wage

schemes. The famous Pequot plan, in which
union and manufacturer cooperated to increase
the productivity of the undertaking, became the
by-word of modern management until a serious
strike raised doubts as to

its feasibility.

A similar

process of rationalization has been going on in
other countries. This does not involve introduc-

which has grown

to inter-

national proportions, between the factory workers, who claim those who work in the rayon in-

dustry for their own because they are employed
in chemical production, and the older textile
workers, who look upon them as producers of
textile products.

In 1932 the International Federation of Trade
Unions reported that 16 national organizations
in every important country of Europe were

with the International Federation of

affiliated

much as intensification

Textile Workers' Associations. These organizations claimed a total membership of 925,000 in

of labor, according to a report on rationalization
presented to the Congress of the International

1928, which fell to 862,000 in 1932 as a result of
the world economic crisis. The United Textile

Federation of Textile Workers' Organizations
held in Berlin in 1931. The congress therefore
adopted a resolution recognizing the "employ-

Workers of America, which

tion of new machinery so

ment of alltechnicalmeasures

... as

an

inevitable

is

not affiliated with

the International Federation of Textile

Work-

reported to the 1933 convention of the American Federation of Labor a
ers' Associations,

accompaniment of private capitalism" but imposed on all affiliated organizations the "obligation to continue to oppose all measures by employers which, under the guise of rationalization
and without improved production or working

as against more than
are several opposition
unions with a very small membership. In 1933
the membership of the International was again

methods, tend only to excessive exploitation of
the worker
order to increase profits."
The world wide depression which set in after
1929 dealt a heavy blow to an already overburdened industry. Unemployment increased by

many, following the example of
textile

leaps and bounds The Austrian industry reported 13,000 out of work. In Germany only
44 percent of the workers in the textile trade

two

m

were employed in 1931, and in Great Britain

unemployment

in the ranks of the cotton mill

workers rose from 12 percent in 1928 to 38 percent in 1931. Wages fell to still lower levels, although several determined attempts were made,
the strike of 250,000 British
workers in 193 1 to fight the longer workday and the intensification of labor growing out
of the industrial crisis. Both employment and
as, for instance, in

textile

,

wages declined disastrously in the United States.
The growth of the rayon industry, whose
competition is responsible in part for the depressed condition of the older textile industries,
has not been accompanied by union organization;

almost no unionization in this

Italy,

field exists in

Germany, England, France and the

United States

The major

reason

is

the highly

membership of 20,000
30,000 in 1928. There

radically decreased

when National

Socialist

Ger-

Fascist Italy

eight years before, dissolved the independent
union with its membership of 280,000.

Great Britain with about 350,000 members is
the largest of the affiliated organizations; France
follows with about 70,000 textile operatives

m

unions, Belgium with 65,000 and
Czechoslovakia with 55,000.
rival

Much

of the weakness of labor organization

among textile workers is inherent in the industry
itself. The shifting of the industry from Europe
to Asia and, in the United States, from the north
to the south, bringing in its wake unemployment

and low wages, seriously threatens the existence
of labor unions. The predominance of woman

and child labor, by nature transitory and difficult
to organize, and the rapid elimination of skilled
labor are additional factors preventing effective
union organization. Unions in Europe as well
as in America have attempted to meet some of
these difficulties by adopting a policy of cooperation with the industry based upon an alleged
identity of interests between employer and employee in solving its fundamental problems.

Such cooperation has shown a marked tendency

Textile Industry
to

make the union

a personnel
agency for the

rather than an instrument
serving
the interests of the workers, and to place the
of
the
union
in
a
\vhere
its
management
position

management

primary concern becomes the making of profits
and the insuring of uninterrupted production
rather than the building of a militant and selfreliant organization of \\orkers. In the United
States the problem of textile labor union
organization centers around the question of northern
and southern production. If the southern Held is
permitted to go uncared for, a powerful non-
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THAER, ALBRECHT DANIEL (1752-1828),
German agronomist. Thaer,

a physician

by pro-

engaged in agriculture as a hobby. He
was spurred on to scientific writing mainly by
his reading of the works of English agronomists,
notably Arthur Young. His Einleitung zur Kenntfession,

Landwirthschaft (3 vols., Hanover 1798-1800; znd ed. 1801-06) not only
described the conditions in England but also
presented Thaer's views on the applicability of
niss der englischen

English institutions to

German conditions. After

Thaer had developed his small experimental
establishment into an agricultural research institute which soon attained wide recognition
among his contemporaries, he was called to
Prussia in 1804 and proceeded to establish the
Akademische Lehranstalt des Landbaues on the
estate of Moglin (Mittelmark). He became professor at the newly founded University of Berlin
in 1810.

His chief work, Grundsatze der

ratio-

nellen Landwirtschaft (4 vols. Berlin 1809-12,
new ed. in i vol. 1880; tr. by
Shaw and

W.

Johnson, 4th ed. New York 1852), was
translated into many languages and established
Thaer's reputation as an agronomist outside of
C.

W.

Germany,

Textile Industry
Thaer considered agriculture as an art whose
function was to aid the farmer in the realization
of the highest possible net yield by means of
proper methods of calculation and observation.
For this reason he attacked not only all the legal
restrictions which prevented the distribution of
land

among the best cultivators but also all those
which prevented its fullWhile Thaer cannot be regarded

traditional hindrances
est utilization.

as the inventor of the

system of crop rotation,

he was the first to establish its superiority to the
traditional primitive three-field system As a
result of the incorporation of potatoes, turnips

and leaf crops into the regular system of rotation
the conditions of the fields and the maintenance

Thayer
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developing, neither its history nor its basis was
clearly understood. Evolved by trial judges in
the heat of forensic dispute, it constituted a

maze of rules. It was Thayer who
showed that while it was an illogical it was a "by
no means irrational patchwork " Stimulated by
veritable

Brunner's work, he believed that he could bring
order into the confusion by tracing the develop-

ment of the jury system

in England. While he
was not the first to suspect that the law of
evidence was a product of the jury system, he
was the first to demonstrate the influence of the
older modes of trial. The law of evidence had
grown with the transformation of the jury from a

body of neighborhood witnesses

into a

body of

of the livestock improved both qualitatively and
quantitatively, and the landlord secured greater

impartial triers of fact If the jury was to be controlled, much that was logically probative had to

freedom in respect to the individual organization
of his economy. Thaer was justly renowned as
the father of agricultural science and rational
agriculture. His scientific contributions together
with the reforms of agrarian law which he sponsored, and which liberated the landlord from
the restrictions of collective forms of landownership and land utilization, resulted in the tre-

be withheld from

mendous progress of German
first

agriculture in the
half of the nineteenth century.

AUGUST SKALWEIT
Korte, Wilhelm, Albrecht Tfmer (Leipsic
1839), Werth, August, "Adam Muller und Albrecht
Thaer" in JahrbUc her fur Nat tonal okonorme, 3rd ser
vol. xxvi (1903) 99-107, and "Albrecht Thacr und
Consult.
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Johann Heinnch von Thunen"
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56-70,

Theodor von

Landwirtscfuift,

der, Geschichte der deutschen
2 vols. (Stuttgart 1903-03) vol, n,

p. 3-86.

(1831-1902),
American jurist. Although he was one of the few
really notable American legal scholars, Thayer

Har-

did not enter upon his academic career at
vard until he had practised almost twenty years
in Boston. With Langdell, Gray and Ames he
did much to establish the fame of the Harvard
Law School, where he taught constitutional law

and the law of evidence. As a

constitutionalist

he

consideration.

The Uw

of

plication of principles of procedure or of substantive law Moreover Thayer was no blind

devotee of the exclusionary system but urged

its

simplification by the judiciary in the exercise of
its rule
making powers.

Thayer 's accomplishment was both historical
and dogmatic. His preliminary treatise was
followed by the

monumental work of Wigmore,

who worked out

in detail the individual rules of

evidence. Thayer's achievement in tracing the
history of the jury system is unchallengeable.
But his rationalization of the system of evidence
as a necessary corollary of the jury

system

still

The

rules,

for

presents

certain

difficulties.

were supposed to be applicable in
equity trials and before judges sitting without
instance,

juries.

THAYER, JAMES BRADLEY

its

evidence thus developed as an exclusionary system Many of its rules really represented the ap-

No

purely exclusionary rules developed

in continental jury practise.

WILLIAM SEAGLE
and others, in Harvard Law ReJ. B
xv (1901-02) 599-609, Hall, James Parker,
Great American Lawyers, ed by
D Lewis, vol.

Consult,

Ames,

,

view, vol.
in

W

H

vm

(Philadelphia 1909) p. 345-84, Beale, J.
"Langdell, Gray, Thayer and Ames Their Contribution to the Study and Teaching of Law"
New
,

m

York

University

Law

Review, vol. via (1930-31)

385^95-

stood for a liberal construction of the constitution, and as a writer in this field he contributed a
graceful but miniature biography of John

American historian and

Marshall. His seminal work, however, was his
Preliminary Treatise on Evidence at the Com-

the son of a Boston shipping merchant. From
1871 to 1874 he attended St. Paul's School,

which has become a

Concord, and passed the next two years and a
half abroad studying with tutors, mainly in

A

mon Law (Boston
recognized

classic

1898),

of

Anglo-American

legal

literature.

Although the law of evidence had been long in

THAYER, WILLIAM ROSCOE (1859-1923),

Italy.
1 88 1

publicist.

Thayer was

He entered Harvard in 1877, graduated in
and embarked upon a journalistic career.
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In 1885 he returned to Harvard for his master's
degree, taught there in 1888-89 and then withdrew to a life of study and writing, also editing
the Harvard Graduates' Magazine from 1892 to
1915. He had developed interests in literature,
music and painting and particularly in Italian
history from 1848 to 1870, "an era which," as he
said, "forms one of the noblest episodes in the

THEATER.

history of

with some justification, as merely one form of

any country."
In 1893 he published The Dawn of Italian

Boston 1893), a study
Independence (2 vols
dealing primarily with the period from 1815
through the revolutions of 1848 and 1849 an ^
,

designed to serve as an introduction to a prolife of Cavour. After a nervous breakdown

jected

which interrupted

all historical

work

for several

years he brought out Short History of Venice
(Boston 1905), a historical synthesis in which he
eulogized the oligarchy and which contained

Cavour, primarily because he
eye in 1915.

lost

the use of an

CHARLES DOWNER HAZEN
The Letter* of William Roscoe Thayer, ed by
Harvard
D. Hazen (Boston 1926"); Wister, Owen,
Graduates' Magazine, vol. xxxu (1923-24) 246-56.
Consult

m

C

public
tially

Although often considered, and

amusement the

an

art.

For

theater at

its

best

is

essen-

in addition to offering diversion

from daily preoccupation and routine

it

may

more

positive function of building up
in the individual spectator a new pattern of inner

serve the

experience in which are purged and reintegrated
the emotions and ideals of the world of reality.

The origins of the theater are to
religious ceremonial and cult
primitive peoples of

all

be found in the

through which
time have sought to pro-

two valuable chapters on art and civilization. He
completed in 191 1 The Life and Times of Cavour

mote the welfare of the

Boston 1911), a monumental, exhaus(2 vols
tive, authoritative and vivid history of the

spirits of evil.

period, brilliantly written, which placed the
author in the forefront of American biographers
and historians. Together with his other works on
Italy it gave Americans a deeper andtruerunderstanding of that country than they had hitherto
possessed. The chief charge against it has been a
bias against the papacy and the radicals who
differed with Cavour. With the latter's political
liberalism and economic laissez faire Thayer, as
an independent in politics, was especially sym-

induce a state of ecstasy in which the individual
should be carried out of himself and liberated

,

One

by incurring the
and placating the

tribe

favor of benevolent deities

of the primary purposes of

these elaborately contrived ceremonies was to

from the haunting fears and uncertainties of his
daily life. In the dances based upon the principle
of sympathetic magic the participants reached a
degree of ecstasy where they felt themselves
actually

transformed into the benevolent or

malicious being whose characteristics and move-

ments they sought

to imitate. Imitation, mysterious identification of the imitator with the

He next undertook the Life and Letters of John
Hay (2 vols., Boston 1915), a frank "personal
"

biography and not a political history
During
World War and even before 1917 he played
an influential part in winning American opinion

being imitated, assimilation of the individual experience into the collective experience of the
group: these distinguishing features of the primitive magic dance contain in germ the essence of

the

theatrical art.

in support of the Allied Powers. Their similar
attitude to the war brought Thayer close to

process. It loses its primary meaning and justification when it pursues other objectives than that

pathetic.

Theodore Roosevelt and

led

him

to write Theo-

dore Roosevelt (Boston 1919), "a personal narrative" and an "intimate biography of our greatest

public

man

since Lincoln."

He

also published

The Art of Biography (New York 1920) and a
short life of George Washington (Boston 1922),
whom he sought to "humanize." His miscellaneous essays on Italian subjects were collected

So conceived the theater is of necessity a social

of providing the vehicle

whereby the

collective

an organic group may, by the process of
identification, undergo at least momentary
transformation. To this degree the theater has
remained, despite its many corruptions, the
most elemental of the arts, with the possible exspirit of

ception of the dance, since

its

very manner of

presentation makes it impossible to forget its
basic communal foundation. The modern delu-

in Italica (Boston 1908). Thayer conceded the
necessity of thorough research but held that the
historian should also be able to discern essen-

sion of conceiving art as the private expression
of the inner nature of the individual poet or

be an

see vividly, interpret and philosophize and
artist as well His later works lacked the

painter or musician is ruled out by the very nature of theatrical art. For even today the real

elaborate scholarship which distinguished his

theater

tials,

is

brought into existence only when a

Thayer
crowd of
witness

spectators is actually assembled to
together a performance, plastic and

fugitive in nature,

by

living

human

Theater
vital part

of
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itself reflected in

dramatist and actor.

It is

the creations of

therefore highly abfrom the drama

stract to dissociate the theater

beings.

Although has preserved many of its original
features, theatrical art has undergone the same

former as merely a place of
assemblage or a commercial institution or a

process of differentiation and specialization of
function that may be traced in economic, tech-

laboratory for experimentation in stagecraft and
scenic effects For the theater, properly understood, is that artistic experience in which drama-

it

nological

The

and

intellectual evolution in general.

distraught participants in primitive re-

ligious ceremonial were at once dramatists, actors and audience; they generated the religious
ecstasy and were in turn hypnoti/ed by their

magic. At a very early stage, however, with the appearance of the high priest or
the leader of the chorus, the function of inducing
self- induced

ecstasy was taken over by a specialised individual or group. The ability of the chor.il leader

and amplify the ecstasy of the
whole by the particular intensity and
suggestiveness of his bodily movements and expressions gave him a special status in the community and made of him a prototype of the actor
proper. When tribal development had reached a
stage where ceremonial could no longer be improvised on the basis of spontaneous cult and
the appropriate mythical formulae had to be
prepared and rehearsed in advance, a second
actor was found to be helpful and eventually a
text on which the actors could draw The need
of a sustained pattern of tonal and verbal elements, which made itself felt at a very early stage
to accelerate

group

in

as a

community ceremonial,

new and more

from the mere

quality

called into being a

intellectual talent,

histrionic

The

distinct

in

individual

who by

preparing the text unified and formalized the separate incantations became of the

m

nrst importance
the theatrical process The
dramatist appeared, although he was to remain
for a long period identical with the first actor On

the other hand, the great mass of the participants gradually receded further and further into

the

background, content to reproduce that

which the dramatist had systematized and the
actor rehearsed in advance. They became the
public. Actor, dramatist and public they and
they alone have remained the crucial elements
in the theatrical process Furthermore a genuine
theater comes into existence only when these
elements are closely integrated; when actor and
dramatist serve merely to articulate the symas they
pathies and aspirations of the people
undergo the hypnotic experience of identification across the footlights. Every theater, in the
true sense of the word, is a unity, at the core of

which

is

the living community finding

some

and

tist,

to conceive the

actor and audience arc fused into a

momen-

tary unity which through the magic of identification today as at the beginning brings re-

from anxiety and frustration.
Although in its origins and essential nature
everywhere the same, the theater has at different
periods and in various regions manifested a wide
lease

variety.

The

Asiatic stage

is

strikingly different

from the European, especially as regards the role
of the dramatist in the Chinese theater song
and pantomme predominate, while the interest
in traditional stock types leaves little

room

for

creative dialogue; and as a result the occasional
attempts to introduce Chinese plays on to the

western stage have proved uniformly unsucJapanese theatrical art has had a richer

cessful.

development, but even there the primary interest has always been in the actor rather than in
the dramatist In addition to the No dramas,
which weie designed to beguile the feudal aristocracy with elaborate music, choruses, dances
and lavish draperies, there grew up the Kabuki,
or popular theater for the masses. In the latter
the masks of the
to secure a

more

No drama were

laid aside so as

natural and realistic presentawere used as actresses a fact

tion, and women
which in encouraging prostitution led

to inter-

mittent .suppression of these theaters. The profession of acting was highly developed, families
of actors arose who passed on the mantle from
father to son over a period of centuries.

The

and skill of the Japanese actor,
particularly with the sword and rapier, were exceeded only by the colorful eye of the Japanese
physical grace

for natural staging Dramatic poetry, on the
other hand, has never developed in Japan as a
lorm of national or cultural expression; and since

the present day Japanese theater

is

breaking up

under European influences, no independent development of this kind is to be expected in the
future.

In the Joruri, or puppet, theater the Japanese
have developed a type of theatrical art which has
received only incidental recognition in the western world. Throughout the Orient, however, the
value of the puppet shows, particularly as a device for reaching the children and the very
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simple populace, has been widely appreciated.
The sacred theatrical art of the Malays of Java,
the Wajang, employs life size marionettes, sometimes as many as two hundred different types,

which are manipulated to the accompaniment
of the orchestra and the songs and intonmgs of
the directors behind a thin white curtain, on
which the spectators see reflected the rhythmic

pantomime of the shadows.
A type of art much more
European

is

to

be found

in the history of the

theater (500-600 A.D.) came nearly eight hundred years after the dissemination of Greek culture by Alexander the Great. Nevertheless, far
more than in other countries of the Orient the
dramatist was a figure of importance. In Indian
dramas the alternation of serious and comic

scenes according to carefully denned critical
rules suggests deliberate literary experimentation as well as a body of systematic aesthetic

enthusiasm of eighteenth
century European critics, such as Goethe, over
Kalidasa's Sakuntala has served to call the atcriticism; while the

ties

number of similari-

between the dramaturgy of India and that

of western Europe.

The western

city-state of

Athens was becoming

turned back and crippled at Salamis. The outstanding threat against Greek liberty was eliminated.

and

A

soldier

who had

fought at Marathon

became an

actor like Thespis sought to
infuse the traditional cult of Dionysus with the
later

of the new Athenian age. In doing so
Aeschylus built upon the innovation of his predecessor, but by adding a second actor made
spirit

closely akin to the

Indian theater, which, in the opinion of a number of scholars, has revealed unmistakable signs
of Greek influence. This hypothetical influence
must remain in the realm of conjecture, however, especially since the great era of the Indian

tention of later scholars to a

The

drama.

increasingly conscious of its power and influence. The forces of the oriental tyrants had been

however, even more
itself derives almost
entirely from the Greek. From the dances and
processions held, particularly in Attica, in honor
theater,

than western civilization

of Dionysus, the Asiatic god of fertility, there
developed a crude form of choral antiphony be-

possible spoken dialogue and coordination of
gesture and movement as between the two
figures The chorus, remaining as a symbol of

community cult out of which the new art
form had grown, stood in the "orchestra," the
center of the great amphitheater in which the
Athenian citizenry assembled to view the action
(drama} of principals and chorus. The individual
the
actors who appeared on the "scene"
narrow, raised platform abutting on the orchestra circle
with their raised boots (buskins) and
immobile masks equipped with amplifiers to
the

make their voices carry through the spacious
open air theater, were singers rather than players
in the modern sense of the word, and their performance was more like an oratorio, of Bach
for example, than a straight theatrical presentation of the present day.

The dramatic effects, however, especially after
Sophocles' introduction of a third actor, were of
the most profound intensity. In Prometheus
Bound and in the Oresteia, the only trilogy of the
period to be preserved in its entirety, are to be
found the richest expression of the defiance and
the submissiveness, of the skepticism and the

tween a leader on the one hand, who impersonated the god, and on the other the worshipers of

which strove in turn to dominate the
Greek spirit during a restless period of transition
and readjustment. In The Persians, which

the god dressed in goatskins. Thus arose the
song, or "tragedy." At the Dionysiac
festival in Athens in 534 B.C. Thespis, leader of

dramatized the reaction of the Persian court to
the news of Salamis, Aeschylus turned from the
field of traditional legend and situation to the

the chorus, stood apart from his choral following
and in reply to their chanting uttered a prear-

the

goat

ranged pattern of answers. Thus there emerged
first actor, known as the protagonist. The
legendary cart on which he stood symbolized,
according to the tradition of the cult, the ship in
which the god Dionysus had been transported

the

from Asia to the shores of Greece.
Within the course of the generation

after

Thespis there developed with unparalleled ra-

new

artistic form which was to constimost powerful influence in the subsequent history of the European theater: the Attic

pidity a
tute the

faith,

more dangerous sphere of immediate events. In
more serene generation which followed the
work of Aeschylus was carried on, and in the
process purged of
lessness,

much

of

its

by Sophocles, who

Promethean restboy had par-

as a

ticipated in the ceremonial dances held in celebration of Salamis. Sophocles, a member of the

upper aristocracy which ruled Athens during the
period of its highest development, typified more
fully than either Aeschylus or Euripides the ideal
of moderation and balance repeatedly echoed in
Greek ethics from Solon to Aristotle. His deep
piety and traditionalism gave way only occasion-

Theater
the character of Antigone, to a realization of the implicit conflict between the indially, as in

vidual's responsibility to the collectivity

personal loyalties

and

and

his

affections.

The rapid transformation which the Greek
drama underwent within a single generation and
which caused it to become the expression of the
dynamic Athenian citizenry came to an end with
equal rapidity Euripides, born in the year of
Salamis, was a thoroughgoing skeptic and rationalist,

with

little

of the self-confident faith or

the vigor of imagination of his predecessors. The
religious element, along with the chorus which

symbolized the religious origins, receded further
and further into the background The psychology of individual characters was treated more
convincingly and more subtly; but the rounded

on the stage was still
lacking Euripides succeeded, as Mommsen has
in
the
ancient stage with"destroying
suggested,
"
His direct
out being able to forge the modern
influence on later generations, however, has been
projection of the individual

immeasurably greater than that of his contemporaries or predecessors.

derives from

mentahsm

far

The later Attic comedy

him and his humanitarian sentimore than from the inspired mas-

ters of the "old

comedy

"

When
when

the power of Athens was at its height,
theatrical presentations constituted a

major feature of religious festivals, when the
powerful aristocrats assumed the financing of
the dramatic spectacles as part of their routine
responsibility, when Pericles provided all needy
citizens with the price of admission and com-

pensated

them

for the

time

lost in

attendance

in this unparalleled age the Greek stage developed a second form of theatrical art, the

comedy. All frivolous elements were rigidly excluded from the tragedy and apportioned at first
to the satyr drama, which was presented at the
end of the conventional trilogy and constituted
as a rule a parody of the myths and legends
which elsewhere were treated with reverence
and awe. Alongside of the satyr drama, however,
there developed gradually from another feature

of the Dionysiac festival the comedy, built up
around the song of the revelers (komoidia) returning home from the festival, bearing aloft the
phallus, symbol of fertility. The animal costumes, in which the village revelers were girt,
were preserved in the choruses of the great Attic
comedians, which included birds, wasps, frogs
and the like. Aristophanes alone of the writers of

litical,
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the literary and often the most

trivial

and rivalries carry across in all
and freshness the two and a half
millennia which have intervened And yet this
private issues
their vividness

fantastic

comedy, cosmological in its range,
lasted but a brief moment The new
Eunpidean
and Socratic tendencies against which Ariswas
tophanes
continually inveighing continued
slowly to undermine the older Penclean collectivity With the collapse of Athens in the Peloponnesian War the populace seemed to lose the
vigor and the zest to follow such restless flights

The "new comedy,"
which grew up in response to the changed
temper of the people and which for the same
reason was found more congenial to later generations in Rome and Florence and Versailles, was
tame, refined, urban amusement, which in the
spirit of post-Eunpidean Athens brought upon
the stage individuals, and particularly types,
drawn from the more cosmopolitan atmosphere
of fantastic contrivance.

of fourth century Athens.

The comedies

of

Menander, supreme master of the new technique, dispensed with the chorus and turned
away from the older political and ethical issues,
and are best understood as expressions of a
wearied and slightly disillusioned society which
sought contentment and diversion in unpretentious situations and sentiments clothed in
polished, well turned dialogue

from the older

religious

The

transition

dramas was furthered

rise of professional guilds of
traveled throughout the Hellenistic
empire and, with a shrewd economic eye on the
changing tastes of the public, introduced more

also

by the gradual

players

who

and more the new type of refined sentimental
drama.
As already suggested theatrical art arose from
the fusion of the histrionic instinct with the

emotional exaltation

generated by rhythmic
motion At a comparatively early stage, however,
two distinct currents flowed out of the primitive
ceremonial unity and for a long period remained in separate channels. The emotional religious element predominating in the tragedy and
comedy proper was in time counteracted by a
form of theatrical entertainment known as the
mime, the origins of which may likewise be
traced to primitive religious cult and ceremonial The stuffed belly and the phallus, which
were the distinctive amulets of the mimic actor
as late as the Christian period, are sufficiently
clear indication that

he was

at

one time a par-

survived, a master of literary

ticipant in the Dionysiac celebrations of the

and dramatic portrayal with few peers. The po-

countryside. But with the decay of the older

Attic

comedy has
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community ceremonial the instinct for mimicry
and the delight in masks and disguises and
humorous antics cast off the religious and
ecstatic elements, and the mime came gradually
to devote himself outright to the task of amusing
his audience. As his art became a daily occupation, the special festival character of theatrical

genial soil of Italy could the technique of the

mime

reach

its

highest development.

Lacking a deeply religious or dramatic sense
and yet extraordinarily endowed with mimic
ability,

the

Roman

people turned with alacrity

to the theatrical art of the mimes. This art, in so
far as it was not itself of Italian origin, built upon

entertainment dropped out of sight. Masks were
laid aside and the appearance of women in the
cast stimulated still further the general trend

a closely related native growth, the fabulae
atellanae. These farces received their name from

toward naturalism, while at the same time their
presence was instrumental in degrading the

Romans in their wars against Hannibal and
which thereafter was used by the people as a
center for dumb shows. While the book drama

status of the actor.

At

first

these

mimes confined

own

the town of Atella, which was destroyed by the

vicinity or to immediately adjacent neighborhoods; but in time
traveling companies began to be formed and to

flourished as the sport of the cultured minority,
the atellanae, with their boisterous, crudely

give performances at profitable centers scattered
over a wider area. With the traveling mimes the

the

their activities to their

motive became for the

satiric

peasant actor, developed the tradition of
to a genuinely popular art. In the

mime

days of the republic the actor acquired
prestige incomparably greater than that of any
dramatist Roscius, an actor of Italian birth who

latter

time a major
factor in theatrical enterprise. For hitherto, in
keeping with its basic ceremonial character, the

died in 62 B.c

theater had been an essentially social institution,
realizing its fullest possibilities in the service of

height of his influence enjoyed a yearly income
of over $50,000.

the community. The injection of the profit motive involved a serious distortion of emphasis

the

profit

first

and introduced into the evolution of the theater a
potential source of corruption, which in the
future was to be escaped only under especially
fortunate circumstances. It

who

is

characteristic of

cases developed from
unpretentious bands to large scale, lavish enterprises presumptuous enough to intrude even

the mimes,

in

many

into the field of tragedy, that the peculiarly

dramatic element, the text, played throughout
an altogether insignificant role Amusement being the first consideration, chief reliance was
placed on tumbling and juggling and singing.
Virtually nothing remains of the texts, even in

the best

by

known collection, the

Philistion

and

Hypotheses,

his collaborators

made

under the

empire

At

,

was a friend of Sulla and

at

the

a comparatively early date, it is true, when
to refine the native culture

Romans sought

by imitation of the Greek,

still

another and more

negative manifestation of theatrical art made its
appearance: the literary theater, which instead of

expressing the needs of the entire community
arose from the self-conscious efforts of a thin,
cultured layer. Livius Andronicus, Ennius and
Pacuvius, proteges of the new style aristocrat

by the Scipios, imitated the humanitananism and cosmopolitanism of Euripides just
as Plautus and Terence sought, each in his way,
to imitate the urbane wit of Menander. But these
plays, which were never laid in Rome and which
transplanted wholesale, with only slight adaptations here and there to local conditions, the
little understood customs and practises of the
Greek world, were naturally ephemeral and
typified

The prestige of the mime was tremendously
enhanced when the leadership of the western
world and the heritage of Greek culture passed
to Rome. It has been contended with some
justification that the evolution of the mimetic art
in Graecia Magna was influenced by the native
Italic population. For the Italians have manifested throughout their history an extraordinary
instinct for mimicry and at the same time a com-

sought in the so-called Praetextae to dramatize
historical themes, such as the early life of
Romulus and Remus and the victory of Marcellus over the Celts; but all such attempts failed

paratively feeble dramatic talent. During the
past century, for example, Italy has given to the
world a succession of outstanding actors and

to establish a permanent tradition, lacking as
they were in the creative power which could
capture the imagination of subsequent genera-

actresses but never a

drama of

first

rank. It has

therefore been conjectured that only in the con-

limited in their appeal

and influence

It is true

an attempt was made, notably by Titinius
around 200 B.C., to transform thefabulapalliata
of Greek comedy into a fabula togata built up
around native Roman material, and that Naevius
that

tions.

Of

the Praetextae, the serious plays built

up around national themes, one specimen has

Theater
come down,

the Octavia, a highly realistic presentation of political events out of the life of

Nero. Characteristically enough, however, the
Octavia, like Seneca's bombastic imitations of
the Greek tragedians, was never presented on
the stage. From the literary theater of the age of
the Scipios had developed, by the time of the
Antonines, a ngidified closet drama, a peculiarly
unnatural cultural growth. Qumtus Cicero, the

brother of the famous orator, while serving with
Caesar in Gaul, whiled away two weeks of a

weary northern winter by composing four
tragedies, with which he was well pleased but
which no one thought of bringing to the stage.

The Roman

state, in contrast to

the Athenian,

was radically hostile to the theater. For two
hundred years it did not allow the construction
of a permanent stage, and at every festival a
costly wooden structure had to be constructed
and shortly afterward torn down. It was not
until 55 B c. that Pompey was able to set up in
Rome a stone theater. This nation of practical
need to

inner probclarify
genius
lems or to stimulate its spiritual forces with
felt little

its

theatrical art.

Under the empire theatrical entertainment
became increasingly magnificent, with elaborate
and bewildering changes of scene as de-
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primitive type of theatrical entertainment and
pantomime Some indication as to the number
of these mimes is contained in the fact that at a
festival

fifteen

given by the tyrant of Rimini in 1324
hundred of them participated. But what-

ever their

number they

kept alive the histrionic

and technique and also added new
elements when with the growth of towns in the
late Middle Ages they shifted the
sphere of their
operations from the rural festivals to the more
tradition

activities of the rising trade guilds. The
Parisian guild of court scribes known as the
Basoche was the first to set up a permanent

compact

troupe with a special hall for their farces. When,
as not infrequently happened, an unusually
talented or successful performer in one of these
guild companies decided to make a profession of
acting, he not unnaturally sought to join the
visiting troupes of

In the

and the

mimes.

less convivial

atmosphere of the

cloister

cloister school the tradition of the

Ro-

man drama was kept

alive after a fashion

tenth

German nun Hroswitha

the

In the

century
wrote several plays in imitation of Terence,
while the closet dramas of Seneca began long
before the Renaissance to serve as a model for
those

who

fancied themselves to be rediscover-

scribed,

ing the spirit of the ancient theater. In addition
to serving as adjuncts of rhetoric and grammar

this outlay of

times

for example, by Apuleius
supplemented by dazzling water and fire effects In

magnificence the true function of
the theater was completely obscured. Instead of
arising from the needs and aspirations of the
the theater was used as an implement by those in powei to lull the oppressed
masses into a state of quiescence and indifference. When in the spectacular presentations of

people

itself,

the empire actual criminals were forced to take
the parts of fictitious criminals and stage executions became actual executions, the transition

was made from the naturalism of the mime to the
bloody gladiatorial contests of the circus. The
nadir of theatrical art was i cached that inevitable degradation which results from the
divorce of actor, dramatist and public.
The permanent influence of the later

Roman

be traced in the perpetuation of the
mimic spirit even beyond the time when the

theater

is

to

prosperous troupes of mimes disbanded. During
the thousand years which followed the break up
of the Roman Empire the descendants of the

mimes wandered throughout Europe,

curriculum the plays were someperformed by groups of clerics and

in the school

students

But the most significant contribution of
mediaeval Christianity to the evolution of the
theater was the new type of drama known as the
miracle or mystery plays. Arising within the
cathedral as an elaboration of the Quern quaeritis?
episode of the Easter ceremonial and later expanding to include other familiar scenes in the
Christian cult, the mystery gradually came, in
the process of technical refinement, to be saturated \\ ith secular elements In time it was transferred from the choir to the cathedral courtyard

and afterward was taken over by the guilds,
which at great expense and in a spirit of keen
rivalry developed a type of semihumorous
popular entertainment less reverent and therefore

more congenial to the increasingly

ebullient

of the native burghers. Eventually a number of adjoining stages were set up on the market
spirit

place,

and companies were formed which made

entertaining the scattered feudal courts and

the rounds, giving a series of performances
which not infrequently lasted throughout the

village gatherings with their dancing, tumbling
and juggling, interspersed undoubtedly with a

day. From the combination of these popularized
mystery plays with the guild farces deriving

imperial
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from the mime

tradition arose a

mixed form

known as the

morality plays, which in an openly
lay spirit treated allegorically the vices and virtues of mankind.

Although these various new types of theatrical
entertainment supplied, particularly in England,
not a

little

modern

of the foundation

theater

on which the

early
to build, the emergence of a

was

mediaeval drama was frustrated by the profoundly antagonistic attitude of the dominant
institutions. The all pervading spiritualism of
real

mediaeval Christianity not only left little place
for the plastic, sensuous elements indispensable
to a vital theatrical art but, even more than in the
case of Greek religion and philosophy, magnified
impersonal, supernatural forces at the expense

and human will Before the
varied tendencies making toward an independent theater could be canalized it was essential
of

human

activity

that the older climate of opinion should give
to a new temper and a new spirit.

The

transition

from the old to the new,

pecially in so far as

it

way
es-

affected the evolution of

down on the unadorned stage, and the pit,
where the boisterous groundlings stood packed
together
For the

first

the dramatist

time since the days of the Scipios
his own. From the

came again into

traditional technique of the morality plays the
contriver of plays turned to the models of antiquity; but even
classical influence

declamations

where, as in Marlowe, the

may be traced

studded

with

in long

words and neologisms, a new
and dramatic action, released from the encumbrances of Greek traditionalism and costume, soon made itself manifest. The aspirations
and mounting ambitions of a people imbued
with a dawning consciousness of its potential
greatness found articulation in the defiant, selfconfident apostrophes of Marlowe's Tambur-

lame the Great, who strode the world in proud
disdain, searching for glory which lay beyond
the reach of the vulgar and the timorous. The
theatrical innovations effected in the I58o's by
such dramatists as Marlowe, Greene, Peele,

the theater, was primarily the work of the
humanists, who sought to restore the human
personality to its proper position at the center of

learned rustic, "an upstart crow,"
in London when the prestige of the

the universe. Although the humanistic move-

tion of dramatists

ment

majority of these earlier and
dramatists, Shakespeare, with

in its origins

was predominantly

Italian,

its greatest impact in the sphere of the theater
took place in England. England was rapidly rising as a naval and commercial power. Under the

hedonistic regime of the Tudors mediaeval piety
and asceticism were giving way to the pursuit of
profit

and national

glory.

The

inertia of

medi-

was being replaced by a new
social and economic dynamic inhering in the
new bourgeois classes, which were beginning to
aeval traditionalism

view with ill concealed jealousy the privileges of
the depleted nobility. The rapid progress of the
enclosure movement was driving an ever increasing number of families from rural England
into the metropolis.

The

streets of

London

echoed with new cries and new boasts; the
wharves were filled with new types of sailing
vessels, manned by explorers who had seen new
lands.

A new

art

was awaited which would ex-

press the spirit of the

new community. In 1576
Thames the

winded

pedantic Latin
mobility of spirit

Lodge,

Kyd and Nash were built upon by a less
who arrived

lyrical, subjective

was

first

at its height.

generaUnlike the

more Bohemian

all his genius for
brooding, was primarily an

man of the theater: a secondary actor and
minor stockholder in Burbage's troupe, conversant at first hand with the back stage art of
casting and mounting a play and above all preactive

occupied with the new problem of providing a
permanent text which could be used over and
over by director and cast in later presentations
of the same play. For the theater, instead of
being as formerly an adjunct of an occasional
civic festival, was rapidly becoming a day in and
day out commercial enterprise under private

management. In planning these new texts
Shakespeare, working at Burbage's side and
with a discerning eye on the possibilities of the
individual

members

of the troupe, showed a

preference for themes and situations which had
already achieved popularity with the audiences

Thames. Neither the manager nor

Richard Burbage opened across the

across the

theater since antiquity. So great was the
success of Burbage's venture that similar theaters

youthful amanuensis was unmindful of the enthusiastic response of an adventurous age to the

the same outlying

numerous tragedies of blood and revenge; the
endless ghost scenes deriving from Seneca; the
chronicle plays based on incidents from early

first real

sprang

up

right

and

left in

In a city with a population of only
300,000 the monthly attendance at the various
theaters was 400,000, divided between the balconies, where the fashionable world looked
district.

his

English and Teutonic history and glorifying the
past greatness of the "sceptred isle"; the revival

Theater
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of the heroes of antiquity as summarized in the
recent translations of Plutarch's dramatic lives;

staid burghers,

the narratives of returned travelers describing
the life and culture of the city-states of Renaissance Italy; or, in a quieter key, the ballads and

revolutionary and religious

plays romanticizing the types and customs of
rural England. The measure of Shakespeare's
superiority to the hundreds of his theatrical contemporaries who were striving to accomplish

lege

were

whose mounting claims

to privibeing canalized in the various types of

movements known

Puritanism The Puritans were
deeply influenced also by the ancient Hebrew
antipathy to all types of plastic imagery, both in
broadly

as

religious

and

in civic ceremonial.

of the theater

came

Their closing

just at the time

when

the

in the fact that in

vigorous strains of the early Elizabethan stage
were thinning out into the romantic sentimental-

exploiting these accredited situations and themes
he introduced a progressively richer poetic dic-

ism of Fletcher and Shirley and Ford. The intense anti-Puritan reaction which followed the

somewhat the same end

tion

lies

and rhythm and a more and more highly de-

veloped sense of the dramatic interplay of human character, and came gradually to forge an
organic dramatic unity deriving from the innermost spiritual tension of the protagonist
When in 1612 Shakespeare felt that he had
accumulated enough wealth to retire in inde-

pendence to his native town of Stratford on
Avon, his position among his rivals was assured.
Assailed by the vested interests at the outset of
his career as an upstart intruder bedecked in
borrowed plumage, he had during the intervening quarter century reshaped the temper and the
technique of the English stage and in the end
gained the approbation of so intransigent a
classical critic and craftsman as Ben Jonson.
Sensing the brutal love of sensationalism surging
in the restless London populace, he had responded in his youth with the crude blood
streaming scenes of Titus Andronicus\ in his
maturity he continued to refurbish such stock
devices as the ghost and revenge motifs but constructed around them a drama of an individual
whose inner struggles epitomized the intellectual and emotional uncertainty of a profoundly

phase of national development; in
on the point of retiring, he drew
upon the prevailing interest in remote lands of
an age of discovery to divulge his inner artistic
credo and, with a mastery of fully matured
prosody, to reveal the true nature of poetry and
transitional

his old age,

of the poet as magician.

The

role of the living

same time
molder and guide of public taste is nowhere
odd
manubetter epitomized than in the thirty
scripts of Shakespeare, which after his death
were assembled and gradually assimilated into
theater as a reflection

and

at the

new type of drama
drew more than has been
generally supposed on late Elizabethan models,
was essentially Gallic in spirit and construction
and concerned primarily with providing amusement of a type that would appeal to Charles n
and his courtly sycophants. The dramas of
Shakespeare were reworked or adapted with an
eye to making them conform to Augustan
canons and taste, but in general the gallants and
fops of Congreve and Farquhar and at a slightly
Restoration resulted in a

which, although

it

later period the rise of the sentimental bourgeois
drama as a reflection of the self-conscious, anti-

anstocratic middle classes prolonged the eclipse
of the Elizabethan stage. The swing back to

Shakespeare, which began in predominantly
found its first sustained theatrical
expression in the Shakespearean adaptations of
literary circles,

Garrick in England and of the Sturm und Drang
group in Germany. The vogue of Shakespeare
in the romantic movement throughout Europe
was perpetuated into the modern era of the commercialized theater

by

a

succession of

more

managers, which may be traced
from the Keans and the Kembles to Henry
Irving and Ellen Terry, to E. H. Sothern and

idealistic actor

Julia Marlowe. During a period when the highest creative talent has been poured into poetry

and the novel, Elizabethan

revivals have served

as the chief staple of those searching aesthetic
and intellectual values in the theater. It was not
until the later nineteenth century, with the
general European reaction, led by Ibsen and

Brieux, against middle class ideals and practises,
that the theater in England, through the plays of

men

like

Shaw and Galsworthy, assumed once

literary

again a role of social and intellectual leadership.
The fact that the Renaissance in Italy, which

appeal of the Elizabethan theater to the
boisterous populace, on the one hand, and to the
ambitious hedonistic aristocracy, on the other,
rendered it doubly suspect in the eyes of the

of painting, poetry and science, contributed comparatively little to the development
of the theater may be accounted for in part by
the essentially non-dramatic character of the

the broader stream of the world's
heritage.

The

proved such a powerfully creative force in the
fields
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Italians, as already

Roman
effect

factor

noted in connection with the

and

by the paralyzing
of classical models, which by the very
of national tradition were more operative
theater,

in part

in Italy than elsewhere

Another contributing
cause was the monopolization of the theater by
the wealthy tyrants and aristocrats of the various
city-states of Italy. Magnificently staged plays
in the courts of the d'Este in Ferrara

were given

or of the Malespmi in Rimmi, but the populace
rigidly excluded. Pohziano's Orfeo, presented in 1471, and Tnssmo's Sofonuba, forty

was

m

imitayears later, were essentially exercises
tion of Hellenistic models, designed primarily
for the amusement of the learned classes; even

the comedies of Anosto, Aretino and Machiavelli, for all their introduction of contemporary
local color,

were

far

beyond the reach of the

populace. Popes and princes could commission
Raphael to paint stage scenery or Leonardo to

the favorite

amusement of the court and of the

rich bourgeoisie. Because of the lavish scale of
presentation and the vast personnel required for

a

balanced

well

opera has

the

production,

seldom proved self-supporting and has therefore
of necessity been subservient to the taste and
whims of wealthy patrons, public and private.
But however greatly the opera has satisfied large sections of the music loving Italian
population, it was not likely that this essentially
exclusive and aristocratic form of theatrical art
could eliminate the need for popular entertain-

ment

catering to the deep seated histrionic in-

stinct of the nation. It is therefore character-

Roman

istically

that at the

end of the sixteenth

century, alongside of the lavish, aristocratic
theater, there grew up the popular Commedia
dell* arte Troupes of professional actors traveling from

town to town and gradually penetrating
made up their own text
went along. The same six

into foreign capitals
more or less as they

take charge of a theater, but the theatrical art of
the courts remained at best inbred It produced

types of characters always appeared in virtually

no drama of enduring

identical

intellectual or spiritual

value.

The

contribution of the Italian Renaissance

was conand scenic spheres.
The style of the Teatro Olympico, built by Palladio in Vicenza in 1580 with a permanent large
scale architectural background, was brought to
an end by the theater of Sebastiano Serlio,
which introduced a deep stage. When the back
of the stage became adjustable and could be
changed and the side walls were converted into
movable wings, when proscenium, ramp, lighting and intricate machinery made their appearance, ocenic art and stage design took the form
which they were to maintain for the next few
centuries. Italian architects and engineers, as,

situations, and reliance was placed
chiefly on the spontaneity and native wit of the
actoi This subordination of the dramatic to the

to the broader evolution of the theater

histrionic

fined to the architectural

characteristic.

for example, the illustrious Bibbiena family,
carried the new technique to the capitals of

has remained a peculiarly Italian
When at the end of the eighteenth

century the classically minded Goldoni and the
romantic GOZZI sought to supplant the impromptu type of comedy with a more formal

drama they achieved only a temporary success.
Neither they nor the more solemn tragedians
like

Maffei or Alfien have contributed nearly so
the evolution of the theater as have the

much to

great Italian actors

and

from

Ristori,

comparison
actors the

pretentiousness of d'Annunzio or the
chilly introspection of Pirandello pales into in-

pompous

significance.

In the evolution of the Spanish theater the
role of the dramatist

Europe.

actresses

to Salvmi, to Rossi, to Duse. By
with the histrionic skill of such

was much more

influential

operatic form, the
in part to the

than in Italy a fact which may be attributable
in part to the youthful vigor of the nation. It was
not until the end of the fifteenth century, in the

groups to restore the
technique of the Attic drama, with its chorus
and musical accompaniment, and more directly

course of the wars against the Moors, that a selfconscious national unity was forged in the
Iberian Peninsula. Classical pedantry and vener-

Theatrical art in

its

broadest sense

indebted to Italy for the
origins of

new

is

likewise

which are attributable

efforts of certain learned

to the craze for pastorals

which seized the nature

loving Italian aristocracy in the sixteenth century and pressed into its services the genius of

even a Tasso and a Guarini.
ostentation

The

elements of

and luxury characterizing the pas-

have been carried over into the opera.
Throughout its history the latter has remained
toral

ation for antiquity

than in

Italy.

The

were much

less

pronounced

inborn theatrical sense of the

nation, which as early as 1470 had brought forth
the fantastic drama La Celestina, was therefore

able to develop unhampered by artificial rules
and to remain in immediate touch with the

people.

The

distorting influence of the aristo-

Theater
cratic courts

had

also disappeared

when

the

spirit of the Renaissance released the pent up
love of the theater. Small, altogether unpretentious troupes wandered throughout the country,

with their entire equipment packed on a pair of
mules, and gave their shows, with practically no
scenery, in the corrales or in the courtyards

which were
towns.

The

set aside for them in the larger
leaders of these wandering players

werecalledfl#tom,andonesuch"author,"Rueda,

who

achieved no

little

distinction as a writer in

the literary sense, became the pioneer of a. dramatic literature which spread rapidly throughout Spain. Cervantes wrote numerous brilliant

which constituted an indispensable
unit in the extended program of a Spanish performance. Lope de Vega, the greatest popular
interludes

genius of the Spanish stage, produced during
his adventurous lifetime two thousand dramatic

compositions of various types

him

Although the

plays of Shakespeare have won for
a lasting acclaim out of all proportion to

thirty

odd

Lope de Vega,

the influence of the Spanon the theater and on the great
masses of the people and his prestige were immeasurably greater and more unique during his
that of

ish author

own

lifetime.

A

further indication of the vigor of the earlier
Spanish theater is the persistence of the mediaeval mysteries into the age of the Renaissance.
Known henceforth as auto* and presented only

during the Lenten period, they were composed
in large numbers by Lope de Vega and his

The great era of Spanish
lasted until almost the end of the seven-
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With the decline of Spanish power under
pressure from the rising colonial powers of the
north Atlantic the Spanish theater lost most of
vitality; with a few exceptions, t>uch as the
Calderon renaissance in certain quarters of the
German romantic movement, the broader European influence of this once teeming theater was
comparatively negligible. In the eighteenth century the Spanish theater submitted to the yoke
of French classicism, and the romantic movement of protest was unable to root itself in the
its

people.

The love of the theater is still alive in the

Spanish people, but dramatists capable of
drawing strength from the masses have appeared as infrequently as have Spanish actors of

and reputation.
Although the French had been particularly
active during the later mediaeval period in
promoting both the mystery plays and the
amateur guild performances, they were cominternational appeal

paratively late in developing a modern theater.
was not until Richelieu and Louis xiv liqui-

It

dated the long period of civil and religious dissension that attention was directed to the prob-

lem of developing a theatrical technique and
literature commensurate with the position which
France as a nation was rapidly assuming. The
French dramatists drew heavily upon the classical tradition and incidentally, during the early
stages, upon the Italian and the Spanish; but,
encouraged by Richelieu, himself a theamateur, they were not unmindful of the
Batiste ideals shared by the Bourbon kings and
actively
atrical

Napoleon, impressed by the

prolific successors.

their ministers.

drama

of lofty patriotism and of disinterested
loyalty characterizing the heroes of Corneille,

teenth century. The dramatic work of Rojas, of
Tirso di Molina, the creator of Don Juan, and of
brilliant comic poet, although contributing to the richness of the Spanish theater,
has been, almost completely overshadowed by

spirit

declared that such a dramatist was worthy of a
In contrast to Corneille, Racine

Moreto, the

princedom

the dramas of Calder6n de

dramatized the more sentimental side of early
Bourbon France, releasing a literary current
which was to be amplified in the eighteenth century English novels and was to reenter the
French theater in the diluted form of the

la

Barca, which con-

most highly perfected expression of
Spanish ideals Although less prolific than Lope
de Vega, Calderon was a far more finished
craftsman and his skill in extracting the drastitute the

bourgeois comedie larmoyante of Diderot. The
prestige which the French drama has continued

matic values of the Catholic faith, of the monarchy and of the feudal sense of honor is unmatched in the field of theatrical art. His rigid
veneration of traditional ideals, which has

tributable in the main, however, to the comedies
of the traveling actor Jean Baptiste Poquelin,
venerated and imitated in England, Germany

tended to detract somewhat from his appeal to

and

later generations, is occasionally relieved

by a

sense of the vitality of the people, as presented
half humorously, half tragically in El alcalde de

Zalamea, or by a rich play of fantasy and imagination, as in

La

vida es sueno.

ever since to enjoy throughout Europe

Italy as Moliere.

The comedy

represents the full flowering of the

is at-

of Moliere

Menandrian

which had made itself felt in the Rome
and in the Florence of Machiavelli
and Aretmo. But in spite of the fact that many
of the familiar types are paraded once again, the
tradition,

of the Scipios
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shrewdness of Moliere's dissection and the frequent intensity of his moral and social indignation break asunder the conventional framework
of moralistic comedy, revealing the sense of high
tragedy and despair implicit in not a few of his
situations

and characters.

Moliere's troupe of strolling players, located
Bourbon palace in Paris,
was consolidated by royal decree with the older
for a time at the Petit

playing at the H6tel Bourorganization, known as the
Theatre Francais, played in the Palais-Bourbon
until 1689, when it moved into permanent
theatrical

company

gogne; the

new

quarters of its own. The protection of the central
authority was a consideration of prime impor-

The

Moliere could dare to indulge his bitter sarcasm at the expense of the
privileged estates the clergy in Tartuffe and
the nobility
George Dandin is to be extance.

fact that

had more than

thirty.

And the influence of these

smaller theaters dedicated in the main to outright

no

amusement has been, at least externally,
than that of the more august institution.

less

It is true that the golden age of the seventeenth
century has never repeated itself; but in almost
every generation new formulae have been contrived for projecting the issues and temper of the
day on to the boards. From the epigoni of

Moliere, Destouches and Marivaux, the descent
may be traced through the bourgeois, sentimental theater of Diderot, the colorful but comparatively ephemeral romantic

and the
skilfully

drama of Hugo

embracing virtuosity of Scribe to the
dramatized social tracts of the inter-

all

nationally exploited

Dumas

fits,

Augier and

Sardou.

plained only by his status as actor to the king.
Since the time of Moliere every French govern-

Beaumarchais, however, who seems to
most concisely the essential genius of the
French theater. The appearance of his Manage
de Figaro in 1784 has been repeatedly singled

ment has without exception lent its influence and

out as the

support to the state theater; in this way the
French stage has been able to enjoy a unique
degree of prestige and influence. The unbroken
tradition of acting and of histrionic training has
brought to perfection the classic French style,
with its sonorous declamation and its undercurrent of emotional pathos. While such a training undoubtedly runs the risk of degenerating

storm, the

m

its

into standardized mediocrity, it has on the other
hand helped to develop some of the most highly

endowed

representatives of the histrionic art.

Rachel and later Bernhardt came out of this
school and the master of tragedy Mounet-Sully

It is

typify

first

petrel heralding the

first full

coming

voiced outcry of the third

estate against aristocratic arrogance.

And

yet at

the same time the adventures of this sharp
tongued barber and valet served as model for

thousands of farces which sought to engage the
public with a slightly varied sequence of intrigues and which gradually found their way
from the Paris boulevards to the other capitals of
the world. This double influence epitomizes in a
sense the world wide appeal of the French
theater: an appeal due, on the one hand, to a

unique power of penetrating social and political
criticism and, on the other, to a sense of rapidly
unfolding farce built up with a minimum of
moral concern around the less spiritual elements of man. And at least in the state supported
and state sponsored Theatre Fra^ais this traditional vitality of the French stage as the ex-

and Coquelin, who as Cyrano revealed in its
highest form the French genius for comedy.
This world famous institution, operated by its
members somewhat as a joint stock enterprise
on a charter signed by Napoleon in burning
Moscow, has been a decisive factor m elevating
the morale and in improving the social status of
the acting profession. The great Talma was the
friend and to a considerable degree the teacher

an appropriate form of organization.
belated development of the German
theater is to be attributed in large part to the

of Napoleon. In 1810 the members of the
Theatre Fran?ais society took the initiative in
forming an association of actors to institute an

ing the late Middle Ages mystery plays spread
rapidly in Germany as in other countries and

insurance fund for

all

members

of the profes-

sion in France.

The

theatrical life of the

French

capital

outside of the capital it still bulks small was
not, however, confined to the Theatre Fran9ais.

In contrast to London, which until well into the
nineteenth century had only two officially chartered theaters, Paris at the time of the revolution

pression of a rich

community

spirit has received

also

The

external circumstances of

German history. Dur-

during the Renaissance the guild plays of the
celebrated Meistersinger, notably Hans Sachs
of Nuremberg, reached a comparatively high

But the elements were not
hand for an independent self-sufficient the-

level of theatrical art.

at

atrical

development.

The

first

contact of the

Germans with a professionally organized

theater

was through the traveling companies of English

Theater
who during

the early seventeenth
century gave crude presentations of Elizabethan
plays. Little resulted, however, from this con-

comedians,

tact except a few lifeless imitations, such as those
of Jakob Ayrer or Duke Heinrich Julius of
Brunswick; and with the outbreak of the devas-

tating Thirty Years'

War

the art of the theater

was completely submerged, along with the cultural and social life of
Germany in general. The
only persistent type of popular theatrical entertainment was provided by untutored groups of

wandering German players and by the marionette companies, which had
sprung up once
again. With the exception of the pseudo-mystery
plays cultivated, notably in Vienna, by the
Jesuits as a phase of their Counter- Reformation
offensive and the Itahanesque operas and ballets
flourishing in the courts of the regional princes,
there was virtually no stage art until toward the
end of the century, when a comedy troupe

known by

the

name

of

its

leader,

Fredenke

Karoline Neuberin, was organized with the
backing of Gottsched. Dedicated to a reform of
the German stage, the new company in its first

prologue burned
ish

m effigy the figure of the boor-

Hans Wurst, the

stock character of the

il-
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grounded popular theater. At the
same time in his Minna von Barnhelm he gave to
the nation a comedy which by reason of its rich
human values has continued to be presented
even to the present day. His Emilia Galotti and
his Miss Sara Sampson are
examples of the new
type of bourgeois drama typified by The Merchant of London and the Pere de famille which
had grown up as a response to the demand of the
rising middle class to see a reflection of its own
virtues and ideals rather than those of the obsolescent feudal classes. Similarly his Nathan der
Weise is an expression of the new spirit of the
Enlightenment, with its broad humanitarianism,
religious toleration and cosmopolitanism.
In the generation of dramatists which followed the lead of Lessing the balanced rationalism of the Enlightenment was vigorously sacrificed to the fiery cult of irrational genius and
emotion, as they were thought to be displayed in
the imaginative flights of Shakespeare. But it is
nationally

not likely that either Klinger, who christened
the new movement with his drama Sturm und

Drang, or any of the other members of this
brilliant, undisciplined group of dramatists
would be remembered were it not for the fact

Goethe in his youth was closely associated
with them and in his Gotz von Berhchtngen,
based on an ancient feudal chronicle, gave vent

literate traveling

companies.
The work of the Neuberin group was instrumental in drawing the attention of wider circles

that

to the necessity of a theatrical renaissance, a
German theater which should develop in ac-

to the conventional delight of the Sturm und
Drang dramatists in the erratic, tempestuous
feats and chivalric sentiments of mediaeval

cordance with the native genius of the German
people instead of depending upon the classical
models of Versailles. This nascent sense of
cultural nationalism, which was so pronounced
at a later stage in the poetry, philosophy and

music of the German romantics, seemed to revolve during this earlier period around the role
of the theater as the

new instrument

of spiritual

integration. Especially from the middle of the
eighteenth century there followed a succession

of impassioned appeals for a national theater in
which the poet and thinker should serve mankind as the priest of a new humanitarian order.

The moving spirit of this new movement was
Lessing, who in his youth had been sponsored

knighthood. In the course of his development as
a dramatist Goethe, searching for a more disciplined form, turned gradually away from the

Shakespearean tradition to the classical tragedy
of Greece; while in the final section of Faust may

be detected echoes of the mediaeval mystery
plays. The richness of form and content characterizing all of Goethe's dramatic writing has
exerted a persistent influence on the art of the

German stage.
The work of Schiller, however, has been of far
greater immediate influence on the development
of the theater both in Germany and among the

in Leipsic. In 1767, at
the request of a small circle of friends in Hamwho were seeking to set up a German na-

burg

French romantics. In his earliest drama, Die
Rduber, echoes of the Sturm und Drang are still
noticeable, although they are subordinated to a
new note of humanitarian morality and indigna-

tional theater, Lessing wrote the Hamburgische
Dramaturgic, in which he attacked the imitation

tion against tyranny and social injustice a note
which reappears in Fiesko and even more in-

of the French as recommended by Gottsched;
and in drawing attention to the superior richness

tensi^ely in Kabale und Liebe. Schiller was much
closer to the French, especially Racine, than to

by the Neuberin group

of the Greek and above

drama he helped

all

of the Shakespearean

to popularize the concept of a

it was the work of Schiller
akin
and yet proceeding beyond it which

Shakespeare;
to Racine
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French romantics of the
1820*8 in their attempts to break the hold of the
seventeenth century classics In trying to recapture the temper of the Greek tragedy of fate
pointed tnc

way

to the

French and

Goethe, consistently introduced a note of individual moral
responsibility quite out of key with the essential
spirit of the collectivist religion out of which the
Schillct

older

,

like the

drama had emerged.

like

Schiller exerted his

most enduring influence, however,

in such a

play as Wtlhelm Tell, the setting of which enabled him to identify his youthful passion for
freedom with the aspirations and strivings of an

The vigor of his moral slogans and
the dramatic intensity of his well contrived
scenes continued for a long period to make
entire people.

Schiller the darling of the

not only in

None
mated

middle

class public,

Germany but abroad

years to develop the stage of Weimar into a genuine art theater, gave up in disgust when the
court society insisted on turning the house over
to a performance by a trained dog. In Vienna,
where Joseph n had issued a proclamation mak-

ing the court theater a national theater, the obtuseness and the intrigues of the court bureaucrats continued to retard a healthy artistic development, nullifying the efforts of such reformers as the dramatist Schreyvogel and the
director Heinrich Laube. In the generation after

Goethe the poet Immermann

Heinrich von

against the Napoleonic invader but in the end
preferred suicide to the turmoil and perplexities
of life. His attempt to evolve a new dramatic

form which would fuse into an organic unity the
essences of Greek and of Shakespearean drama
had a considerable influence on dramatic technique in Germany but made little impression
The Austrian Gnllparzer, sluggish in
nature and addicted to the sentimental; the north
German Hebbel, with his fund of vigorous fanabroad.

Georg Buchner, who died in early youth
and whose genius was not recognized until two
tasy;

Wagner, who strove

model

diligently to

make Bayreuth

home of the long dreamed of national theater
and who fortunately did not live to see it de-

generate into a minor tourist center.
Perhaps the primary cause of these repeated
failures is to be found in the essentially artificial
character of these organizations. They represent
the inevitable outcome of an attempt on the part
of dramatists, directors and actors to impose a
theater from above, unmindful of the fact that

the theater acquires life only in so far as it is the
expression of the people, who seek in the theatrical

performance a reflection of something

within themselves. Without this exchange across
the footlights the essential illusion of the theater
a matter of the purest chance. The love of
mimicry, so strong in the Latin races, is less pro-

is

nounced among the Germans. Moreover the culGermany at that time was decentral-

generations after his death these dramatists,
despite their individual merits and despite their

tural life of

prevailing ideal of a national theater, were unable to forge a body of dramatic classics such as

Lander had

was forged in the early modern period
land and Spain and France.

in

Eng-

The Germans of the classical period not only
experimented continuously in dramatic form,
but they tried repeatedly to set up the working
organization of a national theater. The history of
these attempts, which have continued to the
present day, is a monotonous story of frustra-

When Lessing's Minna von Barnhelm was
offered to the public in Hamburg, it was dis-

tion.

covered that the only way to keep the play
running was to intrigue a larger public by introducing a troupe of rope dancers between acts. In
spite of this strategy the enterprise soon came to
an end, and Lessing spoke bitterly of the futility
of trying to set

a

the

Kleist, the ill adjusted Prussian patriot who
dreamed for a time of arousing his countrymen

first

up

could not raise the eight thousand thalers he
needed. So it went until the advent of Richard

of Schiller's successors has approxi-

his influence; not even

set

theater in the prosperous city of Dusseldorf, but
after three years he had to give it up because he

up a national theater before there
was a nation. Goethe, after trying for twenty-six

ized; each of the princes of the various German
his own court theater; the prestige

of a cultural capital was lacking. Thus even
under the most favo/able circumstances theatrical art remained a hothouse plant, and at
worst it was the toy of a scmicultivated, opinionated local boor.

The

general disillusionment

was all the greater in light of the high hopes that
had once been held concerning the role of the
theater as a civilizing force.
For the masses of the people there were in the

leading cities a few second rate theaters, known
as Volkstheater, which purveyed a stale kind of
amusement in the form of revamped successes

of an earlier day. It was in Vienna, the outstanding theatrical center of the German world, that

the popular theater began to be developed during the latter half of the nineteenth century by

such talented directors as Raimund, Nestroy,
Anzengruber and. around the turn of the cen-

Theater
tury,

by the

histrionic genius Girardi.

But even

there the hold of the commercial theater, with
its cheap grade of entertainment, came to stifle

any vital theatrical activity. In spite of the reclame it received the art theater movement,
which had sprung up in France and Germany
under the leadership of small cooper ati\ e enterprises dedicated to the pursuit of aesthetic ideals

rather than commercial profit, gradually found
itself hanging in mid air, unable to build a sound
financial

substructure.

With the

increasing

tendency of the acting profession to form a
separate unit in itself, private commercial management, motivated exclusively by the profit incentive, came to dominate theatrical enterprise;
and the question whether the private entrepreneur was not corrupting the deeper social
character and popular foundation of the
became a more and more seiious one

theater

From this point of view the most significant
development in the recent history of the German

was the founding of the Volksbuhne m
Berlin in 1890. This undertaking, at the outset
altogether unpretentious, was primarily an attempt to instigate a reform of the theater from
below rather than from above, particularly by
providing entertainment for workers, who were
kept away from the regular commercial theater
theater

by the expensiveness of the seats An association
was formed and each member contracted in advance for a definite number of seats. Since the
producer was thus freed from all risk, a marked
reduction in the price of tickets \vas possible In
place of haphazard buying of tickets for a single
performance or series of performances there was
substituted a permanent association of indiwho shared a common desire for the-
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traveled about, giving several performances each
year before local associations, even in the very
smallest

towns.

Other

theatrical

associations

many of the characteristics of the Volksbuhne were the chief support of many city and
state theaters. The folk theater movement
spread to Scandinavia, the Danube countries,
sharing

the Netherlands and England, and an Internationaler Bund der Volksbuhnen was formed. With
the advent to power of the German National
Socialists in 1933 the Volksbuhne organizations

Germany were disbanded because of their
connections with the outlawed Social Demoin

cratic party, and except in the case of the Berlin
Volksbuhne the name itself was suppressed. The
same fate befell the Buhnenvolksbund, an
analogous type of theatrical group which had ties
\\ith Catholic associations and the Center party.
These older groups of theater workers have been

replaced by a unified, nationalistic organization
as the Deutsche Buhne In its unusually

known

intensive program to bring the theater into line
with the Nazi movement as a whole the government has organized a Theater der Jugend in

Berlin and in addition a Theater des Volks,
which by means of a system of traveling companies gives free performances for the workers
not only in Berlin but throughout the country. The numerous Jews formerly connected
with the theater have been systematically barred
from further activity in any capacity.
After the reforms of Peter the Great and his

vigorous attempts at westernization German,

French and

Italian influences

began to make

themselves strongly felt in the Russian theater.
It soon became apparent, however, that there
resided in the people a deeply ingrained

viduals

still

atrical

entertainment, and for whom the actor
and dramatist could work with a new sense of

faculty for mimicry, a fact most clearly indicated in the appearance of the serf theaters,

The Berlin Volksbuhne organized by
Bruno Wille and forwarded by Georg Springer
and Heinnch Nett rapidly became, in spite of

organized and directed by the feudal lords with
companies composed of their retainers. Nevertheless, the Russian theater, despite the growth
of a native dramatic literature, remained by and
large, even on the imperial stages in St. Petersburg and Moscow, essentially imitative, drawing

security.

authoritarian

opposition

and

many

internal

powerful organization whose memIt presented
bership ran into the thousands
plays with its own cast and finally in 1914
rivalries, a

erected

modern

own

theater, the most impressive of
Berlin. It was not until after the World

its

War, however, when the commercial theater
showed signs of buckling under, that the Volksbuhne movement found countless imitators
throughout Germany. At its height the Verband
der Deutschen Volksbiihnen included three hundred units, with more than half a million members. A number of highly artistic Wanderbuhnen

heavily

upon western European models.

It

was

not until the development of the Moscow Art
Theater under Stanislavsky, as the culmination
of the naturalistic

movement

in theatrical art

begun by Zola and Antome in Pans and developed by little theater groups in Berlin, that
Russia may be said to have made any real contribution of its own to the development of
theatrical art. It is significant that at the period
when the naturalistic technique of Stanislavsky
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was enjoying

greatest prestige, a counter
swing in the direction of fantastic and expreswas
made in the widely aceffects
sionistic
its

nated with the comedies of Goldsmith and

claimed ballet of Diaghilev and the scenic art of

Sheridan and the plays of Shakespeare, which
since the days of Garrick had enjoyed a sharp
recrudescence of favor at the hands of such

Bakst.

romantic

a

The revolt against naturalism, which had been
pronounced tendency of the new school of

scenic art in the post-war theater notably in
the school of Gordon Craig and his American

Shakespearean

Kean and John

Philip

actors

as

Kemble. The

Edmund
arrival of

English stage favorites, such as Thomas A.
Cooper, was an event of the first importance in
the theatrical life of the new country. Even in

extreme form by

the scattered theaters which from 1800 to 1850

the theatrical leaders of Soviet Russia. Tairoff in
the Moscow Little Theater proceeded along the

catered, often in the crudest and most improvised settings, to the frontier population through

most abstract cubist

the Ohio and the Mississippi valley English
actors shared with Americans the trying prob-

disciples

was

carried to

its

lines, sacrificing

everything

to pure sculpturesque effects; in his Theater of
the Revolution Meyerhold played against bare
stage walls, with his actors scattered here and

there over fantastic gymnastic apparatus; others
turned the theater into a glorified circus, with
calisthenics, acrobatics and clowning. In the

midst of the greatest diversity the

ment seemed

to

be the desire

common

to create

ele-

some-

thing as different as possible from the traditional
bourgeois theater. All of these strivings as well
as the theatrical festivals of the Soviets

and the

revues which dramatize the news of the day for
illiterate testify to the deeply

the benefit of the
ingrained

mimic

instinct

and

talent

of the

Russian people. But it must be confessed that
the attempt to set up a new, non-bourgeois
theater has not as yet succeeded. For in spite of
the richness and variety of this theatrical ex-

perimentation one crucial element is lacking:
the creative dramatist capable of reshaping and
integrating into an artistic unity the temper of
new society. Since the revolution the drama

lems of managership; and many English stars
after completing their seaboard engagements
were persuaded to give their regular London

repertory
ences.

As early as the 1820*8, however and especially after the phenomenal rise of Edwin
Forrest, an American actor who won his first
successes in the frontier theaters of the west,
ican

native actors appeared in increasing numbers,
and by the time of Edwin Booth and Joseph

and Ada Rehan they enjoyed a followLondon almost as enthusiastic as that en-

Jefferson

ing in

joyed by European stars in the expanding
theaters of the United States. The growing cultural internationalism

tury

is

well typified in the growing exchange of

of Russians, while it has added not a little to the
literature of the class struggle and proletarian
program (see LITERATURE), has contributed less

United

The

transformation of the American theater

even
and accelerating
the basic economic change which was taking

more

early as the revolutionary period plays began to
be written by American dramatists on native and

Economic

and although there was an
ephemeral vogue under Dunlap, the American
manager of the First Park Theater in New York,
for the dramas of the Austrian Kotzebue, the
great majority of the managers and actors in the
seaboard centers were first generation Englishmen and their presentations did little more than
reflect the current tastes of London. The new
type of English bourgeois drama, typified by the
Colmans, Cumberland and Mrs, Inchbald, alter-

Eng-

in the course of the nineteenth century is

theater has occupied a rather
unique position. During its early history the
British influence predominated. Although as

often patriotic themes

wares and reputations between the
on the one hand, and the increas-

States,

ingly interdependent theatrical centers in
land, France and Italy, on the other.

art

The American

which became one of the

distinctive characteristics of the nineteenth cen-

theatrical

new

and

Cushman and Julia Dean, Ameractresses who won international acclaim

of Charlotte

the

than had been hoped for in the way of a
form.

before untutored backwoods audi-

significant as reflecting

place in theatrical enterprise during the period.
.considerations have naturally been

operative at all stages of theatrical history. The
expense involved in presenting a well rounded
stage play could not be ignored, even in an era
of the highest cultural disinterestedness. When
the Athenian aristocracy, the mediaeval guilds

or the French monarchy shouldered this reproblem was not serious. But

sponsibility the

when the man of the theater, intent on indulging
enthusiasm for the stage, was forced to rely
own economic initiative, the response of
the audience could be ignored only at the risk
his

on

his

Theater
of closing the theater Until far into the nineteenth century the search after economic independence, as the prerequisite of experimentation

and innovation

in the artistry of theatrical presentation, offered discouraging complications to

men of the theater from the days of the American dramatist

Dunlap

to those of the untiring

director-manager Augustin Daly.
The tribulations and repeated frustration of
such devoted men of the theater as Daly and the

Wallacks and Steele MacKaye heralded the end
of an era of individual enterprise, conducted by
men who had grown up inside the theater. At

about the same time that the regime of economic

was eventuating in the
recrudescence of corporate activity and mo-

laissez faire in general

whose drawing power the producer-speculator

made

still

further investments; the ultimate

power continued to reside in the hands of men
whose theatrical lore could anticipate or at least
rapidly adjust itself to changes in popular taste
as reflected in the latest

box

office statistics.

The

usurpation of power by the managerproducer generated inevitably a counter offensive among the actors, who adapted to the unusual conditions of the theater the technique of
it has been developed in
the course of the trade union movement in other

collective bargaining as

A professional union of actors, which
had been foreshadowed in the mutual benefit
associations of French actors in the early nineteenth century, was first systematically organindustries.

nopolies, theatrical enterprise, particularly in

ized in

the United States, began to show monopolistic
tendencies; and for the two decades following
the formation of the Theatrical Syndicate in

spread throughout Europe and after the World
War to the United States The attempt to es-

1895 by a group of six theater owners in New
York and Philadelphia the activities of the older
type theatrical entrepreneur, as typified by
David Belasco and James O'Neill, were momenof shrewd, ruthless
capitalists with an eye for real estate and for the
routing of theatrical companies but in the main
tarily paralyzed.

Composed

with the partial exception of Charles Froh-

man, the most enlightened of the group
different to the traditional standards

and

inspirit

of theatrical art, the syndicate subordinated
every element in the theater to its nation wide
pursuit of profit Standardized products were
shipped out wholesale from Broadway headquarters not only throughout the length and
breadth of the United States but to the more

remote quarters of the English speaking world
as well. Frohman through his London and New
York offices drew into his hands the reins of the
of his
English speaking stage and at the time
death in 1915 had built up an organization
and employoperating on an international scale
as many as 10,000 persons at an annual

ing

salary expenditure of $35,000,000.

With the removal of Frohman

rival

groups,

notably the Shuberts, equally gifted as realtors
and merchandisers, broke the hold of the original trust, while at the same time perpetuating
on a less ruthless scale much of its openly com-

method and spirit. Plays continued to be
and cast with an eye on the far flung
national and international market; the vivid
had spent millions
personalities which Frohman
in developing and exploiting lived on and assisted at the birth of countless new "stars" on
mercial

selected

Germany

tablish contacts

in 1871; similar

between the

tions in the different countries

unions

later

actors' organizaand to formulate

a more widely effective and less halting program
of defense against managerial arbitrariness and
callousness has resulted in an international
union with headquarters at Vienna

A

more deeply

significant

movement

of pro-

against domination

by the commercially
motivated manager-producer was the little theater movement. Although its origins may be
traced to the experimental theater set up in 1887
by Antoine in Paris and imitated by Theodor
Wolff and Maximilian Harden in Germany, by
the Moscow Art Theater in 1890 and by Max
test

Reinhardt's Kammerspielhaus in
not become a widely influential
United States until during the war
periods. Revolting against the

1905

it

did

force in the

and post-war
standardized

commercial play and scenery shipped from

Broadway the quality of which had become
progressively lower with the inroads of the motion picture and the consequent cut in the profits
of road companies small groups of theatrical
enthusiasts organized community ventures akin
to the older cooperative stock companies which

had flourished before the days of the trust. In
cases the group contented itself with pre-

some

senting well

known masterpieces

of English,

and German dramatists; and the chief attention was frequently centered on problems of
staging, lighting and scenic effects. In many
others, however, a special attempt was made to
encourage dramatic writing which would portray local customs and types and bring to an end
Irish

the long reign of the international type of commercial drama, constructed according to the
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abstract canons of the "well

made play" and

carefully stripped of those purely local elements
which would not appeal to a world audience.

The

attempt of these local cooperative theawork of the dramatist, the
actor and the scenic artist and to remtroduce a
spirit of intimacy between the audience and the
ters to reintegrate the

players was carried out

most successfully by the
Provmcetown Players, the group which first
presented the plays of Eugene O'Neill, and by
the Theatre Guild of New York, which not only
has succeeded in weathering a period of increasingly severe theatrical depression but has aided
materially in developing an American school of
scenic artists

and dramatists unsurpassed in the

present day theater. The mounting tribulations
and inactivity of the commercial producer, beset

on the one hand by the loss of his favorite stars
Hollywood and by the general economic crisis
on the other, have served to emphasize even
to
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future, of the local theatrical groups, which in
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purpose are
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out of whose ceremonial developed the

lectivity

irrepressible art of the theater
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and Stagecraft (New York 1929); Mantzius, Karl,
Skuesptikumtens His tone, 6 vols. (Copenhagen 18971916), tr. by Louise von Cosscl AS .1 History of
Theatrical Art in Ancient and Modern Times (London
1903-21); Bab, Julius, Das Theater im Lichte der
Soziologie, Zcitfragen aus dem Gebiete der Soziologie,
4th ser , vol i (Leipsic 1931), and Der Mensch aufder

Buhne, 3

vols. (Berlin 1920-24), Preuss,

Unterbau
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T

,

"Der

in Kulturwissenschafthche

Bibliothek Warburg, Hamburg, Vortrage, 1027-28
(Berlin 1930) p i~88, Ridgeway, William, The Origin
of Tragedy (Cambridge, Eng. 1910); Geffeken, J.,
"Der Begnff des Tragischen in der Antike" in Kulturwissenschafthche Bibhothek Warburg, Hamburg,
Vortrage, 1927-28 (Berlin 1930) p. 89-166; Cornford,
F.
The Origin of Attic Comedy (London 1914);
,
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The Attic Theater (3rd ed by A. W.
Haigh,
Picard-Cambndge, Oxford 1907); Sheppard, J. T,,
"Attic Drama in the Fifth Century," and Angus, C.
F., "Athens" in Cambridge Ancient History, vol. v
(Cambridge, Eng. 1927) ch. v, and vol. vii (1928) p.
,

,

Bradley, A C Shakesperean Tragedy (London 1 904),
Brandes, Georg, William Shakespeare, 3 vols (Copenhagen 1895-96), tr by William Archer and others, 2
vols (London 1898); Lmdabury, Richard V A Study
of Patriotism in the Elizabethan Drama, Princeton
,

,
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m
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Stage Controversy in France from Corneille to Rousseau (New York 1933); Levy, Robert, Le mecenat et
^organisation du credit tntellectuel (Paris 1924) chs.
ni-iv; Kohler, Pierre, Autour de Mohere; Vespnt
dassique et la comedie (Pans i925);Gaiffe,Flix,Z< nre
et la scene franfaise (Pans 1931); Schevill, Rudolf, The
Dramatic Art of Lope de Vega, University of Calivol.
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Modern Philology, no. 6
Publications
(Berkeley, Cal 1918), Vossler, Karl, Lope de Vega und
sein Zeitaher (Munich 1932); Dos deutsche Drama, ed.
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by Robert F

Arnold (Munich 1925); Holl, Karl,
Geschichte des deutschen Lustspiels (Leipsic 1923);
Ellehauge, Martin, English Restoration Drama, Its
Relation to Past English and Past and Contemporary

French Drama (Copenhagen 1933); Lynch, Kathleen
M., The Social Mode of Restoration Comedy, Uniof Michigan, Publications, Language and
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English Comic Drama, 1700-1730 (Oxford 1929),
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Bernbaum, Ernest, The Drama of Sensibility, Harvard
Studies in English, vol. hi (Boston 1915); Nicoll,
History of Early Eighteenth Century

Allardyce,

A

Drama, 1700-1750 (Cambridge, Eng. 1925), A History of Late Eighteenth Century Drama, 1750-1800
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Theodosius I

(Cambridge, Eng. 1927), and A History of Early Nineteenth Century Drama, 1800-1850, 2 vols (Cambridge,
Eng. 1930), Peirce, Walter T., The Bourgeois from
Mohere to Beaumarchais (Columbus, Ohio 1907),
Lanson, Gustave, Nivelle de La Chauwe et la comedie
larmoyante (and ed. Pans 1903), Roustan, Manus,
Les philosopher et la soc lete franfan>e au xvin* siecle
(Paris 191 1), tr. by Frederic Whyte as The Pioneers of
the French Revolution (London 1926), Elocsser, A
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S., and Mims,, Edwin, Jr
Pageant of America senes, vol xiv (New Haven 1929);
Bernheim, Alfred L and others, The Business of the
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,

Theatre

,

(New York

1932).
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See RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,
CHRISTIAN; PRIESTHOOD.

,

Das bilrgerhche Drama (Berlm 1898), Walzel, O.,
"Das burgerhche Drama" in his Vom Geistesleben alter
und neuer Zeit (Leipsic 1922) p. 142-231, and Das
Prometheussymbol von Shaftesbury zu Goethe, Wortno 7 (Munich 1932) p. 9-32, Kettner,
kunst, n s
Gustav, Lessings Dramen im Lichte ihrer und umerer
Zeit (Berlin 1904); Unger, R "Von Nathan zu Faust.
Zur Geschichte des dcutschen Ideendrarna" in his
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History of the American Drama from the Civil War to
the Present Day, 2 vols (New York 1927), Coad, Oral

THEODOSIUS

I (347-95), Roman emperor.
Theodosius, born in Spain, was the last westerner to occupy the throne of the Eastern Em-

Geist der Goethezeit, 2 vols (Leipsic 1923-30), BromDer deutsche Burger im Literaturspiegcl von
bacher,
,
Lessing bis Sternheim (Munich 1920), Witkowski,
Das deutsche Drama des neunzehntcn Jahrhundet ts in

and the last emperor to rule over the entire
He was confronted with two difficult
problems, both of which he failed to solve. The
first was the establishment of
religious unity
within the empire, which was being torn asunder
by dissenting religious groups. Theodosius'
idea was to create religious unity based upon the
creed established at the Council of Nicaea in 325
and accordingly to eliminate all other Christian

ed Leipsic 1913),
Wal^el, Oskar, Friednch Hcbbel (yd ed Leipsic
1927), Eggh, Edmond, Schiller et le romantisme franfais, 2 vols (Pans 1927); Bellen, Eise Carel van, Les
ongines du rtielodrame (Utrecht 1927), Lacey, Alexander, Pmereconrt and the French Romantic Drama

which he recognized only the "Catholic
church"; that is, the church subscribing to the
Nicenc creed He forbade "heretics" to hold
assemblies and considerably curtailed their civil

,

Aufsatze xur Ltteratur- und Geisteigesthtchte (Berlin
1929) p. 67-103, Stockmeyer, Clara, So^iale Probleme im Drama des St urines und Dianges (Frankfort
1922), Gundelfinger, Friedrich, Shakespeare und der
deutsche Geist (8th ed Berlm 1927), Korff, H. A.,

K

,

G

seiner

Entwuklung

dargestellt (4th

(Toronto 1928), Allard, I^ouis, La comedie de rnoeurs en
France au dix-newieme sieile, Harvard Studies in
Romance Languages, vol v (Cambridge, Mass. 1923);

Guex, Jules, Le theatre et la societe francaise de 1815 a
1848 (Pans 1900), Des Granges, Charles Marc, La
comedie et les ntoeurs sous la Restauration et la monarch te
dejuillet (1815-1848) (Pans 1904), Noel, Carlos M.,
Les idee sociah-s dans le theatre de A. Dumat fils (Paris
1912), Gaillard de Champris, Henri, Entile Augier et la
comedie soaale (Pans i9io),Martmo, P Lenaturahsme
franfais (1870-1895} (Pans 1923) ch. x, Lukcsa, G.
,

"Zur

von,

soziologie

des>

modernen Dramas"

in

Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpohtik, vol.
(1914) 303-45 662-706; Gunther, M., Die
sossiologischen Grundlagen des naturahstischen Dramas

xxxvm

der jungsten deutschen Vcrgangenheit (Leipsic 1912),
Bab, Julius, Das Theater der Gegemvart, Illustrierte
theatergeschichtliche Monographien, vol i (Leipsic
1928);

Miller, A.

The Independent Theatre in
Present (New York 1931), Lourie,
I

,

Europe, 1887 to the
le theatre d'Ibscn
Ossip, La philosophic sociale dans
(Pans 1900); Ellehauge, M., The Position of Bernard
Shaw in European Drama and Philosophy (Copenhagen

W. H , Bneux and Contemporary
1917). Carter, Huntly, The
European Theatre 1014-1024 (London 1925), and The New Spirit in the Russian Theatre
1017-28 (London 1929); Gregor, Joseph, and FulopMiller, Ren, Das russische Theater, sein Wesen und
1931); Scheifley,

French Society

New

(New York

Spirit in the

setne Geschichte, mit besonderer Benlcksichtigung der

Revolutwnsperiode (Zurich 1928), tr. by Paul England
(Philadelphia 1930), Kaun, Alexander, Maxim Gorky
and His Russia (New York 1931), Quinn, Arthur

Hobson,

A

Beginning

History of the American

to the Civil

Drama from

War (New York

1923),

and

the

A

pire

west

doctrines as well as paganism

He issued decrees

in

rights, especially as regards bequests, inherit-

ance and the like. The Second Oecumenical
Council convoked at Constantinople in 381 condemned the quasi-Arian heresy of Macedonius,
who declared that the Holy Spirit was created.
Pagan rituals were forbidden and the famous
in Egypt was destroyed. All these
measures deeply affected social and economic conditions in the empire, closely connected as they were with different religious

Serapeum

drastic

doctrines, including paganism.

Theodosius was beset on the other hand by
the problem of the Goths. After the battle near

Adrianople in 378 under Theodosius' predecessor, Valens,

when the Roman army was com-

by the Goths and Valens himTheodosius realized that he could
not master the Goths by force. Having decided
to pursue a peaceful policy toward them he attempted to imbue the Goths with certain elements of Roman culture and to draw them into
the ranks of the Roman army and administrative structure. Theodosius failed to realize that
such a free growth of Germanism might menace
the empire's existence. An anti-German movement took root, but he died before the reaction
against Germanic preponderance broke out.
A. A. VASILIEV
pletely defeated
self was killed,

Consult:

Guldenpenmng,

A.,

and

Ifland, J.,
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Theodosius der Grosse (Halle 1878); Rauschen,
Gerhard, Jahrbucher der chnstlichen Kirche unter dem
Kaiser Theodosius dem Grossen (Freiburg i Br 1897),
ser

N

Imperator Theodosy Vehky i ego
tsarstvovanie v tserkovno-tstoncheikom otnoshemi (EmGreat and hjs religious policy)
the
Theodosius
peror

Chernyavsky,

,

(SerRtevsky Posad 1913), Stem, Ernst, Geschichte des
Retches,

spatromtschen

ch

vol.

i-

(Vienna

1928-

)

v.

THEODOSIUS

II,

the Younger (401-450),

Byzantine emperor from 408. Theodosius was
not a gifted statesman nor was he particularly
interested in matters of government; but he suc-

(1772-1840),

German jurist. Thibaut

studied at

Gottingen, at Konigsberg, where he absorbed
the philosophy of Kant, and at Kiel, where he
entered upon his academic career; subsequently

he taught Roman law with unfailing success at
Jena and at Heidelberg. His eminence as a
he was equally famous as an organizer of
jurist
musical

life

in

may be

Germany

ascribed to

the harmonious unity of his mind, which combined the most valuable elements of the century
of the Enlightenment with those of the period
He was not only interested ac-

ceeded in gathering around him a group of very

of romanticism.

able and energetic men who contributed much
to the significance of his reign in the internal life
of the empire. Troubles in the church resulted

tively in the scientific and systematic study of
judicial administration and reform but had also a
deep insight into the historical development and

Third Oecu-

in the convocation in 431 of the

philosophical principles of law.

As

a scientific

he constantly opposed the one-sided
rationalism of the natural law jurists as well as

menical Council at Ephesus, which condemned
the Nestorian doctrine but failed to end reli-

positivist

gious controversy. In 425 Theodosius founded
or perhaps reorganized a university in Constantinople, where the most eminent scholars taught

the surrender to empiricism of the historical

Greek and Latin; they were paid from the
imperial Exchequer and could advance to very
high rank. This new Christian school became a
dangerous rival of the famous philosophic pagan
school at Athens. Under Theodosius the oldest
surviving Byzantine code of law (Codex theodosianus) was promulgated. It contains decrees
of the Christian emperors from Constantine the
Great to Theodosius n. The code is a sort of
summary of what the Christian religion had
accomplished in the field of law up to that time;
it became an
important foundation for the code
of Justinian and exerted great influence upon the
legislation of the Germanic kingdoms in the
west established in the fifth century and per-

des Pandektenrechts (2 vols. Jena 1803, 9th ed.
by A. A. von Buchholz, 1846; tr. into English,

in

haps, through the Breviary of Alartc,
first

Bulgarian kingdom.

The walls

upon the

built

around

made the
impregnable for many centuries and con-

Constantinople under Theodosius
capital

tributed

much

to the prosperity of the city.

A. A. VASILIEV
Guldenpenning, Albert, Geschichte des ostrdmischen Reiches unter den Kaisern Arcadius und TheoConsult',

dosius it (Halle 1885); Kulakovsky, Y.

Vizantn (History of Byzantium), 3

A. A., Istonya
(Kiev 1910

vols.

2nd

ed. 1913) vol. i, p. 227-324; Bury,
i,
J. B., History o/ the Later Roman Empire, 2 vols.
15; vol.

(London 1923) vol.

i,

p. 2 12-35; Vasihev,

A

A.,

A His-

tory of the Bystantine Empire, University of Wisconsin,
Studies in the Social Sciences and History, nos. xinxiv, 2 vols.

vol.

(Madison 1928-29)
i, p.
12030;
Vasihev, A. A Histoire de VEmpire byzantin, 2 vols.
(Pans 1932) vol i, p. 122-32.
,

THEOLOGY.

school.

Thibaut 's most important work

i

vol

,

of the

DOGMA.

System

all

succeeding textbooks.

Many

on modern Roman law were published in

his Versuche uber einzclne Theile der Theorie de:

Rechts (2 vols. Jena 1798-1801, 2nd ed. 1817)

and in

his Civihstische Abhandlungen (Heidelberg 1814, 2nded. 1827). His more philosophical
Theorie der logischen Auslegung des romischen
Rechts (Altona 1799, 2nd ed. 1807) is one of the

best legal methodologies.

While these works are

now

rarely mentioned, another of his studies,
Uber die Notwendtgkeit eines allgemeinen burger-

fur Deutschland (Heidelberg 1814,
is still famous,
although it is
merely a pamphlet. In it Thibaut made an
for
the
codification
of the German
eloquent plea
lichen Rechts

new

ed. 1840),

civil law,

mained

giving a description, which has rethe miserable condition of

classic, of

disharmony which prevailed because of the
numerous German states and
territories and appealing to the patriotic emotions evoked by the overthrow of French
legal

existence of the

domination. Thibaut's position was, however,
directly opposed to the reactionary politics of his
time,

when any

struggle for

Germany's

political

or legal unity was considered revolutionary, and
to the romantic absorption of the German spirit,

which called not

for active

torical contemplation.

See RELIGION;

his

London 1855), the first scientific system
German common law, or pandects, and

prototype of
studies

is

mediately

followed

reform but for his-

The pamphlet was im-

by Savigny's celebrated

Theodosius I
reply,

Vom Beruf unserer

Zeit fur
Gesetzgebung

und Rechtswissenschaft (Heidelberg

1815), which
a complete victory,
although Thibaut's
ideas
and
general
practical proposals were far

won

Thiers
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libraries of France.

Thierry himself supervised
the publication of two large volumes (1850 and
1854) dealing with Amiens and Ponthieu; and
his preface to these volumes, entitled "Essai sur

sounder than those of his great
adversary. The

Fhistoire

continuance of the controversy served
only to
embitter the strife between the historical and

etat" (published separately in 1853; tr. by F. B.
Wells, 2 vols., London 1855), marks a great step

Germany had to wait more
than eighty years for the vindication of Thibaut's ideas, which occurred with the
promulgation of the Burgerliches Gesetzbuch at the end of
positivistic schools.

the century.

HERMANN KANTOROWICZ
Consult. Stintzmg, R. von, and Landsberg, E
schichte der deutschen Rechtstvissenschaft, 3 vols

,

Ge-

(Mu-

nich 1880-1910) vol in, pt. 11, p. 69-88; Stern,
Jacques, Preface to his edition of Thibaut, A F J
and Savigny, F.
von, Zum loojahngen Gedachtms
,

K

des

urn

Kampfes

la

formation et des progres du tiers

forward in modern historiography. Two addivolumes of documents were published

tional

Although the researches embodied in the four volumes may properly be
considered one of the most fruitful innovations
after his death.

of the historical

movement in the post-Reforma-

had to be
abandoned because methods of scholarship had
advanced much faster than the initiators of the
project had anticipated.
tion period, the original objective

Like

em

einheithches burgerliches Rechtfilr
Deutschland (Berlin 1914).

de

all

the

romantic

historians

Thierry

THIERRY, JACQUES-NICOLAS-AUGUS-

sought to place the reader in what he called "the
atmosphere of the period"; an aim which he
realized with a greater degree of integrity and

TIN

scrupulousness than

find

(1795-1856), French historian. In order to
substantiation for the liberal political

which he was an ardent champion in
the early days of the Restoration government
Thierry turned to social history and a study of
theories of

the struggles of "the people" against oppression.
Beginning in 1820 he contributed to the Courrier

many of his contemporaHis famous Re"cits des temps merovingiens
in
begun
1833 and later published in book form
ries.

,

as Historical Essays,
1840;
Philadelphia 1845), reflects his desire to allow in
so far as possible the representatives of that age

Paris
(2 vols.,

to

for

speak

tr.

themselves without benefit of

francais a series of articles dealing with the
emergence of "the popular classes" during the

author. In addition to popularizing the romantic
formulae of "local color" and "the people,"

period of the rise of towns and the establishment
of chartered municipal government in the
twelfth century. Later in the course of recasting

Thierry was responsible also, notably in his early
work Histoire de la conqu^te de V Angleterre par les
Normands (3 vols. Paris 1825, 7th ed. 4 vols.

these

contributions

for

separate

publication

Thierry was
bourgeois

led, as a result of his increasing
partisanship, to interpret this early

"communal

revolution" as the first beginning of
the "bourgeois revolution" which was destined
to find new expression in contemporary France.

In spite of the romantic exaggeration implicit in
such a thesis the Lettres sur Vhistoire de France,
which appeared in 1827 (8th ed Paris 1846), has
a genuine historiographical significance by reason of its emphasis on the hitherto neglected role

of the people and the middle classes.
On the basis of this early work Thierry in
1833 was entrusted with the direction of an
ambitious research project (Monuments inedits de
Vhistoire

du

tiers etaf),

which at the beginning set

the objective of bringing together into a
to the life
single corpus all documents relating
itself

of the French municipalities from the fall of the
Roman Empire to the end of the Middle Ages.
Great sheaves of material were collected by collaborators working together in the archives

and

1846; tr. by W. Hazlitt, 2 vols., London 1847),
for developing the concept of the "fusion of
races" as a factor in the evolution of the unified

modern states of Europe which had

arisen out of

the ethnic upheavals of the Middle Ages.

Louis HALPHEN
Works: Oeuvres (new ed. Pans 1885).
Consult:

Augustm-Thierry,

A

,

Augusttn

Thierry

(17951856) d'aprh sa correspondance et ses papters de
farmlle (Pans 1922), Jullian, C , "Augustm Thierry et
le mouvement historique sous la Restauration" in
Revue de synthese htstonque, vol xiu (1906) 129-42,
and introduction to Extraits des hist onens franfais du
xix* stecle, ed by C Julhan (2nd ed. Pans 1898),
Fueter,

E

,

Geschichte der neueren Historiographs,
mittelalterhchen und neueren Ge-

Handbuch der

i (Munich 1911) p. 448-51; Gooch, G.
History and Historians in the Nineteenth Century
(London 1913) p. 169-73; Halphen, L., Uhistoire en
France depuis cent ans (Paris 1914) p. 20-23, 51-56-

schichte, vol
P.,

THIERS, LOUIS

ADOLPHE

(1797-1877),

French statesman and historian. Thiers was
born in Marseille and admitted to the bar at
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Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
He went

and at once
plunged into journalism and the writing of history. The first two volumes of his history of the
French Revolution appeared in 1823, arousing
Aix.

to Paris in 1821

much

interest in literary circles. With his friend
Mignet he was one of the first to insist upon the

use of original sources, especially public documents; and his work marks a distinct departure
in this respect, despite the fact that his use of
them was often prejudiced. His contemporaries
also criticized as too fatalistic his

by the disastrous defeat of the
Franco-German War, Thiers became the logical
Twenty-

cally vindicated

leader of the national reconstruction.

six departments elected him to the National
Assembly, and he was at once chosen head of the
executive power. In that capacity he guided
France through one of the most critical periods

of

its

history.

He

suppressed the

Commune,

carried through the difficult peace negotiations,
in which he succeeded in retaining Belfort, re-

organized the army, restored local government,
paid the war indemnity and "liberated the

emphasis upon
volume Thiers
boasted of his sympathy for the Convention and
of his being the first to touch upon financial and
social history. As he progressed, however, he
became more conservative, and his later work on
the consulate and the empire became more and

territory." He was forced by the royalist majority to resign in May, 1873, because he would
not support the restoration of the monarchy, but

more

the republic.

causal

relations.

In the

first

a panegyric of Napoleon.

Of far greater
a statesman.

significance

He was

was Thiers'

WILLIAM

role as

devoted to the cause of the

liberal bourgeoisie and was a stanch opponent of
both the reactionary Bourbons and the radical
republicans. As editor of the National in 1830 he
not only led the revolt of the journalists but with
Talleyrand, Laffitte and others brought about
the selection of Louis Philippe as king. He was
therefore closely identified with the July Monarchy from the start, holding several ministerial
posts, including the premiership (1836). In 1840
he became prime minister a second time and
during a relatively short period in office secured
the return of Napoleon's body from St. Helena,
began the fortifications of Paris, blundered

seriously in backing Mehemet Ah against the
sultan and tried to extricate himself by threaten-

ing war and the seizure of the Rhine. His fall cut
short his chauvinistic talk, and for eight years he

was

returned to the political arena for a brief period
in 1877 with a vigorous manifesto in defense of

Guizot and
the king. After the Revolution of 1848 he sup-

E.

LINGELBACH

Works

Histoire de la Revolution franfaise de lj8Q
jusqu'au 18 brumatre, 10 vols (Pans 1823-27), tr. by
F Shoberl, 5 vols (London 1838), Histoire du consulat et de {'empire, faisant suite a Vhistoire de la Rivo-

20 vols

lution fratifaue,

parlementaires de
16

M

(Pans 1845-62), Discours
by Antoine Calmon,

Thiers, ed

vols (Paris 1879-89)

M

S Thiers and the French
John
Monarchy (Boston 1926), Eggenschwyler, K A.
Thiers' Leben und Wirken (Berne 1878), Fonvielle,
Consult- Allison,

,

,

Wilfred dc,

M

Thiers, histonen de la Revolution fran-

1871), Franck, Francis, Vie de M.
Thiers (Pans 1877), Mazade, Charles de,
Thiers,
cinquante annees d'htstoire contemporaine (Pans 1884);
faise (Brussels

M

Remusat, P. de, Adolphe Thiers (Paris iJBSg), tr by
M. B. Anderson (Chicago 1889), Simon, Jules,
Thiers, Guizot, et Remusat (Pans 1885).

THIRD INTERNATIONAL. See COMMUNIST
PARTIES.

in opposition to the policies of

ported the Provisional Government and, as a
member of the Constitutional Convention, op-

posed the radical leaders of the left as he did
Louis Napoleon's usurpation of power in 1851.
Despite his arrest and exile after the coup d'etat
he returned in 1852 but kept aloof from politics
during the decade of the autocratic empire,
his attention to history.
In 1863 he was elected to the legislative as-

giving

all

sembly, where he championed the "necessary
liberties" and denounced the emperor's foreign
policies. He opposed the declaration of war
against Prussia in 1870, urging
reasons and lack of preparedness.

war he

visited different

European

inadequate
During the
capitals in a

vain attempt to stimulate intervention. Tragi-

TOOL, JOHANN HEINRICH

(1807-84),

Thol, who was professor at
Gottmgen and Rostock, was the first to put the
treatment of commercial law in Germany upon

German

jurist.

and his authority was recognized in the contemporary codification of German commercial law. He not only prepared a
a scientific basis,

draft of a law of bills of exchange for Mecklenburg but was a member of the conference which
created the law of bills of exchange for the whole

of Germany. He also served as a member of
the commission which created the German

commercial code.

Thol made a scientific system of commercial
law by applying to it the juristic method then
prevailing. This method was based upon rigid
principles taken almost entirely from the Roman

Thiers

Thomasius

which Thol adhered unconditionally.
These principles after being subjected by him to
logical analyses were then employed for the

law, to

derivation of further legal consequences without consideration of the reason and puipose of

the formulated rules Thol defended his system,

which was embodied

in his chief treatise, Das
Gottmgcn 1841-80; vol i,

Handelsrecht (3 vols
6th ed. 1879, vol n, 4th ed. 1878), in two controversial works, Einleitung in das deutsche
Privatrecht (Gottingen 1851), directed at the
,

historical school,

and Volktrccht, Juristenrecht

,

Genossenschaften, Stande, gemcines Rccht (Rostock 1846), attacking Beseler's glorification of

popular legal characteristics
Despite the dominance of the historical
school, which at that time also flourished in
Gottingen, Thol did not pursue the historical
development of the commercial law. Replying
to his great

opponent Levin Goldschmidt

in his

Handelsrechtliche Eiorterungen (Gottingen 1882)
he rightly insisted upon the necessity of limiting
his extensive subject.

Goldschmidt rather un-

justly accused Thol of pursuing a "method of
dogmatic isolation." Thol recognized the essential

elements of the theory of the

bill

of ex-

change now dominant. He regarded as fundamemtal the divorce of the bill of exchange from
the transaction which underlay it, and perceived
that the indebtedness represented
ment did not rest upon contract.

R

by the

instru-

Consult Stintzing,
von,
schichte der deutschen Rechtswissenschaft, 3 vols.

nich 1880-1910) vol

111,

,

(Mu-

pt n, p. 625-34.

THOMAS, ALBERT ARISTIDE

du travail (Pans 1913, 2nd ed. 1926).
After teaching for a while at the College
Sevigne he joined Jaures on the editorial staff of

dotique

He was elected municipal
Champigny and later mayor. In
he
was
elected
to
the
Chamber of Deputies,
1910
where he immediately became a leader of the
left With Jaures he introduced socialist
legislation, such as the law of 1911 providing for
workmen's and peasants' pensions and the law
the Humanite in 1904

councilor of

of 1912 establishing miners' pensions

Thomas' extraordinary talent for organization
was revealed during and after the World War.
In September, 1914, he was entrusted with the

m

organisation of the railroads,
May, 1915, he
became undersecretary of state for munitions

and at the close of 1916 he was made minister of
munitions. After the fall of the czanst government he was sent to Russia, where he worked
with the Kerensky government and supervised
production at the Putilov works in the attempt

(1878-

French statesman, socialist leader and
Thomas was born at Champigny of a
humble artisan family and was educated at the
Lyc^e Michelet and the Ecole Normale Supeneure, where he was influenced by contacts
with Charles Andler, Francois Simiand, Hubert
Bourgm and above all Lucien Herr He traveled
in Russia, the Mediterranean Orient and Germany. Thomas early gave evidence of two major
interests: the study of history and the problems
of the working classes. His concern with the
1932),

republic with the Entente.
After the formation of the International Labor
Office

Thomas

served

as

him

to seek in history for precedents

and causes of socialism, syndicalism and cooperation, three forms of action and thought
which were always associated m his mind. His
most important scholarly works were the volume
on the Second Empire for Jaures' Histoire socialists (vol. x, Paris 1907),

a study of

German

its

director

from

November, 1919 He continued until his death
to work with prodigious energy for its organization and the extension of its influence and for the
elaboration of international labor law. It was
through his

efforts that the International

Labor Office at Geneva became the center for
the study and discussion of the problems of labor
and for the integration of these studies in reports
and texts made available to all nations. Thomas
himself prepared encyclopaedic annual reports,
traveled extensively and earned for himself the
title of labor diplomatist.

GEORGES BOURGIN

historian.

latter led

new

to maintain, effective collaboration of the

chiefly

ERNST JACOBI
and Landsberg, E Ge-
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syndicalism (Paris 1903) and the Histoire anec-

Consult International Labour Office, In Memory of
Albert Tftomas (Geneva 1932), and Albert Thomas

1878-1932 (Annemasse 1932)

THOMASIUS, CHRISTIAN
German

jurist

and

(1655-1728),

political philosopher.

Tho-

masius,theson of auniversity professor, was born
Leipsic and studied law and philosophy there
and at Frankfort on the Oder. He was deeply
impressed by the works of Grotius and Pufendorf, and as a young docent he followed their
teaching. His first revolutionary act was to anthe German lannounce a course of lectures
guage; he attacked the unworldly and unpractical character of the Latin instruction at the

m

m

universities.

His

fiery

temperament and

his

620
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approach early involved him in conflicts
with the orthodox theologians and his conservacritical

tive colleagues. As a result of their persecution
he was forced to leave Leipsic in 1690; he then

went to Halle, where he taught at the newly
founded university until his death. Here through
cycles of encyclopaedic lectures he carried into
effect his improved method of instruction and
wrote his famous dissertations against belief in
sorcery, punishment of heresy and the use of
torture. He thereby became one of the modern

more humane legal procedure. In
the field of jurisprudence he continued independently of Pufendorf the doctrine of natural
heralds of a

aim was to discriminate carefully
between morality and law, claiming that only the
latter
possessed compulsory character. He
law. His chief

classified all social duties into three groups:
justum, honestum and decorum. By decorum he
meant all duties of manners, he is respectable

who

behaves toward others as he desires

them

toward himself. Honestum is the essence
of all moral duties; he who acts toward others as
they would act toward themselves lives a moral
to act

Thomasius drew a sharp distinction, however, between thejustum and the main body of
natural law: he who refrains from doing to
others what they do not do to him is a just man.
Adherence to these three principles insures the
life.

individual a happy social existence. The philosophy of Thomasius may thus be characterized
as a hedonistic rationalism. Through the establishment of popular scientific journals Tho-

sdchsische Zeitschnft fur Geschichte

und Kunst,

vol.

xva (1928) 167-98.
Consult:

Luden, Hemrich, Christian Thomasivs (Berlin 1805); Nicoladom, A., Christian Thomasius (Beilm
1888); Wolf, Erik, Grottus, Pufendorf, Thomasvs,
Heidelberger Abhandlungen zur Philosophic und
ihrer Geschichte, no xi (Tubingen 1927) ch. ni;
Stmtzing, R von, and Landsberg, E., Geschichte der
deutschen Rechtsunssenschaft, 3 vols. (Munich 18801910), especially vol. in, pt i, ch m; Christian Thomasius, Leben und Lebenswerk, ed. by Max Fleischmann,
Beitrsige &ur Geschichte der Umversitat HalleWittenberg, no. 11 (Halle 1931); Biedermann, K F,
Deutschland im achtzehnten Jahrhundert, 2 vols.

(Leipsic 1854-80) vol

Seven Great Statesmen

ii,

pt

i,

ch. vn, White,

(New York

THOMPSON, WILLIAM

1910) p.

A D

in

,

6 1.

(1783-1833), Irish

and economist. Thompson was an Irish
landowner who became a disciple first of Bentham and later of Robert Owen. His principal
socialist

work,

An

Inquiry into the Principles of the Dis-

tribution of

Wealth Most Conducive

to

Human

Happiness (London 1824; new ed. by William
Pare, 1850), illustrates the development of his

thought from utilitarianism to Owenite socialism. In Labor Rewarded (London 1827) Thompson, setting out from the dogma that labor is the
sole creator of value, developed the case for
Owenite socialism on this basis in contrast to

Thomas Hodgskm's

semi-anarchist advocacy of

non-capitalist individual production. Practical
Directions for the Speedy and Economical Estab-

(London 1830) was pubrapid and large scale growth of
Owenite cooperation and trade unionism was
lishment of Communities

lished

when the

masius spread these ideas throughout Germany
lesser extent throughout Europe. In the
religious field he also exerted a revitalizing in-

just beginning. Thompson was also a keen
feminist, and his An Appeal of One-Half the
Human Race (London 1825) is a powerful plea

fluence in turning the unworldly Pietism of his
friend A. H. Francke into a more practical and

the

and to a

rational

form

and
Thomasius was

of Christianity. Joyous, active

versatile, strong

and

full

of

life,

a typical representative of the baroque period,
free of all mediaeval conceptions. He was the

most significant representative of the individualistic, bourgeois rationalism of the eighteenth
century, the creator of the view of'life of the en-

lightened German bourgeoisie and thus the
leader of the German movement of Enlighten-

ment.

ERIK

WOLF

Chief works'. Institutions jurisprudenttae divinae (Halle
1688, 6th ed. 1717), Kletne deutsche Schnften, ed. by
J. O. Opel (Halle a. d. S. 1894); Fundamenta juris
naturae et gentium (Halle 1705, 4th ed. 1718) A com' '

list of Thomasius' works is found in
Christian
Thomasius: Person und Werk
Schrift, Buch und
Bild," ed. by Max Fleischmann
Thuringisch-

plete

m

m

for sex equality.

He was

an active

member

of

London Cooperative

Society and a frequent
contributor to the Co-operative Magazine of
1830.

The
by

Principles of the Distribution of Wealth is

far his

most important book. In

it

he argues,

against Bentham, that the removal of the toll
levied on the worker by the property owner will

not decrease but greatly increase the incentive
to labor by adding to the laborer's reward. The

wealth of a community, he contends, must be
judged not by its total amount, but by its distribution so as to achieve the maximum of happiness; and this can be secured only by the
adoption of the cooperative, or socialist, principle. Like the other anticapitalist economists of
the early nineteenth century,

Thompson

regards

capital as unproductive, in the sense that it can
only transfer but cannot create value. The la-

Thomasius
borer must emancipate himself from capitalist
exploitation by forming trade unions and coop-

which

Thoreau
la

republique
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athtnienne

L 'organisation judiaaire,

(Brussels
le droit

1875)

and

et la

pro-

penal

both as part
protection against exploitation and as training

cedure penale de la lot salique (Brussels 1882).
These labors were interrupted, however,
1884

grounds for corporate self-government, enabling
him to advance to the further stage of replacing

when he resigned his chair at the university to
become minister of the interior and of education

capitalism

by self-governing communities colowning all the resources of production.
Thompson like Hodgskin is thus an important

m

lectively

until 1887

erative societies,

will serve

forerunner of Marx in formulating the theory
of surplus value arid capitalist exploitation; and
his

book

is easily

the best of the early socialist

G D

H. COLE

M

British Socialism, z vols
, History of
vol. i, p 218-28, 1-oxwell, II S,
Introduction to translation of Menger, A Das Rccht

(London 1919-20)

,

auf den vollen Arbnli>ertra!> in xeM/iuhllicher Dar~
stellung (Stuttgart 1886),

tr

byM E

Tanner (London

1899) p v-cxvi, Pare, William, Preface to his edition
of Principles of the Distribution of Wealth, p vii-xvni,

ERA, Owen and the Christian Socialists

Sehgman,

E The Rtcardtan SoColumbia Univeisity, Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, no ii4(Ne\vYorki9ii)ch n.

(Boston 1886), Lowenthal,

,

cialists,

THONISSEN, JEAN JOSEPH (1816-91),
Belgian jurist and statesman Thomssen received
the degree of doctor of law from the University
of Liege
1838 and took a postgraduate course
at Pans. Subsequently he practised law in Has-

m

selt

positions. The
constitution beige annotee

and held various government

publication of his

Beernaert's cabinet, a post which he held

From 1863 Thomssen was a member of the
Chamber of Representatives and was affiliated
with the conservative Catholic party During his
political career he played a prominent part in the
elaboration of

writings in this field.

Consult Beer,

m

La

(Hasselt 1846, 3rd ed. Brussels 1879) and of the
volume of Complement de code penal (3 vols

first

,

Hasselt 1846-52) led in 1848 to his appointment
as professor of criminal law at the Catholic Uni-

Louvam.
Thomssen became one

versity of

of the

most authorita-

Belgium of the classical
school of penal law, upholding the traditional
conception of crime and punishment. Capital
punishment he opposed not as illegitimate but as
unnecessary, and the polemic launched by his
De laprfafndue necessitede lapeine de mort (Louvain 1862, 3rd ed. 1864) resulted in the virtual if
tive representatives in

not legal abolition of the death penalty in Belgium. Thomssen was the author of a number of

many of which were published
Mtmoires of the Academic Royale de Belgique. His outstanding achievements were his
studies in legal history, in which he set out to
trace the evolution of penal law from antiquity
to modern times. In this field he published
Etudes sur Vhistoire du droit criminel des peuples
juridical studies,

in the

anciens (2 vols., Brussels 1869),

Le

droit ptnalde

many important laws, including
the law on preventive detention, the law on
competence in civil and commercial affairs, the
law on liberation and conditional condemnation
and the law

of 1878, modifying the preliminary

Code of Penal Procedure. From
1874 to 1876 he was reporter of the new Code of
Civil Procedure In 1877 a commission was set
up to prepare the reform of the Code of Penal
Procedure and Thomssen was appointed its resection of the

porter.

He

submitted twenty-five extremely in-

reports on its debates, which were
published as Travaux preparatoires du Code de
procedure penale (z vols., Brussels 1885)
teresting

Thomssen was interested also in political and
economic theory Le socialisme depuis I'antiqutte,
jusqu'a la constitution franfatsedu 1 4 Janvier 1 8$ 2
Louvam 1852), which combined two
(2 vols
earlier works and was inspired by the events of
,

1848, revealed his antipathy to the theories of
the socialists. It purported to be a history of so-

and movements, pointing out
doctrine and concluding that attempts to reali/e a communistic system brought
devastation and anarchy. To offset socialist incialistic

ideas

fallacies

in

fluence Thonisscn

demanded a program of social

amelioration to be realized by the promotion of

cooperation and professional training Reand moral education, he held, should be
stressed in order that a revival of Christian
thrift,

ligious

morality and charity might be effected.

FERNAND COLLIN
Consult Lamy, T. J "Notice sur la vie et les travaux
de Jean-Joseph Thonissen" in Academic Royale des
Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique,
,

vol
Ivin (1892) 377-477, Terhnden,
Academic Royale des Sciences, des Lettres
des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Biographic nattonale t
vol. xxv (1930-32) "3-19-

Annuatre,
Charles,

m

et

THOREAU, HENRY DAVID

(1817-62),

American philosopher. Thoreau when just out of
Harvard came under the powerful sway of Emerson's mind and did his formative thinking as ?
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member

of the Concord group of transcendentahsts. Eventually, however, he liberated himself

safeguard of institutions, he did not envisage the
individual as the necessary cadre of society. "To

from Emerson's influence, and at no time was he
taken in by the excesses of transcendentalism.
Thoreau's criticism of American society sprang
from the rebellion of the pioneer spirit against
the crudity and materialism of the pioneer in an
industrial age. He denounced the factory system
because it meant the exploitation of others; he
rejected the cult of success and the Puritan creed
of persistent work because it meant the exploitation of oneself. His economics anticipated Rus-

act collectively

km 's by defining the cost of a thing as the amount
of

life

that has to be exchanged for

it;

his aes-

thetics anticipated William Morris' by declaring
that no beauty can exist in commodities that does

not flow from a creativeness in the lives of those
fashion them. He recounts in Walden (Bos-

is

according to the spirit of our
and he con-

institutions," he wrote in Walden,

tinued with a plea for the extension of the social
services of the community. Nor did he reject
altogether the machine as an instrument of production: his emphasis was rather on its cultural
consequences in his own day. It was one of his
characteristic paradoxes that the man who could
solemnly call his fellow townsmen together to
read them a protest against the imprisonment

of John Brown or the return of a fugitive slave
could also profess an unconcern with most of the
burning political issues of the day and insist that
his business was not to change the world but to
solve the

problem of

living in

it.

MAX LERNER

who

m

ton 1854) his two-year experiment
living in a
hut in the woods according to his own economy
of wants and satisfactions. Finding that the economic system was making unreasonable demands

on him, he entered upon a conscientious withdrawal of efficiency Similarly he sabotaged the

government by refusing to pay

and he

taxes,

spent a night in the village jail as an exultant
political prisoner. His essay "Resistance to Civil

Government"

(in Aesthetic Papers, ed.

Peabody, Boston 1849, ch.

x;

new

by E.

ed. as

On

P.
the

Duty of Civil Disobedience, New Haven 1928),
a sharp statement of the duty of resistance to
governmental authority when it is unjustly exercised, has

become the foundation of the Indian

disobedience movement. Thoreau's three
speeches on John Brown (1859-60) extol the
civil

insurrectionary attempt at Harper's Ferry and
denounce the shortsighted coercion of the gov-

Works- The Wntings of Henry David Thoreau, ed. by
Sanborn and B. Torrey, 20 vols. (Boston 1906).

F. B.

Consult Allen,

H A Bibliography of Henry David

F

,

Thorcau (Boston 1908), Sanborn, F. B., The Life of
Henry David Thoreau (Boston 1917), Salt, H S., Life
of Henry David Thoreau (London 1 896), Bazalgette,
Leon, Henry Thoreau, sauvage (3rd ed Paris 1924),
tr by Van Wyck Brooks (New York 1924); Atkinson,
J B Henry Thoreau, the COMIC Yankee (New York
1927), Van Doren, Mark, Henry David Thoreau, a
Critical Study (Boston 1916), Foerster, Norman, Nature in American Literature (New York 1923) ch iv;
Keiser, Albert, The Indian in American Literature
(New York 1933) ch xv, Moore, J. B., "Thoreau
Rejects Emerson" in American Literature, vol iv
(1932) 241-56, Mumford, Lewis, The Golden Day
,

107-20; Canby, H. S., Classic
1931) ch v, Christy, A. E., The
Orient in American Transcendentalism, Columbia UniStudies
in
Comparative Literature (New York
versity,
L , Main Currents in
1932) pt ni, Parrmgton,

(New York 1926) p.
(New York

Americans

V

American Thought, vol a (New York 1927)

p.

400-13.

ernment that martyred him. As a social critic
Thoreau was uncompromising: his thought was

THOU, JACQUES AUGUSTE DE (Thuanus)

tighter than Emerson's, less optimistic, less given
to the resolution of opposites. But his individ-

Under Henry

ualism

may easily be

overemphasized, just as his

(1553-1617), French historian and statesman.
in, de Thou became successively
master of requests, chief justice and councilor of
state

and under Henry

iv

was

particularly active

absorption with nature has been overemphasized. Both must be seen as part of a rebellion

the sphere of ecclesiastical politics. His
voluminous Historiae sui temporis (5 vols.,

New England town
and against the factory system which saw nature
only as so much raw material to be subdued to
the uses of profit. He was not so limited as to

history of his time, beginning with the year
1543; unfinished at his death, it was continued

believe that the individual could by his own
action stem the heedless onrush of American life,

ed. 5 vols.,
translation

against the oversocialized

but as a transcendentalist he believed that a
sharp moral protest is ultimately irresistible.
While he regarded individual development as
the only aim of society and the individual's moral
sense as the only test and ultimately the only

in

Geneva 1604-09) was conceived

as a universal

and annotated by N. Rigault and P. Dupuy (new
Geneva 1620; best known French
by Abb6 Prevost and others, 16

vols.,

London

1734; English translation by B.

London 1729). Rigault and
possibly also the editors of the
Commentarium de vita sua (tr. into French from

Wilson, 2

vols.,

Dupuy were

Latin ms. by

I.

G. Le

Petit,

Rotterdam 1711;

Thoreau

m

Michaud, J. F and Ponjoulat,
republished
J. J. F., Nouvelle collection dcs memoires pour
servir h Vhistoire de France, ist ser., vol. xi,
,

Paris 1836).

De Thou's history is important chiefly for the
sections relating to France and has provided the
foundation for the history of the religious wars
of that country. Based upon a painstaking study
of all the French and Italian historians, upon the
reports of eye witnesses and upon the regular
correspondence maintained by de Thou with

authors in divers foreign countries, it reve?ls
enormous erudition and few factual errors. The
author's humanistic background is apparent in
the manner in which
the oratorical style and
he sometimes transmutes his documents into

m

harangues worthy of the ancient forurns. His
great tolerance and remarkable impartiality in
the treatment of religious questions won him the
praise of d'Aubigne and the reputation of being
pro-Huguenot; in reality his point of view was
that of the politiques

parlements

helped to establish as a
sion

of the royalists of the
principles he
of the commis-

whose opportunistic

member

which prepared the Edict of Nantes and

its execution
Also obvious in the
de Thou's adherence to extreme Gallicariism. As a statesman historian he may be
compared with Guicciardini and Machiavelh,
although his lack of a unifying philosophy and

supervised

work

is

his assumption of divine determinism in history
rendered him distinctly inferior to his Italian

contemporaries. His work was highly esteemed
by Bossuet.

HENRI HAUSER
Consult Colhnson, John, The Life of Thuanus (Lon1807), Ilarrisse, Henry, Le president de Thou et
Geschichte
descendants (Pans 1905), Fueter, E
der neueren Ihstonographie, Handhuch der mittel-

don
ses

alterhchen

,

und neueren Geschichte,

vol.

i

(Munich

1911).

THRANE, MARCUS MOELLER

(1817-90),

Norwegian- American labor leader Thrane was
the founder of the organized labor movement
in Norway. An unemployed schoolmaster, he
Debecame a radical journalist in 1848 and
cember of that year set out to form working

m

men's associations,

men and

at first in

the

cities of

Dram-

and subsequently in other
cities and in country districts. In the course of
a year arid a half he was able to organize a
national union with over 270 associations and
more than 20,000 members, embracing poor
peasants as well as factory workers and journeymen. Through travels m Germany and France
Christiania

Thrift
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and through wide reading Thrane had acquired
a knowledge of European socialism; in his
speeches he drew freely upon the works of Weitling and Cabet, and from Louis Blanc he took
over the idea of industrial cooperatives under
state auspices and with state aid. But the program he formulated for his organization did not
limit itself to cooperation; it was intimately
bound up with the social and political situation
and needs of the Norwegian workers The chief
demands were universal suffrage and legislation
in favor of independence for poor peasants The
program was discussed and pressed forward by
national congresses called by Thrane in 1850
and 1851. But this daring enterprise, up to that

date

unexampled

in the history of the country,

induced the government to turn against the
movement Thrane and about two hundred of

were arrested and indicted
propaganda and after four
years of custody were at last convicted, Thrane
being sentenced to another four years of imprisonment. During that time the movement
dwindled away, and in 1863 Thrane emigrated
to the United States. Most of the time he lived
in Chicago, where he took an active part in
his closest associates

for revolutionary

establishing sections of the First International;

from 1869 to 1884 he edited and published
socialist magazines in Dano-Norwegian.

HALVDAN KOHT
Consult. Overland,

O A

,

Thrantterbevaegelsen (Chris-

tiania 1903), Koht, II , "Die 48er Arbeiterbewegung
in Norvvegen" in Archiv fur die Geschichte des Sozt-

ahsmus und der Arbeiterbewegung, vol. n (1912) 23774, and Marcus Thrane (Christiania 1917).

THRIFT

Although it originally connotes savterm thrift has a tendency both in
technical economic and in popular discussions
to become identified with economic rationality
m general, with the "wise" and "efficient" use
and disposal of all resources, time, labor and
ing, the

material things as well as

money. In harmony,

however, with its original connotation the emphasis tends to be put on the long as against the
short run point of view. The thrifty person is
he who resists the temptation to satisfy momentary whims, but husbands his resources for the

and desires.
But the ultimate ends of concrete economic
activities are never given on economic terms
satisfaction of his "true" needs

alone. Hence it is not surprising that there
should be a variety of different interpretations
of what thrift really means. For at the basis of

every doctrine of what

is

economical and rational
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must lie some view of the chief end of man. Two
main tendencies may be distinguished All doctrines of thrift go

heyond the immediate interests

of an "eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow
die" philosophy and most go beyond a rational distribution of the resources of an indi-

we

vidual over his probable expectancy of life. But
there is a whole class of doctrines which preach

means of

On the other hand, by something of a twist in
the meaning the emphasis may be placed not on
the thrifty use of given resources but rather on
the continual increase of one's resources

on en-

earning and production.
This interpretation occurs particularly when it
appears desirable to retain the pleasant overterprise

and

initiative in

tones of the term thrift and at the

same time

attaining and maintaining,
generally for a family over a period of generations, a standard of consumption that is fixed

to avoid the connotation of niggardliness often
connected with it It is clear that this type along

mainly in terms of non-economic considerations.
Thrift being thought of as a means, there is inherent in this type of thought a limit to its

generally associated with a breaking through
of traditionalism, often
both production and

thrift as a

when

with the valuation of thrift as an end in

itself

is

m

constimption.

an attitude very likely
weakening of the sentiment for

It is in fact

no
further need for the means. In the modern world

to appear with a

perhaps best exemplified by the
French lower middle class; a significant index is retirement and cessation of
earning when enough has been laid by.
The second type is characterized by the ab-

Historically attitudes toward thrift have varied
different cultures and on the part of
greatly
different classes within them. Hostility to thrift

practise

the end

is

attained there

is

this type is
thrift of the

sence of such a

end in

itself,

limit. It elevates thrift into

a virtue, good for

its

own

an

sake.

then becomes an ethical obligation to devote
one's whole power to the largest possible accumulation without any clear conception of what
the means are to be used for. The pure type is
It

but none the less important. There
almost always some rationalization of why
inordinate thrift should be practised, if only the
assumption that the more wealth one has the
relatively rare

is

better off one is. Perhaps the most important
connecting link in the concrete shading off of the
two attitudes is the role of wealth as a mark of

merely in the Veblenian sense
of conspicuous consumption but also through
mere possession and accumulation: above all the
objective not only of individual but of family

unlimited thrift

m

in almost

of this world as such or to the thrifty ways of
acquiring or safeguarding them. The attitude of

carpe diem tends to become widespread above
all
the well to do classes in relatively opulent

m

and highly individualized and secularized

advancement over a series of generations.
"Getting ahead in the world" is perhaps the
most ubiquitous motive given for the practise of
thrift.

A

further classification of doctrines of thrift

cutting across the others should be made. The
primary connotation of the term lays its empha-

on the allocation of given resources. Just as
the "means" concept of thrift noted above tends
to be associated with a general traditionalism in
standards of consumption, this type is associated
sis

peri-

Hellenistic age m Greece, the Ute
republic and early empire in Rome, Renaissance
Italy and eighteenth century France are examples. On a smaller scale and with less duration
the same thing tends to happen in the reaction
ods.

The

following a period of tense crisis, as in the "cockof the decade after the World War.

tail" era

Of the attitude of indifference one of the main

social prestige, not

social

any form tends to spring from two

sources, the carpe diem attitude and an
attitude of indifference either to the good things

main

types is that arising from religious motives. The
"take no thought for the morrow" of the Christian Gospels is primarily an expression of the
sense of the utter unimportance of worldly things
in comparison with the religious life. In more
extreme forms this indifference may develop
into active hostility with an ascetic prohibition

worldly possessions, as in monasticism.
other type of indifference which does not
affect worldly goods as such but thrift as a means
of

all

The

to

them

is

to

be found above

all

in the attitude

of aristocracies, which have almost universally
looked down upon peaceful economic produc-

processes as a whole. The principal problem of
allocation of course is that of time, but the term
thrift is often used to cover the avoidance of

tion and saving as beneath their dignity. The
main exception in this group is that of commercial aristocracies. Above all a military aristocracy,
which has booty as a source of acquisition, cannot
but disdain the meanness of thrift. But even
apart from resources obtained through war an

waste in general.

aristocracy will almost always have a source of

with traditionalism in the means of earning a
living and, more generally, of the productive

Thrift
income from the labor and thrift of others.
By far the most common form of thrift historically has been the means type, and it has
very generally been associated with traditionalism in both production and consumption. It
exemplifies the kind of economic rationalism
Aristotle had in mind in his discussions of the

"management of a household."

It is

not incom-

patible even with aristocratic ways of life so long
as it is limited to the thrifty management of

the estates of nobles or the properties of

mon-

archs as welt as of the small tradesman, the
artisan or the peasant. The principle is very generally the same.

The

valuation of unlimited thrift as a virtue

own sake is far less common and has
the modern
appeared on a large scale only
western bourgeois class It is one of the most
for its

m

important aspects of the peculiar cultural constellation which has produced modern industrialism. Before its crystallization into a system
of more or less automatic social pressures it is
difficult to account for rt except as a product of
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Catholicism, which is still typical of countries
like France with a predominantly Catholic back-

ground; and, finally, the "worldly ascetic" sanction of unlimited accumulation in some branches
of Protestantism.

We may call attention to three important conditions for the

development of thrift.

extent to which the individual

is

One

is

the

identified with

groups in which his own interest is merged with
that of the larger whole, above all the family.
In general a strongly integrated family organization will be favorable to thrift of the traditional

means

type.

The

Chinese, for instance, practise

an extraordinary frugality. Breakdown of family
solidarity and individualization, on the other
hand, will tend to be unfavorable to thrift, unless

other positive influences, like the Protestant

worldly asceticism, are present to counteract it.
A second important influence is what may be
called the "security of careers," the extent to
which the individual may look forward with
reasonable certainty to a settled course of the
life and may expect in the

development of his

the religious motivations of ascetic Protestantism, especially Calvinism. For from purely religious motives these movements enjoined a rational participation in the affairs of this world,

relatively distant future to enjoy the fruits of
present thrift for himself and his family. Not
only is this a matter of settled conditions but

including disinterested devotion to economic
production as a calling, combined with great

which are close to the

frugality in

consumption as the only means of

avoiding the cardinal sin of self-indulgence
The influences affecting thrift may be divided
into

two great

classes, those operating

on peo-

motives relatively independently of exterand the conditions themselves,
relatively independently of specific motives.
ple's

nal conditions,

Pure rational calculation of advantage and hence
the rate of interest as a factor can account for
a certain amount of thrift
the tendency to
adapt uneven income over a lifetime to the unof
But
needs
the
individual.
the great bulk
even

of thrift must be explained differently. Everything which transcends the lifetime and personal
interests of a single individual must be motivated
by ultimate values. The most potent force here

been pointed out, its
influence is by no means simple. The only attitude which no major religion sanctions is the
carpe diem type of thriftlessness. But aside from
is

religion but, as has

that, according to the specific character of the
religious attitude involved, everything else is

possible.

Within the Christian tradition alone

also of the existence of tangible uses for savings
interests and sentiments

of the individual

The conditions of the modern

industrial laboring class are highly unfavorable
to thrift in this respect as compared to those of

an owner-peasant class, a skilled independent
artisan class or an independent small business
class. Those of the early phases of economic
individualism which had the combination of
relatively settled conditions, wide diffusion and
personal control and operation of productive
property and a relatively open opportunity for
substantial but gradual rise in social status were
much more favorable than the later phases of
large scale industry, a propertyless laboring class
and concentration of industrial control.

is

Thirdly, in so far as the prestige of wealth
a powerful social force, it makes a great differ-

ence to thrift if the standard is primarily one
of scale of consumption, the aspect which Veblen brought out, or one of the possession and
control of wealth, as farms and factories. The
latter type may favor thrift while the other favors

extravagance. Recently there has been a shift
from the latter to the former, which is largely
explained by the increasing intangibility of the

the indifference of the Gospels; the
ascetic hostility of monasticism and the mendi-

sources of income.

cant orders; the traditional means thrift of lay

teenth century laid enormous emphasis on indi-

there

is

The

classical

economists of the early nine-
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vidual thrift as the corner stone of the stability
of laissez faire capitalism. In their invectives

and Savings (New York

against the demoralizing poor law they failed
to see that the very conditions which had made

THUCYDIDES

possible the freedom and mobility they prized
so highly were a(so largely responsible for the
thriftlessness they deplored. The gospel of thrift
as preached by them and their successors was

not sufficient to counteract the influence of these
conditions. In fact the very vehemence with
which the gospel has been preached may be

regarded as an index of the failure of thrift to
be a natural result of the social situation of recent
times.

The modern economic

order has created two

important substitutes for individual thrift as a
source of capital accumulation. One is the accumulation of corporate surpluses and their direct
reinvestment in industry. The other is the operation of the banking mechanism to extend credit
to business enterprise and through the resulting
inflation, as it were, to tax the rest of the com-

highly questionr/nle how far
these mechanisms can take the place of indi-

munity. But

it

is

vidual thrift.
Individualistic ascetic Protestantism

was one

of the prime agencies in destroying the framework of solidarities which largely lay behind the
practise of thrift of the means type. It supplied
for a time a far more powerful motive of accu-

mulation but one which rested on
carious

basis.

Widespread

already rendered
there seems to be

it

a.

highly prehas

secularization

largely ineffective, while
sign of a revival of the

little

family and small property conditions which
might restore the previous situation.

TALCOTT PARSONS
See-

SAVING; ACCUMULATION, HOARDING; ACQUISI-

TION; ABSTINENCF; FORIUNES, PRIVATF.
Consult: Johnson, Alvm, "Influences Affecting the
Political Science Quarterly,
Development of Thrift"

m

xxu (1907) 224-44, Smiles, Samuel, Thrift (London 1875), American Academy of Political and Social
Science, "The New American Thrift" m Annals,
vol. Ixxxva (1920), Straus, S. W., History of the
Tknft Movement in America (Philadelphia 1920),
MacGregor, T. D., The Book of Thrift (New York
1915); Weber, Max, Die protestantische Ethik und der
Getst des Kapitahsmus (2nd ed Tubingen 1922), tr,
by T. Parsons (London 1930); Troeltsch, Ernst, Die
Soffialleltren der chrtsthchen Kirchen und Gruppen (3rd
ed. Tubingen 1923), tr. by Olive Wyon, 2 vols (London 1931), Tawney, R. H Religion and the Rise of
Capitalism (London 1926); Veblen, Thorstem, The
Theory of the Leisure Class (new ed New York 1918);
Sombart, Werner, Der moderne Kapitahsmus, 3 vols.
(new ed. Munich 1921-27). For a selected bibliog-

vol.

,

raphy, see- Russell Sage Foundation, Library, Thrift
1919).

(c. 46o-c. 399 B.C.), Athenian
Thucydides' work marks an original
and significant development in classical historiography. Herodotus, building upon foundations
laid by Ionian logographers (story tellers), had
established history as an independent branch of
an "inquiry" which, while it reliterature

historian.

flected the insatiable curiosity of the

lightenment,

still

Greek en-

revealed close affiliations with

poetry and theology. With Thucydides history
lost the character of a prose poem, becoming the
diligent and meticulous search for truth according to a rigorous formula. This involved, on the
one hand, a fresh ideal of chronological exacti-

tude and the critical investigation of fact, on the
other, an explicit repudiation of the mythical
as a valid hypothesis for interpretation. History
thus ceased to be diffuse and episodic, and in

default of natural explanations

it

no longer

in-

voked metaphysical conceptions, such as nemesis
or cyclical evolution. On the basis of relevant
material facts the historian undertook a cautious
reconstruction of the genesis and growth of
Hellenic polity which culminated in Athenian
imperialism as the background for a vivid

and penetrating account of the Peloponnesian
War.
In thus creating "scientific" historiography

Thucydides reflected in general the influence of
his birth and upbringing in Penclean Athens,
the "school of Hellas."

Specifically

his

in-

depended upon Hippocratic positivism. This movement, which like Democritean

spiration

science rejected transcendental causes, nevertheless asserted the priority of life to the atom,

thus escaping the physical and ethical material-

ism of the atomists and suggesting a dynamic
rather than a mechanical account of behavior in
terms of organism and environment. From this
standpoint Thucydides offered a prognosis of
the conflict between Athens and Sparta and of
the consequent disintegration of Greek society,
characteristic of

which

is

a constant use of the

complementary ergon and logos, material fact and
its reflection in thought. This permitted an illuminating psychological analysis of individuals
to various typical

and groups as they responded

situations, especially in the conventional dia-

logues which (although excluded by modern
standards of objectivity) facilitated interpretation. Particular events

significance,

yielding

thus acquired universal
those inductions upon

Thrift
which depended the value of Thucydides' work
as a "possession forever"; and history, no
longer mere entertainment, revealed those general principles which appeared to govern human
affairs. To this study authority was added by the
circumstances of Thucydides' life: his kinship
with the empire builders Miltiades and Cimon,
his experience as eye witness and victim of the
plague at Athens, his service as general and,
above all, his twenty years' exile This provided Thucydides with the opportunity of association with the members of the Peloponnesian

League

as

well as leisure for study

and

composition.

C. N. COCHRANE
Works Modern editions of the Histonae are by H S.
Jones, 2 vols (Oxford 1902), and by C Hude, 2 vols.
(Oxford 1 901), English translations by B. Jowett, 2
vols (2nd ed Oxford 1900), and by Richard Crawley,
Everyman's Library (London 1910).

Gomperz, Theodor, Gnechische Denker, 3
1896-1902), tr by L. Magnus and
G G Bury, 4 vols (London 1901-12) vol i, p. 502and
Histoire de la litter ature
A
19, Croiset,
Consult,

vols.

(Leipbtc

M

,

grecque, 5 vols (Pans 1887-1928) vol

iv,

ch a; Bury,

B , Ancient Greek Historian (London 1909) ch. in,
Cornford, F.
Thutydides Mytlnstoncus (London
Thucydides, and the History
1907), Grundy, G. B
His
Age (London 1911), Cochrane, C N Thucydof
ides and tfie Science of History (Oxford 1929).
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agricultural production, so that, as the distance

from the market increases, the farmer will produce commodities which relative to their value
involve ever lower transportation cost and will
in general resort to increasingly extensive methods of production

Thus each consumption

center will be encircled in

a.

series of concentric

belts in the following pattern: truck and dairy
farming, forest economy, orchards, grains under

crop rotation, three-field economy and, finally,
and hunting. Upon the same as-

cattle raising

sumption ground rent can be viewed

as a dif-

ferential rent, resulting from the advantages of
location Thunen was aware, however, that differential rent also results

from differences

in soil

Nor

did he overlook the existence of
absolute rent, which he traced partly to the
quality.

intensification of land cultivation with simul-

taneous decrease of wages and partly to the fact
that capital put into well planned improvements
yields an annual return in addition to the interest

Thunen was also the first to perceive
and analyze the phenomenon of "negative rent,"
which arises whenever the yield derived from a
charges.

1

J

!

M

plot of land does not cover the interest charges

,

,

,

on the capital invested in the land and which
because of its fixed form cannot readily be withdrawn and diverted to more remunerative
channels

THUNEN, JOHANN HEINRICH VON
(1783-1850),

German economist. Thunen 's fund

of theoretical and practical
field of agriculture

knowledge in the
was superior to that of any

other economist of his time. An experienced
farmer, he established a model of agrarian econ-

omy on his estate in Mecklenburg, an independent thinker, he steeped himself in contemporary
scientific lore by studying under Albrecht Thaer
and by absorbing the works of Adam Smith
His major publication, Dcr isoherte Staat in Beziehung auf Landwtrtschaft und Nationalbkonomie (3 vols., Hamburg and Rostock 1826-63;
3rd ed. by H. Schumacher, Berlin 1875), which
at first attracted little attention, is

today recognized as a fundamental and pioneering economic
location
of
the
agriculture.
study concerning

Thunen sets

out by assuming that a great city
in the center of a fertile plain unwatered
either by a navigable river or by a canal; the
lies

uniformly good and arable; far from the
city the plain ends in an impenetrable wilderness. Under such conditions the prices of the
soil is

products at the point of consumption and the
transportation costs from the point of production determine the territorial distribution of

Thunen's theory of location of agriculture not
only has general theoretical validity but is careference to past as well
pable of verification

m

as present development. Historically the development sketched in the isolated state corre-

sponds to actual agricultural dc\ elopmcnt within
particular countries. In modern times the general acceleration of transportation methods and
the sharp decrease in transportation charges, on
the one hand, and the growth of large centers of
consumption, on the other, have given a most

complex cast to the simple picture of Thunen's
concentric belts. But regardless of whether the
grain belt closely encircles a metropolis or includes

all

Europe or extends as

far as

America

from European industrial centers, the connection pointed out by Thunen between distance
from the market, transportation charges and the
locus of production must remain valid so long
as agriculture continues to produce for the
ket instead of for its own use.

mar-

In the second part of his work Thunen studies
the problem of natural wages and their relation
to the rate of interest and to rent. The solution

he

offers

m

the formula ^a.p, wherein a repcommodities necessary

resents the value of the
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maintenance of the worker and p the
value of his product, was shown as erroneous
by Knapp, Brentano, Knies and others. Nevertheless, Thiinen must be credited with having
for the

recognized at an early date that "the source of
the evil is in the separation of the worker from
his product" and that the way of defending or
glorifying existing

wages gives no solution of

the social or even of the economic problem. At
variance with the optimism of the classical
school, he held that social measures, such as
profit sharing, must be utilized to transform
existing conditions into those which he regarded
as "natural," or just.

EDGAR SALIN
Schumacher, H., Johann Heinrich von Thunen. em Forscherleben (2nd ed Rostock 1883), with
full bibliography of von Thuncn's works; Helfench,
von, "Johann Heinnch von Thunen und sem
Gesetz uber die Theilung des Produkts unter die
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m
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(Gottingen 1867), Moore,
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Economic';, vol ix (1894-95) 291-304 and 388-408,
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vol n, pt 11, p 125-31, Ehrenberg, Richard, "Thunens erstc vMitschaftswissenschafthche Studien" in
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Ixxxi (1926) 410-31; Taylor, S , Profit-Sharing be-

tween Capital and Labour (London 1884) p 88-91;
The Distribution of Wealth (New York
Clark, J. B
1899) p. 321-24
,

parative religion approached the subject with a
priori philosophical bias and

pronounced a

without any conception of the organic and hence
historical nature of religion Except in the case
of the Old Testament, where others preceded

him, Tiele was the first to apply the evolutionary
to the study of the ancient oriental religious sources. He emphasized also the fundamental importance of basing all research in com-

method

parative religion on the original sources. It is
true that he was himself a linguistic autodidact,

and although he had mastered the most important

(1830-1902),

Dutch

was educated

historian of religions. Tiele

the Remonstrants' Seminary at Amsterdam
and became a pastor and later professor in the
same institution, which was moved to Lcyden in
1873 In 1877 a chair in the history of religion,
at

later including also the

philosophy of religion,

was established for him at the University of
Ley den, where he passed the remainder of his
life.

Among

his contemporaries Tiele acquired

an international reputation as the foremost authority on comparative religion. He probably
exerted more influence in England, where he
lectured several times, than has
foreign student of this subject.

With Max Muller and Albert

any other

Reville,

both

personal friends of his, Tiele was the founder
of the modern school of the history of religions.

Before his time practically

all

students of

com-

languages,

Sanskrit,

including

W.
works:

Important

De

godsdienst

ALBRIGHT

F.

van

Zarathustra

(Haarlem 1864), Vergehjkende geschiedems der egyptische

en

mesopotamische godidiensten

(Amsterdam

tr. by J. Ballinga! (London
1882), Gevan den godsdienst tot aan de heerschappi] der
wereldt>odsdiemten (Amsterdam 1876), tr byj E Car-

1869-72),

schiedenti,

London 1905), Babylomsch-assynsche
Geschichte (Gotha 1886-88), Geschiedems van den
in
de
oudhcid tot op Alexander den Groote
godsdienst
(Amsterdam 1893-1902), Elements of the Science
penter (7th ed.

of Religion, 2 vols. (Edinburgh 1897-99), published
simultaneously in Dutch and English.
la Saussaye, P. D., in KoninkAkademie van Wetenschappen, Amsterdam,

Consult: Chantepie de
lijke

TIELE, CORNELIS PETRUS

ancient

Avestan and Assyrian, he lacked the necessary
training to handle sources with the skill shown,
for instance, by Eduard Meyer On the other
hand, he distinguished himself by sound judgment and moderation. A certain philosophical
weakness prevented him from making innovations in the philosophy of religion; nor was he in
full sympathy with the new anthropological
school of Tylor and Robertson Smith, although
he utilized results of their researches.

Jaarboek (1902) 125-54, Redder, J

H

de, in

Mannen

en vroutven van beteekems in onze dagen, vol xxxi
in Biblical
(Haarlem 1900) p 358-64, Jordan, L
World, vol. xxi (1903) 32-37, 124-28, Jastrow,

H

Morris, Jr

,

,

in Independent, vol. liv (1902) 510-12.

TILAK, BAL

GANGADHAR

(1856-1920),
Indian nationalist, educator and journalist. A
Chitpavan Brahman, Tilak graduated from
Deccan College in 1876 and subsequently
studied law. He took a leading part in founding
national secondary schools under Indian direc-

and helped to establish Fergusson College,
where he taught jurisprudence until 1890. In
1880 he had begun publication of two weeklies,
Kesan in Marathi and Mahratta in English. Ten
years later he became editor in chief and owner
of these organs, which served as his instruments
in arousing India to a fierce and semireligious
nationalism and in fostering and protecting
tion

Time

Thtinen
orthodox Hindu customs against western influences.

In 1890 Tilak entered the arena of all Indian
opposing the Age of Consent Bill,

politics,

which sought to

restrict child marriages.

By

Series
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M

Green
Bewegung im Orient (Berlin 1928), tr. by M.
(London 1929) p 372-84, 396-98, Garratt, G. T.,
An Indian Commentary (rev. ed. London 1930) p 12639, Chirol, Valentine, Indian Unrest
p. 40-57,

Radhaknstman, S

(Madras 1922)

,

(London 1910)

in Eminent Orientalists

p. 327-34-

1905, the first period of Indian unrest, he had
emerged as the great leader of the new national-

TIME SERIES A

ism, which

quantitative measurements arranged in chrono-

liberal

revolted against the westernized
of the second half of the nine-

movement

teenth century to which the founders of the
Indian National Congress had adhered. Tilak

brought to the youth of India, previously educated in the tenets of social reform and western
enlightenment, a

new and more

militant gospel.
to secure national

India's first task, he held, was
freedom and to renew the people's

own

great past.

From

ways they must turn
of their

own

faith in their

the admiration of alien

to a deeper understanding

history, ancient

wisdom and

tra-

ditions; for only from these could reform, if it
was necessary, evolve as a gradual process in

T ilak

organic growth. Isolated social reforms
regarded as superficial panaceas. Under his
guidance the younger generation enthusiastically
and romantically turned to India's past for inled to a
spiration. This revaluation of standards

rapprochement of the educated intelligentsia
with the orthodox masses, whom Tilak succeeded in drawing into the orbit of the nationalist movement and in whom he tried to instil a
and resistance. He glorispirit of independence
fied and attempted to revive the martial past by
instituting Sivaji festivals and gymnastic clubs.
Himself an intellectual rather than an emotional
type, Tilak reached the masses by his exemplary
personal life, by his orthodoxy and by the
popular symbolism of the Sivaji cult. Released in
1914 after six years' imprisonment, he organized
the home rule group, whose principles triin the national congress of 1916. Not
only was he the father of popular Indian nationalism but he also taught the movement the
technique of agitation. In a certain sense Gandhi

umphed

continued what Tilak had begun.
Tilak was a notable scholar. The Orion; or,
Researches into the Antiquity of the Vedas (Bom-

time series

is

a

number

of

logical sequence Such series may be distinguished by the object of measurement, by the
time unit employed in the sequence and by the
way in which the period covered is delimited.

Since time
ence,

is a most
general frame of refermeasurements of all types may be pre-

sented as time series, with specific designation
of space and period covered. But it is the basic
aim of science to establish such relations among

measurable phenomena as would hold over a
wide area of time and space The first step in
this direction lies in experimental control of the
measurable phenomena which makes it unnecessary for observations to be identified by

Thus, for example, when gasemeasured, the fact that the
taken on February 13, 14,
...
15,
successively ceases to be of importance,
provided that the experiment has been so conhistorical dates.

ous pressure

is

measurement

is

trolled as to

make

it

possible to ascertain the

timing of the factors conditioning the observations. In the resulting measurements the chrono-

sequence is preserved; and thus the array
of figures still constitutes a time series. But instead of a historical, or uncontrolled, time series
it becomes a controlled one, the
sequence being
logical

time units elapsed from the moment when the
conditioning factors began to operate. In the
next step of scientific analysis the chronological
in

sequence

itself is likely to

be eliminated. With

increasing control over factors conditioning his
observations the scientist is able to express the
variations in the measurements as a function of
some independent variable (of which time may
be one). Thereby a series which originally described an event confined to specific time and
place is transformed into an instance of a

broadly valid relation binding two or more

bay 1893) and The Arctic Home in the Vedas
(Poona 1903) present his theory of the origin of

variables.

the Indian Aryans.

of experimental control, this translation of the
raw material of experience into generally valid
relations has gone much further than in the

HANS KOHN
Bed Gangadhar Tilak; His Writings and
Speeches (Madras 1922), with an appreciation by Babu
Aurobindo Ghose
Works:

D. V The Life of Lokamanya Tilak
Kohn, Hans, Geschichte der nationalen

Consult: Athalye,

(Poona 1921);

,

In the natural sciences, thanks to possibilities

social sciences

ment

With regard

to the establish-

of widely valid relations

among

factors

time series play the same role in both groups of
scientific disciplines.

But the

possibilities of ex-
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penmental control of
tremely limited.
cult to pass

social

phenomena are exmuch more diffi-

It is therefore

from a

historical to a controlled

And while time series analysis is
essentially a body of methods of interpreting a
historical series as a congeries of changes, each
due primarily to a specific group of factors so
sequence

that

it is

presented as a controlled sequence

the

resulting generalizations are never so inclusive
as to free the investigator from reference to

limited historical periods and spatial areas or to
relieve him of the obligation of describing fully

the basic raw materials, i.e. the historical time
series Moreover there is marked human interest
in time sequences relating to social phenomena.

Man has a much keener interest in the history of
his own kind than in that of other parts of the
universe with which he does not identify himself.

Historical time series have therefore re-

when

it

has been presented as a controlled

sequence.

The numerous tools of statistical analysis used
in interpreting historical time series fall into two
large groups: one dealing with the spatial aspects
of the series, the other dealing with their temporal aspects. Both groups of methods may be

used separately or jointly

m the transformation

of the historical series preparatory to

its final

translation into a functional relation, invariant
over wide stretches of time and space.

Spatial analysis of time series is needed in so
far as the area of reference of the historical

may not correspond to the functionally
defined object of measurement. For instance, in
order to establish the generalization sought for,
records

may have to deal not with pig
iron production but with the output of all producers' goods; or he may find it necessary to

the investigator

likely to remain of greater imin the social than in the

segregate merchant pig iron production. Two
statistical problems may thus be involved: the

sciences And so long as the social
phenomena elude experimental control, analysis
of historical time series with a view to establish-

combination of several time series into a more
inclusive aggregate by the use of index numbers
(q v ); and the analysis of a single series into
constituent parts, each associated with different

mained and are

mediate importance
natural

ing general relations will offer problems and
necessitate tools significantly different from
those relevant to sciences which can control the

The

observed phenomena.

Of the

vast

number

independent variables, by means of correlation

(*">

of time series available to

the social scientist a considerable portion represent the by-product of administrative activity
rather than measurements undertaken to gauge
precisely defined phenomenon; and many
others may be deficient because of the vast

treatment of historical series in their

temporal aspect may best be understood in the
light of three assumptions: first, that each historical time series reflects, throughout the period
covered, the combined effects of a

number

of

a

factors, second, that these factors

extent of the area covered and lack of control

gated into significantly different groups, identifiable on the basis of available knowledge and

over the phenomena observed. Consequently the
task in analyzing any time series, especially
one covering a long historical period, is to ascer-

distinguishable by the pattern of changes which
they produce; third, that while the various
groups of forces which account for the different

what precisely has been measured Faced

patterns of temporal changes are interrelated,
the decomposition of historical series into these

first

tain

with a row of figures labeled "pig iron production in the United States, 1890-1925," an
analyst would do well to ascertain what exactly
was meant by "production"; how complete was
the coverage of the series as compared with the
country wide total; how much of a bias there
may have been in the reporting; and how great
were the qualitative changes in pig iron. With
these questions answered, the series may be

evaluated as a description of the institutional
category which it purports to measure. But the
significance of the measurement from the point
of view of analytical categories

still

remains am-

biguous. This ambiguity can be dispelled only
after the series has been interpreted as the product of a certain segregable group of factors, i.e.

may be

segre-

patterns is important for the study of the various
groups of forces and their interrelations and is

preparatory to the establishment of generally
valid relations in the sphere of social phenomena. The first assumption is self-evident. The

second and third will be expounded below in
terms of time series analysis current in the social
sciences.

The obvious grouping of temporal changes is
one which distinguishes lasting from transient
changes. This distinction appears in the most
rudimentary attempts at time series analysis.
When the object of interest is the "broad picture" of a protracted period, say a century, the
natural tendency is to convert an annual series

Time
and then to simplify the
picture still further by rounding out the decennial averages. These crude transformations
of the time and quantity units will cancel any
into a decennial series

changes confined within a period of ten years
and remove a small part even of the decennial
changes.

A more precise formulation of these two
groups of movements in time would distinguish
cumulative, irreversible changes on the one hand
and cancelable, reversible changes on the other.

Series
cyclical changes; and for a long period the presence of many turning points will raise thegeneral

question as to the homogeneity of the secular
forces at play.

Taken by

itself

the criterion of irreversibility

does not provide a firm basis for the quantitative
description of secular movements It does not
enable the analyst to distinguish short breaks in
the influence of secular factors, which might appear as undulations that
constant in

still

leave the second

sign, from cyclical
the criterion of smoothness

differences

The

cumulative, irreversible changes are designated secular movements or trends. The can-

changes Therefore
is
added. Smoothness

celable, reversible changes are represented by
cyclical movements of various types, distin-

minimizing the

guished by the period and regularity of the
swing: cyclical fluctuations of two to fifteen years
in length; seasonal variations of an annual

the greater the lower the order of the differences
considered. The prevalent piactise of measuring

and what may be called cycles of highly
irregular and on the whole brief duration, the
residual changes The main problem of analysis
period;

in connection with these various types of temporal change is so to define them as to ground

m the already existing knowledge of

them firmly

phenomena; and

social

to discover a

mathe-

matical expression for them which would provide a basis for the statistical procedure of describing the particular group of changes present
in

any given

historical

time

series.

There is a certain group of social forces which
produce changes cumulating over a long period.
The growth of a nation's population, the increase in
skill in

forces

its

fixed capital, the accumulation of

whose

its

these are expressions of
effects cumulate over a period ex-

technical arts,

all

ceeding one or two generations. The changes
thus produced are irreversible in direction; or,

m

mathematical language, they are movements
whose first differences do not change in sign.

Such a description of this basic attribute is.
however, too restrictive. In the course of a very
long period of time the factors accounting for
secular movements are bound to produce a

change in the direction of the cumulation: population and wealth cannot grow indefinitely. The
statistical investigator

definition

may

and apply the

therefore relax the

irreversibility

of secular

may be
sum of the squares

attained

by

of the differ-

ences, the restrictiveness of this condition being

smoothness by the sum of the squares of third
differences renders the second degree potential
series an ideal limit; a higher order of differences
would permit the line of secular movements to
undulate rather markedly. In this form, however, the condition of smoothness is too rigid;
in practise departures from the rule become
necessary. Thus the sum of the squares of the
third differences is minimized, but only as one

of the criteria of the choice of the line. Also a

break in the smoothness of the line may be allowed if the investigator recognizes the existence of significantly different periods with substantial

changes from one to the other in the

congeries of secular factors. Finally, there may
be a definite reluctance on the part of the investigator to present the description of secular

movements

as continuous

beyond each segre-

gable cyclical period; in that case the trend is
described by a zigzag line.
Although cumulative changes are defined for

purposes of statistical description by ngid mathematical attributes, a choice still remains among
a number of available descriptive procedures.
The choice is facilitated by the assumption of
further qualifications which refer either to the

nature of the changes produced by secular factors or to the character of the cyclical swings of
various duration. As a result two broad groups of

methods of describing secular movements may
be distinguished, the restrictive methods, based
on assumptions concerning secular movements

movements to the first differences rather than to
the original line (thus making the second differences constant in sign). A further loosening of
the
the definition, with a consequent increase
the line of secular
number of turning points

mathematical curve fitting, first
one time series as the hm
of secular trend of another series; and the inclusive methods, based upon assumptions con

movements, does not appear advisable. For a
short period this will tend to confuse secular and

cerning cyclical oscillations all empirical types
of moving averages. The only other method

m

m

themselves

differences, the use of
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frequently employed, that of free hand description, rests upon vague assumptions concerning
some characteristics of both secular and cyclical

the resulting and the generating cycles is never
so simple as to enable the investigator to endow
the former with the rigid attributes of the latter.

The

elements.

Obviously the inclusive and the restrictive
approaches to secular change will result in different descriptions, of which that based upon the
restrictive definition may be regarded as a component of the congeries of movements covered
by the wider definition. If the use of the two
types of definitions is prompted by formal considerations only, the components resulting from
restrictive definitions will represent

merely approximations toward a more complete description. But if this procedure is suggested by a distinction between forces determining the various
parts of the total secular change, the segregation
of the two constituents of secular movements

becomes important. Thus in a recent study on
Secular Movements in Production and Prices (by
Simon Kuznets, Boston 1930) an attempt was
made to show that primary secular changes,
whose description was based on restrictive assumptions concerning the nature of production
and various counduring the nineteenth and twentieth centuries had distinct features in common; and that

attributes of cyclical fluctuations as de-

fined in time series analysis are as follows: reversible character of the movements; rough re-

currence, within the broad limits of two to fifteen years, of the reversal in movement; rough
equivalence, in respect of magnitude of the

change, of the rising and declining phases of the
movement The first attribute is the basic distinction discussed above

ments and

all

between secular move-

types of cyclical oscillation.

movements

may

(in so far as a reversal in

occur in the

which

latter).

is not yet assured.
could be assumed that there

of reversal in

in prices.

In the case of cyclical fluctuations appreciably
over one year in duration there is little difficulty
in suggesting forces to which they may be attributed. Fluctuations in rainfall and crop yields,

the unequal distribution of wealth and income
with resultant oversaving and underconsump-

complex relations between producers'
and consumers' goods, the general element of
uncertainty in the economic system and the resulting tendency on the part of the business
community to alternations of pessimism and
optimism, the peculiarity of the monetary and
banking mechanism, each and all may be sugtion, the

gested as factors at play. None of these theories,
however, yields a definition precise enough for

purposes of quantitative description. They take
the cyclical phenomenon for granted, its definition, if there is one,

nation

itself.

being implicit in the explaimplicit definition is never

Such an

exact, even in hypotheses which trace cycles in
social phenomena to periodic fluctuations in

natural

phenomena

for the connection

between

last

movement
attribute,

groups of several cycles rather
than to each cyclical swing, serves to prevent a
confusion of single phases of cyclical swings with
short, irregular changes. Because the attributes
cannot be defined more precisely, the segregation of cyclical fluctuations from irregular oscil-

trends, in various industries

ments

The

relates to

tries

secondary secular movements, i e. that part of
the total secular movement which was not described in the primary secular changes, were
largely associated with secondary secular move-

The

second serves to distinguish cyclical fluctuations
proper from seasonal variations and secular

lations

If, for instance, it
is

a strict recurrence

movement every four or

five years,

would be sufficient to distinguish cyclical from irregular oscillations. At
present the separation of cyclical and irregular
this attribute in itself

changes can be made only by adding to the three
smoothspecifically cyclical attributes a fourth
ness which in this instance serves the same

purpose as in the description of secular movements.
Here too the various descriptive procedures
into two groups, according to whether they
use a restrictive or an inclusive definition. In
fall

general restrictive definitions are employed not
to describe exhaustively the specific cyclical

swings in their historical occurrence but rather
decompose them into elements of possible im-

to

portance from the analytical viewpoint. The additional qualifications of a restrictive definition
are usually the strict periodicity of recurrence

and the

strict

decline.

As a

equivalence of phases of rise and

result cyclical fluctuations are rep-

resented, with the help of Fourier and periodoanalysis, as periodic symmetrical swings.

gram

Since historical time series do not exhibit a rigid
recurrence of the cyclical swings, the latter can
rarely be described by a single periodic series;

they have to be presented as a compound of
several periodic swings varying in period and in
phase. Another type of restrictive definition is
that involved in W. C. Mitchell's method of

Time

Series
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studying the behavior of historical series within
the dates of rise and fall shown by a country's

conclusion of a precise description of cyclical

business system in general.

distinct for different types of phenomena. In
social phenomena at large a distinction between

An

inclusive description of cyclical fluctua-

tions cannot

be achieved

easily

without recourse

to empirical smoothing. This is usually applied
to the deviations of the historical series from the
line of secular

movements and has

for

its

pur-

pose the elimination of seasonal variations (unless these have already been eliminated through
a separate description) and of shorter, irregular
disturbances. Such empirical smoothing can em-

ploy no hard and fast criteria, unless these are
provided by the demarcation of specific cyclical

swings in the original series and the selection of
a moving average whose weight diagram assures

smooth line closely fitting the cycles as marked
off. This procedure, however, does not dispense
with arbitrary elements, which are involved in
a

ascertaining the specific cycles in the original
series. Moreover the demarcation of specific
cycles makes possible the use of another method

of isolating cyclical from irregular changes, that
of averaging the various attributes of the cyclical
fluctuations (duration, amplitude, relationship
of phases) and thereby canceling the irregular

changes; but in following this procedure the investigator runs into the difficulty of attempting
to abstract at the

same time from the

the cyclical element itself.
It is curious that the technique of

major cycles of over seven years and minor
cycles averaging about four years seems to suggest itself.
grouping of cycle types associated

A

with different types of secular movements

is

indicated, especially in the field of prices.

also

The

extension of periodogram analysis, at present
hampered by lack of reliable historical time
series covering long periods, is likely to result in
a segregation of characteristic cycle types for

different historical

epochs. Another developis the hypothesis

ment of considerable promise

that cyclical fluctuations are the product of
cumulation of random changes in time. The
practical application of this hypothesis might
lead to the interpretation of various types of
cyclical

fluctuations

as reflecting cumulative

processes of varying periods and patterns of

cumulation.
Seasonal variations are fluctuations recurrent
within each calendar year. This is their distinguishing feature, although refinement of statistical procedure has suggested a relaxation of

ual shifts in pattern and amplitude of these
annually recurrent cycles have been allowed; and

of cyclical fluctuations is formally
much less precise than that of the other elements; and partly to the reluctance so to dedefinition

the description of cyclical fluctuations
as to eliminate any element of change, unless
it is definitely proved that this element is dislimit

fluctuations.
tinctly different from the cyclical
Thus in the past secular and seasonal changes

were described precisely in order that they
might be eliminated from the original time
the measurable quesita, that

is,

the cyclical swings, corrected only to the extent
justified by the recognition of the separate

groups of factors in operation. The present
tendency, however, is toward a more direct
study of cyclical fluctuations and their separation from the irregular disturbances of short
is

and amplitude are

time scries

it developed in the past, laid little
emphasis on the precise description of cyclical
fluctuations as distinct from the irregular elements. This is due partly to the fact that the

Moreover there

that their period

the rigidity of this attribute. Thus with the establishment of moving seasonal variations grad-

analysis, as

duration.

is

irregulari-

ties of

series, leaving

swings

a definite prospect

that cyclical fluctuations themselves may be
broken down into several types. One obvious

term shifts in seasonal amplitude (departure of the seasonal swing from the annual
average) are recognized, the element of reas short

may be confined to the pattern only
(the relative standing at calendar units in the
seasonal swing).
currence

That seasonal variations can scarcely be defined as strictly recurrent swings follows also
from a consideration of the factors making for
seasonally in social phenomena. The essential
generating factor, the succession of weather and
growth (in plants and animals) seasons, is not
strictly repetitive from year to year and may
manifest some movements during the period
under analysis. More important is the fact that

seasonal variations in social

phenomena

reflect

the adaptation of social processes to both natural
and conventional seasonal factors; and the
mechanism of this adaptation may undergo
rapid,

if

gradual, transformation because of the

changing technical proficiency of the social system. Another source of possible changes in
seasonally occurs in the case of historical time
series

whose constituent parts respond

differ-
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ently to the influence of seasonal factors (for
example, a series of total volume of transportation or of foreign trade); in such series the shift
in the relative magnitudes of the components

changes of both the pattern and the
amplitude of the seasonal swing.
The first task of the investigator, faced at the
outset with a presumptive lack of constancy in
seasonal swings, is to attempt an approximate
isolation of the seasonal element in order to aswill result in

it is variable and perhaps
compute a constant seasonal index for each
comparatively short period. This preliminary
treatment, which consists in removing the non-

necessary: the correction of the results obtained
in the second stage for the remaining nonseasonal elements, usually the secular element.
This is often accomplished by proceeding on the

assumption that the secular element remaining
in the seasonal averages can be represented by a
straight line

on a logarithmic or arithmetic scale.

A consideration of factors making for seasonality in social

that there

phenomena

may be

leads to the conclusion

year to year variations in the

which

be most marked in

certain whether or not

seasonal element,

to

seasonal amplitude. For the extent to which
social processes are allowed to reflect seasonal

seasonal element to the greatest possible extent,
is
usually accomplished by one of two methods
First

is

the substitution of relative

first differ-

ences (link relatives) for the original series; this
procedure eliminates a considerable part of the
secular movement and some part of cyclical
fluctuations, especially if the latter are marked
by plateaus, but it also removes some part of the

seasonal element

and may tend

to accentuate

the short time residual disturbances.

method

A

second

the transformation of the original
series into arithmetic or logarithmic deviation?
from a moving average in which the weights of
is

each of successive twelve months are equal.

moving

month

The

a simple twelve-month
average, the combination of two twelveaverages taken a month apart or any

may be

average used

other combination satisfying the above condition. This procedure eliminates almost all of the
secular

movement and a great part of the cyclical

fluctuations and leaves intact the seasonal ele-

ment and the

irregular, brief changes.
stage in the measurement

The second

seasonal variations
values.

is

of

the search for the central

Here the number of methods

is

de-

termined by the variety of available averaging
procedures: in the case of constant seasonal
swings the choice lies between the arithmetic

factors

may

resistance.

will

vary with the cost of adaptation or
producer facing a seasonal de-

A

mand

for his output may prefer to run his plant
an even rate and store his products to supply
the demand in the peak season, or he may choose
to vary his production schedule and avoid accumulation of stock. The factors determining
such decisions tend to move with the business
at

cycle; the cyclical fluctuation in business conditions will therefore tend to produce changes in

seasonal amplitude and to some extent in seasonal pattern of those series in which the adaptation is controllable by the human agent. These
year to year variations can be measured by comparison of the seasonal change in each single

year with the constant seasonal index characterizing the period as a whole; change in seasonal
is measured by the coefficient of reand change in seasonal pattern by the

amplitude
gression

coefficient of correlation.

This brief summary of the numerous procedures for describing seasonal variations is significant also as an epitome of the methods that
might have been used in the study of what are
now called cyclical fluctuations, if they could be
defined by an attribute of recurrence within a
rigidly fixed time unit.

The

residual changes in time series are, as

mean, geometric mean, median, modified median and the like; in the case of moving seasonal

their very

variations the secular

movements in seasonality
are described either by a mathematical function
or by an empirical smooth line. The grounds for

which have found

choosing a specific procedure, aside from practical considerations of time and liability to
mechanical errors, are the same as those obtain-

and seasonal variations); and they comprise
those irregular fluctuations which no definition
could classify under the three types of move-

ing in the averaging of variables or in the description of secular movements.
In so far as the non-seasonal elements are not

ments

completely eliminated in the preliminary stage
and in the averaging, a third stage becomes

name indicates, the most ambiguously

defined element.

They

reflect

any inadequacies

their way into the description
of the positively defined constituents of a time
series (secular movements, cyclical fluctuations

listed above.

It is in regard to this

second element of the

residual changes that an interesting question
arises. Obviously neither secular, cyclical nor
seasonal changes can be interpreted as random

Time

Series
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variations spread out in time, for significant
correlation exists between the successive values

tability of nature.

in

each of these three types of change. But is the
analogy of dice throws or random drawings from
an urn applicable to those short, irregular oscil-

direct and significant fashion if the segregation
of the various types of temporal change is associated with the separation of the various groups

lations in time series which remain after a most
complete description and elimination of the
changes that are classifiable as secular, cyclical

of factors.

tempts to overcome

difficulties raised

by

intrac-

These aims are served

in a

In so far as description of secular movements,

and seasonal?

cyclical fluctuations and seasonal variations implies an isolation of significantly different groups

In the absence of any knowledge as to the
nature of forces which make for these "pure,"

of factors at play, the procedure may be compared with that of a scientific experiment in

might have
been plausible; although even then it would be
treated as only one of many models or analogies

which a group of

irregular oscillations this analogy

factors

is

segregated with re-

sulting control over the measurements. There
can be little doubt that such experimental isola-

potentially helpful in interpreting these irregular
changes. But in series dealing with economic behavior some tentative knowledge of the forces at

trol so exercised is as efficient as that in

play is often available. Strikes, changes in the
law, elections, technical and fashion innovations,

natural science experiment or that the prospects
of arriving at generally valid relations are en-

all

may be identified as responsible for some spe-

irregular disturbances
fication for discarding such

There

cific,

ing

these

specific

is little

justi-

knowledge by bury-

irregular

changes

in

the

a frequency distribution Moreover in some economic phenomena, especially
speculation, there is the suggestion of a negative

anonymity of

correlation

between the successive items of the

residual changes, the departure upward tending
to provoke a definite opposite reaction as the

tion of various groups of factors occurs in time
series analysis This does not mean that the con-

couraging

Such

the

relations of universal validity

may never be established,

but the aim should be

kept in mind in order to emphasize the inconclusive character of the procedures involved in

time series analysis
for the bricks

more

The

which

it

latter is

makes

important only

available for the

of the generalized
knowledge of social phenomena
single line of
secular movements, a single index of seasonal
inclusive

structure

A

human

variations, a description of cyclical fluctuations
in one time scries, these are of no general sig-

render

nificance Nor does the computation of many
trend lines, seasonal indices and cyclical curves
permit the formulation of generally valid rela-

agents come to realize the highly transient character of the change. Whatever the
theoretical objections, practical considerations
it

random

dangerous to treat residual changes as
and to apply to them sta-

in character

devices originating in the analysis of
random universes. It is difficult to attain an ex-

tistical

haustive description and elimination of secular,
cyclical and seasonal changes; and since the

knowledge of significantly different components
of time series changes rapidly, there is seldom
the assurance that residual changes do not contain some non-random pattern of temporal

tionships unless the purely statistical generalization has been buttressed by knowledge of social

phenomena derived from other sources and
hence expressed in a form in which the factors
conditioning the relation are clearly delimited.
In view of these considerations some of the
tendencies discernible in present day time series
analysis must be regarded as unsound. Increasing refinement of statistical technique and accumulation of data available for application of

change. Residual changes are best considered as
an ambiguous combination of the remaining

this technique foster the inclination to segregate

particles of secular, cyclical

and seasonal elements with some "purely" irregular fluctuations;

types of change not clearly reducible to any
otherwise identifiable groups of forces and to

although the forces determining the latter cannot be identified, in economic series these fluc-

accept the mere decomposition of time series
into arbitrarily defined constituent parts as

tuations appear significantly different from elements entering into random frequency distribu-

and reenforcing

of inferential possibilities to statistical concepts

tions.

Time series analysis is essential as a tool in the
establishment of generally valid relations be-

tween controllable factors and in

highly illuminating. Related to this tendency
it is the unwarranted imputation

practical at-

borrowed from frequency distribution theory,
particularly in interpreting trend lines fitted by
the method of least squares and in testing the
goodness of description by probable error meas-
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ures in general.

Such inferences rooted in

probability theory are rarely warranted when applied to measures involved in time series anal-

the probability technique is applicable
time series analysis is completed. A
third tendency, which must likewise meet with
ysis;

only after

disapproval, is that of concentrating on one
group of changes and treating the others as disturbing factors to be described, eliminated and
forgotten. It is a matter of common sense ob-

servation that the forces determining secular

movements, segregable though they may be
from those influencing cyclical fluctuations,
condition the latter; the same is true of the relation between cyclical fluctuations and seasonal

A

proper analysis of time series
should take cognizance of the correlation that
variations.

exist between the specific characteristics of
each of the changes as they manifest themselves in the historical time series.
Time series analysis is of great practical value

may

in a society sensitive to changes and attempting
to eliminate some of them or to counteract their

most undesirable effects. A measure of duration
and amplitude of the various types of movements is a necessary prerequisite to any planned
endeavor to iron out some of the disturbances
which these movements represent. For unemployment insurance, for public works, for the
regulation of the banking and credit system, for
the control of foreign trade, the measurement of
stresses and strains provided by intelligent analysis of significant time series forms the only
basis of practical planning and action. Here too
the value of the analysis will be correspondingly
greater, the less the analyst confines himself to
the formal, quantitative results of his descrip-

more

tion; the

closely his analysis

is

bound up

with a complete recognition of the institutional
framework of which the historical time series is
a reflection; and the more intensively it utilizes
the available knowledge of general relations of
social factors.
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TINDAL,

MATTHEW

(c. 1653-1733), Engwho was educated at Oxford
and was a lawyer by profession, first attracted
wide attention by his Rights of the Christian

lish deist.

Tindal,

Church (London 1706, 3rded. 1707), a trenchant
argument against the power of the clergy. The
book provoked so much resentment in the High
Church party that it was publicly burned, along
with his Defence (London 1709), as a postlude to
the Sacheverell case. Tint's most important

work, Christianity as Old as the Creation (published anonymously London 1730, 4th ed. 1733),
the second volume of which was destroyed in

manuscript by the bishop of London, marks the
high point of the deistic attack on revelation and
is generally regarded as the most
convincing
presentation of the deistic view that religion
consists wholly in morality. Since God is a
infinitely happy," He "can require
nothing of us, but what makes for our happiness." God's laws therefore are immutable, and

"Being

Time

Tindal to a
containing

critical

treatment of the Bible as

much that was

Tisza

Series

a revelation can merely duplicate the religion of
nature, the precepts of which are written "on
the hearts of men." This view naturally led
inconsistent with true

many's

rival,

would not

risk a conflict

with Ger-

man sea power. At the beginning of the war, in
accordance with his policy of battleship construction, he sought an immediate naval battle;
but he did not achieve his aims.

The submarine

morality. He pointed out the absurdity of trying
to reconcile the Old and the New Testament,

warfare originally entered upon against his will
was abandoned, likewise in contravention of his

attacked Biblical ignorance of natural science,
questioned the evidential value of miracles,

many was

why the Jews should be God's "favorites"
and inveighed against priestly accretions to the
asked

original, simple religion of nature The "Bible"
of deism provoked more than one hundred re-

including Conybeare's Defence (1732),
William Law's Case of Reason (1731) and But-

wishes. This

mode of naval warfare, which Ger-

not equipped to carry out success-

fully, resulted only in slight gains and stirred up
vigorous objections on the part of the neutral
powers. Tirpitz' withdrawal from office followed

in 1916.

Vaterlandspartei (Patriotic front), which agitated
for a policy of annexations and in particular de-

Analogy of Religion (1736) The great result
of the controversy \\as to lead deism into
skepticism. Tmdal's chief work appeared in

coast. After the

German and French during the century and was
an important influence on the continent Tindal

and played an

ler's

furthermore published a number of vigorous
pamphlets, including several in defense of freedom of the press as well as of the Whig anticlerical party.

HOWARD ROBINSON
Consult Stephen, Leslie, History of English Thought in
the Eighteenth Century, 2 vols (3rd ed London 1902)
vol. i, p 134-63, M'Giffcrt, A. C Protestant Thought
before Kant (New York 191 1) p. 213-15, Robertson,
Short History of Freethougftt, 2 vols (3rd ed.
J. M.,
London 1915), vol. 11, p 152, 158-59, 174-75; Torrey,
N. L Voltaire and the English Deists (New Haven
,

manded German dominion over the Belgian
war he was a member of parliament on the German Nationalist party ticket
influential political role

,

behind

the scenes. Hmdenburg's willingness to stand
for the presidency was
great part due to the
influence of Tirpitz. A man with an exceptional

m

talent for organization, Tirpitz possessed a gift
for politics which was rare among the German

pre-war military caste. His clever parliamentary
negotiations and his books testify to his special
ability in the art of persuasion.

SIGMUND NEUMANN

A

1930), especially ch. v.

German

In 1917 Tirpitz became head of the

plies,

Works' Pohtische Dokumente, 2 vols. (Stuttgart and
Hamburg 1925-26).
Consult: Tirpitz, A. von, Ennnerungen (Leipsic 1919),
as
Memoirs, 2 vols (London 1919), Kehr, E.,

tr.

My

TIRPITZ, ALFRED VON (1849-1930), German grand admiral and statesman Tirpitz may

Schlachtflottenbau und Parteipohtik, Histonsche StuThe
dien, vol. cxcvn (Berlin 1930); Fay, Sidney B
Origins of the World War, 2 vols. (2nd ed New York

be considered

1930);

Germany

Schlachtflottenbau (Stuttgart 1933).

as representative of imperialistic
in its struggle for world power. As

secretary of state for the navy from 1897 to 1916
he laid the foundations of the strong German

,

Hallmann, Hans, Der Weg zum deutschen

World War. In this
he was backed by Kaiser Wilhelm II, whose

TISZA, ISTVAN (1861-1918), Hungarian
statesman. Stephen Tisza was the son of Kdlman
Tisza. Although he was raised to the peerage by

general foreign policy he influenced; Tirpitz
succeeded also in winning over the Reichstag to
a vigorous naval policy. Most important, he was

the king he remained like his father a typical exponent of the gentry. Twice prime minister and
once president of the Lower House, he con-

fleet

of the times before the

one of the

first

in

German conservative

circles to

recognize the significance of public opinion and
to mobilize it for his support. The German navy
association, or Flottenverein, which was founded to circulate propaganda for a bigger navy,

tinued in

all essential

points the system of his

But the safeguarding of the Dual
Constitution and the strong development of the
army came to be resented not only by the disinherited majority but by a growing group of the
privileged Magyar classes themselves, who clamfather.

furnished to some extent the inspiration for the
mass movements of the Right groups in post-war

ored violently for the independence of the

Germany.

garian

program concentrated on the
fleet. This, he believed,
could guarantee peace because England, Ger-

industrial proletariat supported by
intellectuals was demanding universal suffrage.

Tirpitz' naval

formation of a battle

army and economic

life.

An

Hun-

increasing
a group of

Further, the agrarian problem with the enor-
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mous

emigration it involved was alarming the
better elements of the population. At the same
time Tisza with other spokesmen of the agrarian
aristocrats set out to push the country into a

customs war with Serbia, which became one of
the chief causes of the World

War

sistance of the national minorities

Finally, re-

became more

against him that on October 31,
day of the revolution, he was killed by

was so aroused
the

first

riotous soldiers.

OSCAR
Works Osszes munkdi (Collected works),

politik (Leipsic 1897)

the Magyar oligarchy as a menace to the monarchy's survival. The pseudo-parliamentary system did not work because the opposition's more

Habsburgerreiche, 2 \ols

active elements began to use obstructionist tacVienna's military claims. For Tisza

there was no escape from this situation, for the
forces of national chauvinism could be balanced

only by the peasants, the proletariat, the radical
intellectuals and the national minorities, and
these were exactly the groups which he dreaded
even more than the nationalists Under these

circumstances Tisza crushed the opposition by
disregarding parliamentary rules (November,
1904), an action which led to tumultuous resistance, so great that he lost his majority, and

Vienna was again compelled to experiment with
open absolutism After a short compromise between Vienna and the national opposition Tisza
regained power, again suppressed opposition by

armed

force (June, 1912) and remained dictator

of Hungary

The World War made

his position
even stronger; after a short period of hesitation
he supported it passionately, and he seemed to

i-vu

(Budapest 1923-33) His Magyar agrdr-pohttka has
been translated into German as Ungansche Agrar-

conscious, and their younger intellectuals succeeded in establishing direct contact with Archduke Franz Ferdinand, who feared the policy of

tics against

JAszi

vols

W

The Hapsburg Monarchy (4th
Consult Steed, H.
ed London 1919), Sosnosky, T von, Die Pohtik im
,

(Berlin 1912-13), Jaszi, O.,
Knse der unganschen Verfassung (Budapest 1912),
Szekfu, Gyula, Hdrom nemzedek (Three generations)
(3rd ed. Budapest 1934); Bibl, V , Der Zerfall
Osterretchs, 2 vols
(Vienna 1922-24), Jaszi,

Die

O

Magyancns Schuld Uniarns Suhne (Munich

,

1923), tr

by E. W. Dickes as Revolution and Counter -Revolution
in Hungary (London 1924), Redlich, J
Emperor
,

Francis Joseph of Austria (London 1929), GlaiseHorstenau, E von, Die Katast rophe (Zurich 1929), tr.
Morrow as The Collapse of the Austroby I. F.

D

The
Hungarian Empire (London 1930), Jdszi, O
Dissolution of the Habsburn Monarchy (Chicago 1 929),
A magyar nemzet
and Petho, S
Asztalos,
tortencte (History of the Hungarian nation) (Budapest
,

M

,

,

1933).

TISZA,

KALMAN

statesman. In the

(1830-1902), Hungarian

first

period of his political

career Tisza was an ardent advocate of

Hun-

garian independence. He rejected the Dual
1868 he
stitution created by Beak, and

Concom-

m

mitted his party to the realization of a separate
Magyar army, an independent diplomacy and a
distinct financial system. His agitation made the
position of the Deak party difficult. Later, however, he realized that against the overwhelming
power of the dynasty there was no chance for

be the only "strong man" of the ramshackle
empire. When the war situation became worse,
the new emperor Karl realized that Tisza 's oli-

success;

garchic policy made impossible the remolding of
the monarchy into a federation of its nationali-

principles and entered with his followers into the
party of Deak, forming a union called the

ties.

He

asked Tisza to introduce a universal

suffrage law; but Tisza resigned, since the chief
purpose of his entire policy was to maintain the

and

m

1875 he openly abandoned his

Liberal party. In the same year he became prime
minister, founding a political system which remained virtually dominant
Hungary until the

m

universal suffrage. In September, 1918, the
emperor sent him as homo regius to solve

end of the monarchy. The liberal traditions of
the Deak-Eotvos era were pushed more and
more into the background, and the so-called
Liberal party assumed a distinctly conservative
and even reactionary aspect. Tisza 's party could
be called liberal only with regard to its policy

the South Slav question. Instead of peaceful
weeks before the final collapse

and

rule of the nobility and the exclusive Magyar
character of the country. As a colonel he went to

the front; simultaneously he did all he could to
hinder the new government's efforts to introduce

negotiations, six

of the monarchy, Tisza "lashed his horseman's
whip against the memorandum [of the Jugo-

which he termed a stupidity." When on
October 17 he announced in parliament, "We
have lost the war," he gave the first signal for the

slavs],

dissolution of the monarchy. Popular passion

toward Jews,

who

constituted the commercial

When

the
financial personnel of the system.
antisemitic current ran high in 1882, Tisza's

government suppressed the movement. Otherwise his system meant the satisfaction of four
fundamental interests. The first consisted of
maintenance of the Dual Constitution in accordance with the desires of the emperor and

Tisza
leading Viennese circles. The second involved
the safeguarding of the latifundist predominance, since under the rule of this "liberalism" as

many entailed estates were created as under two
centuries of feudalism. In the third place Tisza
set

out to protect the wealthier middle nobility,

Titchener
TITCHENER,

639
EDWARD

BRADFORD

(1867-1927), American psychologist Titchener,
who was considered by many as leader in the

United States of the German mentahstic school
of psychology, was an Oxford graduate and
throughout his life a British subject. He studied

known as the "gentry," to whose Calvmist group

the

he himself belonged. As the majority of the
gentry were unable to adapt themselves to the

under Wundt and came immediately afterward
(1892) to Cornell University m America, where
he spent the remainder of his life, devoting

new competitive economic
came bankrupt, refusing to
commercial activities. The

system, many beenter industrial or
influential

public
positions were regarded as monopolies of the
gentry. In the fourth place he established the
national unity of the country by a policy of
Magyanzation and exclusion of national mi-

new experimental psychology

at

Leipsic

himself to the establishment of psychology as
an experimental science and to the development
of a systematic view of psychology as a science
of conscious phenomena.
in

Titchener's championship of experimentalism
psychology led him to write the four volumes

norities from participation in power. The Tisza
system put the liberal nationality law of DeakEotvos out of practise and fostered a spirit of
Magyar j ingoism As the overwhelming majority
of the inhabitants were its victims, the system
could be maintained only by the most rigid party
machine In fact no opposition could ever compete with the governmental party at elections,
because the Tis/a system controlled the great
majority of the constituencies through an anti-

of his erudite Experimental Psychology (2 vols.,

quated electoral law, by administrative pressure,
if
necessary by open corruption and by the use of
the army The supporters of the system enjoyed
all influential positions and public favors As it
excluded the cooperation of the nationalities it

seniority he became the leader of the conservative American minority, which held to the belief

assumed

in the international field a growingly
anti-Slav tendency. Thus Hungary became a

stanch

of

supporter

German

the

Austro-Hunganan-

Alliance Yet

Magyar nationalism itself
with the Dual Constitution,

New

York 1901-05) as laboratory manuals.
These books rendered feasible the offering of
psychological laboratory courses in American
universities and thus helped to establish the
status of psychology as a science

Titchener never regarded himself as a member of a recognized school of psychology, nevertheless, by his opposition to the dominant trends
in

American psychology and by

that consciousness

is

his ability

and

the sole or principal subThus Titchener's

ject matter of psychology.

unnamed school opposed the functionalism of
James and Dewey with a "structuralism," the
behaviorism of Watson with an "introspectionism," and animal psychology, psychoanalysis,
the mental tests and applied psychology with

became dissatisfied
and after 1880 the fight for an independent
Hungarian army and for an economic system
became more vehement. Wearied by these

disdain.

the
struggles in the year 1890 Tisza resigned
presidency of the council and retired into

sory, elementary mental processes' sensation,
image and feeling. Thus his systematic contri-

private

OSCAR
,

JASZI

Tisza Kdlmdn, pohtikai tlet-h

jellemrajz (Kalman's political life and character) ford
ed. Budapest 1878); Visi, Imre, Tisza Kdlmdn

(Pozsony 1885); Busbach, Peter, Az utoh6 o<fo(The
last five years) (Budapest 1895); Gratz, Gustav, Tisza
Kdlmdn (Budapest 1902), Szekfu, Gyula, Hdrom
nemzedek (Three generations) (3rd ed. Budapest
1934); Petho, S , Vildgostol Tnanonig (An explanation
of Trianon) (Budapest 1926), Redhch, J., Emperor
Francis Joseph of Austria (London 1929), Eisenmann,
Louis, Le compromis austro-hongrois de 1867 (Paris
1904), Asztalos, M., and Peth6, S., A Magyar nemzet
t&rttnete (History of the

1933).

phenomena

are reducible to three kinds of sen-

butions consist chiefly in his establishment of

life.

Consult, Kakay, A. I

Originally (from 1896 to 1915) Titchener's
doctrine of consciousness was that all mental

Hungarian nation) (Budapest

feeling as

an independent mental process, his

reduction of attention to the sensory attribute
of clearness and his combating of the new doc-

thought in favor of a sensory
theory of thinking. Later he shifted his emphasis in descriptive analysis from the mental

trine of imageless

processes to their attributes, and still later he
came to regard these attributes as general di-

mensions of consciousness. His view at the time
of his death seems to have been that consciousness can be described with respect to the dimensions of quality, intensity, extensity, protensity
(the

temporal dimension) and attensity (the

040
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dimension of clearness which vanes with attention).

Titchener, who cultivated no formal school
of psychology during his lifetime, left no school
after his death. His views, however, have continued to provide a fulcrum for almost all that
phase of American psychological thought which

almost exclusively to the colonial plantations,,
The prohibition in 1621 of colonial shipments to
any country except England, and later Scotland,
\\as persistently evaded.

Tobacco growing by English colonists had beat Jamestown in 1612 Tobacco
proved
to be the colonies' only profitable export. Trade

gun

directed against the behavionstic, the funcand the practical trends that in gen-

with Great Britain soon reached large proportions; exports increased from 20,000 pounds in

American psychology. Recently
Gestalt psychology, imported into America from
has
been
Germany,
replacing the Titchenenan

1618 to 500,000 pounds in 1627, to 7,000,000
pounds in 1663 and to 35,000,000 pounds annually by the end of the century. Rapid as was the

is

tionalistic

eral characterize

concepts as the rallying ground for the men-

growth of tobacco consumption

talists.

flooding of the markets with leaf from Virginia
and Maryland together with heavy import duties

EDWIN G. BORING

England brought a speedy

in Europe, the

From

Other important works' Lectures on the Elementary

in

Psychology of Feeling and Attention (New York 1908);
Lectures on the Experimental Psychology of the ThoughtText-Book of P>,ycholProcesses (New York 1909),
gy> 2 vols. (New York 1909-10); Systematic Psy-

55 cents a pound in 1618, the price dropped to
3 cents in 1664, even lower prices were recorded

A

chology: Prolegomena, ed by H. P.

Weld (New York

1929).

fall in

pi ice.

during the next hundred years. Legislation designed to fix prices jnd to restrict acreage met
with little success. In spite of the low prices
the planters of Virginia, Maryland and the Carohnas persisted in depending on tobacco for their
export crop, although the kings and colonial

E G A History of Experimental
Psychology (New York 1929), especially p 402-13,
428-29, and in American Journal of Psychology, vol.
xxxvm (1927) 489-506, Ileidbreder, Edna, Seven
Psychologies (New York 1933) p. 113-51.

governors sought to encourage more varied
agriculture in these areas. Wars and severe de-

TOBACCO. The inhaling of smoke from burn-

pressions in England sometimes forced a measure of diversification, but with the first improve-

Consult. Boring,

,

ing herbs had already been a part of medical

Europe when explorers
brought tobacco from America to the Old World
to be smoked for pleasure In the middle of the
sixteenth century the custom of smoking tobacco spread through western Europe and later
throughout the world. Wonderful curative properties were claimed for it, and in spite of opposition from both secular and church authorities
the habits of smoking and snuff taking soon
practise in mediaeval

took firm root. During Elizabeth's reign smoking
was practised at the court and in polite society

ment in the market the areas planted to tobacco
again increased. Although tobacco did not lend
itself to cultivation in large tracts it

was impor-

tant to have

enough forest land to allow for
constant change from old fields to new ones,
since tobacco rapidly exhausted the soil and
abundant labor meant that new acres could be
brought continually into use. Negro slavery had
little to do with the early extension of tobacco
culture in Virginia; there were three white
servants to each

and thus became popular and respectable in
England. The efforts of James I and Charles I
to discourage it were unavailing; their edicts
against its cultivation on English soil, which
were issued more to increase customs revenues
than for the benefit of Virginia planters, were
commonly ignored. Under Cromwell the at-

Negro slave as late as 1671,
and both were greatly outnumbered by freemen.
the
During
eighteenth century, however, large
planters in the south came to rely more and
more upon slave labor in tobacco growing.
In the Connecticut valley tobacco was grown
during the seventeenth century although it was
of little importance as an export crop until after
1800. Southeastern Pennsylvania became an

tempt to suppress the growing of tobacco in
England was only halfhearted. But the drastic

early in the nineteenth century.

,

important center for the cultivation of cigar leaf
With the settle-

decline in price, coupled with greater vigilance

ment of Kentucky and Tennessee the area of

on the part of the

tobacco growing was extended west of the Appalachians, and for many years Kentucky vied

later Stuarts,

brought about

the eiid of tobacco cultivation in England by the
last decade of the seventeenth century. Imports
of Spanish tobacco were virtually prohibited by
high tariffs and the English market was devoted

with Virginia for leadership in production of
leaf. Tobacco planting began in Ohio, Missouri

and Florida

early in the nineteenth century.

Tobacco

Titchener
Although less than i percent of the crop area
of the United States is now devoted to tobacco
culture, only five or six crops exceed tobacco
as sources of gross income to farmers. Tobacco

requires more intensive cultivation than any
other widely grown farm crop The area planted
to tobacco

by the average farmer is small
4 or 5 acres; yet for thousands of farmers in the
upper south of the United States it is the main
if

in

not the only cash crop. In the piedmont and
Kentucky and Tennessee the characteristic
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reach this level until after 1840. A fairly steady
increase in exports continued thereafter, but
only after 1870 did they regularly exceed 200,-

ooo ,000 a year and only after 1 9 1 8 400 ,000 ,000
annually. The reason for this retarded rate of
growth of export trade lay in part in the increasing domestic manufactures of tobacco products.
,

As

early as 1732 tobacco factories existed in
and snuft and smoking tobacco soon

Virginia,

became relatively important manufactures

in the

grower of tobacco is the small owner-farmer or
the farmer with one or two tenants; but along

During the 1790'$ about 80,000 pounds
of snuff were manufactured annually. Manufactured tobacco was put in special packages

the Atlantic coastal plain the percentage of tenancy on farms is very high. 25 6 percent of the

with a trade label by a Baltimore firm as early
as 1786. By 1810 cigar making had developed

farms of Virginia are operated by tenants, 43 5
percent in North Carolina, 64 5 percent in South
Carolina and 66 6 percent
Georgia. The proportion of tobacco farms operated by Negroes

to a shop industry in ConKentucky and probably other parts of
the country. New Orleans with 400 cigar makers

is

Buffalo.

m

likewise very high m these states. 25 7 percent
m Virginia, 28 3 percent m North Carolina, 56 6

percent in South Carolina and 41 9 percent in
Georgia. Dependence on merchant credit is here

very

common, with high

rates of interest

adding

to costs of production which would be heavy
even on a cash basis, since much fertilizer must

be used on the land in

this area

The

prevailing

method of marketing tobacco of the cigarette
and export types is the auction, a means which

colonies

from a household

necticut,
in

1812 sold

its

product in

cities as far

north as

During the second quarter of the cen-

tury Essex county, Massachusetts, Philadelphia,

Lynchburg and Richmond became important
centers for cigar making. Between 1840 and
1860 the gross value of tobacco manufactures

increased

fivefold;

at

the latter date

it

ex-

ceeded $30,000,000, cigars accounting for one
third and manufactured tobacco for the remainder A single factory in St Louis employed
500 workers in the manufacture of plug and fine

seems to have fostered the concentration of
power in the hands of the few great buyers
large American and British manufacturers and

cut tobacco and in the preparation of leaf for

the European governmental corporations who
dominate the leaf market Efforts to unite growers for purposes of cooperative marketing and

was not

export.
Prior to the Civil

War, however, cigar making
typically a large scale industry, nor was

tobacco manufacture exclusively so. The typical
was the establishment of an owner-

cigar shop

who bought his leaf, made his cigars
and sold them locally A common type of to-

production control have had only brief successes;
outbreaks of violence, as in the Night Riders
episode in 1905-06 in Kentucky, have some-

worker,

times marked these attempts Cigar leaf is commonly sold at the grower's barn or contracted
for by the buyer before the crop is harvested

was the farmer's barn, where hands would lay
the cured tobacco on long tables, beat it with
flails and rake it over screens,
sacking that which
passed through and reworking the remainder.
Marketing was equally simple; the entrepreneur
would load his bags into a wagon and journey

Grown

largely

m the northern states,

its

culture

presents few of the problems of tenancy and
merchant credit which characterize the growing

bacco factory, especially in the planting regions,

of cigarette and export types of tobacco. In 1933
as a part of its agricultural relief program the
United States government undertook to secure

through the surrounding country, selling or bar-

the consent of tobacco growers to control acreage in exchange for a bonus to be paid out of the

cigars and required the bonding of
the factories, a burden which the small shops

proceeds of the processing tax.
In the years just prior to the American Revolution exports to Great Britain had amounted
to about ,100,000,000 annually. The trade suffered during the wars with England and the
Napoleonic wars, and exports did not again

found

tering his wares.
The Internal Revenue
a tax

Law

of 1862 imposed

upon

difficult

the mold in 1869

The introduction of
made division of labor in cigar

to bear.

making economical and increased somewhat the
advantage of the larger over the smaller shops.
During the decade that followed the cigar industry experienced

tremendous growth through
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protection and the swing of fashion toward
cigar smoking, and the factory system became
firmly established. Meanwhile the manufacture
tariff

of chewing and smoking tobacco and snuff had
been shifted rapidly to the factories, stimulated

by the development of machinery for cutting,
pulverizing and sacking; by the discovery and
development of a new and very popular type of
leaf, the "bright southern"; and by the expansion of the market through national advertising
and improved transportation. From an average
of 30 workers per establishment in 1860 the
number rose to 40 in 1870, 69 in 1880 and 79
in 1890. It declined to 59 in 1909 and 74 in
1921 and rose again to 92 in 1931.
After its appearance following the Civil War

the manufacture of cigarettes rose from 1,750,ooo in 1869 to over 400,000,000 in 1880 and

over 1,000,000,000 in 1885.
chine,

which

finally

became

The

cigarette maestablished in the

early i88o's, turned out 100,000 a day (expert
hand rollers could hardly exceed 2500) and re-

duced the cost of manufacture in one case from
96 to 8 cents a thousand. An extensive advertising campaign on the part of the large manufacturers promoted the product.
To obviate an increasing bitterness of competition the American Tobacco Company was
formed in 1890 by the merging of 5 concerns
under the leadership of James B. Duke, and
during the two decades that followed the history
of the tobacco industry was largely the history
of this trust. At the time of its formation it had

90 percent of the total cigarette business
of the country, and to insure its continued dominance it acquired exclusive control of the best
fully

cigarette

making machine then in use. Adverse
on patent questions in 1895 took away

not yet been developed to a point where the
large concern had a decisive advantage over the
small one, the trust was never able to control
more than one sixth of the total output of cigars.
Its efforts in this direction

were relaxed

1905, the three preceding years having
losses in cigar manufacture.

after

shown

In order to gam

increased control of the retail market for tobacco

products, especially cigars, the trust acquired
the United Cigar Stores Company in 1901 and
soon became the most important single distributor of tobacco products. In 1907

it

reported

subsidiaries) 392 stores, with annual
sales amounting to over $ 12,000 ,000. By stimu-

(with

its

lating sales

through premiums and by pushing

the sale of trust products it initiated the developments which are making chain store systems
the dominant factor in tobacco marketing and
are diminishing the importance of the once
familiar tobacco shop.

During the decade following

its

formation the

trust established a substantial foreign business,
especially in cigarettes, and manufacturing prop-

were acquired in several foreign countries.
In 1901 a large English company, the Ogdens,
Ltd was purchased, and the trust locked horns
erties

,

with a powerful British combination, the Imperial Tobacco Company. A brief period of
severe competition ensued, ending in 1902 with

an agreement which reserved to each its home
market and turned over to a jointly owned corporation, the British-American Tobacco Company, the foreign trade of both combinations.

As a result of the changes that took place in
the corporate structure of the trust, some of
which appear to have involved deliberate manipulation in the interests of an inside ring, a

new

this advantage,

American Tobacco Company was formed in
October, 1904, in which 60 percent of the stock
was held by seven men, two estates and one

United

was centralized the control of the numerous
corporations which comprised the trust, with
total assets of approximately $200,000,000 and

decisions

but a vigorous policy of purchasing competitors was adopted and by 1899
the American Tobacco Company was turning
out 95 percent of the cigarettes produced in the
States.

Meanwhile

in a strenuous

and

costly effort to

obtain similar dominance in the field of plug
manufacture the American Tobacco Company

encountered the opposition of the Union Tobacco Company, formed by a group of rival
capitalists who had acquired control of the most
important independent manufacturers. The two
combinations merged in 1899. Subsequent purchases by the trust brought its share of the
output of the United States to 75 percent or
more of all tobacco products with the exception
of cigars. Since machinery for cigar making had

bank. In this excessively capitalized

company

with earnings of 17 or 1 8 percent.
In 1911 the Supreme Court declared the corporation to be a combination in restraint of
trade and ordered its dissolution. The plan
arrived at provided for a division of the assets
of the

company among fourteen

corporations,

such a way as to preclude the control of any
one company in any of the chief branches of the
in

industry and to prevent the twenty-nine individuals who were defendants in the suit from

holding collectively a majority of the stock in

Tobacco
any of the new companies. Restrictions designed
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to prevent the continuance or revival of the
practises which had been found objectionable in

sumption of cigars gradually declined; chewing
tobacco lost in popularity and smoking tobacco
barely held its own. Cigarette consumption,

the trust were imposed upon the several companies and their stockholders. Since the latter
had acquired so large a proportion of the total

however, grew at a phenomenal rate; in 1930
over 123,000,000,000 cigarettes were manufactured, five times as many as in any pre-war year.

business in tobacco products, except cigars, it
inevitable that the successor companies

Of the 780,000,000 pounds
sumed in manufacturing in

was

should start with a tremendous advantage over
the independent companies. They have since
maintained this advantage. The four large companies which succeeded to the trust's business
have handled nine tenths or more of the country's total cigarette business in the years since
the dissolution of the trust, and their dominance

chewing and smoking tobacco has been nearly as great. The four comin the production of

panies combined made a return on their net
investment in excess of 10 percent during each
of the years 1915-32 inclusive and the rate of
return rose steadily until 1931,

when

it

reached

16
percent. They have maintained and even
advanced the prices of their products in spite
of falling production costs. Their price policies
have been strikingly uniform, particularly since

the

World War. The

prestige of their leading

brands has been maintained by enormous expenditures on advertising, which have made it
exceedingly difficult for other companies with
financial resources too limited to allow them the
necessary advertising budget to offer serious

competition Charges have been made and parsustained by evidence unearthed by the
Federal Trade Commission in 1922, that the

tially

great tobacco companies practised collusion in
the buying of leaf as well as in the sale of their

The commission's recommendations
remedying the situation in the industry were
not acted upon by the Department of Justice,
because it was alleged that the practises complained of had been abandoned. However, it is
vigorously contended by the tobacco farmers
that such practises are still prevalent.
Cigar manufacturing was long a field in which
the advantages of large scale production and
extensive advertising were insufficient to bring
any distinct trend toward centralization. But
soon after the World War an automatic machine
for making the complete cigar was perfected;
products.

for

within ten years the number of cigar factories
had declined 50 percent, and large factories
which each produced annually over 40,000,000
cigars had increased their combined share of the
country's total output from one sixth to over
one half. During the post-war decade the con-

of leaf tobacco con-

1930, about 44 percent went into cigarettes, about 18 percent into

and 38 percent into manufactured tobacco, which includes smoking and chewing
tobacco and snuff.
cigars

Labor in the American tobacco industry has
been organized in two unions, both affiliated
with the American Federation of Labor. The
Tobacco Workers' International Union, organized in 1895 by a group of ten local trade unions
which had been directly affiliated with the A. F.

of L claims jurisdiction over the workers in all
branches of tobacco manufacturing except cigar
,

making; the latter branch is claimed by the
Cigar Makers' International Union, organized in
1864 after the failure of several attempts to bring
scattered locals together. The former union,
faced by one of the most powerful trusts of the

time, was unable to make much headway for
several decades Trade agreements with inde-

pendent companies were not difficult to win, as
long as the union label carried goodwill value;
but the plants of the trust and, after 1911, of
the successor companies were closed to unionism. During the

World War and

for a year or

union was active and
enjoyed virtual recognition from one of the four
great successor companies. Thereafter it subsided into its normal inactivity until the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 again
enabled it to increase in membership and in

two

after its close, the

functioning. The changing technology of the
industry caused the Cigar Makers' Union to lose
in members and influence after 1910. The union
persistently refused to accept new developments,
such as the suction table, the bunch roller and
the scrap filler bunching machine, while there
was still time, and relied too heavily upon the
union label. The automatic cigar making ma-

chine, introduced in 1918,

was opposed bitterly
by the union
any consider-

until 1927; its official acceptance
in that year came too late to save

able measure of control over the industry for
The largest manufacturers of cigars

the union.

were as obdurate and as successful in opposing
unionism prior to 1933 as were the great cigarette companies. The Cigar Makers' Union has
furnished a number of leaders for the American
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labor movement, Gompers and Strasser among
them. There has been in certain centers, notably
Boston, New York and Tampa, a tradition of
vigorous labor action among cigar makers, based

upon ardently fought struggles to improve
wages, to oppose the tenement system of manufacturing and to maintain certain rights, such
as that of hiring a reader who furnishes entertainment or instruction to his fellows as they

work

at their benches.

The

Workers' Industrial Union

left

wing Tobacco

affiliated

with the

Trade Union Unity League has during the
few years organized

last

locals in the various tobacco

centers; in Tampa a permanent federal injunction was issued against it after its strike of cigar
makers in December, 1931.

Average earnings of workers in tobacco manufacturing are among the lowest to be found in
American industry. Brissenden has estimated
that actual money earnings in cigar and cigarette
factories in 1925 averaged $978 for males and

$543 for females, a third lower than the estimated average earnings of workers in all manufacturing industries. Over one half of the employees in the industry are women and their
proportion

steadily increasing. In the south

is

numbers of Negroes are employed. Employment of children in tobacco factories, which
was quite general at the close of the nineteenth
large

century, has greatly declined in recent years.

The

sensitive

machines used in making and

packing cigarettes and in making cigars are generally operated by young persons; the displacement of older workers by the introduction of
these machines, particularly in the cigar industry, has caused a severe unemployment problem

among

this group. Productivity per worker, in
leaf used in manufacturing, increased

terms of

at a rapid rate during the period 1919 to 1929
in all branches; a decline in average number of

wage earners employed, from 157,000 in 1919
to 116,000 in 1929, was accompanied by a
doubling of cigarette production and a decrease
of only 8 or 10 percent in the manufacture of
other products.

In Great Britain over half of the manufacture
is in the hands of the great

of tobacco products

Imperial Tobacco Company, yet the competisome 300 other producers seems to have

tion of

been

effective in preventing

monopoly control.
Although heavy import duties on leaf tobacco,
which is imported very largely from the United
States,

make

prices of finished products rela-

consumption averages over 3 pounds
per capita annually approximately one half

tively high,

United States. British companies
have a considerable oversea trade in manufactured tobacco, chiefly with the dominions and
protectorates and China.
The tobacco industry is a government mothat of the

nopoly in at least 15 European countries and in
Japan The Netherlands has a monopoly of trade
in tobacco leaf from the Dutch East Indies;
Amsterdam and Rotterdam are important ports
of transshipment to Germany, Belgium, England and the United States. There is also a
substantial amount of manufacturing in the

Netherlands as well as some exporting of finished products. The trade is little hampered by
tariffs and trade regulations, as the government

measure
and finished goods. Probably no other European country except Belgium has a greater per capita
consumption of tobacco products approximately 5 pounds annually.
In France the tobacco industry has been a
desires to maintain the greatest possible
movement for raw leaf

of freedom of

government monopoly for over a century. Cultivation is strictly regulated as to both type and
area planted, buying, manufacturing and selling
are conducted wholly by the monopoly, which
operates a score of factories in the chief growing
and consuming centers. Since domestic production meets less than half of the country's requirements, much leaf is imported; the French
monopoly is one of the most important buyers
in the auction markets of southern United States
and the chief buyer of Algerian tobacco. Con-

sumption per capita

The

is

nearly 3 pounds annually.

tobacco industry of

Germany imports
about 150,000,000 pounds or more of leaf annually, to supplement a domestic production of
some 70,000,000 pounds. Most of the German
imports are Java and Sumatra leaf, since the
is the favorite form of consumption, although the increasing demand for cigarettes has
brought a rise in imports from the United States
and the Balkans. Taxes are heavy on all tobacco

cigar

products, yet consumption per capita is approximately 4 pounds annually.
The total world production of tobacco leaf is
difficult to estimate because the amount grown
in China is unknown; exclusive of China, world

production of tobacco leaf is about 5 ,000,000,000
pounds, of which one third is grown in the
United States. Slightly more than one half of
the crop of the United States enters domestic

consumption. Imports of tobacco to the United
States equal in value a third of the exports of
leaf (in weight, scarcely a sixth);

they

come

Tobacco
mainly from Greece, Cuba, Turkey and the
Dutch East Indies, which countries grow a type
3f leaf not suited to the soil of the United States.
In the export trade of the United States no
igncultural products exceed tobacco except cotton

and

m some years meats. Great Britain buys

one half of the United States' exand the British dominions, especially
Canada and Australia, are likewise important
customers, as are China, France, Germany and
he Netherlands. About 80 percent of the leaf
exported from the United States is of two types,
Tiore than
DOrts,
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by extreme inelasticity of demand,
generally purchased by the consumer

characterized

tobacco

is

amounts; and various levies, although
they may be high ad valorem, are accepted by
the smoker with less protest than is encountered
in most other forms of taxation. In the United
States, for example, the federal excise on ciga6 cents per package of 20 has at times
rettes
in small

amounted

to more than 50 percent of the price
paid by the consumer of popular brands; state
taxes are also frequently imposed upon the federal tax.

Of the

chiefly in Virginia, the

by the tobacco

and Georgia and "dark-fired Kenucky and Tennessee" leaf, both of which are
jsed chiefly in cigarettes and smoking mixtures.
Two other types grown extensively in the United

in 1931, nearly

'flue-cured" leaf

grown

^arolinas

used almost wholly in domestic consumption; these are Burley, which is raised
States are

argely in central Kentucky, and cigar leaf, which
s grown especially in the Connecticut valley,

southeastern Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Florda. The tobacco exports of the United States

one half of the international
Other important exporting
ireas are the Dutch East Indies, Greece, Turtey, Brazil and Cuba. Leaf of special excellence
s produced in each of these lands and the culure and export of leaf are among the leading
economic pursuits. On the east coast of Sumatra
constitute almost

rade in tobacco

leaf.

ind in parts of Java a cigar

wrapper

leaf is

;rown whose paperlike thinness and even texure and color give it a high value. In western
Iluba a district called the Vuelta Abajo yields
he Havana leaf, unequaled for cigars. Attempts
o grow this leaf elsewhere, especially in Florida
nd in the Bahia district of Brazil, have been
inly partially successful, although Brazil ex>orts a large

quantity of excellent

leaf.

In south-

rn Macedonia and parts of Asia Minor the
picy tobacco known as Turkish is grown; this
iaf is indispensable for the blended cigarettes
LOW popular in the United States and elsewhere. World trade in tobacco is largely con-

ned to

a fact accentuated

by post-war
making and fiscal monopoes. Exports of manufactured tobacco by the
Jnited States have been of relatively small imortance in late years; imports have seldom
cached $25,000,000 in value and have consisted
hiefly of cigars from Cuba and the Philippines.
Taxes on tobacco consumption have been a
leaf,

^ndencies in

tariff

ivorite source of government

revenue in almost

countries since the seventeenth century. Vulerable to the charge of being a luxury and
11

000,000)

is

total value of

products reported

industries of the United States

two

fifths

(approximately $442,accounted for by the federal excise

stamps which the manufacturer is required to
affix to each package. Changes in rates of taxation seem to have had little effect upon the

growth of consumption of tobacco products,
although they are usually reflected promptly in
prices. Even in years of severe economic crisis
government revenues from tobacco taxes decline
but little; consumers' demands shift somewhat
from more expensive to less expensive forms of
smoking, but aggregate consumption maintains
a high degree of stability.

Countries which grow tobacco in small quancommonly depend on customs duties, both

tities

on raw

leaf and on finished products, as producers of revenue from tobacco; Great Britain's
customs revenue from this source amounted to

63,298,000 in 1931-32. Countries which grow
as well as import leaf, like the

United States,

generally employ both customs and excite levies;
protection of domestic growers is usually the
chief factor in the determination of the

amount

of the impost. Evidence is inconclusive as to
whether tobacco excises yield higher returns in
the countries of Europe and in Japan, where
they take the form of a government monopoly
price,

than in those which allow private enter-

prise in tobacco manufacturing
taxes for revenues..

and depend on
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political theorist

(1805-59), French

and statesman.

De Tocque-

during which he
the Louis Philippe govhad served as deputy
ernment and minister of foreign affairs of the
ville's active political career,

m

republic in 1849, was brought to an end by his
intransigent opposition to the despotism of Na-

poleon in in the period following the coup d'etat
of 1852. During the remaining years of his life

he lived in retirement, completely absorbed in
historical work. The distinctive approach to
political problems which is characteristic of all
of de Tocqueville's mature writings was first
systematically presented in his De la dJmocratte
Paris 1835-40; tr. into
en Amtrique (4 vols
,

ed. New York 1898)
These volumes, although occasioned by the
travels which he made to the United States in

English,

2 vols.,

new

1831, primarily with a view to studying at first
hand the penitentiary system, did not stop at

mere descriptive account of public institutions.
Confronted with a functioning democratic sysa

tem of government, de Tocqueville was led to
speculate in more analytical terms as to the
democracy itself, its advanThe emergence of the
democratic regime he interpreted as a historical
necessity, resulting inevitably from the diffusion
of the idea of equality, which acts as a leveler
of individual differences and traditional privileges. In the United States this development had
been particularly favored by the similarity of
essential nature of

tages

and

its

dangers.

conditions obtaining among the original colonists and by their Puritan outlook; in France the

preparatory process of leveling had been the
work of the centralized monarchy and of the
revolution, which had built upon the older administrative machinery. In this diffusion of the
principle of equality de Tocqueville was not

unprepared to recognize a certain positive value
arising from a more rapid circulation of public
and from the collaboration of all the indi-

life

members in the government of the state.
But his critical spirit led him to throw the greater
emphasis on the negative elements of democratic equalitarianism, which taken together
vidual

make

for despotism, since the leveling of
individuals annihilates the historical barriers

means of which these

all

by

individuals are able to

Tobacco
defend themselves against incursions of state
power. The absence of a single despot under a
democratic tyranny is little compensation, for
collective and anonymous despotism is even

more oppressive and
it

The

stultifying, penetrating as
the social organism.

cell of

does into every

only remedy against this danger

is

the re-

awakening of the feeling of liberty. The exercise
of popular sovereignty through elections is not
sufficient, if liberty is to survive, safeguards must
be erected in all spheres of individual and social

own

attempts during the
Revolution of 1848 to carry over these liber-

Although

activity.

his

tarian principles into practise brought only dis-

Toland
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denying the possibility of revelation Toland held
"that there is nothing in the Gospel contrary to
reason or above it." His iconoclastic treatment
of the accretions to Christianity that were "contrary to reason" led to persecution. When the
work was frowned on in London, he retired to
Ireland but promptly left when the Irish House
of Commons burned the book publicly, forbade
its sale and ordered the arrest and trial of the
author.

In his Life of John Milton (London 1698)
Toland offered the bold hypothesis that the
Christian canonical books might have arisen as
forgeries. He defended these conclusions in

who while accepting democracy as an inevitable development nevertheless
sought to hedge it about with guaranties of per-

Amyntor, or a Defence of Milton's Life (London
1699), a volume that began English critical
study of the canon. After visiting Hanover and
Berlin Toland published Letters to Serena (London 1704), in which he discussed the origin and

sonal freedom During his final years of retirement de Tocqueville developed in L'ancten

tality

illusionment, de Tocqueville's writings supplied
most of the ideological premises of the so-called
liberal democrats,

regime et

la

Revolution (Paris 1856;

tr.

by Henry

Reeve, 3rd cd. London 1888) the thesis that the
French Revolution, far from being the cataclysmic overturn which had been pictured by
political theorists, was
denouement of a long historical

romantic historians and

merely

the

movement which could be

force of prejudices, the question of immorand aspects of materialism. His Disserta-

tionesduae

et ongines judaicae (The Hague
1709) and the Nazarenus (London 1718, 2nd ed.
continued
the historical attack on early
1718)
.

Jewish and Christian history. His

last

work,

1720), was a parody of
the English church service and liturgy.

Pantheisticon

Toland 's

traced almost con-

tinuously from Louis xiv to Robespierre This
radically new conception of the revolution

.

.

(London

political or semipohtical writings,

brought about a marked reorientation of French

such as his Anglia libera (London 1701) and
the biographies of Milton, Sidney and Harrington which he published along with editions of

historiography,

their

GUIDO DE RUGGIFRO
Works Oeuvres completes, ed by Gustave de Be.tumont, 9 vols (Pans 1 860-6 <;), Souvemrs (Pans 1893),
tr by Alexander TeixeirA de Mattos (London 1896)

works, indicated the general tendency
the bearers of the English liberal tradition in the period following the Glorious Revolution to abandon republicanism and to seek

among

reconciliation with

monarchism. His chief

sig-

Consult Eichthal, Eugene d', Alexis de Tocqueville
democratic liberate (Paris 1897), Janet, Paul, La
philosophic de la Revolution franpaite (Paris 1875),
Michel, Henry, L'idee de I'etat (Pans 1895) p 318The Predntions of Hamilton and de
26, Bryce, J

however, lies in his fearless initiation
of critical deism. His Christianity not Mysteriou*
elicited over fifty replies before 1760 Through

Tocqucnlle, Johns Hopkins University, Studies in
and Political Science, 5th ser vol ix (Baltimore 1887), Ruggiero, G. de, Storm del liberahsmo

lated several of his works, he was well known on
the continent. Toland was the first Englishman

et la

nificance,

Voltaire

,

Historical

,

G

Co llmgwood (London
europeo (Ban 1925), tr. by R
1927), Soltau, R , French Political Thought in the
Nineteenth Century (London 1931) p 50-6 1.

TOLAND, JOHN

(1670-1722),

initiator

of

English critical deism. Toland was born in Ireland of Catholic parentage but turned Protestant

He

received his university training
at Glasgow, Edinburgh and Leyden. His Chrised.
tianity not Mysterious (London 1696, 2nd

about 1685.

1696)

came

to

much

bolder conclusions than

Locke's Reasonableness of Christianity (London
1695), of which it was an outgrowth. Without

and Holbach, the

latter of

whom trans-

be called a freethinker, and he coined the

to

word "pantheist."
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TOLEDO, FRANCISCO DE (15 17-84), SpanOf noble birth, Toledo had served

ish statesman.

Spain as a soldier and diplomat before his appointment as viceroy of Peru in 1569. He re-

Inca and beheaded the young pretender, Tupac
Amaru, on a charge of treason.
Toledo has been condemned for accepting
and intrenching socially injurious institutions,

Peru until 1581, spending the first
about
the country and acquainting himself with its
conditions. He then issued a series of decrees to
govern the viceroyalty in which he regimented
the relation between the Indians and their new

lasting basis.

overlords; systematized the collection of public
revenue; fixed the conditions under which

Consult-

mained

in

five years of his administration in traveling

industry and agriculture should be
carried on; organized the Indian corvee system;
established codes governing judicial procedure,
the sale of land and methods of transportation;

mines,

set

up

sanitary

and police regulations; and pro-

vided water supplies for the principal cities.
Interested in spiritual matters as well, he issued
instructions for the systematic Chnstiani/ation
of the natives, established the Inquisition in
Lima, gave permanent form to the University of

San Marcos and opened schools in the principal
So broad was the scope of his legislation

centers.

that he

is

often referred to as the "Solon of

The governmental regulations which he
adopted, and which were known as the Ltbro de
Peru."

tasas,

endured

some

of

them

for the

are

still

whole colonial period; and
in effect in slightly modi-

fied form.
Critical evaluation of Toledo's achievements

must take

into account the fact that he arrived in

Peru just as the conquest was completed, but
while the newly acquired lands were still in a
state of confusion. The social machinery of the
Inca Empire had been disrupted and no European system had as yet taken its place. The
foundations of the colony, however, were already laid: the encomienda system had been established, municipal governments had been organized to some extent, while the agrarian communities which constituted the base of the Inca
Empire still survived. It was essentially on these
bases that Toledo organized Peruvian society.
By strong, even ruthless methods he established
the authority of his sovereign and the church.

Assuming the crown's

right to the resources

and

of the conquered territories, he
no opposition. In order to bring the
Indians under full control he issued decrees
which bound them to the rural estates of the

but

questionable whether he could have
the system already established. Undoubtedly he welded the diverse institutions of
it

is

altered

the Peruvian colony into a solid unit, establishing the authority of the Spanish crown upon a

GEORGE MCCUTCHEN MCBRIDE
Zimmerman, Arthur

Franklin, Francisco de
Toledo; Fifth Viceroy of Peru, 1569-1581 (Urbana,
1929); Legufd y Martinez, German, in Mercuno
peruano, vol vi (1921) afio iv, 86 101; Markham,
Clements R
History of Peru (Chicago 1892) p.
148-59, and TheltirasofPcru (London i pio)p. 289-99,
Means, Phihp Ams worth, Fall of the Inca Empire and
the Spanish Rule t n Peru 153 o- 1 7$ (New York 1 9 3 2)
p. 116-38, 153-65.
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See INTOLERANCE; RELIGIOUS

FREEDOM.

TOLSTOY, LEV NIKOLAEVICH

(1828-

1910), Russian author, moralist and social critic.
born into the aristocracy and until he
reached fifty led the life that befitted a gentleman

He was

farmer who was also a man of letters. In his
youth and middle years he wrote chiefly fiction,
wherein may be discerned some of the dispositions and attitudes which were the roots of the
ethical system he developed later It is clear that
from the first he was possessed by an exacting
conscience, by an urge to find the meaning of
existence and to lay

down a rule of right conduct.

Aside from his work as a novelist and the activities connected with his estate his great interest in these years

was popular education.

He was

a disciple of Rousseau, but he outstripped his
master in his aversion to any form of discipline.

This libertarian and non-conformist was, however, then generally reckoned
servatives.

among

the con-

When

he was completing Anna Karenina, in
the 1870*8, he experienced a spiritual crisis, the
history of which is set down in his Confession.
Thereupon he embraced a rationalist variety of

population

evangelic Christianity, the cardinal principles of

tolerated

which were brotherly love and non-resistance to
evil. He aimed primarily at the achievement of
inner freedom and personal righteousness, but
he also applied his ethical doctrine to the solu-

Spaniards or gathered them into settlements

under supervision of civil and

religious officials.

In his attempt to forestall a move to restore the
Jnca Empire he dispersed the descendants of the

tion of social problems. He rejected the church,
believing that it had corrupted Christ's teachings,

and repudiated the

state because,

he held,

Toledo
the taxes supporting it drove the peasant into
industrial slavery and above all because it was

maintained by force. Paradoxically enough this
rigorous anarchist was an admirer of Henry
George and advocated the single tax. He scorned
the arts and the literature enjoyed by cultivated
people as well as modern science and the products of technological advance, spurning a culture which was based on the exploitation of man
by man. His ascetic streak led him to regard

marriage as a compromise and to exalt celibacy
along with other forms of renunciation and selfdiscipline, while his opposition to violence made

him condemn
capital

alike patriotism, revolution, war,
diet requiring the

punishment and a

existence of slaughterhouses The one road to
the good life for a propertied person was to

surrender his possessions and with them the de-

and appetites bred by an artificial civilizaand to turn to manual labor and the simple
rural routine that was the lot of the peasantry.
For his own part he handed all that he owned

Tomek
);

Consult Birukov, P. I L N. Tohtm, 4 vols, (Mosco\v
1923), Maude, Aylmer, The Life of Tolstoy, Tolstoy
Centenary Edition, \ols 1-11 (London 1929-30),
Noyes, G. R Tolstoy (New York 1918), Lourie", O.
La philosophic de Tohtm (sth ed Pans 1931);
Tolstoi im
Lenin, N and Plekhanov, G. V L
Spiegel des MarMsmus, ed by W. M. Fntsche, Marxistische Bibhothek, \ol xvm (Berlin 1928), Launla,
S Leo Tolstois pohtische Ansichten, Annales Acaclemiae Scientarum Fennicae, ser E vol. xvn, no I
(Helsmgfors 1923), Gide, Charles, "Les iddes dconomiques de Tolstoi" in Revue des etudes cooperatives,
vol via (1929) 225-48
For books by and about
Tolstoy in Russian see Bitovt, I Lev Tolstoi v literature i utkutstve (Tolstoy in literature and art) (Moscow
1903), Balukhatiy, S and Pisemskaya, O Spravochmk po Tolstomu (Guide to Tolstoy) (Moscow 1928);
Tolstoi, bw-bibhografiya, vol i
Spindnov, V S L.
(Moscow 1933- ). See also "Tolstoi in English,
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1878-1929"

tion

vol

over to his family, declared in 1891 that his later

produced

after his conversion.

The

authorities

forbade the publication of most of these writings,
but they dared not molest the author, although

some of his followers, who were largely recruited
from the intellectuals, were made to suffer for
their opinions. Tolstoyan colonies, which with
his distaste for organizations the master re-

pudiated, had a brief existence in more than one
country, including the United States. His teachings reached the masses also, affecting chiefly
the dissenters and giving rise to a Tolstoyan sect
in the southern provinces, the Caucasus and
Siberia. If

by

his severe criticism of the social

N

,

,

sires

works were public property and for a while took
up such trades as cobbling and masonry
He set forth his views in numerous tracts, in
he
private letters and also in the stories and plays
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The Works of Leo Tolstoy, tr. by Louise and
Aylmer Maude, Tolstoy Centenary Edition, voh.
i-viu, xi-xiu, xvu-xix (London 1928).
1928-

xxxm

,

N

m New

York Public Library,

Bulletin,

(1929) 531-65.

TOMEK, VACLAV VLADIVOJ (1818-1905),
Czech historian. Tomek studied law at Prague
and became a tutor in the home of Palack^, the
celebrated Czech historian, who recognized
Tomek's ability for historical research and encouraged him to concentrate on this field. He
served for a time as secretary to the patriotic
publishing society Matice Ccskd and from 1851
to 1888 was professor of Austrian history at
Prague. He served also as president of the His-

toncky Spolek (Historical Society) of Prague. In
1848 he took part in the nationalist activities in

Bohemia as a member of the National ComWith the victory of the reaction in 1849,
however, he became convinced that the interests of the Czechs demanded a compromise with
mittee.

the Hapsburgs rather than a struggle against
them. From 1860 he was active as a member of
the right wing, the

Old Czechs, and served

as a

order Tolstoy helped the cause of revolution, he
hindered it by his condemnation of violence. His

member of the Bohemian Diet and the Reichsrat

"feudal socialism" was stigmatized by Lenin as
"Utopian" and "reactionary." It was only in the

Although Tomek lacked the perspective and
philosophic approach of Palack^, his historical
works are scientific and thorough and constitute

early years of the Soviet regime, when the government tolerated sectarians and exempted con-

scientious objectors from military service, that
the Tolstoyans were rather active. At present

some

of the teachings of the

man who

in his

was acknowledged "the conscience of
Russia" are honored to a degree in Gandhi's
India and by the pacifists of western countries.

lifetime

AVRAHM YARMOLINSKY
Works: Polnoe sobranie sochtnentt (Collected works)
vols. i-vii, ix-xii, xxvii, xxxii, xlui-xhv, Ixxii

(Moscow

in Vienna.

a significant contribution to Czech history. The
most outstanding of his earlier books is his history of the University of Prague, Geschichte der
Prager Universitat (Prague 1848), the result of
original and painstaking research. The Czech
edition covers the story of the university until
1436; the German version, which was more concise, carries it to 1848. But Tomek's chief work
is

the monumental Dejepis niesta Prahy (12

Prague 1855-1901;

vol.

i

tr.

into

German,

vols.,

1857),

f

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
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the history of Prague from its origins to 1609. It
consists of a very detailed study of every as-

any single one. His writings,

pect of the political and cultural history of the
city and in effect of the entire Czech nation,
since Prague was its constitutional and spiritual

view, display keen psychological penetration. As
a novelist he followed the model of the "his-

The

center.

in

its

relation to national

pecially

study

treatment of the Hussite

Prague,

development

Tomek's

interesting.

of

movement
is es-

topographical

Zdklady stareho mistopisu
Prague 1865-72), is a com-

prazskeho (4 vols.,
panion piece to the larger work.
Tomek also wrote histories of Austria and
Bohemia, which were intended to bring Czech
national sentiment into harmony with the dynastic views of the Hapsburgs and with their
Catholic sympathies. In these works he proved
the falsity of the Stammlandstheorie of the
Viennese historians, which linked the history of
the Hapsburg monarchy too closely with the
Alpine countries and overlooked the importance
of the Bohemian crownlands in its development.
Among Tomek's other works mention should be

made

Ger-

of Jan Zizka (Prague 1879;
man, 1882) and Snemy ceske obnoventho zrizeni
tr.

zemskeho Ferdinanda

n

into

(Prague 1868), a study

of the Bohemian diets in which he tried to support
historically

Czech demands

Consult, Urbanek,

R W.
,

W

for

autonomy^
JOSEF SUSTA

Tomek (Hradec

1903); Novotny, V and Vojtisek,
i8i8-iQiS (Prague 1918), Goll, J

V

,

Kralove"

V. V. Tomek

,

m

Cesty casopis
histonckjt, vol. xi (1905), Denis, E., in Revue histonque,
in Revue des
vol. Ixxxiv (1905) 205-11, Hantich, H
,

characterized

torical

by a strongly

of which are

all

moralistic point of

novel" developed by the Manzonian

school, although he introduced a

more sensual

quality. His historical writings include "Pensieri
sulk storia di Firenze" (published in Archivio

vol xiii, 1861, p. 3-30) and
,
Storia civile nella letteraria (Turin 1872), the
latter an attempt to correlate political and liter-

storzco italiano, n.s

ary history. Tommaseo's rigid moral prejudices
tended, however, to warp his historical judg-

ments.

More

interesting are his political writings,
warm patriotic senti-

animated as they are by

ments. Ltbri del?Italia, written in 1835 and
published in the same year in Paris as Opuscoli
tnediti difrate Gtrolamo Savonarola, propounds
the fundamental theses of the neo-Guelphian

program the federation of Italian principalities
under the presidency of the pope before they
appeared in the more famous writings of Balbo
and Gioberti. After the events of 1848-49
Tommaseo revised his political doctrine, and in

La pace e la confederaztone itahana (Turin 1859)
and Rome et le monde (Capolago 185 1 new ed. in
;

Naples 1862) he supported a program of
under the leadership of the
Savoy monarchy. In // supplizio di un Itahano a
Corfu (Florence 1855) and Discorsi sulla pena di
morte (Florence 1865) he urged the abolition of
Italian,

Italian unification

,

questions histonques, vol Ixxix (1906) 207-13, Pekar,
,
"Dejepisectvf ceske"" (Czech historiography) in

T

Vedecty a umeleck$ rosvoj v ndrode cesktm 1848-1898
(Prague 1898).

TOMMASEO, NICCOLO
publicist.

Born

(1802-74), Italian

in Dalmatia,

Tommaseo was

educated in Italy; after studying law in Florence
he turned to journalism, contributing among
other reviews to the Antologia, which Vieusieux
had established in 1821 in order to stimulate
national regeneration. His intellectual orientation was toward Italian cultural traditions and
the political ideals of the Risorgimento. In 1849
he participated, first as minister of education and
then as ambassador to Paris, in the provisional

government of the Venetian Republic established by Manin.
Tommaseo 's literary activity was extremely
varied. He wrote poetry, novels and histories as
well as studies in penology, education, politics

and philology, achieving distinction in many of
these fields but never attaining preeminence in

punishment.
ideas expressed in Tommaseo's leading
pedagogical work, Delia educazione, desideri e
capital

The

Turin 1856; new ed. by G.
D. Valle, 1916), were developed further in a
number of monographs. He insisted that emphasis should be placed upon religious and
saggi critici (2 vols.,

aesthetic training in the education of children
and was one of the first Italian writers to realize

the social significance

of female

Tommaseo's Dizionario dei
1830; rev. ed. by G. Rigutini,

education.

sinonimi

(Milan

1925), Dizionario
della lingua italiana (in collaboration with B.

Turin 1861-79; new ed., 7 vols.,
1924) and Dizionario estetico (2 vols., Milan
1852-53) were valuable contributions to the
Bellini, 8 vols.,

study of the Italian language.

GUIDO DE RUGGIERO
Consult: Coari, A., Niccold Tommaseo (Milan 1909);
Lazzari, M., L'animo e ringegno di Niccold Tommaseo

(Rome

1911); Salvador!, G.,

La gtovinezza

Tommaseo (Rome 1909), and Le idee
Tommaseo e le modern* (Citta di Castello

di Niccold

socialt

di

N.

1913); Croce,

Tomek
B.,

La

letteratura

ddla nuova

Italia, 4* vols.

Toombs

(and ed.

i, p. 45-71, and "Niccol6 Tommastoria della stonografia itahana nel secolo

Ban 192122) vol.
seo" in

La

deumonono, 2
1

vols.

(and ed.

Ban

1930) vol.

t,

p.

98-204.

TOOKE, THOMAS
financier

(1774-1858),

and business man. Tooke's

English

first

incur-

sion into economic controversy was his composition in 1819 of the Merchants' Petition against
protective

tariffs,

practical step in the
Britain to free trade. The

the

first

conversion of Great
rest of his life was devoted largely to monetary
and statistical problems, on which he not merely

gave evidence before successive parliamentary
and government commissions but also wrote a
series of pamphlets and books, culminating in
the famous History of Prices
1793-1856
(6 vols., London 1838-57), the last two volumes
.

.

.

being written in collaboration with William

Newmarch (q.v,).
The guiding principle

of Tooke's monetary

theory was the conviction that price fluctuations
originate iu,changes in the supply of and demand
for commodities, as caused in particular by wars,
harvest variations and speculative optimism or

pessimism.
prepared at

To monetary

disturbances he was

to assign a significant if secondary influence; thus he held that the Bank of England was in part responsible for the rise in prices
first

during the Napoleonic wars, although not for the

slump which followed their termination. Later,
however, he came to deny outright the power of
banks to

affect the quantity of money in circulait the level of prices; and in

tion or through

consequence he vigorously opposed the
tion
ter

on note

issues

embodied

in the

restric-

Bank Char-

Act of 1844. The strength of his case against

this act lay not so much in the statistical investigations with which he sought to refute its
principles as in his insistence upon the similarity

in the

monetary status of banknotes and of deon demand, which latter the act

posits payable

did not attempt to control. He did well also in
emphasizing the inadequacy of any theory of

which confines its attention
to purely monetary factors. But in supposing
that monetary stability would be insured so long
as the banks confined their loans to customers of
sound credit he undoubtedly underestimated the
effect of too low discount rates in stimulating
industry and raising prices.
LINDLEY M. FRASER
price fluctuations

Chief works: On the Currency in Connexion with the
Corn Trad* (ist-2nd ed. London 1829); ConsiderCurrency (ist-znd ed.

ations on the State of the

London

1826);

(ist-and ed
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An Inquiry

London

into the Currency Principle

1844).

On the Regulation of Cur(znd ed London 1845), Wagner, Adolf, Die
Geld- und Kredittheone der peelschen Bankakte (new
Consult

Fullarton, John,

rencies

ed. by J. Plenge, Essen 1920) p. 16- 19, 23-27,
Kepper, Georg, Die Konjunkturlehren der Bankingund der Currencyschule (Leipsic 1933).

TOOMBS, ROBERT
statesman
policy

(1810-85), American
leaders of southern

As one of the

Toombs exerted

a decisive influence dur-

ing the crisis of secession. Although he was
riotous in college, he acquired somewhere a
in public finance, statecraft and

sound education

high debate. In Georgia politics he was a conservative, a southern rights Whig. Reaching
Congress in 1845 he became an outstanding defender of southern claims to territorial expansion. After the failure of his own project for the

immediate admission of California, New Mexico
and Utah as a single state under whatever constitution its people might adopt, he supported

When

the

Whig

party col-

he became a Democrat and

shifted to

Clay's compromise.
lapsed,

the Senate in 1853 In the hope of settling the
Kansas question he proposed a new registration
of bona fide citizens and voters under federal
supervision, and a prompt admission of the state
under whatever constitution the delegates elected

by them should adopt.
As a member of the committee of thirteen appointed by Vice President Breckenridge in 1861
to effect a compromise between northern and
southern demands Toombs, in company with
Jefferson Davis, proposed that nothing be considered as adopted unless ratified by a majority
of the five Republican members and a majority
of the eight other members. Under this rule all

compromise proposals were

rejected.

Toombs

then exhorted Georgia to secede. At Montgomery he was well considered for the Confederate
presidency, but partly by reason of a misunderstanding Davis was chosen. Toombs' services

during the Civil War, whether as secretary of
general or member of the Con-

state, brigadier

federate Congress, brought
little

he

power or

prestige.

him comparatively

Upon

Lee's surrender

Europe. Returning after two years he
avoided the oath of allegiance and considered
himself only a citizen of Georgia.
fled to

ULRICH B. PHILLIPS
Ulrich B., The Life of Robett
Toombs (New York 1913); Reed, J. C., The Brothers'
War (Boston 1905) ch.
Stovall, P. A., Robert
Toombs (New York 1892); Bradford, Gamaliel, Confederate Portraits (Boston 1914) ch. vu.
Consult:

Philhps,

;
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Encyclopaedia
TOPINARD, PAUL (1830-1911), French
thropologist.

Topmard, who was

of the Social Sciences
anTORRENS, ROBERT (1780-1864),

associated with

English
economist. Torrens shares with Ricardo and

Paul Broca, first as a disciple and later as a colleague, has an important place as one of the
founders of French anthropology After a youth
spent in the United States he returned to France
and studied medicine, but in 1871 he abandoned

the

his medical practise for the study of anthropology. He exerted wide personal influence on
the development of this science as secretary

ishing returns in agriculture, although he did
not lose sight of the possibility that increasing
returns might arise from the extension of the

general of the Societe d'Anthropologie de Paris
between 1881 and 1886, as editor of the Revue
of
d'anthropologie, as curator of the collections

of life" theory of wages in almost the same form
in which it was later expounded by Ricardo. His

the Societe d'Anthropologie, as director of the
laboratory at the Kcole^ des

theory of profits, as a surplus over costs or as
the difference between market and "natural"

Lcole

was superior to that of Ricardo in that it
recognued the possibility that during times of
technical progress profits might rise without an
accompanying drop in wages; he denied more-

anthropological

Hautes Etudes and as professor

at the

d'Anthropologie.
Topmard's research was concerned primarily
with human races, their evolution and ana-

He

Malthus the honor of having founded the classi-

He

cal school of political economy.
was one of
first writers to adopt the tripartite division

of factors of production into land, labor and
capital. He enunciated the principle of dimin-

division of labor.

He

elaborated the "standard

price,

shared Broca's delight in

over that mechanical improvements could harm

the development of new techniques and methods

the working classes as a whole. In international
trade he laid primary stress upon the advantage

tomical variations.

and was responsible for numerous technical improvements in physical anthropology. Influenced by the dominant scientific discussion of
his time, he devoted a large share of his labors to
the problems of evolution. In the controversy
between the polygemsts and the monogemsts he

sided with the foimer, favoring the transformism
Lamarck as the mechanism of evolution.

of

Topmard's

interest

was not

exclusively given
over to anatomy; he devoted considerable attention to man as a social and intellectual animal.

to be gained if each country were to specialize
in type of production for which it wa& best suited
rather than upon Ricardo's problem of trade between two countries one of which has an
"absolute" advantage in both the commodities

exchanged.
Torrens' theoretical doctrines led him to important practical conclusions. On the principles
of diminishing returns and the territorial divi-

He

sion of labor he based his vigorous opposition
to the corn laws, although he did not commit

cepting them.

himself to the support of free trade in general.
Torrens was moreover an active supporter of the
"currency theory" of banknotes and he is said
to have been the first to suggest in the formulation of the Bank Charter Act of 1844 that

did not rule out the possibility of psychological correlates of race but preferred to wait
for their scientific demonstration before acstudies

and

As was

consistent with his earlier

his great erudition in physical an-

thropology, he approached sociology by way of
anatomy and emphasized the biological roots of
the social structure.

He held that society consists

of ordered aggregations of individual organisms

each acting in accordance with his physical
nature; that within each ego are the potentialities
of development from an egocentric to a sociocentric orientation. The conflict which inevitably arises in the individual between these two
points of view may be resolved only by insistence
on the observance of a code for the social

animal.

the issue department of the Bank of England
should be separated from the banking department.

LINDLEY M. FRASER
Chief works- The Economists Refuted (London 1808);
An Essay on the External Corn Trade (London 1815,
new ed. 1829); An Essay on the Production of Wealth
(London 1821), On Wages and Combinations (London
1834), The Principles and Practical Operation of Sir
Robert Peel's Act of 1844 Explained and Defended
(London 1848, 3rd ed. 1858).

A

H. L. SHAPIRO

Consult: Cannan, Edwin,
History of the Theories of
Production and Distribution in English Political Econ-

Important works: L'anthropologie (Pans 1878); EUments d'anthropologte gtntrole (Pans 1885), Science et
foi; I'anthropologte et la science soctcde (Pans 1900).

omy from 1776 to 1848 (3rd ed. London 1924), Hollander, J. H., David Ricardo (Baltimore 1910); Seligman, E. R A in his Essays in Economics (New York
1925) p. 70-77; Seligman, E. R. A., and Hollander,

Consult: Verneau, Rene", in Anthropologie, vol. xxiii

(1912) 111-14.

,

J. H., "Ricardo and Torrens" in Economic Journal,
vol. xxi (1911) 448-68.

Tort

Topinard
TORT.
to

While there

no general agreement as
the exact meaning of tort, it may be said,
is

without any attempt

at rigorous definition, that
tortious liability arises from a breach of duty

fixed primarily by the law, that such duty is
toward persons generally and that its breach is
redressible by an action for unliquidated damages. It is to be distinguished from liability in
contract, where the duty is fixed primarily by
the contracting parties themselves and is toward
a particular person; and from criminal liability,
which is redressible by public punishment and
which is not avoidable by any act of the offending party, whereas compromise of the sanctions
for tortious liability
It

is

always possible.

must be emphasized, however,

that al-
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of the law of tort

would have been

descriptive of

breaches of right in the law of property, or else
of the law of property would have appeared in the law of tort as the rights correspond-

much

ing to the breaches of duty there described. In
fact neither plan has been consistently adopted,
partly for the historical reason stated, partly be-

cause the development of English law has never
favored scientific arrangement. The result is that

no one can say of topics like infringement of
easements whether they are more germane to the
law of property than to the law of tort.
Criticism has been directed against the disbetween tort and contract upon the

tinction

ground that while liability in the former is fixed
primarily by law, in the latter it is the result of
the parties' own acts. It has been argued that in.
many contracts the parties find themselves committed to obligations of an onerous character
which are fixed by law and of which they had
either no knowledge or a very partial knowledge

though these distinctions are fairly workable for
literary and instructional purposes, they are misleading unless the history of the law is borne in
mind. The same facts may, and frequently do,
constitute a tort, a breach of contract and a
crime or any combination of these. Moreover
historically breach of contract was remedied by
the action of assumpsit, which was tortious in
character; and, although forms of action have
been abolished, there is still an ill defined borderland between tort, contract and quasi-contract Again, in origin tort and crime were not
separated; and even when some sort of distinction between them began to be perceived, they
remained a viscous intermixture. At the present

made

day they are not readily distinguishable in the
case of many wrongs which are petty offenses.
Another historical survival is the relation of
the law of tort to the law of property. Many torts

while the remedy in tort is
an action for unliquidated damages, this is by no
means the only or indeed the primary remedy
Others are self-help, injunction and actions for

are wrongs to property, real or personal; namely,
trespass to land or goods, interference with ease-

the specific recovery of property. All these are,
however, subject to restrictions which do not

ments, infringement of copyright or trademark.

apply to the action for damages, which may
one of the tests of tortious
were the only notable conliability. Injunctions

Hence

these topics are apt to be treated twice
over in treatises on tort and on property law.

The explanation is twofold. In the first place,
several of the remedies for torts to property
were once so much cheaper, quicker and

less

technical than the remedies for the recovery of
property that they were applied by fictions to the
latter purpose, and thus some of the law of tort
became incorporated in the law of property.

Secondly, from beginning to end there has
never been any agreement in English law as to

whether right or duty is the plinth upon which
the law shoud be based. In the law of property

when they entered into them; this is notably so
with innkeepers, common carriers and sellers
and buyers of real or personal property. But this
criticism does not touch the point that a person
need not enter into any contract unless he wishes
do so, and
that sense he and not the lavv
primarily determines his liability, whatever
secondary and compulsory obligations may be
imposed upon him by the law when once he has

m

to

the contract.

It is also true that

r

therefore be taken as

tribution of equity to the law of tort. Breaches of

been styled "equitable torts," but the
is that the whole law of trusts is a
separate branch of the law within the peculiar
trust have

better view

jurisdiction of equity.

The historical evolution of tort is to be found
in the

development of forms of action rather

than in any theory of scientific liability. The
parent of tort is the writ of trespass which became common hi the latter part of the thirteenth
century. It applied to direct and immediate in-

basis of exposition; in the law of tort the tendency is in favor of "duty." If either of these

jury to the person or to property Its scope was
greatly widened by the invention toward the
close of the fourteenth century of the writ of

tendencies had been a dogma, then a great deal

trespass

the literary tendency

is

to

make

"right" the

upon the

case,

which extended to

in
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and consequential injuries and which
more than any other procedural device has been

One was a tendency to hold that if there had
been a contract between two persons, a third

responsible for enlarging the law of tort. The
writ of deceit was known very early in English
law but was limited to swindling a court of jus-

in tort.

direct

tice in one way or another until 1789, when it
was expanded by judicial legislation into the
action for the modern tort which covers deception generally. For wrongful distraint of chattels
there was the writ of replevin, which was important in the Middle Ages but not capable of

much development. Appropriation of the goods
of another, as distinct from trespass to them,
was remedied by the writ of trover invented
about the middle of the fifteenth century. This
proceeded upon a fiction that the defendant had
found goods casually lost by the plaintiff, and
the tort corresponding to the remedy came to be

party injured by the breach of it could never sue
Another was insistence on the idea that

liability in quasi-contract is

contract,

an idea which

is

based on an implied
frequently the most

transparent fiction.
Isolation of the law of tort as an independent

branch with

its

own

scientific principles

came

very late in Anglo-American legal history. Indeed it was impossible prior to the abolition of

forms of action in the nineteenth century.

No

book on the law of tort appeared before Francis
Milliard's, which was published at Boston,
Massachusetts, in 1859; and the first to appear in
England, apart from an insignificant work in
1720, was Charles Addison's Wrongs and Their

Trover was greatly superior to the older remedy for detention of
goods, detinue, in which it was possible for the

Remedies (London 1860).
The foundation of liability in the modern law
of tort has been a subject of controversy. According to one view there is a general principle

defendant to reduce the proceedings to a farce

that all

by compurgation.
One of the most

person upon another is tortious. Another view
holds that there is only a definite number of

known

as conversion.

striking developments of the

action of trespass upon the case was the action
of assumpsit. Where a man had undertaken

(assumpsit) a duty he

was held

liable if

he per-

formed it badly; for example, if a farrier pricked
a horse's hoof in shoeing it. The next step was to
hold him liable if he undertook to do something
and did nothing. This extension of assumpsit
from misfeasance to non-feasance made it possible to use what was really an action in tort for
the redress of breach of any contract in which
there had been an undertaking. Assumpsit is the
foundation of almost the whole of the modern
law of contract. At the same tune it has made
distinction between liability in tort and in contract difficult; and it has also blurred the lines
between both these categories on the one hand
and quasi-contract on the other, for by indebitatus assumpsit the writ of assumpsit was adapted
to claims which were in the nature of debts and

hence really quasi-contractual.

During the period in which a procedural approach completely dominated English law this
confusion of tort with contract was unobjectionable in practise and indeed occasionally helped
the growth of the substantive law; alternative

remedies were useful at a time when the selection
of the right form of action was vital to the success
of the plaintiff. But when the importance of

forms of action disappeared in the nineteenth
century, the implications of tort, contract and
quasi-contract had some unfortunate results.

named

unjustifiable

torts-Dassault,

harm

inflicted

battery, deceit

by one

and so

outside which no liability in tort exists.
Considerable weight must be attached to the
forth

word

unjustifiable in the first view. If the de-

fendant can prove some justification recognized
by the law for the injury which he has caused,
the plaintiff has no case. Hence it does not follow
for a moment that an injured person can expect
success in an action for any and every harm
which he has suffered. The courts may well deny

him

redress either because he has alleged that a

comparticular tort, e.g. defamation, has been
mitted and has failed to establish its constituent
elements; or because he demands compensation
for a wrong which the courts consider it impolitic

remedy or which they prefer to leave to the
But what they never
do is to deny a remedy
simply because the claim is a novel one and the
to

legislature to deal with.
have done and never will

wrong alleged is incapable of being classified
under any tort which has received a special
name. They are naturally cautious in admitting
the creation of new remedies; but the whole history of the law of tort has shown a steady expansion in the creation of new remedies or, what
amounts to the same thing, new torts. This was
so with the old action of trespass upon the case
and has continued since forms of action have
disappeared. The chief objection to the second
view lies in this fact: its logical consequence is
that the courts cannot create a new tort, which is

Tort
patently false. Its chief support is derived from
some decisions in which the plaintiff failed to

on the ground that the harm which he
had suffered was damnum absque injuria; but
these appear to be explicable by the fact that the
injury sustained was justifiable by reason of one
recover

of the recognized legal excuses.
In the early law very little attention was paid
to whether an injurious act was intentional or
negligent; either way the doer was liable, and

was notably so

this

In

in trespass.

fact liability

harm was

often so stringent that it was imposed even where there was neither intention
nor negligence on the part of the doer. It has
for

been somewhat

from

this that
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be no negligence unless the law holds that there
is a duty to take care in the first instance, and
there has been a steady tendency on the part of
the judges to extend the duty to take care to an
increasing variety of human relations. The laissez faire attitude of the law has been replaced by
a much greater regard for the safety and health

of citizens, and this attitude has been forced

upon the citizen in his private dealings with his
fellow men. This has been proved not only hi
the wide scope given to the tort of negligence
but also in the invention of new forms of strict

The starting point here was the famous
decision in Rylands v. Fletcher [Law Reports,

liability.

House of Lords,

his peril." This, however, is an overstatement,
for throughout the history of the law inevitable

330], where it was laid
a person keeps upon his own land
anything likely to do mischief if it escapes, he is
prima facie answerable for all the damage which

accident, which often passed current under other
less technical phrases, was generally reckoned a

this decision did was, first, to state as of general

liability

defense.

hastily inferred

was "absolute" or

that "a

At the present day

man

acted at

liability in tort

may

exist not only for intentional or negligent wrongs
but also in two chief classes of cases for wrongs

in

which neither intention nor personal neg-

ligence

is

discernible; these are,

first,

the vicari-

ous responsibility of a master or a principal for
the torts of his servants or agents committed in
the course of their employment and, secondly,
torts of strict liability. "Quasi-delict" has been
suggested as the correct term for these two
classes as well as for

what has been
fault," but thus

some other

instances of

styled "responsibility without

far the suggestion has not met
with general acceptance.
Another mental element to be distinguished
from intention and negligence is motive. For the
last generation or more it has been settled that

conduct otherwise lawful, e.g. fair business
competition, does not become tortious merely
because it is accompanied by an evil motive.
Such evil motive has been infelicitously called
"malice," as that term has occasionally been
used to signify mere intention and not motive at
all.

Exceptionally malice in the sense of evil

motive must be proved as an essential in some

(1868) 3

down

is

that

if

the natural consequence of

its

escape.

What

application a rule which had long been applicable to damage done by the escape of fire, filth
or cattle; and, secondly, to make the liability

more

strict than that in negligence by imposing
on an occupier of land for the default of a
person hired by him who was not his servant
but "an independent contractor" or indeed for
the default of anyone who was not a trespasser.
Such was the origin of torts of strict liability,
and they have been extended in several direcit

tions since 1868, although the degree of strictness has not always been the same as that in

Ryknds

v, Fletcher.

Examples are

liability

of

the occupier of premises to visitors for defects in
the premises; of the manufacturer of dangerous
chattels to the ultimate user or

them; of the person

who engages

consumer of

in a

dangerous

process which injures his neighbor. Another
striking change in the law has been the creation
of liability on the part of an employer to his employee for any injury suffered in the course of
his employment. Exactly the opposite rule had

been

laid

down in a kw court in

vicious doctrine of "common

1837,

when the

employment" was

torts like malicious prosecution

and malicious
inducement of breach of contract. The law on

invented; and it was not until sixty years later
that any really adequate legisktion was passed
to reform the kw. Now, by successive work-

this point is very unsatisfactory.

men's compensation

During the last century the kw of tort has
undergone a remarkable development. Although
originally simply a particular mode of commit-

acts, the doctrine

has been

well nigh abolished. Yet another reform, albeit
a crabbed and partial one, was the English

ting a tort, negligence in the earlier part of the
nineteenth century acquired an additional as-

Fatal Accidents Act, 1846, which to some extent
got rid of the common law rule that if a person
were killed by a tortious injury, his relatives

becoming also an independent tort. Its expansion as such has been enormous. There can

could recover nothing. Simikr legisktion has
been enacted in the United States.

pect,
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If any broad general tendency can be traced
in the growth of the modern law of tort, it is the

human

and

safety ought to be protected at least as adequately as the ownership or

idea that

life

possession of property. Formerly

it

was often

expensive in law for a man to inflict
careless harm on his neighbor's person than on
his neighbor's property. Various causes have

much

less

been responsible for the change of attitude.
Mechanical inventions have greatly increased
the dangers to life, and at the same time the
rather harsh individualism of

some

of the earlier

Victorian judges has been replaced by a wider
and more humane legal conception of the duty

which a man owes to another. This

is not to say
conception squares with the
ethical idea of duty. It must of necessity fall
short of the latter in many respects; but even

that

the

legal

was damnum

injuria created

by the Lex

aquilia.

The

Aquilian action provided a general right of
recovery for injuries to property arising from
positive acts. It represented a new point of departure in

Roman

law.

While intention was

normally required for delictual liability, negligence sufficed as a basis for the Aquilian action.
Again, while the Roman law of delict was dominated by penal conceptions, the Aquilian action

was

essentially compensatory.

The obligations quasi ex

delicto in

Roman

law

corresponded roughly to vicarious responsibility
in tort. They included liability for damage
caused by objects falling or thrown from a building and liability of carriers and innkeepers for
damage by their employees. The

theft or wilful

expression quad ex delicto is obviously the source
(quite unhistorical) of the suggestion that vicari-

allowing for this inevitability, there is still room
improvement in the law of tort in several di-

ous

for

quasi-delict.

rections. For instance, it is very doubtful
whether offensive invasion of personal privacy

The Germanic law of delict was, like the
Roman, dominated by penal ideas. The prin-

for
(e.g. the unauthorized use of a photograph
advertising purposes) which does not amount to

ciple of strict liability, however, prevailed in the
Germanic law. The former characteristic was

defamation or to a private nuisance is tortious in
English law. It is tortious, however, in many
states of the United States, probably because the
need for protection there is stronger on account

abrogated by the development of a public law of
crimes, while the latter was undermined by the
reception of the Roman law. By virtue of its

of the unscrupulousness of some advertisers.
Again, the law as to combination in trade disunsatisfactory, not so much upon
ethical ground as by reason of the confusion

putes

is

uncertainty which
is true,

still

beset

it.

any
and

Trade unions,

it

have been put by Parliament in a posi-

tion of general

immunity from actions

in tort;

remain personally liable
for any wrongful act done on behalf of the
union, and it is still a vexed question whether
there is any such tort as conspiracy, i e. whether
it
may be unlawful to do in combination something which is lawful if done by one person only.
but union

officials still

Yet again, in spite of the development of the tort
of negligence the courts are perhaps unduly
sluggish in holding a man responsible for his
omissions as distinguished from his acts. But

he who does nothing has always been freer from
legal liability than he who does ill.
In the developed Roman law of Justinian's
time the idea of tort appears under obligationes ex
delicto and quasi ex delicto. Some nine named
wrongs were included in the former category;
but some of them, for instance, injuria (injury to
the person) and dolus (deceit), had a very wide
application. From the point of view of its subsequent history the most important Roman tort

liability in

Anglo-American law be termed

general and compensatory character as well as
its recognition of liability for fault the Aquilian
action

became the basis of the modern European
It was necessary only to extend it to

law of delict.

include injuries to persons as well as property

and to omissions as well as positive acts.
While in substance the modern continental
codes have attained at least much the same ends
as the

Anglo-American law of tort, they differ
from it in formal expression and

toto caelo

method of development. They present superan appearance of extreme simplicity. The
whole of the French law of tort is seemingly
contained in only five articles of the Code civil
ficially

(sects. 1382-86). The first of these kys down the
general principle that "every act of any person
which causes loss to another binds him by whose

make it good." The later
somewhat more detailed
botn France and Germany

fault the loss occurs to

German

Civil

Code

is

(arts. 823-53), but in
jurisprudence (case law) and doctrine (professional literature) have created an entire body of
of
interpretative law which makes the provisions

the codes by themselves nothing but vague direction posts as to what the law is.

In some respects the law of torts in various
continental countries is more advanced than the

Anglo-American. There has been applied a

Totemism

Tort

doctrine of "abuse of rights," under which
spiteful or malicious exercise by an individual of
his private rights

reckoned as unlawful. Both

is

German and Swiss civil codes, by expressly

providing for liability for acts 'against good morals ,"
have provided the courts with a flexible principle
'

for expanding the law of torts; in practice this
principle is less flexible than might appear.
Absence of liability in case of wrongful death has

never prevailed in modern continental law.
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TOTEMISM. Among many

primitive tribes
divided into sibs (clans or gentes) the sib name
is derived from an animal, plant or natural
object; the sib mates display special attitudes

toward these creatures or things, which in this
connection are designated by anthropologists as
totems. The institution which comprises the
their totems and the attendant beliefs,
customs and rituals is called totemism; whereas
sibs,

the

sum

total of

totemic features in a particular

tribe or tribal

group is usually designated as a
totemic complex. In North America totemism
occurs in the northwest, in the eastern plains, in
the woodlands, in the southeast and southwest
and among some tribes of California; it is to be

found among the Mexican Indians; in South
America many Arawak and Ges speaking tribes
have totemism, and probably not a few others;
in Africa

it is

common

in the vast territory be-

tween the Sahara and the desert of Kalahari and
on the island of Madagascar; perhaps half of the
more primitive tribes of India have totemism;
in

Australia

it

is

universal except for

some

coastal tribes of the east, south and west; in
Melanesia totemism exists in southeastern

New

Guinea, on the Solomon Islands and on the New
Hebrides, on the islands of the Torres Straits
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in several other localities;

it is

found also in

and among the more western Polynesians.
Totemic complexes vary greatly in their concrete composition; even the more typical
Fiji

short of universality. The
sibs of the American northwest, for example, do
not follow the common practise of deriving their

totemic features

names from

fall

their totems

but are named after

Africa also totems do not always
function as sib eponyms. Among the Iroquois
localities; in

and the Zufti the totem is merely a sib name and
no other relevant ideas or practises are in evidence, not even the tabu on the totem, the prohibition to kill or eat the

eponymous

creature,

which together with the totemic name is among
the most regular features of totemism. In
Australia and Melanesia this tabu is most pro-

Animals are generally preferred as totems, and
next to animals, birds; among some Melanesian
tribes, however, only birds occur as totems, and
in others all the totems are plants. On Tikopia
Island, in Fiji and in southeastern New Guinea

"linked totems" are

common, each

more than one totem;

for example, a bird, a fish,

sib having

a snake and perhaps a plant. In a number of
tribes in Oceania, Africa and North America
there are "split totems" the tongue or tail or
the horns of an animal figure as the totem instead of a whole creature.

From the standpoint of the relative role
played by the different features in a totemic
complex there is further variability. Thus in
central Australia the magical totemic intichiuma
ceremonies performed for

its

totem by each of

frequently is the central
aspect of a totemic complex the very word for
the totem in several Bantu languages means

the totemic sibs with the aim and supposed
result of multiplying the animals and birds

"the forbidden thing." In America, however,
the totemic tabu is often but slightly developed
or altogether absent. Totemic descent whereby the totem is regarded as a remote ancestor

totemic situation.

nounced; in Africa

it

appears in a somewhat veiled form in Australia;
it is marked and precise in Melanesia; in Africa
it does not seem to occur; in America the Indians
of the northwest coast believe that a

an

ancestral

human group

member

entered

into

of

a

physical relationship with the crest animal, a
notion related to the belief in totemic descent, in

so far as both ideas emphasize the biological
closeness of the totemic species and its human

devotees.

Exogamy

of the totemic sib

is

very

common and even typical in most totemic areas,
yet

among the Tlingit and Haida

social

groups are

the exogamous

really the phratries

which

also

have crests like the clans comprised in the
phratries, whereas the clans are exogamous not
as clans but as parts of a phratry. In Australia
also intermarriage within the totemic sib occurs
only by

way

of exception

among some

of the

central tribes, but here again the business of
intermarriage is really attended to by phratries,
classes or subclasses (non-totemic groupings
within the phratry) and, in the last analysis, by

groups of blood

relatives.

In Africa instances are

common where

the exogamous group is either
wider than the totemic or constitutes a part of it;
while among some tribes of the Atlantic coast,

such as the Herero, Bavili, Tshi and others,
two social groupings are observable, one into
maternal sibs (clans) which are exogamous but
non-totemic and another into paternal sibs
(gentes) which are totemic but non-exogamous.

which figure

as totems stand in the center of the

Among

the Indians of the

northwest coast the central feature is the totemic
art, consisting of carved totem poles from which
the myths and ceremonies take their character.
Here the crest, that is the totemic carving, is the
sacred thing from which spring the emotional
values of the totemic complex; the animal or
bird itself is of no importance, nor are there

customs or attitudes associated with it.
In Africa the totem as the tabued thing often

special

plays a correspondingly predominant role.
The features associated with totemism are not
specifically or inherently totemic but represent
widespread cultural traits which occur also outside of totemism. Animal and bird names are
bestowed upon religious societies, particular individuals and manufactured objects (boats,
shields, houses). Not all tabued creatures are
totems the cow, although not a totem, is tabu
in India; the sacred bull, also not a totem, was
tabu in Egypt; the snake was tabu in many
times and places that knew no totemism. The
animal tabu moreover is only one aspect of tabu:
the connotation of the Polynesian tabu is not
totemic, and the religion of the Eskimo, who
has neither totems nor sibs, is tabu ridden.
The magical multiplication ceremonies are
totemic in central Australia, but perhaps nowhere else; the Malay tribes perform such
ceremonies but not for totems. The bond
between totemism and exogamy is equally
casual. Dual divisions or phratries, whether or
not these have animal names, are at least as
frequently exogamous as are totemic sibs. Sibs
moreover are as a rule exogamous, whether

'

Totcmism
totemic or not; exogamy in other instances
attaches to local groups, and practically universal avoidance of incest between close blood
relatives

expresses

in

itself

an

exogamous

interdict.

it

as a

"hypertrophy

of the social instinct" and Thurnwald as a sort
human group." If the

of "self adoration of the
concrete

content

of

a

totemic

complex

totemically indifferent, the peculiarity,

Wherever totemism is more than a system of
names the attitudes toward the

sibs with animal

totems, whether entertained as ideas or practised
as rites, are not of the matter of fact or secular
variety. To this extent Durkheim was correct

when he

stressed the sacred character of the
totemic realm. Nevertheless, totem worship in
a stricter sense is exceedingly rare; Jevons,

Gomme, Wundt and others have made much of
totemism as a religion, but the religious aspect
in totemism is in fact relatively slight. The
totem is regarded as a friend, a protector, something of one's
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Reinach has characterized

own

kind;

it is

usually treated

with respect, but it is not a god, nor does the
imagination of the totemite endow it with

powers greatly beyond the human. The fact that
is not an individual but a
species or a
class and that totems vary from sib to sib seems
the totem

if

is

any,

of the totemic combination may rest in the way
the different features are distributed or put
together.

When

a totemic complex is examined from
one finds it to be constituted in the

this angle,

following way. The different totemic features
appear as sib characteristics. Each sib is fitted
out with a set of totemic features. These sets are
strictly comparable, as between sib and sib; but
descriptively speaking, each set is different, in
so far as each sib has a different totem, and the
associated myths, customs, rituals, are therefore
also different, descriptively. Just as names serve
to differentiate or classify a group of sibs, so here
sets of totemic features, including names, serve
to classify and distinguish the sibs. What we find
then is that a totemic complex comprises or is

by a group of totemic sibs which are
in form but different in specific

carried

to preclude, or at least render unlikely, a religious attitude of great fervor. The totemic
attitudes do not moreover, in any known in-

identical

stance, exhaust the religious orientation of a
group: there is always also magic and animism

tribal set of religious societies frequently pre-

and beyond totemism.
Psychological attitudes toward totems are

in addition to

content.

There
sents a

is,

however, a further

somewhat

group of totemic

difficulty.

A

distracting similitude to a
sibs;

many

features are often the same,

of the concrete

and there

is

further

always of a kind to reveal the totems as objects
of enhanced emotional value. Although the

the element of socialization as well as the formal
homology and descriptive disparity of the

totemic species may not be any more powerful
or awesome than natural things and creatures

societies.

generally, as viewed by primitives, yet it is
extraordinary to its own totemites in so far as
it is mated to them by bonds of psychic or even
physical relationship. Its powers, such as they
are, are at the totemites' disposal, and they in

regard and protection. As a religion,
then, totemism is democratic; a mildly sacred
realm of nature is drawn into a human social

turn

owe it

system on terms almost of equality. This peform of socialized mysticism is characteristic of totemism, differentiating it from the
more marked forms of the religious attitude as
manifested in magic, in the various kinds of
animism and in the worship of more or less
culiar

anthropomorphic

deities.

There

is

a further

elaboration of the process in so far as each totem
both unites the

is socialized in a sib; this fact

sibs

and contrasts them, thus enhancing the

socialization of the totemic features in each sib.

With

this in view, totemism has been defined as
a "specific socialization of emotional values";

The

difference lies in the fact that

totemism is an adjunct of a social system, that in
an overwhelming preponderance of cases it is
associated with sib systems. When a tribe is
totemic therefore all of its members male and
female are totemites. A religious society, on
the other hand, is constituted a social unit solely
by the common functions or preoccupations of
its members; a tribal set of religious societies
does not comprise all the members of the
tribe

it

at best

it

the

may not include any of the women, and
comprises most of the men and some of
A further distinction lies in the fact

women.

that only in exceptional instances do religious
societies tend to be hereditary. As a religious

society is prevailingly a unisexual aggregate,
there can be no question of exogamy here; in
sibs, on the contrary, exogamy is a favorite trait,

and as such it also becomes a faithful companion
of totemism.
In the adhesion of totemism to sib systems
lie the
deeper socio-psychological reason
for the appearance and coalescence in totemism

may
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of three features, which, totemism apart, represent wholly unrelated traits of culture: the
formally identical but descriptively distinct sib
characteristics, the drawing of a mildly sacred
realm of nature into a social system, and exogamy. While not one of the three features is

inherently totemic, all three are typical adjuncts
of sib systems; and in this setting they combine
into totemism with striking frequency.
Totemism, complex in its historical

and

but mere analogy in social psystill like to romanticize about
animals, ascribe to them qualities of reason or
emotion peculiar to humans, or even superior
to them. Animal names, slightly tinged with
emotional overtones, are used to designate
individuals, groups, societies, athletic teams and
political parties. Mascots are cherished and in
time of war are invested with a halo more than
continuity

Men

chology.

quasi-totemic. Sets of analogous social units

psychological determinants, has not always developed in one way; on the contrary, the precise
histories of the different totemic complexes

regiments, college classes, professional groups
are differentiated by pins, flags and gowns. All

have undoubtedly been extremely varied. The
fact that the end products prove comparable
may be ascribed to processes of convergence

of customs, notions and values there may be
discerned bits of culture which, in a setting of

induced by the socio-psychological tendencies
which cause totemism to flourish as an adjunct
of sib systems.
In the days

and Powell, in the United States, referred
to totemism as the "naming" system of the
Americas. Haddon and Soml6 and Pikler emphasized the original economic value of the
creatures which later became totems and tabu.
first,

Schmidt, inspired by Melanesian data, spoke of
'trade-totemism" as the root of the institution.

saw in totemism

"bushsouls," then a magical system of economic reciprocity, then an outgrowth of Australian
notions about sexual conception. Hill- Tout,
generalizing the customs of the Salish, eninvisaged totemism as a social "suhaism"
dividual guardian spirits turned into sib totems.
Finally, Freud traced totemism to a patricidal
first

socialized

act in the hoary antiquity of the

"Cyclopean

family" and deduced from it religion, society,
morality and art. Most of these theories contain
a grain of truth, in so far as a more or less prominent factor in totemism or a local totemic com-

plex has been noted; but they are all hopelessly
inadequate as attempts to explain the origin and

development of totemism.

Totemism has not survived the decay of sib
systems and hence is not found in historic
times. Survivals of totemism may perhaps be
perceived in the animal tabus of Arabia, in the
half

human, half animal gods of Egypt, in the
emblems of Roman legions; in each

heraldic

however, historians have the difficult task
of demonstrating the validity of these conjectures. But fragments of totemism have survived
in another form which calls for no historic
case,

sibs,

might have coalesced and flourished as

totemism.
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In 1785 Gibbon was told that
"upwards of forty thousand English, masters
could afford

it.

and servants, are now absent on the continent,"
although he himself regarded the number as intransWith the vast improvements
port by land and sea which took place during the

m

credible.

nineteenth century and with rising incomes per

head in many countries, touring became possible
to increasing

numbers of people,

penditure of tourists

whole

districts in

is

now

until the ex-

the livelihood of

many countries and an impor-

tant element in international balances of pay-

ments.

TOURIST TRAFFIC. The

word

tourist be-

came current early in the nineteenth century as
a somewhat contemptuous synonym for traveler,
but

now used

in the social sciences, without
any person whose movements
two conditions: first, that absence from

it is

color, to describe
fulfil

home is relatively short and, second, that money
spent during absence is money derived from
home and not earned in the places visited. Thus

may be sightseers, holiday makers, religious pilgrims, invalids in search of health,
students any travelers who, as distinct from
tourists

emigrants or immigrants, intend to return home
within, say, twelve months, and who, as distinct
from migratory laborers, move in the capacity of

consumers, not producers. Tourist traffic may
be either internal, within any given country or
district, or external, crossing political frontiers.

On

the social aspects of tourist

traffic

many

different opinions are possible. Some thinkers,
in antiquity no less than in modern times, have

been ready to ascribe to travel the decay of
manners which they charged against their own
contemporaries. Others have agreed rather with
Samuel Johnson that all travel has its advantages: If the passenger visits better countries, he
may learn to improve his own, and if fortune
carries him to worse, he may learn to enjoy it."
Others again have argued that travel is not advantageous merely, but is one of the most important elements in the life of society; H. T.
'

'

Buckle, for example, put travel side by side with
gunpowder and the "discoveries made by political economy" as the three chief agents which
in modern times had lessened the love of war.
From the economic aspect modern tourist
traffic is significant in that it indicates and to
some extent itself occupies the large place belonging to services as distinct from goods in the

In the ancient Greek world tourist traffic
seems to have been fairly common rather too
common, Plato thought (Laws, sect. 950) and
in the Roman Empire there is abundant evidence
that formal tours were regularly undertaken by

economy of today. Physical goods, their production, distribution and consumption, were for

the well to do, for pleasure or instruction, to the
Bay of Naples, Sicily, Greece, Asia Minor or

long the familiar objects of economic analysis,
while services remained comparatively neglected.

Egypt; keeping largely to the beaten tracks and
furnishing a considerable revenue to innkeepers
and guides in the principal centers. In succeed-

ing centuries

many

streams of tourists are

pilgrims to holy places, such as Jerusalem, Rome or Mecca, and students to centers
of learning, such as Bologna, Paris or Oxford.
visible

Much of the traveling by mediaeval journeymen
should be regarded as tourist traffic in so far
had only a slender connection with paid
work. After the Renaissance new and important
groups of tourists began to set out in search of
also

as

it

antiquities and the arts and, somewhat later, of
the beauties or the wonders of nature, so that in

the eighteenth century the so-called grand tour
came to be regarded, in Britain particularly, as a
necessary part of education for anyone

who

In recent years, however, with increased moof persons and higher standards of living
in many countries services have probably

bility

become

a relatively larger part of total output,

and they have certainly begun to receive more
attention from theorists; not least the two groups
of services in which tourists are principally concerned transport and hotels. Moreover the
short term movement of consumers is an important supplement and often an important alternative to the movement of goods and services.
Many goods and services are traded by being
moved physically to consumers; other goods and
services which cannot be moved can be traded
none the less if consumers will move to them.

The effect
possible

of tourist traffic is thus to extend the
range of trade and to increase its
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A

snow clad range of mounpossible volume.
tains, a barren seacoast, a wilderness of heather,

ous, of the average

the objects of disgust to one generation may
become economic assets of first rate importance
to the next. And with the caprices of fashion and
the desire of tourists for change, a mere differ-

commonly employed,

to place.

number of moves from

place

A "census method" uses the principles

for example, in measuring
the velocity of circulation of money or of goods
in a warehouse. Let n be the number of tourists

be

counted in the country on December 3 1 ; let m be
the number counted on January 31 following;
and let a be the number arriving in the course of
January. Then, if p be the number departing,
p = n+a m. Granted that arrivals and de-

assessed, three principal questions must be considered: external movement, or the movement

partures are spread evenly over the month, the
average size of this changing colony of tourists is

of tourists across national frontiers; internal

m+n

ence by

itself

may be

attract tourists

A is

valuable: country

A may

from country B, simply because

not B.

If the importance of tourist traffic is to

movement, or the length of time which tourists,
foreign or national, stay away from home; and

the United States, the United

Kingdom and

New

Zealand, and sometimes also for land
traffic, as in Italy since 1930. The main condition

for

,

movement may be recorded either at

frontiers or, inside the country, at hotels and
lodgings where tourists stay. Direct frontier
records are generally used for sea traffic, as in

should be

,

and the average change

thus the average length of stay

tourist expenditure.

External

,

,

their

eifectiveness

classified,

is

that

tourists

not by nationality but by

permanent residence. A German
entering the United States is German by nationality, and if his residence is in Germany, he
ranks as a foreign tourist, and his expenditure is
an active or credit item in the balance of payments of the United States; but if his residence
is in New York, he ranks as a United States
tourist returning, and his expenditure abroad is
classed as a passive or debit item. Hotel and
lodging records, on the other hand, are generally
characteristic of inland countries, such as
Switzerland or Czechoslovakia, and of countries
like Germany where tourists for the most part
come and go overland. They have the advantage
their place of

of giving the aggregate of tourist days (tourists
times the number of days spent), upon which the
fortunes of the tourist industry primarily de-

pend, but they do not give the actual number of
tourists. For most visitors probably shift their
quarters at least once or twice in the course of a
single visit to a country, and are registered afresh
at each place; so that the total of recorded ar-

exceeds the total number of tourists by an
large amount.
Length of stay may be estimated by several

rivals

by

f^,

or simply

^2

rilevazione statistica del

...is a4-p and
,

in

it

divided

is

(Bachi, R., "Sulla

movimento

stieri" in Giornale degli economist!,

3rd

dei foreser., vol.

1921, p. 277-89). This method may be used
regularly if hotel and lodging records are availIxi,

able or occasionally, at decennial or other intervals, when the whole population is counted.

A

third system for estimating length of stay may
be called the "in-and-out lag method." If

and departures move in pronounced curves, as they commonly do, with
sharp peaks usually in the summer months, it
may be possible to calculate an average date of
arrival and an average date of departure for the
period in question. The difference between these
two average dates, the in-and-out lag, will be the
average length of stay (Aitken, A. C., "Statistical Note on the Average Length of Stay" in
Ogilvie, F. W., The Tourist Movement, p. 115tourist arrivals

The questionnaire method has within recent
years been used both by the United States and
by Canada, and in several countries important
23).

results,

responding reasonably well to tests of
sampling, have been reached in this

statistical

way.

With regard to tourist expenditure there are
main elements to be considered: transport

three

charges, maintenance charges

and sundries. The

element can never be measured with any
exactness from without, but the other two,
last

unknown but probably

transport and maintenance, often permit
sort of rough calculation. If we know the

methods. Hotel and lodging records give the
average length of stay in any one place, say four
days. If the average length of stay in the whole
country is to be arrived at, the four days must be

ber of visitors

multiplied by

some

estimate, probably precari-

countries

then

some
num-

who have come from certain
and the average length of their stay,

we can

estimate their

minimum

expendi-

tures in reaching the country of their destination
and in maintaining themselves during their stay.

Tourist Traffic
If

we know

further the type of transportation
and class of hotel used by these visitors, we can

make

estimates with greater accuracy. For purposes of international accounting transport receipts have then to be divided according to the
national ownership of the means of transport;
hotel receipts, on the other hand, unless some of
the hotels are foreign owned, are a national

risme, which in 1928 was put under the direct
supervision of the Ministry of Public Works. In
other countries semi-official or voluntary bodies,

such as the Travel and Industrial Development
Association of Great Britain and Ireland, the
Swiss Tourist Bureau or the Jugoslav Putnik,

credit simply. The third item, sundries, according to recent estimates, may possibly have

have acted under government auspices and received grants from the central treasury or from
local authorities. Among the methods used by
these agencies to attract foreign visitors are ad-

amounted to as much

vertising,

as some 30 percent of total
expenditures in certain countries.
Such calculations of expenditure, however,
are poor things compared with information ob-

tained from tourists themselves

by questionDepartment of Com-

naire. The United States
merce pioneered in the application of this
method to oversea tourists in 1927, and since

then it has published in the annual compilations
of the balance of international payments detailed
estimates which are models of their kind. In
1929, for example,

when

tourist traffic

was

at its

highest, tourists from the United States were
estimated to have spent about $296,000,000 in

Canada, $38,000,000 in Mexico and $534,000,000 overseas. This total of $868,000,000
tourist expenditure was by far the largest of the
invisible debit items

on current account; and,

credit items, it was more than
four times as large as the amount collected from

compared with

the rest of the world for war debts, interest and
principal combined ($212,000,000). There can
be no doubt that these large sums disbursed by
American tourists abroad in the years after 1918

materially helped to ease the debtor position in
to the United States as a

which the world stood

World War and its aftermath. In
on Balances of Payments issued
annually by the League of Nations estimates of
tourist expenditure and receipts have been pubresult of the

the volume

including the publication of illustrated booklets, circulars and posters; the provision of a tourist information service; the ar-

rangement of
tivals;

local fairs, expositions

and the reduction or

and

fes-

abolition of visa

charges. The regulation of tourist traffic, like the
tariff, has been used also by some governments,

Germany

notably

in 1933, as

an instrument of

policy.

The
the

rapid acceleration during the years after
transoceanic travel from

World War of

America

is apparent from figures contained in
the annual reports of the commissioner general
of immigration, 1918 to 1931 inclusive. In 1920,
137,601 citizens of the United States departed

from Atlantic ports while in 1930 the number
was 404,390. During the same decade departures
from Pacific ports increased from 14,201 to
22,829. The economic depression beginning in
1929 has, however, resulted in a decrease in
tourist traffic. Figures issued in 1931 indicate a
slight reduction in the volume of travel not only

from America to Europe but from the British
Isles to Europe. This situation has been utilized
by tourist agencies in most countries, both
official and private, to promote travel at home or
cruises in home owned ships. In the United

mount
World War and has been accompanied
rapid development of tourist camps and

States automobile travel has continued to
since the

by a

lished for about thirty countries: the three largest
credit balances being those of France, Canada

other roadside lodgings for the accommodation
of motorists. The importance of this automobile

and Italy and by far the largest debit balance
being that of the United States.

traffic is

The international aspects of tourist traffic are
now so widely regarded as important that there

source of income. In southern California, for
example, the tourist industry, according to a

is

hardly a

government

in the world

which has

Florida,

apparent in such states as California and
where tourists often rank as a major

recent unofficial estimate,

is

responsible for an

not devoted public money in one way or another
to the development of tourist facilities, with the

annual income to the community of $160,000,000 as compared with only $132,000,000

In

from motion pictures and $17,000,000 from oil.
F. W. OGILVIE

special object of attracting foreign visitors.

some

countries a government department has

been set up for this purpose, like the Italian
Ente Nazionale per le Industrie Turistiche
(ENIT), established in 1919, the Soviet Intourist or the French Office National du Tou-

See: RESORTS; HOTELS; CAMPING; LEISURE; JOURNEYMEN'S SOCIETIES; TRANSPORTATION; ROADS; AUTOMO'
BILE INDUSTRY.
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TOURVILLE,

HENRI

DE

(1842-1903),

French

ough

sociologist. Tourville received a thortraining in history and attended courses at

Paris at the Ecole des Chartes,

where he became

associated with agroup of young liberal Catholics.
In 1865 he entered the seminary at Issy and
embarked on an ecclesiastical career, becoming
vicar of the church of St. Augustine at Paris in
1873. Previously, however, he had made the
acquaintance of Frederic Le Play and had set out

to devote himself to the study and teaching of
the latter's doctrines of social science, which in
France have stood opposed to the sociology of

the positivists.
Tourville began by adopting Le Play's ideas,
his theory of the classification of family types
and his procedure for the study of family

budgets, and from 1876 he concentrated upon
organizing a regular course of instruction on the
method and doctrine of Le Play. After his
master's

death,

however, Tourville departed
disciples who remained

from the orthodox

grouped about the review the Rtforme

sociale, in

order to undertake the publication of a dissident
organ, the Science sociale, with Paul de Rousiers,

Edmond Demohns,
Pmot

Paul Bureau and Robert

as its outstanding collaborators.

In Le Play's work Tourville distinguished the
method from the conclusions. He criticized the
method for being too narrow and artificial and
for failing to take account of numerous aspects
of social

life;

the classification, or nomenclature,

of social facts which he formulated in 1883, and
which served as a framework for the work of his

was quite independent of the mathematical study of family budgets. Le Play's conclusions seemed to Tourville incomplete and
disciples,

hasty. He contended that even if the family were
considered the social type of grouping, it should
be studied not by itself but in terms of the factors

which condition

it.

These

factors are place,

work, ownership, system of movable property,
wages and savings. Furthermore the family

ought to be studied not only with regard to
means of existence but also with regard to

its

its

organization, its various modes and phases of
existence. Moreover the analysis of forms of
private life includes the study of protective associations (commercial, intellectual and religious),
of free associations (neighborhood and fraternal

groupings) and of compulsory associations (communes, unions of communes, cities, sections,
provinces and states). Such a survey should
enumerate the different and successive points of
view whereby a people might be studied in its
relationship to a national territory, whether in
its private or in its public life, and to this should
be added the study of alien peoples, the effects
of foreign developments

and the

history of the

Townsend

Tourist Traffic
particular people according to its rank in

human

development.
Tourville created a school of travel for research and then a school of social science. He
participated in formulating the plans for the

founding of the Ecole des Roches subsequently
established

by Demolms.

RENE HUBERT
Works' Histoire de la formation particulariste L'origine
1905), tr. as The
1907); Piete
Lettres
de
Vabbd
de
Tourville
(Pans 1928).
confiante.

des grands peuples actuels (Paris

Growth of Modern Nations (New York

Consult: Bureau, Paul, "L'oeuvre de Henri de Tourand Rousiers, P. de, "L'e'cole de la science
sociale et sa me'thode" in Science sociale, vol. xxxv

ville,"

(1903) 465-96, and n.s

,

vol.

i

(1904) 18-43.

TOUT, THOMAS FREDERICK
1939), British historian.
Tout was a professor in

(1855-

From 1890 until 1925
Owens College, Man-

chester, which became an independent university in 1900. During this period and largely as a
result of his personality and devotion the Manchester school of history came to form one of the
principal centers of historical inquiry in Eng-

a great teacher and both directly
and through his pupils he influenced the course
in
research
of
many different fields of mediaeval

land.

Tout was

history.

The

distinctive

and most important

part of his own work was in the administrative
fourhistory of England in the thirteenth and

teenth centuries.

The

administrative as distinct

from the constitutional history of the period had
not attracted any of the great historians of the
it
previous generation, and the treatment which
had received from other writers was antiquarian
in character Tout placed its importance beyond
dispute in his two chief works, The Place of the

Reign of Edward n in English History (Manchesthe Administrative
1914) and Chapters in
ManHistory of Mediaeval England (6 vols.,
ter

chester 1920-33). Earlier historians had recognized the part played by the king's household in
of England under the Norman
the

government
early Angevin kings. Tout showed that it
remained of primary significance in the organi-

and

zation of the English state until the end of the
fourteenth century, and that many constitutional
crises resulted from the determination of successive kings to entrust the work of government,

so far as possible, to officials over whom they had
direct control. This view gave a new significance
to the changes in the tenure of the household
offices during this period; Tout investigated
these in detail, devoting much research to the
personal history of their holders. The details
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which he collected were related throughout his
work to the general history of England, and the
chapters which he devoted to the contemporary
course of events showed that he possessed unusual gifts as a writer of narrative.
F. M.

STENTON

Consult: Powicke, F. M., "Memoir" in The Collected
Papers of T. F. Tout, University of Manchester, Publications, Historical series, no, 63, vol. i- (Manchester
1932- ) p. 1-24; Little, A. G.,
History, n.s., vol.

m

xiv (1929-30) 313-22.
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TOWNSEND, JOSEPH

(1739-1816), English

clergyman and geologist. After receiving a master's degree at Cambridge in 1765 Townsend
studied medicine in Edinburgh. Subsequently

he took orders and became rector of Pewsey,
Wiltshire. He was a friend of William Smith,
"the father of English geology," and was himself known among contemporaries as a geologist.
He arranged an elaborate collection of English
fossils and published a work entitled The
Character of Moses Established for Veracity as an
Historian (2 vols., Bath 1813-15). His best
known works, A Dissertation on the Poor Laws

A

ed. 1817) and
Journey
through Spain in the Years If86 and 1787 (3
vols., London 1791; 3rd ed. Bath 1814), give

(London 1786, jrd

him
phy.

significance in the annals of social philosoJ. R. M'Culloch averred that Townsend's

ideas were "not so much a foreshadowing of
Malthus' theory, as the theory itself. And only
required to have been presented in a more detailed and systematic manner to have anticipated
the Essay on Population." Malthus did not
mention Townsend in the first (1798) edition of
the Essay on the Principle of Population. In the
second edition (1803) he expressed surprise that
Townsend's ideas on population, with those of
Franklin, Steuart and Arthur Young, had not
excited public attention. Malthus moreover expressly omitted specific treatment of the population of Spain on the ground that he could add
little to what had been so well done
by Townsend. The Dissertation was a trenchant argument
from the decidedly ruling class point of view of
the time. The poor are a lower order of beings
provided by God and nature for manual toil. In
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general only hunger will spur them to work.
Consequently the right to charity does not exist,
and all public relief shoud be discontinued. The

hoeing, but he did not adopt the drill. Norfolk
turnips were sown broadcast. They were also
plentifully manured. This made possible the

Journey through Spain, a curious medley on
Spanish topography, mineralogy, soils, agri-

clover

four-course husbandry of wheat, turnips, barley,
eliminating the fallow which spread

industry, finance and
Townsend's encyclopaedic

widely in Norfolk and England, although in
Norfolk a more elaborate six or seven-course

His importance, however, lies in the
he attacked the poor laws and anticipated most of the essentials and some of the
details of the Malthusian theory.
A. B. WOLFE

rotation was often followed. Above all Townshend was a great example of the farming
aristocrat and resident landlord to whose enter-

Consult: Loch, C.

Consult-

culture,

manners,

population,
reflects

interests.

fact that

in Palgrave's Dictionary of
Political Economy, 3 vols. (new ed. 1923-26) vol. ui,
S.,

P- 553-54; Malthus, T. R., Essay on the Principle of
Population (8th ed. London 1878) p. 184-85, 448-49;
M'Culloch, J. R., Preface to his edition of S J. L.
Overstone's Select Collection of Scarce and Valuable

Tracts (London 1859) p. xx-xxi, Cannan, Edwin,
History of the Theories of Production and Distribution
in English Political Economy from 1776 to 1848 (3rd
ed. London 1917) p. 129-30.

prise British agriculture

is

greatly indebted.

T. H. MARSHALL
"The

State of

Husbandly in Norfolk"

in

Gentleman's

Magazine, vol. xxii (1752) 453-55.
501-04; Great Britain, Board of Agriculture, General
View of the Agriculture of the County of Norfolk by
Nathaniel Kent (2nd ed. 1813) p. 39-49; Ernie, Lord
(Prothero, R. E.), English Farming Past and Present
(4th ed.

London

1926) p. 173-75.

TOYNBEE, ARNOLD

(1852-83),

English

Following a number of in-

economic historian and social reformer. Toynbee was the son of Joseph Toynbee, a famous
aurist who took an active part in the movements
for public health and town improvement. He
was a tutor of Balliol College, Oxford, from 1878
to his death. In that short time he made himself
a great force both in Oxford and outside. His
lectures on industrial problems, afterwards

creasingly serious disagreements with Walpole

collected as Lectures on the Industrial Revolution

he retired from public life in 1730 and devoted
himself to the development of his estates at
Rainham in Norfolk. He was the first of the
famous improving landlords of the eighteenth

of the Eighteenth Century in England (London
1884; new ed. 1908), established industrial

SECOND

TOWNSHEND,
CHARLES

(1674-1738),

VISCOUNT

British

statesman

and agriculturist. As secretary of state for foreign
affairs under George I and George n Townshend exerted considerable influence upon English foreign policy.

century.

The

popularity

of

his

nickname,

"Turnip Townshend," has

led to the exaggeration of his importance as an innovator. He was
not the first to grow turnips as a field crop, still
less to

introduce

them

into England. Turnips
when sown in fields"

are "very advantageous,

says the Dictionarium Rusticum of 1704. Turnips
became a field crop "sixty years ago," wrote
Ellis in 1733 (Chiltern and Vale Farm-

William

history as a subject for serious study at Oxford.
Outside he helped trade unions, friendly societies,

the cooperative movement, church re-

all efforts to improve town life. The
importance of his short life was twofold. As a
teacher he had a profound influence in the field
of economics, for he was at once a humanist and
an economist. He thus approached economic
problems with a wide and catholic interest in the

form and

man and the significance of character.

history of

to use

If he had lived longer he would probably have
written an important book on economic history,

marl on light soil. This was probably an old
Norfolk practise the old pits were there and
was being followed in Somerset and Stafford-

he had historical imagination, vast knowledge, a passion for accuracy and a rare sense for
what was relevant and important in the mass of

Yet within fifty years of Townshend 's death the farming of Norfolk had been
revolutionized, mainly by his influence. Farmers are afraid of novelties and cannot take ex-

facts that

ing,

London

1733).

Nor was he

the

first

shire in his day.

travagant risks. Townshend incorporated the
best of the new ideas and new crops into a sys-

tem which they could safely adopt. Marl, turnips and clover were the foundation of his system. He learned from Tull the importance of

for

he studied. As

it

was he prevented the

writing of economic history from falling under
the blight of a narrow specialism. His lectures at

Oxford made a profound impression. He shook
the ascendancy of a doctrine of laissez faire,
which was apt to leave humanity out of account.
After

his

death his friends,

who

included

Jowett, T. H. Green and Lord Milner, established Toynbee Hall in the East End of London

Townsend

Trade Agreements

where rich and poor might

as a social settlement

be brought together in a common interest in the
better government of a squalid and neglected
district. Men from the universities, inheriting
Toynbee's sympathy, working in government
offices or in the professions, went to live at

Toynbee Hall, helping their neighbors by taking
part in local government or in the social life of
which Toynbee Hall, under the rule of Canon
Barnett, with its music, its art, its lectures and
libraries, was the center. Similar institutions are
now common in London and the chief towns of
England and Scotland.

JOHN LAWRENCE HAMMOND
C., Arnold Toynbee, Johns
Historical and PoHopkins University, Studies
litical Science, vol. vn, no. I (Baltimore 1889), Price,
Short History of Political Economy in England
L. L.,

Consult:

Montague, F.

m

A

(rev. ed.

London

1931) p. 178-95; Milner, Alfred,
"Reminiscence" in Toynbee's Lectures on the Industrial Revolution . . . (London 1908) p. ix-xxx.

trial code of 1869 had granted the right of
combination to workers and employers. Beginning about 1890 the system of trade agreements in these countries gradually spread to industries in which the workers showed some
organizational strength. In Germany almost

from the outset these agreements were, as their
name Tarifvertrage signifies, mainly wage and
hour schedules, except in the case of the journeymen printers. Here an elaborate system of
governmental regulation caused the German
trade unions and their socialist allies to attempt
to effect improvements in working conditions
through political activity. similar situation pre-

A

and

New

Zealand with their
systems of wage arbitration. In republican Germany after the World War the governmental role
vailed in Australia

was strengthened by

TRACY, DESTUTT DE.

See DESTUTT DE
TRACY, ANTOINE Louis CLAUDE.
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printers had demanded a national scale
of wages as early as 1848, but their first agreement was not made until 1873, after the indus-

neymen

legislation giving the state
the right to intervene to enforce collective trade
agreements, which could be made binding on a
whole trade, including the unorganized sectors

arrangements regulating

and barring individual exceptions, at the request
of one or both contracting parties through an

wages, hours of labor and conditions of work for
a stated period and are reached through collective bargaining between a trade union and an

order of the Ministry of Labor. In 1930 this
power was so augmented that the government
could compel the acceptance of an agreement

ments are

collective

or joint trade agree-

employer or association of employers. The scope
of the agreement, that is, whether it is applicable
to a given craft or to all crafts in an individual
plant, in a particular locality or thoughout the
country, varies with the jurisdiction and bargaining power of the union and of the employers' association and the conditions of the indus-

the development has been from
local agreements covering a single craft to those
which, if not necessarily national in scope, are at
least limited by the standards of the national or
try. Historically

international

unions.

Functionally the

trade

agreement represents a system of joint voluntary
regulation of labor conditions, the interpretation
of its terms and the adjustment of grievances be-

ing provided for by a system of voluntary conciliation as a substitute for the methods of direct action.

The

trade agreement appeared as a local

by both groups,

if

it

considered that public

While these agreements, affecting a majority of the industrial wage earners,
were still restricted in the main to wage and hour
safety so required.

schedules, a new semigovernmental institution,
the industrial relations council (q.v.), was set up
to pass

on the many

details of

working condi-

tions.

The development

in

England and in the

States, on the other hand, was almost
entirely on a voluntary basis and never reached

United

so large a proportion of workers, but where it
was in force it represented a far more compre-

hensive scheme of regulation. This was true
especially in the United States, where in many
instances trade agreements regulated every deof job conditions under varying situations
and included provisions for an institutionalized
machinery for interpretation and enforcement

tail

manifestation in some crafts about the second
half of the nineteenth century. In the United
States the earliest recorded agreement with a

as well as for the adjudication of all disputes
which might arise during the life of the agree-

was that of the Sons of

The first significant national trade agreement,

Vulcan with the iron manufacturers in 1865. In
England trade agreements on a wide scale came
into being in the i86o's. In Germany the jour-

concluded in 1891 between the Iron Molders
Union and the Stove Founders National De-

national association

ment or

at its termination.

fense Association, stioulated a

method of settling
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industrial disputes without suspension of work
and upon its renewal was extended to include

the setting of a general rate of molders' wages
each year as well as provisions determining the
ratio of apprentices to

journeymen and

regulat-

ing the introduction of machinery. The success
of this agreement led to attempts to make similar
arrangements with the National Founders' As-

and with the National Metal
Trades Union Association in 1900. These were
of short duration, however, and in 1903 the iron
molders agreement was terminated because of a
dispute over apprenticeship and use of machinery. An even more difficult problem consociation in 1898

1

hand, with

its

close corporate ownership

and

restricted area of production the mine workers'
union for some time was forced to depend on

governmental conciliation for its agreements.
The first agreement was the result of an arbitration award by a governmental commission, after
the strike of 1902, settlement of disputes being
entrusted to "outside" conciliators.

ment, although signed by

The

officers of

agree-

the na-

tional union, did not recognize their affiliation;
this situation persisted until 1912, when an

agreement was signed on behalf of a non-existent union, the "Anthracite Mine Workers' Organization."

The

system of conciliation

now

fronting the trade agreement, especially in industries characterized by close corporate semi-

more

monopolistic ownership, as in the case of the
steel industry, was the capacity of the union to

Other examples of trade agreement as a
regulating working conditions in
highly competitive industries are to be found in
the men's clothing and in the women's garment
industries. In the former the trade agreement
appeared after a long and violent strike in
Chicago in 1910; since that time it has been extended to other centers. While wage and even
hour schedules may vary for districts, the national union participates in regional negotiations.
Although the preferential rather than the closed
shop prevails, the trade agreement and the
machinery for adjudication cover a wide range of

organize on a nation wide basis and thus to control

wage conditions.

It

was this

difficulty

which

led to the refusal in 1901 of the American Steel
Hoop Company to negotiate a national agree-

ment with the

hitherto powerful

Amalgamated

Association of Iron and Steel Workers, and
which culminated in an unsuccessful strike with
disastrous results for the union.

A very significant development in this period
was the

joint agreement concluded in 1898 in
the "central competitive field" of the bituminous coal industry, which has been characterized

by wide
As early

variation in conditions of production.
as 1886 the mine workers' union pro-

posed a regional agreement in order to enforce
"competitive equality" and to eliminate cutthroat competition in labor standards. But it was
not until the victorious and widespread strike of

1897 that the operators of the four states in this
area could be induced to act jointly. Since that

time a number of similar agreements have been
reached for other coal producing areas, the basic
conditions of the central competitive field serving as the standard for adjustment. During and
after the World War the bituminous coal agree-

ments were negotiated on a national basis; no
agreement was made in the outlying fields until
negotiations had been completed in the central
competitive field. The gradual encroachment of
the non-union fields upon the markets of the
union producers led to a breakdown of this system after a quarter of a century of operation; and
the Jacksonville agreement of 1924, terminating
in 1927, was the last widespread agreement in
the bituminous fields prior to the inauguration
of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

In the anthracite coal industry, on the other

nearly resembles that in the bituminous

coal industry.

method of

conditions, including piecework rates, production standards and introduction of machinery.

In Chicago a unique feature of the agreein the men's clothing trade is the provision, dating from about 1923, for an unemployment insurance fund based on the joint
contributions of workers and employers and administered through a joint office. While this
fund does not provide for long time unemployment, it represents an attempt to furnish un-

ment

employment relief through collective bargaining
and without governmental intervention. Similar

unemployment insurance funds
have been included in the New York and Cleveland women's garment markets and in the New
York dress industry, under agreement with the
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union,
provisions for

which also has trade agreements in other localities and in numerous branches of the women's
garment industry. In New York the scope of
joint regulation in the industry has been extended to the enforcement of sanitary conditions
through a joint board of sanitary control, which
for a period also was entrusted with the issuance
of a label testifying to the production of gar-

ments under prescribed conditions.

Trade Agreements
A
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type of agreement which establishes permanent united action among workers organized
separately in different crafts has been developed

the very essence of trade unionism. Violation of
these agreements by "outlaw strikes" has been

the railroad shopmen. The desire of the
crafts to enter into agreements expiring simultaneously led to the formation of system federa-

charters or

among

then to the Railway Employees Department of the American Federation of Labor and
tions,

ultimately to one agreement covering all shop
employees on a particular railroad system in-

stead of single agreements with each craft. In
September, 1919, the United States Railroad
Administration and the shopmen's unions concluded national agreements which embodied
very liberal principles in regard to rules and job

punished in many unions by suspension of

by

expulsion.

Indeed the instrument of the trade agreement
has been a powerful factor in the centralization
of control in trade union organizations. While
local

autonomy may play some

part in the negoagreements and the setting of local
standards, the necessity for national standards
has minimized the importance of the local body.
tiation of

Moreover, although many unions provide for

the return of the railroads to

the selection of negotiators in a general representative convention, which may also pass on the
scale, in others authority to make such agreements is vested in the officials.While this view is

private management in 1920 employers' pressure
for the abolition of the national agreements led

consonant with the conservative concept of the
function of trade unionism, the syndicalists and

conditions.

Upon

to the national

shopmen's

strike in 1922.

The extent and

coverage of trade agreements
in the United States cannot be ascertained from
any published statistics. Roughly they can be
said to have corresponded to the number of
organized workers, although in some localities
crafts where the union considers its power
sufficient there is no use for the written agree-

and

ment. Undoubtedly the depression beginning
in 1929 and the loss of union strength tended to
retard the development, both in scope and in
effectiveness.

Generally speaking, despite

many

differences

Great Britain
resemble closely those of the United States. National agreements or standards have been gradin details the trade agreements of

ually replacing local

and

district

agreements,
which, however, still obtain in the industries
and services supplying a limited market. Accordof Trade for 1910,
ing to a study by the Board
there were 1696 agreements covering 2,400,000
workers, a number almost equivalent to the
trade union membership of that year. In the
for the
building trade, where agreements were
most part local, there were no fewer than 803,
covering 200,000 workers; whereas in the mining

and quarrying industries, where agreements are
recorded for
regional in scope, only 56 were
900,000 workers. Although provision for governmental minimum wage regulation exists in
certain sweated industries and in agriculture,
there may be supplementary collective agreements.

The

coverage of trade agreements in

England has kept pace on the whole with trade
union membership.
Most American and British trade union leaders have considered the trade agreement to be

other revolutionary unionists oppose the trade
agreement as a manifestation of class collabora-

and are at most willing to make only agreements of brief duration, which they do not consider binding. This explains in part the virtual
tion

non-existence of the trade agreement in pre-war
France, dominated as it was by syndicalist
unionism. In general American trade unions
have looked with some suspicion on the use of

the machinery of government to enforce agree-

ments. Curiously enough, however, it was one
of the more progressive of the American unions,
the International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union, which when faced by an attempt of employers tc annul a trade agreement secured an

injunction which was later made permanent.
The trade agreement is now a common institution in

most industrial countries. In France,

Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium and Czechoslovakia agreements covering
a large proportion of the workers are voluntary
but regulated; in Austria and in Norway they are

regulated and in part obligatory. In Italy and the
Soviet Union trade agreements are compulsory.

In both countries trade agreements were practically unknown in the pre-war period. The
advent of Fascism halted the post-war development of voluntary agreements and substituted
instead a system of agreements regularized and
virtually enforced by the government. Hitlerite
Germany has left the regulation of labor conditions almost entirely in the hands of the employers.

In Soviet Russia collective agreements are
arranged between the unions and the various
industrial trusts and include unorganized workers as well. It is forbidden to violate the pro-
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Labor Code in regard to wages,
working conditions and hours of labor or to
the
from
wages and hours of labor specidepart
fied in the planned control figures. Another
check is that wage increases may be dependent
upon increases in productivity. Within these
visions of the

may be

suggested by the
workers in general meetings. Adjustments of
grievances or disputes may be referred first to
the "conflict commission" and then to an arbilimits modifications

tration board or to a three-party board. Workers
and management constitute the former, and in

member

the latter the third

is

elected

by

the

other two or chosen by the organ of labor at
The decisions of both are binding.
The establishment of a system of legally en-

their request.

forceable labor codes under the National Indus-

Recovery Act has raised some question as to
the possible effect of governmental wage and
hour fixing and conciliation on the development
of the joint trade agreement in the United
trial

States. The codes provide in most cases only for
minimum standards of wages and hours; and

although the act allows for collective bargaining

above these minima,

it is

by no means

clear that

these provisions necessarily require joint agreement. In fact thus far only in those industries

which had hitherto been characterized by a well
worked out system of joint agreements has the
inauguration of the National Recovery Administration resulted in the revival, through collective agreements, of predepression conditions,
extending because of the effectiveness of the

organizing campaign to an even larger working
On the other hand, organized labor,

population.

where

it is represented in the code authority set
in these industries, has not the same power
in the machinery of enforcement and concilia-

up

it had under the previous system of twoparty impartial boards or chairmen; and in other
code authorities labor, if not well organized, has

tion as

secured no representation at all. Nor is the fact
that these agreements and codes are enforceable
at law regarded as an unqualified gain by those

who see possible adverse effects in a
system of regulation which makes the union part
of the state apparatus and dependent upon
governmental authority.
SELIG PERLMAN
skeptics
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TRADE ASSOCIATIONS. The

organization
of producers in the same trade or industry is not
a peculiarly modern development. It existed in

one form or another in ancient Egypt and
throughout classical antiquity and has been
found in China as far back as records extend.
Whether the Roman "corporations" were primarily professional groups interested in the dearts and the preservation of

velopment of the

decent standards of living and of workmanship
or were essentially capitalistic in character, designed to improve bargaining efficiency, it is
impossible now to determine. TO some extent

the interpretation of the mediaeval craft guilds
encounters similar difficulties. Their main pur-

pose appears originally to have been social protection rather than self-help; but from what

Trade Agreements

Trade Associations

were primarily police agencies with public responsibilities they developed more and more of

selves for exchanging credit information, standardizing credit terms and combating fraud. Or

the character of instruments for the exploitation
of opportunities for gain, earning eventually a

the expediency of securing legislative favors,
perhaps by way of protection from foreign com-

richly deserved opprobrium.

petition, or of winning judicial or administrative

The

between the modern trade
and the mediaeval guild, in view of

distinction

association

this functionally shifting character of the latter,

may be based more definitely and concisely upon
structural peculiarities. The mediaeval

their

organizations of persons in the

same trade were

composed of all those who made their livelihood
by it those who gave as well as those who took
although of course with varying
On the other hand, the mod-

directions,

powers and duties.

ern trade association is composed of and represents solely the interests of a special class in each
industry: those who give directions, the enter-

was the shift in the basis of control of
production from skill to ownership accompanyprisers. It

ing the radical changes in width of the market

and in technology during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries which not only sharply
differentiated the directors from the directed
but opened up an almost impassable gulf between them. In these circumstances the more
energetic, resourceful and versatile elements in
every trade were alienated from the guilds by the
advantages of independent pursuit of their own
private interests regardless of any social responsibility

toward either consumers or workers.

The trade associations, which are the modern
counterpart of the guilds among the propertied
enterprisers, as the trade unions are among the
property less workmen, did not immediately take
the place of the defunct guilds. It was only after
half, from 1700 to 1850, of
freebooting competition, of unrestrained and
largely unregulated rivalry in trade that the

about a century and a

common

interests of enterprisers

were again

recognized and organization was achieved. At
the outset the revival of efforts toward associative action for mutual protection and advance-

ment of
by

was characterized

enterpriser interests
tentative thrusts in many directions.

Thus

the difficulties of employment relations might
lead to the establishment of an employers' association,

sometimes for more

effective resistance

to the challenge of trade unionism, sometimes
for the

facilitation

Again, the gamble

of collective

bargaining.
involved in the granting of

credit by commercially isolated manufacturers
or wholesalers each intent upon extending his
custom at all costs might finally persuade the

improvident

sellers

on

credit to organize

them-

recognition for trade standards, usages and
grades might prompt organization for these
purposes.
Not infrequently these initial associations included several lines of trade. They might be

organized upon a territorial basis, as was particularly true of the early British associations
directed toward the prevention of credit abuses,

although the localization of industry tended to
make of them none the less trade associations in
a narrower and more conventional sense. A
similar regional jurisdiction is to be found in the

chambers of commerce, which through the past
century have played such a vital role in the commercial and industrial development of France as
quasi-administrative organs for defining trade
customs, settling trade disputes and protecting
trade interests. The range of interests common
to all

members of such multitrade

associations

too restricted, however, to afford the basis for
any cohesive action with respect to the market.
is

If trade associations

tary organizations for

be defined then as volunmutual protection or ad-

of proprietarily independent enterprisers producing or distributing similar goods
or services, it is evident that the scope of their

vantage

joint action is immaterial. Such trade associations are in the main a product of the last half of

the nineteenth century; and it is curious how
nearly simultaneous was the emergence of this
type of organization in countries so widely different in historical background, stage of industrial

development and nature of public policy as
Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy and the
United States. The clue is perhaps to be found
in the changed situation of manufacturers and
dealers consequent upon the rapid expansion of
the railways; for with the removal of the geographic barriers which had afforded a measure

of protection enterprisers were suddenly exposed
to the rigors of a new and severe competition,

which was only aggravated by the opportunity
thus afforded for the expansion of each. The
generic purpose of trade associations is in some
way to allay the rigors of trade competition, in
order to assure or increase profits. But there is

more than one way

to achieve such

an end. The

general direction taken is largely conditioned by
the public policy within whose confines associations develop. Accordingly there has been in
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some

countries a predominant emphasis upon
activities aimed primarily at the reduction of
costs

and in others upon

activities

designed to

raise or maintain selling prices. In general there
a growing tendency to limit the term trade

dicates confined to

employment

relations.

They

embrace in

their jurisdiction control of output,
interchange of technical formulae and process

patents and in

some

cases direct control of

and

is

prices, subject of course to the supervision

association to those organizations whose paramount interests lie in cost reduction as distinct

approval of the Ministry of Corporations. These
Fascist syndicates of business enterprisers represent not a deviation from but the culmination of

from such organizations as pools, cartels, syndicates or comptotrSy which are structurally simi-

trade association development. They are the
embodiment of the philosophy of

but functionally oriented toward price control. But this usage is by no means universal,

concrete

and since in

It has already been remarked that the early
and extensive development of chambers of commerce in France represented an incipient trade

lar

countries, like

Germany, where

public policy has long sanctioned cooperation
among business rivals to control prices trade
associations in this narrow sense are practically

capitalistic syndicalism.

association

movement

in the sense that localiza-

unknown, the discussion which follows will
embrace all organizations falling within the

tion of industry contributed to their specialization in the protection and promotion of par-

structurally defined category.
The rapid industrialization of

free

Their functions, largely
determined by their constitution, were and are
confined to the provision of market information,
legal advice in such matters as customs regulations and factory legislation, a sort of police ad-

Germany took over from England
with the machine technique a substantial meas-

ministration for the protection of trade standards and similar activities. Trade associations

ticular lines of business.

Germany in the

century was accompanied and aided by a general policy of relatter half of the nineteenth

moval of

legal bars to free contract

and

enterprise.

ure of laissez

faire.

retained

limited to single industries began to appear in

tradition to coun-

the i86o's, the first on record being the Comptoir des Salines de 1'Est. The most important,
both on account of its size and power in its own

Nevertheless,

enough of the mercantilist

it

tenance, indeed to encourage, collective regulatory measures for softening the harsh consequences of individualist economic action. The

Prussian

fisc

not only encouraged general par-

ticipation in cartel agreements but was itself an
adherent of one of the first cartels formed, that

in the potash industry in 1879. The movement
thus started in the mining industries soon ex-

tended to manufactures and

becoming a

tive trade,

German

finally to distribu-

characteristic feature of

industrial organization. In spite of re-

current difficulties various legal devices, like the

Zwangsyndikat law of 1920 and notably the
Cartel Decree of 1923, have been adopted for
strengthening the hold of the associations upon
their membership and fortifying their market
control.

In

Italy after unification

and prior

to the

World War numerous

field

and on account of the example

it

set for

other industries, was the Comptoir de Longwy
(1876). This was the progenitor of the present
Comite" des Forges, which rules the metallurgical
an iron hand. But

industries of France with

although the comptoir movement has spread to
other so-called heavy industries, it has never
attained the prevalence and pervasive influence
of the parallel cartel movement in Germany.
This may perhaps be accounted for partly in

terms of the continuing vitality of the chambers
of commerce; but probably an even more important factor

is

the resistance to standardiza-

and mass production which
has characterized French industrial develoption, regimentation

ment.

trade associations had
been established, but under the parliamentary
regime they appear to have functioned prin-

In continental countries generally as well as
in Scandinavia public policy appears to have admitted free enterprise and free contract in trade

cipally in the sphere of cost reduction.

as more or less alien elements. For the governance of peoples habituated through centuries of
experience to one form or another of collective

They

negotiated employment contracts with the trade
unions, standardized products, grades and trade
terms and exerted their collective influence upon
legislation

and administration. Under Fascism,

however, the syndical organization of business
has become in effect compulsory and in practise
ubiquitous.

Nor

are the functions of the syn-

autonomy or hierarchical discipline these docwere singularly inept and inadequate. The

trines

basic assumption behind the faith in the salutary
character of free contract and free enterprise has
always been that they would foster free competi-
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In view of the historical development of the
continental economies it was indeed shortsighted
if not fatuous to
expect the removal of the bars

"Birmingham alliances" around the turn of the
century and the imitation of the continental salt
cartels and comptoirs by the Salt Union and the

to free enterprise to assure there the realization

subsequent North- Western Salt Company joint
sales agency (1906) represent exceptions. In a
few branches of industry also the American
trusts have been copied, as, for example, in J.
and P. Coats' sewing thread combine and the
Mond's Imperial Chemical consolidation. In the
main, however, freedom of enterprise in Great

tion.

of free competition.
cies in

nomic

The

revolutionary tenden-

Europe today, in so far as they have ecoorigins, may be taken as the logical reac-

tion to the evils of capitalistic exploitation.

inadequacy
limitations

if

The

not the absence of safeguards and

upon free enterprise (voluntary trade

association) characterizing the public policy of
European countries in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries accounts

for

sufficiently

the

Britain has not received a practical interpretacombine for the more effec-

tion as freedom to

And

tive exploitation of the consumer.
if price
are far from unknown among

callous indifference to social responsibilities so

agreements

modern business man. In other
circumstances the growth of an essentially professional outlook and fiduciary responsibility
among the members of trade associations might
not have been so meager as to be quite insig-

British trade associations, the privilege does not
appear to have been so flagrantly abused as to
give rise to vehement, widespread protest, as has
generally been the case elsewhere.
That British public policy does not itself sup-

nificant.

ply safeguards against the perversion of trade

typical of the

The justification

found in the
development of trade associations in Great
Britain and in a lesser degree in the United
States. Laissez faire, or more properly economic
liberalism, was neither a sudden accretion to nor
a change in the public policy of England; an inof this view

is

digenous growth, by the middle of the nineteenth century it had reached a certain maturity
after three centuries of cultivation. The notions

of

self-dependence,

responsibility

self-assertion

were ingrained

and

self-

in the habits of

m

these
thought of the English people. It was
circumstances that trade cooperation developed
in Great Britain, from its beginning in credit

safeguarding and collective bargaining activities
to the integral national trade associations constituting the units of the Federation of British Industries.

These

associations have

more

of the

genuinely professional character than is to be
found in their counterpart anywhere else. Their
technical staffs are engaged in constant research,
testing and standardizing of productive processes. Their trade missions are exploring new
markets and studying the causes for the decline
of old markets in all parts of the world. Their
employment committees are scrutinizing union
demands, enforcing the terms of joint agree-

ments and surveying labor efficiency throughout
the industry. Yet despite this training in cooperative action and the absence, even more
than in some continental countries, of legal safeguards against price maintenance their activities
have not frequently or generally been shifted

away from

cost reduction

and trade expansion

into that easy road to profits.

The

flurry of

association activities

may be made clear by brief

some of *he leading

cases involving
the legal limits of joint action by competing
traders. Upon the basis of earlier decisions,

reference to

notably in Wickens v. Evans [(1829) 3 Y. & J.
318] and Jones v. North [(1875) L. R., 19 Eq.
426], it was held in Mogul Steamship Co. v.

McGregor

[(1892) A.C. 25] that a conference of

shipping lines which endeavored to secure for
its members all the traffic from certain ports by
offering rebates to shippers who patronized these
member lines exclusively as well as by deliberate
rate cutting was not an actionable conspiracy. It
had even been held in the case of Jones v. North
that an agreement similarly eliminating competition within an association of competitive enterprises was an enforceable contract. Later, in an

action

basedupon anAustralian anticombination

statute [Attorney General for Australia v. Adelaide Steamship Co., (1913) A.C. 781], the

House of Lords held

that

even under the

statutory prohibition there must be proof of evil
effects of a trade combination to establish liability.

Such a

rule assures a

wide discretion to

trade competitors in regulating jointly their
market policies, as was confirmed in a subse-

quent case involving the notorious English salt
monopoly, North Western Salt Co. v. Electrolytic Alkali Co. [(1914) A.C. 461]. Furthermore
the absence of any legislation in Great Britain
regulating the sphere or policies of trade combination is significant of the degree to which

upon freedom of
and of enterprise to protect public

British public policy relies

contract
interests.
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In the United States trade associations have
developed under a far more skeptical and restrictive public policy.

The

frontier tradition

made competition almost an end in itself. Lacking the British trust in free enterprise, given
freedom of contract, public policy has sought
positively to enforce free competition. By common law rule the elimination of competition in
the market by joint action of traders was unen-

and by statutory enactment (the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890) it was made

forceable,

penal izable, without regard to the actual consequences of a particular agreement. In these circumstances the trade association movement

which developed in the United

States in the

the nineteenth century took two
chief directions. Association was usually either
latter part of

primarily social, designed to foster

and congenial

relationship

more friendly

among

or of a clandestine character.

competitors,

The former type of

trade association (represented by the New England Cotton Manufacturers' Association, 1865,
Manufacturing Chemists' Association of the

United States, 1872, National Jewelers Board of
Trade, 1874, and American Bankers' Association, 1875)

was

legally

innocuous but in an age

of hard headed business ruthlessness economi-

Trade associations of the latter
type were usually ephemeral, although they
might operate for a time, as in the wire nail
cally ineffectual.

trade, very

much

to the benefit of the confeder-

ates. Not infrequently both types of association
might coexist or flourish alternately in the same

industry.

Gradually the realization of the perils of
market manipulation led to a divorce of such
activities from the recognized trade association.
By the turn of the century most of the associations formed or forming had become more or
less inoffensive social organizations of business

men who came together once or twice a year for
convivial banquets

and an occasional appeal for

tariff protection or for lower freight rates
upon their products or for a better insurance
rating upon their plants. The endeavor to ex-

higher

tend the functions of these "legitimate" trade
associations in order to make of them more effective agencies for serving the interests of their
in particular for tempering the fury

members,
of their

own

competitive warfare, while at the

same time avoiding the snares of the

antitrust

laws constitutes the essence of trade association
history in the past quarter century.

The movement was given strong impetus by
the enunciation of the "rule of reason" by the

Supreme Court in 191 1

in the Standard Oil case

and by the publication in 1912 of a
book on The New Competition by A. J. Eddy.
The judicial contribution represented an interpretation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act which
seemed to place great stress upon the requirement of proof of nefarious acts directed against
outsiders to a combination and of "undue"
(221 U.S.

i

)

cupidity manifested by the associates. The professional contribution (Eddy was an attorney

numerous trade associations) represented
what was put forward as the discovery of a
technique for "cooperative competition." This
was commonly, although inaccurately, denominated the open price plan, whereunder the
for

members instead of agreeing upon prices or output or market territory undertook simply to
furnish detailed information concerning these
and cognate aspects of their business operations
and transactions to a common bureau which was
to make them available to the entire group. The

aim was

to afford that full knowledge of the
market predicated by economic theory, although
it should be observed that there was no suggestion of proffering the assembled information to
those on the buying side of the market.
Under the spell of hopefulness induced

by these promising developments and also
prompted by the need experienced during the

World War

for some instrument for mobilizing
productive resources in each industry and for
giving concerted expression to the views of the
trade, there took place during the next few years
an unprecedented activity in the organization of

trade associations. In the seven years from 1913
to 1919 seventy-six representative trade associations were formed and many old organizations
were revived by the discovery of new avenues of
usefulness, which for the most part were quite

legitimate just because the inflation of prices
took the emphasis off the pressure to safeguard
profits.

With the end of the war, however, the tradiAmerican skepticism of business con-

tional

federation for self-help reasserted itself. In the
American Column and Lumber Company case
in 1921 (257 U.S. 377) and again two years later
in the American Linseed Oil Company case
(262 U.S. 371) statistical services conducted on
the open price model were condemned, although
it is true that the adverse decisions may have
been influenced by the fact that in these cases
the services were accompanied by various practises, such as official interpretations of the data
and penalties for failure to adhere to certain

Trade Associations
rules or to posted prices. In contrast, however,
with the marked constriction of the scope of the

proprietary amalgamations, or corporate mergers, as in the United Shoe Machinery and the

Appalachian Coals case [288 U.S. 344 (1933)],
decided only a few months before the suspension
of the antitrust laws underthe Recovery Act it was
held that even the organization of a joint sales
agency among the producers of about three

United States Steel cases [247 U.S. 32 (1918)
and 251 U.S. 417 (1920)], under the accommo-

quarters of the total supply of a product entering
the market was not in violation of the antitrust

dating terms of the doctrine of reasonableness,
the tenor of these decisions was unmistakably
antagonistic to the efforts of small, independent

price fixing

businesses to achieve through association the
stability and security already won by big business. The conviction that the rule of reason had

than judicial decisions that the changing temper
of public opinion in post-war America might
be ready to tolerate an enlarged scope of trade

a different significance for trusts than it had for
artels was confirmed by the decision in the

association activity in the government of industry, such as was finally granted in the National

antitrust law prohibitions as applied to outright

H

renton Potteries case in 1927 (273 U.S. 392),
Vhich condemned a comprehensive price agreen>nt in the trade without stopping even to exaiine upon their merits pleas predicated upon
necessity and business prudence.
evident discrimination rankled in the

ec<tamic

Th\
min$ of the small
rise

not

i|

scale business

men and gave

a persistent movement for amendment
abolition of the antitrust laws.

oyight

if

,

laws in the absence of proof of the abuse of the
power thus established.

Meanwhile there had been other

Industrial Recovery Act of 1933.

the

Federal

indications

Around 1926

Trade Commission

initiated

a

unique procedure known as the trade practise
conference primarily as a method of securing
recognized definition of trade terms, grades and
standards. But under the unremitting pressure
of trade associations this developed within a
brief period into a device for controlling prices

through definitions of "unfair" and "discrim-

the National Industrial Recovery Act

inatory" price policies. The eager response of
trade associations to the opportunity to turn a

of judicial decisions
I933^iowever, a series
strict construction / the antitrust laws in reference to

species of cooperation upon an essentially professional plane into a means of exploiting consumers is significant. Again in 1931 the launch-

Bef^e
fruitioi( n

this

movement reached

substantial

of

had gon\far toward modifying the
1

trade

ing of the

gram

sociations a wider responsibility in the government of industry and the not unfavorable re-

activities. In 1923 a joint proassertion
for cVtailment of
output in the window
glass indus^ was held not to constitute a violation of the iW) because it was

Swope plan

for securing to trade as-

l

accomplished
through theyedium of a national trade agree-

ment betwee^the organized employees and the
trade associate o f the manufacturers.

And

in

1925 the Supine Court evinced a willingness
to tolerate a
wider latitude of direct trade

nh

cooperation an^g business competitors in the
cases of the Ceent Manufacturers Protective
Association (2tiu.S.

588) and the Maple
Flooring Manufy rers Association (268 U.S.
563). These deciW conceded to enterprisers
in the same line ra de the privilege of inter-

^

full statUal

information

their

changing
upon
current operations^ past transactions. Furthermore they uph^he concerted adoption of
uniform basing po^ credit standards, cost
formulae, turn-in a^mces anci a detective
system for checking t^ compliance with the
terms of association, ^sequently even greater
leniency toward

trad^

sponse elicited by the high pressure publicity

campaign in its favor showed that the American
public was amenable to suggestions looking
toward some type of capitalistic syndicalism,
suggestions which a generation earlier would
certainly have encountered the most vehement
hostility.

The passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 marks a sharp break in the
traditional economic policy of the United States.
Although the

act exhibits the greatest confusion
first year of its application re-

of purposes, the

beyond dispute its practical effect of
abandoning trust in trade competition and givveals

ing over to the self-regulation of business men
organized in trade associations the power and
responsibility of administering industry. The

supposition that this will be done in the public
interest because the actions, policies and deci-

"stabilizing" the mar* was evinced in the
validation of the crackii\atents p^i j n tn e oil

up by and representing solely these trade associations are subject to rescission or annulment by the president

industry [283 U.S. 163

upon advice of the

cooperation for

^

Finally, in the

sions of the code authorities set

administrators of the act
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who

are already charged with an
oversight of some 450 codified industries may
well be left to further experience to demonstrate

executives

how

far

it is

warranted.

And if the act sanctions

coercion of minorities of business men, in the
sense that they are bound by the rules formu-

by the majority in a trade whether or not
they subscribe to the code or join the trade aslated

sociation,

it

may be

speculated

will conduce to national

how much

this

economic planning. One

thing only is certain as to the eventual consequences of this new public policy for the place
of trade associations in American industrial

so long as the experiments in this direction continue, the professional side or aspect of their functioning (cost
organization. It assures that,

reducing and custom expanding activities) will
be more and more eclipsed by their market controlling functions. And this is unfortunate. For
if genuine economic stability is the end to be
sought, then genuine economic cooperation is
plainly the means. Trade associations, representing as they do the special interests of
business enterprisers, are scarcely qualified for
the responsibilities of industrial control in a

genuinely cooperative society whose chief concern is security of livelihood.
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